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B.O. # 1-8-95-F-16R 

As per the Biological Opinion for the Army' s Current Mission at the National Training Center, 
Fort Irwin, California, we are providing a table of all desert tortoise encounters by Fort Irwin 
personnel dming calendar year 2008 (Table 1) including the number and types of tortoise takes. 
For calendar year 2008, there were 13 desert tmioise encounters, including carcass sightings, 
within the original boundary of Fmi Irwin (Table I). This figure includes six (6) sightings where 
the animal was not in harm's way and no actions were taken to relocate the animal, five (5) 
carcasses incidentally observed during various survey efforts and two (2) relocations by 
authorized biologists where the tortoise was moved greater than 100 meters from its original 
location. All tmioises listed as "relocated" were in good general health and none voided as a 
result of handling or relocation. 

Table 1. Desert tortoise encounters by DPW staff on the NTC & Fort Irwin in 2008. 
UTM coordinate,' repol'ted in Zone 1 J NAD 83 

Date Easting Northing Type Relocated to 
4/6/2008 532589 3906008 Relocated 532547 3906128 

4/26/2008 553104 3908358 Sighting 
4/28/2008 523036 3901102 Carcass 
4/28/2008 527034 3895764 Carcass 
6/12/2008 504163 3895462 Sighting 

"'summer" 2008 Not recorded Carcass 
9/30/2008 523525 3889950 Relocated 523560 3889861 
9/30/2008 90 gridline Sighting 
9/30/2008 90 gridlille Sighting 
1019/2008 522015 3890198 Carcass 

10115/2008 Not recorded Sighting 
11117/2008 Not recorded Sighting 
11 /26/2008 Not recorded Carcass 

Summary of2008 Survey and Monitoring Efforts 

• On March 3, 2008 the Sitting Bull Restoration Area was surveyed for desert tortoise and 
other sensitive species. The entire Sitting Bull Restoration Area polygon was surveyed by 
walking north-south transects in 30 meter intervals. There were no desert tortoise 
burrows or sign throughout the Sitting Bull Area. The Restoration Area was mostly 
devoid of vegetation, and consequently there was a lack of wildlife activity. There was 
no sign of des eli tortoise or of sensitive species (Mojave fringe toed lizard, burrowing 
owl). Therefore, the Sitting Bull Restoration Area was deemed clear for ground 
disturbing activity. 

• On March 9'\ 2008 Fort Irwin biologists perfonned a survey for desert tmioises 
(Gopherus agassizii) at ITAM's proposed road improvement site, Yermo. The survey 
was conducted according to United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) protocols 
for the desert tmioise. There was no desert tOlioise sign observed during the survey. The 
areas surveyed varied from slightly impacted to highly impacted. There is a small 
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potential that tOlioises may wander into the areas during the project. No other sensitive 
plant or animal species were observed. 

• On June 20th 2008 three FOli Irwin biologists surveyed a section ofland adjacent to Fort 
Irwin Road prior to the construction of a truck bypass route. The proposed road was 14 
feet wide and approximately 2.5 miles long. The survey followed United States Fish and 
Wildlife Service protocol. No tortoises were seen. Multiple burrows were noted but none 
housed tortoises. Monitoring has continued on this project since June and no tOlioises 
have been sighted. 

• On October 15th through the lih 2008, Fort Irwin biologists surveyed the proposed site 
for installation of three wind energy turbines. Surveys were conducted to analyze all 
plant and animal species on the site. Surveys were particularly focused on desert tortoise 
(Gopherus agassizii) and Lane Mountain milkvetch (Astragalusjaegerianus) that could 
potentially be found at the site. The survey followed United States Fish and Wildlife 
Service protocols. The survey area was approximately 20 hectares, covering the project 
location and a buffer zone around the proposed area of activity. After careful evaluation it 
was detennined the area did not contain any sensitive species and that no biological 
constraints would prevent the addition of wind turbines and access roads at this site. 

• On November 3rd and 4th 2008 Fort Irwin biologists conducted a preliminary survey at 
the intersection of Live Fire Ranges 16 and 19 where a new Military Operations in Urban 
Terrain (MOUT) site has been proposed. The estimated area of impact covers almost 
1900 acres. Since the area was previously highly disturbed the survey focused on the 
undisturbed areas most likely to contain desert tortoises. Five areas of I OOx 100 meters 
were surveyed. No desert tortoises were seen however some possible burrows were 
sighted. A more intensive survey will occur prior to construction when more infonnation 
about the project becomes available. 

• On December 4th and 5th 2008 three Fort Irwin biologists surveyed the proposed Route B, 
a one mile long road connecting the main Fort hwin reservation with the western 
expansion area. United States Fish and Wildlife Service survey protocols were used and 
no desert tortoise bun'ows or sign were sited. As part of the Route B project, an adjacent 
existing road will be widened. A three mile stretch ofland associated with this aspect of 
the project was surveyed. Three possible desert tortoise burrows (unoccupied) were 
identified. Fort Irwin biologists will continue to monitor this project through completion 
of construction activities. 

• On 16 December 2008 two Fort Irwin biologists accompanied Operations Group 
personnel through the western expansion area to determine a biologically feasible route 
for a Stryker unit road march from Fort Irwin to Southern California Logistics Airport 
(SCLA). This activity will occur on February 18 and 19,2009 during Rotation 09-04. No 
desert tortoises were encountered or are expected to be affected by this activity. All 
participating personnel will be briefed regarding the deseli tortoise and Fort Irwin 
biologists will precede the road march to insure no deseli tortoises are hanned. 
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This biological opinion requires any disturbance to desert tortoise critical habitat south of the 90 
Grid Line be rep0l1ed. In association with the ongoing desert tortoise translocation project being 
executed in lands south of the 90 Grid Line (the southem expansion area or SEA), a number of 
activities occurred during 2008. Desert tortoises south of the 90 Grid Line, previously 
transmittered, were translocated to one of I I translocation plots south of Fort Irwin. Prior to 
being translocated, all tortoises were subjected to a health assessment including drawing blood to 
test for exposure to disease. All tortoises exhibiting severe clinical signs of disease or testing 
ELISA suspect or positive were left in the SEA. Additionally, disease pens were constructed on 
suitable deseli tOlioise habitat south of the 90 Grid Line. The intent of these pens is to house 
those t0110ises exhibiting severe clinical signs of disease or testing ELISA positive or suspect. 
Subject to completion of trans locating all tortoises from the SEA (lands south of the 90 Grid 
Line) it is F011lrwin's plan to begin training activities on these lands. 

Recommendations - This biological opinion covers lands encompassed by the original Fort Irwin 
boundary. A separate biological opinion covers lands acquired through the Fort Irwin land 
expansion project. Following completion of the Fort Irwin translocation project recommend this 
biological opinion be revised to incorporate all FOIi hwin lands under one biological opinion. 
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B.O. # 1-8-03-F-48 
Desert Tortoise Permit TE-I02235-3 

The FOli Irwin Biological Opinion for the Proposed Addition to Maneuver Training Lands at 
Fort Irwin, California requires the Army to report the details on each deseli tortoi se that is found 
dead or injured within the new training areas at Fort hwin or at translocation sites and repOli any 
conservation actions taken for the desert tortoise and the Lane Mountain milkvetch. The 
expansion areas are not cUlTently available for military training (pending completion of all 
environmental documentation) and are being managed in a manner consistent with Bureau of 
Land Management deseli wildlife management area protocols. The following desert tortoise 
translocation project activities took place this year: 

• Total injuries and mortalities of all uniquely-identified tortoises involved in the FOli 
Irwin Translocation Project are presented in Tab le 2. Two hundred (200) mortalities and 
six (6) injured tortoises were recorded during 2008. 

T bl 2 M rt I'f a e 0 a l ies an d " . f IDJunes 0 I 'd fli d d umque Y-I en I Ie eser tt t ' or OIses a t F rt I . . 2008 0 r WI D In 

Tortoise ID # Date of Observation Easting Northing Status Calise of Death or Injury 

37 9/2112008 527378 3887993 dead other 

40 911112008 527412 3887947 dead unknown 

46 5/4/2008 529588 3889880 dead unknown 

55 3/5/2008 537922 3880072 dead canid 

890 8/ 11 /2008 526203 38888 12 dead necropsy 

2005 10/2/2008 521937 3871953 dead unknown 

2009 3/28/2008 dead canid 

2037 111 3/2008 533496 3887222 dead unknown 

2047 5116/2008 dead canid 

2524 5/6/2008 528176 3887615 dead canid 

2528 5/8/2008 51 8269 3880163 dead canid 

2549 7/8/2008 521 700 3871001 dead unknown 

2562 3/25/2008 dead canid 

2574 7/ 14/2008 dead canid 

3001 4/8/2008 522181 3866117 dead unknown 

3002 1114/2008 522419 3865647 dead canid 

3004 1114/2008 519596 3866959 dead natural 

3006 5/5/2008 508690 3886521 dead canid 

3009 6/3/2008 51 8512 388 1296 dead canid 

3011 4/3/2008 51 8451 3882108 dead natural 

301 8 10/2/2008 554219 3884078 dead canid 

3024 711 512008 519451 3870144 dead canid 

3028 6/30/2008 523288 3864844 dead canid 

3029 1114/2008 522785 3866440 dead canid 

3032 9/3/2008 512048 3882 102 dead canjd 
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3036 4/3/2008 509792 3880830 dead canid 

3038 3/26/2008 513428 3877544 dead unknown 

3047 1/ 15/2008 51 3414 38791 84 dead unknown 

3063 1116/2008 532746 3886473 dead unknown 

3067 1/ 15/2008 512938 3877984 dead unknown 

3068 2113 /2008 512542 3877760 dead canid 

3070 6/30/2008 537416 3879271 dead canid 

3077 7/27/2008 520594 3873389 dead canid 

3082 5/23/2008 509624 3880096 dead canid 

3094 2/ 12/2008 512270 3883139 dead unknown 

3095 4/3/2008 509509 3880646 dead canid 

3098 5/5/2008 508533 3879771 dead canid 

3101 3/28/2008 509009 388 1081 dead unknown 

3102 7/23/2008 51 8762 387 1794 dead canid 

3103 4/2/2008 511522 3883201 dead canid 

3104 8114/2008 510650 3883779 dead canid 

3107 2112/2008 513352 3877027 dead unknown 

3110 1115/2008 512696 3877290 dead canid 

3113 1114/2008 528851 3881464 dead unknown 

3126 8/5/2008 512844 3880166 dead canid 

3128 4/3/2008 508112 3880193 dead canid 

3129 4129/2008 512955 3878094 dead canid 

3134 211 3/2008 513449 3877348 dead canid 

3142 7/ 16/2008 520550 3871179 dead canid 

3146 9/3/2008 520013 3877302 dead canid 

3159 3/26/2008 513232 3876995 dead unknown 

3161 5125/2008 513301 38771 80 dead canid 

3168 9/3/2008 51 8907 3876668 dead other 

31 70 11 /5/2008 546007 3879590 dead canid 

3175 7/2/2008 51 7889 3876737 dead canid 

3201 4/2/2008 510789 3883 895 dead canid 

3217 9/3/2008 514242 3885157 dead canid 

3222 9/2/2008 51 8513 3882047 dead unknown 

3225 3/3/2008 509919 3878181 dead canid 

3229 2/1112008 543895 3882361 dead canid 

3242 411 /2008 511142 388 1352 dead unknown 

3282 911 8/2008 549587 3885382 dead unknown 

3286 911712008 5481 11 3886568 dead canid 

3298 9/22/2008 536001 3879972 dead canid 

3302 7126/2008 520119 3872105 dead canid 

3307 211 3/2008 520010 387 1304 dead unknown 
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3313 1119/2008 548329 3885664 dead canid 

3366 10114/2008 518105 3881186 dead canid 

3381 7114/2008 525589 3886599 dead necropsy 

3408 7/28/2008 525173 3886747 dead necropsy 

3413 411 012008 548906 3885306 dead unknown 

3442 10/13/2008 521637 3869424 dead unknown 

3453 10/20/2008 521741 3888349 dead other 

3454 5/5/2008 522932 3887941 dead necropsy 

3460 9119/2008 521003 3871293 dead canid 

3468 5112/2008 524237 3889048 dead necropsy 

3469 8/20/2008 524469 3887921 dead necropsy 

3470 10/8/2008 554595 3889216 dead unknown 

3475 8/27 /2008 520277 3868485 dead unknown 

3477 611712008 524500 3888696 dead necropsy 

3478 4/23/2008 526805 3887876 dead unknown 

3479 6/30/2008 524266 3889131 dead necropsy 

3481 7/5/2008 dead unknown 

3507 7/26/2008 521119 3871988 dead canid 

3528 10/23 /2008 526404 3887357 dead canid 

3581 3/3112008 549449 3882881 dead canid 

3582 3/31 /2008 549962 3883161 dead canid 

3595 1/19/2008 dead canid 

3604 9/8/2008 522921 3888389 dead necropsy 

3605 5/2/2008 522278 3887950 dead canid 

3606 1112/2008 519329 3869363 dead unknown 

3607 10119/2008 520467 3869155 dead canid 

3618 7115/2008 520226 3868981 dead canid 

3628 8/29/2008 522880 3871947 dead unknown 

3700 1112/2008 520448 3870996 dead canid 

3703 8/9/2008 519850 3870898 dead canid 

3706 3/19/2008 519969 3871651 dead canid 

3708 10119/2008 523921 3872366 dead unknown 

3709 6/24/2008 521397 3868690 dead unknown 

3711 10/8/2008 521668 3868849 dead canid 

3712 8/20/2008 521804 3868987 dead unknown 

3720 10115/2008 550214 3885886 dead canid 

4007 7/23/2008 519797 3873062 dead canid 

4011 12110/2008 518266 3877929 dead canid 

4014 5/25/2008 541130 3889822 dead canid 

4018 5/12/2008 537152 3880227 dead canid 

4025 4/9/2008 528688 3889774 dead canid 
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4029 7/2/2008 521 239 3871592 dead can id 

4031 1011 0/2008 520427 3873600 dead canid 

4032 6/5/2008 531597 3887466 dead canid 

4037 711 6/2008 528706 3888799 dead canid 

4040 611 9/2008 53701 7 388 1004 dead canid 

4043 3/28/2008 533664 3889734 dead canid 

405 8 4115/2008 515016 3875970 dead canid 

4059 6/5/2008 519746 3876746 dead canid 

4093 6113/2008 508136 3879034 dead canid 

4097 5/27/2008 510621 3880906 dead canid 

4130 5/28/2008 530677 3889921 dead canid 

41 37 3/31 12008 509234 3880096 dead canid 

4142 9/27/2008 506923 3882259 dead canid 

4159 7/14/2008 550362 3892571 dead canid 

41 61 7/ 15/2008 530203 3888082 dead canid 

41 65 6/3/2008 51 8676 3876143 dead cani d 

41 80 4/15/2008 510494 3880734 dead canid 

41 82 1211 0/2008 519583 387561 8 dead canid 

41 86 5/20/2008 535934 3879411 dead natural 

4209 5/20/2008 509190 3880315 dead unknown 

4212 10/30/2008 536267 3880303 dead unknown 

4215 41712008 508975 3880147 dead canid 

421 8 4/P /2008 547939 3890801 dead vehicle impact 

4226 9/20/2008 520888 387 1956 dead canid 

4230 8/16/2008 528465 3890205 dead canid 

4233 5/22/2008 518533 3874750 dead canid 

4237 7/1712008 508840 3879840 dead other 

4248 111 ]3/2008 51 8396 3876448 dead canid 

4250 8/1/2008 548550 389 1375 dead canid 

4254 6/23/2008 519995 3876007 dead canid 

4262 5/21 /2008 537099 3878074 dead unknown 

4263 8/6/2008 548637 3890703 dead canid 

4266 4/9/2008 548801 3890613 dead canid 

4267 3/29/2008 508339 3879945 dead unknown 

4270 4/1112008 548787 3890498 dead canid 

4272 5/24/2008 51 7634 3883004 dead natural 

4274 10/14/2008 509396 3880330 dead canid 

4280 4/112008 513404 3885642 dead canid 

4282 7/26/2008 519973 3872084 dead canid 

4283 5/10/2008 535828 3880366 dead canid 

4292 3/27/2008 54901 4 3890852 dead unknown 
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4295 9119/2008 509619 3879934 dead canid 

4296 4/8/2008 548495 3892319 dead canid 

4304 911712008 519889 3872567 dead canid 

4320 911112008 519391 3877070 dead canid 

4343 11/2/2008 527279 3887605 dead unknown 

4359 6/23/2008 517982 3874434 dead canid 

4360 3/28/2008 528514 3888549 dead nnknown 

4388 3/26/2008 dead canid 

4390 2/14/2008 dead canid 

4391 9/21 /2008 525104 3889606 dead canid 

4393 2114/2008 524584 3889905 dead canid 

4399 9111 /2008 517983 3875444 dead canid 

4408 9/27/2008 528120 3888000 dead canid 

4409 9/20/2008 520736 3872096 dead canid 

4413 7114/2008 520104 3892095 dead canid 

4417 4/28/2008 530673 3889522 dead necropsy 

4443 8/6/2008 509244 3881143 dead canid 

4448 7/5/2008 518481 3876590 dead canid 

4451 4/9/2008 520789 3890523 dead canid 

4458 8/24/2008 520412 3873272 dead canid 

4469 6/6/2008 dead unknown 

4481 5/20/2008 529410 3886487 dead canid 

4484 5/28/2008 548299 3887637 dead canid 

4487 6/2/2008 520306 3873020 dead canid 

4488 1118/2008 548577 3885422 dead canid 

4489 5/2/2008 508611 3887827 dead canid 

4490 7/2012008 542422 3889318 dead raven 
4491 5115/2008 548399 3891260 dead canid 

4498 5/28/2008 550825 3892493 dead canid 

4528 4/30/2008 519532 3871333 dead raven 

4529 4/24/2008 dead necropsy 

4547 511312008 547958 3887037 dead raven 

4586 8/2/2008 519495 3890762 dead canid 

4590 4116/2008 547764 3890701 dead necropsy 

4593 511 0/2008 519388 3871613 dead canid 

4595 4/21 /2008 549347 3890977 dead canid 

4598 7/25/2008 520787 3873341 dead canid 

4614 7/26/2008 521625 3871118 dead canid 

4650 9/1712008 520301 3871499 dead raven 

4654 711 12008 517087 3892875 dead unknown 

4669 6/26/2008 526378 3889882 dead unknown 
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4675 6/2/2008 524368 3889592 dead canid 
4684 4/24/2008 520440 3869962 dead canid 
4685 3/30/2008 dead unknown 

4716 9/2112008 548017 3890871 dead canid 

4720 8/2/2008 520975 3890589 dead canid 

4721 3/25/2008 520811 3890811 dead canid 
4739 5116/2008 542237 3877227 dead raven 

4756 5116/2008 542617 3876834 dead raven 

501 8 10/22/2008 513007 3897930 dead unknown 

5057 5/2112008 514446 3898955 dead unknown 

5126 10/28/2008 508606 3898958 dead canid 
3141 11 /17/2008 519367 3876075 injured canid 
2540 1211 6/08 535854 3880651 injured unknown 

2557 12/08/08 508348 3880980 injured unknown 

4118 12110/08 519040 3876002 injured unknown 

4291 1211 0/08 514822 3878884 injured unknown 

4517 12/11108 538655 3881274 injured unknown 

• Research - Reports outlining the 2008 activities, res nits, issues and recommendations for 
each research project associated with the Fort Irwin desert tortoise translocation effort are 
attached as appendices (A through E). 

• Predator control - Predator control measures were implemented during summer 2008 in 
an attempt to reduce tortoise predation experienced by translocation research projects. 
See USDA APHIS (Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service) repmi, Appendix F. 

• Fencing - Westem Expansion Area (WEA) continued in 2008 in accordance with the 
fencing plan. Following discussion with Naval Air Weapons Station (NA WS) China 
Lake, Fort Irwin agreed to install tortoi se fencing along the NA WS China Lake WEA 
boundary. Following a significant rain event numerous sections of the southem 
expansion are desert tortoise fence were repaired. A new tortoise fence design was 
developed to address overland flow issues during rain events. This design will undergo 
limited testing in 2009. 

• On May 21" and 23 rd 2008 four pens built to house diseased tOitoises were surveyed and 
cleared. Any residents housed in these pens were removed to ensure they would not be 
subject to disease. These pens were cleared using United States Fish and Wildlife Service 
survey protocol. Three individuals were found. All were moved outside of their 
respective pens into a shady area nearby. Each was given water and a visual health 
assessment plior to release. 

• On July 15'h 2008 two biologists from DPW Environmental completed a tortoi se survey 
in the westem expansion area prior to the building of a tmtoise boundary fence. The 
survey area was approximately 4.5 miles long and 20 meters wide. One bUlTOW and one 
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carcass were discovered during this survey. The burrow was marked to ensure it would 
not be affected by construction. This project was monitored continually and two tOl10ises 
were moved out of harm 's way during construction. 

• In the spring of2008 18 of the 73 juvenile tOl10ises (including 4 new tortoises from the 
WEA) overwintering in Bldg 602 on Fort Irwin were returned to the FISS by Fort Irwin 
biologists. The remaining 33 surviving tOl10ises from Bldg 602 were translocated by ITS 
researchers. With the addition of the 18 juvenile tortoises fi'om Bldg 602 there are a total 
of33 juvenile tortoises in the FISS. 

• All three FISS structures were searched visually October 6, 2008 for any active 
individuals above ground. No juveniles were observed but scat littered the edges of pens 
2, 3, and 4. This scat was still shiny dating it to this year (USFWS 1992). On October 14th 
2008 pen 4 was intensively surveyed. There were no t0l10ises out walking around in this 
enclosure. Additionally, all burrows large enough to house a neonate tortoi se were 
examined and no tortoises were found. In the summer of2008 this pen was searched by a 
Fort Irwin biologist and no tortoises were observed. 

• Pen I was surveyed on the 21 " of October. No individuals were seen out walking around 
or in burrows. Pens 2 and 3 were examined October 28,2008 and no individuals were 
seen. Pens 2 and 3 were ilTigated during the summer months and Fort Irwin biologists 
reported seeing one or two individuals roaming the pens on multiple occasions. The 
identity of these individuals was not noted at that time. No burrow was prodded in order 
to avoid waking hibernating individuals. In spring of2009 another survey will be 
conducted in order to con finn the fates of all juveniles at the FISS. 

S f FISS S ummary 0 urveys: 
Date Survey Area Juveniles Scat Burrows 
10/6/08 Walked Pen 1,2, 3, and 4 No Yes (pens Yes 

1,2,3) 
10114/08 Pen 4, intensive burrow search No No Yes 
10/21108 Pen 1, intensive bnrrow search No Yes Yes 
10/28/08 Pens 2 and 3, intensive burrow No Yes Yes 

search 

• On December 23,d, 241h, 291h, 301h, and 31" Fort Irwin biologists conducted a desert 
tortoise construction clearance survey in the western expansion area prior to work 
beginning on re-routing the existing Copper City Road. No tortoises were found. There 
were 13 desert tortoise carcasses encountered. Carcass locations were recorded and 
added to the Fort Irwin tortoise database. 

• Lane Mountain Milkvetch - Conservation efforts for the Lane Mountain milkvetch 
consisted primarily of continued monitoring of populations at several sites. A complete 
annual report is attached (Appendix G). 
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8.0. # 1-S-00-F-7S 

The Biological Opinion for the Proposed Off-Road Yehicle Area, U.S. Army National Training 
Center, Fort Irwin, Califomia requires an annual report documenting ORY area usage and 
violations. Established in 2003, the ORY area encompasses approximately 70 acres. The ORY 
area is completely enclosed by triple strand smooth wire and tortoise proof fencing. During 
calendar year 2008, the Fort Irwin Recreation Center reported a total of84 users of the OHY area 
which is less than in previous years. No desert tortoise encounters were repOIted within the 
boundaries of the OHY area. No violations of the NTC and FOIt Irwin Regulation 350-3 were 
reported or observed. 

8.0. # 1-S-05-F-43 

The Biological Opinion for Translocation of Deselt Tortoises from the Southem Expansion Area 
requires Fort Irwin submit a repOIt to the USFWS within 60 days of completion of acti vities 
outlined in the biological opinion. Construction of the 1-15 tOItoise exclusion fence and holding 
pens for di seased animals is complete. A final report detailing the effects of this action on desert 
tortoises is in preparation. Upon provision of this report to USFWS by the Anny all provisions 
set forth by thi s biological opinion will have been fully satisfied. 

8.0. # 1-S-03-F-47 

This project is still in progress with a tentative completion date oflate February, 2009. Ground 
di sturbance activities for thi s project were completed in 2007 and early 2008 with no tOItoises, 
bUITows or carcasses observed. A full report will be submitted , as required, within 90 days of 
project completion. 
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5 smaU lree!: v.llh leilll8s sWir;. ti8$IOd Wllll&iels Oil illland WlliA!rS 

o clear or rew clouds, 1 partly cloudy or variable sky, 2 cloudy or oven:ast, 4 fog or smoke S diizzle, 6 snow Ii 5lioWeis 

BLRA: kk:ky-<loo,'g«, chuit LEBI: COO, kak. all SORA: whinny, perwaap, keep VIRA: grunt, Uc:ke~ klalw CLRA: cllt, kak, kburr AMB~ pump-er~unk COMO: wpl. giddy-up, beep PBGR: owhoop, hyena 
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f f 
Beailfort S1:ale 

Sky 

Call Types 
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o smoke rises ve<lk:l!lly, 1 wind dlrocllon shown by amoke dllll, 2 wind fell on face, leaves rus00: 3 lealleS, small !Wigs 111 tonslanl moUon, illllil ftag exlsndild, 4 raises dusl and 1oQiia pape;s; small brailclies are moiled, 
6 small lnles wilh lafves away; oruled wa1181els on Inland watara 

o cJaar or few clouds, 1 partly cloudy or vartabla sky, 2 cloudy or owroas~ 4 log ot smoke 5 dril:tla, 6 snow 8 -00-S 

BLRA: klcky<l<>o, grr, churl LEBI: coo, kak. art SORA: whinny, pll<Wffp,
0

keep VIRA: grunt, Uckel, klckar CLRA: cllr, kek, kbull' AMBI: pump-er-lunk COMO: wp~ giddy-up, beep PBGR: owhoop, hyena 
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~!:! NATIONAL MARSH .Bl.RD MONITORIN~ .PROGRAM SURVEY DATA SHEET 

ASH MEADOWS NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE 

·--·-·~~--~~~-~-~~--~~-~~~-~~~~~~~~~-· 
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Data Entry: 

Date Enierec!: · 
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! L~calion ID (Marsh/Route Name): JAHME_BIRD_MB_FWS_ f..o""'~ ~~\-e.I Jt:(~1,..._ 

j Event ID (Loc_Date): lAHME_BIRD_MB~FvVS_ - . · ' 

Observer(s): r ;:;- .-~te.b IL I II, \)c. Cl\.Jc.. ' w, .,-.,. ~·--· - r 
•1111a1-...,.non1oro11holr-1olh1data-

QI Multiple Observer Survey 

Date (mmddyyyy): l~-qOJt 'a 0 I 'J 

I Survey Replicate # ] l 
Water Depth: · ~ 
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Bac~ground Noise · O no noise, 1 fainl noise, ·,2 moderale noise (prob'lbiy cani hear soma blrds·boyond 100m), 3 loud noise (probably cani hear same birds beyond 50m) 4, in~ noise (probably can'l hear some birds beyond 25m) 

Beaufort Scale 

Sky 

Call Types 

o smoke rises vertlcaUy, 1 wind dlnn:Uon ohown by smoke drllt. 2 wind fell on lace, leaves rusue, 3 leaves, small lwlga In conslanl mollon, Ughl flog exlended, 4 raises duslancll ooae papeni; small branches are moved, 

5 smaU lrees wllh loaves sway; CIUllled waveleLs on inland walers 

o clear or law clouds. 1 partly cloudy or variable sky, 2 cloudy or oven:as~ 4 fog or smoke 5 drizzle, 6 snow 8 showers 

BLRA: klcky-<loo, grr, churt LEBI: coo, kak, art SORA: whinny, perweop, keep VIRA: grunl, lid<o~ k1cl<ar CLRA: cllr, kek, kbutr AMBI: pump.er-lunk COMO: wpl. giddy-up, beep PBGR: owhoop. hyena 
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Background Noise 0 no noise, '1 faint noise, 2 moderate noise (probably can1 hear some birds beyond 100m), 3 loud noise (pn>bably can't hear some birds beyond 50m) 4, Intense noise (probably cani hear some birds beyond 25m) 

Beaufort Scale 0 smoke rises vertlcaUy, 1 wind dlrecllon shown by smoke drift, 2 wind felt on face, leaves ruslle, 3 leaves, small lwlgs In canstanl motion, lighl Dag extended, 4 raises dust and loose pj!per.i; smaU branches are moved, 
5 amalt Lrees wllh leaves sway; cnistad wavelets on Inland-waters 

Sky 0 clear odew clouds, 1 partly cloudy or varlable,sky, 2 cloudy or oven:as~ 4 fog or smoke 5 drizzle, 6 snow 8 showerB 

Call Types . BLRA: klcky-<loo, grr, churl LEBI: coo, kak, ert SORA: Whlmy, perwaep, keep VIRA: grunl, llcka~ kicker CLRA: cllr, kek, kburr AMBI: pump-er-lunk COMO: wp~ giddy-up, beep PBGR: owhoop, hyena 
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NATIONAL MARSH BIRD MONITORING PROGRAM SURVEY DATA SHEET 

ASH MEADOWS NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE 

,--· ~-· 

• Location ID (Marsh/Route Name): jAHME_BIRD_MB_FWS_ !"'kJ~ S\n.ci~ .f<&5 
Event ID (Loc_Date): JAHME_BIRD_MB_FWS_ 

Date (mmddyyyy): I Olf8.f..f~ot3 
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Background Noise O no noise, 1 faint noise, 2 moderate noise (probably can' hear soma birds beyond 100m), 3 loud noise (probably can't hear some birds beyond 50m) 4. Intense noise (probably can't hear soma birds beyond 25m) 
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Beaufort Scale o smoke rises vertically, 1 wind direction shown by smoke drift, 2 wind felt on face, leaves rustle, 3 leaves, small twigs In conslant motion, light flag extended, 4 raises dust and loose pap81S; small branches 8111 moved, 

5 small ir1IBS wilh laawa sway; aesled wavelels on Inland waters 

Sky o clear or lew clouds, 1 patUy cloudy or variable sky, 2 cloudy or overcast. 4 fogorsmoke 5 drizzle, 6 snow 8 shower.I 

Call Types BLRA: kicky-doc, grr, churl LEBI~ coo, kak, art SORA: l'AllMy, perwoep, keep VIRA: gnm~ llcket, kicker CLRA: cllr, kek. kburr AMBI: pumf)-<lr..funk COMO: wp~ giddy-up, beep PBGR: <Mhoop, hyena 
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NATIONAL MARSH BIRD MONITORING PROGRAM SURVEY DATA SHEET 

ASH MEADOWS NATIONAL WlLDUFE REF.UGE 

,---··-··--- --
Location ID (Marsh/Route Name): ~jAHME_BIRD_MB_FWs_ FA 1.t &os."'"-:' Qo,,,..re-""' "~ 

~ EventlD(Loc_Date): fAHME_BIRD_MB_FWS_ f'Allt~A,.,K.S ouTt=-w·,.._ •I· :l.~-13 

l Date (mmddyyyy): I '//:;J. 5 /1 3 
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~ultlple Observer Survey 
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Background Noise 

Beaufort Scale 

Sky 

Call Types 

Ono noise, 1 faint noise, .2 moderate noise (PfObabty canl hear some birds beyond 100m), 3 loud noise (probably can1 hear soma birds beyond 50m) 4, ~ noise (probably can't hear some birds beyond 25m) 

O smoko rtsu vertically. 1 wind direction shown by smoko drift, 2 wind fell on face, leoves rustle, 3 leaves, small twigs In constant motion, llghl flag extended, 4 raises dustandl ooso papeni; smoll branches a111 moved. 

5 smaU trees wilh leaves sway; crested wavelels on inland waters 

O dear or few clouds, 1 partly cloudy or variable sky, 2 cloudy or overcasL 4 fog ar smoke 5 drizzle, 6 snow 8 &howetS 

BLRA: klcky-doo, gn', churl LEBI: coo, kak, art SORA: whinny, perweep, keep VIRA: grunt, llc:keL ktCbr CLRA: dlr, kek. kbuir AMBI: pum,,...r-lunk COMO: wpL giddy-up, boep PBGR: owhoop, hyl!lla 
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National Marsh Bird Monitoring Program Survey Data Sheet 

Date: ~ 5, W0 Location: ~'n M Mdmus N VV f- Before/After 

Route: B01%5boeJ LCJVl 1 ~kr>on 1 turrbru\.t..s Temperature ("F): Li & I 7 t 
Observer(s) (list all)*: ~S12trJ ~ Wind speed (mph): 0 I D 

Survey replicate # : -Z...-
Cloud cover (%}: WI~ f) 

Precipitation (see below) : Q I 0 

*list all observers in order of their contribution to the data collected 
put an "S" in the appropriate column if the bird was seen, a "1" if the bird was heard, and "1 S" if both heard and seen 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
HEADQUARTERS, UNITED STATES ARMY GARRISON 

BLDG 237, B AVE, P.O. Box 105021 
FORT IRWIN, CA 92310-5000 

November 14,2013 

Subject: Consultation pursuant to section 7(a)(2) of the Endangered Species Act of 
1973, as amended, with regard to development of an altemative energy project on Fort 
Irwin. 

Mr. Steve Henry 
US Fish and Wildlife Service 
Ventura Fish and Wildlife Office 
2493 Portola Rd, Ste. B 
Ventura. Califomia 93003 

Dear Mr. Henry, 

On 5 September 2012, the Army requested formal consultation, pursuant to 50 CFR 
§402.16(b)(c), regarding the proposed development of an alternative energy project on 
Fort Irwin and its effects on the Federally threatened desert tortoise, its critical habitat, 
and the endangered Lane Mountain Milk-Vetch. 

On 3 December 2012, your office issued a draft biological opinion for the Fort Irwin 
National Training Center Solar Facility project (8-8-12-F-48) . Since receipt of the draft 
biological opinion (8-8-12-F-48), the Army has reviewed the project and subsequently 
modified the proposed action. Modification of the proposed action potentially results in 
effects to the listed species that was not addressed/considered in the original biological 
assessment or addressed in the draft biological opinion. 

As a result, the Army has revised its initial biological assessment. The Army is 
providing the attached revised document to provide the additional information necessary 
to continue consultation on the proposed project. 

Should you have any questions, please contact Clarence Everly by phone at: 760-
380-3740 or by email at: ciarence.a.everiv.civ@mail.mii_ 

Attachment 

Sincerely, 

-'7/'7 
r~ 

Muhammad A. Bari, P.E. 
Director of Public Works 
USAG Fort Irwin, CA 
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Summary of Findings, Conclusions, and 
Determinations 
Fort Irwin and the National Training Center in San Bernardino County, California, proposes to construct, operate 
and maintain a solar photovoltaic (PV) facility on one of two properties being considered – either Parcel 1, which 
is 325 acres (ac) or Parcel 2, which is 390 ac. The project will be a 15 megawatt electrical (MWe) facility and will 
connect to existing infrastructure that serves Fort Irwin via a substation adjacent to the proposed project 
locations. The final constructed footprint is estimated to be approximately 150 ac. However, construction parking 
and laydown areas would likely extend beyond the construction footprint, but would be contained within a 
defined project area of approximately 250 ac within the larger parcel. 

The project will include construction of the following:  

• PV modules/panels 
• Solar trackers (to position modules with the sun’s movement) or fixed-tilt mounting structures  
• Direct current-to-alternating current inverters  
• Three-phase, pad-mounted medium-voltage transformers, or similar; and high-voltage step-up transformers 
• Connection to the Tiefort substation 
• Permanent exclusion fencing around the solar facility 

The project would reduce consumption of non-renewable energy and reduce combustion emissions. A dedicated 
transmission line from the solar facility to Fort Irwin for backup power was initially proposed, but has been 
removed from the project. This line may be constructed at some unspecified date in the future, which would likely 
require future consultation.  

Federally Listed Species 
Federally listed threatened, endangered, and proposed species were evaluated to determine their potential 
presence within the action area. The desert tortoise (Gopherus agassizii), a federally listed threatened and state 
listed threatened species, received detailed consideration because documented observations of this species have 
been recorded within the action area. 

Project Effects 
Project-related construction will directly affect desert tortoise through permanent loss of habitat, as well as 
potential harassment or harm of individuals should clearance surveys determine that relocation of individuals will 
be necessary. Operation of the solar facility would not be expected to affect desert tortoise. Maintenance 
activities within the solar facility would not affect desert tortoise due to the presence of the tortoise exclusion 
fencing.  

Depending on the site selected, project construction and operation would result in permanent effects to desert 
tortoise habitat on up to 250 ac of the approximately 325-ac or 390-ac parcel. Project components generally 
include construction, operation, and maintenance of the solar facility site, and construction and operation and 
maintenance of other related components. The project is within the Western Mojave Recovery Unit but does not 
lie within Desert Tortoise Critical Habitat or a Desert Wildlife Management Area. The Superior-Cronese critical 
habitat unit is less than 5 miles west of the action area. The project would not result in fragmentation of desert 
tortoise critical habitat and would not adversely modify or destroy desert tortoise critical habitat. The project 
would not affect any other federally listed threatened, endangered, or proposed plants or wildlife. 
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FORT IRWIN NATIONAL TRAINING CENTER SOLAR FACILITY PROJECT FINAL BIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT 

Avoidance and Minimization Measures 
Fort Irwin has designed the project to minimize direct effects to the desert tortoise and its habitat. In addition, 
Fort Irwin will employ best management practices (BMPs) in order to avoid, minimize, and prevent any potential 
direct effects to desert tortoise or potential habitat. These measures include: 

1. Clearance surveys will be conducted after placement of exclusion fencing and prior to construction activities.  

2. An Authorized Biologist will be onsite during initial site grading activities and any subsequent construction 
activities that will have the potential to affect desert tortoise. If a desert tortoise is found within or adjacent 
to the project site during construction or operation, an Authorized Biologist will move it out of harm’s way in 
coordination and consultation with the Fort Irwin Natural Resources Program Manager.  

3. An erosion and sediment control plan will be implemented as part of standard Fort Irwin BMPs to prevent 
project-related construction effects on habitat outside the work areas. 

4. The action area perimeter, including support facilities, will be surrounded by desert tortoise exclusion fencing 
during construction. Controlled access gates will be installed at roads entering or exiting the solar facility site. 
The Project site will be designed, operated, and maintained so that channelization of surface water flow will 
not undermine the integrity of the perimeter fence or the desert tortoise exclusion fencing. 

5. The perimeter of the operational solar facility will be surrounded by permanent desert tortoise exclusion 
fencing. This area may be less than the action area fenced during construction. 

Cumulative Effects 

Cumulative effects are those effects of future state or private activities, not involving federal activities, that are 
reasonably certain to occur within the action area of the federal action subject to consultation (50 Code of Federal 
Regulations §402.02). This definition applies only to Section 7 analysis, and should not be confused with the 
broader use of this term in the National Environmental Policy Act, or other environmental laws.  

No other projects are currently planned in the action area. Consequently, no non-federal projects would 
contribute to cumulative effects. Because no additional non-federal projects occur in the area, this project would 
not contribute to cumulative effects. 

Finding of Effect 
Based on the information discussed through technical assistance with resource agencies, data collected for and 
presented in this Biological Assessment, and the planned implementation of avoidance and minimization 
measures, Fort Irwin has determined that the proposed project would have the following effects: 

• Fort Irwin, acting as the lead federal agency, has determined that the proposed project may affect and is 
likely to adversely affect the desert tortoise. 

• The proposed project will not adversely modify or destroy designated critical habitat for this species. 

No other species protected under the Federal Endangered Species Act will be affected by the Proposed Action. 
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SECTION 1 

Introduction 
The purpose of this Biological Assessment (BA) is to evaluate the potential effects of the Fort Irwin Solar Facility 
(Proposed Action) on the federally threatened Mojave population of the desert tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) 
(United States Fish and Wildlife Service [USFWS], 1990 [55 Federal Resister (FR) 12178]) and designated critical 
habitat for this species and to determine whether the species or its habitat are likely to be adversely affected by 
the action.  

This BA will: 

1. Provide a conceptual framework of the history of the project, including the legislative action for the 
withdrawal and reservation of lands and relationship to other actions and processes.  

2. Document the evolution of project consultations with the USFWS. 

3. Describe the Proposed Action, including the planned use and all proposed mitigation and conservation 
measures. 

4. Provide detailed information on the natural history of federally listed endangered or threatened species, or 
species proposed for listing potentially occurring in the vicinity of the project. 

5. Evaluate the potential effects of the Proposed Action on federally listed or proposed listed endangered or 
threatened species and any designated critical habitat for these species. 

6. Provide a determination of effect (“no effect,” “may affect, not likely to adversely affect, or modify critical 
habitat,” or “may affect, is likely to adversely affect, or modify critical habitat”) for the listed and proposed-
listed species. 

1.1 Project Background 
Fort Irwin, also known as the National Training Center (NTC), is located in southeast California 37 miles (mi) 
northeast of Barstow in the Mojave Desert in northern San Bernardino County. Fort Irwin was designated as a 
permanent installation in 1961 and encompasses approximately 996 square miles. The installation is 
approximately 25 mi from Interstate 15 midway between Las Vegas and Los Angeles (Figure 1-1). The Superior-
Cronese critical habitat unit for desert tortoise extends into the southern and southwestern portions of Fort Irwin 
(Figure 1-1). 

Fort Irwin serves as the Army’s premier training center. Over half of the land area of Fort Irwin is used for 
mechanized and armored combat training. One of the key training opportunities on Fort Irwin includes the use of 
a live Opposing Force, which provides realistic, real-time reaction to training unit tactical decision making. The 
NTC provides force-on-force and live-fire training for ground and aviation units in a joint, combined arms scenario.  

Fort Irwin has a resident population of approximately 4,500 soldiers and their families. In addition, approximately 
4,000 to 6,000 soldiers visit Fort Irwin during training rotations, which occur 10 times a year. The Fort Irwin 
cantonment area contains housing, administrative, medical, and other supporting facilities and encompasses 
approximately 3 square miles. 

1.2 Summary of Consultation to Date 
Fort Irwin has completed consultation with USFWS regarding potential effects to desert tortoise on multiple 
occasions. This section discusses past consultations regarding desert tortoise that may be relevant to this BA.  

On September 15, 1995, USFWS issued a Biological Opinion (BO) on the Army mission at Fort Irwin which 
determined that the Army mission would not jeopardize the continued existence of the species or adversely 
modify critical habitat. The BO included an incidental take statement for military training activities and 
Reasonable and Prudent Measures (RPMs) and Terms and Conditions (T&Cs) that the Army would implement to 
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minimize incidental take associated with training activities. The September 15, 1995 BO superseded a previous 
non-jeopardy BO dated September 24, 1991. 

On May 31, 2002, USFWS issued a BO for the proposed installation of an off-road vehicle (ORV) use area near the 
cantonment area. The ORV area, located approximately 4.5 mi south-southwest of the Military Police Station at 
the center of the cantonment area, is adjacent to Parcel 1, which is under consideration for the proposed Fort 
Irwin Solar Facility project, and is used by military personnel and their families during leisure time. The BO 
determined that the ORV use area is not within critical habitat for the desert tortoise and is not likely to 
jeopardize the continued existence of the desert tortoise. The BO included an incidental take statement for the 
ORV use area that the Army would implement to minimize incidental take and to promote conservation of the 
species. 

The Army had considered expansion of Fort Irwin since the 1980s. Between 1991 and 2003 there were multiple 
consultations on different expansion proposals. On March 15, 2004, USFWS issued a BO for the addition of 
maneuver training lands at Fort Irwin with a determination that the addition of training lands at Fort Irwin was not 
likely to jeopardize the continued existence of desert tortoise and Lane Mountain milk-vetch or to destroy or 
adversely modify critical habitat of the desert tortoise. This BO concluded a multi-year consultation that included 
revisions to the proposed expansion and inclusion of conservation actions. As a result of this consultation, the 
Army implemented numerous measures for the conservation of desert tortoise and Lane Mountain milk-vetch, 
which included: 

• Establish three desert tortoise conservation areas within Fort Irwin. 

• Establish a 500-meter (m) buffer for desert tortoise along the Boulder Utility Corridor. 

• Establish two conservation areas for Lane Mountain milk-vetch. 

• Place 1,872 ac of Lane Mountain milk-vetch habitat in the Brinkman Wash-Montana Mine population in a 
larger no-dig zone. 

Restrictions in conservation areas include no mechanized training, no ground disturbance, and no off-road 
activity. Vehicle travel is limited to existing roads, and new roads can be created only if needed for conservation 
management. Aircraft and helicopter overflights are permissible within the limits of airspace restrictions, but no 
landings, with the exception of aircraft emergencies, are allowed. In the no dig zone, in addition to a prohibition 
on digging, only dismounted troop maneuvers are allowed. No tactical assembly areas or brigade support areas 
are allowed in this area.  

Subsequent to the March 15, 2004 BO and consistent with consultation, the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) 
developed a plan to guide the relocation of desert tortoises from the Fort Irwin southern expansion area. During 
the development of the relocation plan, USGS determined that moving desert tortoises from the southern 
expansion area to areas directly south of Fort Irwin would be more appropriate than moving them farther away to 
an area that seemed to have undergone a major decrease in the density of desert tortoises. Because this course 
of action was substantially different than the one discussed in the 2004 BO, USFWS issued a re-initiated BO (1-8-
05-F-43) on December 29, 2006. That BO addressed the translocation strategy, the installation of desert tortoise-
proof fencing along Interstate 15, and the construction of pens to hold relocated desert tortoises.  

On May 21, 2009 the Army requested re-initiation of formal consultation with regard to the proposed addition of 
maneuver training lands at Fort Irwin. The Army reviewed information from its relocation of desert tortoises from 
the Southern Expansion Area (SEA) and concluded the effects of this action on the desert tortoise may be 
different than those originally identified.  

On July 30, 2009, USFWS provided the Army and BLM a draft BO. The Army provided comments on the draft BO 
and BLM made the draft BO available for public review as part of the National Environmental Policy Act review for 
its Proposed Action of allowing the Army to use public lands for the translocation of desert tortoise. BLM 
subsequently withdrew from formal consultation on September 21, 2009 and the Army withdrew from formal 
consultation on September 20, 2010. Subsequently, the Army requested re-initiation of formal consultation on 
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January 20, 2011 for an action involving multiple Federal agencies, but for which the consultation and conference 
responsibilities would be fulfilled by the Army (NTC) as the lead agency in accordance with 50 Code of Federal 
Regulations (CFR) 402.07. The request for re-initiating formal consultation was based on (1) new information on 
the effects of translocation on desert tortoises compared to analysis in the original BO and (2) the fact that the 
original BO was issued prior to the Ninth Circuit Court’s decision that invalidated the USFWS regulatory definition 
of “destruction or adverse modification of critical habitat” at 50 CFR 402.02. 

USFWS considered the comments received on the draft BO and incorporated them into its final BO of April 27, 
2012, as appropriate. The USFWS issued its final BO on April 27, 2012 for the addition of maneuver training lands 
at Fort Irwin.  USFWS determined the Proposed Action was not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of the 
desert tortoise and the action was not likely to adversely modify or destroy critical habitat of the desert tortoise. 
The BO included an incidental take statement for military training activities and RPMs and T&Cs that the Army 
would implement to minimize incidental take and to promote conservation of the species. 

For the action under consideration in this BA, a conference call discussion was conducted on February 15, 2012, 
with Brian Croft (USFWS, 2012a) regarding desert tortoise presence/absence surveyor requirements and any 
qualifications that may need to be submitted prior to surveying. Mike Ackerman (US Army Environmental 
Command) discussed project permitting requirements with Brian Croft on April 29, 2012. Mr. Croft indicated that 
consultation will be required for the project and mentioned that the USFWS has turned the action over to 
Ms. Erin Nordin in the San Bernardino USFWS office. Mr. Ackerman also spoke with Ms. Nordin regarding the 
permitting needs for the project. Both USFWS employees indicated that a BA with formal consultation would be 
recommended for the proposed project. A BA for Parcel 1 was provided to USFWS on August 13, 2012. USFWS 
provided a draft BO on December 4, 2012. Following issuance of the draft BO, a second alternative site was added 
for consideration. This updated BA incorporates the previous BA and BO. It also contains information on the 
original parcel (Parcel 1) and the alternative parcel (Parcel 2). If approved, one of the two parcels will be used for 
the project and the other would not be impacted. 
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SECTION 2 

Project Description 
Fort Irwin proposes to construct and operate a solar photovoltaic (PV) facility on one of two adjacent parcels. 
Parcel 1 consists of approximately 325 ac, and Parcel 2 consists of approximately 390 ac. The project would be a 
15 megawatt electrical (MWe) facility and would connect to existing infrastructure that serves Fort Irwin via a 
substation adjacent to the proposed project locations. The final constructed footprint is estimated to be 
approximately 150 ac; however, the contractor would develop a site design that would determine the size of the 
solar facility. Construction parking and laydown areas would likely extend beyond the construction footprint, but 
would be contained within a defined project area of approximately 250 ac within the larger parcel. 

2.1 Project Purpose and Need 
The project is part of a Department of the Army program to address a reduction in use of fossil fuels and increase 
in use of renewable energy. 

Fort Irwin needs to address the following U.S. Army Senior Energy Council security goals: 

• Increase energy-efficiency across platforms and facilities. 
• Increase use of renewable/alternative energy. 
• Increase assurance of access to sufficient energy supplies. 
• Reduce adverse impacts on the environment.  

Fort Irwin must meet the requirements of Congressional legislation and Executive Orders (EOs), including The 
Energy Policy Act of 2005 (Section 203), EO 13423, EO 13514, the National Defense Authorization Act of 20011, 
which mandates a 25 percent reduction in the use of nonrenewable energy by 2025, and the Energy 
Independence and Security Act of 2007, which directs reductions in the use of fossil fuels. 

The purpose of the Fort Irwin project is to enhance energy sustainability at the installation and to meet the goal of 
25 percent increased use of renewable energy by 2025. 

2.2 Action Area  
The implementing regulations to Section 7(a)(2) of the Endangered Species Act (ESA) define the action area to be 
all areas affected directly or indirectly by the federal action and not merely the immediate area affected by the 
proposed project (50 CFR §402.02). The action area is the area where direct effects from construction and 
operation (the project footprint) or indirect effects of the Proposed Action and any interrelated or interdependent 
human activities may occur. The direct and indirect effects of these activities include associated physical, 
chemical, and/or biological effects of considerable likelihood. Indirect effects are those that are caused by or 
would result from the Proposed Action later in time, but are still reasonably certain to occur. The project is not 
expected to cause increased amounts of traffic that would result in future increases in light, noise, or vibration 
disturbances or result in increased potential for traffic mortality.  

It is possible that relocation of desert tortoises to the adjacent area and subsequent exclusion of desert tortoises 
from the solar facility site would result in biological impacts through interaction with other desert tortoise.  

Male desert tortoises translocated a short distance move an average of 2,030 feet in the first year following 
relocation (Walde et al., 2011). Therefore, desert tortoises relocated from the solar facility site could reasonably 
be expected to move approximately 2,000 feet and relocated desert tortoises would be expected to move to the 
north, northwest, or west because of the physical constraints of fencing to the south and east. Results of surveys 
of the proposed facility site for Parcel 1 (Appendix A; CH2M HILL, 2012) and Parcel 2 (Appendix B) indicate that 
tortoises within the proposed solar facility site are likely to use portions of both parcels. An occupied burrow was 
found approximately 100 m within the northwestern boundary of Parcel 1 and additional desert tortoise sign was 
found along and near the northwestern boundary. Two live tortoises were identified within Parcel 1 and one live 
tortoise was identified in Parcel 2. The USFWS’s 2010 Desert Tortoise Pre-Project Survey Guidance was utilized to 
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estimate the number of tortoises within Parcel 1 and Parcel 2, which uses acreage, number and length of 
transects, and number of tortoises identified. The number of tortoises in Parcel 1 is estimated to be 4.6 (Lower 95 
percent Confidence Interval = 0.43; Upper 95 percent Confidence Interval =48.96). At Parcel 2, a live tortoise was 
identified near the western boundary and additional desert tortoise sign was found near the north-central and 
south-central portions of the site. The estimated number of tortoises in Parcel 2 is estimated to be 3.1 (Lower 95 
percent Confidence Interval = 0.62; Upper 95 percent Confidence Interval = 15.16). Because the number of desert 
tortoise that would be relocated would be small, due to the low desert tortoise density in the two parcels and the 
surrounding area, and because there would be more area to move to the north or northwest rather than due west 
across NASA Road, it is unlikely that any biological impacts would result from relocation.  

The potential for indirect biological effects is expected to be low in surrounding areas as a result of relocation of 
desert tortoises and subsequent exclusion of desert tortoise from the parcel selected for the solar facility site. No 
interrelated and interdependent projects are known for this area. Potential indirect effects during construction 
and operation include vehicular mortality and storm water runoff from the proposed solar facility site, which 
could affect the immediately surrounding area of the site (discussed further in Section 6.2). Desert tortoise 
displaced from the action area and not relocated could seek to establish a range nearby, which could cause an 
increase in the amount of road crossings at NASA Road and Fort Irwin Road. This indirect effect could cause an 
increase in mortality at those roads. During construction the probability of mortality would be greater because of 
the temporary increase in vehicular traffic. By the time the solar field is operational the number of desert tortoise 
searching to reestablish a home range would be reduced and further traffic impacts associated with the solar 
facility would not be expected. An Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan and a Storm Water Pollution 
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) will be implemented to prevent degradation to desert tortoise habitat within and 
immediately surrounding the construction area. The indirect effect to the desert tortoise from damage to 
adjacent habitat will be minimized through implementation of these plans. However, other desert tortoise 
populations may occupy home ranges that overlap the project area. These tortoises could experience indirect 
impacts from loss of potential habitat.  

Therefore, the action area for this project is equal to the area of direct effects (construction area of approximately 
250 ac) and the immediately adjacent area extending to the 325 ac or 390 ac of desert tortoise habitat assessed 
for impacts at each parcel, depending on the parcel selected. This area would encompass the solar site, the 
associated linear facilities (e.g., access roads), and related infrastructure and more than 100 ac of adjoining lands. 
The area for potential operational impacts would not extend beyond the area assessed at either parcel.   

The analyses of environmental baseline, effects of the action on the species and designated critical habitat, 
cumulative effects, and the impacts of incidental taking, are based upon this action area. 

2.3 Project Components 
The proposed project is the construction and operation of a PV solar array on either an approximately 325-ac 
parcel (Parcel 1) or an approximately 390-ac parcel (Parcel 2) of land. Parcel 1 is approximately 0.25 mi inside the 
Fort Irwin main gate. Parcel 2 is adjacent to Parcel 1 and approximately 0.75 mi west/southwest of the main gate. 
The facility constructed on the selected site would generate 15-megawatt electrical (MWe) and would connect to 
existing SCE infrastructure that serves Fort Irwin via a substation adjacent to Parcel 1. The final constructed 
footprint is estimated to be approximately 150 ac; however, the contractor would develop a site design that 
would determine the size of the solar facility. Construction parking and laydown areas would likely extend beyond 
the construction footprint, but would be expected to be within a defined project area of approximately 250 ac 
within the larger parcel.  

The major project equipment would include the following:  

• PV modules/panels  
• Solar trackers (to position modules with the sun’s movement) or fixed-tilt mounting structures 
• Direct current-to-alternating current inverters  
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 Three‐phase, pad‐mounted medium‐voltage transformers, or similar; and high‐voltage step‐up transformers 
 Permanent desert tortoise exclusion fencing 

The PV modules, inverters, and transformers would be combined into approximately 1‐megawatt (MW) 
blocks that are repeated to reach the full required capacity (15 MWe). Each block would be approximately 
500 feet by 700 feet. Trenches for cables would be placed approximately 12 inches underground when 
needed to connect panel arrays. The solar arrays would be supported in one of three manners depending on 
wind and geophysical conditions (soils, bedrock, etc.): (1) concrete ballasts set at grade, (2) piles either 
driven or screwed to a minimum of 4 to 5 feet in depth, or (3) excavated, cast‐in‐place concrete footers.  

Unpaved access/maintenance roads would be constructed from existing roads to access the selected parcel 
and individual blocks of arrays.  

The PV facility would connect to the Tiefort substation via an electrical tie‐in line, which would be installed at or 
below the height of the existing distribution lines in the vicinity. The tie‐in line would extend 100 to 500 yards 
from Parcel 1, depending on final site configuration, or would extend 1,500 to 1,650 yards from Parcel 2. 

Operation of the solar facility would involve limited activity beyond maintenance of the facility (vegetation 
control, road maintenance, etc.) and annual washing of the solar panels to remove accumulated dust. Water 
would be trucked to the site to clean the solar panels.  

2.4 Construction Methods and Equipment 
All temporary use areas and laydown areas would be within the construction footprint. The maximum monthly 
construction work force would be approximately 145 people. Construction equipment likely to be used includes:  

 Scraper  
 Motor grader  
 Excavator – trench  
 Excavator – pier  
 Hydraulic ram  
 Dozer  
 Dump truck  
 Pad drum vibratory roller  
 4,000‐gallon water truck  
 Backhoe loader  
 Concrete truck  
 Loaders – Bobcats  
 Grade‐all  
 Welders  
 Trencher  
 Lightweight trucks  

Some oversized equipment would be used during construction. However, no equipment would be larger than 
equipment that is routinely trucked in and out of Fort Irwin on Fort Irwin Road (e.g., tanks).  

Prior to construction activities and site clearance survey, high‐visibility orange exclusion fencing and desert 
tortoise exclusion fencing will be installed along the perimeter of the work areas to clearly delineate the extent of 
the construction area. The exclusion fencing will prevent construction encroachment into desert tortoise habitat, 
as well as exclude desert tortoise from entering the action area. The location of the exclusion fencing will be 
established in the field by the Authorized Biologist(s). The project’s special provisions package will provide clear 
language regarding fencing installation procedures, acceptable fencing material, prohibited construction‐related 
activities, vehicle operation, material and equipment storage, and other surface‐disturbing activities. 
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Permanent desert tortoise exclusion fencing will be placed around the solar facility at the close of construction 
and will encompass the minimum area needed for operation and maintenance of the facility. This fencing will 
prevent desert tortoise from returning to the facility site once it is operational and minimize the potential for 
inadvertent impacts during operation. During operation of the solar site, routine operation and maintenance 
activities will likely be limited to repair of the perimeter fence, access gates, all-weather roads, solar arrays/ 
module components, support facilities, vehicle and equipment movement, and vegetation removal. Once 
annually, water would be trucked to the site to clean the solar panels. Use of oversized equipment is not 
anticipated during operations.  

The Authorized Biologist(s) will obtain required permits before project initiation and prior to handling any desert 
tortoise or their parts, will conduct clearance surveys within 2 weeks prior of construction to determine the 
presence of desert tortoise on the site, will conduct all handling and relocation of desert tortoise individuals 
identified in the construction area, will train construction workers on desert tortoise regulations and protocols 
prior to any ground-breaking activities, and will conduct biological monitoring for desert tortoise in the project 
area during site (or related facilities) mobilization, ground disturbance, grading, construction, operation, and 
closure activities. The Authorized Biologist(s) will perform these activities to prevent and minimize harm and 
harassment to desert tortoise individuals during construction and operation of the proposed project. These 
minimization measures are further discussed in Section 7.2. 

An Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan and a SWPPP will be implemented to prevent indirect effects from 
degradation to desert tortoise habitat within and immediately surrounding the construction area. During 
construction, dust suppression, general housekeeping measures, prohibition of pets in the area, and invasive 
plant removal will occur to minimize harm and harassment to the desert tortoise and to prevent attracting 
predators that may harm or harass desert tortoise. These minimization and avoidance measures are further 
discussed in Section 7.1. 

2.5 Construction Schedule 
Project construction would likely begin in spring 2014. Construction would last approximately 6 months.  
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SECTION 3 

Status of Species 

3.1 Status of Listed Species 
A list of federally endangered and threatened species that may be affected by the proposed project was obtained 
online from the CDFG California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB) (CDFG, 2012) and the California Native Plant 
Society (CNPS) inventory of rare and endangered plants of California (CNPS, 2012). These databases were queried 
for the USGS Langford Well 7.5-minute quadrangle map, where the project is located, as well as the eight 
surrounding quadrangle maps. A list of federally listed or proposed wildlife and plant species potentially occurring 
within the action area (shown in Figures 3-1 and 3-2) was compiled to evaluate potential impacts resulting from 
project construction. The action area is defined as the areas that would be directly affected by the project, which 
is the maximum extent of construction-related ground-disturbing activities. Records were reviewed for federally 
listed species that may occur within the action area.  

Two federally listed species, the threatened desert tortoise and the endangered Lane Mountain milk-vetch 
(Astragalus jaegerianus), were identified as having potential to occur within the action area based on habitat 
suitability and known range (Bagley, 1998; USFWS, 2008).  

3.1.1 Desert Tortoise 
3.1.1.1. Listing History 
The desert tortoise occurs in the Mojave and Sonoran Deserts in southern California, southern Nevada, Arizona, 
and the southwestern tip of Utah in the U.S., as well as Sonora and northern Sinaloa in Mexico (USFWS, 2012b). 
The Mojave population of the desert tortoise includes all tortoises north and west of the Colorado River in 
Arizona, Utah, Nevada, and California (USFWS, 2011a).  

In response to the dramatic decrease in numbers of the Mojave population of the desert tortoise throughout its 
range, the USFWS emergency-listed the species as endangered on August 4, 1989 (54 FR 32326). This listing 
occurred as a result of continued human-caused habitat destruction through urban expansion, off-road vehicle 
use, illegal collection for the pet trade, and raven predation on juvenile tortoises. The Mojave population was 
then proposed under normal listing procedures on October 13, 1989 (54 FR 42270), and subsequently listed as 
threatened throughout its range on April 2, 1990 (55 FR 12178), when USFWS concluded that listing of desert 
tortoise was warranted. On March 30, 1993, the USFWS released the Draft Recovery Plan for the Desert Tortoise 
(Mojave Population) (USFWS, 1993). The Final Recovery Plan was released on June 28, 1994 (USFWS, 1994). An 
additional plan for the desert tortoise, the Proposed Desert Wildlife Management Areas for Recovery of the 
Mojave Population of the Desert Tortoise (Brussard et al., 1994), divided the species’ range into six recovery units. 
In 2011, the Revised Recovery Plan for the Mojave Population of the Desert Tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) was 
published by USFWS. The Revised Recovery Plan reduced the number of recovery units to five based on data 
collected since the original establishment of recovery units (USFWS, 2011a). Fort Irwin is in the Western Mojave 
Recovery Unit. 

The recovery priority number for the Mojave population of the desert tortoise has been established as 12C 
(USFWS, 2011a) based on:  

1. A moderate degree of threat  
2. A low potential for recovery 
3. Listed population below the species level 
4. Potential conflict with development or other forms of economic activity  

The degree of threat to the Mojave population of the desert tortoise has increased since its original listing in 
1990, but still is not considered to place the species at imminent risk of extinction (USFWS, 2011a).  
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3.1.1.2. Threats 
The majority of threats to the desert tortoise or its habitat are associated with human land uses. The threats 
identified in the 1994 Recovery Plan formed the basis for listing the desert tortoise and continue to affect the 
species. However, despite clear demonstration that these threats affect individual tortoises, there are few data 
available to evaluate or quantify the effects of threats on desert tortoise populations (USFWS, 2011a). The threats 
to desert tortoise and their habitats include: 

1. Urbanization 
2. Unauthorized all-terrain vehicle (ATV) activity 
3. Authorized vehicular activity 
4. Illegal collecting 
5. Mortality on paved roads 
6. Vandalism 
7. Livestock grazing 
8. Feral animal burros 
9. Drought 
10. Non-native plants 
11. Changes to natural fire regimes 
12. Environmental contaminants 
13. Upper respiratory tract disease and other diseases  

Urbanization and associated development is a major impact to the species and its habitat. Recreational use of 
roads and trails and large-volume, high-speed travel on major roads and highways have contributed to desert 
tortoise mortality, as well as habitat loss, degradation, and fragmentation. Many highways have been fenced to 
exclude desert tortoise, which includes US 95 south of Las Vegas; US 93 north of Las Vegas; SR 161, 163, 164, and 
165; Interstate (I)-15 northeast of Las Vegas and in California; and I-10 and I-40, as well as Highways 58, 62, and 
395 in California. In addition, roads and highways create an edge effect that is detrimental to desert tortoise 
populations (Bury, 1987; Boarman and Sazaki, 2006). Boarman and Sazaki (2006) found that desert tortoise 
populations are depressed next to major roadways out to a distance of at least 400 m (0.25 mi). 

Drought has been implicated as a factor in reduced survival rates among desert tortoise in local areas (Longshore 
et al., 2003). In this 9-year study, researchers compared two “closely situated, but physiographically different, 
sites” in the Lake Mead National Recreation Area, Nevada. After a period when survival rates were stable, the 
survival rate decreased on one of the sites that experienced drought conditions in 3 out of 4 years. The authors 
postulate that if such local incidents occur on a regular basis, “source-sink population dynamics may be an 
important factor” in determining the density of desert tortoise populations.  

Proliferation of invasive plants is increasing in the Mojave and Sonoran Deserts and is recognized as a significant 
threat to desert tortoise habitat. Many species of non-native plants from Europe and Asia have become common 
to abundant in some areas, particularly where disturbance has occurred and is ongoing. As non-native plant 
species become established, native perennial and annual plant species may decrease, diminish, or die out 
(D’Antonio and Vitousek, 1992). Land managers and field scientists have identified over 116 species of non-native 
plants in the Mojave and Colorado Deserts (Brooks and Esque, 2002).  

Increased levels of atmospheric pollution and nitrogen deposition related to increased human presence and 
combustion of fossil fuels can cause increased levels of soil nitrogen, which in turn may result in significant 
changes in plant communities (Aber et al., 1989). Many of the non-native annual plant taxa in the Mojave region 
evolved in more fertile Mediterranean regions and benefit from increased levels of soil nitrogen, which gives 
them a competitive edge over native annuals. Studies at three sites within the central, southern, and western 
Mojave Desert indicated that increased levels of soil nitrogen can increase the dominance of non-native annual 
plants and promote the invasion of new species in desert regions. Furthermore, increased dominance by non-
native annuals may decrease the diversity of native annual plants, and increased biomass of non-native annual 
grasses may increase fire frequency (Brooks, 2003).  
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Nutritional intake affects growth rates in juvenile desert tortoises (Medica et al., 1975) and female reproductive 
output (Turner et al., 1986, 1987; Henen, 1992). Invasion of non-native plants can affect the quality and quantity 
of plant foods available to desert tortoise, and thereby affect nutritional intake. Desert tortoise typically are quite 
selective in their choices of foods (Burge, 1977; Nagy and Medica, 1986; Turner et al., 1987; Avery, 1992; Henen, 
1992; Jennings, 1992, 1993; Esque, 1992, 1994), and in some areas the preferences are clearly for native plants 
over the weedy non-native species.  

As native plants are displaced by non-native invasive species in some areas of the Mojave Desert, non-native 
plants can be a necessary food source for some desert tortoises. However, non-native plants may not be as 
nutritious as native plants. Recent studies have shown that the availability of calcium and phosphorus is higher in 
forbs than in grasses and that desert tortoise lose phosphorus when feeding on grasses but gain phosphorus 
when eating forbs (Hazard et al., 2002). A comparative study on the nutritional qualities of native vs. non-native 
grasses and forbs commonly consumed by desert tortoises (Achnatherum hymenoides [Indian ricegrass] vs. 
Schismus barbatus [Mediterranean grass]; Malacothrix spp. [desert dandelion] vs. Erodium cicutarium), found that 
the nutritional value of the two grasses was similar, but both grasses had much lower nutritional value than the 
forbs (Nagy et al., 1998). This suggests that the proliferation of non-native grasses such as Schismus to the 
exclusion of native forbs and other plants places desert tortoises at a nutritional disadvantage (D’Antonio and 
Vitousek, 1992). Furthermore, if desert tortoise consume just enough food to satisfy their energy needs (as 
commonly noted in other vertebrate groups), then the native forbs provide significantly more nitrogen and water 
than the non-native forbs (Nagy et al., 1998).  

Changes in the abundance and distribution of native plants also may affect desert tortoise in more subtle ways. In 
the Mojave Desert, many food plants are high in potassium (Minnich, 1979), which is difficult for desert tortoise 
to excrete due to the lack of salt glands that occur in other reptilian herbivores such as chuckwalla (Sauromalus 
obesus) and desert iguana (Dipsosaurus dorsalis) (Minnich, 1970; Nagy, 1972). Reptiles are unable to produce 
osmotically concentrated urine, which further complicates the ability of the desert tortoise to expel excess 
potassium (Oftedal and Allen, 1996). Oftedal (2002) suggested that desert tortoise may be vulnerable to upper 
respiratory tract disease or other diseases due to their need to obtain sufficient water and nitrogen from food 
plants to counteract the negative effects of dietary potassium. Only high quality food plants (as expressed by the 
potassium excretion potential, or PEP, index) allow substantial storage of protein (nitrogen) that is used for 
growth and reproduction, or to sustain the animals during drought. Non-native annual grasses have lower PEP 
indices than most native forbs (Oftedal, 2002; Oftedal et al., 2002). Foraging studies have demonstrated that 
juvenile Mojave Desert tortoises are highly selective while foraging, selecting both the plant species and plant 
parts that have the highest PEP value. Impacts to vegetation (such as livestock grazing, invasion of non-native 
plants, and soil disturbance) that reduce the abundance and distribution of high-PEP plants may result in 
additional challenges for foraging desert tortoise (Oftedal et al., 2002).  

In addition, predation by common ravens and coyotes is considered a threat that may be increasing in severity 
due to the expansion of human activities into more remote locations throughout the desert or prey shifting 
because of prolonged drought and a lack of prey species (e.g., lagomorphs). Common raven populations in some 
areas of the adjacent Mojave Desert have increased 1,500 percent from 1968 to 1988 in response to expanding 
human use of the desert (Boarman, 2002). Since ravens were scarce in the desert prior to 1940, the existing level 
of raven predation on juvenile desert tortoises is considered an unnatural occurrence (BLM, 1990). In addition to 
ravens, domestic and feral dogs have emerged as significant predators of desert tortoises in areas adjacent to 
residential development (USFWS, 2012b). 

3.1.1.3. Recovery Criteria 
The Revised Recovery Plan for the Mojave Population of the Desert Tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) identifies the 
following recovery goals and objectives (USFWS, 2011a): 
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• Recovery Objective 1 (Demography). Maintain self-sustaining populations of desert tortoise within each 
recovery unit into the future. 

Recovery Criterion 1. Rates of population change for desert tortoise are increasing over at least 25 years (a 
single tortoise generation), as measured: 

− by extensive, range-wide monitoring across tortoise conservation areas within each recovery unit, and 

− by direct monitoring and estimation of vital rates (recruitment, survival) from demographic study areas 
within each recovery unit. 

• Recovery Objective 2 (Distribution). Maintain well-distributed populations of desert tortoise throughout each 
recovery unit. 

Recovery Criterion 2. Distribution of desert tortoise throughout each tortoise conservation area is increasing 
over at least 25 years. 

• Recovery Objective 3 (Habitat). Ensure that habitat within each recovery unit is protected and managed to 
support long-term viability of desert tortoise populations. 

Recovery Criterion 3. The quantity of desert tortoise habitat within each desert tortoise conservation area is 
maintained with no net loss until tortoise population viability is ensured.  

The condition of desert tortoise habitat should also be demonstrably improving. 

3.1.2 Lane Mountain Milk-vetch 
3.1.2.1. Listing History 
Lane Mountain milk-vetch was federally listed as endangered on October 6, 1998 (USFWS, 1998 [63 FR 53596]). 
The species was first recommended for endangered status in January 1975. On June 4, 2012, USFWS issued a 90-
day petition finding in the FR that reclassification of the Lane Mountain milk-vetch from endangered to 
threatened may be warranted and initiated a status review for the species (USFWS, 2012c).  

The discovery and accumulation of knowledge concerning the distribution and abundance of Lane Mountain milk-
vetch are discussed by Charis (2002). Intensive plot and transect surveys by Prigge et al. (2000, 2001) and Charis 
(2002) covered all areas previously known or suspected to support the species, and resulted in a determination of 
its distribution (Charis, 2002). Lane Mountain milk-vetch is known to occur in four relatively discrete locations 
(Prigge et al., 2000, 2001; Charis, 2002). For identification purposes, the populations have been named Coolgardie 
Mesa, Paradise Valley, Brinkman Wash–Montana Mine, and NASA Goldstone. However, the populations identified 
for Brinkman Wash-Montanan Mine and NASA Goldstone have been determined to be geographically contiguous 
and are now consolidated as the Goldstone-Brinkman Unit (USFWS, 2011b). The Coolgardie Mesa population and 
a small portion of the Paradise Valley population are outside of Fort Irwin. A portion of the NASA Goldstone 
population is on Fort Irwin land permitted for use to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). 
The rest of the Paradise Valley population and the Goldstone-Brinkman Unit are on Fort Irwin but are outside the 
action area.  

The Coolgardie Mesa population is the largest known population, containing an estimated 8,000 to 20,000 
individual plants and nearly 46 percent of the total known habitat. 

3.1.2.2. Threats 
Threats to the Lane Mountain milk-vetch identified by the USFWS include habitat destruction from dry wash gold 
mining, rock and mineral collecting, and ATV recreation and threats due to military activity (USFWS, 1998). An 
increase of non-native grasses spreading from road grading and other ground-disturbing activities increases the 
potential for fire and species competition, and may have long-term deleterious effects on Lane Mountain milk-
vetch. Small populations are vulnerable to extirpation simply by chance due to fluctuating environmental 
conditions and demographic stochasticity. A small portion of the distribution of the species near Brinkman Wash   
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on Fort Irwin is subject to habitat disturbance associated with military training. However, the area is infrequently 
used and most of the area has been designated as a “no dig zone” and off-limits for mechanized training since 
1991. 

3.1.2.3. Recovery Criteria 
A recovery plan has not been developed for this species and no recovery criteria have been established (USFWS, 
2008). 

3.2 Status of Designated Critical Habitat 
3.2.1 Desert Tortoise 
The Mojave population of the desert tortoise was listed as threatened on April 2, 1990, with a recovery plan 
published in June 1994. The recovery plan included a supplement that identified proposed Desert Wildlife 
Management Area (DWMAs). Critical habitat was designated in 1994 (58 FR 45748), under provisions of the ESA 
(16 U.S.C. 1531, et seq.), based largely on the DWMAs identified in the 1994 Recovery Plan and encompassed 
more than 6.4 million ac. Critical habitat was designated in all four states supporting the species. Designated 
critical habitat for the desert tortoise occurs on the southern and southwestern portions of Fort Irwin. The 
boundary of the Superior-Cronese critical habitat unit is less than 5 mi west of the action area, but critical habitat 
does not extend into the action area (Figure 1-1). 

3.2.2 Lane Mountain Milk-vetch 
On April 1, 2010, the USFWS proposed a revised designation of critical habitat for Lane Mountain milk-vetch (79 
FR 16404-16421) under provisions of the ESA (16 U.S.C. 1531, et seq.). Following an extensive review of 
information and public comments, the USFWS formally designated critical habitat for the species in a final ruling 
published on May 19, 2011 (76 FR 29108-29129). In total, approximately 14,069 ac of land in two units located in 
the Mojave Desert in San Bernardino County fall within the boundaries of the revised critical habitat designation. 
The action area does not include any designated critical habitat for the Lane Mountain milk-vetch. 
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FIGURE 3-2
Parcel 2 Action Area and Desert Tortoise Sign
Fort Irwin National Training Center Solar Facility Project
Natural Resources Report
Fort Irwin, CA
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SECTION 4 

Environmental Baseline 
This section is limited to a discussion of the desert tortoise. Lane Mountain milk-vetch does not occur in the action 
area and there is no designated critical habitat for it within the action area. Therefore, Lane Mountain milk-vetch 
is not further discussed, as the proposed project will have no potential to affect this species.  

Per 50 CFR 402.02, the environmental baseline includes the past and present impacts of all Federal, State, or 
private actions and other human activities in the action area, the anticipated impacts of all proposed Federal 
projects in the action area that have already undergone formal or early Section 7 consultation, and the impact of 
State or private actions which are contemporaneous with the consultation in process. For the action area, the 
past impacts to the action area include military training activities, unauthorized ORV use, construction and 
maintenance of Fort Irwin Road, development of the ORV use area, and construction and maintenance of the 
electric substation and associated electrical tie-in infrastructure. Military training is no longer conducted in this 
area and no additional State or private actions are known or planned that would be contemporaneous with this 
consultation. 

4.1 Existing Baseline Conditions 
Parcel 1 consists of 325 ac of desert tortoise habitat adjacent to Fort Irwin Road, as depicted in Figure 3-1. The 
habitat within the action area is Mojave creosote bush scrub, and is dominated by a sub-association of this 
vegetation type: the creosote (Larrea tridentata) –burrobush (Ambrosia dumosa) association. Creosote bush 
covers extensive portions of the action area in nearly pure stands, and occurs in close association with burrobush 
in other areas. Parcel 2 contains 390 ac of desert tortoise habitat to the south and southwest of Parcel 1. This site 
is dominated by a sub-association of the creosote-burrobush vegetation type.  

Optimal habitat for the desert tortoise has been characterized as creosote bush scrub in which annual 
precipitation ranges from 2 to 8 inches, where the diversity of perennial plants is relatively high and production of 
ephemerals is also high (USFWS, 2011a). Soils must be friable enough for digging burrows, but firm enough so that 
burrows do not collapse. Desert tortoise occur from below sea level to an elevation of 7,300 feet, but the most 
favorable habitat occurs at elevations of approximately 1,000 to 3,000 feet (USFWS, 2011a). 

Desert tortoise most commonly occur within desert scrub vegetation, primarily in creosote bush scrub. They also 
occur in succulent scrub, cheesebush scrub, blackbrush scrub, hopsage scrub, shadscale scrub, microphyll 
woodland, Mojave saltbush-allscale scrub, and scrub-steppe vegetation types of the desert and semidesert 
grassland complex (USFWS, 1994). Throughout most of the Mojave region, desert tortoise occur most commonly 
on gently sloping terrain with soils ranging from sandy to gravelly, and in areas with scattered shrubs where there 
is abundant inter-shrub space for growth of herbaceous plants (Gardner and Brodie, 2000). 

4.1.1 Watershed or Other Relevant Habitat Unit 
The action area is within the Coyote watershed basin and within the Western Mojave Recovery Unit for the desert 
tortoise, as defined by USFWS (2011a). There are no perennial watercourses within the region. Washes 
descending from mountains and other elevated landforms provide channels for ephemeral and intermittent flows 
of surface runoff into topographical depressions or playas where ephemeral lakes form. Water accumulates in 
these areas during times of greater-than-average precipitation, which occur on average at least once every 10 
years. 

4.1.2 Shelter 
A diversity of plant species within desert tortoise habitat plays a key role in providing shelter sites for protection 
from predators and environmental extremes. Desert tortoise are most active during April/ May and September/ 
October. Desert tortoise may be active during periods of mild or rainy weather in summer and winter. During 
inactive periods, tortoises rest in subterranean burrows or caliche caves, and spend approximately 98 percent of 
the time in these shelter sites (Nagy and Medica, 1986). During active periods, they usually spend nights and the 
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hotter part of the day in their burrow. Tortoises also may rest under shrubs or in shallow burrows (pallets) and 
use an average of 7 to 12 burrows at any given time (Bulova, 1994; TRW Environmental Safety Systems Inc., 1997).  

Walde et al. (2003) observed that desert tortoise retreat into burrows when air temperatures reach 
approximately 91.0˚ F and ground temperatures reach approximately 94.6 ˚F; 95 percent of observations of desert 
tortoises above ground occurred at air temperature less than 91 ˚F. The body temperature at which desert 
tortoise become incapacitated ranges from 101.5˚F to 113.2˚F (Naegle, 1976; Zimmerman et al., 1994). 

The action area is within the central Mojave Desert region of the Desert Floristic Province (Hickman, 1993) and 
has only one vegetative community type, Mojave creosote bush scrub, and is dominated by a sub-association of 
this vegetation type: the creosote (Larrea tridentata) –burrobush (Ambrosia dumosa) association. Creosote bush 
is common on the parcels in nearly pure stands, and occurs in close association with burrobush in other areas. 
Other plant species observed in the action area include Mormon tea (Ephedra nevadensis) and brittlebush (Encelia 
farinose). All native plants observed within Parcel 1 and Parcel 2 are identified in the survey reports, which are 
provided as Appendix A and Appendix B, respectively. The diversity and abundance of plant species within 
Parcel 2 was less than that observed at Parcel 1, which had extensive areas of creosote bush. Much of Parcel 1 
and Parcel 2 historically was disturbed by military training activities and there are several shallow craters and 
evidence of ATV use within both parcels in the action area.  

Soils throughout both parcels are primarily derived from limestone and dolomite parent material and are 
characterized by well-drained sandy textures with a relatively high cover of rock fragments on the surface. The soil 
units present in the action area are the Kimberlina series and the Calvista series, which are suitable for excavation 
of desert tortoise burrows. 

The action area of Parcel 1 and Parcel 2 includes shrub vegetation that can provide shelter from potential 
predators and heat (USFWS, 2012d) and soils suitable for excavation of burrows to provide shelter during resting 
and dormant periods.  

4.1.3 Feeding 
Tortoise activity patterns are primarily controlled by ambient temperature and precipitation (Nagy and Medica, 
1986; Zimmerman et al., 1994). Desert tortoise are active for approximately 6 weeks to 5 months of the year, 
depending on annual variations of temperature and rainfall. Desert habitats are characterized by prolonged 
periods of barely measurable rainfall. In much of the Mojave Desert, droughts of 8 months or more occur 
frequently. During such times, the desert is virtually devoid of food for tortoises except for cacti and dried grasses 
(Oftedal, 2002). Most precipitation occurs in winter in the West Mojave Desert, resulting in abundant annual 
spring vegetation that dries by late May or June. Desert tortoises in the West Mojave Desert are primarily active in 
May and June, with a secondary activity period from September through October.  

In drought years, the ability of desert tortoise to drink while surface water is available following rains may be 
crucial for tortoise survival. During drought, desert tortoise forage over larger areas, increasing the likelihood of 
encounters with sources of injury or mortality, including humans and predators.  

Although desert tortoises eat non-native plants, they generally prefer native forbs when available (Jennings, 1993; 
Avery, 1998). The vegetation in the action area, described in Section 4.1.1, provides an assemblage of native 
species that is suitable as forage for desert tortoise during periods of ephemeral plant growth.  

4.1.4 Reproduction 
Desert tortoise may live 50 or more years in the wild. Reproduction begins between ages 12-20, with clutch sizes 
of 1-14 eggs. In years with low rainfall, females may lay few to no eggs. Females can store sperm for 5 years or 
longer, meaning they can reproduce for several years after mating. Nests are built and eggs are laid in late spring 
or early summer. The hatchlings appear in 90 to 120 days. There is no maternal care of young, so hatchlings must 
survive on their own (USFWS, 2012d). An unhatched egg was found in the action area during the 2012 survey 
(Appendix A). 
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4.1.5 Habitat Connectivity and Migration 
Tortoise activities are concentrated in overlapping core areas, known as home ranges. The size of desert tortoise 
home ranges varies with respect to location and year. Individual desert tortoises do not migrate in the true sense of 
the term. However, desert tortoise do move about within their home ranges and the ability to move among 
burrows, foraging areas, water sources, and mineral deposits to meet life history requirements is crucial to survival 
of individual desert tortoise. As noted in the discussion of threats in Section 3, human activity can create barriers to 
movement and affect the ability of a tortoise to meet all these life history needs. 

Male desert tortoises actively defend their home ranges against other males. Female desert tortoises typically do 
not defend territories. In the West Mojave Desert, the estimated mean home range is 111 ac for male desert 
tortoise and 40 ac for female desert tortoise (Harless et al., 2009). Over an average lifetime, desert tortoise may 
require more than 960 ac of habitat and a tortoise may make forays of more than 7 mi (Berry, 1986).  

The Mojave desert tortoise exhibits broad patterns of migration interrupted by major topographic barriers, based 
on analysis of gene flow among subunits (USFWS, 2011a). However, migration among populations is not a rapid 
process and is expected to occur on the order of decades (USFWS, 2011a). 
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SECTION 5 

Natural History and Species Occurrence 
Two federally listed species, the desert tortoise and Lane Mountain milk-vetch, were determined to have the 
potential to occur within the action area. Desert tortoise were found within both parcels during field surveys. 
Lane Mountain milk-vetch was not found during field surveys (Appendix A) and is not expected to occur within the 
action area. Because no potential to impact Lane Mountain milk-vetch or its habitat exists, this species is not 
further discussed. 

5.1 Site-Specific Biological Requirements and Project Context 
The desert tortoise is well studied at Fort Irwin. Numerous surveys have been conducted over the years to 
document the distribution and estimated size of tortoise populations throughout the installation. The desert 
tortoise is known to occur throughout Fort Irwin in low to moderate numbers, with the highest concentration of 
tortoises in the Superior Dry Lake portion of Fort Irwin, which is not within the action area. 

Elevations in Parcel 1 range from approximately 2,600 feet above mean sea level (amsl) on the southeastern 
corner to approximately 3,200 feet amsl on the northwestern edge. Parcel 2 elevations range from approximately 
3,100 feet amsl on the southeastern corner to approximately 3,500 feet amsl on the northwestern edge. The 
elevations in both parcels are within the elevation range where desert tortoise occur. As discussed in Section 4, 
the vegetation and soils in the action area provide suitable foraging and burrow habitat for the species. 

Parcel 1, which extends from the main gate access road east toward Tiefort Mountain, was evaluated for the 
presence of desert tortoise and Lane Mountain milk-vetch. CH2M HILL biologists conducted surveys to identify 
and map threatened and endangered species habitat within the proposed solar facility site from March 26, 2012 
through March 29, 2012. Protocol presence/absence surveys (USFWS, 2010) were conducted for desert tortoise 
within the action area by walking transects at 10-m spacing throughout the action area. The survey area is shown 
in Figure 3-1 and the results of the survey are provided as Appendix A. 

Two desert tortoise were observed during the field survey, which were within burrows. Four additional desert 
tortoise burrows that appeared to be active were observed along with three apparently inactive burrows. One 
unhatched egg from 2011 was observed. Five relatively intact desert tortoise carcasses were observed and eight 
other occurrences of shell-skeletal remains were observed (Figure 3-1, Appendix A).  

Parcel 2 is adjacent to Parcel 1 and is west and southwest of the main gate. The parcel was evaluated for the 
presence of desert tortoise and Lane Mountain milk-vetch. CH2M HILL biologists conducted surveys to identify 
and map threatened and endangered species habitat within the proposed solar facility site from April 8, 2013 
through April 11, 2013. Protocol presence/absence surveys (USFWS, 2010) were conducted for desert tortoise 
within the action area by walking transects at 10-m spacing throughout the action area. The survey area is shown 
in Figure 3-2 and the results of the survey are provided as Appendix B. 

One live tortoise was found during the survey of Parcel 2, as well as one potentially active burrow and one desert 
tortoise carcass (Figure 3-2, Appendix B).  

5.2 Site-Specific Critical Habitat and Project Context 
The project is located within the Western Mojave Recovery Unit (USFWS, 2011a) but is not within designated 
Desert Tortoise Critical Habitat. The boundary for the Superior-Cronese critical habitat unit is less than 5 mi west 
of the action area.  

5.3 Site-Specific Limiting Factors for Recovery 
Based on the site survey results, desert tortoise densities in the action area are low (CH2M HILL, 2012) and the 
tortoise population in the action area represents a very low percentage of the entire Mojave population. 
Population trend analysis indicates that the Superior-Cronese designated critical habitat unit to the south of the 
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action area along Fort Irwin Road had a higher than average occurrence of live desert tortoise (Tracy et al., 2004). 
Historic densities of desert tortoise within the action area and on Fort Irwin prior to military maneuvers are 
unknown, as no population studies were conducted. At present, Mojave desert tortoise populations are 
considered to be depressed and well below the listing level for the species due to a prolonged drought cycle with 
extremely elevated mortality and decreased reproduction. Low desert tortoise densities observed within both 
parcels in the action area (CH2M HILL, 2012), relative to other parts of Fort Irwin and to nearby designated critical 
habitat, suggest that the action area does not represent tortoise habitat that is crucial for recovery.  
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SECTION 6 

Analysis of Effect of the Action 
This section discusses potential project effects and cumulative effects for the desert tortoise. Project effects 
include direct effects (“take” associated with construction and operation activities and habitat loss, as described 
in Sections 4 and 5) and indirect effects (for example, from habitat degradation as a result of runoff from 
increased impervious surfaces).  

Permanent effects will be limited to the parcel selected within the action area (Parcel 1 or Parcel 2) and the 
immediately surrounding area. Project activities will result in permanent effects to desert tortoise habitat as a 
result of the following activities: grading, paving, and excavating. A total of approximately 325 ac or 390 ac of 
permanent effects to desert tortoise habitat would occur during construction. Operation and maintenance of the 
solar facility would not further affect habitat. Implementation of the avoidance and minimization measures listed 
in Section 7 would minimize potential effects to desert tortoise and associated habitat from construction, 
operation, and maintenance of the solar facility and its associated infrastructure.  

While there are potential adverse indirect effects associated with the project (increased storm water runoff, 
dehydration, exposure, and increased road crossing/traffic exposure), these effects would be reduced or avoided 
by implementing avoidance and minimization measures. General measures and species-specific measures that 
Fort Irwin would implement during construction and operation to avoid and minimize project-related effects are 
described in Section 7. 

6.1 Direct Effects 
Project actions could result in direct mortality, injury, or harassment of individuals as a result of encounters with 
vehicles or heavy equipment in the action area and mortality could be associated with displacement as a result of 
increased activity with greater risk of dehydration and predation. The Proposed Action contains measures to 
minimize or eliminate the effects from vehicles straying from designated access or designated areas into adjacent 
habitat. In addition, direct effects may include individual tortoises being crushed or entombed in their burrows, 
nest destruction, disruption of tortoise behavior during construction or operation of facilities, and disturbance by 
noise or vibrations from heavy equipment.  

6.1.1 Direct Effects from Construction 
Increased human activity and vehicle travel would occur from the construction and improvement of access roads, 
which could disturb, injure, or kill individual tortoises. Installation of the exclusion fencing could result in direct 
effects such as mortality, injury, or harassment of desert tortoise due to equipment operation, installation 
activities, destruction of tortoise burrows, and tortoise relocation. The Authorized Biologist will oversee 
installation of the temporary exclusion fencing prior to construction to minimize the potential for impacts to 
desert tortoise.  

Clearance surveys conducted in advance of construction will result in harassment of any desert tortoise within the 
action area from the presence of the surveyors. Exclusion fencing will be placed around the action area and any 
desert tortoise within the action area will be relocated outside the exclusion fencing. The exclusion fencing would 
preclude desert tortoises from re-entering the work areas. This would result in fragmentation of habitat and 
individual home ranges.  

Capturing, handling, and relocating desert tortoises from the site will result in capture and harassment. However, 
USFWS has stated that it does not expect the capture and handling of desert tortoises (e.g., to remove them from 
harm’s way), when conducted by Authorized Biologists, is likely to result in injury or mortality (USFWS BO of April 
27, 2012). 

As noted in the discussion of threats in Section 3, there is an edge effect on desert tortoise populations near 
major highways that extends out to a distance of at least 400 m (0.25 mi) (Bury, 1987; Boarman and Sasaki 2006). 
Desert tortoise densities in the action area appear depressed (CH2M HILL, 2012), and an edge effect along Fort 
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Irwin Road and NASA Road may be contributing to the depressed densities. Because the fence construction would 
occur within an area that is largely disturbed and where desert tortoise abundance is documented to be low 
(CH2M HILL, 2012), this activity is expected to affect few, if any, desert tortoises or nests. Once the fence is in 
place and any tortoise removed from the construction area, no further direct effects to desert tortoise from 
construction activities would be expected. 

Blythe et al. (2003) found that Sonoran Desert tortoises translocated less than 0.5 mi returned to their home 
ranges within a few days. Tortoises relocated outside their home ranges would likely attempt to return to the area 
from which they were moved, which would increase the potential for exposure to adverse effects associated with 
project construction. However, because the action area would be fenced to exclude desert tortoise re-entry and 
other minimization measures would be adhered to, the probability of direct effects from construction to 
individuals would be relatively low.  

Relocation of tortoises has the potential to affect the rate of spread of upper respiratory tract disease or other 
pathogens to resident animals, and vulnerability of the relocated and resident animals to increased levels of 
predation. However, the tortoises identified during survey have resided within the action area for a long period of 
time and likely have come into contact with other tortoises with overlapping ranges. It is likely that any spread of 
disease within the action area and surrounding vicinity has already occurred and relocation would not contribute 
to spreading disease.  Further, the relocation of desert tortoises from the proposed solar facility to the 
conservation areas or on-base areas that it deems reasonably safe for their persistence, is not likely to cause an 
elevated level of predation since the rate of predation is generally lower in areas with lower human population 
levels, which would be the case for the tortoise relocation sites. 

The construction and operation of the proposed solar facility would eliminate up to 250 ac of habitat from the 
larger 325-ac or 390-ac parcels within the Western Mojave Recovery Unit. This loss of habitat would represent 
less than 0.01 percent of the habitat in the Western Mojave Habitat Unit and would not result in an appreciable 
change in the abundance and distribution of desert tortoise within the unit.  

No designated critical habitat for the desert tortoise occurs in the action area. The nearest designated critical 
habitat for this species is 5 mi away (the northern and eastern part of the Superior-Cronese critical habitat unit). 
There would be no direct effects to critical habitat for the desert tortoise from construction activities.  

6.1.2 Direct Effects from Operation 
Desert tortoise have been documented nesting in commercial scale wind energy facilities in numbers and with 
hatchling success comparable to those of nearby undisturbed habitat (Ennen et al., 2012). Because the species has 
been shown to coexist with similar energy projects, no direct effects from operation of the solar facility would be 
expected. The use of exclusion fencing around the facility would prevent desert tortoise exposure to vehicular 
traffic that would deliver water and materials for maintenance. 

Maintenance activities on the electric tie-in from Parcel 2 to the substation could result in interaction with desert 
tortoise. The electrical tie-in corridor (Parcel 2) would not be fenced and desert tortoise may use the habitat in 
this corridor and be present during maintenance activities. Because the electrical tie-in corridor would be 
adjacent to NASA Road, the edge effect from the road could reduce this possibility. Prior to any maintenance 
activity involving off-road use of vehicles or equipment, the area where vehicles and equipment would be 
operated would be subjected to a clearance survey and temporary exclusion fencing would be placed around the 
work areas to prevent desert tortoise entry during maintenance activities. The fencing would be removed when 
maintenance is complete.  

There would be no direct effects to critical habitat for the desert tortoise from operations and maintenance 
activities. 

6.2 Indirect Effects 
Indirect effects are those that are caused by, or result from, the Proposed Action and are later in time, but 
reasonably certain to occur. In contrast to direct effects, indirect effects are more subtle, and may affect 
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individuals, populations, and habitat quality over an extended period of time, long after construction activities 
have been completed. Indirect effects are of particular concern for long-lived species such as the desert tortoise 
because project-related effects may not become evident in individuals or populations until years later. Indirect 
effects may include increased predation by common ravens, loss or fragmentation of habitat linkages from 
creation of permanent barriers to movement that disrupt population and genetic connectivity, degradation of 
habitat and the diet of desert tortoises from the spread of non-native plant species or increased erosion, 
degradation of habitat to other desert tortoise populations whose home ranges may overlap the proposed project 
area, and noise and lighting from human activities.  

6.2.1 Indirect Effects from Construction 
Should a precipitation event occur during construction, there could be indirect effects to desert tortoise habitat 
from storm water runoff across disturbed soils and associated erosion and sedimentation. Scour could remove 
vegetation and sedimentation could fill burrows or bury vegetation and nests. The Army would require the 
contractor to implement appropriate best management practices (BMPs) before any initial disturbance and 
maintain those BMPs throughout construction. Erosion control measures such as application of compost blankets, 
mulch, riprap, or geotextiles to stabilize slopes could be implemented to protect exposed soil and minimize 
erosion. BMPs such as directional grading, check dams, slope diversions, and temporary diversion dikes could be 
implemented for runoff control. Sediment control measures that could be implemented to reduce sediment 
leaving the site include compost filter berms and socks; fiber rolls or berms; sediment basins, rock dams, filters, 
chambers, or traps; silt fences; and hay bales. Implementation and maintenance of appropriate BMPs during 
construction would make it unlikely that indirect effects to desert tortoise habitat would occur from stormwater 
runoff and associated erosion and sedimentation. 

Invasion of non-native plants can affect the quality and quantity of plant foods available to desert tortoises, and 
thereby affect nutritional intake. Nutritional intake affects growth rates in juvenile desert tortoises (Hazard et al., 
2010) and female reproductive output (Henen, 1992). The dominant annual species in the action area found 
during surveys was Mediterranean grass (Schismus arabicus). The presence of this species as a dominant in the 
action area indicates that forage quality in the action area has already been adversely impacted by invasive exotic 
species. Soils disturbance during construction can make the area more susceptible to invasion by other non-native 
species and further degrade the habitat.  

Based on the ability to adapt to noise disturbance, noise attenuation as distance from the project increases, and 
the fact that desert tortoises do not rely on auditory cues for their survival, it is likely that no desert tortoises 
would be injured or killed as a result of project-related noise. Minimization measures that are part of the 
Proposed Action would further protect the species. 

Because Fort Irwin Road and NASA Road border the action area, the erection of permanent exclusion fencing 
would not be expected to be a major impediment to movement of desert tortoise within their home ranges. The 
desert tortoise population in the action area is depressed, so it is unlikely that desert tortoise are routinely 
traveling across the action area to the opposite side of Fort Irwin Road. Desert tortoise displaced from the 250-ac 
construction area would likely establish a new range within the larger 325 or 390-ac project area not excluded for 
construction of the solar facility or in other nearby habitat. Any effects as a result of barriers to desert tortoise 
movement would be minimal. 

No indirect effects to desert tortoise would be expected from maintenance of the electrical tie-in corridor from 
Parcel 2 to the substation. Any maintenance activity would be of short duration and there would be no offsite 
effects and no effects that would persist.  

The project would not result in fragmentation of existing critical habitat for the desert tortoise, because the 
project is not located within critical habitat for the species. There would be no indirect effects to critical habitat 
for the desert tortoise from construction activities. 
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6.2.2 Indirect Effects from Operation 
The solar facility would have a greater amount of impervious area than is present in the action area, which would 
result in increased storm water runoff and associated erosion and sedimentation if not controlled. The Army 
would require implementation of post-construction BMPs to maintain pre-development runoff flow volumes and 
rates and prevent offsite effects from storm water runoff during operation of the solar facility. Post-construction 
BMPs would include detention ponds and flow diversions, which would maintain pre-development runoff flows 
for 10-year floods and attenuate larger storm events. Any indirect effects from storm water runoff and associated 
erosion and sedimentation would be minimal. 

The solar facility and electrical tie-in corridor for Parcel 2 could provide additional temporary and permanent 
nesting, perching, and roosting sites for the common raven. The potentially increased common raven population 
within the area could cause the indirect effect of increased predation to juvenile desert tortoises. During 
construction and operations, the Army would require trash management to reduce the attractiveness of the solar 
facility area to common ravens. Given the proximity of Fort Irwin’s cantonment area and the existing transmission 
lines, the additional perches and shelter provided by the solar facility are unlikely to increase the number of 
common ravens in the region. 

Maintenance activities would be conducted inside the fenced solar facility and would not result in offsite effects. 
Water trucked in for washing the solar panels would be contained within the post-construction storm water BMPs 
discussed above. No indirect effects to desert tortoise from routine maintenance of the solar facility during 
operations would be expected. 

The generation of electricity during operation of the solar facility will have no offsite effects and would not result 
in indirect effects to desert tortoise.  

There would be no indirect effects to critical habitat for the desert tortoise from operations and maintenance 
activities. 

6.3 Effect of the Proposed Action on Tribal Resources or 
Interests 

The Army has evaluated the potential for effects to Native American interests and resources and determined that 
the Proposed Action would result in no effects to tribal resources or interests. 

6.4 Estimating Take 
The fundamental duty of a federal lead agency under Section 7 of the ESA is to ensure that federal actions do not 
jeopardize the continued existence of listed species. As noted on page 4-50 of the ESA Section 7 Consultation 
Handbook (USFWS and National Marine Fisheries Service, 1998): Section 7 requires the minimization of the level of 
take. It is not appropriate to require mitigation for the impacts of incidental take. 

As required by the ESA, Fort Irwin will implement RPMs to minimize and avoid take of listed species.  

While the proposed project has the potential to affect desert tortoise, the avoidance and minimization measures, 
as described in Section 7, would minimize potential adverse effects. 

The take associated with construction of the solar facility and electrical tie-in corridor for Parcel 2 would likely be 
limited to harassment of desert tortoise during surveys and relocation and creation of barriers to movement. 
While mortality is possible, no mortality would be expected from these actions.  

Use of exclusion fencing would prevent direct mortality during construction. 

6.5 Cumulative Effects 
Cumulative effects are defined in 50 CFR §402.02 as “those effects of future State or private activities, not 
involving Federal activities that are reasonably certain to occur within the action area of the Federal action subject 
to consultation.” The Fort Irwin project would be built and operated entirely within Fort Irwin. No future State or 
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private activities are known for the vicinity of the action area. The closest activities are military training activities 
and maintenance of Fort Irwin Road, but these represent continued baseline activities and would not change 
conditions in the action area. 

The direct and indirect effects of the project would be minimal, and appropriate avoidance and minimization 
measures would be implemented. Therefore, the project would not be expected to result in adverse cumulative 
effects to desert tortoise. 
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SECTION 7 

Avoidance and Minimization Measures  
As required under the ESA, Fort Irwin will implement RPMs to minimize and avoid potential take of desert 
tortoise.  

7.1 Standard Specifications 
The following avoidance and minimization measures will be incorporated into the project:  

• Erosion and Sediment Control Plan. Fort Irwin will require the contractor/operator of the facility to prepare 
and implement an erosion control and restoration plan to control short- and long-term erosion and 
sedimentation effects, and to restore soils and vegetation in areas affected by construction activities. The plan 
will include all necessary requirements regarding erosion control, and will include BMPs for erosion and 
sediment control as required. Only appropriate native plant material, approved by the Fort Irwin Natural 
Resources Section, will be used for erosion control and restoration. Erosion control will be placed on all 
disturbed slopes and material disposal sites. 

• SWPPP. The contractor/operator, under Fort Irwin supervision, will submit to the Regional Water Quality 
Control Board (RWQCB) a notice of intent to discharge storm water before construction and/or operation 
activities begin. Also, the contractor/operator will develop and implement a SWPPP as required by the 
conditions of a permit(s). The SWPPP prepared by the contractor/operator created will identify BMPs for 
discharges and for groundwater disposal from dewatering operations associated with construction and 
operation. The SWPPP will identify how and where these discharges would be disposed of during construction 
and operations. The SWPPP will include provisions for the following: 

− The area of ground disturbance will be minimized. No ground disturbance will be allowed outside the 
limits defined in permits. Preservation of existing vegetation will be provided to the maximum extent 
practical. Required BMPs will be in place during construction of the project to minimize effects to desert 
tortoise habitat. The limits of the construction areas will be marked with high visibility fencing to clearly 
identify the construction area relative to sensitive areas. These areas also will be surrounded by exclusion 
fencing to prevent desert tortoise entry.  

− Temporary erosion control devices will be an integral part of construction. Sedimentation fences will be 
used to contain polluted or turbid runoff from the work site. Other methods of temporary erosion control, 
including but not limited to hay bale check dams, will be employed to protect areas susceptible to damage 
from runoff. Erosion control devices will be installed concurrently with construction earthwork. 

− Sediment control will be maintained at construction site entrances/exits. 

− Spill control BMPs will be implemented any time chemicals and/or hazardous substances are stored or 
used on the project. Employees of contractors will be educated in proper material handling, spill 
prevention, and clean-up. Clean-up materials will be onsite and located near material storage and use 
areas. 

− Erosion control devices will be monitored on a regular basis and augmented as necessary. In the event of 
pending storms, and in compliance with the SWPPP, erosion control devices will be inspected to ensure 
that they are in place and are functional. Monitoring and maintenance of erosion control devices and 
adjacent disturbed areas will continue during and immediately after storm events. 

• Dust Control. If dust control measures are needed, standard dust control BMPs will be used. Any material 
stockpiles will be watered, sprayed with tackifier, or covered to minimize dust production and wind erosion.  
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• General Housekeeping. To prevent attraction of predators, all food-related trash items such as wrappers, 
cans, bottles, and food scraps will be disposed of in closed containers and removed at least once every 3 days. 
All containers that may hold water following a precipitation event or application of water for dust control will 
be stored in closed areas or inverted to prevent creation of a water attractant. 

• Pets. To prevent harassment, injury, or mortality of a desert tortoise or destruction of their refuge areas, no 
pets will be permitted in the action area.  

• Invasive Plant Species. When practicable, invasive plants in the action area will be removed. Fort Irwin will 
comply with Executive Order 13112, to reduce the spread of invasive non-native plant species and minimize 
the potential decrease of palatable vegetation for wildlife species. This order is intended to prevent the 
introduction of invasive species and provide for their control in order to minimize the economic, ecological, 
and human health impacts. 

7.2 Special Provisions Specifications 
• Permits. All appropriate State and Federal permits for handling desert tortoises or their parts, must be 

acquired by the Authorized Biologist(s) or other personnel before project initiation and prior to handling any 
desert tortoise or their parts, or conducting any activity requiring a permit. The credentials of potential 
Authorized Biologists will be provided to the USFWS for review and approval at least 30 days prior to the 
onset of ground-disturbing activities. 

• Clearance Surveys. Within 2 weeks prior to the onset of construction, 100 percent coverage ground surveys of 
the action area, including all associated linear facilities (electrical tie-in corridor for Parcel 2, access roads, 
etc.) will be conducted for desert tortoises, signs of desert tortoise use, or desert tortoise burrows. If no 
tortoises or active burrows are identified, construction will proceed without interruption. The Authorized 
Biologist (see Biological Monitoring item below) will direct clearance surveys for desert tortoise within the 
action area. This will include the clearance of any tortoise burrows within this corridor to ensure that any 
tortoise present are moved out of harm’s way prior to grubbing consistent with the following details. There is 
ample similar habitat adjacent to the action area and throughout Fort Irwin available for potential relocation 
of desert tortoise. Desert tortoises will be relocated to areas identified by the Fort Irwin Natural Resources 
Program Manager. Once the action area is deemed free of desert tortoises and after exclusion fencing (see 
below) is in place, in accordance with USFWS clearance survey protocols, heavy equipment would be allowed 
to enter the site to perform earthwork such as clearing, grubbing, leveling, and trenching.  

• Relocation. Tortoise handling, burrow construction, egg handling, and other procedures will follow those 
described in the Guidelines for Handling Desert Tortoise during Construction Projects (Desert Tortoise Council, 
1994). Unavoidable burrows inhabited by tortoises will be excavated by the Authorized Biologist(s) using hand 
tools. To prevent re-entry by a tortoise, all burrows within the action area that do not contain tortoises will be 
collapsed. 

If a desert tortoise is found within the project site during construction, an Authorized Biologist will capture the 
animal and implement one of the following measures: 

• If the desert tortoise is needed for research being conducted by the USGS at Fort Irwin, the Army will transfer 
the desert tortoise to the care of the USGS. While being used in research, the care of these desert tortoises 
will be subject to the conditions of the USGS’s Section 10(a)(1)(A) permit from the USFWS’s Desert Tortoise 
Recovery Office. Upon conclusion of the research, these desert tortoises will be released on the nearest Army 
lands outside the perimeter training fence south of the southern expansion area (as described in USFWS, 
2012). 

• If the desert tortoise is not needed for research, the authorized biologist will contact the Fort Irwin Natural 
Resources Program Manager to determine an appropriate location for relocation of the tortoise. 

• Desert tortoises found at the margins of the solar facility or under the electrical tie-in corridor for Parcel 2 
during operation will be moved from harm’s way but left in the general area of their capture. 
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• Exclusion Fencing. The facility contractor/operator will install temporary desert tortoise exclusion fencing 
around the entire solar project construction area, including the electrical tie-in corridor for Parcel 2, prior to 
start of construction. This fencing will be installed under direction of an Authorized Biologist and will be done 
prior to the site clearance survey to prevent desert tortoise from reentering the area following the clearance 
survey. Construction equipment entrances will also be gated to further prevent tortoises from entering the 
construction site. The fence will be installed with an Authorized Biologist present. Fence design will be a 
minimum of 18 inches tall and consist of 1-inch horizontal by 2-inch vertical mesh (hardware cloth or plastic) 
and be installed flush with the ground. Fencing will be inspected daily during construction. Any damage to the 
fencing will be repaired. Zero clearance will be maintained between the bottom of the fence and the ground 
to ensure that any bent portions are properly covered. Temporary exclusion fencing would be removed 
following completion of construction. 

Upon completion of construction, the solar facility will be surrounded with permanent desert tortoise 
exclusion fencing to prevent tortoise re-entry into this area. Fence design will be a minimum of 18 inches tall 
and consist of 1-inch horizontal by 2-inch vertical mesh (wire) and will be installed 24 to 36 inches below the 
ground surface and extend a minimum of 18 inches above ground. The electrical tie-in corridor for Parcel 2 
will not have permanent exclusion fencing. 

• Worker Training. The Authorized Biologist(s) will conduct a training session for all construction workers 
before work is started on the project. The Authorized Biologist(s) or designated desert tortoise monitor(s) will 
inform field management and construction personnel of the need to avoid and protect resources by preparing 
and implementing a worker environmental awareness program. The program will provide workers with 
information on their responsibilities with regard to the desert tortoise and other sensitive species. 
Construction personnel will be educated on the types of sensitive resources located in the action area and the 
measures required to avoid effects on these resources. All construction personnel will attend an 
environmental training program before groundbreaking activities. Materials covered in the training program 
will include environmental rules and regulations for the project, requirements for limiting activities to the 
construction right-of-way, and avoidance and minimization measures designed to protect demarcated 
sensitive resource areas. Training will educate construction supervisors and managers on the need for pre-
construction surveys; construction drawing format and interpretation; staking methods to protect resources; 
the construction process; roles and responsibilities; project management structure and contacts; 
environmental commitments; implementation of BMPs; and emergency procedures. All new workers to the 
site will undergo this same training prior to beginning work on the site. 

• Biological Monitoring. Authorized Biologist(s) will be appointed to oversee all biological work. The Authorized 
Biologist will perform the following during any site (or related facilities) mobilization, ground disturbance, 
grading, construction, operation, and closure activities. The Authorized Biologist may be assisted by desert 
tortoise monitor(s) who have been approved by the Authorized Biologist, but the Authorized Biologist will 
remain the contact for Fort Irwin. Desert tortoise monitors will oversee all project construction activities with 
potential to affect desert tortoise. Desert tortoise monitors will ensure proper implementation of protective 
measures, record and report desert tortoise and tortoise sign observations in accordance with approved 
protocol, report incidents of noncompliance in accordance with the BO and relevant permits, and move 
desert tortoise from harm’s way and place these animals in “safe areas” pre-selected by the Authorized 
Biologist(s) or maintain the desert tortoises in their immediate possession until an Authorized Biologist 
assumes care of the animal.  

Desert tortoise monitors will assist the Authorized Biologist(s) during surveys. Desert tortoise monitors will 
not be authorized to conduct desert tortoise presence/absence or clearance surveys unless directly 
supervised by an Authorized Biologist. “Directly supervised” means the Authorized Biologist is in direct voice 
and sight contact with the desert tortoise monitor. 
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The Authorized Biologist’s duties will include:  

• Be available to supervise, conduct, and coordinate mitigation, monitoring, and other biological resources 
compliance activities, particularly in areas requiring avoidance or containing sensitive biological resources, 
such as special-status species or their habitat. 

• Clearly mark sensitive biological resource areas and inspect these areas at appropriate intervals for 
compliance with regulatory terms and conditions. 

• Inspect active construction areas where animals may have become inadvertently entrapped within the area 
prior to the start of construction each day. At the end of the day, inspect for the installation of structures that 
prevent entrapment or allow escape during periods of construction inactivity. Periodically inspect areas with 
high vehicle activity (e.g., parking lots) for animals in harm’s way.  

During operation, the Authorized Biologist will be a Fort Irwin biologist. If a desert tortoise is found within the 
project site during operation, the Fort Irwin biologist will be contacted and the animal will be relocated to an 
appropriate area outside of the project footprint. 

7.3 Summary of Avoidance, Minimization, and Conservation 
Measures 

Fort Irwin has designed the project to minimize direct effects to the desert tortoise and its habitat. In addition,  
Fort Irwin will employ BMPs in order to avoid, minimize, and prevent potential direct effects to desert tortoise or 
potential habitat. These measures include: 

• Clearance surveys will be conducted prior to construction activities within the proposed solar site and prior to 
installation of the electrical tie-in for Parcel 2.  

• An Authorized Biologist will be onsite during initial site grading activities and any subsequent construction 
activities which would have the potential to affect desert tortoise. If a desert tortoise is found within or 
adjacent to the project site during construction or operation, an Authorized Biologist will move it out of 
harm’s way in coordination and consultation with the Fort Irwin Natural Resources Program Manager.  

• The construction site perimeter, including support facilities and the electrical tie-in corridor for Parcel 2 (if 
selected), will be surrounded by temporary desert tortoise exclusion fencing. Controlled access gates, 
equipped with tortoise grates, will be installed at roads entering or exiting the solar facility site. The solar 
facility will be designed, operated, and maintained so that channelization of surface water flow will not 
undermine the integrity of the perimeter fence or the desert tortoise exclusion fencing. 

• An erosion and sediment control plan will be implemented as part of standard Fort Irwin BMPs to prevent 
project-related construction effects on habitat outside the work areas. 

• Following construction, permanent desert tortoise exclusion fencing will be constructed and maintained to 
prevent desert tortoise entry into the solar facility during operations. 
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SECTION 8 

Finding of Effect 
Fort Irwin, acting as the lead federal agency, has determined that the proposed project may affect and is likely to 
adversely affect the desert tortoise. The proposed project would not adversely modify or destroy designated 
critical habitat for this species.  

No other species protected under the ESA would be affected by the Proposed Action. 
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Summary 
This natural resources report describes the existing biological resources for the proposed Fort Irwin National 
Training Center Solar Facility Project located in the City of Fort Irwin in San Bernardino County, approximately 
37 miles (60 kilometers) northeast of Barstow, California. The project site covers approximately 380 acres of 
disturbed Mojave creosote scrub vegetation. The natural resources survey identified the vegetation 
communities, common species, and special‐status species and their habitat present within the project area. 
The survey focused on federally listed desert tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) and included a protocol level survey 
on the entire project area. 

Two live tortoises were found during the survey, and active or historic desert tortoise sign (active burrow, 
carcass, etc.) was found within the project area or in the survey’s zone of influence.  

Two sensitive bird species were observed on the project site (burrowing owl and loggerhead shrike). 
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SECTION 1 

Introduction 
This report presents the results of a natural resources survey and protocol level survey for the federally 
threatened desert tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) to support analysis of the environmental impacts associated 
with the construction and operation of a solar facility at Fort Irwin, California. The natural resources survey 
was conducted to characterize the proposed solar facility area (approximately 380 acres) and to determine 
whether the desert tortoise or any other protected species occurs within the proposed project area. 

1.1 Project Description 
Fort Irwin is proposing to construct and operate a solar photovoltaic (PV) facility on up to 380 acres. The 
facility will include solar arrays, a battery energy storage system, access/maintenance roads, and an electrical 
tie‐in. The proposed action is required to meet energy reduction requirements in Executive Orders and 
Department of Defense and U.S. Army mandates. 

1.2 Site Location 
Fort Irwin, also known as the National Training Center, is located in southeast California 37 miles (mi) (60 
kilometers (km) northeast of Barstow in the Mojave Desert in northern San Bernardino County. Fort Irwin was 
designated as a permanent installation in 1961 and encompasses approximately 996 square mi (2,580 square 
km). The installation is approximately 25 mi (40 km) from Interstate 15 midway between Las Vegas and Los 
Angeles (Figure 1‐1). 

Fort Irwin serves at the Army’s premier training center. Over half of the land area of Fort Irwin is used for 
desert battlefield training. One of the key training opportunities on Fort Irwin includes the use of an Opposing 
Force, which provides force‐on‐force and live‐fire training for ground and aviation units in a joint scenario. 
The Fort Irwin cantonment area contains housing, administrative, medical, and other supporting facilities and 
encompasses approximately 3 square mi (8 square km).
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SECTION 2 

Methods 
CH2M HILL biologists conducted a natural resources survey to identify and map federal and state threatened 
and endangered species habitat within the proposed solar facility site and transmission line corridor from 
March 26, 2012 through March 29, 2012. The project corridor extends from the main gate access road, west 
toward Tiefort Mountain. Together, the site and project corridor make up the project area.  

2.1 Survey Methodology 
The goal of the CH2M HILL survey was to determine the presence or absence of desert tortoises and any other 
listed species within the proposed project area. The survey was conducted within the proposed solar site and 
the transmission line corridor by a four‐person team of CH2M HILL biologists, Jessica Birnbaum, Gabriel 
Dupree, Amy Hammontree, and Jason Speights.  

The survey was conducted according to the 1992 Field Survey Protocol for Any Federal Action that May Occur 
within the Range of the Desert Tortoise (U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service [USFWS] 1992; USFWS, 1996; USFWS, 
2010) by walking transects at 10‐meter (m) spacing throughout all accessible, appropriate habitat on the 
proposed project site and walking transects within the surrounding zone of influence (ZOI). The ZOI survey 
consisted of three additional 10‐m (approximately 30‐foot [ft]) ZOI belt transects at 200‐m (approximately 
655‐ft) intervals parallel to the northern border of the transmission line corridor (200‐m, 400‐m, and 600‐m 
from the perimeter), in accordance with USFWS protocol for a linear site. The area where survey was 
conducted is shown in Figure 2‐1. 

• During the survey, information was collected by the following methods: 

• Performing preliminary characterization of plant communities on the site. 

• Taking photographs of the site (Appendix A). 

• Recording all definitive sign of desert tortoises, including live tortoises, burrows, scat, carcasses, and shell‐
skeletal remains (Appendix A). Any tortoise or large mammal burrows encountered that could be used by 
tortoises were visually inspected. Very small burrows that could be used by juvenile tortoises but are 
much more often rodent burrows were also visually checked when encountered. 

• Recording all other sensitive species sightings, including the federally endangered Lane Mountain milk‐
vetch (Astragalus jaegerianus) and other California sensitive plant and animal species. The Lane Mountain 
milk‐vetch is known to occur at Fort Irwin, and designated critical habitat for the species has been 
identified south of the installation boundary.  

• Recording sightings of all common plant and animal species. 

Each biologist utilized a global positioning system (GPS) unit to orient and guide the survey. The location of 
any observed special status species sign was recorded using the GPS unit. All transect routes were generated 
prior to conducting the field work and uploaded into the Garmin hand‐held GPS unit. 
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SECTION 3 

Results 
This section provides the results of the natural resources and focused desert tortoise survey, including site 
characteristics, plants, wildlife, and sensitive species. 

3.1 Site Characteristics 
Much of the land within the proposed Fort Irwin solar PV facility site has been historically disturbed by 
military training activities, including several shallow bomb craters. There was also evidence of previous all‐
terrain vehicle use within the site. The survey area ranged in elevation from approximately 792 m [2,600 ft] 
above mean sea level (msl) on the southeastern corner to approximately 975 m (3,200 ft) msl on the 
northwestern edge, and is characterized by creosote bush (Larrea tridentata)‐white bursage (Ambrosia 
dumosa) series vegetation community (Sawyer and Keeler‐Wolf, 1995 and Hollan, 1986). Creosote bush and 
white bursage are common throughout the site, while common associated species varied. Wildlife observed 
on the site was typical of that found in surrounding areas. No fish or amphibious species are likely to inhabit 
the site or immediately surrounding areas because there are no permanent water sources there. All wildlife 
and plants observed are listed in Table 3‐1.  

TABLE 3‐1 
Observed Flora & Fauna 
Fort Irwin Solar Photovoltaic Facility Site 

Common Name  Scientific Name  Federal Status  State Status 

Reptiles and Amphibians 

California whiptail  Aspidoscelis tigris munda  N  N 

Chuckwalla  Sauromalus ater  N  N 

Desert tortoise  Gopherus agassizii  LT  LT 

Fence lizard  Sceloporus sp.  N  N 

Long‐nosed leopard lizard  Gambelia wislizenii  N  N 

Side‐blotched lizard  Uta stansburiana  N  N 

Zebra‐tailed lizard  Callisaurus draconoides  N  N 

Mammals 

Blacktail jackrabbit  Lepus californicus  N  N 

Coyote  Canis latrans  N  N 

Desert cottontail  Sylvilagus audubonii  N  N 

Desert wood rat  Neotoma lepida  N  N 

Kit fox  Vulpes macrotis  N  N 

Birds 

American robin   Turdus migratorius  N  N 

Ash‐throated flycatcher   Myiarchus cinerascens  N  N 

Black‐throated sparrow   Amphispiza bilineata  N  N 

Blue‐gray gnatcatcher   Polioptila caerulea  N  N 
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TABLE 3‐1 
Observed Flora & Fauna 
Fort Irwin Solar Photovoltaic Facility Site 

Common Name  Scientific Name  Federal Status  State Status 

Brewers sparrow   Spizella breweri  N  N 

Burrowing owl  Athene cunicularia  N  LS 

Common raven   Corvus corax  N  N 

Horned lark   Eremophila alpestris  N  N 

Loggerhead shrike   Lanius ludovicianus  N  LS 

Red‐tailed hawk   Buteo jamaicensis  N  N 

Sage sparrow   Amphispiza belli  N  N 

Turkey vulture   Cathartes aura  N  N 

White‐crowned sparrow   Zonotrichia leucophrys  N  N 

Yellow‐headed blackbird   Xanthocephalus xanthocephalus  N  LS 

Plants       

Beavertail cactus  Opuntia basilaris  N  N 

Bractscale  Atriplex serenana  N  N 

Buckwheat  Eriogonum fasciculatum  N  N 

Brittlebush  Encelia farinose  N  N 

Cheesebush  Hymenoclea salsola  N  N 

Chia  Salvia columbariae  N  N 

Cooper’s goldenbush  Ericameria cooperi  N  N 

Cottontop cactus   Echinocactus polycephalus  N  N 

Creosote bush  Larrea tridentata  N  N 

Desert milkweed  Asclepias erosa  N  N 

Desert trumpet  Eriogonum inflatum  N  N 

Goldenbush  Ericameria linearifolia  N  N 

Joshua tree  Yucca brevifolia  N  LS 

Wolfberry  Lycium sp.  N  N 

Mojave rabbitbrush  Ericameria paniculata  N  N 

Mojave woodyaster  Xylorhiza toriflora  N  N 

Mormon tea  Ephedra californica  N  N 

Saltbush  Atriplex polycarpa  N  N 

Silver cholla   Cylindropuntia echinocarpa   N  N 

Turpentine broom   Thamnosma montana  N  N 

Turtleback  Psathyrotes ramosissima  N  N 
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TABLE 3‐1 
Observed Flora & Fauna 
Fort Irwin Solar Photovoltaic Facility Site 

Common Name  Scientific Name  Federal Status  State Status 

White bursage  Ambrosia dumosa  N  N 

LE = Listed Endangered 
LS = Listed State Species of Special Concern 
LT = Listed Threatened 
N = Not Listed 

3.2 Sensitive Species 
Nine sensitive species (four plants and five animals) were specifically targeted during the natural resources 
survey. The four plant species include the federally endangered Lane Mountain milk‐vetch and three 
California state protected species: the alkali Mariposa lily (Calochortus striatus), Clokey’s cryptantha 
(Cryptantha clokeyi), and the Mohave fishhook cactus (Sclerocactus polyancistrus). The five animal species 
include the desert tortoise (federally listed as threatened) and four state protected bird species: LeConte’s 
thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei), burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus), 
and yellow‐headed blackbird (Xanthocephalus xanthocephalus). These species were targeted due to the 
existence of historical records of occurrence in the project vicinity (California Native Plant Society (CNPS), 
2012; California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG), 2012). Figure 2‐1 depicts the locations for all desert 
tortoise and burrowing owl sign found, and GPS locations for each are provided in Table 3‐2. 

3.2.1 Sensitive Plant Species 
3.2.1.1 Alkali Mariposa Lily 
Alkali Mariposa lily is a CNPS List 1B.2 bulbiferous herb that blooms from April to June and is historically 
known to occur most commonly in open, flat, barren sites on the sandy margins of alkali depressions in 
creosote bush scrub and arid phase saltbush scrub communities at elevations ranging from approximately 70 
m to 1,595 m (230 to 5,230 ft) msl. This plant was not observed during the natural resources survey and is not 
expected to occur due the lack of suitable habitat on the proposed project site (CNPS, 2012). 

3.2.1.2 Clokey’s Cryptantha 
Clokey’s cryptantha is a CNPS List 1B.2 annual herb that blooms in April and is known to occur in desert 
habitat, generally including sandy or gravelly soils within creosote bush scrub communities in the Mojave 
Desert from elevations of approximately 800 m (2,625 ft) to approximately 1,280 m (4,200 ft) msl. This plant 
was not observed during the natural resources survey, but it has a moderate potential to occur due to the 
presence of suitable habitat on the proposed project site (CNPS, 2012). 

3.2.1.3 Lane Mountain Milk-vetch 
Lane Mountain milk‐vetch is a perennial herb that is federally listed as endangered. It is most commonly 
found in Mojave mixed woody scrub or creosote bush scrub. Habitat for the species is found at elevations of 
approximately 915 to 1,220 m (3,000 to 4,000 ft) msl with granite substrate, shallow soils with bedrock near 
the surface, relatively gentle slopes and areas of low ridges, diverse shrub assemblages in Mojave creosote 
bush scrub, and Mojave mixed woody scrub communities. It is almost exclusively found growing up through 
shrubs or occasionally through clumps of dead bunchgrass. This plant was not observed during the natural 
resources survey and is not expected to occur due to habitat on the proposed project site being marginally 
suitable to support the species (Calflora, 2012). 

3.2.1.4 Mohave Fishhook Cactus 
Mohave fishhook cactus is a CNPS List 4.2 shrub (stem succulent) that is generally found on basalt rock 
hillsides, limestone hillsides, and desert pavement, generally on south‐ to southwest‐facing slopes. This plant 
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was not observed during the natural resources survey, but has a moderate potential to occur due to the 
presence of suitable habitat on the proposed project site (CNPS, 2012). 

3.2.2 Sensitive Wildlife Species  
3.2.2.1 Desert Tortoise 
Desert tortoises were classified by the USFWS as a threatened species in 1990. This listing occurred as a result 
of continued human‐caused habitat destruction through urban expansion, off‐road vehicle use, illegal 
collection for the pet trade, and raven predation on juvenile tortoises. 

The desert tortoise is listed as threatened in over 30 percent of its range. Desert tortoises occur in 
southeastern California, southern Nevada, southwestern Utah, and northwestern Arizona, often within desert 
scrub communities (USFWS, 2012). 

Two desert tortoises were observed inside their burrows, as well as four other desert tortoise burrows that 
appeared to be active, with scat observed in or around the entrance of the burrow. One unhatched egg from 
2011 was observed. A total of nine desert tortoise burrows were observed during the survey. One pallet, or a 
shallow depression constructed under low shrubs providing a temporary resting for the tortoise, was 
observed. Five relatively intact desert tortoise carcasses (indicating that the animals probably died within the 
past 1 to 2 years) were observed. Eight collections of shell‐skeletal remains (indicating the animals had been 
dead a minimum of 2 years) were observed. See Table 3‐2 for the locations of all desert tortoise sign found. 

TABLE 3‐2 
Sensitive Species Sign Found within Project Area 

GPS Location   Description of Sign  Easting   Northing 

002  DT Shell‐Skeletal Remains  525065  3898729 

003  DT Pallet  525539  3899257 

004  Live DT  525622  3899301 

005  DT Carcass  525657  3899455 

006  Inactive DT Burrow  525423  3899195 

007  Active DT Burrow  525060  3898790 

008  DT Burrow  524622  3898309 

009  DT Shell‐Skeletal Remains  524832  3898615 

010  Inactive DT Burrow  524989  3898790 

011  Live DT  525168  3898952 

012  DT Carcass  525773  3899773 

013  DT Egg  524935  3899003 

014  DT Shell‐Skeletal Remains  525062  3899162 

015  DT Carcass  525142  3899221 

016  Active DT Burrow  525156  3899346 

017  Active DT Burrow  524972  3899145 

018  DT Carcass  525078  3899340 

019  Active DT Burrow  524920  3899265 

020  DT Shell‐Skeletal Remains  524575  3898870 
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TABLE 3‐2 
Sensitive Species Sign Found within Project Area 

GPS Location   Description of Sign  Easting   Northing 

021  DT Shell‐Skeletal Remains  524254  3898602 

022  DT Shell‐Skeletal Remains  524528  3898850 

023  DT Shell‐Skeletal Remains  523731  3898222 

024  DT Carcass  523574  3898144 

025  DT Shell‐Skeletal Remains  523858  3897792 

026  Inactive DT Burrow  527180  3900246 

027  Inactive DT Burrow  526095  3899705 

BUOW1  Inactive BUOW Burrow  524941  3898708 

BUOW2  BUOW Burrow with Adult Present  525576  3899446 

BUOW3  Active BUOW Burrow  525630  3899600 

BUOW4  Inactive BUOW Burrow  524210  3898209 

BUOW5  Inactive BUOW Burrow  524316  3898286 

BUOW6  BUOW Burrow with Adult Present  524966  3899150 

BUOW7  Inactive BUOW Burrow  524913  3899263 

BUOW8  Inactive BUOW Burrow  524346  3898733 

Notes:  
DT = Desert Tortoise; BUOW = Burrowing Owl 

3.2.2.2 LeConte’s Thrasher  
LeConte’s thrasher is a California state species of concern and is protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act 
(MBTA). Home range is in saltbush‐cholla scrub. Preferred habitat generally consists of sparsely vegetated 
desert flats, dunes, alluvial fans, or gently rolling hills having a high proportion of one or more species of 
saltbush or shadscale and/or cylindrical cholla cactus 0.9 to 1.9 m (approximately 3 to 6 ft) tall. It rarely occurs 
in habitats consisting entirely of creosote bush. The majority of shrubs in the project area rarely exceed 2.5 m 
(approximately 8 ft) in height, except for isolated desert trees, yuccas, or tall, thin shrubs. This species was not 
observed during the natural resources survey and is not expected to occur on the project site due to the 
habitat being marginally suitable. 

3.2.2.3 Loggerhead Shrike 
The loggerhead shrike is a California state species of concern and is protected by the MBTA. This species is 
relatively common in lowland California and prefers open habitat with scattered shrubs and trees for nesting 
(Grinnell and Miller 1944). Marginally suitable foraging habitat for this species occurs within the project area, 
and suitable nesting habitat is very rare. One individual loggerhead shrike was observed on the project site 
during the survey. 
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3.2.2.4 Yellow-headed Blackbird 
The yellow‐headed blackbird is a California state species of concern and is protected by the MBTA. The 
species generally occurs in California as a migrant or summer resident, but small numbers winter in the 
southern deserts. Preferred breeding habitat includes marshes and wetlands with tall emergent vegetation, 
and the blackbird may forage in surrounding wetlands, grasslands, and croplands. Yellow‐headed blackbirds 
breed at scattered sites throughout the Mojave Desert. Small numbers breed regularly near Victorville, 
Barstow, and Newberry Springs in San Bernardino County. Marginally suitable foraging habitat for this species 
occurs within the project area, but no suitable nesting habitat occurs. The yellow‐headed blackbird was 
observed on the project site during the survey.  

3.2.2.5 Mohave Ground Squirrel  
Mojave ground squirrel (Spermophilous mohavensis) is a California state‐listed threatened species restricted 
to the Mojave Desert in San Bernardino, Los Angeles, Kern, and Inyo Counties. This species favors open desert 
scrub, alkali desert scrub, and Joshua tree habitats at elevations ranging from approximately 550 to 1,524 m 
(1,800 to 5,000 ft) msl. It is known to feed in annual grasslands. This species was not observed during the 
survey but has a moderate potential to occur on the project site. 

3.2.2.6 Western Burrowing Owl 
The western burrowing owl is a state species of concern and is protected by the MBTA. This ground‐nesting 
raptor occupies burrows in annual grassland or ruderal habitats. It is known to occur in open, dry grasslands, 
agricultural and range lands, and desert habitats often associated with burrowing animals (CDFW, 1993). This 
species was observed on the project site (Table 3‐1). 
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SECTION 4 

Conclusions and Recommendations 
This section presents conclusions about biological resources in the project area and presents 
recommendations concerning further surveys or permitting that may be required. 

4.1 Conclusions 
One federally threatened wildlife species and three wildlife California species of concern were determined to 
occur within the proposed project area: 

• Desert tortoise (federally threatened) 
• Burrowing owl (California species of concern) 
• Loggerhead shrike (California species of concern) 
• Yellow‐headed blackbird (California species of concern) 

Two active desert tortoise burrows were observed during the survey. Other California state‐listed wildlife 
species observed include the burrowing owl, loggerhead shrike, and yellow‐headed blackbird. No additional 
federally protected species or California protected wildlife species were observed during the field survey. 

In addition, one California wildlife species listed as threatened and two state plants listed as sensitive are 
considered to have a moderate or higher potential to exist in the project area but were not observed during 
the survey: 

• Mohave ground squirrel (California threatened species) 
• Clokey’s cryptantha (California sensitive species) 
• Mojave fishhook cactus (California sensitive species) 

4.2 Recommendations 
A pre‐construction survey may be required for the federally threatened desert tortoise. It is recommended 
that coordination with the CDFG and USFWS be conducted to ensure that no adverse effects occur to this 
species as a result of project construction. 

A pre‐construction nesting bird survey or avoidance/mitigation may be required for the loggerhead shrike to 
comply with the MBTA. Project activities may take place in areas of potential nesting for loggerhead shrikes. If 
project construction activities are to occur during bird nesting season (generally between February 1 and 
October 15), it may be necessary to conduct a nesting bird survey prior to vegetation disturbance as deemed 
necessary by CDFG. 

The following surveys would be recommended and deemed necessary by CDFG, if a state permit is required 
for the project: 

• A survey for Mojave ground squirrel may be recommended by CDFG depending upon the permitting 
needs for the project.  

• A pre‐construction survey may be required for burrowing owls within 30 days of the initiation of 
vegetation removal activities on the project site. This survey is typically required by CDFG and consists of 
walking 30‐m transects throughout the project area to identify any owls currently inhabiting areas where 
project activities may disturb their burrows. During the non‐breeding season (October‐February) these 
owls can be passively relocated off the project site after completion of coordination and a relocation plan 
is approved by CDFG. 

• Clokey’s cryptantha and Mojave fishhook cactus have a moderate potential to occur at on the project site. 
A rare plant survey may be required by CDFG depending on project permitting needs.
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SECTION 5 
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GPS Location 002. Desert tortoise shell‐skeletal remains. 

 
GPS Location 003. Desert tortoise pallet.  
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GPS Location 004. Live desert tortoise burrow.  

 
GPS Location 005. Desert tortoise carcass.  
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GPS Location 006. Inactive desert tortoise burrow.  

 
GPS Location 007. Inactive desert tortoise burrow.  
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GPS Location 008. Inactive desert tortoise burrow.  

 
GPS Location 009. Desert tortoise shell‐skeletal remains.  
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GPS Location 010. Inactive desert tortoise burrow.  

 
GPS Location 011. Live desert tortoise burrow.  
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GPS Location 012. Desert tortoise carcass.  

 
GPS Location 013. Inactive desert tortoise burrow containing a desert tortoise egg  
from last year.  
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APPENDIX A 
PHOTOGRAPHS OF SENSITIVE SPECIES SIGN 

FINAL FORTIRWIN_NATURALRESOURCESREPORT_051812.DOCX A-7 
ES042012033238ATL 

 
GPS Location 014. Desert tortoise shell‐skeletal remains.  

 
GPS Location 015. Desert tortoise carcass.  
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APPENDIX A 
PHOTOGRAPHS OF SENSITIVE SPECIES SIGN 

A-8 FINAL FORTIRWIN_NATURALRESOURCESREPORT_051812.DOCX 
 ES042012033238ATL 

 
GPS Location 016. Active desert tortoise burrow.  

 
GPS Location 017. Active desert tortoise burrow.  
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APPENDIX A 
PHOTOGRAPHS OF SENSITIVE SPECIES SIGN 

FINAL FORTIRWIN_NATURALRESOURCESREPORT_051812.DOCX A-9 
ES042012033238ATL 

 
GPS Location 018. Desert tortoise carcass.  

 
GPS Location 019. Active desert tortoise burrow.  
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APPENDIX A 
PHOTOGRAPHS OF SENSITIVE SPECIES SIGN 

A-10 FINAL FORTIRWIN_NATURALRESOURCESREPORT_051812.DOCX 
 ES042012033238ATL 

 

GPS Location 020. Desert tortoise shell-skeletal remains.  

 
GPS Location 021. Desert tortoise shell‐skeletal remains. 
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APPENDIX A 
PHOTOGRAPHS OF SENSITIVE SPECIES SIGN 

FINAL FORTIRWIN_NATURALRESOURCESREPORT_051812.DOCX A-11 
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GPS Location 022. Desert tortoise shell‐skeletal remains. 

 
GPS Location 023. Desert tortoise shell‐skeletal remains. 
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APPENDIX A 
PHOTOGRAPHS OF SENSITIVE SPECIES SIGN 

A-12 FINAL FORTIRWIN_NATURALRESOURCESREPORT_051812.DOCX 
 ES042012033238ATL 

 
GPS Location 024. Desert tortoise carcass. 

 
GPS Location 025. Desert tortoise carcass. 
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APPENDIX A 
PHOTOGRAPHS OF SENSITIVE SPECIES SIGN 

FINAL FORTIRWIN_NATURALRESOURCESREPORT_051812.DOCX A-13 
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GPS Location 026. Inactive desert tortoise burrow. 

 
GPS Location 027. Inactive desert tortoise burrow. 
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APPENDIX A 
PHOTOGRAPHS OF SENSITIVE SPECIES SIGN 

A-14 FINAL FORTIRWIN_NATURALRESOURCESREPORT_051812.DOCX 
 ES042012033238ATL 

 
GPS BUOW1. Inactive burrowing owl burrow with old whitewash and pellets present.  

 
GPS BUOW2. Active burrowing owl burrow with adult present.  
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APPENDIX A 
PHOTOGRAPHS OF SENSITIVE SPECIES SIGN 
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GPS BUOW3. Active burrowing owl burrow with whitewash and pellets present. 

 
GPS BUOW4. Inactive burrowing owl burrow with old whitewash and pellets present.  
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APPENDIX A 
PHOTOGRAPHS OF SENSITIVE SPECIES SIGN 
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GPS BUOW5. Inactive burrowing owl burrow with small bones and pellets present. 

 
GPS BUOW6. Active burrowing owl burrow.  
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APPENDIX A 
PHOTOGRAPHS OF SENSITIVE SPECIES SIGN 
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GPS BUOW7. Inactive burrowing owl burrow with older whitewash and pellets present. 

 
GPS BUOW8. Inactive burrowing owl burrow with old whitewash and pellets present.  
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Summary 
This Natural Resources report describes the existing biological resources associated with the Alternative 2 site for 
the proposed Fort Irwin National Training Center Solar Facility Project. The proposed site is located on Fort Irwin 
in San Bernardino County, approximately 37 miles northeast of Barstow, California. The site is near the front 
entrance gate to the Fort Irwin installation. The site covers approximately 390 acres of disturbed Mojave creosote 
scrub vegetation. The natural resources survey identified the vegetation communities, common species, and 
special-status species and their habitat present within the site. The survey focused on desert tortoise (Gopherus 
agassizii) and included a protocol level survey on the entire site. 

One live tortoise was found during the survey and additional observations included active or historic desert 
tortoise sign (potentially active burrow and carcass) within the project area.  

Sign for one sensitive bird species was observed on the proposed site: burrows in active use by burrowing owls. 
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SECTION 1 

Introduction 
This report presents the results of a natural resources survey and protocol level survey for the desert tortoise 
(Gopherus agassizii). The survey was conducted at a site proposed for the construction and operation of a solar 
facility at Fort Irwin, California. 

1.1 Project Description 
Fort Irwin proposes to construct and operate a 20-megawatt solar photovoltaic (PV) facility on up to 390 acres. 
The facility would include solar arrays and an electrical tie-in. The proposed action would help to meet energy 
reduction requirements in Executive Orders and Department of Defense and U.S. Army mandates. 

1.2 Site Location 
Fort Irwin, also known as the National Training Center, is located in southeast California 37 miles (mi) (60 
kilometers (km)) northeast of Barstow in the Mojave Desert in northern San Bernardino County. Fort Irwin was 
designated as a permanent installation in 1961 and encompasses approximately 996 square mi (2,580 square km). 
The installation is approximately 25 mi (40 km) from Interstate 15 midway between Las Vegas and Los Angeles 
(Figure 1-1). 

Fort Irwin serves at the Army’s premier training center. Over half of the land area of Fort Irwin is used for desert 
battlefield training. One of the key training opportunities on Fort Irwin includes the use of an Opposing Force, 
which provides force-on-force and live-fire training for ground and aviation units in a joint scenario. The Fort Irwin 
cantonment area contains housing, administrative, medical, and other supporting facilities and encompasses 
approximately 3 square mi (8 square km).  
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FIGURE 1-1
Project Location
Fort Irwin National Training Center Solar Facility Project
Natural Resources Report
Fort Irwin, CA
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SECTION 2 

Methods 
CH2M HILL biologists conducted a natural resources survey to identify and map threatened and endangered 
species habitat within the Alternative 2 proposed solar facility site and transmission line corridor from April 8 
through April 11, 2013. The project area extended from outside the main gate on the north side of Fort Irwin 
Road, east toward NASA Road. The transmission line corridor would be along the west side of NASA Road, 
extending approximately 0.5 mile (0.8 km) north from the intersection with Fort Irwin Road. 

2.1 Survey Methodology 
The overall goal of the survey was to determine the presence or absence of desert tortoises or any other listed 
species within the proposed project area. Surveys were conducted within the site and the transmission line 
corridor by a four-person team of CH2M HILL biologists.  

The survey was conducted according to the Desert Tortoise Pre-project Survey Protocol 2010 Field Season (U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service [USFWS], 2010) by walking transects at 10-meter (33-foot) spacing throughout all 
accessible, appropriate habitat on the site (see Appendix A, Photo 1). Only a small portion of the site was not 
surveyed, which included areas of very rocky, steep and unsettled terrain. Those areas were not surveyed due to 
safety reasons and the low likelihood for tortoise to be present. Data collected included: 

• Preliminary characterization of plant communities present on the site  

• Photographs of the site  

• Documentation of all sign of desert tortoises, including live tortoises, burrows, scat, carcasses, and shell-
skeletal remains (Appendix B) 

• Documentation of all other sensitive species sightings or sign observed during the survey 

• Documentation of common plant and animal species observations 

Any tortoise or large mammal burrows encountered that could potentially be used by tortoises were visually 
inspected. Very small burrows that could be potentially used by juvenile tortoises but are more often rodent 
burrows were also visually checked when encountered. Only definitive tortoise sign was recorded. 

A Trimble global positioning system (GPS) unit was used to orient and guide the survey. Transect routes were 
generated prior to conducting the field work and uploaded into the Trimble unit. The locations of any observed 
special status species sign were recorded using the GPS unit. 
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SECTION 3 

Results 
This section provides the results of the natural resources and focused desert tortoise survey, including site 
characteristics, plants, wildlife, and sensitive species. 

3.1 Site Characteristics 
Much of the land within the Alternative 2 site was disturbed historically by military training activities. There was 
evidence of previous all-terrain vehicle use within the site (see Appendix A, Photo 2). The survey area ranges in 
elevation from approximately 3,100 feet above mean sea level (msl) on the southeastern corner to approximately 
3,500 feet msl on the northwestern edge. The site contains a creosote bush (Larrea tridentata)-white bursage 
(Ambrosia dumosa) series vegetation community (Sawyer and Keeler-Wolf, 1995). Plant species cover and 
diversity were generally low-moderate (see Appendix A, Photos 3 and 4). Creosote bush and white bursage are 
abundant throughout the site, while commonly associated species varied. Four non-native plant species were 
observed, but these species were relatively scarce compared to the creosote bush and white bursage. All plant 
species observed are identified in Table 3-1. Wildlife observed onsite was typical of that found in surrounding 
areas. No fish or amphibious species are likely to inhabit the site or the immediately surrounding areas because 
no water resources were observed within the project area. All wildlife (or wildlife sign) observed onsite and in 
surrounding areas are identified in Table 3-1.  

TABLE 3-1 
Observed Flora and Fauna 
Fort Irwin Solar Photovoltaic Facility Site 

Common name Scientific Name Federal Status State Status 

Reptiles  

California whiptail Aspidoscelis tigris munda N N 

Desert iguana Dipsosaurus dorsalis N N 

Desert tortoise Gopherus agassizii LT LT 

Fence lizard Sceloporus sp. N N 

Long-nosed leopard lizard Gambelia wislizenii N N 

Side-blotched lizard Uta stansburiana N N 

Zebra-tailed lizard Callisaurus draconoides N N 

Mammals 

Blacktail jackrabbit Lepus californicus N N 

Coyote Canis latrans N N 

Desert cottontail Sylvilagus audubonii N N 

Desert wood rat Neotoma lepida N N 

Birds 

American robin  Turdus migratorius N N 

Black-throated sparrow  Amphispiza bilineata N N 

Blue-gray gnatcatcher  Polioptila caerulea N N 

Brewers sparrow  Spizella breweri N N 

Burrowing owl Athene cunicularia N LS 
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SECTION 3 RESULTS 

TABLE 3-1 
Observed Flora and Fauna 
Fort Irwin Solar Photovoltaic Facility Site 

Common name Scientific Name Federal Status State Status 

Common raven  Corvus corax N N 

Horned lark  Eremophila alpestris N N 

Red-tailed hawk  Buteo jamaicensis N N 

Sage sparrow  Amphispiza belli N N 

Turkey vulture  Cathartes aura N N 

White-crowned sparrow  Zonotrichia leucophrys N N 

Plants    

Apricot mallow Sphaeralcea ambigua N N 

Asian mustard Brassica tournefortii* N N 

Beavertail cactus Opuntia basilaris N N 

Bladderpod Isomeris arborea N N 

Bractscale Atriplex serenana N N 

Buckwheat Eriogonum fasciculatum N N 

Brittlebush Encelia farinosa N N 

Cheesebush Hymenoclea salsola N N 

Chia Salvia columbariae N N 

Cooper’s goldenbush Ericameria cooperi N N 

Cottontop cactus  Echinocactus polycephalus N N 

Creosote bush Larrea tridentata N N 

Desert milkweed Asclepias erosa N N 

Desert pepperweed Lepidium fremontii N N 

Desert trumpet Eriogonum inflatum N N 

Goldenbush Ericameria linearifolia N N 

Joshua tree Yucca brevifolia N LS 

Mohave wild parsley Lomatium mohavense N N 

Mojave rabbitbrush Ericameria paniculata N N 

Mojave woodyaster Xylorhiza toriflora N N 

Mormon tea Ephedra californica N N 

Rattlesnake weed Chamaesyce albomarginata N N 

Redstem filaree* Erodium cicutarium* N N 

Russian thistle* Salsola tragus* N N 

Saltbush Atriplex polycarpa N N 

Schismus* Schismus sp.* N N 

Silver cholla  Cylindropuntia echinocarpa  N N 

Turpentine broom  Thamnosma montana N N 

Wallace's woolly daisy Eriophyllum wallacei N N 
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SECTION 3 RESULTS 

TABLE 3-1 
Observed Flora and Fauna 
Fort Irwin Solar Photovoltaic Facility Site 

Common name Scientific Name Federal Status State Status 

White bursage Ambrosia dumosa N N 

LE = Listed Endangered 
LS = Listed State Species of Special Concern 

LT = Listed Threatened 

N = Not Listed 

* = Non-native 

-Listing status derived from California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG, 2013) 

3.2 Sensitive Species 
Ten sensitive species (three plants and seven animals) were specifically targeted during the natural resources 
survey due to historical records of their occurrence in the project vicinity (California Native Plant Society [CNPS], 
2013). One active burrow of a desert tortoise, which is federally listed as threatened, was observed during the 
survey. Other federal or state listed wildlife species or their sign observed included burrowing owl (Athene 
cunicularia), which is a California Species of Special Concern. Figure 3-1 shows the locations of all desert tortoise 
and burrowing owl sign found. GPS locations in the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 11N coordinate 
system, North American Datum 1983 (NAD 83), are provided for each datapoint (Table 3-2). 

Sensitive plant species include the following.  

Alkali Mariposa Lily 

Alkali mariposa lily (Calochortus striatus) is a CNPS List 1B.2 bulbiferous herb that blooms from April to June. It is 
historically known to occur most commonly in open, flat, barren sites on the sandy margins of alkali depressions 
in creosote bush scrub and arid phase saltbush scrub communities at elevations ranging from 230 to 5,230 feet 
msl. This plant was not observed during the natural resources survey and is not expected to occur due to the lack 
of suitable habitat on the site. 

Clokey’s Cryptantha 

Clokey’s cryptantha (Cryptantha clokeyi) is a CNPS List 1B.2 annual herb that blooms in April. It is known to occur 
in desert habitat generally including sandy or gravelly soils within creosote bush scrub communities in the Mojave 
Desert from elevations of 2,625 feet to 4,200 feet msl. This plant was not observed during the natural resources 
survey, but it has a moderate potential to occur due to the presence of suitable habitat on the site. 

Lane Mountain Milk-vetch 

Lane Mountain milk-vetch (Astragalus jaegerianus) is a perennial herb that is federally listed as endangered. It is 
most commonly found in Mojave mixed woody scrub or creosote bush scrub. Habitat for the species is found at 
elevations from 3,000 to 4,000 feet msl with granite substrate, shallow soils with bedrock near the surface, 
relatively gentle slopes and areas of low ridges, and diverse shrub assemblages in Mojave creosote bush scrub and 
Mojave mixed woody scrub communities. It is almost exclusively found growing up through shrubs or occasionally 
through clumps of dead bunchgrass. This plant was not observed during the natural resources survey and is not 
expected to occur, as the habitat on the site is only marginally suitable. 

Mohave Fishhook Cactus 

Mohave fishhook cactus (Sclerocactus polyancistrus) is a CNPS List 4.2 shrub (stem succulent) that is generally 
found on basalt rock hillsides, limestone hillsides, and desert pavement, generally on south- to southwest-facing 
slopes. This plant was not observed during the natural resources survey, but has a moderate potential to occur 
due to the presence of suitable habitat on the site.  
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FIGURE 3-1
Natural Resources Survey Area with Sensitive Species Sign
Fort Irwin National Training Center Solar Facility Project
Natural Resources Report
Fort Irwin, CA
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SECTION 3 RESULTS 

TABLE 3-2 
Sensitive Species Sign Found within the Project Area 
Fort Irwin Solar Photovoltaic Facility Site 
GPS Location  Description of Sign Northing Easting 

DT01 Live Desert Tortoise 3897188 521567.9 

DT02 Desert Tortoise Carcass 3897187 521579.5 

DT03 Desert Tortoise Burrow 3897076 521750.4 

BUOW1 Active BUOW Burrow 3897466 522059.2 

BUOW2 Active BUOW Burrow 3897405 522064.4 

BUOW3 Active BUOW Burrow 3896718 522074.2 

BUOW4 Active BUOW Burrow 3897600 521945.9 

BUOW5 Active BUOW Burrow 3897194 521531.2 

Notes:  
Coordinates are UTM Zone N11, NAD 83 

DT = Desert Tortoise 

BUOW = Burrowing Owl 

Desert Cymopterus 

Desert cymopterus (Cymopterus deserticola) is a CNPS List 1B.2 perennial herb that grows on loose, sandy soils in 
Joshua tree woodland, saltbush scrub, and Mojavean desert scrub communities in the western Mojave Desert, at 
elevations between 2,000 and 3,000 feet msl. This plant was not observed during the natural resources survey, 
but has a moderate potential to occur due to the presence of suitable habitat on the site. 

Sensitive wildlife species include the following. 

Desert Tortoise 

The description of desert tortoise is presented in Section 3.2.1. 

Golden Eagle 

Golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) is Fully Protected. This classification represents the State of California’s initial 
effort to identify and provide additional protection to those animals that were rare or faced possible extinction. 
This species is also protected by the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act and the Migratory Bird Treaty Act 
(MBTA). The species is an uncommon permanent resident and migrant throughout California and ranges from sea 
level up to 11,500 feet. Suitable habitat includes rolling foothills, mountain areas, sage-juniper flats, and desert. 
Golden eagles nest on cliffs and steep escarpments in grassland, chaparral, shrubland, forest, and other vegetated 
areas (Grinnell and Miller, 1944). This species was not observed during the natural resources survey, but may 
occur on the site; the site offers suitable foraging habitat, and the species has been observed in 2013 on the 
installation by Fort Irwin biologists nearby. 

LeConte’s Thrasher  

LeConte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a California Bird Species of Special Concern, as defined by the 
California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW), because declining population levels, limited ranges, and/or 
continuing threats have made them vulnerable to extinction. This species is also protected by the MBTA. Its home 
range is in saltbush-cholla scrub, where the majority of shrubs rarely exceed 8 feet in height, except for isolated 
desert trees, yuccas, or tall, thin shrubs. Its preferred habitat generally consists of sparsely vegetated desert flats, 
dunes, alluvial fans, or gently rolling hills having a high proportion of one or more species of saltbush or shadscale 
and/or cylindrical cholla cactus. It rarely occurs in habitats consisting entirely of creosote bush. This species was 
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SECTION 3 RESULTS 

not observed during the natural resources survey and is not expected to occur on the site, as the habitat is only 
marginally suitable. 

Loggerhead Shrike 

The loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) is a California Species of Concern and is protected by the MBTA. This 
species is relatively common in lowland California and prefers open habitat with scattered shrubs and trees for 
nesting (Grinnel and Miller, 1944). Marginally suitable foraging habitat for this species occurs within the project 
area. Suitable nesting habitat is very rare. No loggerhead shrikes were observed onsite during the survey; 
however, there is a moderate potential for the species to occur, as marginally suitable foraging habitat is present 
and loggerhead shrikes have been observed in the nearby area. 

Mohave Ground Squirrel  

Mohave ground squirrel (Spermophilous mohavensis) is a California state-listed Threatened species restricted to 
the Mojave Desert in San Bernardino, Los Angeles, Kern, and Inyo Counties. This species favors open desert scrub, 
alkali desert scrub, and Joshua tree habitats at elevations ranging from 1,800 to 5,000 feet msl. It is also known to 
feed in annual grasslands. This species was not observed during the natural resources survey, but there is a 
moderate potential for it to occur onsite due to the presence of suitable habitat and the project site being located 
on the eastern edge of the species’ range.  

Western Burrowing Owl 

The western burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) is a California Species of Concern and is protected by the MBTA. 
This ground-nesting raptor occupies burrows in annual grassland or ruderal habitats. It is historically known to 
occur in open, dry grasslands, agricultural and range lands, and desert habitats. This species is present on the site; 
five active burrowing owl burrows were observed within the site. Figure 3-1 presents a depiction of where the 
burrows were observed, and Table 3-2 provides the coordinates where active burrowing owl burrows were 
recorded. 

Yellow-headed Blackbird 

The yellow-headed blackbird (Xanthocephalus xanthocephalus) is a California Species of Concern and is protected 
by the MBTA. The species generally occurs in California as a migrant or summer resident, but small numbers 
winter in the southern deserts. Preferred breeding habitat includes marshes and wetlands with tall emergent 
vegetation, and the blackbird may forage in surrounding wetlands, grasslands, and croplands. Yellow-headed 
blackbirds breed at scattered sites throughout the Mojave Desert. Small numbers breed regularly near Victorville, 
Barstow, and Newberry Springs in San Bernardino County. Marginally suitable foraging habitat for this species 
occurs within the project area, but no suitable nesting habitat occurs. The yellow-headed blackbird was not 
observed on the site during the survey; however, it has been observed on Fort Irwin less than 5 miles away from 
the site. 

3.2.1 Desert Tortoise 
The desert tortoise was classified by the USFWS as a threatened species in 1990. This listing occurred as a result of 
continued human-caused habitat destruction through urban expansion, off-road vehicle use, illegal collection for 
the pet trade, and raven predation on juvenile tortoises. 

The desert tortoise is threatened in over 30 percent of its range. Desert tortoises occur in southeastern California, 
southern Nevada, southwestern Utah, and northwestern Arizona, often within desert scrub communities. Optimal 
habitat for the desert tortoise has been characterized as creosote bush scrub where annual precipitation ranges 
from 2 to 8 inches, where a diversity of perennial plants is relatively high, and production of ephemerals is high 
(Luckenbach, 1982; Turner, 1982; Turner and Brown, 1982). Soils must be friable enough for digging burrows, but 
firm enough so that burrows do not collapse. Desert tortoises occur from below sea level to an elevation of 
7,300 feet msl, but the most favorable habitat occurs at elevations of approximately 1,000 to 3,000 feet msl 
(Luckenbach, 1982). Throughout most of the Mojave region, tortoises occur most commonly on gently sloping 
terrain with sandy-gravel soils, scattered shrubs, and where there is abundant inter-shrub space for growth of 
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SECTION 3 RESULTS 

herbaceous plants. Throughout their range, however, tortoises can be found in steeper, rockier areas (Gardner 
and Brodie, 2000). 

One desert tortoise was found inside a burrow, one potentially active desert tortoise burrow was observed, and 
one collection of shell-skeletal remains (likely at least 2 years old) was observed. Table 3-2 presents the locations 
of all desert tortoise and burrowing owl sign found.  
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SECTION 4 

Conclusions and Recommendations 
This section identifies the biological resources on the site for which further surveys or permitting may be required. 
This section also presents recommendations for meeting the requirements for these resources.  

4.1 Conclusions 
One live desert tortoise inside a burrow, one desert tortoise carcass, and one potentially active desert tortoise 
burrow were observed during the survey. Other federal or state listed wildlife species observed include burrowing 
owl, which is a California Species of Special Concern.  

One federally threatened wildlife species, one California threatened wildlife species, two wildlife California 
Species of Concern, one Fully Protected wildlife species, and two California sensitive plants have a moderate or 
higher potential to occur onsite: 

• Desert tortoise  
• Mohave ground squirrel 
• Burrowing owl 
• Loggerhead shrike 
• Golden eagle 
• Clokey’s cryptantha 
• Mojave fishhook cactus 

4.2 Recommendations 
Preconstruction surveys will likely be required for desert tortoise. It is recommended that coordination with the 
CDFW and USFWS be conducted so that no adverse effects to this species occur as a result of project construction. 

Onsite surveys for Mohave ground squirrel may be recommended by CDFW depending upon the permitting needs 
for the project.  

Pre-construction surveys may be required for burrowing owls within 30 days of the initiation of vegetation 
removal activities on the site. These surveys are typically required by CDFW and consist of walking 30-meter 
transects throughout the project area to identify any owls currently inhabiting areas where project activities may 
disturb their burrows (CDFG, 1993). During the non-breeding season (October-February) these owls can be 
passively relocated off the site after completion of coordination and a relocation plan approved by CDFW. 

Clokey’s cryptantha, desert cymopterus, and Mojave fishhook cactus have a moderate potential to occur on the 
site. Rare plant surveys may be required by CDFW depending on project permitting needs.  
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Appendix A 
Photographs of Project Site 
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Photo 1. Indication of disturbance within the site by off-road vehicle traffic. 

 
Photo 2. Project personnel conducting protocol level desert tortoise survey within study area. 
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APPENDIX A PHOTOGRAPHS OF PROJECT SITE 

 
Photo 3. Low diversity of desert annuals within the site. 

 
Photo 4. Marginal cover of creosote bush scrub within the site. 
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Appendix B 
Photographs of Sensitive Species Sign 
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GPS Location- Live Desert Tortoise. Desert tortoise inside burrow. 

 
GPS Location- Live Desert Tortoise. Habitat surrounding area where desert tortoise was found inside burrow. 
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APPENDIX B PHOTOGRAPHS OF SENSITIVE SPECIES SIGN 

 
GPS Location- Desert tortoise carcass.  

 
GPS Location- Desert tortoise burrow.  
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APPENDIX B PHOTOGRAPHS OF SENSITIVE SPECIES SIGN 

 
GPS BUOW1. Active burrowing owl burrow with old whitewash and pellets present.  

 
GPS BUOW2. Active burrowing owl burrow with whitewash.  
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APPENDIX B PHOTOGRAPHS OF SENSITIVE SPECIES SIGN 

 
GPS BUOW3. Active burrowing owl burrow with whitewash and pellets present. 

 
GPS BUOW4. Active burrowing owl burrow with old whitewash and pellets present.  
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APPENDIX B PHOTOGRAPHS OF SENSITIVE SPECIES SIGN 

 
 

GPS BUOW5. Active burrowing owl burrow with small bones and pellets present. 
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National Marsh Bird Monitoring Program Survey Data Sheet 
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National Marsh Bird Monitoring Program Survey Data Sheet 
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.all Types: BLRA: k1cky-doo, CLRA: cltr, kburr, kek, khurrah LEBI: coo, kak, ert VIRA: grunt, ticket, kicker SORA: whmny, perweep, keep 

'the call type is not one of the above listed types, describe the call in the comments column 

•recipitation: light rain, rain, heavy rain, light snow, snow, heavy snow, fog, none 

:ackground noise: 0 no noise 1 faint noise 2 moderate noise (probably can't hear some birds beyond 100m) 

3 loud noise (probably can't hear some birds beyond 50m) 4 intense noise (probably can't hear some birds beyond 25m) 
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National Marsh Bird Monitoring Program Survey Data Sheet Pg_I of 2-

Date: Apr; I 11, 'U)/Y Location: bn Me<tfows. cl~ Before/After Total# during survey 

Route: \r f). P<2- , J) Temperature ("F): 5'2- J lo '+ 
Observer(s) (lis:alQ*: Susa.._V\ c ccpex r.~~~a:l Wind speed (mph): 0 I Q 
Ch.1\a. WiSL )Cbr i~~ P, . ~e_,r{iJ,,d'(·aJ} Cloud cover(%): DI() 
Survey replicate # : ~ Precipitation (see below) : 0 I 0 

PBGR- VIRA 

°' LEBI _j_CLRA 1-1 
AMBI ..!:i_COMO -

BLRA ,(f SORA l 

*list all observers in order of their contribution to the data collected 

put an "S" in the appropriate column if the bird was seen, a "1" if the bird was heard, and "1 S" if both heard and seen 
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:all Types: BLRA: ktcky-doo, CLRA: cltr, kburr, kek, khurrah LEBI: coo, kak, ert VIRA: grunt, ticket, kicker SORA: whinny, perweep, keep 

' the call type is not one of the above listed types, describe the call in the comments column 

'recipltation: light rain, rain, heavy rain, light snow, snow, heavy snow, fog, none 

lackground noise: 0 no noise 1 faint noise 2 moderate noise (probably can't hear some birds beyond 100m) 

3 loud noise (probably can't hear some birds beyond 50m) 4 intense noise (probably can't hear some birds beyond 25m) 
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National Marsh Bird Monitoring Program Survey Data Sheet 

Date:Ap< )1
1
'20 1'-l Location: .4-,nNoadei.w> N'.Alt- Before/After 

Route: ff; . Pt- ~ "\. Temperature (°F): S'2-J I olt
Observer(s) (!~stall)*: .~.ri ('~ (~ :h~) Wind speed (mph): 0J0 

Total# during survey 

I 
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\oc\c! tJ,)f. 1 \Xw~~ 'f_\; "°'tK(;@c.\.'t~) Cloud cover{%): 0 I 0 
Survey replicate # ===- J Precipitation (see below) : 0 I D 

*list all observers in order of their contribution to the data collected 
put an "S" in the appropriate column if the bird was seen, a "1" if the bird was heard, and "1 S" if both heard and seen 
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:all Types: BLRA: k1cky-doo, CLRA: cltr, kburr, kek, khurrah LEBI: coo, kak, ert VIRA: grunt, ticket, kicker SORA: whinny, perweep, keep 

' the call type is not one of the above listed types, describe the call in the comments column 

•reclpitation: light rain, rain, heavy rain, light snow, snow, heavy snow, fog, none 

:ackground noise: 0 no noise 1 faint noise 2 moderate noise (probably can't hear some birds beyond 1 OOm) 

3 loud noise (probably can't hear some birds beyond 50m) 4 intense noise (probably can't hear some birds beyond 25m) 
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National Marsh Bird Monitoring Program Survey Data Sheet 

Date: MCA.v... 2. WI'-\ 
J I 

Location: A~'v'I ~~.<~WS Before/After 

Route: £0, '? L 
l 

Observer(s) (list all)*: ~\btA.Y'\. C nopvc 
Temperature (°F) : 4-p 0-::f--

Wind speed (mph): I I I 

Survey replicate# : _3_ 
Cloud cover (%) : 2- I O 

Precipitation (see below) : 0 I 0 

*list all observers in order of their contribution to the data collected 
put an "S" in the appropriate column if the bird was seen, a "1" if the bird was heard, and "1 S" if both heard and seen 
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.-::all Types: BLRA: ktcky-doo, CLRA: cltr, kburr, kek, khurrah LEBI: coo, kak, erl VIRA: grunt, ticket, kicker SORA: whinny, perweep, keep 

fthe call type is not one of the above listed types, describe the call in the comments column 

'reclpitation: light rain, rain, heavy rain, light snow, snow, heavy snow, fog, none 

3ackground noise: 0 no noise 1 faint noise 2 moderate noise (probably can't hear some birds beyond 100m) 

3 loud noise (probably can't hear some birds beyond 50m) 4 intense noise (probably can't hear some birds beyond 25m) 
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Tannika Engelhard's email 

Tannika 
Engelhard/CFWO/R 1/FWSID 
01 

05/19/2010 09:44 AM 

To SLee@aspeneg.com 

cc Allison Shaffer/CASO/CAlBLM/DOI@BLM 

bcc 

Subject Fw: Update on enXco Biological Field Work - Eagle Mtn. 
Solei I & McCoy Solei I - Monday 4-26-2010 

Hi Susan, with BLM's approval, we (FWS) would like to be added to the email list to receive bio survey 
information about these projects, especially as it relates to desert tortoise. Thanks, Tannika 

*****.*****~*********************** 

Tannika Engelhard 
Fish and Wildlife Biologist 
Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office 
r. 1 Hidden Valley Road, Suite 101 

I::.bad, CA 92011 
Office 760-431-9440, ext. 202 
Fax 760-431 -9624 
Tannika_Engelhard@fws.gov 

Save paper - th ink before you print. 
-- Forwarded by Tannika Engelhard/CFWO/R1/FWS/DOI on 05/19/2010 09:42 AM -----

FYI: 

Allison_Shaffer@blm.gov 

05/18/2010 04:02 PM 

Allison Shaffer 

To tannika_Engelhard@fws.gov, Jody_Fraser@fws.gov, 
Felicia_Sirchia@fws.gov, JodLFraser@fws.gov, 
"Magdalena Rodriguez" <MCRodriguez@dfg.ca.gov>, 
Pete_ Sorensen%FWS@blm.gov 

cc 

Subject Fw: Update on enXco Biological Field Work - Eagle Mtn. 
Soleil & McCoy Soleil - Monday 4-26-2010 

Palm Springs / South Coast Field Office 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, Ca 92262 
t - 760.833.7104 
e- allison shaffer@blm.gov 

Forwarded by Allison Shaffer/CASO/CA/BLM/DOI on 05/18/2010 03:54 PM 
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Susan Lee 
<SLee@aspeneg.com 
> 

04/29/2010 10:05 
PM 

To 
"gkline@blm.gov" <gkline@blm.gov>, 
"Allison Shaffer@blm.gov" 
<Allison-Shaffer@blm.gov>, Holly 
Roberts <Holly Roberts@blm.gov>, 
"Ysmael Wariner 
(Ysmael Wariner@blm.gov)" 
<Ysmael=Wariner@blm.gov> 
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"Larry_LaPre@ca.blm.gov" 
<Larry_LaPre@ca.blm.gov>, 
"Mark Massar@ca.blm.gov" 
<Mark-Massar@ca.blm.gov>, Scott 
White-<SWhite@aspeneg.com> 

cc 

Subject 
FW: Update on enXco Biological 
Field Work - Eagle Mtn. Soleil & 
McCoy Soleil - Monday 4-26-2010 

George and other BLM folks -
In the surveys of McCoy Soleil on behalf of enXco, our 
(AMEC) found some UXO that we'd like to report to you. 
are below and photos are attached. Please let us know 
should do on this issue. 

bio subcontractor 
The GPS coordinates 

if there is more we 

GPS coordinates of the UXO are: N33.72292, Wl14.79425, map datum NAD 83 

Also, for your information, below is a brief update on the bio survey 
lts to date. The field work is ongoing, but close to being finished, 

,,_~ we'll have a report to you on all of this before long. 

Please let us know if you have questions. Thanks - Susan 

Susan V. Lee, Aspen Environmental Group 
235 Montgomery Street #935, San Francisco, CA 94104 
Phone: (415) 955-4775 x203 Cell: (415) 290-4984 

From: Johnson, Rob B [mailto:Rob.B.Johnson@amec.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 26, 2010 10:10 AM 
To: Susan Lee; Speake, Wes J 
Cc: Scott White 
Subject: RE: Update on enXco Biological Field Work - Eagle Mtn. Soleil & 
McCoy Soleil - Monday 4-26-2010 

:lear Susan: 

Included below is a brief status update as of Monday 4-26-20 1 0 for the 
biological work currently being performed by AMEC for enXco's Eagle Mtn . 
Soleil & McCoy Soleil Projects. 

ENXCO EAGLE MOUNTAIN SOLEIL: 

1. Desert Tortoise Survey: All Desert Tortoise transects have been 
completed. The only sign of Desert Tortoise recorded at the site were two 
old burrows (no live tortoise, carcasses, scat, etc. were observed). 

2. Botany Survey: The Botany Survey is nearly complete. It is anticipated 
that it will take one additional two-person crew day to complete the 
surveys. So far the only sensitive species occurrence has been three 
instances of Cynanchum utahense - It is included in the CNPS Inventory of 
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Tannika Engelhard's email 

Rare and Endangered Plants on list 4.2 (limited distribution) . 

ENXCO McCOY SOLEIL: 

1 . Desert Tortoise Survey: The Desert Tortoise transect work is going well 
and approximately 60% of the transects have been completed. AMEC 
anticipates completing the surveys on Saturday (5-1-2010). There has been 
comparatively more tortoise sign found at this site (as compared with Eagle 
Mountain Soleil). This includes 4 intact adult D.T. carcasses, numerous 
carcass fragments washed down the large washes, and scat. The scat 
suggests that 1-2 live tortoises occur near the western border of the 
property. 

2 . Botany Survey: Our botanists have documented the occurrence of 
agalus insularis Kellogg var. harwoodii on the site. It is included in 
CNPS Inventory of Rare and Endangered Plants on list 2.2 (rare, 

hreatened, or endangered in CA; common elsewhere). We anticipate that the 
botanical surveys will be completed on the McCoy Site on Saturday 
(5-1 -2010) or early next week. 

3 . SAFETY-UXO: Last Saturday (4-24-2010) our Biologists discovered 
anti -tank mine fuses and a hatch whee l connected to a "pipe" that goes into 
the ground. These have the date 1943 on them and are likely associated with 
General Patton's tank warfare training during WWII. These GPS coordinates 
of t he UXO are: N33.72292, Wl14.79425, map datum NAD 83. Our biologists 
have been instructed to stay away from the ordnance and not to touch 
anything. As can be seen in the photos, the cache of fuses was found above 

~d and is easily avoided. After Aspen has had a chance to discuss this 
J1SCovery with your client (enXco) please let us know if there is any 
fall ow-up that you would l ike us to assist with. 

Best Regards, 

Rob Johnson 
Senior Environmental Scientist 

Southern California Natural Resources Group 

MFC Earth & Environmental, Inc. 
3110 Chicago Avenue, Suite 110 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Tel : 951.369.8060 
Fax : 951.369.8035 
Cell : 951.204.5677 
www . amec.com/earthandenvironmental 

From: Susan Lee [mailto:SLee@aspeneg.comj 
Sent: Saturday, April 24, 2010 5:31 PM 
To: Speake, Wes J; Johnson, Rob B 
Cc: Scott White 
Subject: Update on enXco work 
Hi Wes or Rob -
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Would you give us a report on what you've done so far and what you're 
finding? Do you have people working at McCoy now, or still only at Eagle 
Mtn? 

I know enXco's PM would like to be kept informed, and so would we. We'd 
appreciate a weekly email highlighting the progress and key findings. If 
you could get one to me on Monday (and then all subsequent Monday's), that 
would be great. Thanks -- Susan 

Susan V. Lee, Aspen Environmental Group 
235 Montgomery Street #935, San Francisco, CA 94104 
Phone: (415) 955-4775 x203 Cell: (415) 290-4984 

From: Speake, Wes J [mailto:wes.speake@amec.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 22, 2010 9:56 AM 
To: Susan Lee 
Subject: Eagl e Mountain subcontract agreement 

we have the following requested changes to the agreement for Eagle Mountain 
project. 

Thanks, 

Wes J. Speake 
Business Unit Manager 

Southern California Natural Resources Group 
AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc. 
1 1 ~a Chicago Avenue, Suite 110 

verside, CA 92507 
Tel: 951.369.8060 
Fax: 951.369.8035 
Cell: 951.906.8626 
www.amec.com/earthandenvironmental 

AMEC is referred to as "SUBSUBCONTRACTOR" in the opening paragraph; 
however, some provisions refer to AMEC as "SUBCONTRACTOR." Changes should 
be made to ensure consistency throughout the document. Recommended changes 
below assume we'll be referred to as SUBSUBCONTRACTOR throughout the 
document. 

6. Second line, insert "and normally held in SUBSUBCONTRACTOR's name" 
after "performance of this Agreement." 

8. Extend POP to 120 days from NTP. 

9. Sixth line, replace "without" with "with." 

10. Second line, delete "at least the kinds and minimum amount of." 

10(b) Third line, replace "not be less than US $1,000,000 per 
occurrence" with "be US $1,000,000 combined single limit." 

10(c) Fourth line, delete "minimum." 

10(e) First line, delete "With contractual liability provisions 
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Tannika Engelhard's email 

included." Third line, replace "not less than" with "of." 

10 (f) First line, insert "(except Professional Liability)" after "All 
policies." 

ll(b) Last three lines, delete "provided however, that the" through "set 
forth below in paragraph (d)." 

ll(c) Last line, delete "provided that the foregoing waiver shall not 
apply to indemnification obligations contained herein." 

13. Fourth line, insert as new sentence after sentence ending "work 
invoiced to ASPEN:" "Notwithstanding any other provision herein, in no 
event shall payment to SUBSUBCONTRACTOR be made later than sixty (60) days 
after SUBSUBCONTRACTOR's invoice date." 

15. Next-to-Iast paragraph replace "SUBCONTRACTOR" with "parties." 

Insert: 

20. Should performance of services by SUB SUBCONTRACTOR be affected by 
causes beyond its reasonable control, Force Majeure results. Force Majeure 
includes, but is not restricted to: acts of God; acts of a legislative, 
administrative or judicial entity; acts of contractors other than 
contractors engaged directly by SUBSUBCONTRACTOR; fires; floods; labor 
disturbances; epidemics; and unusually severe weather. SUBSUBCONTRACTOR 
will be granted a time extension and the parties will negotiate an 
equitable adjustment to the price of any affected services, where 
appropriate, based upon the effect of the Force Majeure on performance by 
:'l;BSUBCONTRACTOR. 

The information contained in this e-mail is intended only for the 
individual or entity to whom it is addressed. 
Its contents (including any attachments) may contain confidential and/or 
privileged information. 
If you are not an intended recipient you must not use, disclose, 
dissemina te, copy or print its contents. 
If you receive this e-mail in error, please notify the sender by reply 
e - mail and delete and destroy the message. 

The information contained in this e-mail is intended only for the 
individual or entity to whom it is addressed. 
Its contents (including any attachments) may contain confidential and/or 

lliege d information. 
l~ you are not an intended recipient you must not use, disclose, 
disseminate, copy or print its contents. 
If you receive this e-mail in error, please notify the sender by reply 
e - mail and delete and destroy the message. (See attached file: IMG 046l.jpg) 
(See attached file: IMG 0462.jpg) (See attached file: IMG 0464.jpg)(See 
attached file: IMG 04 67~jpg) [attachment "IMG 0461. jpg" deleted by Tannika 
Engelhard /CFWO/Rl /FWS/DOI 1 [attachment "IMG 0462. jpg" deleted by Tannika 
Engelhard /CFWO/Rl/FWS/DOIl [attachment "IMG-0464. jpg" deleted by Tannika 
Engelhard /CFWO/Rl/FWS/DOIl [attachment "IMG-0467. jpg " deleted by Tannika 
Eogelhard /CFWO/Rl/FWS/DOIl 
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Tannika Engelhard's email 

Tannika 
Engelhard/CFWO/R 1/FWS/D 
01 

06/02/2010 01 :05 PM 

To "Ian Black" <lan.Black@enxco.com> 

cc All ison_Shaffer@blm.gov, Mark_Massar@blm.gov, 
mcrodriguez@dfg.ca.gov, "Susan Lee" 
<SLee@aspeneg.com>, "Scott White" 

bcc 

Subject RE: EnXco meeting - June 16 @ 10amel 

Hi Ian and Susan, we're looking forward to meting with you. We envision this being an 
introductory meeting to talk about BoXco's propo ed projects along the I-I 0 corridor the 
projected timelines for construction of these projects species survey protocols any potential 
golden eagle issues any potential siting issues relative to ensitive habitat areas (e.g., sand 
transport corridors washes sensitive pecies habitat, etc... potential sensitive species 
translocation issues and potential measures to minimize impacts to sensitive speci s and their 
habitats tha may be in the project area. Thanks Tannika 

************************* .... ******** 
Tannika Engelhard 
Fish and Wildlife Biologist 
Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office 
6010 Hidden Valley Road, Suite 101 
Carlsbad, CA 92011 
Office 760-431-9440, ext. 202 
Fax 760-431-9624 
Tannika_Engelhard@fws.gov 

Save paper - think before you print. 
"Ian Black" <lan.Black@enxco.com> 

"Ian Black" 
<lan.Black@enxco.com> 

06/02/20101 2:51 PM 

To "Susan Lee" <SLee@aspeneg.com>, 
<Tannik8_Engelhard@fws.gov> 

cc <Allison_Shaffer@blm.gov>, <Mark_Massar@blm.gov>, 
<mcrodriguez@dfg.ca.gov>. "Scott White" 
<SWhite@aspeneg.com> 

Subject RE: EnXco meeting - June 16@ 10am 

annika 

Thank you for the follow up; as Susan mentioned, the enXco team is on board. See you in a couple 
weeks. 

Kind Regards, 

Ian Black 
olar Development 

~nXCO - an EDF Energie Nouvelles Company 
4000 xecutive Parkway, Ste 100 I an Ramon, CA 194583 
t: 925.242.0168 1 c; 646.287.9912 
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Tannika Engelhard's email-

Ian black@en.'(co.cOIlJ 
www,enxco.collJ 

From: Susan Lee [mai llO:SLee@aspeneg.com] 
ent: Wednesda . June 02 , 20 I 0 12:50 PM 

To: annika_ nge lhard@ fws.gov 
Cc: Allisoll_Shaffer@blm.gov; Mark_ Massar@blm.gov; mcrodriguez@dfg.ca.gov; Scott White ; Ian Black 

ubject: RE: EnXco meering - June 16@ lOam 

Tannika-
Sorry, yes. The enXco and Aspen staff are on board. r think we were responding only to Allison. 
We'll see you there at 10. Susan 

. usan V. Lee, Vice Pre 'idenl 
spen Environmental Group 

235 Montgomery tree! Ii 35, an Prnnci co, CA 94 104 
Phone: (415) 95 --477 5 ,x20J ell : (-115) 290-4984 

F om: Tannika _ Enge lhard@ fws.gov [mai I to :Tannika _ Enge1hard@fws.gov) 
ent: Wednesday ltUle 02. 20 10 12:39 PM 

To: Susan Lee 
c: Allisoll_ haffer@ blm,gov; Mark_ assaI' b lm.gov: mcrOdriguez@dfg.ca.gov; Scott White 
ubject : EnXco meeling - June 16 lOam 

Hi Susan, just checking to see if June 16 @ lOam at the BLM Palm Springs office works for the folks you were 

going to talk to. Thanks, Tannika 

*********************************** 
Tannika Enge lhard 
Fish and Wildlife Biologist 

arl bad ish and Wildlife Office 
60 10 Hidden Valley Road, uite 10 1 
Carlsbad, CA 920 I I 
Office 760-431 -9440 ext. 202 
Fax 760-43 1-9624 
Tannika_ Eng Ihard@n s.gov 

Save paper - think before you print. 

Susan Lee 
<SLee@aspe TO"AlliS "_Shlllicrr blm.goy" <Allisoll_SJlIlf'fer@bll11.8n > 
neg.com> cclan Black <lan.Black@cn,xco.com>. COil White < White@aspeneg,com>, "Twlfllkn_ ngelhard@fws,go"" 

<Tannika_Engtlhard@f\~ ,go >, "I11CTolliiguez@dfg.ca.go "<mcrodrigue adfg,ca.gov>, "Jody_Praser J ws.gov" 
05119/2010 <Jody-Frase !!.f\vs .goy>, "Pete_Sorensen (/ \\ .go"" <Pete_Sorensen@fws,gov>, "Mark_Massor@blll1 .gov" 

02.59 PM <Mark_Massar@blm.gov>, "Holly_Roberts@blm,gov" <Holly_Roberts@blm.gov> 
SubRE: Update on enXco Biological Field Work - Eagle Mtn. Soleil & McCoy Soleil- Monday 4-26-2010 
Ject 

Al lison, that t i me works for me. 
you. Susan 
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Tannika Engelhard's email 

Susan V. Lee, Vice President 
Aspen Environmental Group 
235 Montgomery Street #935, 
Phone: (415) 955-4775 x203 

San Francisco, CA 94104 
Cell: (415) 290-4984 

-----Original Message-----
From: Allison Shaffer@blm.gov [mailto:Allison Shaffer@blm.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 19, 2010 2:22 PM 
To: Susan Lee 
Cc: Ian Black; Scott White; Tannika_Engelhard@fws.gov; mcrodriguez@dfg.ca.gov; 
Jody Fraser@fws.gov; Pete Sorensen@fws.gov; Mark_Massar@blm.gov; 
Holly Roberts@blm.gov 
Subject: RE: Update on enXco Biological Field Work - Eagle Mtn. Solei 1 & McCoy 
Solei 1 - Monday 4-26-2010 

Ian, Susan, and Scott, 

To follow up on the same topic, BLM, USFWS, and CDFG would like to set up a 
meeting to discuss to the three enXco projects under review (Eagle 
Mountain, Mule Mountain, and McCoy). We feel this will help in 
kickstarting the environemal review process and will help you in refining 
the existing plans of development for construction. Would you be willing 
to entertain such a meeting at Palm Springs South Coast Field Of ice , 
Wednesday, June 16 at approximately 10:00am? 

Thanks, 

Allison Shaffer 
Bureau of Land Management 
Palm Springs/South Coast Field Office 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, Ca 92262 
t - 760.833.7104 
e- allison shaffer@b1m.gov 

10 

Susan Lee 
<SLee@aspeneg.com 
> 

05/19/2010 02:05 
PM 

I 

"Tannika Engelhard@fws.gov" 
<Tannika=Engelhard@fws.gov> 

"Allison Shaffer@blm.gov" 
<Allison-Shaffer@blm.gov>, Scott 
White <SWhite@aspeneg.com>, Ian 
Black <Ian.Black@enxco.com> 

To 

cc 

Subject 
RE: Update on enXco Biological 
Field Work - Eagle Mtn. Soleil & 
McCoy Soleil - Monday 4-26-2010 
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Tannika Engelhard's email-

I forgot to copy Ian initially, but he 's copied here. 

Susan V. Lee, Vice President 
Aspen Environmental Group 
235 Montgomery Street #935, 
Phone: (415) 955-4775 x 203 

From: Susan Lee 

San Franci sco , CA 94104 
Cell: (415) 290-4984 

Sent: Wednesday, May 19, 2010 2:05 PM 
To: 'Tannika_Engelhard@fws.gov' 
Cc: Allison_Sha f fer@b l m.gov; Scott Wh it e 
Subject: RE: Update on e nXco Biol ogica l Field Work - Eagle Mtn. Soleil & 
McCoy Solei I - Monday 4-26-2010 

Tannika -
Absolutely. I'm copying Ian Black here, who is our Project Manager for 
enXco, so he's in the loop, and Scott White, who is Aspen's bio manager for 
this project. 

We have AMEC out doing surveys now and we haven't gotten reports or data 
yet, but we'll make sure it goes to you. Susan 

Susan V. Lee, Vice President 
Aspen Environmental Group 
235 Montgomery Street #935, 
Phone: (415) 955-4775 x203 

San Francisco, CA 94104 
Cell: (415) 290-4984 

From: Tannika Enge1hard@fws.gov [mallto:Tannika Engelhard@fws.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 19, 2010 9:45 AM 
To: Susan Lee 
Cc: Allison_Shaffer@blm.gov 
Subject: Fw: Update on enXco Biological Field Work - Eagle Mtn. Soleil & 
McCoy Solei I - Monday 4-26-2010 

Hi Susan, with BLM's approval, we (FWS) would like to be added to the email 
list to receive bio survey information about these projects, especially as 
it relates to desert tortoise. Thanks, Tannika 

*********************************** 

Tannika Engelhard 
Fish and Wildlife Biologist 
Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office 
6010 Hidden Valley Road, Suite 101 
Carlsbad, CA 92011 
Office 760-431-9440, ext. 202 
Fax 760-431-9624 
Tannika Engelhard@fws.gov 

Save paper - think before you print. 
-- - -- Forwarded by Tannika Engelhard/CFWO/R1/FWS/OOI on 05/19/2010 09:42 AM 
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Allison S 
haffer@bl 
m.gov 

To 

05/18/201 
o 04:02 
PM 

tannika Engelhard@fws.gov, Jody Fraser@fws.gov, 
Felicia-Sirchia@fws.gov, Jody Fraser@fws.gov, "Magdalena 
Rodriguez" <MCRodriguez@dfg.ca.gov>, 
Pete Sorensen%FWS@blm.gov 

cc 

Subject 
Fw: Update on enXco Biological Field Work - Eagle Mtn. 
Soleil & McCoy Soleil - Monday 4-26-2010 

FYI: 

Allison Shaffer 
Bureau of Land Management 
Palm Springs/South Coast Field Office 
1201 Bird Center Drive 
Palm Springs, Ca 92262 
t - 760.833.7104 
e- allison shaffer@blm.gov 

Forwarded by Allison Shaffer/CASO/CA/BLM/DOI on 05/18/2010 03:54 PM 
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Susan Lee 
<SLee@aspeneg.com 
> 

04/29/2010 10:05 
PM 

To 
"gkline@blm.gov" <gk1ine@blm.gov>, 
"Allison Shaffer@blm.gov" 
<Allison=Shaffer@blm.gov>, Holly 
Roberts <Holly Roberts@blm.gov>, 
"Ysmael Wariner 
(Ysmael Wariner@blm.gov)" 
<Ysmael=Wariner@blm.gov> 

"Larry_LaPre@ca.blm.gov" 
cc 
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<Larry_LaPre@ca.blm.gov>, 
"Mark_Massar@ca.blm.gov" 
<Mark_Massar@ca.blm.gov>, Scott 
White <SWhite@aspeneg.com> 

Subject 
FW: Update on enXco Biological 
Field Work - Eagle Mtn. Soleil & 
McCoy Soleil - Monday 4-26-2010 

George and other BLM folks -
In the surveys of McCoy Soleil on behalf of enXco, our 
(AMEC) found some UXO that we'd like to report to you. 
are below and photos are attached. Please let us know 
should do on this issue. 

bio subcontractor 
The GPS coordinates 

if there is more we 

GPS coordinates of the UXO are: N33.72292, Wl14.79425, map datum NAD 83 

Also, for your information, below is a brief update on the bio survey 
results to date. The field work is ongoing, but close to being finished, 
and we'll have a report to you on all of this before long. 

Please let us know if you have questions. Thanks - Susan 

Susan V. Lee, Aspen Environmental Group 
235 Montgomery Street #935, San Francisco, CA 94104 
Phone: (415) 955-4775 x203 Cell: (415) 290-4984 

From: Johnson, Rob B [mailto:Rob.B.Johnson@amec.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 26, 2010 10:10 AM 
To: Susan Lee; Speake, Wes J 
Cc: Scott White 
Subject: RE: Update on enXco Biological Field Work - Eagle Mtn. Solei 1 & 
McCoy Soleil - Monday 4-26-2010 

Dear Susan: 

Included below is a brief status update as of Monday 4-26-2010 for the 
biological work currently being performed by AMEC for enXco's Eagle Mtn . 
Solei 1 & McCoy Solei 1 Projects. 

ENXCO EAGLE MOUNTAIN SOLEIL: 

1. Desert Tortoise Survey: All Desert Tortoise transects have been 
completed. The only sign of Desert Tortoise recorded at the site were two 
old burrows (no live tortoise, carcasses, scat, etc. were observed). 

2. Botany Survey: The Botany Survey is nearly complete. It is anticipated 
that it will take one additional two-person crew day to complete the 
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Tannlka Engelhard's email 

surveys. So far the only sensitive species occurrence has been three 
instances of Cynanchum utahense - It is included in the CNPS Inventory of 
Rare and Endangered Plants on list 4.2 (limited distribution). 

ENXCO McCOY SOLEIL: 

1 . Desert Tortoise Survey: The Desert Tortois e t ransect work i s going well 
and approximately 60% of the transect s have b een completed. AMEC 
anticipates completing the surveys on Saturday (5-1-2010). There has been 
comparatively more tortoise sign found at this site (as compared wit h Eagle 
Moun tain Soleil). This includes 4 intact adult D.T. carcasses, numerous 
carcass fragments washed down the large washes, and scat. The scat 
suggests that 1-2 live tortoises occur near the western border of the 
property. 

2 . Botany Survey: Our botanists have documented the occurrence of 
Astragalus insularis Kellogg var. harwoodii on the site. It is included in 
the CNPS Inventory of Rare and Endangered Plants on list 2.2 (rare, 
threatened, or endangered in CA; common elsewhere). We anticipate that the 
botanical surveys will be completed on the McCoy Site on Saturday 
(5 - 1-2010) or early next week. 

3 . SAFETY-UXO: Last Saturday (4-24-2010) our Biologists discovered 
anti -tank mine fuses and a hatch wheel connected to a "pipe" that goes into 
the ground. These have the date 1943 on them and are likely associated with 
General Patton's tank warfare training during WWII. These GPS coordinates 
of t he UXO are: N33.72292, WI14.79425, map datum NAD 83. Our biologists 
have been instructed to stay away from the ordnance and not to touch 
any hing. As can be seen in the photos, the cache of fuses was found above 
ground and is easily avoided. After Aspen has had a chance to discuss this 
discovery with your client (enXco) please let us know if there is any 
foll ow-up that you would like us to assist with. 

Best Regards, 

Rob Johnson 
Senior Environmental Scientist 

Southern California Natural Resources Group 

AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc. 
3120 Chicago Avenue, Suite 110 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Tel: 951.369.8060 
Fax: 951.369.8035 
Cell: 951.204.5677 
www.amec.com/earthandenvironmental 
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Tannika Engelhard's emaile 
From: Susan Lee [mailto:SLee@aspeneg.com] 
Sent : Saturday, April 24, 2010 5:3 1 PM 
To: Speake, Wes J; Johnson, Rob B 
Cc: Scott White 
Subject: Update on enXco work 
Hi Wes or Rob -
Would you give us a report on what you 've done so far and what you're 
finding? Do you have people working at Mc Coy now, or still only at Eag l e 
Mtn? 

I know enXco's PM would like to b e kept informed , and s o would we. We'd 
appreciate a weekly email highlighting the progress and key findings . If 
you could get one to me on Monday (and then all subsequent Monday's), that 
would be great. Thanks -- Susan 

Susan V. Lee, Aspen Environmental Group 
235 Montgomery Stre et #935, San Francisco , CA 94104 
Phone: (415) 955-4775 x203 Cell : (4 15 ) 290 -4984 

From: Speake, Wes J [mailto:wes.speake@amec .com ] 
Sent: Thursday, April 22, 2010 9:56 AM 
To: Susan Lee 
Subject: Eagle Mountain subcontract agre ement 

We have the following requested changes to the agreement for Eagle Mountain 
project. 

Thanks, 

Wes J. Speake 
Business Unit Manager 

Southern California Natural Resources Group 
AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc. 
3120 Chicago Avenue, Suite 110 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Tel: 951.369.8060 
Fax: 951.369.8035 
Cell: 951.906.8626 
www.amec.com/earthandenvironmental 

AMEC is referred to as "SUBSUBCONTRACTOR" in the opening paragraph; 
however, some provisions refer to AMEC as "SUBCONTRACTOR." Changes should 
be made to ensure consistency throughout the document. Recommended changes 
below assume we'll be referred to as SUBSUBCONTRACTOR throughout the 
document. 

6. Second line, insert "and normally held in SUBSUBCONTRACTOR's name" 
after "performance of this Agreement." 

8 . Extend POP to 120 days from NTP. 
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Tannika Engelhard's email 

9. Sixth line, replace "without" with "with." 

10. Second line, delete "at least the kinds and minimum amount of." 

10(b) Third line, replace "not be less than US $1,000,000 per 
occurrence" with "be US $1,000,000 combined single limit." 

10(c) Fourth line, delete "minimum." 

10(e) First line, delete "With contractual liability provisions 
included." Third line, replace "not less than" with "of." 

10 (f) First line, insert "(except Professional Liability)" after "Al l 
policies." 

11 (b) Last three lines, delete "provided however, that the " through "set 
forth below in paragraph (d)." 

11 (c) Last line, delete "provided that the foregoing waiver shall not 
apply to indemnification obligations contained herein." 

13. Fourth line, insert as new sentence after sentence ending "work 
invoiced to ASPEN:" "Notwithstanding any other provision herein, in no 
event shall payment to SUBSUBCONTRACTOR be made later than sixty (60) days 
after SUBSUBCONTRACTOR's invoice date." 

15. Next-to-last paragraph replace "SUBCONTRACTOR" with "parties." 

Insert: 

20. Should performance of services by SUBSUBCONTRACTOR be affected by 
causes beyond its reasonable control, Force Majeure results. Force Majeure 
includes, but is not restricted to: acts of God; acts of a legislative, 
administrative or judicial entity; acts of contractors other than 
contractors engaged directly by SUBSUBCONTRACTOR; fires; floods ; lqbor 
disturbances; epidemics; and unusually severe weather. SUBSUBCONTRACTOR 
will be granted a time extension and the parties will negotiate an 
equitable adjustment to the price of any affected services, where 
appropriate, based upon the effect of the Force Majeure on performance by 
SUBSUBCONTRACTOR. 

The information contained in this e-mail is intended only for the 
individual or entity to whom it is addressed. 
Its contents (including any attachments) may contain confidential and/or 
privileged information. 
If you are not an intended recipient you must not use, disclose, 
disseminate, copy or print its contents. 
If you receive this e-mail in error, please notify the sender by reply 
e-mail and delete and destroy the message. 

The information contained in this e-mail is intended only for the 
individual or entity to whom it is addressed. 
Its contents (including any attachments) may contain confidential and/or 
privileged information. 
If you are not an intended recipient you must not use, disclose, 
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Tannika Engelhard's email-
--- - - -------------------

disseminate, copy or print its contents. 
If you receive this e -mail in error, please notify the sender by reply 
e -mail and delete and destroy the message. (See attached file: IMG 0461.jpg) 
(See attached file: IMG_0462.jpg) (See attached file: IMG_0464.jpg)(See 
attached file: IMG 0467. jpg) [attachment "IMG 0461. jpg" deleted by Tannika 
Engelhard/CFWO/R1/FWS/OOI 1 [attachment "IMG 0462. jpg" deleted by Tannika 
Engelhard/CFWO/R1/FWS/OOIl [attachment "IMG-0464 . jpg" deleted by Tannika 
Engelhard/CFWO/R1/FWS/OOI l [attachment " IMG-0467 .jpg" deleted by Tannika 
Engelhard/CFWO/R1/FWS/OOIl -
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Tannika Engelhard's email 

Ken 
Corey/CFWO/R 1/FWS/DOI 

05/28/2010 11 :52 AM 

To Taonika Engelhard/CFWO/R1/FWS/DOI@FWS. Pete 
Sorensen/CFWO/R 1/FWS/DOI@FWS, Jody 
F raser/CFWO/R 1/FWS/DOI@FWS 

ee 

bee 

Subject McCoy Valley and P41en 

I am thinking that the impacts of the McCoy Valley RE projects might be better analyzed in the context of 
its own mitigation bund le apart from the other 1-10 projects to the west. McCoy Valley does not have the 
DT connectivity issues across 1-10 that the other areas further west have, and the McCoy Valley is in a 
different watershed that drains to the Colorado River (there may be Corps involvement) . Further, the 
potential for impacting drainages and extensive microphyll woodland , in addition to DT areas, make this 
area somewhat unique. Perhpas the largest mitigation need under a NECO context may be microphyll 
woodland. Further, it makes sense to mitigate those impacts locally within McCoy Valley since 
microphyll woodland is much more scarce and localized than creosote scrub. The result of this concept 
may lead to the need for project proponents to more seriously consider the avoidance of impacts to 
microphyll woodland if the only other option is to look at ROW exclusions in McCoy Valley (thus affecting 
the same companies own future application sites). Let me know your thoughts on this since we could start 
making this comment in the context of the solar PElS and perhaps the DRECP. 

On another thought regarding Palen in the context of NECO, any impacts to the sand transport corridor 
once the project is done (say 30 years from now or whenever it shuts down) should not only be reclaimed 
by removing all of the equipment etc, but should be taken off the table for future energy projects or other 
projects that would impact the sand transport corridor. This is in consideration that permanent impacts to 
a sand transport system are not mitigable since you cannot make the wind blow somewhere else and that 
BLM has stated that once a site becomes an RE project that it will forever be designated as an RE project 
area. In the meantime, I think an overall comment we should continue to make on the PElS and in other 
NEPA venues is to avoid all sand transport systems. We should also be discussing this with BLM 
informally. 

Ken Corey 
Assistant Field Supervisor 
Inland Suboffice 
6010 Hidden Valley Road 
Carlsbad, California 92011 
phone: 760 431-9440 ex. 269 
fax: 760 918-0638 
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June 7, 2010 

Aspen Environmental Group 
235 Montgomery Street, No. 935 
San Francisco, CA 94104 
Tel : (415) 955-4775 x203 
Attn: Susan V. Lee, Vice President 

• 
am 

SUBJECT: Status Update - Biological Surveys for enXco Development Corporation's 
Eagle Mountain & McCoy Solei! Projects in Eastern Riverside County, CA 

Dear Susan: 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The following is a brief summary of preliminary results derived from biological field surveys 
performed by AMEC Earth and Environmental (AMEC) under sub-contract to Aspen 
Environmental Group (Aspen) for enXco Development Corporation's (enXco's) Eagle 
Mountain Soleil and McCoy Soleil photovoltaic solar power projects (Projects) during the 
spring 2010 season. Both proposed solar facilities are located along the Interstate 10 
highway corridor in eastern Riverside County, California. 

AMEC performed protocol level Desert tortoise surveys at the two enXco sites in 
accordance with the methodology described in Preparing For Any Action That May Occur 
Within The Range Of The Mojave Desert Tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) (2010 Field 
Season. The 100% coverage survey of the "action area" was performed using ten meter 
(-30 ft.) wide belt transects. The surveys were performed when air temperatures were 
below 40° C. All field data were recorded on USFWS 2010 Desert tortoise Pre-Project 
Survey Data Sheets. Focused field surveys for sensitive plant species were conducted in 
accordance with the methodology described in our letter proposals to Aspen (dated 5 April 
2010). The surveys were conducted by qualified botanists during the appropriate blooming 
season (optimally March through May for these species). 

2.0 EAGLE MOUNTAIN SOLEIL 
The Eagle Mountain Soleil site is located in Riverside County, approXimately 5 miles north of 
the town of Desert Center, CA. The Eagle Mountain Solei! site consists of land within sections 
25, 26, 27 of Township 4S, Range 15E that is administered by the Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM). 

EnXco previously contracted with an environmental consultant to prepare an initial analysis 
of the site to identify any potential resource issues that could hinder or prevent the projects 
from being permitted or constructed. The consultant performed a detailed udesktop" survey 
using available geographic information system (GIS) data sets, regional occurrence 
databases administered by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), interviewed the 
BLM staff, and visited the site to ascertain site conditions. This analysis revealed two 
threatened/endangered species with the potential to occur on the project site. The two 
species are the federally threatened Desert tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) and Coachella 

AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc. 
3120 Chicago Avenue, Suite 110 
Rlverside, CA 92507 
Tel +1 (951) 369·8060 
Fax +1 (951) 369-8035 
WNW.amec.com 
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ame 
Valley milk-vetch (Astragalus lentignosis var. coachellae). The milk-vetch habitat is sand 
dunes, which occur in the area, but are not likely to occur on the project site. 

2.1 Preliminary Desert Tortoise Survey Results 
The Desert tortoise surveys were performed from April 12-17, 2010. The only Desert 
tortoise sign recorded on the entire site during the survey was one Class 2 burrow and one 
class three burrow as shown in the attached Figure. (Please note that the geographical 
coordinates of the Class 2 burrow is currently in the process of being verified.) Class 2 
tortoise burrows are defined as in "good condition, definitely tortoise, no evidence of recent 
use." Class 3 tortoise burrows are defined as "deteriorated condition, definitely tortoise. In 
addition, a bone fragment of potential Desert tortoise origin was observed. (Unfortunately, 
due to the age and deteriorated condition of the bone fragment, it was not possible to 
positively confirm that it was from a Desert tortoise.) 

In summary, no recent desert tortoise sign (such as fresh scat, currently active burrows, live 
tortoise and or carcasses) was observed at the Eagle Mountain Soleil site. 

2.2 Preliminary Rare Plant Survey Results 
Prior to the botanical field survey, a review of the California Department of Fish and 
Game's (CDFG's) California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB) revealed that reported 
sensitive plant species occurrences in the general area include Harwood's milk-vetch 
(Astragalus insularis var. harwoodii), Bitter hymenoxys (Hymenoxys odorata) and Dwarf 
germander (Teucrium cubense ssp. depressum). None of these species was observed on 
the site during the surveys. Botanists recorded the occurrence and reviewed the status of 
all plant species occurring on the Project site. 

Two sensitive plant species included on the CNPS Inventory of Rare and Endangered 
Plants were observed onsite during the botany surveys; Crucifixion thorn (Castela emoryi) 
and Utah Cynanchum (Cynanchum utahense) . Crucifixion thorn is included on CNPS list 
2.3 (rare, threatened, or endangered in CA; common elsewhere), and Utah Cynanchum is 
included on list 4.2 (limited distribution). Neither Crucifixion thorn nor Utah Cynanchum is 
state- or federally-listed as threatened or endangered. 

3.0 MCCOY SOLEIL 
The McCoy Project is located approximately 10 miles northwest of the town of Blythe, CA. 
The Project may use portions of 23 sections of BLM administered land, applied for under 
serialized application CACA 049490. Previous environmental analysis for the McCoy site 
(prepared by another consultant) identified four special status plant species as potentially 
occurring in the project area: Abram's spurge (Chamaesyce abramsiana) (CNPS List 2.2), 
Foxtail cactus (Coryphantha alversonii) (CNPS List 4.3), Harwood's milk-vetch (Astragalus 
insularis var. harwoodii) (CNPS List 2.2) and Las Animas colubrine (Colubrina califomica) 
(CNPS List 2.3). Based upon the results of regional occurrence databases administered by 
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and the CDFG CNDDB, Threatened and 
Endangered wildlife species that could potentially occur at the site are limited to the Desert 
tortoise (Gopheros agassizii) and the razorback sucker (Xyrauchen texan us) , though 
habitat for the latter species was not present in the immediate Project area. 

3.1 Preliminary Desert Tortoise Survey Results 
The Desert tortoise surveys were performed from April 20-29, 2010. There was much more 
Desert tortoise sign obseNed at the McCoy Project site as compared with the Eagle 
Mountain Site (as shown in the attached Figure). Observed sign included 10 burrows, 5 
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tortoise carcasses, 37 tortoise bone fragments and 8 scat. Many of the bone fragments 
occurred in the large washes and may have been washed onto the site from upgradient 
sources. Though no live tortoise were observed on the Project site during the surveys, the 
age and distribution of scat near the northwest Site boundary suggests that one to two live 
tortoises occur in this general vicinity . 

Incidental wildlife observations during the tortoise surveys included two American badger 
(Taxidea laxus) burrows, numerous Kit-fox (Vulpes macrotis) dens, and several potential 
Burrowing owl (Athena cunicu/aria) burrows. 

3.2 Preliminary Rare Plant Survey Results 
AMEC's rare plant surveys at the McCoy site were conducted by qualified botanists 
concurrently with the Desert tortoise surveys. Three sensitive botanical species were 
observed on the site: Utah Cynanchum (Cynanchum utahense) (CNPS list 4.2); Devils claw 
(Proboscidea althaeifolia) (CNPS List 4.3) , and; Harwood's mil kvetch (Astragalus insu/aris 
var. halWOOdii) (CNPS list 2.2). None of the above-listed species are state- or federally
listed as threatened or endangered. 

3.3 Unexploded Ordinance (UXO) Observed On-Site 
On April 24, 2010 our biologists discovered anti-tank mine fuses and a hatch wheel 
connected to a ·pipe- that goes into the ground at the McCoy Solei! site. The fuses have 
the date 1943 painted on them and are likely associated with General Patton's tank warfare 
training during WWII. The GPS coordinates of the UXO are: N33.72292, W114.79425, map 
datum NAD 83. Our biologists were instructed to stay away from the ordnance and not to 
touch anything. The cache of fuses was found above ground and was easily avoided. 

4.0 OVERALL STATUS OF THE PROJECTS 
To date, AMEC's spring 2010 biological fieldwork for the Eagle Mountain Soleil and McCoy 
Solei! Projects has been completed and the data has been compiled and placed into a 
geographical information system (GIS) coverage for each of the projects. Preparation of 
the technical reports for these field efforts is scheduled to begin this week. 

Should you have any questions or comments regarding this status update and would like to 
discuss them in detail , please do not hesitate to contact me at (951) 369-8060. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
Robert Johnson 
Senior Environmental Scientist 
AMEC Earth & Environmental 
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September 8, 2010 

Jim Bartel 
Field Supervisor 
Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office 
United States Fish and Wildlife Service 
6010 Hidden Valley Road 
Carlsbad , California 92011 

Re: Request for No Take Letter for Bald and Golden Eagles for the Sunrise 
Powerlink Transmission Line Project 

Dear Mr. Bartel: 

On July 9, 2010, the United States Forest Service (USFS) approved San Diego 
Gas and Electric Company's (SDG&E) application to construct the Sunrise Powerlink 
Transmission Project (Project) across the Cleveland National Forest. The USFS imposed 
a condition in the Record of Decision that requires SDG&E to "document compliance 
with permit requirements under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act by providing 
either copies of a permit or a letter from the US Fish and Wildlife Service [Service] 
stating that a permit is not required." USFS Record of Decision for the Sunrise Powerlink 
Transmission Line Project, p17. The purpose of this letter is to request that the Service 
issue a no take letter for bald and golden eagles. 

The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act provides that it is a violation to 
"knowingly, or with wanton disregard for the consequences of his act take ... any bald 
eagle ... or any golden eagle ... " without a permit from the Service. 16 U.S.c. § 668(a) 
(2010). The term "take" is defined under the Act to mean "pursue, shoot, shoot at, 
poison, wound, kill, capture, trap, collect, destroy, molest, or disturb ... . " 16 U.S.c. § 
668c. The Service has defined the term "disturb" to mean: 

to agitate or bother a bald or golden eagle to a degree that causes .. . 
(1) injury to an eagle, (2) a decrease in its productivity, by substantially 
interfering with normal breeding, feeding, or sheltering behavior, or (3) 
nest abandonment, by substantially interfering with normal breeding, 
feeding, or sheltering behavior. 
50 C.F.R. § 22.3 (2010). 

In September 2009, the Service issued a new take rule under the Bald and Golden 
Eagle Protection Act. In the final rule, the Service indicated that it is updating guidance 
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on conservation measures to help guide project proponents and federal agencies in 
ensuring that projects avoid any take of eagles. 74 Fed. Reg. 46,836 (September 11, 
2009). In the interim, the Service has advised that the existing eagle guidelines, 
specifically the Utah Field Office Guidelines for Raptor Protection from Human and 
Land Use Disturbances (2002) (Utah Guidelines), can be followed to ensure that a project 
does not result in take and therefore does not need a take permit. Q&A at 3-4. 

The Project meets the requirements of the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act 
and all associated guidelines to avoid take of bald and golden eagles. As described 
below, the conservation measures incorporated into the Project exceed recommendations 
contained in the Utah Guidelines for land disturbances and will avoid the take of bald and 
golden eagles from nest disturbance, collision, or electrocution. 

Measures to Avoid Take Through Disturbance of Nests 

Conditions of approval for the Project require that measures be implemented to 
avoid eagle nests. Specifically, no construction or maintenance activities are allowed to 
occur within 4,000 feet of an eagle nest during the eagle breeding season (December 
through June). Sunrise FEIRIEIS at Ap. 12-35 - Mitigation Measure B-7h. The measures 
incorporated into the Project are consistent with and, in some cases, more conservative 
than existing protocols. For example, under the Utah Guidelines, the required spatial 
buffer for golden eagle nests is 0.5 miles (2,640 feet), although the buffer can be reduced 
in some circumstances to 0.25 miles (1,320 feet) for industrial activities such as 
transmission line construction during the latter stages of the nesting period. In contrast, 
the measures for the Sunrise Project prohibit both construction and maintenance work 
during the nesting season within a spatial buffer of 4,000 feet, which is 52% larger than 
that required under the Utah Guidelines for golden eagles. 

Golden eagle nesting studies were conducted in the vicinity of the Project by the 
Wildlife Research Institute (WRI) of Ramona, California on behalf of SDG&E (WRI 
2010) . WRI has conducted eagle surveys in the area of the Project for 22 years and has 
data on all known nests in this area. Two surveys were conducted in the spring of 2010 
to identify golden eagle nesting sites in the vicinity of the Project. WRI conducted 
helicopter and ground searches for golden eagle nests within four miles of the Project 
boundary. The surveys were conducted in accordance with all agency guidelines. These 
surveys will be repeated at regular intervals in the future in order to maintain current 
information on eagle nests. 

The nest surveys detected nine active golden eagle territories surrounding the 
Project area, of which there are three active golden eagle nests representing three active 
golden eagle territories within 4,000 feet of the Project. The nests were located in Thing 
Valley, Barrett/Echo Mountain, and EI Cajon Mountain. Only the Barrett/Echo Mountain 
nest was productive (two nestlings observed). As required by measure B-7h, all activities 
will be restricted within 4,000 feet of a golden eagle nest during the golden eagle 
breeding season (December-J une). Construction yard preparation, use and restoration are 
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subject to the same time-of-year avoidance and minimization measures that apply to the 
construction of the towers and other project activities. As a result, activities conducted in 
the vicinity of golden eagle nests will not result in the take of golden eagles. 

There are no known bald eagle nests within the Project Area. A bald eagle nest at 
Lake Henshaw approximately 25 miles away from the Project is currently the only 
known active bald eagle nesting site in San Diego County (Jeff Wells, U.S. Forest 
Service, pers. comm.). There is therefore no potential for take of bald eagles through the 
disturbance of nests. 

Additional measures incorporated into the Sunrise Project to avoid or minimize 
any impacts to all bird species are fully consistent with all of the measures in the Utah 
Guidelines to protect foraging and breeding eagles, and will assist in avoiding take of 
eagles. These additional required measures include: 

• Mitigation Measure B-1c: Biological monitoring of both construction and 
maintenance activities must be provided by a qualified biologist approved by the 
CPUC, BLM, Forest Service, and the Wildlife Agencies to ensure that all impacts 
occur within designated limits and that mitigation measures are being met. 
During construction, the qualified biologist must conduct weekly inspection and 
provide weekly construction monitoring reports. Annual monitoring reports must 
be sent for maintenance activities. The qualified biologist has the authority to 
stop work if any part of the mitigation measures are being violated, and work 
cannot be re-initiated until the CPUC, BLM, Forest Service, and Wildlife 
Agencies are satisfied that the impacts have been fully documented, that 
compensation for the impacts shall be made, and that any additional protection 
measures they deem necessary shall be undertaken. FEIR/EIS at Ap. 12-9 to -10. 

• Mitigation Measure B-6b: In any areas requiring brush clearing for fire 
protection, visual inspection, or project surveying that have not already been 
brush-cleared within the past two years, brush clearing will not take place during 
the breeding season without a pre-activity survey for vegetation containing active 
nests. FEIR/EIS at Ap. 12-28. 

• Mitigation Measure B-8a: This measure imposes a general moratorium (in 
addition to the more specific golden eagle prohibition in Mitigation Measure B-
7h, noted above) on vegetation clearing during the general avian breeding season 
(January 15 - August 15) and on tree removal or trimming during the raptor 
breeding season (January 1 - September 15). If project construction must take 
place within either the general avian breeding season or the raptor breeding 
season, then additional pre-construction survey requirements are imposed. 
Results of these surveys are subject to review and approval by the Wildlife 
Agencies. If any active nests are found within the construction area, SDG&E 
must contact the Wildlife Agencies, which will determine the appropriate buffer 
zone. All active nests shall be monitored on a weekly basis until the nestlings 
fledge. FEIR/EIS at AP. 12-47. 
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• Mitigation Measure B-12a. This measure imposes seasonal restrictions on 
maintenance work, similar to those imposed for construction activities that are 
dependent on the general avian breeding season and the raptor breeding season. 
FEIR/EIS at AP. 12-52 to -53. 

Measures to A void Take Through Collision 

As a condition of approval of the Project, SDG&E must install lines using Avian 
Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC) standards for collision-reducing techniques, 
including particular placement of towers and lines and use of markers or other effective 
diversion devices. SDG&E must also fund a study to determine the effectiveness of the 
markers as a collision prevention measure. Mitigation Measure B-10a, FEIR/EIS at Ap. 
12-49,50. 

The Project will be marked with swan flight diverters and aerial marker balls 
where the nine active golden eagle territories as identified by WRI in their 2010 surveys, 
overlap the Project. The three active golden eagle nests within 4,000 feet of the Project 
fall within the area that will be marked. Generally, swan flight diverters will be installed 
on the spans between the following structures: CP 14 to CP 88-1; EP 15 to EP 101-2; 
and EP 110-2 to EP 175. Markers will be placed on the ground wires that are located at 
the peak of each tower. These uppermost wires are marked because they are the main 
features that avifauna collide with (APLIC 1994). Ground wires have a much smaller 
diameter than the conductors and are much more difficult to see by birds during flight. 
The two ground wires at the top of the structures will be marked with an alternating series 
of swan flight diverters. The number of diverters per span will vary based upon 
engineering design constraints, length of the span, local habitat conditions and additional 
factors, as recommended by APLIC. The swan flight diverters will make the ground 
wires more visible to the golden eagles and will assist in avoiding collisions. 

Measures to Avoid Take Through Electrocution 

Electrocution occurs only when a bird simultaneously contacts two energized 
phase conductors or an energized conductor and grounded hardware. This happens most 
frequently when a bird attempts to perch on a transmission pole with insufficient 
clearance between these elements. The majority of raptor electrocutions are caused by 
lines that are energized at voltage levels less than 69 kV (APLIC, 2006), whereas the 
Project's voltage levels are 230 kV and 500 kV. The Project will have minimum 
clearances between phase conductors or between phase conductors and grounded 
hardware, as recommended by APLIC and the Raptor Research Foundation, which are 
sufficient to protect even the largest birds, and therefore would present no risk of eagle 
electrocution. See "Suggested Practices for Avian Protection on Power Lines: The State 
of the Art (APLIC 2006); "Suggested Practices for Raptor Protection on Power Lines" 
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(Raptor Research Foundation, Inc., 1981). Based on the voltage levels associated with 
the Project and the requirement to design the Project to conform to APLIC 
recommendations, the EIR/EIS for the Project concluded that "the Proposed Project 
would not present an electrocution risk to birds." FEIR/EIS at D.2-148. 

Conclusion 

SDG&E practices construction and maintenance consistent with the Edison 
Electric Institute ' s Avian Protection Guidelines and also maintains an Avian Protection 
Plan. All work on the Sunrise Project will be conducted consistent with all applicable 
requirements. In sum, all appropriate avoidance and minimization measures to protect 
bald and golden eagles have been incorporated into the Sunrise Project. The measures 
exceed those identified by the Service's guidance for avoiding take of bald and golden 
eagles under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act, thereby eliminating the need for 
any take permit. For these reasons, SDG&E is requesting that the Service issue a no take 
letter for the Project for bald and golden eagles. 

Sincerely, 

Alan Colton 
Manager - Sunrise Powerlink 
Environmental Services 

cc: Karen Goebel, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Doreen Stadtlander, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Eric Porter, U.S . Fish and Wildlife Service 
Robert Hawkins, U.S. Forest Service 
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Tannika Engelhard's email 
----------------------------------------------- 8l ~ Q e IJ'X'CO -r ~ 

+~+o :LL~ .. ~'Q ~.A ~ ____ ~~ 
Tannika 
Engelhard/CFWO/R 1/FWS/D 
01 

09/14/201001 :41 PM 

~ ........ '1 .11......... - l" / 

To Jennlfer.Guigllano@aecom.com, BIII.Graham@aecom.com, fiN 10 

Harron@solarmillennium.com, 
Emily.Festger@letratech.com, 

cc Mark Massar/CASOfCAlBLM/DOI@BLM, Larry 
LaPre/CASO/CNBLM/DOI@BLM, Kim 
Marsden/CASO/CNBLM/DOI@BLM, 

bcc 

Subject Fw: R8 Interim Regional Solar Template 

Hello all , attached please find the Service's final "R8 Interim Guidelines for a Avian and Bat Protection 
Plan (ABPP) for Solar Projects". This document provides the Service's guidance on what should be 
considered in an ABPP or Avian Protection Plan (APP). It's my understanding that the CEC forwarded this 
document to current applicants but I wanted to make sure yall received it. Please let me know if you have 
any questions. Thanks, Tannika 

**************~r******************* 

Tannika Engelhard 
Fish and Wildlife Biologist 
Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office 
6010 Hidden Valley Road, Suite 101 
Carlsbad, CA 92011 
Office 760-431-9440, ext. 202 
Fax 760-431-9624 
Tannika_Engelhard@fws.gov 

Save paper - think before you print. 
-- Forwarded by Tannika Engelhard/CFWO/RlIFWS/DOI on 09/13/2010 03:22 PM -----

Amedee 
Brickey/R8/FWS/DOI 

09/07/201009 :06 AM 

To Ashleigh Blackford/R8/FWS/DOI@FWS, Brian 
CrofUVFWOJR1/FWSIDOI@FWS, Carol A 
Roberts/CFWO/R 1 fFWS/DOI@FWS, Cat 
Darst!R8/FWSIDOI@FWS, Chris 
Nagano/SAC/R 1/FWS/DOI@FWS, Christopher 
DieINFW01R1/FWS/DOI@FWS, Danielle 
Diliard/R8/FWSIDOI@FWS, Deborah 
Giglio/SAC/R1/FWS/DOI@FWS, Jody 
Fraser/CFWO/R1/FWSIDOI@FWS, Judy 
HohmanNFWO/R1/FWS/DOI@FWS, Karen 
Goebel/CFWO/R1 /FWS/DOI@FWS, Kathleen 
Erwin/R8/FWS/DOI@FWS, Kathy 
Wood/R8/FWS/DOI@FWS, Ken 
Corey/CFWO/R 1/FWS/DOI@FWS, Kenneth 
Sanchez/SAC/R1/FWS/DOI@FWS, Pete 
Sorensen/CFWO/R1/FWS/DOI@FWS, Ray 
BransfieldNFWO/R1/FWS/DOI@FWS, Brian 
NovosaklR8/FWS/DOI@FWS, Tannika 
EngelhardfCFWOfR1 fFWS/DOI@FWS, Brian 
NovosaklR8/FWS/DOI@FWS, Michael 
BurroughsNEGASJR1 fFWS/DOI@FWS, Brian 
CrofUVFW01Rl/FWSIDOI@FWS, Robert 
McMorranNFWO/R 1/FWS/DOI@FWS, James 
Bond/AFWO/R1/FWS/DOI@FWS, Amy 
Torres/R8/FWS/DOI@FWS, Steve 
AbelelR8/FWS/DOI@FWS, nffany 
Parsonl ARUR9/FWS/DOI@FWS 

cc Amy FesnocklCASO/CNBLMfDOI@BLM, 
Vicki_L_Campbelt@blm.gov, SFlinl@energy.state.ca.us, 
ryork@energy .state.ca .us, wcondon@dfg.ca.gov, 
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AGonzales@dfg.ca .gov, khunting@dfg.ca .gov, 
Tobrien@energy.state.ca.us, David A 
Reynolds/OAKLAND/NPS@NPS, ernest.govea@usmc.mil, 
Ashley Conrad-Saydah/CASO/CAlBLMIDOI@BLM , 
Tom_Pogacnik@blm.gov 

Subject Fw: R8 Interim Regional Solar Template 

R8 Staff working on Solar renewable energy projects, 

See Marie's email below. This document was sent out last Friday to Project leaders in Region 8 and Mig 
Birds folks in other Regions that are working on solar projects. To the extent practicable, please use the 
attachment for development of ABPPs for the BlM fast-track solar projects. 

Amedee Brickey 
Regional Energy Coordinator 
Pacific Southwest Region 
2800 Cottage Way W-2606 
Sacramento, CA 95825 
Phone: (916)414-6480 

Marie E Strassburger/R8/FWSIDOI 

Greetings, 

Marie E 
Strassburger/RB/FWS/DOI 

09/03/2010 11 : 18 AM 

To FW8 All ES Project Leaders, Heather BeelerJR8/FWS/DOI, 
Rob Doster/RBfFWS/DOl , Eric Kershner/RBfFWSIDOI . 
Amedee Brickey/RBIFWS/DOI . Michael 
Fris/SAC/R1 IFWS/DOI , Darrin Thome/SAC/R1 /FWS/DOI 

cc Marcia Pradines/AMBS/R9fFWS/DOI@FWS. JerOme 
Ford/AMBS/R9/FWS/DOI@FWS, George Allen, Tom 
McCabe/SAC/R1/FWS/DOI@FWS. Jane 
WestlR3/FWS/DOI@FWS, Diane 
Pence/RSfFWS/DOI@FWS, David 
Viker/R4/FWS/DOI@FWS. Russ Oates/R7/FWS/DOI@FWS, 
Brad Bortner, Jeff Haskins/ROfR2IFWS/DOI@FWS. James 
Dubovsky/R6/FWS/DOI@FWS, Larry 
BrightlARUR9/FWSIOOI@FWS, Daniel 
Crum/SAC/R 1/FWS/DOI@FWS 

Subject R81nterim Regional Solar Template 

Attached is the final R8 Interim Guidelines for a Avian and Bat Protection Plan (ABPP) for Solar Projects 
that we are distributing for your use, as appropriate, as a tool for project proponents of solar projects. 
Please distribute to your staff who are working on solar projects. This document has been reviewed and 
approved by R1/R8 OLE, ARDs for ES, MB, and the Regional Director. 

This document is based upon what we have previously developed in the region as an ABPP template for 
wind energy projects. However, it has been modified accordingly to address the unique concerns with 
solar energy facilities. It was developed in response to the multiple requests we have received for 
technical assistance in what should be included in an ABPP for solar projects and to also ensure solar 
projects impacts, with their greater potential for habitat impacts rather than lethal take, are being 
adequately evaluated. These guidelines will be utilized until the national guidance template for energy 
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projects is finalized . This template is complimentary to the Acting Deputy Director's August 3, 2010 White 
Paper for ABPPs, but in particular, provides greater emphasis and detail on post-construction monitoring. 

Due to the rapid advances and proliferation of solar energy technology beyond small scale photovoltaic 
panels and the fact little is known about how large-scale, solar energy facilities impact birds and bats, it is 
important that robust, well-designed post construction monitoring is implemented. 

If you have any questions about this document, please contact Migratory Bird Program Biologist, Rob 
Doster at 530/934-2801 . 

Marie 

~ 

AS PPR 8S clar! nterim9-2-1 O. pdf 

See http://sharepoint.fws.netlregions/r8/EP/default.aspx for Eagle Permit Ru le re lated documents. 

Marie Strassburger 
Regional Migratory Bird Chief 
US Fish and Wildlife Service 
2800 Cottage Way 
Sacramento, CA 95825 
916/414-6727 
916/414-6486 (fax) 
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US Fi b and Wildlife Service - Pacific Southwest Region 

REGION 8 INTERIM GUIDELINES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF A PROJECT -SPECIFIC 
A VIAN AND BAT PROTECTION PLAN FOR 

SOLAR ENERGY PLANTS AND RELATED TRANSMISSION FACll..ITIES 

l. lntroduction and Purpo e 

Increased energy demands and the national goal to increase energy production from renewable 
sources have intensified the development of energy facilities, including solar energy. The U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) supports renewable energy development. However, the 
Service strongly encourages energy development that is wildlife and habitat-friendly. Of 
concern are the cumulative effects of renewable energy projects in initiating or contributing to 
the decline of some bird and bat populations as well as other affected species. In order to ensure 
that renewable energy projects avoid and minimize impacts to bird and bat populations the 
Service s Pacific Southwest Region developed these Interim Guidelinesfor the Development o/a 
Project-Specific Bird and Bat Protection Plan for Solar Energy Plant and Related Transmission 
Facilities as a means to provide energy project developers a tool for assessing the risk of 
potential impacts, and designing and operating a bird- and bat-friendly solar facility. Similar to 
the Service s wind energy guidelines, the recommendations set forth in this document were 
based upon the Avian Powerline Interaction Committee s (APLIC) Avian Protection Plan 
template (2005' see Appendix) developed for electric utilities and have been modified 
accordingly to address the unique concerns with solar energy facilities. 

An Avian and Bat Protection Plan (ABPP is a project-specific document that delineates a 
program designed to reduce the operational risks that result fro bird and bat interactions with a 
specific olar energy facility. Although each project s ABPP will be different, the overall goal of 
any ABPP should be to reduce and ultimately eliminate bird and bat mortality to the extent 
practicable. The tatutory authority for addressing effects to birds stems primarily from the 
Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act, as well as the 
Endangered Species Act (ESA); for bats the Service' tatutory authority arises primarily from 
the ESA. 

The development and implementation of an ABPP are voluntary actjons. They do not limit or 
preclude the Service from exercising its authority under any law statute or regulation nor do 
they release any individual, company or agency of its obligation to comply with Federal, State 
or local laws tatutes or regulations. A oundly developed and properly implemented ABPP 
may ultimately represent a "good faith" effort by companies and other project proponents to 
conserve migratory birds and bats and to use the most environmentally friendly ways possible to 
develop energy projects and produce renewable energy. 

Our Office of Law Enforcement carries out its mis ion to protect migratory bird through 
investigations and enforcement as well as by fostering relationships with individuals, 
companies, and industries that have taken effective steps to avoid take of migratory birds and by 
encouraging others to implement measures to avoid take. It is not possible to absolve 
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individuals, companies, or agencies from liability even if they implement bird mortality 
avoidance or other similar protective measures. 

However, the Office of Law Enforcement focuses its resources on investigating and prosecuting 
indi viduals and companies that take migratory birds without identify ing and implementing all 
reasonable, prudent and effective measures to avoid that take. Companies are encouraged to 
work closely with the Service to identi fy available protective measures when developing project 
plans andlor avian protection plans or avian and hat protection plans, and to implement those 
measures prior to/during construction or other similar activities. 

Due to the rapid advances and pro liferation of solar energy technology beyond small scale 
photovolta ic panels, little is known about how large-scale, so lar energy facilities impact birds 
and bats (Leitner 2009). The Service does anticipate tha t, due to the nature of these commercial
sized fac ilities, extensive terrestrial habitat loss could occur. In addition, bird and bat mortality 
from co llisions wi th transmission lines, power towers, meteoro logical towers, or even solar 
reflectors could occur at these sites. In one of the few studies of av ian mortality at solar energy 
plants, McCrary ( 1986) documented bird mortality from a variety o f causes, including burning. 
Therefore, the Service recommends that commercial-scale solar energy faci lities c reate an ASPP 
with an emphasis on post-cons truction monitoring. A well-designed monitoring scheme, with an 
adaptive management framework, will allow a fac ility to eva luate potential take and implemenr 
appropriate correcti ve actions. 

II. Guidance on Specific Elements of a ABPP for solar energy projecls 

The following summary is meant to provide project planners useful infonnation for designing 
each development phase of the facility. For each phase outlined below, conservation measures 
and guidance are recommended for inclusion in the development o f any solar energy power 
plant. 

Coordinatjon 

An essential clement to developing a successfu l project is the coordination between the project 
proponent and the appropriate agencies (e.g., federal , state, county agencies). The Service highly 
recommends early coordination on essential elements, such as wi ldli fe surveys, project siting 
c riteria, operationallimitalions, etc. to ensure that all parties and agencies understand the scope 
o f the project and can identify potential issues early in the planning process. 

Adaptive Mallagemellt alld Habitat Compensatioll 

The Service recommends that proponents take an Adaptive Management (AM) approach to 
project development and operation. The AM process should establish clear, biologically 
appropriate goals and triggers tied to mitigation measures. For a complete discussion of AM, see 
Williams et aJ. (2009). 

In order to compensate for the loss of high quality wildlife habitat, the Service strongly 

encourages project proponents to conduct a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify 

interim and permanent habitat injuries (i.e, temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss) at the start 
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oftbe project and to guide upfront habitat compensation. This approach is described further 

below. 

Template for Developing ABPP 

Pre-siting Data Collection 

Due to local differences in wildlife concentrations and movement patterns, habitats, topography, 
facility design, and weather, each proposed development site is unique and requires detailed and 
individual evaluation. In addition, renewable energy projects are rapidly expanding into habitats 
and regions that have not been well tudied and where animal population data are scarce. Thus 
in an effort to place projects in locations that will yield the least risk of population impacts a 
rigorous siting evaluation process should be completed. Data collection methods will vary 
among projects due to differences in topography habitat and animal abundance, however the 
Service recommends the following considerations when conducting pre-siting assessments. 

A. Coarse Site Assessment - Each pre- iting assessment should start with a coarse site 
assessment of the potential environmental issues that might preclude the site from 
development based on its perceived or validated level of risk. At a minimum every solar 
project should conduct a Potential Impact Index (PU) (USFWS 2003 - Appendix). A PII 
represents a "first cut' analysis of the suitability of a site proposed for development by 
estimating use of the site by selected wildlife species as an indicator of potential impact. 

Factor that hould be considered during any coarse assessment include: 

1. fs the site designated as Critical Habitat for any federally Listed species? 
2. Is the ite designated as an Important Bird Area (see 

http://www.audubon.org/birdllBAI), or a Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve 
Network or Ramsar site? 

3. Does the site provide suitable habitat for any federal or tate listed species or 
sensitive species? 

4. What is the type and quality ofbirdlbat habitat within and surrounding the 
footprint? 

B. Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) - The Service encourages the olar industry to look 
for opportunities to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning 
renewable energy facilities . These opportunities may come in the foml of voluntary 
habitat acquisition or conservation easements. [n order to quantify the appropriate 
compensation acreage the u e of an HEA can be used to identify high quality habitat and 
calculate compensation for the development of high QUality habitats for both permanent 
and temporary losses. The objective of an HEA i to replace lost habitat ervices with like 
services, providing a replacement ratio for interim and pennanent injury. Habitat services 
are generally defined by a metric (e.g., species density, that represents the functionality of 
that habitat (e.g. the abiJjty of that habitat to provide nest sites prey populations, cover 
from predators, etc.). See HEA resources in the Appendix of this document. 
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C. Site Specific Wildlife Surveys 
1. Development of appropriate survey guestion - It is important to develop the 

appropriate survey questions as they dictate the sampling design and protocols to be 
used. An inappropriate study design and/or insufficient duration of data collection 
may result in unreliable data inferences with resultant biases and skewed results 
(KWlZ et al. 2007). Pre-siting swvey data will become the baseline for project 
impacts to bird and bat populations. Thus most survey designs should be 
established as before-after control impacts studies, when possible. Examples of 
possible urvey questions include (but are not limited to): 

a. Which species of birds and bats use the project area and how do their 
numbers vary temporally (i.e., daily, monthly, annually)? 

b. How much time do birdslbats pend in the risk zone (within the olar array) 
and does this behavior vary by sea on? 

c. What is the estimated range ofbirdlbat mortalities from the project? 
d. Are there nesting raptors on site or within 3 miles of project footprint. For 

eagles, are there eagles nesting within 10 miles of project footprint? 

2. Selection of appropriate survey methodology - Based on the project and que tions 
being asked, there are many sujtable methods to survey birds and bats and establish 
baseline data. Generally it is recommended to employ multiple survey techniques 
to ensure adequate data collection. Though written for the wind energy industry a 
good ummary of urvey methods can be found in Kunz et al (2007) for night
migrating birds and bats and Ontario Mini try of Natural Re ources (2006) for bats. 
Specific survey methods should include: 

a. Diurnal bird use counts 
b. Nocturnal bird use counts 
c. Raptor nest searches (see Pagel et a1. 2010 for golden eagle protocols) 
d. Small bird counts (Canadian Wildlife Service 2006a and 2006b) 
e. Migration counts 
f. Acou tic bat monitoring 
g. Bat roo t exit counts - if applicable 

3. Duration and timing of surveys - To collect data under variable climatic conditions 
and accumulate sufficient samples for data analysis pre-construction surveys 
should be conducted to assess the potential risk of the proposed project to wildlife. 
Multi-year surveys up to three years pre-construction, may be warranted. This can 
vary depending on the project specifics known or perceived level of risk, the 
variability in u e of habitat by avian species, environmental stochasticity, and 
species present. Surveys hould be designed to ensure adequate data are collected 
on breeding, staging, migration, and winter birdlbat u e of the project site, taking 
into account peak use of the site temporally and spatially. Bird urveys should 
include diurnal and nocturnal use studies for the project footprint. Bat urveys 
hould also include year-round acoustic monitoring to detect presence and activity 

(e.g., mean number of passes/detector/night) as little information is typically 
known about the ecology of resident, wintering and migrating bats. Coordinate 
with wildlife agencies when selecting locations for bird and bat data collection. 
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4. Use of additional data - Other s urces of abundance or habitat data may be 
availabJe for specific project sites. When available and appropriate these data 
hould also be included in the site evaluation. Other good sources of bird data 

include (but are not limited to) Audubon Chrisbnas Bird Count data, USGS 
Breeding Bird Survey data, Cornell Lab of Ornithology eBird data California 
Natural Diversity Database, and Audubon Important Bird Area data. 

D. Risk: Assessment - A risk assessment should identify potential short and long-term 
impacts of the project development on bird and bal populations including lethal "take 
(as defIDed by all applicable regulations). 

1. Site specific threats -Based on the results of the wildlife surveys the site specific 
risk assessment should address the potential for take based on: 

a. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays 
b. Transmis ion line power tower, meterological tower, or guy line collision 
c. Electrocution potential 
d. Territory abandonment 
e. Nest and roost site disturbance 
f. Habitat loss and fragmentation 
g. Disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility 

2. Cumulative Impacts - Effects that are likely to result from the projects which 
have been or will be carried out throughout the anticipated life of the project, 
should be analyzed. We recommend that the cumulative effect assessment, where 
practicable and reasonable, hould include the impacts from all threats for which 
the proponent or landowner has some fonn of control. The geographic area and 
time frame of the analysis will depend upon the species affected and the type of 
impact, uch as behavioral modification or direct mortality. Discussions with 
Federal and State resource agencies will assist the applicant in identifying focal 
species and is ues that will ultimately define the limits 0 f the cumulative impacts 
analysis. 

E. Reporting - After all appropriate pre-siting survey work is completed' the resulting 
information and risk assessment should be provided to all appropriate agencies for review 
and discussion. 

Project De ign Conservation Measllres 

Based on available data the project design should be tailored so thal avian mortality risks are 
avoided and minimized. The primary questions to be a ked are what design features and/or 
considerations can potentially reduce the hazard of solar facilities to wildlife popUlations? 
Con ideration for the following aspects is trongly recommended: 

A. Project siting - After all pre-siting urvey data have been collected and analyzed, it is 
important to select the site that will have the least impacts to bird and bat populations. 
The ultimate goal is to avoid where possible, any take of migratory birds and bats and/or 
minimize the loss destruction or degradation of migratory bird or bat habitat by placing 
projects in disturbed and degraded areas to the maximum extent practicable. Siting 
conservation measures should include both the macro- and micro-site cales. 
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1. Macro-siting - Consideration should be made to avoid: 
a. Locations with federally or tate listed or otherwise designated sensitive 

species and areas managed for the conservation oflisted pecies (such as 
designated critical habitat) 

b. Areas frequently used for daily bird and bat movements (i.e., areas between 
roosting and feeding sites) 

c. Breeding and wintering eagle use areas 
d. Known migration flyways for birds and bats 
e. Areas near known bat hibemacula breeding, and maternity/nursery colonies 
f. Fragmentation oflarge contiguous tracts of wildlife habitat (see Canadian 

Wildlife Service 2006a and 2006b) 
2. Micro-siting - Once a footprint has been selected there may be opportunities for 

finer scale micro-siting of the project components. Component siting 
considerations include: 

a. Avoid features tbat attract raptors (areas supporting tall perching tructures 
including trees utility poles etc.) 

h. Avoid features that attract migrant birds (e.g., water ource , riparian 
vegetation) 
Minimize the potential for enhancing habitats suitable for raptor prey 
species such as rodents that would likely attract raptors to the project site. 

B. Buffer zones - It might be appropriate and necessary to establish biologically meaningful 
buffer zones to protect raptor and other bird nests areas of high bird and bat use, and 
known bat roosts from disturbance related to operation of solar energy plants. Pre-project 
surveys to determine ensitive wildlife area are b:igbly recommended. Can ideration of 
these buffers should be part of the project siting proce s. The Service recommends that 
the following avoidance buffers be considered: 

1. Passerines - Avoid di turbance activities (e.g., construction actions noise within 
established buffers for active ne ts of any protected bird pecies OT any high quality 
nesting habitat (e.g. , riparian areas). Buffer distances should consider species, 
terrain, habitat type and activity level as these features relate to the bird alert 
distance and bird flight initiation distance (Whitfield et al. 2008). Buffer size 
should be coordinated with the Service biologists prior to activities. 

2. Raptors (including eagles) - Minimize human access and avoid disturbance 
activitie (e.g., con trllction action noise from operations) within 8 Ian (5 miles) of 
an active raptor/eagle nest, unless specific landscape features (e.g., terrain barriers) 
dictate reduced buffers (Richardson and Miller 1997). Reduced buffers should be 
coordinated with the Service. 

3. Grouse - Avoid construction of solar facilities within 8 km ( 5 miles) of all grouse 
lekking sites (Manville 2004). 

4. Bat - Avoid placement of facilitie in cIa e proximity to know bat roost ite , 
maternity colonies or hibernacula. Appropriate buffer distances should be 
established in consideration of the disturbance type (type of energy plant to be 
operated), distance to roost or hibemacula time of year of disturbance (if the 
facility operation has seasonaJ activities) and the duration of the disturbance that 
may occur from the facility s operation. 
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C. Appropriate facility design - There are many conservation measures that can be 
incorporated into the facility design that might reduce the potential effects of a project on 
bird populations. Some include: 

1. Avoid using lattice-type structures, placing external ladders and platforms on 
towers to minimize perching and nesting. 

2. Implement measures to reduce or buffer adverse noise effects a ociated with 
operation of the facility 00 surrounding wildlife habitat. Noise impacts to birds 
(Rheindt 2003 Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 
2008) have generally been fouod to be negative' therefore facility design should 
take this fact into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as 
photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the 
solar power plant within bird and bat habitats. 

3. Avoid the use of guy wires for all meteorological towers and do not light them 
unless the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requires them to be lit, which is 
generally >60 meters (> 199 ft) AGL in height. Any necessary guy wires should be 
marked with recommended bird deterrent devices (APLlC 1994, USFWS 2000). 

4. If structures (>60 meters [> 199 ft] AGL) require lights for aviation afety, the 
minimum amount of pi lot warning and obstruction avoidance lighting specified by 
the FAA should be used (FAA 2007) . All lights within the facility should 
illuminate synchronously. Lighting of the boundary of the facility is most 
important as an aviation safety warning. Unless otherwise requested by the FAA 
use only the minimum number of strobed, trobe-like or blinking red incandescent 
lights of minimum intensity. No steady bwning lights should be used on facility 
infrastructures (Gehring et al. 2009). 

5. Facility lights hould be focused downward to reduce skyward illumination. Lights 
hould be equipped with motion detectors to reduce continuous illumination. 

6. Where feasible place electric power lines underground or on the surface as 
insulated, shielded wire to avoid electrocution of birds. U e recommendations of 
the Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994 2006) for any required 
above-ground lines, transformers or conductors. When transmission lines must be 
above-ground avoid placing lines within wetlands and over canyon . 

7. The creation of roads leads to further loss and fragmentation of migratory bird 
habitat. The Service recommends that the number of road be mjnimized for all 
pbase of a project. 

8. If evaporation ponds are required for the operation of the facility, placement of 
netting over the surface of the ponds is encouraged to prevent birds and bats from 
contacting the water's surface. 

9. Reducing the attractiveness of solar reflectors to polarotactic water insects (those 
attracted to polarized light) (Horvath et a1. 20] 0) will help reduce the attractiveness 
of these facilities to birds and bats. 

Construction Phase Can ervation Measures 

During the construction of energy power plants and tran mission facilities standard construction 
con ervation measures should be established. Conservation measures (CMs) that specifically 
relate to bird conservation include (but are not limited to): 
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A. Minimize area disturbed to extent practicable including access road construction. To 
minimize the amount of habitat disturbance and fragmentation, construction plans should 
emphasize the minimization and placement ofbabitat disturbance. Construction roads not 
required for long-term operation and maintenance of the facility should be closed and 
restored to the pre-construction habitat type. 

B. Vegetation clearing - Over I 000 bird species and their eggs and ne ts are protected from 
take by MBTA. Thus the Service recommends that all vegetatiou within the project 
footprint that will be disturbed be cleared outside of the bird breeding eason to the 
maximum exteut practicable (Note: the bird breeding season will vary from location to 
location by habitat type, and by species, please consult the Service for breeding seasons 
in the specific project area). If the proposed project includes potential for take of 
migratory birds and/or the loss or degradation of migratory bird habitat and vegetation 
removal cannot occur outside the bird breeding eason, project proponents should provide 
the Service an explanation for why work must occur during the bird breeding season. 
Further, in these cases, project proponents should demonstrate that all reasonable and 
practicable efforts to complete work outside the bird breeding season were attempted, and 
that reason for work to be completed during the breeding eason were beyond the 
prop nent s control. When vegetation removal cannot take place outside of the breeding 
season and a reasonable explanation was provided to the Service the Service 
recommends having a qualified, on-site biologist during construction activities to locate 
active ne ts establish avoidance buffers around active nests watch for new nesting 
activity, and if necessary stop construction when noise and general activity threaten to 
disturb an active nest. An active nests of protected birds (e.g., MBTA Endanger Species 
Act state regulations) should not be disturbed until after nest outcome is complete (i.e., 
the young have fledged or the ne ting attempt failed). 

C. Minimize wildfire potential. 

D. Minimize activities that attract prey and predators - During construction garbage should 
be removed promptly and properly to avoid creating attractive nuisances for birds and 
bats. 

E. Control of non-native pia ts - The introduction of non-native invasive plant species can 
impact bird habitat quality. The Service recommends that all appropriate control 
measures be implemented to prevent the introduction and spread of invasive plant species 
within and surrounding the project area including roads associated with operation of the 
power pJant and associated transmission lines. Use only plants that are native to the area 
for seeding or planting dllring habitat revegetation or restoration efforts. 

Operational Phase Conservation Mea /Ires 

Once a facility is built, appropriate CMs should be in place to reduce the attractiveness of the 
facility to breeding migrating, and wintering birds and bats to ensure mortality is minimized. 
The following Operational CM hould be considered: 
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A. Do not create or maintain attraction features for birds and bats. Avoid introducing water 
and food resources in the area surrounding the power plant. Through appropriate habitat 
maintenance, facilities should seek to reduce feature that attract birds and bats to the 
facility. 

B. Follow APLIC guidelines for overhead utilities (APLIC 1994). 

C. Minimize anthropogenic noise 

D. Follow APLIC guidelines for overhead utilities (APLIC 1994). 

E. Minimize Anthrogenic Noise -Noise bas generally been found to be negative for birds 
(e.g. Rheindt 2003 Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et a!. 
2008) though not all species are affected to the same degree (Brumm 2004). Therefore 
facility design hould take this into c n ideration when selecting the type of solar 
technology (such a photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the 
placement of the olar power plant within bird and bat habitats. During the operation of 
these energy facilitie , means to buffer, muffle or otherwise dampen any anthropogenic 
noise pollution that exceeds ambient noise should be fully explored. 

F. Minimize use of outdoor lighting at the power plant- Research indicates that lights can 
both attract and confuse migrating birds (Gehring et al. 2009, Manville 2005, 2009) and 
bats are known to feed on concentration of insects at lights (Fenton 1997). The goal of 
every facility hould be to minimize the u e of lights needed to operate the facility to the 
maximum extent practicable. 

Post-constrll lion Monitoring 

Because solar energy technology is developing rapidly the potential impacts of solar energy 
facilities are not well understood. To accurately evaluate the potential impacts of a solar facility, 
post-construction monitoring is a critical element to any ABPP. The goa l of the post
construction monitoring program is to validate the pre-construction risk assessment and allow the 
facility to implement adjustments ba ed on identified problems and triggers (see Adaptive 
management ection above). 

A. Monitoring Objectives hould include but are not limited to: 
1. E timate bird and bat fatality due to all aspects offacility operation. 
2. Assess bird use of evaporation ponds, if applicable. 
3. Assess changes in bird and bat behavior due to all aspects of facility operation 

(noise lighting, etc.). 
4. Assess territorial abandonment, nest avoidance and changes in population status 

within and adjacent to the project footprint. 
5. When operations have been adapted to reduce bird and/or bat mortality, assess 

whether mortality avoidance and minimization measures implemented for the 
project were adequate. 
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B. Monitoring Design - The degree and intensity of a monitoring program is detemlined by 
a combination of factors including ize oftbe facility, pre ence of special tatus species 
as determined by pre-construction data, and perceivedlknown ri ks at the lte. Important 
aspects of a post-construction monitoring pLan include: 

1. Duration and Timing - Po t-con truction monitoring programs should be done for a 
minimum of three years after operation of the facility begins (see Pagel et a1. 2010 
for duration of eagle monitoring). For projects that will be built in phases over the 
course of several years each complete phase should include a minimum of three 
years of monitoring. Where risk is determined to be high or where regular mortality 
is observed at least five years of assessment and monitoring is recommended 
(Stewart et al. 2007). Thi time period ensures data capture difference in 
parameters due to seasonal and annual variability. Monitoring programs should be 
extended, as appropriate, if mortality level trigger are reached or the project re ult 
in the mortality of a Listed species or eagle. It is important to ensure that monitoring 
includes data collection during breeding, wintering, and migration periods as bird 
and bat use of areas will vary seasonally. 

2. Study Components - All injury and fatality tudie should be based on the 
objectives of the monitoring program and hould follow accepted scavenger and 
search efficiency studies (e.g., Erickson et al. 2004 for wind energy projects) . 

a. Mortality Studies should cover solar panel/dish/tower collisions and 
mortalities associated with other aspects of the facility (e.g. electrocutions 
transmission Line collisions displacement). The Service recommends that 
mortality urveys be completed on a weekly ba is for at least one year post
construction. The urvey frequency could be adju ted, if appropriate 
depending on the result of the detectability and scavenger tudies 

b. A e ment of earch efficiency (observer bias studies) 
c. Assessment of carcass cavenger rates 
d. Ensure monitoring plan is representative of the entire footprint 

3. Eagle Monitoring - In addition to project-specific mortality monitoring studies the 
Service recommends monitoring eagles separately to ensure that Bald and Golden 
eagle mortality is adequately assessed (see 2007 National Bald Eagle Management 
Guidelines for Bald Eagle protocols). If eagles do occur on or near the project site 
project proponents hould consult the Service's 2010 eagle permitting 
implementation guidance (USFWS 2010) if they intend to seek pennits under 50 
CPR 22.26 or 22.27. 

C. Nest Management- Each facility should have protocols in place on how to manage nests 
established on any part of the facility (see APLIC 2006). Eagle ne ts hould be addressed 
per the Service's 2007 National Bald Eagle Management Guidelines. 

D. Risk Assessment Validation - Using pre-and post-construction data the proponent 
should validate the identified risks of the project. The validation process should consider: 

1. Whether the documented mortality rate is higher lower or as expected, compared 
to the pre-construction risk assessment 

2. Are CMs adequate to minimize bird andlor bat mortality to the maximum extent 
practicable? 
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3. Would additional CMs reduce mortality rates? 
4. Do documented mortality rates trigger additional management or mitigation 

actions? 

E. Reporting - All post-construction monitoring results and risk assessment validation 
should be reviewed annually. An annual meeting sbould be held between the Service, 
Facility Manager and other applicable state or federal agencies to review the annual 
monitoring report and discuss monitoring results and CMs. 
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Appendix. Key Resources for Bird and Bat Protection Plan Development 

Adaptive Management 
• Williams, B. K. , R. C. Szaro, and C. D. Shapiro. 2009. Adaptive Management: The U.S. 

Department of the Interior Technical Guide. Adaptive Management Working Group, U.S. 
Department of the Interior Washington DC. 
http: //www.doi.gov/imliative dapti,·eManagementTechGuide.pdf 

Bird and Bat Protection Plan GlIidelines 
• Avian Power Line Interaction Committee and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 2005. 

Avian protection plan (APP) guideline~. 
http:) Iwww.fws.gov/migratorybirds/CurrentBirdIssues/Hazards/ APPI A VIAN%20PR TEe 
TID %20PLAN%20FIN L%204°'o20 19%2005.pdf 

• Avian Power Line Interaction Committee. 2006. Sugge ted practices for avian protection 
on power lines, the state of the art in 2006. 
hltp://www.apllc.org/ 

• Avian Power Line Interaction Committee. 1994. Suggested practices for avoiding avian 
collisions on power lines: state of the art in 1994. Edi on Electric Institute and APLIC 
Washington DC. 

Birds oj Conservation Concern 
• U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Division of Migratory Birds. 2008. Birds of Conservation 

Concern. Arlington, V A. 
http:/ librarv.fw ' .!!O\ Bird Publicali 

Eagle Rille and Guidance 
• For a general overview of the new eagle permits [mal rule, review the Service's Migratmy 

Bird Mallagemelllll1jormalion: Eagle Rille Questions and Allswers; located at 
http ://www.fws.gov/migratorybirds/CurrentBirdIssues/Management/BaldEngle/QAs%20fo 
r%20Eagle%?ORule.linal.lO.6.09.pdf 

• Review the Service's 2009 Final Environmental Assessment, Proposal to Permit Take as 
Provided Under the Bald alld Golden Eagle Protection Act; located at 
htlp:l!www.fws.gov/migrat rybirds. CurrentBirdI 'ue 'BaldEagletFEA EagleTak Pennit 
Final.pdf 

• 

IdEagleManagementGuideline .pdf 
• Pagel J.E. D.M. Whittington, and G.T. Ailen. 2010. [nterim golden eagle inventory and 

monitoring protocols· and other recommendations. Division of Migratory Birds, Arlington, 
VA 
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Habitat Equivalency Ana/y is 
• King, D.M. 1997. Comparing ecosystem services and values with illustrations for 

perfonning habitat equivalency analysis. Prepared by King and Associates, inc. , 
Washington D.C. for u.s. Department of Commerce Silvery Spring, MD. 

• National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. 2006. Habitat equivalency analysis: an 
overview. 
http://ww\,".Uarrp.noaa.l!ov library/pdf heam erv.pdf 

• National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. 2009. Restoration economic habitat 
equivalency analysis. 
http://wWv. .c ·c.noaa .g /coa ·lalfec 

Bird and Bat Mon itoring Methods 
• California Bat Working Group. 2006. Guidelines for assessing and minimizing impacts to 

bats at wind energy development sites in California . 

hl1p:l/wwv. . \\ bwg.ore/ consen. alian/paper 'ICB WOw indcllcrgyguideline .pd r 
• Kunz, T .R . E.B. Arnett B.M. Cooper W.P. Erickson R.P . Larkin, T. Mabee M.L. 

Morri on, M .D. Strickland, and 1.M. Szewczak. 2007. Assessing impacts of wind-energy 

development on nocturnally active birds and bats: a gujdance document. Journal Wildlife 

Management 71 :2249-2486. 

• Ontari Ministry of Natural Re ources. 2006. Wind Power and Bats: Bat Eco logy 

Background Infonnation and Literature Review of Impacts. December 2006. Fish and 

Wildlife Branch. Wildlife Section. Land and Waters Branch. Renewable Energy Section. 

Peterborough, Ontario. 61 p. 

Solar Project Development Guidance 

• Arizona Game and Fi h Department. 2009. Guidelines for Solar DeVelopment in Arizona. 
http://www.azgfd.gov/hgi d cumentsIFinalSoiarGuidelines031 220 1 O.pd f 

Energy Development Guidance 

• USFWS. 2003. Interim Guidelines to Avoid and Minimize Wildlife Impacts from Wind 

Turbines. 
http://www.fws. gov/habitatconservation/service interim guidance pdf 
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October 28, 2010 

Amedee Brickey 
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 
Department of Interior 
2800 Cottage Way, Suite W-2606 
Sacramento, CA 95825-1846 

Re : Ocotillo Express Wind Energy Project 

Dear Amedee: 

Pattern Energy Group LP 
1600 Smith Street Suite 4025 
Houston, TX 77002 
T 713 308 4200 F 713 571 8004 
www.patternenergy.com 

The second year of intensive fall avian surveys is near completion at the Ocotillo Express Wind Energy 
Project. The level of golden eagle activity observed at the site is even less in 2010 than in 2009 (3 
sightings for total of 24 minutes either on or immediately adjacent to the site in fall 2010, compared to 7 
sightings for total of 115 minutes in fall 2009). The helicopter surveys for Golden Eagle nests have 
shown no occupied nests within 5 miles of the site for the past 3 years. 

Even with this extremely low level of Golden Eagle activity and lack of occupied nests within 5 miles of 
the site, Pattern Energy recognizes the increased sensitivity for this species, and is willing to raise the 
standards for mitigation of risks to Golden Eagles. Therefore, we are willing to implement the mitigation 
measures listed on the attached exhibit for the Ocotillo Express Wind Project should the FWS require 
such mitigation measures upon completing its review of the surveys and other studies and data. 

We appreciate your willingness to work with us on this important renewable energy project. 

Sincerely, 

Calaway 
Director of Wind Development 

enclosure 

cc: Heather Beeler, USFWS 
Amy Fresnock, BLM 
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GOLDEN EAGLE RISK MITIGATION MEASURES 
OCOTILLO EXPRESS LLC WIND ENERGY PROJECT 

IMPERIAL COUNTY, CALIFORNIA 

1. Continue the second year of baseline avian field studies with a focus on Golden Eagles (we are two 
weeks from completion of second fall migration period study and will continue avian surveys 
focused on Golden Eagles in Spring 2011). 

2. Utilization for the life of the project of an on-site biologist during daylight hours, as the human 
component to the comprehensive turbine shut-in approach for Golden Eagle protection; the 
biologist will have a command and control center with access to the technological tools discussed 
below to support a turbine shut-in approach which would stop rotor rotation on turbines when a 
Golden Eagle is detected approaching the turbines and comes within one mile of any turbines. 

3. Continue utilization of already-installed Detect Avian Radar and VuMi Camera system, for the life of 
the project, as a technical component to the comprehensive turbine shut-in approach to be 
implemented in event a Golden Eagle is detected approaching the wind farm and is within one mile 
of any turbines (protocols to be further developed in consultation with FWS). 

4. Conduct annual spring Golden Eagle nest surveys within five-mile radius of turbines, and 
deployment of cameras focused on any active nests found within such area to monitor movement 
out of nests; this additional technological tool will supplement the Radar and Camera systems and 
will serve as an additional level of early warning for the biologist involved with the turbine shut-in 
approach to minimize Golden Eagle collision risk. 

5. Radio tagging of any Golden Eagles nesting within four miles of the turbines, and VHF monitoring of 
such tagged birds, providing an additional technological tool to assist the biologist in 
implementation of the turbine shut-in approach and minimize risks to Golden Eagles. 

6. Post-construction avian mortality surveys for three (3) years. 

7. Provide funding for a local wildlife rehabilitation center that is involved with avian injuries. 
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SOB; 
~ 

A ~ Sempra Energy utilitl 

January 21,2011 

Billie Blanchard, Project Manager 
California Public Utilities Commission 
505 Van Ness Avenue, 4th Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94102 

Sunrise Powerlink Project 
8315 Century Park Court, CP21G 

San Diego, CA 92123-1550 

Subject: Request for Modification to Variance Number Three Issued for the Sumise Powerlink 

Dear Billie: 

SDG&E is requesting a modification to variance number 3 issued for the Sumise Powerlink to 
clarify that vegetation clearing may occur between January 15 and September 15 when it is not 
feasible to avoid this time period. The modification to variance number 3 would encompass 
Mitigation Measures B-7 e, B-71, B-8a, and B-12a, as presented in the Final Environmental 
Impact Report/Environmental Impact Statement (FEIRIEIS) issued October 2008 by the 
California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC). 

The time frame January 15 to September 15 covers the breeding season for general avian bird 
species, coastal California gnatcatcher, least Bell's vireo, and southwestern willow flycatcher. 
The purpose of this variance is to ensure, consistent with the other authorizations issued for the 
Project that address migratory birds and that there is flexibility in the restriction on vegetation 
clearing during the breeding bird season as long as measures are in place to ensure that active 
nests are avoided. SDG&E recognizes that a variance from Mitigation Measures B-7e, B-7l, B-
8a, and B-12a (refer to the Mitigation Monitoring, Compliance and Reporting Program 
[MMCRP]) to conduct vegetation clearing during the breeding bird season would require 
additional conditions, such as pre-construction nesting surveys, to ensure that no new impacts 
would result from the requested variance activity. A variance from the above-referenced 
mitigation measures addressing the timing of vegetation clearing would not lessen the mitigation 
requirements. Rather, the variance would ensure that the intent of the mitigation requirement, 
which is to avoid impacts to nesting birds, would continue to be fulfilled while also providing 
greater consistency with the breeding bird season restrictions set forth in multiple agency 
authorizations issued for the Project. 

As stated above, breeding bird measures set forth in other authorizations for the Project provide 
flexibility to allow vegetation clearing during the breeding bird season provided that SDG&E 
conducts pre-construction nesting surveys and obtains approval of those nesting survey results. 
These authorizations are contained within the MMCRP, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Biological Opinion (November 10, 2010), and California Department ofFish and Game (CDFG) 
Streambed Alteration Agreement (Notification #1600-2009-0365-R5) (November 17,2010). 
Relevant excerpts of these provisions are set forth below: 
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From the MMCRP: 

BIO-APM-3 .... New access road construction for the project would be allowed year-round. 
However, whenfeasible, every effort would be made to avoid constructing roads during the 
nesting season. When it is not feasible to keep vehicles on existing access roads or to avoid 
constructing new access roads during the nesting, breeding, or flight season, SDG&E would 
perform a site survey, or more as appropriate, in the area where the work is to occur. This 
survey would be performed to determine presence or absence of endangered nesting birds, or 
other endangered species in the work area. SDG&E would submit results of this survey to the 
USFWS and CDFG and consult on reasonable mitigation measures to avoid or minimize for 
potential impacts, prior to vehicle use off existing access roads or the construction of new access 
roads. However, this survey would not replace the needfor SDG&E to perform detailed on-the
ground surveys otherwise required by BIO-APM-I . ... 

BIO-APM-16 . .. . Whenever feasible, trees in environmentally sensitive areas, such as areas of 
riparian or native scrub vegetation, would be scheduled for trimming during non-sensitive (i.e., 
outside breeding or nesting) times. Where trees cannot be trimmed during non-sensitive times, 
SDG&E would perform a site survey, or more as appropriate, to determine presence or absence 
of endangered nesting bird species in riparian or native scrub vegetation. SDG&E would submit 
results of this survey to the USFWS and CDFG and consult on mitigation measures for potential 
impacts, prior to tree trimming in environmentally sensitive areas. However, this survey would 
not replace the need for SDG&E to perform detailed on-the-ground surveys as otherwise 
required by BIO-APM-I . ... 

From the USFWS Biological Opinion (November 10,2010): 

G-CM-8 Stringing of new wire and reconductoring for the project will be allowed year round in 
sensitive habitats if the conductor is not allowed to drag on the ground or in brush and all 
vehicles used during stringing remain on project access roads. Where stringing requires that 
conductor be dropped within brush or dragged on or through the brush or ground or vehicles 
leave project access roads, SDG&E will perform a site survey(s) to determine presence or 
absence of nesting migratory birds (including the two federally listed bird species subject to this 
consultation) or other listed species in the work area. Details of protocol survey requirements 
are outlined in the species-specific measures below. SDG&E will submit results of this survey(s) 
to the Wildlife Agencies, prior to dropping wire in brush, dragging wire on the ground or 
through brush, or taking vehicles off project access roads. 

G-CM-49 .... In areas not cleared or maintained within a 2-year period, brush clearing will 
not be conducted during the breeding season (March through August) without a pre-activity 
survey for vegetation containing active nests, burrows, or dens. The pre-activity survey 
performed by the Project Biologist will make sure that the vegetation to be cleared contains no 
active migratory bird nests, burrows, or active dens prior to clearing. If occupied migratory bird 
nests are present, fire protection or visual inspection brush clearing work will be avoided until 
after the nesting season, or until the nest becomes inactive. If no nests are observed, clearing 
may proceed. . . . 
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G-CM-50 Brush clearing and other construction activities will occur outside the general 
avian breeding season (February 15 through September 15). All vegetation clearing, except tree 
trimming or removal, will take place outside of the general avian breeding season, when 
feasible. 

• For brush clearing and/or other construction activities that cannot occur outside the above 
listed breeding seasons, a Project Biologist will work with a qualified acoustician to 
determine if the construction activity will meet or exceed the 60 dB(A) Leq hourly noise in 
areas where nesting territories occur. If the noise threshold will not be met or exceeded at 
the edge of nesting territories, then brush clearing and/or other construction activities may 
proceed. If the noise threshold will be met or exceeded at the edge of nesting territories, 
preconstruction surveys for nests will be conducted by a Project Biologist (Service-approved 
biologistfor listed species) within 91 m (300ft) of the construction area no more than 7 days 
prior to initiation of construction that will occur within the avian breeding season. 

• If active nests are found, work may proceed provided that methods, determined by the 
qualified acoustician to be effective, are implemented to reduce noise below the threshold. 
These methods include, but are not limited to, turning off vehicle engines and other 
equipment whenever possible and/or installing a protective noise barrier between a nesting 
territory and maintenance activities. If the qualified acoustician determines that no methods 
will reduce noise to below the threshold, maintenance will be deferred until the nestlings 
have fledged or the nest has failed, as determined the Project Biologist. Where noise
reducing methods are employed, active nests will be monitored by the Project Biologist on a 
weekly basis until maintenance is complete or until the nestlings fledge or the nest fails, 
whichever comes first. The Project Biologist will be responsible for documenting the results 
of the premaintenance nest surveys and the nest monitoring and for reporting these results to 
the CPUC, BLM, USFS, and Wildlife Agencies. 

G-CM-5J Maintenance activities will occur outside the general avian breeding season, where 
feasible . For other maintenance activities that cannot occur outside the above-listed breeding 
seasons, SDG&E will follow the requirements in G-CM-50 for noise reduction at nest sites. 

SS-CM-3 When construction or O&M activities must be conducted during the gnatcatcher 
breeding season within suitable gnatcatcher habitat, the following avoidance measures will 
apply: 
• A Project Biologist will survey for gnatcatchers within 10 days prior to initiating activities in 

an area. The results of the survey will be submitted to the Wildlife Agencies for review and 
approval prior to initiating any construction or O&M activities within occupied habitat. If 
gnatcatchers are present, a Project Biologist will survey for nesting activity approximately 
once per week within 152 m (500ft) of the construction areafor the duration of the activity. 

• If an active nest is located, a 91-m (300-ft) no-construction buffer will be established around 
each nest site; however, there may be a reduction of this buffer zone depending on site 
specific conditions or the existing ambient level of activity. SDG&E will contact the Wildlife 
AgenCies to determine the appropriate buffer zone. To the extent feasible, no construction or 
O&M activities will take place within this buffer zone until the nest is no longer active. 
However, if construction must take place within the 91-m (300-ft) buffer, a qualified 
acoustician will monitor noise as construction or O&M activities approaches the edge of the 
occupied gnatcatcher habitat as directed by the Project Biologist. If the noise meets or 
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exceeds the 60 dB(A) Leq threshold, or if the Project Biologist determines that the activities 
in general are disturbing the nesting activities, the Project Biologist will have the authority 
to halt construction or O&M activities and will consult with the Wildlife Agencies to devise 
methods to reduce the noise and/or disturbance in the vicinity. This may include methods 
such as, but not limited to, turning off vehicle engines and other equipment whenever 
possible to reduce noise, installing a protective noise barrier between the nesting 
gnatcatchers and the activities, and working in other areas until the young have fledged. 

SS-CM-5 During construction and O&M activities all grading or brushing taking place within 
suitable vireo habitat will be conducted outside the vireo breeding season (defined as March 15 
through September 15). 

When construction or O&M activities must occur during the breeding season within 152 m (500 
ft) of suitable habitat, a Project Biologist will survey for vireos within 10 days prior to initiating 
activities in an area. The results of the survey will be submitted to the Wildlife Agencies for 
review and approval prior to initiating any construction activities. 
• During construction or O&M activities, if vireos are present, a Project Biologist will survey 

daily for nesting vireos within 152 m (500ft) of the construction area, for the duration of the 
activity in that area during the breeding season. If an active nest is located, a 91-m (300-jt 
no-construction buffer zone will be established around each nest site; however, there may be 
a reduction of this buffer zone depending on site-specific conditions or the existing ambient 
level of activity. SDG&E will contact the Wildlife Agencies to determine the appropriate 
buffer zone. No construction or O&M activities will take place within this buffer zone until 
the nest has fledged or is no longer active. If construction must take place within the buffer, a 
qualified acoustician will monitor noise as construction approaches the edge of the occupied 
vireo habitat as directed by the Project Biologist. If the noise meets or exceeds the 60 dB(A) 
Leq threshold, or if the Project Biologist determines that construction activities are 
disturbing nesting activities, the Project Biologist will have the authority to halt construction 
and will consult with the Wildlife Agencies, BLM and USFS, to devise methods to reduce the 
noise and/or disturbance. This may include methods such as, but not limited to, turning off 
vehicle engines and other equipment whenever possible to reduce noise, installing a 
protective noise barrier between the nesting birds and the activities, and working in other 
areas until the young have fledged. The Project Biologist will monitor the nest daily until 
activities are no longer within 91 m (300ft) of the nest, or the fledglings become independent 
of their nest or the nest has failed. 

SS-CM-J All initial ground- or vegetation-disturbing SRPL Project activities, including project 
construction and O&M activities, within suitable gnatcatcher habitat (see Figure 2) will be 
conducted outside of the gnatcatcher breeding season (February 15 through August 31) in the 
presence of a Project Biologist. The Project Biologist will walk ahead of vegetation removal 
equipment and ensure that gnatcatchers are not killed or injured as a direct result of vegetation 
removal activities. The Project Biologist will have the authority to halt/suspend all activities 
until appropriate corrective measures have been completed. The Project Biologist will also be 
required to report non-compliance issues immediately to the Wildlife Agencies. 

SS-CM-2 For standard O&M activities in previously impacted areas requiring brushing or 
grading of vegetation in suitable gnatcatcher habitat, SDG&E will conduct these activities 
outside of the gnatcatcher breeding season, where feasible. Standard O&M activities are 
generally expected to occur within 2-year maintenance cycles, and when carried out under these 
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circumstances, the Wildlife Agencies concur that the presence of a Project Biologist is not 
required because vegetation sufficient to support gnatcatchers is not likely to re-establish within 
a 2-year timeframe. If the maintenance cycle is not maintained, but activities will still occur 
outside the gnatcatcher breeding season, SDG&E will conduct the activities in accordance with 
SS-CM-l, unless a Project Biologist confirms that no suitable gnatcatcher habitat has 
reestablished. 

SS-CM-3 When construction or O&M activities must be conducted during the gnatcatcher 
breeding season within suitable gnatcatcher habitat, the following avoidance measures will 
apply: 
• A Project Biologist will survey for gnatcatchers within 10 days prior to initiating activities in 

an area. The results of the survey will be submitted to the Wildlife Agencies for review and 
approval prior to initiating any construction or O&M activities within occupied habitat. If 
gnatcatchers are present, a Project Biologist will survey for nesting activity approximately 
once per week within 152 m (500ft) of the construction area for the duration of the activity. 

• If an active nest is located, a 91-m (300-ft) no-construction buffer will be established around 
each nest site; however, there may be a reduction of this buffer zone depending on site 
specific conditions or the existing ambient level of activity. SDG&E will contact the Wildlife 
Agencies to determine the appropriate buffer zone. To the extent feasible, no construction or 
O&M activities will take place within this buffer zone until the nest is no longer active. 
However, if construction must take place within the 91-m (300-ft) buffer, a qualified 
acoustician will monitor noise as construction or O&M activities approaches the edge of the 
occupied gnatcatcher habitat as directed by the Project Biologist. If the noise meets or 
exceeds the 60 dB(A) Leq threshold, or if the Project Biologist determines that the activities 
in general are disturbing the nesting activities, the Project Biologist will have the authority 
to halt construction or O&M activities and will consult with the Wildlife Agencies to devise 
methods to reduce the noise and/or disturbance in the vicinity. This may include methods 
such as, but not limited to, turning off vehicle engines and other equipment whenever 
possible to reduce noise, installing a protective noise barrier between the nesting 
gnatcatchers and the activities, and working in other areas until the young have fledged. 

SS-CM-5 During construction and O&M activities all grading or brushing taking place within 
suitable vireo habitat will be conducted outside the vireo breeding season (defined as March 15 
through September 15). When construction or O&M activities must occur during the breeding 
season within 152 m (500ft) of suitable habitat, a Project Biologist will survey for vireos within 
10 days prior to initiating activities in an area. The results of the survey will be submitted to the 
Wildlife Agencies for review and approval prior to initiating any construction activities . 

. During construction or O&M activities, if vireos are present, a Project Biologist will survey 
daily for nesting vireos within 152 m (500ft) of the construction area, for the duration of the 
activity in that area during the breeding season. If an active nest is located, a 91-m (300-ft) no
construction buffer zone will be established around each nest site; however, there may be a 
reduction of this buffer zone depending on site-specific conditions or the existing ambient level of 
activity. SDG&E will contact the Wildlife Agencies to determine the appropriate buffer zone. No 
construction or O&M activities will take place within this buffer zone until the nest has fledged 
or is no longer active. If construction must take place within the buffer, a qualified acoustician 
will monitor noise as construction approaches the edge of the occupied vireo habitat as directed 
by the Project Biologist. If the noise meets or exceeds the 60 dB(A) Leq threshold, or if the 
biologist determines that construction activities are disturbing nesting activities, the biologist 
will have the authority to halt construction and will consult with the Wildlife AgenCies, BLM and 
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USFS, to devise methods to reduce the noise and/or disturbance. This may include methods such 
as, but not limited to, turning off vehicle engines and other equipment whenever possible to 
reduce noise, installing a protective noise barrier between the nesting birds and the activities, 
and working in other areas until the young have fledged. The Project Biologist will monitor the 
nest daily until activities are no longer within 91 m (300ft) of the nest, or the fledglings become 
independent of their nest or the nest has failed. 

From the CDFG Streambed Alteration Agreement (Notification #1600-2009-0365-R5) 
(November 17, 2009): 

2.20 Vegetation Removal Seasonal Restrictions. The Permittee shall not remove vegetation 
within the stream zone from January 15 to September 15 to avoid impacts to nesting birds. 
However, the Permittee may remove vegetation during this time if a qualified biologist conducts 
a survey for nesting birds within three days prior to the vegetation removal, and ensures no 
nesting birds shall be impacted by the project. If nesting birds are present, a buffer shall be 
established between the project activities and the nest such that nesting activities are not 
interrupted. The buffer shall be a minimum width of 50 feet (300 feet for least Bell's vireo, and 
500 feet for most raptors), shall be delineated by temporary fencing, and shall be in effect as 
long as project activities are occurring or until the nest is no longer active. The Permittee shall 
submit the mapped survey results to DFG for review and approval prior to vegetation removal to 
ensure full avoidance measures are in place. 

If you have any questions concerning this request for modification or require additional 
information, please contact me at 858-654-8727. 

Sincerely, 

Alan Colton, Environmental Manager 
Sunrise Powerlink 
San Diego gas & Electric 

Cc: Susan Lee, Aspen Environmental Group 
Vida Strong, Aspen Environmental Group 
Anne Coronado, Aspen Environmental Group 
Rachel Romani, San Diego Gas & Electric 
Don E. Haines, San Diego Gas & Electric 
Linda Collins, San Diego Gas & Electric 
Shelby Howard, Helix Environmental 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
McCoy Solar, LLC (McCoy Solar), a wholly owned subsidiary of NextEra Energy Resources, 
LLC, is proposing to develop a 500 megawatt photovoltaic solar power plant in Riverside 
County, CA, 10 miles northwest of the City of Blythe (Figure 1). The McCoy Solar Energy 
Project (MSEP or Project) is located within 7,520 acres of land managed by the U.S. Bureau of 
Land Management (BLM); however, once constructed, the Solar Plant Site will permanently 
occupy up to approximately 5,000 acres within this area. The Solar Plant Site includes the solar 
arrays, power generating equipment, support facilities, and drainage channels. The proposed 
MSEP generation-tie line (gen-tie) will connect to the proposed Southern California Edison 
(SCE) Colorado River Substation (CRS) (Figure 1) south of Interstate 10 (I-10). An alternative 
gen-tie is also being considered, although only one will be developed. The access road will be 
co-located with the proposed gen-tie until it meets the access road for the neighboring solar 
project, at which point the access road will be shared until reaching I-10 (Figure 1). 

For the purposes of this document, the following terminology applies: 

• “Project” refers to the MSEP. 

• “Project Area” is the footprint of all Project components, which includes the Solar Plant 
Site and Linear Facilities. 

• “Solar Plant Site” is the area that includes the solar arrays, power generating equipment, 
support facilities, and drainage channels. 

• “Linear Facilities” includes the access road, proposed gen-tie line, and ring bus1

• “Project Right-of-Way” (ROW) is the 7,520-acre area included in the right of way grant 
requested from the BLM. 

. 

• “Survey Area” means the area that will be surveyed in 2011. 

• “Project Vicinity” is intended to be a general term to describe the broader, surrounding 
area. 

1.1 Background 
In Fall 2007, McCoy Solar began to analyze the ROW for development of a solar energy 
generating facility. In November 2007, the BLM, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), 
California Energy Commission (CEC), California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG), McCoy 
Solar, and Tetra Tech attended a site visit to give an overview of the proposed Project and 
discuss biological survey protocols. McCoy Solar would now like to proceed with the analysis of 
biological resources at the McCoy site.  

1.2 Federal Laws and Regulations 
The following are the laws, regulations, and management plans that are relevant to the Project 
and to which biological surveys and analysis must attend. 

                                            
1 The ring bus is a facility that will combine the MSEP gen-tie and the Genesis Solar Energy Project gen-

tie prior to connecting to the CRS. 
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National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) 

This act requires the analysis of the environmental effects of any federal action. BLM is the 
administrating agency. The BLM follows the National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA) (40 
Code of Federal Regulations [CFR] Parts 1500 – 1508), the Federal Land Policy and 
Management Act of 1976, and the Energy Policy Act of 2005. Additionally, BLM follows 
guidance in the BLM NEPA Handbook H-1790-1, which was updated in January 2008, and the 
BLM Land Use Planning Handbook H-17601-1: Guidance for Preparing NEPA Documents 
Associated with Land Us Plans and Resource Management Plans.  

Endangered Species Act 

The Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973 (16 United States Code [USC] 1531 et seq.; 50 
CFR 17.1 et seq.) designates and provides for protection of threatened and endangered plant 
and animal species, and their critical habitat. Section 9 of the ESA prohibits “take” of threatened 
or endangered species, which includes killing, injuring or harming a listed species or its habitat. 
Under Section 7 of the ESA, the BLM must consult with the USFWS regarding a proposed 
action that may adversely affect listed terrestrial and avian species. Formal consultation is 
requested via a biological assessment, and once the USFWS has reviewed the formal request 
for consultation, the USFWS may issue a non-jeopardy biological opinion (BO) and an incidental 
take statement.  

Migratory Bird Treaty Act 

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) of 1918, as amended, prohibits “take” of migratory birds 
(16 USC 703-712). Under the MBTA it is unlawful to pursue, hunt, take, capture or kill; attempt 
to take, capture or kill; possess, offer to or sell, barter, purchase, deliver or cause to be shipped, 
exported, imported, transported, carried or received any migratory bird, part, nest, egg or 
product. All birds that are native to the United States and belong to a family, group or species 
covered by at least one of the four migratory bird conventions to which the United States is party 
are covered under the MBTA. There is currently no permitting framework (i.e., incidental take 
permits) that allow liability protection for developers. The administrating agency is USFWS. 

USFWS’s Division of Migratory Bird Management also maintains a list of Birds of Conservation 
Concern, which identifies species, subspecies, and populations of migratory and non-migratory 
birds that may be in need of additional conservation actions. This action was an outcome of a 
1988 amendment to the Fish and Wildlife Conservation Act, which mandates the USFWS to 
identify species, subspecies, and populations of all migratory nongame birds that, without 
additional conservation actions, are likely to become candidates for listing under the ESA.  

Wild Free-Roaming Horse and Burro Act (Public Law 92-195) 

Wild horses and burros are protected from capture, branding, harassment and death, and 
managed with the intent to achieve and preserve the natural ecological balance on public lands. 
BLM is the administering agency. 
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1.3 State Laws and Regulations 

California Environmental Quality Act 

CEQA requires review of any project that is undertaken, funded, or permitted by a state or local 
governmental agency. Typically, the state or local agency with overall project permitting 
authority takes the lead for CEQA compliance. The lead agency has the discretion to consider 
any non-listed species a defacto listed species by the statement that “a species not included in 
any listing in subsection (c) shall nevertheless be considered to be rare or endangered if the 
species can be shown to meet the criteria in subsection (b)” (CEQA Guidelines §15380, 
Subsection d). If significant project effects were identified, the lead agency would have 
the option of requiring mitigation for effects through changes in the project or deciding that 
overriding considerations make mitigation infeasible (CEQA Sec. 21002). Riverside County 
(County) is the lead state agency for CEQA review for the MSEP.  

California Endangered Species Act 

The California Endangered Species Act of 1984 (CESA, CDFG Code Sections 2050 et seq.) 
protects California’s rare, threatened, and endangered species. CDFG Code Sections 1900 et 
seq. designate rare, threatened and endangered plants under the Native Plant Protection Act of 
1977. The BLM must consult with CDFG regarding the possibility of “take” under CESA, similar 
to the federal consultation, above. The CDFG can choose to find the federal BO consistent with 
state law (a 2080.1 consistency determination), or choose to require a separate state “take” 
permit (a 2081 permit) if species listed by CESA could be harmed or killed during construction 
or operation of the project. CDFG is the administering agency. 

Title 14, California Code of Regulations, Sections 670.2 and 670.5 
Under this code, animals are designated as threatened or endangered in California. California 
species of special concern is a category conferred by CDFG on those species that are 
indicators of regional habitat changes or are considered potential future protected species. 
These species do not have any special legal status, but this designation is used by CDFG as a 
management tool for consideration when land use decisions are made.  

Native Plant Protection Act (NPPA); CDFG Code Sections 1900 et seq. 
The NPPA includes measures to preserve, protect, and enhance rare and endangered native 
plant species. Definitions for “rare and endangered” are different from those contained in CESA, 
although CESA-listed threatened and endangered species are included in the list of species 
protected under the NPPA. 

CDFG Code Sections 3503 and 3503.5  
These codes state that it is unlawful to take, possess, or needlessly destroy the nest or eggs of 
any bird, including birds of prey, or take, possess, or destroy birds of prey, except as otherwise 
provided by this code or any regulation made pursuant thereto.  
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CDFG Code Sections 3511, 4700, 5050, and 5515  
These state laws classify and prohibit the take of “fully protected” birds, mammal, 
amphibian/reptile, and fish species in California. 

CDFG Code Section 3513  
This code prohibits any take or possession of birds that are designated by the MBTA as 
migratory non-game birds, except as allowed by federal rules and regulations promulgated 
pursuant to the MBTA. 

CDFG Code Section 4150  
This state law makes it unlawful to take or possess any non-game mammal or parts thereof 
except as provided in the Fish and Game Code or in accordance with regulations adopted by 
the commission. 

California Desert Native Plants Act  
Pursuant to the California Food and Agriculture Code §§ 80001-80006, the California Desert 
Native Plants Act (CDNPA) allows the harvest of certain species of non-listed native plants 
under permits issued by the County Agricultural Commissioner or Sheriff. The purpose of the 
CDNPA is to prevent the unlawful harvesting of native desert trees and cacti, either for wood, 
landscaping, or other purposes. Where feasible and practicable, individual plants can be 
salvaged and used for the Project revegetation program or salvaged by an approved nursery, 
landscaper, or other group to indirectly reduce unlawful harvesting elsewhere. Species in the 
MSEP vicinity that are subject to permitting include desert tree species, agaves, ocotillo, desert 
holly, and cacti. 

1.4 Relevant Management Plans 

Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management (NECO) Plan 
In 1976, Congress designated the 25-million-acre California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA). 
BLM developed a management plan for the CDCA in 1980, but conditions relative to species 
status, conservation programs, wilderness and national park designations, and other land uses 
have changed since the original plan was developed. BLM has completed a series of regional 
plan amendments, among them the NECO Plan (BLM and CDFG 2002), which encompasses 
5.5 million acres in the southeastern California Desert and the entire Project footprint.  

The NECO Plan identifies the following issues that underlie the plan’s conservation and 
management program: 

• Adopt standards and guidelines for public land health 

• Recover two threatened species: the desert tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) and 
Coachella Valley milkvetch (Astragalus lentiginosus coachellae) 

• Conserve approximately 60 special-status animals and plants and natural 
communities 

• Resolve management issues of wild horses and burros along the Colorado River 
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• Designate recreational routes of travel 

• Resolve issues of the land ownership pattern 

• Resolve issues of resource access and regulatory burden 

• Incorporate changes created by the 1994 California Desert Plant Act. 

In addition to a number of specific objectives and actions to meet the goals of the above issues, 
the NECO Plan provides for conservation and management of several special-status species, in 
large part through a system of broad management areas: Desert Wildlife Management Areas 
(DWMAs) for desert tortoises and Wildlife Habitat Management Areas (WHMAs) for other 
special-status species and natural communities. In both types of management areas, habitat 
improvements are prescribed to enhance the species of concern. Cumulative disturbance within 
DWMAs is limited to one percent of the surface area. The MSEP is not within a designated 
desert tortoise DWMA, but the southwest corner of the ROW overlaps a bighorn sheep WHMA.  

DWMAs carry a 5:1 compensatory mitigation ratio for any areas disturbed. Outside of desert 
tortoise DWMAs, all habitat previously categorized as Category I, II, or III2

Desert Tortoise Recovery Plan 

, is treated as 
Category III habitat for the purposes of compensation. Uncategorized habitat found to be 
inhabited by desert tortoises automatically becomes Category III habitat. The eastern two thirds 
of the MSEP ROW is in Category III habitat and the western third of the ROW is uncategorized. 
If tortoises are found to occupy the uncategorized habitat during surveys, those occupied 
portions would be considered Category III.  

In June 1994, the final Desert Tortoise (Mojave Population) Recovery Plan was released 
(USFWS 1994a). A Draft Revised Recovery Plan was published in 2008 (USFWS 2008). The 
1994 Recovery Plan identified six evolutionarily significant units of the desert tortoise in the 
Mojave region, based on differences in tortoise behavior, morphology and genetics, vegetation 
and climate. The Draft revised plan revised these to five recovery units based on newer data on 
genetic, ecological, and physiological distinctions. Within the recovery units, suggested DWMAs 
act as reserves in which recovery actions are implemented. The Project is not in a designated 
desert tortoise DWMA. 

The recovery plan works in concert with Critical Habitat, designated for the desert tortoise in 
1994 (USFWS 1994b) by prescribing management actions to aid recovery, with Critical Habitat 
providing legal protection. The Project is not in a designated desert tortoise critical habitat. 

                                            
2 BLM habitat categories, ranging in decreasing importance from Category I to Category III, were 

designed as management tools to insure future protection and management of desert tortoise habitat 
and its populations. These designations were based on tortoise density, estimated local tortoise 
population trends, habitat quality, and other land-use conflicts. Category I habitat areas are considered 
essential to the maintenance of large, viable populations. 
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2.0 METHODS 

2.1 Pre-Survey Investigations Completed To Date 
Two preliminary field surveys have been completed of the MSEP to date. In December 2007, 
preliminary reconnaissance surveys were conducted of the MSEP to identify and map 
vegetation communities as well as refine the species that might be present, subsequently 
establishing the appropriate search methods for focused surveys. In October 2010, McCoy 
Solar intended to conduct rare plant surveys for late summer and fall blooming annual plant 
species (i.e., late-season annual plants) according to protocols that were approved by the BLM, 
CDFG, and the USFWS prior to field surveys (see Section 2.3). However, due to lack of rainfall 
there was no germination of late-season annual plants, which precluded fall annual plant 
surveys. Instead, Tetra Tech and Dr. Alice Karl conducted surveys to map habitat (e.g., 
vegetation communities, land forms) to determine development constraints. During the survey, 
observations of special-status species were documented, although this was not a 
comprehensive survey of special-status species because the site was sampled, not completely 
censused.  

Several species known to occur on or in the vicinity of the Project are accorded “special-status” 
by federal and state agencies because of their recognized rarity or potential vulnerability to 
extinction. These species typically have a limited geographic range and/or limited habitat and 
are referred to collectively as “special-status” species. Prior to field surveys, a target list of 
special-status species that might be affected by the Project was developed (Table 1) based on 
review of available literature and databases (e.g., California Native Plant Society, California 
Natural Diversity Data Base [CNDDB]), and consulting with the agencies (Massar 2007, 
O’Rourke 2007) and local experts. Additional target species were added according to the NECO 
Plan (BLM and CDFG 2002) for which surveys must be completed where a project intersects 
the species’ ranges, as mapped in the NECO Plan. Managed game species, burros (protected 
by the Wild, Free-Roaming Horse and Burro Act), and desert kit fox (Vulpes macrotis), a 
protected furbearer (CDFG Code 4000), were also included in the target list.  
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Table 1. Special-status and other target plant and wildlife species observed or potentially occurring within the McCoy Solar Energy Project. Species included are 
those known from Imperial County, eastern San Bernardino County, and Riverside County east of the central Coachella Valley, in habitats that 
occur on or could be indirectly affected by Project activities.  

Species 
Status1 

Habitat Likelihood of Occurrence on the Project 
Area/Observed during Surveys Federal State CNDDB 

Rank2 CNPS3/Other 

Plants       
Abrams’s Spurge 

(Chamaesyce abramsiana) 
--- --- G4/S1.2 2 Sandy sites in Mojavean and Sonoran Desert scrubs in eastern 

California; 0 to 3,000 feet 
Possible 

Algodones Dunes Sunflower 
(Helianthus niveus tephrodes) 

--- E G4T2/S1.2 1B Desert dunes, especially Algodones Dunes Unlikely 

Angel Trumpets 
(Acleisanthes longiflora) 

--- --- G5/S1 2 Sonoran Desert Scrub (limestone); mountains or base of mountains, 
0-8,202 ft. 

Highly unlikely due to lack of limestone and rocky 
habitat in Project Area  

Darlington’s Blazing Star 
(Mentzelia puberula) 

--- --- G4/S2 2.2 Rocky, generally mountainous sites from the Ord Mts. to northern Baja 
California.  

Highly unlikely due to lack of habitat 

Arizona Cottontop 
(Digitaria californica) 

--- --- G5/S1.3 2 Rocky Sonoran and Mojavean Desert Scrubs; three consortium 
records in California; 950 to 4,900 feet 

Unlikely due to rocky association 

Arizona Spurge 
(Chamaesyce arizonica) 

--- --- G5/S1.3 2 Sandy flats in Sonoran Desert Scrub, below ∼1,000 feet Possible 

Ayenia  
(Ayenia compacta) 

--- --- G4/S3? 2 Sandy and gravelly washes and canyons in desert scrubs, 450 to 
6,000 feet 

Possible 

Bitter Hymenoxys 
(Hymenoxys odorata) 

--- --- G5/S2 2 Riparian scrub and Sonoran Desert Scrub, sandy flats near Colorado 
River, known only from the Colorado River alluvial plain, 150- 495 feet 

Unlikely because of species association with the 
Colorado River floodplain 

California Ditaxis 
(Ditaxis serrata var. californica) 

--- --- G5T2T3/S2 3 Sonoran Creosote Bush Scrub from 100 to 3,000 feet Possible 

California Satintail 
(Imperata brevifolia) 

--- --- G2/S2.1 2 Wet springs, meadows, and flood plains in Chaparral, Coastal Scrub, 
Mojavean Desert Scrub; 0 - 1650 ft 

Highly unlikely due to lack of habitat 

Chaparral Sand Verbena 
(Abronia villosa var.aurita) 

--- --- G5T3T4/S2 1B Loose to aeolian sands; chaparral and coastal sage scrub; below 
2,000 feet 

Highly unlikely 

Cove’s Cassia 
(Senna covesii) 

--- --- G5?/S1 2 Dry washes and slopes in Sonoran Desert Scrub, 1,600 to 1,900 feet Possible 

Crown of Thorns 
(Koeberlinia spinosa tenuispina) 

--- --- G4T4/S2.2 2 Creosote Bush Scrub in Sonoran Desert; 500 to 1700 feet Possible 

Crucifixion Thorn 
(Castela emoryi) 

--- --- G2G3/S2S3 2 Mojavean and Sonoran Desert Scrubs; typically associated with 
drainages 

Possible 

Desert Portulaca 
(Portulaca halimoides) 

--- --- G5/S3 4 Sandy areas and flats in Joshua tree woodland and desert mountains; 
3280-3937 ft 

Highly unlikely due to lack of habitat and 
elevational constraints 

Desert Sand-parsley 
(Ammoselinum giganteum) 

--- --- G2G3/SH 2 Sonoran Desert Scrub; known from one site near Hayfield Dry Lake at 
1,200 feet 

Highly unlikely 
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Species 
Status1 

Habitat Likelihood of Occurrence on the Project 
Area/Observed during Surveys Federal State CNDDB 

Rank2 CNPS3/Other 

Desert Spike Moss 
(Selaginella eremophila) 

--- --- G4/S2.2? 2 Shaded rocky habitats in the Sonoran Desert, to Arizona and northern 
Mexico; below 3,600 ft. 

Unlikely due to lack of habitat 

Desert Unicorn Plant 
(Proboscidea althaeifolia) 

--- --- G5/S3.3 4 Sandy areas in Sonoran Desert Scrub throughout southeastern 
California, below 3,300 feet. 

Observed Fall 2010  

Dwarf Germander 
(Teucrium cubense depressum) 

--- --- G4G5T3T4/
S2 

2 Sandy soils, washes, fields; below 1,300 feet Possible 

Flat-seeded Spurge 
(Chamaesyce platysperma) 

BLM 
Sensitive 

--- G3/S1.2? 1B Sandy flats and dunes in Sonoran Desert Scrub; below 350 feet Possible 

Foxtail Cactus 
(Coryphantha alversonii) 

--- --- G3/S3.2 4 Primarily rocky substrates between 250 and 4,000 feet in Creosote 
Bush Scrub 

Possible 

Glandular Ditaxis 
(Ditaxis claryana) 

--- --- G4G5/S1 2 Sandy flats in Mojavean and Sonoran Creosote Bush Scrubs in 
Imperial, San Bernardino, and Riverside counties; below 1,500 feet 

Possible 

Graham’s fishhook cactus 
(Mammillaria grahamii var. 
grahamii) 

--- --- 
G4T4/S2 

2 Sandy or rocky canyons, washes in creosote bush scrub; 1,000-2,970 
ft. 

Possible 

Harwood’s Milkvetch 
(Astragalus insularis var. harwoodii) 

--- --- G5T3/S2.2? 2 Dunes and windblown sands below 1,200 feet, east and south of 
approximately Desert Center 

Possible 

Harwood’s Phlox 
(Eriastrum harwoodii) 

--- --- G2/S2 1B Desert dunes below 7,000 feet., eastern Riverside, San Bernardino 
and San Diego Counties 

Possible 

Jackass Clover 
(Wislizenia refracta var. refracta) 

— — G5T5?/S1.
2? 

2 Sandy washes, roadsides, flats; 1,900 to 2,700 feet Possible 

Las Animas Colubrina 
(Colubrina californica) 

--- --- G4/S2S3.3 2 Sonoran Desert Creosote Bush Scrub, < 3,300 feet Observed Fall 2010 

Lobed Ground Cherry 
(Physalis lobata) 

--- --- G5/S1.3? 2 Mojave Desert Scrub, playas, granitic soils, 1640-2625 ft Unlikely. All known locations well to north of 
Project and at higher elevations 

Mesquite Nest Straw 
(Stylocline sonorensis) 

--- --- G3G5/SX 1A Open sandy drainages; known from one site near Hayfields Dry Lake Highly unlikely 

Mojave Fishhook Cactus 
(Sclerocactus polyancistrus) 

--- --- G4/S3.2 4 Mojavean Desert Scrub (Creosote Bush Scrub and Pinyon-Juniper 
Woodland, and Great Basin Scrub. Kern, San Bernardino, and Inyo 
Counties to Nevada; 2100 to 7650 feet 

Unlikely 

Newberry’s Velvet-mallow 
(Horsfordia newberryi) 

--- --- G4/S3.3 4 Mostly rocky canyons and toeslopes in Sonoran Desert Scrub; 10 – 
2650 ft 

Possible 

Orocopia Sage 
(Saliva greatae) 

BLM 
Sensitive 

--- G2/S2 1B Mojavean and Sonoran Desert Scrubs; gravelly/ rocky bajadas, mostly 
near washes; below 3,000 feet 

Possible 

Palmer’s Jackass Clover 
(Wislizenia refracta palmeri) 

--- --- G5T2T4/S
2? 

2 Sandy washes and dunes in Sonoran Desert Scrub, to northwestern 
Mexico; potentially Mojave Desert (unverified); <430 ft. 

Possible 

Parish’s Club Cholla 
(Grusonia parishii) 

--- --- G3G4/S2 2 Joshua Tree Woodland in Mojavean and Sonoran Desert Scrubs; 
1,000 -5,000 ft 

Possible 
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Species 
Status1 

Habitat Likelihood of Occurrence on the Project 
Area/Observed during Surveys Federal State CNDDB 

Rank2 CNPS3/Other 

Parry’s Spurge 
(Chamaesyce parryi) 

--- --- G5/S1.3 2 Dunes an Aeolian soils in Mojavean Desert Scrub; in California, known 
only from Kelso; 1300-2400 ft 

Unlikely due to limited range 

Pink Fairy Duster 
(Calliandra eriophylla) 

--- --- G5/S2S3 2 Sonoran Desert Scrub; washes Possible 

Pink Velvet Mallow 
(Horsfordia alata) 

--- --- G4/S3.3 4 Rocky areas in Sonoran Desert Scrub, 328-1640 ft Possible 

Pointed Dodder 
(Cuscuta californica var. apiculata) 

--- --- G5T3?/S2
S3 

3 Sonoran and Mojavean Desert Scrubs in San Bernardino County (one 
record in western Riverside County), to Nevada and Baja, California; 0 
– 1650 ft 

Possible 

Ribbed Cryptantha 
(Cryptantha costata) 

--- --- G4G5/S3.3 4 Dunes in Mojavean and Sonoran Desert Scrub, 197-1640 ft Possible 

Sand Evening Primrose 
(Camissonia arenaria) 

--- --- G4?/S2 2 Sandy washes and rocky slopes below 1,300 feet Possible 

Slender Woolly-heads 
(Nemacaulis denudata var. gracilis) 

--- --- G3G4T3?/
S2 

2 Dunes in coastal and Sonoran Desert Scrubs, primarily in the 
Coachella Valley; below 1,500 feet 

Possible 

Spearleaf 
(Matelea parvifolia) 

— — G5?/S2.2 2 Rocky ledges and slopes, 1,000 to 6,000 feet, in Mojave and Sonoran 
Desert Scrubs 

Unlikely due to lack of habitat and elevational 
constraints. 

Spiny Abrojo 
(Condalia globosa  var. pubescens) 

--- --- G5T3T4/S
3.2 

4 Sonoran Creosote Bush Scrub; 500 to 3,300 feet Possible 

Thorny Milkwort 
(Polygala acanthoclada) 

--- --- G4/S1 2 Pinyon-Juniper and Joshua Tree Woodlands, Chenopod Scrub; 2500-
7550 ft 

Unlikely due to lack of habitat and elevational 
constraints. 

Winged Cryptantha 
(Cryptantha holoptera) 

-- -- G3G4/S3? 4 330-5500 feet in Mojave and Sonoran Desert Scrubs; often sandy 
habitats 

Possible 

Amphibians       
Couch’s Spadefoot Toad 

(Scaphiopus couchii) 
BLM 

Sensitive 
SC G5/S2S3 _ Various arid communities in extreme southeastern California and east, 

south 
Possible  

Reptiles       
Colorado Desert Fringe-toed Lizard 

(Uma notata) 
BLM 

Sensitive 
SC G3/S2? _ Restricted to aeolian sandy habitats in the southeastern Sonoran 

Desert 
Unlikely due to geographic range 

Desert Rosy Boa 
(Charina trivirgata gracia) 

--- --- G4G5/ 
S3S4 

--- Rocky uplands and canyons; often near stream courses Unlikely due to lack of habitat/Not observed 

Mojave Fringe-toed Lizard 
(Uma scoparia) 

BLM 
Sensitive 

SC G3G4/ 
S3S4 

--- Restricted to aeolian sandy habitats in the Mojave and northern 
Sonoran deserts 

Observed during surveys 

Desert Tortoise 
(Gopherus agassizii) 

T T G4/S2 --- Most desert habitats below approximately 5,000 feet in elevation Carcass fragments and potential burrows 
observed Fall 2010 in ROW; burrow and carcass 
fragments observed on gen-tie.  
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Species 
Status1 

Habitat Likelihood of Occurrence on the Project 
Area/Observed during Surveys Federal State CNDDB 

Rank2 CNPS3/Other 

Invertebrates       
California McCoy Snail 

(Eremarionta rowelli mccoiana) 
--- --- G1/T1/S1 --- Dunes; potentially endemic to McCoy Mts Possible 

Riverside Cuckoo Wasp 
(Hedychridium argenteum) 

--- --- G1/?S1? --- Dunes; one CNDDB record 18 mi west of Blythe along I-10; no other 
distribution information available, although may be endemic to 
Colorado Desert 

Possible 

Bradley’s Cuckoo Wasp 
(Ceratochrysis bradleyi) 

--- --- G1/S1 --- Dunes; one CNDDB record 6 mi north of Blythe, although may be 
endemic to Colorado Desert 

Possible 

Birds        
American Peregrine Falcon 

(Falco peregrinus anatum) 
Delisted 

BCC 
Delisted 

Fully 
Protected 

G4T3/S2 --- Dry, open country, including arid woodlands; nests in cliffs Possible forager on site, may nest in adjacent 
mountains 

Bendire’s Thrasher 
(Toxostoma bendirei) 

BCC 
BLM 

Sensitive 

SC G4G5/S3 --- Arid to semi-arid brushy habitats, usually with yuccas, cholla, and 
trees 

Unlikely 

Brewer’s Sparrow 
(Spizella breweri)  

BCC 
 

-- G5/S3 --- Open meadows and flats Possible 

Burrowing Owl 
(Athene cunicularia)  

BCC 
BLM 

Sensitive 

SC G4/S2 --- Open, arid habitats Possible 

Crissal Thrasher 
(Toxostoma crissale) 

BCC SC G5/S3 --- Dense mesquite and willows along desert streams and washes Highly unlikely due to lack of habitat 

Ferruginous Hawk 
(Buteo regalis) 

BCC 
 

--- G4/S3S4 --- Arid, open country Possible 

Gila Woodpecker 
(Melanerpes uropygialis) 

--- E G5/S1S2 --- Requires woodlands containing large trees or columnar cactus for 
nesting 

Unlikely nester/possible transient 

Golden Eagle 
(Aquila chrysaetos) 

BCC 
 

SC 
Fully 

Protected 

 G5/S3 --- Open country; nests in large trees in open areas or cliffs Possible forager on site, nests in Palen and 
McCoy Mountains 

Loggerhead Shrike 
(Lanius ludovicianus) 

BCC SC G4/S4 --- Arid habitats with perches Observed Fall 2010 

Mountain Plover 
(Charadrius montanus) 

BCC 
BLM 

Sensitive 

SC G2/S2? --- Dry upland habitats, plains, bare fields Highly unlikely 

Northern Harrier 
(Circus cyaneus) 

--- SC G5/S3 --- Open habitats; nests in shrubby pen land and marshes Possible 

Prairie Falcon 
(Falco mexicanus) 

BCC --- G5/S3 --- Dry, open country, including arid woodlands; nests in cliffs Possible 
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Species 
Status1 

Habitat Likelihood of Occurrence on the Project 
Area/Observed during Surveys Federal State CNDDB 

Rank2 CNPS3/Other 

Short-eared Owl 
(Asio flammeus) 

--- SC G5/S3 --- Open habitats: marshes, fields; nests on ground and roosts on ground, 
low poles 

Possible 

Swainson’s Hawk 
(Buteo swainsoni) 

BCC T G5/S2 --- Forages in open stands of grass-dominated vegetation, sparse 
shrublands, and small, open woodlands. 

Possible migrant 

Yellow-breasted Chat 
(Icteria virens) 

--- SC G5/S3 --- Dense streamside thickets, willows; brushy hillsides and canyons Highly unlikely due to lack of habitat, but possible 
transient 

Mammals        
American Badger 

(Taxidea taxus) 
--- SC G5/S4 --- Many habitats Possible 

Arizona Myotis 
(Myotis occultus) 

--- SC G3G4/ 
S2S3 

WBWG:M Lowlands of the Colorado River and adjacent mountain ranges, up to 
ponderosa pine habitat; mines, buildings, bridges, riparian woodlands, 
often near water 

Unlikely 

Big Free-tailed Bat 
(Nyctinomops macrotis) 

--- SC G5/S2 WBWG:M Cliffs and rugged rocky habitats in arid, country, also riparian 
woodlands 

Possible forager on site, especially near 
mountains 

Burro 
(Equus asinus) 

--- --- --- Protected Various habitats near water Tracks observed 2007  in western ROW and scat 
observed Fall 2010 along proposed gen-tie, 
adjacent to mountains 

Burro Deer 
(Odocoileus hemionus eremicus) 

--- Game 
Species 

--- --- Arboreal and densely vegetated drainages Possible 

California Leaf-nosed Bat 
(Macrotus californicus) 

BLM 
Sensitive 

SC G4/S2S3 WBWG:MH Lowland desert associate, found in caves, mines, tunnels and old 
buildings 

Possible forager on site 

Colorado Valley Woodrat 
(Neotoma albigula venusta) 

--- --- --- --- Under mesquite in Creosote Bush Scrub; southeastern California Possible 

Desert Kit Fox 
(Vulpes macrotis) 

--- Protected 
furbearer 

--- --- In open desert scrub and dunes. Sign observed Fall 2010  

Nelson’s Bighorn Sheep 
(Ovis canadensis nelsoni) 

BLM 
Sensitive 

--- --- --- In mountains and adjacent valleys in desert scrub Possible in McCoy Mountains; may forage at 
base of mountains. 

Pallid Bat 
(Antrozous pallidus) 

BLM 
Sensitive 

SC G5/S3 WBWG:H Several desert habitats Possible 

Pocketed Free-tailed Bat 
(Nyctinomops femorosaccus) 

--- SC G4/S2S3 WBWG:M Variety of arid areas in pinyon-juniper woodland, desert scrubs, palm 
oases, drainages, rocky areas 

Unlikely; Possible in the McCoy Mountains 

Southwestern Cave Myotis 
(Myotis velifer brevis) 

BLM 
Sensitive 

SC G5/S1 WBWG:M Caves, mines and buildings in lower desert scrub habitats; also near 
streams and in woodlands, old ag fields 

Unlikely 

Spotted Bat 
(Euderma maculatum) 

BLM 
Sensitive 

SC G4 /S2S3 WBWG:H Arid scrub and grasslands, to coniferous forests, roosts in cliffs, 
Forages along waterways 

Unlikely 

Townsend’s Big-eared Bat 
(Corynorhinus townsendii) 

BLM 
Sensitive 

SC G4/S2S3 WBWG:H Broad habitat associations. Roosts in caves and manmade structures; 
feeds in trees 

Possible 
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Species 
Status1 

Habitat Likelihood of Occurrence on the Project 
Area/Observed during Surveys Federal State CNDDB 

Rank2 CNPS3/Other 

Western Mastiff Bat 
(Eumops perotis californicus) 

BLM 
Sensitive 

SC G5T4/S3? WBWG:H Cliffs, trees, tunnels, buildings in desert scrub Possible 

Yuma Myotis 
(Myotis yumanensis yumanensis) 

BLM 
Sensitive 

--- G5 /S4? WBWG:LM Several habitat associations, but typically near open water; often 
roosts in manmade structures 

Unlikely 

Yuma Puma 
(Felis concolor browni) 

--- SC --- --- Colorado River bottomlands Possible 

Sources: Unless noted, information is from The Jepson Manual (Baldwin et al. 2002), California Native Plant Society (CNPS) Online Inventory (CNPS 2010), and Jepson Flora Project (http://ucjeps.berkeley.edu/) 
1 CDFG and Habitat Data Analysis Branch, Biogeographic Data Branch 2009, http://www.dfg.ca.gov/biogeodata/cnddb/pdfs/SPAnimals.pdf 
 E Endangered 
 T Threatened 
 BCC USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern 
 State SC CDFG Species of Special Concern (species that appear to be vulnerable to extinction) 
 Fully Protected     Species that cannot be taken without authorization from the Fish and Game Commission 
 BLM Sensitive Species under review, rare, with limited geographic range or habitat associations, or declining. BLM policy is to provide the same level of protection as USFWS candidate species 

WBWG = Western Bat Working Group (http://wbwg.org) 
H – High Priority – These species should be considered the highest priority for funding, planning, and conservation actions. 
M –  Medium Priority – These species warrant closer evaluation, more research, and conservation actions of both the species   and the threats 
L – Low Priority – Most of the existing data support stable populations of the species and that the potential for major changes in status is unlikely 

2 CNDDB 2011: California Department of Fish and Game, California Natural Diversity Database, Special Animals , January 2011 (www.dfg.ca.gov/biogeodata/cnddb/pdfs/spanimals.pdf) and CDFG Special Vascular Plants, Bryophytes, and Lichens List, 
January 2011 (www.dfg.ca.gov/biogeodata/cnddb/pdfs/SPPlants.pdf). 

Global Rank State Rank 
G1 = Critically Imperiled S1 = Critically Imperiled 
G2 = Imperiled S2 = Imperiled 
G3 = Vulnerable S3 = Vulnerable 
G4 = Apparently Secure S4 = Apparently Secure 
G5 = Secure S5 = Secure 

SX= All California sites are extirpated 
 
Subspecies or Variety Rank and Other Symbols 

T1-T5: same definition as global and state ranks, except that rank only applies to the particular variety or subspecies. 
X: species is considered extirpated 

                  
3 CNPS. 2010:   

List 1A - Plants presumed extinct in California 
List 1B - Plants rare and endangered in California and elsewhere 
List 2 - Plants rare and endangered in California but more common elsewhere 
List 3 - Plants about which CNPS needs more information 
List 4 - Plants of limited distribution (Watch List) 
(Note: CNPS lists 1 and 2 require CEQA consideration. List 4 plants that must be surveyed per the Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Management Plan (BLM and CDFG 2002) were also included for surveying) 

Threat Ranks: 0.1-Seriously threatened in California (high degree/immediacy of threat) 
     0.2-Fairly threatened in California (moderate degree/immediacy of threat) 
     0.3-Not very threatened in California (low degree/immediacy of threats or no current threats known) 
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2.2 Proposed Focused Wildlife Surveys 
Based on the results of the desktop review, results of the field surveys conducted to-date, and 
agency letters, surveys will be completed for the species in Table 1 in Project-affected areas that 
each special-status species might inhabit. Surveys are planned for Spring 2011 and for Summer 
and/or Fall 2011 for those species that are only available for surveying following summer storms. 

Surveys will adhere to standardized protocols for all relevant species for which there are 
protocols, as well as to biologically sound approaches for the remaining species. Surveys will 
also incorporate NECO Plan requirements. The NECO Plan has specifically identified situations 
for which surveys must be completed for projects in the NECO planning area. Those that are 
relevant to MSEP include the following: 

• Special-status plants – Survey in all mapped ranges 

• Special-status wildlife – Survey at all known locations 

• Bats – Identify all significant roosts within one mile 

• Prairie falcon and golden eagle - Identify all eyries within 0.25 miles 

• Burrowing owl – Identify presence and locations 

• Crissal thrasher - Identify presence 

• Couch’s spadefoot – Identify all ephemeral impoundment areas 

• Natural and artificial water sources - Identify presence within 0.25 miles 

Due to the Project’s sparse vegetation, relatively flat topography, and highly experienced field 
crew (Appendix A), surveyors will search for burrowing owl, Mojave fringe-toed lizard, and other 
special-status species listed in Table 1 concurrently with desert tortoise surveys, unless 
species-specific survey methods are otherwise outlined below. Special-status plants will be 
surveyed separately from the wildlife survey and will focus on areas where special-status plant 
species may occur. Survey methods for each taxon or taxa group are described below. 

2.2.1 Desert Tortoise 
McCoy Solar will use USFWS protocols (USFWS 2010) to survey for desert tortoises. At this 
time, the Solar Plant Site is expected to occupy up to approximately 5,000 acres of the 7,520 
acre requested ROW, plus Linear Facilities. However, to allow for flexibility in design and siting 
of the Solar Plant Site, a slightly larger, approximately 5,770 acre area is being considered as 
the Solar Plant Site boundary in this protocol. The Survey Area extends beyond this Solar Plant 
Site boundary to encompass the Action Area, as required for Section 7 consultation and the 
current USFWS survey protocols (USFWS 2010). The Action Area includes all areas in which 
tortoises may be directly and indirectly affected by Project activities. Based on the average 
diameter of a male and female tortoise’s home range (2480 and 1550 feet [752 and 470 
meters], respectively), any tortoise within approximately 1980 feet (600 meters) could be 
affected by Project activities during construction or operation. Therefore, surveys will be 
performed in native habitat to 600 meters beyond the area surveyed for the Solar Plant Site, 
except south into Solar Millennium’s Blythe Solar Power Project (BSPP). The Survey Area, 
which includes the Action Area would total approximately 8,190 acres. Figures 2A and 2B show 
the 2011 Biological Resources Survey Area.  
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Per USFWS 2010 protocols, 100% coverage does not have to be completed for projects in the 
Colorado Desert recovery unit whose Action Area exceeds 3.3 square kilometers (811 acres); 
therefore, only 328 kilometers of sampling need to be walked. However, this would be 
approximately 10% of the MSEP Action Area, and not likely to be acceptable to CDFG or BLM 
for other special-status species and, possibly, desert tortoises. For MSEP, then, we will walk 
10-meters-wide (~30 feet) transects spaced at standardized intervals that will result in sampling 
coverage of at least 25% of the surface (as viewed aerially).  

All tortoise sign (tortoises, burrows, shells, scat, tracks, drinking depressions) observed will 
measured, mapped and described relative to condition, age and, if possible, gender. No 
tortoises will be touched. Tortoise location (e.g., aboveground, visible in burrow, not visible in 
burrow) will be recorded. Shells and shell parts will be evaluated relative to the cause of death, 
if possible. Current and recent weather conditions will be recorded and the topography, 
drainage patterns, soils, substrates, plant cover, and aspect-dominant, common and occasional 
plant species described and mapped. All incidental sightings of common ravens, other known 
tortoise predators, and other site features (e.g., anthropogenic influences) that could assist in 
the analysis of tortoise population impacts will be recorded and mapped. Mapping will be 
achieved using a GPS unit. All transect data were recorded on specially-designed forms and 
representative areas photographed. 

The Linear Facilities must be surveyed to achieve 100% coverage. Although the final gen-tie 
corridor width will be approximately 100 feet, surveys will cover a 240-ft-wide corridor to allow 
for flexibility in siting the gen-tie. Therefore, surveyors will walk transects spaced 10 meters 
(~30 feet) apart to achieve 100% visual coverage of the corridor. In addition, surveyors will walk 
a single 10 meter (~30 feet)-wide belt transect at 200 meters (~655 feet), 400 meters (~1,310 
feet), and 600 meters (~1,970 feet) parallel to the boundary of the 240-ft-wide Linear Facilities 
survey corridor. All data will be recorded as for the Solar Plant Site Survey Area. 

The timing requirement for the protocol surveys is during the tortoise’s most active period, 
typically April through May, and September through October when air temperatures are below 
40 degrees Celsius (104 degrees F), although the USFWS protocols allow flexibility for 
extending the survey window based on air temperatures, available forage, and historic tortoise 
activity. The Project is located in the Sonoran Desert where air temperatures are higher and 
annual forbs are available early in March. In the past, the Carlsbad field office of USFWS has 
permitted tortoise surveys to begin by mid-March in this area, based on data on ambient 
temperatures (Karl 2011) and data identifying that tortoises are active in this area in March 
(T. Engelhard, pers. comm. to A. Karl, March 18, 2008). 

2.2.2 Burrowing Owl 
The burrowing owl is a California Species of Special Concern and while not listed by the federal 
or state ESA, its potentially compromised status prompted a previous proposal for state listing. 
Even though the listing proposal was rejected, the burrowing owl remains a high-profile species 
with the resource agencies. It is also legally protected under other the MBTA and CDFG Codes 
3503, 3513. 
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CDFG generally requires protocol surveys for burrowing owls that are consistent with the 
California Burrowing Owl Consortium (CBOC) Guidelines (CBOC 1993). The guidelines project 
a set of consecutive surveys, each following the previous based on the latter’s results: 

• Phase I: Habitat Assessment – This “first step in the survey process is to assess the 
presence of burrowing owl habitat on the project site including a 150-meter (approx 
500 ft.) buffer zone around the project boundary...”   

 “The Phase II burrow survey is required if burrowing owl habitat occurs on the site. If 
burrowing owl habitat is not present on the project site and buffer zone, the Phase II 
burrow survey is not necessary.” 

• Phase II: Burrow Survey – “A survey for burrows and owls should be conducted by 
walking through suitable habitat over the entire project site and in areas within 150 
meters (approx. 500 ft.) of the project impact zone. This 150-meter buffer zone is 
included to account for adjacent burrows and foraging habitat outside the project area 
and impacts from factors such as noise and vibration due to heavy equipment which 
could impact resources outside the project area.”   

• Phase III: Owl Presence – “If the project site contains burrows that could be used by 
burrowing owls, then...surveys in the breeding season are required to describe if, 
when, and how the site is used by burrowing owls. If no owls are observed using the 
site during the breeding season, a winter survey is required.” The survey 
methodology requires four site visits, each on a separate day. Birds are observed 
from two hours before sunset to one hour after sunset, or from one hour before 
sunrise to two hours after sunrise. The four visits are initially conducted during the 
nesting season, February 1 to August 31, although it is preferable to survey at the 
height of the breeding season, between April 15 and July 15. If no owls are observed 
during the nesting season, then “winter surveys should be conducted between 
December 1 and January 31...(to) count and map all owl sightings, occupied 
burrows, and burrows with owl sign.” 

The Phase I survey was completed in December 2007 during the reconnaissance field visit. 
Burrowing owl habitat is present throughout the Project Area. Phase II surveys will be 
completed during the desert tortoise protocol surveys. Additionally, per CBOC Phase II survey 
guidelines, surveys will be conducted within 500 feet of the Project boundary with transects 
spaced every 100 feet. Specifically, surveyors will walk a buffer transect 100, 200, 300, 400, 
and 500 feet from the Project boundary. 

Based on the likely assumption that burrowing owl sign will be found, the Phase III nesting-
season survey will be conducted in two parts. Because of the size of the Solar Plant Site, it is 
reasonable to estimate that there are at least four areas in which owl sign may be present. Due 
to the remote access of each area, only one biologist will be able to observe one area per 
required visit. During the initial biological surveys, then, four biologists will observe owls in the 
four areas (or six biologists for six areas) for two days each. Later in the spring, to allow for owls 
moving into the area, two (or three) biologists will return to complete the remaining two visits to 
each area. If no burrowing owls are observed during the Phase III nesting season surveys, the 
Phase III wintering survey will be conducted. 
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2.2.3 Other Avian Surveys 
To inventory avian species and identify use of the site by special-status bird species, avian point 
count surveys will be conducted for the Solar Plant Site and Linear Facilities. A minimum of two 
point count plots will be conducted per habitat type, with at least one per 5.2 square kilometers 
within the Solar Plant Site Survey Area and one plot per 3.2 linear kilometers along the Linear 
Facilities. Within each plot, sampling will focus on areas where the highest abundance of birds 
is likely to occur (e.g., drainages). Each plot will consist of four points spaced 200 meters apart. 
Point count surveys will be conducted one day per week for four weeks between March and 
April and one day per week for four weeks between November and January. Each point count 
will have a 200 meter radius for non-raptors and be unlimited distance for raptors and common 
ravens. Point counts will be 10 minutes long and will be conducted between sunrise and four 
hours after sunrise, with an extension to approximately 1100h if temperatures do not preclude 
bird activity.  

In addition, the point count plots will be modified once weekly for four weeks in March and April, 
specifically to examine raptor behavior (e.g., foraging), particularly by golden eagles, over the 
Solar Plant Site. At each point count plot on the Solar Plant Site, one of the four points will be 
randomly chosen for a 10-minute-long survey during midday, when raptors are foraging 
following thermal lift and prey is still active (i.e., before temperatures are too high for diminished 
activity).  

Finally, focused surveys for Gila woodpecker will be conducted in any possible, even marginal, 
habitat identified during surveys within the Survey Area. This will entail focused monitoring at 
multiple locations within potential Gila woodpecker habitat and several sessions, at least twice 
per month during the nesting season. Tree size, species, and density, as well as the extent of 
potentially suitable habitat will be identified and recorded. 

2.2.4 Golden Eagles 
Helicopter surveys to detect golden eagle nesting activity were conducted in Spring 2010 by 
Wildlife Research Institute. Surveys covered the MSEP and portions of the surrounding 
mountains. The 2010 helicopter survey was a collaborative effort between three solar 
developers and covered four proposed projects located north of I-10 between the town of Desert 
Center and Blythe, CA. Survey coverage included approximately a 10-mile survey buffer from 
each project’s ROW boundary. Solar Millennium’s BSPP is directly south of the MSEP; 
therefore, the entire MSEP requested ROW and Linear Facilities were encompassed in the 
2010 helicopter survey (Figure 3). Figure 3 shows that the northern portion of the MSEP 10-mile 
buffer is outside of the area surveyed in 2010, nevertheless, this area was captured in the 2010 
survey, as indicated by the inactive nest detected in the Little Maria Mountains. 

Nest data collected during the 2010 helicopter surveys show three golden eagle nests (one 
active, two inactive) within 10 miles of the MSEP; one nest was found in each of the three 
mountain ranges that surround the MSEP (Figure 3). The closest nest was inactive and located 
approximately two miles southwest of the MSEP in the McCoy Mountains. The second closest 
nest was active and detected in the Big Maria Mountains approximately 7.5 miles northeast of 
the MSEP. Another inactive nest was found in the Little Maria Mountains approximately 
9.5 miles north of the MSEP.  
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The data show that golden eagles use the mountains surrounding the MSEP for nesting. 
Although additional helicopter surveys may provide data on where golden eagles are nesting 
within 10 miles of the MSEP this year, surveys will not provide additional data on eagle use of 
the MSEP. For this reason, and since nesting data relevant to MSEP was captured in the 2010 
helicopter surveys, McCoy Solar is not proposing helicopter surveys. Instead, McCoy Solar will 
conduct modified avian point count surveys to gain an understanding of golden eagle and other 
raptor use of the site (see Section 2.2.3).  

2.2.5 Couch’s Spadefoot  
During desert tortoise and wildlife surveys, including buffer transects (see desert tortoise survey 
protocol, above), biologists will identify and record any artificial or temporary water catchments 
that could serve as breeding pools for Couch’s spadefoot. Prior to field surveys, to identify 
potential artificial impoundments, we will investigate guzzler locations with the CDFG and Quail 
Unlimited. In order to be considered breeding habitat, pools must be present for at least eight 
days in warm temperatures. Therefore, any potential breeding habitat detected in during spring 
surveys (based on evidence of ponding, vegetation, soil composition, etc.) will be mapped and 
revisited during summer monsoons to verify if toads are present. If toads are present during 
summer monsoons, biologists will collect data according to the protocol, previously approved by 
the BLM and CDFG for the Genesis Solar Energy Project, attached as Appendix B. 

2.2.6 Mojave Fringe-toed Lizard 
There are no formal survey protocols for Mojave fringe-toed lizards and therefore surveys will be 
concurrent with desert tortoise surveys. The only Mojave fringe-toed lizard habitat identified to 
date during previous field surveys is located along the gen-tie route south of I-10. Desert 
tortoise surveys will achieve 100% visual coverage (~30 ft transects) along the gen-tie route; 
therefore, the ground-searching nature of the desert tortoise protocol surveys will be sufficient to 
determine presence or absence of Mojave fringe-toed lizards, as well as mapping the 
boundaries of Mojave fringe-toed lizard habitat. Surveys will be conducted when temperatures 
are sufficiently warm such that lizards are active.  

2.2.7 Bats 
NECO requires surveys to locate bat roosts within one mile of the Project to identify potential 
impacts from loss of foraging habitat to core population units. However, the MSEP is proposed 
for flat areas of the desert with minimal relief, and whereas these areas probably serve as 
foraging areas for some species of bats, no bats are known to roost or hibernate in the sparse 
creosote bush scrub that typifies this area. Some species may, however, roost in trees. 
Although the amount of area to be dedicated to the solar facility may permanently reduce bat 
foraging opportunities, no surveys are required to come to this conclusion, and bat surveys in 
nearby mountains and McCoy Wash woodland would not contribute to an understanding of the 
impact of the Project on sensitive species. Therefore, no focused bat surveys are currently 
proposed. Should a bat roost be identified in trees on the site, then a bat expert will be 
contracted to identify the species and potential impacts of the Project on the species. During 
desert tortoise surveys, including buffer transects (see desert tortoise survey protocol, above), 
biologists will identify and record any potential bat roosts and hibernacula such as abandoned 
mines and caves. If roosts or hibernacula are found, additional focused bat survey requirements 
will be discussed and approved with the agencies. 
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2.2.8 Other Special-status Wildlife 
Other special-status wildlife surveys and wildlife inventories are planned to be concurrent with 
tortoise surveys. All incidental observations of special-status wildlife species or their sign 
(e.g., scat, tracks, bones, feathers) in Table 1 will be included when compiling and mapping 
survey results. Small-mammal trapping will occur on three to six trap-nights per site (100 traps 
per night) to inventory nocturnal rodents for determining the raptor/burrowing owl prey base, and 
to determine if Colorado Valley woodrat is present. 

Special-status invertebrates (insects and California McCoy snail) will be surveyed by an 
entomologist if possible and practicable. Continued investigations will verify whether pollinators 
of special-status plant species or of other important species for special-status animals may 
occur on the site and should also be surveyed. 

2.3 Focused Vegetation and Plant Surveys 

2.3.1 Vegetation Mapping and Special Habitats  
Vegetation maps will be refined and further described during the biological surveys and will 
include habitats determined by the agencies to be sensitive or otherwise special. Surrounding 
anthropogenic and natural features that could provide insight into populations of special-status 
species, including population functioning (e.g., corridors), and existing or anticipated impacts to 
special-status species, also will be identified and mapped. 

2.3.2 Special-Status Plant Species 
Sensitive plant surveys will be conducted in accordance with the CDFG Protocols for Surveying 
and Evaluating Impacts to Special Status Native Plant Populations and Natural Communities 
(CDFG 2009) and BLM’s Survey Protocols Required for NEPA and ESA Compliance for BLM 
Special Status Plant Species (BLM 2009). Methods discussed in Appendix C for fall plant 
surveys (see below), will also apply to spring surveys and are incorporated here by reference. It 
is necessary to survey for plants when they are in optimum condition for identification (generally 
with blooms, fruits, and leaves). Surveys will be conducted by qualified botanists on the Project 
Area for spring-blooming and perennial special-status plants.  

Surveys will focus on areas where special-status plants may occur (e.g., washes, dunes and 
aeolian substrates, rocky outcrops). Surveys will cover those areas that are directly affected 
during Project construction and Project operations (i.e., the Project Disturbance Area).  

Surveys will follow BLM (2009) guidelines for an intuitive controlled survey, wherein a full survey 
is completed (i.e., 100 percent visual examination) in habitats with the highest potential for rare 
plants, with sampling in the remaining areas. At MSEP, plant surveys will focus on swales, 
washes, runnels, and dunes because of the affinity of the herbaceous species in Table 1 for 
those habitats and because areas where rainfall collects will have the greatest potential for 
germination of most species. To achieve this focus, the Project Disturbance Area will be divided 
into three survey categories: 

• Full coverage (transects spaced no farther than 10 meters apart, covering 100 
percent of the possible habitat) in the areas where sheet flow forms a dense, 
interdigitating mosaic of washes and runnels 
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• Full coverage in arboreal and galleta grass (Pleuraphis rigida) washes 

• Low coverage in broad interfluve spaces   

Surveys will be chronologically prioritized to insure that the areas/habitats that could host 
special-status plants will be surveyed at the appropriate phenological time, when those species 
are available for identification. For the species in Table 1, this will result in surveys in early 
spring and late summer and/or fall, when herbaceous species are blooming. (Woody and 
succulent perennials in Table 1 are easily identified when not blooming.) Only one species, 
angel trumpets (Acleisanthes longiflora) blooms at another time – May. It will be surveyed in 
May, if the limestone habitat to which it is restricted is identified during the early spring surveys.  

Prior to conducting surveys, surveyors will review the target species (descriptions, photographs 
of live or herbarium specimens, microhabitat associations) and inventory of all species observed 
on the site in previous surveys. Reference populations of target species will be visited, where 
practical, to enhance search images of plants and microhabitats, as well as identify phenology 
and plant vigor. All surveyors will carry keys and descriptions to ensure correct identification of 
all species observed. 

Special-status plant species also will be sought during the desert tortoise and other wildlife 
surveys. However, since the site is elevationally low, many annual plants bloom relatively early 
in the spring season and therefore some plant surveys will start in mid-March prior to tortoise 
surveys. A plant inventory will be made during the general biological survey. 

Some special-status plant species, referred to as summer annuals, are available for observation 
only during the late summer or early fall in response to summer rains. At least one plant species 
potentially occurring on the MSEP falls within this category; therefore, McCoy Solar will conduct 
rare plant surveys at the appropriate time in the late summer or early fall to detect summer 
annuals. Surveys will be conducted according to protocol previously approved by the BLM, 
USFWS, and CDFG in September 2010, attached at Appendix C. 

2.3.3 Cacti, Yucca, and Trees 
Cacti, yucca and trees protected by the CDNPA will be inventoried and counted using a 
stratified-random sampling technique. Following surveys that identify the distribution of cacti, 
yucca and trees, the Project Area will be stratified by habitat type (including plant communities, 
topography, soils, substrates, and drainage) and relevant species distribution. These strata will 
be further stratified geographically and random cells within each strata will be censused – i.e., 
all cacti, yucca, and trees counted. The number of replicates censused per stratum will be 
determined statistically. Total species counts in each censused cell will then be applied to all 
cells in the stratum, to provide the total number of each protected species on the site, as well as 
distribution. 

2.3.4 Noxious Weeds and Invasive Plants 
All invasive plant species will be inventoried during the tortoise and plant surveys. 
Concentrations of invasive species will be mapped and described. 
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APPENDIX A 

LIST OF FIELD BIOLOGISTS 

Field Biologists October 2010 Spring 2011 
Alexis Watts  X 

Alice Karl, Ph.D.*  X X 

Art Schaub* X X 

Bill Hasskamp  X 

Bret Blosser, Ph.D.  X 

Chandra Llewellen  X 

Dave Focardi  X 

Emily Festger  X X 

Glen Rink* X X 

Jake Mohlman X X 

Jeff Valentine  X 

Jennifer Weidensee  X 

Jessica Reilly  X 

Joel Cosper  X 

Kent Hughes* X X 

Kevin Walsh  X 

Lindsay Spenceley  X 

Liz (Jacqueline) Smith  X 

Lehong Chow X X 

Marc Baker* X X 

Mary Ann Hasskamp  X 

Michael Honer* X X 

Michael Omana  X 

Nathan Mudry (eGIS) X X 

Paul Frank* X X 

Rachael Woodard  X 

Shawn Lindey  X 

Tim Thomas* X X 

Tina Poole   X 

*Botanists or those with ample experience with desert plants 
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McCoy Solar Energy Project 
Couch’s Spadefoot Toad (Scaphiopus couchii)  

Survey Methods 

 

Surveys for Couch’s spadefoot toad include two levels of effort, pre-survey identification 
of potential ponding areas and field surveys: 

1. Identify areas that may hold water for at least eight days: 
Surveys in December 2007 and October 2010 mapped all habitats on the project 
site. Based on those surveys, there are no locations on the Solar Plant Site that 
would hold water for the requisite period. To identify potential artificial 
impoundments, we will investigate guzzler locations with the California Department 
of Fish and Game and Quail Unlimited. For the linear route(s), we will use aerials to 
identify potential natural ponding areas or depressions due to previous disturbance. 

2. Field Surveys 
a. Associated with summer thunderstorms at the project site – Couch’s spadefoot 

breed in pools that form during summer storms. Thunder and/or very low levels 
of precipitation (< 0.5 mm) elicit emergence from subterranean burrows (Dimmitt 
and Ruibal 1980). While adults become active aboveground for purposes of 
breeding, they may briefly forage aboveground even if there is inadequate rainfall 
to pond in the depressions.  

b. Verification of ponding – Locations identified in #1, above, will be visited to assess 
whether water is ponding. Assessment will account for amount of rain, since 
initial rain may percolate more readily into the currently dry soil.  

c. Verification of toads –  Methods for verification of Couch’s spadefoot presence 
include the following nocturnal surveys: 

i. Road and walking surveys around the impoundment areas to observe 
foraging adults (Dayton et al. 2004) 

ii. If there is sufficient rain for ponding, listen and spotlight at the ponds to 
identify spadefoot toad breeding activity. Use digital recording device (e.g., 
Sony© PCM-D50 linear PCM Recorder) to record male calls to verify 
presence. Capture, describe and photograph adult spadefoot. Identify other 
species of toads that are present. 
These activities will occur within the first several days following the 
thunderstorm. While males begin calling and breeding the first night 
following a storm, not all males breed the first night (C.R. Schwalbe, pers. 
comm. to A.E. Karl). 

iii. As feasible, estimate relative abundance by (a) time-constrained searches 
(i.e., number of foraging toads observed per unit time of systematically 
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walked transect), (b) tadpole density per dipnet effort, and/or (c) other 
methods 

d. At each site, the following data will be collected: 
i. Date and observer 
ii. Current weather conditions (air, ground surface and water temperature; 

relative humidity; cloud cover and precipitation; wind speed and direction; 
barometric pressure)  

iii. Recent rainfall (date, amount) 
iv. Location (UTMs in NAD 83) 
v. General habitat of area 
vi. Specific habitat of pond (vegetation [species, cover, degree of establishment 

based on size of plants]; soils; substrates; why ponding occurs at this 
location, including if anthropogenic in origin)  

vii. Current threats to pond longevity 
viii. Pond depth and size 
ix. Depth of ponded water, or depth of soil moisture 
x. Water quality (pH, turbidity) 

Photographs will be taken of each ponded area. 
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McCOY SOLAR ENERGY PROJECT  
SURVEY METHODS FOR SUMMER/FALL-BLOOMING PLANT SPECIES 
 
Surveys for summer- and fall-blooming species include a pre-survey phase, as well as 
field surveys. A report will be generated following surveys to provide survey results. 
Each phase is outlined below. 

1. Pre-Survey Phase   
a. Identify special-status species that may occur in areas that may be directly or 

indirectly affected by Project construction and operation. This list of species 
(Table 1) includes species that have been observed in southeastern California 
(eastern San Bernardino County, Riverside County east of the central 
Coachella Valley, and Imperial County) and may occur in habitats that are on or 
could be indirectly affected by Project activities. Data bases of occurrences that 
were investigated include the Consortium of California Herbaria (“Consortium”; 
Jepson Herbarium 2010a), California Natural Diversity Data Base (CNDDB; 
California Department of Fish and Game [CDFG] 2010a), including 
unprocessed data, the Biogeographic Information and Observation System 
(BIOS; CDFG 2010b), the California Native Plant Society (CNPS; 2010), and 
CALFLORA (2010). All species that are known to occur in habitats likely to be 
affected by the Project were included, even if the only known occurrences were 
substantially farther than 50-100 miles from the Project. Species that are known 
from different climatic systems (e.g., Mojave Desert) or ecological conditions 
(e.g., the Colorado River floodplain) were also included if they are known from 
habitats sufficiently similar to those on the Project.  
Special-status target species in Table 1 include state- or federally listed 
species, candidates for listing, Bureau of Land Management (BLM) “Sensitive” 
species, CNPS List 1 and 2 species, and CNDDB Rank 1 and 2 species. Rank 
3 species were included in Table 1 in order to assess the importance of the 
populations, should they be observed. (Rank 3 species that are found to be 
unusual may be treated as Rank 2 species for purposes of mitigation.) New 
species that are not yet in the data bases (e.g., Atriplex sp. nov. from Palen Dry 
Lake [J. Andre pers. comm. to C. Chainey-Davis 2009]) will be added as 
information becomes available. 
In addition to summer/fall-blooming annuals and herbaceous perennials, shrubs 
and stem-succulent perennials were included in the list because they are 
largely available for sampling throughout the year. Only a single late 
summer/fall survey will be necessary for species that may occur at McCoy. No 
species other than C. abramsiana are available for sampling during the fall 
only.  
Habitats on and around the Project were determined from a 2007 habitat 
mapping and reconnaissance survey through the entire site and surrounding 
area (Karl 2008), augmented by examination of high quality aerial photography 
(GoogleEarth©). 
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b. Determine survey coverage. Surveys will cover those areas that are directly 
affected during Project construction and Project operations (i.e., the Project 
Disturbance Area).  
Surveys will follow BLM (2009) guidelines for an intuitive controlled survey, 
wherein a full survey is completed (i.e., 100% visual examination) in habitats 
with the highest potential for rare plants, with sampling in the remaining areas. 
At McCoy, the fall surveys will focus on swales, washes, runnels, and dunes 
because of the affinity of the herbaceous species in Table 1 for those habitats 
and because areas where rainfall collects will have the greatest potential for 
germination of most summer/fall species. To achieve this focus, the Project 
Disturbance Area will be divided into three survey categories: 

 Full coverage in the areas where sheet flow forms a dense, 
interdigitating mosaic of washes and runnels 

 Medium coverage where washes or swales are distinct and 
separated by well-defined interfluve spaces 

 Low coverage where washes or swales are broadly separated   
In addition, potential locations will be identified in the immediate watershed 
where further surveys may be required to identify populations of Rank 1 and 2 
species, to achieve the potential 75% avoidance goal of the Genesis Solar 
Energy Project (BIO-19) that may be applied to McCoy. 

2. Field Surveys  
a. Prior to conducting surveys, surveyors will review the target species 

(descriptions, photographs of live or herbarium specimens, microhabitat 
associations) and inventory of all species observed on the site in previous 
surveys. Reference populations of target species will be visited, where practical, 
to enhance search images of plants and microhabitats, as well as identify 
phenology and plant vigor. All surveyors will carry keys and descriptions to 
ensure correct identification of all species observed. 

b. Searching intensity will be based initially on survey categories defined during 
pre-survey investigations (see above), and refined during the survey, as 
necessary, to achieve the survey goals. A full coverage will comprise adjacent, 
contiguous, 30-ft-wide transects, narrowed as necessary in washes and 
runnels. Coverage of medium and low intensities will focus on washes, with 30-
ft-wide transects in the interfluve spaces to sample those microhabitats. 

c. Surveyors will describe and map all populations of Rank 1, 2, and 3 species 
observed as follows:  

i. Record all locations using Global Positioning System (GPS) 
ii. Quantitatively describe population size  
iii. Map area extent of population. For populations extending well beyond the 

Project Disturbance Area, provide sufficient data to verify this situation and 
describe extent qualitatively, at least to one mile from the Project 
Disturbance Area.  
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iv. In addition to iii, above, survey off the Project Disturbance Area only as 
necessary to map and describe special plant populations in order to meet 
the 75% onsite avoidance criteria. 

v. Describe and map habitats (biotic and biotic features) associated with the 
population 

vi. Describe phenology and plant size (vigor) 
vii. Photograph the species in situ, and individuals. Collect voucher specimens 

to verify species. 
viii. Describe threats to population (anthropogenic, natural [e.g., flooding and 

scouring], invasive species) 
d. A complete floristic survey will be conducted, inventorying all species observed. 
e. All invasive plant species will be described and concentrations mapped 
f. Survey Timing. Surveys will be timed to coincide with the optimum conditions 

for species identification. Only one annual species in Table 1 – Abram’s spurge 
- is restricted to blooming in summer and fall. All of the remaining species have 
a (or the) major blooming period in spring, but also bloom in summer or fall. 
Because only Abram’s spurge is detectable in summer and fall alone, surveys 
will be timed to coincide with blooming for that species. This will be based on 
Consortium specimens (Jepson Herbarium 2010), precipitation events 
preceding the occurrence, and the period of time between the precipitation 
events and observation of the specimens.  

g. Truncated Survey – If there is insufficient rain to result in germination of 
summer/fall species, then several locations with the highest potential for plant 
germination will be surveyed to identify if any germination has occurred. If no or 
negligible germination has occurred, then no further surveying will be conducted 
in 2010. 

h. Surveyor Qualifications and Training. Surveys will be conducted by qualified 
botanists knowledgeable in the complex biology of the loca1 flora (Attachment 
1). The crew currently consists of 10 surveyors, six of which have many years 
of botanical experience conducting rare plant surveys, studying plant ecology, 
and implementing numerous plant sampling techniques in the southwestern 
deserts. Four additional surveyors have one to several years experience 
conducting rare plant surveys in the Mojave and Sonoran Deserts and are very 
knowledgeable about the Project areas habitats and species, having surveyed 
the Genesis Project site and other projects in Chuckwalla Valley in 2009 and/or 
2010. 

i. Other Special-Status Resources – As in all surveys, surveyors will record 
observations of other special-status biological resources. 

3. Reporting: 
a. The final summer-fall botanical survey report to BLM will include the following 

results:  

i. The number and sizes of all populations observed 
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ii. The number of individuals or percent of the population that will be directly or 
indirectly affected by the Project  

iii. A description of the habitat that supports the populations and the total acres 
of that habitat or community type that occur in the Project Disturbance Area 

iv. An indication of whether the occurrence has any local or regional significance 
(e.g., if it exhibits any unusual morphology, occurs at the periphery of its 
range in California, represents a significant range extension or disjunct 
occurrence, or occurs in an atypical habitat or substrate)  

v. A completed CNDDB field form for every population  

vi. Rare natural communities (CDFG 2010c) in areas surveyed that are outside 
the Project Disturbance Area 

vii. Two maps: one that depicts the raw GPS data (as collected in the field) on a 
topographic base map with Project features; and a second map that follows 
the CNDDB protocol for occurrence mapping.  

viii. Shapefiles for observations and maps 
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Table 1.  Summer and fall-blooming special-status plant species sought for the McCoy Solar Energy Project. Species included are those known from 
Imperial County, eastern San Bernardino County, and Riverside County east of the central Coachella Valley, in habitats that occur on or could be 
indirectly affected by Project activities1. Also included are woody perennials that are known from the broad vicinity of the Project, but are not 
fall-blooming.  

Species 
Status2 

Bloom Time3 Habitat3 
Likelihood of Occurrence on the Project 

Area/Observed during Surveys4 Federal State 
CNPS/ 
Other 

CNDDB 
Rank 

Abrams’s Spurge Chamaesyce 
abramsiana 

--- --- 2 S1.2/G4 September-November Sandy sites in Mojavean and Sonoran Desert 
Scrubs in eastern California; 0 - 3000 ft 

Possible 

Algodones Dunes 
Sunflower 

Helianthus 
niveus 
tephrodes 

--- E 1B S1.2/G4T
2 

March-May, October-
January 

Desert Dunes, esp. Algodones Highly unlikely; not observed in 2009/2010 
surveys. 

Arizona Cottontop Digitaria 
californica 

--- --- 2 S1.3/G5 July-November Rocky Sonoran and Mojavean Desert Scrubs; 
three consortium records in California; 950 - 
4900 ft 

Unlikely due to rocky association 

Bitter Hymenoxys   Hymenoxys 
odorata 

--- --- 2 S2/G5 February-May and 
October-November 

Riparian scrub and Sonoran Desert Scrub, 
sandy flats near Colorado River, known only 
from the Colorado River alluvial plain, 150 - 
495 ft 

Highly unlikely because of species 
association with the Colorado River 
floodplain; not observed in 2009/2010 
surveys 

California Ditaxis Ditaxis serrata 
var. californica 

--- --- 3 S2.2/G5T
2T3 

All year Sonoran Creosote Bush Scrub from 100 - 
3000 ft 

Possible; not observed in 2009/2010 surveys 

California Satintail Imperata 
brevifolia 

--- --- 2 S2.1/G2 September-May, but 
Consortium records 
are for entire year 

Wet springs, meadows, and flood plains in 
Chaparral, Coastal Scrub, Mojavean Desert 
Scrub; 0 - 1650 ft 

Highly unlikely due to lack of habitat; not 
observed during 2009/2010 surveys 

Chaparral Sand 
Verbena 

Abronia villosa 
var.aurita 

--- --- 1B S2.1/G5T
3T4 

January-September Loose to aeolian sands; chaparral and coastal 
sage scrub; <2000 ft 

Highly unlikely; not observed in 2009/2010 
surveys 

Cove’s Cassia Senna covesii --- --- 2 S2.2/G5? March-April,  possibly 
autumn 

Dry washes and slopes in Sonoran Desert 
Scrub, 1600 - 1900 ft 

Not present; not observed in 2009/2010 
surveys 

Crown of Thorns Koeberlinia 
spinosa 
tenuispina 

--- --- 2 S2.2/G4T
4 

May-July Creosote bush scrub in the Sonoran Desert; 
500 - 1700 ft  

Not present; not observed in 2009/2010 
surveys 

Crucifixion Thorn Castela emoryi --- --- 2 S2.2/G3 April-July Mojavean and Sonoran Desert Scrubs; 
typically associated with drainages 

Not present; not observed in 2009/2010 
surveys 

Desert Portulaca Portulaca 
halimoides 

--- --- 4 S3/G5 April, August-October Sandy areas and flats in Joshua Tree 
Woodland and desert mountains; 3280 - 
3937 ft 

No habitat associated with Project; not 
observed in 2009/2010 surveys 

Desert Spike-moss Selaginella 
eremophila 

--- --- 2 S2.2?/G4 December-April, July-
October 

Shaded rocky habitats in the Sonoran Desert, 
to Arizona and northern Mexico; <3600 ft 

No habitat associated with Project; not 
observed in 2009/2010 surveys 

Desert Unicorn 
Plant 

Proboscidea 
althaeifolia 

--- --- 4 S3.3/G5 (April-) May-August Sandy areas in Sonoran Desert Scrub 
throughout southeastern California, <3300 ft. 

Observed during 2009 and 2010 surveys 
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Species 
Status2 

Bloom Time3 Habitat3 
Likelihood of Occurrence on the Project 

Area/Observed during Surveys4 Federal State 
CNPS/ 
Other 

CNDDB 
Rank 

Dwarf Germander Teucrium 
cubense 
depressum 

--- --- 2 S2/G4G5T
3T4 

March-May,  and 
September-November 

Sandy soils, including dunes, playas, washes, 
fields, in Sonoran Desert Scrub; <1300 ft 

Possible; not observed in 2009/2010 surveys 

Flat-seeded Spurge Chamaesyce 
platysperma 

---  
BLM 

Sensitive 

--- 1B S1.2?/G3 February-September Sandy flats and dunes in Sonoran Desert 
Scrub,  to Arizona; <350 ft   

Possible; not observed in 2009/2010 surveys 

Foxtail Cactus Coryphantha 
alversonii 

--- --- 4 S3.2/G3 April-June Primarily rocky substrates between 250 and 
4000 ft in Creosote Bush Scrub 

Not present; not observed in 2009/2010 
surveys 

Glandular Ditaxis Ditaxis 
claryana 

--- --- 2 S1S2/G4G
5 

Mostly December to 
May, rarely August-
October 

Sandy flats in Mojavean and Sonoran 
Creosote Bush Scrubs in Imperial, San 
Bernardino, and Riverside counties; <1500 ft 

Possible; not observed in 2009/2010 surveys 

Graham’s Fishhook 
Cactus 

Mammillaria 
grahamii var. 
grahamii 

--- --- 2 S2/G4T2 April-September Sandy or rocky canyons, washes in creosote 
bush scrub; 1000 – 2970 ft 

Possible; not observed in 2009/2010 surveys 

Jackass Clover Wislizenia 
refracta var. 
refracta 

— — 2 S1.2?/G5T
5? 

April-December Sonoran and Mojavean Desert Scrubs, Sandy 
washes, playas, dunes, roadsides, flats; 1900 
- 2700 ft 

Possible; not observed in 2009/2010 surveys 

Las Animas 
Colubrina 

Colubrina 
californica 

--- --- 2 S2S3.3/G
4 

April-June Sonoran Desert Creosote Bush Scrub, < 3300 
ft 

None on the Project; observed north of 
Project Area during  2009 ZOI surveys 

Lobed Ground 
Cherry  

Physalis lobata --- --- 2 S1.3?/G5 April-November Mojave Desert Scrub, playas, granitic soils, 
1640 - 2625 ft 

Unlikely; not observed in 2009/2010 
surveys. All known locations well to north of 
Project and at higher elevations 

Mojave Fishhook 
Cactus 

Sclerocactus 
polyancistrus 

--- --- 4 S3.2/G4 April-July Mojavean Desert Scrub (creosote bush scrub 
and Pinyon-Juniper Woodland), and Great 
Basin Scrub, Kern, San Bernardino and Inyo 
Counties to Nevada; 2100 – 7650 ft 

Not present; not observed in 2009/2010 
surveys 

Newberry’s Velvet-
mallow 

Horsfordia 
newberryi 

--- --- 4 S3.3/G4 March-April and 
November-December 

Mostly rocky canyons and toeslopes in 
Sonoran Desert Scrub; 10 – 2650 ft 

Not present; habitat lacking and species not 
observed in 2009/2010 surveys 

Orocopia Sage Saliva greatae --- 
BLM 

Sensitive 

--- 1B S2.2/G2 March-April Mojavean and Sonoran Desert Scrubs; 
gravelly/ rocky bajadas, mostly near washes; 
<3000 ft 

Not present; not observed in 2009/2010 
surveys 

Palmer’s Jackass-
clover 

Wislizenia 
refracta 
palmeri 

--- --- 2 S2?/G5T2
T4 

March-November Sandy washes and dunes in Sonoran Desert 
Scrub, to northwestern Mexico; potentially 
Mojave Desert (unverified); <430 ft 

Possible; not observed in 2009/2010 surveys 

Parish’s Club Cholla Grusonia 
parishii 

--- --- 2 S2.3?/G3
G4 

May-July Joshua Tree Woodland in Mojavean and 
Sonoran Desert Scrubs; 1000 – 5000 ft 

Not present; not observed in 2009/2010 
surveys 

Parry’s Spurge Chamaesyce 
parryi 

--- --- 2 S1.3/G5 May-November Dunes and aeolian soils in Mojavean Desert 
Scrub; in California, known only from Kelso; 
1300 – 2400 ft 

Unlikely due to limited range; not observed 
in 2009/2010 surveys 
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Species 
Status2 

Bloom Time3 Habitat3 
Likelihood of Occurrence on the Project 

Area/Observed during Surveys4 Federal State 
CNPS/ 
Other 

CNDDB 
Rank 

Pink Fairy Duster Calliandra 
eriophylla 

--- --- 2 S2.3/G5 January-March, 
September-October 

Sonoran Desert Scrub; washes Not present; not observed in 2009/2010 
surveys 

Pink Velvet- mallow Horsfordia 
alata 

--- --- 4 S3.3/G4 December-April, 
although Consortium 
records are from 
January to December 

Rocky areas in Sonoran Desert Scrub, 328 - 
1640 ft 

Not present;  no habitat and not observed in 
2009/2010 surveys 

Pointed Dodder Cuscuta 
californica var. 
apiculata 

--- --- 3 S2S3/G5T
3? 

February-September Sonoran and Mojavean Desert Scrubs in San 
Bernardino County (one record in western 
Riverside County), to Nevada and Baja, 
California; 0 – 1650 ft 

Possible; not observed in 2009/2010 surveys 

Spiny Abrojo Condalia 
globosa  var. 
pubescens 

--- --- 4 S3.2/G5T
3T4 

March-May Sonoran Creosote Bush Scrub; 500 - 3300 ft Not present; not observed in 2009/2010 
surveys 

Thorny Milkwort Polygala 
acanthoclada 

--- --- 2 S2.3/G4 May-August Pinyon-Juniper and Joshua Tree Woodlands, 
Chenopod Scrub; 2500 – 7550 ft 

Not present; Project elevations too low and 
this woody shrub was  not observed during 
2009/2010 surveys 

1. The following species were considered for inclusion in Table 1 because they have been observed in eastern San Bernardino, eastern Riverside and Imperial Counties, but they were rejected because they are known only from 
habitats that do not occur where the Project will have direct or indirect effects: Agave utahensis var. utahensis, Aloysia wrightii, Asclepias asperula asperula, Astragalus nutans, A. tidestromii, Bouteloua trifida, Camissonia 
boothii boothii, Chamaesyce revoluta, Cladium californicum, Cleomella brevipes, Cordylanthus parviflorus, Coryphantha chlorantha, Eriogonum umbellatum var. juniporinum, Euphorbia exstipulata var. exstipulata, 
Fendlerella utahensis, Juncus cooperi, J. duranii, Linum puberulum, Mimulus aridus, Monardella robisonii, Oenothera caespitosa crinita, O. longissima, Schoenus nigricans, Scleropogon brevifolius, Sedum niveum, and 
Xanthisma gracile. The habitats occupied by these species are restricted to carbonate and other mountains and the following habitat categories from Holland (1886): Subalpine Coniferous Forest, Lower and Upper Montane 
Coniferous Forests, Coastal Scrub, Cismontane Woodland, Chaparral, Pinyon-Juniper Woodland, Valley-Foothill Grassland, mesic Meadows and Seeps, and Marshes and Swamps. 

2. Applicable status codes are as follows: 
 E Endangered 
 BLM Sensitive Species under review, rare, with limited geographic range or habitat associations, or declining. BLM policy is to provide the same level of protection as USFWS candidate species 
 CNPS : List 1A -  Plants presumed extinct in California 

 List 1B -  Plants rare and endangered in California and elsewhere 
 List 2 -   Plants rare and endangered in California but more common elsewhere 
 List 3 - Plants about which CNPS needs more information 
 List 4 - Plants of limited distribution 
CNDDB Rank – State S1 -  Critically imperiled because of extreme rarity or other factors that make the species especially vulnerable to extirpation 
 S2 -  Imperiled because of rarity due to very restricted range, very few populations, steep declines, or other vulnerabilities to extirpation 
 S3 -  Vulnerable to extirpation due to restricted range, relatively few populations, recent and widespread declines and other factors 
 Global G1 -  Critically imperiled – at very high risk of extinction because of extreme rarity or other factors 
  G2 -  Imperiled – at high risk of extinction 
  G3 -  Vulnerable – at moderate risk of extinction 
  G4 -  Apparently Secure – uncommon, but not rare; some cause for long-term concern 
  G5 -  Secure – common, widespread and abundant 

Sources: CNDDB (2010a, d), CNPS (2010)  

3. Sources for data for bloom time and habitat: Munz and Keck (1968), Baldwin et al. (2002), CNPS (2010), and The Jepson Flora Project (Jepson Herbarium 2010b, c). 

4. Includes observations on the Genesis Solar Energy Project surveys in 2009 and 2010 (TetraTech EC and Karl 2009 and 2010), and the Blythe Solar Energy Project (AECOM 2010). 
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION: 

j-t' 
.« 

BLYTHE! MEStU SOLAR IS A 486-MEGAWATI (Mil) PHOTOVOLTAIC SOLAR POWERPLANT)ON APPROXIMATELY 50 PARCELS TOTALING 3,250 ACRES. A Tf' TAL OF 320 POWER BLOCKS WILL 
BE CONSTRUCTED, EACH WILL BE CONSTRUCTED,:CONTAINING AN EQUIPMENT PAD AND A 9'X 18' PARKING AREA. THE PROPOSED PANELS WILL HAVE A MAXIMUM HEIGHT OF 8.5' FROM 
GROUND TO TOP OF PANEL AT 45' TILT. THE ,SITE WILL BE ENCLOSED WITH A FENCE THAT MEEfS NATIONAL ELECTRIC SAFETY CODE (NESC). TWO NqW PROJECT SUBSTATIONS WILL 
CONSIST OF A 34.5 TO 230KV TRANSFORMER AND WILL INTERCONNECT TO THE NEW SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON (SCE) COLORADO RIVER SUBSTATION 230 KV SWITCHYARD. 

, 

COUNTY WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT PLAN: 

PROJECT IS NOT LOCATED IN THE SANTA ANA,. SANTA MARGARITA, SAN JACINTO AND WHITEWATER RrlER WATERSHEDS. 
PATIERN OF THE SITE. 

EASEMENT NOTES: 

r 
THE PROJECT. WILL NOT ALTER .THE EXISTING NATURAL DRAINAGE 

I 

I 

, 

I 
SUNWORLD #33. RESERVATION AND COVENANTS IN THE DEED FROM THE COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE TO BALLARD JENKINS AND LORAYN JENKINS, AS HUSBAND AND WIFE, Ef AL., RECORDED 
OCTOBER 1, 1959 AS INSTRUMENT NO. 84235, OFFICIAL RECORDS, AS FOLLOWS: 

I 
RESERVING AND EXCEPTING UNTO THE GRANTOR AND THE PUBLIC IN GENERAL, THE UNRESTRICTED RIGHT OF FLIGHT OVER AND ACROSS SAID PROPERlY, THE GRANTEES COVENANT FOR 

4 

APPLICANT: 
RENEWABLE RESOURCES GROUP 
5700 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE 330 
LOS ANGELES, CA 90036 
CONTACT: RUPAL PATEL 
PHONE: 323-936-9303 

PROJECT SITE AREA BREAKDOWN: 

FACILITY/STRUCTURE 

PILES 
DRIVE MOTORS (0.5HP) 

I EQUIPMENT PADS 
SWITCHYARDS 
PRO,IFr.T SUBS 
PAVED ROADS 
O&M BUILDINGS & 

I TOTAl 

GROSS/NET AREA: 

TOTAL SQUARE FEET 

34,103 
5,180 

103,617 
o 

180,000 
o 

3,500 
3?h .A.no 

3,400 ACRES (SOLAR ARRAY SITE & TRANSMISSION LINE) 

ZONING AND LAND USE: 
ZONING: A-l-l0, W-2-IO, 
LAND USE: AGRICULTURE (PROJECT SITE); OS-RUR. W-2-10 (GEN-TIE LINE ROW) 

CONSTRUCTION STAGING AREAS AND HOUSING: 

5 

LAND OWNER: 
GILA FARM LAND, LLC AND A&F GROWERS, LLC 
570C! WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE 330 
LOS ANGELES, CA 90036 
CONTACT: RUPAL PATEL PHONE: 
323-936-9303 

" I 

THOMAS BROS. PAGE: 
PAGES 5430, 5431, 5489, 5490 - GENERATION SITE 
PAGE 86. GRID F4 - GEN-TIE LINE ROW 

SPECIFIC PLAN: 
NONE 

COMMUNITY SERVICES DISTRICT: 
NONE 

6 

EXHIBIT PREPARER: 
POWER ENGINEERS 
19820 N. 7TH ST. 
PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85024 
PHONE: 623-582-1006 

OWFlI INr, UNITS/LOTS AND RECREATIONAL VEHICLE SPACES: 
; 

NONE 

I 
OCCUPANCY CLASSIFICATION: 
U 

"7 8 

LEGAL DESCRIPTION , 

PARCEL 
THE fiOR1HWEST QUARTER, THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF THE NORTHEAST QUARTER THE NORTHWEST QUARTER OF THE 

UTHEAST QUARTER, THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHE.AST QUARTER, THE NORTH HALF OF THE SOUTHWEST 
QUA.RTER lAND THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SECTION 15, TOWNSHIP 6 SOUTH, RANGE 22 
EAST, SAN BERNARDINO MERIDiAN, ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF, 
EXCEPT ALL OIL, GAS, Oil SH;'.LE, COAL, PHOSPHATE, SODIUM, GOLD, SILVER AND ALL OTHER MINERAL DEPOSITS CONTAINED 
IN SAID llIND WITH THE RIGHT TO DRILL FOR AND EXTRACT SUCH DEPOSITS OF OIL AND GAS, OR GAS, AND TO PROSPECT 
FOR, MIN$ ,AND REMOVE SUCH DEPOSITS OF OTHER MiNERALS FROM SAiD LANDS AND TO OCCUPY AND USE SO MUCH OF 
THE SURj.. ACE OF SAID LANDS AS MAY BE REQUIRED THEREFOR, UPON COMPLIANCE WITH THE CONDITIONS AND SUBJECT TO 
THE PROjlSIONS AND 
LIMITATIONS OF CHAPTER 5, PA~T I, DIVISION 6 OF THE PUBLIC RESOURCES CODE, AS RESERVED TO THE STATE OF 
CAl !FORNiA BY PATENT RECORDED MAY 1,1958, IN BOOK 2264, PAGE 270, OFFICIAL RECORDS. 

I 
PARCEL 3: 
SECTION 16, TOWNSHIP 6 SOUTH, RANGE 22 EAST, SAN BERNARDINO MERIDIAN, ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT 

I',. 

THEREOF.! 
I 

PARCEL 12: 
THE NORTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 17, TOWNSHIP 6 SOUTH, RANGE 22 EAST, SAN BERNARDINO MERIDIAN, ACCORDING 
TO THE GFFICiAL PLAT THEREOF, 

r 
APNs: 8~1-050-004, 821-060-001, 002, 003, 006 

PARCEL 
PARCELS ii THROUGH 20, 29 THROUGH 33, 38 THROUGH 41 OF PARCEL MAP 14093, IN THE UNINCORPORATED AREA OF 
THE COUtil'Y OF RiVERSiDE, STATE OF CALiFORNIA, AND PARCELS 21 THROUGH 28, 42 THROUGH 46 OF PARCEL MAP 
',4093, I~ THE CITY OF BLyrHE, COUr"v OF RiVERSiDE, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, AS PER MAP RECORDED IN BOOK 105, 
Pft.GES 78 THROUGH 87 OF PARCEL MAPS, iN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDEROF SAID coulm'. 
EXCEPTiNG Tf-H:J\Ei::-ROM THOSE PO[;;:TlONS OF PARCEL 26 CGtNEYED TO THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA BY DEED 
RECORDED NOVEMBE!~ 1, 1968 ,AS iNSTRUMENT NO. 105219 OF OFFICIAL RECORDS. 

PARCEL 
- i Ht - w t:.)"!,O- i'iPi[l- - Ur - n'1t ~UOllit]l.::"; l- lJIJP,KTtK- Ur - :JtCI IUf\j- ti-;- : UWN~fil r- - b- :::'UlJ I fI;-iiANGt--Z:C tA'::l I ;- ';);a:.N- tH:J<NAJ'; LJINU

MERiDIAN,[ iN THE COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE, STATE Of CALIFORNL", ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF. 
, 

PARCEL lo: 
PARCElSt THROUGH 4 OF PARCEL MAP 14293, IN THE COUNTY OF RIVERSiDE, STATE OF CALIFORNIA; AS PER MAP 
RECORDED IN BOOK 105, PAGES 1 i THROUGH 20 OF PARCEL M.APS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID 
COUNTY. 

\ 
I PARCEL '," 
,j TYPICAL STREET IMPROVEMENT CROSS-SECTIONS: PARCELsts THROUGH 34 OF PARCEL MAP 14293, IN THE COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, AS PER MAP 
I NONE PROPOSED RECORDED IN 8001\ 108, PAGES 11 THROUGH 20 OF PARCEL MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID I COUNTY. I 
I APN: . 
I EXISTING OR PROPOSED COMMON, OPEN SPACE, 821-02ob007: 821-020-019; 821 -020-020; 821-020-021; 821-020-022; 821-020-023; 821-020-024; I LANDSCAPED, PLANTING OR RECREATIONAL AREAS; 82'1-020:~025; 821-020-026; 821-020-027; 821-020-028; 821-020-029; 821-050-012; 821-050-013; 
i NONE 821-05~::;014; 821-050-015; 821-050-016; 821-050-017: 821-050-018; 821-050-019: 821-050-020; 
! 821-05Cf021; 821-050-022; 821-050-023; 821-050-024; 821-050-025; 821-050-026; 821-050-027; i 821 ~050t'o28; 821-050-029; 821-080-043; 821 -080-044; 821-080-045; 821-080-046; 821-080-047; 
, .. 821--08(;:050; 821-090-011; 821 -090-012: 821-090-013; 821-090-014; 821-090-015: 821-090-016; 

,If.;r-------~~~~~~E~:;RI~~. PALO VERDE V::LEY -~:;~~-SCHOOL -~R~~c 82T=09Ct~CCI7; 821-090-018; 821-1oD-"034 ---- . 

/ WATER: PALO VERDE IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
I SEWER: CITY OF BLYTHE (PROJECT WILL PROVIDE IT'S OWN PRIVATE SEPTIC SYSTEM) 

,1 GAS: SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY 
Il ELECTRICITY: SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON 
<I TELEPHONE: VERIZON 
:\ CABLE TELEVISION: NPG CABLE, INC. (A.KA BLYTHE CABLE) 
;j 

'~ l 

:i 

, , 
t 

I 

, 
AS"E<;~OD D" Rf'['L' 1.11 i,m -t. P"· _ ,.J __ ... 1\ ~ .... '"' ,'\i'."'''I~ ,\_. 

CONSTRUCTION TRAILERS WILL BE LOCATED ADJACENT TO THE PERMANENT SITE ENTRANCE. SANITARY FACILITIES LOCATED ON-SITE WILL CONSIST OF TEMPOR.ARY HOLDING TANKS THAT WILL BE 
PUMPED DAILY BY AN AUnHORIZED SANITY REMOVAL CONTRACTOR. POTABLO),!ATER WILL BE PROVIDED BY TRUCK TO AN ON-SITE STORAGE TANK. BOTH TANKS WILL BE LOCATED ADJACENT TO 
THE CONSTRUCTION TRAILERS LOCATED AT THE SITE ENTRANCE THROUGHOUT 'THE DURATION OF THE PROJECT. THE LOCATION OF THE TANKS NEXT TO THE TRAILERS WILL AFFORD CONTRACTORS 
PROVIDING WATER AND SANITARY SERVICES ACCESS TO THE STORAGE FACILITIES WHILE LIMITING THEIR ACCESS TO AND ACTIVITIES ON-SITE TO PRECLUDE ANY ADDITIONAL SOIL D!STURBANCE THAT 
WOULD GENERATE DUST DURING THE COURSE OF THE PROJECT. 

I 
SOLAR Ai' RAY: 
821-02Q--007; 821-020-01 S; 821-020-020; 621-020-021; 821-020-022; 821 -020-023; 821-020-024; 
821'-020-025; 821-020-026; 821-020-027; 621--020-028; 821-020-029; 821-050-004; 821-050-012; 
821-0SQ"013; 821 -050-CI4; 821-050-015: 821-050-016; 821 -050-017; 821-050-018; 821-050-019; 
821-05Q.-020; 821--050-021; 821-050-022; 821-·050-023; 821-050-024; 821-050-025; 821-050-026; 
821-05G.-'027; 821-050-028: 821-050-029: 821-060-001; 821-060-002; 821-060-003; 821-060-006; 
821-080-043; 821-080-0.\4; 821-060-045: 821-080-046; 821-080-047; 821-080-050; 821-090-011; 
821-0Sq-012; 821-090-013; 821-090-01< 821-090-015; 821-090-016; 821--090-017; 821-090-018; 
821-100-034 

NO HOUSING WILL BE PROVIDED ON-SITE - CONSTRUCTION WORKERS AND OTHER TEMPORARY CONTRACT SUPPORT PERSONNEL WILL BE ABLE TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF AVAILABLE HOTEL, 
APARTMENT, AND RV FACILITIES LOCATED IN THE GREATER BLYTHE AREA. 

PHASING PLAN: 
GEN-TIEl , 

THEMSELVES, THEIR HEIRS, SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS FOR THE ACCEPTANCE OF THIS DEED AS FOLLOWS: ~ 

A. THM THEY OR ANY OF THEM WILL NOT ERECT NOR PERMIT THE ERECTION OF ANY STRUCTURES NOR PERMIT THE GROWTH OF ANY TREE ON SAID11PROPERTY WHICH WOULD BE IN AIRPORT 
HAZARD WITHIN THE STANDARDS ESTABLISHED UNDER THE FEDERAL AVIATION AGENCY TECHNICAL STANDARD ORDER N18, AS AMENDED. 

I 

THE PROJECT WOULD BE CONSTRUCTED IN THE FOLLOWING PHASES, WHICH WOULD OCCUR SIMULTANEOUSLY ON DIFFERENT PORTIONS OF THE SITE: , 
! 

821-120-030; 821-120-042; 821-.. 120.-043; 821-120-044; 821-120-048; 824-090-024; 824-102-015; 
824-102--020; 824-102-023; 824-102-024; 824-102-026; 824-102-027: 824-110-035; 824-110-036; 
824-110-037; 824--110-038; 863-030-006; 863-030-·007; 863-030-008; 863-030-009: 863-030-010; 
863-030-013; 863-030-014; 863-030-015; 863-030-016; 863-030-017; 863-040-015; 863-040-020; 
863-04@-021; 863-050-004: 863-050-008; 879-080-013; 879-080-014; 879-080-022; 879-080-024; 
879-08G-027; 879-080-032; 379 J 09U-D33; 'd79-090-034; 879-090-035; 879-090-048; 879~U90-049 B. THAT THEY WILL NOT M~KE USE Of SAID PROPERTY IN ANY MANNER WHICH MIGHT lNTERfERE WITH nHE LANDING AND TAKING OfF OF AIRCRAFT FROM BLYTHE AIRPORT OR OTHERWISE USE 

THE LAND SO AS TO CONSTITUTE AN AIRPORT HAZARD. . 

AFFECTS: PARCEL 5 (NOT PLOTIABLE) 

OTHER EASEMENTS OF RECORD THAT WERE NOT 'GRANTED TO THE COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE HAVE BEEN PROVIDED BY APPLICANT AND CAN BE OBTAINED BY CONTACTING THE PLANNER AND 
REQUESTING LIST OF EXCEPTIONS AND PLomD [ASEMENT MAPS. I 

I 

DRAINAGE AND GRADING NDTES: I , 
. r 

THE PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS DO NOT INCLUDE SIGNIFICANT ALTERNATION OF THE LAND OR THE EXISTING DRAINAGE PATIERNS. NO SIGNIFICANT HARDSCAPE IS PROPOSED THAT WOULD 
WARRANT NEED FOR ONSITE REfENTION OR DEfEN,TION FACILITIES. I' 
NO MASS GRADING IS REQUIRED FOR SITE, WHICH! IS NEARLY LEVEL TO GENTLY SLOPING TOPOGRAPHY. LIGHT GRUBBING AND MINIMAL GRADING AND ~RENCHING WOULD BE REQUIRED WHERE 
FACILITIES AND TRACKER ARRAYS ARE PROPOSED. iTHE PROJECT PROPOSES BALANCED CUT/FILL GRADING OF 160,000 CUBIC YARDS TO GRADE THE 320-ACRE CITRUS ORCHARD TO A DEPTH 
OF 3 INCHES. IN ORDER TO I'JM FOR BALANCEDi CUT -AND-FILL QUANTITIES, GRADING ACTIV!TIES MAY INCLUDE PLACEMENT AND COMPACTION OF EXCESS MATERIALS IN LOW-ELEVATION AREAS 
OF SITE. FINE GRADING WOULD BE REQUIRED FOP DEVELOPMENT OF SITE ACCESS ROADS. 

I " 
INSTALLATION OF THE ELECTRICAL COLLECTION SYSTEM WITHIN THE ARRAYS WOULD REQUIRE EXCAVATIONS TO A DEPTH OF ABOUT THREE FEET FOR U~DERGROUND ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS, 
INVERTER AND SWITCHGEAR ENCLOSURE FOUNDATI0NS, AND TRANSFORMER FOUNDATIONS. THE O&M BUILDING FOUNDATION WOULD BE EXCAVATED TO pi DEPTH OF ABOUT THREE FEEf. 
FOUNDATIONS FOR SUBSTATION STRUCTURES AND .GEN-TIE TOWERS OR POLES WOULD BE AUGURED TO DEPTHS OF 10 FEET FOR MEDIUM-VOLTAGE OyERHEAD LINES TO 45 FEEf FOR 
HIGH-VOLTAGE OVERHEAD LINES, DEPENDING ON ~TRUCTURAL LOADS AND SOIL CONDITIONS. I 

FLOOD NOTES: l ... 
LAND IS NOT SUBJECT TO OVERFLOW, INUNDATIOjOJ) iFLOOD HAZARD, LIQUEFACTION, GEOLOGIC HAZARD, OR A SPECIAL STUDIES ZONE. 

CJ CENTERLINE CURVE RADII AND TYPICAL SECTIONS OF OPEN CHANNELS ARE NOT APPLICABLE TO PROJECT SITE. 

ES / 
n 
~I~T-H-'S-D-~-W-'N-G--W~--P~R-EP~A~RE=D-B~Y~P~O~W=ER~--'-----------~-----------------------------------------------

I 
FEMA MAPS ARE NOT AVAILABLE FOR SUBJECT AREA. 

• DEVELOPMENT Of STAGING AREAS AND ASSEMBLY AREAS, AND fiNE GRADiNG Of SITE ACCESS ROJl:OS. 

• CONSTRUCTION OF ARRAYS INCLUDING THE PILE INSTALLATION, THE ASSEMBLY OF TRACKERS, nHE MOUNTING OF PV PANELS, AND THE PILE -DRIVING OF SUPPORT PILES, PLACEMENT OF 
TRACKERS ON SUPPORT PILES, AND TRENCHING AND INSTALLATION OF ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT FOR ARRAYS. , 

• CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION FACILITIES, INCLUDING THE CONSTRUCTION OF TWO SUBSTATIONS, THE DOUBLE-CIRCUIT TRANSMISSION LINE, AND ONE O&M BUILDING. 
,1'\ 

CONSTRUCTION STAGING AND MATERIAL LAY-DOWN WOULD BE DISTRIBUTED JCROSS THE PROJECT SITE TO ALLOW FOR EFFICIENT DISTRIBUTION OF COMPONENTS TO DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE 
PROJECT. TYPICALLY, ONE STAGING AND MATERIAL LAY-DOWN AREA WOULD BE SEf UP FOR EVERY 100 ACRES OF THE PROJECT SITE. THESE LAY-DOWN AREAS WOULD BE FENCED AND WOULD 
COVER APPROXIMATELY FIVE ACRES EACH. LAY-DOWN AREAS WOULD BE TEMP,ORARY AND WOULD BE CONVERTED TO SOLAR ARRAYS AS WORK IS COMPLETED IN THE GENERAL AREA. WITHIN THE 
SOLAR FIELD, GRUBBING AND LIGHT GRADING OF 12-FOOT -WIDE ACCESS ROADS WOULD ALSO BE PERFORMED APPROXIMATELY EVERY 200 TO 400 FEET TO ALLOW ACCESS TO AND MAINTENANCE 
OF THE SOLAR PANELS. " 

SEPARATE ACTIVITIES WOULD BE ASSOCIATED WlnH TRANSMISSION LINE CONSTRUCTION, INCLUDING: (1) CONSTRUCTION OF STAGING AREAS FOR TRAILERS, OFFICE PERSONNEL, EQUIPMENT, 
MATERIAL STAGING, LAY-DOWN AND EMPLOYEE PARKING ON PRIVATE LAND; \(2) CONSTRUCTION OF ACCESS ROADS TO THE STRUCTURE LOCATIONS: (3) POLE ERECTION AND INSTALLATION OF 
CONDUCTORS AND CONDUCTOR HARDWARE; (4) CONDUCTOR INSTALLATION; : (5) CONSTRUCTION OF PULLING SITES TO INSTALL CONDUCTORS; AND (6) INSTALLATION OF THE OVERHEAD 
GROUND/FIBER OPTIC COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM.' 

CONSTRUCTION IS ANTICIPATED TO OCCUR OVER A THREE-YEAR PERIOD WITH THE CONSTRUCTION PHASES (DESCRIBED ABOVE) OCCURRING SIMULTANEOUSLY. THE SOLAR FIELD WOULD BE 
DEVELOPED IN SIX-MONTH PHASES WITH SIX BLOCKS CONSTRUCTED AT A TiME (EACH BLOCK WOULD BE 100 ACRES, FOR A TOTAL OF 600 ACRES AT A TIME). AS THE ARRAYS ARE BEiNG 
ASSEMBLED, CONSTRUCTION OF THE SUBSTATIONS, TRANSMISSION LINE, SWiTCHYARD, AND THE O&M BUILDING WOULD ALSO OCCUR SIMULTANEOUSLY. AFTER THE COMMON FACILITIES ARE 
COMPLETED IN THE EARLIER STAGES, THE WORKFORCE WOULD BE DEVOTED MORE TO ARRAY CONSTRUCTION IN THE LATER STAGES. 
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I" , 

LEGEND: 

r?w/;'?J N-A 
812-220-027 . 

812-320-006 812-320-007 

\;; 
812-320-008 

I I 

NOT A PART OF COUNlY CUP 
(PARCELS 821-210-006 & 
821-210-007) -r-- -_. I 812-,320~ I 

. - ---------
\-' 

- •• - •• - PROPOSED PROJECT BOUNDARY 812-220-039 
! 

- . _ _ _ _ _ 3000 i 4500 FEET 
I I I I! I , 

1" = 1500' 

NOTES: 

-_.mn1P-OHDf·······m PROJECT GEN-TIE LINES 

- - -(OHD)- - - EXISTING OVERHEAD LINES 

W-2-10 -......... ~ 

x EG 390.2 

x FG 380.50 

EX!STING EASEMENT 

INDICATES ZON!NG 

DIRECTIONAL FLOW ARROW 

EXISTING GRADE SPOT ELEVATION 

FINISH GRADE SPOT ELEVATION 

1. THIS DESIGN ASSUMES THAT THE SITE WILL BE GRADED AND OTHERWISE PREPARED BY THE OWNER .~S REQUIRED TO MEET 
ALL TOLERANCES OF THE PR@POSED TRACKER ARRAY (SLOPE <9%). REQUIRED GRADING IS NOT SHOWN ON THIS PLAN 

2. ASSUMED 90 MPH WIND ZONE, EXPOSURE C 
3. TOPO-MAP SHOWN WITH 5' 
4. ARRAY ASSUMES NO DING TREES OR OTHER OBSTRUCTIONS 

7. THIS DESIGN INCORPORATES 0PEN SPACE REQUIREMENTS PER THE AIRPORT LAND USE GUIDELINES, AND INCORPORATES 
APPROPRIATE SETBACKS AS DESIGNATED BY THE ZONING ORDINANCE 

8. ALL STRUCTURES WILL BE REMOVED BY THE DEVELOPER PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION 
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AND ACCESS 
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(1,451,520) HIGH EFF. (435W) MODULES 
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NOTE: THE PROPOSED ARRAY LAYOUT SHOWN IS 
DESIGNED TO FIT EXISTING CONDITIONS AS THEY ARE 
DESCRIBED ON THIS DRAWING. kWp AND MODULE 
QUANTllY, lYPE AND LAYOUT ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE 
BASED ON SUNPOWER VERIFICATION OF ACTUAL SITE 
CONDITIONS, AS WELL AS ON MODULE AVAILABILIlY AT THE 
DATE OF ORDER, 
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BLYTHE MESA II SOLAR IS A 500-MEGAWATI (M,W) PHOTOVOLTAIC SOLAR POWER PLANT ON APPROXIMATELY 82 PARCELS TOTALING 4,480 ACRES. AJOTAL OF 336 POWER BLOCKS WILL 

4 

APPLICANT: 
( RENEWABLE RESOURCES GROUP' 

5700 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE 330 
LOS ANGELES, CA 90036 
CONTACT: RUPAL PATEL 
PHONE: 323-936-9303 

PROJECT SITE AREA BREAKDOWN; 

FACILITY ISTRUCTURE 

PILES 
DRIVE MOTORS (0.5HP) 
EQUIPMENT PADS 
SWITCHYARDS 
PROJECT SUBSTATIONS 
PAVED ROADS 
O&M BUILDINGS & PARKING 

TOTAL 

GRoss/NET AREA; 
4,480 ACRES 

ZONING AND LAND USE: 

TOTAL SQUARE FEET 

35,809 
5,440 

108,798 
o 

194,283 
o 

5,397 

349,727 

ZONING: A-1-10, W-2-10, N-A 
LAND USE: AGRICULTURE (PROJECT SITE); OS-RUR, W-2-10 (GEN-TIE LINE ROW) 

DRAINAGE AND GRADING NOTES; 

I 5 6 

LANDI OWNER; 
GILA IARM"LAND, LLC AND A&F GROWERS, LlC" 
5700 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE 330 

EXHIBIT PREPARER; 
POWER ENGINEERS 
19820 N. 7TH ST. 
PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85024 
PHONE: 623-582-1006 

LOS ANGELES, CA 90036 
CONTACT: RUPAL PATEL PHONE: 
323-936-9303 

, 

, 

THOMAS BROS, PAGE: 
PAGES 5430, 5431, 5489, 5490 - GENERATION SITE 
PAGE 86, GRID F4 - GEN-TIE LINE ROW 

SPECIFIC PLAN: 
NONE 

COMMUNITY SERVICES DISTRICT: 
NONE 

DWELLING UNITS/LOTS AND RECREATIONAL VEHICLE SPACES; 
NONE 

OCCUPANCY CLASSIFICATION; 
U 

TYPICAL STREET IMPROVEMENT CROSS-SECTIONS: 
NONE PROPOSED 

EXIST1N'G OR PROPOSED COMMON, OPEN SPACE. 
LANDSCAPED, PLANTING OR RECREATIONAL AREAS; 
NONE 

UTILITIES: 
SCHOOL DISTRICT: PALO VERDE VALLEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 
WATER: PALO VERDE IRRIGATION DISTRICT AND CITY OF BLYTHE 
SEWER: CITY OF BLYTHE (PROJECT WILL PROVIDE IT'S OWN PRIVATE SEPTIC SYSTEM) 
GAS: SOUTHERN CALIFORNo\ GAS COMPANY 
ELECTRICITY: SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON 
TELEPHONE: VERIZON 
CABLE TELEVISION: NPG CABLE, INC. (A.KA BLYTHE CABLE) 

SEE ATIACHED PRELIMINARY GRADING AND DRAINAGE PLAN. THE PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS DO NOT INCLUDE SIGNIFICANT ALTERNATION OF THE LAND OR THE EXISTING DRAINAGE PATIERNS, 
NO SIGNIFICANT HARDSCAPE IS PROPOSED THAT WOULD WARRANT NEED FOR ONSITE RETENTION OR DETENTION FACILITIES. 

NO MASS GRADING IS REQUIRED FOR SITE, WHICH IS NEARLY LEVEL TO GENTLY SLOPING TOPOGRAPHY. LIGHT GRUBBING AND MINIMAL GRADING AND TRENCHING WOULD BE REQUIRED WHERE 

BE CONSTRUCTED, EACH WILL BE CONSTRUCTED) CONTAINING AN EQUIPMENT PAD AND A 9'X18' PARKING AREA. THE PROPOSED PANELS WILL HAVE,A MAXIMUM HEIGHT OF 8.5' FROM 
GROUND TO TOP OF PANEL AT 45' TILT. THE ~TE WILL BE ENCLOSED WITH A FENCE THAT MEETS NATIONAL ELECTRIC SAFETY CODE (NESC), TWO ~.EW PROJECT SUBSTATIONS WILL 
CONSIST OF A 34.5 TO 230KV TRANS~~MER"'A,ND WILL INTERCONNECT TO THE NEW SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON (SCE) COLORADO RrvER SUBSTATION 330 KV SWITCHYARD. 

.. ... \.,~---- - --- --- ----- --- - -- - ' - " ' . ,-.~" .' ,." 
, FACILITIES AND TRACKER ARRAYS ARE PROPOSED. THE PROJECT PROPOSES BALANCED CUT/FILLGRADING OF. 160,000 CUBIC YARDS"W_GIlADE THE 32.0,..ACRE CITRUS ORCHARD TO A DEPTH 

. ,,;,: OF·:YINCHES.·'INOROER'TO AIM FOR'-BI\LA~CED~C8T;:'ANIi:CFil'I"QOANTITIES~:GRADING"ACTI'i'iTiES MAnNCLUDEPLACEMENT AND COMPACTION OF ;EXCESS MATERIALS IN LOW-ELEVATION AREAS 
OF SITE. FINE GRADING WOULD BE REQUIRED FOR DEVELOPMENT OF SITE 'ACCESS ROADS. 

I, 
(1 

I 
COUNTY WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT PLAN; :'., 

, -

PROJECT IS NOT LOCATED IN THE SANTA ANA, SANTA MARGARITA, SAN JACINTO AND WHITEWATER RIVER WATERSHEDS. THE PROJECT WILL NOT ALTER THE EXISTING NATURAL DRAINAGE 
PATIERN OF THE SITE. ' ' 

EASEMENT NOTES; 

" 

)~ 

I • 
SUNWORLD #33. RESERVATION AND COVENANTllN THE DEED FROM THE COUNTY OF RrvERSIDE TO BALLARD JENKINS AND LORAYN JENKINS, AS HUSBAND AND WIFE, ET AL., RECORDED 
OCTOBER 1, 1959 AS INSTRUMENT NO. 84235, OFFICIAL RECORDS, AS FOLLOWS: 

RESERVING AND EXCEPTING UNTO THE GRANTO ., AND THE PUBLIC IN GENERAL, THE UNRESTRICTED RIGHT OF FLIGHT OVER AND ACROSS SJlJD PROPEr,JY. ' THE GRANTEES COVENANT FOR 
THEMSELVES, THEIR HEIRS, SUCCESSORS AND SIGNS FOR THE ACCEPTANCE OF THIS DEED AS FOLLOWS: ; 

I ~ 
A. THAT THEY OR ANY OF THEM WILL NOT ERE~T ~OR PERMIT THE ERECTION OF ANY STRUCTURES NOR PERMIT THE GROWTH OF ANY TREE ON SAID' PROPERTY WHICH WOLD BE IN JlJRPORT 
HAZARD WITHIN THE STANDARDS ESTABLISHED UNDER THE FEDERAL AVIATION AGENCY TECHNICAL STANDARD ORDER N18, AS AMENDED. 

, ' 
B. THAT THEY WILL NOT MAKE USE OF SAID PROPERTY IN ANY MANNER WHICH MIGHT INTERFERE WITH THE LANDING AND TAKING OFF OF AIRCRAFT FFOM BLYlHE AIRPORT OR OTHERWISE USE 
THE LAND SO AS TO CONSTITUTE AN AIRPORT tAZARD, I' 

AFFECTS: PARCEL 5 (NOT PLOTTABLE) 

i L 
OTHER EASEMENTS OF RECORD THAT WERE N01 GRANTED TO THE COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE HAVE BEEN PROVIDED BY APPLICANT AND CAN BE OBTAINE9'SY CONTACTING THE PLANNER AND 
REQUESTING LIST OF EXCEPTIONS AND PLOTIEDi EASEMENT MAPS. : 

1 

INSTALLATION OF THE ELECTRICAL COLLECTION SYSTEM WITHIN THE ARRAYS. WO~LD REQUIRE EXCAVATIONS TO A DEPTH OF ABOUT THREE FEET FOR UNDERGROUND ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS, 
INVERTER AND SWITCHGEAR ENCLOSURE FOUNDATIONS, AND TRANSFORMER FOUNDATIONS. THE O&M BUILDING FOUNDATION WOULD BE EXCAVATED TO A DEPTH OF ABOUT THREE FEET. 
FOUNDATIONS FOR SUBSTATION STRUCTURES AND GEN-TIE TOWERS OR POLES.;WOULD BE AUGURED TO DEPTHS OF 10 FEET FOR MEDIUM-VOLTAGE OVERHEAD LINES TO 45 FEET FOR 
HIGH-VOLTAGE OVERHEAD LINES, DEPENDING ON STRUCTURAL LOADS AND SOil, CONDITIONS. 

f 

r FLOOD NOTES; , 
LAND IS NOT SUBJECT TO OVERFLOW, INUNDATION, FLOOD HAZARD, LIQUEFACTION, GEOLOGIC HAZARD, OR A SPECIAL STUDIES ZONE. FEMA MAPS ARE NOT AVAILABLE FOR SUBJECT AREA. 
CENTERLINE CURVE RADII AND TYPICAL SECTIONS OF OPEN CHANNELS ARE NOT APPLICABLE TO PROJECT SITE. 

ASSESSOR PARCEL NUMBERS 

821-090-018; 812-240-001; 812-250-001; 812-260-001; 812-260-002; 812-270-001; 812-280-001; 812-280-002; 812-290-001; 812-290-002; 812-300-001; 812-310-001; 
812-310-002; 812-330-022; 821-210-001; 812-330-009; 812-330-011; 812-330-012; 812-330-013; 812-330-020; 812-330-021; 821-020.,007; 821-020-019; 821-020-020; 
821-020-021; 821-020-022; 821-020-023; 821-020-024; 821-020-025; 821-020-026; 821-020-027; 821-020-028; 821-020-029; 821-190-004; 821-190-008; 821-050-020; 
821-050-022; 821-050-028; 821-050-029; 821-080-046; 821-080-047; 821-050-012; 821-050-013; 821-050-014; 821-050-015; 821-050-016; 821-050-017; 821-050-018; 
821-050-019; 821-050-026; 821-050-027; 821-060-006; 821-080-043; 821-080-050; 821-090-011; 821-090-012; 821-090-013; 821-090-014; 821-090-015; 821-090-016; 
821-090-017; 821-100-034; 812-341-015; 821-210-002; 821-060-002; 821-060-003; 821-050-004; 821-050-024; 821-050-025; 821-060-001; 821-050-021; 821-050-023; 
821-080-044; 821-080-045; 812-240-002 . 
GEN-TIE: 879-080-014; 879-080-013; 879-080-032; 821-190-034; 82F190-007; 821-200-002; 821-200-005 

! 

7 8 

I . 
LEGAL DESCRw IIUN , 

PARCEL 1: 
THE NORTHWfST QUARTER, THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF THE NORTHEAST QUARTER THE NORTHWEST QUARTER OF THE 
SOUTHEAST qUARTER, THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER, THE NORTH HALF OF THE SOUTHWEST 
QUARTER AN~. THE. SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SECTION 15,TOWNSHIP6 SOUTH, RANGE 22 
EAST, SAN B~RNARDINO MERIDIAN, ACCORDING TO THE OFFIClAL PLAT THEREOF. 
EXCEPT ALL plL, GAS, OIL SHALE, COAL, PHOSPHATE, SODIUM, GOLD, SILVER AND ALL OTHER MINERAL DEPOSITS CONTAINED 
IN SAID LAND. WITH THE RIGHT TO DRILL FOR AND EXTRACT SUCH DEPOSITS OF OIL AND GAS, OR GAS, AND TO PROSPECT 
FOR, MINE AND REMOVE SUCH DEPOSITS OF OTHER MINERALS FROM SAID LANDS AND TO OCCUPY AND USE SO MUCH OF 
THE SURFAC[OF SAID LANDS AS MAY BE REQUIRED THEREFOR, UPON COMPLIANCE WITH THE CONDITIONS AND SUBJECT TO 
THE PROVISIONS AND 
LIMITATIONS ¢F CHAPTER 5, PART I, DIVISION 6 OF THE PUBLIC RESOURCES CODE, AS RESERVED TO THE STATE OF 
CALIFORNIA jYi PATENT RECORDED MAY 1,1958, IN BOOK 2264, PAGE 270, OFFICIAL RECORDS. 

PARCEL 3: I 
SECTION 16. fiTOWNSHIP 6 SOUTH, RANGE 22 EAST, SAN BERNARDINO MERIDIAN, ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT 
THEREOF. ~," 

r 
PARCEL 4: I 
LOTS 1 ANDI2 IN THE NORTHEAST QUARTER, AND LOTS 1 AND 2 IN THE NORTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 1, TOWNSHIP 6 
SOUTH, RANGE 22 EAST, SAN BERNARDINO MERIDIAN, ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF. EXCEPT THE EAST HALF 

" OF LOT 2 IN'{THE NORTHEAST 1/4 OF SAID SECTION. 
ALSO EXCEPlJHE REMAINDER OF THAT PORTION INCLUDED WITHIN THE 100.00 FOOT STRIP OF LAND DESCRIBED IN DEED 
TO THE CALIFORNIA SOUTHERN RAILROAD CO., RECORDED JUNE 12, 1918, AS INSTRUMENT NO.1, IN BOOK 483, PAGE 154, 
OF DEEDS, :I~. THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID COUNTY. 

k' 

PARCEL 5: r 
GOVERNMENTrLOT 2 BEING THE NORTH HALF OF THE NORTHWEST QUARTER AND THE NORTH HALF OF GOVERNMENT LOT 1 
BEING THE NpRTH HALF OF THE SOUTH HALF OF THE NORTHWEST QUARTER IN SECTION 2, TOWNSHIP 6 SOUTH, RANGE 22 
WEST, SAN .BERNARDINO MERIDIAN, ACCORDING TO THE 
OFFICIAL PUr THEREOF. EXCEPT THE OIL AND MINERAL RIGHTS AS RESERVED IN DEED FROM CHARLES N. GRAHAM AND 
MAMIE E. GR~HAM. RECORDED JUNE 25, 1942, IN BOOK 550, PAGE 68, OFFICIAL RECORDS. 

PARCEL 6: I 
THE EAST H~LF OF THE NORTHEAST QUARTER OF SECTION 3, TOWNSHIP 6 SOUTH, RANGE 22 EAST, SAN BERNARDINO 
MFRIDIAN._ACCO.RDING_lOJ~E_OEEICJAL_I"LAL1~.EREnF 

PARCEL 7: , 
THE SOUTH HALF OF THE SOUTH HALF OF SECTION 36, TOWNSHIP 5 SOUTH, RANGE 22 EAST, SAN BERNARDINO MERIDIAN, 
ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF. EXCEPT ANY PORTION INCLUDED IN RAILROAD RIGHT OF WAY IN THE 
SOUTHWEST 'pORNER THEREOF, AS PER MAP OF HOMETOWN, RECORDED IN BOOK 17, PAGES 59 THROUGH 63, INCLUSr.lE 
OF MAPS, INpHE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID COUNTY. 

1 

PARCELS:! 
LOTS 1 THROUGH 633, INCLUSIVE, OF HOMETOWN TRACT, AS PER MAP RECORDED IN BOOK 17, PAGES 59 THROUGH 63, 
INCLUSr.lE, OF MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID COUNTY. TOGETHER WITH ALL STREETS, AVENUES 
AND ALLEYS ::AS SHOWN ON SAID MAP ANIl 1!l.ESIG~A;rm AS LOTS "A" THROUGH "Z", INCLUSNE. A, THROUGH Zl" INCLljS~IE" 
A2 THROUGKJR2, INCLUSIVE, AND A3 THROUGH H3, INCLUSIVE. EXCEPT ALL OIL, GAS, MINERALS AND OTHER HYDROCARBON 
SUBSTANCES liN AND UN DEll SAID LAND BUT WITHOUT THE RIGHT OF SURFACE OR SUBSURFACE ENTRY TO A DEPTH OF 
500 FEET FROM THE PRESENT SURFACE OF SAID LAND, EXCEPT THAT SHOULD IT BE NECESSARY FOR SAID GRANTOR OR 
ITS ASSIGNE6 TO ENTER THE PROPERTY, ACCESS SHALL BE LIMITED TO ONE ACRE THEREOF, AS RESERVED IN DEED 
RECORDED JULY 17, 1966, AS INSTRUMENT NO. 62912, OFFICIAL RECORDS. 

'\, 

~~~C~~R~HEf;T QUARTER OF SECTION 34, TOWNSHIP 5 SOUTH, RANGE 22 EAST, SAN BERNARDINO MERIDIAN, ACCORDING 
TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THmEOI'. EXCEPT A STRIP OF LAND HAVING A UNIFORM WIDTH OF 100 FEET, 50 FEET THEREOF 
LYING ON E~CH SIDE OF THE CENTER LINE OF THE MAIN TRACT OF THE CALIFORNo\ SOUTHERN RAILROAD AS SUCH TRACK 
IS NOW LOCATED ACROSS SAID PROPERTY ON JANUARY 11, 1922 SAID CENTER LINE OF SAID RAILROAD TRACK, DESCRIBED 
AS FOLLOWS!', 
BEGINNING At STATION 1688 PLUS 45 OF THE CALIFORNo\ RAILROAD COMPANY'S SURVEY WHICH POINT IS ON THE NORTH 
LINE OF SAID:NORTHEAST QUARTER 2203 FEET FROM THE NORTHEAST CORNER THEREOF; THENCE BY TANGENT 2739 FEET 
TO STATION 1715 PLUS 84 WHICH POINT IS THE EAST LINE OF SAID LAND 1604 FEET SOUTH OF THE NORTHEAST CORNER 
THEREOF, ASi·CONVEYED TO CALIFORNIA SOUTHERN RAILROAD COMPANY, A CORPORATION, BY DEED RECORDED JANUARY 
28,1922, IN IBOOK 549, PAGE 555, OF DEEDS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID COUNTY. 
ALSO EXCEPT. ALL MINERAL AND OIL RIGHTS AS RESERVED IN DEED NO. 711, RECORDED APRIL 6, 1950, IN BOOK 1162, 
PAGE 367, OFFICIAL RECOI1DS. 

\, 

PARCEL 10: f .. i 
THE NORTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 34, TOWNSHIP 5 SOUTH, RANGE 22 EAST, SAN BERNARDINO MERIDIAN, ACCORDING 
TO THE OFFICo\L PLAT THEREOF. 

\.~ 
.,,', .' i (I 

~~~C~6U~~1~T QU'ARTE'R OF THE'SOUTHEAstOUARTER OF SECTION"34, TOV/NSHIP5 sOUTH, RANGE:22 EAST,;AN 
BERNARDINO! MERIDo\N, ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF. EXCEPT 20% OF ALL OIL AND MINERAL IN, ON AND 
UNDER SAIDILA.· ND AS RESERVED BY DEED NO. 1219, RECORDED AUGUST 29, 1950, IN BOOK 1200, PAGE 185, OFFICIAL 
RECORDS. 

PARCEL 12:)' . " 
THE NORTH'I\EST, QUARTER OF SECTION 17, TOWNSHIP 6 SOUTH, RANGE 22 EAST, SAN BERNARDINO MERIDIAN, ACCORDING 
TO THE OFFI1CIAL PLAT THEREOF. 

PARCEL 13: \' 
THE NORTH !)lALF OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SECTION 34, TOWNSHIP 5 SOUTH, RANGE 22 EAST, SAN BERNARDINO 
MERIDIAN, ACCORDING TO AN OFFICIAL PLAT OF SAID LAND FILED IN THE DISTRICT LAND OFFICE FOR THE COUNTY OF 
RIVERSIDE, ~tATE OF CALIFORNIA. EXCEPT 20% OF ALL OIL AND MINERAL IN, ON AND UNDER SAID LAND, AS RESERVED BY 
DEED NO. 1219, 
RECORDED A,UGUST 29, 1950, IN BOOK 1200, PAGE 185, OFFICIAL RECORDS OF RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA. 

:1 
APN: 812-240-001,002,812-250-001,812-260-001, 002, 812-270-001, 812-280-001, 002,812-290-001 ,002, 
812-300-001,812-310-001,002,812-330-009,011,012, 013,812-330-020,021,022,812-341-015,821-050-004, 
821-060-001, 002, 003, 006, 821-190-004, 008, 821-210-001, 002, 006, 007 

PARCEL 5: II 
PARCELS 1 'THROUGH 20, 29 THROUGH 33, 38 THROUGH 41 OF PARCEL MAP 14093, IN THE UNINCORPORATED AREA OF 
THE COUNljiOF RIVERSIDE, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, AND PARCELS 21 THROUGH 28, 42 THROUGH 46 OF PARCEL MAP 
14093,' IN mE. CITY OF BLYTHE, COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, AS PER MAP RECORDED IN BOOK 105, 
PAGES 78 T8ROUGH 87 OF PARCEL MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDEROF SAID COUNTY. 
EXCEPTING WEREFROM THOSE PORTIONS OF PARCEL 26 CONVEYED TO THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA BY DEED 
RECORDED ~0,.V ... EMBER 1, 1968 AS INSTRUMENT NO. 105219 OF OFFICIAL RECORDS. 

PARCEL 6·l, 
THE WEST' flALF OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SECTION 8, TOWNSHIP 6 SOUTH, RANGE 22 EAST, SAN BERNARDINO 
MERIDIAN, I~~;HE COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF. 

PARCEL·, 1 0: W. 
PARCELS1 T~ROUGH 4 OF PARCEL MAP 14293, IN THE COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE, STATE OF CALIFORNIA; AS PER MAP 
RECORDED I~ BOOK 108, PAGES 11 THROUGH 20 OF PARCEL MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID 
COUNTY." . 

PARCEL 11: 
PARCELS 5 JHROUGH 34 OF PARCEL MAP 14293, IN THE COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, AS PER MAP 
RECORDED IN BOOK 108, PAGES 11 THROUGH 20 OF PARCEL MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID 

'I 
COUNTY. I. 
APN: {: 
821-020-007; 821-020-019; 821-020-020; 821-020-021; 821-020-022; 821-020-023; 821-020-024; 
821-020-025; 821-020-026; 821-020-027; 821-020-028; 821-020-029; 821-050-012; 821-050-013; 
821-050-0)4; 821-050-015; 821-050-016; 821-050-017; 821-050-018; 821-050-019; 821-050-020; 
821-050-021; 821-050-022; 821-050-023; 821-050-024; 821-050-025; 821-050-026; 821-050-027: 
821-050-028; 821-050-029; 821-080-043; 821-080-044; 821-080-045; 821-080-046; 821-080-047: 

~ 821-080-0~0; 821-090-011; 821-090-012; 821-090-013; 821-090-014; 821-090-015; 821-090-016; 
o 821-090-0/7; 821-090-018; 821-100-034 
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Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1 
Attachment I-9



Date NestID Bird Name Affect_Cons Status of Nest StructureID BufferDistance NestLocDesc Buffer Flagged? Comment RecordID DateCreated XCoord_UTM YCoord_UTM DateModified CreatedBy ModifiedBy HeliBufferDistance FledgeDate NestFailed? NestFailReason BufferJustification DistFrmWrk NBRSubmitDate WLAConcurrenceDate BufRedAmt NBR_Req? Cons Occuring? NestMonitoringComment NestMonitoringCommentDate
6/27/2011 5000029 Cactus Wren No Active EP245-1 AR 100 Grass nest 7 feet up in catclaw acacia (Acacia greggii) above mistletoe clump, along north side of dir            Yes Nest appears in good condition. Opening of nest not obvious. pair of Cactus Wren seen perched tog                                                                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5000029 2/21/2011 16:48 579296.388 3610662.158 6/27/2011 10:05 pkonrad pkonrad 100 No 6 feet from AR. No Yes pkonrad - 5/31/2011 10:00:04 AM
Nest entrance has been opened and reconstructed with new grass                                                                                                        6/27/2011 10:01
6/22/2011 5000418 Cactus Wren No Active EP257 100 Nest in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) about 50 feet from EP257 work areas. Yes A well-built grass nest including clean opening and fresh feathers lining the inside. Appears utilized                                                                                                                                                                          PNT_SSN-5000418 2/1/2011 0:00 583796 3611431 6/22/2011 13:02 pkonrad pkonrad 100 No Not needed through avoidance of temporary impact area. 50 feet from permanent impact area. No Yes pkonrad - 5/31/2011 1:01:44 PM
No change to this alternate nest; NBM will be submitted.
pkonrad -                                               6/22/2011 13:02
6/22/2011 5000457 Burrowing Owl No Active Thomas Yard 250 Burrow under broken cement surround by asphalt. One adult present (originally found in  mid-Dece          Yes One adult present. Originally found and documented in mid-December still occupied during nesting                                                                                                                                PNT_SSN-5000457 2/25/2011 14:05 634259.7719 3637879.283 6/22/2011 10:39 pkonrad pkonrad 300 No Not needed, so long as work activities do not need to occur within 250 foot buffer zone. 0 feet; within yard, but away from work areas. No Yes barnold - 6/4/2011 1:47:07 PM
Burrowing Owl flushed while searching for sign.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 3                                        6/22/2011 10:39
6/27/2011 6002805 House Wren No Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 HOWR pair originally observed actively building nest in cavity of sycamore (Platanus racemosa) tree                                            Yes Active pair bonding and cavity nesting behavior observed, birds unconcered by my presence 25 feet                                                                                                                                                                          PNT_SSN-6002805 3/10/2011 9:16 518243.6373 3634599.464 6/27/2011 17:25 blohstroh vnovik 100 No The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets between nests and pr                                                                                  30 feet Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes Yes vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:42:00 AM
actively building nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:03:50 AM
Observed enterin                                                                                                                         6/27/2011 17:24
6/23/2011 6003222 Bushtit Yes Active Helix Yard AR 100 Eastern hanging branches of a Peruvian pepper tree (Schinus). Nest is 11 feet off the ground. Yes Bushtits observed building nest, currently 30% complete (3/12/2011). Both ends of 100 foot buffer f                                                                                                                                          PNT_SSN-6003222 3/12/2011 14:22 509762.9015 3636500.788 6/23/2011 14:41 rradd rradd 100 No Nest successfully fledged. 20 feet to AR boundary. No Yes rradd - 6/23/2011 2:39:33 PM
BUSH have re-activated this nest for another brood. Pair bringing food   6/23/2011 14:39
6/25/2011 5003293 House Wren Yes Active CP81-1 100 Cavity nest at end of overhanging branch in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia).
200' to Temp TSAP 81-   Yes 29 Mar - 12 feet above eye level, adjacent to, and visible from road. Pair repeatedly entering cavity.                                                                                           PNT_SSN-5003293 3/29/2011 11:49 518850.4278 3636367.959 6/25/2011 9:31 dbusby rradd 100 6/4/2011 0:00 No Nest has fledged.

18 Jun New nest in progress Vehicular passage not likely to impact nest, provided that no stopping, standing, or construction oc     25 feet from existing AR; 200 feet to tower site. Buffer remains, but vehicular passage allowed. Yes No rradd - 5/26/2011 1:01:07 PM
 HOWR continues carrying food, now at 5-10 min. intervals
rradd - 6/4/                                                   6/25/2011 9:30
6/27/2011 5003314 House Finch No Active Sycamore Substation 100 Approximately 5 feet above concrete on top of fan on south side of water-cooling structure labeled     No 3/31/11 - Observed pair visiting the nest. Not flagged due to access issue ( Cummings). 
Pair observed                                                                                     PNT_SSN-5003314 3/31/2011 11:42 497080.7245 3642034.617 6/27/2011 13:08 dbusby barnold 100 No 0 feet; within substation. No Yes barnold - 6/9/2011 10:33:47 AM
4 eggs in this nest.
barnold - 6/16/2011 1:57:57 PM
Two recently hatc                                   6/27/2011 13:08
6/24/2011 5003385 Red-shouldered Hawk No Active CP64-2, CP65-1 pullsite - driveway entry 500 RSHA nest approximately 60 feet above ground in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia). Yes 04/08/11 - Adult RSHA on nest, vocalizing (M. Dicus, R. Abe).
13 Apr - RSHA female on nest 0955. - RR                                                PNT_SSN-5003385 4/8/2011 12:37 514463.2864 3639288.88 6/24/2011 8:39 mdicus rradd 500 No Traffic and recreationists associated with El Monte Road and El Monte Park are within the 500 foot                            480 feet to AR entry. No No rradd - 5/26/2011 8:13:12 AM
Large fully-feathered juvenile in nest 0804.
rradd - 6/3/2011 3:26:33 PM                                            6/24/2011 8:39
6/27/2011 5000884 House Finch No Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Old black phoebe nest renovated by house finch on top of corner pillar supporting roof at white br   Yes 16 Apr - HOFI on nest. - RR
22 Apr - HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RR
30 Apr - HOFI nest has been complete                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000884 4/22/2011 10:13 518193.2511 3634567.342 6/27/2011 17:32 rradd vnovik 100 6/15/2011 13:12 No Original nest has been removed - no Sunrise construction has been taking place.  After this event, n               The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets between nests and pr                                                                                           82 feet to staked work limits. Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes Yes vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:49:11 AM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:16:18 AM
incubating on nest.                                                                                                                            6/27/2011 17:32
6/27/2011 5003309 House Finch No Active Sycamore Substation 100 In southernmost structure. Approximately 20 feet above ground in insulator structure. Westernmos   No 3/31/11  Inactive nest, not flagged (Cummings).
barnold - 4/12/2011 10:40:38 AM - Nest indetermina                                                                    PNT_SSN-5003309 3/31/2011 10:15 497070.0139 3641999.103 6/27/2011 13:23 dbusby barnold 100 No 0 feet; within substation work area. Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 4:51:17 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:52:42 AM
H                                                             6/27/2011 13:23
6/27/2011 5003330 Cactus Wren No Active EP243 100 3 feet up in cholla south of new 12kV pole. Yes Fresh nest 50% complete; no activity at nest 4-1 TC.     
Doesn't look complete yet; lots of plastic twin                                                                                                                                                              PNT_SSN-5003330 4/1/2011 7:41 578304.9154 3610763.368 6/27/2011 11:20 pkonrad pkonrad 100 No 62 feet from 12kv AR. Yes pkonrad - 5/31/2011 12:20:18 PM - Nest has been rebuilt with large entrance hole; wren singing to s                                                                                                                                      6/27/2011 11:20
6/20/2011 5000780 House Wren No Active TL 6916 - Z973032 0 In northwest most peak of house. Under 2nd red tile row on west side. Below south end of 1st pea         Yes 11 April - Discovered by Gerhard Bombe while monitoring, BUSH nest 40  feet to west. Adult observ                                                                                 PNT_SSN-5000780 4/11/2011 13:31 493136.5946 3640225.101 6/20/2011 15:56 shampton rradd 0 No Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of Reconductor lines, following same principles a        100 feet from pole. 0 feet Yes rradd - 5/24/2011 7:31:00 AM - HOWR singing and entering nest 0728.
rradd - 6/1/2011 5:58:57 PM -                                             6/20/2011 15:56
6/23/2011 5003276 Northern Rough-winged Swallow No Active Alpine Underground - 302+00 0 Holes on underside of I-8E bridge. No Multiple NRWS inspecting holes. Monitors should follow up to assess for nesting activity.
NRWS obse                                             PNT_SSN-5003276 3/24/2011 13:02 525894.8158 3632868.422 6/23/2011 11:30 blohstroh shampton 100 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       65 feet from Alpine Blvd. Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes emorgan - 5/25/2011 10:06:41 AM
Multiple pairs entering cavities with some carrying nesting materi                                                     6/23/2011 11:30
6/23/2011 5001258 House Finch Yes Active CP50-1 AR 100 About 9 feet up on west side of building between wall and pipe. Yes 10 Mar 2011 - HOFI entering nest. ACTIVE - RR
24 Mar - Nest appears vacant. - RR
31 Mar - Nest unoc                                                                 PNT_SSN-5001258 509095.9999 3638401 6/23/2011 11:13 rfletcher rradd 100 5/5/2011 11:44 No Nest successfully fledged before 16 June. 16 June - New brood in progress. 0 feet from house; 55 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/2/2011 4:36:52 PM
25 May HFI female brooding 1358.
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:37:50 PM
At least 2                                                6/23/2011 11:13
6/27/2011 5000782 House Finch No Active Sycamore Substation 100 Nest in 3rd pipe in from northern edge on eastern side of the southwestern-most bank. Yes Adult repeatedly entering pipe 4-12 (FH/BA).
19 Apr - HOFI pr remain active here. - RR
26 Apr - No co                                                       PNT_SSN-5000782 4/12/2011 9:58 497107.8005 3642008.489 6/27/2011 13:33 barnold barnold 100 No 0 feet; within substation. Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 4:52:34 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:50:57 AM
H                                                   6/27/2011 13:33
6/27/2011 5000792 Cactus Wren No Active EP231A 100 2.5 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). Yes Nest looks fresh, but no birds seen entering it. 4/11 - SR
sritt - 4/15/2011 4:31:07 PM - No change.
PKo                                                                                                                       PNT_SSN-5000792 4/11/2011 10:50 574264.5564 3611189.627 6/27/2011 14:17 sritt pkonrad 100 No 60 feet to edge of TSAP. No No pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:17:10 PM
No changes to nest or nest site; no wrens observed or heard in are                                                                 6/27/2011 14:17
6/27/2011 5000793 Cactus Wren No Active EP231A 100 2.5 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). Yes Nest looks very fresh, with long grasses protruding, but no birds seen entering it.  CACW was seen c                                                                                                                                                                 PNT_SSN-5000793 4/11/2011 10:58 574247.7731 3611200.697 6/27/2011 14:21 sritt pkonrad 100 No 0 feet; within TSAP. No pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:13:41 PM
No change; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 2:34:3                                                6/27/2011 14:21
6/22/2011 5000047 Red-tailed Hawk No Active EP220-1 300 50 feet up in live oak (Quercus agrifolia) (on NE side) in middle of oak grove. Yes No birds observed on the nest or flushed from the nest. Nest status uncertain. A pair of RTHA seen                                                                                                                                                          PNT_SSN-5000047 2/23/2011 10:30 570703.5123 3614103.237 6/22/2011 14:12 phoward pkonrad 500 No Granted through agency approval process, based on biologist's opinions of behavioral responses. 340 feet from nearest corner of temporary ROW. Reduced to 300 feet. Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/26/2011 1:50:50 PM
 1 downy nestling in nest; 2 adults soaring overhead, 1 very vocal a                                                                                                                                       6/22/2011 14:11
6/27/2011 7000905 House Finch No Active Sycamore Substation 100 3rd horizontal insulator facing south above 69kV GCB 5S. No 26 Apr - Female HOFI arranging nest material and entering 0855. - RR
2 May HOFI breeding activity co                                       PNT_SSN-7000905 4/26/2011 8:58 497097.2197 3641999.01 6/27/2011 13:27 rradd barnold 100 No 0 feet; within substation. No Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 4:51:55 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:51:43 AM
H                                                          6/27/2011 13:27
6/27/2011 7000906 House Finch No Active Sycamore Substation 100 Upper horizontal rear support frame for 69kV BkK 71 11S. No 26 Apr - Female HOFI enters repeatedly, then stays, suggests nest. Access liimits verification. - RR
2 M                                   PNT_SSN-7000906 4/26/2011 9:48 497140.0893 3642001.025 6/27/2011 13:35 rradd barnold 100 No 0 feet; within substation. No Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 4:53:14 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:49:56 AM
H                                                6/27/2011 13:35
6/27/2011 7000917 Cactus Wren No Active EP231A  AR 100 5 feet up in Jujube shrub (Ziziphus jujuba) 20 feet from AR. Yes shampton - 4/27/2011 - Approximately 2/3 built, of grasses.  CACW heard singing in area.
PKonrad -                                                                                                             PNT_SSN-7000917 4/27/2011 11:59 574235.2816 3611672.532 6/27/2011 13:34 shampton pkonrad 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parkin                                                                                       20 feet from AR;1300 feet from EP 231 A. Buffer remains, but thru passage allowed. Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:40:39 PM
No apparent changes to nest; no wrens in area.
sritt - 6/6/2011 10:                                                               6/27/2011 13:34
6/27/2011 7000918 Cactus Wren No Active EP231A  AR 100 6 feet up in Jujube shrub (Ziziphus jujuba) 30 feet from AR. Yes shampton - 4/27/2011 12:15:55 PM - Nest appears complete; CACW heard singing in area.
PKonrad -                                                                                         PNT_SSN-7000918 4/27/2011 12:10 574268.5435 3611673.942 6/27/2011 13:36 shampton pkonrad 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parkin                                                                                       30 feet from AR; 1300 feet from EP 231 A. Buffer remains, but thru passage allowed. Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:41:59 PM
No changes; no wrens.
sritt - 6/6/2011 10:46:56 AM
Nest in good co                                                                                         6/27/2011 13:36
6/27/2011 7000919 Cactus Wren No Active EP231A  AR 100 3 feet up in large prickly pear cactus (Opuntia sp.); opening faces south. Yes shampton - 4/27/2011 12:45:22 PM - Nest appears complete. CACW heard singing in area.
PKonrad -                                                                                           PNT_SSN-7000919 4/27/2011 12:43 574194.0928 3611719.785 6/27/2011 13:25 shampton pkonrad 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parkin                                                                                       90 feet from AR; 1400 feet for EP231 A. Buffer remains, but thru traffic allowed. Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:38:44 PM
Grasses from nest  blocking entrance; no wrens observed or heard                                                                   6/27/2011 13:25
6/27/2011 7000928 Cactus Wren No Active EP229-1 100 About 6 feet off the ground in yucca. Yes Nest just under 100 feet north of Access Road.  Immediately adjacent to other Cactus Wren nest in                                                                                                                                    PNT_SSN-7000928 4/28/2011 9:00 573554.89 3611681.752 6/27/2011 12:59 barnold pkonrad 100 No Vehicular passage not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or c    90 feet to AR; 790 feet to TSAP. Buffer remains; through access only. Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/26/2011 1:02:59 PM
No changes; no wrens.
sritt - 6/6/2011 11:05:23 AM
Nest in good con                                                                          6/27/2011 12:59
6/27/2011 7000929 Cactus Wren No Active EP230-1 AR 100 About 6 feet off rhe ground in jujube shrub (Ziziphus parryi), approximately 60 feet north of access          Yes barnold & fhoffman - 4/28/2011 7:45:52 AM  No birds seen at nest, but male singing in area.  Nest i                                                                                            PNT_SSN-7000929 4/28/2011 7:43 573607.2447 3611684.171 6/27/2011 12:57 barnold pkonrad 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parki       65 feet to AR; 720 feet to TSAP. Buffer remains; through access only. Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/26/2011 1:01:01 PM
New nest material added to top entrance; no wrens observed or he                                                 6/27/2011 12:57
6/20/2011 7000931 Cactus Wren No Active EP235-1 100 Found fresh grass nest while site monitoring.  Active nest is located approximately 4 feet high in Mo                    Yes Observed pair of cactus wrens duet calling and nest building, flagged buffer.  100-foot buffer encom                                                                                                                                                            PNT_SSN-7000931 4/28/2011 8:10 575620.6971 3610887.885 6/20/2011 13:19 jdicus pkonrad 100 No Nest is too close to permanent work area to justify a buffer reduction. 8 feet from permanent pad. No Yes pkonrad - 5/26/2011 11:35:29 AM
Nice nest looks unchanged; pair of wrens active 400 feet southwes                                                                                                 6/20/2011 13:19
6/20/2011 7000933 Cactus Wren No Active EP235-1 100 Found fresh grass nest while site monitoring.  Active nest is located approximately 5 feet high in Mo                       Yes Observed adult cactus wren nest building, flagged buffer.  100-foot buffer encompases portion of to                                                                                                                                         PNT_SSN-7000933 4/28/2011 8:36 575592.1743 3610923.46 6/20/2011 13:24 jdicus pkonrad 100 No Nest is too close to TSAP to justify a buffer reduction. 25 feet to TSAP; 55 feet to perm pad, as mapped. No No pkonrad - 5/26/2011 11:32:11 AM
Nest unchanged except new feather added to entrance. Pair of wr                                                                                       6/20/2011 13:24
6/24/2011 7000954 Western Bluebird No Active Alpine Underground - 97+00L, MH-6L 0 Nest at back of west end of Casino Inn, in second section of 3-part building.  Nest located in cavity a   No 30 Apr - WEBL male feeding female, pair have been observed in area for 2 weeks. - RR
6 May - No W                       PNT_SSN-7000954 4/30/2011 11:20 519645.3246 3633529.123 6/24/2011 10:20 rradd pkonrad 0 No Blanket exemption for Alpine Blvd nesting birds was already in place at the time of this nest's disco 80 feet to work area 0 feet No Yes tfitanides - 5/27/2011 11:19:45 AM
Both male and female observed carrying food to nest and fecal s                                                                                   6/24/2011 10:20
6/27/2011 5000839 Barn Owl No Active CP2 275 In lowest northwest pointing arm of gray monopole.  Tower has # feets Z205475 and 138-21.  See N    Yes Many pellets below and whitewash on tower. Pale, barn owl-like feathers on base of tower - shamp                                       PNT_SSN-5000839 4/18/2011 12:31 497140.4777 3642249.442 6/27/2011 14:40 shampton barnold 500 No The nest site is located high up a man-made pole, this species is tolerant of human activities, and f                   0 feet; in substation. Buffer reduced to 275 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 1:24:21 PM
Egg shell fragments found under pole today.
barnold - 6/9/2011 11:32                                                       6/27/2011 14:40
6/24/2011 7001004 Acorn Woodpecker No Active Alpine Underground - Wood pole P78818 0 On north side of Alpine Blvd., west-facing, 2 feet from top of pole P78818.  Second cavity being used                                 No tfitanides - 5/6/2011 4:21:16 PM - Three adult ACWO on Pole. One entered nest cavity.
fhoffman - 5/                          PNT_SSN-7001004 5/6/2011 16:18 522425.0681 3633043.976 6/24/2011 12:02 tfitanides pkonrad 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       10 feet from Alpine Blvd. 0 feet No Yes kkilpatrick - 5/31/2011 1:05:03 PM
6 AcWo were active around the wood pole and near the cavity at                                                                                                          6/24/2011 12:01
6/20/2011 7001014 Cassin's Kingbird Yes Active TL 6916 - 973035 100 In existing tower structure on bottom insulator. Nest resides in partial cavity at attachment site bet        No ghuffman - 5/7/2011 11:16:09 AM - Nest observed on 5/6/2011. CAKI seen carrying nest material nu                                                PNT_SSN-7001014 5/7/2011 10:41 493783.1066 3640256.852 6/20/2011 15:29 ghuffman rradd 100 Yes Nest outcome is indeterminate but likely failed. CAKI require 2 weeks after hatching to fledge, and o                                        Nest is inside pole; Not a candidate. 0 feet Yes rradd - 5/24/2011 9:01:24 AM
CAKI incubating, mate attending 0836.
rradd - 6/2/2011 8:27:02 AM
Nes                                                                                                                                                           6/20/2011 14:52
6/27/2011 7000959 OTHER No Active EP244 Pullsite 350 Harris's Hawk nest built about 12 feet high on north side of 15 foot mesquite tree (Prosopis glandul               Yes Observed a pair of Harris's Hawks flying southwest to northeast across Corrizo Gorge Road. Female                                                                                                                                                                PNT_SSN-7000959 5/2/2011 15:26 578631.5701 3610510.618 6/27/2011 10:26 pkonrad pkonrad 500 No By reducing the nest buffer from 500 feet to 350 feet, personnel will be able to use the access road                                                                                 400 feet to AR, 470 feet to pull site. 350 feet Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/31/2011 10:10:51 AM
Male perched in creosote bush 80 feet east of nest; female presum                                                                                                                              6/27/2011 10:23
6/27/2011 5003355 Cooper’s Hawk No Active Elliott Substation 450 Stick nest about 20 feet up in ornamental fig tree (Ficus sp.). No 04/05/11 - Pair of Cooper's hawks observed at and around nest (R. Abe, M. Dicus).
12 Apr - COHA fle                                                                                              PNT_SSN-5003355 4/5/2011 9:36 491676.2915 3630978.302 6/27/2011 14:09 jdicus rradd 500 No 450 feet buffer for construction:  A) There is limited line-of-sight from the nest to the work area.  B)                                                210 feet to substation. Buffer reduced to 450 feet. Yes No rradd - 5/23/2011 11:19:27 AM
COHA visible on this well-obscured nest, ad. male hunting nearby.
rra                                                                               6/27/2011 14:09
6/24/2011 7001455 Hooded Oriole No Active Alpine Underground - 97+00L, MH-6L 0 Inside of palm tree - nest not visible; female took nest material to location under lowest green palm       No RAbe - 5/12/2011 2:29:06 PM - Male and female HOORs going inside palm tree. Homeowner has obs                                   PNT_SSN-7001455 5/12/2011 14:22 519549.3705 3633596.554 6/24/2011 9:48 RAbe pkonrad 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       40 feet south of AR 0 feet No Yes tfitanides - 5/27/2011 11:06:24 AM
Male observed calling from palm perch. Female later observed ca                                                                                                                     6/24/2011 9:41
6/23/2011 7001462 Ash-throated Flycatcher No Active CP51-2 AR 100 5 feet above ground level in stove-pipe protruding from wall under corrugated iron roof of red pain   Yes 12 May - ATFL pair entering pipe 1103. - RR
19 May ATFL pr interaction, female returns to chimney pi           PNT_SSN-7001462 5/12/2011 11:06 509058.0394 3638415.171 6/23/2011 10:46 rradd rradd 100 No 90 feet to AR, but within house area. No No rradd - 6/2/2011 3:56:30 PM
ATFL pr. observed away from nest, status unclear during 30 min. obs. W                                                          6/23/2011 10:45
6/27/2011 5000874 House Finch No Active Sycamore Substation 20 On south side of Transformer Bank 70, on top of screen for Fan 33. No barnold - 21 April 2011 9:04:54 AM - Three eggs in nest, adults in and around transformer unit.
barn                                                                                       PNT_SSN-5000874 4/21/2011 11:49 497079.4073 3642035.344 6/27/2011 13:08 barnold barnold 100 No SDG&E needs to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. Proposed work encroaches                                          0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 5/26/2011 9:51:51 AM
Nest successfully fledged two young.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:37:12 PM
                                                   6/27/2011 13:08
6/27/2011 7000953 House Wren No Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 14 feet above ground level in cap of metal power pole strapped to wood pole at edge of access roa           Yes 30 Apr - HOWR singing and entering this cavity over several visits. - RR
6 May - HOWR remains active                                                                                          PNT_SSN-7000953 4/30/2011 10:39 518201.8343 3634599.273 6/27/2011 17:31 rradd vnovik 100 No The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets between nests and pr                                                                                                  5 feet  to AR. Buffer reduced to 50 feet. Yes Yes vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:38:16 AM
Closed
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:24:09 AM
Observed house wren camping                                                                                                              6/27/2011 17:31
6/27/2011 5003332 Cactus Wren No Active EP243 100 2 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). Yes Complete nest lined with fresh feathers; no activity at nest 4-1 TC. 
No wrens at nest but 1 singing ne                                                                                                                                                         PNT_SSN-5003332 4/1/2011 7:58 578294.5844 3610801.079 6/27/2011 11:22 pkonrad pkonrad 100 No Metal pole and line has been installed during past week (5-10).A) A) Nest is by other nests closed d                                                                                                               60 feet from 12kv AR. 0 feet. Drive through access. Yes Yes barnold - 6/3/2011 1:12:35 PM
Nest is occupiable. No Cactus Wrens observed.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 1                                                            6/27/2011 11:22
6/20/2011 5000431 Coastal Cactus Wren No Active Sycamore Yard 100 25 feet north of road in Opuntia (Opuntia sp.) adjacent to orange construction fence. Yes Adult CACW seen taking nest material to nest on 3/1/11. Confirmation that nest is now being active                                                                                                                                                            PNT_SSN-5000431 2/24/2011 12:44 499941.6589 3643877.89 6/20/2011 12:33 rradd rradd 100 No One-time allowance granted for vehicular passage to allow construction traffic to move the air track                                                    30 feet to AR. One time passage (4/26/2011).  Drive through access only (5/18/2011). No No rradd - 5/24/2011 3:19:19 PM - CACW carrying food to nest.1242.
rradd - 6/1/2011 10:45:50 AM - Ne                                                                                 6/20/2011 12:33
6/27/2011 7001498 Say's Phoebe No Active Sycamore Substation 0 On south side of Transformer Bank 71, on support bract for radiator, behind Fan AN707. Yes barnold - 5/19/2011 9:51 AM Nest with one egg.
barnold - 5/26/2011 10:12 AM Nest with four eggs.                       PNT_SSN-7001498 5/19/2011 9:46 497136.1771 3642035.579 6/27/2011 17:00 barnold barnold 100 6/27/2011 12:46 No - Nest is located on a support bracket of a raditatior. This location is well concealed and provides a                                                                   0 feet, within substation. Buffer reduced to 30 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 2:35:27 PM
Say's Phoebe flushed from nest, with four white eggs.
barnold - 6/9/2                                                                                       6/27/2011 17:00
6/23/2011 7001504 Bushtit No Active CP50-1 AR 100 15 feet above ground level in leaf cluster of hanging coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) bough. 85 fee            Yes 19 May BUSH to nest 0705, exiting 1211. - RR PNT_SSN-7001504 5/19/2011 12:14 509262.7572 3638284.613 6/23/2011 8:57 rradd rradd 100 No 25 feet from AR. Yes No rradd - 6/2/2011 2:56:13 PM
BUSH pr. to and from nest 13:12
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:17:37 PM
No BUSH d                               6/23/2011 8:57
6/22/2011 7001488 Bushtit No Active CP29-1 100 Five feet up in mahogany (Cercocarpus minutoflora). Nest is in south side of bush over west-edge o  Yes Nest appears completed. Pair of BUSH in area. Adult observed flushing from nest site. -tfitanides - 5                               PNT_SSN-7001488 5/14/2011 12:53 503233.5382 3644915.12 6/22/2011 16:23 tfitanides rradd 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parki       7 feet from AR. Drive through access only. Yes No rradd - 5/24/2011 4:46:32 PM
Nest appears predated with extra large opening, but BUSH continues t                                                                               6/22/2011 16:23
6/24/2011 7001930 Phainopepla No Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 High up in oak tree (Quercus agrifolia) that is located in drainage. From parking area, nest is approx           No vnovik - 5/23/2011 12:54:14 PM
observed carrying nest material.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:06:27 AM
O                    PNT_SSN-7001930 5/23/2011 12:51 518230.2952 3634644.492 6/24/2011 9:58 vnovik vnovik 100 No 55 feet Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes Yes vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:39:17 AM
Nest building
vnovik - 5/31/2011 11:52:03 AM
Active around nest.
vnov                                                                                                                    6/24/2011 9:58
6/23/2011 7001939 House Finch No Active Alpine Underground - Bauer property 100 On top of a small ledge over window. No sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:15:01 AM
Nest building.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:35:07 AM
Observed nest build         PNT_SSN-7001939 5/24/2011 11:12 518176.8616 3634621.061 6/23/2011 16:17 sjohnston vnovik 100 No The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets between nests and pr                                                                                           40 feet Buffer remains but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:38:42 AM
Nest building
vnovik - 5/31/2011 11:56:09 AM
Nest is gone.
sjohnston -                                       6/23/2011 16:17
6/20/2011 7001940 Greater Roadrunner No Active CP18 100 2.5 feet up in prickly pear cactus (Opuntia sp.) on south side of plant, visible from road through cac        Yes tcooper - 5/24/2011 - 4 eggs, adult incubating
 PNT_SSN-7001940 5/24/2011 11:56 500554.8079 3643902.807 6/20/2011 7:30 bfischer rradd 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parkin               15 feet to AR. Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes eelias - 6/2/2011 4:16:35 PM
Biologists checked this nest. There was one hatched chick and unhatche                                   6/20/2011 7:30
6/26/2011 7001943 House Finch No Active Alpine Yard 30 Nest located behind scrunched newspapers at bottom of "ABB" advertising sign about 9 feet high o            Yes jpawlicki - 5/23/2011 3:30:00 PM - Nest complete with obvious cup shape, fresh green vegetation, a                        PNT_SSN-7001943 5/23/2011 15:28 520119.0607 3634249.235 6/26/2011 7:21 jpawlicki phoward 100 No •
Both pairs of House Finches exhibited a tolerance to human presence by building their nests in an                                                                                0 feet; within yard. 30 feet. Yes Yes tfitanides - 5/25/2011 12:24:17 PM
One egg in nest.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 8:57:53 AM
Female flushed f                                    6/26/2011 7:21
6/26/2011 7001944 House Finch No Active Alpine Yard 30 Nest located behind scrunched newspapers at bottom of "ABB" advertising sign about 9 feet high o            Yes jpawlicki - 5/23/2011 3:27:53 PM - Nest about 50% complete and made primarily of dry grasses. Bot                        PNT_SSN-7001944 5/23/2011 15:25 520119.5484 3634247.199 6/26/2011 7:24 jpawlicki phoward 100 No •
Both pairs of House Finches exhibited a tolerance to human presence by building their nests in an                                                                                0 feet; within yard. 30 feet. Yes Yes tfitanides - 6/4/2011 8:59:18 AM
Female incubating/brooding.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:09:55 PM
Un                      6/26/2011 7:24
6/21/2011 5000806 House Wren No Active EP27-1 AR 100 20 feet up in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia). Yes sritt - 4/13/2011 10:25:18 AM - 2 males fighting over cavity. One bird defending nest from other bird                                                                                                                                                         PNT_SSN-5000806 4/13/2011 10:21 528090.0348 3619735.633 6/21/2011 13:08 sritt pkonrad 100 No Vehicular passage along AR is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle stopping, sta      35 feet from AR. No pkonrad - 5/24/2011 12:50:42 PM
Wren singing incessantly at nest tree, but no activity observed at c                                                                          6/21/2011 13:07
6/23/2011 5000870 House Finch Yes Active Bartlett Yard 100 Second tower in from north end. Nest in southwest corner of structure 8 feet high. Yes vnovik - 4/21/2011 9:19:50 AM - Pair observed nest building.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - Female incubatin                                                                                                                                                             PNT_SSN-5000870 4/21/2011 9:14 546499.7117 3612657.248 6/23/2011 14:45 vnovik pkonrad 100 Yes Wind damage or predation are possible reasons for failed nest; no sign of nestlings or eggs may suggest (avian) predation. 0 feet; within yard. Yes barnold - 6/2/2011 11:53:45 AM
Two female House Finches on tower.
phoward - 6/5/2011 10:50:35 A                                                                                                 6/23/2011 14:44
6/21/2011 7000957 House Finch No Active SWAT Yard 0 Elevated water tank, in northwest end in metal fender just above outer wheel.  About 335 feet nort     Yes In water storage truck, elevated on rack.  Nest about 11 feet off the ground in corner brack.  Adult f                                                                                                     PNT_SSN-7000957 4/30/2011 16:10 528246.9016 3620285.841 6/21/2011 16:52 barnold pkonrad 100 No 0 feet; within yard. No Yes pkonrad - 5/24/2011 1:24:30 PM
Nestlings appear to have fledged; no adults observed visiting nest,                                                                                     6/21/2011 16:51
6/21/2011 7000958 House Finch No Active SWAT Yard 0 In elevated water tank in lower part of south wheel of northern-most dual wheels (about 330 feet n        No barnold - 4/30/2011 4:19:36 PM  Nest on steel between two southern-most tires.
emorgan - 5/8/201                                                                                                                                                    PNT_SSN-7000958 4/30/2011 16:17 528244.5949 3620281.228 6/21/2011 17:02 barnold pkonrad 100 No 0 feet; within yard. No Yes pkonrad - 5/24/2011 1:20:02 PM
Pair actively building nest above rear axel of tank. As many as 8 finc                                                                         6/21/2011 17:02
6/23/2011 7002359 OTHER No Active Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 White-throated swift nests in holes underneath I-8E bridge. No White-throated swifts flying into multiple cavities, indicating multiple nests. PNT_SSN-7002359 5/25/2011 10:07 525872.2684 3632872.308 6/23/2011 11:31 emorgan shampton 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       50 feet from Alpine Blvd. Buffer reduced to 0 feet due to Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes shampton - 5/26/2011 3:06:53 PM
WTSW's active at holes
emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:39:07 PM
Multiple pa                                       6/23/2011 11:31
6/23/2011 7002364 Lesser Goldfinch No Active CP50-1 AR 100 Woven grass nest in small fork 22 feet above ground level in top of Peruvian pepper tree (Schinus m    Yes LEGO attending nest 1110. PNT_SSN-7002364 5/25/2011 11:07 509225.378 3638362.1 6/23/2011 9:58 rradd rradd 100 No 25 feet from AR. No rradd - 6/2/2011 5:41:12 PM
Nest no longer present. 
Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:08:48 AM
N                                                    6/23/2011 9:57
6/24/2011 7002377 House Wren No Active CP70-3 AR 100 35 feet above ground level in knot cavity on west side of western sycamore (Platanus racemosa). No HOWR repeatedly entering cavity 0905 PNT_SSN-7002377 5/26/2011 9:13 516832.2263 3638414.677 6/24/2011 12:33 rradd rradd 100 No 82 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/4/2011 8:26:37 AM
HOWR singing at adjacent song perch and entering cavity 0755.
rradd - 6                                         6/24/2011 12:33
6/24/2011 7002381 Ash-throated Flycatcher No Active CP70-3 AR 100 35 feet above ground level in north-facing cavity formed by well-healed stub of old broken branch i     Yes ATFL pair observed pair-bonding here 20 May have selected a nest cavity. Time spent away from ne           PNT_SSN-7002381 5/26/2011 10:00 516917.8451 3638441.237 6/24/2011 12:24 rradd rradd 100 No 40 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/4/2011 10:55:26 AM
ATFL breeding activity continues here.
rradd - 6/9/2011 4:36:42 PM
ATFK                                                                    6/24/2011 12:24
6/23/2011 7002384 Northern Rough-winged Swallow No Active Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 Nest located in hole on Viejas Creek Bridge. It is in first hole on west end of bridge on north side. No emorgan - 5/27/2011 10:13:44 AM - Pair carrying nesting material into cavity.
 PNT_SSN-7002384 5/27/2011 10:10 525866.0902 3632847.897 6/23/2011 11:37 emorgan shampton 0 No Blanket exemption for nesting birds along Alpine Blvd. was already in place at the time of this nest  0 feet; within work area 0 feet Yes emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:31:27 PM
Swallows observed entering cavity.
shampton - 6/9/2011 1:11:09 PM
                                                 6/23/2011 11:36
6/23/2011 7001428 Bushtit No Active EP89-1 100 Nest approximately 6 feet high in top-center of scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia) within northwest           No Adults bringing food to nest. dbusby - 5/10/2011 7:54:47 AM
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Nest small but w                                                                                                          PNT_SSN-7001428 5/10/2011 7:52 547897.62 3613261.102 6/23/2011 15:37 dbusby pkonrad 100 No 45 feet from work limits. No Yes pkonrad - 5/27/2011 10:36:59 AM
 No activity at this nest during 35 minutes of observation.
barnold                                                                        6/23/2011 15:37
6/27/2011 7002396 Lesser Goldfinch No Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 Nest is located 20 feet high in first sycamore (Platanus racemosa) north of bridge. Nest is approxima            No vnovik - 5/31/2011 12:03:13 PM
Nest being built. Approx 50% complete. PNT_SSN-7002396 5/31/2011 12:00 518242.5511 3634600.446 6/27/2011 17:24 vnovik vnovik 100 No 40 feet from bridge. Buffer remains but work allowed per apporved plan. No No vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:43:11 AM
Observed Lesser Goldfinch at nest. Potentially incubating.
vnovik - 6/6/                                                                                              6/27/2011 17:24
6/26/2011 7002408 House Finch No Active Alpine Yard 10 Nest is in blue conductor spools. This nest is in the 5th row of spools from the west. This nest is in t                  Yes eelias - 6/1/2011 2:16:44 PM
Installed flagging immediately adjacent to spool. Pending buffer reduct           PNT_SSN-7002408 6/1/2011 14:15 520131.5898 3634222.451 6/26/2011 7:29 eelias phoward 100 No •
House finches routinely nest in close proximity to man-made structures and are very tolerant of ne                                                                                                                     0 feet, within yard limits. 10 feet Yes No eelias - 6/1/2011 2:33:38 PM
This nest does not appear complete. In a 30 minute observation, no ac                                                                                                         6/26/2011 7:29
6/22/2011 7002412 Rock Wren No Active Suncrest Substation 50 In boulder pile, east of large 8-foot diameter boulder, under 2-foot diameter boulder. Opening face  Yes shampton - 6/1/2011 2:40:55 PM  Adults observed bringing small stones for "porch " of nest. Very li                         PNT_SSN-7002412 6/1/2011 14:36 529796.6029 3630245.922 6/22/2011 14:31 shampton imaunsell 100 No Rock Wren nest ID#7002412 (Requested NBR to 50 feet):
The nest is located approximately 300 feet                                                                                                                                                              0 feet, within substation. 6/6/2011 14:31 6/6/2011 14:31 Buffer reduced to 50 feet. Yes No ahill - 6/6/2011 8:07:09 PM
two eggs in nest. male singing in area in the morning, femake came to ne                                                                                                                                                                 6/22/2011 17:32
6/23/2011 7002413 Lark Sparrow No Active Kreutzkamp Yard 100  2 feet high in west side at north apex of tower under construction (lying on side). Yes Pair of birds nearby. One bird flew in and landed on nest. - sritt - 6/1/2011 11:00:31 AM
PKonrad - 6/                               PNT_SSN-7002413 6/1/2011 10:51 535947.0477 3612908.874 6/23/2011 11:58 sritt pkonrad 100 No 0 feet, in tower. Yes Yes eelias - 6/6/2011 3:06:23 PM
One bird was seen belly down on this nest. Watched nest for 2 minutes                                              6/23/2011 11:58
6/20/2011 7002416 Greater Roadrunner No Active Sycamore Yard 100 5 large white eggs in coarsely woven grass cup within shallow bed of twigs 2.5 feet above ground le         Yes GRRO incubating 5 eggs. Flushed early. 0905 - RR PNT_SSN-7002416 6/1/2011 9:11 499695.1511 3643858.494 6/20/2011 13:40 rradd rradd 100 No 0 feet, within staked work limits. No No rradd - 6/7/2011 11:58:20 AM
Two hatched young approx 1, 2 days old and 2 unhatched eggs.
rradd                                6/20/2011 13:40
6/22/2011 7002423 Western Bluebird No Active Suncrest Substation AR 0 Approximately 15 feet above ground in a cavity, within a hanging branch of an Engelmann oak (Que            No female seen bringing food to nest cavity several times while male was nearby. PNT_SSN-7002423 6/1/2011 17:37 531926.933 3630670.207 6/22/2011 17:36 ahill ahill 0 No 28 feet from AR. No No ahill - 6/6/2011 8:07:52 PM
female was seen bringing food to nest.
ahill - 6/7/2011 6:10:09 PM
pair sti                                               6/22/2011 17:35
6/27/2011 7002424 American Kestrel No Active TL 6916 - 100980 145 In existing 80-foot tall steel transmission line tower, in third hollow arm from the top on western si         Yes Male brought small mammal to nest at 0730. Adults active at nest again at 0830, possible nest exch                           PNT_SSN-7002424 6/1/2011 9:16 496986.3096 3641952.386 6/27/2011 13:00 barnold barnold 500 No Nest Buffer Reduction (NBR)
The nest buffer can be reduced from 500 feet to 145 feet to enable wor                                                                                                                                                             0 feet, within staked work limits. Buffer reduced to 145 feet. Yes No barnold - 6/9/2011 11:15:50 AM - Observed male bringing food to nest. Female then flew out and jo                                                 6/27/2011 12:59
6/26/2011 7002425 House Finch No Active Alpine Yard 15 Nest located 6 feet high in north side of reel near center of spool. Yes Pair continued to visit nest with foot traffic 5 feet away.

imaunsell - 6/7/2011 9:28:18 AM
Buffer resta   PNT_SSN-7002425 6/1/2011 10:12 520207.6153 3634246.729 6/26/2011 7:15 imaunsell phoward 100 No •
House finches are a species that is known to be tolerable of human disturbance and regularly nest                                                                                                         0 feet, within yard limits. 15 feet Yes imaunsell - 6/1/2011 10:17:42 AM
Pair nest building. Nest approximately 20% complete.
emorgan - 6                                6/26/2011 7:15
6/23/2011 7002430 Bullock's Oriole No Active Alpine Underground - 177+00l 0 Approximately 80 feet high in eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.).  About 10 feet below top of tree, in thick                                                              No shampton - 6/2/2011 11:49:46 AM  Female adding nest lining material.
 PNT_SSN-7002430 6/2/2011 11:43 522135.2817 3633099.123 6/23/2011 11:08 shampton shampton 0 No 70 feet from Alpine Blvd. 0 feet No No shampton - 6/9/2011 11:40:01 AM
Incubating. Tail and primary tips visible protruding from nest.
sham                       6/23/2011 11:08
6/24/2011 7002439 Ash-throated Flycatcher No Active CP64-2, CP65-1 pullsite - driveway entry 100 30 feet above ground level in cavity on east side of California sycamore (Platanus racemosa) on wes                                        No ATFL pr at cavity, (presumed) female entering with beak full of lining materials 1634. - RR
 PNT_SSN-7002439 6/3/2011 16:36 514329.6379 3639347.084 6/24/2011 14:42 rradd rradd 100 No 45 feet from AR. No rradd - 6/9/2011 12:16:53 PM
No ATFL detections during 30 min. obs.. Likely egg-laying period, contin                                      6/24/2011 14:42
6/24/2011 7002442 House Finch No Active Alpine Underground - 90+00r 0 In palm tree in yard of private residence south of Alpine boulevard. No tfitanides - 6/4/2011 10:39:29 AM - Female bringing nesting material to southern side of palm. Nest     PNT_SSN-7002442 6/4/2011 10:33 519547.7745 3633594.163 6/24/2011 9:47 tfitanides pkonrad 100 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       40 feet from AR. 0 feet No No rradd - 6/11/2011 9:32:33 AM
HOFI pr continue nest building,visiting at irregular intervals.
pkonrad -                                        6/24/2011 9:44
6/27/2011 7002444 Costa's Hummingbird No Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 10 feet up in hanging coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) branch near the tip. No Nest building 20% complete. PNT_SSN-7002444 6/3/2011 15:17 518196.1046 3634568.138 6/27/2011 17:33 sjohnston vnovik 100 No 65 feet to staked work limits. Buffer remains but work allowed per approved plan. No No vnovik - 6/6/2011 5:25:39 PM
Nest building approx 50%.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:03:20 PM
nest compe                                                             6/27/2011 17:33
6/27/2011 7002445 Anna's Hummingbird No Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 40 feet up in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia). No nest building. 20% complete. PNT_SSN-7002445 6/3/2011 15:36 518245.764 3634585.103 6/27/2011 17:34 sjohnston vnovik 100 No 20 feet from staked work limits. Buffer remains but work allowed per approved plan. No No sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:07:09 PM
nest building/potentially incubating nest appears complete
vnovik -                                                               6/27/2011 17:34
6/24/2011 7002446 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Active CP70-3 AR 100 Nest is 18 inches above ground level almost directly below PSFL nest in a tangle of wild grape (Vitus                                                              Yes BCHU female sitting on an apparently complete yellow nest 0910. PNT_SSN-7002446 6/4/2011 9:16 516844.3544 3638409.064 6/24/2011 12:27 rradd rradd 100 No 42 feet from AR. Yes No rradd - 6/9/2011 3:35:43 PM
BCHU female on nest 1532.
rradd - 6/17/2011 1:07:01 PM
BCHU female o                   6/24/2011 12:27
6/24/2011 7002447 Pacific-slope Flycatcher No Active CP70-3 AR 100 Nest is 12 feet above ground level on north side of 14-inch diameter main trunk of arching coast liv                                                               Yes PSFL bringing small twigs and forming nest cup. Female on nest while male forages and calls from pe     PNT_SSN-7002447 6/4/2011 8:35 516844.4099 3638407.901 6/24/2011 12:36 rradd rradd 100 No 38 feet from AR. Yes No rradd - 6/9/2011 3:42:47 PM
Nest now smore ubstantial platform in bark cleft; draped with moss and                                                   6/24/2011 12:35
6/24/2011 7002448 Acorn Woodpecker No Active CP70-3 AR 100 Cavity 50 feet above ground level on south side of closest living California sycamore (Platanus racem    Yes ACWO entering cavity with food item 0946. - RR PNT_SSN-7002448 6/4/2011 9:47 516860.7681 3638408.632 6/24/2011 13:07 rradd rradd 100 No 19 feet from AR. Yes No rradd - 6/9/2011 3:47:13 PM
ACWO enters cavity with food item 1537, 1545.
rradd - 6/17/2011 1:13:4                    6/24/2011 13:07
6/27/2011 7002449 Cactus Wren No Active EP232-1 100 2 feet high in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.), 8 feet north of AR. 4 feet west of cluster of 4-5 foot tall yu Yes New nest. fresh looking material, neat entrance hole; old faded remains of another CACW nest 10 i                                          PNT_SSN-7002449 6/6/2011 10:03 574119.363 3611674.033 6/27/2011 13:17 sritt pkonrad 100 No This NBM should not adversely affect the success of these nests for the
following reasons:
            •                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 8 feet from AR. Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes No pkonrad - 6/13/2011 4:33:36 PM
New nest found with clear entrance hole 6-9 (SR).
Today, there is no                                          6/27/2011 13:17
6/27/2011 7002450 Cactus Wren No Active EP231A  AR 100 2 feet high in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.), 8 feet east of sugarbush (Rhus ovata); 90 feet south of AR Yes sritt - 6/6/2011 11:41:53 AM - Bird flushed from nest; at least 1 egg in nest.
PKonrad - 6/13/2011 - At                                             PNT_SSN-7002450 6/6/2011 11:36 574384.4263 3611244.894 6/27/2011 14:14 sritt pkonrad 100 No This NBM should not adversely affect the success of these nests for the
following reasons:
            •                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 90 feet from AR. Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. No No pkonrad - 6/13/2011 3:24:41 PM
Wren flushed from nest with at least 1 egg on 6-6 (SR).
Today, at lea                                                 6/27/2011 14:14
6/23/2011 7002454 House Finch No Active Kreutzkamp Yard 100 This nest is 9 feet up oak (Quercus agrifolia) on east side of road. Nest is in short bushy limb that ba                           No See next tab. PNT_SSN-7002454 6/6/2011 15:22 535089.0953 3612954.37 6/23/2011 13:04 eelias pkonrad 100 No Blanket exemption already in place for existing construction traffic at the time of this nest's discove 1 feet from AR. Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. No Yes eelias - 6/6/2011 3:28:56 PM
Female is bringing in nesting material. Nest appears 80% complete. Ma                                                          6/23/2011 13:04
6/21/2011 7002456 House Finch No Active EP27-1 AR 100 Nest in large coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) to west of AR to EP27-1. Approximately 10 feet high a               Yes tfitanides - 6/6/2011 11:23:31 AM - Female incubating. Flushed from nest when biologist approache                                                       PNT_SSN-7002456 6/6/2011 11:13 528088.067 3619777.291 6/21/2011 13:12 tfitanides pkonrad 100 No 10 feet from AR. No No pkonrad - 6/13/2011 12:24:52 PM
Incubating House Finch flushed from nest 6-6 (TF). 
Today, a finch fl                                 6/21/2011 13:12
6/23/2011 7002457 Western Kingbird No Active Kreutzkamp Yard 100 Located near top of northernmost trunk of larger coast live oak on branchlet pointing south. Best v     Yes tfitanides - 6/6/2011 2:10:44 PM - Male actively defending nest area (8-feet or so). Female incubatin                                                            PNT_SSN-7002457 6/6/2011 14:05 535128.3539 3613028.096 6/23/2011 12:26 tfitanides pkonrad 100 No Vehicular traffic should not impact this nest providing that no stopping standing or work occurs wit                     55 feet from AR. Drive through access only. No No pkonrad - 6/10/2011 4:01:37 PM
No kingbirds active in this area during more than an hour in the zon                                                 6/23/2011 12:26
6/21/2011 7002458 House Finch No Active SWAT Yard 100 Nest is in steel between northeast (southern-most) wheels of elevated water truck. Yes Nest is lined with fresh material. Female flushed from nest twice. No eggs observed in nest.
barnold                                            PNT_SSN-7002458 6/6/2011 20:03 528249.315 3620282.293 6/21/2011 16:55 tfitanides pkonrad 100 No 0 feet within yard limits. No No barnold - 6/7/2011 12:20:10 PM
Nest between tires has one House Finch egg.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 11                     6/21/2011 16:54
6/23/2011 7002459 Mourning Dove No Active Kreutzkamp Yard 100 Nest located about 12-feet high and 15-feet from trunk on lowest branch on west side of large coas   Yes Adult incubating. Very tolerant of human presence - tf - 6/6/2011 
PKonrad - 6/10/2011 - Dove(s) acti                                                      PNT_SSN-7002459 6/6/2011 14:28 535120.8731 3613028.844 6/23/2011 13:00 tfitanides pkonrad 100 No Vehicular traffic should not impact this nest providing that no stopping standing or work occurs wit                     50 feet from AR. Drive through access only. No No pkonrad - 6/10/2011 4:08:53 PM
Nest found with incubating adult on 6-6; Still incubating today.
pkon                                       6/23/2011 13:00
6/27/2011 7002462 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 10 feet up in mulberry (Morus alba) about 10 feet west of existing BCHU nest. No PNT_SSN-7002462 6/7/2011 16:52 518226.9266 3634586.823 6/27/2011 17:27 sjohnston vnovik 100 No 0 feet, within staked work limits. Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No No vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:06:31 PM
Nest building approx 50% Complete.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:30:27 PM
N                                                             6/27/2011 17:27
6/27/2011 7002464 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 9 feet up in drooping sycamore (Platanus racemosa) branch near tip. No PNT_SSN-7002464 6/7/2011 17:18 518239.1264 3634604.993 6/27/2011 17:26 sjohnston vnovik 100 No 30 feet from staked work limits. Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:28:10 PM
Nest building
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:12:33 PM
Visiting nest, likely buildi                                                                                      6/27/2011 17:26
6/23/2011 7002469 Bullock's Oriole No Active Kreutzkamp Yard 100  At bottom of outhanging limb about 35 feet high in southwest end of live oak. Yes PKonrad - 6/1/2011 - Pair very active in area of nest, displaying and singing; female perches atop ne                                                                                                        PNT_SSN-7002469 6/8/2011 9:29 535119.2479 3613024.426 6/23/2011 12:44 pkonrad pkonrad 100 No Vehicular traffic should not impact this nest providing that no stopping standing or work occurs wit                     60 feet from AR. Drive through access only. No No pkonrad - 6/8/2011 9:38:38 AM
Nest found 6/1 (pentab problems); nest looked complete and pair w                                                                                                        6/23/2011 12:44
6/23/2011 7002477 House Finch No Active CP54-1 - Londono property 100 Loose grass nest atop light fixture at front door. No HOFI forming cup in loose grass nest atop light fixture at front door 1345. - RR PNT_SSN-7002477 6/8/2011 13:41 510074.4526 3638783.111 6/23/2011 8:41 rradd rradd 100 No 13 feet from evacuation route. No No rradd - 6/16/2011 4:20:25 PM
HOFI on nest 1548.
rradd - 6/23/2011 8:41:07 AM
Female HOFI brooding  6/23/2011 8:41
6/23/2011 7002478 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Active TL 6924 - 171693 300 About 3 feet up in brittlebush (Encelia sp.), about 30 feet northeast of laurel sumac (Malosma lauri No Nest 80 percent built, pair defending. Female observed bringing nest material.-blohstroh - 6/9/2011  PNT_SSN-7002478 6/9/2011 7:55 498152.0696 3644146.634 6/23/2011 12:18 blohstroh blohstroh 300 No 3900 feet from tower. No No blohstroh - 6/16/2011 1:08:37 PM - Female incubating, obseved nest exchange, then male incubatin           6/23/2011 12:18
6/27/2011 7002480 Costa's Hummingbird No Active EP229-1 AR 100 3 feet high in sugar bush (Rhus ovata) on north side of shrub, about 63 feet south of AR, just west o     Yes Female flushed from nest with 2 eggs. - sritt - 6/9/2011 3:37:12 PM
PKonrad - 6/14/2011 - Female ho                                                   PNT_SSN-7002480 6/9/2011 10:35 573377.0144 3611636.539 6/27/2011 12:46 sritt pkonrad 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, standing, or wo       63 feet from AR. Drive through access only. No No pkonrad - 6/14/2011 2:14:39 PM
Nest with 2 eggs found on 6-9 (sritt).
Today, female hovering above n                                                 6/27/2011 12:45
6/23/2011 7002483 Lesser Goldfinch No Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 Nest located in the more northern sycamore (Platanus racemosa) sucker on east of creek. When sta                    No Nest building. Frequently making trips; nest well-formed. PNT_SSN-7002483 6/9/2011 14:32 518232.5866 3634556.91 6/23/2011 16:21 tfitanides vnovik 100 No 65 feet from work limits. Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No No vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:03:46 PM
Observed entering nest.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:17:42 PM
feeding nes                                     6/23/2011 16:21
6/23/2011 7002488 Brewer's Blackbird No Active Kreutzkamp Yard AR 100 About 70 feet high in west-central part of large live oak west of AR. No See second page. PNT_SSN-7002488 6/10/2011 13:43 535126.2706 3613031.059 6/23/2011 12:33 pkonrad pkonrad 100 No Vehicular traffic should not impact this nest providing that no stopping standing or work occurs wit                     50 feet from AR. Drive through access only. No No pkonrad - 6/10/2011 1:51:34 PM
Pair of Brewer's Blackbirds nesting (renesting?). Female collecting gr                                                   6/23/2011 12:32
6/25/2011 7002489 Ash-throated Flycatcher No Active CP83-1 100 Cavity nest 25 feet above ground level on east side of dead California sycamore (Platanus racemosa         Yes ATFL pr. bringing food to cavity 1002. - RR PNT_SSN-7002489 6/10/2011 10:04 518814.4665 3636041.188 6/25/2011 12:30 rradd rradd 100 No 69 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/18/2011 11:31:21 AM
ATFL nest guarding and hawking insects near cavity, but not entering                  6/25/2011 12:30
6/26/2011 7002491 House Finch Yes Active Suncrest substation 100 Nest about 15 feet high on small ledge at base of rock crevice (ledge is in lower left corner of rectan             Yes jpawlicki - 6/11/2011 9:28:39 AM - Adults observed at nest with female bringing in nesting material;              PNT_SSN-7002491 6/11/2011 9:05 529841.2419 3630218.904 6/26/2011 20:35 jpawlicki ahill 100 No 0 feet; within substation. No No ahill - 6/14/2011 6:54:46 PM
no activity seen, no eggs in nest
ahill - 6/18/2011 5:40:30 PM
three eggs i                                                               6/26/2011 20:35
6/27/2011 7002492 Western Kingbird Yes Active TL 639 - 579519 100 50 feet above ground level. Nest on south east corner of lattice structure halfway between ground   Yes nest reported by bio-monitor. Pair reported to be impacted by bucket truck operating on adjacent T                   PNT_SSN-7002492 6/13/2011 9:44 492052.5828 3631067.187 6/27/2011 10:33 imaunsell rradd 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipipated to immpact this nest provided that no stopping standing or w       35 feet from tower. Drive through access only. No imaunsell - 6/13/2011 9:52:43 AM
pair nest building. Bringing fine lining material to nest in approxim                                     6/27/2011 10:33
6/27/2011 7002493 Mourning Dove Yes Active TL 639 - 379520 20 6 feet off ground in lemonadeberry (Rhus integrifolia). Nest is located on a steep downsplope 8 fee                 Yes Bird tolerated vehicle and foot traffic along the road and continued to nest build and sit on partiall                PNT_SSN-7002493 6/13/2011 12:06 492170.0083 3631168.359 6/27/2011 10:32 imaunsell rradd 100 No A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 20 feet, as well as a restricted access nest buffer modificati                                                                                                                                                               30 feet from tower; 8 feet from AR. 20 feet Yes No imaunsell - 6/13/2011 12:10:47 PM
Pair nest building and sitting on 5-10% complete nest.
rradd - 6/2               6/27/2011 10:31
6/20/2011 7002495 Mourning Dove No Active Sycamore Yard 100 A few stems of dry grass and dried sage flowers atop an Opuntia (prickly pear) pad 3 feet above gro   Yes 13 Jun MODO incubating two eggs 1123. PNT_SSN-7002495 6/13/2011 11:32 499834.6104 3643803.394 6/20/2011 12:59 rradd rradd 100 No 70 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/20/2011 12:59:55 PM
MODO on nest 1237. 6/20/2011 12:59
6/27/2011 7002498 Cassin's Kingbird Yes Active TL 6916 - 774818 100 40 feet above ground level in eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.), directly above AR. Yes CAKI carrying food to mate on nest 0934. PNT_SSN-7002498 6/14/2011 10:03 491694.6299 3639755.449 6/27/2011 15:44 rradd rradd 100 No 4 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/22/2011 1:34:17 PM - CAKI incubation continues. Female to nest 1251, male aggressively  c                    6/27/2011 15:44
6/26/2011 7002499 House Finch Yes Active Alpine Yard - Upper 15 In boom of crane truck, about 25 feet above the ground near end of boom. No Not disturbed by foot traffic underneath crane. Bio-monitor observed House Finch bringing nest ma PNT_SSN-7002499 6/15/2011 10:58 520231.6954 3634157.618 6/26/2011 7:12 barnold phoward 100 No The house finch pair is building a nest located 25 feet above ground level at the end of a boom arm                                                                                                                                                            0 feet; in Alpine Yard, on equipment. 15 feet Yes Yes barnold - 6/15/2011 11:16:31 AM
Nest about 90 to 95% complete. 
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:12:05 AM
p      6/26/2011 7:12
6/22/2011 7002502 Anna's Hummingbird No Active Alpine Yard - Upper 0 Nest 5 feet up in chain-link fence. When found, an ESA sign was 2 feet in front of nest. No RAbe - 6/15/2011 3:54:43 PM
Female incubating. PNT_SSN-7002502 6/15/2011 15:51 520508.0487 3634106.506 6/22/2011 11:19 RAbe imaunsell 0 No Covered under existing blanket exemption for yard perimeter. 0 feet; on rad fence No Yes
6/27/2011 7002503 Lesser Goldfinch No Active TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 100 Compact cup nest 5 feet above ground level in upper fork of sparse Baccharis broom under overhan                             Yes 15 Jun - Female LEGO incubating 4 white eggs 0734. - RR PNT_SSN-7002503 6/15/2011 8:42 496732.8191 3634186.248 6/27/2011 7:55 rradd imaunsell 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, standing, or wo       78 feet to AR. vehicular passage only. No No rradd - 6/22/2011 9:43:55 AM - LEGO female brooding hatched young 0744. 6/22/2011 9:43
6/23/2011 7002506 Lesser Goldfinch No Active CP50-1 Hamlet property 100 25 feet above ground level atop cluster of oak leaves on north side of coast live oak (Quercus agrifo     Yes 16 Jun LEGO female appears to be putting finishing touches on new nest 0700. - RR PNT_SSN-7002506 6/16/2011 9:40 509260.1011 3638286.784 6/23/2011 9:54 rradd rradd 100 No 60 feet to AR driveway. No No rradd - 6/23/2011 9:54:38 AM
Apparently incubating female LEGO settles onto nest 0912. 6/23/2011 9:54
6/20/2011 7002507 Lesser Goldfinch No Active Sycamore Yard 100 5ft up in laural sumac, north side, on distal end of branch, center-right of two bushes. No tcooper - 6/17/2011  female building nest, 1% complete, just a few pieces of grass in place
 PNT_SSN-7002507 6/17/2011 11:13 499437.4225 3643217.681 6/20/2011 10:00 tcooper blohstroh 100 No Nest is located approximately five feet up within a laurel sumac that is immediately adjacent to an                                                                                                                                                     20ft 15 feet Yes No rradd - 6/20/2011 2:02:19 PM
Nest not yet @ 2% complete.
blohstroh - 6/21/2011 4:34:26 PM
nest co    6/21/2011 16:34
6/22/2011 7002508 House Finch No Active Alpine Underground - Loritz property 30 Nest located within southwestern wheel axle of northeastern most set of wheels on water tower. Yes emorgan - 6/17/2011 1:12:11 PM - 100 foot buffer in place. Nest was only visible when standing on                                                  PNT_SSN-7002508 6/17/2011 13:07 526297.562 3632509.024 6/22/2011 13:42 emorgan tfitanides 100 No A combination NBM/NBR is requested for this nest and nest location. First, a NBR from 100 to 30 fe                                                                                                                                                        0 feet, within work limits. 6/20/2011 8:18 6/21/2011 8:18 30 feet Yes Yes emorgan - 6/17/2011 1:12:01 PM
Nest contains five eggs. Female observed incubating.
tfitanides - 6/2      6/22/2011 13:39
6/27/2011 7002509 Say's Phoebe No Active JVR Yard 100 In NW end of earth mover closest to JBR. Nest is in undercarriage in driver's seat area. Approach fro           Yes RAbe - 6/17/2011 12:42:14 PM - Male observed carrying prey items to nest. Female brooding at leas   PNT_SSN-7002509 6/17/2011 12:38 577844.9032 3610796.928 6/27/2011 10:56 RAbe imaunsell 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, standing, or wo       60' from AR Drive through access only. Yes No estrods - 6/21/2011 12:43:56 PM
4 nestlings in nest. 6/22/2011 12:43
6/27/2011 7002510 Lesser Goldfinch Yes Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 Nest is approximately 40 feet high in second sycamore (Platanus racemosa) north of bridge, on sou        No observed nest building on 6/15/11. nest now looks complete.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:03:40 PM
 PNT_SSN-7002510 6/17/2011 17:00 518239.2376 3634610.479 6/27/2011 17:26 vnovik vnovik 100 No 95 feet north of bridge No No vnovik - 6/22/2011 5:00:03 PM
On nest.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:13:24 PM
Not observed on nest.
vnovik -                 6/27/2011 17:26
6/20/2011 7002511 Bullock's Oriole Yes Active TL 639  - 973035 100 In Eucalyptus about 20' higher than base of pole. In easterly growing branch of tree. Partially hidde                   Yes shampton - 6/17/2011 9:07:47 AM
Both adults visiting nest. Begging calls heard. Crew worked on thi                                             PNT_SSN-7002511 6/17/2011 8:58 493785.2766 3640252.242 6/20/2011 15:12 shampton rradd 100 No 12 feet from pole No No fhoffman - 6/18/2011 10:09:34 AM
Adults continued bringing in food items and vocalizing.
fhoffman                                6/20/2011 15:12
6/24/2011 7002512 House Wren No Active Hartung Yard 100 14' AGL in branch stub cavity on W side of coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) immediately adjacent to      No 16 Jun HOWR pr carrying food to cavity at 3-8 min. intervals 0930 - RR PNT_SSN-7002512 6/17/2011 9:43 515017.7321 3639206.501 6/24/2011 10:36 rradd rradd 100 No 10 feet from yard limits. No No rradd - 6/24/2011 10:35:59 AM
HOWR present but not entering cavity during 30 min obs. Monitor o     6/24/2011 10:36
6/24/2011 7002513 Lesser Goldfinch Yes Active CP70-3 AR 100 Nest of woven grasses 25' AGL atop sycamore (Platanus racemosa(  knot at end of downward hangi                                Yes LEGO female finalizing construction with male in tow 1220. PNT_SSN-7002513 6/17/2011 13:14 516846.3179 3638415.347 6/24/2011 12:26 rradd rradd 100 No 60 feet to AR. No No rradd - 6/24/2011 12:26:21 PM
Nest appears mostly complete; male LEGO accompanies female carry   6/24/2011 12:26
6/22/2011 7002514 Lesser Goldfinch Yes Active CP29-1 100 Nest is located 5 feet high in south-eastern side of mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus minutiflora) 2            Yes PNT_SSN-7002514 6/18/2011 11:03 503241.6078 3644897.861 6/22/2011 15:48 phoward rradd 100 No 2 feet from AR. No No phoward - 6/18/2011 11:10:14 AM
cup nest found 100% complete with four white eggs. female was                     6/22/2011 15:48
6/18/2011 7002515 Cassin's Kingbird No Active San Luis Rey Substation - Z222370 100 About 70 high in southeast comer of tower, where base meets narrow part. No Two adults seen feeding nestlings (possibly 2?) and carrying fecal sacs.  Buffer well away from work,         PNT_SSN-7002515 6/18/2011 12:44 468761.3289 3674869.826 6/18/2011 13:10 sritt sritt 100 No 155' No No
6/25/2011 7002517 Pacific-slope Flycatcher Yes Active CP81-1 100 Nest is on a bark flake with overhanging flake 10' AGL on S side of coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia)                          Yes PSFL male nest guarding, chasing HOWR, WBNU away from nest. Female emerges 0853, perches brie   PNT_SSN-7002517 6/18/2011 9:16 518850.0401 3636369.608 6/25/2011 10:13 rradd rradd 100 6/25/2011 9:27 No 25' to AR No No rradd - 6/25/2011 10:13:23 AM
Female PSFL incubating - on the nest for 10 mins, off for 5, 0923 - 094  6/25/2011 10:13
6/25/2011 7002518 Lesser Goldfinch Yes Active CP83-1 100 Well-concealed nest 30' AGL in terminal cluster of leaves in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) Nest fa      Yes LEGO pr building nest 1142. PNT_SSN-7002518 6/18/2011 11:44 518818.314 3636075.642 6/25/2011 11:46 rradd rradd 100 No 40' to AR No No rradd - 6/25/2011 11:46:48 AM
Nest complete, exterior clad in dry catkins. Too high to see into nest;            6/25/2011 11:46
6/22/2011 7002519 House Finch Yes Active Suncrest Substation 20 Nest is in left rear comer of very large rock mover dump truck. Left rear corner of edge of  dump bed           Yes Biomonitors A. Hill and C. Emerson found nest and observed 3 eggs in nest  and adult perched on  d          PNT_SSN-7002519 6/20/2011 12:31 529685.3503 3630365.178 6/22/2011 17:31 shampton imaunsell 100 No A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 20 feet is requested and should not adversely affect the su                                                                                                                                              0 feet from Suncrest 6/20/2011 8:53 6/21/2011 8:53 20 feet Yes No shampton - 6/20/2011 1:59:59 PM
Biomonitors A. Hill and C. Emerson found nest and observed 3 eg                                                                       6/21/2011 18:04
6/26/2011 7002520 Rufous-crowned Sparrow Yes Active CP21 100 At base of deerweed (Lotus scoparius), yucca (Hesperoyucca whipplei), laurel sumac (Malosma lauri            Yes RCSP pr obs repeatedly at this site; one bird item-carrying suggests nest building. Nest not found an             PNT_SSN-7002520 6/20/2011 9:41 501123.6081 3644285.559 6/26/2011 19:58 rradd rradd 100 No 10 feet to AR; 120 feet to CP21. No No
6/20/2011 7002521 Hooded Oriole Yes Active TL 6916 - 973035 100 Pair is building third nest on east facing palm frond 20 feet above ground. The third nest was visible             Yes fhoffman - 6/18/2011 2:18:34 PM - Female continued to build upper nest with material from palm.    PNT_SSN-7002521 6/20/2011 15:14 493794.2826 3640272.655 6/20/2011 15:28 rradd rradd 100 No 0 feet; within work limits. No No rradd - 6/20/2011 3:27:28 PM - HOOR pair are intermittently present; female departs nest 1508, ma  6/20/2011 15:27
6/20/2011 7002522 House Finch No Active Suncrest Substation AR 0 nest is 25 ft high in an outer branch of an engelmann oak. nest is well protected by small, leafy bra No observed pair copulating and female bringing nesting material to nest (75% complete). PNT_SSN-7002522 6/20/2011 16:47 531923.0412 3630674.556 6/20/2011 16:56 ahill ahill 0 No 20 ft from traffic No No
6/27/2011 7002526 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 Nest is located approximately 10 feet up in the center of a mulberry's (Morus alba) canopy. No Believed to be the 3rd attempt in 2 days to nest within a grouping of mulberries. Two previous nest             PNT_SSN-7002526 6/20/2011 10:14 518222.4819 3634585.259 6/27/2011 17:30 sjohnston vnovik 100 No No No vnovik - 6/22/2011 5:08:48 PM
Nest 70% complete.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:16:53 PM
nest building 90% +                                                                   6/27/2011 17:30
6/21/2011 7002527 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Active CP17-1 300 1 foot up in small, sparsely foliated black sage, not well hidden. 330 feet west of access road. No 4 nestlings, 1 week old plus. Pair feeding and defending from GRRO in area.  blohstroh - 6/21/2011  PNT_SSN-7002527 6/21/2011 8:45 499814.3098 3643130.948 6/21/2011 8:52 blohstroh blohstroh 300 No 350 feet No No blohstroh - 6/21/2011 8:47:51 AM
4 pin feathered nestlings, pair defending intrusion by GRRO. 6/21/2011 8:47
6/27/2011 7002528 House Finch Yes Active Alpine Yard 100 Nest located in reel along northern fence of yard, on south side of reel, behind plate. Yes PNT_SSN-7002528 6/21/2011 11:44 520346.5807 3634220.942 6/27/2011 9:54 vnovik imaunsell 100 No A nest buffer reduction from 100 to 10 feet is requested and should not negatively impact the succe                                                                                                                                                     0 feet; in yard. 6/22/2011 9:53 6/23/2011 9:53 10 feet Yes No vnovik - 6/21/2011 5:24:28 PM
Two eggs
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:43:47 AM
three eggs 6/26/2011 7:43
6/27/2011 7002529 Northern Mockingbird Yes Active TL 639-379520 100 3 feet above ground level. Eight feet above cut of road in black sage. Just left of laurel sumac. Visibl    Yes PNT_SSN-7002529 6/21/2011 7:33 492152.9492 3631117.526 6/27/2011 10:44 mdicus rradd 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipipated to immpact this nest provided that no stopping standing or w       3 feet from AR; 140 from pole Drvie through access only. No No mdicus - 6/21/2011 7:41:35 AM
Female incubating 2 eggs. Incomplete clutch. Full clutch anticipated 6               6/27/2011 10:44
6/24/2011 7002530 House Finch Yes Active TL639-379521 100 In bottom east insulator bracket. Yes NBR still required for work to occus on TL639 pole 379521 PNT_SSN-7002530 6/21/2011 10:37 492249.3769 3631255.875 6/24/2011 7:30 mdicus imaunsell 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipipated to immpact this nest provided that no stopping standing or w       0 feet 4/15/2011 7:29 Drvive through access only Yes No mdicus - 6/21/2011 10:39:55 AM
Female entering bracket and remaining there. Fresh material visible 6/21/2011 10:39
6/27/2011 7002531 Lesser Goldfinch Yes Active Elliott Substation 100 17' AGL in cluster of exotic fig tree leaves overhanging chain-link Sub perimeter fence; in same tree   Yes 21 June LEGO pr attending nest. - RR PNT_SSN-7002531 6/21/2011 8:12 491667.2986 3630964.304 6/27/2011 14:13 rradd rradd 100 No 68' to AR No No rradd - 6/27/2011 2:13:16 PM
LEGO female making trips to nest in distant company of male 1355-14 6/27/2011 14:13
6/27/2011 7002532 Lesser Goldfinch Yes Active  TL639 - 397518 100 7' above ground level at end of branch at top of slope overhanging broom baccaharis patch, eye lev     Yes 21 Jun Nest contains one egg and is swarming with ants. LEGO female attempting to return. PNT_SSN-7002532 6/21/2011 12:03 491942.3728 3630929.56 6/27/2011 11:32 rradd rradd 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, standing, or wo       46 feet to TL639 - 397518 Drive through access only No No imaunsell - 6/21/2011 7:25:21 AM
Nest contains one egg and is swarming with ants. LEGO female att                      6/27/2011 11:32
6/27/2011 7002533 American Robin Yes Active TL 639 - 397518 100 20' AGL at distal terminus of 6" dia S-facing black willow (Salix goodingii) branch in cluster of leaves  Yes 21 Jun  Bulky grass nest of coarse grasses. AMRO at nest briefly 1344. Monitor again to verify activit  PNT_SSN-7002533 6/21/2011 13:11 491937.652 3630973.969 6/27/2011 19:27 rradd rradd 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, standing, or wo       60' to AR Drive through access only. No No rradd - 6/27/2011 12:36:43 PM
Obscure nest appears current, occupants difficult to detect. AMRO pr  6/27/2011 12:36
6/27/2011 7002534 Hooded Oriole Yes Active TL 639 - 397518 100 9' AGL Woven pensile nest at end of downward-hanging branch of Brazilian pepper tree (Schinus te                 Yes HOOR pr attending nest. PNT_SSN-7002534 6/21/2011 11:39 491969.1557 3630933.379 6/27/2011 11:35 rradd rradd 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stoppping, standing, or w        50' to AR Drive through access only. No No imaunsell - 6/21/2011 7:26:02 AM
pair attending nest
rradd - 6/27/2011 11:35:36 AM
Nest appears fre       6/27/2011 11:35
6/27/2011 7002540 Verdin Yes Active EP262-4 100 4 feet high in 7 foot tall Cholla, SE side. On far side of small hill/boulder pile from TSAP. Opening fa                                 Yes PNT_SSN-7002540 6/22/2011 10:48 584728.4981 3613182.501 6/27/2011 8:54 shampton imaunsell 100 No 55 feet SW of TSAP, 80 feet SE of tower site No No shampton - 6/22/2011 3:25:20 PM
One adult observed visiting nest. Begging calls from inside nest w     6/22/2011 15:25
6/28/2011 7002543 California Towhee Yes Active CP29-1 AR 100 Within scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia) thicket adjacent to AR. No 22 Jun CALT entering thicket with food at 20 min intervals. - RR PNT_SSN-7002543 6/22/2011 17:10 503208.9187 3644976.24 6/28/2011 8:18 rradd imaunsell 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticiapted to impact this nest provided that no stopping, standing, or wo        25 feet to AR. 6/27/2011 8:14 6/27/2011 8:14 Drive through access only. Yes No rradd - 6/22/2011 8:17:32 AM
CALT entering thicket at 20 minutes intervals. 6/28/2011 8:17
6/27/2011 7002544 Cassin's Kingbird Yes Active TL 6916 - 774820 100 40 feet above ground level in cluster of stems on eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.) branch overhanging A     Yes CAKI pair attending nest, no food carrying observed during 20 minute survey. PNT_SSN-7002544 6/22/2011 13:58 492232.8843 3639890.908 6/27/2011 17:21 rradd rradd 100 No 0 feet to AR. No No rradd - 6/27/2011 5:21:51 PM
Nest appears complete; no CAKI detected 1700-1515 6/27/2011 17:21
6/27/2011 7002545 Coastal California Gnatcatcher Yes Active TL 6916 - 774824 300 3 feet up in chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum), 6 feet from edge of road, behind black sage (Salvia          No tcooper - 6/23/2011 11:06:34 AM- both adults building nest. PNT_SSN-7002545 6/23/2011 11:02 493037.4189 3640181.598 6/27/2011 8:56 tcooper imaunsell 300 No 5 feet from access road No No tcooper - 6/23/2011 7:09:21 PM -Pair building nest, about 95% complete, adding lining material. 6/23/2011 19:09
6/23/2011 7002546 Phainopepla No Active Kreutzkamp Yard AR 0 Nest near outer end of mostly horizontal branch that extends farthest to northeast; in low curve of      No PKonrad - 6/23/2011 - Pair nest building; see next page.
 PNT_SSN-7002546 6/23/2011 11:24 535134.6234 3613029.66 6/23/2011 12:46 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 50 west of AR No No pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:17:59 PM
Pair is nest building at an almost complete bowl nest. Male very a     6/23/2011 12:18
6/23/2011 7002547 Bullock's Oriole No Active Kreutzkamp Yard  AR 0 Nest built on east side of live oak tree about 35 feet high. (There is another nest about 20 feet sout    No PKonrad - 6/23/2011 - Pair active at this nest; see next page.
 PNT_SSN-7002547 6/23/2011 12:04 535133.7275 3613025.104 6/23/2011 12:46 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 35 feet west of AR No No pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:12:32 PM
Pair active at nest, especially the  female that visited nest repeate                 6/23/2011 12:12
6/27/2011 7002548 Brewer's Blackbird No Active Kreutzcamp Yard - AR 0 Nest in south-central side of tree. No PKonrad - 6/23/2011 - Male feeding - see next page.
 PNT_SSN-7002548 6/23/2011 11:59 535125.4917 3613021.553 6/27/2011 7:54 pkonrad imaunsell 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, standing, or wo       42 feet west of AR Drive through access only. No No pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:20:38 PM - Male repeatedly bringing food to incubating female or nestlings 6/23/2011 12:20
6/27/2011 7002549 Lesser Goldfinch Yes Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 Nest is in willow (Salix sp.) 4-5 feet south of fence on west side of bridge, south of Arundo, approxim       No PNT_SSN-7002549 6/23/2011 16:24 518235.9976 3634574.549 6/27/2011 17:33 vnovik vnovik 100 No 4-5 feet south of fence on west side of bridge. No No vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:27:53 PM
Nest building 5%  Complete
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:14:22 AM
Nest build         6/27/2011 17:33
6/23/2011 7002505 Hooded Oriole No Active CP50-1 Hamlet property 100 16 feet above ground level in dense hanging cluster of eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.) leaves on north s       Yes 16 Jun HOOR female adding nest lining material in constant company of adult male 0915. - RR PNT_SSN-7002505 6/16/2011 9:32 509199.5346 3638423.88 6/23/2011 10:01 rradd rradd 100 No 36 feet to AR. No No rradd - 6/23/2011 10:00:21 AM
Female departs nest 0947, returns without food 0959; likely incubati 6/23/2011 10:00
6/23/2011 7002552 Blue-gray Gnatcatcher Yes Active CP50-1 Hamlet property 100 In thicket composed of three coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) and two Peruvian pepper trees (Schin        Yes 23 Jun  BGGN pr present for 2 wks. Male carrying food here repeatedly, but flushes easily and does       PNT_SSN-7002552 6/23/2011 13:08 509206.0655 3638424.445 6/23/2011 20:27 rradd rradd 100 No 50 feet to AR. No No
6/23/2011 7002553 Hooded Oriole Yes Active Helix Yard 100 Woven basket of palm 'hair' suspended 11 feet above ground level from underside of lower green f                     Yes 23 Jun HOOR male accompanies female building this nest 1510, approx 80% complete. - RR PNT_SSN-7002553 6/23/2011 15:10 509743.3174 3636610.794 6/23/2011 20:35 rradd rradd 100 No 5 feet to AR No No
6/23/2011 7002554 House Wren No Active Alpine Underground - 300+00r 0 25 feet above ground in horizontal portion of 4" diameter dead willow limb. Limb points east.   Nes                                      No Nest is most easily viewed from underneath, standing on south side of creek.
Dead limb with nest is                       PNT_SSN-7002554 6/23/2011 11:51 525812.0886 3632823.274 6/23/2011 14:19 shampton shampton 100 No 75 feet No No shampton - 6/23/2011 12:08:43 PM
Adults observed bringing food items to nest and carrying fecal sa      6/23/2011 12:08
6/27/2011 7002555 Hooded Oriole No Active Alpine underground - Bauer Bridge. 100 Nest is in first sycamore north of sound blankets/ bridge. on branch below House wren cavity. Nest                 No vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:34:06 AM
No construction onsite when found . PNT_SSN-7002555 6/24/2011 11:30 518242.3523 3634601.566 6/27/2011 17:23 vnovik imaunsell 100 No Approx 30-40 feet North of bridge and 20 feet west No No vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:34:56 AM
Nest building approx 5-10% Complete,
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:23:50 PM         6/27/2011 17:23
6/27/2011 7002556 Black-chinned Hummingbird Yes Active Alpine underground Bauer Bridge. 100 Nest is approx 30-60 feet high at top of canopy of 1st sycamore North of bridge.  Nest is on south b              No vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:41:56 AM
No construction when nest was found. PNT_SSN-7002556 6/24/2011 11:39 518236.044 3634597.526 6/27/2011 17:25 vnovik vnovik 100 No 15-20 feet North of bridge. No No vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:43:10 AM
Nest building appears 20% Complete or less.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:25               6/27/2011 17:25
6/27/2011 7002557 Ash-throated Flycatcher Yes Active Hartung Yard 100 50 feet above ground level in dead top of main south trunk of California sycamore (Platanus racem Yes ATFL carrying food to cavity and defending against CAKI 1008. PNT_SSN-7002557 6/24/2011 10:36 514912.092 3639282.914 6/27/2011 8:55 rradd imaunsell 100 No 45' to AR No No rradd - 6/24/2011 10:08:28 AM
ATFL carrying food to cavity and defending against CAKI. 6/27/2011 8:55
6/27/2011 7002558 House Finch Yes Active Alpine Yard 100 in orange reel behind plate. Yes sjohnston - 6/25/2011 10:13:20 AM
1 egg. PNT_SSN-7002558 6/25/2011 10:10 520286.6374 3634240.897 6/27/2011 7:57 sjohnston imaunsell 100 No 0 feet; within yard Yes No phoward - 6/26/2011 7:47:36 AM
nest has two eggs, female incubating 6/26/2011 7:47
6/27/2011 7002559 House Wren No Active CP82-1 100 26 feet above ground level in broken-branch scar of SE- facing trunk of coast live oak (Quercus agrifo    Yes 25 Jun HOWR carring food to cavity at 15 minute intervals 1006-1046. PNT_SSN-7002559 6/25/2011 10:44 518850.7255 3636238.854 6/27/2011 8:16 rradd imaunsell 100 No 15 feet to AR No No rradd - 6/25/2011 10:16:06 AM
House Wrens carrying food at 15 minute intervals. 6/27/2011 8:16
6/27/2011 7002560 Lesser Goldfinch No Active CP82-1 100 Compact woven grass nest 7' AGL directly above E wheek track of AR in terminal overhanging leaf cl               Yes Female on nest 1105. PNT_SSN-7002560 6/25/2011 11:11 518831.0839 3636135.441 6/27/2011 8:14 rradd imaunsell 100 No 0 feet to AR No No rradd - 6/25/2011 11:13:40 AM
female on nest 6/27/2011 8:13
6/27/2011 7002561 Phainopepla No Active CP83-1 AR 100 30 feet above ground level near southernmost terminus ofcoast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) overhan  Yes 25 Jun PHAI pair tending nest at10 minute intervals 1300-1320. PNT_SSN-7002561 6/25/2011 13:16 518863.3334 3636150.148 6/27/2011 8:10 rradd imaunsell 100 No 78 feet to AR No No rradd- 6/25/2011 13:46:37 PM
25 Jun PHAI pr tending nest @ 10 min. intervals 1300-1320. 6/27/2011 7:46
6/27/2011 7002562 Anna's Hummingbird No Active suncrest substation 0 nest is approximately 4 feet above ground in an outer branch of an Engelmann  Oak. No female is incubating two eggs full time. she is  very tolerate of foot and vehicle traffic, as well as gra       PNT_SSN-7002562 6/26/2011 20:28 530072.6999 3630537.413 6/27/2011 7:45 ahill imaunsell 0 No Vehicular passage, parking, and trailer access is not anticipated to impact this bird provided that no                                    20 ft No Yes ahill - 6/25/2011 7:45:33 AM
female incubating 2 eggs. 6/27/2011 7:45
6/28/2011 7002563 Ash-throated Flycatcher Yes Active Sycamore Substation 50 In open pipe on top of 69kV rack.  First pipe in from the east, on the north side of the 69kV superst             Yes Nest about 40 feet above the ground.  barnold - 6/27/2011 2:13 PM
 PNT_SSN-7002563 6/27/2011 14:08 497163.746 3642019.307 6/28/2011 8:13 barnold imaunsell 100 No 0; within Sycamore Substation. Yes Yes barnold - 6/27/2011 2:15:58 PM
Adult observed entering pipe four times during the observation per                6/27/2011 14:15
6/28/2011 7002564 Yellow-breasted Chat Yes Active TL 639 - 397518 100 Grass nest of coarse stems lined with finer grass, 5 feet above ground level under bent stem of broo         Yes PNT_SSN-7002564 6/27/2011 8:40 491974.4363 3631011.169 6/28/2011 8:13 rradd imaunsell 100 No 55 feet to new pole. Yes No rradd - 6/27/2011 8:11:09 AM
YBCH incubating three whitish eggs with heavy brownish-purple neckla 6/28/2011 8:11
6/28/2011 7002565 Lesser Goldfinch Yes Active TL 639 - 397518 100 15 feet above ground level in apical stem of Brazilian pepper (Schinus terebinthifolius)
Easiest to ob    Yes PNT_SSN-7002565 6/27/2011 11:25 491973.8531 3630926.66 6/28/2011 8:12 rradd imaunsell 100 No 60 feet to AR. No No rradd - 6/27/2011 8:09:50 AM
Female LEGO building new nest while male accompanies 6/28/2011 8:09

5/6/2011 5000008 Canyon Wren No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 Behind red wood piece in eve. Yes Fresh bird scat present, no bird on nest. Passerine.
Checked on 3/3/2011: CANW seen bringing nest                                                                                                 PNT_SSN-5000008 2/18/2011 13:44 509064.3041 3638414.842 5/6/2011 11:50 rradd kalberts 0 No 0 feet: under house. No No
5/2/2011 5000025 Cactus Wren No Closed EP244 0 Within  cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) possibly within 100 feet of EP244.  A fresh grass nest including a            No Visited 27 Feb, no birds present @ 11:00 hrs.
Well-built nests status unchanged; grasses graying; no                                                PNT_SSN-5000025 2/21/2011 15:55 578916.7439 3610751.05 5/2/2011 11:36 pkonrad pkonrad 0 Yes Apparent nest predation; top of nest torn open, exposing all of the interior. No sign of egg shells. Avoid corner of temporary ROW that includes 100 foot buffer. 82 feet from corner of temporary ROW. No Yes

5/26/2011 5000031 Cactus Wren No Closed EP231A TSAP 0 Active CACW nest in cholla (Cylindropuntia), approximately 2.5 feet high, located between TSAP an                                                    No Nest discolored gray; no wrens in area or singing 3-16  (PK).
Nest looks recently visited; wren singing                                                                                       PNT_SSN-5000031 2/22/2011 8:32 574240.9614 3611240.443 5/26/2011 12:11 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 100 feet from tower site edge. No Yes
5/25/2011 5000035 Common Raven No Closed EP349 and AR 0 High in metal tower. No Nest #30 inactive former CORA nest; potential raptor nest; contrnue to monitor.
No activity observed                                                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000035 2/21/2011 17:42 613340.8714 3623937.764 5/25/2011 12:31 pkonrad pkonrad 0 5/18/2011 12:30 No Successfully fledged. Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the Raven Control Plan 65 feet from SWPL line access road. 0 feet Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/25/2011 12:30:54 PM
Closed - ravens have fledged and dispersed. 5/25/2011 12:30

6/2/2011 5000040 Mourning Dove No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 Under roof above back porch. Yes No sign of adults or recent nest use. Work Outside Buffer
female on nest 3/3/11 - I. Maunsell
10 Mar                                                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000040 2/21/2011 16:41 509064.6263 3638419.01 6/2/2011 15:21 rradd rradd 0 5/5/2011 11:39 No Successfully fledged. MODO nests are in roof eaves above back door of mitigation property. Cleaning crews will not impa                     0 feet. Signs posted at back door to use front entrance only. Yes No rradd - 5/25/2011 1:03:10 PM
MODO brooding young 1259
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:21:32 PM
Nest appears       6/2/2011 15:21
5/21/2011 5000412 American Kestrel No Closed CP55 AR 0 Nest in SWPL tower, on north-facing middle arm. No Cavity nest in north facing middle arm of structure. Nest as described in correct location, no birds o                                                                                                                                                                      PNT_SSN-5000412 2/4/2011 11:41 509719.8164 3637536.241 5/21/2011 13:21 rradd rradd 0 5/18/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. 305 feet from access road. No No

6/4/2011 5000456 Common Raven No Closed EP363-1 0 New stick nest; old nest was apparently blown out by strong wind last winter.  In south arm of meta            No New nest; both ravens active at nest site on 4-5 (PK).
Buffer affects about 15 foot section on south-ce                                                                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5000456 2/25/2011 17:11 620053.023 3620492.528 6/4/2011 7:08 pkonrad barnold 0 6/3/2011 7:08 No Successfully fledged. Buffer reduced to 0 feet through agency concurrence, following the premises of the Raven Control P 130 feet from permanant impact area of tower site. 0 feet Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/25/2011 1:25:51 PM - At least 2 large feathered nestlings standing and lying in nest.
bar                      6/3/2011 20:25
6/23/2011 5000470 House Finch No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 8 feet off ground in fire alarm mounted on side of house.
 Yes Observed pair coming and going from nest
16 Mar - HOFI at nest 12:44 - RR
3/18/11 - D. Busby observ                                                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5000470 3/2/2011 10:05 510079.7637 3638801.485 6/23/2011 8:40 rradd rradd 0 No It is the avian biologist’s opinion, both the Anna’s hummingbird and black phoebe nests will tolera                                                          0 feet; on subject house. Buffer reduced to 0 feet. Yes No rradd - 5/25/2011 5:20:06 PM
No HOFI detected during 30 min. obs. 
rradd - 6/3/2011 9:09:35 AM
HOF                                           6/23/2011 8:40

5/3/2011 6002314 Loggerhead Shrike No Closed EP234-1 0 Nest is in a juniper tree (Juniperus californica) just outside the northeast quadrant of the TSAP (50                         Yes A 100 foot nest buffer is discontinuous due to an existing archeological site. LOSH often double-clut                                                                                                                                                             PNT_SSN-6002314 3/4/2011 11:06 575336.8603 3611001.238 5/3/2011 16:05 pkonrad kalberts 0 4/18/2011 16:05 No Successfully fledged. Focus all activites to be away from the buffer at the NE corner to avoid working within the 100 foot 80 feet from corner of tower site. No Yes
5/21/2011 6002319 Bushtit No Closed CP57 AR 0 Nest is on the north-side (upslope side) of the access road at a bend. Nest is five feet off the ground            No Nest building and mating observed. Nest is 85% complete. Nest is 10 feet off the road. Buffer encom                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-6002319 3/5/2011 14:27 511690.0257 3638581.55 5/21/2011 8:45 rradd rradd 0 4/28/2011 16:09 No Nest successfully fledged. 10 feet from existing access road. No No
5/31/2011 5000521 Common Raven No Closed EP250 AR 0 Nest located approximately 120 feet up on tower arm. Tower outside of work area but 100 foot nes         No 2/01/11 observation during surveyor monitoring (Chambers Group)
Raven incubating in stick nest on                                                                                                                                                PNT_SSN-5000521 2/1/2011 0:00 581542.9999 3610615 5/31/2011 13:18 pkonrad pkonrad 0 5/31/2011 13:14 No Successfully fledged. Buffer should either be reduced to 65 feet, OR left as 100 feet, with the stipulation that vehicular p            65 feet from access road. Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/31/2011 1:17:49 PM - 2 fledglings and 1 adult flushed from below tower; fledglings fly w                5/31/2011 13:17
4/22/2011 5000898 Bushtit No Closed EP223-1 and TSAP 0 Located in redshank (Adenostoma sparsifolium); approximately 5 feet off the ground. No Bushtit pair was observed bringing nesting material (lichen, spider web silk, etc.) to the nest. The ne                               PNT_SSN-5000898 2/14/2011 0:00 571680 3613365 4/22/2011 11:43 bclaxton imaunsell 0 No 55 feet from corner of work area. No Yes
6/23/2011 5001260 House Wren No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 Nest about 25 feet up in pepper tree (Schinus sp.). Cavity under horizontal branch. Yes Nest material visible. Bird seen entering cavity with material.
10 Mar 2011- HOWR singing incessantl                                                                                                   PNT_SSN-5001260 509075 3638405 6/23/2011 11:23 rradd rradd 0 5/25/2011 0:00 No Successful fledge likely. 0 feet; within house area. No No rradd - 6/3/2011 7:21:43 AM
2 June 1650 - HOWR singing near cavity, but appears more territorial m                                                              6/23/2011 11:23

6/2/2011 6002386 Coastal Cactus Wren No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 Substantial grass nest 5 feet up in large prickly pear (Opuntia sp.) complex. Entrance a little rough a                         No Showery and cooler weather has somewhat suppressed territorial activity this afternoon.  Calling te                                                                                                                                                   PNT_SSN-6002386 3/7/2011 14:07 499781.6195 3643816.971 6/2/2011 9:30 rradd imaunsell 0 No Unimproved nest, not used this season. 10 feet No No rradd - 5/24/2011 3:16:02 PM
No CACW detected 1305-1335.
rradd - 6/1/2011 10:40:24 AM
This nest        6/1/2011 10:40
5/3/2011 6002394 Rufous-crowned Sparrow No Closed CP86 0 Nest under mission manzanita (Xylococcus bicolor) at small rock outcrop. No RCSP observed with nest material and gave pair interaction calls.
17 Mar - Pair present, calling territo                                                                               PNT_SSN-6002394 3/9/2011 9:06 518178.1612 3635230.366 5/3/2011 16:21 blohstroh kalberts 0 No Buffer may be left as 100 feet, but biomonitor should monitor within that area of tower site where    85 feet to corner of tower site. No No
5/3/2011 6002402 Bushtit No Closed CP73-2 0 Nest is 6 feet up in Ceanothus (Ceanothus sp.), 60% complete, adults bringing material to nest on 3 No 28 Mar - Adults tending/repairing nest, nest still incomplete, no eggs or nestlings.- BL
20 Apr - Nest d               PNT_SSN-6002402 3/9/2011 10:23 518050.3587 3638100.641 5/3/2011 16:25 blohstroh kalberts 0 Yes Nest destroyed by unknown. 90 feet to tower legs. No No

4/20/2011 6003206 Bushtit No Closed Hartung Yard 0 20 feet up in a coast live oak. This location is 30 feet south of southern perimeter fence. Nest is cen             Yes Nest is very difficult to see. Nest location discovered through behavioral observation of bird, carryin                                                                                                       PNT_SSN-6003206 3/10/2011 8:35 515025.2445 3639198.663 4/20/2011 21:54 rradd rradd 0 No 30 feet from yard boundary. No Yes
5/11/2011 6003213 House Wren No Closed CP51-2 AR 0 Stick pile inside electrical panel. When found, bird was singing from nest. No 24 Mar - HOWR perched and singing @ nest. - RR
31 Mar - HOWR left nest @ 1329.- RR
19 Apr - Nest                        PNT_SSN-6003213 3/10/2011 12:06 509222.1221 3638426.823 5/11/2011 11:55 rradd kalberts 0 No 0 feet; within work area around structures. No No
5/13/2011 6003215 House Wren No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 3 feet up, in cavity in stump of oak approximately 15 feet south of driveway. Yes WBNU Repeatedly entered cavity for a minute or so at a time. Pair calling and nest exchange, so like                                                                                                                         PNT_SSN-6003215 3/10/2011 15:46 510025.9167 3638779.698 5/13/2011 9:28 rradd eelias 0 No Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This species is known t                                                                     15 feet from Londono driveway. 3/4/2011 14:49 5/6/2011 14:49 Yes No
6/15/2011 6003219 Common Raven No Closed CP31-2 0 22 feet up in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia). 1 of 2 stick nests in this tree. This nest is 3 feet lowe                               Yes Nest is 12 feet from AR to CP31-2. Birds not incubating yet and are spending extended periods away                                                                                                                                PNT_SSN-6003219 3/12/2011 9:07 503552.0012 3644860.576 6/15/2011 14:08 rradd rradd 0 Yes Death by natural causes. CORA dead on nest. 35 feet from work area. No No rradd - 5/24/2011 4:14:38 PM
One large weill-feathered, gray-faced  nestling visible on nest.
rradd - 6                                               6/15/2011 13:51

5/3/2011 6003220 Bushtit No Closed CP31-2 AR 0 Top of laurel sumac (Malosma laurina), 18 feet east of AR, straight out from large obvious rock on t                     No A pair of bushtits was observed making multiple trips to this location, carrying plant down and othe                                                                                                                                 PNT_SSN-6003220 3/12/2011 9:55 503222.9983 3645118.319 5/3/2011 15:29 rradd rradd 0 5/3/2011 0:00 No Successful fledge. Vehicular construction traffice unlikely to impact nest, provided that no stopping, standing, or cons     20 feet from AR. No No
6/23/2011 6003221 Cooper’s Hawk No Closed Helix Yard AR 0 20 feet up in a eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.) tree 1/2 way up tree. This tree forks at the base, creating           Yes Nest found by Helix yard bio monitor. Cooper's hawk present at the time of verification by avian bio                                                                                                                                                                              PNT_SSN-6003221 3/12/2011 13:15 509785.8126 3636510.973 6/23/2011 14:35 rradd rradd 0 6/7/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Nest is in proximity to El Monte Rod, rural residential, and is visually obscured.  The proposed work                              1,120 feet from yard boundary, but along AR. Buffer reduced to 360 feet. Yes Yes rradd - 5/26/2011 5:45:26 PM - Nest has fledged. Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/3/2011 1:27:07 PM - CO                                                                           6/23/2011 14:34
6/23/2011 6003223 Bushtit No Closed EP89-1 0 11 feet up on south side of large tall scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia) located near east side of tra No Almost complete nest with pair working on final stages of construction 3-11.
Active nest with a Bush                                                                                                                                                                   PNT_SSN-6003223 3/11/2011 7:49 547968.966 3613318.472 6/23/2011 15:53 pkonrad pkonrad 0 6/7/2011 15:50 No Successfully fledged. Keep all personnel out of 100 foot buffer within temporary ROW, and ensure that other areas of th     55 feet from temporary ROW; 165 feet to legs. No No pkonrad - 5/27/2011 9:50:53 AM
 2 adults behaving and calling territorially when scrub jay perched n                                                                       6/23/2011 15:52

6/3/2011 6003235 Black Phoebe No Closed Helix Yard 0 Underside of construction trailer. Yes Nest under construction despite AR traffic. 
25 Mar - BLPH pair bringing mud to nest 0730 - RR.
29 Ma                                                                             PNT_SSN-6003235 3/16/2011 8:22 509744.1561 3636511.558 6/3/2011 12:52 rradd rradd 0 6/3/2011 12:50 No Successfully fledged. 1240 feet from nearest part of yard. Yes rradd - 5/26/2011 5:13:09 PM
BLPH feeding at least three feathered nestlings. 
rradd - 6/3/2011 12:51              6/3/2011 12:51
5/17/2011 6003246 Bushtit No Closed EP26-1 0 South side of coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) about 15 feet high. No Buffer not flagged because along portion of road that is closed. 
Nest looks complete; no birds obser                                                                      PNT_SSN-6003246 3/17/2011 12:44 528160.7444 3619964.165 5/17/2011 10:46 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Nesting attempt appears to have fledged Bushtits or failed some time ago as evidenced by lack of a    Vehicular traffic should be permissible and is anticipated not to impact nest, provided that no stop        60 feet to AR; 580 feet to SWAT yard. No No

5/6/2011 6003248 Bushtit No Closed CP65-1 0 Adults building nest 7 feet up in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia), covered by wild cucumber (Mara       No 28 Mar - Nest in good condition, adults in area, but no interaction with this nest. - BL
6 Apr - Quick n                                                                     PNT_SSN-6003248 3/17/2011 9:00 514306.4653 3639374.677 5/6/2011 11:26 mdicus kalberts 0 Yes Nest appears predated - hole torn to expose contents. To encroach within buffer, temporary sound walls may be used during survey staking and potholing                  15 feet from driveway improvement area. Yes No
6/6/2011 6003250 Common Raven No Closed EP353 and AR 0 In south arm of metal powerline tower near EP353. No Pair of common ravens building a new nest 3-17 (PK).
100 foot nest buffer affects access road beyon                                                                                                                                                     PNT_SSN-6003250 3/17/2011 10:58 614793.9132 3623183.13 6/6/2011 7:57 pkonrad imaunsell 0 No Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the Raven Control Plan 83 feet from AR. 0 feet Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/25/2011 1:03:10 PM
2 large feathered nestlings standing on nest with 1 brancher standi                                                 6/6/2011 7:57
5/8/2011 5003259 House Finch No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 15 feet up in crook of eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.) approximately 15 feet from end of short spur driv Yes 3/18/11 - D. Busby observes HOFI pair collecting nest material and bringing it to nest.
1 April - Femal                                                   PNT_SSN-5003259 3/18/2011 9:10 510045.6343 3638803.166 5/8/2011 14:50 imaunsell kalberts 0 Yes Blown out by high winds. Not needed; failed before NBR approval. 15 feet from driveway. 3/4/2011 14:49 5/6/2011 14:49 0 feet Yes No
5/6/2011 5003263 Bushtit No Closed EP221-2 0 6 feet up in large scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia) on north side of center trunk inside clump of h  No Well conceled in new growth; nest is about 60% complete; Pair observed nest building. Revisted nes                                                                     PNT_SSN-5003263 3/23/2011 8:37 571051.3304 3613761.482 5/6/2011 12:39 pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes Appears nest is deserted; no bushtits have been seen at this nest for several weeks. 72 feet from tower center. No Yes
6/8/2011 5003273 Western Bluebird No Closed EP90-1 AR 0 Cavity 10 feet up on north side of snag at edge of field (south of fenced eucalyptus grove) and AR. No Pair repeatedly entering cavity. No incubation at this time 3-23.- RR
Pair entering cavity and flying in                                                                                                                                                             PNT_SSN-5003273 3/23/2011 8:34 548194.4105 3613280.244 6/8/2011 14:00 pkonrad pkonrad 0 6/8/2011 13:58 No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage should not impact nest, provided that no stopping, standing, or construction occ   15 feet north of AR. Buffer kept in place at 100 feet, but vehicular passage is allowed. Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/27/2011 11:24:03 AM
 2 (yes two) adult males and 1 female feeding nestlings in tree cav                                                                 6/8/2011 14:00

6/15/2011 5003278 California Thrasher No Closed EP240 0 Cup nest 3 feet up in large saltbush (Atriplex sp.). Can be obseverved from north side. No 3/24/11 TC- Adults lining nest, 95% complete. No work on access roads near nest.
3/25/11 BL- Check                                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5003278 3/24/2011 11:31 577663.7481 3610649.642 6/15/2011 13:57 pkonrad phoward 0 Yes Nest and nest lining was completely intact, suggesting snake depredation. Crew wants to install 12KV pole 18, which is 102 feet NW of nest - beyond 100 foot buffer - but 1 an                                                         75 feet from tower. Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes Yes
4/27/2011 5003288 California Thrasher No Closed Alpine Yard 0 About 2.5 feet off ground in sugar bush (Rhus ovata). No Female observed incubating on nest. Did not flush when approached to 5 feet. 3/28/11 IM
imaunsel                                              PNT_SSN-5003288 3/28/2011 11:17 520335.4528 3634134.517 4/27/2011 14:03 imaunsell kalberts 0 4/25/2011 14:03 No Successfully fledged. Bird began nesting with current work activities and personnel associated with the buffer area, so bu                 0 feet; within yard boundary. 4/26/2011 14:02 4/26/2011 14:02 Buffer reduced to 50 feet. Yes Yes

6/1/2011 5003290 Bushtit No Closed TL 6924 - Z171690 0 Approximately 4 feet up in Ceanothus shrub. No BUSH observed entering nest w material. RF-3/29/11
BUSH observed entering nest w material. rradd                                                                                PNT_SSN-5003290 3/29/2011 9:37 496974.6504 3643371.408 6/1/2011 21:32 rfletcher rradd 0 5/23/2011 11:04 No Nest fledged successfully. 70 feet from permanent work area. No Yes blohstroh - 5/26/2011 10:34:37 AM
26 May- nest in disrepair, no BUSH tending. BUSH in area, but di   5/26/2011 10:34
5/3/2011 5003291 Western Bluebird No Closed TL 6916 - Z774819 0 Cavity nest approximately 40 feet up in dead eucalyptus tree. No WEBL pair enering and exiting cavity multiple times.
12 Apr WEBL continue to visit cavity 15:15. - RR
1                                             PNT_SSN-5003291 3/29/2011 13:07 492084.3269 3639892.202 5/3/2011 13:15 rfletcher kalberts 0 Yes Nest failed for unknown reason, but HOWR (detected at this cavity) have been a factor in many blu           Vehicular passage should not impact nest, provided that no stopping, standing, or construction occ    75 feet from AR; 400 feet to nearest pole. Yes

5/18/2011 5003292 Bushtit No Closed TL 6924 - Z171691 0 BUSH nest located in black sage (Salvia mellifera) shrub. No Clean nest, active as of this year. Buffer flagged with yellow tape, needs ESA signage.
BUSH entering                                                                  PNT_SSN-5003292 3/29/2011 11:05 496997.5579 3643628.235 5/18/2011 11:24 rfletcher imaunsell 0 Yes Nest predated. Vehicular passage should be allowed, provided that no stopping, standing, or construction occurs w   25 feet from existing AR. No Yes
4/28/2011 5003303 OTHER No Closed EP254-3 0 Cavity in agave (Agave sp.) along northern boundary of temporary impact zone. No Male observed making cavity and vocalizing. rma 3/31/2011
4/12/11 - No Woodpeckers observed in                                                                             PNT_SSN-5003303 3/31/2011 9:17 583048.4807 3610722.136 4/28/2011 14:34 RAbe sritt 0 No 15 feet from temp ROW, 107 feet to tower center. No Yes
5/10/2011 5003305 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Nest approximately 6 feet off ground on top of fan (second from right) and under large radiator dev                      No 3/31/11. Observed female bring nest material to nest with male following closely. (D. Busby)
barnold                                                                    PNT_SSN-5003305 3/31/2011 8:31 497106.1752 3642169.877 5/10/2011 12:00 dbusby barnold 0 No 0 feet; within substation. Yes Yes

5/3/2011 5003306 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Nest approximately 7 feet high in a small box in northwestern corner of cooling tower. No 3/31/11 - Observed female bring nest material to nest with male following closely. (D. Busby) 
Nest c                                PNT_SSN-5003306 3/31/2011 8:46 497099.0577 3642173.844 5/3/2011 13:58 dbusby kalberts 0 No 0 feet; within substation. No Yes
5/11/2011 5003308 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Nest approximately 30 feet high in southern-most structure. Nest in two lefeet pipes. No 3/31/11 - Pair bringing nest material to two left pipes. Collecting grass from adjacent habitat. Placed                                                                                PNT_SSN-5003308 3/31/2011 9:44 497122.0759 3641995.179 5/11/2011 13:48 mdicus barnold 0 No 0 feet; within substation. No Yes

5/3/2011 5003310 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 In first of three pipes approximately 30 feet off ground. In southernmost structure. No 3/31/11 - Pair observed copulating and then female entered pipe. Flagged (Cummings). 
No birds ob                  PNT_SSN-5003310 3/31/2011 9:55 497103.8437 3641994.461 5/3/2011 14:01 dbusby kalberts 0 No 0 feet; within substation. No Yes
6/23/2011 5003311 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 In southernmost structure. Approximately 20 feet off ground in opening in insulator structure. No 3/31/11 - Female of pair observed going to the nest. Flagged (Cummings).
barnold - 4/12/2011 10:32                                          PNT_SSN-5003311 3/31/2011 10:09 497072.2994 3641996.94 6/23/2011 13:42 dbusby barnold 0 No 0 feet; within substation. Yes barnold - 6/16/2011 2:47:19 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 1:42:26 PM      6/23/2011 13:42
5/11/2011 5003312 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 In southernmost structure. Approximately 20 feet above ground in horizontal, insulator structure. No 3/31/11 Observed male binging nest material into hole and leaving without it. Flagged (Cummings).                                                      PNT_SSN-5003312 3/31/2011 11:27 497100.6023 3642010.699 5/11/2011 13:54 dbusby barnold 0 No 0 feet; within substation. No Yes

6/1/2011 5003313 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Approximately 4 feet above concrete on ledge on north side of water-cooling structure labeled Siem                     Yes 3/31/11 Pair bonding observed in area and pair visited possible beginnings of nest.  Not flagged due                                                                                                                                            PNT_SSN-5003313 3/31/2011 11:32 497134.9866 3642041.69 6/1/2011 14:26 dbusby barnold 0 6/1/2011 14:26 No Successfully fledged. 0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 2:24:32 PM
Two young fledglings in concrete retaining basin. Nest successfully fle 6/1/2011 14:24
5/3/2011 5003316 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Approximately 15 feet above ground in rectangular metal pipe with opening facing west. No 3/31/11 Observed pair bringing nesting material to opening. Flagged (Cummings).
barnold - 4/12/201                           PNT_SSN-5003316 3/31/2011 11:54 497065.8837 3642092.203 5/3/2011 14:39 dbusby kalberts 0 No 0 feet; within substation. No Yes
5/3/2011 5003321 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed TL 6916 - 774821 0 10 feet up in laurel sumac, at top center of bush, easily seen from road. No Looks complete.
3/31/11 TC - Adults seen visiting nest, possibly in laying stage.
4/7/11 TC - Female on                                                PNT_SSN-5003321 3/31/2011 12:13 492335.4031 3639874.329 5/3/2011 14:46 tcooper kalberts 0 Yes Cause of failure is indeterminate; nest was destroyed by wind or predator. No construction has take  Vehicular passage should be allowed, as long as work occurs over 100 feet from nest. 20 feet from AR; 290 feet to nearest tower. No Yes

5/21/2011 5003323 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed CP63-3 0 Male rebuilding destroyed nest ID 60003238. No 31 Mar - In dense sage adjacent to chaparral broom on derelict fence-line.
7 Apr - Pair remain active                                                                   PNT_SSN-5003323 3/31/2011 9:03 513995.4735 3639575.54 5/21/2011 13:28 rradd rradd 0 No Nest outcome indeterminate. Not needed; outside of the 300 foot buffer for this species. 375 feet from access road. No No
5/3/2011 5003324 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 6 feet up in pepper tree (Schinus sp.) above concrete septic tank. Yes 31 Mar - Nest complete, female on nest - RR
5 Apr - Female active at nest. - RR
11 Apr - ANHU female                                 PNT_SSN-5003324 3/31/2011 12:13 509079.9336 3638399.972 5/3/2011 14:47 rradd kalberts 0 Yes Predated nest. 0 feet; in work area. No No
5/3/2011 5003325 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 8 feet up in pepper tree (Schinus sp.) branch overhanging path. Yes 31 Mar - Female on nest 1215 - RR.
5 Apr - Incubation continues - RR.
11 Apr - Female LEGO on nest 1                        PNT_SSN-5003325 3/31/2011 12:16 509084.0976 3638392.1 5/3/2011 14:48 rradd kalberts 0 4/27/2011 14:47 No Successfully fledged. 0 feet; at and next to work area. No No
5/8/2011 5003337 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 14 feet up in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia). Nest in natural arch formed by two coast live oaks. N      Yes Female on nest. Not disturbed by vehicle or foot traffic. 1 April 2011 - IM (gps not functioning, mapp                                        PNT_SSN-5003337 4/1/2011 11:16 509954.2178 3638772.486 5/8/2011 14:49 imaunsell kalberts 0 4/27/2011 15:01 No Intact nest vacant. Presumed fledged. Not needed; nest failed prior to NBR approval. 25 feet from Londono's driveway. 3/4/2011 14:48 5/6/2011 14:48 Yes No
5/3/2011 5003338 House Finch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Nest located about 60 feet up in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) about 5 feet from main trunk. Yes Pair observed building nest. Nest is about 95% complete. Point entered by hand. 1April - IM
8 April -                                                                               PNT_SSN-5003338 4/1/2011 14:00 518269.1725 3634595.928 5/3/2011 15:02 blohstroh kalberts 0 Yes Cause of failure indeterminate but not construction-related.  Nest apparently never occupied. 0 feet; within work area. No Yes
6/1/2011 5003339 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Nest located in sycamore (Platanus racemosa) about 35 feet above bridge deck.  Branch with nest is               Yes Pair observed building nest. Nest is about 95% complete. Point entered by hand. 1 April - IM.
8 April                                         PNT_SSN-5003339 4/1/2011 13:54 518254.2632 3634595.718 6/1/2011 9:35 blohstroh imaunsell 0 Yes Unknown cause; nest not relocated. 7 feet from AR. No Yes
5/3/2011 5003340 Oak Titmouse No Closed EP84 0 In northeast-facing cavity of elderberry (Sambucus mexicana) tree. About 11 feet off the ground.  A       No Pair of oak titmouse acted agitated, scolding at oberver's presence. Pair left the tree and came back                                                                                                              PNT_SSN-5003340 4/1/2011 10:30 546612.0778 3613962.346 5/3/2011 15:05 pkonrad kalberts 0 No 10 feet from tempROW; 80 feet from perm impact. No Yes

5/24/2011 5003344 American Crow No Closed EP85-2 AR 0 35 feet up in live oak (Quercus agrifolia). No 1 April - No apparent activity - S. Hampton, S. Ritt
American crow incubating; second crow calling, pe                                                                                                                                                   PNT_SSN-5003344 4/1/2011 14:10 546989.0549 3613726.366 5/24/2011 22:36 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No Vehicular traffic not anticipated to impact nest as nest site is also very close to Lake Morena Drive.               45 feet from AR. No Yes pkonrad - 5/24/2011 3:43:40 PM
1 fledgling and 2 adults active in pasture west of nest - closed. 5/24/2011 15:43
5/23/2011 5003347 House Finch No Closed TL 639 - 100979 0 Nest material brought to hole at base of lower insulator on east side of pole 100979. Yes 04/04/11 - Pair of house finches carrying and depositing nest material to base of insulator (M. Dicus                                                        PNT_SSN-5003347 4/4/2011 11:39 496988.355 3641834.254 5/23/2011 12:37 mdicus imaunsell 0 No 0 feet. No Yes imaunsell - 5/23/2011 12:37:47 PM
Status changed to closed due to nest chronology. 5/23/2011 12:37
4/26/2011 5003349 House Finch No Closed TL 639 - 171674 0 Nest found in lowest metal box on power line pole. Yes 4/4/11 phoward - Female sen with nest material made; multiple visits to same site, pole was marke                                     PNT_SSN-5003349 4/4/2011 7:35 496997.5768 3641012.492 4/26/2011 11:37 phoward rradd 0 No 0 feet; on pole. No Yes

5/3/2011 5003354 Bushtit No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 0 17 feet up in coast live oak above edge of road. No Monitor observed pair and nest building on 4/4. Pair adding lining to nearly complete nest. Undete                                                                 PNT_SSN-5003354 4/5/2011 13:25 534502.1493 3612381.687 5/3/2011 13:30 imaunsell kalberts 0 Yes Nest gone; appears nesting attempt failed considering the lack of activity at nest after nest building  Vehicular passage not likely to impact nest, provided no stopping, standing, or construction occurs  Within 10 feet of AR. No Yes
4/21/2011 5003359 House Finch No Closed TL 230 - 873078 0 Nest approximately 100 feet above ground in cavity of existing lattice tower. Yes 04/05/2011 - Adult female HOFI observed carrying nest materials into small opening in tower (J&M                                       PNT_SSN-5003359 4/5/2011 17:47 491812.9614 3630856.718 4/21/2011 17:59 jdicus rradd 0 No No nest or breeding bird at this location. Not requested, as vertical buffer is sufficient. 15 feet horizontally, 100 feet vertically. No Yes
6/15/2011 5003360 Phainopepla No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 7 feet up against main trunk of pepper tree (Schinus sp.); most visible from east side. No 5 Apr - Pair PHAI building nest - mostly complete, male on nest - RR
11 Apr - Male PHAI on nest 13:25                                                                   PNT_SSN-5003360 4/5/2011 12:06 509044.4089 3638414.442 6/15/2011 12:27 rradd phoward 0 5/5/2011 0:00 No Likely successfully fledged. 60 feet from AR. No
5/11/2011 5003361 Bushtit No Closed CP51-2 AR 0 16 feet up in isolated hanging cluster of eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.) foliage 8 feet south of main tru Yes 5 Apr - BUSH carrying material to apparently complete nest. - RR
11 Apr - BUSH enters nest 14:43. - R                                      PNT_SSN-5003361 4/5/2011 14:14 509179.0138 3638407.18 5/11/2011 11:56 rradd kalberts 0 No 15 feet from proposed AR. No No
5/13/2011 5003363 Common Raven No Closed EP358 AR 0 New stick nest located in north arm of metal powerline tower south of access road near EP358. No Adult incubating on new nest 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/2011 5:41:50 PM - CORA incubating on nest. AMKE                                                                                                              PNT_SSN-5003363 4/5/2011 15:49 617693.9535 3621709.763 5/13/2011 11:47 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the Raven Control Plan 40 feet from AR entry; 270 feet to tower site. 4/12/2011 17:08 4/12/2011 13:41 0 feet Yes Yes

6/4/2011 5003365 Common Raven No Closed EP341 0 Approximately 100 feet above ground on east side of existing tower. No 04/06/11 -  One adult on nest.  Buffer affects access road to EP341 (J&M Dicus, R. Abe).
sritt - 4/15/2                                                                            PNT_SSN-5003365 4/6/2011 11:00 609641.5158 3625856.428 6/4/2011 15:19 mdicus barnold 0 6/4/2011 15:09 No Successfully fledged. Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the Raven Control Plan 30 feet from AR entry; 300 feet from tower area. 0 feet Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/25/2011 12:21:57 PM
At least 2 large feathered nestlings standing on the nest.
barnold -       6/4/2011 15:19
5/3/2011 5003366 Bushtit No Closed EP221A 0 9 feet high in scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia). No 4/6/11- Pair of bushtits seen carrying food into nest.- SR
kalberts - 5/3/2011 3:34:28 PM - Nest closed                       PNT_SSN-5003366 4/6/2011 12:35 571320.313 3613569.794 5/3/2011 15:35 sritt kalberts 0 No 20 feet to tower site permanent ROW. No Yes

5/14/2011 5003370 Bushtit No Closed CP81-1 0 8 feet up in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia), near edge of south side of tree.  Nest well concealed,              No 4/6/11- TC Adults carrying food to nest. Candidate for nest buffer reduction since access road will o                                                                       PNT_SSN-5003370 4/6/2011 10:43 518835.4884 3636355.295 5/14/2011 15:30 dbusby rradd 0 Yes Nest was storm-wrecked or never completed. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to disturb nest, provided that no stopping, standing, or constr    10 feet from road; 200 feet to tower area. 4/22/2011 14:19 4/25/2011 14:19 Buffer remains, to allow vehicular passage only. Yes No
5/20/2011 5003371 Bushtit No Closed CP80-1 0 Nest approximately 60 feet west of access road in a California sagebrush (Artemesia californica) nex     No 4/6/11 - Observed adult carrying nest material to nest. 80% complete. Erected ESA signs for this nes                                                                                 PNT_SSN-5003371 4/6/2011 8:56 518983.9275 3636650.906 5/20/2011 11:54 dbusby rradd 0 5/18/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle stopping, standing, or    65 feet from existing AR; 300 feet from tower site 4/22/2011 14:13 4/25/2011 14:13 Buffer kept, but vehicular passage allowed Yes No
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6/24/2011 5003373 Cooper’s Hawk No Closed CP63-3 AR 0 30 feet up in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia). No 6 Apr - Male feeds female, incubates while female feeds, then nest guards following exchange. - RR
8                                                                                                                             PNT_SSN-5003373 4/6/2011 7:48 514279.2248 3639380.939 6/24/2011 8:46 mdicus rradd 500 No Nest fledged two young successfully. AR improvement work consists of 2-3 person crew staking for one day, then 2-3 person crew pothol             100 feet from AR entry area. No rradd - 5/26/2011 8:16:02 AM
Female COHA diving on observer at 75' from nest; probable indicator                                                                             6/24/2011 8:46
5/26/2011 5003374 House Finch No Closed Hartung Yard 0 25 feet up in mistletoe clump on west side of tree. No 6 Apr - New nest building by HOFI pair in mistletoe cluster. Male feeding female, carrying nest mate                                                                PNT_SSN-5003374 4/6/2011 9:41 515012.969 3639198.77 5/26/2011 16:20 rradd rradd 0 No Birds moved into area after yard was established and chose to nest at this area; therefore, work sh                  20 feet from yard. Reduced to 0 feet per blanket exemption for nests outside the yard. Yes Yes

5/3/2011 5003375 Bushtit No Closed CP70-3 AR 0 11 feet up on south side of tree - branch overhangs road. Yes 6 Apr - BUSH pair tending young - carrying food items to nest 1055. - RR
13 Apr - BUSH enters nest at                            PNT_SSN-5003375 4/6/2011 11:03 516927.0082 3638477.761 5/3/2011 15:42 rradd kalberts 0 Yes Blown out of place by wind. Vehicular traffic is not anticipated to affect nest, provided that no stopping, standing, or constructi    0 feet from existing AR. No No
5/20/2011 5003376 Red-shouldered Hawk No Closed CP70-3 AR 0 35 feet up on north side of coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia).  Nest is visually well-screened from tra        No RSHA pair are de-sensitized to vehicular traffic. Foot traffic on AR should be minimized.
6 Apr - Male                                                                                PNT_SSN-5003376 4/6/2011 17:43 516783.5793 3638504.081 5/20/2011 9:55 rradd rradd 0 5/18/2011 0:00 No Successfully fledged. Vehicular traffic is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that there is no vehicle stopping, stand       300 feet from El Monte Road. Yes No
6/10/2011 5003380 House Wren No Closed CP83-1 AR 0 12 feet above ground in dead oak (Quercus agrifolia) with Mexican elderberry (Sambucus mexicana              No 04/07/2011 - House wren repeatedly carrying nest material into cavity.  Buffer affects access road (J                                                                        PNT_SSN-5003380 4/7/2011 12:40 518779.0209 3635883.109 6/10/2011 12:34 mdicus rradd 0 6/6/2011 0:00 No Nest outcome is indeterminate but likely to have successfully fledged. Vehicular passage should not impact nest, provided that no vehicle stopping or standing is allowed     45 feet to existing AR; 195 feet to tower area. Buffer remains, but vehicular passage is allowed. Yes No rradd - 5/26/2011 3:45:20 PM - HOWR carries food item to cavity nest
rradd - 6/10/2011 12:34:05 PM               6/10/2011 12:34

5/6/2011 5003381 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed TL 639 - Z379523 0 CAGN nest located 3 feet up in California sagebrush. No Fresh nest located in ARTCAL shrub. Observed female on nest, prior to this observed 1 egg in nest, i                                                                         PNT_SSN-5003381 4/7/2011 16:32 492554.6051 3631576.235 5/6/2011 12:14 rfletcher kalberts 0 Yes Unknown but looks like predated by snake because nest is intact with 2 dessicated nestlings remaining and 2 gone. 30 feet from existing AR; 90 ft from nearest pole. No Yes
5/3/2011 5003384 Killdeer No Closed Wilson Yard 0 Scrape in middle of construction yard. No 3 eggs present. Birds flushed at 50 feet and distraction displayed at 20 feet.
imaunsell - 4/19/2011 2                 PNT_SSN-5003384 4/8/2011 13:56 531298.6001 3630379.657 5/3/2011 15:48 imaunsell kalberts 0 4/19/2011 17:54 Yes Nest failed due to depredation between 1600 on 4/18/2011 and 0700 on 4/19/2011.  Monitor reported no eggs, egg shells, or adults at nest. 0 feet; within yard. No Yes
5/3/2011 5003386 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP64-1, CP65-2 - driveway entry 0 12 feet above ground in coast live oak on southwest branch where transitions from leaves to bare l   Yes 04/08/11 - Female ANHU incubating.  Nest affects driveway (M. Dicus, R. Abe).  
13 Apr - ANHU femal                                    PNT_SSN-5003386 4/8/2011 11:35 514345.7911 3639378.115 5/3/2011 15:50 mdicus kalberts 0 Yes Unknown. Vehicular passage and light construction activity proposed for a 1 day period at the driveway entra                     50 feet from AR entry. No No
5/3/2011 5003388 Acorn Woodpecker No Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 pullsite - driveway entry 0 Nest cavity on north side of western sycamore (Platanus racemosa) approximately 40 feet above groNo 04/08/11 - Female and male ACWO observed entering nest cavity (R. Abe, M. Dicus).
13 Apr - ACWO                        PNT_SSN-5003388 4/8/2011 17:11 514321.972 3639346.058 5/3/2011 15:52 mdicus kalberts 0 Yes Starlings occupy nest that was identified as acorn woodpecker before. One day of pre-construction survey staking is planned, followed by one day of potholing with a 2-3                                           40 feet to AR entry Yes No

5/17/2011 5000775 Black Phoebe No Closed TL 6924 - Z171690 0 In culvert under Beeler Canyon Road.
 No BLPH carrying food into culvert. rradd - 4/11/2011 7:24:15 AM
BLPH flying from nest 0736. - rradd - 4                                                  PNT_SSN-5000775 4/11/2011 7:20 496851.7778 3643333.371 5/17/2011 14:04 rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest no longer present; appeared to have fallen from place. Vehicular passage should not impact nest, since nest is below road and completely out of view.  Bu              0 feet; in culvert under the existing paved AR. No Yes
6/16/2011 5000776 House Finch No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 In mounting bracket for satellite dish at rear of building. Yes 11 Apr - HOFI pair building nest. - RR
19 Apr - Nesting activity continues. 1005. - RR
5 May - No eggs, n                                    PNT_SSN-5000776 4/11/2011 16:34 509108.505 3638397.663 6/16/2011 11:59 rradd rradd 0 Yes Eggs predated. 0 feet; on house. 66 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/2/2011 4:10:45 PM
25 May Nest inactive and empty.
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:34:42 PM
Nest active                            6/16/2011 11:59
5/12/2011 5000777 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 14 feet above ground level in dead pepper tree (Schinus sp.) branch overhanging AR. No 11 Apr - ANHU female building new nest, unconcerned by observer directly under nest. - RR
19 Apr -                                           PNT_SSN-5000777 4/11/2011 14:31 509220.5074 3638381.746 5/12/2011 8:15 rradd rradd 0 5/10/2011 0:00 No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parki        0 feet; overhanging AR. No No

5/3/2011 5000779 Bushtit No Closed TL 6916 - 774824 0 Nest is 2.5 St above found in black sage. 20 feet off road approximately 60 feet from steel tower. No 11 April - Adults gathering nest material and adding it to nest   S. Hampton, M. Dicus
18 Apr - Only n                  PNT_SSN-5000779 4/11/2011 8:44 493019.4046 3640166.549 5/3/2011 13:44 shampton kalberts 0 No Vehicular passage should be allowable, provided that no stopping, standing, or construction occurs     25 feet from existing AR; 60 feet to nearest pole. No Yes
4/27/2011 5000816 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed Elliott Substation 0 Nest found about 4 feet high in California sagebrush (Artemisia californica) with taller dead twigs o                    No Female lining nest with white fluff and male periodically assisting. Buffer of 300 feet does not exten                           PNT_SSN-5000816 4/14/2011 10:07 491582.9382 3630788.075 4/27/2011 11:34 kalberts kalberts 0 Yes Nest depredated.  Nest torn to pieces from the lining bottom, up. Not needed; beyond the 300 foot buffer. 420 feet from corner of substation. No No
5/26/2011 5000817 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed TL 639 - Z379519 0 About 2.5 feet high in black sage next to bush mallow and several spiny redberry bushes, between                No Male building cup. 2nd CAGN male immediately east of this pair, with overlapping territories - kalbe                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5000817 4/14/2011 11:30 492068.454 3631037.661 5/26/2011 14:28 kalberts imaunsell 0 5/21/2011 14:59 No Nest successfully fledged. 8 feet from existing AR; 65 feet to work area. No Yes rradd - 5/23/2011 2:59:26 PM
Nest intact, clean and empty 1338. Surrounding vegetation is undistur           5/23/2011 14:59
5/12/2011 6003230 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Bartlett Yard 0 10 feet up on branch on east side of coast live oak tree. Approximately 130 feet southwest of yard e            No Female incubating 3-28 (PK).  
Female incubating or brooding in stormy weather 4-7 (PK/FH).
3-12 - Fe                                                                                                                                                                PNT_SSN-6003230 3/12/2011 9:54 546396.2534 3612604.985 5/12/2011 15:14 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No See Comments. 25 feet from yard boundary. Yes
5/13/2011 5000840 Bushtit No Closed CP42-1 0 4 feet high in chamise (Adenostema fasciculatum), just off access road. No Pair of birds flew in. Female entered and remained in nest, male flew off and returned minutes late                                       PNT_SSN-5000840 4/18/2011 14:38 506230.5081 3641514.125 5/13/2011 13:57 sritt rradd 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact the nest, provided that no stopping, standing, or con       5 feet from AR, 550 feet to tower area. No No
6/27/2011 5000841 Cactus Wren No Closed JVR 12kV - P2466095 0 Near south bend in AR just east of yard fence, 2 feet above ground in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No RAbe - 4/18/2011 3:52:15 PM - New, active nest about 80% complete. Newest material consists of or                                                                                                                                                       PNT_SSN-5000841 4/18/2011 15:50 578247.1583 3610760.185 6/27/2011 11:05 RAbe pkonrad 100 6/18/2011 10:38 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact the nest, provided that no stopping, standing, or con             Outside yard fence; 40 feet from yard limits. Drive through access only. Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/31/2011 12:17:05 PM - Wren flushed from nest; probably incubating.
barnold - 6/3/2011                                                                                                            6/27/2011 11:01
4/27/2011 5000842 Cactus Wren No Closed JVR 12kV - Pole P2466095 0 Nest is about 6 feet high in clump of yuccas. In between nest 5000424 and southeast corner of JVR CNo RAbe - 4/18/2011 3:16:54 PM - Appears to be rebuilding old, beat up nest. Fresh grass on top of bas                                   PNT_SSN-5000842 4/18/2011 15:07 578251.1144 3610723.009 4/27/2011 10:58 RAbe kalberts 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact the nest, provided that no stopping, standing, or con       30 feet from 12kv AR. No Yes
5/11/2011 5000814 Bushtit No Closed TL 6916 - 774819 0 10 feet up in middle eucalyptus with large stump, visible from road. No 4/13/11 TC - adults attending nest
18 Apr - Nest location reset with Trimble. BUSH pr. detected with                                                     PNT_SSN-5000814 4/13/2011 9:01 491987.0388 3639880.334 5/11/2011 19:13 tcooper rradd 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no stopping, standing, or constru    10 feet to existing AR; 400 feet to nearest pole. No Yes
4/25/2011 5000844 House Finch No Closed TL 6916 - 973032 0 1 foot under HOWR nest on top of ledge under house eave. No 18 Apr - HOFI pair carrying nest material and defending nest site. 0950 - RR
35 Apr No HOFI detected                                 PNT_SSN-5000844 4/18/2011 10:24 493137.1847 3640223.594 4/25/2011 12:36 rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest abandoned prior to completion, even though no Reconductor construction was in progress. Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of the Reconductor routes. 95 feet to nearest pole. Yes
4/27/2011 5000846 California Towhee No Closed Suncrest Substation AR 0 Nest is located near the base, approximately 2 feet above ground, in a chamise plant. The chamise      Yes The female CALT is incubating 3 eggs - ahill - 4/18/2011 10:46:00 PM.
phoward - 4/25/2011 8:38:11 A                     PNT_SSN-5000846 4/18/2011 13:46 530023.0081 3630517.878 4/27/2011 11:00 ahill kalberts 0 Yes Nest predation. Nest appears to have een attacked by predator, no egg shells found nearby. Blanket exemption approved for buffer zones along Suncrest substation pad and access road buffer 35 feet from AR Yes
5/10/2011 5000847 House Finch No Closed Helix Yard 0 12 feet up in arm of crane on cab end. Yes imaunsell - 4/18/2011 2:57:32 PM - Nest 40% complete with fresh nest material. Pair copulating adja                                                 PNT_SSN-5000847 4/18/2011 14:54 510533.1771 3636877.889 5/10/2011 17:46 imaunsell rradd 0 Yes Cause of nest abandonment is indeterminate, however movement of materials and construction of            This nest was begun after construction activities had started, and is therefore accustomed to this si                      0 feet; in crane within yard. 4/20/2011 10:10 4/20/2011 10:10 0 feet for parking and access; 100 feet for construction activities. Yes Yes
5/17/2011 5000848 OTHER No Closed EP253-2 0 Nest is about 4 feet above the ground in the southwest-facing side of a juniper. Built of shredded b              No RAbe - 4/19/2011 1:14:00 PM - Probable Verdin nest w/new, a piece of cotton-like synthetic materia                                                                           PNT_SSN-5000848 4/19/2011 13:12 582735.3222 3610566.066 5/17/2011 13:33 RAbe pkonrad 0 No 60 feet from AR No Yes
5/17/2011 5000849 Cactus Wren No Closed EP253-2 0 Nest is about 5 feet above ground in a large juniper (Juniperus californica). Located next to main tru No RAbe - 4/19/2011 12:45:05 PM - Potential new nest that is partially assembled. Nesting material loo                                                                                    PNT_SSN-5000849 4/19/2011 12:42 582851.1491 3610617.911 5/17/2011 13:20 RAbe pkonrad 0 No 45 feet to AR No Yes
4/30/2011 5000850 Mourning Dove No Closed CP88-1 0 In coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) in gully below AR. 10 feet above ground but low in low side of t                                                  Yes shampton - 4/19/2011 8:51:57 AM - Adult on nest and mate observed bringing additional nest mate                     PNT_SSN-5000850 4/19/2011 8:46 517918.2157 3635029.802 4/30/2011 10:01 shampton rradd 0 No No nest found. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, and no construction is proposed within the 55 feet from AR. 4/22/2011 14:32 4/25/2011 14:32 Buffer remains, but vehicular passage is allowed. Yes No

5/7/2011 5000852 Rufous-crowned Sparrow No Closed EP85-1 0 Nest located beneath clump of dense vegetation made up of old and new growth deerweed (Lotus                                    No S. Hampton - 4/19/2011 - Observed pair of rufous-crowned sparrows which became agitated on app                                                                                   PNT_SSN-5000852 4/19/2011 18:03 518426.182 3635443.901 5/7/2011 19:41 shampton kalberts 0 5/6/2011 19:41 No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, and no current construction is proposed w   60 feet from AR. 4/22/2011 14:28 4/25/2011 14:28 Buffer remains, but vehicular passage is allowed. Yes Yes
6/10/2011 5000853 House Wren No Closed CP81-1 0 Cavity nest facing road 20 feet up in dead sycamore (Platanus racemosa), best observed from below Yes tcooper - 4/19/2011 - Adults singing and entering cavity.
28 Apr - HOWR stridently territorial at this c                                                    PNT_SSN-5000853 4/19/2011 10:44 518913.8789 3636483.266 6/10/2011 12:21 tcooper rradd 0 6/8/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no stopping, standing, or constru    5 feet feet from AR. Buffer remains, but vehicular passage allowed. Yes No rradd - 5/26/2011 1:03:34 PM - Singing and territorial HOWR continues, but whichever cavity is in us                                6/10/2011 12:21
5/13/2011 5000854 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed CP40-1 0 4 feet high in Ceanothus (Ceanothus sp.). No Pair actively building new nest - sritt - 4/19/2011 1:13:35 PM.
kkilpatrick - 5/9/2011 1:14:10 PM. Nest                                    PNT_SSN-5000854 4/19/2011 13:09 505650.3962 3641896.785 5/13/2011 16:12 sritt rradd 0 No 34 feet from permanent construction pad. No No

5/8/2011 5003333 Bushtit No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 11 feet up on east side of coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia). Yes Pair nest building. Nest 90% complete. Tolerated foot traffic along driveway. 1 April 2011 - IM (gps n                                                PNT_SSN-5003333 4/1/2011 10:49 509995.787 3638773.425 5/8/2011 14:51 imaunsell kalberts 0 Yes Nest destroyed, appears predated. Not needed; failed before NBR approval. 15 feet from Londono driveway. 3/4/2011 14:51 5/6/2011 14:51 0 feet No No
5/8/2011 5003335 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 10 feet off ground on west side of coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia). 

 Yes Female flushed when foot traffic approached within 15 feet of nest. Female on nest. 1 April 2011 - I                                                             PNT_SSN-5003335 4/1/2011 10:57 510039.7747 3638768.102 5/8/2011 14:52 imaunsell kalberts 0 5/5/2011 12:24 No Nest presumed fledged. Not needed; fledged before NBR approval. 55 feet from driveway. 3/4/2011 14:51 5/6/2011 14:51 0 feet Yes No
5/8/2011 5003336 Bushtit No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 18 feet up on east side of coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia). Yes Pair building nest. Nest is about 10% complete. Pair was not disturbed by foot traffic 10-15 feet awa                                                                     PNT_SSN-5003336 4/1/2011 11:03 510052.7417 3638764.172 5/8/2011 14:53 imaunsell kalberts 0 Yes Nest torn open from above, presumed predated. Not needed; failed before NBR approval. 60 feet from driveway. 3/4/2011 14:52 5/6/2011 14:52 0 feet Yes No
5/8/2011 5000797 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 5 feet off ground in east side of ornamental pepper tree (Schinus sp.). Yes Well concealed. Female observed nest building. Nest 5% complete - imaunsell - 4/13/2011 9:49:04 A                                PNT_SSN-5000797 4/13/2011 9:47 510002.1995 3638778.935 5/8/2011 14:54 imaunsell kalberts 0 Yes Nest and intact but empty just 7 days after 4 eggs being incubated, presumed predated. Not needed; nest not active when NBR approval came in. 8 feet from driveway. 3/4/2011 14:53 5/6/2011 14:53 0 feet Yes No
6/8/2011 5000856 Black Phoebe No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 Nest of mud and grasses against wall under eave of white accessory building beside metal storage s Yes 19 Apr - BLPH pr building nest. 10% complete. - RR
27 Apr - Nest appears almost complete, BLPH on                                             PNT_SSN-5000856 4/19/2011 8:01 509104.4493 3638401.543 6/8/2011 9:16 rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest fell due to natural causes and unfledged young predated. 0 feet on house, 56 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/2/2011 3:02:17 PM
BLPH nest has fallen to ground 14:37. Two unfledged young with quilled                         6/8/2011 9:16
5/1/2011 5000857 House Finch No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Building nest inside south wheel on east side of elevated water tank. Yes Finches began building nest about 0830;  Nest location elevated about 10 feet high, about 25 feet fr                                                  PNT_SSN-5000857 4/19/2011 15:19 535909.6645 3612934.397 5/1/2011 8:59 pkonrad barnold 0 No 0 feet; within yard boundary. No Yes

5/26/2011 5000858 House Finch No Closed Helix Yard 0 In condenser shroud box on top of ice machine at north end of office trailer. No shampton - 4/20/2011 9:49:24 AM  Nest appears almost complete. Adults observed entering box wi                                            PNT_SSN-5000858 4/20/2011 9:38 510092.5195 3636738.051 5/26/2011 17:25 shampton rradd 0 5/24/2011 0:00 No Presumed successfully fledged. Bird began nesting at this location after construction activites and personnel occupied the area, an                             0 feet, nest is inside yard. 0 feet Yes Yes rradd - 5/26/2011 5:25:05 PM
Nest is empty. Presumed successfully fledged.
Change to Close. 5/26/2011 17:25
5/7/2011 5003351 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - 177.50l 0 ANHU cup nest in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) approximately 5 feet off ground. No RF-4/4/11: Bird observed sitting in nest approximately 5 feet from Alpine Blvd. Appears undisturbed                                PNT_SSN-5003351 4/4/2011 13:49 522214.4296 3633071.215 5/7/2011 21:01 rfletcher kalberts 0 Yes Nest found inactive with broken eggshells in nest. It was probably predated. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       15 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 18:48 3/3/2011 18:48 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. Yes

4/27/2011 5000859 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP64-2 0 About 12 feet high within oak tree (Quercus agrifolia). Oak tree northwest of 12-foot tall end tie po                        Yes vnovik - 4/20/2011 8:41:41 AM - Female Anna's hummingbird seen feedig young in nest.
27 Apr - Nes                   PNT_SSN-5000859 4/20/2011 8:32 514325.2112 3639382.001 4/27/2011 14:55 vnovak rradd 0 4/25/2011 0:00 No Nest presumed successfully fledged. 40 feet No No
6/7/2011 5000861 American Kestrel No Closed Encina Substation 0 In south-facing hole just below upper I-beam crossbar of the eastern A-frame of the northwestern-m                                   No Pair observed defending against common raven. Female entered hole. BWArnold 20 April 2011.
barn                                                  PNT_SSN-5000861 4/20/2011 11:54 468729.8206 3666421.413 6/7/2011 9:00 barnold ahill 0 No Nest was established after construction began, nest faces away from the construction area, the pai                        0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 45 feet for one week, 100 feet thereafter. Yes Yes

4/27/2011 5000862 House Finch No Closed Helix Yard 0 Behind electrical panel on pole at north end of construction trailer. No 20 Apr - HOFI pr actively constructing, 50% complete. - RR
26 Apr - Nest abandoned before completio         PNT_SSN-5000862 4/20/2011 8:37 509744.7855 3636527.477 4/27/2011 10:25 rradd kalberts 0 Yes Abandoned before completion. 1190 feet from yard boundary. No Yes
5/7/2011 5000863 Orange-crowned Warbler No Closed Alpine Underground - 179+00l 0 Nest in leaf litter on slope, 4 feet up slope. Approximately 3 feet west of palm leaf that is going und     No shampton - 4/21/2011 11:12:15 AM - 4 nestlings - Adult observed bringing caterpillars and other inv                    PNT_SSN-5000863 4/21/2011 11:08 522205.3217 3633081.344 5/7/2011 20:41 shampton kalberts 0 4/30/2011 16:33 No Nest fledged successfully. Blanket exemption approved for birds nesting along Alpine Blvd., since steady traffic and human ac              50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 10:17 3/3/2011 10:17 0 feet No Yes
5/6/2011 5000864 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed TL 6916 - Z171693 0 Within black sage, SW of laurel sumac. No Pair building nest, male made 6 visits to nest in 5 minutes, bringing nest material - blohstroh - 4/21                              PNT_SSN-5000864 4/21/2011 11:59 497270.1842 3643775.588 5/6/2011 12:37 blohstroh kalberts 0 4/28/2011 15:24 Yes Unknown, but not construction related, no work in area. New nest observed elsewhere. No buffer required due to nest location well outside of project work areas. 850 feet east of tower. No Yes

6/15/2011 5000866 House Finch No Closed Bartlett Yard 0 HOFI nest located on boom truck. Nest found within auger clamp. Located in upper boom area acce                 No vnovik - 4/21/2011 9:37:08 AM - Observed male and female at nest. Female incubating on nest.
This                               PNT_SSN-5000866 4/21/2011 9:34 546781.2482 3612458.516 6/15/2011 14:51 vnovik imaunsell 0 Yes No finches observed and no eggs at apparently abandoned nest. 0 feet; within yard No Yes
6/15/2011 5000867 House Finch No Closed Bartlett Yard 0 Nest located in boom truck. Nest is below plate underneath boom operatorfeets seat. No vnovik - 4/21/2011 4:12:09 PM - Observed male and female carrying nest material.
PKonrad - 4/29/20                                                                    PNT_SSN-5000867 4/21/2011 16:10 546780.1751 3612458.998 6/15/2011 14:51 vnovik imaunsell 0 Yes Uncertain. Nest intact, one chick inside nest and one outside. No visible injuries. 0 feet; within yard. No Yes
5/21/2011 5000871 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Elliott Substation 0 15 feet up at end of overhanging branch directly above concrete drainage swale. No 21 Apr - LEGO female building nest, male guarding. 0800 - RR
26 Apr - LEGO female on nest 1220. - R                 PNT_SSN-5000871 4/21/2011 8:12 491730.6026 3630912.725 5/21/2011 13:50 rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest destroyed by predator, not construction related. 40 feet to existing substation. No No
4/29/2011 5000872 Bewick's Wren No Closed CP55 AR 0 Under roots at base of tree (laurel sumac) 40 feet S of NID 6002319. No 14 Apr - BEWR carries food to base of laurel sumac. 1455 - RR
21 Apr - BEWR carrying food and agita                              PNT_SSN-5000872 4/21/2011 16:16 511687.7495 3638579.528 4/29/2011 15:47 rradd rradd 0 4/28/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. 12 feet from existing access road. No No

6/1/2011 5000876 House Wren No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Along western perimeter fence, in vertical suspended pipe, in south-facing upper hole. No barnold - 21 April 2011 9:17:54 AM - House wren pair observed bringing nesting material into upper                                                                                                                                    PNT_SSN-5000876 4/21/2011 12:05 497017.4741 3642118.303 6/1/2011 13:21 barnold barnold 0 No SDG&E needs to install a new 230kV Bay near the western perimeter fence. Proposed work encroac                            0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 50 feet. Yes Yes
5/8/2011 5000878 House Finch No Closed Scripps Substation 0 Nest is located in east most north facing opening metal conductor pipe on the Bank 32 structure. No emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:10:30 AM - Nest contained brooding female and at least three nestlings.
emo                PNT_SSN-5000878 4/22/2011 8:59 489450.1285 3641438.673 5/8/2011 15:59 emorgan kalberts 0 4/28/2011 15:56 No Successfully fledged. Not needed, as nest ultimately fledged before NBR approval. 50 feet from nearest conductor replacement. 4/22/2011 12:14 4/29/2011 12:14 Buffer reduced to 30 feet. Yes Yes
5/8/2011 5000879 OTHER No Closed Scripps Substation 0 Nest is located in 10 foot tall, 4 foot wide structure with 6 big insulators on top . It is north of chain                  No emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:58:19 AM - Nest looks near completion and has fresh material in it. No birds                                      PNT_SSN-5000879 4/22/2011 9:53 489451.8596 3641433.097 5/8/2011 15:58 emorgan kalberts 0 No Not needed, as nest was never finished being built. 10 feet from nearest conductor replacement. 4/22/2011 15:57 4/29/2011 15:57 0 feet Yes Yes

6/13/2011 5000881 House Finch No Closed Scripps Substation 0 Nest located in 10 foot tall, 4 foot wide structure with 6 big insulators on top. It is north of the chai                  No emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:46:13 AM - Nest is approximately 50% complete and there is fresh material i                                           PNT_SSN-5000881 4/22/2011 9:41 489466.0093 3641437.934 6/13/2011 17:03 emorgan rradd 0 No Nesting attempt unable to be confirmed. 0 feet; inside substation. 0 feet Yes Yes rradd - 6/7/2011 5:11:12 PM
Nest appears to have reactivated;  Near constant activity here by HOFI p                6/13/2011 17:01
6/24/2011 5000885 Song Sparrow No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 In dense thistle patch under coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) on steep upslope east of stream. No 16 Apr - SOSP bringing food to same location repeatedly indicates nest. Location approximate. RR 
2                                                    PNT_SSN-5000885 4/22/2011 8:03 518250.9303 3634579.515 6/24/2011 11:18 rradd vnovik 0 4/29/2011 11:17 No Successfully fledged. Not needed, since nest has fledged before NBR was approved. 13 feet Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes Yes
6/24/2011 5000886 House Wren No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Under eave on southeast corner of 2 story white brick house. No 22 Apr - HOWR carrying nest material to cavity 1008. - RR
30 Apr - HOWR enters cavity, per hes outsi                                                                            PNT_SSN-5000886 4/22/2011 10:20 518195.8078 3634556.476 6/24/2011 11:04 rradd vnovik 0 6/1/2011 11:04 No The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets between nests and pr                                                                               89 feet to staked work limits. Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes Yes vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:50:24 AM
Observed with food entering cavity. likely feeding young.
vnovik - 5/31              6/1/2011 18:25
4/29/2011 5000887 Mourning Dove No Closed San Luis Rey Substation 0 South side of Transformer Bank, on top of screen for fan below radiators, second fan in from the ea         No Two nestlings in nest. barnold - 4/22/2011 2:04:06 PM

kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 11:29:22 AM
Nest has d                      PNT_SSN-5000887 4/22/2011 13:59 468760.8913 3674771.637 4/29/2011 15:53 barnold kkilpatrick 0 No 0 feet; nest within substation. Yes Yes
5/27/2011 5000889 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - 189+00 0 13 feet up in salt cedar (Tamarix ramosissima) in "Y" directly over fence. No imaunsell - 4/22/2011 4:14:01 PM - Birds observed visiting nest.
30 Apr - LEGO on nest 1339. - RR
fhof                                PNT_SSN-5000889 4/22/2011 16:12 522489.7079 3633004.547 5/27/2011 13:17 imaunsell jpawlicki 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 0 feet No Yes jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 1:17:07 PM
Nest appears dilapitated and damaged; no Lesser Goldfinches (adu             5/27/2011 13:17
4/18/2011 6002398 OTHER No Closed CP82-1 0 Old nest in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) on south side of creek. No 6 Apr - Probable old CORA nest. Appears no longer serviceable. Closed. -  RR PNT_SSN-6002398 3/9/2011 15:28 518909.5616 3636139.204 4/18/2011 16:01 rradd kalberts 0 No 230 feet to AR; 460 feet to tower site. No

6/1/2011 6002399 Common Raven No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 Bulky stick nest 10 feet up in fork of dead tree at bottom of ravine, attended by both birds, bringing             No 17 Mar CORA incubating. - RR
24 Mar CORA on nest. - RR
30 Mar CORA turns an egg 11:34 - RR
5 Apr C                                                                                                PNT_SSN-6002399 3/9/2011 9:41 499805.0264 3643590.484 6/1/2011 7:40 rradd rradd 0 No Not needed; beyond the 100 foot buffer zone. 150 feet to yard boundary. No
6/15/2011 6002400 Western Bluebird No Closed EP220-1 AR 0 Cavity in a cottonwood (Populus fremontii) snag 18 feet off the ground. Snag is located 14 feet off t                     No Buffer signs placed 100 feet from the cavity have been removed (by others). RR
Pair perched near ca                                                                              PNT_SSN-6002400 3/9/2011 11:06 569398.4838 3614307.076 6/15/2011 14:43 rradd emorgan 0 No Vehicular passage allowable, provided that no stopping, standing, or construction activities occur w  40 feet from AR. Yes
4/21/2011 6003209 Bushtit No Closed EP231-1 0 Nest 3 feet up in jujue (Ziziphus parryi) complete; adults present 3-23-11; Original 90% nest built 3/ Yes Buffer flagged; recommend using footpath maked with cairns 75 feet south of nest to travel betwee                                                                                    PNT_SSN-6003209 3/10/2011 13:08 574084.6664 3611350.773 4/21/2011 11:34 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No Not needed; nest is well beyond 100 foot buffer zone. 230 feet to tower site. No Yes
6/15/2011 6003210 Bewick's Wren No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 Nest in derelict punching bag on ground. Bird food carrying . No 24 Mar - BEWR singing nearby. Nesting activity suppressed by stormy day. - RR
31 Mar - No activity a                                   PNT_SSN-6003210 3/10/2011 9:09 509090.2053 3638379.392 6/15/2011 14:44 rradd emorgan 0 No Not needed; nest is beyond the 100 foot buffer zone. 140 feet from AR. No No
4/17/2011 6003211 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP49-51 AR 0 20 feet up at end of overhanging pepper tree (Schinus sp.) branch. No Female ANHU building new nest with spider silk.
24 Mar - Nest appears complete, but unoccupied @                  PNT_SSN-6003211 3/10/2011 13:32 509222.5805 3638377.048 4/17/2011 12:52 rradd kalberts 0 Yes Damaged by storm, possibly before egg-laying stage. 0 feet from existing AR; overhanging branch. No No
4/17/2011 6003212 California Towhee No Closed CP51-2 AR 0 2 feet up in small pine tree (Pinus sp.) near house front door. No Clean finely woven grass nest with no signs of aging or use. Looks ready to go. Check on next survey                         PNT_SSN-6003212 3/10/2011 12:43 509216.9653 3638439.33 4/17/2011 12:54 rfletcher kalberts 0 Yes Damaged by storm, potentially before egg-laying stage. 0 feet; within work area around structures. No No
4/17/2011 6003214 Bushtit No Closed CP49-51 AR 0 6 feet up in low branch of coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) overhanging fence. No 2 birds in attendance sounding alarm notes.
24 Mar - Nest complete, but no birds detected during 2                                                                     PNT_SSN-6003214 3/10/2011 14:02 509272.3268 3638281.415 4/17/2011 12:59 rradd kalberts 0 Yes Natural causes. 5 feet off existing AR. No No
4/17/2011 6003224 Western Scrub-Jay No Closed EP89-1 0 4 feet up in scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia). Nest with coarser sticks and finely woven bowl. No Nest approximately 65% complete; [California towhee] pair perched up nearby 3-11 DB.
Bird incubat                                                                                              PNT_SSN-6003224 3/11/2011 8:18 547931.0103 3613272.329 4/17/2011 14:18 pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes No birds, eggs or eggshells are present at nest although nest condition is unchanged. An adult scrub jay acted territorially as biologist left site. Nesting attempt failed, but no indication of why it failed  0 feet; within temporary ROW. No Yes
4/17/2011 6003251 Black-throated Sparrow No Closed EP235-1 0 Grass bowl nest (unlined, no eggs) located approximately 8 inches above ground in Gander's cholla              No Black-throated sparrow pair collecting nest materials and carrying nest materials to grass nest in cho                                                                                                   PNT_SSN-6003251 3/17/2011 16:43 575641.0128 3610910.122 4/17/2011 14:23 pkonrad kalberts 0 4/12/2011 23:00 Yes Probable predation; broken pieces of 1 egg was present inside the nest and the other broken egg was found below the nest. 50 feet from TSAP. No Yes
4/18/2011 5000006 OTHER No Closed Helix Yard 0 30 feet up arroyo willow (Salix lasiolepis). No Nest is outside 500 foot buffer should it become active.
25 Mar - No change in apearance or status. -                  PNT_SSN-5000006 2/18/2011 15:54 510593.6712 3637093.685 4/18/2011 16:02 rradd kalberts 0 No Not needed, beyond 500 feet from work area. Over 500 feet. No Yes
5/11/2011 5000009 Bewick's Wren No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 20 feet up in dead eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp.). No 500009 no longer active; this nest appears to be an alternate nest in the territory of the hawks that                                                            PNT_SSN-5000009 2/18/2011 13:26 508868.6638 3638382.329 5/11/2011 11:48 rfletcher kalberts 0 No Unknown.  It is not known whether any birds actually laid eggs in this nest. Not needed.  Nest site was greater than 100 feet from work area. Over 100 feet. No No
5/23/2011 5000010 Cactus Wren No Closed EP253-2 0 In beavertail cactus (Opuntia sp.) 7 feet northwest of tower center. No Nest found empty; last observation was in January when it was under construction. Back wall of nes                                                                                            PNT_SSN-5000010 2/18/2011 13:38 582910.4439 3610691.239 5/23/2011 11:14 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 0 feet. No Yes
4/25/2011 5000011 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed Hartung Yard 0 50 feet. up sycamore tree. No old ID: 117/7, New ID: 011711IM1. Adult hawk in low incubating posture on nest during 13:00 nest c                                                                                                                                    PNT_SSN-5000011 2/18/2011 17:47 515351.6015 3638992.95 4/25/2011 11:26 rradd KACuppag 0 Yes Unknown.  Absence of adult RTHA at this nest suggests that one of the adult birds was preyed upon       Not needed. 105 feet from nearest yard boundary. 3/9/2011 11:26 3/10/2011 13:13 Buffer reduced to 100 feet. Yes Yes

5/3/2011 5000015 Common Raven No Closed CP87-1 and CP88-1 AR 0 80 feet up in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia). No Potential raptor nest.
30 Apr Active - Common Raven, outside the 100' buffer. Closed due to distance   PNT_SSN-5000015 2/22/2011 14:26 517970.1523 3634926.358 5/3/2011 10:37 bclaxton kalberts 0 No Nest closed due to distance from work and occupation by non-raptor. 130 feet. No No
4/18/2011 5000001 OTHER No Closed CP75-1 0 Offset: Approximately 550 feet to southeast of tower pad and immediately adjacent to existing pav                             No CLOSED, nest no longer present. PNT_SSN-5000001 2/22/2011 14:06 519046 3637755 4/18/2011 16:03 imaunsell kalberts 0 Yes The nest was found inactive, and the successive monitoring check revealed that the nest was blown             Not needed. 10 feet from existing access road. No
4/18/2011 5000017 OTHER No Closed EP209-1 0 Old and dilapidated, 5 feet up in scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia). No Closed.  Old non-raptor nest from prior season - kalberts - 4/15/2011 6:25:11 PM.
 PNT_SSN-5000017 2/22/2011 13:35 569414.1255 3616600.409 4/18/2011 16:04 pkonrad kalberts 0 No 0 feet No Yes
4/18/2011 5000018 OTHER No Closed EP214 0 Old and dilapidated; non-raptor nest. No This nest is over 200 feet east of the right of way in the Wuest property, where we have been direct               PNT_SSN-5000018 2/22/2011 13:44 569585.5918 3615078.722 4/18/2011 16:04 pkonrad kalberts 0 No 290 feet from temporary ROW. No Yes
4/22/2011 5000019 OTHER No Closed CP81-1 0 Within coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) across drainage, stick nest. No Common ravens nearby, no other bird observed to be associated
29 Mar - Nests not accessible due                                      PNT_SSN-5000019 2/21/2011 14:07 518999.2881 3636487.914 4/22/2011 13:18 rradd rradd 0 No 210 feet from existing access road. No No
4/22/2011 5000020 OTHER No Closed CP81-1 0 Within coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) at confluence of 2 drainages. No Common ravens in area, one observed with nest material. Raven nest not found.
29 Mar - Nests not                                        PNT_SSN-5000020 2/21/2011 14:48 518954.8655 3636404.839 4/22/2011 13:17 rradd rradd 0 No 270 feet from existing access road. No
4/22/2011 5000021 OTHER No Closed CP81-1 0 Within coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) next to western sycamore (Platanus rsacemosa). No Nest in disrepair.
29 Mar - Nests not accessible due to high water. - RR
6 Apr - Water and poison oak                          PNT_SSN-5000021 2/21/2011 15:44 518974.9927 3636459.227 4/22/2011 13:18 rradd rradd 0 No 200 feet from existing access road. No No

5/1/2011 5000022 OTHER No Closed CP81-1 0 40 feet up In coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) next to road. No Ravens in area.
29 Mar - Nest in fair condition - COHA alarm calls on approach, but not confirmed on                                 PNT_SSN-5000022 2/21/2011 16:33 518856.6877 3636356.735 5/1/2011 8:09 dbusby rradd 0 No 30 feet from existing access road. No No
4/18/2011 5000023 OTHER No Closed CP81-1 0 Coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) next to road. No Ravens in area.
29 Mar - Nest appears old and decrepit with hole through center. Change to closed -              PNT_SSN-5000023 2/21/2011 16:46 518857.7586 3636335.619 4/18/2011 16:07 rradd kalberts 0 No 30 feet from existing access road. No
6/15/2011 5000026 Cactus Wren No Closed EP243 0 3 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) and in good condition. Situated 30 feet from paved road and  No 100 foot buffer does not impinge on work areas.
Structure updated 3/3/11 IM
Nest status unchanged                                                    PNT_SSN-5000026 2/21/2011 15:05 578423.1492 3610807.283 6/15/2011 16:59 pkonrad imaunsell 0 No Not needed, as nest is over 100 feet from access road. 140 feet from access road. 3/5/2011 16:59 3/5/2011 13:15 Reduced to 36 feet. No Yes
5/17/2011 5000027 Cactus Wren No Closed EP245-1 0 Grass nest (unlined - appears as satellite nest) is located approximately 4 feet up in cholla (Cylindro  No Still inactive. B.Hart 3/08/2011.
Best of 3 nests listed here; none very fresh looking; west entrace goo                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000027 2/21/2011 16:16 579325.4125 3610683.055 5/17/2011 14:52 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 10 feet from permananent ROW. No Yes
4/18/2011 5000028 OTHER No Closed EP245-1 0 Degraded, collapsed old grass nest in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No Inactive 3/08/2011 - B. Hart.
Old, flattened remnant of old nest - should be removed from list 3-16 (P    PNT_SSN-5000028 2/21/2011 16:25 579327.7111 3610708.339 4/18/2011 16:07 pkonrad kalberts 0 No 0 feet No Yes
4/15/2011 5000030 Cactus Wren No Closed EP243 and Pullsite AR entrance off Carrizo Gorge 0 Inactive grass nest 8 feet up in catclaw acacia (Acacia greggii) along Carrizo Gorge Road.  Unkempt n                                                               No Nest remnant collapsed and weather-beaten; closed 3-25 (PK). PNT_SSN-5000030 2/21/2011 17:27 578443.9758 3610731.69 4/15/2011 19:18 pkonrad kalberts 0 No 45 feet from temporary ROW; 95 feet from perm pad. No Yes

5/3/2011 5000032 Cactus Wren No Closed EP231A TSAP 0 Grass nest partially lined located approximately 4 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) (Cylindropu                          No Questionable active status - looks older than other 2 and entrance appears torn open 3-16 (PK).
Unc                                      PNT_SSN-5000032 2/22/2011 8:51 574218.599 3611178.752 5/3/2011 10:47 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed; outside of the 100 foot buffer zone. 310 feet from tower site. Yes
4/18/2011 5000041 OTHER No Closed EP85-2 0 40 feet up coast live oak tree (Quercus agrifolia). No Stick nest of unknown species. Very old and unkempt. No sign of recent use.
23 Mar - Nest fallen apa                        PNT_SSN-5000041 2/22/2011 12:43 547041.3999 3613956.688 4/18/2011 16:09 pkonrad kalberts 0 No 190 feet from temporary ROW. No Yes
4/18/2011 5000042 OTHER No Closed EP85-2 0 25 feet up coast live oak tree (Quercus agrifolia). No Stick nest of unknown species. Appears unkempt and no sign of recent use.
23 Mar - No sign of activ                       PNT_SSN-5000042 2/22/2011 12:33 547034.4277 3613987.928 4/18/2011 16:09 rfletcher kalberts 0 No 205 feet from temporary ROW. No Yes
6/15/2011 5000046 OTHER No Closed EP84 0 Nest 2 feet off ground in scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia). Nest is just started, but birds may cont     No Possible SPTO nest.
No nest observed 3-10 by Paul Konrad.
3/15/11- Nest observed by Darin Busby. O                                  PNT_SSN-5000046 2/23/2011 8:19 546729.5812 3613765.964 6/15/2011 14:21 pkonrad emorgan 0 Yes Nest was never completed.  Abandoned due to unknown reasons. Not needed. 5 feet from AR. No Yes

5/3/2011 5000048 Spotted Towhee No Closed EP84 0 Cup nest of twigs 3 feet off ground in scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia). No Flagged buffer at either end of at to prevent vehicles from entering ESA at east end of AR. 2/24/201                                                                             PNT_SSN-5000048 2/23/2011 8:36 546799.8784 3613768.33 5/3/2011 11:02 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed.  No bird activity at nest observed at any point. 25 feet from driveway entrance. No Yes
5/3/2011 5000406 Cactus Wren No Closed EP245-1 0 No Entry from 2-1-11: A fresh grass nest including clean opening and fresh feathers lining the inside. Ap                                                   PNT_SSN-5000406 1/28/2011 17:24 579387.8192 3610682.041 5/3/2011 11:06 pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes Either through wind damage or depredation. Not needed.  This nest was 60 feet outside the temprary ROW and only occurred in 40 feet of the te      160 feet No Yes

4/19/2011 5000407 Cactus Wren No Closed EP245-1 0 In cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No A fresh grass nest including fresh feathers lining the inside.  Appears utilized and active.  Within EP2                                                                                                          PNT_SSN-5000407 1/28/2011 17:27 579325.3115 3610692.959 4/19/2011 10:00 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 0 feet No Yes
4/18/2011 5000409 OTHER No Closed EP226-1 and Pullsite 0 2 feet high in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No Newly constructed nest with fresh grasses and feathers in place. Nest id 52.
Nest collapsed and unus                   PNT_SSN-5000409 1/28/2011 17:34 572425.3994 3612427.863 4/18/2011 16:11 pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes Nest found collapsed and unused on 3-17-11 by Paul Konrad.  Reason for failure unknown, but appears to be due to natural causes. 205 feet from access road. No Yes
6/15/2011 5000410 Cactus Wren No Closed EP226-1 Pullsite 0 4 feet high in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). Yes Newly constructed nest with fresh grasses and feathers in place. nest id51.
Well-built nest with rece                                                                          PNT_SSN-5000410 1/28/2011 17:39 572422.1932 3612476.27 6/15/2011 13:56 pkonrad emorgan 0 No Not needed.  100 feet or more from edge of temporary ROW. 100 feet from temporary ROW. No Yes
6/15/2011 5000411 American Kestrel No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 No Between EP56-4 and Kreutzkamp Yard
REVIEWED NEST LOCATION 2/25/11, no birds/nest observed a                                                               PNT_SSN-5000411 2/2/2011 17:47 536328.9533 3613056.183 6/15/2011 13:58 pkonrad emorgan 0 No Not needed; no nest ever found. 130 feet from AR. No Yes
4/15/2011 5000419 Cactus Wren No Closed EP257 0 Within cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) possibly within 100 feet of EP 257 work areas. No Nest within cholla more than 100 ft ffrom EP 257 work areas. Appears utilized and active.
Nest more                                                                                                                          PNT_SSN-5000419 2/1/2011 0:00 583828.9999 3611427 4/15/2011 20:16 rfletcher kalberts 0 No Not needed because nest is 150 feet from temporary ROW. 150 feet from temporary ROW. No Yes
6/15/2011 5000420 Cactus Wren No Closed EP257 0 Nest within  cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) near 100 feet of EP257 work areas. No Nest built within  cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) possibly within 100 ft of EP257 work areas;  a well-built                                                                                                           PNT_SSN-5000420 2/1/2011 0:00 583833.0001 3611453 6/15/2011 14:15 rfletcher emorgan 0 No Not needed because nest is 150 feet from temporary ROW, and therefore exceeds 100 foot buffer. 150 feet from temporary ROW. No Yes
4/18/2011 5000426 OTHER No Closed EP240 and 12kV JVR 0 In mesquite tree (Prosopis glandulosa). No Potential satellite nest for cactus wren, no bird observed tending nest (so will affect construction if                                                                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5000426 2/7/2011 0:00 577645.0001 3610617 4/18/2011 16:12 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed; nest with no breeding activity was closed. 0 feet; within alignment for access road. No Yes
4/18/2011 5000432 OTHER No Closed CP25-2, CP26 and CP27 0 30 feet up eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp.). No Stick nest with only larger branches and no soft material. No sign of recent use. Some white wash o                                          PNT_SSN-5000432 2/24/2011 15:24 502494.1266 3645044.066 4/18/2011 16:13 rradd kalberts 0 No Not needed; well outside buffer zone. 880 feet from temporary ROW of tower site. No Yes

5/3/2011 5000438 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed TL 639 - Z379518 0 Nest located approximately 100 feet up in Eucalyptus tree.  Hawk on nest. No ESA signage staked at entrance to AR at Tierrasanta Blvd. and at edge of buffer along AR to east. Ol                                                                             PNT_SSN-5000438 2/25/2011 14:59 491919.3724 3630863.883 5/3/2011 11:21 rfletcher kalberts 0 Yes Unknown, likely natural cause. 150 feet from existing access road. No Yes
4/30/2011 5000439 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - CP95-1,CP96-1, AR, & pullsite 0 Large stick nest 40 feet up coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) tree above small drainage on Loritz pro  No Old ID: 39/ New ID: 012911KA1. No sign of recent use. No new nest material or sign of adult corvid o        PNT_SSN-5000439 2/25/2011 12:44 525956.473 3632406.889 4/30/2011 15:38 imaunsell rradd 0 No 225 feet from access road. No Yes
6/15/2011 5000442 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 high in coast live oak Yes old nest ID 107 and 108. Red-tailed hawk flew off nest upon approach.
Visited nest on 3/01/11. Adu                                           PNT_SSN-5000442 2/25/2011 14:41 536241.4284 3613175.031 6/15/2011 14:02 pkonrad emorgan 0 No Not needed; over 500 feet from any work area 700 feet from temporary pad. No Yes
4/21/2011 5000444 Cactus Wren No Closed EP227 0 4 feet high in mesquite (Prosopis glandulosa). No Nest worn and has deteriorated since initial observation of nest id 102.  Work outside buffer.
PKonra           PNT_SSN-5000444 2/24/2011 10:19 572820.0886 3612100.291 4/21/2011 13:54 imaunsell pkonrad 0 No 80 feet from tower impact area. No Yes
5/11/2011 5000445 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP209-1 0 In dead cottonwood (Populus sp.) adacent to old ranch house. Outside 500 foot buffer west of EP20 No Old nest 46.
One hawk incubating and one perched nearby 3-15 (PK).
23 Mar Adult  RTHA prone on n                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000445 2/24/2011 15:09 569197.0941 3616719.18 5/11/2011 13:50 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No Not needed; over 500 feet away from any project feature. 570 fet from nearest point of existing AR. Yes
6/15/2011 5000450 Common Raven No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 40' up in coast live oak. No Nest is in good condition but currently unoccupied.
2 Mar - Now occupied by CORA pair. BMP straw                                                          PNT_SSN-5000450 2/25/2011 16:29 568839.4366 3617488.379 6/15/2011 14:05 pkonrad emorgan 0 No Not needed, as nest is beyond the 100 foot buffer. 180 feet from construction yard limits. No Yes
5/17/2011 5000453 Verdin No Closed Thomas Yard 0 Nests (2) built in trees located south of active section of Thomas Yard. Tree located between metal      No No birds observed; '"new" nests and 2 old remnant nests. Former nest 131.
Pair of verdins present; 1                                                        PNT_SSN-5000453 2/25/2011 14:22 634161.6947 3638088.342 5/17/2011 12:08 pkonrad jdicus 0 No Not needed; outside of the 100 foot buffer zone. 170 feet from yard boundary. No Yes
4/18/2011 5000454 OTHER No Closed EP355 0 Nest apparently blown out of tower. No sticks left in tower; sticks scattered on ground. No Formerly nest 44. PNT_SSN-5000454 2/25/2011 16:32 616247.3979 3622438.585 4/18/2011 16:18 pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes Failed in high winds and was blown out of place. 72 feet from existing access road. No Yes
4/18/2011 5000458 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 35' up in coast live oak, north of Rough Acres Yard perimeter fencing. No Although this nest is not currrently active a RTHA has been occupying the nest tree.
23 Mar. No activ                              PNT_SSN-5000458 2/27/2011 13:29 569184.0092 3618499.979 4/18/2011 17:07 rradd kalberts 0 No None needed.  This nest is beyond the 500 ft buffer zone. Over 500 feet No Yes

5/3/2011 5000459 Cactus Wren No Closed EP243 0 No Moved vertex to current Trimble position 3-8-2011.
Large, well-built nest wth weathered entrance 3-                                        PNT_SSN-5000459 2/27/2011 8:53 578240.942 3610660.788 5/3/2011 11:36 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed, as nest site is over 100 feet from yard boundary. 190 feet from yard boundary. No Yes
4/18/2011 5000460 Cactus Wren No Closed EP243 0 Old nest 2 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No Collapsed, flattened remnant; closed 3-25 (PK).

 PNT_SSN-5000460 2/27/2011 9:07 578283.9405 3610662.342 4/18/2011 14:32 pkonrad RAbe 0 No Not needed; over 100 feet away from any work area. 250 feet from edge of JVR Yard boundary. No Yes
4/18/2011 5000461 Cactus Wren No Closed EP243 0 2 nests 4 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No Last year's nests? Collapsed and weathered and unusable; closed 3-25 (PK).

 PNT_SSN-5000461 2/27/2011 9:16 578318.052 3610638.987 4/18/2011 14:32 pkonrad RAbe 0 No Not needed, since this nest is well over 100 feet from any work area. 375 feet No Yes

5/3/2011 5000462 Cactus Wren No Closed EP243 0 3 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.), finely woven grasses with entrance facing southwest. No fea                        No Old ID 76  Previous notes; a well kempt nest including clean opening and fresh feathers lining the in                                       PNT_SSN-5000462 2/27/2011 9:24 578359.6936 3610634.075 5/3/2011 11:38 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed; outside of the 100 foot buffer zone. 240 feet from AR. Yes
4/20/2011 5000463 OTHER No Closed EP243 0 6 feet up in yucca - under construction. No Calling bird perched at partially costructed nest of fresh fine grasses. This bird seems to occupy a la                                               PNT_SSN-5000463 2/27/2011 8:02 578492.6133 3610751.994 4/20/2011 17:05 pkonrad KACuppag 0 Yes Unknown, but assumed to be lost to high winds. Not needed, as nest is 100 feet away from any project-related activities. 100 feet from existing access road. 3/5/2011 17:03 3/5/2011 13:15 Reduced to 82 feet. Yes Yes

5/2/2011 5000468 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 10 feet up in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) from ground. Oak located in stream bed. Yes Nest is at eye level from driveway. Female actively constructing nest 10% complete on 3/2/2011. -Ian                                                               PNT_SSN-5000468 3/2/2011 8:56 509977.524 3638772.763 5/2/2011 13:14 rradd KACuppag 0 4/13/2011 17:09 No Successfully fledged. It is the avian biologist’s opinion, both the Anna’s hummingbird and black phoebe nests will tolera                                                          15 feet from driveway access. 3/4/2011 13:19 3/7/2011 14:33 Buffer reduced to 19 feet. Yes No
6/15/2011 5000472 Cactus Wren No Closed EP243 0 Old, decrepit, collapsed, weathered, 1.5 feet above ground level.  Appears several years since used. No Old ID 77[
Barely a weathered remnant left - closed  3-25 (PK).
Remains closed, as nest site is 300 feet         PNT_SSN-5000472 3/2/2011 11:07 578330.5061 3610690.9 6/15/2011 14:07 pkonrad emorgan 0 No Not needed as this nest is well over the 100 foot buffer from any project feature. 300 feet from temporary pad. No Yes
5/23/2011 5000474 Cactus Wren No Closed EP254-3 0 3 feet up in beavertail cactus (Opuntia sp.). Fine grasses and feather lined. Nest materials show few                 No Nest has lost it's structure and collapsed. Opening and main chamber in a state of disrepair. Status                                                                                            PNT_SSN-5000474 3/2/2011 8:36 583010.8798 3610696.713 5/23/2011 10:49 rfletcher pkonrad 0 No 45 feet from temp ROW; 90 feet from permanent. Yes

5/3/2011 5000475 Cactus Wren No Closed EP254-3 0 3 feet up in beavertail cactus (Opuntia sp.). No Fine grasses woven into globular nest with entrance facing south. Nest appears almost fully  constru                                           PNT_SSN-5000475 3/2/2011 8:21 583076.4867 3610687.882 5/3/2011 11:46 jhart kalberts 0 No 0 feet; within temporary ROW; 17 feet to perm ROW. No Yes
5/3/2011 5000476 Common Raven No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 Active nesrt under construction 40 feet up on east side of coastal live oak. No Pair in residence; bringing sticks and fibers in progress.
Large well-built raven nest present; Common                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000476 3/2/2011 14:35 568363.1088 3617594.905 5/3/2011 11:47 pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes Nest destroyed by high winds; large branch holding nest broke off in high wind during past 24 hour                          None needed; well over 100 foot buffer 450 feet No Yes

4/18/2011 5000477 OTHER No Closed EP244 AR 0 3 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.), of fine grasses, entrance is facing northeast, with rabbit fur            No Buffer is out of right of way, so no impact on construction.
No bird present. Nest weathered but still                PNT_SSN-5000477 3/2/2011 11:43 578707.901 3610566.274 4/18/2011 16:22 pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes Apparent predation. None needed; over 100 feet from work area. 120 feet from driveway entrance. No Yes
4/18/2011 5000478 OTHER No Closed EP244 0 4 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntias sp.), old or incomplete pile of material includes shredded junip      No = Old ID 80;  structure updated 3/3/11 IM
Still inactive 3/08/2011, B.Hart
Appears to have been blow               PNT_SSN-5000478 3/2/2011 11:57 578723.38 3610658.316 4/18/2011 16:22 pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes Appears to have been blown out by the wind. 10 feet No Yes
4/18/2011 5000479 Cactus Wren No Closed EP243 0 Constructed of fine grasses and lined with feathers; built in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.); now fully en    No Previous comments; a fresh grass nest including a clean opening and fresh feathers lining the inside                                        PNT_SSN-5000479 3/2/2011 11:00 578388.7197 3610696.713 4/18/2011 14:21 pkonrad RAbe 0 Yes Apparent depredation. Not needed; outside of the 2100 foot buffer zone. 105 feet from temporary ROW. Yes
4/18/2011 5000481 OTHER No Closed EP221A 0 Nest located in crevice of large boulder to the southwest and well above the site. No Nest appears to be a CORA nest built in crevice of boulder. Nest location too small and tight for RTH                                                  PNT_SSN-5000481 3/2/2011 14:16 571256.3622 3613458.473 4/18/2011 16:23 pkonrad kalberts 0 No 360 feet No Yes

5/3/2011 5000483 Bushtit No Closed CP56-1 0 Nest is 6 feet above ground suface on the north side of a laurel sumac (Malosma laurina). This shru                   No Observed active construction of the nest. Nest is aproximately 10% complete (3/02/11 -B.Hart).The b                                                                    PNT_SSN-5000483 3/2/2011 11:52 511032.8502 3638946.564 5/3/2011 11:56 rradd kalberts 0 Yes Possible depredation. 10 feet from proposed access road. No No
4/18/2011 5000484 Bushtit No Closed CP54-1 0 Nest is on the northeast side of a large shrub that is covered in dodder (Cuscuta sp.). This location                        Yes Observed bushtit carrying nesting material and discovered nest through behavioral observation. Ne                                                                                              PNT_SSN-5000484 3/2/2011 15:01 510324.2606 3638770.12 4/18/2011 17:15 rradd kalberts 0 Yes Possible depredation. 30 feet No No
6/15/2011 5000489 Common Raven No Closed TL 639 - Z171628 0 Stick nest on NW corner of steel tower mid way up. Approximately 100 feet. from access road. No Appears to be an inactive raven nest. No sign of recent use or whitewash/prey remains on ground b                 PNT_SSN-5000489 3/2/2011 7:52 495619.5926 3634441.175 6/15/2011 14:08 rfletcher emorgan 0 No Not needed; outside 100 foot buffer zone. 100 feet from AR. No Yes

5/3/2011 6002309 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP119-2 0 Old large stick nest 60 feet high on east side of coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) just south of owl n  No Inactive 3-4 (RR) and 3-10 (PK).
23 Mar - Inactive - RR
Inactive - 3-30 (PK).    
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 9:45:2               PNT_SSN-6002309 3/4/2011 9:28 553278.4092 3620612.266 5/3/2011 16:00 pkonrad kalberts 0 No 450 feet No No
5/3/2011 6002311 Bushtit No Closed EP106-3 0 Coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) adjacent to access road. When found, bird was carrying downy ne    No Bird carrying downy nest material into tree. Buffer affects [unofficial] access road.
No nest observed                        PNT_SSN-6002311 3/4/2011 15:58 550622.9253 3618282.604 5/3/2011 16:01 pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes Apparent natural causes. Not needed; well outside of 100 foot buffer for this species. 650 feet No No

6/15/2011 6002312 Long-eared Owl No Closed EP107-3 0 35 feet up in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) adjacent to dirt road. No Owl incubating on nest; second owl arrived in next tree; originally thought to be GHOW nest #60023                                                 PNT_SSN-6002312 3/4/2011 16:17 550540.7418 3618574.509 6/15/2011 14:14 pkonrad emorgan 0 No None needed; well outside of 500 foot buffer zone for raptors. 1450 feet from AR. No No
4/22/2011 6002315 Greater Roadrunner No Closed Alpine Yard 0 On ground behind boulder retaining wall. No Pair observed by bio-monitor Kari Kerwin. No activity seen in one hour. May become acitive in near                         PNT_SSN-6002315 3/4/2011 11:39 520325.5981 3634115.248 4/22/2011 10:52 imaunsell imaunsell 0 No 0 feet; within fenced yard area. No Yes
6/15/2011 5000512 OTHER No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 Two nests (#10 and 11) found within coast live oak tree No Both nests were built of sticks and are inactive at this time.
Closed due to occurrence 500 feet away        PNT_SSN-5000512 2/25/2011 0:00 569214.0001 3618487 6/15/2011 14:17 pkonrad emorgan 0 No 500 feet from construction yard limits. No Yes

5/3/2011 5000513 OTHER No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 Two nests (#10 and #11) found within coast live oak tree. No Both nests were built of sticks and are inactive at this time.
Closed, since nest is over 500 feet away f         PNT_SSN-5000513 2/25/2011 0:00 569214.0001 3618487 5/3/2011 12:20 imaunsell kalberts 0 No Not needed, since nest is outside the 500-foot buffer zone. 500 feet away from yard boundary. No Yes
6/15/2011 5000514 OTHER No Closed AER Yard 0 Within cholla cactus (Cylindropuntia sp.), about 3 feet above ground, appoximately 250 feet from y  No Not active, outside yard limits.
Nest > 100 feet from work limit; measured w/ pentab. B.Hart 3/11/20                     PNT_SSN-5000514 1/14/2011 0:00 583702.9999 3611284 6/15/2011 14:18 pkonrad emorgan 0 No Not needed, since nest is over 100 feet away from existing access road. 125 feet from AR. No No
4/16/2011 5000518 Cactus Wren No Closed EP245-1 and AR 0 Nest built within cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) possibly within 100 feet of EP245. No 1/20/11 initial survey; a grass nest. Appears inactive.  
1/28/11 resurveyed.
Opening is collapsed. No s             PNT_SSN-5000518 1/28/2011 0:00 579366 3610659 4/16/2011 8:04 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed, provided ESA signage is installed in the temporary ROW, should nest become active. 100 feet from permanent ROW. No Yes

5/3/2011 5000519 Cactus Wren No Closed EP245-1 and AR 0 Located within cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) possibly within 100 feet of EP245. No A grass nest.  Appears inactive.
Closed, due to no activity. kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:06:32 AM
 PNT_SSN-5000519 2/1/2011 0:00 579366 3610659 5/3/2011 12:24 bclaxton kalberts 0 No Not needed, provided ESA signage installed in temporary ROW, should nest become active. 105 feet from permanent ROW of tower site. No Yes
6/15/2011 5000520 OTHER No Closed CP46-2 0 None found. No Old passerine nest.
Closed. This site is well off the project work areas. kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:08:44 A PNT_SSN-5000520 2/25/2011 0:00 507747.1946 3639719.329 6/15/2011 14:24 rfletcher emorgan 0 No Not needed; well beyond 100-foot buffer zone. 915 feet from permanent pad. No No
4/18/2011 5000522 OTHER No Closed EP31-2 and AR 0 Stick nest, roosting site nearby with molted feathers and white-wash. No 19 Mar - Copious whitewash illustrates recent habitual use. Feathers indicate TUVU. Probable old n                                                 PNT_SSN-5000522 2/25/2011 0:00 528207 3617916 4/18/2011 16:25 pkonrad kalberts 0 No 110 feet from existing access road. No No
4/18/2011 5000523 OTHER No Closed EP31-2 and AR 0 Stick nest 25 feet up in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia). No 19 Mar - Probable old nest. Roosting site nearby with molted feathers and white-wash. Nest likely n                                            PNT_SSN-5000523 2/25/2011 0:00 528192.9999 3617873 4/18/2011 16:26 pkonrad kalberts 0 No 120 feet away from access road. No No
4/16/2011 5000524 OTHER No Closed EP363-1, IV Sub 0 On existing power tower. No This stick nest is no longer present in the metal powerline tower. This nest was apparently blown o                                 PNT_SSN-5000524 2/25/2011 0:00 620044.9999 3620488 4/16/2011 8:19 rfletcher kalberts 0 Yes Blown out of place by high winds. 105 feet from temporary ROW. No Yes
6/15/2011 5000530 OTHER No Closed Helix Yard 0 Located approximately 30 feet up in eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp.). No Old nest in disrepair.
Closed, due to distance of 1200 feet from work area. kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:43:  PNT_SSN-5000530 2/17/2011 0:00 509779.5972 3636467.179 6/15/2011 14:20 rradd emorgan 0 No Not needed; well beyond buffer zone. 1200 feet from construction yard limits. No Yes
6/15/2011 5000531 OTHER No Closed Hartung Yard 0 Approximately 40 feet up in black willow tree (Salix goodingii) near end of branch. Next to access ro       No Pendant nest made of grass and balloon strings hanging from branch from a few grass stems.  Nest                       PNT_SSN-5000531 2/19/2011 0:00 514898.9999 3639231 6/15/2011 14:21 rradd emorgan 0 No 10 feet from AR. No Yes
6/15/2011 5000536 OTHER No Closed AER Yard 0 Within cholla cactus (Cylindropuntia sp.) about 4 feet above ground, appoximately 250 feet from ya  No Not active, outside yard limits 
Nest >100 feet from work limit. Measured w/ pen tab. B.Hart 3/11/20                        PNT_SSN-5000536 1/14/2011 0:00 583717.0001 3611315 6/15/2011 14:22 pkonrad emorgan 0 No Not needed; outside of the 100 foot buffer. 110 feet from AR. No No

5/3/2011 5000537 OTHER No Closed EP178 0 Near top of oak tree (Quercus agrifolia), obvious clump of sticks and leaves. No Not an active nest, or recently active. Not within yard limits. BLohstroh. 
Closed, due to no activity a             PNT_SSN-5000537 1/14/2011 0:00 564266 3626056 5/3/2011 12:36 bclaxton kalberts 0 No 180 feet No No
4/26/2011 5000539 OTHER No Closed EP255-2 0 In SWPL power tower adjacent to access road between EP255-2 and EP254-3 .  No Stick nest appears intact  Potential raven or raptor nest. Still inactive 3-3-11.
Still inactive 3-17 (PK).                                        PNT_SSN-5000539 1/20/2011 0:00 583371 3610659 4/26/2011 9:30 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 10 feet off access road. No Yes
4/19/2011 5000541 OTHER No Closed EP257 and AER CY 0 Nest located in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) at approximately 30 feet to south of AER access road. No Clean, dried grass, a well-built nest with a clear opening.  CACW observed during survey, but did no                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000541 1/24/2011 0:00 583737.0001 3611387 4/19/2011 12:47 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 40 feet from access road. No Yes
4/18/2011 5000542 OTHER No Closed EP32-1 AR 0 In tree above road. No Didn't see any birds on the nest.  Site should not affect construction (1-29; BC).
19 Mar - No birds we                                                         PNT_SSN-5000542 1/29/2011 0:00 526594 3618457 4/18/2011 16:31 pkonrad kalberts 0 No 0 feet; along existing access road. No No
4/16/2011 5000544 Cactus Wren No Closed EP257 0 Within cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) within 100 feet of EP257 work areas. No Grass nest appears weathered and inactive.
Nest wall is blown-out and cavity is exposed. Status left       PNT_SSN-5000544 2/1/2011 0:00 583787 3611429 4/16/2011 11:12 pkonrad kalberts 0 No 30 feet from temporary ROW; 80 ft from permanent. No Yes
4/18/2011 5000890 OTHER No Closed EP257 0 Within cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No Grass nest appears weathered and inactive.
Nest more than 100 feet from work limit. Measured w/                                      PNT_SSN-5000890 2/1/2011 0:00 583817 3611485 4/18/2011 16:32 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed; outside of the 100 foot buffer zone. 150 feet from temporary ROW of tower site. No Yes
6/15/2011 5000892 Common Raven No Closed EP258-3 0 Western arm of SWPL tower. No Constructed with sticks mostly, including, plastic bags and trash; likely common raven nest.
Common                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000892 2/1/2011 0:00 583942.5345 3611843.955 6/15/2011 14:26 rfletcher emorgan 0 No Not needed; oustide of the 100 foot buffer zone. 480 feet from temporary pad. No Yes
6/15/2011 5000893 OTHER No Closed EP258-3 0 Eastern arm of SWPL tower. No Constructed only with larger size sticks, no trash, potential raptor.
There are two nests on the same                                                             PNT_SSN-5000893 2/1/2011 0:00 584098.9506 3611750.597 6/15/2011 14:27 imaunsell emorgan 0 No 490 feet from temporary pad. No Yes
4/18/2011 5000894 OTHER No Closed EP32-1 AR 0 Sycamore tree (Platanus racemosa) along access road. No Found by biomonitor. Work outside buffer.
19 Mar - No nest found at this location. CLOSED. PNT_SSN-5000894 2/10/2011 0:00 528054.045 3617597.053 4/18/2011 16:33 rradd kalberts 0 No 0 feet; along existing access road. No No
4/18/2011 5000895 OTHER No Closed CP47A-1 0 Large stick nest in sheer rock cliffs east and downhill of tower structure No Nest is in middle of roost.
Nest does not match description or location - CLOSED - RR PNT_SSN-5000895 2/10/2011 0:00 507276 3638853 4/18/2011 16:34 rradd kalberts 0 No 2800 feet from nearest structure. No No

6/2/2011 5000896 California Towhee No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 30 feet from access road; under chaparral broom (Baccharis sarothroides). No Could not be reloacated on floow-up visit, and was assumed predated. kalberts - 4/16/2011 11:27:1  PNT_SSN-5000896 2/25/2011 0:00 500201 3643964 6/2/2011 9:27 dbusby imaunsell 0 No 0 feet; within yard limits. No No
4/21/2011 5000903 OTHER No Closed CP82-1 0 Offset: Approximately 120 feet east of access road.  Nest is located 30-35 feet up in a coast live oak       No 29 Mar - Nest is old and in disrepair. - RR PNT_SSN-5000903 2/18/2011 0:00 518835.9999 3636062 4/21/2011 17:22 rradd rradd 0 No Old, decrepit and unused. 110 feet from existing access road. No No
5/11/2011 5000004 Mourning Dove No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 Under roof of back porch. Yes No sign of adults or recent nest use.  Work outside buffer.
No bird present on 3/3/11. Status change                     PNT_SSN-5000004 2/21/2011 0:00 509070.4618 3638415.931 5/11/2011 11:48 rradd kalberts 0 Yes Nest never showed signs of occupancy, and therefore neither failed nor succeeded, but simply was    Not needed. 0 feet. 2/15/2011 13:55 2/15/2011 13:55 Signs posted at back door to use front entrance only. No No
4/18/2011 5000016 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 15 feet up from Chocolate Canyon Creek in rock crevice. No Stick nest consistent with corvid species.
No birds observed in area 3-22 (PK).
16 Apr - No activity. Clo            PNT_SSN-5000016 2/22/2011 0:00 518254.502 3634689.726 4/18/2011 16:35 pkonrad kalberts 0 No 80 feet No Yes
6/15/2011 5000427 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP27-1 and EP28-3 0 In coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia). No Nest is over 500 feet from work areas, removed from monitoring list.
On 3/17/11, B. Lohstroh looked         PNT_SSN-5000427 2/21/2011 0:00 527948.0193 3619541.892 6/15/2011 14:36 blohstroh emorgan 0 No Not needed; over 500 feet from any work area. 680 feet from AR. No No
4/18/2011 5000560 OTHER No Closed EP207 0 Approximately 40 feet up in coast live oak tree (Quercus agrifolia).  Nest appears well kempt. No Old passerine nest.
Closed, since old passerine nests will not be recolonized by a raptor species who               PNT_SSN-5000560 1/17/2011 0:00 569271.6484 3617319.296 4/18/2011 16:36 kalberts 0 No Not needed; outside of 100 foot buffer zone. 400 feet from temporary ROW of tower site. No Yes
6/15/2011 5001256 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP50-1 0 30 feet up in pepper tree (Schinus sp.). No Female incubating and territorial to two LEGOs. 
24 Mar - ANHU on nest. - RR
31 Mar - Female ANHU                          PNT_SSN-5001256 509229.9999 3638354 6/15/2011 14:37 rradd emorgan 0 No 30 feet from AR. No No
4/18/2011 5001257 House Finch No Closed CP50-1 0 4 feet up in pepper tree (Schinus sp.). No Female on nest.
31 Mar - Nest not found - RR.
11 Apr - Not found, PHAI nest in same tree? Closed an    PNT_SSN-5001257 509046 3638411 4/18/2011 17:19 rradd kalberts 0 No 80 feet from AR. No No
5/11/2011 5001259 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 6 feet up in pepper tree (Schinus sp.). No Female observed incubating and adding lining to nest.
24 Mar - ANHU on nest 13:40. - RR
31 Mar - AN                                         PNT_SSN-5001259 509049.9999 3638403 5/11/2011 11:52 rradd kalberts 0 4/19/2011 21:50 No Nest fledged by 19 April. 90 feet from AR. No No
6/15/2011 6002383 Coastal Cactus Wren No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 3' up in prickly pear - two nests 5' apart in good condition, with feather in linings. CACW calling con   No 18 Mar - CACW calling across this territory - at least 2 birds present. - RR
24 Mar - CACW calling from                                                                 PNT_SSN-6002383 3/7/2011 8:41 499835.281 3643765.402 6/15/2011 14:38 rradd emorgan 0 No None needed; nest is 100 feet or more from yard boundary. 100 feet from construction yard limits. No No

5/3/2011 6002388 Cactus Wren No Closed EP242 0 3 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). Unlined and incomplete, but of fresh grasses. Possibly unde       No Sheltered bowl provides privacy from JVR CY. 
Interior bowl exposed wth much-enlarged entrance ar                                                        PNT_SSN-6002388 3/8/2011 9:39 578172.2026 3610665.025 5/3/2011 16:17 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed; nest is over 100 feet from yard boundary. 180 feet from yard boundary. No Yes
5/3/2011 6002389 Cactus Wren No Closed EP242 0 2 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). Football sized nest with tight entrance and fresh CACW tail      No Appears to be 2 site reports for this wren newt 3-28 (PK).
Closed, due to location beyond 100 feet fro                           PNT_SSN-6002389 3/8/2011 9:54 578241.4983 3610660.468 5/3/2011 16:18 rfletcher kalberts 0 No Not needed; nest is over 100 feet from any work area. 185 feet from yard boundary. No Yes

6/15/2011 6002391 Bushtit No Closed CP74-2 0 8 feet up in laurel sumac (Malosma laurina), nest 90% complete, bushtits actively building nest, nea    No 17 Mar - BUSH entering nest 10:43. - RR
28 Mar - 2 adults leaving and returning to nest and lingering                  PNT_SSN-6002391 3/8/2011 10:35 518461.9279 3637966.084 6/15/2011 14:41 rradd emorgan 0 No 0 feet, within permanent pad. No No
6/15/2011 6002392 California Towhee No Closed CP70-3 0 5 feet up in Mexican elderberry (Sambucus mexicana), adults building, nest nearly complete. No 17 Mar - CALT incubating. Active. - RR
25 Mar - Incubation continues. - RR
28 Mar - Nestlings present.-                            PNT_SSN-6002392 3/8/2011 12:47 517042.0344 3638646.939 6/15/2011 14:43 rradd emorgan 0 No 70 feet from permanent pad. No No
5/21/2011 6002393 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP17-1 0 2 feet off ground in laurel sumac (Malosma laurina). No Female incubating 2 eggs.
18 Mar - ANHU incubation continues. - RR
24 Mar - ANHU fem. brooding 2                                   PNT_SSN-6002393 3/9/2011 11:35 500403.7445 3642805.006 5/21/2011 14:54 rradd rradd 0 4/11/2011 22:44 No Nest successfully fledged. 75 feet from tower site. 3/9/2011 13:59 3/10/2011 13:59 Emergency buffer reduced to 70 feet. Yes No

5/3/2011 6002395 OTHER No Closed CP82-1 0 Stick nest in small steep coast live oak drainage, in oak (Quercus agrifolia), 30 feet high. No 29 Mar - No activity detected.- RR
6 Apr - No activity detected.- RR
13 Apr - No activity.- RR
20 Apr - Ne     PNT_SSN-6002395 3/9/2011 15:13 518659.2667 3636118.72 5/3/2011 16:21 rradd kalberts 0 No Old decrepit and unused. 340 feet to corner of tower site. No No
5/3/2011 6002396 OTHER No Closed CP82-1 0 Stick nest in coast live oak drainage, about 30 feet high in oak (Quercus agrifolia). No 29 Mar - Nest in good condition in cluster of green stems @ fork of trunk. COHA soaring nearby. - RR                       PNT_SSN-6002396 3/9/2011 15:17 518656.0661 3636132.163 5/3/2011 16:22 rradd kalberts 0 No Never improved or occupied. 340 feet to tower site. No No

4/18/2011 6002397 OTHER No Closed CP82-1 0 Stick nest in oak (Quercus agrifolia) on south side of creek, about 14 feet high. No 6 Apr - Old and decrepit, rotted material falling to ground. Closed.- RR PNT_SSN-6002397 3/9/2011 15:21 518912.1224 3636132.803 4/18/2011 16:38 rradd kalberts 0 No 240 feet to existing AR, 480 feet to tower site. No No
5/9/2011 6002804 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 ANHU woven cup nest approximately 80 feet up in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) originally sched   Yes ANHU actively building nest. Tree approximately 15 feet east of bridge. Bird unconcerned by my pre                                                                                                                PNT_SSN-6002804 3/10/2011 9:09 518265.4372 3634589.089 5/9/2011 14:07 blohstroh kalberts 0 Yes Unknown. Not needed; nest completed cycle bfore NBR approval. 15 feet to existing AR. Yes

4/20/2011 6003207 Bushtit No Closed Alpine Underground - Loritz property 0 8 feet up in olive tree (Olea europaea). No Pair observed nest building and carrying lining. nest 85% complete. 3/10/2011 IM
28 Mar - BUSH hea                                          PNT_SSN-6003207 3/10/2011 11:56 526330.1842 3632627.123 4/20/2011 18:06 blohstroh KACuppag 0 Yes Unknown; likely abandoned before egg-laying began. Buffer approved to 50 feet based on Star Valley Road being closer to nest than project ROW, ability                  40 feet from Loritz driveway. 3/29/2011 18:05 3/30/2011 14:42 Reduced to 40 feet. Yes Yes
4/17/2011 6003216 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed CP54-1 0 Cliff nest adjacent to large coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia). No Pair display and landing at nest site. Need to doubole-check exact placement on map.
16 Mar - RTHA                                                    PNT_SSN-6003216 3/10/2011 16:39 510242.7973 3638575.351 4/17/2011 13:59 rradd kalberts 0 No Not needed; beyond 500 foot buffer zone. 600 feet to tower site. No No
4/18/2011 6003217 OTHER No Closed CP31-2 0 Stick nest in the fork of a coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia). Centrally located in the tree, 25 feet up.         No Activity status uncertain. Ravens defending site. The other nest was marked as active. Nest is 8 feet              PNT_SSN-6003217 3/12/2011 9:01 503553.3731 3644858.69 4/18/2011 16:38 rradd kalberts 0 No 30 feet to work area. No No
4/18/2011 6003218 OTHER No Closed Helix Yard AR 0 25 feet up, in a eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp.). No Old, Currently unused, stick nest.
16 Mar - status unchanged. RR
25 Mar - Adjacent to active COHA ne    PNT_SSN-6003218 3/12/2011 14:23 509783.6391 3636501.733 4/18/2011 16:39 rradd kalberts 0 No 1150 feet to yard boundary. No Yes
6/15/2011 6003225 Common Raven No Closed EP90-1 0 Stick nest 40 feet up in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia), in good condition. No No birds detected 0900-0945. Permit 8E-6 Bio-monitor should re-check for activity. Site is 200 feet  f                                                   PNT_SSN-6003225 3/11/2011 9:28 548121.6471 3612959.019 6/15/2011 14:32 rradd emorgan 0 No None needed; nest is beyond the 100 foot buffer zone. 220 feet from AR. No Yes
4/16/2011 6003228 Bushtit No Closed EP228 0 6 feet off ground in mesquite bush (Prosopis glandulosa). No Pair nest building; Nest 50% complete. - 3/14/2011 IM
Nest destroyed; bottom torn out; now rain da       PNT_SSN-6003228 3/14/2011 8:15 572477.4047 3611526.912 4/16/2011 17:20 pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes Bottom of nest was torn off, apparently predated, then rain-damaged. Vehicular passage should not impact nest, provided no stopping, standing or construction occurs w  60 feet from AR. No Yes
4/18/2011 6003231 OTHER No Closed EP83-1 Pullsite and AR 0 Approximately 4 feet high in center of scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia). No Found by Darin Busby on 3/15/11. Nest appears to be an inactive CALT nest. Will affect construction                                PNT_SSN-6003231 3/15/2011 10:12 546585.0754 3613788.426 4/18/2011 16:39 pkonrad kalberts 0 No 20 feet to AR. No Yes
4/18/2011 6003234 Mourning Dove No Closed TL 639 - Z973033 0 7 feet up in non-native pine tree. No At least 2 eggs in nest.
3/28/11 - Adult still sitting on nest. (D. Busby)
12 Apr - No bird on nest, no egg               PNT_SSN-6003234 3/16/2011 15:32 493253.5677 3640111.513 4/18/2011 9:36 dbusby rradd 0 Yes Apparent depredation, since previously observed eggs were gone on a subsequent visit. In residential area, among houses and exotic landscaping; accustomed to human environments. 30 feet from work area. No Yes
6/15/2011 6003236 Rufous-crowned Sparrow No Closed CP55 0 Ground nest under Myoporum (Myoporum sp.) No Construction appears to have just begun.
Female carrying nest material while male singing 30 feet a                             PNT_SSN-6003236 3/16/2011 11:31 509718.2827 3637351.306 6/15/2011 14:32 rradd emorgan 0 Yes Abandoned before completion. 10 feet from AR. No

5/8/2011 6003237 House Wren No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 Under cover of propane tank lid. No HOWR singing atop tank, nest visible under cover.
3/18/11 - HOWR not seen going to and from nest                                                        PNT_SSN-6003237 3/16/2011 14:00 510036.5659 3638770.33 5/8/2011 14:56 rradd kalberts 0 No Nest taken over by mice before HOWR could begin laying or after HOWR decided to abandon the ne Not needed, as nest cycle was over before NBR approval. 35 feet from driveway. 3/4/2011 14:55 5/6/2011 14:55 0 feet Yes No
6/15/2011 6003238 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed CP63-3 0 10 feet east of GPS point, 2 feet up in California sagebrush (Artemisia californica), adults building, 1   No 31 Mar - Nest complete but appears blown out of place by wind. Pair rebuilding nearby. Closed. - R PNT_SSN-6003238 3/16/2011 10:39 513971.9508 3639582.094 6/15/2011 14:34 rradd emorgan 0 Yes Apparently blown out of place by high winds. None needed; beyond 300 foot buffer zone for this species. 450 feet from AR. No No
6/15/2011 6003240 Mourning Dove No Closed San Luis Rey Substation 0 On top of fan bank for transformer. No Female incubating.
Female not observed on nest for 3 days. Cold weather and rain will have made n            PNT_SSN-6003240 3/17/2011 8:26 468777.3053 3674774.072 6/15/2011 14:35 imaunsell emorgan 0 Yes Nest failed due to rainstorm; eggs abandoned and nest soaked. 0 feet, within substation. No Yes
4/18/2011 6003241 California Thrasher No Closed Alpine Yard 0 Nest of sticks lined with finer materials located approximately 2 feet off the ground in a sugar bush  No Biomonitors observed a pair of CATH in area as well as one of the birds entering shrub with nest in                                                         PNT_SSN-6003241 3/16/2011 16:55 520081.7985 3634135.496 4/18/2011 15:55 imaunsell kalberts 0 No Nest appeared after construction trailers were placed and activities commenced, therefore, this pai       0 feet; within substation. No Yes
4/18/2011 6003243 OTHER No Closed EP27-1 0 In coast live oak tree (Quercus agrifolia), about 30 feet up. No Stick nest with lots of oak leaves; no recent activity; smaller stick nest just below, also inactive (large                      PNT_SSN-6003243 3/17/2011 11:02 528090.6971 3619750.4 4/18/2011 15:58 pkonrad kalberts 0 No 30 feet from AR; 380 feet to tower site. No No
4/21/2011 6003244 OTHER No Closed EP27-1 0 In center of dense coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia), 10 feet up. No Large stick nest, relatively low. May potentailly be woodrat nest. 
Nest inactive, but has good form a                         PNT_SSN-6003244 3/17/2011 11:10 528126.1728 3619758.446 4/21/2011 11:14 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 65 feet from AR; 275 feet from tower site. No No
6/15/2011 6003247 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed TL 6916 - Z379523 0 CAGN nest is 3 feet high in bush mallow approximately 10 feet north of access road and 180 feet fro                 No 3/17/11 - Scott Hampton of Chambers Group detected CAGN pair and nest while monitoring at Stru                                                                                                                       PNT_SSN-6003247 3/17/2011 12:41 492561.284 3631604.048 6/15/2011 14:36 rfletcher emorgan 0 Yes Apparently failed due to rain damage. No sign of depredation. 13 feet from AR. No Yes

5/8/2011 5003258 OTHER No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 New nest material in southeast corner inside structure, below fuse box, 10 feet north of driveway. No 3/18/11 -D. Busby finds nest built of grasses. Appears to be an entrance facing wall. No sign of adul                                      PNT_SSN-5003258 3/18/2011 8:32 510018.8545 3638788.614 5/8/2011 14:58 rradd kalberts 0 No Not needed; nest cycle was over by the time NBR approval came in. 10 feet; onsite structure. 3/4/2011 14:57 5/6/2011 14:57 0 feet Yes No
4/27/2011 5003271 Bushtit No Closed EP85-2 0 12 feet up in scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia). No 23 Mar - Pair BUSH entering complete nest.- RR
1 April - Bushtit entering rest. - S. Hampton
Nest appe               PNT_SSN-5003271 3/23/2011 11:15 547129.1589 3614035.759 4/27/2011 12:17 pkonrad emorgan 0 Yes Depredated. Entire bottom of nest pulled apart and interior exposed. Not needed; beyond 10 foot buffer zone. 105 feet to tower impact area. No Yes
4/20/2011 5003272 OTHER No Closed EP31-2 0 Stick nest 55 feet up in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) 45 feet from AR. Yes 19 Mar - CORA bringing nest-lining materials; ownership of this nest is confused, with a RSHA statio                                                                                                       PNT_SSN-5003272 3/19/2011 12:21 528183.3069 3617912.862 4/20/2011 9:26 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 45 feet from existing AR; 340 feet to TSAP. No No
4/17/2011 5003283 House Finch No Closed Alpine Yard 0 Inside large spool. No Nest 4 spools back on back side. Cannot see into nest or assess material. Monitor observed pair of                          PNT_SSN-5003283 3/28/2011 10:33 519873.3247 3634210.227 4/17/2011 15:33 imaunsell kalberts 0 No Not needed, since nest is well outside of the 100 foot buffer zone. 500 feet from yard boundary. No Yes
4/20/2011 5003285 House Finch No Closed Alpine Yard 0 5 feet up in large spool. No 10% complete. Monitor observed pair coming to and from nest site. 3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/2011                        PNT_SSN-5003285 3/28/2011 11:02 520220.5585 3634222.41 4/20/2011 16:20 imaunsell kalberts 0 Yes Abandoned nest before completion of building stage. Nesting began after yard activities commenced, and is accutomed to current level. Buffer should be             0 feet; within yard boundary. 4/15/2011 16:18 Buffer reduced to 15 feet. Yes Yes
4/20/2011 5003286 House Finch No Closed Alpine Yard 0 8 feet up in large spool. No Monitor has observed pair in area. Fresh material. Cannot see in nest. Monitor for activity. 3/28/11                            PNT_SSN-5003286 3/28/2011 11:07 520225.9602 3634227.565 4/20/2011 16:20 imaunsell kalberts 0 Yes Apparently abandoned before completion of building. Nesting began after yard activities commenced, and is accutomed to current level. Buffer should be             0 feet; within yard boundary. 4/15/2011 16:18 Buffer reduced to 15 feet. Yes Yes
4/20/2011 5003287 House Finch No Closed Alpine Yard 0 7 feet up in large spool. No Monitor has observed pair in area. Fresh material. Cannot see in nest. Monitor for activity. 3/28/11                            PNT_SSN-5003287 3/28/2011 11:11 520223.5918 3634232.517 4/20/2011 16:23 imaunsell kalberts 0 Yes Nest abandoned before completion of building stage. Nesting began after yard activities commenced, and is accutomed to current level. Buffer should be             0 feet; within yard boundary. 4/15/2011 16:22 Buffer reduced to 15 feet. Yes Yes
4/17/2011 5003296 Cactus Wren No Closed EP226-1 0 3 feet up cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No Nest mostly old and flattened. Potentially new material on top. No birds observed. 3/30/11 IM
sham            PNT_SSN-5003296 3/30/2011 10:23 572572.3781 3612429.302 4/17/2011 15:58 imaunsell kalberts 0 No 35 feet from TSAP. No Yes

5/5/2011 5003297 Verdin No Closed EP226-1 Pullsite AR 0 7 feet up in dead mesquite (Prosopis glandulosa) on east side of road. No Nest looks in good condition; no birds observed; may become active; monitor for activity. 3/30/11
Lo                                                                           PNT_SSN-5003297 3/30/2011 11:03 572350.5169 3612291.254 5/5/2011 9:48 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No Vehicular passage not likely to impact nest, provided that no stopping, standing, or construction oc    15 feet from AR; 600 feet from tower. No Yes
6/15/2011 5003300 Cactus Wren No Closed EP231A 0 3 feet high in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No Wren singing at nest 3/29 - SR.
No wrens in area. Nest well-built wth large well-lined entrance hole p                                              PNT_SSN-5003300 3/29/2011 13:32 574265.083 3611282.739 6/15/2011 14:31 pkonrad emorgan 0 No None needed; beyond 100-foot buffer zone. 160 feet from permanent pad. No Yes
4/18/2011 5003301 Bushtit No Closed EP226-1 Pullsite AR 0 6 feet high in jujube shrub (Ziziphus parryi) on west side of access road. No Bushtit seen entering nest; no buffer flagged due to lack of flagging. - smr 3/30/11
Adult perched abo                             PNT_SSN-5003301 3/30/2011 16:45 572347.1331 3612399.448 4/18/2011 17:30 pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes Predation. Probably avian. Nest side and floor were torn open. No adults nearby. 22 feet from access road; 300 feet to tower area. No Yes
4/18/2011 5003302 Bushtit No Closed CP28-1 0 5 feet above ground level in shrubby laurel sumac (Malosma laurina) above cut-bank to south side  No Nest looks complete, pair active at nest.
5 Apr - Incubating. Nest exchange 0811 - RR.
11 Apr - Nest do                     PNT_SSN-5003302 3/30/2011 10:19 502868.2562 3645143.27 4/18/2011 17:32 rradd kalberts 0 No 1200 feet to CP28-1. No No

5/3/2011 5003329 Cactus Wren No Closed EP243 0 3 feet high in top fork of cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). Yes 4/1/11 phoward; new cactus wren nest. adult seen carrying nest material multiple times to same loc                                                  PNT_SSN-5003329 4/1/2011 8:16 578425.0546 3610770.163 5/3/2011 14:54 phoward kalberts 0 No Not needed; beyond the 100 foot buffer zone. 170 feet to tower area. Yes
6/27/2011 5003331 Cactus Wren No Closed EP243 0 3 feet up in cholla; just 20 feet northwest of other incomplete nest and 30 feet south of new 12 kV No Nest 50% complete 4-1 TC.     Still incomplete; much orange plastc twine 4-6 (PK).
RAbe - 4/18/2011 3                                                                                                                                                             PNT_SSN-5003331 4/1/2011 7:38 578302.3877 3610771.86 6/27/2011 11:17 pkonrad pkonrad 100 No Nest was apparently an alternate nest; 2 'active' nest nearby to south and north. No impacts to this nest are anticipated due to vehicle traffic provided that no stopping, standing, o        30 feet from 12kv AR. Drive through access only. No Yes barnold - 6/3/2011 1:05:05 PM - Nest appears inactive, no Cactus Wren observed.
pkonrad - 6/7/201                                                                              6/27/2011 11:16
4/18/2011 5003342 Bushtit No Closed EP85-2 0 20 feet up on southwest side of oak (Quercus agrifolia). No 1 April - On property adjacent to road. Landowner friendly, gave us permission to be on property an                                                              PNT_SSN-5003342 4/1/2011 11:57 547159.0195 3613907.546 4/18/2011 17:38 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed; Barely any part of the buffer crosses existing AR, where vehicular passage is allowed. 100 feet from AR. No Yes
5/20/2011 5003367 Bewick's Wren No Closed CP80-1 0 Nest in gate column below lock. No 4/6/11 - Observed adults bringing material to nest in gate column.  80% complete.  Erect ESA signs.                                                                                                                                                      PNT_SSN-5003367 4/6/2011 9:30 518990.1119 3636629.637 5/20/2011 11:52 dbusby rradd 0 5/17/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage for construction is not anticipated to impact nest, and should be allowed, provid             2 feet from existing AR; 360 feet from tower area. 4/22/2011 14:14 4/25/2011 14:14 Buffer kept, but vehicular passage allowed. No
4/17/2011 5003379 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed TL 639 - Z379519 0 Nest 2 feet high in black sage approximately 100 feet northeast of Structure 379519. Nest surround                 No 4/7/11 - Observed male and female carrying nest material to nest. Nest is 90% complete. Not candid                                                    PNT_SSN-5003379 4/7/2011 10:11 492065.1026 3631095.899 4/17/2011 21:42 dbusby kalberts 0 Yes Depredated; nest torn from side. 95 feet to nearest pole. No Yes

5/8/2011 5003260 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 Approximately 8 feet high on north side cf coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia), 25 feet south of drivew      No 3/18/11 - D. Busby observes female ANHU bringing material to half-way built nest.
24 Mar - No bird                       PNT_SSN-5003260 3/18/2011 9:56 509965.3917 3638774.662 5/8/2011 14:59 rradd kalberts 0 Yes Apparently damaged by storm event. Not needed; nest failed prior to NBR approval. 25 feet from driveway. 3/4/2011 14:58 5/6/2011 14:58 0 feet Yes No
4/21/2011 5003261 OTHER No Closed EP238 0 On ground among rocks 13 feet south-southwest of northeastern footing (slightly uphill). Yes 3/22/11 -D. Busby is notified by Garrett Huffman that there is a grass bowl on ground among rocks i                                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5003261 3/22/2011 11:39 576558.5155 3610682.024 4/21/2011 11:38 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 0 feet; within work area. No Yes
6/15/2011 5003264 Western Scrub-Jay No Closed EP221-2 0 About 4 feet up in ribbonwood (Adenostoma sparsifolium). Yes Nest complete or nearly complete with well formed cup. 2 adults present above nest; When I appro                                                                           PNT_SSN-5003264 3/23/2011 9:24 571024.9162 3613741.686 6/15/2011 14:45 pkonrad emorgan 0 No Not needed; nest is well outside of the 100 foot buffer zone. 300 feet from permanent pad. No Yes
4/20/2011 5003269 OTHER No Closed EP31-2 AR 0 Old or incomplete nest 35 feet up in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) approximately 30 feet south o  No 19 Mar - Extremely vocal pair RSHA repeatedly returned to circle and scream, but unable to directly                                                   PNT_SSN-5003269 3/19/2011 11:29 527417.0845 3617984.571 4/20/2011 9:43 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 30 feet from existing AR. No No
4/17/2011 5003275 Common Raven No Closed EP220-1 AR 0 45 feet up in interior live oak (Quercus agrifolia). No 23 Mar - Adult preening adjacent moved to nest. Nest buffer is just outside AR. - RR
Raven pair pres                                                   PNT_SSN-5003275 3/23/2011 17:31 570357.1896 3614221.54 4/17/2011 15:15 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed; beyond the 100 foot buffer zone. 125 feet from existing AR. No Yes
5/17/2011 5003277 Cactus Wren No Closed EP243 0 Nest in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) about 3 feet up. Nest entrances facing southwest. No 3/24/11 LLina - Fresh grass with fresh feather linging.15 feet from staked 12Kv access road. AR is not                                                                                                                                                     PNT_SSN-5003277 3/24/2011 8:52 578380.412 3610760.425 5/17/2011 14:14 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No A) The nest has been monitored for more than one month and has had intermittent activity at best                                                                                                                  30 feet from12kv AR. 5/12/2011 16:03 5/12/2011 16:03 0 feet Yes
4/17/2011 5003279 California Towhee No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 In fountain grass next to laurel sumac. 50 feet downslope from road. No No eggs. 
30 Mar - No nest found as described. Closed, and buffer removed, after discsussion with B   PNT_SSN-5003279 3/24/2011 12:14 499876.7141 3643669.176 4/17/2011 15:26 rradd kalberts 0 No Approximately 50 feet from yard. No No

5/3/2011 5003281 House Finch No Closed Hartung Yard 0 In cavity 12 feet up in east side of coast live oak. No 25 Mar - HOFI carrying nest materials. Active nest building. - RR
28 Mar - Female flushed off nest upo                                     PNT_SSN-5003281 3/25/2011 10:53 515019.9667 3639200.418 5/3/2011 13:04 rradd kalberts 0 No 20 feet from yard boundary. No Yes
4/18/2011 5003282 OTHER No Closed Alpine Yard 0 In wire spool spoke. 4 back from front of row. No Nest with fresh material. No eggs. No adults present.
Closed. Beyond 100 foot buffer. kalberts - 4/18   PNT_SSN-5003282 3/28/2011 10:25 519895.2003 3634196.272 4/18/2011 16:45 imaunsell kalberts 0 No Not needed; nest is well beyond the 100 foot buffer zone. 400 feet from yard boundary. No Yes
4/17/2011 5003357 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed TL 6916 - Z774820 0 Five feet up in laurel sumac (Malosma laurina). No 04/05/2011 - Female Lesser Goldfinch sitting on nest.  Buffer affects access road east of pole 774820                       PNT_SSN-5003357 4/5/2011 11:56 492217.126 3639839.659 4/17/2011 16:26 jdicus kalberts 0 Yes Likely was depredated, based on observations. 135 feet from nearest pole. Yes
4/17/2011 5003368 Song Sparrow No Closed CP80-1 0 Nest not directly observed due to dense vegetation in elderberry (Sambucus mexicana). Yes 4/6/11 - Adults carrying nest material into elderberry. Candidate for nest buffer reduction since acce                           PNT_SSN-5003368 4/6/2011 13:30 518951.179 3636624.596 4/17/2011 16:48 dbusby kalberts 0 No Not needed; placement of nests is beyond enforced buffer distance. 100 feet from existing AR; 300 feet to tower area. No No
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5/8/2011 5003334 Song Sparrow No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 1 foot off ground in Russian thistle (Salsola tragus). No Pair feeding 2+ nestlings. About 5 feet from road. Pair would not approach nest when present. Requ                                            PNT_SSN-5003334 4/1/2011 10:52 510002.6903 3638785.022 5/8/2011 15:00 imaunsell kalberts 0 4/13/2011 13:14 No Appears to have fledged successfully. Not needed, as nest had apparently fledged before NBR approval. 5 feet from driveway. 3/4/2011 15:00 5/6/2011 15:00 0 feet Yes No
5/3/2011 5003326 American Kestrel No Closed TL 6924 - Z171695 0 bottom west arm of tower, cavity. No Bird arrived at this spot, disappeared, then left; likely feeding young.
7 April female perched at this t                                                                      PNT_SSN-5003326 3/31/2011 20:13 497000.1564 3644046.605 5/3/2011 14:49 blohstroh kalberts 0 4/14/2011 11:54 No Appears to have fledged. 75 feet to TL AR, across paved road. No Yes

4/17/2011 5003346 Bushtit No Closed TL 639 - Z171680 0 5 feet up in coast lilac (Ceanothus tomentosus). 20 feet east of road on steep slope. East of 8 foot t   No 4 April - Active. Pair entering nest and acting agitated, adult was observed taking food into nest. -S.                                     PNT_SSN-5003346 4/4/2011 10:07 497001.7174 3641797.48 4/17/2011 20:58 shampton kalberts 0 4/14/2011 20:53 No Successfully fledged. 30 feet from AR; 85 feet from nearest pole. Yes
5/3/2011 5003348 House Finch No Closed TL 6916 - 100977 0 Nest material brought to base of lowest insulator on west side of pole 100977. No 04/04/11 - Pair of house finches carrying nest material to base of insulator.  Multiple attempts were                                        PNT_SSN-5003348 4/4/2011 10:01 496988.6653 3641728.123 5/3/2011 15:11 mdicus kalberts 0 Yes Apparently abandoned before completion. 0 feet; at pole. No Yes
5/3/2011 5003387 OTHER No Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 pullsite - driveway entry 0 Cavity nest with three eggs one foot above ground in metal pipe sticking out of ground at 45 degree No 04/08/11 - Probable house wren nest.  Wrens observed in nearby coast live oaks but none observed                       PNT_SSN-5003387 4/8/2011 13:54 514279.6267 3639371.911 5/3/2011 15:51 mdicus kalberts 0 Yes Depredated; broken egg pieces found. One day of pre-construction survey staking is planned, followed by one day of potholing with a 2-3                                           70 feet to AR entry No

4/18/2011 5000774 Black-tailed Gnatcatcher No Closed EP242 0 Nest is near the top of a saltbush (Atriplex canescens). Four feet high. Ten feet west of dirt road. Yes Pair observed nest building.  Cup nest looks almost complete.  Ahernandez 4/11/11
Closed, since ne               PNT_SSN-5000774 4/11/2011 11:20 577860.4582 3610721.614 4/18/2011 10:22 phoward kalberts 0 No Not needed; beyond the 100 foot buffer. 120 feet to nearest work boundary. No Yes
5/3/2011 5003289 OTHER No Closed Alpine Yard 0 2 feet off ground in laurel sumac (Malosma laurina). No Nest in very early stages of construction. Monitor said it has increased in size since 3/25/11 when fi                         PNT_SSN-5003289 3/28/2011 11:23 520347.2794 3634136.64 5/3/2011 13:13 imaunsell kalberts 0 No 0 feet; within yard boundary. No Yes

6/15/2011 5003328 Red-shouldered Hawk No Closed Elliott Substation 0 At top of fan palm (Washingtonia sp.) on leaf on east side of tree. No Female on nest on 3-31-11
12 Apr - No RSHA detected at nest 1200-1300. Pair seen 1800 feet west b                          PNT_SSN-5003328 4/1/2011 11:40 491625.3963 3630824.566 6/15/2011 17:07 kalberts imaunsell 0 No Buffer should be reduced to 300 feet, since this bird is nesting within a residential area, and is accu                         240 feet to corner of substation. Buffer reduced to 300 feet. No
4/18/2011 5000798 OTHER No Closed EP85-2 AR 0 In sugarbush (Rhus ovata) 15 feet north of access road to EP85-2, about five feet above ground. No Old cup nest, inactive, with no sign of recent use. No bird activity in immediate area. Cup nest suita                           PNT_SSN-5000798 4/13/2011 8:53 547131.1707 3613751.808 4/18/2011 13:10 barnold kalberts 0 No 15 feet from AR. No Yes
4/18/2011 5000805 California Quail No Closed EP257 0 On ground between tall rock and cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) - next to cactus wren nest complex. No PKonrad - 4/13/2011 3:31:33 PM - Female California Quail flushed from ground nest with 14 eggs.\
C               PNT_SSN-5000805 4/13/2011 15:30 583827.1219 3611426.624 4/18/2011 13:30 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed; beyond the 100 foot buffer zone. 160 feet from work area. No Yes
4/26/2011 5000808 OTHER No Closed EP27-1 0 20 feet up in northeast side of coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia). No HOWR entered cavity while male was singing away. OATI chased HOWRs away one minute later. HOW                                                    PNT_SSN-5000808 4/13/2011 10:40 528090.6721 3619695.233 4/26/2011 13:02 sritt pkonrad 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, or pa     35 feet from AR; 325 feet from tower work area. No No
4/21/2011 5000810 Bushtit No Closed EP27-1 0 15 feet up in southeast side of coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia). No sritt - 4/13/2011 11:07:10 AM - Only lowest 5 inches is complete. Pair likely abandoned, and using n                 PNT_SSN-5000810 4/13/2011 11:04 528091.79 3619708.437 4/21/2011 10:34 sritt pkonrad 0 No Vehicular passage should not impact nest, provided that no stopping, standing, or construction occ   30 feet from AR; 320 feet from tower work area. No No

5/3/2011 5000435 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed TL 6916 - Z771472 0 Small woven cup nest located approx. 3' north of pole in pine tree, approx. 10' off ground on top of  No Nest remains active as of 2/25/2011. Old nest ID 109, new nest ID 020811AH1. NBR for buffer reduct                                      PNT_SSN-5000435 2/25/2011 13:17 490983.7956 3639656.991 5/3/2011 22:25 dbusby rradd 0 Yes Assumed to have been damaged by rain and/or wind. Buffer approved to 30 feet for vertical and horizontal buffers, as nest is fairly well-concealed within            3 feet from pole. 3/3/2011 14:18 3/3/2011 14:25 Buffer reduced to 30 feet. Yes Yes
4/18/2011 5000437 American Kestrel No Closed TL 639 - Z379517 0 Cavity nest located in first gable on W corner of apartment complex. No AMKE pair observed hunting together in vicinity. ESA signage posted at entrance to site. Heavy traff                                                                                                         PNT_SSN-5000437 2/25/2011 14:20 491873.2469 3630762.144 4/18/2011 14:41 dbusby kalberts 0 No Not needed, since this nest is actually over 500 feet from nearest pole. 600 feet from nearest pole. No Yes
4/29/2011 5000441 OTHER No Closed EP78 - EP77 AR 0 Stick nest in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) over access road to EP77, next to fence. No Old nest ID 73.  
Still inactive 3-2-11 (Paul Konrad).  
Also 3-10-11 (PK). 
Inactive 3-28 and 4-7 and 4-18 (         PNT_SSN-5000441 2/25/2011 13:16 543986.6532 3613382.312 4/29/2011 10:40 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 0 feet; along existing access road. Yes

5/3/2011 5000480 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Suncrest Substation AR 0 Woven cup nest located approximately 25 feet up in coast live oak tree directly adjacent to AR into   No Woven cup nest sitting almost directly above E side of AR. Nest definitely built during construction p                       PNT_SSN-5000480 3/2/2011 16:11 531961.7948 3630645.474 5/3/2011 11:54 tcooper kalberts 0 Yes Apparent depredation. Work began before nesting season, continuous activities have been ongoing. Birds that nest during          0 feet; within Bell Bluff Truck Trail alignment. 3/4/2011 17:18 3/15/2011 14:39 Reduced to 25 vertical feet. Suncrest Exemption received on March 15, 2011. Yes Yes
4/18/2011 6002317 Common Raven No Closed TL 639 - AR 0 In sycamore tree approximately 50 feet up. No CORA observed, maintaining nest.
Closed, since nest is over 100 feet away from any project feature.     PNT_SSN-6002317 3/5/2011 13:26 496519.6405 3634671.673 4/18/2011 14:43 rfletcher kalberts 0 No Not needed, as nest is over 100 feet away from any work area 115 feet from access road. No Yes
4/18/2011 6002401 OTHER No Closed EP220-1 AR 0 Stick platform nest, 23 feet above ground surface in the west side of a coast live oak (Quercus agrifo         No No birds observed. Nest origins unknown. Stick nesting materials on ground under nest indicate tha                                                    PNT_SSN-6002401 3/9/2011 14:37 570323.6117 3614201.997 4/18/2011 15:59 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Vehicular passage should not impact nesting activities, provided that no stopping, standing, or cons    25 feet from existing AR. No Yes
4/21/2011 6003229 OTHER No Closed CP44-1 AR 0 80 feet up eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp.) and approximately 20 feet from Moreno Ave. No Appears to be most recently used by ravens, as there is a dead raven fledgling on ground directly u                                                                PNT_SSN-6003229 3/9/2011 7:15 506478.5124 3640276.446 4/21/2011 17:16 blohstroh rradd 0 No Never improved or occupied. 200 feet to AR. No No
4/18/2011 6003232 OTHER No Closed EP81 0 Approximately 4 feet high in scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia) and 30 feet south of existing access        No Nest is inactive.  Has cobwebs and no new nest material 3-15 (DB).
Nest incomplete and inactive 3-28                PNT_SSN-6003232 3/15/2011 15:05 545627.807 3613065.533 4/18/2011 17:50 pkonrad kalberts 0 No 45 feet from existing AR. No Yes
4/18/2011 6003233 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed TL 6916 - 774824 0 2 feet high in black sage approximately 80 feet south of access road and 300 feet west of structure 7No 3/16/11  - D. Busby located nest. Female flushed off nest when I approached. 2eggs. Female returne                                                                                                                                      PNT_SSN-6003233 3/16/2011 10:03 492945.6786 3640177.815 4/18/2011 13:18 dbusby rradd 0 4/14/2011 20:23 No Successfully fledged. Vehicular traffic along existing access road should not be impacting to nest, provided that there is n     85 feet from AR; 300 feet from pole. No Yes
4/18/2011 5003262 Common Raven No Closed TL 639 - 872368 0 In lattice structure. No Needs to be field verified. Will not affect construction due to exemption for access roads in use.
3/28                        PNT_SSN-5003262 3/22/2011 19:48 494394.5805 3633622.809 4/18/2011 14:48 rradd kalberts 0 No 360 feet to nearest pole. No Yes

5/3/2011 5003320 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed TL 6916 - 774820 0 5 feet up in solitary small eucalyptus. Can be observed from road on east side of tree. No 3/31/11 TC - Female incubating one egg.
4/7/11 TC - Female on nest.
12 Apr - Nest presumed predate                  PNT_SSN-5003320 3/31/2011 12:17 492249.918 3639891.949 5/3/2011 14:45 tcooper kalberts 0 Yes Assumed depredation, with 1 broken egg left in nest. 20 feet from AR; 340 feet from nearest pole. Yes
5/11/2011 5003322 House Finch No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 Eave of small outbuilding adjacent to rear porch. No 31 Mar - Under construction.
5 Apr - Nest destroyed and no longer present. Changed to closed and b    PNT_SSN-5003322 3/31/2011 11:48 509071.8021 3638412.343 5/11/2011 11:53 rradd kalberts 0 Yes Unknown, probable depredation. 0 feet; on house. No No
4/18/2011 5003341 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed EP85-2 0 20 feet high on south side of coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia). No 1 April - Female on nest. Male was displaying next to tower site. S. Hampton, S. Ritt
Female incubati                                 PNT_SSN-5003341 4/1/2011 10:55 547044.4372 3613984.466 4/18/2011 14:51 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed; beyond 100 foot buffer zone. 170 feet from tower site. No Yes

5/3/2011 5003345 OTHER No Closed EP85-2 AR 0 30 feet up in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) between main road and large post and lintel gate str               No 1 April - No sign of activity.  Smaller than a large raptor nest, should be monitored for change in act                                         PNT_SSN-5003345 4/1/2011 13:52 546972.5193 3613757.529 5/3/2011 15:08 shampton kalberts 0 No Vehicular traffic should not impact nest, provided that construction does not occur within buffer, a       40 feet No Yes
4/18/2011 5003377 OTHER No Closed EP243 0 No Outside 100' buffer.  Nest closed.

RAbe - 4/18/2011 2:01:03 PM
Nest is outside 100 ft buffer of 12kV w    PNT_SSN-5003377 4/6/2011 15:31 578422.3781 3610776.172 4/18/2011 14:08 pkonrad RAbe 0 No Not needed; outside of the 100 foot buffer zone. 190 feet from tower area. No Yes

5/7/2011 5000050 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - Vault 15 0 Stick nest approximately 25 feet up in coast live oak tree (Quercus agrifolia). No Nest inactive at this time. Stick nest consistent with small raptors or corvids. Blanket exemption NBR                                     PNT_SSN-5000050 2/24/2011 13:20 524075.2115 3632862.123 5/7/2011 21:02 rfletcher kalberts 0 No Nest was not occupied this breeding season. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       0 feet 3/2/2011 18:11 3/3/2011 18:11 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes
5/7/2011 5000430 Bushtit No Closed Alpine Underground - 198+50, MH-12R 0 In coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia), 18 feet high. No Active nest. Work Outside Buffer. Blanket exemption NBR for Alpine Blvd issued. All buffers and ESA                    PNT_SSN-5000430 2/14/2011 14:32 522777.213 3632965.304 5/7/2011 20:42 pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes Natural predation event that destroyed entire nest. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 18:41 3/3/2011 18:41 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes
5/7/2011 5000443 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - 120+00R, MH-7L 0 75 feet up in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) at Station 119+30. Easily seen from Alpine Blvd. No Old nest id4.
Still inactive 3-22 (PK).
emorgan - 4/20/2011 9:45:56 AM -Still inactive.
30 Apr - CLOSED d              PNT_SSN-5000443 2/25/2011 14:11 520400.1645 3633305.116 5/7/2011 21:03 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Nest never occupied this season. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       155 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 21:03 3/3/2011 21:03 0 feet No Yes
5/7/2011 5000447 Mourning Dove No Closed Alpine Underground - MH-6 0 25 feet up in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) at 1225 Alpine Blvd. No Nest approximately at station 97+50. ESA from 98+50 to 96+75. Blanket exemption NBR for Alpine B                                                         PNT_SSN-5000447 2/25/2011 14:33 519761.8192 3633491.657 5/7/2011 21:00 blohstroh kalberts 0 4/8/2011 20:59 No Successfully fledged. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 20:59 3/3/2011 20:59 0 feet No Yes
5/3/2011 5000464 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Nest about 20 feet up in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) about 5 to 10 feet in from road. No Buffer reduction approved and restaked 3/3/11 - IM
Nest determined abandoned (INACTIVE) and bu                     PNT_SSN-5000464 2/28/2011 16:16 518207.854 3634585.177 5/3/2011 11:39 rfletcher kalberts 0 Yes Unknown.  Abandoned. 5 feet from existing access road. 3/2/2011 19:04 3/2/2011 14:31 Reduced to 10 feet. Yes Yes
5/7/2011 5000487 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - 289+00r 0 Small stick nest located approximately 50 feet up in coast live oak tree (Quercus agrifolia). No Nest appears inactive at this time. Blanket exemption NBR for Alpine Blvd issued. All buffers and ESA                      PNT_SSN-5000487 3/3/2011 10:43 525488.4067 3632705.337 5/7/2011 20:45 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       480 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 20:45 3/3/2011 20:45 0 feet No Yes
5/7/2011 5000488 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - 299+00r 0 Medium stick nest located approximately 15 feet up in coast live oak tree (Quercus agrifolia); at eye       No Nest appears to be inactive at this time. Blanket exemption NBR for Alpine Blvd issued. All buffers a                     PNT_SSN-5000488 3/3/2011 10:52 525788.7158 3632829.784 5/7/2011 20:46 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       55 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 18:17 3/3/2011 18:17 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes

5/17/2011 5000515 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - MH-10L 0 In a eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp.). No Blanket exemption NBR for Alpine Blvd issued. All buffers and ESA signage/flagging removed on 3/3                     PNT_SSN-5000515 1/13/2011 0:00 521807 3633093 5/17/2011 11:04 pkonrad fhoffman 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       35 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 20:53 3/3/2011 20:53 0 feet Yes
5/7/2011 5000516 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - MH-12L 0 Stick nest located approximately 40 feet up in a pine tree (Pinus sp.). Offset unknown. No Blanket exemption NBR for Alpine Blvd issued. All buffers and ESA signage/flagging removed on 3/3                  PNT_SSN-5000516 1/13/2011 0:00 522584.9999 3633992 5/7/2011 20:55 rfletcher kalberts 0 No Not needed; well outside any work area. 3,190 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 20:54 3/3/2011 20:54 0 feet No Yes
5/7/2011 5000526 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 In the corner under Viejas Creek Bridge. Droppings observed. No Did not see nest inhabited after several hours of observation. Droppings observed but could be from                PNT_SSN-5000526 2/15/2011 0:00 525893.9999 3632814 5/7/2011 20:56 rfletcher kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       70 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 18:24 3/3/2011 18:24 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes
5/7/2011 5000533 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - 117+00R, MH-7L 0 Offset: Approximately 100 feet to south. Nest located in a coast live oak tree (Quercus agrifolia).  No No longer exists - delete.
Closed.  kalberts - 4/16/2011 10:18:13 AM
 PNT_SSN-5000533 2/25/2011 0:00 522109.9999 3633089 5/7/2011 20:39 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       30 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 16:32 3/3/2011 16:32 0 feet No Yes
5/7/2011 5000534 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - 46+00L, MH-3L 0 Small stick nest located approximately 80 feet up in a eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp.). Offset GPS a    No Old passerine nest.
Closed, due to no raptor potential and no passerine activity. kalberts - 4/16/201   PNT_SSN-5000534 2/25/2011 0:00 518342 3634104 5/7/2011 20:47 imaunsell kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       50 feet. 3/2/2011 20:47 3/3/2011 20:47 0 feet No Yes
5/7/2011 5000900 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 Large nest in a coast live oak tree (Quercus agrifolia) overlooking Viejas Creek. No On a coast live oak tree (Quercus agrifolia). Blanket exemption NBR for Alpine Blvd issued. All buffer                     PNT_SSN-5000900 2/15/2011 0:00 525658.1963 3632804.218 5/7/2011 20:57 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       180 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 20:56 3/3/2011 20:56 0 feet No Yes

5/17/2011 5003298 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - 117+00 0 ANHU nest located on fan palm (Washingtonia sp.) frond over creek approximately 5 feet above gro No Bird observed sitting on nest during high traffic, jackhammering, and other construction noise. RF-3/                                                          PNT_SSN-5003298 3/30/2011 10:32 522136.4479 3633084.414 5/17/2011 17:54 blohstroh pkonrad 0 Yes 2 dead chicks found in nest; unknown if or where parents are. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       25 feet from Alpine Blvd 3/2/2011 18:50 3/3/2011 18:50 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. Yes
4/18/2011 5000517 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP210 0 40 feet up in a cottonwood (Populus sp.) on the Correctional Facility property near Rough Acres and     No Construction zones are outside the 500 foot buffer. No buffer is required and construction is not aff                                PNT_SSN-5000517 2/25/2011 0:00 569678.9999 3616265 4/18/2011 8:00 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No Not needed, since well beyond 500-foot buffer zone. 820 feet from EP210. No Yes

5/3/2011 5003390 Western Bluebird No Closed Wilson Yard 0 15 foot buffer approved and installed; not 0 or 100 feet.
Nest is located on western end of Pinnick t                     No Environmental monitor observed male building nest actively past two days. Biological monitor obse                                                                                                           PNT_SSN-5003390 4/8/2011 8:52 531162.0886 3630482.125 5/3/2011 20:58 ahill pkonrad 0 Yes Nest and territory apparently deserted by bluebirds. No bluebirds observed or heard in area. Birds began nesting in trailer after construction began, personnel were working, and structures and              0 feet; within substation. 4/14/2011 10:54 4/15/2011 16:23 Buffer reduced to 15 feet. Yes Yes
6/4/2011 5000455 Common Raven No Closed EP331 AR 0 Stick nest in south arm of metal tower. No Formerly nest 29. 
Two common ravens bringing nesting material (sticks) to nest in metal tower on 3                                                                                                                                                PNT_SSN-5000455 2/25/2011 18:03 605005.332 3628235.205 6/4/2011 15:08 mdicus barnold 0 6/4/2011 14:41 No Successfully fledged. Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the Raven Control Plan 55 feet to SWPL access road; 335 feet to AR. 0 feet Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/25/2011 11:43:19 AM - 4 large nestlings standing on and beside nest ready to fledge.
ba               6/4/2011 15:08

5/17/2011 6003255 Bushtit No Closed Suncrest Substation 0 Nest 7 feet up in manzanita 10 feet outside silt fence. No 90% complete, being built by adults using material from failed nest 40 feet to the south. Suncrest a                                       PNT_SSN-6003255 3/18/2011 14:20 529551.2343 3629789.059 5/17/2011 17:37 rfletcher pkonrad 0 5/8/2011 17:36 No Successfully fledged. Blanket exemption for substation and buffer approved since construction has been and will continu                   10 feet; on substation fill slope. No Yes
4/26/2011 6003256 Bushtit No Closed Suncrest Substation 0 Nest 15 feet up in Engelmann oak, 15 feet from silt fence. No Adults building nest, 50% complete.
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:49:53 AM - no nest visits or birds heard          PNT_SSN-6003256 3/18/2011 16:14 531936.8718 3630667.432 4/26/2011 14:58 tcooper pkonrad 0 Yes No nest visits or birds heard nearby. nest looks destroyed by natural causes; predator or weather. Exemption approved for Suncrest substation and its buffer zones, since nesting birds are essentially               15 feet from AR. No Yes

5/2/2011 5003265 Oak Titmouse No Closed EP220 0 Approximately 4 feet high in a scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia) approximately 90 feet southeast o       No 3/23/2011 - T. Cooper and D. Busby were following pair off and on for an hour and eventually saw a                                                                                              PNT_SSN-5003265 3/23/2011 9:30 570534.4312 3613787.849 5/2/2011 13:07 phoward KACuppag 0 No Vehicular traffic is 90 feet away, and should be allowed, considering the distance, and the fact it is a       90 feet from AR. 4/13/2011 13:06 4/14/2011 12:45 Buffer reduced to 90 feet. Yes Yes
5/2/2011 5003267 Bushtit No Closed EP220 0 6 feet high in west side of a juniper (Juniperus californica), approximately 70 feet southeast of acce  No 3/23/2011 - D. Busby observes adult pair bringing nest material to nest. Nest appears nearly comple                                                                                       PNT_SSN-5003267 3/23/2011 10:29 570634.8522 3613868.714 5/2/2011 13:08 phoward KACuppag 0 Yes Apparent nest predation; nest torn apart; failed. This human-tolerant species is nesting 70 feet from access road, and did not mind nest observer at                  70 feet from AR. 4/13/2011 13:08 4/14/2011 12:47 Buffer reduced to 70 feet. Yes Yes
5/3/2011 5003352 House Finch No Closed Helix Yard 0 When discovered, HOFI nest in progress in the hydraulic arm of a dozer parked in Helix Yard. No RF - 4/4/11: Birds observed building nest in dozer.
20 Apr - Not monitored. Yard biologist reports ina                PNT_SSN-5003352 4/4/2011 14:26 510316.3744 3636845.681 5/3/2011 17:08 rfletcher rradd 0 Yes The nest was located in a box-like metal housing at the top of the hydraulic piston for the blade. This part of the equipment was covered in plastic mesh in an attempt to deter nesting birds.  This nes                                                            0 feet; on equipment within active yard. No Yes

6/23/2011 5000788 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 On north side of transformer for Bank 70. Nest on top of inoperative fan housing between fans 11 a  No Two nests on top of screen, one with two eggs.  Adults in area, and flying to nest.
19 Apr - HOFI adul                                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000788 4/12/2011 11:03 497078.1611 3642040.007 6/23/2011 11:53 barnold barnold 0 6/23/2011 11:51 No Successfully fledged. SDG&E needs to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. Proposed work encroaches                                          0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/9/2011 10:27:01 AM - At least two nestlings in nest.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:13:51 PM - Th                       6/23/2011 11:53
5/3/2011 5003358 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed TL 639 - 379517 0 Nest located 6 feet up in lemonadeberry (Rhus integrifolia), 15 feet southeast of pole # 379517. No 04/05/2011 - Female lesser goldfinch observed on nest (R. Abe, J&M Dicus).
12 Apr - No nest found.                PNT_SSN-5003358 4/5/2011 10:14 491827.0799 3630813.439 5/3/2011 15:24 jdicus kalberts 0 Yes Repeated searches failed to detect nest or nesting bird.  Unknown failure cause. 15 feet. No Yes

4/25/2011 6003253 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed TL 6924 - 17+50 0 12 feet up in alder tree on branch extending over driveway. No female observed incubating. not disturbed by light  traffic along road or in driveway. has tolerated c                                                          PNT_SSN-6003253 3/18/2011 7:47 493238.6747 3640125.912 4/25/2011 12:24 dbusby rradd 0 4/18/2011 0:00 No Nest fledged 18 April. Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of Reconductor lines, following same principles a    85 feet to work area. No Yes
5/3/2011 5000778 Bushtit No Closed TL 6916 - 973032 0 11 April - Nest in downward hanging clump of Eucalyptus sideroxylom (Ironbark) tree. Over edge of                   Yes 11 April - Pair copulating and adding material to nest.   - S. Hampton, M. Dicus
shampton - 4/11/201                              PNT_SSN-5000778 4/11/2011 7:07 493123.7585 3640219.42 5/3/2011 13:47 shampton kalberts 0 Yes Nest exposed on outer surface of leaf cluster, and apparently torn open. Presumed predated. Blanket exemption approved for Reconductor line's residential areas, following the same principles       55 feet to nearest pole. 0 feet Yes Yes
5/2/2011 5000794 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed TL 6916 - 973033 0 12 feet up in pepper tree overhanging lawn.
Not disturbed by light traffic in quiet cul de sac, but not        Yes 12 Apr LEGO pr finalizing nest construction. - RR
18 Apr LEGO female incubating 0920 - RR
25 Apr No                               PNT_SSN-5000794 4/12/2011 8:16 493261.1805 3640107.521 5/2/2011 15:11 rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest was active until construction commenced. Nest disturbance prior to incubation presumed a factor. 10 feet from work area. No Yes

4/27/2011 5000033 Cactus Wren No Closed EP231A TSAP 0 Grass nest with a few feathers but otherwise unlined; located approx 2.5 feet up in cholla (Cylindro               No Second degraded older unkempt grass nest (photo #2) located approximately 5 feet away in anothe                                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000033 2/22/2011 8:39 574273.058 3611209.428 4/27/2011 12:27 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No Not needed; outside of the 100 foot buffer zone. 465 feet from tower site. No Yes
5/24/2011 5000465 Bushtit No Closed Suncrest Substation 0 Nest located in dead yucca, which is within a manzanita. Located approximately 5 feet outside of o        Yes Nest appears only 10% built. Biomonitor observed two birds bringing nest material to site and build                                          PNT_SSN-5000465 3/1/2011 13:45 529718.5095 3629832.328 5/24/2011 8:33 tcooper imaunsell 0 No Suncrest substation pad and boundaries approved for blanket nest exemption since birds chose to       0 feet; within fill slope of substation pad. 0 feet Yes Yes
4/29/2011 5003304 House Wren No Closed EP83 AR 0 Cavity 4 feet high in Mexican elderberry (Sambucus mexicana) on south side of access road. No Pair seen carrying nesting material into hole. Nest appears partially built.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011   Fine                                                      PNT_SSN-5003304 3/31/2011 11:33 546035.2542 3612826.72 4/29/2011 11:18 sritt pkonrad 0 No Access road nesting bird buffer granted through agency concurrence to allow standard construction   20 feet off existing access road. No Yes
4/25/2011 5000795 House Finch No Closed TL 6916 - 973033 0 7 feet up behind trellis attached to garage wall. No 12 Apr HOFI pr carrying nest materials behind non-native planting against wall. - RR
18 Apr No HOFI                             PNT_SSN-5000795 4/12/2011 8:28 493254.445 3640127.231 4/25/2011 12:22 rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest is on private propoerty and unavailable for physical inspection, but behavioral implications ar                           Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of Reconductor lines, following same principles a      35 feet from work area. No Yes

5/7/2011 5000014 Bushtit No Closed Alpine Underground - 26+25.16 MH-2L 0 Nest located approximately 35 feet above ground in live oak tree (Quercus agrifolia) to east. Nest a       No Buffer limits from station 27+00 to station 29+03, neat Vault 15L. Nest located between I-8 and Alpi                                                                                                      PNT_SSN-5000014 2/22/2011 13:28 517970.4833 3634518.135 5/7/2011 20:44 blohstroh kalberts 0 4/20/2011 20:44 No Successfully fledged. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       20 feet 3/2/2011 18:58 3/3/2011 18:58 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes
6/14/2011 5000051 Bushtit No Closed Alpine Underground - 240+94.47, MH-15L 0 Bushtit pendulous nest approximately 30 feet up in coast live oak tree (Quercus agrifolia). Nest sus       No High traffic volume area along Alpine Blvd. Bird unconcerned with noise and traffic disturbance. Buf                                                                                     PNT_SSN-5000051 2/24/2011 13:31 524081.4874 3632863.928 6/14/2011 14:53 blohstroh kkilpatrick 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       0 feet Buffer reduced to 0 feet, per Alpine Blvd. Exemption No Yes emorgan - 5/27/2011 1:33:15 PM
No birds observed at nest for 20 minutes.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 1:16                             6/14/2011 14:53

5/7/2011 5000525 Black Phoebe No Closed Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 In the southeast corner under Viejas Creek Bridge. Droppings observed. No Did not see nest inhabited after several hours of observation. Droppings observed but could be from                                                                PNT_SSN-5000525 2/15/2011 0:00 525900.8735 3632835.883 5/7/2011 20:59 blohstroh kalberts 0 No This nest apparently had no activity this season. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       0 feet; under Alpine Blvd bridge. 3/2/2011 18:18 3/3/2011 18:18 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes
5/7/2011 5003294 Bushtit No Closed Alpine Underground - 299+50 0 30 feet up in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) on north side. No Pair bringing food to complete nest. No buffer flagged due to Alpine Blvd exemption.3/29/11 IM
8 A                                          PNT_SSN-5003294 3/29/2011 10:39 525791.9608 3632843.392 5/7/2011 20:47 blohstroh kalberts 0 Yes Nest appears predated. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       Within 10 feet of Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 18:15 3/3/2011 18:15 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes

5/31/2011 5000819 Acorn Woodpecker No Closed Alpine Underground - Wood pole P78837 0 Nest located in wooden utility pole number P78837 on Alpine Blvd. Nest entrance located at top of     No phoward - 4/14/2011 11:41:11 AM - Pair seen going in and out of nest. 
rradd - 4/16/2011 4:24:40 PM                                                      PNT_SSN-5000819 4/14/2011 11:40 524120.077 3632852.026 5/31/2011 13:39 phoward kkilpatrick 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       0 feet; along Alpine Blvd. Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes kkilpatrick - 5/31/2011 1:19:00 PM
The potential nest site was observed for 45 minutes. During the m                                                                          5/31/2011 13:19
5/3/2011 5000825 House Finch No Closed Wilson Yard 0 Buffer = 15 feet.  The nest is on the southern side of the Pinnick trailer underneath in the cross bea                      No Buffer = 15 feet.  The pair of HOFI have been seen and heard in the area consistently and were obse                                                                                         PNT_SSN-5000825 4/13/2011 12:40 531165.5889 3630482.061 5/3/2011 20:55 ahill pkonrad 0 Yes Appears deserted - no birds observed near nest or in area; no singing heard; no eggs in nest. Buffer should be reduced to 30 feet or less, as this species is highly tolerant of human activity, and              0 feet; within yard. 4/14/2011 17:57 4/15/2011 17:57 Buffer reduced to 15 feet. Yes Yes
5/3/2011 5000830 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 8 feet out from AR 20 feet up in coast live oak. lefeet side of tree, easily seen from road No tcooper - 4/15/2011 Fresh looking nest, bio monitor observed adult building this morning. Buffer fla                                                             PNT_SSN-5000830 4/15/2011 15:23 534475.643 3612366.514 5/3/2011 13:30 tcooper pkonrad 0 Yes Nesting attempt appears to have failed, judging from lack of observations after original nest buildin  Vehicular passage of construction traffic is not anticipated to impact nest. 8 feet from road; 3,800 feet from yard. No Yes

5/16/2011 5003299 House Finch No Closed Bartlett Yard 0 HOFI nest located inside hoom truck at base of extension arm approximately six feet above ground      No Observed pair of HOFI on truck near nest. Construction occuring directly adjacent to nest. No eggs y                                                                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5003299 3/30/2011 11:30 546780.6581 3612457.749 5/16/2011 21:01 rfletcher pkonrad 0 Yes No fresh material in nest, nest visits, or birds heard. It appears nest has been abandoned since first found three weeks ago. Nest has poor structural quailty (twigs look old and dry), made up of all larg                                                                     0 feet; within yard. 4/15/2011 13:54 Yes Yes
5/17/2011 5000821 Verdin No Closed Thomas Yard 0 12 feet above ground in European olive tree (Olea europaea).  No 4/14/2011 - Adult carrying food to nest (J&M Dicus).  J & M Dicus - 5/17/2011 11:33:28 AM  Nest em                                                                              PNT_SSN-5000821 4/14/2011 11:43 634093.2985 3638475.729 5/17/2011 11:56 jdicus jdicus 0 No 0 feet; within yard boundary. No Yes
5/17/2011 5000822 Common Ground-Dove No Closed Thomas Yard 0 15 feet above ground in European olive tree (Olea europaea). No 4/14/2011 - Adult incubating (J&M Dicus).  J & M Dicus - 5/17/2011 11:33:28 AM  Nest empty.  No do                                                                          PNT_SSN-5000822 4/14/2011 11:47 634093.1892 3638472.449 5/17/2011 11:57 jdicus jdicus 0 No 0 feet; at yard boundary. No Yes
5/17/2011 5000823 Common Ground-Dove No Closed Thomas Yard 0 15 feet above ground in European olive tree (Olea europaea). No 4/14/2011 - Adult flushed from nest and returned (J&M Dicus).  
J & M Dicus - 5/17/2011 11:33:28 AM                                                                               PNT_SSN-5000823 4/14/2011 11:36 634093.4078 3638478.68 5/17/2011 11:58 jdicus jdicus 0 No 0 feet; at yard boundary. No Yes

6/4/2011 5000826 Common Raven No Closed EP292 Pullsite 0 Stick nest in SWPL tower 50213 on southeast arm approximately 80 feet off the ground. No Raven observed in nest on 4-14-11 @ 10:15am by BAB. 
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - Raven incubating.
     *                                                                                          PNT_SSN-5000826 4/14/2011 10:15 589677.7928 3622463.788 6/4/2011 16:29 bbergman barnold 0 6/4/2011 16:27 No Successfully fledged. Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the Raven Control Plan 65 feet to SWPL line road; 300 feet to pull site. Buffer remains, but thru-traffic is allowed. Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/25/2011 10:27:08 AM - 1 large feathered nestling perched next to nest with adult perch                             6/4/2011 16:28
6/24/2011 5000832 Bushtit No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 2 feet from end of coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) branch which overhangs 12 feet above extra lar        No 16 Apr - Nest appears complete though under construction, with pair installing interior lining. -RR
22                                              PNT_SSN-5000832 4/16/2011 8:05 518242.1403 3634643.879 6/24/2011 9:59 rradd vnovik 0 Yes Unknown but nest appears unkempt so it could have been predated or wind may have caused failu Not needed for current work plan as approved 5-6-11, as nest is beyond 100 feet from the work site 16 feet from fencing. Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes Yes

5/8/2011 5000833 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 16 feet up in cluster of coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) leaves, 8 feet north of cut oak stump. Yes 16 Apr - LEGO female nearing completion of nest - RR.
22 Apr - LEGO female settles onto nest 0727. -                  PNT_SSN-5000833 4/16/2011 8:17 518247.1478 3634633.21 5/8/2011 14:19 rradd kalberts 0 Yes Depredation.  Nest destroyed. Not needed; depredation predated NBR approval. Within 10 feet of work area. 4/25/2011 14:18 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes Yes
5/3/2011 5000783 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Nest in east-facing pipe, at top of bank, 2nd in from southern edge of soutwestern-most bank. Yes Adult observed entering repeatedly. 4-12 (FH/BA)
19 Apr - No active use of this cavity detected. - RR
2                             PNT_SSN-5000783 4/12/2011 9:47 497112.3565 3641998.749 5/3/2011 12:57 barnold kalberts 0 No 0 feet; within substation. No Yes

5/11/2011 5000785 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Nest 4th pipe in from eastern edge, south-facing pipe on southern edge of southeastern-most bank No Adult entering pipe, splatter on pipe 4-12 (FH/BA).
19 Apr - Numerous courting HOFI, but no conclus                                                            PNT_SSN-5000785 4/12/2011 10:19 497151.1602 3642001.577 5/11/2011 13:29 barnold barnold 0 No SDG&E needs to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. Proposed work encroaches                                              0 feet; within substation. 4/26/2011 11:35 4/27/2011 11:35 Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes Yes
5/3/2011 5000786 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 In Sycamore Substation, on forklifeet parked  near the stored spools. Yes In hollowed black bridge above mast.  Very few sprigs of vegetation being actively gathered, but no                                PNT_SSN-5000786 4/12/2011 12:52 497064.0945 3642180.374 5/3/2011 8:28 barnold kalberts 0 Yes Nest was never finished being built. 0 feet; within substation. No Yes

5/10/2011 5000789 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Sycamore Substation, near northwesrtern corner.  In south-facing edge of blue wire spool, the sout            No Nest with three eggs.  Pair very vocal and active in area.
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:15:19 AM  Nest pres                                                PNT_SSN-5000789 4/12/2011 13:01 497075.6751 3642185.296 5/10/2011 11:30 barnold barnold 0 No SDG&E needs to string new wire from the 138kV yard to the new 230kV Bay. Proposed work encroac                             0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes Yes
6/1/2011 5000791 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 On south side of Spare Bank 1, on top of inside screened fan, fourth in from eastern end of unit. Yes Recent nest material, but no sign of adults.
19 Apr No HOFI detected using this structure. Change to                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5000791 4/12/2011 11:20 497166.1013 3642034.255 6/1/2011 14:59 barnold barnold 0 No 0 feet; within substation. No Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 2:45:52 PM
Nest with four eggs, but no female observed today, and 11, 19, and 2                                                                            6/1/2011 14:58
5/6/2011 5000796 Bushtit No Closed EP225-1 Pullsite 0 3 feet up in north side of large sugarbush (Rhus ovata).  Approximately 10 yards from edge of pull s    No shampton - 4/12/2011 4:47:38 PM - adults observed entering nest with food.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 -                                PNT_SSN-5000796 4/12/2011 16:45 572329.7463 3612576.879 5/6/2011 11:43 shampton kalberts 0 Yes Nest torn in half, probably by mammalian predator; 1 eggshell found in interior of nest. 0 feet; within pull site. No Yes

5/17/2011 5000802 House Wren No Closed TL 6916 - Z774815 0 Nest located in trash pile (old flourescent light fixtures, cabinets, car tire and wheel, etc.). Trash pile                       Yes 04/13/11 - House Wren observed carrying nest material multiple times into trash pile (J&M Dicus).
18                                                                 PNT_SSN-5000802 4/13/2011 10:28 491101.862 3639587.04 5/17/2011 10:44 jdicus kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for developed areas of Reconductor lines is applicable here. 320 feet to nearest pole; 82 feet to AR. 4/14/2011 11:04 4/14/2011 15:15 Yes Yes
5/2/2011 5000804 California Towhee No Closed TL 6916 - Z774815 0 Nest found 2 feet above ground in chamise (Adenostoma fasciculata) adjacent to (east of) larger lem         No 4/13/11 - Adult feeding three nestlings.  Adult remained on nest when approached within 15 feet.                                     PNT_SSN-5000804 4/13/2011 7:41 491091.4995 3639552.512 5/2/2011 16:23 jdicus rradd 0 4/21/2011 9:40 No Nest fledged. Blanket exemption for residential areas of Reconductor lines may be applicable here. 260 feet to nearest pole work area. No Yes

5/16/2011 5000809 Lawrence's Goldfinch No Closed EP27-1 0 30 feet up in south side of coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia). No sritt - 4/13/2011 11:01:39 AM - Male seen feeding female incubating on nest.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011  -                                                       PNT_SSN-5000809 4/13/2011 11:00 528090.5416 3619708.648 5/16/2011 17:09 sritt pkonrad 0 Yes No nestlings ever observed; no adults observed for weeks. Vehicular passage should not impct nest, provided no vehicle stopping, standing, or construction oc   35 feet from AR; 325 feet from tower work area. No No
5/26/2011 5000811 House Wren No Closed CP64-2 AR 0 In pipe gate post from which residential gate (#836) is hinged. Yes 13 Apr - HOWR carrying nest materials into pipe and singing from top. - RR
barnold - 4/15/2011 2:13                                                                                                                     PNT_SSN-5000811 4/13/2011 9:14 514315.3422 3639374.973 5/26/2011 8:21 rradd rradd 0 5/23/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. One day of preconstruction staking with 2-3 crewmen, followed by one day of potholing with 2-3 cr                    0 feet; within work area. Yes No rradd - 5/26/2011 8:17:44 AM
No detections during 30 minute observation. Nest has fledged. 
Change  5/26/2011 8:17
6/25/2011 5000812 Bushtit No Closed CP81-1 0 20 feet up in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) above edge of AR - in end of branch 5 feet east of syc        Yes 13 Apr - BUSH activly building nest - looks 90% complete. - RR
barnold - 4/19/2011 8:42:21 AM - Bush                                                               PNT_SSN-5000812 4/13/2011 15:35 518837.9323 3636144.769 6/25/2011 13:14 rradd rradd 100 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, or co      0 feet to AR. Buffer remains, but vehicular passage allowed. Yes No rradd - 5/26/2011 2:42:20 PM
BUSH pr carrying food and entering nest 1432.
rradd - 6/4/2011 3:47:38                                                                                              6/25/2011 13:13
5/20/2011 5000813 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed CP81-1 0 25 feet up atop knot on sycamore (Platanus racemosa) branch overhanging AR. No 13 Apr - LEGO female building nest. Directly above edge of road, easiest to see from N side. - RR
20 A                                             PNT_SSN-5000813 4/13/2011 15:16 518832.6718 3636133.446 5/20/2011 13:58 rradd rradd 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no stopping, standing, or constru    0 feet to AR; 230 feet to tower work area. 4/22/2011 14:26 4/25/2011 14:26 Buffer remains, but vehicular passage allowed. Yes No
4/28/2011 5000815 Mourning Dove No Closed Thomas Yard 0 In AC unit of 9th trailer in (N) from south side. No sritt - 4/14/2011 1:04:20 PM - Adult lying on nest with two nestlings that are well developed. Not fla                PNT_SSN-5000815 4/14/2011 12:57 633953.0354 3638021.597 4/28/2011 15:32 sritt pkonrad 0 No Work outside buffer.  Vehicle access and parking may occur within buffer, per agancy concurrence, t                   0 feet; within yard footprint. 4/20/2011 17:51 4/20/2011 17:51 Buffer reduced to 0 feet for access and parking; 100 feet for construction. Yes Yes
5/24/2011 5000818 Nuttall's Woodpecker No Closed TL 6924 - 0120986 0 Approx 70 feet north of sidewalk and 20 feet up dead eucalyptus tree on southwest side.
NUWO occ     No rabe - 4/13/2011 11:41:01 AM - Pair in area but never entered cavity during 40 minutes of observati                                                                                      PNT_SSN-5000818 4/13/2011 11:37 490111.8938 3640825.355 5/24/2011 9:55 dbusby rradd 0 5/13/2011 0:00 No Nest presumed to successfully fledge. Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of the Reconductor lines. 75 feet off paved road. 0 feet Yes rradd - 5/24/2011 9:54:41 AM
No NUWO detections at or near nest during 30 min. obs. 0920-0950. B         5/24/2011 9:54

5/2/2011 5000801 California Towhee No Closed TL 6916 - Z244927 0 Nest found 3 feet above ground on west side of Mission manzanita (Xylococcus bicolor). Nest is visi    No 4/13/2011 - Adult flushed from vegetation and a quick search of the area it came from revealed nes                                                                       PNT_SSN-5000801 4/13/2011 8:37 491227.0154 3639515.176 5/2/2011 16:34 jdicus rradd 0 4/30/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact the nest site, provided that no vehicle, stopping, or c    85 feet to existing AR; 190 feet to nearest pole. No Yes
5/31/2011 5000803 Bushtit No Closed TL 6916 - Z771471 0 7 feet above ground in 12-foot tall non-native Acacia (nest is visible from south side of tree). No 04/13/2011 - Adults building nest.  Nest approx 20% complete.  Buffer does not impact poles, only p                                                                                         PNT_SSN-5000803 4/13/2011 12:16 490934.4031 3639851.179 5/31/2011 16:27 jdicus rradd 0 5/27/2011 0:00 No Successful fledge. Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of Reconductor lines is applicable here. 170 feet to nearest work area. 0 feet Yes Yes rradd - 5/23/2011 6:08:38 PM - 18:05 BUSH exits nest, flies into Alliant.
rradd - 5/31/2011 4:27:18 PM                5/31/2011 16:27
4/27/2011 5000831 California Towhee No Closed CP25-2 0 3 feet above ground in Ramona lilac (Ceanothus tomentosus) just north of granitic boulder. Yes Nest discovered by bio monitor M. Klein; 2 young in nest (nest confirmed active by mdicus - 4/16/20                                                   PNT_SSN-5000831 4/16/2011 7:16 502129.0694 3644785.811 4/27/2011 20:04 mdicus rradd 0 No ESA signs installed at buffer allow through traffic, but no stopping within buffer. 100 foot+ distance         20 feet to AR; 135 feet to work site. No Yes

5/3/2011 5000414 Great Horned Owl No Closed EP228 0 Nest in eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.). No Owl observed by bio-monitor; confirmed by Ian Maunsell on 2-23-2011. No Work.
Owl still incubatin                                                                                                                                                                    PNT_SSN-5000414 1/31/2011 0:00 573101.1688 3611842.708 5/3/2011 11:12 pkonrad kalberts 0 4/25/2011 11:11 No Two nestlings fledged and adults and nestlings have left the nest buffer area. Buffer granted to 300 feet to allow work at permanent impact area.  Through agency approval proc 260 feet from temporary ROW. Buffer reduced to 300 feet. Yes Yes
5/24/2011 5000446 Great Horned Owl No Closed EP207 0 About 45 feet up in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia). Yes GHOW incubating in large stick nest. Old nest 45. Owl still incubating on 3-15 (Paul Konrad).
23 Mar -                                                                PNT_SSN-5000446 2/24/2011 13:36 569271.6484 3617319.296 5/24/2011 7:48 pkonrad kalberts 0 No 430 feet from permanent impact area of tower. No Yes imaunsell - 5/23/2011 12:30:03 PM
Closed based on breeding chronology. 5/23/2011 12:30

5/3/2011 6002308 Great Horned Owl No Closed EP119-2 0 15 feet up in central bole of coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia). When found, 3 downy owlets on nest        Yes 4 Mar - Two downy nestlings in "nest "site. Adult owl agitated by presence of observer - RR
Downy n                                                                                                                PNT_SSN-6002308 3/4/2011 8:54 553311.2793 3620735.54 5/3/2011 15:58 pkonrad kalberts 0 4/18/2011 15:58 No Successfully fledged. 150 feet from tower site. No No
4/25/2011 6003239 Great Horned Owl No Closed San Luis Rey Substation 0 Nesting in A-frame. No Buffer reduced to 100'.
2 owlets in nest. kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:45:35 PM

barnold - 4/22/2011 2:09:28                                                          PNT_SSN-6003239 3/17/2011 8:24 468809.8796 3674784.146 4/25/2011 14:09 imaunsell KACuppag 0 No Buffer was reduced to 100 feet, since this bird began nesting inside the substation after work activi                0 feet; within substation. 2/1/2011 14:08 2/1/2011 14:08 Reduced to 100 feet. Yes Yes

6/4/2011 5000024 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed CP82-1 0 Coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) immediately across drainage, about 40 feet up, visible from road. No 29 Mar - RTHA brooding nest.  - RR
6 Apr - RTHA on nest 14:22 - RR
13 Apr - RTHA on nest 1502 - RR
2                                                         PNT_SSN-5000024 2/21/2011 16:56 518868.8196 3636139.014 6/4/2011 13:32 rradd rradd 0 6/4/2011 13:31 No Successful fledge. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, and no construction is proposed within the 100 feet from existing access road. Buffer remains, but vehicular passage allowed. Yes No rradd - 5/26/2011 2:52:33 PM
 Single RTHA juv. standing at edge if nest. Appears 2 wks to flight-ready            6/4/2011 13:32
6/7/2011 5000034 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP247 and AR 0 Nest high in south arm of existing metal tower nearest EP247.  No Old Nest #87. No hawks observed at nest. One adult soaring near tower to W earlier.
Observed one a                                                                                                                                                                      PNT_SSN-5000034 2/21/2011 15:37 579984.9261 3610584.646 6/7/2011 11:53 pkonrad pkonrad 0 6/3/2011 20:31 No Successfully fledged. 140 feet from AR. No Yes pkonrad - 5/31/2011 11:35:26 AM - 2 large feathered nestlings standing in nest, stretching wings.
ba                            6/7/2011 11:53

5/11/2011 5000038 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 50 feet up in a eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp.) between two drainages. Yes Appears inactive. Recent storm appears to have partially broken it up as evident from pile of sticks o                                                                                                                                      PNT_SSN-5000038 2/21/2011 16:02 508812.1234 3638402.182 5/11/2011 11:54 rradd kalberts 0 Yes Apparent predation; much material on the ground below a nest with no RTHA present there. 210 feet from proposed access road. No No
5/16/2011 5000044 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed TL 6916 - Z774818 0 Nest approximately 80 feet up in dead eucalyptus tree. 
Note NBM. No Bird sitting on eggs in nest. Was able to approach within 50' without flushing bird. 500' buffer cover                                                                                                                                                          PNT_SSN-5000044 2/23/2011 11:37 491784.2141 3639604.144 5/16/2011 14:16 dbusby rradd 0 5/13/2011 0:00 No Successful fledge. Buffer to 300 feet granted to allow work, based on biologist's observations of birds in relation to ac  310 feet from work area. 3/4/2011 14:16 3/7/2011 14:06 Buffer reduced to 300 feet. Yes Yes
5/19/2011 5000045 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed TL 6916 - Z774822 0 Nest located approximately 80 feet up in eucalyptus tree.
See NB info. Signage from 500 foot buffer     No Active RTHA nest located well downslope from TL and AR. NBR approved on 3/03/2011. Buffer redu                                                                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000045 2/23/2011 12:34 492516.4444 3640034.68 5/19/2011 21:37 dbusby tcooper 0 No Granted through agency approval process, based on biologists; observations of the nest and stress  360 feet from pole. 3/3/2011 14:12 3/3/2011 14:07 Reduced to 300 feet. Yes Yes
5/17/2011 5000403 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP256 0 In SWPL power tower; a red-tailed hawk seen bringing sticks to nest and sitting on nest. No Buffer not flagged because affected towers are in PBS habiat which precludes construction until afte                                                                                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5000403 1/28/2011 17:07 583630.3878 3611019.629 5/17/2011 13:00 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No Not needed due to restrictions on access to bighorn sheep habitat. 320 feet from temporary ROW. No Yes
5/20/2011 5000440 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed CP70-3 0 Large stick nest located approximately 100 feet up sycamore tree (Platanus racemosa). No Old ID: 54, New ID: 011911RF1. Recorded with Pentab. Adult appears to be incubating. Didn't have t                                                                                                                                                                 PNT_SSN-5000440 2/25/2011 16:03 517099.7322 3638449.117 5/20/2011 9:54 rradd rradd 0 5/17/2011 0:00 No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parki        75 feet from existing access road. Yes No
5/23/2011 5000449 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP210 0 30 feet high in a coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) only 800 feet from the nest near EP211, with an a   Yes The 500' buffer extends across the access road and pad for EP210 and continues to affect constructi                                                                                                                                                                           PNT_SSN-5000449 2/25/2011 15:48 569438.0525 3616301.142 5/23/2011 12:44 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Nesting activites were not bothered to the distance of 300 feet as the bird did not flush until 150 fe                         370 feet from permanent ROW of tower site. 2/14/2011 17:11 3/2/2011 14:29 Reduced to 300 feet. Yes Yes
5/23/2011 6003242 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 30 feet up in coast live oak on NW side of tree. No One bird seen leaving nest; second bird flushed from nest when approached on foot to about 100 f                                                                                                                       PNT_SSN-6003242 3/17/2011 9:20 535001.3737 3612695.258 5/23/2011 23:29 pkonrad imaunsell 0 No Vehicular traffic should be allowed to use access road, provided that no stopping, standing, or cons        400 feet from AR, 1470 feet from yard corner. Buffer remains; through access only. Yes Yes
5/27/2011 5003257 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed CP6-1 0 In transmission line structure near top. Yes female observed on nest and male seen coming to and from. not affected by foot traffic and pickup                                                                               PNT_SSN-5003257 3/18/2011 13:58 497464.0208 3642255.384 5/27/2011 9:10 imaunsell rradd 0 5/25/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. 500 feet to tower center. No No rradd - 5/27/2011 9:10:43 AM
Nest is empty and young have fledged.
Change to Closed. 5/27/2011 9:10
6/10/2011 5003274 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP220-1 AR 0 30 feet up in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia). No 23 Mar - Pair RTHA at large stick nest. Not flagged due to AR @ 490', Hwy 80 @ 250'. - RR
Red-tailed                                                                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5003274 3/23/2011 16:56 569577.8033 3614179.341 6/10/2011 11:38 pkonrad pkonrad 0 6/7/2011 16:01 No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage should be permissible, but stopping, standing, or construction should not be per      470 feet to existing AR. Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/26/2011 2:04:50 PM - 1 large feathered nestling standing on nest.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 1                                                                                                                                                           6/10/2011 11:37
5/25/2011 5003353 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP319  AR 0 Nest in north arm of short-legged SWPL corner tower. No RTHA on nest another at nest. became alert at 500'. one bird flushed when truck approached to 190                                                                                                                                                                    PNT_SSN-5003353 4/5/2011 8:57 599390.0026 3628429.288 5/25/2011 15:03 dbusby pkonrad 0 Yes No idea of what has happened at this nest, but nestling(s) hasn't been seen for 3 weeks; nesting att          SWPL line approved for Sunrise access for vehicular passage, provided no stopping, standing, or con                                135 feet to AR; 290 feet to temp ROW tower site. Buffer was reduced to 300 feet, then was moved back up to 500 feet. Yes Yes
5/13/2011 5003364 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP361 0 New nest being built on north arm of metal powerline tower 4-5. Yes Pair building new nest, copulating, and flight displaying (seems relatively late) 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/20                                                                                                                                                                            PNT_SSN-5003364 4/5/2011 17:15 619134.3436 3620967.854 5/13/2011 11:28 pkonrad pkonrad 0 Yes Nest left unoccupied before becoming completed. Blanket exemption allowed for Sunrise traffic along SWPL line.  Buffer reduced to 300 feet based on    45 feet from AR entry; 265 feet from tower area. 4/11/2011 14:28 4/12/2011 14:28 Buffer reduced to 300 feet. Yes
5/16/2011 5000485 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP78 - EP77 AR  and EP78 0 Stick nest 70 feet high in live oak tree (Quercus agrifolia) immediately northeast of huge log on sout               No One adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating; other adult circling overhead and calling territorially 3-2 (PK)                                                                                                                                                                             PNT_SSN-5000485 3/2/2011 14:11 544197.621 3613350.249 5/16/2011 22:45 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 100 feet to nearest existing access road. No Yes
5/11/2011 5003319 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed TL 6916 - 774822 0 Stick nest, 30 feet up in eucalyptus.
See NB info No 3/31/11 TC - At least 2 downey young in nest, adults nearby.
4/4/11 - Two young still in nest - shamp                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5003319 3/31/2011 11:11 492555.935 3639778.188 5/11/2011 20:29 tcooper rradd 0 5/5/2011 12:51 No Nest fledged successfully. Access road is 465 feet from nest area, and light construction traffic should not impact nest.  465 feet to AR; just over 500 feet to work sites. No Yes
5/27/2011 5000043 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed Alpine Underground - 97+00L, MH-6L 0 Original Nest ID 32; located behind Casino Inn near houses approximately 100 feet up in large euca   No Likely a raptor nest. No nesting activity observed. Blanket exemption NBR for Alpine Blvd issued 3/3                                                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5000043 2/21/2011 15:08 519630.2633 3633434.37 5/27/2011 6:44 pkonrad rradd 0 5/27/2011 0:00 No Successfully fledged. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       385 feet from Alpine Blvd. 0 feet No Yes rradd - 5/27/2011 6:44:22 AM
Nest is empty, young has fledged. 5/27/2011 6:44
6/24/2011 6002803 White-breasted Nuthatch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Cavity nest approximately 30 feet up in willow tree (Salix sp.). Nest approximately 15 feet west of b No Bird actively building nest while I observed from 15 feet away, was not concerned by my presence. N                                                                                                                                                                    PNT_SSN-6002803 3/10/2011 9:01 518237.3919 3634589.965 6/24/2011 10:41 blohstroh vnovik 0 6/3/2011 10:40 No Although this nest will benefit from the proposed visual and acoustic barrier, due to the proximity                                                                                    20 feet to existing AR. Yes Yes sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:05:46 PM
WBNU obs. ca. 3 feet from cavity but did not enter during observat          6/8/2011 13:05
5/13/2011 5000834 House Finch No Closed Alpine Underground - CP88-1 AR 0 Atop ledge over window closest to garage. No 16 Apr - Nest building in progress - RR.
22 Apr - Nest construction activities continue 0958. - RR
RAbe                                     PNT_SSN-5000834 4/16/2011 10:42 518172.0956 3634622.044 5/13/2011 11:35 rradd rradd 0 No Buffer is beyond work area proposed for other 5-6-11 NBR nests, and is not needed. 35 feet from existing AR, on house. 4/25/2011 14:20 5/6/2011 14:20 Buffer remains, but thru passage allowed. Yes Yes
5/25/2011 7000890 Northern Rough-winged Swallow No Closed Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 NRWS in cavity on underside of Viejas Creek bridge.  Cavity is on southwest side of bridge near whe                   No vnovik - 4/25/2011 10:28:49 AM - Observed NRWS carrying material into cavity, on underside of brid                            PNT_SSN-7000890 4/25/2011 10:26 525890.6892 3632842.526 5/25/2011 14:27 vnovik emorgan 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       50 feet; on under side of bridge. 0 feet No Yes emorgan - 5/25/2011 2:27:17 PM
No swallows entered cavity for the 2 hours of observation and the         5/25/2011 14:27
4/27/2011 7000891 House Finch No Closed Alpine Yard 0 Nest located in cavity in lower end of boom. No Observed house finch pair bringing nesting material 15 minutes after crane was moving around.
ima                          PNT_SSN-7000891 4/25/2011 12:18 520163.3385 3634214.09 4/27/2011 14:09 emorgan kalberts 0 Yes WLA concurrence to remove nest.  Nest was removed before completion of building. It was requested that nest be removed before completion, as bird began building while the crane w      0 feet; in yard. 4/25/2011 8:43 4/25/2011 8:43 0 feet Yes Yes
5/27/2011 7000892 Bushtit No Closed Alpine Yard 0 Nest located six feet up in Mission manzanita (Xylococcus bicolor) on northwest corner of shrub. It     No emorgan - 4/25/2011 9:45:00 AM - Pair of bushtits bringing nest material to nest that appears to be  PNT_SSN-7000892 4/25/2011 9:39 520383.2264 3634116.518 5/27/2011 12:15 emorgan jpawlicki 0 No Nest was established during yard activities, so it is tolerant of the level of disturbance in the yard. Over 100 feet from work and 60 feet from AR. No Yes jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 12:15:45 PM
Observed intact and complete nest from 25 feet for about 40 min                             5/27/2011 12:15
4/28/2011 7000893 House Finch No Closed Hartung Yard 0 In southwest leg of partially assembled tower 70. No barnold - 4/25/2011 11:57:17 AM  Pair at nest, no eggs. Cup nest on stored corner brackets at first c                                                   PNT_SSN-7000893 4/25/2011 11:54 515108.9826 3639182.931 4/28/2011 14:44 barnold vnovik 0 Yes Nest was blown off structure by wind. 0 feet; within yard. No Yes
6/16/2011 7000896 House Finch No Closed Bartlett Yard 0 9 feet up in northern-most wheel housing of north water storage tank. No Female seen repeatedly carrying nesting material into wheel housing. Male constantly singing withi                                                                                                                                                 PNT_SSN-7000896 4/25/2011 15:28 546407.2045 3612606.552 6/16/2011 13:56 sritt pkonrad 0 Yes No indication. A condition of the approval to drive through the buffers would be that no foot or vehicle traffic unr                                      0 feet; within work area. Buffer remains, but water usage permissible. Yes barnold - 6/2/2011 11:50:56 AM
Adult House Finches flew from nest area to oak tree upon approach                                               6/16/2011 13:55
6/23/2011 7000897 Western Bluebird No Closed Bartlett Yard 0 In northern-most black fill pipe on top of south water storage tank. Yes Pair of WEBL seen repeatedly entering pipe. Female was carrying nesting material during one visit. -                                                                                                                                                               PNT_SSN-7000897 4/25/2011 17:54 546407.1912 3612604.503 6/23/2011 14:32 sritt pkonrad 0 6/23/2011 14:30 Yes Nest appears to have been abandoned; no apparent reason; water trucks have access to storage ta               A condition of the approval to drive through the buffers would be that no foot or vehicle traffic unr                                    0 feet; within work area. Buffer remains, but water usage permissible. Yes Yes barnold - 6/2/2011 11:42:38 AM
Western Bluebirds flew from water tank towards oak tree upon app                                                                                                                                                           6/23/2011 14:32
4/27/2011 7000898 California Horned Lark No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 On northeast side of 10 inch tall green vegetation clump, about 10 feet from the stacked steel. Yes shampton - 4/25/2011 2:19:51 PM - Female incubating and foraging near nest. Three eggs.  Flushed                           PNT_SSN-7000898 4/25/2011 13:51 568654.761 3617657.924 4/27/2011 10:32 shampton kalberts 0 Yes Depredated; eggs gone. 0 feet; within yard. No Yes

5/3/2011 7000900 Mourning Dove No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 3 feet up in large sprawling Opuntia complex. No 25 Apr - MODO incubating. Did not flush from foot traffic at 10 feet. - RR
3 May Nest empty and aban        PNT_SSN-7000900 4/25/2011 17:33 499810.3042 3643799.358 5/3/2011 13:09 rradd rradd 0 Yes Cause of failure indeterminate, but assumed predated. Not construction related. 30 feet from yard edge. No No
5/3/2011 7000901 Bushtit No Closed TL 6916 - 678467 0 4/26/11 - Nest found 75 feet from 69 kv 678467 up hill side, 8 feet high in fig tree above green fence  No phoward - 4/26/2011 9:23:11 AM
Nest appears complete, pair seen visiting nest.

phoward - 5/3/2011       PNT_SSN-7000901 4/26/2011 9:21 490920.8836 3640313.231 5/3/2011 16:13 phoward shampton 0 Yes Nest failed due to predation - 5/3/11. 75 feet No Yes

5/24/2011 7000902 Bullock's Oriole No Closed TL 6916 - Z771473 0 In lowest branch of eucalyptus on NNE side of tree. Tree is west of pole Z77I473. Yes RAbe - 4/26/2011 8:19:42 AM
Male and female observed at nest. Female adding blue string to nest,                                             PNT_SSN-7000902 4/26/2011 8:14 490969.6873 3639563.842 5/24/2011 8:11 RAbe rradd 0 Yes Cause of failure is indeterminate, but timing suggests construction within the flight path to this nes     Both the Cassin's Kingbird and Bullock's Oriole nests occur in the same eucalyptus tree (distance to                                                                                                   85 feet Buffer reduced to 30 feet. Yes Yes rradd - 5/23/2011 6:22:43 PM
No BUOR detected during 30 min. obs. 1550-1610.
rradd - 5/24/2011 8:         5/24/2011 8:10
5/27/2011 7000904 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed TL 6916 - Z771472 0 Nest approximately 16 feet high in S side of pine tree.  Nest is within I foot of canopy perimeter. No RAbe - 4/26/2011 9:21:40 AM - LEGO nest w/female incubating/brooding.
3 May - LEGO female incub                               PNT_SSN-7000904 4/26/2011 9:15 490984.7298 3639653.848 5/27/2011 12:29 RAbe rradd 0 5/23/2011 18:15 No Successfully fledged. Nest tree occurs in landscaped strip between two large parking lots for ball fields, with daily vehicle                                                                                                              10 feet Buffer reduced to 30 feet. Yes Yes rradd - 5/23/2011 6:16:50 PM
No LEGO detected during 20 min. obs 1618-1638, or 1800. Small white                             5/27/2011 12:29
5/16/2011 5000807 Bushtit No Closed EP27-1 0 9 feet up in southeast side of coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) near outter edge of branch that han    No sritt - 4/13/2011 10:55:47 AM - Pair copulating. One bird entered nest,
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - No nes                                                                                                                   PNT_SSN-5000807 4/13/2011 10:54 528088.5071 3619689.879 5/16/2011 17:01 sritt pkonrad 0 Yes Nest probably blown out of tree; no indication of predation or scavaging. One egg found inside nes        Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle stopping, standing, or    60 feet to AR; 340 feet to tower work area. No No
5/11/2011 7000907 Bushtit No Closed Elliott Substation 0 16 feet above ground level in cluster of fig (Ficus sp.) leaves on southeast side of tree adjacent to pa           Yes 26 Apr - BUSH pair building nest, approximately 65% complete. - RR
3  May Nest appears complete b                                         PNT_SSN-7000907 4/26/2011 12:46 491682.6829 3630904.62 5/11/2011 9:18 rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest appears to have been predated. 35 feet to substation access gate. No No
5/31/2011 7000908 Mourning Dove No Closed Elliott Substation 0 12 feet above ground level in tree at entrance to AR for 13822 and other structures. Bird OK with pe      No 26 Apr - Probable nest in flat fork on east side of tree. Agitated AMRO in tree for 15 minute observa                                               PNT_SSN-7000908 4/26/2011 13:52 491819.7192 3630853.964 5/31/2011 11:57 rradd rradd 0 No Nest outcome could not be determined as nest contents were never accessible. 18 feet to AR. No rradd - 5/31/2011 11:56:16 AM - No MODO detected 1145. Change to Closed. 5/31/2011 11:56

6/9/2011 7000909 House Finch No Closed Helix Yard AR 0 Nest in broken green light for outgoing traffic at defunct weigh station. 
Birds have constructed nest     No 26 Apr - HOFI incubating 6 eggs 1635. - RR
3 May - Downy young in nest 1600. - RR
11 May - Well feat                    PNT_SSN-7000909 4/26/2011 16:37 509732.7118 3636508.463 6/9/2011 8:57 rradd rradd 0 5/16/2011 0:00 No First nest successfully fledged.  Second attempt failed due to nest predation. 45 feet to AR. No Yes rradd - 6/3/2011 2:23:00 PM
Female HOFI incubating 4 eggs. Change to Active.
rradd - 6/9/2011 6:58:4                                   6/9/2011 8:57
6/9/2011 7000910 Bewick's Wren No Closed Helix Yard 0 Nest 5 feet above ground level in stump of old tree now overgrown by large palm.  Through traffic i        No 26 Apr - BEWR pair repeatedly carrying food to this location 1720 . - RR
3 May BEWR pr agitated by o                             PNT_SSN-7000910 4/26/2011 17:23 509758.0672 3636474.382 6/9/2011 8:57 rradd rradd 0 No 15 feet to AR. No Yes
5/3/2011 7000911 Song Sparrow No Closed TL 639 - 775593 0 In dense, tall coreopsis 25 feet north of fence. Yes Birds seen carrying food into dense patch. - sritt - 4/27/2011 1:55:19 PM
3 May No detections during           PNT_SSN-7000911 4/27/2011 12:26 491769.9439 3630824.026 5/3/2011 9:44 sritt rradd 0 No 75 feet No Yes
6/4/2011 7000913 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - 138+00 0 Anna's hummingbird nest found 6 feet high in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) along Alpine Blvd. No phoward - 4/27/2011 2:10:32 PM - female seen incubating nest
fhoffman - 5/6/2011 2:29:54 PM - Fem                             PNT_SSN-7000913 4/27/2011 14:07 520972.7619 3633297.8 6/4/2011 12:35 phoward tfitanides 0 6/4/2011 12:30 No Successfully fledged. Blanket nest buffers already exist for nests along Alpine Blvd. 10 feet 0 feet No tfitanides - 5/27/2011 1:23:11 PM
Two young in nest. Adults not observed.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 12:33                              6/4/2011 12:35
5/9/2011 7000914 House Finch No Closed Hartung Yard 0 Nest in bottom of forklift arm. 5 feet high. No RAbe - 4/27/2011 8:37:08 AM
Nest w/eggs in forklift. Male and female observed on top of fortlift at a                                 PNT_SSN-7000914 4/27/2011 8:32 515130.1173 3639284.481 5/9/2011 14:15 RAbe kalberts 0 Yes Abandoned. 0 feet; inside yard. No Yes

5/12/2011 7000916 Western Scrub-Jay No Closed EP85-2 0 7 feet up on northeast side of scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia). From northeast corner of pad it is        No emorgan - 4/27/2011 11:57:22 AM - Stick nest is about 25% complete. Pair of scrub jays observed ne                                          PNT_SSN-7000916 4/27/2011 11:51 547129.4568 3614011.182 5/12/2011 13:47 emorgan pkonrad 0 No 30 feet from nearest work. No Yes
5/12/2011 7000920 Mourning Dove No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 7 feet above ground level atop 9-inch diameter branch of pepper tree (Schinus sp.) 10 feet west of AYes 27 Apr - MODO incubating 2 eggs 0710. - RR
5 May - MODO incubation continues 0658. - RR
12 May N                PNT_SSN-7000920 4/27/2011 7:11 509230.9625 3638366.177 5/12/2011 7:12 rradd rradd 0 No Nest outcome is indeterminate. 10 feet from AR. No No

5/9/2011 7000921 Bushtit No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 6 feet above ground level in east side of live oak (Quercus agrifolia) at edge of concrete driveway. No 27 Apr - 10% complete, BUSH pair carrying material from predated nest ID 50003336 1248. - RR
5 Ma            PNT_SSN-7000921 4/27/2011 12:59 510032.3198 3638783.33 5/9/2011 14:16 rradd kalberts 0 Yes Nest never completed; other species removing nest material for their nest. Within 10 feet of driveway edge. No No
6/2/2011 7000922 Phainopepla No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 12 feet above ground level at fork of pepper tree (Schinus sp.). No 27 Apr - PHAI pair nest building. Nest approximately 20% complete 1038. - RR
5 May - PHAI female in                               PNT_SSN-7000922 4/27/2011 10:39 509080.9405 3638401.91 6/2/2011 16:41 rradd rradd 0 6/2/2011 0:00 No  Nest fledged successfully. 40 feet to house, over 100 feet to AR. No No rradd - 6/2/2011 4:01:30 PM
25 May PHAI feeding 2 fuzzy black-faced nestlings 1449.
rradd - 6/2/2011              6/2/2011 16:41

5/19/2011 7000923 Bushtit No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 11 feet above ground level in overhanging branch on west side of  coast live oak. Branch reaches to      Yes 27 Apr - BUSH pair bringing food to nest at 10 minute intervals 1346. - RR
5 May - BUSH perched clos                                     PNT_SSN-7000923 4/27/2011 13:48 509952.7416 3638769.39 5/19/2011 16:14 rradd rradd 0 No Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This species is known t                                                                     40 feet to driveway entry. 3/4/2011 14:42 5/6/2011 14:42 Yes No
5/11/2011 7000924 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Nest located on chamise on road bank15 feet up; lath w/ blue flagging just to the north of chamise Yes sjohnston - 4/26/2011 3:35:09 PM - observed nest building; nest near complete. Bird not effected by                          PNT_SSN-7000924 4/26/2011 15:31 534734.5589 3612587.523 5/11/2011 11:45 sjohnston kalberts 0 Yes Nest torn apart by predator or high winds. 10 feet from AR. No Yes
5/17/2011 7000925 Rock Wren No Closed EP254-3 0 In base of dead agave (Agave sp.). No Bird seen repeatedly delivering food to nest. Cavity has classic "porch" of rocks. Pair of birds seen ch                                                            PNT_SSN-7000925 4/28/2011 8:26 583011.795 3610686.158 5/17/2011 13:04 sjohnston pkonrad 0 5/11/2011 13:02 No Nestlings appear to have fledged; no activity at or near nest site. 43 feet from temporary construction pad. No Yes
5/19/2011 7000926 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed TL 639 - 379517 0 Nest in broom chaparral (Baccharis sarothroides) about 5 feet above ground level, next to tallish m                  No Both birds building nest. About 85% complete - kalberts - 4/28/2011 12:28:48 PM.
No adults on nest                                                                                                                                                        PNT_SSN-7000926 4/28/2011 12:27 491731.1065 3630687.914 5/19/2011 10:26 kalberts dbusby 0 Yes Avian depredation; nest torn slightly from side, and bottom tugged upward.  Could see daylight thr   Not needed; beyond 300 foot buffer zone. 510 feet to nearest pole. No Yes
5/23/2011 7000927 Cactus Wren No Closed EP229-1 0 About 6.5 feet off the ground in yucca, just under 100 feet north of Access Road. Yes Adjacent to another Cactus Wren nest in yucca leaves.  Barely infringes upon Access Road. barnold                                       PNT_SSN-7000927 4/28/2011 8:49 573554.0974 3611683.224 5/23/2011 14:39 barnold imaunsell 0 No No impacts to this nest are anticipated provided that no stopping standing or work occurs within th    75 feet to AR; 780 feet to TSAP. Drive through access only. Yes
5/19/2011 7000930 Western Scrub-Jay No Closed EP228 0 About 5 feet off of ground in center of large lemonadeberry (Rhus integrifolia), about 50 feet south   No barnold & fhoffman - 4/28/2011 10:46:54 AM - 3 nestlings in nest; adults in area.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011                                        PNT_SSN-7000930 4/28/2011 10:41 573216.046 3611690.342 5/19/2011 14:00 barnold pkonrad 0 No Vehicular passage not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or c     50 feet south of AR; 270 feet to work area. 5/18/2011 13:24 5/18/2011 13:24 Buffer remains; through access only. Yes Yes
5/11/2011 7000932 Cactus Wren No Closed EP235-1 0 Found beginning platform of fresh grass being constructed by cactus wrens (site visited by pair, nes                                No Observed pair of cactus wrens duet calling and nest building; flagged buffer. 100-foot buffer encomp                                         PNT_SSN-7000932 4/28/2011 8:46 575597.458 3610858.813 5/11/2011 15:14 jdicus pkonrad 0 Yes Nest was never finished being built. 42 feet No Yes
5/26/2011 7000934 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed TL 6916 - 774819 0 3 feet up in black sage (Salvia mellifera), 15 feet from road, in line with stakes. No tcooper - 4/28/2011 - Female sitting on 4 eggs.
2 May - Female LEGO incubating 1739. - RR
tcooper - 5                               PNT_SSN-7000934 4/28/2011 11:36 491953.8436 3639736.482 5/26/2011 9:24 tcooper tcooper 0 5/21/2011 0:00 No Successful fledge. Adults were observed feeding nestlings while nest surveyors were standing approximately 15 feet a                                                            10 feet to work area, 54 feet to TL 6916 - 774819. Buffer reduced to 50 feet. Yes Yes rradd - 5/23/2011 4:29:58 PM - Nest has fledged, 1 unhatched egg remains in nest. 5/23/2011 16:29

6/2/2011 7000935 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed TL 6916 - 774822 0 Nest 2 feet up in black sage. No tcooper - 4/28/2011 - Female carrying dried grasses repeatedly to same location, nest not observed                                                         PNT_SSN-7000935 4/28/2011 8:26 492519.6096 3639881.343 6/2/2011 19:04 tcooper tcooper 0 Yes Appears that nest attempt was never completed. 110 feet to nearest work area. No Yes
5/2/2011 7000937 House Finch No Closed Alpine Yard 0 Nest is in back left corner of reel trailer under base of white crane.  The part of the trailer with the       No shampton - 4/29/2011 10:38:08 AM  Nest is partially complete. Both adults observed his's nest mati                      PNT_SSN-7000937 4/29/2011 10:33 520455.1743 3634168.526 5/2/2011 8:26 shampton kalberts 0 Yes Nest was removed following agency concurrence. Nest removal was not anticipated to impact any eggs or nestlings, as nest was in early stages of con 0 feet, nest is inside yard. 4/29/2011 8:23 4/29/2011 8:23 0 feet Yes Yes

5/31/2011 7000940 House Finch No Closed San Luis Rey Substation 0 Nest located in the NW corner of substation at breaker 1W. Nest on west side of breaker at 7 feet h No kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:17:50 PM - Stick nest visible  at bottom of a breaker box. No bird on nest;                                                    PNT_SSN-7000940 4/29/2011 12:13 468789.4957 3674842.206 5/31/2011 17:58 kkilpatrick sritt 0 No 0 feet; in substation. No Yes
5/31/2011 7000941 Mourning Dove No Closed San Luis Rey Substation 0 Located in the138 kV bank on the south side of the substation. Located approximately 8 feet high a          No kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:53:01 PM- Stick nest is visible at the base of an insulator. The biomonitor                                                  PNT_SSN-7000941 4/29/2011 12:46 468830.977 3674691.484 5/31/2011 17:49 kkilpatrick sritt 0 No 0 feet; inside substation. Yes Yes
5/16/2011 7000943 Mourning Dove No Closed San Luis Rey Substation 0 Nest located on South side of transformer bank 71. Nest located on top of the second fan in from t                                 No kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 3:24:19 PM - Female observed incubating on nest. Biomonitor reported that                                       PNT_SSN-7000943 4/29/2011 11:52 468779.8013 3674765.686 5/16/2011 13:35 kkilpatrick vnovik 0 No The biologist feels that the reduced buffer will not impact the nesting pair of mourning doves for th                                                                                                                       0 feet; in substation. 5/6/2011 21:37 5/9/2011 12:22 Buffer reduced to 15 feet. Yes

6/7/2011 7000944 American Kestrel No Closed TL 6924 - Z171696 0 In lowest eastern arm of this monopole.
Monopole located between Costco parking lot and busy tru                No 29 Apr - AMKE pair are provisioning this nest with food 1400-1430. Both adults spending time off th                            PNT_SSN-7000944 4/29/2011 14:22 496997.7454 3644134.714 6/7/2011 14:50 rradd rradd 0 No Buffer not applicable since nest is inside of a highly urbanized are of the TL. 353 feet to TL AR, across paved road. 0 feet Yes Yes eelias - 6/4/2011 1:27:16 PM
Arrived at 13:03. There was no kestrel activity at this tower nor anywhe                        6/7/2011 14:50
5/2/2011 7000946 House Finch No Closed Alpine Yard - East 0 In east-facing end of large orange tensioning wire spool, second south from the TTSI trailer, about 1        Yes barnold & shampton- 4/29/2011 9:15:13 AM  Adults active around nest.  Nest in preliminary stages                                            PNT_SSN-7000946 4/29/2011 9:08 520427.7394 3634159.869 5/2/2011 8:23 barnold kalberts 0 Yes Nest was physically removed from spool, following agency concurrence. Nest currently was under construction in early stages, and removing this nest would simply force th         0 feet; within yard. 4/30/2011 8:19 4/30/2011 8:19 0 feet Yes

5/20/2011 7000948 Western Scrub-Jay No Closed EP93 0 4 feet above ground in scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia) just a few feet from northernmost perime    No RAbe - 4/30/2011 10:33:06 AM - Probable Scrub-Jay nest with fresh, green leaves on top of it. Lining                                                     PNT_SSN-7000948 4/30/2011 10:27 548812.758 3613659.724 5/20/2011 12:24 RAbe pkonrad 0 No A NBM calling for a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 60 feet is appropriate for the Western Scrub-J                                                              60 feet from work area and 80 feet from AR. 5/12/2011 20:02 5/12/2011 20:02 Buffer reduced to 60 feet. Yes Yes
5/24/2011 7000950 Western Scrub-Jay No Closed EP92 0 4 feet high in scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia) with thick chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum) brus                                                  No shampton - 4/30/2011 12:13:20 PM  Bird flushed off nest. 3 eggs.  Possible western scrub-jay or Cali                                                 PNT_SSN-7000950 4/30/2011 12:01 548605.0034 3613390.629 5/24/2011 7:53 shampton imaunsell 0 No Vehicular traffic is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, standing, or work      80 feet from AR. 5/20/2011 7:51 5/20/2011 7:51 drive through access only. Yes Yes

6/3/2011 7000951 White-breasted Nuthatch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 50 feet above ground level, two thirds of the way up the main trunk of the large sycamore (Platanu            Yes 30 Apr - WBNU pair bringing nest materials to this cavity 0738. - RR
6 May - WBNU exits cavity 1018.                                                                      PNT_SSN-7000951 4/30/2011 7:42 518243.4211 3634601.255 6/3/2011 14:21 rradd imaunsell 0 No The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets between nests and pr                                                                                  35 feet Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes Yes vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:41:09 AM
Observed entering cavity
vnovik - 5/31/2011 3:21:41 PM
In area investi                           6/3/2011 14:20
6/2/2011 7000952 Bushtit No Closed CP88-1 AR 0 15 feet above ground level in southern-most extension of south-facing overhanging branch of coast    No 30 Apr - BUSH pair tending to nest that appears complete 0840. - RR
20 May Nest destroyed, with on        PNT_SSN-7000952 4/30/2011 8:56 517896.5923 3634986.716 6/2/2011 15:24 rradd shampton 0 Yes Cause of failure indeterminate, likely storm damaged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parki         37 feet to AR. Vehicular passage OK; construction not allowed. Yes No

5/17/2011 7000960 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed TL 6924 - Z171690 0 6 feet above ground level in outer stems of laurel sumac overhanging regrowth / disturbed vegetat  No 2 May - LEGO pair working on nest, appears 60% complete 0749. - RR
10 May Nest with one egg 0950                             PNT_SSN-7000960 5/2/2011 7:54 496985.0119 3643330.584 5/17/2011 13:18 rradd rradd 0 Yes Observations suggest predation. 20 feet to work, 90 feet to TL6924 - Z171690. Yes Yes
5/23/2011 7000962 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Suncrest Substation AR 0 Nest is located approximately 7 feet above ground in the outer, hanging branch of a coast live oak. No Pair observed building nest, no eggs, nest approximately 80% complete. Pair does not seem to be a                                                                               PNT_SSN-7000962 5/2/2011 14:37 532623.6817 3630245.926 5/23/2011 15:50 ahill tfitanides 0 No Blanket exemption in place for Suncrest substation and buffers along pad and access road 0 feet; within mapped road area. 0 feet Yes Yes tfitanides - 5/23/2011 3:50:44 PM
Nest closed by data from previous nest monitoring. 5/23/2011 15:50
5/12/2011 7000963 American Crow No Closed TL 6916 - 678466 0 Nest located 12 feet from top of Norfolk Island pine on private property, on SE side of tree. Visible            Yes phoward - 5/3/2011 11:22:38 AM - Adult seen on nest with aid of scope from ROW.
Nest closed, due              PNT_SSN-7000963 5/3/2011 11:18 490984.1809 3640400.654 5/12/2011 21:07 phoward kalberts 0 No -Not needed; beyond 100 foot buffer 100 feet from mapped work area. 5/11/2011 21:05 5/12/2011 21:05 Buffer reduced to 50 feet. Yes Yes
5/31/2011 7000966 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Elliott Substation 0 25 feet above ground level in fork, well concealed in outer branches on south side of 2nd fig tree (F    Yes 3 May - LEGO nest still under construction - appears near complete 0956. - RR
11 May - Nest still inco                          PNT_SSN-7000966 5/3/2011 9:58 491669.6079 3630911.858 5/31/2011 9:39 rradd rradd 0 5/28/2011 0:00 No Nest outcome indeterminate. Based on prior obs and fledge date of nearby LEGO nest, successful fledge seems probable. 70 feet to substation; 50 feet to AR. No No rradd - 5/23/2011 11:28:14 AM - Well-concealed nest difficult to locate in waving canopy foliage on                                 5/31/2011 9:38
5/31/2011 7000967 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Elliott Substation 0 20 feet above ground level in outer hanging branches on south side of fig (Ficus sp.) tree. Nest over    No 3 May - LEGO pair nest-building 0944. - RR
11 May - LEGO still carrying nest material 1020. - RR
16 Ma                                  PNT_SSN-7000967 5/3/2011 10:03 491666.1619 3630890.399 5/31/2011 9:34 rradd rradd 0 5/30/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. 45 feet to substation. No No rradd - 5/31/2011 9:33:16 AM - LEGO adults feeding fledged juveniles adjacent to nest 0900. 5/31/2011 9:33
5/18/2011 7000968 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Helix Yard AR 0 7 feet above ground level in willow (Salix sp.) 30 feet west of entry to Helix Yard, at edge of entry to   No 3 May - ANHU female incubating two eggs 1623. - RR
11 May - ANHU on nest 1723. - RR
18 May - Nest               PNT_SSN-7000968 5/3/2011 16:23 509736.0434 3636454.433 5/18/2011 17:29 rradd rradd 0 5/15/2011 0:00 No Observations suggest nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, pro9vided that no stopping, standing, park       30 feet to yard entry. Yes Yes

6/3/2011 7000969 House Wren No Closed Helix Yard AR 0 25 feet above ground level in defunct electrical connection head atop steel pole strapped to wood   Yes 3 May - HOWR carrying nest material to cavity, singing on pole. - RR
11 May HOWR leaves nest 1752,                   PNT_SSN-7000969 5/3/2011 17:27 509744.0651 3636530.84 6/3/2011 12:54 rradd rradd 0 6/3/2011 12:52 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parki       10 feet to AR. Yes Yes rradd - 5/26/2011 6:02:47 PM
HOWR exits cavity.
rradd - 6/3/2011 12:54:37 PM
HOWR detected nearb                   6/3/2011 12:54
5/12/2011 7000971 California Towhee No Closed TL 6916 - 771471 0 Somewhere in low shrubs. No Pair of adults defending territory. Multiple fledglings, with partially grown feathers, flushed from are                                         PNT_SSN-7000971 5/3/2011 11:27 490959.8976 3639809.004 5/12/2011 21:24 sritt kalberts 0 5/11/2011 21:23 No Successful fledge. Not needed; nest fledged before NBR approval came in. 30 feet from pole. 5/12/2011 21:23 5/12/2011 21:23 Buffer reduced to 30 feet. Yes Yes

5/4/2011 7000972 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed TL 6916 - 771470 0 5 feet up in wild cucumber (Mara macrocarpus) vine in eucalyptus. Yes Female incubating 3 freshly hatched nestlings. - sritt - 5/3/2011 3:09:57 PM.
Closed, due to the fact t                   PNT_SSN-7000972 5/3/2011 15:06 490962.9611 3639979.633 5/4/2011 7:40 sritt kalberts 0 No Not needed; beyond 100 foot buffer to nearest work area. 150 feet to nearest pole. No Yes
5/23/2011 5000873 Lark Sparrow No Closed CP17-1 0 1 foot high in Xylococcus bicolor (mission manzanita), buried within bedstraw (Galium sp.). No sritt - 4/21/2011 7:34:51 PM - Pair of birds flushed from nest.  Pair later seen feeding in grassy road.                                  PNT_SSN-5000873 4/21/2011 11:52 500463.9094 3642805.277 5/23/2011 5:58 sritt rradd 0 No This request is contingent upon two conditions: (1) The impact limit zone that is closest to the nest                                                                                  80 feet from tower center. Buffer reduced to 25 feet. Yes No
5/23/2011 7000903 Cassin's Kingbird No Closed TL 6916 - Z771473 0 Nest in eucalyptus. Center of crown, 5 feet below treetop and directly above main trunk. Tree is we    No RAbe - 4/26/2011 12:03:39 PM
Female Cassin's Kingbird observed carrying nesting material to almost                                             PNT_SSN-7000903 4/26/2011 12:00 490967.514 3639562.698 5/23/2011 18:22 RAbe rradd 0 Yes Nest destroyed by natural causes. Both the Cassin's Kingbird and Bullock's Oriole nests occur in the same eucalyptus tree (distance to                                                                                                   85 feet Buffer reduced to 30 feet. Yes Yes rradd - 5/23/2011 6:22:03 PM
No nest found, or CAKI detected during 30 min. obs. 1550-1610. Presu    5/23/2011 18:22

5/8/2011 7000894 House Finch No Closed Hartung Yard 0 Northwest leg of partially assembled Tower 62. No barnold - 4/25/2011 12:03:34 PM  In northwest leg of Tower 62.  In stacked corner brackets on first c                                 PNT_SSN-7000894 4/25/2011 12:02 515146.3732 3639159.767 5/8/2011 15:52 barnold kalberts 0 Yes Cause of failure is indeterminate, but likely a combination of wind and predation (in unknown orde          Not needed; failed ultimately. 0 feet; within yard. 4/25/2011 15:52 5/4/2011 15:52 0 feet Yes Yes
5/8/2011 7000895 Black Phoebe No Closed Hartung Yard 0 Nest located in partially assembled tower section. Nest is attached to top angle brace of upper arm     No bfischer - 4/25/2011 11:06:47 AM
RAbe - 4/27/2011 9:08:20 AM - Nest nearing completion. Bird obse                                                                            PNT_SSN-7000895 4/25/2011 10:54 515162.0163 3639167.11 5/8/2011 15:53 bfischer kalberts 0 Yes Biomonitor reported that the phoebe has not been observed at the nest for over one day. Also, she                     Not needed; nest ultimately failed. 0 feet; within yard. 4/25/2011 15:53 5/4/2011 15:53 0 feet Yes Yes
5/9/2011 7000915 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed CP26 0 4 feet above ground in northeast side of a chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum), about 1 foot from t   No RAbe - 4/27/2011 11:51:38 AM - Female observed adding nesting material to nest w/male present. N                                                                                                 PNT_SSN-7000915 4/27/2011 11:42 502303.5628 3644794.536 5/9/2011 14:51 RAbe kalberts 0 Yes Damaged by storm. A nest buffer modification to 70' is being requested for this nest for the following reasons:  A)The n                                                                                                           70 feet 4/27/2011 15:34 5/4/2011 15:34 Buffer reduced to 70 feet. Yes Yes

6/10/2011 5000007 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed CP55 AR 0 Stick nest within large eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp.), approximately 60 feet up. Potential raptor n                                No No birds observed nearby or associated with nest. 
3/8/11 (Blohstroh) - RTHA in area, chased off rav                                                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5000007 2/18/2011 15:15 509778.7063 3637071.084 6/10/2011 14:18 mdicus rradd 0 6/8/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. The buffer should be reduced to 100 feet to allow turn around and AR roadway improvements. Nes                                   170 feet from driveway 5-5A permit. Buffer reduced to 100 feet. Yes No rradd - 5/24/2011 7:26:44 PM - Large juvenile RTHA remains on this nest 1745.
eelias - 6/4/2011 3:39                                           6/10/2011 14:17
5/20/2011 5000049 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed Hartung Yard 0 RTHA nest located approximately 80 feet up in pine tree.
See NBM to 60'. No Old ID: 8, New ID: 011711IM 2. Biomonitors observed RTHA carrying food to nest. Bird observed sitti                                                                                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000049 2/25/2011 0:00 514777.1903 3639185.684 5/20/2011 17:56 rradd rradd 0 5/10/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Buffer should consider that hawk nest is located closer to El Monte Road and the County Park than                                    240 feet from AR entry. 3/2/2011 11:13 3/3/2011 14:54 Reduced to 60 feet. Yes Yes
6/23/2011 6002318 Black Phoebe No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Mud nest against wall under eave between wood house and 1-storey brick house with for rent sign Yes Actively nest building on 3/5/11. 
NBR approved 3/10/11 - 40ft.   
17 Mar - Nest constuction continues                                                                                                                                                PNT_SSN-6002318 3/5/2011 14:02 518190.6272 3634573.392 6/23/2011 16:18 blohstroh vnovik 0 6/15/2011 0:00 No HOFI Nest fledged; BLPH second clutch in progress (3 eggs) 13 May. The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets between nests and pr                                                                                           50 feet from access road. Reduced to 40 feet. Yes Yes vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:48:35 AM - Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:16:40 AM - Incubating on n                                                                                                       6/23/2011 16:18

6/1/2011 5000824 Bushtit No Closed CP25-2 0 5 foot up in Ramona lilac (Ceanothus tomentosus). 10 feet south of AR. Directly in line with the 2 p      No shampton - 4/14/2011 1:59:09 PM - Active; adult observed taking food into the nest.
mdicus - 4/18/2                                                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5000824 4/14/2011 13:54 502051.123 3644766.42 6/1/2011 9:30 shampton imaunsell 0 4/22/2011 0:00 No Successfully fledge. A nest buffer modification is appropriate for this Bushtit nest.  A reduction of the buffer size to 75 f                                                                                                                           20 feet from work limits. Buffer reduced to 75 feet. Yes Yes rradd - 5/25/2011 7:41:32 AM
No BUSH detected during 20 min obs, then HOWR removing nest mate                        5/25/2011 7:41
6/4/2011 5000868 Western Kingbird No Closed IV Substation 0 Nest on top of fan associated with transformer; southside west end - east transformer. No vnovik - 4/21/2011 2:04:37 PM - kingbird flushed from nest area.
shampton - 5/10/2011 10:57:41 AM                                                         PNT_SSN-5000868 4/21/2011 14:01 620361.2126 3620843.268 6/4/2011 7:15 vnovik barnold 0 No This nest is high up on man-made structures inside the yard, and is already tolerant of the human a   0 feet; in substation. Buffer reduced to 40 feet. Yes barnold - 6/4/2011 7:12:40 AM
This area xurrently has an introduced Eurasian Collared Dove nest w         6/4/2011 7:12
6/4/2011 5000869 Mourning Dove No Closed IV substation 0 When discovered, active nest with eggs located on top of south side of fan on far east building. Yes vnovik - 4/21/2011 1:49:59 PM - Nest with eggs.

shampton - 5/10/2011 10:59:21 AM  Three eggs in ne                                              PNT_SSN-5000869 4/21/2011 13:47 620368.2088 3620841.869 6/4/2011 7:16 vnovik barnold 0 Yes Unknown, but nest with eggs abandoned. No project activity within buffer. The hidden area of this nest, combined with tolerance of human approach, justifies a smaller buffe      80 feet Buffer reduced to 30 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/3/2011 8:17:13 PM
Nest has been abandoned. Closed. 6/3/2011 20:17

5/20/2011 5003280 House Finch No Closed Encina Substation 0 18 feet up in generator trailor in horizontal crevice. No First observation by monitor. Pair entering and leaving crevice frequently. Tolerates substation activ                                              PNT_SSN-5003280 3/25/2011 9:09 468643.1693 3666578.744 5/20/2011 11:58 imaunsell barnold 0 No House finch moved into substation to nest, with all current work activities in place, therefore, buffe                   0 feet; within substation. 4/7/2011 13:09 4/7/2011 12:21 Buffer reduced to 30 feet. Yes Yes
5/19/2011 5003318 American Kestrel No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Approx 30 feet up in steel tower (middle one of three) in an opening on eastern/ lowest arm. Yes 3/31/11 - Observed adult entering opening in arm. Same pair foraging nearby. ESA signs near southe                                                                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5003318 3/31/2011 13:06 497000.9534 3641963.388 5/19/2011 17:21 dbusby barnold 0 No SDG&E needs to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. Proposed work encroaches                                                        0 feet; within work area @ SW corner of substation 4/26/2011 12:29 4/27/2011 12:29 Buffer reduced to 250 feet, with one day reduction to 65 feet. Yes
6/27/2011 5000787 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Nest in shelf on top brace of radiator on Bank 70, facing west in southwest corner of unit..
20 feet N                                   No Nest appears incomplete, pair in area appears to be in construction 4-12 (FH/BA).
19 Apr - Unable to                                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5000787 4/12/2011 10:55 497076.5903 3642035.451 6/27/2011 12:57 barnold barnold 0 No SDG&E needs to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. Proposed work encroaches                                          0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 1:30:08 PM
Flushed female from nest, nestlings present.
barnold - 6/4/2011 8:22:                                                                                                                       6/27/2011 12:57
5/24/2011 5003343 Long-eared Owl No Closed EP85-2 0 40 feet up in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia), 50 feet from highway, 160 feet from access road. No April 1 and 2 - Active. Bird incubating on nest.  S. Hampton, S. Ritt
Could not see bird on nest from a                                                                                                                                                                       PNT_SSN-5003343 4/1/2011 14:13 547008.426 3613694.483 5/24/2011 15:46 pkonrad pkonrad 0 5/24/2011 15:45 No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage not anticipated to impact nest that is closer to Lake Morena Drive than project e                   160 feet from AR entry. Buffer reduced to 165 feet. Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/24/2011 3:46:05 PM
No owls observed in area again - closed. 5/24/2011 15:46

6/1/2011 5000790 Common Raven No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 In top bridge of A-frame 65 feet west of northern end of Control House. Yes Male observed feeding female on nest, female likely incubating.
14 Apr - Nesting activity continues, m                                                                                                                      PNT_SSN-5000790 4/12/2011 13:39 497141.4208 3642127.184 6/1/2011 15:21 barnold barnold 0 6/1/2011 15:21 No Successfully fledged. SDG&E needs to install a new 230kV Bay west of the Control House. Proposed work encroaches into                                                    0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 10 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 2:00:27 PM
One adult in area, but not at nest.
barnold - 6/1/2011 3:19:34 PM
Two                                        6/1/2011 15:19
5/12/2011 5000820 House Finch No Closed Bartlett Yard 0 Nest located in Bartlett Yard on east-southeast end of green dumpster when you first enter yard. N                              No phoward - 4/14/2011 1:57:11 PM fresh nesting material seen in nest. appears to be two near compl                                                                                                    PNT_SSN-5000820 4/14/2011 13:46 546446.2088 3612622.003 5/12/2011 15:57 phoward pkonrad 0 Yes Nest appears abandoned for unknown reasons; no adults observed for up to a week. Nest was built on the side of a dumpster, and previous NBRs have been granted for this species dow                 0 feet; within yard. 4/15/2011 16:27 Buffer reduced to 10 feet. Yes Yes
5/23/2011 5003362 White-breasted Nuthatch No Closed Suncrest Substation AR 0 Cavity nest located in Engelmann oak approximately 15 feet above ground and 1 foot outside of sil  No Observed pair bringing nesting material to cavity on 4-5-11 in morning. Afternoon of same day, obse                               PNT_SSN-5003362 4/5/2011 15:00 531981.89 3630652.284 5/23/2011 17:21 mmeridith tfitanides 0 No Birds chose to nest at this location after work had begun and during work operations.  Therefore, t             1 foot from fencing. 0 feet Yes tfitanides - 5/23/2011 5:21:17 PM
tfitanides - 5/23/2011 12:32:29 PM - No activity with nest for 45-m      5/23/2011 17:21
6/15/2011 5003284 House Finch No Closed Alpine Yard 0 7 feet up in large spool on southeast side. Yes Pair actively building nest. 3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:26:08 PM. Female incubating 5 eggs in n                                                                                                                                                                    PNT_SSN-5003284 3/28/2011 11:00 520224.6787 3634220.284 6/15/2011 13:47 imaunsell imaunsell 0 6/10/2011 12:49 No Successfully fledged. Nesting began after yard activities commenced, and is accutomed to current level. Buffer should be             0 feet; within yard boundary. 4/14/2011 13:42 4/15/2011 13:42 15 feet Yes Yes jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 12:02:43 PM - Bottom nest contains at least 2 partially feathered young with b                                                                                    6/14/2011 12:29
5/13/2011 5003389 Mourning Dove No Closed EP324 AR 0 Located in tamarisk (Tamarix ramosissima) approximately 15 feet up in crotch of tree. 95 feet north  No 4-8-11; Two eggs observed.  Adult didn't flush until directly below nest. ESA signs erected along nort                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5003389 4/8/2011 14:32 601536.817 3628483.4 5/13/2011 14:53 dbusby pkonrad 0 No Nest site is 95 feet from edge of existing SWPL line, and is well-removed from any work area.  Vehic           95 feet from AR. 4/12/2011 15:54 4/12/2011 15:54 Vehicular passage permissible, but buffer remains. Yes Yes

5/6/2011 5003266 Bewick's Wren No Closed EP220 0 In a rusted can on ground below cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.), chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum), a              No 3/23/2011 -D. Busby observed individual go to tin can. Tin can appears to have grass and some feat                                                                                                             PNT_SSN-5003266 3/23/2011 11:38 570684.2942 3613899.621 5/6/2011 12:39 phoward kalberts 0 Yes No eggs left although nest appears undisturbed. No wrens observed or heard for weeks. Turnaround work area shown on maps actually faces the other direction, to east, so 85 feet is as clo                        85 feet from AR. 4/13/2011 13:07 4/14/2011 12:48 Buffer reduced to 85 feet. Yes Yes
6/24/2011 5000037 Red-shouldered Hawk No Closed Alpine Underground - 165+75.27 MH-10R 0 Nest located approximately 80 feet up in eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp.) above Alpine Blvd. No RSHA observed building nest during large traffic volumes, bird not affected by noise. Buffer flagged                                                                                                                                          PNT_SSN-5000037 2/23/2011 8:52 521824.8462 3633086.683 6/24/2011 11:50 pkonrad pkonrad 0 6/24/2011 11:47 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       20 feet from Alpine Blvd. 0 feet No No rradd - 5/27/2011 7:40:07 AM
No RSHA detected during obs. 0704 - 0740
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 12:51:4                                                                                             6/24/2011 11:49
6/15/2011 7000974 House Finch No Closed TL 6916 - 771470 0 Nest on guard shack at entrance to Alliant University.  At northwest corner of small gate building, o            No barnold & sritt - 5/3/2011 9:53:11 AM  Well established nest.  Female continuously bringing new ne                                 PNT_SSN-7000974 5/3/2011 9:49 490958.5419 3639944.317 6/15/2011 13:55 barnold phoward 0 No 85 feet from tower. Yes
6/15/2011 7000975 House Finch No Closed TL 6916 - 771471 0 In Eucalyptus tree, about 18 feet off of ground on northwest side of tree.  Nest is on large secondar                           No barnold  & sritt - 5/3/2011 9:14:54 AM  Adult female came to nest repeatedly bringing nest materia                              PNT_SSN-7000975 5/3/2011 9:06 490817.8241 3639913.814 6/15/2011 12:03 barnold emorgan 0 No  No conclusive breeding attempt initiated. 55 feet from AR. No Yes rradd - 5/31/2011 4:35:21 PM
27 May No HOFI detected 1500-1515
31 May No HOFI detected 1620-16          5/31/2011 16:35

6/8/2011 7000976 House Wren No Closed Elliott Substation 0 Approximately 50 feet high in cavity on bottom arm on south side of pole and 80 feet north of acce  No Adult bringing food to nest. Nest buffer reduction likely for use cf access road but not for work on p                                            PNT_SSN-7000976 4/28/2011 9:39 493065.8562 3632098.678 6/8/2011 14:04 dbusby imaunsell 0 6/3/2011 0:00 No Nest successfuly fledged. 0 feet; within tower. Yes rradd - 5/23/2011 3:07:21 PM - HOWR carries long-legged insect to nest 13:44.
rradd - 5/31/2011 1:0                                          6/6/2011 14:34
5/14/2011 7000945 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed CP70-3 AR 0 7 feet above ground level in almost-end-of-branch leaf cluster on north side of laurel sumac (Malos                      No 28 Apr - LEGO female on complete nest 0745. RR 
4 May - LEGO female incubating 1614.- RR
14 May N                    PNT_SSN-7000945 4/29/2011 14:41 516915.3667 3638501.095 5/14/2011 12:02 rradd rradd 0 Yes Appeared abandoned before egg-laying stage. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parki        80 feet to AR Yes No

6/9/2011 7000977 Western Kingbird No Closed Hartung Yard 0 55 feet above ground level in fork at top of sycamore adjacent to CY entry.
Drive-through constructio           Yes 04 May - WEKI incubating and mate nest guarding 0645. - RR
12 May - WEKI incubating and mate nes                 PNT_SSN-7000977 5/4/2011 6:57 514915.2965 3639283.437 6/9/2011 13:52 rradd rradd 0 6/6/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Blanket exemption for yard perimeters was already in place by the time of nest discovery. 46 feet to AR. 0 feet No Yes rradd - 5/26/2011 4:22:24 PM - WEKI incubating 0828.
rradd - 6/3/2011 2:58:14 PM - WEKI on nest.
rra                           6/9/2011 13:51
5/20/2011 7000978 Ash-throated Flycatcher No Closed CP70-3 AR 0 Cavity under insulator on west side of defunct utility pole at entry gate to AR from El Monte Rd.  Th        No 4 May - ATFL exits cavity and mate follows 1655. - RR
14 May No birds obs using this cavity during 30                  PNT_SSN-7000978 5/4/2011 16:59 516869.3621 3638394.923 5/20/2011 10:03 rradd rradd 0 No Nest attempt was not finalized. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parki       15 feet to AR, 64 feet to entry gate. Yes No
5/26/2011 7000979 Phainopepla No Closed Hartung Yard 0 28 feet above ground level on 4-inch diameter branch on SW side of sycamore tree adjacent to CY e              Yes 4 May - PHAI female on nest, male attending.  Nest appears just completed 0700. - RR
12 May PHAI f                  PNT_SSN-7000979 5/4/2011 7:05 514910.7588 3639284.435 5/26/2011 16:23 rradd rradd 0 No Blanket exemption for yard perimeters was already in place at the time of this nest discovery. 62 feet to AR. 0 feet No Yes rradd - 5/26/2011 4:23:34 PM
HOWR  in nest, no PHAI detected. Presume predated.
Change to Closed 5/26/2011 16:23
6/24/2011 7000980 House Wren No Closed CP70-3 AR 0 Cavity 24 feet above ground level on north side of east-facing 9-inch diameter dead stub of tallest C         Yes 4 May - HOWR singing incessantly at, and defending this cavity 1645. - RR
14 May - HOWR carrying n                   PNT_SSN-7000980 5/4/2011 17:06 516858.0811 3638413.523 6/24/2011 12:30 rradd rradd 100 6/17/2011 12:27 No Nest fledged successfully. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parki       10 feet to AR. Yes No rradd - 5/26/2011 9:26:19 AM
HOWR pr busy gathering food for this nest 0908.
rradd - 6/4/2011 8:27                                                                                      6/24/2011 12:30

6/3/2011 7000981 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP63-3 AR 0 30 feet above ground level near center of coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) closest to east side of AR                       Yes 4 May - ANHU female sitting on complete nest. 1456
14 May No nest or ANHU detected ... cool overc              PNT_SSN-7000981 5/4/2011 14:59 514327.6244 3639385.911 6/3/2011 16:35 rradd rradd 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parki       35 feet to AR gate. Yes No rradd - 6/3/2011 4:34:39 PM
26 May Nest not re-found.
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:35:31 PM
Final 30 min sear         6/3/2011 16:35
5/17/2011 7000982 Cassin's Kingbird No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Between rack 14 and 15 of 69kV bank on southern top beam. Nest north-facing in crossbraces. No tfitanides - 5/5/2011 12:40:32 PM - Nesting material brought by female; not fully constructed.
barno                   PNT_SSN-7000982 5/5/2011 12:29 497155.6076 3641999.928 5/17/2011 10:48 tfitanides kalberts 0 Yes Nest was never finished being built. 0 feet; within substation.No Sunrise const. there. No Yes
5/23/2011 7000986 House Wren No Closed TL 639 - 171629 0 Nest within white pole attached to yellow gas pipeline sign. No mdicus, ghuffman - 5/5/2011 7:44:12 AM - HOWR observed bringing food to nest cavity in pole.
Nest                       PNT_SSN-7000986 5/5/2011 7:41 495545.6995 3634530.815 5/23/2011 12:38 mdicus kalberts 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parki        85 feet from pole, 80 feet from east access road. Yes Yes

6/1/2011 7000987 House Finch No Closed TL 639 - 379637 0 HOFI nest at base of middle insulator on west side of pole 379637.  Pole number is mislabeled 3795    No mdicus, ghuffman - 5/5/2011 - Female HOFI observed carrying nest material into base of insulator.  
              PNT_SSN-7000987 5/5/2011 12:18 494395.6228 3633469.943 6/1/2011 15:16 mdicus tfitanides 0 No Removal of insulator would compromise nest.  A buffer reduction is not appropriate. 0 feet, located on pole. No Yes tfitanides - 6/1/2011 3:11:17 PM
No HOFI observed at pole for a 45-minute period. Status changed to 6/1/2011 15:11
5/26/2011 7000990 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground 0 10 feet above ground (slope) but 4 feet higher than top of bank. In live oak (Quercus agrifolia) leaf c                No shampton - 5/5/2011 12:00:14 PM - Female shading nest.   
vnovik - 5/6/2011 8:45:10 AM - Female fl   PNT_SSN-7000990 5/5/2011 11:57 525796.0397 3632833.805 5/26/2011 11:30 shampton shampton 0 No Blanket exemption already in place for Alpine Blvd. at the time of this nest discovery. 50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 10:36 3/3/2011 10:36 0 feet Yes shampton - 5/26/2011 11:30:20 AM
shampton - 5/26/11  Nest torn apart. No adults, chicks, or eggs p  5/26/2011 11:30
5/26/2011 7000991 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground 0 10 feet up in downward hanging oak (Quercus agrifolia) branch. Nest is yellowish-white, made of se                     No shampton - 5/5/2011 5:00:46 PM - Female observed adding material to nest and presumably incuba                 PNT_SSN-7000991 5/5/2011 10:55 522163.9333 3633084.843 5/26/2011 11:56 shampton shampton 0 No Blanket exemption in place for all nests along Alpine Blvd. 40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 0 feet No Yes shampton - 5/26/2011 11:55:13 AM
Nest torn up. No sign of adult, chicks, or eggs. 5/26/2011 11:55
5/17/2011 7000992 California Quail No Closed TL 639 - Z379519 0 Nest is at base of pole in black sage on west side (access road side). No vnovik - 5/5/2011 5:51:30 PM - CA quail flushed from nest. 8 eggs in nest.
17 May - Nest appears pre               PNT_SSN-7000992 5/5/2011 17:46 492062.9612 3631066.325 5/17/2011 8:46 vnovik rradd 0 Yes Nest predation appears to be cause of failure. Within marked work area at base of pole.  Nest is too close to work area to justify a buffer reductio 0 feet, at base of pole. No Yes
5/27/2011 7000993 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed TL 639 - Z379523 0 2 feet high in California sagebush (Artemisia californica) approximately 5 feet north of road where g                         Yes Female sitting on nest w/ male bringing food and territorial. Male perched on top of chamise - dbus                                                                                                                                 PNT_SSN-7000993 5/5/2011 9:36 492567.9689 3631608.481 5/27/2011 15:06 dbusby dbusby 0 Yes Nest failed possibly due to depredation from snake or rodent. Nest relatively  intact except for sma                Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parki        6 feet from AR. Yes Yes dbusby - 5/27/2011 3:05:15 PM
5/26/2011  - Nest failed possibly due to depredation from snake or r                                                              5/27/2011 15:05

6/4/2011 7000955 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP83-1 0 17 feet above ground level on dead oak branch of approximately 1 foot diameter at intersection wh              No 30 Apr - ANHU female building nest; approximately 50% complete. - RR
05 May - ANHU incubating 17                            PNT_SSN-7000955 5/1/2011 7:50 518834.3031 3636092.949 6/4/2011 13:37 rradd rradd 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no stopping, standing, or constru    57 feet to AR. Yes No rradd - 5/26/2011 3:09:03 PM
2 large young in nest with unfeathered heads.
rradd - 6/4/2011 1:35:38        6/4/2011 13:35
6/10/2011 7000956 House Wren No Closed CP83-1 0 15 feet above ground level in underside of horizontal dead branch of coast live oak (Quercus agrifo No 28 Apr - HOWR exhibiting territorial behavior; singing entering and defending this cavity. - RR
05 Ma                            PNT_SSN-7000956 5/1/2011 7:46 518834.9235 3636085.297 6/10/2011 9:32 rradd rradd 0 6/10/2011 9:28 No Nest has fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no stopping, standing, or constru    78 feet to AR. Yes No rradd - 5/26/2011 3:00:10 PM
HOWR pr. carrying food to nest.
rradd - 6/4/2011 1:33:10 PM
HOWR pr b                           6/10/2011 9:32
6/16/2011 7000994 Bullock's Oriole No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 16 feet up in eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.) adjacent to AR. No 5 May - BUOR female to nest, chasing away other species at 0750. - RR
12 May BUOR pr continue bre                      PNT_SSN-7000994 5/5/2011 8:23 509177.3335 3638407.745 6/16/2011 12:39 rradd rradd 0 6/16/2011 12:36 No Successful nest. 16 feet to AR No No rradd - 5/25/2011 12:28:34 PM
BUOR female feeding young 1210
rradd - 6/2/2011 2:57:16 PM
BUOR a                                 6/16/2011 12:38

6/8/2011 7000995 House Finch No Closed CP50-1 0 15 feet above ground level in dense leaf cluster at small fork in pepper tree (Schinus sp.) adjacent t      Yes 5 May - HOFI nest building and copulating. - RR
12 May HOFI breeding activity continues. - RR
19 May             PNT_SSN-7000995 5/5/2011 9:26 509057.1888 3638411.062 6/8/2011 10:44 rradd rradd 0 No Nesting attempt never confirmed. Nest likely blew out of tree prior to completion. 100' from AR but within Hamlet residence. No eelias - 6/4/2011 11:37:50 AM
At nest tree for 30 minutes. No house finch activity was noted in this             6/8/2011 10:44
6/8/2011 7000996 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 5 feet above ground level, translucent finely woven cup of spider silk near end of slender frond abo                      Yes 5 May - BCHU incubating two eggs 1200.- RR.
eelias - 5/12/2011 7:39:29 AM 2 eggs no female seen
ee                                                                                PNT_SSN-7000996 5/5/2011 12:06 509963.265 3638771.455 6/8/2011 13:33 rradd rradd 0 6/8/2011 13:31 No Nest successfully fledged. Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This species is known t                                                                     25 feet to driveway, 52 feet to Wildcat Cyn Rd. Yes No rradd - 5/25/2011 5:51:47 PM
BCHU brooding 2 naked nestlings. 
rradd - 6/3/2011 7:13:49 AM
Two lar                             6/8/2011 13:33

6/10/2011 7000997 House Wren No Closed CP83-1 0 16 feet above ground level in cavity in end of stub in large dead cottonwood (Populus sp.) amid sev                  No 28 Apr - HOWR singing and entering cavity - RR 
06 May - HOWR active at this cavity 0838 - RR
14 May                PNT_SSN-7000997 5/6/2011 8:43 518807.2202 3636048.452 6/10/2011 10:11 rradd rradd 0 6/2/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parki                    40 feet to AR. Buffer remains, but vehicular passage OK. Yes No rradd - 5/26/2011 3:29:01 PM - HOWR pr bringing insects to nest.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:09:21 PM - HOW                                 6/10/2011 10:11
5/9/2011 7000998 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 6 feet above ground level in mulberry (Morus alba) directly over edge of AR. No 6 May - BCHU in final stages of nest construction. No eggs laid 1048. - RR
6 May - Nest intentionally r          PNT_SSN-7000998 5/6/2011 10:51 518227.989 3634587.008 5/9/2011 8:30 rradd imaunsell 0 Yes Nest intentionally removed; see justification. Agency concurrence to remove nest before completion of nest was pusued and obtained, as nest h                 0 feet; directly over work area. 5/6/2011 19:21 5/6/2011 19:21 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes Yes

5/13/2011 7000999 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 17 feet above ground level on hanging frond of coast live oak, (Quercus agrifolia) approximately abo      No 6 May - ANHU completing construction of nest 1105 - RR.
13 May Nest appears intact but unoccupied          PNT_SSN-7000999 5/6/2011 11:07 518218.189 3634558.335 5/13/2011 12:08 rradd rradd 0 Yes Cause of nesting termination unknown. No construction has occurred here. The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets between nests and pr                                                                                           45 feet to edge of work area. 4/25/2011 14:28 5/6/2011 14:28 Yes Yes
6/24/2011 7001000 Song Sparrow No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 8 feet northwest of edge of work area in thistle patch. Yes 6 May - SOSP bringing food to nest 1139 - RR.
13 May Feeding activity 
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 4:05:09               PNT_SSN-7001000 5/6/2011 11:42 518233.7621 3634573.548 6/24/2011 11:14 rradd vnovik 0 5/17/2011 11:13 No The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets between nests and pr                                                                                           8 feet Yes
5/18/2011 7001002 OTHER No Closed EP295 0 Stick rest in northwest end of SWPL tower. No shampton - 5/6/2011 10:25:45 AM  - No birds observed associating with this nest.

PKonrad - 5/18/20                    PNT_SSN-7001002 5/6/2011 10:24 590367.2366 3623871.419 5/18/2011 10:37 shampton pkonrad 0 No 25 feet from AR; 380 feet from EP295. No Yes
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4/29/2011 6003208 Common Raven No Closed EP247 0 Nest in south arm of metal tower. No Two common ravens bringing branches to large stick nest built during past week. Pair was present 3                                                             PNT_SSN-6003208 3/10/2011 15:58 580318.1637 3610609.637 4/29/2011 13:32 pkonrad sjohnston 0 No Not needed; nest is well outside the 100 foot buffer zone. 330 feet to existing AR. Yes
6/10/2011 7001005 Brewer's Blackbird No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Nest is located in a coast live oak approximately 40 feet high on the southwest side of the tree. The                                              Yes kkilpatrick - 5/5/2011 5:29:53 PM
Bird activity at this site is very high, with approximately 10 or more                                                                                                                                                                    PNT_SSN-7001005 5/5/2011 17:10 535125.6798 3613017.405 6/10/2011 13:42 kkilpatrick imaunsell 0 No Vehicular traffic should not impact this nest providing that no stopping standing or work occurs wit                     30 feet to AR. Buffer remains; through access only. Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/27/2011 4:56:21 PM
Male and female blackbirds active at nest; female observed carrying                                                                                            6/10/2011 13:42
5/19/2011 7001006 OTHER No Closed TL 639 - 171668 0 Ground cup nest downslope and far side from access road of 3 clumped yucca with old stalks laying                  No fhoffman - 5/7/2011 11:20:39 AM Adult flushed from nest and returned. Grass cup nest with 4 whit                                       PNT_SSN-7001006 5/7/2011 11:08 496691.9158 3639821.286 5/19/2011 18:07 fhoffman sritt 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parki       247 feet from nearest pole, 66 feet from road. Yes Yes
6/18/2011 7001007 House Finch No Closed TL 639 - 171664 0 Nest is in upper insulator bracket on east side. There is nest material in all three headsets. No shampton - 5/7/2011 10:50:49 AM  Male singing near nest, both adults entering bracket.
shampton -              PNT_SSN-7001007 5/7/2011 10:49 496598.4244 3639318.596 6/18/2011 12:27 shampton tfitanides 0 No No impacts to this nest are anticipated due to vehicular traffic provided that no stopping, standing        0 feet Buffer remains, but work allowed within approved limits. Yes Yes imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:47:37 AM
Nest was checked by lineman at the direction of an avian biologi                                                                                                                            6/18/2011 12:26
6/18/2011 7001008 House Finch No Closed TL 639 - 171663 0 Nest is in lower insulator bracket on east side. There is another nest in the upper bracket. No shampton - 5/7/2011 10:44:53 AM  Male singing near nest and borts adults repeatedly entering bra                   PNT_SSN-7001008 5/7/2011 10:42 496576.6514 3639231.562 6/18/2011 12:27 shampton tfitanides 0 No No impacts to this nest are anticipated due to vehicular traffic provided that no stopping, standing        0 feet; in pole. Buffer remains, but work allowed within approved limits. Yes Yes imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:45:23 AM
Nest was checked by lineman at the direction of an avian biologi                                                                                                                                                     6/18/2011 12:27
5/19/2011 7001009 House Finch No Closed TL 639 - Z171670 0 Bracket of lower insulator on E side of pole. No RAbe - 5/7/2011 9:46:23 AM - Female HOFI carrying nest material into bracket in presence of male. 1                       PNT_SSN-7001009 5/7/2011 9:44 496829.413 3640206.626 5/19/2011 14:11 RAbe tfitanides 0 No Not a candidate; nest is on the pole itself. 0 feet; on pole. No Yes
5/19/2011 7001010 California Towhee No Closed TL 639 - Z171670 0 2-3 feet up in E side of mission manzanita. Approx 65 feet SE of pole. No RAbe - 5/7/2011 9:58:56 AM - Adult observed feeding 3 nestlings. 100 foot buffer flagged w/yellow t                      PNT_SSN-7001010 5/7/2011 9:52 496838.2799 3640189.068 5/19/2011 14:12 RAbe tfitanides 0 No 65 feet No Yes
5/25/2011 7001011 Bushtit No Closed TL 639 - Z171660 0 6 feet high in mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus betuloiseds). Viewable from Northeast section of A No RAbe - 5/7/2011 1:51:06 PM - Adult observed entering and exiting nest. 100 foot buffer flagged w/ y                   PNT_SSN-7001011 5/7/2011 13:45 496471.1353 3638891.884 5/25/2011 11:32 RAbe imaunsell 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parki       75 feet from AR. Drive through access only. Yes Yes imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:32:09 AM
Nest has been ripped down. Only 1/4 of nest remains. Status cha   5/25/2011 11:32
5/19/2011 7001012 Northern Mockingbird No Closed TL 639 - Z171660 0 3 feet above ground in NW side of scrub oak. Nest is in a large shrub patch consisting of black sage        No RAbe - 5/7/2011 1:29:42 PM - Northern Mockingbird nest w/2 eggs. 100 foot buffer flagged w/yellow                    PNT_SSN-7001012 5/7/2011 13:21 496490.8284 3638822.961 5/19/2011 13:08 RAbe tfitanides 0 No 50 feet to work area. No Yes
5/31/2011 7001015 House Finch No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 In southernmost water tank. 2' above axle, and on south side of black cylinder. Yes Female incubating. Nests in wheel of this water tank and the tank to the north are House Sparrows                                                   PNT_SSN-7001015 5/5/2011 11:06 569320.1802 3618106.769 5/31/2011 14:09 sritt pkonrad 0 5/31/2011 14:05 No Successfully fledged. 30 feet from fill station. No Yes pkonrad - 5/31/2011 2:08:13 PM - Finches appear to have fledged; no finch activity in area; no nestl               5/31/2011 14:08

5/9/2011 7001016 Black Phoebe No Closed Hartung Yard 0 3.5 feet above ground on truck bed framing behind back tire on driver's side of crane truck.  New ne                      No Female BLPH observed making multiple trips with nest material while male perched nearby.  Nest is                                                                                                          PNT_SSN-7001016 5/8/2011 12:50 515225.149 3639153.509 5/9/2011 11:05 mdicus imaunsell 0 No 0 feet; nest is on boom truck within yard. Yes Yes
6/13/2011 7001017 House Finch No Closed Wilson Yard 0 In water tank wheel well. Nest is located inside wheel of inner tire at southwestern corner of suspe  No Nest is 40% complete. pair was observed building nest, will not affect construction. one sign was pu                     PNT_SSN-7001017 5/6/2011 14:24 532570.453 3630243.356 6/13/2011 10:25 ahill pkonrad 0 No 11 feet from AR. No Yes tfitanides - 5/23/2011 4:41:31 PM
Two separate nests in wheel and brake line drum. No HOFI activity                                                                                         6/13/2011 10:25
5/21/2011 7001020 Spotted Towhee No Closed CP25-2 0 Nest on south side of access road in low area on ground beneath a black sage (Salvia mellifera).  Th                        No mdicus - 5/9/2011 1:43:54 PM - Adult incubating three eggs.  Adult did not flush until approached fr                                                                                                                 PNT_SSN-7001020 5/9/2011 13:40 502153.2681 3644817.635 5/21/2011 14:41 mdicus rradd 0 5/21/2011 0:00 No  Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage as has been ongoing since foundation work began here, is not anticipated to imp            225 feet from CP 25-2; 7 feet from access road. Yes Yes

5/8/2011 5003350 Bewick's Wren No Closed Suncrest Substation 0 2 1/2 feet off ground in black visquine adjacent to orange silt fence in southeastern portion of subs  Yes Nest 95% to 100% complete. Pair observed by bio-monitor actively building nest 2 April 2011. 
Nest m                                                    PNT_SSN-5003350 4/4/2011 14:31 529542.6006 3629786.548 5/8/2011 15:29 barnold kalberts 0 Yes The biomonitor reported that the recent high winds knocked the eggs from the nest and were foun                               Not needed; nest failed before NBR approval came in. 0 feet; on substation fill slope footprint. 5/5/2011 15:28 5/6/2011 15:28 0 feet Yes Yes
5/24/2011 5000836 House Finch No Closed Suncrest Substation 0 In a scraper, on right side in the headlight box, 90% complete, 6 feet above ground.
 No Scraper had been parked for approximately a month. No eggs in nest. 100 foot buffer flagged. Pair a                                                                                                                 PNT_SSN-5000836 4/16/2011 11:37 529779.2682 3629981.064 5/24/2011 8:34 ahill imaunsell 0 5/23/2011 7:46 No Successfully fledged. Nest is 6 feet up in the right side of the headlight box of a large piece of equipment (earthmover). T                                                                                                  0 feet Buffer reduced to 80 feet. Yes Yes
5/24/2011 5000799 Western Scrub-Jay No Closed EP85-2 AR 0 In scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia), about 10 feet east of access road. About five feet above groun       No Nest with one egg, and adult at and around nest.  Buffer will overlap with active Bushtit nest across                                                                                                                            PNT_SSN-5000799 4/13/2011 9:18 547199.8268 3613911.908 5/24/2011 15:39 barnold pkonrad 0 5/24/2011 15:37 No Successfully fledged. To allow for drive through access only.  A condition of the reduced buffer is that vehicles would not                                                                                                                   12 feet from AR. Buffer reduced to 15 feet. Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/24/2011 3:38:56 PM
Nestling has fledged; no adult or fledgling in area - closed. 5/24/2011 15:38

6/2/2011 7001021 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed TL 6916 - 774819 0 1.5 feet off ground in 3 foot tall chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum). Nest located on south side of                        No Female incubating 2 eggs. 
16 May - Two very small ANHU nestlings attended by adult 1444. - RR PNT_SSN-7001021 5/10/2011 7:58 491976.2712 3639742.56 6/2/2011 18:03 imaunsell tcooper 0 Yes  Indeterminate natural causes, predation likely. Adults did not flushed due to foot traffic by nest surveyors along the existing access road. No stopp          50 feet Buffer remains, but thru passage allowed. Yes No rradd - 5/23/2011 4:31:52 PM
Nest contains two young covered with quills.
rradd - 5/31/2011 5:06:00                                5/31/2011 17:06
6/1/2011 7001023 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 In western end of Switch Stand (ceramic insulator structure) 12 feet north of 230kV Circuit Breaker 2                 Yes Adults repeatedly visiting this nest during 30 minute observation period. barnold - 5/10/2011
barno                                                       PNT_SSN-7001023 5/10/2011 12:31 497089.418 3642143.324 6/1/2011 16:50 barnold barnold 0 6/1/2011 16:47 No Successfully fledged. 0 feet; within substation. No Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 2:08:53 PM - No activity observed.
barnold - 6/1/2011 4:50:08 PM - No activity ob                      6/1/2011 16:50

5/19/2011 7001024 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 In crated ceramic insulators north of 230 kV Circuit Breaker 22N, about 25 south of east-west paved No barnold - 5/10/2011 12:17 PM  Nest with three large nestlings in east-facing edge of stacked (four by                                                             PNT_SSN-7001024 5/10/2011 12:08 497063.8623 3642148.69 5/19/2011 8:45 barnold barnold 0 5/13/2011 8:45 No Successfully fledged. Reducing the buffer to 20 feet or perhaps even less is not anticipated to impact the nest of this hig                0 feet; within substation. Yes Yes
5/23/2011 5003356 House Wren No Closed Elliott Substation 0 Nest in opening at top of steel beam to which insulators are attached approximately 25 feet above No 04/05/11 - Pair of house wrens carrying nest material to structure (J&M Dicus, R. Abe).
12 Apr - HOW                                                                                                            PNT_SSN-5003356 4/5/2011 9:00 491744.27 3630891.064 5/23/2011 11:22 jdicus rradd 0 5/22/2011 11:21 No Nest successfully fledged. 60 feet buffer for construction:  A) Pair freely entered/exited the nest and did not appear disturbed                                                                                 0 feet; inside substation. Buffer reduced to 60 feet. Yes No rradd - 5/23/2011 11:22:04 AM
No detections at nest, HOWR feeding at least 4 fledglings 100' S, pres        5/23/2011 11:22
5/27/2011 7001425 Black Phoebe No Closed Alpine Underground - 301+001 0 Black phoebe nest found 4 feet high under bridge west of creek next to metal fence on north end o         No phoward - 5/10/2011 3:50:23 PM - Black phobe pair seen building nest.
shampton - 5/26/2011 11:40  PNT_SSN-7001425 5/10/2011 15:42 525861.85 3632852.702 5/27/2011 10:17 phoward shampton 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       0 feet; inside work area. 0 feet No Yes emorgan - 5/27/2011 10:17:10 AM
No activity has been seen at nest for 2 weeks. Closed. 5/27/2011 10:17

6/2/2011 7001429 Oak Titmouse No Closed EP91 0 Nest somewhere in elderberry (Sambucus mexicana). Many cavities but didn't see which one it ente               Yes Adult bringing food to cavity. Did not see which cavity it entered but it exited elderberry without fo                                                                                                                                                          PNT_SSN-7001429 5/10/2011 9:51 548190.6373 3613272.209 6/2/2011 9:04 dbusby barnold 0 5/28/2011 9:02 No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this cavity nest with nestlings, provided that no stop         10 feet from AR Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/27/2011 11:28:00 AM
Adult(s) bringing food to nest regularly.
barnold - 5/31/2011 12:50                                                                                    6/2/2011 9:03
5/27/2011 7001430 California Thrasher No Closed EP91 0 Nest in southeast side of scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia) adjacent to sugar bush (Rhus ovata), on                             No Female flushed from nest but then returned; 3 eggs; female very secretive. dbusby - 5/10/2011 
                                               PNT_SSN-7001430 5/10/2011 11:48 548500.1253 3613199.71 5/27/2011 13:40 dbusby pkonrad 0 Yes No indication of what happened to this nest. 5-10 feet from pull site boundary. Yes pkonrad - 5/27/2011 1:39:37 PM
No nest or nest material found in this scrub oak or on the ground b               5/27/2011 13:39
5/27/2011 7001431 California Thrasher No Closed EP90-1 AR 0 Nest approximately 4 feet high in southwest corner of sugar bush (Rhus ovata), about 80 feet south         No Female flushed from nest but then returned; 3 eggs; very secretive. dbusby - 5/10/2011 5:15:10 PM
                                           PNT_SSN-7001431 5/10/2011 12:21 548383.4821 3613223.797 5/27/2011 14:01 dbusby pkonrad 0 Yes Nest in excellent condition except lining has been pulled up somewhat. Probably predated. 85 feet to AR. No Yes pkonrad - 5/27/2011 2:01:07 PM
No sign of thrashers, eggs, egg shells, or nestlings at nest, in bush, o       5/27/2011 14:01
5/24/2011 7001433 Bushtit No Closed CP17-1 0 Active Bushtit nest located 5 feet high in top center of small oak / sumac shrub 83 feet west of acce             No jpawlicki - 5/11/2011 8:22:09 AM - Adults observed actively bringing food to nest.
21 May - Nest app              PNT_SSN-7001433 5/11/2011 8:11 499875.4908 3643208.546 5/24/2011 7:41 jpawlicki kalberts 0 Yes Nest appears depredated (holed at the platform) and dilapidated. Nest Buffer Modification Request: A NBM is requested for nest that allows thru-traffic through buff                                                                                   70 feet to existing AR. Drive through access only. No

6/2/2011 7001434 Bushtit No Closed EP91 AR 0 About 9 feet above ground in 12 foot tall scrub oak (Quercus bereridifolia). Thin scrub oak is a few f                Yes RAbe - 5/10/2011 1:48:34 PM - Pair of Bushtits observed building nest, which is approx. 15% done.
e                                                                               PNT_SSN-7001434 5/10/2011 13:44 548609.6796 3613353.018 6/2/2011 15:22 RAbe shampton 0 Yes Appears nest may have been predated. 5 feet to AR. No Yes pkonrad - 5/27/2011 1:00:47 PM
Top of nest has been torn into, with pieces of nest material hanging                 5/27/2011 13:00
5/20/2011 7001435 California Thrasher No Closed EP91 0 4 feet high in east side of sugar bush (Rhus ovata), just north of drainage. No RAbe - 5/10/2011 1:56:25 PM - Thrashers observed in area of nest acting agitated. Nest has lining an                              PNT_SSN-7001435 5/10/2011 13:54 548583.3323 3613328.58 5/20/2011 14:03 RAbe emorgan 0 No 75 feet from AR; 180 feet to perm pad ROW. No Yes
5/24/2011 7000912 California Towhee No Closed TL 639 - 775593 0 16 feet west of fence. 4 feet up in oleander. 55 feet from pole 75593.
Nest located, description modi        No Female observed building nest. - sritt - 4/27/2011 12:17:30 PM
3 May - CALT nesting activity continue                                                         PNT_SSN-7000912 4/27/2011 12:16 491765.1335 3630854.272 5/24/2011 7:39 sritt kalberts 0 Yes Nest destroyed by undetermined causes, but observation suggests predation. 70 ft buffer for construction:  A) Nearly 30 ft of dense vegetation occurs between the work site and t                                                                                                              20 feet Buffer reduced to 70 feet for construction; 40 feet for thru-traffic. Yes Yes rradd - 5/23/2011 11:20:48 AM
23 May Nest destroyed -. no eggs on ground. Presume predated and                5/23/2011 11:20
5/24/2011 7001436 Bushtit No Closed CP31-2 AR 0 15 feet above ground level on south (upslope) side of coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia). No 10 May - Nest appears complete with BUSH pair visiting but not yet incubating 0815. - RR
tfitanides -                                  PNT_SSN-7001436 5/10/2011 8:18 503244.783 3645122.411 5/24/2011 19:24 rradd rradd 0 No No observational evidence supports any conclusions about the outcome of this nest except that co      Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parki       77 feet to AR. Drive through access only. Yes No rradd - 5/24/2011 7:22:00 PM
No BUSH detected at or near this location 1708-1738. Change to Close  5/24/2011 19:22
6/15/2011 7001437 Western Meadowlark No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 Nest within 25 feet of Lark Sparrow but not found. No 10 May - Extremely agitated pair bringing food to nest 1235.- RR
17 May - No WEME detected in this                  PNT_SSN-7001437 5/10/2011 13:28 499943.617 3643736.974 6/15/2011 16:51 rradd imaunsell 0 5/13/2011 0:00 No Successful fledge. 0 feet; within staked work limits. No No
5/18/2011 7001438 Lark Sparrow No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 Woven cup nest 12 inches above ground level in small 36-inch tall broom (Baccharis sarothroides).
 No 10 May - LASP incubating 3 eggs 1305 - RR
17 May Nest intact but empty - presumably depredated. S      PNT_SSN-7001438 5/10/2011 12:55 499941.7544 3643732.921 5/18/2011 11:23 rradd imaunsell 0 No 0 feet; within staked work limits. Yes No
6/14/2011 7001439 Bushtit No Closed Elliott Substation 0 11 feet above ground level in lowest east-facing branch north of fig tree (Ficus sp.), overhanging per   Yes 11 May - BUSH pair actively building nest, appears 75% complete 1022. - RR
16 May - BUSH exits nest              PNT_SSN-7001439 5/11/2011 10:27 491651.3697 3630956.501 6/14/2011 16:13 rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest was predated. 25 feet to AR. No rradd - 5/31/2011 9:31:39 AM
BUSH to nest 0906
rradd - 6/6/2011 12:42:34 PM
No detections during 3                    6/14/2011 16:13
5/24/2011 7001440 Black Phoebe No Closed TL 6916 - 973035 0 Nest at chimney under eave of house adjacent to Structure 973035.
Pair agitated, showing reluctanc          No 11 May - BLPH pair carrying food to nest 1616. - RR
17 May - BLPH pair continue to provision this nes        PNT_SSN-7001440 5/11/2011 16:23 493758.3009 3640283.984 5/24/2011 8:59 rradd rradd 0 5/22/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. 40 feet to AR; 80 feet to staked work limits. Yes Yes rradd - 5/24/2011 8:59:36 AM - No detections during 30 minute observation. Prior observation (feed     5/24/2011 8:59
5/27/2011 7001441 House Finch No Closed Scripps Substation 0 Within horizontal conduit on N side of Bank 31. Nest materialis visible in each of these 3 conduits,        No 11 May - HOFI visible in northernmost cavity 1500. - RR PNT_SSN-7001441 5/11/2011 14:56 489467.1793 3641444.558 5/27/2011 10:23 rradd rradd 0 No Highly tolerant species for which project precedent has aready been set, and current construction is               0 feet; within substation. Yes Yes rradd - 5/27/2011 10:23:30 AM
 HOFI pr visit but do not enter. Behavioral obs. suggest this cavity is n       5/27/2011 10:23
6/15/2011 7001442 House Finch No Closed TL 6916 - 973035 0 16 feet above ground level on N side within Mexican fan palm NW of Structure 973035. No 11 May - HOFI female carrying nest material into palm 1632. - RR
17 May No HOFI detected during 30    PNT_SSN-7001442 5/11/2011 16:35 493791.7737 3640270.361 6/15/2011 12:25 rradd phoward 0 No No evidence that a nest was completed. Blanket exemption for nesting birds already in place for this section of the Reconductor residential    50 feet from tower. No Yes rradd - 5/24/2011 9:04:53 AM
No HOFI detections coming to this tree during 30 min. obs, though pre                 6/2/2011 8:20
6/20/2011 7001443 Hooded Oriole No Closed TL 6916 - 973035 0 Nest visible 8 feet above ground level on East side of Mexican fan palm (Washingtonia robusta) imm                                                  No 11 May HOOR pr entrring and leaving top of palm 1628. - RR
17 May HOOR female exits 1132, male e    PNT_SSN-7001443 5/11/2011 16:29 493792.6818 3640271.399 6/20/2011 19:30 rradd rradd 0 Yes HOOR have abandoned nest with egg, and appear to be building a new nest; disturbance is likely a    A NBR from 100 feet to 30 feet is requested with the following restrictions:
•
A qualified Avian Biolog                                                                                                                                                                    0 feet; inside staked limits. 50 feet from pole. 30 feet Yes Yes rradd - 5/24/2011 9:03:34 AM
HOOR pr continue to enter and exit this tree. Male displays territorial                                                                                                                                                  6/20/2011 15:14
6/10/2011 7001423 Killdeer No Closed Scripps Substation 0 Nest located on north side of 69 kV breaker. In center of yard. Almost under the danger sign hangin    No vnovik - 5/10/2011 10:24:15 AM - One egg in nest. Female observed incubating. Male in area also. PNT_SSN-7001423 5/10/2011 10:21 489478.0666 3641427.202 6/10/2011 14:13 vnovik sdhall 0 Yes Related by crew that crows or ravens had predated nest while killdeer adults tried to defend nest. A) Nest is shielded by a 3 foot high wall.  B) Placement of a sound barrier along the existing chain li                                                                                                                0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 25 feet. Yes Yes rradd - 5/27/2011 11:32:58 AM
Unable to see into this area of substation from outside. KILL obs. flyi                                                                                          6/10/2011 14:11
5/16/2011 7001018 Mourning Dove No Closed TL 6916 - 678468 0 Nest on cobbled ground with nest partially covered by deer weed. Location about 7 feet east of mu             No MODO incubating 3 eggs. Bird did not flush from foot traffic at ca. 2 ft distance from nest. - SJohnsto                      PNT_SSN-7001018 5/7/2011 14:52 490953.3717 3640213.155 5/16/2011 17:10 sjohnston rradd 0 Yes Presumed predated. A reduction should not adversely affect the successful fledging of this nest for the following reasons                                                                                                          25 feet to work area. 5/11/2011 21:12 5/12/2011 21:12 Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes Yes
5/18/2011 7001447 Loggerhead Shrike No Closed S2 Yard 0 phoward and fhoffman 5/12/11 - Nest is located within CY work limits in desert encelia six feet east                   Yes phoward - 5/12/2011 7:36:38 AM - Nest found with four eggs; no nest visits but LOSH seen and hear                              PNT_SSN-7001447 5/12/2011 7:32 589541.1722 3624649.911 5/18/2011 17:12 phoward RAbe 0 No 0 feet; within yard. Yes Yes
5/19/2011 7001448 Least Bell’s Vireo No Closed Elliott Substation 0 Approximately 1.5 feet above ground level on northeast side of laurel sumac (Malosma laurina) adj                 No kalberts - 5/12/2011 2:50:13 PM - Pair observed together, building nest from 0640-0645. 
dbusby - 5/                                            PNT_SSN-7001448 5/12/2011 14:47 491718.3343 3630735.937 5/19/2011 16:15 kalberts dbusby 0 Yes Pair may have abandoned nest building for a better location and recent storm may have destroyed   Not needed; beyond 300 foot buffer zone. 360 feet to South corner of substation. No No

6/7/2011 7001450 American Kestrel No Closed CP23 0 In TL6917 Tower Z103658.  In lowest arm on north side of pole, about 40 to 45 feet above ground.            Yes 12 May Observed male bring in mouse to nest, heard nestlings loudly begging.  Nest is in actual arm                    PNT_SSN-7001450 5/12/2011 7:12 501344.3493 3644779.522 6/7/2011 11:06 barnold rradd 0 6/6/2011 10:43 No Successful fledge. 0 feet; Within work limits; 70 feet from TC. Yes No eelias - 6/2/2011 4:07:55 PM
Elias monitored this nest on 5/31/2011. Biologist noted an adult femal                                                                     6/7/2011 11:06
6/7/2011 7001452 Ash-throated Flycatcher No Closed CP23 0 In TL 6917 Pole Z103658.  Nest in opening created by a protruding metal plug about 25 feet above t                            Yes barnold & mkuehne - 5/12/2011 10:51 AM - Adult seen around the area over the course of three ho                                 PNT_SSN-7001452 5/12/2011 10:50 501344.6207 3644779.544 6/7/2011 10:43 barnold rradd 0 No No definitive breeding activity confirmed. 0 feet; Within work limits; 70 feet from TC. Yes No eelias - 6/2/2011 3:16:42 PM
Elias watched this pole for 20 minutes while monitoring a kestrel nest i                                                                6/7/2011 10:42
6/4/2011 7001454 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - 299+50 0 8 feet high in northeastern section of large coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) approximately 10 feet                        No RAbe - 5/12/2011 1:59:26 PM - Female ANHU building nest that is less than 10% Complete. PNT_SSN-7001454 5/12/2011 13:54 525793.6275 3632851.742 6/4/2011 13:23 RAbe tfitanides 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       20 feet from Alpine Blvd. 0 feet No Yes emorgan - 5/27/2011 10:42:25 AM
Unable to locate nest.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 1:23:34 PM
Nest is no l         6/4/2011 13:23

5/26/2011 7001456 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed TL 6916 - 74824 0 Approximately 40 feet from rock cairn at edge of road, 2.5 feet up in chamise (Adenostoma fascicul  Yes tcooper - 5/12/2011 - Female on nest, 2 eggs and 2 newly hatched chicks.
tcooper - 5/19/2011 - Adul                         PNT_SSN-7001456 5/12/2011 9:20 492872.8976 3640180.687 5/26/2011 18:45 tcooper tcooper 0 5/26/2011 18:45 No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parki       40 feet to AR, 510 feet to nearest pole. Buffer remains; through access only. Yes Yes
6/2/2011 7001458 Mourning Dove No Closed CP51-2 AR 0 13 feet above ground level on bent apical stem of center pepper tree (Schinus sp.) opposite chimne      Yes 12 May - MODO brooding at least one small squab 0948. - RR
19 May  MODO no longer present. 101             PNT_SSN-7001458 5/12/2011 9:55 509048.0733 3638390.555 6/2/2011 15:09 rradd rradd 0 No Nest outcome unknown. 0 feet, within house area. No No

6/23/2011 7001460 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP51-2 AR 0 6 feet above ground level on east side of pepper tree (Schinus sp.) east of northeast corner of resid Yes 12 May - ANHU female incubating 1 egg 1037. - RR
19 May ANHU female incubating 2 eggs 0911. - RR PNT_SSN-7001460 5/12/2011 10:37 509072.9281 3638442.171 6/23/2011 10:43 rradd rradd 0 6/18/2011 10:42 No Nest fledged successfully. 35 feet to AR, but within house area. No No rradd - 5/25/2011 12:55:53 PM
ANHU incubating 2 eggs 1250
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:04:47 PM
Two naked                                          6/23/2011 10:43
6/8/2011 7001461 House Finch No Closed CP51-2 AR 0 12 feet above ground level in hanging cluster of pepper tree (Schinus sp.) branches above electric ca   Yes 12 May - Female HOFI on nest 1057. - RR
19 May HOFI on nest 1007. - RR PNT_SSN-7001461 5/12/2011 11:03 509059.6979 3638422.72 6/8/2011 12:06 rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest outcome indeterminate; predation seems likely. 74 feet to AR, but within house area. No No rradd - 5/25/2011 1:02:20 PM
HOFI on nest 1256
eelias - 6/4/2011 10:42:27 AM
Male feeding peeping                     6/8/2011 12:05
6/3/2011 7001463 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 15 feet above ground level in top of exotic shrub adjacent to paved driveway at edge of low water c           Yes 12 May - LEGO female building nest, appears 50% complete 1446. - RR
19 May LEGO on nest 1419. - PNT_SSN-7001463 5/12/2011 14:47 510006.6671 3638778.261 6/3/2011 10:20 rradd rradd 0 No Nest outcome indeterminate due to nest location. This nest should be treated like all others for which NBR was granted to allow brief period of veg m    10 feet to driveway. Yes rradd - 5/25/2011 5:47:20 PM
Nest appears intact, but no LEGO visible during 30 min obs
rradd - 6/3/                6/3/2011 10:18

5/23/2011 7001464 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 12 feet above ground level in fork on south side of mulberry tree (Morus alba) immediately adjacen                       Yes 13 May - LEGO female constructing nest with material from BUSH nest, appears complete 0650. - RR                             PNT_SSN-7001464 5/13/2011 7:15 518226.6237 3634589.658 5/23/2011 13:03 rradd vnovik 0 No Buffer should be reduced accordingly to approved nest buffer modifications for other nesting birds        10 feet to new structure. Yes Yes
5/20/2011 5000528 Black Phoebe No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Under roof overhang of 1 story wood house on property to southwest of Bauer Bridge. No 2 BLPHseen very close to nests, but not actually seen using nests. Could be last year's nests that cou                                     PNT_SSN-5000528 2/15/2011 0:00 518189.2345 3634576.938 5/20/2011 17:25 bclaxton vnovik 0 No 22 feet from existing access road. No Yes
6/24/2011 7001019 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Yellow-colored nest approximately 25 feet up western sycamore (Platanus racemosa) in a branch ov              Yes Observed female going to and from nest. dbusby - 5/9/2011 12:15:16 PM
13 May BCHU female on ne                                 PNT_SSN-7001019 5/9/2011 12:12 518238.6813 3634597.239 6/24/2011 10:40 dbusby vnovik 0 6/19/2011 10:39 No 34 feet Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:43:03 AM
incubating,
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:04:15 AM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik -                                                                        6/17/2011 17:07
6/24/2011 7001453 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Underneath Bauer bridge. It is 9 feet above ground on 13th rebar bracket from the northeast end o                         No emorgan - 5/12/2011 3:16:59 PM - Nest contains 2 hummingbird nestlings about a week old.  Adult                                                                PNT_SSN-7001453 5/12/2011 15:01 518245.1133 3634586.787 6/24/2011 11:19 emorgan vnovik 0 5/23/2011 11:18 No The nest is on the bridge itself, and effectively means work cannot occur, even with approved const      0 feet, nest is inside work limits. No Yes
6/15/2011 7001467 Northern Mockingbird No Closed JVR 12kV - Pole 47 0 Nest located in a mesquite tree approximately 20 feet east by wood pole #47. Nest is clearly visible               Yes kkilpatrick - 5/13/2011 10:26:55 AM - A pair of northern mockingbirds was observed in the area of t                                                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-7001467 5/13/2011 10:22 577662.2092 3610570.141 6/15/2011 17:02 kkilpatrick imaunsell 0 No 20 feet from existing 12 kVpole Yes pkonrad - 5/31/2011 11:15:59 AM
Nest appears unused but territorial mockingbird flew to nearby po                                                                                                               6/14/2011 12:52
5/21/2011 7001470 California Towhee No Closed CP25-2 0 In black sage (Salvia mellifera)/chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum) directly adjacent to access road No blohstroh - 5/13/2011 4:19:51 PM - 3 chicks, week old+, female feeding and removing fecal sacks. M                     PNT_SSN-7001470 5/13/2011 16:12 502136.8589 3644768.95 5/21/2011 14:19 blohstroh rradd 0 5/21/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. 15 feet to AR; 160 feet to pad. No Yes
5/18/2011 7001471 Lesser Nighthawk No Closed Dunaway Yard 0 Nest is underneath creosote bush (Larrea tridentata)30 feet south from yard. No emorgan - 5/13/2011 2:45:44 PM - Adult is incubating one egg.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - 
 PNT_SSN-7001471 5/13/2011 14:43 612743.0214 3625442.722 5/18/2011 12:53 emorgan pkonrad 0 No 25 feet; mapped boundary is greater distance. No Yes
5/13/2011 5000855 Bushtit No Closed CP40-2 0 5 feet high in Ceanothus. (Not sure if same nest, observed in manzanita). No Pair repeatedly observed building nest - sritt - 4/19/2011 5:26:59 PM.

kkilpatrick - 5/9/2011 12:18:03                                  PNT_SSN-5000855 4/19/2011 17:23 505646.9571 3641881.063 5/13/2011 15:30 sritt rradd 0 No 0 feet; within permanent construction pad No No
5/23/2011 7001472 House Finch No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 4 feet high in hole in front of flatbed trailer. No Pair of HOFI copulating directly above nest and repeatedly visiting trailer. One egg in nest.

RAbe - 5/2                PNT_SSN-7001472 5/13/2011 12:53 568893.5779 3618099.741 5/23/2011 14:41 sritt RAbe 0 No Had one egg upon discovery; not a candidate. 0 feet, in yard, on flatbed; 10 feet from AR. No Yes
5/23/2011 7001474 House Finch No Closed Suncrest Substation 0 Nest location is in large heavy construction equipment (rock drill). No Nest 50% complete. No eggs or nestlings. Bird observed actively building nest 5-13-2011.
vnovik - 5/1                                  PNT_SSN-7001474 5/13/2011 16:41 529838.5313 3630029.606 5/23/2011 15:25 sjohnston tfitanides 0 No - The nest location is within a cavity providing a protective buffer from visual and acoustic disturban                                                                          0 feet: within substation footprint on machinery. Buffer reduced to 5 feet. Yes Yes tfitanides - 5/23/2011 3:25:48 PM
Nest closed by data from previous nest monitoring.
 5/23/2011 15:25
5/27/2011 7000947 Bushtit No Closed EP93 0 Approximately 11 feet above ground in scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia), 1 foot below canopy top          No RAbe - 4/30/2011 10:18:36 AM Adult Bushtits observed carrying food to nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/6/201                                                      PNT_SSN-7000947 4/30/2011 10:13 548850.1383 3613659.013 5/27/2011 12:17 RAbe pkonrad 0 Yes Probably predation or wind blow out. A NBM calling for a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 55 feet is appropriate for the Bushtit nest. The                                                                        55 feet Buffer reduced to 55 feet. Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/27/2011 12:17:21 PM
Nest is no longer in scrub oak, or below it - closed. 5/27/2011 12:17

6/7/2011 7000964 Western Scrub-Jay No Closed TL 6916 - 678465 0 Nest is between two houses in non-native shrub with dark pink flowers (Bougainvillea sp.) near fron                 Yes phoward - 5/3/2011 11:13:51 AM - Bird seen taking large twigs to nest site.
11 May Nest not monito                        PNT_SSN-7000964 5/3/2011 11:11 490981.7306 3640465.36 6/7/2011 15:43 phoward rradd 0 No Nest is located in a residential area. Work will be done with bucket trucks. Additionally, the area ha                                                                                                           70 feet from access road. Buffer reduced to 40 feet. Yes Yes eelias - 6/4/2011 12:33:02 PM
Nest tree was monitored for 20 minutes. There was no activity at this                     6/7/2011 15:43
5/16/2011 5000434 Mourning Dove No Closed TL 6916 - Z678467 0 Nest located approximately 3' off ground in Opuntia patch. No Nest still active as of 2/25/2011. Old nest ID 128, new nest ID 021411KA1. No Work
12 Apr - MODO pa                                                                                                                       PNT_SSN-5000434 2/25/2011 13:42 490960.9545 3640354.294 5/16/2011 17:29 rfletcher rradd 0 5/15/2011 0:00 No Successfully fledged. Nest is well-concealed within large exotic Opuntia, and cannot be seen from any work area.  Buffer                                                                                                                 30 feet from access road. 5/11/2011 11:02 5/12/2011 15:06 Buffer reduced to 15 feet. Yes Yes
6/15/2011 7001477 Lark Sparrow No Closed Wilson Yard 0 Ground nest located under California Buckwheat (Eriogonum fasciculatum). Outside construction ya                        No ghuffman - 5/15/2011 2:25:11 PM - LASP female flushed from nest and observed three nestlings. Ma      PNT_SSN-7001477 5/15/2011 14:07 531393.8238 3630534.975 6/15/2011 12:34 ghuffman emorgan 0 No Blanket exemption already in place for yard perimeter buffers. 8 feet from construction yard limits. 0 feet No Yes tfitanides - 6/1/2011 9:40:26 AM
Nest empty. Presumed to have fledged successfully as per May 15th 6/1/2011 9:40
6/15/2011 7001478 Ash-throated Flycatcher No Closed Wilson Yard 0 Approximately 12 feet up in large Engelmann oak (Quercus engelmannii), 10 feet south of silt fencin No Saw pair going to nest location repeatedly; female brought material in. ahill - 5/14/2011. PNT_SSN-7001478 5/14/2011 18:32 531047.5441 3630492.676 6/15/2011 12:18 ahill emorgan 0 No Blanket exemption already in place for yard perimeters and Bell Bluff Truck Trail. 30 feet from AR. 0 feet No Yes tfitanides - 5/23/2011 3:47:27 PM
ATFL pair presumed to be nesting in the area. Pair is frequenting m                                                     6/6/2011 8:57
6/14/2011 7000965 Hutton's Vireo No Closed Elliott Substation 0 35 feet above ground level on east side crown of 2nd fig (Ficus sp.) from substation on south side o        Yes 3 May - Both sexes actively constructing nest 0920. Appears 60% complete. - RR
11 May - HUVI on ne                           PNT_SSN-7000965 5/3/2011 9:33 491676.1755 3630914.13 6/14/2011 16:10 rradd rradd 0 6/14/2011 16:01 No Nest outcome indeterminate due to inaccessible location. Previous observations project fledging to about 11 June, suggesting this attempt was successful. 5 feet to AR; 50 feet to substation. No No rradd - 5/31/2011 7:49:10 AM - HUVI on nest 0655.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:33:56 AM - HUVI feeding nestl                   6/14/2011 16:10
6/15/2011 7001480 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed CP82-1 0 17 feet above ground level over edge of AR on knot of leaves at end of sycamore (Platanus racemos  No 14 May - Female LEGO constructing nest, appears 40% complete 1554. - RR
20 May LEGO female com           PNT_SSN-7001480 5/14/2011 15:53 518836.5793 3636147.51 6/15/2011 12:22 rradd emorgan 0 Yes Nest outcome indeterminate. Exemption for nesting birds along this access road was already in place at the time of this nest's dis 0 feet, within AR. Buffer remains, but thru-passage allowed. No No rradd - 5/26/2011 2:41:40 PM
LEGO female on nest 1432.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:07:57 PM
Nest has fallen  6/4/2011 16:07
6/15/2011 7001481 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Elliott Substation 0 20 feet above ground level in hanging branch end of second fig tree (Ficus sp.) from sub entry gate.            Yes 16 May - BCHU female finishing nest construction 0700. Long intervals off nest, so no eggs yet. - RR
2          PNT_SSN-7001481 5/16/2011 8:22 491671.3833 3630912.852 6/15/2011 12:39 rradd emorgan 0 6/12/2011 0:00 No Presumed fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parki       45 feet from substation. 60 feet from AR. No No rradd - 5/31/2011 7:51:03 AM - Female BCHU on nest 0712
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:35:22 AM - BCHU retu                            6/14/2011 15:37
6/15/2011 7001482 California Towhee No Closed TL 6916 - 774820 0 2 feet above ground level in black sage (Salvia mellifera) approximately 10 feet south of AR, opposit                 No 16 May - CALT carrying food to at least 2 altricial nestlings 1557. - RR PNT_SSN-7001482 5/16/2011 16:01 492217.0407 3639871.294 6/15/2011 12:33 rradd emorgan 0 5/21/2011 0:00 No Nest appears to have been successful. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parki       10 feet from AR. Yes Yes rradd - 5/23/2011 4:51:20 PM - Nest is empty with single dropping on floor. CALT capable of leaving        5/23/2011 16:51
6/15/2011 7001483 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Elliott Substation 0 16 feet above ground level on south side of 3rd fig tree (Ficus sp.) from sub entry gate, tucked in am                   Yes 16 May - ANHU female on nest, only brief intervals away but no feeding. Presume incubation. - RR
2           PNT_SSN-7001483 5/16/2011 8:29 491659.5875 3630917.283 6/15/2011 12:37 rradd emorgan 0 6/3/2011 0:00 No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parki       85 feet from AR. No No rradd - 5/31/2011 7:50:13 AM - Large feathered young in nest 0711.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:39:51 AM - N                  6/6/2011 9:40
6/22/2011 7001485 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Located in mulberry (Morus alba) 6 feet up at edge of work limits. Nest location inside bottom port                                     No Female incubating 2 eggs - sjohnston - 5/17/2011 1:26:55 PM.
Female incubating two eggs. Observed                                                                                     PNT_SSN-7001485 5/16/2011 9:07 518227.832 3634587.451 6/22/2011 17:07 sjohnston vnovik 0 6/19/2011 7:26 No Successfully fledged. 8 feet Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes Yes vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:45:17 AM - Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:13:00 AM - Two nestlings in                                                                                             6/20/2011 7:26
6/15/2011 7001486 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Nest about 20 feet up in oak (Quercus agrifolia). Observer would be directly under nest if they stoo             No Nest building obervsed. Nest 60% complete.
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 3:54:14 PM
ANHU obs. making sev                                              PNT_SSN-7001486 5/16/2011 9:24 518210.375 3634582.446 6/15/2011 12:41 sjohnston emorgan 0 No 3 feet from work limit. Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes Yes vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:52:09 AM
observed on nest. likely incubating.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:00:34 AM
inc                                                                        6/9/2011 13:57
6/15/2011 7001489 Song Sparrow No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 Nest is about 5 feet from the stream on east side of stream. Nest is in Italian thistle (Carduus pycno                    No eelias - 5/12/2011 12:18:37 PM  Nest was found when female flew in and landed on nest. She was in                                                           PNT_SSN-7001489 5/12/2011 12:01 511784.6007 3639222.795 6/15/2011 12:44 eelias emorgan 0 6/3/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. 50 feet from AR. No No rradd - 5/25/2011 5:18:06 PM - 2 SOSP nestlings aged approximately 2 days, being fed by adults 150                            6/3/2011 9:07
6/17/2011 7001491 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 15 feet above ground in oak tree (Quercus agrifolia) limb. Visible from directly above if standing 2 fe        No sjohnston - 5/17/2011 2:34:38 PM
Active nest building ca. 10% complete. Birds began building nest d                                PNT_SSN-7001491 5/17/2011 14:29 518208.1105 3634585.939 6/17/2011 17:11 sjohnston vnovik 0 No 2 feet from staked work limits. Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes Yes vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:51:02 AM
Observed female on nest incubating,
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:00:14 AM
in                                                                     6/17/2011 17:11
6/13/2011 7001493 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed CP21 0 Nest approximately 3 feet high in black sage (Salvia mellifera). Directly between yellow flag (10 feet              No 5/16/11 - 3 eggs. observe nest exchange. Candidate for NBR since nest is down steep slope and bloc                                                                                                             PNT_SSN-7001493 5/17/2011 7:04 501222.7045 3644330.177 6/13/2011 10:44 dbusby dbusby 0 6/7/2011 10:38 No Successfully fledged. Candidate for NBR to 240 feet since nest is down steep slope and blocked by dense vegetation that                                                                                                    240 feet to work limits. Buffer reduced to 240 feet with drive through access only. Yes No dbusby - 5/27/2011 3:07:53 PM
dbusby - 5/23/2011 3:48:18 PM - Female sitting on nest with male fo                                                 6/13/2011 10:43
6/16/2011 5000781 Say's Phoebe No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 In transformer, behind radiator and above fan in southeast corner of Bank 71. Yes Nest with two young. Adult observed bringing food. barnold - 4/12/2011 8:56:07 AM.
19 Apr - Feedin                                                                                                                                                 PNT_SSN-5000781 4/12/2011 8:44 497136.1347 3642031.519 6/16/2011 14:25 barnold barnold 0 6/16/2011 14:21 No Nest successfully fledged. SDG&E needs to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. Proposed work encroaches                                  0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 70 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 2:38:40 PM
Nest with at least four House Finch nestlings.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:4              6/16/2011 14:22

6/1/2011 5000875 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 On south side of transformer unit (Transformer Bank 70), on top of screen for Fan 39. No barnold - 21 April 2011 9:10:54 AM - Five eggs in nest.  Adults in and around transformer unit.
26 Ap                                                                                                           PNT_SSN-5000875 4/21/2011 11:55 497078.3628 3642035.572 6/1/2011 13:35 barnold barnold 0 No SDG&E needs to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. Proposed work encroaches                                          0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 5/26/2011 9:49:58 AM
Nest successfully fledged at least one young.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:34    6/1/2011 13:34
6/7/2011 5000882 House Finch No Closed Scripps Substation 0 Nest is located on top of three conduits on southwest corner of building number 998303. Yes emorgan - 4/22/2011 8:49:22 AM - Nest contains four eggs. We did not see any birds approach the n                                           PNT_SSN-5000882 4/22/2011 8:37 489466.9695 3641465.231 6/7/2011 17:05 emorgan rradd 0 Yes Nest outcome unknown but unlikely to have been affected by construction. 100 feet from nearest conductor replacement. Buffer reduced to 30 feet. Yes Yes rradd - 5/27/2011 11:35:33 AM - HOFI fly in and out of this area 3 times during 30 minute observatio                                    6/7/2011 17:03

6/27/2011 5000424 Cactus Wren No Closed JVR 12kV - Pole P2466095 0 In yucca in middle of 12Kv access road; will affect new 12Kv pole installation. (Location on map show                  Yes Cactus wren pair duet called from 7 feet high perch 75 feet east of newly built nest - yellow buffer t                                                                                                                                                              PNT_SSN-5000424 2/7/2011 0:00 578267.9999 3610718 6/27/2011 11:09 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No Never any evidence of eggs or nestlings; apparently an alternate nest. A) The nest has been monitored for more than one month and has had intermittent activity at best                                                                                                                  80 feet; 12kv AR. 0 feet Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/26/2011 10:25:20 AM
Entrance looks recently used; wren calling and acting territorial 15                                                                                             6/27/2011 11:07
6/7/2011 7001457 Bushtit No Closed CP24-1 0 4 feet up (near crown) of a black sage (Salvia mellifera). Yes 12 May Observed a pair of BUSH bringing small bits of nesting material into the nest. -SJ
18 May BUS        PNT_SSN-7001457 5/12/2011 9:19 501601.8616 3644763.437 6/7/2011 11:08 sjohnston rradd 0 No Nest outcome indeterminate. 35 feet Yes No eelias - 6/2/2011 3:13:28 PM
Elias visited this nest for 20 minutes on 5/31/2011. There was no activit                              6/7/2011 11:07

6/15/2011 7001496 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed EP78 0 Small hummingbird nest 2 feet up in California buckwheat (Eriogonum fasciculatum). Adult observe                 No Adult flushed upon arrival and stayed in the area. One egg observed in the nest. 05/16/2011 (C.Alle                                             PNT_SSN-7001496 5/16/2011 10:03 544328.5126 3613453.91 6/15/2011 12:52 callen emorgan 0 No 15 feet from AR. No Yes pkonrad - 5/27/2011 6:06:42 PM
Did not find nest with questionable coordinates and description - o                                    6/8/2011 14:38
6/15/2011 7001497 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 0 Upper Alpine Yard, adjacent to crane truck storage area on lower yard. Yes barnold - 5/15/2011 1:20 PM  Within existing ESA established for host plant adjacent to fork of acce                                                       PNT_SSN-7001497 5/15/2011 13:19 520242.2979 3634176.514 6/15/2011 10:26 barnold imaunsell 0 No 6 feet from yard limits. 15 feet No Yes jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 9:46:00 AM
At least one fully feathered nestling observed in nest and being fed                                                                               6/14/2011 12:55

6/1/2011 7001449 California Towhee No Closed CP22-1 0 100 feet south of pole in small laurel sumac(Malosma laurina)/buckwheat (Eriogonum fasciculatum             No tfitanides - 5/12/2011 7:47:49 AM - 2-3 naked nestlings. Parent flushed at 15 feet.
18 May 3 feathere                         PNT_SSN-7001449 5/12/2011 7:46 501211.1337 3644454.941 6/1/2011 13:51 tfitanides rradd 0 No Timeline suggests successful fledge likely. •
The nest is located downslope from the construction work area which provides a natural sound an                                                                                           90 feet Buffer reduced to 80 feet. Yes No
6/3/2011 7001469 Black-tailed Gnatcatcher No Closed JVR 12 kV - P42226 0 2.5 feet up in northeast (south?) side of shrub. Shrub has dirt mounds on north and south sides of No RAbe - 5/13/2011 10:42:19 AM - Female incubating.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No gnatcatchers found in                                               PNT_SSN-7001469 5/13/2011 10:37 578267.903 3610858.479 6/3/2011 12:52 RAbe barnold 0 No •
The female Gnatcatcher showed a tolerance to human disturbance by not flushing from the nest u                                                                                                              50 feet Buffer reduced to 45 feet. No Yes pkonrad - 5/31/2011 12:13:48 PM
No eggs; no birds; appears inactive - closed. 5/31/2011 12:13

5/31/2011 7000939 House Finch No Closed San Luis Rey Substation 0 Located in center of Substation at the base of an insulator east of breaker 4T.  Nest is approximate           No kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:28:31 PM - A pair of house finches were observed entering and exiting a s                                              PNT_SSN-7000939 4/29/2011 12:24 468822.0294 3674814.224 5/31/2011 17:54 kkilpatrick sritt 0 No - House finches as a species are accustomed to human activity and frequently nest within man-mad                                                   0 feet; in substation. Buffer reduced to 25 feet. Yes Yes
5/31/2011 7000942 House Finch No Closed San Luis Rey Substation 0 Nest is located on east side of Substation inside a 15 - foot long rectangular metal framework at ap            No kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:38:07 PM - A small stick nest can be seen inside a metal framework of the                                                         PNT_SSN-7000942 4/29/2011 12:34 468855.1767 3674829.256 5/31/2011 17:51 kkilpatrick sritt 0 No - House finches as a species are accustomed to human activity and frequently nest within man-mad                                                   0 feet; inside substation. Buffer reduced to 25 feet. Yes

6/2/2011 7001426 California Towhee No Closed CP18 0 Nest located approximately 70 feet south of access road in a laurel sumac (Malosma laurina) bush.                 No kkilpatrick - 5/11/2011 12:34:23 PM - Agitated adult made repeated alarm calls when nest was appr                                              PNT_SSN-7001426 5/11/2011 12:27 500479.8162 3643784.511 6/2/2011 9:35 kkilpatrick imaunsell 0 Yes Unknown, but wind damage or predation are assumed. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that speeds are kept below 15 m            70 feet from AR. Drive through access only. Yes No tcooper - 6/1/2011 11:26:23 AM
nest empty, partialy destroyed 6/1/2011 11:26
6/6/2011 7001444 California Towhee No Closed CP19-1 0 2.5 feet up in center of Baccharis shrub, 25 feet from road. No tfitanides - 5/11/2011 9:32:44 AM - Three eggs on nest.
18 May CALT incubating 3 eggs 1048. - RR
dbu                PNT_SSN-7001444 5/11/2011 9:30 500256.6173 3643961.72 6/6/2011 14:40 tfitanides dbusby 0 6/6/2011 14:39 No Successfully fledged. The vegetation in this area should remain intact as long as this nest or others are within this patch                      0 feet; within yard limits. Drive through access only. Yes No rradd - 5/24/2011 2:20:54 PM
Food carrying CALT and agitation at 25' 
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:50:52 PM
C                            6/6/2011 14:39

6/15/2011 7001445 Rufous-crowned Sparrow No Closed CP18 0 Location on hillside approximate. No tfitanides - 5/11/2011 4:12:45 PM - Pair seen gathering nesting material. Exact location of nest unkn                          PNT_SSN-7001445 5/11/2011 16:10 500055.1074 3643880.944 6/15/2011 16:52 tfitanides imaunsell 0 No Nest never confirmed. The vegetation in this area should remain intact as long as this nest or others are within this patch                      50-70 feet Drive through access only. No No rradd - 5/24/2011 3:06:02 PM
 No detections by multiple obs. Change to Closed. 5/24/2011 15:06
6/2/2011 5000845 Greater Roadrunner No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 2 feet above ground level in center of large roadside Opuntia (prickly pear) patch. View from west. No 18 Apr - GRRO on nest with 4 eggs. Flushed at 8 feet when observed - 1644 - RR.
25 Apr - GRRO incub                                        PNT_SSN-5000845 4/18/2011 16:41 499928.308 3643850.644 6/2/2011 9:29 rradd imaunsell 0 5/28/2011 0:00 No Successful fledge. Buffer was not reduced, but asked to be driven through to allow air track toi be transported from C                                             25 feet to AR. One-time reduction to allow air track drive through access only (5/18/11). Yes No rradd - 5/24/2011 3:18:06 PM - At least one large GRRO nestling remains on nest 1230.
rradd - 6/1/2              6/1/2011 10:47

5/24/2011 7001427 California Towhee No Closed CP18 0 Nest is located approximately 60 feet north of CP18 stake and 4 feet north of access road beneath a                                                        No kkilpatrick - 5/11/2011 10:18:33 AM - Three young nestlings with new, sparse white down observed                                        PNT_SSN-7001427 5/11/2011 10:06 500675.3365 3643321.118 5/24/2011 8:17 kkilpatrick RAbe 0 No - Work at the site will occur 70 feet or more from the nest.
- A monitor will be present to prevent en                         4 feet Buffer reduced to 70 feet. No
5/27/2011 7001424 California Towhee No Closed EP221A 0 Nest is located 3 feet high near top of scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia) between large rocks. Foun    No phoward - 5/11/2011 12:11:45 PM - 3 eggs in nest, female seen incubating 
3 nestlings in nest, eyelid              PNT_SSN-7001424 5/11/2011 12:10 571310.5612 3613572.84 5/27/2011 15:47 phoward mkuehn 0 No Nest fate uncertain. A nest buffer reduction (NBR) from 100 feet to 45 feet is requested for active California Towhee nes                                                                                                      60 feet Buffer reduced to 45 feet. Yes mkuehn - 5/27/2011 3:47:29 PM
mkuehn 27 May 2011 - Nest empty. Did not detect adults or young.                      5/27/2011 15:47
6/24/2011 7001475 Bushtit No Closed Alpine Underground - Staging Area N of I-8 0 Nest is approximately 15 feet high in laurel sumac (Malsoma laurina) on northwest side. Site is adja    No vnovik - 5/16/2011 10:30:52 AM - Observed bushtit flush from nest.
PKonrad - 6/9/2011 - Bushtit ent                                         PNT_SSN-7001475 5/16/2011 10:27 525143.7079 3632992.907 6/24/2011 12:22 vnovik pkonrad 100 No •
This pair of bushtits clearly has a high tolerance for noise, and constant human activities nearby as                                                                                             60 feet from staging area. Buffer reduced to 45 feet. Yes Yes emorgan - 5/27/2011 11:50:36 AM
Nest looks complete but male observed bringing nesting material                                                                                    6/24/2011 12:20
6/15/2011 7001499 House Wren No Closed TL 639 - 171628 0 Nest located within a 5-foot tall gas pipeline pole east of approved access road. No mdicus - 5/19/2011 - Adult HOWR observed repeatedly carrying food into opening in top of pole.
 PNT_SSN-7001499 5/19/2011 7:23 495601.9615 3634413.046 6/15/2011 11:27 mdicus emorgan 0 6/11/2011 0:00 No Presumed successfully fledged. 35 feet from AR. Yes No rradd - 5/31/2011 2:53:05 PM - HOWR carries food to nest in pipe 1452.
rradd - 5/31/2011 3:00:31 PM                                               6/15/2011 11:27
6/15/2011 7001500 Black-headed Grosbeak No Closed TL 639 - 171760 0 Approximately 5 feet up in medium sized Ceanothus. In outer branches to the northwest. Easily vis       No tfitanides 5/19/2011 2:00:08 PM Nest exchange observed; parents both incubating.

 PNT_SSN-7001500 5/19/2011 13:16 496540.2196 3638961.199 6/15/2011 13:02 tfitanides emorgan 0 No No impacts to this nest are anticipated due to vehicular traffic provided that no stopping, standing        90 feet from AR. Drive through access only. Yes Yes jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 12:28:54 PM
Male observed feeding at least one downy nestling in nest.
tfitanid                         6/10/2011 12:03
6/16/2011 7001501 Song Sparrow No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Nest on the east side of the stream along bank.  Not visible from west side of stream bank. Nest is o          No Observed SOSP bringing a large amount of nesting material into nest location. Exact nest location w                                           PNT_SSN-7001501 5/19/2011 16:20 518238.0166 3634554.06 6/16/2011 17:20 sjohnston sjohnston 0 6/16/2011 17:19 No Successfully fledged. 60 feet Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No Yes vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:55:30 AM - SOSP near nest, not observed entering nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 4:11                                                                                         6/16/2011 17:20
6/17/2011 5003372 Western Bluebird No Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 pullsite - driveway entry 0 Nest cavity 7 feet above ground on north side of dead California sycamore (Platanus racemosa), adj               Yes 04/08/11 - Female carrying food item into cavity, male perching nearby (M. Dicus, R. Abe).
13 Apr - W                                                                                PNT_SSN-5003372 4/6/2011 7:54 514343.6147 3639352.18 6/17/2011 7:48 mdicus rradd 0 6/17/2011 7:26 No Nest successfully fledged. Driveway improvement work consists of one day of survey staking with 2-3 person crew, then one d              32 feet No No rradd - 5/26/2011 8:19:12 AM
WEBL pr feeding nest at 5 min intervals 0706
rradd - 6/3/2011 3:37:42                                                                          6/17/2011 7:48
6/15/2011 7001503 Mourning Dove No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 7 feet above ground level in flat fork near end of branch on north side of pepper tree (Schinus sp.)           Yes 19 May MODO incubating two eggs 0913. - RR PNT_SSN-7001503 5/19/2011 9:19 509077.8063 3638438.306 6/15/2011 13:07 rradd emorgan 0 Yes Observations suggest nest failure due to predation. 65 feet from AR. Yes No rradd - 5/25/2011 12:56:21 PM
MODO on nest 1249
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:03:38 PM
14:46 One just-hatch                                 6/13/2011 18:25
6/15/2011 7001505 Bullock's Oriole No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 South side of Mexican fan palm (Washingtonia robusta). No 19 May BUOR pr. entering and exiting at regular intervals 1510.  - RR PNT_SSN-7001505 5/19/2011 15:37 510087.4203 3638833.596 6/15/2011 13:14 rradd emorgan 0 6/6/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. 75 feet from ROW. Yes No rradd - 5/25/2011 5:19:12 PM - BUOR pair bringing food to this nest 1645
rradd - 6/3/2011 10:17:38 A                                    6/8/2011 13:41
6/24/2011 7001506 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed CP64-2 AR 0 Yellow nest 16 feet above ground level in hanging green frond of coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) a                    Yes 19 May BCHU female on complete nest 1712. - RR PNT_SSN-7001506 5/19/2011 17:07 514311.5426 3639378 6/24/2011 8:44 rradd rradd 100 Yes Observations indicate failure due to natural causes. 4 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/3/2011 4:03:32 PM
26 May BCHU female on nest 0842.
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:05:34 PM
After at                                                       6/24/2011 8:40
5/24/2011 7000949 Western Scrub-Jay No Closed EP92 0 4 feet up in south part of sugarbush (Rhus ovata). Yes shampton - 4/30/2011 11:31:11 AM  Pair close-by, watching us when we approached nest. No eggs.
R                                                                   PNT_SSN-7000949 4/30/2011 11:29 548732.1501 3613480.185 5/24/2011 7:50 shampton imaunsell 0 No 25 feet Yes Yes imaunsell - 5/24/2011 7:50:21 AM
Nest status change to closed due to comments provided. An activ            5/24/2011 7:50
6/15/2011 7001468 California Thrasher No Closed JVR 12kV - Pole 47 0 Nest is located approximately 150 feet east of wood pole #47, 6 feet south of a mesquite tree (Pros                       No kkilpatrick - 5/13/2011 10:15:45 AM - One fledgling was seen with an adult about 100 feet from nest                                                                                    PNT_SSN-7001468 5/13/2011 10:06 577690.2609 3610566.422 6/15/2011 17:01 kkilpatrick imaunsell 0 No 120 feet from wood pole;  no staked work area. No Yes
6/15/2011 7001479 Rock Wren No Closed Suncrest Substation 0 In a rock crevice, eastern facing, located about 60 feet from nearest access road. Nest is approximat        No ahill - 5/14/2011 8:10:41 PM - Female is on nest for extended amounts of time. At least one egg in
ne                                                PNT_SSN-7001479 5/14/2011 14:58 529725.537 3629999.678 6/15/2011 13:25 ahill emorgan 0 Yes Chicks were wet and have been dead for at least one full day. On sunday, temps were very low and                                  •
The Rock Wrens have nested within the rubble while active construction has occurred in the area.                                                                                                                                              0 feet, within substation. Buffer reduced to 55 feet. Yes Yes ahill - 5/24/2011 8:02:03 PM
nestlings present, parents seen feeding.
ahill - 5/31/2011 3:32:57 PM
all                                                  5/31/2011 15:32
5/28/2011 7001908 Wrentit No Closed TL 639 - Z171660 0 Nest about 1 foot high in interior of 3 foot tall scrub oak (Quercus sp.) (Note: oak contains a red flo     No Nest partially (1/4) built; 2 adults observed in shrub; one adult observed bringing nesting material i       PNT_SSN-7001908 5/20/2011 11:12 496489.5393 3638845.362 5/28/2011 10:18 jpawlicki kalberts 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parki       50 feet 5/25/2011 10:17 5/25/2011 10:17 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:29:48 AM
Nest has had no progress since last visit. No adults observed in a        5/25/2011 11:29

6/7/2011 7001909 Common Raven No Closed TL 639 - 171653 0 Nest located on eastern section of top crossbar (pole 171653). Yes Date: 5/20/2011 - Adults observed on and near nest and at least two young observed in nest. Buffe                      PNT_SSN-7001909 5/20/2011 12:31 496311.9626 3638215.311 6/7/2011 7:00 jpawlicki bfischer 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parki       0 feet Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes Yes imaunsell - 5/25/2011 1:22:31 PM
2 well developed and feather young present in nest.
emorgan - 5/2                                                                                                                                               6/7/2011 7:00
5/24/2011 7001910 House Finch No Closed Helix Yard 0 Nest is located on the end of a partially assembled lattice tower arm  approximately  5 feet high. Th                       No kkilpatrick - 5/20/2011 2:02:53 PM - A pair of house finches were observed carrying nest material to                        PNT_SSN-7001910 5/20/2011 13:47 510378.3767 3636797.969 5/24/2011 9:17 kkilpatrick emorgan 0 No 0 feet; in yard. Yes Yes emorgan - 5/24/2011 9:17:08 AM
There has been no progress on the nest since it was last checked. N         5/24/2011 9:17

6/2/2011 7001911 Bullock's Oriole No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Nest in roadside live oak (Quercus agrifolia) about 15 feet high and 2 feet west of access road. No PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Drew found this oriole nest 5/14, but today we found 2 small feathered nest                                                           PNT_SSN-7001911 5/20/2011 15:32 535028.0687 3612898.12 6/2/2011 15:21 pkonrad shampton 0 Yes Nest failed; strong wind and rain apparently blew 2 partly-feathered, near-fledging nestlings out of                       Vehicular traffic should not impact this nest providing that no stopping standing or work occurs wit                     2 feet from AR. Buffer remains; through access only. Yes pkonrad - 5/27/2011 3:22:34 PM
No orioles in area; nest appears abandoned after wind and rain-cau     5/27/2011 15:22
6/17/2011 7001912 Black Phoebe No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Nest is on west side of wood building, under eave. No vnovik - 5/20/2011 8:38:39 AM
BLPH observed with nesting material.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 5:50:39 PM
B                              PNT_SSN-7001912 5/20/2011 8:37 518182.7648 3634574.754 6/17/2011 17:12 vnovik vnovik 0 Yes Unknown. Nestlings found dead in nest heavily infested with ants. 75 feet from AR. Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No Yes vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:46:45 AM
observed on nest, flushed on approach.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:59:29 AM                                                                6/16/2011 17:30
6/27/2011 7001913 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 In far western mulberry tree (Morus alba) on east side of treem approximately 15 feet high. No vnovik - 5/20/2011 5:22:35 PM
Nest is approx 15-20% built. Nest was removed at 1645 per agency in                    PNT_SSN-7001913 5/20/2011 17:20 518222.0703 3634586.263 6/27/2011 15:25 vnovik imaunsell 0 No 6 feet from AR. No Yes
6/15/2011 7001914 Bushtit No Closed CP70-3 AR 0 23 feet above ground level and 15 feet west of paved road in branches of coast live oak (Quercus ag              Yes 20 May - BUSH pair making food carry trips at 10 minute intervals 0935. - RR PNT_SSN-7001914 5/20/2011 10:12 516900.4454 3638450.049 6/15/2011 13:31 rradd emorgan 0 6/1/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged 15 feet from AR. No No rradd - 5/26/2011 9:36:44 AM - BUSH pair bringing food to nest at 10 minute intervals.
rradd - 6/4/2                       6/4/2011 10:57
6/17/2011 7001916 Common Yellowthroat No Closed CP70-3 AR 0 Approximately 25 feet west of paved road, down-slope in dense tangle of grape (Vitis girdiana), wil                         Yes 20 May - Intense territoriality, pair chasing and multiple trips into this thicket at 5 minute intervals   PNT_SSN-7001916 5/20/2011 10:21 516881.213 3638423.295 6/17/2011 14:01 rradd rradd 0 6/11/2011 0:00 No Observations indicate successful fledge. 25 feet from AR. No No rradd - 5/26/2011 9:38:41 AM - COYE continue to sing from this thicket.
rradd - 6/4/2011 11:00:37 AM                                             6/17/2011 14:01
6/15/2011 7001917 House Finch No Closed CP70-3 AR 0 55feet above ground level in north-facing cavity formed by well-healed stub of old broken branch in    Yes 20 May HOFI pr bringing and arranging grasses atthis cavity 1055. - RR PNT_SSN-7001917 5/20/2011 11:03 516918.1506 3638442.313 6/15/2011 13:36 rradd emorgan 0 Yes Nest destroyed by natural causes. 30 feet from AR. No No rradd - 5/26/2011 9:59:24 AM
Nest no longer present - presumed lost to weather.
Change to Closed 5/26/2011 9:59
6/15/2011 7001918 Red-winged Blackbird No Closed CP80-1 AR 0 Nest in dense star thistle (Centaurea melitensis) patch within field of mustard 30 feet west of AR. No 14 May - Territorial RWBL male singing adjacent, and flying to this area, where female observed.- RR                    PNT_SSN-7001918 5/20/2011 11:55 519012.9744 3636683.152 6/15/2011 13:38 rradd emorgan 0 No Nesting not initiated. 30 feet from AR. No No rradd - 5/26/2011 4:47:13 PM - No RWBL detected associating within this location during 30 minute                             6/4/2011 16:50
6/15/2011 7001919 Song Sparrow No Closed CP82-1 AR 0 Streamside poison oak (Toxicodendron diversilobum) tangle, 20 upslope from large solitary boulde   No 20 May - SOSP pair carrying items into thicket 1455. - RR PNT_SSN-7001919 5/20/2011 14:51 518814.6854 3636097.717 6/15/2011 13:39 rradd emorgan 0 5/30/2011 0:00 No Nest outcome indeterminate but likely successfully fledged. 12 feet from AR. No No rradd - 5/26/2011 4:07:00 PM - SOSP detected foraging adjacent and apparently nest guarding, but d                              6/4/2011 13:41

6/6/2011 5000843 Bushtit No Closed CP25-2 0 Nest 3 feet above ground in black sage (Salvia mellifera). No mdicus - 4/18/2011 - Nest observed during construction monitoring - female carrying food to nest.                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5000843 4/18/2011 10:47 502158.0017 3644787.721 6/6/2011 9:02 mdicus imaunsell 0 Yes Predated. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact the nest, provided that no stopping, standing, or con       20 feet from AR. No Yes rradd - 5/25/2011 8:11:34 AM
Nest on ground and torn to pieces from apparent mammalian predati       5/25/2011 8:11
5/25/2011 7001923 Western Kingbird No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 30 feet up in half assembled tower. No sjohnston - 5/23/2011 7:12:28 AM - Nest building observed. Nest about 10% complete.

Nest initially                                        PNT_SSN-7001923 5/23/2011 7:11 535952.201 3612940.952 5/25/2011 14:23 sjohnston imaunsell 0 No 0 feet; in yard, on tower. Yes Yes
5/24/2011 7001924 Rufous-crowned Sparrow No Closed CP17-1 0 Nest is located 1 foot high in base of bush/shrub below black rotting twig.  Nest is located 120 feet           Yes phoward - 5/23/2011 8:24:08 AM - Nest found with four white eggs. Bird flushed from nest.
Closed;                   PNT_SSN-7001924 5/23/2011 8:16 500486.3988 3642768.628 5/24/2011 7:10 phoward kalberts 0 No Not needed; beyond 100 foot buffer to any approved work area. 120 feet from edge of tower; 45 feet from AR. No No
6/13/2011 7001925 California Horned Lark No Closed CP17-1 0 Nest located on ground 5 feet west of access road to CP 16-1. It is underneath west side of small pla             No emorgan - 5/23/2011 11:06:18 AM - Nest contains 3 or 4 nestlings that are 3 to 4 days old. Adult ob      PNT_SSN-7001925 5/23/2011 11:00 500209.1953 3642860.965 6/13/2011 12:24 emorgan rradd 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, stopping, stand       700 feet from CP17-1; 5 feet from AR. No tcooper - 6/1/2011 7:56:56 AM
nest empty,  feather sheaths at bottom of nest
rradd - 6/13/2011 12:2              6/13/2011 12:24
5/31/2011 7001926 Western Kingbird No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Nest built in assembled tower about 25 feet in southwest corner of first tower when you enter.





Nest No sjohnston - 5/23/2011 7:12:28 AM - Nest building observed. Nest about 10% complete.
Adult observ                                           PNT_SSN-7001926 5/23/2011 11:59 535968.0615 3612969.428 5/31/2011 9:30 fhoffman tfitanides 0 Yes Storm. A pair of Western Kingbirds is constructing a nest in the southwest leg of an assembled portion of a                                                                                                                                     0 feet; within yard. Buffer reduced to 50 feet. Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/27/2011 4:21:16 PM
Nest intact, but may be abandoned. No kingbirds observed in area                          5/31/2011 9:30

6/6/2011 7001928 Western Kingbird No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Nest best viewed from rocks on west side. Walk up trail to right of tree, wrap around back and nest                              No Adult observed near nest - fhoffman - 5/23/2011.. 
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - No kingbird activity at this     PNT_SSN-7001928 5/23/2011 12:55 534981.7195 3612863.249 6/6/2011 15:50 fhoffman tfitanides 0 No Vehicular traffic should not impact this nest providing that no stopping standing or work occurs wit                     40 feet Buffer remains; through access only. Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/27/2011 4:52:26 PM
No kingbird activity at this nest, this tree, or oak to north during ex                       6/6/2011 15:50
6/24/2011 7001931 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Nest is located in willow (Salix sp.) near top of tree, approximately 15 feet high, on bank of creek on     No vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:15:07 PM
Observed pair building nest.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:02:05 AM
Nest a                PNT_SSN-7001931 5/23/2011 13:13 518233.7714 3634570.042 6/24/2011 11:13 vnovik vnovik 100 No 15 feet Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:53:57 AM
Observed on nest. likely incubating.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:54:51 AM
Inc                                                                            6/24/2011 11:13
5/28/2011 7001932 California Horned Lark No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 4 feet northwest of stake PN20 and under a 4" x 4" wood beam. No RAbe - 5/23/2011 10:59:11 AM - Nest found 22 May by B. Arnold.  Intial observation had very young                                      PNT_SSN-7001932 5/23/2011 10:56 568667.1787 3617574.885 5/28/2011 10:21 RAbe kalberts 0 Yes Likely depredated. Nestlings were too young to have fledged. •
 Work within the 100 foot buffer will be limited to foot traffic and movement of steel                                                                                                               0 feet; in yard. Buffer reduced to 70 feet. Yes Yes imaunsell - 5/25/2011 3:48:02 PM
Nest was checked again by biomonitor at Rough Acres. No nestling                 5/25/2011 15:48
6/27/2011 7001933 House Finch No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 Nest is 4 feet high under west end of PAR trailer (easternmost of 2 trailers). Nest is inside circular o        No RAbe - 5/23/2011 11:29:47 AM - Female HOFI observed adding nesting material to nest (90% comple                                                             PNT_SSN-7001933 5/23/2011 11:26 569177.1311 3618033.98 6/27/2011 14:47 RAbe pkonrad 100 No Nest was built during current operations, and falls under the blanket exemption for yards. 0 feet; inside yard. No Yes pkonrad - 5/31/2011 2:18:45 PM
Female incubating.
barnold - 6/8/2011 11:37:05 AM
Female flushed f                                                6/27/2011 14:46
6/14/2011 7001934 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Elliott Substation 0 12 feet above ground level atop a 1.5-inch diameter branch on north side of ash tree (Fraxinus sp.). Yes 23 May - ANHU female feeding gnats to young in nest, estimated at 1 week old, 0733. - RR PNT_SSN-7001934 5/23/2011 7:44 491666.5492 3630946.188 6/14/2011 14:45 rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest likely predated. 50 feet to AR. No rradd - 5/31/2011 7:48:32 AM
Large ANHU nestlings present in nest 0706
rradd - 6/6/2011 12:40:54 P                                     6/14/2011 14:45
6/14/2011 7001935 Northern Mockingbird No Closed Elliott Substation 0 10 feet in Myoporum shrub (Myoporum sp.) adjacent to south side of substation. No 23 May - NOMO incubating 3 eggs 1036. - RR PNT_SSN-7001935 5/23/2011 10:35 491703.3046 3630854.599 6/14/2011 16:18 rradd rradd 0 6/11/2011 0:00 No Presumed a successful fledge. 10 feet to substation. No No rradd - 5/31/2011 7:52:16 AM - NOMO carrying food to nest 0726.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:36:09 AM - NO                                   6/14/2011 16:17
6/16/2011 7001476 Bewick's Wren No Closed EP86-1 0 Nest is in the northwest-facing cavity of drill rig platform. Note: nest is in open end of horizontal ba            No RAbe - 5/16/2011 1:04:34 PM - Pair of Bewick's Wrens adding nesting material to nest that is over 50                                                                                 PNT_SSN-7001476 5/16/2011 12:58 6/16/2011 13:26 RAbe pkonrad 0 Yes No apparent reason. •
Bewick's Wrens as a species are known to nest in close proximity to human activity and will utilize                                                                                                        0 feet; on pad. Buffer reduced to 30 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 5/31/2011 2:44:08 PM
Adult flushed from pipe after approaching drilling platform. Nest ch                                               6/8/2011 18:30
6/16/2011 7001938 Hooded Oriole No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer property 0 25 feet up in sycamore tree (Platanus racemosa). No sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:09:20 AM
Pair actively nest building. Nest approximately 10% complete.
vno          PNT_SSN-7001938 5/24/2011 11:07 518242.6342 3634552.959 6/16/2011 17:16 sjohnston vnovik 0 Yes Unknown. Construction of nest was observed to be done by two females or one female and a 1st ye      The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets between nests and pr                                                                       70 feet Buffer remains but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:56:55 AM
Nest building. 10 % complete
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:55:36 AM
Nest buil                                                                                    6/16/2011 16:55
6/13/2011 7001941 California Towhee No Closed CP22-1 0 Cup nest is located three feet high in black sage (Salvia mellifera) south of sumacs (Malosma laurina         Yes phoward - 5/24/2011 10:03:25 AM
nest found with two eggs. Adults seen incubating.
dbusby - 6/6/20           PNT_SSN-7001941 5/24/2011 9:56 500762.0202 3644612.981 6/13/2011 7:39 phoward rradd 0 6/11/2011 7:35 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, standing, or wo       50 feet from AR; 1500 feet to CP22. Drive through access only. Yes No rradd - 6/1/2011 1:42:16 PM
 CALT brooding one near-naked nestling and one unhatched egg.
dbusby                                            6/13/2011 7:39
6/15/2011 7001942 Lazuli Bunting No Closed CP22-1 0 Cup nest found with three white eggs with light blue tinge (no spots on eggs). Nest is 4 feet high in                   No phoward - 5/24/2011 11:00:01 AM
nest found with three white eggs, female flushed from nest PNT_SSN-7001942 5/24/2011 10:54 500604.2696 3644500.129 6/15/2011 14:36 phoward phoward 0 Yes Likely nest predation. Vehicular traffic is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, standing or work o      15 feet from AR. Drive through access only. Yes No rradd - 6/1/2011 1:17:09 PM
Nest is clean, intact and empty. Timeline indicates nest predation.
Chan   6/1/2011 13:17

6/6/2011 7001945 Mourning Dove No Closed CP21 0 Nest is on ground on uphill side of sparse 2-foot tall plant (deerweed-like). Nest is approximately 1               No shampton - 5/24/2011 11:50:30 AM  Adult flushed off of nest. 2 eggs present.
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:30                      PNT_SSN-7001945 5/24/2011 11:40 501120.9728 3644258.504 6/6/2011 14:33 shampton dbusby 0 6/6/2011 14:30 No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parki       12 feet from AR, 270 feet from CP-21. Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes No rradd - 6/1/2011 2:09:30 PM
Presumed described location and GarminGPS location are 20' apart on                                         6/6/2011 14:32
6/24/2011 7001001 Bushtit No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 60 feet above ground level in only mistletoe near top of sycamore (Platanus racemosa). Best viewed  Yes 6 May - BUSH pair completing nest 1208. - RR 
13 May BUSH continue active at this nest 1012. - RR
sjo                                                                                 PNT_SSN-7001001 5/6/2011 12:23 518240.906 3634601.723 6/24/2011 10:35 rradd vnovik 0 6/23/2011 16:14 No Successfully fledged. The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets between nests and pr                                                                                           44 feet to work limits. Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No vnovik - 5/25/2011 12:15:41 PM
Bushtit's in the area. No observations of them entering  the nest. Ne                                                                                                           6/23/2011 16:14

6/8/2011 5000543 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP32-1 AR 0 45 feet up in sycamore (Platanus racemosa) at intersection of Barrett Lake Road and CP31 AR. No Didn't see any birds on the nest.  Site should not affect construction.[Orig. desc.]
19 Mar - RTHA incu                                                                                                                                                              PNT_SSN-5000543 1/29/2011 0:00 528150 3617576 6/8/2011 8:52 pkonrad pkonrad 0 5/31/2011 8:51 No Successfully fledged. 38 feet from AR. No Yes
6/13/2011 6003245 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP27-1 AR 0 Near top of live oak (Quercus agrifolia); nearly impossible to see except from directly below it; near     No Affects access road to EP27-1. Nest approximately 300 feet from access road; temporary disturbance                                                                                                                                                         PNT_SSN-6003245 3/17/2011 11:43 528032.272 3619638.39 6/13/2011 10:43 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 270 feet from AR. No Yes pkonrad - 5/24/2011 12:33:47 PM
1 large nestling standing at nest; 2 adults soaring overhead calling                                                                                        6/13/2011 10:41

6/8/2011 5003268 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP32-1 AR, 12kV pole 571454 0 40 feet up in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) adjacent to streambed. Flimsy appearing stick nest vi   No 19 Mar - RTHA in incubating posture flushed from nest when observed from AR. Bird returned with                                                                                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5003268 3/19/2011 10:05 527149.3857 3618100.92 6/8/2011 8:57 pkonrad pkonrad 0 Yes No activity at this nest for some time; probably failed when nestling was young - unknown cause. Vehicular passage should not impact nest, provided that no stopping, standing, or construction occ    83 feet from AR. No Yes pkonrad - 5/24/2011 11:15:18 AM
No hawks observed at nest or surrounding area; nesting attempt m        5/24/2011 11:15
6/6/2011 5000829 Lark Sparrow No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Beneath end of 2nd group of metal braces; middle brace on ground, nest on north end. No tcooper - 4/15/2011 - Adults visiting nest. Appears complete, contents not observed, probably layin                                                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000829 4/15/2011 14:34 535972.5679 3612900.776 6/6/2011 8:55 tcooper imaunsell 0 No This nest was begun after construction activities had started, and is therefore accustomed to this sit                                                                                               0 feet; within yard. Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes Yes
6/8/2011 7001492 Lark Sparrow No Closed Bartlett Yard 0 Under steel northwest of green outhouse. No PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Lark Sparrow nest reported by yard biomonitor; nest on ground under steel b                                                                                          PNT_SSN-7001492 5/17/2011 10:27 546745.6234 3612430.005 6/8/2011 14:51 pkonrad pkonrad 0 Yes Nest empty and partly compacted; no sign of eggs, egg shells or nestlings; no adults present. Predation seems most likely - many ground squirrels in immediate area. 0 feet; within yard. Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/24/2011 4:10:33 PM
Adult perched near nest calling territorially loudly.
barnold - 6/2/20                            6/8/2011 14:51
6/9/2011 7002346 House Finch No Closed Helix Yard 0 Nest located in the end of southeast facing tower arm of partially completed lattice tower about 5           Yes emorgan - 5/24/2011 8:26:03 AM - Nest appears to be about 75% complete with well defined cup. F                                   PNT_SSN-7002346 5/24/2011 8:22 510343.1235 3636786.264 6/9/2011 8:54 emorgan rradd 0 Yes Apparent partial depredation. 0 feet; within yard. No Yes rradd - 6/3/2011 2:08:47 PM
Nest contains 4 eggs.
barnold - 6/7/2011 5:44:03 PM
Two eggs with broke                                          6/9/2011 8:53
6/1/2011 7002348 Northern Rough-winged Swallow No Closed Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 Nest located underneath Viejas Creek bridge in first hole on south side of bridge towards eastern e No emorgan - 5/24/2011 12:19:56 PM - 0bserved swallows carrying nesting material into cavity every fe        PNT_SSN-7002348 5/24/2011 12:15 525889.7957 3632839.297 6/1/2011 14:26 emorgan emorgan 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       0 feet; within work area. Buffer reduced to 0 feet due to Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes emorgan - 5/25/2011 10:24:10 AM
Pair bringing nesting material to cavity every 2 to 4 minutes.
sham                                    6/1/2011 14:26
6/1/2011 7002349 Northern Rough-winged Swallow No Closed Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 Nest located in first hole on south side of bridge towards western end of bridge. No emorgan - 5/24/2011 12:45:50 PM - Nest was originally located by biomonitor and logged by avian b           PNT_SSN-7002349 5/24/2011 12:38 525867.4919 3632840.751 6/1/2011 14:30 emorgan emorgan 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       0 feet; within work area. Buffer reduced to 0 feet due to Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes emorgan - 5/24/2011 6:08:24 PM
Starting April 25, biomonitor Katherine Vittum observed Northern                                                                                                                                                                           6/1/2011 14:30

6/15/2011 7001432 Wrentit No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 Nest approximately 3 feet high toward south side of broom baccharis (Baccharis sarothroides). App              No Male territorial and female sitting on nest. A nest buffer reduction to accomodate thru-traffic would                      PNT_SSN-7001432 5/11/2011 8:36 500204.2845 3643969.62 6/15/2011 16:53 dbusby imaunsell 0 5/29/2011 0:00 No Presumed successful fledge. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parkin            0 feet; within yard limits. 3/15/2011 16:53 Drive through access only. No No rradd - 5/24/2011 2:12:12 PM - 3 naked young in nest.
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:42:47 PM - Nest is clean, i        6/1/2011 12:42
6/15/2011 7002351 Western Bluebird No Closed TL 6916 - 973035 0 In birdhouse at corner of white patio roof. Birds forage primarily in and around work area. No PNT_SSN-7002351 5/24/2011 8:18 493751.1674 3640327.815 6/15/2011 14:35 rradd phoward 0 6/1/2011 0:00 No Successful fledge. Vehicular pasage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping standing or work      90 feet to AR. Drive through access only. Yes No rradd - 5/24/2011 8:24:46 AM - 17 May WEBL foraging near pole, carrying food to this nest 1102.
rra                                    6/2/2011 8:19
6/15/2011 7002353 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 In sycamore (Platanus racemosa) approximately 40 feet high; second sycamore north of bridge. Nes         No vnovik - 5/25/2011 10:05:34 AM - Building nest 50% complete. PNT_SSN-7002353 5/25/2011 10:02 518244.4725 3634616.686 6/15/2011 14:31 vnovik phoward 0 Yes Raven predation upon nest. The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets between nests and pr                                                                       50 feet to work limits. Buffer remains but work allowed per approved plan. Yes Yes vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:21:17 AM
Observed on nest. Mule feeling female on Nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 10:                     6/6/2011 11:20
6/17/2011 7002354 Spotted Towhee No Closed TL 6916 - 973038 0 At base of 2-foot tall manzanita (Xylococcus bicolor), next to deerweed (Lotus scoparius) and past a                          Yes fhoffman - 5/25/2011 9:23:35 AM - Adult incubating. 3 eggs. Hard nest to see.
tcooper - 6/6/2011 11:       PNT_SSN-7002354 5/25/2011 9:23 494228.9935 3640553.688 6/17/2011 21:25 fhoffman shampton 0 6/17/2011 21:25 No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, or wo       130 feet from tower; 70 feet from AR Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes No tcooper - 6/6/2011 11:54:37 AM - Adult on nest, 3 eggs.
shampton - 6/17/2011 6:33:23 PM - Nest em             6/17/2011 18:33
6/13/2011 7002355 California Towhee No Closed TL 6916 - 973036 0 Nest is located 2 feet high in scrub oak (Quercus sp.) 10 feet west of AR. Yes phoward - 5/25/2011 10:47:41 AM - Pair seen near nest, no nest visits. PNT_SSN-7002355 5/25/2011 10:47 494128.6966 3640304.08 6/13/2011 15:32 phoward rradd 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parki        10 feet to AR; 25 fet to work area; 95 ft to tower Buffer reduced to 25 feet. Yes No fhoffman - 5/31/2011 5:09:15 PM
No adults observed, new material in nest. 5-31-11, FH
rradd - 6/13/              6/13/2011 15:32
6/20/2011 7002356 Northern Mockingbird No Closed TL 6916 - 973036 0 Nest is located 2 1/2 feet high in chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum) 5 feet southeast of misson ma   Yes phoward - 5/25/2011 11:13:52 AM - Nest found with three eggs, adult seen flushed from nest.
fhoffm                                                                     PNT_SSN-7002356 5/25/2011 11:11 494101.2386 3640298.245 6/20/2011 16:10 phoward rradd 0 6/18/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parki        50 feet to work area; 60 feet to AR & tower. Buffer reduced to 30 feet. Yes No fhoffman - 5/31/2011 5:51:41 PM - 3 eggs still in nest, adults not observed.
tcooper - 6/6/2011 11:46                                           6/20/2011 16:10
6/10/2011 7002357 Mourning Dove No Closed TL 639 - 171660 0 4 feet high in same scrub oak (Quercus sp.) as Phainopepla nest. Nest faces the road. No imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:36:59 AM - Female flushed due to foot traffic approaching to within a cou  PNT_SSN-7002357 5/25/2011 10:31 496515.9532 3638928.526 6/10/2011 12:20 imaunsell tfitanides 0 No No impacts to this nest are anticipated due to vehicular traffic, provided that no stopping, standing        9 feet from AR. Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes No imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:37:36 AM
female incubating 2 eggs.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 12:02:55 PM
Adult                        6/10/2011 12:20
6/18/2011 7002358 Phainopepla No Closed TL 639 - 171660 0 5 feet high in same scrub oak (Quercus sp.) as mourning dove nest. Nest faces the road. No imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:39:08 AM - Pair observed visiting the nest frequently with observers prese                   PNT_SSN-7002358 5/25/2011 10:31 496515.4629 3638927.79 6/18/2011 13:07 imaunsell tfitanides 0 6/18/2011 13:06 No Successfully fledged. No impacts to this nest are anticipated due to vehicular traffic provided that no stopping, standing         10 feet from AR. Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes No imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:41:10 AM - Pair was observed repeatedly entering the scrub oak and visiti                                                          6/18/2011 13:07
6/24/2011 7002360 Hooded Oriole No Closed Alpine Underground - Vault 3L 0 Attached to underside of palm frond on east side of palm tree located just north of Alpine Bouleva                     No bfischer  5/25/2011.  Both orioles were observed driving House Finches away -  finches were carryin                                         PNT_SSN-7002360 5/25/2011 15:01 518277.0764 3634192.057 6/24/2011 10:15 tcooper pkonrad 100 6/24/2011 10:08 No Blanket exemption for nesting birds along Alpine Boulevard was already in place at the time of this  15 feet north of Alpine Blvd. 0 feet Yes tfitanides - 6/4/2011 2:00:37 PM
Female observed entering nest with food and begin incubating.
rrad                                                                                    6/24/2011 10:11
6/18/2011 7002361 Lesser Nighthawk No Closed TL 6916 - 973039 0 Eggs on bare ground beneath west side of black sage (Salvia mellifera) 15 feet from road, in line wit                                  Yes tcooper - 5/25/2011 - Two eggs, female flushed off nest 20 feet from pedestrian.
fhoffman - 5/31/20                                                                  PNT_SSN-7002361 5/25/2011 11:40 494298.7686 3640689.154 6/18/2011 14:22 tcooper fhoffman 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parki       20 feet from AR. Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes No fhoffman - 5/31/2011 4:29:52 PM
Adult flushed. Two eggs being incubated. 5-31-11 FH
tcooper - 6/6/                                                  6/18/2011 14:19
6/15/2011 7001490 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 Nest is 12 feet up a willow (Salix sp.). This willow is on the east bank of stream. This nest is on sout                 No eelias - 5/12/2011 9:52:42 AM Female was seen carry spider webs to this 96% complete nest.
eelias -                                          PNT_SSN-7001490 5/12/2011 9:45 510028.8323 3638819.888 6/15/2011 14:23 eelias phoward 0 No 110 feet to work limits. No No rradd - 5/25/2011 4:59:39 PM
LEGO female on nezt.Vertex moved per Trimble.
rradd - 6/3/2011 10:21                   6/8/2011 13:36
6/23/2011 7002362 Canyon Wren No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 Under metal shed. No CANW carrying food 1427. PNT_SSN-7002362 5/25/2011 14:28 509060.8831 3638410.908 6/23/2011 11:21 rradd rradd 0 6/4/2011 0:00 No While nest outcome is indeterminate, observations suggest successfully fledged. 0 feet; within construction limits. No No rradd - 6/2/2011 3:11:33 PM - CANW present and singing under building 1508.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:4                                            6/23/2011 11:20
6/15/2011 7002363 Spotted Towhee No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 On ground in tangles of coastal sagebrush (Artemesia californica) and shrubby Peruvian pepper (Sch  No SPTO pair carrying food into tangles - nest unable to be located without vegetative damage 1119. PNT_SSN-7002363 5/25/2011 11:13 509207.964 3638366.134 6/15/2011 14:21 rradd phoward 0 6/5/2011 0:00 No Successful fledge. 45 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/2/2011 5:14:18 PM - SPTO male carries food into thicket 1713.
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:12:24 PM             6/8/2011 12:12
6/16/2011 7002365 House Finch No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 30 feet above ground level at end of branch of coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) overhanging draina    No HOFI female on nest, male defending 1202. PNT_SSN-7002365 5/25/2011 12:22 509192.9723 3638393.176 6/16/2011 12:42 rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest outcome indeterminate; observations suggest clutch not fully incubated. 10 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/2/2011 2:58:49 PM
HOFI female on nest 14:08
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:10:58 AM
HOFI pr. come to                   6/16/2011 12:41
6/16/2011 7002367 Mourning Dove No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 In rain gutter of metal building. No MODO on nest, did not flush at 3 feet. PNT_SSN-7002367 5/25/2011 14:30 509063.6597 3638412.034 6/16/2011 13:02 rradd rradd 0 Yes No eggs ever detected. 0 feet; within worknlimits. No No rradd - 6/2/2011 3:59:03 PM
No MODO on this empty nest during 30 min. obs. Will check once more                              6/16/2011 12:53
6/23/2011 7002368 Mourning Dove No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 In pepper tree (Schinus sp.) opposite ATFL nest. No MODO on nest did not flush at 2 feet. PNT_SSN-7002368 5/25/2011 14:32 509054.3891 3638419.352 6/23/2011 11:02 rradd rradd 0 Yes Predation. 0 feet; within work limits. No No rradd - 6/2/2011 3:36:06 PM
MODO on nest 1526.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:36:31 AM
MODO on nest 1030.                             6/23/2011 11:02
6/16/2011 7002369 House Finch No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 Atop 4x4 lintel under rear patio of white plywood house. No HOFI incubating 2 eggs 1456 - RR PNT_SSN-7002369 5/25/2011 14:57 509100.558 3638394.346 6/16/2011 11:55 rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest predation. 80 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/2/2011 4:33:58 PM
HOFI incubating 4 eggs 1612.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:21:22 AM
HOFI female br                                  6/16/2011 11:55
6/27/2011 7001936 Least Bell’s Vireo No Closed Elliott Substation 0 Woven nest suspended  from 1/2-inch diameter arroyo willow (Salix lasiolepis) branch, 4 feet above                     No 23 May - Nest appears complete, but unable to determine if adult incubating from a distance. LBVI                                         PNT_SSN-7001936 5/23/2011 12:49 491672.8084 3630742.28 6/27/2011 14:16 rradd rradd 0 6/20/2011 0:00 No Successfully fledged. Not needed; nest is beyond 300 foot buffer. 370 feet from substation. No No rradd - 5/23/2011 3:04:16 PM - Nest appears complete, but unable to determine from a distance if a                                                                                                                                                6/27/2011 14:16

6/1/2011 7002370 Western Kingbird No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 In northern end of Sycamore Substation, about 75 feet south of northern perimeter fence. In south                               Yes Nest with three eggs. Adults attentive in area.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:18:17 PM Nest on ground with e        PNT_SSN-7002370 5/26/2011 8:40 497122.4296 3642228.831 6/1/2011 13:19 barnold barnold 0 No 0 feet; in substation. No No barnold - 6/1/2011 1:18:06 PM
Kingbird nesr on ground when returned from holiday on Tuesday 31             6/1/2011 13:18
6/15/2011 7002372 Bushtit No Closed TL 639 - 171650 0 Nest is located 3 feet high in smaller mission manzanita (Xylococcus bicolor) with burnt branches st    No phoward - 5/26/2011 9:32:30 AM- Adults seen feeding young. PNT_SSN-7002372 5/26/2011 9:30 496116.0074 3637573.017 6/15/2011 14:13 phoward phoward 0 No •
The proposed work activities are low impact, short in duration, will mainly occur 175 feet away fro                                                                              65 feet from AR. Buffer reduced to 35 feet. Yes No tfitanides - 6/1/2011 1:08:02 PM
BUSH pair observed carrying prey items to nest. Begging calls heard                          6/10/2011 15:20
6/18/2011 7002373 Lesser Nighthawk No Closed TL 639 - 171651 0 Follow spur AR to first pair of stakes with orange flagging AFTER starting downhill. Look southwest                            No phoward - 5/26/2011 12:15:20 PM - Female flushed from nest. Incubating two eggs.
tfitanides - 6/1/2                            PNT_SSN-7002373 5/26/2011 12:00 496102.6703 3637992.759 6/18/2011 11:55 phoward tfitanides 0 6/18/2011 11:51 No Successfully fledged. •
No pedestrian traffic or vehicular stopping, standing or construction work will occur within the buf                                                                                                        25 feet from AR. Buffer remains; drive through access only. Yes No tfitanides - 6/1/2011 12:41:40 PM - Female flushed from incubating two eggs when biologist approa                                                              6/18/2011 11:55

6/6/2011 7002374 House Finch No Closed Bartlett Yard 0 Nest found with two eggs located in steel. Just north of helicopter area, on east side of dirt road. N                   Yes vnovik - 5/26/2011 10:50:08 AM - Active nest with two eggs.
barnold - 6/2/2011 12:19 PM Nest empt     PNT_SSN-7002374 5/26/2011 10:46 546590.436 3612570.666 6/6/2011 8:41 vnovik imaunsell 0 Yes Apparent depredation. •
House Finches are generally tolerant of human activities near their nest sites. 
•
House Finches nest                                                                                          0 feet; in yard. Buffer reduced to 15 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/2/2011 12:22:01 PM
Nest empty. Eggs apparently predated. Closed. 6/2/2011 12:22
6/15/2011 7002375 House Wren No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Nest in cavity approximately 20 feet high in oak (Quercus sp.) on east side of access road. Yes vnovik - 5/26/2011 1:40:56 PM - Observed House Wren enter cavity. Nestlings heard calling in cavity                                  PNT_SSN-7002375 5/26/2011 13:38 534480.354 3612369.948 6/15/2011 14:11 vnovik phoward 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parki        15 feet from AR. Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. No Yes pkonrad - 5/27/2011 5:04:15 PM
Adult wren feeding vocal nestlings in live oak cavity.
eelias - 6/6/201                                6/6/2011 16:27

6/6/2011 7002376 House Finch No Closed Bartlett Yard 0 Nest found with one egg, in steel just north of south fence line nest in second arm east of road. In w       No vnovik - 5/26/2011 2:44:10 PM - Nest with one egg. Monitor observed bird entering nest.

phoward -                                                             PNT_SSN-7002376 5/26/2011 14:40 546781.408 3612498.852 6/6/2011 8:41 vnovik imaunsell 0 Yes No eggs present in nest, black plastic in arm supporting nest has started to come out and is close to becoming completely detacted from arm of tower. This movement of the plastic has caused the nes                0 feet; in yard. Yes phoward - 6/5/2011 8:35:58 AM
no eggs present in nest, black plastic in arm supportun nest has sta                                       6/5/2011 8:35
6/15/2011 7002378 Bushtit No Closed Helix Yard 0 15 feet above ground level in hanging frond of large Peruvian pepper tree (Schinus molle). Nest is u          No BUSH pair bringing items to large complete pensile nest 1546. - RR

phoward - 5/31/2011 12:48:57 PM                                           PNT_SSN-7002378 5/26/2011 17:47 509755.9872 3636470.575 6/15/2011 16:30 rradd phoward 0 No Nest outcome indeterminate. 80 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/3/2011 1:30:47 PM
No BUSH detections at this nest 1300 - 1330
rradd - 6/9/2011 8:59:35 AM                                      6/15/2011 16:30
6/18/2011 7002379 House Wren No Closed CP81-1 0 Cavity in California sycamore (Platanus racemosa). Yes HOWR pair attending cavity 1355. - RR PNT_SSN-7002379 5/26/2011 14:05 518853.7561 3636237.004 6/18/2011 10:51 rradd rradd 0 6/14/2011 0:00 No Likely fledged. 25 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/10/2011 12:30:58 PM - HOWR carrying food to nest 1140.
rradd - 6/18/2011 10:50:49 AM -                 6/18/2011 10:50
6/15/2011 7002380 Pacific-slope Flycatcher No Closed CP70-3 AR 0 8 feet above ground level on bark shelf on underside of 12-inch diameter coast live oak (Quercus ag                   No 26 May - PSFL pair in initial stages of nest building 0910 - RR PNT_SSN-7002380 5/26/2011 9:17 516822.3437 3638412.515 6/15/2011 14:08 rradd phoward 0 Yes Site abandoned before complete for nearby location. 76 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/4/2011 8:25:21 AM
This nest site apparently abandoned for new site 80' E (now under con    6/4/2011 8:25
6/15/2011 7002382 Bullock's Oriole No Closed CP81-1 AR 0 Woven globular nest suspended below cluster of leaves 75 feet above ground level on west side of       No BUOR male carrying caterpillars from adjacent eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.) to nest 1432 -RR PNT_SSN-7002382 5/26/2011 14:34 518842.899 3636147.161 6/15/2011 14:06 rradd phoward 0 6/7/2011 0:00 No Nest outcome is indeterminate but likely successful. 12 feet from AR. No No rradd - 5/26/2011 2:40:52 PM - BUOR male carrying food to nest.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:06:19 PM - BUO                                   6/10/2011 12:27
6/22/2011 7002385 Lark Sparrow No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Found earlier in day by bio-monitor. Adult flushed from nest containing two eggs. Nest is in center                                           Yes mkuehn - 5/27/2011 1:30:39 PM - Adult not present but flushed from nest earlier when found. 2 egg                                                  PNT_SSN-7002385 5/27/2011 13:29 536004.9846 3612971.854 6/22/2011 11:41 mkuehn imaunsell 0 6/21/2011 11:40 No Successfully fledged. 0 feet; in yard. Yes Yes eelias - 6/6/2011 3:04:13 PM - One adult flushed from nest. This nest contained 3 eggs. Monitored n                                          6/22/2011 11:40
6/15/2011 7002386 Least Bell’s Vireo No Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 0 2 feet up in black willow (Salix goodingii) 15 feet from road. Yes tcooper - 5/27/2011 10:53:43 AM - Pair w/ 3 nestlings approximately 3 days old. Male banded MPu:               PNT_SSN-7002386 5/27/2011 10:52 496768.034 3634204.829 6/15/2011 20:58 tcooper phoward 0 6/4/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parkin                                       15 feet from AR. Drive through access only. Yes No rradd - 5/31/2011 2:36:48 PM - Adult LBVI feeding this nest 1415
imaunsell - 6/2/2011 11:59:14 AM -                                                           6/15/2011 20:58
6/23/2011 7001473 Bullock's Oriole No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Nest about 20 feet up in oak tree, attached to upper limb of tree that overhangs road. This nest can                          No Nest found on 5-13-2011 by Tyler.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Large round woven hanging nest; pair active                                                                                 PNT_SSN-7001473 5/13/2011 14:53 535087.2359 3612957.251 6/23/2011 11:23 sjohnston pkonrad 0 Yes No apparent reason. Vehicular traffic should not impact this nest providing that no stopping standing or work occurs wit                     0 feet; overhangs AR. Buffer remains; through access only. Yes Yes eelias - 6/6/2011 3:52:37 PM
I was in neighborhood for 30 minutes while documenting House Finch n                                                                        6/23/2011 11:23
6/15/2011 7000970 Mourning Dove No Closed TL 6916 - 771471 0 Under eave, on top of conduit box, at Northwest corner of ground floor of southernmost of two 2-s  Yes One bird incubating. Pair seen. - sritt - 5/3/2011 11:10:03 AM
11 May - Unable to locate nest based o    PNT_SSN-7000970 5/3/2011 11:07 490985.5226 3639799.043 6/15/2011 14:08 sritt phoward 0 No Mourning doves as a species are well adapted to human activities and urbanized settings similar to                                               95 feet from ROW. Buffer reduced to 30 feet. Yes Yes rradd - 5/27/2011 12:12:06 PM
Nest found unoccupied with HOFI removing nest materials.
Change to 5/27/2011 12:12
6/15/2011 7002388 Wrentit No Closed CP19-1 0 2 feet high in black sage (Salvia mellifera). No Two adults seen carrying food + feeding three nestlings. - sritt - 5/28/2011 12:08:47 PM

 PNT_SSN-7002388 5/28/2011 12:05 500378.6741 3643992.495 6/15/2011 14:07 sritt phoward 0 6/1/2011 0:00 No Successfully fledged. •
No pedestrian traffic or vehicular stopping, standing or construction work will occur within the buf                                                                                                                                73 feet from AR. Buffer remains, but thru passage allowed. No rradd - 6/1/2011 12:58:34 PM - Nest intact and empty with whitewash at lip, suggesting successful fl              6/1/2011 12:59

6/3/2011 7002389 Lark Sparrow No Closed CP17-1 0 3 feet high on south side outer edge of broom baccharis (Baccharis sarothroides) shrub. No Adult incubating three nestlings. - sritt - 5/28/2011 2:09:01 PM
 PNT_SSN-7002389 5/28/2011 12:53 499808.6184 3643465.552 6/3/2011 11:12 sritt kalberts 0 Yes Nest clean and intact.  Failure reason unknown, but likely depredation. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parki       18 feet from AR. 5/31/2011 11:09 5/31/2011 11:09 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes No rradd - 6/1/2011 7:43:31 AM
Nest empty. Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/1/2011 7:47:55 AM
Buffers and  6/1/2011 7:47
6/15/2011 7002390 Bushtit No Closed Suncrest Substation 0 in a manzanita (near top), about 3 feet outside of silt fencing and approximately 8 feet high. No Most likely 2nd brood of a pair that had a previously successful nest nearby.Observed female come             PNT_SSN-7002390 5/28/2011 13:02 529541.2048 3629791.609 6/15/2011 14:02 ahill phoward 0 No 15 feet to work limits. No No ahill - 5/31/2011 3:27:41 PM
the nest is complete, was found partly torn apart ( consistent with prev         5/31/2011 15:27
6/24/2011 7002392 Song Sparrow No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 3 feet up hidden in grape (Vitis girdiniana) and poison oak (Toxicodendron diversilobum) leaves. Yes sjohnston - 5/27/2011 10:39:03 AM - Two nestlings.
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 8:31:55 AM - SOSP observe     PNT_SSN-7002392 5/27/2011 10:34 518259.8675 3634614.127 6/24/2011 10:32 sjohnston vnovik 0 6/6/2011 11:22 Yes Successfully fledged. 20 feet from work limits and 3 feet from BMPs. Buffer remains but work allowed per approved plan. No No vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:10:48 AM - Food being brought to nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:40:15 AM - Observe               6/6/2011 11:23
6/24/2011 7002393 Song Sparrow No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 3 feet up in thistle. No Nest 90% complete. PNT_SSN-7002393 5/27/2011 10:41 518246.1093 3634576.249 6/24/2011 11:17 sjohnston vnovik 0 Yes Possible predation. Nestlings no longer in nest, unlikely that birds could have  fledged as they were still downy. 20 feet from bridge. Buffer remains but work allowed per approved plan. No No vnovik - 5/31/2011 11:57:39 AM
observed song sparrow on nest. No eggs yet.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 9:00:                                                                                          6/22/2011 13:43
6/24/2011 7002394 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 25 feet from top of bank on north side of sycamore (Platanus racemosa). No When found, female incubating. PNT_SSN-7002394 5/27/2011 10:45 518208.4015 3634542.804 6/24/2011 11:10 sjohnston vnovik 0 Yes unknown reason why nest failed. Bird appeared to abandon nest on or near  6/9/11 or 6/10/11 80 feet from work limits. Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No No vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:57:19 AM
Observed on nest incubating.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:58:01 AM
Observed                                                         6/14/2011 16:14
6/24/2011 7002395 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 20 feet from top of bank on south side of sycamore trees (Platanus racemosa). No sjohnston - 5/27/2011 10:49:11 AM - Nest building 10% complete. PNT_SSN-7002395 5/27/2011 10:48 518220.3252 3634549.836 6/24/2011 11:12 sjohnston vnovik 0 Yes unknown Cause for nest failure. 70 feet from work limits. Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No Yes vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:56:46 AM
Observed on nest, potentially incubating.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:58:29 A                                                            6/14/2011 17:55
6/24/2011 7001937 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 About 20 feet up in large red willow (Salix laevigata) and 15 feet west of bridge. No Nest activily being built estimated at 10% complete.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:43:57 AM - Nest building. PNT_SSN-7001937 5/24/2011 10:52 518242.262 3634597.884 6/24/2011 10:39 sjohnston vnovik 0 Yes Nest was abandoned. Undetermined why bird left  nest. The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets between nests and pr                                                                       6 feet from work limits. Buffer remains but work allowed per approved plan. Yes Yes vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:44:35 AM
Nest building 30% complete.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:04:45 AM
on nest po                                 6/1/2011 18:33
6/24/2011 7002397 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Approximately 10 feet high in mulberry tree (Morus aba), second tree west from bridge. Nest on we    No vnovik - 5/31/2011 3:15:37 PM - Building nest approximately 90% complete. PNT_SSN-7002397 5/31/2011 15:15 518218.2093 3634587.449 6/24/2011 10:57 vnovik vnovik 0 Yes After Several days of no activity and observation of the  nest on 6/8/11  for an extended time it was determined that the  nest was no longer active.  It is undetermined what caused the nest to becom  5 feet from AR. Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No Yes vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:53:21 AM
Building nest 90% or greater complete.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 5:24:49 PM
Ob                                               6/8/2011 15:41
6/22/2011 7002398 California Towhee No Closed CP25-2 0 4 feet up in black sage (Salvia mellifera), 8 feet north of road. Nest is between laurel sumac (Malosm                           Yes tcooper - 5/31/2011 10:52:33 AM - Adults seen flying to nest. 2 eggs in nest.
tcooper - 6/6/2011 - Ad                                    PNT_SSN-7002398 5/31/2011 10:42 502058.8632 3644774.511 6/22/2011 15:25 tcooper rradd 0 6/20/2011 0:00 No Successful fledge likely. The NBR is not anticipated to negatively impact the success of this active nest for the following reas                                                                                                                                          64 feet from tower; 0 feet from work limits.  Buffer reduced to 30 feet, and drive through access permissible. No tcooper - 6/6/2011 5:08:10 PM
Adult on nest
rradd - 6/14/2011 7:30:41 AM
CALT ad. feeding 2 large d               6/20/2011 10:25
6/18/2011 7002399 American Kestrel No Closed San Luis Rey Substation 0 100 feet up in lowest arm facing northwest. Yes Adults seen nearby land harassing RTHAs.  One adult seen entering arm. Fledglings heard giving beg        PNT_SSN-7002399 5/31/2011 13:30 468741.8451 3674816.677 6/18/2011 13:32 sritt sritt 0 No •
Non-Project work occurs within this substation on a daily basis, all of this work occurs between 10                                                                                                                                                     190 feet from substation. Buffer reduced to 100 feet. Nest is 100 feet up, so horizontal buffer is 0. Yes Yes sritt - 6/18/2011 1:29:47 PM
Two adults seen feeding + flying around w/ two juveniles.
sritt - 6/18/20                         6/18/2011 13:32
6/18/2011 7002400 House Finch No Closed TL 639 - Z171662 0 Nest in lower insulator bracket on east side of pole 171662. No shampton / jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 
Adult pair observed repeatedly entering and exiting from top ope             PNT_SSN-7002400 5/31/2011 13:19 496557.9058 3639157.229 6/18/2011 12:28 jpawlicki tfitanides 0 No 0 feet, in tower. Buffer remains, but work allowed within approved limits. Yes Yes tfitanides - 6/10/2011 1:48:38 PM
No HOFI activity observed near nest during a 30-minute period. W                     6/18/2011 12:28
6/15/2011 7002401 Western Bluebird No Closed Alpine Underground - Loritz property 0 Nest located in black filler pipe on top of water tank. No emorgan - 5/31/2011 8:02:22 PM - Pair observed carrying nesting material into cavity.
 PNT_SSN-7002401 5/31/2011 20:00 526300.7055 3632527.252 6/15/2011 13:34 emorgan phoward 0 Yes Removed during early building stage. 0 feet, within work limits. No Yes mkuehn - 6/6/2011 4:13:10 PM
nest has been removed. screening placed over pipe entrance. all flag      6/6/2011 16:13
6/15/2011 7002402 House Wren No Closed TL 639 - 379527 0 Cavity formed by mounting bracket for central arm on East side of TL639, pole Z379527. No HOWR singing incessantly and entering this cavity. Scolding at observer approach, then singing from     PNT_SSN-7002402 5/31/2011 12:45 493148.6207 3632184.188 6/15/2011 13:34 rradd phoward 0 No 0 feet, on tower. No No rradd - 6/6/2011 2:38:16 PM
No detections during 30 min.obs. Likely a second nest from pr @ ID 700               6/10/2011 14:32
6/15/2011 7002403 American Kestrel No Closed TL 639-379525 0 Top west arm of 230kV structure TL 138 No AMKE female carries lizard to cavity 11:13. - RR PNT_SSN-7002403 5/31/2011 13:13 492869.5012 3631913.459 6/15/2011 13:32 rradd phoward 0 No 40 feet from tower. No No rradd - 6/6/2011 2:39:37 PM
No AMKE detection 1330-1430. Nest has likely fledged.
sdhall - 6/10/201                             6/10/2011 14:25
6/22/2011 7002404 Western Bluebird No Closed TL 6916 - 774820 0 35 feet above ground level in cavity in dead eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.). No WEBL pair carrying food to nest. Female removes fecal sac 1725. - RR PNT_SSN-7002404 5/31/2011 17:35 492069.1315 3639891.066 6/22/2011 13:31 rradd rradd 0 6/20/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping standing or work                         75 feet from AR. Drive through access only. No No rradd - 6/6/2011 5:25:56 PM - WEBL female enters nest with food 17:19, leaves with fecal sac 17:20.                                      6/22/2011 13:31
6/16/2011 7002405 Orange-crowned Warbler No Closed Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 Find yellow flag on south side of trail to creek. Flag is 20 feet south-southeast of wood pole on sout                                        No mkuehn - 6/1/2011 10:14:41 AM
female to nest three times with food. brooding young nestlings. pa   PNT_SSN-7002405 6/1/2011 10:04 525829.3418 3632830.379 6/16/2011 12:05 mkuehn shampton 0 6/16/2011 12:01 No Assumed successfully fledged. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       35 feet from Alpine Blvd; 48 feet from work limit. 0 feet No No shampton - 6/9/2011 12:25:57 PM
Large feathered nestling(s) in nest.  Adults nearby.
shampton - 6/1              6/16/2011 12:05
6/23/2011 7002410 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 Nest located 15 feet above ground on the edge of northwest facing branch of unidentified broad-le             No emorgan - 6/1/2011 11:17:04 AM -Observed pair bringing spider webs to nest that is less than 5% co PNT_SSN-7002410 6/1/2011 11:14 525865.4438 3632822.949 6/23/2011 14:49 emorgan shampton 0 Yes Unknown.  Nest was probably never finished.  It was only 5% completed at the first and only observ     Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       30 feet from work limit and 50 feet from bridge. 0 feet No Yes shampton - 6/9/2011 12:55:57 PM
Did not find nest. LEGO's in area but not near tree. Broadleaf tree                                                                           6/23/2011 12:32
6/15/2011 7002411 Western Bluebird No Closed Alpine Underground - 196+00l 0 In hole in limb of coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) that is growing in courtyard of apartment buildin                                            No shampton - 6/1/2011 12:33:09 PM  Both adults observed carrying food into the nest cavity.
 PNT_SSN-7002411 6/1/2011 12:32 522701.9127 3633019.822 6/15/2011 13:27 shampton phoward 0 No 40 feet from Alpine Blvd. No No shampton - 6/9/2011 2:01:40 PM
Someone (landowner?) cut off two large limbs from the oak tree w                                              6/9/2011 14:01
6/24/2011 7002414 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Near top and center of oak (Quercus agrifolia) canopy. No sjohnston - 6/1/2011 1:20:24 PM - Nest building about 60% complete. PNT_SSN-7002414 6/1/2011 13:18 518203.1987 3634547.984 6/24/2011 11:07 sjohnston vnovik 0 Yes possible predation.on nest. NO activity observed at nest location on 6/9/11  nest appears to be fulling apart on 6/10/11 85 feet from work. No No vnovik - 6/2/2011 4:37:13 PM
Observed building nest approx 70-80% complete.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:                                               6/10/2011 11:46
6/15/2011 7002415 Mourning Dove No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 3 feet above ground level in prickly pear (Opuntia sp.). Yes 2 squabs with quilled heads and open secondaries 1055. - RR PNT_SSN-7002415 6/1/2011 10:53 499810.4659 3643798.089 6/15/2011 13:19 rradd phoward 0 6/5/2011 0:00 No Succesful fledge. 30 feet from staked work limits. No No rradd - 6/7/2011 11:44:04 AM -Nest empty, fledged MODO flushed from under this Opuntia. Change  6/7/2011 11:44
6/20/2011 7002417 Blue Grosbeak No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 3 feet above ground level in central fork of a laurel sumac (Malosma laurina); beginnings of nest wi     No No NBR required. No work planned.

BLGR pr (female constructing) just beginning nest 0950. - RR PNT_SSN-7002417 6/1/2011 9:51 499497.6913 3643814.393 6/20/2011 13:35 rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest abandoned prior to egg-laying. 0 feet, within staked work limits. No No rradd - 6/7/2011 12:08:41 PM
Nest appears complete, no eggs.
rradd - 6/14/2011 7:43:48 PM
13 Jun B                          6/20/2011 13:35
6/15/2011 7002418 Coastal Cactus Wren No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 Fresh bulky grass nests (2) 2 feet above ground level within prickly pear (Opuntia littoralis). No CACW perched and calling 1016. - RR PNT_SSN-7002418 6/1/2011 10:18 499621.8509 3643868.054 6/15/2011 13:15 rradd phoward 0 Yes Occupied by pack-rat. 0 feet, within staked work limits. No No rradd - 6/7/2011 12:15:28 PM - These nests now appear occupied by a pack-rat. Change to Closed. 6/7/2011 12:15
6/15/2011 7002419 OTHER No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 New nest 2 feet above ground level in prickly pear (Opuntia littoralis) is a growing pile of fresh gree          Yes CACW pair building new nest, strongly territorial: alarming and staying within 20 feet of observer. 0   PNT_SSN-7002419 6/1/2011 8:35 499744.4857 3643884.56 6/15/2011 13:15 rradd phoward 0 No Not a bird nest. 10 feet from yard limits. No rradd - 6/7/2011 12:40:38 PM - Misidentified - this is a pack-rat nest under construction. 6/7/2011 12:40
6/20/2011 7002420 Phainopepla No Closed CP21 0 7 feet above ground level in center of laurel sumac (Malosma laurina) directly under powerline. Nes                  Yes 1 June Male carrying food and brooding 1425 . - RR
phoward - 6/2/2011 1:32:40 PM
female seen incu            PNT_SSN-7002420 6/1/2011 14:34 501113.0516 3644292.418 6/20/2011 9:41 rradd rradd 0 6/19/2011 9:40 No Nest successfully fledged vehicular traffic is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, standing, or work       38 feet from AR. Drive through access only. Yes No phoward - 6/2/2011 1:33:48 PM
female seen incubating two eggs
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:34:28 PM
Adult                                  6/20/2011 9:41
6/18/2011 7002421 House Wren No Closed TL 639 - 379637 0 In lower insulator bracket on east of pole 379637. No tfitanides - 6/1/2011 3:15:43 PM - Male observed bringing food items to nest twice. No begging calls                PNT_SSN-7002421 6/1/2011 15:12 494396.4525 3633472.62 6/18/2011 10:31 tfitanides tfitanides 0 6/18/2011 10:30 No Successfully fledged. 0 feet, within staked work limits. Yes No dbusby - 6/10/2011 2:33:34 PM - Adult bring food to cavity with begging calls heard.
tfitanides - 6/18                     6/18/2011 10:31
6/15/2011 7002422 House Wren No Closed TL 639 - 379536 0 In lower insulator bracket on west of pole 379536. No tfitanides - 6/1/2011 3:37:56 PM - Noisy begging calls from nest. Adult seen leaving nest. Calls contin                                        PNT_SSN-7002422 6/1/2011 15:35 494328.9767 3633402.598 6/15/2011 13:10 tfitanides phoward 0 No 0 feet, within staked work limits. No No dbusby - 6/10/2011 2:31:42 PM
No adults observed coming or going from pole for 20 minutes. No be        6/10/2011 14:31
6/15/2011 7002426 Killdeer No Closed Bartlett Yard 0 On line of rock along north edge of dirt road.  100 feet west of roped helicopter landing area, 12 fee           Yes phoward - 6/5/2011 11:20:08 AM
no eggs/nest were found or birds seen in area. nest likely failed fro    PNT_SSN-7002426 6/2/2011 12:23 546592.4053 3612568.946 6/15/2011 13:06 tcooper phoward 0 Yes Nest likely failed from rain or predation. 0 feet, within yard limits. No No phoward - 6/5/2011 11:21:50 AM
no eggs/nest were found or birds seen in area. nest likely failed fro    6/5/2011 11:21
6/20/2011 7002427 Rufous-crowned Sparrow No Closed CP19-1 0 Cup nest on ground on south side of fountain grass (Pennisetum setaceum). Hard to see, but in-line                       Yes fhoffman - 6/2/2011 1:26:20 PM
Adult flushed from nest. Incubating 2 solid light, bluish, gray eggs.
em          PNT_SSN-7002427 6/2/2011 13:20 500471.1367 3643884.523 6/20/2011 7:31 fhoffman rradd 0 6/20/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticiapted to impact this nest provided that no stopping, standing, parkin          60 feet from AR. Drive through access only. No rradd - 6/7/2011 11:09:39 AM - At least 2 downy young in nest 0804.
rradd - 6/13/2011 7:42:14 AM -                           6/20/2011 7:31
6/15/2011 7002428 House Wren No Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 0 Nest about 4 feet high inside top of yellow metal SDG&E gas pipeline pole alongside adjacent taller    Yes jpawlicki - 6/2/2011 2:39:49 PM - Nest contains at least three partially feathered young. Both adults       PNT_SSN-7002428 6/2/2011 14:37 496855.8689 3634217.014 6/15/2011 10:59 jpawlicki imaunsell 0 6/11/2011 0:00 No Presumed successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided no stopping, standing, or work occ              8 feet from AR. 3/15/2011 15:17 Drive through access only Yes No rradd - 6/6/2011 4:25:43 PM - HOWR adult carrying food to nest 1618.
rradd - 6/15/2011 10:57:24 AM         6/15/2011 10:57
6/15/2011 7002431 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - 303+00r 0 6 feet up in north-pointing branch of 12-foot tall fruit tree (Peach/Apple?); bushy fruit tree, the nea                          No shampton - 6/2/2011 12:36:41 PM  Female incubating, 3 eggs in nest.  About 0700 today a BHCO fem              PNT_SSN-7002431 6/2/2011 12:36 525912.2638 3632820.722 6/15/2011 13:03 shampton phoward 0 Yes Unknown cause.  Possibly abandoned because of BHCO activity, and then the eggs were scavenged.  Possibly predated without relation to cowbird parasitism. 40 feet from Alpine Blvd. No No shampton - 6/9/2011 12:12:38 PM
Nest is empty, no eggs, nestlings or adults nearby.  Nest contained          6/9/2011 12:12
6/15/2011 7002432 California Towhee No Closed CP29-1 0 Well concealed nest 2.5 feet above ground level on west side of large sprawling laurel sumac (Malo                     No CALT brooding 4 nearly naked nestlings, approximately 2 days old - rradd - 6/2/2011 10:14:42 AM.
8                  PNT_SSN-7002432 6/2/2011 10:09 503251.2653 3644916.848 6/15/2011 13:07 rradd rradd 0 6/14/2011 0:00 No Presume successfully fledged. •
The area surrounding the nest is heavily covered with chaparral brush which will help to provide a                                                                                                                                  30 feet from AR. Drive through access only. Yes No emorgan - 6/9/2011 11:25:56 AM
Nest still contains at least 3 nestlings, possibly 4.
rradd - 6/15/2011              6/15/2011 13:07
6/16/2011 7002433 Phainopepla No Closed CP50-1 Hamlet property 0 17 feet above ground level in pepper tree (Schinus sp.) by wood-framed wire gate, 2 feet south of m      No PHAI scolding observer under this tree, eventually settling on nest  - RR PNT_SSN-7002433 6/2/2011 16:47 509059.2728 3638399.533 6/16/2011 12:48 rradd rradd 0 Yes Predated by Cooper's Hawk. 110 feet from AR. No rradd - 6/8/2011 12:09:19 PM
Attempted predation by male COHA, no subsequent PHAI detections a               6/16/2011 12:46
6/16/2011 7002434 Phainopepla No Closed CP50-1 Hamlet property 0 7 feet above ground level, 2 feet north of main trunk of Peruvian pepper (Shinus molle) atop 2-inch  No PHAI male incubating two eggs 1522. - RR PNT_SSN-7002434 6/2/2011 15:33 509038.1211 3638412.782 6/16/2011 11:09 rradd rradd 0 Yes Apparently predated. 53 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/8/2011 10:35:38 AM
PHAI female incubating two eggs.
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:09:44 AM
Nest i          6/16/2011 11:09
6/23/2011 7002435 Mourning Dove No Closed CP50-1 Hamlet property 0 Inside white-painted metal bldg closest to rear entrance to residence (chicken coop?), on lintel abo        No MODO on nest 1547, did not flush PNT_SSN-7002435 6/2/2011 15:48 509065.6649 3638416.152 6/23/2011 11:17 rradd rradd 0 Yes Observations suggest nest predation. 110 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/8/2011 10:47:33 AM
MODO on nest.
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:14:56 AM
MODO on nest.
rradd - 6              6/23/2011 11:17
6/16/2011 7002436 OTHER No Closed CP50-1 Hamlet property 0 Woven bulky grass nest 13 feet above ground level in fork of main trunk of Peruvian pepper (Shinus Yes Unknown species flushed 1730. - RR PNT_SSN-7002436 6/2/2011 17:29 509227.9917 3638366.663 6/16/2011 9:51 rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest was not completed. 6 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/8/2011 9:09:35 AM
 Nest unoccupied 0720.
rradd - 6/16/2011 9:51:34 AM
Nest unoccupied.            6/16/2011 9:51
6/23/2011 7002437 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Helix Yard AR 0 Well-hidden buff downy nest overhanging bare ground 5 feet above ground level on east side of 3-               Yes ANHU female brooding one small nestling and one unhatched egg PNT_SSN-7002437 6/3/2011 12:40 509758.1274 3636500.781 6/23/2011 14:32 rradd rradd 0 6/22/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that no stopping, stan        36 feet from AR. Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. No Yes rradd - 6/9/2011 9:00:31 AM - Female ANHU attending one unfeathered nestling.
rradd - 6/15/2011                        6/23/2011 14:32
6/17/2011 7002438 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Hartung Yard 0 18 feet above ground level on dead bow-shaped stub on north side of center of coast live oak (Que  No ANHU on nest (found by bio-monitor) with some droppings at rim, suggesting hatched young. PNT_SSN-7002438 6/3/2011 14:40 515020.8021 3639201.65 6/17/2011 10:09 rradd rradd 0 No Nest outcome is indeterminate; nest fell but young possibly fledged prior. 10 feet from yard limits. No No rradd - 6/9/2011 1:42:25 PM
Two large young in nest. 
rradd - 6/17/2011 10:02:47 AM
Nest was constr                     6/17/2011 10:02
6/15/2011 7002440 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed TL 6916 - 973032 0 8 feet up in pepper tree (Schinus sp.) at end of street. No eloveless - 6/3/2011 9:28:39 AM - Obseved female sitting on nest. Does not seem to be disturbed by        PNT_SSN-7002440 6/3/2011 9:23 493134.3317 3640258.09 6/15/2011 13:12 eloveless phoward 0 Yes Failure appears to be weather related - blown from tree. exemption request exemption applies for work allowed in residential areas of TL6916 for undergrou                         30 feet from AR. Buffer remains but work allowed per approved plan. No Yes rradd - 6/7/2011 4:18:21 PM
Nest has fallen and is empty. Change to Closed 6/7/2011 16:18
6/15/2011 7002441 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Hartung Yard 0 Located on branch near center of tree about 18' off of ground.. Nest is on dead branch hanging from                                                                                 No No bird was observed during initial nest verification. Nest detected by yard biomonitor Jamie Hall. PNT_SSN-7002441 6/3/2011 14:50 515021.8118 3639197.805 6/15/2011 12:57 bfischer phoward 0 No 10 feet from yard limits. No rradd - 6/9/2011 11:57:22 AM
Duplicate recording of nest NID 7002438 and should be deleted. 
Chan   6/9/2011 11:57
6/24/2011 7002443 House Finch No Closed Alpine Underground 0 At northwest corner of Casino Inn bar, at top of eave corner post. No Female incubating four eggs on a nest rimmed with feces. PNT_SSN-7002443 6/4/2011 11:08 519645.4096 3633533.871 6/24/2011 9:32 tfitanides pkonrad 0 6/24/2011 9:22 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       58 feet from AR. 0 feet No No rradd - 6/11/2011 7:49:19 AM
At least two dark downy young have hatched.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 12:                     6/24/2011 9:31

AR065508

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1 
Attachment I-9



6/24/2011 7002451 House Finch No Closed Alpine Underground - Loritz property 0 Nest is inside wheel on southwest corner of water tower. Entrance is on inside (north side) of whee         No mkuehn - 6/6/2011 2:46:46 PM female to nest twice with food. nestlings begging very loudly-heard c                                  PNT_SSN-7002451 6/6/2011 14:44 526298.6332 3632506.247 6/24/2011 13:43 mkuehn pkonrad 0 6/12/2011 13:03 No 0 feet, within staked work limits. Yes Yes jpawlicki - 6/10/2011 4:08:20 PM
Adults observed at nest; at least two fully feathered nestlings in ne                                                                                                                                                       6/24/2011 13:42
6/15/2011 7002452 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Nest in oak tree (Quercus agrifolia) located just east of guest house.  Nest is approximately 15-20 fe             No Nest building approx 40% complete.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:43:28 AM
 PNT_SSN-7002452 6/6/2011 11:39 518205.7652 3634569.936 6/15/2011 12:51 vnovik phoward 0 No 25 feet from staked work limits. No No sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:59:23 PM
nest appears 60% complete.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:13:01 PM
Nest look             6/9/2011 16:11
6/15/2011 7002453 Hooded Oriole No Closed EP27-1 AR 0 This nest is in western side of live oak (Quercus agrifolia) about 12 feet up. This nest can be monito                                    No PKonrad - 6/13/2011 - Nestlings appear to have fledged from what is now a fairly worn nest. No nes       PNT_SSN-7002453 6/6/2011 10:48 528078.3921 3619692.304 6/15/2011 13:14 eelias phoward 0 6/13/2011 10:34 No Successfully fledged. 78 feet from AR. No No eelias - 6/6/2011 10:58:11 AM - Female seen removing fecal sacks twice. Male seen bringing food to                                           6/13/2011 10:36
6/21/2011 7002455 House Finch No Closed SWAT Yard 0 In elevated water tank truck in metal sqare space above center of rear axle. No tfitanides - 6/6/2011 10:20:42 AM - Nest building first observed on 05/24/11. Female observed build                              PNT_SSN-7002455 6/6/2011 10:18 528245.9093 3620282.941 6/21/2011 16:59 tfitanides pkonrad 0 Yes Wind probably blew nest out of structure; possible predation; no sign of nest or contents. 0 feet, within yard limits. No pkonrad - 6/15/2011 1:17:56 PM
Nest checked 6-13, as described on 1st page:  Female incubating on                 6/21/2011 16:57
6/15/2011 7001484 Yellow-breasted Chat No Closed Elliott Substation 0 Coarsely woven grass nest situated 2 feet above ground level in thistle thicket near corner of substa                    Yes 16 May - YBCH on territory - Nest just begun. Re-monitor to verify completion 1049. - RR
23 May - W            PNT_SSN-7001484 5/16/2011 22:27 491703.548 3630846.078 6/15/2011 12:42 rradd phoward 0 6/11/2011 0:00 No Presumed successfully fledged. 30 feet from substation. No No rradd - 5/31/2011 11:54:09 AM - YBCH remains active and territorial here. Vegetation density preven                                                               6/14/2011 16:19
6/15/2011 7002460 Say's Phoebe No Closed TL 6916 - Z771473 0 Nest located within rafters of roof for excavating equipment at corner of Alliant University.  Site is v           No SAPH carrying food to nest atop plank nailed to underside of rafters 1707. - RR PNT_SSN-7002460 6/6/2011 17:06 491015.3873 3639580.737 6/15/2011 12:41 rradd phoward 0 6/11/2011 0:00 No Nest outcome indeterminate but likely successful, and uninfluenced by Sunrise construction. 75 feet from tower. No rradd - 6/14/2011 10:58:20 AM - No SAPH detected during 30 minute oibservation. Based on feedin              6/14/2011 10:58
6/15/2011 7002461 Hooded Oriole No Closed TL 6916 - 774818 0 Woven globular nest 60 feet above ground level suspended in overhanging eucalyptus (Eucalyptus s               Yes HOOR exits nest 1802. PNT_SSN-7002461 6/6/2011 18:15 491695.1931 3639754.654 6/15/2011 13:16 rradd phoward 0 No 1 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/14/2011 10:03:08 AM
No HOOR detections during 40 min. obs. Seems unlikely to be active         6/14/2011 10:03
6/16/2011 7002463 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 10 feet up mulberry (Morus alba) on side of tree facing pavement. No PNT_SSN-7002463 6/7/2011 16:55 518222.2611 3634584.27 6/16/2011 16:53 sjohnston sjohnston 0 Yes Bird was observed to be incubating normally when no activity was occuring on-site. Abnormal incubating periods were observed when light foot traffic was observed within 10' of the nest. Territorial d                         0 feet, within staked work limits. Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No No vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:08:36 PM
Nest building approx 60- 70% complete
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:28:59 PM                                                                                  6/16/2011 16:42
6/24/2011 7002465 Lark Sparrow No Closed Wilson Yard 0 10 feet north of fence in California buckwheat (Eriogonum fasciculatum). No Bird incubating 3 eggs. - sritt - 6/7/2011 3:37:17 PM
PKonrad - 6/16/2011 - 3 one-week-old nestlings i                    PNT_SSN-7002465 6/7/2011 15:19 531367.1424 3630570.882 6/24/2011 14:16 sritt pkonrad 0 6/24/2011 14:12 No Blanket exemption already in place for this yard boundary at the time of this nest's discovery. 10 feet from yard fence. 0 feet No No pkonrad - 6/16/2011 4:54:17 PM
On 6-7, an adult was incubating 3 eggs (sritt).
Today, 3 week-old nest                                6/24/2011 14:14
6/24/2011 7002466 Lark Sparrow No Closed Wilson Yard 0 Approximately 25 feet north of fence and 10 feet west of yellow ESA sign in California buckwheat (E  No sritt - 6/7/2011 3:34:29 PM- One adult seen feeding another. Both birds seen building nest, Nest app                                        PNT_SSN-7002466 6/7/2011 15:30 6/24/2011 14:19 sritt pkonrad 0 Yes Nest built but no eggs laid. Blanket exemption already in place for this yard boundary at the time of this nest's discovery. 25 feet from yard fence. No No pkonrad - 6/16/2011 5:01:22 PM
There are no eggs in nest, but nest looks complete and adults are c                   6/24/2011 14:19
6/16/2011 7002467 Lark Sparrow No Closed Wilson Yard 0 Approximately 20 feet east of fence in small white sage (Salvia apiana) and 4 feet east of milkweed  No Bird incubating 5 eggs. - sritt - 6/7/2011 3:43:53 PM
PKonrad - 6/16/2011 - Eggs are gone; portion of n             PNT_SSN-7002467 6/7/2011 15:40 531356.8397 3630414.211 6/16/2011 22:16 sritt pkonrad 0 Yes Apparent predation; eggs gone and a portion of nest pulled away. Blanket exemption already in place for this yard boundary at the time of this nest's discovery. 20 feet from yard limits. No Yes pkonrad - 6/16/2011 4:48:00 PM
Nest found 6-7 when an adult was incubating 5 eggs (sritt).
Today, eg                 6/16/2011 16:48
6/21/2011 7002468 Ash-throated Flycatcher No Closed Suncrest Substation AR 0 Nest is located within a cavity created by a dead limb of an Engelmann oak (Quercus engelmannii),                  No Observed pair bringing food to the nest, actively. PNT_SSN-7002468 6/7/2011 13:38 531913.187 3630683.316 6/21/2011 17:18 ahill tcooper 0 No Blanket exempton already in place for access road at the time of this nest's discovery. 20 feet from AR. No No ahill - 6/14/2011 6:57:42 PM
bird seen seen carrying food to nest.
tcooper - 6/21/2011 5:18:05 PM
nes       6/21/2011 17:18
6/15/2011 7000961 Red-winged Blackbird No Closed TL 6924 - 171690 0 Within cattail-tule (Typha, Scirpus) wetland. No 2 May - At least 2 pairs RWBL have established breeding territories. VIRA and COYE likely breeding h                                                           PNT_SSN-7000961 5/2/2011 8:04 496918.477 3643374.186 6/15/2011 12:32 rradd phoward 0 5/14/2011 0:00 No Nests succcessfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parki       75 feet from AR. Yes Yes blohstroh - 5/26/2011 10:37:33 AM
fledges observed, being fed by adults
rradd - 6/1/2011 5:17:28 PM                                                             6/13/2011 13:40
6/15/2011 7002470 House Wren No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 In east-facing cavity about 5 feet high in live oak just east of road. No PKonrad - 6/1/2011 - Adult wren making hunting forays and bringing back food to chirping nestlings                  PNT_SSN-7002470 6/8/2011 9:39 535088.3737 3612948.539 6/15/2011 12:31 pkonrad phoward 0 No 10 feet from AR. No No pkonrad - 6/8/2011 9:47:03 AM
Nest found 6/1 (pentab problems). Adult actively hunting and feedin                      6/10/2011 13:10
6/16/2011 7002471 Lark Sparrow No Closed EP54-1 0 Within low cropped shrub (San Diego goldenbush). Entrance is from the west side. Shrub approxim                No tfitanides - 6/8/2011 7:36:54 AM - Male in area with food in bill. Female flushed when biologists slo                            PNT_SSN-7002471 6/8/2011 7:34 535981.989 3613323.186 6/16/2011 11:54 tfitanides pkonrad 0 6/16/2011 11:49 No Successfully fledged. 0 feet, within staked work limits. No No pkonrad - 6/16/2011 11:53:30 AM
Nest intact but empty; nestlings apparently fledged and dispersed        6/16/2011 11:53
6/26/2011 7002473 Western Kingbird No Closed Hartung Yard 0 On corner rack of partially assembled tower No. 65, Leg B. Yes Nest about 80% complete, about 18 feet above the ground. No eggs in nest. Western Kingbird bring                                          PNT_SSN-7002473 6/7/2011 16:44 515113.9498 3639178.675 6/26/2011 15:03 barnold barnold 100 Yes Cause of failure is indeterminate. Nest was initiated near the end of WEKI breeding season and mu                      The biologist does
not feel the nest should be adversely affected for the following reasons:
            •                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    0 feet, within yard limits. 15 feet Yes No rradd - 6/9/2011 12:52:36 PM
WEKI feeding mate at nest suggests egg-laying is imminent. Birds flush                                                                                                                                                                6/26/2011 15:03
6/22/2011 7002474 Costa's Hummingbird No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 On Bridge 200A laying on its side, about 30 to 35 feet northwest of 15-foot tall oak tree (Quercus ag                                                                   No Female incubating. Yard biological monitor reported eggs in nest, but female never flushed from ne                                                                                           PNT_SSN-7002474 6/8/2011 9:56 568833.3267 3618223.504 6/22/2011 14:58 barnold pkonrad 0 Yes Nest gone; probable predation. Nest is on steel, and work on the steel cannot occur without inmpacting the nest. 0 feet, within yard limits. No Yes pkonrad - 6/15/2011 1:09:07 PM
Female incubating 2 eggs in nest described on 6-8 (barnold).
Today,                                         6/22/2011 14:58
6/24/2011 7002475 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Nest located in first mulberry (Morus alba) west of bridge. Nest is on northwest side of tree above t               No vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:35:09 PM
Nest building. PNT_SSN-7002475 6/8/2011 13:32 518227.9018 3634589.474 6/24/2011 10:45 vnovik vnovik 0 Yes unknown what caused nest to fail. Not active for several days.  Nest appeared complete, though was in an exposed locution. 0 feet, within staked work limits. Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No No tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:37:38 PM
Nest building, ~70% complete. Female flushed from nest.
vnovik - 6/                                                     6/16/2011 16:28
6/23/2011 7002476 Mourning Dove No Closed CP50-1 Hamlet property 0 Untidy twig platform 14feet above ground level in pepper tree (Schinus sp.) above metal stake in ca  No 8 Jun MODO on nest 10:48 PNT_SSN-7002476 6/8/2011 11:18 509055.9704 3638394.735 6/23/2011 11:33 rradd rradd 0 Yes Natural causes. 100 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/8/2011 11:22:25 AM
MODO on nest.
rradd - 6/18/2011 5:43:36 AM
Nest too high to see into                6/23/2011 11:33
6/20/2011 7002479 Ash-throated Flycatcher No Closed EP231A  AR 0 Nest cavity located about 2.5 feet. high on south side of dead yucca spike, second flower spike up s        No jpawlicki - 6/9/2011 11:04:51 AM - Adults observed bringing food into cavity and exiting with fecal s                                               PNT_SSN-7002479 6/9/2011 10:53 574337.4825 3611431.525 6/20/2011 11:42 jpawlicki pkonrad 0 6/20/2011 11:39 No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, standing, or wo       60 feet from AR. Drive through access only Yes No pkonrad - 6/13/2011 3:53:29 PM
Adults oserved takingfood into cavity and leaving with fecal sacs on                                          6/20/2011 11:42
6/15/2011 7002481 California Towhee No Closed CP29-1 0 Nest is I8 inches above ground in coastal sagebrush (Artemisia californica) intermixed with deer we                    Yes emorgan - 6/9/2011 10:43:45 AM - Nest contains at least 2 naked nestlings about 2 days old.
The nes                                                                              PNT_SSN-7002481 6/9/2011 10:34 503362.3073 3644765.735 6/15/2011 13:27 emorgan rradd 0 6/15/2011 13:15 No  Presumed successful. 8 feet from permanent construction pad. No No rradd - 6/15/2011 1:27:03 PM
Nest is clean, intact and empty. Presumed successful clutch given CALT          6/15/2011 13:27
6/15/2011 7002482 Great Horned Owl No Closed CP29-1 0 Nest located in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) 60 feet above ground. It is on south-facing branch                   No emorgan - 6/9/2011 12:36:22 PM - Observed at least one adult and two fledglings in area around ne       PNT_SSN-7002482 6/9/2011 12:32 503296.8224 3645185.214 6/15/2011 15:00 emorgan rradd 0 6/9/2011 0:00 No Observations indicate nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, standing, or wo       300 feet from AR. 6/13/2011 10:17 6/14/2011 10:17 Drive through access only. Yes No rradd - 6/15/2011 2:59:42 PM
Nest is empty and no owls detected in this or any nearby tree during 3               6/15/2011 15:00
6/17/2011 7002484 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP64-2 AR 0 Buffy nest atop 1/4-inch diameter twig, 14 feet above ground level on south side of coast live oak (Q          Yes ANHU female on nest 1036 - RR. PNT_SSN-7002484 6/9/2011 10:33 514291.6167 3639378.541 6/17/2011 8:54 rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest lost to natural causes. 65 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/17/2011 8:54:37 AM
Nest no longer present, branch has broken. Change to Closed. 6/17/2011 8:54
6/20/2011 7002485 OTHER No Closed EP239-1 0 Vermilion Flycatcher- On horiz. 2" diameter limb of Elm? tree, limb leans NE. 18' high. Behind shed,                                                                               No shampton - 6/10/2011 10:00:27 AM  Vermilion Flycatcher nest.  At least 2 nestlings. Pair bringing foo       PNT_SSN-7002485 6/10/2011 9:42 577058.041 3609175.365 6/20/2011 9:14 shampton phoward 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parkin               80 feet from AR. Drive through access only. Yes No tfitanides - 6/16/2011 12:39:18 PM
Three fully-feathered nestlings being fed by female. At least one                                        6/20/2011 9:13
6/24/2011 7002486 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 In coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) adjacent to bridge on south. Nest is near Puetz Valley Road side              No vnovik - 6/10/2011 11:38:01 AM
Nest building 1-2% complete. PNT_SSN-7002486 6/10/2011 11:35 518264.6961 3634585.734 6/24/2011 11:20 vnovik vnovik 100 Yes No observations of bird on nest in last Couple of days  undetermined what has caused failure. Nest looks  intact, 20 feet from work limits Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No No sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:15:39 PM
incubating
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:14:54 PM
incubating,
vnovik - 6/22/                            6/24/2011 11:20
6/24/2011 7002487 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Nest is 30 feet from top of bank in sycamore (Platanus racemosa) south of white house. Nest is on s    No vnovik - 6/10/2011 11:53:06 AM -Nest near complete.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:19:45 PM- Nest gone. Pos  PNT_SSN-7002487 6/10/2011 11:49 518203.9303 3634544.369 6/24/2011 5:32 vnovik sjohnston 0 Yes nest no longer visable. likely predation occurred. 85 feet from work limits Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No No sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:22:43 PM
incubating.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:13:28 PM
On nest.
sjohnston - 6/24        6/24/2011 5:31
6/26/2011 7002490 Western Kingbird No Closed Hartung Yard 0 At top of leg B (southwest corner) in tower base 72. No tfitanides - 6/10/2011 9:59:27 AM - Nest appears complete or nearly so. This is the same pair as nes                PNT_SSN-7002490 6/10/2011 9:25 515123.6547 3639168.143 6/26/2011 15:02 tfitanides barnold 0 No 0 feet, within yard limits. No No mkuehn - 6/14/2011 1:44:08 PM
see notes for nest ID 7002473 in adjacent tower (#65). that female s                                                6/26/2011 15:02
6/20/2011 7002494 Lark Sparrow No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 2.5 feet above ground level at base of bend over stem on west side of baccharis broom (Baccharis s          No LASP male feeding female incubating 3 eggs and driving fledging from earlier brood away from area   PNT_SSN-7002494 6/13/2011 8:54 500285.399 3643947.009 6/20/2011 10:45 rradd rradd 0 Yes Presumed predated. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parkin               50 feet from AR. Drive through access only. No Yes rradd - 6/20/2011 10:45:29 AM
Nest is empty, presumed predated. Change to Closed. 6/20/2011 10:45
6/20/2011 7002496 Phainopepla No Closed Suncrest Substation AR 0 On a horizontal branch of an Engelmann oak (Quercus engelmannii), approximately 15 feet up, abo       Yes Male is bringing material to nest and building while female is helping out by shaping.  Nest is appro   PNT_SSN-7002496 6/13/2011 10:16 531964.2303 3630648.061 6/20/2011 17:49 ahill ahill 0 No Blanket exempton already in place for access road at the time of this nest's discovery. 20 feet from AR. No Yes ahill - 6/14/2011 6:56:50 PM
nest failed. no sign of nest or nesting material nearby. did not fail due t   6/14/2011 18:56
6/25/2011 7002497 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Vault 2 0 In southeast quadrant of a live oak (Quercus agrifolia). Nest is in a low bushy branch about 20 feet        No Found by construction monitor Ben Rosenbaum. PNT_SSN-7002497 6/14/2011 9:12 517974.6594 3634507.719 6/25/2011 14:17 eelias sjohnston 0 Yes BCHU adandoned partially constructed nest for unknown reason. 18 feet from Alpine Blvd. No No eelias - 6/14/2011 9:22:34 AM
Kevin Kilpatrick and I visit the nest site to log this nest. This nest is 20             6/14/2011 9:22
6/26/2011 7002504 Least Bell’s Vireo No Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 0 Nest is approximately 1 foot from trunk, 4 feet above ground level on north side of 15-foot tall Cali                                           Yes Second nest for male banded MPu:lbMDb; female unbanded.
15 Jun LBVI copulating, female carrying                                              PNT_SSN-7002504 6/15/2011 8:32 496753.0393 3634180.399 6/26/2011 20:39 rradd tcooper 300 No 100 feet to AR. No No rradd - 6/22/2011 9:45:14 AM - LBVI male calling away from nest and no nest interaction observed,                          6/26/2011 20:37
6/22/2011 7002516 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer Bridge 0 30 feet up in sycamore west of drainage. No sjohnston - 6/17/2011 9:16:39 AM

vnovik - 6/22/2011 5:00:45 PM
This is same nest as 702510 PNT_SSN-7002516 6/17/2011 9:15 518241.9808 3634602.608 6/22/2011 17:01 sjohnston vnovik 0 No 30 feet No
6/24/2011 7002523 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer Bridge 0 6 feet up on westside of mulberry tree. Approximately 10 feet from the asphalt path. No nest removed when it was approximately 3% complete due to the high potential for an installation                               PNT_SSN-7002523 6/20/2011 7:28 518212.0534 3634594.492 6/24/2011 10:58 sjohnston vnovik 0 No 7 feet No No
6/24/2011 7002524 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer Bridge 0 Nest located on the south side of a mulberry tree approximately 14 feet up. No Nest removed when it was approximately 1% complete due to the high potential for an installation                          PNT_SSN-7002524 6/20/2011 7:50 518222.8091 3634584.289 6/24/2011 10:53 sjohnston vnovik 0 No 3 feet No No
6/23/2011 7002525 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer Bridge 0 located approximately 8 feet up on the southside of mulberry tree. No Nest was removed at approximately 5% complete at 8:50am.  Nest removal was made due to the clo                                       PNT_SSN-7002525 6/20/2011 9:59 518222.3666 3634584.663 6/23/2011 14:27 sjohnston imaunsell 0 No 3 feet No No
6/21/2011 7002536 Common Raven No Closed EP311 0 This nest is in SWPL tower. It is built on the bridge below the south horn and at the base of the sou        No This large stick nest appears in active. However there is a lot of fresh white wash on the ground und        PNT_SSN-7002536 6/21/2011 10:32 596044.0311 3627600.472 6/21/2011 15:39 veurs veurs 0 No 165 No No veurs - 6/21/2011 10:40:32 AM
This nest wasmonitored for 20 minutes and we didnt have any activi                                 6/21/2011 15:37
6/22/2011 7002539 House Finch No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 Located in back end of boom of boom truck parked 250 feet sw of main building at rough acres. No The nest was 10-20% complete (not yet formed into cup) with  no eggs. Material was not there yest                                          PNT_SSN-7002539 6/22/2011 11:08 569104.2319 3618083.105 6/22/2011 13:51 bfischer bfischer 0 No 0 No No
6/24/2011 7002541 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 15% complete nest in first mulberry tree (Morus alba) west of bridge. Nest on south side of free ove           No Nest removed via authorization of SDGE on 6/22/11 at approx 1000. Information of nest location an               PNT_SSN-7002541 6/22/2011 10:27 518226.2641 3634585.438 6/24/2011 10:48 vnovik vnovik 0 No 0 feet in  staked work limits. No No
6/24/2011 7002550 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 First Mulberry tree west Of bridge. Nest is on south side of  tree approx 8 feet high, rear Mylar tape                                  No Nest removed 6/23/11 at 1633 at direction of SDGE  after all information of nest location and Statu   PNT_SSN-7002550 6/23/2011 16:28 518229.5946 3634588.025 6/24/2011 10:43 vnovik vnovik 0 No o feet over henry my work area would be trimmed if No No
5/24/2011 5000013 Coastal Cactus Wren No Inactive Sycamore Yard 0 Located in Opuntia about 4' above ground. Yes Appears to be an old nest that might be present in pre-existing data. Out of 5 nests observed this is                                                                                                                                    PNT_SSN-5000013 2/18/2011 12:34 499995.4535 3643938.131 5/24/2011 15:04 rradd rradd 0 No 0 feet No No rradd - 5/24/2011 3:04:27 PM
No change 1330 ... breeding pr at S end of territory. 5/24/2011 15:04

6/1/2011 5000491 Common Raven No Inactive TL 639 - Z379538 0 5 incomplete stick nests in steel structure 30+ feet up. Yes Raven pair observed placing sticks in different locations on 3/1/11 and 3/3/11 final nest site locatio                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5000491 3/3/2011 10:20 494564.5913 3633662.334 6/1/2011 14:33 dbusby tfitanides 0 No Nest is on subject tower, so buffer not justified. 0 feet No Yes tfitanides - 6/1/2011 2:31:51 PM
Nest unoccupied. A CORA (possibly juvenile) flushed from the base                                                  6/1/2011 14:31
6/7/2011 6002384 Coastal Cactus Wren No Inactive Sycamore Yard 0 Substantial football-sized nest, in good condition, 4 feet up in large prickly pear (Opuntia sp.) comp                      Yes 18 Mar - CACW calling across this territory - at least 2 birds present. - RR
24 Mar - CACW calling from                                                                                                     PNT_SSN-6002384 3/7/2011 9:01 499856.109 3643778.628 6/7/2011 21:06 rradd rradd 0 No 30 feet No No rradd - 5/24/2011 3:14:22 PM
CACW calling on this territory 1400
rradd - 6/1/2011 8:57:42 PM
No CAC                                 6/7/2011 21:05
6/7/2011 6002385 Coastal Cactus Wren No Inactive Sycamore Yard 0 2 nests 5 feet up in large healthy prickly pear (Opuntia sp.). One nest appears old and defunct, the             Yes 18 Mar - CACW calling across this territory - at least 2 birds present. - RR
24 Mar - CACW calling from                                                                                                                                                               PNT_SSN-6002385 3/7/2011 10:13 499701.4872 3643848.686 6/7/2011 13:26 rradd rradd 0 No 15 feet No No rradd - 5/24/2011 3:16:23 PM
No CACW detected 1305-1335.
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:41:19 PM
One nest                                                          6/7/2011 13:26
6/4/2011 6002387 Red-shouldered Hawk No Inactive Alpine Underground - 115+00 0 75 feet up in sycamore tree (Platanus racemosa) in drainage on south side of ROW. No 10 feet above eye level from Alpine Blvd. RSHA observed on nest and another observed vocalizing n                                                                                                                 PNT_SSN-6002387 3/8/2011 11:43 520280.5683 3633340.7 6/4/2011 12:22 pkonrad tfitanides 0 6/4/2011 12:17 No Successfully fledged. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       180 feet to Alpine Blvd. 0 feet No Yes rradd - 5/27/2011 6:55:43 AM
Adult male brings food to at least one extensively white juvenile in ne            6/4/2011 12:22
5/3/2011 6002390 Cactus Wren No Inactive EP245-1 AR 0 Nest is 3 feet off the ground in a cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). Opening faces east. Golden colored dri                          No Nest is in good condition, intact with well-established opening.
Buffer encompasses entire access roa                                                                  PNT_SSN-6002390 3/8/2011 14:08 578802.8548 3610513.764 5/3/2011 16:19 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Vehicular traffice allowed, but no stopping, standing, or construction within buffer. 250 feet from work area; 35 feet from dirt road. No Yes

4/25/2011 6003252 House Finch No Inactive Alpine Yard - Upper 0 Nest located 5 feet up on third reel in from south west end of row. No Pair nest building. Flushed when foot traffic approached between reels about 15 feet away. Does no                                                                                                    PNT_SSN-6003252 3/17/2011 14:37 520127.7533 3634212.306 4/25/2011 12:36 imaunsell emorgan 0 No Nesting began after yard activities commenced, and is accutomed to current level. Buffer should be             0 feet; within yard boundary. 4/15/2011 16:12 Buffer reduced to 15 feet. Yes Yes
5/19/2011 5003307 House Finch No Inactive Sycamore Substation 0 Nest approximately 30 feet up on top of ceramic stack and under a cover.  Note:  This nest is locate                     No 3/31/11 - Observed female bring nest material to nest with male following closely. (D. Busby)
barnol                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5003307 3/31/2011 9:09 497095.5998 3642142.55 5/19/2011 8:55 dbusby barnold 0 No 0 feet; within substation. No Yes
5/19/2011 5003315 House Finch No Inactive Sycamore Substation 0 In structure north of Siemens 230 KV structure. Approximately 20 feet above ground on top of verti                               No 3/31/11 Observed female of pair visiting nest. Flagged (Cummings).
barnold - 4/12/2011 11:28:52 AM                                                                                 PNT_SSN-5003315 3/31/2011 11:47 497088.5862 3642091.573 5/19/2011 9:12 dbusby barnold 0 No 0 feet; within substation. Yes Yes
5/26/2011 5003327 American Kestrel No Inactive TL 6924 - Z171688 0 Bottom west arm of tower, cavity. No Bird arrived at this spot, disappeared, then left; likely feeding young.
7 April - Pair observed copulati                                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5003327 3/31/2011 20:18 497002.6538 3642866.788 5/26/2011 11:42 blohstroh rradd 0 5/26/2011 11:40 No Successfully fledged. 0 feet, at tower/work site. No Yes blohstroh - 5/26/2011 11:40:51 AM - No activity observed, nest apparently fledged. 5/26/2011 11:40

5/6/2011 5003369 House Wren No Inactive CP82-1 0 Approximately 20 feet high in southern trunk of sycamore (Platanus racemosa) facing road. Just abo          Yes 4/6/11 - Adult observed bringing Sticks to cavity. Buffer flagged, no ESA signs. Candidate for nest bu                                                         PNT_SSN-5003369 4/6/2011 11:22 518844.7921 3636151.904 5/6/2011 13:00 dbusby kalberts 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, as long as no stopping, standing, or constructio    20 feet off AR; 250 feet to tower area. 4/22/2011 14:23 4/25/2011 14:23 Buffer remains, but vehicular passage allowed. Yes No
4/30/2011 5000851 Bushtit No Inactive CP88-1 0 In scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia ) 4 feet up. Entrance on south side. Yes shampton - 4/19/2011 8:20:38 AM - Pair observed nearby, carrying nest material to nest. 80% comp                     PNT_SSN-5000851 4/19/2011 8:16 517854.4235 3635000.483 4/30/2011 8:55 shampton rradd 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, and no construction is proposed within the  35 feet from AR. 4/22/2011 14:35 4/25/2011 14:35 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. Yes No

6/3/2011 5000883 Common Raven No Inactive EP297 0 Nest built in west arm of SWPL metal tower. No PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - 2 ravens present; 1 standing on nest rim apparently shading nest(lings).
       *                                                                                PNT_SSN-5000883 4/22/2011 14:12 590796.0936 3624729.897 6/3/2011 13:46 pkonrad shampton 0 No Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the Raven Control Plan 15 feet from SWPL access road. Buffer remains, but thru-traffic is allowed. Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/25/2011 10:08:47 AM
1 large feathered nestling and 1 adult standing on nest and 1 othe                          6/3/2011 8:00
4/29/2011 5000888 Mourning Dove No Inactive San Luis Rey Substation 0 North side of TBEA Transformer, on top of screen for Fan X5, below radiators on the north side of t     No barnold - 4/22/2011 1:53:02 PM  Adult on nest.

kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 11:33:52 AM
Observed a stick                                        PNT_SSN-5000888 4/22/2011 13:46 468775.5694 3674779.499 4/29/2011 16:03 barnold kkilpatrick 0 No 0 feet; nest within substation. Yes Yes
4/20/2011 6003254 House Wren No Inactive Helix Yard AR 0 HOWR cavity nest in willow tree (Salix sp.) approximately 15 feet off ground directly adjacent to AR No Birds observed actively building nest. Active CYs and ARs no longer need flagged buffers. Existing CO                                                             PNT_SSN-6003254 3/18/2011 11:01 509740.6706 3636428.806 4/20/2011 8:33 rradd rradd 0 No 1,390 feet from yard boundary. No Yes
4/18/2011 5000433 OTHER No Inactive TL 6916 - Z771472 0 Stick nest located on top of light pole. No Old nest ID 114, new nest ID 021011AH2 PNT_SSN-5000433 2/25/2011 13:02 490928.8091 3639730.665 4/18/2011 16:14 bclaxton kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption allowed for Reconductor residential areas; this nest is within such an area. 200 feet from nearest pole. No Yes
4/18/2011 5000451 OTHER No Inactive EP239-1 0 Large stick nest, probably common raven, built in south arm of metal powerline tower near EP239-1 No Nest 60, first observed Jan 20, shows no new activity on Feb 23. 
Possibility of a raptor or raven usin                                                                                                    PNT_SSN-5000451 2/23/2011 16:04 577206.2419 3610463.596 4/18/2011 16:17 pkonrad kalberts 0 No 400 feet from temporary ROW at tower site. No Yes

5/7/2011 5000471 OTHER No Inactive Alpine Yard 0 Potential raptor nest 60 feet up in eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.). No If occupied by raptor, it will affect LZ - 3-2-11  RF.
Still inactive 3-25 (PK). PNT_SSN-5000471 3/2/2011 14:13 520194.608 3633806.518 5/7/2011 20:38 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption already in place for Alpine Blvd nesting birds at the time of this nest's discovery 120 feet from access to Alpine Headquarters Yard. 3/2/2011 20:36 3/3/2011 20:36 0 feet No Yes
6/15/2011 5000492 OTHER No Inactive TL 639 - Z379537 0 In steel structure, 3 incomplete stick nests 30+ feet up, possibly same ravens building near 379638. No PNT_SSN-5000492 3/3/2011 10:47 494387.9826 3633474.698 6/15/2011 14:10 tcooper emorgan 0 No 0 feet, on 69 KV structure. No Yes
6/15/2011 6002310 Red-tailed Hawk No Inactive EP119-2 0 40 feet up in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia), fresh sicks atop bulky platform 15 feet from second o                               No GHOW nest nearby may be retarding egg-laying. Followup observations required.
One adult Red-tail                                     PNT_SSN-6002310 3/4/2011 9:26 553240.0455 3620737.104 6/15/2011 14:12 rfletcher emorgan 0 No 350 feet from temporary pad. No No
6/15/2011 6002313 OTHER No Inactive EP236-1 AR 0 SWPL tower 195. North side of cross arm. No Inactive (3/04/2011). Large stick nest needs to be checked for activity on a regular basis. Just after A        PNT_SSN-6002313 3/4/2011 14:41 575914.1621 3610329.316 6/15/2011 14:16 jhart emorgan 0 No 230 feet from existing SWPL AR. No Yes
4/18/2011 5000532 OTHER No Inactive Rough Acres Yard 0 25 feet up in a coast live oak at the southeast corner of the Rough Acres material yard. No Although currently inactive, materials are being kept outside the 500 foot buffer in the event that t                                            PNT_SSN-5000532 2/25/2011 0:00 568371.9999 3617599 4/18/2011 16:28 pkonrad kalberts 0 No 425 feet from yard boundary. No Yes

5/3/2011 5000540 OTHER No Inactive EP236-1 and Pullsite AR 0 In SWPL power tower.  A nest has been previously recorded at this location.  If becomes active with        No A stick nest that appears to be in process of contruction (creosote bush branches with leaves) Poten       PNT_SSN-5000540 1/20/2011 0:00 575455 3610283 5/3/2011 12:39 jhart kalberts 0 No 30 feet from SWPL access road. No Yes
6/15/2011 5000897 OTHER No Inactive CP47A-1 0 Roost in sheer rock cliffs east and downhill of tower structure. Point on pen tablet does not match No White-throated swift - Unknown if nesting, but outside of 100 foot buffer. PNT_SSN-5000897 2/10/2011 0:00 507276 3638853 6/15/2011 14:28 bclaxton emorgan 0 No 2900 feet from temporary. No No
4/22/2011 6003249 OTHER No Inactive CP65-1 0 Raptor nest 25 feet up in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia). No This nest currently inaccesible to monitoring due to land access issues. Update during pre-construct       PNT_SSN-6003249 3/17/2011 12:20 514701.3432 3639968.732 4/22/2011 13:44 tcooper rradd 0 No 320 feet to TSAP; 400 feet to tower site. No No
4/20/2011 5003270 Red-shouldered Hawk No Inactive CP32 - 30 AR 0 Old nest; possible beginning new nest 25 feet up in coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) adjacent to po No 19 Mar - Pair RSHA present and territory guarding. Female tolerated close approach, refused to fly,                                                                                PNT_SSN-5003270 3/19/2011 16:00 527631.3374 3618011.708 4/20/2011 9:32 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 450 feet from existing access road. No No
6/27/2011 5003317 American Kestrel No Inactive Sycamore Substation 0 Nest approx 30 feet up in opening on eastern/lowest arm of tower in northwestern corner of subst No 3/31/11 - Pair observed foraging, perching, and copulating adjacent to tower. Adult observed enteri                                                                                                                                                PNT_SSN-5003317 3/31/2011 12:04 497047.9935 3642237.88 6/27/2011 14:45 dbusby barnold 500 6/17/2011 14:40 No - This is likely the second clutch for this pair, which has successfully fledged young under similar con                                                           0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 150 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 1:13:54 PM
Observed male quickly bring small mammal to nest. Bio-monitor has                                                                                                                                                     6/27/2011 14:45

6/7/2011 5003295 Cactus Wren No Inactive EP226-1 0 4 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No Pair of CACW observed adjacent to nest; nest appears to be the start of a new nest; monitor for act                                                                                                             PNT_SSN-5003295 3/30/2011 9:56 572516.8653 3612334.366 6/7/2011 13:53 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 95 feet No Yes barnold - 6/3/2011 12:00:51 PM
No Cactus Wren activity during 25-minute observation period. Othe                6/3/2011 12:00
4/18/2011 5000800 OTHER No Inactive TL 6916 - 678467 0 Stick nest approximately 80 feet up in eucalyptus tree is growing on slope just outside backyard of                  No No birds observed coming to/from nest. RSHA pair calling in neighborhood - shampton - 4/13/2011  PNT_SSN-5000800 4/13/2011 13:44 490907.4105 3640278.916 4/18/2011 13:14 shampton kalberts 0 No 165 feet to work area. No Yes

5/7/2011 5000012 OTHER No Inactive Alpine Underground - Vault 11 0 Small size stick nest located approximately 100 feet up in eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp.). No Nest not determined to be active or attributeable to any species. RTHA pair seen soaring, perching,                                                       PNT_SSN-5000012 2/17/2011 11:00 522118.8935 3633111.355 5/7/2011 21:02 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       105 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 21:01 3/3/2011 21:01 0 feet No Yes
5/7/2011 5000486 OTHER No Inactive Alpine Underground - 289+00r 0 Medium size stick nest approximately 50 feet up in coast live oak tree (Quercus agrifolia). No Nest appears inactive at this time. Blanket exemption NBR for Alpine Blvd issued. All buffers and ESA           PNT_SSN-5000486 3/3/2011 10:41 525503.5687 3632708.786 5/7/2011 20:45 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       470 feet away from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 20:44 3/3/2011 20:44 0 feet No Yes
5/7/2011 5000538 OTHER No Inactive Alpine Underground - MH-11L 0 Stick nest located approximately 15 feet up in coast live oak tree (Quercus agrifolia). No Blanket exemption NBR for Alpine Blvd issued. All buffers and ESA signage/flagging removed on 3/3       PNT_SSN-5000538 1/13/2011 0:00 522124 3633079 5/7/2011 20:54 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       5 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 18:50 3/3/2011 18:50 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes
5/7/2011 5000901 OTHER No Inactive Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 Nest located approximately 80 feet up in coast live oak tree (Quercus agrifolia). No Large stick nest consistent with raptors. Nest located approximately 220' from Alpine Blvd. Blanket e                   PNT_SSN-5000901 2/15/2011 0:00 525791.0001 3632785 5/7/2011 20:57 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       200 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 20:57 3/3/2011 20:57 0 feet No Yes
6/3/2011 5001261 House Wren No Inactive CP50-1 AR 0 Cavity 8 feet up in pepper tree (Schinus sp.). Yes Nest material visible inside. likely HOWR.
10 Mar 2011 - HOWR singing at nest above. Likely a satellit                                                                                                           PNT_SSN-5001261 509072 3638408 6/3/2011 7:21 rradd rradd 0 No 0 feet No

6/23/2011 5000784 House Finch No Inactive Sycamore Substation 0 Nest observed in southwest corner of transformer Bank 71 on 2nd shelf stabilizing bar of radiator. N                     Yes Female observed incubating, male in area 4-12 (FH/BA).
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:20:05 AM  Pair in im                                                                       PNT_SSN-5000784 4/12/2011 10:11 497123.5105 3642035.353 6/23/2011 12:43 barnold barnold 0 No SDG&E needs to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. Proposed work encroaches                                          0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/9/2011 10:46:49 AM
Female sitting on nest.
barnold - 6/16/2011 7:32:16 AM
Female sittin              6/23/2011 12:43
4/27/2011 5000835 Rock Wren No Inactive Suncrest Substation 0 Under a small rock, near top of slope, in between medium sized boulders. Yes ahill - 4/16/2011 3:29:27 PM - on 4-15-11, one ROWR was observed bringing rocks and sticks to this                                                                                    PNT_SSN-5000835 4/16/2011 8:54 529541.0633 3629824.345 4/27/2011 11:05 ahill kalberts 0 No 60 feet; on fill slope, 60 ft to road through pad. Yes Yes

5/9/2011 5000837 Rock Wren No Inactive Suncrest Substation 0 In rocky hillside. Nest entrance is southwestern facing on a side of curved rock. Above the nesting ro            No Nest description: a front porch of flat, small rocks has been built at nest entrance. a couple of twigs                                                                                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000837 4/16/2011 8:38 529515.9413 3629843.282 5/9/2011 14:12 ahill kalberts 0 No 0 feet; on fill slope of substation pad. No Yes
5/7/2011 5003378 OTHER No Inactive Alpine Underground - 238+00 0 25-30 feet up on west side of coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia). No Monitor observed pair at nest. No buffer flagged for Alpine Blvd ROW. - 4/7/2011 IM
16 Apr - BTPI ac                           PNT_SSN-5003378 4/7/2011 10:15 524015.7695 3632884.696 5/7/2011 20:42 imaunsell kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesting                       10 feet 3/2/2011 18:12 3/3/2011 18:12 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes

5/31/2011 5000413 Red-tailed Hawk No Inactive EP90-1 and AR 0 Nest constructed in the top of a eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp.) (about 40 feet high), approximatel                 Yes Verified 2/24/2011 by Ian Maunsell. nest id 101. No Work. 
Adult still incubating - 3-10-11 (PK).
3/25/1                                                                                                                                                                     PNT_SSN-5000413 2/8/2011 10:36 548190.253 3613279.158 5/31/2011 12:46 pkonrad barnold 0 No Vehicular passage should not impact nest, provided that no stopping, standing, or construction occ   30 feet from access road. Buffer kept in place at 500 feet, but vehicular passage is allowed. Yes Yes barnold - 5/31/2011 12:46:28 PM
No adults or fledglings noted during hour-long observation period 5/31/2011 12:46
6/4/2011 5000452 Red-tailed Hawk No Inactive EP353 and AR 0 Stick nest in south arm of metal tower south of EP353. Yes Apparent former common raven nest. Formerly nest 43.
Red-tailed hawk incubating while second ha                                                                                                                                                              PNT_SSN-5000452 2/25/2011 16:04 615279.4282 3622932.74 6/4/2011 12:01 pkonrad jpawlicki 0 No Buffer approved through agency concurrence.  Construction activities cannot occur inside 300 foot           95 feet from access road entry to tower site. Buffer reduced to 300 feet. Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/25/2011 1:12:50 PM
1 large nestling standing on nest and beside it.
jpawlicki - 6/4/2011                       6/4/2011 12:01

5/21/2011 5003382 Red-tailed Hawk No Inactive CP57 AR 0 60 feet up in eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.) adjacent to farm buildings. No Location suggests these birds are desensitized to vehicle traffic.
7 Apr - RTHA display flight bringing m                                                             PNT_SSN-5003382 4/7/2011 13:35 511870.5966 3638287.223 5/21/2011 8:45 rradd rradd 0 No Tolerance of species to human environments, plus location of nest by access roads only, should per                    230 feet from existing AR. No No
6/20/2011 7000899 Coastal Cactus Wren No Inactive Sycamore Yard 0 5 feet up in prickly pear (Opuntia littoralis).  Large amount of fresh material has been added here s   Yes 25 Apr Large new CACW nest still being added to 17:25.- RR
3 May CACW calling from this location 1                                  PNT_SSN-7000899 4/25/2011 17:25 499654.3881 3643866.793 6/20/2011 13:37 rradd rradd 0 No 57 feet from AR. No No rradd - 5/24/2011 3:16:42 PM
No CACW detected 1305-1335.
rradd - 6/1/2011 10:25:09 AM
CACW on                                                              6/20/2011 13:37
5/15/2011 5000827 Lesser Goldfinch No Inactive Alpine Yard 0 Approximately 70 feet from road and 3 feet high in Helianthus sunflower. Yes dbusby - 4/15/2011 3:38:43 PM - Female sitting on nest with one egg. Edge of ESA already has signs.                         PNT_SSN-5000827 4/15/2011 15:37 520235.767 3634235.674 5/15/2011 14:46 dbusby barnold 0 No Bird began building nest under current work levels and activities. A 50 foot buffer is not expected to          0 feet; within Alpine Yard boundary. 4/26/2011 14:04 4/26/2011 14:04 Buffer reduced to 50 feet. Yes Yes

6/8/2011 5000469 Black Phoebe No Inactive CP54-1 - Londono property 0 Inside small building (pump house) on north side. 5 May - Mud nest on wall close to ceiling has now                     Yes 10 Mar 2010 - Nest intact. BLPH observed foraging nearby but not entering building. Changed to INA                                                                                                                                                                                     PNT_SSN-5000469 3/2/2011 10:30 510021.9747 3638790.955 6/8/2011 13:38 rradd rradd 0 5/5/2011 12:20 No Successfully fledged. It is the avian biologist’s opinion both the Anna’s hummingbird and black phoebe nests will tolerat                                                                          15 feet from driveway access. Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes No rradd - 5/25/2011 5:54:56 PM
BLPH renovating this nest 1725
rradd - 6/3/2011 9:12:02 AM
Nest is reb                 6/8/2011 13:37
6/7/2011 5000880 House Finch No Inactive Scripps Substation 0 Nest is located in middle north facing metal conduit pipe on Bank 32 structure. Yes emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:22:22 AM - House finch pair entering pipe and defending it from starlings. Th                                    PNT_SSN-5000880 4/22/2011 9:19 489449.3757 3641438.143 6/7/2011 17:14 emorgan rradd 0 No  Nest outcome unknown. Highly tolerant species for which project precedent has aready been set. 50 feet to nearest conductor replacement. Buffer reduced to 30 feet. Yes Yes rradd - 5/27/2011 10:18:08 AM
HOFI pr. continues breeding activity atop this structure.
rradd - 6/2/20                           6/7/2011 17:14
6/4/2011 5000865 House Finch No Inactive IV substation 0 New active HOFI nest located in disconnect in yard 40 feet high. Yes vnovik - 4/21/2011 1:15:13 PM - Female carrying nest material.
NBM WLA concurence to reduce buff                                         PNT_SSN-5000865 4/21/2011 13:12 620411.7122 3620675.281 6/4/2011 7:09 vnovik barnold 0 No Nest is hidden in an area away from general work site, and other reductions for this species on this                  0 feet, within yard. Buffer reduced to 10 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/3/2011 8:20:08 PM
No House Finch activity in area. Nest Inactive. 6/3/2011 20:20

5/19/2011 7000983 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Inactive TL 6924 - 171693 0 In patch of brittlebush and buckwheat. No specfic landmarks on revegetated slope.  About 50 feet t                           No Male and female returning to this location repeatedly, bringing food. blohstroh - 5/5/2011
Nest foun                                    PNT_SSN-7000983 5/5/2011 15:12 498178.5772 3644161.953 5/19/2011 8:14 blohstroh blohstroh 0 No 75 feet to proposed yard boundary. Yes
5/26/2011 7000984 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Inactive TL 6924 - 171693 0 Within black sage, about 1 foot off ground, near edge of revegetated slope. No Female incubating. blohstroh - 5/5/2011
Male incubating nest - kalberts - 5/13/2011 2:56:53 PM
nest                                      PNT_SSN-7000984 5/5/2011 15:26 497202.6353 3643799.377 5/26/2011 14:29 blohstroh blohstroh 0 Yes Likely failed due to inclement weather on preceding day. At least 3 dead chicks present in nest, nest leaning over 45 degrees. 660 feet to nearest pole. No Yes blohstroh - 5/26/2011 2:29:31 PM
Ants eating dead chicks. 5/26/2011 14:29

6/1/2011 7000985 House Finch No Inactive TL 639 - 872367 0 Nest at base of middle insulator on west side of pole. No mdicus, ghuffman - 5/5/2011 - HOFI female observed carrying nest material into base of insulator.  S                                         PNT_SSN-7000985 5/5/2011 12:24 494264.884 3633335.14 6/1/2011 8:38 mdicus imaunsell 0 No Removal of insulator would compromise nest.  A buffer modification is not appropriate. 0 feet No Yes tfitanides - 6/1/2011 4:23:35 PM
A pair of HOFI entered insulator bracket but were readily flushed ou                              6/1/2011 16:23
6/9/2011 7000989 Red-tailed Hawk No Inactive Alpine Underground 0 60 feet up in 3.5 foot diameter eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp.). Large stick nest in crotch of main tr             No shampton - 5/5/2011 11:30:55 AM - Adult visited nest. Large nestling still with some down observed                                     PNT_SSN-7000989 5/5/2011 11:27 522139.8508 3633113.515 6/9/2011 11:19 shampton shampton 0 No Blanket exemption already in place for Alpine Blvd at the time of this nest discovery. 120 feet to Alpine Blvd. 0 feet No Yes shampton - 5/26/2011 11:59:51 AM - Juvenile(s?) observed in eucalyptus trees around nest and on                                                   6/9/2011 11:19
5/7/2011 7001003 OTHER No Inactive EP295 0 Stick nest in southeast side of SWPL tower. No shampton - 5/6/2011 10:29:28 AM  No birds observed associating with this nest. PNT_SSN-7001003 5/6/2011 10:27 590380.2822 3623864.343 5/7/2011 19:20 shampton kalberts 0 No 70 feet from AR; 430 feet from EP 295. No Yes

5/20/2011 5000877 Rock Wren No Inactive Suncrest Substation 0 Within rock rubble. 5-10 feet up slope from bottom of slope. No vnovik - 4/22/2011 12:36:33 PM - Rock Wren carrying nest material into nest site. On-site monitor h                                                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5000877 4/22/2011 12:34 529600.4993 3629888.332 5/20/2011 18:32 vnovik ahill 0 No Nest is in rock rubble ~10 feet from the bottom of a slope, is well concealed, downslope, and not vi                                                                                                                0 feet; within substation pad fill slope. 5/6/2011 15:12 5/6/2011 15:12 Remains at 100 feet. Yes Yes
6/4/2011 7001022 Verdin No Inactive EP353 0 Globular nest located 10 feet up in smoke tree (Psorothamnus spinosus) at forked branch. East side  Yes Pair observed making multiple trips into nest with food items. Male exhibiting agitated behavior at                                  PNT_SSN-7001022 5/10/2011 11:40 615248.3218 3623014.106 6/4/2011 12:09 sjohnston jpawlicki 0 No Not needed; current exemption exists for Sunrise traffic on existing SWPL line, and nest is beyond 1                                                                                                                    80 feet from existing AR. Buffer remains; through access only. Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/25/2011 3:07:25 PM
Unable to check this nest due to unsafe road conditions and road c                                                  6/4/2011 12:09

5/18/2011 7001451 Wrentit No Inactive CP23 0 Located in mission manzanita shrub (Xylococcus bicolor) about 45 feet north-northeast of the north           Yes barnold & mkuehn - 5/12/2011 10:01 AM - Nest difficult to find.  About 2.5 feet off ground in missio                                                                                            PNT_SSN-7001451 5/12/2011 9:56 501345.8374 3644818.441 5/18/2011 14:15 barnold rradd 0 No 60 feet to legs. Yes No
6/8/2011 7001459 Mourning Dove No Inactive CP51-2 AR 0 Untidy stick nest under eave of north side of small patio at house front entry. Yes 12 May - MODO incubating and mate adjacent 0844. - RR
19 May - MODO incubating 0927.- RR PNT_SSN-7001459 5/12/2011 8:45 509073.935 3638425.159 6/8/2011 9:27 rradd rradd 0 6/8/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. 85 feet to AR, but on house. No rradd - 5/25/2011 12:56:57 PM - MODO on nest 1251.
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:05:27 PM - MODO on nest 1                  6/8/2011 9:27

6/15/2011 7001502 Lesser Goldfinch No Inactive CP50-1 AR 0 8 feet above ground level  in center of sparse laurel sumac (Malosma laurina) at top of cut-bank we        Yes 19 May LEGO female completing nest under male supervision 0841. - RR PNT_SSN-7001502 5/19/2011 8:50 509172.9599 3638386.816 6/15/2011 13:05 rradd emorgan 0 No 10 feet from AR. Yes No rradd - 5/25/2011 12:30:44 PM
LEGO female on nest 1217.
rradd - 6/2/2011 5:13:20 PM
Sporadic LEGO                           6/8/2011 9:13
6/15/2011 7001507 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Inactive CP64-2, CP65-1 pullsite AR entry 0 Yellow nest 14 feet above ground level in hanging green frond of coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) a                               No 19 May BCHU female on nearly complete nest 1742. - RR PNT_SSN-7001507 5/19/2011 17:40 514345.5637 3639347.646 6/15/2011 13:23 rradd emorgan 0 No 60 feet from AR. Yes No rradd - 5/26/2011 4:43:52 PM
Nest appears neat, complete and intact, but no BCHU detected in asso                                                     6/9/2011 11:52
5/20/2011 5000535 OTHER No Inactive CP82-1 0 Offset: Approximately 40 feet east of access road.  Nest is located approximately 25 feet up in a coa                 No On 3/9/11 B. Lohstroh checked this nest and still inactive.
29 Mar - No change in activity detected. - R         PNT_SSN-5000535 1/12/2011 0:00 518823.1879 3636092.379 5/20/2011 15:00 rradd rradd 0 No Nest never became active. 40 feet from access road. No No
6/15/2011 7001915 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Inactive CP70-3 AR 0 2 feet above road height in wild grape (Vitis girdiana) at base of multi-trunked California sycamore        Yes 20 May BCHU female sitting on complete nest 0956. - RR PNT_SSN-7001915 5/20/2011 10:15 516889.6857 3638441.651 6/15/2011 13:33 rradd emorgan 0 No 20 feet from AR. No No rradd - 5/26/2011 9:27:13 AM
BCHU female on nest 0842
rradd - 6/4/2011 10:59:28 AM
Nest intact an                                    6/9/2011 16:35

6/1/2011 7001927 Lark Sparrow No Inactive Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Nest located under steel on ground in between two wooden blocks; second pile from right about 40              Yes Bowl nest; adult observed by biomonitor on Thurs and Friday (5/20); adult observed - ffhoffman - 5                                             PNT_SSN-7001927 5/23/2011 12:13 535980.9795 3612947.898 6/1/2011 11:19 fhoffman sritt 0 No Vehicular passage should impact this nest provided that no stopping, standing, or work occurs with     0 feet; in yard. Drive through access only. Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/27/2011 4:14:28 PM
Nest looks abandoned; no Lark Sparrows observed; north end of ne                      5/27/2011 16:14
5/31/2011 7001929 Lark Sparrow No Inactive Suncrest Substation AR 0 In small Engelmann oak (Quercus engelmannii) at roadside. Nest 4 feet up on west trunk. Tree just           No tfitanides - 5/23/2011 12:29:56 PM - Adult incubating 3 eggs. Tolerant of biologist presence within 1         PNT_SSN-7001929 5/23/2011 12:23 531947.3229 3630660.818 5/31/2011 15:45 tfitanides ahill 0 Yes Chicks were found today covered in ants. The chicks most likely died due to the bad weather on sunday May 29, 2011 (high winds and 0.5 inch of rain). Buffer signage was removed. 8 feet Yes Yes ahill - 5/24/2011 8:03:20 PM
two hatchlings present. female on nest.
ahill - 5/28/2011 9:08:15 PM
fem         5/28/2011 21:08
6/10/2011 7002347 Oak Titmouse No Inactive Alpine Underground - Loritz property 0 Nest located at the top of the south facing rock retaining wall on border of property. It is between            Yes emorgan - 5/24/2011 2:08:33 PM - Observed adult bringing food to the cavity every 5 to 10 minutes      PNT_SSN-7002347 5/24/2011 14:05 526257.427 3632340.786 6/10/2011 13:39 emorgan jpawlicki 0 No 0 feet; within work pad. No Yes emorgan - 5/31/2011 8:04:25 PM
Observed adult carrying food into cavity and I could hear nestlings                            6/10/2011 13:35
5/31/2011 7002352 Anna's Hummingbird No Inactive Suncrest Substation 0 Nest is in drooping branch of Engelmann oak (Quercus engelmannii), approximately 5 feet high off g No female seen building nest, about 15% complete. PNT_SSN-7002352 5/24/2011 18:11 530063.7408 3630518.837 5/31/2011 15:38 ahill ahill 0 Yes No eggs found in nest, partially broken egg found on ground below nest. High winds occured on und                  Parking at trailers and through traffic allowed through blanket exemptions. 0 feet; within pad area. Parking and through traffic allowed. No No ahill - 5/28/2011 9:06:16 PM
female incubating, at least one egg laid. 5/28/2011 21:06
6/15/2011 7002371 Cactus Wren No Inactive EP226-1 0 2 feet up in cholla cactus (Cylindropuntia sp.). Opening faces east. No Nest appears inactive. No birds observed in or around nest. Large, made of straw grasses, and in fu                              PNT_SSN-7002371 5/26/2011 10:57 572583.2947 3612421.786 6/15/2011 14:15 callen phoward 0 No 58 feet from TSAP. No No
6/15/2011 7002387 OTHER No Inactive TL 6916 - 774843 0 Large stick nest on pole. No tcooper - 5/27/2011 7:09:35 AM - No activity.
 PNT_SSN-7002387 5/27/2011 7:05 496819.9829 3641634.532 6/15/2011 14:05 tcooper phoward 0 No 0 feet, on tower. No No
6/15/2011 7002406 OTHER No Inactive Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 View from trail on north side of I-8 westbound bridge, where trail curves to east. Look northwest ac                         No mkuehn - 6/1/2011 12:36:57 PM
smaller stick nest. no activity observed. crows in vicinity all day. PNT_SSN-7002406 6/1/2011 12:32 525928.4294 3632937.931 6/15/2011 13:33 mkuehn phoward 0 No 290 feet from Alpine Blvd. No No
6/15/2011 7002407 OTHER No Inactive Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 View from trail on north side of I-8 westbound bridge, at big dead tree 60 feet east of where trail cu                         No mkuehn - 6/1/2011 12:48:28 PM
large stick nest. no activity observed. crows in vicinity all day. PNT_SSN-7002407 6/1/2011 12:47 525955.8943 3632937.277 6/15/2011 13:33 mkuehn phoward 0 No 290 feet from Alpine Blvd. No
6/15/2011 7002409 OTHER No Inactive Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 Nest located 70 feet up in cottonwood tree (Populus sp.). It is in fork on main branch and is visible          No emorgan - 6/1/2011 12:46:00 PM - Old stick nest. No activity observed near it.
 PNT_SSN-7002409 6/1/2011 12:43 525966.1115 3632941.687 6/15/2011 13:28 emorgan phoward 0 No 340 feet to Alpine Blvd. No No
6/14/2011 7002350 OTHER No Inactive CP19-1 0 A small grass shaped cup nest was found 35 feet north of access road CP19-1-E-A. The nest is appro               No kkilpatrick - 5/24/2011 2:10:56 PM
Fresh grass nest appeared completed. No eggs in nest. An adult C       PNT_SSN-7002350 5/24/2011 13:31 500266.9756 3643987.597 6/14/2011 9:40 kkilpatrick imaunsell 0 No 36 feet No No kkilpatrick - 5/25/2011 3:50:27 PM
Two biologists conducted focused observations of the nest for tw                                                                      6/13/2011 8:32
6/15/2011 7002501 Coastal Cactus Wren No Inactive EP226-1 0 4 feet high in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No Nest in good condition, but may have old feces inside.  No birds seen or heard in area over 30 min p       PNT_SSN-7002501 6/15/2011 11:51 572558.1274 3612398.064 6/15/2011 12:39 blohstroh blohstroh 0 No 20 feet from TSAP. No No
6/27/2011 7002535 OTHER No Inactive TL 639 - 579519 0 Woven nest of long grass stems 8 feet above ground level and at approximate road elevation in cen                        No 21 June - BHGR pair attending this perhaps incomplete nest. - RR PNT_SSN-7002535 6/21/2011 9:40 492091.3406 3631075.876 6/27/2011 10:30 rradd rradd 100 No 16 feet to AR; 100 feet to work. No No rradd - 6/27/2011 10:30:15 AM
Nest remains incomplete.
Change to Inactive. 6/27/2011 10:30
6/22/2011 7002537 Cactus Wren No Inactive EP261A 0 Nest in cholla 5 feet above ground. No PNT_SSN-7002537 6/22/2011 10:35 584399.5169 3612942.111 6/22/2011 13:54 emorgan emorgan 0 No 60 feet from trail to tower site/TSAP. No No emorgan - 6/22/2011 10:38:29 AM
Cactus Wren in area. 6/22/2011 10:38
6/22/2011 7002538 Cactus Wren No Inactive EP261A 0 Two nests in cholla 4 to 5 feet above ground. No PNT_SSN-7002538 6/22/2011 10:28 584418.8656 3612977.245 6/22/2011 13:51 emorgan emorgan 0 No 5 feet from trail to tower site/TSAP. No No emorgan - 6/22/2011 10:34:19 AM
Cactus Wren flushed from area around nest.
emorgan - 6/22/2011                    6/22/2011 13:48
6/23/2011 7002551 Cactus Wren No Inactive EP259-2 0 5 feet above ground in Desert Jujube. No PNT_SSN-7002551 6/23/2011 10:57 584041.5134 3612101.672 6/23/2011 15:37 emorgan emorgan 0 No 10 feet from AR. No No emorgan - 6/23/2011 3:36:45 PM
No Cactus Wrens observed in area around nest. Downy feathers pr         6/23/2011 15:36
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Status of Nest Affect_Cons Count of Status
Active No 106

Yes 39
Closed No 733
Inactive No 74

Grand Total 952
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OBJECTID SpeciesNamClass ScientificNaScientificNaCommonNaCommonNameCode
15 15 1 Pipilo abert  0 Abert's Tow 0
16 16 1 Melanerpe   1 Acorn Woo 1
17 17 1 Corvus brac  2 American C 2
18 18 1 Spinus trist  3 American G 3
19 19 1 Falco sparv 4 American K 4
20 20 1 Turdus mig  5 American R 5
21 21 1 Calypte ann 6 Anna's Hum 6
22 22 1 Myiarchus  7 Ash-throate  7
23 23 1 Haliaeetus 8 Bald Eagle 8
24 24 1 Tyto alba 9 Barn Owl 9
25 25 1 Hirundo rus 10 Barn Swallo 10
26 26 1 Passerculus  11 Belding's Sa  11
27 27 1 Amphispiza  12 Bell's Sage 12
28 28 1 Thryomane   13 Bewick's W 13
29 29 1 Sayornis nig  14 Black Phoe 14
30 30 1 Archilochus  15 Black-chinn  15
31 31 1 Pheucticus 16 Black-head  16
32 32 1 Polioptila m 17 Black-tailed 17
33 33 1 Dendroica 18 Black-throa   18
34 34 1 Amphispiza  19 Black-throa  19
35 35 1 Passerina c  20 Blue Grosb 20
36 36 1 Polioptila c  21 Blue-gray G 21
37 37 1 Euphagus c  22 Brewer's Bl 22
38 38 1 Certhia am  23 Brown Cree 23
39 39 1 Molothrus  24 Brown-hea  24
40 40 1 Icterus bull  25 Bullock's O 25
41 41 1 Athene cun 26 Burrowing  26
42 42 1 Psaltriparus  27 Bushtit 27
43 43 1 Campylorhy  28 Cactus Wre 28
44 44 1 Eremophila  29 California H  29
45 45 1 Callipepla c 30 California Q 30
46 46 1 Strix occide  31 California S  31
47 47 1 Toxostoma  32 California T 32
48 48 1 Pipilo crissa 33 California T 33
49 49 1 Catherpes m  34 Canyon Wr  34
50 50 1 Tyrannus v  35 Cassin's Kin 35
51 51 1 Vireo cassin  36 Cassin's Vir 36
52 52 1 Spizella pas  37 Chipping Sp 37
53 53 1 Cistothorus  38 Clark's Mar  38
54 54 1 Petrochelid   39 Cliff Swallo 39
55 55 1 Campylorhy   40 Coastal Cac  40
56 56 1 Polioptila c  41 Coastal Cal   41
57 57 1 Columbina  42 Common G 42
58 58 1 Corvus cora  43 Common R 43
59 59 1 Geothlypis  44 Common Y 44
60 60 1 Accipiter co 45 Cooper’s H  45
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61 61 1 Calypte cos 46 Costa's Hum 46
62 62 1 Toxostoma  47 Crissal Thra  47
63 63 1 Picoides pu 48 Downy Wo 48
64 64 1 Empidonax  49 Dusky Flyca 49
65 65 1 Phalaenopt   50 Dusky Poor 50
66 66 1 Buteo rega 51 Ferruginou   51
67 67 1 Callipepla g  52 Gambel's Q 52
68 68 1 Melanerpe   53 Gila Woodp 53
69 69 1 Aquila chry 54 Golden Eag  54
70 70 1 Zonotrichia  55 Golden-cro  55
71 71 1 Ammodram   56 Grasshoppe  56
72 72 1 Vireo vicini  57 Gray Vireo 57
73 73 1 Bubo virgin  58 Great Horn  58
74 74 1 Geococcyx  59 Greater Ro 59
75 75 1 Quiscalus m  60 Great-tailed 60
76 76 1 Picoides vil  61 Hairy Wood 61
77 77 1 Dendroica o  62 Hermit Wa 62
78 78 1 Icterus cucu 63 Hooded Or 63
79 79 1 Carpodacus 64 House Finc 64
80 80 1 Troglodytes  65 House Wre 65
81 81 1 Vireo hutto  66 Hutton's Vi 66
82 82 1 Columbina 67 Inca Dove 67
83 83 1 Charadrius  68 Killdeer 68
84 84 1 Picoides sca  69 Ladder-bac  69
85 85 1 Chondestes  70 Lark Sparro 70
86 86 1 Spinus lawr  71 Lawrence's 71
87 87 1 hirundo rus 72 Lazuli Bunt 72
88 88 1 Toxostoma  73 Le Conte’s T  73
89 89 1 Vireo bellii 74 Least Bell’s  74
90 90 1 Spinus psal  75 Lesser Gold 75
91 91 1 Chordeiles 76 Lesser Nigh 76
92 92 1 Lanius ludo 77 Loggerhead  77
93 93 1 Numenius a 78 Long-billed  78
94 94 1 Asio otus 79 Long-eared 79
95 95 1 Vermivora  80 Lucy's Warb 80
96 96 1 Cistothorus  81 Marsh Wre 81
97 97 1 Sialia curru  82 Mountain B 82
98 98 1 Poecile gam  83 Mountain C 83
99 99 1 Oreortyx pi  84 Mountain Q 84

100 100 1 Zenaida ma  85 Mourning D 85
101 101 1 Colaptes au  86 Northern F 86
102 102 1 Circus cyan 87 Northern H  87
103 103 1 Mimus poly 88 Northern M 88
104 104 1 Stelgidopte   89 Northern R  89
105 105 1 Aegolius ac 90 Northern S  90
106 106 1 Picoides nu  91 Nuttall's W 91
107 107 1 Baeolophus  92 Oak Titmou 92
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108 108 1 Contopus c  93 Olive-sided 93
109 109 1 Vermivora  94 Orange-cro  94
110 110 1 Empidonax  95 Pacific-slop  95
111 111 1 Falco pereg 96 Peregrine F 96
112 112 1 Phainopepl   97 Phainopepl 97
113 113 1 Falco mexic 98 Prairie Falc  98
114 114 1 Carpodacus  99 Purple Finc 99
115 115 1 Progne sub  100 Purple Mar 100
116 116 1 Sitta pygma  101 Pygmy Nut 101
117 117 1 Sphyrapicu   102 Red-breast  102
118 118 1 Buteo linea  103 Red-should  103
119 119 1 Buteo Jamm 104 Red-tailed 104
120 120 1 Agelaius ph  105 Red-winged 105
121 121 1 Salpinctes o 106 Rock Wren 106
122 122 1 Aimophila r  107 Rufous-crow  107
123 123 1 Passerculus 108 Savannah S 108
124 124 1 Sayornis sa  109 Say's Phoeb 109
125 125 1 Icterus pari  110 Scott's Orio 110
126 126 1 Accipiter st 111 Sharp-shinn   111
127 127 1 Melospiza m 112 Song Sparro 112
128 128 1 Empidonax  113 Southweste    113
129 129 1 Pipilo macu 114 Spotted To 114
130 130 1 Cyanocitta 115 Steller's Jay 115
131 131 1 Buteo swai 116 Swainson’s  116
132 132 1 Catharus us 117 Swainson's 117
133 133 1 Tachycineta  118 Tree Swallo 118
134 134 1 Agelaius tri 119 Tricolored B 119
135 135 1 Cathartes a 120 Turkey Vult 120
136 136 1 Auriparus f 121 Verdin 121
137 137 1 Tachycineta 122 Violet-gree  122
138 138 1 Sialia mexic 123 Western Bl 123
139 139 1 Tyrannus v 124 Western Ki 124
140 140 1 Sturnella ne 125 Western M 125
141 141 1 Otus kennic  126 Western Sc 126
142 142 1 Aphelocom   127 Western Sc 127
143 143 1 Piranga lud  128 Western Ta 128
144 144 1 Contopus s  129 Western W 129
145 145 1 Sitta carolin  130 White-brea  130
146 146 1 Zonotrichia  131 White-crow  131
147 147 1 Plegadis ch 132 White-face   132
148 148 1 Picoides alb  133 White-head  133
149 149 1 Elanus leuc 134 White-taile   134
150 150 1 Zenaida asi  135 White-wing  135
151 151 1 Chamaea fa  136 Wrentit 136
152 152 1 Dendroica  137 Yellow War  137
153 153 1 Icteria viren 138 Yellow-brea   138
154 154 1 Xanthoceph  139 Yellow-hea  139
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155 155 1 OTHER 140 OTHER 140
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0 Yes 0 Nest 0 Active 0 0 0 Manual
1 No 1 Item Carry 1 Inactive 1 50 1 Garmin

2 Pair Bonding 2 Closed 2 100 2 Trimble
3 Fledgling 3 150

4 160
5 250
6 300
7 500
8 4000
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Date NestID Bird Name Affect_Cons Status of Nest StructureID BufferDistance NestLocDesc Buffer Flagged? Comment RecordID DateCreated XCoord_UTM YCoord_UTM DateModified CreatedBy ModifiedBy HeliBufferDistance FledgeDate NestFailed? NestFailReason BufferJustification DistFrmWrk NBRSubmitDate WLAConcurrenceDate BufRedAmt NBR_Req? Cons Occuring? NestMonitoringComment NestMonitoringCommentDate
7/5/2011 5000029 Cactus Wren No Active EP245-1 AR 100 Grass nest 7 feet up in catclaw acacia (Acacia greggii) above mistletoe clump  along north side o             Yes Nest appears in good condition  Opening of nest not obvious  pair of Cactus Wren seen perched                                                                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5000029 ############## 579296.388 3610662.16 7/5/2011 10:31 pkonrad pkonrad 100 No 6 feet from AR. No No pkonrad - 5/31/2011 10:00:04 AM
Nest entrance has been opened and reconstructed with new gr                                                                                                                         7/5/2011 10:31
7/5/2011 5000418 Cactus Wren No Active EP257 100 Nest in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) about 50 feet from EP257 work areas. Yes A well-built grass nest including clean opening and fresh feathers l ining the inside  Appears util                                                                                                                                                                           PNT_SSN-5000418 2/1/2011 0:00 583796 3611431 7/5/2011 12:14 pkonrad pkonrad 100 No Not needed through avoidance of temporary impact area. 50 feet from permanent impact area. No No pkonrad - 5/31/2011 1:01:44 PM
No change to this alternate nest; NBM will  be submitted 
pkonra                                                                                                7/5/2011 12:14
######### 5000457 Burrowing Owl No Active Thomas Yard 250 Burrow under broken cement surround by asphalt  One adult present (originally found in  mid-D          Yes One adult present  Originally found and documented in mid-December sti l l  occupied during nest                                                                                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5000457 ############## 634259.772 3637879.28 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 300 No Not needed, so long as work activities do not need to occur within 250 foot buffer zone. 0 feet; within yard, but away from work areas. No Yes barnold - 6/4/2011 1:47:07 PM
Burrowing Owl flushed while searching for sign 
pkonrad - 6/15/2                                                      6/28/2011 10:47
######### 5001260 House Wren No Active CP50-1 AR 100 Nest about 25 feet up in pepper tree (Schinus sp.). Cavity under horizontal branch. Yes Nest material visible  Bird seen entering cavity with material 
10 Mar 2011- HOWR singing inces                                                                                                   PNT_SSN-5001260 509075 3638405 ############## rradd rradd 100 5/25/2011 0:00 No Successful fledge l ikely. 0 feet; within house area. No rradd - 6/3/2011 7:21:43 AM
2 June 1650 - HOWR singing near cavity  but appears more territori                                                                                    6/30/2011 10:45
######### 6003222 Bushtit No Active Helix Yard AR 100 Eastern hanging branches of a Peruvian pepper tree (Schinus). Nest is 11 feet off the ground. Yes Bushtits observed building nest  currently 30% complete (3/12/2011)  Both ends of 100 foot buff                                                                                                                                           PNT_SSN-6003222 ############## 509762.902 3636500.79 6/29/2011 9:16 rradd rradd 100 No Nest successfully fledged. Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        20 feet to AR boundary. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes rradd - 6/23/2011 2:39:33 PM
BUSH have re-activated this nest for another brood  Pair bringing f            6/29/2011 9:16

7/5/2011 5003293 House Wren No Active CP81-1 100 Cavity nest at end of overhanging branch in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) 
200' to Temp TSAP   Yes 29 Mar - 12 feet above eye level  adjacent to  and visible from road  Pair repeatedly entering cav                                                                                            PNT_SSN-5003293 ############## 518850.428 3636367.96 7/5/2011 22:23 dbusby rradd 100 6/4/2011 0:00 No Nest has fledged.

18 Jun New nest in progress Vehicular passage not l ikely to impact nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or construction     25 feet from existing AR; 200 feet to tower site. Buffer remains, but vehicular passage allowed. Yes No rradd - 5/26/2011 1:01:07 PM
 HOWR continues carrying food  now at 5-10 min  intervals 
rradd -                                                              7/5/2011 22:23
######### 5003314 House Finch No Active Sycamore Substation 20 Approximately 5 feet above concrete on top of fan on south side of water-cooling structure label      No 3/31/11 - Observed pair visiting the nest  Not flagged due to access issue ( Cummings)  
Pair obse                                                                                     PNT_SSN-5003314 ############## 497080.725 3642034.62 ############## dbusby barnold 100 No The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      fo                                                                                                                                                                                                      0 feet; within substation. 6/21/2011 0:00 6/29/2011 0:00 Buffer reduced to 20 feet Yes Yes barnold - 6/9/2011 10:33:47 AM
4 eggs in this nest 
barnold - 6/16/2011 1:57:57 PM
Two recently                                   6/27/2011 13:08
######### 5003385 Red-shouldered Hawk No Active CP64-2, CP65-1 pullsite - driveway entry 500 RSHA nest approximately 60 feet above ground in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). Yes 04/08/11 - Adult RSHA on nest  vocalizing (M  Dicus  R  Abe) 
13 Apr - RSHA female on nest 0955  -                                                PNT_SSN-5003385 4/8/2011 12:37 514463.286 3639288.88 6/24/2011 8:39 mdicus rradd 500 No Traffic and recreationists associated with El Monte Road and El Monte Park are within the 500 f                             480 feet to AR entry. No No rradd - 5/26/2011 8:13:12 AM
Large fully-feathered juvenile in nest 0804 
rradd - 6/3/2011 3:26:3                                              6/24/2011 8:39
######### 5003309 House Finch No Active Sycamore Substation 20 In southernmost structure  Approximately 20 feet above ground in insulator structure  Westernm   No 3/31/11  Inactive nest  not flagged (Cummings) 
barnold - 4/12/2011 10:40:38 AM - Nest indeterm                                                                    PNT_SSN-5003309 ############## 497070.014 3641999.1 ############## dbusby barnold 100 No The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      fo                                                                                                                                                                                                      0 feet; within substation work area. 6/21/2011 0:00 6/29/2011 0:00 Buffer reduced to 20 feet Yes Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 4:51:17 PM
House Finch activity in general area 
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:52:42                                                              6/27/2011 13:23

7/5/2011 5003330 Cactus Wren No Active EP243 and 12 kV pole 100 3 feet up in cholla south of new 12kV pole and AR. Yes Fresh nest 50% complete; no activity at nest 4-1 TC      
Doesn't look complete yet; lots of plastic tw                                                                                                                                                              PNT_SSN-5003330 4/1/2011 7:41 578304.915 3610763.37 7/5/2011 13:37 pkonrad pkonrad 100 No 62 feet from 12kv pole and AR. No No pkonrad - 5/31/2011 12:20:18 PM - Nest has been rebuilt with large entrance hole; wren singing                                                                                                                                                                  7/5/2011 12:52
######### 5003276 Northern Rough-winged Swallow No Active Alpine Underground - 302+00 0 Holes on underside of I-8E bridge. No Multiple NRWS inspecting holes  Monitors should follow up to assess for nesting activity 
NRWS o                                             PNT_SSN-5003276 ############## 525894.816 3632868.42 ############## blohstroh shampton 100 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        65 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. Yes emorgan - 5/25/2011 10:06:41 AM
Multiple pairs entering cavities with some carrying nesting ma                                                                                    6/30/2011 15:29
######### 5001258 House Finch No Active CP50-1 AR 100 About 9 feet up on west side of building between wall  and pipe. Yes 10 Mar 2011 - HOFI entering nest  ACTIVE - RR
24 Mar - Nest appears vacant  - RR
31 Mar - Nest un                                                                 PNT_SSN-5001258 509096 3638401 ############## rfletcher rradd 100 5/5/2011 11:44 No Nest successfully fledged before 16 June. 16 June - New brood in progress. 0 feet from house; 55 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/2/2011 4:36:52 PM
25 May HFI female brooding 1358 
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:37:50 PM
At le                                                                   6/30/2011 10:40
######### 5000782 House Finch No Active Sycamore Substation 20 Nest in 3rd pipe in from northern edge on eastern side of the southwestern-most bank. Yes Adult repeatedly entering pipe 4-12 (FH/BA) 
19 Apr - HOFI pr remain active here  - RR
26 Apr - No c                                                       PNT_SSN-5000782 4/12/2011 9:58 497107.801 3642008.49 ############## barnold barnold 100 No The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      fo                                                                                                                                                                                                      0 feet; within substation. 6/21/2011 0:00 6/29/2011 0:00 Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 4:52:34 PM
House Finch activity in general area 
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:50:57                                                    6/27/2011 13:33
######### 5000792 Cactus Wren No Active EP231A 100 2.5 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). Yes Nest looks fresh  but no birds seen entering it  4/11 - SR
sritt - 4/15/2011 4:31:07 PM - No change                                                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000792 ############## 574264.556 3611189.63 ############## sritt pkonrad 100 No 60 feet to edge of TSAP. No pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:17:10 PM
No changes to nest or nest site; no wrens observed or heard in                                                                 6/27/2011 14:17
######### 5000793 Cactus Wren No Active EP231A 100 2.5 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). Yes Nest looks very fresh  with long grasses protruding  but no birds seen entering it   CACW was see                                                                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5000793 ############## 574247.773 3611200.7 ############## sritt pkonrad 100 No 0 feet; within TSAP. No No pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:13:41 PM
No change; no wrens observed or heard 
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 2                                                6/27/2011 14:21
######### 7000905 House Finch No Active Sycamore Substation 20 3rd horizontal insulator facing south above 69kV GCB 5S. No 26 Apr - Female HOFI arranging nest material and entering 0855  - RR
2 May HOFI breeding activi                                        PNT_SSN-7000905 4/26/2011 8:58 497097.22 3641999.01 ############## rradd barnold 100 No The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      fo                                                                                                                                                                                                      0 feet; within substation. 6/21/2011 0:00 6/29/2011 0:00 Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 4:51:55 PM
House Finch activity in general area 
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:51:43                                                           6/27/2011 13:27
######### 7000906 House Finch No Active Sycamore Substation 20 Upper horizontal rear support frame for 69kV BkK 71 11S. No 26 Apr - Female HOFI enters repeatedly  then stays  suggests nest  Access l i imits verification  - RR                                    PNT_SSN-7000906 4/26/2011 9:48 497140.089 3642001.02 ############## rradd barnold 100 No The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      fo                                                                                                                                                                                                      0 feet; within substation. 6/21/2011 0:00 6/29/2011 0:00 Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 4:53:14 PM
House Finch activity in general area 
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:49:56                                                 6/27/2011 13:35
######### 7000917 Cactus Wren No Active EP231A  AR 100 5 feet up in Jujube shrub (Ziziphus jujuba) 20 feet from AR. Yes shampton - 4/27/2011 - Approximately 2/3 built  of grasses   CACW heard singing in area 
PKonr                                                                                                               PNT_SSN-7000917 ############## 574235.282 3611672.53 ############## shampton pkonrad 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa                                                                                       20 feet from AR;1300 feet from EP 231 A. Buffer remains, but thru passage allowed. Yes No pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:40:39 PM
No apparent changes to nest; no wrens in area 
sritt - 6/6/2011                                                               6/27/2011 13:34
######### 7000918 Cactus Wren No Active EP231A  AR 100 6 feet up in Jujube shrub (Ziziphus jujuba) 30 feet from AR. Yes shampton - 4/27/2011 12:15:55 PM - Nest appears complete; CACW heard singing in area 
PKonr                                                                                           PNT_SSN-7000918 ############## 574268.543 3611673.94 ############## shampton pkonrad 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa                                                                                       30 feet from AR; 1300 feet from EP 231 A. Buffer remains, but thru passage allowed. Yes No pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:41:59 PM
No changes; no wrens 
sritt - 6/6/2011 10:46:56 AM
Nest in goo                                                                                          6/27/2011 13:36
######### 7000919 Cactus Wren No Active EP231A  AR 100 3 feet up in large prickly pear cactus (Opuntia sp.); opening faces south. Yes shampton - 4/27/2011 12:45:22 PM - Nest appears complete  CACW heard singing in area 
PKonr                                                                                             PNT_SSN-7000919 ############## 574194.093 3611719.78 ############## shampton pkonrad 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa                                                                                       90 feet from AR; 1400 feet for EP231 A. Buffer remains, but thru traffic allowed. Yes No pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:38:44 PM
Grasses from nest  blocking entrance; no wrens observed or h                                                                   6/27/2011 13:25
######### 7000928 Cactus Wren No Active EP229-1 100 About 6 feet off the ground in yucca. Yes Nest just under 100 feet north of Access Road   Immediately adjacent to other Cactus Wren nest                                                                                                                                     PNT_SSN-7000928 4/28/2011 9:00 573554.89 3611681.75 ############## barnold pkonrad 100 No Vehicular passage not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no stopping  standing  parking      90 feet to AR; 790 feet to TSAP. Buffer remains; through access only. Yes No pkonrad - 5/26/2011 1:02:59 PM
No changes; no wrens 
sritt - 6/6/2011 11:05:23 AM
Nest in good                                                                          6/27/2011 12:59
######### 7000929 Cactus Wren No Active EP230-1 AR 100 About 6 feet off rhe ground in jujube shrub (Ziziphus parryi)  approximately 60 feet north of acce           Yes barnold & fhoffman - 4/28/2011 7:45:52 AM  No birds seen at nest  but male singing in area   Ne                                                                                             PNT_SSN-7000929 4/28/2011 7:43 573607.245 3611684.17 ############## barnold pkonrad 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       65 feet to AR; 720 feet to TSAP. Buffer remains; through access only. Yes No pkonrad - 5/26/2011 1:01:01 PM
New nest material added to top entrance; no wrens observed or                                                 6/27/2011 12:57
######### 7000931 Cactus Wren No Active EP235-1 100 Found fresh grass nest while site monitoring   Active nest is located approximately 4 feet high in                    Yes Observed pair of cactus wrens duet call ing and nest building  flagged buffer   100-foot buffer enc                                                                                                                                                                   PNT_SSN-7000931 4/28/2011 8:10 575620.697 3610887.88 ############## jdicus pkonrad 100 No Nest is too close to permanent work area to justify a buffer reduction. 8 feet from permanent pad. No No pkonrad - 5/26/2011 11:35:29 AM
Nice nest looks unchanged; pair of wrens active 400 feet south                                                                                                                   6/28/2011 14:59
######### 7000933 Cactus Wren No Active EP235-1 100 Found fresh grass nest while site monitoring   Active nest is located approximately 5 feet high in                       Yes Observed adult cactus wren nest building  flagged buffer   100-foot buffer encompases portion o                                                                                                                                                 PNT_SSN-7000933 4/28/2011 8:36 575592.174 3610923.46 ############## jdicus pkonrad 100 No Nest is too close to TSAP to justify a buffer reduction. 25 feet to TSAP; 55 feet to perm pad, as mapped. No No pkonrad - 5/26/2011 11:32:11 AM
Nest unchanged except new feather added to entrance  Pair of                                                                                                        6/28/2011 15:01
######### 5000839 Barn Owl No Active CP2 125 In lowest northwest pointing arm of gray monopole   Tower has # feets Z205475 and 138-21   See    Yes Many pellets below and whitewash on tower  Pale  barn owl-l ike feathers on base of tower - sha                                       PNT_SSN-5000839 ############## 497140.478 3642249.44 ############## shampton barnold 500 No The biologist feels 
      this NBM should not adversely affect the success of the nest for the
      follo                                                                                                                                                                                                                          0 feet; in substation. 6/21/2011 0:00 6/29/2011 0:00 Buffer reduced to 125 feet Yes Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 1:24:21 PM
Egg shell  fragments found under pole today 
barnold - 6/9/2011 1                                                       6/27/2011 14:40
######### 7001004 Acorn Woodpecker No Active Alpine Underground - Wood pole P78818 0 On north side of Alpine Blvd  west-facing  2 feet from top of pole P78818   Second cavity being u                                  No tfitanides - 5/6/2011 4:21:16 PM - Three adult ACWO on Pole  One entered nest cavity 
fhoffman -                                 PNT_SSN-7001004 5/6/2011 16:18 522425.068 3633043.98 ############## tfitanides pkonrad 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesti                        10 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes kkilpatrick - 5/31/2011 1:05:03 PM
6 AcWo were active around the wood pole and near the cavity                                                                                                                            6/30/2011 15:44

7/5/2011 7000959 OTHER No Active EP244 Pullsite 350 Harris's Hawk nest built about 12 feet high on north side of 15 foot mesquite tree (Prosopis glan               Yes Observed a pair of Harris's Hawks flying southwest to northeast across Corrizo Gorge Road  Fem                                                                                                                                                                 PNT_SSN-7000959 5/2/2011 15:26 578631.57 3610510.62 7/5/2011 11:11 pkonrad pkonrad 500 No By reducing the nest buffer from 500 feet to 350 feet  personnel will  be able to use the access roa                                                                                  400 feet to AR; 470 feet to pull  site. 350 feet Yes No pkonrad - 5/31/2011 10:10:51 AM
Male perched in creosote bush 80 feet east of nest; female pre                                                                                                                                                    7/5/2011 11:11
7/5/2011 5003355 Cooper’s Hawk No Active Ell iott Substation 450 Stick nest about 20 feet up in ornamental fig tree (Ficus sp.). No 04/05/11 - Pair of Cooper's hawks observed at and around nest (R  Abe  M  Dicus) 
12 Apr - COHA                                                                                              PNT_SSN-5003355 4/5/2011 9:36 491676.291 3630978.3 7/5/2011 15:06 jdicus rradd 500 No 450 feet buffer for construction:  A) There is l imited l ine-of-sight from the nest to the work area                                                   210 feet to substation. 5/10/2011 0:00 5/10/2011 0:00 Buffer reduced to 450 feet. Yes No rradd - 5/23/2011 11:19:27 AM
COHA visible on this well-obscured nest  ad  male hunting nearby                                                                                               7/5/2011 15:06
######### 7001462 Ash-throated Flycatcher No Active CP51-2 AR 100 5 feet above ground level in stove-pipe protruding from wall under corrugated iron roof of red p   Yes 12 May - ATFL pair entering pipe 1103  - RR
19 May ATFL pr interaction  female returns to chimney           PNT_SSN-7001462 ############## 509058.039 3638415.17 ############## rradd rradd 100 No 90 feet to AR, but within house area. No No rradd - 6/2/2011 3:56:30 PM
ATFL pr  observed away from nest  status unclear during 30 min  obs                                                                             6/30/2011 10:42
######### 5000874 House Finch No Active Sycamore Substation 20 On south side of Transformer Bank 70, on top of screen for Fan 33. No barnold - 21 April  2011 9:04:54 AM - Three eggs in nest  adults in and around transformer unit 
b                                                                                       PNT_SSN-5000874 ############## 497079.407 3642035.34 ############## barnold barnold 100 No SDG&E needs to install  new transformer before 5-year warranty expires  Proposed work encroac                                           0 feet; within substation. 4/26/2011 0:00 4/27/2011 0:00 Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 5/26/2011 9:51:51 AM
Nest successfully fledged two young 
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:37:12                                                    6/27/2011 13:08

7/5/2011 5003332 Cactus Wren No Active EP243 100 2 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). Yes Complete nest l ined with fresh feathers; no activity at nest 4-1 TC  
No wrens at nest but 1 singing                                                                                                                                                                PNT_SSN-5003332 4/1/2011 7:58 578294.584 3610801.08 7/5/2011 12:49 pkonrad pkonrad 100 No Metal pole and l ine has been installed during past week (5-10) A) A) Nest is by other nests closed                                                                                                               60 feet from 12kv AR. 0 feet. Drive through access. Yes No barnold - 6/3/2011 1:12:35 PM
Nest is occupiable  No Cactus Wrens observed 
pkonrad - 6/10/20                                                                              7/5/2011 12:49
######### 5000431 Coastal Cactus Wren No Active Sycamore Yard 100 25 feet north of road in Opuntia (Opuntia sp.) adjacent to orange construction fence. Yes Adult CACW seen taking nest material to nest on 3/1/11  Confirmation that nest is now being acti                                                                                                                                                            PNT_SSN-5000431 ############## 499941.659 3643877.89 ############## rradd rradd 100 No One-time allowance granted for vehicular passage to allow construction traffic to move the air tr                                                     30 feet to AR. 5/18/2011 0:00 5/18/2011 0:00 One time passage (4/26/2011).  Drive through access only (5/18/2011). Yes rradd - 5/24/2011 3:19:19 PM - CACW carrying food to nest 1242 
rradd - 6/1/2011 10:45:50 AM                                                                                              6/28/2011 10:36
######### 7001498 Say's Phoebe No Active Sycamore Substation 0 On south side of Transformer Bank 71, on support bract for radiator, behind Fan AN707. Yes barnold - 5/19/2011 9:51 AM Nest with one egg 
barnold - 5/26/2011 10:12 AM Nest with four eg                        PNT_SSN-7001498 5/19/2011 9:46 497136.177 3642035.58 ############## barnold barnold 100 ############## No - Nest is located on a support bracket of a raditatior  This location is well  concealed and provide                                                                     0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 30 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 2:35:27 PM
Say's Phoebe flushed from nest  with four white eggs 
barnold - 6/                                                                                       6/27/2011 17:00

7/5/2011 7001939 House Finch No Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 On top of a small ledge over window. No PNT_SSN-7001939 ############## 518176.862 3634621.06 7/5/2011 10:08 sjohnston imaunsell 100 No The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install  large acoustical noise blankets between nests an                                                                                            40 feet Buffer remains but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:15:01 AM
Nest building 
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:38:42 AM
Nest building 
v                                                 6/23/2011 16:17
######### 7001944 House Finch No Active Alpine Yard 30 Nest located behind scrunched newspapers at bottom of "ABB" advertising sign about 9 feet high            Yes jpawlicki - 5/23/2011 3:27:53 PM - Nest about 50% complete and made primarily of dry grasses                         PNT_SSN-7001944 ############## 520119.548 3634247.2 6/26/2011 7:24 jpawlicki phoward 100 No •
Both pairs of House Finches exhibited a tolerance to human presence by building their nests in                                                                                 0 feet; within yard. 6/28/2011 0:00 6/28/2011 0:00 30 feet Yes Yes tfitanides - 6/4/2011 8:59:18 AM
Female incubating/brooding 
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:09:55 P                       6/26/2011 7:24
######### 7002359 OTHER No Active Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 White-throated swift nests in holes underneath I-8E bridge. No White-throated swifts flying into multiple cavities, indicating multiple nests. PNT_SSN-7002359 ############## 525872.268 3632872.31 ############## emorgan shampton 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesti                        50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 Buffer reduced to 0 feet due to Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes shampton - 5/26/2011 3:06:53 PM
WTSW's active at holes 
emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:39:07 PM
Multip                                                                       6/30/2011 15:26
######### 7002369 House Finch No Active CP50-1 AR 100 Atop 4x4 l intel under rear patio of white plywood house. Yes HOFI incubating 2 eggs 1456 - RR PNT_SSN-7002369 ############## 509100.558 3638394.35 ############## rradd rradd 100 Yes Nest predation. No construction has ocurred here. 80 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/2/2011 4:33:58 PM
HOFI incubating 4 eggs 1612 
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:21:22 AM
HOFI fem                                                 6/30/2011 10:38

7/5/2011 7002377 House Wren No Active CP70-3 AR 100 35 feet above ground level in knot cavity on west side of western sycamore (Platanus racemosa) No HOWR repeatedly entering cavity 0905 PNT_SSN-7002377 5/26/2011 9:13 516832.226 3638414.68 7/5/2011 22:09 rradd rradd 100 No 82 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/4/2011 8:26:37 AM
HOWR singing at adjacent song perch and entering cavity 0755 
rra                                                           7/5/2011 22:09
7/5/2011 7002381 Ash-throated Flycatcher No Active CP70-3 AR 100 35 feet above ground level in north-facing cavity formed by well-healed stub of old broken branc      Yes ATFL pair observed pair-bonding here 20 May have selected a nest cavity  Time spent away from           PNT_SSN-7002381 ############## 516917.845 3638441.24 7/5/2011 22:14 rradd rradd 100 No 40 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/4/2011 10:55:26 AM
ATFL breeding activity continues here 
rradd - 6/9/2011 4:36:42 PM                                                                                    7/5/2011 22:13
######### 7002384 Northern Rough-winged Swallow No Active Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 Nest located in hole on Viejas Creek Bridge  It is in first hole on west end of bridge on north side No emorgan - 5/27/2011 10:13:44 AM - Pair carrying nesting material into cavity.
 PNT_SSN-7002384 ############## 525866.09 3632847.9 ############## emorgan shampton 0 No Blanket exemption for nesting birds along Alpine Blvd  was already in place at the time of this ne  0 feet; within work area. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:31:27 PM
Swallows observed entering cavity 
shampton - 6/9/2011 1:11:09                                                               6/30/2011 13:06

7/5/2011 7002396 Lesser Goldfinch No Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 Nest is located 20 feet high in first sycamore (Platanus racemosa) north of bridge  Nest is appro            No PNT_SSN-7002396 ############## 518242.551 3634600.45 7/5/2011 14:54 vnovik imaunsell 100 No 40 feet from bridge. Buffer remains but work allowed per apporved plan. No No vnovik - 5/31/2011 12:03:13 PM
Nest being built  Approx 50% complete 
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:43:1                                                                                                                                7/5/2011 14:54
######### 7002408 House Finch No Active Alpine Yard 10 Nest is in blue conductor spools  This nest is in the 5th row of spools from the west  This nest is                   Yes eelias - 6/1/2011 2:16:44 PM
Installed flagging immediately adjacent to spool  Pending buffer re           PNT_SSN-7002408 6/1/2011 14:15 520131.59 3634222.45 6/26/2011 7:29 eelias phoward 100 No •
House finches routinely nest in close proximity to man-made structures and are very tolerant of                                                                                                                     0 feet; within yard l imits. 6/2/2011 0:00 6/2/2011 0:00 10 feet Yes Yes eelias - 6/1/2011 2:33:38 PM
This nest does not appear complete  In a 30 minute observation  no                                                                                                         6/26/2011 7:29

7/2/2011 7002412 Rock Wren No Active Suncrest Substation 50 In boulder pile  east of large 8-foot diameter boulder  under 2-foot diameter boulder  Opening fa  Yes shampton - 6/1/2011 2:40:55 PM  Adults observed bringing small stones for "porch " of nest  Ver                          PNT_SSN-7002412 6/1/2011 14:36 529796.603 3630245.92 7/2/2011 12:07 shampton shampton 100 No Rock Wren nest ID#7002412 (Requested NBR to 50 feet):
The nest is located approximately 300 fe                                                                                                                                                               0 feet, within substation. 6/6/2011 14:31 6/6/2011 14:31 Buffer reduced to 50 feet. Yes Yes ahil l  - 6/6/2011 8:07:09 PM
two eggs in nest  male singing in area in the morning  femake came t                                                                                                                                                                  7/2/2011 12:06
######### 7002424 American Kestrel No Active TL 6916 - 100980 145 In existing 80-foot tall  steel transmission l ine tower  in third hollow arm from the top on wester          Yes Male brought small mammal to nest at 0730  Adults active at nest again at 0830  possible nest e                           PNT_SSN-7002424 6/1/2011 9:16 496986.31 3641952.39 ############## barnold barnold 500 No Nest Buffer Reduction (NBR)
The nest buffer can be reduced from 500 feet to 145 feet to enable wo                                                                                                                                                             0 feet, within staked work l imits. Buffer reduced to 145 feet. No barnold - 6/9/2011 11:15:50 AM - Observed male bringing food to nest  Female then flew out and                                                 6/27/2011 12:59
######### 7002425 House Finch No Active Alpine Yard 15 Nest located 6 feet high in north side of reel near center of spool. Yes Pair continued to visit nest with foot traffic 5 feet away 

imaunsell  - 6/7/2011 9:28:18 AM
Buffer r   PNT_SSN-7002425 6/1/2011 10:12 520207.615 3634246.73 6/26/2011 7:15 imaunsell phoward 100 No •
House finches are a species that is known to be tolerable of human disturbance and regularly n                                                                                                          0 feet, within yard l imits. 6/6/2011 0:00 6/6/2011 0:00 15 feet Yes Yes imaunsell  - 6/1/2011 10:17:42 AM
Pair nest building  Nest approximately 20% complete 
emorgan                                 6/26/2011 7:15
######### 7002430 Bullock's Oriole No Active Alpine Underground - 177+00l 0 Approximately 80 feet high in eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp )   About 10 feet below top of tree  in thi                                                               No shampton - 6/2/2011 11:49:46 AM  Female adding nest l ining material.
 PNT_SSN-7002430 6/2/2011 11:43 522135.282 3633099.12 ############## shampton shampton 0 No 70 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes shampton - 6/9/2011 11:40:01 AM
Incubating  Tail  and primary tips visible protruding from nest                                                 6/30/2011 11:39
######### 7002442 House Finch No Active Alpine Underground - 90+00r 0 In palm tree in yard of private residence south of Alpine Boulevard. No tfitanides - 6/4/2011 10:39:29 AM - Female bringing nesting material to southern side of palm  N      PNT_SSN-7002442 6/4/2011 10:33 519547.774 3633594.16 6/30/2011 9:57 tfitanides pkonrad 100 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesti                        40 feet from AR. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes rradd - 6/11/2011 9:32:33 AM
HOFI pr continue nest building visiting at irregular intervals 
pkonr                                                                              6/30/2011 9:57

7/5/2011 7002444 Costa's Hummingbird No Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 10 feet up in hanging coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) branch near the tip. No Nest building 20% complete. PNT_SSN-7002444 6/3/2011 15:17 518196.105 3634568.14 7/5/2011 14:47 sjohnston imaunsell 100 No The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install  large acoustical noise blankets between nests an                                                                       65 feet to staked work l imits. ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains but work allowed per approved plan. No No vnovik - 6/6/2011 5:25:39 PM
Nest building approx 50% 
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:03:20 PM
nest co                                                                             7/5/2011 14:47
7/5/2011 7002445 Anna's Hummingbird No Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 40 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). No PNT_SSN-7002445 6/3/2011 15:36 518245.764 3634585.1 7/5/2011 14:56 sjohnston imaunsell 100 No 20 feet from staked work l imits. Buffer remains but work allowed per approved plan. No No sjohnston - 6/3/2011 12:31:43 PM
nest building  20% complete 
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:07:09 PM                                                                                    7/5/2011 14:56
7/5/2011 7002447 Pacific-slope Flycatcher No Active CP70-3 AR 100 Nest is 12 feet above ground level on north side of 14-inch diameter main trunk of arching coast                                                               Yes PSFL bringing small twigs and forming nest cup  Female on nest while male forages and calls fro      PNT_SSN-7002447 6/4/2011 8:35 516844.41 3638407.9 7/5/2011 22:06 rradd rradd 100 No 38 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/9/2011 3:42:47 PM
Nest now smore ubstantial platform in bark cleft; draped with moss                                                                7/5/2011 22:06
7/5/2011 7002448 Acorn Woodpecker No Active CP70-3 AR 100 Cavity 50 feet above ground level on south side of closest l iving California sycamore (Platanus r    Yes ACWO entering cavity with food item 0946. - RR PNT_SSN-7002448 6/4/2011 9:47 516860.768 3638408.63 7/5/2011 22:11 rradd rradd 100 No 19 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/9/2011 3:47:13 PM
ACWO enters cavity with food item 1537  1545 
rradd - 6/17/2011 1                                7/5/2011 22:10
######### 7002449 Cactus Wren No Active EP232-1 100 2 feet high in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp )  8 feet north of AR  4 feet west of cluster of 4-5 foot tall  Yes New nest  fresh looking material  neat entrance hole; old faded remains of another CACW nest 10                                          PNT_SSN-7002449 6/6/2011 10:03 574119.363 3611674.03 ############## sritt pkonrad 100 No This NBM should not adversely affect the success of these nests for the
following reasons:
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             8 feet from AR. Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes No pkonrad - 6/13/2011 4:33:36 PM
New nest found with clear entrance hole 6-9 (SR) 
Today  there is                                           6/27/2011 13:17
######### 7002450 Cactus Wren No Active EP231A  AR 100 2 feet high in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp )  8 feet east of sugarbush (Rhus ovata); 90 feet south of Yes sritt - 6/6/2011 11:41:53 AM - Bird flushed from nest; at least 1 egg in nest 
PKonrad - 6/13/2011                                               PNT_SSN-7002450 6/6/2011 11:36 574384.426 3611244.89 ############## sritt pkonrad 100 No This NBM should not adversely affect the success of these nests for the
following reasons:
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             90 feet from AR. Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. No No pkonrad - 6/13/2011 3:24:41 PM
Wren flushed from nest with at least 1 egg on 6-6 (SR) 
Today  at                                                 6/27/2011 14:14

7/5/2011 7002456 House Finch No Active EP27-1 AR 100 Nest in large coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) to west of AR to EP27-1  Approximately 10 feet hi                Yes tfitanides - 6/6/2011 11:23:31 AM
Female flushed from nest when biologist approached to within    PNT_SSN-7002456 6/6/2011 11:13 528088.067 3619777.29 7/5/2011 11:27 tfitanides imaunsell 100 No 10 feet from AR. No tfitanides - 6/6/2011 11:23:31 AM
Female incubating  
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 12:24:52 PM
Incubati                                                    6/30/2011 11:49
7/5/2011 7002464 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 9 feet up in drooping sycamore (Platanus racemosa) branch near tip. No PNT_SSN-7002464 6/7/2011 17:18 518239.126 3634604.99 7/5/2011 14:55 sjohnston imaunsell 100 No The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install  large acoustical noise blankets between nests an                                                                       30 feet from staked work l imits. ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No No vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:28:10 PM
Nest building
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:12:33 PM
Visiting nest  l ikely b                                                                                                 7/5/2011 14:55
######### 7002477 House Finch No Active CP54-1 - Londono property 100 Loose grass nest atop l ight fixture at front door. No HOFI forming cup in loose grass nest atop l ight fixture at front door 1345. - RR PNT_SSN-7002477 6/8/2011 13:41 510074.453 3638783.11 ############## rradd rradd 100 No 13 feet from evacuation route. No rradd - 6/16/2011 4:20:25 PM
HOFI on nest 1548 
rradd - 6/23/2011 8:41:07 AM
Female HOFI bro               6/30/2011 13:39
######### 7002478 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Active TL 6924 - 171693 300 About 3 feet up in brittlebush (Encelia sp )  about 30 feet northeast of laurel sumac (Malosma la No Nest 80 percent built  pair defending  Female observed bringing nest material -blohstroh - 6/9/2   PNT_SSN-7002478 6/9/2011 7:55 498152.07 3644146.63 ############## blohstroh blohstroh 300 No 3900 feet from tower. No No blohstroh - 6/16/2011 1:08:37 PM - Female incubating  obseved nest exchange  then male incuba                            6/30/2011 10:49
######### 7002480 Costa's Hummingbird No Active EP229-1 AR 100 3 feet high in sugar bush (Rhus ovata) on north side of shrub  about 63 feet south of AR  just wes      Yes Female flushed from nest with 2 eggs  - sritt - 6/9/2011 3:37:12 PM
PKonrad - 6/14/2011 - Female                                                   PNT_SSN-7002480 6/9/2011 10:35 573377.014 3611636.54 ############## sritt pkonrad 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping  standing  or       63 feet from AR. Drive through access only. No No pkonrad - 6/14/2011 2:14:39 PM
Nest with 2 eggs found on 6-9 (sritt) 
Today  female hovering abo                                                  6/27/2011 12:45
######### 7002483 Lesser Goldfinch No Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 Nest located in the more northern sycamore (Platanus racemosa) sucker on east of creek  When                    No Nest building. Frequently making trips; nest well-formed. PNT_SSN-7002483 6/9/2011 14:32 518232.587 3634556.91 ############## tfitanides vnovik 100 No The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install  large acoustical noise blankets between nests an                                                                       65 feet from work l imits. ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No No vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:03:46 PM
Observed entering nest 
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:17:42 PM
feeding                                                  6/30/2011 16:55

7/5/2011 7002489 Ash-throated Flycatcher No Active CP83-1 100 Cavity nest 25 feet above ground level on east side of dead California sycamore (Platanus racem         Yes ATFL pr. bringing food to cavity 1002. - RR PNT_SSN-7002489 ############## 518814.467 3636041.19 7/5/2011 22:32 rradd rradd 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      69 feet from AR. Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No rradd - 6/18/2011 11:31:21 AM
ATFL nest guarding and hawking insects near cavity  but not enter                                         7/5/2011 22:32
7/2/2011 7002491 House Finch Yes Active Suncrest Substation 100 Nest about 15 feet high on small ledge at base of rock crevice (ledge is in lower left corner of rec             Yes jpawlicki - 6/11/2011 9:28:39 AM - Adults observed at nest with female bringing in nesting mate               PNT_SSN-7002491 6/11/2011 9:05 529841.242 3630218.9 7/2/2011 12:19 jpawlicki shampton 100 No The biologist feels this NBM should not adversely affect the success of the nest for the following                                                                                                                                                                         0 feet; within substation. 6/21/2011 0:00 Yes Yes ahil l  - 6/14/2011 6:54:46 PM
no activity seen  no eggs in nest
ahil l  - 6/18/2011 5:40:30 PM
three e                                                                                7/2/2011 12:19
7/5/2011 7002492 Western Kingbird Yes Active TL 639 - 579519 100 50 feet above ground level  Nest on south east corner of lattice structure halfway between groun    Yes nest reported by bio-monitor  Pair reported to be impacted by bucket truck operating on adjacen                    PNT_SSN-7002492 6/13/2011 9:44 492052.583 3631067.19 7/5/2011 12:01 imaunsell rradd 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipipated to immpact this nest provided that no stopping standing        35 feet from tower. Buffer remains, but work plan allowed per Buffer justification. No imaunsell  - 6/13/2011 9:52:43 AM
pair nest building  Bringing fine l ining material to nest in app                                                                       7/5/2011 12:01
7/5/2011 7002493 Mourning Dove No Active TL 639 - 379520 20 6 feet off ground in lemonadeberry (Rhus integrifolia)  Nest is located on a steep downslope 8 fe                 Yes Bird tolerated vehicle and foot traffic along the road and continued to nest build and sit on part                PNT_SSN-7002493 ############## 492170.008 3631168.36 7/5/2011 11:19 imaunsell rradd 100 No A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 20 feet  as well  as a restricted access nest buffer modific                                                                                                                                                               30 feet from tower; 8 feet from AR. 6/15/2011 0:00 6/15/2011 0:00 20 feet Yes No imaunsell  - 6/13/2011 12:10:47 PM
Pair nest building and sitting on 5-10% complete nest 
rradd                                         7/5/2011 11:19
######### 7002495 Mourning Dove No Active Sycamore Yard 100 A few stems of dry grass and dried sage flowers atop an Opuntia (prickly pear) pad 3 feet above   Yes 13 Jun MODO incubating two eggs 1123. PNT_SSN-7002495 ############## 499834.61 3643803.39 ############## rradd rradd 100 No 70 feet from AR. No Yes rradd - 6/20/2011 12:59:55 PM
MODO on nest 1237 
rradd - 6/28/2011 10:41:05 AM
MODO broo      6/28/2011 10:41

7/5/2011 7002498 Cassin's Kingbird Yes Active TL 6916 - 774818 100 40 feet above ground level in eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.), directly above AR. Yes CAKI carrying food to mate on nest 0934. PNT_SSN-7002498 ############## 491694.63 3639755.45 7/5/2011 16:28 rradd rradd 100 7/5/2011 16:26 No 4 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/22/2011 1:34:17 PM - CAKI incubation continues  Female to nest 1251  male aggressive                                         7/5/2011 16:28
######### 7002499 House Finch Yes Active Alpine Yard - Upper 15 In boom of crane truck, about 25 feet above the ground near end of boom. No Not disturbed by foot traffic underneath crane  Bio-monitor observed House Finch bringing nest PNT_SSN-7002499 ############## 520231.695 3634157.62 6/26/2011 7:12 barnold phoward 100 No The house finch pair is building a nest located 25 feet above ground level at the end of a boom a                                                                                                                                                             0 feet; in Alpine Yard, on equipment. 6/16/2011 0:00 6/16/2011 0:00 15 feet Yes Yes barnold - 6/15/2011 11:16:31 AM
Nest about 90 to 95% complete  
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:12:05       6/26/2011 7:12
######### 7002502 Anna's Hummingbird No Active Alpine Yard - Upper 0 Nest 5 feet up in chain-link fence. When found, an ESA sign was 2 feet in front of nest. No RAbe - 6/15/2011 3:54:43 PM
Female incubating. PNT_SSN-7002502 ############## 520508.049 3634106.51 6/28/2011 9:24 RAbe imaunsell 0 No Covered under existing blanket exemption for yard perimeter. 0 feet; on road fence. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes RAbe - 6/15/2011 3:54:42 PM
Female incubating 
sjohnston - 6/25/2011 9:22:29 AM
1 egg  1 nestl   6/28/2011 9:23
######### 7002503 Lesser Goldfinch No Active TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 100 Compact cup nest 5 feet above ground level in upper fork of sparse Baccharis broom under over                             Yes 15 Jun - Female LEGO incubating 4 white eggs 0734. - RR PNT_SSN-7002503 6/15/2011 8:42 496732.819 3634186.25 ############## rradd rradd 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping  standing  or                       78 feet to AR. Vehicular passage only. No No rradd - 6/22/2011 9:43:55 AM - LEGO female brooding hatched young 0744 
rradd - 6/29/2011 12      6/29/2011 12:17
######### 7002506 Lesser Goldfinch No Active CP50-1 Hamlet property 100 25 feet above ground level atop cluster of oak leaves on north side of coast l ive oak (Quercus ag     Yes 16 Jun LEGO female appears to be putting finishing touches on new nest 0700. - RR PNT_SSN-7002506 6/16/2011 9:40 509260.101 3638286.78 6/30/2011 9:24 rradd rradd 100 No 60 feet to AR driveway. No No rradd - 6/23/2011 9:54:38 AM
Apparently incubating female LEGO settles onto nest 0912  
rradd -          6/30/2011 9:24
######### 7002507 Lesser Goldfinch No Active Sycamore Yard 100 5ft up in laural sumac, north side, on distal end of branch, center-right of two bushes. No tcooper - 6/17/2011  female building nest, 1% complete, just a few pieces of grass in place
 PNT_SSN-7002507 ############## 499437.422 3643217.68 ############## tcooper rradd 100 No Nest is located approximately five feet up within a laurel sumac that is immediately adjacent to                                                                                                                                                      20 feet 15 feet Yes Yes rradd - 6/20/2011 2:02:19 PM
Nest not yet @ 2% complete 
blohstroh - 6/21/2011 4:34:26 PM
nes                            6/28/2011 11:13

7/5/2011 7002508 House Finch No Active Alpine Underground - Loritz property 30 Nest located within southwestern wheel axle of northeastern most set of wheels on water tower. Yes emorgan - 6/17/2011 1:12:11 PM - 100 foot buffer in place  Nest was only visible when standing                                                   PNT_SSN-7002508 ############## 526297.562 3632509.02 7/5/2011 16:16 emorgan vnovik 100 No A combination NBM/NBR is requested for this nest and nest location  First  a NBR from 100 to 30                                                                                                                                                        0 feet, within work l imits. 30 feet Yes Yes emorgan - 6/17/2011 1:12:01 PM
Nest contains five eggs  Female observed incubating 
tfitanides                     7/5/2011 16:16
7/5/2011 7002510 Lesser Goldfinch Yes Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 Nest is approximately 40 feet high in second sycamore (Platanus racemosa) north of bridge  on        No PNT_SSN-7002510 ############## 518239.238 3634610.48 7/5/2011 14:56 vnovik imaunsell 100 No 95 feet north of bridge No vnovik - 6/15/2011 4:01:21 PM
observed nest building nearly complete nest
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5                                                                     7/5/2011 14:56
7/5/2011 7002513 Lesser Goldfinch No Active CP70-3 AR 100 Nest of woven grasses 25' AGL atop sycamore (Platanus racemosa(  knot at end of downward ha                                Yes LEGO female finalizing construction with male in tow 1220. PNT_SSN-7002513 ############## 516846.318 3638415.35 7/5/2011 21:58 rradd rradd 100 No 60 feet to AR. No No rradd - 6/24/2011 12:26:21 PM
Nest appears mostly complete; male LEGO accompanies female c              7/5/2011 21:57
######### 7002514 Lesser Goldfinch Yes Active CP29-1 100 Nest is located 5 feet high in southeastern side of mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus minutiflora              Yes PNT_SSN-7002514 ############## 503241.608 3644897.86 ############## phoward rradd 100 No 2 feet from AR. No No phoward - 6/18/2011 11:10:14 AM
cup nest found 100% complete with four white eggs  female w                                      6/28/2011 16:19

7/5/2011 7002517 Pacific-slope Flycatcher No Active CP81-1 100 Nest is on a bark flake with overhanging flake 10' AGL on S side of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifo                           Yes PSFL male nest guarding  chasing HOWR  WBNU away from nest  Female emerges 0853  perches   PNT_SSN-7002517 6/18/2011 9:16 518850.04 3636369.61 7/5/2011 22:22 rradd rradd 100 6/25/2011 9:27 No Vehicular passage not l ikely to impact nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or construction     25 feet to AR. Buffer kept, but vehicular passage allowed No rradd - 6/25/2011 10:13:23 AM
Female PSFL incubating - on the nest for 10 mins  off for 5  0923 -              7/5/2011 22:21
7/5/2011 7002518 Lesser Goldfinch No Active CP83-1 100 Well-concealed nest 30' AGL in terminal cluster of leaves in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) N       Yes LEGO pr building nest 1142. PNT_SSN-7002518 ############## 518818.314 3636075.64 7/5/2011 22:30 rradd rradd 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      40 feet to AR. Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No rradd - 6/25/2011 11:46:48 AM
Nest complete  exterior clad in dry catkins  Too high to see into n                         7/5/2011 22:29
######### 7002519 House Finch No Active Suncrest Substation 20 Nest is in left rear comer of very large rock mover dump truck - in the left rear corner of the edge                     Yes Biomonitors A  Hil l  and C  Emerson found nest  and observed 3 eggs in nest with an adult perche            PNT_SSN-7002519 ############## 529685.35 3630365.18 ############## shampton pkonrad 100 No A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 20 feet is requested and should not adversely affect the s                                                                                                                                              0 feet from Suncrest. 6/21/2011 0:00 6/22/2011 0:00 20 feet Yes Yes shampton - 6/20/2011 1:59:59 PM
Biomonitors A  Hil l  and C  Emerson found nest and observed 3                                                                                      6/30/2011 14:07

7/5/2011 7002521 Hooded Oriole Yes Active TL 6916 - 973035 100 Pair is building third nest on east facing palm frond 20 feet above ground  The third nest was vis              Yes fhoffman - 6/18/2011 2:18:34 PM - Female continued to build upper nest with material from pal     PNT_SSN-7002521 ############## 493794.283 3640272.65 7/5/2011 15:40 rradd rradd 100 No 0 feet; within work l imits. No No rradd - 6/20/2011 3:27:28 PM - HOOR pair are intermittently present; female departs nest 1508                             7/5/2011 15:40
7/2/2011 7002522 House Finch No Active Suncrest Substation AR 0 Nest is 25 feet high in an outer branch of an Engelmann oak  well  protected by small leafy branc No Observed pair copulating and female bringing nesting material to nest (75% complete) - 6/20/20                PNT_SSN-7002522 ############## 531923.041 3630674.56 7/2/2011 15:00 ahil l kkilpatrick 0 No Blanket exemption in place for Suncrest substation and buffers along pad and access road. 20 feet from traffic. No Yes pkonrad - 6/30/2011 2:40:05 PM
No finches observed in area 
kkilpatrick - 7/2/2011 2:54:35 PM
N                                               7/2/2011 15:00
7/5/2011 7002526 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 Nest is located approximately 10 feet up in the center of a mulberry's (Morus alba) canopy. No Believed to be the 3rd attempt in 2 days to nest within a grouping of mulberries  Two previous ne              PNT_SSN-7002526 ############## 518222.482 3634585.26 7/5/2011 14:53 sjohnston imaunsell 100 No 5 feet from AR. No No vnovik - 6/22/2011 5:08:48 PM
Nest 70% complete 
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:16:53 PM
nest building 9                                                                                   7/5/2011 14:53
######### 7002528 House Finch Yes Active Alpine Yard 10 Nest located in reel along northern fence of yard, on south side of reel, behind plate. Yes PNT_SSN-7002528 ############## 520346.581 3634220.94 6/27/2011 9:54 vnovik imaunsell 100 No A nest buffer reduction from 100 to 10 feet is requested and should not negatively impact the suc                                                                                                                                                     0 feet; in yard. 6/22/2011 9:53 6/23/2011 9:53 10 feet Yes Yes vnovik - 6/21/2011 5:24:28 PM
Two eggs 
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:43:47 AM
three eggs 6/26/2011 7:43

7/5/2011 7002529 Northern Mockingbird Yes Active TL 639 - 379520 100 3 feet above ground level  Eight feet above cut of road in black sage (Salvia mellifera)  just left of        Yes PNT_SSN-7002529 6/21/2011 7:33 492152.949 3631117.53 7/5/2011 10:57 mdicus rradd 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipipated to immpact this nest provided that no stopping standing        3 feet from AR; 140 from pole. Drive through access only. No No mdicus - 6/21/2011 7:41:35 AM
Female incubating 2 eggs  Incomplete clutch  Full  clutch anticipa                                                     7/5/2011 10:57
7/5/2011 7002531 Lesser Goldfinch No Active Ell iott Substation 100 17 feet above ground level in cluster of exotic fig tree leaves overhanging chain-link Sub perimet        Yes 21 June LEGO pr attending nest. - RR PNT_SSN-7002531 6/21/2011 8:12 491667.299 3630964.3 7/5/2011 15:08 rradd rradd 100 No 68 feet to AR. No No rradd - 6/27/2011 2:13:16 PM
LEGO female making trips to nest in distant company of male 1355                  7/5/2011 15:08
7/5/2011 7002533 American Robin Yes Active TL 639 - 397518 100 20 feet above ground level at distal terminus of 6-inch diameter south-facing black willow (Salix        Yes 21 Jun  Bulky grass nest of coarse grasses  AMRO at nest briefly 1344  Monitor again to verify ac  PNT_SSN-7002533 ############## 491937.652 3630973.97 7/5/2011 14:47 rradd rradd 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping  standing  or       60 feet to AR. Drive through access only. No No rradd - 6/27/2011 12:36:43 PM
Obscure nest appears current  occupants difficult to detect  AMR                             7/5/2011 14:47
7/5/2011 7002534 Hooded Oriole Yes Active TL 639 - 397518 100 9 feet above ground level  Woven pensile nest at end of downward-hanging branch of Brazil ian p                    Yes HOOR pr attending nest. PNT_SSN-7002534 ############## 491969.156 3630933.38 7/5/2011 12:39 rradd rradd 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stoppping  standing  o         50 feet to AR. Drive through access only. No No imaunsell  - 6/21/2011 7:26:02 AM
pair attending nest
rradd - 6/27/2011 11:35:36 AM
Nest appea                           7/5/2011 12:39
######### 7002540 Verdin No Active EP262-4 100 4 feet high in 7 foot tall  cholla  on southeast side; cholla located on far side of small boulder hi                                   Yes PNT_SSN-7002540 ############## 584728.498 3613182.5 ############## shampton pkonrad 100 No 55 feet NE of TSAP, 80 feet SE of tower site. No No shampton - 6/22/2011 3:25:20 PM
One adult observed visiting nest  Begging calls from inside ne                                6/28/2011 13:56
######### 7002543 California Towhee No Active CP29-1 AR 100 Within scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia) thicket adjacent to AR. No 22 Jun CALT entering thicket with food at 20 min intervals. - RR PNT_SSN-7002543 ############## 503208.919 3644976.24 6/28/2011 8:18 rradd imaunsell 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticiapted to impact this nest provided that no stopping  standing  or        25 feet to AR. 6/27/2011 8:14 6/27/2011 8:14 Drive through access only. Yes No rradd - 6/22/2011 8:17:32 AM
CALT entering thicket at 20 minutes intervals. 6/28/2011 8:17

7/5/2011 7002544 Cassin's Kingbird Yes Active TL 6916 - 774820 100 40 feet above ground level in cluster of stems on eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp ) branch overhangin      Yes CAKI pair attending nest, no food carrying observed during 20 minute survey. PNT_SSN-7002544 ############## 492232.884 3639890.91 7/5/2011 17:03 rradd rradd 100 No 0 feet to AR. No No rradd - 6/27/2011 5:21:51 PM
Nest appears complete; no CAKI detected 1700-1515
rradd - 7/5/20                   7/5/2011 17:03
######### 7002545 Coastal California Gnatcatcher Yes Active TL 6916 - 774824 300 3 feet up in chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum)  6 feet from edge of road  behind black sage (Sa           No tcooper - 6/23/2011 11:06:34 AM- both adults building nest. PNT_SSN-7002545 ############## 493037.419 3640181.6 ############## tcooper tcooper 300 Yes unknown 5 feet from access road. No tcooper - 6/23/2011 7:09:21 PM -Pair building nest  about 95% complete  adding l ining material                  6/30/2011 19:04

7/5/2011 7002549 Lesser Goldfinch Yes Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 Nest is in willow (Salix sp ) 4-5 feet south of fence on west side of bridge  south of Arundo (Aruns         No PNT_SSN-7002549 ############## 518235.998 3634574.55 7/5/2011 14:58 vnovik imaunsell 100 No 4-5 feet south of fence on west side of bridge. No No vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:27:53 PM
Nest building 5%  Complete
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:14:22 AM
Nest b                                         7/5/2011 14:58
######### 7002505 Hooded Oriole No Active CP50-1 Hamlet property 100 16 feet above ground level in dense hanging cluster of eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp ) leaves on nor        Yes 16 Jun HOOR female adding nest l ining material in constant company of adult male 0915. - RR PNT_SSN-7002505 6/16/2011 9:32 509199.535 3638423.88 6/30/2011 9:28 rradd rradd 100 No 36 feet to AR. No No rradd - 6/23/2011 10:00:21 AM
Female departs nest 0947  returns without food 0959; l ikely incu                    6/30/2011 9:26
######### 7002552 Blue-gray Gnatcatcher No Active CP50-1 Hamlet property 100 In thicket composed of three coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) and two Peruvian pepper trees (S          Yes 23 Jun  BGGN pr present for 2 wks  Male carrying food here repeatedly  but flushes easily and do        PNT_SSN-7002552 ############## 509206.066 3638424.44 ############## rradd rradd 100 No 50 feet to AR. No No rradd - 6/30/2011 12:50:07 PM
BGGN heard but not seen near this location during 30 min  obs 6/30/2011 12:50
######### 7002553 Hooded Oriole No Active Helix Yard 100 Woven basket of palm 'hair' suspended 11 feet above ground level from underside of lower gree                      Yes 23 Jun HOOR male accompanies female building this nest 1510, approx 80% complete. - RR PNT_SSN-7002553 ############## 509743.317 3636610.79 6/29/2011 9:14 rradd rradd 100 No Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        5 feet to AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes rradd - 6/29/2011 9:14:05 AM
Nest appears complete; female HOOR not visible in deep cup  seen   6/29/2011 9:14

7/5/2011 7002555 Hooded Oriole No Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 Nest is in first sycamore (Platanus racemosa) north of sound blankets/ bridge  on branch below                     No vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:34:06 AM
No construction onsite when found. PNT_SSN-7002555 ############## 518242.352 3634601.57 7/5/2011 14:55 vnovik imaunsell 100 No Approx 30-40 feet North of bridge and 20 feet west No No vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:34:56 AM
Nest building approx 5-10% Complete 
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:23:5                                 7/5/2011 14:55
######### 7002557 Ash-throated Flycatcher No Active Hartung Yard 100 50 feet above ground level in dead top of main south trunk of California sycamore (Platanus rac Yes ATFL carrying food to cavity and defending against CAKI 1008. PNT_SSN-7002557 ############## 514912.092 3639282.91 ############## rradd rradd 100 No Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        45 feet to AR. No Yes rradd - 6/24/2011 10:08:28 AM
ATFL carrying food to cavity and defending against CAKI 
rradd - 6                6/30/2011 16:02
######### 7002558 House Finch Yes Active Alpine Yard 20 In orange reel behind plate. Yes sjohnston - 6/25/2011 10:13:20 AM
1 egg. PNT_SSN-7002558 ############## 520286.637 3634240.9 6/27/2011 7:57 sjohnston imaunsell 100 No This nest is located behind a metal plate on a large conductor reel and is along the northern edg                                                                                                                                                               0 feet; within yard. 7/1/2011 0:00 7/1/2011 0:00 15 feet Yes No phoward - 6/26/2011 7:47:36 AM
nest has two eggs, female incubating 6/26/2011 7:47

7/5/2011 7002559 House Wren No Active CP82-1 100 26 feet above ground level in broken-branch scar of southeast-facing trunk of coast l ive oak (Qu     Yes 25 Jun HOWR carring food to cavity at 15 minute intervals 1006-1046. PNT_SSN-7002559 ############## 518850.725 3636238.85 7/5/2011 22:25 rradd rradd 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      15 feet to AR. Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No rradd - 6/25/2011 10:16:06 AM
House Wrens carrying food at 15 minute intervals 
rradd - 7/5/20          7/5/2011 22:25
7/5/2011 7002560 Lesser Goldfinch No Active CP82-1 100 Compact woven grass nest 7 feet above ground level directly above east wheel track of AR in term                  Yes Female on nest 1105. PNT_SSN-7002560 ############## 518831.084 3636135.44 7/5/2011 22:28 rradd rradd 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      0 feet to AR. Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No rradd - 6/25/2011 11:13:40 AM
female on nest
rradd - 7/5/2011 10:28:22 PM
LEGO female on nes         7/5/2011 22:28
7/5/2011 7002561 Phainopepla No Active CP83-1 AR 100 30 feet above ground level near southernmost terminus of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) ove  Yes 25 Jun PHAI pair tending nest at10 minute intervals 1300-1320. PNT_SSN-7002561 ############## 518863.333 3636150.15 7/5/2011 22:27 rradd rradd 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      78 feet to AR. Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No rradd- 6/25/2011 13:46:37 PM
25 Jun PHAI pr tending nest @ 10 min  intervals 1300-1320 
rradd                 7/5/2011 22:26
7/2/2011 7002562 Anna's Hummingbird No Active Suncrest Substation 0 Nest is approximately 4 feet above ground in an outer branch of an Engelmann oak (Quercus agr No Female is incubating two eggs full  time  She is very tolerant of foot and vehicle traffic  as well  as       PNT_SSN-7002562 ############## 530072.7 3630537.41 7/2/2011 12:26 ahil l shampton 0 No Vehicular passage  parking  and trailer access is not anticipated to impact this bird provided th                                      20 feet Yes Yes ahil l  - 6/25/2011 7:45:33 AM
female incubating 2 eggs 
shampton - 7/2/2011 12:26:47 PM
On 7/0                    7/2/2011 12:26
######### 7002563 Ash-throated Flycatcher No Active Sycamore Substation 30 In open pipe on top of 69kV rack   First pipe in from the east  on the north side of the 69kV super             Yes Nest about 40 feet above the ground.  barnold - 6/27/2011 2:13 PM
 PNT_SSN-7002563 ############## 497163.746 3642019.31 6/28/2011 8:13 barnold imaunsell 100 No A Nest Buffer Reduction to allow work to occur under the superstructure will  result in a minimum                                                                                                                         0 feet; within Sycamore Substation. 6/28/2011 0:00 7/1/2011 0:00 30 feet Yes Yes barnold - 6/27/2011 2:15:58 PM
Adult observed entering pipe four times during the observation p                6/27/2011 14:15

7/2/2011 7002564 Yellow-breasted Chat Yes Active TL 639 - 397518 100 Grass nest of coarse stems l ined with finer grass  5 feet above ground level under bent stem of b          Yes PNT_SSN-7002564 6/27/2011 8:40 491974.436 3631011.17 7/2/2011 15:56 rradd rradd 100 No 55 feet to new pole. Yes No rradd - 6/27/2011 8:11:09 AM
YBCH incubating three whitish eggs with heavy brownish-purple ne           7/2/2011 15:56
7/5/2011 7002565 Lesser Goldfinch Yes Active TL 639 - 397518 100 15 feet above ground level in apical stem of Brazil ian pepper (Schinus terebinthifolius) 
Easiest t     Yes PNT_SSN-7002565 ############## 491973.853 3630926.66 7/5/2011 12:16 rradd rradd 100 No 60 feet to AR. No rradd - 6/27/2011 8:09:50 AM
Female LEGO building new nest while male accompanies 
rradd - 7/          7/5/2011 12:16
7/5/2011 7002568 House Finch No Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 HOFI being constructed on recently fledged HOFI nest (NID 5000884). No PNT_SSN-7002568 ############## 518193.86 3634567.07 7/5/2011 14:47 imaunsell imaunsell 100 No 82 feet No No imaunsell  - 6/28/2011 12:08:51 PM
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:32:32 PM
fledged sucessfully  HOFI                                                                           7/5/2011 14:47
######### 7002577 Bullock's Oriole No Active Kruetzcamp Yard AR 100 New nest in southeast-most branch of l ive oak tree (Quercus agrifolia) about 40 feet high  (There                        Yes PKonrad - 6/29/2011 - See next page.
 PNT_SSN-7002577 ############## 535129.805 3613019.98 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping  standing  or       30 feet west of AR. Yes pkonrad - 6/29/2011 12:32:55 PM
New nest being built by female oriole with male nearby; femal                                               6/29/2011 12:32
######### 7002579 Wrentit Yes Active TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 100 Woven grass cup 2 5 feet above ground level near center of broom baccharis (Baccharis sarothr Yes PNT_SSN-7002579 ############## 496927.943 3634231.01 ############## rradd rradd 100 No 54 feet to AR. No No rradd - 6/29/2011 1:56:49 PM
Nest contains one egg and one day-old altricial nestling. 6/29/2011 13:56
######### 7002580 Cliff Swallow No Active Alpine Underground - 214+00r 0 Under eave of house, peak of roof, east wall  of house, north side of ridge beam. No There are a few dobs of mud under other houses' eaves but no other active nests visible from str PNT_SSN-7002580 ############## 523244.811 3632955.51 ############## shampton shampton 0 No 50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes shampton - 6/30/2011 12:48:07 PM
At least one nestling being  fed by adult  Nestling at least sev        6/30/2011 12:48
######### 7001455 Hooded Oriole No Active Alpine Underground - 97+00L, MH-6L 0 Inside of palm tree - nest not visible; fnest location under lowest green palm frond on north-nort     No RAbe - 5/12/2011 2:29:06 PM - Male and female HOORs going inside palm tree  Homeowner has                                   PNT_SSN-7001455 ############## 519645.325 3633529.12 ############## RAbe pkonrad 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        40 feet south of AR. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes tfitanides - 5/27/2011 11:06:24 AM
Male observed call ing from palm perch  Female later observ                                                                                                                                                  6/30/2011 10:03
######### 7002582 Acorn Woodpecker No Active Hartung Yard 100 Cavity in extinct 20-inch diameter California sycamore (Platanus racemosa) used by ACWO as g  No Cavity is outside fenced yard l imits, so does not impede yard operations. PNT_SSN-7002582 ############## 515307.018 3639021.85 ############## rradd rradd 100 No Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        50 feet to realigned yard fence. No Yes rradd - 6/30/2011 3:30:08 PM
Yard monitor reports regular cavity use by ACWO  but no entry not     6/30/2011 15:30

7/5/2011 7002583 Lesser Goldfinch Yes Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 15 feet high in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia), above Costa's hummingbird nest. No vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:52:26 PM
No work onsite. PNT_SSN-7002583 ############## 518195.492 3634568.35 7/5/2011 14:48 vnovik imaunsell 100 No 65 feet to staked work l imits. No No vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:53:26 PM
Nest was found on 6/28/11  Nest was approx 80% when found  is           7/5/2011 14:48
7/2/2011 7002585 Rock Wren Yes Active Suncrest Substation 100 Under 2-foot diameter boulder on east side of 20-foot tall  boulder pile. Cavity opens to east. Yes shampton - 7/2/2011 1:12:06 PM
Originally logged on 7/1/2011 at 1515hrs  Re-entered on 7/2/2     PNT_SSN-7002585 7/2/2011 12:50 529479.388 3630188.91 7/2/2011 13:13 shampton shampton 100 No 0 feet; nest is in yard. No No shampton - 7/2/2011 1:01:41 PM
On 7/01/2011  at 1520hrs- Adult(s) regularly bringing food and                                                          7/2/2011 13:01
7/2/2011 7002586 Lark Sparrow No Active Wilson CY/Suncrest Substation AR 0 9 feet above ground in manzanita - 2 feet higher and 2 feet left (view from AR) of red flash tape  O        No shampton - 7/2/2011 1:08:41 PM
Originally logged on 7/1/2011 at 1700hrs  Re-entered on 7/2/2     PNT_SSN-7002586 7/2/2011 13:04 531316.043 3630648.25 7/2/2011 13:27 shampton shampton 0 No 5 feet from AR. No No shampton - 7/2/2011 1:27:35 PM
On 7/1/2011 at 1700hrs -Nest contained 3 eggs  both adults in  7/2/2011 13:27
7/2/2011 7002587 Lark Sparrow No Active Wilson CY/ Suncrest Substation AR 0 15 feet up in Engelmann oak (Quercus engelmannii)  at top of vertical section of 3-inch diameter                            No shampton - 7/2/2011 1:36:59 PM
Originally logged on 7/1/2011 at 1730hrs  Re-entered on 7/2/2     PNT_SSN-7002587 7/2/2011 13:31 531726.083 3630674.93 7/2/2011 13:41 shampton shampton 0 No 0 feet; above AR shoulder. No No shampton - 7/2/2011 1:41:16 PM
On 7/1/2011 at 1730 hrs -No eggs or nestlings  LASP heard sing                7/2/2011 13:41
7/2/2011 7002588 Cactus Wren Yes Active EP266-2 100 4 feet up in a cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.), near center of TSAP, opening faces south. No shampton - 7/2/2011 2:06:41 PM
Originally logged on 7/1/2011 at 1130hrs  Re-entered on 7/2/2                                                                                      PNT_SSN-7002588 7/2/2011 13:45 585743.181 3614784.45 7/2/2011 14:26 shampton shampton 100 No 0 feet; nest is on TSAP. No No shampton - 7/2/2011 2:11:21 PM
On 7/1/2011 at 1130 hrs -No CACW observed near nest Cholla                                                         7/2/2011 14:21
7/5/2011 7002591 Cactus Wren Yes Active EP245 AR 100 Newly constructed nest 4 feet high in cholla about 15 feet southeasr of access road  Nest built m             Yes PKonrad - 7/5/2011 - No wrens in area. See next page.
 PNT_SSN-7002591 7/5/2011 10:37 579106.95 3610504.8 7/5/2011 10:45 pkonrad pkonrad 100 No 15 feet southeast of AR No No pkonrad - 7/5/2011 10:45:05 AM
New nest; no wrens observed or heard in area. 7/5/2011 10:45
7/5/2011 7002592 Cactus Wren Yes Active EP243 100 New nest 3 feet high in cholla just northwest of road that circles tower pad. Yes PKonrad - 7/5/2011 - New nest well-used but fl imsy with bare areas. See next page. PNT_SSN-7002592 7/5/2011 12:55 578417.156 3610705.23 7/5/2011 13:23 pkonrad pkonrad 100 No 6 feet west of EP243 pad No pkonrad - 7/5/2011 1:23:52 PM
New but fl imsy nest looks well-used; wren call ing territorially fro  7/5/2011 13:23
7/5/2011 7002593 Cactus Wren Yes Active EP243 and new 12kV pole and AR 100 New nest built 3 feet high in cholla south of new kV pole and access road; about 20 feet southwe      Yes PKonrad - 7/5/2011 - See next page.
 PNT_SSN-7002593 7/5/2011 13:00 578307.584 3610752.1 7/5/2011 13:41 pkonrad pkonrad 100 No 80 feet south of new 12kV pole and AR No pkonrad - 7/5/2011 1:40:29 PM
New nest with 1 egg evident in nest chamber; wren call ing territo  7/5/2011 13:40
7/5/2011 7002556 Black-chinned Hummingbird Yes Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 Nest is approximately 30-60 feet high at top of canopy of 1st sycamore (Platanus racemosa) nor                       No vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:41:56 AM
No construction when nest was found. PNT_SSN-7002556 ############## 518243.928 3634599.26 7/5/2011 14:17 vnovik imaunsell 100 No 15-20 feet north of bridge. No vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:43:10 AM
Nest building appears 20% Complete or less 
vnovik - 6/27/2011                      6/30/2011 17:03
7/5/2011 7002597 Cassin's Kingbird Yes Active TL639 - 973035 100 In existing tower structure on bottom insulator  Nest resides in partial cavity at attachment site        Yes Same nest and pair as adjacent nest 7001014. Second nest attempt. PNT_SSN-7002597 7/5/2011 15:20 493784.232 3640256.82 7/5/2011 15:32 imaunsell imaunsell 100 No Nest is oinside pole; not a candidate. 0 feet; on pole No fhoffman - 6/18/2011 2:15:03 PM
Female and male observed on pole pair bonding. Female entered old cavity with material and removed item.
rradd - 6/20/2011
CAKI pair again occupying nest. female on nest. male nest-gaurding.
rradd - 6/28/2011 12:33:50 PM
CAKI pair at nest. Female leaves to forage from time to time. Male accompanie.
7/5/2011 7002598 Mourning Dove No Active Alpine Underground. 100 Nest is approx 6 feet high ( as measured from NE side ) in l ive oak  l ive oak is located North of Al        No PNT_SSN-7002598 7/5/2011 16:08 521094.771 3633328.28 7/5/2011 16:15 vnovik vnovik 100 No 90 feet to work accord My to Pen Tab. No vnovik - 7/5/2011 4:11:21 PM
On nest, l i lcley incubating. 7/5/2011 16:11
7/5/2011 7002599 Lesser Goldfinch No Active Alpine Underground. 100 Nest is approx 10 feet high in pine tree on North side of tree  Tree is North of Apine Blvd  and 13 j                   No PNT_SSN-7002599 7/5/2011 16:11 521095.26 3633330.23 7/5/2011 16:14 vnovik vnovik 100 No Approx 95 feet to work on  Pen Tab No vnovik - 7/5/2011 4:13:57 PM
Rind on nest incubating. 7/5/2011 16:13
7/5/2011 7002600 House Finch No Active in CY 100 same location as Nest ID#7002458. in southern set of double tires. Yes at least two eggs in nest.
sritt - 7/5/2011 5:41:28 PM
 PNT_SSN-7002600 7/5/2011 17:37 528249.186 3620282.43 7/5/2011 17:41 sritt sritt 100 No in CY No
7/5/2011 7002601 Northern Mockingbird No Active TL639 z379521 100 Woven nest of twigs 4' AGL on N side lemonadebush immediately E of AR. Yes PNT_SSN-7002601 7/5/2011 10:39 492239.825 3631227.58 7/5/2011 10:48 rradd rradd 100 No 5' to AR, 50' to work, 100' to pole No rradd - 7/5/2011 10:44:56 AM
Female NOMO building new nest  approx 50% complete  while ma      7/5/2011 10:44
7/5/2011 7002602 Lesser Goldfinch Yes Active 100 Woven cup nest 15' AGL in leaf cluster atop vertical stub of California sycamore (Platanus racem Yes PNT_SSN-7002602 7/5/2011 22:14 516900.161 3638429.18 7/5/2011 22:19 rradd rradd 100 No 15' to AR No No rradd - 7/5/2011 10:18:23 PM
Female LEGO incubating (15 mins  on  5 mins  off) while male atten   7/5/2011 22:18
5/6/2011 5000008 Canyon Wren No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 Behind red wood piece in eve. Yes Fresh bird scat present  no bird on nest  Passerine 
Checked on 3/3/2011: CANW seen bringing ne                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5000008 ############## 509064.304 3638414.84 5/6/2011 11:50 rradd kalberts 0 No 0 feet: under house. No No
5/2/2011 5000025 Cactus Wren No Closed EP244 0 Within  cholla (Cylindropuntia sp ) possibly within 100 feet of EP244   A fresh grass nest includi              No Visited 27 Feb  no birds present @ 11:00 hrs 
Well-built nests status unchanged; grasses graying                                                  PNT_SSN-5000025 ############## 578916.744 3610751.05 5/2/2011 11:36 pkonrad pkonrad 0 Yes Apparent nest predation; top of nest torn open  exposing all  of the interior  No sign of egg shells Avoid corner of temporary ROW that includes 100 foot buffer. 82 feet from corner of temporary ROW. No
######### 5000031 Cactus Wren No Closed EP231A TSAP 0 Active CACW nest in cholla (Cylindropuntia)  approximately 2 5 feet high  located between TSAP                                                    No Nest discolored gray; no wrens in area or singing 3-16  (PK) 
Nest looks recently visited; wren sin                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000031 2/22/2011 8:32 574240.961 3611240.44 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 100 feet from tower site edge. No No
######### 5000035 Common Raven No Closed EP349 and AR 0 High in metal tower. No Nest #30 inactive former CORA nest; potential raptor nest; contrnue to monitor 
No activity observ                                                                                                                         PNT_SSN-5000035 ############## 613340.871 3623937.76 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence  following the premises of the Raven Control Pl 65 feet from SWPL l ine access road. 0 feet Yes No pkonrad - 5/25/2011 12:30:54 PM
Closed - ravens have fledged and dispersed. 5/25/2011 12:30

6/2/2011 5000040 Mourning Dove No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 Under roof above back porch. Yes No sign of adults or recent nest use  Work Outside Buffer
female on nest 3/3/11 - I  Maunsell 
10 M                                                                                                                         PNT_SSN-5000040 ############## 509064.626 3638419.01 6/2/2011 15:21 rradd rradd 0 5/5/2011 11:39 No Successfully fledged. MODO nests are in roof eaves above back door of mitigation property  Cleaning crews will  not im                     0 feet. Signs posted at back door to use front entrance only. Yes No rradd - 5/25/2011 1:03:10 PM
MODO brooding young 1259
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:21:32 PM
Nest app        6/2/2011 15:21
######### 5000412 American Kestrel No Closed CP55 AR 0 Nest in SWPL tower, on north-facing middle arm. No Cavity nest in north facing middle arm of structure  Nest as described in correct location  no bird                                                                                                                                                                       PNT_SSN-5000412 2/4/2011 11:41 509719.816 3637536.24 ############## rradd rradd 0 5/18/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. 305 feet from access road. No No

6/4/2011 5000456 Common Raven No Closed EP363-1 0 New stick nest; old nest was apparently blown out by strong wind last winter   In south arm of m            No New nest; both ravens active at nest site on 4-5 (PK) 
Buffer affects about 15 foot section on south                                                                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5000456 ############## 620053.023 3620492.53 6/4/2011 7:08 pkonrad barnold 0 6/3/2011 7:08 No Successfully fledged. Buffer reduced to 0 feet through agency concurrence  following the premises of the Raven Contro  130 feet from permanant impact area of tower site. 0 feet Yes pkonrad - 5/25/2011 1:25:51 PM - At least 2 large feathered nestlings standing and lying in nest                       6/3/2011 20:25
######### 5000470 House Finch No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 8 feet off ground in fire alarm mounted on side of house.
 Yes Observed pair coming and going from nest
16 Mar - HOFI at nest 12:44 - RR
3/18/11 - D  Busby ob                                                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5000470 3/2/2011 10:05 510079.764 3638801.49 6/23/2011 8:40 rradd rradd 0 No It is the avian biologist’s opinion  both the Anna’s hummingbird and black phoebe nests will  tol                                                          0 feet; on subject house. Buffer reduced to 0 feet. Yes No rradd - 5/25/2011 5:20:06 PM
No HOFI detected during 30 min  obs  
rradd - 6/3/2011 9:09:35 AM                                           6/23/2011 8:40

5/3/2011 6002314 Loggerhead Shrike No Closed EP234-1 0 Nest is in a juniper tree (Juniperus californica) just outside the northeast quadrant of the TSAP (                          Yes A 100 foot nest buffer is discontinuous due to an existing archeological site  LOSH often double-c                                                                                                                                                             PNT_SSN-6002314 3/4/2011 11:06 575336.86 3611001.24 5/3/2011 16:05 pkonrad kalberts 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. Focus all  activites to be away from the buffer at the NE corner to avoid working within the 100 fo  80 feet from corner of tower site. No No
######### 6002319 Bushtit No Closed CP57 AR 0 Nest is on the north-side (upslope side) of the access road at a bend  Nest is five feet off the grou             No Nest building and mating observed  Nest is 85% complete  Nest is 10 feet off the road  Buffer enco                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-6002319 3/5/2011 14:27 511690.026 3638581.55 5/21/2011 8:45 rradd rradd 0 ############## No Nest successfully fledged. 10 feet from existing access road. No No
######### 5000521 Common Raven No Closed EP250 AR 0 Nest located approximately 120 feet up on tower arm  Tower outside of work area but 100 foot n         No 2/01/11 observation during surveyor monitoring (Chambers Group)
Raven incubating in stick nes                                                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5000521 2/1/2011 0:00 581543 3610615 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. Buffer should either be reduced to 65 feet  OR left as 100 feet  with the stipulation that vehicular            65 feet from access road. Yes No pkonrad - 5/31/2011 1:17:49 PM - 2 fledglings and 1 adult flushed from below tower; fledglings                 5/31/2011 13:17
######### 5000898 Bushtit No Closed EP223-1 and TSAP 0 Located in redshank (Adenostoma sparsifolium); approximately 5 feet off the ground. No Bushtit pair was observed bringing nesting material (l ichen  spider web silk  etc ) to the nest  The                               PNT_SSN-5000898 2/14/2011 0:00 571680 3613365 ############## bclaxton imaunsell 0 No 55 feet from corner of work area. No No

6/2/2011 6002386 Coastal Cactus Wren No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 Substantial grass nest 5 feet up in large prickly pear (Opuntia sp ) complex  Entrance a l ittle rou                          No Showery and cooler weather has somewhat suppressed territorial activity this afternoon   Call in                                                                                                                                                    PNT_SSN-6002386 3/7/2011 14:07 499781.62 3643816.97 6/2/2011 9:30 rradd imaunsell 0 No Unimproved nest, not used this season. 10 feet No Yes rradd - 5/24/2011 3:16:02 PM
No CACW detected 1305-1335 
rradd - 6/1/2011 10:40:24 AM
This n         6/1/2011 10:40
5/3/2011 6002394 Rufous-crowned Sparrow No Closed CP86 0 Nest under mission manzanita (Xylococcus bicolor) at small rock outcrop. No RCSP observed with nest material and gave pair interaction calls 
17 Mar - Pair present  call ing t                                                                               PNT_SSN-6002394 3/9/2011 9:06 518178.161 3635230.37 5/3/2011 16:21 blohstroh kalberts 0 No Buffer may be left as 100 feet  but biomonitor should monitor within that area of tower site wher     85 feet to corner of tower site. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No
5/3/2011 6002402 Bushtit No Closed CP73-2 0 Nest is 6 feet up in Ceanothus (Ceanothus sp )  60% complete  adults bringing material to nest on No 28 Mar - Adults tending/repairing nest  nest sti l l  incomplete  no eggs or nestlings - BL
20 Apr - Ne                PNT_SSN-6002402 3/9/2011 10:23 518050.359 3638100.64 5/3/2011 16:25 blohstroh kalberts 0 Yes Nest destroyed by unknown. 90 feet to tower legs. No No
7/5/2011 6002805 Oak Titmouse No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 HOWR pair originally observed actively building nest in cavity of sycamore (Platanus racemosa                                              Yes PNT_SSN-6002805 3/10/2011 9:16 518243.637 3634599.46 7/5/2011 13:58 blohstroh imaunsell 100 ############## No Nesting chronology appears to support the assumption of a sucessful fledge. The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install  large acoustical noise blankets between nests an                                                                                   30 feet Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No Active pair bonding and cavity nesting behavior observed  birds unconcered by my presence 25 f                                                                                                                                     6/30/2011 17:03
######### 6003206 Bushtit No Closed Hartung Yard 0 20 feet up in a coast l ive oak  This location is 30 feet south of southern perimeter fence  Nest is c             Yes Nest is very difficult to see  Nest location discovered through behavioral observation of bird  car                                                                                                       PNT_SSN-6003206 3/10/2011 8:35 515025.244 3639198.66 ############## rradd rradd 0 No Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        30 feet from yard boundary. No Yes
######### 6003213 House Wren No Closed CP51-2 AR 0 Stick pile inside electrical panel. When found, bird was singing from nest. No 24 Mar - HOWR perched and singing @ nest  - RR
31 Mar - HOWR left nest @ 1329 - RR
19 Apr - N                         PNT_SSN-6003213 ############## 509222.122 3638426.82 ############## rradd kalberts 0 No 0 feet; within work area around structures. No No
######### 6003215 House Wren No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 3 feet up, in cavity in stump of oak approximately 15 feet south of driveway. Yes WBNU Repeatedly entered cavity for a minute or so at a time  Pair call ing and nest exchange  so                                                                                                                         PNT_SSN-6003215 ############## 510025.917 3638779.7 5/13/2011 9:28 rradd eelias 0 No Short-term work detail  wil l  al low temporary buffer reduction to allow work   This species is know                                                                      15 feet from Londono driveway. 3/4/2011 14:49 5/6/2011 14:49 Yes No
######### 6003219 Common Raven No Closed CP31-2 0 22 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia)  1 of 2 stick nests in this tree  This nest is 3 feet lo                               Yes Nest is 12 feet from AR to CP31-2  Birds not incubating yet and are spending extended periods aw                                                                                                                                 PNT_SSN-6003219 3/12/2011 9:07 503552.001 3644860.58 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Death by natural causes. CORA dead on nest. 35 feet from work area. No No rradd - 5/24/2011 4:14:38 PM
One large weill-feathered  gray-faced  nestling visible on nest 
rrad                                                 6/15/2011 13:51

5/3/2011 6003220 Bushtit No Closed CP31-2 AR 0 Top of laurel sumac (Malosma laurina)  18 feet east of AR  straight out from large obvious rock o                      No A pair of bushtits was observed making multiple trips to this location  carrying plant down and o                                                                                                                                 PNT_SSN-6003220 3/12/2011 9:55 503222.998 3645118.32 5/3/2011 15:29 rradd rradd 0 5/3/2011 0:00 No Successful fledge. Vehicular construction traffice unlikely to impact nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or c     20 feet from AR. No No
######### 6003221 Cooper’s Hawk No Closed Helix Yard AR 0 20 feet up in a eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp ) tree 1/2 way up tree  This tree forks at the base  creat            Yes Nest found by Helix yard bio monitor  Cooper's hawk present at the time of verification by avian b                                                                                                                                                                              PNT_SSN-6003221 ############## 509785.813 3636510.97 ############## rradd rradd 0 6/7/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Nest is in proximity to El Monte Rod  rural residential  and is visually obscured   The proposed w                               1,120 feet from yard boundary, but along AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer reduced to 360 feet. Yes Yes rradd - 5/26/2011 5:45:26 PM - Nest has fledged  Change to Closed 
rradd - 6/3/2011 1:27:07 PM                                                                            6/23/2011 14:34
######### 6003223 Bushtit No Closed EP89-1 0 11 feet up on south side of large tall  scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia) located near east side o  No Almost complete nest with pair working on final stages of construction 3-11 
Active nest with a Bu                                                                                                                                                                   PNT_SSN-6003223 3/11/2011 7:49 547968.966 3613318.47 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 6/7/2011 15:50 No Successfully fledged. Keep all  personnel out of 100 foot buffer within temporary ROW  and ensure that other areas of     55 feet from temporary ROW; 165 feet to legs. No No pkonrad - 5/27/2011 9:50:53 AM
 2 adults behaving and call ing territorially when scrub jay perc                                                                        6/23/2011 15:52

6/3/2011 6003235 Black Phoebe No Closed Helix Yard 0 Underside of construction trailer. Yes Nest under construction despite AR traffic  
25 Mar - BLPH pair bringing mud to nest 0730 - RR 
29                                                                             PNT_SSN-6003235 3/16/2011 8:22 509744.156 3636511.56 6/3/2011 12:52 rradd rradd 0 6/3/2011 12:50 No Successfully fledged. Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        1240 feet from nearest part of yard. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes rradd - 5/26/2011 5:13:09 PM
BLPH feeding at least three feathered nestlings  
rradd - 6/3/2011 1              6/3/2011 12:51
######### 6003246 Bushtit No Closed EP26-1 0 South side of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) about 15 feet high. No Buffer not flagged because along portion of road that is closed  
Nest looks complete; no birds ob                                                                      PNT_SSN-6003246 ############## 528160.744 3619964.17 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No Nesting attempt appears to have fledged Bushtits or failed some time ago as evidenced by lack o     Vehicular traffic should be permissible and is anticipated not to impact nest  provided that no s        60 feet to AR; 580 feet to SWAT yard. No

5/6/2011 6003248 Bushtit No Closed CP65-1 0 Adults building nest 7 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia)  covered by wild cucumber (M       No 28 Mar - Nest in good condition  adults in area  but no interaction with this nest  - BL
6 Apr - Quic                                                                      PNT_SSN-6003248 3/17/2011 9:00 514306.465 3639374.68 5/6/2011 11:26 mdicus kalberts 0 Yes Nest appears predated - hole torn to expose contents. To encroach within buffer  temporary sound walls may be used during survey staking and potho                   15 feet from driveway improvement area. No No
6/6/2011 6003250 Common Raven No Closed EP353 and AR 0 In south arm of metal powerline tower near EP353. No Pair of common ravens building a new nest 3-17 (PK) 
100 foot nest buffer affects access road be                                                                                                                                                     PNT_SSN-6003250 ############## 614793.913 3623183.13 6/6/2011 7:57 pkonrad imaunsell 0 No Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence  following the premises of the Raven Control Pl 83 feet from AR. 0 feet Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/25/2011 1:03:10 PM
2 large feathered nestlings standing on nest with 1 brancher sta                                                 6/6/2011 7:57
5/8/2011 5003259 House Finch No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 15 feet up in crook of eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp ) approximately 15 feet from end of short spur d Yes 3/18/11 - D  Busby observes HOFI pair collecting nest material and bringing it to nest 
1 April  - Fe                                                   PNT_SSN-5003259 3/18/2011 9:10 510045.634 3638803.17 5/8/2011 14:50 imaunsell kalberts 0 Yes Blown out by high winds. Not needed; failed before NBR approval. 15 feet from driveway. 3/4/2011 14:49 5/6/2011 14:49 0 feet Yes No
5/6/2011 5003263 Bushtit No Closed EP221-2 0 6 feet up in large scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia) on north side of center trunk inside clump o   No Well conceled in new growth; nest is about 60% complete; Pair observed nest building  Revisted                                                                     PNT_SSN-5003263 3/23/2011 8:37 571051.33 3613761.48 5/6/2011 12:39 pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes Appears nest is deserted; no bushtits have been seen at this nest for several weeks. 72 feet from tower center. No No
6/8/2011 5003273 Western Bluebird No Closed EP90-1 AR 0 Cavity 10 feet up on north side of snag at edge of field (south of fenced eucalyptus grove) and AR  No Pair repeatedly entering cavity  No incubation at this time 3-23 - RR
Pair entering cavity and flying                                                                                                                                                              PNT_SSN-5003273 3/23/2011 8:34 548194.411 3613280.24 6/8/2011 14:00 pkonrad pkonrad 0 6/8/2011 13:58 No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage should not impact nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or construction   15 feet north of AR. Buffer kept in place at 100 feet, but vehicular passage is allowed. Yes No pkonrad - 5/27/2011 11:24:03 AM
 2 (yes two) adult males and 1 female feeding nestlings in tree                                                                 6/8/2011 14:00
######### 5003278 California Thrasher No Closed EP240 0 Cup nest 3 feet up in large saltbush (Atriplex sp.). Can be obseverved from north side. No 3/24/11 TC- Adults l ining nest  95% complete  No work on access roads near nest 
3/25/11 BL- Ch                                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5003278 ############## 577663.748 3610649.64 ############## pkonrad phoward 0 Yes Nest and nest l ining was completely intact, suggesting snake depredation. Crew wants to install  12KV pole 18  which is 102 feet NW of nest - beyond 100 foot buffer - but 1                                                         75 feet from tower. Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes Yes
######### 5003288 California Thrasher No Closed Alpine Yard 0 About 2.5 feet off ground in sugar bush (Rhus ovata). No Female observed incubating on nest  Did not flush when approached to 5 feet  3/28/11 IM
imaun                                              PNT_SSN-5003288 ############## 520335.453 3634134.52 ############## imaunsell kalberts 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. Bird began nesting with current work activities and personnel associated with the buffer area  s                  0 feet; within yard boundary. ############### 4/26/2011 14:02 Buffer reduced to 50 feet. Yes Yes

6/1/2011 5003290 Bushtit No Closed TL 6924 - Z171690 0 Approximately 4 feet up in Ceanothus shrub. No BUSH observed entering nest w material  RF-3/29/11
BUSH observed entering nest w material  rra                                                                                 PNT_SSN-5003290 3/29/2011 9:37 496974.65 3643371.41 6/1/2011 21:32 rfletcher rradd 0 ############## No Nest fledged successfully. 70 feet from permanent work area. No Yes blohstroh - 5/26/2011 10:34:37 AM
26 May- nest in disrepair  no BUSH tending  BUSH in area  bu    5/26/2011 10:34
5/3/2011 5003291 Western Bluebird No Closed TL 6916 - Z774819 0 Cavity nest approximately 40 feet up in dead eucalyptus tree. No WEBL pair enering and exiting cavity multiple times 
12 Apr WEBL continue to visit cavity 15:15  -                                              PNT_SSN-5003291 ############## 492084.327 3639892.2 5/3/2011 13:15 rfletcher kalberts 0 Yes Nest failed for unknown reason  but HOWR (detected at this cavity) have been a factor in many b           Vehicular passage should not impact nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or construction    75 feet from AR; 400 feet to nearest pole. No Yes
######### 5003292 Bushtit No Closed TL 6924 - Z171691 0 BUSH nest located in black sage (Salvia mellifera) shrub. No Clean nest  active as of this year  Buffer flagged with yellow tape  needs ESA signage 
BUSH enterin                                                                   PNT_SSN-5003292 ############## 496997.558 3643628.24 ############## rfletcher imaunsell 0 Yes Nest predated. Vehicular passage should be allowed  provided that no stopping  standing  or construction occu    25 feet from existing AR. No Yes
######### 5003303 OTHER No Closed EP254-3 0 Cavity in agave (Agave sp.) along northern boundary of temporary impact zone. No Male observed making cavity and vocalizing  rma 3/31/2011
4/12/11 - No Woodpeckers observe                                                                               PNT_SSN-5003303 3/31/2011 9:17 583048.481 3610722.14 ############## RAbe sritt 0 No 15 feet from temp ROW, 107 feet to tower center. No No
######### 5003305 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Nest approximately 6 feet off ground on top of fan (second from right) and under large radiator d                      No 3/31/11  Observed female bring nest material to nest with male following closely  (D  Busby)
bar                                                                     PNT_SSN-5003305 3/31/2011 8:31 497106.175 3642169.88 ############## dbusby barnold 0 No 0 feet; within substation. Yes Yes

5/3/2011 5003306 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Nest approximately 7 feet high in a small box in northwestern corner of cooling tower. No 3/31/11 - Observed female bring nest material to nest with male following closely  (D  Busby) 
Ne                                 PNT_SSN-5003306 3/31/2011 8:46 497099.058 3642173.84 5/3/2011 13:58 dbusby kalberts 0 No 0 feet; within substation. No Yes
######### 5003308 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Nest approximately 30 feet high in southern-most structure. Nest in two lefeet pipes. No 3/31/11 - Pair bringing nest material to two left pipes  Collecting grass from adjacent habitat  Pl                                                                                 PNT_SSN-5003308 3/31/2011 9:44 497122.076 3641995.18 ############## mdicus barnold 0 No 0 feet; within substation. No Yes

5/3/2011 5003310 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 In first of three pipes approximately 30 feet off ground. In southernmost structure. No 3/31/11 - Pair observed copulating and then female entered pipe  Flagged (Cummings)  
No birds                  PNT_SSN-5003310 3/31/2011 9:55 497103.844 3641994.46 5/3/2011 14:01 dbusby kalberts 0 No 0 feet; within substation. No Yes
######### 5003311 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 In southernmost structure. Approximately 20 feet off ground in opening in insulator structure. No 3/31/11 - Female of pair observed going to the nest  Flagged (Cummings) 
barnold - 4/12/2011 10                                          PNT_SSN-5003311 ############## 497072.299 3641996.94 ############## dbusby barnold 0 No 0 feet; within substation. No Yes barnold - 6/16/2011 2:47:19 PM
House Finch activity in general area 
barnold - 6/23/2011 1:42:2        6/23/2011 13:42
######### 5003312 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 In southernmost structure  Approximately 20 feet above ground in horizontal  insulator structur No 3/31/11 Observed male binging nest material into hole and leaving without it  Flagged (Cummin                                                       PNT_SSN-5003312 ############## 497100.602 3642010.7 ############## dbusby barnold 0 No 0 feet; within substation. No Yes

6/1/2011 5003313 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Approximately 4 feet above concrete on ledge on north side of water-cooling structure labeled Si                     Yes 3/31/11 Pair bonding observed in area and pair visited possible beginnings of nest   Not flagged                                                                                                                                             PNT_SSN-5003313 ############## 497134.987 3642041.69 6/1/2011 14:26 dbusby barnold 0 6/1/2011 14:26 No Successfully fledged. 0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 2:24:32 PM
Two young fledglings in concrete retaining basin  Nest successful  6/1/2011 14:24
5/3/2011 5003316 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Approximately 15 feet above ground in rectangular metal pipe with opening facing west. No 3/31/11 Observed pair bringing nesting material to opening  Flagged (Cummings) 
barnold - 4/12                           PNT_SSN-5003316 ############## 497065.884 3642092.2 5/3/2011 14:39 dbusby kalberts 0 No 0 feet; within substation. Yes
5/3/2011 5003321 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed TL 6916 - 774821 0 10 feet up in laurel sumac, at top center of bush, easily seen from road. No Looks complete 
3/31/11 TC - Adults seen visiting nest  possibly in laying stage 
4/7/11 TC - Femal                                                  PNT_SSN-5003321 ############## 492335.403 3639874.33 5/3/2011 14:46 tcooper kalberts 0 Yes Cause of failure is indeterminate; nest was destroyed by wind or predator  No construction has t  Vehicular passage should be allowed, as long as work occurs over 100 feet from nest. 20 feet from AR; 290 feet to nearest tower. No Yes
######### 5003323 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed CP63-3 0 Male rebuilding destroyed nest ID 60003238. No 31 Mar - In dense sage adjacent to chaparral broom on derelict fence-line 
7 Apr - Pair remain ac                                                                    PNT_SSN-5003323 3/31/2011 9:03 513995.473 3639575.54 ############## rradd rradd 0 No Nest outcome indeterminate. Not needed; outside of the 300 foot buffer for this species. 375 feet from access road. No No

5/3/2011 5003324 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 6 feet up in pepper tree (Schinus sp.) above concrete septic tank. Yes 31 Mar - Nest complete  female on nest - RR
5 Apr - Female active at nest  - RR
11 Apr - ANHU fema                                  PNT_SSN-5003324 ############## 509079.934 3638399.97 5/3/2011 14:47 rradd kalberts 0 Yes Predated nest. 0 feet; in work area. No
5/3/2011 5003325 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 8 feet up in pepper tree (Schinus sp.) branch overhanging path. Yes 31 Mar - Female on nest 1215 - RR 
5 Apr - Incubation continues - RR 
11 Apr - Female LEGO on nes                         PNT_SSN-5003325 ############## 509084.098 3638392.1 5/3/2011 14:48 rradd kalberts 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. 0 feet; at and next to work area. No No
5/8/2011 5003337 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 14 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia)  Nest in natural arch formed by two coast l ive oa       Yes Female on nest  Not disturbed by vehicle or foot traffic  1 April  2011 - IM (gps not functioning  m                                        PNT_SSN-5003337 4/1/2011 11:16 509954.218 3638772.49 5/8/2011 14:49 imaunsell kalberts 0 ############## No Intact nest vacant. Presumed fledged. Not needed; nest failed prior to NBR approval. 25 feet from Londono's driveway. 3/4/2011 14:48 5/6/2011 14:48 Yes No
7/5/2011 5003338 House Finch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Nest located about 60 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) about 5 feet from main trunk. Yes PNT_SSN-5003338 4/1/2011 14:00 518269.173 3634595.93 7/5/2011 9:26 blohstroh imaunsell 0 Yes Cause of failure indeterminate but not construction-related.  Nest apparently never occupied. 0 feet; within work area. No No Pair observed building nest. Nest is about 95% complete. Point entered by hand. 1April  - IM
8 April  - Pair bringing nest material to nest.-BL
16 Apr - No activity 0900-0930 - RR
22 Apr - No activity observed, nest appears large and complete, location makes incubating bird difficult to detect - RR 0800-0830 - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:04:46 AM - No activity observed, ,nest appears large and complete, location makes incubating bird difficult to detect. 
30 Apr - No activity detected for 2 weeks, nest now festooned with spider web. Change to Closed. - RR
7/5/2011 5003339 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Nest located in sycamore (Platanus racemosa) about 35 feet above bridge deck   Branch with nes                 Yes PNT_SSN-5003339 4/1/2011 13:54 518254.263 3634595.72 7/5/2011 8:51 blohstroh imaunsell 0 Yes Unknown cause; nest not relocated. 7 feet from AR. No No Pair observed building nest. Nest is about 95% complete. Point entered by hand. 1 April  - IM.
8 April  - Adult sitting on nest - BL
16 Apr - LEGO pair sti l l  at work on this nest.
22 Apr - LEGO female appears to settle on eggs 0727. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 1:30:05 PM - Nest no longer present.
5/3/2011 5003340 Oak Titmouse No Closed EP84 0 In northeast-facing cavity of elderberry (Sambucus mexicana) tree  About 11 feet off the ground          No Pair of oak titmouse acted agitated  scolding at oberver's presence  Pair left the tree and came b                                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5003340 4/1/2011 10:30 546612.078 3613962.35 5/3/2011 15:05 pkonrad kalberts 0 No 10 feet from tempROW; 80 feet from perm impact. No No
######### 5003344 American Crow No Closed EP85-2 AR 0 35 feet up in l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). No 1 April  - No apparent activity - S  Hampton  S  Ritt
American crow incubating; second crow call ing                                                                                                                                                    PNT_SSN-5003344 4/1/2011 14:10 546989.055 3613726.37 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 No Vehicular traffic not anticipated to impact nest as nest site is also very close to Lake Morena Dr                45 feet from AR. No No pkonrad - 5/24/2011 3:43:40 PM
1 fledgling and 2 adults active in pasture west of nest - closed 5/24/2011 15:43
######### 5003347 House Finch No Closed TL 639 - 100979 0 Nest material brought to hole at base of lower insulator on east side of pole 100979. Yes 04/04/11 - Pair of house finches carrying and depositing nest material to base of insulator (M  D                                                        PNT_SSN-5003347 4/4/2011 11:39 496988.355 3641834.25 ############## mdicus imaunsell 0 No 0 feet. No Yes imaunsell  - 5/23/2011 12:37:47 PM
Status changed to closed due to nest chronology. 5/23/2011 12:37
######### 5003349 House Finch No Closed TL 639 - 171674 0 Nest found in lowest metal box on power l ine pole. Yes 4/4/11 phoward - Female sen with nest material made; multiple visits to same site  pole was ma                                     PNT_SSN-5003349 4/4/2011 7:35 496997.577 3641012.49 ############## phoward rradd 0 No 0 feet; on pole. No Yes

5/3/2011 5003354 Bushtit No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 0 17 feet up in coast l ive oak above edge of road. No Monitor observed pair and nest building on 4/4  Pair adding l ining to nearly complete nest  Und                                                                 PNT_SSN-5003354 4/5/2011 13:25 534502.149 3612381.69 5/3/2011 13:30 imaunsell kalberts 0 Yes Nest gone; appears nesting attempt failed considering the lack of activity at nest after nest build   Vehicular passage not l ikely to impact nest  provided no stopping  standing  or construction occ   Within 10 feet of AR. No Yes
######### 5003359 House Finch No Closed TL 230 - 873078 0 Nest approximately 100 feet above ground in cavity of existing lattice tower. Yes 04/05/2011 - Adult female HOFI observed carrying nest materials into small opening in tower (J                                        PNT_SSN-5003359 4/5/2011 17:47 491812.961 3630856.72 ############## jdicus rradd 0 No No nest or breeding bird at this location. Not requested, as vertical buffer is sufficient. 15 feet horizontally, 100 feet vertically. No No
######### 5003360 Phainopepla No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 7 feet up against main trunk of pepper tree (Schinus sp.); most visible from east side. No 5 Apr - Pair PHAI building nest - mostly complete  male on nest - RR
11 Apr - Male PHAI on nest 13                                                                    PNT_SSN-5003360 4/5/2011 12:06 509044.409 3638414.44 ############## rradd phoward 0 5/5/2011 0:00 No Likely successfully fledged. 60 feet from AR. No No
######### 5003361 Bushtit No Closed CP51-2 AR 0 16 feet up in isolated hanging cluster of eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp ) foliage 8 feet south of main Yes 5 Apr - BUSH carrying material to apparently complete nest  - RR
11 Apr - BUSH enters nest 14:43                                        PNT_SSN-5003361 4/5/2011 14:14 509179.014 3638407.18 ############## rradd kalberts 0 No 15 feet from proposed AR. No No
######### 5003363 Common Raven No Closed EP358 AR 0 New stick nest located in north arm of metal powerline tower south of access road near EP358. No Adult incubating on new nest 4-5 (PK) 
sritt - 4/12/2011 5:41:50 PM - CORA incubating on nest  AM                                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5003363 4/5/2011 15:49 617693.954 3621709.76 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 No Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence  following the premises of the Raven Control Pl 40 feet from AR entry; 270 feet to tower site. ############### 4/12/2011 13:41 0 feet Yes Yes

6/4/2011 5003365 Common Raven No Closed EP341 0 Approximately 100 feet above ground on east side of existing tower. No 04/06/11 -  One adult on nest   Buffer affects access road to EP341 (J&M Dicus  R  Abe) 
sritt - 4/1                                                                            PNT_SSN-5003365 4/6/2011 11:00 609641.516 3625856.43 6/4/2011 15:19 mdicus barnold 0 6/4/2011 15:09 No Successfully fledged. Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence  following the premises of the Raven Control Pl 30 feet from AR entry; 300 feet from tower area. 0 feet Yes pkonrad - 5/25/2011 12:21:57 PM
At least 2 large feathered nestlings standing on the nest 
barno         6/4/2011 15:19
5/3/2011 5003366 Bushtit No Closed EP221A 0 9 feet high in scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia). No 4/6/11- Pair of bushtits seen carrying food into nest - SR
kalberts - 5/3/2011 3:34:28 PM - Nest cl                       PNT_SSN-5003366 4/6/2011 12:35 571320.313 3613569.79 5/3/2011 15:35 sritt kalberts 0 No 20 feet to tower site permanent ROW. No No
######### 5003370 Bushtit No Closed CP81-1 0 8 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia)  near edge of south side of tree   Nest well  conceal               No 4/6/11- TC Adults carrying food to nest  Candidate for nest buffer reduction since access road w                                                                        PNT_SSN-5003370 4/6/2011 10:43 518835.488 3636355.29 ############## dbusby rradd 0 Yes Nest was storm-wrecked or never completed. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to disturb nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or con    10 feet from road; 200 feet to tower area. ############### 4/25/2011 14:19 Buffer remains, to allow vehicular passage only. Yes No
######### 5003371 Bushtit No Closed CP80-1 0 Nest approximately 60 feet west of access road in a California sagebrush (Artemesia californica      No 4/6/11 - Observed adult carrying nest material to nest  80% complete  Erected ESA signs for this                                                                                 PNT_SSN-5003371 4/6/2011 8:56 518983.927 3636650.91 ############## dbusby rradd 0 5/18/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      65 feet from existing AR; 300 feet from tower site ############### 4/25/2011 14:13 Buffer kept, but vehicular passage allowed Yes No
######### 5003373 Cooper’s Hawk No Closed CP63-3 AR 0 30 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). No 6 Apr - Male feeds female  incubates while female feeds  then nest guards following exchange  -                                                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5003373 4/6/2011 7:48 514279.225 3639380.94 6/24/2011 8:46 mdicus rradd 500 No Nest fledged two young successfully. AR improvement work consists of 2-3 person crew staking for one day  then 2-3 person crew poth             100 feet from AR entry area. No No rradd - 5/26/2011 8:16:02 AM
Female COHA diving on observer at 75' from nest; probable indica                                                                              6/24/2011 8:46
######### 5003374 House Finch No Closed Hartung Yard 0 25 feet up in mistletoe clump on west side of tree. No 6 Apr - New nest building by HOFI pair in mistletoe cluster  Male feeding female  carrying nest m                                                                PNT_SSN-5003374 4/6/2011 9:41 515012.969 3639198.77 ############## rradd rradd 0 No Birds moved into area after yard was established and chose to nest at this area; therefore  work                  20 feet from yard. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Reduced to 0 feet per blanket exemption for nests outside the yard. Yes Yes

5/3/2011 5003375 Bushtit No Closed CP70-3 AR 0 11 feet up on south side of tree - branch overhangs road. Yes 6 Apr - BUSH pair tending young - carrying food items to nest 1055  - RR
13 Apr - BUSH enters nest                             PNT_SSN-5003375 4/6/2011 11:03 516927.008 3638477.76 5/3/2011 15:42 rradd kalberts 0 Yes Blown out of place by wind. Vehicular traffic is not anticipated to affect nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or constru    0 feet from existing AR. No
######### 5003376 Red-shouldered Hawk No Closed CP70-3 AR 0 35 feet up on north side of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia)   Nest is visually well-screened from        No RSHA pair are de-sensitized to vehicular traffic  Foot traffic on AR should be minimized 
6 Apr - M                                                                                 PNT_SSN-5003376 4/6/2011 17:43 516783.579 3638504.08 5/20/2011 9:55 rradd rradd 0 5/18/2011 0:00 No Successfully fledged. Vehicular traffic is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that there is no vehicle stopping  sta       300 feet from El Monte Road. No No
######### 5003380 House Wren No Closed CP83-1 AR 0 12 feet above ground in dead oak (Quercus agrifolia) with Mexican elderberry (Sambucus mexic              No 04/07/2011 - House wren repeatedly carrying nest material into cavity   Buffer affects access roa                                                                         PNT_SSN-5003380 4/7/2011 12:40 518779.021 3635883.11 ############## mdicus rradd 0 6/6/2011 0:00 No Nest outcome is indeterminate but l ikely to have successfully fledged. Vehicular passage should not impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping or standing is allow     45 feet to existing AR; 195 feet to tower area. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Buffer remains, but vehicular passage is allowed. Yes No rradd - 5/26/2011 3:45:20 PM - HOWR carries food item to cavity nest
rradd - 6/10/2011 12:34:0                 6/10/2011 12:34

5/6/2011 5003381 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed TL 639 - Z379523 0 CAGN nest located 3 feet up in California sagebrush. No Fresh nest located in ARTCAL shrub  Observed female on nest  prior to this observed 1 egg in nes                                                                          PNT_SSN-5003381 4/7/2011 16:32 492554.605 3631576.23 5/6/2011 12:14 rfletcher kalberts 0 Yes Unknown but looks l ike predated by snake because nest is intact with 2 dessicated nestlings remaining and 2 gone. 30 feet from existing AR; 90 ft from nearest pole. No Yes
5/3/2011 5003384 Killdeer No Closed Wilson Yard 0 Scrape in middle of construction yard. No 3 eggs present  Birds flushed at 50 feet and distraction displayed at 20 feet 
imaunsell  - 4/19/201                  PNT_SSN-5003384 4/8/2011 13:56 531298.6 3630379.66 5/3/2011 15:48 imaunsell kalberts 0 ############## Yes Nest failed due to depredation between 1600 on 4/18/2011 and 0700 on 4/19/2011.  Monitor reported no eggs, egg shells, or adults at nest. 0 feet; within yard. No Yes
5/3/2011 5003386 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP64-1, CP65-2 - driveway entry 0 12 feet above ground in coast l ive oak on southwest branch where transitions from leaves to ba    Yes 04/08/11 - Female ANHU incubating   Nest affects driveway (M  Dicus  R  Abe)   
13 Apr - ANHU fem                                    PNT_SSN-5003386 4/8/2011 11:35 514345.791 3639378.12 5/3/2011 15:50 mdicus kalberts 0 Yes Unknown. Vehicular passage and l ight construction activity proposed for a 1 day period at the driveway en                     50 feet from AR entry. No No
5/3/2011 5003388 Acorn Woodpecker No Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 pullsite - driveway entry 0 Nest cavity on north side of western sycamore (Platanus racemosa) approximately 40 feet above No 04/08/11 - Female and male ACWO observed entering nest cavity (R  Abe  M  Dicus) 
13 Apr - ACW                         PNT_SSN-5003388 4/8/2011 17:11 514321.972 3639346.06 5/3/2011 15:52 mdicus kalberts 0 Yes Starlings occupy nest that was identified as acorn woodpecker before. One day of pre-construction survey staking is planned  followed by one day of potholing with a 2                                            40 feet to AR entry. No No
######### 5000775 Black Phoebe No Closed TL 6924 - Z171690 0 In culvert under Beeler Canyon Road.
 No BLPH carrying food into culvert  rradd - 4/11/2011 7:24:15 AM
BLPH flying from nest 0736  - rrad                                                    PNT_SSN-5000775 4/11/2011 7:20 496851.778 3643333.37 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest no longer present; appeared to have fallen from place. Vehicular passage should not impact nest  since nest is below road and completely out of view                0 feet; in culvert under the existing paved AR. No Yes
######### 5000776 House Finch No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 In mounting bracket for satell ite dish at rear of building. Yes 11 Apr - HOFI pair building nest  - RR
19 Apr - Nesting activity continues  1005  - RR
5 May - No egg                                     PNT_SSN-5000776 ############## 509108.505 3638397.66 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Eggs predated. 0 feet; on house. 66 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/2/2011 4:10:45 PM
25 May Nest inactive and empty 
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:34:42 PM
Nest a                             6/16/2011 11:59
######### 5000777 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 14 feet above ground level in dead pepper tree (Schinus sp.) branch overhanging AR. No 11 Apr - ANHU female building new nest  unconcerned by observer directly under nest  - RR
19 Ap                                             PNT_SSN-5000777 ############## 509220.507 3638381.75 5/12/2011 8:15 rradd rradd 0 5/10/2011 0:00 No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa        0 feet; overhanging AR. No No

5/3/2011 5000779 Bushtit No Closed TL 6916 - 774824 0 Nest is 2.5 St above found in black sage. 20 feet off road approximately 60 feet from steel tower. No 11 April  - Adults gathering nest material and adding it to nest   S  Hampton  M  Dicus 
18 Apr - Onl                   PNT_SSN-5000779 4/11/2011 8:44 493019.405 3640166.55 5/3/2011 13:44 shampton kalberts 0 No Vehicular passage should be allowable  provided that no stopping  standing  or construction oc      25 feet from existing AR; 60 feet to nearest pole. No Yes
######### 5000816 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 Nest found about 4 feet high in California sagebrush (Artemisia californica) with taller dead twi                     No Female l ining nest with white fluff and male periodically assisting  Buffer of 300 feet does not ex                           PNT_SSN-5000816 ############## 491582.938 3630788.08 ############## kalberts kalberts 0 Yes Nest depredated.  Nest torn to pieces from the l ining bottom, up. Not needed; beyond the 300 foot buffer. 420 feet from corner of substation. No No
######### 5000817 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed TL 639 - Z379519 0 About 2 5 feet high in black sage next to bush mallow and several spiny redberry bushes  betwee                 No Male building cup  2nd CAGN male immediately east of this pair  with overlapping territories - k                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5000817 ############## 492068.454 3631037.66 ############## kalberts imaunsell 0 ############## No Nest successfully fledged. 8 feet from existing AR; 65 feet to work area. Yes rradd - 5/23/2011 2:59:26 PM
Nest intact  clean and empty 1338  Surrounding vegetation is undi           5/23/2011 14:59
######### 6003230 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Bartlett Yard 0 10 feet up on branch on east side of coast l ive oak tree  Approximately 130 feet southwest of yar             No Female incubating 3-28 (PK)   
Female incubating or brooding in stormy weather 4-7 (PK/FH) 
3-12                                                                                                                                                                 PNT_SSN-6003230 3/12/2011 9:54 546396.253 3612604.99 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 5/1/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Blanket exemption in place for nesting birds that begin nesting cycle under current construction 25 feet from yard boundary. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes
######### 5000840 Bushtit No Closed CP42-1 0 4 feet high in chamise (Adenostema fasciculatum), just off access road. No Pair of birds flew in  Female entered and remained in nest  male flew off and returned minutes la                                       PNT_SSN-5000840 ############## 506230.508 3641514.13 ############## sritt rradd 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact the nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or       5 feet from AR, 550 feet to tower area. No Yes
######### 5000841 Cactus Wren No Closed JVR 12kV - P2466095 0 Near south bend in AR just east of yard fence  2 feet above ground in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp ) No RAbe - 4/18/2011 3:52:15 PM - New  active nest about 80% complete  Newest material consists o                                                                                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000841 ############## 578247.158 3610760.19 ############## RAbe pkonrad 100 ############## No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact the nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or c             Outside yard fence; 40 feet from yard l imits. Drive through access only. Yes No pkonrad - 5/31/2011 12:17:05 PM - Wren flushed from nest; probably incubating 
barnold - 6/3/2                                                                                                             6/27/2011 11:01
######### 5000842 Cactus Wren No Closed JVR 12kV - Pole P2466095 0 Nest is about 6 feet high in clump of yuccas  In between nest 5000424 and southeast corner of JV  No RAbe - 4/18/2011 3:16:54 PM - Appears to be rebuilding old  beat up nest  Fresh grass on top of                                   PNT_SSN-5000842 ############## 578251.114 3610723.01 ############## RAbe kalberts 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact the nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or       30 feet from 12kv AR. No No
######### 5000814 Bushtit No Closed TL 6916 - 774819 0 10 feet up in middle eucalyptus with large stump, visible from road. No 4/13/11 TC - adults attending nest
18 Apr - Nest location reset with Trimble  BUSH pr  detected wit                                                      PNT_SSN-5000814 4/13/2011 9:01 491987.039 3639880.33 ############## tcooper rradd 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or con    10 feet to existing AR; 400 feet to nearest pole. No Yes
######### 5000844 House Finch No Closed TL 6916 - 973032 0 1 foot under HOWR nest on top of ledge under house eave. No 18 Apr - HOFI pair carrying nest material and defending nest site  0950 - RR
35 Apr No HOFI detec                                  PNT_SSN-5000844 ############## 493137.185 3640223.59 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest abandoned prior to completion  even though no Reconductor construction was in progress Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of the Reconductor routes. 95 feet to nearest pole. No Yes
######### 5000846 California Towhee No Closed Suncrest Substation AR 0 Nest is located near the base  approximately 2 feet above ground  in a chamise plant  The chami       Yes The female CALT is incubating 3 eggs - ahil l  - 4/18/2011 10:46:00 PM 
phoward - 4/25/2011 8:38:                      PNT_SSN-5000846 ############## 530023.008 3630517.88 ############## ahill kalberts 0 Yes Nest predation. Nest appears to have een attacked by predator, no egg shells found nearby. Blanket exemption approved for buffer zones along Suncrest substation pad and access road bu 35 feet from AR. Yes Yes
######### 5000847 House Finch No Closed Helix Yard 0 12 feet up in arm of crane on cab end. Yes imaunsell  - 4/18/2011 2:57:32 PM - Nest 40% complete with fresh nest material  Pair copulating                                                 PNT_SSN-5000847 ############## 510533.177 3636877.89 ############## imaunsell rradd 0 Yes Cause of nest abandonment is indeterminate  however movement of materials and construction             This nest was begun after construction activities had started  and is therefore accustomed to thi                       0 feet; in crane within yard. ############### 4/20/2011 10:10 0 feet for parking and access; 100 feet for construction activities. Yes
######### 5000848 OTHER No Closed EP253-2 0 Nest is about 4 feet above the ground in the southwest-facing side of a juniper  Built of shredded              No RAbe - 4/19/2011 1:14:00 PM - Probable Verdin nest w/new  a piece of cotton-like synthetic mate                                                                           PNT_SSN-5000848 ############## 582735.322 3610566.07 ############## RAbe pkonrad 0 No 60 feet from AR. No No
######### 5000849 Cactus Wren No Closed EP253-2 0 Nest is about 5 feet above ground in a large juniper (Juniperus californica)  Located next to main No RAbe - 4/19/2011 12:45:05 PM - Potential new nest that is partially assembled  Nesting material                                                                                    PNT_SSN-5000849 ############## 582851.149 3610617.91 ############## RAbe pkonrad 0 No 45 feet to AR. No No
######### 5000850 Mourning Dove No Closed CP88-1 0 In coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) in gully below AR  10 feet above ground but low in low side                                                   Yes shampton - 4/19/2011 8:51:57 AM - Adult on nest and mate observed bringing additional nest m                     PNT_SSN-5000850 4/19/2011 8:46 517918.216 3635029.8 ############## shampton rradd 0 No No nest found. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  and no construction is proposed within  55 feet from AR. ############### 4/25/2011 14:32 Buffer remains, but vehicular passage is allowed. Yes No

5/7/2011 5000852 Rufous-crowned Sparrow No Closed EP85-2 0 Nest located beneath clump of dense vegetation made up of old and new growth deerweed (Lotus                                    No S  Hampton - 4/19/2011 - Observed pair of rufous-crowned sparrows which became agitated on                                                                                   PNT_SSN-5000852 ############## 518426.182 3635443.9 5/7/2011 19:41 shampton kalberts 0 5/6/2011 19:41 No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  and no current construction is propose    60 feet from AR. ############### 4/25/2011 14:28 Buffer remains, but vehicular passage is allowed. No
######### 5000853 House Wren No Closed CP81-1 0 Cavity nest facing road 20 feet up in dead sycamore (Platanus racemosa)  best observed from be  Yes tcooper - 4/19/2011 - Adults singing and entering cavity 
28 Apr - HOWR stridently territorial at t                                                     PNT_SSN-5000853 ############## 518913.879 3636483.27 ############## tcooper rradd 0 6/8/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or con    5 feet feet from AR. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Buffer remains, but vehicular passage allowed. No rradd - 5/26/2011 1:03:34 PM - Singing and territorial HOWR continues  but whichever cavity is                                 6/10/2011 12:21
######### 5000854 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed CP40-2 0 4 feet high in Ceanothus (Ceanothus sp.). No Pair actively building new nest - sritt - 4/19/2011 1:13:35 PM 
kkilpatrick - 5/9/2011 1:14:10 PM                                      PNT_SSN-5000854 ############## 505650.396 3641896.79 ############## sritt rradd 0 No 34 feet from permanent construction pad. No Yes

5/8/2011 5003333 Bushtit No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 11 feet up on east side of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). Yes Pair nest building  Nest 90% complete  Tolerated foot traffic along driveway  1 April  2011 - IM (gp                                                 PNT_SSN-5003333 4/1/2011 10:49 509995.787 3638773.43 5/8/2011 14:51 imaunsell kalberts 0 Yes Nest destroyed, appears predated. Not needed; failed before NBR approval. 15 feet from Londono driveway. 3/4/2011 14:51 5/6/2011 14:51 0 feet Yes No
5/8/2011 5003335 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 10 feet off ground on west side of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). 

 Yes Female flushed when foot traffic approached within 15 feet of nest  Female on nest  1 April  2011                                                              PNT_SSN-5003335 4/1/2011 10:57 510039.775 3638768.1 5/8/2011 14:52 imaunsell kalberts 0 5/5/2011 12:24 No Nest presumed fledged. Not needed; fledged before NBR approval. 55 feet from driveway. 3/4/2011 14:51 5/6/2011 14:51 0 feet Yes No
5/8/2011 5003336 Bushtit No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 18 feet up on east side of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). Yes Pair building nest  Nest is about 10% complete  Pair was not disturbed by foot traffic 10-15 feet                                                                     PNT_SSN-5003336 4/1/2011 11:03 510052.742 3638764.17 5/8/2011 14:53 imaunsell kalberts 0 Yes Nest torn open from above, presumed predated. Not needed; failed before NBR approval. 60 feet from driveway. 3/4/2011 14:52 5/6/2011 14:52 0 feet Yes No
5/8/2011 5000797 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 5 feet off ground in east side of ornamental pepper tree (Schinus sp.). Yes Well concealed  Female observed nest building  Nest 5% complete - imaunsell  - 4/13/2011 9:49:                                 PNT_SSN-5000797 4/13/2011 9:47 510002.2 3638778.94 5/8/2011 14:54 imaunsell kalberts 0 Yes Nest and intact but empty just 7 days after 4 eggs being incubated, presumed predated. Not needed; nest not active when NBR approval came in. 8 feet from driveway. 3/4/2011 14:53 5/6/2011 14:53 0 feet Yes No
6/8/2011 5000856 Black Phoebe No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 Nest of mud and grasses against wall  under eave of white accessory building beside metal stora  Yes 19 Apr - BLPH pr building nest  10% complete  - RR
27 Apr - Nest appears almost complete  BLPH o                                              PNT_SSN-5000856 4/19/2011 8:01 509104.449 3638401.54 6/8/2011 9:16 rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest fell  due to natural causes and unfledged young predated. 0 feet; on house, 56 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/2/2011 3:02:17 PM
BLPH nest has fallen to ground 14:37  Two unfledged young with qui                          6/8/2011 9:16
5/1/2011 5000857 House Finch No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Building nest inside south wheel on east side of elevated water tank. Yes Finches began building nest about 0830;  Nest location elevated about 10 feet high  about 25 fee                                                   PNT_SSN-5000857 ############## 535909.665 3612934.4 5/1/2011 8:59 pkonrad barnold 0 No 0 feet; within yard boundary. No Yes
######### 5000858 House Finch No Closed Helix Yard 0 In condenser shroud box on top of ice machine at north end of office trailer. No shampton - 4/20/2011 9:49:24 AM  Nest appears almost complete  Adults observed entering box                                            PNT_SSN-5000858 4/20/2011 9:38 510092.52 3636738.05 ############## shampton rradd 0 5/24/2011 0:00 No Presumed successfully fledged. Bird began nesting at this location after construction activites and personnel occupied the area                             0 feet; nest is inside yard. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 0 feet Yes Yes rradd - 5/26/2011 5:25:05 PM
Nest is empty. Presumed successfully fledged.
Change to Close. 5/26/2011 17:25

5/7/2011 5003351 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - 177.50l 0 ANHU cup nest in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) approximately 5 feet off ground. No RF-4/4/11: Bird observed sitting in nest approximately 5 feet from Alpine Blvd  Appears undistur                                 PNT_SSN-5003351 4/4/2011 13:49 522214.43 3633071.21 5/7/2011 21:01 rfletcher kalberts 0 Yes Nest found inactive with broken eggshells in nest. It was probably predated. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesti                        15 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 18:48 3/3/2011 18:48 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. Yes
######### 5000859 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP64-2 0 About 12 feet high within oak tree (Quercus agrifolia)  Oak tree northwest of 12-foot tall  end tie                        Yes vnovik - 4/20/2011 8:41:41 AM - Female Anna's hummingbird seen feedig young in nest 
27 Apr -                   PNT_SSN-5000859 4/20/2011 8:32 514325.211 3639382 ############## vnovak rradd 0 4/25/2011 0:00 No Nest presumed successfully fledged. 40 feet No No

6/7/2011 5000861 American Kestrel No Closed Encina Substation 0 In south-facing hole just below upper I-beam crossbar of the eastern A-frame of the northwester                                   No Pair observed defending against common raven  Female entered hole  BWArnold 20 April  2011 
b                                                  PNT_SSN-5000861 ############## 468729.821 3666421.41 6/7/2011 9:00 barnold ahil l 0 No Nest was established after construction began  nest faces away from the construction area  the p                        0 feet; within substation. 4/21/2011 0:00 4/21/2011 0:00 Buffer reduced to 45 feet for one week, 100 feet thereafter. Yes Yes
######### 5000862 House Finch No Closed Helix Yard 0 Behind electrical panel on pole at north end of construction trailer. No 20 Apr - HOFI pr actively constructing  50% complete  - RR
26 Apr - Nest abandoned before comple         PNT_SSN-5000862 4/20/2011 8:37 509744.786 3636527.48 ############## rradd kalberts 0 Yes Abandoned before completion. Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        1190 feet from yard boundary. No Yes

5/7/2011 5000863 Orange-crowned Warbler No Closed Alpine Underground - 179+00l 0 Nest in leaf l itter on slope  4 feet up slope  Approximately 3 feet west of palm leaf that is going u     No shampton - 4/21/2011 11:12:15 AM - 4 nestlings - Adult observed bringing caterpil lars and othe                     PNT_SSN-5000863 ############## 522205.322 3633081.34 5/7/2011 20:41 shampton kalberts 0 ############## No Nest fledged successfully. Blanket exemption approved for birds nesting along Alpine Blvd  since steady traffic and human              50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 10:17 3/3/2011 10:17 0 feet No Yes
5/6/2011 5000864 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed TL 6916 - Z171693 0 Within black sage, SW of laurel sumac. No Pair building nest  male made 6 visits to nest in 5 minutes  bringing nest material - blohstroh - 4                              PNT_SSN-5000864 ############## 497270.184 3643775.59 5/6/2011 12:37 blohstroh kalberts 0 ############## Yes Unknown, but not construction related, no work in area. New nest observed elsewhere. No buffer required due to nest location well  outside of project work areas. 850 feet east of tower. No Yes
######### 5000866 House Finch No Closed Bartlett Yard 0 HOFI nest located on boom truck  Nest found within auger clamp  Located in upper boom area ac                 No vnovik - 4/21/2011 9:37:08 AM - Observed male and female at nest  Female incubating on nest 
T                                PNT_SSN-5000866 4/21/2011 9:34 546781.248 3612458.52 ############## vnovik imaunsell 0 Yes No finches observed and no eggs at apparently abandoned nest. 0 feet; within yard No Yes
######### 5000867 House Finch No Closed Bartlett Yard 0 Nest located in boom truck. Nest is below plate underneath boom operatorfeets seat. No vnovik - 4/21/2011 4:12:09 PM - Observed male and female carrying nest material 
PKonrad - 4/2                                                                    PNT_SSN-5000867 ############## 546780.175 3612459 ############## vnovik imaunsell 0 Yes Uncertain. Nest intact, one chick inside nest and one outside. No visible injuries. 0 feet; within yard. Yes
######### 5000871 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 15 feet up at end of overhanging branch directly above concrete drainage swale. No 21 Apr - LEGO female building nest  male guarding  0800 - RR
26 Apr - LEGO female on nest 1220                   PNT_SSN-5000871 4/21/2011 8:12 491730.603 3630912.72 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest destroyed by predator, not construction related. 40 feet to existing substation. No No
######### 5000872 Bewick's Wren No Closed CP55 AR 0 Under roots at base of tree (laurel sumac) 40 feet S of NID 6002319. No 14 Apr - BEWR carries food to base of laurel sumac  1455 - RR
21 Apr - BEWR carrying food and a                              PNT_SSN-5000872 ############## 511687.75 3638579.53 ############## rradd rradd 0 4/28/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. 12 feet from existing access road. No No

6/1/2011 5000876 House Wren No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Along western perimeter fence, in vertical suspended pipe, in south-facing upper hole. No barnold - 21 April  2011 9:17:54 AM - House wren pair observed bringing nesting material into up                                                                                                                                    PNT_SSN-5000876 ############## 497017.474 3642118.3 6/1/2011 13:21 barnold barnold 0 No SDG&E needs to install  a new 230kV Bay near the western perimeter fence  Proposed work encro                            0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 50 feet. Yes Yes
5/8/2011 5000878 House Finch No Closed Scripps Substation 0 Nest is located in east most north facing opening metal conductor pipe on the Bank 32 structure No emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:10:30 AM - Nest contained brooding female and at least three nestlings 
e                PNT_SSN-5000878 4/22/2011 8:59 489450.128 3641438.67 5/8/2011 15:59 emorgan kalberts 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. Not needed, as nest ultimately fledged before NBR approval. 50 feet from nearest conductor replacement. ############### 4/29/2011 12:14 Buffer reduced to 30 feet. No No
5/8/2011 5000879 OTHER No Closed Scripps Substation 0 Nest is located in 10 foot tall  4 foot wide structure with 6 big insulators on top  It is north of ch                  No emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:58:19 AM - Nest looks near completion and has fresh material in it  No b                                       PNT_SSN-5000879 4/22/2011 9:53 489451.86 3641433.1 5/8/2011 15:58 emorgan kalberts 0 No Not needed, as nest was never finished being built. 10 feet from nearest conductor replacement. ############### 4/29/2011 15:57 0 feet No No
######### 5000881 House Finch No Closed Scripps Substation 0 Nest located in 10 foot tall  4 foot wide structure with 6 big insulators on top  It is north of the c                  No emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:46:13 AM - Nest is approximately 50% complete and there is fresh mater                                            PNT_SSN-5000881 4/22/2011 9:41 489466.009 3641437.93 ############## emorgan rradd 0 No Nesting attempt unable to be confirmed. 0 feet; inside substation. 0 feet No rradd - 6/7/2011 5:11:12 PM
Nest appears to have reactivated;  Near constant activity here by HO                 6/13/2011 17:01
######### 5000884 House Finch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Old black phoebe nest renovated by house finch on top of corner pil lar supporting roof at white   Yes 16 Apr - HOFI on nest  - RR
22 Apr - HOFI incubating 4 eggs  - RR
30 Apr - HOFI nest has been comp                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000884 ############## 518193.251 3634567.34 ############## rradd imaunsell 100 No Original nest has been removed - no Sunrise construction has been taking place   After this event                The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install  large acoustical noise blankets between nests an                                                                                            82 feet to staked work l imits. ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:49:11 AM
Incubating on nest 
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:16:18 AM
incubating on n                                                                                                                             6/27/2011 17:32

7/5/2011 5000885 Song Sparrow No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 In dense thistle patch under coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) on steep upslope east of stream. No PNT_SSN-5000885 4/22/2011 8:03 518250.93 3634579.51 7/5/2011 8:50 rradd imaunsell 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. Not needed, since nest has fledged before NBR was approved. 13 feet Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No 16 Apr - SOSP bringing food to same location repeatedly indicates nest. Location approximate. RR 
21 April  - SOSP pair making trips with food at approximate 10 min intervals 0806. RR 
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:14:21 AM SOSP observed visiting nest.
6 May - No SOSP detections at this nest, and new nest of this species. 50 feet away. Presume fledged and change to Closed. - RR
######### 5000886 House Wren No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Under eave on southeast corner of 2 story white brick house. No 22 Apr - HOWR carrying nest material to cavity 1008  - RR
30 Apr - HOWR enters cavity  per hes o                                                                            PNT_SSN-5000886 ############## 518195.808 3634556.48 ############## rradd vnovik 0 6/1/2011 11:04 No The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install  large acoustical noise blankets between nests an                                                                                89 feet to staked work l imits. ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:50:24 AM
Observed with food entering cavity  l ikely feeding young 
vnovik -              6/1/2011 18:25
######### 5000887 Mourning Dove No Closed San Luis Rey Substation 0 South side of Transformer Bank  on top of screen for fan below radiators  second fan in from the         No Two nestlings in nest  barnold - 4/22/2011 2:04:06 PM

kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 11:29:22 AM
Nest                       PNT_SSN-5000887 ############## 468760.891 3674771.64 ############## barnold kkilpatrick 0 No 0 feet; nest within substation. Yes Yes
######### 5000889 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - 189+00 0 13 feet up in salt cedar (Tamarix ramosissima) in "Y" directly over fence. No imaunsell  - 4/22/2011 4:14:01 PM - Birds observed visiting nest 
30 Apr - LEGO on nest 1339  - RR                                PNT_SSN-5000889 ############## 522489.708 3633004.55 ############## imaunsell jpawlicki 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet Yes jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 1:17:07 PM
Nest appears dilapitated and damaged; no Lesser Goldfinches             5/27/2011 13:17
######### 6002398 OTHER No Closed CP82-1 0 Old nest in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) on south side of creek. No 6 Apr - Probable old CORA nest. Appears no longer serviceable. Closed. -  RR PNT_SSN-6002398 3/9/2011 15:28 518909.562 3636139.2 ############## rradd kalberts 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      230 feet to AR; 460 feet to tower site. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No

6/1/2011 6002399 Common Raven No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 Bulky stick nest 10 feet up in fork of dead tree at bottom of ravine  attended by both birds  bringi              No 17 Mar CORA incubating  - RR
24 Mar CORA on nest  - RR
30 Mar CORA turns an egg 11:34 - RR
5 Ap                                                                                                 PNT_SSN-6002399 3/9/2011 9:41 499805.026 3643590.48 6/1/2011 7:40 rradd rradd 0 No Not needed; beyond the 100 foot buffer zone. 150 feet to yard boundary. Yes
######### 6002400 Western Bluebird No Closed EP220-1 AR 0 Cavity in a cottonwood (Populus fremontii) snag 18 feet off the ground  Snag is located 14 feet o                      No Buffer signs placed 100 feet from the cavity have been removed (by others)  RR
Pair perched near                                                                              PNT_SSN-6002400 3/9/2011 11:06 569398.484 3614307.08 ############## rradd emorgan 0 No Vehicular passage allowable  provided that no stopping  standing  or construction activities occ   40 feet from AR. No No
######### 6003209 Bushtit No Closed EP231-1 0 Nest 3 feet up in jujue (Ziziphus parryi) complete; adults present 3-23-11; Original 90% nest buil  Yes Buffer flagged; recommend using footpath maked with cairns 75 feet south of nest to travel betw                                                                                    PNT_SSN-6003209 ############## 574084.666 3611350.77 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 No Not needed; nest is well  beyond 100 foot buffer zone. 230 feet to tower site. No No
######### 6003210 Bewick's Wren No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 Nest in derelict punching bag on ground. Bird food carrying . No 24 Mar - BEWR singing nearby  Nesting activity suppressed by stormy day  - RR
31 Mar - No activi                                    PNT_SSN-6003210 3/10/2011 9:09 509090.205 3638379.39 ############## rradd emorgan 0 No Not needed; nest is beyond the 100 foot buffer zone. 140 feet from AR. No No
######### 6003211 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP49-51 AR 0 20 feet up at end of overhanging pepper tree (Schinus sp.) branch. No Female ANHU building new nest with spider si lk 
24 Mar - Nest appears complete  but unoccupied                   PNT_SSN-6003211 ############## 509222.58 3638377.05 ############## rradd kalberts 0 Yes Damaged by storm, possibly before egg-laying stage. 0 feet from existing AR; overhanging branch. No No
######### 6003212 California Towhee No Closed CP51-2 AR 0 2 feet up in small pine tree (Pinus sp.) near house front door. No Clean finely woven grass nest with no signs of aging or use  Looks ready to go  Check on next sur                         PNT_SSN-6003212 ############## 509216.965 3638439.33 ############## rfletcher kalberts 0 Yes Damaged by storm, potentially before egg-laying stage. 0 feet; within work area around structures. No No
######### 6003214 Bushtit No Closed CP49-51 AR 0 6 feet up in low branch of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) overhanging fence. No 2 birds in attendance sounding alarm notes 
24 Mar - Nest complete  but no birds detected durin                                                                       PNT_SSN-6003214 ############## 509272.327 3638281.41 ############## rradd kalberts 0 Yes Natural causes. 5 feet off existing AR. No No
######### 6003224 Western Scrub-Jay No Closed EP89-1 0 4 feet up in scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia). Nest with coarser sticks and finely woven bowl. No Nest approximately 65% complete; [California towhee] pair perched up nearby 3-11 DB 
Bird incu                                                                                              PNT_SSN-6003224 3/11/2011 8:18 547931.01 3613272.33 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes No birds  eggs or eggshells are present at nest although nest condition is unchanged  An adult scrub jay acted territorially as biologist left site  Nesting attempt failed  but no indication of why it   0 feet; within temporary ROW. No No
######### 6003251 Black-throated Sparrow No Closed EP235-1 0 Grass bowl nest (unlined  no eggs) located approximately 8 inches above ground in Gander's ch               No Black-throated sparrow pair collecting nest materials and carrying nest materials to grass nest                                                                                                    PNT_SSN-6003251 ############## 575641.013 3610910.12 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 ############## Yes Probable predation; broken pieces of 1 egg was present inside the nest and the other broken egg was found below the nest. 50 feet from TSAP. No No
######### 5000006 OTHER No Closed Helix Yard 0 30 feet up arroyo willow (Salix lasiolepis). No Nest is outside 500 foot buffer should it become active 
25 Mar - No change in apearance or statu                    PNT_SSN-5000006 ############## 510593.671 3637093.69 ############## rradd kalberts 0 No Not needed, beyond 500 feet from work area. Over 500 feet. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes
######### 5000009 Bewick's Wren No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 20 feet up in dead eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp.). No 500009 no longer active; this nest appears to be an alternate nest in the territory of the hawks th                                                             PNT_SSN-5000009 ############## 508868.664 3638382.33 ############## rfletcher kalberts 0 No Unknown.  It is not known whether any birds actually laid eggs in this nest. Not needed.  Nest site was greater than 100 feet from work area. Over 100 feet. No No
######### 5000010 Cactus Wren No Closed EP253-2 0 In beavertail  cactus (Opuntia sp.) 7 feet northwest of tower center. No Nest found empty; last observation was in January when it was under construction  Back wall  of                                                                                            PNT_SSN-5000010 ############## 582910.444 3610691.24 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 0 feet. No No
######### 5000011 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed Hartung Yard 0 50 feet up sycamore tree (Platanus racemosa). No old ID: 117/7  New ID: 011711IM1  Adult hawk in low incubating posture on nest during 13:00 ne                                                                                                                                     PNT_SSN-5000011 ############## 515351.601 3638992.95 ############## rradd KACuppag 0 Yes Unknown   Absence of adult RTHA at this nest suggests that one of the adult birds was preyed up       Not needed. 105 feet from nearest yard boundary. 3/9/2011 11:26 3/10/2011 13:13 Buffer reduced to 100 feet. Yes Yes

5/3/2011 5000015 Common Raven No Closed CP87-1 and CP88-1 AR 0 80 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). No Potential raptor nest 
30 Apr Active - Common Raven  outside the 100' buffer  Closed due to distan    PNT_SSN-5000015 ############## 517970.152 3634926.36 5/3/2011 10:37 bclaxton kalberts 0 No Nest closed due to distance from work and occupation by non-raptor. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      130 feet ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No
######### 5000001 OTHER No Closed CP75-1 0 Offset: Approximately 550 feet to southeast of tower pad and immediately adjacent to existing p                             No CLOSED, nest no longer present. PNT_SSN-5000001 ############## 519046 3637755 ############## imaunsell kalberts 0 Yes The nest was found inactive  and the successive monitoring check revealed that the nest was blo              Not needed. 10 feet from existing access road. No No
######### 5000017 OTHER No Closed EP209-1 0 Old and dilapidated, 5 feet up in scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia). No Closed.  Old non-raptor nest from prior season - kalberts - 4/15/2011 6:25:11 PM.
 PNT_SSN-5000017 ############## 569414.125 3616600.41 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No 0 feet No No
######### 5000018 OTHER No Closed EP214 0 Old and dilapidated; non-raptor nest. No This nest is over 200 feet east of the right of way in the Wuest property  where we have been dire               PNT_SSN-5000018 ############## 569585.592 3615078.72 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No 290 feet from temporary ROW. No No
######### 5000019 OTHER No Closed CP81-1 0 Within coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) across drainage, stick nest. No Common ravens nearby  no other bird observed to be associated
29 Mar - Nests not accessible d                                       PNT_SSN-5000019 ############## 518999.288 3636487.91 ############## rradd rradd 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      210 feet from existing access road. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No
######### 5000020 OTHER No Closed CP81-1 0 Within coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) at confluence of 2 drainages. No Common ravens in area  one observed with nest material  Raven nest not found 
29 Mar - Nests n                                         PNT_SSN-5000020 ############## 518954.866 3636404.84 ############## rradd rradd 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      270 feet from existing access road. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No
######### 5000021 OTHER No Closed CP81-1 0 Within coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) next to western sycamore (Platanus rsacemosa). No Nest in disrepair 
29 Mar - Nests not accessible due to high water  - RR
6 Apr - Water and poison o                           PNT_SSN-5000021 ############## 518974.993 3636459.23 ############## rradd rradd 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      200 feet from existing access road. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No

5/1/2011 5000022 OTHER No Closed CP81-1 0 40 feet up In coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) next to road. No Ravens in area 
29 Mar - Nest in fair condition - COHA alarm calls on approach  but not confirme                                   PNT_SSN-5000022 ############## 518856.688 3636356.73 5/1/2011 8:09 dbusby rradd 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      30 feet from existing access road. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No
######### 5000023 OTHER No Closed CP81-1 0 Coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) next to road. No Ravens in area 
29 Mar - Nest appears old and decrepit with hole through center  Change to close                PNT_SSN-5000023 ############## 518857.759 3636335.62 ############## rradd kalberts 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      30 feet from existing access road. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No
######### 5000026 Cactus Wren No Closed EP243 0 3 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp ) and in good condition  Situated 30 feet from paved road   No 100 foot buffer does not impinge on work areas 
Structure updated 3/3/11 IM
Nest status unchan                                                    PNT_SSN-5000026 ############## 578423.149 3610807.28 ############## pkonrad imaunsell 0 No Not needed, as nest is over 100 feet from access road. 140 feet from access road. 3/5/2011 16:59 3/5/2011 13:15 Reduced to 36 feet. No No
######### 5000027 Cactus Wren No Closed EP245-1 0 Grass nest (unlined - appears as satell ite nest) is located approximately 4 feet up in cholla (Cyli  No Stil l  inactive  B Hart 3/08/2011 
Best of 3 nests l isted here; none very fresh looking; west entrace                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000027 ############## 579325.413 3610683.06 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 10 feet from permananent ROW. No No
######### 5000028 OTHER No Closed EP245-1 0 Degraded, collapsed old grass nest in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No Inactive 3/08/2011 - B  Hart 
Old  flattened remnant of old nest - should be removed from list 3-1     PNT_SSN-5000028 ############## 579327.711 3610708.34 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No 0 feet No No
######### 5000030 Cactus Wren No Closed EP243 and Pullsite AR entrance off Carrizo Gorge 0 Inactive grass nest 8 feet up in catclaw acacia (Acacia greggii) along Carrizo Gorge Road   Unkem                                                                No Nest remnant collapsed and weather-beaten; closed 3-25 (PK). PNT_SSN-5000030 ############## 578443.976 3610731.69 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No 45 feet from temporary ROW; 95 feet from perm pad. No No

5/3/2011 5000032 Cactus Wren No Closed EP231A TSAP 0 Grass nest partially l ined located approximately 4 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp ) (Cylind                          No Questionable active status - looks older than other 2 and entrance appears torn open 3-16 (PK) 
U                                      PNT_SSN-5000032 2/22/2011 8:51 574218.599 3611178.75 5/3/2011 10:47 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed; outside of the 100 foot buffer zone. 310 feet from tower site. No
######### 5000041 OTHER No Closed EP85-2 0 40 feet up coast l ive oak tree (Quercus agrifolia). No Stick nest of unknown species  Very old and unkempt  No sign of recent use 
23 Mar - Nest fallen a                        PNT_SSN-5000041 ############## 547041.4 3613956.69 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No 190 feet from temporary ROW. No No
######### 5000042 OTHER No Closed EP85-2 0 25 feet up coast l ive oak tree (Quercus agrifolia). No Stick nest of unknown species  Appears unkempt and no sign of recent use 
23 Mar - No sign of ac                       PNT_SSN-5000042 ############## 547034.428 3613987.93 ############## rfletcher kalberts 0 No 205 feet from temporary ROW. No No
######### 5000046 OTHER No Closed EP84 0 Nest 2 feet off ground in scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia)  Nest is just started  but birds may c     No Possible SPTO nest 
No nest observed 3-10 by Paul Konrad 
3/15/11- Nest observed by Darin Busb                                   PNT_SSN-5000046 2/23/2011 8:19 546729.581 3613765.96 ############## pkonrad emorgan 0 Yes Nest was never completed.  Abandoned due to unknown reasons. Not needed. 5 feet from AR. No No

5/3/2011 5000048 Spotted Towhee No Closed EP84 0 Cup nest of twigs 3 feet off ground in scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia). No Flagged buffer at either end of at to prevent vehicles from entering ESA at east end of AR  2/24/20                                                                             PNT_SSN-5000048 2/23/2011 8:36 546799.878 3613768.33 5/3/2011 11:02 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed.  No bird activity at nest observed at any point. 25 feet from driveway entrance. No No
5/3/2011 5000406 Cactus Wren No Closed EP245-1 0 No Entry from 2-1-11: A fresh grass nest including clean opening and fresh feathers l ining the inside                                                    PNT_SSN-5000406 ############## 579387.819 3610682.04 5/3/2011 11:06 pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes Either through wind damage or depredation. Not needed   This nest was 60 feet outside the temprary ROW and only occurred in 40 feet of the      160 feet No No
######### 5000407 Cactus Wren No Closed EP245-1 0 In cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No A fresh grass nest including fresh feathers l ining the inside   Appears util ized and active   Within                                                                                                          PNT_SSN-5000407 ############## 579325.312 3610692.96 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 0 feet No No
######### 5000409 OTHER No Closed EP226-1 and Pullsite 0 2 feet high in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No Newly constructed nest with fresh grasses and feathers in place  Nest id 52 
Nest collapsed and u                   PNT_SSN-5000409 ############## 572425.399 3612427.86 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes Nest found collapsed and unused on 3-17-11 by Paul Konrad.  Reason for failure unknown, but appears to be due to natural causes. 205 feet from access road. No
######### 5000410 Cactus Wren No Closed EP226-1 Pullsite 0 4 feet high in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). Yes Newly constructed nest with fresh grasses and feathers in place  nest id51 
Well-built nest with r                                                                          PNT_SSN-5000410 ############## 572422.193 3612476.27 ############## pkonrad emorgan 0 No Not needed.  100 feet or more from edge of temporary ROW. 100 feet from temporary ROW. No No
######### 5000411 American Kestrel No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 No Between EP56-4 and Kreutzkamp Yard
REVIEWED NEST LOCATION 2/25/11  no birds/nest observed                                                               PNT_SSN-5000411 2/2/2011 17:47 536328.953 3613056.18 ############## pkonrad emorgan 0 No Not needed; no nest ever found. 130 feet from AR. No Yes
######### 5000419 Cactus Wren No Closed EP257 0 Within cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) possibly within 100 feet of EP 257 work areas. No Nest within cholla more than 100 ft ffrom EP 257 work areas  Appears util ized and active 
Nest m                                                                                                                           PNT_SSN-5000419 2/1/2011 0:00 583829 3611427 ############## rfletcher kalberts 0 No Not needed because nest is 150 feet from temporary ROW. 150 feet from temporary ROW. No No
######### 5000420 Cactus Wren No Closed EP257 0 Nest within  cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) near 100 feet of EP257 work areas. No Nest built within  cholla (Cylindropuntia sp ) possibly within 100 ft of EP257 work areas;  a well                                                                                                            PNT_SSN-5000420 2/1/2011 0:00 583833 3611453 ############## rfletcher emorgan 0 No Not needed because nest is 150 feet from temporary ROW  and therefore exceeds 100 foot buffer 150 feet from temporary ROW. No No
######### 5000426 OTHER No Closed EP240 and 12kV JVR 0 In mesquite tree (Prosopis glandulosa). No Potential satell ite nest for cactus wren  no bird observed tending nest (so will  affect construction                                                                                                                                                PNT_SSN-5000426 2/7/2011 0:00 577645 3610617 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed; nest with no breeding activity was closed. 0 feet; within alignment for access road. Yes
######### 5000432 OTHER No Closed CP25-2, CP26 and CP27 0 30 feet up eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp.). No Stick nest with only larger branches and no soft material  No sign of recent use  Some white wash                                          PNT_SSN-5000432 ############## 502494.127 3645044.07 ############## rradd kalberts 0 No Not needed; well  outside buffer zone. 880 feet from temporary ROW of tower site. No No

5/3/2011 5000438 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed TL 639 - Z379518 0 Nest located approximately 100 feet up in Eucalyptus tree.  Hawk on nest. No ESA signage staked at entrance to AR at Tierrasanta Blvd  and at edge of buffer along AR to east  O                                                                             PNT_SSN-5000438 ############## 491919.372 3630863.88 5/3/2011 11:21 rfletcher kalberts 0 Yes Unknown, l ikely natural cause. 150 feet from existing access road. No Yes
######### 5000439 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - CP95-1,CP96-1, AR, & pullsite 0 Large stick nest 40 feet up coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) tree above small drainage on Loritz  No Old ID: 39/ New ID: 012911KA1  No sign of recent use  No new nest material or sign of adult corv         PNT_SSN-5000439 ############## 525956.473 3632406.89 ############## imaunsell rradd 0 No 225 feet from access road. Yes
######### 5000442 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 high in coast l ive oak Yes old nest ID 107 and 108  Red-tailed hawk flew off nest upon approach 
Visited nest on 3/01/11  A                                           PNT_SSN-5000442 ############## 536241.428 3613175.03 ############## pkonrad emorgan 0 No Not needed; over 500 feet from any work area 700 feet from temporary pad. No Yes
######### 5000444 Cactus Wren No Closed EP227 0 4 feet high in mesquite (Prosopis glandulosa). No Nest worn and has deteriorated since initial observation of nest id 102   Work outside buffer 
PKo           PNT_SSN-5000444 ############## 572820.089 3612100.29 ############## imaunsell pkonrad 0 No 80 feet from tower impact area. No No
######### 5000445 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP209-1 0 In dead cottonwood (Populus sp ) adacent to old ranch house  Outside 500 foot buffer west of EP No Old nest 46 
One hawk incubating and one perched nearby 3-15 (PK) 
23 Mar Adult  RTHA prone on                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000445 ############## 569197.094 3616719.18 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 No Not needed; over 500 feet away from any project feature. 570 fet from nearest point of existing AR. No No
######### 5000450 Common Raven No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 40' up in coast l ive oak. No Nest is in good condition but currently unoccupied 
2 Mar - Now occupied by CORA pair  BMP stra                                                           PNT_SSN-5000450 ############## 568839.437 3617488.38 ############## pkonrad emorgan 0 No Not needed, as nest is beyond the 100 foot buffer. 180 feet from construction yard l imits. No Yes
######### 5000453 Verdin No Closed Thomas Yard 0 Nests (2) built in trees located south of active section of Thomas Yard  Tree located between met       No No birds observed; '"new" nests and 2 old remnant nests  Former nest 131 
Pair of verdins presen                                                          PNT_SSN-5000453 ############## 634161.695 3638088.34 ############## pkonrad jdicus 0 No Not needed; outside of the 100 foot buffer zone. 170 feet from yard boundary. No Yes
######### 5000454 OTHER No Closed EP355 0 Nest apparently blown out of tower. No sticks left in tower; sticks scattered on ground. No Formerly nest 44. PNT_SSN-5000454 ############## 616247.398 3622438.59 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes Failed in high winds and was blown out of place. 72 feet from existing access road. No Yes
######### 5000458 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 35' up in coast l ive oak, north of Rough Acres Yard perimeter fencing. No Although this nest is not currrently active a RTHA has been occupying the nest tree 
23 Mar  No ac                              PNT_SSN-5000458 ############## 569184.009 3618499.98 ############## rradd kalberts 0 No None needed.  This nest is beyond the 500 ft buffer zone. Over 500 feet No Yes

5/3/2011 5000459 Cactus Wren No Closed EP243 0 No Moved vertex to current Trimble position 3-8-2011 
Large  well-built nest wth weathered entrance                                        PNT_SSN-5000459 2/27/2011 8:53 578240.942 3610660.79 5/3/2011 11:36 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed, as nest site is over 100 feet from yard boundary. 190 feet from yard boundary. No No
######### 5000460 Cactus Wren No Closed EP243 0 Old nest 2 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No Collapsed, flattened remnant; closed 3-25 (PK).

 PNT_SSN-5000460 2/27/2011 9:07 578283.94 3610662.34 ############## pkonrad RAbe 0 No Not needed; over 100 feet away from any work area. 250 feet from edge of JVR Yard boundary. No No
######### 5000461 Cactus Wren No Closed EP243 0 2 nests 4 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No Last year's nests? Collapsed and weathered and unusable; closed 3-25 (PK).

 PNT_SSN-5000461 2/27/2011 9:16 578318.052 3610638.99 ############## pkonrad RAbe 0 No Not needed, since this nest is well  over 100 feet from any work area. 375 feet No No

5/3/2011 5000462 Cactus Wren No Closed EP243 0 3 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp )  finely woven grasses with entrance facing southwest  No                        No Old ID 76  Previous notes; a well  kempt nest including clean opening and fresh feathers l ining th                                        PNT_SSN-5000462 2/27/2011 9:24 578359.694 3610634.07 5/3/2011 11:38 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed; outside of the 100 foot buffer zone. 240 feet from AR. No No
######### 5000463 OTHER No Closed EP243 0 6 feet up in yucca - under construction. No Calling bird perched at partially costructed nest of fresh fine grasses  This bird seems to occupy                                                PNT_SSN-5000463 2/27/2011 8:02 578492.613 3610751.99 ############## pkonrad KACuppag 0 Yes Unknown, but assumed to be lost to high winds. Not needed, as nest is 100 feet away from any project-related activities. 100 feet from existing access road. 3/5/2011 17:03 3/5/2011 13:15 Reduced to 82 feet. Yes No

5/2/2011 5000468 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 10 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) from ground. Oak located in stream bed. Yes Nest is at eye level from driveway  Female actively constructing nest 10% complete on 3/2/2011                                                                 PNT_SSN-5000468 3/2/2011 8:56 509977.524 3638772.76 5/2/2011 13:14 rradd KACuppag 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. It is the avian biologist’s opinion  both the Anna’s hummingbird and black phoebe nests will  tol                                                          15 feet from driveway access. 3/4/2011 13:19 3/7/2011 14:33 Buffer reduced to 19 feet. Yes No
######### 5000472 Cactus Wren No Closed EP243 0 Old  decrepit  collapsed  weathered  1 5 feet above ground level   Appears several years since us No Old ID 77[
Barely a weathered remnant left - closed  3-25 (PK) 
Remains closed  as nest site is 300          PNT_SSN-5000472 3/2/2011 11:07 578330.506 3610690.9 ############## pkonrad emorgan 0 No Not needed as this nest is well  over the 100 foot buffer from any project feature. 300 feet from temporary pad. No No
######### 5000474 Cactus Wren No Closed EP254-3 0 3 feet up in beavertail  cactus (Opuntia sp )  Fine grasses and feather l ined  Nest materials show                  No Nest has lost it's structure and collapsed  Opening and main chamber in a state of disrepair  Sta                                                                                             PNT_SSN-5000474 3/2/2011 8:36 583010.88 3610696.71 ############## rfletcher pkonrad 0 No 45 feet from temp ROW; 90 feet from permanent. No No

5/3/2011 5000475 Cactus Wren No Closed EP254-3 0 3 feet up in beavertail  cactus (Opuntia sp.). No Fine grasses woven into globular nest with entrance facing south  Nest appears almost fully  con                                           PNT_SSN-5000475 3/2/2011 8:21 583076.487 3610687.88 5/3/2011 11:46 jhart kalberts 0 No 0 feet; within temporary ROW; 17 feet to perm ROW. No No
5/3/2011 5000476 Common Raven No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 Active nesrt under construction 40 feet up on east side of coastal l ive oak. No Pair in residence; bringing sticks and fibers in progress 
Large well-built raven nest present; Com                                                                                         PNT_SSN-5000476 3/2/2011 14:35 568363.109 3617594.91 5/3/2011 11:47 pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes Nest destroyed by high winds; large branch holding nest broke off in high wind during past 24 ho                          None needed; well  over 100 foot buffer 450 feet No Yes
######### 5000477 OTHER No Closed EP244 AR 0 3 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp )  of fine grasses  entrance is facing northeast  with rabbit             No Buffer is out of right of way  so no impact on construction 
No bird present  Nest weathered but st                 PNT_SSN-5000477 3/2/2011 11:43 578707.901 3610566.27 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes Apparent predation. None needed; over 100 feet from work area. 120 feet from driveway entrance. No No
######### 5000478 OTHER No Closed EP244 0 4 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntias sp )  old or incomplete pile of material includes shredded ju      No = Old ID 80;  structure updated 3/3/11 IM
Stil l  inactive 3/08/2011  B Hart
Appears to have been bl               PNT_SSN-5000478 3/2/2011 11:57 578723.38 3610658.32 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes Appears to have been blown out by the wind. 10 feet No
######### 5000479 Cactus Wren No Closed EP243 0 Constructed of fine grasses and l ined with feathers; built in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp ); now full     No Previous comments; a fresh grass nest including a clean opening and fresh feathers l ining the in                                        PNT_SSN-5000479 3/2/2011 11:00 578388.72 3610696.71 ############## pkonrad RAbe 0 Yes Apparent depredation. Not needed; outside of the 2100 foot buffer zone. 105 feet from temporary ROW. No No
######### 5000481 OTHER No Closed EP221A 0 Nest located in crevice of large boulder to the southwest and well above the site. No Nest appears to be a CORA nest built in crevice of boulder  Nest location too small and tight for R                                                  PNT_SSN-5000481 3/2/2011 14:16 571256.362 3613458.47 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No 360 feet No No

5/3/2011 5000483 Bushtit No Closed CP56-1 0 Nest is 6 feet above ground suface on the north side of a laurel sumac (Malosma laurina)  This s                   No Observed active construction of the nest  Nest is aproximately 10% complete (3/02/11 -B Hart) Th                                                                     PNT_SSN-5000483 3/2/2011 11:52 511032.85 3638946.56 5/3/2011 11:56 rradd kalberts 0 Yes Possible depredation. 10 feet from proposed access road. No No
######### 5000484 Bushtit No Closed CP54-1 0 Nest is on the northeast side of a large shrub that is covered in dodder (Cuscuta sp )  This locati                         Yes Observed bushtit carrying nesting material and discovered nest through behavioral observation                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5000484 3/2/2011 15:01 510324.261 3638770.12 ############## rradd kalberts 0 Yes Possible depredation. 30 feet No No
######### 5000489 Common Raven No Closed TL 639 - Z171628 0 Stick nest on NW corner of steel tower mid way up. Approximately 100 feet. from access road. No Appears to be an inactive raven nest  No sign of recent use or whitewash/prey remains on groun                  PNT_SSN-5000489 3/2/2011 7:52 495619.593 3634441.17 ############## rfletcher emorgan 0 No Not needed; outside 100 foot buffer zone. 100 feet from AR. No Yes

5/3/2011 6002309 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP119-2 0 Old large stick nest 60 feet high on east side of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) just south of o   No Inactive 3-4 (RR) and 3-10 (PK) 
23 Mar - Inactive - RR
Inactive - 3-30 (PK)     
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 9               PNT_SSN-6002309 3/4/2011 9:28 553278.409 3620612.27 5/3/2011 16:00 pkonrad kalberts 0 No 450 feet No No
5/3/2011 6002311 Bushtit No Closed EP106-3 0 Coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) adjacent to access road  When found  bird was carrying down     No Bird carrying downy nest material into tree  Buffer affects [unofficial] access road 
No nest obser                         PNT_SSN-6002311 3/4/2011 15:58 550622.925 3618282.6 5/3/2011 16:01 pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes Apparent natural causes. Not needed; well  outside of 100 foot buffer for this species. 650 feet No No
######### 6002312 Long-eared Owl No Closed EP107-3 0 35 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) adjacent to dirt road. No Owl incubating on nest; second owl arrived in next tree; originally thought to be GHOW nest #60                                                 PNT_SSN-6002312 3/4/2011 16:17 550540.742 3618574.51 ############## pkonrad emorgan 0 No None needed; well  outside of 500 foot buffer zone for raptors. 1450 feet from AR. No No
######### 6002315 Greater Roadrunner No Closed Alpine Yard 0 On ground behind boulder retaining wall. No Pair observed by bio-monitor Kari Kerwin  No activity seen in one hour  May become acitive in ne                          PNT_SSN-6002315 3/4/2011 11:39 520325.598 3634115.25 ############## imaunsell imaunsell 0 No 0 feet; within fenced yard area. No Yes
######### 5000512 OTHER No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 Two nests (#10 and 11) found within coast l ive oak tree No Both nests were built of sticks and are inactive at this time 
Closed due to occurrence 500 feet aw         PNT_SSN-5000512 2/25/2011 0:00 569214 3618487 ############## pkonrad emorgan 0 No 500 feet from construction yard l imits. No Yes

5/3/2011 5000513 OTHER No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 Two nests (#10 and #11) found within coast l ive oak tree. No Both nests were built of sticks and are inactive at this time 
Closed  since nest is over 500 feet aw          PNT_SSN-5000513 2/25/2011 0:00 569214 3618487 5/3/2011 12:20 imaunsell kalberts 0 No Not needed, since nest is outside the 500-foot buffer zone. 500 feet away from yard boundary. No Yes
######### 5000514 OTHER No Closed AER Yard 0 Within cholla cactus (Cylindropuntia sp )  about 3 feet above ground  appoximately 250 feet fro   No Not active  outside yard l imits 
Nest > 100 feet from work l imit; measured w/ pentab  B Hart 3/11/                     PNT_SSN-5000514 1/14/2011 0:00 583703 3611284 ############## pkonrad emorgan 0 No Not needed, since nest is over 100 feet away from existing access road. 125 feet from AR. No No
######### 5000518 Cactus Wren No Closed EP245-1 and AR 0 Nest built within cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) possibly within 100 feet of EP245. No 1/20/11 initial survey; a grass nest  Appears inactive   
1/28/11 resurveyed 
Opening is collapsed               PNT_SSN-5000518 1/28/2011 0:00 579366 3610659 4/16/2011 8:04 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed  provided ESA signage is installed in the temporary ROW  should nest become active 100 feet from permanent ROW. No

5/3/2011 5000519 Cactus Wren No Closed EP245-1 and AR 0 Located within cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) possibly within 100 feet of EP245. No A grass nest.  Appears inactive.
Closed, due to no activity. kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:06:32 AM
 PNT_SSN-5000519 2/1/2011 0:00 579366 3610659 5/3/2011 12:24 bclaxton kalberts 0 No Not needed, provided ESA signage installed in temporary ROW, should nest become active. 105 feet from permanent ROW of tower site. No
######### 5000520 OTHER No Closed CP46-2 0 None found. No Old passerine nest 
Closed  This site is well  off the project work areas  kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:08  PNT_SSN-5000520 2/25/2011 0:00 507747.195 3639719.33 ############## rfletcher emorgan 0 No Not needed; well  beyond 100-foot buffer zone. 915 feet from permanent pad. No
######### 5000522 OTHER No Closed EP31-2 and AR 0 Stick nest, roosting site nearby with molted feathers and white-wash. No 19 Mar - Copious whitewash i l lustrates recent habitual use  Feathers indicate TUVU  Probable o                                                  PNT_SSN-5000522 2/25/2011 0:00 528207 3617916 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No 110 feet from existing access road. No
######### 5000523 OTHER No Closed EP31-2 and AR 0 Stick nest 25 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). No 19 Mar - Probable old nest  Roosting site nearby with molted feathers and white-wash  Nest l ikel                                             PNT_SSN-5000523 2/25/2011 0:00 528193 3617873 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No 120 feet away from access road. No No
######### 5000524 OTHER No Closed EP363-1, IV Sub 0 On existing power tower. No This stick nest is no longer present in the metal powerline tower  This nest was apparently blown                                 PNT_SSN-5000524 2/25/2011 0:00 620045 3620488 4/16/2011 8:19 rfletcher kalberts 0 Yes Blown out of place by high winds. 105 feet from temporary ROW. No Yes
######### 5000530 OTHER No Closed Helix Yard 0 Located approximately 30 feet up in eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp.). No Old nest in disrepair 
Closed  due to distance of 1200 feet from work area  kalberts - 4/16/2011 8  PNT_SSN-5000530 2/17/2011 0:00 509779.597 3636467.18 ############## rradd emorgan 0 No Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        1200 feet from construction yard l imits. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. No Yes
######### 5000531 OTHER No Closed Hartung Yard 0 Approximately 40 feet up in black willow tree (Salix goodingii) near end of branch  Next to acces        No Pendant nest made of grass and balloon strings hanging from branch from a few grass stems   N                        PNT_SSN-5000531 2/19/2011 0:00 514899 3639231 ############## rradd emorgan 0 No Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        10 feet from AR. No Yes
######### 5000536 OTHER No Closed AER Yard 0 Within cholla cactus (Cylindropuntia sp ) about 4 feet above ground  appoximately 250 feet from  No Not active  outside yard l imits 
Nest >100 feet from work l imit  Measured w/ pen tab  B Hart 3/11/                        PNT_SSN-5000536 1/14/2011 0:00 583717 3611315 ############## pkonrad emorgan 0 No Not needed; outside of the 100 foot buffer. 110 feet from AR. No No

5/3/2011 5000537 OTHER No Closed EP178 0 Near top of oak tree (Quercus agrifolia), obvious clump of sticks and leaves. No Not an active nest  or recently active  Not within yard l imits  BLohstroh  
Closed  due to no activity             PNT_SSN-5000537 1/14/2011 0:00 564266 3626056 5/3/2011 12:36 bclaxton kalberts 0 No 180 feet No No
######### 5000539 OTHER No Closed EP255-2 0 In SWPL power tower adjacent to access road between EP255-2 and EP254-3 .  No Stick nest appears intact  Potential raven or raptor nest  Sti l l  inactive 3-3-11 
Stil l  inactive 3-17 (P                                         PNT_SSN-5000539 1/20/2011 0:00 583371 3610659 4/26/2011 9:30 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 10 feet off access road. No No
######### 5000541 OTHER No Closed EP257 and AER Yard 0 Nest located in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp ) at approximately 30 feet to south of AER access road No Clean  dried grass  a well-built nest with a clear opening   CACW observed during survey  but did                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000541 1/24/2011 0:00 583737 3611387 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 40 feet from access road. No No
######### 5000542 OTHER No Closed EP32-1 AR 0 In tree above road. No Didn't see any birds on the nest   Site should not affect construction (1-29; BC) 
19 Mar - No birds                                                         PNT_SSN-5000542 1/29/2011 0:00 526594 3618457 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No 0 feet; along existing access road. No No
######### 5000544 Cactus Wren No Closed EP257 0 Within cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) within 100 feet of EP257 work areas. No Grass nest appears weathered and inactive 
Nest wall  is blown-out and cavity is exposed  Status        PNT_SSN-5000544 2/1/2011 0:00 583787 3611429 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No 30 feet from temporary ROW; 80 ft from permanent. No No
######### 5000890 OTHER No Closed EP257 0 Within cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No Grass nest appears weathered and inactive 
Nest more than 100 feet from work l imit  Measured w                                       PNT_SSN-5000890 2/1/2011 0:00 583817 3611485 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed; outside of the 100 foot buffer zone. 150 feet from temporary ROW of tower site. No
######### 5000892 Common Raven No Closed EP258-3 0 Western arm of SWPL tower. No Constructed with sticks mostly  including  plastic bags and trash; l ikely common raven nest 
Com                                                                                         PNT_SSN-5000892 2/1/2011 0:00 583942.534 3611843.96 ############## rfletcher emorgan 0 No Not needed; oustide of the 100 foot buffer zone. 480 feet from temporary pad. No No
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######### 5000893 OTHER No Closed EP258-3 0 Eastern arm of SWPL tower. No Constructed only with larger size sticks  no trash  potential raptor 
There are two nests on the sam                                                              PNT_SSN-5000893 2/1/2011 0:00 584098.951 3611750.6 ############## imaunsell emorgan 0 No 490 feet from temporary pad. No No
######### 5000894 OTHER No Closed EP32-1 AR 0 Sycamore tree (Platanus racemosa) along access road. No Found by biomonitor. Work outside buffer.
19 Mar - No nest found at this location. CLOSED. PNT_SSN-5000894 2/10/2011 0:00 528054.045 3617597.05 ############## rradd kalberts 0 No 0 feet; along existing access road. No No
######### 5000895 OTHER No Closed CP47A-1 0 Large stick nest in sheer rock cliffs east and downhill  of tower structure No Nest is in middle of roost.
Nest does not match description or location - CLOSED - RR PNT_SSN-5000895 2/10/2011 0:00 507276 3638853 ############## rradd kalberts 0 No 2800 feet from nearest structure. No No

6/2/2011 5000896 California Towhee No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 30 feet from access road; under chaparral broom (Baccharis sarothroides). No Could not be reloacated on floow-up visit  and was assumed predated  kalberts - 4/16/2011 11:2  PNT_SSN-5000896 2/25/2011 0:00 500201 3643964 6/2/2011 9:27 dbusby imaunsell 0 No 0 feet; within yard l imits. No Yes
######### 5000903 OTHER No Closed CP82-1 0 Offset: Approximately 120 feet east of access road   Nest is located 30-35 feet up in a coast l ive o        No 29 Mar - Nest is old and in disrepair. - RR PNT_SSN-5000903 2/18/2011 0:00 518836 3636062 ############## rradd rradd 0 No Old, decrepit and unused. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      110 feet from existing access road. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No
######### 5000004 Mourning Dove No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 Under roof of back porch. Yes No sign of adults or recent nest use   Work outside buffer 
No bird present on 3/3/11  Status chan                     PNT_SSN-5000004 2/21/2011 0:00 509070.462 3638415.93 ############## rradd kalberts 0 Yes Nest never showed signs of occupancy  and therefore neither failed nor succeeded  but simply w     Not needed. 0 feet. ############### 2/15/2011 13:55 Signs posted at back door to use front entrance only. No
######### 5000016 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 15 feet up from Chocolate Canyon Creek in rock crevice. No Stick nest consistent with corvid species 
No birds observed in area 3-22 (PK) 
16 Apr - No activity             PNT_SSN-5000016 2/22/2011 0:00 518254.502 3634689.73 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No 80 feet No No
######### 5000427 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP27-1 and EP28-3 0 In coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). No Nest is over 500 feet from work areas  removed from monitoring l ist 
On 3/17/11  B  Lohstroh loo          PNT_SSN-5000427 2/21/2011 0:00 527948.019 3619541.89 ############## blohstroh emorgan 0 No Not needed; over 500 feet from any work area. 680 feet from AR. No No
######### 5000560 OTHER No Closed EP207 0 Approximately 40 feet up in coast l ive oak tree (Quercus agrifolia).  Nest appears well  kempt. No Old passerine nest 
Closed  since old passerine nests will  not be recolonized by a raptor species               PNT_SSN-5000560 1/17/2011 0:00 569271.648 3617319.3 ############## kalberts 0 No Not needed; outside of 100 foot buffer zone. 400 feet from temporary ROW of tower site. No No
######### 5001256 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP50-1 0 30 feet up in pepper tree (Schinus sp.). No Female incubating and territorial to two LEGOs  
24 Mar - ANHU on nest  - RR
31 Mar - Female ANH                           PNT_SSN-5001256 509230 3638354 ############## rradd emorgan 0 No 30 feet from AR. No No
######### 5001257 House Finch No Closed CP50-1 0 4 feet up in pepper tree (Schinus sp.). No Female on nest 
31 Mar - Nest not found - RR 
11 Apr - Not found  PHAI nest in same tree? Closed a    PNT_SSN-5001257 509046 3638411 ############## rradd kalberts 0 No 80 feet from AR. No No
######### 5001259 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 6 feet up in pepper tree (Schinus sp.). No Female observed incubating and adding l ining to nest 
24 Mar - ANHU on nest 13:40  - RR
31 Mar                                          PNT_SSN-5001259 509050 3638403 ############## rradd kalberts 0 ############## No Nest fledged by 19 April. 90 feet from AR. No No
######### 6002383 Coastal Cactus Wren No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 3' up in prickly pear - two nests 5' apart in good condition  with feather in l inings  CACW call ing   No 18 Mar - CACW call ing across this territory - at least 2 birds present  - RR
24 Mar - CACW call ing                                                                  PNT_SSN-6002383 3/7/2011 8:41 499835.281 3643765.4 ############## rradd emorgan 0 No None needed; nest is 100 feet or more from yard boundary. 100 feet from construction yard l imits. No Yes

5/3/2011 6002388 Cactus Wren No Closed EP242 0 3 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp )  Unlined and incomplete  but of fresh grasses  Possibly u       No Sheltered bowl provides privacy from JVR CY 
Interior bowl exposed wth much-enlarged entrance                                                        PNT_SSN-6002388 3/8/2011 9:39 578172.203 3610665.03 5/3/2011 16:17 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed; nest is over 100 feet from yard boundary. 180 feet from yard boundary. No No
5/3/2011 6002389 Cactus Wren No Closed EP242 0 2 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp )  Football  sized nest with tight entrance and fresh CACW t       No Appears to be 2 site reports for this wren newt 3-28 (PK) 
Closed  due to location beyond 100 feet                           PNT_SSN-6002389 3/8/2011 9:54 578241.498 3610660.47 5/3/2011 16:18 rfletcher kalberts 0 No Not needed; nest is over 100 feet from any work area. 185 feet from yard boundary. No No
######### 6002391 Bushtit No Closed CP74-2 0 8 feet up in laurel sumac (Malosma laurina)  nest 90% complete  bushtits actively building nest     No 17 Mar - BUSH entering nest 10:43  - RR
28 Mar - 2 adults leaving and returning to nest and l inge                   PNT_SSN-6002391 3/8/2011 10:35 518461.928 3637966.08 ############## rradd emorgan 0 No 0 feet, within permanent pad. No
######### 6002392 California Towhee No Closed CP70-3 0 5 feet up in Mexican elderberry (Sambucus mexicana), adults building, nest nearly complete. No 17 Mar - CALT incubating  Active  - RR
25 Mar - Incubation continues  - RR
28 Mar - Nestlings prese                            PNT_SSN-6002392 3/8/2011 12:47 517042.034 3638646.94 ############## rradd emorgan 0 No 70 feet from permanent pad. No No
######### 6002393 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP17-1 0 2 feet off ground in laurel sumac (Malosma laurina). No Female incubating 2 eggs 
18 Mar - ANHU incubation continues  - RR
24 Mar - ANHU fem  brooding                                    PNT_SSN-6002393 3/9/2011 11:35 500403.744 3642805.01 ############## rradd rradd 0 ############## No Nest successfully fledged. N/A 75 feet from tower site. 3/9/2011 13:59 3/10/2011 13:59 Emergency buffer reduced to 70 feet. Yes No

5/3/2011 6002395 OTHER No Closed CP82-1 0 Stick nest in small steep coast l ive oak drainage, in oak (Quercus agrifolia), 30 feet high. No 29 Mar - No activity detected - RR
6 Apr - No activity detected - RR
13 Apr - No activity- RR
20 Apr - N     PNT_SSN-6002395 3/9/2011 15:13 518659.267 3636118.72 5/3/2011 16:21 rradd kalberts 0 No Old decrepit and unused. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      340 feet to corner of tower site. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No
5/3/2011 6002396 OTHER No Closed CP82-1 0 Stick nest in coast l ive oak drainage, about 30 feet high in oak (Quercus agrifolia). No 29 Mar - Nest in good condition in cluster of green stems @ fork of trunk  COHA soaring nearby                          PNT_SSN-6002396 3/9/2011 15:17 518656.066 3636132.16 5/3/2011 16:22 rradd kalberts 0 No Never improved or occupied. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      340 feet to tower site. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No
######### 6002397 OTHER No Closed CP82-1 0 Stick nest in oak (Quercus agrifolia) on south side of creek, about 14 feet high. No 6 Apr - Old and decrepit, rotted material fall ing to ground. Closed.- RR PNT_SSN-6002397 3/9/2011 15:21 518912.122 3636132.8 ############## rradd kalberts 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      240 feet to existing AR; 480 feet to tower site. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No

7/5/2011 6002804 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 ANHU woven cup nest approximately 80 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) originally s   Yes PNT_SSN-6002804 3/10/2011 9:09 518265.437 3634589.09 7/5/2011 9:26 blohstroh imaunsell 0 Yes Unknown. Not needed; nest completed cycle bfore NBR approval. 15 feet to existing AR. Yes No ANHU actively building nest. Tree approximately 15 feet east of bridge. Bird unconcerned by my presence at 15 feet from base of tree, but no construction ocurring at the time.
No hummingbirds or nest observed - 3-22 (PK)
23 March - ANHU female on nest - IM
28 Mar - Nest difficult to find, but female observed sitting on nest on branch about 40 feet up; second main branch up, on bridge side of oak.- BL
1 April  - Female observed incubating. IM
1 April  - Female on nest - IM.
8 April  - No activity observed, no ANHU in area, HOFIs built nest very close by -BL
16 Apr - No activity observed. - RR
22 Apr - No activity observed, change to closed - RR
######### 6003207 Bushtit No Closed Alpine Underground - Loritz property 0 8 feet up in olive tree (Olea europaea). No Pair observed nest building and carrying l ining  nest 85% complete  3/10/2011 IM
28 Mar - BUSH                                          PNT_SSN-6003207 ############## 526330.184 3632627.12 ############## blohstroh KACuppag 0 Yes Unknown; l ikely abandoned before egg-laying began. Buffer approved to 50 feet based on Star Valley Road being closer to nest than project ROW  abil                   40 feet from Loritz driveway. ############### 3/30/2011 14:42 Reduced to 40 feet. Yes
######### 6003216 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed CP54-1 0 Cliff nest adjacent to large coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). No Pair display and landing at nest site  Need to doubole-check exact placement on map 
16 Mar - R                                                     PNT_SSN-6003216 ############## 510242.797 3638575.35 ############## rradd kalberts 0 No Not needed; beyond 500 foot buffer zone. 600 feet to tower site. No No
######### 6003217 OTHER No Closed CP31-2 0 Stick nest in the fork of a coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia)  Centrally located in the tree  25 feet          No Activity status uncertain  Ravens defending site  The other nest was marked as active  Nest is 8 fe               PNT_SSN-6003217 3/12/2011 9:01 503553.373 3644858.69 ############## rradd kalberts 0 No 30 feet to work area. No No
######### 6003218 OTHER No Closed Helix Yard AR 0 25 feet up, in a eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp.). No Old  Currently unused  stick nest 
16 Mar - status unchanged  RR
25 Mar - Adjacent to active COHA    PNT_SSN-6003218 ############## 509783.639 3636501.73 ############## rradd kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        1150 feet to yard boundary. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. No Yes
######### 6003225 Common Raven No Closed EP90-1 0 Stick nest 40 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia), in good condition. No No birds detected 0900-0945  Permit 8E-6 Bio-monitor should re-check for activity  Site is 200 fe                                                     PNT_SSN-6003225 3/11/2011 9:28 548121.647 3612959.02 ############## rradd emorgan 0 No None needed; nest is beyond the 100 foot buffer zone. 220 feet from AR. No No
######### 6003228 Bushtit No Closed EP228 0 6 feet off ground in mesquite bush (Prosopis glandulosa). No Pair nest building; Nest 50% complete  - 3/14/2011 IM
Nest destroyed; bottom torn out; now rain       PNT_SSN-6003228 3/14/2011 8:15 572477.405 3611526.91 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes Bottom of nest was torn off, apparently predated, then rain-damaged. Vehicular passage should not impact nest  provided no stopping  standing or construction occur   60 feet from AR. No No
######### 6003231 OTHER No Closed EP83-1 Pullsite and AR 0 Approximately 4 feet high in center of scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia). No Found by Darin Busby on 3/15/11  Nest appears to be an inactive CALT nest  Will  affect construc                                 PNT_SSN-6003231 ############## 546585.075 3613788.43 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No 20 feet to AR. No No
######### 6003234 Mourning Dove No Closed TL 639 - Z973033 0 7 feet up in non-native pine tree. No At least 2 eggs in nest 
3/28/11 - Adult sti l l  sitting on nest  (D  Busby)
12 Apr - No bird on nest  no e               PNT_SSN-6003234 ############## 493253.568 3640111.51 4/18/2011 9:36 dbusby rradd 0 Yes Apparent depredation, since previously observed eggs were gone on a subsequent visit. In residential area  among houses and exotic landscaping; accustomed to human environments 30 feet from work area. No Yes
######### 6003236 Rufous-crowned Sparrow No Closed CP55 0 Ground nest under Myoporum (Myoporum sp.) No Construction appears to have just begun 
Female carrying nest material while male singing 30 fe                              PNT_SSN-6003236 ############## 509718.283 3637351.31 ############## rradd emorgan 0 Yes Abandoned before completion. 10 feet from AR. No No

5/8/2011 6003237 House Wren No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 Under cover of propane tank l id. No HOWR singing atop tank  nest visible under cover 
3/18/11 - HOWR not seen going to and from ne                                                         PNT_SSN-6003237 ############## 510036.566 3638770.33 5/8/2011 14:56 rradd kalberts 0 No Nest taken over by mice before HOWR could begin laying or after HOWR decided to abandon the Not needed, as nest cycle was over before NBR approval. 35 feet from driveway. 3/4/2011 14:55 5/6/2011 14:55 0 feet Yes No
######### 6003238 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed CP63-3 0 10 feet east of GPS point  2 feet up in California sagebrush (Artemisia californica)  adults buildi    No 31 Mar - Nest complete but appears blown out of place by wind  Pair rebuilding nearby  Closed   PNT_SSN-6003238 ############## 513971.951 3639582.09 ############## rradd emorgan 0 Yes Apparently blown out of place by high winds. None needed; beyond 300 foot buffer zone for this species. 450 feet from AR. No No
######### 6003240 Mourning Dove No Closed San Luis Rey Substation 0 On top of fan bank for transformer. No Female incubating 
Female not observed on nest for 3 days  Cold weather and rain will  have mad             PNT_SSN-6003240 3/17/2011 8:26 468777.305 3674774.07 ############## imaunsell emorgan 0 Yes Nest failed due to rainstorm; eggs abandoned and nest soaked. 0 feet, within substation. No Yes
######### 6003241 California Thrasher No Closed Alpine Yard 0 Nest of sticks l ined with finer materials located approximately 2 feet off the ground in a sugar b   No Biomonitors observed a pair of CATH in area as well  as one of the birds entering shrub with nest                                                          PNT_SSN-6003241 ############## 520081.798 3634135.5 ############## imaunsell kalberts 0 No Nest appeared after construction trailers were placed and activities commenced  therefore  this       0 feet; within substation. No Yes

7/5/2011 6003243 OTHER No Closed EP27-1 0 In coast l ive oak tree (Quercus agrifolia), about 30 feet up. No Stick nest with lots of oak leaves; no recent activity;  found by B. Lohstroh PNT_SSN-6003243 ############## 528090.697 3619750.4 7/5/2011 11:34 pkonrad imaunsell 0 No 30 feet from AR; 380 feet to tower site. No No Stil l  inactive; past nest function uncertain; status closed 4-7 (FH/PK).
7/5/2011 6003244 OTHER No Closed EP27-1 0 In center of dense coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia), 10 feet up. No Large stick nest, relatively low. May potentail ly be woodrat nest. 

 PNT_SSN-6003244 ############## 528126.173 3619758.45 7/5/2011 11:28 pkonrad imaunsell 0 No 65 feet from AR; 275 feet from tower site. No No Nest inactive, but has good form and merits return 4-7 (PK/FH).
sritt - 4/13/2011 7:19:43 PM - No change.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Inactive; old nest or woodrat nest - closed.
######### 6003247 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed TL 6916 - Z379523 0 CAGN nest is 3 feet high in bush mallow approximately 10 feet north of access road and 180 feet                 No 3/17/11 - Scott Hampton of Chambers Group detected CAGN pair and nest while monitoring at St                                                                                                                       PNT_SSN-6003247 ############## 492561.284 3631604.05 ############## rfletcher emorgan 0 Yes Apparently failed due to rain damage. No sign of depredation. 13 feet from AR. No Yes

5/8/2011 5003258 OTHER No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 New nest material in southeast corner inside structure  below fuse box  10 feet north of drivewa No 3/18/11 -D  Busby finds nest built of grasses  Appears to be an entrance facing wall  No sign of a                                      PNT_SSN-5003258 3/18/2011 8:32 510018.854 3638788.61 5/8/2011 14:58 rradd kalberts 0 No Not needed; nest cycle was over by the time NBR approval came in. 10 feet; onsite structure. 3/4/2011 14:57 5/6/2011 14:57 0 feet Yes No
######### 5003271 Bushtit No Closed EP85-2 0 12 feet up in scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia). No 23 Mar - Pair BUSH entering complete nest - RR
1 April  - Bushtit entering rest  - S  Hampton
Nest ap               PNT_SSN-5003271 ############## 547129.159 3614035.76 ############## pkonrad emorgan 0 Yes Depredated. Entire bottom of nest pulled apart and interior exposed. Not needed; beyond 10 foot buffer zone. 105 feet to tower impact area. No No
######### 5003272 OTHER No Closed EP31-2 0 Stick nest 55 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) 45 feet from AR. Yes 19 Mar - CORA bringing nest-l ining materials; ownership of this nest is confused  with a RSHA st                                                                                                       PNT_SSN-5003272 ############## 528183.307 3617912.86 4/20/2011 9:26 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 45 feet from existing AR; 340 feet to TSAP. No No
######### 5003283 House Finch No Closed Alpine Yard 0 Inside large spool. No Nest 4 spools back on back side  Cannot see into nest or assess material  Monitor observed pair                           PNT_SSN-5003283 ############## 519873.325 3634210.23 ############## imaunsell kalberts 0 No Not needed, since nest is well  outside of the 100 foot buffer zone. 500 feet from yard boundary. No Yes
######### 5003285 House Finch No Closed Alpine Yard 0 5 feet up in large spool. No 10% complete  Monitor observed pair coming to and from nest site  3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/20                         PNT_SSN-5003285 ############## 520220.559 3634222.41 ############## imaunsell kalberts 0 Yes Abandoned nest before completion of building stage. Nesting began after yard activities commenced  and is accutomed to current level  Buffer should              0 feet; within yard boundary. 4/15/2011 16:18 Buffer reduced to 15 feet. Yes Yes
######### 5003286 House Finch No Closed Alpine Yard 0 8 feet up in large spool. No Monitor has observed pair in area  Fresh material  Cannot see in nest  Monitor for activity  3/28                             PNT_SSN-5003286 ############## 520225.96 3634227.56 ############## imaunsell kalberts 0 Yes Apparently abandoned before completion of building. Nesting began after yard activities commenced  and is accutomed to current level  Buffer should              0 feet; within yard boundary. 4/15/2011 16:18 Buffer reduced to 15 feet. Yes Yes
######### 5003287 House Finch No Closed Alpine Yard 0 7 feet up in large spool. No Monitor has observed pair in area  Fresh material  Cannot see in nest  Monitor for activity  3/28                             PNT_SSN-5003287 ############## 520223.592 3634232.52 ############## imaunsell kalberts 0 Yes Nest abandoned before completion of building stage. Nesting began after yard activities commenced  and is accutomed to current level  Buffer should              0 feet; within yard boundary. 4/15/2011 16:22 Buffer reduced to 15 feet. Yes Yes
######### 5003296 Cactus Wren No Closed EP226-1 0 3 feet up cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No Nest mostly old and flattened  Potentially new material on top  No birds observed  3/30/11 IM
sh            PNT_SSN-5003296 ############## 572572.378 3612429.3 ############## imaunsell kalberts 0 No 35 feet from TSAP. No No

5/5/2011 5003297 Verdin No Closed EP226-1 Pullsite AR 0 7 feet up in dead mesquite (Prosopis glandulosa) on east side of road. No Nest looks in good condition; no birds observed; may become active; monitor for activity  3/30/1                                                                            PNT_SSN-5003297 ############## 572350.517 3612291.25 5/5/2011 9:48 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No Vehicular passage not l ikely to impact nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or construction    15 feet from AR; 600 feet from tower. No No
######### 5003300 Cactus Wren No Closed EP231A 0 3 feet high in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No Wren singing at nest 3/29 - SR 
No wrens in area  Nest well-built wth large well-l ined entrance ho                                               PNT_SSN-5003300 ############## 574265.083 3611282.74 ############## pkonrad emorgan 0 No None needed; beyond 100-foot buffer zone. 160 feet from permanent pad. No No
######### 5003301 Bushtit No Closed EP226-1 Pullsite AR 0 6 feet high in jujube shrub (Ziziphus parryi) on west side of access road. No Bushtit seen entering nest; no buffer flagged due to lack of flagging  - smr 3/30/11
Adult perched a                             PNT_SSN-5003301 ############## 572347.133 3612399.45 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes Predation. Probably avian. Nest side and floor were torn open. No adults nearby. 22 feet from access road; 300 feet to tower area. No No
######### 5003302 Bushtit No Closed CP28-1 0 5 feet above ground level in shrubby laurel sumac (Malosma laurina) above cut-bank to south s   No Nest looks complete  pair active at nest 
5 Apr - Incubating  Nest exchange 0811 - RR 
11 Apr - Nest                     PNT_SSN-5003302 ############## 502868.256 3645143.27 ############## rradd kalberts 0 No 1200 feet to CP28-1. No No

5/3/2011 5003329 Cactus Wren No Closed EP243 0 3 feet high in top fork of cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). Yes 4/1/11 phoward; new cactus wren nest  adult seen carrying nest material multiple times to same                                                  PNT_SSN-5003329 4/1/2011 8:16 578425.055 3610770.16 5/3/2011 14:54 phoward kalberts 0 No Not needed; beyond the 100 foot buffer zone. 170 feet to tower area. No
######### 5003331 Cactus Wren No Closed EP243 0 3 feet up in cholla; just 20 feet northwest of other incomplete nest and 30 feet south of new 12 kV No Nest 50% complete 4-1 TC      Sti l l  incomplete; much orange plastc twine 4-6 (PK) 
RAbe - 4/18/201                                                                                                                                                              PNT_SSN-5003331 4/1/2011 7:38 578302.388 3610771.86 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 100 No Nest was apparently an alternate nest; 2 'active' nest nearby to south and north. No impacts to this nest are anticipated due to vehicle traffic provided that no stopping  standing         30 feet from 12kv AR. Drive through access only. No No barnold - 6/3/2011 1:05:05 PM - Nest appears inactive  no Cactus Wren observed 
pkonrad - 6/7/                                                                              6/27/2011 11:16
######### 5003342 Bushtit No Closed EP85-2 0 20 feet up on southwest side of oak (Quercus agrifolia). No 1 April  - On property adjacent to road  Landowner friendly  gave us permission to be on property                                                              PNT_SSN-5003342 4/1/2011 11:57 547159.02 3613907.55 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed; Barely any part of the buffer crosses existing AR  where vehicular passage is allowed 100 feet from AR. No No
######### 5003367 Bewick's Wren No Closed CP80-1 0 Nest in gate column below lock. No 4/6/11 - Observed adults bringing material to nest in gate column   80% complete   Erect ESA sign                                                                                                                                                       PNT_SSN-5003367 4/6/2011 9:30 518990.112 3636629.64 ############## dbusby rradd 0 5/17/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage for construction is not anticipated to impact nest  and should be allowed  pro             2 feet from existing AR; 360 feet from tower area. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Buffer kept, but vehicular passage allowed. Yes No
######### 5003379 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed TL 639 - Z379519 0 Nest 2 feet high in black sage approximately 100 feet northeast of Structure 379519  Nest surrou                 No 4/7/11 - Observed male and female carrying nest material to nest  Nest is 90% complete  Not can                                                    PNT_SSN-5003379 4/7/2011 10:11 492065.103 3631095.9 ############## dbusby kalberts 0 Yes Depredated; nest torn from side. 95 feet to nearest pole. No Yes

5/8/2011 5003260 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 Approximately 8 feet high on north side cf coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia)  25 feet south of dri      No 3/18/11 - D  Busby observes female ANHU bringing material to half-way built nest 
24 Mar - No b                        PNT_SSN-5003260 3/18/2011 9:56 509965.392 3638774.66 5/8/2011 14:59 rradd kalberts 0 Yes Apparently damaged by storm event. Not needed; nest failed prior to NBR approval. 25 feet from driveway. 3/4/2011 14:58 5/6/2011 14:58 0 feet Yes No
######### 5003261 OTHER No Closed EP238 0 On ground among rocks 13 feet south-southwest of northeastern footing (sl ightly uphil l). Yes 3/22/11 -D  Busby is notified by Garrett Huffman that there is a grass bowl on ground among roc                                                                                                         PNT_SSN-5003261 ############## 576558.516 3610682.02 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 0 feet; within work area. No No
######### 5003264 Western Scrub-Jay No Closed EP221-2 0 About 4 feet up in ribbonwood (Adenostoma sparsifolium). Yes Nest complete or nearly complete with well  formed cup  2 adults present above nest; When I app                                                                           PNT_SSN-5003264 3/23/2011 9:24 571024.916 3613741.69 ############## pkonrad emorgan 0 No Not needed; nest is well  outside of the 100 foot buffer zone. 300 feet from permanent pad. No No
######### 5003269 OTHER No Closed EP31-2 AR 0 Old or incomplete nest 35 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) approximately 30 feet sou   No 19 Mar - Extremely vocal pair RSHA repeatedly returned to circle and scream  but unable to direc                                                    PNT_SSN-5003269 ############## 527417.085 3617984.57 4/20/2011 9:43 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 30 feet from existing AR. No No
######### 5003275 Common Raven No Closed EP220-1 AR 0 45 feet up in interior l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). No 23 Mar - Adult preening adjacent moved to nest  Nest buffer is just outside AR  - RR
Raven pair pr                                                   PNT_SSN-5003275 ############## 570357.19 3614221.54 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed; beyond the 100 foot buffer zone. 125 feet from existing AR. No No
######### 5003277 Cactus Wren No Closed EP243 0 Nest in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) about 3 feet up. Nest entrances facing southwest. No 3/24/11 LLina - Fresh grass with fresh feather l inging 15 feet from staked 12Kv access road  AR is                                                                                                                                                      PNT_SSN-5003277 3/24/2011 8:52 578380.412 3610760.42 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 No A) The nest has been monitored for more than one month and has had intermittent activity at bes                                                                                                                   30 feet from12kv AR. ############### 5/12/2011 16:03 0 feet Yes No
######### 5003279 California Towhee No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 In fountain grass next to laurel sumac. 50 feet downslope from road. No No eggs  
30 Mar - No nest found as described  Closed  and buffer removed  after discsussion wit    PNT_SSN-5003279 ############## 499876.714 3643669.18 ############## rradd kalberts 0 No Approximately 50 feet from yard. No Yes

5/3/2011 5003281 House Finch No Closed Hartung Yard 0 In cavity 12 feet up in east side of coast l ive oak. No 25 Mar - HOFI carrying nest materials  Active nest building  - RR
28 Mar - Female flushed off nest                                     PNT_SSN-5003281 ############## 515019.967 3639200.42 5/3/2011 13:04 rradd kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        20 feet from yard boundary. No Yes
######### 5003282 OTHER No Closed Alpine Yard 0 In wire spool spoke. 4 back from front of row. No Nest with fresh material  No eggs  No adults present 
Closed  Beyond 100 foot buffer  kalberts - 4/   PNT_SSN-5003282 ############## 519895.2 3634196.27 ############## imaunsell kalberts 0 No Not needed; nest is well  beyond the 100 foot buffer zone. 400 feet from yard boundary. Yes
######### 5003357 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed TL 6916 - Z774820 0 Five feet up in laurel sumac (Malosma laurina). No 04/05/2011 - Female Lesser Goldfinch sitting on nest   Buffer affects access road east of pole 774                        PNT_SSN-5003357 4/5/2011 11:56 492217.126 3639839.66 ############## jdicus kalberts 0 Yes Likely was depredated, based on observations. 135 feet from nearest pole. No Yes
######### 5003368 Song Sparrow No Closed CP80-1 0 Nest not directly observed due to dense vegetation in elderberry (Sambucus mexicana). Yes 4/6/11 - Adults carrying nest material into elderberry  Candidate for nest buffer reduction since                           PNT_SSN-5003368 4/6/2011 13:30 518951.179 3636624.6 ############## dbusby kalberts 0 No Not needed; placement of nests is beyond enforced buffer distance. 100 feet from existing AR; 300 feet to tower area. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No

5/8/2011 5003334 Song Sparrow No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 1 foot off ground in Russian thistle (Salsola tragus). No Pair feeding 2+ nestlings  About 5 feet from road  Pair would not approach nest when present  Re                                            PNT_SSN-5003334 4/1/2011 10:52 510002.69 3638785.02 5/8/2011 15:00 imaunsell kalberts 0 ############## No Appears to have fledged successfully. Not needed, as nest had apparently fledged before NBR approval. 5 feet from driveway. 3/4/2011 15:00 5/6/2011 15:00 0 feet Yes No
5/3/2011 5003326 American Kestrel No Closed TL 6924 - Z171695 0 bottom west arm of tower, cavity. No Bird arrived at this spot  disappeared  then left; l ikely feeding young 
7 April  female perched at th                                                                       PNT_SSN-5003326 ############## 497000.156 3644046.6 5/3/2011 14:49 blohstroh kalberts 0 ############## No Appears to have fledged. 75 feet to TL AR, across paved road. No Yes
######### 5003346 Bushtit No Closed TL 639 - Z171680 0 5 feet up in coast l i lac (Ceanothus tomentosus)  20 feet east of road on steep slope  East of 8 foo    No 4 April  - Active  Pair entering nest and acting agitated  adult was observed taking food into nest                                       PNT_SSN-5003346 4/4/2011 10:07 497001.717 3641797.48 ############## shampton kalberts 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. 30 feet from AR; 85 feet from nearest pole. No Yes

5/3/2011 5003348 House Finch No Closed TL 6916 - 100977 0 Nest material brought to base of lowest insulator on west side of pole 100977. No 04/04/11 - Pair of house finches carrying nest material to base of insulator   Multiple attempts w                                         PNT_SSN-5003348 4/4/2011 10:01 496988.665 3641728.12 5/3/2011 15:11 mdicus kalberts 0 Yes Apparently abandoned before completion. 0 feet; at pole. No Yes
5/3/2011 5003387 OTHER No Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 pullsite - driveway entry 0 Cavity nest with three eggs one foot above ground in metal pipe sticking out of ground at 45 degr  No 04/08/11 - Probable house wren nest   Wrens observed in nearby coast l ive oaks but none obser                        PNT_SSN-5003387 4/8/2011 13:54 514279.627 3639371.91 5/3/2011 15:51 mdicus kalberts 0 Yes Depredated; broken egg pieces found. One day of pre-construction survey staking is planned  followed by one day of potholing with a 2                                            70 feet to AR entry. No No
######### 5000774 Black-tailed Gnatcatcher No Closed EP242 0 Nest is near the top of a saltbush (Atriplex canescens). Four feet high. Ten feet west of dirt road. Yes Pair observed nest building   Cup nest looks almost complete   Ahernandez 4/11/11
Closed  since               PNT_SSN-5000774 ############## 577860.458 3610721.61 ############## phoward kalberts 0 No Not needed; beyond the 100 foot buffer. 120 feet to nearest work boundary. No

5/3/2011 5003289 OTHER No Closed Alpine Yard 0 2 feet off ground in laurel sumac (Malosma laurina). No Nest in very early stages of construction  Monitor said it has increased in size since 3/25/11 wh                          PNT_SSN-5003289 ############## 520347.279 3634136.64 5/3/2011 13:13 imaunsell kalberts 0 No 0 feet; within yard boundary. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes
######### 5003328 Red-shouldered Hawk No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 At top of fan palm (Washingtonia sp.) on leaf on east side of tree. No Female on nest on 3-31-11
12 Apr - No RSHA detected at nest 1200-1300  Pair seen 1800 feet wes                           PNT_SSN-5003328 4/1/2011 11:40 491625.396 3630824.57 ############## kalberts imaunsell 0 No Buffer should be reduced to 300 feet  since this bird is nesting within a residential area  and is a                         240 feet to corner of substation. 5/10/2011 0:00 5/10/2011 0:00 Buffer reduced to 300 feet. Yes No
######### 5000798 OTHER No Closed EP85-2 AR 0 In sugarbush (Rhus ovata) 15 feet north of access road to EP85-2, about five feet above ground. No Old cup nest  inactive  with no sign of recent use  No bird activity in immediate area  Cup nest su                           PNT_SSN-5000798 4/13/2011 8:53 547131.171 3613751.81 ############## barnold kalberts 0 No 15 feet from AR. No No
######### 5000805 California Quail No Closed EP257 0 On ground between tall  rock and cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) - next to cactus wren nest complex. No PKonrad - 4/13/2011 3:31:33 PM - Female California Quail  flushed from ground nest with 14 egg                PNT_SSN-5000805 ############## 583827.122 3611426.62 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed; beyond the 100 foot buffer zone. 160 feet from work area. No No

7/5/2011 5000810 Bushtit No Closed EP27-1 0 15 feet up in southeast side of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). No 
 PNT_SSN-5000810 ############## 528091.79 3619708.44 7/5/2011 11:35 sritt imaunsell 0 No Vehicular passage should not impact nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or construction   30 feet from AR; 320 feet from tower work area. No No sritt - 4/13/2011 11:07:10 AM 
Only lowest 5 inches is complete. Pair l ikely abandoned, and using nest 65 feet to southwest.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 
No change; looks l ike nest building abandoned; closed.
5/3/2011 5000435 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed TL 6916 - Z771472 0 Small woven cup nest located approx  3' north of pole in pine tree  approx  10' off ground on top   No Nest remains active as of 2/25/2011  Old nest ID 109  new nest ID 020811AH1  NBR for buffer red                                      PNT_SSN-5000435 ############## 490983.796 3639656.99 5/3/2011 22:25 dbusby rradd 0 Yes Assumed to have been damaged by rain and/or wind. Buffer approved to 30 feet for vertical and horizontal buffers  as nest is fairly well-concealed wi             3 feet from pole. 3/3/2011 14:18 3/3/2011 14:25 Buffer reduced to 30 feet. Yes Yes
######### 5000437 American Kestrel No Closed TL 639 - Z379517 0 Cavity nest located in first gable on W corner of apartment complex. No AMKE pair observed hunting together in vicinity  ESA signage posted at entrance to site  Heavy tra                                                                                                         PNT_SSN-5000437 ############## 491873.247 3630762.14 ############## dbusby kalberts 0 No Not needed, since this nest is actually over 500 feet from nearest pole. 600 feet from nearest pole. Yes
######### 5000441 OTHER No Closed EP78 - EP77 AR 0 Stick nest in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) over access road to EP77, next to fence. No Old nest ID 73   
Sti l l  inactive 3-2-11 (Paul Konrad)   
Also 3-10-11 (PK)  
Inactive 3-28 and 4-7 and          PNT_SSN-5000441 ############## 543986.653 3613382.31 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 0 feet; along existing access road. No No

5/3/2011 5000480 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Suncrest Substation AR 0 Woven cup nest located approximately 25 feet up in coast l ive oak tree directly adjacent to AR in    No Woven cup nest sitting almost directly above E side of AR  Nest definitely built during constructio                        PNT_SSN-5000480 3/2/2011 16:11 531961.795 3630645.47 5/3/2011 11:54 tcooper kalberts 0 Yes Apparent depredation. Work began before nesting season  continuous activities have been ongoing  Birds that nest dur           0 feet; within Bell  Bluff Truck Trail  al ignment. 3/4/2011 17:18 3/15/2011 14:39 Reduced to 25 vertical feet. Suncrest Exemption received on March 15, 2011. Yes Yes
######### 6002317 Common Raven No Closed TL 639 - AR 0 In sycamore tree approximately 50 feet up. No CORA observed  maintaining nest 
Closed  since nest is over 100 feet away from any project featu      PNT_SSN-6002317 3/5/2011 13:26 496519.64 3634671.67 ############## rfletcher kalberts 0 No Not needed, as nest is over 100 feet away from any work area 115 feet from access road. No Yes
######### 6002401 OTHER No Closed EP220-1 AR 0 Stick platform nest  23 feet above ground surface in the west side of a coast l ive oak (Quercus ag         No No birds observed  Nest origins unknown  Stick nesting materials on ground under nest indicate                                                    PNT_SSN-6002401 3/9/2011 14:37 570323.612 3614202 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No Vehicular passage should not impact nesting activities  provided that no stopping  standing  or    25 feet from existing AR. No No
######### 6003229 OTHER No Closed CP44-1 AR 0 80 feet up eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp.) and approximately 20 feet from Moreno Ave. No Appears to be most recently used by ravens  as there is a dead raven fledgling on ground directly                                                                PNT_SSN-6003229 3/9/2011 7:15 506478.512 3640276.45 ############## blohstroh rradd 0 No Never improved or occupied. 200 feet to AR. No No
######### 6003232 OTHER No Closed EP81 0 Approximately 4 feet high in scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia) and 30 feet south of existing acc         No Nest is inactive   Has cobwebs and no new nest material 3-15 (DB) 
Nest incomplete and inactive                 PNT_SSN-6003232 ############## 545627.807 3613065.53 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No 45 feet from existing AR. No No
######### 6003233 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed TL 6916 - 774824 0 2 feet high in black sage approximately 80 feet south of access road and 300 feet west of structu  No 3/16/11  - D  Busby located nest  Female flushed off nest when I approached  2eggs  Female retur                                                                                                                                      PNT_SSN-6003233 ############## 492945.679 3640177.82 ############## dbusby rradd 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. Vehicular traffic along existing access road should not be impacting to nest  provided that there      85 feet from AR; 300 feet from pole. No Yes
######### 5003262 Common Raven No Closed TL 639 - 872368 0 In lattice structure. No Needs to be field verified  Will  not affect construction due to exemption for access roads in use 
3                        PNT_SSN-5003262 ############## 494394.58 3633622.81 ############## rradd kalberts 0 No 360 feet to nearest pole. No Yes

5/3/2011 5003320 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed TL 6916 - 774820 0 5 feet up in solitary small eucalyptus. Can be observed from road on east side of tree. No 3/31/11 TC - Female incubating one egg 
4/7/11 TC - Female on nest 
12 Apr - Nest presumed preda                  PNT_SSN-5003320 ############## 492249.918 3639891.95 5/3/2011 14:45 tcooper kalberts 0 Yes Assumed depredation, with 1 broken egg left in nest. 20 feet from AR; 340 feet from nearest pole. No Yes
######### 5003322 House Finch No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 Eave of small outbuilding adjacent to rear porch. No 31 Mar - Under construction 
5 Apr - Nest destroyed and no longer present  Changed to closed an     PNT_SSN-5003322 ############## 509071.802 3638412.34 ############## rradd kalberts 0 Yes Unknown, probable depredation. 0 feet; on house. No
######### 5003341 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed EP85-2 0 20 feet high on south side of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). No 1 April  - Female on nest  Male was displaying next to tower site  S  Hampton  S  Ritt
Female incub                                 PNT_SSN-5003341 4/1/2011 10:55 547044.437 3613984.47 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed; beyond 100 foot buffer zone. 170 feet from tower site. No No

5/3/2011 5003345 OTHER No Closed EP85-2 AR 0 30 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) between main road and large post and l intel gate               No 1 April  - No sign of activity   Smaller than a large raptor nest  should be monitored for change in                                         PNT_SSN-5003345 4/1/2011 13:52 546972.519 3613757.53 5/3/2011 15:08 shampton kalberts 0 No Vehicular traffic should not impact nest  provided that construction does not occur within buffe        40 feet No No
######### 5003377 OTHER No Closed EP243 0 No Outside 100' buffer   Nest closed 

RAbe - 4/18/2011 2:01:03 PM
Nest is outside 100 ft buffer of 12     PNT_SSN-5003377 4/6/2011 15:31 578422.378 3610776.17 ############## pkonrad RAbe 0 No Not needed; outside of the 100 foot buffer zone. 190 feet from tower area. No No

5/7/2011 5000050 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - Vault 15 0 Stick nest approximately 25 feet up in coast l ive oak tree (Quercus agrifolia). No Nest inactive at this time  Stick nest consistent with small raptors or corvids  Blanket exemption                                      PNT_SSN-5000050 ############## 524075.211 3632862.12 5/7/2011 21:02 rfletcher kalberts 0 No Nest was not occupied this breeding season. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        0 feet 3/2/2011 18:11 3/3/2011 18:11 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes
5/7/2011 5000430 Bushtit No Closed Alpine Underground - 198+50, MH-12R 0 In coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia), 18 feet high. No Active nest  Work Outside Buffer  Blanket exemption NBR for Alpine Blvd issued  All  buffers and E                     PNT_SSN-5000430 ############## 522777.213 3632965.3 5/7/2011 20:42 pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes Natural predation event that destroyed entire nest. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 18:41 3/3/2011 18:41 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes
5/7/2011 5000443 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - 120+00R, MH-7L 0 75 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) at Station 119+30. Easily seen from Alpine Blvd. No Old nest id4 
Stil l  inactive 3-22 (PK) 
emorgan - 4/20/2011 9:45:56 AM -Stil l  inactive 
30 Apr - CLOS               PNT_SSN-5000443 ############## 520400.164 3633305.12 5/7/2011 21:03 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Nest never occupied this season. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        155 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 21:03 3/3/2011 21:03 0 feet No Yes
5/7/2011 5000447 Mourning Dove No Closed Alpine Underground - MH-6 0 25 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) at 1225 Alpine Blvd. No Nest approximately at station 97+50  ESA from 98+50 to 96+75  Blanket exemption NBR for Alpine                                                         PNT_SSN-5000447 ############## 519761.819 3633491.66 5/7/2011 21:00 blohstroh kalberts 0 4/8/2011 20:59 No Successfully fledged. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 20:59 3/3/2011 20:59 0 feet No Yes
5/3/2011 5000464 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Nest about 20 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) about 5 to 10 feet in from road. No Buffer reduction approved and restaked 3/3/11 - IM
Nest determined abandoned (INACTIVE) and                     PNT_SSN-5000464 ############## 518207.854 3634585.18 5/3/2011 11:39 rfletcher kalberts 0 Yes Unknown.  Abandoned. N/A. 5 feet from existing access road. 3/2/2011 19:04 3/2/2011 14:31 Reduced to 10 feet. Yes No
5/7/2011 5000487 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - 289+00r 0 Small stick nest located approximately 50 feet up in coast l ive oak tree (Quercus agrifolia). No Nest appears inactive at this time  Blanket exemption NBR for Alpine Blvd issued  All  buffers and                       PNT_SSN-5000487 3/3/2011 10:43 525488.407 3632705.34 5/7/2011 20:45 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        480 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 20:45 3/3/2011 20:45 0 feet No Yes
5/7/2011 5000488 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - 299+00r 0 Medium stick nest located approximately 15 feet up in coast l ive oak tree (Quercus agrifolia); at        No Nest appears to be inactive at this time  Blanket exemption NBR for Alpine Blvd issued  All  buffers                     PNT_SSN-5000488 3/3/2011 10:52 525788.716 3632829.78 5/7/2011 20:46 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        55 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 18:17 3/3/2011 18:17 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes
######### 5000515 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - MH-10L 0 In a eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp.). No Blanket exemption NBR for Alpine Blvd issued  All  buffers and ESA signage/flagging removed on 3                     PNT_SSN-5000515 1/13/2011 0:00 521807 3633093 ############## pkonrad fhoffman 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        35 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 20:53 3/3/2011 20:53 0 feet No Yes

5/7/2011 5000516 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - MH-12L 0 Stick nest located approximately 40 feet up in a pine tree (Pinus sp.). Offset unknown. No Blanket exemption NBR for Alpine Blvd issued  All  buffers and ESA signage/flagging removed on 3                  PNT_SSN-5000516 1/13/2011 0:00 522585 3633992 5/7/2011 20:55 rfletcher kalberts 0 No Not needed; well  outside any work area. 3,190 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 20:54 0 feet No Yes
5/7/2011 5000526 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 In the corner under Viejas Creek Bridge. Droppings observed. No Did not see nest inhabited after several hours of observation  Droppings observed but could be f                 PNT_SSN-5000526 2/15/2011 0:00 525894 3632814 5/7/2011 20:56 rfletcher kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        70 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 18:24 3/3/2011 18:24 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes
5/7/2011 5000533 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - 117+00R, MH-7L 0 Offset: Approximately 100 feet to south  Nest located in a coast l ive oak tree (Quercus agrifolia)   No No longer exists - delete.
Closed.  kalberts - 4/16/2011 10:18:13 AM
 PNT_SSN-5000533 2/25/2011 0:00 522110 3633089 5/7/2011 20:39 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        30 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 16:32 3/3/2011 16:32 0 feet No Yes
5/7/2011 5000534 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - 46+00L, MH-3L 0 Small stick nest located approximately 80 feet up in a eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp )  Offset GP     No Old passerine nest 
Closed  due to no raptor potential and no passerine activity  kalberts - 4/16/2   PNT_SSN-5000534 2/25/2011 0:00 518342 3634104 5/7/2011 20:47 imaunsell kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        50 feet. 3/2/2011 20:47 3/3/2011 20:47 0 feet No Yes
5/7/2011 5000900 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 Large nest in a coast l ive oak tree (Quercus agrifolia) overlooking Viejas Creek. No On a coast l ive oak tree (Quercus agrifolia)  Blanket exemption NBR for Alpine Blvd issued  All  bu                     PNT_SSN-5000900 2/15/2011 0:00 525658.196 3632804.22 5/7/2011 20:57 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        180 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 20:56 3/3/2011 20:56 0 feet No Yes
######### 5003298 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - 117+00 0 ANHU nest located on fan palm (Washingtonia sp ) frond over creek approximately 5 feet above No Bird observed sitting on nest during high traffic  jackhammering  and other construction noise  R                                                          PNT_SSN-5003298 ############## 522136.448 3633084.41 ############## blohstroh pkonrad 0 Yes 2 dead chicks found in nest; unknown if or where parents are. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        25 feet from Alpine Blvd 3/2/2011 18:50 3/3/2011 18:50 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. Yes
######### 5000517 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP210 0 40 feet up in a cottonwood (Populus sp ) on the Correctional Facil ity property near Rough Acres      No Construction zones are outside the 500 foot buffer  No buffer is required and construction is not                                PNT_SSN-5000517 2/25/2011 0:00 569679 3616265 4/18/2011 8:00 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No Not needed, since well  beyond 500-foot buffer zone. 820 feet from EP210. No No

5/3/2011 5003390 Western Bluebird No Closed Wilson Yard 0 15 foot buffer approved and installed; not 0 or 100 feet 
Nest is located on western end of Pinnic                      No Environmental monitor observed male building nest actively past two days  Biological monitor o                                                                                                           PNT_SSN-5003390 4/8/2011 8:52 531162.089 3630482.12 5/3/2011 20:58 ahil l pkonrad 0 Yes Nest and territory apparently deserted by bluebirds. No bluebirds observed or heard in area. Birds began nesting in trailer after construction began  personnel were working  and structures               0 feet; within substation. ############### 4/15/2011 16:23 Buffer reduced to 15 feet. Yes
6/4/2011 5000455 Common Raven No Closed EP331 AR 0 Stick nest in south arm of metal tower. No Formerly nest 29  
Two common ravens bringing nesting material (sticks) to nest in metal tower o                                                                                                                                                 PNT_SSN-5000455 ############## 605005.332 3628235.21 6/4/2011 15:08 mdicus barnold 0 6/4/2011 14:41 No Successfully fledged. Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence  following the premises of the Raven Control Pl 55 feet to SWPL access road; 335 feet to AR. 0 feet Yes No pkonrad - 5/25/2011 11:43:19 AM - 4 large nestlings standing on and beside nest ready to fledge                6/4/2011 15:08
######### 6003255 Bushtit No Closed Suncrest Substation 0 Nest 7 feet up in manzanita 10 feet outside silt fence. No 90% complete  being built by adults using material from failed nest 40 feet to the south  Suncres                                        PNT_SSN-6003255 ############## 529551.234 3629789.06 ############## rfletcher pkonrad 0 5/8/2011 17:36 No Successfully fledged. Blanket exemption for substation and buffer approved since construction has been and will  con                   10 feet; on substation fi l l  slope. Yes Yes
######### 6003256 Bushtit No Closed Suncrest Substation 0 Nest 15 feet up in Engelmann oak, 15 feet from silt fence. No Adults building nest  50% complete 
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:49:53 AM - no nest visits or birds h           PNT_SSN-6003256 ############## 531936.872 3630667.43 ############## tcooper pkonrad 0 Yes No nest visits or birds heard nearby  nest looks destroyed by natural causes; predator or weathe Exemption approved for Suncrest substation and its buffer zones  since nesting birds are essenti                15 feet from AR. Yes Yes

5/2/2011 5003265 Oak Titmouse No Closed EP220-1 0 Approximately 4 feet high in a scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia) approximately 90 feet southea        No 3/23/2011 - T  Cooper and D  Busby were following pair off and on for an hour and eventually sa                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5003265 3/23/2011 9:30 570534.431 3613787.85 5/2/2011 13:07 phoward KACuppag 0 No Vehicular traffic is 90 feet away  and should be allowed  considering the distance  and the fact i          90 feet from AR. ############### 4/14/2011 12:45 Buffer reduced to 90 feet. Yes No
5/2/2011 5003267 Bushtit No Closed EP220-1 0 6 feet high in west side of a juniper (Juniperus californica)  approximately 70 feet southeast of a  No 3/23/2011 - D  Busby observes adult pair bringing nest material to nest  Nest appears nearly com                                                                                       PNT_SSN-5003267 ############## 570634.852 3613868.71 5/2/2011 13:08 phoward KACuppag 0 Yes Apparent nest predation; nest torn apart; failed. This human-tolerant species is nesting 70 feet from access road  and did not mind nest observer                   70 feet from AR. ############### 4/14/2011 12:47 Buffer reduced to 70 feet. Yes No
5/3/2011 5003352 House Finch No Closed Helix Yard 0 When discovered, HOFI nest in progress in the hydraulic arm of a dozer parked in Helix Yard. No RF - 4/4/11: Birds observed building nest in dozer 
20 Apr - Not monitored  Yard biologist reports                PNT_SSN-5003352 4/4/2011 14:26 510316.374 3636845.68 5/3/2011 17:08 rfletcher rradd 0 Yes The nest was located in a box-like metal housing at the top of the hydraulic piston for the blade  This part of the equipment was covered in plastic mesh in an attempt to deter nesting birds   This                                                            0 feet; on equipment within active yard. No Yes
######### 5000788 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 On north side of transformer for Bank 70  Nest on top of inoperative fan housing between fans 1   No Two nests on top of screen  one with two eggs   Adults in area  and flying to nest 
19 Apr - HOFI ad                                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000788 ############## 497078.161 3642040.01 ############## barnold barnold 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. SDG&E needs to install  new transformer before 5-year warranty expires  Proposed work encroac                                           0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/9/2011 10:27:01 AM - At least two nestlings in nest 
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:13:51 PM                        6/23/2011 11:53

5/3/2011 5003358 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed TL 639 - 379517 0 Nest located 6 feet up in lemonadeberry (Rhus integrifolia), 15 feet southeast of pole # 379517. No 04/05/2011 - Female lesser goldfinch observed on nest (R  Abe  J&M Dicus) 
12 Apr - No nest foun                 PNT_SSN-5003358 4/5/2011 10:14 491827.08 3630813.44 5/3/2011 15:24 jdicus kalberts 0 Yes Repeated searches failed to detect nest or nesting bird.  Unknown failure cause. 15 feet. No Yes
######### 6003253 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed TL 6924 - 17+50 0 12 feet up in alder tree on branch extending over driveway. No female observed incubating  not disturbed by l ight  traffic along road or in driveway  has tolerat                                                           PNT_SSN-6003253 3/18/2011 7:47 493238.675 3640125.91 ############## dbusby rradd 0 4/18/2011 0:00 No Nest fledged 18 April. Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of Reconductor l ines  following same principl     85 feet to work area. No Yes

5/3/2011 5000778 Bushtit No Closed TL 6916 - 973032 0 11 April  - Nest in downward hanging clump of Eucalyptus sideroxylom (Ironbark) tree  Over edge                    Yes 11 April  - Pair copulating and adding material to nest    - S  Hampton  M  Dicus 
shampton - 4/11/                              PNT_SSN-5000778 4/11/2011 7:07 493123.759 3640219.42 5/3/2011 13:47 shampton kalberts 0 Yes Nest exposed on outer surface of leaf cluster, and apparently torn open. Presumed predated. Blanket exemption approved for Reconductor l ine's residential areas  following the same princip        55 feet to nearest pole. 0 feet Yes Yes
5/2/2011 5000794 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed TL 6916 - 973033 0 12 feet up in pepper tree overhanging lawn 
Not disturbed by l ight traffic in quiet cul de sac  but n        Yes 12 Apr LEGO pr finalizing nest construction  - RR
18 Apr LEGO female incubating 0920 - RR
25 Apr                                PNT_SSN-5000794 4/12/2011 8:16 493261.18 3640107.52 5/2/2011 15:11 rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest was active until  construction commenced. Nest disturbance prior to incubation presumed a factor. 10 feet from work area. No Yes
######### 5000780 House Wren No Closed TL 6916 - Z973032 0 In northwest most peak of house  Under 2nd red ti le row on west side  Below south end of 1st pe         Yes 11 April  - Discovered by Gerhard Bombe while monitoring  BUSH nest 40  feet to west  Adult obse                                                                                 PNT_SSN-5000780 ############## 493136.595 3640225.1 ############## shampton rradd 0 ############## No Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of Reconductor l ines  following same principl         100 feet from pole. 0 feet Yes Yes rradd - 5/24/2011 7:31:00 AM - HOWR singing and entering nest 0728 
rradd - 6/1/2011 5:58:57                                                                 6/28/2011 13:24
######### 5000033 Cactus Wren No Closed EP231A TSAP 0 Grass nest with a few feathers but otherwise unlined; located approx 2 5 feet up in cholla (Cylin               No Second degraded older unkempt grass nest (photo #2) located approximately 5 feet away in anot                                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000033 2/22/2011 8:39 574273.058 3611209.43 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 No Not needed; outside of the 100 foot buffer zone. 465 feet from tower site. No No
######### 5000465 Bushtit No Closed Suncrest Substation 0 Nest located in dead yucca  which is within a manzanita  Located approximately 5 feet outside o         Yes Nest appears only 10% built  Biomonitor observed two birds bringing nest material to site and b                                          PNT_SSN-5000465 3/1/2011 13:45 529718.51 3629832.33 5/24/2011 8:33 tcooper imaunsell 0 No Suncrest substation pad and boundaries approved for blanket nest exemption since birds chose        0 feet; within fi l l  slope of substation pad. 0 feet Yes
######### 5003304 House Wren No Closed EP83 AR 0 Cavity 4 feet high in Mexican elderberry (Sambucus mexicana) on south side of access road. No Pair seen carrying nesting material into hole  Nest appears partially built 
PKonrad - 4/20/2011                                                         PNT_SSN-5003304 ############## 546035.254 3612826.72 ############## sritt pkonrad 0 No Access road nesting bird buffer granted through agency concurrence to allow standard construc    20 feet off existing access road. No No
######### 5000795 House Finch No Closed TL 6916 - 973033 0 7 feet up behind trell is attached to garage wall. No 12 Apr HOFI pr carrying nest materials behind non-native planting against wall  - RR
18 Apr No H                              PNT_SSN-5000795 4/12/2011 8:28 493254.445 3640127.23 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest is on private propoerty and unavailable for physical inspection  but behavioral implication                            Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of Reconductor l ines  following same principl       35 feet from work area. No Yes

5/7/2011 5000014 Bushtit No Closed Alpine Underground - 26+25.16 MH-2L 0 Nest located approximately 35 feet above ground in l ive oak tree (Quercus agrifolia) to east  Nes        No Buffer l imits from station 27+00 to station 29+03  neat Vault 15L  Nest located between I-8 and A                                                                                                      PNT_SSN-5000014 ############## 517970.483 3634518.14 5/7/2011 20:44 blohstroh kalberts 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        20 feet 3/2/2011 18:58 3/3/2011 18:58 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes
######### 5000051 Bushtit No Closed Alpine Underground - 240+94.47, MH-15L 0 Bushtit pendulous nest approximately 30 feet up in coast l ive oak tree (Quercus agrifolia)  Nest       No High traffic volume area along Alpine Blvd  Bird unconcerned with noise and traffic disturbance                                                                                      PNT_SSN-5000051 ############## 524081.487 3632863.93 ############## blohstroh kkilpatrick 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        0 feet 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 Buffer reduced to 0 feet, per Alpine Blvd. Exemption No Yes emorgan - 5/27/2011 1:33:15 PM
No birds observed at nest for 20 minutes 
tfitanides - 6/4/2011                             6/14/2011 14:53

5/7/2011 5000525 Black Phoebe No Closed Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 In the southeast corner under Viejas Creek Bridge. Droppings observed. No Did not see nest inhabited after several hours of observation  Droppings observed but could be f                                                                 PNT_SSN-5000525 2/15/2011 0:00 525900.874 3632835.88 5/7/2011 20:59 blohstroh kalberts 0 No This nest apparently had no activity this season. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        0 feet; under Alpine Blvd bridge. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 18:18 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes
5/7/2011 5003294 Bushtit No Closed Alpine Underground - 299+50 0 30 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) on north side. No Pair bringing food to complete nest  No buffer flagged due to Alpine Blvd exemption 3/29/11 IM
8                                          PNT_SSN-5003294 ############## 525791.961 3632843.39 5/7/2011 20:47 blohstroh kalberts 0 Yes Nest appears predated. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        Within 10 feet of Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 18:15 3/3/2011 18:15 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes
######### 5000819 Acorn Woodpecker No Closed Alpine Underground - Wood pole P78837 0 Nest located in wooden util ity pole number P78837 on Alpine Blvd  Nest entrance located at top      No phoward - 4/14/2011 11:41:11 AM - Pair seen going in and out of nest  
rradd - 4/16/2011 4:24:4                                                        PNT_SSN-5000819 ############## 524120.077 3632852.03 ############## phoward kkilpatrick 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        0 feet; along Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes kkilpatrick - 5/31/2011 1:19:00 PM
The potential nest site was observed for 45 minutes  During t                                                                           5/31/2011 13:19

5/3/2011 5000825 House Finch No Closed Wilson Yard 0 Buffer = 15 feet   The nest is on the southern side of the Pinnick trailer underneath in the cross be                      No Buffer = 15 feet   The pair of HOFI have been seen and heard in the area consistently and were ob                                                                                         PNT_SSN-5000825 ############## 531165.589 3630482.06 5/3/2011 20:55 ahil l pkonrad 0 Yes Appears deserted - no birds observed near nest or in area; no singing heard; no eggs in nest. Buffer should be reduced to 30 feet or less  as this species is highly tolerant of human activity  a               0 feet; within yard. ############### 4/15/2011 17:57 Buffer reduced to 15 feet. Yes Yes
5/3/2011 5000830 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 8 feet out from AR 20 feet up in coast l ive oak. lefeet side of tree, easily seen from road No tcooper - 4/15/2011 Fresh looking nest  bio monitor observed adult building this morning  Buffe                                                              PNT_SSN-5000830 ############## 534475.643 3612366.51 5/3/2011 13:30 tcooper pkonrad 0 Yes Nesting attempt appears to have failed  judging from lack of observations after original nest bui  Vehicular passage of construction traffic is not anticipated to impact nest. 8 feet from road; 3,800 feet from yard. Yes
######### 5003299 House Finch No Closed Bartlett Yard 0 HOFI nest located inside boom truck at base of extension arm approximately six feet above grou      No Observed pair of HOFI on truck near nest  Construction occuring directly adjacent to nest  No egg                                                                                                                                                                   PNT_SSN-5003299 ############## 546780.658 3612457.75 ############## rfletcher pkonrad 0 Yes No fresh material in nest  nest visits  or birds heard  It appears nest has been abandoned since first found three weeks ago  Nest has poor structural quailty (twigs look old and dry)  made up of a                                                                      0 feet; within yard. ############### 4/15/2011 13:54 Yes Yes
######### 5000821 Verdin No Closed Thomas Yard 0 12 feet above ground in European olive tree (Olea europaea).  No 4/14/2011 - Adult carrying food to nest (J&M Dicus)   J & M Dicus - 5/17/2011 11:33:28 AM  Nes                                                                               PNT_SSN-5000821 ############## 634093.298 3638475.73 ############## jdicus jdicus 0 No 0 feet; within yard boundary. No Yes
######### 5000822 Common Ground-Dove No Closed Thomas Yard 0 15 feet above ground in European olive tree (Olea europaea). No 4/14/2011 - Adult incubating (J&M Dicus)   J & M Dicus - 5/17/2011 11:33:28 AM  Nest empty   N                                                                           PNT_SSN-5000822 ############## 634093.189 3638472.45 ############## jdicus jdicus 0 No 0 feet; at yard boundary. No Yes
######### 5000823 Common Ground-Dove No Closed Thomas Yard 0 15 feet above ground in European olive tree (Olea europaea). No 4/14/2011 - Adult flushed from nest and returned (J&M Dicus)   
J & M Dicus - 5/17/2011 11:33:2                                                                                 PNT_SSN-5000823 ############## 634093.408 3638478.68 ############## jdicus jdicus 0 No 0 feet; at yard boundary. No Yes

6/4/2011 5000826 Common Raven No Closed EP292 Pullsite 0 Stick nest in SWPL tower 50213 on southeast arm approximately 80 feet off the ground. No Raven observed in nest on 4-14-11 @ 10:15am by BAB  
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - Raven incubating                                                                                                PNT_SSN-5000826 ############## 589677.793 3622463.79 6/4/2011 16:29 bbergman barnold 0 6/4/2011 16:27 No Successfully fledged. Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence  following the premises of the Raven Control Pl 65 feet to SWPL l ine road; 300 feet to pull  site. Buffer remains, but thru-traffic is allowed. Yes No pkonrad - 5/25/2011 10:27:08 AM - 1 large feathered nestling perched next to nest with adult pe                             6/4/2011 16:28
7/1/2011 5000832 Bushtit No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 2 feet from end of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) branch which overhangs 12 feet above extra        No No work occuring within 100 feet. PNT_SSN-5000832 4/16/2011 8:05 518242.14 3634643.88 7/1/2011 8:37 rradd imaunsell 0 Yes Unknown but nest appears unkempt so it could have been predated or wind may have caused fai Not needed for current work plan as approved 5-6-11  as nest is beyond 100 feet from the work s 16 feet from fencing. ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes Yes 16 Apr - Nest appears complete though under construction, with pair install ing interior l ining. -RR
22 Apr - BUSH bringing nest material 1030. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 8:37:59 AM - Bushtits in area, but not observed at nest. No adults in area or activity at nest during 2 hours I monitored the nest.
dbusby - 5/9/2011 12:19:40 PM Nest appears unkempt.

7/5/2011 5000833 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 16 feet up in cluster of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) leaves, 8 feet north of cut oak stump. Yes PNT_SSN-5000833 4/16/2011 8:17 518247.148 3634633.21 7/5/2011 8:37 rradd imaunsell 0 Yes Depredation.  Nest destroyed. Not needed; depredation predated NBR approval. Within 10 feet of work area. Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No 16 Apr - LEGO female nearing completion of nest - RR.
22 Apr - LEGO female settles onto nest 0727. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 8:32:27 AM Female incubating.
6 May - Nest destroyed, predation presumed 1033. - RR
5/3/2011 5000783 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Nest in east-facing pipe, at top of bank, 2nd in from southern edge of soutwestern-most bank. Yes Adult observed entering repeatedly  4-12 (FH/BA)
19 Apr - No active use of this cavity detected  - R                              PNT_SSN-5000783 4/12/2011 9:47 497112.356 3641998.75 5/3/2011 12:57 barnold kalberts 0 No 0 feet; within substation. Yes
######### 5000785 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Nest 4th pipe in from eastern edge  south-facing pipe on southern edge of southeastern-most ban No Adult entering pipe  splatter on pipe 4-12 (FH/BA) 
19 Apr - Numerous courting HOFI  but no concl                                                            PNT_SSN-5000785 ############## 497151.16 3642001.58 ############## barnold barnold 0 No SDG&E needs to install  new transformer before 5-year warranty expires  Proposed work encroac                                               0 feet; within substation. ############### 4/27/2011 11:35 Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes Yes

5/3/2011 5000786 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 In Sycamore Substation, on forklifeet parked  near the stored spools. Yes In hollowed black bridge above mast   Very few sprigs of vegetation being actively gathered  but n                                 PNT_SSN-5000786 ############## 497064.095 3642180.37 5/3/2011 8:28 barnold kalberts 0 Yes Nest was never finished being built. 0 feet; within substation. No Yes
######### 5000789 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Sycamore Substation  near northwesrtern corner   In south-facing edge of blue wire spool  the so            No Nest with three eggs   Pair very vocal and active in area 
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:15:19 AM  Nest p                                                PNT_SSN-5000789 ############## 497075.675 3642185.3 ############## barnold barnold 0 No SDG&E needs to string new wire from the 138kV yard to the new 230kV Bay  Proposed work encro                             0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes Yes

6/1/2011 5000791 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 On south side of Spare Bank 1, on top of inside screened fan, fourth in from eastern end of unit. Yes Recent nest material  but no sign of adults 
19 Apr No HOFI detected using this structure  Change                                                                                                   PNT_SSN-5000791 ############## 497166.101 3642034.26 6/1/2011 14:59 barnold barnold 0 No 0 feet; within substation. No Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 2:45:52 PM
Nest with four eggs  but no female observed today  and 11  19  an                                                                             6/1/2011 14:58
5/6/2011 5000796 Bushtit No Closed EP225-1 Pullsite 0 3 feet up in north side of large sugarbush (Rhus ovata)   Approximately 10 yards from edge of pu     No shampton - 4/12/2011 4:47:38 PM - adults observed entering nest with food 
PKonrad - 4/21/201                                  PNT_SSN-5000796 ############## 572329.746 3612576.88 5/6/2011 11:43 shampton kalberts 0 Yes Nest torn in half, probably by mammalian predator; 1 eggshell  found in interior of nest. 0 feet; within pull  site. No No
######### 5000802 House Wren No Closed TL 6916 - Z774815 0 Nest located in trash pile (old flourescent l ight fixtures  cabinets  car tire and wheel  etc )  Trash                        Yes 04/13/11 - House Wren observed carrying nest material multiple times into trash pile (J&M Dicu                                                                   PNT_SSN-5000802 ############## 491101.862 3639587.04 ############## jdicus kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for developed areas of Reconductor l ines is applicable here. 320 feet to nearest pole; 82 feet to AR. ############### 4/14/2011 15:15 Yes Yes

5/2/2011 5000804 California Towhee No Closed TL 6916 - Z774815 0 Nest found 2 feet above ground in chamise (Adenostoma fasciculata) adjacent to (east of) larger         No 4/13/11 - Adult feeding three nestlings   Adult remained on nest when approached within 15 feet                                      PNT_SSN-5000804 4/13/2011 7:41 491091.5 3639552.51 5/2/2011 16:23 jdicus rradd 0 4/21/2011 9:40 No Nest fledged. Blanket exemption for residential areas of Reconductor l ines may be applicable here. 260 feet to nearest pole work area. Yes
7/5/2011 5000809 Lawrence's Goldfinch No Closed EP27-1 0 30 feet up in south side of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). No 
 PNT_SSN-5000809 ############## 528090.542 3619708.65 7/5/2011 11:36 sritt imaunsell 0 Yes Unkown cause of nest failure. Vehicular passage should not impct nest  provided no vehicle stopping  standing  or constructio    35 feet from AR; 325 feet from tower work area. No No sritt - 4/13/2011 11:01:39 AM - Male seen feeding female incubating on nest.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011  - Nest present; could not see bird until  second visit when female observed incubating.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Bird incubating.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Adult brooding.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - No birds or activity at nest site during 25 minutes of observation.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - No birds observed. Appears to be a failed nesting attempt.
######### 5000811 House Wren No Closed CP64-2 AR 0 In pipe gate post from which residential gate (#836) is hinged. Yes 13 Apr - HOWR carrying nest materials into pipe and singing from top  - RR
barnold - 4/15/2011                                                                                                                     PNT_SSN-5000811 4/13/2011 9:14 514315.342 3639374.97 5/26/2011 8:21 rradd rradd 0 5/23/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. One day of preconstruction staking with 2-3 crewmen  followed by one day of potholing with 2-3                    0 feet; within work area. No rradd - 5/26/2011 8:17:44 AM
No detections during 30 minute observation  Nest has fledged  
Cha   5/26/2011 8:17
######### 5000812 Bushtit No Closed CP81-1 0 20 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) above edge of AR - in end of branch 5 feet east of        Yes 13 Apr - BUSH activly building nest - looks 90% complete  - RR
barnold - 4/19/2011 8:42:21 AM -                                                               PNT_SSN-5000812 ############## 518837.932 3636144.77 ############## rradd rradd 100 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or      0 feet to AR. ############### 4/25/2011 14:13 Buffer remains, but vehicular passage allowed. No rradd - 5/26/2011 2:42:20 PM
BUSH pr carrying food and entering nest 1432 
rradd - 6/4/2011 3:                                                                                               6/25/2011 13:13
######### 5000813 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed CP81-1 0 25 feet up atop knot on sycamore (Platanus racemosa) branch overhanging AR. No 13 Apr - LEGO female building nest  Directly above edge of road  easiest to see from N side  - RR
2                                              PNT_SSN-5000813 ############## 518832.672 3636133.45 ############## rradd rradd 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or con    0 feet to AR; 230 feet to tower work area. ############### 4/25/2011 14:26 Buffer remains, but vehicular passage allowed. Yes No
######### 5000815 Mourning Dove No Closed Thomas Yard 0 In AC unit of 9th trailer in (N) from south side. No sritt - 4/14/2011 1:04:20 PM - Adult lying on nest with two nestlings that are well  developed  No                 PNT_SSN-5000815 ############## 633953.035 3638021.6 ############## sritt pkonrad 0 No Work outside buffer   Vehicle access and parking may occur within buffer  per agancy concurren                    0 feet; within yard footprint. ############### 4/20/2011 17:51 Buffer reduced to 0 feet for access and parking; 100 feet for construction. Yes Yes
######### 5000818 Nuttall 's Woodpecker No Closed TL 6924 - 0120986 0 Approx 70 feet north of sidewalk and 20 feet up dead eucalyptus tree on southwest side 
NUWO o     No rabe - 4/13/2011 11:41:01 AM - Pair in area but never entered cavity during 40 minutes of obser                                                                                      PNT_SSN-5000818 ############## 490111.894 3640825.35 5/24/2011 9:55 dbusby rradd 0 5/13/2011 0:00 No Nest presumed to successfully fledge. Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of the Reconductor l ines. 75 feet off paved road. 0 feet Yes Yes rradd - 5/24/2011 9:54:41 AM
No NUWO detections at or near nest during 30 min  obs  0920-095          5/24/2011 9:54

5/2/2011 5000801 California Towhee No Closed TL 6916 - Z244927 0 Nest found 3 feet above ground on west side of Mission manzanita (Xylococcus bicolor)  Nest is    No 4/13/2011 - Adult flushed from vegetation and a quick search of the area it came from revealed n                                                                       PNT_SSN-5000801 4/13/2011 8:37 491227.015 3639515.18 5/2/2011 16:34 jdicus rradd 0 4/30/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact the nest site  provided that no vehicle  stopping      85 feet to existing AR; 190 feet to nearest pole. No Yes
######### 5000803 Bushtit No Closed TL 6916 - Z771471 0 7 feet above ground in 12-foot tall  non-native Acacia (nest is visible from south side of tree). No 04/13/2011 - Adults building nest   Nest approx 20% complete   Buffer does not impact poles  on                                                                                          PNT_SSN-5000803 ############## 490934.403 3639851.18 ############## jdicus rradd 0 5/27/2011 0:00 No Successful fledge. Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of Reconductor l ines is applicable here. 170 feet to nearest work area. 0 feet Yes Yes rradd - 5/23/2011 6:08:38 PM - 18:05 BUSH exits nest  fl ies into All iant 
rradd - 5/31/2011 4:27:1                  5/31/2011 16:27
######### 5000831 California Towhee No Closed CP25-2 0 3 feet above ground in Ramona li lac (Ceanothus tomentosus) just north of granitic boulder. Yes Nest discovered by bio monitor M  Klein; 2 young in nest (nest confirmed active by mdicus - 4/16                                                   PNT_SSN-5000831 4/16/2011 7:16 502129.069 3644785.81 ############## mdicus rradd 0 No ESA signs installed at buffer allow through traffic  but no stopping within buffer  100 foot+ dista          20 feet to AR; 135 feet to work site. No No

5/3/2011 5000414 Great Horned Owl No Closed EP228 0 Nest in eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.). No Owl observed by bio-monitor; confirmed by Ian Maunsell  on 2-23-2011  No Work 
Owl sti l l  incub                                                                                                                                                                    PNT_SSN-5000414 1/31/2011 0:00 573101.169 3611842.71 5/3/2011 11:12 pkonrad kalberts 0 ############## No Two nestlings fledged and adults and nestlings have left the nest buffer area. Buffer granted to 300 feet to allow work at permanent impact area   Through agency approval pr 260 feet from temporary ROW. Buffer reduced to 300 feet. Yes No
######### 5000446 Great Horned Owl No Closed EP207 0 About 45 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). Yes GHOW incubating in large stick nest  Old nest 45  Owl sti l l  incubating on 3-15 (Paul Konrad) 
23                                                                  PNT_SSN-5000446 ############## 569271.648 3617319.3 5/24/2011 7:48 pkonrad kalberts 0 No 430 feet from permanent impact area of tower. No No imaunsell  - 5/23/2011 12:30:03 PM
Closed based on breeding chronology. 5/23/2011 12:30

5/3/2011 6002308 Great Horned Owl No Closed EP119-2 0 15 feet up in central bole of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia)  When found  3 downy owlets on n        Yes 4 Mar - Two downy nestlings in "nest "site  Adult owl agitated by presence of observer - RR
Downy                                                                                                                PNT_SSN-6002308 3/4/2011 8:54 553311.279 3620735.54 5/3/2011 15:58 pkonrad kalberts 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. 150 feet from tower site. No No
######### 6003239 Great Horned Owl No Closed San Luis Rey Substation 0 Nesting in A-frame. No Buffer reduced to 100' 
2 owlets in nest  kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:45:35 PM

barnold - 4/22/2011 2:0                                                           PNT_SSN-6003239 3/17/2011 8:24 468809.88 3674784.15 ############## imaunsell KACuppag 0 No Buffer was reduced to 100 feet  since this bird began nesting inside the substation after work ac                0 feet; within substation. 2/1/2011 14:08 2/1/2011 14:08 Reduced to 100 feet. Yes Yes

6/4/2011 5000024 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed CP82-1 0 Coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) immediately across drainage  about 40 feet up  visible from ro No 29 Mar - RTHA brooding nest   - RR
6 Apr - RTHA on nest 14:22 - RR
13 Apr - RTHA on nest 1502 - RR                                                         PNT_SSN-5000024 ############## 518868.82 3636139.01 6/4/2011 13:32 rradd rradd 0 6/4/2011 13:31 No Successful fledge. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  and no construction is proposed within  100 feet from existing access road. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Buffer remains, but vehicular passage allowed. Yes No rradd - 5/26/2011 2:52:33 PM
 Single RTHA juv  standing at edge if nest  Appears 2 wks to fl ight-re            6/4/2011 13:32
6/7/2011 5000034 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP247 and AR 0 Nest high in south arm of existing metal tower nearest EP247.  No Old Nest #87  No hawks observed at nest  One adult soaring near tower to W earlier 
Observed on                                                                                                                                                                       PNT_SSN-5000034 ############## 579984.926 3610584.65 6/7/2011 11:53 pkonrad pkonrad 0 6/3/2011 20:31 No Successfully fledged. 140 feet from AR. No No pkonrad - 5/31/2011 11:35:26 AM - 2 large feathered nestlings standing in nest  stretching wing                             6/7/2011 11:53
######### 5000038 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 50 feet up in a eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp.) between two drainages. Yes Appears inactive  Recent storm appears to have partially broken it up as evident from pile of stic                                                                                                                                       PNT_SSN-5000038 ############## 508812.123 3638402.18 ############## rradd kalberts 0 Yes Apparent predation; much material on the ground below a nest with no RTHA present there. 210 feet from proposed access road. No No
######### 5000044 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed TL 6916 - Z774818 0 Nest approximately 80 feet up in dead eucalyptus tree. 
Note NBM. No Bird sitting on eggs in nest  Was able to approach within 50' without flushing bird  500' buffer co                                                                                                                                                          PNT_SSN-5000044 ############## 491784.214 3639604.14 ############## dbusby rradd 0 5/13/2011 0:00 No Successful fledge. Buffer to 300 feet granted to allow work  based on biologist's observations of birds in relation to  310 feet from work area. 3/4/2011 14:16 3/7/2011 14:06 Buffer reduced to 300 feet. Yes Yes
######### 5000045 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed TL 6916 - Z774822 0 Nest located approximately 80 feet up in eucalyptus tree 
See NB info  Signage from 500 foot buff      No Active RTHA nest located well downslope from TL and AR  NBR approved on 3/03/2011  Buffer red                                                                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000045 ############## 492516.444 3640034.68 ############## dbusby tcooper 0 No Granted through agency approval process  based on biologists; observations of the nest and str   360 feet from pole. 3/3/2011 14:12 3/3/2011 14:07 Reduced to 300 feet. Yes Yes
######### 5000047 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP220-1 0 50 feet up in l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) (on NE side) in middle of oak grove. No No birds observed on the nest or flushed from the nest  Nest status uncertain  A pair of RTHA see                                                                                                                                                           PNT_SSN-5000047 ############## 570703.512 3614103.24 ############## phoward pkonrad 500 ############## No Granted through agency approval process  based on biologist's opinions of behavioral response 340 feet from nearest corner of temporary ROW. 3/9/2011 0:00 3/10/2011 0:00 Reduced to 300 feet. Yes No pkonrad - 5/26/2011 1:50:50 PM
 1 downy nestling in nest; 2 adults soaring overhead  1 very voc                                                                                                                                                         6/28/2011 15:48
######### 5000403 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP256 0 In SWPL power tower; a red-tailed hawk seen bringing sticks to nest and sitting on nest. No Buffer not flagged because affected towers are in PBS habiat which precludes construction until                                                                                                                                                                PNT_SSN-5000403 ############## 583630.388 3611019.63 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 No Not needed due to restrictions on access to bighorn sheep habitat. 320 feet from temporary ROW. No No
######### 5000440 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed CP70-3 0 Large stick nest located approximately 100 feet up sycamore tree (Platanus racemosa). No Old ID: 54  New ID: 011911RF1  Recorded with Pentab  Adult appears to be incubating  Didn't hav                                                                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5000440 ############## 517099.732 3638449.12 5/20/2011 9:54 rradd rradd 0 5/17/2011 0:00 No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa        75 feet from existing access road. No No
######### 5000449 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP210 0 30 feet high in a coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) only 800 feet from the nest near EP211  with a    Yes The 500' buffer extends across the access road and pad for EP210 and continues to affect constr                                                                                                                                                                           PNT_SSN-5000449 ############## 569438.052 3616301.14 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No Nesting activites were not bothered to the distance of 300 feet as the bird did not flush until  150                         370 feet from permanent ROW of tower site. ############### 3/2/2011 14:29 Reduced to 300 feet. Yes No
######### 6003242 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 30 feet up in coast l ive oak on NW side of tree. No One bird seen leaving nest; second bird flushed from nest when approached on foot to about 100                                                                                                                       PNT_SSN-6003242 3/17/2011 9:20 535001.374 3612695.26 ############## pkonrad imaunsell 0 No Vehicular traffic should be allowed to use access road  provided that no stopping  standing  or c        400 feet from AR; 1470 feet from yard corner. Buffer remains; through access only. Yes
######### 5003257 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed CP6-1 0 In transmission l ine structure near top. Yes female observed on nest and male seen coming to and from  not affected by foot traffic and picku                                                                                PNT_SSN-5003257 ############## 497464.021 3642255.38 5/27/2011 9:10 imaunsell rradd 0 5/25/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. 500 feet to tower center. No No rradd - 5/27/2011 9:10:43 AM
Nest is empty and young have fledged.
Change to Closed. 5/27/2011 9:10
######### 5003274 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP220-1 AR 0 30 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). No 23 Mar - Pair RTHA at large stick nest  Not flagged due to AR @ 490'  Hwy 80 @ 250'  - RR
Red-tail                                                                                                                                                                   PNT_SSN-5003274 ############## 569577.803 3614179.34 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 6/7/2011 16:01 No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage should be permissible  but stopping  standing  or construction should not be      470 feet to existing AR. Yes No pkonrad - 5/26/2011 2:04:50 PM - 1 large feathered nestling standing on nest 
pkonrad - 5/31/20                                                                                                                                                            6/10/2011 11:37
######### 5003353 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP319  AR 0 Nest in north arm of short-legged SWPL corner tower. No RTHA on nest another at nest  became alert at 500'  one bird flushed when truck approached to 1                                                                                                                                                                    PNT_SSN-5003353 4/5/2011 8:57 599390.003 3628429.29 ############## dbusby pkonrad 0 Yes No idea of what has happened at this nest  but nestling(s) hasn't been seen for 3 weeks; nesting a          SWPL l ine approved for Sunrise access for vehicular passage  provided no stopping  standing  o                                 135 feet to AR; 290 feet to temp ROW tower site. Buffer was reduced to 300 feet, then was moved back up to 500 feet. Yes Yes
######### 5003364 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP361 0 New nest being built on north arm of metal powerline tower 4-5. Yes Pair building new nest  copulating  and fl ight displaying (seems relatively late) 4-5 (PK) 
sritt - 4/                                                                                                                                                                            PNT_SSN-5003364 4/5/2011 17:15 619134.344 3620967.85 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 Yes Nest left unoccupied before becoming completed. Blanket exemption allowed for Sunrise traffic along SWPL l ine   Buffer reduced to 300 feet based     45 feet from AR entry; 265 feet from tower area. ############### 4/12/2011 14:28 Buffer reduced to 300 feet. Yes Yes
######### 5000485 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP78 - EP77 AR  and EP78 0 Stick nest 70 feet high in l ive oak tree (Quercus agrifolia) immediately northeast of huge log on s               No One adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating; other adult circling overhead and call ing territorially 3-2                                                                                                                                                                             PNT_SSN-5000485 3/2/2011 14:11 544197.621 3613350.25 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 100 feet to nearest existing access road. No No
######### 5003319 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed TL 6916 - 774822 0 Stick nest, 30 feet up in eucalyptus.
See NB info No 3/31/11 TC - At least 2 downey young in nest  adults nearby 
4/4/11 - Two young sti l l  in nest - sha                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5003319 ############## 492555.935 3639778.19 ############## tcooper rradd 0 5/5/2011 12:51 No Nest fledged successfully. Access road is 465 feet from nest area, and l ight construction traffic should not impact nest.  465 feet to AR; just over 500 feet to work sites. No Yes
######### 5000043 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed Alpine Underground - 97+00L, MH-6L 0 Original Nest ID 32; located behind Casino Inn near houses approximately 100 feet up in large e   No Likely a raptor nest  No nesting activity observed  Blanket exemption NBR for Alpine Blvd issued 3                                                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5000043 ############## 519630.263 3633434.37 5/27/2011 6:44 pkonrad rradd 0 5/27/2011 0:00 No Successfully fledged. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        385 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes rradd - 5/27/2011 6:44:22 AM
Nest is empty, young has fledged. 5/27/2011 6:44

7/5/2011 6002803 White-breasted Nuthatch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Cavity nest approximately 30 feet up in willow tree (Salix sp )  Nest approximately 15 feet west o          No Bird actively building nest while I observed from 15 feet away  was not concerned by my presenc                                                                                                                                                                     PNT_SSN-6002803 3/10/2011 9:01 518237.392 3634589.96 7/5/2011 14:32 blohstroh imaunsell 0 No Based off nesting chronology birds are assumed to have fledged sucessfully. Although this nest will  benefit from the proposed visual and acoustic barrier  due to the proximi                                                                                     20 feet to existing AR. Yes No sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:05:46 PM
WBNU obs  ca  3 feet from cavity but did not enter during obser                                                                                                                                                    7/5/2011 14:23
######### 5000834 House Finch No Closed Alpine Underground - CP88-1 AR 0 Atop ledge over window closest to garage. No 16 Apr - Nest building in progress - RR 
22 Apr - Nest construction activities continue 0958  - RR
RA                                      PNT_SSN-5000834 ############## 518172.096 3634622.04 ############## rradd rradd 0 No Buffer is beyond work area proposed for other 5-6-11 NBR nests, and is not needed. 35 feet from existing AR, on house. ############### 5/6/2011 14:20 Buffer remains, but thru passage allowed. Yes No
######### 7000890 Northern Rough-winged Swallow No Closed Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 NRWS in cavity on underside of Viejas Creek bridge   Cavity is on southwest side of bridge near w                   No vnovik - 4/25/2011 10:28:49 AM - Observed NRWS carrying material into cavity  on underside of                            PNT_SSN-7000890 ############## 525890.689 3632842.53 ############## vnovik emorgan 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        50 feet; on under side of bridge. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes emorgan - 5/25/2011 2:27:17 PM
No swallows entered cavity for the 2 hours of observation and          5/25/2011 14:27
######### 7000891 House Finch No Closed Alpine Yard 0 Nest located in cavity in lower end of boom. No Observed house finch pair bringing nesting material 15 minutes after crane was moving around                           PNT_SSN-7000891 ############## 520163.338 3634214.09 ############## emorgan kalberts 0 Yes WLA concurrence to remove nest.  Nest was removed before completion of building. It was requested that nest be removed before completion  as bird began building while the crane      0 feet; in yard. 4/25/2011 8:43 4/25/2011 8:43 0 feet Yes Yes
######### 7000892 Bushtit No Closed Alpine Yard 0 Nest located six feet up in Mission manzanita (Xylococcus bicolor) on northwest corner of shrub       No emorgan - 4/25/2011 9:45:00 AM - Pair of bushtits bringing nest material to nest that appears to   PNT_SSN-7000892 4/25/2011 9:39 520383.226 3634116.52 ############## emorgan jpawlicki 0 No Nest was established during yard activities  so it is tolerant of the level of disturbance in the yar Over 100 feet from work and 60 feet from AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 0 feet Yes jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 12:15:45 PM
Observed intact and complete nest from 25 feet for about 40                             5/27/2011 12:15
######### 7000893 House Finch No Closed Hartung Yard 0 In southwest leg of partially assembled tower 70. No barnold - 4/25/2011 11:57:17 AM  Pair at nest  no eggs  Cup nest on stored corner brackets at fir                                                    PNT_SSN-7000893 ############## 515108.983 3639182.93 ############## barnold vnovik 0 Yes Nest was blown off structure by wind. 0 feet; within yard. No Yes
######### 7000896 House Finch No Closed Bartlett Yard 0 9 feet up in northern-most wheel housing of north water storage tank. No Female seen repeatedly carrying nesting material into wheel housing  Male constantly singing w                                                                                                                                                 PNT_SSN-7000896 ############## 546407.205 3612606.55 ############## sritt pkonrad 0 Yes No indication. A condition of the approval to drive through the buffers would be that no foot or vehicle traffic u                                      0 feet; within work area. 5/6/2011 0:00 5/6/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but water usage permissible. Yes Yes barnold - 6/2/2011 11:50:56 AM
Adult House Finches flew from nest area to oak tree upon appro                                               6/16/2011 13:55
######### 7000897 Western Bluebird No Closed Bartlett Yard 0 In northern-most black fi l l  pipe on top of south water storage tank. Yes Pair of WEBL seen repeatedly entering pipe  Female was carrying nesting material during one vis                                                                                                                                                                 PNT_SSN-7000897 ############## 546407.191 3612604.5 ############## sritt pkonrad 0 ############## No 

 A condition of the approval to drive through the buffers would be that no foot or vehicle traffic u                                    0 feet; within work area. 5/6/2011 0:00 5/6/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but water usage permissible. Yes Yes barnold - 6/2/2011 11:42:38 AM
Western Bluebirds flew from water tank towards oak tree upon                                                                                                                                                           6/23/2011 14:32
######### 7000898 California Horned Lark No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 On northeast side of 10 inch tall  green vegetation clump, about 10 feet from the stacked steel. Yes shampton - 4/25/2011 2:19:51 PM - Female incubating and foraging near nest  Three eggs   Flush                            PNT_SSN-7000898 ############## 568654.761 3617657.92 ############## shampton kalberts 0 Yes Depredated; eggs gone. 0 feet; within yard. Yes

5/3/2011 7000900 Mourning Dove No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 3 feet up in large sprawling Opuntia complex. No 25 Apr - MODO incubating  Did not flush from foot traffic at 10 feet  - RR
3 May Nest empty and ab        PNT_SSN-7000900 ############## 499810.304 3643799.36 5/3/2011 13:09 rradd rradd 0 Yes Cause of failure indeterminate, but assumed predated. Not construction related. 30 feet from yard edge. Yes
5/3/2011 7000901 Bushtit No Closed TL 6916 - 678467 0 4/26/11 - Nest found 75 feet from 69 kv 678467 up hil l  side  8 feet high in fig tree above green fe  No phoward - 4/26/2011 9:23:11 AM
Nest appears complete  pair seen visiting nest 

phoward - 5/3/2        PNT_SSN-7000901 4/26/2011 9:21 490920.884 3640313.23 5/3/2011 16:13 phoward shampton 0 Yes Nest failed due to predation - 5/3/11. 75 feet Yes
######### 7000902 Bullock's Oriole No Closed TL 6916 - Z771473 0 In lowest branch of eucalyptus on NNE side of tree. Tree is west of pole Z77I473. Yes RAbe - 4/26/2011 8:19:42 AM
Male and female observed at nest  Female adding blue string to ne                                              PNT_SSN-7000902 4/26/2011 8:14 490969.687 3639563.84 5/24/2011 8:11 RAbe rradd 0 Yes Cause of failure is indeterminate  but timing suggests construction within the fl ight path to this n     Both the Cassin's Kingbird and Bullock's Oriole nests occur in the same eucalyptus tree (distanc                                                                                                     85 feet Buffer reduced to 30 feet. Yes rradd - 5/23/2011 6:22:43 PM
No BUOR detected during 30 min  obs  1550-1610 
rradd - 5/24/20          5/24/2011 8:10
######### 7000904 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed TL 6916 - Z771472 0 Nest approximately 16 feet high in S side of pine tree.  Nest is within I foot of canopy perimeter. No RAbe - 4/26/2011 9:21:40 AM - LEGO nest w/female incubating/brooding 
3 May - LEGO female in                               PNT_SSN-7000904 4/26/2011 9:15 490984.73 3639653.85 ############## RAbe rradd 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. Nest tree occurs in landscaped strip between two large parking lots for ball  fields  with daily veh                                                                                                               10 feet Buffer reduced to 30 feet. Yes Yes rradd - 5/23/2011 6:16:50 PM
No LEGO detected during 20 min  obs 1618-1638  or 1800  Small w                             5/27/2011 12:29

7/5/2011 5000807 Bushtit No Closed EP27-1 0 9 feet up in southeast side of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) near outter edge of branch that h    No 
 PNT_SSN-5000807 ############## 528088.507 3619689.88 7/5/2011 11:42 sritt imaunsell 0 Yes Nest probably blown out of tree; no indication of predation or scavaging  One egg found inside n        Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      60 feet to AR; 340 feet to tower work area. No No sritt - 4/13/2011 10:55:47 AM - Pair copulating. One bird entered nest,
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - No nest at this location; 2 single adults were observed but no nest revealed during 40 minute search.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Nest found 30 feet east of GPS location; GPS vertex moved. Adult(s) bringing food or nesting material; call ing territorially. Nest chunky rather than long.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Adult brought food to nest.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Adult food gatherting and bringing food to nest.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - Nest found on ground below location where it was built; no indication of predation - wind probably blew nest out of tree. Biologist opened inner compartment of nest and found a single egg but no other sign.  No birds observed or heard in area
######### 7000907 Bushtit No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 16 feet above ground level in cluster of fig (Ficus sp ) leaves on southeast side of tree adjacent to           Yes 26 Apr - BUSH pair building nest  approximately 65% complete  - RR
3  May Nest appears complet                                          PNT_SSN-7000907 ############## 491682.683 3630904.62 5/11/2011 9:18 rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest appears to have been predated. 35 feet to substation access gate. No No
######### 7000908 Mourning Dove No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 12 feet above ground level in tree at entrance to AR for 13822 and other structures  Bird OK with      No 26 Apr - Probable nest in flat fork on east side of tree  Agitated AMRO in tree for 15 minute obser                                               PNT_SSN-7000908 ############## 491819.719 3630853.96 ############## rradd rradd 0 No Nest outcome could not be determined as nest contents were never accessible. 18 feet to AR. No No rradd - 5/31/2011 11:56:16 AM - No MODO detected 1145. Change to Closed. 5/31/2011 11:56

6/9/2011 7000909 House Finch No Closed Helix Yard AR 0 Nest in broken green l ight for outgoing traffic at defunct weigh station  
Birds have constructed ne      No 26 Apr - HOFI incubating 6 eggs 1635  - RR
3 May - Downy young in nest 1600  - RR
11 May - Well                    PNT_SSN-7000909 ############## 509732.712 3636508.46 6/9/2011 8:57 rradd rradd 0 5/16/2011 0:00 No First nest successfully fledged.  Second attempt failed due to nest predation. Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        45 feet to AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. No Yes rradd - 6/3/2011 2:23:00 PM
Female HOFI incubating 4 eggs  Change to Active 
rradd - 6/9/2011 6                                   6/9/2011 8:57
6/9/2011 7000910 Bewick's Wren No Closed Helix Yard 0 Nest 5 feet above ground level in stump of old tree now overgrown by large palm   Through traffi         No 26 Apr - BEWR pair repeatedly carrying food to this location 1720  - RR
3 May BEWR pr agitated                              PNT_SSN-7000910 ############## 509758.067 3636474.38 6/9/2011 8:57 rradd rradd 0 No Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        15 feet to AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes
5/3/2011 7000911 Song Sparrow No Closed TL 639 - 775593 0 In dense, tall  coreopsis 25 feet north of fence. Yes Birds seen carrying food into dense patch  - sritt - 4/27/2011 1:55:19 PM
3 May No detections du            PNT_SSN-7000911 ############## 491769.944 3630824.03 5/3/2011 9:44 sritt rradd 0 No 75 feet No Yes
6/4/2011 7000913 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - 138+00 0 Anna's hummingbird nest found 6 feet high in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) along Alpine Blv No phoward - 4/27/2011 2:10:32 PM - female seen incubating nest
fhoffman - 5/6/2011 2:29:54 PM                              PNT_SSN-7000913 ############## 520972.762 3633297.8 6/4/2011 12:35 phoward tfitanides 0 6/4/2011 12:30 No Successfully fledged. Blanket nest buffers already exist for nests along Alpine Blvd. 10 feet 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes tfitanides - 5/27/2011 1:23:11 PM
Two young in nest  Adults not observed 
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 1                              6/4/2011 12:35
5/9/2011 7000914 House Finch No Closed Hartung Yard 0 Nest in bottom of forklift arm. 5 feet high. No RAbe - 4/27/2011 8:37:08 AM
Nest w/eggs in forklift  Male and female observed on top of fortl ift                                  PNT_SSN-7000914 4/27/2011 8:32 515130.117 3639284.48 5/9/2011 14:15 RAbe kalberts 0 Yes Abandoned. 0 feet; inside yard. No Yes
######### 7000916 Western Scrub-Jay No Closed EP85-2 0 7 feet up on northeast side of scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia)  From northeast corner of pad          No emorgan - 4/27/2011 11:57:22 AM - Stick nest is about 25% complete  Pair of scrub jays observe                                           PNT_SSN-7000916 ############## 547129.457 3614011.18 ############## emorgan pkonrad 0 No 30 feet from nearest work. No No
######### 7000920 Mourning Dove No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 7 feet above ground level atop 9-inch diameter branch of pepper tree (Schinus sp ) 10 feet west o  Yes 27 Apr - MODO incubating 2 eggs 0710  - RR
5 May - MODO incubation continues 0658  - RR
12 M                 PNT_SSN-7000920 4/27/2011 7:11 509230.963 3638366.18 5/12/2011 7:12 rradd rradd 0 No Nest outcome is indeterminate. 10 feet from AR. No No

5/9/2011 7000921 Bushtit No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 6 feet above ground level in east side of l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) at edge of concrete drivewa No 27 Apr - 10% complete  BUSH pair carrying material from predated nest ID 50003336 1248  - RR
5            PNT_SSN-7000921 ############## 510032.32 3638783.33 5/9/2011 14:16 rradd kalberts 0 Yes Nest never completed; other species removing nest material for their nest. Within 10 feet of driveway edge. No No
6/2/2011 7000922 Phainopepla No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 12 feet above ground level at fork of pepper tree (Schinus sp.). No 27 Apr - PHAI pair nest building  Nest approximately 20% complete 1038  - RR
5 May - PHAI femal                                PNT_SSN-7000922 ############## 509080.941 3638401.91 6/2/2011 16:41 rradd rradd 0 6/2/2011 0:00 No  Nest fledged successfully. 40 feet to house, over 100 feet to AR. No No rradd - 6/2/2011 4:01:30 PM
25 May PHAI feeding 2 fuzzy black-faced nestlings 1449 
rradd - 6/2               6/2/2011 16:41
######### 7000923 Bushtit No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 11 feet above ground level in overhanging branch on west side of  coast l ive oak  Branch reaches       Yes 27 Apr - BUSH pair bringing food to nest at 10 minute intervals 1346  - RR
5 May - BUSH perched c                                     PNT_SSN-7000923 ############## 509952.742 3638769.39 ############## rradd rradd 0 No Short-term work detail  wil l  al low temporary buffer reduction to allow work   This species is know                                                                      40 feet to driveway entry. 3/4/2011 14:42 5/6/2011 14:42 No
######### 7000924 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Nest located on chamise on road bank15 feet up; lath w/ blue flagging just to the north of chami Yes sjohnston - 4/26/2011 3:35:09 PM - observed nest building; nest near complete  Bird not effected                           PNT_SSN-7000924 ############## 534734.559 3612587.52 ############## sjohnston kalberts 0 Yes Nest torn apart by predator or high winds. 10 feet from AR. No Yes
######### 7000925 Rock Wren No Closed EP254-3 0 In base of dead agave (Agave sp.). No Bird seen repeatedly delivering food to nest  Cavity has classic "porch" of rocks  Pair of birds se                                                             PNT_SSN-7000925 4/28/2011 8:26 583011.795 3610686.16 ############## sjohnston pkonrad 0 ############## No Nestlings appear to have fledged; no activity at or near nest site. 43 feet from temporary construction pad. No No
######### 7000926 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed TL 639 - 379517 0 Nest in broom chaparral (Baccharis sarothroides) about 5 feet above ground level  next to tall is                   No Both birds building nest  About 85% complete - kalberts - 4/28/2011 12:28:48 PM 
No adults on n                                                                                                                                                        PNT_SSN-7000926 ############## 491731.107 3630687.91 ############## kalberts dbusby 0 Yes Avian depredation; nest torn sl ightly from side  and bottom tugged upward   Could see daylight t   Not needed; beyond 300 foot buffer zone. 510 feet to nearest pole. No Yes
######### 7000927 Cactus Wren No Closed EP229-1 0 About 6.5 feet off the ground in yucca, just under 100 feet north of Access Road. Yes Adjacent to another Cactus Wren nest in yucca leaves   Barely infringes upon Access Road  barn                                        PNT_SSN-7000927 4/28/2011 8:49 573554.097 3611683.22 ############## barnold imaunsell 0 No No impacts to this nest are anticipated provided that no stopping standing or work occurs withi     75 feet to AR; 780 feet to TSAP. Drive through access only. No
######### 7000930 Western Scrub-Jay No Closed EP228 0 About 5 feet off of ground in center of large lemonadeberry (Rhus integrifolia)  about 50 feet sou    No barnold & fhoffman - 4/28/2011 10:46:54 AM - 3 nestlings in nest; adults in area 
PKonrad - 5/5/                                         PNT_SSN-7000930 ############## 573216.046 3611690.34 ############## barnold pkonrad 0 No Vehicular passage not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no stopping  standing  parking       50 feet south of AR; 270 feet to work area. ############### 5/18/2011 13:24 Buffer remains; through access only. Yes No
######### 7000932 Cactus Wren No Closed EP235-1 0 Found beginning platform of fresh grass being constructed by cactus wrens (site visited by pair                                 No Observed pair of cactus wrens duet call ing and nest building; flagged buffer  100-foot buffer enc                                         PNT_SSN-7000932 4/28/2011 8:46 575597.458 3610858.81 ############## jdicus pkonrad 0 Yes Nest was never finished being built. 42 feet No No
######### 7000934 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed TL 6916 - 774819 0 3 feet up in black sage (Salvia mellifera), 15 feet from road, in l ine with stakes. No tcooper - 4/28/2011 - Female sitting on 4 eggs 
2 May - Female LEGO incubating 1739  - RR
tcoope                                 PNT_SSN-7000934 ############## 491953.844 3639736.48 5/26/2011 9:24 tcooper tcooper 0 5/21/2011 0:00 No Successful fledge. Adults were observed feeding nestlings while nest surveyors were standing approximately 15 fee                                                             10 feet to work area, 54 feet to TL 6916 - 774819. Buffer reduced to 50 feet. Yes Yes rradd - 5/23/2011 4:29:58 PM - Nest has fledged, 1 unhatched egg remains in nest. 5/23/2011 16:29

6/2/2011 7000935 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed TL 6916 - 774822 0 Nest 2 feet up in black sage. No tcooper - 4/28/2011 - Female carrying dried grasses repeatedly to same location  nest not obser                                                          PNT_SSN-7000935 4/28/2011 8:26 492519.61 3639881.34 6/2/2011 19:04 tcooper tcooper 0 Yes Appears that nest attempt was never completed. 110 feet to nearest work area. No Yes
5/2/2011 7000937 House Finch No Closed Alpine Yard 0 Nest is in back left corner of reel trailer under base of white crane   The part of the trailer with th        No shampton - 4/29/2011 10:38:08 AM  Nest is partially complete  Both adults observed his's nest m                      PNT_SSN-7000937 ############## 520455.174 3634168.53 5/2/2011 8:26 shampton kalberts 0 Yes Nest was removed following agency concurrence. Nest removal was not anticipated to impact any eggs or nestlings  as nest was in early stages of 0 feet, nest is inside yard. 4/29/2011 8:23 4/29/2011 8:23 0 feet Yes Yes
######### 7000940 House Finch No Closed San Luis Rey Substation 0 Nest located in the NW corner of substation at breaker 1W  Nest on west side of breaker at 7 fee  No kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:17:50 PM - Stick nest visible  at bottom of a breaker box  No bird on n                                                     PNT_SSN-7000940 ############## 468789.496 3674842.21 ############## kkilpatrick sritt 0 No 0 feet; in substation. No Yes
######### 7000941 Mourning Dove No Closed San Luis Rey Substation 0 Located in the138 kV bank on the south side of the substation  Located approximately 8 feet high          No kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:53:01 PM- Stick nest is visible at the base of an insulator  The biomon                                                   PNT_SSN-7000941 ############## 468830.977 3674691.48 ############## kkilpatrick sritt 0 No 0 feet; inside substation. Yes Yes
######### 7000943 Mourning Dove No Closed San Luis Rey Substation 0 Nest located on South side of transformer bank 71  Nest located on top of the second fan in from                                 No kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 3:24:19 PM - Female observed incubating on nest  Biomonitor reported t                                        PNT_SSN-7000943 ############## 468779.801 3674765.69 ############## kkilpatrick vnovik 0 No The biologist feels that the reduced buffer will  not impact the nesting pair of mourning doves for                                                                                                                       0 feet; in substation. 5/6/2011 21:37 5/9/2011 12:22 Buffer reduced to 15 feet. Yes Yes

6/7/2011 7000944 American Kestrel No Closed TL 6924 - Z171696 0 In lowest eastern arm of this monopole 
Monopole located between Costco parking lot and busy                No 29 Apr - AMKE pair are provisioning this nest with food 1400-1430  Both adults spending time of                             PNT_SSN-7000944 ############## 496997.745 3644134.71 6/7/2011 14:50 rradd rradd 0 No Buffer not applicable since nest is inside of a highly urbanized are of the TL. 353 feet to TL AR, across paved road. 0 feet Yes eelias - 6/4/2011 1:27:16 PM
Arrived at 13:03  There was no kestrel activity at this tower nor any                        6/7/2011 14:50
5/2/2011 7000946 House Finch No Closed Alpine Yard - East 0 In east-facing end of large orange tensioning wire spool  second south from the TTSI trailer  abo         Yes barnold & shampton- 4/29/2011 9:15:13 AM  Adults active around nest   Nest in preliminary sta                                             PNT_SSN-7000946 4/29/2011 9:08 520427.739 3634159.87 5/2/2011 8:23 barnold kalberts 0 Yes Nest was physically removed from spool, following agency concurrence. Nest currently was under construction in early stages  and removing this nest would simply forc          0 feet; within yard. 4/30/2011 8:19 4/30/2011 8:19 0 feet Yes Yes
######### 7000948 Western Scrub-Jay No Closed EP93 0 4 feet above ground in scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia) just a few feet from northernmost peri    No RAbe - 4/30/2011 10:33:06 AM - Probable Scrub-Jay nest with fresh  green leaves on top of it  Lin                                                      PNT_SSN-7000948 ############## 548812.758 3613659.72 ############## RAbe pkonrad 0 No A NBM call ing for a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 60 feet is appropriate for the Western Scrub                                                              60 feet from work area and 80 feet from AR. ############### 5/12/2011 20:02 Buffer reduced to 60 feet. Yes No
######### 7000950 Western Scrub-Jay No Closed EP92 0 4 feet high in scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia) with thick chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum)                                                  No shampton - 4/30/2011 12:13:20 PM  Bird flushed off nest  3 eggs   Possible western scrub-jay or                                                 PNT_SSN-7000950 ############## 548605.003 3613390.63 5/24/2011 7:53 shampton imaunsell 0 No Vehicular traffic is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping  standing  or wo       80 feet from AR. 5/20/2011 7:51 5/20/2011 7:51 Drive through access only. Yes No

7/5/2011 7000951 White-breasted Nuthatch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 50 feet above ground level  two thirds of the way up the main trunk of the large sycamore (Platan            Yes PNT_SSN-7000951 4/30/2011 7:42 518243.421 3634601.26 7/5/2011 9:10 rradd imaunsell 0 No This nest never appears to have been fully established  The comments reflect no nesting behavio       The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install  large acoustical noise blankets between nests an                                                                                   35 feet Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No 30 Apr - WBNU pair bringing nest materials to this cavity 0738  - RR
6 May - WBNU exits cavity 1                                                                                                         6/3/2011 14:20
6/2/2011 7000952 Bushtit No Closed CP88-1 AR 0 15 feet above ground level in southern-most extension of south-facing overhanging branch of co     No 30 Apr - BUSH pair tending to nest that appears complete 0840  - RR
20 May Nest destroyed  with        PNT_SSN-7000952 4/30/2011 8:56 517896.592 3634986.72 6/2/2011 15:24 rradd shampton 0 Yes Cause of failure indeterminate, l ikely storm damaged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa         37 feet to AR. ############### 4/25/2011 14:32 Vehicular passage OK; construction not allowed. Yes No
######### 7000954 Western Bluebird No Closed Alpine Underground - 97+00L, MH-6L 0 Nest at back of west end of Casino Inn  in second section of 3-part building   Nest located in cavi    No 30 Apr - WEBL male feeding female  pair have been observed in area for 2 weeks  - RR
6 May - No                       PNT_SSN-7000954 ############## 519645.325 3633529.12 ############## rradd pkonrad 0 No Blanket exemption for Alpine Blvd nesting birds was already in place at the time of this nest's di 80 feet to work area. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes tfitanides - 5/27/2011 11:19:45 AM
Both male and female observed carrying food to nest and fec                                                                                                  6/30/2011 10:13
######### 7000960 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed TL 6924 - Z171690 0 6 feet above ground level in outer stems of laurel sumac overhanging regrowth / disturbed veget  No 2 May - LEGO pair working on nest  appears 60% complete 0749  - RR
10 May Nest with one egg 0                             PNT_SSN-7000960 5/2/2011 7:54 496985.012 3643330.58 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Observations suggest predation. 20 feet to work; 90 feet to TL6924 - Z171690. Yes
######### 7000962 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Suncrest Substation AR 0 Nest is located approximately 7 feet above ground in the outer  hanging branch of a coast l ive oa No Pair observed building nest  no eggs  nest approximately 80% complete  Pair does not seem to be                                                                               PNT_SSN-7000962 5/2/2011 14:37 532623.682 3630245.93 ############## ahill tfitanides 0 No Blanket exemption in place for Suncrest substation and buffers along pad and access road. 0 feet; within mapped road area. 0 feet Yes Yes tfitanides - 5/23/2011 3:50:44 PM
Nest closed by data from previous nest monitoring. 5/23/2011 15:50
######### 7000963 American Crow No Closed TL 6916 - 678466 0 Nest located 12 feet from top of Norfolk Island pine on private property  on SE side of tree  Visibl             Yes phoward - 5/3/2011 11:22:38 AM - Adult seen on nest with aid of scope from ROW 
Nest closed  d               PNT_SSN-7000963 5/3/2011 11:18 490984.181 3640400.65 ############## phoward kalberts 0 No -Not needed; beyond 100 foot buffer 100 feet from mapped work area. ############### 5/12/2011 21:05 Buffer reduced to 50 feet. Yes Yes
######### 7000966 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 25 feet above ground level in fork  well  concealed in outer branches on south side of 2nd fig tree    Yes 3 May - LEGO nest sti l l  under construction - appears near complete 0956  - RR
11 May - Nest sti l l                           PNT_SSN-7000966 5/3/2011 9:58 491669.608 3630911.86 5/31/2011 9:39 rradd rradd 0 5/28/2011 0:00 No Nest outcome indeterminate. Based on prior obs and fledge date of nearby LEGO nest, successful fledge seems probable. 70 feet to substation; 50 feet to AR. No rradd - 5/23/2011 11:28:14 AM - Well-concealed nest difficult to locate in waving canopy foliag                                   5/31/2011 9:38
######### 7000967 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 20 feet above ground level in outer hanging branches on south side of fig (Ficus sp ) tree  Nest ov    No 3 May - LEGO pair nest-building 0944  - RR
11 May - LEGO stil l  carrying nest material 1020  - RR
1                                   PNT_SSN-7000967 5/3/2011 10:03 491666.162 3630890.4 5/31/2011 9:34 rradd rradd 0 5/30/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. 45 feet to substation. No rradd - 5/31/2011 9:33:16 AM - LEGO adults feeding fledged juveniles adjacent to nest 0900. 5/31/2011 9:33
######### 7000968 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Helix Yard AR 0 7 feet above ground level in willow (Salix sp ) 30 feet west of entry to Helix Yard  at edge of entry    No 3 May - ANHU female incubating two eggs 1623  - RR
11 May - ANHU on nest 1723  - RR
18 May - N                PNT_SSN-7000968 5/3/2011 16:23 509736.043 3636454.43 ############## rradd rradd 0 5/15/2011 0:00 No Observations suggest nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  pro9vided that no stopping  standing  p       30 feet to yard entry. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes Yes

6/3/2011 7000969 House Wren No Closed Helix Yard AR 0 25 feet above ground level in defunct electrical connection head atop steel pole strapped to woo    Yes 3 May - HOWR carrying nest material to cavity  singing on pole  - RR
11 May HOWR leaves nest 1                   PNT_SSN-7000969 5/3/2011 17:27 509744.065 3636530.84 6/3/2011 12:54 rradd rradd 0 6/3/2011 12:52 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       10 feet to AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes rradd - 5/26/2011 6:02:47 PM
HOWR exits cavity 
rradd - 6/3/2011 12:54:37 PM
HOWR detected n                   6/3/2011 12:54
######### 7000971 California Towhee No Closed TL 6916 - 771471 0 Somewhere in low shrubs. No Pair of adults defending territory  Multiple fledglings  with partially grown feathers  flushed from                                         PNT_SSN-7000971 5/3/2011 11:27 490959.898 3639809 ############## sritt kalberts 0 ############## No Successful fledge. Not needed; nest fledged before NBR approval came in. 30 feet from pole. ############### 5/12/2011 21:23 Buffer reduced to 30 feet. Yes Yes

5/4/2011 7000972 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed TL 6916 - 771470 0 5 feet up in wild cucumber (Mara macrocarpus) vine in eucalyptus. Yes Female incubating 3 freshly hatched nestlings  - sritt - 5/3/2011 3:09:57 PM 
Closed  due to the fa                    PNT_SSN-7000972 5/3/2011 15:06 490962.961 3639979.63 5/4/2011 7:40 sritt kalberts 0 No Not needed; beyond 100 foot buffer to nearest work area. 150 feet to nearest pole. No Yes
######### 5000873 Lark Sparrow No Closed CP17-1 0 1 foot high in Xylococcus bicolor (mission manzanita), buried within bedstraw (Galium sp.). No sritt - 4/21/2011 7:34:51 PM - Pair of birds flushed from nest   Pair later seen feeding in grassy r                                   PNT_SSN-5000873 ############## 500463.909 3642805.28 5/23/2011 5:58 sritt rradd 0 No This request is contingent upon two conditions: (1) The impact l imit zone that is closest to the ne                                                                                   80 feet from tower center. Buffer reduced to 25 feet. Yes No
######### 7000903 Cassin's Kingbird No Closed TL 6916 - Z771473 0 Nest in eucalyptus  Center of crown  5 feet below treetop and directly above main trunk  Tree is w    No RAbe - 4/26/2011 12:03:39 PM
Female Cassin's Kingbird observed carrying nesting material to a                                              PNT_SSN-7000903 ############## 490967.514 3639562.7 ############## RAbe rradd 0 Yes Nest destroyed by natural causes. Both the Cassin's Kingbird and Bullock's Oriole nests occur in the same eucalyptus tree (distanc                                                                                                     85 feet Buffer reduced to 30 feet. Yes Yes rradd - 5/23/2011 6:22:03 PM
No nest found  or CAKI detected during 30 min  obs  1550-1610  Pr    5/23/2011 18:22

5/8/2011 7000894 House Finch No Closed Hartung Yard 0 Northwest leg of partially assembled Tower 62. No barnold - 4/25/2011 12:03:34 PM  In northwest leg of Tower 62   In stacked corner brackets on fi                                  PNT_SSN-7000894 ############## 515146.373 3639159.77 5/8/2011 15:52 barnold kalberts 0 Yes Cause of failure is indeterminate  but l ikely a combination of wind and predation (in unknown o          Not needed; failed ultimately. 0 feet; within yard. ############### 5/4/2011 15:52 0 feet Yes Yes
5/8/2011 7000895 Black Phoebe No Closed Hartung Yard 0 Nest located in partially assembled tower section  Nest is attached to top angle brace of upper a      No bfischer - 4/25/2011 11:06:47 AM
RAbe - 4/27/2011 9:08:20 AM - Nest nearing completion  Bird o                                                                            PNT_SSN-7000895 ############## 515162.016 3639167.11 5/8/2011 15:53 bfischer kalberts 0 Yes Biomonitor reported that the phoebe has not been observed at the nest for over one day  Also  sh                      Not needed; nest ultimately failed. 0 feet; within yard. ############### 5/4/2011 15:53 0 feet Yes
5/9/2011 7000915 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed CP26 0 4 feet above ground in northeast side of a chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum)  about 1 foot from   No RAbe - 4/27/2011 11:51:38 AM - Female observed adding nesting material to nest w/male presen                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-7000915 ############## 502303.563 3644794.54 5/9/2011 14:51 RAbe kalberts 0 Yes Damaged by storm. A nest buffer modification to 70' is being requested for this nest for the following reasons:  A)The                                                                                                           70 feet ############### 5/4/2011 15:34 Buffer reduced to 70 feet. Yes No
######### 5000007 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed CP55 AR 0 Stick nest within large eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp )  approximately 60 feet up  Potential rapto                                 No No birds observed nearby or associated with nest  
3/8/11 (Blohstroh) - RTHA in area  chased off                                                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5000007 ############## 509778.706 3637071.08 ############## mdicus rradd 0 6/8/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. The buffer should be reduced to 100 feet to allow turn around and AR roadway improvements  N                                   170 feet from driveway 5-5A permit. Buffer reduced to 100 feet. Yes No rradd - 5/24/2011 7:26:44 PM - Large juvenile RTHA remains on this nest 1745 
eelias - 6/4/2011                                           6/10/2011 14:17
######### 5000049 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed Hartung Yard 0 RTHA nest located approximately 80 feet up in pine tree.
See NBM to 60 feet. No Old ID: 8  New ID: 011711IM 2  Biomonitors observed RTHA carrying food to nest  Bird observed                                                                                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000049 2/25/2011 0:00 514777.19 3639185.68 ############## rradd rradd 0 5/10/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Buffer should consider that hawk nest is located closer to El Monte Road and the County Park th                                     240 feet from AR entry. 3/2/2011 11:13 3/3/2011 14:54 Reduced to 60 feet. Yes Yes
######### 6002318 Black Phoebe No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Mud nest against wall  under eave between wood house and 1-storey brick house with for rent si Yes PNT_SSN-6002318 3/5/2011 14:02 518190.627 3634573.39 ############## blohstroh imaunsell 0 5/6/2011 0:00 No The nest was constructed during construction activities in this area (bridge replacement) and the                                                                                                                                                    50 feet from access road. 3/9/2011 0:00 3/10/2011 0:00 Reduced to 40 feet. Yes No imaunsell  - 6/28/2011 11:49:00 AM
Actively nest building on 3/5/11  
NBR approved 3/10/11 - 40                                                                                                         6/28/2011 11:49

6/1/2011 5000824 Bushtit No Closed CP25-2 0 5 foot up in Ramona li lac (Ceanothus tomentosus)  10 feet south of AR  Directly in l ine with the 2      No shampton - 4/14/2011 1:59:09 PM - Active; adult observed taking food into the nest 
mdicus - 4/1                                                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5000824 ############## 502051.123 3644766.42 6/1/2011 9:30 shampton imaunsell 0 4/22/2011 0:00 No Successfully fledge. A nest buffer modification is appropriate for this Bushtit nest   A reduction of the buffer size to 75                                                                                                                           20 feet from work l imits. Buffer reduced to 75 feet. Yes No rradd - 5/25/2011 7:41:32 AM
No BUSH detected during 20 min obs  then HOWR removing nest m                        5/25/2011 7:41
6/4/2011 5000868 Western Kingbird No Closed IV Substation 0 Nest on top of fan associated with transformer; southside west end - east transformer. No vnovik - 4/21/2011 2:04:37 PM - kingbird flushed from nest area 
shampton - 5/10/2011 10:57:4                                                           PNT_SSN-5000868 ############## 620361.213 3620843.27 6/4/2011 7:15 vnovik barnold 0 No This nest is high up on man-made structures inside the yard  and is already tolerant of the huma    0 feet; in substation. Buffer reduced to 40 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/4/2011 7:12:40 AM
This area xurrently has an introduced Eurasian Collared Dove ne          6/4/2011 7:12
6/4/2011 5000869 Mourning Dove No Closed IV substation 0 When discovered, active nest with eggs located on top of south side of fan on far east building. Yes vnovik - 4/21/2011 1:49:59 PM - Nest with eggs 

shampton - 5/10/2011 10:59:21 AM  Three eggs i                                               PNT_SSN-5000869 ############## 620368.209 3620841.87 6/4/2011 7:16 vnovik barnold 0 Yes Unknown, but nest with eggs abandoned. No project activity within buffer. The hidden area of this nest  combined with tolerance of human approach  justifies a smaller bu      80 feet Buffer reduced to 30 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/3/2011 8:17:13 PM
Nest has been abandoned. Closed. 6/3/2011 20:17
######### 5003280 House Finch No Closed Encina Substation 0 18 feet up in generator trailer in horizontal crevice. No First observation by monitor  Pair entering and leaving crevice frequently  Tolerates substation a                                              PNT_SSN-5003280 3/25/2011 9:09 468643.169 3666578.74 ############## imaunsell barnold 0 No House finch moved into substation to nest  with all  current work activities in place  therefore  bu                   0 feet; within substation. 4/7/2011 13:09 4/7/2011 12:21 Buffer reduced to 30 feet. Yes
######### 5003318 American Kestrel No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Approx 30 feet up in steel tower (middle one of three) in an opening on eastern/ lowest arm. Yes 3/31/11 - Observed adult entering opening in arm  Same pair foraging nearby  ESA signs near so                                                                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5003318 ############## 497000.953 3641963.39 ############## dbusby barnold 0 No SDG&E needs to install  new transformer before 5-year warranty expires  Proposed work encroac                                                         0 feet; within work area @ SW corner of substation ############### 4/27/2011 12:29 Buffer reduced to 250 feet, with one day reduction to 65 feet. Yes Yes
######### 5000787 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Nest in shelf on top brace of radiator on Bank 70  facing west in southwest corner of unit 
20 fee                                    No Nest appears incomplete  pair in area appears to be in construction 4-12 (FH/BA) 
19 Apr - Unabl                                                                                                                                    PNT_SSN-5000787 ############## 497076.59 3642035.45 ############## barnold barnold 0 No SDG&E needs to install  new transformer before 5-year warranty expires  Proposed work encroac                                           0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 1:30:08 PM
Flushed female from nest  nestlings present 
barnold - 6/4/2011 8                                                                                                                       6/27/2011 12:57
######### 5003343 Long-eared Owl No Closed EP85-2 0 40 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia)  50 feet from highway  160 feet from access road No April  1 and 2 - Active  Bird incubating on nest   S  Hampton  S  Ritt
Could not see bird on nest from                                                                                                                                                                       PNT_SSN-5003343 4/1/2011 14:13 547008.426 3613694.48 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage not anticipated to impact nest that is closer to Lake Morena Drive than projec                    160 feet from AR entry. Buffer reduced to 165 feet. Yes No pkonrad - 5/24/2011 3:46:05 PM
No owls observed in area again - closed. 5/24/2011 15:46

6/1/2011 5000790 Common Raven No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 In top bridge of A-frame 65 feet west of northern end of Control House. Yes Male observed feeding female on nest  female l ikely incubating 
14 Apr - Nesting activity continue                                                                                                                       PNT_SSN-5000790 ############## 497141.421 3642127.18 6/1/2011 15:21 barnold barnold 0 6/1/2011 15:21 No Successfully fledged. SDG&E needs to install  a new 230kV Bay west of the Control House  Proposed work encroaches i                                                     0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 10 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 2:00:27 PM
One adult in area  but not at nest 
barnold - 6/1/2011 3:19:34 PM                                         6/1/2011 15:19
######### 5000820 House Finch No Closed Bartlett Yard 0 Nest located in Bartlett Yard on east-southeast end of green dumpster when you first enter yard                               No phoward - 4/14/2011 1:57:11 PM fresh nesting material seen in nest  appears to be two near com                                                                                                    PNT_SSN-5000820 ############## 546446.209 3612622 ############## phoward pkonrad 0 Yes Nest appears abandoned for unknown reasons; no adults observed for up to a week. Nest was built on the side of a dumpster  and previous NBRs have been granted for this species d                 0 feet; within yard. ############### 4/15/2011 16:27 Buffer reduced to 10 feet. Yes Yes
######### 5003362 White-breasted Nuthatch No Closed Suncrest Substation AR 0 Cavity nest located in Engelmann oak approximately 15 feet above ground and 1 foot outside of  No Observed pair bringing nesting material to cavity on 4-5-11 in morning  Afternoon of same day  o                               PNT_SSN-5003362 4/5/2011 15:00 531981.89 3630652.28 ############## mmeridith tfitanides 0 No Birds chose to nest at this location after work had begun and during work operations   Therefore              1 foot from fencing. 0 feet Yes Yes tfitanides - 5/23/2011 5:21:17 PM
tfitanides - 5/23/2011 12:32:29 PM - No activity with nest for      5/23/2011 17:21
######### 5003284 House Finch No Closed Alpine Yard 0 7 feet up in large spool on southeast side. Yes Pair actively building nest  3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:26:08 PM  Female incubating 5 eggs                                                                                                                                                                     PNT_SSN-5003284 ############## 520224.679 3634220.28 ############## imaunsell imaunsell 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. Nesting began after yard activities commenced  and is accutomed to current level  Buffer should              0 feet; within yard boundary. ############### 4/15/2011 13:42 15 feet Yes Yes jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 12:02:43 PM - Bottom nest contains at least 2 partially feathered young w                                                                                     6/14/2011 12:29
######### 5003389 Mourning Dove No Closed EP324 AR 0 Located in tamarisk (Tamarix ramosissima) approximately 15 feet up in crotch of tree  95 feet no   No 4-8-11; Two eggs observed   Adult didn't flush until  directly below nest  ESA signs erected along n                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5003389 4/8/2011 14:32 601536.817 3628483.4 ############## dbusby pkonrad 0 No Nest site is 95 feet from edge of existing SWPL l ine  and is well-removed from any work area   Veh           95 feet from AR. ############### 4/12/2011 15:54 Vehicular passage permissible, but buffer remains. Yes Yes

5/6/2011 5003266 Bewick's Wren No Closed EP220-1 0 In a rusted can on ground below cholla (Cylindropuntia sp )  chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum               No 3/23/2011 -D  Busby observed individual go to tin can  Tin can appears to have grass and some                                                                                                             PNT_SSN-5003266 ############## 570684.294 3613899.62 5/6/2011 12:39 phoward kalberts 0 Yes No eggs left although nest appears undisturbed. No wrens observed or heard for weeks. Turnaround work area shown on maps actually faces the other direction  to east  so 85 feet is as                        85 feet from AR. ############### 4/14/2011 12:48 Buffer reduced to 85 feet. Yes No
######### 5000037 Red-shouldered Hawk No Closed Alpine Underground - 165+75.27 MH-10R 0 Nest located approximately 80 feet up in eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp.) above Alpine Blvd. No RSHA observed building nest during large traffic volumes  bird not affected by noise  Buffer flagg                                                                                                                                           PNT_SSN-5000037 2/23/2011 8:52 521824.846 3633086.68 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 ############## No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        20 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes rradd - 5/27/2011 7:40:07 AM
No RSHA detected during obs  0704 - 0740
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 12                                                                                             6/24/2011 11:49
######### 7000974 House Finch No Closed TL 6916 - 771470 0 Nest on guard shack at entrance to All iant University   At northwest corner of small gate building             No barnold & sritt - 5/3/2011 9:53:11 AM  Well established nest   Female continuously bringing new                                 PNT_SSN-7000974 5/3/2011 9:49 490958.542 3639944.32 ############## barnold phoward 0 No 85 feet from tower. No Yes
######### 7000975 House Finch No Closed TL 6916 - 771471 0 In Eucalyptus tree  about 18 feet off of ground on northwest side of tree   Nest is on large second                           No barnold  & sritt - 5/3/2011 9:14:54 AM  Adult female came to nest repeatedly bringing nest mate                              PNT_SSN-7000975 5/3/2011 9:06 490817.824 3639913.81 ############## barnold emorgan 0 No  No conclusive breeding attempt initiated. 55 feet from AR. No Yes rradd - 5/31/2011 4:35:21 PM
27 May No HOFI detected 1500-1515
31 May No HOFI detected 162          5/31/2011 16:35

6/8/2011 7000976 House Wren No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 Approximately 50 feet high in cavity on bottom arm on south side of pole and 80 feet north of ac  No Adult bringing food to nest  Nest buffer reduction l ikely for use cf access road but not for work o                                             PNT_SSN-7000976 4/28/2011 9:39 493065.856 3632098.68 6/8/2011 14:04 dbusby imaunsell 0 6/3/2011 0:00 No Nest successfuly fledged. 0 feet; within tower. No No rradd - 5/23/2011 3:07:21 PM - HOWR carries long-legged insect to nest 13:44 
rradd - 5/31/201                                           6/6/2011 14:34
######### 7000945 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed CP70-3 AR 0 7 feet above ground level in almost-end-of-branch leaf cluster on north side of laurel sumac (Ma                      No 28 Apr - LEGO female on complete nest 0745  RR 
4 May - LEGO female incubating 1614 - RR
14 Ma                     PNT_SSN-7000945 ############## 516915.367 3638501.09 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Appeared abandoned before egg-laying stage. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa        80 feet to AR No No

6/9/2011 7000977 Western Kingbird No Closed Hartung Yard 0 55 feet above ground level in fork at top of sycamore adjacent to CY entry 
Drive-through construc           Yes 04 May - WEKI incubating and mate nest guarding 0645  - RR
12 May - WEKI incubating and mate                 PNT_SSN-7000977 5/4/2011 6:57 514915.296 3639283.44 6/9/2011 13:52 rradd rradd 0 6/6/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Blanket exemption for yard perimeters was already in place by the time of nest discovery. 46 feet to AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes rradd - 5/26/2011 4:22:24 PM - WEKI incubating 0828 
rradd - 6/3/2011 2:58:14 PM - WEKI on ne                            6/9/2011 13:51
######### 7000978 Ash-throated Flycatcher No Closed CP70-3 AR 0 Cavity under insulator on west side of defunct util ity pole at entry gate to AR from El Monte Rd   T        No 4 May - ATFL exits cavity and mate follows 1655  - RR
14 May No birds obs using this cavity durin                    PNT_SSN-7000978 5/4/2011 16:59 516869.362 3638394.92 ############## rradd rradd 0 No Nest attempt was not finalized. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       15 feet to AR; 64 feet to entry gate. No No
######### 7000979 Phainopepla No Closed Hartung Yard 0 28 feet above ground level on 4-inch diameter branch on SW side of sycamore tree adjacent to C               Yes 4 May - PHAI female on nest  male attending   Nest appears just completed 0700  - RR
12 May PHA                   PNT_SSN-7000979 5/4/2011 7:05 514910.759 3639284.43 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Presumed predated. Blanket exemption for yard perimeters was already in place at the time of this nest discovery. 62 feet to AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes rradd - 5/26/2011 4:23:34 PM
HOWR in nest  no PHAI detected  Presume predated 
Change to Clos 5/26/2011 16:23
######### 7000980 House Wren No Closed CP70-3 AR 0 Cavity 24 feet above ground level on north side of east-facing 9-inch diameter dead stub of talle          Yes 4 May - HOWR singing incessantly at  and defending this cavity 1645  - RR
14 May - HOWR carry                    PNT_SSN-7000980 5/4/2011 17:06 516858.081 3638413.52 ############## rradd rradd 100 ############## No Nest fledged successfully. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       10 feet to AR. No rradd - 5/26/2011 9:26:19 AM
HOWR pr busy gathering food for this nest 0908 
rradd - 6/4/2011                                                                                      6/24/2011 12:30

6/3/2011 7000981 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP63-3 AR 0 30 feet above ground level near center of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) closest to east side o                         Yes 4 May - ANHU female sitting on complete nest  1456
14 May No nest or ANHU detected  cool ove              PNT_SSN-7000981 5/4/2011 14:59 514327.624 3639385.91 6/3/2011 16:35 rradd rradd 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       35 feet to AR gate. No No rradd - 6/3/2011 4:34:39 PM
26 May Nest not re-found 
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:35:31 PM
Final 30 min         6/3/2011 16:35
######### 7000982 Cassin's Kingbird No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Between rack 14 and 15 of 69kV bank on southern top beam. Nest north-facing in crossbraces. No tfitanides - 5/5/2011 12:40:32 PM - Nesting material brought by female; not fully constructed 
ba                   PNT_SSN-7000982 5/5/2011 12:29 497155.608 3641999.93 ############## tfitanides kalberts 0 Yes Nest was never finished being built. 0 feet; within substation.No Sunrise const. there. No Yes
######### 7000985 House Finch No Closed TL 639 - 872367 0 Nest at base of middle insulator on west side of pole. No mdicus  ghuffman - 5/5/2011 - HOFI female observed carrying nest material into base of insulat                                           PNT_SSN-7000985 5/5/2011 12:24 494264.884 3633335.14 ############## mdicus imaunsell 0 No Removal of insulator would compromise nest.  A buffer modification is not appropriate. 0 feet No Yes tfitanides - 6/1/2011 4:23:35 PM
A pair of HOFI entered insulator bracket but were readily flushe                               6/1/2011 16:23
######### 7000986 House Wren No Closed TL 639 - 171629 0 Nest within white pole attached to yellow gas pipeline sign. No mdicus  ghuffman - 5/5/2011 7:44:12 AM - HOWR observed bringing food to nest cavity in pole 
N                        PNT_SSN-7000986 5/5/2011 7:41 495545.699 3634530.81 ############## mdicus kalberts 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa        85 feet from pole, 80 feet from east access road. Yes Yes

6/1/2011 7000987 House Finch No Closed TL 639 - 379637 0 HOFI nest at base of middle insulator on west side of pole 379637   Pole number is mislabeled 3    No mdicus  ghuffman - 5/5/2011 - Female HOFI observed carrying nest material into base of insulat                 PNT_SSN-7000987 5/5/2011 12:18 494395.623 3633469.94 6/1/2011 15:16 mdicus tfitanides 0 No Removal of insulator would compromise nest.  A buffer reduction is not appropriate. 0 feet, located on pole. No Yes tfitanides - 6/1/2011 3:11:17 PM
No HOFI observed at pole for a 45-minute period  Status change   6/1/2011 15:11
######### 7000990 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground 0 10 feet above ground (slope) but 4 feet higher than top of bank  In l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) le                 No shampton - 5/5/2011 12:00:14 PM - Female shading nest    
vnovik - 5/6/2011 8:45:10 AM - Fema    PNT_SSN-7000990 5/5/2011 11:57 525796.04 3632833.8 ############## shampton shampton 0 No Blanket exemption already in place for Alpine Blvd. at the time of this nest discovery. 50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 10:36 3/3/2011 10:36 0 feet No Yes shampton - 5/26/2011 11:30:20 AM
shampton - 5/26/11  Nest torn apart  No adults  chicks  or eg   5/26/2011 11:30
######### 7000991 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground 0 10 feet up in downward hanging oak (Quercus agrifolia) branch  Nest is yellowish-white  made o                      No shampton - 5/5/2011 5:00:46 PM - Female observed adding material to nest and presumably inc                 PNT_SSN-7000991 5/5/2011 10:55 522163.933 3633084.84 ############## shampton shampton 0 No Blanket exemption in place for all  nests along Alpine Blvd. 40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes shampton - 5/26/2011 11:55:13 AM
Nest torn up. No sign of adult, chicks, or eggs. 5/26/2011 11:55
######### 7000992 California Quail No Closed TL 639 - Z379519 0 Nest is at base of pole in black sage on west side (access road side). No vnovik - 5/5/2011 5:51:30 PM - CA quail  flushed from nest  8 eggs in nest 
17 May - Nest appears               PNT_SSN-7000992 5/5/2011 17:46 492062.961 3631066.32 5/17/2011 8:46 vnovik rradd 0 Yes Nest predation appears to be cause of failure. Within marked work area at base of pole   Nest is too close to work area to justify a buffer reduc 0 feet, at base of pole. Yes
######### 7000993 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed TL 639 - Z379523 0 2 feet high in California sagebush (Artemisia californica) approximately 5 feet north of road wh                          Yes Female sitting on nest w/ male bringing food and territorial  Male perched on top of chamise - d                                                                                                                                 PNT_SSN-7000993 5/5/2011 9:36 492567.969 3631608.48 ############## dbusby dbusby 0 Yes Nest failed possibly due to depredation from snake or rodent  Nest relatively  intact except for sm                Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa        6 feet from AR. Yes Yes dbusby - 5/27/2011 3:05:15 PM
5/26/2011  - Nest failed possibly due to depredation from snake                                                               5/27/2011 15:05

6/4/2011 7000955 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP83-1 0 17 feet above ground level on dead oak branch of approximately 1 foot diameter at intersection              No 30 Apr - ANHU female building nest; approximately 50% complete  - RR
05 May - ANHU incubating                            PNT_SSN-7000955 5/1/2011 7:50 518834.303 3636092.95 6/4/2011 13:37 rradd rradd 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or con    57 feet to AR. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. Yes No rradd - 5/26/2011 3:09:03 PM
2 large young in nest with unfeathered heads 
rradd - 6/4/2011 1:3         6/4/2011 13:35
######### 7000956 House Wren No Closed CP83-1 0 15 feet above ground level in underside of horizontal dead branch of coast l ive oak (Quercus ag No 28 Apr - HOWR exhibiting territorial behavior; singing entering and defending this cavity  - RR
05                            PNT_SSN-7000956 5/1/2011 7:46 518834.924 3636085.3 6/10/2011 9:32 rradd rradd 0 6/10/2011 9:28 No Nest has fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or con    78 feet to AR. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. Yes No rradd - 5/26/2011 3:00:10 PM
HOWR pr  carrying food to nest 
rradd - 6/4/2011 1:33:10 PM
HOW                             6/10/2011 9:32
######### 7000994 Bullock's Oriole No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 16 feet up in eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.) adjacent to AR. No 5 May - BUOR female to nest  chasing away other species at 0750  - RR
12 May BUOR pr continue                      PNT_SSN-7000994 5/5/2011 8:23 509177.333 3638407.75 ############## rradd rradd 0 ############## No Successful nest. 16 feet to AR. No No rradd - 5/25/2011 12:28:34 PM
BUOR female feeding young 1210
rradd - 6/2/2011 2:57:16 PM
BU                                  6/16/2011 12:38

6/8/2011 7000995 House Finch No Closed CP50-1 0 15 feet above ground level in dense leaf cluster at small fork in pepper tree (Schinus sp ) adjacen       Yes 5 May - HOFI nest building and copulating  - RR
12 May HOFI breeding activity continues  - RR
19              PNT_SSN-7000995 5/5/2011 9:26 509057.189 3638411.06 6/8/2011 10:44 rradd rradd 0 No Nesting attempt never confirmed. Nest l ikely blew out of tree prior to completion. 100 feet from AR but within Hamlet residence. No No eelias - 6/4/2011 11:37:50 AM
At nest tree for 30 minutes  No house finch activity was noted in th              6/8/2011 10:44
6/8/2011 7000996 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 5 feet above ground level  translucent finely woven cup of spider si lk near end of slender frond a                      Yes 5 May - BCHU incubating two eggs 1200 - RR 
eelias - 5/12/2011 7:39:29 AM 2 eggs no female see                                                                                 PNT_SSN-7000996 5/5/2011 12:06 509963.265 3638771.45 6/8/2011 13:33 rradd rradd 0 6/8/2011 13:31 No Nest successfully fledged. Short-term work detail  wil l  al low temporary buffer reduction to allow work   This species is know                                                                      25 feet to driveway, 52 feet to Wildcat Cyn Rd. No No rradd - 5/25/2011 5:51:47 PM
BCHU brooding 2 naked nestlings  
rradd - 6/3/2011 7:13:49 AM
Tw                              6/8/2011 13:33
######### 7000997 House Wren No Closed CP83-1 0 16 feet above ground level in cavity in end of stub in large dead cottonwood (Populus sp ) amid                  No 28 Apr - HOWR singing and entering cavity - RR 
06 May - HOWR active at this cavity 0838 - RR
14                 PNT_SSN-7000997 5/6/2011 8:43 518807.22 3636048.45 ############## rradd rradd 0 6/2/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa                    40 feet to AR. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Buffer remains, but vehicular passage OK. Yes No rradd - 5/26/2011 3:29:01 PM - HOWR pr bringing insects to nest 
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:09:21 PM -                                 6/10/2011 10:11

5/9/2011 7000998 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 6 feet above ground level in mulberry (Morus alba) directly over edge of AR. No 6 May - BCHU in final stages of nest construction  No eggs laid 1048  - RR
6 May - Nest intentiona           PNT_SSN-7000998 5/6/2011 10:51 518227.989 3634587.01 5/9/2011 8:30 rradd imaunsell 0 Yes Nest intentionally removed; see justification. Agency concurrence to remove nest before completion of nest was pusued and obtained  as nest                 0 feet; directly over work area. ############### 5/6/2011 19:21 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No
######### 7000999 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 17 feet above ground level on hanging frond of coast l ive oak  (Quercus agrifolia) approximately      No 6 May - ANHU completing construction of nest 1105 - RR 
13 May Nest appears intact but unoccup           PNT_SSN-7000999 5/6/2011 11:07 518218.189 3634558.33 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Cause of nesting termination unknown. No construction has occurred here. The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install  large acoustical noise blankets between nests an                                                                                            45 feet to edge of work area. ############### 5/6/2011 14:28 Yes No

7/5/2011 7001000 Song Sparrow No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 8 feet northwest of edge of work area in thistle patch. Yes PNT_SSN-7001000 5/6/2011 11:42 518233.762 3634573.55 7/5/2011 9:34 rradd imaunsell 0 ############## No Nest presumed fledged based on observations and levels of activity associated with nest area. The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install  large acoustical noise blankets between nests an                                                                                            8 feet Yes No 6 May - SOSP bringing food to nest 1139 - RR.
13 May Feeding activity 
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 4:05:09 PM
SOSP observed near nest location.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:30:04 PM
No activity at location.
######### 7001002 OTHER No Closed EP295 0 Stick rest in northwest end of SWPL tower. No shampton - 5/6/2011 10:25:45 AM  - No birds observed associating with this nest 

PKonrad - 5/1                    PNT_SSN-7001002 5/6/2011 10:24 590367.237 3623871.42 ############## shampton pkonrad 0 No 25 feet from AR; 380 feet from EP295. No No
######### 6003208 Common Raven No Closed EP247 0 Nest in south arm of metal tower. No Two common ravens bringing branches to large stick nest built during past week  Pair was prese                                                              PNT_SSN-6003208 ############## 580318.164 3610609.64 ############## pkonrad sjohnston 0 No Not needed; nest is well  outside the 100 foot buffer zone. 330 feet to existing AR. No No
######### 7001005 Brewer's Blackbird No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Nest is located in a coast l ive oak approximately 40 feet high on the southwest side of the tree  T                                               Yes kkilpatrick - 5/5/2011 5:29:53 PM
Bird activity at this site is very high  with approximately 10 or                                                                                                                                                                     PNT_SSN-7001005 5/5/2011 17:10 535125.68 3613017.41 ############## kkilpatrick imaunsell 0 No Vehicular traffic should not impact this nest providing that no stopping standing or work occurs                     30 feet to AR. Buffer remains; through access only. No Yes pkonrad - 5/27/2011 4:56:21 PM
Male and female blackbirds active at nest; female observed car                                                                                             6/10/2011 13:42
######### 7001006 OTHER No Closed TL 639 - 171668 0 Ground cup nest downslope and far side from access road of 3 clumped yucca with old stalks la                   No fhoffman - 5/7/2011 11:20:39 AM Adult flushed from nest and returned  Grass cup nest with 4 w                                       PNT_SSN-7001006 5/7/2011 11:08 496691.916 3639821.29 ############## fhoffman sritt 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       247 feet from nearest pole; 66 feet from road. Yes Yes
######### 7001007 House Finch No Closed TL 639 - 171664 0 Nest is in upper insulator bracket on east side. There is nest material in all  three headsets. No shampton - 5/7/2011 10:50:49 AM  Male singing near nest  both adults entering bracket 
shampt                PNT_SSN-7001007 5/7/2011 10:49 496598.424 3639318.6 ############## shampton tfitanides 0 No No impacts to this nest are anticipated due to vehicular traffic provided that no stopping  stand        0 feet Buffer remains, but work allowed within approved l imits. Yes Yes imaunsell  - 5/25/2011 11:47:37 AM
Nest was checked by l ineman at the direction of an avian bio                                                                                                                            6/18/2011 12:26
######### 7001008 House Finch No Closed TL 639 - 171663 0 Nest is in lower insulator bracket on east side. There is another nest in the upper bracket. No shampton - 5/7/2011 10:44:53 AM  Male singing near nest and borts adults repeatedly entering                   PNT_SSN-7001008 5/7/2011 10:42 496576.651 3639231.56 ############## shampton tfitanides 0 No No impacts to this nest are anticipated due to vehicular traffic provided that no stopping  stand        0 feet; in pole. Buffer remains, but work allowed within approved l imits. Yes Yes imaunsell  - 5/25/2011 11:45:23 AM
Nest was checked by l ineman at the direction of an avian bio                                                                                                                                                     6/18/2011 12:27
######### 7001009 House Finch No Closed TL 639 - Z171670 0 Bracket of lower insulator on E side of pole. No RAbe - 5/7/2011 9:46:23 AM - Female HOFI carrying nest material into bracket in presence of ma                        PNT_SSN-7001009 5/7/2011 9:44 496829.413 3640206.63 ############## RAbe tfitanides 0 No Not a candidate; nest is on the pole itself. 0 feet; on pole. No Yes
######### 7001010 California Towhee No Closed TL 639 - Z171670 0 2-3 feet up in E side of mission manzanita. Approx 65 feet SE of pole. No RAbe - 5/7/2011 9:58:56 AM - Adult observed feeding 3 nestlings  100 foot buffer flagged w/yello                       PNT_SSN-7001010 5/7/2011 9:52 496838.28 3640189.07 ############## RAbe tfitanides 0 No 65 feet No Yes
######### 7001011 Bushtit No Closed TL 639 - Z171660 0 6 feet high in mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus betuloiseds)  Viewable from Northeast section o  No RAbe - 5/7/2011 1:51:06 PM - Adult observed entering and exiting nest  100 foot buffer flagged w                    PNT_SSN-7001011 5/7/2011 13:45 496471.135 3638891.88 ############## RAbe imaunsell 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       75 feet from AR. Drive through access only. Yes Yes imaunsell  - 5/25/2011 11:32:09 AM
Nest has been ripped down  Only 1/4 of nest remains  Status   5/25/2011 11:32
######### 7001012 Northern Mockingbird No Closed TL 639 - Z171660 0 3 feet above ground in NW side of scrub oak  Nest is in a large shrub patch consisting of black s         No RAbe - 5/7/2011 1:29:42 PM - Northern Mockingbird nest w/2 eggs  100 foot buffer flagged w/yel                     PNT_SSN-7001012 5/7/2011 13:21 496490.828 3638822.96 ############## RAbe tfitanides 0 No 50 feet to work area. No Yes

7/5/2011 7001014 Cassin's Kingbird No Closed TL 6916 - 973035 0 In existing tower structure on bottom insulator  Nest resides in partial cavity at attachment site        No 
 PNT_SSN-7001014 5/7/2011 10:41 493783.107 3640256.85 7/5/2011 15:30 ghuffman imaunsell 100 Yes First nest outcome is indeterminate but l ikely failed  CAKI require 2 weeks after hatching to fledg                                          Nest is inside pole; Not a candidate. 0 feet No Yes rradd - 5/24/2011 9:01:24 AM
CAKI incubating  mate attending 0836 
rradd - 6/2/2011 8:27:02 AM                                                                                                                                                           7/5/2011 15:30
######### 7001015 House Finch No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 In southernmost water tank. 2' above axle, and on south side of black cylinder. Yes Female incubating  Nests in wheel of this water tank and the tank to the north are House Sparrow                                                   PNT_SSN-7001015 5/5/2011 11:06 569320.18 3618106.77 ############## sritt pkonrad 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. 30 feet from fi l l  station. No Yes pkonrad - 5/31/2011 2:08:13 PM - Finches appear to have fledged; no finch activity in area; no n               5/31/2011 14:08

5/9/2011 7001016 Black Phoebe No Closed Hartung Yard 0 3 5 feet above ground on truck bed framing behind back tire on driver's side of crane truck   New                      No Female BLPH observed making multiple trips with nest material while male perched nearby   Nes                                                                                                            PNT_SSN-7001016 5/8/2011 12:50 515225.149 3639153.51 5/9/2011 11:05 mdicus imaunsell 0 Yes Nest was never finished being constructed. 0 feet; nest is on boom truck within yard. No Yes
######### 7001017 House Finch No Closed Wilson Yard 0 In water tank wheel well  Nest is located inside wheel of inner tire at southwestern corner of sus  No Nest is 40% complete  pair was observed building nest  will  not affect construction  one sign was                     PNT_SSN-7001017 5/6/2011 14:24 532570.453 3630243.36 ############## ahill pkonrad 0 No 11 feet from AR. No Yes tfitanides - 5/23/2011 4:41:31 PM
Two separate nests in wheel and brake l ine drum  No HOFI act                                                                                          6/13/2011 10:25
######### 7001020 Spotted Towhee No Closed CP25-2 0 Nest on south side of access road in low area on ground beneath a black sage (Salvia mellifera)                          No mdicus - 5/9/2011 1:43:54 PM - Adult incubating three eggs   Adult did not flush until  approache                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-7001020 5/9/2011 13:40 502153.268 3644817.64 ############## mdicus rradd 0 5/21/2011 0:00 No  Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage as has been ongoing since foundation work began here  is not anticipated to            225 feet from CP 25-2; 7 feet from access road. Yes No

5/8/2011 5003350 Bewick's Wren No Closed Suncrest Substation 0 2 1/2 feet off ground in black visquine adjacent to orange silt fence in southeastern portion of s  Yes Nest 95% to 100% complete  Pair observed by bio-monitor actively building nest 2 April  2011  
Ne                                                     PNT_SSN-5003350 4/4/2011 14:31 529542.601 3629786.55 5/8/2011 15:29 barnold kalberts 0 Yes The biomonitor reported that the recent high winds knocked the eggs from the nest and were foun                               Not needed; nest failed before NBR approval came in. 0 feet; on substation fi l l  slope footprint. 5/5/2011 15:28 5/6/2011 15:28 0 feet Yes Yes
######### 5000836 House Finch No Closed Suncrest Substation 0 In a scraper, on right side in the headlight box, 90% complete, 6 feet above ground.
 No Scraper had been parked for approximately a month  No eggs in nest  100 foot buffer flagged  Pa                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5000836 ############## 529779.268 3629981.06 5/24/2011 8:34 ahil l imaunsell 0 5/23/2011 7:46 No Successfully fledged. Nest is 6 feet up in the right side of the headlight box of a large piece of equipment (earthmover)                                                                                                   0 feet Buffer reduced to 80 feet. Yes
######### 5000799 Western Scrub-Jay No Closed EP85-2 AR 0 In scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia)  about 10 feet east of access road  About five feet above gr       No Nest with one egg  and adult at and around nest   Buffer will  overlap with active Bushtit nest acro                                                                                                                             PNT_SSN-5000799 4/13/2011 9:18 547199.827 3613911.91 ############## barnold pkonrad 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. To allow for drive through access only   A condition of the reduced buffer is that vehicles would n                                                                                                                    12 feet from AR. Buffer reduced to 15 feet. Yes No pkonrad - 5/24/2011 3:38:56 PM
Nestling has fledged; no adult or fledgling in area - closed. 5/24/2011 15:38

6/2/2011 7001021 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed TL 6916 - 774819 0 1 5 feet off ground in 3 foot tall  chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum)  Nest located on south side                         No Female incubating 2 eggs  
16 May - Two very small ANHU nestlings attended by adult 1444  - RR PNT_SSN-7001021 5/10/2011 7:58 491976.271 3639742.56 6/2/2011 18:03 imaunsell tcooper 0 Yes  Indeterminate natural causes, predation l ikely. Adults did not flushed due to foot traffic by nest surveyors along the existing access road  No sto          50 feet Buffer remains, but thru passage allowed. Yes No rradd - 5/23/2011 4:31:52 PM
Nest contains two young covered with quil ls 
rradd - 5/31/2011 5:0                                 5/31/2011 17:06
6/1/2011 7001023 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 In western end of Switch Stand (ceramic insulator structure) 12 feet north of 230kV Circuit Break                  Yes Adults repeatedly visiting this nest during 30 minute observation period  barnold - 5/10/2011
ba                                                       PNT_SSN-7001023 ############## 497089.418 3642143.32 6/1/2011 16:50 barnold barnold 0 6/1/2011 16:47 No Successfully fledged. 0 feet; within substation. No Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 2:08:53 PM - No activity observed 
barnold - 6/1/2011 4:50:08 PM - No activi                       6/1/2011 16:50
######### 7001024 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 In crated ceramic insulators north of 230 kV Circuit Breaker 22N  about 25 south of east-west pa  No barnold - 5/10/2011 12:17 PM  Nest with three large nestlings in east-facing edge of stacked (fou                                                               PNT_SSN-7001024 ############## 497063.862 3642148.69 5/19/2011 8:45 barnold barnold 0 5/13/2011 8:45 No Successfully fledged. Reducing the buffer to 20 feet or perhaps even less is not anticipated to impact the nest of this h                0 feet; within substation. Yes Yes
######### 5003356 House Wren No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 Nest in opening at top of steel beam to which insulators are attached approximately 25 feet abo  No 04/05/11 - Pair of house wrens carrying nest material to structure (J&M Dicus  R  Abe) 
12 Apr - H                                                                                                            PNT_SSN-5003356 4/5/2011 9:00 491744.27 3630891.06 ############## jdicus imaunsell 0 ############## No Nest successfully fledged. 60 feet buffer for construction:  A) Pair freely entered/exited the nest and did not appear disturbe                                                                                  0 feet; inside substation. 5/10/2011 0:00 5/10/2011 0:00 Buffer reduced to 60 feet. Yes No rradd - 5/23/2011 11:22:04 AM
No detections at nest  HOWR feeding at least 4 fledglings 100' S  p        5/23/2011 11:22
######### 7001425 Black Phoebe No Closed Alpine Underground - 301+001 0 Black phoebe nest found 4 feet high under bridge west of creek next to metal fence on north end o         No phoward - 5/10/2011 3:50:23 PM - Black phobe pair seen building nest 
shampton - 5/26/2011 1  PNT_SSN-7001425 ############## 525861.85 3632852.7 ############## phoward shampton 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        0 feet; inside work area. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes emorgan - 5/27/2011 10:17:10 AM
No activity has been seen at nest for 2 weeks. Closed. 5/27/2011 10:17

6/2/2011 7001429 Oak Titmouse No Closed EP91 0 Nest somewhere in elderberry (Sambucus mexicana)  Many cavities but didn't see which one it e               Yes Adult bringing food to cavity  Did not see which cavity it entered but it exited elderberry without                                                                                                                                                          PNT_SSN-7001429 5/10/2011 9:51 548190.637 3613272.21 6/2/2011 9:04 dbusby barnold 0 5/28/2011 9:02 No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this cavity nest with nestlings  provided that no s         10 feet from AR. Yes No pkonrad - 5/27/2011 11:28:00 AM
Adult(s) bringing food to nest regularly 
barnold - 5/31/2011 1                                                                                    6/2/2011 9:03
######### 7001430 California Thrasher No Closed EP91 0 Nest in southeast side of scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia) adjacent to sugar bush (Rhus ovata                               No Female flushed from nest but then returned; 3 eggs; female very secretive  dbusby - 5/10/2011 
                                               PNT_SSN-7001430 ############## 548500.125 3613199.71 ############## dbusby pkonrad 0 Yes No indication of what happened to this nest. 5-10 feet from pull  site boundary. No No pkonrad - 5/27/2011 1:39:37 PM
No nest or nest material found in this scrub oak or on the groun                5/27/2011 13:39
######### 7001431 California Thrasher No Closed EP90-1 AR 0 Nest approximately 4 feet high in southwest corner of sugar bush (Rhus ovata)  about 80 feet sou          No Female flushed from nest but then returned; 3 eggs; very secretive  dbusby - 5/10/2011 5:15:10 P                                            PNT_SSN-7001431 ############## 548383.482 3613223.8 ############## dbusby pkonrad 0 Yes Nest in excellent condition except l ining has been pulled up somewhat. Probably predated. 85 feet to AR. No No pkonrad - 5/27/2011 2:01:07 PM
No sign of thrashers  eggs  egg shells  or nestlings at nest  in bu        5/27/2011 14:01
######### 7001433 Bushtit No Closed CP17-1 0 Active Bushtit nest located 5 feet high in top center of small oak / sumac shrub 83 feet west of ac             No jpawlicki - 5/11/2011 8:22:09 AM - Adults observed actively bringing food to nest 
21 May - Nest              PNT_SSN-7001433 5/11/2011 8:11 499875.491 3643208.55 5/24/2011 7:41 jpawlicki kalberts 0 Yes Nest appears depredated (holed at the platform) and dilapidated. Nest Buffer Modification Request: A NBM is requested for nest that allows thru-traffic through bu                                                                                   70 feet to existing AR. Drive through access only. Yes No

6/2/2011 7001434 Bushtit No Closed EP91 AR 0 About 9 feet above ground in 12 foot tall  scrub oak (Quercus bereridifolia)  Thin scrub oak is a f                 Yes RAbe - 5/10/2011 1:48:34 PM - Pair of Bushtits observed building nest  which is approx  15% don                                                                                PNT_SSN-7001434 ############## 548609.68 3613353.02 6/2/2011 15:22 RAbe shampton 0 Yes Appears nest may have been predated. 5 feet to AR. No No pkonrad - 5/27/2011 1:00:47 PM
Top of nest has been torn into  with pieces of nest material han                  5/27/2011 13:00
######### 7001435 California Thrasher No Closed EP91 0 4 feet high in east side of sugar bush (Rhus ovata), just north of drainage. No RAbe - 5/10/2011 1:56:25 PM - Thrashers observed in area of nest acting agitated  Nest has l inin                               PNT_SSN-7001435 ############## 548583.332 3613328.58 ############## RAbe emorgan 0 No 75 feet from AR; 180 feet to perm pad ROW. No No
######### 7000912 California Towhee No Closed TL 639 - 775593 0 16 feet west of fence  4 feet up in oleander  55 feet from pole 75593 
Nest located  description mo        No Female observed building nest  - sritt - 4/27/2011 12:17:30 PM
3 May - CALT nesting activity conti                                                         PNT_SSN-7000912 ############## 491765.134 3630854.27 5/24/2011 7:39 sritt kalberts 0 Yes Nest destroyed by undetermined causes, but observation suggests predation. 70 ft buffer for construction:  A) Nearly 30 ft of dense vegetation occurs between the work site an                                                                                                               20 feet Buffer reduced to 70 feet for construction; 40 feet for thru-traffic. Yes Yes rradd - 5/23/2011 11:20:48 AM
23 May Nest destroyed -  no eggs on ground  Presume predated a                 5/23/2011 11:20
######### 7001436 Bushtit No Closed CP31-2 AR 0 15 feet above ground level on south (upslope) side of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). No 10 May - Nest appears complete with BUSH pair visiting but not yet incubating 0815  - RR
tfitanid                                    PNT_SSN-7001436 5/10/2011 8:18 503244.783 3645122.41 ############## rradd rradd 0 No No observational evidence supports any conclusions about the outcome of this nest except that      Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       77 feet to AR. Drive through access only. No No rradd - 5/24/2011 7:22:00 PM
No BUSH detected at or near this location 1708-1738  Change to Cl  5/24/2011 19:22
######### 7001437 Western Meadowlark No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 Nest within 25 feet of Lark Sparrow but not found. No 10 May - Extremely agitated pair bringing food to nest 1235 - RR
17 May - No WEME detected in th                   PNT_SSN-7001437 ############## 499943.617 3643736.97 ############## rradd imaunsell 0 5/13/2011 0:00 No Successful fledge. 0 feet; within staked work l imits. No Yes
######### 7001438 Lark Sparrow No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 Woven cup nest 12 inches above ground level in small 36-inch tall  broom (Baccharis sarothroid No 10 May - LASP incubating 3 eggs 1305 - RR
17 May Nest intact but empty - presumably depredated       PNT_SSN-7001438 ############## 499941.754 3643732.92 ############## rradd imaunsell 0 No 0 feet; within staked work l imits. Yes Yes
######### 7001439 Bushtit No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 11 feet above ground level in lowest east-facing branch north of fig tree (Ficus sp )  overhanging   Yes 11 May - BUSH pair actively building nest  appears 75% complete 1022  - RR
16 May - BUSH exits               PNT_SSN-7001439 ############## 491651.37 3630956.5 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest was predated. 25 feet to AR. No rradd - 5/31/2011 9:31:39 AM
BUSH to nest 0906
rradd - 6/6/2011 12:42:34 PM
No detections dur                     6/14/2011 16:13
######### 7001440 Black Phoebe No Closed TL 6916 - 973035 0 Nest at chimney under eave of house adjacent to Structure 973035 
Pair agitated  showing reluct          No 11 May - BLPH pair carrying food to nest 1616  - RR
17 May - BLPH pair continue to provision this        PNT_SSN-7001440 ############## 493758.301 3640283.98 5/24/2011 8:59 rradd rradd 0 5/22/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. 40 feet to AR; 80 feet to staked work l imits. Yes Yes rradd - 5/24/2011 8:59:36 AM - No detections during 30 minute observation  Prior observation (     5/24/2011 8:59
######### 7001441 House Finch No Closed Scripps Substation 0 Within horizontal conduit on N side of Bank 31  Nest materialis visible in each of these 3 condu         No 11 May - HOFI visible in northernmost cavity 1500. - RR PNT_SSN-7001441 ############## 489467.179 3641444.56 ############## rradd rradd 0 No Highly tolerant species for which project precedent has aready been set  and current constructio                 0 feet; within substation. No No rradd - 5/27/2011 10:23:30 AM
 HOFI pr visit but do not enter  Behavioral obs  suggest this cavity        5/27/2011 10:23
######### 7001442 House Finch No Closed TL 6916 - 973035 0 16 feet above ground level on N side within Mexican fan palm NW of Structure 973035. No 11 May - HOFI female carrying nest material into palm 1632  - RR
17 May No HOFI detected durin      PNT_SSN-7001442 ############## 493791.774 3640270.36 ############## rradd phoward 0 No No evidence that a nest was completed. Blanket exemption for nesting birds already in place for this section of the Reconductor resident     50 feet from tower. Yes rradd - 5/24/2011 9:04:53 AM
No HOFI detections coming to this tree during 30 min  obs  though                 6/2/2011 8:20
######### 7001443 Hooded Oriole No Closed TL 6916 - 973035 0 Nest visible 8 feet above ground level on East side of Mexican fan palm (Washingtonia robusta)                                                  No 11 May HOOR pr entrring and leaving top of palm 1628  - RR
17 May HOOR female exits 1132  ma     PNT_SSN-7001443 ############## 493792.682 3640271.4 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes HOOR have abandoned nest with egg  and appear to be building a new nest; disturbance is l ikely     A NBR from 100 feet to 30 feet is requested with the following restrictions:
•
A qualified Avian Biol                                                                                                                                                                    0 feet; inside staked l imits. 50 feet from pole. 30 feet Yes Yes rradd - 5/24/2011 9:03:34 AM
HOOR pr continue to enter and exit this tree  Male displays territo                                                                                                                                                   6/20/2011 15:14
######### 7001423 Killdeer No Closed Scripps Substation 0 Nest located on north side of 69 kV breaker  In center of yard  Almost under the danger sign hang    No vnovik - 5/10/2011 10:24:15 AM - One egg in nest  Female observed incubating  Male in area als PNT_SSN-7001423 ############## 489478.067 3641427.2 ############## vnovik sdhall 0 Yes Related by crew that crows or ravens had predated nest while kil ldeer adults tried to defend nes A) Nest is shielded by a 3 foot high wall   B) Placement of a sound barrier along the existing chai                                                                                                                 0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 25 feet. No No rradd - 5/27/2011 11:32:58 AM
Unable to see into this area of substation from outside  KILL obs                                                                                           6/10/2011 14:11
######### 7001018 Mourning Dove No Closed TL 6916 - 678468 0 Nest on cobbled ground with nest partially covered by deer weed  Location about 7 feet east of m             No MODO incubating 3 eggs  Bird did not flush from foot traffic at ca  2 ft distance from nest  - SJohn                      PNT_SSN-7001018 5/7/2011 14:52 490953.372 3640213.15 ############## sjohnston rradd 0 Yes Presumed predated. A reduction should not adversely affect the successful fledging of this nest for the following reas                                                                                                          25 feet to work area. ############### 5/12/2011 21:12 Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes Yes
######### 7001447 Loggerhead Shrike No Closed S2 Yard 0 phoward and fhoffman 5/12/11 - Nest is located within CY work l imits in desert encelia six feet e                    Yes phoward - 5/12/2011 7:36:38 AM - Nest found with four eggs; no nest visits but LOSH seen and h                              PNT_SSN-7001447 5/12/2011 7:32 589541.172 3624649.91 ############## phoward RAbe 0 No 0 feet; within yard. Yes Yes
######### 7001448 Least Bell’s Vireo No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 Approximately 1 5 feet above ground level on northeast side of laurel sumac (Malosma laurina)                 No kalberts - 5/12/2011 2:50:13 PM - Pair observed together  building nest from 0640-0645  
dbusby                                             PNT_SSN-7001448 ############## 491718.334 3630735.94 ############## kalberts dbusby 0 Yes Pair may have abandoned nest building for a better location and recent storm may have destroy    Not needed; beyond 300 foot buffer zone. 360 feet to south corner of substation. No No

6/7/2011 7001450 American Kestrel No Closed CP23 0 In TL6917 Tower Z103658   In lowest arm on north side of pole  about 40 to 45 feet above ground             Yes 12 May Observed male bring in mouse to nest  heard nestlings loudly begging   Nest is in actual                    PNT_SSN-7001450 5/12/2011 7:12 501344.349 3644779.52 6/7/2011 11:06 barnold rradd 0 6/6/2011 10:43 No Successful fledge. 0 feet; within work l imits; 70 feet from TC. Yes No eelias - 6/2/2011 4:07:55 PM
Elias monitored this nest on 5/31/2011  Biologist noted an adult fe                                                                     6/7/2011 11:06
6/7/2011 7001452 Ash-throated Flycatcher No Closed CP23 0 In TL 6917 Pole Z103658   Nest in opening created by a protruding metal plug about 25 feet abov                             Yes barnold & mkuehne - 5/12/2011 10:51 AM - Adult seen around the area over the course of three                                 PNT_SSN-7001452 ############## 501344.621 3644779.54 6/7/2011 10:43 barnold rradd 0 No No definitive breeding activity confirmed. 0 feet; within work l imits; 70 feet from TC. Yes No eelias - 6/2/2011 3:16:42 PM
Elias watched this pole for 20 minutes while monitoring a kestrel n                                                                 6/7/2011 10:42
6/4/2011 7001454 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - 299+50 0 8 feet high in northeastern section of large coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) approximately 10 f                         No RAbe - 5/12/2011 1:59:26 PM - Female ANHU building nest that is less than 10% Complete. PNT_SSN-7001454 ############## 525793.628 3632851.74 6/4/2011 13:23 RAbe tfitanides 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        20 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes emorgan - 5/27/2011 10:42:25 AM
Unable to locate nest 
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 1:23:34 PM
Nest is          6/4/2011 13:23
######### 7001456 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed TL 6916 - 74824 0 Approximately 40 feet from rock cairn at edge of road  2 5 feet up in chamise (Adenostoma fasci  Yes tcooper - 5/12/2011 - Female on nest  2 eggs and 2 newly hatched chicks 
tcooper - 5/19/2011 - A                         PNT_SSN-7001456 5/12/2011 9:20 492872.898 3640180.69 ############## tcooper tcooper 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       40 feet to AR; 510 feet to nearest pole. Buffer remains; through access only. Yes Yes

6/2/2011 7001458 Mourning Dove No Closed CP51-2 AR 0 13 feet above ground level on bent apical stem of center pepper tree (Schinus sp ) opposite chim      Yes 12 May - MODO brooding at least one small squab 0948  - RR
19 May  MODO no longer present              PNT_SSN-7001458 5/12/2011 9:55 509048.073 3638390.55 6/2/2011 15:09 rradd rradd 0 No Nest outcome unknown. 0 feet; within house area. No No
######### 7001460 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP51-2 AR 0 6 feet above ground level on east side of pepper tree (Schinus sp ) east of northeast corner of res Yes 12 May - ANHU female incubating 1 egg 1037  - RR
19 May ANHU female incubating 2 eggs 0911  - PNT_SSN-7001460 ############## 509072.928 3638442.17 ############## rradd rradd 0 ############## No Nest fledged successfully. 35 feet to AR, but within house area. No No rradd - 5/25/2011 12:55:53 PM
ANHU incubating 2 eggs 1250
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:04:47 PM
Two na                                           6/23/2011 10:43

6/8/2011 7001461 House Finch No Closed CP51-2 AR 0 12 feet above ground level in hanging cluster of pepper tree (Schinus sp ) branches above electri    Yes 12 May - Female HOFI on nest 1057. - RR
19 May HOFI on nest 1007. - RR PNT_SSN-7001461 ############## 509059.698 3638422.72 6/8/2011 12:06 rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest outcome indeterminate; predation seems likely. 74 feet to AR, but within house area. No No rradd - 5/25/2011 1:02:20 PM
HOFI on nest 1256
eelias - 6/4/2011 10:42:27 AM
Male feeding pee                      6/8/2011 12:05
6/3/2011 7001463 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 15 feet above ground level in top of exotic shrub adjacent to paved driveway at edge of low wate            Yes 12 May - LEGO female building nest  appears 50% complete 1446  - RR
19 May LEGO on nest 1419   PNT_SSN-7001463 ############## 510006.667 3638778.26 6/3/2011 10:20 rradd rradd 0 No Nest outcome indeterminate due to nest location. This nest should be treated l ike all  others for which NBR was granted to allow brief period of veg    10 feet to driveway. No rradd - 5/25/2011 5:47:20 PM
Nest appears intact  but no LEGO visible during 30 min obs 
rradd -                6/3/2011 10:18
7/5/2011 7001464 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 12 feet above ground level in fork on south side of mulberry tree (Morus alba) immediately adja                       Yes PNT_SSN-7001464 5/13/2011 7:15 518226.624 3634589.66 7/5/2011 9:11 rradd imaunsell 0 No Buffer should be reduced accordingly to approved nest buffer modifications for other nesting bi         10 feet to new structure. Yes No 13 May - LEGO female constructing nest with material from BUSH nest, appears complete 0650. - RR
vnovik - 5/20/2011 5:10:48 PM
NO activity at nest. Nest appears damaged from rains.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:02:55 PM
Nest inactive. Observed Other LEGO removing material from  nest.
######### 5000528 Black Phoebe No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Under roof overhang of 1 story wood house on property to southwest of Bauer Bridge. No 2 BLPH seen very close to nests  but not actually seen using nests  Could be last year's nests that                                     PNT_SSN-5000528 2/15/2011 0:00 518189.235 3634576.94 ############## bclaxton vnovik 0 No 22 feet from existing access road. No No

7/5/2011 7001019 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Yellow-colored nest approximately 25 feet up western sycamore (Platanus racemosa) in a branc               Yes PNT_SSN-7001019 5/9/2011 12:12 518238.681 3634597.24 7/5/2011 8:48 dbusby imaunsell 0 ############## No 34 feet Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No  dbusby - 5/9/2011 12:15:16 PM
Observed female going to and from nest 
13 May BCHU female on                                                                                                                    6/17/2011 17:07
7/5/2011 7001453 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Underneath Bauer bridge  It is 9 feet above ground on 13th rebar bracket from the northeast end                         No PNT_SSN-7001453 ############## 518245.113 3634586.79 7/5/2011 8:49 emorgan imaunsell 0 ############## No The nest is on the bridge itself  and effectively means work cannot occur  even with approved con      0 feet, nest is inside work l imits. No No emorgan - 5/12/2011 3:16:59 PM - Nest contains 2 hummingbird nestlings about a week old.  Adult came to the nest to feed the chicks.
13 May - Nesting activity continues 1150. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 1:12:51 PM
Observed two nestlings being feed while foot traffic was overhead. Birds appear unaffected by construction activity.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:34:00 PM
two nestlings in nest. female feeding young.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:01:01 PM
Nestlings have fledged and left the nest. Nest removed.
######### 7001467 Northern Mockingbird No Closed JVR 12kV - Pole 47 0 Nest located in a mesquite tree approximately 20 feet east by wood pole #47  Nest is clearly visi                Yes kkilpatrick - 5/13/2011 10:26:55 AM - A pair of northern mockingbirds was observed in the area                                                                                                                                                   PNT_SSN-7001467 ############## 577662.209 3610570.14 ############## kkilpatrick imaunsell 0 No 20 feet from existing 12 kVpole. No No pkonrad - 5/31/2011 11:15:59 AM
Nest appears unused but territorial mockingbird flew to nearb                                                                                                                6/14/2011 12:52
######### 7001470 California Towhee No Closed CP25-2 0 In black sage (Salvia mellifera)/chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum) directly adjacent to access No blohstroh - 5/13/2011 4:19:51 PM - 3 chicks  week old+  female feeding and removing fecal sack                      PNT_SSN-7001470 ############## 502136.859 3644768.95 ############## blohstroh rradd 0 5/21/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. 15 feet to AR; 160 feet to pad. No No

AR065517
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######### 7001471 Lesser Nighthawk No Closed Dunaway Yard 0 Nest is underneath creosote bush (Larrea tridentata) 30 feet south from yard. No emorgan - 5/13/2011 2:45:44 PM - Adult is incubating one egg.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - 
 PNT_SSN-7001471 ############## 612743.021 3625442.72 ############## emorgan pkonrad 0 No 25 feet; mapped boundary is greater distance. No Yes
######### 5000855 Bushtit No Closed CP40-2 0 5 feet high in Ceanothus. (Not sure if same nest, observed in manzanita). No Pair repeatedly observed building nest - sritt - 4/19/2011 5:26:59 PM 

kkilpatrick - 5/9/2011 12:                                   PNT_SSN-5000855 ############## 505646.957 3641881.06 ############## sritt rradd 0 No 0 feet; within permanent construction pad. No Yes
######### 7001472 House Finch No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 4 feet high in hole in front of flatbed trailer. No Pair of HOFI copulating directly above nest and repeatedly visiting trailer  One egg in nest 

RAbe -                PNT_SSN-7001472 ############## 568893.578 3618099.74 ############## sritt RAbe 0 No Had one egg upon discovery; not a candidate. 0 feet, in yard, on flatbed; 10 feet from AR. No Yes
######### 7001474 House Finch No Closed Suncrest Substation 0 Nest location is in large heavy construction equipment (rock dril l). No Nest 50% complete  No eggs or nestlings  Bird observed actively building nest 5-13-2011 
vnovik -                                  PNT_SSN-7001474 ############## 529838.531 3630029.61 ############## sjohnston tfitanides 0 No - The nest location is within a cavity providing a protective buffer from visual and acoustic distu                                                                          0 feet: within substation footprint on machinery. Buffer reduced to 5 feet. Yes Yes tfitanides - 5/23/2011 3:25:48 PM
Nest closed by data from previous nest monitoring.
 5/23/2011 15:25
######### 7000947 Bushtit No Closed EP93 0 Approximately 11 feet above ground in scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia)  1 foot below canopy           No RAbe - 4/30/2011 10:18:36 AM Adult Bushtits observed carrying food to nestlings 
PKonrad - 5/6/                                                      PNT_SSN-7000947 ############## 548850.138 3613659.01 ############## RAbe pkonrad 0 Yes Probably predation or wind blow out. A NBM call ing for a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 55 feet is appropriate for the Bushtit nest  T                                                                         55 feet 5/12/2011 0:00 5/12/2011 0:00 Buffer reduced to 55 feet. Yes No pkonrad - 5/27/2011 12:17:21 PM
Nest is no longer in scrub oak, or below it - closed. 5/27/2011 12:17

6/7/2011 7000964 Western Scrub-Jay No Closed TL 6916 - 678465 0 Nest is between two houses in non-native shrub with dark pink flowers (Bougainvil lea sp ) near                 Yes phoward - 5/3/2011 11:13:51 AM - Bird seen taking large twigs to nest site 
11 May Nest not mon                        PNT_SSN-7000964 5/3/2011 11:11 490981.731 3640465.36 6/7/2011 15:43 phoward rradd 0 No Nest is located in a residential area  Work will  be done with bucket trucks  Additionally  the area                                                                                                           70 feet from access road. Buffer reduced to 40 feet. Yes Yes eelias - 6/4/2011 12:33:02 PM
Nest tree was monitored for 20 minutes  There was no activity at t                      6/7/2011 15:43
######### 5000434 Mourning Dove No Closed TL 6916 - Z678467 0 Nest located approximately 3' off ground in Opuntia patch. No Nest sti l l  active as of 2/25/2011  Old nest ID 128  new nest ID 021411KA1  No Work
12 Apr - MOD                                                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000434 ############## 490960.955 3640354.29 ############## rfletcher rradd 0 5/15/2011 0:00 No Successfully fledged. Nest is well-concealed within large exotic Opuntia  and cannot be seen from any work area   Buf                                                                                                                  30 feet from access road. ############### 5/12/2011 15:06 Buffer reduced to 15 feet. Yes Yes
######### 7001477 Lark Sparrow No Closed Wilson Yard 0 Ground nest located under California Buckwheat (Eriogonum fasciculatum)  Outside constructio                         No ghuffman - 5/15/2011 2:25:11 PM - LASP female flushed from nest and observed three nestlings       PNT_SSN-7001477 ############## 531393.824 3630534.97 ############## ghuffman emorgan 0 No Blanket exemption already in place for yard perimeter buffers. 8 feet from construction yard l imits. 0 feet No Yes tfitanides - 6/1/2011 9:40:26 AM
Nest empty  Presumed to have fledged successfully as per May 1  6/1/2011 9:40
######### 7001478 Ash-throated Flycatcher No Closed Wilson Yard 0 Approximately 12 feet up in large Engelmann oak (Quercus engelmannii)  10 feet south of si lt fen No Saw pair going to nest location repeatedly; female brought material in. ahil l  - 5/14/2011. PNT_SSN-7001478 ############## 531047.544 3630492.68 ############## ahill emorgan 0 No Blanket exemption already in place for yard perimeters and Bell  Bluff Truck Trail. 30 feet from AR. 0 feet No Yes tfitanides - 5/23/2011 3:47:27 PM
ATFL pair presumed to be nesting in the area  Pair is frequentin                                                      6/6/2011 8:57
######### 7000965 Hutton's Vireo No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 35 feet above ground level on east side crown of 2nd fig (Ficus sp ) from substation on south sid         Yes 3 May - Both sexes actively constructing nest 0920  Appears 60% complete  - RR
11 May - HUVI on                           PNT_SSN-7000965 5/3/2011 9:33 491676.176 3630914.13 ############## rradd rradd 0 ############## No Nest outcome indeterminate due to inaccessible location. Previous observations project fledging to about 11 June, suggesting this attempt was successful. 5 feet to AR; 50 feet to substation. No No rradd - 5/31/2011 7:49:10 AM - HUVI on nest 0655 
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:33:56 AM - HUVI feeding n                   6/14/2011 16:10
######### 7001480 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed CP82-1 0 17 feet above ground level over edge of AR on knot of leaves at end of sycamore (Platanus racem  No 14 May - Female LEGO constructing nest  appears 40% complete 1554  - RR
20 May LEGO female c           PNT_SSN-7001480 ############## 518836.579 3636147.51 ############## rradd emorgan 0 Yes Nest outcome indeterminate. Exemption for nesting birds along this access road was already in place at the time of this nest's 0 feet; within AR. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Buffer remains, but thru-passage allowed. No No rradd - 5/26/2011 2:41:40 PM
LEGO female on nest 1432 
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:07:57 PM
Nest has fa   6/4/2011 16:07
######### 7001481 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 20 feet above ground level in hanging branch end of second fig tree (Ficus sp ) from sub entry ga             Yes 16 May - BCHU female finishing nest construction 0700  Long intervals off nest  so no eggs yet  -           PNT_SSN-7001481 5/16/2011 8:22 491671.383 3630912.85 ############## rradd emorgan 0 6/12/2011 0:00 No Presumed fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       45 feet from substation. 60 feet from AR. No No rradd - 5/31/2011 7:51:03 AM - Female BCHU on nest 0712
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:35:22 AM - BCHU r                            6/14/2011 15:37
######### 7001482 California Towhee No Closed TL 6916 - 774820 0 2 feet above ground level in black sage (Salvia mellifera) approximately 10 feet south of AR  opp                 No 16 May - CALT carrying food to at least 2 altricial nestlings 1557. - RR PNT_SSN-7001482 ############## 492217.041 3639871.29 ############## rradd emorgan 0 5/21/2011 0:00 No Nest appears to have been successful. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       10 feet from AR. Yes Yes rradd - 5/23/2011 4:51:20 PM - Nest is empty with single dropping on floor  CALT capable of leav         5/23/2011 16:51
######### 7001483 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 16 feet above ground level on south side of 3rd fig tree (Ficus sp ) from sub entry gate  tucked in                   Yes 16 May - ANHU female on nest  only brief intervals away but no feeding  Presume incubation  - R            PNT_SSN-7001483 5/16/2011 8:29 491659.587 3630917.28 ############## rradd emorgan 0 6/3/2011 0:00 No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       85 feet from AR. No No rradd - 5/31/2011 7:50:13 AM - Large feathered young in nest 0711 
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:39:51 AM                   6/6/2011 9:40
######### 7001485 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Located in mulberry (Morus alba) 6 feet up at edge of work l imits  Nest location inside bottom po                                     No PNT_SSN-7001485 5/16/2011 9:07 518227.832 3634587.45 6/28/2011 9:40 sjohnston imaunsell 0 6/19/2011 7:26 No Successfully fledged. 8 feet ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No sjohnston - 5/17/2011 1:26:55 PM Female incubating 2 eggs 
sjohnston - 5/18/2011 8:37:21 AM                                                                                                                                                       6/20/2011 7:26
######### 7001486 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Nest about 20 feet up in oak (Quercus agrifolia)  Observer would be directly under nest if they st             No Female exhibits no signs of stress related to construction involved with instalation of sound bla PNT_SSN-7001486 5/16/2011 9:24 518210.375 3634582.45 6/28/2011 9:52 sjohnston imaunsell 0 Yes Unknown cause of failure  Nesting chronology does not fit successful fledge of nest  Bird was observed incubating during work activities early in the morning  Bird was not observed on nest after                                                   3 feet from work l imit. ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No sjohnston - 5/17/2011 3:54:14 PM
Nest building obervsed  Nest 60% complete 
sjohnston - 5/17/2                                                                                                                                   6/9/2011 13:57
######### 7001489 Song Sparrow No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 Nest is about 5 feet from the stream on east side of stream  Nest is in Italian thistle (Carduus pyc                    No eelias - 5/12/2011 12:18:37 PM  Nest was found when female flew in and landed on nest  She wa                                                            PNT_SSN-7001489 ############## 511784.601 3639222.79 ############## eelias emorgan 0 6/3/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. 50 feet from AR. No No rradd - 5/25/2011 5:18:06 PM - 2 SOSP nestlings aged approximately 2 days  being fed by adults                            6/3/2011 9:07

7/5/2011 7001491 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 15 feet above ground in oak tree (Quercus agrifolia) l imb  Visible from directly above if standing         No Bird began building nest while construction was occuring on site. PNT_SSN-7001491 ############## 518208.11 3634585.94 7/5/2011 10:10 sjohnston imaunsell 0 No 2 feet from staked work l imits. Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No sjohnston - 5/17/2011 2:34:38 PM
Active nest building ca  10% complete  Birds began building n                                                                                                             6/17/2011 17:11
######### 7001493 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed CP21 0 Nest approximately 3 feet high in black sage (Salvia mellifera)  Directly between yellow flag (10               No 5/16/11 - 3 eggs  observe nest exchange  Candidate for NBR since nest is down steep slope and b                                                                                                             PNT_SSN-7001493 5/17/2011 7:04 501222.704 3644330.18 ############## dbusby dbusby 0 6/7/2011 10:38 No Successfully fledged. Candidate for NBR to 240 feet since nest is down steep slope and blocked by dense vegetation th                                                                                                     240 feet to work l imits. Buffer reduced to 240 feet with drive through access only. Yes No dbusby - 5/27/2011 3:07:53 PM
dbusby - 5/23/2011 3:48:18 PM - Female sitting on nest with ma                                                  6/13/2011 10:43
######### 5000781 Say's Phoebe No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 In transformer, behind radiator and above fan in southeast corner of Bank 71. Yes Nest with two young  Adult observed bringing food  barnold - 4/12/2011 8:56:07 AM 
19 Apr - Fee                                                                                                                                                 PNT_SSN-5000781 4/12/2011 8:44 497136.135 3642031.52 ############## barnold barnold 0 ############## No Nest successfully fledged. SDG&E needs to install  new transformer before 5-year warranty expires  Proposed work encroac                                   0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 70 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 2:38:40 PM
Nest with at least four House Finch nestlings 
barnold - 6/9/2011              6/16/2011 14:22

6/1/2011 5000875 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 On south side of transformer unit (Transformer Bank 70), on top of screen for Fan 39. No barnold - 21 April  2011 9:10:54 AM - Five eggs in nest   Adults in and around transformer unit 
26                                                                                                           PNT_SSN-5000875 ############## 497078.363 3642035.57 6/1/2011 13:35 barnold barnold 0 No SDG&E needs to install  new transformer before 5-year warranty expires  Proposed work encroac                                           0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 5/26/2011 9:49:58 AM
Nest successfully fledged at least one young 
barnold - 6/1/2011    6/1/2011 13:34
7/5/2011 7000953 House Wren No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 14 feet above ground level in cap of metal power pole strapped to wood pole at edge of access ro           Yes PNT_SSN-7000953 ############## 518201.834 3634599.27 7/5/2011 9:52 rradd imaunsell 100 ############## No The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install  large acoustical noise blankets between nests an                                                                                                   5 feet  to AR. Buffer reduced to 50 feet. No 30 Apr - HOWR singing and entering this cavity over several visits  - RR
6 May - HOWR remains a                                                                                                                                                  6/27/2011 17:31
6/7/2011 5000882 House Finch No Closed Scripps Substation 0 Nest is located on top of three conduits on southwest corner of building number 998303. Yes emorgan - 4/22/2011 8:49:22 AM - Nest contains four eggs  We did not see any birds approach t                                            PNT_SSN-5000882 4/22/2011 8:37 489466.969 3641465.23 6/7/2011 17:05 emorgan rradd 0 Yes Nest outcome unknown but unlikely to have been affected by construction. 100 feet from nearest conductor replacement. Buffer reduced to 30 feet. No No rradd - 5/27/2011 11:35:33 AM - HOFI fly in and out of this area 3 times during 30 minute observ                                    6/7/2011 17:03
######### 5000424 Cactus Wren No Closed JVR 12kV - Pole P2466095 0 In yucca in middle of 12Kv access road; will  affect new 12Kv pole installation  (Location on map                  Yes Cactus wren pair duet called from 7 feet high perch 75 feet east of newly built nest - yellow buffe                                                                                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5000424 2/7/2011 0:00 578268 3610718 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 No Never any evidence of eggs or nestlings; apparently an alternate nest. A) The nest has been monitored for more than one month and has had intermittent activity at bes                                                                                                                   80 feet; 12kv AR. 0 feet Yes No pkonrad - 5/26/2011 10:25:20 AM
Entrance looks recently used; wren call ing and acting territori                                                                                              6/27/2011 11:07

6/7/2011 7001457 Bushtit No Closed CP24-1 0 4 feet up (near crown) of a black sage (Salvia mellifera). Yes 12 May Observed a pair of BUSH bringing small bits of nesting material into the nest  -SJ
18 May        PNT_SSN-7001457 5/12/2011 9:19 501601.862 3644763.44 6/7/2011 11:08 sjohnston rradd 0 No Nest outcome indeterminate. 35 feet Yes Yes eelias - 6/2/2011 3:13:28 PM
Elias visited this nest for 20 minutes on 5/31/2011  There was no a                              6/7/2011 11:07
######### 7001496 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed EP78 0 Small hummingbird nest 2 feet up in California buckwheat (Eriogonum fasciculatum)  Adult obse                 No Adult flushed upon arrival and stayed in the area  One egg observed in the nest  05/16/2011 (C A                                             PNT_SSN-7001496 ############## 544328.513 3613453.91 ############## callen emorgan 0 No 15 feet from AR. No pkonrad - 5/27/2011 6:06:42 PM
Did not find nest with questionable coordinates and description                                     6/8/2011 14:38
######### 7001497 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 0 Upper Alpine Yard, adjacent to crane truck storage area on lower yard. Yes barnold - 5/15/2011 1:20 PM  Within existing ESA established for host plant adjacent to fork of                                                       PNT_SSN-7001497 ############## 520242.298 3634176.51 ############## barnold imaunsell 0 No Blanket exemption in effect for this nest  as nest was begun after construction activites had com 6 feet from yard l imits. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 15 feet Yes Yes jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 9:46:00 AM
At least one fully feathered nestling observed in nest and being                                                                                6/14/2011 12:55

6/1/2011 7001449 California Towhee No Closed CP22-1 0 100 feet south of pole in small laurel sumac(Malosma laurina)/buckwheat (Eriogonum fascicula             No tfitanides - 5/12/2011 7:47:49 AM - 2-3 naked nestlings  Parent flushed at 15 feet 
18 May 3 feath                         PNT_SSN-7001449 5/12/2011 7:46 501211.134 3644454.94 6/1/2011 13:51 tfitanides rradd 0 No Timeline suggests successful fledge l ikely. •
The nest is located downslope from the construction work area which provides a natural sound                                                                                           90 feet Buffer reduced to 80 feet. Yes Yes
6/3/2011 7001469 Black-tailed Gnatcatcher No Closed JVR 12 kV - P42226 0 2 5 feet up in northeast (south?) side of shrub  Shrub has dirt mounds on north and south sides  No RAbe - 5/13/2011 10:42:19 AM - Female incubating 
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No gnatcatchers foun                                                 PNT_SSN-7001469 ############## 578267.903 3610858.48 6/3/2011 12:52 RAbe barnold 0 No •
The female Gnatcatcher showed a tolerance to human disturbance by not flushing from the nest                                                                                                              50 feet Buffer reduced to 45 feet. No No pkonrad - 5/31/2011 12:13:48 PM
No eggs; no birds; appears inactive - closed. 5/31/2011 12:13
######### 7000939 House Finch No Closed San Luis Rey Substation 0 Located in center of Substation at the base of an insulator east of breaker 4T   Nest is approxima           No kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:28:31 PM - A pair of house finches were observed entering and exiting                                               PNT_SSN-7000939 ############## 468822.029 3674814.22 ############## kkilpatrick sritt 0 No - House finches as a species are accustomed to human activity and frequently nest within man-m                                                   0 feet; in substation. Buffer reduced to 25 feet. Yes Yes
######### 7000942 House Finch No Closed San Luis Rey Substation 0 Nest is located on east side of Substation inside a 15 - foot long rectangular metal framework at            No kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:38:07 PM - A small stick nest can be seen inside a metal framework o                                                           PNT_SSN-7000942 ############## 468855.177 3674829.26 ############## kkilpatrick sritt 0 No - House finches as a species are accustomed to human activity and frequently nest within man-m                                                   0 feet; inside substation. Buffer reduced to 25 feet. Yes Yes

6/2/2011 7001426 California Towhee No Closed CP18 0 Nest located approximately 70 feet south of access road in a laurel sumac (Malosma laurina) b                  No kkilpatrick - 5/11/2011 12:34:23 PM - Agitated adult made repeated alarm calls when nest was a                                              PNT_SSN-7001426 ############## 500479.816 3643784.51 6/2/2011 9:35 kkilpatrick imaunsell 0 Yes Unknown, but wind damage or predation are assumed. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that speeds are kept below 15            70 feet from AR. Drive through access only. Yes No tcooper - 6/1/2011 11:26:23 AM
nest empty, partialy destroyed 6/1/2011 11:26
6/6/2011 7001444 California Towhee No Closed CP19-1 0 2.5 feet up in center of Baccharis shrub, 25 feet from road. No tfitanides - 5/11/2011 9:32:44 AM - Three eggs on nest 
18 May CALT incubating 3 eggs 1048  - RR                PNT_SSN-7001444 5/11/2011 9:30 500256.617 3643961.72 6/6/2011 14:40 tfitanides dbusby 0 6/6/2011 14:39 No Successfully fledged. The vegetation in this area should remain intact as long as this nest or others are within this pa                      0 feet; within yard l imits. Drive through access only. Yes No rradd - 5/24/2011 2:20:54 PM
Food carrying CALT and agitation at 25' 
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:50:52                             6/6/2011 14:39
######### 7001445 Rufous-crowned Sparrow No Closed CP18 0 Location on hil lside approximate. No tfitanides - 5/11/2011 4:12:45 PM - Pair seen gathering nesting material  Exact location of nest u                          PNT_SSN-7001445 ############## 500055.107 3643880.94 ############## tfitanides imaunsell 0 No Nest never confirmed. The vegetation in this area should remain intact as long as this nest or others are within this pa                      50-70 feet Drive through access only. No No rradd - 5/24/2011 3:06:02 PM
 No detections by multiple obs. Change to Closed. 5/24/2011 15:06

6/2/2011 5000845 Greater Roadrunner No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 2 feet above ground level in center of large roadside Opuntia (prickly pear) patch  View from wes No 18 Apr - GRRO on nest with 4 eggs  Flushed at 8 feet when observed - 1644 - RR 
25 Apr - GRRO inc                                        PNT_SSN-5000845 ############## 499928.308 3643850.64 6/2/2011 9:29 rradd imaunsell 0 5/28/2011 0:00 No Successful fledge. Buffer was not reduced  but asked to be driven through to allow air track toi be transported from                                             25 feet to AR. 5/18/2011 0:00 5/18/2011 0:00 One-time reduction to allow air track drive through access only (5/18/11). Yes Yes rradd - 5/24/2011 3:18:06 PM - At least one large GRRO nestling remains on nest 1230 
rradd - 6              6/1/2011 10:47
######### 7001427 California Towhee No Closed CP18 0 Nest is located approximately 60 feet north of CP18 stake and 4 feet north of access road beneat                                                          No kkilpatrick - 5/11/2011 10:18:33 AM - Three young nestlings with new  sparse white down observ                                         PNT_SSN-7001427 ############## 500675.336 3643321.12 5/24/2011 8:17 kkilpatrick RAbe 0 No - Work at the site will  occur 70 feet or more from the nest 
- A monitor will  be present to prevent e                         4 feet Buffer reduced to 70 feet. Yes No
######### 7001424 California Towhee No Closed EP221A 0 Nest is located 3 feet high near top of scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia) between large rocks  Fo    No phoward - 5/11/2011 12:11:45 PM - 3 eggs in nest  female seen incubating 
3 nestlings in nest  ey              PNT_SSN-7001424 ############## 571310.561 3613572.84 ############## phoward mkuehn 0 No Nest fate uncertain. A nest buffer reduction (NBR) from 100 feet to 45 feet is requested for active California Towhee ne                                                                                                      60 feet Buffer reduced to 45 feet. Yes No mkuehn - 5/27/2011 3:47:29 PM
mkuehn 27 May 2011 - Nest empty  Did not detect adults or youn                       5/27/2011 15:47
######### 7001475 Bushtit No Closed Alpine Underground - Staging Area N of I-8 0 Nest is approximately 15 feet high in laurel sumac (Malsoma laurina) on northwest side  Site is    No vnovik - 5/16/2011 10:30:52 AM - Observed bushtit flush from nest 
PKonrad - 6/9/2011 - Bushtit                                         PNT_SSN-7001475 ############## 525143.708 3632992.91 ############## vnovik pkonrad 100 No •
This pair of bushtits clearly has a high tolerance for noise  and constant human activities nearb                                                                                               60 feet from staging area. Buffer reduced to 45 feet. Yes Yes emorgan - 5/27/2011 11:50:36 AM
Nest looks complete but male observed bringing nesting mate                                                                                     6/24/2011 12:20
######### 7001499 House Wren No Closed TL 639 - 171628 0 Nest located within a 5-foot tall  gas pipeline pole east of approved access road. No mdicus - 5/19/2011 - Adult HOWR observed repeatedly carrying food into opening in top of pole  PNT_SSN-7001499 5/19/2011 7:23 495601.962 3634413.05 ############## mdicus emorgan 0 6/11/2011 0:00 No Presumed successfully fledged. 35 feet from AR. No rradd - 5/31/2011 2:53:05 PM - HOWR carries food to nest in pipe 1452 
rradd - 5/31/2011 3:00                                                 6/15/2011 11:27
######### 7001500 Black-headed Grosbeak No Closed TL 639 - 171760 0 Approximately 5 feet up in medium sized Ceanothus  In outer branches to the northwest  Easily v       No tfitanides 5/19/2011 2:00:08 PM Nest exchange observed; parents both incubating.

 PNT_SSN-7001500 ############## 496540.22 3638961.2 ############## tfitanides emorgan 0 No No impacts to this nest are anticipated due to vehicular traffic provided that no stopping  standi        90 feet from AR. Drive through access only. Yes Yes jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 12:28:54 PM
Male observed feeding at least one downy nestling in nest 
tfi                         6/10/2011 12:03
######### 7001501 Song Sparrow No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Nest on the east side of the stream along bank   Not visible from west side of stream bank  Nest i           No Observed SOSP bringing a large amount of nesting material into nest location  Exact nest locatio                                            PNT_SSN-7001501 ############## 518238.017 3634554.06 ############## sjohnston sjohnston 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. 60 feet ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No No vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:55:30 AM - SOSP near nest  not observed entering nest 
vnovik - 5/31/2011                                                                                         6/16/2011 17:20
######### 5003372 Western Bluebird No Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 pullsite - driveway entry 0 Nest cavity 7 feet above ground on north side of dead California sycamore (Platanus racemosa)                Yes 04/08/11 - Female carrying food item into cavity  male perching nearby (M  Dicus  R  Abe) 
13 Apr                                                                                 PNT_SSN-5003372 4/6/2011 7:54 514343.615 3639352.18 6/17/2011 7:48 mdicus rradd 0 6/17/2011 7:26 No Nest successfully fledged. Driveway improvement work consists of one day of survey staking with 2-3 person crew  then on               32 feet No No rradd - 5/26/2011 8:19:12 AM
WEBL pr feeding nest at 5 min intervals 0706
rradd - 6/3/2011 3:37                                                                           6/17/2011 7:48
######### 7001503 Mourning Dove No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 7 feet above ground level in flat fork near end of branch on north side of pepper tree (Schinus sp            Yes 19 May MODO incubating two eggs 0913. - RR PNT_SSN-7001503 5/19/2011 9:19 509077.806 3638438.31 ############## rradd emorgan 0 Yes Observations suggest nest failure due to predation. 65 feet from AR. No No rradd - 5/25/2011 12:56:21 PM
MODO on nest 1249
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:03:38 PM
14:46 One just-                                 6/13/2011 18:25
######### 7001504 Bushtit No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 15 feet above ground level in leaf cluster of hanging coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) bough  85            Yes 19 May BUSH to nest 0705, exiting 1211. - RR PNT_SSN-7001504 ############## 509262.757 3638284.61 ############## rradd rradd 100 No 25 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/2/2011 2:56:13 PM
BUSH pr  to and from nest 13:12
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:17:37 PM
No BU                                                       6/30/2011 12:12
######### 7001505 Bullock's Oriole No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 South side of Mexican fan palm (Washingtonia robusta). No 19 May BUOR pr. entering and exiting at regular intervals 1510.  - RR PNT_SSN-7001505 ############## 510087.42 3638833.6 ############## rradd emorgan 0 6/6/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. 75 feet from ROW. No No rradd - 5/25/2011 5:19:12 PM - BUOR pair bringing food to this nest 1645
rradd - 6/3/2011 10:1                                     6/8/2011 13:41
######### 7001506 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed CP64-2 AR 0 Yellow nest 16 feet above ground level in hanging green frond of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifoli                     Yes 19 May BCHU female on complete nest 1712. - RR PNT_SSN-7001506 ############## 514311.543 3639378 6/24/2011 8:44 rradd rradd 100 Yes Observations indicate failure due to natural causes. 4 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/3/2011 4:03:32 PM
26 May BCHU female on nest 0842 
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:05:34 PM
Afte                                                         6/24/2011 8:40
######### 7000949 Western Scrub-Jay No Closed EP92 0 4 feet up in south part of sugarbush (Rhus ovata). Yes shampton - 4/30/2011 11:31:11 AM  Pair close-by  watching us when we approached nest  No eg                                                                    PNT_SSN-7000949 ############## 548732.15 3613480.18 5/24/2011 7:50 shampton imaunsell 0 No 25 feet Yes No imaunsell  - 5/24/2011 7:50:21 AM
Nest status change to closed due to comments provided  An ac            5/24/2011 7:50
######### 7001468 California Thrasher No Closed JVR 12kV - Pole 47 0 Nest is located approximately 150 feet east of wood pole #47  6 feet south of a mesquite tree (Pr                       No kkilpatrick - 5/13/2011 10:15:45 AM - One fledgling was seen with an adult about 100 feet from                                                                                    PNT_SSN-7001468 ############## 577690.261 3610566.42 ############## kkilpatrick imaunsell 0 No 120 feet from wood pole; no staked work area. No No
######### 7001479 Rock Wren No Closed Suncrest Substation 0 In a rock crevice  eastern facing  located about 60 feet from nearest access road  Nest is approxi        No ahil l  - 5/14/2011 8:10:41 PM - Female is on nest for extended amounts of time  At least one egg i                                                 PNT_SSN-7001479 ############## 529725.537 3629999.68 ############## ahill emorgan 0 Yes Chicks were wet and have been dead for at least one full  day  On sunday  temps were very low an                                   The Rock Wrens have nested within the rubble while active construction has occurred in the area                                                                                                                                              0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 55 feet. Yes Yes ahil l  - 5/24/2011 8:02:03 PM
nestlings present  parents seen feeding 
ahil l  - 5/31/2011 3:32:57 P                                                    5/31/2011 15:32
######### 7001908 Wrentit No Closed TL 639 - Z171660 0 Nest about 1 foot high in interior of 3 foot tall  scrub oak (Quercus sp ) (Note: oak contains a red     No Nest partially (1/4) built; 2 adults observed in shrub; one adult observed bringing nesting mater        PNT_SSN-7001908 ############## 496489.539 3638845.36 ############## jpawlicki kalberts 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       50 feet ############### 5/25/2011 10:17 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes Yes imaunsell  - 5/25/2011 11:29:48 AM
Nest has had no progress since last visit  No adults observed         5/25/2011 11:29

6/7/2011 7001909 Common Raven No Closed TL 639 - 171653 0 Nest located on eastern section of top crossbar (pole 171653). Yes Date: 5/20/2011 - Adults observed on and near nest and at least two young observed in nest  Buf                      PNT_SSN-7001909 ############## 496311.963 3638215.31 6/7/2011 7:00 jpawlicki bfischer 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       0 feet Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes imaunsell  - 5/25/2011 1:22:31 PM
2 well  developed and feather young present in nest 
emorgan -                                                                                                                                               6/7/2011 7:00
######### 7001910 House Finch No Closed Helix Yard 0 Nest is located on the end of a partially assembled lattice tower arm  approximately  5 feet high                        No kkilpatrick - 5/20/2011 2:02:53 PM - A pair of house finches were observed carrying nest materi                          PNT_SSN-7001910 ############## 510378.377 3636797.97 5/24/2011 9:17 kkilpatrick emorgan 0 No 0 feet; in yard. Yes Yes emorgan - 5/24/2011 9:17:08 AM
There has been no progress on the nest since it was last checke          5/24/2011 9:17

6/2/2011 7001911 Bullock's Oriole No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Nest in roadside l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) about 15 feet high and 2 feet west of access road. No PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Drew found this oriole nest 5/14  but today we found 2 small feathered n                                                           PNT_SSN-7001911 ############## 535028.069 3612898.12 6/2/2011 15:21 pkonrad shampton 0 Yes Nest failed; strong wind and rain apparently blew 2 partly-feathered  near-fledging nestlings out                        Vehicular traffic should not impact this nest providing that no stopping standing or work occurs                     2 feet from AR. Buffer remains; through access only. No Yes pkonrad - 5/27/2011 3:22:34 PM
No orioles in area; nest appears abandoned after wind and rain     5/27/2011 15:22
######### 7001912 Black Phoebe No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Nest is on west side of wood building, under eave. No vnovik - 5/20/2011 8:38:39 AM
BLPH observed with nesting material 
vnovik - 5/23/2011 5:50:39                               PNT_SSN-7001912 5/20/2011 8:37 518182.765 3634574.75 ############## vnovik vnovik 0 Yes Unknown. Nestlings found dead in nest heavily infested with ants. 75 feet from AR. ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:46:45 AM
observed on nest  flushed on approach 
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:59:2                                                                  6/16/2011 17:30

7/5/2011 7001913 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 In far western mulberry tree (Morus alba) on east side of treem approximately 15 feet high. No vnovik - 5/20/2011 5:22:35 PM
Nest is approx 15-20% built  Nest was removed at 1645 through a                                 PNT_SSN-7001913 ############## 518222.07 3634586.26 7/5/2011 9:36 vnovik imaunsell 0 No 6 feet from AR. No No
######### 7001914 Bushtit No Closed CP70-3 AR 0 23 feet above ground level and 15 feet west of paved road in branches of coast l ive oak (Quercus              Yes 20 May - BUSH pair making food carry trips at 10 minute intervals 0935. - RR PNT_SSN-7001914 ############## 516900.445 3638450.05 ############## rradd emorgan 0 6/1/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged 15 feet from AR. No No rradd - 5/26/2011 9:36:44 AM - BUSH pair bringing food to nest at 10 minute intervals 
rradd - 6/                       6/4/2011 10:57
######### 7001916 Common Yellowthroat No Closed CP70-3 AR 0 Approximately 25 feet west of paved road  down-slope in dense tangle of grape (Vitis girdiana)  w                         Yes 20 May - Intense territoriality  pair chasing and multiple trips into this thicket at 5 minute interv    PNT_SSN-7001916 ############## 516881.213 3638423.3 ############## rradd rradd 0 6/11/2011 0:00 No Observations indicate successful fledge. 25 feet from AR. No No rradd - 5/26/2011 9:38:41 AM - COYE continue to sing from this thicket 
rradd - 6/4/2011 11:00:3                                               6/17/2011 14:01
######### 7001917 House Finch No Closed CP70-3 AR 0 55feet above ground level in north-facing cavity formed by well-healed stub of old broken branc      Yes 20 May HOFI pr bringing and arranging grasses atthis cavity 1055. - RR PNT_SSN-7001917 ############## 516918.151 3638442.31 ############## rradd emorgan 0 Yes Nest destroyed by natural causes. 30 feet from AR. No No rradd - 5/26/2011 9:59:24 AM
Nest no longer present - presumed lost to weather 
Change to Close 5/26/2011 9:59
######### 7001918 Red-winged Blackbird No Closed CP80-1 AR 0 Nest in dense star thistle (Centaurea melitensis) patch within field of mustard 30 feet west of AR No 14 May - Territorial RWBL male singing adjacent  and flying to this area  where female observed                      PNT_SSN-7001918 ############## 519012.974 3636683.15 ############## rradd emorgan 0 No Nesting not initiated. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      30 feet from AR. ############### 4/25/2011 14:13 Buffer kept, but vehicular passage allowed No rradd - 5/26/2011 4:47:13 PM - No RWBL detected associating within this location during 30 min                              6/4/2011 16:50
######### 7001919 Song Sparrow No Closed CP82-1 AR 0 Streamside poison oak (Toxicodendron diversilobum) tangle  20 upslope from large solitary bou   No 20 May - SOSP pair carrying items into thicket 1455. - RR PNT_SSN-7001919 ############## 518814.685 3636097.72 ############## rradd emorgan 0 5/30/2011 0:00 No Nest outcome indeterminate but l ikely successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      12 feet from AR. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No rradd - 5/26/2011 4:07:00 PM - SOSP detected foraging adjacent and apparently nest guarding  b                               6/4/2011 13:41

6/6/2011 5000843 Bushtit No Closed CP25-2 0 Nest 3 feet above ground in black sage (Salvia mellifera). No mdicus - 4/18/2011 - Nest observed during construction monitoring - female carrying food to ne                                                                                                                   PNT_SSN-5000843 ############## 502158.002 3644787.72 6/6/2011 9:02 mdicus imaunsell 0 Yes Predated. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact the nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or       20 feet from AR. No No rradd - 5/25/2011 8:11:34 AM
Nest on ground and torn to pieces from apparent mammalian pred       5/25/2011 8:11
######### 7001488 Bushtit No Closed CP29-1 0 Five feet up in mahogany (Cercocarpus minutoflora)  Nest is in south side of bush over west-edg   Yes Nest appears completed  Pair of BUSH in area  Adult observed flushing from nest site  -tfitanides                                       PNT_SSN-7001488 ############## 503233.538 3644915.12 ############## tfitanides rradd 100 ############## No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       7 feet from AR. Drive through access only. Yes No rradd - 5/24/2011 4:46:32 PM
Nest appears predated with extra large opening  but BUSH continu                                                                                               6/28/2011 16:16
######### 7001923 Western Kingbird No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 30 feet up in half assembled tower. No sjohnston - 5/23/2011 7:12:28 AM - Nest building observed  Nest about 10% complete 

Nest initia                                         PNT_SSN-7001923 5/23/2011 7:11 535952.201 3612940.95 ############## sjohnston imaunsell 0 No 0 feet; in yard, on tower. Yes Yes
######### 7001924 Rufous-crowned Sparrow No Closed CP17-1 0 Nest is located 1 foot high in base of bush/shrub below black rotting twig   Nest is located 120 fe            Yes phoward - 5/23/2011 8:24:08 AM - Nest found with four white eggs  Bird flushed from nest 
Close                    PNT_SSN-7001924 5/23/2011 8:16 500486.399 3642768.63 5/24/2011 7:10 phoward kalberts 0 No Not needed; beyond 100 foot buffer to any approved work area. 120 feet from edge of tower; 45 feet from AR. No No
######### 7001925 California Horned Lark No Closed CP17-1 0 Nest located on ground 5 feet west of access road to CP 16-1  It is underneath west side of small             No emorgan - 5/23/2011 11:06:18 AM - Nest contains 3 or 4 nestlings that are 3 to 4 days old  Adult      PNT_SSN-7001925 ############## 500209.195 3642860.96 ############## emorgan rradd 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  stopping  sta       700 feet from CP17-1; 5 feet from AR. Yes No tcooper - 6/1/2011 7:56:56 AM
nest empty   feather sheaths at bottom of nest
rradd - 6/13/2011 1              6/13/2011 12:24
######### 7001926 Western Kingbird No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Nest built in assembled tower about 25 feet in southwest corner of first tower when you enter 





Ne No sjohnston - 5/23/2011 7:12:28 AM - Nest building observed  Nest about 10% complete 
Adult obs                                           PNT_SSN-7001926 ############## 535968.061 3612969.43 5/31/2011 9:30 fhoffman tfitanides 0 Yes Storm. A pair of Western Kingbirds is constructing a nest in the southwest leg of an assembled portion o                                                                                                                                       0 feet; within yard. Buffer reduced to 50 feet. Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/27/2011 4:21:16 PM
Nest intact  but may be abandoned  No kingbirds observed in ar                           5/31/2011 9:30

6/6/2011 7001928 Western Kingbird No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Nest best viewed from rocks on west side  Walk up trail  to right of tree  wrap around back and n                               No Adult observed near nest - fhoffman - 5/23/2011  
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - No kingbird activity at      PNT_SSN-7001928 ############## 534981.72 3612863.25 6/6/2011 15:50 fhoffman tfitanides 0 No Vehicular traffic should not impact this nest providing that no stopping standing or work occurs                     40 feet Buffer remains; through access only. Yes pkonrad - 5/27/2011 4:52:26 PM
No kingbird activity at this nest  this tree  or oak to north during                       6/6/2011 15:50
7/1/2011 7001930 Phainopepla No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 High up in oak tree (Quercus agrifolia) that is located in drainage  From parking area  nest is ap           No Work associated with hanging sound blankets occuring outside 100 feet. PNT_SSN-7001930 ############## 518230.295 3634644.49 7/1/2011 8:38 vnovik imaunsell 100 Yes Unknown is nest failed. NC fledglings have been  observed in the area. NO activity at rest since 6/14/11.  Adult PHAI seen in area of bridge but not seen entering nest site. 55 feet ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No vnovik - 5/23/2011 12:54:14 PM
observed carrying nest material 
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:06:27                                                                                                                                       6/30/2011 17:00
7/5/2011 7001931 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Nest is located in willow (Salix sp ) near top of tree  approximately 15 feet high  on bank of creek      No PNT_SSN-7001931 ############## 518233.771 3634570.04 7/5/2011 9:34 vnovik imaunsell 100 6/24/2011 9:34 No 15 feet Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No No vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:15:07 PM
Observed pair building nest 
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:02:05 AM
N                                                                                                  6/24/2011 11:13
######### 7001932 California Horned Lark No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 4 feet northwest of stake PN20 and under a 4" x 4" wood beam. No RAbe - 5/23/2011 10:59:11 AM - Nest found 22 May by B  Arnold   Intial observation had very yo                                       PNT_SSN-7001932 ############## 568667.179 3617574.88 ############## RAbe kalberts 0 Yes Likely depredated. Nestlings were too young to have fledged. •
 Work within the 100 foot buffer will  be l imited to foot traffic and movement of steel                                                                                                               0 feet; in yard. Buffer reduced to 70 feet. Yes Yes imaunsell  - 5/25/2011 3:48:02 PM
Nest was checked again by biomonitor at Rough Acres  No nes                 5/25/2011 15:48
######### 7001933 House Finch No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 Nest is 4 feet high under west end of PAR trailer (easternmost of 2 trailers)  Nest is inside circula         No RAbe - 5/23/2011 11:29:47 AM - Female HOFI observed adding nesting material to nest (90% com                                                             PNT_SSN-7001933 ############## 569177.131 3618033.98 ############## RAbe pkonrad 100 No Nest was built during current operations, and falls under the blanket exemption for yards. 0 feet; inside yard. No Yes pkonrad - 5/31/2011 2:18:45 PM
Female incubating 
barnold - 6/8/2011 11:37:05 AM
Female flush                                                 6/27/2011 14:46
######### 7001934 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 12 feet above ground level atop a 1 5-inch diameter branch on north side of ash tree (Fraxinus s Yes 23 May - ANHU female feeding gnats to young in nest, estimated at 1 week old, 0733. - RR PNT_SSN-7001934 5/23/2011 7:44 491666.549 3630946.19 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest l ikely predated. 50 feet to AR. No rradd - 5/31/2011 7:48:32 AM
Large ANHU nestlings present in nest 0706
rradd - 6/6/2011 12:40                                      6/14/2011 14:45
######### 7001935 Northern Mockingbird No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 10 feet in Myoporum shrub (Myoporum sp.) adjacent to south side of substation. No 23 May - NOMO incubating 3 eggs 1036. - RR PNT_SSN-7001935 ############## 491703.305 3630854.6 ############## rradd rradd 0 6/11/2011 0:00 No Presumed a successful fledge. 10 feet to substation. No No rradd - 5/31/2011 7:52:16 AM - NOMO carrying food to nest 0726 
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:36:09 AM                                    6/14/2011 16:17
######### 7001476 Bewick's Wren No Closed EP86-1 0 Nest is in the northwest-facing cavity of dril l  rig platform  Note: nest is in open end of horizontal            No RAbe - 5/16/2011 1:04:34 PM - Pair of Bewick's Wrens adding nesting material to nest that is ov                                                                                  PNT_SSN-7001476 ############## ############## RAbe pkonrad 0 Yes No apparent reason. •
Bewick's Wrens as a species are known to nest in close proximity to human activity and will  uti                                                                                                         0 feet; on pad. Buffer reduced to 30 feet. Yes No barnold - 5/31/2011 2:44:08 PM
Adult flushed from pipe after approaching dril l ing platform  Nes                                                6/8/2011 18:30

7/5/2011 7001938 Hooded Oriole No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 25 feet up in sycamore tree (Platanus racemosa). No PNT_SSN-7001938 ############## 518242.634 3634552.96 7/5/2011 10:01 sjohnston imaunsell 0 Yes Unknown  Construction of nest was observed to be done by two females or one female and a 1st      The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install  large acoustical noise blankets between nests an                                                                        70 feet Buffer remains but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:09:20 AM
Pair actively nest building  Nest approximately 10% complet                                                                                                     6/16/2011 16:55
######### 7001940 Greater Roadrunner No Closed CP18 0 2 5 feet up in prickly pear cactus (Opuntia sp ) on south side of plant  visible from road through        Yes tcooper - 5/24/2011 - 4 eggs, adult incubating
 PNT_SSN-7001940 ############## 500554.808 3643902.81 ############## bfischer rradd 100 6/28/2011 8:46 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa               15 feet to AR. Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. No eelias - 6/2/2011 4:16:35 PM
Biologists checked this nest  There was one hatched chick and unha                                                         6/28/2011 8:51
######### 7001941 California Towhee No Closed CP22-1 0 Cup nest is located three feet high in black sage (Salvia mellifera) south of sumacs (Malosma la         Yes phoward - 5/24/2011 10:03:25 AM
nest found with two eggs  Adults seen incubating 
dbusby - 6/6           PNT_SSN-7001941 5/24/2011 9:56 500762.02 3644612.98 6/13/2011 7:39 phoward rradd 0 6/11/2011 7:35 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping  standing  or       50 feet from AR; 1500 feet to CP22. Drive through access only. Yes Yes rradd - 6/1/2011 1:42:16 PM
 CALT brooding one near-naked nestling and one unhatched egg 
dbu                                             6/13/2011 7:39
######### 7001942 Lazuli  Bunting No Closed CP22-1 0 Cup nest found with three white eggs with l ight blue tinge (no spots on eggs)  Nest is 4 feet high i                    No phoward - 5/24/2011 11:00:01 AM
nest found with three white eggs, female flushed from nest PNT_SSN-7001942 ############## 500604.27 3644500.13 ############## phoward phoward 0 Yes Likely nest predation. Vehicular traffic is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping  standing or wo       15 feet from AR. Drive through access only. Yes Yes rradd - 6/1/2011 1:17:09 PM
Nest is clean  intact and empty  Timeline indicates nest predation 
C   6/1/2011 13:17
######### 7001943 House Finch No Closed Alpine Yard 0 Nest located behind scrunched newspapers at bottom of "ABB" advertising sign about 9 feet high            Yes jpawlicki - 5/23/2011 3:30:00 PM - Nest complete with obvious cup shape  fresh green vegetatio                         PNT_SSN-7001943 ############## 520119.061 3634249.24 ############## jpawlicki fhoffman 100 No •
Both pairs of House Finches exhibited a tolerance to human presence by building their nests in                                                                                 0 feet; within yard. 30 feet Yes Yes tfitanides - 5/25/2011 12:24:17 PM
One egg in nest 
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 8:57:53 AM
Female flush                                              6/29/2011 15:28

6/6/2011 7001945 Mourning Dove No Closed CP21 0 Nest is on ground on uphill  side of sparse 2-foot tall  plant (deerweed-like)  Nest is approximatel                No shampton - 5/24/2011 11:50:30 AM  Adult flushed off of nest  2 eggs present 
dbusby - 6/6/2011                      PNT_SSN-7001945 ############## 501120.973 3644258.5 6/6/2011 14:33 shampton dbusby 0 6/6/2011 14:30 No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       12 feet from AR, 270 feet from CP-21. Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes No rradd - 6/1/2011 2:09:30 PM
Presumed described location and GarminGPS location are 20' apar                                           6/6/2011 14:32
7/5/2011 7001001 Bushtit No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 60 feet above ground level in only mistletoe near top of sycamore (Platanus racemosa)  Best view   Yes PNT_SSN-7001001 5/6/2011 12:23 518240.906 3634601.72 7/5/2011 8:43 rradd imaunsell 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install  large acoustical noise blankets between nests an                                                                                            44 feet to work l imits. Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No 6 May - BUSH pair completing nest 1208  - RR 
13 May BUSH continue active at this nest 1012  - RR                                                                                                                                          6/23/2011 16:14
6/8/2011 5000543 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP32-1 AR 0 45 feet up in sycamore (Platanus racemosa) at intersection of Barrett Lake Road and CP31 AR. No Didn't see any birds on the nest   Site should not affect construction [Orig  desc ]
19 Mar - RTHA in                                                                                                                                                              PNT_SSN-5000543 1/29/2011 0:00 528150 3617576 6/8/2011 8:52 pkonrad pkonrad 0 5/31/2011 8:51 No Successfully fledged. 38 feet from AR. No No
######### 6003245 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP27-1 AR 0 Near top of l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia); nearly impossible to see except from directly below it; n      No Affects access road to EP27-1  Nest approximately 300 feet from access road; temporary disturb                                                                                                                                                          PNT_SSN-6003245 ############## 528032.272 3619638.39 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 270 feet from AR. No No pkonrad - 5/24/2011 12:33:47 PM
1 large nestling standing at nest; 2 adults soaring overhead ca                                                                                         6/13/2011 10:41

6/8/2011 5003268 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP32-1 AR, 12kV pole 571454 0 40 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) adjacent to streambed  Flimsy appearing stick ne    No 19 Mar - RTHA in incubating posture flushed from nest when observed from AR  Bird returned wit                                                                                                                                                                PNT_SSN-5003268 ############## 527149.386 3618100.92 6/8/2011 8:57 pkonrad pkonrad 0 Yes No activity at this nest for some time; probably failed when nestling was young - unknown cause Vehicular passage should not impact nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or construction    83 feet from AR. No No pkonrad - 5/24/2011 11:15:18 AM
No hawks observed at nest or surrounding area; nesting attem         5/24/2011 11:15
######### 5000806 House Wren No Closed EP27-1 AR 0 20 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). No sritt - 4/13/2011 10:25:18 AM - 2 males fighting over cavity  One bird defending nest from other b                                                                                                                                                          PNT_SSN-5000806 ############## 528090.035 3619735.63 ############## sritt pkonrad 100 ############## No Vehicular passage along AR is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping       35 feet from AR. No No pkonrad - 5/24/2011 12:50:42 PM
Wren singing incessantly at nest tree  but no activity observed                                                                                            6/30/2011 11:52

6/6/2011 5000829 Lark Sparrow No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Beneath end of 2nd group of metal braces; middle brace on ground, nest on north end. No tcooper - 4/15/2011 - Adults visiting nest  Appears complete  contents not observed  probably la                                                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000829 ############## 535972.568 3612900.78 6/6/2011 8:55 tcooper imaunsell 0 No This nest was begun after construction activities had started  and is therefore accustomed to this                                                                                               0 feet; within yard. Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes
######### 5000870 House Finch No Closed Bartlett Yard 0 Second tower in from north end. Nest in southwest corner of structure 8 feet high. No vnovik - 4/21/2011 9:19:50 AM - Pair observed nest building 
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - Female incu                                                                                                                                                             PNT_SSN-5000870 4/21/2011 9:14 546499.712 3612657.25 ############## vnovik pkonrad 100 Yes Wind damage or predation are possible reasons for failed nest; no sign of nestlings or eggs may suggest (avian) predation 
Second nesting attempt at this site failed; abandoned before egg laying     0 feet; within yard. Yes barnold - 6/2/2011 11:53:45 AM
Two female House Finches on tower 
phoward - 6/5/2011 10:50:3                                                                                                                     6/29/2011 14:49

7/5/2011 7000957 House Finch No Closed SWAT Yard 0 Elevated water tank  in northwest end in metal fender just above outer wheel   About 335 feet nor     Yes PNT_SSN-7000957 ############## 528246.902 3620285.84 7/5/2011 11:02 barnold imaunsell 100 ############## No 0 feet; within yard. No Yes barnold - 4/30/2011 4:15:54 PM
In water storage truck  elevated on rack   Nest about 11 feet off t                                                                                   6/30/2011 12:21
7/5/2011 7000958 House Finch No Closed SWAT Yard 0 In elevated water tank in lower part of south wheel of northern-most dual wheels (about 330 fee         No PKonrad - 5/24/2011 -  No nest can be seen at southern wheels  but pair very actively building n                               PNT_SSN-7000958 ############## 528244.595 3620281.23 7/5/2011 17:34 barnold sritt 100 Yes Unknown. 0 feet; within yard. No Yes pkonrad - 5/24/2011 1:20:02 PM
Pair actively building nest above rear axel of tank  As many as 8                                                                                                      7/5/2011 17:34
6/8/2011 7001492 Lark Sparrow No Closed Bartlett Yard 0 Under steel northwest of green outhouse. No PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Lark Sparrow nest reported by yard biomonitor; nest on ground under ste                                                                                           PNT_SSN-7001492 ############## 546745.623 3612430 6/8/2011 14:51 pkonrad pkonrad 0 Yes Nest empty and partly compacted; no sign of eggs, egg shells or nestlings; no adults present. Predation seems most l ikely - many ground squirrels in immediate area. 0 feet; within yard. No Yes pkonrad - 5/24/2011 4:10:33 PM
Adult perched near nest call ing territorially loudly 
barnold - 6/                            6/8/2011 14:51
6/9/2011 7002346 House Finch No Closed Helix Yard 0 Nest located in the end of southeast facing tower arm of partially completed lattice tower about            Yes emorgan - 5/24/2011 8:26:03 AM - Nest appears to be about 75% complete with well  defined cup                                    PNT_SSN-7002346 5/24/2011 8:22 510343.123 3636786.26 6/9/2011 8:54 emorgan rradd 0 Yes Apparent partial depredation. 0 feet; within yard. No Yes rradd - 6/3/2011 2:08:47 PM
Nest contains 4 eggs 
barnold - 6/7/2011 5:44:03 PM
Two eggs with b                                          6/9/2011 8:53
6/1/2011 7002348 Northern Rough-winged Swallow No Closed Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 Nest located underneath Viejas Creek bridge in first hole on south side of bridge towards eastern No emorgan - 5/24/2011 12:19:56 PM - 0bserved swallows carrying nesting material into cavity eve         PNT_SSN-7002348 ############## 525889.796 3632839.3 6/1/2011 14:26 emorgan emorgan 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        0 feet; within work area. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 Buffer reduced to 0 feet due to Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes emorgan - 5/25/2011 10:24:10 AM
Pair bringing nesting material to cavity every 2 to 4 minutes 
s                                    6/1/2011 14:26
6/1/2011 7002349 Northern Rough-winged Swallow No Closed Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 Nest located in first hole on south side of bridge towards western end of bridge. No emorgan - 5/24/2011 12:45:50 PM - Nest was originally located by biomonitor and logged by av            PNT_SSN-7002349 ############## 525867.492 3632840.75 6/1/2011 14:30 emorgan emorgan 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        0 feet; within work area. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 Buffer reduced to 0 feet due to Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes emorgan - 5/24/2011 6:08:24 PM
Starting April  25  biomonitor Katherine Vittum observed Northe                                                                                                                                                                            6/1/2011 14:30
######### 7001432 Wrentit No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 Nest approximately 3 feet high toward south side of broom baccharis (Baccharis sarothroides)               No Male territorial and female sitting on nest  A nest buffer reduction to accomodate thru-traffic wo                       PNT_SSN-7001432 5/11/2011 8:36 500204.285 3643969.62 ############## dbusby imaunsell 0 5/29/2011 0:00 No Presumed successful fledge. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa            0 feet; within yard l imits. 3/15/2011 16:53 Drive through access only. Yes Yes rradd - 5/24/2011 2:12:12 PM - 3 naked young in nest 
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:42:47 PM - Nest is cle         6/1/2011 12:42
######### 7002351 Western Bluebird No Closed TL 6916 - 973035 0 In birdhouse at corner of white patio roof. Birds forage primarily in and around work area. No PNT_SSN-7002351 5/24/2011 8:18 493751.167 3640327.81 ############## rradd phoward 0 6/1/2011 0:00 No Successful fledge. Vehicular pasage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping standing or wo       90 feet to AR. Drive through access only. Yes No rradd - 5/24/2011 8:24:46 AM - 17 May WEBL foraging near pole  carrying food to this nest 1102                                     6/2/2011 8:19
######### 7002352 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Suncrest Substation 0 Nest is in drooping branch of Engelmann oak (Quercus engelmannii)  approximately 5 feet high o  No Female seen building nest, about 15% complete. PNT_SSN-7002352 ############## 530063.741 3630518.84 ############## ahill imaunsell 0 Yes No eggs found in nest  partially broken egg found on ground below nest  High winds occured on u                  Parking at trailers and through traffic allowed through blanket exemptions. 0 feet; within pad area. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Parking and through traffic allowed. Yes Yes ahil l  - 5/28/2011 9:06:16 PM
female incubating, at least one egg laid. 5/28/2011 21:06

7/5/2011 7002353 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 In sycamore (Platanus racemosa) approximately 40 feet high; second sycamore north of bridge          No PNT_SSN-7002353 ############## 518244.472 3634616.69 7/5/2011 8:38 vnovik imaunsell 0 Yes Raven predation upon nest. The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install  large acoustical noise blankets between nests an                                                                        50 feet to work l imits. Buffer remains but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No vnovik - 5/25/2011 10:05:34 AM - Building nest 50% complete 
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:21:17 AM
Ob                                6/6/2011 11:20
######### 7002354 Spotted Towhee No Closed TL 6916 - 973038 0 At base of 2-foot tall  manzanita (Xylococcus bicolor)  next to deerweed (Lotus scoparius) and pa                            Yes fhoffman - 5/25/2011 9:23:35 AM - Adult incubating  3 eggs  Hard nest to see 
tcooper - 6/6/2011       PNT_SSN-7002354 5/25/2011 9:23 494228.993 3640553.69 ############## fhoffman shampton 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or       130 feet from tower; 70 feet from AR. Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. No tcooper - 6/6/2011 11:54:37 AM - Adult on nest  3 eggs 
shampton - 6/17/2011 6:33:23 PM - Nest             6/17/2011 18:33
######### 7002355 California Towhee No Closed TL 6916 - 973036 0 Nest is located 2 feet high in scrub oak (Quercus sp.) 10 feet west of AR. Yes phoward - 5/25/2011 10:47:41 AM - Pair seen near nest, no nest visits. PNT_SSN-7002355 ############## 494128.697 3640304.08 ############## phoward rradd 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa        10 feet to AR; 25 fet to work area; 95 ft to tower Buffer reduced to 25 feet. Yes No fhoffman - 5/31/2011 5:09:15 PM
No adults observed  new material in nest  5-31-11  FH
rradd - 6              6/13/2011 15:32
######### 7002356 Northern Mockingbird No Closed TL 6916 - 973036 0 Nest is located 2 1/2 feet high in chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum) 5 feet southeast of misson   Yes phoward - 5/25/2011 11:13:52 AM - Nest found with three eggs  adult seen flushed from nest 
fho                                                                     PNT_SSN-7002356 ############## 494101.239 3640298.25 ############## phoward rradd 0 6/18/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa        50 feet to work area; 60 feet to AR & tower. Buffer reduced to 30 feet. Yes No fhoffman - 5/31/2011 5:51:41 PM - 3 eggs sti l l  in nest  adults not observed 
tcooper - 6/6/2011 1                                           6/20/2011 16:10
######### 7002357 Mourning Dove No Closed TL 639 - 171660 0 4 feet high in same scrub oak (Quercus sp.) as Phainopepla nest. Nest faces the road. No imaunsell  - 5/25/2011 11:36:59 AM - Female flushed due to foot traffic approaching to within a  PNT_SSN-7002357 ############## 496515.953 3638928.53 ############## imaunsell tfitanides 0 No No impacts to this nest are anticipated due to vehicular traffic  provided that no stopping  stand        9 feet from AR. Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes No imaunsell  - 5/25/2011 11:37:36 AM
female incubating 2 eggs 
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 12:02:55 PM                        6/10/2011 12:20
######### 7002358 Phainopepla No Closed TL 639 - 171660 0 5 feet high in same scrub oak (Quercus sp.) as mourning dove nest. Nest faces the road. No imaunsell  - 5/25/2011 11:39:08 AM - Pair observed visiting the nest frequently with observers p                   PNT_SSN-7002358 ############## 496515.463 3638927.79 ############## imaunsell tfitanides 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. No impacts to this nest are anticipated due to vehicular traffic provided that no stopping  stand         10 feet from AR. Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes No imaunsell  - 5/25/2011 11:41:10 AM - Pair was observed repeatedly entering the scrub oak and v                                                          6/18/2011 13:07
######### 7002360 Hooded Oriole No Closed Alpine Underground - Vault 3L 0 Attached to underside of palm frond on east side of palm tree located just north of Alpine Boulev                     No bfischer  5/25/2011   Both orioles were observed driving House Finches away -  finches were car                                         PNT_SSN-7002360 ############## 518277.076 3634192.06 ############## tcooper pkonrad 100 ############## No Blanket exemption for nesting birds along Alpine Boulevard was already in place at the time of t   15 feet north of Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet Yes tfitanides - 6/4/2011 2:00:37 PM
Female observed entering nest with food and begin incubating 
r                                                                                    6/24/2011 10:11
######### 7002361 Lesser Nighthawk No Closed TL 6916 - 973039 0 Eggs on bare ground beneath west side of black sage (Salvia mellifera) 15 feet from road  in l ine                                  Yes tcooper - 5/25/2011 - Two eggs  female flushed off nest 20 feet from pedestrian 
fhoffman - 5/31/                                                                  PNT_SSN-7002361 ############## 494298.769 3640689.15 ############## tcooper fhoffman 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       20 feet from AR. Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes No fhoffman - 5/31/2011 4:29:52 PM
Adult flushed  Two eggs being incubated  5-31-11 FH
tcooper - 6                                                  6/18/2011 14:19
######### 7001490 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 Nest is 12 feet up a willow (Salix sp )  This willow is on the east bank of stream  This nest is on s                 No eelias - 5/12/2011 9:52:42 AM Female was seen carry spider webs to this 96% complete nest 
eel                                            PNT_SSN-7001490 5/12/2011 9:45 510028.832 3638819.89 ############## eelias phoward 0 No 110 feet to work l imits. No No rradd - 5/25/2011 4:59:39 PM
LEGO female on nezt Vertex moved per Trimble 
rradd - 6/3/2011 10                   6/8/2011 13:36
######### 7002362 Canyon Wren No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 Under metal shed. No CANW carrying food 1427. PNT_SSN-7002362 ############## 509060.883 3638410.91 ############## rradd rradd 0 6/4/2011 0:00 No While nest outcome is indeterminate, observations suggest successfully fledged. 0 feet; within construction l imits. No rradd - 6/2/2011 3:11:33 PM - CANW present and singing under building 1508 
rradd - 6/8/2011                                            6/23/2011 11:20
######### 7002363 Spotted Towhee No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 On ground in tangles of coastal sagebrush (Artemesia californica) and shrubby Peruvian pepper  No SPTO pair carrying food into tangles - nest unable to be located without vegetative damage 1119 PNT_SSN-7002363 ############## 509207.964 3638366.13 ############## rradd phoward 0 6/5/2011 0:00 No Successful fledge. 45 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/2/2011 5:14:18 PM - SPTO male carries food into thicket 1713 
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:12:               6/8/2011 12:12
######### 7002364 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 Woven grass nest in small fork 22 feet above ground level in top of Peruvian pepper tree (Schinu     Yes LEGO attending nest 1110. PNT_SSN-7002364 ############## 509225.378 3638362.1 ############## rradd rradd 100 Yes Nest failed due to natural causes, predation l ikely. No construction has ocurred during the nest period. 25 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/2/2011 5:41:12 PM
Nest no longer present  
Change to Closed 
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:08:48                                                                  6/30/2011 12:08
######### 7002365 House Finch No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 30 feet above ground level at end of branch of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) overhanging dr    No HOFI female on nest, male defending 1202. PNT_SSN-7002365 ############## 509192.972 3638393.18 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest outcome indeterminate; observations suggest clutch not fully incubated. 10 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/2/2011 2:58:49 PM
HOFI female on nest 14:08
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:10:58 AM
HOFI pr  com                     6/16/2011 12:41
######### 7002367 Mourning Dove No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 In rain gutter of metal building. No MODO on nest, did not flush at 3 feet. PNT_SSN-7002367 ############## 509063.66 3638412.03 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes No eggs ever detected. 0 feet; within work l imits. No No rradd - 6/2/2011 3:59:03 PM
No MODO on this empty nest during 30 min  obs  Will  check once m                               6/16/2011 12:53
######### 7002368 Mourning Dove No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 In pepper tree (Schinus sp.) opposite ATFL nest. No MODO on nest did not flush at 2 feet. PNT_SSN-7002368 ############## 509054.389 3638419.35 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Predation. 0 feet; within work l imits. No No rradd - 6/2/2011 3:36:06 PM
MODO on nest 1526 
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:36:31 AM
MODO on nest 1                              6/23/2011 11:02
######### 7001936 Least Bell’s Vireo No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 Woven nest suspended  from 1/2-inch diameter arroyo willow (Salix lasiolepis) branch  4 feet a                      No 23 May - Nest appears complete  but unable to determine if adult incubating from a distance  LB                                          PNT_SSN-7001936 ############## 491672.808 3630742.28 ############## rradd rradd 0 6/20/2011 0:00 No Successfully fledged. Not needed; nest is beyond 300 foot buffer. 370 feet from substation. No No rradd - 5/23/2011 3:04:16 PM - Nest appears complete  but unable to determine from a distance                                                                                                                                                 6/27/2011 14:16

6/1/2011 7002370 Western Kingbird No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 In northern end of Sycamore Substation  about 75 feet south of northern perimeter fence  In sout                               Yes Nest with three eggs  Adults attentive in area 
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:18:17 PM Nest on ground with        PNT_SSN-7002370 5/26/2011 8:40 497122.43 3642228.83 6/1/2011 13:19 barnold barnold 0 No 0 feet; in substation. No Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 1:18:06 PM
Kingbird nesr on ground when returned from holiday on Tuesday              6/1/2011 13:18
######### 7002372 Bushtit No Closed TL 639 - 171650 0 Nest is located 3 feet high in smaller mission manzanita (Xylococcus bicolor) with burnt branch     No phoward - 5/26/2011 9:32:30 AM- Adults seen feeding young. PNT_SSN-7002372 5/26/2011 9:30 496116.007 3637573.02 ############## phoward phoward 0 No •
The proposed work activities are low impact  short in duration  will  mainly occur 175 feet away                                                                              65 feet from AR. Buffer reduced to 35 feet. Yes No tfitanides - 6/1/2011 1:08:02 PM
BUSH pair observed carrying prey items to nest  Begging calls h                          6/10/2011 15:20
######### 7002373 Lesser Nighthawk No Closed TL 639 - 171651 0 Follow spur AR to first pair of stakes with orange flagging AFTER starting downhill  Look southwe                             No phoward - 5/26/2011 12:15:20 PM - Female flushed from nest  Incubating two eggs 
tfitanides - 6                            PNT_SSN-7002373 ############## 496102.67 3637992.76 ############## phoward tfitanides 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. •
No pedestrian traffic or vehicular stopping  standing or construction work will  occur within the                                                                                                        25 feet from AR. Buffer remains; drive through access only. Yes No tfitanides - 6/1/2011 12:41:40 PM - Female flushed from incubating two eggs when biologist app                                                              6/18/2011 11:55

6/6/2011 7002374 House Finch No Closed Bartlett Yard 0 Nest found with two eggs located in steel  Just north of helicopter area  on east side of dirt road                    Yes vnovik - 5/26/2011 10:50:08 AM - Active nest with two eggs 
barnold - 6/2/2011 12:19 PM Nest em     PNT_SSN-7002374 ############## 546590.436 3612570.67 6/6/2011 8:41 vnovik imaunsell 0 Yes Apparent depredation. •
House Finches are generally tolerant of human activities near their nest sites  
•
House Finches n                                                                                           0 feet; in yard. Buffer reduced to 15 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/2/2011 12:22:01 PM
Nest empty. Eggs apparently predated. Closed. 6/2/2011 12:22
######### 7002375 House Wren No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Nest in cavity approximately 20 feet high in oak (Quercus sp.) on east side of access road. Yes vnovik - 5/26/2011 1:40:56 PM - Observed House Wren enter cavity  Nestlings heard call ing in c                                  PNT_SSN-7002375 ############## 534480.354 3612369.95 ############## vnovik phoward 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa        15 feet from AR. Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. No Yes pkonrad - 5/27/2011 5:04:15 PM
Adult wren feeding vocal nestlings in l ive oak cavity 
eelias - 6/6                                6/6/2011 16:27

6/6/2011 7002376 House Finch No Closed Bartlett Yard 0 Nest found with one egg  in steel just north of south fence l ine nest in second arm east of road  In       No vnovik - 5/26/2011 2:44:10 PM - Nest with one egg  Monitor observed bird entering nest 

phowar                                                               PNT_SSN-7002376 ############## 546781.408 3612498.85 6/6/2011 8:41 vnovik imaunsell 0 Yes No eggs present in nest  black plastic in arm supporting nest has started to come out and is close to becoming completely detacted from arm of tower  This movement of the plastic has caused th                 0 feet; in yard. No Yes phoward - 6/5/2011 8:35:58 AM
no eggs present in nest  black plastic in arm supportun nest has                                       6/5/2011 8:35
######### 7002378 Bushtit No Closed Helix Yard 0 15 feet above ground level in hanging frond of large Peruvian pepper tree (Schinus molle)  Nest i           No BUSH pair bringing items to large complete pensile nest 1546  - RR

phoward - 5/31/2011 12:48:5                                             PNT_SSN-7002378 ############## 509755.987 3636470.57 ############## rradd phoward 0 No Nest outcome indeterminate. Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        80 feet from AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. No Yes rradd - 6/3/2011 1:30:47 PM
No BUSH detections at this nest 1300 - 1330
rradd - 6/9/2011 8:59:3                                        6/15/2011 16:30
######### 7002379 House Wren No Closed CP81-1 0 Cavity in California sycamore (Platanus racemosa). Yes HOWR pair attending cavity 1355. - RR PNT_SSN-7002379 ############## 518853.756 3636237 ############## rradd rradd 0 6/14/2011 0:00 No Likely fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      25 feet from AR. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No rradd - 6/10/2011 12:30:58 PM - HOWR carrying food to nest 1140 
rradd - 6/18/2011 10:50:49 A                   6/18/2011 10:50
######### 7002380 Pacific-slope Flycatcher No Closed CP70-3 AR 0 8 feet above ground level on bark shelf on underside of 12-inch diameter coast l ive oak (Quercu                    No 26 May - PSFL pair in initial stages of nest building 0910 - RR PNT_SSN-7002380 5/26/2011 9:17 516822.344 3638412.51 ############## rradd phoward 0 Yes Site abandoned before complete for nearby location. 76 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/4/2011 8:25:21 AM
This nest site apparently abandoned for new site 80' E (now under c    6/4/2011 8:25
######### 7002382 Bullock's Oriole No Closed CP81-1 AR 0 Woven globular nest suspended below cluster of leaves 75 feet above ground level on west side        No BUOR male carrying caterpil lars from adjacent eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.) to nest 1432 -RR PNT_SSN-7002382 ############## 518842.899 3636147.16 ############## rradd phoward 0 6/7/2011 0:00 No Nest outcome is indeterminate but l ikely successful. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      12 feet from AR. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No rradd - 5/26/2011 2:40:52 PM - BUOR male carrying food to nest 
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:06:19 PM -                                   6/10/2011 12:27
######### 7002385 Lark Sparrow No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Found earlier in day by bio-monitor  Adult flushed from nest containing two eggs  Nest is in cent                                            Yes mkuehn - 5/27/2011 1:30:39 PM - Adult not present but flushed from nest earlier when found  2 e                                                  PNT_SSN-7002385 ############## 536004.985 3612971.85 ############## mkuehn imaunsell 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. 0 feet; in yard. Yes Yes eelias - 6/6/2011 3:04:13 PM - One adult flushed from nest  This nest contained 3 eggs  Monitore                                           6/22/2011 11:40
######### 7002386 Least Bell’s Vireo No Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 0 2 feet up in black willow (Salix goodingii) 15 feet from road. Yes tcooper - 5/27/2011 10:53:43 AM - Pair w/ 3 nestlings approximately 3 days old  Male banded M               PNT_SSN-7002386 ############## 496768.034 3634204.83 ############## tcooper phoward 0 6/4/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa                                       15 feet from AR. Drive through access only. Yes No rradd - 5/31/2011 2:36:48 PM - Adult LBVI feeding this nest 1415
imaunsell  - 6/2/2011 11:59:14                                                             6/15/2011 20:58
######### 7001428 Bushtit No Closed EP89-1 0 Nest approximately 6 feet high in top-center of scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia) within northw            No Adults bringing food to nest  dbusby - 5/10/2011 7:54:47 AM
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Nest small b                                                                                                                PNT_SSN-7001428 5/10/2011 7:52 547897.62 3613261.1 ############## dbusby pkonrad 100 ############## No 45 feet from work l imits. No No pkonrad - 5/27/2011 10:36:59 AM
 No activity at this nest during 35 minutes of observation 
barn                                                                                                  6/29/2011 23:36
######### 7001473 Bullock's Oriole No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Nest about 20 feet up in oak tree  attached to upper l imb of tree that overhangs road  This nest c                           No Nest found on 5-13-2011 by Tyler 
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Large round woven hanging nest; pair a                                                                                  PNT_SSN-7001473 ############## 535087.236 3612957.25 ############## sjohnston pkonrad 0 Yes No apparent reason. Vehicular traffic should not impact this nest providing that no stopping standing or work occurs                     0 feet; overhangs AR. Buffer remains; through access only. Yes Yes eelias - 6/6/2011 3:52:37 PM
I was in neighborhood for 30 minutes while documenting House Fin                                                                         6/23/2011 11:23
######### 7000970 Mourning Dove No Closed TL 6916 - 771471 0 Under eave  on top of conduit box  at Northwest corner of ground floor of southernmost of two 2  Yes One bird incubating  Pair seen  - sritt - 5/3/2011 11:10:03 AM
11 May - Unable to locate nest bas     PNT_SSN-7000970 5/3/2011 11:07 490985.523 3639799.04 ############## sritt phoward 0 No Mourning doves as a species are well  adapted to human activities and urbanized settings simila                                                 95 feet from ROW. Buffer reduced to 30 feet. Yes Yes rradd - 5/27/2011 12:12:06 PM
Nest found unoccupied with HOFI removing nest materials 
Chang   5/27/2011 12:12
######### 7002388 Wrentit No Closed CP19-1 0 2 feet high in black sage (Salvia mellifera). No Two adults seen carrying food + feeding three nestlings. - sritt - 5/28/2011 12:08:47 PM

 PNT_SSN-7002388 ############## 500378.674 3643992.5 ############## sritt phoward 0 6/1/2011 0:00 No Successfully fledged. •
No pedestrian traffic or vehicular stopping  standing or construction work will  occur within the                                                                                                                                73 feet from AR. Buffer remains, but thru passage allowed. Yes No rradd - 6/1/2011 12:58:34 PM - Nest intact and empty with whitewash at l ip  suggesting success               6/1/2011 12:59

6/3/2011 7002389 Lark Sparrow No Closed CP17-1 0 3 feet high on south side outer edge of broom baccharis (Baccharis sarothroides) shrub. No Adult incubating three nestlings. - sritt - 5/28/2011 2:09:01 PM
 PNT_SSN-7002389 ############## 499808.618 3643465.55 6/3/2011 11:12 sritt kalberts 0 Yes Nest clean and intact.  Failure reason unknown, but l ikely depredation. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       18 feet from AR. ############### 5/31/2011 11:09 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes No rradd - 6/1/2011 7:43:31 AM
Nest empty  Change to Closed 
rradd - 6/1/2011 7:47:55 AM
Buffers a   6/1/2011 7:47
######### 7002390 Bushtit No Closed Suncrest Substation 0 in a manzanita (near top), about 3 feet outside of si lt fencing and approximately 8 feet high. No Most l ikely 2nd brood of a pair that had a previously successful nest nearby Observed female co              PNT_SSN-7002390 ############## 529541.205 3629791.61 ############## ahill phoward 0 No Blanket exemption in place for Suncrest substation and buffers along pad and access road. 15 feet to work l imits. Yes Yes ahil l  - 5/31/2011 3:27:41 PM
the nest is complete  was found partly torn apart ( consistent with         5/31/2011 15:27

7/5/2011 7002392 Song Sparrow No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 3 feet up hidden in grape (Vitis girdiniana) and poison oak (Toxicodendron diversilobum) leaves Yes PNT_SSN-7002392 ############## 518259.867 3634614.13 7/5/2011 8:38 sjohnston imaunsell 0 6/6/2011 11:22 Yes Successfully fledged. 20 feet from work l imits and 3 feet from BMPs. Buffer remains but work allowed per approved plan. No No sjohnston - 5/27/2011 10:39:03 AM - Two nestlings 
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:10:48 AM - Food being                                    6/6/2011 11:23
7/5/2011 7002393 Song Sparrow No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 3 feet up in thistle. No PNT_SSN-7002393 ############## 518246.109 3634576.25 7/5/2011 9:33 sjohnston imaunsell 0 Yes Possible predation. Nestlings no longer in nest, unlikely that birds could have  fledged as they were sti l l  downy. 20 feet from bridge. Buffer remains but work allowed per approved plan. No No sjohnston - 5/27/2011 4:16:27 PM
Nest 90% complete 
vnovik - 5/31/2011 11:57:39 AM
observed                                                                                                    6/22/2011 13:43
######### 7002394 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 25 feet from top of bank on north side of sycamore (Platanus racemosa). No When found, female incubating. PNT_SSN-7002394 ############## 518208.401 3634542.8 ############## sjohnston vnovik 0 Yes unknown reason why nest failed. Bird appeared to abandon nest on or near  6/9/11 or 6/10/11 80 feet from work l imits. ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No No vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:57:19 AM
Observed on nest incubating 
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:58:01 AM
Obser                                                          6/14/2011 16:14
######### 7002395 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 20 feet from top of bank on south side of sycamore trees (Platanus racemosa). No sjohnston - 5/27/2011 10:49:11 AM - Nest building 10% complete. PNT_SSN-7002395 ############## 518220.325 3634549.84 ############## sjohnston vnovik 0 Yes unknown Cause for nest failure. 70 feet from work l imits. ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No No vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:56:46 AM
Observed on nest  potentially incubating 
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:58:2                                                             6/14/2011 17:55

7/5/2011 7002397 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Approximately 10 feet high in mulberry tree (Morus aba)  second tree west from bridge  Nest on w    No PNT_SSN-7002397 ############## 518218.209 3634587.45 7/5/2011 9:35 vnovik imaunsell 0 Yes After Several days of no activity and observation of the  nest on 6/8/11  for an extended time it was determined that the  nest was no longer active   It is undetermined what caused the nest to bec  5 feet from AR. Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No No vnovik - 5/31/2011 3:15:37 PM 
Building nest approximately 90% complete 
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:5                                                            6/8/2011 15:41
######### 7002398 California Towhee No Closed CP25-2 0 4 feet up in black sage (Salvia mellifera)  8 feet north of road  Nest is between laurel sumac (Mal                           Yes tcooper - 5/31/2011 10:52:33 AM - Adults seen flying to nest  2 eggs in nest 
tcooper - 6/6/2011 -                                    PNT_SSN-7002398 ############## 502058.863 3644774.51 ############## tcooper rradd 0 6/20/2011 0:00 No Successful fledge l ikely. The NBR is not anticipated to negatively impact the success of this active nest for the following re                                                                                                                                          64 feet from tower; 0 feet from work l imits.  Buffer reduced to 30 feet, and drive through access permissible. Yes No tcooper - 6/6/2011 5:08:10 PM
Adult on nest
rradd - 6/14/2011 7:30:41 AM
CALT ad  feeding 2 larg                6/20/2011 10:25
######### 7002399 American Kestrel No Closed San Luis Rey Substation 0 100 feet up in lowest arm facing northwest. Yes Adults seen nearby land harassing RTHAs   One adult seen entering arm  Fledglings heard giving        PNT_SSN-7002399 ############## 468741.845 3674816.68 ############## sritt vnovik 0 No •
Non-Project work occurs within this substation on a daily basis  all  of this work occurs betwee                                                                                                                                                      190 feet from substation. Buffer reduced to 100 feet. Nest is 100 feet up, so horizontal buffer is 0. Yes Yes sritt - 6/18/2011 1:29:47 PM
Two adults seen feeding + flying around w/ two juveniles 
sritt - 6/18                         6/18/2011 13:32
######### 7002400 House Finch No Closed TL 639 - Z171662 0 Nest in lower insulator bracket on east side of pole 171662. No shampton / jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 
Adult pair observed repeatedly entering and exiting from top o             PNT_SSN-7002400 ############## 496557.906 3639157.23 ############## jpawlicki tfitanides 0 No 0 feet; in tower. Buffer remains, but work allowed within approved l imits. Yes Yes tfitanides - 6/10/2011 1:48:38 PM
No HOFI activity observed near nest during a 30-minute period                      6/18/2011 12:28
######### 7002401 Western Bluebird No Closed Alpine Underground - Loritz property 0 Nest located in black fi l ler pipe on top of water tank. No emorgan - 5/31/2011 8:02:22 PM - Pair observed carrying nesting material into cavity.
 PNT_SSN-7002401 ############## 526300.706 3632527.25 ############## emorgan phoward 0 Yes Removed during early building stage. 0 feet; within work l imits. No Yes mkuehn - 6/6/2011 4:13:10 PM
nest has been removed  screening placed over pipe entrance  all  f      6/6/2011 16:13
######### 7002402 House Wren No Closed TL 639 - 379527 0 Cavity formed by mounting bracket for central arm on East side of TL639, pole Z379527. No HOWR singing incessantly and entering this cavity  Scolding at observer approach  then singing      PNT_SSN-7002402 ############## 493148.621 3632184.19 ############## rradd phoward 0 No 0 feet; on tower. No rradd - 6/6/2011 2:38:16 PM
No detections during 30 min obs  Likely a second nest from pr @ ID               6/10/2011 14:32
######### 7002403 American Kestrel No Closed TL 639 - 379525 0 Top west arm of 230kV structure TL 138 No AMKE female carries l izard to cavity 11:13. - RR PNT_SSN-7002403 ############## 492869.501 3631913.46 ############## rradd phoward 0 No 40 feet from tower. No No rradd - 6/6/2011 2:39:37 PM
No AMKE detection 1330-1430  Nest has l ikely fledged 
sdhall  - 6/10                             6/10/2011 14:25
######### 7002404 Western Bluebird No Closed TL 6916 - 774820 0 35 feet above ground level in cavity in dead eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.). No WEBL pair carrying food to nest. Female removes fecal sac 1725. - RR PNT_SSN-7002404 ############## 492069.132 3639891.07 ############## rradd rradd 0 6/20/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping standing or w                          75 feet from AR. Drive through access only. No No rradd - 6/6/2011 5:25:56 PM - WEBL female enters nest with food 17:19  leaves with fecal sac 17                                       6/22/2011 13:31
######### 7002405 Orange-crowned Warbler No Closed Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 Find yellow flag on south side of trail  to creek  Flag is 20 feet south-southeast of wood pole on s                                        No mkuehn - 6/1/2011 10:14:41 AM
female to nest three times with food  brooding young nestlings  p   PNT_SSN-7002405 6/1/2011 10:04 525829.342 3632830.38 ############## mkuehn shampton 0 ############## No Assumed successfully fledged. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        35 feet from Alpine Blvd; 48 feet from work l imit. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes shampton - 6/9/2011 12:25:57 PM
Large feathered nestling(s) in nest   Adults nearby 
shampton -              6/16/2011 12:05
######### 7002410 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 Nest located 15 feet above ground on the edge of northwest facing branch of unidentified broad-             No emorgan - 6/1/2011 11:17:04 AM -Observed pair bringing spider webs to nest that is less than 5  PNT_SSN-7002410 6/1/2011 11:14 525865.444 3632822.95 ############## emorgan shampton 0 Yes Unknown   Nest was probably never finished   It was only 5% completed at the first and only obs     Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        30 feet from work l imit and 50 feet from bridge. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes shampton - 6/9/2011 12:55:57 PM
Did not find nest  LEGO's in area but not near tree  Broadleaf t                                                                            6/23/2011 12:32
######### 7002411 Western Bluebird No Closed Alpine Underground - 196+00l 0 In hole in l imb of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) that is growing in courtyard of apartment bu                                            No shampton - 6/1/2011 12:33:09 PM  Both adults observed carrying food into the nest cavity.
 PNT_SSN-7002411 6/1/2011 12:32 522701.913 3633019.82 ############## shampton phoward 0 No 40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet Yes shampton - 6/9/2011 2:01:40 PM
Someone (landowner?) cut off two large l imbs from the oak tree                                              6/9/2011 14:01
######### 7002413 Lark Sparrow No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0  2 feet high in west side at north apex of tower under construction (lying on side). Yes Pair of birds nearby  One bird flew in and landed on nest  - sritt - 6/1/2011 11:00:31 AM
PKonrad                                       PNT_SSN-7002413 6/1/2011 10:51 535947.048 3612908.87 ############## sritt pkonrad 100 No 0 feet, in tower. Yes eelias - 6/6/2011 3:06:23 PM
One bird was seen belly down on this nest  Watched nest for 2 min                                                                                        6/29/2011 13:15
######### 7002414 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Near top and center of oak (Quercus agrifolia) canopy. No sjohnston - 6/1/2011 1:20:24 PM - Nest building about 60% complete. PNT_SSN-7002414 6/1/2011 13:18 518203.199 3634547.98 ############## sjohnston vnovik 0 Yes possible predation.on nest. NO activity observed at nest location on 6/9/11  nest appears to be full ing apart on 6/10/11 85 feet from work. No No vnovik - 6/2/2011 4:37:13 PM
Observed building nest approx 70-80% complete 
vnovik - 6/6/201                                                6/10/2011 11:46
######### 7002415 Mourning Dove No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 3 feet above ground level in prickly pear (Opuntia sp.). Yes 2 squabs with quil led heads and open secondaries 1055. - RR PNT_SSN-7002415 6/1/2011 10:53 499810.466 3643798.09 ############## rradd phoward 0 6/5/2011 0:00 No Succesful fledge. 30 feet from staked work l imits. No Yes rradd - 6/7/2011 11:44:04 AM -Nest empty  fledged MODO flushed from under this Opuntia  Cha   6/7/2011 11:44
######### 7002416 Greater Roadrunner No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 5 large white eggs in coarsely woven grass cup within shallow bed of twigs 2 5 feet above groun          Yes GRRO incubating 5 eggs. Flushed early. 0905 - RR

28 Jun Closed and stakes removed. PNT_SSN-7002416 6/1/2011 9:11 499695.151 3643858.49 ############## rradd rradd 100 ############## No 0 feet, within staked work l imits. No Yes rradd - 6/7/2011 11:58:20 AM
Two hatched young approx 1  2 days old and 2 unhatched eggs 
rra                                            6/28/2011 10:38
######### 7002417 Blue Grosbeak No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 3 feet above ground level in central fork of a laurel sumac (Malosma laurina); beginnings of nes      No No NBR required  No work planned 

BLGR pr (female constructing) just beginning nest 0950  - RR PNT_SSN-7002417 6/1/2011 9:51 499497.691 3643814.39 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest abandoned prior to egg-laying. 0 feet, within staked work l imits. No Yes rradd - 6/7/2011 12:08:41 PM
Nest appears complete  no eggs 
rradd - 6/14/2011 7:43:48 PM
13 J                           6/20/2011 13:35
######### 7002418 Coastal Cactus Wren No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 Fresh bulky grass nests (2) 2 feet above ground level within prickly pear (Opuntia l ittoralis). No CACW perched and call ing 1016. - RR PNT_SSN-7002418 6/1/2011 10:18 499621.851 3643868.05 ############## rradd phoward 0 Yes Occupied by pack-rat. 0 feet, within staked work l imits. No Yes rradd - 6/7/2011 12:15:28 PM - These nests now appear occupied by a pack-rat  Change to Close 6/7/2011 12:15
######### 7002419 OTHER No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 New nest 2 feet above ground level in prickly pear (Opuntia l ittoralis) is a growing pile of fresh g          Yes CACW pair building new nest  strongly territorial: alarming and staying within 20 feet of observe    PNT_SSN-7002419 6/1/2011 8:35 499744.486 3643884.56 ############## rradd phoward 0 No Not a bird nest. 10 feet from yard l imits. No Yes rradd - 6/7/2011 12:40:38 PM - Misidentified - this is a pack-rat nest under construction. 6/7/2011 12:40
######### 7002420 Phainopepla No Closed CP21 0 7 feet above ground level in center of laurel sumac (Malosma laurina) directly under powerline                   Yes 1 June Male carrying food and brooding 1425  - RR
phoward - 6/2/2011 1:32:40 PM
female seen            PNT_SSN-7002420 6/1/2011 14:34 501113.052 3644292.42 6/20/2011 9:41 rradd rradd 0 6/19/2011 9:40 No Nest successfully fledged vehicular traffic is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping  standing  or wo        38 feet from AR. Drive through access only. Yes No phoward - 6/2/2011 1:33:48 PM
female seen incubating two eggs 
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:34:28 PM
A                                   6/20/2011 9:41
######### 7002421 House Wren No Closed TL 639 - 379637 0 In lower insulator bracket on east of pole 379637. No tfitanides - 6/1/2011 3:15:43 PM - Male observed bringing food items to nest twice  No begging c                 PNT_SSN-7002421 6/1/2011 15:12 494396.453 3633472.62 ############## tfitanides tfitanides 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. 0 feet, within staked work l imits. Yes No dbusby - 6/10/2011 2:33:34 PM - Adult bring food to cavity with begging calls heard 
tfitanides -                     6/18/2011 10:31
######### 7002422 House Wren No Closed TL 639 - 379536 0 In lower insulator bracket on west of pole 379536. No tfitanides - 6/1/2011 3:37:56 PM - Noisy begging calls from nest  Adult seen leaving nest  Calls c                                        PNT_SSN-7002422 6/1/2011 15:35 494328.977 3633402.6 ############## tfitanides phoward 0 No 0 feet, within staked work l imits. No No dbusby - 6/10/2011 2:31:42 PM
No adults observed coming or going from pole for 20 minutes  N         6/10/2011 14:31
######### 7002423 Western Bluebird No Closed Suncrest Substation AR 0 Approximately 15 feet above ground in a cavity within a hanging branch of an Engelmann oak (Q            No Female seen bringing food to nest cavity several times while male was perched nearby - 6/1/201          PNT_SSN-7002423 6/1/2011 17:37 531926.933 3630670.21 ############## ahill pkonrad 0 ############## No Blanket exemption in place for Suncrest substation and buffers along pad and access road. 28 feet from AR. No Yes ahil l  - 6/6/2011 8:07:52 PM
female was seen bringing food to nest 
ahil l  - 6/7/2011 6:10:09 PM
pa                                                                  6/30/2011 14:32
######### 7002426 Killdeer No Closed Bartlett Yard 0 On line of rock along north edge of dirt road   100 feet west of roped helicopter landing area  12          Yes phoward - 6/5/2011 11:20:08 AM
no eggs/nest were found or birds seen in area  nest l ikely failed    PNT_SSN-7002426 6/2/2011 12:23 546592.405 3612568.95 ############## tcooper phoward 0 Yes Nest l ikely failed from rain or predation. 0 feet, within yard l imits. No Yes phoward - 6/5/2011 11:21:50 AM
no eggs/nest were found or birds seen in area  nest l ikely failed    6/5/2011 11:21
######### 7002427 Rufous-crowned Sparrow No Closed CP19-1 0 Cup nest on ground on south side of fountain grass (Pennisetum setaceum)  Hard to see  but in-l                        Yes fhoffman - 6/2/2011 1:26:20 PM
Adult flushed from nest  Incubating 2 solid l ight  bluish  gray egg           PNT_SSN-7002427 6/2/2011 13:20 500471.137 3643884.52 6/20/2011 7:31 fhoffman rradd 0 6/20/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticiapted to impact this nest provided that no stopping  standing  pa          60 feet from AR. Drive through access only. Yes No rradd - 6/7/2011 11:09:39 AM - At least 2 downy young in nest 0804 
rradd - 6/13/2011 7:42:14 A                             6/20/2011 7:31
######### 7002428 House Wren No Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 0 Nest about 4 feet high inside top of yellow metal SDG&E gas pipeline pole alongside adjacent tal     Yes jpawlicki - 6/2/2011 2:39:49 PM - Nest contains at least three partially feathered young  Both ad        PNT_SSN-7002428 6/2/2011 14:37 496855.869 3634217.01 ############## jpawlicki imaunsell 0 6/11/2011 0:00 No Presumed successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided no stopping  standing  or work              8 feet from AR. 3/15/2011 15:17 Drive through access only No rradd - 6/6/2011 4:25:43 PM - HOWR adult carrying food to nest 1618 
rradd - 6/15/2011 10:57:           6/15/2011 10:57
######### 7002431 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - 303+00r 0 6 feet up in north-pointing branch of 12-foot tall  fruit tree (Peach/Apple?); bushy fruit tree  the n                          No shampton - 6/2/2011 12:36:41 PM  Female incubating  3 eggs in nest   About 0700 today a BHCO              PNT_SSN-7002431 6/2/2011 12:36 525912.264 3632820.72 ############## shampton phoward 0 Yes Unknown cause.  Possibly abandoned because of BHCO activity, and then the eggs were scavenged.  Possibly predated without relation to cowbird parasitism. 40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 No Yes shampton - 6/9/2011 12:12:38 PM
Nest is empty  no eggs  nestlings or adults nearby   Nest conta           6/9/2011 12:12
######### 7002432 California Towhee No Closed CP29-1 0 Well concealed nest 2 5 feet above ground level on west side of large sprawling laurel sumac (M                     No CALT brooding 4 nearly naked nestlings  approximately 2 days old - rradd - 6/2/2011 10:14:42 A                    PNT_SSN-7002432 6/2/2011 10:09 503251.265 3644916.85 ############## rradd rradd 0 6/14/2011 0:00 No Presume successfully fledged. •
The area surrounding the nest is heavily covered with chaparral brush which will  help to provi                                                                                                                                    30 feet from AR. Drive through access only. Yes No emorgan - 6/9/2011 11:25:56 AM
Nest sti l l  contains at least 3 nestlings  possibly 4 
rradd - 6/15/               6/15/2011 13:07
######### 7002433 Phainopepla No Closed CP50-1 Hamlet property 0 17 feet above ground level in pepper tree (Schinus sp ) by wood-framed wire gate  2 feet south of      No PHAI scolding observer under this tree, eventually settl ing on nest  - RR PNT_SSN-7002433 6/2/2011 16:47 509059.273 3638399.53 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Predated by Cooper's Hawk. 110 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/8/2011 12:09:19 PM
Attempted predation by male COHA  no subsequent PHAI detection                6/16/2011 12:46
######### 7002434 Phainopepla No Closed CP50-1 Hamlet property 0 7 feet above ground level  2 feet north of main trunk of Peruvian pepper (Shinus molle) atop 2-in   No PHAI male incubating two eggs 1522. - RR PNT_SSN-7002434 6/2/2011 15:33 509038.121 3638412.78 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Apparently predated. 53 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/8/2011 10:35:38 AM
PHAI female incubating two eggs 
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:09:44 AM
N           6/16/2011 11:09
######### 7002435 Mourning Dove No Closed CP50-1 Hamlet property 0 Inside white-painted metal bldg closest to rear entrance to residence (chicken coop?)  on l intel a        No MODO on nest 1547, did not flush PNT_SSN-7002435 6/2/2011 15:48 509065.665 3638416.15 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Observations suggest nest predation. 110 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/8/2011 10:47:33 AM
MODO on nest 
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:14:56 AM
MODO on nest 
rrad                6/23/2011 11:17
######### 7002436 OTHER No Closed CP50-1 Hamlet property 0 Woven bulky grass nest 13 feet above ground level in fork of main trunk of Peruvian pepper (Shi  Yes Unknown species flushed 1730. - RR PNT_SSN-7002436 6/2/2011 17:29 509227.992 3638366.66 6/16/2011 9:51 rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest was not completed. 6 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/8/2011 9:09:35 AM
 Nest unoccupied 0720 
rradd - 6/16/2011 9:51:34 AM
Nest unoccup             6/16/2011 9:51
######### 7002437 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Helix Yard AR 0 Well-hidden buff downy nest overhanging bare ground 5 feet above ground level on east side of               Yes ANHU female brooding one small nestling and one unhatched egg PNT_SSN-7002437 6/3/2011 12:40 509758.127 3636500.78 ############## rradd rradd 0 6/22/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        36 feet from AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. No Yes rradd - 6/9/2011 9:00:31 AM - Female ANHU attending one unfeathered nestling 
rradd - 6/15/20                         6/23/2011 14:32
######### 7002438 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Hartung Yard 0 18 feet above ground level on dead bow-shaped stub on north side of center of coast l ive oak (Q  No ANHU on nest (found by bio-monitor) with some droppings at rim, suggesting hatched young. PNT_SSN-7002438 6/3/2011 14:40 515020.802 3639201.65 ############## rradd rradd 0 No Nest outcome is indeterminate; nest fell  but young possibly fledged prior. Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        10 feet from yard l imits. No Yes rradd - 6/9/2011 1:42:25 PM
Two large young in nest  
rradd - 6/17/2011 10:02:47 AM
Nest was co                     6/17/2011 10:02
######### 7002439 Ash-throated Flycatcher No Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 pullsite - driveway entry 0 30 feet above ground level in cavity on east side of California sycamore (Platanus racemosa) on                                        No ATFL pr at cavity, (presumed) female entering with beak full  of l ining materials 1634. - RR
 PNT_SSN-7002439 6/3/2011 16:36 514329.638 3639347.08 ############## rradd rradd 100 Yes Cause of nest failure is indeterminate, but l ikely no eggs were laid. No construction has taken place during the nesting period. 45 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/9/2011 12:16:53 PM
No ATFL detections during 30 min  obs  Likely egg-laying period  co                                                      6/30/2011 14:31
######### 7002440 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed TL 6916 - 973032 0 8 feet up in pepper tree (Schinus sp.) at end of street. No eloveless - 6/3/2011 9:28:39 AM - Obseved female sitting on nest  Does not seem to be disturbed         PNT_SSN-7002440 6/3/2011 9:23 493134.332 3640258.09 ############## eloveless phoward 0 Yes Failure appears to be weather related - blown from tree. exemption request exemption applies for work allowed in residential areas of TL6916 for underg                         30 feet from AR. Buffer remains but work allowed per approved plan. Yes rradd - 6/7/2011 4:18:21 PM
Nest has fallen and is empty. Change to Closed 6/7/2011 16:18
######### 7002441 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Hartung Yard 0 Located on branch near center of tree about 18' off of ground  Nest is on dead branch hanging fr                                                                                  No No bird was observed during initial nest verification  Nest detected by yard biomonitor Jamie Ha PNT_SSN-7002441 6/3/2011 14:50 515021.812 3639197.81 ############## bfischer phoward 0 No Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        10 feet from yard l imits. No Yes rradd - 6/9/2011 11:57:22 AM
Duplicate recording of nest NID 7002438 and should be deleted  
C   6/9/2011 11:57
######### 7002443 House Finch No Closed Alpine Underground 0 At northwest corner of Casino Inn bar, at top of eave corner post. No Female incubating four eggs on a nest rimmed with feces. PNT_SSN-7002443 6/4/2011 11:08 519645.41 3633533.87 6/24/2011 9:32 tfitanides pkonrad 0 6/24/2011 9:22 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        58 feet from AR. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes rradd - 6/11/2011 7:49:19 AM
At least two dark downy young have hatched 
pkonrad - 6/17/2011                     6/24/2011 9:31

7/5/2011 7002446 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed CP70-3 AR 0 Nest is 18 inches above ground level almost directly below PSFL nest in a tangle of wild grape (V                                                               Yes BCHU female sitting on an apparently complete yellow nest 0910. PNT_SSN-7002446 6/4/2011 9:16 516844.354 3638409.06 7/5/2011 22:04 rradd rradd 100 ############## No 42 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/9/2011 3:35:43 PM
BCHU female on nest 1532 
rradd - 6/17/2011 1:07:01 PM
BCHU fema                                       7/5/2011 22:04
######### 7002451 House Finch No Closed Alpine Underground - Loritz property 0 Nest is inside wheel on southwest corner of water tower  Entrance is on inside (north side) of wh         No mkuehn - 6/6/2011 2:46:46 PM female to nest twice with food  nestlings begging very loudly-hea                                   PNT_SSN-7002451 6/6/2011 14:44 526298.633 3632506.25 ############## mkuehn pkonrad 0 ############## No 0 feet, within staked work l imits. No Yes jpawlicki - 6/10/2011 4:08:20 PM
Adults observed at nest; at least two fully feathered nestlings i                                                                                                                                                        6/24/2011 13:42
######### 7002452 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Nest in oak tree (Quercus agrifolia) located just east of guest house   Nest is approximately 15-2              No Nest building approximately 40% complete.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:43:28 AM PNT_SSN-7002452 6/6/2011 11:39 518205.765 3634569.94 ############## vnovik phoward 0 No 25 feet from staked work l imits. No No sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:59:23 PM
nest appears 60% complete 
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:13:01 PM
Nest             6/9/2011 16:11

7/5/2011 7002453 Hooded Oriole No Closed EP27-1 AR 0 This nest is in western side of l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) about 12 feet up  This nest can be mon                                    No eelias - 6/6/2011 11:24:51 AM - Adults wouldn't come to nest until  I back off to 60 feet. PNT_SSN-7002453 6/6/2011 10:48 528078.392 3619692.3 7/5/2011 11:47 eelias imaunsell 0 ############## No 78 feet from AR. No No eelias - 6/6/2011 10:58:11 AM - Female seen removing fecal sacks twice  Male seen bringing foo                           6/13/2011 10:36
######### 7002454 House Finch No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 This nest is 9 feet up oak (Quercus agrifolia) on east side of road  Nest is in short bushy l imb tha                            No See next tab.
PKonrad - 6/29/2011 - closed.
 PNT_SSN-7002454 6/6/2011 15:22 535089.095 3612954.37 ############## eelias pkonrad 100 Yes Unknown; appears female abandoned nest during egg laying or early incubation. Blanket exemption already in place for existing construction traffic at the time of this nest's disc 1 feet east of from AR; 9 feet above road. Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. No Yes eelias - 6/6/2011 3:28:56 PM
Female is bringing in nesting material  Nest appears 80% complete                                                                           6/29/2011 12:14

7/5/2011 7002455 House Finch No Closed SWAT Yard 0 In elevated water tank truck in metal sqare space above center of rear axle. No PNT_SSN-7002455 6/6/2011 10:18 528245.909 3620282.94 7/5/2011 11:04 tfitanides imaunsell 0 Yes Wind probably blew nest out of structure; possible predation; no sign of nest or contents. 0 feet, within yard l imits. No Yes tfitanides - 6/6/2011 10:20:42 AM - Nest building first observed on 05/24/11  Female observed b                                           6/21/2011 16:57
######### 7002457 Western Kingbird No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Located near top of northernmost trunk of larger coast l ive oak on branchlet pointing south  Bes      No tfitanides - 6/6/2011 2:10:44 PM - Male actively defending nest area (8-feet or so)  Female incub                                                                 PNT_SSN-7002457 6/6/2011 14:05 535128.354 3613028.1 ############## tfitanides pkonrad 100 Yes No indication. Vehicular traffic should not impact this nest providing that no stopping standing or work occurs                     55 feet from AR. Drive through access only. No Yes pkonrad - 6/10/2011 4:01:37 PM
No kingbirds active in this area during more than an hour in the                                                                          6/29/2011 11:05

7/5/2011 7002458 House Finch No Closed SWAT Yard 0 Nest is in steel between southern-most wheels of elevated water truck. No PNT_SSN-7002458 6/6/2011 20:03 528249.315 3620282.29 7/5/2011 11:09 tfitanides imaunsell 100 ############## No 0 feet within yard l imits. No Yes tfitanides - 6/6/2011
Nest is l ined with fresh material  Female flushed from nest twice  No eggs o                                                        6/30/2011 12:27
######### 7002459 Mourning Dove No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Nest located about 12-feet high and 15-feet from trunk on lowest branch on west side of large co   No Adult incubating  Very tolerant of human presence - tf - 6/6/2011 
PKonrad - 6/10/2011 - Dove(s)                                                           PNT_SSN-7002459 6/6/2011 14:28 535120.873 3613028.84 ############## tfitanides pkonrad 100 Yes Unknown. Vehicular traffic should not impact this nest providing that no stopping standing or work occurs                     50 feet from AR. Drive through access only. No Yes pkonrad - 6/10/2011 4:08:53 PM
Nest found with incubating adult on 6-6; Sti l l  incubating today 
p                                                           6/29/2011 12:50
######### 7001484 Yellow-breasted Chat No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 Coarsely woven grass nest situated 2 feet above ground level in thistle thicket near corner of sub                    Yes 16 May - YBCH on territory - Nest just begun  Re-monitor to verify completion 1049  - RR
23 May -            PNT_SSN-7001484 ############## 491703.548 3630846.08 ############## rradd phoward 0 6/11/2011 0:00 No Presumed successfully fledged. 30 feet from substation. No No rradd - 5/31/2011 11:54:09 AM - YBCH remains active and territorial here  Vegetation density pre                                                               6/14/2011 16:19
######### 7002460 Say's Phoebe No Closed TL 6916 - Z771473 0 Nest located within rafters of roof for excavating equipment at corner of All iant University   Site            No SAPH carrying food to nest atop plank nailed to underside of rafters 1707. - RR PNT_SSN-7002460 6/6/2011 17:06 491015.387 3639580.74 ############## rradd phoward 0 6/11/2011 0:00 No Nest outcome indeterminate but l ikely successful, and uninfluenced by Sunrise construction. 75 feet from tower. No rradd - 6/14/2011 10:58:20 AM - No SAPH detected during 30 minute oibservation  Based on feed              6/14/2011 10:58
######### 7002461 Hooded Oriole No Closed TL 6916 - 774818 0 Woven globular nest 60 feet above ground level suspended in overhanging eucalyptus (Eucalypt                Yes HOOR exits nest 1802. PNT_SSN-7002461 6/6/2011 18:15 491695.193 3639754.65 ############## rradd phoward 0 No 1 foot from AR. No rradd - 6/14/2011 10:03:08 AM
No HOOR detections during 40 min  obs  Seems unlikely to be act          6/14/2011 10:03

7/5/2011 7002462 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 10 feet up in mulberry (Morus alba) about 10 feet west of existing BCHU nest. No PNT_SSN-7002462 6/7/2011 16:52 518226.927 3634586.82 7/5/2011 14:52 sjohnston imaunsell 100 Yes Undetermined reason, No construction has occured since 06/09/2011. The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install  large acoustical noise blankets between nests an                                                                       0 feet, within staked work l imits. ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No No vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:06:31 PM
Nest building approx 50% Complete 
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:30:27                                                                                  7/5/2011 14:51
######### 7002463 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 10 feet up mulberry (Morus alba) on side of tree facing pavement. No PNT_SSN-7002463 6/7/2011 16:55 518222.261 3634584.27 ############## sjohnston sjohnston 0 Yes Bird was observed to be incubating normally when no activity was occuring on-site  Abnormal incubating periods were observed when light foot traffic was observed within 10' of the nest  Territ                          0 feet, within staked work l imits. ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No No vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:08:36 PM
Nest building approx 60- 70% complete
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:28:5                                                                                    6/16/2011 16:42
######### 7002465 Lark Sparrow No Closed Wilson Yard 0 10 feet north of fence in California buckwheat (Eriogonum fasciculatum). No Bird incubating 3 eggs  - sritt - 6/7/2011 3:37:17 PM
PKonrad - 6/16/2011 - 3 one-week-old nestli                     PNT_SSN-7002465 6/7/2011 15:19 531367.142 3630570.88 ############## sritt pkonrad 0 ############## No Blanket exemption already in place for this yard boundary at the time of this nest's discovery. 10 feet from yard fence. 0 feet No Yes pkonrad - 6/16/2011 4:54:17 PM
On 6-7  an adult was incubating 3 eggs (sritt) 
Today  3 week-old                                6/24/2011 14:14
######### 7002466 Lark Sparrow No Closed Wilson Yard 0 Approximately 25 feet north of fence and 10 feet west of yellow ESA sign in California buckwheat  No sritt - 6/7/2011 3:34:29 PM- One adult seen feeding another  Both birds seen building nest  Nest                                        PNT_SSN-7002466 6/7/2011 15:30 ############## sritt pkonrad 0 Yes Nest built but no eggs laid. Blanket exemption already in place for this yard boundary at the time of this nest's discovery. 25 feet from yard fence. No Yes pkonrad - 6/16/2011 5:01:22 PM
There are no eggs in nest  but nest looks complete and adults ar                    6/24/2011 14:19
######### 7002467 Lark Sparrow No Closed Wilson Yard 0 Approximately 20 feet east of fence in small white sage (Salvia apiana) and 4 feet east of milkwe   No Bird incubating 5 eggs  - sritt - 6/7/2011 3:43:53 PM
PKonrad - 6/16/2011 - Eggs are gone; portion              PNT_SSN-7002467 6/7/2011 15:40 531356.84 3630414.21 ############## sritt pkonrad 0 Yes Apparent predation; eggs gone and a portion of nest pulled away. Blanket exemption already in place for this yard boundary at the time of this nest's discovery. 20 feet from yard l imits. No Yes pkonrad - 6/16/2011 4:48:00 PM
Nest found 6-7 when an adult was incubating 5 eggs (sritt) 
Toda                  6/16/2011 16:48
######### 7002468 Ash-throated Flycatcher No Closed Suncrest Substation AR 0 Nest is located within a cavity created by a dead l imb of an Engelmann oak (Quercus engelmann                   No Observed pair bringing food to the nest, actively. PNT_SSN-7002468 6/7/2011 13:38 531913.187 3630683.32 ############## ahill tcooper 0 No Blanket exempton already in place for access road at the time of this nest's discovery. 20 feet from AR. No Yes ahil l  - 6/14/2011 6:57:42 PM
bird seen seen carrying food to nest 
tcooper - 6/21/2011 5:18:05 P        6/21/2011 17:18
######### 7000961 Red-winged Blackbird No Closed TL 6924 - 171690 0 Within cattail-tule (Typha, Scirpus) wetland. No 2 May - At least 2 pairs RWBL have established breeding territories  VIRA and COYE l ikely breedi                                                            PNT_SSN-7000961 5/2/2011 8:04 496918.477 3643374.19 ############## rradd phoward 0 5/14/2011 0:00 No Nests succcessfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       75 feet from AR. Yes blohstroh - 5/26/2011 10:37:33 AM
fledges observed  being fed by adults 
rradd - 6/1/2011 5:17:2                                                               6/13/2011 13:40
######### 7002469 Bullock's Oriole No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0  At bottom of outhanging l imb about 35 feet high in southwest end of l ive oak. Yes PKonrad - 6/1/2011 - Pair very active in area of nest  displaying and singing; female perches ato                                                                                                              PNT_SSN-7002469 6/8/2011 9:29 535119.248 3613024.43 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 100 Yes Unknown; pair may be renesting in east side of tree? Vehicular traffic should not impact this nest providing that no stopping standing or work occurs                     60 feet from AR. Drive through access only. No Yes pkonrad - 6/8/2011 9:38:38 AM
Nest found 6/1 (pentab problems); nest looked complete and pai                                                                                                                                                               6/29/2011 11:32
######### 7002470 House Wren No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 In east-facing cavity about 5 feet high in l ive oak just east of road. No PKonrad - 6/1/2011 - Adult wren making hunting forays and bringing back food to chirping nestl                  PNT_SSN-7002470 6/8/2011 9:39 535088.374 3612948.54 ############## pkonrad phoward 0 No 10 feet from AR. No Yes pkonrad - 6/8/2011 9:47:03 AM
Nest found 6/1 (pentab problems)  Adult actively hunting and fee                      6/10/2011 13:10
######### 7002471 Lark Sparrow No Closed EP54-1 0 Within low cropped shrub (San Diego goldenbush)  Entrance is from the west side  Shrub approx                No tfitanides - 6/8/2011 7:36:54 AM - Male in area with food in bil l  Female flushed when biologists                            PNT_SSN-7002471 6/8/2011 7:34 535981.989 3613323.19 ############## tfitanides pkonrad 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. 0 feet, within staked work l imits. No No pkonrad - 6/16/2011 11:53:30 AM
Nest intact but empty; nestlings apparently fledged and disper        6/16/2011 11:53
######### 7002473 Western Kingbird No Closed Hartung Yard 0 On corner rack of partially assembled tower No. 65, Leg B. Yes Nest about 80% complete  about 18 feet above the ground  No eggs in nest  Western Kingbird brin                                          PNT_SSN-7002473 6/7/2011 16:44 515113.95 3639178.67 ############## barnold barnold 100 Yes Cause of failure is indeterminate  Nest was initiated near the end of WEKI breeding season and m                      The biologist does 
not feel the nest should be adversely affected for the following reasons:
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                0 feet, within yard l imits. 6/9/2011 0:00 6/9/2011 0:00 15 feet Yes Yes rradd - 6/9/2011 12:52:36 PM
WEKI feeding mate at nest suggests egg-laying is imminent  Birds f                                                                                                                                                                 6/26/2011 15:03
######### 7002474 Costa's Hummingbird No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 On Bridge 200A laying on its side  about 30 to 35 feet northwest of 15-foot tall  oak tree (Quercus                                                                   No Female incubating  Yard biological monitor reported eggs in nest  but female never flushed from                                                                                           PNT_SSN-7002474 6/8/2011 9:56 568833.327 3618223.5 ############## barnold pkonrad 0 Yes Nest gone; probable predation. Nest is on steel, and work on the steel cannot occur without inmpacting the nest. 0 feet, within yard l imits. No Yes pkonrad - 6/15/2011 1:09:07 PM
Female incubating 2 eggs in nest described on 6-8 (barnold) 
Tod                                          6/22/2011 14:58

7/5/2011 7002475 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Nest located in first mulberry (Morus alba) west of bridge  Nest is on northwest side of tree abov                No PNT_SSN-7002475 6/8/2011 13:32 518227.902 3634589.47 7/5/2011 9:16 vnovik imaunsell 0 Yes unknown what caused nest to fail . Not active for several days.  Nest appeared complete, though was in an exposed locution. 0 feet, within staked work l imits. Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No No vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:35:09 PM
Nest building 
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:37:38 PM
Nest building  ~70%                                                            6/16/2011 16:28
######### 7002476 Mourning Dove No Closed CP50-1 Hamlet property 0 Untidy twig platform 14feet above ground level in pepper tree (Schinus sp ) above metal stake in  No 8 Jun MODO on nest 10:48 PNT_SSN-7002476 6/8/2011 11:18 509055.97 3638394.74 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Natural causes. 100 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/8/2011 11:22:25 AM
MODO on nest 
rradd - 6/18/2011 5:43:36 AM
Nest too high to see i                6/23/2011 11:33
######### 7002479 Ash-throated Flycatcher No Closed EP231A  AR 0 Nest cavity located about 2 5 feet  high on south side of dead yucca spike  second flower spike u         No jpawlicki - 6/9/2011 11:04:51 AM - Adults observed bringing food into cavity and exiting with fe                                                PNT_SSN-7002479 6/9/2011 10:53 574337.482 3611431.52 ############## jpawlicki pkonrad 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping  standing  or       60 feet from AR. Drive through access only Yes No pkonrad - 6/13/2011 3:53:29 PM
Adults oserved takingfood into cavity and leaving with fecal sa                                            6/20/2011 11:42
######### 7002481 California Towhee No Closed CP29-1 0 Nest is I8 inches above ground in coastal sagebrush (Artemisia californica) intermixed with dee                     Yes emorgan - 6/9/2011 10:43:45 AM - Nest contains at least 2 naked nestlings about 2 days old 
The                                                                              PNT_SSN-7002481 6/9/2011 10:34 503362.307 3644765.74 ############## emorgan rradd 0 ############## No  Presumed successful. 8 feet from permanent construction pad. No No rradd - 6/15/2011 1:27:03 PM
Nest is clean  intact and empty  Presumed successful clutch given           6/15/2011 13:27
######### 7002482 Great Horned Owl No Closed CP29-1 0 Nest located in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) 60 feet above ground  It is on south-facing bra                    No emorgan - 6/9/2011 12:36:22 PM - Observed at least one adult and two fledglings in area aroun        PNT_SSN-7002482 6/9/2011 12:32 503296.822 3645185.21 ############## emorgan rradd 0 6/9/2011 0:00 No Observations indicate nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping  standing  or       300 feet from AR. ############### 6/14/2011 10:17 Drive through access only. Yes No rradd - 6/15/2011 2:59:42 PM
Nest is empty and no owls detected in this or any nearby tree duri                6/15/2011 15:00
######### 7002484 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP64-2 AR 0 Buffy nest atop 1/4-inch diameter twig  14 feet above ground level on south side of coast l ive oa           Yes ANHU female on nest 1036 - RR. PNT_SSN-7002484 6/9/2011 10:33 514291.617 3639378.54 6/17/2011 8:54 rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest lost to natural causes. 65 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/17/2011 8:54:37 AM
Nest no longer present, branch has broken. Change to Closed. 6/17/2011 8:54
######### 7002485 OTHER No Closed EP239-1 0 Vermilion Flycatcher- On horiz  2" diameter l imb of Elm? tree  l imb leans NE  18' high  Behind she                                                                                No shampton - 6/10/2011 10:00:27 AM  Vermilion Flycatcher nest   At least 2 nestlings  Pair bringin        PNT_SSN-7002485 6/10/2011 9:42 577058.041 3609175.36 6/20/2011 9:14 shampton phoward 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa               80 feet from AR. Drive through access only. Yes Yes tfitanides - 6/16/2011 12:39:18 PM
Three fully-feathered nestlings being fed by female  At least o                                         6/20/2011 9:13

7/5/2011 7002486 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 In coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) adjacent to bridge on south  Nest is near Puetz Valley Road              No PNT_SSN-7002486 ############## 518264.696 3634585.73 7/5/2011 9:27 vnovik imaunsell 100 Yes No observations of bird on nest in last Couple of days prior to 6/24. undetermined what has caused failure. Nest looks intact, 20 feet from work l imits Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No No vnovik - 6/10/2011 11:38:01 AM
Nest building 1-2% complete 
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:15:39 PM                                     6/24/2011 11:20
######### 7002487 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Nest is 30 feet from top of bank in sycamore (Platanus racemosa) south of white house  Nest is o     No vnovik - 6/10/2011 11:53:06 AM -Nest near complete 
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:19:45 PM- Nest gone   PNT_SSN-7002487 ############## 518203.93 3634544.37 6/24/2011 5:32 vnovik sjohnston 0 Yes nest no longer visable. l ikely predation occurred. 85 feet from work l imits. ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No No sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:22:43 PM
incubating 
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:13:28 PM
On nest 
sjohnston -        6/24/2011 5:31
######### 7002488 Brewer's Blackbird No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 0 About 70 feet high in west-central part of large l ive oak west of AR. No See second page.
PKonrad - 6/29/2011 - closed.
 PNT_SSN-7002488 ############## 535126.271 3613031.06 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 100 ############## No Vehicular traffic should not impact this nest providing that no stopping standing or work occurs                     50 feet from AR. Drive through access only. No Yes pkonrad - 6/10/2011 1:51:34 PM
Pair of Brewer's Blackbirds nesting (renesting?)  Female collecti                                                                     6/29/2011 11:00
######### 7002490 Western Kingbird No Closed Hartung Yard 0 At top of leg B (southwest corner) in tower base 72. No tfitanides - 6/10/2011 9:59:27 AM - Nest appears complete or nearly so  This is the same pair as                PNT_SSN-7002490 6/10/2011 9:25 515123.655 3639168.14 ############## tfitanides barnold 0 Yes Nest apparently abandoned before egg-laying began. 0 feet, within yard l imits. No Yes mkuehn - 6/14/2011 1:44:08 PM
see notes for nest ID 7002473 in adjacent tower (#65)  That fema                                                 6/26/2011 15:02
######### 7002494 Lark Sparrow No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 2 5 feet above ground level at base of bend over stem on west side of baccharis broom (Bacchar           No LASP male feeding female incubating 3 eggs and driving fledging from earlier brood away from a    PNT_SSN-7002494 6/13/2011 8:54 500285.399 3643947.01 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Presumed predated. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa               50 feet from AR. Drive through access only. Yes Yes rradd - 6/20/2011 10:45:29 AM
Nest is empty, presumed predated. Change to Closed. 6/20/2011 10:45
######### 7002496 Phainopepla No Closed Suncrest Substation AR 0 On a horizontal branch of an Engelmann oak (Quercus engelmannii)  approximately 15 feet up  a       Yes Male is bringing material to nest and building while female is helping out by shaping   Nest is ap   PNT_SSN-7002496 ############## 531964.23 3630648.06 ############## ahill ahil l 0 No Blanket exempton already in place for access road at the time of this nest's discovery. 20 feet from AR. No Yes ahil l  - 6/14/2011 6:56:50 PM
nest failed  no sign of nest or nesting material nearby  did not fail  d    6/14/2011 18:56
######### 7002497 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Vault 2 0 In southeast quadrant of a l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia)  Nest is in a low bushy branch about 20 f         No Found by construction monitor Ben Rosenbaum. PNT_SSN-7002497 6/14/2011 9:12 517974.659 3634507.72 ############## eelias sjohnston 0 Yes BCHU adandoned partially constructed nest for unknown reason. 18 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 No Yes eelias - 6/14/2011 9:22:34 AM
Kevin Kilpatrick and I visit the nest site to log this nest  This nest i              6/14/2011 9:22
######### 7002504 Least Bell’s Vireo No Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 0 Nest is approximately 1 foot from trunk  4 feet above ground level on north side of 15-foot tall  C                                           Yes Second nest for male banded MPu:lbMDb; female unbanded 
15 Jun LBVI copulating  female carry                                               PNT_SSN-7002504 6/15/2011 8:32 496753.039 3634180.4 ############## rradd tcooper 300 Yes predation 100 feet to AR. No No rradd - 6/22/2011 9:45:14 AM - LBVI male call ing away from nest and no nest interaction observ                           6/26/2011 20:37

7/5/2011 7002509 Say's Phoebe No Closed JVR Yard 0 Beneath northwest end of earthmover #4 parked closest to (west of) JBR Construction Yard  Nest                                 No RAbe - 6/17/2011 12:42:14 PM - Male observed carrying prey items to nest  Female brooding at l                          PNT_SSN-7002509 ############## 577844.903 3610796.93 7/5/2011 11:33 RAbe pkonrad 100 7/1/2011 11:27 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping  standing  or       60 feet from AR. Drive through access only. Yes Yes estrods - 6/21/2011 12:43:56 PM
4 nestlings in nest 
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 4:44:57 PM
Nestlings a                             7/5/2011 11:29
######### 700251 Bullock's Oriole No Closed TL 639  - 973035 0 In Eucalyptus about 20' higher than base of pole  In easterly growing branch of tree  Partially hi                   Yes shampton - 6/17/2011 9:07:47 AM
Both adults visiting nest  Begging calls heard  Crew worked on                                             PNT_SSN-7002511 6/17/2011 8:58 493785.277 3640252.24 ############## shampton rradd 100 ############## No 12 feet from pole. No fhoffman - 6/18/2011 10:09:34 AM
Adults continued bringing in food items and vocalizing 
fhoffm                                            6/28/2011 12:34
######### 7002512 House Wren No Closed Hartung Yard 0 14 feet above ground level in branch stub cavity on west side of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifoli          No 16 Jun HOWR pr carrying food to cavity at 3-8 min. intervals 0930 - RR PNT_SSN-7002512 6/17/2011 9:43 515017.732 3639206.5 ############## rradd rradd 100 ############## No Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        10 feet from yard l imits. No Yes rradd - 6/24/2011 10:35:59 AM
HOWR present but not entering cavity during 30 min obs  Monito                             6/30/2011 16:00
######### 7002515 Cassin's Kingbird No Closed San Luis Rey Substation - Z222370 0 About 70 high in southeast corner of tower, where base meets narrow part. No Two adults seen feeding nestlings (possibly 2?) and carrying fecal sacs   Buffer well  away from w          PNT_SSN-7002515 ############## 468761.329 3674869.83 ############## sritt vnovik 100 ############## No 155 feet Yes vnovik - 6/30/2011 1:02:24 PM
observed Cassia's adult feeding recent fledgling on adjacent l ine         6/30/2011 13:02

7/5/2011 7002516 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 30 feet up in sycamore (Platanus racemosa) west of drainage. No sjohnston - 6/17/2011 9:16:39 AM

vnovik - 6/22/2011 5:00:45 PM
This is same nest as 7002510 PNT_SSN-7002516 6/17/2011 9:15 518241.981 3634602.61 7/5/2011 8:42 sjohnston imaunsell 0 No 30 feet No
7/2/2011 7002520 Rufous-crowned Sparrow No Closed CP21 0 At base of deerweed (Lotus scoparius)  yucca (Hesperoyucca whipplei)  laurel sumac (Malosma            Yes RCSP pr obs repeatedly at this site; one bird item-carrying suggests nest building  Nest not found             PNT_SSN-7002520 6/20/2011 9:41 501123.608 3644285.56 7/2/2011 10:25 rradd rradd 100 7/5/2011 10:19 No 10 feet to AR; 120 feet to CP21. No No rradd - 7/2/2011 10:25:12 AM
Change to Closed
RCSP adults and juveniles detected at this locatio          7/2/2011 10:25
7/5/2011 7002523 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 6 feet up on westside of mulberry tree. Approximately 10 feet from the asphalt path. No nest removed when it was approximately 3% complete at direction of SDGE due to the high poten                                    PNT_SSN-7002523 6/20/2011 7:28 518212.053 3634594.49 7/5/2011 9:39 sjohnston imaunsell 0 No 7 feet No
7/5/2011 7002524 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Nest located on the south side of a mulberry tree approximately 14 feet up. No Nest removed when it was approximately 1% complete due to the high potential for an installati                           PNT_SSN-7002524 6/20/2011 7:50 518222.809 3634584.29 7/5/2011 9:38 sjohnston imaunsell 0 No 3 feet No No
7/5/2011 7002525 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 located approximately 8 feet up on the southside of mulberry tree. No Nest was removed at approximately 5% complete at 8:50am   Nest removal was made due to the                                                          PNT_SSN-7002525 6/20/2011 9:59 518222.367 3634584.66 7/5/2011 9:38 sjohnston imaunsell 0 No 3 feet No No
######### 7002527 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed CP17-1 0 1 foot up in small, sparsely foliated black sage, not well  hidden. 330 feet west of access road. No 4 nestlings  1 week old plus  Pair feeding and defending from GRRO in area   blohstroh - 6/21/20   PNT_SSN-7002527 6/21/2011 8:45 499814.31 3643130.95 ############## blohstroh dbusby 300 ############## No 350 feet No No blohstroh - 6/21/2011 8:47:51 AM
4 pin feathered nestlings  pair defending intrusion by GRRO 
d                                   6/28/2011 20:42

7/5/2011 7002530 House Finch No Closed TL 639 - 379521 0 In bottom east insulator bracket. Yes NBR sti l l  required for work to occus on TL639 pole 379521 PNT_SSN-7002530 ############## 492249.377 3631255.88 7/5/2011 10:55 mdicus rradd 100 Yes Cause of nest abandonment is indeterminate  but as work was carried out on this pole within on         Vehicular passage is not anticipipated to immpact this nest provided that no stopping standing o                         0 feet Drive through access and work allowed at pole per NBR above. Yes Yes mdicus - 6/21/2011 10:39:55 AM
Female entering bracket and remaining there  Fresh material vi                                         7/5/2011 10:55
7/5/2011 7002532 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed TL 639 - 397518 0 7 feet above ground level at end of branch at top of slope overhanging broom baccaharis patch       Yes 21 Jun Nest contains one egg and is swarming with ants. LEGO female attempting to return. PNT_SSN-7002532 ############## 491942.373 3630929.56 7/5/2011 11:07 rradd rradd 100 Yes Observations indicate nest failure due to disturbance of the nest  Nest and one egg remain intac                                Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping  standing  or       46 feet to TL639 - 397518. Drive through access only No Yes imaunsell  - 6/21/2011 7:25:21 AM
Nest contains one egg and is swarming with ants  LEGO femal                                                  7/5/2011 10:59
######### 7002536 Common Raven No Closed EP311-1 0 This nest is in SWPL tower  It is built on the bridge below the south horn and at the base of the so        No This large stick nest appears in active  However there is a lot of fresh white wash on the ground        PNT_SSN-7002536 ############## 596044.031 3627600.47 ############## veurs veurs 0 No 165 feet No Yes veurs - 6/21/2011 10:40:32 AM
This nest wasmonitored for 20 minutes and we didnt have any ac                                 6/21/2011 15:37
######### 7002539 House Finch No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 Located in back end of boom of boom truck parked 250 feet sw of main building at rough acres. No The nest was 10-20% complete (not yet formed into cup) with  no eggs  Material was not there ye                                          PNT_SSN-7002539 ############## 569104.232 3618083.11 ############## bfischer bfischer 0 No 0 feet No Yes
######### 7002541 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 15% complete nest in first mulberry tree (Morus alba) west of bridge  Nest on south side of free o          No Nest removed via authorization of SDGE on 6/22/11 at approximately 1000  Information of nest                PNT_SSN-7002541 ############## 518226.264 3634585.44 ############## vnovik vnovik 0 Yes Nest was removed prior to egg-laying. Nest removal request was sent in to remove this nest prior to its completion   This nest was in th                  0 feet; in staked work l imits. 6/22/2011 0:00 6/22/2011 0:00 0 feet No
######### 7002546 Phainopepla No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 0 Nest near outer end of mostly horizontal branch that extends farthest to northeast; in low curve       No PKonrad - 6/23/2011 - Pair nest building; see next page.
PKonrad - 6/29/2011 - closed.
 PNT_SSN-7002546 ############## 535134.623 3613029.66 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 Yes No indication. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping  standing  or       50 west of AR. No Yes pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:17:59 PM
Pair is nest building at an almost complete bowl nest  Male ve                                            6/29/2011 10:49
######### 7002547 Bullock's Oriole No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 0 Nest built on east side of l ive oak tree about 35 feet high  (There is another nest about 20 feet so    No PKonrad - 6/23/2011 - Pair active at this nest; see next page.
PKonrad - 6/29/2011 - closed.
 PNT_SSN-7002547 ############## 535133.727 3613025.1 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 Yes Unknown; same female possibly renesting in another location - or a different female is taking m        Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping  standing  or       35 feet west of AR. No Yes pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:12:32 PM
Pair active at nest  especially the  female that visited nest repe                                                                 6/29/2011 11:16
######### 7002548 Brewer's Blackbird No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 0 Nest in south-central side of tree. No PKonrad - 6/23/2011 - Male feeding - see next page.
PKonrad - 6/29/2011 - closed.
 PNT_SSN-7002548 ############## 535125.492 3613021.55 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 ############## No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping  standing  or       42 feet west of AR. Drive through access only. No Yes pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:20:38 PM - Male repeatedly bringing food to incubating female or nestli                  6/29/2011 10:51
######### 7002550 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 In first mulberry tree (Morus alba) west of bridge  Nest is on south side of tree approximately 8 f                                      No Nest removed 6/23/11 at 1633 at direction of SDGE  after all  information of nest location and St   PNT_SSN-7002550 ############## 518229.595 3634588.03 ############## vnovik vnovik 0 Yes Nest was removed prior to any egg-laying. This nest was in a very early stage of construction  and the placement and completion of it woul                 2 feet 6/23/2011 0:00 6/23/2011 0:00 Nest removal concurrence. No No
######### 7002554 House Wren No Closed Alpine Underground - 300+00r 0 25 feet above ground in horizontal portion of 4-inch diameter dead willow (Salix sp ) l imb  Limb                                           No Nest is most easily viewed from underneath  standing on south side of creek 
Dead l imb with nes                         PNT_SSN-7002554 ############## 525812.089 3632823.27 ############## shampton shampton 100 ############## No No HOWR's visited nest  or heard or seen during 20 minute observation (1225-1245)   Also no HOWR's observed anywhere in area  during LBVI survey earlier today  (0600-0830)
Nest l imb undam         75 feet 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 No Yes shampton - 6/23/2011 12:08:43 PM
Adults observed bringing food items to nest and carrying fec                             6/30/2011 12:52
######### 7002566 House Finch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 HOFI using BLPH nest (NID 6002318). No PNT_SSN-7002566 ############## 518191.542 3634573.49 ############## imaunsell imaunsell 0 ############## No 40 feet No No imaunsell  - 6/28/2011 11:45:39 AM
13 May BLPH second clutch of 3 eggs in progress 1212  - RR
v                                                                                                                      6/28/2011 11:46
######### 7002567 Black Phoebe No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Mud nest against wall  under eave between wood house and 1-storey brick house with for rent si No imaunsell  - 6/28/2011 12:00:14 PM - BLPH observed using nest recently used successfully HOFI       PNT_SSN-7002567 ############## 518192.344 3634573.31 ############## imaunsell imaunsell 0 Yes BLPH observed to be briefly using nest. Unknown reason why bird stop using nest. 65 feet from AR. No No imaunsell  - 6/28/2011 12:03:05 PM
Nest empty  No activity observed at nest from 06/21/2011 to  6/28/2011 12:03
######### 7002569 House Finch No Closed Alpine Yard - Upper East 0 Nest located in conductor reel. No Nest was removed at 5% complete following CDF&G notification  Nest was discovered on reel sch                                   PNT_SSN-7002569 ############## 520453.79 3634151.29 ############## sjohnston sjohnston 0 Yes Nest was removed at 5% complete following CDF&G notification  Nest was discovered on reel scheduled for immediate use  Nest was deemed a canidate for removal based off detection during ea               0 feet No Yes

7/5/2011 7002570 House Wren No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 14 feet above ground level in cap of metal power pole strapped to wood pole at edge of access ro           No Likely 2nd brood of recently sucessfully nesting HOWR using same nesting location. PNT_SSN-7002570 ############## 518202.139 3634599.05 7/5/2011 14:46 sjohnston imaunsell 100 7/4/2011 14:44 No Based on nest chronology nestlings are assumed to have fledged sucessfully. 5 feet from AR No No sjohnston - 6/28/2011 12:43:32 PM
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:24:09 AM
Observed house wren taking                                                                                                                           7/5/2011 14:46
7/5/2011 7002581 House Finch No Closed SWAT Yard 0 In metal 'box' space above rear axel within metal frame of elevated water tank; in upper-most no    Yes PNT_SSN-7002581 ############## 528246.497 3620283.24 7/5/2011 17:44 pkonrad sritt 100 No 0 feet; within yard. No Yes pkonrad - 6/30/2011 1:08:29 PM
Female House Finch bringing nesting material to site and lying                    7/5/2011 17:32
7/5/2011 7002590 House Finch No Closed SWAT Yard 0 Elevated water tank  in northwest end in metal fender just above outer wheel   About 335 feet nor     No Second clutch in same location at nest ID 7000957. PNT_SSN-7002590 7/5/2011 11:02 528247.128 3620285.78 7/5/2011 11:04 imaunsell imaunsell 0 No 0 feet; within yard No No tfitanides - 6/6/2011 8:02:47 PM
Female incubating, flushed from nest twice. Likely on a second clutch. [Nest was not closed in Pentab as previous nest check comment indicates].
barnold - 6/7/2011 12:18:57 PM
Female House Finch at nest area. Also observed House Finch activity in the nest area on Sunday 05 June 2011 but that entry overridden..
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 11:36:30 AM
Female incubating.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 4:51:58 PM
At least 2 downy nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 12:21:46 PM
Nestlings have fledged - closed.
7/5/2011 7001937 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 About 20 feet up in large red willow (Salix laevigata) and 15 feet west of bridge. No PNT_SSN-7001937 ############## 518237.392 3634589.96 7/5/2011 14:13 sjohnston imaunsell 0 Yes Nest was abandoned. Undetermined why bird left  nest. The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install  large acoustical noise blankets between nests an                                                                        6 feet from work l imits. Buffer remains but work allowed per approved plan. No sjohnston - 5/24/2011 8:30:15 AM
Nest activily being built  estimated at 10% complete 
vnovik - 5                                                                                                          6/1/2011 18:33
7/5/2011 7002594 Western Bluebird No Closed 0 No PNT_SSN-7002594 7/5/2011 14:25 518237.372 3634589.72 7/5/2011 14:30 imaunsell imaunsell 0 No 20' No imaunsell  - 7/5/2011 2:30:23 PM
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:05:46 PM
WBNU obs  ca  3 feet from cav                                                                                                                                                          7/5/2011 14:30
7/5/2011 7002595 House Wren No Closed 0 HOWR observed actively building nest in cavity of sycamore (Platanus racemosa) tree approxim                      No PNT_SSN-7002595 7/5/2011 13:36 518243.928 3634599.26 7/5/2011 14:16 imaunsell imaunsell 0 7/2/2011 13:52 No Nesting chronology appears to support assuption of a sucessful fledge. 35' No 
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 12:58:02 PM
HOWR obs  taking OATI material out of cavity  and bringing i                                                                                                                                            7/5/2011 13:52
7/5/2011 7002596 White-breasted Nuthatch No Closed 0 Same nesting cavity of the recently fledged WEBU. No PNT_SSN-7002596 7/5/2011 13:59 518237.676 3634589.79 7/5/2011 14:43 imaunsell imaunsell 0 6/8/2011 14:33 Yes Though bird was observed to visit site on a few occassions  there was no strong affinity to this cavity or any other cavity in the nearby vicinity  No true nest was ever established and my have bee            20 No 
sjohnston - 6/3/2011 3:10:22 PM
WBNU observed clearing WEBL nest material and bringing in fr                              7/5/2011 14:31
######### 5000013 Coastal Cactus Wren No Inactive Sycamore Yard 0 Located in Opuntia about 4 feet above ground. Yes Appears to be an old nest that might be present in pre-existing data  Out of 5 nests observed this                                                                                                                                     PNT_SSN-5000013 ############## 499995.454 3643938.13 ############## rradd rradd 0 No 0 feet No Yes rradd - 5/24/2011 3:04:27 PM
No change 1330 ... breeding pr at S end of territory. 5/24/2011 15:04

6/1/2011 5000491 Common Raven No Inactive TL 639 - Z379538 0 5 incomplete stick nests in steel structure 30+ feet up. Yes Raven pair observed placing sticks in different locations on 3/1/11 and 3/3/11 final nest site loc                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5000491 3/3/2011 10:20 494564.591 3633662.33 6/1/2011 14:33 dbusby tfitanides 0 No Nest is on subject tower, so buffer not justified. 0 feet No Yes tfitanides - 6/1/2011 2:31:51 PM
Nest unoccupied  A CORA (possibly juvenile) flushed from the b                                                   6/1/2011 14:31
6/7/2011 6002384 Coastal Cactus Wren No Inactive Sycamore Yard 0 Substantial football-sized nest  in good condition  4 feet up in large prickly pear (Opuntia sp ) co                      Yes 18 Mar - CACW call ing across this territory - at least 2 birds present  - RR
24 Mar - CACW call ing                                                                                                      PNT_SSN-6002384 3/7/2011 9:01 499856.109 3643778.63 6/7/2011 21:06 rradd rradd 0 No 30 feet No Yes rradd - 5/24/2011 3:14:22 PM
CACW call ing on this territory 1400
rradd - 6/1/2011 8:57:42 PM
N                                  6/7/2011 21:05
6/7/2011 6002385 Coastal Cactus Wren No Inactive Sycamore Yard 0 2 nests 5 feet up in large healthy prickly pear (Opuntia sp )  One nest appears old and defunct  th              Yes 18 Mar - CACW call ing across this territory - at least 2 birds present  - RR
24 Mar - CACW call ing                                                                                                                                                                PNT_SSN-6002385 3/7/2011 10:13 499701.487 3643848.69 6/7/2011 13:26 rradd rradd 0 No 15 feet No Yes rradd - 5/24/2011 3:16:23 PM
No CACW detected 1305-1335 
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:41:19 PM
One n                                                           6/7/2011 13:26
6/4/2011 6002387 Red-shouldered Hawk No Inactive Alpine Underground - 115+00 0 75 feet up in sycamore tree (Platanus racemosa) in drainage on south side of ROW. No 10 feet above eye level from Alpine Blvd  RSHA observed on nest and another observed vocalizing                                                                                                                 PNT_SSN-6002387 3/8/2011 11:43 520280.568 3633340.7 6/4/2011 12:22 pkonrad tfitanides 0 6/4/2011 12:17 No Successfully fledged. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        180 feet to Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes rradd - 5/27/2011 6:55:43 AM
Adult male brings food to at least one extensively white juvenile in            6/4/2011 12:22
5/3/2011 6002390 Cactus Wren No Inactive EP245-1 AR 0 Nest is 3 feet off the ground in a cholla (Cylindropuntia sp )  Opening faces east  Golden colored                          No Nest is in good condition  intact with well-established opening 
Buffer encompasses entire access                                                                  PNT_SSN-6002390 3/8/2011 14:08 578802.855 3610513.76 5/3/2011 16:19 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Vehicular traffice allowed, but no stopping, standing, or construction within buffer. 250 feet from work area; 35 feet from dirt road. No No
######### 6003252 House Finch No Inactive Alpine Yard - Upper 0 Nest located 5 feet up on third reel in from south west end of row. No Pair nest building  Flushed when foot traffic approached between reels about 15 feet away  Does                                                                                                    PNT_SSN-6003252 ############## 520127.753 3634212.31 ############## imaunsell emorgan 0 No Nesting began after yard activities commenced  and is accutomed to current level  Buffer should              0 feet; within yard boundary. 4/15/2011 0:00 4/15/2011 16:12 Buffer reduced to 15 feet. Yes Yes
######### 5003307 House Finch No Inactive Sycamore Substation 0 Nest approximately 30 feet up on top of ceramic stack and under a cover   Note:  This nest is loca                     No 3/31/11 - Observed female bring nest material to nest with male following closely  (D  Busby)
bar                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5003307 3/31/2011 9:09 497095.6 3642142.55 5/19/2011 8:55 dbusby barnold 0 No 0 feet; within substation. No Yes
######### 5003315 House Finch No Inactive Sycamore Substation 0 In structure north of Siemens 230 KV structure  Approximately 20 feet above ground on top of ve                               No 3/31/11 Observed female of pair visiting nest  Flagged (Cummings) 
barnold - 4/12/2011 11:28:5                                                                                   PNT_SSN-5003315 ############## 497088.586 3642091.57 5/19/2011 9:12 dbusby barnold 0 No 0 feet; within substation. Yes Yes
######### 5003327 American Kestrel No Inactive TL 6924 - Z171688 0 Bottom west arm of tower, cavity. No Bird arrived at this spot  disappeared  then left; l ikely feeding young 
7 April  - Pair observed copu                                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5003327 ############## 497002.654 3642866.79 ############## blohstroh rradd 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. 0 feet, at tower/work site. No Yes blohstroh - 5/26/2011 11:40:51 AM - No activity observed, nest apparently fledged. 5/26/2011 11:40

5/6/2011 5003369 House Wren No Inactive CP82-1 0 Approximately 20 feet high in southern trunk of sycamore (Platanus racemosa) facing road  Just          Yes 4/6/11 - Adult observed bringing Sticks to cavity  Buffer flagged  no ESA signs  Candidate for nest                                                         PNT_SSN-5003369 4/6/2011 11:22 518844.792 3636151.9 5/6/2011 13:00 dbusby kalberts 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  as long as no stopping  standing  or constru    20 feet off AR; 250 feet to tower area. ############### 4/25/2011 14:23 Buffer remains, but vehicular passage allowed. Yes No
######### 5000851 Bushtit No Inactive CP88-1 0 In scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia ) 4 feet up. Entrance on south side. Yes shampton - 4/19/2011 8:20:38 AM - Pair observed nearby  carrying nest material to nest  80% co                     PNT_SSN-5000851 4/19/2011 8:16 517854.424 3635000.48 4/30/2011 8:55 shampton rradd 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  and no construction is proposed within   35 feet from AR. ############### 4/25/2011 14:35 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. Yes No

6/3/2011 5000883 Common Raven No Inactive EP297 0 Nest built in west arm of SWPL metal tower. No PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - 2 ravens present; 1 standing on nest rim apparently shading nest(l ings) 
                                                                                       PNT_SSN-5000883 ############## 590796.094 3624729.9 6/3/2011 13:46 pkonrad shampton 0 No Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence  following the premises of the Raven Control Pl 15 feet from SWPL access road. Buffer remains, but thru-traffic is allowed. Yes No pkonrad - 5/25/2011 10:08:47 AM
1 large feathered nestling and 1 adult standing on nest and 1                          6/3/2011 8:00
######### 5000888 Mourning Dove No Inactive San Luis Rey Substation 0 North side of TBEA Transformer  on top of screen for Fan X5  below radiators on the north side o      No barnold - 4/22/2011 1:53:02 PM  Adult on nest 

kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 11:33:52 AM
Observed a                                         PNT_SSN-5000888 ############## 468775.569 3674779.5 ############## barnold kkilpatrick 0 No 0 feet; nest within substation. Yes Yes
######### 6003254 House Wren No Inactive Helix Yard AR 0 HOWR cavity nest in willow tree (Salix sp ) approximately 15 feet off ground directly adjacent to No Birds observed actively building nest  Active CYs and ARs no longer need flagged buffers  Existing                                                             PNT_SSN-6003254 ############## 509740.671 3636428.81 4/20/2011 8:33 rradd rradd 0 No Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        1,390 feet from yard boundary. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. No Yes
######### 5000433 OTHER No Inactive TL 6916 - Z771472 0 Stick nest located on top of l ight pole. No Old nest ID 114, new nest ID 021011AH2 PNT_SSN-5000433 ############## 490928.809 3639730.66 ############## bclaxton kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption allowed for Reconductor residential areas; this nest is within such an area. 200 feet from nearest pole. No Yes
######### 5000451 OTHER No Inactive EP239-1 0 Large stick nest  probably common raven  built in south arm of metal powerline tower near EP23  No Nest 60  first observed Jan 20  shows no new activity on Feb 23  
Possibil ity of a raptor or raven u                                                                                                    PNT_SSN-5000451 ############## 577206.242 3610463.6 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No 400 feet from temporary ROW at tower site. No Yes

5/7/2011 5000471 OTHER No Inactive Alpine Yard 0 Potential raptor nest 60 feet up in eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.). No If occupied by raptor, it wil l  affect LZ - 3-2-11  RF.
Stil l  inactive 3-25 (PK). PNT_SSN-5000471 3/2/2011 14:13 520194.608 3633806.52 5/7/2011 20:38 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption already in place for Alpine Blvd nesting birds at the time of this nest's discov 120 feet from access to Alpine Headquarters Yard. 0 feet No Yes
######### 5000492 OTHER No Inactive TL 639 - Z379537 0 In steel structure  3 incomplete stick nests 30+ feet up  possibly same ravens building near 3796  No PNT_SSN-5000492 3/3/2011 10:47 494387.983 3633474.7 ############## tcooper emorgan 0 No 0 feet, on 69 KV structure. Yes
######### 6002310 Red-tailed Hawk No Inactive EP119-2 0 40 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia)  fresh sicks atop bulky platform 15 feet from seco                                No GHOW nest nearby may be retarding egg-laying  Followup observations required 
One adult Red-                                      PNT_SSN-6002310 3/4/2011 9:26 553240.046 3620737.1 ############## rfletcher emorgan 0 No 350 feet from temporary pad. No No
######### 6002313 OTHER No Inactive EP236-1 AR 0 SWPL tower 195. North side of cross arm. No Inactive (3/04/2011)  Large stick nest needs to be checked for activity on a regular basis  Just aft         PNT_SSN-6002313 3/4/2011 14:41 575914.162 3610329.32 ############## jhart emorgan 0 No 230 feet from existing SWPL AR. No No
######### 5000532 OTHER No Inactive Rough Acres Yard 0 25 feet up in a coast l ive oak at the southeast corner of the Rough Acres material yard. No Although currently inactive  materials are being kept outside the 500 foot buffer in the event that                                            PNT_SSN-5000532 2/25/2011 0:00 568372 3617599 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No 425 feet from yard boundary. No Yes

5/3/2011 5000540 OTHER No Inactive EP236-1 and Pullsite AR 0 In SWPL power tower   A nest has been previously recorded at this location   If becomes active w         No A stick nest that appears to be in process of contruction (creosote bush branches with leaves) Po       PNT_SSN-5000540 1/20/2011 0:00 575455 3610283 5/3/2011 12:39 jhart kalberts 0 No 30 feet from SWPL access road. No No
######### 5000897 OTHER No Inactive CP47A-1 0 Roost in sheer rock cliffs east and downhill  of tower structure  Point on pen tablet does not matc  No White-throated swift - Unknown if nesting, but outside of 100 foot buffer. PNT_SSN-5000897 2/10/2011 0:00 507276 3638853 ############## bclaxton emorgan 0 No 2900 feet from temporary. No No
######### 6003249 OTHER No Inactive CP65-1 0 Raptor nest 25 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). No This nest currently inaccesible to monitoring due to land access issues  Update during pre-cons       PNT_SSN-6003249 ############## 514701.343 3639968.73 ############## tcooper rradd 0 No 320 feet to TSAP; 400 feet to tower site. No No
######### 5003270 Red-shouldered Hawk No Inactive CP32 - 30 AR 0 Old nest; possible beginning new nest 25 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) adjacent to No 19 Mar - Pair RSHA present and territory guarding  Female tolerated close approach  refused to f                                                                                 PNT_SSN-5003270 ############## 527631.337 3618011.71 4/20/2011 9:32 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 450 feet from existing access road. No No
######### 5003317 American Kestrel No Inactive Sycamore Substation 0 Nest approx 30 feet up in opening on eastern/lowest arm of tower in northwestern corner of sub No 3/31/11 - Pair observed foraging  perching  and copulating adjacent to tower  Adult observed en                                                                                                                                                PNT_SSN-5003317 ############## 497047.993 3642237.88 ############## dbusby barnold 500 ############## No - This is l ikely the second clutch for this pair  which has successfully fledged young under simila                                                            0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 150 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 1:13:54 PM
Observed male quickly bring small mammal to nest  Bio-monitor                                                                                                                                                      6/27/2011 14:45

6/7/2011 5003295 Cactus Wren No Inactive EP226-1 0 4 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No Pair of CACW observed adjacent to nest; nest appears to be the start of a new nest; monitor for a                                                                                                             PNT_SSN-5003295 3/30/2011 9:56 572516.865 3612334.37 6/7/2011 13:53 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 95 feet No No barnold - 6/3/2011 12:00:51 PM
No Cactus Wren activity during 25-minute observation period  O                6/3/2011 12:00
######### 5000800 OTHER No Inactive TL 6916 - 678467 0 Stick nest approximately 80 feet up in eucalyptus tree is growing on slope just outside backyard                   No No birds observed coming to/from nest  RSHA pair call ing in neighborhood - shampton - 4/13/20   PNT_SSN-5000800 ############## 490907.41 3640278.92 ############## shampton kalberts 0 No 165 feet to work area. No Yes

5/7/2011 5000012 OTHER No Inactive Alpine Underground - Vault 11 0 Small size stick nest located approximately 100 feet up in eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp.). No Nest not determined to be active or attributeable to any species  RTHA pair seen soaring  perchin                                                        PNT_SSN-5000012 ############## 522118.893 3633111.36 5/7/2011 21:02 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        105 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 21:01 3/3/2011 21:01 0 feet No Yes
5/7/2011 5000486 OTHER No Inactive Alpine Underground - 289+00r 0 Medium size stick nest approximately 50 feet up in coast l ive oak tree (Quercus agrifolia). No Nest appears inactive at this time  Blanket exemption NBR for Alpine Blvd issued  All  buffers and            PNT_SSN-5000486 3/3/2011 10:41 525503.569 3632708.79 5/7/2011 20:45 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        470 feet away from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 20:44 3/3/2011 20:44 0 feet No Yes
5/7/2011 5000538 OTHER No Inactive Alpine Underground - MH-11L 0 Stick nest located approximately 15 feet up in coast l ive oak tree (Quercus agrifolia). No Blanket exemption NBR for Alpine Blvd issued  All  buffers and ESA signage/flagging removed on 3       PNT_SSN-5000538 1/13/2011 0:00 522124 3633079 5/7/2011 20:54 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        5 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 18:50 3/3/2011 18:50 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes
5/7/2011 5000901 OTHER No Inactive Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 Nest located approximately 80 feet up in coast l ive oak tree (Quercus agrifolia). No Large stick nest consistent with raptors  Nest located approximately 220' from Alpine Blvd  Blank                    PNT_SSN-5000901 2/15/2011 0:00 525791 3632785 5/7/2011 20:57 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        200 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 20:57 3/3/2011 20:57 0 feet No Yes
6/3/2011 500126 House Wren No Inactive CP50-1 AR 0 Cavity 8 feet up in pepper tree (Schinus sp.). Yes Nest material visible inside  l ikely HOWR 
10 Mar 2011 - HOWR singing at nest above  Likely a sa                                                                                                           PNT_SSN-5001261 509072 3638408 6/3/2011 7:21 rradd rradd 0 No 0 feet No No
######### 5000784 House Finch No Inactive Sycamore Substation 0 Nest observed in southwest corner of transformer Bank 71 on 2nd shelf stabil izing bar of radiat                      Yes Female observed incubating  male in area 4-12 (FH/BA) 
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:20:05 AM  Pair i                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000784 ############## 497123.511 3642035.35 ############## barnold barnold 0 No SDG&E needs to install  new transformer before 5-year warranty expires  Proposed work encroac                                           0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/9/2011 10:46:49 AM
Female sitting on nest 
barnold - 6/16/2011 7:32:16 AM
Female s              6/23/2011 12:43
######### 5000835 Rock Wren No Inactive Suncrest Substation 0 Under a small rock, near top of slope, in between medium sized boulders. Yes ahil l  - 4/16/2011 3:29:27 PM - on 4-15-11  one ROWR was observed bringing rocks and sticks to                                                                                     PNT_SSN-5000835 4/16/2011 8:54 529541.063 3629824.34 ############## ahill kalberts 0 No 60 feet; on fi l l  slope, 60 ft to road through pad. Yes Yes

5/9/2011 5000837 Rock Wren No Inactive Suncrest Substation 0 In rocky hil lside  Nest entrance is southwestern facing on a side of curved rock  Above the nestin             No Nest description: a front porch of flat  small rocks has been built at nest entrance  a couple of tw                                                                                                                                                         PNT_SSN-5000837 4/16/2011 8:38 529515.941 3629843.28 5/9/2011 14:12 ahil l kalberts 0 No 0 feet; on fi l l  slope of substation pad. Yes Yes
5/7/2011 5003378 OTHER No Inactive Alpine Underground - 238+00 0 25-30 feet up on west side of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). No Monitor observed pair at nest  No buffer flagged for Alpine Blvd ROW  - 4/7/2011 IM
16 Apr - BTP                            PNT_SSN-5003378 4/7/2011 10:15 524015.77 3632884.7 5/7/2011 20:42 imaunsell kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        10 feet 3/2/2011 18:12 3/3/2011 18:12 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes
######### 5000413 Red-tailed Hawk No Inactive EP90-1 and AR 0 Nest constructed in the top of a eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp ) (about 40 feet high)  approxima                 Yes Verified 2/24/2011 by Ian Maunsell  nest id 101  No Work  
Adult sti l l  incubating - 3-10-11 (PK) 
3/                                                                                                                                                                     PNT_SSN-5000413 2/8/2011 10:36 548190.253 3613279.16 ############## pkonrad barnold 0 No Vehicular passage should not impact nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or construction   30 feet from access road. Buffer kept in place at 500 feet, but vehicular passage is allowed. Yes No barnold - 5/31/2011 12:46:28 PM
No adults or fledglings noted during hour-long observation per 5/31/2011 12:46

6/4/2011 5000452 Red-tailed Hawk No Inactive EP353 and AR 0 Stick nest in south arm of metal tower south of EP353. Yes Apparent former common raven nest  Formerly nest 43 
Red-tailed hawk incubating while second                                                                                                                                                              PNT_SSN-5000452 ############## 615279.428 3622932.74 6/4/2011 12:01 pkonrad jpawlicki 0 No Buffer approved through agency concurrence   Construction activities cannot occur inside 300 fo            95 feet from access road entry to tower site. Buffer reduced to 300 feet. Yes pkonrad - 5/25/2011 1:12:50 PM
1 large nestling standing on nest and beside it 
jpawlicki - 6/4/2                        6/4/2011 12:01
######### 5003382 Red-tailed Hawk No Inactive CP57 AR 0 60 feet up in eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.) adjacent to farm buildings. No Location suggests these birds are desensitized to vehicle traffic 
7 Apr - RTHA display fl ight bringi                                                              PNT_SSN-5003382 4/7/2011 13:35 511870.597 3638287.22 5/21/2011 8:45 rradd rradd 0 No Tolerance of species to human environments  plus location of nest by access roads only  should                    230 feet from existing AR. No No
######### 7000899 Coastal Cactus Wren No Inactive Sycamore Yard 0 5 feet up in prickly pear (Opuntia l ittoralis)   Large amount of fresh material has been added her    Yes 25 Apr Large new CACW nest sti l l  being added to 17:25 - RR
3 May CACW call ing from this locatio                                   PNT_SSN-7000899 ############## 499654.388 3643866.79 ############## rradd rradd 0 No 57 feet from AR. No Yes rradd - 5/24/2011 3:16:42 PM
No CACW detected 1305-1335 
rradd - 6/1/2011 10:25:09 AM
CACW                                                               6/20/2011 13:37
######### 5000827 Lesser Goldfinch No Inactive Alpine Yard 0 Approximately 70 feet from road and 3 feet high in Helianthus sunflower. Yes dbusby - 4/15/2011 3:38:43 PM - Female sitting on nest with one egg  Edge of ESA already has sig                          PNT_SSN-5000827 ############## 520235.767 3634235.67 ############## dbusby barnold 0 No Bird began building nest under current work levels and activities  A 50 foot buffer is not expecte            0 feet; within Alpine Yard boundary. ############### 4/26/2011 14:04 Buffer reduced to 50 feet. Yes Yes

6/8/2011 5000469 Black Phoebe No Inactive CP54-1 - Londono property 0 Inside small building (pump house) on north side  5 May - Mud nest on wall  close to ceil ing has                      Yes 10 Mar 2010 - Nest intact  BLPH observed foraging nearby but not entering building  Changed to                                                                                                                                                                                     PNT_SSN-5000469 3/2/2011 10:30 510021.975 3638790.95 6/8/2011 13:38 rradd rradd 0 5/5/2011 12:20 No Successfully fledged. It is the avian biologist’s opinion both the Anna’s hummingbird and black phoebe nests will  tole                                                                          15 feet from driveway access. Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes No rradd - 5/25/2011 5:54:56 PM
BLPH renovating this nest 1725
rradd - 6/3/2011 9:12:02 AM
Nest is                 6/8/2011 13:37
6/7/2011 5000880 House Finch No Inactive Scripps Substation 0 Nest is located in middle north facing metal conduit pipe on Bank 32 structure. Yes emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:22:22 AM - House finch pair entering pipe and defending it from starling                                     PNT_SSN-5000880 4/22/2011 9:19 489449.376 3641438.14 6/7/2011 17:14 emorgan rradd 0 No  Nest outcome unknown. Highly tolerant species for which project precedent has aready been set. 50 feet to nearest conductor replacement. Buffer reduced to 30 feet. No No rradd - 5/27/2011 10:18:08 AM
HOFI pr  continues breeding activity atop this structure 
rradd - 6/                           6/7/2011 17:14
6/4/2011 5000865 House Finch No Inactive IV substation 0 New active HOFI nest located in disconnect in yard 40 feet high. Yes vnovik - 4/21/2011 1:15:13 PM - Female carrying nest material 
NBM WLA concurence to reduce b                                         PNT_SSN-5000865 ############## 620411.712 3620675.28 6/4/2011 7:09 vnovik barnold 0 No Nest is hidden in an area away from general work site  and other reductions for this species on t                   0 feet; within yard. Buffer reduced to 10 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/3/2011 8:20:08 PM
No House Finch activity in area. Nest Inactive. 6/3/2011 20:20
######### 7000983 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Inactive TL 6924 - 171693 0 In patch of brittlebush and buckwheat  No specfic landmarks on revegetated slope   About 50 fee                            No Male and female returning to this location repeatedly  bringing food  blohstroh - 5/5/2011
Nest f                                    PNT_SSN-7000983 5/5/2011 15:12 498178.577 3644161.95 5/19/2011 8:14 blohstroh blohstroh 0 No 75 feet to proposed yard boundary. No Yes
######### 7000984 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Inactive TL 6924 - 171693 0 Within black sage, about 1 foot off ground, near edge of revegetated slope. No Female incubating  blohstroh - 5/5/2011
Male incubating nest - kalberts - 5/13/2011 2:56:53 PM                                       PNT_SSN-7000984 5/5/2011 15:26 497202.635 3643799.38 ############## blohstroh blohstroh 0 Yes Likely failed due to inclement weather on preceding day. At least 3 dead chicks present in nest, nest leaning over 45 degrees. 660 feet to nearest pole. No Yes blohstroh - 5/26/2011 2:29:31 PM
Ants eating dead chicks. 5/26/2011 14:29

6/9/2011 7000989 Red-tailed Hawk No Inactive Alpine Underground 0 60 feet up in 3 5 foot diameter eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp )  Large stick nest in crotch of main             No shampton - 5/5/2011 11:30:55 AM - Adult visited nest  Large nestling sti l l  with some down obser                                      PNT_SSN-7000989 5/5/2011 11:27 522139.851 3633113.52 6/9/2011 11:19 shampton shampton 0 No Blanket exemption already in place for Alpine Blvd at the time of this nest discovery. 120 feet to Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes shampton - 5/26/2011 11:59:51 AM - Juvenile(s?) observed in eucalyptus trees around nest and                                                    6/9/2011 11:19
5/7/2011 7001003 OTHER No Inactive EP295 0 Stick nest in southeast side of SWPL tower. No shampton - 5/6/2011 10:29:28 AM  No birds observed associating with this nest. PNT_SSN-7001003 5/6/2011 10:27 590380.282 3623864.34 5/7/2011 19:20 shampton kalberts 0 No 70 feet from AR; 430 feet from EP 295. No No
######### 5000877 Rock Wren No Inactive Suncrest Substation 0 Within rock rubble. 5-10 feet up slope from bottom of slope. No vnovik - 4/22/2011 12:36:33 PM - Rock Wren carrying nest material into nest site  On-site monit                                                                                                                                PNT_SSN-5000877 ############## 529600.499 3629888.33 ############## vnovik ahil l 0 No Nest is in rock rubble ~10 feet from the bottom of a slope  is well  concealed  downslope  and not                                                                                                                0 feet; within substation pad fi l l  slope. 5/6/2011 15:12 5/6/2011 15:12 Remains at 100 feet. Yes Yes

6/4/2011 7001022 Verdin No Inactive EP353 0 Globular nest located 10 feet up in smoke tree (Psorothamnus spinosus) at forked branch  East s   Yes Pair observed making multiple trips into nest with food items  Male exhibiting agitated behavior                                   PNT_SSN-7001022 ############## 615248.322 3623014.11 6/4/2011 12:09 sjohnston jpawlicki 0 No Not needed; current exemption exists for Sunrise traffic on existing SWPL l ine  and nest is beyond                                                                                                                    80 feet from existing AR. Buffer remains; through access only. Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/25/2011 3:07:25 PM
Unable to check this nest due to unsafe road conditions and roa                                                   6/4/2011 12:09
######### 7001451 Wrentit No Inactive CP23 0 Located in mission manzanita shrub (Xylococcus bicolor) about 45 feet north-northeast of the n           Yes barnold & mkuehn - 5/12/2011 10:01 AM - Nest difficult to find   About 2 5 feet off ground in mis                                                                                            PNT_SSN-7001451 5/12/2011 9:56 501345.837 3644818.44 ############## barnold rradd 0 No 60 feet to legs. Yes No

6/8/2011 7001459 Mourning Dove No Inactive CP51-2 AR 0 Untidy stick nest under eave of north side of small patio at house front entry. Yes 12 May - MODO incubating and mate adjacent 0844  - RR
19 May - MODO incubating 0927 - RR PNT_SSN-7001459 5/12/2011 8:45 509073.935 3638425.16 6/8/2011 9:27 rradd rradd 0 6/8/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. 85 feet to AR, but on house. No No rradd - 5/25/2011 12:56:57 PM - MODO on nest 1251 
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:05:27 PM - MODO on n                   6/8/2011 9:27
######### 7001502 Lesser Goldfinch No Inactive CP50-1 AR 0 8 feet above ground level  in center of sparse laurel sumac (Malosma laurina) at top of cut-bank        Yes 19 May LEGO female completing nest under male supervision 0841. - RR PNT_SSN-7001502 5/19/2011 8:50 509172.96 3638386.82 ############## rradd emorgan 0 No 10 feet from AR. No No rradd - 5/25/2011 12:30:44 PM
LEGO female on nest 1217 
rradd - 6/2/2011 5:13:20 PM
Sporadic                            6/8/2011 9:13
######### 7001507 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Inactive CP64-2, CP65-1 pullsite AR entry 0 Yellow nest 14 feet above ground level in hanging green frond of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifoli                                No 19 May BCHU female on nearly complete nest 1742. - RR PNT_SSN-7001507 ############## 514345.564 3639347.65 ############## rradd emorgan 0 No 60 feet from AR. No No rradd - 5/26/2011 4:43:52 PM
Nest appears neat  complete and intact  but no BCHU detected in a                                                     6/9/2011 11:52
######### 5000535 OTHER No Inactive CP82-1 0 Offset: Approximately 40 feet east of access road   Nest is located approximately 25 feet up in a                 No On 3/9/11 B  Lohstroh checked this nest and sti l l  inactive 
29 Mar - No change in activity detected           PNT_SSN-5000535 1/12/2011 0:00 518823.188 3636092.38 ############## rradd rradd 0 No Nest never became active. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      40 feet from access road. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No
######### 7001915 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Inactive CP70-3 AR 0 2 feet above road height in wild grape (Vitis girdiana) at base of multi-trunked California sycam         Yes 20 May BCHU female sitting on complete nest 0956. - RR PNT_SSN-7001915 ############## 516889.686 3638441.65 ############## rradd emorgan 0 No 20 feet from AR. No No rradd - 5/26/2011 9:27:13 AM
BCHU female on nest 0842
rradd - 6/4/2011 10:59:28 AM
Nest intac                                     6/9/2011 16:35

6/1/2011 7001927 Lark Sparrow No Inactive Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Nest located under steel on ground in between two wooden blocks; second pile from right about               Yes Bowl nest; adult observed by biomonitor on Thurs and Friday (5/20); adult observed - ffhoffman                                              PNT_SSN-7001927 ############## 535980.979 3612947.9 6/1/2011 11:19 fhoffman sritt 0 No Vehicular passage should impact this nest provided that no stopping  standing  or work occurs w     0 feet; in yard. Drive through access only. Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/27/2011 4:14:28 PM
Nest looks abandoned; no Lark Sparrows observed; north end o                       5/27/2011 16:14
######### 7001929 Lark Sparrow No Inactive Suncrest Substation AR 0 In small Engelmann oak (Quercus engelmannii) at roadside  Nest 4 feet up on west trunk  Tree ju            No tfitanides - 5/23/2011 12:29:56 PM - Adult incubating 3 eggs  Tolerant of biologist presence with          PNT_SSN-7001929 ############## 531947.323 3630660.82 ############## tfitanides ahil l 0 Yes Chicks were found today covered in ants  The chicks most l ikely died due to the bad weather on s               Blanket exemption in place for Suncrest substation and buffers along pad and access road. 8 feet Yes Yes ahil l  - 5/24/2011 8:03:20 PM
two hatchlings present  female on nest 
ahil l  - 5/28/2011 9:08:15 P          5/28/2011 21:08
######### 7002347 Oak Titmouse No Inactive Alpine Underground - Loritz property 0 Nest located at the top of the south facing rock retaining wall  on border of property  It is betwee             Yes emorgan - 5/24/2011 2:08:33 PM - Observed adult bringing food to the cavity every 5 to 10 minu       PNT_SSN-7002347 ############## 526257.427 3632340.79 ############## emorgan jpawlicki 0 No 0 feet; within work pad. No Yes emorgan - 5/31/2011 8:04:25 PM
Observed adult carrying food into cavity and I could hear nestl                             6/10/2011 13:35
######### 7002371 Cactus Wren No Inactive EP226-1 0 2 feet up in cholla cactus (Cylindropuntia sp.). Opening faces east. No Nest appears inactive  No birds observed in or around nest  Large  made of straw grasses  and in                              PNT_SSN-7002371 ############## 572583.295 3612421.79 ############## callen phoward 0 No 58 feet from TSAP. No No
######### 7002387 OTHER No Inactive TL 6916 - 774843 0 Large stick nest on pole. No tcooper - 5/27/2011 7:09:35 AM - No activity.
 PNT_SSN-7002387 5/27/2011 7:05 496819.983 3641634.53 ############## tcooper phoward 0 No 0 feet; on tower. No No
######### 7002406 OTHER No Inactive Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 View from trail  on north side of I-8 westbound bridge  where trail  curves to east  Look northwest                         No mkuehn - 6/1/2011 12:36:57 PM
smaller stick nest  no activity observed  crows in vicinity all  day  PNT_SSN-7002406 6/1/2011 12:32 525928.429 3632937.93 ############## mkuehn phoward 0 No 290 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 No Yes
######### 7002407 OTHER No Inactive Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 View from trail  on north side of I-8 westbound bridge  at big dead tree 60 feet east of where trail                          No mkuehn - 6/1/2011 12:48:28 PM
large stick nest  no activity observed  crows in vicinity all  day  PNT_SSN-7002407 6/1/2011 12:47 525955.894 3632937.28 ############## mkuehn phoward 0 No 290 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 No Yes
######### 7002409 OTHER No Inactive Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 Nest located 70 feet up in cottonwood tree (Populus sp )  It is in fork on main branch and is visib           No emorgan - 6/1/2011 12:46:00 PM - Old stick nest. No activity observed near it.
 PNT_SSN-7002409 6/1/2011 12:43 525966.112 3632941.69 ############## emorgan phoward 0 No 340 feet to Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 No Yes
######### 7002350 OTHER No Inactive CP19-1 0 A small grass shaped cup nest was found 35 feet north of access road CP19-1-E-A  The nest is ap               No kkilpatrick - 5/24/2011 2:10:56 PM
Fresh grass nest appeared completed  No eggs in nest  An adu        PNT_SSN-7002350 ############## 500266.976 3643987.6 6/14/2011 9:40 kkilpatrick imaunsell 0 No 36 feet No No kkilpatrick - 5/25/2011 3:50:27 PM
Two biologists conducted focused observations of the nest fo                                                                       6/13/2011 8:32
######### 7002501 Cactus Wren No Inactive EP226-1 0 4 feet high in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No Nest in good condition  but may have old feces inside   No birds seen or heard in area over 30 m        PNT_SSN-7002501 ############## 572558.127 3612398.06 ############## blohstroh vnovik 0 No 20 feet from TSAP. No
######### 7002535 OTHER No Inactive TL 639 - 579519 0 Woven nest of long grass stems 8 feet above ground level and at approximate road elevation in                        No 21 June - BHGR pair attending this perhaps incomplete nest. - RR PNT_SSN-7002535 6/21/2011 9:40 492091.341 3631075.88 6/28/2011 7:11 rradd barnold 100 No 16 feet to AR; 100 feet to work. No No barnold - 6/28/2011 7:11:20 AM
Adult male in bush mallow  I didn't approach to search for nest          6/28/2011 7:11
######### 7002537 Cactus Wren No Inactive EP261A 0 Nest in cholla 5 feet above ground. No PNT_SSN-7002537 ############## 584399.517 3612942.11 ############## emorgan emorgan 0 No 60 feet from trail  to tower site/TSAP. No No emorgan - 6/22/2011 10:38:29 AM
Cactus Wren in area. 6/22/2011 10:38
######### 7002538 Cactus Wren No Inactive EP261A 0 Two nests in cholla 4 to 5 feet above ground. No PNT_SSN-7002538 ############## 584418.866 3612977.25 ############## emorgan emorgan 0 No 5 feet from trail  to tower site/TSAP. No No emorgan - 6/22/2011 10:34:19 AM
Cactus Wren flushed from area around nest 
emorgan - 6/22/2                     6/22/2011 13:48
######### 7002551 Cactus Wren No Inactive EP259-2 0 5 feet above ground in desert jujube (Ziziphus parryi). No PNT_SSN-7002551 ############## 584041.513 3612101.67 ############## emorgan emorgan 0 No 10 feet from AR. No No emorgan - 6/23/2011 3:36:45 PM
No Cactus Wrens observed in area around nest  Downy feather          6/23/2011 15:36
######### 7002571 Cactus Wren No Inactive EP269-2 0 Nest is located 4 feet high in northwest edge of cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No phoward - 6/28/2011 8:55:32 AM
Nest was found inactive  Likely a fledged nest from this year  Ju                                PNT_SSN-7002571 6/28/2011 8:50 586093.003 3615664.72 6/28/2011 9:00 phoward phoward 0 No 60 feet from TSAP. No No
######### 7002572 Cactus Wren No Inactive EP269 0 This nest was in a cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No PNT_SSN-7002572 ############## 585187.212 3615673.54 ############## eelias eelias 0 No 47 feet No No eelias - 6/28/2011 2:38:20 PM
Complete  100% built  No eggs  No chicks  No adults were active in  6/28/2011 14:38
######### 7002573 Cactus Wren No Inactive EP269 0 This nest was in a cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) . No PNT_SSN-7002573 ############## 585341.453 3615647.1 ############## eelias eelias 0 No 3 feet No No eelias - 6/28/2011 2:52:51 PM
This nest was in a cholla  Complete  100% built  No eggs  No chick        6/28/2011 14:52
######### 7002574 Cactus Wren No Inactive EP269 0 This nest was in a cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No PNT_SSN-7002574 ############## 585373.635 3615673.53 ############## eelias eelias 0 No 93 feet No eelias - 6/28/2011 3:00:33 PM
Complete  100% built  No eggs  No chicks  No adults were active in  6/28/2011 15:00
######### 7002575 Cactus Wren No Inactive EP269 0 This nest was in a cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No PNT_SSN-7002575 ############## 585389.828 3615617.55 ############## eelias eelias 0 No 67 feet No No eelias - 6/28/2011 3:06:41 PM
Complete  100% built  No eggs  No chicks  No adults were active in  6/28/2011 15:06
######### 7002576 Cactus Wren No Inactive EP261-2 0 Nest 5 feet above ground in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp ) 10 feet east of ravine near scrub oak (Qu    No PNT_SSN-7002576 6/28/2011 8:54 584309.574 3612815.83 6/28/2011 9:06 emorgan emorgan 0 No 10 feet from trail  to tower site. No No emorgan - 6/28/2011 8:59:21 AM
Nest in good condition with downy feathers near entrance indic      6/28/2011 8:59
######### 7002578 Black-throated Sparrow No Inactive EP277 TSAP 0 2 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). Edge of helo landing area. 20 feet from center. No Near complete nest on 6-29-11 PNT_SSN-7002578 ############## 588049.3 3619448.87 ############## shampton tfitanides 100 No 0 feet No No shampton - 6/29/2011 4:09:29 PM
A pair of BTSP  were observed foraging and singing on the TSA                                             6/30/2011 13:53
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Status of Nest Affect_Cons Count of Status
Active No 97

Yes 27
Closed No 783
Inactive No 79

Grand Total 986
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OBJECTID SpeciesNamClass ScientificNaScientificNaCommonNaCommonNameCode
15 15 1 Pipilo abert  0 Abert's Tow 0
16 16 1 Melanerpe   1 Acorn Woo 1
17 17 1 Corvus brac  2 American C 2
18 18 1 Spinus trist  3 American G 3
19 19 1 Falco sparv 4 American K 4
20 20 1 Turdus mig  5 American R 5
21 21 1 Calypte ann 6 Anna's Hum 6
22 22 1 Myiarchus  7 Ash-throate  7
23 23 1 Haliaeetus 8 Bald Eagle 8
24 24 1 Tyto alba 9 Barn Owl 9
25 25 1 Hirundo rus 10 Barn Swallo 10
26 26 1 Passerculus  11 Belding's Sa  11
27 27 1 Amphispiza  12 Bell's Sage 12
28 28 1 Thryomane   13 Bewick's W 13
29 29 1 Sayornis nig  14 Black Phoe 14
30 30 1 Archilochus  15 Black-chinn  15
31 31 1 Pheucticus 16 Black-head  16
32 32 1 Polioptila m 17 Black-tailed 17
33 33 1 Dendroica 18 Black-throa   18
34 34 1 Amphispiza  19 Black-throa  19
35 35 1 Passerina c  20 Blue Grosb 20
36 36 1 Polioptila c  21 Blue-gray G 21
37 37 1 Euphagus c  22 Brewer's Bl 22
38 38 1 Certhia am  23 Brown Cree 23
39 39 1 Molothrus  24 Brown-hea  24
40 40 1 Icterus bull  25 Bullock's O 25
41 41 1 Athene cun 26 Burrowing  26
42 42 1 Psaltriparus  27 Bushtit 27
43 43 1 Campylorhy  28 Cactus Wre 28
44 44 1 Eremophila  29 California H  29
45 45 1 Callipepla c 30 California Q 30
46 46 1 Strix occide  31 California S  31
47 47 1 Toxostoma  32 California T 32
48 48 1 Pipilo crissa 33 California T 33
49 49 1 Catherpes m  34 Canyon Wr  34
50 50 1 Tyrannus v  35 Cassin's Kin 35
51 51 1 Vireo cassin  36 Cassin's Vir 36
52 52 1 Spizella pas  37 Chipping Sp 37
53 53 1 Cistothorus  38 Clark's Mar  38
54 54 1 Petrochelid   39 Cliff Swallo 39
55 55 1 Campylorhy   40 Coastal Cac  40
56 56 1 Polioptila c  41 Coastal Cal   41
57 57 1 Columbina  42 Common G 42
58 58 1 Corvus cora  43 Common R 43
59 59 1 Geothlypis  44 Common Y 44
60 60 1 Accipiter co 45 Cooper’s H  45
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61 61 1 Calypte cos 46 Costa's Hum 46
62 62 1 Toxostoma  47 Crissal Thra  47
63 63 1 Picoides pu 48 Downy Wo 48
64 64 1 Empidonax  49 Dusky Flyca 49
65 65 1 Phalaenopt   50 Dusky Poor 50
66 66 1 Buteo rega 51 Ferruginou   51
67 67 1 Callipepla g  52 Gambel's Q 52
68 68 1 Melanerpe   53 Gila Woodp 53
69 69 1 Aquila chry 54 Golden Eag  54
70 70 1 Zonotrichia  55 Golden-cro  55
71 71 1 Ammodram   56 Grasshoppe  56
72 72 1 Vireo vicini  57 Gray Vireo 57
73 73 1 Bubo virgin  58 Great Horn  58
74 74 1 Geococcyx  59 Greater Ro 59
75 75 1 Quiscalus m  60 Great-tailed 60
76 76 1 Picoides vil  61 Hairy Wood 61
77 77 1 Dendroica o  62 Hermit Wa 62
78 78 1 Icterus cucu 63 Hooded Or 63
79 79 1 Carpodacus 64 House Finc 64
80 80 1 Troglodytes  65 House Wre 65
81 81 1 Vireo hutto  66 Hutton's Vi 66
82 82 1 Columbina 67 Inca Dove 67
83 83 1 Charadrius  68 Killdeer 68
84 84 1 Picoides sca  69 Ladder-bac  69
85 85 1 Chondestes  70 Lark Sparro 70
86 86 1 Spinus lawr  71 Lawrence's 71
87 87 1 hirundo rus 72 Lazuli Bunt 72
88 88 1 Toxostoma  73 Le Conte’s T  73
89 89 1 Vireo bellii 74 Least Bell’s  74
90 90 1 Spinus psal  75 Lesser Gold 75
91 91 1 Chordeiles 76 Lesser Nigh 76
92 92 1 Lanius ludo 77 Loggerhead  77
93 93 1 Numenius a 78 Long-billed  78
94 94 1 Asio otus 79 Long-eared 79
95 95 1 Vermivora  80 Lucy's Warb 80
96 96 1 Cistothorus  81 Marsh Wre 81
97 97 1 Sialia curru  82 Mountain B 82
98 98 1 Poecile gam  83 Mountain C 83
99 99 1 Oreortyx pi  84 Mountain Q 84

100 100 1 Zenaida ma  85 Mourning D 85
101 101 1 Colaptes au  86 Northern F 86
102 102 1 Circus cyan 87 Northern H  87
103 103 1 Mimus poly 88 Northern M 88
104 104 1 Stelgidopte   89 Northern R  89
105 105 1 Aegolius ac 90 Northern S  90
106 106 1 Picoides nu  91 Nuttall's W 91
107 107 1 Baeolophus  92 Oak Titmou 92
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108 108 1 Contopus c  93 Olive-sided 93
109 109 1 Vermivora  94 Orange-cro  94
110 110 1 Empidonax  95 Pacific-slop  95
111 111 1 Falco pereg 96 Peregrine F 96
112 112 1 Phainopepl   97 Phainopepl 97
113 113 1 Falco mexic 98 Prairie Falc  98
114 114 1 Carpodacus  99 Purple Finc 99
115 115 1 Progne sub  100 Purple Mar 100
116 116 1 Sitta pygma  101 Pygmy Nut 101
117 117 1 Sphyrapicu   102 Red-breast  102
118 118 1 Buteo linea  103 Red-should  103
119 119 1 Buteo Jamm 104 Red-tailed 104
120 120 1 Agelaius ph  105 Red-winged 105
121 121 1 Salpinctes o 106 Rock Wren 106
122 122 1 Aimophila r  107 Rufous-crow  107
123 123 1 Passerculus 108 Savannah S 108
124 124 1 Sayornis sa  109 Say's Phoeb 109
125 125 1 Icterus pari  110 Scott's Orio 110
126 126 1 Accipiter st 111 Sharp-shinn   111
127 127 1 Melospiza m 112 Song Sparro 112
128 128 1 Empidonax  113 Southweste    113
129 129 1 Pipilo macu 114 Spotted To 114
130 130 1 Cyanocitta 115 Steller's Jay 115
131 131 1 Buteo swai 116 Swainson’s  116
132 132 1 Catharus us 117 Swainson's 117
133 133 1 Tachycineta  118 Tree Swallo 118
134 134 1 Agelaius tri 119 Tricolored B 119
135 135 1 Cathartes a 120 Turkey Vult 120
136 136 1 Auriparus f 121 Verdin 121
137 137 1 Tachycineta 122 Violet-gree  122
138 138 1 Sialia mexic 123 Western Bl 123
139 139 1 Tyrannus v 124 Western Ki 124
140 140 1 Sturnella ne 125 Western M 125
141 141 1 Otus kennic  126 Western Sc 126
142 142 1 Aphelocom   127 Western Sc 127
143 143 1 Piranga lud  128 Western Ta 128
144 144 1 Contopus s  129 Western W 129
145 145 1 Sitta carolin  130 White-brea  130
146 146 1 Zonotrichia  131 White-crow  131
147 147 1 Plegadis ch 132 White-face   132
148 148 1 Picoides alb  133 White-head  133
149 149 1 Elanus leuc 134 White-taile   134
150 150 1 Zenaida asi  135 White-wing  135
151 151 1 Chamaea fa  136 Wrentit 136
152 152 1 Dendroica  137 Yellow War  137
153 153 1 Icteria viren 138 Yellow-brea   138
154 154 1 Xanthoceph  139 Yellow-hea  139
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155 155 1 OTHER 140 OTHER 140
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0 Yes 0 Nest 0 Active 0 0 0 Manual
1 No 1 Item Carry 1 Inactive 1 50 1 Garmin

2 Pair Bonding 2 Closed 2 100 2 Trimble
3 Fledgling 3 150

4 160
5 250
6 300
7 500
8 4000
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Date NestID Bird Name Affect_Cons Status of Nest StructureID BufferDistance NestLocDesc Buffer Flagged? Comment RecordID DateCreated XCoord_UTM YCoord_UTM DateModified CreatedBy ModifiedBy HeliBufferDistance FledgeDate NestFailed? NestFailReason BufferJustification DistFrmWrk NBRSubmitDate WLAConcurrenceDate BufRedAmt NBR_Req? Cons Occuring? NestMonitoringComment NestMonitoringCommentDate
7/5/2011 5000029 Cactus Wren No Active EP245-1 AR 100 Grass nest 7 feet up in catclaw acacia (Acacia greggii) above mistletoe clump  along north side o             Yes Nest appears in good condition  Opening of nest not obvious  pair of Cactus Wren seen perched                                                                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5000029 ############## 579296.388 3610662.16 7/5/2011 10:31 pkonrad pkonrad 100 No 6 feet from AR. No pkonrad - 5/31/2011 10:00:04 AM
Nest entrance has been opened and reconstructed with new gr                                                                                                                         7/5/2011 10:31
7/5/2011 5000418 Cactus Wren No Active EP257 100 Nest in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) about 50 feet from EP257 work areas. Yes A well-built grass nest including clean opening and fresh feathers l ining the inside  Appears util                                                                                                                                                                           PNT_SSN-5000418 2/1/2011 0:00 583796 3611431 7/5/2011 12:14 pkonrad pkonrad 100 No Not needed through avoidance of temporary impact area. 50 feet from permanent impact area. No No pkonrad - 5/31/2011 1:01:44 PM
No change to this alternate nest; NBM will  be submitted 
pkonra                                                                                                7/5/2011 12:14
######### 5000457 Burrowing Owl No Active Thomas Yard 250 Burrow under broken cement surround by asphalt  One adult present (originally found in  mid-D          Yes One adult present  Originally found and documented in mid-December sti l l  occupied during nest                                                                                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5000457 ############## 634259.772 3637879.28 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 300 No Not needed, so long as work activities do not need to occur within 250 foot buffer zone. 0 feet; within yard, but away from work areas. Yes barnold - 6/4/2011 1:47:07 PM
Burrowing Owl flushed while searching for sign 
pkonrad - 6/15/2                                                      6/28/2011 10:47
######### 5001260 House Wren No Active CP50-1 AR 100 Nest about 25 feet up in pepper tree (Schinus sp.). Cavity under horizontal branch. Yes Nest material visible  Bird seen entering cavity with material 
10 Mar 2011- HOWR singing inces                                                                                                   PNT_SSN-5001260 509075 3638405 ############## rradd rradd 100 5/25/2011 0:00 No Successful fledge l ikely. 0 feet; within house area. No No rradd - 6/3/2011 7:21:43 AM
2 June 1650 - HOWR singing near cavity  but appears more territori                                                                                    6/30/2011 10:45
######### 6003222 Bushtit No Active Helix Yard AR 100 Eastern hanging branches of a Peruvian pepper tree (Schinus). Nest is 11 feet off the ground. Yes Bushtits observed building nest  currently 30% complete (3/12/2011)  Both ends of 100 foot buff                                                                                                                                           PNT_SSN-6003222 ############## 509762.902 3636500.79 6/29/2011 9:16 rradd rradd 100 No Nest successfully fledged. Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        20 feet to AR boundary. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. No Yes rradd - 6/23/2011 2:39:33 PM
BUSH have re-activated this nest for another brood  Pair bringing f            6/29/2011 9:16

7/5/2011 5003293 House Wren No Active CP81-1 100 Cavity nest at end of overhanging branch in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) 
200' to Temp TSAP   Yes 29 Mar - 12 feet above eye level  adjacent to  and visible from road  Pair repeatedly entering cav                                                                                            PNT_SSN-5003293 ############## 518850.428 3636367.96 7/5/2011 22:23 dbusby rradd 100 6/4/2011 0:00 No Nest has fledged.

18 Jun New nest in progress Vehicular passage not l ikely to impact nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or construction     25 feet from existing AR; 200 feet to tower site. ############### 4/25/2011 14:26 Buffer remains, but vehicular passage allowed. Yes No rradd - 5/26/2011 1:01:07 PM
 HOWR continues carrying food  now at 5-10 min  intervals 
rradd -                                                              7/5/2011 22:23
######### 5003314 House Finch No Active Sycamore Substation 20 Approximately 5 feet above concrete on top of fan on south side of water-cooling structure label      No 3/31/11 - Observed pair visiting the nest  Not flagged due to access issue ( Cummings)  
Pair obse                                                                                     PNT_SSN-5003314 ############## 497080.725 3642034.62 ############## dbusby barnold 100 No The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      fo                                                                                                                                                                                                      0 feet; within substation. 6/21/2011 0:00 6/29/2011 0:00 Buffer reduced to 20 feet Yes Yes barnold - 6/9/2011 10:33:47 AM
4 eggs in this nest 
barnold - 6/16/2011 1:57:57 PM
Two recently                                   6/27/2011 13:08
######### 5003385 Red-shouldered Hawk No Active CP64-2, CP65-1 pullsite - driveway entry 500 RSHA nest approximately 60 feet above ground in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). Yes 04/08/11 - Adult RSHA on nest  vocalizing (M  Dicus  R  Abe) 
13 Apr - RSHA female on nest 0955  -                                                PNT_SSN-5003385 4/8/2011 12:37 514463.286 3639288.88 6/24/2011 8:39 mdicus rradd 500 No Traffic and recreationists associated with El Monte Road and El Monte Park are within the 500 f                             480 feet to AR entry. No No rradd - 5/26/2011 8:13:12 AM
Large fully-feathered juvenile in nest 0804 
rradd - 6/3/2011 3:26:3                                              6/24/2011 8:39
######### 5003309 House Finch No Active Sycamore Substation 20 In southernmost structure  Approximately 20 feet above ground in insulator structure  Westernm   No 3/31/11  Inactive nest  not flagged (Cummings) 
barnold - 4/12/2011 10:40:38 AM - Nest indeterm                                                                    PNT_SSN-5003309 ############## 497070.014 3641999.1 ############## dbusby barnold 100 No The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      fo                                                                                                                                                                                                      0 feet; within substation work area. 6/21/2011 0:00 6/29/2011 0:00 Buffer reduced to 20 feet Yes Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 4:51:17 PM
House Finch activity in general area 
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:52:42                                                              6/27/2011 13:23

7/5/2011 5003330 Cactus Wren No Active EP243 and 12 kV pole 100 3 feet up in cholla south of new 12kV pole and AR. Yes Fresh nest 50% complete; no activity at nest 4-1 TC      
Doesn't look complete yet; lots of plastic tw                                                                                                                                                              PNT_SSN-5003330 4/1/2011 7:41 578304.915 3610763.37 7/5/2011 13:37 pkonrad pkonrad 100 No 62 feet from 12kv pole and AR. No No pkonrad - 5/31/2011 12:20:18 PM - Nest has been rebuilt with large entrance hole; wren singing                                                                                                                                                                  7/5/2011 12:52
######### 5003276 Northern Rough-winged Swallow No Active Alpine Underground - 302+00 0 Holes on underside of I-8E bridge. No Multiple NRWS inspecting holes  Monitors should follow up to assess for nesting activity 
NRWS o                                             PNT_SSN-5003276 ############## 525894.816 3632868.42 ############## blohstroh shampton 100 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        65 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes emorgan - 5/25/2011 10:06:41 AM
Multiple pairs entering cavities with some carrying nesting ma                                                                                    6/30/2011 15:29
######### 5001258 House Finch No Active CP50-1 AR 100 About 9 feet up on west side of building between wall  and pipe. Yes 10 Mar 2011 - HOFI entering nest  ACTIVE - RR
24 Mar - Nest appears vacant  - RR
31 Mar - Nest un                                                                 PNT_SSN-5001258 509096 3638401 ############## rfletcher rradd 100 5/5/2011 11:44 No Nest successfully fledged before 16 June. 16 June - New brood in progress. 0 feet from house; 55 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/2/2011 4:36:52 PM
25 May HFI female brooding 1358 
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:37:50 PM
At le                                                                   6/30/2011 10:40
######### 5000782 House Finch No Active Sycamore Substation 20 Nest in 3rd pipe in from northern edge on eastern side of the southwestern-most bank. Yes Adult repeatedly entering pipe 4-12 (FH/BA) 
19 Apr - HOFI pr remain active here  - RR
26 Apr - No c                                                       PNT_SSN-5000782 4/12/2011 9:58 497107.801 3642008.49 ############## barnold barnold 100 No The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      fo                                                                                                                                                                                                      0 feet; within substation. 6/21/2011 0:00 6/29/2011 0:00 Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 4:52:34 PM
House Finch activity in general area 
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:50:57                                                    6/27/2011 13:33
######### 5000792 Cactus Wren No Active EP231A 100 2.5 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). Yes Nest looks fresh  but no birds seen entering it  4/11 - SR
sritt - 4/15/2011 4:31:07 PM - No change                                                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000792 ############## 574264.556 3611189.63 ############## sritt pkonrad 100 No 60 feet to edge of TSAP. No No pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:17:10 PM
No changes to nest or nest site; no wrens observed or heard in                                                                 6/27/2011 14:17
######### 5000793 Cactus Wren No Active EP231A 100 2.5 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). Yes Nest looks very fresh  with long grasses protruding  but no birds seen entering it   CACW was see                                                                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5000793 ############## 574247.773 3611200.7 ############## sritt pkonrad 100 No 0 feet; within TSAP. No No pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:13:41 PM
No change; no wrens observed or heard 
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 2                                                6/27/2011 14:21
######### 7000905 House Finch No Active Sycamore Substation 20 3rd horizontal insulator facing south above 69kV GCB 5S. No 26 Apr - Female HOFI arranging nest material and entering 0855  - RR
2 May HOFI breeding activi                                        PNT_SSN-7000905 4/26/2011 8:58 497097.22 3641999.01 ############## rradd barnold 100 No The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      fo                                                                                                                                                                                                      0 feet; within substation. 6/21/2011 0:00 6/29/2011 0:00 Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 4:51:55 PM
House Finch activity in general area 
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:51:43                                                           6/27/2011 13:27
######### 7000906 House Finch No Active Sycamore Substation 20 Upper horizontal rear support frame for 69kV BkK 71 11S. No 26 Apr - Female HOFI enters repeatedly  then stays  suggests nest  Access l i imits verification  - RR                                    PNT_SSN-7000906 4/26/2011 9:48 497140.089 3642001.02 ############## rradd barnold 100 No The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      fo                                                                                                                                                                                                      0 feet; within substation. 6/21/2011 0:00 6/29/2011 0:00 Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 4:53:14 PM
House Finch activity in general area 
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:49:56                                                 6/27/2011 13:35
######### 7000917 Cactus Wren No Active EP231A  AR 100 5 feet up in Jujube shrub (Ziziphus jujuba) 20 feet from AR. Yes shampton - 4/27/2011 - Approximately 2/3 built  of grasses   CACW heard singing in area 
PKonr                                                                                                               PNT_SSN-7000917 ############## 574235.282 3611672.53 ############## shampton pkonrad 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa                                                                                       20 feet from AR;1300 feet from EP 231 A. 5/12/2011 0:00 5/12/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru passage allowed. Yes No pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:40:39 PM
No apparent changes to nest; no wrens in area 
sritt - 6/6/2011                                                               6/27/2011 13:34
######### 7000918 Cactus Wren No Active EP231A  AR 100 6 feet up in Jujube shrub (Ziziphus jujuba) 30 feet from AR. Yes shampton - 4/27/2011 12:15:55 PM - Nest appears complete; CACW heard singing in area 
PKonr                                                                                           PNT_SSN-7000918 ############## 574268.543 3611673.94 ############## shampton pkonrad 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa                                                                                       30 feet from AR; 1300 feet from EP 231 A. 5/12/2011 0:00 5/12/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru passage allowed. Yes No pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:41:59 PM
No changes; no wrens 
sritt - 6/6/2011 10:46:56 AM
Nest in goo                                                                                          6/27/2011 13:36
######### 7000919 Cactus Wren No Active EP231A  AR 100 3 feet up in large prickly pear cactus (Opuntia sp.); opening faces south. Yes shampton - 4/27/2011 12:45:22 PM - Nest appears complete  CACW heard singing in area 
PKonr                                                                                             PNT_SSN-7000919 ############## 574194.093 3611719.78 ############## shampton pkonrad 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa                                                                                       90 feet from AR; 1400 feet for EP231 A. 5/12/2011 0:00 5/12/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru traffic allowed. Yes No pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:38:44 PM
Grasses from nest  blocking entrance; no wrens observed or h                                                                   6/27/2011 13:25
######### 7000928 Cactus Wren No Active EP229-1 100 About 6 feet off the ground in yucca. Yes Nest just under 100 feet north of Access Road   Immediately adjacent to other Cactus Wren nest                                                                                                                                     PNT_SSN-7000928 4/28/2011 9:00 573554.89 3611681.75 ############## barnold pkonrad 100 No Vehicular passage not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no stopping  standing  parking      90 feet to AR; 790 feet to TSAP. ############### 5/18/2011 13:24 Buffer remains; through access only. Yes No pkonrad - 5/26/2011 1:02:59 PM
No changes; no wrens 
sritt - 6/6/2011 11:05:23 AM
Nest in good                                                                          6/27/2011 12:59
######### 7000929 Cactus Wren No Active EP230-1 AR 100 About 6 feet off rhe ground in jujube shrub (Ziziphus parryi)  approximately 60 feet north of acce           Yes barnold & fhoffman - 4/28/2011 7:45:52 AM  No birds seen at nest  but male singing in area   Ne                                                                                             PNT_SSN-7000929 4/28/2011 7:43 573607.245 3611684.17 ############## barnold pkonrad 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       65 feet to AR; 720 feet to TSAP. ############### 5/18/2011 13:24 Buffer remains; through access only. No pkonrad - 5/26/2011 1:01:01 PM
New nest material added to top entrance; no wrens observed or                                                 6/27/2011 12:57
######### 7000931 Cactus Wren No Active EP235-1 100 Found fresh grass nest while site monitoring   Active nest is located approximately 4 feet high in                    Yes Observed pair of cactus wrens duet call ing and nest building  flagged buffer   100-foot buffer enc                                                                                                                                                                   PNT_SSN-7000931 4/28/2011 8:10 575620.697 3610887.88 ############## jdicus pkonrad 100 No Nest is too close to permanent work area to justify a buffer reduction. 8 feet from permanent pad. No pkonrad - 5/26/2011 11:35:29 AM
Nice nest looks unchanged; pair of wrens active 400 feet south                                                                                                                   6/28/2011 14:59
######### 7000933 Cactus Wren No Active EP235-1 100 Found fresh grass nest while site monitoring   Active nest is located approximately 5 feet high in                       Yes Observed adult cactus wren nest building  flagged buffer   100-foot buffer encompases portion o                                                                                                                                                 PNT_SSN-7000933 4/28/2011 8:36 575592.174 3610923.46 ############## jdicus pkonrad 100 No Nest is too close to TSAP to justify a buffer reduction. 25 feet to TSAP; 55 feet to perm pad, as mapped. No No pkonrad - 5/26/2011 11:32:11 AM
Nest unchanged except new feather added to entrance  Pair of                                                                                                        6/28/2011 15:01
######### 5000839 Barn Owl No Active CP2 125 In lowest northwest pointing arm of gray monopole   Tower has # feets Z205475 and 138-21   See    Yes Many pellets below and whitewash on tower  Pale  barn owl-l ike feathers on base of tower - sha                                       PNT_SSN-5000839 ############## 497140.478 3642249.44 ############## shampton barnold 500 No The biologist feels 
      this NBM should not adversely affect the success of the nest for the
      follo                                                                                                                                                                                                                          0 feet; in substation. 6/21/2011 0:00 6/29/2011 0:00 Buffer reduced to 125 feet Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 1:24:21 PM
Egg shell  fragments found under pole today 
barnold - 6/9/2011 1                                                       6/27/2011 14:40
######### 7001004 Acorn Woodpecker No Active Alpine Underground - Wood pole P78818 0 On north side of Alpine Blvd  west-facing  2 feet from top of pole P78818   Second cavity being u                                  No tfitanides - 5/6/2011 4:21:16 PM - Three adult ACWO on Pole  One entered nest cavity 
fhoffman -                                 PNT_SSN-7001004 5/6/2011 16:18 522425.068 3633043.98 ############## tfitanides pkonrad 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesti                        10 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes kkilpatrick - 5/31/2011 1:05:03 PM
6 AcWo were active around the wood pole and near the cavity                                                                                                                            6/30/2011 15:44

7/5/2011 7000959 OTHER No Active EP244 Pullsite 350 Harris's Hawk nest built about 12 feet high on north side of 15 foot mesquite tree (Prosopis glan               Yes Observed a pair of Harris's Hawks flying southwest to northeast across Corrizo Gorge Road  Fem                                                                                                                                                                 PNT_SSN-7000959 5/2/2011 15:26 578631.57 3610510.62 7/5/2011 11:11 pkonrad pkonrad 500 No By reducing the nest buffer from 500 feet to 350 feet  personnel will  be able to use the access roa                                                                                  400 feet to AR; 470 feet to pull  site. 350 feet Yes No pkonrad - 5/31/2011 10:10:51 AM
Male perched in creosote bush 80 feet east of nest; female pre                                                                                                                                                    7/5/2011 11:11
7/5/2011 5003355 Cooper’s Hawk No Active Ell iott Substation 450 Stick nest about 20 feet up in ornamental fig tree (Ficus sp.). No 04/05/11 - Pair of Cooper's hawks observed at and around nest (R  Abe  M  Dicus) 
12 Apr - COHA                                                                                              PNT_SSN-5003355 4/5/2011 9:36 491676.291 3630978.3 7/5/2011 15:06 jdicus rradd 500 No 450 feet buffer for construction:  A) There is l imited l ine-of-sight from the nest to the work area                                                   210 feet to substation. 5/10/2011 0:00 5/10/2011 0:00 Buffer reduced to 450 feet. Yes No rradd - 5/23/2011 11:19:27 AM
COHA visible on this well-obscured nest  ad  male hunting nearby                                                                                               7/5/2011 15:06
######### 7001462 Ash-throated Flycatcher No Active CP51-2 AR 100 5 feet above ground level in stove-pipe protruding from wall under corrugated iron roof of red p   Yes 12 May - ATFL pair entering pipe 1103  - RR
19 May ATFL pr interaction  female returns to chimney           PNT_SSN-7001462 ############## 509058.039 3638415.17 ############## rradd rradd 100 No 90 feet to AR, but within house area. No No rradd - 6/2/2011 3:56:30 PM
ATFL pr  observed away from nest  status unclear during 30 min  obs                                                                             6/30/2011 10:42
######### 5000874 House Finch No Active Sycamore Substation 20 On south side of Transformer Bank 70, on top of screen for Fan 33. No barnold - 21 April  2011 9:04:54 AM - Three eggs in nest  adults in and around transformer unit 
b                                                                                       PNT_SSN-5000874 ############## 497079.407 3642035.34 ############## barnold barnold 100 No SDG&E needs to install  new transformer before 5-year warranty expires  Proposed work encroac                                           0 feet; within substation. 4/26/2011 0:00 4/27/2011 0:00 Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 5/26/2011 9:51:51 AM
Nest successfully fledged two young 
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:37:12                                                    6/27/2011 13:08

7/5/2011 5003332 Cactus Wren No Active EP243 100 2 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). Yes Complete nest l ined with fresh feathers; no activity at nest 4-1 TC  
No wrens at nest but 1 singing                                                                                                                                                                PNT_SSN-5003332 4/1/2011 7:58 578294.584 3610801.08 7/5/2011 12:49 pkonrad pkonrad 100 No Metal pole and l ine has been installed during past week (5-10) A) A) Nest is by other nests closed                                                                                                               60 feet from 12kv AR. 0 feet. Drive through access. Yes No barnold - 6/3/2011 1:12:35 PM
Nest is occupiable  No Cactus Wrens observed 
pkonrad - 6/10/20                                                                              7/5/2011 12:49
######### 5000431 Coastal Cactus Wren No Active Sycamore Yard 100 25 feet north of road in Opuntia (Opuntia sp.) adjacent to orange construction fence. Yes Adult CACW seen taking nest material to nest on 3/1/11  Confirmation that nest is now being acti                                                                                                                                                            PNT_SSN-5000431 ############## 499941.659 3643877.89 ############## rradd rradd 100 No One-time allowance granted for vehicular passage to allow construction traffic to move the air tr                                                     30 feet to AR. 5/18/2011 0:00 5/18/2011 0:00 One time passage (4/26/2011).  Drive through access only (5/18/2011). Yes Yes rradd - 5/24/2011 3:19:19 PM - CACW carrying food to nest 1242 
rradd - 6/1/2011 10:45:50 AM                                                                                              6/28/2011 10:36
######### 7001498 Say's Phoebe No Active Sycamore Substation 0 On south side of Transformer Bank 71, on support bract for radiator, behind Fan AN707. Yes barnold - 5/19/2011 9:51 AM Nest with one egg 
barnold - 5/26/2011 10:12 AM Nest with four eg                        PNT_SSN-7001498 5/19/2011 9:46 497136.177 3642035.58 ############## barnold barnold 100 ############## No - Nest is located on a support bracket of a raditatior  This location is well  concealed and provide                                                                     0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 30 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 2:35:27 PM
Say's Phoebe flushed from nest  with four white eggs 
barnold - 6/                                                                                       6/27/2011 17:00

7/5/2011 7001939 House Finch No Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 On top of a small ledge over window. No PNT_SSN-7001939 ############## 518176.862 3634621.06 7/5/2011 10:08 sjohnston imaunsell 100 No The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install  large acoustical noise blankets between nests an                                                                                            40 feet 4/25/2011 0:00 5/6/2011 0:00 Buffer remains but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:15:01 AM
Nest building 
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:38:42 AM
Nest building 
v                                                 6/23/2011 16:17
######### 7001944 House Finch No Active Alpine Yard 30 Nest located behind scrunched newspapers at bottom of "ABB" advertising sign about 9 feet high            Yes jpawlicki - 5/23/2011 3:27:53 PM - Nest about 50% complete and made primarily of dry grasses                         PNT_SSN-7001944 ############## 520119.548 3634247.2 6/26/2011 7:24 jpawlicki phoward 100 No •
Both pairs of House Finches exhibited a tolerance to human presence by building their nests in                                                                                 0 feet; within yard. 6/28/2011 0:00 6/28/2011 0:00 30 feet Yes Yes tfitanides - 6/4/2011 8:59:18 AM
Female incubating/brooding 
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:09:55 P                       6/26/2011 7:24
######### 7002359 OTHER No Active Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 White-throated swift nests in holes underneath I-8E bridge. No White-throated swifts flying into multiple cavities, indicating multiple nests. PNT_SSN-7002359 ############## 525872.268 3632872.31 ############## emorgan shampton 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesti                        50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 Buffer reduced to 0 feet due to Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes shampton - 5/26/2011 3:06:53 PM
WTSW's active at holes 
emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:39:07 PM
Multip                                                                       6/30/2011 15:26
######### 7002369 House Finch No Active CP50-1 AR 100 Atop 4x4 l intel under rear patio of white plywood house. Yes HOFI incubating 2 eggs 1456 - RR PNT_SSN-7002369 ############## 509100.558 3638394.35 ############## rradd rradd 100 Yes Nest predation. No construction has ocurred here. 80 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/2/2011 4:33:58 PM
HOFI incubating 4 eggs 1612 
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:21:22 AM
HOFI fem                                                 6/30/2011 10:38

7/5/2011 7002377 House Wren No Active CP70-3 AR 100 35 feet above ground level in knot cavity on west side of western sycamore (Platanus racemosa) No HOWR repeatedly entering cavity 0905 PNT_SSN-7002377 5/26/2011 9:13 516832.226 3638414.68 7/5/2011 22:09 rradd rradd 100 No 82 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/4/2011 8:26:37 AM
HOWR singing at adjacent song perch and entering cavity 0755 
rra                                                           7/5/2011 22:09
7/5/2011 7002381 Ash-throated Flycatcher No Active CP70-3 AR 100 35 feet above ground level in north-facing cavity formed by well-healed stub of old broken branc      Yes ATFL pair observed pair-bonding here 20 May have selected a nest cavity  Time spent away from           PNT_SSN-7002381 ############## 516917.845 3638441.24 7/5/2011 22:14 rradd rradd 100 No 40 feet from AR. No rradd - 6/4/2011 10:55:26 AM
ATFL breeding activity continues here 
rradd - 6/9/2011 4:36:42 PM                                                                                    7/5/2011 22:13
######### 7002384 Northern Rough-winged Swallow No Active Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 Nest located in hole on Viejas Creek Bridge  It is in first hole on west end of bridge on north side No emorgan - 5/27/2011 10:13:44 AM - Pair carrying nesting material into cavity.
 PNT_SSN-7002384 ############## 525866.09 3632847.9 ############## emorgan shampton 0 No Blanket exemption for nesting birds along Alpine Blvd  was already in place at the time of this ne  0 feet; within work area. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:31:27 PM
Swallows observed entering cavity 
shampton - 6/9/2011 1:11:09                                                               6/30/2011 13:06

7/5/2011 7002396 Lesser Goldfinch No Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 Nest is located 20 feet high in first sycamore (Platanus racemosa) north of bridge  Nest is appro            No PNT_SSN-7002396 ############## 518242.551 3634600.45 7/5/2011 14:54 vnovik imaunsell 100 No 40 feet from bridge. 4/25/2011 0:00 5/6/2011 0:00 Buffer remains but work allowed per apporved plan. No No vnovik - 5/31/2011 12:03:13 PM
Nest being built  Approx 50% complete 
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:43:1                                                                                                                                7/5/2011 14:54
######### 7002408 House Finch No Active Alpine Yard 10 Nest is in blue conductor spools  This nest is in the 5th row of spools from the west  This nest is                   Yes eelias - 6/1/2011 2:16:44 PM
Installed flagging immediately adjacent to spool  Pending buffer re           PNT_SSN-7002408 6/1/2011 14:15 520131.59 3634222.45 6/26/2011 7:29 eelias phoward 100 No •
House finches routinely nest in close proximity to man-made structures and are very tolerant of                                                                                                                     0 feet; within yard l imits. 6/2/2011 0:00 6/2/2011 0:00 10 feet Yes Yes eelias - 6/1/2011 2:33:38 PM
This nest does not appear complete  In a 30 minute observation  no                                                                                                         6/26/2011 7:29

7/2/2011 7002412 Rock Wren No Active Suncrest Substation 50 In boulder pile  east of large 8-foot diameter boulder  under 2-foot diameter boulder  Opening fa  Yes shampton - 6/1/2011 2:40:55 PM  Adults observed bringing small stones for "porch " of nest  Ver                          PNT_SSN-7002412 6/1/2011 14:36 529796.603 3630245.92 7/2/2011 12:07 shampton shampton 100 No Rock Wren nest ID#7002412 (Requested NBR to 50 feet):
The nest is located approximately 300 fe                                                                                                                                                               0 feet, within substation. 6/6/2011 14:31 6/6/2011 14:31 Buffer reduced to 50 feet. Yes Yes ahil l  - 6/6/2011 8:07:09 PM
two eggs in nest  male singing in area in the morning  femake came t                                                                                                                                                                  7/2/2011 12:06
######### 7002424 American Kestrel No Active TL 6916 - 100980 145 In existing 80-foot tall  steel transmission l ine tower  in third hollow arm from the top on wester          Yes Male brought small mammal to nest at 0730  Adults active at nest again at 0830  possible nest e                           PNT_SSN-7002424 6/1/2011 9:16 496986.31 3641952.39 ############## barnold barnold 500 No Nest Buffer Reduction (NBR)
The nest buffer can be reduced from 500 feet to 145 feet to enable wo                                                                                                                                                             0 feet, within staked work l imits. Buffer reduced to 145 feet. Yes No barnold - 6/9/2011 11:15:50 AM - Observed male bringing food to nest  Female then flew out and                                                 6/27/2011 12:59
######### 7002425 House Finch No Active Alpine Yard 15 Nest located 6 feet high in north side of reel near center of spool. Yes Pair continued to visit nest with foot traffic 5 feet away 

imaunsell  - 6/7/2011 9:28:18 AM
Buffer r   PNT_SSN-7002425 6/1/2011 10:12 520207.615 3634246.73 6/26/2011 7:15 imaunsell phoward 100 No •
House finches are a species that is known to be tolerable of human disturbance and regularly n                                                                                                          0 feet, within yard l imits. 6/6/2011 0:00 6/6/2011 0:00 15 feet Yes Yes imaunsell  - 6/1/2011 10:17:42 AM
Pair nest building  Nest approximately 20% complete 
emorgan                                 6/26/2011 7:15
######### 7002430 Bullock's Oriole No Active Alpine Underground - 177+00l 0 Approximately 80 feet high in eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp )   About 10 feet below top of tree  in thi                                                               No shampton - 6/2/2011 11:49:46 AM  Female adding nest l ining material.
 PNT_SSN-7002430 6/2/2011 11:43 522135.282 3633099.12 ############## shampton shampton 0 No 70 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes shampton - 6/9/2011 11:40:01 AM
Incubating  Tail  and primary tips visible protruding from nest                                                 6/30/2011 11:39
######### 7002442 House Finch No Active Alpine Underground - 90+00r 0 In palm tree in yard of private residence south of Alpine Boulevard. No tfitanides - 6/4/2011 10:39:29 AM - Female bringing nesting material to southern side of palm  N      PNT_SSN-7002442 6/4/2011 10:33 519547.774 3633594.16 6/30/2011 9:57 tfitanides pkonrad 100 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesti                        40 feet from AR. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet Yes rradd - 6/11/2011 9:32:33 AM
HOFI pr continue nest building visiting at irregular intervals 
pkonr                                                                              6/30/2011 9:57

7/5/2011 7002444 Costa's Hummingbird No Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 10 feet up in hanging coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) branch near the tip. No Nest building 20% complete. PNT_SSN-7002444 6/3/2011 15:17 518196.105 3634568.14 7/5/2011 14:47 sjohnston imaunsell 100 No The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install  large acoustical noise blankets between nests an                                                                       65 feet to staked work l imits. ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains but work allowed per approved plan. No No vnovik - 6/6/2011 5:25:39 PM
Nest building approx 50% 
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:03:20 PM
nest co                                                                             7/5/2011 14:47
7/5/2011 7002445 Anna's Hummingbird No Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 40 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). No PNT_SSN-7002445 6/3/2011 15:36 518245.764 3634585.1 7/5/2011 14:56 sjohnston imaunsell 100 No 20 feet from staked work l imits. 4/25/2011 0:00 5/6/2011 0:00 Buffer remains but work allowed per approved plan. No No sjohnston - 6/3/2011 12:31:43 PM
nest building  20% complete 
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:07:09 PM                                                                                    7/5/2011 14:56
7/5/2011 7002447 Pacific-slope Flycatcher No Active CP70-3 AR 100 Nest is 12 feet above ground level on north side of 14-inch diameter main trunk of arching coast                                                               Yes PSFL bringing small twigs and forming nest cup  Female on nest while male forages and calls fro      PNT_SSN-7002447 6/4/2011 8:35 516844.41 3638407.9 7/5/2011 22:06 rradd rradd 100 No 38 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/9/2011 3:42:47 PM
Nest now smore ubstantial platform in bark cleft; draped with moss                                                                7/5/2011 22:06
7/5/2011 7002448 Acorn Woodpecker No Active CP70-3 AR 100 Cavity 50 feet above ground level on south side of closest l iving California sycamore (Platanus r    Yes ACWO entering cavity with food item 0946. - RR PNT_SSN-7002448 6/4/2011 9:47 516860.768 3638408.63 7/5/2011 22:11 rradd rradd 100 No 19 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/9/2011 3:47:13 PM
ACWO enters cavity with food item 1537  1545 
rradd - 6/17/2011 1                                7/5/2011 22:10
######### 7002449 Cactus Wren No Active EP232-1 100 2 feet high in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp )  8 feet north of AR  4 feet west of cluster of 4-5 foot tall  Yes New nest  fresh looking material  neat entrance hole; old faded remains of another CACW nest 10                                          PNT_SSN-7002449 6/6/2011 10:03 574119.363 3611674.03 ############## sritt pkonrad 100 No This NBM should not adversely affect the success of these nests for the
following reasons:
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             8 feet from AR. 6/9/2011 0:00 6/9/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes No pkonrad - 6/13/2011 4:33:36 PM
New nest found with clear entrance hole 6-9 (SR) 
Today  there is                                           6/27/2011 13:17
######### 7002450 Cactus Wren No Active EP231A  AR 100 2 feet high in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp )  8 feet east of sugarbush (Rhus ovata); 90 feet south of Yes sritt - 6/6/2011 11:41:53 AM - Bird flushed from nest; at least 1 egg in nest 
PKonrad - 6/13/2011                                               PNT_SSN-7002450 6/6/2011 11:36 574384.426 3611244.89 ############## sritt pkonrad 100 No This NBM should not adversely affect the success of these nests for the
following reasons:
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             90 feet from AR. 6/9/2011 0:00 6/9/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. No No pkonrad - 6/13/2011 3:24:41 PM
Wren flushed from nest with at least 1 egg on 6-6 (SR) 
Today  at                                                 6/27/2011 14:14

7/5/2011 7002456 House Finch No Active EP27-1 AR 100 Nest in large coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) to west of AR to EP27-1  Approximately 10 feet hi                Yes tfitanides - 6/6/2011 11:23:31 AM
Female flushed from nest when biologist approached to within    PNT_SSN-7002456 6/6/2011 11:13 528088.067 3619777.29 7/5/2011 11:27 tfitanides imaunsell 100 No 10 feet from AR. No No tfitanides - 6/6/2011 11:23:31 AM
Female incubating  
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 12:24:52 PM
Incubati                                                    6/30/2011 11:49
7/5/2011 7002464 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 9 feet up in drooping sycamore (Platanus racemosa) branch near tip. No PNT_SSN-7002464 6/7/2011 17:18 518239.126 3634604.99 7/5/2011 14:55 sjohnston imaunsell 100 No The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install  large acoustical noise blankets between nests an                                                                       30 feet from staked work l imits. ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:28:10 PM
Nest building
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:12:33 PM
Visiting nest  l ikely b                                                                                                 7/5/2011 14:55
######### 7002477 House Finch No Active CP54-1 - Londono property 100 Loose grass nest atop l ight fixture at front door. No HOFI forming cup in loose grass nest atop l ight fixture at front door 1345. - RR PNT_SSN-7002477 6/8/2011 13:41 510074.453 3638783.11 ############## rradd rradd 100 No 13 feet from evacuation route. No No rradd - 6/16/2011 4:20:25 PM
HOFI on nest 1548 
rradd - 6/23/2011 8:41:07 AM
Female HOFI bro               6/30/2011 13:39
######### 7002478 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Active TL 6924 - 171693 300 About 3 feet up in brittlebush (Encelia sp )  about 30 feet northeast of laurel sumac (Malosma la No Nest 80 percent built  pair defending  Female observed bringing nest material -blohstroh - 6/9/2   PNT_SSN-7002478 6/9/2011 7:55 498152.07 3644146.63 ############## blohstroh blohstroh 300 No 3900 feet from tower. No No blohstroh - 6/16/2011 1:08:37 PM - Female incubating  obseved nest exchange  then male incuba                            6/30/2011 10:49
######### 7002480 Costa's Hummingbird No Active EP229-1 AR 100 3 feet high in sugar bush (Rhus ovata) on north side of shrub  about 63 feet south of AR  just wes      Yes Female flushed from nest with 2 eggs  - sritt - 6/9/2011 3:37:12 PM
PKonrad - 6/14/2011 - Female                                                   PNT_SSN-7002480 6/9/2011 10:35 573377.014 3611636.54 ############## sritt pkonrad 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping  standing  or       63 feet from AR. 6/14/2011 0:00 6/14/2011 0:00 Drive through access only. No No pkonrad - 6/14/2011 2:14:39 PM
Nest with 2 eggs found on 6-9 (sritt) 
Today  female hovering abo                                                  6/27/2011 12:45
######### 7002483 Lesser Goldfinch No Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 Nest located in the more northern sycamore (Platanus racemosa) sucker on east of creek  When                    No Nest building. Frequently making trips; nest well-formed. PNT_SSN-7002483 6/9/2011 14:32 518232.587 3634556.91 ############## tfitanides vnovik 100 No The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install  large acoustical noise blankets between nests an                                                                       65 feet from work l imits. ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No No vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:03:46 PM
Observed entering nest 
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:17:42 PM
feeding                                                  6/30/2011 16:55

7/5/2011 7002489 Ash-throated Flycatcher No Active CP83-1 100 Cavity nest 25 feet above ground level on east side of dead California sycamore (Platanus racem         Yes ATFL pr. bringing food to cavity 1002. - RR PNT_SSN-7002489 ############## 518814.467 3636041.19 7/5/2011 22:32 rradd rradd 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      69 feet from AR. Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No rradd - 6/18/2011 11:31:21 AM
ATFL nest guarding and hawking insects near cavity  but not enter                                         7/5/2011 22:32
7/2/2011 7002491 House Finch Yes Active Suncrest Substation 100 Nest about 15 feet high on small ledge at base of rock crevice (ledge is in lower left corner of rec             Yes jpawlicki - 6/11/2011 9:28:39 AM - Adults observed at nest with female bringing in nesting mate               PNT_SSN-7002491 6/11/2011 9:05 529841.242 3630218.9 7/2/2011 12:19 jpawlicki shampton 100 No The biologist feels this NBM should not adversely affect the success of the nest for the following                                                                                                                                                                         0 feet; within substation. 6/21/2011 0:00 Yes Yes ahil l  - 6/14/2011 6:54:46 PM
no activity seen  no eggs in nest
ahil l  - 6/18/2011 5:40:30 PM
three e                                                                                7/2/2011 12:19
7/5/2011 7002492 Western Kingbird Yes Active TL 639 - 379519 100 50 feet above ground level  Nest on south east corner of lattice structure halfway between groun    Yes nest reported by bio-monitor  Pair reported to be impacted by bucket truck operating on adjacen                    PNT_SSN-7002492 6/13/2011 9:44 492052.583 3631067.19 7/5/2011 12:01 imaunsell rradd 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipipated to immpact this nest provided that no stopping standing        35 feet from tower. 6/28/2011 0:00 6/29/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but work plan allowed per Buffer justification. Yes No imaunsell  - 6/13/2011 9:52:43 AM
pair nest building  Bringing fine l ining material to nest in app                                                                       7/5/2011 12:01
7/5/2011 7002493 Mourning Dove No Active TL 639 - 379520 20 6 feet off ground in lemonadeberry (Rhus integrifolia)  Nest is located on a steep downslope 8 fe                 Yes Bird tolerated vehicle and foot traffic along the road and continued to nest build and sit on part                PNT_SSN-7002493 ############## 492170.008 3631168.36 7/5/2011 11:19 imaunsell rradd 100 No A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 20 feet  as well  as a restricted access nest buffer modific                                                                                                                                                               30 feet from tower; 8 feet from AR. 6/15/2011 0:00 6/15/2011 0:00 20 feet Yes No imaunsell  - 6/13/2011 12:10:47 PM
Pair nest building and sitting on 5-10% complete nest 
rradd                                         7/5/2011 11:19
######### 7002495 Mourning Dove No Active Sycamore Yard 100 A few stems of dry grass and dried sage flowers atop an Opuntia (prickly pear) pad 3 feet above   Yes 13 Jun MODO incubating two eggs 1123. PNT_SSN-7002495 ############## 499834.61 3643803.39 ############## rradd rradd 100 No 70 feet from AR. No Yes rradd - 6/20/2011 12:59:55 PM
MODO on nest 1237 
rradd - 6/28/2011 10:41:05 AM
MODO broo      6/28/2011 10:41

7/5/2011 7002498 Cassin's Kingbird Yes Active TL 6916 - 774818 100 40 feet above ground level in eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.), directly above AR. Yes CAKI carrying food to mate on nest 0934. PNT_SSN-7002498 ############## 491694.63 3639755.45 7/5/2011 16:28 rradd rradd 100 7/5/2011 16:26 No 4 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/22/2011 1:34:17 PM - CAKI incubation continues  Female to nest 1251  male aggressive                                         7/5/2011 16:28
######### 7002499 House Finch Yes Active Alpine Yard - Upper 15 In boom of crane truck, about 25 feet above the ground near end of boom. No Not disturbed by foot traffic underneath crane  Bio-monitor observed House Finch bringing nest PNT_SSN-7002499 ############## 520231.695 3634157.62 6/26/2011 7:12 barnold phoward 100 No The house finch pair is building a nest located 25 feet above ground level at the end of a boom a                                                                                                                                                             0 feet; in Alpine Yard, on equipment. 6/16/2011 0:00 6/16/2011 0:00 15 feet Yes Yes barnold - 6/15/2011 11:16:31 AM
Nest about 90 to 95% complete  
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:12:05       6/26/2011 7:12
######### 7002502 Anna's Hummingbird No Active Alpine Yard - Upper 0 Nest 5 feet up in chain-link fence. When found, an ESA sign was 2 feet in front of nest. No RAbe - 6/15/2011 3:54:43 PM
Female incubating. PNT_SSN-7002502 ############## 520508.049 3634106.51 6/28/2011 9:24 RAbe imaunsell 0 No Covered under existing blanket exemption for yard perimeter. 0 feet; on road fence. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes RAbe - 6/15/2011 3:54:42 PM
Female incubating 
sjohnston - 6/25/2011 9:22:29 AM
1 egg  1 nestl   6/28/2011 9:23
######### 7002503 Lesser Goldfinch No Active TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 100 Compact cup nest 5 feet above ground level in upper fork of sparse Baccharis broom under over                             Yes 15 Jun - Female LEGO incubating 4 white eggs 0734. - RR PNT_SSN-7002503 6/15/2011 8:42 496732.819 3634186.25 ############## rradd rradd 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping  standing  or                       78 feet to AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Vehicular passage only. No No rradd - 6/22/2011 9:43:55 AM - LEGO female brooding hatched young 0744 
rradd - 6/29/2011 12      6/29/2011 12:17
######### 7002506 Lesser Goldfinch No Active CP50-1 Hamlet property 100 25 feet above ground level atop cluster of oak leaves on north side of coast l ive oak (Quercus ag     Yes 16 Jun LEGO female appears to be putting finishing touches on new nest 0700. - RR PNT_SSN-7002506 6/16/2011 9:40 509260.101 3638286.78 6/30/2011 9:24 rradd rradd 100 No 60 feet to AR driveway. No No rradd - 6/23/2011 9:54:38 AM
Apparently incubating female LEGO settles onto nest 0912  
rradd -          6/30/2011 9:24
######### 7002507 Lesser Goldfinch No Active Sycamore Yard 100 5ft up in laural sumac, north side, on distal end of branch, center-right of two bushes. No tcooper - 6/17/2011  female building nest, 1% complete, just a few pieces of grass in place
 PNT_SSN-7002507 ############## 499437.422 3643217.68 ############## tcooper rradd 100 No Nest is located approximately five feet up within a laurel sumac that is immediately adjacent to                                                                                                                                                      20 feet 15 feet Yes Yes rradd - 6/20/2011 2:02:19 PM
Nest not yet @ 2% complete 
blohstroh - 6/21/2011 4:34:26 PM
nes                            6/28/2011 11:13

7/5/2011 7002508 House Finch No Active Alpine Underground - Loritz property 30 Nest located within southwestern wheel axle of northeastern most set of wheels on water tower. Yes emorgan - 6/17/2011 1:12:11 PM - 100 foot buffer in place  Nest was only visible when standing                                                   PNT_SSN-7002508 ############## 526297.562 3632509.02 7/5/2011 16:16 emorgan vnovik 100 No A combination NBM/NBR is requested for this nest and nest location  First  a NBR from 100 to 30                                                                                                                                                        0 feet, within work l imits. 30 feet Yes emorgan - 6/17/2011 1:12:01 PM
Nest contains five eggs  Female observed incubating 
tfitanides                     7/5/2011 16:16
7/5/2011 7002510 Lesser Goldfinch Yes Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 Nest is approximately 40 feet high in second sycamore (Platanus racemosa) north of bridge  on        No PNT_SSN-7002510 ############## 518239.238 3634610.48 7/5/2011 14:56 vnovik imaunsell 100 No 95 feet north of bridge No No vnovik - 6/15/2011 4:01:21 PM
observed nest building nearly complete nest
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5                                                                     7/5/2011 14:56
7/5/2011 7002513 Lesser Goldfinch No Active CP70-3 AR 100 Nest of woven grasses 25' AGL atop sycamore (Platanus racemosa(  knot at end of downward ha                                Yes LEGO female finalizing construction with male in tow 1220. PNT_SSN-7002513 ############## 516846.318 3638415.35 7/5/2011 21:58 rradd rradd 100 No 60 feet to AR. No No rradd - 6/24/2011 12:26:21 PM
Nest appears mostly complete; male LEGO accompanies female c              7/5/2011 21:57
######### 7002514 Lesser Goldfinch Yes Active CP29-1 100 Nest is located 5 feet high in southeastern side of mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus minutiflora              Yes PNT_SSN-7002514 ############## 503241.608 3644897.86 ############## phoward rradd 100 No 2 feet from AR. No No phoward - 6/18/2011 11:10:14 AM
cup nest found 100% complete with four white eggs  female w                                      6/28/2011 16:19

7/5/2011 7002517 Pacific-slope Flycatcher No Active CP81-1 100 Nest is on a bark flake with overhanging flake 10' AGL on S side of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifo                           Yes PSFL male nest guarding  chasing HOWR  WBNU away from nest  Female emerges 0853  perches   PNT_SSN-7002517 6/18/2011 9:16 518850.04 3636369.61 7/5/2011 22:22 rradd rradd 100 6/25/2011 9:27 No Vehicular passage not l ikely to impact nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or construction     25 feet to AR. Buffer kept, but vehicular passage allowed No No rradd - 6/25/2011 10:13:23 AM
Female PSFL incubating - on the nest for 10 mins  off for 5  0923 -              7/5/2011 22:21
7/5/2011 7002518 Lesser Goldfinch No Active CP83-1 100 Well-concealed nest 30' AGL in terminal cluster of leaves in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) N       Yes LEGO pr building nest 1142. PNT_SSN-7002518 ############## 518818.314 3636075.64 7/5/2011 22:30 rradd rradd 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      40 feet to AR. Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No rradd - 6/25/2011 11:46:48 AM
Nest complete  exterior clad in dry catkins  Too high to see into n                         7/5/2011 22:29
######### 7002519 House Finch No Active Suncrest Substation 20 Nest is in left rear comer of very large rock mover dump truck - in the left rear corner of the edge                     Yes Biomonitors A  Hil l  and C  Emerson found nest  and observed 3 eggs in nest with an adult perche            PNT_SSN-7002519 ############## 529685.35 3630365.18 ############## shampton pkonrad 100 No A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 20 feet is requested and should not adversely affect the s                                                                                                                                              0 feet from Suncrest. 6/21/2011 0:00 6/22/2011 0:00 20 feet Yes Yes shampton - 6/20/2011 1:59:59 PM
Biomonitors A  Hil l  and C  Emerson found nest and observed 3                                                                                      6/30/2011 14:07

7/5/2011 7002521 Hooded Oriole Yes Active TL 6916 - 973035 100 Pair is building third nest on east facing palm frond 20 feet above ground  The third nest was vis              Yes fhoffman - 6/18/2011 2:18:34 PM - Female continued to build upper nest with material from pal     PNT_SSN-7002521 ############## 493794.283 3640272.65 7/5/2011 15:40 rradd rradd 100 No 0 feet; within work l imits. No rradd - 6/20/2011 3:27:28 PM - HOOR pair are intermittently present; female departs nest 1508                             7/5/2011 15:40
7/2/2011 7002522 House Finch No Active Suncrest Substation AR 0 Nest is 25 feet high in an outer branch of an Engelmann oak  well  protected by small leafy branc No Observed pair copulating and female bringing nesting material to nest (75% complete) - 6/20/20                PNT_SSN-7002522 ############## 531923.041 3630674.56 7/2/2011 15:00 ahil l kkilpatrick 0 No Blanket exemption in place for Suncrest substation and buffers along pad and access road. 20 feet from traffic. Yes pkonrad - 6/30/2011 2:40:05 PM
No finches observed in area 
kkilpatrick - 7/2/2011 2:54:35 PM
N                                               7/2/2011 15:00
7/5/2011 7002526 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 Nest is located approximately 10 feet up in the center of a mulberry's (Morus alba) canopy. No Believed to be the 3rd attempt in 2 days to nest within a grouping of mulberries  Two previous ne              PNT_SSN-7002526 ############## 518222.482 3634585.26 7/5/2011 14:53 sjohnston imaunsell 100 No 5 feet from AR. No No vnovik - 6/22/2011 5:08:48 PM
Nest 70% complete 
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:16:53 PM
nest building 9                                                                                   7/5/2011 14:53
######### 7002528 House Finch Yes Active Alpine Yard 10 Nest located in reel along northern fence of yard, on south side of reel, behind plate. Yes PNT_SSN-7002528 ############## 520346.581 3634220.94 6/27/2011 9:54 vnovik imaunsell 100 No A nest buffer reduction from 100 to 10 feet is requested and should not negatively impact the suc                                                                                                                                                     0 feet; in yard. 6/22/2011 9:53 6/23/2011 9:53 10 feet Yes Yes vnovik - 6/21/2011 5:24:28 PM
Two eggs 
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:43:47 AM
three eggs 6/26/2011 7:43

7/5/2011 7002529 Northern Mockingbird Yes Active TL 639 - 379520 100 3 feet above ground level  Eight feet above cut of road in black sage (Salvia mellifera)  just left of        Yes PNT_SSN-7002529 6/21/2011 7:33 492152.949 3631117.53 7/5/2011 10:57 mdicus rradd 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipipated to immpact this nest provided that no stopping standing        3 feet from AR; 140 from pole. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Drive through access only. No No mdicus - 6/21/2011 7:41:35 AM
Female incubating 2 eggs  Incomplete clutch  Full  clutch anticipa                                                     7/5/2011 10:57
7/5/2011 7002531 Lesser Goldfinch No Active Ell iott Substation 100 17 feet above ground level in cluster of exotic fig tree leaves overhanging chain-link Sub perimet        Yes 21 June LEGO pr attending nest. - RR PNT_SSN-7002531 6/21/2011 8:12 491667.299 3630964.3 7/5/2011 15:08 rradd rradd 100 No 68 feet to AR. No No rradd - 6/27/2011 2:13:16 PM
LEGO female making trips to nest in distant company of male 1355                  7/5/2011 15:08
7/5/2011 7002533 American Robin Yes Active TL 639 - 397518 100 20 feet above ground level at distal terminus of 6-inch diameter south-facing black willow (Salix        Yes 21 Jun  Bulky grass nest of coarse grasses  AMRO at nest briefly 1344  Monitor again to verify ac  PNT_SSN-7002533 ############## 491937.652 3630973.97 7/5/2011 14:47 rradd rradd 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping  standing  or       60 feet to AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Drive through access only. No No rradd - 6/27/2011 12:36:43 PM
Obscure nest appears current  occupants difficult to detect  AMR                             7/5/2011 14:47
7/5/2011 7002534 Hooded Oriole Yes Active TL 639 - 397518 100 9 feet above ground level  Woven pensile nest at end of downward-hanging branch of Brazil ian p                    Yes HOOR pr attending nest. PNT_SSN-7002534 ############## 491969.156 3630933.38 7/5/2011 12:39 rradd rradd 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stoppping  standing  o         50 feet to AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Drive through access only. No No imaunsell  - 6/21/2011 7:26:02 AM
pair attending nest
rradd - 6/27/2011 11:35:36 AM
Nest appea                           7/5/2011 12:39
######### 7002540 Verdin No Active EP262-4 100 4 feet high in 7 foot tall  cholla  on southeast side; cholla located on far side of small boulder hi                                   Yes PNT_SSN-7002540 ############## 584728.498 3613182.5 ############## shampton pkonrad 100 No 55 feet NE of TSAP, 80 feet SE of tower site. No No shampton - 6/22/2011 3:25:20 PM
One adult observed visiting nest  Begging calls from inside ne                                6/28/2011 13:56
######### 7002543 California Towhee No Active CP29-1 AR 100 Within scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia) thicket adjacent to AR. No 22 Jun CALT entering thicket with food at 20 min intervals. - RR PNT_SSN-7002543 ############## 503208.919 3644976.24 6/28/2011 8:18 rradd imaunsell 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticiapted to impact this nest provided that no stopping  standing  or        25 feet to AR. 6/27/2011 8:14 6/27/2011 8:14 Drive through access only. No rradd - 6/22/2011 8:17:32 AM
CALT entering thicket at 20 minutes intervals. 6/28/2011 8:17

7/5/2011 7002544 Cassin's Kingbird Yes Active TL 6916 - 774820 100 40 feet above ground level in cluster of stems on eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp ) branch overhangin      Yes CAKI pair attending nest, no food carrying observed during 20 minute survey. PNT_SSN-7002544 ############## 492232.884 3639890.91 7/5/2011 17:03 rradd rradd 100 No 0 feet to AR. No No rradd - 6/27/2011 5:21:51 PM
Nest appears complete; no CAKI detected 1700-1515
rradd - 7/5/20                   7/5/2011 17:03
######### 7002545 Coastal California Gnatcatcher Yes Active TL 6916 - 774824 300 3 feet up in chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum)  6 feet from edge of road  behind black sage (Sa           No tcooper - 6/23/2011 11:06:34 AM- both adults building nest. PNT_SSN-7002545 ############## 493037.419 3640181.6 ############## tcooper tcooper 300 Yes unknown 5 feet from access road. No No tcooper - 6/23/2011 7:09:21 PM -Pair building nest  about 95% complete  adding l ining material                  6/30/2011 19:04

7/5/2011 7002549 Lesser Goldfinch Yes Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 Nest is in willow (Salix sp ) 4-5 feet south of fence on west side of bridge  south of Arundo (Aruns         No PNT_SSN-7002549 ############## 518235.998 3634574.55 7/5/2011 14:58 vnovik imaunsell 100 No 4-5 feet south of fence on west side of bridge. No No vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:27:53 PM
Nest building 5%  Complete
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:14:22 AM
Nest b                                         7/5/2011 14:58
######### 7002505 Hooded Oriole No Active CP50-1 Hamlet property 100 16 feet above ground level in dense hanging cluster of eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp ) leaves on nor        Yes 16 Jun HOOR female adding nest l ining material in constant company of adult male 0915. - RR PNT_SSN-7002505 6/16/2011 9:32 509199.535 3638423.88 6/30/2011 9:28 rradd rradd 100 No 36 feet to AR. No No rradd - 6/23/2011 10:00:21 AM
Female departs nest 0947  returns without food 0959; l ikely incu                    6/30/2011 9:26
######### 7002552 Blue-gray Gnatcatcher No Active CP50-1 Hamlet property 100 In thicket composed of three coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) and two Peruvian pepper trees (S          Yes 23 Jun  BGGN pr present for 2 wks  Male carrying food here repeatedly  but flushes easily and do        PNT_SSN-7002552 ############## 509206.066 3638424.44 ############## rradd rradd 100 No 50 feet to AR. No No rradd - 6/30/2011 12:50:07 PM
BGGN heard but not seen near this location during 30 min  obs 6/30/2011 12:50
######### 7002553 Hooded Oriole No Active Helix Yard 100 Woven basket of palm 'hair' suspended 11 feet above ground level from underside of lower gree                      Yes 23 Jun HOOR male accompanies female building this nest 1510, approx 80% complete. - RR PNT_SSN-7002553 ############## 509743.317 3636610.79 6/29/2011 9:14 rradd rradd 100 No Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        5 feet to AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. No Yes rradd - 6/29/2011 9:14:05 AM
Nest appears complete; female HOOR not visible in deep cup  seen   6/29/2011 9:14

7/5/2011 7002555 Hooded Oriole No Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 Nest is in first sycamore (Platanus racemosa) north of sound blankets/ bridge  on branch below                     No vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:34:06 AM
No construction onsite when found. PNT_SSN-7002555 ############## 518242.352 3634601.57 7/5/2011 14:55 vnovik imaunsell 100 No Approx 30-40 feet North of bridge and 20 feet west No No vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:34:56 AM
Nest building approx 5-10% Complete 
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:23:5                                 7/5/2011 14:55
######### 7002557 Ash-throated Flycatcher No Active Hartung Yard 100 50 feet above ground level in dead top of main south trunk of California sycamore (Platanus rac Yes ATFL carrying food to cavity and defending against CAKI 1008. PNT_SSN-7002557 ############## 514912.092 3639282.91 ############## rradd rradd 100 No Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        45 feet to AR. No Yes rradd - 6/24/2011 10:08:28 AM
ATFL carrying food to cavity and defending against CAKI 
rradd - 6                6/30/2011 16:02
######### 7002558 House Finch Yes Active Alpine Yard 20 In orange reel behind plate. Yes sjohnston - 6/25/2011 10:13:20 AM
1 egg. PNT_SSN-7002558 ############## 520286.637 3634240.9 6/27/2011 7:57 sjohnston imaunsell 100 No This nest is located behind a metal plate on a large conductor reel and is along the northern edg                                                                                                                                                               0 feet; within yard. 7/1/2011 0:00 7/1/2011 0:00 15 feet Yes No phoward - 6/26/2011 7:47:36 AM
nest has two eggs, female incubating 6/26/2011 7:47

7/5/2011 7002559 House Wren No Active CP82-1 100 26 feet above ground level in broken-branch scar of southeast-facing trunk of coast l ive oak (Qu     Yes 25 Jun HOWR carring food to cavity at 15 minute intervals 1006-1046. PNT_SSN-7002559 ############## 518850.725 3636238.85 7/5/2011 22:25 rradd rradd 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      15 feet to AR. Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No rradd - 6/25/2011 10:16:06 AM
House Wrens carrying food at 15 minute intervals 
rradd - 7/5/20          7/5/2011 22:25
7/5/2011 7002560 Lesser Goldfinch No Active CP82-1 100 Compact woven grass nest 7 feet above ground level directly above east wheel track of AR in term                  Yes Female on nest 1105. PNT_SSN-7002560 ############## 518831.084 3636135.44 7/5/2011 22:28 rradd rradd 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      0 feet to AR. Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No rradd - 6/25/2011 11:13:40 AM
female on nest
rradd - 7/5/2011 10:28:22 PM
LEGO female on nes         7/5/2011 22:28
7/5/2011 7002561 Phainopepla No Active CP83-1 AR 100 30 feet above ground level near southernmost terminus of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) ove  Yes 25 Jun PHAI pair tending nest at10 minute intervals 1300-1320. PNT_SSN-7002561 ############## 518863.333 3636150.15 7/5/2011 22:27 rradd rradd 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      78 feet to AR. Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No rradd- 6/25/2011 13:46:37 PM
25 Jun PHAI pr tending nest @ 10 min  intervals 1300-1320 
rradd                 7/5/2011 22:26
7/2/2011 7002562 Anna's Hummingbird No Active Suncrest Substation 0 Nest is approximately 4 feet above ground in an outer branch of an Engelmann oak (Quercus agr No Female is incubating two eggs full  time  She is very tolerant of foot and vehicle traffic  as well  as       PNT_SSN-7002562 ############## 530072.7 3630537.41 7/2/2011 12:26 ahil l shampton 0 No Vehicular passage  parking  and trailer access is not anticipated to impact this bird provided th                                      20 feet Yes Yes ahil l  - 6/25/2011 7:45:33 AM
female incubating 2 eggs 
shampton - 7/2/2011 12:26:47 PM
On 7/0                    7/2/2011 12:26
######### 7002563 Ash-throated Flycatcher No Active Sycamore Substation 30 In open pipe on top of 69kV rack   First pipe in from the east  on the north side of the 69kV super             Yes Nest about 40 feet above the ground.  barnold - 6/27/2011 2:13 PM
 PNT_SSN-7002563 ############## 497163.746 3642019.31 6/28/2011 8:13 barnold imaunsell 100 No A Nest Buffer Reduction to allow work to occur under the superstructure will  result in a minimum                                                                                                                         0 feet; within Sycamore Substation. 6/28/2011 0:00 7/1/2011 0:00 30 feet Yes Yes barnold - 6/27/2011 2:15:58 PM
Adult observed entering pipe four times during the observation p                6/27/2011 14:15

7/2/2011 7002564 Yellow-breasted Chat Yes Active TL 639 - 397518 100 Grass nest of coarse stems l ined with finer grass  5 feet above ground level under bent stem of b          Yes PNT_SSN-7002564 6/27/2011 8:40 491974.436 3631011.17 7/2/2011 15:56 rradd rradd 100 No 55 feet to new pole. No rradd - 6/27/2011 8:11:09 AM
YBCH incubating three whitish eggs with heavy brownish-purple ne           7/2/2011 15:56
7/5/2011 7002565 Lesser Goldfinch Yes Active TL 639 - 397518 100 15 feet above ground level in apical stem of Brazil ian pepper (Schinus terebinthifolius) 
Easiest t     Yes PNT_SSN-7002565 ############## 491973.853 3630926.66 7/5/2011 12:16 rradd rradd 100 No 60 feet to AR. No No rradd - 6/27/2011 8:09:50 AM
Female LEGO building new nest while male accompanies 
rradd - 7/          7/5/2011 12:16
7/5/2011 7002568 House Finch No Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 HOFI being constructed on recently fledged HOFI nest (NID 5000884). No PNT_SSN-7002568 ############## 518193.86 3634567.07 7/5/2011 14:47 imaunsell imaunsell 100 No 82 feet No No imaunsell  - 6/28/2011 12:08:51 PM
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:32:32 PM
fledged sucessfully  HOFI                                                                           7/5/2011 14:47
######### 7002577 Bullock's Oriole No Active Kruetzcamp Yard AR 100 New nest in southeast-most branch of l ive oak tree (Quercus agrifolia) about 40 feet high  (There                        Yes PKonrad - 6/29/2011 - See next page.
 PNT_SSN-7002577 ############## 535129.805 3613019.98 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 100 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping  standing  or       30 feet west of AR. No Yes pkonrad - 6/29/2011 12:32:55 PM
New nest being built by female oriole with male nearby; femal                                               6/29/2011 12:32
######### 7002579 Wrentit Yes Active TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 100 Woven grass cup 2 5 feet above ground level near center of broom baccharis (Baccharis sarothr Yes PNT_SSN-7002579 ############## 496927.943 3634231.01 ############## rradd rradd 100 No 54 feet to AR. No No rradd - 6/29/2011 1:56:49 PM
Nest contains one egg and one day-old altricial nestling. 6/29/2011 13:56
######### 7002580 Cliff Swallow No Active Alpine Underground - 214+00r 0 Under eave of house, peak of roof, east wall  of house, north side of ridge beam. No There are a few dobs of mud under other houses' eaves but no other active nests visible from str PNT_SSN-7002580 ############## 523244.811 3632955.51 ############## shampton shampton 0 No 50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes shampton - 6/30/2011 12:48:07 PM
At least one nestling being  fed by adult  Nestling at least sev        6/30/2011 12:48
######### 7001455 Hooded Oriole No Active Alpine Underground - 97+00L, MH-6L 0 Inside of palm tree - nest not visible; fnest location under lowest green palm frond on north-nort     No RAbe - 5/12/2011 2:29:06 PM - Male and female HOORs going inside palm tree  Homeowner has                                   PNT_SSN-7001455 ############## 519645.325 3633529.12 ############## RAbe pkonrad 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        40 feet south of AR. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes tfitanides - 5/27/2011 11:06:24 AM
Male observed call ing from palm perch  Female later observ                                                                                                                                                  6/30/2011 10:03
######### 7002582 Acorn Woodpecker No Active Hartung Yard 100 Cavity in extinct 20-inch diameter California sycamore (Platanus racemosa) used by ACWO as g  No Cavity is outside fenced yard l imits, so does not impede yard operations. PNT_SSN-7002582 ############## 515307.018 3639021.85 ############## rradd rradd 100 No Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        50 feet to realigned yard fence. No Yes rradd - 6/30/2011 3:30:08 PM
Yard monitor reports regular cavity use by ACWO  but no entry not     6/30/2011 15:30

7/5/2011 7002583 Lesser Goldfinch Yes Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 15 feet high in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia), above Costa's hummingbird nest. No vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:52:26 PM
No work onsite. PNT_SSN-7002583 ############## 518195.492 3634568.35 7/5/2011 14:48 vnovik imaunsell 100 No 65 feet to staked work l imits. No No vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:53:26 PM
Nest was found on 6/28/11  Nest was approx 80% when found  is           7/5/2011 14:48
7/2/2011 7002585 Rock Wren Yes Active Suncrest Substation 100 Under 2-foot diameter boulder on east side of 20-foot tall  boulder pile. Cavity opens to east. Yes shampton - 7/2/2011 1:12:06 PM
Originally logged on 7/1/2011 at 1515hrs  Re-entered on 7/2/2     PNT_SSN-7002585 7/2/2011 12:50 529479.388 3630188.91 7/2/2011 13:13 shampton shampton 100 No 0 feet; nest is in yard. No No shampton - 7/2/2011 1:01:41 PM
On 7/01/2011  at 1520hrs- Adult(s) regularly bringing food and                                                          7/2/2011 13:01
7/2/2011 7002586 Lark Sparrow No Active Wilson CY/Suncrest Substation AR 0 9 feet above ground in manzanita - 2 feet higher and 2 feet left (view from AR) of red flash tape  O        No shampton - 7/2/2011 1:08:41 PM
Originally logged on 7/1/2011 at 1700hrs  Re-entered on 7/2/2     PNT_SSN-7002586 7/2/2011 13:04 531316.043 3630648.25 7/2/2011 13:27 shampton shampton 0 No 5 feet from AR. No No shampton - 7/2/2011 1:27:35 PM
On 7/1/2011 at 1700hrs -Nest contained 3 eggs  both adults in  7/2/2011 13:27
7/2/2011 7002587 Lark Sparrow No Active Wilson CY/ Suncrest Substation AR 0 15 feet up in Engelmann oak (Quercus engelmannii)  at top of vertical section of 3-inch diameter                            No shampton - 7/2/2011 1:36:59 PM
Originally logged on 7/1/2011 at 1730hrs  Re-entered on 7/2/2     PNT_SSN-7002587 7/2/2011 13:31 531726.083 3630674.93 7/2/2011 13:41 shampton shampton 0 No 0 feet; above AR shoulder. No No shampton - 7/2/2011 1:41:16 PM
On 7/1/2011 at 1730 hrs -No eggs or nestlings  LASP heard sing                7/2/2011 13:41
7/2/2011 7002588 Cactus Wren Yes Active EP266-2 100 4 feet up in a cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.), near center of TSAP, opening faces south. No shampton - 7/2/2011 2:06:41 PM
Originally logged on 7/1/2011 at 1130hrs  Re-entered on 7/2/2                                                                                      PNT_SSN-7002588 7/2/2011 13:45 585743.181 3614784.45 7/2/2011 14:26 shampton shampton 100 No 0 feet; nest is on TSAP. No No shampton - 7/2/2011 2:11:21 PM
On 7/1/2011 at 1130 hrs -No CACW observed near nest Cholla                                                         7/2/2011 14:21
7/5/2011 7002591 Cactus Wren Yes Active EP245 AR 100 Newly constructed nest 4 feet high in cholla about 15 feet southeasr of access road  Nest built m             Yes PKonrad - 7/5/2011 - No wrens in area. See next page.
 PNT_SSN-7002591 7/5/2011 10:37 579106.95 3610504.8 7/5/2011 10:45 pkonrad pkonrad 100 No 15 feet southeast of AR No No pkonrad - 7/5/2011 10:45:05 AM
New nest; no wrens observed or heard in area. 7/5/2011 10:45
7/5/2011 7002592 Cactus Wren Yes Active EP243 100 New nest 3 feet high in cholla just northwest of road that circles tower pad. Yes PKonrad - 7/5/2011 - New nest well-used but fl imsy with bare areas. See next page. PNT_SSN-7002592 7/5/2011 12:55 578417.156 3610705.23 7/5/2011 13:23 pkonrad pkonrad 100 No 6 feet west of EP243 pad No No pkonrad - 7/5/2011 1:23:52 PM
New but fl imsy nest looks well-used; wren call ing territorially fro  7/5/2011 13:23
7/5/2011 7002593 Cactus Wren Yes Active EP243 and new 12kV pole and AR 100 New nest built 3 feet high in cholla south of new kV pole and access road; about 20 feet southwe      Yes PKonrad - 7/5/2011 - See next page.
 PNT_SSN-7002593 7/5/2011 13:00 578307.584 3610752.1 7/5/2011 13:41 pkonrad pkonrad 100 No 80 feet south of new 12kV pole and AR No pkonrad - 7/5/2011 1:40:29 PM
New nest with 1 egg evident in nest chamber; wren call ing territo  7/5/2011 13:40
7/5/2011 7002556 Black-chinned Hummingbird Yes Active Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 100 Nest is approximately 30-60 feet high at top of canopy of 1st sycamore (Platanus racemosa) nor                       No vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:41:56 AM
No construction when nest was found. PNT_SSN-7002556 ############## 518243.928 3634599.26 7/5/2011 14:17 vnovik imaunsell 100 No 15-20 feet north of bridge. No No vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:43:10 AM
Nest building appears 20% Complete or less 
vnovik - 6/27/2011                      6/30/2011 17:03
7/5/2011 7002597 Cassin's Kingbird Yes Active TL639 - 973035 100 In existing tower structure on bottom insulator  Nest resides in partial cavity at attachment site        Yes Same nest and pair as adjacent nest 7001014. Second nest attempt. PNT_SSN-7002597 7/5/2011 15:20 493784.232 3640256.82 7/5/2011 15:32 imaunsell imaunsell 100 No Nest is oinside pole; not a candidate. 0 feet; on pole No No fhoffman - 6/18/2011 2:15:03 PM
Female and male observed on pole pair bonding. Female entered old cavity with material and removed item.
rradd - 6/20/2011
CAKI pair again occupying nest. female on nest. male nest-gaurding.
rradd - 6/28/2011 12:33:50 PM
CAKI pair at nest. Female leaves to forage from time to time. Male accompanie.
7/5/2011 7002598 Mourning Dove No Active Alpine Underground. 100 Nest is approx 6 feet high ( as measured from NE side ) in l ive oak  l ive oak is located North of Al        No PNT_SSN-7002598 7/5/2011 16:08 521094.771 3633328.28 7/5/2011 16:15 vnovik vnovik 100 No 90 feet to work accord My to Pen Tab. No No vnovik - 7/5/2011 4:11:21 PM
On nest, l i lcley incubating. 7/5/2011 16:11
7/5/2011 7002599 Lesser Goldfinch No Active Alpine Underground. 100 Nest is approx 10 feet high in pine tree on North side of tree  Tree is North of Apine Blvd  and 13 j                   No PNT_SSN-7002599 7/5/2011 16:11 521095.26 3633330.23 7/5/2011 16:14 vnovik vnovik 100 No Approx 95 feet to work on  Pen Tab No vnovik - 7/5/2011 4:13:57 PM
Rind on nest incubating. 7/5/2011 16:13
7/5/2011 7002600 House Finch No Active in CY 100 same location as Nest ID#7002458. in southern set of double tires. Yes at least two eggs in nest.
sritt - 7/5/2011 5:41:28 PM
 PNT_SSN-7002600 7/5/2011 17:37 528249.186 3620282.43 7/5/2011 17:41 sritt sritt 100 No in CY No No
7/5/2011 7002601 Northern Mockingbird No Active TL639 z379521 100 Woven nest of twigs 4' AGL on N side lemonadebush immediately E of AR. Yes PNT_SSN-7002601 7/5/2011 10:39 492239.825 3631227.58 7/5/2011 10:48 rradd rradd 100 No 5' to AR, 50' to work, 100' to pole No No rradd - 7/5/2011 10:44:56 AM
Female NOMO building new nest  approx 50% complete  while ma      7/5/2011 10:44
7/5/2011 7002602 Lesser Goldfinch Yes Active 100 Woven cup nest 15' AGL in leaf cluster atop vertical stub of California sycamore (Platanus racem Yes PNT_SSN-7002602 7/5/2011 22:14 516900.161 3638429.18 7/5/2011 22:19 rradd rradd 100 No 15' to AR No No rradd - 7/5/2011 10:18:23 PM
Female LEGO incubating (15 mins  on  5 mins  off) while male atten   7/5/2011 22:18
5/6/2011 5000008 Canyon Wren No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 Behind red wood piece in eve. Yes Fresh bird scat present  no bird on nest  Passerine 
Checked on 3/3/2011: CANW seen bringing ne                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5000008 ############## 509064.304 3638414.84 5/6/2011 11:50 rradd kalberts 0 No 0 feet: under house. No No
5/2/2011 5000025 Cactus Wren No Closed EP244 0 Within  cholla (Cylindropuntia sp ) possibly within 100 feet of EP244   A fresh grass nest includi              No Visited 27 Feb  no birds present @ 11:00 hrs 
Well-built nests status unchanged; grasses graying                                                  PNT_SSN-5000025 ############## 578916.744 3610751.05 5/2/2011 11:36 pkonrad pkonrad 0 Yes Apparent nest predation; top of nest torn open  exposing all  of the interior  No sign of egg shells Avoid corner of temporary ROW that includes 100 foot buffer. 82 feet from corner of temporary ROW. No No
######### 5000031 Cactus Wren No Closed EP231A TSAP 0 Active CACW nest in cholla (Cylindropuntia)  approximately 2 5 feet high  located between TSAP                                                    No Nest discolored gray; no wrens in area or singing 3-16  (PK) 
Nest looks recently visited; wren sin                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000031 2/22/2011 8:32 574240.961 3611240.44 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 100 feet from tower site edge. No
######### 5000035 Common Raven No Closed EP349 and AR 0 High in metal tower. No Nest #30 inactive former CORA nest; potential raptor nest; contrnue to monitor 
No activity observ                                                                                                                         PNT_SSN-5000035 ############## 613340.871 3623937.76 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence  following the premises of the Raven Control Pl 65 feet from SWPL l ine access road. 0 feet Yes No pkonrad - 5/25/2011 12:30:54 PM
Closed - ravens have fledged and dispersed. 5/25/2011 12:30

6/2/2011 5000040 Mourning Dove No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 Under roof above back porch. Yes No sign of adults or recent nest use  Work Outside Buffer
female on nest 3/3/11 - I  Maunsell 
10 M                                                                                                                         PNT_SSN-5000040 ############## 509064.626 3638419.01 6/2/2011 15:21 rradd rradd 0 5/5/2011 11:39 No Successfully fledged. MODO nests are in roof eaves above back door of mitigation property  Cleaning crews will  not im                     0 feet. Signs posted at back door to use front entrance only. Yes No rradd - 5/25/2011 1:03:10 PM
MODO brooding young 1259
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:21:32 PM
Nest app        6/2/2011 15:21
######### 5000412 American Kestrel No Closed CP55 AR 0 Nest in SWPL tower, on north-facing middle arm. No Cavity nest in north facing middle arm of structure  Nest as described in correct location  no bird                                                                                                                                                                       PNT_SSN-5000412 2/4/2011 11:41 509719.816 3637536.24 ############## rradd rradd 0 5/18/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. 305 feet from access road. No No

6/4/2011 5000456 Common Raven No Closed EP363-1 0 New stick nest; old nest was apparently blown out by strong wind last winter   In south arm of m            No New nest; both ravens active at nest site on 4-5 (PK) 
Buffer affects about 15 foot section on south                                                                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5000456 ############## 620053.023 3620492.53 6/4/2011 7:08 pkonrad barnold 0 6/3/2011 7:08 No Successfully fledged. Buffer reduced to 0 feet through agency concurrence  following the premises of the Raven Contro  130 feet from permanant impact area of tower site. 0 feet Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/25/2011 1:25:51 PM - At least 2 large feathered nestlings standing and lying in nest                       6/3/2011 20:25
######### 5000470 House Finch No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 8 feet off ground in fire alarm mounted on side of house.
 Yes Observed pair coming and going from nest
16 Mar - HOFI at nest 12:44 - RR
3/18/11 - D  Busby ob                                                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5000470 3/2/2011 10:05 510079.764 3638801.49 6/23/2011 8:40 rradd rradd 0 No It is the avian biologist’s opinion  both the Anna’s hummingbird and black phoebe nests will  tol                                                          0 feet; on subject house. Buffer reduced to 0 feet. Yes No rradd - 5/25/2011 5:20:06 PM
No HOFI detected during 30 min  obs  
rradd - 6/3/2011 9:09:35 AM                                           6/23/2011 8:40

5/3/2011 6002314 Loggerhead Shrike No Closed EP234-1 0 Nest is in a juniper tree (Juniperus californica) just outside the northeast quadrant of the TSAP (                          Yes A 100 foot nest buffer is discontinuous due to an existing archeological site  LOSH often double-c                                                                                                                                                             PNT_SSN-6002314 3/4/2011 11:06 575336.86 3611001.24 5/3/2011 16:05 pkonrad kalberts 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. Focus all  activites to be away from the buffer at the NE corner to avoid working within the 100 fo  80 feet from corner of tower site. No
######### 6002319 Bushtit No Closed CP57 AR 0 Nest is on the north-side (upslope side) of the access road at a bend  Nest is five feet off the grou             No Nest building and mating observed  Nest is 85% complete  Nest is 10 feet off the road  Buffer enco                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-6002319 3/5/2011 14:27 511690.026 3638581.55 5/21/2011 8:45 rradd rradd 0 ############## No Nest successfully fledged. 10 feet from existing access road. No No
######### 5000521 Common Raven No Closed EP250 AR 0 Nest located approximately 120 feet up on tower arm  Tower outside of work area but 100 foot n         No 2/01/11 observation during surveyor monitoring (Chambers Group)
Raven incubating in stick nes                                                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5000521 2/1/2011 0:00 581543 3610615 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. Buffer should either be reduced to 65 feet  OR left as 100 feet  with the stipulation that vehicular            65 feet from access road. Yes No pkonrad - 5/31/2011 1:17:49 PM - 2 fledglings and 1 adult flushed from below tower; fledglings                 5/31/2011 13:17
######### 5000898 Bushtit No Closed EP223-1 and TSAP 0 Located in redshank (Adenostoma sparsifolium); approximately 5 feet off the ground. No Bushtit pair was observed bringing nesting material (l ichen  spider web silk  etc ) to the nest  The                               PNT_SSN-5000898 2/14/2011 0:00 571680 3613365 ############## bclaxton imaunsell 0 No 55 feet from corner of work area. No

6/2/2011 6002386 Coastal Cactus Wren No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 Substantial grass nest 5 feet up in large prickly pear (Opuntia sp ) complex  Entrance a l ittle rou                          No Showery and cooler weather has somewhat suppressed territorial activity this afternoon   Call in                                                                                                                                                    PNT_SSN-6002386 3/7/2011 14:07 499781.62 3643816.97 6/2/2011 9:30 rradd imaunsell 0 No Unimproved nest, not used this season. 10 feet No Yes rradd - 5/24/2011 3:16:02 PM
No CACW detected 1305-1335 
rradd - 6/1/2011 10:40:24 AM
This n         6/1/2011 10:40
5/3/2011 6002394 Rufous-crowned Sparrow No Closed CP86 0 Nest under mission manzanita (Xylococcus bicolor) at small rock outcrop. No RCSP observed with nest material and gave pair interaction calls 
17 Mar - Pair present  call ing t                                                                               PNT_SSN-6002394 3/9/2011 9:06 518178.161 3635230.37 5/3/2011 16:21 blohstroh kalberts 0 No Buffer may be left as 100 feet  but biomonitor should monitor within that area of tower site wher     85 feet to corner of tower site. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No
5/3/2011 6002402 Bushtit No Closed CP73-2 0 Nest is 6 feet up in Ceanothus (Ceanothus sp )  60% complete  adults bringing material to nest on No 28 Mar - Adults tending/repairing nest  nest sti l l  incomplete  no eggs or nestlings - BL
20 Apr - Ne                PNT_SSN-6002402 3/9/2011 10:23 518050.359 3638100.64 5/3/2011 16:25 blohstroh kalberts 0 Yes Nest destroyed by unknown. 90 feet to tower legs. No No
7/5/2011 6002805 Oak Titmouse No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 HOWR pair originally observed actively building nest in cavity of sycamore (Platanus racemosa                                              Yes PNT_SSN-6002805 3/10/2011 9:16 518243.637 3634599.46 7/5/2011 13:58 blohstroh imaunsell 100 ############## No Nesting chronology appears to support the assumption of a sucessful fledge. The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install  large acoustical noise blankets between nests an                                                                                   30 feet ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No Active pair bonding and cavity nesting behavior observed  birds unconcered by my presence 25 f                                                                                                                                     6/30/2011 17:03
######### 6003206 Bushtit No Closed Hartung Yard 0 20 feet up in a coast l ive oak  This location is 30 feet south of southern perimeter fence  Nest is c             Yes Nest is very difficult to see  Nest location discovered through behavioral observation of bird  car                                                                                                       PNT_SSN-6003206 3/10/2011 8:35 515025.244 3639198.66 ############## rradd rradd 0 No Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        30 feet from yard boundary. No Yes
######### 6003213 House Wren No Closed CP51-2 AR 0 Stick pile inside electrical panel. When found, bird was singing from nest. No 24 Mar - HOWR perched and singing @ nest  - RR
31 Mar - HOWR left nest @ 1329 - RR
19 Apr - N                         PNT_SSN-6003213 ############## 509222.122 3638426.82 ############## rradd kalberts 0 No 0 feet; within work area around structures. No No
######### 6003215 House Wren No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 3 feet up, in cavity in stump of oak approximately 15 feet south of driveway. Yes WBNU Repeatedly entered cavity for a minute or so at a time  Pair call ing and nest exchange  so                                                                                                                         PNT_SSN-6003215 ############## 510025.917 3638779.7 5/13/2011 9:28 rradd eelias 0 No Short-term work detail  wil l  al low temporary buffer reduction to allow work   This species is know                                                                      15 feet from Londono driveway. 3/4/2011 14:49 5/6/2011 14:49 Yes No
######### 6003219 Common Raven No Closed CP31-2 0 22 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia)  1 of 2 stick nests in this tree  This nest is 3 feet lo                               Yes Nest is 12 feet from AR to CP31-2  Birds not incubating yet and are spending extended periods aw                                                                                                                                 PNT_SSN-6003219 3/12/2011 9:07 503552.001 3644860.58 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Death by natural causes. CORA dead on nest. 35 feet from work area. No No rradd - 5/24/2011 4:14:38 PM
One large weill-feathered  gray-faced  nestling visible on nest 
rrad                                                 6/15/2011 13:51

5/3/2011 6003220 Bushtit No Closed CP31-2 AR 0 Top of laurel sumac (Malosma laurina)  18 feet east of AR  straight out from large obvious rock o                      No A pair of bushtits was observed making multiple trips to this location  carrying plant down and o                                                                                                                                 PNT_SSN-6003220 3/12/2011 9:55 503222.998 3645118.32 5/3/2011 15:29 rradd rradd 0 5/3/2011 0:00 No Successful fledge. Vehicular construction traffice unlikely to impact nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or c     20 feet from AR. No No
######### 6003221 Cooper’s Hawk No Closed Helix Yard AR 0 20 feet up in a eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp ) tree 1/2 way up tree  This tree forks at the base  creat            Yes Nest found by Helix yard bio monitor  Cooper's hawk present at the time of verification by avian b                                                                                                                                                                              PNT_SSN-6003221 ############## 509785.813 3636510.97 ############## rradd rradd 0 6/7/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Nest is in proximity to El Monte Rod  rural residential  and is visually obscured   The proposed w                               1,120 feet from yard boundary, but along AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer reduced to 360 feet. Yes rradd - 5/26/2011 5:45:26 PM - Nest has fledged  Change to Closed 
rradd - 6/3/2011 1:27:07 PM                                                                            6/23/2011 14:34
######### 6003223 Bushtit No Closed EP89-1 0 11 feet up on south side of large tall  scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia) located near east side o  No Almost complete nest with pair working on final stages of construction 3-11 
Active nest with a Bu                                                                                                                                                                   PNT_SSN-6003223 3/11/2011 7:49 547968.966 3613318.47 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 6/7/2011 15:50 No Successfully fledged. Keep all  personnel out of 100 foot buffer within temporary ROW  and ensure that other areas of     55 feet from temporary ROW; 165 feet to legs. No No pkonrad - 5/27/2011 9:50:53 AM
 2 adults behaving and call ing territorially when scrub jay perc                                                                        6/23/2011 15:52

6/3/2011 6003235 Black Phoebe No Closed Helix Yard 0 Underside of construction trailer. Yes Nest under construction despite AR traffic  
25 Mar - BLPH pair bringing mud to nest 0730 - RR 
29                                                                             PNT_SSN-6003235 3/16/2011 8:22 509744.156 3636511.56 6/3/2011 12:52 rradd rradd 0 6/3/2011 12:50 No Successfully fledged. Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        1240 feet from nearest part of yard. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. No Yes rradd - 5/26/2011 5:13:09 PM
BLPH feeding at least three feathered nestlings  
rradd - 6/3/2011 1              6/3/2011 12:51
######### 6003246 Bushtit No Closed EP26-1 0 South side of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) about 15 feet high. No Buffer not flagged because along portion of road that is closed  
Nest looks complete; no birds ob                                                                      PNT_SSN-6003246 ############## 528160.744 3619964.17 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No Nesting attempt appears to have fledged Bushtits or failed some time ago as evidenced by lack o     Vehicular traffic should be permissible and is anticipated not to impact nest  provided that no s        60 feet to AR; 580 feet to SWAT yard. No No

5/6/2011 6003248 Bushtit No Closed CP65-1 0 Adults building nest 7 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia)  covered by wild cucumber (M       No 28 Mar - Nest in good condition  adults in area  but no interaction with this nest  - BL
6 Apr - Quic                                                                      PNT_SSN-6003248 3/17/2011 9:00 514306.465 3639374.68 5/6/2011 11:26 mdicus kalberts 0 Yes Nest appears predated - hole torn to expose contents. To encroach within buffer  temporary sound walls may be used during survey staking and potho                   15 feet from driveway improvement area. No No
6/6/2011 6003250 Common Raven No Closed EP353 and AR 0 In south arm of metal powerline tower near EP353. No Pair of common ravens building a new nest 3-17 (PK) 
100 foot nest buffer affects access road be                                                                                                                                                     PNT_SSN-6003250 ############## 614793.913 3623183.13 6/6/2011 7:57 pkonrad imaunsell 0 No Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence  following the premises of the Raven Control Pl 83 feet from AR. 0 feet Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/25/2011 1:03:10 PM
2 large feathered nestlings standing on nest with 1 brancher sta                                                 6/6/2011 7:57
5/8/2011 5003259 House Finch No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 15 feet up in crook of eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp ) approximately 15 feet from end of short spur d Yes 3/18/11 - D  Busby observes HOFI pair collecting nest material and bringing it to nest 
1 April  - Fe                                                   PNT_SSN-5003259 3/18/2011 9:10 510045.634 3638803.17 5/8/2011 14:50 imaunsell kalberts 0 Yes Blown out by high winds. Not needed; failed before NBR approval. 15 feet from driveway. 3/4/2011 14:49 5/6/2011 14:49 0 feet Yes No
5/6/2011 5003263 Bushtit No Closed EP221-2 0 6 feet up in large scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia) on north side of center trunk inside clump o   No Well conceled in new growth; nest is about 60% complete; Pair observed nest building  Revisted                                                                     PNT_SSN-5003263 3/23/2011 8:37 571051.33 3613761.48 5/6/2011 12:39 pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes Appears nest is deserted; no bushtits have been seen at this nest for several weeks. 72 feet from tower center. No No
6/8/2011 5003273 Western Bluebird No Closed EP90-1 AR 0 Cavity 10 feet up on north side of snag at edge of field (south of fenced eucalyptus grove) and AR  No Pair repeatedly entering cavity  No incubation at this time 3-23 - RR
Pair entering cavity and flying                                                                                                                                                              PNT_SSN-5003273 3/23/2011 8:34 548194.411 3613280.24 6/8/2011 14:00 pkonrad pkonrad 0 6/8/2011 13:58 No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage should not impact nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or construction   15 feet north of AR. Buffer kept in place at 100 feet, but vehicular passage is allowed. Yes No pkonrad - 5/27/2011 11:24:03 AM
 2 (yes two) adult males and 1 female feeding nestlings in tree                                                                 6/8/2011 14:00
######### 5003278 California Thrasher No Closed EP240 0 Cup nest 3 feet up in large saltbush (Atriplex sp.). Can be obseverved from north side. No 3/24/11 TC- Adults l ining nest  95% complete  No work on access roads near nest 
3/25/11 BL- Ch                                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5003278 ############## 577663.748 3610649.64 ############## pkonrad phoward 0 Yes Nest and nest l ining was completely intact, suggesting snake depredation. Crew wants to install  12KV pole 18  which is 102 feet NW of nest - beyond 100 foot buffer - but 1                                                         75 feet from tower. Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes Yes
######### 5003288 California Thrasher No Closed Alpine Yard 0 About 2.5 feet off ground in sugar bush (Rhus ovata). No Female observed incubating on nest  Did not flush when approached to 5 feet  3/28/11 IM
imaun                                              PNT_SSN-5003288 ############## 520335.453 3634134.52 ############## imaunsell kalberts 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. Bird began nesting with current work activities and personnel associated with the buffer area  s                  0 feet; within yard boundary. ############### 4/26/2011 14:02 Buffer reduced to 50 feet. Yes

6/1/2011 5003290 Bushtit No Closed TL 6924 - Z171690 0 Approximately 4 feet up in Ceanothus shrub. No BUSH observed entering nest w material  RF-3/29/11
BUSH observed entering nest w material  rra                                                                                 PNT_SSN-5003290 3/29/2011 9:37 496974.65 3643371.41 6/1/2011 21:32 rfletcher rradd 0 ############## No Nest fledged successfully. 70 feet from permanent work area. No Yes blohstroh - 5/26/2011 10:34:37 AM
26 May- nest in disrepair  no BUSH tending  BUSH in area  bu    5/26/2011 10:34
5/3/2011 5003291 Western Bluebird No Closed TL 6916 - Z774819 0 Cavity nest approximately 40 feet up in dead eucalyptus tree. No WEBL pair enering and exiting cavity multiple times 
12 Apr WEBL continue to visit cavity 15:15  -                                              PNT_SSN-5003291 ############## 492084.327 3639892.2 5/3/2011 13:15 rfletcher kalberts 0 Yes Nest failed for unknown reason  but HOWR (detected at this cavity) have been a factor in many b           Vehicular passage should not impact nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or construction    75 feet from AR; 400 feet to nearest pole. No Yes
######### 5003292 Bushtit No Closed TL 6924 - Z171691 0 BUSH nest located in black sage (Salvia mellifera) shrub. No Clean nest  active as of this year  Buffer flagged with yellow tape  needs ESA signage 
BUSH enterin                                                                   PNT_SSN-5003292 ############## 496997.558 3643628.24 ############## rfletcher imaunsell 0 Yes Nest predated. Vehicular passage should be allowed  provided that no stopping  standing  or construction occu    25 feet from existing AR. No Yes
######### 5003303 OTHER No Closed EP254-3 0 Cavity in agave (Agave sp.) along northern boundary of temporary impact zone. No Male observed making cavity and vocalizing  rma 3/31/2011
4/12/11 - No Woodpeckers observe                                                                               PNT_SSN-5003303 3/31/2011 9:17 583048.481 3610722.14 ############## RAbe sritt 0 No 15 feet from temp ROW, 107 feet to tower center. No No
######### 5003305 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Nest approximately 6 feet off ground on top of fan (second from right) and under large radiator d                      No 3/31/11  Observed female bring nest material to nest with male following closely  (D  Busby)
bar                                                                     PNT_SSN-5003305 3/31/2011 8:31 497106.175 3642169.88 ############## dbusby barnold 0 No 0 feet; within substation. Yes Yes

5/3/2011 5003306 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Nest approximately 7 feet high in a small box in northwestern corner of cooling tower. No 3/31/11 - Observed female bring nest material to nest with male following closely  (D  Busby) 
Ne                                 PNT_SSN-5003306 3/31/2011 8:46 497099.058 3642173.84 5/3/2011 13:58 dbusby kalberts 0 No 0 feet; within substation. No Yes
######### 5003308 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Nest approximately 30 feet high in southern-most structure. Nest in two lefeet pipes. No 3/31/11 - Pair bringing nest material to two left pipes  Collecting grass from adjacent habitat  Pl                                                                                 PNT_SSN-5003308 3/31/2011 9:44 497122.076 3641995.18 ############## mdicus barnold 0 No 0 feet; within substation. No Yes

5/3/2011 5003310 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 In first of three pipes approximately 30 feet off ground. In southernmost structure. No 3/31/11 - Pair observed copulating and then female entered pipe  Flagged (Cummings)  
No birds                  PNT_SSN-5003310 3/31/2011 9:55 497103.844 3641994.46 5/3/2011 14:01 dbusby kalberts 0 No 0 feet; within substation. Yes
######### 5003311 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 In southernmost structure. Approximately 20 feet off ground in opening in insulator structure. No 3/31/11 - Female of pair observed going to the nest  Flagged (Cummings) 
barnold - 4/12/2011 10                                          PNT_SSN-5003311 ############## 497072.299 3641996.94 ############## dbusby barnold 0 No 0 feet; within substation. No Yes barnold - 6/16/2011 2:47:19 PM
House Finch activity in general area 
barnold - 6/23/2011 1:42:2        6/23/2011 13:42
######### 5003312 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 In southernmost structure  Approximately 20 feet above ground in horizontal  insulator structur No 3/31/11 Observed male binging nest material into hole and leaving without it  Flagged (Cummin                                                       PNT_SSN-5003312 ############## 497100.602 3642010.7 ############## dbusby barnold 0 No 0 feet; within substation. Yes

6/1/2011 5003313 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Approximately 4 feet above concrete on ledge on north side of water-cooling structure labeled Si                     Yes 3/31/11 Pair bonding observed in area and pair visited possible beginnings of nest   Not flagged                                                                                                                                             PNT_SSN-5003313 ############## 497134.987 3642041.69 6/1/2011 14:26 dbusby barnold 0 6/1/2011 14:26 No Successfully fledged. 0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 2:24:32 PM
Two young fledglings in concrete retaining basin  Nest successful  6/1/2011 14:24
5/3/2011 5003316 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Approximately 15 feet above ground in rectangular metal pipe with opening facing west. No 3/31/11 Observed pair bringing nesting material to opening  Flagged (Cummings) 
barnold - 4/12                           PNT_SSN-5003316 ############## 497065.884 3642092.2 5/3/2011 14:39 dbusby kalberts 0 No 0 feet; within substation. No Yes
5/3/2011 5003321 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed TL 6916 - 774821 0 10 feet up in laurel sumac, at top center of bush, easily seen from road. No Looks complete 
3/31/11 TC - Adults seen visiting nest  possibly in laying stage 
4/7/11 TC - Femal                                                  PNT_SSN-5003321 ############## 492335.403 3639874.33 5/3/2011 14:46 tcooper kalberts 0 Yes Cause of failure is indeterminate; nest was destroyed by wind or predator  No construction has t  Vehicular passage should be allowed, as long as work occurs over 100 feet from nest. 20 feet from AR; 290 feet to nearest tower. No Yes
######### 5003323 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed CP63-3 0 Male rebuilding destroyed nest ID 60003238. No 31 Mar - In dense sage adjacent to chaparral broom on derelict fence-line 
7 Apr - Pair remain ac                                                                    PNT_SSN-5003323 3/31/2011 9:03 513995.473 3639575.54 ############## rradd rradd 0 No Nest outcome indeterminate. Not needed; outside of the 300 foot buffer for this species. 375 feet from access road. No

5/3/2011 5003324 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 6 feet up in pepper tree (Schinus sp.) above concrete septic tank. Yes 31 Mar - Nest complete  female on nest - RR
5 Apr - Female active at nest  - RR
11 Apr - ANHU fema                                  PNT_SSN-5003324 ############## 509079.934 3638399.97 5/3/2011 14:47 rradd kalberts 0 Yes Predated nest. 0 feet; in work area. No No
5/3/2011 5003325 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 8 feet up in pepper tree (Schinus sp.) branch overhanging path. Yes 31 Mar - Female on nest 1215 - RR 
5 Apr - Incubation continues - RR 
11 Apr - Female LEGO on nes                         PNT_SSN-5003325 ############## 509084.098 3638392.1 5/3/2011 14:48 rradd kalberts 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. 0 feet; at and next to work area. No No
5/8/2011 5003337 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 14 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia)  Nest in natural arch formed by two coast l ive oa       Yes Female on nest  Not disturbed by vehicle or foot traffic  1 April  2011 - IM (gps not functioning  m                                        PNT_SSN-5003337 4/1/2011 11:16 509954.218 3638772.49 5/8/2011 14:49 imaunsell kalberts 0 ############## No Intact nest vacant. Presumed fledged. Not needed; nest failed prior to NBR approval. 25 feet from Londono's driveway. 3/4/2011 14:48 5/6/2011 14:48 Yes No
7/5/2011 5003338 House Finch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Nest located about 60 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) about 5 feet from main trunk. Yes PNT_SSN-5003338 4/1/2011 14:00 518269.173 3634595.93 7/5/2011 9:26 blohstroh imaunsell 0 Yes Cause of failure indeterminate but not construction-related.  Nest apparently never occupied. 0 feet; within work area. No No Pair observed building nest. Nest is about 95% complete. Point entered by hand. 1April  - IM
8 April  - Pair bringing nest material to nest.-BL
16 Apr - No activity 0900-0930 - RR
22 Apr - No activity observed, nest appears large and complete, location makes incubating bird difficult to detect - RR 0800-0830 - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:04:46 AM - No activity observed, ,nest appears large and complete, location makes incubating bird difficult to detect. 
30 Apr - No activity detected for 2 weeks, nest now festooned with spider web. Change to Closed. - RR
7/5/2011 5003339 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Nest located in sycamore (Platanus racemosa) about 35 feet above bridge deck   Branch with nes                 Yes PNT_SSN-5003339 4/1/2011 13:54 518254.263 3634595.72 7/5/2011 8:51 blohstroh imaunsell 0 Yes Unknown cause; nest not relocated. 7 feet from AR. No No Pair observed building nest. Nest is about 95% complete. Point entered by hand. 1 April  - IM.
8 April  - Adult sitting on nest - BL
16 Apr - LEGO pair sti l l  at work on this nest.
22 Apr - LEGO female appears to settle on eggs 0727. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 1:30:05 PM - Nest no longer present.
5/3/2011 5003340 Oak Titmouse No Closed EP84 0 In northeast-facing cavity of elderberry (Sambucus mexicana) tree  About 11 feet off the ground          No Pair of oak titmouse acted agitated  scolding at oberver's presence  Pair left the tree and came b                                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5003340 4/1/2011 10:30 546612.078 3613962.35 5/3/2011 15:05 pkonrad kalberts 0 No 10 feet from tempROW; 80 feet from perm impact. No No
######### 5003344 American Crow No Closed EP85-2 AR 0 35 feet up in l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). No 1 April  - No apparent activity - S  Hampton  S  Ritt
American crow incubating; second crow call ing                                                                                                                                                    PNT_SSN-5003344 4/1/2011 14:10 546989.055 3613726.37 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 No Vehicular traffic not anticipated to impact nest as nest site is also very close to Lake Morena Dr                45 feet from AR. No No pkonrad - 5/24/2011 3:43:40 PM
1 fledgling and 2 adults active in pasture west of nest - closed 5/24/2011 15:43
######### 5003347 House Finch No Closed TL 639 - 100979 0 Nest material brought to hole at base of lower insulator on east side of pole 100979. Yes 04/04/11 - Pair of house finches carrying and depositing nest material to base of insulator (M  D                                                        PNT_SSN-5003347 4/4/2011 11:39 496988.355 3641834.25 ############## mdicus imaunsell 0 No 0 feet. No Yes imaunsell  - 5/23/2011 12:37:47 PM
Status changed to closed due to nest chronology. 5/23/2011 12:37
######### 5003349 House Finch No Closed TL 639 - 171674 0 Nest found in lowest metal box on power l ine pole. Yes 4/4/11 phoward - Female sen with nest material made; multiple visits to same site  pole was ma                                     PNT_SSN-5003349 4/4/2011 7:35 496997.577 3641012.49 ############## phoward rradd 0 No 0 feet; on pole. Yes

5/3/2011 5003354 Bushtit No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 0 17 feet up in coast l ive oak above edge of road. No Monitor observed pair and nest building on 4/4  Pair adding l ining to nearly complete nest  Und                                                                 PNT_SSN-5003354 4/5/2011 13:25 534502.149 3612381.69 5/3/2011 13:30 imaunsell kalberts 0 Yes Nest gone; appears nesting attempt failed considering the lack of activity at nest after nest build   Vehicular passage not l ikely to impact nest  provided no stopping  standing  or construction occ   Within 10 feet of AR. No Yes
######### 5003359 House Finch No Closed TL 230 - 873078 0 Nest approximately 100 feet above ground in cavity of existing lattice tower. Yes 04/05/2011 - Adult female HOFI observed carrying nest materials into small opening in tower (J                                        PNT_SSN-5003359 4/5/2011 17:47 491812.961 3630856.72 ############## jdicus rradd 0 No No nest or breeding bird at this location. Not requested, as vertical buffer is sufficient. 15 feet horizontally, 100 feet vertically. No No
######### 5003360 Phainopepla No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 7 feet up against main trunk of pepper tree (Schinus sp.); most visible from east side. No 5 Apr - Pair PHAI building nest - mostly complete  male on nest - RR
11 Apr - Male PHAI on nest 13                                                                    PNT_SSN-5003360 4/5/2011 12:06 509044.409 3638414.44 ############## rradd phoward 0 5/5/2011 0:00 No Likely successfully fledged. 60 feet from AR. No
######### 5003361 Bushtit No Closed CP51-2 AR 0 16 feet up in isolated hanging cluster of eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp ) foliage 8 feet south of main Yes 5 Apr - BUSH carrying material to apparently complete nest  - RR
11 Apr - BUSH enters nest 14:43                                        PNT_SSN-5003361 4/5/2011 14:14 509179.014 3638407.18 ############## rradd kalberts 0 No 15 feet from proposed AR. No No
######### 5003363 Common Raven No Closed EP358 AR 0 New stick nest located in north arm of metal powerline tower south of access road near EP358. No Adult incubating on new nest 4-5 (PK) 
sritt - 4/12/2011 5:41:50 PM - CORA incubating on nest  AM                                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5003363 4/5/2011 15:49 617693.954 3621709.76 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 No Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence  following the premises of the Raven Control Pl 40 feet from AR entry; 270 feet to tower site. ############### 4/12/2011 13:41 0 feet Yes Yes

6/4/2011 5003365 Common Raven No Closed EP341 0 Approximately 100 feet above ground on east side of existing tower. No 04/06/11 -  One adult on nest   Buffer affects access road to EP341 (J&M Dicus  R  Abe) 
sritt - 4/1                                                                            PNT_SSN-5003365 4/6/2011 11:00 609641.516 3625856.43 6/4/2011 15:19 mdicus barnold 0 6/4/2011 15:09 No Successfully fledged. Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence  following the premises of the Raven Control Pl 30 feet from AR entry; 300 feet from tower area. 0 feet Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/25/2011 12:21:57 PM
At least 2 large feathered nestlings standing on the nest 
barno         6/4/2011 15:19
5/3/2011 5003366 Bushtit No Closed EP221A 0 9 feet high in scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia). No 4/6/11- Pair of bushtits seen carrying food into nest - SR
kalberts - 5/3/2011 3:34:28 PM - Nest cl                       PNT_SSN-5003366 4/6/2011 12:35 571320.313 3613569.79 5/3/2011 15:35 sritt kalberts 0 No 20 feet to tower site permanent ROW. No No
######### 5003370 Bushtit No Closed CP81-1 0 8 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia)  near edge of south side of tree   Nest well  conceal               No 4/6/11- TC Adults carrying food to nest  Candidate for nest buffer reduction since access road w                                                                        PNT_SSN-5003370 4/6/2011 10:43 518835.488 3636355.29 ############## dbusby rradd 0 Yes Nest was storm-wrecked or never completed. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to disturb nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or con    10 feet from road; 200 feet to tower area. ############### 4/25/2011 14:19 Buffer remains, to allow vehicular passage only. Yes No
######### 5003371 Bushtit No Closed CP80-1 0 Nest approximately 60 feet west of access road in a California sagebrush (Artemesia californica      No 4/6/11 - Observed adult carrying nest material to nest  80% complete  Erected ESA signs for this                                                                                 PNT_SSN-5003371 4/6/2011 8:56 518983.927 3636650.91 ############## dbusby rradd 0 5/18/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      65 feet from existing AR; 300 feet from tower site ############### 4/25/2011 14:13 Buffer kept, but vehicular passage allowed Yes No
######### 5003373 Cooper’s Hawk No Closed CP63-3 AR 0 30 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). No 6 Apr - Male feeds female  incubates while female feeds  then nest guards following exchange  -                                                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5003373 4/6/2011 7:48 514279.225 3639380.94 6/24/2011 8:46 mdicus rradd 500 No Nest fledged two young successfully. AR improvement work consists of 2-3 person crew staking for one day  then 2-3 person crew poth             100 feet from AR entry area. No No rradd - 5/26/2011 8:16:02 AM
Female COHA diving on observer at 75' from nest; probable indica                                                                              6/24/2011 8:46
######### 5003374 House Finch No Closed Hartung Yard 0 25 feet up in mistletoe clump on west side of tree. No 6 Apr - New nest building by HOFI pair in mistletoe cluster  Male feeding female  carrying nest m                                                                PNT_SSN-5003374 4/6/2011 9:41 515012.969 3639198.77 ############## rradd rradd 0 No Birds moved into area after yard was established and chose to nest at this area; therefore  work                  20 feet from yard. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Reduced to 0 feet per blanket exemption for nests outside the yard. Yes Yes

5/3/2011 5003375 Bushtit No Closed CP70-3 AR 0 11 feet up on south side of tree - branch overhangs road. Yes 6 Apr - BUSH pair tending young - carrying food items to nest 1055  - RR
13 Apr - BUSH enters nest                             PNT_SSN-5003375 4/6/2011 11:03 516927.008 3638477.76 5/3/2011 15:42 rradd kalberts 0 Yes Blown out of place by wind. Vehicular traffic is not anticipated to affect nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or constru    0 feet from existing AR. No No
######### 5003376 Red-shouldered Hawk No Closed CP70-3 AR 0 35 feet up on north side of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia)   Nest is visually well-screened from        No RSHA pair are de-sensitized to vehicular traffic  Foot traffic on AR should be minimized 
6 Apr - M                                                                                 PNT_SSN-5003376 4/6/2011 17:43 516783.579 3638504.08 5/20/2011 9:55 rradd rradd 0 5/18/2011 0:00 No Successfully fledged. Vehicular traffic is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that there is no vehicle stopping  sta       300 feet from El Monte Road. No No
######### 5003380 House Wren No Closed CP83-1 AR 0 12 feet above ground in dead oak (Quercus agrifolia) with Mexican elderberry (Sambucus mexic              No 04/07/2011 - House wren repeatedly carrying nest material into cavity   Buffer affects access roa                                                                         PNT_SSN-5003380 4/7/2011 12:40 518779.021 3635883.11 ############## mdicus rradd 0 6/6/2011 0:00 No Nest outcome is indeterminate but l ikely to have successfully fledged. Vehicular passage should not impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping or standing is allow     45 feet to existing AR; 195 feet to tower area. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Buffer remains, but vehicular passage is allowed. Yes No rradd - 5/26/2011 3:45:20 PM - HOWR carries food item to cavity nest
rradd - 6/10/2011 12:34:0                 6/10/2011 12:34

5/6/2011 5003381 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed TL 639 - Z379523 0 CAGN nest located 3 feet up in California sagebrush. No Fresh nest located in ARTCAL shrub  Observed female on nest  prior to this observed 1 egg in nes                                                                          PNT_SSN-5003381 4/7/2011 16:32 492554.605 3631576.23 5/6/2011 12:14 rfletcher kalberts 0 Yes Unknown but looks l ike predated by snake because nest is intact with 2 dessicated nestlings remaining and 2 gone. 30 feet from existing AR; 90 ft from nearest pole. No Yes
5/3/2011 5003384 Killdeer No Closed Wilson Yard 0 Scrape in middle of construction yard. No 3 eggs present  Birds flushed at 50 feet and distraction displayed at 20 feet 
imaunsell  - 4/19/201                  PNT_SSN-5003384 4/8/2011 13:56 531298.6 3630379.66 5/3/2011 15:48 imaunsell kalberts 0 ############## Yes Nest failed due to depredation between 1600 on 4/18/2011 and 0700 on 4/19/2011.  Monitor reported no eggs, egg shells, or adults at nest. 0 feet; within yard. Yes
5/3/2011 5003386 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP64-1, CP65-2 - driveway entry 0 12 feet above ground in coast l ive oak on southwest branch where transitions from leaves to ba    Yes 04/08/11 - Female ANHU incubating   Nest affects driveway (M  Dicus  R  Abe)   
13 Apr - ANHU fem                                    PNT_SSN-5003386 4/8/2011 11:35 514345.791 3639378.12 5/3/2011 15:50 mdicus kalberts 0 Yes Unknown. Vehicular passage and l ight construction activity proposed for a 1 day period at the driveway en                     50 feet from AR entry. No No
5/3/2011 5003388 Acorn Woodpecker No Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 pullsite - driveway entry 0 Nest cavity on north side of western sycamore (Platanus racemosa) approximately 40 feet above No 04/08/11 - Female and male ACWO observed entering nest cavity (R  Abe  M  Dicus) 
13 Apr - ACW                         PNT_SSN-5003388 4/8/2011 17:11 514321.972 3639346.06 5/3/2011 15:52 mdicus kalberts 0 Yes Starlings occupy nest that was identified as acorn woodpecker before. One day of pre-construction survey staking is planned  followed by one day of potholing with a 2                                            40 feet to AR entry. No No
######### 5000775 Black Phoebe No Closed TL 6924 - Z171690 0 In culvert under Beeler Canyon Road.
 No BLPH carrying food into culvert  rradd - 4/11/2011 7:24:15 AM
BLPH flying from nest 0736  - rrad                                                    PNT_SSN-5000775 4/11/2011 7:20 496851.778 3643333.37 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest no longer present; appeared to have fallen from place. Vehicular passage should not impact nest  since nest is below road and completely out of view                0 feet; in culvert under the existing paved AR. Yes
######### 5000776 House Finch No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 In mounting bracket for satell ite dish at rear of building. Yes 11 Apr - HOFI pair building nest  - RR
19 Apr - Nesting activity continues  1005  - RR
5 May - No egg                                     PNT_SSN-5000776 ############## 509108.505 3638397.66 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Eggs predated. 0 feet; on house. 66 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/2/2011 4:10:45 PM
25 May Nest inactive and empty 
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:34:42 PM
Nest a                             6/16/2011 11:59
######### 5000777 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 14 feet above ground level in dead pepper tree (Schinus sp.) branch overhanging AR. No 11 Apr - ANHU female building new nest  unconcerned by observer directly under nest  - RR
19 Ap                                             PNT_SSN-5000777 ############## 509220.507 3638381.75 5/12/2011 8:15 rradd rradd 0 5/10/2011 0:00 No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa        0 feet; overhanging AR. No No

5/3/2011 5000779 Bushtit No Closed TL 6916 - 774824 0 Nest is 2.5 St above found in black sage. 20 feet off road approximately 60 feet from steel tower. No 11 April  - Adults gathering nest material and adding it to nest   S  Hampton  M  Dicus 
18 Apr - Onl                   PNT_SSN-5000779 4/11/2011 8:44 493019.405 3640166.55 5/3/2011 13:44 shampton kalberts 0 No Vehicular passage should be allowable  provided that no stopping  standing  or construction oc      25 feet from existing AR; 60 feet to nearest pole. No Yes
######### 5000816 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 Nest found about 4 feet high in California sagebrush (Artemisia californica) with taller dead twi                     No Female l ining nest with white fluff and male periodically assisting  Buffer of 300 feet does not ex                           PNT_SSN-5000816 ############## 491582.938 3630788.08 ############## kalberts kalberts 0 Yes Nest depredated.  Nest torn to pieces from the l ining bottom, up. Not needed; beyond the 300 foot buffer. 420 feet from corner of substation. No No
######### 5000817 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed TL 639 - Z379519 0 About 2 5 feet high in black sage next to bush mallow and several spiny redberry bushes  betwee                 No Male building cup  2nd CAGN male immediately east of this pair  with overlapping territories - k                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5000817 ############## 492068.454 3631037.66 ############## kalberts imaunsell 0 ############## No Nest successfully fledged. 8 feet from existing AR; 65 feet to work area. No Yes rradd - 5/23/2011 2:59:26 PM
Nest intact  clean and empty 1338  Surrounding vegetation is undi           5/23/2011 14:59
######### 6003230 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Bartlett Yard 0 10 feet up on branch on east side of coast l ive oak tree  Approximately 130 feet southwest of yar             No Female incubating 3-28 (PK)   
Female incubating or brooding in stormy weather 4-7 (PK/FH) 
3-12                                                                                                                                                                 PNT_SSN-6003230 3/12/2011 9:54 546396.253 3612604.99 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 5/1/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Blanket exemption in place for nesting birds that begin nesting cycle under current construction 25 feet from yard boundary. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes
######### 5000840 Bushtit No Closed CP42-1 0 4 feet high in chamise (Adenostema fasciculatum), just off access road. No Pair of birds flew in  Female entered and remained in nest  male flew off and returned minutes la                                       PNT_SSN-5000840 ############## 506230.508 3641514.13 ############## sritt rradd 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact the nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or       5 feet from AR, 550 feet to tower area. No Yes
######### 5000841 Cactus Wren No Closed JVR 12kV - P2466095 0 Near south bend in AR just east of yard fence  2 feet above ground in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp ) No RAbe - 4/18/2011 3:52:15 PM - New  active nest about 80% complete  Newest material consists o                                                                                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000841 ############## 578247.158 3610760.19 ############## RAbe pkonrad 100 ############## No Buffer exemption for nest established adjacent to active construction yards applies based on the                          Outside yard fence; 40 feet from yard l imits. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 0 feet Yes No pkonrad - 5/31/2011 12:17:05 PM - Wren flushed from nest; probably incubating 
barnold - 6/3/2                                                                                                             6/27/2011 11:01
######### 5000842 Cactus Wren No Closed JVR 12kV - Pole P2466095 0 Nest is about 6 feet high in clump of yuccas  In between nest 5000424 and southeast corner of JV  No RAbe - 4/18/2011 3:16:54 PM - Appears to be rebuilding old  beat up nest  Fresh grass on top of                                   PNT_SSN-5000842 ############## 578251.114 3610723.01 ############## RAbe kalberts 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact the nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or       30 feet from 12kv AR. No No
######### 5000814 Bushtit No Closed TL 6916 - 774819 0 10 feet up in middle eucalyptus with large stump, visible from road. No 4/13/11 TC - adults attending nest
18 Apr - Nest location reset with Trimble  BUSH pr  detected wit                                                      PNT_SSN-5000814 4/13/2011 9:01 491987.039 3639880.33 ############## tcooper rradd 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or con    10 feet to existing AR; 400 feet to nearest pole. Yes
######### 5000844 House Finch No Closed TL 6916 - 973032 0 1 foot under HOWR nest on top of ledge under house eave. No 18 Apr - HOFI pair carrying nest material and defending nest site  0950 - RR
35 Apr No HOFI detec                                  PNT_SSN-5000844 ############## 493137.185 3640223.59 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest abandoned prior to completion  even though no Reconductor construction was in progress Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of the Reconductor routes. 95 feet to nearest pole. No Yes
######### 5000846 California Towhee No Closed Suncrest Substation AR 0 Nest is located near the base  approximately 2 feet above ground  in a chamise plant  The chami       Yes The female CALT is incubating 3 eggs - ahil l  - 4/18/2011 10:46:00 PM 
phoward - 4/25/2011 8:38:                      PNT_SSN-5000846 ############## 530023.008 3630517.88 ############## ahill kalberts 0 Yes Nest predation. Nest appears to have een attacked by predator, no egg shells found nearby. Blanket exemption approved for buffer zones along Suncrest substation pad and access road bu 35 feet from AR. Yes
######### 5000847 House Finch No Closed Helix Yard 0 12 feet up in arm of crane on cab end. Yes imaunsell  - 4/18/2011 2:57:32 PM - Nest 40% complete with fresh nest material  Pair copulating                                                 PNT_SSN-5000847 ############## 510533.177 3636877.89 ############## imaunsell rradd 0 Yes Cause of nest abandonment is indeterminate  however movement of materials and construction             This nest was begun after construction activities had started  and is therefore accustomed to thi                       0 feet; in crane within yard. ############### 4/20/2011 10:10 0 feet for parking and access; 100 feet for construction activities. Yes Yes
######### 5000848 OTHER No Closed EP253-2 0 Nest is about 4 feet above the ground in the southwest-facing side of a juniper  Built of shredded              No RAbe - 4/19/2011 1:14:00 PM - Probable Verdin nest w/new  a piece of cotton-like synthetic mate                                                                           PNT_SSN-5000848 ############## 582735.322 3610566.07 ############## RAbe pkonrad 0 No 60 feet from AR. No No
######### 5000849 Cactus Wren No Closed EP253-2 0 Nest is about 5 feet above ground in a large juniper (Juniperus californica)  Located next to main No RAbe - 4/19/2011 12:45:05 PM - Potential new nest that is partially assembled  Nesting material                                                                                    PNT_SSN-5000849 ############## 582851.149 3610617.91 ############## RAbe pkonrad 0 No 45 feet to AR. No No
######### 5000850 Mourning Dove No Closed CP88-1 0 In coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) in gully below AR  10 feet above ground but low in low side                                                   Yes shampton - 4/19/2011 8:51:57 AM - Adult on nest and mate observed bringing additional nest m                     PNT_SSN-5000850 4/19/2011 8:46 517918.216 3635029.8 ############## shampton rradd 0 No No nest found. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  and no construction is proposed within  55 feet from AR. ############### 4/25/2011 14:32 Buffer remains, but vehicular passage is allowed. Yes No

5/7/2011 5000852 Rufous-crowned Sparrow No Closed EP85-2 0 Nest located beneath clump of dense vegetation made up of old and new growth deerweed (Lotus                                    No S  Hampton - 4/19/2011 - Observed pair of rufous-crowned sparrows which became agitated on                                                                                   PNT_SSN-5000852 ############## 518426.182 3635443.9 5/7/2011 19:41 shampton kalberts 0 5/6/2011 19:41 No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  and no current construction is propose    60 feet from AR. ############### 4/25/2011 14:28 Buffer remains, but vehicular passage is allowed. Yes No
######### 5000853 House Wren No Closed CP81-1 0 Cavity nest facing road 20 feet up in dead sycamore (Platanus racemosa)  best observed from be  Yes tcooper - 4/19/2011 - Adults singing and entering cavity 
28 Apr - HOWR stridently territorial at t                                                     PNT_SSN-5000853 ############## 518913.879 3636483.27 ############## tcooper rradd 0 6/8/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or con    5 feet feet from AR. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Buffer remains, but vehicular passage allowed. Yes No rradd - 5/26/2011 1:03:34 PM - Singing and territorial HOWR continues  but whichever cavity is                                 6/10/2011 12:21
######### 5000854 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed CP40-2 0 4 feet high in Ceanothus (Ceanothus sp.). No Pair actively building new nest - sritt - 4/19/2011 1:13:35 PM 
kkilpatrick - 5/9/2011 1:14:10 PM                                      PNT_SSN-5000854 ############## 505650.396 3641896.79 ############## sritt rradd 0 No 34 feet from permanent construction pad. No Yes

5/8/2011 5003333 Bushtit No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 11 feet up on east side of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). Yes Pair nest building  Nest 90% complete  Tolerated foot traffic along driveway  1 April  2011 - IM (gp                                                 PNT_SSN-5003333 4/1/2011 10:49 509995.787 3638773.43 5/8/2011 14:51 imaunsell kalberts 0 Yes Nest destroyed, appears predated. Not needed; failed before NBR approval. 15 feet from Londono driveway. 3/4/2011 14:51 5/6/2011 14:51 0 feet Yes No
5/8/2011 5003335 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 10 feet off ground on west side of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). 

 Yes Female flushed when foot traffic approached within 15 feet of nest  Female on nest  1 April  2011                                                              PNT_SSN-5003335 4/1/2011 10:57 510039.775 3638768.1 5/8/2011 14:52 imaunsell kalberts 0 5/5/2011 12:24 No Nest presumed fledged. Not needed; fledged before NBR approval. 55 feet from driveway. 3/4/2011 14:51 5/6/2011 14:51 0 feet Yes No
5/8/2011 5003336 Bushtit No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 18 feet up on east side of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). Yes Pair building nest  Nest is about 10% complete  Pair was not disturbed by foot traffic 10-15 feet                                                                     PNT_SSN-5003336 4/1/2011 11:03 510052.742 3638764.17 5/8/2011 14:53 imaunsell kalberts 0 Yes Nest torn open from above, presumed predated. Not needed; failed before NBR approval. 60 feet from driveway. 3/4/2011 14:52 5/6/2011 14:52 0 feet No
5/8/2011 5000797 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 5 feet off ground in east side of ornamental pepper tree (Schinus sp.). Yes Well concealed  Female observed nest building  Nest 5% complete - imaunsell  - 4/13/2011 9:49:                                 PNT_SSN-5000797 4/13/2011 9:47 510002.2 3638778.94 5/8/2011 14:54 imaunsell kalberts 0 Yes Nest and intact but empty just 7 days after 4 eggs being incubated, presumed predated. Not needed; nest not active when NBR approval came in. 8 feet from driveway. 3/4/2011 14:53 5/6/2011 14:53 0 feet No
6/8/2011 5000856 Black Phoebe No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 Nest of mud and grasses against wall  under eave of white accessory building beside metal stora  Yes 19 Apr - BLPH pr building nest  10% complete  - RR
27 Apr - Nest appears almost complete  BLPH o                                              PNT_SSN-5000856 4/19/2011 8:01 509104.449 3638401.54 6/8/2011 9:16 rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest fell  due to natural causes and unfledged young predated. 0 feet; on house, 56 feet from AR. No rradd - 6/2/2011 3:02:17 PM
BLPH nest has fallen to ground 14:37  Two unfledged young with qui                          6/8/2011 9:16
5/1/2011 5000857 House Finch No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Building nest inside south wheel on east side of elevated water tank. Yes Finches began building nest about 0830;  Nest location elevated about 10 feet high  about 25 fee                                                   PNT_SSN-5000857 ############## 535909.665 3612934.4 5/1/2011 8:59 pkonrad barnold 0 No 0 feet; within yard boundary. Yes
######### 5000858 House Finch No Closed Helix Yard 0 In condenser shroud box on top of ice machine at north end of office trailer. No shampton - 4/20/2011 9:49:24 AM  Nest appears almost complete  Adults observed entering box                                            PNT_SSN-5000858 4/20/2011 9:38 510092.52 3636738.05 ############## shampton rradd 0 5/24/2011 0:00 No Presumed successfully fledged. Bird began nesting at this location after construction activites and personnel occupied the area                             0 feet; nest is inside yard. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 0 feet Yes rradd - 5/26/2011 5:25:05 PM
Nest is empty. Presumed successfully fledged.
Change to Close. 5/26/2011 17:25

5/7/2011 5003351 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - 177.50l 0 ANHU cup nest in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) approximately 5 feet off ground. No RF-4/4/11: Bird observed sitting in nest approximately 5 feet from Alpine Blvd  Appears undistur                                 PNT_SSN-5003351 4/4/2011 13:49 522214.43 3633071.21 5/7/2011 21:01 rfletcher kalberts 0 Yes Nest found inactive with broken eggshells in nest. It was probably predated. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nesti                        15 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 18:48 3/3/2011 18:48 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. Yes
######### 5000859 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP64-2 0 About 12 feet high within oak tree (Quercus agrifolia)  Oak tree northwest of 12-foot tall  end tie                        Yes vnovik - 4/20/2011 8:41:41 AM - Female Anna's hummingbird seen feedig young in nest 
27 Apr -                   PNT_SSN-5000859 4/20/2011 8:32 514325.211 3639382 ############## vnovak rradd 0 4/25/2011 0:00 No Nest presumed successfully fledged. 40 feet No

6/7/2011 5000861 American Kestrel No Closed Encina Substation 0 In south-facing hole just below upper I-beam crossbar of the eastern A-frame of the northwester                                   No Pair observed defending against common raven  Female entered hole  BWArnold 20 April  2011 
b                                                  PNT_SSN-5000861 ############## 468729.821 3666421.41 6/7/2011 9:00 barnold ahil l 0 No Nest was established after construction began  nest faces away from the construction area  the p                        0 feet; within substation. 4/21/2011 0:00 4/21/2011 0:00 Buffer reduced to 45 feet for one week, 100 feet thereafter. Yes
######### 5000862 House Finch No Closed Helix Yard 0 Behind electrical panel on pole at north end of construction trailer. No 20 Apr - HOFI pr actively constructing  50% complete  - RR
26 Apr - Nest abandoned before comple         PNT_SSN-5000862 4/20/2011 8:37 509744.786 3636527.48 ############## rradd kalberts 0 Yes Abandoned before completion. Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        1190 feet from yard boundary. No Yes

5/7/2011 5000863 Orange-crowned Warbler No Closed Alpine Underground - 179+00l 0 Nest in leaf l itter on slope  4 feet up slope  Approximately 3 feet west of palm leaf that is going u     No shampton - 4/21/2011 11:12:15 AM - 4 nestlings - Adult observed bringing caterpil lars and othe                     PNT_SSN-5000863 ############## 522205.322 3633081.34 5/7/2011 20:41 shampton kalberts 0 ############## No Nest fledged successfully. Blanket exemption approved for birds nesting along Alpine Blvd  since steady traffic and human              50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 10:17 3/3/2011 10:17 0 feet No Yes
5/6/2011 5000864 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed TL 6916 - Z171693 0 Within black sage, SW of laurel sumac. No Pair building nest  male made 6 visits to nest in 5 minutes  bringing nest material - blohstroh - 4                              PNT_SSN-5000864 ############## 497270.184 3643775.59 5/6/2011 12:37 blohstroh kalberts 0 ############## Yes Unknown, but not construction related, no work in area. New nest observed elsewhere. No buffer required due to nest location well  outside of project work areas. 850 feet east of tower. Yes
######### 5000866 House Finch No Closed Bartlett Yard 0 HOFI nest located on boom truck  Nest found within auger clamp  Located in upper boom area ac                 No vnovik - 4/21/2011 9:37:08 AM - Observed male and female at nest  Female incubating on nest 
T                                PNT_SSN-5000866 4/21/2011 9:34 546781.248 3612458.52 ############## vnovik imaunsell 0 Yes No finches observed and no eggs at apparently abandoned nest. 0 feet; within yard No Yes
######### 5000867 House Finch No Closed Bartlett Yard 0 Nest located in boom truck. Nest is below plate underneath boom operatorfeets seat. No vnovik - 4/21/2011 4:12:09 PM - Observed male and female carrying nest material 
PKonrad - 4/2                                                                    PNT_SSN-5000867 ############## 546780.175 3612459 ############## vnovik imaunsell 0 Yes Uncertain. Nest intact, one chick inside nest and one outside. No visible injuries. 0 feet; within yard. No Yes
######### 5000871 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 15 feet up at end of overhanging branch directly above concrete drainage swale. No 21 Apr - LEGO female building nest  male guarding  0800 - RR
26 Apr - LEGO female on nest 1220                   PNT_SSN-5000871 4/21/2011 8:12 491730.603 3630912.72 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest destroyed by predator, not construction related. 40 feet to existing substation. No No
######### 5000872 Bewick's Wren No Closed CP55 AR 0 Under roots at base of tree (laurel sumac) 40 feet S of NID 6002319. No 14 Apr - BEWR carries food to base of laurel sumac  1455 - RR
21 Apr - BEWR carrying food and a                              PNT_SSN-5000872 ############## 511687.75 3638579.53 ############## rradd rradd 0 4/28/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. 12 feet from existing access road. No No

6/1/2011 5000876 House Wren No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Along western perimeter fence, in vertical suspended pipe, in south-facing upper hole. No barnold - 21 April  2011 9:17:54 AM - House wren pair observed bringing nesting material into up                                                                                                                                    PNT_SSN-5000876 ############## 497017.474 3642118.3 6/1/2011 13:21 barnold barnold 0 No SDG&E needs to install  a new 230kV Bay near the western perimeter fence  Proposed work encro                            0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 50 feet. Yes
5/8/2011 5000878 House Finch No Closed Scripps Substation 0 Nest is located in east most north facing opening metal conductor pipe on the Bank 32 structure No emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:10:30 AM - Nest contained brooding female and at least three nestlings 
e                PNT_SSN-5000878 4/22/2011 8:59 489450.128 3641438.67 5/8/2011 15:59 emorgan kalberts 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. Not needed, as nest ultimately fledged before NBR approval. 50 feet from nearest conductor replacement. ############### 4/29/2011 12:14 Buffer reduced to 30 feet. No No
5/8/2011 5000879 OTHER No Closed Scripps Substation 0 Nest is located in 10 foot tall  4 foot wide structure with 6 big insulators on top  It is north of ch                  No emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:58:19 AM - Nest looks near completion and has fresh material in it  No b                                       PNT_SSN-5000879 4/22/2011 9:53 489451.86 3641433.1 5/8/2011 15:58 emorgan kalberts 0 No Not needed, as nest was never finished being built. 10 feet from nearest conductor replacement. ############### 4/29/2011 15:57 0 feet No No
######### 5000881 House Finch No Closed Scripps Substation 0 Nest located in 10 foot tall  4 foot wide structure with 6 big insulators on top  It is north of the c                  No emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:46:13 AM - Nest is approximately 50% complete and there is fresh mater                                            PNT_SSN-5000881 4/22/2011 9:41 489466.009 3641437.93 ############## emorgan rradd 0 No Nesting attempt unable to be confirmed. 0 feet; inside substation. 0 feet No No rradd - 6/7/2011 5:11:12 PM
Nest appears to have reactivated;  Near constant activity here by HO                 6/13/2011 17:01
######### 5000884 House Finch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Old black phoebe nest renovated by house finch on top of corner pil lar supporting roof at white   Yes 16 Apr - HOFI on nest  - RR
22 Apr - HOFI incubating 4 eggs  - RR
30 Apr - HOFI nest has been comp                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000884 ############## 518193.251 3634567.34 ############## rradd imaunsell 100 No Original nest has been removed - no Sunrise construction has been taking place   After this event                The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install  large acoustical noise blankets between nests an                                                                                            82 feet to staked work l imits. ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:49:11 AM
Incubating on nest 
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:16:18 AM
incubating on n                                                                                                                             6/27/2011 17:32

7/5/2011 5000885 Song Sparrow No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 In dense thistle patch under coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) on steep upslope east of stream. No PNT_SSN-5000885 4/22/2011 8:03 518250.93 3634579.51 7/5/2011 8:50 rradd imaunsell 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. Not needed, since nest has fledged before NBR was approved. 13 feet ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No 16 Apr - SOSP bringing food to same location repeatedly indicates nest. Location approximate. RR 
21 April  - SOSP pair making trips with food at approximate 10 min intervals 0806. RR 
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:14:21 AM SOSP observed visiting nest.
6 May - No SOSP detections at this nest, and new nest of this species. 50 feet away. Presume fledged and change to Closed. - RR
######### 5000886 House Wren No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Under eave on southeast corner of 2 story white brick house. No 22 Apr - HOWR carrying nest material to cavity 1008  - RR
30 Apr - HOWR enters cavity  per hes o                                                                            PNT_SSN-5000886 ############## 518195.808 3634556.48 ############## rradd vnovik 0 6/1/2011 11:04 No The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install  large acoustical noise blankets between nests an                                                                                89 feet to staked work l imits. ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:50:24 AM
Observed with food entering cavity  l ikely feeding young 
vnovik -              6/1/2011 18:25
######### 5000887 Mourning Dove No Closed San Luis Rey Substation 0 South side of Transformer Bank  on top of screen for fan below radiators  second fan in from the         No Two nestlings in nest  barnold - 4/22/2011 2:04:06 PM

kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 11:29:22 AM
Nest                       PNT_SSN-5000887 ############## 468760.891 3674771.64 ############## barnold kkilpatrick 0 No 0 feet; nest within substation. Yes Yes
######### 5000889 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - 189+00 0 13 feet up in salt cedar (Tamarix ramosissima) in "Y" directly over fence. No imaunsell  - 4/22/2011 4:14:01 PM - Birds observed visiting nest 
30 Apr - LEGO on nest 1339  - RR                                PNT_SSN-5000889 ############## 522489.708 3633004.55 ############## imaunsell jpawlicki 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 1:17:07 PM
Nest appears dilapitated and damaged; no Lesser Goldfinches             5/27/2011 13:17
######### 6002398 OTHER No Closed CP82-1 0 Old nest in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) on south side of creek. No 6 Apr - Probable old CORA nest. Appears no longer serviceable. Closed. -  RR PNT_SSN-6002398 3/9/2011 15:28 518909.562 3636139.2 ############## rradd kalberts 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      230 feet to AR; 460 feet to tower site. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No

6/1/2011 6002399 Common Raven No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 Bulky stick nest 10 feet up in fork of dead tree at bottom of ravine  attended by both birds  bringi              No 17 Mar CORA incubating  - RR
24 Mar CORA on nest  - RR
30 Mar CORA turns an egg 11:34 - RR
5 Ap                                                                                                 PNT_SSN-6002399 3/9/2011 9:41 499805.026 3643590.48 6/1/2011 7:40 rradd rradd 0 No Not needed; beyond the 100 foot buffer zone. 150 feet to yard boundary. No Yes
######### 6002400 Western Bluebird No Closed EP220-1 AR 0 Cavity in a cottonwood (Populus fremontii) snag 18 feet off the ground  Snag is located 14 feet o                      No Buffer signs placed 100 feet from the cavity have been removed (by others)  RR
Pair perched near                                                                              PNT_SSN-6002400 3/9/2011 11:06 569398.484 3614307.08 ############## rradd emorgan 0 No Vehicular passage allowable  provided that no stopping  standing  or construction activities occ   40 feet from AR. No No
######### 6003209 Bushtit No Closed EP231-1 0 Nest 3 feet up in jujue (Ziziphus parryi) complete; adults present 3-23-11; Original 90% nest buil  Yes Buffer flagged; recommend using footpath maked with cairns 75 feet south of nest to travel betw                                                                                    PNT_SSN-6003209 ############## 574084.666 3611350.77 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 No Not needed; nest is well  beyond 100 foot buffer zone. 230 feet to tower site. No No
######### 6003210 Bewick's Wren No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 Nest in derelict punching bag on ground. Bird food carrying . No 24 Mar - BEWR singing nearby  Nesting activity suppressed by stormy day  - RR
31 Mar - No activi                                    PNT_SSN-6003210 3/10/2011 9:09 509090.205 3638379.39 ############## rradd emorgan 0 No Not needed; nest is beyond the 100 foot buffer zone. 140 feet from AR. No No
######### 6003211 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP49-51 AR 0 20 feet up at end of overhanging pepper tree (Schinus sp.) branch. No Female ANHU building new nest with spider si lk 
24 Mar - Nest appears complete  but unoccupied                   PNT_SSN-6003211 ############## 509222.58 3638377.05 ############## rradd kalberts 0 Yes Damaged by storm, possibly before egg-laying stage. 0 feet from existing AR; overhanging branch. No No
######### 6003212 California Towhee No Closed CP51-2 AR 0 2 feet up in small pine tree (Pinus sp.) near house front door. No Clean finely woven grass nest with no signs of aging or use  Looks ready to go  Check on next sur                         PNT_SSN-6003212 ############## 509216.965 3638439.33 ############## rfletcher kalberts 0 Yes Damaged by storm, potentially before egg-laying stage. 0 feet; within work area around structures. No
######### 6003214 Bushtit No Closed CP49-51 AR 0 6 feet up in low branch of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) overhanging fence. No 2 birds in attendance sounding alarm notes 
24 Mar - Nest complete  but no birds detected durin                                                                       PNT_SSN-6003214 ############## 509272.327 3638281.41 ############## rradd kalberts 0 Yes Natural causes. 5 feet off existing AR. No
######### 6003224 Western Scrub-Jay No Closed EP89-1 0 4 feet up in scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia). Nest with coarser sticks and finely woven bowl. No Nest approximately 65% complete; [California towhee] pair perched up nearby 3-11 DB 
Bird incu                                                                                              PNT_SSN-6003224 3/11/2011 8:18 547931.01 3613272.33 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes No birds  eggs or eggshells are present at nest although nest condition is unchanged  An adult scrub jay acted territorially as biologist left site  Nesting attempt failed  but no indication of why it   0 feet; within temporary ROW. No No
######### 6003251 Black-throated Sparrow No Closed EP235-1 0 Grass bowl nest (unlined  no eggs) located approximately 8 inches above ground in Gander's ch               No Black-throated sparrow pair collecting nest materials and carrying nest materials to grass nest                                                                                                    PNT_SSN-6003251 ############## 575641.013 3610910.12 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 ############## Yes Probable predation; broken pieces of 1 egg was present inside the nest and the other broken egg was found below the nest. 50 feet from TSAP. No No
######### 5000006 OTHER No Closed Helix Yard 0 30 feet up arroyo willow (Salix lasiolepis). No Nest is outside 500 foot buffer should it become active 
25 Mar - No change in apearance or statu                    PNT_SSN-5000006 ############## 510593.671 3637093.69 ############## rradd kalberts 0 No Not needed, beyond 500 feet from work area. Over 500 feet. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. No Yes
######### 5000009 Bewick's Wren No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 20 feet up in dead eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp.). No 500009 no longer active; this nest appears to be an alternate nest in the territory of the hawks th                                                             PNT_SSN-5000009 ############## 508868.664 3638382.33 ############## rfletcher kalberts 0 No Unknown.  It is not known whether any birds actually laid eggs in this nest. Not needed.  Nest site was greater than 100 feet from work area. Over 100 feet. No No
######### 5000010 Cactus Wren No Closed EP253-2 0 In beavertail  cactus (Opuntia sp.) 7 feet northwest of tower center. No Nest found empty; last observation was in January when it was under construction  Back wall  of                                                                                            PNT_SSN-5000010 ############## 582910.444 3610691.24 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 0 feet. No No
######### 5000011 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed Hartung Yard 0 50 feet up sycamore tree (Platanus racemosa). No old ID: 117/7  New ID: 011711IM1  Adult hawk in low incubating posture on nest during 13:00 ne                                                                                                                                     PNT_SSN-5000011 ############## 515351.601 3638992.95 ############## rradd KACuppag 0 Yes Unknown   Absence of adult RTHA at this nest suggests that one of the adult birds was preyed up       Not needed. 105 feet from nearest yard boundary. 3/9/2011 11:26 3/10/2011 13:13 Buffer reduced to 100 feet. Yes Yes

5/3/2011 5000015 Common Raven No Closed CP87-1 and CP88-1 AR 0 80 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). No Potential raptor nest 
30 Apr Active - Common Raven  outside the 100' buffer  Closed due to distan    PNT_SSN-5000015 ############## 517970.152 3634926.36 5/3/2011 10:37 bclaxton kalberts 0 No Nest closed due to distance from work and occupation by non-raptor. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      130 feet ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No
######### 5000001 OTHER No Closed CP75-1 0 Offset: Approximately 550 feet to southeast of tower pad and immediately adjacent to existing p                             No CLOSED, nest no longer present. PNT_SSN-5000001 ############## 519046 3637755 ############## imaunsell kalberts 0 Yes The nest was found inactive  and the successive monitoring check revealed that the nest was blo              Not needed. 10 feet from existing access road. No No
######### 5000017 OTHER No Closed EP209-1 0 Old and dilapidated, 5 feet up in scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia). No Closed.  Old non-raptor nest from prior season - kalberts - 4/15/2011 6:25:11 PM.
 PNT_SSN-5000017 ############## 569414.125 3616600.41 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No 0 feet No No
######### 5000018 OTHER No Closed EP214 0 Old and dilapidated; non-raptor nest. No This nest is over 200 feet east of the right of way in the Wuest property  where we have been dire               PNT_SSN-5000018 ############## 569585.592 3615078.72 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No 290 feet from temporary ROW. No No
######### 5000019 OTHER No Closed CP81-1 0 Within coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) across drainage, stick nest. No Common ravens nearby  no other bird observed to be associated
29 Mar - Nests not accessible d                                       PNT_SSN-5000019 ############## 518999.288 3636487.91 ############## rradd rradd 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      210 feet from existing access road. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No
######### 5000020 OTHER No Closed CP81-1 0 Within coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) at confluence of 2 drainages. No Common ravens in area  one observed with nest material  Raven nest not found 
29 Mar - Nests n                                         PNT_SSN-5000020 ############## 518954.866 3636404.84 ############## rradd rradd 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      270 feet from existing access road. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No
######### 5000021 OTHER No Closed CP81-1 0 Within coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) next to western sycamore (Platanus rsacemosa). No Nest in disrepair 
29 Mar - Nests not accessible due to high water  - RR
6 Apr - Water and poison o                           PNT_SSN-5000021 ############## 518974.993 3636459.23 ############## rradd rradd 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      200 feet from existing access road. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No

5/1/2011 5000022 OTHER No Closed CP81-1 0 40 feet up In coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) next to road. No Ravens in area 
29 Mar - Nest in fair condition - COHA alarm calls on approach  but not confirme                                   PNT_SSN-5000022 ############## 518856.688 3636356.73 5/1/2011 8:09 dbusby rradd 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      30 feet from existing access road. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No
######### 5000023 OTHER No Closed CP81-1 0 Coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) next to road. No Ravens in area 
29 Mar - Nest appears old and decrepit with hole through center  Change to close                PNT_SSN-5000023 ############## 518857.759 3636335.62 ############## rradd kalberts 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      30 feet from existing access road. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No
######### 5000026 Cactus Wren No Closed EP243 0 3 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp ) and in good condition  Situated 30 feet from paved road   No 100 foot buffer does not impinge on work areas 
Structure updated 3/3/11 IM
Nest status unchan                                                    PNT_SSN-5000026 ############## 578423.149 3610807.28 ############## pkonrad imaunsell 0 No Not needed, as nest is over 100 feet from access road. 140 feet from access road. 3/5/2011 16:59 3/5/2011 13:15 Reduced to 36 feet. No No
######### 5000027 Cactus Wren No Closed EP245-1 0 Grass nest (unlined - appears as satell ite nest) is located approximately 4 feet up in cholla (Cyli  No Stil l  inactive  B Hart 3/08/2011 
Best of 3 nests l isted here; none very fresh looking; west entrace                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000027 ############## 579325.413 3610683.06 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 10 feet from permananent ROW. No No
######### 5000028 OTHER No Closed EP245-1 0 Degraded, collapsed old grass nest in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No Inactive 3/08/2011 - B  Hart 
Old  flattened remnant of old nest - should be removed from list 3-1     PNT_SSN-5000028 ############## 579327.711 3610708.34 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No 0 feet No
######### 5000030 Cactus Wren No Closed EP243 and Pullsite AR entrance off Carrizo Gorge 0 Inactive grass nest 8 feet up in catclaw acacia (Acacia greggii) along Carrizo Gorge Road   Unkem                                                                No Nest remnant collapsed and weather-beaten; closed 3-25 (PK). PNT_SSN-5000030 ############## 578443.976 3610731.69 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No 45 feet from temporary ROW; 95 feet from perm pad. No No

5/3/2011 5000032 Cactus Wren No Closed EP231A TSAP 0 Grass nest partially l ined located approximately 4 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp ) (Cylind                          No Questionable active status - looks older than other 2 and entrance appears torn open 3-16 (PK) 
U                                      PNT_SSN-5000032 2/22/2011 8:51 574218.599 3611178.75 5/3/2011 10:47 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed; outside of the 100 foot buffer zone. 310 feet from tower site. No No
######### 5000041 OTHER No Closed EP85-2 0 40 feet up coast l ive oak tree (Quercus agrifolia). No Stick nest of unknown species  Very old and unkempt  No sign of recent use 
23 Mar - Nest fallen a                        PNT_SSN-5000041 ############## 547041.4 3613956.69 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No 190 feet from temporary ROW. No
######### 5000042 OTHER No Closed EP85-2 0 25 feet up coast l ive oak tree (Quercus agrifolia). No Stick nest of unknown species  Appears unkempt and no sign of recent use 
23 Mar - No sign of ac                       PNT_SSN-5000042 ############## 547034.428 3613987.93 ############## rfletcher kalberts 0 No 205 feet from temporary ROW. No No
######### 5000046 OTHER No Closed EP84 0 Nest 2 feet off ground in scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia)  Nest is just started  but birds may c     No Possible SPTO nest 
No nest observed 3-10 by Paul Konrad 
3/15/11- Nest observed by Darin Busb                                   PNT_SSN-5000046 2/23/2011 8:19 546729.581 3613765.96 ############## pkonrad emorgan 0 Yes Nest was never completed.  Abandoned due to unknown reasons. Not needed. 5 feet from AR. No No

5/3/2011 5000048 Spotted Towhee No Closed EP84 0 Cup nest of twigs 3 feet off ground in scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia). No Flagged buffer at either end of at to prevent vehicles from entering ESA at east end of AR  2/24/20                                                                             PNT_SSN-5000048 2/23/2011 8:36 546799.878 3613768.33 5/3/2011 11:02 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed.  No bird activity at nest observed at any point. 25 feet from driveway entrance. No No
5/3/2011 5000406 Cactus Wren No Closed EP245-1 0 No Entry from 2-1-11: A fresh grass nest including clean opening and fresh feathers l ining the inside                                                    PNT_SSN-5000406 ############## 579387.819 3610682.04 5/3/2011 11:06 pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes Either through wind damage or depredation. Not needed   This nest was 60 feet outside the temprary ROW and only occurred in 40 feet of the      160 feet No No
######### 5000407 Cactus Wren No Closed EP245-1 0 In cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No A fresh grass nest including fresh feathers l ining the inside   Appears util ized and active   Within                                                                                                          PNT_SSN-5000407 ############## 579325.312 3610692.96 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 0 feet No No
######### 5000409 OTHER No Closed EP226-1 and Pullsite 0 2 feet high in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No Newly constructed nest with fresh grasses and feathers in place  Nest id 52 
Nest collapsed and u                   PNT_SSN-5000409 ############## 572425.399 3612427.86 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes Nest found collapsed and unused on 3-17-11 by Paul Konrad.  Reason for failure unknown, but appears to be due to natural causes. 205 feet from access road. No No
######### 5000410 Cactus Wren No Closed EP226-1 Pullsite 0 4 feet high in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). Yes Newly constructed nest with fresh grasses and feathers in place  nest id51 
Well-built nest with r                                                                          PNT_SSN-5000410 ############## 572422.193 3612476.27 ############## pkonrad emorgan 0 No Not needed.  100 feet or more from edge of temporary ROW. 100 feet from temporary ROW. No No
######### 5000411 American Kestrel No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 No Between EP56-4 and Kreutzkamp Yard
REVIEWED NEST LOCATION 2/25/11  no birds/nest observed                                                               PNT_SSN-5000411 2/2/2011 17:47 536328.953 3613056.18 ############## pkonrad emorgan 0 No Not needed; no nest ever found. 130 feet from AR. No Yes
######### 5000419 Cactus Wren No Closed EP257 0 Within cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) possibly within 100 feet of EP 257 work areas. No Nest within cholla more than 100 ft ffrom EP 257 work areas  Appears util ized and active 
Nest m                                                                                                                           PNT_SSN-5000419 2/1/2011 0:00 583829 3611427 ############## rfletcher kalberts 0 No Not needed because nest is 150 feet from temporary ROW. 150 feet from temporary ROW. No No
######### 5000420 Cactus Wren No Closed EP257 0 Nest within  cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) near 100 feet of EP257 work areas. No Nest built within  cholla (Cylindropuntia sp ) possibly within 100 ft of EP257 work areas;  a well                                                                                                            PNT_SSN-5000420 2/1/2011 0:00 583833 3611453 ############## rfletcher emorgan 0 No Not needed because nest is 150 feet from temporary ROW  and therefore exceeds 100 foot buffer 150 feet from temporary ROW. No No
######### 5000426 OTHER No Closed EP240 and 12kV JVR 0 In mesquite tree (Prosopis glandulosa). No Potential satell ite nest for cactus wren  no bird observed tending nest (so will  affect construction                                                                                                                                                PNT_SSN-5000426 2/7/2011 0:00 577645 3610617 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed; nest with no breeding activity was closed. 0 feet; within alignment for access road. No Yes
######### 5000432 OTHER No Closed CP25-2, CP26 and CP27 0 30 feet up eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp.). No Stick nest with only larger branches and no soft material  No sign of recent use  Some white wash                                          PNT_SSN-5000432 ############## 502494.127 3645044.07 ############## rradd kalberts 0 No Not needed; well  outside buffer zone. 880 feet from temporary ROW of tower site. No No

5/3/2011 5000438 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed TL 639 - Z379518 0 Nest located approximately 100 feet up in Eucalyptus tree.  Hawk on nest. No ESA signage staked at entrance to AR at Tierrasanta Blvd  and at edge of buffer along AR to east  O                                                                             PNT_SSN-5000438 ############## 491919.372 3630863.88 5/3/2011 11:21 rfletcher kalberts 0 Yes Unknown, l ikely natural cause. 150 feet from existing access road. Yes
######### 5000439 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - CP95-1,CP96-1, AR, & pullsite 0 Large stick nest 40 feet up coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) tree above small drainage on Loritz  No Old ID: 39/ New ID: 012911KA1  No sign of recent use  No new nest material or sign of adult corv         PNT_SSN-5000439 ############## 525956.473 3632406.89 ############## imaunsell rradd 0 No 225 feet from access road. No Yes
######### 5000442 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 high in coast l ive oak Yes old nest ID 107 and 108  Red-tailed hawk flew off nest upon approach 
Visited nest on 3/01/11  A                                           PNT_SSN-5000442 ############## 536241.428 3613175.03 ############## pkonrad emorgan 0 No Not needed; over 500 feet from any work area 700 feet from temporary pad. No Yes
######### 5000444 Cactus Wren No Closed EP227 0 4 feet high in mesquite (Prosopis glandulosa). No Nest worn and has deteriorated since initial observation of nest id 102   Work outside buffer 
PKo           PNT_SSN-5000444 ############## 572820.089 3612100.29 ############## imaunsell pkonrad 0 No 80 feet from tower impact area. No No
######### 5000445 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP209-1 0 In dead cottonwood (Populus sp ) adacent to old ranch house  Outside 500 foot buffer west of EP No Old nest 46 
One hawk incubating and one perched nearby 3-15 (PK) 
23 Mar Adult  RTHA prone on                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000445 ############## 569197.094 3616719.18 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 No Not needed; over 500 feet away from any project feature. 570 fet from nearest point of existing AR. No No
######### 5000450 Common Raven No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 40' up in coast l ive oak. No Nest is in good condition but currently unoccupied 
2 Mar - Now occupied by CORA pair  BMP stra                                                           PNT_SSN-5000450 ############## 568839.437 3617488.38 ############## pkonrad emorgan 0 No Not needed, as nest is beyond the 100 foot buffer. 180 feet from construction yard l imits. No Yes
######### 5000453 Verdin No Closed Thomas Yard 0 Nests (2) built in trees located south of active section of Thomas Yard  Tree located between met       No No birds observed; '"new" nests and 2 old remnant nests  Former nest 131 
Pair of verdins presen                                                          PNT_SSN-5000453 ############## 634161.695 3638088.34 ############## pkonrad jdicus 0 No Not needed; outside of the 100 foot buffer zone. 170 feet from yard boundary. No Yes
######### 5000454 OTHER No Closed EP355 0 Nest apparently blown out of tower. No sticks left in tower; sticks scattered on ground. No Formerly nest 44. PNT_SSN-5000454 ############## 616247.398 3622438.59 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes Failed in high winds and was blown out of place. 72 feet from existing access road. No Yes
######### 5000458 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 35' up in coast l ive oak, north of Rough Acres Yard perimeter fencing. No Although this nest is not currrently active a RTHA has been occupying the nest tree 
23 Mar  No ac                              PNT_SSN-5000458 ############## 569184.009 3618499.98 ############## rradd kalberts 0 No None needed.  This nest is beyond the 500 ft buffer zone. Over 500 feet No Yes

5/3/2011 5000459 Cactus Wren No Closed EP243 0 No Moved vertex to current Trimble position 3-8-2011 
Large  well-built nest wth weathered entrance                                        PNT_SSN-5000459 2/27/2011 8:53 578240.942 3610660.79 5/3/2011 11:36 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed, as nest site is over 100 feet from yard boundary. 190 feet from yard boundary. No No
######### 5000460 Cactus Wren No Closed EP243 0 Old nest 2 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No Collapsed, flattened remnant; closed 3-25 (PK).

 PNT_SSN-5000460 2/27/2011 9:07 578283.94 3610662.34 ############## pkonrad RAbe 0 No Not needed; over 100 feet away from any work area. 250 feet from edge of JVR Yard boundary. No No
######### 5000461 Cactus Wren No Closed EP243 0 2 nests 4 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No Last year's nests? Collapsed and weathered and unusable; closed 3-25 (PK).

 PNT_SSN-5000461 2/27/2011 9:16 578318.052 3610638.99 ############## pkonrad RAbe 0 No Not needed, since this nest is well  over 100 feet from any work area. 375 feet No No

5/3/2011 5000462 Cactus Wren No Closed EP243 0 3 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp )  finely woven grasses with entrance facing southwest  No                        No Old ID 76  Previous notes; a well  kempt nest including clean opening and fresh feathers l ining th                                        PNT_SSN-5000462 2/27/2011 9:24 578359.694 3610634.07 5/3/2011 11:38 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed; outside of the 100 foot buffer zone. 240 feet from AR. No No
######### 5000463 OTHER No Closed EP243 0 6 feet up in yucca - under construction. No Calling bird perched at partially costructed nest of fresh fine grasses  This bird seems to occupy                                                PNT_SSN-5000463 2/27/2011 8:02 578492.613 3610751.99 ############## pkonrad KACuppag 0 Yes Unknown, but assumed to be lost to high winds. Not needed, as nest is 100 feet away from any project-related activities. 100 feet from existing access road. 3/5/2011 17:03 3/5/2011 13:15 Reduced to 82 feet. Yes No

5/2/2011 5000468 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 10 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) from ground. Oak located in stream bed. Yes Nest is at eye level from driveway  Female actively constructing nest 10% complete on 3/2/2011                                                                 PNT_SSN-5000468 3/2/2011 8:56 509977.524 3638772.76 5/2/2011 13:14 rradd KACuppag 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. It is the avian biologist’s opinion  both the Anna’s hummingbird and black phoebe nests will  tol                                                          15 feet from driveway access. 3/4/2011 13:19 3/7/2011 14:33 Buffer reduced to 19 feet. Yes No
######### 5000472 Cactus Wren No Closed EP243 0 Old  decrepit  collapsed  weathered  1 5 feet above ground level   Appears several years since us No Old ID 77[
Barely a weathered remnant left - closed  3-25 (PK) 
Remains closed  as nest site is 300          PNT_SSN-5000472 3/2/2011 11:07 578330.506 3610690.9 ############## pkonrad emorgan 0 No Not needed as this nest is well  over the 100 foot buffer from any project feature. 300 feet from temporary pad. No No
######### 5000474 Cactus Wren No Closed EP254-3 0 3 feet up in beavertail  cactus (Opuntia sp )  Fine grasses and feather l ined  Nest materials show                  No Nest has lost it's structure and collapsed  Opening and main chamber in a state of disrepair  Sta                                                                                             PNT_SSN-5000474 3/2/2011 8:36 583010.88 3610696.71 ############## rfletcher pkonrad 0 No 45 feet from temp ROW; 90 feet from permanent. No

5/3/2011 5000475 Cactus Wren No Closed EP254-3 0 3 feet up in beavertail  cactus (Opuntia sp.). No Fine grasses woven into globular nest with entrance facing south  Nest appears almost fully  con                                           PNT_SSN-5000475 3/2/2011 8:21 583076.487 3610687.88 5/3/2011 11:46 jhart kalberts 0 No 0 feet; within temporary ROW; 17 feet to perm ROW. No No
5/3/2011 5000476 Common Raven No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 Active nesrt under construction 40 feet up on east side of coastal l ive oak. No Pair in residence; bringing sticks and fibers in progress 
Large well-built raven nest present; Com                                                                                         PNT_SSN-5000476 3/2/2011 14:35 568363.109 3617594.91 5/3/2011 11:47 pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes Nest destroyed by high winds; large branch holding nest broke off in high wind during past 24 ho                          None needed; well  over 100 foot buffer 450 feet No Yes
######### 5000477 OTHER No Closed EP244 AR 0 3 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp )  of fine grasses  entrance is facing northeast  with rabbit             No Buffer is out of right of way  so no impact on construction 
No bird present  Nest weathered but st                 PNT_SSN-5000477 3/2/2011 11:43 578707.901 3610566.27 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes Apparent predation. None needed; over 100 feet from work area. 120 feet from driveway entrance. No No
######### 5000478 OTHER No Closed EP244 0 4 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntias sp )  old or incomplete pile of material includes shredded ju      No = Old ID 80;  structure updated 3/3/11 IM
Stil l  inactive 3/08/2011  B Hart
Appears to have been bl               PNT_SSN-5000478 3/2/2011 11:57 578723.38 3610658.32 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes Appears to have been blown out by the wind. 10 feet No No
######### 5000479 Cactus Wren No Closed EP243 0 Constructed of fine grasses and l ined with feathers; built in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp ); now full     No Previous comments; a fresh grass nest including a clean opening and fresh feathers l ining the in                                        PNT_SSN-5000479 3/2/2011 11:00 578388.72 3610696.71 ############## pkonrad RAbe 0 Yes Apparent depredation. Not needed; outside of the 2100 foot buffer zone. 105 feet from temporary ROW. No No
######### 5000481 OTHER No Closed EP221A 0 Nest located in crevice of large boulder to the southwest and well above the site. No Nest appears to be a CORA nest built in crevice of boulder  Nest location too small and tight for R                                                  PNT_SSN-5000481 3/2/2011 14:16 571256.362 3613458.47 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No 360 feet No No

5/3/2011 5000483 Bushtit No Closed CP56-1 0 Nest is 6 feet above ground suface on the north side of a laurel sumac (Malosma laurina)  This s                   No Observed active construction of the nest  Nest is aproximately 10% complete (3/02/11 -B Hart) Th                                                                     PNT_SSN-5000483 3/2/2011 11:52 511032.85 3638946.56 5/3/2011 11:56 rradd kalberts 0 Yes Possible depredation. 10 feet from proposed access road. No No
######### 5000484 Bushtit No Closed CP54-1 0 Nest is on the northeast side of a large shrub that is covered in dodder (Cuscuta sp )  This locati                         Yes Observed bushtit carrying nesting material and discovered nest through behavioral observation                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5000484 3/2/2011 15:01 510324.261 3638770.12 ############## rradd kalberts 0 Yes Possible depredation. 30 feet No
######### 5000489 Common Raven No Closed TL 639 - Z171628 0 Stick nest on NW corner of steel tower mid way up. Approximately 100 feet. from access road. No Appears to be an inactive raven nest  No sign of recent use or whitewash/prey remains on groun                  PNT_SSN-5000489 3/2/2011 7:52 495619.593 3634441.17 ############## rfletcher emorgan 0 No Not needed; outside 100 foot buffer zone. 100 feet from AR. No Yes

5/3/2011 6002309 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP119-2 0 Old large stick nest 60 feet high on east side of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) just south of o   No Inactive 3-4 (RR) and 3-10 (PK) 
23 Mar - Inactive - RR
Inactive - 3-30 (PK)     
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 9               PNT_SSN-6002309 3/4/2011 9:28 553278.409 3620612.27 5/3/2011 16:00 pkonrad kalberts 0 No 450 feet No No
5/3/2011 6002311 Bushtit No Closed EP106-3 0 Coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) adjacent to access road  When found  bird was carrying down     No Bird carrying downy nest material into tree  Buffer affects [unofficial] access road 
No nest obser                         PNT_SSN-6002311 3/4/2011 15:58 550622.925 3618282.6 5/3/2011 16:01 pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes Apparent natural causes. Not needed; well  outside of 100 foot buffer for this species. 650 feet No
######### 6002312 Long-eared Owl No Closed EP107-3 0 35 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) adjacent to dirt road. No Owl incubating on nest; second owl arrived in next tree; originally thought to be GHOW nest #60                                                 PNT_SSN-6002312 3/4/2011 16:17 550540.742 3618574.51 ############## pkonrad emorgan 0 No None needed; well  outside of 500 foot buffer zone for raptors. 1450 feet from AR. No No
######### 6002315 Greater Roadrunner No Closed Alpine Yard 0 On ground behind boulder retaining wall. No Pair observed by bio-monitor Kari Kerwin  No activity seen in one hour  May become acitive in ne                          PNT_SSN-6002315 3/4/2011 11:39 520325.598 3634115.25 ############## imaunsell imaunsell 0 No 0 feet; within fenced yard area. No Yes
######### 5000512 OTHER No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 Two nests (#10 and 11) found within coast l ive oak tree No Both nests were built of sticks and are inactive at this time 
Closed due to occurrence 500 feet aw         PNT_SSN-5000512 2/25/2011 0:00 569214 3618487 ############## pkonrad emorgan 0 No 500 feet from construction yard l imits. No Yes

5/3/2011 5000513 OTHER No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 Two nests (#10 and #11) found within coast l ive oak tree. No Both nests were built of sticks and are inactive at this time 
Closed  since nest is over 500 feet aw          PNT_SSN-5000513 2/25/2011 0:00 569214 3618487 5/3/2011 12:20 imaunsell kalberts 0 No Not needed, since nest is outside the 500-foot buffer zone. 500 feet away from yard boundary. No Yes
######### 5000514 OTHER No Closed AER Yard 0 Within cholla cactus (Cylindropuntia sp )  about 3 feet above ground  appoximately 250 feet fro   No Not active  outside yard l imits 
Nest > 100 feet from work l imit; measured w/ pentab  B Hart 3/11/                     PNT_SSN-5000514 1/14/2011 0:00 583703 3611284 ############## pkonrad emorgan 0 No Not needed, since nest is over 100 feet away from existing access road. 125 feet from AR. No No
######### 5000518 Cactus Wren No Closed EP245-1 and AR 0 Nest built within cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) possibly within 100 feet of EP245. No 1/20/11 initial survey; a grass nest  Appears inactive   
1/28/11 resurveyed 
Opening is collapsed               PNT_SSN-5000518 1/28/2011 0:00 579366 3610659 4/16/2011 8:04 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed  provided ESA signage is installed in the temporary ROW  should nest become active 100 feet from permanent ROW. No No

5/3/2011 5000519 Cactus Wren No Closed EP245-1 and AR 0 Located within cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) possibly within 100 feet of EP245. No A grass nest.  Appears inactive.
Closed, due to no activity. kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:06:32 AM
 PNT_SSN-5000519 2/1/2011 0:00 579366 3610659 5/3/2011 12:24 bclaxton kalberts 0 No Not needed, provided ESA signage installed in temporary ROW, should nest become active. 105 feet from permanent ROW of tower site. No No
######### 5000520 OTHER No Closed CP46-2 0 None found. No Old passerine nest 
Closed  This site is well  off the project work areas  kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:08  PNT_SSN-5000520 2/25/2011 0:00 507747.195 3639719.33 ############## rfletcher emorgan 0 No Not needed; well  beyond 100-foot buffer zone. 915 feet from permanent pad. No
######### 5000522 OTHER No Closed EP31-2 and AR 0 Stick nest, roosting site nearby with molted feathers and white-wash. No 19 Mar - Copious whitewash i l lustrates recent habitual use  Feathers indicate TUVU  Probable o                                                  PNT_SSN-5000522 2/25/2011 0:00 528207 3617916 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No 110 feet from existing access road. No No
######### 5000523 OTHER No Closed EP31-2 and AR 0 Stick nest 25 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). No 19 Mar - Probable old nest  Roosting site nearby with molted feathers and white-wash  Nest l ikel                                             PNT_SSN-5000523 2/25/2011 0:00 528193 3617873 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No 120 feet away from access road. No No
######### 5000524 OTHER No Closed EP363-1, IV Sub 0 On existing power tower. No This stick nest is no longer present in the metal powerline tower  This nest was apparently blown                                 PNT_SSN-5000524 2/25/2011 0:00 620045 3620488 4/16/2011 8:19 rfletcher kalberts 0 Yes Blown out of place by high winds. 105 feet from temporary ROW. No Yes
######### 5000530 OTHER No Closed Helix Yard 0 Located approximately 30 feet up in eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp.). No Old nest in disrepair 
Closed  due to distance of 1200 feet from work area  kalberts - 4/16/2011 8  PNT_SSN-5000530 2/17/2011 0:00 509779.597 3636467.18 ############## rradd emorgan 0 No Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        1200 feet from construction yard l imits. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. No Yes
######### 5000531 OTHER No Closed Hartung Yard 0 Approximately 40 feet up in black willow tree (Salix goodingii) near end of branch  Next to acces        No Pendant nest made of grass and balloon strings hanging from branch from a few grass stems   N                        PNT_SSN-5000531 2/19/2011 0:00 514899 3639231 ############## rradd emorgan 0 No Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        10 feet from AR. No Yes
######### 5000536 OTHER No Closed AER Yard 0 Within cholla cactus (Cylindropuntia sp ) about 4 feet above ground  appoximately 250 feet from  No Not active  outside yard l imits 
Nest >100 feet from work l imit  Measured w/ pen tab  B Hart 3/11/                        PNT_SSN-5000536 1/14/2011 0:00 583717 3611315 ############## pkonrad emorgan 0 No Not needed; outside of the 100 foot buffer. 110 feet from AR. No

5/3/2011 5000537 OTHER No Closed EP178 0 Near top of oak tree (Quercus agrifolia), obvious clump of sticks and leaves. No Not an active nest  or recently active  Not within yard l imits  BLohstroh  
Closed  due to no activity             PNT_SSN-5000537 1/14/2011 0:00 564266 3626056 5/3/2011 12:36 bclaxton kalberts 0 No 180 feet No No
######### 5000539 OTHER No Closed EP255-2 0 In SWPL power tower adjacent to access road between EP255-2 and EP254-3 .  No Stick nest appears intact  Potential raven or raptor nest  Sti l l  inactive 3-3-11 
Stil l  inactive 3-17 (P                                         PNT_SSN-5000539 1/20/2011 0:00 583371 3610659 4/26/2011 9:30 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 10 feet off access road. No No
######### 5000541 OTHER No Closed EP257 and AER Yard 0 Nest located in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp ) at approximately 30 feet to south of AER access road No Clean  dried grass  a well-built nest with a clear opening   CACW observed during survey  but did                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000541 1/24/2011 0:00 583737 3611387 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 40 feet from access road. No No
######### 5000542 OTHER No Closed EP32-1 AR 0 In tree above road. No Didn't see any birds on the nest   Site should not affect construction (1-29; BC) 
19 Mar - No birds                                                         PNT_SSN-5000542 1/29/2011 0:00 526594 3618457 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No 0 feet; along existing access road. No No
######### 5000544 Cactus Wren No Closed EP257 0 Within cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) within 100 feet of EP257 work areas. No Grass nest appears weathered and inactive 
Nest wall  is blown-out and cavity is exposed  Status        PNT_SSN-5000544 2/1/2011 0:00 583787 3611429 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No 30 feet from temporary ROW; 80 ft from permanent. No
######### 5000890 OTHER No Closed EP257 0 Within cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No Grass nest appears weathered and inactive 
Nest more than 100 feet from work l imit  Measured w                                       PNT_SSN-5000890 2/1/2011 0:00 583817 3611485 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed; outside of the 100 foot buffer zone. 150 feet from temporary ROW of tower site. No No
######### 5000892 Common Raven No Closed EP258-3 0 Western arm of SWPL tower. No Constructed with sticks mostly  including  plastic bags and trash; l ikely common raven nest 
Com                                                                                         PNT_SSN-5000892 2/1/2011 0:00 583942.534 3611843.96 ############## rfletcher emorgan 0 No Not needed; oustide of the 100 foot buffer zone. 480 feet from temporary pad. No No
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######### 5000893 OTHER No Closed EP258-3 0 Eastern arm of SWPL tower. No Constructed only with larger size sticks  no trash  potential raptor 
There are two nests on the sam                                                              PNT_SSN-5000893 2/1/2011 0:00 584098.951 3611750.6 ############## imaunsell emorgan 0 No 490 feet from temporary pad. No No
######### 5000894 OTHER No Closed EP32-1 AR 0 Sycamore tree (Platanus racemosa) along access road. No Found by biomonitor. Work outside buffer.
19 Mar - No nest found at this location. CLOSED. PNT_SSN-5000894 2/10/2011 0:00 528054.045 3617597.05 ############## rradd kalberts 0 No 0 feet; along existing access road. No No
######### 5000895 OTHER No Closed CP47A-1 0 Large stick nest in sheer rock cliffs east and downhill  of tower structure No Nest is in middle of roost.
Nest does not match description or location - CLOSED - RR PNT_SSN-5000895 2/10/2011 0:00 507276 3638853 ############## rradd kalberts 0 No 2800 feet from nearest structure. No

6/2/2011 5000896 California Towhee No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 30 feet from access road; under chaparral broom (Baccharis sarothroides). No Could not be reloacated on floow-up visit  and was assumed predated  kalberts - 4/16/2011 11:2  PNT_SSN-5000896 2/25/2011 0:00 500201 3643964 6/2/2011 9:27 dbusby imaunsell 0 No 0 feet; within yard l imits. No Yes
######### 5000903 OTHER No Closed CP82-1 0 Offset: Approximately 120 feet east of access road   Nest is located 30-35 feet up in a coast l ive o        No 29 Mar - Nest is old and in disrepair. - RR PNT_SSN-5000903 2/18/2011 0:00 518836 3636062 ############## rradd rradd 0 No Old, decrepit and unused. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      110 feet from existing access road. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No
######### 5000004 Mourning Dove No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 Under roof of back porch. Yes No sign of adults or recent nest use   Work outside buffer 
No bird present on 3/3/11  Status chan                     PNT_SSN-5000004 2/21/2011 0:00 509070.462 3638415.93 ############## rradd kalberts 0 Yes Nest never showed signs of occupancy  and therefore neither failed nor succeeded  but simply w     Not needed. 0 feet. ############### 2/15/2011 13:55 Signs posted at back door to use front entrance only. Yes No
######### 5000016 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 15 feet up from Chocolate Canyon Creek in rock crevice. No Stick nest consistent with corvid species 
No birds observed in area 3-22 (PK) 
16 Apr - No activity             PNT_SSN-5000016 2/22/2011 0:00 518254.502 3634689.73 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No 80 feet No No
######### 5000427 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP27-1 and EP28-3 0 In coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). No Nest is over 500 feet from work areas  removed from monitoring l ist 
On 3/17/11  B  Lohstroh loo          PNT_SSN-5000427 2/21/2011 0:00 527948.019 3619541.89 ############## blohstroh emorgan 0 No Not needed; over 500 feet from any work area. 680 feet from AR. No No
######### 5000560 OTHER No Closed EP207 0 Approximately 40 feet up in coast l ive oak tree (Quercus agrifolia).  Nest appears well  kempt. No Old passerine nest 
Closed  since old passerine nests will  not be recolonized by a raptor species               PNT_SSN-5000560 1/17/2011 0:00 569271.648 3617319.3 ############## kalberts 0 No Not needed; outside of 100 foot buffer zone. 400 feet from temporary ROW of tower site. No No
######### 5001256 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP50-1 0 30 feet up in pepper tree (Schinus sp.). No Female incubating and territorial to two LEGOs  
24 Mar - ANHU on nest  - RR
31 Mar - Female ANH                           PNT_SSN-5001256 509230 3638354 ############## rradd emorgan 0 No 30 feet from AR. No No
######### 5001257 House Finch No Closed CP50-1 0 4 feet up in pepper tree (Schinus sp.). No Female on nest 
31 Mar - Nest not found - RR 
11 Apr - Not found  PHAI nest in same tree? Closed a    PNT_SSN-5001257 509046 3638411 ############## rradd kalberts 0 No 80 feet from AR. No No
######### 5001259 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 6 feet up in pepper tree (Schinus sp.). No Female observed incubating and adding l ining to nest 
24 Mar - ANHU on nest 13:40  - RR
31 Mar                                          PNT_SSN-5001259 509050 3638403 ############## rradd kalberts 0 ############## No Nest fledged by 19 April. 90 feet from AR. No No
######### 6002383 Coastal Cactus Wren No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 3' up in prickly pear - two nests 5' apart in good condition  with feather in l inings  CACW call ing   No 18 Mar - CACW call ing across this territory - at least 2 birds present  - RR
24 Mar - CACW call ing                                                                  PNT_SSN-6002383 3/7/2011 8:41 499835.281 3643765.4 ############## rradd emorgan 0 No None needed; nest is 100 feet or more from yard boundary. 100 feet from construction yard l imits. Yes

5/3/2011 6002388 Cactus Wren No Closed EP242 0 3 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp )  Unlined and incomplete  but of fresh grasses  Possibly u       No Sheltered bowl provides privacy from JVR CY 
Interior bowl exposed wth much-enlarged entrance                                                        PNT_SSN-6002388 3/8/2011 9:39 578172.203 3610665.03 5/3/2011 16:17 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed; nest is over 100 feet from yard boundary. 180 feet from yard boundary. No No
5/3/2011 6002389 Cactus Wren No Closed EP242 0 2 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp )  Football  sized nest with tight entrance and fresh CACW t       No Appears to be 2 site reports for this wren newt 3-28 (PK) 
Closed  due to location beyond 100 feet                           PNT_SSN-6002389 3/8/2011 9:54 578241.498 3610660.47 5/3/2011 16:18 rfletcher kalberts 0 No Not needed; nest is over 100 feet from any work area. 185 feet from yard boundary. No No
######### 6002391 Bushtit No Closed CP74-2 0 8 feet up in laurel sumac (Malosma laurina)  nest 90% complete  bushtits actively building nest     No 17 Mar - BUSH entering nest 10:43  - RR
28 Mar - 2 adults leaving and returning to nest and l inge                   PNT_SSN-6002391 3/8/2011 10:35 518461.928 3637966.08 ############## rradd emorgan 0 No 0 feet, within permanent pad. No No
######### 6002392 California Towhee No Closed CP70-3 0 5 feet up in Mexican elderberry (Sambucus mexicana), adults building, nest nearly complete. No 17 Mar - CALT incubating  Active  - RR
25 Mar - Incubation continues  - RR
28 Mar - Nestlings prese                            PNT_SSN-6002392 3/8/2011 12:47 517042.034 3638646.94 ############## rradd emorgan 0 No 70 feet from permanent pad. No No
######### 6002393 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP17-1 0 2 feet off ground in laurel sumac (Malosma laurina). No Female incubating 2 eggs 
18 Mar - ANHU incubation continues  - RR
24 Mar - ANHU fem  brooding                                    PNT_SSN-6002393 3/9/2011 11:35 500403.744 3642805.01 ############## rradd rradd 0 ############## No Nest successfully fledged. N/A 75 feet from tower site. 3/9/2011 13:59 3/10/2011 13:59 Emergency buffer reduced to 70 feet. Yes No

5/3/2011 6002395 OTHER No Closed CP82-1 0 Stick nest in small steep coast l ive oak drainage, in oak (Quercus agrifolia), 30 feet high. No 29 Mar - No activity detected - RR
6 Apr - No activity detected - RR
13 Apr - No activity- RR
20 Apr - N     PNT_SSN-6002395 3/9/2011 15:13 518659.267 3636118.72 5/3/2011 16:21 rradd kalberts 0 No Old decrepit and unused. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      340 feet to corner of tower site. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No
5/3/2011 6002396 OTHER No Closed CP82-1 0 Stick nest in coast l ive oak drainage, about 30 feet high in oak (Quercus agrifolia). No 29 Mar - Nest in good condition in cluster of green stems @ fork of trunk  COHA soaring nearby                          PNT_SSN-6002396 3/9/2011 15:17 518656.066 3636132.16 5/3/2011 16:22 rradd kalberts 0 No Never improved or occupied. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      340 feet to tower site. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No
######### 6002397 OTHER No Closed CP82-1 0 Stick nest in oak (Quercus agrifolia) on south side of creek, about 14 feet high. No 6 Apr - Old and decrepit, rotted material fall ing to ground. Closed.- RR PNT_SSN-6002397 3/9/2011 15:21 518912.122 3636132.8 ############## rradd kalberts 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      240 feet to existing AR; 480 feet to tower site. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No

7/5/2011 6002804 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 ANHU woven cup nest approximately 80 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) originally s   Yes PNT_SSN-6002804 3/10/2011 9:09 518265.437 3634589.09 7/5/2011 9:26 blohstroh imaunsell 0 Yes Unknown. Not needed; nest completed cycle bfore NBR approval. 15 feet to existing AR. Yes No ANHU actively building nest. Tree approximately 15 feet east of bridge. Bird unconcerned by my presence at 15 feet from base of tree, but no construction ocurring at the time.
No hummingbirds or nest observed - 3-22 (PK)
23 March - ANHU female on nest - IM
28 Mar - Nest difficult to find, but female observed sitting on nest on branch about 40 feet up; second main branch up, on bridge side of oak.- BL
1 April  - Female observed incubating. IM
1 April  - Female on nest - IM.
8 April  - No activity observed, no ANHU in area, HOFIs built nest very close by -BL
16 Apr - No activity observed. - RR
22 Apr - No activity observed, change to closed - RR
######### 6003207 Bushtit No Closed Alpine Underground - Loritz property 0 8 feet up in olive tree (Olea europaea). No Pair observed nest building and carrying l ining  nest 85% complete  3/10/2011 IM
28 Mar - BUSH                                          PNT_SSN-6003207 ############## 526330.184 3632627.12 ############## blohstroh KACuppag 0 Yes Unknown; l ikely abandoned before egg-laying began. Buffer approved to 50 feet based on Star Valley Road being closer to nest than project ROW  abil                   40 feet from Loritz driveway. ############### 3/30/2011 14:42 Reduced to 40 feet. Yes Yes
######### 6003216 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed CP54-1 0 Cliff nest adjacent to large coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). No Pair display and landing at nest site  Need to doubole-check exact placement on map 
16 Mar - R                                                     PNT_SSN-6003216 ############## 510242.797 3638575.35 ############## rradd kalberts 0 No Not needed; beyond 500 foot buffer zone. 600 feet to tower site. No No
######### 6003217 OTHER No Closed CP31-2 0 Stick nest in the fork of a coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia)  Centrally located in the tree  25 feet          No Activity status uncertain  Ravens defending site  The other nest was marked as active  Nest is 8 fe               PNT_SSN-6003217 3/12/2011 9:01 503553.373 3644858.69 ############## rradd kalberts 0 No 30 feet to work area. No No
######### 6003218 OTHER No Closed Helix Yard AR 0 25 feet up, in a eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp.). No Old  Currently unused  stick nest 
16 Mar - status unchanged  RR
25 Mar - Adjacent to active COHA    PNT_SSN-6003218 ############## 509783.639 3636501.73 ############## rradd kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        1150 feet to yard boundary. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. No Yes
######### 6003225 Common Raven No Closed EP90-1 0 Stick nest 40 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia), in good condition. No No birds detected 0900-0945  Permit 8E-6 Bio-monitor should re-check for activity  Site is 200 fe                                                     PNT_SSN-6003225 3/11/2011 9:28 548121.647 3612959.02 ############## rradd emorgan 0 No None needed; nest is beyond the 100 foot buffer zone. 220 feet from AR. No No
######### 6003228 Bushtit No Closed EP228 0 6 feet off ground in mesquite bush (Prosopis glandulosa). No Pair nest building; Nest 50% complete  - 3/14/2011 IM
Nest destroyed; bottom torn out; now rain       PNT_SSN-6003228 3/14/2011 8:15 572477.405 3611526.91 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes Bottom of nest was torn off, apparently predated, then rain-damaged. Vehicular passage should not impact nest  provided no stopping  standing or construction occur   60 feet from AR. No No
######### 6003231 OTHER No Closed EP83-1 Pullsite and AR 0 Approximately 4 feet high in center of scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia). No Found by Darin Busby on 3/15/11  Nest appears to be an inactive CALT nest  Will  affect construc                                 PNT_SSN-6003231 ############## 546585.075 3613788.43 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No 20 feet to AR. No No
######### 6003234 Mourning Dove No Closed TL 639 - Z973033 0 7 feet up in non-native pine tree. No At least 2 eggs in nest 
3/28/11 - Adult sti l l  sitting on nest  (D  Busby)
12 Apr - No bird on nest  no e               PNT_SSN-6003234 ############## 493253.568 3640111.51 4/18/2011 9:36 dbusby rradd 0 Yes Apparent depredation, since previously observed eggs were gone on a subsequent visit. In residential area  among houses and exotic landscaping; accustomed to human environments 30 feet from work area. Yes
######### 6003236 Rufous-crowned Sparrow No Closed CP55 0 Ground nest under Myoporum (Myoporum sp.) No Construction appears to have just begun 
Female carrying nest material while male singing 30 fe                              PNT_SSN-6003236 ############## 509718.283 3637351.31 ############## rradd emorgan 0 Yes Abandoned before completion. 10 feet from AR. No No

5/8/2011 6003237 House Wren No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 Under cover of propane tank l id. No HOWR singing atop tank  nest visible under cover 
3/18/11 - HOWR not seen going to and from ne                                                         PNT_SSN-6003237 ############## 510036.566 3638770.33 5/8/2011 14:56 rradd kalberts 0 No Nest taken over by mice before HOWR could begin laying or after HOWR decided to abandon the Not needed, as nest cycle was over before NBR approval. 35 feet from driveway. 3/4/2011 14:55 5/6/2011 14:55 0 feet Yes No
######### 6003238 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed CP63-3 0 10 feet east of GPS point  2 feet up in California sagebrush (Artemisia californica)  adults buildi    No 31 Mar - Nest complete but appears blown out of place by wind  Pair rebuilding nearby  Closed   PNT_SSN-6003238 ############## 513971.951 3639582.09 ############## rradd emorgan 0 Yes Apparently blown out of place by high winds. None needed; beyond 300 foot buffer zone for this species. 450 feet from AR. No No
######### 6003240 Mourning Dove No Closed San Luis Rey Substation 0 On top of fan bank for transformer. No Female incubating 
Female not observed on nest for 3 days  Cold weather and rain will  have mad             PNT_SSN-6003240 3/17/2011 8:26 468777.305 3674774.07 ############## imaunsell emorgan 0 Yes Nest failed due to rainstorm; eggs abandoned and nest soaked. 0 feet, within substation. No Yes
######### 6003241 California Thrasher No Closed Alpine Yard 0 Nest of sticks l ined with finer materials located approximately 2 feet off the ground in a sugar b   No Biomonitors observed a pair of CATH in area as well  as one of the birds entering shrub with nest                                                          PNT_SSN-6003241 ############## 520081.798 3634135.5 ############## imaunsell kalberts 0 No Nest appeared after construction trailers were placed and activities commenced  therefore  this       0 feet; within substation. No Yes

7/5/2011 6003243 OTHER No Closed EP27-1 0 In coast l ive oak tree (Quercus agrifolia), about 30 feet up. No Stick nest with lots of oak leaves; no recent activity;  found by B. Lohstroh PNT_SSN-6003243 ############## 528090.697 3619750.4 7/5/2011 11:34 pkonrad imaunsell 0 No 30 feet from AR; 380 feet to tower site. No No Stil l  inactive; past nest function uncertain; status closed 4-7 (FH/PK).
7/5/2011 6003244 OTHER No Closed EP27-1 0 In center of dense coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia), 10 feet up. No Large stick nest, relatively low. May potentail ly be woodrat nest. 

 PNT_SSN-6003244 ############## 528126.173 3619758.45 7/5/2011 11:28 pkonrad imaunsell 0 No 65 feet from AR; 275 feet from tower site. No Nest inactive, but has good form and merits return 4-7 (PK/FH).
sritt - 4/13/2011 7:19:43 PM - No change.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Inactive; old nest or woodrat nest - closed.
######### 6003247 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed TL 6916 - Z379523 0 CAGN nest is 3 feet high in bush mallow approximately 10 feet north of access road and 180 feet                 No 3/17/11 - Scott Hampton of Chambers Group detected CAGN pair and nest while monitoring at St                                                                                                                       PNT_SSN-6003247 ############## 492561.284 3631604.05 ############## rfletcher emorgan 0 Yes Apparently failed due to rain damage. No sign of depredation. 13 feet from AR. No Yes

5/8/2011 5003258 OTHER No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 New nest material in southeast corner inside structure  below fuse box  10 feet north of drivewa No 3/18/11 -D  Busby finds nest built of grasses  Appears to be an entrance facing wall  No sign of a                                      PNT_SSN-5003258 3/18/2011 8:32 510018.854 3638788.61 5/8/2011 14:58 rradd kalberts 0 No Not needed; nest cycle was over by the time NBR approval came in. 10 feet; onsite structure. 3/4/2011 14:57 5/6/2011 14:57 0 feet Yes No
######### 5003271 Bushtit No Closed EP85-2 0 12 feet up in scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia). No 23 Mar - Pair BUSH entering complete nest - RR
1 April  - Bushtit entering rest  - S  Hampton
Nest ap               PNT_SSN-5003271 ############## 547129.159 3614035.76 ############## pkonrad emorgan 0 Yes Depredated. Entire bottom of nest pulled apart and interior exposed. Not needed; beyond 10 foot buffer zone. 105 feet to tower impact area. No
######### 5003272 OTHER No Closed EP31-2 0 Stick nest 55 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) 45 feet from AR. Yes 19 Mar - CORA bringing nest-l ining materials; ownership of this nest is confused  with a RSHA st                                                                                                       PNT_SSN-5003272 ############## 528183.307 3617912.86 4/20/2011 9:26 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 45 feet from existing AR; 340 feet to TSAP. No No
######### 5003283 House Finch No Closed Alpine Yard 0 Inside large spool. No Nest 4 spools back on back side  Cannot see into nest or assess material  Monitor observed pair                           PNT_SSN-5003283 ############## 519873.325 3634210.23 ############## imaunsell kalberts 0 No Not needed, since nest is well  outside of the 100 foot buffer zone. 500 feet from yard boundary. No Yes
######### 5003285 House Finch No Closed Alpine Yard 0 5 feet up in large spool. No 10% complete  Monitor observed pair coming to and from nest site  3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/20                         PNT_SSN-5003285 ############## 520220.559 3634222.41 ############## imaunsell kalberts 0 Yes Abandoned nest before completion of building stage. Nesting began after yard activities commenced  and is accutomed to current level  Buffer should              0 feet; within yard boundary. 4/15/2011 16:18 Buffer reduced to 15 feet. Yes
######### 5003286 House Finch No Closed Alpine Yard 0 8 feet up in large spool. No Monitor has observed pair in area  Fresh material  Cannot see in nest  Monitor for activity  3/28                             PNT_SSN-5003286 ############## 520225.96 3634227.56 ############## imaunsell kalberts 0 Yes Apparently abandoned before completion of building. Nesting began after yard activities commenced  and is accutomed to current level  Buffer should              0 feet; within yard boundary. 4/15/2011 16:18 Buffer reduced to 15 feet. Yes Yes
######### 5003287 House Finch No Closed Alpine Yard 0 7 feet up in large spool. No Monitor has observed pair in area  Fresh material  Cannot see in nest  Monitor for activity  3/28                             PNT_SSN-5003287 ############## 520223.592 3634232.52 ############## imaunsell kalberts 0 Yes Nest abandoned before completion of building stage. Nesting began after yard activities commenced  and is accutomed to current level  Buffer should              0 feet; within yard boundary. 4/15/2011 16:22 Buffer reduced to 15 feet. Yes Yes
######### 5003296 Cactus Wren No Closed EP226-1 0 3 feet up cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No Nest mostly old and flattened  Potentially new material on top  No birds observed  3/30/11 IM
sh            PNT_SSN-5003296 ############## 572572.378 3612429.3 ############## imaunsell kalberts 0 No 35 feet from TSAP. No No

5/5/2011 5003297 Verdin No Closed EP226-1 Pullsite AR 0 7 feet up in dead mesquite (Prosopis glandulosa) on east side of road. No Nest looks in good condition; no birds observed; may become active; monitor for activity  3/30/1                                                                            PNT_SSN-5003297 ############## 572350.517 3612291.25 5/5/2011 9:48 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No Vehicular passage not l ikely to impact nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or construction    15 feet from AR; 600 feet from tower. No No
######### 5003300 Cactus Wren No Closed EP231A 0 3 feet high in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No Wren singing at nest 3/29 - SR 
No wrens in area  Nest well-built wth large well-l ined entrance ho                                               PNT_SSN-5003300 ############## 574265.083 3611282.74 ############## pkonrad emorgan 0 No None needed; beyond 100-foot buffer zone. 160 feet from permanent pad. No No
######### 5003301 Bushtit No Closed EP226-1 Pullsite AR 0 6 feet high in jujube shrub (Ziziphus parryi) on west side of access road. No Bushtit seen entering nest; no buffer flagged due to lack of flagging  - smr 3/30/11
Adult perched a                             PNT_SSN-5003301 ############## 572347.133 3612399.45 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes Predation. Probably avian. Nest side and floor were torn open. No adults nearby. 22 feet from access road; 300 feet to tower area. No No
######### 5003302 Bushtit No Closed CP28-1 0 5 feet above ground level in shrubby laurel sumac (Malosma laurina) above cut-bank to south s   No Nest looks complete  pair active at nest 
5 Apr - Incubating  Nest exchange 0811 - RR 
11 Apr - Nest                     PNT_SSN-5003302 ############## 502868.256 3645143.27 ############## rradd kalberts 0 No 1200 feet to CP28-1. No No

5/3/2011 5003329 Cactus Wren No Closed EP243 0 3 feet high in top fork of cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). Yes 4/1/11 phoward; new cactus wren nest  adult seen carrying nest material multiple times to same                                                  PNT_SSN-5003329 4/1/2011 8:16 578425.055 3610770.16 5/3/2011 14:54 phoward kalberts 0 No Not needed; beyond the 100 foot buffer zone. 170 feet to tower area. No No
######### 5003331 Cactus Wren No Closed EP243 0 3 feet up in cholla; just 20 feet northwest of other incomplete nest and 30 feet south of new 12 kV No Nest 50% complete 4-1 TC      Sti l l  incomplete; much orange plastc twine 4-6 (PK) 
RAbe - 4/18/201                                                                                                                                                              PNT_SSN-5003331 4/1/2011 7:38 578302.388 3610771.86 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 100 No Nest was apparently an alternate nest; 2 'active' nest nearby to south and north. No impacts to this nest are anticipated due to vehicle traffic provided that no stopping  standing         30 feet from 12kv AR. 5/18/2011 0:00 5/19/2011 0:00 Drive through access only. No No barnold - 6/3/2011 1:05:05 PM - Nest appears inactive  no Cactus Wren observed 
pkonrad - 6/7/                                                                              6/27/2011 11:16
######### 5003342 Bushtit No Closed EP85-2 0 20 feet up on southwest side of oak (Quercus agrifolia). No 1 April  - On property adjacent to road  Landowner friendly  gave us permission to be on property                                                              PNT_SSN-5003342 4/1/2011 11:57 547159.02 3613907.55 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed; Barely any part of the buffer crosses existing AR  where vehicular passage is allowed 100 feet from AR. No No
######### 5003367 Bewick's Wren No Closed CP80-1 0 Nest in gate column below lock. No 4/6/11 - Observed adults bringing material to nest in gate column   80% complete   Erect ESA sign                                                                                                                                                       PNT_SSN-5003367 4/6/2011 9:30 518990.112 3636629.64 ############## dbusby rradd 0 5/17/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage for construction is not anticipated to impact nest  and should be allowed  pro             2 feet from existing AR; 360 feet from tower area. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Buffer kept, but vehicular passage allowed. Yes No
######### 5003379 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed TL 639 - Z379519 0 Nest 2 feet high in black sage approximately 100 feet northeast of Structure 379519  Nest surrou                 No 4/7/11 - Observed male and female carrying nest material to nest  Nest is 90% complete  Not can                                                    PNT_SSN-5003379 4/7/2011 10:11 492065.103 3631095.9 ############## dbusby kalberts 0 Yes Depredated; nest torn from side. 95 feet to nearest pole. No Yes

5/8/2011 5003260 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 Approximately 8 feet high on north side cf coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia)  25 feet south of dri      No 3/18/11 - D  Busby observes female ANHU bringing material to half-way built nest 
24 Mar - No b                        PNT_SSN-5003260 3/18/2011 9:56 509965.392 3638774.66 5/8/2011 14:59 rradd kalberts 0 Yes Apparently damaged by storm event. Not needed; nest failed prior to NBR approval. 25 feet from driveway. 3/4/2011 14:58 5/6/2011 14:58 0 feet Yes No
######### 5003261 OTHER No Closed EP238 0 On ground among rocks 13 feet south-southwest of northeastern footing (sl ightly uphil l). Yes 3/22/11 -D  Busby is notified by Garrett Huffman that there is a grass bowl on ground among roc                                                                                                         PNT_SSN-5003261 ############## 576558.516 3610682.02 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 0 feet; within work area. No No
######### 5003264 Western Scrub-Jay No Closed EP221-2 0 About 4 feet up in ribbonwood (Adenostoma sparsifolium). Yes Nest complete or nearly complete with well  formed cup  2 adults present above nest; When I app                                                                           PNT_SSN-5003264 3/23/2011 9:24 571024.916 3613741.69 ############## pkonrad emorgan 0 No Not needed; nest is well  outside of the 100 foot buffer zone. 300 feet from permanent pad. No No
######### 5003269 OTHER No Closed EP31-2 AR 0 Old or incomplete nest 35 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) approximately 30 feet sou   No 19 Mar - Extremely vocal pair RSHA repeatedly returned to circle and scream  but unable to direc                                                    PNT_SSN-5003269 ############## 527417.085 3617984.57 4/20/2011 9:43 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 30 feet from existing AR. No No
######### 5003275 Common Raven No Closed EP220-1 AR 0 45 feet up in interior l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). No 23 Mar - Adult preening adjacent moved to nest  Nest buffer is just outside AR  - RR
Raven pair pr                                                   PNT_SSN-5003275 ############## 570357.19 3614221.54 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed; beyond the 100 foot buffer zone. 125 feet from existing AR. No
######### 5003277 Cactus Wren No Closed EP243 0 Nest in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) about 3 feet up. Nest entrances facing southwest. No 3/24/11 LLina - Fresh grass with fresh feather l inging 15 feet from staked 12Kv access road  AR is                                                                                                                                                      PNT_SSN-5003277 3/24/2011 8:52 578380.412 3610760.42 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 No A) The nest has been monitored for more than one month and has had intermittent activity at bes                                                                                                                   30 feet from12kv AR. ############### 5/12/2011 16:03 0 feet Yes No
######### 5003279 California Towhee No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 In fountain grass next to laurel sumac. 50 feet downslope from road. No No eggs  
30 Mar - No nest found as described  Closed  and buffer removed  after discsussion wit    PNT_SSN-5003279 ############## 499876.714 3643669.18 ############## rradd kalberts 0 No Approximately 50 feet from yard. No Yes

5/3/2011 5003281 House Finch No Closed Hartung Yard 0 In cavity 12 feet up in east side of coast l ive oak. No 25 Mar - HOFI carrying nest materials  Active nest building  - RR
28 Mar - Female flushed off nest                                     PNT_SSN-5003281 ############## 515019.967 3639200.42 5/3/2011 13:04 rradd kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        20 feet from yard boundary. No Yes
######### 5003282 OTHER No Closed Alpine Yard 0 In wire spool spoke. 4 back from front of row. No Nest with fresh material  No eggs  No adults present 
Closed  Beyond 100 foot buffer  kalberts - 4/   PNT_SSN-5003282 ############## 519895.2 3634196.27 ############## imaunsell kalberts 0 No Not needed; nest is well  beyond the 100 foot buffer zone. 400 feet from yard boundary. No Yes
######### 5003357 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed TL 6916 - Z774820 0 Five feet up in laurel sumac (Malosma laurina). No 04/05/2011 - Female Lesser Goldfinch sitting on nest   Buffer affects access road east of pole 774                        PNT_SSN-5003357 4/5/2011 11:56 492217.126 3639839.66 ############## jdicus kalberts 0 Yes Likely was depredated, based on observations. 135 feet from nearest pole. No Yes
######### 5003368 Song Sparrow No Closed CP80-1 0 Nest not directly observed due to dense vegetation in elderberry (Sambucus mexicana). Yes 4/6/11 - Adults carrying nest material into elderberry  Candidate for nest buffer reduction since                           PNT_SSN-5003368 4/6/2011 13:30 518951.179 3636624.6 ############## dbusby kalberts 0 No Not needed; placement of nests is beyond enforced buffer distance. 100 feet from existing AR; 300 feet to tower area. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No

5/8/2011 5003334 Song Sparrow No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 1 foot off ground in Russian thistle (Salsola tragus). No Pair feeding 2+ nestlings  About 5 feet from road  Pair would not approach nest when present  Re                                            PNT_SSN-5003334 4/1/2011 10:52 510002.69 3638785.02 5/8/2011 15:00 imaunsell kalberts 0 ############## No Appears to have fledged successfully. Not needed, as nest had apparently fledged before NBR approval. 5 feet from driveway. 3/4/2011 15:00 5/6/2011 15:00 0 feet Yes No
5/3/2011 5003326 American Kestrel No Closed TL 6924 - Z171695 0 bottom west arm of tower, cavity. No Bird arrived at this spot  disappeared  then left; l ikely feeding young 
7 April  female perched at th                                                                       PNT_SSN-5003326 ############## 497000.156 3644046.6 5/3/2011 14:49 blohstroh kalberts 0 ############## No Appears to have fledged. 75 feet to TL AR, across paved road. No Yes
######### 5003346 Bushtit No Closed TL 639 - Z171680 0 5 feet up in coast l i lac (Ceanothus tomentosus)  20 feet east of road on steep slope  East of 8 foo    No 4 April  - Active  Pair entering nest and acting agitated  adult was observed taking food into nest                                       PNT_SSN-5003346 4/4/2011 10:07 497001.717 3641797.48 ############## shampton kalberts 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. 30 feet from AR; 85 feet from nearest pole. No Yes

5/3/2011 5003348 House Finch No Closed TL 6916 - 100977 0 Nest material brought to base of lowest insulator on west side of pole 100977. No 04/04/11 - Pair of house finches carrying nest material to base of insulator   Multiple attempts w                                         PNT_SSN-5003348 4/4/2011 10:01 496988.665 3641728.12 5/3/2011 15:11 mdicus kalberts 0 Yes Apparently abandoned before completion. 0 feet; at pole. No Yes
5/3/2011 5003387 OTHER No Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 pullsite - driveway entry 0 Cavity nest with three eggs one foot above ground in metal pipe sticking out of ground at 45 degr  No 04/08/11 - Probable house wren nest   Wrens observed in nearby coast l ive oaks but none obser                        PNT_SSN-5003387 4/8/2011 13:54 514279.627 3639371.91 5/3/2011 15:51 mdicus kalberts 0 Yes Depredated; broken egg pieces found. One day of pre-construction survey staking is planned  followed by one day of potholing with a 2                                            70 feet to AR entry. No No
######### 5000774 Black-tailed Gnatcatcher No Closed EP242 0 Nest is near the top of a saltbush (Atriplex canescens). Four feet high. Ten feet west of dirt road. Yes Pair observed nest building   Cup nest looks almost complete   Ahernandez 4/11/11
Closed  since               PNT_SSN-5000774 ############## 577860.458 3610721.61 ############## phoward kalberts 0 No Not needed; beyond the 100 foot buffer. 120 feet to nearest work boundary. No

5/3/2011 5003289 OTHER No Closed Alpine Yard 0 2 feet off ground in laurel sumac (Malosma laurina). No Nest in very early stages of construction  Monitor said it has increased in size since 3/25/11 wh                          PNT_SSN-5003289 ############## 520347.279 3634136.64 5/3/2011 13:13 imaunsell kalberts 0 No 0 feet; within yard boundary. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 0 feet Yes
######### 5003328 Red-shouldered Hawk No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 At top of fan palm (Washingtonia sp.) on leaf on east side of tree. No Female on nest on 3-31-11
12 Apr - No RSHA detected at nest 1200-1300  Pair seen 1800 feet wes                           PNT_SSN-5003328 4/1/2011 11:40 491625.396 3630824.57 ############## kalberts imaunsell 0 No Buffer should be reduced to 300 feet  since this bird is nesting within a residential area  and is a                         240 feet to corner of substation. 5/10/2011 0:00 5/10/2011 0:00 Buffer reduced to 300 feet. No
######### 5000798 OTHER No Closed EP85-2 AR 0 In sugarbush (Rhus ovata) 15 feet north of access road to EP85-2, about five feet above ground. No Old cup nest  inactive  with no sign of recent use  No bird activity in immediate area  Cup nest su                           PNT_SSN-5000798 4/13/2011 8:53 547131.171 3613751.81 ############## barnold kalberts 0 No 15 feet from AR. No
######### 5000805 California Quail No Closed EP257 0 On ground between tall  rock and cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) - next to cactus wren nest complex. No PKonrad - 4/13/2011 3:31:33 PM - Female California Quail  flushed from ground nest with 14 egg                PNT_SSN-5000805 ############## 583827.122 3611426.62 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed; beyond the 100 foot buffer zone. 160 feet from work area. No No

7/5/2011 5000810 Bushtit No Closed EP27-1 0 15 feet up in southeast side of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). No 
 PNT_SSN-5000810 ############## 528091.79 3619708.44 7/5/2011 11:35 sritt imaunsell 0 No Vehicular passage should not impact nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or construction   30 feet from AR; 320 feet from tower work area. No No sritt - 4/13/2011 11:07:10 AM 
Only lowest 5 inches is complete. Pair l ikely abandoned, and using nest 65 feet to southwest.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 
No change; looks l ike nest building abandoned; closed.
5/3/2011 5000435 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed TL 6916 - Z771472 0 Small woven cup nest located approx  3' north of pole in pine tree  approx  10' off ground on top   No Nest remains active as of 2/25/2011  Old nest ID 109  new nest ID 020811AH1  NBR for buffer red                                      PNT_SSN-5000435 ############## 490983.796 3639656.99 5/3/2011 22:25 dbusby rradd 0 Yes Assumed to have been damaged by rain and/or wind. Buffer approved to 30 feet for vertical and horizontal buffers  as nest is fairly well-concealed wi             3 feet from pole. 3/3/2011 14:18 3/3/2011 14:25 Buffer reduced to 30 feet. Yes Yes
######### 5000437 American Kestrel No Closed TL 639 - Z379517 0 Cavity nest located in first gable on W corner of apartment complex. No AMKE pair observed hunting together in vicinity  ESA signage posted at entrance to site  Heavy tra                                                                                                         PNT_SSN-5000437 ############## 491873.247 3630762.14 ############## dbusby kalberts 0 No Not needed, since this nest is actually over 500 feet from nearest pole. 600 feet from nearest pole. No Yes
######### 5000441 OTHER No Closed EP78 - EP77 AR 0 Stick nest in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) over access road to EP77, next to fence. No Old nest ID 73   
Sti l l  inactive 3-2-11 (Paul Konrad)   
Also 3-10-11 (PK)  
Inactive 3-28 and 4-7 and          PNT_SSN-5000441 ############## 543986.653 3613382.31 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 0 feet; along existing access road. No No

5/3/2011 5000480 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Suncrest Substation AR 0 Woven cup nest located approximately 25 feet up in coast l ive oak tree directly adjacent to AR in    No Woven cup nest sitting almost directly above E side of AR  Nest definitely built during constructio                        PNT_SSN-5000480 3/2/2011 16:11 531961.795 3630645.47 5/3/2011 11:54 tcooper kalberts 0 Yes Apparent depredation. Work began before nesting season  continuous activities have been ongoing  Birds that nest dur           0 feet; within Bell  Bluff Truck Trail  al ignment. 3/4/2011 17:18 3/15/2011 14:39 Reduced to 25 vertical feet. Suncrest Exemption received on March 15, 2011. Yes Yes
######### 6002317 Common Raven No Closed TL 639 - AR 0 In sycamore tree approximately 50 feet up. No CORA observed  maintaining nest 
Closed  since nest is over 100 feet away from any project featu      PNT_SSN-6002317 3/5/2011 13:26 496519.64 3634671.67 ############## rfletcher kalberts 0 No Not needed, as nest is over 100 feet away from any work area 115 feet from access road. No Yes
######### 6002401 OTHER No Closed EP220-1 AR 0 Stick platform nest  23 feet above ground surface in the west side of a coast l ive oak (Quercus ag         No No birds observed  Nest origins unknown  Stick nesting materials on ground under nest indicate                                                    PNT_SSN-6002401 3/9/2011 14:37 570323.612 3614202 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No Vehicular passage should not impact nesting activities  provided that no stopping  standing  or    25 feet from existing AR. No No
######### 6003229 OTHER No Closed CP44-1 AR 0 80 feet up eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp.) and approximately 20 feet from Moreno Ave. No Appears to be most recently used by ravens  as there is a dead raven fledgling on ground directly                                                                PNT_SSN-6003229 3/9/2011 7:15 506478.512 3640276.45 ############## blohstroh rradd 0 No Never improved or occupied. 200 feet to AR. No No
######### 6003232 OTHER No Closed EP81 0 Approximately 4 feet high in scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia) and 30 feet south of existing acc         No Nest is inactive   Has cobwebs and no new nest material 3-15 (DB) 
Nest incomplete and inactive                 PNT_SSN-6003232 ############## 545627.807 3613065.53 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No 45 feet from existing AR. No
######### 6003233 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed TL 6916 - 774824 0 2 feet high in black sage approximately 80 feet south of access road and 300 feet west of structu  No 3/16/11  - D  Busby located nest  Female flushed off nest when I approached  2eggs  Female retur                                                                                                                                      PNT_SSN-6003233 ############## 492945.679 3640177.82 ############## dbusby rradd 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. Vehicular traffic along existing access road should not be impacting to nest  provided that there      85 feet from AR; 300 feet from pole. No Yes
######### 5003262 Common Raven No Closed TL 639 - 872368 0 In lattice structure. No Needs to be field verified  Will  not affect construction due to exemption for access roads in use 
3                        PNT_SSN-5003262 ############## 494394.58 3633622.81 ############## rradd kalberts 0 No 360 feet to nearest pole. No Yes

5/3/2011 5003320 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed TL 6916 - 774820 0 5 feet up in solitary small eucalyptus. Can be observed from road on east side of tree. No 3/31/11 TC - Female incubating one egg 
4/7/11 TC - Female on nest 
12 Apr - Nest presumed preda                  PNT_SSN-5003320 ############## 492249.918 3639891.95 5/3/2011 14:45 tcooper kalberts 0 Yes Assumed depredation, with 1 broken egg left in nest. 20 feet from AR; 340 feet from nearest pole. No Yes
######### 5003322 House Finch No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 Eave of small outbuilding adjacent to rear porch. No 31 Mar - Under construction 
5 Apr - Nest destroyed and no longer present  Changed to closed an     PNT_SSN-5003322 ############## 509071.802 3638412.34 ############## rradd kalberts 0 Yes Unknown, probable depredation. 0 feet; on house. No No
######### 5003341 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed EP85-2 0 20 feet high on south side of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). No 1 April  - Female on nest  Male was displaying next to tower site  S  Hampton  S  Ritt
Female incub                                 PNT_SSN-5003341 4/1/2011 10:55 547044.437 3613984.47 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No Not needed; beyond 100 foot buffer zone. 170 feet from tower site. No No

5/3/2011 5003345 OTHER No Closed EP85-2 AR 0 30 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) between main road and large post and l intel gate               No 1 April  - No sign of activity   Smaller than a large raptor nest  should be monitored for change in                                         PNT_SSN-5003345 4/1/2011 13:52 546972.519 3613757.53 5/3/2011 15:08 shampton kalberts 0 No Vehicular traffic should not impact nest  provided that construction does not occur within buffe        40 feet No
######### 5003377 OTHER No Closed EP243 0 No Outside 100' buffer   Nest closed 

RAbe - 4/18/2011 2:01:03 PM
Nest is outside 100 ft buffer of 12     PNT_SSN-5003377 4/6/2011 15:31 578422.378 3610776.17 ############## pkonrad RAbe 0 No Not needed; outside of the 100 foot buffer zone. 190 feet from tower area. No No

5/7/2011 5000050 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - Vault 15 0 Stick nest approximately 25 feet up in coast l ive oak tree (Quercus agrifolia). No Nest inactive at this time  Stick nest consistent with small raptors or corvids  Blanket exemption                                      PNT_SSN-5000050 ############## 524075.211 3632862.12 5/7/2011 21:02 rfletcher kalberts 0 No Nest was not occupied this breeding season. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        0 feet 3/2/2011 18:11 3/3/2011 18:11 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes
5/7/2011 5000430 Bushtit No Closed Alpine Underground - 198+50, MH-12R 0 In coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia), 18 feet high. No Active nest  Work Outside Buffer  Blanket exemption NBR for Alpine Blvd issued  All  buffers and E                     PNT_SSN-5000430 ############## 522777.213 3632965.3 5/7/2011 20:42 pkonrad kalberts 0 Yes Natural predation event that destroyed entire nest. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 18:41 3/3/2011 18:41 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes
5/7/2011 5000443 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - 120+00R, MH-7L 0 75 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) at Station 119+30. Easily seen from Alpine Blvd. No Old nest id4 
Stil l  inactive 3-22 (PK) 
emorgan - 4/20/2011 9:45:56 AM -Stil l  inactive 
30 Apr - CLOS               PNT_SSN-5000443 ############## 520400.164 3633305.12 5/7/2011 21:03 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Nest never occupied this season. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        155 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 21:03 3/3/2011 21:03 0 feet No Yes
5/7/2011 5000447 Mourning Dove No Closed Alpine Underground - MH-6 0 25 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) at 1225 Alpine Blvd. No Nest approximately at station 97+50  ESA from 98+50 to 96+75  Blanket exemption NBR for Alpine                                                         PNT_SSN-5000447 ############## 519761.819 3633491.66 5/7/2011 21:00 blohstroh kalberts 0 4/8/2011 20:59 No Successfully fledged. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 20:59 3/3/2011 20:59 0 feet No Yes
5/3/2011 5000464 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Nest about 20 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) about 5 to 10 feet in from road. No Buffer reduction approved and restaked 3/3/11 - IM
Nest determined abandoned (INACTIVE) and                     PNT_SSN-5000464 ############## 518207.854 3634585.18 5/3/2011 11:39 rfletcher kalberts 0 Yes Unknown.  Abandoned. N/A. 5 feet from existing access road. 3/2/2011 19:04 3/2/2011 14:31 Reduced to 10 feet. Yes No
5/7/2011 5000487 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - 289+00r 0 Small stick nest located approximately 50 feet up in coast l ive oak tree (Quercus agrifolia). No Nest appears inactive at this time  Blanket exemption NBR for Alpine Blvd issued  All  buffers and                       PNT_SSN-5000487 3/3/2011 10:43 525488.407 3632705.34 5/7/2011 20:45 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        480 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 20:45 3/3/2011 20:45 0 feet No Yes
5/7/2011 5000488 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - 299+00r 0 Medium stick nest located approximately 15 feet up in coast l ive oak tree (Quercus agrifolia); at        No Nest appears to be inactive at this time  Blanket exemption NBR for Alpine Blvd issued  All  buffers                     PNT_SSN-5000488 3/3/2011 10:52 525788.716 3632829.78 5/7/2011 20:46 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        55 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 18:17 3/3/2011 18:17 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. Yes
######### 5000515 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - MH-10L 0 In a eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp.). No Blanket exemption NBR for Alpine Blvd issued  All  buffers and ESA signage/flagging removed on 3                     PNT_SSN-5000515 1/13/2011 0:00 521807 3633093 ############## pkonrad fhoffman 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        35 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 20:53 3/3/2011 20:53 0 feet No Yes

5/7/2011 5000516 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - MH-12L 0 Stick nest located approximately 40 feet up in a pine tree (Pinus sp.). Offset unknown. No Blanket exemption NBR for Alpine Blvd issued  All  buffers and ESA signage/flagging removed on 3                  PNT_SSN-5000516 1/13/2011 0:00 522585 3633992 5/7/2011 20:55 rfletcher kalberts 0 No Not needed; well  outside any work area. 3,190 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 20:54 0 feet No Yes
5/7/2011 5000526 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 In the corner under Viejas Creek Bridge. Droppings observed. No Did not see nest inhabited after several hours of observation  Droppings observed but could be f                 PNT_SSN-5000526 2/15/2011 0:00 525894 3632814 5/7/2011 20:56 rfletcher kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        70 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 18:24 3/3/2011 18:24 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes
5/7/2011 5000533 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - 117+00R, MH-7L 0 Offset: Approximately 100 feet to south  Nest located in a coast l ive oak tree (Quercus agrifolia)   No No longer exists - delete.
Closed.  kalberts - 4/16/2011 10:18:13 AM
 PNT_SSN-5000533 2/25/2011 0:00 522110 3633089 5/7/2011 20:39 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        30 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 16:32 3/3/2011 16:32 0 feet No Yes
5/7/2011 5000534 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - 46+00L, MH-3L 0 Small stick nest located approximately 80 feet up in a eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp )  Offset GP     No Old passerine nest 
Closed  due to no raptor potential and no passerine activity  kalberts - 4/16/2   PNT_SSN-5000534 2/25/2011 0:00 518342 3634104 5/7/2011 20:47 imaunsell kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        50 feet. 3/2/2011 20:47 3/3/2011 20:47 0 feet No Yes
5/7/2011 5000900 OTHER No Closed Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 Large nest in a coast l ive oak tree (Quercus agrifolia) overlooking Viejas Creek. No On a coast l ive oak tree (Quercus agrifolia)  Blanket exemption NBR for Alpine Blvd issued  All  bu                     PNT_SSN-5000900 2/15/2011 0:00 525658.196 3632804.22 5/7/2011 20:57 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        180 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 20:56 3/3/2011 20:56 0 feet Yes
######### 5003298 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - 117+00 0 ANHU nest located on fan palm (Washingtonia sp ) frond over creek approximately 5 feet above No Bird observed sitting on nest during high traffic  jackhammering  and other construction noise  R                                                          PNT_SSN-5003298 ############## 522136.448 3633084.41 ############## blohstroh pkonrad 0 Yes 2 dead chicks found in nest; unknown if or where parents are. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        25 feet from Alpine Blvd 3/2/2011 18:50 3/3/2011 18:50 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes
######### 5000517 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP210 0 40 feet up in a cottonwood (Populus sp ) on the Correctional Facil ity property near Rough Acres      No Construction zones are outside the 500 foot buffer  No buffer is required and construction is not                                PNT_SSN-5000517 2/25/2011 0:00 569679 3616265 4/18/2011 8:00 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No Not needed, since well  beyond 500-foot buffer zone. 820 feet from EP210. No No

5/3/2011 5003390 Western Bluebird No Closed Wilson Yard 0 15 foot buffer approved and installed; not 0 or 100 feet 
Nest is located on western end of Pinnic                      No Environmental monitor observed male building nest actively past two days  Biological monitor o                                                                                                           PNT_SSN-5003390 4/8/2011 8:52 531162.089 3630482.12 5/3/2011 20:58 ahil l pkonrad 0 Yes Nest and territory apparently deserted by bluebirds. No bluebirds observed or heard in area. Birds began nesting in trailer after construction began  personnel were working  and structures               0 feet; within substation. ############### 4/15/2011 16:23 Buffer reduced to 15 feet. Yes Yes
6/4/2011 5000455 Common Raven No Closed EP331 AR 0 Stick nest in south arm of metal tower. No Formerly nest 29  
Two common ravens bringing nesting material (sticks) to nest in metal tower o                                                                                                                                                 PNT_SSN-5000455 ############## 605005.332 3628235.21 6/4/2011 15:08 mdicus barnold 0 6/4/2011 14:41 No Successfully fledged. Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence  following the premises of the Raven Control Pl 55 feet to SWPL access road; 335 feet to AR. 0 feet Yes No pkonrad - 5/25/2011 11:43:19 AM - 4 large nestlings standing on and beside nest ready to fledge                6/4/2011 15:08
######### 6003255 Bushtit No Closed Suncrest Substation 0 Nest 7 feet up in manzanita 10 feet outside silt fence. No 90% complete  being built by adults using material from failed nest 40 feet to the south  Suncres                                        PNT_SSN-6003255 ############## 529551.234 3629789.06 ############## rfletcher pkonrad 0 5/8/2011 17:36 No Successfully fledged. Blanket exemption for substation and buffer approved since construction has been and will  con                   10 feet; on substation fi l l  slope. Yes Yes
######### 6003256 Bushtit No Closed Suncrest Substation 0 Nest 15 feet up in Engelmann oak, 15 feet from silt fence. No Adults building nest  50% complete 
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:49:53 AM - no nest visits or birds h           PNT_SSN-6003256 ############## 531936.872 3630667.43 ############## tcooper pkonrad 0 Yes No nest visits or birds heard nearby  nest looks destroyed by natural causes; predator or weathe Exemption approved for Suncrest substation and its buffer zones  since nesting birds are essenti                15 feet from AR. Yes Yes

5/2/2011 5003265 Oak Titmouse No Closed EP220-1 0 Approximately 4 feet high in a scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia) approximately 90 feet southea        No 3/23/2011 - T  Cooper and D  Busby were following pair off and on for an hour and eventually sa                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5003265 3/23/2011 9:30 570534.431 3613787.85 5/2/2011 13:07 phoward KACuppag 0 No Vehicular traffic is 90 feet away  and should be allowed  considering the distance  and the fact i          90 feet from AR. ############### 4/14/2011 12:45 Buffer reduced to 90 feet. Yes No
5/2/2011 5003267 Bushtit No Closed EP220-1 0 6 feet high in west side of a juniper (Juniperus californica)  approximately 70 feet southeast of a  No 3/23/2011 - D  Busby observes adult pair bringing nest material to nest  Nest appears nearly com                                                                                       PNT_SSN-5003267 ############## 570634.852 3613868.71 5/2/2011 13:08 phoward KACuppag 0 Yes Apparent nest predation; nest torn apart; failed. This human-tolerant species is nesting 70 feet from access road  and did not mind nest observer                   70 feet from AR. ############### 4/14/2011 12:47 Buffer reduced to 70 feet. Yes No
5/3/2011 5003352 House Finch No Closed Helix Yard 0 When discovered, HOFI nest in progress in the hydraulic arm of a dozer parked in Helix Yard. No RF - 4/4/11: Birds observed building nest in dozer 
20 Apr - Not monitored  Yard biologist reports                PNT_SSN-5003352 4/4/2011 14:26 510316.374 3636845.68 5/3/2011 17:08 rfletcher rradd 0 Yes The nest was located in a box-like metal housing at the top of the hydraulic piston for the blade  This part of the equipment was covered in plastic mesh in an attempt to deter nesting birds   This                                                            0 feet; on equipment within active yard. No Yes
######### 5000788 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 On north side of transformer for Bank 70  Nest on top of inoperative fan housing between fans 1   No Two nests on top of screen  one with two eggs   Adults in area  and flying to nest 
19 Apr - HOFI ad                                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000788 ############## 497078.161 3642040.01 ############## barnold barnold 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. SDG&E needs to install  new transformer before 5-year warranty expires  Proposed work encroac                                           0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/9/2011 10:27:01 AM - At least two nestlings in nest 
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:13:51 PM                        6/23/2011 11:53

5/3/2011 5003358 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed TL 639 - 379517 0 Nest located 6 feet up in lemonadeberry (Rhus integrifolia), 15 feet southeast of pole # 379517. No 04/05/2011 - Female lesser goldfinch observed on nest (R  Abe  J&M Dicus) 
12 Apr - No nest foun                 PNT_SSN-5003358 4/5/2011 10:14 491827.08 3630813.44 5/3/2011 15:24 jdicus kalberts 0 Yes Repeated searches failed to detect nest or nesting bird.  Unknown failure cause. 15 feet. No Yes
######### 6003253 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed TL 6924 - 17+50 0 12 feet up in alder tree on branch extending over driveway. No female observed incubating  not disturbed by l ight  traffic along road or in driveway  has tolerat                                                           PNT_SSN-6003253 3/18/2011 7:47 493238.675 3640125.91 ############## dbusby rradd 0 4/18/2011 0:00 No Nest fledged 18 April. Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of Reconductor l ines  following same principl     85 feet to work area. No Yes

5/3/2011 5000778 Bushtit No Closed TL 6916 - 973032 0 11 April  - Nest in downward hanging clump of Eucalyptus sideroxylom (Ironbark) tree  Over edge                    Yes 11 April  - Pair copulating and adding material to nest    - S  Hampton  M  Dicus 
shampton - 4/11/                              PNT_SSN-5000778 4/11/2011 7:07 493123.759 3640219.42 5/3/2011 13:47 shampton kalberts 0 Yes Nest exposed on outer surface of leaf cluster, and apparently torn open. Presumed predated. Blanket exemption approved for Reconductor l ine's residential areas  following the same princip        55 feet to nearest pole. 0 feet Yes Yes
5/2/2011 5000794 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed TL 6916 - 973033 0 12 feet up in pepper tree overhanging lawn 
Not disturbed by l ight traffic in quiet cul de sac  but n        Yes 12 Apr LEGO pr finalizing nest construction  - RR
18 Apr LEGO female incubating 0920 - RR
25 Apr                                PNT_SSN-5000794 4/12/2011 8:16 493261.18 3640107.52 5/2/2011 15:11 rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest was active until  construction commenced. Nest disturbance prior to incubation presumed a factor. 10 feet from work area. No Yes
######### 5000780 House Wren No Closed TL 6916 - Z973032 0 In northwest most peak of house  Under 2nd red ti le row on west side  Below south end of 1st pe         Yes 11 April  - Discovered by Gerhard Bombe while monitoring  BUSH nest 40  feet to west  Adult obse                                                                                 PNT_SSN-5000780 ############## 493136.595 3640225.1 ############## shampton rradd 0 ############## No Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of Reconductor l ines  following same principl         100 feet from pole. 0 feet Yes Yes rradd - 5/24/2011 7:31:00 AM - HOWR singing and entering nest 0728 
rradd - 6/1/2011 5:58:57                                                                 6/28/2011 13:24
######### 5000033 Cactus Wren No Closed EP231A TSAP 0 Grass nest with a few feathers but otherwise unlined; located approx 2 5 feet up in cholla (Cylin               No Second degraded older unkempt grass nest (photo #2) located approximately 5 feet away in anot                                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000033 2/22/2011 8:39 574273.058 3611209.43 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 No Not needed; outside of the 100 foot buffer zone. 465 feet from tower site. No No
######### 5000465 Bushtit No Closed Suncrest Substation 0 Nest located in dead yucca  which is within a manzanita  Located approximately 5 feet outside o         Yes Nest appears only 10% built  Biomonitor observed two birds bringing nest material to site and b                                          PNT_SSN-5000465 3/1/2011 13:45 529718.51 3629832.33 5/24/2011 8:33 tcooper imaunsell 0 No Suncrest substation pad and boundaries approved for blanket nest exemption since birds chose        0 feet; within fi l l  slope of substation pad. 0 feet Yes Yes
######### 5003304 House Wren No Closed EP83 AR 0 Cavity 4 feet high in Mexican elderberry (Sambucus mexicana) on south side of access road. No Pair seen carrying nesting material into hole  Nest appears partially built 
PKonrad - 4/20/2011                                                         PNT_SSN-5003304 ############## 546035.254 3612826.72 ############## sritt pkonrad 0 No Access road nesting bird buffer granted through agency concurrence to allow standard construc    20 feet off existing access road. No No
######### 5000795 House Finch No Closed TL 6916 - 973033 0 7 feet up behind trell is attached to garage wall. No 12 Apr HOFI pr carrying nest materials behind non-native planting against wall  - RR
18 Apr No H                              PNT_SSN-5000795 4/12/2011 8:28 493254.445 3640127.23 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest is on private propoerty and unavailable for physical inspection  but behavioral implication                            Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of Reconductor l ines  following same principl       35 feet from work area. No Yes

5/7/2011 5000014 Bushtit No Closed Alpine Underground - 26+25.16 MH-2L 0 Nest located approximately 35 feet above ground in l ive oak tree (Quercus agrifolia) to east  Nes        No Buffer l imits from station 27+00 to station 29+03  neat Vault 15L  Nest located between I-8 and A                                                                                                      PNT_SSN-5000014 ############## 517970.483 3634518.14 5/7/2011 20:44 blohstroh kalberts 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        20 feet 3/2/2011 18:58 3/3/2011 18:58 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes
######### 5000051 Bushtit No Closed Alpine Underground - 240+94.47, MH-15L 0 Bushtit pendulous nest approximately 30 feet up in coast l ive oak tree (Quercus agrifolia)  Nest       No High traffic volume area along Alpine Blvd  Bird unconcerned with noise and traffic disturbance                                                                                      PNT_SSN-5000051 ############## 524081.487 3632863.93 ############## blohstroh kkilpatrick 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        0 feet 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 Buffer reduced to 0 feet, per Alpine Blvd. Exemption No Yes emorgan - 5/27/2011 1:33:15 PM
No birds observed at nest for 20 minutes 
tfitanides - 6/4/2011                             6/14/2011 14:53

5/7/2011 5000525 Black Phoebe No Closed Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 In the southeast corner under Viejas Creek Bridge. Droppings observed. No Did not see nest inhabited after several hours of observation  Droppings observed but could be f                                                                 PNT_SSN-5000525 2/15/2011 0:00 525900.874 3632835.88 5/7/2011 20:59 blohstroh kalberts 0 No This nest apparently had no activity this season. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        0 feet; under Alpine Blvd bridge. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 18:18 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes
5/7/2011 5003294 Bushtit No Closed Alpine Underground - 299+50 0 30 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) on north side. No Pair bringing food to complete nest  No buffer flagged due to Alpine Blvd exemption 3/29/11 IM
8                                          PNT_SSN-5003294 ############## 525791.961 3632843.39 5/7/2011 20:47 blohstroh kalberts 0 Yes Nest appears predated. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        Within 10 feet of Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 18:15 3/3/2011 18:15 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes
######### 5000819 Acorn Woodpecker No Closed Alpine Underground - Wood pole P78837 0 Nest located in wooden util ity pole number P78837 on Alpine Blvd  Nest entrance located at top      No phoward - 4/14/2011 11:41:11 AM - Pair seen going in and out of nest  
rradd - 4/16/2011 4:24:4                                                        PNT_SSN-5000819 ############## 524120.077 3632852.03 ############## phoward kkilpatrick 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        0 feet; along Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes kkilpatrick - 5/31/2011 1:19:00 PM
The potential nest site was observed for 45 minutes  During t                                                                           5/31/2011 13:19

5/3/2011 5000825 House Finch No Closed Wilson Yard 0 Buffer = 15 feet   The nest is on the southern side of the Pinnick trailer underneath in the cross be                      No Buffer = 15 feet   The pair of HOFI have been seen and heard in the area consistently and were ob                                                                                         PNT_SSN-5000825 ############## 531165.589 3630482.06 5/3/2011 20:55 ahil l pkonrad 0 Yes Appears deserted - no birds observed near nest or in area; no singing heard; no eggs in nest. Buffer should be reduced to 30 feet or less  as this species is highly tolerant of human activity  a               0 feet; within yard. ############### 4/15/2011 17:57 Buffer reduced to 15 feet. Yes Yes
5/3/2011 5000830 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 8 feet out from AR 20 feet up in coast l ive oak. lefeet side of tree, easily seen from road No tcooper - 4/15/2011 Fresh looking nest  bio monitor observed adult building this morning  Buffe                                                              PNT_SSN-5000830 ############## 534475.643 3612366.51 5/3/2011 13:30 tcooper pkonrad 0 Yes Nesting attempt appears to have failed  judging from lack of observations after original nest bui  Vehicular passage of construction traffic is not anticipated to impact nest. 8 feet from road; 3,800 feet from yard. Yes
######### 5003299 House Finch No Closed Bartlett Yard 0 HOFI nest located inside boom truck at base of extension arm approximately six feet above grou      No Observed pair of HOFI on truck near nest  Construction occuring directly adjacent to nest  No egg                                                                                                                                                                   PNT_SSN-5003299 ############## 546780.658 3612457.75 ############## rfletcher pkonrad 0 Yes No fresh material in nest  nest visits  or birds heard  It appears nest has been abandoned since first found three weeks ago  Nest has poor structural quailty (twigs look old and dry)  made up of a                                                                      0 feet; within yard. ############### 4/15/2011 13:54 Yes Yes
######### 5000821 Verdin No Closed Thomas Yard 0 12 feet above ground in European olive tree (Olea europaea).  No 4/14/2011 - Adult carrying food to nest (J&M Dicus)   J & M Dicus - 5/17/2011 11:33:28 AM  Nes                                                                               PNT_SSN-5000821 ############## 634093.298 3638475.73 ############## jdicus jdicus 0 No 0 feet; within yard boundary. No Yes
######### 5000822 Common Ground-Dove No Closed Thomas Yard 0 15 feet above ground in European olive tree (Olea europaea). No 4/14/2011 - Adult incubating (J&M Dicus)   J & M Dicus - 5/17/2011 11:33:28 AM  Nest empty   N                                                                           PNT_SSN-5000822 ############## 634093.189 3638472.45 ############## jdicus jdicus 0 No 0 feet; at yard boundary. No Yes
######### 5000823 Common Ground-Dove No Closed Thomas Yard 0 15 feet above ground in European olive tree (Olea europaea). No 4/14/2011 - Adult flushed from nest and returned (J&M Dicus)   
J & M Dicus - 5/17/2011 11:33:2                                                                                 PNT_SSN-5000823 ############## 634093.408 3638478.68 ############## jdicus jdicus 0 No 0 feet; at yard boundary. No Yes

6/4/2011 5000826 Common Raven No Closed EP292 Pullsite 0 Stick nest in SWPL tower 50213 on southeast arm approximately 80 feet off the ground. No Raven observed in nest on 4-14-11 @ 10:15am by BAB  
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - Raven incubating                                                                                                PNT_SSN-5000826 ############## 589677.793 3622463.79 6/4/2011 16:29 bbergman barnold 0 6/4/2011 16:27 No Successfully fledged. Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence  following the premises of the Raven Control Pl 65 feet to SWPL l ine road; 300 feet to pull  site. 4/12/2011 0:00 4/12/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic is allowed. Yes No pkonrad - 5/25/2011 10:27:08 AM - 1 large feathered nestling perched next to nest with adult pe                             6/4/2011 16:28
7/1/2011 5000832 Bushtit No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 2 feet from end of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) branch which overhangs 12 feet above extra        No No work occuring within 100 feet. PNT_SSN-5000832 4/16/2011 8:05 518242.14 3634643.88 7/1/2011 8:37 rradd imaunsell 0 Yes Unknown but nest appears unkempt so it could have been predated or wind may have caused fai Not needed for current work plan as approved 5-6-11  as nest is beyond 100 feet from the work s 16 feet from fencing. ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes Yes 16 Apr - Nest appears complete though under construction, with pair install ing interior l ining. -RR
22 Apr - BUSH bringing nest material 1030. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 8:37:59 AM - Bushtits in area, but not observed at nest. No adults in area or activity at nest during 2 hours I monitored the nest.
dbusby - 5/9/2011 12:19:40 PM Nest appears unkempt.

7/5/2011 5000833 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 16 feet up in cluster of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) leaves, 8 feet north of cut oak stump. Yes PNT_SSN-5000833 4/16/2011 8:17 518247.148 3634633.21 7/5/2011 8:37 rradd imaunsell 0 Yes Depredation.  Nest destroyed. Not needed; depredation predated NBR approval. Within 10 feet of work area. ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No 16 Apr - LEGO female nearing completion of nest - RR.
22 Apr - LEGO female settles onto nest 0727. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 8:32:27 AM Female incubating.
6 May - Nest destroyed, predation presumed 1033. - RR
5/3/2011 5000783 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Nest in east-facing pipe, at top of bank, 2nd in from southern edge of soutwestern-most bank. Yes Adult observed entering repeatedly  4-12 (FH/BA)
19 Apr - No active use of this cavity detected  - R                              PNT_SSN-5000783 4/12/2011 9:47 497112.356 3641998.75 5/3/2011 12:57 barnold kalberts 0 No 0 feet; within substation. No Yes
######### 5000785 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Nest 4th pipe in from eastern edge  south-facing pipe on southern edge of southeastern-most ban No Adult entering pipe  splatter on pipe 4-12 (FH/BA) 
19 Apr - Numerous courting HOFI  but no concl                                                            PNT_SSN-5000785 ############## 497151.16 3642001.58 ############## barnold barnold 0 No SDG&E needs to install  new transformer before 5-year warranty expires  Proposed work encroac                                               0 feet; within substation. ############### 4/27/2011 11:35 Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes

5/3/2011 5000786 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 In Sycamore Substation, on forklifeet parked  near the stored spools. Yes In hollowed black bridge above mast   Very few sprigs of vegetation being actively gathered  but n                                 PNT_SSN-5000786 ############## 497064.095 3642180.37 5/3/2011 8:28 barnold kalberts 0 Yes Nest was never finished being built. 0 feet; within substation. No Yes
######### 5000789 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Sycamore Substation  near northwesrtern corner   In south-facing edge of blue wire spool  the so            No Nest with three eggs   Pair very vocal and active in area 
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:15:19 AM  Nest p                                                PNT_SSN-5000789 ############## 497075.675 3642185.3 ############## barnold barnold 0 No SDG&E needs to string new wire from the 138kV yard to the new 230kV Bay  Proposed work encro                             0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes Yes

6/1/2011 5000791 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 On south side of Spare Bank 1, on top of inside screened fan, fourth in from eastern end of unit. Yes Recent nest material  but no sign of adults 
19 Apr No HOFI detected using this structure  Change                                                                                                   PNT_SSN-5000791 ############## 497166.101 3642034.26 6/1/2011 14:59 barnold barnold 0 No 0 feet; within substation. No Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 2:45:52 PM
Nest with four eggs  but no female observed today  and 11  19  an                                                                             6/1/2011 14:58
5/6/2011 5000796 Bushtit No Closed EP225-1 Pullsite 0 3 feet up in north side of large sugarbush (Rhus ovata)   Approximately 10 yards from edge of pu     No shampton - 4/12/2011 4:47:38 PM - adults observed entering nest with food 
PKonrad - 4/21/201                                  PNT_SSN-5000796 ############## 572329.746 3612576.88 5/6/2011 11:43 shampton kalberts 0 Yes Nest torn in half, probably by mammalian predator; 1 eggshell  found in interior of nest. 0 feet; within pull  site. No
######### 5000802 House Wren No Closed TL 6916 - Z774815 0 Nest located in trash pile (old flourescent l ight fixtures  cabinets  car tire and wheel  etc )  Trash                        Yes 04/13/11 - House Wren observed carrying nest material multiple times into trash pile (J&M Dicu                                                                   PNT_SSN-5000802 ############## 491101.862 3639587.04 ############## jdicus kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for developed areas of Reconductor l ines is applicable here. 320 feet to nearest pole; 82 feet to AR. ############### 4/14/2011 15:15 Yes Yes

5/2/2011 5000804 California Towhee No Closed TL 6916 - Z774815 0 Nest found 2 feet above ground in chamise (Adenostoma fasciculata) adjacent to (east of) larger         No 4/13/11 - Adult feeding three nestlings   Adult remained on nest when approached within 15 feet                                      PNT_SSN-5000804 4/13/2011 7:41 491091.5 3639552.51 5/2/2011 16:23 jdicus rradd 0 4/21/2011 9:40 No Nest fledged. Blanket exemption for residential areas of Reconductor l ines may be applicable here. 260 feet to nearest pole work area. No Yes
7/5/2011 5000809 Lawrence's Goldfinch No Closed EP27-1 0 30 feet up in south side of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). No 
 PNT_SSN-5000809 ############## 528090.542 3619708.65 7/5/2011 11:36 sritt imaunsell 0 Yes Unkown cause of nest failure. Vehicular passage should not impct nest  provided no vehicle stopping  standing  or constructio    35 feet from AR; 325 feet from tower work area. No No sritt - 4/13/2011 11:01:39 AM - Male seen feeding female incubating on nest.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011  - Nest present; could not see bird until  second visit when female observed incubating.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Bird incubating.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Adult brooding.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - No birds or activity at nest site during 25 minutes of observation.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - No birds observed. Appears to be a failed nesting attempt.
######### 5000811 House Wren No Closed CP64-2 AR 0 In pipe gate post from which residential gate (#836) is hinged. Yes 13 Apr - HOWR carrying nest materials into pipe and singing from top  - RR
barnold - 4/15/2011                                                                                                                     PNT_SSN-5000811 4/13/2011 9:14 514315.342 3639374.97 5/26/2011 8:21 rradd rradd 0 5/23/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. One day of preconstruction staking with 2-3 crewmen  followed by one day of potholing with 2-3                    0 feet; within work area. No No rradd - 5/26/2011 8:17:44 AM
No detections during 30 minute observation  Nest has fledged  
Cha   5/26/2011 8:17
######### 5000812 Bushtit No Closed CP81-1 0 20 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) above edge of AR - in end of branch 5 feet east of        Yes 13 Apr - BUSH activly building nest - looks 90% complete  - RR
barnold - 4/19/2011 8:42:21 AM -                                                               PNT_SSN-5000812 ############## 518837.932 3636144.77 ############## rradd rradd 100 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or      0 feet to AR. ############### 4/25/2011 14:13 Buffer remains, but vehicular passage allowed. Yes No rradd - 5/26/2011 2:42:20 PM
BUSH pr carrying food and entering nest 1432 
rradd - 6/4/2011 3:                                                                                               6/25/2011 13:13
######### 5000813 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed CP81-1 0 25 feet up atop knot on sycamore (Platanus racemosa) branch overhanging AR. No 13 Apr - LEGO female building nest  Directly above edge of road  easiest to see from N side  - RR
2                                              PNT_SSN-5000813 ############## 518832.672 3636133.45 ############## rradd rradd 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or con    0 feet to AR; 230 feet to tower work area. ############### 4/25/2011 14:26 Buffer remains, but vehicular passage allowed. Yes No
######### 5000815 Mourning Dove No Closed Thomas Yard 0 In AC unit of 9th trailer in (N) from south side. No sritt - 4/14/2011 1:04:20 PM - Adult lying on nest with two nestlings that are well  developed  No                 PNT_SSN-5000815 ############## 633953.035 3638021.6 ############## sritt pkonrad 0 No Work outside buffer   Vehicle access and parking may occur within buffer  per agancy concurren                    0 feet; within yard footprint. ############### 4/20/2011 17:51 Buffer reduced to 0 feet for access and parking; 100 feet for construction. Yes
######### 5000818 Nuttall 's Woodpecker No Closed TL 6924 - 0120986 0 Approx 70 feet north of sidewalk and 20 feet up dead eucalyptus tree on southwest side 
NUWO o     No rabe - 4/13/2011 11:41:01 AM - Pair in area but never entered cavity during 40 minutes of obser                                                                                      PNT_SSN-5000818 ############## 490111.894 3640825.35 5/24/2011 9:55 dbusby rradd 0 5/13/2011 0:00 No Nest presumed to successfully fledge. Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of the Reconductor l ines. 75 feet off paved road. 0 feet Yes Yes rradd - 5/24/2011 9:54:41 AM
No NUWO detections at or near nest during 30 min  obs  0920-095          5/24/2011 9:54

5/2/2011 5000801 California Towhee No Closed TL 6916 - Z244927 0 Nest found 3 feet above ground on west side of Mission manzanita (Xylococcus bicolor)  Nest is    No 4/13/2011 - Adult flushed from vegetation and a quick search of the area it came from revealed n                                                                       PNT_SSN-5000801 4/13/2011 8:37 491227.015 3639515.18 5/2/2011 16:34 jdicus rradd 0 4/30/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact the nest site  provided that no vehicle  stopping      85 feet to existing AR; 190 feet to nearest pole. No Yes
######### 5000803 Bushtit No Closed TL 6916 - Z771471 0 7 feet above ground in 12-foot tall  non-native Acacia (nest is visible from south side of tree). No 04/13/2011 - Adults building nest   Nest approx 20% complete   Buffer does not impact poles  on                                                                                          PNT_SSN-5000803 ############## 490934.403 3639851.18 ############## jdicus rradd 0 5/27/2011 0:00 No Successful fledge. Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of Reconductor l ines is applicable here. 170 feet to nearest work area. 0 feet Yes Yes rradd - 5/23/2011 6:08:38 PM - 18:05 BUSH exits nest  fl ies into All iant 
rradd - 5/31/2011 4:27:1                  5/31/2011 16:27
######### 5000831 California Towhee No Closed CP25-2 0 3 feet above ground in Ramona li lac (Ceanothus tomentosus) just north of granitic boulder. Yes Nest discovered by bio monitor M  Klein; 2 young in nest (nest confirmed active by mdicus - 4/16                                                   PNT_SSN-5000831 4/16/2011 7:16 502129.069 3644785.81 ############## mdicus rradd 0 No ESA signs installed at buffer allow through traffic  but no stopping within buffer  100 foot+ dista          20 feet to AR; 135 feet to work site. No No

5/3/2011 5000414 Great Horned Owl No Closed EP228 0 Nest in eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.). No Owl observed by bio-monitor; confirmed by Ian Maunsell  on 2-23-2011  No Work 
Owl sti l l  incub                                                                                                                                                                    PNT_SSN-5000414 1/31/2011 0:00 573101.169 3611842.71 5/3/2011 11:12 pkonrad kalberts 0 ############## No Two nestlings fledged and adults and nestlings have left the nest buffer area. Buffer granted to 300 feet to allow work at permanent impact area   Through agency approval pr 260 feet from temporary ROW. Buffer reduced to 300 feet. Yes No
######### 5000446 Great Horned Owl No Closed EP207 0 About 45 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). Yes GHOW incubating in large stick nest  Old nest 45  Owl sti l l  incubating on 3-15 (Paul Konrad) 
23                                                                  PNT_SSN-5000446 ############## 569271.648 3617319.3 5/24/2011 7:48 pkonrad kalberts 0 No 430 feet from permanent impact area of tower. No No imaunsell  - 5/23/2011 12:30:03 PM
Closed based on breeding chronology. 5/23/2011 12:30

5/3/2011 6002308 Great Horned Owl No Closed EP119-2 0 15 feet up in central bole of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia)  When found  3 downy owlets on n        Yes 4 Mar - Two downy nestlings in "nest "site  Adult owl agitated by presence of observer - RR
Downy                                                                                                                PNT_SSN-6002308 3/4/2011 8:54 553311.279 3620735.54 5/3/2011 15:58 pkonrad kalberts 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. 150 feet from tower site. No No
######### 6003239 Great Horned Owl No Closed San Luis Rey Substation 0 Nesting in A-frame. No Buffer reduced to 100' 
2 owlets in nest  kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:45:35 PM

barnold - 4/22/2011 2:0                                                           PNT_SSN-6003239 3/17/2011 8:24 468809.88 3674784.15 ############## imaunsell KACuppag 0 No Buffer was reduced to 100 feet  since this bird began nesting inside the substation after work ac                0 feet; within substation. 2/1/2011 14:08 2/1/2011 14:08 Reduced to 100 feet. Yes Yes

6/4/2011 5000024 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed CP82-1 0 Coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) immediately across drainage  about 40 feet up  visible from ro No 29 Mar - RTHA brooding nest   - RR
6 Apr - RTHA on nest 14:22 - RR
13 Apr - RTHA on nest 1502 - RR                                                         PNT_SSN-5000024 ############## 518868.82 3636139.01 6/4/2011 13:32 rradd rradd 0 6/4/2011 13:31 No Successful fledge. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  and no construction is proposed within  100 feet from existing access road. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Buffer remains, but vehicular passage allowed. No rradd - 5/26/2011 2:52:33 PM
 Single RTHA juv  standing at edge if nest  Appears 2 wks to fl ight-re            6/4/2011 13:32
6/7/2011 5000034 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP247 and AR 0 Nest high in south arm of existing metal tower nearest EP247.  No Old Nest #87  No hawks observed at nest  One adult soaring near tower to W earlier 
Observed on                                                                                                                                                                       PNT_SSN-5000034 ############## 579984.926 3610584.65 6/7/2011 11:53 pkonrad pkonrad 0 6/3/2011 20:31 No Successfully fledged. 140 feet from AR. No No pkonrad - 5/31/2011 11:35:26 AM - 2 large feathered nestlings standing in nest  stretching wing                             6/7/2011 11:53
######### 5000038 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 50 feet up in a eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp.) between two drainages. Yes Appears inactive  Recent storm appears to have partially broken it up as evident from pile of stic                                                                                                                                       PNT_SSN-5000038 ############## 508812.123 3638402.18 ############## rradd kalberts 0 Yes Apparent predation; much material on the ground below a nest with no RTHA present there. 210 feet from proposed access road. No No
######### 5000044 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed TL 6916 - Z774818 0 Nest approximately 80 feet up in dead eucalyptus tree. 
Note NBM. No Bird sitting on eggs in nest  Was able to approach within 50' without flushing bird  500' buffer co                                                                                                                                                          PNT_SSN-5000044 ############## 491784.214 3639604.14 ############## dbusby rradd 0 5/13/2011 0:00 No Successful fledge. Buffer to 300 feet granted to allow work  based on biologist's observations of birds in relation to  310 feet from work area. 3/4/2011 14:16 3/7/2011 14:06 Buffer reduced to 300 feet. Yes Yes
######### 5000045 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed TL 6916 - Z774822 0 Nest located approximately 80 feet up in eucalyptus tree 
See NB info  Signage from 500 foot buff      No Active RTHA nest located well downslope from TL and AR  NBR approved on 3/03/2011  Buffer red                                                                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000045 ############## 492516.444 3640034.68 ############## dbusby tcooper 0 No Granted through agency approval process  based on biologists; observations of the nest and str   360 feet from pole. 3/3/2011 14:12 3/3/2011 14:07 Reduced to 300 feet. Yes Yes
######### 5000047 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP220-1 0 50 feet up in l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) (on NE side) in middle of oak grove. No No birds observed on the nest or flushed from the nest  Nest status uncertain  A pair of RTHA see                                                                                                                                                           PNT_SSN-5000047 ############## 570703.512 3614103.24 ############## phoward pkonrad 500 ############## No Granted through agency approval process  based on biologist's opinions of behavioral response 340 feet from nearest corner of temporary ROW. 3/9/2011 0:00 3/10/2011 0:00 Reduced to 300 feet. Yes No pkonrad - 5/26/2011 1:50:50 PM
 1 downy nestling in nest; 2 adults soaring overhead  1 very voc                                                                                                                                                         6/28/2011 15:48
######### 5000403 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP256 0 In SWPL power tower; a red-tailed hawk seen bringing sticks to nest and sitting on nest. No Buffer not flagged because affected towers are in PBS habiat which precludes construction until                                                                                                                                                                PNT_SSN-5000403 ############## 583630.388 3611019.63 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 No Not needed due to restrictions on access to bighorn sheep habitat. 320 feet from temporary ROW. No No
######### 5000440 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed CP70-3 0 Large stick nest located approximately 100 feet up sycamore tree (Platanus racemosa). No Old ID: 54  New ID: 011911RF1  Recorded with Pentab  Adult appears to be incubating  Didn't hav                                                                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5000440 ############## 517099.732 3638449.12 5/20/2011 9:54 rradd rradd 0 5/17/2011 0:00 No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa        75 feet from existing access road. No No
######### 5000449 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP210 0 30 feet high in a coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) only 800 feet from the nest near EP211  with a    Yes The 500' buffer extends across the access road and pad for EP210 and continues to affect constr                                                                                                                                                                           PNT_SSN-5000449 ############## 569438.052 3616301.14 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No Nesting activites were not bothered to the distance of 300 feet as the bird did not flush until  150                         370 feet from permanent ROW of tower site. ############### 3/2/2011 14:29 Reduced to 300 feet. Yes No
######### 6003242 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 30 feet up in coast l ive oak on NW side of tree. No One bird seen leaving nest; second bird flushed from nest when approached on foot to about 100                                                                                                                       PNT_SSN-6003242 3/17/2011 9:20 535001.374 3612695.26 ############## pkonrad imaunsell 0 No Vehicular traffic should be allowed to use access road  provided that no stopping  standing  or c        400 feet from AR; 1470 feet from yard corner. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains; through access only. Yes Yes
######### 5003257 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed CP6-1 0 In transmission l ine structure near top. Yes female observed on nest and male seen coming to and from  not affected by foot traffic and picku                                                                                PNT_SSN-5003257 ############## 497464.021 3642255.38 5/27/2011 9:10 imaunsell rradd 0 5/25/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. 500 feet to tower center. No No rradd - 5/27/2011 9:10:43 AM
Nest is empty and young have fledged.
Change to Closed. 5/27/2011 9:10
######### 5003274 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP220-1 AR 0 30 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). No 23 Mar - Pair RTHA at large stick nest  Not flagged due to AR @ 490'  Hwy 80 @ 250'  - RR
Red-tail                                                                                                                                                                   PNT_SSN-5003274 ############## 569577.803 3614179.34 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 6/7/2011 16:01 No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage should be permissible  but stopping  standing  or construction should not be      470 feet to existing AR. Yes No pkonrad - 5/26/2011 2:04:50 PM - 1 large feathered nestling standing on nest 
pkonrad - 5/31/20                                                                                                                                                            6/10/2011 11:37
######### 5003353 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP319  AR 0 Nest in north arm of short-legged SWPL corner tower. No RTHA on nest another at nest  became alert at 500'  one bird flushed when truck approached to 1                                                                                                                                                                    PNT_SSN-5003353 4/5/2011 8:57 599390.003 3628429.29 ############## dbusby pkonrad 0 Yes No idea of what has happened at this nest  but nestling(s) hasn't been seen for 3 weeks; nesting a          SWPL l ine approved for Sunrise access for vehicular passage  provided no stopping  standing  o                                 135 feet to AR; 290 feet to temp ROW tower site. 4/12/2011 0:00 4/12/2011 0:00 Buffer was reduced to 300 feet, then was moved back up to 500 feet. Yes Yes
######### 5003364 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP361 0 New nest being built on north arm of metal powerline tower 4-5. Yes Pair building new nest  copulating  and fl ight displaying (seems relatively late) 4-5 (PK) 
sritt - 4/                                                                                                                                                                            PNT_SSN-5003364 4/5/2011 17:15 619134.344 3620967.85 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 Yes Nest left unoccupied before becoming completed. Blanket exemption allowed for Sunrise traffic along SWPL l ine   Buffer reduced to 300 feet based     45 feet from AR entry; 265 feet from tower area. ############### 4/12/2011 14:28 Buffer reduced to 300 feet. Yes Yes
######### 5000485 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP78 - EP77 AR  and EP78 0 Stick nest 70 feet high in l ive oak tree (Quercus agrifolia) immediately northeast of huge log on s               No One adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating; other adult circling overhead and call ing territorially 3-2                                                                                                                                                                             PNT_SSN-5000485 3/2/2011 14:11 544197.621 3613350.25 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 100 feet to nearest existing access road. No
######### 5003319 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed TL 6916 - 774822 0 Stick nest, 30 feet up in eucalyptus.
See NB info No 3/31/11 TC - At least 2 downey young in nest  adults nearby 
4/4/11 - Two young sti l l  in nest - sha                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5003319 ############## 492555.935 3639778.19 ############## tcooper rradd 0 5/5/2011 12:51 No Nest fledged successfully. Access road is 465 feet from nest area, and l ight construction traffic should not impact nest.  465 feet to AR; just over 500 feet to work sites. No Yes
######### 5000043 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed Alpine Underground - 97+00L, MH-6L 0 Original Nest ID 32; located behind Casino Inn near houses approximately 100 feet up in large e   No Likely a raptor nest  No nesting activity observed  Blanket exemption NBR for Alpine Blvd issued 3                                                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5000043 ############## 519630.263 3633434.37 5/27/2011 6:44 pkonrad rradd 0 5/27/2011 0:00 No Successfully fledged. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        385 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet Yes rradd - 5/27/2011 6:44:22 AM
Nest is empty, young has fledged. 5/27/2011 6:44

7/5/2011 6002803 White-breasted Nuthatch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Cavity nest approximately 30 feet up in willow tree (Salix sp )  Nest approximately 15 feet west o          No Bird actively building nest while I observed from 15 feet away  was not concerned by my presenc                                                                                                                                                                     PNT_SSN-6002803 3/10/2011 9:01 518237.392 3634589.96 7/5/2011 14:32 blohstroh imaunsell 0 No Based off nesting chronology birds are assumed to have fledged sucessfully. Although this nest will  benefit from the proposed visual and acoustic barrier  due to the proximi                                                                                     20 feet to existing AR. Yes No sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:05:46 PM
WBNU obs  ca  3 feet from cavity but did not enter during obser                                                                                                                                                    7/5/2011 14:23
######### 5000834 House Finch No Closed Alpine Underground - CP88-1 AR 0 Atop ledge over window closest to garage. No 16 Apr - Nest building in progress - RR 
22 Apr - Nest construction activities continue 0958  - RR
RA                                      PNT_SSN-5000834 ############## 518172.096 3634622.04 ############## rradd rradd 0 No Buffer is beyond work area proposed for other 5-6-11 NBR nests, and is not needed. 35 feet from existing AR, on house. ############### 5/6/2011 14:20 Buffer remains, but thru passage allowed. Yes No
######### 7000890 Northern Rough-winged Swallow No Closed Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 NRWS in cavity on underside of Viejas Creek bridge   Cavity is on southwest side of bridge near w                   No vnovik - 4/25/2011 10:28:49 AM - Observed NRWS carrying material into cavity  on underside of                            PNT_SSN-7000890 ############## 525890.689 3632842.53 ############## vnovik emorgan 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        50 feet; on under side of bridge. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes emorgan - 5/25/2011 2:27:17 PM
No swallows entered cavity for the 2 hours of observation and          5/25/2011 14:27
######### 7000891 House Finch No Closed Alpine Yard 0 Nest located in cavity in lower end of boom. No Observed house finch pair bringing nesting material 15 minutes after crane was moving around                           PNT_SSN-7000891 ############## 520163.338 3634214.09 ############## emorgan kalberts 0 Yes WLA concurrence to remove nest.  Nest was removed before completion of building. It was requested that nest be removed before completion  as bird began building while the crane      0 feet; in yard. 4/25/2011 8:43 4/25/2011 8:43 0 feet Yes Yes
######### 7000892 Bushtit No Closed Alpine Yard 0 Nest located six feet up in Mission manzanita (Xylococcus bicolor) on northwest corner of shrub       No emorgan - 4/25/2011 9:45:00 AM - Pair of bushtits bringing nest material to nest that appears to   PNT_SSN-7000892 4/25/2011 9:39 520383.226 3634116.52 ############## emorgan jpawlicki 0 No Nest was established during yard activities  so it is tolerant of the level of disturbance in the yar Over 100 feet from work and 60 feet from AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 12:15:45 PM
Observed intact and complete nest from 25 feet for about 40                             5/27/2011 12:15
######### 7000893 House Finch No Closed Hartung Yard 0 In southwest leg of partially assembled tower 70. No barnold - 4/25/2011 11:57:17 AM  Pair at nest  no eggs  Cup nest on stored corner brackets at fir                                                    PNT_SSN-7000893 ############## 515108.983 3639182.93 ############## barnold vnovik 0 Yes Nest was blown off structure by wind. 0 feet; within yard. No Yes
######### 7000896 House Finch No Closed Bartlett Yard 0 9 feet up in northern-most wheel housing of north water storage tank. No Female seen repeatedly carrying nesting material into wheel housing  Male constantly singing w                                                                                                                                                 PNT_SSN-7000896 ############## 546407.205 3612606.55 ############## sritt pkonrad 0 Yes No indication. A condition of the approval to drive through the buffers would be that no foot or vehicle traffic u                                      0 feet; within work area. 5/6/2011 0:00 5/10/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but water usage permissible. Yes Yes barnold - 6/2/2011 11:50:56 AM
Adult House Finches flew from nest area to oak tree upon appro                                               6/16/2011 13:55
######### 7000897 Western Bluebird No Closed Bartlett Yard 0 In northern-most black fi l l  pipe on top of south water storage tank. Yes Pair of WEBL seen repeatedly entering pipe  Female was carrying nesting material during one vis                                                                                                                                                                 PNT_SSN-7000897 ############## 546407.191 3612604.5 ############## sritt pkonrad 0 ############## No 

 A condition of the approval to drive through the buffers would be that no foot or vehicle traffic u                                    0 feet; within work area. 5/6/2011 0:00 5/10/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but water usage permissible. Yes Yes barnold - 6/2/2011 11:42:38 AM
Western Bluebirds flew from water tank towards oak tree upon                                                                                                                                                           6/23/2011 14:32
######### 7000898 California Horned Lark No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 On northeast side of 10 inch tall  green vegetation clump, about 10 feet from the stacked steel. Yes shampton - 4/25/2011 2:19:51 PM - Female incubating and foraging near nest  Three eggs   Flush                            PNT_SSN-7000898 ############## 568654.761 3617657.92 ############## shampton kalberts 0 Yes Depredated; eggs gone. 0 feet; within yard. No Yes

5/3/2011 7000900 Mourning Dove No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 3 feet up in large sprawling Opuntia complex. No 25 Apr - MODO incubating  Did not flush from foot traffic at 10 feet  - RR
3 May Nest empty and ab        PNT_SSN-7000900 ############## 499810.304 3643799.36 5/3/2011 13:09 rradd rradd 0 Yes Cause of failure indeterminate, but assumed predated. Not construction related. 30 feet from yard edge. No Yes
5/3/2011 7000901 Bushtit No Closed TL 6916 - 678467 0 4/26/11 - Nest found 75 feet from 69 kv 678467 up hil l  side  8 feet high in fig tree above green fe  No phoward - 4/26/2011 9:23:11 AM
Nest appears complete  pair seen visiting nest 

phoward - 5/3/2        PNT_SSN-7000901 4/26/2011 9:21 490920.884 3640313.23 5/3/2011 16:13 phoward shampton 0 Yes Nest failed due to predation - 5/3/11. 75 feet No Yes
######### 7000902 Bullock's Oriole No Closed TL 6916 - Z771473 0 In lowest branch of eucalyptus on NNE side of tree. Tree is west of pole Z77I473. Yes RAbe - 4/26/2011 8:19:42 AM
Male and female observed at nest  Female adding blue string to ne                                              PNT_SSN-7000902 4/26/2011 8:14 490969.687 3639563.84 5/24/2011 8:11 RAbe rradd 0 Yes Cause of failure is indeterminate  but timing suggests construction within the fl ight path to this n     Both the Cassin's Kingbird and Bullock's Oriole nests occur in the same eucalyptus tree (distanc                                                                                                     85 feet Buffer reduced to 30 feet. Yes Yes rradd - 5/23/2011 6:22:43 PM
No BUOR detected during 30 min  obs  1550-1610 
rradd - 5/24/20          5/24/2011 8:10
######### 7000904 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed TL 6916 - Z771472 0 Nest approximately 16 feet high in S side of pine tree.  Nest is within I foot of canopy perimeter. No RAbe - 4/26/2011 9:21:40 AM - LEGO nest w/female incubating/brooding 
3 May - LEGO female in                               PNT_SSN-7000904 4/26/2011 9:15 490984.73 3639653.85 ############## RAbe rradd 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. Nest tree occurs in landscaped strip between two large parking lots for ball  fields  with daily veh                                                                                                               10 feet Buffer reduced to 30 feet. Yes rradd - 5/23/2011 6:16:50 PM
No LEGO detected during 20 min  obs 1618-1638  or 1800  Small w                             5/27/2011 12:29

7/5/2011 5000807 Bushtit No Closed EP27-1 0 9 feet up in southeast side of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) near outter edge of branch that h    No 
 PNT_SSN-5000807 ############## 528088.507 3619689.88 7/5/2011 11:42 sritt imaunsell 0 Yes Nest probably blown out of tree; no indication of predation or scavaging  One egg found inside n        Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      60 feet to AR; 340 feet to tower work area. No No sritt - 4/13/2011 10:55:47 AM - Pair copulating. One bird entered nest,
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - No nest at this location; 2 single adults were observed but no nest revealed during 40 minute search.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Nest found 30 feet east of GPS location; GPS vertex moved. Adult(s) bringing food or nesting material; call ing territorially. Nest chunky rather than long.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Adult brought food to nest.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Adult food gatherting and bringing food to nest.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - Nest found on ground below location where it was built; no indication of predation - wind probably blew nest out of tree. Biologist opened inner compartment of nest and found a single egg but no other sign.  No birds observed or heard in area
######### 7000907 Bushtit No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 16 feet above ground level in cluster of fig (Ficus sp ) leaves on southeast side of tree adjacent to           Yes 26 Apr - BUSH pair building nest  approximately 65% complete  - RR
3  May Nest appears complet                                          PNT_SSN-7000907 ############## 491682.683 3630904.62 5/11/2011 9:18 rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest appears to have been predated. 35 feet to substation access gate. No No
######### 7000908 Mourning Dove No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 12 feet above ground level in tree at entrance to AR for 13822 and other structures  Bird OK with      No 26 Apr - Probable nest in flat fork on east side of tree  Agitated AMRO in tree for 15 minute obser                                               PNT_SSN-7000908 ############## 491819.719 3630853.96 ############## rradd rradd 0 No Nest outcome could not be determined as nest contents were never accessible. 18 feet to AR. No No rradd - 5/31/2011 11:56:16 AM - No MODO detected 1145. Change to Closed. 5/31/2011 11:56

6/9/2011 7000909 House Finch No Closed Helix Yard AR 0 Nest in broken green l ight for outgoing traffic at defunct weigh station  
Birds have constructed ne      No 26 Apr - HOFI incubating 6 eggs 1635  - RR
3 May - Downy young in nest 1600  - RR
11 May - Well                    PNT_SSN-7000909 ############## 509732.712 3636508.46 6/9/2011 8:57 rradd rradd 0 5/16/2011 0:00 No First nest successfully fledged.  Second attempt failed due to nest predation. Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        45 feet to AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. No Yes rradd - 6/3/2011 2:23:00 PM
Female HOFI incubating 4 eggs  Change to Active 
rradd - 6/9/2011 6                                   6/9/2011 8:57
6/9/2011 7000910 Bewick's Wren No Closed Helix Yard 0 Nest 5 feet above ground level in stump of old tree now overgrown by large palm   Through traffi         No 26 Apr - BEWR pair repeatedly carrying food to this location 1720  - RR
3 May BEWR pr agitated                              PNT_SSN-7000910 ############## 509758.067 3636474.38 6/9/2011 8:57 rradd rradd 0 No Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        15 feet to AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. No Yes
5/3/2011 7000911 Song Sparrow No Closed TL 639 - 775593 0 In dense, tall  coreopsis 25 feet north of fence. Yes Birds seen carrying food into dense patch  - sritt - 4/27/2011 1:55:19 PM
3 May No detections du            PNT_SSN-7000911 ############## 491769.944 3630824.03 5/3/2011 9:44 sritt rradd 0 No 75 feet No Yes
6/4/2011 7000913 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - 138+00 0 Anna's hummingbird nest found 6 feet high in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) along Alpine Blv No phoward - 4/27/2011 2:10:32 PM - female seen incubating nest
fhoffman - 5/6/2011 2:29:54 PM                              PNT_SSN-7000913 ############## 520972.762 3633297.8 6/4/2011 12:35 phoward tfitanides 0 6/4/2011 12:30 No Successfully fledged. Blanket nest buffers already exist for nests along Alpine Blvd. 10 feet 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet Yes tfitanides - 5/27/2011 1:23:11 PM
Two young in nest  Adults not observed 
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 1                              6/4/2011 12:35
5/9/2011 7000914 House Finch No Closed Hartung Yard 0 Nest in bottom of forklift arm. 5 feet high. No RAbe - 4/27/2011 8:37:08 AM
Nest w/eggs in forklift  Male and female observed on top of fortl ift                                  PNT_SSN-7000914 4/27/2011 8:32 515130.117 3639284.48 5/9/2011 14:15 RAbe kalberts 0 Yes Abandoned. 0 feet; inside yard. No Yes
######### 7000916 Western Scrub-Jay No Closed EP85-2 0 7 feet up on northeast side of scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia)  From northeast corner of pad          No emorgan - 4/27/2011 11:57:22 AM - Stick nest is about 25% complete  Pair of scrub jays observe                                           PNT_SSN-7000916 ############## 547129.457 3614011.18 ############## emorgan pkonrad 0 No 30 feet from nearest work. No No
######### 7000920 Mourning Dove No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 7 feet above ground level atop 9-inch diameter branch of pepper tree (Schinus sp ) 10 feet west o  Yes 27 Apr - MODO incubating 2 eggs 0710  - RR
5 May - MODO incubation continues 0658  - RR
12 M                 PNT_SSN-7000920 4/27/2011 7:11 509230.963 3638366.18 5/12/2011 7:12 rradd rradd 0 No Nest outcome is indeterminate. 10 feet from AR. No No

5/9/2011 7000921 Bushtit No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 6 feet above ground level in east side of l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) at edge of concrete drivewa No 27 Apr - 10% complete  BUSH pair carrying material from predated nest ID 50003336 1248  - RR
5            PNT_SSN-7000921 ############## 510032.32 3638783.33 5/9/2011 14:16 rradd kalberts 0 Yes Nest never completed; other species removing nest material for their nest. Within 10 feet of driveway edge. No No
6/2/2011 7000922 Phainopepla No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 12 feet above ground level at fork of pepper tree (Schinus sp.). No 27 Apr - PHAI pair nest building  Nest approximately 20% complete 1038  - RR
5 May - PHAI femal                                PNT_SSN-7000922 ############## 509080.941 3638401.91 6/2/2011 16:41 rradd rradd 0 6/2/2011 0:00 No  Nest fledged successfully. 40 feet to house, over 100 feet to AR. No rradd - 6/2/2011 4:01:30 PM
25 May PHAI feeding 2 fuzzy black-faced nestlings 1449 
rradd - 6/2               6/2/2011 16:41
######### 7000923 Bushtit No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 11 feet above ground level in overhanging branch on west side of  coast l ive oak  Branch reaches       Yes 27 Apr - BUSH pair bringing food to nest at 10 minute intervals 1346  - RR
5 May - BUSH perched c                                     PNT_SSN-7000923 ############## 509952.742 3638769.39 ############## rradd rradd 0 No Short-term work detail  wil l  al low temporary buffer reduction to allow work   This species is know                                                                      40 feet to driveway entry. 3/4/2011 14:42 5/6/2011 14:42 Yes No
######### 7000924 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Nest located on chamise on road bank15 feet up; lath w/ blue flagging just to the north of chami Yes sjohnston - 4/26/2011 3:35:09 PM - observed nest building; nest near complete  Bird not effected                           PNT_SSN-7000924 ############## 534734.559 3612587.52 ############## sjohnston kalberts 0 Yes Nest torn apart by predator or high winds. 10 feet from AR. No Yes
######### 7000925 Rock Wren No Closed EP254-3 0 In base of dead agave (Agave sp.). No Bird seen repeatedly delivering food to nest  Cavity has classic "porch" of rocks  Pair of birds se                                                             PNT_SSN-7000925 4/28/2011 8:26 583011.795 3610686.16 ############## sjohnston pkonrad 0 ############## No Nestlings appear to have fledged; no activity at or near nest site. 43 feet from temporary construction pad. No No
######### 7000926 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed TL 639 - 379517 0 Nest in broom chaparral (Baccharis sarothroides) about 5 feet above ground level  next to tall is                   No Both birds building nest  About 85% complete - kalberts - 4/28/2011 12:28:48 PM 
No adults on n                                                                                                                                                        PNT_SSN-7000926 ############## 491731.107 3630687.91 ############## kalberts dbusby 0 Yes Avian depredation; nest torn sl ightly from side  and bottom tugged upward   Could see daylight t   Not needed; beyond 300 foot buffer zone. 510 feet to nearest pole. No Yes
######### 7000927 Cactus Wren No Closed EP229-1 0 About 6.5 feet off the ground in yucca, just under 100 feet north of Access Road. Yes Adjacent to another Cactus Wren nest in yucca leaves   Barely infringes upon Access Road  barn                                        PNT_SSN-7000927 4/28/2011 8:49 573554.097 3611683.22 ############## barnold imaunsell 0 No No impacts to this nest are anticipated provided that no stopping standing or work occurs withi     75 feet to AR; 780 feet to TSAP. 5/18/2011 0:00 5/18/2011 0:00 Drive through access only. Yes No
######### 7000930 Western Scrub-Jay No Closed EP228 0 About 5 feet off of ground in center of large lemonadeberry (Rhus integrifolia)  about 50 feet sou    No barnold & fhoffman - 4/28/2011 10:46:54 AM - 3 nestlings in nest; adults in area 
PKonrad - 5/5/                                         PNT_SSN-7000930 ############## 573216.046 3611690.34 ############## barnold pkonrad 0 No Vehicular passage not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no stopping  standing  parking       50 feet south of AR; 270 feet to work area. ############### 5/18/2011 13:24 Buffer remains; through access only. Yes No
######### 7000932 Cactus Wren No Closed EP235-1 0 Found beginning platform of fresh grass being constructed by cactus wrens (site visited by pair                                 No Observed pair of cactus wrens duet call ing and nest building; flagged buffer  100-foot buffer enc                                         PNT_SSN-7000932 4/28/2011 8:46 575597.458 3610858.81 ############## jdicus pkonrad 0 Yes Nest was never finished being built. 42 feet No
######### 7000934 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed TL 6916 - 774819 0 3 feet up in black sage (Salvia mellifera), 15 feet from road, in l ine with stakes. No tcooper - 4/28/2011 - Female sitting on 4 eggs 
2 May - Female LEGO incubating 1739  - RR
tcoope                                 PNT_SSN-7000934 ############## 491953.844 3639736.48 5/26/2011 9:24 tcooper tcooper 0 5/21/2011 0:00 No Successful fledge. Adults were observed feeding nestlings while nest surveyors were standing approximately 15 fee                                                             10 feet to work area, 54 feet to TL 6916 - 774819. Buffer reduced to 50 feet. Yes Yes rradd - 5/23/2011 4:29:58 PM - Nest has fledged, 1 unhatched egg remains in nest. 5/23/2011 16:29

6/2/2011 7000935 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed TL 6916 - 774822 0 Nest 2 feet up in black sage. No tcooper - 4/28/2011 - Female carrying dried grasses repeatedly to same location  nest not obser                                                          PNT_SSN-7000935 4/28/2011 8:26 492519.61 3639881.34 6/2/2011 19:04 tcooper tcooper 0 Yes Appears that nest attempt was never completed. 110 feet to nearest work area. No Yes
5/2/2011 7000937 House Finch No Closed Alpine Yard 0 Nest is in back left corner of reel trailer under base of white crane   The part of the trailer with th        No shampton - 4/29/2011 10:38:08 AM  Nest is partially complete  Both adults observed his's nest m                      PNT_SSN-7000937 ############## 520455.174 3634168.53 5/2/2011 8:26 shampton kalberts 0 Yes Nest was removed following agency concurrence. Nest removal was not anticipated to impact any eggs or nestlings  as nest was in early stages of 0 feet, nest is inside yard. 4/29/2011 8:23 4/29/2011 8:23 0 feet Yes Yes
######### 7000940 House Finch No Closed San Luis Rey Substation 0 Nest located in the NW corner of substation at breaker 1W  Nest on west side of breaker at 7 fee  No kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:17:50 PM - Stick nest visible  at bottom of a breaker box  No bird on n                                                     PNT_SSN-7000940 ############## 468789.496 3674842.21 ############## kkilpatrick sritt 0 No 0 feet; in substation. No Yes
######### 7000941 Mourning Dove No Closed San Luis Rey Substation 0 Located in the138 kV bank on the south side of the substation  Located approximately 8 feet high          No kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:53:01 PM- Stick nest is visible at the base of an insulator  The biomon                                                   PNT_SSN-7000941 ############## 468830.977 3674691.48 ############## kkilpatrick sritt 0 No 0 feet; inside substation. Yes Yes
######### 7000943 Mourning Dove No Closed San Luis Rey Substation 0 Nest located on South side of transformer bank 71  Nest located on top of the second fan in from                                 No kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 3:24:19 PM - Female observed incubating on nest  Biomonitor reported t                                        PNT_SSN-7000943 ############## 468779.801 3674765.69 ############## kkilpatrick vnovik 0 No The biologist feels that the reduced buffer will  not impact the nesting pair of mourning doves for                                                                                                                       0 feet; in substation. 5/6/2011 21:37 5/9/2011 12:22 Buffer reduced to 15 feet. Yes Yes

6/7/2011 7000944 American Kestrel No Closed TL 6924 - Z171696 0 In lowest eastern arm of this monopole 
Monopole located between Costco parking lot and busy                No 29 Apr - AMKE pair are provisioning this nest with food 1400-1430  Both adults spending time of                             PNT_SSN-7000944 ############## 496997.745 3644134.71 6/7/2011 14:50 rradd rradd 0 No Buffer not applicable since nest is inside of a highly urbanized are of the TL. 353 feet to TL AR, across paved road. 0 feet Yes Yes eelias - 6/4/2011 1:27:16 PM
Arrived at 13:03  There was no kestrel activity at this tower nor any                        6/7/2011 14:50
5/2/2011 7000946 House Finch No Closed Alpine Yard - East 0 In east-facing end of large orange tensioning wire spool  second south from the TTSI trailer  abo         Yes barnold & shampton- 4/29/2011 9:15:13 AM  Adults active around nest   Nest in preliminary sta                                             PNT_SSN-7000946 4/29/2011 9:08 520427.739 3634159.87 5/2/2011 8:23 barnold kalberts 0 Yes Nest was physically removed from spool, following agency concurrence. Nest currently was under construction in early stages  and removing this nest would simply forc          0 feet; within yard. 4/30/2011 8:19 4/30/2011 8:19 0 feet Yes Yes
######### 7000948 Western Scrub-Jay No Closed EP93 0 4 feet above ground in scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia) just a few feet from northernmost peri    No RAbe - 4/30/2011 10:33:06 AM - Probable Scrub-Jay nest with fresh  green leaves on top of it  Lin                                                      PNT_SSN-7000948 ############## 548812.758 3613659.72 ############## RAbe pkonrad 0 No A NBM call ing for a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 60 feet is appropriate for the Western Scrub                                                              60 feet from work area and 80 feet from AR. ############### 5/12/2011 20:02 Buffer reduced to 60 feet. Yes No
######### 7000950 Western Scrub-Jay No Closed EP92 0 4 feet high in scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia) with thick chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum)                                                  No shampton - 4/30/2011 12:13:20 PM  Bird flushed off nest  3 eggs   Possible western scrub-jay or                                                 PNT_SSN-7000950 ############## 548605.003 3613390.63 5/24/2011 7:53 shampton imaunsell 0 No Vehicular traffic is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping  standing  or wo       80 feet from AR. 5/20/2011 7:51 5/20/2011 7:51 Drive through access only. Yes No

7/5/2011 7000951 White-breasted Nuthatch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 50 feet above ground level  two thirds of the way up the main trunk of the large sycamore (Platan            Yes PNT_SSN-7000951 4/30/2011 7:42 518243.421 3634601.26 7/5/2011 9:10 rradd imaunsell 0 No This nest never appears to have been fully established  The comments reflect no nesting behavio       The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install  large acoustical noise blankets between nests an                                                                                   35 feet ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No 30 Apr - WBNU pair bringing nest materials to this cavity 0738  - RR
6 May - WBNU exits cavity 1                                                                                                         6/3/2011 14:20
6/2/2011 7000952 Bushtit No Closed CP88-1 AR 0 15 feet above ground level in southern-most extension of south-facing overhanging branch of co     No 30 Apr - BUSH pair tending to nest that appears complete 0840  - RR
20 May Nest destroyed  with        PNT_SSN-7000952 4/30/2011 8:56 517896.592 3634986.72 6/2/2011 15:24 rradd shampton 0 Yes Cause of failure indeterminate, l ikely storm damaged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa         37 feet to AR. ############### 4/25/2011 14:32 Vehicular passage OK; construction not allowed. Yes No
######### 7000954 Western Bluebird No Closed Alpine Underground - 97+00L, MH-6L 0 Nest at back of west end of Casino Inn  in second section of 3-part building   Nest located in cavi    No 30 Apr - WEBL male feeding female  pair have been observed in area for 2 weeks  - RR
6 May - No                       PNT_SSN-7000954 ############## 519645.325 3633529.12 ############## rradd pkonrad 0 No Blanket exemption for Alpine Blvd nesting birds was already in place at the time of this nest's di 80 feet to work area. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes tfitanides - 5/27/2011 11:19:45 AM
Both male and female observed carrying food to nest and fec                                                                                                  6/30/2011 10:13
######### 7000960 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed TL 6924 - Z171690 0 6 feet above ground level in outer stems of laurel sumac overhanging regrowth / disturbed veget  No 2 May - LEGO pair working on nest  appears 60% complete 0749  - RR
10 May Nest with one egg 0                             PNT_SSN-7000960 5/2/2011 7:54 496985.012 3643330.58 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Observations suggest predation. 20 feet to work; 90 feet to TL6924 - Z171690. Yes Yes
######### 7000962 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Suncrest Substation AR 0 Nest is located approximately 7 feet above ground in the outer  hanging branch of a coast l ive oa No Pair observed building nest  no eggs  nest approximately 80% complete  Pair does not seem to be                                                                               PNT_SSN-7000962 5/2/2011 14:37 532623.682 3630245.93 ############## ahill tfitanides 0 No Blanket exemption in place for Suncrest substation and buffers along pad and access road. 0 feet; within mapped road area. 0 feet Yes Yes tfitanides - 5/23/2011 3:50:44 PM
Nest closed by data from previous nest monitoring. 5/23/2011 15:50
######### 7000963 American Crow No Closed TL 6916 - 678466 0 Nest located 12 feet from top of Norfolk Island pine on private property  on SE side of tree  Visibl             Yes phoward - 5/3/2011 11:22:38 AM - Adult seen on nest with aid of scope from ROW 
Nest closed  d               PNT_SSN-7000963 5/3/2011 11:18 490984.181 3640400.65 ############## phoward kalberts 0 No -Not needed; beyond 100 foot buffer 100 feet from mapped work area. ############### 5/12/2011 21:05 Buffer reduced to 50 feet. Yes Yes
######### 7000966 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 25 feet above ground level in fork  well  concealed in outer branches on south side of 2nd fig tree    Yes 3 May - LEGO nest sti l l  under construction - appears near complete 0956  - RR
11 May - Nest sti l l                           PNT_SSN-7000966 5/3/2011 9:58 491669.608 3630911.86 5/31/2011 9:39 rradd rradd 0 5/28/2011 0:00 No Nest outcome indeterminate. Based on prior obs and fledge date of nearby LEGO nest, successful fledge seems probable. 70 feet to substation; 50 feet to AR. No No rradd - 5/23/2011 11:28:14 AM - Well-concealed nest difficult to locate in waving canopy foliag                                   5/31/2011 9:38
######### 7000967 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 20 feet above ground level in outer hanging branches on south side of fig (Ficus sp ) tree  Nest ov    No 3 May - LEGO pair nest-building 0944  - RR
11 May - LEGO stil l  carrying nest material 1020  - RR
1                                   PNT_SSN-7000967 5/3/2011 10:03 491666.162 3630890.4 5/31/2011 9:34 rradd rradd 0 5/30/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. 45 feet to substation. No No rradd - 5/31/2011 9:33:16 AM - LEGO adults feeding fledged juveniles adjacent to nest 0900. 5/31/2011 9:33
######### 7000968 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Helix Yard AR 0 7 feet above ground level in willow (Salix sp ) 30 feet west of entry to Helix Yard  at edge of entry    No 3 May - ANHU female incubating two eggs 1623  - RR
11 May - ANHU on nest 1723  - RR
18 May - N                PNT_SSN-7000968 5/3/2011 16:23 509736.043 3636454.43 ############## rradd rradd 0 5/15/2011 0:00 No Observations suggest nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  pro9vided that no stopping  standing  p       30 feet to yard entry. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes

6/3/2011 7000969 House Wren No Closed Helix Yard AR 0 25 feet above ground level in defunct electrical connection head atop steel pole strapped to woo    Yes 3 May - HOWR carrying nest material to cavity  singing on pole  - RR
11 May HOWR leaves nest 1                   PNT_SSN-7000969 5/3/2011 17:27 509744.065 3636530.84 6/3/2011 12:54 rradd rradd 0 6/3/2011 12:52 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       10 feet to AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes Yes rradd - 5/26/2011 6:02:47 PM
HOWR exits cavity 
rradd - 6/3/2011 12:54:37 PM
HOWR detected n                   6/3/2011 12:54
######### 7000971 California Towhee No Closed TL 6916 - 771471 0 Somewhere in low shrubs. No Pair of adults defending territory  Multiple fledglings  with partially grown feathers  flushed from                                         PNT_SSN-7000971 5/3/2011 11:27 490959.898 3639809 ############## sritt kalberts 0 ############## No Successful fledge. Not needed; nest fledged before NBR approval came in. 30 feet from pole. ############### 5/12/2011 21:23 Buffer reduced to 30 feet. Yes Yes

5/4/2011 7000972 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed TL 6916 - 771470 0 5 feet up in wild cucumber (Mara macrocarpus) vine in eucalyptus. Yes Female incubating 3 freshly hatched nestlings  - sritt - 5/3/2011 3:09:57 PM 
Closed  due to the fa                    PNT_SSN-7000972 5/3/2011 15:06 490962.961 3639979.63 5/4/2011 7:40 sritt kalberts 0 No Not needed; beyond 100 foot buffer to nearest work area. 150 feet to nearest pole. No Yes
######### 5000873 Lark Sparrow No Closed CP17-1 0 1 foot high in Xylococcus bicolor (mission manzanita), buried within bedstraw (Galium sp.). No sritt - 4/21/2011 7:34:51 PM - Pair of birds flushed from nest   Pair later seen feeding in grassy r                                   PNT_SSN-5000873 ############## 500463.909 3642805.28 5/23/2011 5:58 sritt rradd 0 No This request is contingent upon two conditions: (1) The impact l imit zone that is closest to the ne                                                                                   80 feet from tower center. Buffer reduced to 25 feet. Yes No
######### 7000903 Cassin's Kingbird No Closed TL 6916 - Z771473 0 Nest in eucalyptus  Center of crown  5 feet below treetop and directly above main trunk  Tree is w    No RAbe - 4/26/2011 12:03:39 PM
Female Cassin's Kingbird observed carrying nesting material to a                                              PNT_SSN-7000903 ############## 490967.514 3639562.7 ############## RAbe rradd 0 Yes Nest destroyed by natural causes. Both the Cassin's Kingbird and Bullock's Oriole nests occur in the same eucalyptus tree (distanc                                                                                                     85 feet Buffer reduced to 30 feet. Yes Yes rradd - 5/23/2011 6:22:03 PM
No nest found  or CAKI detected during 30 min  obs  1550-1610  Pr    5/23/2011 18:22

5/8/2011 7000894 House Finch No Closed Hartung Yard 0 Northwest leg of partially assembled Tower 62. No barnold - 4/25/2011 12:03:34 PM  In northwest leg of Tower 62   In stacked corner brackets on fi                                  PNT_SSN-7000894 ############## 515146.373 3639159.77 5/8/2011 15:52 barnold kalberts 0 Yes Cause of failure is indeterminate  but l ikely a combination of wind and predation (in unknown o          Not needed; failed ultimately. 0 feet; within yard. ############### 5/4/2011 15:52 0 feet Yes Yes
5/8/2011 7000895 Black Phoebe No Closed Hartung Yard 0 Nest located in partially assembled tower section  Nest is attached to top angle brace of upper a      No bfischer - 4/25/2011 11:06:47 AM
RAbe - 4/27/2011 9:08:20 AM - Nest nearing completion  Bird o                                                                            PNT_SSN-7000895 ############## 515162.016 3639167.11 5/8/2011 15:53 bfischer kalberts 0 Yes Biomonitor reported that the phoebe has not been observed at the nest for over one day  Also  sh                      Not needed; nest ultimately failed. 0 feet; within yard. ############### 5/4/2011 15:53 0 feet Yes Yes
5/9/2011 7000915 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed CP26 0 4 feet above ground in northeast side of a chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum)  about 1 foot from   No RAbe - 4/27/2011 11:51:38 AM - Female observed adding nesting material to nest w/male presen                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-7000915 ############## 502303.563 3644794.54 5/9/2011 14:51 RAbe kalberts 0 Yes Damaged by storm. A nest buffer modification to 70' is being requested for this nest for the following reasons:  A)The                                                                                                           70 feet ############### 5/4/2011 15:34 Buffer reduced to 70 feet. Yes No
######### 5000007 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed CP55 AR 0 Stick nest within large eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp )  approximately 60 feet up  Potential rapto                                 No No birds observed nearby or associated with nest  
3/8/11 (Blohstroh) - RTHA in area  chased off                                                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5000007 ############## 509778.706 3637071.08 ############## mdicus rradd 0 6/8/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. The buffer should be reduced to 100 feet to allow turn around and AR roadway improvements  N                                   170 feet from driveway 5-5A permit. Buffer reduced to 100 feet. Yes No rradd - 5/24/2011 7:26:44 PM - Large juvenile RTHA remains on this nest 1745 
eelias - 6/4/2011                                           6/10/2011 14:17
######### 5000049 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed Hartung Yard 0 RTHA nest located approximately 80 feet up in pine tree.
See NBM to 60 feet. No Old ID: 8  New ID: 011711IM 2  Biomonitors observed RTHA carrying food to nest  Bird observed                                                                                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000049 2/25/2011 0:00 514777.19 3639185.68 ############## rradd rradd 0 5/10/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Buffer should consider that hawk nest is located closer to El Monte Road and the County Park th                                     240 feet from AR entry. 3/2/2011 11:13 3/3/2011 14:54 Reduced to 60 feet. Yes Yes
######### 6002318 Black Phoebe No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Mud nest against wall  under eave between wood house and 1-storey brick house with for rent si Yes PNT_SSN-6002318 3/5/2011 14:02 518190.627 3634573.39 ############## blohstroh imaunsell 0 5/6/2011 0:00 No The nest was constructed during construction activities in this area (bridge replacement) and the                                                                                                                                                    50 feet from access road. 3/9/2011 0:00 3/10/2011 0:00 Reduced to 40 feet. No imaunsell  - 6/28/2011 11:49:00 AM
Actively nest building on 3/5/11  
NBR approved 3/10/11 - 40                                                                                                         6/28/2011 11:49

6/1/2011 5000824 Bushtit No Closed CP25-2 0 5 foot up in Ramona li lac (Ceanothus tomentosus)  10 feet south of AR  Directly in l ine with the 2      No shampton - 4/14/2011 1:59:09 PM - Active; adult observed taking food into the nest 
mdicus - 4/1                                                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5000824 ############## 502051.123 3644766.42 6/1/2011 9:30 shampton imaunsell 0 4/22/2011 0:00 No Successfully fledge. A nest buffer modification is appropriate for this Bushtit nest   A reduction of the buffer size to 75                                                                                                                           20 feet from work l imits. Buffer reduced to 75 feet. Yes No rradd - 5/25/2011 7:41:32 AM
No BUSH detected during 20 min obs  then HOWR removing nest m                        5/25/2011 7:41
6/4/2011 5000868 Western Kingbird No Closed IV Substation 0 Nest on top of fan associated with transformer; southside west end - east transformer. No vnovik - 4/21/2011 2:04:37 PM - kingbird flushed from nest area 
shampton - 5/10/2011 10:57:4                                                           PNT_SSN-5000868 ############## 620361.213 3620843.27 6/4/2011 7:15 vnovik barnold 0 No This nest is high up on man-made structures inside the yard  and is already tolerant of the huma    0 feet; in substation. Buffer reduced to 40 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/4/2011 7:12:40 AM
This area xurrently has an introduced Eurasian Collared Dove ne          6/4/2011 7:12
6/4/2011 5000869 Mourning Dove No Closed IV substation 0 When discovered, active nest with eggs located on top of south side of fan on far east building. Yes vnovik - 4/21/2011 1:49:59 PM - Nest with eggs 

shampton - 5/10/2011 10:59:21 AM  Three eggs i                                               PNT_SSN-5000869 ############## 620368.209 3620841.87 6/4/2011 7:16 vnovik barnold 0 Yes Unknown, but nest with eggs abandoned. No project activity within buffer. The hidden area of this nest  combined with tolerance of human approach  justifies a smaller bu      80 feet Buffer reduced to 30 feet. Yes barnold - 6/3/2011 8:17:13 PM
Nest has been abandoned. Closed. 6/3/2011 20:17
######### 5003280 House Finch No Closed Encina Substation 0 18 feet up in generator trailer in horizontal crevice. No First observation by monitor  Pair entering and leaving crevice frequently  Tolerates substation a                                              PNT_SSN-5003280 3/25/2011 9:09 468643.169 3666578.74 ############## imaunsell barnold 0 No House finch moved into substation to nest  with all  current work activities in place  therefore  bu                   0 feet; within substation. 4/7/2011 13:09 4/7/2011 12:21 Buffer reduced to 30 feet. Yes
######### 5003318 American Kestrel No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Approx 30 feet up in steel tower (middle one of three) in an opening on eastern/ lowest arm. Yes 3/31/11 - Observed adult entering opening in arm  Same pair foraging nearby  ESA signs near so                                                                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5003318 ############## 497000.953 3641963.39 ############## dbusby barnold 0 No SDG&E needs to install  new transformer before 5-year warranty expires  Proposed work encroac                                                         0 feet; within work area @ SW corner of substation ############### 4/27/2011 12:29 Buffer reduced to 250 feet, with one day reduction to 65 feet. Yes Yes
######### 5000787 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Nest in shelf on top brace of radiator on Bank 70  facing west in southwest corner of unit 
20 fee                                    No Nest appears incomplete  pair in area appears to be in construction 4-12 (FH/BA) 
19 Apr - Unabl                                                                                                                                    PNT_SSN-5000787 ############## 497076.59 3642035.45 ############## barnold barnold 0 No SDG&E needs to install  new transformer before 5-year warranty expires  Proposed work encroac                                           0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 1:30:08 PM
Flushed female from nest  nestlings present 
barnold - 6/4/2011 8                                                                                                                       6/27/2011 12:57
######### 5003343 Long-eared Owl No Closed EP85-2 0 40 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia)  50 feet from highway  160 feet from access road No April  1 and 2 - Active  Bird incubating on nest   S  Hampton  S  Ritt
Could not see bird on nest from                                                                                                                                                                       PNT_SSN-5003343 4/1/2011 14:13 547008.426 3613694.48 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage not anticipated to impact nest that is closer to Lake Morena Drive than projec                    160 feet from AR entry. Buffer reduced to 165 feet. Yes No pkonrad - 5/24/2011 3:46:05 PM
No owls observed in area again - closed. 5/24/2011 15:46

6/1/2011 5000790 Common Raven No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 In top bridge of A-frame 65 feet west of northern end of Control House. Yes Male observed feeding female on nest  female l ikely incubating 
14 Apr - Nesting activity continue                                                                                                                       PNT_SSN-5000790 ############## 497141.421 3642127.18 6/1/2011 15:21 barnold barnold 0 6/1/2011 15:21 No Successfully fledged. SDG&E needs to install  a new 230kV Bay west of the Control House  Proposed work encroaches i                                                     0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 10 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 2:00:27 PM
One adult in area  but not at nest 
barnold - 6/1/2011 3:19:34 PM                                         6/1/2011 15:19
######### 5000820 House Finch No Closed Bartlett Yard 0 Nest located in Bartlett Yard on east-southeast end of green dumpster when you first enter yard                               No phoward - 4/14/2011 1:57:11 PM fresh nesting material seen in nest  appears to be two near com                                                                                                    PNT_SSN-5000820 ############## 546446.209 3612622 ############## phoward pkonrad 0 Yes Nest appears abandoned for unknown reasons; no adults observed for up to a week. Nest was built on the side of a dumpster  and previous NBRs have been granted for this species d                 0 feet; within yard. ############### 4/15/2011 16:27 Buffer reduced to 10 feet. Yes Yes
######### 5003362 White-breasted Nuthatch No Closed Suncrest Substation AR 0 Cavity nest located in Engelmann oak approximately 15 feet above ground and 1 foot outside of  No Observed pair bringing nesting material to cavity on 4-5-11 in morning  Afternoon of same day  o                               PNT_SSN-5003362 4/5/2011 15:00 531981.89 3630652.28 ############## mmeridith tfitanides 0 No Birds chose to nest at this location after work had begun and during work operations   Therefore              1 foot from fencing. 0 feet Yes Yes tfitanides - 5/23/2011 5:21:17 PM
tfitanides - 5/23/2011 12:32:29 PM - No activity with nest for      5/23/2011 17:21
######### 5003284 House Finch No Closed Alpine Yard 0 7 feet up in large spool on southeast side. Yes Pair actively building nest  3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:26:08 PM  Female incubating 5 eggs                                                                                                                                                                     PNT_SSN-5003284 ############## 520224.679 3634220.28 ############## imaunsell imaunsell 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. Nesting began after yard activities commenced  and is accutomed to current level  Buffer should              0 feet; within yard boundary. ############### 4/15/2011 13:42 15 feet Yes Yes jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 12:02:43 PM - Bottom nest contains at least 2 partially feathered young w                                                                                     6/14/2011 12:29
######### 5003389 Mourning Dove No Closed EP324 AR 0 Located in tamarisk (Tamarix ramosissima) approximately 15 feet up in crotch of tree  95 feet no   No 4-8-11; Two eggs observed   Adult didn't flush until  directly below nest  ESA signs erected along n                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5003389 4/8/2011 14:32 601536.817 3628483.4 ############## dbusby pkonrad 0 No Nest site is 95 feet from edge of existing SWPL l ine  and is well-removed from any work area   Veh           95 feet from AR. ############### 4/12/2011 15:54 Vehicular passage permissible, but buffer remains. Yes Yes

5/6/2011 5003266 Bewick's Wren No Closed EP220-1 0 In a rusted can on ground below cholla (Cylindropuntia sp )  chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum               No 3/23/2011 -D  Busby observed individual go to tin can  Tin can appears to have grass and some                                                                                                             PNT_SSN-5003266 ############## 570684.294 3613899.62 5/6/2011 12:39 phoward kalberts 0 Yes No eggs left although nest appears undisturbed. No wrens observed or heard for weeks. Turnaround work area shown on maps actually faces the other direction  to east  so 85 feet is as                        85 feet from AR. ############### 4/14/2011 12:48 Buffer reduced to 85 feet. Yes No
######### 5000037 Red-shouldered Hawk No Closed Alpine Underground - 165+75.27 MH-10R 0 Nest located approximately 80 feet up in eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp.) above Alpine Blvd. No RSHA observed building nest during large traffic volumes  bird not affected by noise  Buffer flagg                                                                                                                                           PNT_SSN-5000037 2/23/2011 8:52 521824.846 3633086.68 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 ############## No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        20 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes rradd - 5/27/2011 7:40:07 AM
No RSHA detected during obs  0704 - 0740
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 12                                                                                             6/24/2011 11:49
######### 7000974 House Finch No Closed TL 6916 - 771470 0 Nest on guard shack at entrance to All iant University   At northwest corner of small gate building             No barnold & sritt - 5/3/2011 9:53:11 AM  Well established nest   Female continuously bringing new                                 PNT_SSN-7000974 5/3/2011 9:49 490958.542 3639944.32 ############## barnold phoward 0 No 85 feet from tower. No Yes
######### 7000975 House Finch No Closed TL 6916 - 771471 0 In Eucalyptus tree  about 18 feet off of ground on northwest side of tree   Nest is on large second                           No barnold  & sritt - 5/3/2011 9:14:54 AM  Adult female came to nest repeatedly bringing nest mate                              PNT_SSN-7000975 5/3/2011 9:06 490817.824 3639913.81 ############## barnold emorgan 0 No  No conclusive breeding attempt initiated. 55 feet from AR. No Yes rradd - 5/31/2011 4:35:21 PM
27 May No HOFI detected 1500-1515
31 May No HOFI detected 162          5/31/2011 16:35

6/8/2011 7000976 House Wren No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 Approximately 50 feet high in cavity on bottom arm on south side of pole and 80 feet north of ac  No Adult bringing food to nest  Nest buffer reduction l ikely for use cf access road but not for work o                                             PNT_SSN-7000976 4/28/2011 9:39 493065.856 3632098.68 6/8/2011 14:04 dbusby imaunsell 0 6/3/2011 0:00 No Nest successfuly fledged. 0 feet; within tower. No rradd - 5/23/2011 3:07:21 PM - HOWR carries long-legged insect to nest 13:44 
rradd - 5/31/201                                           6/6/2011 14:34
######### 7000945 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed CP70-3 AR 0 7 feet above ground level in almost-end-of-branch leaf cluster on north side of laurel sumac (Ma                      No 28 Apr - LEGO female on complete nest 0745  RR 
4 May - LEGO female incubating 1614 - RR
14 Ma                     PNT_SSN-7000945 ############## 516915.367 3638501.09 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Appeared abandoned before egg-laying stage. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa        80 feet to AR No No

6/9/2011 7000977 Western Kingbird No Closed Hartung Yard 0 55 feet above ground level in fork at top of sycamore adjacent to CY entry 
Drive-through construc           Yes 04 May - WEKI incubating and mate nest guarding 0645  - RR
12 May - WEKI incubating and mate                 PNT_SSN-7000977 5/4/2011 6:57 514915.296 3639283.44 6/9/2011 13:52 rradd rradd 0 6/6/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Blanket exemption for yard perimeters was already in place by the time of nest discovery. 46 feet to AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes rradd - 5/26/2011 4:22:24 PM - WEKI incubating 0828 
rradd - 6/3/2011 2:58:14 PM - WEKI on ne                            6/9/2011 13:51
######### 7000978 Ash-throated Flycatcher No Closed CP70-3 AR 0 Cavity under insulator on west side of defunct util ity pole at entry gate to AR from El Monte Rd   T        No 4 May - ATFL exits cavity and mate follows 1655  - RR
14 May No birds obs using this cavity durin                    PNT_SSN-7000978 5/4/2011 16:59 516869.362 3638394.92 ############## rradd rradd 0 No Nest attempt was not finalized. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       15 feet to AR; 64 feet to entry gate. No No
######### 7000979 Phainopepla No Closed Hartung Yard 0 28 feet above ground level on 4-inch diameter branch on SW side of sycamore tree adjacent to C               Yes 4 May - PHAI female on nest  male attending   Nest appears just completed 0700  - RR
12 May PHA                   PNT_SSN-7000979 5/4/2011 7:05 514910.759 3639284.43 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Presumed predated. Blanket exemption for yard perimeters was already in place at the time of this nest discovery. 62 feet to AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 0 feet Yes rradd - 5/26/2011 4:23:34 PM
HOWR in nest  no PHAI detected  Presume predated 
Change to Clos 5/26/2011 16:23
######### 7000980 House Wren No Closed CP70-3 AR 0 Cavity 24 feet above ground level on north side of east-facing 9-inch diameter dead stub of talle          Yes 4 May - HOWR singing incessantly at  and defending this cavity 1645  - RR
14 May - HOWR carry                    PNT_SSN-7000980 5/4/2011 17:06 516858.081 3638413.52 ############## rradd rradd 100 ############## No Nest fledged successfully. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       10 feet to AR. No No rradd - 5/26/2011 9:26:19 AM
HOWR pr busy gathering food for this nest 0908 
rradd - 6/4/2011                                                                                      6/24/2011 12:30

6/3/2011 7000981 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP63-3 AR 0 30 feet above ground level near center of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) closest to east side o                         Yes 4 May - ANHU female sitting on complete nest  1456
14 May No nest or ANHU detected  cool ove              PNT_SSN-7000981 5/4/2011 14:59 514327.624 3639385.91 6/3/2011 16:35 rradd rradd 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       35 feet to AR gate. No No rradd - 6/3/2011 4:34:39 PM
26 May Nest not re-found 
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:35:31 PM
Final 30 min         6/3/2011 16:35
######### 7000982 Cassin's Kingbird No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 Between rack 14 and 15 of 69kV bank on southern top beam. Nest north-facing in crossbraces. No tfitanides - 5/5/2011 12:40:32 PM - Nesting material brought by female; not fully constructed 
ba                   PNT_SSN-7000982 5/5/2011 12:29 497155.608 3641999.93 ############## tfitanides kalberts 0 Yes Nest was never finished being built. 0 feet; within substation.No Sunrise const. there. No Yes
######### 7000985 House Finch No Closed TL 639 - 872367 0 Nest at base of middle insulator on west side of pole. No mdicus  ghuffman - 5/5/2011 - HOFI female observed carrying nest material into base of insulat                                           PNT_SSN-7000985 5/5/2011 12:24 494264.884 3633335.14 ############## mdicus imaunsell 0 No Removal of insulator would compromise nest.  A buffer modification is not appropriate. 0 feet No Yes tfitanides - 6/1/2011 4:23:35 PM
A pair of HOFI entered insulator bracket but were readily flushe                               6/1/2011 16:23
######### 7000986 House Wren No Closed TL 639 - 171629 0 Nest within white pole attached to yellow gas pipeline sign. No mdicus  ghuffman - 5/5/2011 7:44:12 AM - HOWR observed bringing food to nest cavity in pole 
N                        PNT_SSN-7000986 5/5/2011 7:41 495545.699 3634530.81 ############## mdicus kalberts 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa        85 feet from pole, 80 feet from east access road. Yes Yes

6/1/2011 7000987 House Finch No Closed TL 639 - 379637 0 HOFI nest at base of middle insulator on west side of pole 379637   Pole number is mislabeled 3    No mdicus  ghuffman - 5/5/2011 - Female HOFI observed carrying nest material into base of insulat                 PNT_SSN-7000987 5/5/2011 12:18 494395.623 3633469.94 6/1/2011 15:16 mdicus tfitanides 0 No Removal of insulator would compromise nest.  A buffer reduction is not appropriate. 0 feet, located on pole. No Yes tfitanides - 6/1/2011 3:11:17 PM
No HOFI observed at pole for a 45-minute period  Status change   6/1/2011 15:11
######### 7000990 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground 0 10 feet above ground (slope) but 4 feet higher than top of bank  In l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) le                 No shampton - 5/5/2011 12:00:14 PM - Female shading nest    
vnovik - 5/6/2011 8:45:10 AM - Fema    PNT_SSN-7000990 5/5/2011 11:57 525796.04 3632833.8 ############## shampton shampton 0 No Blanket exemption already in place for Alpine Blvd. at the time of this nest discovery. 50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 10:36 3/3/2011 10:36 0 feet No Yes shampton - 5/26/2011 11:30:20 AM
shampton - 5/26/11  Nest torn apart  No adults  chicks  or eg   5/26/2011 11:30
######### 7000991 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground 0 10 feet up in downward hanging oak (Quercus agrifolia) branch  Nest is yellowish-white  made o                      No shampton - 5/5/2011 5:00:46 PM - Female observed adding material to nest and presumably inc                 PNT_SSN-7000991 5/5/2011 10:55 522163.933 3633084.84 ############## shampton shampton 0 No Blanket exemption in place for all  nests along Alpine Blvd. 40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes shampton - 5/26/2011 11:55:13 AM
Nest torn up. No sign of adult, chicks, or eggs. 5/26/2011 11:55
######### 7000992 California Quail No Closed TL 639 - Z379519 0 Nest is at base of pole in black sage on west side (access road side). No vnovik - 5/5/2011 5:51:30 PM - CA quail  flushed from nest  8 eggs in nest 
17 May - Nest appears               PNT_SSN-7000992 5/5/2011 17:46 492062.961 3631066.32 5/17/2011 8:46 vnovik rradd 0 Yes Nest predation appears to be cause of failure. Within marked work area at base of pole   Nest is too close to work area to justify a buffer reduc 0 feet, at base of pole. No Yes
######### 7000993 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed TL 639 - Z379523 0 2 feet high in California sagebush (Artemisia californica) approximately 5 feet north of road wh                          Yes Female sitting on nest w/ male bringing food and territorial  Male perched on top of chamise - d                                                                                                                                 PNT_SSN-7000993 5/5/2011 9:36 492567.969 3631608.48 ############## dbusby dbusby 0 Yes Nest failed possibly due to depredation from snake or rodent  Nest relatively  intact except for sm                Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa        6 feet from AR. Yes Yes dbusby - 5/27/2011 3:05:15 PM
5/26/2011  - Nest failed possibly due to depredation from snake                                                               5/27/2011 15:05

6/4/2011 7000955 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP83-1 0 17 feet above ground level on dead oak branch of approximately 1 foot diameter at intersection              No 30 Apr - ANHU female building nest; approximately 50% complete  - RR
05 May - ANHU incubating                            PNT_SSN-7000955 5/1/2011 7:50 518834.303 3636092.95 6/4/2011 13:37 rradd rradd 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or con    57 feet to AR. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. Yes No rradd - 5/26/2011 3:09:03 PM
2 large young in nest with unfeathered heads 
rradd - 6/4/2011 1:3         6/4/2011 13:35
######### 7000956 House Wren No Closed CP83-1 0 15 feet above ground level in underside of horizontal dead branch of coast l ive oak (Quercus ag No 28 Apr - HOWR exhibiting territorial behavior; singing entering and defending this cavity  - RR
05                            PNT_SSN-7000956 5/1/2011 7:46 518834.924 3636085.3 6/10/2011 9:32 rradd rradd 0 6/10/2011 9:28 No Nest has fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or con    78 feet to AR. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. Yes No rradd - 5/26/2011 3:00:10 PM
HOWR pr  carrying food to nest 
rradd - 6/4/2011 1:33:10 PM
HOW                             6/10/2011 9:32
######### 7000994 Bullock's Oriole No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 16 feet up in eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.) adjacent to AR. No 5 May - BUOR female to nest  chasing away other species at 0750  - RR
12 May BUOR pr continue                      PNT_SSN-7000994 5/5/2011 8:23 509177.333 3638407.75 ############## rradd rradd 0 ############## No Successful nest. 16 feet to AR. No rradd - 5/25/2011 12:28:34 PM
BUOR female feeding young 1210
rradd - 6/2/2011 2:57:16 PM
BU                                  6/16/2011 12:38

6/8/2011 7000995 House Finch No Closed CP50-1 0 15 feet above ground level in dense leaf cluster at small fork in pepper tree (Schinus sp ) adjacen       Yes 5 May - HOFI nest building and copulating  - RR
12 May HOFI breeding activity continues  - RR
19              PNT_SSN-7000995 5/5/2011 9:26 509057.189 3638411.06 6/8/2011 10:44 rradd rradd 0 No Nesting attempt never confirmed. Nest l ikely blew out of tree prior to completion. 100 feet from AR but within Hamlet residence. No No eelias - 6/4/2011 11:37:50 AM
At nest tree for 30 minutes  No house finch activity was noted in th              6/8/2011 10:44
6/8/2011 7000996 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 5 feet above ground level  translucent finely woven cup of spider si lk near end of slender frond a                      Yes 5 May - BCHU incubating two eggs 1200 - RR 
eelias - 5/12/2011 7:39:29 AM 2 eggs no female see                                                                                 PNT_SSN-7000996 5/5/2011 12:06 509963.265 3638771.45 6/8/2011 13:33 rradd rradd 0 6/8/2011 13:31 No Nest successfully fledged. Short-term work detail  wil l  al low temporary buffer reduction to allow work   This species is know                                                                      25 feet to driveway, 52 feet to Wildcat Cyn Rd. No No rradd - 5/25/2011 5:51:47 PM
BCHU brooding 2 naked nestlings  
rradd - 6/3/2011 7:13:49 AM
Tw                              6/8/2011 13:33
######### 7000997 House Wren No Closed CP83-1 0 16 feet above ground level in cavity in end of stub in large dead cottonwood (Populus sp ) amid                  No 28 Apr - HOWR singing and entering cavity - RR 
06 May - HOWR active at this cavity 0838 - RR
14                 PNT_SSN-7000997 5/6/2011 8:43 518807.22 3636048.45 ############## rradd rradd 0 6/2/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa                    40 feet to AR. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Buffer remains, but vehicular passage OK. No rradd - 5/26/2011 3:29:01 PM - HOWR pr bringing insects to nest 
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:09:21 PM -                                 6/10/2011 10:11

5/9/2011 7000998 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 6 feet above ground level in mulberry (Morus alba) directly over edge of AR. No 6 May - BCHU in final stages of nest construction  No eggs laid 1048  - RR
6 May - Nest intentiona           PNT_SSN-7000998 5/6/2011 10:51 518227.989 3634587.01 5/9/2011 8:30 rradd imaunsell 0 Yes Nest intentionally removed; see justification. Agency concurrence to remove nest before completion of nest was pusued and obtained  as nest                 0 feet; directly over work area. ############### 5/6/2011 19:21 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No
######### 7000999 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 17 feet above ground level on hanging frond of coast l ive oak  (Quercus agrifolia) approximately      No 6 May - ANHU completing construction of nest 1105 - RR 
13 May Nest appears intact but unoccup           PNT_SSN-7000999 5/6/2011 11:07 518218.189 3634558.33 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Cause of nesting termination unknown. No construction has occurred here. The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install  large acoustical noise blankets between nests an                                                                                            45 feet to edge of work area. ############### 5/6/2011 14:28 Yes No

7/5/2011 7001000 Song Sparrow No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 8 feet northwest of edge of work area in thistle patch. Yes PNT_SSN-7001000 5/6/2011 11:42 518233.762 3634573.55 7/5/2011 9:34 rradd imaunsell 0 ############## No Nest presumed fledged based on observations and levels of activity associated with nest area. The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install  large acoustical noise blankets between nests an                                                                                            8 feet No 6 May - SOSP bringing food to nest 1139 - RR.
13 May Feeding activity 
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 4:05:09 PM
SOSP observed near nest location.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:30:04 PM
No activity at location.
######### 7001002 OTHER No Closed EP295 0 Stick rest in northwest end of SWPL tower. No shampton - 5/6/2011 10:25:45 AM  - No birds observed associating with this nest 

PKonrad - 5/1                    PNT_SSN-7001002 5/6/2011 10:24 590367.237 3623871.42 ############## shampton pkonrad 0 No 25 feet from AR; 380 feet from EP295. No No
######### 6003208 Common Raven No Closed EP247 0 Nest in south arm of metal tower. No Two common ravens bringing branches to large stick nest built during past week  Pair was prese                                                              PNT_SSN-6003208 ############## 580318.164 3610609.64 ############## pkonrad sjohnston 0 No Not needed; nest is well  outside the 100 foot buffer zone. 330 feet to existing AR. No No
######### 7001005 Brewer's Blackbird No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Nest is located in a coast l ive oak approximately 40 feet high on the southwest side of the tree  T                                               Yes kkilpatrick - 5/5/2011 5:29:53 PM
Bird activity at this site is very high  with approximately 10 or                                                                                                                                                                     PNT_SSN-7001005 5/5/2011 17:10 535125.68 3613017.41 ############## kkilpatrick imaunsell 0 No Vehicular traffic should not impact this nest providing that no stopping standing or work occurs                     30 feet From AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains; through access only. No Yes pkonrad - 5/27/2011 4:56:21 PM
Male and female blackbirds active at nest; female observed car                                                                                             6/10/2011 13:42
######### 7001006 OTHER No Closed TL 639 - 171668 0 Ground cup nest downslope and far side from access road of 3 clumped yucca with old stalks la                   No fhoffman - 5/7/2011 11:20:39 AM Adult flushed from nest and returned  Grass cup nest with 4 w                                       PNT_SSN-7001006 5/7/2011 11:08 496691.916 3639821.29 ############## fhoffman sritt 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       247 feet from nearest pole; 66 feet from road. Yes
######### 7001007 House Finch No Closed TL 639 - 171664 0 Nest is in upper insulator bracket on east side. There is nest material in all  three headsets. No shampton - 5/7/2011 10:50:49 AM  Male singing near nest  both adults entering bracket 
shampt                PNT_SSN-7001007 5/7/2011 10:49 496598.424 3639318.6 ############## shampton tfitanides 0 No No impacts to this nest are anticipated due to vehicular traffic provided that no stopping  stand        0 feet; in pole. 6/2/2011 0:00 6/6/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but work allowed within approved l imits. Yes Yes imaunsell  - 5/25/2011 11:47:37 AM
Nest was checked by l ineman at the direction of an avian bio                                                                                                                            6/18/2011 12:26
######### 7001008 House Finch No Closed TL 639 - 171663 0 Nest is in lower insulator bracket on east side. There is another nest in the upper bracket. No shampton - 5/7/2011 10:44:53 AM  Male singing near nest and borts adults repeatedly entering                   PNT_SSN-7001008 5/7/2011 10:42 496576.651 3639231.56 ############## shampton tfitanides 0 No No impacts to this nest are anticipated due to vehicular traffic provided that no stopping  stand        0 feet; in pole. 6/2/2011 0:00 6/6/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but work allowed within approved l imits. Yes Yes imaunsell  - 5/25/2011 11:45:23 AM
Nest was checked by l ineman at the direction of an avian bio                                                                                                                                                     6/18/2011 12:27
######### 7001009 House Finch No Closed TL 639 - Z171670 0 Bracket of lower insulator on E side of pole. No RAbe - 5/7/2011 9:46:23 AM - Female HOFI carrying nest material into bracket in presence of ma                        PNT_SSN-7001009 5/7/2011 9:44 496829.413 3640206.63 ############## RAbe tfitanides 0 No Not a candidate; nest is on the pole itself. 0 feet; on pole. No Yes
######### 7001010 California Towhee No Closed TL 639 - Z171670 0 2-3 feet up in E side of mission manzanita. Approx 65 feet SE of pole. No RAbe - 5/7/2011 9:58:56 AM - Adult observed feeding 3 nestlings  100 foot buffer flagged w/yello                       PNT_SSN-7001010 5/7/2011 9:52 496838.28 3640189.07 ############## RAbe tfitanides 0 No 65 feet No Yes
######### 7001011 Bushtit No Closed TL 639 - 171660 0 6 feet high in mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus betuloiseds)  Viewable from Northeast section o  No RAbe - 5/7/2011 1:51:06 PM - Adult observed entering and exiting nest  100 foot buffer flagged w                    PNT_SSN-7001011 5/7/2011 13:45 496471.135 3638891.88 ############## RAbe imaunsell 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       75 feet from AR. 5/20/2011 0:00 5/20/2011 0:00 Drive through access only. Yes Yes imaunsell  - 5/25/2011 11:32:09 AM
Nest has been ripped down  Only 1/4 of nest remains  Status   5/25/2011 11:32
######### 7001012 Northern Mockingbird No Closed TL 639 - Z171660 0 3 feet above ground in NW side of scrub oak  Nest is in a large shrub patch consisting of black s         No RAbe - 5/7/2011 1:29:42 PM - Northern Mockingbird nest w/2 eggs  100 foot buffer flagged w/yel                     PNT_SSN-7001012 5/7/2011 13:21 496490.828 3638822.96 ############## RAbe tfitanides 0 No 50 feet to work area. No Yes

7/5/2011 7001014 Cassin's Kingbird No Closed TL 6916 - 973035 0 In existing tower structure on bottom insulator  Nest resides in partial cavity at attachment site        No 
 PNT_SSN-7001014 5/7/2011 10:41 493783.107 3640256.85 7/5/2011 15:30 ghuffman imaunsell 100 Yes First nest outcome is indeterminate but l ikely failed  CAKI require 2 weeks after hatching to fledg                                          Nest is inside pole; Not a candidate. 0 feet No Yes rradd - 5/24/2011 9:01:24 AM
CAKI incubating  mate attending 0836 
rradd - 6/2/2011 8:27:02 AM                                                                                                                                                           7/5/2011 15:30
######### 7001015 House Finch No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 In southernmost water tank. 2' above axle, and on south side of black cylinder. Yes Female incubating  Nests in wheel of this water tank and the tank to the north are House Sparrow                                                   PNT_SSN-7001015 5/5/2011 11:06 569320.18 3618106.77 ############## sritt pkonrad 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. 30 feet from fi l l  station. Yes pkonrad - 5/31/2011 2:08:13 PM - Finches appear to have fledged; no finch activity in area; no n               5/31/2011 14:08

5/9/2011 7001016 Black Phoebe No Closed Hartung Yard 0 3 5 feet above ground on truck bed framing behind back tire on driver's side of crane truck   New                      No Female BLPH observed making multiple trips with nest material while male perched nearby   Nes                                                                                                            PNT_SSN-7001016 5/8/2011 12:50 515225.149 3639153.51 5/9/2011 11:05 mdicus imaunsell 0 Yes Nest was never finished being constructed. 0 feet; nest is on boom truck within yard. No Yes
######### 7001017 House Finch No Closed Wilson Yard 0 In water tank wheel well  Nest is located inside wheel of inner tire at southwestern corner of sus  No Nest is 40% complete  pair was observed building nest  will  not affect construction  one sign was                     PNT_SSN-7001017 5/6/2011 14:24 532570.453 3630243.36 ############## ahill pkonrad 0 No 11 feet from AR. Yes tfitanides - 5/23/2011 4:41:31 PM
Two separate nests in wheel and brake l ine drum  No HOFI act                                                                                          6/13/2011 10:25
######### 7001020 Spotted Towhee No Closed CP25-2 0 Nest on south side of access road in low area on ground beneath a black sage (Salvia mellifera)                          No mdicus - 5/9/2011 1:43:54 PM - Adult incubating three eggs   Adult did not flush until  approache                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-7001020 5/9/2011 13:40 502153.268 3644817.64 ############## mdicus rradd 0 5/21/2011 0:00 No  Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage as has been ongoing since foundation work began here  is not anticipated to            225 feet from CP 25-2; 7 feet from access road. Yes No

5/8/2011 5003350 Bewick's Wren No Closed Suncrest Substation 0 2 1/2 feet off ground in black visquine adjacent to orange silt fence in southeastern portion of s  Yes Nest 95% to 100% complete  Pair observed by bio-monitor actively building nest 2 April  2011  
Ne                                                     PNT_SSN-5003350 4/4/2011 14:31 529542.601 3629786.55 5/8/2011 15:29 barnold kalberts 0 Yes The biomonitor reported that the recent high winds knocked the eggs from the nest and were foun                               Not needed; nest failed before NBR approval came in. 0 feet; on substation fi l l  slope footprint. 5/5/2011 15:28 5/6/2011 15:28 0 feet Yes Yes
######### 5000836 House Finch No Closed Suncrest Substation 0 In a scraper, on right side in the headlight box, 90% complete, 6 feet above ground.
 No Scraper had been parked for approximately a month  No eggs in nest  100 foot buffer flagged  Pa                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5000836 ############## 529779.268 3629981.06 5/24/2011 8:34 ahil l imaunsell 0 5/23/2011 7:46 No Successfully fledged. Nest is 6 feet up in the right side of the headlight box of a large piece of equipment (earthmover)                                                                                                   0 feet Buffer reduced to 80 feet. Yes Yes
######### 5000799 Western Scrub-Jay No Closed EP85-2 AR 0 In scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia)  about 10 feet east of access road  About five feet above gr       No Nest with one egg  and adult at and around nest   Buffer will  overlap with active Bushtit nest acro                                                                                                                             PNT_SSN-5000799 4/13/2011 9:18 547199.827 3613911.91 ############## barnold pkonrad 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. To allow for drive through access only   A condition of the reduced buffer is that vehicles would n                                                                                                                    12 feet from AR. Buffer reduced to 15 feet. Yes No pkonrad - 5/24/2011 3:38:56 PM
Nestling has fledged; no adult or fledgling in area - closed. 5/24/2011 15:38

6/2/2011 7001021 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed TL 6916 - 774819 0 1 5 feet off ground in 3 foot tall  chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum)  Nest located on south side                         No Female incubating 2 eggs  
16 May - Two very small ANHU nestlings attended by adult 1444  - RR PNT_SSN-7001021 5/10/2011 7:58 491976.271 3639742.56 6/2/2011 18:03 imaunsell tcooper 0 Yes  Indeterminate natural causes, predation l ikely. Adults did not flushed due to foot traffic by nest surveyors along the existing access road  No sto          50 feet 5/12/2011 0:00 5/16/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru passage allowed. Yes No rradd - 5/23/2011 4:31:52 PM
Nest contains two young covered with quil ls 
rradd - 5/31/2011 5:0                                 5/31/2011 17:06
6/1/2011 7001023 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 In western end of Switch Stand (ceramic insulator structure) 12 feet north of 230kV Circuit Break                  Yes Adults repeatedly visiting this nest during 30 minute observation period  barnold - 5/10/2011
ba                                                       PNT_SSN-7001023 ############## 497089.418 3642143.32 6/1/2011 16:50 barnold barnold 0 6/1/2011 16:47 No Successfully fledged. 0 feet; within substation. No Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 2:08:53 PM - No activity observed 
barnold - 6/1/2011 4:50:08 PM - No activi                       6/1/2011 16:50
######### 7001024 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 In crated ceramic insulators north of 230 kV Circuit Breaker 22N  about 25 south of east-west pa  No barnold - 5/10/2011 12:17 PM  Nest with three large nestlings in east-facing edge of stacked (fou                                                               PNT_SSN-7001024 ############## 497063.862 3642148.69 5/19/2011 8:45 barnold barnold 0 5/13/2011 8:45 No Successfully fledged. Reducing the buffer to 20 feet or perhaps even less is not anticipated to impact the nest of this h                0 feet; within substation. Yes Yes
######### 5003356 House Wren No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 Nest in opening at top of steel beam to which insulators are attached approximately 25 feet abo  No 04/05/11 - Pair of house wrens carrying nest material to structure (J&M Dicus  R  Abe) 
12 Apr - H                                                                                                            PNT_SSN-5003356 4/5/2011 9:00 491744.27 3630891.06 ############## jdicus imaunsell 0 ############## No Nest successfully fledged. 60 feet buffer for construction:  A) Pair freely entered/exited the nest and did not appear disturbe                                                                                  0 feet; inside substation. 5/10/2011 0:00 5/10/2011 0:00 Buffer reduced to 60 feet. Yes No rradd - 5/23/2011 11:22:04 AM
No detections at nest  HOWR feeding at least 4 fledglings 100' S  p        5/23/2011 11:22
######### 7001425 Black Phoebe No Closed Alpine Underground - 301+001 0 Black phoebe nest found 4 feet high under bridge west of creek next to metal fence on north end o         No phoward - 5/10/2011 3:50:23 PM - Black phobe pair seen building nest 
shampton - 5/26/2011 1  PNT_SSN-7001425 ############## 525861.85 3632852.7 ############## phoward shampton 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        0 feet; inside work area. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes emorgan - 5/27/2011 10:17:10 AM
No activity has been seen at nest for 2 weeks. Closed. 5/27/2011 10:17

6/2/2011 7001429 Oak Titmouse No Closed EP91 0 Nest somewhere in elderberry (Sambucus mexicana)  Many cavities but didn't see which one it e               Yes Adult bringing food to cavity  Did not see which cavity it entered but it exited elderberry without                                                                                                                                                          PNT_SSN-7001429 5/10/2011 9:51 548190.637 3613272.21 6/2/2011 9:04 dbusby barnold 0 5/28/2011 9:02 No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this cavity nest with nestlings  provided that no s         10 feet from AR. Yes No pkonrad - 5/27/2011 11:28:00 AM
Adult(s) bringing food to nest regularly 
barnold - 5/31/2011 1                                                                                    6/2/2011 9:03
######### 7001430 California Thrasher No Closed EP91 0 Nest in southeast side of scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia) adjacent to sugar bush (Rhus ovata                               No Female flushed from nest but then returned; 3 eggs; female very secretive  dbusby - 5/10/2011 
                                               PNT_SSN-7001430 ############## 548500.125 3613199.71 ############## dbusby pkonrad 0 Yes No indication of what happened to this nest. 5-10 feet from pull  site boundary. No No pkonrad - 5/27/2011 1:39:37 PM
No nest or nest material found in this scrub oak or on the groun                5/27/2011 13:39
######### 7001431 California Thrasher No Closed EP90-1 AR 0 Nest approximately 4 feet high in southwest corner of sugar bush (Rhus ovata)  about 80 feet sou          No Female flushed from nest but then returned; 3 eggs; very secretive  dbusby - 5/10/2011 5:15:10 P                                            PNT_SSN-7001431 ############## 548383.482 3613223.8 ############## dbusby pkonrad 0 Yes Nest in excellent condition except l ining has been pulled up somewhat. Probably predated. 85 feet to AR. No pkonrad - 5/27/2011 2:01:07 PM
No sign of thrashers  eggs  egg shells  or nestlings at nest  in bu        5/27/2011 14:01
######### 7001433 Bushtit No Closed CP17-1 0 Active Bushtit nest located 5 feet high in top center of small oak / sumac shrub 83 feet west of ac             No jpawlicki - 5/11/2011 8:22:09 AM - Adults observed actively bringing food to nest 
21 May - Nest              PNT_SSN-7001433 5/11/2011 8:11 499875.491 3643208.55 5/24/2011 7:41 jpawlicki kalberts 0 Yes Nest appears depredated (holed at the platform) and dilapidated. Nest Buffer Modification Request: A NBM is requested for nest that allows thru-traffic through bu                                                                                   70 feet to existing AR. 5/20/2011 0:00 5/20/2011 0:00 Drive through access only. Yes No

6/2/2011 7001434 Bushtit No Closed EP91 AR 0 About 9 feet above ground in 12 foot tall  scrub oak (Quercus bereridifolia)  Thin scrub oak is a f                 Yes RAbe - 5/10/2011 1:48:34 PM - Pair of Bushtits observed building nest  which is approx  15% don                                                                                PNT_SSN-7001434 ############## 548609.68 3613353.02 6/2/2011 15:22 RAbe shampton 0 Yes Appears nest may have been predated. 5 feet to AR. No No pkonrad - 5/27/2011 1:00:47 PM
Top of nest has been torn into  with pieces of nest material han                  5/27/2011 13:00
######### 7001435 California Thrasher No Closed EP91 0 4 feet high in east side of sugar bush (Rhus ovata), just north of drainage. No RAbe - 5/10/2011 1:56:25 PM - Thrashers observed in area of nest acting agitated  Nest has l inin                               PNT_SSN-7001435 ############## 548583.332 3613328.58 ############## RAbe emorgan 0 No 75 feet from AR; 180 feet to perm pad ROW. No No
######### 7000912 California Towhee No Closed TL 639 - 775593 0 16 feet west of fence  4 feet up in oleander  55 feet from pole 75593 
Nest located  description mo        No Female observed building nest  - sritt - 4/27/2011 12:17:30 PM
3 May - CALT nesting activity conti                                                         PNT_SSN-7000912 ############## 491765.134 3630854.27 5/24/2011 7:39 sritt kalberts 0 Yes Nest destroyed by undetermined causes, but observation suggests predation. 70 ft buffer for construction:  A) Nearly 30 ft of dense vegetation occurs between the work site an                                                                                                               20 feet Buffer reduced to 70 feet for construction; 40 feet for thru-traffic. Yes Yes rradd - 5/23/2011 11:20:48 AM
23 May Nest destroyed -  no eggs on ground  Presume predated a                 5/23/2011 11:20
######### 7001436 Bushtit No Closed CP31-2 AR 0 15 feet above ground level on south (upslope) side of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). No 10 May - Nest appears complete with BUSH pair visiting but not yet incubating 0815  - RR
tfitanid                                    PNT_SSN-7001436 5/10/2011 8:18 503244.783 3645122.41 ############## rradd rradd 0 No No observational evidence supports any conclusions about the outcome of this nest except that      Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       77 feet to AR. 5/19/2011 0:00 5/19/2011 0:00 Drive through access only. No No rradd - 5/24/2011 7:22:00 PM
No BUSH detected at or near this location 1708-1738  Change to Cl  5/24/2011 19:22
######### 7001437 Western Meadowlark No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 Nest within 25 feet of Lark Sparrow but not found. No 10 May - Extremely agitated pair bringing food to nest 1235 - RR
17 May - No WEME detected in th                   PNT_SSN-7001437 ############## 499943.617 3643736.97 ############## rradd imaunsell 0 5/13/2011 0:00 No Successful fledge. 0 feet; within staked work l imits. No Yes
######### 7001438 Lark Sparrow No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 Woven cup nest 12 inches above ground level in small 36-inch tall  broom (Baccharis sarothroid No 10 May - LASP incubating 3 eggs 1305 - RR
17 May Nest intact but empty - presumably depredated       PNT_SSN-7001438 ############## 499941.754 3643732.92 ############## rradd imaunsell 0 No 0 feet; within staked work l imits. Yes Yes
######### 7001439 Bushtit No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 11 feet above ground level in lowest east-facing branch north of fig tree (Ficus sp )  overhanging   Yes 11 May - BUSH pair actively building nest  appears 75% complete 1022  - RR
16 May - BUSH exits               PNT_SSN-7001439 ############## 491651.37 3630956.5 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest was predated. 25 feet to AR. No rradd - 5/31/2011 9:31:39 AM
BUSH to nest 0906
rradd - 6/6/2011 12:42:34 PM
No detections dur                     6/14/2011 16:13
######### 7001440 Black Phoebe No Closed TL 6916 - 973035 0 Nest at chimney under eave of house adjacent to Structure 973035 
Pair agitated  showing reluct          No 11 May - BLPH pair carrying food to nest 1616  - RR
17 May - BLPH pair continue to provision this        PNT_SSN-7001440 ############## 493758.301 3640283.98 5/24/2011 8:59 rradd rradd 0 5/22/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. 40 feet to AR; 80 feet to staked work l imits. Yes Yes rradd - 5/24/2011 8:59:36 AM - No detections during 30 minute observation  Prior observation (     5/24/2011 8:59
######### 7001441 House Finch No Closed Scripps Substation 0 Within horizontal conduit on N side of Bank 31  Nest materialis visible in each of these 3 condu         No 11 May - HOFI visible in northernmost cavity 1500. - RR PNT_SSN-7001441 ############## 489467.179 3641444.56 ############## rradd rradd 0 No Highly tolerant species for which project precedent has aready been set  and current constructio                 0 feet; within substation. No No rradd - 5/27/2011 10:23:30 AM
 HOFI pr visit but do not enter  Behavioral obs  suggest this cavity        5/27/2011 10:23
######### 7001442 House Finch No Closed TL 6916 - 973035 0 16 feet above ground level on N side within Mexican fan palm NW of Structure 973035. No 11 May - HOFI female carrying nest material into palm 1632  - RR
17 May No HOFI detected durin      PNT_SSN-7001442 ############## 493791.774 3640270.36 ############## rradd phoward 0 No No evidence that a nest was completed. Blanket exemption for nesting birds already in place for this section of the Reconductor resident     50 feet from tower. No Yes rradd - 5/24/2011 9:04:53 AM
No HOFI detections coming to this tree during 30 min  obs  though                 6/2/2011 8:20
######### 7001443 Hooded Oriole No Closed TL 6916 - 973035 0 Nest visible 8 feet above ground level on East side of Mexican fan palm (Washingtonia robusta)                                                  No 11 May HOOR pr entrring and leaving top of palm 1628  - RR
17 May HOOR female exits 1132  ma     PNT_SSN-7001443 ############## 493792.682 3640271.4 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes HOOR have abandoned nest with egg  and appear to be building a new nest; disturbance is l ikely     A NBR from 100 feet to 30 feet is requested with the following restrictions:
•
A qualified Avian Biol                                                                                                                                                                    0 feet; inside staked l imits. 50 feet from pole. 30 feet Yes Yes rradd - 5/24/2011 9:03:34 AM
HOOR pr continue to enter and exit this tree  Male displays territo                                                                                                                                                   6/20/2011 15:14
######### 7001423 Killdeer No Closed Scripps Substation 0 Nest located on north side of 69 kV breaker  In center of yard  Almost under the danger sign hang    No vnovik - 5/10/2011 10:24:15 AM - One egg in nest  Female observed incubating  Male in area als PNT_SSN-7001423 ############## 489478.067 3641427.2 ############## vnovik sdhall 0 Yes Related by crew that crows or ravens had predated nest while kil ldeer adults tried to defend nes A) Nest is shielded by a 3 foot high wall   B) Placement of a sound barrier along the existing chai                                                                                                                 0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 25 feet. No No rradd - 5/27/2011 11:32:58 AM
Unable to see into this area of substation from outside  KILL obs                                                                                           6/10/2011 14:11
######### 7001018 Mourning Dove No Closed TL 6916 - 678468 0 Nest on cobbled ground with nest partially covered by deer weed  Location about 7 feet east of m             No MODO incubating 3 eggs  Bird did not flush from foot traffic at ca  2 ft distance from nest  - SJohn                      PNT_SSN-7001018 5/7/2011 14:52 490953.372 3640213.15 ############## sjohnston rradd 0 Yes Presumed predated. A reduction should not adversely affect the successful fledging of this nest for the following reas                                                                                                          25 feet to work area. ############### 5/12/2011 21:12 Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes Yes
######### 7001447 Loggerhead Shrike No Closed S2 Yard 0 phoward and fhoffman 5/12/11 - Nest is located within CY work l imits in desert encelia six feet e                    Yes phoward - 5/12/2011 7:36:38 AM - Nest found with four eggs; no nest visits but LOSH seen and h                              PNT_SSN-7001447 5/12/2011 7:32 589541.172 3624649.91 ############## phoward RAbe 0 No 0 feet; within yard. Yes Yes
######### 7001448 Least Bell’s Vireo No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 Approximately 1 5 feet above ground level on northeast side of laurel sumac (Malosma laurina)                 No kalberts - 5/12/2011 2:50:13 PM - Pair observed together  building nest from 0640-0645  
dbusby                                             PNT_SSN-7001448 ############## 491718.334 3630735.94 ############## kalberts dbusby 0 Yes Pair may have abandoned nest building for a better location and recent storm may have destroy    Not needed; beyond 300 foot buffer zone. 360 feet to south corner of substation. No No

6/7/2011 7001450 American Kestrel No Closed CP23 0 In TL6917 Tower Z103658   In lowest arm on north side of pole  about 40 to 45 feet above ground             Yes 12 May Observed male bring in mouse to nest  heard nestlings loudly begging   Nest is in actual                    PNT_SSN-7001450 5/12/2011 7:12 501344.349 3644779.52 6/7/2011 11:06 barnold rradd 0 6/6/2011 10:43 No Successful fledge. 0 feet; within work l imits; 70 feet from TC. Yes No eelias - 6/2/2011 4:07:55 PM
Elias monitored this nest on 5/31/2011  Biologist noted an adult fe                                                                     6/7/2011 11:06
6/7/2011 7001452 Ash-throated Flycatcher No Closed CP23 0 In TL 6917 Pole Z103658   Nest in opening created by a protruding metal plug about 25 feet abov                             Yes barnold & mkuehne - 5/12/2011 10:51 AM - Adult seen around the area over the course of three                                 PNT_SSN-7001452 ############## 501344.621 3644779.54 6/7/2011 10:43 barnold rradd 0 No No definitive breeding activity confirmed. 0 feet; within work l imits; 70 feet from TC. Yes No eelias - 6/2/2011 3:16:42 PM
Elias watched this pole for 20 minutes while monitoring a kestrel n                                                                 6/7/2011 10:42
6/4/2011 7001454 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - 299+50 0 8 feet high in northeastern section of large coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) approximately 10 f                         No RAbe - 5/12/2011 1:59:26 PM - Female ANHU building nest that is less than 10% Complete. PNT_SSN-7001454 ############## 525793.628 3632851.74 6/4/2011 13:23 RAbe tfitanides 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        20 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes emorgan - 5/27/2011 10:42:25 AM
Unable to locate nest 
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 1:23:34 PM
Nest is          6/4/2011 13:23
######### 7001456 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed TL 6916 - 774824 0 Approximately 40 feet from rock cairn at edge of road  2 5 feet up in chamise (Adenostoma fasci  Yes tcooper - 5/12/2011 - Female on nest  2 eggs and 2 newly hatched chicks 
tcooper - 5/19/2011 - A                         PNT_SSN-7001456 5/12/2011 9:20 492872.898 3640180.69 ############## tcooper tcooper 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       40 feet to AR; 510 feet to nearest pole. 5/17/2011 0:00 5/17/2011 0:00 Yes Yes

6/2/2011 7001458 Mourning Dove No Closed CP51-2 AR 0 13 feet above ground level on bent apical stem of center pepper tree (Schinus sp ) opposite chim      Yes 12 May - MODO brooding at least one small squab 0948  - RR
19 May  MODO no longer present              PNT_SSN-7001458 5/12/2011 9:55 509048.073 3638390.55 6/2/2011 15:09 rradd rradd 0 No Nest outcome unknown. 0 feet; within house area. No No
######### 7001460 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP51-2 AR 0 6 feet above ground level on east side of pepper tree (Schinus sp ) east of northeast corner of res Yes 12 May - ANHU female incubating 1 egg 1037  - RR
19 May ANHU female incubating 2 eggs 0911  - PNT_SSN-7001460 ############## 509072.928 3638442.17 ############## rradd rradd 0 ############## No Nest fledged successfully. 35 feet to AR, but within house area. No No rradd - 5/25/2011 12:55:53 PM
ANHU incubating 2 eggs 1250
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:04:47 PM
Two na                                           6/23/2011 10:43

6/8/2011 7001461 House Finch No Closed CP51-2 AR 0 12 feet above ground level in hanging cluster of pepper tree (Schinus sp ) branches above electri    Yes 12 May - Female HOFI on nest 1057. - RR
19 May HOFI on nest 1007. - RR PNT_SSN-7001461 ############## 509059.698 3638422.72 6/8/2011 12:06 rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest outcome indeterminate; predation seems likely. 74 feet to AR, but within house area. No No rradd - 5/25/2011 1:02:20 PM
HOFI on nest 1256
eelias - 6/4/2011 10:42:27 AM
Male feeding pee                      6/8/2011 12:05
6/3/2011 7001463 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 15 feet above ground level in top of exotic shrub adjacent to paved driveway at edge of low wate            Yes 12 May - LEGO female building nest  appears 50% complete 1446  - RR
19 May LEGO on nest 1419   PNT_SSN-7001463 ############## 510006.667 3638778.26 6/3/2011 10:20 rradd rradd 0 No Nest outcome indeterminate due to nest location. This nest should be treated l ike all  others for which NBR was granted to allow brief period of veg    10 feet to driveway. No No rradd - 5/25/2011 5:47:20 PM
Nest appears intact  but no LEGO visible during 30 min obs 
rradd -                6/3/2011 10:18
7/5/2011 7001464 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 12 feet above ground level in fork on south side of mulberry tree (Morus alba) immediately adja                       Yes PNT_SSN-7001464 5/13/2011 7:15 518226.624 3634589.66 7/5/2011 9:11 rradd imaunsell 0 No Buffer should be reduced accordingly to approved nest buffer modifications for other nesting bi         10 feet to new structure. Yes No 13 May - LEGO female constructing nest with material from BUSH nest, appears complete 0650. - RR
vnovik - 5/20/2011 5:10:48 PM
NO activity at nest. Nest appears damaged from rains.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:02:55 PM
Nest inactive. Observed Other LEGO removing material from  nest.
######### 5000528 Black Phoebe No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Under roof overhang of 1 story wood house on property to southwest of Bauer Bridge. No 2 BLPH seen very close to nests  but not actually seen using nests  Could be last year's nests that                                     PNT_SSN-5000528 2/15/2011 0:00 518189.235 3634576.94 ############## bclaxton vnovik 0 No 22 feet from existing access road. No No

7/5/2011 7001019 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Yellow-colored nest approximately 25 feet up western sycamore (Platanus racemosa) in a branc               Yes PNT_SSN-7001019 5/9/2011 12:12 518238.681 3634597.24 7/5/2011 8:48 dbusby imaunsell 0 ############## No 34 feet ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No  dbusby - 5/9/2011 12:15:16 PM
Observed female going to and from nest 
13 May BCHU female on                                                                                                                    6/17/2011 17:07
7/5/2011 7001453 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Underneath Bauer bridge  It is 9 feet above ground on 13th rebar bracket from the northeast end                         No PNT_SSN-7001453 ############## 518245.113 3634586.79 7/5/2011 8:49 emorgan imaunsell 0 ############## No The nest is on the bridge itself  and effectively means work cannot occur  even with approved con      0 feet, nest is inside work l imits. No No emorgan - 5/12/2011 3:16:59 PM - Nest contains 2 hummingbird nestlings about a week old.  Adult came to the nest to feed the chicks.
13 May - Nesting activity continues 1150. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 1:12:51 PM
Observed two nestlings being feed while foot traffic was overhead. Birds appear unaffected by construction activity.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:34:00 PM
two nestlings in nest. female feeding young.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:01:01 PM
Nestlings have fledged and left the nest. Nest removed.
######### 7001467 Northern Mockingbird No Closed JVR 12kV - Pole 47 0 Nest located in a mesquite tree approximately 20 feet east by wood pole #47  Nest is clearly visi                Yes kkilpatrick - 5/13/2011 10:26:55 AM - A pair of northern mockingbirds was observed in the area                                                                                                                                                   PNT_SSN-7001467 ############## 577662.209 3610570.14 ############## kkilpatrick imaunsell 0 No 20 feet from existing 12 kVpole. No No pkonrad - 5/31/2011 11:15:59 AM
Nest appears unused but territorial mockingbird flew to nearb                                                                                                                6/14/2011 12:52
######### 7001470 California Towhee No Closed CP25-2 0 In black sage (Salvia mellifera)/chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum) directly adjacent to access No blohstroh - 5/13/2011 4:19:51 PM - 3 chicks  week old+  female feeding and removing fecal sack                      PNT_SSN-7001470 ############## 502136.859 3644768.95 ############## blohstroh rradd 0 5/21/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. 15 feet to AR; 160 feet to pad. No No
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######### 7001471 Lesser Nighthawk No Closed Dunaway Yard 0 Nest is underneath creosote bush (Larrea tridentata) 30 feet south from yard. No emorgan - 5/13/2011 2:45:44 PM - Adult is incubating one egg.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - 
 PNT_SSN-7001471 ############## 612743.021 3625442.72 ############## emorgan pkonrad 0 No 25 feet; mapped boundary is greater distance. No Yes
######### 5000855 Bushtit No Closed CP40-2 0 5 feet high in Ceanothus. (Not sure if same nest, observed in manzanita). No Pair repeatedly observed building nest - sritt - 4/19/2011 5:26:59 PM 

kkilpatrick - 5/9/2011 12:                                   PNT_SSN-5000855 ############## 505646.957 3641881.06 ############## sritt rradd 0 No 0 feet; within permanent construction pad. Yes
######### 7001472 House Finch No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 4 feet high in hole in front of flatbed trailer. No Pair of HOFI copulating directly above nest and repeatedly visiting trailer  One egg in nest 

RAbe -                PNT_SSN-7001472 ############## 568893.578 3618099.74 ############## sritt RAbe 0 No Had one egg upon discovery; not a candidate. 0 feet, in yard, on flatbed; 10 feet from AR. No Yes
######### 7001474 House Finch No Closed Suncrest Substation 0 Nest location is in large heavy construction equipment (rock dril l). No Nest 50% complete  No eggs or nestlings  Bird observed actively building nest 5-13-2011 
vnovik -                                  PNT_SSN-7001474 ############## 529838.531 3630029.61 ############## sjohnston tfitanides 0 No - The nest location is within a cavity providing a protective buffer from visual and acoustic distu                                                                          0 feet: within substation footprint on machinery. Buffer reduced to 5 feet. Yes Yes tfitanides - 5/23/2011 3:25:48 PM
Nest closed by data from previous nest monitoring.
 5/23/2011 15:25
######### 7000947 Bushtit No Closed EP93 0 Approximately 11 feet above ground in scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia)  1 foot below canopy           No RAbe - 4/30/2011 10:18:36 AM Adult Bushtits observed carrying food to nestlings 
PKonrad - 5/6/                                                      PNT_SSN-7000947 ############## 548850.138 3613659.01 ############## RAbe pkonrad 0 Yes Probably predation or wind blow out. A NBM call ing for a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 55 feet is appropriate for the Bushtit nest  T                                                                         55 feet 5/12/2011 0:00 5/12/2011 0:00 Buffer reduced to 55 feet. Yes No pkonrad - 5/27/2011 12:17:21 PM
Nest is no longer in scrub oak, or below it - closed. 5/27/2011 12:17

6/7/2011 7000964 Western Scrub-Jay No Closed TL 6916 - 678465 0 Nest is between two houses in non-native shrub with dark pink flowers (Bougainvil lea sp ) near                 Yes phoward - 5/3/2011 11:13:51 AM - Bird seen taking large twigs to nest site 
11 May Nest not mon                        PNT_SSN-7000964 5/3/2011 11:11 490981.731 3640465.36 6/7/2011 15:43 phoward rradd 0 No Nest is located in a residential area  Work will  be done with bucket trucks  Additionally  the area                                                                                                           70 feet from access road. Buffer reduced to 40 feet. Yes Yes eelias - 6/4/2011 12:33:02 PM
Nest tree was monitored for 20 minutes  There was no activity at t                      6/7/2011 15:43
######### 5000434 Mourning Dove No Closed TL 6916 - Z678467 0 Nest located approximately 3' off ground in Opuntia patch. No Nest sti l l  active as of 2/25/2011  Old nest ID 128  new nest ID 021411KA1  No Work
12 Apr - MOD                                                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000434 ############## 490960.955 3640354.29 ############## rfletcher rradd 0 5/15/2011 0:00 No Successfully fledged. Nest is well-concealed within large exotic Opuntia  and cannot be seen from any work area   Buf                                                                                                                  30 feet from access road. ############### 5/12/2011 15:06 Buffer reduced to 15 feet. Yes Yes
######### 7001477 Lark Sparrow No Closed Wilson Yard 0 Ground nest located under California Buckwheat (Eriogonum fasciculatum)  Outside constructio                         No ghuffman - 5/15/2011 2:25:11 PM - LASP female flushed from nest and observed three nestlings       PNT_SSN-7001477 ############## 531393.824 3630534.97 ############## ghuffman emorgan 0 No Blanket exemption already in place for yard perimeter buffers. 8 feet from construction yard l imits. 0 feet No Yes tfitanides - 6/1/2011 9:40:26 AM
Nest empty  Presumed to have fledged successfully as per May 1  6/1/2011 9:40
######### 7001478 Ash-throated Flycatcher No Closed Wilson Yard 0 Approximately 12 feet up in large Engelmann oak (Quercus engelmannii)  10 feet south of si lt fen No Saw pair going to nest location repeatedly; female brought material in. ahil l  - 5/14/2011. PNT_SSN-7001478 ############## 531047.544 3630492.68 ############## ahill emorgan 0 No Blanket exemption already in place for yard perimeters and Bell  Bluff Truck Trail. 30 feet from AR. 0 feet No Yes tfitanides - 5/23/2011 3:47:27 PM
ATFL pair presumed to be nesting in the area  Pair is frequentin                                                      6/6/2011 8:57
######### 7000965 Hutton's Vireo No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 35 feet above ground level on east side crown of 2nd fig (Ficus sp ) from substation on south sid         Yes 3 May - Both sexes actively constructing nest 0920  Appears 60% complete  - RR
11 May - HUVI on                           PNT_SSN-7000965 5/3/2011 9:33 491676.176 3630914.13 ############## rradd rradd 0 ############## No Nest outcome indeterminate due to inaccessible location. Previous observations project fledging to about 11 June, suggesting this attempt was successful. 5 feet to AR; 50 feet to substation. No No rradd - 5/31/2011 7:49:10 AM - HUVI on nest 0655 
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:33:56 AM - HUVI feeding n                   6/14/2011 16:10
######### 7001480 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed CP82-1 0 17 feet above ground level over edge of AR on knot of leaves at end of sycamore (Platanus racem  No 14 May - Female LEGO constructing nest  appears 40% complete 1554  - RR
20 May LEGO female c           PNT_SSN-7001480 ############## 518836.579 3636147.51 ############## rradd emorgan 0 Yes Nest outcome indeterminate. Exemption for nesting birds along this access road was already in place at the time of this nest's 0 feet; within AR. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Buffer remains, but thru-passage allowed. No No rradd - 5/26/2011 2:41:40 PM
LEGO female on nest 1432 
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:07:57 PM
Nest has fa   6/4/2011 16:07
######### 7001481 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 20 feet above ground level in hanging branch end of second fig tree (Ficus sp ) from sub entry ga             Yes 16 May - BCHU female finishing nest construction 0700  Long intervals off nest  so no eggs yet  -           PNT_SSN-7001481 5/16/2011 8:22 491671.383 3630912.85 ############## rradd emorgan 0 6/12/2011 0:00 No Presumed fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       45 feet from substation. 60 feet from AR. No No rradd - 5/31/2011 7:51:03 AM - Female BCHU on nest 0712
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:35:22 AM - BCHU r                            6/14/2011 15:37
######### 7001482 California Towhee No Closed TL 6916 - 774820 0 2 feet above ground level in black sage (Salvia mellifera) approximately 10 feet south of AR  opp                 No 16 May - CALT carrying food to at least 2 altricial nestlings 1557. - RR PNT_SSN-7001482 ############## 492217.041 3639871.29 ############## rradd emorgan 0 5/21/2011 0:00 No Nest appears to have been successful. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       10 feet from AR. Yes Yes rradd - 5/23/2011 4:51:20 PM - Nest is empty with single dropping on floor  CALT capable of leav         5/23/2011 16:51
######### 7001483 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 16 feet above ground level on south side of 3rd fig tree (Ficus sp ) from sub entry gate  tucked in                   Yes 16 May - ANHU female on nest  only brief intervals away but no feeding  Presume incubation  - R            PNT_SSN-7001483 5/16/2011 8:29 491659.587 3630917.28 ############## rradd emorgan 0 6/3/2011 0:00 No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       85 feet from AR. No No rradd - 5/31/2011 7:50:13 AM - Large feathered young in nest 0711 
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:39:51 AM                   6/6/2011 9:40
######### 7001485 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Located in mulberry (Morus alba) 6 feet up at edge of work l imits  Nest location inside bottom po                                     No PNT_SSN-7001485 5/16/2011 9:07 518227.832 3634587.45 6/28/2011 9:40 sjohnston imaunsell 0 6/19/2011 7:26 No Successfully fledged. 8 feet ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No sjohnston - 5/17/2011 1:26:55 PM Female incubating 2 eggs 
sjohnston - 5/18/2011 8:37:21 AM                                                                                                                                                       6/20/2011 7:26
######### 7001486 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Nest about 20 feet up in oak (Quercus agrifolia)  Observer would be directly under nest if they st             No Female exhibits no signs of stress related to construction involved with instalation of sound bla PNT_SSN-7001486 5/16/2011 9:24 518210.375 3634582.45 6/28/2011 9:52 sjohnston imaunsell 0 Yes Unknown cause of failure  Nesting chronology does not fit successful fledge of nest  Bird was observed incubating during work activities early in the morning  Bird was not observed on nest after                                                   3 feet from work l imit. ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No sjohnston - 5/17/2011 3:54:14 PM
Nest building obervsed  Nest 60% complete 
sjohnston - 5/17/2                                                                                                                                   6/9/2011 13:57
######### 7001489 Song Sparrow No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 Nest is about 5 feet from the stream on east side of stream  Nest is in Italian thistle (Carduus pyc                    No eelias - 5/12/2011 12:18:37 PM  Nest was found when female flew in and landed on nest  She wa                                                            PNT_SSN-7001489 ############## 511784.601 3639222.79 ############## eelias emorgan 0 6/3/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. 50 feet from AR. No No rradd - 5/25/2011 5:18:06 PM - 2 SOSP nestlings aged approximately 2 days  being fed by adults                            6/3/2011 9:07

7/5/2011 7001491 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 15 feet above ground in oak tree (Quercus agrifolia) l imb  Visible from directly above if standing         No Bird began building nest while construction was occuring on site. PNT_SSN-7001491 ############## 518208.11 3634585.94 7/5/2011 10:10 sjohnston imaunsell 0 No 2 feet from staked work l imits. ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No sjohnston - 5/17/2011 2:34:38 PM
Active nest building ca  10% complete  Birds began building n                                                                                                             6/17/2011 17:11
######### 7001493 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed CP21 0 Nest approximately 3 feet high in black sage (Salvia mellifera)  Directly between yellow flag (10               No 5/16/11 - 3 eggs  observe nest exchange  Candidate for NBR since nest is down steep slope and b                                                                                                             PNT_SSN-7001493 5/17/2011 7:04 501222.704 3644330.18 ############## dbusby dbusby 0 6/7/2011 10:38 No Successfully fledged. Candidate for NBR to 240 feet since nest is down steep slope and blocked by dense vegetation th                                                                                                     240 feet to work l imits. Buffer reduced to 240 feet with drive through access only. No dbusby - 5/27/2011 3:07:53 PM
dbusby - 5/23/2011 3:48:18 PM - Female sitting on nest with ma                                                  6/13/2011 10:43
######### 5000781 Say's Phoebe No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 In transformer, behind radiator and above fan in southeast corner of Bank 71. Yes Nest with two young  Adult observed bringing food  barnold - 4/12/2011 8:56:07 AM 
19 Apr - Fee                                                                                                                                                 PNT_SSN-5000781 4/12/2011 8:44 497136.135 3642031.52 ############## barnold barnold 0 ############## No Nest successfully fledged. SDG&E needs to install  new transformer before 5-year warranty expires  Proposed work encroac                                   0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 70 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 2:38:40 PM
Nest with at least four House Finch nestlings 
barnold - 6/9/2011              6/16/2011 14:22

6/1/2011 5000875 House Finch No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 On south side of transformer unit (Transformer Bank 70), on top of screen for Fan 39. No barnold - 21 April  2011 9:10:54 AM - Five eggs in nest   Adults in and around transformer unit 
26                                                                                                           PNT_SSN-5000875 ############## 497078.363 3642035.57 6/1/2011 13:35 barnold barnold 0 No SDG&E needs to install  new transformer before 5-year warranty expires  Proposed work encroac                                           0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes barnold - 5/26/2011 9:49:58 AM
Nest successfully fledged at least one young 
barnold - 6/1/2011    6/1/2011 13:34
7/5/2011 7000953 House Wren No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 14 feet above ground level in cap of metal power pole strapped to wood pole at edge of access ro           Yes PNT_SSN-7000953 ############## 518201.834 3634599.27 7/5/2011 9:52 rradd imaunsell 100 ############## No The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install  large acoustical noise blankets between nests an                                                                                                   5 feet  to AR. Buffer reduced to 50 feet. Yes No 30 Apr - HOWR singing and entering this cavity over several visits  - RR
6 May - HOWR remains a                                                                                                                                                  6/27/2011 17:31
6/7/2011 5000882 House Finch No Closed Scripps Substation 0 Nest is located on top of three conduits on southwest corner of building number 998303. Yes emorgan - 4/22/2011 8:49:22 AM - Nest contains four eggs  We did not see any birds approach t                                            PNT_SSN-5000882 4/22/2011 8:37 489466.969 3641465.23 6/7/2011 17:05 emorgan rradd 0 Yes Nest outcome unknown but unlikely to have been affected by construction. 100 feet from nearest conductor replacement. Buffer reduced to 30 feet. No No rradd - 5/27/2011 11:35:33 AM - HOFI fly in and out of this area 3 times during 30 minute observ                                    6/7/2011 17:03
######### 5000424 Cactus Wren No Closed JVR 12kV - Pole P2466095 0 In yucca in middle of 12Kv access road; will  affect new 12Kv pole installation  (Location on map                  Yes Cactus wren pair duet called from 7 feet high perch 75 feet east of newly built nest - yellow buffe                                                                                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5000424 2/7/2011 0:00 578268 3610718 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 No Never any evidence of eggs or nestlings; apparently an alternate nest. A) The nest has been monitored for more than one month and has had intermittent activity at bes                                                                                                                   80 feet; 12kv AR. 0 feet Yes No pkonrad - 5/26/2011 10:25:20 AM
Entrance looks recently used; wren call ing and acting territori                                                                                              6/27/2011 11:07

6/7/2011 7001457 Bushtit No Closed CP24-1 0 4 feet up (near crown) of a black sage (Salvia mellifera). Yes 12 May Observed a pair of BUSH bringing small bits of nesting material into the nest  -SJ
18 May        PNT_SSN-7001457 5/12/2011 9:19 501601.862 3644763.44 6/7/2011 11:08 sjohnston rradd 0 No Nest outcome indeterminate. 35 feet Yes Yes eelias - 6/2/2011 3:13:28 PM
Elias visited this nest for 20 minutes on 5/31/2011  There was no a                              6/7/2011 11:07
######### 7001496 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed EP78 0 Small hummingbird nest 2 feet up in California buckwheat (Eriogonum fasciculatum)  Adult obse                 No Adult flushed upon arrival and stayed in the area  One egg observed in the nest  05/16/2011 (C A                                             PNT_SSN-7001496 ############## 544328.513 3613453.91 ############## callen emorgan 0 No 15 feet from AR. No No pkonrad - 5/27/2011 6:06:42 PM
Did not find nest with questionable coordinates and description                                     6/8/2011 14:38
######### 7001497 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 0 Upper Alpine Yard, adjacent to crane truck storage area on lower yard. Yes barnold - 5/15/2011 1:20 PM  Within existing ESA established for host plant adjacent to fork of                                                       PNT_SSN-7001497 ############## 520242.298 3634176.51 ############## barnold imaunsell 0 No Blanket exemption in effect for this nest  as nest was begun after construction activites had com 6 feet from yard l imits. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 15 feet Yes Yes jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 9:46:00 AM
At least one fully feathered nestling observed in nest and being                                                                                6/14/2011 12:55

6/1/2011 7001449 California Towhee No Closed CP22-1 0 100 feet south of pole in small laurel sumac(Malosma laurina)/buckwheat (Eriogonum fascicula             No tfitanides - 5/12/2011 7:47:49 AM - 2-3 naked nestlings  Parent flushed at 15 feet 
18 May 3 feath                         PNT_SSN-7001449 5/12/2011 7:46 501211.134 3644454.94 6/1/2011 13:51 tfitanides rradd 0 No Timeline suggests successful fledge l ikely. •
The nest is located downslope from the construction work area which provides a natural sound                                                                                           90 feet Buffer reduced to 80 feet. Yes Yes
6/3/2011 7001469 Black-tailed Gnatcatcher No Closed JVR 12 kV - P42226 0 2 5 feet up in northeast (south?) side of shrub  Shrub has dirt mounds on north and south sides  No RAbe - 5/13/2011 10:42:19 AM - Female incubating 
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No gnatcatchers foun                                                 PNT_SSN-7001469 ############## 578267.903 3610858.48 6/3/2011 12:52 RAbe barnold 0 No •
The female Gnatcatcher showed a tolerance to human disturbance by not flushing from the nest                                                                                                              50 feet Buffer reduced to 45 feet. No No pkonrad - 5/31/2011 12:13:48 PM
No eggs; no birds; appears inactive - closed. 5/31/2011 12:13
######### 7000939 House Finch No Closed San Luis Rey Substation 0 Located in center of Substation at the base of an insulator east of breaker 4T   Nest is approxima           No kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:28:31 PM - A pair of house finches were observed entering and exiting                                               PNT_SSN-7000939 ############## 468822.029 3674814.22 ############## kkilpatrick sritt 0 No - House finches as a species are accustomed to human activity and frequently nest within man-m                                                   0 feet; in substation. Buffer reduced to 25 feet. Yes Yes
######### 7000942 House Finch No Closed San Luis Rey Substation 0 Nest is located on east side of Substation inside a 15 - foot long rectangular metal framework at            No kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:38:07 PM - A small stick nest can be seen inside a metal framework o                                                           PNT_SSN-7000942 ############## 468855.177 3674829.26 ############## kkilpatrick sritt 0 No - House finches as a species are accustomed to human activity and frequently nest within man-m                                                   0 feet; inside substation. Buffer reduced to 25 feet. Yes Yes

6/2/2011 7001426 California Towhee No Closed CP18 0 Nest located approximately 70 feet south of access road in a laurel sumac (Malosma laurina) b                  No kkilpatrick - 5/11/2011 12:34:23 PM - Agitated adult made repeated alarm calls when nest was a                                              PNT_SSN-7001426 ############## 500479.816 3643784.51 6/2/2011 9:35 kkilpatrick imaunsell 0 Yes Unknown, but wind damage or predation are assumed. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that speeds are kept below 15            70 feet from AR. 5/18/2011 0:00 5/18/2011 0:00 Drive through access only. Yes No tcooper - 6/1/2011 11:26:23 AM
nest empty, partialy destroyed 6/1/2011 11:26
6/6/2011 7001444 California Towhee No Closed CP19-1 0 2.5 feet up in center of Baccharis shrub, 25 feet from road. No tfitanides - 5/11/2011 9:32:44 AM - Three eggs on nest 
18 May CALT incubating 3 eggs 1048  - RR                PNT_SSN-7001444 5/11/2011 9:30 500256.617 3643961.72 6/6/2011 14:40 tfitanides dbusby 0 6/6/2011 14:39 No Successfully fledged. The vegetation in this area should remain intact as long as this nest or others are within this pa                      0 feet; within yard l imits. 5/18/2011 0:00 5/18/2011 0:00 Drive through access only. No rradd - 5/24/2011 2:20:54 PM
Food carrying CALT and agitation at 25' 
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:50:52                             6/6/2011 14:39
######### 7001445 Rufous-crowned Sparrow No Closed CP18 0 Location on hil lside approximate. No tfitanides - 5/11/2011 4:12:45 PM - Pair seen gathering nesting material  Exact location of nest u                          PNT_SSN-7001445 ############## 500055.107 3643880.94 ############## tfitanides imaunsell 0 No Nest never confirmed. The vegetation in this area should remain intact as long as this nest or others are within this pa                      50-70 feet 5/18/2011 0:00 5/18/2011 0:00 Drive through access only. No No rradd - 5/24/2011 3:06:02 PM
 No detections by multiple obs. Change to Closed. 5/24/2011 15:06

6/2/2011 5000845 Greater Roadrunner No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 2 feet above ground level in center of large roadside Opuntia (prickly pear) patch  View from wes No 18 Apr - GRRO on nest with 4 eggs  Flushed at 8 feet when observed - 1644 - RR 
25 Apr - GRRO inc                                        PNT_SSN-5000845 ############## 499928.308 3643850.64 6/2/2011 9:29 rradd imaunsell 0 5/28/2011 0:00 No Successful fledge. Buffer was not reduced  but asked to be driven through to allow air track toi be transported from                                             25 feet to AR. 5/18/2011 0:00 5/18/2011 0:00 One-time reduction to allow air track drive through access only (5/18/11). Yes Yes rradd - 5/24/2011 3:18:06 PM - At least one large GRRO nestling remains on nest 1230 
rradd - 6              6/1/2011 10:47
######### 7001427 California Towhee No Closed CP18 0 Nest is located approximately 60 feet north of CP18 stake and 4 feet north of access road beneat                                                          No kkilpatrick - 5/11/2011 10:18:33 AM - Three young nestlings with new  sparse white down observ                                         PNT_SSN-7001427 ############## 500675.336 3643321.12 5/24/2011 8:17 kkilpatrick RAbe 0 No - Work at the site will  occur 70 feet or more from the nest 
- A monitor will  be present to prevent e                         4 feet Buffer reduced to 70 feet. Yes No
######### 7001424 California Towhee No Closed EP221A 0 Nest is located 3 feet high near top of scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia) between large rocks  Fo    No phoward - 5/11/2011 12:11:45 PM - 3 eggs in nest  female seen incubating 
3 nestlings in nest  ey              PNT_SSN-7001424 ############## 571310.561 3613572.84 ############## phoward mkuehn 0 No Nest fate uncertain. A nest buffer reduction (NBR) from 100 feet to 45 feet is requested for active California Towhee ne                                                                                                      60 feet Buffer reduced to 45 feet. Yes No mkuehn - 5/27/2011 3:47:29 PM
mkuehn 27 May 2011 - Nest empty  Did not detect adults or youn                       5/27/2011 15:47
######### 7001475 Bushtit No Closed Alpine Underground - Staging Area N of I-8 0 Nest is approximately 15 feet high in laurel sumac (Malsoma laurina) on northwest side  Site is    No vnovik - 5/16/2011 10:30:52 AM - Observed bushtit flush from nest 
PKonrad - 6/9/2011 - Bushtit                                         PNT_SSN-7001475 ############## 525143.708 3632992.91 ############## vnovik pkonrad 100 No •
This pair of bushtits clearly has a high tolerance for noise  and constant human activities nearb                                                                                               60 feet from staging area. Buffer reduced to 45 feet. Yes Yes emorgan - 5/27/2011 11:50:36 AM
Nest looks complete but male observed bringing nesting mate                                                                                     6/24/2011 12:20
######### 7001499 House Wren No Closed TL 639 - 171628 0 Nest located within a 5-foot tall  gas pipeline pole east of approved access road. No mdicus - 5/19/2011 - Adult HOWR observed repeatedly carrying food into opening in top of pole  PNT_SSN-7001499 5/19/2011 7:23 495601.962 3634413.05 ############## mdicus emorgan 0 6/11/2011 0:00 No Presumed successfully fledged. 35 feet from AR. Yes No rradd - 5/31/2011 2:53:05 PM - HOWR carries food to nest in pipe 1452 
rradd - 5/31/2011 3:00                                                 6/15/2011 11:27
######### 7001500 Black-headed Grosbeak No Closed TL 639 - 171760 0 Approximately 5 feet up in medium sized Ceanothus  In outer branches to the northwest  Easily v       No tfitanides 5/19/2011 2:00:08 PM Nest exchange observed; parents both incubating.

 PNT_SSN-7001500 ############## 496540.22 3638961.2 ############## tfitanides emorgan 0 No No impacts to this nest are anticipated due to vehicular traffic provided that no stopping  standi        90 feet from AR. 5/20/2011 0:00 5/20/2011 0:00 Drive through access only. Yes Yes jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 12:28:54 PM
Male observed feeding at least one downy nestling in nest 
tfi                         6/10/2011 12:03
######### 7001501 Song Sparrow No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Nest on the east side of the stream along bank   Not visible from west side of stream bank  Nest i           No Observed SOSP bringing a large amount of nesting material into nest location  Exact nest locatio                                            PNT_SSN-7001501 ############## 518238.017 3634554.06 ############## sjohnston sjohnston 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. 60 feet ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No No vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:55:30 AM - SOSP near nest  not observed entering nest 
vnovik - 5/31/2011                                                                                         6/16/2011 17:20
######### 5003372 Western Bluebird No Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 pullsite - driveway entry 0 Nest cavity 7 feet above ground on north side of dead California sycamore (Platanus racemosa)                Yes 04/08/11 - Female carrying food item into cavity  male perching nearby (M  Dicus  R  Abe) 
13 Apr                                                                                 PNT_SSN-5003372 4/6/2011 7:54 514343.615 3639352.18 6/17/2011 7:48 mdicus rradd 0 6/17/2011 7:26 No Nest successfully fledged. Driveway improvement work consists of one day of survey staking with 2-3 person crew  then on               32 feet No No rradd - 5/26/2011 8:19:12 AM
WEBL pr feeding nest at 5 min intervals 0706
rradd - 6/3/2011 3:37                                                                           6/17/2011 7:48
######### 7001503 Mourning Dove No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 7 feet above ground level in flat fork near end of branch on north side of pepper tree (Schinus sp            Yes 19 May MODO incubating two eggs 0913. - RR PNT_SSN-7001503 5/19/2011 9:19 509077.806 3638438.31 ############## rradd emorgan 0 Yes Observations suggest nest failure due to predation. 65 feet from AR. No No rradd - 5/25/2011 12:56:21 PM
MODO on nest 1249
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:03:38 PM
14:46 One just-                                 6/13/2011 18:25
######### 7001504 Bushtit No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 15 feet above ground level in leaf cluster of hanging coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) bough  85            Yes 19 May BUSH to nest 0705, exiting 1211. - RR PNT_SSN-7001504 ############## 509262.757 3638284.61 ############## rradd rradd 100 No 25 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/2/2011 2:56:13 PM
BUSH pr  to and from nest 13:12
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:17:37 PM
No BU                                                       6/30/2011 12:12
######### 7001505 Bullock's Oriole No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 South side of Mexican fan palm (Washingtonia robusta). No 19 May BUOR pr. entering and exiting at regular intervals 1510.  - RR PNT_SSN-7001505 ############## 510087.42 3638833.6 ############## rradd emorgan 0 6/6/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. 75 feet from ROW. No No rradd - 5/25/2011 5:19:12 PM - BUOR pair bringing food to this nest 1645
rradd - 6/3/2011 10:1                                     6/8/2011 13:41
######### 7001506 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed CP64-2 AR 0 Yellow nest 16 feet above ground level in hanging green frond of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifoli                     Yes 19 May BCHU female on complete nest 1712. - RR PNT_SSN-7001506 ############## 514311.543 3639378 6/24/2011 8:44 rradd rradd 100 Yes Observations indicate failure due to natural causes. 4 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/3/2011 4:03:32 PM
26 May BCHU female on nest 0842 
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:05:34 PM
Afte                                                         6/24/2011 8:40
######### 7000949 Western Scrub-Jay No Closed EP92 0 4 feet up in south part of sugarbush (Rhus ovata). Yes shampton - 4/30/2011 11:31:11 AM  Pair close-by  watching us when we approached nest  No eg                                                                    PNT_SSN-7000949 ############## 548732.15 3613480.18 5/24/2011 7:50 shampton imaunsell 0 No 25 feet Yes No imaunsell  - 5/24/2011 7:50:21 AM
Nest status change to closed due to comments provided  An ac            5/24/2011 7:50
######### 7001468 California Thrasher No Closed JVR 12kV - Pole 47 0 Nest is located approximately 150 feet east of wood pole #47  6 feet south of a mesquite tree (Pr                       No kkilpatrick - 5/13/2011 10:15:45 AM - One fledgling was seen with an adult about 100 feet from                                                                                    PNT_SSN-7001468 ############## 577690.261 3610566.42 ############## kkilpatrick imaunsell 0 No 120 feet from wood pole; no staked work area. No No
######### 7001479 Rock Wren No Closed Suncrest Substation 0 In a rock crevice  eastern facing  located about 60 feet from nearest access road  Nest is approxi        No ahil l  - 5/14/2011 8:10:41 PM - Female is on nest for extended amounts of time  At least one egg i                                                 PNT_SSN-7001479 ############## 529725.537 3629999.68 ############## ahill emorgan 0 Yes Chicks were wet and have been dead for at least one full  day  On sunday  temps were very low an                                   The Rock Wrens have nested within the rubble while active construction has occurred in the area                                                                                                                                              0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 55 feet. Yes Yes ahil l  - 5/24/2011 8:02:03 PM
nestlings present  parents seen feeding 
ahil l  - 5/31/2011 3:32:57 P                                                    5/31/2011 15:32
######### 7001908 Wrentit No Closed TL 639 - Z171660 0 Nest about 1 foot high in interior of 3 foot tall  scrub oak (Quercus sp ) (Note: oak contains a red     No Nest partially (1/4) built; 2 adults observed in shrub; one adult observed bringing nesting mater        PNT_SSN-7001908 ############## 496489.539 3638845.36 ############## jpawlicki kalberts 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       50 feet ############### 5/25/2011 10:17 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes Yes imaunsell  - 5/25/2011 11:29:48 AM
Nest has had no progress since last visit  No adults observed         5/25/2011 11:29

6/7/2011 7001909 Common Raven No Closed TL 639 - 171653 0 Nest located on eastern section of top crossbar (pole 171653). Yes Date: 5/20/2011 - Adults observed on and near nest and at least two young observed in nest  Buf                      PNT_SSN-7001909 ############## 496311.963 3638215.31 6/7/2011 7:00 jpawlicki bfischer 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       0 feet 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes Yes imaunsell  - 5/25/2011 1:22:31 PM
2 well  developed and feather young present in nest 
emorgan -                                                                                                                                               6/7/2011 7:00
######### 7001910 House Finch No Closed Helix Yard 0 Nest is located on the end of a partially assembled lattice tower arm  approximately  5 feet high                        No kkilpatrick - 5/20/2011 2:02:53 PM - A pair of house finches were observed carrying nest materi                          PNT_SSN-7001910 ############## 510378.377 3636797.97 5/24/2011 9:17 kkilpatrick emorgan 0 No 0 feet; in yard. Yes Yes emorgan - 5/24/2011 9:17:08 AM
There has been no progress on the nest since it was last checke          5/24/2011 9:17

6/2/2011 7001911 Bullock's Oriole No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Nest in roadside l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) about 15 feet high and 2 feet west of access road. No PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Drew found this oriole nest 5/14  but today we found 2 small feathered n                                                           PNT_SSN-7001911 ############## 535028.069 3612898.12 6/2/2011 15:21 pkonrad shampton 0 Yes Nest failed; strong wind and rain apparently blew 2 partly-feathered  near-fledging nestlings out                        Vehicular traffic should not impact this nest providing that no stopping standing or work occurs                     2 feet from AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains; through access only. No Yes pkonrad - 5/27/2011 3:22:34 PM
No orioles in area; nest appears abandoned after wind and rain     5/27/2011 15:22
######### 7001912 Black Phoebe No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Nest is on west side of wood building, under eave. No vnovik - 5/20/2011 8:38:39 AM
BLPH observed with nesting material 
vnovik - 5/23/2011 5:50:39                               PNT_SSN-7001912 5/20/2011 8:37 518182.765 3634574.75 ############## vnovik vnovik 0 Yes Unknown. Nestlings found dead in nest heavily infested with ants. 75 feet from AR. ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No No vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:46:45 AM
observed on nest  flushed on approach 
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:59:2                                                                  6/16/2011 17:30

7/5/2011 7001913 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 In far western mulberry tree (Morus alba) on east side of treem approximately 15 feet high. No vnovik - 5/20/2011 5:22:35 PM
Nest is approx 15-20% built  Nest was removed at 1645 through a                                 PNT_SSN-7001913 ############## 518222.07 3634586.26 7/5/2011 9:36 vnovik imaunsell 0 No 6 feet from AR. No No
######### 7001914 Bushtit No Closed CP70-3 AR 0 23 feet above ground level and 15 feet west of paved road in branches of coast l ive oak (Quercus              Yes 20 May - BUSH pair making food carry trips at 10 minute intervals 0935. - RR PNT_SSN-7001914 ############## 516900.445 3638450.05 ############## rradd emorgan 0 6/1/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged 15 feet from AR. No rradd - 5/26/2011 9:36:44 AM - BUSH pair bringing food to nest at 10 minute intervals 
rradd - 6/                       6/4/2011 10:57
######### 7001916 Common Yellowthroat No Closed CP70-3 AR 0 Approximately 25 feet west of paved road  down-slope in dense tangle of grape (Vitis girdiana)  w                         Yes 20 May - Intense territoriality  pair chasing and multiple trips into this thicket at 5 minute interv    PNT_SSN-7001916 ############## 516881.213 3638423.3 ############## rradd rradd 0 6/11/2011 0:00 No Observations indicate successful fledge. 25 feet from AR. No No rradd - 5/26/2011 9:38:41 AM - COYE continue to sing from this thicket 
rradd - 6/4/2011 11:00:3                                               6/17/2011 14:01
######### 7001917 House Finch No Closed CP70-3 AR 0 55feet above ground level in north-facing cavity formed by well-healed stub of old broken branc      Yes 20 May HOFI pr bringing and arranging grasses atthis cavity 1055. - RR PNT_SSN-7001917 ############## 516918.151 3638442.31 ############## rradd emorgan 0 Yes Nest destroyed by natural causes. 30 feet from AR. No No rradd - 5/26/2011 9:59:24 AM
Nest no longer present - presumed lost to weather 
Change to Close 5/26/2011 9:59
######### 7001918 Red-winged Blackbird No Closed CP80-1 AR 0 Nest in dense star thistle (Centaurea melitensis) patch within field of mustard 30 feet west of AR No 14 May - Territorial RWBL male singing adjacent  and flying to this area  where female observed                      PNT_SSN-7001918 ############## 519012.974 3636683.15 ############## rradd emorgan 0 No Nesting not initiated. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      30 feet from AR. ############### 4/25/2011 14:13 Buffer kept, but vehicular passage allowed No rradd - 5/26/2011 4:47:13 PM - No RWBL detected associating within this location during 30 min                              6/4/2011 16:50
######### 7001919 Song Sparrow No Closed CP82-1 AR 0 Streamside poison oak (Toxicodendron diversilobum) tangle  20 upslope from large solitary bou   No 20 May - SOSP pair carrying items into thicket 1455. - RR PNT_SSN-7001919 ############## 518814.685 3636097.72 ############## rradd emorgan 0 5/30/2011 0:00 No Nest outcome indeterminate but l ikely successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      12 feet from AR. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No rradd - 5/26/2011 4:07:00 PM - SOSP detected foraging adjacent and apparently nest guarding  b                               6/4/2011 13:41

6/6/2011 5000843 Bushtit No Closed CP25-2 0 Nest 3 feet above ground in black sage (Salvia mellifera). No mdicus - 4/18/2011 - Nest observed during construction monitoring - female carrying food to ne                                                                                                                   PNT_SSN-5000843 ############## 502158.002 3644787.72 6/6/2011 9:02 mdicus imaunsell 0 Yes Predated. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact the nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or       20 feet from AR. No No rradd - 5/25/2011 8:11:34 AM
Nest on ground and torn to pieces from apparent mammalian pred       5/25/2011 8:11
######### 7001488 Bushtit No Closed CP29-1 0 Five feet up in mahogany (Cercocarpus minutoflora)  Nest is in south side of bush over west-edg   Yes Nest appears completed  Pair of BUSH in area  Adult observed flushing from nest site  -tfitanides                                       PNT_SSN-7001488 ############## 503233.538 3644915.12 ############## tfitanides rradd 100 ############## No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       7 feet from AR. 5/19/2011 0:00 5/19/2011 0:00 Drive through access only. Yes No rradd - 5/24/2011 4:46:32 PM
Nest appears predated with extra large opening  but BUSH continu                                                                                               6/28/2011 16:16
######### 7001923 Western Kingbird No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 30 feet up in half assembled tower. No sjohnston - 5/23/2011 7:12:28 AM - Nest building observed  Nest about 10% complete 

Nest initia                                         PNT_SSN-7001923 5/23/2011 7:11 535952.201 3612940.95 ############## sjohnston imaunsell 0 No 0 feet; in yard, on tower. Yes Yes
######### 7001924 Rufous-crowned Sparrow No Closed CP17-1 0 Nest is located 1 foot high in base of bush/shrub below black rotting twig   Nest is located 120 fe            Yes phoward - 5/23/2011 8:24:08 AM - Nest found with four white eggs  Bird flushed from nest 
Close                    PNT_SSN-7001924 5/23/2011 8:16 500486.399 3642768.63 5/24/2011 7:10 phoward kalberts 0 No Not needed; beyond 100 foot buffer to any approved work area. 120 feet from edge of tower; 45 feet from AR. No No
######### 7001925 California Horned Lark No Closed CP17-1 0 Nest located on ground 5 feet west of access road to CP 16-1  It is underneath west side of small             No emorgan - 5/23/2011 11:06:18 AM - Nest contains 3 or 4 nestlings that are 3 to 4 days old  Adult      PNT_SSN-7001925 ############## 500209.195 3642860.96 ############## emorgan rradd 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  stopping  sta       700 feet from CP17-1; 5 feet from AR. Yes No tcooper - 6/1/2011 7:56:56 AM
nest empty   feather sheaths at bottom of nest
rradd - 6/13/2011 1              6/13/2011 12:24
######### 7001926 Western Kingbird No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Nest built in assembled tower about 25 feet in southwest corner of first tower when you enter 





Ne No sjohnston - 5/23/2011 7:12:28 AM - Nest building observed  Nest about 10% complete 
Adult obs                                           PNT_SSN-7001926 ############## 535968.061 3612969.43 5/31/2011 9:30 fhoffman tfitanides 0 Yes Storm. A pair of Western Kingbirds is constructing a nest in the southwest leg of an assembled portion o                                                                                                                                       0 feet; within yard. Buffer reduced to 50 feet. Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/27/2011 4:21:16 PM
Nest intact  but may be abandoned  No kingbirds observed in ar                           5/31/2011 9:30

6/6/2011 7001928 Western Kingbird No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Nest best viewed from rocks on west side  Walk up trail  to right of tree  wrap around back and n                               No Adult observed near nest - fhoffman - 5/23/2011  
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - No kingbird activity at      PNT_SSN-7001928 ############## 534981.72 3612863.25 6/6/2011 15:50 fhoffman tfitanides 0 No Vehicular traffic should not impact this nest providing that no stopping standing or work occurs                     40 feet from AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains; through access only. Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/27/2011 4:52:26 PM
No kingbird activity at this nest  this tree  or oak to north during                       6/6/2011 15:50
7/1/2011 7001930 Phainopepla No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 High up in oak tree (Quercus agrifolia) that is located in drainage  From parking area  nest is ap           No Work associated with hanging sound blankets occuring outside 100 feet. PNT_SSN-7001930 ############## 518230.295 3634644.49 7/1/2011 8:38 vnovik imaunsell 100 Yes Unknown is nest failed. NC fledglings have been  observed in the area. NO activity at rest since 6/14/11.  Adult PHAI seen in area of bridge but not seen entering nest site. 55 feet ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No vnovik - 5/23/2011 12:54:14 PM
observed carrying nest material 
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:06:27                                                                                                                                       6/30/2011 17:00
7/5/2011 7001931 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Nest is located in willow (Salix sp ) near top of tree  approximately 15 feet high  on bank of creek      No PNT_SSN-7001931 ############## 518233.771 3634570.04 7/5/2011 9:34 vnovik imaunsell 100 6/24/2011 9:34 No 15 feet ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No No vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:15:07 PM
Observed pair building nest 
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:02:05 AM
N                                                                                                  6/24/2011 11:13
######### 7001932 California Horned Lark No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 4 feet northwest of stake PN20 and under a 4" x 4" wood beam. No RAbe - 5/23/2011 10:59:11 AM - Nest found 22 May by B  Arnold   Intial observation had very yo                                       PNT_SSN-7001932 ############## 568667.179 3617574.88 ############## RAbe kalberts 0 Yes Likely depredated. Nestlings were too young to have fledged. •
 Work within the 100 foot buffer will  be l imited to foot traffic and movement of steel                                                                                                               0 feet; in yard. Buffer reduced to 70 feet. Yes imaunsell  - 5/25/2011 3:48:02 PM
Nest was checked again by biomonitor at Rough Acres  No nes                 5/25/2011 15:48
######### 7001933 House Finch No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 Nest is 4 feet high under west end of PAR trailer (easternmost of 2 trailers)  Nest is inside circula         No RAbe - 5/23/2011 11:29:47 AM - Female HOFI observed adding nesting material to nest (90% com                                                             PNT_SSN-7001933 ############## 569177.131 3618033.98 ############## RAbe pkonrad 100 No Nest was built during current operations, and falls under the blanket exemption for yards. 0 feet; inside yard. No Yes pkonrad - 5/31/2011 2:18:45 PM
Female incubating 
barnold - 6/8/2011 11:37:05 AM
Female flush                                                 6/27/2011 14:46
######### 7001934 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 12 feet above ground level atop a 1 5-inch diameter branch on north side of ash tree (Fraxinus s Yes 23 May - ANHU female feeding gnats to young in nest, estimated at 1 week old, 0733. - RR PNT_SSN-7001934 5/23/2011 7:44 491666.549 3630946.19 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest l ikely predated. 50 feet to AR. No No rradd - 5/31/2011 7:48:32 AM
Large ANHU nestlings present in nest 0706
rradd - 6/6/2011 12:40                                      6/14/2011 14:45
######### 7001935 Northern Mockingbird No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 10 feet in Myoporum shrub (Myoporum sp.) adjacent to south side of substation. No 23 May - NOMO incubating 3 eggs 1036. - RR PNT_SSN-7001935 ############## 491703.305 3630854.6 ############## rradd rradd 0 6/11/2011 0:00 No Presumed a successful fledge. 10 feet to substation. No No rradd - 5/31/2011 7:52:16 AM - NOMO carrying food to nest 0726 
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:36:09 AM                                    6/14/2011 16:17
######### 7001476 Bewick's Wren No Closed EP86-1 0 Nest is in the northwest-facing cavity of dril l  rig platform  Note: nest is in open end of horizontal            No RAbe - 5/16/2011 1:04:34 PM - Pair of Bewick's Wrens adding nesting material to nest that is ov                                                                                  PNT_SSN-7001476 ############## ############## RAbe pkonrad 0 Yes No apparent reason. •
Bewick's Wrens as a species are known to nest in close proximity to human activity and will  uti                                                                                                         0 feet; on pad. Buffer reduced to 30 feet. Yes No barnold - 5/31/2011 2:44:08 PM
Adult flushed from pipe after approaching dril l ing platform  Nes                                                6/8/2011 18:30

7/5/2011 7001938 Hooded Oriole No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 25 feet up in sycamore tree (Platanus racemosa). No PNT_SSN-7001938 ############## 518242.634 3634552.96 7/5/2011 10:01 sjohnston imaunsell 0 Yes Unknown  Construction of nest was observed to be done by two females or one female and a 1st      The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install  large acoustical noise blankets between nests an                                                                        70 feet 4/25/2011 0:00 5/6/2011 0:00 Buffer remains but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:09:20 AM
Pair actively nest building  Nest approximately 10% complet                                                                                                     6/16/2011 16:55
######### 7001940 Greater Roadrunner No Closed CP18 0 2 5 feet up in prickly pear cactus (Opuntia sp ) on south side of plant  visible from road through        Yes tcooper - 5/24/2011 - 4 eggs, adult incubating
 PNT_SSN-7001940 ############## 500554.808 3643902.81 ############## bfischer rradd 100 6/28/2011 8:46 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa               15 feet to AR. 5/26/2011 0:00 5/27/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes No eelias - 6/2/2011 4:16:35 PM
Biologists checked this nest  There was one hatched chick and unha                                                         6/28/2011 8:51
######### 7001941 California Towhee No Closed CP22-1 0 Cup nest is located three feet high in black sage (Salvia mellifera) south of sumacs (Malosma la         Yes phoward - 5/24/2011 10:03:25 AM
nest found with two eggs  Adults seen incubating 
dbusby - 6/6           PNT_SSN-7001941 5/24/2011 9:56 500762.02 3644612.98 6/13/2011 7:39 phoward rradd 0 6/11/2011 7:35 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping  standing  or       50 feet from AR; 1500 feet to CP22. 5/26/2011 0:00 5/27/2011 0:00 Drive through access only. Yes Yes rradd - 6/1/2011 1:42:16 PM
 CALT brooding one near-naked nestling and one unhatched egg 
dbu                                             6/13/2011 7:39
######### 7001942 Lazuli  Bunting No Closed CP22-1 0 Cup nest found with three white eggs with l ight blue tinge (no spots on eggs)  Nest is 4 feet high i                    No phoward - 5/24/2011 11:00:01 AM
nest found with three white eggs, female flushed from nest PNT_SSN-7001942 ############## 500604.27 3644500.13 ############## phoward phoward 0 Yes Likely nest predation. Vehicular traffic is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping  standing or wo       15 feet from AR. Drive through access only. Yes Yes rradd - 6/1/2011 1:17:09 PM
Nest is clean  intact and empty  Timeline indicates nest predation 
C   6/1/2011 13:17
######### 7001943 House Finch No Closed Alpine Yard 0 Nest located behind scrunched newspapers at bottom of "ABB" advertising sign about 9 feet high            Yes jpawlicki - 5/23/2011 3:30:00 PM - Nest complete with obvious cup shape  fresh green vegetatio                         PNT_SSN-7001943 ############## 520119.061 3634249.24 ############## jpawlicki fhoffman 100 No •
Both pairs of House Finches exhibited a tolerance to human presence by building their nests in                                                                                 0 feet; within yard. 30 feet Yes Yes tfitanides - 5/25/2011 12:24:17 PM
One egg in nest 
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 8:57:53 AM
Female flush                                              6/29/2011 15:28

6/6/2011 7001945 Mourning Dove No Closed CP21 0 Nest is on ground on uphill  side of sparse 2-foot tall  plant (deerweed-like)  Nest is approximatel                No shampton - 5/24/2011 11:50:30 AM  Adult flushed off of nest  2 eggs present 
dbusby - 6/6/2011                      PNT_SSN-7001945 ############## 501120.973 3644258.5 6/6/2011 14:33 shampton dbusby 0 6/6/2011 14:30 No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       12 feet from AR, 270 feet from CP-21. 5/26/2011 0:00 5/27/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. No rradd - 6/1/2011 2:09:30 PM
Presumed described location and GarminGPS location are 20' apar                                           6/6/2011 14:32
7/5/2011 7001001 Bushtit No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 60 feet above ground level in only mistletoe near top of sycamore (Platanus racemosa)  Best view   Yes PNT_SSN-7001001 5/6/2011 12:23 518240.906 3634601.72 7/5/2011 8:43 rradd imaunsell 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install  large acoustical noise blankets between nests an                                                                                            44 feet to work l imits. ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No 6 May - BUSH pair completing nest 1208  - RR 
13 May BUSH continue active at this nest 1012  - RR                                                                                                                                          6/23/2011 16:14
6/8/2011 5000543 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP32-1 AR 0 45 feet up in sycamore (Platanus racemosa) at intersection of Barrett Lake Road and CP31 AR. No Didn't see any birds on the nest   Site should not affect construction [Orig  desc ]
19 Mar - RTHA in                                                                                                                                                              PNT_SSN-5000543 1/29/2011 0:00 528150 3617576 6/8/2011 8:52 pkonrad pkonrad 0 5/31/2011 8:51 No Successfully fledged. 38 feet from AR. No No
######### 6003245 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP27-1 AR 0 Near top of l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia); nearly impossible to see except from directly below it; n      No Affects access road to EP27-1  Nest approximately 300 feet from access road; temporary disturb                                                                                                                                                          PNT_SSN-6003245 ############## 528032.272 3619638.39 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 270 feet from AR. No pkonrad - 5/24/2011 12:33:47 PM
1 large nestling standing at nest; 2 adults soaring overhead ca                                                                                         6/13/2011 10:41

6/8/2011 5003268 Red-tailed Hawk No Closed EP32-1 AR, 12kV pole 571454 0 40 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) adjacent to streambed  Flimsy appearing stick ne    No 19 Mar - RTHA in incubating posture flushed from nest when observed from AR  Bird returned wit                                                                                                                                                                PNT_SSN-5003268 ############## 527149.386 3618100.92 6/8/2011 8:57 pkonrad pkonrad 0 Yes No activity at this nest for some time; probably failed when nestling was young - unknown cause Vehicular passage should not impact nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or construction    83 feet from AR. No No pkonrad - 5/24/2011 11:15:18 AM
No hawks observed at nest or surrounding area; nesting attem         5/24/2011 11:15
######### 5000806 House Wren No Closed EP27-1 AR 0 20 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). No sritt - 4/13/2011 10:25:18 AM - 2 males fighting over cavity  One bird defending nest from other b                                                                                                                                                          PNT_SSN-5000806 ############## 528090.035 3619735.63 ############## sritt pkonrad 100 ############## No Vehicular passage along AR is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping       35 feet from AR. No No pkonrad - 5/24/2011 12:50:42 PM
Wren singing incessantly at nest tree  but no activity observed                                                                                            6/30/2011 11:52

6/6/2011 5000829 Lark Sparrow No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Beneath end of 2nd group of metal braces; middle brace on ground, nest on north end. No tcooper - 4/15/2011 - Adults visiting nest  Appears complete  contents not observed  probably la                                                                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000829 ############## 535972.568 3612900.78 6/6/2011 8:55 tcooper imaunsell 0 No This nest was begun after construction activities had started  and is therefore accustomed to this                                                                                               0 feet; within yard. Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes Yes
######### 5000870 House Finch No Closed Bartlett Yard 0 Second tower in from north end. Nest in southwest corner of structure 8 feet high. No vnovik - 4/21/2011 9:19:50 AM - Pair observed nest building 
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - Female incu                                                                                                                                                             PNT_SSN-5000870 4/21/2011 9:14 546499.712 3612657.25 ############## vnovik pkonrad 100 Yes Wind damage or predation are possible reasons for failed nest; no sign of nestlings or eggs may suggest (avian) predation 
Second nesting attempt at this site failed; abandoned before egg laying     0 feet; within yard. No Yes barnold - 6/2/2011 11:53:45 AM
Two female House Finches on tower 
phoward - 6/5/2011 10:50:3                                                                                                                     6/29/2011 14:49

7/5/2011 7000957 House Finch No Closed SWAT Yard 0 Elevated water tank  in northwest end in metal fender just above outer wheel   About 335 feet nor     Yes PNT_SSN-7000957 ############## 528246.902 3620285.84 7/5/2011 11:02 barnold imaunsell 100 ############## No 0 feet; within yard. Yes barnold - 4/30/2011 4:15:54 PM
In water storage truck  elevated on rack   Nest about 11 feet off t                                                                                   6/30/2011 12:21
7/5/2011 7000958 House Finch No Closed SWAT Yard 0 In elevated water tank in lower part of south wheel of northern-most dual wheels (about 330 fee         No PKonrad - 5/24/2011 -  No nest can be seen at southern wheels  but pair very actively building n                               PNT_SSN-7000958 ############## 528244.595 3620281.23 7/5/2011 17:34 barnold sritt 100 Yes Unknown. 0 feet; within yard. Yes pkonrad - 5/24/2011 1:20:02 PM
Pair actively building nest above rear axel of tank  As many as 8                                                                                                      7/5/2011 17:34
6/8/2011 7001492 Lark Sparrow No Closed Bartlett Yard 0 Under steel northwest of green outhouse. No PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Lark Sparrow nest reported by yard biomonitor; nest on ground under ste                                                                                           PNT_SSN-7001492 ############## 546745.623 3612430 6/8/2011 14:51 pkonrad pkonrad 0 Yes Nest empty and partly compacted; no sign of eggs, egg shells or nestlings; no adults present. Predation seems most l ikely - many ground squirrels in immediate area. 0 feet; within yard. No Yes pkonrad - 5/24/2011 4:10:33 PM
Adult perched near nest call ing territorially loudly 
barnold - 6/                            6/8/2011 14:51
6/9/2011 7002346 House Finch No Closed Helix Yard 0 Nest located in the end of southeast facing tower arm of partially completed lattice tower about            Yes emorgan - 5/24/2011 8:26:03 AM - Nest appears to be about 75% complete with well  defined cup                                    PNT_SSN-7002346 5/24/2011 8:22 510343.123 3636786.26 6/9/2011 8:54 emorgan rradd 0 Yes Apparent partial depredation. 0 feet; within yard. No Yes rradd - 6/3/2011 2:08:47 PM
Nest contains 4 eggs 
barnold - 6/7/2011 5:44:03 PM
Two eggs with b                                          6/9/2011 8:53
6/1/2011 7002348 Northern Rough-winged Swallow No Closed Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 Nest located underneath Viejas Creek bridge in first hole on south side of bridge towards eastern No emorgan - 5/24/2011 12:19:56 PM - 0bserved swallows carrying nesting material into cavity eve         PNT_SSN-7002348 ############## 525889.796 3632839.3 6/1/2011 14:26 emorgan emorgan 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        0 feet; within work area. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 Buffer reduced to 0 feet due to Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes emorgan - 5/25/2011 10:24:10 AM
Pair bringing nesting material to cavity every 2 to 4 minutes 
s                                    6/1/2011 14:26
6/1/2011 7002349 Northern Rough-winged Swallow No Closed Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 Nest located in first hole on south side of bridge towards western end of bridge. No emorgan - 5/24/2011 12:45:50 PM - Nest was originally located by biomonitor and logged by av            PNT_SSN-7002349 ############## 525867.492 3632840.75 6/1/2011 14:30 emorgan emorgan 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        0 feet; within work area. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 Buffer reduced to 0 feet due to Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes emorgan - 5/24/2011 6:08:24 PM
Starting April  25  biomonitor Katherine Vittum observed Northe                                                                                                                                                                            6/1/2011 14:30
######### 7001432 Wrentit No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 Nest approximately 3 feet high toward south side of broom baccharis (Baccharis sarothroides)               No Male territorial and female sitting on nest  A nest buffer reduction to accomodate thru-traffic wo                       PNT_SSN-7001432 5/11/2011 8:36 500204.285 3643969.62 ############## dbusby imaunsell 0 5/29/2011 0:00 No Presumed successful fledge. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa            0 feet; within yard l imits. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 16:53 Drive through access only. Yes Yes rradd - 5/24/2011 2:12:12 PM - 3 naked young in nest 
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:42:47 PM - Nest is cle         6/1/2011 12:42
######### 7002351 Western Bluebird No Closed TL 6916 - 973035 0 In birdhouse at corner of white patio roof. Birds forage primarily in and around work area. No PNT_SSN-7002351 5/24/2011 8:18 493751.167 3640327.81 ############## rradd phoward 0 6/1/2011 0:00 No Successful fledge. Vehicular pasage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping standing or wo       90 feet to AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Drive through access only. No rradd - 5/24/2011 8:24:46 AM - 17 May WEBL foraging near pole  carrying food to this nest 1102                                     6/2/2011 8:19
######### 7002352 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Suncrest Substation 0 Nest is in drooping branch of Engelmann oak (Quercus engelmannii)  approximately 5 feet high o  No Female seen building nest, about 15% complete. PNT_SSN-7002352 ############## 530063.741 3630518.84 ############## ahill imaunsell 0 Yes No eggs found in nest  partially broken egg found on ground below nest  High winds occured on u                  Parking at trailers and through traffic allowed through blanket exemptions. 0 feet; within pad area. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Parking and through traffic allowed. Yes Yes ahil l  - 5/28/2011 9:06:16 PM
female incubating, at least one egg laid. 5/28/2011 21:06

7/5/2011 7002353 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 In sycamore (Platanus racemosa) approximately 40 feet high; second sycamore north of bridge          No PNT_SSN-7002353 ############## 518244.472 3634616.69 7/5/2011 8:38 vnovik imaunsell 0 Yes Raven predation upon nest. The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install  large acoustical noise blankets between nests an                                                                        50 feet to work l imits. 4/25/2011 0:00 5/6/2011 0:00 Buffer remains but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No vnovik - 5/25/2011 10:05:34 AM - Building nest 50% complete 
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:21:17 AM
Ob                                6/6/2011 11:20
######### 7002354 Spotted Towhee No Closed TL 6916 - 973038 0 At base of 2-foot tall  manzanita (Xylococcus bicolor)  next to deerweed (Lotus scoparius) and pa                            Yes fhoffman - 5/25/2011 9:23:35 AM - Adult incubating  3 eggs  Hard nest to see 
tcooper - 6/6/2011       PNT_SSN-7002354 5/25/2011 9:23 494228.993 3640553.69 ############## fhoffman shampton 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or       130 feet from tower; 70 feet from AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes No tcooper - 6/6/2011 11:54:37 AM - Adult on nest  3 eggs 
shampton - 6/17/2011 6:33:23 PM - Nest             6/17/2011 18:33
######### 7002355 California Towhee No Closed TL 6916 - 973036 0 Nest is located 2 feet high in scrub oak (Quercus sp.) 10 feet west of AR. Yes phoward - 5/25/2011 10:47:41 AM - Pair seen near nest, no nest visits. PNT_SSN-7002355 ############## 494128.697 3640304.08 ############## phoward rradd 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa        10 feet to AR; 25 fet to work area; 95 ft to tower Buffer reduced to 25 feet. Yes No fhoffman - 5/31/2011 5:09:15 PM
No adults observed  new material in nest  5-31-11  FH
rradd - 6              6/13/2011 15:32
######### 7002356 Northern Mockingbird No Closed TL 6916 - 973036 0 Nest is located 2 1/2 feet high in chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum) 5 feet southeast of misson   Yes phoward - 5/25/2011 11:13:52 AM - Nest found with three eggs  adult seen flushed from nest 
fho                                                                     PNT_SSN-7002356 ############## 494101.239 3640298.25 ############## phoward rradd 0 6/18/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa        50 feet to work area; 60 feet to AR & tower. Buffer reduced to 30 feet. No fhoffman - 5/31/2011 5:51:41 PM - 3 eggs sti l l  in nest  adults not observed 
tcooper - 6/6/2011 1                                           6/20/2011 16:10
######### 7002357 Mourning Dove No Closed TL 639 - 171660 0 4 feet high in same scrub oak (Quercus sp.) as Phainopepla nest. Nest faces the road. No imaunsell  - 5/25/2011 11:36:59 AM - Female flushed due to foot traffic approaching to within a  PNT_SSN-7002357 ############## 496515.953 3638928.53 ############## imaunsell tfitanides 0 No No impacts to this nest are anticipated due to vehicular traffic  provided that no stopping  stand        9 feet from AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes No imaunsell  - 5/25/2011 11:37:36 AM
female incubating 2 eggs 
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 12:02:55 PM                        6/10/2011 12:20
######### 7002358 Phainopepla No Closed TL 639 - 171660 0 5 feet high in same scrub oak (Quercus sp.) as mourning dove nest. Nest faces the road. No imaunsell  - 5/25/2011 11:39:08 AM - Pair observed visiting the nest frequently with observers p                   PNT_SSN-7002358 ############## 496515.463 3638927.79 ############## imaunsell tfitanides 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. No impacts to this nest are anticipated due to vehicular traffic provided that no stopping  stand         10 feet from AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes No imaunsell  - 5/25/2011 11:41:10 AM - Pair was observed repeatedly entering the scrub oak and v                                                          6/18/2011 13:07
######### 7002360 Hooded Oriole No Closed Alpine Underground - Vault 3L 0 Attached to underside of palm frond on east side of palm tree located just north of Alpine Boulev                     No bfischer  5/25/2011   Both orioles were observed driving House Finches away -  finches were car                                         PNT_SSN-7002360 ############## 518277.076 3634192.06 ############## tcooper pkonrad 100 ############## No Blanket exemption for nesting birds along Alpine Boulevard was already in place at the time of t   15 feet north of Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet Yes tfitanides - 6/4/2011 2:00:37 PM
Female observed entering nest with food and begin incubating 
r                                                                                    6/24/2011 10:11
######### 7002361 Lesser Nighthawk No Closed TL 6916 - 973039 0 Eggs on bare ground beneath west side of black sage (Salvia mellifera) 15 feet from road  in l ine                                  Yes tcooper - 5/25/2011 - Two eggs  female flushed off nest 20 feet from pedestrian 
fhoffman - 5/31/                                                                  PNT_SSN-7002361 ############## 494298.769 3640689.15 ############## tcooper fhoffman 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       20 feet from AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes No fhoffman - 5/31/2011 4:29:52 PM
Adult flushed  Two eggs being incubated  5-31-11 FH
tcooper - 6                                                  6/18/2011 14:19
######### 7001490 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed CP54-1 - Londono property 0 Nest is 12 feet up a willow (Salix sp )  This willow is on the east bank of stream  This nest is on s                 No eelias - 5/12/2011 9:52:42 AM Female was seen carry spider webs to this 96% complete nest 
eel                                            PNT_SSN-7001490 5/12/2011 9:45 510028.832 3638819.89 ############## eelias phoward 0 No 110 feet to work l imits. No No rradd - 5/25/2011 4:59:39 PM
LEGO female on nezt Vertex moved per Trimble 
rradd - 6/3/2011 10                   6/8/2011 13:36
######### 7002362 Canyon Wren No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 Under metal shed. No CANW carrying food 1427. PNT_SSN-7002362 ############## 509060.883 3638410.91 ############## rradd rradd 0 6/4/2011 0:00 No While nest outcome is indeterminate, observations suggest successfully fledged. 0 feet; within construction l imits. No No rradd - 6/2/2011 3:11:33 PM - CANW present and singing under building 1508 
rradd - 6/8/2011                                            6/23/2011 11:20
######### 7002363 Spotted Towhee No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 On ground in tangles of coastal sagebrush (Artemesia californica) and shrubby Peruvian pepper  No SPTO pair carrying food into tangles - nest unable to be located without vegetative damage 1119 PNT_SSN-7002363 ############## 509207.964 3638366.13 ############## rradd phoward 0 6/5/2011 0:00 No Successful fledge. 45 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/2/2011 5:14:18 PM - SPTO male carries food into thicket 1713 
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:12:               6/8/2011 12:12
######### 7002364 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 Woven grass nest in small fork 22 feet above ground level in top of Peruvian pepper tree (Schinu     Yes LEGO attending nest 1110. PNT_SSN-7002364 ############## 509225.378 3638362.1 ############## rradd rradd 100 Yes Nest failed due to natural causes, predation l ikely. No construction has ocurred during the nest period. 25 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/2/2011 5:41:12 PM
Nest no longer present  
Change to Closed 
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:08:48                                                                  6/30/2011 12:08
######### 7002365 House Finch No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 30 feet above ground level at end of branch of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) overhanging dr    No HOFI female on nest, male defending 1202. PNT_SSN-7002365 ############## 509192.972 3638393.18 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest outcome indeterminate; observations suggest clutch not fully incubated. 10 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/2/2011 2:58:49 PM
HOFI female on nest 14:08
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:10:58 AM
HOFI pr  com                     6/16/2011 12:41
######### 7002367 Mourning Dove No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 In rain gutter of metal building. No MODO on nest, did not flush at 3 feet. PNT_SSN-7002367 ############## 509063.66 3638412.03 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes No eggs ever detected. 0 feet; within work l imits. No No rradd - 6/2/2011 3:59:03 PM
No MODO on this empty nest during 30 min  obs  Will  check once m                               6/16/2011 12:53
######### 7002368 Mourning Dove No Closed CP50-1 AR 0 In pepper tree (Schinus sp.) opposite ATFL nest. No MODO on nest did not flush at 2 feet. PNT_SSN-7002368 ############## 509054.389 3638419.35 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Predation. 0 feet; within work l imits. No No rradd - 6/2/2011 3:36:06 PM
MODO on nest 1526 
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:36:31 AM
MODO on nest 1                              6/23/2011 11:02
######### 7001936 Least Bell’s Vireo No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 Woven nest suspended  from 1/2-inch diameter arroyo willow (Salix lasiolepis) branch  4 feet a                      No 23 May - Nest appears complete  but unable to determine if adult incubating from a distance  LB                                          PNT_SSN-7001936 ############## 491672.808 3630742.28 ############## rradd rradd 0 6/20/2011 0:00 No Successfully fledged. Not needed; nest is beyond 300 foot buffer. 370 feet from substation. No rradd - 5/23/2011 3:04:16 PM - Nest appears complete  but unable to determine from a distance                                                                                                                                                 6/27/2011 14:16

6/1/2011 7002370 Western Kingbird No Closed Sycamore Substation 0 In northern end of Sycamore Substation  about 75 feet south of northern perimeter fence  In sout                               Yes Nest with three eggs  Adults attentive in area 
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:18:17 PM Nest on ground with        PNT_SSN-7002370 5/26/2011 8:40 497122.43 3642228.83 6/1/2011 13:19 barnold barnold 0 No 0 feet; in substation. Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 1:18:06 PM
Kingbird nesr on ground when returned from holiday on Tuesday              6/1/2011 13:18
######### 7002372 Bushtit No Closed TL 639 - 171650 0 Nest is located 3 feet high in smaller mission manzanita (Xylococcus bicolor) with burnt branch     No phoward - 5/26/2011 9:32:30 AM- Adults seen feeding young. PNT_SSN-7002372 5/26/2011 9:30 496116.007 3637573.02 ############## phoward phoward 0 No •
The proposed work activities are low impact  short in duration  will  mainly occur 175 feet away                                                                              65 feet from AR. Buffer reduced to 35 feet. Yes No tfitanides - 6/1/2011 1:08:02 PM
BUSH pair observed carrying prey items to nest  Begging calls h                          6/10/2011 15:20
######### 7002373 Lesser Nighthawk No Closed TL 639 - 171651 0 Follow spur AR to first pair of stakes with orange flagging AFTER starting downhill  Look southwe                             No phoward - 5/26/2011 12:15:20 PM - Female flushed from nest  Incubating two eggs 
tfitanides - 6                            PNT_SSN-7002373 ############## 496102.67 3637992.76 ############## phoward tfitanides 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. •
No pedestrian traffic or vehicular stopping  standing or construction work will  occur within the                                                                                                        25 feet from AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains; drive through access only. Yes No tfitanides - 6/1/2011 12:41:40 PM - Female flushed from incubating two eggs when biologist app                                                              6/18/2011 11:55

6/6/2011 7002374 House Finch No Closed Bartlett Yard 0 Nest found with two eggs located in steel  Just north of helicopter area  on east side of dirt road                    Yes vnovik - 5/26/2011 10:50:08 AM - Active nest with two eggs 
barnold - 6/2/2011 12:19 PM Nest em     PNT_SSN-7002374 ############## 546590.436 3612570.67 6/6/2011 8:41 vnovik imaunsell 0 Yes Apparent depredation. •
House Finches are generally tolerant of human activities near their nest sites  
•
House Finches n                                                                                           0 feet; in yard. Buffer reduced to 15 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/2/2011 12:22:01 PM
Nest empty. Eggs apparently predated. Closed. 6/2/2011 12:22
######### 7002375 House Wren No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Nest in cavity approximately 20 feet high in oak (Quercus sp.) on east side of access road. Yes vnovik - 5/26/2011 1:40:56 PM - Observed House Wren enter cavity  Nestlings heard call ing in c                                  PNT_SSN-7002375 ############## 534480.354 3612369.95 ############## vnovik phoward 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa        15 feet from AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. No Yes pkonrad - 5/27/2011 5:04:15 PM
Adult wren feeding vocal nestlings in l ive oak cavity 
eelias - 6/6                                6/6/2011 16:27

6/6/2011 7002376 House Finch No Closed Bartlett Yard 0 Nest found with one egg  in steel just north of south fence l ine nest in second arm east of road  In       No vnovik - 5/26/2011 2:44:10 PM - Nest with one egg  Monitor observed bird entering nest 

phowar                                                               PNT_SSN-7002376 ############## 546781.408 3612498.85 6/6/2011 8:41 vnovik imaunsell 0 Yes No eggs present in nest  black plastic in arm supporting nest has started to come out and is close to becoming completely detacted from arm of tower  This movement of the plastic has caused th                 0 feet; in yard. No Yes phoward - 6/5/2011 8:35:58 AM
no eggs present in nest  black plastic in arm supportun nest has                                       6/5/2011 8:35
######### 7002378 Bushtit No Closed Helix Yard 0 15 feet above ground level in hanging frond of large Peruvian pepper tree (Schinus molle)  Nest i           No BUSH pair bringing items to large complete pensile nest 1546  - RR

phoward - 5/31/2011 12:48:5                                             PNT_SSN-7002378 ############## 509755.987 3636470.57 ############## rradd phoward 0 No Nest outcome indeterminate. Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        80 feet from AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. No Yes rradd - 6/3/2011 1:30:47 PM
No BUSH detections at this nest 1300 - 1330
rradd - 6/9/2011 8:59:3                                        6/15/2011 16:30
######### 7002379 House Wren No Closed CP81-1 0 Cavity in California sycamore (Platanus racemosa). Yes HOWR pair attending cavity 1355. - RR PNT_SSN-7002379 ############## 518853.756 3636237 ############## rradd rradd 0 6/14/2011 0:00 No Likely fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      25 feet from AR. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No rradd - 6/10/2011 12:30:58 PM - HOWR carrying food to nest 1140 
rradd - 6/18/2011 10:50:49 A                   6/18/2011 10:50
######### 7002380 Pacific-slope Flycatcher No Closed CP70-3 AR 0 8 feet above ground level on bark shelf on underside of 12-inch diameter coast l ive oak (Quercu                    No 26 May - PSFL pair in initial stages of nest building 0910 - RR PNT_SSN-7002380 5/26/2011 9:17 516822.344 3638412.51 ############## rradd phoward 0 Yes Site abandoned before complete for nearby location. 76 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/4/2011 8:25:21 AM
This nest site apparently abandoned for new site 80' E (now under c    6/4/2011 8:25
######### 7002382 Bullock's Oriole No Closed CP81-1 AR 0 Woven globular nest suspended below cluster of leaves 75 feet above ground level on west side        No BUOR male carrying caterpil lars from adjacent eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.) to nest 1432 -RR PNT_SSN-7002382 ############## 518842.899 3636147.16 ############## rradd phoward 0 6/7/2011 0:00 No Nest outcome is indeterminate but l ikely successful. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      12 feet from AR. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No rradd - 5/26/2011 2:40:52 PM - BUOR male carrying food to nest 
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:06:19 PM -                                   6/10/2011 12:27
######### 7002385 Lark Sparrow No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Found earlier in day by bio-monitor  Adult flushed from nest containing two eggs  Nest is in cent                                            Yes mkuehn - 5/27/2011 1:30:39 PM - Adult not present but flushed from nest earlier when found  2 e                                                  PNT_SSN-7002385 ############## 536004.985 3612971.85 ############## mkuehn imaunsell 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. 0 feet; in yard. Yes Yes eelias - 6/6/2011 3:04:13 PM - One adult flushed from nest  This nest contained 3 eggs  Monitore                                           6/22/2011 11:40
######### 7002386 Least Bell’s Vireo No Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 0 2 feet up in black willow (Salix goodingii) 15 feet from road. Yes tcooper - 5/27/2011 10:53:43 AM - Pair w/ 3 nestlings approximately 3 days old  Male banded M               PNT_SSN-7002386 ############## 496768.034 3634204.83 ############## tcooper phoward 0 6/4/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa                                       15 feet from AR. 6/1/2011 0:00 6/2/2011 0:00 Drive through access only. Yes No rradd - 5/31/2011 2:36:48 PM - Adult LBVI feeding this nest 1415
imaunsell  - 6/2/2011 11:59:14                                                             6/15/2011 20:58
######### 7001428 Bushtit No Closed EP89-1 0 Nest approximately 6 feet high in top-center of scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia) within northw            No Adults bringing food to nest  dbusby - 5/10/2011 7:54:47 AM
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Nest small b                                                                                                                PNT_SSN-7001428 5/10/2011 7:52 547897.62 3613261.1 ############## dbusby pkonrad 100 ############## No 45 feet from work l imits. No No pkonrad - 5/27/2011 10:36:59 AM
 No activity at this nest during 35 minutes of observation 
barn                                                                                                  6/29/2011 23:36
######### 7001473 Bullock's Oriole No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Nest about 20 feet up in oak tree  attached to upper l imb of tree that overhangs road  This nest c                           No Nest found on 5-13-2011 by Tyler 
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Large round woven hanging nest; pair a                                                                                  PNT_SSN-7001473 ############## 535087.236 3612957.25 ############## sjohnston pkonrad 0 Yes No apparent reason. Vehicular traffic should not impact this nest providing that no stopping standing or work occurs                     0 feet; overhangs AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains; through access only. Yes Yes eelias - 6/6/2011 3:52:37 PM
I was in neighborhood for 30 minutes while documenting House Fin                                                                         6/23/2011 11:23
######### 7000970 Mourning Dove No Closed TL 6916 - 771471 0 Under eave  on top of conduit box  at Northwest corner of ground floor of southernmost of two 2  Yes One bird incubating  Pair seen  - sritt - 5/3/2011 11:10:03 AM
11 May - Unable to locate nest bas     PNT_SSN-7000970 5/3/2011 11:07 490985.523 3639799.04 ############## sritt phoward 0 No Mourning doves as a species are well  adapted to human activities and urbanized settings simila                                                 95 feet from ROW. Buffer reduced to 30 feet. Yes rradd - 5/27/2011 12:12:06 PM
Nest found unoccupied with HOFI removing nest materials 
Chang   5/27/2011 12:12
######### 7002388 Wrentit No Closed CP19-1 0 2 feet high in black sage (Salvia mellifera). No Two adults seen carrying food + feeding three nestlings. - sritt - 5/28/2011 12:08:47 PM

 PNT_SSN-7002388 ############## 500378.674 3643992.5 ############## sritt phoward 0 6/1/2011 0:00 No Successfully fledged. •
No pedestrian traffic or vehicular stopping  standing or construction work will  occur within the                                                                                                                                73 feet from AR. 5/31/2011 0:00 6/2/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru passage allowed. Yes No rradd - 6/1/2011 12:58:34 PM - Nest intact and empty with whitewash at l ip  suggesting success               6/1/2011 12:59

6/3/2011 7002389 Lark Sparrow No Closed CP17-1 0 3 feet high on south side outer edge of broom baccharis (Baccharis sarothroides) shrub. No Adult incubating three nestlings. - sritt - 5/28/2011 2:09:01 PM
 PNT_SSN-7002389 ############## 499808.618 3643465.55 6/3/2011 11:12 sritt kalberts 0 Yes Nest clean and intact.  Failure reason unknown, but l ikely depredation. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       18 feet from AR. ############### 5/31/2011 11:09 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. Yes No rradd - 6/1/2011 7:43:31 AM
Nest empty  Change to Closed 
rradd - 6/1/2011 7:47:55 AM
Buffers a   6/1/2011 7:47
######### 7002390 Bushtit No Closed Suncrest Substation 0 in a manzanita (near top), about 3 feet outside of si lt fencing and approximately 8 feet high. No Most l ikely 2nd brood of a pair that had a previously successful nest nearby Observed female co              PNT_SSN-7002390 ############## 529541.205 3629791.61 ############## ahill phoward 0 No Blanket exemption in place for Suncrest substation and buffers along pad and access road. 15 feet to work l imits. Yes Yes ahil l  - 5/31/2011 3:27:41 PM
the nest is complete  was found partly torn apart ( consistent with         5/31/2011 15:27

7/5/2011 7002392 Song Sparrow No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 3 feet up hidden in grape (Vitis girdiniana) and poison oak (Toxicodendron diversilobum) leaves Yes PNT_SSN-7002392 ############## 518259.867 3634614.13 7/5/2011 8:38 sjohnston imaunsell 0 6/6/2011 11:22 Yes Successfully fledged. 20 feet from work l imits and 3 feet from BMPs. 4/25/2011 0:00 5/6/2011 0:00 Buffer remains but work allowed per approved plan. No No sjohnston - 5/27/2011 10:39:03 AM - Two nestlings 
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:10:48 AM - Food being                                    6/6/2011 11:23
7/5/2011 7002393 Song Sparrow No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 3 feet up in thistle. No PNT_SSN-7002393 ############## 518246.109 3634576.25 7/5/2011 9:33 sjohnston imaunsell 0 Yes Possible predation. Nestlings no longer in nest, unlikely that birds could have  fledged as they were sti l l  downy. 20 feet from bridge. 4/25/2011 0:00 5/6/2011 0:00 Buffer remains but work allowed per approved plan. No No sjohnston - 5/27/2011 4:16:27 PM
Nest 90% complete 
vnovik - 5/31/2011 11:57:39 AM
observed                                                                                                    6/22/2011 13:43
######### 7002394 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 25 feet from top of bank on north side of sycamore (Platanus racemosa). No When found, female incubating. PNT_SSN-7002394 ############## 518208.401 3634542.8 ############## sjohnston vnovik 0 Yes unknown reason why nest failed. Bird appeared to abandon nest on or near  6/9/11 or 6/10/11 80 feet from work l imits. ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No No vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:57:19 AM
Observed on nest incubating 
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:58:01 AM
Obser                                                          6/14/2011 16:14
######### 7002395 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 20 feet from top of bank on south side of sycamore trees (Platanus racemosa). No sjohnston - 5/27/2011 10:49:11 AM - Nest building 10% complete. PNT_SSN-7002395 ############## 518220.325 3634549.84 ############## sjohnston vnovik 0 Yes unknown Cause for nest failure. 70 feet from work l imits. ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No No vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:56:46 AM
Observed on nest  potentially incubating 
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:58:2                                                             6/14/2011 17:55

7/5/2011 7002397 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Approximately 10 feet high in mulberry tree (Morus aba)  second tree west from bridge  Nest on w    No PNT_SSN-7002397 ############## 518218.209 3634587.45 7/5/2011 9:35 vnovik imaunsell 0 Yes After Several days of no activity and observation of the  nest on 6/8/11  for an extended time it was determined that the  nest was no longer active   It is undetermined what caused the nest to bec  5 feet from AR. ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No No vnovik - 5/31/2011 3:15:37 PM 
Building nest approximately 90% complete 
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:5                                                            6/8/2011 15:41
######### 7002398 California Towhee No Closed CP25-2 0 4 feet up in black sage (Salvia mellifera)  8 feet north of road  Nest is between laurel sumac (Mal                           Yes tcooper - 5/31/2011 10:52:33 AM - Adults seen flying to nest  2 eggs in nest 
tcooper - 6/6/2011 -                                    PNT_SSN-7002398 ############## 502058.863 3644774.51 ############## tcooper rradd 0 6/20/2011 0:00 No Successful fledge l ikely. The NBR is not anticipated to negatively impact the success of this active nest for the following re                                                                                                                                          64 feet from tower; 0 feet from work l imits.  Buffer reduced to 30 feet, and drive through access permissible. Yes No tcooper - 6/6/2011 5:08:10 PM
Adult on nest
rradd - 6/14/2011 7:30:41 AM
CALT ad  feeding 2 larg                6/20/2011 10:25
######### 7002399 American Kestrel No Closed San Luis Rey Substation 0 100 feet up in lowest arm facing northwest. Yes Adults seen nearby land harassing RTHAs   One adult seen entering arm  Fledglings heard giving        PNT_SSN-7002399 ############## 468741.845 3674816.68 ############## sritt vnovik 0 No •
Non-Project work occurs within this substation on a daily basis  all  of this work occurs betwee                                                                                                                                                      190 feet from substation. Buffer reduced to 100 feet. Nest is 100 feet up, so horizontal buffer is 0. Yes Yes sritt - 6/18/2011 1:29:47 PM
Two adults seen feeding + flying around w/ two juveniles 
sritt - 6/18                         6/18/2011 13:32
######### 7002400 House Finch No Closed TL 639 - Z171662 0 Nest in lower insulator bracket on east side of pole 171662. No shampton / jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 
Adult pair observed repeatedly entering and exiting from top o             PNT_SSN-7002400 ############## 496557.906 3639157.23 ############## jpawlicki tfitanides 0 No 0 feet; in pole. 6/2/2011 0:00 6/6/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but work allowed within approved l imits. Yes Yes tfitanides - 6/10/2011 1:48:38 PM
No HOFI activity observed near nest during a 30-minute period                      6/18/2011 12:28
######### 7002401 Western Bluebird No Closed Alpine Underground - Loritz property 0 Nest located in black fi l ler pipe on top of water tank. No emorgan - 5/31/2011 8:02:22 PM - Pair observed carrying nesting material into cavity.
 PNT_SSN-7002401 ############## 526300.706 3632527.25 ############## emorgan phoward 0 Yes Removed during early building stage. 0 feet; within work l imits. No Yes mkuehn - 6/6/2011 4:13:10 PM
nest has been removed  screening placed over pipe entrance  all  f      6/6/2011 16:13
######### 7002402 House Wren No Closed TL 639 - 379527 0 Cavity formed by mounting bracket for central arm on East side of TL639, pole Z379527. No HOWR singing incessantly and entering this cavity  Scolding at observer approach  then singing      PNT_SSN-7002402 ############## 493148.621 3632184.19 ############## rradd phoward 0 No 0 feet; on tower. No No rradd - 6/6/2011 2:38:16 PM
No detections during 30 min obs  Likely a second nest from pr @ ID               6/10/2011 14:32
######### 7002403 American Kestrel No Closed TL 639 - 379525 0 Top west arm of 230kV structure TL 138 No AMKE female carries l izard to cavity 11:13. - RR PNT_SSN-7002403 ############## 492869.501 3631913.46 ############## rradd phoward 0 No 40 feet from tower. No No rradd - 6/6/2011 2:39:37 PM
No AMKE detection 1330-1430  Nest has l ikely fledged 
sdhall  - 6/10                             6/10/2011 14:25
######### 7002404 Western Bluebird No Closed TL 6916 - 774820 0 35 feet above ground level in cavity in dead eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.). No WEBL pair carrying food to nest. Female removes fecal sac 1725. - RR PNT_SSN-7002404 ############## 492069.132 3639891.07 ############## rradd rradd 0 6/20/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping standing or w                          75 feet from AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Drive through access only. No No rradd - 6/6/2011 5:25:56 PM - WEBL female enters nest with food 17:19  leaves with fecal sac 17                                       6/22/2011 13:31
######### 7002405 Orange-crowned Warbler No Closed Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 Find yellow flag on south side of trail  to creek  Flag is 20 feet south-southeast of wood pole on s                                        No mkuehn - 6/1/2011 10:14:41 AM
female to nest three times with food  brooding young nestlings  p   PNT_SSN-7002405 6/1/2011 10:04 525829.342 3632830.38 ############## mkuehn shampton 0 ############## No Assumed successfully fledged. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        35 feet from Alpine Blvd; 48 feet from work l imit. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes shampton - 6/9/2011 12:25:57 PM
Large feathered nestling(s) in nest   Adults nearby 
shampton -              6/16/2011 12:05
######### 7002410 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 Nest located 15 feet above ground on the edge of northwest facing branch of unidentified broad-             No emorgan - 6/1/2011 11:17:04 AM -Observed pair bringing spider webs to nest that is less than 5  PNT_SSN-7002410 6/1/2011 11:14 525865.444 3632822.95 ############## emorgan shampton 0 Yes Unknown   Nest was probably never finished   It was only 5% completed at the first and only obs     Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        30 feet from work l imit and 50 feet from bridge. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes shampton - 6/9/2011 12:55:57 PM
Did not find nest  LEGO's in area but not near tree  Broadleaf t                                                                            6/23/2011 12:32
######### 7002411 Western Bluebird No Closed Alpine Underground - 196+00l 0 In hole in l imb of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) that is growing in courtyard of apartment bu                                            No shampton - 6/1/2011 12:33:09 PM  Both adults observed carrying food into the nest cavity.
 PNT_SSN-7002411 6/1/2011 12:32 522701.913 3633019.82 ############## shampton phoward 0 No 40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes shampton - 6/9/2011 2:01:40 PM
Someone (landowner?) cut off two large l imbs from the oak tree                                              6/9/2011 14:01
######### 7002413 Lark Sparrow No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0  2 feet high in west side at north apex of tower under construction (lying on side). Yes Pair of birds nearby  One bird flew in and landed on nest  - sritt - 6/1/2011 11:00:31 AM
PKonrad                                       PNT_SSN-7002413 6/1/2011 10:51 535947.048 3612908.87 ############## sritt pkonrad 100 No 0 feet, in tower. Yes Yes eelias - 6/6/2011 3:06:23 PM
One bird was seen belly down on this nest  Watched nest for 2 min                                                                                        6/29/2011 13:15
######### 7002414 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Near top and center of oak (Quercus agrifolia) canopy. No sjohnston - 6/1/2011 1:20:24 PM - Nest building about 60% complete. PNT_SSN-7002414 6/1/2011 13:18 518203.199 3634547.98 ############## sjohnston vnovik 0 Yes possible predation.on nest. NO activity observed at nest location on 6/9/11  nest appears to be full ing apart on 6/10/11 85 feet from work. No No vnovik - 6/2/2011 4:37:13 PM
Observed building nest approx 70-80% complete 
vnovik - 6/6/201                                                6/10/2011 11:46
######### 7002415 Mourning Dove No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 3 feet above ground level in prickly pear (Opuntia sp.). Yes 2 squabs with quil led heads and open secondaries 1055. - RR PNT_SSN-7002415 6/1/2011 10:53 499810.466 3643798.09 ############## rradd phoward 0 6/5/2011 0:00 No Succesful fledge. 30 feet from staked work l imits. No Yes rradd - 6/7/2011 11:44:04 AM -Nest empty  fledged MODO flushed from under this Opuntia  Cha   6/7/2011 11:44
######### 7002416 Greater Roadrunner No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 5 large white eggs in coarsely woven grass cup within shallow bed of twigs 2 5 feet above groun          Yes GRRO incubating 5 eggs. Flushed early. 0905 - RR

28 Jun Closed and stakes removed. PNT_SSN-7002416 6/1/2011 9:11 499695.151 3643858.49 ############## rradd rradd 100 ############## No 0 feet, within staked work l imits. No Yes rradd - 6/7/2011 11:58:20 AM
Two hatched young approx 1  2 days old and 2 unhatched eggs 
rra                                            6/28/2011 10:38
######### 7002417 Blue Grosbeak No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 3 feet above ground level in central fork of a laurel sumac (Malosma laurina); beginnings of nes      No No NBR required  No work planned 

BLGR pr (female constructing) just beginning nest 0950  - RR PNT_SSN-7002417 6/1/2011 9:51 499497.691 3643814.39 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest abandoned prior to egg-laying. 0 feet, within staked work l imits. No Yes rradd - 6/7/2011 12:08:41 PM
Nest appears complete  no eggs 
rradd - 6/14/2011 7:43:48 PM
13 J                           6/20/2011 13:35
######### 7002418 Coastal Cactus Wren No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 Fresh bulky grass nests (2) 2 feet above ground level within prickly pear (Opuntia l ittoralis). No CACW perched and call ing 1016. - RR PNT_SSN-7002418 6/1/2011 10:18 499621.851 3643868.05 ############## rradd phoward 0 Yes Occupied by pack-rat. 0 feet, within staked work l imits. No Yes rradd - 6/7/2011 12:15:28 PM - These nests now appear occupied by a pack-rat  Change to Close 6/7/2011 12:15
######### 7002419 OTHER No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 New nest 2 feet above ground level in prickly pear (Opuntia l ittoralis) is a growing pile of fresh g          Yes CACW pair building new nest  strongly territorial: alarming and staying within 20 feet of observe    PNT_SSN-7002419 6/1/2011 8:35 499744.486 3643884.56 ############## rradd phoward 0 No Not a bird nest. 10 feet from yard l imits. No Yes rradd - 6/7/2011 12:40:38 PM - Misidentified - this is a pack-rat nest under construction. 6/7/2011 12:40
######### 7002420 Phainopepla No Closed CP21 0 7 feet above ground level in center of laurel sumac (Malosma laurina) directly under powerline                   Yes 1 June Male carrying food and brooding 1425  - RR
phoward - 6/2/2011 1:32:40 PM
female seen            PNT_SSN-7002420 6/1/2011 14:34 501113.052 3644292.42 6/20/2011 9:41 rradd rradd 0 6/19/2011 9:40 No Nest successfully fledged vehicular traffic is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping  standing  or wo        38 feet from AR. 6/6/2011 0:00 6/6/2011 0:00 Drive through access only. Yes No phoward - 6/2/2011 1:33:48 PM
female seen incubating two eggs 
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:34:28 PM
A                                   6/20/2011 9:41
######### 7002421 House Wren No Closed TL 639 - 379637 0 In lower insulator bracket on east of pole 379637. No tfitanides - 6/1/2011 3:15:43 PM - Male observed bringing food items to nest twice  No begging c                 PNT_SSN-7002421 6/1/2011 15:12 494396.453 3633472.62 ############## tfitanides tfitanides 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. 0 feet, within staked work l imits. Yes No dbusby - 6/10/2011 2:33:34 PM - Adult bring food to cavity with begging calls heard 
tfitanides -                     6/18/2011 10:31
######### 7002422 House Wren No Closed TL 639 - 379536 0 In lower insulator bracket on west of pole 379536. No tfitanides - 6/1/2011 3:37:56 PM - Noisy begging calls from nest  Adult seen leaving nest  Calls c                                        PNT_SSN-7002422 6/1/2011 15:35 494328.977 3633402.6 ############## tfitanides phoward 0 No 0 feet, within staked work l imits. No dbusby - 6/10/2011 2:31:42 PM
No adults observed coming or going from pole for 20 minutes  N         6/10/2011 14:31
######### 7002423 Western Bluebird No Closed Suncrest Substation AR 0 Approximately 15 feet above ground in a cavity within a hanging branch of an Engelmann oak (Q            No Female seen bringing food to nest cavity several times while male was perched nearby - 6/1/201          PNT_SSN-7002423 6/1/2011 17:37 531926.933 3630670.21 ############## ahill pkonrad 0 ############## No Blanket exemption in place for Suncrest substation and buffers along pad and access road. 28 feet from AR. No Yes ahil l  - 6/6/2011 8:07:52 PM
female was seen bringing food to nest 
ahil l  - 6/7/2011 6:10:09 PM
pa                                                                  6/30/2011 14:32
######### 7002426 Killdeer No Closed Bartlett Yard 0 On line of rock along north edge of dirt road   100 feet west of roped helicopter landing area  12          Yes phoward - 6/5/2011 11:20:08 AM
no eggs/nest were found or birds seen in area  nest l ikely failed    PNT_SSN-7002426 6/2/2011 12:23 546592.405 3612568.95 ############## tcooper phoward 0 Yes Nest l ikely failed from rain or predation. 0 feet, within yard l imits. No Yes phoward - 6/5/2011 11:21:50 AM
no eggs/nest were found or birds seen in area  nest l ikely failed    6/5/2011 11:21
######### 7002427 Rufous-crowned Sparrow No Closed CP19-1 0 Cup nest on ground on south side of fountain grass (Pennisetum setaceum)  Hard to see  but in-l                        Yes fhoffman - 6/2/2011 1:26:20 PM
Adult flushed from nest  Incubating 2 solid l ight  bluish  gray egg           PNT_SSN-7002427 6/2/2011 13:20 500471.137 3643884.52 6/20/2011 7:31 fhoffman rradd 0 6/20/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticiapted to impact this nest provided that no stopping  standing  pa          60 feet from AR. 6/6/2011 0:00 6/6/2011 0:00 Drive through access only. No rradd - 6/7/2011 11:09:39 AM - At least 2 downy young in nest 0804 
rradd - 6/13/2011 7:42:14 A                             6/20/2011 7:31
######### 7002428 House Wren No Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 0 Nest about 4 feet high inside top of yellow metal SDG&E gas pipeline pole alongside adjacent tal     Yes jpawlicki - 6/2/2011 2:39:49 PM - Nest contains at least three partially feathered young  Both ad        PNT_SSN-7002428 6/2/2011 14:37 496855.869 3634217.01 ############## jpawlicki imaunsell 0 6/11/2011 0:00 No Presumed successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided no stopping  standing  or work              8 feet from AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 15:17 Drive through access only No rradd - 6/6/2011 4:25:43 PM - HOWR adult carrying food to nest 1618 
rradd - 6/15/2011 10:57:           6/15/2011 10:57
######### 7002431 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - 303+00r 0 6 feet up in north-pointing branch of 12-foot tall  fruit tree (Peach/Apple?); bushy fruit tree  the n                          No shampton - 6/2/2011 12:36:41 PM  Female incubating  3 eggs in nest   About 0700 today a BHCO              PNT_SSN-7002431 6/2/2011 12:36 525912.264 3632820.72 ############## shampton phoward 0 Yes Unknown cause.  Possibly abandoned because of BHCO activity, and then the eggs were scavenged.  Possibly predated without relation to cowbird parasitism. 40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 No Yes shampton - 6/9/2011 12:12:38 PM
Nest is empty  no eggs  nestlings or adults nearby   Nest conta           6/9/2011 12:12
######### 7002432 California Towhee No Closed CP29-1 0 Well concealed nest 2 5 feet above ground level on west side of large sprawling laurel sumac (M                     No CALT brooding 4 nearly naked nestlings  approximately 2 days old - rradd - 6/2/2011 10:14:42 A                    PNT_SSN-7002432 6/2/2011 10:09 503251.265 3644916.85 ############## rradd rradd 0 6/14/2011 0:00 No Presume successfully fledged. •
The area surrounding the nest is heavily covered with chaparral brush which will  help to provi                                                                                                                                    30 feet from AR. 6/6/2011 0:00 6/6/2011 0:00 Drive through access only. Yes No emorgan - 6/9/2011 11:25:56 AM
Nest sti l l  contains at least 3 nestlings  possibly 4 
rradd - 6/15/               6/15/2011 13:07
######### 7002433 Phainopepla No Closed CP50-1 Hamlet property 0 17 feet above ground level in pepper tree (Schinus sp ) by wood-framed wire gate  2 feet south of      No PHAI scolding observer under this tree, eventually settl ing on nest  - RR PNT_SSN-7002433 6/2/2011 16:47 509059.273 3638399.53 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Predated by Cooper's Hawk. 110 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/8/2011 12:09:19 PM
Attempted predation by male COHA  no subsequent PHAI detection                6/16/2011 12:46
######### 7002434 Phainopepla No Closed CP50-1 Hamlet property 0 7 feet above ground level  2 feet north of main trunk of Peruvian pepper (Shinus molle) atop 2-in   No PHAI male incubating two eggs 1522. - RR PNT_SSN-7002434 6/2/2011 15:33 509038.121 3638412.78 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Apparently predated. 53 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/8/2011 10:35:38 AM
PHAI female incubating two eggs 
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:09:44 AM
N           6/16/2011 11:09
######### 7002435 Mourning Dove No Closed CP50-1 Hamlet property 0 Inside white-painted metal bldg closest to rear entrance to residence (chicken coop?)  on l intel a        No MODO on nest 1547, did not flush PNT_SSN-7002435 6/2/2011 15:48 509065.665 3638416.15 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Observations suggest nest predation. 110 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/8/2011 10:47:33 AM
MODO on nest 
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:14:56 AM
MODO on nest 
rrad                6/23/2011 11:17
######### 7002436 OTHER No Closed CP50-1 Hamlet property 0 Woven bulky grass nest 13 feet above ground level in fork of main trunk of Peruvian pepper (Shi  Yes Unknown species flushed 1730. - RR PNT_SSN-7002436 6/2/2011 17:29 509227.992 3638366.66 6/16/2011 9:51 rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest was not completed. 6 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/8/2011 9:09:35 AM
 Nest unoccupied 0720 
rradd - 6/16/2011 9:51:34 AM
Nest unoccup             6/16/2011 9:51
######### 7002437 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Helix Yard AR 0 Well-hidden buff downy nest overhanging bare ground 5 feet above ground level on east side of               Yes ANHU female brooding one small nestling and one unhatched egg PNT_SSN-7002437 6/3/2011 12:40 509758.127 3636500.78 ############## rradd rradd 0 6/22/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        36 feet from AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. No Yes rradd - 6/9/2011 9:00:31 AM - Female ANHU attending one unfeathered nestling 
rradd - 6/15/20                         6/23/2011 14:32
######### 7002438 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Hartung Yard 0 18 feet above ground level on dead bow-shaped stub on north side of center of coast l ive oak (Q  No ANHU on nest (found by bio-monitor) with some droppings at rim, suggesting hatched young. PNT_SSN-7002438 6/3/2011 14:40 515020.802 3639201.65 ############## rradd rradd 0 No Nest outcome is indeterminate; nest fell  but young possibly fledged prior. Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        10 feet from yard l imits. No Yes rradd - 6/9/2011 1:42:25 PM
Two large young in nest  
rradd - 6/17/2011 10:02:47 AM
Nest was co                     6/17/2011 10:02
######### 7002439 Ash-throated Flycatcher No Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 pullsite - driveway entry 0 30 feet above ground level in cavity on east side of California sycamore (Platanus racemosa) on                                        No ATFL pr at cavity, (presumed) female entering with beak full  of l ining materials 1634. - RR
 PNT_SSN-7002439 6/3/2011 16:36 514329.638 3639347.08 ############## rradd rradd 100 Yes Cause of nest failure is indeterminate, but l ikely no eggs were laid. No construction has taken place during the nesting period. 45 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/9/2011 12:16:53 PM
No ATFL detections during 30 min  obs  Likely egg-laying period  co                                                      6/30/2011 14:31
######### 7002440 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed TL 6916 - 973032 0 8 feet up in pepper tree (Schinus sp.) at end of street. No eloveless - 6/3/2011 9:28:39 AM - Obseved female sitting on nest  Does not seem to be disturbed         PNT_SSN-7002440 6/3/2011 9:23 493134.332 3640258.09 ############## eloveless phoward 0 Yes Failure appears to be weather related - blown from tree. exemption request exemption applies for work allowed in residential areas of TL6916 for underg                         30 feet from AR. 4/14/2011 0:00 4/14/2011 0:00 Buffer remains but work allowed per approved plan. No Yes rradd - 6/7/2011 4:18:21 PM
Nest has fallen and is empty. Change to Closed 6/7/2011 16:18
######### 7002441 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Hartung Yard 0 Located on branch near center of tree about 18' off of ground  Nest is on dead branch hanging fr                                                                                  No No bird was observed during initial nest verification  Nest detected by yard biomonitor Jamie Ha PNT_SSN-7002441 6/3/2011 14:50 515021.812 3639197.81 ############## bfischer phoward 0 No Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        10 feet from yard l imits. No Yes rradd - 6/9/2011 11:57:22 AM
Duplicate recording of nest NID 7002438 and should be deleted  
C   6/9/2011 11:57
######### 7002443 House Finch No Closed Alpine Underground 0 At northwest corner of Casino Inn bar, at top of eave corner post. No Female incubating four eggs on a nest rimmed with feces. PNT_SSN-7002443 6/4/2011 11:08 519645.41 3633533.87 6/24/2011 9:32 tfitanides pkonrad 0 6/24/2011 9:22 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        58 feet from AR. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes rradd - 6/11/2011 7:49:19 AM
At least two dark downy young have hatched 
pkonrad - 6/17/2011                     6/24/2011 9:31

7/5/2011 7002446 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed CP70-3 AR 0 Nest is 18 inches above ground level almost directly below PSFL nest in a tangle of wild grape (V                                                               Yes BCHU female sitting on an apparently complete yellow nest 0910. PNT_SSN-7002446 6/4/2011 9:16 516844.354 3638409.06 7/5/2011 22:04 rradd rradd 100 ############## No 42 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/9/2011 3:35:43 PM
BCHU female on nest 1532 
rradd - 6/17/2011 1:07:01 PM
BCHU fema                                       7/5/2011 22:04
######### 7002451 House Finch No Closed Alpine Underground - Loritz property 0 Nest is inside wheel on southwest corner of water tower  Entrance is on inside (north side) of wh         No mkuehn - 6/6/2011 2:46:46 PM female to nest twice with food  nestlings begging very loudly-hea                                   PNT_SSN-7002451 6/6/2011 14:44 526298.633 3632506.25 ############## mkuehn pkonrad 0 ############## No 0 feet, within staked work l imits. No Yes jpawlicki - 6/10/2011 4:08:20 PM
Adults observed at nest; at least two fully feathered nestlings i                                                                                                                                                        6/24/2011 13:42
######### 7002452 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Nest in oak tree (Quercus agrifolia) located just east of guest house   Nest is approximately 15-2              No Nest building approximately 40% complete.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:43:28 AM PNT_SSN-7002452 6/6/2011 11:39 518205.765 3634569.94 ############## vnovik phoward 0 No 25 feet from staked work l imits. No sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:59:23 PM
nest appears 60% complete 
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:13:01 PM
Nest             6/9/2011 16:11

7/5/2011 7002453 Hooded Oriole No Closed EP27-1 AR 0 This nest is in western side of l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) about 12 feet up  This nest can be mon                                    No eelias - 6/6/2011 11:24:51 AM - Adults wouldn't come to nest until  I back off to 60 feet. PNT_SSN-7002453 6/6/2011 10:48 528078.392 3619692.3 7/5/2011 11:47 eelias imaunsell 0 ############## No 78 feet from AR. No No eelias - 6/6/2011 10:58:11 AM - Female seen removing fecal sacks twice  Male seen bringing foo                           6/13/2011 10:36
######### 7002454 House Finch No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 This nest is 9 feet up oak (Quercus agrifolia) on east side of road  Nest is in short bushy l imb tha                            No See next tab.
PKonrad - 6/29/2011 - closed.
 PNT_SSN-7002454 6/6/2011 15:22 535089.095 3612954.37 ############## eelias pkonrad 100 Yes Unknown; appears female abandoned nest during egg laying or early incubation. Blanket exemption already in place for existing construction traffic at the time of this nest's disc 1 feet east of from AR; 9 feet above road. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. No Yes eelias - 6/6/2011 3:28:56 PM
Female is bringing in nesting material  Nest appears 80% complete                                                                           6/29/2011 12:14

7/5/2011 7002455 House Finch No Closed SWAT Yard 0 In elevated water tank truck in metal sqare space above center of rear axle. No PNT_SSN-7002455 6/6/2011 10:18 528245.909 3620282.94 7/5/2011 11:04 tfitanides imaunsell 0 Yes Wind probably blew nest out of structure; possible predation; no sign of nest or contents. 0 feet, within yard l imits. No Yes tfitanides - 6/6/2011 10:20:42 AM - Nest building first observed on 05/24/11  Female observed b                                           6/21/2011 16:57
######### 7002457 Western Kingbird No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Located near top of northernmost trunk of larger coast l ive oak on branchlet pointing south  Bes      No tfitanides - 6/6/2011 2:10:44 PM - Male actively defending nest area (8-feet or so)  Female incub                                                                 PNT_SSN-7002457 6/6/2011 14:05 535128.354 3613028.1 ############## tfitanides pkonrad 100 Yes No indication. Vehicular traffic should not impact this nest providing that no stopping standing or work occurs                     55 feet from AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Drive through access only. No Yes pkonrad - 6/10/2011 4:01:37 PM
No kingbirds active in this area during more than an hour in the                                                                          6/29/2011 11:05

7/5/2011 7002458 House Finch No Closed SWAT Yard 0 Nest is in steel between southern-most wheels of elevated water truck. No PNT_SSN-7002458 6/6/2011 20:03 528249.315 3620282.29 7/5/2011 11:09 tfitanides imaunsell 100 ############## No 0 feet within yard l imits. No Yes tfitanides - 6/6/2011
Nest is l ined with fresh material  Female flushed from nest twice  No eggs o                                                        6/30/2011 12:27
######### 7002459 Mourning Dove No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Nest located about 12-feet high and 15-feet from trunk on lowest branch on west side of large co   No Adult incubating  Very tolerant of human presence - tf - 6/6/2011 
PKonrad - 6/10/2011 - Dove(s)                                                           PNT_SSN-7002459 6/6/2011 14:28 535120.873 3613028.84 ############## tfitanides pkonrad 100 Yes Unknown. Vehicular traffic should not impact this nest providing that no stopping standing or work occurs                     50 feet from AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Drive through access only. No Yes pkonrad - 6/10/2011 4:08:53 PM
Nest found with incubating adult on 6-6; Sti l l  incubating today 
p                                                           6/29/2011 12:50
######### 7001484 Yellow-breasted Chat No Closed Ell iott Substation 0 Coarsely woven grass nest situated 2 feet above ground level in thistle thicket near corner of sub                    Yes 16 May - YBCH on territory - Nest just begun  Re-monitor to verify completion 1049  - RR
23 May -            PNT_SSN-7001484 ############## 491703.548 3630846.08 ############## rradd phoward 0 6/11/2011 0:00 No Presumed successfully fledged. 30 feet from substation. No No rradd - 5/31/2011 11:54:09 AM - YBCH remains active and territorial here  Vegetation density pre                                                               6/14/2011 16:19
######### 7002460 Say's Phoebe No Closed TL 6916 - Z771473 0 Nest located within rafters of roof for excavating equipment at corner of All iant University   Site            No SAPH carrying food to nest atop plank nailed to underside of rafters 1707. - RR PNT_SSN-7002460 6/6/2011 17:06 491015.387 3639580.74 ############## rradd phoward 0 6/11/2011 0:00 No Nest outcome indeterminate but l ikely successful, and uninfluenced by Sunrise construction. 75 feet from tower. No No rradd - 6/14/2011 10:58:20 AM - No SAPH detected during 30 minute oibservation  Based on feed              6/14/2011 10:58
######### 7002461 Hooded Oriole No Closed TL 6916 - 774818 0 Woven globular nest 60 feet above ground level suspended in overhanging eucalyptus (Eucalypt                Yes HOOR exits nest 1802. PNT_SSN-7002461 6/6/2011 18:15 491695.193 3639754.65 ############## rradd phoward 0 No 1 foot from AR. No No rradd - 6/14/2011 10:03:08 AM
No HOOR detections during 40 min  obs  Seems unlikely to be act          6/14/2011 10:03

7/5/2011 7002462 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 10 feet up in mulberry (Morus alba) about 10 feet west of existing BCHU nest. No PNT_SSN-7002462 6/7/2011 16:52 518226.927 3634586.82 7/5/2011 14:52 sjohnston imaunsell 100 Yes Undetermined reason, No construction has occured since 06/09/2011. The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install  large acoustical noise blankets between nests an                                                                       0 feet, within staked work l imits. ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No No vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:06:31 PM
Nest building approx 50% Complete 
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:30:27                                                                                  7/5/2011 14:51
######### 7002463 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 10 feet up mulberry (Morus alba) on side of tree facing pavement. No PNT_SSN-7002463 6/7/2011 16:55 518222.261 3634584.27 ############## sjohnston sjohnston 0 Yes Bird was observed to be incubating normally when no activity was occuring on-site  Abnormal incubating periods were observed when light foot traffic was observed within 10' of the nest  Territ                          0 feet, within staked work l imits. ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No No vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:08:36 PM
Nest building approx 60- 70% complete
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:28:5                                                                                    6/16/2011 16:42
######### 7002465 Lark Sparrow No Closed Wilson Yard 0 10 feet north of fence in California buckwheat (Eriogonum fasciculatum). No Bird incubating 3 eggs  - sritt - 6/7/2011 3:37:17 PM
PKonrad - 6/16/2011 - 3 one-week-old nestli                     PNT_SSN-7002465 6/7/2011 15:19 531367.142 3630570.88 ############## sritt pkonrad 0 ############## No Blanket exemption already in place for this yard boundary at the time of this nest's discovery. 10 feet from yard fence. 0 feet Yes pkonrad - 6/16/2011 4:54:17 PM
On 6-7  an adult was incubating 3 eggs (sritt) 
Today  3 week-old                                6/24/2011 14:14
######### 7002466 Lark Sparrow No Closed Wilson Yard 0 Approximately 25 feet north of fence and 10 feet west of yellow ESA sign in California buckwheat  No sritt - 6/7/2011 3:34:29 PM- One adult seen feeding another  Both birds seen building nest  Nest                                        PNT_SSN-7002466 6/7/2011 15:30 ############## sritt pkonrad 0 Yes Nest built but no eggs laid. Blanket exemption already in place for this yard boundary at the time of this nest's discovery. 25 feet from yard fence. No Yes pkonrad - 6/16/2011 5:01:22 PM
There are no eggs in nest  but nest looks complete and adults ar                    6/24/2011 14:19
######### 7002467 Lark Sparrow No Closed Wilson Yard 0 Approximately 20 feet east of fence in small white sage (Salvia apiana) and 4 feet east of milkwe   No Bird incubating 5 eggs  - sritt - 6/7/2011 3:43:53 PM
PKonrad - 6/16/2011 - Eggs are gone; portion              PNT_SSN-7002467 6/7/2011 15:40 531356.84 3630414.21 ############## sritt pkonrad 0 Yes Apparent predation; eggs gone and a portion of nest pulled away. Blanket exemption already in place for this yard boundary at the time of this nest's discovery. 20 feet from yard l imits. No Yes pkonrad - 6/16/2011 4:48:00 PM
Nest found 6-7 when an adult was incubating 5 eggs (sritt) 
Toda                  6/16/2011 16:48
######### 7002468 Ash-throated Flycatcher No Closed Suncrest Substation AR 0 Nest is located within a cavity created by a dead l imb of an Engelmann oak (Quercus engelmann                   No Observed pair bringing food to the nest, actively. PNT_SSN-7002468 6/7/2011 13:38 531913.187 3630683.32 ############## ahill tcooper 0 No Blanket exempton already in place for access road at the time of this nest's discovery. 20 feet from AR. No Yes ahil l  - 6/14/2011 6:57:42 PM
bird seen seen carrying food to nest 
tcooper - 6/21/2011 5:18:05 P        6/21/2011 17:18
######### 7000961 Red-winged Blackbird No Closed TL 6924 - 171690 0 Within cattail-tule (Typha, Scirpus) wetland. No 2 May - At least 2 pairs RWBL have established breeding territories  VIRA and COYE l ikely breedi                                                            PNT_SSN-7000961 5/2/2011 8:04 496918.477 3643374.19 ############## rradd phoward 0 5/14/2011 0:00 No Nests succcessfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa       75 feet from AR. Yes Yes blohstroh - 5/26/2011 10:37:33 AM
fledges observed  being fed by adults 
rradd - 6/1/2011 5:17:2                                                               6/13/2011 13:40
######### 7002469 Bullock's Oriole No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0  At bottom of outhanging l imb about 35 feet high in southwest end of l ive oak. Yes PKonrad - 6/1/2011 - Pair very active in area of nest  displaying and singing; female perches ato                                                                                                              PNT_SSN-7002469 6/8/2011 9:29 535119.248 3613024.43 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 100 Yes Unknown; pair may be renesting in east side of tree? Vehicular traffic should not impact this nest providing that no stopping standing or work occurs                     60 feet from AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Drive through access only. No Yes pkonrad - 6/8/2011 9:38:38 AM
Nest found 6/1 (pentab problems); nest looked complete and pai                                                                                                                                                               6/29/2011 11:32
######### 7002470 House Wren No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 In east-facing cavity about 5 feet high in l ive oak just east of road. No PKonrad - 6/1/2011 - Adult wren making hunting forays and bringing back food to chirping nestl                  PNT_SSN-7002470 6/8/2011 9:39 535088.374 3612948.54 ############## pkonrad phoward 0 No 10 feet from AR. No Yes pkonrad - 6/8/2011 9:47:03 AM
Nest found 6/1 (pentab problems)  Adult actively hunting and fee                      6/10/2011 13:10
######### 7002471 Lark Sparrow No Closed EP54-1 0 Within low cropped shrub (San Diego goldenbush)  Entrance is from the west side  Shrub approx                No tfitanides - 6/8/2011 7:36:54 AM - Male in area with food in bil l  Female flushed when biologists                            PNT_SSN-7002471 6/8/2011 7:34 535981.989 3613323.19 ############## tfitanides pkonrad 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. 0 feet, within staked work l imits. No pkonrad - 6/16/2011 11:53:30 AM
Nest intact but empty; nestlings apparently fledged and disper        6/16/2011 11:53
######### 7002473 Western Kingbird No Closed Hartung Yard 0 On corner rack of partially assembled tower No. 65, Leg B. Yes Nest about 80% complete  about 18 feet above the ground  No eggs in nest  Western Kingbird brin                                          PNT_SSN-7002473 6/7/2011 16:44 515113.95 3639178.67 ############## barnold barnold 100 Yes Cause of failure is indeterminate  Nest was initiated near the end of WEKI breeding season and m                      The biologist does 
not feel the nest should be adversely affected for the following reasons:
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                0 feet, within yard l imits. 6/9/2011 0:00 6/9/2011 0:00 15 feet Yes Yes rradd - 6/9/2011 12:52:36 PM
WEKI feeding mate at nest suggests egg-laying is imminent  Birds f                                                                                                                                                                 6/26/2011 15:03
######### 7002474 Costa's Hummingbird No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 On Bridge 200A laying on its side  about 30 to 35 feet northwest of 15-foot tall  oak tree (Quercus                                                                   No Female incubating  Yard biological monitor reported eggs in nest  but female never flushed from                                                                                           PNT_SSN-7002474 6/8/2011 9:56 568833.327 3618223.5 ############## barnold pkonrad 0 Yes Nest gone; probable predation. Nest is on steel, and work on the steel cannot occur without inmpacting the nest. 0 feet, within yard l imits. No Yes pkonrad - 6/15/2011 1:09:07 PM
Female incubating 2 eggs in nest described on 6-8 (barnold) 
Tod                                          6/22/2011 14:58

7/5/2011 7002475 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Nest located in first mulberry (Morus alba) west of bridge  Nest is on northwest side of tree abov                No PNT_SSN-7002475 6/8/2011 13:32 518227.902 3634589.47 7/5/2011 9:16 vnovik imaunsell 0 Yes unknown what caused nest to fail . Not active for several days.  Nest appeared complete, though was in an exposed locution. 0 feet, within staked work l imits. 4/25/2011 0:00 5/6/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No No vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:35:09 PM
Nest building 
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:37:38 PM
Nest building  ~70%                                                            6/16/2011 16:28
######### 7002476 Mourning Dove No Closed CP50-1 Hamlet property 0 Untidy twig platform 14feet above ground level in pepper tree (Schinus sp ) above metal stake in  No 8 Jun MODO on nest 10:48 PNT_SSN-7002476 6/8/2011 11:18 509055.97 3638394.74 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Natural causes. 100 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/8/2011 11:22:25 AM
MODO on nest 
rradd - 6/18/2011 5:43:36 AM
Nest too high to see i                6/23/2011 11:33
######### 7002479 Ash-throated Flycatcher No Closed EP231A  AR 0 Nest cavity located about 2 5 feet  high on south side of dead yucca spike  second flower spike u         No jpawlicki - 6/9/2011 11:04:51 AM - Adults observed bringing food into cavity and exiting with fe                                                PNT_SSN-7002479 6/9/2011 10:53 574337.482 3611431.52 ############## jpawlicki pkonrad 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping  standing  or       60 feet from AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Drive through access only Yes No pkonrad - 6/13/2011 3:53:29 PM
Adults oserved takingfood into cavity and leaving with fecal sa                                            6/20/2011 11:42
######### 7002481 California Towhee No Closed CP29-1 0 Nest is I8 inches above ground in coastal sagebrush (Artemisia californica) intermixed with dee                     Yes emorgan - 6/9/2011 10:43:45 AM - Nest contains at least 2 naked nestlings about 2 days old 
The                                                                              PNT_SSN-7002481 6/9/2011 10:34 503362.307 3644765.74 ############## emorgan rradd 0 ############## No  Presumed successful. 8 feet from permanent construction pad. No No rradd - 6/15/2011 1:27:03 PM
Nest is clean  intact and empty  Presumed successful clutch given           6/15/2011 13:27
######### 7002482 Great Horned Owl No Closed CP29-1 0 Nest located in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) 60 feet above ground  It is on south-facing bra                    No emorgan - 6/9/2011 12:36:22 PM - Observed at least one adult and two fledglings in area aroun        PNT_SSN-7002482 6/9/2011 12:32 503296.822 3645185.21 ############## emorgan rradd 0 6/9/2011 0:00 No Observations indicate nest successfully fledged. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping  standing  or       300 feet from AR. ############### 6/14/2011 10:17 Drive through access only. Yes No rradd - 6/15/2011 2:59:42 PM
Nest is empty and no owls detected in this or any nearby tree duri                6/15/2011 15:00
######### 7002484 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed CP64-2 AR 0 Buffy nest atop 1/4-inch diameter twig  14 feet above ground level on south side of coast l ive oa           Yes ANHU female on nest 1036 - RR. PNT_SSN-7002484 6/9/2011 10:33 514291.617 3639378.54 6/17/2011 8:54 rradd rradd 0 Yes Nest lost to natural causes. 65 feet from AR. No No rradd - 6/17/2011 8:54:37 AM
Nest no longer present, branch has broken. Change to Closed. 6/17/2011 8:54
######### 7002485 OTHER No Closed EP239-1 0 Vermilion Flycatcher- On horiz  2" diameter l imb of Elm? tree  l imb leans NE  18' high  Behind she                                                                                No shampton - 6/10/2011 10:00:27 AM  Vermilion Flycatcher nest   At least 2 nestlings  Pair bringin        PNT_SSN-7002485 6/10/2011 9:42 577058.041 3609175.36 6/20/2011 9:14 shampton phoward 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa               80 feet from AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Drive through access only. Yes Yes tfitanides - 6/16/2011 12:39:18 PM
Three fully-feathered nestlings being fed by female  At least o                                         6/20/2011 9:13

7/5/2011 7002486 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 In coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) adjacent to bridge on south  Nest is near Puetz Valley Road              No PNT_SSN-7002486 ############## 518264.696 3634585.73 7/5/2011 9:27 vnovik imaunsell 100 Yes No observations of bird on nest in last Couple of days prior to 6/24. undetermined what has caused failure. Nest looks intact, 20 feet from work l imits ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No No vnovik - 6/10/2011 11:38:01 AM
Nest building 1-2% complete 
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:15:39 PM                                     6/24/2011 11:20
######### 7002487 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Nest is 30 feet from top of bank in sycamore (Platanus racemosa) south of white house  Nest is o     No vnovik - 6/10/2011 11:53:06 AM -Nest near complete 
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:19:45 PM- Nest gone   PNT_SSN-7002487 ############## 518203.93 3634544.37 6/24/2011 5:32 vnovik sjohnston 0 Yes nest no longer visable. l ikely predation occurred. 85 feet from work l imits. ############### 5/6/2011 14:18 Buffer remains, but work allowed per approved plan. No No sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:22:43 PM
incubating 
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:13:28 PM
On nest 
sjohnston -        6/24/2011 5:31
######### 7002488 Brewer's Blackbird No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 0 About 70 feet high in west-central part of large l ive oak west of AR. No See second page.
PKonrad - 6/29/2011 - closed.
 PNT_SSN-7002488 ############## 535126.271 3613031.06 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 100 ############## No Vehicular traffic should not impact this nest providing that no stopping standing or work occurs                     50 feet from AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Drive through access only. No Yes pkonrad - 6/10/2011 1:51:34 PM
Pair of Brewer's Blackbirds nesting (renesting?)  Female collecti                                                                     6/29/2011 11:00
######### 7002490 Western Kingbird No Closed Hartung Yard 0 At top of leg B (southwest corner) in tower base 72. No tfitanides - 6/10/2011 9:59:27 AM - Nest appears complete or nearly so  This is the same pair as                PNT_SSN-7002490 6/10/2011 9:25 515123.655 3639168.14 ############## tfitanides barnold 0 Yes Nest apparently abandoned before egg-laying began. 0 feet, within yard l imits. No Yes mkuehn - 6/14/2011 1:44:08 PM
see notes for nest ID 7002473 in adjacent tower (#65)  That fema                                                 6/26/2011 15:02
######### 7002494 Lark Sparrow No Closed Sycamore Yard 0 2 5 feet above ground level at base of bend over stem on west side of baccharis broom (Bacchar           No LASP male feeding female incubating 3 eggs and driving fledging from earlier brood away from a    PNT_SSN-7002494 6/13/2011 8:54 500285.399 3643947.01 ############## rradd rradd 0 Yes Presumed predated. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  provided that no stopping  standing  pa               50 feet from AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Drive through access only. Yes rradd - 6/20/2011 10:45:29 AM
Nest is empty, presumed predated. Change to Closed. 6/20/2011 10:45
######### 7002496 Phainopepla No Closed Suncrest Substation AR 0 On a horizontal branch of an Engelmann oak (Quercus engelmannii)  approximately 15 feet up  a       Yes Male is bringing material to nest and building while female is helping out by shaping   Nest is ap   PNT_SSN-7002496 ############## 531964.23 3630648.06 ############## ahill ahil l 0 No Blanket exempton already in place for access road at the time of this nest's discovery. 20 feet from AR. Yes ahil l  - 6/14/2011 6:56:50 PM
nest failed  no sign of nest or nesting material nearby  did not fail  d    6/14/2011 18:56
######### 7002497 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Vault 2 0 In southeast quadrant of a l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia)  Nest is in a low bushy branch about 20 f         No Found by construction monitor Ben Rosenbaum. PNT_SSN-7002497 6/14/2011 9:12 517974.659 3634507.72 ############## eelias sjohnston 0 Yes BCHU adandoned partially constructed nest for unknown reason. 18 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 Yes eelias - 6/14/2011 9:22:34 AM
Kevin Kilpatrick and I visit the nest site to log this nest  This nest i              6/14/2011 9:22
######### 7002504 Least Bell’s Vireo No Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 0 Nest is approximately 1 foot from trunk  4 feet above ground level on north side of 15-foot tall  C                                           Yes Second nest for male banded MPu:lbMDb; female unbanded 
15 Jun LBVI copulating  female carry                                               PNT_SSN-7002504 6/15/2011 8:32 496753.039 3634180.4 ############## rradd tcooper 300 Yes predation 100 feet to AR. No No rradd - 6/22/2011 9:45:14 AM - LBVI male call ing away from nest and no nest interaction observ                           6/26/2011 20:37

7/5/2011 7002509 Say's Phoebe No Closed JVR Yard 0 Beneath northwest end of earthmover #4 parked closest to (west of) JBR Construction Yard  Nest                                 No RAbe - 6/17/2011 12:42:14 PM - Male observed carrying prey items to nest  Female brooding at l                          PNT_SSN-7002509 ############## 577844.903 3610796.93 7/5/2011 11:33 RAbe pkonrad 100 7/1/2011 11:27 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping  standing  or       60 feet from AR. 6/20/2011 0:00 6/21/2011 0:00 Drive through access only. Yes Yes estrods - 6/21/2011 12:43:56 PM
4 nestlings in nest 
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 4:44:57 PM
Nestlings a                             7/5/2011 11:29
######### 700251 Bullock's Oriole No Closed TL 639  - 973035 0 In Eucalyptus about 20' higher than base of pole  In easterly growing branch of tree  Partially hi                   Yes shampton - 6/17/2011 9:07:47 AM
Both adults visiting nest  Begging calls heard  Crew worked on                                             PNT_SSN-7002511 6/17/2011 8:58 493785.277 3640252.24 ############## shampton rradd 100 ############## No 12 feet from pole. No No fhoffman - 6/18/2011 10:09:34 AM
Adults continued bringing in food items and vocalizing 
fhoffm                                            6/28/2011 12:34
######### 7002512 House Wren No Closed Hartung Yard 0 14 feet above ground level in branch stub cavity on west side of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifoli          No 16 Jun HOWR pr carrying food to cavity at 3-8 min. intervals 0930 - RR PNT_SSN-7002512 6/17/2011 9:43 515017.732 3639206.5 ############## rradd rradd 100 ############## No Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        10 feet from yard l imits. No Yes rradd - 6/24/2011 10:35:59 AM
HOWR present but not entering cavity during 30 min obs  Monito                             6/30/2011 16:00
######### 7002515 Cassin's Kingbird No Closed San Luis Rey Substation - Z222370 0 About 70 high in southeast corner of tower, where base meets narrow part. No Two adults seen feeding nestlings (possibly 2?) and carrying fecal sacs   Buffer well  away from w          PNT_SSN-7002515 ############## 468761.329 3674869.83 ############## sritt vnovik 100 ############## No 155 feet No Yes vnovik - 6/30/2011 1:02:24 PM
observed Cassia's adult feeding recent fledgling on adjacent l ine         6/30/2011 13:02

7/5/2011 7002516 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 30 feet up in sycamore (Platanus racemosa) west of drainage. No sjohnston - 6/17/2011 9:16:39 AM

vnovik - 6/22/2011 5:00:45 PM
This is same nest as 7002510 PNT_SSN-7002516 6/17/2011 9:15 518241.981 3634602.61 7/5/2011 8:42 sjohnston imaunsell 0 No 30 feet No No
7/2/2011 7002520 Rufous-crowned Sparrow No Closed CP21 0 At base of deerweed (Lotus scoparius)  yucca (Hesperoyucca whipplei)  laurel sumac (Malosma            Yes RCSP pr obs repeatedly at this site; one bird item-carrying suggests nest building  Nest not found             PNT_SSN-7002520 6/20/2011 9:41 501123.608 3644285.56 7/2/2011 10:25 rradd rradd 100 7/5/2011 10:19 No 10 feet to AR; 120 feet to CP21. No rradd - 7/2/2011 10:25:12 AM
Change to Closed
RCSP adults and juveniles detected at this locatio          7/2/2011 10:25
7/5/2011 7002523 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 6 feet up on westside of mulberry tree. Approximately 10 feet from the asphalt path. No nest removed when it was approximately 3% complete at direction of SDGE due to the high poten                                    PNT_SSN-7002523 6/20/2011 7:28 518212.053 3634594.49 7/5/2011 9:39 sjohnston imaunsell 0 No 7 feet No
7/5/2011 7002524 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Nest located on the south side of a mulberry tree approximately 14 feet up. No Nest removed when it was approximately 1% complete due to the high potential for an installati                           PNT_SSN-7002524 6/20/2011 7:50 518222.809 3634584.29 7/5/2011 9:38 sjohnston imaunsell 0 No 3 feet No No
7/5/2011 7002525 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 located approximately 8 feet up on the southside of mulberry tree. No Nest was removed at approximately 5% complete at 8:50am   Nest removal was made due to the                                                          PNT_SSN-7002525 6/20/2011 9:59 518222.367 3634584.66 7/5/2011 9:38 sjohnston imaunsell 0 No 3 feet No No
######### 7002527 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Closed CP17-1 0 1 foot up in small, sparsely foliated black sage, not well  hidden. 330 feet west of access road. No 4 nestlings  1 week old plus  Pair feeding and defending from GRRO in area   blohstroh - 6/21/20   PNT_SSN-7002527 6/21/2011 8:45 499814.31 3643130.95 ############## blohstroh dbusby 300 ############## No 350 feet No No blohstroh - 6/21/2011 8:47:51 AM
4 pin feathered nestlings  pair defending intrusion by GRRO 
d                                   6/28/2011 20:42

7/5/2011 7002530 House Finch No Closed TL 639 - 379521 0 In bottom east insulator bracket. Yes NBR sti l l  required for work to occus on TL639 pole 379521 PNT_SSN-7002530 ############## 492249.377 3631255.88 7/5/2011 10:55 mdicus rradd 100 Yes Cause of nest abandonment is indeterminate  but as work was carried out on this pole within on         Vehicular passage is not anticipipated to immpact this nest provided that no stopping standing o                         0 feet 6/29/2011 0:00 6/30/2011 0:00 Drive through access and work allowed at pole per NBR above. Yes Yes mdicus - 6/21/2011 10:39:55 AM
Female entering bracket and remaining there  Fresh material vi                                         7/5/2011 10:55
7/5/2011 7002532 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed TL 639 - 397518 0 7 feet above ground level at end of branch at top of slope overhanging broom baccaharis patch       Yes 21 Jun Nest contains one egg and is swarming with ants. LEGO female attempting to return. PNT_SSN-7002532 ############## 491942.373 3630929.56 7/5/2011 11:07 rradd rradd 100 Yes Observations indicate nest failure due to disturbance of the nest  Nest and one egg remain intac                                Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping  standing  or       46 feet to TL639 - 397518. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Drive through access only No Yes imaunsell  - 6/21/2011 7:25:21 AM
Nest contains one egg and is swarming with ants  LEGO femal                                                  7/5/2011 10:59
######### 7002536 Common Raven No Closed EP311-1 0 This nest is in SWPL tower  It is built on the bridge below the south horn and at the base of the so        No This large stick nest appears in active  However there is a lot of fresh white wash on the ground        PNT_SSN-7002536 ############## 596044.031 3627600.47 ############## veurs veurs 0 No 165 feet No Yes veurs - 6/21/2011 10:40:32 AM
This nest wasmonitored for 20 minutes and we didnt have any ac                                 6/21/2011 15:37
######### 7002539 House Finch No Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 Located in back end of boom of boom truck parked 250 feet sw of main building at rough acres. No The nest was 10-20% complete (not yet formed into cup) with  no eggs  Material was not there ye                                          PNT_SSN-7002539 ############## 569104.232 3618083.11 ############## bfischer bfischer 0 No 0 feet No Yes
######### 7002541 Lesser Goldfinch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 15% complete nest in first mulberry tree (Morus alba) west of bridge  Nest on south side of free o          No Nest removed via authorization of SDGE on 6/22/11 at approximately 1000  Information of nest                PNT_SSN-7002541 ############## 518226.264 3634585.44 ############## vnovik vnovik 0 Yes Nest was removed prior to egg-laying. Nest removal request was sent in to remove this nest prior to its completion   This nest was in th                  0 feet; in staked work l imits. 6/22/2011 0:00 6/22/2011 0:00 0 feet No No
######### 7002546 Phainopepla No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 0 Nest near outer end of mostly horizontal branch that extends farthest to northeast; in low curve       No PKonrad - 6/23/2011 - Pair nest building; see next page.
PKonrad - 6/29/2011 - closed.
 PNT_SSN-7002546 ############## 535134.623 3613029.66 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 Yes No indication. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping  standing  or       50 west of AR. No Yes pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:17:59 PM
Pair is nest building at an almost complete bowl nest  Male ve                                            6/29/2011 10:49
######### 7002547 Bullock's Oriole No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 0 Nest built on east side of l ive oak tree about 35 feet high  (There is another nest about 20 feet so    No PKonrad - 6/23/2011 - Pair active at this nest; see next page.
PKonrad - 6/29/2011 - closed.
 PNT_SSN-7002547 ############## 535133.727 3613025.1 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 Yes Unknown; same female possibly renesting in another location - or a different female is taking m        Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping  standing  or       35 feet west of AR. No Yes pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:12:32 PM
Pair active at nest  especially the  female that visited nest repe                                                                 6/29/2011 11:16
######### 7002548 Brewer's Blackbird No Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 0 Nest in south-central side of tree. No PKonrad - 6/23/2011 - Male feeding - see next page.
PKonrad - 6/29/2011 - closed.
 PNT_SSN-7002548 ############## 535125.492 3613021.55 ############## pkonrad pkonrad 0 ############## No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping  standing  or       42 feet west of AR. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Drive through access only. No Yes pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:20:38 PM - Male repeatedly bringing food to incubating female or nestli                  6/29/2011 10:51
######### 7002550 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 In first mulberry tree (Morus alba) west of bridge  Nest is on south side of tree approximately 8 f                                      No Nest removed 6/23/11 at 1633 at direction of SDGE  after all  information of nest location and St   PNT_SSN-7002550 ############## 518229.595 3634588.03 ############## vnovik vnovik 0 Yes Nest was removed prior to any egg-laying. This nest was in a very early stage of construction  and the placement and completion of it woul                 2 feet 6/23/2011 0:00 6/23/2011 0:00 Nest removal concurrence. No No
######### 7002554 House Wren No Closed Alpine Underground - 300+00r 0 25 feet above ground in horizontal portion of 4-inch diameter dead willow (Salix sp ) l imb  Limb                                           No Nest is most easily viewed from underneath  standing on south side of creek 
Dead l imb with nes                         PNT_SSN-7002554 ############## 525812.089 3632823.27 ############## shampton shampton 100 ############## No No HOWR's visited nest  or heard or seen during 20 minute observation (1225-1245)   Also no HOWR's observed anywhere in area  during LBVI survey earlier today  (0600-0830)
Nest l imb undam         75 feet 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 No Yes shampton - 6/23/2011 12:08:43 PM
Adults observed bringing food items to nest and carrying fec                             6/30/2011 12:52
######### 7002566 House Finch No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 HOFI using BLPH nest (NID 6002318). No PNT_SSN-7002566 ############## 518191.542 3634573.49 ############## imaunsell imaunsell 0 ############## No 40 feet No No imaunsell  - 6/28/2011 11:45:39 AM
13 May BLPH second clutch of 3 eggs in progress 1212  - RR
v                                                                                                                      6/28/2011 11:46
######### 7002567 Black Phoebe No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 Mud nest against wall  under eave between wood house and 1-storey brick house with for rent si No imaunsell  - 6/28/2011 12:00:14 PM - BLPH observed using nest recently used successfully HOFI       PNT_SSN-7002567 ############## 518192.344 3634573.31 ############## imaunsell imaunsell 0 Yes BLPH observed to be briefly using nest. Unknown reason why bird stop using nest. 65 feet from AR. No No imaunsell  - 6/28/2011 12:03:05 PM
Nest empty  No activity observed at nest from 06/21/2011 to  6/28/2011 12:03
######### 7002569 House Finch No Closed Alpine Yard - Upper East 0 Nest located in conductor reel. No Nest was removed at 5% complete following CDF&G notification  Nest was discovered on reel sch                                   PNT_SSN-7002569 ############## 520453.79 3634151.29 ############## sjohnston sjohnston 0 Yes Nest was removed at 5% complete following CDF&G notification  Nest was discovered on reel scheduled for immediate use  Nest was deemed a canidate for removal based off detection during ea               0 feet No Yes

7/5/2011 7002570 House Wren No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 14 feet above ground level in cap of metal power pole strapped to wood pole at edge of access ro           No Likely 2nd brood of recently sucessfully nesting HOWR using same nesting location. PNT_SSN-7002570 ############## 518202.139 3634599.05 7/5/2011 14:46 sjohnston imaunsell 100 7/4/2011 14:44 No Based on nest chronology nestlings are assumed to have fledged sucessfully. 5 feet from AR No No sjohnston - 6/28/2011 12:43:32 PM
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:24:09 AM
Observed house wren taking                                                                                                                           7/5/2011 14:46
7/5/2011 7002581 House Finch No Closed SWAT Yard 0 In metal 'box' space above rear axel within metal frame of elevated water tank; in upper-most no    Yes PNT_SSN-7002581 ############## 528246.497 3620283.24 7/5/2011 17:44 pkonrad sritt 100 No 0 feet; within yard. No Yes pkonrad - 6/30/2011 1:08:29 PM
Female House Finch bringing nesting material to site and lying                    7/5/2011 17:32
7/5/2011 7002590 House Finch No Closed SWAT Yard 0 Elevated water tank  in northwest end in metal fender just above outer wheel   About 335 feet nor     No Second clutch in same location at nest ID 7000957. PNT_SSN-7002590 7/5/2011 11:02 528247.128 3620285.78 7/5/2011 11:04 imaunsell imaunsell 0 No 0 feet; within yard No No tfitanides - 6/6/2011 8:02:47 PM
Female incubating, flushed from nest twice. Likely on a second clutch. [Nest was not closed in Pentab as previous nest check comment indicates].
barnold - 6/7/2011 12:18:57 PM
Female House Finch at nest area. Also observed House Finch activity in the nest area on Sunday 05 June 2011 but that entry overridden..
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 11:36:30 AM
Female incubating.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 4:51:58 PM
At least 2 downy nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 12:21:46 PM
Nestlings have fledged - closed.
7/5/2011 7001937 Anna's Hummingbird No Closed Alpine Underground - Bauer bridge 0 About 20 feet up in large red willow (Salix laevigata) and 15 feet west of bridge. No PNT_SSN-7001937 ############## 518237.392 3634589.96 7/5/2011 14:13 sjohnston imaunsell 0 Yes Nest was abandoned. Undetermined why bird left  nest. The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install  large acoustical noise blankets between nests an                                                                        6 feet from work l imits. 4/25/2011 0:00 5/6/2011 0:00 Buffer remains but work allowed per approved plan. Yes No sjohnston - 5/24/2011 8:30:15 AM
Nest activily being built  estimated at 10% complete 
vnovik - 5                                                                                                          6/1/2011 18:33
7/5/2011 7002594 Western Bluebird No Closed 0 No PNT_SSN-7002594 7/5/2011 14:25 518237.372 3634589.72 7/5/2011 14:30 imaunsell imaunsell 0 No 20' No No imaunsell  - 7/5/2011 2:30:23 PM
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:05:46 PM
WBNU obs  ca  3 feet from cav                                                                                                                                                          7/5/2011 14:30
7/5/2011 7002595 House Wren No Closed 0 HOWR observed actively building nest in cavity of sycamore (Platanus racemosa) tree approxim                      No PNT_SSN-7002595 7/5/2011 13:36 518243.928 3634599.26 7/5/2011 14:16 imaunsell imaunsell 0 7/2/2011 13:52 No Nesting chronology appears to support assuption of a sucessful fledge. 35' No No 
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 12:58:02 PM
HOWR obs  taking OATI material out of cavity  and bringing i                                                                                                                                            7/5/2011 13:52
7/5/2011 7002596 White-breasted Nuthatch No Closed 0 Same nesting cavity of the recently fledged WEBU. No PNT_SSN-7002596 7/5/2011 13:59 518237.676 3634589.79 7/5/2011 14:43 imaunsell imaunsell 0 6/8/2011 14:33 Yes Though bird was observed to visit site on a few occassions  there was no strong affinity to this cavity or any other cavity in the nearby vicinity  No true nest was ever established and my have bee            20 No No 
sjohnston - 6/3/2011 3:10:22 PM
WBNU observed clearing WEBL nest material and bringing in fr                              7/5/2011 14:31
######### 5000013 Coastal Cactus Wren No Inactive Sycamore Yard 0 Located in Opuntia about 4 feet above ground. Yes Appears to be an old nest that might be present in pre-existing data  Out of 5 nests observed this                                                                                                                                     PNT_SSN-5000013 ############## 499995.454 3643938.13 ############## rradd rradd 0 No 0 feet No Yes rradd - 5/24/2011 3:04:27 PM
No change 1330 ... breeding pr at S end of territory. 5/24/2011 15:04

6/1/2011 5000491 Common Raven No Inactive TL 639 - Z379538 0 5 incomplete stick nests in steel structure 30+ feet up. Yes Raven pair observed placing sticks in different locations on 3/1/11 and 3/3/11 final nest site loc                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5000491 3/3/2011 10:20 494564.591 3633662.33 6/1/2011 14:33 dbusby tfitanides 0 No Nest is on subject tower, so buffer not justified. 0 feet No Yes tfitanides - 6/1/2011 2:31:51 PM
Nest unoccupied  A CORA (possibly juvenile) flushed from the b                                                   6/1/2011 14:31
6/7/2011 6002384 Coastal Cactus Wren No Inactive Sycamore Yard 0 Substantial football-sized nest  in good condition  4 feet up in large prickly pear (Opuntia sp ) co                      Yes 18 Mar - CACW call ing across this territory - at least 2 birds present  - RR
24 Mar - CACW call ing                                                                                                      PNT_SSN-6002384 3/7/2011 9:01 499856.109 3643778.63 6/7/2011 21:06 rradd rradd 0 No 30 feet No Yes rradd - 5/24/2011 3:14:22 PM
CACW call ing on this territory 1400
rradd - 6/1/2011 8:57:42 PM
N                                  6/7/2011 21:05
6/7/2011 6002385 Coastal Cactus Wren No Inactive Sycamore Yard 0 2 nests 5 feet up in large healthy prickly pear (Opuntia sp )  One nest appears old and defunct  th              Yes 18 Mar - CACW call ing across this territory - at least 2 birds present  - RR
24 Mar - CACW call ing                                                                                                                                                                PNT_SSN-6002385 3/7/2011 10:13 499701.487 3643848.69 6/7/2011 13:26 rradd rradd 0 No 15 feet No Yes rradd - 5/24/2011 3:16:23 PM
No CACW detected 1305-1335 
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:41:19 PM
One n                                                           6/7/2011 13:26
6/4/2011 6002387 Red-shouldered Hawk No Inactive Alpine Underground - 115+00 0 75 feet up in sycamore tree (Platanus racemosa) in drainage on south side of ROW. No 10 feet above eye level from Alpine Blvd  RSHA observed on nest and another observed vocalizing                                                                                                                 PNT_SSN-6002387 3/8/2011 11:43 520280.568 3633340.7 6/4/2011 12:22 pkonrad tfitanides 0 6/4/2011 12:17 No Successfully fledged. Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        180 feet to Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet No Yes rradd - 5/27/2011 6:55:43 AM
Adult male brings food to at least one extensively white juvenile in            6/4/2011 12:22
5/3/2011 6002390 Cactus Wren No Inactive EP245-1 AR 0 Nest is 3 feet off the ground in a cholla (Cylindropuntia sp )  Opening faces east  Golden colored                          No Nest is in good condition  intact with well-established opening 
Buffer encompasses entire access                                                                  PNT_SSN-6002390 3/8/2011 14:08 578802.855 3610513.76 5/3/2011 16:19 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Vehicular traffice allowed, but no stopping, standing, or construction within buffer. 250 feet from work area; 35 feet from dirt road. No No
######### 6003252 House Finch No Inactive Alpine Yard - Upper 0 Nest located 5 feet up on third reel in from south west end of row. No Pair nest building  Flushed when foot traffic approached between reels about 15 feet away  Does                                                                                                    PNT_SSN-6003252 ############## 520127.753 3634212.31 ############## imaunsell emorgan 0 No Nesting began after yard activities commenced  and is accutomed to current level  Buffer should              0 feet; within yard boundary. 4/15/2011 0:00 4/15/2011 16:12 Buffer reduced to 15 feet. Yes Yes
######### 5003307 House Finch No Inactive Sycamore Substation 0 Nest approximately 30 feet up on top of ceramic stack and under a cover   Note:  This nest is loca                     No 3/31/11 - Observed female bring nest material to nest with male following closely  (D  Busby)
bar                                                                                               PNT_SSN-5003307 3/31/2011 9:09 497095.6 3642142.55 5/19/2011 8:55 dbusby barnold 0 No 0 feet; within substation. No Yes
######### 5003315 House Finch No Inactive Sycamore Substation 0 In structure north of Siemens 230 KV structure  Approximately 20 feet above ground on top of ve                               No 3/31/11 Observed female of pair visiting nest  Flagged (Cummings) 
barnold - 4/12/2011 11:28:5                                                                                   PNT_SSN-5003315 ############## 497088.586 3642091.57 5/19/2011 9:12 dbusby barnold 0 No 0 feet; within substation. Yes Yes
######### 5003327 American Kestrel No Inactive TL 6924 - Z171688 0 Bottom west arm of tower, cavity. No Bird arrived at this spot  disappeared  then left; l ikely feeding young 
7 April  - Pair observed copu                                                                                                                                  PNT_SSN-5003327 ############## 497002.654 3642866.79 ############## blohstroh rradd 0 ############## No Successfully fledged. 0 feet, at tower/work site. No Yes blohstroh - 5/26/2011 11:40:51 AM - No activity observed, nest apparently fledged. 5/26/2011 11:40

5/6/2011 5003369 House Wren No Inactive CP82-1 0 Approximately 20 feet high in southern trunk of sycamore (Platanus racemosa) facing road  Just          Yes 4/6/11 - Adult observed bringing Sticks to cavity  Buffer flagged  no ESA signs  Candidate for nest                                                         PNT_SSN-5003369 4/6/2011 11:22 518844.792 3636151.9 5/6/2011 13:00 dbusby kalberts 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  as long as no stopping  standing  or constru    20 feet off AR; 250 feet to tower area. ############### 4/25/2011 14:23 Buffer remains, but vehicular passage allowed. Yes No
######### 5000851 Bushtit No Inactive CP88-1 0 In scrub oak (Quercus berberidifolia ) 4 feet up. Entrance on south side. Yes shampton - 4/19/2011 8:20:38 AM - Pair observed nearby  carrying nest material to nest  80% co                     PNT_SSN-5000851 4/19/2011 8:16 517854.424 3635000.48 4/30/2011 8:55 shampton rradd 0 No Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest  and no construction is proposed within   35 feet from AR. ############### 4/25/2011 14:35 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. Yes No

6/3/2011 5000883 Common Raven No Inactive EP297 0 Nest built in west arm of SWPL metal tower. No PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - 2 ravens present; 1 standing on nest rim apparently shading nest(l ings) 
                                                                                       PNT_SSN-5000883 ############## 590796.094 3624729.9 6/3/2011 13:46 pkonrad shampton 0 No Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence  following the premises of the Raven Control Pl 15 feet from SWPL access road. 4/12/2011 0:00 4/12/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic is allowed. Yes No pkonrad - 5/25/2011 10:08:47 AM
1 large feathered nestling and 1 adult standing on nest and 1                          6/3/2011 8:00
######### 5000888 Mourning Dove No Inactive San Luis Rey Substation 0 North side of TBEA Transformer  on top of screen for Fan X5  below radiators on the north side o      No barnold - 4/22/2011 1:53:02 PM  Adult on nest 

kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 11:33:52 AM
Observed a                                         PNT_SSN-5000888 ############## 468775.569 3674779.5 ############## barnold kkilpatrick 0 No 0 feet; nest within substation. Yes Yes
######### 6003254 House Wren No Inactive Helix Yard AR 0 HOWR cavity nest in willow tree (Salix sp ) approximately 15 feet off ground directly adjacent to No Birds observed actively building nest  Active CYs and ARs no longer need flagged buffers  Existing                                                             PNT_SSN-6003254 ############## 509740.671 3636428.81 4/20/2011 8:33 rradd rradd 0 No Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic  provided that no stopping  st        1,390 feet from yard boundary. 3/15/2011 0:00 3/15/2011 0:00 Buffer remains, but thru-traffic allowed. No Yes
######### 5000433 OTHER No Inactive TL 6916 - Z771472 0 Stick nest located on top of l ight pole. No Old nest ID 114, new nest ID 021011AH2 PNT_SSN-5000433 ############## 490928.809 3639730.66 ############## bclaxton kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption allowed for Reconductor residential areas; this nest is within such an area. 200 feet from nearest pole. No Yes
######### 5000451 OTHER No Inactive EP239-1 0 Large stick nest  probably common raven  built in south arm of metal powerline tower near EP23  No Nest 60  first observed Jan 20  shows no new activity on Feb 23  
Possibil ity of a raptor or raven u                                                                                                    PNT_SSN-5000451 ############## 577206.242 3610463.6 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No 400 feet from temporary ROW at tower site. Yes

5/7/2011 5000471 OTHER No Inactive Alpine Yard 0 Potential raptor nest 60 feet up in eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.). No If occupied by raptor, it wil l  affect LZ - 3-2-11  RF.
Stil l  inactive 3-25 (PK). PNT_SSN-5000471 3/2/2011 14:13 520194.608 3633806.52 5/7/2011 20:38 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption already in place for Alpine Blvd nesting birds at the time of this nest's discov 120 feet from access to Alpine Headquarters Yard. 0 feet No Yes
######### 5000492 OTHER No Inactive TL 639 - Z379537 0 In steel structure  3 incomplete stick nests 30+ feet up  possibly same ravens building near 3796  No PNT_SSN-5000492 3/3/2011 10:47 494387.983 3633474.7 ############## tcooper emorgan 0 No 0 feet, on 69 KV structure. No Yes
######### 6002310 Red-tailed Hawk No Inactive EP119-2 0 40 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia)  fresh sicks atop bulky platform 15 feet from seco                                No GHOW nest nearby may be retarding egg-laying  Followup observations required 
One adult Red-                                      PNT_SSN-6002310 3/4/2011 9:26 553240.046 3620737.1 ############## rfletcher emorgan 0 No 350 feet from temporary pad. No
######### 6002313 OTHER No Inactive EP236-1 AR 0 SWPL tower 195. North side of cross arm. No Inactive (3/04/2011)  Large stick nest needs to be checked for activity on a regular basis  Just aft         PNT_SSN-6002313 3/4/2011 14:41 575914.162 3610329.32 ############## jhart emorgan 0 No 230 feet from existing SWPL AR. No No
######### 5000532 OTHER No Inactive Rough Acres Yard 0 25 feet up in a coast l ive oak at the southeast corner of the Rough Acres material yard. No Although currently inactive  materials are being kept outside the 500 foot buffer in the event that                                            PNT_SSN-5000532 2/25/2011 0:00 568372 3617599 ############## pkonrad kalberts 0 No 425 feet from yard boundary. No Yes

5/3/2011 5000540 OTHER No Inactive EP236-1 and Pullsite AR 0 In SWPL power tower   A nest has been previously recorded at this location   If becomes active w         No A stick nest that appears to be in process of contruction (creosote bush branches with leaves) Po       PNT_SSN-5000540 1/20/2011 0:00 575455 3610283 5/3/2011 12:39 jhart kalberts 0 No 30 feet from SWPL access road. No No
######### 5000897 OTHER No Inactive CP47A-1 0 Roost in sheer rock cliffs east and downhill  of tower structure  Point on pen tablet does not matc  No White-throated swift - Unknown if nesting, but outside of 100 foot buffer. PNT_SSN-5000897 2/10/2011 0:00 507276 3638853 ############## bclaxton emorgan 0 No 2900 feet from temporary. No
######### 6003249 OTHER No Inactive CP65-1 0 Raptor nest 25 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). No This nest currently inaccesible to monitoring due to land access issues  Update during pre-cons       PNT_SSN-6003249 ############## 514701.343 3639968.73 ############## tcooper rradd 0 No 320 feet to TSAP; 400 feet to tower site. No No
######### 5003270 Red-shouldered Hawk No Inactive CP32 - 30 AR 0 Old nest; possible beginning new nest 25 feet up in coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia) adjacent to No 19 Mar - Pair RSHA present and territory guarding  Female tolerated close approach  refused to f                                                                                 PNT_SSN-5003270 ############## 527631.337 3618011.71 4/20/2011 9:32 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 450 feet from existing access road. No No
######### 5003317 American Kestrel No Inactive Sycamore Substation 0 Nest approx 30 feet up in opening on eastern/lowest arm of tower in northwestern corner of sub No 3/31/11 - Pair observed foraging  perching  and copulating adjacent to tower  Adult observed en                                                                                                                                                PNT_SSN-5003317 ############## 497047.993 3642237.88 ############## dbusby barnold 500 ############## No - This is l ikely the second clutch for this pair  which has successfully fledged young under simila                                                            0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 150 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/1/2011 1:13:54 PM
Observed male quickly bring small mammal to nest  Bio-monitor                                                                                                                                                      6/27/2011 14:45

6/7/2011 5003295 Cactus Wren No Inactive EP226-1 0 4 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No Pair of CACW observed adjacent to nest; nest appears to be the start of a new nest; monitor for a                                                                                                             PNT_SSN-5003295 3/30/2011 9:56 572516.865 3612334.37 6/7/2011 13:53 pkonrad pkonrad 0 No 95 feet No No barnold - 6/3/2011 12:00:51 PM
No Cactus Wren activity during 25-minute observation period  O                6/3/2011 12:00
######### 5000800 OTHER No Inactive TL 6916 - 678467 0 Stick nest approximately 80 feet up in eucalyptus tree is growing on slope just outside backyard                   No No birds observed coming to/from nest  RSHA pair call ing in neighborhood - shampton - 4/13/20   PNT_SSN-5000800 ############## 490907.41 3640278.92 ############## shampton kalberts 0 No 165 feet to work area. No Yes

5/7/2011 5000012 OTHER No Inactive Alpine Underground - Vault 11 0 Small size stick nest located approximately 100 feet up in eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp.). No Nest not determined to be active or attributeable to any species  RTHA pair seen soaring  perchin                                                        PNT_SSN-5000012 ############## 522118.893 3633111.36 5/7/2011 21:02 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        105 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 21:01 3/3/2011 21:01 0 feet No Yes
5/7/2011 5000486 OTHER No Inactive Alpine Underground - 289+00r 0 Medium size stick nest approximately 50 feet up in coast l ive oak tree (Quercus agrifolia). No Nest appears inactive at this time  Blanket exemption NBR for Alpine Blvd issued  All  buffers and            PNT_SSN-5000486 3/3/2011 10:41 525503.569 3632708.79 5/7/2011 20:45 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        470 feet away from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 20:44 3/3/2011 20:44 0 feet No Yes
5/7/2011 5000538 OTHER No Inactive Alpine Underground - MH-11L 0 Stick nest located approximately 15 feet up in coast l ive oak tree (Quercus agrifolia). No Blanket exemption NBR for Alpine Blvd issued  All  buffers and ESA signage/flagging removed on 3       PNT_SSN-5000538 1/13/2011 0:00 522124 3633079 5/7/2011 20:54 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        5 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 18:50 3/3/2011 18:50 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes
5/7/2011 5000901 OTHER No Inactive Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 Nest located approximately 80 feet up in coast l ive oak tree (Quercus agrifolia). No Large stick nest consistent with raptors  Nest located approximately 220' from Alpine Blvd  Blank                    PNT_SSN-5000901 2/15/2011 0:00 525791 3632785 5/7/2011 20:57 pkonrad kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        200 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 20:57 3/3/2011 20:57 0 feet No Yes
6/3/2011 500126 House Wren No Inactive CP50-1 AR 0 Cavity 8 feet up in pepper tree (Schinus sp.). Yes Nest material visible inside  l ikely HOWR 
10 Mar 2011 - HOWR singing at nest above  Likely a sa                                                                                                           PNT_SSN-5001261 509072 3638408 6/3/2011 7:21 rradd rradd 0 No 0 feet No No
######### 5000784 House Finch No Inactive Sycamore Substation 0 Nest observed in southwest corner of transformer Bank 71 on 2nd shelf stabil izing bar of radiat                      Yes Female observed incubating  male in area 4-12 (FH/BA) 
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:20:05 AM  Pair i                                                                        PNT_SSN-5000784 ############## 497123.511 3642035.35 ############## barnold barnold 0 No SDG&E needs to install  new transformer before 5-year warranty expires  Proposed work encroac                                           0 feet; within substation. Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes Yes barnold - 6/9/2011 10:46:49 AM
Female sitting on nest 
barnold - 6/16/2011 7:32:16 AM
Female s              6/23/2011 12:43
######### 5000835 Rock Wren No Inactive Suncrest Substation 0 Under a small rock, near top of slope, in between medium sized boulders. Yes ahil l  - 4/16/2011 3:29:27 PM - on 4-15-11  one ROWR was observed bringing rocks and sticks to                                                                                     PNT_SSN-5000835 4/16/2011 8:54 529541.063 3629824.34 ############## ahill kalberts 0 No 60 feet; on fi l l  slope, 60 ft to road through pad. Yes Yes

5/9/2011 5000837 Rock Wren No Inactive Suncrest Substation 0 In rocky hil lside  Nest entrance is southwestern facing on a side of curved rock  Above the nestin             No Nest description: a front porch of flat  small rocks has been built at nest entrance  a couple of tw                                                                                                                                                         PNT_SSN-5000837 4/16/2011 8:38 529515.941 3629843.28 5/9/2011 14:12 ahil l kalberts 0 No 0 feet; on fi l l  slope of substation pad. Yes Yes
5/7/2011 5003378 OTHER No Inactive Alpine Underground - 238+00 0 25-30 feet up on west side of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifolia). No Monitor observed pair at nest  No buffer flagged for Alpine Blvd ROW  - 4/7/2011 IM
16 Apr - BTP                            PNT_SSN-5003378 4/7/2011 10:15 524015.77 3632884.7 5/7/2011 20:42 imaunsell kalberts 0 No Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency concurrence that nest                        10 feet 3/2/2011 18:12 3/3/2011 18:12 Reduced to 0 feet per Alpine Blvd. exemption. No Yes
######### 5000413 Red-tailed Hawk No Inactive EP90-1 and AR 0 Nest constructed in the top of a eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp ) (about 40 feet high)  approxima                 Yes Verified 2/24/2011 by Ian Maunsell  nest id 101  No Work  
Adult sti l l  incubating - 3-10-11 (PK) 
3/                                                                                                                                                                     PNT_SSN-5000413 2/8/2011 10:36 548190.253 3613279.16 ############## pkonrad barnold 0 No Vehicular passage should not impact nest  provided that no stopping  standing  or construction   30 feet from access road. Buffer kept in place at 500 feet, but vehicular passage is allowed. Yes No barnold - 5/31/2011 12:46:28 PM
No adults or fledglings noted during hour-long observation per 5/31/2011 12:46

6/4/2011 5000452 Red-tailed Hawk No Inactive EP353 and AR 0 Stick nest in south arm of metal tower south of EP353. Yes Apparent former common raven nest  Formerly nest 43 
Red-tailed hawk incubating while second                                                                                                                                                              PNT_SSN-5000452 ############## 615279.428 3622932.74 6/4/2011 12:01 pkonrad jpawlicki 0 No Buffer approved through agency concurrence   Construction activities cannot occur inside 300 fo            95 feet from access road entry to tower site. Buffer reduced to 300 feet. Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/25/2011 1:12:50 PM
1 large nestling standing on nest and beside it 
jpawlicki - 6/4/2                        6/4/2011 12:01
######### 5003382 Red-tailed Hawk No Inactive CP57 AR 0 60 feet up in eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.) adjacent to farm buildings. No Location suggests these birds are desensitized to vehicle traffic 
7 Apr - RTHA display fl ight bringi                                                              PNT_SSN-5003382 4/7/2011 13:35 511870.597 3638287.22 5/21/2011 8:45 rradd rradd 0 No Tolerance of species to human environments  plus location of nest by access roads only  should                    230 feet from existing AR. No No
######### 7000899 Coastal Cactus Wren No Inactive Sycamore Yard 0 5 feet up in prickly pear (Opuntia l ittoralis)   Large amount of fresh material has been added her    Yes 25 Apr Large new CACW nest sti l l  being added to 17:25 - RR
3 May CACW call ing from this locatio                                   PNT_SSN-7000899 ############## 499654.388 3643866.79 ############## rradd rradd 0 No 57 feet from AR. No Yes rradd - 5/24/2011 3:16:42 PM
No CACW detected 1305-1335 
rradd - 6/1/2011 10:25:09 AM
CACW                                                               6/20/2011 13:37
######### 5000827 Lesser Goldfinch No Inactive Alpine Yard 0 Approximately 70 feet from road and 3 feet high in Helianthus sunflower. Yes dbusby - 4/15/2011 3:38:43 PM - Female sitting on nest with one egg  Edge of ESA already has sig                          PNT_SSN-5000827 ############## 520235.767 3634235.67 ############## dbusby barnold 0 No Bird began building nest under current work levels and activities  A 50 foot buffer is not expecte            0 feet; within Alpine Yard boundary. ############### 4/26/2011 14:04 Buffer reduced to 50 feet. Yes Yes

6/8/2011 5000469 Black Phoebe No Inactive CP54-1 - Londono property 0 Inside small building (pump house) on north side  5 May - Mud nest on wall  close to ceil ing has                      Yes 10 Mar 2010 - Nest intact  BLPH observed foraging nearby but not entering building  Changed to                                                                                                                                                                                     PNT_SSN-5000469 3/2/2011 10:30 510021.975 3638790.95 6/8/2011 13:38 rradd rradd 0 5/5/2011 12:20 No Successfully fledged. It is the avian biologist’s opinion both the Anna’s hummingbird and black phoebe nests will  tole                                                                          15 feet from driveway access. Buffer reduced to 20 feet. Yes No rradd - 5/25/2011 5:54:56 PM
BLPH renovating this nest 1725
rradd - 6/3/2011 9:12:02 AM
Nest is                 6/8/2011 13:37
6/7/2011 5000880 House Finch No Inactive Scripps Substation 0 Nest is located in middle north facing metal conduit pipe on Bank 32 structure. Yes emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:22:22 AM - House finch pair entering pipe and defending it from starling                                     PNT_SSN-5000880 4/22/2011 9:19 489449.376 3641438.14 6/7/2011 17:14 emorgan rradd 0 No  Nest outcome unknown. Highly tolerant species for which project precedent has aready been set. 50 feet to nearest conductor replacement. Buffer reduced to 30 feet. No rradd - 5/27/2011 10:18:08 AM
HOFI pr  continues breeding activity atop this structure 
rradd - 6/                           6/7/2011 17:14
6/4/2011 5000865 House Finch No Inactive IV substation 0 New active HOFI nest located in disconnect in yard 40 feet high. Yes vnovik - 4/21/2011 1:15:13 PM - Female carrying nest material 
NBM WLA concurence to reduce b                                         PNT_SSN-5000865 ############## 620411.712 3620675.28 6/4/2011 7:09 vnovik barnold 0 No Nest is hidden in an area away from general work site  and other reductions for this species on t                   0 feet; within yard. Buffer reduced to 10 feet. Yes barnold - 6/3/2011 8:20:08 PM
No House Finch activity in area. Nest Inactive. 6/3/2011 20:20
######### 7000983 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Inactive TL 6924 - 171693 0 In patch of brittlebush and buckwheat  No specfic landmarks on revegetated slope   About 50 fee                            No Male and female returning to this location repeatedly  bringing food  blohstroh - 5/5/2011
Nest f                                    PNT_SSN-7000983 5/5/2011 15:12 498178.577 3644161.95 5/19/2011 8:14 blohstroh blohstroh 0 No 75 feet to proposed yard boundary. No Yes
######### 7000984 Coastal California Gnatcatcher No Inactive TL 6924 - 171693 0 Within black sage, about 1 foot off ground, near edge of revegetated slope. No Female incubating  blohstroh - 5/5/2011
Male incubating nest - kalberts - 5/13/2011 2:56:53 PM                                       PNT_SSN-7000984 5/5/2011 15:26 497202.635 3643799.38 ############## blohstroh blohstroh 0 Yes Likely failed due to inclement weather on preceding day. At least 3 dead chicks present in nest, nest leaning over 45 degrees. 660 feet to nearest pole. No Yes blohstroh - 5/26/2011 2:29:31 PM
Ants eating dead chicks. 5/26/2011 14:29

6/9/2011 7000989 Red-tailed Hawk No Inactive Alpine Underground 0 60 feet up in 3 5 foot diameter eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus sp )  Large stick nest in crotch of main             No shampton - 5/5/2011 11:30:55 AM - Adult visited nest  Large nestling sti l l  with some down obser                                      PNT_SSN-7000989 5/5/2011 11:27 522139.851 3633113.52 6/9/2011 11:19 shampton shampton 0 No Blanket exemption already in place for Alpine Blvd at the time of this nest discovery. 120 feet to Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 0 feet Yes shampton - 5/26/2011 11:59:51 AM - Juvenile(s?) observed in eucalyptus trees around nest and                                                    6/9/2011 11:19
5/7/2011 7001003 OTHER No Inactive EP295 0 Stick nest in southeast side of SWPL tower. No shampton - 5/6/2011 10:29:28 AM  No birds observed associating with this nest. PNT_SSN-7001003 5/6/2011 10:27 590380.282 3623864.34 5/7/2011 19:20 shampton kalberts 0 No 70 feet from AR; 430 feet from EP 295. No No
######### 5000877 Rock Wren No Inactive Suncrest Substation 0 Within rock rubble. 5-10 feet up slope from bottom of slope. No vnovik - 4/22/2011 12:36:33 PM - Rock Wren carrying nest material into nest site  On-site monit                                                                                                                                PNT_SSN-5000877 ############## 529600.499 3629888.33 ############## vnovik ahil l 0 No Nest is in rock rubble ~10 feet from the bottom of a slope  is well  concealed  downslope  and not                                                                                                                0 feet; within substation pad fi l l  slope. 5/6/2011 15:12 5/6/2011 15:12 Remains at 100 feet. Yes Yes

6/4/2011 7001022 Verdin No Inactive EP353 0 Globular nest located 10 feet up in smoke tree (Psorothamnus spinosus) at forked branch  East s   Yes Pair observed making multiple trips into nest with food items  Male exhibiting agitated behavior                                   PNT_SSN-7001022 ############## 615248.322 3623014.11 6/4/2011 12:09 sjohnston jpawlicki 0 No Not needed; current exemption exists for Sunrise traffic on existing SWPL l ine  and nest is beyond                                                                                                                    80 feet from existing AR. 5/13/2011 0:00 5/16/2011 0:00 Buffer remains; through access only. Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/25/2011 3:07:25 PM
Unable to check this nest due to unsafe road conditions and roa                                                   6/4/2011 12:09
######### 7001451 Wrentit No Inactive CP23 0 Located in mission manzanita shrub (Xylococcus bicolor) about 45 feet north-northeast of the n           Yes barnold & mkuehn - 5/12/2011 10:01 AM - Nest difficult to find   About 2 5 feet off ground in mis                                                                                            PNT_SSN-7001451 5/12/2011 9:56 501345.837 3644818.44 ############## barnold rradd 0 No 60 feet to legs. Yes No

6/8/2011 7001459 Mourning Dove No Inactive CP51-2 AR 0 Untidy stick nest under eave of north side of small patio at house front entry. Yes 12 May - MODO incubating and mate adjacent 0844  - RR
19 May - MODO incubating 0927 - RR PNT_SSN-7001459 5/12/2011 8:45 509073.935 3638425.16 6/8/2011 9:27 rradd rradd 0 6/8/2011 0:00 No Nest successfully fledged. 85 feet to AR, but on house. No No rradd - 5/25/2011 12:56:57 PM - MODO on nest 1251 
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:05:27 PM - MODO on n                   6/8/2011 9:27
######### 7001502 Lesser Goldfinch No Inactive CP50-1 AR 0 8 feet above ground level  in center of sparse laurel sumac (Malosma laurina) at top of cut-bank        Yes 19 May LEGO female completing nest under male supervision 0841. - RR PNT_SSN-7001502 5/19/2011 8:50 509172.96 3638386.82 ############## rradd emorgan 0 No 10 feet from AR. No No rradd - 5/25/2011 12:30:44 PM
LEGO female on nest 1217 
rradd - 6/2/2011 5:13:20 PM
Sporadic                            6/8/2011 9:13
######### 7001507 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Inactive CP64-2, CP65-1 pullsite AR entry 0 Yellow nest 14 feet above ground level in hanging green frond of coast l ive oak (Quercus agrifoli                                No 19 May BCHU female on nearly complete nest 1742. - RR PNT_SSN-7001507 ############## 514345.564 3639347.65 ############## rradd emorgan 0 No 60 feet from AR. No No rradd - 5/26/2011 4:43:52 PM
Nest appears neat  complete and intact  but no BCHU detected in a                                                     6/9/2011 11:52
######### 5000535 OTHER No Inactive CP82-1 0 Offset: Approximately 40 feet east of access road   Nest is located approximately 25 feet up in a                 No On 3/9/11 B  Lohstroh checked this nest and sti l l  inactive 
29 Mar - No change in activity detected           PNT_SSN-5000535 1/12/2011 0:00 518823.188 3636092.38 ############## rradd rradd 0 No Nest never became active. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest  provided that no vehicle stopping  standing      40 feet from access road. ############### 4/25/2011 14:14 Blanket reduction granted for drive through access only. No No
######### 7001915 Black-chinned Hummingbird No Inactive CP70-3 AR 0 2 feet above road height in wild grape (Vitis girdiana) at base of multi-trunked California sycam         Yes 20 May BCHU female sitting on complete nest 0956. - RR PNT_SSN-7001915 ############## 516889.686 3638441.65 ############## rradd emorgan 0 No 20 feet from AR. No No rradd - 5/26/2011 9:27:13 AM
BCHU female on nest 0842
rradd - 6/4/2011 10:59:28 AM
Nest intac                                     6/9/2011 16:35

6/1/2011 7001927 Lark Sparrow No Inactive Kreutzkamp Yard 0 Nest located under steel on ground in between two wooden blocks; second pile from right about               Yes Bowl nest; adult observed by biomonitor on Thurs and Friday (5/20); adult observed - ffhoffman                                              PNT_SSN-7001927 ############## 535980.979 3612947.9 6/1/2011 11:19 fhoffman sritt 0 No 0 feet; in yard. Yes Yes pkonrad - 5/27/2011 4:14:28 PM
Nest looks abandoned; no Lark Sparrows observed; north end o                       5/27/2011 16:14
######### 7001929 Lark Sparrow No Inactive Suncrest Substation AR 0 In small Engelmann oak (Quercus engelmannii) at roadside  Nest 4 feet up on west trunk  Tree ju            No tfitanides - 5/23/2011 12:29:56 PM - Adult incubating 3 eggs  Tolerant of biologist presence with          PNT_SSN-7001929 ############## 531947.323 3630660.82 ############## tfitanides ahil l 0 Yes Chicks were found today covered in ants  The chicks most l ikely died due to the bad weather on s               Blanket exemption in place for Suncrest substation and buffers along pad and access road. 8 feet Yes Yes ahil l  - 5/24/2011 8:03:20 PM
two hatchlings present  female on nest 
ahil l  - 5/28/2011 9:08:15 P          5/28/2011 21:08
######### 7002347 Oak Titmouse No Inactive Alpine Underground - Loritz property 0 Nest located at the top of the south facing rock retaining wall  on border of property  It is betwee             Yes emorgan - 5/24/2011 2:08:33 PM - Observed adult bringing food to the cavity every 5 to 10 minu       PNT_SSN-7002347 ############## 526257.427 3632340.79 ############## emorgan jpawlicki 0 No 0 feet; within work pad. No Yes emorgan - 5/31/2011 8:04:25 PM
Observed adult carrying food into cavity and I could hear nestl                             6/10/2011 13:35
######### 7002371 Cactus Wren No Inactive EP226-1 0 2 feet up in cholla cactus (Cylindropuntia sp.). Opening faces east. No Nest appears inactive  No birds observed in or around nest  Large  made of straw grasses  and in                              PNT_SSN-7002371 ############## 572583.295 3612421.79 ############## callen phoward 0 No 58 feet from TSAP. No No
######### 7002387 OTHER No Inactive TL 6916 - 774843 0 Large stick nest on pole. No tcooper - 5/27/2011 7:09:35 AM - No activity.
 PNT_SSN-7002387 5/27/2011 7:05 496819.983 3641634.53 ############## tcooper phoward 0 No 0 feet; on tower. No
######### 7002406 OTHER No Inactive Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 View from trail  on north side of I-8 westbound bridge  where trail  curves to east  Look northwest                         No mkuehn - 6/1/2011 12:36:57 PM
smaller stick nest  no activity observed  crows in vicinity all  day  PNT_SSN-7002406 6/1/2011 12:32 525928.429 3632937.93 ############## mkuehn phoward 0 No 290 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 No Yes
######### 7002407 OTHER No Inactive Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 View from trail  on north side of I-8 westbound bridge  at big dead tree 60 feet east of where trail                          No mkuehn - 6/1/2011 12:48:28 PM
large stick nest  no activity observed  crows in vicinity all  day  PNT_SSN-7002407 6/1/2011 12:47 525955.894 3632937.28 ############## mkuehn phoward 0 No 290 feet from Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 No Yes
######### 7002409 OTHER No Inactive Alpine Underground - MH-18 0 Nest located 70 feet up in cottonwood tree (Populus sp )  It is in fork on main branch and is visib           No emorgan - 6/1/2011 12:46:00 PM - Old stick nest. No activity observed near it.
 PNT_SSN-7002409 6/1/2011 12:43 525966.112 3632941.69 ############## emorgan phoward 0 No 340 feet to Alpine Blvd. 3/2/2011 0:00 3/3/2011 0:00 No Yes
######### 7002350 OTHER No Inactive CP19-1 0 A small grass shaped cup nest was found 35 feet north of access road CP19-1-E-A  The nest is ap               No kkilpatrick - 5/24/2011 2:10:56 PM
Fresh grass nest appeared completed  No eggs in nest  An adu        PNT_SSN-7002350 ############## 500266.976 3643987.6 6/14/2011 9:40 kkilpatrick imaunsell 0 No 36 feet No kkilpatrick - 5/25/2011 3:50:27 PM
Two biologists conducted focused observations of the nest fo                                                                       6/13/2011 8:32
######### 7002501 Cactus Wren No Inactive EP226-1 0 4 feet high in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No Nest in good condition  but may have old feces inside   No birds seen or heard in area over 30 m        PNT_SSN-7002501 ############## 572558.127 3612398.06 ############## blohstroh vnovik 0 No 20 feet from TSAP. No No
######### 7002535 OTHER No Inactive TL 639 - 579519 0 Woven nest of long grass stems 8 feet above ground level and at approximate road elevation in                        No 21 June - BHGR pair attending this perhaps incomplete nest. - RR PNT_SSN-7002535 6/21/2011 9:40 492091.341 3631075.88 6/28/2011 7:11 rradd barnold 100 No 16 feet to AR; 100 feet to work. No No barnold - 6/28/2011 7:11:20 AM
Adult male in bush mallow  I didn't approach to search for nest          6/28/2011 7:11
######### 7002537 Cactus Wren No Inactive EP261A 0 Nest in cholla 5 feet above ground. No PNT_SSN-7002537 ############## 584399.517 3612942.11 ############## emorgan emorgan 0 No 60 feet from trail  to tower site/TSAP. No No emorgan - 6/22/2011 10:38:29 AM
Cactus Wren in area. 6/22/2011 10:38
######### 7002538 Cactus Wren No Inactive EP261A 0 Two nests in cholla 4 to 5 feet above ground. No PNT_SSN-7002538 ############## 584418.866 3612977.25 ############## emorgan emorgan 0 No 5 feet from trail  to tower site/TSAP. No No emorgan - 6/22/2011 10:34:19 AM
Cactus Wren flushed from area around nest 
emorgan - 6/22/2                     6/22/2011 13:48
######### 7002551 Cactus Wren No Inactive EP259-2 0 5 feet above ground in desert jujube (Ziziphus parryi). No PNT_SSN-7002551 ############## 584041.513 3612101.67 ############## emorgan emorgan 0 No 10 feet from AR. No No emorgan - 6/23/2011 3:36:45 PM
No Cactus Wrens observed in area around nest  Downy feather          6/23/2011 15:36
######### 7002571 Cactus Wren No Inactive EP269-2 0 Nest is located 4 feet high in northwest edge of cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No phoward - 6/28/2011 8:55:32 AM
Nest was found inactive  Likely a fledged nest from this year  Ju                                PNT_SSN-7002571 6/28/2011 8:50 586093.003 3615664.72 6/28/2011 9:00 phoward phoward 0 No 60 feet from TSAP. No No
######### 7002572 Cactus Wren No Inactive EP269 0 This nest was in a cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No PNT_SSN-7002572 ############## 585187.212 3615673.54 ############## eelias eelias 0 No 47 feet No No eelias - 6/28/2011 2:38:20 PM
Complete  100% built  No eggs  No chicks  No adults were active in  6/28/2011 14:38
######### 7002573 Cactus Wren No Inactive EP269 0 This nest was in a cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) . No PNT_SSN-7002573 ############## 585341.453 3615647.1 ############## eelias eelias 0 No 3 feet No No eelias - 6/28/2011 2:52:51 PM
This nest was in a cholla  Complete  100% built  No eggs  No chick        6/28/2011 14:52
######### 7002574 Cactus Wren No Inactive EP269 0 This nest was in a cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No PNT_SSN-7002574 ############## 585373.635 3615673.53 ############## eelias eelias 0 No 93 feet No No eelias - 6/28/2011 3:00:33 PM
Complete  100% built  No eggs  No chicks  No adults were active in  6/28/2011 15:00
######### 7002575 Cactus Wren No Inactive EP269 0 This nest was in a cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). No PNT_SSN-7002575 ############## 585389.828 3615617.55 ############## eelias eelias 0 No 67 feet No No eelias - 6/28/2011 3:06:41 PM
Complete  100% built  No eggs  No chicks  No adults were active in  6/28/2011 15:06
######### 7002576 Cactus Wren No Inactive EP261-2 0 Nest 5 feet above ground in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp ) 10 feet east of ravine near scrub oak (Qu    No PNT_SSN-7002576 6/28/2011 8:54 584309.574 3612815.83 6/28/2011 9:06 emorgan emorgan 0 No 10 feet from trail  to tower site. No No emorgan - 6/28/2011 8:59:21 AM
Nest in good condition with downy feathers near entrance indic      6/28/2011 8:59
######### 7002578 Black-throated Sparrow No Inactive EP277 TSAP 0 2 feet up in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.). Edge of helo landing area. 20 feet from center. No Near complete nest on 6-29-11 PNT_SSN-7002578 ############## 588049.3 3619448.87 ############## shampton tfitanides 100 No 0 feet No No shampton - 6/29/2011 4:09:29 PM
A pair of BTSP  were observed foraging and singing on the TSA                                             6/30/2011 13:53
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Status of Nest Affect_Cons Count of Status
Active No 97

Yes 27
Closed No 783
Inactive No 79

Grand Total 986
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OBJECTID SpeciesNamClass ScientificNaScientificNaCommonNaCommonNameCode
15 15 1 Pipilo abert  0 Abert's Tow 0
16 16 1 Melanerpe   1 Acorn Woo 1
17 17 1 Corvus brac  2 American C 2
18 18 1 Spinus trist  3 American G 3
19 19 1 Falco sparv 4 American K 4
20 20 1 Turdus mig  5 American R 5
21 21 1 Calypte ann 6 Anna's Hum 6
22 22 1 Myiarchus  7 Ash-throate  7
23 23 1 Haliaeetus 8 Bald Eagle 8
24 24 1 Tyto alba 9 Barn Owl 9
25 25 1 Hirundo rus 10 Barn Swallo 10
26 26 1 Passerculus  11 Belding's Sa  11
27 27 1 Amphispiza  12 Bell's Sage 12
28 28 1 Thryomane   13 Bewick's W 13
29 29 1 Sayornis nig  14 Black Phoe 14
30 30 1 Archilochus  15 Black-chinn  15
31 31 1 Pheucticus 16 Black-head  16
32 32 1 Polioptila m 17 Black-tailed 17
33 33 1 Dendroica 18 Black-throa   18
34 34 1 Amphispiza  19 Black-throa  19
35 35 1 Passerina c  20 Blue Grosb 20
36 36 1 Polioptila c  21 Blue-gray G 21
37 37 1 Euphagus c  22 Brewer's Bl 22
38 38 1 Certhia am  23 Brown Cree 23
39 39 1 Molothrus  24 Brown-hea  24
40 40 1 Icterus bull  25 Bullock's O 25
41 41 1 Athene cun 26 Burrowing  26
42 42 1 Psaltriparus  27 Bushtit 27
43 43 1 Campylorhy  28 Cactus Wre 28
44 44 1 Eremophila  29 California H  29
45 45 1 Callipepla c 30 California Q 30
46 46 1 Strix occide  31 California S  31
47 47 1 Toxostoma  32 California T 32
48 48 1 Pipilo crissa 33 California T 33
49 49 1 Catherpes m  34 Canyon Wr  34
50 50 1 Tyrannus v  35 Cassin's Kin 35
51 51 1 Vireo cassin  36 Cassin's Vir 36
52 52 1 Spizella pas  37 Chipping Sp 37
53 53 1 Cistothorus  38 Clark's Mar  38
54 54 1 Petrochelid   39 Cliff Swallo 39
55 55 1 Campylorhy   40 Coastal Cac  40
56 56 1 Polioptila c  41 Coastal Cal   41
57 57 1 Columbina  42 Common G 42
58 58 1 Corvus cora  43 Common R 43
59 59 1 Geothlypis  44 Common Y 44
60 60 1 Accipiter co 45 Cooper’s H  45
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61 61 1 Calypte cos 46 Costa's Hum 46
62 62 1 Toxostoma  47 Crissal Thra  47
63 63 1 Picoides pu 48 Downy Wo 48
64 64 1 Empidonax  49 Dusky Flyca 49
65 65 1 Phalaenopt   50 Dusky Poor 50
66 66 1 Buteo rega 51 Ferruginou   51
67 67 1 Callipepla g  52 Gambel's Q 52
68 68 1 Melanerpe   53 Gila Woodp 53
69 69 1 Aquila chry 54 Golden Eag  54
70 70 1 Zonotrichia  55 Golden-cro  55
71 71 1 Ammodram   56 Grasshoppe  56
72 72 1 Vireo vicini  57 Gray Vireo 57
73 73 1 Bubo virgin  58 Great Horn  58
74 74 1 Geococcyx  59 Greater Ro 59
75 75 1 Quiscalus m  60 Great-tailed 60
76 76 1 Picoides vil  61 Hairy Wood 61
77 77 1 Dendroica o  62 Hermit Wa 62
78 78 1 Icterus cucu 63 Hooded Or 63
79 79 1 Carpodacus 64 House Finc 64
80 80 1 Troglodytes  65 House Wre 65
81 81 1 Vireo hutto  66 Hutton's Vi 66
82 82 1 Columbina 67 Inca Dove 67
83 83 1 Charadrius  68 Killdeer 68
84 84 1 Picoides sca  69 Ladder-bac  69
85 85 1 Chondestes  70 Lark Sparro 70
86 86 1 Spinus lawr  71 Lawrence's 71
87 87 1 hirundo rus 72 Lazuli Bunt 72
88 88 1 Toxostoma  73 Le Conte’s T  73
89 89 1 Vireo bellii 74 Least Bell’s  74
90 90 1 Spinus psal  75 Lesser Gold 75
91 91 1 Chordeiles 76 Lesser Nigh 76
92 92 1 Lanius ludo 77 Loggerhead  77
93 93 1 Numenius a 78 Long-billed  78
94 94 1 Asio otus 79 Long-eared 79
95 95 1 Vermivora  80 Lucy's Warb 80
96 96 1 Cistothorus  81 Marsh Wre 81
97 97 1 Sialia curru  82 Mountain B 82
98 98 1 Poecile gam  83 Mountain C 83
99 99 1 Oreortyx pi  84 Mountain Q 84

100 100 1 Zenaida ma  85 Mourning D 85
101 101 1 Colaptes au  86 Northern F 86
102 102 1 Circus cyan 87 Northern H  87
103 103 1 Mimus poly 88 Northern M 88
104 104 1 Stelgidopte   89 Northern R  89
105 105 1 Aegolius ac 90 Northern S  90
106 106 1 Picoides nu  91 Nuttall's W 91
107 107 1 Baeolophus  92 Oak Titmou 92
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108 108 1 Contopus c  93 Olive-sided 93
109 109 1 Vermivora  94 Orange-cro  94
110 110 1 Empidonax  95 Pacific-slop  95
111 111 1 Falco pereg 96 Peregrine F 96
112 112 1 Phainopepl   97 Phainopepl 97
113 113 1 Falco mexic 98 Prairie Falc  98
114 114 1 Carpodacus  99 Purple Finc 99
115 115 1 Progne sub  100 Purple Mar 100
116 116 1 Sitta pygma  101 Pygmy Nut 101
117 117 1 Sphyrapicu   102 Red-breast  102
118 118 1 Buteo linea  103 Red-should  103
119 119 1 Buteo Jamm 104 Red-tailed 104
120 120 1 Agelaius ph  105 Red-winged 105
121 121 1 Salpinctes o 106 Rock Wren 106
122 122 1 Aimophila r  107 Rufous-crow  107
123 123 1 Passerculus 108 Savannah S 108
124 124 1 Sayornis sa  109 Say's Phoeb 109
125 125 1 Icterus pari  110 Scott's Orio 110
126 126 1 Accipiter st 111 Sharp-shinn   111
127 127 1 Melospiza m 112 Song Sparro 112
128 128 1 Empidonax  113 Southweste    113
129 129 1 Pipilo macu 114 Spotted To 114
130 130 1 Cyanocitta 115 Steller's Jay 115
131 131 1 Buteo swai 116 Swainson’s  116
132 132 1 Catharus us 117 Swainson's 117
133 133 1 Tachycineta  118 Tree Swallo 118
134 134 1 Agelaius tri 119 Tricolored B 119
135 135 1 Cathartes a 120 Turkey Vult 120
136 136 1 Auriparus f 121 Verdin 121
137 137 1 Tachycineta 122 Violet-gree  122
138 138 1 Sialia mexic 123 Western Bl 123
139 139 1 Tyrannus v 124 Western Ki 124
140 140 1 Sturnella ne 125 Western M 125
141 141 1 Otus kennic  126 Western Sc 126
142 142 1 Aphelocom   127 Western Sc 127
143 143 1 Piranga lud  128 Western Ta 128
144 144 1 Contopus s  129 Western W 129
145 145 1 Sitta carolin  130 White-brea  130
146 146 1 Zonotrichia  131 White-crow  131
147 147 1 Plegadis ch 132 White-face   132
148 148 1 Picoides alb  133 White-head  133
149 149 1 Elanus leuc 134 White-taile   134
150 150 1 Zenaida asi  135 White-wing  135
151 151 1 Chamaea fa  136 Wrentit 136
152 152 1 Dendroica  137 Yellow War  137
153 153 1 Icteria viren 138 Yellow-brea   138
154 154 1 Xanthoceph  139 Yellow-hea  139
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155 155 1 OTHER 140 OTHER 140
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0 Yes 0 Nest 0 Active 0 0 0 Manual
1 No 1 Item Carry 1 Inactive 1 50 1 Garmin

2 Pair Bonding 2 Closed 2 100 2 Trimble
3 Fledgling 3 150

4 160
5 250
6 300
7 500
8 4000
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r~ 
A ~/ Sempra Energy" uti lity 

July 15,2011 

Ms. Vida Strong 
Aspen Environmental Group 
30423 Canwood Street, Suite 215 
Agoura Hills, CA 91301-4316 

Donald E. Haines, AICP 
Environmental Mitigation Manager 

Sunrise Powerlink 
8315 Century Park Court, CP21 G 

San Diego, CA 92123-1550 
Office 858-637-3708 

Fax 858-637-3770 

Re: Sunrise Powerlink Nest Survey Protocol and Vegetation Removal for Sites Above 
Fifteen Percent Perennial Cover 

Dear Vida: 

San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E) is pleased to submit the revised Nest Survey Protocol 
(NSP) to clear vegetation at construction sites during the bird nesting season. The current NSP 
was approved by the California Public Utilities Commission, Bureau of Land Management, U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service, Cleveland National Forest, and California Department of Fish and 
Game on April 27, 2011. The NSP was predicated on the principle that vegetation clearing 
during the nesting season would not occur at densely vegetated sites and that 15 percent 
vegetative cover was used as a measure for determining "sparsely" vegetated construction sites. 
Therefore, the NSP included both a Site Vegetation Analysis and a Nest Survey Report. 
SDG&E respectfully requests that the following discussion regarding the relationship between a 
site's vegetative cover and the ability to successfully survey for all of the bird nests at a site be 
considered when you review the revised NSP. 

Since March of this year, SDG&E has been conducting vegetation assessment surveys along 
portions of the Sunrise Powerlink to provide a snapshot of the current botanical conditions at 
some of the project's proposed structure sites, pull sites, and construction yards. The assessments 
were intended to provide reviewers with overall plant diversity (a small compendium of plants 
observed in the area), approximate percent of vegetative coverage (both perennial and annual 
species), and a count of the woody perennial plant species to be impacted as a result of 
construction (with the intent of establishing a maximum amount of suitable habitat present for 
potential nesting birds). As required by the project, avian surveys have also been conducted at 
each proposed location for construction (structures, access roads, pull sites, construction yards), 
to identify the existing avian resources at each site, document any nests or nesting behaviors (if 
any) occurring at each location, and determine if these nests or nesting behaviors would be 
impacted as a result of construction activities at each approved site. These vegetation 
assessments, combined with the results of the avian surveys have been submitted to provide the 
agencies with the latest biological resource information for each site proposed for construction. 

1 
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As sites were assessed for their percent of vegetative cover, SDG&E's avian biologists 
questioned whether the botanical information 'acquired during the vegetation assessment surveys 
was being overemphasized in its importance to locating bird nests. Their concerns were primarily 
focused on an area of the Sunrise Powerlink right-of-way from Corrizo Gorge Road east through 
the Mountain Springs grade to Interstate 8. Along this portion of the project right-of-way is a 
vegetative transitional zone between inland chaparral habitat of eastern San Diego County, and 
the desert scrub habitat found in much of Imperial County. Through this region, the 
microhabitats vary at each of the proposed structure sites, as well as construction yards and pull 
sites. The typical densely vegetated chaparral becomes much more open, with much more bare 
ground visible between individual plants. The diversity of plants in this region consists of a mix 
of chaparral and desert plant species, and the density of each habitat type (and diversity within 
each microhabitat) varies greatly depending on the specific terrain, slope, and soil type at each 
location. 

At some locations along this portion of the project right-of-way, the vegetation can be fairly 
dense, up to 50 percent cover in some areas. The main difference in this region, compared with 
chaparral habitat farther west, is that the vegetation is more uniformly distributed and spread out 
(rather than densely vegetated areas more commonly found in chaparral habitat), with numerous 
open areas between and surrounding plants in the vicinity. This mosaic of vegetation density 
(uniform with open areas throughout) and diversity (a mix of desert and chaparral species) gives 
the area its unique landscape. 

With respect to avian resources, the habitat in the region consists of open, low growing shrubs 
with an annual understory. There are a variety of woody perennial plant species (both desert and 
chaparral plants) in the area that could provide support, shelter, and cover for nesting birds. 
There are also many woody plant species (such as barrel cactus (Ferocactus sp.), creosote 
(Larrea tridentata), and California ephedra (Ephedra calijornica), etc.) that do not provide 
optimal nesting habitat but are still included in the vegetation assessment. Many of these species 
are included in the percent coverage estimate in the vegetation assessments, however, they do not 
provide nesting habitat for avian species, and should not be included as part of the assessment for 
nesting suitability. 

Although the vegetation assessments provide botanical resource information for each of the 
proposed sites, they are limited in the information they provide. To better determine the useable 
vegetation for nesting, other factors such as the health, height, or canopy width of woody 
perennial vegetation observed is also necessary to determine potential nesting. For example, in 
the proposed AER Construction Yard, the estimated perennial woody vegetative cover is 
estimated at 45 percent, however, this includes numerous dying or dead individuals of cholla 
(Cylindropuntia sp.) and jojoba (Simmondsia chinensis), among other species, that do not 
provide suitable habitat for nesting bird species. At other locations in the region (such as through 
the mountain grade), there is an abundance of burrobush (Ambrosia dumosa) on each site that 
provides very low growing, often densely branched woody vegetation that is not optimal for 
nesting. Additionally, a number of previously burned sites received vegetation assessments. 
These sites typically exhibit higher levels of burned perennial woody cover that does not provide 
suitable nesting habitat. These plants have also been included in the percent cover count for each 
structure, although they do not provide suitable nesting habitat. Although the percent perennial 
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vegetation observed at each structure is useful to paint a broad stroke picture of each site, the 
estimated percent perennial cover at each site should not be the only factor used to determine the 
suitability of the habitat for nesting birds, since it includes all woody perennial species, including 
those that are not suitable for nesting. 

Another factor to consider when determining the suitability of an area for nesting habitat is the 
microhabitat at each of the proposed construction sites. Many of the sites consist of open, 
uniformly distributed vegetation that facilitates pedestrian access on each site. This allows avian 
surveyors to conduct a more thorough reconnaissance of each area, which in turn provides a 
higher confidence that all potentially suitable nesting areas will be surveyed and cleared prior to 
allowing construction to commence in an area. 

Specific niches for avian species should be taken into consideration when assessing each site for 
the potential to support nesting birds. Particularly, in desert and transitional habitats where 
resources are typically less abundant, birds are specialized to a limited numbers of similar plant 
species. Familiarization with natural history of breeding birds in these areas can help in focusing 
search efforts on sites with a high probability to support nesting birds. Conversely, vegetative 
cover that does not provide suitable nest sites for species observed within the survey would not 
be included in that avian survey's assessment. 

Although the botanical data that has been gathered at each site is useful, this information was 
only intended to determine the current botanical resources on each site. It was intended to be 
used as one factor in determining the overall suitability of the habitat to support nesting birds and 
nesting behaviors. There are numerous other factors that need to be considered when determining 
nesting habitat suitability and some of these factors have been presented above. Until a nesting 
bird survey is conducted it is unknown what suite of species will be present at a proposed work 
area and therefore what portion of the vegetative cover may be considered suitable for nesting 
birds. Ultimately, it is the avian biologist that is conducting the surveys for nests and/or nesting 
behaviors that should determine the suitability of the vegetation on each site. Regardless of the 
baseline vegetation assessment, the avian biologist may determine that, based on the variables 
discussed above, the vegetation is sparse enough to see any potential nests, even if a site may be 
over 15 percent perennial woody cover. 

Sincerely, . \ ~ 

· ):%~cr.~ 
Donald E. Haines, AICP 
Environmental Mitigation Manager 
Sunrise Powerlink 
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From: Kathy Buescher Simon

To: kmarsden@blm.gov; jody_fraser@fws.gov; mcrodriguez@dfg.ca.gov

cc: llapre@blm.gov; mmassar@blm.gov; Amanda Beck; Linda Robb; 
chris@ironwoodconsultinginc.com; rd2999@gmail.com

Subject: avian and bat protection plan
Date: 07/25/2011 01:25 AM
Attachments: Avian and Bat Protection Plan 072411.docx 

Please find the attached Avian and Bat Protection Plan for the Desert Sunlight 
project, modified for the comments I received on the past version, and to be 
consistent with the FEIS. I will also send a list of responses to the USFWS 
comments tomorrow in case it helps.
 

Kathy Buescher Simon
Ironwood Consulting, Inc
1412 S. Center St., Redlands, CA 92373
(909) 798-0330 phone and fax
www.ironwoodconsultinginc.com
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1.0	INTRODUCTION 

This section provides a brief summary of the project description for the Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC (Applicant) and Southern California Edison (SCE) project (jointly the “Applicants”). A complete description of the project is found in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project California Desert Conservation Area Plan Amendment and Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) (BLM 2011).



The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) issued of a right-of-way (ROW) grant authorizing the construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (Project). The Project covers less than 4,176 acres (ac) and is located in Riverside County, California, approximately 6 miles north of the rural community of Desert Center and approximately (10.5 kilometers or 6.5 miles north of the Interstate 10 corridor (Figure 1). The Project consists of three main components 1) a 550-megawatt (MW) solar photovoltaic (PV) generating facility (Solar Farm), 2) a 220-kilovolt (kV) generation interconnection line (Gen-tie line), and 3) a 500/220-kV substation and substation related components (the Red Bluff Substation) (Figure 2). While the Red Bluff substation is included as part of this project description for planning and environmental considerations, it would be constructed, owned, and operated by SCE, not by the Applicant.



The Applicant and SCE have prepared this Avian and Bat Protection Plan in accordance with regulatory agency guidance, including:

· Region8 Interim Guidelines for the Development of a Project Specific Avian and Bat Protection Plan for Solar Energy Plants and Related Transmission Facilities.   

· Avian and Bat Protection Plan Guidelines developed jointly by Edison Electric Institute’s Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) 

· Additional Interim Guidelines from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS 2000, 2003, 2010). 

· Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO Plan, BLM and the California Department of Fish and Game- CDFG 2002).



1.1	Purpose of the Avian and Bat Protection Plan

The Avian and Bat Protection Plan (ABPP) delineates a program designed to reduce the risks that result from bird and bat interactions due to actions performed by Sunlight in the construction and operation of the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line; and by SCE in the construction and operation of their project components (Red Bluff Substation and associated access road, distribution line and telecommunications site). The overall goal of this ABPP is to reduce, and ultimately eliminate bird and bat mortality to the extent possible. 



The objectives of this ABPP are as follows:

· Describe the process of surveys and siting decisions to date, including identifying baseline conditions for avian and bat species present in the area of the Project components. 

· Identify activities during construction and operational and maintenance (O&M) that may increase the potential of adverse effects to passerine, raptor, and bat species on and adjacent to the Project components.

· Specify steps that will be taken to avoid, minimize and mitigate any potential adverse effects to these species, including thresholds for adaptive management.

· Detail long-term monitoring and reporting goals for the Project.



Ironwood Consulting, Inc.	3







The following Applicant measures (AM) and mitigation measures (MM) from the FEIS are incorporated into this plan.



AM-WIL-3. Avian and Bat Protection Plan. This Plan will be prepared and implemented by the Applicant to specify necessary actions to be taken to protect nesting bird and bat species. The following measures will be implemented by the Applicant to protect burrowing owls in the Project locations during construction:



1. Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction area as recommended by the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG).



2. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 75 meters (250 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). Initial avoidance buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on the type of construction activity as approved by CDFG or USFWS. Outside nesting season or after determining that a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within one mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation.



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicants to protect nesting bird species in the Project locations during construction which are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and California Fish and Game Code Sections 3503 and 3513:



1. Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and in adjacent habitat areas and any nests observed will be identified and clearly marked. For passerines, an exclusion area where construction will not be allowed to commence will be established approximately 100 meters (330 feet) from any active nest. For raptors (other than golden eagles), the exclusion area will be established approximately 170 meters (500 feet) from any active nest (excluding nests of the common raven). For golden eagles, the exclusion area will be established approximately 1.6 kilometers (one mile) from any active nest. Initial protective buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on type of construction activity and bird species and per approval by CDFG or USFWS. Nests will be checked within one week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or young have fledged.



2. Vegetation clearing will be conducted outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

3. Biological monitors will be present on-site during all phases of construction and will be tasked with monitoring avian nesting in adjacent habitats. If nests are found, the same procedures would be used as discussed above for pre-construction surveys. 



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicant to protect roosting bats in the Project locations during construction: Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and adjacent habitat areas and any active bat colonies will be identified and clearly marked. An exclusion area will be established approximately 50 meters (165 feet) from any active colony, and whenever possible, these areas will be avoided during construction activities.



For five years post-construction, the Applicant will record incidental sightings of raptors and bats in the Project locations. In addition, the Applicant will conduct nest surveys within the Project locations at least twice each spring between March 1 and June 1, separated by at least 30 days where all project-related infrastructure will be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. The Applicant will submit quarterly status reports via email to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG. On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1st of each year. These reports may include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.



AM-WIL-4, Construction Water Storage Pond Design. The temporary construction water ponds shall be designed, constructed, and operated in compliance with all applicable regulatory requirements with respect to design, operation, and maintenance, protection of migratory waterfowl, and raven management. This includes following provisions in the FEIS under the common raven management plan and includes the following specific measures to discourage ravens:



· Using anti-perching devices around the perimeter of each pond to exclude ravens and other birds from accessing the edge of the ponds to drink.

· Lining the ponds and maintaining two feet of freeboard in the ponds at all times

· Designing the ponds with interior side slopes at a 33 percent slope (3:1, horizontal:vertical)

· Netting will be used to cover ponds when not in use to reduce avian access. Appropriate material will be used to ensure that nocturnal bird species and bats will not become entangled in the netting.

· At least 60 days prior to construction, the Applicant shall submit to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG, the proposed locations and design of the ponds, including how many ponds would be operational at a time, specific design features to discourage ravens, and a plan for immediately addressing problems with pond design. During construction, the ponds shall be monitored daily to ensure that anti-raven measures are successful. All ponds will be dismantled at the end of construction.



SCE does not have construction water storage ponds in its project components.






MM-WIL-5. Prepare and Implement a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. Prior to the issuance of a ROW retain a BLM-approved, qualified biologist to prepare a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan in consultation with CDFG and USFWS. This plan shall follow the Avian Protection Plan guidelines outlined by USFWS and APLIC. The plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such feeder/distribution lines and solar panels.  



The Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan shall include at a minimum: 

· Detailed specifications on data, 

· A carcass collection protocol, and 

· A rationale justifying the proposed schedule of carcass searches, and

· Seasonal trials to assess bias from carcass removal by scavengers as well as searcher bias.



During construction and for one year following the beginning of the solar farm operation the biologist shall submit annual reports to BLM, CDFG, and USFWS describing the dates, durations, and results of monitoring and data collection. The annual reports shall provide a detailed description of any project-related bird or wildlife deaths or injuries detected during the monitoring study or at any other time and data collected for the study of polarized light impacts on insectivorous birds. The report shall analyze any project-related bird fatalities or injuries detected, and provide recommendations for future monitoring and any adaptive management actions needed.



Thresholds will be determined in this ABPP and approved by BLM, CDFG and USFWS. If BLM determines that bird mortality caused by solar have been identified as key mortality features, or implement other appropriate actions approved by BLM and regulatory agencies based on the findings of the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. If mitigation actions are required, the annual reporting shall continue until BLM, in consultation with CDFG and USFWS, determines whether more years of monitoring are needed, and whether additional mitigation and adaptive management measures are necessary.



MM-WIL-6. Prepare and Implement Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring, and Adaptive Management. For each year during which construction will occur, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities shall be conducted to determine if whether any territory is active. Survey methods for the inventory shall be as described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. A nesting territory or shall be considered occupied or unoccupied based on criteria in Pagel (2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. Data collected during the inventory shall include at least the following: 

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan: If an occupied nest (as defined by Pagel et al. 2010) is detected within 10 miles of any project component, the Project owner or SCE shall prepare and implement a Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles. The monitoring methods shall be consistent with those described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall be prepared in consultation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). It shall be implemented by Desert Sunlight or SCE, according to project component; and each Applicant shall designate a biologist, to be approved by BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). Triggers for adaptive management shall include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, including but not limited to: agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall include a description of adaptive management actions, which shall include, but not be limited to, cessation of construction activities that are deemed by the Designated Biologist to be the source of golden eagle disturbance.



1.2	Legal Drivers

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA), National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) provide the primary legal bases for this ABPP. The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 703, et seq.) prohibits the taking, killing, possession, transportation and importation of migratory birds, their eggs, parts, and nests, except when authorized by the USFWS. Because MBTA does not provide a specific mechanism to authorize “incidental” take, proponents often work proactively with the Service to avoid and minimize the potential take of species. 



The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 668-668d) protects bald and golden eagles.  Through a new regulation (50 CFR § 22.26), the Service can authorize take of bald and golden eagles when the take is associated with, but not the purpose of, an otherwise lawful activity, and cannot practicably be avoided. Thus, these new regulations provide a mechanism where take of eagles can be legally authorized.  



Under the National Environmental Policy Act (42 USC §§ 4321-4370h), federal agencies such as BLM are required to prepare a detailed environmental impact statement (EIS) for any major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment. An EIS must include an examination of the environmental impacts of a proposed project, a reasonable range of alternatives for a project and other related matters. BLM authorization of a right-of-way (ROW) grant for the Project would require a land use plan amendment (PA) to the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan (BLM 1980), as amended. In addition, DOE will consider Sunlight’s application for a loan guarantee under Title XVII of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EPAct 05), as amended by Section 406 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Public Law (PL) 111-5 (the “Recovery Act”).



The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has discretionary authority to issue the Permit to Construct (PTC) for SCE’s Red Bluff Substation, a portion of the Project. As allowed by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15221, the CPUC intends to use this EIS to provide the environmental review required for its approval process. The CPUC and BLM have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that defines the relationship of the two agencies, and identifies CPUC as a cooperating agency with the BLM. 



The Applicant anticipates that construction and/or operation of the Project will not cause unauthorized “take” or prohibited “disturbance” of any species protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act or the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. However, it is voluntarily proposing this Avian and Bat Protection Plan to proactively implement measures to avoid, minimize and mitigate for any potential adverse effects of the Project on such species.  In addition, by utilizing the adaptive management approach in this plan, it is committing to evaluate data during the operation phase of the Project and make further adjustments to the plan, if necessary and appropriate. 



1.3	Corporate Policy

Sunlight and SCE have a commitment to work cooperatively towards the protection of migratory birds and bats.  These entities are committed to consistent coordination with agency personnel at BLM, USFWS, and the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) so that all parties and agencies understand the scope of the Project and can discuss project facilities and features that may require additional attention for avian species.




2.0	Coordination

Sunlight and SCE recognized that an essential element to developing a successful Project is the coordination between the project proponents and the appropriate agencies. As recommended by USFWS, the Applicants conducted early coordination on essential elements, such as wildlife surveys, project siting criteria, and operational limitations to ensure that all parties and agencies understood the scope of the project and potential issues could be identified early in the planning process (USFWS 2010). This coordination resulted in numerous improvements to project siting and design (discussed in Section 4.0), and the development of Applicant Measures designed to avoid and minimize potential effects to avian and bat species. 

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 

Sunlight evaluated a larger Project Study Area (PSA) when determining the siting of the Project. Areas of desert wash woodland were avoided in this siting to the extent possible, in part to avoid the potential roosting, nesting, and foraging areas for birds and bats within areas of greater vegetation structure. The process of reducing the Project footprint is discussed further in Section 4.0.



The Applicants have also incorporated design features into the Project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats, including:

· Limiting vegetation clearing to periods outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

· Limiting vegetation disturbance and grading to the smallest area practicable; and

· Placing electrical lines underground or transmission lines on existing structures to the extent practical to avoid collisions with lines. 



The Applicants further intends to utilize the Applicant Measures AM-WIL-3 and AM-WIL-4 from the FEIS (presented in Section 1.0) during the construction phase and O&M phase of the project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

SCE will also follow the above measures outlined in AM-WIL-3 (AM-WIL-4 is not applicable to SCE components) in the FEIS above to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.






3.0	Adaptive Management and Habitat Compensation

3.1	Adaptive Management Process

The Applicant has incorporated siting criteria, design features and best management practices into the Project that will provide significant avoidance and minimization measures that will reduce the potential for adverse effects on avian and bat species. Specifically, decisions were made to ensure that each phase of project development was evaluated with an eye to reducing potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats during the siting, design, construction, operation and maintenance (O&M), and post-operation phases of the Project. 



In additional to the specific Project measures described below, Sunlight and SCE are committed to using an adaptive management approach throughout the life of the Project that supports flexible decision making and can be adjusted as monitoring results or new regional data are received. In so doing, the protections in this plan are expected to have continued effectiveness throughout the life of the Project.



This adaptive management approach will include the following six key concepts described by Williams (2009) that are endorsed by the Service in its Interim Guidance for Solar Energy Facilities (USFWS 2010):

1. Problem Assessment

2. Design

3. Implementation

4. Monitoring

5. Evaluation

6. Adjustment



Adaptive Management is a keystone of the Sunlight and SCE program to avoid and reduce potential effects to avian and bat species throughout the construction, O&M, and decommissioning stages of the Project. In order to compensate for the loss of avian and bat habitat, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide habitat compensation. This approach is described further in the following sections.

3.2	Habitat Compensation

Habitat Compensation is discussed in detail in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar 2011) for the solar farm and gen-tie line. The Applicant and SCE are prepared to implement necessary mitigation and compensation for impacts to protected wildlife species as required by BLM, the CDFG, and USFWS as described in the FEIS and Habitat Compensation Plan. 




4.0	Pre-Siting Data Collection

The siting of the solar farm site, gen-tie line, and substation required detailed and individual evaluation. Although the area of Red Bluff Substation had been recently and repeatedly surveyed prior to this Project for numerous transmission projects, the solar farm site and immediately surrounding areas had not been previously surveyed. Thus, in an effort to place the Project components in locations that would yield the least risk of population impacts, a rigorous siting evaluation process was completed, including the following considerations recommended by the USFWS:

1. Coarse Site Assessment

2. Habitat Equivalency Analysis

3. Site Specific Wildlife Surveys

4. Risk Assessment

5. Reporting

4.1 Coarse Site Assessment

In accordance with USFWS guidance, a pre-siting assessment was conducted starting with a coarse site assessment of the potential environmental issues that might preclude the site from development based on its perceived or validated level of risk (USFWS 2010). This project conducted the equivalent of a Potential Impact Index (PII) (USFWS 2003) by taking a “first cut” analysis of the suitability of a site proposed for development and estimating use of the site by selected wildlife species as an indicator of potential impact (USFWS 2010).



Initial biological assessments conducted in 2007 recommended the avoidance of Pinto Wash as potential habitat for special status species, including avian and bat species. This was supported by an initial field assessment of the site conducted by Patricia Brown-Berry (Brown Berry 2010) for bat species. Between 2008 and 2011, several additional site reductions occurred that reduced the solar farm footprint and shifted the footprint away from areas that support better quality habitats with larger and more diverse vegetative structure.



Project components do not provide habitat for federally or state-listed avian or bat species, but do provide habitat for several special-status species, including those shown on Tables 1 and 2 (Ironwood Consulting 2010).

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 

The Solar farm site alternatives and Gen-tie line route alternatives are not within an Important Bird Area, a Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Network (WHSRN), or an area designated by the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance (Ramsar Convention). The solar farm site is not within an area designated as a critical habitat unit (CHU), or other Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC). The Gen-tie line is partially located within the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU designated as management areas for the desert tortoise. 

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are not within an Important Bird Area, WHSRN area, or Ramsar Convention area. The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are within the Chuckwalla CHU and DWMA.



Table 1.	Sensitive Avian Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Passerine Species

		



		Chaetura vauxi

Vaux’s swift (breeding sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Progne subis

purple martin

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Toxostoma lecontei

LeConte’s thrasher

		Federal:



State:

NECO:

		Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC)

SSC

covered



		Raptors 

		



		Aquila chrysaetos

golden eagle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		protected by BGEPA

SSC; fully protected

covered 



		Athene cunicularia

burrowing owl

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Buteo regalis

ferruginous hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

none

covered 



		Buteo swainsonii

Swainson’s hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

threatened

covered 



		Circus cyaneus

northern harrier

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Falco mexicanus

prairie falcon (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered












Table 2.	Sensitive Bat Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Antrozous pallidus

pallid bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eptesicus fuscus pallidus

big brown bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eumops perotis californicus

western mastiff bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Eumops perotis

pocketed free-tailed bat  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus cinereus

hoary bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus xanthinus

southern yellow bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Macrotus californicus

California leaf-nosed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Myotis californicus  

California myotis  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Parastrellus hesperus

western pipistrelle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Plecotus townsendii

Townsend’s big-eared bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Tadarida brasiliensis  

Mexican free-tailed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered








4.2	Habitat Equivalency Analysis

The Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide the habitat compensation process.



As recommended by the USFWS, the Applicants have looked for opportunities to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities. These opportunities may come in the form of voluntary habitat acquisition or conservation easements. In order to quantify the appropriate compensation acreage, the use of an HEA can be used to identify high quality habitat and calculate compensation for the development of high quality habitats for both permanent and temporary losses. The objective of an HEA is to replace lost habitat services with like services, providing a replacement ratio for interim and permanent injury. 



The most significant step First Solar has taken to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities is working with BLM to determine the suitability of habitat remaining within their solar application as an area to be excluded from future development due to biological concerns. The area that could be excluded supports more diverse habitats with greater vegetation structure than the majority of the Project site and provides better habitats for most bird and bat species than those habitats found on the solar farm site.

4.3	Site Specific Wildlife Surveys

Pre-siting survey data will become the baseline for project impacts to bird and bat populations. Thus, prior to conducting site-specific surveys of the Project components, appropriate survey questions were developed that included methods applicable for before-after control impacts studies. Survey questions included:

1. Which species of birds and bats use the project area and how do their numbers vary temporally?

2. How much time do birds/bats spend in potential risk zones and does this behavior vary by season?

3. What is the estimated range of bird/bat mortalities from the project?

4. Are there nesting raptors on site or within 3 miles of project footprint. For eagles, are there eagles nesting within 10 miles of project footprint?

4.3.1	Methods

As recommended by USFWS (2010), multiple survey techniques were used to ensure adequate data collection. Specific survey methods included:

1. Diurnal point counts including varying timing during the day, month and seasonally during migratory periods.

2. Raptor nest searches including golden eagle surveys (Pagel et al 2010)

3. Migration counts.

4. Incidental data collection conducted during all biological surveys conducted at the Project components, which spanned over four years at the site, thus also captured timing variation within days, months and seasons as well as under varying climatic conditions.




Point Counts

Point count surveys for all birds were conducted in April, May, and October 2010 by experienced desert avian biologists Kip Kermoian and Jake Molhman at a total of twelve locations, nine on the Solar farm site and three at control sites, using point count methodology as described in Monitoring Bird Populations by Point Counts (Ralph et al. 1995). The surveys identify bird species and their relative numbers at each fixed study point location (point counts). Point count methodology is well accepted and widely used in bird studies.  Each point is visited for a fixed amount of time and all birds detected within an often fixed radius are recorded. Research suggests that the amount of time spent at a sampling location increases standard error, especially at times greater than 10 minutes (Smith et al. 1997). Each count was limited to 10 minutes to minimize standard error introduced by double counting, flyovers, etc. Additionally, incidental flyovers were recorded separately from typical observations and each count was divided into three survey periods consisting of the first three minutes, minutes 3 to 5, and minutes 5 to 10. This time division was done to facilitate data analysis used to differentiate birds most likely to be permanent or temporary occupants of the study point from transients in the area surveyed.  



Golden Eagle Surveys

The Applicant participated in a joint program to conduct aerial surveys for golden eagles in and around Blythe and Desert Center, California. These surveys were conducted in two phases, with Phase 1 occurring on April 2-3, 2010 and Phase 2 occurring on May 14, 2010.  These surveys were conducted in accordance with applicable USFWS guidance and were designed to record and report occupancy (Phase I) and productivity (Phase II) of golden eagle nests within a ten-mile radius of four solar projects, including Sunlight’s Solar farm site. 



Although the primary purpose of the surveys was to conduct the first of two aerial surveys for golden eagles [Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (USFWS 2010)], the surveys also recorded data for other raptor species.  The data and results from these surveys are found in the Final Report, Golden Eagle Surveys Surrounding Four Proposed Energy Developments in the Mojave Desert Region, California (Wildlife Research Institute 2010). 



Raptor Nest Surveys

Surveys of the alternatives for all three main components of the Project site were conducted on April 23-24 and May 20, 2010 in accordance with draft State agency protocols for identifying raptor nests [California Energy Commission (CEC) and CDFG 2010].  These surveys include inspecting all potential structures and trees in the Project vicinity for the presence of raptor nests. The results from these nest surveys are incorporated in this document.



Bats

On February 17, 2010, Dr. Patricia Brown, desert bat expert who has conducted numerous bat surveys in the Project region, conducted a reconnaissance-level survey of the Project components. The purpose of this survey was to determine those bats species that might inhabit these project areas and to formulate avoidance and minimization measures for bat species to be used during the construction, O&M, and post-construction phases.




Incidental Sightings

During all Project biological surveys, all bird species were identified and/or tallied on standardized data forms (Ironwood Consulting 2010). These data were compiled in electronic databases and used to determine species present and variation throughout days, months and seasons.

4.3.2	Results

Results addressing the first 3 survey questions were compiled and are discussed below separately for passerines, raptors, and bats with a special discussion for special-status bird species listed on Table 1. The chart below shows those bird species that were recorded most frequently during all surveys of the solar farm site.

Passerines

Most detections of passerine species were recorded in the morning hours between 0600 and 0800 and in the months of March and April in each year. These results are likely affected by the higher numbers of surveyors recording data during those months of the year, and that point counts were conducted in the morning hours as described in Ralph et al 1995. All passerine species were found in habitats that are present both on the solar farm site and gen-tie line, and on the SCE components; therefore any of these species may inhabit each of these Project components. Habitat quality does differ throughout the area, with the gen-tie line and SCE components in areas of sheet flow and scattered desert dry wash woodland, thus providing greater vegetation diversity and structure. The solar farm site has approximately 1,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitats that provide greater density and structure favored by most species, with the remaining approximately 2,921 acres poorer quality habitat with few species present and wide spaces between shrubs of stunted growth.



Mortalities from the project are not expected with the inclusion of the avoidance and impact minimization measures required in the FEIS and discussed in Section 5.0 of this report and include protection of active nests until nest completion is documented. Avian species found on the solar farm site are highly mobile and were generally found in low numbers on the majority of the solar farm site. Thirty-eight passerine species have been recorded at the Project components (Table 3). The species indicated in bold type are special-status species discussed separately below.



Table 3.	Passerine Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		Common Name

		Scientific name



		American robin

		Turdus migratorius



		Anna's hummingbird

		Calypte anna



		ash-throated flycatcher

		Myiarchus cinerascens



		barn swallow

		Hirundo rustica



		black-crowned night heron

		Nycticorax nycticorax



		black-tailed gnatcatcher

		Polioptila melanura



		black-throated sparrow

		Amphispiza bilineata



		blue-gray gnatcatcher

		Polioptila caerulea



		Brewer's blackbird

		Euphagus cyanocephalus



		Brewer's sparrow

		Spizella breweri



		Bullock's oriole

		Icterus bullockii



		common poorwill

		Phalaenoptilus nuttallii



		Costa's hummingbird

		Calypte costae



		Gambel’s quail

		Callipepla gambelii



		greater roadrunner

		Geococcyx californianus



		great-tailed grackle

		Quiscalus mexicanus



		horned lark

		Eremophila alpestris



		house finch

		Carpodacus mexicanus



		house wren

		Troglodytes aedon



		killdeer

		Charadrius vociferous



		LeConte’s thrasher

		Toxostoma lecontei



		lesser goldfinch

		Carduelis psaltria



		lesser nighthawk

		Chordeiles minor



		mourning dove

		Zenaida macroura



		northern flicker

		Colaptes auratus



		northern mockingbird

		Mimus polyglottos



		phainopepla

		Phainopepla nitens



		rock wren

		Salpinctes obsoletus



		northern rough-winged swallow

		Stelgidopteryx serripennis



		Say’s phoebe

		Sayonaris nigricans



		tree swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		verdin

		Auriparus flaviceps



		violet-green swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		western kingbird

		Tyraannus verticalis



		western meadowlark

		Sturnella neglecta



		white-crowned sparrow

		Zonotrichia leucophrys



		white-throated swift 

		Aeronautes saxatalis



		yellow-rumped warbler

		Dendroica coronata






Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 1). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  

Raptors

Thirteen raptor species (excluding common raven) are known to occur at the Project components (Table 4). The species in bold type are special-status species as shown on Table 1 with locations shown on Figure 1 for all species except burrowing owl, shown on Figure 2. Because the solar farm site and gen-tie line are located in the valley floor of the Chuckwalla Valley, most raptor species were observed as flyovers of the components as indicated on Table 4.



Table 4.	Raptor Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		

Common Name

		

Scientific Name

		Approximate Number of Individuals



		

		

		Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		Red Bluff Substation and 

Related Components



		American kestrel

		Falco sparverius

		P

		P



		burrowing owl

		Athene cunicularia

		1*

		0*



		ferruginous hawk 

		Buteo regalis

		1 flyover

		0



		golden eagle

		Aquila chrysaetos

		0

		0



		loggerhead shrike

		Lanius ludovicianus

		23

		6



		merlin

		Falco columbarius

		P

		P



		northern harrier

		Circus cyaneus

		2 flyovers

		0



		prairie falcon

		Falco mexicanus

		4 flyovers

		0



		red-tailed hawk

		Buteo jamaicensis

		P

		P



		sharp-shinned hawk

		Accipiter striatus

		P

		P



		Swainson’s hawk

		Buteo swainsonii

		18 flyovers

		0



		turkey vulture

		Cathartes aura

		P

		P





P = present at Project component (non-special-status species were not recorded by location)

*see burrowing owl discussion for more information





Burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. It is also a BCC species for which the USFWS is very concerned about fragmentation and displacement effects. Burrowing owls inhabit open dry grasslands and desert scrubs, and typically nest in mammal burrows although they may use man-made structures including culverts and debris piles. In the Project region, they are resident species and exhibit strong nest site fidelity. Burrowing owls eat insects, small mammals and reptiles. 



The Phase 1 assessment for burrowing owls concluded that suitable habitat for burrowing owls existed throughout the study area. During the Phase 2 burrow surveys, numerous suitable burrows were recorded on the solar farm site; however, three records of burrowing owl sign (i.e., burrow, white wash and pellets) were observed. One group of observations, which included one individual owl and two burrows with white wash and pellets, occurred approximately 1,500 feet east of the intersection of Gen-Tie A1 and highway 177. The two other individual owl sightings occurred approximately one mile north and 0.8 mile west of the solar farm site. One owl was observed east of the Red Bluff substation.



Owls observed were all individual adults and observations occurred during both spring and fall seasons. It is expected that the owls reside within the area and there is a high potential for pairs to occur. Phase 3 surveys will be performed prior to ground disturbing activities to determine the exact number of resident owls potentially affected by construction immediately prior to these activities.



Ferruginous hawk (Buteo regalis) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. This species typically nests in northern latitudes of North America and overwinters in southern regions. Migrant ferruginous hawks are a regular but uncommon during spring and fall in the California desert regions. Within the NECO planning area, ferruginous hawks have been observed overwintering in low numbers in the lower Colorado River Valley, Yuma Basin, West Mesa, and the agricultural areas of Imperial Valley (BLM 2002). Two sightings of migrating ferruginous hawks were recorded, one within the Solar farm site and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. Both observations occurred in March 2010 and consisted of flyovers. The golden eagle surveys performed by helicopter in spring 2010 did not observe presence of this species. Based on data reviewed and observations, it is not expected that ferruginous hawks utilize the study area for nesting or overwintering. This species may forage within the study area during migration. 



Golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) is a State Species of Special Concern and Fully Protected Species, and it is addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. Golden eagles and their primary prey species, jackrabbits, have declined in the California desert regions due to prolonged drought conditions that have persisted since 1998 (WRI 2010). Breeding in Southern California starts in January, nest building and egg laying in February to March, and hatching and raising the young eagles occur from April through June. Once the young eagles are flying on their own, the adult eagles will continue to feed them and teach them to hunt until late November.





No golden eagle nests were found on or adjacent to the solar farm site or other Project components. Phase I occupancy surveys conducted in April 2010 detected 13 potentially-active nests within a ten mile radius of the Solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation, as shown on Figure 3. Of these, 4 nests were within Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP), with an additional three in steep hills west and above Eagle Mountain mine, nearly within the JTNP boundaries. These are located either on BLM lands or lands owned by Eagle Mountain Mine and the Kaiser Corporation. The remaining three potential nests were located south of Interstate 10 in the Chuckwalla Mountains, approximately 3 miles west and southwest from the proposed Red Bluff Substation. One observation of a golden eagle flyover of the Chuckwalla Valley was recorded during these surveys (WRI 2010).



Phase II productivity surveys determined that 12 of these 13 nests were inactive, with one active but non-reproductive nest located in the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area approximately 5 miles from the solar farm site boundary (Figure 3). No reproductive nests were located within the 10-mile radius of the solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation (WRI 2010).



During these surveys, there were additional raptor species observed within 10 miles of the solar farm site: turkey vultures, common ravens, prairie falcons, and Swainson’s hawks (WRI 2010).



Loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) is State Species of Special Concern and a year-round resident in parts of the Southern California desert. As a predatory bird its diet consists of insects, amphibians, small reptiles, small mammals, and other birds. One pair was observed approximately 0.2 miles northwest of the Solar farm site. Observations of adults were made in both spring and fall, and one individual with first-year plumage was recorded in the fall. Based on the amount and nature of observations made during the surveys, loggerhead shrikes are year-round residents within the study area. Loggerhead shrikes were often observed perching on palo verde and ironwood trees as well as larger creosote bush shrubs and other structures including utility poles. 



Northern harrier (Circus cyaneus), a State Species of Special Concern, is a raptor species that occurs in a wide range of habitats throughout North America. In Southern California, harriers typically nest and forage in open habitats that provide adequate vegetative cover, suitable prey base, and scattered perches such as shrubs or fence posts (Shuford 2008). This species is often found near bodies of water and wetlands (CDFG 2010). Harriers are ground-nesting birds with suitable nesting habitat limited in the southern California desert (Shuford 2008). Three harriers were recorded: two within the Solar farm site, and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. 



Prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus) is State Species of Special Concern that breeds throughout the arid West from southern Canada to central Mexico. The overall distribution appears to be stable. Prairie falcons are found in areas of the dry interior where cliffs provide secure nesting sites. In the desert they are found in all vegetation types, although sparse vegetation provides the best foraging habitat. Prairie falcons were observed in the southwest corner of the solar farm site and approximately 1 mile east of the eastern boundary as flyovers. Two additional observations were recorded along the Gen-tie line, but not south of Interstate 10 (I-10) near the Red Bluff Substation alternatives or related components. During aerial surveys for golden eagles, two prairie falcons were recorded within 10 miles of the Solar farm site near the boundary of Eagle Mountain Mine and Joshua Tree National Park (WRI 2010). One location was an active, reproductive nest in 2010 with unknown nest success (Figure 3). No prairie falcon nests were observed within any Project areas.



Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsonii) is state-listed (threatened) raptor species that breeds in much of western North America. Within California, nesting occurs primarily in the Central Valley and northern territories; however, regular nesting occurs in the high desert between the Tehachapi Mountains and Lancaster. This species winters in southern South America with a migration route of over 20,000 miles (Woodbridge 2008). Arrival at breeding areas generally occurs from late February to early May depending on geographical characteristics of the breeding area (Woodbridge 2008). Nest sites have not been documented in the Sonoran Desert of California. This species was observed within the study area during migration. Three incidental records were documented on April 9, 2010 during botanical and baseline surveys. Two observations were of individual Swainson’s hawks and the third observation consisted of a group of over ten birds. All individuals were seen in flight overhead within or near the Solar Farm boundaries. Additionally, Swainson’s hawks were observed during golden eagle surveys near Chuckwalla Mountains [two individuals (March 26 and April 3, 2010)], Coxcomb Mountains [fourteen individuals (April 2, 2010)], and Palen Mountains [four individuals (March 25, 2010)] (WRI 2010). This species is not expected to nest or overwinter within the study area.

Bats

Dr. Brown’s results indicate that pallid bats and western pipistrelles could roost in small rocks on the ground on the solar farm site alternatives. Radio-telemetry surveys have shown that hoary bats will roost in palo verde trees and ironwoods and that California leaf-nosed bats might roost in the limited areas of ironwood trees between foraging bouts. These tree species are found within the small areas of desert dry wash woodland on the gen-tie line and Red Bluff Substation and related components.



Desert dry wash woodland attracts foraging bats due to increased insect concentration.  This is especially true for California leaf-nosed bats and pallid bats that feed on large insects they glean off the foliage. Roosts for these species have been identified in mines in the Eagle and Coxcomb Mountains, both within 16 kilometers (10 miles) of the solar farm site.

4.4	Risk Assessment

Potential direct impacts could occur without the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures incorporated in to the Project through Applicant measures and mitigation measures as described in the FEIS (see Section 1.0). Some of the measures described in this document are in addition to those presented in the FEIS as the Applicants continue to address concerns regarding avian and bat species and meet changing requirements. With the incorporation of these measures, the Project is not expected to cause any prohibited “take” or “disturbance” of any species protected by the BGEPA or MBTA.



4.4.1	Site-Specific Threats

Based on the results of the site-specific surveys combined with additional regional surveys and information, the potential for take was assessed for the following site-specific threats (USFWS 2010):

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays;

2. Transmission line, power tower, meteorological tower, or guy line collision;

3. Electrocution potential;

4. Territory abandonment;

5. Nest and roost site disturbances;

6. Habitat loss and fragmentation; and

7. Disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility.



Due to the nature of the Project (as a photovoltaic solar facility) and its components, the following threats are not likely to occur:

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays,

2. Potential collisions from power towers, meterological towers, and guy lines 

3. Electrocution potential



Potential threats from direct transmission line collisions for avian species and bats could occur without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0.



Without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0, nest and roost site disturbances and territory abandonment could occur due to direct nest removal during vegetation removal activities; and indirect disturbance from construction-related noise, lighting, and dust. 

  

Although no nests would be directly taken with the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures for the Project, habitat loss and fragmentation would occur due to the loss of approximately 4,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitat, and up to 200 acres of desert wash woodland habitat. The loss of these habitats would prevent avian and bat species from using the Project areas for nesting or overwintering, and these species and habitat uses would likely remain in adjacent large habitat areas including those areas restricted from development between the Project and Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) and within the park itself (over 1,000,000 acres of protected adjacent similar habitats).



Potential disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility is likely to be extremely small because the Project is photovoltaic in nature and has no moving components. The estimated long-term human presence on the facility is estimated at 12-15 individuals related to security and maintenance activities, as described in the FEIS. The avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0 include measures for the O&M phase of the Project.



Impacts to bats include potential direct impacts to ground nesting species (pallid bats and western pipistrelles) and removal of trees with active bat colonies. Indirect impacts could potentially occur from removal of foraging habitat. Indirect impacts could also potentially occur from increased human activity, noise, nighttime lighting, and dust.

4.4.2	Cumulative Impacts

The FEIS lists those projects considered as part of the cumulative impact analysis. Cumulative effects discussed in this document include those which have been or will be carried out throughout the anticipated life of the project, and, where practicable and reasonable, should include the impacts from all threats for which the BLM and/or Applicants have some form of control. Potential long-term cumulative indirect effects include the potential removal of nesting, roosting, and foraging habitat for avian and bat species.



For passerine species, nesting and foraging habitats are focused on smaller home ranges near nest sites and available forage. As described above for site-specific threats, vegetation removal would occur within these home ranges, using avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0 to eliminate the take of these species or active nests. The Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide similar habitats and abundant nesting and foraging opportunities for these species, therefore, cumulative effects are unlikely to be significant.  



Raptor species (excluding golden eagles and ravens) have larger home ranges and forage over large distances. Due to the development of this Project and other regional projects there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat. This loss is not expected to be significant, or cause prohibited take because it represents a small percentage of the total foraging area regionally available for these species (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for raptors, and more suitable habitats for nesting for most raptor species.



Golden eagles forage in an area extending up to 225 kilometers (140 miles) from the Project boundaries. Although there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat from the development of alternative energy projects and other regional projects discussed in the FEIS, this loss is not expected to be significant, or to cause prohibited “disturbance” or “taking,” because it is only a small percentage of the total foraging area (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provides appropriate habitats for nesting (which the Project dies not), and appropriate habitats for foraging.



For bat species, potential cumulative impacts are discussed for an area 16 kilometers (10 miles) from the boundaries of the Proposed Project. These include the potential for combined direct effects of the removal of individuals and occupied nests of ground nesting species such as pallid bats and western pipistrelles from project construction. In addition, the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for bats, and many areas that are more suitable habitats for nesting for bat species.








5.0.	Project Design Conservation Measures

The Applicants have sited and designed the Project to avoid and minimize impacts to avian and bat species whenever possible. All discussions below of macro- and micro-siting considerations, nest site buffers and conservation measures during the construction and O&M phases of the Project will apply to both Applicants and all Project components.



The Applicants have worked to site Project components to have the least impacts to bird and bat populations with the goal of avoiding any take of migratory birds and bats and/or minimize the loss, destruction, or degradation of migratory bird and bat habitat by placing projects in areas of lower quality habitat to the maximum extent practicable. 

5.1	Project Siting

The process of siting of Project components included both macro- and micro-siting considerations.

5.1.1	Macro-Siting

Macro-siting considerations for the Project components were conducted in 2007 during initial surveys, and were refined in 2008 after the collection of the initial large data sets for the Project. In 2007, Pinto Wash, which bisects the requested Right-of-Way grant, was removed from development consideration. At this time, other larger areas of desert wash woodland were also removed from site consideration because these habitats support greater vegetation structure, density and diversity and are likely to support greater numbers of species and individuals than other habitats in the ROW area. Macro-siting considerations for the Project components also included the avoidance of:



· Locations with federally or state listed, or otherwise designated sensitive species, and areas managed for the conservation of listed species

Project components avoid DWMAs, CHU, and ACECs to the extent possible and were sited in the area of lowest known concentration for special-status species available.

· Areas frequently used for daily bird and bat movements (i.e., areas between roosting and feeding sites)

Areas of desert wash woodland were identified and avoided by Project components, particularly the larger expanses of this habitat found in the Pinto and Big Wash areas.

· Breeding and wintering eagle use areas

These areas were identified and avoided for all Project components. Valley floor areas such as the proposed Solar farm site do not provide wintering or breeding habitat for eagles.

· Known migration flyways for birds and bats

Pinto Wash is a known bat migration corridor with impacts to this area avoided by the siting of the Solar farm site.

· Areas near known bat hibernacula, breeding, and maternity/nursery colonies

No known areas are found with the footprint of the Project components.

· Fragmentation of large, contiguous tracts of wildlife habitat (Canadian Wildlife Service 2006a and 2006b)



Many desert special status avian and bat species require large undisturbed areas that are highly sensitive to fragmentation effects. In siting the Project components, all areas with greater vegetation structure, density and diversity were avoided or reduced to the extent possible. These areas included desert wash woodlands and areas of creosote bush scrub that overlay stabilized geological features and support greater density and diversity of vegetation.

5.1.2	Micro-Siting

Micro-siting considerations for the Project components were begun in 2008 and actively continued as further wildlife surveys were conducted and through informal meetings with the BLM, USFWS and CDFG throughout the Project’s planning process. The siting of the solar farm was further reduced between the Draft EIS and FEIS in response to concerns from the public and agencies involved in the process. Beyond continuing to refine the boundaries of the solar farm, additional considerations of micro-siting included:

· Avoiding features that attract raptors (areas supporting tall perching structures including trees, utility poles, etc.)



By avoiding desert wash woodland areas, the Project avoided areas with tree layers. The Applicants have designed features to reduce perching by raptors whenever possible.

· Avoiding features that attract migrant birds (e.g., water sources, riparian vegetation) Minimize the potential for enhancing habitats suitable for raptor prey species such as rodents that would likely attract raptors to the project site



Project components are not adjacent to landscape features that attract migrant birds such as water sources. Project construction and O&M phases will minimize the potential for creating habitats suitable for rodents, such as rock piles, that could attract raptors.

5.2	Buffer Zones

Buffer zones have been established through the FEIS Applicant and Mitigation Measures to protect raptor and other bird nests, areas of high bird and bat use, and known bat roosts from disturbance related to the construction of the solar farm. 



Clearance surveys will be conducted within 30 days prior to vegetation removal in project areas to locate any active nests, burrowing owl burrows, or bat roosts. Vegetation removal will occur outside of the breeding season for special-status bird and bats species to the extent possible. If any active nests, roosts or burrows are located during these surveys, buffer zones will be established as described in the FEIS to protect these areas.



A Lead Avian and Bat Biologist, working under the Designated Biologist, will be assigned to ensure all buffer zones are correctly established and to monitor nest activity and determine when each nest or burrowing owl burrow has fledged or failed. This individual will also be responsible for all data collected for these buffer zones, nests, roosts and burrows.




5.2.1	Passerines

Buffer distances for passerine nests will consider species, terrain, habitat type, and activity level as these features relate to the bird alert distance and bird flight initiation distance (Whitfield et al. 2008). Buffer size distance was coordinated throughout the FEIS process and is established in the FEIS as established at approximately 100 meters from any active nest (330 feet). The Lead Avian Biologist will may determine that a smaller or larger distance is necessary under individual circumstances such as topography and type of construction activities.



The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the Lead Avian Biologist has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.

5.2.2	Raptors and Eagles

Project-related disturbances such as construction noise, lighting and dust will be avoided within 500 feet from the solar farm site for an active raptor nest and one mile for an active eagle nest (excluding common ravens). Any nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.



For the Red Bluff substation and related components, the specific landscape features of steep terrain and ridgelines between construction activities and nest sites may dictate reduced buffers (Richardson and Miller 1997).



Surveys for golden eagle nests will be conducted during each year of construction that occurs within the nesting season. These surveys will be completed in accordance with current USFWS guidance and protocols (currently Pagel 2010) under the Golden Eagle Surveys and Nest Site Monitoring Plan discussed below in Section 7.0.

5.2.3	Burrowing Owls

For burrowing owls, Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction unit and within a 150-meter (500 foot) buffer area. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 100 meters (330 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged. Outside the nesting season or after determining a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within 1 mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation.

5.2.4	Bats

Construction activities will avoid any bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula found during clearance surveys. No bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula have been located during surveys conducted at the Project components between 2008 and 2011. Appropriate buffer distances will be established by the Lead Avian Biologist in consideration of the disturbance type, distance to roost or hibernacula, time of year of, and the duration of the disturbance.

5.3	Appropriate Facility Design

Many conservation measures have been incorporated into the design of Project facilities, as suggested in USFWS 2010, in an attempt to reduce the potential effects of Project on avian and bat populations, including:



1. Avoid using lattice-type structures, placing external ladders and platforms on towers to minimize perching and nesting.

The use of lattice towers, platforms, and ladders will be minimized to the extent practicable. The use of lattice structures will only be used on the solar farm site for a lookout tower, which will be frequently used (this deterring use by raptors and other birds), and will be frequently checked for the presence of nests. 



Although lattice structures will be used by SCE for their Project components, these will be in an area designated as a utility corridor that currently supports numerous transmission lines, including those on lattice towers, such as DPV1. The Project would not cause a significant increase on the number of lattice towers within this corridor.



2. Implement measures to reduce or buffer adverse noise effects associated with operation of the facility on surrounding wildlife habitat. Noise impacts to birds (Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008) have generally been found to be negative; therefore facility design should take this fact into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats.

The Project utilizes photovoltaic panel technology which has little potential for noise impacts. Noise effects have been extensively studies and include in the FEIS, and continued noise monitoring will be conducted during construction. The O&M phase of the Project would have little or no noise.



3. Avoid the use of guy wires for all meteorological towers and do not light them unless the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requires them to be lit, which is generally >60 meters (>199 ft) AGL in height. Any necessary guy wires should be marked with recommended bird deterrent devices (APLIC 1994, USFWS 2000).

No meteorological towers or guy wires or line are included in the Project.



4. If structures (>60 meters [>199 ft] AGL) require lights for aviation safety, the minimum amount of pilot warning and obstruction avoidance lighting specified by the FAA should be used (FAA 2007). All lights within the facility should illuminate synchronously. Lighting of the boundary of the facility is most important as an aviation safety warning. Unless otherwise requested by the FAA, use only the minimum number of strobed, strobe-like or blinking red incandescent lights of minimum intensity. No steady burning lights should be used on facility infrastructures (Gehring et al. 2009).

Any such lighting at the Project facilities would follow this guidance. SCE facilities are not planned greater than 185 feet in height.



5. Facility lights should be focused downward to reduce skyward illumination. Lights should be equipped with motion detectors to reduce continuous illumination. 

All lighting used at Project facilities will be downcast and would be used only when necessary, when appropriate by installing motion detectors, depending on safety concerns. The project has prepared a Lighting Mitigation Plan in consultation with the Night Sky Program Manager for the National Park Service in order to limit skyward illumination. 



6. Where feasible, place electric power lines underground or on the surface as insulated, shielded wire to avoid electrocution of birds. Use recommendations of the Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) for any required above-ground lines, transformers, or conductors.

Power lines will be in accordance with Avian Power Line Interaction Committee guidelines. 



7. Avoiding the creation of roads to minimize further loss and fragmentation of migratory bird habitat.

New roads associated with Project activities will be kept to a minimum. Roads associated with the solar farm site will be within the Project fence. Roads associated with the gen-tie line have been designed to be the shortest distance possible, such as using spur roads to tower sites from Kaiser Road instead of the creation of a new road along the gen-tie line. Red Bluff substation and related components will use existing roads to the maximum extent possible.



8. If evaporation ponds are required for the operation of the facility, placement of netting over the surface of the ponds is encouraged to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface.

Temporary construction ponds will be used only during the construction phase and will be covered with netting to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface. These ponds are not used for evaporation.  



9. Reducing the attractiveness of solar reflectors to polarotactic water insects (those attracted to polarized light) (Horvath et al. 2010) will help reduce the attractiveness of these facilities to birds and bats. 

Monitoring conducted during the construction and O&M phases of the Project is discussed in Section 7.0 and will assist in determining whether the Project’s photovoltaic panels attract water insects, which in turn could attract birds and bats. If it is determined that water insect are attracted to these facilities, BLM, USFWS, and CDFG will be contacted to determine appropriate adaptive management techniques to reduce this threat.


6.0	Conservation Measures

The conservation measures discussed in this section include those in the FEIS and those presented in USFWS guidance (2010).

6.1	Construction Phase Conservation Measures

Conservation measures that will be implemented by the Project that relate to bird conservation include:

1. Minimize permanent disturbance area such as creating unneeded access roads. Construction of the gen-tie line and other linear Project features will avoid vegetation clearing, and grading whenever possible.

2. All vegetation within the Project footprint that will be disturbed will be cleared outside of the bird breeding season to the maximum extent practicable. If the Project plans vegetation removal within the bird breeding season, it would be because desert (a federally and state threatened species) tortoise protection measures and timing may take precedence, or that reason for work to be completed during the breeding season were beyond the Applicant’s control. If such an occurrence happened, the Applicants would communicate with BLM, USFWS, and CDFG that all reasonable and practicable efforts to complete work outside the bird breeding season were attempted.

When vegetation removal cannot take place outside of the breeding season and a reasonable explanation was provided to BLM, USFWS and CDFG, the Lead Avian Biologist or a person under their direct supervision would be on site during construction activities to locate active nests, establish avoidance buffers around active nests, watch for new nesting activity, and if necessary stop construction when noise and general activity threaten to disturb an active nest.  All active nests of protected birds (e.g., MBTA, ESA, state protected) would not be disturbed until after nest outcome is complete.

3. During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active nest locations would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 330 feet (100 meters) as discussed in the Project’s FEIS. Buffer areas may be larger if the Project’s lead Avian Biologist determines the need for a larger buffer area due to type of activity, species, or habitat considerations. Regardless of seasonal timing of construction, active nests will be flagged and nests avoided, with special attention paid to the nesting season of most avian species (February 15 – May 15). Avoidance areas will remain in place until it is determined that nest outcome is complete.

During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active bat colonies would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 165 feet (50 meters). Whenever possible, these areas will be avoided by construction activities. 

4. Discussions of nest avoidance for passerines, raptors, and golden eagles will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will be included in the Worker Environmental Awareness Plan (WEAP) training briefings. Bat colony avoidance discussions will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will also be included in WEAP training briefings. Training will include identification of avoidance areas and requirements for these areas.

5. The Project will follow APLIC guidelines for overhead utilities (APLIC 1994) to the extent practicable. SCE structures will be built with sufficient conductor separation and other protection devices.

6. Construction activities will be conducted in a manner consistent with reducing fire danger.

7. During construction, all trash will be removed promptly and disposed of properly to avoid creating attractive nuisances for birds and bats.

8. Appropriate control measures will be implemented to prevent the introduction and spread of invasive plant species with and surrounding the project area (see the Project’s Integrated Weed Management Plan – Ironwood Consulting, 2010).

9. Only plants native to the area for will be used seeding or planting during habitat revegetation and/or restoration efforts.

10. As part of this document, a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan (Section 7.1.2) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-5 in the FEIS. This plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such overhead power lines and solar panels. 

11. As part of this document, a Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan (Section 7.1.3) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-6 in the FEIS. 

6.2	Operations and Maintenance Conservation Measures

During the O&M phase of the Project, conservation measures will be used to reduce the attractiveness of the facility to breeding, migrating, and wintering birds and bats to ensure mortality is minimized:

1. The Project will not create or maintain attraction features for birds and /or bats by removing and disposing of road kills near the Project of carrion that attracts raptors and other scavengers to the site, regularly removing vegetation around larger facilities such as substations to reduce raptor foraging, and eliminating open water sources after the construction phase of the Project. 

2. The Project will minimize the use of lighting that could attract migrating birds and bats (feeding on concentrations of insects at lights). All nighttime lighting will be within 800 meters (0.5 mile) of the Project facilities. Lighting will be kept to the minimum level necessary for safety and security. High intensity, steady burning, bright lights such as sodium vapor or spotlights will not be used on Project facilities.

3. The Project will minimize anthrogenic noise which been found to be negative for birds (e.g., Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008), though not all species are affected to the same degree (Brumm 2004). Therefore facility design should take this into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats. During the operation of these energy facilities, means to buffer, muffle, or otherwise dampen any anthropogenic noise pollution that exceeds ambient noise should be fully explored.


7.0	Post-Construction Monitoring 

The objective of post-construction monitoring is to validate the pre-construction risk assessment and to provide data for the Applicants to use in implementing adaptive management based on the monitoring results.  All of the measures in this section apply to both Applicants.



Monitoring objectives include:

1. Estimating bird and bat fatalities due to Project related activities.

2. Assessing bird use of evaporation ponds.

3. Assessing changes in bird and bat behavior due to all aspects of facility operation (noise, lighting, etc.).

4. Assessing territorial abandonment, nest avoidance, and changes in population status within and adjacent to the project footprint.

5. Assessing whether conservation measures implemented for the project were adequate.

7.1	Monitoring Design

7.1.1	Duration and Timing

This program will be conducted during construction and for at least 3 years post-construction during the operations and maintenance phase of the Proposed Project to attempt to capture differences in parameters due to seasonal and annual variability. The monitoring program will be extended to 5 years post-construction if

1. Mortality level triggers are reached or 

2. The Project results in the mortality of a listed species or eagle. 



Monitoring will include data collection during breeding, wintering, and migration periods because bird and bat use of areas will vary seasonally.

7.1.2	Study Components

The long-term monitoring program for measuring raptor and bat incidence at the Project site will consist of:

1. Recording incidental sightings, 

2. Mortality studies by implementing the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan

3. Conducting seasonal point counts, and 

4. Conducting annual nest surveys. 

Incidental Sightings

Throughout the construction and operation phases of the Proposed Project, all incidental sightings of special-status bird species, and all raptors and bats will be logged. During construction, all sightings will be recorded by biological monitors. The Lead Avian Biologist will be tasked with keeping records and reporting these results (as described in Section 7.4).

Mortality Studies (Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan)

Mortality Studies will be conducted within all Project components to determine any monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such the gen-tie line and solar panels. Mortality surveys will be completed weekly post-construction in each Project phase for a period of 1 year. After one year, these studies will be conducted monthly for at least an additional two years, completing the 3-year post-construction monitoring period. These studies will be conducted at a minimum of 12 sites within all Project components and within a minimum of 3 control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the Project areas.



These studies will follow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and will include:

· An assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, 

· A carcass collection protocol and an assessment of carcass scavenger rates, and 

· Detailed specifications on data (see data collection flow charts and example data sheets submitted to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG), 



If monitoring determines that bird mortality caused by solar facilities may be having potentially adverse impacts on special-status bird populations the Applicant will implement adaptive management strategies such as installing additional bird flight diverters alterations to project components that have been identified as key mortality features. If adaptive management actions are implemented, mortality studies will continue for an additional year post-construction until a reduction in mortality to a level comparable to control sites is documented.

Seasonal Point Counts

Point Counts will continue to be conducted using the same methods that were used in baseline point counts (Section 3.0). These point counts will be conducted once during each season of each year (excluding summer) during construction and for the 3-year post-construction period.

Nest Surveys

Annual nest surveys will be conducted each spring during construction between March 15 and June 1, using two surveys separated by at least 30 days. All Project-related infrastructure (e.g.; fence posts, transmission towers, and buildings) would be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. Nest locations may also be detected via incidental sightings or during point count surveys.



During nest surveys, the ground under all raptor and raven nests will be inspected for the presence shells of juvenile tortoises or other evidence or predation of desert tortoise. 

7.1.3	Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan 

In addition to project-specific mortality monitoring studies the Project will monitor golden eagles separately to ensure that golden eagle mortality is adequately assessed. For each year during construction, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities will be conducted to determine whether any territory is active (Pagel et al. 2010). Data collected during the inventory shall include: 

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



If an occupied nest is detected during construction within 10 miles of any Project component, the Applicant for that component will implement adaptive management strategies in cooperation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG (and CPUC if an SCE component) for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles (Pagel et al. 2010). Triggers for additional adaptive management requirements will include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, such as agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment.

7.2	Nest Management

Project facilities will manage nests established on any part of the facility as described throughout this document. Eagle nests will be addressed as described in Section 7.1 above.

7.3	Risk Assessment Validation

Using data collected throughout this process, the Project will attempt to validate the identified risks of the project. The validation process will consider:

1. Whether the documented mortality rate post-construction is higher, lower, or as expected, compared to the pre-construction risk assessment.

2. Whether conservation measures are adequate to minimize bird and/or bat mortality to the maximum extent practicable? 

3. Would additional conservation measures be likely to reduce mortality rates?

4. Do documented mortality rates trigger adaptive management actions?



The results of this validation assessment would be discussed in Project reporting, described in Section 7.4 below.

7.4	Reporting

Quarterly e-mail summaries of all biological monitoring activities will be submitted to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG by the Designated Biologist. One section of these summaries will focus on reporting for the long-term monitoring program for raptors (including owls) and bats. This section will include results of the study components of monitoring conducted during the previous quarter, and a discussion of any unusual circumstances noted. These reports may also include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.

 

On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to the BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for the BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1 of each year. This annual report will summarize all quarterly reports and be submitted via e-mail by the Designated Biologist. After this report is submitted, an annual meeting will be held between the BLM, USFWS, Applicants, and CDFG to review the annual monitoring report and discuss monitoring results and conservation measures, including any adaptive management implemented or recommended.






8.0	Key Resources and References

8.1	Key Resources

Key resources include the team of proponent personnel, biological monitors and agency personnel who will work together to ensure the success of the protection, avoidance, and minimization of impacts to bird and bat species during the construction and operations and maintenance phases of the Project. The names and contact information for key personnel are provided below.



Project Proponents

Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC

1111 Broadway St, 4th Floor

Oakland, CA 94607

(510) 625-7400

Contact:  Amanda Beck

ABeck@firstsolar.com



Southern California Edison

1218 South 5th Avenue

Monrovia, CA 91016

(626) 260-6040

Contact: Paul Yamazaki

Paul.Yamazaki@sce.com


Biological Monitoring

Ironwood Consulting

1412 S. Center St.

Redlands, CA 92373

(909) 798-0330

Contact: Kathy Simon

Kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com



Bureau of Land Management

California Desert District Office

22835 Calle San Juan De Los Lagos

Moreno Valley, CA 92553-9046

(951) 697-5223

Contact: Kim Marsden

Kim_Marsden@BLM.gov 





U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office

6010 Hidden Valley Rd., 101

Carlsbad, CA 92011

760.431.9440 x 354 phone

Contact: Jody Fraser

jody_fraser@fws.gov



California Department of Fish and Game

Inland Deserts Region

3602 Inland Empire Blvd Suite C220

Ontario, CA 91764

(909) 484-0167

Contact: Magdalena Rodriguez

mcrodriguez@dfg.ca.gov
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6/18/2011 7002521 HOOR Closed TL 6916 - 973035 65 feet from pole. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED 7/22/2011 fhoffman - 6/18/2011 2:18:34 PM

Female continued to build upper nest with material from palm. Male in area vocalizing.
rradd - 6/20/2011 3:27:28 PM - HOOR pair are intermittently present; female departs nest 1508, male nearby.
rradd - 6/28/2011 12:30:33 PM
Nest is complete; female incubating.
rradd - 7/5/2011 3:40:26 PM
HOOR pr. attending nest; male arrives and female departs 1534. 
rradd - 7/12/2011 10:21:46 AM
HOOR female comes to nest and stays.
rradd - 7/18/2011 11:41:22 AM
Female feeds young in nest 1136 then leaves immediately.
rradd - 7/25/2011 10:10:52 AM
Change to Closed.
No HOOR detected during 30 min. obs. Nest appears intact but empty; monitoring chronology suggests fledged 
successfully.

5/4/2011 7004679 HOFI Closed Alpine CY 0 feet; within work limits  feet 1. FLEDGED 6/10/2011 barnold - 5/4/2011 1:27:00 PM - According to bio-monitors, fledglings gone yesterday.  Adult observed bringing nest 
material today to nest immediately below nest used to fledge.  This lower nest had been identified as inactive, and 
the adults may be enhancing this nest as opposed to the fledged nest due to wear at fledged nest.  This pair may be 
preparing to double brood.
barnold - 5/15/2011 2:11 PM  Bottom nest still has eggs, and top nest with one egg that may not be viable.Adults in 
area.
phoward - 5/31/2011 11:45:06 AM
bottom nest has at least one chick, top nest still has one egg
jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 12:02:43 PM - Bottom nest contains at least 2 partially feathered nestlings with both male and 
female tending nest. 1 egg (presumed infertile) still present in top nest with no adults observed at nest.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 9:42:11 AM - Adult feeding at least 2 nestlings in bottom nest. Nest rimmed with feces.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:29:30 PM - Bio monitor reported that the nest fledged by 6/10. 1 fledgling was observed at 
the nest and it flew away. The nest was inspected and there were no other fledglings or eggs. Reel was subsequently 
removed.

5/9/2011 7001019 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

34 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/19/2011  dbusby - 5/9/2011 12:15:16 PM
Observed female going to and from nest.
13 May BCHU female on nest 0734. - RR
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:35:51 PM
observed female on nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:00:25 PM
observed incubating on nest.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:48:45 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:43:03 AM
incubating,
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:04:15 AM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 3:22:31 PM
Nestlings observed in nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:49:35 AM
Observed female feeding nestling.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:26:43 AM
Feeding young in nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:05:00 PM
Feeding  young in nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:08:29 PM
Feeding young in nest.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:53:31 PM
Caring for young in nest.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:20:50 PM
nestling feathered and close.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:07:48 PM
Nestling looks near fledging.

5/10/2011 7001023 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 Adults repeatedly visiting this nest during 30 minute observation period. barnold - 5/10/2011
barnold - 5/11/2011 3:01 PM - Female observed emerging from nest.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:05: AM - Female observed flying to nest after 15 minutes of watching.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:25 AM - No activity during brief observation period.
barnold - 6/1/2011 4:50:08 PM - No activity observed at this nest since 19 May. Nest appears to have fledged and is 
now considered inactive, but may be used again.

5/10/2011 7001024 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 20 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

1. FLEDGED. 5/13/2011 barnold - 5/10/2011 12:17 PM  Nest with three large nestlings in east-facing edge of stacked (four by four) crates of 
ceramic insulators bound by wire straps.  A second, newer empty nest is located just south of and adjacent to the 
nest with nestlings.  Female at nest regularly.
barnold - 5/11/2011 2:59 PM  Three nestlings still in nest.
barnold - 5/19/2011 8:42 AM  Nestlings successfully fledged 13 May. Nest empty.  Change status to Closed.

4/5/2011 5003356 HOWR Closed Elliott Substation 0 feet; inside substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 60 
feet.

60 feet buffer for construction:  A) Pair freely entered/exited the nest and did not 
appear disturbed by foot traffic occurring as close as 40 feet away during this 
observation period.  B) Scheduled work is to be done with hand tools and a 
small crew whic

1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 04/05/11 - Pair of house wrens carrying nest material to structure (J&M Dicus, R. Abe).
12 Apr - HOWR active and singing nearby but did not enter cavity. - RR
21 Apr - HOWR territorial singing, enters cavity 0804. - RR
26  Apr - HOWR territorial singing,  2nd bird enters cavity 1305. - RR
2 May HOWR bringing food to nest. - IM
11 May HOWR provisioning this nest @ 5 min.intervals 0718. - RR
16 May HOWR continue carrying items to nest 1004. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 11:22:04 AM
No detections at nest, HOWR feeding at least 4 fledglings 100' S, presume this nest has fledged, Change to Closed

AR065544

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1 
Attachment I-9
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4/5/2011 5003355 COHA Closed Elliott Substation 210 feet to substation. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 450 

feet.
450 feet buffer for construction:  A) There is limited line-of-sight from the nest to 
the work area.  B) Nest is located 20' from a major roadway and regular foot 
traffic indicating the pair is acclimated to human activity.  C) Scheduled work is 
to be don

1. FLEDGED. 04/05/11 - Pair of Cooper's hawks observed at and around nest (R. Abe, M. Dicus).
12 Apr - COHA flew from nest, calling at 12:00. Seems agitated by human voices, traffic OK.- RR
21 Apr - COHA at nest. Agitated by observer activity in  parking lot. 0715 - RR
26 Apr - Male COHA vocal at nest 1210. - RR
03 May - COHA on nest. - RR
11 May - COHA agitated by landscape utility crew working under nest. 0700 - RR
16 May - COHA female at nest, male hunting in the fig trees 0855. - RR
23 May - COHA visible on this well-obscured nest, adult male hunting nearby.
rradd - 5/23/2011 11:19:27 AM
COHA visible on this well-obscured nest, ad. male hunting nearby.
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:46:43 AM
 Male COHA carries small bird to nest 0707.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:33:01 AM
Male COHA eating NOMO 0843, returns briefly to nest 0858 w/ no food and departs quickly.
rradd - 6/14/2011 2:48:11 PM
Adult male COHA carrying prey to nesr area 1140, juv. on nest 1405.
rradd - 6/21/2011 8:31:39 AM
Adult male COHA carrying prey to nest area 0704, COHA on nest 0826.
rradd - 6/27/2011 2:09:08 PM
COHA on nest 1352.
rradd - 7/5/2011 3:06:40 PM
Adult COHA on nest with downy, partially feathered juvenile ...
rradd - 7/11/2011 6:13:44 PM
Juvenile COHA brancher with short wings and tail; not yet flight capable adjacent to nest. Adult male COHA alarming 
10' away in response to observer.
rradd - 7/19/2011 2:00:21 PM
No COHA detected at nest tree; juvenile heard calling away from nest. Young has fledged, change to Closed.

5/10/2011 7001429 OATI Closed EP91 10 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this cavity nest with nestlings, 
provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the 
buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/28/2011 pkonrad - 5/27/2011 11:28:00 AM
Adult(s) bringing food to nest regularly.
barnold - 5/31/2011 12:50:07 PM
No activity noted during 15-minute observation period.
barnold - 6/2/2011 9:03:55 AM
No activity noted during observation period approaching two hours. Nest appears to have fledged, as Oak Titmouse 
leaves nest at 17 days, and adults were first observed bringing food 10 May and last observed bringing food 27 May 
(there has typically been lots of activity during monitoring visits), then no activity recorded during brief (15 minute) 
and extensive (nearly 2 hours) observation periods on 31 May and 2 June, respectively.

5/10/2011 7001437 WEME Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet; within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/13/2011 10 May - Extremely agitated pair bringing food to nest 1235.- RR
17 May - No WEME detected in this area. Based on behavioural cues from previous observation, consider more 
likely fledged than depredated. Change to Closed.- RR

5/11/2011 7001440 BLPH Closed TL 6916 - 973035 40 feet to AR; 80 feet to 
staked work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/22/2011 11 May - BLPH pair carrying food to nest 1616. - RR
17 May - BLPH pair continue to provision this nest at 2-5 minute intervals 1055. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 8:59:36 AM - No detections during 30 minute observation. Prior observation (feeding interval) 
suggests successful fledging.

5/12/2011 7001450 AMKE Closed CP23 0 feet; within work limits; 
70 feet from TC.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 12 May Observed male bring in mouse to nest, heard nestlings loudly begging.  Nest is in actual arm, kestrels enter 
through gap between actual pole and arm.
18 May AMKE female enters nest with mouse 1326.- RR
eelias - 6/2/2011 4:07:55 PM
Elias monitored this nest on 5/31/2011. Biologist noted an adult female on tower. She was calling. She flew off and 
almost immediately after she departed a female plumage fledgling flew out of the nest cavity. This young bird gave 
begging vocs and was less than proficient in flight. After 5 minutes on the outside she returned to the cavity.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:06:17 AM
Two fledged immature AMKE perched clise to nest, being attended by adult.
Change to Closed.

5/12/2011 7001456 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - 774824 40 feet to AR; 510 feet 
to nearest pole.

300 feet NBR Submit Date: 05/17/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/17/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/26/2011 tcooper - 5/12/2011 - Female on nest, 2 eggs and 2 newly hatched nestlings.
tcooper - 5/19/2011 - Adults feeding 2 nestlings, 2 unhatched eggs.
tcooper - 5/26/2011 - 2 unhatched eggs in nest, adults feeding 2 fledglings nearby, nest closed; buffer removed.

5/12/2011 7001459 MODO Closed CP51-2 AR 85 feet to AR, but on 
house.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 12 May - MODO incubating and mate adjacent 0844. - RR
19 May - MODO incubating 0927.- RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 12:56:57 PM - MODO on nest 1251.
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:05:27 PM - MODO on nest 1444.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:27:52 AM - Well-protected nest is clean and empty. Presumed fledged. Change to Inactive.
rradd - 7/7/2011 9:06:13 AM
No re-nesting; change to Closed.

AR065545
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6/2/2011 7002430 BUOR Closed Alpine Underground - 

177+00l
70 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED.  7/7/2011 shampton - 6/2/2011 11:49:46 AM  
Female adding nest lining material.
shampton - 6/9/2011 11:40:01 AM
Incubating; tail and primary tips visible protruding from nest.
shampton - 6/16/2011 11:43:35 AM
Observed female adult arriving at nest at 1137.
shampton - 6/23/2011 11:08:32 AM
Female visited nest at 1106.
shampton - 6/30/2011 11:39:22 AM
Female was observed visiting nest at 1136. a male BUOR was seen mobbing a RTHA near nest tree about 1000.
bfischer - 7/11/2011 2:03:49 PM
Nest was observed for 1/2 hour and no oriole activity was seen in vicinity of nest.
shampton - 7/21/2011 2:10:34 PM
No activity at nest or BUOR observed near it during 30 minutes of observation (1145-1215) but 3 female/juvenile-
type BUOR's were seen 2-300' east earlier in the  day during LBVI survey. Nest is still in good condition, does not 
appear to have been damaged by a predator.  Assuming successfully fledged, around 7/7/11.  CLOSED

5/12/2011 7001462 ATFL Closed CP51-2 AR 90 feet to AR, but within 
house area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/7/2011 12 May - ATFL pair entering pipe 1103. - RR
19 May ATFL pr interaction, female returns to chimney pipe (which has transformed her into "Sooty Flycatcher") 
0949. - RR
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:56:30 PM
ATFL pr. observed away from nest, status unclear during 30 min. obs. Will monitor again.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:38:33 AM
Nest is built. Pair come to nest 0937, male guards, female to nest for only a minute. Egg laying?
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:10:48 AM
Female ATFL brings food to nest 1106.
rradd - 6/23/2011 10:45:50 AM
Female enters nest with small insect 10:38 and stays, male nest guarding @ 100'.
rradd - 6/30/2011 10:42:32 AM
ATFL pair carrying food to nest at 10 min intervals. Alarmed at 100'.
rradd - 7/7/2011 10:06:21 AM
Change to Closed. Nest is empty and nestlings successfully fledged. ATFL carrying food to at least 3 fledglings away 
from nest.

5/9/2011 7001020 SPTO Closed CP25-2 225 feet from CP 25-2; 
7 feet from access road.

100 feet Vehicular passage has been ongoing since foundation work began here, is not 
anticipated to impact this nest, as this nest was initiated during current 
construction conditions.

1. FLEDGED. 5/20/2011 mdicus - 5/9/2011 1:43:54 PM - Adult incubating 3 eggs. Adult did not flush until approached from southwest side 
from a distance of approximately 3 feet. Through traffic on access road does not appear to disturb nesting.  Access 
road buffer staked with standard ESA signs reading "through traffic only, no stopping."
blohstroh - 5/13/2011 8:43:06 AM - Checked nest; 3 eggs still present; female flushed and observed nearby.  
jdicus - 5/16/2011 8:26:28 PM - Observed while construction monitoring. Nestlings in nest - can be seen without 
lifting branches around mid-day when sun is high in the sky shining down through foliage into nest when viewed from 
south.
21 May - Nest is clean, intact and empty. Presume successfully fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

5/12/2011 7001453 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet, nest is inside 
work limits.

100 feet The nest is on the bridge itself, and effectively means work cannot occur, even 
with approved construction plan with noise barriers. 

1. FLEDGED. 5/21/2011 emorgan - 5/12/2011 3:16:59 PM - Nest contains 2 hummingbird nestlings about a week old.  Adult came to the nest 
to feed the chicks.
5/13/2011 - Nesting activity continues 1150. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 1:12:51 PM
Observed two nestlings being feed while foot traffic was overhead. Birds appear unaffected by construction activity.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:34:00 PM
two nestlings in nest. female feeding young.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:01:01 PM
Nestlings have fledged and left the nest. Nest removed.

5/13/2011 7001470 CALT Closed CP25-2 15 feet to AR; 160 feet 
to pad.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 blohstroh - 5/13/2011 4:19:51 PM - 3 nestlings, week old+, female feeding and removing fecal sacks. Moved existing 
access road signage to reflect new buffer.
21 May Nest is empty, presumed fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

2/25/2011 5000434 MODO Closed TL 6916 - Z678467 30 feet from access 
road.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Buffer should be reduced to 30 feet to allow work.  Mourning Doves often nest in 
close proximity to human activities and disturbances.  The nest is concealed in a 
large, thick non-native shrub and is not visible from the ROW.  The adults 
showed no sensiti

1. FLEDGED. 5/15/2011 Nest still active as of 2/25/2011. 
12 Apr - MODO pair on nest. No eggs. - RR
shampton - 4/13/2011 1:17:48 PM - Adult on nest. Possibly incubating. Bird did not flush.
18 Apr MODO incubating nest. No flush. 15:08. - RR
25 Apr - MODO incubating 2 eggs 1235. - RR
barnold - 4/26/2011 8:02:24 AM  Adult on nest, didnt flush.
2 May - Female MODO incubating 2 eggs 1540.- RR
imaunsell - 5/3/2011 2:14:02 PM - Female brooding on nest.
11 May - 2 feathered squabs on nest 1414. - RR
16 May - Nest is intact, empty. Presume fledged, change to Closed 1727. - RR

5/3/2011 7000965 HUVI Closed Elliott Substation 5 feet to AR; 50 feet to 
substation.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 3 May - Both sexes actively constructing nest 0920. Appears 60% complete. - RR
11 May - HUVI on nest 0708. - RR
16 May - Nest incubation exchange 0746. - RR
23 May - HUVI on nest, wing stretch, tail-fan and settle 0804. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:49:10 AM - HUVI on nest 0655.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:33:56 AM - HUVI feeding nestlings 0705.
rradd - 6/14/2011 4:10:27 PM - No HUVI detected during 30 minute observation. Timelime suggests succesful 
fledge.

5/16/2011 7001481 BCHU Closed Elliott Substation 45 feet from substation. 
60 feet from AR.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/12/2011 16 May - BCHU female finishing nest construction 0700. Long intervals off nest, so no eggs yet. - RR
23 May - BCHU female on nest 0722. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:51:03 AM - Female BCHU on nest 0712
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:35:22 AM - BCHU returns to nest after 10 minute absence and settles 0715.
rradd - 6/14/2011 3:37:28 PM - Nest appears intact empty and unattended, presumed fledged.  Change to closed.
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5/16/2011 7001482 CALT Closed TL 6916 - 774820 10 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 

stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.
1. FLEDGED. 5/21/2011 16 May - CALT carrying food to at least 2 altricial nestlings 1557. - RR

rradd - 5/23/2011 4:51:20 PM - Nest is empty with single dropping on floor. CALT capable of leaving nest @ 8 days, 
so potentially successful fledge.

5/16/2011 7001483 ANHU Closed Elliott Substation 85 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 16 May - ANHU female on nest, only brief intervals away but no feeding. Presume incubation. - RR
23 May - ANHU young visible in nest 0720. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:50:13 AM - Large feathered young in nest 0711.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:39:51 AM - Nest is empty and presumed to have fledged. 
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:40:29 AM - Change to Closed.

5/17/2011 7001485 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

8 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/19/2011 sjohnston - 5/17/2011 1:26:55 PM Female incubating 2 eggs.
sjohnston - 5/18/2011 8:37:21 AM Female incubating two eggs. Observed leaving nest multiple times apparent 
cause from construction activity within 10 feet of the nest. Foreman moved work further away from nest ca. 30', 
which resulted in fewer flushings for shorter durations.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:37:59 PM Female on nest, flushed while visual barrier was installed. Returned to nest. 
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:05:34 PM Observed on nest, flushed briefly while inspector was onsite, and walked under 
canopy.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:58:21 AM - Incubating.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:45:17 AM - Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:13:00 AM - Two nestlings in nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:50:44 AM - Female observed feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:27:15 AM - Feeding young in nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:49:26 PM - Feeding caring for young.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:07:14 PM - Caring for young in nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:27:21 PM - Young in nest; Feeding young.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:55:03 PM - Feeding young.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:29:26 PM - Feathered nestlings close to fledge
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:08:28 PM - Active nestlings in nest. Look ready to fledge.
sjohnston - 6/20/2011 7:26:40 AM - Fledged.

5/12/2011 7001489 SOSP Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

50 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 eelias - 5/12/2011 12:18:37 PM  Nest was found when female flew in and landed on nest. She was incubating. I 
never saw food carries so therefore I assume it was on eggs and not chicks. Watched for 15 minutes.
eelias - 5/13/2011 9:05:44 AM Nest was visited. Biologist walked slowly and carefully up to nest site. Female was not 
on nest. Biologist peered into nest. She has layed 3 eggs.
19 May SOSP incubating 1355. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:18:06 PM - 2 SOSP nestlings aged approximately 2 days, being fed by adults 1508.
rradd - 6/3/2011 9:07:19 AM - Nest has fallen sideways but cup appears intact and fledglings foraging within feet. 
Presumed successful fledge. Change to Closed.

5/17/2011 7001491 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

2 feet from staked work 
limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/17/2011 sjohnston - 5/17/2011 2:34:38 PM
Active nest building 10% complete. Birds began building nest during construction activities.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:46:33 PM
Active nest building.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:16:46 PM
Observed on nest; possibly incubating.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:00:19 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:50:35 AM
Female incubating.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:00:14 AM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 6:29:44 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:32:50 AM
On nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:09:50 PM
Incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:35:35 PM
Feeding and probably brooding .
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:59:58 PM
Brooding/ feeding.
vnovik - 6/14/2011 5:54:39 PM
Appears to be feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:11:34 PM
No nestlings in nest on 6/16/11. Likey fledged, nest appears to be falling apart now.

5/16/2011 7001493 CAGN Closed CP21 240 feet to work limits. 300 feet Buffer reduced to 240 
feet with drive through 

access only.

Candidate for NBR to 240 feet since nest is down steep slope and blocked by 
dense vegetation that will create a noise and visual barrier from work activitie 
and thru-traffic along access road. Placed ESA signs along east side of access 
road, approx 240 ft

1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 5/16/11 - 3 eggs; observed nest exchange. Candidate for NBR since nest is down steep slope and blocked by dense 
vegetation that will create a noise and visual barrier from temporary thru-traffic along access road. Placed ESA signs 
along east side of access road, approx 240 feet from nest. 
dbusby - 5/17/2011 7:12:33 AM
dbusby - 5/23/2011 3:48:18 PM - Female incubating on nest with male foraging nearby.
5/31/11 - dbusby - Adult pair feeding 3  7-day-old nestlings.
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:24:53 PM - Adult pair feeding 3 nestlings. Should be fledging by tomorrow.
dbusby - 6/13/2011 10:39:20 AM - At least 2 nestlings confirmed successfully fledged. Adults tending to 2 fledglings 
about 300 feet. northeast of nest site. Take down ESA signs and buffer.
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4/12/2011 5000781 SAPH Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 

feet.
SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. Say's Phoebe nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator brace and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' mater

1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 Nest with two young. Adult observed bringing food. barnold - 4/12/2011 8:56:07 AM.
19 Apr - Feeding continues. - RR
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:21:28 AM - Nest with three young, adults on nest and in area.
26 Apr - SAPH pair continue food carrying to this site 0725. - RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 1:57:22 PM - Young out of nest and in immediate area of Transformer Bank 71. Adults still 
caring for these recently fledged young.  Buffer reduced to 70 feet.
2 May SAPH juveniles following adults off site. Change to Closed. - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 1:29 PM  Nest with four House Finch eggs.  Nest once again Active.
barnold - 5/11/2011 12:55 PM  Nest now with five eggs.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:45 AM Nest still with five eggs.  Female House Finch flushed.
barnold - 5/26/2011 10:11 AM Nest with five young nestlings
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:36 PM Nest with at least four House Finch nestlings.
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:38:40 PM
Nest with at least four House Finch nestlings.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:43:01 AM
Nest with one large nestling.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:22:43 PM
Nest empty.

5/12/2011 7001460 ANHU Closed CP51-2 AR 35 feet to AR, but within 
house area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/18/2011 12 May - ANHU female incubating 1 egg 1037. - RR
19 May ANHU female incubating 2 eggs 0911. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 12:55:53 PM
ANHU incubating 2 eggs 1250
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:04:47 PM
Two naked hatched young in nest 1445.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:23:56 AM
One large quilled young visible in nest.
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:07:54 AM
One large juvenile in complete plumage on nest.
rradd - 6/23/2011 10:43:29 AM
Nest has fledged successfully.
Change to Closed

5/4/2011 7000980 HOWR Closed CP70-3 AR 10 feet to AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 4 May - HOWR singing incessantly at, and defending this cavity 1645. - RR
14 May - HOWR carrying nest naterial to cavity 1040. - RR
20 May - HOWR pair carrying food to cavity 0818. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 9:26:19 AM
HOWR pr busy gathering food for this nest 0908.
rradd - 6/4/2011 8:27:58 AM
HOWR still defending site against others nearby and staying clise to cavity 0735.
rradd - 6/9/2011 4:33:34 PM
HOWR territorial at site but not obs. entering cavity. This male mayakso be maintaining nest to the W.
rradd - 6/17/2011 1:12:23 PM
No HOWR detections at this cavity during 30 min. mid-day obs. Will monitor once more to verify breeding has 
concluded at this nest.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:30:29 PM
HOWR present near cavity, but no food carry or interaction with nest.
Change to Closed.

5/3/2011 7000971 CALT Closed TL 6916 - 771471 30 feet from pole. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

1. FLEDGED. 5/3/2011 Pair of adults defending territory. Multiple fledglings, with partially grown feathers, flushed from area. Nest not 
searched for due to disturbance. - sritt - 5/3/2011 11:28:18 AM
11 May -  Initial observation appears to have been of recently fledged young, no suitable nesting habitat at the 
described location. Change to Closed. - RR

2/18/2011 5000007 RTHA Closed CP55 AR 170 feet from driveway 5-
5A permit.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 100 
feet.

The buffer should be reduced to 100 feet to allow turn around and AR roadway 
improvements. Nest is located 100' from an existing work yard not associated 
with Sunrise Powerlink. Other nest buffers have been approved for lesser 
amounts for this species, an

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 No birds observed nearby or associated with nest. 
3/8/11 (Blohstroh) - RTHA in area, chased off raven, but no observed connection to this nest. Observed soaring 
overhead.
16 Mar - No activity change observed. - RR
25 Mar - RTHA prone on nest. Very hard to see from Willow Road, possibly undetected on prior survey.- RR
29 Mar - RTHA continues incubating 17:40. -  RR
7 Apr - Continuing to rotate nest duties.
08 April - RTHA still on nest (R. Abe, M.Dicus).
14 Apr - RTHA standing on nest. - RR
vnovik - 4/20/2011 10:49:19 AM - Nest active, 2 birds observed flying into nest.
21 Apr - At least 1 nestling present large enough to be seen moving around nest. - RR
29 Apr - RTHA young observed moving on nest 0844. - RR
10 Mar - 1 or 2 young RTHA visible on nest 1722. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 7:26:44 PM - Large nestling RTHA remains on this nest 1745.
eelias - 6/4/2011 3:39:42 PM - Arrived at 1459 and located nest. Began intently watching nest at 1513 for movement. 
Watched for 20 minutes. No activity at nest or in area.
rradd - 6/10/2011 2:17:25 PM - Nest is empty. Nestling has fledged.
Change to Closed.
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2/25/2011 5000049 RTHA Closed Hartung Yard 240 feet from AR entry. 500 feet Reduced to 60 feet. Buffer should consider that hawk nest is located closer to El Monte Road and the 

County Park than it is to any construction activity.  Work should be allowed to 
occur at AR, and vehicular passage should be allowed, based on vegetative 
screening between AR

1. FLEDGED. 5/11/2011 Biomonitors observed RTHA carrying food to nest. Bird observed incubating on nest. Verified again by D. Busby on 
2/25/11.
Still active 3/10/2011. Bird observed incubating on nest. BHart.
25 Mar - RTHA incubating on nest. - RR
29 Mar - RTHA at nest 15:55. - RR
6 Apr - RTHA leaving nest 0815. CY bio-monitor observed regular prey carrying, feeding activity @ this nest. - RR
13 Apr - At least one large chick moving about on nest. - RR
20 Apr - RTHA on nest. Appears to be chick with feathered head. - RR
27 Apr - No RTHA detections 1630-1705. - RR
28 Apr - Downy RTHA visible on nest 1710. - RR
4 May - Single large juvenile RTHA standing on nest 0650. - RR
12 May - No RTHA detections during 30 minute observation. Fledged? Will revisit. - RR
20 May - No RTHA detections during 30 minute observation. Presume fledged 1755.  Change to Closed- RR

3/5/2011 6002318 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

50 feet from access 
road.

100 feet Reduced to 40 feet. Nesting commenced during construction activities in this area (bridge 
replacement) and the pair of phoebes do not appear disturbed by foot traffic and 
light work; however, work activities within the 100-foot buffer were suspended 
when the bio-monitor dete

1. FLEDGED. 5/6/2011 imaunsell - 6/28/2011 11:49:00 AM
Actively nest building on 3/5/11.  
17 Mar - Nest constuction continues - no site work in progress. Extra NIDs are redundant and should be deleted- 
RR
Nest appears complete. Pair present. IM
28 Mar - Adult on nest incubating- BL
1 April - 3 eggs observed in nest. IM
8 April - Adult back and forth to nest, likely feeding nestlings-BL
16 Apr - Black downy young in nest. - RR
22 Apr - BLPH pair continue to feed this nest 0837. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:17:26 AM - Adult observed at nest. Likely feeding nestlings.
6 May  - BLPH nest has fledged. 

4/14/2011 5000824 BUSH Closed CP25-2 20 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 75 
feet.

A reduction of the buffer size to 75 feet is necessary for performance of the 
work.  Foundation-drilling equipment creates noise levels that are over 60 
decibels. The nest is also situated on higher ground than the tower foundation 
and separated by a smal

1. FLEDGED. 4/20/2011 shampton - 4/14/2011 1:59:09 PM - Active; adult observed taking food into the nest.
mdicus - 4/18/2011 - Nest buffer reduction granted April 18, buffer staked in field at 75 feet.
kalberts - 4/22/2011 3:38:26 PM - Nest reported empty with down feathers by M. Klein. No signs of depredation. Nest 
fledged.
mdicus - 5/3/2011 - Adult BUSH observed making multiple trips to and from nest,  Pair has started  new clutch in 
same nest.  Buffer re-staked at 75 feet, per previous NBR from April 18.  

3/2/2011 5000469 BLPH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from driveway 
access.

100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

NBR Submit Date: 05/05/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/06/2011

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near H

1. FLEDGED. 10 Mar 2010 - Nest intact. BLPH observed foraging nearby but not entering building. Changed to INACTIVE at this 
time and buffer removed. RR
3/18/11 - D Busby verified INACTIVE. No eggs in nest or sign of recent use.
24 Mar - No change. BLPH pair present at site.  - RR
31 Mar - BLPH on nest, and distraction display from mate at nearby presence of COHA. - RR
1 April - 4 eggs observed in nest. IM
Pair visiting nest. imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:29:40 AM
19 Apr - BLPH pair feeding nestlings. 1103. - RR
27 Apr - BLPH bringing food to nest 1058. - RR
5 May - BLPH have fledged - at least one juvenile being fed away from this nest, which now appears reoccupied by 
HOWR? 

4/18/2011 5000839 BANO Closed CP2 0 feet; in substation. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 125 
feet

The biologist feels this NBM should not adversely affect the success of the nest 
for the following reasons:

• The nest is located in a hollow arm on a tall steel pole. It is completely 
enclosed and surrounded by steel, with no direct view to the propos

1. FLEDGED. 7/11/2011 Many pellets below and whitewash on tower. Pale, barn owl-like feathers on base of tower - shampton - 4/18/2011 
12:36:19 PM.
26 Apr - No BAOW detected. Removed all pellets from monopole foundation. Check again.- RR
2 May  6 fresh pellets removed. Active. - RR
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:09 AM No change in status.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:24:21 PM
Eggshell fragments found under pole today.
barnold - 6/9/2011 11:32:10 AM
Pocket mouse at base of pole, apparently dropped from nest.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:52:45 PM
Barn owl nestling discovered dead at noon 6/13/2011 at base of pole by bio monitor.
barnold - 6/23/2011 1:45:26 PM
Numerous owl pellets at base of pole.
barnold - 6/27/2011 2:40:19 PM
Pellets at base of pole.
barnold - 7/6/2011 5:55:22 PM
Feather at base of pole.
barnold - 7/12/2011 9:09:11 PM
Bio monitor observed partly eaten vole at base of tower 7/11/2011. Nestling(s) likely still being fed.
barnold - 7/14/2011 5:02:29 PM
Fledgling (based on smaller size and feather condition) found dead inside Cono Roll stored upright and uncovered 
against the west-facing control house wall. This nest successfully fledged an owl, which likely tried to perch on the 
narrow edge of the upright Cono Roll and fell into the cylander to the ground. Due to the height of the upright Cono 
Roll cylander (about 10 to 12 feet) and its relatively narrow diameter, the owl apparently could not get out of the 
cylander. The owl appeared to be dead for two to three days.
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3/31/2011 5003318 AMKE Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within work area 

@ SW corner of 
substation

500 feet Buffer reduced to 250 
feet, with one day 

reduction to 65 feet.

NBR Submit Date: 04/25/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 04/26/2011

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. American Kestrel nest is 
located in tower arm, about 30 feet abo

1. FLEDGED. 5/1/2011 3/31/11 - Observed adult entering opening in arm. Same pair foraging nearby. ESA signs near southeast corner of 
substation. (D. Busby)
barnold - 4/12/2011 12:35:46 PM - Falcon observed sitting on wire nearby, but no interaction with nest observed.
14 Apr - Male catches mouse and brings pieces to opening at end of arm.- RR
19 Apr - No AMKE detected 1510-1710. - RR
barnold - 4/21/2011 10:38:26 PM Male brings mouse to wire, female emerges from nest and takes mouse from male.  
Male flies off.
26 Apr - AMKE male brings lizard to nest cavity 0744. - RR
2 May - AMKE male nest guarding but no nest visit made during 1 hour observation. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 2:10 PM No sign of activity.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:24 AM No sign of activity. This nest may have fledged earlier this month, and appears to be 
no longer active.

4/1/2011 5003343 LEOW Closed EP85-2 160 feet from AR entry. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 165 
feet.

Vehicular passage not anticipated to impact nest that is closer to Lake Morena 
Drive than project elements, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or 
construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/16/2011 April 1 and 2 - Active. Bird incubating on nest.  S. Hampton, S. Ritt
Could not see bird on nest from any on-ground angle 4-8 (PK); will return.
PKonrad - 4/18/2011   Same situation as above, but talked with Scott Hampton and Steve Ritt about who noted how 
hard it is to find the bird from ground level. This may be a nest that we may not get good observation on until 
nestlings are a week or 2 old.
emorgan - 4/27/2011 9:56:41 AM - Adult on nest.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 1 large downy brancher with flight feathers half developed lying dead on ground 25 feet west of 
nest tree. No other nestlings,  branchers, or adults observed, but nest is hard to view from below. 
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - Large downy brancher on horizontal limb about 10 feet above ground (above sibling carcass). 
No other nestlings, branchers or adults observed in surrounding trees.
PKonrad - 5/16 and 5/20/2011 - No sign of adults, branchers, or fledglings at nest or surrounding trees. 
PKonrad - 5/24/2011 - No signs of owls in surrounding area - closed.
pkonrad - 5/24/2011 3:46:05 PM
No owls observed in area again - closed.

4/12/2011 5000790 CORA Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 10 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install a new 230kV Bay west of the Control House. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. Common Raven nest is well 
concealed in the top of an A-frame steel structure, about 25 feet above the 
ground.  As such, this nest is n

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 barnold - 6/1/2011 2:00:27 PM
One adult in area, but not at nest.
barnold - 6/1/2011 3:19:34 PM
Two Common Ravens sitting on I-beam above and about 25 feet west of nest. These are the two fledglings. Bio-
monitor has seen four ravens together in the substation. The two fledglings flew off. This nest successfully fledged 
and is now Closed.

3/28/2011 5003284 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet 15 feet Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

1. FLEDGED. 5/3/2011 Pair actively building nest. 3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:26:08 PM. Female incubating 5 eggs in nest. Female flushed when approached within 10 feet 
but quickly returned when moved out of area. ESA signs and rope installed at entrance to yard preventing access to 
this portion of yard. Thru traffic only on access road 80 feet to east. Adults seem tolerant of activity in area.
imaunsell - 4/16/2011 9:32:08 AM - NBR concurred 4/15/2011, buffer reduced in field to 15 feet.
emorgan - 4/25/2011 8:44:03 AM - Nest contains at least four chicks.
barnold - 5/4/2011 1:27:00 PM - According to bio-monitors, fledglings gone yesterday.  Adult observed bringing nest 
material today to nest immediately below nest used to fledge.  This lower nest had been identified as inactive, and 
the adults may be enhancing this nest as opposed to the fledged nest due to wear at fledged nest.  This pair may be 
preparing to double brood.

4/8/2011 5003389 MODO Closed EP324 AR 95 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage 
permissible, but buffer 

remains.

Nest site is 95 feet from edge of existing SWPL line, and is well-removed from 
any work area. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided 
that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/13/2011 4/8/2011 - 2 eggs observed.  Adult didn't flush until directly below nest.  (FH/DB) 
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 - Adult incubating.
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - Adult brooding; 2 eggshells on ground just north of nest.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Adult lying in nest with 2 large nestlings.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 3:46:34 PM - Dove flushed from nest and agitated. Backed off nest before being able to view 
any nestling to prevent stressing bird.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - Doves have fledged; heard 1 dove flush from top of tree - closed.

4/13/2011 5000799 WESJ Closed EP85-2 AR 12 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.   
It is the biologist's opinion that the reduced buffer will not impact the nest for the 
following reasons: 

1. FLEDGED. 5/24/2011 April 13 barnold
Nest with 1 egg, adult at and around nest. Buffer will overlap with active Bushtit nest across AR, and will effetively 
close access road 4-13 BA.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011   1 adult incubating 2 eggs ( light green, brown speckled); both adults territorial.
emorgan - 4/27/2011 8:49:01 AM Adult flushed off nest when we walked by. Still incubating.
fhoffman - 5/3/2011 11:45:10 AM  - 1 nestling observed; adult in immediate area.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 1 large unfeathered nestling in nest; 1 adult present but secretive.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - 1 large nestling with pin feathers in nest; pair of adults a couple feet from nest in 
undergrowth.
fhoffman - 5/19/2011 5:07:39 PM - Adult alarm calling nearby; 1 large nestling in nest.
pkonrad - 5/24/2011 - Nestling has fledged; no adults or fledgling observed in area - closed.

AR065550
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4/28/2011 7000976 HOWR Closed Elliott Substation 0 feet; within tower. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 Adult bringing food to nest. Nest buffer reduction likely for use cf access road but not for work on pole since  nest is 

located at base of 3 foot-long arm of pole. Did not have flagging or signs to flag buffer. dbusby - 4/28/2011 9:48:31 
AM
17 May HOWR brigs food item to nest 0950, departs 0952. Presume feeding nestlings. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 3:07:21 PM - HOWR carries long-legged insect to nest 13:44.
rradd - 5/31/2011 1:02:41 PM - HOWR to nest 1258, exits with fecal sac 1259.
rradd - 6/6/2011 2:34:56 PM - No detections at nest. HOWR adult feeding young with remnant down feathers on 
head 13:43 indicate this nest has fledged. 
Change to Closed.

4/16/2011 5000836 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 80 
feet.

Nest is 6 feet up in the right side of the headlight box of a large piece of 
equipment (earthmover). The earthmover has remained inactive since the nest 
was observed (over a month). There are likely nestlings in the nest as of 5-6-11. 
Since the equipment 

1. FLEDGED. 5/22/2011 ahill - 4/16/2011 3:38:11 PM
Scraper had been parked for approximately a month. No eggs in nest. 100 foot buffer flagged. Pair actively going to 
and from nest.
imaunsell - 4/18/2011 12:19:51 PM - 2 eggs.
phoward - 4/25/2011 8:49:55 AM - Female incubating eggs.
ahill - 5/2/2011 9:51:05 PM-  First hatchling today; female observed carrying egg shell away. 4 more eggs total plus 
the first hatchling.
ahill - 5/8/2011 7:29:34 PM - All hatchlings have hatched. female on nest tending.
ahill - 5/16/2011 5:33:26 PM - All nestlings doing well, four.
ahill - 5/20/2011 6:35:16 PM - Nestlings still haven't fledged but they are flapping wings in nest; adults still feeding.
tfitanides - 5/23/2011 11:13:12 AM - Fledged successfully. Bio monitor has observed fledglings in bushes to north. 
Nest removed.

5/5/2011 7000983 CAGN Closed TL 6924 - 171693 75 feet to proposed yard 
boundary.

300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 Male and female returning to this location repeatedly, bringing food. blohstroh - 5/5/2011
Nest found with three nestlings about 10 days old - kalberts - 5/13/2011 2:41:39 PM.
No nestlings present, family group nearby, adults feeding at least two fledglings. nest successfully fledged, nest 
inactive. blohstroh - 5/19/2011 8:12:10 AM

5/5/2011 7000989 RTHA Closed Alpine Underground 120 feet to Alpine Blvd. 500 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

1. FLEDGED. 6/2/2011 shampton - 5/5/2011 11:30:55 AM - Adult visited nest. Large nestling still with some down observed upright in nest.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 12:07:51 PM - Adult on another euc being mobbed and calling. Flew to euc with nest and was 
mobbed by a different pair.   
shampton - 5/26/2011 11:59:51 AM - Juvenile(s?) observed in eucalyptus trees around nest and on nest, laying down 
and sitting upright.
shampton - 6/2/2011 11:41:46 AM - At least one juvenile calling and flying around eucalyptus grove. Not observed 
landing on nest.
shampton - 6/9/2011 11:19:47 AM - Two juveniles flying around eucalyptus grove area, not observed landing on 
nest. No adults observed. Changed to Inactive.

4/30/2011 7000955 ANHU Closed CP83-1 57 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/4/2011 30 Apr - ANHU female building nest; approximately 50% complete. - RR
05 May - ANHU incubating 1705.- RR
14 May ANHU returns to nest 1602. Nestlings inferred by height of adult in nest. - RR
20 May ANHU female on nest 1404. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 3:09:03 PM
2 large young in nest with unfeathered heads.
rradd - 6/4/2011 1:35:38 PM
Young have fledged and nest is empty.

4/28/2011 7000956 HOWR Closed CP83-1 78 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/10/2011 28 Apr - HOWR exhibiting territorial behavior; singing entering and defending this cavity. - RR
05 May - HOWR singing near cavity 1505. - RR
14 May HOWR perched, singing at entrance 1623. - RR 
20 May HOWR enters nest 1428. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 3:00:10 PM
HOWR pr. carrying food to nest.
rradd - 6/4/2011 1:33:10 PM
HOWR pr bringing food to nest 1314.
rradd - 6/10/2011 9:32:06 AM
No HOWR detections at this nest during 30 min. obs. Nest has fledged. 
Change to Closed.

5/5/2011 7000994 BUOR Closed CP50-1 AR 16 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 5 May - BUOR female to nest, chasing away other species at 0750. - RR
12 May BUOR pr continue breeding activities at this nest 0740. - RR
19 May BUOR pr attending this nest at 15-20 min. intervals 0816. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 12:28:34 PM
BUOR female feeding young 1210
rradd - 6/2/2011 2:57:16 PM
BUOR at nest 14;07
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:10:33 PM
No BUOR detections during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:38:44 PM
No detections @ nest which is deteriorating. Presume fledged and Change to Closed.

5/5/2011 7000996 BCHU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

25 feet to driveway, 52 
feet to Wildcat Cyn Rd.

100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

NBR Submit Date: 05/05/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/06/2011

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near H

1. FLEDGED. 5 May - BCHU incubating 2 eggs 1200.- RR.
eelias - 5/12/2011 7:39:29 AM - 2 eggs no female seen
eelias - 5/12/2011 10:10:29 AM Female flushed when biologist approached to within 60 feet. but was back on the 
nest within 2 minutes of me sitting still at 60 feet.
eelias - 5/13/2011 8:57:18 AM - Female seen incubating nest. She still flushes off the nest from about 60 feet away 
but will return shortly if you sit tight and view nest with binoculars or ideally a scope from a distance..
19 May BCHU brooding 1 egg, 1 nestling1241. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:51:47 PM
BCHU brooding 2 naked nestlings. 
rradd - 6/3/2011 7:13:49 AM
2 large feathered BCHU nestlings stretching nest.
rradd - 6/8/2011 1:33:07 PM
Nest is empty with a few droppings in the cup. Obs. suggest nest successfully fledged.
Change to Closed.
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4/28/2011 7000997 HOWR Closed CP83-1 40 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 

vehicular passage OK.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.  Vehicular 
passage is already allowed through this road bypassing previously found nests.

1. FLEDGED. 6/2/2011 28 Apr - HOWR singing and entering cavity - RR 
06 May - HOWR active at this cavity 0838 - RR
14 May - HOWR exits cavity 1612. - RR
20 May - HOWR enters nest 1442. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 3:29:01 PM - HOWR pr bringing insects to nest.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:09:21 PM - HOWR active but did not enter cavity 1445-1515. Will monitor once more before 
closing.
rradd - 6/10/2011 10:11:35 AM - No HOWR detections during 30 minute observation. Nest has fledged. Change to 
Closed.

5/6/2011 7001000 SOSP Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge 

8 feet 100 feet The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implement

1. FLEDGED. 5/17/2011 6 May - SOSP bringing food to nest 1139 - RR.
13 May Feeding activity 
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 4:05:09 PM
SOSP observed near nest location.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:30:04 PM
No activity at location.

5/5/2011 7001005 BRBL Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 30 feet From AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

1. FLEDGED. 6/10/2011 pkonrad - 5/27/2011 4:56:21 PM
Male and female blackbirds active at nest; female observed carrying fecal sac from nest.
tfitanides - 6/6/2011 3:15:59 PM
BRBL not observed entering tree from west. . Foliage below presumed nest (there are many in tree) freshly 
whitewashed. Will need another visit to confirm inactivity of ths specific nest.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 1:38:53 PM
Nest checked 6-1 when adults were observed feeding at least 1 fledgling near nest. 
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 1:42:54 PM
No fledglings observed; appears they have dispersed, so this nest is closed. 
However, pair in early stage of nest building (renesting?). A new nest report is prepared.

5/7/2011 7001010 CALT Closed TL 639 - Z171670 65 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 RAbe - 5/7/2011 9:58:56 AM - Adult observed feeding 3 nestlings. 100 foot buffer flagged w/yellow tape.
tfitanides - 5/19/2011 2:12:01 PM - Nest assumed to have fledged. CATO fledglings begging and being fed by adults 
in area.

5/5/2011 7001015 HOFI Closed Rough Acres Yard 30 feet from fill station. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/29/2011 sritt - 5/5/2011.
Female incubating.
RAbe - 5/23/2011 2:19:51 PM
Female observed feeding 3-4 nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011
Appears finches have fledged; no finch activity; no nestlings observed; fecal sacs partly line nest rim - closed.

4/30/2011 7000953 HOWR Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

5 feet  to AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 50 
feet.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. This plan to

1. FLEDGED. 30 Apr - HOWR singing and entering this cavity over several visits. - RR
6 May - HOWR remains active here 1125. - RR
13 May HOWR pr obs.carrying food to nest 0812. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 3:57:44 PM
HOWR obs. bringing food items into cavity and begging calls heard.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 8:13:47 AM
HOWR begining to fledge, though still hanging around nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 5:52:10 PM
HOWR signing outside of cavity. no observations of HOWR entering cavity.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:01:24 AM
no activity obs. 
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:38:16 AM
Closed

2/23/2011 5000037 RSHA Closed Alpine Underground - 
165+75.27 MH-10R

20 feet from Alpine Blvd. 500 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 RSHA observed building nest - 3/3/2011.
Red-shouldered Hawks nest building, calling occasionally. lying in nest -  forming nest? 3-22 (PK). 
Nest appears complete, but can't see bird incubating and no other activity 4-5 (PK) - will return.
4/16/2011 - RSHA nest exchange 14:30 - RR
4/22/2011 - RSHA to nest 15:20. - RR
4/30/2011 - RSHA adult on nest feeding at least one downy nestling. - RR
fhoffman - 5/6/2011 3:14:08 PM - Adult observed returning with snake for mate on nest. Mobbed by crows on return.  

rradd - 5/27/2011 7:40:07 AM - No RSHA detected during obs. 0704 - 0740
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 12:51:46 PM - Two fuzzy nestlings observed being fed by adult. Nest location is possibly the one 
previously reported as unused, although difficult to determine with gps accuracy being low.
rradd - 6/11/2011 10:35:56 AM - 2 large well-feathered juvenile RSHA on nest, one bounce/flapping into branches 
above and around nest. Should be fledging soon.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 10:03:48 AM - 1 nestling calling (food begging) regularly from nest; 1 adult perched nearby; 
other nestling appears to have fledged.
PKonrad - 6/24/2011 - Nestlings have fledged and dispersed - closed.

5/27/2011 7002385 LASP Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/21/2011 mkuehn - 5/27/2011 1:30:39 PM - Adult not present but flushed from nest earlier when found. 2 eggs present. 
Installed signs and flagging for 100-foot buffer. 
sritt - 6/1/2011 11:20:15 AM - One adult flushed from nest.
eelias - 6/6/2011 3:04:13 PM - One adult flushed from nest. This nest contained 3 eggs. Monitored nest for 3 
minutes.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 2:59:50 PM - 2 newly hatched nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 11:33:20 AM - 2 week-old nestlings in nest; adult perched nearby.
imaunsell - 6/22/2011 11:40:47 AM - Nest reported fledged by biological monitor.

AR065552
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4/21/2011 5000874 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 

feet.
SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finch nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator fan screen and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' m

1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 barnold - 21 April 2011 9:04:54 AM - Three eggs in nest, adults in and around transformer unit.
barnold - 4/29/2011 12:41:55 PM  Female incubating four eggs.
2 May HOFI on nest. - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 2:25 PM  Nest has four small nestlings.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:27 AM At least two very large nestlings on nest, female and male in immediate area.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:51:51 AM
Nest successfully fledged two young.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:37:12 PM
Flushed female from nest, with four eggs.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:32:42 AM
5 eggs in nest.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:00:52 PM
At least four nestlings in nest.
barnold - 6/23/2011 11:55:01 AM
At least four well-feathered nestlings.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:08:08 PM
Nest with very large nestlings, apparently close to fledging.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:58:13 PM
Nest empty, successfully fledged.

5/6/2011 7001001 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

44 feet to work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implement

1. FLEDGED. 6/23/2011 5/6 - BUSH pair completing nest 1208. - RR 
5/13 - BUSH continue active at this nest 1012. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 12:50:09 PM
Observed BUSH carrying nesting material to the nest.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 8:16:17 AM - BUSH observed entering nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 12:58:38 PM - Observed carrying food items into nest.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:51:53 AM - BUSH observed entering and exiting nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 12:15:41 PM
Bushtits in the area, but no observations of them entering  the nest. Nest looks intact.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 11:53:23 AM
Observed Bushtit entering nest.
vnovik Bustit leaving nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:24:08 AM
Observed entering and leaving the nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:46:32 PM
Birds observed entering and leaving nest, likely feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:29:26 PM
Birds likely feeding nestlings; observed entering nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:02:56 PM
Feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:51:40 PM
Observed bird exiting nest.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:19:53 PM
No change.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:00:19 PM
No activity observed at nest.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:48:28 AM
No activity.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:14:36 PM
Closed, may have fledged.

1/29/2011 5000543 RTHA Closed EP32-1 AR 38 feet from AR. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 Didn't see any birds on nest. 1/29/11
Red-tailed Hawk incubating - 3-19 (RR).
Red-tailed hawk incubating 3-29 (PK).
Male brought small mammal to female at nest; at least 1 week-old nestling in nest 4-7 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 -  Adult brooding early, then standing on nest later.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 -  At least 4 large downy nestlings in nest with 1 adult perched in nest tree. Adult flew to nest 
with a 5 foot long snake and began feeding nestlings. 
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - 3 large downy nestlings visible in nest; 2 stood and spread wings in wind and flapped even tho 
their wing feathers are just beginning to grow. One adult flew by close to nest.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - 1 feathered nestling standing in nest.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - 3 well-feathered nestlings standing in nest feeding. 
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - 1 large nestling standing on nest; 1 nestling lying in nest; has third nestling fledged, or is it out 
of sight in nest?
PKonrad - 5/24/2011 - 1 fledgling perched in top of nearby tree; tested its wings in the light wind and flew tentatively 
to top of nest tree. 2 large nestlings standing on nest (ready to fledge).
PKonrad - 6/1/2011 - No nestlings, fledglings, or adults observed in area; appear to have left the area. Nestlings 
appear to have fledged successfully - closed.
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3/17/2011 6003245 RTHA Closed EP27-1 AR 270 feet from AR. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/30/2011 pkonrad - 5/24/2011 12:33:47 PM

1 large nestling standing at nest; 2 adults soaring overhead calling territorially.
eelias - 6/6/2011 10:09:16 AM
Arrived at site 1000.
eelias - 6/6/2011 10:30:06 AM
Flushed hawk (unknown age, unknown sex) from nest tree when I was 50m away. Located nest. Attempted to find a 
viewing angle where I could see into nest. I was not successful. Saw a dark variant (presumed male) lazily soar over 
@ 1018. No other activity. I monitored this nest for 30 minutes.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 10:41:11 AM
No fledgling(s) or adults observed or heard in area; they apparently have dispersed - closed.

4/13/2011 5000806 HOWR Closed EP27-1 AR 35 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/16/2011 sritt - 4/13/2011 10:25:18 AM - 2 males fighting over cavity. One bird defending nest from other bird that was 
removing nest material. One female also present.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Male singing 20 feet from a couple cavities that fit this desciption here.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Male singing throughout nest tree; visited suspected nest cavity briefly once.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Male singing actively, but no action at cavity(s).
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Adult perched in cavity entrance, facing outward; perched in a number of locations and 
chased another wren from area, then returned tonest tree; little singing.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - No wrens observed or heard at nest tree; only a neighboring wren singing to south.

4/15/2011 5000829 LASP Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

Nesting commenced  while construction activities were in progress, and is 
therefore accustomed to this site.  The buffer will remain in effect for 
construction activites, but may be reduced for parking and access purposes, if 
needed.

A follow-up visit 

1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 tcooper - 4/15/2011 - Adults visiting nest, which appears complete, contents not observed, probably laying.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 -  Couldn't find nest; no birds in area - will return.
shampton - 4/25/2011 11:23:02 AM  - Pair observed entering nest; 1 adult carried a bill-full of fine nesting material to 
nest.
sjohnston - 4/26/2011 12:53:02 PM - Nest located under steel lying on the ground; 1 egg observed but more eggs 
may be in nest; full view blocked by steel.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Adult incubating 3 eggs; second adult present.
kalberts - 5/10/2011 - Adult feeding nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - Yard biomonitor, Tyler Sears, observed adults feeding nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Nestlings appear to have fledged; no adults or nestlings present. nest somewhat flattened and 
empty.

4/30/2011 7000957 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/24/2011 barnold - 4/30/2011 4:15:54 PM
In water storage truck, elevated on rack. Nest about 11 feet off the ground in corner bracket. Adult finches attempted 
repeatedly to access nest, but were chased away by large black carpenter bee.
emorgan - 5/8/2011 11:03:48 AM - House finch pair observed around nest. No carpenter bees observed.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - No bird at large nest, but 3 pairs of finches are present.
pkonrad - 5/24/2011 1:24:30 PM
Nestlings appear to have fledged; no adults observed visiting nest, and rim of nest covered by mutes - closed.
PKonrad - 6/1/2011
Nest empty.
bfischer - 7/13/2011 12:55:36 PM
The nest was examined for the presence of nestlings using a mirror with light. Seeing no nestlings, the rest was 
removed and, again, no nestlings were found in nest. The nest was disposed of in a covered container to prevent 
reuse of material for a new nest. The water tank and vacinity was inspected for the presence any new nests; nothing 
was found.

5/24/2011 7002347 OATI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Loritz property

0 feet; within work pad. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 emorgan - 5/24/2011 2:08:33 PM - Observed adult bringing food to the cavity every 5 to 10 minutes and also 
removing a fecal sac.
emorgan - 5/31/2011 8:04:25 PM
Observed adult carrying food into cavity and I could hear nestlings calling.
jpawlicki - 6/10/2011 1:35:00 PM
Adults briefly observed and heard in vicinity, but no activity observed at nest after 40 mins. of monitoring - closed.

5/11/2011 7001432 WREN Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet; within yard limits. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

NBR granted through blanket exemption.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 Male territorial and female sitting on nest. A nest buffer reduction to accomodate thru-traffic would likely not disturb 
nest. dbusby - 5/11/2011 8:39:28 AM
18 May - WREN brooding 4 eggs, 1 hatched nestling 1024. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 2:12:12 PM - 3 naked young in nest.
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:42:47 PM - Nest is clean, intact and empty, presumed fledged. Change to Closed.

5/25/2011 7002356 NOMO Closed TL 6916 - 973036 50 feet to work area; 60 
feet to AR & tower.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer. 

1. FLEDGED. 6/18/2011 phoward - 5/25/2011 11:13:52 AM - Nest found with three eggs, adult seen flushed from nest.
fhoffman - 5/31/2011 5:51:41 PM - 3 eggs still in nest, adults not observed.
tcooper - 6/6/2011 11:46:19 AM - 3 young in nest 2-3 days old.
rradd - 6/13/2011 3:29:10 PM - 3 young in nest are well-feathered with white wing-bars.
rradd - 6/20/2011 4:10:07 PM - Nest is intact and empty, young have fledged.  Change to Closed.
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5/25/2011 7002360 HOOR Closed Alpine Underground - 

Vault 3L
15 feet north of Alpine 

Blvd.
100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/19/2011 bfischer  5/25/2011.  Both orioles were observed driving House Finches away -  finches were carrying nesting 
material and were approaching same tree as orioles were nesting in.  The nest was not seen prior to today; but 
appears to be nearly complete (~80%),  A second oriole nest is attached to the adjacent palm frond.
fitanides - 6/4/2011 2:00:37 PM
Female observed entering nest with food and begin incubating.
rradd - 6/11/2011 8:42:08 AM
Female carrying fiood and 1st year male attending nest.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 11:57:32 AM
Female bringing food to nest regularly, removing fecal sacs sometimes. First year male feeding in and visiting nest 
tree, but not shadowing female like it did last week.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 12:21:31 PM
 3 nearly fledged nestlings being fed in nest by female. Young male following female, even food-begging.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 10:11:12 AM
Nestlings have fledged; no orioles observed in area - closed. 

5/23/2011 7001936 LBVI Closed Elliott Substation 370 feet from 
substation.

300 feet Not needed; nest is beyond 300 foot buffer. 1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 23 May - Nest appears complete, but unable to determine if adult incubating from a distance. LBVI singing regularly 
and territorial within 20 feet of nest for duration of 1 hour observation. 1255. - RR
imaunsell - 5/26/2011 9:53:14 AM - 1 LBVI egg present. 1 BHCO egg removed. Male vocalizing and making nest 
visits.
31 May LBVI pair exchanging nest duties at approximately 15 minute intervals 1035 -1115.
rradd - 6/6/2011 12:34:59 PM - LBVI incubating, performing nest exchanges at approx 20 minute intervals, no food 
brought to nest.
rradd - 6/14/2011 2:42:06 PM - LBVI pair feeding nest at 2 minute intervals 1208. Nest contents unknown - nestling's 
head does not project above nest rim.
imaunsell - 6/18/2011 9:49:57 AM - One downy nestling.
rradd - 6/21/2011 9:19:57 PM - Nest is intact and empty, young has fledged.  Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/27/2011 2:16:13 PM
No LBVI detections1150-1220.

5/23/2011 7001943 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 30 feet •Both pairs of House Finches exhibited a tolerance to human presence by 
building their nests in an area with moderately existing foot and vehicle traffic. 
•The nests are located behind/inside the attached signs which provide a visual 
and acoustic buff

1. FLEDGED. 6/29/2011 jpawlicki - 5/23/2011 3:30:00 PM - Nest complete with obvious cup shape, fresh green vegetation, and containing no 
eggs or young. Adults observed flying from nest.
phoward - 5/31/2011 11:49:28 AM - Female flushed from nest, nest has 6 eggs.
tfitanides - 5/25/2011 12:24:17 PM
1 egg in nest.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 8:57:53 AM
Female flushed from nest. Incubating/brooding.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:48:07 PM
Female flushed from nest. Undetermined number of nestlings with downy feathers observed in nest.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:21:15 AM
1 nestling in nest, appears ready to fledge.
fhoffman - 6/29/2011 3:28:22 PM
Nestling became fledgling today.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:36:53 PM
Related to the above 6-26 and 6-29 observations, this nestling may have been the last of up to 6 fledglings total from 
this nest, considering 5-31 and 6-14 comments.

5/26/2011 7002377 HOWR Closed CP70-3 AR 82 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/9/2011 rradd - 5/26/2011 
HOWR repeatedly entering cavity 0905
rradd - 6/4/2011 8:26:37 AM
HOWR singing at adjacent song perch and entering cavity 0755.
rradd - 6/9/2011 3:34:40 PM
HOWR enters cavity 1515.
rradd - 6/17/2011 1:02:21 PM
HOWR enters cavity several times 1156-1238.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:33:01 PM
HOWR present near cavity, but no food carry or interaction with nest. Monitor once more prior to closing.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:09:12 PM
HOWR carrying food to cavity @ 15 min. intervals. No singing.
rradd - 7/8/2011 9:18:00 AM
HOWR female solicits food from male and re-enters cavity 0859. Juvenile begging at cavity entrance.
rradd - 7/14/2011 11:29:37 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest has fledged, no HOWR detected at or near nest during 30 min obs.

5/24/2011 7001941 CALT Closed CP22-1 50 feet from AR; 1500 
feet to CP22.

100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no 
stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 phoward - 5/24/2011 10:03:25 AM
nest found with two eggs. Adults seen incubating.
rradd - 6/1/2011 1:42:16 PM
 CALT brooding 1 near-naked nestling and 1 unhatched egg.
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:38:21 PM
Adult silting on nest with 2 nestlings.
rradd - 6/13/2011 7:38:37 AM
Appears successfully fledged; nest is intact and empty with a few small feces in the cup.
rradd - 6/13/2011 7:39:15 AM
Change to Closed. Buffers and stakes removed.
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5/10/2011 7001428 BUSH Closed EP89-1 45 feet from work limits. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/22/2011 Adults bringing food to nest. dbusby - 5/10/2011 7:54:47 AM

PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Nest small but well-built; no birds observed.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 10:36:59 AM
 No activity at this nest during 35 minutes of observation.
barnold - 6/2/2011 9:53:30 AM
Nest in god shape, Bushtits in scrub oak tree. No sign of bringing food, etc. Nest may have fledged.
pkonrad - 6/8/2011 1:26:03 PM
Adult(s) visited nest periodically, sometimes with minute food.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 10:30:12 AM
 2 adults observed bringing food to nest.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 3:37:23 PM
No Bushtits observed or heard in area during extended period; nestlings may have fledged; will check status once 
more.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 11:36:29 PM
No Bushtits were observed or heard in the area; nestlings appear to fledged and dispersed from the area - closed.

5/28/2011 7002388 WREN Closed CP19-1 73 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 
passage allowed.

•No pedestrian traffic or vehicular stopping, standing or construction work will 
occur within the buffer.
•Signage restricting traffic to 10mph speed limit within the buffer will be posted.
•The road provides access to towers CP18 through CP24-1 and 

1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 Two adults seen carrying food + feeding three nestlings. - sritt - 5/28/2011 12:08:47 PM
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:58:34 PM - Nest intact and empty with whitewash at lip, suggesting successful fledge. Change to 
Closed.
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:59:18 PM - Stakes and buffers removed.

5/31/2011 7002403 AMKE Closed TL 639 - 379525 40 feet from tower. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/10/2011 5/31/2011 AMKE female carries lizard to cavity 11:13. - RR
rradd - 6/6/2011 2:39:37 PM
No AMKE detection 1330-1430. Nest has likely fledged.
sdhall - 6/10/2011 2:25:52 PM
No activity near nest site.  One adult observed on line and one young observed on another pole. Both flew out of 
vicinity. Nest presumed closed.

5/31/2011 7002404 WEBL Closed TL 6916 - 774820 75 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no 
stopping standing or work occurs within the buffer.

Nest covered under Elimination of Nest Buffer Reduction Requests Under 
Certain Conditions for access roads currently in use fo

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 WEBL pair carrying food to nest. Female removes fecal sac 1725. - RR
rradd - 6/6/2011 5:25:56 PM - WEBL female enters nest with food 17:19, leaves with fecal sac 17:20.
rradd - 6/14/2011 10:17:14 AM - WEBL pair feeding 4 feathered juveniles in nest cavity 1015.
rradd - 6/22/2011 1:31:11 PM - No WEBL detected at this nest during 20 minute observation. Nest has fledged. 
Change to Closed.

6/1/2011 7002405 OCWA Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

35 feet from Alpine Blvd; 
48 feet from work limit.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 mkuehn - 6/1/2011 10:14:41 AM
Female to nest 3 times with food; brooding young nestlings; pair copulating frequently.
shampton - 6/9/2011 12:25:57 PM
Large feathered nestling(s) in nest.  Adults nearby.
shampton - 6/16/2011 12:05:24 PM
Nest empty, no OCWA nearby, nest undamaged, assume successfully fledged. Closed.

6/1/2011 7002412 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet, within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 50 
feet.

Rock Wren nest ID#7002412 (Requested NBR to 50 feet):
The nest is located approximately 300 feet in from the eastern edge of the SPL 
Project work area. The nest is in a large boulder pile which consists of material 
that was recently blasted loose and pil

1. FLEDGED. 7/11/2011 shampton - 6/1/2011 2:40:55 PM  Adults observed bringing small stones for "porch" of nest. Very little vegetative 
nest material  (10-15 pieces) has been added. Less them 5% complete at 150O hrs
ahill - 6/6/2011 8:07:09 PM
2 eggs in nest; male singing in area in the morning; femake came to nest periodically.
ahill - 6/7/2011 6:13:30 PM
3 eggs in nest; did not hear male singing nor see female go to nest; the pair is being very cryptic. 
ahill - 6/13/2011 10:14:05 AM
Female is incubating.
ahill - 6/13/2011 8:06:48 PM
There are 5 eggs in nest, female flushed at 10 feet.
ahill - 6/14/2011 6:55:20 PM
Female incubating full time still, male bringing her food.
ahill - 6/17/2011 2:32:22 PM
Female is incubating full time despite 2 blasts 80-120 feet away from nest. Drilling is occuring at 55-100 feet from 
nest, noise is more than 65 dB at center of nest; there are 5 eggs in nest.
ahill - 6/18/2011 5:38:20 PM
Female is incubating despite blast 55-80 feet away from nest; big boulders, rocks, and dust entered into buffer zone. 
Pair is OK and nest crevice maintained integrity. 
ahill - 6/20/2011 5:31:30 PM
Female is still incubating; no eggs have hatched. Blasted 125-175 feet away from nest today; debris did not appear 
to enter buffer.
ahill - 6/21/2011 6:05:34 PM
Still incubating 5 eggs post todays blast 200 feet away.
ahill - 6/22/2011 5:32:29 PM
There are 3 hatchlings and 2 eggs in nest; female was seen foraging. Blast at 225 feet today.
shampton - 7/1/2011 12:06:27 PM at 1600 
Adult observed bringing food item and removing a fecal sac while construction activities were occurring throughout 
the substation.
ahill - 7/6/2011 9:38:46 AM
Nestlings have feathers and were at edge of nest entrance, adults came to nest; nestlings should fledge very soon.
Cemerson - 7/11/2011 3:21:02 PM - Nestlings successfully fledged on 7/9.  Fledglings remain in the general area 
and are still being attended  by adults.

6/1/2011 7002416 GRRO Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 rradd - 6/1/2011 at 0905
GRRO incubating 5 eggs.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:58:20 AM
Two hatched young approx 1, 2 days old and 2 unhatched eggs.
rradd - 6/13/2011 12:13:08 PM
GRRO brooding 3 black-skinned nestlings with coarse white hairs in nest 1130.
rradd - 6/20/2011 1:40:17 PM
3 medium-sized feathered young in nest - no tails yet 1322.
rradd - 6/28/2011 10:38:07 AM
Nest is empty; young have fledged.
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6/1/2011 7002420 PHAI Closed CP21 38 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
vehicular traffic is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, 
standing, or work activities occur within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/19/2011 rradd - 6/1/2011 at 1425
Male carrying food and brooding.
phoward - 6/2/2011 1:33:48 PM
Female seen incubating 2 eggs
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:34:28 PM
Adult on nest.
rradd - 6/13/2011 7:44:15 AM
PHAI male brooding nest 0736.
rradd - 6/20/2011 9:41:00 AM
Nest is empty. Female PHAI carrying food near nest suggests recent successful fledge.
Change to Closed.

6/1/2011 7002421 HOWR Closed TL 639 - 379637 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/15/2011 tfitanides - 6/1/2011 3:15:43 PM - Male observed bringing food items to nest twice. No begging calls heard.
dbusby - 6/10/2011 2:33:34 PM - Adult bring food to cavity with begging calls heard.
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 10:31:44 AM - No HOWR activity in area for 35-minutes. No response to callback. Nest 
presumed to have fledged successfully.

6/1/2011 7002425 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet 15 feet •House finches are a species that is known to be tolerable of human disturbance 
and regularly nest in proximity to human activity.
•The pair of house finches exhibited a tolerance to human presence by building 
their nests in an area with already existi

1. FLEDGED. 7/10/2011 imaunsell - 6/1/2011 10:17:42 AM
Pair nest building. Nest approximately 20% complete.
emorgan - 6/7/2011 8:55:31 AM
Nest contains 3 eggs. Female flushed from nest.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:11:04 PM
Female observed incubating on nest.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:15:39 AM
Nest contains 3 or more nestlings
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:29:42 PM
At least 2 large nestlings in nest.
bfischer - 7/11/2011 9:19:24 AM
Successfully fledged.

6/2/2011 7002427 RCSP Closed CP19-1 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticiapted to impact this nest provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or work activities occur within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/14/2011 fhoffman - 6/2/2011 1:26:20 PM
Adult flushed from nest. Incubating 2 solid light, bluish, gray eggs.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:09:39 AM - At least 2 downy young in nest 0804.
rradd - 6/13/2011 7:42:14 AM - Two feathered nestlings with only wisps of down remaining - anticipated to fledge 14 
Jun.
rradd - 6/20/2011 7:31:32 AM - Nest has fledged. Change to Closed.

6/2/2011 7002428 HOWR Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 8 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided no stopping, 
standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

Exemption for ARs in use by project applies.

1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 jpawlicki - 6/2/2011 2:39:49 PM
Nest contains at least three partially feathered young. Both adults observed bringing food to young in nest.
rradd - 6/6/2011 4:25:43 PM - HOWR adult carrying food to nest 1618.
rradd - 6/15/2011 10:57:24 AM - Nest is empty, presumed fledged.
Change to Closed.

5/26/2011 7002375 HOWR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 15 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer. 

1. FLEDGED. 5/30/2011 vnovik - 5/26/2011 1:40:56 PM - Observed House Wren enter cavity when nestlings were heard calling in cavity; 
they may be near fledging.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 5:04:15 PM
Adult wren feeding vocal nestlings in live oak cavity.
PKonrad - 6/1/2011 - No activity at cavity or in area of nest site; nestlings apparently fledged and left area - closed 
eelias - 6/6/2011 4:26:05 PM
No activity at any of the potential nest cavities
eelias - 6/6/2011 4:27:23 PM
Status changed to closed due to prior comment regard hearing juvies and probably near fledging.

5/13/2011 7001468 CATH Closed JVR 12kV - Pole 47 120 feet from wood 
pole; no staked work 

area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 kkilpatrick - 5/13/2011 10:15:45 AM - 1 fledgling observed with an adult about 100 feet from nest; 2 birds were 
flushed from the nest while giving alarm calls; 1 bird was flushed at 15 feet, the other at 3 feet. Later, 2 thrashers 
were seen foraging and singing near nest, and exhibiting aggressive behavior toward NOMOs.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - 1 adult and 1 fledgling active along dry wash throughout buffer area and west to large brush 
pile; fledgling has a noticeably shorter bill than the adult. Fledgling(s) are capable of flying and can move throughout 
area - closed.

5/3/2011 7000967 LEGO Closed Elliott Substation 45 feet to substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/30/2011 3 May - LEGO pair nest-building 0944. - RR
11 May - LEGO still carrying nest material 1020. - RR
16 May - LEGO leaving nest 1033 - RR
23 May - Wind makes tracking birds in canopy difficult, but LEGO activity is regular at this general area and nest 
presumed active 1047. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 9:33:16 AM - LEGO adults feeding fledglings adjacent to nest 0900.

5/12/2011 7001449 CALT Closed CP22-1 90 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 80 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
•The nest is located downslope from the construction work area which provides 
a natural sound and visua

1. FLEDGED. 5/20/2011 tfitanides - 5/12/2011 7:47:49 AM - 2-3 naked nestlings. Parent flushed at 15 feet.
18 May 3 feathered nestlings 1308.- RR
barnold - 5/20/2011 3:51 PM Nest empty, no sign of adults.  No sign of depredation.  Change status to Closed.

5/11/2011 7001444 CALT Closed CP19-1 0 feet; within yard limits. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

The vegetation in this area should remain intact as long as this nest or others 
are within this patch. Vehicular access is not anticipated to impact this nest, 
provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the 
buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 tfitanides - 5/11/2011 9:32:44 AM - Three eggs on nest.
18 May CALT incubating 3 eggs 1048. - RR
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:19:48 PM - Nest is  empty. Birds assumed fledged. Buffer taken down.
rradd - 5/24/2011 2:20:54 PM
Food carrying CALT and agitation at 25' 
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:50:52 PM
CALT adults carrying food to 3 well-feathered nestlings with primary quills just opening.
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:39:41 PM
Nest is  empty. Birds assumed fledged. Buffer taken down.
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2/24/2011 5000431 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 30 feet to AR. 100 feet One time passage 

(4/26/2011).  Drive 
through access only 

(5/18/2011).

One-time allowance granted for vehicular passage to allow construction traffic to 
move the air track from CP22 area to CP25-2.  Level of construction traffic for 
this one event not viewed as significant enough to impact nest.

A permanent nest buffer re

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 Adult CACW seen taking nest material to nest on 3/1/11. Confirmation that nest is now being actively used.  Adult 
confirmed at nest on 3/7/11.
18 Mar - No CACW detected on this territory 1200 - 1245. Vehicle traffic noted. - RR
24 Mar - No CACW detected on this territory 0830-0930 - RR
30 Mar - Pair CACW actively nest-building new nest 2' from existing. 13:10 -13:25 - RR
5 Apr - Nest building continues 1015-1030 - RR
11 Apr - CACW active at this nest 11:35 - RR
18 Apr - CACW nest guarding adjacent to these nests 1635 - RR
25 Apr - CACW on nest 1655. - RR
3 May Third nest now built in this small patch. Adult nearby carrrying food 1235. - RR
10 May At least 2 nestlings visible in nest. Adult observed carrying food 1325. - RR
17 May Male at nest, female emerges 1455. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:19:19 PM - CACW carrying food to nest.1242.
rradd - 6/1/2011 10:45:50 AM - Nest empty. Although juvenile GRRO perched at nest 0720, previous observations 
indicate this nest had time to fledge. Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/7/2011 1:02:06 PM - CACW pair are active at this nest again. Maybe starting a second clutch. Change to 
Active.
rradd - 6/13/2011 9:58:16 AM - Nest in fine condition with clean tight opening, but no CACW detected during 0915-
0945 observation.
rradd - 6/20/2011 12:33:08 PM - CACW pair, fledged juvenile occupying this territory 1145-1225.
rradd - 6/28/2011 10:36:16 AM - CACW group remains active at this nest.
rradd - 7/6/2011 3:39:43 PM - Change to Inactive. Nest opening beginning to collapse and no wrens associating 
during 30 min obs. Apparently no second clutch initiated.

4/18/2011 5000845 GRRO Closed Sycamore Yard 25 feet to AR. 100 feet One-time reduction to 
allow air track drive 
through access only 

(5/18/11).

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer to allow air 
track to be transported from CP22 to CP25-2.  Construction traffic related to this 
one-time move i

1. FLEDGED. 5/28/2011 18 Apr - GRRO on nest with 4 eggs. Flushed at 8 feet when observed - 1644 - RR.
25 Apr - GRRO incubating 1650. - RR
3 May GRRO on nest 1225, mate foraging nearby. - RR
10 May GRRO brooding at least three nestlings with wing feathers 1316. - RR
17 May - Large feathered young in nest 1540. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:18:06 PM - At least one large GRRO nestling remains on nest 1230.
rradd - 6/1/2011 10:47:36 AM - Nest has fledged. Large unwary juvenile perched up nearby 0718.

5/11/2011 7001427 CALT Closed CP18 4 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
- Work at the site will occur 70 feet or more from the nest.
- A monitor will be present to prevent enc

1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 kkilpatrick - 5/11/2011 10:18:33 AM - 3 young nestlings with new, sparse white down observed in nest. Adult 
California towhee in area behaved alarmed when biologists approached nest at approximately 50 feet.
5/18/2011 - CALT brooding 3 nestlings 1233. - RR
RAbe - 5/24/2011 8:16:31 AM
Nestlings fledged and status is changed to closed.

5/16/2011 7001475 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Staging Area N of I-8

60 feet from staging 
area.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 45 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
•This pair of bushtits clearly has a high tolerance for noise, and constant human 
activities nearby as 

1. FLEDGED. 6/23/2011 vnovik - 5/16/2011 10:30:52 AM - Observed bushtit flush from nest.
PKonrad - 6/9/2011 - Bushtit entered and left nest, probably bringing food, definitely leaving with a fecal sac.
emorgan - 5/27/2011 11:50:36 AM
Nest looks complete but male observed bringing nesting material to nest while female foraged nearby.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 1:37:51 PM
Two adults observed in nest area with prey items. Adults acting nervous with presence of juvenile western scrub-jay. 
Biologists refrained from approaching nest.
pkonrad - 6/9/2011 4:18:15 PM
Adult entered and left nest, probably brought food, definitely left with fecal sac.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 11:05:25 AM
Adults bringing food to nest and quickly leaving.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 12:20:03 PM
No Bushtit activity in area; nestlings appear to have fledged and dispersed - closed.

5/19/2011 7001498 SAPH Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
- Nest is located on a support bracket of a radiatior. This location is well 
concealed and provides a bu

1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 barnold - 5/19/2011 9:51 AM Nest with one egg.
barnold - 5/26/2011 10:12 AM Nest with four eggs.  Adult Western Kingbird went to nest after examination. 
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:33 PM Say's Phoebe flushed from nest, with four eggs.
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:35:27 PM
Say's Phoebe flushed from nest, with four white eggs.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:43:41 AM
Nest with four nestlings.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:20:24 PM
Nest with four nestlings.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:39:38 PM
Nest with four very large nestlings. These appear to be ready to fledge.
barnold - 6/27/2011 12:49:10 PM
At 11:00am, observed two nestlings fledge from a distance of about 70 feet. Adult stayed with two nestlings, 
ultimately feeding them as they sat on the southern perimeter fence. 
barnold - 6/27/2011 5:00:35 PM
Adult also returned to nest, assume there are two nestlings remaining in nest.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:56:14 PM
Nest has successfully fledged.

5/19/2011 7001499 HOWR Closed TL 639 - 171628 35 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 mdicus - 5/19/2011 - Adult HOWR observed repeatedly carrying food into opening in top of pole.
rradd - 5/31/2011 2:53:05 PM - HOWR carries food to nest in pipe 1452.
rradd - 5/31/2011 3:00:31 PM - At least 4 young in nest approximately 1 week old.
rradd - 6/6/2011 4:29:00 PM - At least three feathered young in nest 1608.
rradd - 6/15/2011 11:27:15 AM - No HOWR detections at or near this empty nest. Presume successfuly fledged and 
change to Closed.

5/19/2011 7001500 BHGR Closed TL 639 - 171760 90 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/9/2011 tfitanides 5/19/2011 2:00:08 PM Nest exchange observed; parents both incubating.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 12:28:54 PM
Male observed feeding at least one downy nestling in nest.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 12:03:34 PM
Nest empty, presumed to have fledged. No sign of predation; only a few scattered feces in center of nest. Closed.

AR065558
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5/19/2011 7001501 SOSP Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
60 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 5/19/2011 sjohnston
Observed SOSP bringing a large amount of nesting material into nest location. Exact nest location was not searched 
for. Possible second brooding for perviously recorded SOSP.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:08:45 PM - SOSP observed entering nest area.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:03:09 AM
SOSP obs. entering nest location.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:54:08 AM
SOSP near nest, not observed entering nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:55:30 AM - SOSP near nest, not observed entering nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 4:11:12 PM - Song Sparrow singing in area of nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:59:03 AM - Observed in area of nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:29:47 AM - Observed bird flying into area of nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:14:53 PM - Observed SOSP in area of nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:16:00 PM - SOSP in area of nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:18:36 PM - SOSP in nest area.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:02:22 PM - SOSP in area of nest location.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:20:04 PM - Fledglings observed, successfully fledged.

4/8/2011 5003372 WEBL Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 
pullsite - driveway 

entry

32 feet 100 feet Driveway improvement work consists of one day of survey staking with 2-3 
person crew, then one day of potholing with 2-3 person crew. Implement 
soundwalls to allow work in buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/14/2011 04/08/11 - Female carrying food item into cavity, male perching nearby (M. Dicus, R. Abe).
13 Apr - WEBL pair active, female enters cavity 0935. - RR
vnovak - 4/20/2011 7:06:34 AM - Male entering cavity, female with male. Both entering cavity.
27 Apr - WEBL pair defending cavity in ownership dispute with NUWO 1600. - RR
04 May - WEBL male defending cavity in dispute with ATFL. - 1435. - RR
14 May WEBL pr present but no cavity use during 30 min obs.0930 - RR
19 May WEBL pr active, female enters cavity 1802. - RR

5/23/2011 7001944 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 30 feet •Both pairs of House Finches exhibited a tolerance to human presence by 
building their nests in an area with moderately existing foot and vehicle traffic. 
•The nests are located behind/inside the attached signs which provide a visual 
and acoustic buff

1. FLEDGED. 7/7/2011 jpawlicki - 5/23/2011 3:27:53 PM - Nest about 50% complete and made primarily of dry grasses. Both adults 
observed at nest with female actively bringing nesting material.
phoward - 5/31/2011 11:51:47 AM - Female flushed from nest, nest has 5 eggs.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 8:59:18 AM
Female incubating/brooding.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:09:55 PM
Undetermined number of hatchlings with downy feathers.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:24:24 AM
1 fully feathered nestling in nest, appears ready to fledge.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:40:31 PM
Same nest as neighboring nest?

5/19/2011 7001505 BUOR Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

75 feet from ROW. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 19 May BUOR pr. entering and exiting at regular intervals 1510.  - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:19:12 PM - BUOR pair bringing food to this nest 1645
rradd - 6/3/2011 10:17:38 AM - No BUOR detections during 30 minute observation.
rradd - 6/8/2011 1:41:00 PM - No detections at nest; BUOR male feeding at least 2 fledglings away from site in 
nearby live oaks. Change to Closed.

4/21/2011 5000875 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finch nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator fan screen and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' m

1. FLEDGED. 5/25/2011 barnold - 21 April 2011 9:10:54 AM - Five eggs in nest.  Adults in and around transformer unit.
26 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the substation.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 12:37:43 PM  Female incubating fve eggs.
2 May - HOFI flushed from nest. - RR
tfitanides - 5/5/2011 2:48:01 PM - One downy nestling observed in nest; male observed flying to and from nest.
barnold - 5/10/2011 2:26 PM Nest has four or five nestlings.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:29 AM At least one very large nestling on nest, male and female in immediate area.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:48 AM Nest successfully fledged.  Adults in area. Inactive, but may be used again.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:34 PM Nest Closed.

5/20/2011 7001909 CORA Closed TL 639 - 171653 0 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 Date: 5/20/2011 - Adults observed on and near nest and at least two young observed in nest. 
imaunsell - 5/25/2011 1:22:31 PM
2 well-developed and feathered nestlings present in nest.
emorgan - 5/26/2011 6:10:46 PM
2 nestlings still present and they appear to be fully feathered.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 2:57:24 PM
Adult observed bringing food to 4 fully feathered fledglings/juveniles about 4 weeks old in nest. At least 1 (largest) 
capable of flight while others still testing wings.  Buffer flagged along access roads.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 12:17:31 PM
3 feathered fledglings perched near nest on tower. A 4th juvenile flushed from the ground nearby and flew up, 
awkwardly landing on pole directly to north. Adults not observed in a 15-minute period.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 12:25:05 PM
Correction to previous: 2 adults observed returning to nest vicinity and calling frequently. Feeding not observed.
bfischer - 6/7/2011 7:00:41 AM
During 1 hour of observation no activity was seen near nest. Close approach to nest area created no disturbance. No 
nestlings were seen in the nest. Nest closed.

5/20/2011 7001914 BUSH Closed CP70-3 AR 15 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/4/2011 20 May - BUSH pair making food carry trips at 10 minute intervals 0935. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 9:36:44 AM - BUSH pair bringing food to nest at 10 minute intervals.
rradd - 6/4/2011 10:57:26 AM - No detections at nest during 30 minute observation. Family group of 4 BUSH 
foraging nearby suggests nest successfully fledged.

5/20/2011 7001916 COYE Closed CP70-3 AR 25 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 20 May - Intense territoriality, pair chasing and multiple trips into this thicket at 5 minute intervals 0755. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 9:38:41 AM - COYE continue to sing from this thicket.
rradd - 6/4/2011 11:00:37 AM - COYE carrying food into this thicket 1009.
rradd - 6/9/2011 4:34:21 PM - COYE nesting activity continues.
rradd - 6/17/2011 2:01:21 PM - Several COYE detected, including immatures, though no food carry by parents 
noted. Observations and timeline suggest fledged nest. Change to Closed.

AR065559
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5/20/2011 7001919 SOSP Closed CP82-1 AR 12 feet from AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 

granted for drive through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/30/2011 20 May - SOSP pair carrying items into thicket 1455. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 4:07:00 PM - SOSP detected foraging adjacent and apparently nest guarding, but did not enter 
nest during 30 minute observation 1540.
rradd - 6/4/2011 1:41:50 PM - SOSP no longer visiting this thicket. Observation timeline suggests nest has fledged. 
Change to Closed.

5/14/2011 7001488 BUSH Closed CP29-1 7 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 Nest appears completed. Pair of BUSH in area. Adult observed flushing from nest site. -tfitanides - 5/14/2011 
12:58:20 PM
21 May - BUSH associated with nest repeatedly during 40 minutes of observation but did not enter 1210. - RR
tcooper - 5/31/2011  - Adult entered nest
28 Jun Closed. Buffers and stakes removed.
rradd - 5/24/2011 4:46:32 PM
Nest appears predated with extra large opening, but BUSH continues to visit. Under reconstruction?
rradd - 5/24/2011 5:00:41 PM
Pair remain closely associated with this site, but no item carry.
rradd - 6/2/2011 11:20:15 AM
BUSH exits nest 1006, mate loafs nearby. No food carry during 30 minute observations.
emorgan - 6/9/2011 11:46:40 AM
Adult carried food to nest.
rradd - 6/15/2011 1:08:51 PM
BUSH pair carrying insects to nest 1252.
rradd - 6/22/2011 4:23:31 PM
No BUSH detected at or near this nest during 40 minutes of observation 1540-1620.
rradd - 6/28/2011 4:16:43 PM
No BUSH detected. Nestlings have fledged and nest is empty.

5/23/2011 7001925 HOLA Closed CP17-1 700 feet from CP17-1; 5 
feet from AR.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 emorgan - 5/23/2011 11:06:18 AM
Nest contains 3 or 4 nestlings that are 3 to 4 days old. Adult observed bringing food to nest. 
tcooper - 6/1/2011 7:56:56 AM
Nest empty,  feather sheaths at bottom of nest.
rradd - 6/13/2011 12:24:42 PM
Nest presumed to have fledged prior to 6/1/2011 - closed.

5/23/2011 7001930 PHAI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

55 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 vnovik - 5/23/2011 12:54:14 PM
observed carrying nest material.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:06:27 AM
Obs. building nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:39:17 AM
Nest building
vnovik - 5/31/2011 11:52:03 AM
Active around nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:39:14 AM
Observed activity around nest. Male flew into nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:19:25 AM
Observed flying to nest site.  Entering and leaving nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:36:39 PM
Birds at nest, potentially incubating.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 6:06:21 PM
Activity observed at Nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:20:42 PM
Observed leaving nest.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:50:48 PM
Male flying out of nest site.
vnovik - 6/14/2011 5:44:45 PM
male flying to nest.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 4:58:41 PM
No activity at nest. Observed nest from 1440 to 1504.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 4:56:39 PM
No activity observed.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:13:02 PM
No activity.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 9:58:07 AM
No activity observed at nest Site.
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5/23/2011 7001931 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
15 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:15:07 PM
Observed pair building nest.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:02:05 AM
Nest appear complete. female incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:53:57 AM
Observed on nest, likely incubating.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:54:51 AM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 9:00:10 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:28:10 AM
incubating.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:16:31 PM
Incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 2:29:28 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:04:36 PM
Incubating and potentially feeding.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:21:41 PM
Nestling observed in nest.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:14:06 PM
Feeding nestling in nest.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:42:32 AM
Feeding nestling in nest.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:21:54 PM
Should fledge soon.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:13:14 AM
Fledged.

5/23/2011 7001933 HOFI Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet; inside yard. 100 feet Nest was built during current operations, and falls under the blanket exemption 
for yards.

1. FLEDGED. 6/23/2011 RAbe - 5/23/2011 11:29:47 AM - Female HOFI observed adding nesting material to nest (90% complete).
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 2:18:45 PM
Female incubating.
barnold - 6/8/2011 11:37:05 AM
Female flushed from nest. Nest with three very young nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 12:26:12 PM
 3 growing nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 6/22/2011 2:32:21 PM
 1 large feathered nestling in nest, ready to fledge; others probably already fledged.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 2:46:18 PM
Nestlings fledged prior to 6-25 - closed.

5/23/2011 7001934 ANHU Closed Elliott Substation 50 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/14/2011 23 May - ANHU female feeding gnats to young in nest, estimated at 1 week old, 0733. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:48:32 AM
Large ANHU nestlings present in nest 0706
rradd - 6/6/2011 12:40:54 PM
2 nestlings are large, fully feathered and perched on edge of nest.
rradd - 6/14/2011 2:45:35 PM
Nest no longer present 1432. Based on previous observations, likely fledged. 
Change to Closed. 

5/23/2011 7001935 NOMO Closed Elliott Substation 10 feet to substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 23 May - NOMO incubating 3 eggs 1036. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:52:16 AM - NOMO carrying food to nest 0726.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:36:09 AM - NOMO pair carrying food to nest 0740.
rradd - 6/14/2011 4:17:56 PM - Nest is empty with a clean intact cup. NOMO nestling period is 12-14 days, so likely a 
successful fledge. Change to Closed.

5/24/2011 7001940 GRRO Closed CP18 15 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

Drive through access only appoved through blanket exemption.

1. FLEDGED. 6/27/2011 tcooper - 5/24/2011 - 4 eggs, adult incubating
eelias - 6/2/2011 4:16:35 PM
Biologists checked this nest. There was 1 hatched nestling and unhatched eggs in this nest.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:10:41 AM
GRRO on nest.
rradd - 6/13/2011 7:40:13 AM
GRRO on nest 0720.
rradd - 6/20/2011 7:30:37 AM
At least 2 feathered nestlings in nest 0708.
rradd - 6/28/2011 8:46:41 AM
Nest is empty; presumed fledged.
rradd - 6/28/2011 8:51:44 AM
Change to Closed, buffers and stakes removed.

5/19/2011 7001504 BUSH Closed CP50-1 AR 25 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/30/2011 19 May BUSH to nest 0705, exiting 1211. - RR
rradd - 6/2/2011 2:56:13 PM
BUSH pr. to and from nest 13:12
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:17:37 PM
No BUSH detections during 30 min obs.
rradd - 6/16/2011 1:53:29 PM
BUSH feeding nest 1337, 1349 with (comparatively) large prey.
rradd - 6/23/2011 8:57:12 AM
BUSH making multiple trips to nest 0848.
rradd - 6/30/2011 12:12:02 PM
No BUSH detections during 30 min. obs. Nest appears in good condition; monitoring timeline indicates nest fledged 
successfully.

4/20/2011 5000861 AMKE Closed Encina Substation 0 feet; within substation. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 45 feet 
for one week, 100 feet 

thereafter.

Nest established while construction in progress. Nest faces away from 
construction area. Breeding birds observed roosting above the work area have 
showed no signs of distress or behavior alteration.

1. FLEDGED. 5/20/2011 Pair observed defending against common raven. Female entered hole. BWArnold 20 April 2011.
barnold - 5/20/2011 9:42 AM Last of four young fledged Monday 16 May.  From 16 to 19 May fledglings hung around 
general nest area. However, adults were not present. On 20 May, only one young bird in area, but flies away 
periodically. Successfully fledged.  Change status to Closed.

AR065561
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3/9/2011 6002393 ANHU Closed CP17-1 75 feet from tower site. 100 feet Emergency buffer 

reduced to 70 feet.
1. FLEDGED. 4/11/2011 Female incubating 2 eggs.

18 Mar - ANHU incubation continues. - RR
24 Mar - ANHU fem. brooding 2 young. - RR
30 Mar - 2 young with feather quills - RR
5 Apr - 2 well-feathered nestlings - RR
11 Apr - Nestlings fully fledged and departure is imminent 11:18. Closed. - RR

4/6/2011 5003371 BUSH Closed CP80-1 65 feet from existing AR; 
300 feet from tower site

100 feet Buffer kept, but vehicular 
passage allowed

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 4/6/11 - Observed adult carrying nest material to nest. 80% complete. Erected ESA signs for this nest and adjacent 
BEWR nest in gate. Candidate for nest buffer reduction since access road will only be used for brief thru-traffic.(D. 
Busby)
20 Apr - BUSH on nest 1600. - RR
28 Apr - BUSH exits nest and flies uphill 1024. - RR
5 May - BUSH present at nest 1745. - RR
14 May - No BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RR
20 May - Nest is intact, empty, presume fledged. Change to Closed. 1152. - RR

4/6/2011 5003373 COHA Closed CP63-3 AR 100 feet from AR entry 
area.

500 feet AR improvement work consists of 2-3 person crew staking for one day, then 2-3 
person crew potholing for 2nd day.  Implement sound barriers for noise and 
visual protection.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 6 Apr - Male feeds female, incubates while female feeds, then nest guards following exchange. - RR
8 April - Adult COHA on nest.  Adult male observed feeding female off nest; copulated with female while she fed on 
prey item (M. Dicus, R. Abe).
13 Apr - Nest exchange @ 0848. - RR
barnold - 4/15/2011 2:07:41 PM - Nest exchange at 1:30 pm. Hawk on nest at end of survey (2:00 pm).
vnovak - 4/20/2011 10:06:17 AM - Male with prey item seen in area of nest. Female also seen in area. Nest 
exchange observed.
27 Apr - COHA female on nest, male brings partially consumed food 1525. - RR
4 May - COHA male incubating 1420 - RR
14 May COHA female on nest 0855. - RR
19 May COHA male increasingly agitated by obs presence @150', 1704 . - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 8:16:02 AM
Female COHA diving on observer at 75' from nest; probable indicator of juvenile being brooded 0712
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:06:58 PM
Female COHA brings food drop and departs nest 30 seconds later 1600.
rradd - 6/9/2011 10:43:36 AM
At least one large juvenile in nest. Does not appear flight-capable.
rradd - 6/17/2011 7:25:55 AM
Female COHA carries pret to two fledged juveniles perched under nest 0712. Young are returning to nest to be fed.
rradd - 6/24/2011 8:46:17 AM
Juvenile begging away from nest. 
Change to Closed.

4/6/2011 5003376 RSHA Closed CP70-3 AR 300 feet from El Monte 
Road.

500 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/20/2011 6 Apr - Male brings pocket gopher to incubating female on nest @ 1725. - RR
13 Apr - RSHA female on nest 1220. - RR
20 Apr - RSHA pair on nest. - RR
28 Apr - Two downy RSHA on nest. - RR
4 May - RSHA male agitated by approaching observer, indicating nest remains viable. - RR
14 May - 2 well-feathered juvenile RSHA in nest 1140. - RR
20 May - Nest empty, successfully fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

4/8/2011 5003385 RSHA Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 
pullsite - driveway 

entry

480 feet to AR entry. 500 feet Traffic and recreationists associated with El Monte Road and El Monte Park are 
within the 500 foot buffer for this nest, and the nest is 480 feet from AR entry.  
No impact from construction vehicular ingress/egress from Yard is anticipated to 
affect this 

1. FLEDGED. 6/30/2011 04/08/11 - Adult RSHA on nest, vocalizing (M. Dicus, R. Abe).
13 Apr - RSHA female on nest 0955. - RR.
vnovak - 4/20/2011 10:09:53 AM - Female incubating
27 Apr - RSHA female on nest 1358. - RR
4 May - RSHA female on nest. 1310. - RR
12 May RSHA male on nest 1814. - RR
20 May  RSHA male on nest 0715. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 8:13:12 AM
Large fully-feathered juvenile in nest 0804.
rradd - 6/3/2011 3:26:33 PM
Preening juvenile visible on nest from El Monte Rd
rradd - 6/9/2011 11:39:37 AM
Adult RSHA on nest with juvenile 1132.
rradd - 6/17/2011 7:50:32 AM
Adult male RSHA on nest with feeding juvenile 0732.
rradd - 6/24/2011 8:39:16 AM
Juvenile on nest 0825.
rradd - 7/1/2011 6:57:30 AM
Young has fledged and nrest is empty 0650.

4/11/2011 5000777 ANHU Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; overhanging AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/10/2011 11 Apr - ANHU female building new nest, unconcerned by observer directly under nest. - RR
19 Apr - ANHU female on nest 0705 - RR
27 Apr - ANHU female on nest 0717 - RR
5 May - ANHU on nest 0655. - RR
12 May - Nest unoccupied, ANHU female feeding fledgling away from nest. Change to Closed. - RR
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4/14/2011 5000817 CAGN Closed TL 639 - Z379519 8 feet from existing AR; 

65 feet to work area.
300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/21/2011 Male building cup. 2nd CAGN male immediately east of this pair, with overlapping territories - kalberts - 4/14/2011 

11:39:06 AM.
21 Apr - Male calling and active, flew into nest area 1010 and not seen again during 10 minute observation period - 
RR. 
kalberts - 4/22/2011 3:43:43 PM - 2 eggs observed on 4/21/2011.
kalberts - 4/28/2011 12:31:25 PM - Female incubating. 
imaunsell - 5/3/2011 2:12:02 PM - Female incubating.
kalberts - 5/12/2011 2:52:00 PM - Four nestlings being fed. Nestlings about 4 days old. 
dbusby - 5/19/2011 10:17:54 AM - Nestlings being fed. Approx 11 days old so did not approach nest to get a head 
count.
rradd - 5/23/2011 2:59:26 PM
Nest intact, clean and empty 1338. Surrounding vegetation is undisturbed. Presume successful fledge and Change 
to Closed. Buffer stakes removed.
imaunsell - 5/26/2011 2:27:23 PM - Family group located away from nest.  Successfully fledged, and nest closed.


3/12/2011 6003230 ANHU Closed Bartlett Yard 25 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, 

1. FLEDGED. Female incubating 3-28 (PK).  
Female incubating or brooding in stormy weather 4-7 (PK/FH).
3-12 - Female observed bringing nest material and spider silk to nest location. Work activity is occurring within 100 
feet of nest as the water tank station is situated along western perimeter fence. Although not much work activity 
today, trucks were filling up water, a generator pump was very loud, but it did not afftect bird behavior or nest 
building progress.  Anna's hummingbirds are known to be very tolerant of human activity. I staked 100 foot buffer but 
kept the area around water tank open so trucks can fill up tanks and work can resume normal activity in area. Nest 
buffer reduction to 50 feet will likely not disturb nesting activity.
rradd - 4/15/2011  -  ANHU female feeding 2 large young. - RR
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 -  2 large nestlings lying low in nest.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - Surprised to see 2 large nestlings still present in nest; wing feathers well-developed.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - nestlings have fledged - closed.

4/18/2011 5000841 CACW Closed JVR 12kV - P2466095 40 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated t

1. FLEDGED. 6/27/2011 RAbe - 4/18/2011 3:52:15 PM
New, active nest about 80% complete. Newest material consists of orange nylon rope and white, stringy trash.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Nest compacted; no entrance hole; possible predator activity - closed.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Nest rebuilt, large with large entrance. Installed nest buffer signs along AR.  (pentab 
problems?)
jpawlicki - 5/13/2011 8:12:20 AM - Adult observed bringing nesting material to nest.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Adult flew from inside nest.
phoward - 5/19/2011 12:45:58 PM - nest buffer updated to allow thru traffic.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - 2 wrens active near nest.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 12:17:05 PM - Wren flushed from nest; probably incubating.
barnold - 6/3/2011 1:24:57 PM - Well used opening. No Cactus Wrens observed during brief visit.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 11:30:42 AM - Best nest in this territory; definitely well-used and active. Wren singing from 
exposed perches to north and east.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 11:16:51 AM - At least 1 medium-sized nestling with pin feathers in nest; probably more 
nestlings. Adults active in area.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 10:56:48 AM - Nestlings may have fledged, but will check back soon. No adults or fledglings 
observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 11:01:25 AM
Nest intact but no wrens in area; 2 or more nestlings apparently fledged about 10 days ago - closed.

4/19/2011 5000852 RCSP Closed EP85-2 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage is 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/6/2011 S. Hampton - 4/19/2011 - Observed pair of rufous-crowned sparrows which became agitated on approach to within 
15 feet.  Nestlings heard emitting begging calls from base of thicket.  Nest monitor advised to view nest from a 
distance due to how well hidden in the thicket the nest is and how much disturbance would be requred to obtain a 
view into nest.
6 May - RCSP adult present upslope, but no food carrying or other behavioral indication of an active nest, or recent 
fledglings detected during 30 minute observation. Presume fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

4/19/2011 5000853 HOWR Closed CP81-1 5 feet feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/8/2011 tcooper - 4/19/2011 - Adults singing and entering cavity.
28 Apr - HOWR stridently territorial at this cavity, but did not enter 1037. - RR
05 May - All quiet here for 30 minute observation, but large gopher snake climbing in next tree - RR
14 May HOWR pr alarming at this tree, not obs entering cavity 1403. - RR
20 May HOWR pr breeding activity continues.1223. 0 RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 1:03:34 PM - Singing and territorial HOWR continues, but whichever cavity is in use is obscured by 
vegetation.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:51:28 PM - HOWR pair continue activity here.
rradd - 6/10/2011 12:21:12 PM - HOWR feeding fledged young adjacent to nest. Change to Closed.

4/1/2011 5003335 ANHU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

55 feet from driveway. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. Female flushed when foot traffic approached within 15 feet of nest. Female on nest. 1 April 2011 - IM (gps not 
functioning, mapped by hand.)
Female on nest - imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:30:52 AM.
19 Apr - ANHU female on nest, did not flush from directly under, 1142. - RR
27 Apr - ANHU female on nest 1155. - RR
5 May - No ANHU detected  during 30 minute observation. 1355. Likely fledged. Change to closed. - RR
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4/5/2011 5003363 CORA Closed EP358 AR 40 feet from AR entry; 

270 feet to tower site.
100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 

Raven Control Plan.
1. FLEDGED. 5/12/2011 Adult incubating on new nest 4-5 (PK).

sritt - 4/12/2011 5:41:50 PM - Raven incubating on nest. Kestrel was hunting from south arm of tower. 
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - Nest visited,but fild notes absent - pentan problems?
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - At least 3 large feathered nestlings standing in nest; 2 adults flew in to perch near nest. New 
nest material placed on north side of tower to NW with 2 adults perched on tower, then apparently flew to this nest 
tower.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 1:35:35 PM - Two adults present. One adult on nest with two fearhered nestlings observable.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - No ravens present at this nest tower (or surrounding towers and perch sites);  nestlings have 
fledged and left the area - closed.

4/20/2011 5000859 ANHU Closed CP64-2 40 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 vnovik - 4/20/2011 8:41:41 AM - Female Anna's hummingbird seen feeding young in nest.
27 Apr - Nest appears intact but no ANHU detected during 30 minute observation. Presume fledged, and change to 
Closed. - RR

4/5/2011 5003360 PHAI Closed CP50-1 AR 60 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/30/2011 5 Apr - Pair PHAI building nest - mostly complete, male on nest - RR
11 Apr - Male PHAI on nest 13:25 - R
19 Apr - Female PHAI feeding at least 3 nestlings 0826. - RR
27 Apr - Feathered nestlings visible 0946. - RR
5 May - No PHAI at this nest. Likely successful fledge. Change to Closed. - RR
19 May PHAI male rebuilding this nest with fresh material 0935,  Change to ACTIVE.- RR
25 May Nest no longer present. Change to Closed. - RR

4/21/2011 5000863 OCWA Closed Alpine Underground - 
179+00l

50 feet from Alpine Blvd 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 4/30/2011 shampton - 4/21/2011 11:12:15 AM - 4 nestlings; adult observed bringing caterpillars and other invertebrates to 
nest.
4/302011 - No OCWA detected during 30 minute observation period. Presume fledged, change to closed. - RR

4/14/2011 5000872 BEWR Closed CP55 AR 12 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/25/2011 14 Apr - BEWR carries food to base of laurel sumac. 1455 - RR
21 Apr - BEWR carrying food and agitated by observer presence 1355. - RR
28 Apr No BEWR detected at or near nest area during 30 min obs. This nest has fledged, change to Closed. - RR

4/22/2011 5000878 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 50 feet from nearest 
conductor replacement.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

1. FLEDGED. 4/28/2011 emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:10:30 AM - Nest contained brooding female and at least three nestlings.
emorgan - 4/28/2011 11:12:34 AM - Nest has fledged. There were no birds in the nest.

4/22/2011 5000883 CORA Closed EP297 15 feet from SWPL 
access road.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic is allowed.

Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 
Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - 2 ravens present; 1 standing on nest rim apparently shading nest(lings).
       * Apparent pentab problem, with no 4/28 record of nest check.
sjohnston - 5/6/2011 10:54:30 AM - 2 ravens present. 1 adult present standing on nest with 2 nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 2 nestlings can be seen in nest.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - 1 raven, probably a large nestling, can be seen lying in nest.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - 1 large feathered nestling and 1 adult can be seen at nest and 1 adult perched on other side 
of tower.
shampton - 6/3/2011 8:00:51 AM
No ravens observed at nest.  One raven observed  near EP 296
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

4/16/2011 5000885 SOSP Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

13 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 4/29/2011 16 Apr - SOSP bringing food to same location repeatedly indicates nest. Location approximate. RR 
21 April - SOSP pair making trips with food at approximate 10 min intervals 0806. RR 
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:14:21 AM SOSP observed visiting nest.
6 May - No SOSP detections at this nest, and new nest of this species. 50 feet away. Presume fledged and change 
to Closed. - RR

4/22/2011 5000886 HOWR Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

89 feet to staked work 
limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. This plan to

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 4/22 - HOWR carrying nest material to cavity 1008. - RR
4/30 - HOWR enters cavity, perches outside and sings 0752.- RR
5/6 - HOWR continues to enter this cavity 1105. - RR
5/13 - HOWR breeding use continues 1140. - RR


sjohnston - 5/17/2011 3:49:23 PM
HOWR obs. entering cavity.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:31:32 PM
HOWR obs. entering cavity with food.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:09:56 PM
HOWR observed entering cavity.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:04:13 AM
Obs entering and leaving nesting cavity.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:49:27 AM
Observed with food entering cavity.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:50:24 AM
Observed with food entering cavity. likely feeding young.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:59:02 AM
carrying food into cavity.
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 6:25:07 PM
sucessfully fledged

4/22/2011 5000887 MODO Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; nest within 
substation.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 2 nestlings in nest. barnold - 4/22/2011 2:04:06 PM
kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 11:29:22 AM - Nest has disintegrated and is no longer present. Bio monitor reported that she 
observed 2 nestlings fledge from the nest several days ago.

3/2/2011 5000468 ANHU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from driveway 
access.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 19 
feet.

It is the avian biologist’s opinion, both the Anna’s hummingbird and black 
phoebe nests will tolerate traffic through their buffers and no reduction of the 
100’ buffers will be needed to allow work to occur at the house. Trips up and 
down the driveway by 

1. FLEDGED. 4/13/2011 Female actively constructing nest 10% complete on 3/2/2011. -Ian Maunsell
16 Mar - Female incubating. - RR
22 Mar - Female on nest - RR
31 Mar - Female on nest @ 1429 - RR
1 April - Female on nest - IM
Nest empty, female feeding fledgling 30 feet south - imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:26:55 AM.
Nest closed due to last observation of feeding a fledgling. kalberts - 4/15/2011 9:35:58 PM
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3/24/2011 5001256 ANHU Closed CP50-1 30 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 3/31/2011 Female incubating and territorial to two LEGOs. 

24 Mar - ANHU on nest. - RR
31 Mar - Female ANHU feeding fledged young 10 feet below nest @ 11:10. - RR
5 Apr - Nest no longer present. Change to closed. -  RR

3/24/2011 5001259 ANHU Closed CP50-1 AR 90 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/11/2011 Female observed incubating and adding lining to nest.
24 Mar - ANHU on nest 13:40. - RR
31 Mar - ANHU feeding 2 feathered fledglings 1235 - RR
5 Apr - Nestlings fill nest. - RR
11 Apr - 2 flight capable young, returning to nest to be fed 15:19. - RR
19 Apr. Nest fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

3/8/2011 6002391 BUSH Closed CP74-2 0 feet, within permanent 
pad.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 3/31/2011 Nest 90% complete, bushtits actively building nest, nearly complete on 3/8/11.
17 Mar - BUSH entering nest 10:43. - RR
28 Mar - 2 adults leaving and returning to nest and lingering in area. Possibly feeding nestlings.- BL
6 Apr - No birds detected 1215-1315, suggests fledged young. - RR

5/3/2011 7000969 HOWR Closed Helix Yard AR 10 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 3 May - HOWR carrying nest material to cavity, singing on pole. - RR
11 May HOWR leaves nest 1752,whilemate sings nearby. - RR
18 May HOWR exits nest 1824, second wren enters 3 mins later. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 6:02:47 PM
HOWR exits cavity.
rradd - 6/3/2011 12:54:37 PM
HOWR detected nearby include recently fledged young following adults. No detections at nest site. Conclude 
successful fledge and Change to Closed.

4/20/2011 5000858 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 0 feet; nest is inside 
yard.

100 feet Parking and acces to 
trailers allowed within 

buffer.

Nesting commenced at this location after construction activites and personnel 
occupied the area, and is therefore accustomed to the activities currently 
underway.  In addition, the location of the nest is partially hidden from view and 
sheltered from most

1. FLEDGED. 5/24/2011 shampton - 4/20/2011 9:49:24 AM - Nest appears almost complete. Adults observed entering box with additional nest 
material.
26 Apr - HOFI incubating 2 eggs 1811. - RR
3 May HOFI incubating 3 eggs 1719. - RR
10 May Downy young in nest 1753. - RR
18 May HOFI pair tending multiple nestlings in nest 1822. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 5:25:05 PM
Nest is empty. Presumed successfully fledged.
Change to Close.

3/25/2011 6003235 BLPH Closed Helix Yard 1240 feet from nearest 
part of yard.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 25 Mar - BLPH pair bringing mud to nest 0730 - RR.
29 Mar - Nest appears nearly complete. BLPH resting 90 feet away.
5 Apr - 3 eggs - RR.
13 Apr - Nest destroyed, pair rebuilding adjacent - RR.
20 Apr - Nest building continues 0810. - RR
26 Apr Nest has 1 egg 1630. - RR
3 May BLPH incubating 4 eggs 1605. - RR
11 May 4 eggs 1745, BLPH not detected. - RR
18 May BLPH feeding at least two fuzzy nestlings 1802. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 5:13:09 PM
BLPH feeding at least three feathered nestlings. 
rradd - 6/3/2011 12:51:55 PM
Nest is intact and empty - prev. obs indicate successfully fledged. 

7/27/2011 7004700 HOFI Active Rough Acres Lodge 0  feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/27/2011 fhoffman - 7/27/2011 12:22:11 PM
Appears to be successfully fledged based on nest splatter and shape

2/18/2011 5000008 CANW Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet: under house. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/25/2011 Fresh bird scat present, no bird on nest. Passerine.
Checked on 3/3/2011: CANW seen bringing nest material to building. updated sp from "other" to "CANW".
10 Mar 2011 - Pair CANW present. RR
24 Mar - No CANW detected. RR
31 Mar - CANW singing and entering space under dwelling 1135. - RR
5 Apr - CANW singing under and around house. - RR
11 Apr - CANW singing under house. - RR
19 Apr CANW  foraging widely -- feeding fledglings? - RR
27 Apr - No CANW detections at house, singing 80' away. - RR
5 May - No CANW detections at house, singing well away. Change to Closed. - RR

2/21/2011 5000035 CORA Closed EP349 and AR 65 feet from SWPL line 
access road.

100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 
Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 Inactive former CORA nest; potential raptor nest; continue to monitor. 2/21/11
No activity observed at nest 3-17 (PK).
Nest built up; raven incubating 3-25 (PK).      
Raven incubating 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/2011 6:56:10 PM - CORA incubating.
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - brooding.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - 2 medium-sized nestlings and 1 adult at nest.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 12:36:11 PM - 2 adults; 1 adult on nest with 2 nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 3 large feathered nestlings active in the nest.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - No ravens observed in area - nestlings apparently fledged and left area.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - No ravens in area; fledglings apparently dispersed with adults - closed.
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2/4/2011 5000412 AMKE Closed CP55 AR 305 feet from access 

road.
500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 Nest as described in correct location, no birds observed due to inclement weather. Affects access road (B. Lohstroh 

checked 2/18/11).
16 Mar - AMKE driving RTHA from area, entered nest @ 11:16 - RR
25 Mar - Food exchange, male delivered prey to female 16:04. Female consumed, returned to nest.16:12. - RR
29 Mar - Male harassing RTHA away from nest area 16:45, MERL @17:12. Female off nest @ 17:17 - RR
7 Apr - Male catches mouse @13:52, eats head, carries body to nest @ 15:01 despite begging female.- RR
14 Apr - Male brings food item; female carries away and eats, returns to nest @ 1341. - RR 
21 Apr - AMKE visits nest, second AMKE flies off with food 1238. - RR
28 Apr - AMKE male carrying prey to female at nest 0810.- RR
10 May - AMKE pair still actively defending, feeding this nest 1707. - RR 
21 May - Fledged young observed away from nest. AMKE no longer using this cavity. Change to Closed. - RR

3/3/2011 5000491 CORA Closed TL 639 - Z379538 0 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 Raven pair observed placing sticks in different locations on 3/1/11 and 3/3/11 final nest site location undetermined, 
could be same birds building near 379537.  TC-3/3/11
3/28/11 - Adult sitting on nest with other adult foraging nearby.  Flushed off nest when I approached within 150 ft. (D. 
Busby)
RF-4/7/11- Nest still active.
rfletcher - 4/14/2011 8:46:53 AM- CORA observed incubating eggs.
mdicus - 4/28/2011 10:22:23 AM - Pair observed at nest feeding young.
mdicus - 5/5/2011 - CORA observed in nest.
mdicus - 5/19/2011 - Nest still active.  Young bird observed in nest.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 2:32:11 PM - Only one nest found at location; there was significant stick litter at the tower base. 
Nest unoccupied. A CORA (possibly juvenile) flushed from the base of nesting tower and flew toward canyon to east 
where it struck a transmission line. The bird was not seen again but was heard calling once from canyon area. 
Another CORA remained perched on a pole to the south, preening for the duration of episode. Nest status changed 
to inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/11 - Changed to closed.

3/17/2011 6002314 LOSH Closed EP234-1 80 feet from corner of 
tower site.

100 feet Focus of all activites to be away from the buffer at the NE corner to avoid 
working within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 4/18/2011 One shrike perched in nest tree. Nest contained 6 light blue eggs 3-17 (PK).
Shrike incubating 6 eggs 3-23 (PK).
One adult at nest, which contains medium-sized dark-colored unfeathered nestlings 4-4 (PK).
ahernandez, pkonrad - 4/12/2011 2:56:55 PM  - At least 5 feathered nestlings and 1 adult at nest.
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 10:53:32 AM  - All nestlings have left nest, which is flattened by nestling use, but fledglings still 
present in buffer area (1 nestling observed 70 feet from nest; flew back to nest tree) and 1 adult calling and 
protective during this post-fledging period. Will return later in the week.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 3 fledglings and 2 adults observed near nest; probably more fledglings but didn't want to 
disturb birds.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - At least 3 shrikes still present in buffer area. 
Closed, due to time since fledging - kalberts - 5/3/2011 4:04:07 PM.

3/5/2011 6002319 BUSH Closed CP57 AR 10 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/28/2011 Nest building and mating observed. Nest is 85% complete. 3/5/11
16 Mar - BUSH flew from nest @13:40 ACTIVE - RR
25 Mar - BUSH entered nest carrying food (small de-winged butterfly) 15:04.- RR
14 Apr - BUSH enters nest @1445 for 1 min. - RR
21 Apr - BUSH brings food to nest, departs without it 1344. - RR
28 Apr - No BUSH detected at or near nest for 30 minute observation. Nest has fledged; change to Closed. - RR

2/1/2011 5000521 CORA Closed EP250 AR 65 feet from access 
road.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 Nest first observed during surveyor monitoring (Chambers Group) 2/1/11
Raven incubating in stick nest on south arm of metal tower on 3-16 (Paul Konrad). 
Raven incubating 3-28 (PK).      
Incubating 4-6 (PK).  
Two ravens initially at nest; 1 at nest leaning into nest, possibly feeding young 4/12/11 (J&M Dicus).
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - 1 raven brooding.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Raven brooding with second adult perched near nest.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - Raven adult brought food to nest and fed feathered nestling(s).
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - At least 2 medium-sized nestlings lying in nest.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Large feathered nestlings in nest.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - 3 large feathered nestlings standing on nest; near fledging.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011 - 2 fledglings and 1 adult flushed from below tower; fledglings fly well to perch 100 yards 
northeast of tower. Other fledgling and other adult absent - closed.


3/10/2011 5001260 HOWR Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within house 
area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/15/2011 Nest material visible. Bird seen entering cavity with material.
10 Mar 2011- HOWR singing incessantly (3-5 sec intervals) at cavity. - RR
24 Mar - HOWR singing nearby.Nesting activity suppressed by stormy day. - RR
31 Mar - HOWR pair carrying food to upper cavity. RR
5 Apr - Female brings food to upper cavity while male sings and nest-guards. - RR
5 May - HOWR continues to feed this nest 1035. - RR
12 May - HOWR enters cavity 0911. - RR
19 May - Intense territoriality around this and lower cavity, HOWR singing at 3 second intervals. - RR
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3/8/2011 6002387 RSHA Closed Alpine Underground - 

115+00
180 feet to Alpine Blvd. 500 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

1. FLEDGED. 6/4/2011 RSHA observed on nest and another observed vocalizing nearby. Nest building observed by biomonitor. - 3/8/11 
IM.
Red-shouldered Hawk incubating; best observed WNW of church across riparian area from Alpine Blvd 3-22 (PK).
One adult incubating, 1 calling nearby; leaves all but conceal  nest and hawk 4-5 (PK).
16 Apr - RSHA male on nest, apparently feeding young, 14:05 - RR.
22 Apr - RSHA male on nest 1455. - RR
30 Apr - RSHA male at nest 1421.- RR
6 May - RSHA male standing at nest, at least one downy chick visible 1437. - RR
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 9:23:13 AM. Three young standing on edge of nest. one adult had just left nest and was calling. 

rradd - 5/27/2011 6:55:43 AM
Adult male brings food to at least one extensively white juvenile in nest.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 12:22:06 PM
Nest empty, young have fledged. 
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

3/10/2011 6002805 OATI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

30 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. This plan to

1. FLEDGED. 5/16/2011 Active pair bonding and cavity nesting behavior observed, birds unconcered by my presence 25 feet from nest but 
no construction occurring at the time. - RR
17 Mar - As above, No nesting observed. - RR
23 March - No nesting behavior observed. Male vocalizing and pair present. IM
1 April - Pair of OATI occupying cavity. Pair bonding courtship behavior observed in the form of food presentation. 
IM
8 April - Adults back and forth to nest, likely feeding fledges.BL
16 Apr - OATI activity continues at this cavity. - RR
22 Apr - OATI pr making repeated trips, and bringing food to cavity 0745. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 8:49:54 AM - OATI observed carrying prey items into cavity.
6 May - OATI carrying food  to nest at 10 minute intervals 1034. - RR
13 May OATI exiting with fecal sac 0635. - RR

3/12/2011 6003220 BUSH Closed CP31-2 AR 20 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/3/2011 A pair of bushtits was observed making multiple trips to this location, carrying plant down and other nesting material, 
before the nest site was located. Less than 5% complete. B.Hart 3/12/11
100 foot buffer established. AR to CP29-1 and CP31-2 is closed as a result of this buffer.
18 Mar - 70% complete,still under construction.- RR.
24 Mar - BUSH exiting nest 10:20. - RR.
30 Mar - BUSH pair comes to nest, one bird enters carrying fluffy nest material 07:42 -RR.
5 Apr - BUSH nest exchange 0746 - RR.
11 Apr - BUSH exits nest 12:50 - RR.
19 Apr - BUSH enters nest 1342. - RR
25 Apr - BUSH pair seen foraging 50 feet away, but did not associate with nest during 30 minute observation - RR.
3 May - Nest intact and empty. Presume fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

4/6/2011 5003365 CORA Closed EP341 30 feet from AR entry; 
300 feet from tower 

area.

100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 
Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 04/06/11 -  1 adult on nest.  Buffer affects access road to EP341 (J&M Dicus, R. Abe).
sritt - 4/15/2011 9:41:26 AM - 1 bird incubating. Another perched 3 feet away.
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - Raven incubating.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Raven brooding/incubating.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 4:33:32 PM - 1 adult observed on nest.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 1 adult brooding.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - No raven activity seen at or near nest.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - At least 2 large feathered nestlings standing on nest.

pkonrad - 5/25/2011 12:21:57 PM
At least 2 large feathered nestlings standing on the nest.
barnold - 6/4/2011 3:19:21 PM
Nest empty, successfully fledged.
barnold - 6/4/2011 Nest empty, successfully fledged. Nest Inactive.

3/11/2011 6003223 BUSH Closed EP89-1 55 feet from temporary 
ROW; 165 feet to legs.

100 feet Keep all personnel out of 100 foot buffer within temporary ROW, and ensure that 
other areas of the ROW are utilized instead.

1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 Almost complete nest with pair working on final stages of construction 3-11.
Active nest with a Bushtit in attendance 3-28 (PK). 
Adult at nest; calling territorially 4-7 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 - Adult brought food to nest; entered nest and left.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 - Adult present near nest, calling territorially.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Nest looks good but no adults during 20 minute nest check.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - Rechecked nest ,but still no birds; may have fledged or failed by now.
bfischer - 06/01/2011 - Both adults were seen coming into and leaving nest.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - Adult brought food to nest.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No Bushtits observed or heard during 25 minutes of observations.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - 2 adults in area; 1 entered nest and left after about a minute.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - 2 adults behaving and calling territorially when jay perched near nest. (Seems like this nest 
has been active a long time . . .).
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 9:50:53 AM
 2 adults behaving and calling territorially when scrub jay perched near nest
tcooper - 6/2/2011 10:30:25 AM  Both adults were seen entering and leaving nest.
tcooper - 6/2/2011 - 2 adults in and out of nest.
PKonrad - 6/8/2011 - No Bushtits during initial 30 minute check or susequent shorter follow-up; nest looks worn. 
Several territorial pairs in area including jays and Cal Towhees.
pkonrad - 6/8/2011 1:37:42 PM
No Bushtits during initial 30 minute nest check or subsequent short follow-up.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 10:28:10 AM
No Bushtits observed or heard in area; nest is deteriorating - appears inactive.
PKonrad - 6/15/2011 - No Bushtits observed or heard; nest looks even more worn - deteriorating - appears inactive. 

PKonrad - 6/23/2011 - No Bushtits; nest worn - closed.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 3:52:05 PM
No Bushtits; nest worn; nestlings appear to have fledged some time ago - closed.
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3/31/2011 5003317 AMKE Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 150 

feet.
- This is likely the second clutch for this pair, which has successfully fledged 
young under similar conditions this year.
- The nest is located 30 feet above ground.
- The nest is located within a steel arm of a tower. This provides a natural buffer 
by

1. FLEDGED. 4/14/2011 3/31/11 - Pair observed foraging, perching, and copulating adjacent to tower. Adult observed entering opening in 
tower. Prey remains below nest. Flag tower and road outside gate where buffer crosses. (D. Busby)
barnold - 4/12/2011 12:37:53 PM  No falcons observed in area.
14 Apr - Adult AMKE feeding fledglings away from nest. Successfully fledged. Change to CLOSED. - RR

3/17/2011 6003250 CORA Closed EP353 and AR 83 feet from AR. 100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 
Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 Pair of common ravens building a new nest 3-17 (PK).
100 foot nest buffer affects access road beyond structure site EP353; no access to SE. 
Raven incubating 3-25 (PK).      
Incubating 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/2011 5:56:57 PM - CORA incubating.
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - field notes missing; pentab problems? 
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Adult standing on nest (shading?).
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 1:06:30 PM - 2 adults present. 1 adult on nest with nestling observed.
sjohnston - 5/10/2011 12:02:52 PM - One adult observed at nest.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 1 adult perched above nest with 2 large active nestlings in nest.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - No ravens observed - nestlings apparently fledged and left area. [5-25:  High wind last week 
must have kept nestlings low and out of sight  (the potential of that is why Ididn't close nest then.)]
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - 1 adult and 3 nestlings/branchers active at nest and other end of tower.
pkonrad - 5/25/2011 1:03:10 PM
2 large feathered nestlings standing on nest with 1 brancher standing at other end of tower; 1 adult moving back and 
forth along tower.
imaunsell - 6/6/2011 7:57:01 AM
No activity observed at nest. No ravens observed in vicinity over 2.5 hours of observation on 4 June 2011 by Jim 
Pawlicki. Nest presumed fledged successfully based on previous comments.

3/23/2011 5003273 WEBL Closed EP90-1 AR 15 feet north of AR. 100 feet Buffer kept in place at 
100 feet, but vehicular 

passage is allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/8/2011 Pair repeatedly entering cavity. No incubation at this time 3-23.- RR
Pair entering cavity and flying in and out of area 3-31 (PK). 
No birds observed; cold & windy; will recheck; 4-7 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 - Male flew to nest cavity from west.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 - Male perched on tallest branch above nest cavity.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Male flew to cavity from west and left to north into eucalyptus grove.
barnold - 4/30/2011 11:50:15 AM - Male perched on branch outside cavity.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - No birds observed today.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - Male bluebird visited nest once during 40 minute nest visit.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Male bringing food to nest about every 4 minutes; left nest with fecal sac once. Female left 
nest during observations.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - 2 (yes two) adult males and female feeding nestlings in cavity!
barnold - 5/31/2011 12:59 PM Adults came to and left from nest cavity several times during 15-minute observation 
period.
barnold - 6/2/2011 9:04 AM - Adults (including two males and one female) making numerous nest visits (including 
bringing food to nest) during extensive (nearly two hours) observation period.
PKonrad - 6/8/2011 - No bluebirds; nestlings apparently fledged and family group dispersed - closed.


3/24/2011 5003278 CATH Closed EP240 75 feet from tower. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

Crew proposes to install 12KV pole 18, which is 102 feet NW of nest - beyond 
100 foot buffer - but 1 anchor is closer and will require 20 foot buffer reduction. 
Construction activities will take between 30 and 50 minutes, so affects on birds 
will be minim

1. FLEDGED. 5/7/2011 3/24/11 TC- Adults lining nest, 95% complete. No work on access roads near nest.
3/25/11 BL- Checked status of this nest while in area, no activity, but poor weather. nest in good condition.
No birds or activity, but nest well-built (sage thrasher present; cactus wren calling nearby) 3-28 (PK).
One California thrasher territorial; 2 blue eggs in nest 4-6 (PK).
ahernandez, PKonrad - 4/12/2011 - Adult incubating 2 eggs.
barnold - 4/14/2011 2:35:22 PM  - Adult near nest, two eggs in nest.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 -  2 downy (brown-gray) nestlings; adult singing neaby S.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 2downy nestlings with pin feathers; 1 adult at nest joined second adult perched nearby. Nest is 
102 feet from 12KV pole 18.
sjohnston - 4/29/2011 10:34:34 AM - Nestlings observed in nest.
sjohnston - 5/7/2011 11:06:21 AM - Nest empty. Nestlings presumed to have fledged sucessfully.

3/28/2011 5003288 CATH Closed Alpine Yard 35 feet from imapct 
area.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, 

1. FLEDGED. 4/25/2011 Female observed incubating on nest. Did not flush when approached to 5 feet. 3/28/11 IM
imaunsell - 4/16/2011 9:42:47 AM - Female on nest incubating/brooding. tolerates foot traffic as close as ten feet.
emorgan - 4/25/2011 11:11:53 AM - Nest likely fledged. No thrashers were observed around the nest and the nest is 
empty. Monitor for activity as thrashers double brood.

3/29/2011 5003290 BUSH Closed TL 6924 - Z171690 70 feet from permanent 
work area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 BUSH observed entering nest w material. RF-3/29/11
BUSH observed entering nest w material. rradd - 4/11/2011 7:26:09 AM
BUSH pair material carrying  to nest 0724. rradd - 4/18/2011 8:02:59 AM
25 Apr - Considerable BUSH activity to and from this nest 0740- RR.
2 May BUSH to nest 0742.- RR
10 May BUSH to nest 0921, but activity level is low. - RR
17 May BUSH arrives to nest 1257, departs 1301.- RR
26 May- nest in disrepair, no BUSH tending. BUSH in area, but did not associate. blohstroh - 5/26/2011 10:34:43 AM

3/31/2011 5003305 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/10/2011 3/31/11. Observed female bring nest material to nest with male following closely. (D. Busby)
barnold - 4/12/2011 12:28:50 PM - Nest, on south side of transformer for Bank 60, has five eggs.
26 Apr No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 1:34:29 PM  Two nestlings (at least) in nest.  No adults in area.
2 May  HOFI adults continue to attend this nest. - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 11:21 AM Nest empty. Closed.
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3/31/2011 5003313 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 

feet.
1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 3/31/11 Pair bonding observed in area and pair visited possible beginnings of nest.  Not flagged due to access issue 

(Cummings). 
No adults observed, possible move to southside where an active nest was observed 4-12 (FH/BA).
19 Apr - No HOFI detected using this structure.  - RR
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:27:40 AM - House finches on Transformer Bank 71, appears to be recent additions to nest.
25 Apr -Two HOFI pairs squabbling over this site 0738. - RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 2:15:07 PM - Nest has been much reduced and is now considered Closed.
barnold - 5/10/2011 1:56 PM  Nest now has four House Finch eggs with attentive female.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:41 AM Nest with very small nestlings and attentive female. 
barnold - 5/26/2011 10:21 AM Nest with five larger nestlings and attentive female.
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:24 PM Two young fledglings in concrete retention basin. Nest successfully fledged. Nest now 
Closed.

barnold - 6/1/2011 2:24:32 PM
Two young fledglings in concrete retaining basin. Nest successfully fledged.

3/31/2011 5003314 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 feet The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      following reasons:
 
            •             House finches are known to nest in proximity to
            human activity and exhibit a high tolera

1. FLEDGED. 7/6/2011 3/31/11 - Observed pair visiting the nest. Not flagged due to access issue ( Cummings). 
Pair observed, fresh material on nest, pair bringing in material, dead adult female next to nest 4-12 12 April - 
(FH/BA).
19 Apr - Unable to detect activity from outside SUB. - RR
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:43:11 AM - Nest still present, but no eggs and no activity.  Change to inactive.
26 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 12:42:45 PM - No activity at this nest. Nest has deteriorated.  Change status to closed.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:33:47 AM
4 eggs in this nest.
barnold - 6/16/2011 1:57:57 PM
Two recently hatched nestlings and two eggs in nest. Female flushed from nest on approach at 3 feet.
barnold - 6/23/2011 11:56:20 AM
Four nestlings.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:08:48 PM
At least three nestlings observed in nest.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:57:13 PM
Nest empty. Successfully fledged.

3/31/2011 5003315 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 3/31/11 Observed female of pair visiting nest. Flagged (Cummings).
barnold - 4/12/2011 11:28:52 AM - Pair with nesting material observed. Nest probably moved 12 feet south into 
western end of Breaker 23 S.
2 May - Nest material visible, but no nesting confirmed.-  RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 10:43 AM  Pair at this location, as well as other nearby locations. No definitive nesting, but 
observed feeding fledgling on same structure. Heard feeding nestlings in area, but could not locate exact location.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:11AM  No activity observed.  Change status to Inactive.

3/31/2011 5003325 LEGO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; at and next to 
work area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/23/2011 31 Mar - Female on nest 1215 - RR.
5 Apr - Incubation continues - RR.
11 Apr - Female LEGO on nest 16:19 - RR.
19 Apr - 2 well-feathered nestlings in nest 0739. - RR
27 Apr - Nest fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

3/31/2011 5003327 AMKE Closed TL 6924 - Z171688 0 feet, at tower/work 
site.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/26/2011 Bird arrived at this spot, disappeared, then left; likely feeding young.
7 April - Pair observed copulating on wire next to nest cavity. 
No activity observed. consider closing next week.-blohstroh - 4/14/2011
Male entered cavity in bottom west arm. Pair copulating at top of tower, fighting off second male. Male foraging and 
returning to tower, giving trill call, interaction call with female, fighting off EUST. blohstroh - 4/21/2011 11:39:44 AM
AMKE still entering and departing nest, pair interction calls. blohstroh - 4/28/2011
2 May - AMKE male provisioning nest 0848. - RR
10 May AMKE carrying rat to nest 0952. - RR
17 May No AMKE obs. associating with this pole during 60 min. obs. on cool wet day 0930. - RR
AMKE carrying mouse to nest. Nestlings heard. blohstroh - 5/19/2011 11:13:53 AM
No activity observed, nest apparently fledged. blohstroh - 5/26/2011 11:39:39 AM
blohstroh - 5/26/2011 11:40:51 AM - No activity observed, nest apparently fledged.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

4/1/2011 5003344 AMCR Closed EP85-2 AR 45 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular traffic not anticipated to impact this nest situated very close to Lake 
Morena Drive provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur 
within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/24/2011 1 April - No apparent activity - S. Hampton, S. Ritt
American crow incubating; second crow calling, perching and flying overhead territorially 4-8 (PK).
100 foot buffer affects access road within nearby long-eared owl nest's 500 foot buffer.
barnold - 4/13/2011  -  Bird on nest (BWA & FH). 
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 -  Cannot see bird in nest, but territorial crows calling nearby.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - No change, but a crow circled in flight from nest (did it flush from nest?). 
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 -  Crow flushed from branch near nest; no calling.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - 2 crows actively hunting in pasture to west; cannot see into nest.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - 1 fledgling crow in loer bach ofnest tree; 1 adult calling very territorially from tree tops. More 
nestlings in nest?
PKonrad - 5/24/2011 - 1 fledgling and 2 adults active in pasture west of nest. Fledgling can fly quite well; adults 
calling territorially - closed.
pkonrad - 5/24/2011 3:43:40 PM
1 fledgling and 2 adults active in pasture west of nest - closed.
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3/12/2011 6003221 COHA Closed Helix Yard AR 120 feet from  AR. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 360 

feet.
Nest is in proximity to El Monte Road, rural residential, and is visually obscured.  
The proposed work is of a very short duration and requires no heavy machinery.  
In addition, this nest is already subjected to light vehicular passage, and has 
demonstrat

1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 16 Mar - Pair present, exhibiting territorial behavior; consider site active. Birds agitated by foot traffic, ground 
personnel should maintain maximum buffer. RR
25 Mar - Female COHA on nest, male carrying fresh greens. 0720. - RR
29 Mar - Female COHA on nest, male harassing CORA out of territory,- RR
5 Apr - Female COHA on nest 1620, - RR
13 Apr - Female COHA on nest 0700. Nest exchange 0740. - RR
20 Apr - COHA pr active on nest. Male brings food to fenale 0814. - RR
26 Apr COHA female on nest 1710. - RR
3 May COHA female diving at observer at 225'. Assume young in nest. 1556 -RR
10 May COHA male on nest 1806. - RR
18 May COHA (poss. juv.) on nest 1812 . probable fledged juv. female obs. 75' from nest 1832. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 5:45:26 PM - Nest has fledged. Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/3/2011 1:27:07 PM - COHA on nest... Change to Active.
rradd - 6/9/2011 9:04:50 AM - COHA male feeding juvenile away from nest 0710. Second COHA on nest 0745.
rradd - 6/15/2011 5:14:29 PM - COHA male perched near nest for 30 minutes of observation. No bird visible on nest. 
Fledged juvenile may be returning to nest to be fed. 1700.
rradd - 6/23/2011 2:34:53 PM - No COHA detected in vicinity during 30 minute observation. Change to Closed.

3/10/2011 6002803 WBNU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 feet to existing AR. 100 feet Although this nest will benefit from the proposed visual and acoustic barrier, due 
to the proximity of the nest to the bridge, approximately 15 feet, the actual work 
of installation of the barriers parallel to the bridge may have a short, negative 
impact.

1. FLEDGED. 4/16/2011 sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:05:46 PM
WBNU observed 3 feet from cavity but did not enter during observations.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:05:32 PM
No activity at cavity.
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:08:11 AM - Occupied by Western Bluebirds. Male and female observed carrying food items into 
nest.
4/30/2011 - WEBL pair carrying grass to this nest, but pair of NUWO also here 1055. - RR
5/6/2011 - WEBL pair remain active at this nest 1045. - RR
5/13/2011 WEBL pair carrying items to nest, defending against constant HOWR insurgency 0955. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 1:18:25 PM
WEBL bringing food items to nest. 
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:35:08 PM
WEBL bringing food to cavity.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:01:53 PM
No activity observed at nest; no bluebirds in the  area.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:56:07 AM
No activity; presumed sucessfully fledged.    
                          sjohnston - 6/3/2011 3:10:22 PM
WBNH observed clearing WEBL nest material and bringing in fresh nesting material.

3/8/2011 6002392 CALT Closed CP70-3 70 feet from permanent 
pad.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/13/2011 3/8/11 -  Adults building, nest nearly complete.
17 Mar - CALT incubating. Active. - RR
25 Mar - Incubation continues. - RR
28 Mar - Nestlings present.-BL
6 Apr - CALT carrying food to feathered nestlings. - RR
13 Apr - Nestlings fledged. Change to closed. Check for second brood. - RR

2/23/2011 5000045 RTHA Closed TL 6916 - Z774822 360 feet from pole. 500 feet Reduced to 300 feet. Granted through agency approval process, based on biologist's observations of 
the nest and stress levels.

1. FLEDGED. 5/16/2011 3/28/11 - Adult sitting on nest. (D. Busby)
12 Apr - At least 2 downy nestlings in nest. - RR
4/14/11 TC - 3 nestlings in nest
18 Apr - 2 unfledged RTHA on nest, adult guarding. 1227. - RR
4/21/11 TC - 3 nestlings in nest.
25 Apr - RTHA nestlings have wing feathers but downy heads. - RR
2 May - At least 2 feathered RTHA young visible on nest 1710. - RR
tcooper - 5/5/2011 - 3 nestlings in nest, mostly feathered.
11 May 1 adult and 2 feathered nestling RTHA on nest 1225. - RR
16 May 1 nestling RTHA on nest, 1 fledgling perched nearby 1523. - RR
tcooper - 5/19/2011 - Nest empty. At least 2 fledglings nearby. Closed nest.
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2/23/2011 5000047 RTHA Closed EP220-1 340 feet from nearest 

corner of temporary 
ROW.

500 feet Reduced to 300 feet. Granted through agency approval process, based on biologist's opinions of 
behavioral responses.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 No birds observed on the nest or flushed from the nest. Nest status uncertain. A pair of RTHA seen in courtship flight 
over EP220-1. Biologist, John Dicus reported mating and hunting over the flat open space 100 yards east of the nest 
site. Status left unchanged -- active. BHart 3/09/2011.
No hawks observed - inactive at this time. My impression is that no hawks were ever observed in direct association 
with this nest: no nest building, no incubating, etc. 3-17 (PK).
23 Mar - Adult RTHA on nest, 2nd adult approx 150' away. - RR
Red-tailed Hawk incubating - 3-30 (PK).
Hawk incubating 4-6 (PK).
phoward 4/7/11 - Pair of hawks seen in tree but never observed on nest.
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - Hawk incubating.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Adult incubating/brooding.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - 2 adults soaring overhead calling territorially; can't see nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Adult perched on tree next to nest tree; 2 adults soaring overhead and calling, but nestlings 
cannot be seen in nest.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - 1 adult flushed from nest and both adults soared overhead calling territorially, but couldn't see 
nestlings from below.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - 1 adult flying overhead calling moderately; can't see nest contents from below.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 1:50:50 PM - 1 downy nestling in nest; 2 adults soaring overhead, 1 very vocal and diving 
repeatedly.
barnold - 6/3/2011 10:54:16 AM - 2 downy nestlings in nest. Bio-monitor reports seeing adults flying in oak grove 
area every afternoon this week.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 11:23:35 AM - Nestlings out of sight, but 1 adult flying and calling territorially overhead.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 12:10:24 PM - 1 fledgling (brancher) perched 4 feet from nest; no adults observed.
pkonrad - 6/22/2011 2:11:35 PM - 1 fledgling and 1 adult initially standing on nest; both flew when they saw me - 
fledgling flies good but labored. Fledgling (male) flew 150 feet south to dead tree where it perched next to seecond 
fledgling (large female). Adults soaring high overhead calling. The family group is obviously in the early stage of the 
post-fledging period and are still using the nest as a centerpoint. Will check back again.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 3:48:28 PM - Male fledgling flew from perch near nest tree to same bare dead tree as last week 
(flew well); no adults in area. Will close nest during post-fledging because there is similar contiguous habitat that 
hawks can move to if displaced or disturbed - closed.

1/28/2011 5000403 RTHA Closed EP256 320 feet from temporary 
ROW.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/12/2011 A red-tailed hawk seen bringing sticks to nest and incubating on nest. 1/28/2011
Hawk on nest. Status unchanged. BHart 3/03/2011.
Hawk incubating 3-17 (PK).        
Same 3-22 (PK).
Adult feeding 2 or more medium-sized downy nestlings 4-4 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 -  Adult and 2 nestlings, possibly more.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 -  One large downy nestling observed.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 2 large nestlings with feathered bodies in nest.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - 2 large feathered nestlings in nest (heads now feathered).
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - No nestlings visible, but may be lying low in strong wind; checked surrounding area with 
binoculars in case there may be fledglings nearby. 1 adult soared close to tower for a short time. Will check back 
soon.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - 1 fledgling perched above nest; 1 adult perched in tower to south. Post-fledging period will 
require a number of additional days while fledglings and adults utilize the nest site. Will check back soon.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 1 adult soaring near nest tower; another adult hawk perched in tower to north. Will close this 
site because fledglings appear to be wide-ranging.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - No hawks observed in area.

2/8/2011 5000413 RTHA Closed EP90-1 and AR 30 feet from access 
road.

500 feet Buffer kept in place at 
500 feet, but vehicular 

passage is allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 Adult still incubating - 3-10-11 (PK).
3/25/11 - Adult still Incubating (D. Busby). 
Red-tailed Hawk incubating or brooding - 3-31 (PK). 
Adult brooding - 4-7 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011  -  Adult perched near nest; another adult flew in from north.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011  -  No aduults in area; no nestlings can be seen during 20 minute visit.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011  -  At least 1 downy nestling in nest with adult perched on edge of nest.
barnold - 4/30/2011 11:52 AM - 1 nestling observed with down on head in nest.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 1 feathered nestling with downy head standing in nest; adult perched on pole to north.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - 1 nestling standing on nest platform; adult hunting in area.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Nestling has fledged; is perched on short tree immediately south of nest . Actively flapping 
wings to shake rain from feathers (and exercise?).
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Adult red-tails in the area, but no fledgling observed.
barnold - 5/31/2011 12:43 PM No adults or fledglings observed during an hour of observation time. Nest is likely 
inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

2/25/2011 5000440 RTHA Closed CP70-3 75 feet from existing 
access road.

500 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/14/2011 Adult appears to be incubating. 2/25/11
17 Mar - RTHA in incubating posture on nest. - RR
25 Mar - RTHA in incubating posture on nest 11:48. - RR
28 Mar - still incubating 0832. - BL
6 Apr - RTHA on nest 1020, food drop @ 1645, brooding hawk feeding 2 downy nestlings. - RR
13 Apr - Adult RTHA on nest with at least 2 large white-headed young 1330. - RR
20 Apr - Two downy chicks observed in nest. - RR
28 Apr - RTHA adult on nest with two large young; still downy. - RR
5 May - Juvenile RTHA fills the nest and appear near flight-capable 1800 - RR.
14 May - 1 RTHA juvenile weak flight to tree adjacent to nest, adult carries gopher to juvenile remaining in nest 
1241. - RR
20 May - Nest empty, successfully fledged. Change to Closed. - RR
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2/25/2011 5000449 RTHA Closed EP210 370 feet from 

permanent ROW of 
tower site.

500 feet Reduced to 300 feet. Nesting activites were not affected at a distance of 300 feet per the avian 
biologist, Rob Fletcher.  A buffer reduction to 300 feet was granted through 
agency approval.

1. FLEDGED. 5/11/2011 Nest active 3/2/11.
3/3/2011 - Adult RTHA observed from McCain Valley Road, entering and leaving nest 4 times in 10 minutes. - RR.
Adult Red-tail flushed from nest and circled overhead calling on 3-17 (PK). 
Adult flying in and out of nest tree, soaring low over immediate area - hunting.  3-30 (PK).          
1 adult flying over nest and beyond 4-8 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 - At least 1 large downy nestling in nest.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Adult perched atop nest tree; can't see nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - 2 adults soaring low around nest tree; 1 fully feathered nestling perched in open on branch next 
to nest (brancher).
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No nestlings or fledglings observed in area; 1 adult perched in tower south of closest tower 
(from this nest?). Appears that young hawk(s) has/have fledged and may have left the area; will check back soon.
Closed, based on last few observations - kalberts - 5/23/2011 12:43:56 PM.

2/25/2011 5000452 RTHA Closed EP353 and AR 95 feet from access 
road entry to tower site.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 300 
feet.

Buffer approved through agency concurrence.  Vehicular passage is not 
anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or 
construction occur within the 300' buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 Apparent former common raven nest. 2/25/11
Red-tailed hawk incubating while second hawk brought a branch with leaves to nest, then perched high in north peak 
of tower 3-17 (PK).  
Bird incubating 3-25 (PK). 
Red-tail incubating 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/2011 - Field notes deleted; pentab problem?
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - Field notes deleted; pentab problems?
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Hawk shading nest.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 1:16:05 PM - 2 adults present initially circling above nest; 1 adult flew off to the north and 
second landed on nest and appeared to be shading nest (circa 100 feet). 
shampton - 5/10/2011 1:40:19 PM - Adult observed brooding/shading nest.
kkilpatrick - 5/16/2011 2:03:06 PM - Adult observed perching in nest and on tower structure. Nestling observed 
perching and wing-flapping over a 2-hour period.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - 1 large nestling standing in nest and beside nest.
jpawlicki - 6/4/2011 12:01:18 PM
No adults or juveniles observed at nest, on tower, or nearby towers after 2.5 hrs. of monitoring in area.  
pkonrad - Fledgling apparently left area successfully.

3/31/2011 6003242 RTHA Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 400 feet from AR; 1470 
feet from yard corner.

500 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/20/2011 PKonrad 3/31/2011
1 hawk seen leaving nest; second bird flushed from nest when approached on foot to about 100 feet. Buffer was not 
flagged due to exemption of AR in use.
Red-tailed hawk incubating.      
Adult observed incubating/brooding 4-7 (PK/FH). 
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - 1 adult and at least 2 downy nestlings in nest.
sjohnston - 4/26/2011 5:17:22 PM - Observed nest for 30 minutes. Did not see nestling/adult in nest from vantage 
point. Observed 1 adult foraging nearby nest, but did not see it visit nest.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Downy nestlings can be seen in nest.
kalberts - 5/10/2011 - 
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - 1 large nestling standing on nest.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Nestling has fledged; no hawks observed in area; apparently dispersed - closed.

3/18/2011 5003257 RTHA Closed CP6-1 500 feet to tower center. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/25/2011 3/18/11 IM - Female observed on nest and male seen coming to and from. not affected by foot traffic and pickup 
trucks along road. 
9 Apr RTHA on nest. - RR
14 Apr 2 eyass on nest, attaining wing feathers. - RR
shampton - 4/18/2011 11:01:23 AM Adults bringing food to nest. Large downy chick visible in nest from CP 3 area
19 Apr RTHA adult on nest with young. - RR
26 Apr Two large juv. RTHA standing on nest. Wing feathers and white heads. - RR
2 May Young RTHA still present on nest. - RR
rradd - 5/27/2011 9:10:43 AM
Nest is empty and young have fledged.
Change to Closed.

3/23/2011 5003274 RTHA Closed EP220-1 AR 470 feet to existing AR. 500 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 23 Mar - Pair RTHA at large stick nest. Not flagged due to AR @ 490', Hwy 80 @ 250'. - RR
Red-tailed hawk incubating 3-30 (PK).      
Hawk incubating 4-6 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - Hawk incubating.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Adult standing on nest; no nestlings can be seen.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - Adult and at least 2 downy nestlings in nest.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Adult flew from nest to perch along access road;  no nestlings can be seen.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - Adult and 2 medium-sized nestlings observed at nest
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - 2 adults perched along access road; no nestlings observable at nest.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 2:04:50 PM - 1 large feathered nestling standing on nest.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 1:43:35 PM - 1 fledgling perched in nest tree; 1 large nestling standing on nest.
barnold - 6/3/2011 10:58:56 AM - One fledgling perched in tree. Second hawk flew from tree north towards access 
road; not clear if this was the second fledgling or an adult as it was obscured from view by foliage. Nest has fledged, 
or nearly so.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 4:06:36 PM - 2 fledglings present initially, 1 standing on nest and 1 perched on highest branch of 
nest tree. Each fledgling flew to east at different times, as did 1 adult that flew over nest tree at 1 point. Nest site 
obviously still being used during post-fledging period.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 11:37:51 AM - Checked nest site twice while working in the area: first, no hawks were observed 
in the area, but 1 adult was observed perched along AR during second visit. Appears fledglings have dispersed 
enough to close this nest.
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3/2/2011 5000485 RTHA Closed EP78 - EP77 AR  and 

EP78
100 feet to nearest 

existing access road.
500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/16/2011 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating; other adult circling overhead and calling territorially 3-2 (PK).  

Still incubating 3-10 (PK).
Unable to determine status during walk beneath nest tree and half-hour observation from a distance; 1 hawk hunting 
along south ridge and 1 adult (same?) glided low over nest 3-28 (PK).
Adult brooding in cool weather 4-7 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/18/2011  -  Cannot see nestlings, but 1 adult perched to north and 1 hunting to south.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 -  At least 2 large downy nestlings in nest; 1 adult perched on pole to north.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 2 adults soaring low over area, but did not see nestlings this time.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - 2 fledglings standing on nest; 1 flew to top of oak tree 120 feet north of nest, then called as 
though food begging; second fledgling flushed from nest and circled twice overhead before proceeding east. Both 
adults soaring overhead calling during nest check; 1 adult initially met vehicle 1/4 mile northwest of nest. Biologist 
recommends waiting another several days before closing nest due to critical period just after leaving nest - will check 
back Monday.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - 2 fledglings perched atop neighboring oak trees; both gave food begging calls when adult 
soared low overhead calling territorially. The fledglings are expanding their range and will continue to move 
throughout the area with the adults. This nest can be closed.

2/21/2011 5000034 RTHA Closed EP247 and AR 140 feet from AR. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 No hawks observed at nest; 1 adult soaring near tower to W earlier.
Observed one adult incubating while another adult flew to nest with stick; possible copulation; 1 hawk flew E while 
other incubated. Located 160 feet from access road 3-1 (PK).
Adult incubating on nest.  BHart 3/11/2011. 
Hawk incubating 3-23 (PK).     
Incubating 3-30 (PK).      
Adult standing on edge of nest 4-6 (PK).
4/12/11 - Adult incubating; did not flush from nest when driving past 5 mph along access road approx 150 feet from 
nest (J&M Dicus).
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - Adult female perched at nest feeding nestlings with male perched above.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 2 adults perched near nest; cannot see nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - 1 adult lying low on nest during high wind.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - 1 downy-headed nestling lying low in nest; 1 adult soaring nearby.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - At least 2 feathered nestlings lying in nest; 1 adult glided away from perch near or at nest.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Large feathered nestling(s) lying in nest.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011 - 2 large feathered nestlings standing in nest, stretching wings.
barnold - 6/3/2011 2:48 PM - Nest appears empty. Nest successfully fledged. Inactive.
PKonrad - 6/7/2011 - No sign of adults or fledglings in area - closed.

2/21/2011 5000043 RTHA Closed Alpine Underground - 
97+00L, MH-6L

385 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

500 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

1. FLEDGED. 5/27/2011 Likely a raptor nest. No nesting activity observed. 3/3/2011.
Pair of Red-tails bringing nesting material to nest and standing on nest 3-10  8:50-9:20 (PK).
One hawk flying next to nest; 1 incubating bird, but hard to see (9:50). Observed apparent change of incubating 
hawks (12:10) 3-23 (PK).
Two hawks active at nest; 1 incubating (second visit) 4-5 (PK).
16 Apr - RTHA adult on nest.13:45 - RR.
22 Apr - Nestling is downy but standing and exercising wings 1632. - RR
30 Apr - RTHA youngster moving about nest. 1114. - RR
6 May - Single RTHA juvenile standing on nest 1415. - RR
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 9:37:27 AM-Single young observed standing on and moving about nest. one adult observed 
leaving nest. Possible second chick in nest.  Keep an eye out.
rradd - 5/27/2011 6:44:22 AM - Nest is empty, young has fledged.

2/21/2011 5000024 RTHA Closed CP82-1 100 feet from existing 
access road.

500 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/4/2011 29 Mar - RTHA brooding nest.  - RR
6 Apr - RTHA on nest 14:22 - RR
13 Apr - RTHA on nest 1502 - RR
20 Apr - RTHA on nest 1634. - RR
28 Apr - RTHA standing on nest 1410. - RR
5 May - Downy RTHA nestling visible 1652. -RR
14 May - Single white head visible in nest, mildly agitated adult guarding nearby 1533. - RR
20 May - Feathered nestling RTHA with white head in nest 1328. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 2:52:33 PM - Single RTHA nestling standing at edge if nest. Appears 2 wks to flight-ready.14:42
rradd - 6/4/2011 1:32:09 PM - Nest is empty, nestling has fledged.
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4/25/2011 7000897 WEBL Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within work area. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 

water usage permissible.
A condition of the approval to drive through the buffers would be that no foot or 
vehicle traffic unrelated to the water truck/tank process be allowed to stop within 
the buffers; this is requested for ingress/egress only.  Nesting commenced on 
this struct

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 Pair of WEBL seen repeatedly entering pipe. Female was carrying nesting material during one visit. - sritt - 
4/25/2011 5:58:41 PM
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - No bluebirds seen, but yard bio monitor noted that pair usually active nest building during 
afternoon.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - No bluebirds observed in area, but Chambers biomonitor Eric will watch the site for activity.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No bluebirds observed in nest area (again); yard biomonitor has not seen bluebirds in the 
area; appears nesting attempt has been deserted - closed.
emorgan - 5/23/2011 2:22:55 PM - Bluebirds again observed at nest. Female entered nest and did not leave for the 
15  minutes I observed the nest.. Male was chasing off House Finches near the nest.
barnold - 6/2/2011 11:42:38 AM
Western Bluebirds flew from water tank towards oak tree upon approach. 
phoward - 6/5/2011 7:49:59 AM
adult seen entering nest with food and coming out with no food. most likely feeding chicks, nest is still active
pkonrad - 6/8/2011 2:33:07 PM
Adult male bringing insects into pipe cavity repeatedly.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 1:36:54 PM
No bluebirds observed near nest cavity; nestlings apparently fledged and dispersed - closed.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 2:59:08 PM
Extended observations due to arrival of group of biologists on intro tour: An hour after I arrived, a male bluebird with 
insect food in beak flew to perch atop water tank while a water truck was pumping water into tank via pipe just 5 feet 
south of nesting cavity pipe. Male entered nest pipe with food and soon flew to oak tree to east - nest still active and 
nestling(s) apparently still developing in nest.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 2:32:29 PM
No bluebirds observed during extended period; appears the last of the nestlings fledged - closed.

4/26/2011 7000904 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - Z771472 10 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Nest tree occurs in landscaped strip between two large parking lots for ball 
fields, with daily vehicle and foot traffic. The adults tolerate a high degree of 
human activities without disturbance of nesting behavior. Due to the nest 
location on the outer 

1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 RAbe - 4/26/2011 9:21:40 AM - LEGO nest w/female incubating/brooding.
3 May - LEGO female incubating 0752. - RR
11 May LEGO on nest, while lineman on pole, biomonitor on duty 1328. - RR
16 May LEGO female arrives at nest 1347 and settles. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 6:16:50 PM
No LEGO detected during 20 min. obs 1618-1638, or 1800. Small whitewash on pine cones adjacent to nest suggest 
successful fledging.
rradd - 5/27/2011 12:29:07 PM
No LEGO at nest, male tending fledged young away from nest.
Change to Closed.

4/26/2011 7000906 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      following reasons:
 
            •             House finches are known to nest in proximity to
            human activity and exhibit a high tolera

1. FLEDGED. 7/6/2011 26 Apr - Female HOFI enters repeatedly, then stays, suggests nest. Access liimits verification. - RR
2 May HOFI breeding activity continues. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:42 PM  No activity observed at described location.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:34 AM House Finches in area but not at this specific described location.
barnold - 6/1/2011 4:53:14 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:49:56 AM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:49:17 PM
House Finch activity ingeneral area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:53:13 PM
House finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:35:45 PM
House Finch family group, singing males, and single females observed over survey period in this bay.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:54:37 PM
Nest has apparently successfully fledged.

4/26/2011 7000910 BEWR Closed Helix Yard 15 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 26 Apr - BEWR pair repeatedly carrying food to this location 1720 . - RR
3 May BEWR pair agitated by observer presence close to nest. Active. 1637- RR
11May - No BEWR detected 1735. Fledged? - RR
18 May - No BEWR associating with this nest. Change to Closed. - RR

4/27/2011 7000911 SOSP Closed TL 639 - 775593 75 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/3/2011 Birds seen carrying food into dense patch. - sritt - 4/27/2011 1:55:19 PM
3 May No detections during 30 min obs. Nest has fledged. Change to closed - IM

4/27/2011 7000913 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
138+00

10 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/4/2011 phoward - 4/27/2011 2:10:32 PM - Female incubating nest.
fhoffman - 5/6/2011 2:29:54 PM - Female observed in brooding/incubating posture, high on nest. Loud construction 
activity nearby.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 10:39:13 AM. Adult off nest. Rainy day. Appears to be 2 young in nest.
tfitanides - 5/27/2011 1:23:11 PM
2 nestlings in nest; adults not observed.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 12:33:12 PM
Nestings have fledged; nest is empty; 1 fledgling observed perched on shrub 6 feet from nest.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 12:35:06 PM
Male observed feeding fledgling (same as mentioned previously).

4/27/2011 7000922 PHAI Closed CP50-1 AR 40 feet to house, over 
100 feet to AR.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/2/2011 27 Apr - PHAI pair nest building. Nest approximately 20% complete 1038. - RR
5 May - PHAI female incubating 1042. - RR
12 May PHAI pr agitated by obs. near nest, breeding activity continues 0855. - RR
19 May PHAI pr feeding at least 2 nestlings 1024. - RR
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:01:30 PM
25 May PHAI feeding 2 fuzzy black-faced nestlings 1449.
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:41:02 PM - Nest appears empty and has apparently fledged successfully. Change to Closed.
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4/28/2011 7000925 ROWR Closed EP254-3 43 feet from temporary 

construction pad.
100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/11/2011 sritt & sjohnston - 4/28/2011 8:33:27 AM

Bird seen repeatedly delivering food to nest. Cavity has classic "porch" of rocks. Pair of birds seen chasing off 
chipmunk.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011
No Rock Wrens observed; have nestlings fledged?  Heard singing some distance to north. Will check back soon.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011
Adult singing northeast of nest initially; no activity around nest entrance during 30 minutes of observations; young 
wrens have probably fledged; nest closed.

4/28/2011 7000930 WESJ Closed EP228 50 feet south of AR; 270 
feet to work area.

100 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 barnold & fhoffman - 4/28/2011 10:46:54 AM - 3 nestlings in nest; adults in area.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - 3 medium downy nestlings; 4 adults 200 feet away.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - 3 larger nestlings; 2 adults attentive nearby.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No nestlings, fledglings, or adults at or near nest. Nestlings have fledged - closed.

4/28/2011 7000934 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - 774819 10 feet to work area, 54 
feet to TL 6916 - 

774819.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 50 
feet.

Adults were observed feeding nestlings while nest surveyors were standing 
approximately 15 feet away.  Presence of nestlings suggests high site affinity 
and the adults are unlikely to abandon at this stage of reproduction.  Adult birds 
have tolerated huma

1. FLEDGED. 5/21/2011 tcooper - 4/28/2011 - Female sitting on 4 eggs.
2 May - Female LEGO incubating 1739. - RR
tcooper - 5/5/2011 - Female on nest.
11 May - LEGO female brooding 3 downy nestlings 1208. - RR
16 May - LEGO nestlings fill nest - visible from road 1427. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 4:29:58 PM - Nest has fledged, 1 unhatched egg remains in nest.

4/29/2011 7000944 AMKE Closed TL 6924 - Z171696 353 feet to TL AR, 
across paved road.

500 feet 0 feet Buffer not applicable since nest is inside of a highly urbanized area of the TL. 1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 29 Apr - AMKE pair are provisioning this nest with food 1400-1430. Both adults spending time off the nest likely 
indicates well-developed young. - RR
10 May AMKE pr remain active at this nest 1530-1600 - RR
17 May AMKE leaves nest 0808. - RR
eelias - 6/4/2011 1:27:16 PM
Arrived at 13:03. There was no kestrel activity at this tower nor anywhere in the area. 20 minutes of effort.
rradd - 6/7/2011 2:50:50 PM
Nest previously monitored and closed. Fledged young fed away from nest.

5/4/2011 7000977 WEKI Closed Hartung Yard 46 feet to AR. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits and drive through 

access only on AR.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, 

1. FLEDGED. 04 May - WEKI incubating and mate nest guarding 0645. - RR
12 May - WEKI incubating and mate nest guarding 1755. - RR
20 May  WEKI incubating and mate nest guarding 1758. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 4:22:24 PM - WEKI incubating 0828.
rradd - 6/3/2011 2:58:14 PM - WEKI on nest.
rradd - 6/9/2011 1:51:05 PM - No WEKI detections at this nest during 30 minute observation. Nest appears empty; 
observation timeline indicates likely fledged. Change to Closed.

3/31/2011 5003319 RTHA Closed TL 6916 - 774822 465 feet to AR; just over 
500 feet to work sites.

500 feet Access road is 465 feet from nest area, and vehicular passage is not anticipated 
to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction 
occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/3/2011 3/31/11 TC - At least 2 downy young in nest, adults nearby.
4/4/11 - 2 young still in nest - shampton - 4/11/2011.  
4/7/11 TC - At least 2 downy young in nest, adults nearby.
12 Apr - 3  RTHA eyass acquiring feathers 1640 - RR
4/13/11 TC - 2 young in nest, wings w/ coverts and primaries emerging.
18 Apr - RTHA adult on nest with 2 unfledged. 1224 - RR
4/21/11 TC - 2 young in nest.
25 Apr - 2 large RTHA juveniles standing on nest. Aquiring feathered heads. - RR
2 May - 1 RTHA juvenile standing on nest. 1 bird presumed fledged 1705.  - RR
tcooper - 5/5/2011 -  No young in in nest, at least 1 fledgling nearby, changed nest status to closed.

4/12/2011 5000784 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finch nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator fan screen and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' m

1. FLEDGED. 6/23/2011 Female observed incubating, male in area 4-12 (FH/BA).
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:20:05 AM  Pair in immediate area of nest.
26 Apr - No confirmation of nesting detected from outside the substation.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 2:24:16 PM  Female on nest.
2 May - No detections. - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 1:46 PM  No activity observed at this nest, may be Inactive.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:38 AM No activity observed, change status to Inactive.
barnold - 5/26/2011 10:23 AM No activity during brief survey period.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:46:49 AM
Female sitting on nest.
barnold - 6/16/2011 7:32:16 AM
Female sitting on nest.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:43:01 PM
Appears that nestlings have successfully fledged.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed because nest fledged.

4/6/2011 5003367 BEWR Closed CP80-1 2 feet from existing AR; 
360 feet from tower 

area.

100 feet Buffer kept, but vehicular 
passage allowed.

Vehicular passage for construction is not anticipated to impact nest, and should 
be allowed, provided that this superfluous gate remains open, and is never 
locked or unlocked.

1. FLEDGED. 5/17/2011 4/6/11 - Observed adults bringing material to nest in gate column.  80% complete.  Erect ESA signs. No vehicular 
access through gate permitted. No nest buffer reduction.(T. Cooper)
kalberts - 4/14/2011 5:12:20 PM - Nest observed with 3 eggs during 2 observation periods today. Travis Cooper 
reported cold eggs and no BEWR activity over 1 hour observation period with Darin Busby. I also did not see or hear 
any BEWR from 1330-1430 in the area. Nest abandoned with 3 eggs?   
tcooper - 4/19/2011 - Nest w/ 5 eggs, adult incubating, another adult singing nearby. Gate in closed position but not 
bolted or locked. Opened gate and placed a sign advising not to close gate.
20 Apr - 5 eggs but no BEWR detected 30 minute observation. - RR
28 Apr - BEWR incubating 0958. - RR
5 May - Nestlings in nest 1525. - RR
14 May - BEWR carried winged insect to nest 1352. - RR
20 May - Nest empty, fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

4/1/2011 5003334 SOSP Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

5 feet from driveway. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. Pair feeding 2+ nestlings. About 5 feet from road. Pair would not approach nest when present. Required 30 minute 
passive observation from 30+ feet to locate. 1 April 2011 - IM
No nestlings or fledglings present in area. Nest intact and thistle intact. Appears to have fledged successfuly - 
imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:29:08 AM.
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3/31/2011 5003326 AMKE Closed TL 6924 - Z171695 75 feet to TL AR, across 

paved road.
500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/14/2011 Bird arrived at this spot, disappeared, then left; likely feeding young.

7 April female perched at this tower arm.-BL
14 April - No activity at this nest, but pair and fledge observed to south.
No activity associated with nest cavity observed, male eating prey one tower north. Changed status to inactive. 
Appear to have fledged. blohstroh - 4/21/2011
No activity observed. blohstroh - 4/28/2011
29 Apr - This monopole is occupied by bees and EUST. AMKE nest is NID 7000944, 290 feet north. Change to 
closed. RR

4/4/2011 5003346 BUSH Closed TL 639 - Z171680 30 feet from AR; 85 feet 
from nearest pole.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/14/2011 4 April - Active. Pair entering nest and acting agitated, adult was observed taking food into nest. -S. Hampton, S. 
Skidmore
14 Apr - Nest appears to be falling from anchor. BUSH feeding caterpillars to young in family group 45 feet from 
nest. Consider successfully fledged. Change to CLOSED. Remove buffers and flags. - RR

3/31/2011 5003328 RSHA Closed Elliott Substation 240 feet to corner of 
substation.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 300 
feet.

Buffer should be reduced to 300 feet, since this bird is nesting within a 
residential area, and is accustomed to the presence of humans.  Homes are 150 
feet away, and the work area of the substation is approximately 350 feet away. 

1. FLEDGED. 4/21/2011 Female on nest on 3-31-11
12 Apr - No RSHA detected at nest 1200-1300. Pair seen 1800 feet west but did not come to this nest. - RR.
21 Apr - Fledged RSHA noted across this area begging from adults suggests successful nesting. - RR

3/16/2011 6003233 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - 774824 85 feet from AR; 300 
feet from pole.

300 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 4/14/2011 3/16/11  - D. Busby located nest. Female flushed off nest when I approached. 2eggs. Female returned to nest. 
Erected ESA signage for 300 foot buffer on access road. Construction will be affected by nest since this will likely not 
be a candidate for a NBR due to proximity to road and work area.
3/22/11 -TC - both adults present, male incubating, 3eggs, nest in perfect condition, male returned to nest within two 
minutes of nest check - photo 1
3/28/11 - Male incubating 3 eggs. Flushed as I approached but then returned to nest. Should be hatching in next few 
days (D. Busby).
4/7/11 TC - Female on nest, male present, contents not observed.
4/11/11 - Two eggs, one chick in nest, adults in vicinity (M. Dicus, S. Hampton).
4/14/11 TC - 1 fledgling out of nest. 2 addled eggs in nest.

2/25/2011 5000447 MODO Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-6

50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

1. FLEDGED. 4/8/2011 8 April - Nest intact, no activity observed, likely fledged by now. Changed status to inactive.BL
Closed, since last observation indicated fledging.  This nest was no longer in use by that time. kalberts - 4/15/2011 
9:05:28 PM

3/18/2011 6003255 BUSH Closed Suncrest Substation 10 feet from work limits. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if, during the 
course of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird 
contsructs a nest outside the project area but within the buffer around Suncrest 
Substation and AR that n

1. FLEDGED. 5/8/2011 90% complete, being built by adults using material from failed nest 40 feet to the south. Suncrest appoved for no 
nest buffers - TC 3/18/11
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:02:08 AM - nest complete; pair seen visiting nest with food. 
ahill - 5/8/2011 7:26:52 PM - Nest is complete, found nest below manzanita; nestlings have fledged.

4/12/2011 5000788 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finch nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator fan screen and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' m

1. FLEDGED. 5/10/2011 Two nests on top of screen, one with two eggs.  Adults in area, and flying to nest.
19 Apr - HOFI adults repeatedly entering and leaving. - RR
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:33:17 AM - Nest now has four eggs.
26 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the substation.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 12:34:30 PM  Nestlings being incubated by female.
2 May Breeding continues. - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 2:39PM  Nest with four very large fledglings, apparently on the verge of leaving nest.
barnold - 5/11/2011 12:29 PM  Female flushed from empty nest.

3/18/2011 6003253 ANHU Closed TL 6924 - 17+50 85 feet to work area. 100 feet Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of Reconductor lines, following 
same principles as Alpine Blvd exemption.

1. FLEDGED. 4/18/2011 imaunsell 3/18/2011
female incubating on nest during cement cutting work occuring approximately 25 feet away.
dbusby 3/28/11
female still sitting on nest.
12 Apr 2 large feathered young on nest. - RR
18 Apr Fledgling ANHU below nest. Successfully fledged. Change status to INACTIVE. - RR
25 Apr No indications of re-nesting. Change to closed. - RR

4/11/2011 5000780 HOWR Closed TL 6916 - Z973032 40 feet from work 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

Blanket exemption for work occuring in residential areas of 69kV reconductor 1. FLEDGED. 5/17/2011 11 April - Discovered by Gerhard Bombe while monitoring, BUSH nest 40  feet to west. Adult observed singing, and 
carrying nest material into cavity.   -S. Hampton, M. Dicus
shampton - 4/11/2011
18 Apr - HOWR continue to import material to this location under roof tile 9045.
25 Apr - HOWR breeding activity continues at this site. - RR
2 May - Nest material added, now visible under roof tile. - RR
11 May HOWR singing at nest, and chasing away HOFI 1555. - RR
17 May HOWR sings, enters nest during construction 1042. - RR

2/22/2011 5000014 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
26+25.16 MH-2L

20 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

1. FLEDGED. 4/20/2011 Nest looks complete, but Bushtits still bringing nesting material; may be incubating or egg laying - 1 bird entered nest 
without material and stayed 3-22 (PK).
Adults observed foraging and entering nest. 3/28 IM
8 April -  adults feeding nestlings, which can be heard inside nest.-BL
emorgan - 4/20/2011 1:34:30 PM - Nestlings have fledged and were observed begging for food from the adults in the 
same nest tree and in the tree next to it.
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2/23/2011 5000044 RTHA Closed TL 6916 - Z774818 310 feet from work area. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 300 

feet.
Buffer to 300 feet granted to allow work, based on biologist's observations of 
birds in relation to activity levels.

1. FLEDGED. 5/13/2011 Bird sitting on eggs in nest. 2/23/11
3/28/11 - Observe pair in area. observe adult catch and bring snake to nest to feed chicks. 3 downy chicks 
confirmed.(D. Busby)
12 Apr - Downy chick in nest 1500. - RR 
4/13/11 TC - Chicks present.
18 Apr - Large young moving around in nest 1130.- RR
4/21/11 TC - 3 chicks  in nest.
25 Apr - 2 RTHA chicks with wing feathers, standing on nest with adult 1525. - RR
2 May - RTHA young present and active 1535. - RR
tcooper - 5/5/2011 3 young in nest, mostly feathered
11 May - Two large juveniles in nest appear ready to fledge, adult guarding nearby 1302. -RR
16 May - Nest has fledged, juveniles circulating unsteadily nearby with adults 1414. Closed - RR

4/12/2011 5000782 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      following reasons:
 
            •             House finches are known to nest in proximity to
            human activity and exhibit a high tolera

1. FLEDGED. 7/6/2011 Adult repeatedly entering pipe 4-12 (FH/BA).
19 Apr - HOFI pr remain active here. - RR
26 Apr - No confirmation of nesting detected from outside the Sub 0930-1000.- RR
2 May - HOFI breeding activity continues. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:50 PM  No activity at this specific location, but House Finches active in general area.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:32  AM House Finches in area but not at this specific described location.
barnold - 6/1/2011 4:52:34 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:50:57 AM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:48:35 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:54:32 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:33:40 PM
No House Finches observed at this specific pipe, but singing male and single female observed in this bay.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:53:27 PM
Nest has apparently successfully fledged.

5/3/2011 7000968 ANHU Closed Helix Yard AR 30 feet to yard entry. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/15/2011 3 May - ANHU female incubating two eggs 1623. - RR
11 May - ANHU on nest 1723. - RR
18 May - Nest empty, small droppings in nest and at rim imply fledged nestlings. Closed.  - RR

4/13/2011 5000804 CALT Closed TL 6916 - Z774815 260 feet to nearest pole 
work area.

100 feet Blanket exemption for residential areas of Reconductor lines may be applicable 
here.

1. FLEDGED. 4/21/2011 JDicus & MDicus 4/13/11
Adult feeding three nestlings.  Adult remained on nest when approached within 15 feet.
RRadd 4/18/2011
Nestlings well feathered.
TCooper 4/21/11
nest empty, chicks likley fledged successfully

4/13/2011 5000811 HOWR Closed CP64-2 AR 0 feet; within work area. 100 feet It is the biologist's opinjion that one day of preconstruction staking with 2-3 
crewmen, followed by one day of potholing with 2-3 crewmen, in conjunction with 
sound walls to reduce visual and noise impacts is not anticipated to impact this 
nest.

1. FLEDGED. 5/26/2011 13 Apr - HOWR carrying nest materials into pipe and singing from top. - RR
barnold - 4/15/2011 2:13:20 PM - Adult perched and singing on top of 6-foot gate post pipe north of the access road 
on and off for about six minutes total between 1:00 pm and 2:00 pm.  Oak titmouse pair foraging in live oak tree 
directly above pipe, one would occassionally hover over, perch upon, and briefly enter and exit pipe opening.
27 Apr - HOWR carrying food to nest 1500.
vnovak - 4/20/2011 8:10:21 AM HOWR seen entering upright pipe at gate.
4 May - HOWR female perched at top of pipe begging male for food 1412. - RR.
14 May HOWR exits nest 0851. - RR
19 May No HOWR detected during 30 min. obs. 1715. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 8:17:44 AM
No detections during 30 minute observation. Nest has fledged. 
Change to Closed.

4/13/2011 5000812 BUSH Closed CP81-1 0 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/25/2011 13 Apr - BUSH activly building nest - looks 90% complete. - RR
barnold - 4/19/2011 8:42:21 AM - Bushtit pair in tree around nest.
20 Apr - BUSH visits nest 1330. - RR
28 Apr - BUSH pair active at nest 1215. - RR
05 May - Nest may be predated; but BUSH carrying food nearby 1648. - RR
14 May BUSH carrying food to this nest 1549. - RR
20 May BUSH pr carrying items to nest 1344. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 2:42:20 PM
BUSH pr carrying food and entering nest 1432.
rradd - 6/4/2011 3:47:38 PM
No BUSH detections at or near this nest during 30 min obs. Nest has fledged.
Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:00:27 PM
BUSH enters nest 1558 with food item for 1 min. 
Change to Active...
rradd - 6/10/2011 12:30:14 PM
BUSH pr. continue to feed this nest 1042.
rradd - 6/18/2011 10:51:58 AM
BUSH carries item to nest 1042.
rradd - 6/25/2011 1:13:57 PM
BUSH feeding fledged young very near this nest. No BUSH detecteds entering nest during two -20 minute surveys. 
Nest is presumed successfully fledged and Changed to Closed.

4/14/2011 5000815 MODO Closed Thomas Yard 0 feet; within yard 
footprint.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 0 feet 
for access and parking; 

100 feet for construction.

Work outside buffer.  Vehicle access and parking may occur within buffer, per 
agency concurrence, that since this nest began after constructuion started, it is 
accustomed to the level of activity in the yard.

1. FLEDGED. 4/28/2011 sritt - 4/14/2011 1:04:20 PM - Adult brooding on nest with 2 nestlings that are well developed. Not flagged because 
corridor is blocked to through traffic.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Doves apparently fledged; closed.
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4/13/2011 5000818 NUWO Closed TL 6924 - 0120986 75 feet off paved road. 100 feet 0 feet Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of the Reconductor lines. 1. FLEDGED. 5/13/2011 

rabe - 4/13/2011 11:41:01 AM - Pair in area but never entered cavity during 40 minutes of observation. Cavity is 
freshly excavated and appears to be actively used. 
21 Apr - Nest exchange 11:10. Female NUWO foraging nearby, bringing food to nest 11:15 - RR
kalberts - 4/22/2011 2:55:13 PM - Blanket exemption for 69kv work in developed areas granted on 4/14/2011.
25 Apr - Male NUWO in cavity 1305-1315.- RR
2 May - Female NUWO brings food to nest 1604. - RR
11 May - Male NUWO on nest 1352. - RR
16 May - No NUWO detections 1730-1800. - RRrradd - 5/24/2011 9:54:41 AM
No NUWO detections at or near nest during 30 min. obs. 0920-0950. Based on prior obs. presume nest has 
successfully fledged.

4/13/2011 5000801 CALT Closed TL 6916 - Z244927 85 feet to existing AR; 
190 feet to nearest pole.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 4/30/2011 JDicus 4/13/2011
Adult flushed from vegetation and a quick search of the area it came from revealed nest.  Female returned to 
incubating shortly (4 eggs in nest).  Posted ESA signs and 10 mph speed limit, no stopping signs where buffer meets 
access road
RRadd 4/18/2011
Chicks in nest acquiring black down. CALT returned to nest promptly.
RRadd 4/25/2011
Nestlings still downy.
RRadd 5/2/2011
Nest neat intact and empty, presumed fledged. Change to Closed.

4/13/2011 5000803 BUSH Closed TL 6916 - Z771471 170 feet to nearest work 
area.

100 feet 0 feet Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of Reconductor lines is 
applicable here.

1. FLEDGED. 5/27/2011 04/13/2011 - Adults building nest.  Nest approx 20% complete.  Buffer does not impact poles, only paved access 
road (J&M Dicus).
18 Apr BUSH attending nest 14:57. Nest appears nearly complete. - RR
kalberts - 4/22/2011 3:08:04 PM NBM WLA concurence for buffer exemption for nests in developed areas on 69kv 
line.
25 Apr No BUSH detected during 30 min obs. - RR
RAbe - 4/26/2011 11:08:39 AM
Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest possibly complete.
barnold - 5/3/2011 11:19:42 AM  Adult enters nest after 25 minutes of observation.
11 May BUSH exits 1347. - RR
16 May BUSH comes to nest 1634. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 6:08:38 PM - 18:05 BUSH exits nest, flies into Alliant.
rradd - 5/31/2011 4:27:18 PM - No BUSH detected 1552 - 1622. Prior observations suggest nest has fledged. 
Change to Closed.

4/16/2011 5000831 CALT Closed CP25-2 20 feet to AR; 135 feet 
to work site.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 rradd - 7/6/2011 2:40:35 PM
Nest discovered by bio monitor M. Klein; 2 young in nest (nest confirmed active by mdicus - 4/16/2011).  ESA signs 
installed at buffer allowing through traffic, no stopping.
26 Apr CALT carrying food to nest per Bio (M Klein). - RR
imansuell - 4/27/2011 11:53:27 AM  Nest successfully fledged today.  No sign of disturbance to nest as a result of 
construction.  Considered successfully fledged.

1/31/2011 5000414 GHOW Closed EP228 260 feet from temporary 
ROW.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 300 
feet.

Buffer granted to 300 feet to allow work at permanent impact area.  Through 
agency approval process.

1. FLEDGED. 4/24/2011 Owl observed by biomonitor; confirmed by Ian Maunsell on 2-23-2011. 
Owl still incubating 3-10 (Paul Konrad). Second adult perced in tree 70 feet north of nest. 
Incubating 3-16 (PK). 
Adult probably brooding today - lying higher than usual 3-23 (PK).
Adult and downy nestling can be seen; later, 2 or 3 downy nestlings standing in nest 3-31 (PK).
Adult and 1 downy young can be seen in nest 4-6 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 12:42:21 PM  2 large downy nestlings in nest; adult female perched in tree N of nest.
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 10:14:13 AM   2 large feathered nestlings in nest.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 1 adult present but nestlings have fledged; no sign of fledglings now. Observed nestlings lying 
low in high wind 4-21, and neighboring landowner said they were still in nest on 4-23. Will check back.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - 1 adult owl flushed north of nest, but no fledglings found.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - No owls observed in area; closed.

2/24/2011 5000446 GHOW Closed EP207 430 feet from 
permanent impact area 

of tower.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 GHOW incubating in large stick nest. Old nest 45. Owl still incubating on 3-15 (Paul Konrad).
23 Mar - Adult GHOW on nest w/ at least 1 downy young. - RR
Adult and 2 downy nestlings in nest 3-30 (PK).
2 feathered nestlings low in nest 4-8 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 12:23:27 PM - 2 large feathered nestlings in nest. PKonrad 4/25/2011 - 2 fledglings in 
branches; 1 near nest and 1 about 10 feet above ground.  PKonrad 5/2/2011 - No fledglings or adults observed in the 
area - closed.
imaunsell - 5/23/2011 12:30:03 PM - Closed based on nesting chronology.

3/4/2011 6002308 GHOW Closed EP119-2 150 feet from tower site. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/18/2011 3/4/2011 - 2 downy nestlings in nest site.- RR
Downy nestlings sleeping; one adult perched above nest site 3-10 (Paul Konrad).
3/23/2011 - 3 owlets, aquiring feathers, gray coloration. - RR
3 large nestlings mobile; adult female perched nearby 3-30 (PK).
3 large nestlings in nest bowl; no adults 4-7 (PK/FH). 
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 9:40:10 AM - Youngest owl in nest bowl; 2 others are "branchers" on large northwest branch 20 
feet from nest site. 
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 10:20:10 AM  - No owls observed in nest, nest tree, or surrounding trees. Adults and fledglings 
appear to have left the area; hence, nest closed. Site should be resurveyed to check for new nests.

3/17/2011 6003239 GHOW Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; within substation. 500 feet Reduced to 100 feet. Buffer was reduced to 100 feet, since this bird began nesting inside the 
substation after work activites began, and exhibited no signs of distress with 
personnel, equipment, and activities underway.

1. FLEDGED. 4/22/2011 2 owlets in nest. kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:45:35 PM

barnold - 4/22/2011 2:09:28 PM  One owlet in A-frame north of nesting A-frame.  Confirmed nest is empty through 
use of lift from 100 foot distance, using binoculars.  Bio-monitor reports that adults no longer present during the day. 
This owlet flies between several A-frames and no longer seems directly associated with the nest.  This nest is now 
considered Closed.
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4/14/2011 5000826 CORA Closed EP292 Pullsite 65 feet to SWPL line 

road; 300 feet to pull 
site.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic is allowed.

Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 
Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 Raven observed in nest on 4-14-11 @ 10:15am by BAB. 
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - Raven incubating.
     * Apparent pentab problem - no record of 4-28 nest check.
sjohnston - 5/6/2011 11:31:22 AM - 1 raven on nest.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 2 nestlings can be seen in nest.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - 1 adult flew in to feed at least 1 large feathered nestling.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - 1 nestling perched next to nest and 1 adult perched in tower directly below nest and near 
"brancher."
barnold - 6/4/2011  Two Common Ravens on tower below nest upon approach. One flew off. Nest empty, 
successfully fledged. Inactive.

pkonrad - 5/25/2011 10:27:08 AM - 1 large feathered nestling perched next to nest with adult perched just below nest 
in tower.
barnold - 6/4/2011 4:28:53 PM - Two Common Ravens on tower below nest upon approach. One flew off. Nest 
empty, successfully fledged. Inactive.

6/23/2011 7002554 HOWR Closed Alpine Underground - 
300+00r

75 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

1. FLEDGED. 6/30/2011 shampton - 6/23/2011 12:08:43 PM
Adults observed bringing food items to nest and carrying fecal sacs away. Begging calls audible.
shampton - 6/30/2011 12:52:03 PM
No HOWR's during 20 minute observation period. Nest limb undamaged, no signs of predation. Assuming 
successfully fledged - closed.

6/30/2011 7002580 CLSW Closed Alpine Underground - 
214+00r

50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 7/22/2011 shampton - 6/30/2011 12:48:07 PM
At least 1 nestling being fed by adult. Nestling at least several days old; was visible watching out entrance.
bfischer - 7/11/2011 2:07:19 PM
Nestling was seen at nest opening. Adult was seen flying into area of nest.
sritt - 7/23/2011 12:26:48 PM
no birds visiting or seen in nest during 45 minutes of observation.

6/18/2011 7002515 CAKI Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation - Z222370

155 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/30/2011 sritt - 6/18/2011 12:54:11 PM
Two adults seen feeding nestlings (possibly 2?) and carrying fecal sacs.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 1:02:24 PM
observed Cassin's adult feeding recent fledgling on adjacent line. Irk. could not locate nest in  tower. Closed.

6/20/2011 7002519 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet from Suncrest. 100 feet 20 feet A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 20 feet is requested and should not 
adversely affect the successful outcome of this house finch nest for the following 
reasons:
•House Finches often nest successfully in close proximity to human activities 
and di

1. FLEDGED. 7/25/2011 shampton - 6/20/2011 1:59:59 PM
Biomonitors A. Hill and C. Emerson found nest and observed 3 eggs in nest  and adult perched on  dump bed. Truck 
was parked in this location on 6-17-11; nest was completed sometime between 6-17 and 6-20.
ahill - 6/21/2011 6:04:49 PM
female was coming in and out of nest in morning. started incubating for prolonged periods of time. 3 eggs in nest as 
of 230 pm.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 2:07:48 PM
Female returned to nest for a short time during observations.
ahill - 7/12/2011 4:33:58 PM
female seen coming to nest, only 2/3 eggs have hatched.
ahill - 7/18/2011 9:20:07 AM
checked nest on 7/16, one nestling, has feathers, should be fledging within next several days.
ahill - 7/18/2011 5:01:44 PM
one chick was seen inside cavity but not in nest, was seen panting. very limited parental care. apartfrom being too 
hot; chick's feathers were well developed.
ahill - 7/20/2011 8:28:16 AM
temp in cavity was 110 degrees F yesterday, chick is still in nest as of this morning
ahill - 7/20/2011 2:59:44 PM
chick still in nest, observed male coming to nest. chick can be seen from ground with binos
ahill - 7/25/2011 5:24:08 PM
cemerson- 7/25/2011 Nest fledged. Nestling was absent from the netting area. Nest was removed.

6/20/2011 7002520 RCSP Closed CP21 10 feet to AR; 120 feet 
to CP21.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/2/2011 6/20/2011
RCSP pair obs repeatedly at this site; 1 bird item-carrying suggests nest building. Nest not found and bees in 
flowering sumac somewhat aggressive, limiting the nest search. Should monitor again prior to construction.
rradd - 7/2/2011 10:25:12 AM
Change to Closed
RCSP adults and juveniles detected at this location; no food carrying or feeding of young observed 0650-0850.

6/6/2011 7002451 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Loritz property

0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. mkuehn - 6/6/2011 2:46:46 PM 
Female visited nest twice with food; nestlings begging very loudly - heard clearly from >30 feet. 
jpawlicki - 6/10/2011 4:08:20 PM
Adults observed at nest; at least 2 fully feathered nestlings in nest with 1 fledgling capable of flight observed flying 
from water truck to large shrub NW of truck.
sritt - 6/13/2011 5:45:33 PM
1 adult male seen repeatedly entering nest. No nestlings seen in nest or immediate vicinity, but bio-monitor observed 
juvenile/female  entering and exiting nest 5 minutes before my arrival.
kkilpatrick - 6/16/2011 7:40:09 PM
The nest was monitored for 45 minutes and no adult or juvenile House Finches were observed or heard at the nest or 
near the water tank. The biologist played recorded House Finch calls underneath the nest and did not detect any 
responses. 2 adult House Finches were observed  foraging in the adjacent field, and House Finch calls were heard in 
the surrounding vegetation.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 1:42:02 PM
No finches observed in area during extended period; nestlings apparently fledged some weeks ago - closed. 

Nest site and neighboring wheel and axel have many long pieces of reflective tape tied to them, blowing in the wind, 
that undoubtedly disturbs any birds inerested in visiting this part of the water tank.
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6/21/2011 7002528 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 15 feet It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 15 feet is 

appropriate for this nest. Nest success should not be diminished for the following 
reasons: 
 
•House finches frequently nest successfully in proximity to human developme

1. FLEDGED. 7/22/2011 vnovik - 6/21/2011 5:24:28 PM
Two eggs
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:43:47 AM
three eggs
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:00:22 PM
Young nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 4:09:58 PM
Three well feathered nestlings in nest.
sritt - 7/23/2011 10:48:27 AM
Birds had previously fledged. Link Lead was aware of this + authorized reel to be moved.

6/21/2011 7002529 NOMO Closed TL 639 - 379520 3 feet from AR; 140 
from pole.

100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 07/17/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/18/2011

The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed constru

1. FLEDGED. mdicus - 6/21/2011 7:41:35 AM
Female incubating 2 eggs. Incomplete clutch. Full clutch anticipated 6/23. Predicted hatch date around 7/5.
barnold - 6/28/2011 6:37:14 AM
Three eggs in nest.
rradd - 7/2/2011 4:00:53 PM
Nest contains two hatched young and one egg (S Ritt).
rradd - 7/5/2011 10:57:06 AM
NOMO feeding three hatched young 0950.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:57:13 AM
NOMO attending three hatched young; feather quills appearing.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 11:12:32 AM
Adult feeding young. Observed from distance. Nest not approached.
rradd - 7/19/2011 9:12:25 AM
Change to Closed.
Immature NOMO with short tails and wisps of down on heads being attended by parents adjacent to nest have 
apparently fledged today.

6/6/2011 7002450 CACW Closed EP231A  AR 90 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

This NBM should not adversely affect the success of these nests for the
following reasons:
            •                    No stopping, standing, or construction
            work will occur within the buffers and signage stating an ESA
            sp

1. FLEDGED. 7/6/2011 sritt - 6/6/2011 11:41:53 AM
Bird flushed from nest; at least 1 egg in nest.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 3:24:41 PM
At least 2 eggs in nest , but no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 12:13:54 PM
At least 3 young nestlings in nest; adult active nearby and singing.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 2:14:16 PM
2 medium-sized nestlings can be seen inside nest; no adults obeerved or heard.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:30:10 PM
Nestlings have fledged and dispersed; no adults or fledglings observed or heard in area.

6/21/2011 7002531 LEGO Closed Elliott Substation 68 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/19/2011 rradd - 6/21/2011
LEGO pr attending nest.
rradd - 6/27/2011 2:13:16 PM
LEGO female making trips to nest in distant company of male 1355-1410.
rradd - 7/5/2011 3:08:25 PM
LEGO female continues to make trips to this site, male is guarding.
rradd - 7/11/2011 6:17:48 PM
Nest difficult to monitor but presumed active as LEGO male ballistic at COHA brancher nearby.
rradd - 7/19/2011 2:03:12 PM
LEGO feeding juveniles in neat tree and no associations with nest. Presume fledged and change to closed.

6/17/2011 7002511 BUOR Closed TL 639  - 973035 12 feet from pole. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/22/2011 shampton - 6/17/2011 9:07:47 AM
Both adults visiting nest. Begging calls heard. Crew worked on this pole  yesterday for about 3 hours with a bucket 
truck. Observed nest 0900-1730, both adults bringing food  (insects and fruit)  and removing fecal sacs all day. 
Some fecal sacs were fairly large. Female visited nest eight times more frequently than male.
fhoffman - 6/18/2011 10:09:34 AM
Adults continued bringing in food items and vocalizing. Young heard upon adult arrival.
rradd - 6/20/2011 3:12:11 PM
Tail-less juvenile, with some down feathers still present, perched above nest entrance, begging BUOR male for food. 

rradd - 6/28/2011 12:34:28 PM
Nest has fledged, no BUOR present.

6/23/2011 7002548 BRBL Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 42 feet west of AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:20:38 PM
Male repeatedly bringing food to incubating female or nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 10:51:46 AM
Nestlings appear to have fledged; no more blackbird activity in this area. Closed.

6/6/2011 7002453 HOOR Closed EP27-1 AR 78 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/13/2011 eelias - 6/6/2011 10:58:11 AM - Female seen removing fecal sacs twice. Male seen bringing food to this nest.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 10:36:14 AM - Nestlings appear to have fledged and dispersed. No nestlings, fledglings, or 
adults observed or heard in area.
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6/24/2011 7002555 HOOR Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
Approx 30-40 feet North 

of bridge and 20 feet 
west

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:34:56 AM
Nest building approx 5-10% Complete,
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:23:50 PM
Nest building.  still looks like two females building
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:02:17 PM
Nest appears 90%
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:55:02 PM
Nest complete, HOOR seen within close proximity to nest.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 11:45:49 AM
nest complete. no activity at nest.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 8:54:41 AM
No activity.
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:48:47 AM
Female chased lesser goldfinch from Nest area.
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:22:08 PM
Nest intact. oriole in area.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:39:36 PM
obs. no activity in 30 min period
imaunsell - 7/25/2011 10:09:52 AM
Pair feeding nestlings.
imaunsell - 7/26/2011 9:44:23 AM
No activity at nest. Pair feeding at least on fledgling in adjacent sycamore tree. Successfully fledged. No work 
occuring on site.

6/24/2011 7002557 ATFL Closed Hartung Yard 45 feet to AR. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits and drive through 

access only on AR.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, 

1. FLEDGED. rradd - 6/24/2011 10:08:28 AM
ATFL carrying food to cavity and defending against CAKI.
rradd - 6/30/2011 4:02:27 PM
ATFL comes near cavity, making soft contact calls but no entry observed 1550.
rradd - 7/9/2011 8:33:17 AM
Change to Closed
No ATFL detections at this nest during 40 min. obs; pr with fledged young 150 east.

6/25/2011 7002558 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 15 feet This nest is located behind a metal plate on a large conductor reel and is along 
the northern edge of the yard limits. This nest site is approximately 20 feet north 
of a heavily used roadway/yard materials access route.  A nest buffer reduction 
from 100 f

1. FLEDGED. 7/28/2011 sjohnston - 6/25/2011 10:13:20 AM
1 egg in nest.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:47:36 AM
Nest has 2 eggs, female incubating
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:08:52 PM
Eggs in nest; no adults observed during short nest check.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 4:16:25 PM
Medium-sized nestlings in nest.
tfitanides - 7/22/2011 4:38:04 PM
Nest fledged.
sritt - 7/23/2011 10:12:06 AM
2 large nestlings in nest.
imaunsell - 7/28/2011 8:38:05 AM
Nest fledged.

6/25/2011 7002559 HOWR Closed CP82-1 15 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within boundary.

1. FLEDGED. 7/7/2011 25 Jun HOWR carring food to cavity at 15 minute intervals 1006-1046.
rradd - 6/25/2011 10:16:06 AM
House Wrens carrying food at 15 minute intervals.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:25:10 PM
No HOWR detections during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 7/8/2011 3:09:30 PM
Change to Closed.
HOWR fledglings feeding with parents in Mexican elderberry 70' N.

5/2/2011 7000961 RWBL Closed TL 6924 - 171690 75 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/14/2011 2 May - At least 2 pairs RWBL have established breeding territories. VIRA and COYE likely breeding here also. - 
RR
10 May - Female RWBL carrying food to cattails 0933. - RR
17 May - Water flow into this catchment is raising water levels. Nest impact unknown. RWBL activity continues in 
rainy weather. - RR
Fledges observed, being fed by adults. Other nests likely present, several adults returning with food. blohstroh - 
5/26/2011 10:36:46 AM
blohstroh - 5/26/2011 10:37:33 AM
fledges observed, being fed by adults
rradd - 6/1/2011 5:17:28 PM
Breeding activities continue for atleast 2 prs. RWBL females carrying food in, and male guarding.  
rradd - 6/7/2011 2:45:34 PM
2 prs agitated RWBL circulating over obs. head indicate breeding activity continues. 
rradd - 6/13/2011 1:40:00 PM
RWBL obs. consist of adults with 2 age classes of fledged young but no food carrying. Nests presumed to have 
fledged.
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6/4/2011 7002448 ACWO Closed CP70-3 AR 19 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/20/2011 rradd - 6/4/2011 at 0946

ACWO entering cavity with food item.
rradd - 6/9/2011 3:47:13 PM
ACWO enters cavity with food item 1537, 1545.
rradd - 6/17/2011 1:13:47 PM
ACWO pair repeatedly enter cavity with items 1248-1310.
rradd - 6/24/2011 1:07:26 PM
ACWO feeding mate in cavity.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:10:14 PM
ACWO pair continue to feed this nest.
rradd - 7/8/2011 2:22:48 PM
ACWO at cavity briefly after 25 mins obs. Nest may have fledged. Monitor once more prior to close.
rradd - 7/14/2011 11:40:31 AM
Female ACWO emerges from cavity item carrying 1012.
rradd - 7/21/2011 2:32:58 PM
Several ACWO in this tree for long periods but no association with nest cavity. Presume fledged.

6/28/2011 7002570 HOWR Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

5 feet from AR 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/4/2011 vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:24:09 AM
Observed house wren taking nesting material into cavity.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:55:25 AM
Observed calling at entrance to cavity. Obeserved entering cavity.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:38:53 AM
Entering cavity with food.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:58:18 PM
obs bringing nesting material into cavity
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:09:27 PM
entering cavity.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:54:12 PM
Observed singing in area and entering cavity.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:57:00 PM
Entering nest cavity.
vnovik - 6/14/2011 5:50:43 PM
Entering Cavity with food.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:09:41 PM
Observed entering cavity,
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:37:29 AM
observed carrying food items into cavity,
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:17:23 PM
No observation
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:05:11 PM
feeding and begging calls heard from Cavity,
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:46:07 PM
no activity at nest. assumed fledged.

6/28/2011 7002571 CACW Closed EP269-2 60 feet from TSAP. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 phoward - 6/28/2011 8:55:32 AM
Nest was found inactive. Likely a fledged nest from this year. Juvenile was observed closeby. No adults or nest visits 
were seen. 

6/29/2011 7002579 WREN Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 54 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/10/2011 rradd - 6/29/2011 1:56:49 PM
Nest contains one egg and one day-old altricial nestling.
rradd - 7/6/2011 11:51:19 AM
WREN brooding one unhatched egg and one small partially feathered nestling.
rradd - 7/13/2011 12:27:53 PM
Change to Closed.
Young has fledged, one egg present.

6/22/2011 7002540 VERD Closed EP262-4 55 feet NE of TSAP, 80 
feet SE of tower site.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/6/2011 shampton - 6/22/2011 3:25:20 PM
 1 adult observed visiting nest. Begging calls from inside nest were audible from 2 feet away.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 1:56:32 PM
Nest intact but no adults, nestlings, or fledglings observed or heard; nestlings may have fledged, but will check back 
once more.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 2:27:07 PM
Nestlings apparently fledged about 10 days ago; no fledglings or adults observed today - closed.

6/11/2011 7002491 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet The biologist feels this NBM should not adversely affect the success of the nest 
for the following reasons:

·         An artificial visual barrier will be installed at the 20 foot buffer edge 
between the nest and construction will be done prior to cons

1. FLEDGED. 7/18/2011 jpawlicki - 6/11/2011 9:28:39 AM
Adults observed at nest with female bringing in nesting material; nest mostly obscured but appears about 40-60% 
complete.
ahill - 6/14/2011 6:54:46 PM
no activity seen, no eggs in nest
ahill - 6/18/2011 5:40:30 PM
three eggs in nest as of 6.17.11, female has been laying daily. she started full time incubating on 6.17.11. she 
flushed during blast today at 200 ft away, she returned 10 minutes later to resume incubation.
ahill - 6/20/2011 5:37:28 PM
female incubating full time. was not affected by blast today at 325 ft away.
ahill - 6/26/2011 8:35:23 PM
female is incubating 4 eggs.
shampton - 7/2/2011 12:19:53 PM
Construction monitor reported 4 nestlings in nest on morning of 7/01/2011
nest should fledge between july 16th-23rd
ahill - 7/6/2011 9:40:38 AM
female was not on nest during check, nestlings alive post last nights rain
ahill - 7/18/2011 9:05:01 AM
female and male have been attending nest past week. today, checked nest, the birds have fledged, nest is empty.
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6/7/2011 7002465 LASP Closed Wilson Yard 10 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 

limits.
Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated t

1. FLEDGED. 6/23/2011 sritt - 6/7/2011 3:37:17 PM
Bird incubating 3 eggs.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 4:54:17 PM
3 week-old nestlings are in nest with adults calling closeby.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 2:14:32 PM
No nestlings in nest; nest bowl looks good; expect  nestlings fledged; many Lark Sparrows in area - closed.

6/1/2011 7002470 HOWR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/9/2011 pkonrad - 6/8/2011 9:47:03 AM
Nest found 6/1 (pentab problems). Adult actively hunting and feeding chirping nestlings in cavity on 6/1/2011.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 1:10:20 PM
No wrens active in area; nestlings apparently fledged and dispersed - closed.

6/8/2011 7002471 LASP Closed EP54-1 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 tfitanides - 6/8/2011 7:36:54 AM - Male in area with food in bill. Female flushed when biologists slowly approached to 
within 4-feet. Three downy nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 11:53:30 AM
Nest intact but empty; nestlings apparently fledged and dispersed; no adults observed in area - closed.

6/9/2011 7002478 CAGN Closed TL 6924 - 171693 3900 feet from tower. 300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/14/2011 blohstroh - 6/9/2011 8:00:20 AM
Nest 80 percent built, pair defending. Female observed bringing nest material.
blohstroh - 6/16/2011 1:08:37 PM - Female incubating, obseved nest exchange, then male incubating.
blohstroh - 6/23/2011 12:18:19 PM
Male incubating, female foraging nearby.
blohstroh - 6/30/2011 10:49:01 AM
4 nestlings, less than one week old, pair sharing nest tending duties.
blohstroh - 7/7/2011 10:34:50 AM
4 nestlings due to fledge in next few days, pair feeding.
blohstroh - 7/14/2011 11:00:25 AM
nest empty, pair feeding at least 3 confirmed fledglings nearby.

6/9/2011 7002479 ATFL Closed EP231A  AR 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 jpawlicki - 6/9/2011 11:04:51 AM
Adults observed bringing food into cavity and exiting with fecal sacs from nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 3:53:29 PM
Today, at least 1 nestling giving contact calls from inside nest cavity. No adults observed during 15 minute neet 
check.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 11:42:27 AM
Appears nestling(s) has fledged and dispersed; no fledglings or adults observed in area - closed.

6/9/2011 7002480 COHU Closed EP229-1 AR 63 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 7/3/2011 sritt - 6/9/2011 3:37:12 PM
Female flushed from nest containing 2 eggs.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 2:14:39 PM
Female hovering near nest with 2 tiny newly hatched black nestlings (smallest birds I've ever seen!).
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 10:28:14 AM
Female flushed from nest at about 40 feet; 2 nestlings growing; predominantly brown colored.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 12:45:21 PM
 2 partly feathered nestlings will fledge in less than a week; female flew from nest site when 50 feet away.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:42:23 PM
Nestlings have fledged and dispersed; no adult or fledglings observed or heard in area. Closed.

6/9/2011 7002481 CALT Closed CP29-1 8 feet from permanent 
construction pad.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/15/2011 emorgan - 6/9/2011 10:43:45 AM
Nest contains at least 2 naked nestlings about 2 days old.
rradd - 6/15/2011 1:27:03 PM
Nest is clean, intact and empty. Presumed successful clutch given CALT can fledge on the 8th day and alarming 
adult obs. Nearby - closed.

6/10/2011 7002485 OTHE Closed EP239-1 80 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

Drive through access only appoved through blanket exemption.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 shampton - 6/10/2011 10:00:27 AM  
Vermilion Flycatcher nest.  At least 2 nestlings. Pair bringing food regularly. Female removed a fecal sac.
tfitanides - 6/16/2011 12:39:18 PM
Three fully-feathered nestlings being fed by female. At least one nestling testing its wings. Male visited nest twice but 
for less than 5-seconds.
phoward - 6/20/2011 9:13:54 AM
chicks fledged, nest is empty. A pair of adults seen nearby nest as well as one fledgling outside of nest flying around.

6/10/2011 7002488 BRBL Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 50 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 pkonrad - 6/10/2011 1:51:34 PM
Pair of Brewer's Blackbirds nesting (renesting?). Female collecting grasses and flying to nest site repeatedly while 
male follows; male also chased Lark Sparrow several times from vicinity of nest site.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 12:33:15 PM
Pair active and male territorial when other birds approach east side of tree.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:32:58 PM
Pair regularly bringing food to nest.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 11:00:44 AM
No blackbirds active in nest tree; appears nestlings have fledged - closed.

6/16/2011 7002512 HOWR Closed Hartung Yard 10 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, 

1. FLEDGED. rradd - 6/16/2011 at 0930
HOWR pr carrying food to cavity at 3-8 min. intervals.
rradd - 6/24/2011 10:35:59 AM
HOWR present but not entering cavity during 30 min obs. Monitor once more prior to close.
rradd - 6/30/2011 4:00:35 PM
Change to Closed.
No HOWR detections at or near this cavity. Obs suggest this nest likely fledged successfully
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5/16/2011 7001484 YBCH Closed Elliott Substation 30 feet from substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 16 May - YBCH on territory - Nest just begun. Re-monitor to verify completion 1049. - RR

23 May - Windy morning makes difficulty following YBCH into this thicket 0949. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 11:54:09 AM - YBCH remains active and territorial here. Vegetation density prevents verifying nest 
status, but breeding presumed to be in progress 1018.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:38:13 AM - Nest vertex moved to correct location. YBCH pair carrying food to nest 0758, 0812.
rradd - 6/6/2011 12:37:37 PM - 4 nestlings unfeathered but with quills ready to open.
rradd - 6/14/2011 4:19:46 PM - Nest intact and empty. Presumed successfully fledged. Change to Closed.

6/16/2011 7002568 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

82 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/12/2011 sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:32:32 PM
HOFI rebuilding nest on top of old nest.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:12:43 PM
House Finch on nest.
sjohnston - 6/21/2011 1:44:44 PM
4 eggs.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:38:32 AM
female on nest.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:18:44 PM
on nest, likely incubating.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:04:06 AM
House Finches flying into nest site.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:32:48 PM
Female on nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:50:09 PM
on nest
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:47:55 PM
nestlings observed in nest.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 12:02:30 PM
3 nestlings obs. in nest.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 9:03:13 AM
No change
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:16:39 PM
Nest empty downy feathers in nest.. Fledglings in area begging. Fledged.

6/6/2011 7002458 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet within yard limits. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/29/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011
Nest is lined with fresh material. Female flushed from nest twice. No eggs observed in
nest.
barnold - 6/7/2011 12:20:10 PM
Nest between tires has 1 House Finch egg.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 11:40:58 AM
Female incubating.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 4:54:42 PM
Female flushed, but cannot see nest to check for eggs or nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 12:27:41 PM
No finch activity at this nest site; appears nestlings have fledged.

6/13/2011 7002493 MODO Closed TL 639 - 379520 30 feet from tower; 8 
feet from AR.

100 feet 20 feet NBR Submit Date: 06/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/15/2011

A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 20 feet, as well as a restricted access 
nest buffer modification is requested. The purpose of the NBR is to permit 
ongoing pole top construction work

1. FLEDGED. 7/14/2011 imaunsell - 6/13/2011 12:10:47 PM
Pair nest building and sitting on 5-10% complete nest.
rradd - 6/21/2011 9:13:39 PM
MODO on nest.
barnold - 6/28/2011 6:28:15 AM
Adult on nest.
rradd - 7/2/2011 2:54:44 PM
MODO adult on nest while crews working 10' away.
rradd - 7/5/2011 11:19:52 AM
MODO brooding two large unfeathered squabs 1110.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:59:24 AM
MODO brooding two large well-feathered squabs; short primaries and tails. Fledging appears imminent.
rradd - 7/19/2011 9:15:48 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest empty and young have fledged. 
Fresh material in nest - see seperate entry.

6/13/2011 7002495 MODO Closed Sycamore Yard 70 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/5/2011 rradd - 6/13/2011 at 1123
MODO incubating 2 eggs.
rradd - 6/20/2011 12:59:55 PM
MODO on nest 1237.
rradd - 6/28/2011 10:41:05 AM
MODO brooding 2 nestlings; eyes unopened.
rradd - 7/6/2011 3:36:01 PM
Change to Closed.
Nest is empty and intact; nestlings presumed successfully fledged.
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6/15/2011 7002499 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 0 feet; in Alpine Yard, 

on equipment.
100 feet 15 feet The house finch pair is building a nest located 25 feet above ground level at the 

end of a boom arm of a crane. The nest is estimated to be 90-95% percent 
complete. A reduction of the nest buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to impact the 
likelihood for 

1. FLEDGED. 7/22/2011 barnold - 6/15/2011 11:16:31 AM
Nest about 90% complete. Bio-monitor reports HOFI bringing nesting material.
sjohnston - 6/25/2011 4:02:54 PM
5 eggs.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:12:05 AM
Pair bringing food to nest.
imaunsell - 7/8/2011 10:38:25 AM
At least 3 downy nestlings with pin feathers.
imaunsell - 7/8/2011
3 well feathed nestlings in nest.
imaunsell - 7/16/2011 9:19:52 AM
Nestling still in nest. Should fledge shorlty.
kalberts - 7/22/2011 5:25:54 PM
Nest fledged.

6/15/2011 7002502 ANHU Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 0 feet; on yard limit. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limts. Also expanded 
into yard to prevent 

impacts.

Covered under existing blanket exemption for yard perimeter. 1. FLEDGED. 7/14/2011 RAbe - 6/15/2011 3:54:42 PM
Female incubating.
sjohnston - 6/25/2011 9:22:29 AM
1 egg, 1 nestling, adult brooding.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 3:49:58 PM
Large feathered nestling in nest.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 3:57:30 PM
Nestling has fledged; no hummingbirds in area - closed.

6/15/2011 7002503 LEGO Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 78 feet to AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage only. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.  Also, this AR 
is not the primary AR for this TL, rendering a NBR moot.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 rradd - 6/15/2011 at 0734
Female LEGO incubating 4 white eggs.
rradd - 6/22/2011 9:43:55 AM - LEGO female brooding hatched young 0744.
rradd - 6/29/2011 12:17:16 PM
LEGO on nest 1144.
rradd - 7/6/2011 10:26:46 AM
Change to Closed,
Nest is intact, soiled and empty. Young have fledged.

6/15/2011 7002504 LBVI Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 100 feet to AR. 300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 rradd - 6/15/2011 at 0822
LBVI copulating, female carrying nest material to nest. Incubation does appear to have commenced.
rradd - 6/22/2011 9:45:14 AM - LBVI male calling away from nest and no nest interaction observed, 0740-0840.
tcooper - 6/26/2011 8:37:32 PM
tcooper - 6/24/2011 - nest empty, w/ broken eggshell and ants in nest. Pair present w/ at least 2 fledglings. Nest 
closed.

6/17/2011 7002507 LEGO Closed Sycamore Yard 20 feet 100 feet 15 feet It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 

Nest is located approximately five feet up within a laurel sumac that is 
immediately adjacent to an ex

1. FLEDGED. 7/20/2011 tcooper - 6/17/2011  
female building nest, 1% complete, just a few pieces of grass in place
blohstroh - 6/21/2011 4:34:26 PM
nest complete, one egg present.
rradd - 7/6/2011 3:46:19 PM
LEGO female brooding four nestlings; approx hatch date 4 Jul.
rradd - 7/12/2011 10:52:55 AM
Nest contains 4 mostly naked nestlings with wispy down on heads, feather quills appearing on wings.
rradd - 7/18/2011 8:52:25 AM
At least 3 well-feathered nestlings fill the nest, and should begin fledging in the next few days.
tcooper - 7/20/2011 9:50:21 AM
Nest empty, presumed fledged.
rradd - 7/25/2011 9:23:32 AM
Closed. [Second nest remains unimproved.]

6/17/2011 7002509 SAPH Closed JVR Yard AR 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 7/1/2011 RAbe - 6/17/2011 12:42:14 PM - Male observed carrying prey items to nest. Female brooding at least 4 nestlings.
estrods - 6/21/2011 12:43:56 PM
4 nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 4:44:57 PM
Nestlings are near fledging; 2 adults bringing food and calling territorially.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 11:29:47 AM
Nestlings have fledged and dispersed from area; no fledglings or adults observed or heard. Closed.

6/6/2011 7002460 SAPH Closed TL 6916 - Z771473 75 feet from tower. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 rradd - 6/6/2011 at 1707
SAPH carrying food to nest atop plank nailed to underside of rafters.
rradd - 6/14/2011 10:58:20 AM - No SAPH detected during 30 minute oibservation. Based on feeding interval of 
previous observation, nest is likely to have fledged. Change to Closed.

5/12/2011 7004649 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 5/12/2011 - MODO on nest 0937. - RR
5/19/2011 - MODO on nest 1012. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 1:03:10 PM - MODO brooding young 1259.
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:21:32 PM - Nest appears empty; presume successfully fledged - closed.

7/9/2011 7002622 HOOR Closed Hartung CY 55 feet from AR 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits and drive through 

access only on AR.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, 

1. FLEDGED. rradd - 7/9/2011 8:38:45 AM
HOOR female on nest for 20 min. intervals; male guards, chases off WEKI, follows female to and from nest.
rradd - 7/14/2011 9:26:22 AM
HOOR female departs nest 0712. Adult male carrying food chases subadult male away.
rradd - 7/21/2011 8:27:57 AM
Female HOOR departs nest; drops fecal sac approx 120' from nest 0715. Male nest guarding.
rradd - 7/27/2011 11:25:33 AM
Change to Closed.
No HOOR detections during 30 min. obs. Nest has likely fledged.
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5/12/2011 7003424 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet from house; 55 

feet form AR
100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 12 May Nest reoccupied, female incubating. 0900. - RR

19 May HOFI female incubating 3 eggs 1030. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 4:36:52 PM
HOFI female brooding 1358.
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:37:50 PM
At least 2 downy nestlings visible in nest 1610.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:19:41 AM
Nest is empty and young have fledged. Change to Inactive.

6/28/2011 7002566 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

40 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/15/2011 imaunsell - 6/28/2011 11:45:39 AM
13 May BLPH second clutch of 3 eggs in progress 1212. - RR
vnovik - 5/20/2011 8:30:12 AM
HOFI Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:07:28 PM
Observed incubating on nest.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:05:20 AM
incubating
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:48:06 AM
Incubating on nest.
imaunsell - 6/28/2011 11:46:28 AM
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:48:35 AM - Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:16:40 AM - Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:56:45 AM - Feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:32:01 AM - Female on nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:10:57 PM - Nestlings look feathered and should fledge soon.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:25:48 PM - Nestlings still look feathered and should fledge soon.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:58:25 PM - Feathered young.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:28:47 PM - HOFI fledged on 06/15/2011. 

6/4/2011 7002443 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground 
94+00r

58 feet from AR. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 tfitanides - 6/4/2011
Female incubating 4 eggs on a nest rimmed with feces.
rradd - 6/11/2011 7:49:19 AM
At least 2 dark downy young have hatched.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 12:43:43 PM
Nestlings present in nest; adults calling nearby.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 9:31:56 AM
Nestlings have fledged and dispersed - closed.

3/10/2011 7003425 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet from house; 55 
feet from AR

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/4/2011 10 Mar 2011 - HOFI entering nest. ACTIVE - RR
24 Mar - Nest appears vacant. - RR
31 Mar - Nest unoccupied. Change to inactive. 
5 Apr - Nest reoccupied by HOFI change to active. - RR
11 Apr - HOFI on nest 15:11. - RR
19 Apr - HOFI on nest 0757. - RR
5 May - Nest empty, presumed fledged. Change to closed. -RR

4/26/2011 7003823 HOFI Closed Helix Yard AR 45 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 26 Apr - HOFI incubating 6 eggs 1635. - RR
3 May - Downy young in nest 1600. - RR
11 May - Well feathered young with adults tending 1744. - RR
18 May - Nest has fledged 1738. Change to Closed. - RR

7/14/2011 7004628 COHA Closed CP43 120 feet from was 
station centerpoint

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/9/2011 veurs - 7/14/2011 8:33:59 AM
The nest was detected by hearing the cries of at least one juvenile hawk. 
A juvenile was seen next to the nest, making alarm vocalizations before flying away. Another fledged juvenile was 
observed in the nest and moving about the surrounding vegetation. Below the nest a large amount of newly-emerged 
feathers were found, which suggests at least one juvenile was predated (See photos).

veurs - 7/14/2011 1:38:26 PM
Based on the flight mobility of the two fledglings, this nest is being considered closed. According to Cooper's Hawk 
nesting chronology, the young will remain near the nest, feeding from it, for up to ten days after fledging. Therefore, 
the biologists feel these young fledged between 4 July and 9 July 2011. This nest is located adjacent to a County 
Water District service yard that is actively in use. Additionally, extensive dam construction is occurring about a 
quarter mile away.  During the four hours of this survey alone, road work, blast whistles, truck loading/unloading and 
welding activities occurred. Given the successful fledging of the hawks with such a high level of disturbance, it is felt 
that no buffer required around this nest. Also, the nest is located behind a locked 9-foot chain link fence topped with 
barbed wire, so it would be difficult for anyone to get closer than 100 feet.

5/3/2011 7004640 BUSH Closed CP25-2 20 feet from work limits. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 mdicus - 5/3/2011 - Adult BUSH observed making multiple trips to and from nest,  Pair has started  new clutch in 
same nest.  Buffer re-staked at 75 feet, per previous NBR from April 18.  
mdicus - 5/9/2011 2:09:15 PM - Adult still making multiple trips to and from nest.
blohstroh - 5/13/2011 8:36:22 AM-nest in good condition, adult making trips to nest, even during active 
construction:concrete pouring.
21 May BUSH exits nest 1448. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 7:41:32 AM
No BUSH detected during 20 min obs, then HOWR removing nest material unopposed. Nest feels empty. Presume 
fledged and Change to Closed. Stakes and buffers removed.
Note to bio-monitor - HOWR building nest nearby ...
tcooper - 5/31/2011 11:28:38 AM - no activity over 15 min, 

7/6/2011 7002621 ATFL Closed EP206 10 feet from AR, 80 feet 
to work area

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/13/2011 rquilley - 7/6/2011 10:07:50 PM - Nestlings heard calling and adult observed bringing food to nest. 
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 4:14:23 PM
Nestlings appear to have fledged and dispersed from the area; no adults observed and no nestlings heard at nest 
site - closed.
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7/16/2011 7004643 COYE Closed Access road to guard 

pole structure near 
CP71

95 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. eelias - 7/16/2011 10:14:35 AM
JPawlicki observed a female delivering food to 2 partly feathered nestlings; their eyes were open and they had pin 
feathers on wings, back and head.
rradd - 7/21/2011 10:36:47 AM
Nest is intact and empty. Small feces in bottom of cup suggests successful fledge.

7/8/2011 7002618 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - 100976 250 feet 300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/8/2011 tcooper - 7/8/2011 6:33:02 PM
adults feeding 4 nestlings  approximately 10days old
tcooper - 7/11/2011 6:04:36 PM
nest on ground, no CAGN observed in area. presume failed.
tcooper - 7/15/2011 4:33:43 PM
 both adults observed feeding at least 3 fledglings. Nest on ground possible partial predation or possibly knocked off 
by passing mammal.

4/5/2011 7004650 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 4/5/2011 - Nest reoccupied by MODO 
4/11/2011 - MODO incubating; 1 egg visible. - RR
4/19/2011 Apr - MODO on nest 0824. - RR
4/27/2011 - 2 MODO nestlings on nest 0938. - RR
5/5/2011 - Adult MODO on nest. Assume successful fledge and re-nest 0907. - RR

5/11/2011 7005052 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/19/2011 barnold - 5/11/2011 12:29 PM - Female flushed from empty nest.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:22  AM - Female flushed from nest with 3 eggs.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:55 AM - Female flushed from nest with 4 eggs.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:27:01 AM - At least 2 nestlings in nest.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:13:51 PM - 3 very large nestlings in nest, looks like they are about to fledge.
barnold - 6/23/2011 11:53:24 AM - Nestlings successfully fledged - closed.

7/22/2011 7004671 LEGO Closed CP83 AR 25 feet to AR  feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/27/2011 rradd - 7/22/2011 12:11:53 PM
Male alarming and escorting, eventually female settles on nest 1204.
rradd - 7/27/2011 2:36:27 PM
Change to Closed.
The only LEGO activity observed during 30 min. obs is nearby feeding of juveniles. Presume this nest has fledged.

5/24/2011 7004673 HOWR Closed TL 6916 - Z973032 40 feet to work  feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/27/2011 rradd - 5/24/2011 7:31:00 AM - HOWR singing and entering nest 0728.
rradd - 6/1/2011 5:58:57 PM - HOWR calls and enters nest 17:58.
rradd - 6/7/2011 4:16:33 PM - HOWR enters nest while construction in progress 1415.
rradd - 6/13/2011 4:03:30 PM - HOWR to and from nest 1602.
rradd - 6/20/2011 3:56:43 PM - HOWR to nest 1552, for 2 minutes.
rradd - 6/28/2011 1:24:27 PM
No HOWR detections during 30 min. survey. Monitoring timeline suggests nest has fledged.

7/26/2011 7004676 COHA Closed Elliot Substation 210 feet to substation.  feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/21/2011 04/05/11 - Pair of Cooper's hawks observed at and around nest (R. Abe, M. Dicus).
12 Apr - COHA flew from nest, calling at 12:00. Seems agitated by human voices, traffic OK.- RR
21 Apr - COHA at nest. Agitated by observer activity in  parking lot. 0715 - RR
26 Apr - Male COHA vocal at nest 1210. - RR
03 May - COHA on nest. - RR
11 May - COHA agitated by landscape utility crew working under nest. 0700 - RR
16 May - COHA female at nest, male hunting in the fig trees 0855. - RR
23 May - COHA visible on this well-obscured nest, adult male hunting nearby.
rradd - 5/23/2011 11:19:27 AM
COHA visible on this well-obscured nest, ad. male hunting nearby.
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:46:43 AM
 Male COHA carries small bird to nest 0707.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:33:01 AM
Male COHA eating NOMO 0843, returns briefly to nest 0858 w/ no food and departs quickly.
rradd - 6/14/2011 2:48:11 PM
Adult male COHA carrying prey to nesr area 1140, juv. on nest 1405.
rradd - 6/21/2011 8:31:39 AM
Adult male COHA carrying prey to nest area 0704, COHA on nest 0826.
rradd - 6/27/2011 2:09:08 PM
COHA on nest 1352.
rradd - 7/5/2011 3:06:40 PM
Adult COHA on nest with downy, partially feathered juvenile ...
rradd - 7/11/2011 6:13:44 PM
Juvenile COHA brancher with short wings and tail; not yet flight capable adjacent to nest. Adult male COHA alarming 
10' away in response to observer.
rradd - 7/19/2011 2:00:21 PM
No COHA detected at nest tree; juvenile heard calling away from nest. Young has fledged, change to Closed.

6/16/2011 7004678 LEGO Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

60 feet to AR.  feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/16/2011 rradd - 6/16/2011
LEGO female appears to be putting finishing touches on new nest 0700.
rradd - 6/23/2011 9:54:38 AM
Apparently incubating female LEGO settles onto nest 0912. 
rradd - 6/30/2011 9:24:11 AM
Male LEGO feeds female on nest 0653.
rradd - 7/7/2011 8:49:45 AM
LEGO female leaves nest to forage 0650, returns to nest 0718.
rradd - 7/15/2011 7:29:45 AM
LEGO female leaves nest to forage 0718.
sjohnston - 7/16/2011 9:26:07 AM
obs. LEGO visit old BUSH nest than return to nest.
rradd - 7/20/2011 7:14:23 PM
Change to closed.
LEGO female comes to nest; appears that new layer of material has been added and second nest is in progress. 
Nest presumed to have successfully fledged.
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5/24/2011 7004680 HOWR Closed EP27-1 35' from AR  feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/21/2011 pkonrad - 5/24/2011 12:50:42 PM

Wren singing incessantly at nest tree, but no activity observed at cavities.
eelias - 6/6/2011 11:48:05 AM
Arrived @ 1131. Nest cavity was located after locating two adults scolding me. These adults were holding food 
items. Both adults brought these items into the peeping young. Nest monitored for 15 minutes.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 11:04:56 AM
Adults feeding nestlings in nest cavity.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 1:07:15 PM
Nestlings appear to have fledged; no adults or fledglings observed or heard in the area - will check back..
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 11:52:34 AM
No wrens observed in area; nestlings apparently fledged and family group dispersed.

5/14/2011 7004683 WEBL Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 
pullsite - driveway 

entry

32 feet  feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 14 May WEBL pr present but no cavity use during 30 min obs.0930 - RR
19 May WEBL pr active, female enters cavity 1802. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 8:19:12 AM
WEBL pr feeding nest at 5 min intervals 0706
rradd - 6/3/2011 3:37:42 PM
County personnel cut tree down!
rradd - 6/3/2011 3:45:20 PM
Stump with nest cavity has been placed approx 2.5' AGL and (incredibly) WEBL pr continues to feed this nest.
rradd - 6/9/2011 11:24:34 AM
WEBL pr continue to feed at least two juv.s visible in nest entrance at 3-10 min intervals 1110.
rradd - 6/17/2011 7:48:00 AM
No WEBL detected using this stump. Fledged young being fed away from nest. Change to Closed.

6/2/2011 7002432 CALT Closed CP29-1 30 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

•The area surrounding the nest is heavily covered with chaparral brush which 
will help to provide a visual and acoustic barrier from the light, limited road 
activity.
•The ridgelines to the south and north of the nest block views of both the 
constructi

1. FLEDGED. 6/10/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 10:14:42 AM
CALT brooding 4 nearly naked nestlings, approximately 2 days old.
rradd - 6/8/2011 
Well-feathered nestlings with a few wispy down feathers remaining. Estimated to fledge in 2-3 days.
emorgan - 6/9/2011 11:25:56 AM
Nest still contains at least 3 nestlings, possibly 4.
rradd - 6/15/2011 1:07:37 PM
Nest is clean, intact and empty. Presume successfully fledged. Change to Closed.

5/19/2011 7004642 HOFI Closed CP54 Londono 
property

0' to house. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/15/2011 19 May HOFI female on nest 1508, male guarding.- RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:20:06 PM
No HOFI detected during 30 min. obs. 
rradd - 6/3/2011 9:09:35 AM
HOFI on nest 0832
rradd - 6/8/2011 1:34:46 PM
HOFI pr. at nest 1307. 
rradd - 6/16/2011 4:19:47 PM
HOFI on nest 1537
rradd - 6/23/2011 8:40:17 AM
No HOFI detected at this nest during 30 min obs. 
Change to Closed.

7/1/2011 7002600 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet; Within Yard 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/13/2011 sritt - 7/1/2011 5:41:28 PM
at least two eggs in nest.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 2:40:47 PM
 2 nestlings in nest.
bfischer - 7/13/2011 1:56:26 PM
Nest was inspected using mirror with light; no nestlings were seen. The nest was removed and again inspected for 
the presence of nestlings - none were found. The nest was disposed of in a covered container to prevent the material 
from being used in a new nest. The water tank was inspected for the presence of any other nests - none were found.  
Nest closed.
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5/12/2011 7001455 HOOR Closed Alpine Underground - 

97+00L, MH-6L
40 feet south of AR. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 7/17/2011 RAbe - 5/12/2011 2:29:06 PM - Male and female HOORs going inside palm tree. Homeowner has observed signs of 
territoriality (they dive-bomb her). Bio-monitor called in nest.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 10:26:55 AM. Adult female observed exiting nest and vocalizing (agitated). Other vocalizations 
heard inside palm, although no other birds observed. 
tfitanides - 5/27/2011 11:06:24 AM
Male observed calling from palm perch. Female later observed calling from perch (both HOORs with a "veek" call). 
"chetetet" call heard from within tree foliage.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 10:58:56 AM
Male calling in vicinity but did not visit nest. Female/immature HOOR observed calling from palm perch (veek) and 
preening. Flew off across road to northeast.
rradd - 6/11/2011 9:42:38 AM
Female HOOR actively nest building - apparently installing interior lining - in company of immature  from previous 
brood.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 12:51:44 PM
No orioles observed or heard today during 2 nest observation periods, although female was active nest building 6-9 
and 6-11. Female may be incubating intently now.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 9:41:39 AM
Female active in area and making repeated visits to nest location.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 9:52:32 AM
Female observed periodically perching on southeast side of palm tree. 
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 10:03:53 AM
Female making food gathering forays from palm tree and returning to nest location under hanging green frond on 
north side.
pkonrad - 7/8/2011 4:29:24 PM
Male observed catching an insect and bringing it back to nest to feed at least 2 large feathered nestlings.
pkonrad - 7/15/2011 2:03:00 PM
Male making forays to and from nest, feeding at least 2 large nestlings in nest; nestlings should fledge soon.
pkonrad - 7/18/2011 1:22:22 PM
No orioles observed during extended period; nestlings have apparently fledged and dispersed - closed.
sritt - 7/23/2011 4:52:51 PM
Fledgling seen visiting palm only once during 45 minute observation period (after a RTHA passed through), but did 
not enter nest.  Adult male frequently seen nearby, but never in palm.

7/2/2011 7002585 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; nest is in yard. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/8/2011 shampton - 7/1/2011 15:12:06 PM
Adult(s) regularly bringing food and removing fecal sacs. 7 nestlings visible, noticeably larger than size at hatching 
but eyes mainly still closed, at least 1 appeared to have eyes partially opening.
ahill - 7/6/2011 9:37:33 AM
Nestlings have feathers, were seen and heard at nest entrance, are scared of humans, adult came to feed. Nestlings 
should be fledging in next few days.
cemerson - 7/11/2011 3:13:50 PM - Nestlings successfully fledged on 7/8. They have been observed in the area still 
being attended to by the adults.
ahill - 7/20/2011 3:02:18 PM
it took 10 days for the juveniles to leave the area

4/30/2011 7000954 WEBL Closed Alpine Underground - 
97+00L, MH-6L

80 feet to work area. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/4/2011 4/30/2011 - WEBL male feeding female, pair have been observed in area for 2 weeks. - RR
4/6/2011 - No WEBL detected during 30 minute observation. 1415 - RR
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 10:00:56 AM - Adult observed bringing food into nest, then left.
tfitanides - 5/27/2011 11:19:45 AM
Both male and female observed carrying food to nest and fecal sacs away.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 11:27:41 AM
Male and female observed feeding fledglings nearby in draw. Status changed to closed.
rradd - 6/11/2011 7:58:18 AM
Nezt appears to have reactivated with second clutch. Territorial male continually challenging mirrors in parking lot.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 12:46:48 PM
No bluebirds observed or heard in vicinity of nesting cavity or in parking lot during 2 nest check periods. 
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 10:20:39 AM
No bluebirds observed or heard in area during 2 extended observation periods.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 10:13:04 AM
No bluebirds in area. Potential renesting unlikely - closed.

7/2/2011 7002586 LASP Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

5 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that ne

1. FLEDGED. 7/25/2011 shampton - 7/1/2011 at 1700hrs
Nest contained 3 eggs, both adults in close attendance
ahill - 7/6/2011 9:42:39 AM
4 eggs, female was incubating
ahill - 7/12/2011 4:35:32 PM
female seen on nest
ahill - 7/20/2011 3:01:25 PM
female near nest, heard nestlings from road.
ahill - 7/25/2011 5:20:24 PM
cemerson - 7/25/2011 Nest Fledged. Fledglings not observed in the area. Nest removed.
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6/6/2011 7002590 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet; within yard 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/30/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011 8:02:47 PM

Female incubating, flushed from nest twice. Likely on a second clutch. [Nest was not closed in Pentab as previous 
nest check comment indicates].
barnold - 6/7/2011 12:18:57 PM
Female House Finch at nest area. Also observed House Finch activity in the nest area on Sunday 05 June 2011 but 
that entry overridden..
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 11:36:30 AM
Female incubating.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 4:51:58 PM
At least 2 downy nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 12:21:46 PM
Nestlings have fledged - closed.

5/19/2011 7002613 AMKE Closed Sycamore Sub 0 feet; within yard 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 barnold - 5/19/2011 10:42 AM American Kestrel observed harrassing red-tailed hawk perched in the top of the steel 
pole at the northwestern corner of the property. Bio-monitor reported seeing lizard brought to nest by adult that then 
entered lowest arm.  This nest may be Active.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:02 AM Two dead American Kestrel chicks at base of pole. Discovered by bio-monitor on 
Wednesday  25 May, and were already dessicated.  Bio-monitor had not been in that area since about 19 May. 
Unsure when these chicks fell from nest. Adult observed today noisely entering nest.

barnold - 6/1/2011 1:13:54 PM
Observed male quickly bring small mammal to nest. Bio-monitor has observed adults at nest, including bringing 
food, since Friday, 27 May. BArnold observed adults at nest last Thursday, 26 May.
fhoffman - 6/6/2011 7:23:08 PM
Adults observed in area vocalizing and carrying prey (lizard). One adult entered nest cavity, fledgling fell out other 
side of cavity.  Fledgling was unharmed and vocalizing. Moved into storage area. Fledgling was felt to be at risk in 
storage area and moving into areas of traffic. Onsite avian biologist removed young to rescue center. Close to flight 
ability, in a few more days, but adults were not returning to him or feeding. Adult observed entering nest cavity, 
followed by chatter inside cavity. One or more young in cavity still. 
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:58:22 AM
Bio-monitor observed adults bringing prey items to nest about six times on 08 June. Today, observed adult nest-
defending against Red-tailed Hawk.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:36:56 PM
American Kestrel pair nest defending against red-tail hawk in adjacent pole.
barnold - 6/23/2011 1:02:36 PM
Kestrels last observed in area last week.
barnold - 6/27/2011 2:45:09 PM
American Kestrels last observed bringing prey items to nest on 08 June, and last seen near nest on 16 June. Assume 
that remaining nestlings have successfully fledged

7/7/2011 7002610 CALT Closed Alpine Yard 20 feet from impact 
area.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated t

1. FLEDGED. 7/17/2011 imaunsell - 7/7/2011 3:14:08 PM
 2 partially downy young and 1 (likely non-viable) egg in nest. No adults observed, but observation time was only a 
couple minutes.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 4:33:50 PM
 2 large feathered nestlings in nest; 1 adult walking and mock-foraging on the ground near nest.
imaunsell - 7/18/2011 1:03:41 PM
Nest empty. Presumed fledged based on nesting chronology.

7/8/2011 7002616 LEGO Closed Alpine Yard 15 feet from impact 
area.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated t

1. FLEDGED. 1 
nestling appears to 
have fledged and 1 
feathered nestling 

died in nest, possibly 
while fledging.

7/14/2011 eelias - 7/8/2011 1:06:49 PM
This nest was found by hearing vocalizing nestlings. A visual inspection revealed 2 nestlings calling.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 4:56:59 PM
Unusual case: 1 dead fully plumaged fledgling-aged nestling is hanging upside down from nest rim by 1 leg. There is 
an abundance of mutes on a flattened potion of nest - I think other nestling fledged, but the dead nestling appears to 
have been caught in nest material as it tried to leave nest. No sign of predation  - closed.

5/27/2011 7002386 LBVI Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 15 feet from AR. 300 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 06/01/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/02/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

Per USFWS comments and in compliance with

1. FLEDGED. Adults 
and fledglings 

observed away from 
nest.

6/4/2011 tcooper - 5/27/2011 10:53:43 AM - Pair with 3 nestlings approximately 3 days old. Male banded MPu:lbMDb; female 
unbanded.
dbusby - 6/3/2011 1:54:49 PM - Adult pair bringing food to nestlings.
rradd - 5/31/2011 2:36:48 PM - Adult LBVI feeding this nest 1415
imaunsell - 6/2/2011 11:59:14 AM - Adult LBVI feeding 3 nestlings. Down feathers still present. Nestlings still appear 
to be a couple days from fledging. Nest checked by Kris Alberts. Anticipated fledge date 6/4/2011.
rradd - 6/6/2011 4:27:37 PM - Nest is empty. Nestlings have fledged. Banded male remains singing on territory.
rradd - 6/15/2011 8:58:30 PM - Pair have re-nested nearby. Change to Closed.
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5/26/2011 7002381 ATFL Closed CP70-3 AR 40 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. Adults 

feeding fledglings 
near nest.

7/8/2011 ATFL pair observed pair-bonding here 20 May have selected a nest cavity. Time spent away from nest by both birds 
presumed to indicate egg-laying phase in progress.
rradd - 6/4/2011 10:55:26 AM
ATFL nesting activity continues here.
rradd - 6/9/2011 4:36:42 PM
ATFK pair seen near cavity but not entering.
rradd - 6/17/2011 2:48:53 PM
Several visits by ATFL, but no cavity entry obs. An alternate site may have been selected, but activity level is very 
low (1400-1445). Will monitor once more before closing.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:24:49 PM
ATFL male escorts food-carrying female to nest cavity, departs after she enters 1056. Female remains on nest for 
duration of 20 min obs.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:13:58 PM
ATFL pr carrying food to nest at 10 min. intervals.
rradd - 7/8/2011 9:23:42 AM
Change to Closed
Nest has fledged. ATFL carrying food to fledglings in and around nest tree.

5/24/2011 7002351 WEBL Closed TL 6916 - 973035 90 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular pasage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping 
standing or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. Adults 
observed with 

fledglings away from 
nest.

6/1/2011 rradd - 5/24/2011 8:24:46 AM - 17 May WEBL foraging near pole, carrying food to this nest 1102.
rradd - 5/24/2011 8:25:30 AM - WEBL pair continue carrying food to nest.
rradd - 6/2/2011 8:18:13 AM - WEBL pair feeding fledgling away from nest 0731.
rradd - 6/2/2011 8:19:23 AM - Change to Closed.

5/31/2011 7002399 AMKE Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

190 feet from 
substation.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 100 
feet. Nest is 100 feet up, 
so horizontal buffer is 0.

•Non-Project work occurs within this substation on a daily basis, all of this work 
occurs between 100 and  500 feet from the nest, including wiring, switching and 
electrical testing, which are equipment, labor, and noise intensive. This nesting 
pair appe

1. FLEDGED. Adults 
seen with young near 

nest cavity.

6/18/2011 sritt - 5/31/2011 5:35:46 PM
Adults seen nearby harassing RTHAs.  One adult seen entering arm. Fledglings heard giving begging calls.
sritt - 6/18/2011 1:29:47 PM
Two adults seen feeding + flying around w/ two juveniles.
sritt - 6/18/2011 1:32:03 PM
One juvenile briefly landed on tower arm containing nest, but never entered.  Birds otherwise showing no affinity 
towards nest. Nest closed.

3/31/2011 5003309 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation 
work area.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 feet The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      following reasons:
 
            •             House finches are known to nest in proximity to
            human activity and exhibit a high tolera

1. FLEDGED. 
Appears pair may 
have used a nest 

from previous 
nesting period.

7/6/2011 3/31/11  Inactive nest, not flagged (Cummings).
barnold - 4/12/2011 10:40:38 AM - Nest indeterminate. No birds observed.
26 Apr - No confirmation of nesting detected from outside the Sub. No positive observations since 31 Mar, change to 
Closed. - RR
2 May - HOFI incubating female visible 1036. Change to active. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 2:07 PM  House Finches in general area.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:28 AM House Finches in general area but not at this specific described area.

barnold - 6/1/2011 4:51:17 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:52:42 AM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:50:02 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:56:16 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:23:26 PM
No House Finches seen at this specific insulator structure. House Finch activity observed in this bay and adjacent 
bay to east, including family group and later single female.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:43:20 PM
Nest has successfully fledged.

6/7/2011 7002594 WEBL Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20' 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. Based 
on nesting 

chronology it is 
assumed that 

nestlings sucessfully 
fledged.

6/24/2011 sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:05:46 PM
WBNU obs. ca. 3 feet from cavity but did not enter during observations
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:05:32 PM
No activity at cavity.
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:08:11 AM - Occupied by Western Bluebirds. Male and female observed carrying prey items into 
nest.
30 Apr - WEBL pair carrying grass to this nest, but pair of NUWO also here 1055. - RR
6 May - WEBL pair remain active at this nest 1045. - RR
13 May WEBL pr carrying items to nest, defending against constant HOWR insurgency 0955. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 1:18:25 PM
WEBL bringing prey items to nest. 
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:35:08 PM
WEBL bringing food to cavity.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:01:53 PM
No activity observed at nest. No bluebirds in the  area.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:56:07 AM
No activity. presumed sucessful fledge. 
sjohnston - 6/3/2011 3:10:22 PM
WBNU observed clearing WEBL nest material and bringing in fresh nesting material.

3/31/2011 7004638 HOFI Closed CP54 Londono 0 feet  to house 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Chronology suggests 

fledging.

5/13/2011 31 Mar - HOFI reclaimed nest, pair actively rebuilding, bringing new material to nest 1525-1535. - RR
1 April - female house finch on nest. IM
female repeatedly visiting nest. imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:31:36 AM
19 Apr - No HOFI detected at nest 1144-1204. - RR
27 Apr - HOFI carrying food to at least 3 downy young 1340. - RR 
eelias - 5/12/2011 8:09:09 AM female observed incubating.
eelias - 5/13/2011 8:45:19 AM one adult was on nest.
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5/15/2011 7001497 LEGO Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 6 feet from yard limits. 100 feet 15 feet Blanket exemption to reduce request for NBRs in effect for this nest, as nest was 

begun after construction activites had commenced outside of imapct areas within 
an active construction yard.

1. FLEDGED. 
Development level of 

nestling in 
combination with a 

second clutch being 
established in same 

nest indicate this 
nest likely fledged.

6/1/2011 barnold - 5/15/2011 1:20 PM
Bio-monitor observed female bring nesting material to nest, then drop to the ground and copulate with a male before 
flying off. Nest in good condition; marked a 15 foot buffer.
jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 9:46:00 AM
At least 1 fully feathered nestling observed in nest and being fed by adult female. Both male and female observed in 
and around nest tree with male singing over tree and nearby.
imaunsell - 6/4/2011
Second clutch being started in same nest. The nest is presumed to have fledged.

6/3/2011 7002437 ANHU Closed Helix Yard AR 36 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 
Fledging observed 

out of nest.

6/23/2011 rradd - 6/3/2011
ANHU female brooding one small nestling and one unhatched egg.
rradd - 6/9/2011 9:00:31 AM - Female ANHU attending one unfeathered nestling.
rradd - 6/15/2011 9:24:13 PM - Female ANHU attending one large feathered nestling.
rradd - 6/23/2011 2:32:21 PM - Juvenile ANHU perched above nest.
Change to Closed.

6/21/2011 7002527 CAGN Closed CP17-1 350 feet 300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledgling observed 
being fed by adults 

away from nest.

6/28/2011 blohstroh - 6/21/2011 8:47:51 AM
4 pin feathered nestlings, pair feeding nestlings. pair defending intrusion by GRRO.
dbusby - 6/28/2011 8:42:10 PM
1 fledgling observed out of nest and being fed by adult pair. Didn't see any others in area. Couldn't locate nest to see 
if other nestlings fledged - closed.
blohstroh - 7/6/2011 4:16:58 PM
Nest empty.

6/22/2011 7002543 CALT Closed CP29-1 AR 25 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 
Fledgling observed 

nearby.

6/28/2011 rradd - 6/22/2011 8:17:32 AM
CALT entering thicket at 20 minutes intervals.
rradd - 7/6/2011 12:21:34 PM
6/28 - No food carrying detected during 30 min obs.
rradd - 7/6/2011 1:25:33 PM
Change to Closed.
Obs timeline indicates that if a nest was present here (and none was found) it would have likely fledged by this time. 
Fledgling CALT with short feathers present 1306.

5/19/2011 7004639 HOWR Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within house area 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings being fed 

near nest.

6/30/2011 5/19/2011 - Intense territoriality around this and lower cavity, HOWR singing at 3 second intervals. - RR
5/25/2011 - HOWR singing territoriality at 3 second intervals. - RR
rradd - 6/3/2011 7:21:43 AM
6/2/2011 HOWR singing near cavity, but appears more territorial maintenance than nest in progress 1650.
rradd - 6/8/2011 11:14:01 AM - Very quiet at this nest, but HOWR exits cavity 11:11. Next brood in progress?
rradd - 6/16/2011 1:54:54 PM - No HOWR detected at or near nest during 30 minute observation period.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:23:08 AM - No HOWR detected at or near nest during 45 minute observation period - closed.
rradd - 6/30/2011 10:45:42 AM
Fledglings being fed near nest.

5/6/2011 7001017 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

11 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that ne

1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings left nest.

6/10/2011 Nest is 40% complete. pair was observed building nest, will not affect construction. one sign was put up near 
location.- ahill - 5/7/2011 10:53:59 AM.
tfitanides - 5/23/2011 4:41:31 PM
Two separate nests in wheel and brake line drum. No HOFI activity observee with nests for 35 minutes. Male singing 
in tree 60' to SE.
ahill - 5/28/2011 9:11:23 PM
female on nest incubating
ahill - 5/31/2011 8:01:04 PM
female was not seen on nest on separate occasions today. male hofi was singing 15' to NE.
tcooper - 6/3/2011 - at least 1 nestling in nest ~8days old.
ahill - 6/7/2011 6:26:46 AM
pair of hofi was seen in immediate area.
ahill - 6/7/2011 6:11:36 PM
2 chicks in nest, should be fledging in within next few days.
ahill - 6/13/2011 10:25:16 AM
nest is empty, 2 chicks have fledged, nest is closed.

6/4/2011 7002446 BCHU Closed CP70-3 AR 42 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 

away from nest.

6/30/2011 rradd - 6/4/2011 at 0910
BCHU female sitting on an apparently complete yellow nest.
rradd - 6/9/2011 3:35:43 PM
BCHU female on nest 1532.
rradd - 6/17/2011 1:07:01 PM
BCHU female on nest 1148, leaving infrequently for short periods.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:27:08 PM
1 BCHU nestling visible in nest.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:04:24 PM
Change to closed.
Nest is intact and empty; observation timeline suggests nestlings successfuly fledged.

5/25/2011 7002362 CANW Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within 
construction limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 

away from nest.

6/4/2011 rradd - 5/25/2011 
CANW carrying food 1427.
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:11:33 PM - CANW present and singing under building 1508.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:46:05 AM - CANW present, foraging and teritorial, but no food carry observed.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:50:02 PM - No CAWR detections during 30 minute observation.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:20:56 AM - No CAWR detections near structures during 45 minute observation.
Change to Closed.
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6/1/2011 7002413 LASP Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet, in tower. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 

Fledglings observed 
away from nest.

6/27/2011 sritt - 6/1/2011 11:00:31 AM
Pair of birds nearby. One bird flew in and landed on nest.
eelias - 6/6/2011 3:06:23 PM
One bird was seen belly down on this nest. Watched nest for 2 minutes
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 3:36:16 PM
Lark Sparrow incubating. Biomonitor Tyler said there are 3 eggs in nest.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 11:29:15 AM
Lark Sparrow incubating or brooding.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 11:58:15 AM
Adult perched on side of nest filled with at least 2 large downy nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 1:15:50 PM
Nestlings fledged by 6-27, but Biomonitor Chris noted that today fledglings are clumsy fliers and adults are feeding 
them in buffer area. Will keep buffer intact until family group leaves area in next day or 2.

6/1/2011 7002415 MODO Closed Sycamore Yard 30 feet from staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 

away from nest.

6/7/2011 rradd - 6/1/2011 at 1055
2 squabs with quilled heads and open secondaries.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:44:04 AM -Nest empty, fledged MODO flushed from under this Opuntia. Change to Closed.

5/26/2011 7002382 BUOR Closed CP81-1 AR 12 feet from AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within boundary.

1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 

near nest.

6/7/2011 BUOR male carrying caterpillars from adjacent eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.) to nest 1432 -RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 2:40:52 PM - BUOR male carrying food to nest.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:06:19 PM - BUOR pair active here, male carrying food.
rradd - 6/10/2011 12:27:08 PM - No use of this nest detected in 45 minute observation. Likely fledged; immature 
orioles feeding in nearby eucalyptus.  Change to Closed.

2/25/2011 5000455 CORA Closed EP331 AR 55 feet to SWPL access 
road; 335 feet to AR.

100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0 feet  through agency concurrence, following the premises of 
the Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 

out of nest.

6/4/2011 2 common ravens bringing nesting material (sticks) to nest in metal tower on 3-17 (PK).
Raven incubating 3-25 (PK).  
Raven still incubating 04/06/11 (R. Abe, M. Dicus).
sritt - 4/15/2011 12:45:46 PM - CORA incubating,
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - 2 adults at nest; 1 seems to be feeding nestlings.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Raven brooding.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 4:52:08 PM - 1 adult observed on nest.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 1 adult standing on the side of the nest shading a mound of nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - Adult flew to nest with food and fed at least 2 feathered nestlings that were also stretching and 
exercising wings. 
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - 4 large nestlings perched on edge of nest and nearby tower steel (branchers).
barnold - 6/4/2011 Nest empty, successfully fledged. Inactive.

4/5/2011 5000456 CORA Closed EP363-1 130 feet from 
permanant impact area 

of tower site.

100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0 feet through agency concurrence, following the premises of 
the Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 

out of nest.

6/3/2011 New nest; both ravens active at nest site on 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/2011 4:38:54 PM - one CORA incubating and another perched 4 feet away.
Multiple nest check reports are missing from this information: PKomrad
phoward - 5/2/2011 8:27:18 AM - Nest active, pair seen making visits to nest during survey period.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 1:58:43 PM - Adult observed sitting in nest (incubating?).
shampton - 5/10/2011 11:41:56 AM - Adult observed bringing food to nest.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - Adult standing on nest, possibly shading nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - At least 2 large nestlings in the nest.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - At least 2 large feathered nestlings in nest.
barnold - 6/3/2011 8:21 PM - 5 Common Ravens in tower, including what appear to be 3 fledglings. Nest has 
successfully fledged.

4/15/2011 5000827 LEGO Closed Alpine Yard 25 feet from impact 
area.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, 

1. FLEDGED. Intact 
nest and absence of 

eggs or dead 
nestlings suggests 

fledging. Timeline fits 
nesting chronology.

5/15/2011 dbusby - 4/15/2011 3:38:43 PM - Female incubating on nest with 1 egg. 
barnold - 5/15/2011 2:11 PM - Nest is empty. Many Lesser Goldfinches in area.

6/27/2011 7002606 HOWR Closed Sycamore Substation 0; in Sycamore 
Substation

100 feet 30 feet with drive 
through access.

NBR Submit Date: 07/07/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/12/2011

A Nest Buffer Reduction and Modification is being requested for the house wren 
nest to enable continuing Sunrise Powerlink associated work within the fenced 
Sycamore Substation to continue. 

1. FLEDGED. Loud 
nestlings were heard 

by bio monitor on 
7/11.  Based on 

subsequent 
observations, the 
presumed fledge 

date for this nest was 
7/11.

7/11/2011 barnold - 7/6/2011 5:04:05 PM
Nestlings first heard by bio-monitor during afternoon of 27 June. Today, Adult House Wren brought food four times to 
loudly response calling nestlings.
barnold - 7/12/2011 9:07:37 PM
No activity observed today, but bio-monitor observed adult enter nest area on 11 July.
barnold - 7/13/2011 7:43:27 PM
No activity observed during nearly three hours of observation. Nest likely fledged. Closed.

5/15/2011 7001477 LASP Closed Wilson Yard 8 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated t

1. FLEDGED. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
possible fledge.

6/1/2011 ghuffman - 5/15/2011 2:25:11 PM - LASP female flushed from nest and observed three nestlings. Male observed 
nearby perched on fence.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 9:40:26 AM
Nest empty. Presumed to have fledged successfully as per May 15th observations.
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6/25/2011 7002561 PHAI Closed CP83-1 AR 78 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 

granted for drive through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within boundary.

1. FLEDGED. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
successful fledging.

7/16/2011 rradd- 6/25/2011 13:46:37 PM
PHAI pair tending nest @ 10 min. intervals 1300-1320.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:26:58 PM
Female PHAI drops off nest in response to observer on AR, male alerts.
rradd - 7/8/2011 4:57:31 PM
Nest status uncertain, PHAI pr alarming at 2 juv. COHU and staying away from nest for duration of 30 min. obs.
rradd - 7/16/2011 10:43:42 AM
No PHAI detected at or near this nest during 30 min. obs. Monitoring chronology suggests fledging likely.

5/26/2011 7002372 BUSH Closed TL 639 - 171650 65 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 35 
feet.

•The proposed work activities are low impact, short in duration, will mainly occur 
175 feet away from the nest, and associated vehicle and foot traffic will be 
minimal. 
•Bushtits are known to be desensitized to human activity and often nest within 
clo

1. FLEDGED. 
Monitoring 

observations suggest 
nestlings likely 

fledged.

6/10/2011 phoward - 5/26/2011 9:32:30 AM- Adults seen feeding young.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 1:08:02 PM
BUSH pair observed carrying prey items to nest. Begging calls heard.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 3:20:49 PM
Two BUSH obs. flying away from nest location when approached to within 20-feet. No activity at nest, inspected up-
close. Closed.

6/1/2011 7002424 AMKE Closed TL 6916 - 100980 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 110 
feet.

Nest Buffer Reduction (NBR)
The nest buffer can be reduced from 500 feet to 145 feet to enable work within 
the fenced Sycamore Substation to continue, and to enable reconductoring of 
the TL639 69kV line.  This 145 foot NBR (actual line of sight buffer di

1. FLEDGED. Nest 
fledged between late 

morning Friday 15 
July and 7:15 

Saturday morning 16 
July.

7/16/2011 barnold - 6/9/2011 11:15:50 AM - Observed male bringing food to nest. Female then flew out and joined male on 
wire.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:46:21 PM - Pair observed on wires near nest. Also observed taking two young House Finch 
fledglings.
barnold - 6/23/2011 1:00:30 PM - Adult observed by Theo entering nest.
barnold - 6/27/2011 12:59:55 PM
Adults observed on wires in morning by bio-monitor.
barnold - 7/6/2011 5:43:47 PM
Adults observed bringing food to nest. At least two nestlings heard response calling.
barnold - 7/12/2011 9:11:29 PM
Adults observed bringing food to nest numerous times today during 69kV construction activities, including when 
bucket was about 60 feet in air at Tower Z100981, about 110 feet from nest.
barnold - 7/13/2011 7:26:00 PM
Adult aggressively nest defending against Cooper's Hawk.
barnold - 7/14/2011 5:51:49 PM
Adults observed bringing food to nest numerous times today, including during times of heavy activity including when 
the buket was in the air.
barnold - 7/16/2011 4:32:57 PM
Friday 15 July, Adult brought food to nest at 9:00 and 10:07. Male observed displaying nest-defending behaviot 
towards Cooper's Hawk at 12:08.  No bucket work today.
barnold - 7/16/2011 9:12:48 PM
Adults in air and on wooden poles around paved road to the south for most of the day.  However, they did not hunt 
nor come to the nest. The nestling(s) may have fledged, or may be about to fledge, as the adult's behavior is 
markedly different from that of the past few days.
barnold - 7/17/2011 4:39:44 PM
Observed three AMKE together at noon, after seeing two perched on wooden poles to the south by the paved road 
and aggressively swooping on RTHAs during the morning. This nest had fledged sometime between the last food 
drop to the nest on Friday 15 July at 10:07 and Saturday morning 16 July 7:15. Behavior of adults on Saturday 
morning was completely different than it had been, and was likely in response to fledgling(s) on the ground 
somewhere in the brush to the west/southwest of the substation.

3/29/2011 7002603 HOWR Closed CP81-1 25 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. Nest 
fledged successfully.

6/4/2011 29 Mar - 12 feet above eye level, adjacent to, and visible from road. Pair repeatedly entering cavity. - RR
6 Apr - HOWR at cavity 14:05 - RR
13 Apr - Perched and singing at cavity 1430, but may be an alternate nest. - RR
20 Apr - Pair HOWR very active in poison-oak thicket, but not observed entering cavity. - RR.
30 Apr - HOWR strident and enters cavity 1108. - RR
05 May - HOWR carrying food to cavity nest 1551. - RR
14 May HOWR activity at this cavity continues. 1503. - RR
20 May HOWR removing fecal sac, returning with food 1230. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 1:01:07 PM
 HOWR continues carrying food, now at 5-10 min. intervals
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:52:39 PM
No HOWR activity here. Nest has fledged.
Change to Closed.

5/26/2011 7002379 HOWR Closed CP81-1 25 feet from AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within boundary.

1. FLEDGED. Nest 
monitoring 

osbervations suggest 
nestlings fledged.

6/14/2011 rradd 5/26/2011 2:05 PM - HOWR pair attending cavity 1355. - RR
rradd - 6/10/2011 12:30:58 PM - HOWR carrying food to nest 1140.
rradd - 6/18/2011 10:50:49 AM - HOWR still territorial but no food carry or cavity access during 30 minute 
observation. Change to Closed.

6/27/2011 7002564 YBCH Closed TL 639 - 397518 55 feet to new pole. 100 feet 90 feet with drive 
through access allowed. 
No stopping, standing, 

or work.

A nest buffer modification for restricted access and a 10 foot buffer reduction is 
requested. The NBM and NBR would allow for reconductoring work to proceed 
at the pole location; yet should not negatively impact the likelihood for this nest 
to fledge succ

1. FLEDGED. Nest 
successfully fledged.

7/11/2011 rradd - 6/27/2011 8:11:09 AM
YBCH incubating three whitish eggs with heavy brownish-purple necklaces
rradd - 7/2/2011 3:56:56 PM
Nest contains three altricial nestlings.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:49:24 AM
Nest is intact and empty, with no indications of disturbance, so presumed fledged.
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5/17/2011 7002595 HOWR Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
35 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 

Nesting chronology 
appears to support 

assuption of 
nestlings sucessfully 

fledging.

7/2/2011 sjohnston - 5/17/2011 12:58:02 PM
HOWR obs. taking OATI material out of cavity, and bringing in twings and plant down into cavity. The previous day 
(5/16) obs. OATI vigorously feeding young and removing fecal sacs. Oak titmice nestlings likely fledged and cavity is 
now being used by HOWR
vnovik - 5/20/2011 5:10:07 PM
No activity observed at Nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 12:59:44 PM
House wren observed carrying nesting material into cavity.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:49:15 AM
HOWR building nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:42:00 AM
actively building nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:03:50 AM
Observed entering cavity.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:44:52 AM
Observed calling and leaving cavity.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:25:23 AM
observed entering cavity.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:41:06 PM
HOWR obs. using cavity
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:04:13 PM
Entering and exiting the Cavity.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 2:58:41 PM
Male singing outside nest entrance. Female obs. entering cavity.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:52:54 PM
Entering cavity.
sjohnston - 6/15/2011 8:07:52 PM
Using cavity
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:18:06 PM
no change
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:07:15 PM
Using cavity
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:47:37 AM
Carry food items into cavity begging calls can be heard.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:15:26 PM
feeding young.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:37:31 AM
feeding young in cavity.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:24:59 PM
Feeding young in cavity.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:03:30 PM
very near fledging. lots of feeding and begging.

5/31/2011 7002396 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

40 feet from bridge. 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per apporved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 
Nesting chronology 
indicates successful 

fledging.

6/27/2011 vnovik - 5/31/2011 12:03:13 PM
Nest being built; about 50% complete.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:43:11 AM
Observed Lesser Goldfinch at nest potentially incubating.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:24:55 AM
Bird on nest, possibly incubating.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:44:27 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:03:31 PM
Male bringing food to female on nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 2:57:33 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:52:33 PM
On nest incubating.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:19:35 PM
Adult observed feeding nestlings on 6/15/2011
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:06:40 PM
On nest, possible feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:48:10 AM
On nest.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:15:06 PM
On nest, possibly feeding.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:37:03 AM
Male observed feeding female in nest.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:24:38 PM
On nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:02:54 PM
Not on nest - potentially fledged.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:54:17 PM
No activity observed; nest intacted; likely fledged.

6/7/2011 7002468 ATFL Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

20 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that ne

1. FLEDGED. 
Nesting chronology 
suggests nestlings 

likely fledged.

6/17/2011 ahill - 6/7/2011
Observed pair actively bringing food to the nest.
ahill - 6/14/2011 6:57:42 PM
Bird seen carrying food to nest.
tcooper - 6/21/2011 5:18:05 PM
Nest empty, checked with mirror - closed.
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5/25/2011 7002354 SPTO Closed TL 6916 - 973038 130 feet from tower; 70 

feet from AR.
100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-

traffic allowed.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 
Nesting chronology 
suggests nestlings 

successfully fledged.

6/17/2011 fhoffman - 5/25/2011 9:23:35 AM - Adult incubating. 3 eggs. Hard nest to see.
tcooper - 6/6/2011 11:53:08 AM - Adult on nest. 3eggs
tcooper - 6/6/2011 11:54:37 AM - Adult on nest, 3 eggs.
shampton - 6/17/2011 6:33:23 PM - Nest empty. No eggshells, nestlings, or adults observed in area. Nest in good 
condition.

5/27/2011 7002392 SOSP Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 feet from work limits 
and 3 feet from BMPs.

100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 
Nestlings assumed 
fledged based on 

nesting observations.

6/6/2011 sjohnston - 5/27/2011 10:39:03 AM - 2 nestlings.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:10:48 AM - Food being brought to nest.
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 8:31:55 AM - SOSP observed feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:40:15 AM - Observed bringing food to nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:23:03 AM - Nest empty; nestlings assumed fledged.

5/31/2011 7002398 CALT Closed CP25-2 64 feet from tower; 0 
feet from work limits.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet, and drive through 

access permissible.

NBR Submit Date: 06/01/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/01/2011

The NBR is not anticipated to negatively impact the success of this active nest 
for the following reasons:                        
•Presence of eggs suggests higher site affinity and the a

1. FLEDGED. 
Nestlings 

successfully fledged.

6/20/2011 tcooper - 5/31/2011 10:52:33 AM - Adults seen flying to nest; 2 eggs in nest.
tcooper - 6/6/2011 5:08:10 PM
Adult on nest.
tcooper - 6/13/2011 - 2 nestlings in nest about 6 days old.
rradd - 6/14/2011 7:30:41 AM
CALT adult feeding 2 large downy nestlings 0716.
tcooper - 6/20/2011 10:25:22 AM
Nest empty, likley fledged successfully, removed signs.

6/1/2011 7002423 WEBL Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

28 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that ne

1. FLEDGED. 
Nestlings 

successfully fledged.

6/30/2011 ahill - 6/1/2011
Female seen bringing food to nest cavity several times while male was perched nearby.
ahill - 6/6/2011 8:07:52 PM
Female was seen bringing food to nest.
ahill - 6/7/2011 6:10:09 PM
Pair still bringing food to nest.
ahill - 6/13/2011 10:15:42 AM
Pair is bringing food to nest, can hear nestlings calling from 50 feet away.
ahill - 6/18/2011 5:41:08 PM
Pair is still feeding.
ahill - 6/22/2011 5:35:37 PM
Observed male WEBL foraging food and bringing to nest.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 2:32:56 PM
No bluebirds observed in area; appears nestlings have fledged and family group dispersed.

5/25/2011 7002358 PHAI Closed TL 639 - 171660 10 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

No impacts to this nest are anticipated due to vehicular traffic provided that no 
stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 
Nestlings 

successfully fledged.

6/18/2011 imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:41:10 AM - Pair was observed repeatedly entering the scrub oak and visiting the nest. Nest 
appears complete but no eggs are present.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 11:58:20 AM - Adult at nest; two downy nestlings in nest.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 12:16:28 PM - Adult flushed from nest. At least one young nestling begging agape.
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 1:07:34 PM - Nest empty. PHAI adult pair carrying food in area. Fledged.

5/25/2011 7002363 SPTO Closed CP50-1 AR 45 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Observations 

indicate nestlings 
successfully fledged.

6/5/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 5:14:18 PM - SPTO male carries food into thicket 1713.
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:12:24 PM - No SPTO detections during 30 minute observation. Timeline suggests likely 
successful fledge.

6/1/2011 7002422 HOWR Closed TL 639 - 379536 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Observations 

suggest nestlings 
likely fledged.

6/4/2011 tfitanides - 6/1/2011 3:37:56 PM
Noisy begging calls from nest. Adult seen leaving nest. Calls continue from nest but less urgently. Adult returned to 
feed nestlings a second time.
dbusby - 6/10/2011 2:31:42 PM
No adults observed coming or going from pole for 20 minutes. No begging calls heard. Nestling presumed 
successfully fledged.

6/18/2011 7002597 CAKI Closed TL 639 - 973035 0 feet; on pole 100 feet Nest is inside pole; not a candidate. 1. FLEDGED. 
Observations 
suggests nest 

successfully fledged.

7/17/2011 fhoffman - 6/18/2011 2:15:03 PM - Female and male observed on pole pair bonding. Female entered old cavity with 
material and removed item.
rradd - 6/20/2011 - CAKI pair again occupying nest. Female on nest. Male nest-gaurding.
rradd - 6/28/2011 12:33:50 PM - CAKI pair at nest. Female leaves to forage from time to time. Male accompanies.
rradd - 7/5/2011 3:30:14 PM - CAKI enters nest 1528, mate guarding on pole.
rradd - 7/18/2011 11:49:13 AM - Change to Closed. Nest is empty, young are presumed to have fledged. No CAKI 
detected at or near this nest.

6/14/2011 7002498 CAKI Closed TL 6916 - 774818 4 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Observed nesting 

chronology suggests 
fledging.

7/4/2011 rradd - 6/14/2011 10:03:36 AM
CAKI carrying food to mate on nest 0934.
rradd - 6/22/2011 1:34:17 PM
CAKI incubation continues. Female to nest 1251, male aggressively  chasing HOFI from controlled airspace.
rradd - 6/27/2011 3:44:30 PM
CAKI leaves nest 1537, mate checks nest, then guards. 
rradd - 7/5/2011 4:28:33 PM
CAKI pr active and defending nest, but absent for up to 15 min intervals.
rradd - 7/12/2011 8:28:48 AM
Change to Closed.
No detections and nest appears empty. Presume fledged, buffers and stakes removed. 
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5/25/2011 5000884 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
82 feet to staked work 

limits.
100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implement

1. FLEDGED. 
Original nest was 

removed.  
Nest rebuilt and 

nestlings 
subsequently fledged 

about 6/16.

6/16/2011 vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:49:11 AM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:16:18 AM
incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:57:22 AM
Feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:31:43 AM
Feeling nestlings.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:02:33 PM
feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:11:32 PM
Feeding young in nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:47:43 PM
Feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:59:02 PM
Feeding young. look well developed.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 1:13:33 PM
nest empty. presumed successful fledged.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:32:32 PM

6/9/2011 7002482 GHOW Closed CP29-1 300 feet from AR. 500 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. Owls 
successfully fledged.

6/9/2011 emorgan - 6/9/2011 12:36:22 PM
Observed at least 1 adult and 2 fledglings in area around nest. The fledglings are making short flights.
rradd - 6/15/2011 2:59:42 PM
Nest is empty and no owls detected in this or any nearby tree during 30 min search.
Change to Closed.

5/10/2011 7001435 CATH Closed EP91 75 feet from AR; 180 
feet to perm pad ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH AACTIVE 

STAGE.

5/27/2011 RAbe - 5/10/2011 1:56:25 PM
Thrashers observed in area of nest acting agitated. Nest has lining and is almost complete. 
emorgan - 5/20/2011 2:01:42 PM
There has been no change in the appearance of the nest and there was no activity near the nest.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011
Nest unchanged; no thrashers in area - closed.

5/3/2011 7000964 WESJ Closed TL 6916 - 678465 70 feet from access 
road.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 40 
feet.

Nest is located in a residential area. Work will be done with bucket trucks. 
Additionally, the area has moderate daily foot, bicycle, and dog traffic that did 
not deter the site selection of these nesting birds. A) Western Scrub-Jays often 
nest close to h

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

6/7/2011 phoward - 5/3/2011 11:13:51 AM - Bird seen taking large twigs to nest site.
11 May Nest not monitored since acess is on private residential property. - RR
16 May Nest not monitored since acess is on private residential property. - RR
eelias - 6/4/2011 12:33:02 PM
Nest tree was monitored for 20 minutes. There was no activity at this site. 
rradd - 6/7/2011 3:43:38 PM
 Nest closed due to elapsed time, lack of detections and no nest ever confirmed.

5/24/2011 7002349 NRWS Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

0 feet; within work area. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

5/25/2011 emorgan - 5/24/2011 6:08:24 PM
Starting April 25, biomonitor Katherine Vittum observed Northern Rough-winged Swallows entering the first hole 
towards the western end of the bridge on the south side. She observed them enter the cavity frequently on the days 
she was monitoring (April 25, April 27, April 29, May 10, May 16, May 19, May 24). According to her notes, the 
longest they were away from the nest in the morning was 5 minutes and in the afternoon was 30 minutes. The 
construction crew had previously been working on the north side of the bridge, but starting May 24th they began 
working on the south side of the bridge which is closer to the nest.  On May 24th, the construction crew was working 
in a bucket that was lowered just underneath the bridge and was about 5 feet from the nest. While the bucket was 5 
feet from the nest, biomonitor Michael Scaffidi observed the swallows flying around near the nest and landing on the 
barbed wire fence underneath the bridge, but they did not enter the nest from 0800 to 0948. At 0948 the bucket was 
lifted and moved about 20 feet from the nest. A swallow entered the nest at 0950 and left again 2 minutes later. I 
arrived at 1030 and did not observe any swallows entering that cavity until 1245. At 1245 one swallow entered and 
then left again two minutes later. I was unable to see if the swallow was carrying nesting material or had food in its 
crop.
emorgan - 5/25/2011 10:21:10 AM
There was no activity at cavity during the 3 hours of observation. I looked into cavity with a mirror and saw one 
whole egg and two eggshell halves in nest. There were three eggshell halves on ground.
shampton - 5/26/2011 3:08:34 PM
NRWS active in area and entering holes.
emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:30:13 PM
Nest closed as no swallows have been observed entering that specific cavity for a week and there are eggshells 
outside of cavity.

6/28/2011 7002567 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

65 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

6/28/2011 imaunsell - 6/28/2011 12:03:05 PM
Nest empty. No activity observed at nest from 06/21/2011 to 06/23/2011. 

6/22/2011 7002538 CACW Closed EP261A 5 feet from trail to tower 
site/TSAP.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/13/2011 emorgan - 6/22/2011 10:34:19 AM
Cactus Wren flushed from area around nest.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 1:00:24 PM
Neither nest appears active; no wrens in area - closed.
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4/28/2011 7000929 CACW Closed EP230-1 AR 65 feet to AR; 720 feet 

to TSAP.
100 feet Buffer remains; through 

access only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/26/2011 barnold & fhoffman - 4/28/2011 7:45:52 AM  No birds seen at nest, but male singing in area.  Nest in south side of 
jujuba shrub.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No change; nest is small and vertical with entrance hole at bottom.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No changes; no wrens.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 1:01:01 PM
New nest material added to top entrance; no wrens observed or heard.
sritt - 6/6/2011 9:43:26 AM
No changes, no wrens.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 4:53:02 PM
No apparent changes; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 10:40:16 AM
No changes to nest; no wrens heard or seen.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 12:57:33 PM
No apparent changes; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:53:31 PM
Exterior of nest is water-soaked from heavy rain yesterday; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 12:26:58 PM
Nest looks better now that it is dried out; possible addition of nesting material at top/entrance; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 1:40:53 PM
Bottom of nest has been pulled down, exposing interior opening; nest has not been improved for several weeks and 
no wrens have been seen or heard in this valley for a long time. Will change status to inactive with the potential of 
closing this nest next.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 10:17:47 AM
No change - closed.

6/22/2011 7002537 CACW Closed EP261A 60 feet from trail to 
tower site/TSAP.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/13/2011 emorgan - 6/22/2011 10:38:29 AM
Cactus Wren in area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 12:56:38 PM
Nest weathered; no wrens in area; not an active nest - closed.

6/7/2011 7002449 CACW Closed EP232-1 AR 8 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

This NBM should not adversely affect the success of these nests for the
following reasons:
            •                    No stopping, standing, or construction
            work will occur within the buffers and signage stating an ESA
            sp

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/26/2011 sritt - 6/7/2011
New nest. fresh looking material, neat entrance hole; old faded remains of another CACW nest 10 inches away in 
same cholla.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 4:33:36 PM
Today, there is no obvious entrance hole in this new nest; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 10:51:13 AM
North-facing entrance not clear; no wrens heard or seen.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 1:17:22 PM
No change; entrance hasn't been used in some time.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 1:05:35 PM
Nest is rain-damaged; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 12:39:30 PM
Entrance hasn't been used recently; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 2:00:55 PM
No change; nest including entrance is in disrepair; no wrens have been seen in the area for many weeks. Will 
change status to Inactive.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 10:43:33 AM
Nest remains unused, although it looks good, being a new nest; grass remains across entrance. No wrens active in 
area - closed.

6/23/2011 7002547 BUOR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 35 feet west of AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

6/29/2011 pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:12:32 PM
Pair active at nest, especially the  female that visited nest repeatedly, presumably with food;  male and female didn't 
interact, as they would during nest building. 
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 11:16:25 AM
Appears this nesting attempt has failed; a female oriole made repeated visits to this nest to take nesting material to a 
new nest she is building 20 feet south and 10 feet above this site; this nest is considerably pulled apart - closed.

5/7/2011 7001011 BUSH Closed TL 639 - 171660 75 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

5/25/2011 RAbe - 5/7/2011 1:51:06 PM - Adult observed entering and exiting nest. 100 foot buffer flagged w/ yellow tape.
tfitanides - 5/19/2011 1:05:00 PM - BUSH nest observed for 30 mins. No BUSH seen. No activity.
imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:32:09 AM
Nest has been ripped down. Only 1/4 of nest remains. Status changed to closed.
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4/28/2011 7000928 CACW Closed EP229-1 AR 90 feet to AR; 790 feet 

to TSAP.
100 feet Buffer remains; through 

access only.
Vehicular passage not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no stopping, 
standing, parking, or construction occurs within buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/26/2011 pkonrad - 5/26/2011 1:02:59 PM
No changes; no wrens.
sritt - 6/6/2011 11:05:23 AM
Nest in good condition. CACW singing in area.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 5:01:12 PM
New nest built adjoining older nest in this yucca stalk; many small feathers added to half of new nest. Nest in next 
yucca stalk looks unchanged. No wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 10:38:28 AM
No changes to nests in adjacent yucca stalks; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 12:59:03 PM
No changes; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:46:15 PM
All 3 nests have been damaged by heavy rainfall yesterday; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 12:29:39 PM
Nests look better now that they are wind dried, but no indication of nest improvements; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 1:45:48 PM
Nests continue to look weathered after rain 2 weeks ago. No activity at this site for more than a month and no wrens 
have been recorded in this valley for many weeks. Will change status to inactive pending closing this nest report.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 10:20:58 AM
No changes - closed.

3/19/2011 5003272 OTHE Closed EP31-2 45 feet from existing AR; 
340 feet to TSAP.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

4/20/2011 Raven bringing nest-lining materials; ownership of this nest is confused, with a RSHA stationed here also. Follow-up 
monitors should check if this remains CORA. Buffered 100 feet 3-19 RR.
No activity at nest; 2 ravens flew in initially as I drove up to site, but left area 3-29 (PK). 
No activity; no birds in area; can't ascertain status of nest from below or sides 4-7 (FH/PK).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011   No ravens or hawks in area; nest inactive; 1 large tan broken egg on ground 50 feet north of 
nest tree; unclear if associated with nest.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011   No ravens or hawks in area; no sign of activity at nest; closed.

6/15/2011 7002501 CACW Inactive EP226-1 20 feet from TSAP. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

6/15/2011 blohstroh - 6/15/2011 12:39:21 PM
Nest in good condition, but may have old whitewash inside.  No birds seen or heard in area during 30 minute period.

7/15/2011 7004636 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 65' from mapped AR, 
20' to existing

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/21/2011 rradd - 7/15/2011 8:53:08 AM
MODO on nest, did not flush.
barnold - 7/21/2011 1:01:23 PM
Nesr empty.
rradd - 7/26/2011 10:26:56 AM
Change to Closed.
No change in this nest; apparently abandoned prior to egg-laying.

3/10/2011 6003214 BUSH Closed CP49-51 AR 5 feet off existing AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

4/5/2011 2 birds in attendance sounding alarm notes.
24 Mar - Nest complete, but no birds detected during 2 - 30 min visits. Storrmy weather. - RR
31 Mar - No birds detected at this nest 0956-1026, though pr BUSH active 50m away. Abandoned? - RR
5 Apr - No BUSH detected during 2 x 30 minute surveys. Change to inactive and remove buffer. - RR
11 Apr - No change observed. - RR
Closed, due to inactivity over last several surveys.  kalberts - 4/17/2011 12:58:49 PM

2/25/2011 5000438 RTHA Closed TL 639 - Z379518 150 feet from existing 
access road.

500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. 

4/26/2011 2/25/11 - Hawk on nest.
3/28/11 - Nest appears empty and inactive. Ravens set up a nest 20 ft-above nest in tree. Conclude nest is inactive. 
(D. Busby)
21 Apr - No change inactivity. - RR
26 Apr - No new raptor breeding activity has been observed at this nest. Change to closed. - RR

3/19/2011 5003270 RSHA Closed EP32 - 30 AR 450 feet from existing 
access road.

500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

4/20/2011 Pair RSHA present and territory guarding. Female tolerated close approach, refused to fly, male agitated, circling 
and driving off 3rd RSHA - 3-19 (RR).
Pair active north of present 500 foot buffer; male vocal and flight displying repeatedly to NE; apparent female has 
immature plumage; no apparent interest to this nest site today 3-29 (PK). 
No activity observed in immediate nest area; male noted calling far to the north 4-7 (FH/PK).
No activity in area 4-14 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/20/2011   No activity in area; Red-shouldered Hawk calling far to north; closed.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronlogy of species that would use 
the nest.
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4/11/2011 5000792 CACW Closed EP231A 60 feet to edge of TSAP. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

7/12/2011 Nest looks fresh, but no birds seen entering it. 4/11 - SR
sritt - 4/15/2011 4:31:07 PM - No change.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Nice new nest with large entrance hole.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - Wren perched near nest and sang twice before flying to older nest to north.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Pair of wrens singing on bare branch near nest.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No change at nest; no signs of wrens.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No change; no wrens heard or seen.
PKonrad - 5/26/2011 - Same as last week.
PKonrad - 6/7/2011 - Grasses hanging over nest entrance; nest appears unused for some time.
PKonrad - 6/13/2011 - Entrance looks good; no wrens observed or heard in area.
PKonrad - 6/20/2011 - Nest entrance looks well-used; no wrens in area.
PKonrad - 6/27/2011 - Same.
PKonrad - 7/6/2011 - Same.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:17:10 PM
No changes to nest or nest site; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 2:32:44 PM
Grasses hanging over entrance, giving the appearance that this nest hasn't been used in some time.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 3:29:10 PM
Entrance looks good; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 12:18:41 PM
Nest entrance well-used; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 2:17:20 PM
Entrance and interior looks actively used; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:34:27 PM
Nest slightly rain damaged; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 1:38:30 PM
Like nearby nest, this nest is fading into disrepair due to lack of wren activity in this area. No wrens observed or 
heard in area.
Closed due to inactivity and disrepair.

2/28/2011 5000464 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

5 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet Reduced to 10 feet. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

4/14/2011 Nest determined abandoned (INACTIVE) 3/5/11 - IM
Status changed to closed after abandonment. kalberts - 4/15/2011 9:27:47 PM

4/4/2011 5003352 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 0 feet; on equipment 
within active yard.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.   The 
partially-constructed 

nest site was 
confirmed before 
deterrents were 
installed.  The 

deterrents kept the 
adult finches from 

accessing the nest, 
preventing the pair 
from completing the 

nest.  No eggs or 
nestlings w

5/3/2011 RF - 4/4/11: Birds observed building nest in dozer.  The nest was located in a box-like metal housing at the top of the 
hydraulic piston for the blade. 
4/6/11 -  HOFI observed continuing nest construction in morning by yard monitor Tyler Sears. Bird deterrents, plastic 
mesh, and duct tape were installed at this nest in the early afternoon, successfully sealing this site from any 
continued bird activity. The edges of the mesh were sealed with duct tape. There were no openings through which 
the birds could get inside the mesh-covered area. No eggs or nestlings present at this time.  4/20/2011 - Not 
monitored. Yard biologist reports inactive and dozer OK'd to move. - RR
5/3/2011 - Nest (equipment) no longer present - closed.

5/5/2011 7000995 HOFI Closed CP50-1 100 feet from AR but 
within Hamlet residence.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  Nest 

appears to have 
been blow out of tree 
prior to completion.

6/8/2011 5 May - HOFI nest building and copulating. - RR
12 May - HOFI nesting activity continues. - RR
19 May - Veg growth impedes view, but HOFI carrying nest material to location. - RR
eelias - 6/4/2011 11:37:50 AM
At nest tree for 30 minutes; no house finch activity was noted in this pepper.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:44:02 AM
Nest no longer present. Change to Closed.

3/10/2011 6003211 ANHU Closed CP49-51 AR 0 feet from existing AR; 
overhanging branch.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  Nest 

damaged by storm, 
possibly before egg 

laying stage.

3/31/2011 Female ANHU building new nest with spider silk.
24 Mar - Nest appears complete, but unoccupied @ 12:20. - RR
31 Mar - Nest appears storm damaged 10:50. No activity, change to closed. - RR

AR065600
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5/10/2011 7001425 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 

301+001
0 feet; inside work area. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Nest partly 
built but not 
completed.

5/26/2011 phoward - 5/10/2011 3:50:23 PM - Black phoebe pair seen building nest.
shampton - 5/26/2011 11:40:51 AM
emorgan - 5/27/2011 10:17:10 AM
No activity has been seen at nest for 2 weeks - closed.

5/24/2011 7002348 NRWS Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

0 feet; within work area. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Nest was 
abandoned before 

completion.

6/1/2011 emorgan - 5/24/2011 12:19:56 PM - 0bserved swallows carrying nesting material into cavity every few minutes. 
emorgan - 5/25/2011 10:24:10 AM
Pair bringing nesting material to cavity every 2 to 4 minutes.
shampton - 5/26/2011 3:03:57 PM
Adults binging nesting material.
emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:26:12 PM
No swallows observed entering cavity. Kris Alberts looked in cavity with a mirror and saw nesting material but no 
eggs - closed.

6/1/2011 7002410 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

30 feet from work limit 
and 50 feet from bridge.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Nest was 
probably an 

exploratory effort.

6/8/2011 emorgan - 6/1/2011 11:17:04 AM - Observed pair bringing spider webs to nest that is less than 5% complete.
shampton - 6/9/2011 12:55:57 PM
Did not find nest. LEGO's in area but not near tree. Broadleaf tree is probably a Toyon , is between a 2'  diameter 
Cottonwood and a 2' diameter Willow. The 5% nest attempt may have been abandoned. Tree is open enough that 
LEGO nest would likely be visible.
shampton - 6/16/2011 12:39:09 PM
Did not find nest again. LEGO's heard in area but not observed near tree.
shampton - 6/23/2011 12:32:17 PM
Did not find nest. No LEGO activity in described area during 20 minute observation - closed.

4/14/2011 5000819 ACWO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Wood pole P78837

0 feet; along Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  No 
evidence of breeding 

this season.

5/17/2011 phoward - 4/14/2011 11:41:11 AM - Pair seen going in and out of nest. 
rradd - 4/16/2011 4:24:40 PM - Pair seen going in and out of nest. 
30 Apr - ACWO pair remain active at this pole but difficult to determine if breeding is in progress. - RR
tfitanides - 5/6/2011 3:45:37 PM - Seen by bio monitor at pole on 5/6.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 2:25:15 PM - No birds observed.
kkilpatrick - 5/31/2011 1:19:00 PM
The potential nest site was observed for 45 minutes. During the monitoring period three ACWO appeared briefly in 
the area and perched for one minute on the wood pole that is on the north side  of Alpine Blvd. This pole also has a 
potential nest cavity on the top west side  of the pole. An adult and juvenile Western Scrub-Jay were active in the 
area as well as two Ravens.  Their  presence did not cause any reaction from ACWO .

5/12/2011 7001452 ATFL Closed CP23 0 feet; within work limits; 
70 feet from TC.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Observed 
activity was likely an 
exploratory foray. No 

definite nesting 
activity confirmed.

6/7/2011 eelias - 6/2/2011 3:16:42 PM
Elias watched this pole for 20 minutes while monitoring a kestrel nest in this same structure on 5/31/2011. There was 
no flycatc
eelias - 6/2/2011 4:01:55 PM
Elias watched this pole for 20 minutes while monitoring a kestrel nest in the same structure on 5/31/2011. There was 
no flycatcher activity noted. 
rradd - 6/7/2011 10:42:03 AM
No ATFL detections during 30 min. obs. 
No definitive breeding activity was confirmed here - Change to Closed.

2/17/2011 5000012 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
Vault 11

105 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

3/3/2011 Nest not determined to be active or attributeable to any species. RTHA pair seen soaring, perching, and collecting 
nest material in vicinity. Other raptors also observed in area include RSHA and SSHA. 3/3/2011.
Stick nest remains inactive 3-22 (PK).      
Still inactive 4-5 (PK).
emorgan - 4/20/2011 10:20:55 AM - Still inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

2/25/2011 5000534 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
46+00L, MH-3L

50 feet. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

2/25/2011 Old passerine nest. 2/25/11
Closed, due to no raptor potential and no passerine activity. kalberts - 4/16/2011 10:19:27 AM

1/13/2011 5000538 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-11L

5 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

3/22/2011 Old nest remains inactive 3-22 (PK).
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

2/15/2011 5000900 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

180 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/20/2011 Nest remains inactive 3-22 (PK).
emorgan - 4/20/2011 11:10:41 AM - Nest remains inactive.
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1/13/2011 5000515 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 

MH-10L
35 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

3/22/2011 Old nest unused, near active hawk nest 3-22 (PK).

2/15/2011 5000526 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

70 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

2/15/2011 Did not see nest inhabited after several hours of observation. Droppings observed but could be from the previous 
year. 2/15/11
Closed, due to no activity, and blanket exemption. kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:28:52 AM

3/3/2011 5000488 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
299+00r

55 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/20/2011 Nest appears to be inactive at this time. 3/3/11
Old nest remains unused 3-22 (PK).
emorgan - 4/20/2011 11:44:53 AM - Still inactive - closed.

2/15/2011 5000525 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

0 feet; under Alpine Blvd 
bridge.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

5/6/2011 Did not see nest inhabited after several hours of observation. Droppings observed but could be from the previous 
year. Observed BLPH actively building nest, nest now ACTIVE-3/16/11-RF
8 April - Nest in good condition, but no eggs, or nestlings. Adult foraging in area, still building? BL
emorgan - 4/20/2011 12:33:59 PM - Adult foraging in area but it did not approach nest and nest is empty.
vnovik - 5/6/2011 8:26:16 AM - No activity at nest, material falling from nest.

2/15/2011 5000901 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

200 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

3/22/2011 Large stick nest consistent with raptors. 2/15/11
Nest not active 3-22 (PK).
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

5/24/2011 7002350 OTHE Closed CP19-1 36 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

6/13/2011 kkilpatrick - 5/24/2011 2:10:56 PM
Fresh grass nest appeared completed. No eggs in nest. An adult California towhee was observed near nest site.
kkilpatrick - 5/25/2011 3:50:27 PM
Two biologists conducted focused observations of the nest for two hours and did not observe any activity at the nest.  
The nest was determined to be inactive; however, the nest should be rechecked again in approximately one week or 
more before it is closed.
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:47:50 PM
Nest appears clean and intact, but unimproved since last visit. Uncompacted interior suggests nest has not yet been 
used.
rradd - 6/13/2011 8:32:15 AM
Nest was apparently never used.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology.

6/1/2011 7002406 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

290 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this nesting 

season.

6/1/2011 mkuehn - 6/1/2011 12:36:57 PM
Smaller stick nest; no activity observed; crows in vicinity all day.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

6/1/2011 7002407 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

290 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this nesting 

season.

6/1/2011 mkuehn - 6/1/2011 12:48:28 PM
Large stick nest; no activity observed; crows in vicinity all day.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

2/25/2011 5000439 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
CP95-1,CP96-1, AR, & 

pullsite

225 feet from access 
road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

2/25/2011 No sign of recent use. No new nest material or sign of adult corvid or raptor activity.
Never occupied. Change to closed.

2/24/2011 5000432 OTHE Closed CP25-2, CP26 and 
CP27

880 feet from temporary 
ROW of tower site.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/15/2011 Stick nest with only larger branches and no soft material. No sign of recent use. Some white wash on ground below 
nest. 2/24/11
18 Mar - Apparently a favored (TUVU) roost, but no indications of nest improvement.- RR
5 Apr - No indications of status change.
Closed due to its occurrence 880 feet from tower site - kalberts - 4/15/2011 8:29:59 PM.
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2/24/2011 5000050 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 

Vault 15
0 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/30/2011 Nest inactive at this time. Stick nest consistent with small raptors or corvids - 3/3/2011.
emorgan - 4/20/2011 10:54:33 AM - Still inactive.
30 Apr - Change to closed due to inactivity. - RR

6/1/2011 7002409 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

340 feet to Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest, 
unused this nesting 

season.

6/1/2011 emorgan - 6/1/2011 12:46:00 PM - Old stick nest; no activity observed near it.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

6/14/2011 7002497 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Vault 2

18 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Stopped 
nest building for 
unknown reason.

6/14/2011 eelias - 6/14/2011 9:22:34 AM
Kevin Kilpatrick and E. Elias visited the nest site to log this nest found by construction monitor Ben Rosenbaum. This 
nest is 20% complete.

7/11/2011 7003028 WREN Closed TL 639 - 872360 40 feet to AR. 100 feet Limited reconductoring 
work and drive through 

access only.

NBR Submit Date: 07/17/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/18/2011

The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed constru

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Abandoned 
before completion for 

unknown reasons.

7/11/2011 rradd - 7/11/2011 10:59:21 AM
Nest under construction, appears 95% complete. WREN pr scolding obs. Activity level should be verified as this is 
very late season for breeding initiation.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 12:00:47 PM
No activity at nest site. No wrentits in area.
rradd - 7/19/2011 10:41:20 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest unimproved from first visit, cup is clean and uncompacted, WREN wthin 100'. Possibly an abandoned late 
season nest.

5/20/2011 7001908 WREN Closed TL 639 - Z171660 50 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed. 

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Abandoned 
during nest building.

5/5/2011 5/20/2011
Nest partially (1/4) built; 2 adults observed in shrub; one adult observed bringing nesting material into shrub and then 
leaving without material.
imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:29:48 AM
Nest has had no progress since last visit. No adults observed in area. Material is old. Status changed to closed.

2/23/2011 5000046 OTHE Closed EP84 5 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Abandoned 
prior to completion 

for unknown 
reasons.

3/28/2011 Nest is just started, but birds may continue to add to it. Possible SPTO nest. 2/23/11
No nest observed 3-10 by Paul Konrad.
3/15/11- Nest observed by Darin Busby. On west side of scrub oak at fork in road. Appears bird started nest but 
abandoned it as it is still a loose cup of sticks.
Nest incomplete and inactive - closed 3-28 (PK).

4/14/2011 5000825 HOFI Closed Wilson Yard 0 feet; within yard trailer. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Buffer should be reduced to 30 feet or less, as this species is highly tolerant of 
human activity, and nesting commenced at this site after the yard was 
established and operating.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Abandoned 
prior to egg laying for 

unknown reasons.

5/3/2011  ahill - 4/14/2011 9:56:14 PM
The pair of HOFI have been seen and heard in the area consistently and were observed entering the nest on 4-14-
11. There are no eggs in the nest. A 100 foot nest buffer was installed.
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:38 AM 
birds seen entering nest by bio monitor; nest appears complete.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011
No birds observed in the area; no eggs in nests; appears deserted; closed.

6/17/2011 7004682 HOFI Closed Bartlett CY o feet; within yard limits  feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Abandoned 
prior to egg-laying.

6/23/2011 phoward - 6/17/2011 2:30:09 PM
Nest is re-opened, new nest (75% complete), nest was found by bio monitor, pair was seen near nest.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 2:44:44 PM
No finches observed or heard in area; nest doesn't look complete; will check back.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 2:49:01 PM
No finches at nest or in area; this second nesting attempt failed - closed.

6/17/2011 7004665 HOFI Closed Bartlett CY 0 feet; within yard.  feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Abandoned 
prior to nest 
completion.

6/23/2011 phoward - 6/17/2011 2:28:39 PM - Nest is re-opened, new nest (75% complete); nest was found by bio monitor; pair 
was seen near nest.
PKonrad - 6/23/2011 - No finches observed or heard in area; nest doesn't look complete; will check back.
PKonrad - 6/29/2011 - closed.

3/10/2011 5001261 HOWR Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Alternate 
nest for HOWR 

5001260.

7/14/2011 Nest material visible inside. likely HOWR.
10 Mar 2011 - HOWR singing at nest above. Likely a satellite nest, but should be checked with ea. survey to see 
which one fledges. RR
24 Mar - HOWR singing nearby. Nesting activity suppressed by stormy day. - RR
31 Mar - HOWR  pair active at cavities. RR
11 Apr - HOWR pair active at cavities.- RR
19  Apr - This nest is a dummy nest filled with sticks. Change to closed. -RR
5 May - This cavity has been reopened - RR
19 May Intense territoriality around this and upper cavity, HOWR singing at 3 sec. intervals. - RR
25 May Cavity does not appear to be in use. Change to Inactive. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology.
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6/3/2011 7002596 WBNU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
20 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Although 
bird was observed 

visiting site on a few 
occassions, there 

was no strong affinity 
to this cavity or any 
other cavity in the 
nearby vicinity. No 

nest was ever 
established and 

observations 
probably represent 

expl

6/8/2011 sjohnston - 6/3/2011 3:10:22 PM
WBNU observed clearing WEBL nest material and bringing in fresh nesting material.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:05:46 PM
WBNU obs. ca. 3' from cavity but did not enter cavity during obs.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:05:32 PM
No activity at cavity.

6/28/2011 7002572 CACW Closed EP269 AR 47 feet north of AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. An 
apparently unused 
nest destroyed by 

storm.

7/13/2011 eelias - 6/28/2011 2:38:20 PM
Complete nest; no eggs or nestlings in nest; no adults were active in this area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 1:30:29 PM
Nest destroyed; probably by storm last week - closed.

5/4/2011 7000978 ATFL Closed CP70-3 AR 15 feet to AR; 64 feet to 
entry gate.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Any attempt 
at nesting was likely 
exploratory and no 

nest was built.

5/20/2011 4 May - ATFL exits cavity and mate follows 1655. - RR
14 May - No birds obs using this cavity during 30 min. obs. Survey again. - RR
20 May No detections at this cavity. Change to Closed. - RR

3/28/2011 5003286 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Apparently 
abandoned before 
completion of nest 

building.

4/15/2011 Monitor has observed pair in area. Fresh material. Cannot see in nest. Monitor for activity. 3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:24:53 PM - Small amount of grass in spool cavity. Nest watched for 3 hours and no activity 
detected. ESA sign removed from spool.

5/13/2011 7001473 BUOR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; overhangs AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.
Blanket exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL 
work is applicable.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Apparently 
abandoned for a 
better location. 
Cause of failure 

unknown.

6/23/2011 Nest found on 5-13-2011 by Tyler.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Large round woven hanging nest; pair active in the area.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - Orioles active and singing near large nest. 
PKonrad - 6/1/2011 - 1 male observed near nest; made contact calls.  [apparent pentab problems]
eelias - 6/6/2011 3:52:37 PM
I was in neighborhood for 30 minutes while documenting House Finch nest. A male Bullock's oriole landed in tree 
and sang once. No other significant activity took place.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 3:50:01 PM
Llittle activity in area of this site during extended observation periods on 6-1 (apparent pentab problems) and 6-10. 
Male from nest built 230 feet southwest perched nearby once, 
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 11:23:23 AM
Although orioles occasionally visit this tree, none have used this nest for several weeks - closed.

6/23/2011 7002553 HOOR Inactive Helix Yard 5 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 07/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Apparently 
abandoned prior to 
egg-laying due to 
unknown causes.

rradd - 6/29/2011 9:14:05 AM
Nest appears complete; female HOOR not visible in deep cup, seen away from nest.
rradd - 7/7/2011 1:50:45 PM
HOOR female incubating 1232, sits for vehicles but flushes at foot traffic.
rradd - 7/13/2011 12:33:56 PM
Change to Closed.
HOOR have apparently abandoned this nest; HOFI are now using it.
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4/27/2011 7000917 CACW Closed EP231A  AR 20 feet from AR;1300 

feet from EP 231 A.
100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 

passage allowed.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction will occur within the buffer. The 
Agencies concurred to the following:
Traffic can pass through all three nest buffers since the road 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Apparently 
an alternate satellite 

nest at best; no 
wrens observed here 
since the nest was 
built many weeks 

ago.

7/19/2011 shampton - 4/27/2011 - Approximately 2/3 built, of grasses.  CACW heard singing in area.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No apparent change; no birds.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - Unusual smaller nest appears 90% complete; wren singing uphill to south.
vnovik - 5/13/2011 1:16:46 PM - Nest intact; wrens south of road calling.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No changes; no wrens.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:40:39 PM
No apparent changes to nest; no wrens in area.
sritt - 6/6/2011 10:42:40 AM
Nest in good condition. No CACW nearby
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 4:17:07 PM
No apparent change; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 11:19:02 AM
Nest material (dry grass) has been added to top of nest; entrance hard to find; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 1:34:17 PM
Entrance partly obstructed by nest material; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 1:00:53 PM
Nest exterior rain-soaked; no wrens seen or heard.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 12:53:52 PM
Nest apparently has not been used recently; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 2:37:06 PM
Nest remains in disrepair after heavy rainfall 2 weeks ago; looks inactive and no wrens have been documented in the 
area for many weeks, including today - closed.

4/8/2011 5003390 WEBL Closed Wilson Yard 0 feet; within yard trailer. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 04/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 04/15/2011

Nesting commenced in trailer after construction began, personnel were working, 
and structures and machinery were in use.  Buffer reduced to 15 feet based on 
these facts.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Apparently 
deserted; no birds 

observed or heard in 
area.

5/3/2011 Environmental monitor observed male building nest actively past 2 days. Biological monitor observed male flying to 
nest and female in immediate vicinity. The immediate area around nest was flagged, nest will not affect construction 
as there is no construction nest buffer at this site.
ahill - 4/14/2011 9:58:40 PM 
A 100 foot buffer was installed today.
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:39 AM - Birds seen flushed from nest; nest looks nearly complete; no eggs.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - No bluebirds observed or heard; no bird on nest; apparently deserted; closed.

3/17/2011 6003247 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - Z379523 13 feet from AR. 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Apparently 
failed due to rain 

damage. No sign of 
predation.

3/28/2011 3/17/11 - Scott Hampton of Chambers Group detected CAGN pair and nest while monitoring at Structure 379523.  D. 
Busby came to verify nest and record w/ pen tab. Nest still loose and not fully completed. 
3/28/11 - Nest failed, only remnants remain. Pair still in same area so probably set up another nest. 
3/31/11-RF: Pair active in area. Male very vocal, female only observed once in an hour, very quiet and secretive. No 
nest located but very likely another nest being built within territory. 

5/26/2011 7002371 CACW Inactive EP226-1 58 feet from TSAP. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Apparently 
inactive nest.

5/26/2011

4/28/2011 7000945 LEGO Closed CP70-3 AR 80 feet to AR 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Appeared 
abandoned before 
egg laying stage.

5/14/2011 28 Apr - LEGO female on complete nest 0745. RR 
4 May - LEGO female incubating 1614.- RR
14 May Nest clean and intact but empty, no LEGO at nest. Appears abandoned prior to laying. Change to Closed. - 
RR

5/20/2011 7001915 BCHU Closed CP70-3 AR 20 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 

abandoned for 
unknown reasons.

6/3/2011 20 May BCHU female sitting on complete nest 0956. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 9:27:13 AM
BCHU female on nest 0842
rradd - 6/4/2011 10:59:28 AM
Nest intact and showing no signs of use. No detections at this nest during 30+ min obs. suggests abandoned nest.
rradd - 6/9/2011 4:35:36 PM
No BCHU detections at this nest during 30 min. obs. Change to Inactive.

4/13/2011 5000810 BUSH Closed EP27-1 30 feet from AR; 320 
feet from tower work 

area.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 

nest was abandoned 
before it was 
completed.

4/21/2011 sritt - 4/13/2011 11:07:10 AM 
Only lowest 5 inches is complete. Pair likely abandoned, and using nest 65 feet to southwest.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 
No change; looks like nest building abandoned; closed.

5/12/2011 7001451 WREN Closed CP23 60 feet to legs. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 
nestlings already 

fledged before nest 
was found.

5/18/2011 barnold & mkuehn - 5/12/2011 10:01 AM
Adult observed with nesting materal entering shrub.  Nest complete, at least 95%, and empty.  Nest on south side of 
mission manzanita shrub, concealed by the yarrow (Eriophyllum confertiflorum) and deerweed.  Find yellow flag in 
field for best view directions.
18 May  Nest is empty. Whirewash at edge of nest suggests this nest has already fledged. Will check once more 
before closing. Inactive. 1414 - RR

Obs. indicate this nesting attempt was complete when discovered.
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4/15/2011 5000837 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; on fill slope of 

substation pad.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 
pair selected an 

alternate location.

4/25/2011 Nest description: a front porch of flat, small rocks has been built at nest entrance; a couple of twigs were visible just 
beyond rock porch; 5% complete.
Same pair as (5000835). 1 bird was seen actively bringing material to nest 4-15 in the early evening while the other 
ROWR was in the immediate area. No further nesting behavior has been observed at this nest location today, 4-16-
11. It is possible this site was prepared by the male for the female to choose and she selected a nearby alternate 
location instead. Further observation needed to confirm final nest location is being carried out by biomonitor. Birds 
were not observed going into that rock crevace on 4-16-11. A 100 foot buffer was installed.
imaunsell - 4/18/2011 12:51:30 PM - No further activity at nest since previous observation. Pair appears to have 
decided on alternate location. Nest status changed to inactive. Monitor for activity.
ahill - 4/19/2011 8:25:42 PM Pair observed going in and out of nest location. No nesting materials were observed 
being carried.
phoward - 4/25/2011 11:08:45 AM - No birds seen near nest, no new nest material.

6/2/2011 7002433 PHAI Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

110 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 

predated by 
Cooper's Hawk.

6/16/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011
PHAI scolding observer under this tree, eventually settling on nest.
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:09:19 PM
Attempted predation by male COHA, no subsequent PHAI detections at nest.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:46:55 PM
Nest has fallen to ground. Change to Closed.

5/10/2011 7001434 BUSH Closed EP91 AR 5 feet to AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 

predated.

5/27/2011 RAbe - 5/10/2011 1:48:34 PM - Pair of Bushtits observed building nest, which is approx. 15% done.
emorgan - 5/20/2011 1:56:50 PM - The nest looks complete, but it looks like it has been disturbed. The top of the 
nest is spread out. It needs to be monitored to see if there's still activity around the nest.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 1:00:47 PM
Top of nest has been torn into, with pieces of nest material hanging from nest and from some surrounding branches. 
No Bushtits observed during 30 minutes of observation - closed.

4/28/2011 7000935 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - 774822 110 feet to nearest work 
area.

300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 

that nest attempt was 
never completed. 

6/2/2011 tcooper - 4/28/2011 - Female carrying dried grasses repeatedly to same location, nest not observed directly, may be 
1st day of building, recheck to confirm location.
tcooper - 5/5/2011 - No nest at this location, no activity in area.
tcooper - 6/2/2011 - Inactive nest found 18ft NW of this location. Nest nearly completely dismantled but location size 
and composition (fur lining and grass exterior) consistant with CAGN. Unknown nest outcome.

4/15/2011 5000835 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 60 feet; on fill slope, 60 
ft to road through pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 
that pair chose 

alternate location for 
nest site.

4/25/2011 ahill - 4/16/2011 3:29:27 PM - On 4-15, 1 ROWR was observed bringing rocks and sticks to this site with other 
ROWR flying in and out. Same behavior was observed on morning of 4-16. Pair is in the area inspecting various 
other rock crevices as well. 
Same pair as (5000837).
imaunsell - 4/18/2011 12:47:30 PM - Nest much more developed than previous observation by monitor. Stone 
"porch" well-formed; this is most likely the primary nest site.
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:14:40 AM - It appears pair is taking nest material from this nest and bringing it to different 
nest location (nest 5000877).
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

4/28/2011 7000926 CAGN Closed TL 639 - 379517 510 feet to nearest pole. 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Avian 

depredation; nest 
torn slightly from 
side, and bottom 
tugged upward.  

Could see daylight 
through its sides.

5/19/2011 kalberts - 4/28/2011 12:28:48 PM
Both birds building nest. About 85% complete.
imaunsell - 5/3/2011 2:10:34 PM
No adults on nest. No adults observed in area. No visual confirmation of nest contents.
dbusby - 5/5/2011 11:51:27 AM.
Nest was not observed. Adults observed foraging in area and also on other side of riparian area. Will wait until next 
week to confirm nest status, due to recent nest check 
kalberts - 5/12/2011 2:44:26 PM
Nest depredated by avian predator. Pair seen in area, and male observed once with new bark strips torn from a black 
sage (Salvia mellifera), then placed in same bush about 3 feet away.  This pair was actively nest-site searching, and 
no definitive re-nest exists yet. 
dbusby - 5/19/2011 10:21:57 AM - Still no nest detected. Pair observed foraging throughout their entire territory north 
and south cf riparian.  Observed male with strip of bark in beak just south of old nest location but then dropped it and 
flew off.

3/3/2011 6002315 GRRO Closed Alpine Yard 30 feet from impact 
area.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Birds never 
observed at nest; 

only nearby.

3/28/2011 Pair observed by bio-monitor Kari Kerwin. No activity seen during 1 hour. May become acitive in near future and 
should be monitored. Verified by I. Maunsell 3/3/2011
No progress in nest building since initial observation; nest not active. 3/28/2011 IM

3/28/2011 5003285 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Birds 
stopped at nest 
building stage.

4/15/2011 10% complete. Monitor observed pair coming to and from nest site. 3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:25:34 PM - Small amount of grass in spool cavity. Nest watched for 3 hours and no activity 
detected. ESA sign removed from spool.
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2/25/2011 5000454 OTHE Closed EP355 72 feet from existing 

access road.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Blown out of 
tower by strong wind; 
inactive this breeding 

season.

2/25/2011 Nest apparently blown out of tower. No sticks left in tower; sticks scattered on ground.

4/25/2011 7000900 MODO Closed Sycamore Yard 30 feet from yard edge. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Cause of 
failure indeterminate, 

but assumed 
predated.

5/3/2011 25 Apr - MODO incubating. Did not flush from foot traffic at 10 feet. - RR
3 May Nest empty and abandoned, presumed pedated. Change to Closed. - RR

4/30/2011 7000952 BUSH Closed CP88-1 AR 37 feet to AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage OK; 
construction not allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Cause of 
failure indeterminate, 
likely storm damaged 

or predated.

5/20/2011 30 Apr - BUSH pair tending to nest that appears complete 0840. - RR
20 May - Nest destroyed, with only fragments remaining 1707 - closed. - RR

5/26/2011 7002378 BUSH Closed Helix Yard 80 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Cause of 
failure is unknown.

6/2/2011 BUSH pair bringing items to large complete pensile nest 1546. - RR
phoward - 5/31/2011 12:48:57 PM
adults flushed from nest area when first approched nest. nest still looks active and 100% complete, entrance is well 
maintaned and there are no holes or structral defaults to the nest. nest is too high to check for eggs or chicks without 
mirror.
rradd - 6/3/2011 1:30:47 PM
No BUSH detections at this nest 1300 - 1330
rradd - 6/9/2011 8:59:35 AM
No BUSH detections at this nest 0750-0820 on a cold overcast day.
rradd - 6/15/2011 4:30:32 PM
Nest appears in good condition. No BUSH detections at or near nest. 
Change to Closed due to lack of activity.

3/10/2011 6003212 CALT Closed CP51-2 AR 0 feet; within work area 
around structures.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Damaged 
by storm, potentially 

before egg laying 
stage.

3/31/2011 Clean finely woven grass nest with no signs of aging or use. Looks ready to go. Check on next survey.
24 Mar - Nest is storm-damaged. Change to closed, if unimproved on next survey. - RR
31 Mar - Nest disintegrated. Closed. - RR

5/23/2011 7001926 WEKI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 50 
feet.

A pair of Western Kingbirds is constructing a nest in the southwest leg of an 
assembled portion of a tower located in the construction yard, and the nest 
construction appears to be nearly complete.  The nest is located approximately 
25' above the ground a

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Due to 

storm.

5/31/2011 sjohnston - 5/23/2011 7:12:28 AM - Nest building observed; nest about 10% complete.
Adult observed bringing in material, nest seems near completion - fhoffman - 5/23/2011 12:04:27 PM.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - Nest appears abandoned; nest is intact, but no kingbirds have been seen in area during 45 
minutes of observations. Re-assess status next work day (Tuesday).
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 4:21:16 PM
Nest intact, but may be abandoned. No kingbirds observed in area during 45 minutes of observations. Re-assess 
next work day (Tuesday).
tfitanides - 5/31/2011 9:30:31 AM
Nest apparently blown out over weekend. Bio monitor observation from 5-28-2011.

2/15/2011 5000528 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

22 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Duplicate 
inactive nest initially 
thought to be nearby 

active nest.

5/20/2011 2 BLPH seen very close to nests, but not actually seen using nests. Could be last year's nests that could be used this 
year.
Closed - duplicate nest.- RR
sjohnston - 5/19/2011 5:02:26 PM
BLPH actively nest building ca. 90%. complete.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 5:24:04 PM
This nest is not active; it was confused with other nest.

5/23/2011 7001923 WEKI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; in yard, on tower. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Duplicate 
nest report.

5/22/2011 sjohnston - 5/23/2011 7:12:28 AM - Nest building observed; nest about 10% complete; initially observed on 5-22.  
Nest 7001926 is a duplicate point plotted more accuartely using Trimble. Nest status changed to closed due to 
duplication.
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4/7/2011 5003382 RTHA Closed CP57 AR 230 feet from existing 

AR.
500 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 

stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.
2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Early 
interest in nest 

ended.

5/21/2011 7 Apr - RTHA display flight bringing materials to nest platform. - RR
14 Apr - RTHA perched at nest. - RR
21 Apr - No RTHA observed visting this nest 1530-1600. - RR
28 Apr - Distance to nest makes observation difficult when windy. No detections in 20 minute observation - RR
21 May - No RTHA obs. associating with this empty nest. Change to Inactive. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

3/2/2011 5000470 HOFI Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

0 feet; on subject house. 100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

NBR Submit Date: 05/05/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/06/2011

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near H

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Early 
season nest 

probably failed due 
to weather.

Observed pair coming and going from nest
16 Mar - HOFI at nest 12:44 - RR
3/18/11 - D. Busby observed pair coming and going to nest. HOWR showed up and was at nest for 10 minutes, 
displacing the HOFI.
24 Mar - No actvity at this nest - looks somewhat bedraggled following recent storms. - RR

5/26/2011 7002380 PSFL Closed CP70-3 AR 76 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Exploratory; 
site abandoned 

before any 
improvements made. 

Alternate location 
nearby appears to 

have been selected.

6/4/2011 26 May - PSFL pair in initial stages of nest building 0910 - RR
rradd - 6/4/2011 8:25:21 AM
This nest site apparently abandoned for new site 80' E (now under construction).
Change to Closed.

3/18/2011 5003259 HOFI Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from driveway. 100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

NBR Submit Date: 05/05/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/06/2011

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near H

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Failure due 
to natural causes - 

nest blown from tree 
by storm.

3/18/11 - D. Busby observes HOFI pair collecting nest material and bringing it to nest.
1 April - Female on nest. IM
No activity. imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:31:10 AM.
19 Apr - HOFI female bringing nest material 1155. - RR
27 Apr - HOFI pair working at this nest 1204. - RR
5 May - Nest destroyed - appears mostly blown out of tree. Change to Closed. - RR

3/18/2011 5003260 ANHU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

25 feet from driveway. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Incomplete 
nest apparently 

damaged by storm 
event.

3/18/11 - D. Busby observes female ANHU bringing material to half-way built nest.
24 Mar - No bird detected. Maybe satellite nest for adjacent ANHU. Cold stormy weather. - RR
31 Mar - Nest destroyed by unknown (probably weather). - RR

5/19/2011 7001507 BCHU Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 
pullsite AR entry

60 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Likely 

abandoned prior to 
egg laying.

6/9/2011 19 May BCHU female on nearly complete nest 1742. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 4:43:52 PM
Nest appears neat, complete and intact, but no BCHU detected in association during 30 min. obs. Will resurvey.
rradd - 5/26/2011 4:52:34 PM
BCHU female comes briefly to nest then departs. Egg-laying?
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:53:06 PM
Nest appears neat, protected and intact. No BCHU detected during 30 min obs.
rradd - 6/9/2011 11:52:31 AM
No detections during 30 min obs. Change to Inactive.

5/2/2011 7000962 LEGO Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

0 feet; within mapped 
road area.

100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project are

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Likely 

predated.

5/21/2011 tfitanides - 5/23/2011 3:50:44 PM
Nest closed by data from previous nest monitoring.
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5/24/2011 7001938 HOOR Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
70 feet 100 feet Buffer remains but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implement

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. May have 
been first nesting 

attempt by immature 
birds. Nest 

constructed by 2 
females, or 1 female 
and a first-year male.

6/8/2011 sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:09:20 AM
Pair actively nest building. Nest approximately 10% complete.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:56:55 AM
Nest building. 10 % complete
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:55:36 AM
Nest building. 50% complete.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:59:33 AM
Nest building 70%+ complete.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:29:07 AM
Nest building 90% complete.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:14:23 PM
Nest building.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 3:39:37 PM
No activity at nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:17:53 PM
No activity at nest area.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:02:49 PM
No activity at nest.
sjohnston - 6/14/2011 4:16:09 PM
No activity for the past 4 days.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:55:33 PM
No activity at this nest has been observed for 7 days.

3/2/2011 5000477 OTHE Closed EP244 AR 120 feet from driveway 
entrance.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes - apparent 
predation.

3/24/2011 Nest constructed of fine grasses, entrance is facing northeast, with rabbit fur lining. South side of nest shows some 
weathering, but fresh whitewash atop. 3/2/11
No bird present. Nest weathered but still intact. Status left unchanged, still active. 3/08/2011. B.Hart.
Nest torn apart; possible predation; closed 3-24 (PK).

3/2/2011 5000478 OTHE Closed EP244 10 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes - appears to 
be blown out by 

wind.

3/24/2011 Old or incomplete pile of material includes shredded juniper bark, grasses and yucca fibers. 3/2/11
Still inactive 3/08/2011, B.Hart
Appears to have been blown out by wind? A few pieces of grass left in cholla; closed 3-24 (PK).

3/2/2011 5000484 BUSH Closed CP54-1 30 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes - weather or 
predation presumed.

4/8/2011 Observed bushtit carrying nesting material and discovered nest through behavioral observation. Nest 20% complete 

16 Mar - BUSH carrying nest material to shrub 13:30. Consider ACTIVE - RR
22 Mar - No birds detected, nest not relocated. Revisit to verify activity. - RR
8 Apr - Nest no longer present. No BUSH re-nesting attempt detected near site during 30 minute observation period. 
Changed status to CLOSED. - RR

3/2/2011 5000479 CACW Closed EP243 105 feet from temporary 
ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 
causes apparent 

predation.

4/6/2011 Previous comments; a fresh grass nest including a clean opening and fresh feathers lining the inside. Appears active 
and utilized.  3/2/11
Well-built nest that's actively used; no birds in area 3-15 (PK).
Nest torn apart with large open holes; presently inactive 3-25 (PK). 
Nest remnants barely discernable; closed 4-6  (PK).

5/25/2011 7002364 LEGO Closed CP50-1 AR 25 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes, predation 
likely.

6/30/2011 5/25/2011
LEGO attending nest 1110.
rradd - 6/2/2011 5:41:12 PM
Nest no longer present. 
Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:08:48 AM
Nest refound. Change to Active. Male feeds incubating female at nest.
rradd - 6/16/2011 9:47:51 AM
LEGO female on nesr with male in close attendance 0723.
rradd - 6/23/2011 9:57:59 AM
Nest appears dissheveled from below, with light visible through side. LEGO pr. present, so will monitor once more 
prior to close.
rradd - 6/30/2011 12:08:59 PM
Change to Closed
Nest is no longer serviceable.

3/2/2011 5000483 BUSH Closed CP56-1 10 feet from proposed 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 
causes, probably 
weather related.

4/15/2011 Observed active construction of the nest. Nest is aproximately 10% complete (3/02/11 -BHart).
18 Mar - Pendulum type nest with outer materials held together by cobwebs. Nest complete. BUSH entered nest. - 
RR
7 Apr 1122-1222 - No BUSH detected at or near this nest. Change to inactive and remove buffer. - RR.
Nest closed due to last observation when no bird activity seen at the nest. kalberts - 4/15/2011 10:10:34 PM.
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3/31/2011 5003322 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; on house. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 
causes, probably 
weather related.

4/5/2011 31 Mar - Under construction.
5 Apr - Nest destroyed and no longer present. Changed to closed and buffer removed. - RR

6/8/2011 7002476 MODO Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

100 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes.

6/23/2011 rradd - 6/8/2011 11:22:25 AM
MODO on nest.
rradd - 6/18/2011 5:43:36 AM
Nest too high to see into, no MODO detected.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:33:18 AM
Nest has fallen apart.
Change to Closed.

5/14/2011 7001480 LEGO Closed CP82-1 0 feet; within AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
passage allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes. Insufficent 
time to raise 

fledglings before 
falling.

6/4/2011 14 May - Female LEGO constructing nest, appears 40% complete 1554. - RR
20 May LEGO female comes to nest after 25 mins of obs. 1359. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 2:41:40 PM
LEGO female on nest 1432.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:07:57 PM
Nest has fallen from tree.

2/27/2011 5000463 OTHE Closed EP243 100 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet Reduced to 82 feet. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes: destroyed by 
high winds.

3/24/2011 Calling bird perched at partially constructed nest of fresh fine grasses. This bird seems to occupy a large territory 
which covers the project site, so this could be an alternate nest.
No bird activity or signs of a nest detected. Recent high winds may have blown the nest away. Status changed to 
inactive B.Hart, 3/08/2011.  
No sign of nest; closed 3-24 (PK).

1/28/2011 5000406 CACW Closed EP245-1 160 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes; early season 
nest damaged by 

weather or predation.

3/24/2011 Entry from 2-1-11: A fresh grass nest including clean opening and fresh feathers lining the inside. Appears utilized 
and active.  
Update 02-21-11: nest appears to have been blown or torn open and no evidence of recent repair.  Changed status 
to inactive for the time being, until recent activity is noted.     
Nest inactive.3/08/2011. B.Hart.
Nest collapsed and flattened; closed 3-24 (PK).

4/11/2011 5000779 BUSH Closed TL 6916 - 774824 25 feet from existing AR; 
60 feet to nearest pole.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes; likely 
weather.

4/18/2011 11 April - Adults gathering nest material and adding it to nest   S. Hampton, M. Dicus
18 Apr - Only nest found near this location is old, dilapidated, sp. unknown. CLOSED, removed buffer & ESA signs. - 
RR

5/12/2011 7001490 LEGO Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

110 feet to work limits. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes; nest 
destroyed, possibly 
by weather, before 
nesting complete.

5/16/2011 eelias - 5/12/2011 9:52:42 AM Female was seen carry spider webs to this 96% complete nest.
eelias - 5/13/2011 9:24:06 AM Viewed twice this morning. First time nest was unattended. Five minutes later female 
was sitting on it and reshaping it with her breast.
19 May Nest not found. GPS location is 40' from any willows. Will resurvey. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 4:59:39 PM
LEGO female on nezt.Vertex moved per Trimble.
rradd - 6/3/2011 10:21:05 AM
LEGO breeding activity continues.
rradd - 6/8/2011 1:36:25 PM
Nest destroyed - appears weather-beaten.
Change to Closed.

5/31/2011 7002397 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

5 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandonded prior to 

egg laying.

6/8/2011 vnovik - 5/31/2011 3:15:37 PM 
Building nest approximately 90% complete.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:53:21 AM
Building nest 90% or greater complete.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 5:24:49 PM
Observed on nest; no eggs in nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:51:32 PM
Observed bird briefly (less than 1 minute) on nest; nest appears complete; no eggs.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:09:02 PM
No activity at nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 3:41:47 PM
No activity all day; nest closed, no eggs.

4/4/2011 5003349 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 171674 0 feet; on pole. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandoned due to 
unknown causes.

4/26/2011 4/4/11 phoward - Female seen with nest material made; multiple visits to same site, pole was marked with yellow 
tape and ESA sign placed on road. 
14 Apr - No HOFI detected during 30 minute observation. - RR
26 Apr No HOFI detected during 30 minute observation. Change to Closed. - RR
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4/4/2011 5003348 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 100977 0 feet; at pole. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest 
abandoned for 

unknown reasons.

4/14/2011 04/04/11 - Pair of house finches carrying nest material to base of insulator.  Multiple attempts were made to deposit 
material (M. Dicus, R. Abe)
9 Apr - HOFI male song post but no nest building. - RR
14 Apr - No HOFI associating with this pole and no nest. Change to CLOSED, remove buffers. - RR

4/22/2011 5000879 OTHE Closed Scripps Substation 10 feet from nearest 
conductor replacement.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandoned prior to 
completion and egg 

laying.

4/28/2011 emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:58:19 AM - Nest looks near completion and has fresh material in it. No birds approached the 
nest during the hour we were observing it. 
emorgan - 4/28/2011 11:01:21 AM - Nest does not have any fresh material and no birds were observed near the nest 
during the 2 hours of observation.

6/1/2011 7002417 BLGR Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandoned prior to 

egg laying.

6/20/2011 rradd - 6/1/2011 at 0950
BLGR pr (female constructing) just beginning nest.
rradd - 6/7/2011 12:08:41 PM
Nest appears complete, no eggs.
rradd - 6/14/2011 7:43:48 PM
13 Jun BLGR make singing and on territory, no female detected. Nest remains empty.
rradd - 6/20/2011 1:35:52 PM
No BLGR detected, nest never occupied. Change to Closed.

3/25/2011 5003281 HOFI Closed Hartung Yard 20 feet from yard 
boundary.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandoned prior to 
egg-laying and new 

nest attempted 
elsewhere in this 

tree. 

25 Mar - HOFI carrying nest materials. Active nest building. - RR
28 Mar - Female flushed off nest upon my approach, possibly incubating.- BL
6 Apr - No use detected 0830-0915. Nearby breeding activity suggests new nest in mistletoe 60 feet to west. RR
13 Apr - No use detected. Change to Closed. - RR

4/18/2011 5000844 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 973032 95 feet to nearest pole. 100 feet Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of the Reconductor routes. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandoned prior to 

establishment.

4/25/2011 18 Apr - HOFI pair carrying nest material and defending nest site. 0950 - RR
25 Apr No HOFI detected on or associating with this nest. Behavioral indications are that this site was never fully 
developed and abandoned prior to egg-laying. No construction was in progress during this breeding attempt. Change 
to Closed.

4/6/2011 5003374 HOFI Closed Hartung Yard 40 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandoned.

6 Apr - New nest building by HOFI pair in mistletoe cluster. Male feeding female, carrying nest material, etc. - RR
13 Apr - HOFI pair active at this location.- RR
20 Apr - HOFI male singing adjacent to nest 1054.- RR
27 Apr - No detections 1630-1650. - RR
4 May - No HOFI detected associating with this nest during 20 minute observation. Will monitor once more. - RR
12 May  No HOFI detected - RR
20 May Closed.

4/20/2011 5000862 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 1190 feet from yard 
boundary.

100 feet Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandoned.

4/26/2011 20 Apr - HOFI pair actively constructing nest; 50% complete. - RR
26 Apr - Nest abandoned before completion. New HOFI nest 40 feet away. - RR

6/10/2011 7002490 WEKI Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
apparently 

abandoned before 
egg laying began.

6/26/2011 tfitanides - 6/10/2011 9:59:27 AM - Nest appears complete or nearly so.
mkuehn - 6/14/2011 1:44:08 PM
see notes for nest ID 7002473 in adjacent tower (#65). That female sat in this nest as well today. Not sure which is 
active. Existing signage provides adequate buffering from disturbance for both nests.
tfitanides - 6/15/2011 3:23:02 PM
See notes for nest ID 7002473 in adjacent steel #65.
barnold - 6/26/2011 3:02:09 PM
Nest is empty, change to Closed.

3/16/2011 6003238 CAGN Closed CP63-3 450 feet from AR. 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
apparently blown out 

of place by high 
winds.

3/31/2011 31 Mar - Nest complete but appears blown out of place by wind. Pair rebuilding nearby. Closed. - RR
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5/13/2011 7001464 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
10 feet to new structure. 100 feet Buffer should be reduced accordingly to approved nest buffer modifications for 

other nesting birds in this area, following same noise barrier procedures.
2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
appeared to be 

damaged by rain.

5/23/2011 13 May - LEGO female constructing nest with material from BUSH nest, appears complete 0650. - RR
vnovik - 5/20/2011 5:10:48 PM
NO activity at nest. Nest appears damaged from rains.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:02:55 PM
Nest inactive. Observed Other LEGO removing material from  nest.

3/18/2011 6003256 BUSH Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

15 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that ne

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
appears destroyed 

by predator or 
weather.

4/25/2011 3/18/2011 4:14 PM
Adults building nest, 50% complete.
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:49:53 AM - no nest visits or birds heard nearby. nest looks destroyed by natural causes; 
predator or weather.

5/11/2011 7001433 BUSH Closed CP17-1 70 feet to existing AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Nest Buffer Modification Request: A NBM is requested for nest that allows thru-
traffic through buffer on the access road to CP-17. This is appropriate because: 
(1) at 83 feet the nest is located a suitable distance from the road and is 
sufficiently border

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
appears predated 

(hole in the platform) 
and dilapidated.

5/21/2011 jpawlicki - 5/11/2011 8:22:09 AM - Adults observed actively bringing food to nest.
21 May - Nest appears depredated (holed at the platform) and dilapidated. Status changed to Closed. - RR

3/31/2011 5003321 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - 774821 20 feet from AR; 290 
feet to nearest tower.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
appears predated.

5/1/2011 Looks complete.
3/31/11 TC - Adults seen visiting nest, possibly in laying stage.
4/7/11 TC - Female on nest.
12 Apr - Female LEGO incubating 1408 - RR
4/13/11 TC - Female on nest.
18 Apr - LEGO fem. on nest 1216. - RR
25 Apr - LEGO female incubating 1445. - RR
2 May - Nest destroyed. Remove buffers and change to Closed. - RR

4/8/2011 5003386 ANHU Closed CP64-1, CP65-2 - 
driveway entry

50 feet from AR entry. 100 feet Vehicular passage and light construction activity proposed for a 1 day period at 
the driveway entrance should not impact this nest, as nest is obscured visually 
through vegetative screening, and soundwalls may further protect the nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
appears to have 
been abandoned 
before egg laying.

4/27/2011 04/08/11 - Female ANHU incubating.  Nest affects driveway (M. Dicus, R. Abe).  
13 Apr - ANHU female adding nest material. 0920. - RR
vnovak - 4/20/2011 8:27:09 AM - No bird observed on nest, seen within the area.
27 Apr - No activity observed 30 minute observation. Change to Closed. - RR

4/26/2011 7000907 BUSH Closed Elliott Substation 35 feet to substation 
access gate.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
appears to have 
been predated.

5/11/2011 26 Apr - BUSH pair building nest, approximately 65% complete. - RR
3  May Nest appears complete but possibly damaged at bottom. No BUSH associating during 45 min obs - monitor 
again for conclusive outcome. - RR
11 May No BUSH detected during 30 min. obs., other bird spp removing nest materials unopposed. Change to 
Closed. - RR

3/16/2011 6003236 RCSP Closed CP55 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
building ended 
before nest was 

completed.

3/29/2011 16 Mar Female carrying nest material while male singing 30 feet away. Construction appears to have just begun.
25 Mar - Nesting on hold or abandoned, nest incomplete. Check again - RR.
29 Mar - No sign of activity, no RCSP detected. Change to closed.- RR

3/28/2011 5003287 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
building terminated 

for unknown causes.

4/15/2011 Monitor has observed pair in area. Fresh material but cannot see in nest. Monitor for activity. 3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:20:55 PM - Small amount of grass in spool cavity. Nest watched for 3 hours and no activity 
detected. ESA sign removed from spool.

3/17/2011 6003252 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
building terminated 

for unknown 
reasons.

4/25/2011 Pair nest building. Flushed when foot traffic approached between reels about 15 feet away. Does not appear 
disturbed by yard activities 3-17 IM.
Fresh material has been added; no eggs present. 3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:15:18 PM. - Male in area but never entered nest cavity. Defined cup and fresh nest material. 
Continue to monitor nest to determine activity level. 
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:15:18 PM. No ESA erected because yard driveway is blocked by ESA already for other HOFI 
nest.
imaunsell - 4/16/2011 9:32:08 AM - NBR concurred 4/15/2011 - Buffer reduced in field to 15 feet.
emorgan - 4/25/2011 8:15:47 AM - There are no eggs or nestlings in the nest and no signs of bird activity around the 
nest.
emorgan - 7/14/11 - Changed status to closed.
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6/7/2011 7002466 LASP Closed Wilson Yard 25 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 

limits.
Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated t

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest built 
but no eggs laid.

6/24/2011 sritt - 6/7/2011 3:34:29 PM
One adult seen feeding another. Both birds seen building nest, Nest appears complete aside from fine duff material 
inside.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 5:01:22 PM
There are no eggs in nest, but nest looks complete and adults are calling territoially nearby.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 2:19:50 PM
Still no eggs in nest; nest not recently used - closed.

4/28/2011 7000927 CACW Closed EP229-1 75 feet to AR; 780 feet 
to TSAP.

100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest closed 
and combined with 
duplicate, adjacent 

point.

5/11/2011

5/20/2011 7001917 HOFI Closed CP70-3 AR 30 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
destroyed by natural 

causes (wind and 
poor site selection).  

5/26/2011 20 May HOFI pr bringing and arranging grasses atthis cavity 1055. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 9:59:24 AM
Nest no longer present - presumed lost to weather.
Change to Closed

4/1/2011 5003333 BUSH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from Londono 
driveway.

100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

NBR Submit Date: 05/05/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/06/2011

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near H

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
destroyed; appears 

predated.

Pair nest building. Nest 90% complete. Tolerated foot traffic along driveway. 1 April 2011 - IM (gps not functioning, 
mapped by hand.)
Pair observed visiting nest - imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:27:43 AM.
19 Apr - BUSH pair active at nest construction. 1048. Trimbled and vertex moved. - RR
27 Apr - Nest destroyed - appears torn apart from above. WESJ? Change to Closed. - RR


3/29/2011 5003291 WEBL Closed TL 6916 - Z774819 75 feet from AR; 400 
feet to nearest pole.

100 feet Vehicular passage should not impact nest, provided that no stopping, standing, 
or construction occurs within buffer zone.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest failed 
for unknown reason, 
but HOWR (detected 
at this cavity) have 

been a factor in 
many bluebird nest 

failures.

5/22/2011 WEBL pair entering and exiting cavity multiple times.
12 Apr WEBL continue to visit cavity 15:15. - RR
18 Apr No WEBL detected in two 20 min obs. Possible nest predation by pr HOWR singing and resident at nest tree.- 
RR
25 Apr - No WEBL detected in  or around nest site during two 20 min obs. Change to Closed. - RR

4/19/2011 5000851 BUSH Closed CP88-1 35 feet from AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest gone 
during second visit; 
possible predation.

4/30/2011 shampton - 4/19/2011 8:20:38 AM - Pair observed nearby, carrying nest material to nest; 80% complete.
30 Apr - No BUSH or nest detected at the described location. BUSH building nest 200' SE maybe this pair. RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

4/4/2011 5003354 BUSH Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR Within 10 feet of AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest gone.

5/3/2011 Monitor observed pair and nest building on 4/4. Pair adding lining to nearly complete nest. Undeterred by traffic on 
road. Buffer flagged for no road improvements. - 4/5/2011 IM
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 -  Nest looks good, but no birds observed during 2 observation periods - will return.
sjohnston - 4/26/2011 3:48:20 PM - Nest not located; no bustit obs or heard in the area of the reported nest 
location.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Nest gone; appears nesting attempt failed.

6/13/2011 7002496 PHAI Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

20 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that ne

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest gone; 
unknown reason.

6/14/2011 6/13/2011
Male is bringing material to nest and building and female is helping out by shaping.  Nest is approximately 75% 
complete.
ahill - 6/14/2011 6:56:50 PM
Nesting attempt failed; no sign of nest or nesting material nearby. Did not fail due to project activities.
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4/12/2011 5000795 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 973033 35 feet from work area. 100 feet Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of Reconductor lines, following 

same principles as blanket exemption for Alpine Blvd.
2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest is on 
private property and 

unavailable for 
physical inspection, 

but observations 
implied this nesting 

attempt was 
abandoned early for 
unknown reasons.

4/25/2011 12 Apr HOFI pr carrying nest materials behind non-native planting against wall. - RR
18 Apr No HOFI detected at this location 0910-0930. Trenching crew at work nearby. - RR
25 Apr No HOFI detected at or near nest, suggests nest abandoned prior to incubation. - RR

4/21/2011 5000871 LEGO Closed Elliott Substation 40 feet to existing 
substation.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest likely 
destroyed by 

predation.

5/3/2011 21 Apr - LEGO female building nest, male guarding. 0800 - RR
26 Apr - LEGO female on nest 1220. - RR
3 May Nest destroyed - appears predated from above. 1020 . Change to Closed. - RR

4/12/2011 5000786 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest may 
have never been 

completed - behavior 
observed likely part 
of the site selection 

process.

4/21/2011 In hollowed black bridge above mast. Very few sprigs of vegetation being actively gathered, but no nest as of yet. 
Should be checked during nest survey for status.
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:12:34 AM - Nesting material gone. No sign of new attempt. This nest is closed.

4/12/2011 5000785 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest may 
have never been 

completed; behavior 
observed likely part 
of the site selection 

process.

4/11/2011 Adult entering pipe, splatter on pipe 4-12 (FH/BA).
19 Apr - Numerous courting HOFI, but no conclusive nesting. - RR
26 Apr - No confirmed nesting activity at this location. Change to Inactive. - RR
2 May - No change, no confirmed nesting during substation construction.- RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:27 PM  No activity at this pipe opening detected during 20 minute observation period, despite 
House Finch activity in general area.  Change to Closed.

4/16/2011 5000834 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
CP88-1 AR

35 feet from existing AR, 
on house.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 
passage allowed.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest may 
never have been 

completed; behavior 
observed likely part 
of selection process.

5/13/2011 4/16 - Nest building in progress - RR.
4/22 - Nest construction activities continue 0958. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:28:37AM - House finches observed at nest.
5/6 - HOFI continue to bring material here but no nest has formed 1127. - RR
5/13 - No nest has been constructed - closed. - RR

5/24/2011 7001939 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

40 feet 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implement

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest never 
completed; behavior 
may have been part 
of the site selection 

process.

7/7/2011 sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:15:01 AM
Nest building.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:38:42 AM
Nest building.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 11:56:09 AM
Nest is gone.
sjohnston - 6/18/2011 3:56:12 PM
Observed nest building by pair of HOFI.
sjohnston - 6/21/2011 1:46:21 PM
very small amount of nesting material. repeated trips to nest obs by HOFI
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:17:51 PM
Nest appears to be 2% done.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 9:11:05 AM
No activity since 6/24/2011 observed. 
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4/27/2011 7000921 BUSH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 

property
Within 10 feet of 
driveway edge.

100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

NBR Submit Date: 05/05/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/06/2011

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near H

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest never 
completed; other 
species removing 
nest material from 

this nest.

27 Apr - 10% complete, BUSH pair carrying material from predated nest ID 50003336 1248. - RR
5 May - Nest never completed LEGO removing material. Change to Closed. 

4/22/2011 5000881 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 0 feet; inside substation. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest not 
completed and no 

eggs laid.

emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:46:13 AM - Nest is approximately 50% complete and there is fresh material in the nest. No 
birds approached the nest during the hour we were observing it. 
emorgan - 4/28/2011 11:07:25 AM - Nest does not have any fresh material and no birds were observed near the nest 
during the 2 hours of observation.

rradd - 6/7/2011 5:11:12 PM
Nest appears to have reactivated;  Near constant activity here by HOFI pr.
rradd - 6/13/2011 5:01:31 PM
No HOFI detected during 30 min. obs. Change to Closed.

5/11/2011 7001445 RCSP Closed CP18 50-70 feet 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

The vegetation in this area should remain intact as long as this nest or others 
are within this patch. Vehicular access is not anticipated to impact this nest, 
provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the 
buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest not 

confirmed on 
multiple visits by 

multiple observers.

7/24/2011 tfitanides - 5/11/2011 4:12:45 PM - Pair seen gathering nesting material. Exact location of nest unknown. Nest in 
attached photo of undetermined status.
18 May No RCSP detected during 30 min. obs. on cold windy day. Will survey again. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:06:02 PM
 No detections by multiple obs. Change to Closed. 

5/8/2011 7001016 BLPH Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet; nest is on boom 
truck within yard.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
partially built and 

then not completed.

5/8/2011 Female BLPH observed making multiple trips with nest material while male perched nearby.  Nest is just getting 
started - currently only consists of a dozen or so globs of mud placed by female in two spots along frame/cross-
bracing (1 percent built).  Discovered by monitor GHuffman, confirmed by jdicus and mdicus - 5/8/2011 12:57:31 
PM.  

imaunsell - 5/9/2011 8:50:49 AM Nest re-evaluated today to assess for further nest building activities. No further nest 
building attempts were observed on 5/8 and monitor on 5/9 saw no nest building for two hours. Nest status changed 
to closed and buffer removed in field.

4/18/2011 5000840 BUSH Closed CP42-1 5 feet from AR, 550 feet 
to tower area.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
predated.

5/9/2011 Pair of birds flew in. Female entered and remained in nest, male flew off and returned minutes later, and briefly 
entered nest - sritt - 4/18/2011 3:29:30 PM.

kkilpatrick - 5/9/2011 11:50:32 AM Nest damaged due to unknown causes. Empty.
Please recheck before closing.
BUSH will not repair a predated nest. Change to Closed. - RR

3/29/2011 5003292 BUSH Closed TL 6924 - Z171691 25 feet from existing AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
predated.

5/17/2011 BUSH entering nest. rradd - 4/11/2011 8:07:26 AM
18 Apr - BUSH not detected 0750-0820. - RR
25 Apr - BUSH incubating. RR
02 May - No BUSH detected at or near nest during 30 min observation. 0825-0855.- RR
10 May No BUSH detected at or near nest during 30 min observation. - RR
17 May Nest depredated - hole observed through side. Change to Closed. - RR

4/14/2011 5000816 CAGN Closed Elliott Substation 420 feet from corner of 
substation.

300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
predated. Nest torn 
to pieces from the 
lining bottom up.

4/21/2011 Female lining nest with white fluff and male periodically assisting. Buffer of 300 feet does not extend into any work 
area, so no ESA signage needed - kalberts - 4/14/2011 10:15:19 AM.
kalberts - 4/22/2011 3:42:20 PM - Nest observed depredated on 4/21/11.

6/20/2011 7002522 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

20 feet from traffic. 100 feet ESA staked at edge of 
road.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that ne

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest seems 
to be still 

intact.7.18.11 AHILL

6/30/2011 ahill - 6/20/2011
Observed pair copulating and female bringing nesting material to nest (75% complete).
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 2:40:05 PM
No finches observed or heard during 2 observation periods.
kkilpatrick - 7/2/2011 2:54:35 PM
No activity at nest, nor were any HOFIs in area detected during check from 12:33 to 13:27. Nest appears intact. 
Flock of BUSHs in substrate did not elicit a HOFI response.
ahill - 7/18/2011 9:14:51 AM
no activity observed in past 10 days. 
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3/16/2011 6003237 HOWR Closed CP54-1 - Londono 

property
35 feet from driveway. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest taken 
over by mice before 
HOWR could begin 

laying or after 
HOWR decided to 
abandon the nest.

4/1/2011 HOWR singing atop tank, nest visible under cover.
3/18/11 - HOWR not seen going to and from nest but still appears active. (DBusby)
24 Mar - HOWR singing, but not visting. Cold weather suppressing breeding activity. - RR
31 Mar - No HOWR detected during 30 minurte observation. Change to inactive. - RR
1 April - Nest taken over by 2 mice who now live under the cover on the tank. Closed. IM

4/26/2011 7000924 LEGO Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest torn 
apart by predator or 

high winds.

5/2/2011 sjohnston - 4/26/2011 3:35:09 PM 
Observed nest building; nest near complete. Bird not effected by foot or vehicle traffic. Placed ESA (no stopping 5 
mph speed limit) signed on access road.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011
Nest torn apart by predator or high winds - closed.

4/1/2011 5003336 BUSH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

60 feet from driveway. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest torn 
open from above, 

presumed predated.

Pair building nest. Nest is about 10% complete. Pair was not disturbed by foot traffic 10-15 feet away. 1 April 2011 - 
IM (gps not functioning, mapped by hand.)
Pair visiting nest - imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:31:57 AM.
19 Apr - Nest appears complete, no BUSH detected.1125. Trimbled and vertex moved. - RR
26 Apr - Hole approximate 2 inch diameter torn into N side of nest. Presume predated. Change to Closed. Pair 
building new nest 100 feet away with remnants of this nest. - RR

4/1/2011 5003331 CACW Closed EP243 30 feet from 12kv AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest was 
apparently an 

alternate nest; 2 
'active' nests nearby 
to south and north.

6/27/2011 Nest 50% complete 4-1 TC.   Still incomplete; much orange plastc twine 4-6 (PK).
RAbe - 4/18/2011 3:30:30 PM Nest w/in 100' buffer of 12 kV work limits and AR. Fresh trash added to nest.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Nest destroyed by predator; closed.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Nest rebuilt/being rebuilt.
jpawlicki - 5/13/2011 8:03:35 AM - Adult observed continually bringing nesting material to nest.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Nest rebuilt; entrance large and well-used.
phoward - 5/19/2011 12:43:39 PM  - Nest buffer updated to allow thru traffic.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Nest rebuilt.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011 - Nest status unchanged.
PKonrad - 6/7/2011 - Nest appears to be predated again; top torn away - closed.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 11:15:30 AM - Nest has been torn apart on top; appears to be predated - again - closed.
PKonrad - 6/14/2011 - Yes, nest has been rebuilt again; entrance good; nest not top-notch. Pair of wrens active at 
nest a few feet south of this nest.
PKonrad - 6/21/2011 - Nest in disrepair; top and cavity exposed. No wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 - No change; nearby nests to south and north still 'active' - closed.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 11:16:02 AM
No changes; no wrens in area - closed.
barnold - 6/3/2011 1:05:05 PM - Nest appears inactive, no Cactus Wren observed.



4/21/2011 5000873 LASP Closed CP17-1 80 feet from tower 
center.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 25 
feet.

This request is contingent upon two conditions: (1) The impact limit zone that is 
closest to the nest be used solely for parking of vehicles, and not for any 
construction activities or loud equipment (ie., generators). (2) An angled physical 
buffer (ie., 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest was 
initially observed in 
early nesting stage.

5/10/2011 sritt - 4/21/2011 7:34:51 PM - Pair of birds flushed from nest. Pair later seen feeding in grassy road.
3 May - No nest or LASP detected at described location during 30 minute observation. Re-survey. - RR
10 May.Unable to detect nest or LASP during 30 min area hand search - closed. - RR

4/19/2011 5000854 LEGO Closed CP40-2 34 feet from permanent 
construction pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest was 
never relocated after 

initial observation.

5/13/2011 Pair actively building new nest - sritt - 4/19/2011 1:13:35 PM.
kkilpatrick - 5/9/2011 1:14:10 PM. Nest was not found. Found another old nest nearby, but not the same?
13 May No LEGO nest at the described location. No LEGO detected in 30 min. obs 1611.  Change to Closed.  - RR

4/15/2011 5000830 ANHU Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 8 feet from road; 3,800 
feet from yard.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest was 
not relocated after 

original nest building 
report.

5/3/2011 tcooper - 4/15/2011 Fresh looking nest, bio monitor observed adult building this morning. Buffer flagged for no road 
improvements, but allows vehicle passage.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 12:53:37 PM   No bird observed, no nest found during 2 extensive searches - will return. 
sjohnston - 4/26/2011 3:51:36 PM - no bird observed. no reported nest found.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - No nest or birds observed; nest gone. Appears to be a failed nesting attempt.
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4/19/2011 5000855 BUSH Closed CP40-2 0 feet; within permanent 

construction pad.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest was 

predated.

5/13/2011 Pair repeatedly observed building nest - sritt - 4/19/2011 5:26:59 PM.
kkilpatrick - 5/9/2011 12:18:03 PM .Nest observed  in manzanita, not sure if same.
Appears fairly complete, but no activity observed.
13 May Nest predated - torn open above nest bowl 1523. Change to  Closed. - RR

2/18/2011 5000013 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest was 
unused this breeding 

season.

5/24/2011 Appears to be an old nest that might be present in pre-existing data. Out of 5 nests observed this is only nest that 
could become active. CACW heard vocalizing in area but not observed. Same adult vocalizing near nest to west was 
seen near this nest on 
18 Mar No CACW detected on this territory 1200 - 1245. Vehicle traffic noted. - RR
24 Mar No CACW detected on this territory 0830-0930 - RR
30 Mar activity within territory, see 5000431 - RR
5 Apr CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
11 Apr Nest not visited -- CACW occupying other end of this territory 11:00-11:30. - RR
25 Apr No activity 1630-1650. CACW occupying other end of this territory. - RR
3 May No improvements at this nest, now decrepit.Change to inactive. - RR
10 May No change.
17 May No change
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:04:27 PM
No change 1330 ... breeding pair at S end of territory.

5/23/2011 7001927 LASP Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nesting 

attempt abandoned 
due to unknown 

causes.

5/26/2011 Bowl nest; adult observed by biomonitor on Thurs and Friday (5/20); adult observed - ffhoffman - 5/23/2011.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - Nest looks abandoned; north side of nest pulled away and interior hasn't been lined; no eggs. 
Nest should be re-evaluated next work day (Tuesday) morning with this information in mind.
sritt - 6/1/2011 11:18:51 AM - No change - closed.

5/5/2011 7000985 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 872367 0 feet 100 feet Removal of insulator would compromise nest.  A buffer modification is not 
appropriate.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nesting 

attempt may have 
been detered by 
House Wrens, or 

original observation 
may have been part 
of the site selection 

process.

6/1/2011 tfitanides - 6/1/2011 4:23:35 PM
A pair of HOFI entered insulator bracket but were readily flushed out by HOWR (nesting at 379536). HOWR 
continued to make territorial calls and aggressive postures. HOFI activity at insulator bracket of 872637 was not 
observed after. Status changed to inactive.
mdicus, ghuffman - 5/5/2011 - HOFI female observed carrying nest material into base of insulator.  Several 
additional nests observed at base of other 5 insulators; one was visited by a House Wren.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 4:22:23 PM - Please note nearby non-project tower 23023 as potential nest site for one of 
several HOFI pairs in vicinity.
kalberts - 7/21/2011 10:29:28 PM
x.

5/12/2011 7001457 BUSH Closed CP24-1 35 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nesting 
chronology and 
outcome of nest 

suggest predation.

6/7/2011 12 May Observed a pair of BUSH bringing small bits of nesting material into the nest. -SJ
18 May BUSH enters nest 1508 departs 1519. - RR
eelias - 6/2/2011 3:13:28 PM
Elias visited this nest for 20 minutes on 5/31/2011. There was no activity; however, I was not able to actually find this 
nest.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:07:47 AM
Nest bottom is torn out.
Change to Closed.

5/25/2011 7002355 CALT Closed TL 6916 - 973036 10 feet to AR; 25 fet to 
work area; 95 ft to tower

100 feet Buffer reduced to 25 
feet.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer. 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nesting 

chronology indicates 
insufficient time for 
nest to successfully 

hatch. Abandonment 
prior to egg-laying or 

predation are 
possible causes.

6/13/2011 phoward - 5/25/2011 10:47:41 AM - Pair seen near nest, no nest visits.
fhoffman - 5/31/2011 5:09:15 PM
No adults observed, new material in nest. 5-31-11, FH
rradd - 6/13/2011 3:32:20 PM
Nest is clean, intact and empty.
Change to Closed

5/14/2011 7001918 RWBL Closed CP80-1 AR 30 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer kept, but vehicular 
passage allowed

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nesting not 
initiated.

6/4/2011 rradd - 5/26/2011 4:47:13 PM - No RWBL detected associating within this location during 30 minute observation. 
1200. Will check once more before closing.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:49:57 PM - No detections. Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:50:45 PM - Buffers and stakes removed.
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2/7/2011 5000424 CACW Closed JVR 12kV - Pole 

P2466095
30 feet; 12kv AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Never any 
evidence of eggs or 
nestlings; apparently 

an alternate nest.

Cactus wren pair duet called from 7 feet high perch 75 feet east of newly built nest - yellow buffer tape tied on yucca 
nest site.
Status unchanged; no birds in area 3-16 (PK).     
Status same; Cactus wren singing nearby 3-25 (PK).
New materials added including GHOW feathers 4-6 (PK).
RAbe - 4/18/2011 2:59:29 PM - New feathers added to nest.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - No apparent changes.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - No change.
RAbe - 5/13/2011 10:59:06 AM - No apparent changes.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - New nesting material added; wren singing nearby to south.
PKonrad - 5/26/2011 - Entrance looks recently used. Wren calling and acting territoially 150 feet southeast.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011 - Entrance has some new white material; wren singing to south.
barnold - 6/3/2011 1:28:53 PM
Cactus Wren flew from general area of nest.
PKonrad - 6/7/2011 - Nest appears slightly compacted from the top; wren calling territorially to the south.
PKonrad - 6/14/2011 - Same as last week, including wren singing to south.
PKonrad - 6/21/2011 - Nest is in disrepair; changed to inactive; will check back.
PKonrad - 6/27/2011 - No changes; no wrens in area - closed.

6/28/2011 7002573 CACW Closed EP269 AR 3 feet north of AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. New nest is 
opened with what 
appears to be a 
second entry.

eelias - 6/28/2011 2:52:51 PM
No eggs or nestlings in nest; no adults were active in this area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 1:55:15 PM
Nest good with a clear entrance; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/20/2011 12:08:10 PM
No wrens in area; nest looks good but unchanged.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 1:33:49 PM
Nest looks good except what appears to be a second entrance has been opened on top of the south side; original 
entrance opens to northwest. Interior chamber is wide open; until improved or abandoned, closed.

6/30/2011 7002581 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. New partial 
nest blown out by 

wind.

7/7/2011 pkonrad - 6/30/2011 1:08:29 PM
Female House Finch bringing nesting material to site and lying on unfinished nest; nest about 40% complete.
sritt - 7/5/2011 5:32:52 PM
Nest found on ground below water tank axel - closed.

6/29/2011 7002578 BTSP Closed EP277 TSAP 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No activity 
detected since nest 
was documented; 
likely abandoned, 

possibly due to late 
season start.

6/30/2011 shampton - 6/29/2011 4:09:29 PM
Near complete nest. A pair of BTSP were observed foraging and singing on the TSAP around the nest. Not observed 
carrying material or going to nest.
tfitanides - 6/30/2011 1:53:39 PM
Nest appears not to have been used recently. Bottom of cup was thin and a twig laid over the top of the cup. Status 
changed to inactive.
tfitanides - 7/7/2011 6:06:17 PM
Nest appears un-altered since 6/30. No BTSP activity at nest during a 2 hour bird survey on site.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to lack of activity during the last 2 nest checks.

4/30/2011 7000949 WESJ Closed EP92 25 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No birds 

were ever observed 
at this nest.

5/20/2011 shampton - 4/30/2011 11:31:11 AM - Pair close-by, watching us when we approached nest. No eggs.
RAbe - 5/10/2011 1:31:33 PM - Jays in the area. Nest has lots of lining and looks to be almost complete.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - Nice nest; no eggs or jays. (Apparent pentab problems on 5-6.)
emorgan - 5/20/2011 2:05:53 PM - There has been no change in the nest since last monitoring. consider closing nest 
if there has been no change at the next monitoring.      Pkonrad - 5/27/2011 - No change - closed.
imaunsell - 5/24/2011 7:50:21 AM
Nest status change to closed due to comments provided. An active nest should have eggs present within nearly a 
month of completion.

6/21/2011 7002534 HOOR Closed TL 639 - 397518 50 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No cause of 
failure was directly 

observed.

7/5/2011 imaunsell - 6/21/2011 7:26:02 AM
Pair attending nest.
rradd - 6/27/2011 11:35:36 AM
Nest appears fresh and complete - no orioles detected.
rradd - 7/5/2011 12:39:28 PM
Nest appears clean and intact - no HOOR detected during 45 mins of observation.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:55:07 AM
Change to Closed.
No change in activity at this nest indicates likely abandonment. HOOR may have renested 500 feet north.
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6/3/2011 7002439 ATFL Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 

pullsite - driveway 
entry

45 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No 
detections following 

exploratory behavior; 
no confirmed nest 

established.

6/30/2011 rradd - 6/3/2011 at 1634
ATFL pair at cavity, (presumed) female entering with beak full of lining materials.
rradd - 6/9/2011 12:16:53 PM
No ATFL detections during 30 min. observation. Likely egg-laying period, continue to monitor.
rradd - 6/17/2011 8:56:25 AM
ATFL comes to tree and contact calls, but does not enter cavity before departing 0842.
rradd - 6/24/2011 2:42:08 PM
No ATFL detections at this cavity during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 6/30/2011 2:31:05 PM
No ATFL detections at this cavity 1300-1330.
Change to Closed. 

4/25/2011 7000899 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 57 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No egg 
laying activities 

observed at this nest 
location this season.

6/20/2011 25 Apr Large new CACW nest still being added to 17:25.- RR
3 May CACW calling from this location 1255. - RR
10 May CACW continues to advertise this territory with new material piles, but no food carry. - RR
17 May No CACW obs here during 30 min. obs 1650. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:16:42 PM
No CACW detected 1305-1335.
rradd - 6/1/2011 10:25:09 AM
CACW on this  territory, building new nests E and W of this nest 0945 - 1020.
rradd - 6/7/2011 1:34:54 PM
Nest in good condition, with fresh material atop a clean SW-facing opening.. 
rradd - 6/13/2011 12:09:32 PM
No CACW detections here during 45 min. obs.
rradd - 6/20/2011 1:37:03 PM
No CACW detections here during 30 min. obs. Change to Inactive

5/25/2011 7002367 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within work limits. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No eggs 

ever detected, and 
observations suggest 
behavior at this site 

was exploratory.

6/16/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 3:59:03 PM
No MODO on this empty nest during 30 min. obs. Will check once more before closing.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:40:56 AM
MODO pair copulating and occupying this gutter.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:53:36 PM
No MODO detected here. Presume abandoned as dumbest nest site ever.

5/10/2011 7001430 CATH Closed EP91 5-10 feet from pull site 
boundary.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No 
indication of reason.

5/27/2011 Female flushed from nest but then returned; 3 eggs; female very secretive. dbusby - 5/10/2011 
       RA, TC, EM checked this nest on  - 5/20/2011 
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - No nest or nest material found in scrub oak or on the ground below it. No sign of thrashers, 
eggs, egg shells, or nestlings - closed.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 1:39:37 PM
No nest or nest material found in this scrub oak or on the ground beneath or surrounding it. No sign of thrashers, 
eggs, egg shells, or nestlings - closed.

5/13/2011 7001469 BTGN Closed JVR 12 kV - P42226 50 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 45 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
•The female Gnatcatcher showed a tolerance to human disturbance by not 
flushing from the nest upon its 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No 
indication of reason.

5/31/2011 RAbe - 5/13/2011 10:42:19 AM - Female incubating.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No gnatcatchers found in the area; a new empty nest is present (but on the south side of 
bush). Will check back to check for future activity.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - No eggs; 1 gnatctcher observed 100 feet south.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011 - No eggs; no birds; appears abandoned - closed.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 12:13:48 PM
No eggs; no birds; appears inactive - closed.

6/23/2011 7002546 PHAI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 50 west of AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No 
indication.

6/29/2011 pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:17:59 PM
Pair is nest building at an almost complete bowl nest. Male very active in area of nest
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 10:49:04 AM
Pair appears to have abandoned this nesting attempt; female Bullock's Oriole taking nesting material from this nest 
(and others) repeatedly to build nest nearby; no Phainopeplas in area of nest during extended observations. Closed.

6/23/2011 7002551 CACW Closed EP259-2 AR 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No known 
activity at this nest 

this year; nest found 
late in nesting 
season (6-23).

7/13/2011 emorgan - 6/23/2011 3:36:45 PM
No Cactus Wrens observed in area around nest. Downy feathers present on outside of nest.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 11:53:19 AM
Inactive nest; entrance being used as a collection and feeding site for jujube seeds, probably by a small mammal - 
closed.

4/19/2011 5000850 MODO Closed CP88-1 55 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage is 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No nest 

found at location on 
follow-up visits.

4/30/2011 shampton - 4/19/2011 8:51:57 AM - Adult on nest and mate observed bringing additional nest material.
Apr 30 No nest or MODO could be detected at this location from a few feet away. Closed. - RR
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4/5/2011 5003359 HOFI Closed TL 230 - 873078 15 feet horizontally, 100 

feet vertically.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No nest was 

established here.

4/21/2011 4/05 - Adult female HOFI observed carrying nest materials into small opening in tower (J&M Dicus, R. Abe).
12 Apr - No nest found in lattice tower; no HOFI detected at tihs location 1330-1400. - RR
21 Apr - No nest found, no HOFI associating with this location. Change to Closed. - RR

3/7/2011 6002385 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 15 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No nesting 
activity observed at 
nest this season.

6/7/2011 3/7/11 - 1 nest appears old and weathered, the other in very good condition, with fresh material atop a clean 
southwest-facing opening.
18 Mar - CACW calling across this territory - at least 2 birds present. - RR
24 Mar - CACW calling from high perches across this territory. - RR
30 Mar - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
5 Apr - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
11 Apr - CACW calling from perches, and visting nests across this territory. - RR
18 Apr CACW calling from perches associated with this territory. 1444 - RR
25 Apr CACW calling from this location 1735. - RR
3 May CACW perched here and calling 1245. - RR
10 May CACW continues to advertise this territory with new material piles, but no food carry. - RR
17 May CACW perched here and calling briefly before moving W. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:16:23 PM - No CACW detected 1305-1335.
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:13:13 PM - One nest on east side of cactus patch with an east opening entrance appears 
inactive.  Top of nest is sunken and partly obstructing entrance to nest. Could not locate other nest. Will check again 
tomorrow. No CACW detected in area.
rradd - 6/7/2011 1:26:42 PM - No improvements. CACW pr are nesting at other end of territory. Change to Inactive.

2/7/2011 5000426 OTHE Closed EP240 and 12kV JVR 0 feet; within alignment 
for access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No nesting 
activity was ever 

linked to this nest.

4/15/2011 Potential satellite nest for cactus wren, no bird observed tending nest (so will affect construction if brood is in nest). 
2/7/11
Update 3-8 -This nest is open from above, with daylight visible through the sides and contains much larger strands of 
twine than noted in any other CACW nest seen to date. 
No activity; top of nest is open like a bowl nest; questionable if this is still a cactus wren nest - Califomia thrasher in 
area 3-16 (PK).     
Update 3/18/11 - No activity. (B. Lo)      
Nest inactive 3-28 (PK). 
May be California thrasher satellite nest as adult from nearby nest perched next to it when bio checked active 
thrasher nest nearby 4-6 (PK).
barnold - 4/14/2011 11:52:35 AM - No activity at or near nest.
Closed due to no breeding activity observed at this nest throughout all periods. kalberts - 4/15/2011 8:22:36 PM.

3/31/2011 5003303 LBWO Closed EP254-3 15 feet from temp ROW, 
107 feet to tower center.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No nesting 
attempt was initiated 

at this  possible 
exploratory 
excavation.

4/28/2011 Male observed excavating cavity and vocalizing (rma) 3/31/2011.
4/12/11 - No woodpeckers observed in area.  Nest cavity excavated to depth of 2.5 inches (J&M Dicus).
RAbe - 4/19/2011 11:36:55 AM - Male observed within a few hundred feet during EP253-2 nest survey. Cavity has 
not been excavated post visit on 4/12/11. Still appears to be at depth of 2.5 inches. Nest status closed due to 
inactivity.
No change. No woodpeckers seen. - sritt - 4/20/2011 1:04:36 PM
No change. No woodpeckers seen nearby . - sritt - 4/28/2011 2:34:39 PM

3/18/2011 6002384 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 30 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No nesting 
behavior observed at 

this nest location.

6/7/2011 18 Mar - CACW calling across this territory - at least 2 birds present. - RR
24 Mar - CACW calling from high perches across this territory. - RR
30 Mar - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
5 Apr - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
11 Apr - CACW calling from perches, and visting nests across this territory. - RR
18 Apr CACW calling frim this location. - RR
3 May No CACW detected at this nest 1225-1305. - RR
10 May CACW continues to advertise this territory with new material piles, but no food carry. - RR
17 May No activity at this nest during 30 minutes of observation. 1640 - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:14:22 PM - CACW calling on this territory 1400
rradd - 6/1/2011 8:57:42 PM - No CACW detected on this territory during 30 min. obs 1030-1100. Nest appears 
weathered.
rradd - 6/7/2011 9:05:52 PM - No improvements and no CACW detected on this territory during 1 hr obs. Change to 
Inactive.

5/31/2011 7002402 HOWR Closed TL 639 - 379527 0 feet; on tower. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No 
observations to 

indicate a nest was 
ever initiated at this 

structure.

6/6/2011 5/31/2011 12:45 PM
HOWR singing incessantly and entering this cavity. Scolding at observer approach, then singing from adjacent 
brush. 1246. - RR
rradd - 6/6/2011 2:38:16 PM
No detections during 30 min.obs. Likely a second nest from pr @ ID 7000796. 
sdhall - 6/10/2011 2:32:32 PM
No activity for 45 min. Presume nest inactive.
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4/27/2011 7000916 WESJ Closed EP85-2 30 feet from nearest 

work.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No reason 
for abandonment of 
partially built nest.

5/12/2011 emorgan - 4/27/2011 11:57:22 AM - Stick nest is about 25% complete. Pair of scrub jays observed near the nest.
fhoffman - 5/3/2011 11:41:53 AM - No further construction of nest, no adult activity in immediate vicinity of nest.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - Partial nest probably abandoned; no jays near site; only circle frame of twigs present - 
closed.

4/18/2011 5000842 CACW Closed JVR 12kV - Pole 
P2466095

55 feet from yard limits. 
30 feet from AR.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
lmits. Drive through 
access only on AR.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated t

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No wren 

activity at apparently 
old or alternate site 

this breeding 
season.

4/26/2011 RAbe - 4/18/2011 3:16:54 PM - Appears to be rebuilding old, beat-up nest. Fresh grass on top of base of old nest; 
15% complete. Within 10O foot buffer of 12 kV work limits and AR.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Any new material no longer present; remaing nest remnant very old and collapsed; reclosed.

4/27/2011 7000918 CACW Closed EP231A  AR 30 feet from AR; 1300 
feet from EP 231 A.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 
passage allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction will occur within the buffer. The 
Agencies concurred to the following:
Traffic can pass through all three nest buffers since the road 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No wrens 
have been observed 
here since the nest 

was built; this 
appears to be an 

unused satellite nest 
at best.

7/19/2011 shampton - 4/27/2011 12:15:55 PM - Nest appears complete; CACW heard singing in area.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No apparent changes; no birds.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - Big, well built nest; wren singing from hill to southwest.
vnovik - 5/13/2011 1:11:26 PM - Cactus wrens calling in area. Nest appears well built.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No apparent change; no wrens.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:41:59 PM
No changes; no wrens.
sritt - 6/6/2011 10:46:56 AM
Nest in good condition. CACW calling in area.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 4:08:20 PM
Nice nest; no apparent changes; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 11:14:31 AM
Today, this nest has no changes and there are no wrens in the area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 1:36:11 PM
No change to nest; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:58:30 PM
Nest exterior rain-soaked; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 1:02:03 PM
Nest dry and looks unrepaired; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 2:45:38 PM
Nest is in disrepair and has been inactive for some time; no wrens have been active in the area since the nest was 
built many weeks ago - closed.

6/28/2011 7002575 CACW Closed EP269 AR 67 feet south of AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Not used 
this season.

7/13/2011 eelias - 6/28/2011 3:06:41 PM
Complete nest; no eggs or nestlings in nest; no adults were active in this area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 1:40:25 PM
Older nest not recently active; entrance blocked - closed.

5/10/2011 7001436 BUSH Closed CP31-2 AR 77 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. 
Observations 

suggest that nest 
was abandoned 

before egg laying.

5/24/2011 10 May - Nest appears complete with BUSH pair visiting but not yet incubating 0815. - RR
tfitanides - 5/14/2011 1:03:43 PM - BUSH in nearby oak but no activity observed with nest for 30 minutes.
21 May BUSH paired,. loafing nearby, but not entering nest during 20 min mid-day obs. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 7:22:00 PM
No BUSH detected at or near this location 1708-1738. Change to Closed.

5/5/2011 7000982 CAKI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Observed 
behavior was 

exploratory in nature 
and a nest was never 

constructed. 

5/11/2011 tfitanides - 5/5/2011 12:40:32 PM - Nesting material brought by female; not fully constructed.
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:38 PM  - No nest in location as described and mapped.  Change to closed.

6/28/2011 7002608 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0; in Scamore 
Substation

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Observed 
behavior was 

exploratory in nature 
and a nest was never 

constructed. 

7/6/2011 barnold - 7/6/2011 5:54:16 PM
Adult House Finch observed by bio-monitor bringing nesting material on 28 June. No House Finch activity on 6 July.
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4/26/2011 7000905 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 

feet.
The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      following reasons:
 
            •             House finches are known to nest in proximity to
            human activity and exhibit a high tolera

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Observed 
behavior was 

exploratory in nature 
and a nest was never 

constructed. 

6/27/2011 6 Apr - Female HOFI arranging nest material and entering 0855. - RR
2 May HOFI breeding activity continues. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:56 PM  No activity at this specific location, but House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:30 AM House Finch activity in area but not at this specific described location.
barnold - 6/1/2011 4:51:55 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:51:43 AM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:47:56 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:55:26 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:27:54 PM
No activity at this specific insulator location, but House Finches in this bay and adjacent bays including family group, 
singing males, pair, and single female.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:52:32 PM

3/31/2011 5003316 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Observed 
behavior was 

exploratory in nature 
and a nest was never 

constructed. 

4/21/2011 3/31/11 Observed pair bringing nesting material to opening. Flagged (Cummings).
barnold - 4/12/2011 11:37:11 AM - No birds observed in immediate area.
barnold - 4/21/2011 12:01:37 PM - No birds observed in immediate area.  Change status to inactive - closed

5/14/2011 7001478 ATFL Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

30 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that ne

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Observed 
behavior was likely 

exploratory in nature 
and no further 

nesting activity was 
linked to this cavity.

6/6/2011 ahill - 5/14/2011.
Saw pair going to nest location repeatedly; female brought material in.
tfitanides - 5/23/2011 3:47:27 PM
ATFL pair presumed to be nesting in the area. Pair is frequenting multiple potential nest sites. No activity observed 
with specific cavity marked in PenTab.
tfitanides - 6/6/2011 8:57:07 AM
Suitable cavity in tree covered with cobweb. No ATFL activity observed with tree. Nest status changed to closed. It is 
likely that a full nesting attempt was not made by the pair in this tree.

5/11/2011 7001441 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons:
Highly tolerant species for which project precedent has aready been set, and 
current construction is not 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

5/27/2011 11 May - HOFI visible in northernmost cavity 1500. - RR
rradd - 5/27/2011 10:23:30 AM
 HOFI pr visit but do not enter. Behavioral obs. suggest this cavity is not currently in use.
 Change to Closed.

5/23/2011 7001928 WEKI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 40 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

6/6/2011 Adult observed near nest - fhoffman - 5/23/2011.. 
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - No kingbird activity at this tree or oak to north.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 4:52:26 PM
No kingbird activity at this nest, this tree, or oak to north during extended period.
tfitanides - 6/6/2011 3:50:19 PM
Nest appears old or unused. No WEKI activity in tree or area. Status changed to closed.

3/4/2011 6002309 RTHA Closed EP119-2 450 feet 500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/18/2011 Inactive 3-4 (RR) and 3-10 (PK).
23 Mar - Inactive - RR
Inactive - 3-30 (PK).    
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 9:45:20 AM   Still inactive.
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 10:18:20 AM   Inactive; closed.

3/12/2011 6003218 OTHE Closed Helix Yard AR 1150 feet to yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

3/25/2011 Old, Currently unused, stick nest.
16 Mar - status unchanged. RR
25 Mar - Adjacent to active COHA nest. Closed. - RR

3/12/2011 6003217 OTHE Closed CP31-2 30 feet to work area. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/18/2011 Activity status uncertain. Ravens defending site. The other nest was marked as active. Nest is 8 feet from AR to 
CP31-2.
No activity. CORA using alternate nest in this tree. Closed.
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3/17/2011 6003243 OTHE Closed EP27-1 30 feet from AR; 380 

feet to tower site.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest not 

used this breeding 
season.

4/7/2011 Still inactive; past nest function uncertain; status closed 4-7 (FH/PK).

3/17/2011 6003244 OTHE Closed EP27-1 65 feet from AR; 275 
feet from tower site.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/21/2011 Nest inactive, but has good form and merits return 4-7 (PK/FH).
sritt - 4/13/2011 7:19:43 PM - No change.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Inactive; old nest or woodrat nest - closed.

3/9/2011 6002397 OTHE Closed CP82-1 240 feet to existing AR; 
480 feet to tower site.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/6/2011 6 Apr - Old and decrepit, rotted material falling to ground. Closed.- RR

3/9/2011 6003229 OTHE Closed CP44-1 AR 200 feet to AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/21/2011 Appears to be most recently used by ravens, as there is a dead raven fledgling on ground directly under nest. No 
white wash or prey remains beneath so no evidence of it being active. Outside of 100 foot buffer but within 500 foot 
buffer if used by raptors.
Update 3/23/11 - B. Lohstroh checked this nest, no change in status.
11 Apr - No indications of status change observed. - RR
21 Apr - Unimproved and unoccupied. Change to Closed. - RR

3/4/2011 6002310 RTHA Closed EP119-2 350 feet from temporary 
pad.

500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

3/23/2011 Bird perched near nest, and consuming prey nearby. Bird flushed by observer; pair soaring together (one light phase, 
one dark phase) revisted area repeatedly but did not enter nest. 3/4/11
GHOW nest nearby may be retarding egg laying. Follow-up observations required.
1 adult Red-tail perched in open pasture; did not stay in area; no activity near nest site during 1/2 hour observation 
period; question active status 3-16 (PK).
3/23/2011 - Inactive, with GHOW from adjacent nest perched underneath. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

4/30/2011 7000948 WESJ Closed EP93 60 feet from work area 
and 80 feet from AR.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 60 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 60 feet is 
appropriate for this nest. Nest success should not be diminished for the following 
reasons: 
Western Scrub-Jays are generally tolerant of human activity and are known to 
ne

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

5/20/2011 RAbe - 4/30/2011 10:33:06 AM - Probable Scrub Jay nest with fresh, green leaves on top of it. Lining material also 
looks fresh. No birds observed at nest, but Scrub Jays in area and on top of scrub oak.
RAbe - 5/10/2011 8:06:50 AM - New chamise stem added to nest.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - No new activity; may be last year's nest. Ryan and I agree that the nest should be closed.

5/6/2011 7001002 OTHE Closed EP295 25 feet from AR; 380 
feet from EP295.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

5/18/2011 shampton - 5/6/2011 10:25:45 AM  - No birds observed associating with this nest.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 and 5/13/2011 - No birds present; unused nest and it is past the nest initiation period for large 
desert birds - closed.

3/15/2011 6003231 OTHE Closed EP83-1 Pullsite and 
AR

20 feet to AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

3/28/2011 Found by Darin Busby on 3/15/11. Nest appears to be an inactive CALT nest. 
Nest incomplete and inactive 3-28. Closed - (PK).

3/9/2011 6002401 OTHE Closed EP220-1 AR 25 feet from existing AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage should not impact nesting activities, provided that no 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within area.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/17/2011 No birds observed. Nest origins unknown. Stick nesting materials on ground under nest indicate that this is an old 
nest. It should be checked periodically for activity.
Still inactive on 3-17 (PK).; probably an old raven nest.  
Inactive 3-30 and 4-6 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 12:44:42 PM   Still inactive.
Closed, due to disrepair and lack of activity. kalberts - 4/17/2011 11:24:11 AM

5/6/2011 7001003 OTHE Closed EP295 70 feet from AR; 430 
feet from EP 295.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

5/6/2011 shampton - 5/6/2011 10:29:28 AM  - No birds observed associating with this nest.

4/1/2011 5003345 OTHE Closed EP85-2 AR 40 feet 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/29/2011 1 April - No sign of activity.  Smaller than a large raptor nest, should be monitored for change in activity because it 
could affect use of access road.  S. Hampton, S. Ritt.
barnold - 4/13/2011  -  No activity observed near nest (BWA & FH).
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 - Remains inactive.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - No change; closed.
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3/9/2011 6002398 OTHE Closed CP82-1 230 feet to AR; 460 feet 

to tower site.
100 feet Blanket reduction 

granted for drive through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within boundary.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/6/2011 6 Apr - Probable old CORA nest. Appears no longer serviceable. Closed. -  RR

3/29/2011 6002396 OTHE Closed CP82-1 340 feet to tower site. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/20/2011 29 Mar - Nest in good condition in cluster of green stems @ fork of trunk. COHA soaring nearby. - RR
6 Apr - No activity detected.- RR
13 Apr - No activity. - RR
20 Apr - No activity. Change to Closed.- RR

1/20/2011 5000540 OTHE Closed EP236-1 and Pullsite 
AR

30 feet from SWPL 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/4/2011 A stick nest that appears to be in process of construction (using creosote bush branches with leaves) Potential raptor 
nest. 1/20/11
Inactive 3/04/2011. B. Hart.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

7/18/2011 7004654 CACW Closed EP269-1 73 feet  from AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

7/18/2011 sritt 7/18/2011
Appears to be old nest with collapsed roof.

2/27/2011 5000460 CACW Closed EP243 250 feet from edge of 
JVR Yard boundary.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/25/2011 Collapsed, flattened nest remnant - closed 3-25 (PK).

2/27/2011 5000461 CACW Closed EP243 375 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/25/2011 Last year's nests? Collapsed and weathered and unusable; closed 3-25 (PK).

3/2/2011 5000471 OTHE Closed Alpine Yard 120 feet from access to 
Alpine Headquarters 

Yard.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/25/2011 Still inactive 3-25 (PK).
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

3/2/2011 5000475 CACW Closed EP254-3 0 feet; within temporary 
ROW; 17 feet to perm 

ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/25/2011 Fine grasses woven into globular nest with entrance facing south. Nest appears almost fully  constructed but without 
feather lining. 3/2/11
Nesting material is old, faded grey. Nest without structure. Opening no longer obvious, Status Changed -- inactive. 
BHart 3/11/2011.
No change. - sritt - 4/20/2011 1:08:11 PM.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Nest material collapsed , weathered, and hanging down.

3/2/2011 5000481 OTHE Closed EP221A 360 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/15/2011 Nest appears to be a CORA nest built in crevice of boulder. Nest location too small and tight for RTHA. Biomomitor 
did not observe any activity at nest for over an hour. Some whitewash present, however it is likely nest inactive at 
this time.
No bird ever observed; whitewash only.
Nest officially closed as inactive corvid nest over 100 feet away from work area. kalberts - 4/15/2011 10:08:19 PM

3/3/2011 5000492 OTHE Closed TL 639 - Z379537 0 feet, on 69 KV 
structure.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/3/2011 emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

1/20/2011 5000518 CACW Closed EP245-1 and AR 100 feet from 
permanent ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/24/2011 1/20/11 initial survey; a grass nest that appears inactive.  
1/28/11 Resurveyed.
Opening is collapsed. No signs of recent use - Inactive. B.Hart 3/08/2011.
Collapsed; flattened; closed 3-24 (PK).
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2/1/2011 5000519 CACW Closed EP245-1 and AR 105 feet from 

permanent ROW of 
tower site.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 A grass nest that appears inactive. 2/1/11
Closed, due to no activity. kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:06:32 AM

2/25/2011 5000522 OTHE Closed EP31-2 and AR 110 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 Copious whitewash illustrates recent habitual use as a Turkey Vulture roost. This nest is probaby an old nest not 
associated with roost, which appears to be above on adjacent sycamore 3-19 (RR).
No activity 3-29 (PK).        
Old nest; no signs of nesting activity 4-7 (PK/FH).
Closed, due to no sign of activity.  kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:15:59 AM

2/25/2011 5000523 OTHE Closed EP31-2 and AR 120 feet away from 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 Probable old nest. Roosting site nearby with molted feathers and white-wash. Nest likely not associated with roost 
which appears to be above on adjacent sycamore. 3-19 (rr)
No activity at nest 3-29 (PK).      
Old nest; no birds associated with nest 4-7 (PK/FH).
Closed, due to no activity - kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:17:26 AM.

2/25/2011 5000524 OTHE Closed EP363-1, IV Sub 105 feet from temporary 
ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

2/25/2011 This stick nest is no longer present in the metal powerline tower. This inactive nest was apparently blown out of the 
tower by strong wind, although little sign of nest material can be seen in the area of the tower. This formerly inactive 
nest can be closed in the Nest Log. 2/25/11

1/20/2011 5000539 OTHE Closed EP255-2 10 feet off access road. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/25/2011 Stick nest appears intact; potential raven or raptor nest. Still inactive 3-3-11.
Still inactive 3-17 (PK).      
Still inactive 3-23 (PK).      
Inactive 4-4 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - Inactive.    
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - Still inactive.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Inactive; closed.

2/25/2011 5000532 OTHE Closed Rough Acres Yard 425 feet from yard 
boundary.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/30/2011 No bird activity in area; chance of raptor using this nest is reduced at this time. Nearby raven nest may become 
active-pair in area of well-built nest  3-15  (PK).
Nest remains inactive 3-30 (PK).
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

2/25/2011 5000533 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
117+00R, MH-7L

30 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

2/25/2011 No longer exists 2/25/11
Closed.  kalberts - 4/16/2011 10:18:13 AM

1/24/2011 5000541 OTHE Closed EP257 and AER Yard 40 feet from access 
road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/19/2011 Clean, dried grass, a well-built nest with a clear opening.  CACW observed during survey, but did not see it visit nest. 
1/24/11
Modified cactus wren nest has a bowl nest built wth sticks into the top of it. Uncertain of species using this location. 
Also uncertain status. Status inactive but changed to None. 3/11/2011 Bhart. 
Modified to large bowl nest 3-23 (PK).     
No changes but nest looks well-built and could be utilized 4-4 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 3:41:38 PM   No change.    
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 12:45:59 PM    No change; closed.

1/29/2011 5000542 OTHE Closed EP32-1 AR 0 feet; along existing 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 Didn't see any birds on nest. 1/29/11
No birds were definitively associated with this nest. A pair of crows showing site fidelity may have been reacting 
simply to observer presence. Inactive at this time 3-19 (RR).
No sign of activity 3-29 (PK). 
Very old nest; no signs of activity 4-7 (FH/PK).
Closed to age of nest and no activity - kalberts - 4/16/2011 11:08:00 AM.

2/1/2011 5000544 CACW Closed EP257 30 feet from temporary 
ROW; 80 ft from 

permanent.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/23/2011 Grass nest appears weathered and inactive.
Nest wall is blown-out and cavity is exposed. Status left unchanged: inactive. BHart; 3/11/2011
Closed 3-23 (PK).

2/1/2011 5000893 OTHE Closed EP258-3 490 feet from temporary 
pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 Constructed only with larger size sticks, no trash, potential raptor. 2/1/11
This nest appears to be inactive. A common raven is sitting on the other nest. Status unchanged; inactive. BHart. 
3/11/2011
Nest closed, due to occupancy of other nest on structure by ravens, and distance nearly 500 feet away from tower 
site. kalberts - 4/16/2011 11:18:53 AM
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2/10/2011 5000894 OTHE Closed EP32-1 AR 0 feet; along existing 

access road.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/19/2011 Found by biomonitor. 2/10/11
No nest found at this location - closed 3-19 (RR).

2/10/2011 5000895 OTHE Closed CP47A-1 2800 feet from nearest 
structure.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

2/10/2011 Nest does not match description or location - CLOSED - RR

2/18/2011 5000903 OTHE Closed CP82-1 110 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/29/2011 29 Mar - Nest is old and in disrepair. - RR

3/30/2011 5003296 CACW Closed EP226-1 35 feet from TSAP. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/12/2011 Nest mostly old and flattened. Potentially new material on top. No birds observed. 3/30/11 IM
shampton - 4/12/2011 4:10:03 PM - Nest looks unused. No new material.

3/30/2011 5003297 VERD Closed EP226-1 Pullsite AR 15 feet from AR; 600 
feet from tower.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/27/2011 Nest looks in good condition; no birds observed; may become active; monitor for activity. 3/30/11
Looks old, but has new nest materials including downy feathers; no birds 4-4 (PK).
shampton - 4/12/2011 4:32:43 PM - No new material. One downy feather clinging to lower outside twig, may be old.  
No birds.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Nest looks old, weathered and unused; could be closed.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No bird observed; nest looks old; closed - never any birds associated with this nest.

4/13/2011 5000800 OTHE Closed TL 6916 - 678467 165 feet to work area. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/13/2011 No birds observed coming to/from nest. RSHA pair calling in neighborhood - shampton - 4/13/2011 1:49:59 PM.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

3/3/2011 5000486 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
289+00r

470 feet away from 
Alpine Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/3/2011 Nest appears inactive at this time. 3/3/11
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

3/3/2011 5000487 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
289+00r

480 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/22/2011 Nest appears inactive at this time. 3/3/2011.
Old nest inactive; closed 3-22 (PK).
Closed; small stick nest indicates non-raptor potential. kalberts - 4/16/2011 10:09:14 AM

1/12/2011 5000535 OTHE Closed CP82-1 40 feet from access 
road.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/13/2011 On 3/9/11 B. Lohstroh checked this nest and still inactive.
29 Mar - No change in activity detected. - RR
13 Apr - No activity detected. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

2/17/2011 5000530 OTHE Closed Helix Yard 1200 feet from 
construction yard limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 Old nest in disrepair. 2/17/11
Closed, due to distance of 1200 feet from work area. kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:43:49 AM

4/13/2011 5000798 OTHE Closed EP85-2 AR 15 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/18/2011 Old bowl nest, inactive, with no sign of recent use. No bird activity in immediate area. Nest suitably sized for western 
scrub-jay, etc. Can check for future activity, but unlikely.
Closed, since nest was old passerine nest upon discovery. kalberts - 4/18/2011 1:08:12 PM
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7/18/2011 7004656 CACW Closed EP269-1 45 feet from AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this nesting 
season.

7/18/2011 7/18/2011 12:21 PM
Appears to be old nest with collapsed roof.

5/27/2011 7002387 OTHE Closed TL 6916 - 774843 0 feet; on tower. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this nesting 
season.

5/27/2011 tcooper - 5/27/2011 7:09:35 AM - No activity.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

3/15/2011 6003232 OTHE Closed EP81 45 feet from existing AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this season.

4/16/2011 Nest is inactive; has cobwebs and no new nest material 3-15 (DB).
Nest incomplete and inactive 3-28 (PK).
Closed, as first observation was indicative of old passerine nest. kalberts - 4/16/2011 7:50:30 PM

3/29/2011 6002395 OTHE Closed CP82-1 340 feet to corner of 
tower site.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this season.

4/20/2011 29 Mar - No activity detected.- RR
6 Apr - No activity detected.- RR
13 Apr - No activity.- RR
20 Apr - Nest fallen. CLOSED. - RR

2/25/2011 5000443 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
120+00R, MH-7L

155 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/30/2011 Still inactive 3-22 (PK).
emorgan - 4/20/2011 9:45:56 AM -Still inactive.
4/30/2011 - Closed due to prolonged inactivity and end of period for raptor nest initiation.- RR

2/22/2011 5000018 OTHE Closed EP214 290 feet from temporary 
ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

2/22/2011

2/21/2011 5000022 OTHE Closed CP81-1 30 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/20/2011 Ravens in area. 2/21/11
29 Mar - Nest in fair condition - COHA alarm calls on approach, but not confirmed on nest. - RR
6 Apr - No activity detected 1410 to 1605. No fresh material added. - RR
13 Apr - Inactive.
20 Apr - Old and dilapidated. Change to Closed. - RR

2/21/2011 5000023 OTHE Closed CP81-1 30 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/16/2011 Ravens in area. 2/21/11
29 Mar - Nest appears old and decrepit with hole through center. Change to closed - RR
Officially changed to closed, based on 3-29-11 observation. kalberts - 4/16/2011 9:24:38 AM

2/21/2011 5000027 CACW Closed EP245-1 10 feet from 
permananent ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

5/17/2011 Grass nest (unlined - appears as satellite nest) - 2/21/11
Still inactive. B.Hart 3/08/2011.
Best of 3 nests listed here; none very fresh looking; west entrance good; no wrens observed 3-16 (PK).     
Now second best nest; no indication of recent activity 3-24 (PK).     
No changes 4-5 (PK).  
No indication of recent activity; nest in poor condition 4/12/11 (J&M Dicus).
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - No apparent changes.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Nest collapsed - closed.

2/21/2011 5000028 OTHE Closed EP245-1 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

3/24/2011 Degraded, collapsed old grass nest 2/21/11
Inactive 3/08/2011 - B. Hart.
Old, flattened remnant of old nest - should be removed from list 3-16 (PK).
Closed 3-24 (PK).
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2/21/2011 5000030 CACW Closed EP243 and Pullsite AR 

entrance off Carrizo 
Gorge

45 feet from temporary 
ROW; 95 feet from perm 

pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

3/5/2011 On 3/5/11 D. Busby determined nest was inactive because it is partially collapsed and nest entrance is blocked by 
material indicating it has not been used recently. No sign of adults in immediate area. Adult pair observed building a 
new nest in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) approximately 200 feet northwest. 
Inactive grass nest. Nest remanant collapsed and weather-beaten; closed 3-25 (PK).

2/22/2011 5000032 CACW Closed EP231A TSAP 310 feet from tower site. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/16/2011 Grass nest partially lined. Entrance to nest not perfectly round and clean but still appears to have been in recent use 
by its structural integrity and partial lining. 2/22/11
Questionable active status - looks older than other 2 and entrance appears torn open 3-16 (PK).
Unchanged; shallow interior 3-23 (PK).
This nest looks inactive for some weeks 3-31 (PK).
sritt - 4/15/2011 4:25:02 PM - no change.
Closed due to occurrence outside of the 100 foot buffer zone. kalberts - 4/16/2011 9:32:07 AM

2/22/2011 5000017 OTHE Closed EP209-1 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/15/2011 Closed.  Old non-raptor nest from prior season - kalberts - 4/15/2011 6:25:11 PM.

2/22/2011 5000042 OTHE Closed EP85-2 205 feet from temporary 
ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/13/2011 Stick nest of unknown species. Appears old with no sign of recent use. 2/22/11
23 Mar - No sign of activity. RR
1 April - No sign of activity - S. Hampton, S.Ritt
barnold - 4/13/2011 1:08:10 PM - No sign of activity.

2/22/2011 5000041 OTHE Closed EP85-2 190 feet from temporary 
ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/13/2011 Stick nest of unknown species. Very old and unkempt. No sign of recent use.
23 Mar - Nest fallen apart. Closed - RR
1 April - No apparent change. No activity. S. Hampton, S. Ritt
barnold - 4/13/2011 1:17:13 PM  No activity.

2/23/2011 5000048 SPTO Closed EP84 25 feet from driveway 
entrance.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/15/2011 Cup nest of twigs 2/23/11. 
No nests observed in area 3-10 by Paul Konrad. 
3/15/11 - Nest observed by Darin Busby. Appears inactive as it is unkempt with leaves on top of  the nest and no 
defensive adult in area. Change to inactive status and monitor. 
Nest inactive 3-28 (PK).
Nest closed due to no activity - kalberts - 4/15/2011 7:40:57 PM.

2/24/2011 5000444 CACW Closed EP227 80 feet from tower 
impact area.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/21/2011 Nest worn and has deteriorated since initial observation. 
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Nest torn apart; interior exposed - closed.

1/20/2011 5000451 OTHE Closed EP239-1 400 feet from temporary 
ROW at tower site.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/14/2011 First observed Jan 20, shows no new activity on Feb 23 - Large stick nest, probably common raven
Possibility of a raptor or raven using nest 3-8 - No new activity noted. 
Rechecked 3-16 - No activity.
Update 3/18/11 - No nest or even any sticks present, tower clean. Changed status to closed (B. Lohstroh).
4/1/11 phoward - Nest seen in top of structure behind square looking support hinge. Possible raven or raptor nest.
4/1/11 - Nest present, found behind square bracing plates on top south side of struture. Nest is made up of large 
twigs and sticks - could be raven or raptor. No nest activity observed during survey - (phoward 4-1-11).
barnold - 4/14/2011 11:32:18 AM - No activity at nest.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

2/22/2011 5000016 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

80 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/16/2011 Stick nest consistent with corvid species. 2/22/11
No birds observed in area 3-22 (PK).
4/16/2011 - No activity. Closed as never associated with nesting activity of any bird species.- RR

2/25/2011 5000441 OTHE Closed EP78 - EP77 AR 0 feet; along existing 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/29/2011 Still inactive 3-2-11 (Paul Konrad).  
Also 3-10-11 (PK). 
Inactive 3-28 and 4-7 and 4-18 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - Old nest; unused; closed.
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2/25/2011 5000433 OTHE Closed TL 6916 - Z771472 200 feet from nearest 

pole.
100 feet Blanket exemption allowed for Reconductor residential areas; this nest is within 

such an area. 
2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

2/25/2011 emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

2/18/2011 5000010 CACW Closed EP253-2 0 feet. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

5/23/2011 Nest found empty; last observation was in January when it was under construction. Back wall of nest looks intact, but 
entrance hole and roof look frayed. Nest was observed for 45 minutes and no Cactus Wrens were observed in the 
area during the duration.
Nest verified 2/18/11 by LLina.
Nest revisited 3-1 by Paul Konrad; no changes. Cactus Wren calling in area, but not nearby.
RAbe - 4/19/2011 12:38:39 PM - Still appears inactive.  No CAWRs observed in area.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Thought this nest was already closed - nest in poor condition,  weathered, no entrance hole 
open; no wrens in area - closed.

4/19/2011 5000848 OTHE Closed EP253-2 60 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

5/17/2011 RAbe - 4/19/2011 1:14:00 PM - Probable Verdin nest w/new, a piece of cotton-like synthetic material on top and 
looks to be fairly complete.  No Verdin observed in area. Not sure if active, but please monitior prior to 
construction.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - No birds; new nest, bulky, built with wide strips of bark; non-Verdin nest?
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - No changes; no birds.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Same.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - No change; no birds ever associated with nest; species that built nest is qestionable - closed.

2/22/2011 5000031 CACW Closed EP231A TSAP 100 feet from tower site 
edge.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

5/26/2011 Active CACW nest. Fresh feathers and whitewash at clear nest entrance of grass nest which is in good condition. 
2/22/11
Nest discolored gray; no wrens in area or singing 3-16  (PK).
Nest looks recently visited; wren singing in distance 3-23 (PK). 
Nice nest; no change 3-31 (PK).
No change. 4/11- SR
sritt - 4/15/2011 4:32:41 PM No change.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Same; entrance recently used but smaller than the 2 newer nests to south.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No change; pair singing nearby.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No change at nest; no wrens in area during nest check.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No changes.
PKonrad - 5/26/2011 - Nest collapsed; entrance blocked with grasses - closed.

2/21/2011 5000004 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet. 100 feet Signs posted at back 
door to use front 
entrance only.

MODO nests are in roof eaves above back door of mitigation property. Cleaning 
crews will not impact the nests if the front entrance is used. Signs will be placed 
in order to prevent access to the back.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this nesting 

season.

3/31/2011 No sign of adults or recent nest use.  
No bird present on 3/3/11. Status changed to INACTIVE. - I. Maunsell
10 Mar 2011. Remains inactive - RR
31 Mar 2011. No birds pesent. Closed.

7/18/2011 7004652 CACW Closed EP269-1 77 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest.

7/18/2011 sritt 7/18/2011
Appears to be old nest with collapsed roof.

7/18/2011 7004655 CACW Closed EP269-1 99 feet from AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest.

7/18/2011 sritt 7/18/2011
Small amount of material may be last remnants of old nest.

3/10/2011 6002400 WEBL Closed EP220-1 AR 40 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Pair 
appears to have 
been conducting 

exploratory activity 
only.

4/17/2011 Pair perched near cavity entrance and female looked in cavity entrance near top of south branch of snag 3-10 
(PK).
No bluebirds observed during several drive-by observations or during extended observations 15:00-15:30 on 3-15 
(PK). 
No bluebirds observed 3-17; appears they did not stay - closed (PK).
23 Mar -Territorial EUST observed at cavity. WEBL may have been evicted. - RR
Closed, due to lack of WEBL observations at cavity and new presence of EUST. kalberts - 4/17/2011 11:21:54 AM

5/12/2011 7001448 LBVI Closed Elliott Substation 360 feet to south corner 
of substation.

300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Pair 
probably abandoned 

nest building for a 
better location; 

recent storm may 
have destroyed 

evidence of nest.

5/19/2011 kalberts - 5/12/2011 2:50:13 PM - Pair observed together, building nest from 0640-0645. 
dbusby - 5/19/2011 10:26:27 AM - Pair not observed in nest location during hour of observation. Could not find nest 
or evidence of nest. Pair may have abandoned nest building and recent storm may have destroyed evidence. Pair 
heard in area but mainly further west.
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4/1/2011 5003340 OATI Closed EP84 10 feet from tempROW; 

80 feet from perm 
impact.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Pair 
probably 

investigating area for 
nest site during initial 

observation.

4/20/2011 Pair of oak titmouse acted agitated, calling at observer's presence. Pair left the tree and came back after a few 
minutes.  Both were seen entering the cavity in the tree. 4-1-11 AMH and RMA
No birds observed 4-8 (PK); will recheck. 100 foot buffer extends into west side of EP84 site.
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 2:25:08 PM - Crew working at opposite side of site. No birds observed at nest site. Site monitor, 
Jennifer Edwards will observe to ascertain (in)active status.    
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 -  Jen Edwards reported seeing only 1 titmouse visit tree during a couple hours of observations 
over 2 days, but didn't exhibit any nesting activity or interest in cavities during its brief stop. Nest closed.

3/31/2011 5003304 HOWR Closed EP83 AR 20 feet off existing 
access road.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Poor site 

selection and 
probable alternate 

nest for short period.

4/29/2011 Pair seen carrying nesting material into cavity. Nest appears partially built.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011
Fine nest material protruding from cavity entrance; hole may not be very deep; no birds observed or heard during 20 
minutes or when nest checked.
PKonrad
4/29/2011 - No wrens observed or wren songs heard in area during 30 minutes. No change at nest, and entrance has 
not been used since last visit; closed.

3/25/2011 5003289 OTHE Closed Alpine Yard 30 feet from impact 
area.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Possible 

nest building 
terminated after brief 
nest site exploration.

4/16/2011 Nest in very early stages of construction. Monitor said it has increased in size since 3/25/11 when first observed. 
Monitor for activity - 3/28/11 IM.
No progress has been made since initial observation. Nest closed - imaunsell - 4/16/2011 9:45:27 AM. 

1/28/2011 5000407 CACW Closed EP245-1 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Possible 

predation.

4/19/2011 A new grass nest including fresh feathers lining the inside.  Appears utilized and active.  Within EP245 footprint. 
1/28/11
Nest opening is obscured. Status uncertain, left unchanged (active). No ESA buffer was in place, so one was 
established B.Hart 3/08/2011.
Top has been damaged, animals standing on it? Probably not active 3-16 (PK).
Entrance repaired with small feathers placed along entrance hole, which is located on the top of the nest - must let 
rain into nest. 
Cactus Wren present and singing nearby 3-24 (PK).
No change 4-5 (PK).  
Hole passes through bottom of nest; nest not usable in current condition 4/12/11 (J&M Dicus).
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 9:58:58 AM   Nest collapsed with hole from end to end; closed.

3/24/2011 5003277 CACW Closed EP243 30 feet from12kv AR. 100 feet 0 feet A) The nest has been monitored for more than one month and has had 
intermittent activity at best and has been completely unused in some surveys.  
B) Cactus wrens construct many roosting "nests" that are utilized intermittently 
year around.  C) Based on su

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Possible 

predation.

5/13/2011 3/24/11 LLina - Fresh grass with fresh feather linging 15 feet from staked 12Kv access road. AR is not in survey map 
however. 
4/1/11 phoward - more fresh grass and feathers. Buffer signs placed on access road.
Large nest entrance; interior well-lined; wren singing in area 4-6 (PK).
sritt - 4/15/2011 6:33:08 PM - 1 CACW flushed from nest w/ another bird in same cholla.  Pair of birds flushed from 
nest again later.
RAbe - 4/18/2011 1:36:00 PM - 1 CAWR flushed from nest. Nest is 30 feet from 12 kV AR. Buffer set up w/signs to 
allow through traffic at 10 mph with no stopping.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 1 adult near nest initially; 2 adults later. This appears to be the primary nest site of this active 
pair.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - Nest recently used; no birds observed or heard.
jpawlicki - 5/13/2011 7:50:41 AM - No adults observed at nest. Nest appears empty with 1 dead fledgling lying at 
entrance to nest - closed.

5/13/2011 7001467 NOMO Closed JVR 12kV - Pole 47 20 feet from existing 12 
kVpole.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Possible 
predation; nest 

pulled apart during 
egg laying or pre-egg 

laying.

6/14/2011 kkilpatrick - 5/13/2011 10:26:55 AM - A pair of northern mockingbirds was observed in the area of the nest.  Male 
was persistently singing, including singing next to a singing California thrasher generally within 50 feet of the nest; 
thrasher aggressive toward mockingbird. The nest appears partially built, and the persistent singing is indicative of 
recent pair-bonding. Aggressive behavior was exhibited towards a GRRO that landed in a nearby tree.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Nest may be disturbed; grass lining pulled to north side. No mockingbirds observed or heard 
in area, but 1 mockingbird observed about 300 feet north of nest. Adult and fledgling California Thrasher active in 
area (possibly other thrashers too); have mockingbirds been displaced? Will check back.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 11:15:59 AM
Nest appears unused but territorial mockingbird flew to nearby pole and called from overhead. (No thrashers 
observed or heard in area).
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 12:33:07 PM
Nest has not been used or built on for 2+ weeks. No mockingbirds observed or heard in area. May no longer be 
active, but will check back 1 more time before changing status.
barnold - 6/10/2011 8:20:08 AM
Mockingbirds around tower site, but not near nest tree. Loggerhead Shrike perched in nest tree. Nest empty, and no 
longer appears active. Change to Inactive.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 12:52:01 PM
No change at nest for a month. Mockingbird singing from metal powerline tower about 250 feet southwest of nest 
site; possibly renested to west - closed.
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3/19/2011 5003269 OTHE Closed EP31-2 AR 30 feet from existing AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Possible 
territorial behavior 
near old nest. No 
confirmed nesting 
attempt observed 
during subsequent 
monitoring visits.

4/14/2011 Extremely vocal pair RSHA repeatedly returned to circle and scream, but unable to directly link these birds to this 
nest 3-19 (RR).
One red-shouldered hawk called infrquently; flew toward nest calling territorially once 3-29. Can see sky through 
openings in nest. (PK).
Still inactive 4-7 (FH/PK).
No large birds in area; Nest closed, due to no activity all season and nest disrepair - PKonrad - 4/14/2011.

3/18/2011 6003254 HOWR Closed Helix Yard AR 1,390 feet from yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Possibly an 
alternate nest in this 

territory.

4/20/2011 Birds observed actively building nest. RF-3/18/11.
25 Mar - HOWR singing from posts all over territory, entering  cavity repeatedly. - RR.
5 Apr - HOWR singing but no cavity use noted 1630-1700 - RR.
13 Apr - HOWR territorial but not using this cavity. 0730-0800. Change to INACTIVE. - RR.
20 Apr No change 0710. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

3/23/2011 5003271 BUSH Closed EP85-2 105 feet to tower impact 
area.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Predated; 
bottom of nest pulled 

apart and interior 
exposed.

4/8/2011 23 Mar - Pair BUSH entering complete nest.- RR
1 April - Bushtit entering rest. - S. Hampton
Nest appears to depredated with entire bottom of nest pulled apart and interior exposed 4-8 (PK).

4/5/2011 5003361 BUSH Closed CP51-2 AR 15 feet from proposed 
AR.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Predation 
by House Wrens is 1 

possible cause.

5/5/2011 5 Apr - BUSH carrying material to apparently complete nest. - RR
11 Apr - BUSH enters nest 14:43. - RR
19 Apr - BUSH exits nest 0717. - RR
27 Apr - HOWR enters nest 0748, emerges wiping bill. - RR
5 May - No BUSH detections during 30 minute observation change to closed.  - RR

3/30/2011 5003301 BUSH Closed EP226-1 Pullsite AR 22 feet from access 
road; 300 feet to tower 

area.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Predation, 
probably avian; nest 
side and floor torn 

open.

4/12/2011 Bushtit seen entering nest; no buffer flagged due to lack of flagging. - smr 3/30/11
Adult perched above completed nest. Buffer staked along pull site access road 4-4 (PK).
Nest side and floor torn open. No adults nearby - shampton - 4/12/2011 3:34:39 PM

3/14/2011 6003228 BUSH Closed EP228 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Predation; 
bottom of nest was 
torn off, then rain-

damaged.

3/24/2011 Pair nest building; Nest 50% complete. - 3/14/2011 IM
Nest destroyed; bottom torn out; now rain damaged; no birds in area 3-24 (PK).

4/11/2011 5000778 BUSH Closed TL 6916 - 973032 55 feet to nearest pole. 100 feet 0 feet Blanket exemption approved for Reconductor line's residential areas, following 
the same principles as those for the Alpine Blvd exemption.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Presumed 
predated.

4/25/2011 11 April - Pair copulating and adding material to nest.   - S. Hampton, M. Dicus
shampton - 4/11/2011 
18 Apr - No BUSH activity detected 0945-1010. Nest appears complete. - RR
25 Apr - Nest appears abandoned and in disarray, suggesting predation. Change to closed. - RR

3/18/2011 5003258 OTHE Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

10 feet; onsite structure. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Probably a 
rodent nest.

4/1/2011 3/18/11 -D. Busby finds nest built of grasses. Appears to be an entrance facing wall. No sign of adults in area but 
appears to be new based on condition of materials. 
31 Mar - Ball nest with no birds associated. Possibly rodent nest. - RR
1 April - No bird activity at this nest. IM

3/8/2011 6002390 CACW Inactive EP245-1 AR 250 feet from work area; 
35 feet from dirt road.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Probably an 
unused alternate 

nest.

4/19/2011 Nest is in good condition, intact with well-established opening. Golden-colored dried grass on top of old (gray with 
age) fibrous plant material indicates recent improvements to an old nest. 3/8/11
No change from above 3-23 (PK).      
No changes 4-5 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 2:04:04 PM - Entrance doesn't appear used during past couple weeks; may be inactive.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 10:06:50 AM  - Nest weathered and unused; inactive.
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5/10/2011 7001022 VERD Closed EP353 80 feet from existing AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; through 

access only.
Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if, during the 
course of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird 
contsructs a nest outside the project area but within the buffer around Suncrest 
Substation and AR that n

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Probably 

not successful 
judging from 
comments.

6/4/2011 Pair observed making multiple trips into nest with food items. Male exhibiting agitated behavior at around 30 feet 
away from nest
kkilpatrick - 5/16/2011 2:11:32 PM-- Adult verdin observed flying to nest.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 Due to unsafe road conditions, could not stop in this area to check nest.
pkonrad - 5/25/2011 3:07:25 PM
Unable to check this nest due to unsafe road conditions and road construction activities today.
kkilpatrick - 5/27/2011 11:39:23 AM
 1 adult  verdin observed in area; no activity observed at nest; nest intact.
jpawlicki - 6/4/2011 12:09:30 PM
Nest intact; no adults or juveniles observed at nest, in tree, or in vicinity after 35 mins. of monitoring. Nest marked as 
inactive.

4/30/2011 7000947 BUSH Closed EP93 55 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 55 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 55 feet is 
appropriate for this Bushtit nest. Nest success should not be diminished for the 
following reasons:  A) Bushtits are generally tolerant of human activity and are 
known to ne

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Probably 
predated or blown 

out by wind.

5/27/2011 RAbe - 4/30/2011 10:18:36 AM Adult Bushtits observed carrying food to nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - Nest watched but no birds in area. (Apparent pentab problms.)
RAbe - 5/10/2011 8:05:57 AM - Adult observed adding material to nest.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - 2 adults active at nest.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - Nest no longer there; no sign of it on ground or in lower branches either - closed.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 12:17:21 PM
Nest is no longer in scrub oak, or below it - closed.

4/5/2011 5003357 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - Z774820 135 feet from nearest 
pole.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Probably 

predated, based on 
observations.

4/11/2011 R. Abe, J&M Dicus 04/05/2011
Female Lesser Goldfinch incubating on nest. Buffer affects access road east of pole 774820 but does not affect 
construction at pole.
rradd 4/12/2011
No nest at this location - closed.

5/5/2011 7004647 BLPH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from driveway 
access.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Second 

BLPH nesting 
attempt terminated 

prior to egg laying for 
unknown reasons.

6/8/2011 Second nest;
5 May - Mud nest on wall close to ceiling has now been walled to the top with grasses, with a small opening 
remaining against the wall. Nest interior is clean but empty. 
Remains active, species not confirmed as nest no longer consistent with BLPH, possibly HOWR has taken over. - 
RR
eelias - 5/12/2011 6:47:33 PM BLPH:  One adult BLPH seen feeding no less than 4 fledged young away from nest 
site. Nest site was monitored throughout the day and no HOWR activity was detected in the vicinity of this nest 
site.
eelias - 5/13/2011 8:51:00 AM No HOWR activity at this site and appears as if nest is being dismantled.
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:54:56 PM - BLPH renovating this nest 1725
rradd - 6/3/2011 9:12:02 AM - Nest is rebuilt, clean but empty.
rradd - 6/8/2011 1:37:37 PM - No change in activity. Change status to Inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

4/7/2011 5003378 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
238+00

10 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Territorial 
birds observed but it 
appears that no nest 
was built in the area.

4/30/2011 Monitor observed pair at nest. No buffer flagged for Alpine Blvd ROW. - 4/7/2011 IM
4/16/2011 - BTPI active at this location 15:45. - RR
4/30/2011 - No BTPI detected, no nest found, change to Inactive unless a nest can be located. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

2/2/2011 5000411 AMKE Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 130 feet from AR. 500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Territorial 
kestrel at most.

4/15/2011 Checked 2/25/11, no birds/nest observed at mapped location - BLohstroh
Checked 3/01/11 no birds or nest observed at mapped location - BHart.
In light of multiple observations being unable to locate this nest, suggest it be closed 3-19 (RR).
Adult male hunting near metal barn; occasionally flying insde barn - 3-31 (PK).
Closed due to never actually locating a nest. kalberts - 4/15/2011 7:55:24 PM

2/22/2011 5000001 OTHE Closed CP75-1 10 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. The nest 

was found inactive, 
and the successive 
monitoring check 
revealed that the 

nest was blown out 
of its location, most 
likely by high wind 

associated with 
storm events.

2/22/2011 CLOSED, nest no longer present. 2/22/11
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7/11/2011 7003027 NOMO Closed TL 639 - 379519 5 feet to AR. 70 feet to 

pole.
100 feet Drive through access 

only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. This nest 
may have been 

considered active 
based on territorial 
behavior from other 

NOMO in area. It 
was likely used 

earlier in the season 
but was not in use at 

the time it was 
recorded.

7/14/2011 rradd - 7/11/2011 3:58:40 PM
NOMO nest under construction.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 11:08:05 AM
Nest appears un-used with fallen leaves and flowers inside. No NOMO activity associated with this nest and no birds 
scolded or alarmed when area was approached.

7/11/2011 7003024 NOMO Closed TL 639 - 873260 5 feet to AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. This nest 
may have been 

considered active 
based on territorial 
behavior from other 

NOMO in area. It 
was likely used 

earlier in the season 
but was not in use at 

the time it was 
recorded.

rradd - 7/11/2011 10:46:38 AM
Status of nest unclear, possibly under construction or recently fledged as cup is not well formed. Territorial NOMO 
defending site, no juveniles obs. 
mdicus - 7/14/2011 11:48:48 AM
Fallen leaves and flowers inside. No NOMO activity associated with this nest and no birds scolded or alarmed when 
area was approached. Closed nest.

4/28/2011 7000932 CACW Closed EP235-1 42 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. This nest 
was barely attended 
and never finished 

being built - appears 
to be an abandoned 

alternate nest 
located near an 

active nest where 
nestlings were raised 

and fledged.

5/11/2011 jdicus - 4/28/2011 8:57:07 AM
Observed pair of cactus wrens duet calling and nest building; flagged buffer. 100-foot buffer encompases roughly the 
southern half of tower perm pad.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No material found.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No material in yucca; possibly blown away or recycled by mockingbird in area; closed.

6/20/2011 7005051 LEGO Closed Sycamore Yard 20 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. This nest 
was likely an earlier 
attempt by LEGO 

nesting 5 feet away.

7/18/2011 rradd - 6/20/2011 2:02:19 PM
Nest not yet @ 2% complete.
rradd - 6/28/2011 11:13:01 AM
2 nests present; 1 70% complete without a formed cup, and 1 with female LEGO incubating 4 eggs.
rradd - 7/6/2011 3:46:56 PM
Nest unchanged (incomplete).
rradd - 7/12/2011 10:52:55 AM
Nest unchanged.
rradd - 7/18/2011 8:52:25 AM
Nest closed for no activity This nest was likely an early attempt by LEGO nesting 5' away; about to fledge.
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4/5/2011 5003364 RTHA Closed EP361 45 feet from AR entry; 

265 feet from tower 
area.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 300 
feet.

Blanket exemption allowed for Sunrise traffic along SWPL line.  Buffer reduced 
to 300 feet based on biologists' observations of tolerance.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. This nesting 
attempt appeared to 

be initiated by a 
young pair late in the 
season. The pair was 
territorial and built a 

small, poorly 
constructed nest, but 
it is doubtful that an 
egg was ever laid 
and the nesting 

attempt

4/14/2011 Pair building new nest, copulating, and flight displaying (seems relatively late) 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/2011 4:54:55 PM
1 adult RTHA seen soaring above tower. Another was perched atop next tower west and first bird perched a few feet 
away. Both birds flew off to the ENE while circling each other; one bird landed on nest tower, and another bird landed 
on new nest with nesting material.
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 7:26:08 PM
2 adults soaring low near nest; 1 landed on nest. Repositioned ESA signs to reflect NBM reduction to 300 feet.
sritt - 4/22/2011 9:06:43 AM
2 adults seen perched on next tower to the east. Both birds then seen in flight. 1 bird then perched on tower with 
nest, and the other perched on the next tower to the west. Nest appears to be falling apart due to winds. No eggs or 
birds visible in nest. - 
PKonrad - 4/22/2011
1 hawk soaring near nest tower; nest is small and poorly built.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011
Hawk perched in tower above nest; cannot see second hawk.
barnold - 5/2/2011
No hawks observed at tower or in area during a 3.5-hour survey period.
jpawlicki - 5/9/2011 10:23:35 AM
No adults observed at nest between 0550 and 0732. Nest appeared unoccupied. Nest closed in conjunction with 
observations made on 5/2/2011 and 5/9/2011.

5/12/2011 7001454 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
299+50

20 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unable to 
relocate previously 

10% completed nest - 
nest gone; unknown 

reason.

6/4/2011 RAbe - 5/12/2011 1:59:26 PM - Female ANHU building nest that is less than 10% Complete.
emorgan - 5/27/2011 10:42:25 AM
Unable to locate nest.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 1:23:34 PM
Nest is no longer present (confirmed by finder) - closed.

5/31/2011 7002400 HOFI Closed TL 639 - Z171662 0 feet; in pole. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed within approved 

limits.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unable to 
tell if nest was new 
or from a previous 
nesting season. A 
high percentage of 

brackets on this line 
have nests. This may 
have been part of the 

site selection 
process.

6/18/2011 shampton / jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 
Adult pair observed repeatedly entering and exiting from top opening in bracket. Completed nest visible looking up 
from east base of pole.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 1:48:38 PM
No HOFI activity observed near nest during a 30-minute period. 
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 12:28:26 PM
No HOFI activity during 20-minute check. Closed.

7/13/2011 7004626 MODO Closed PAR yard w/in Alpine 
yard.

75 feet from impact 
area.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown

vnovik - 7/13/2011 10:10:16 AM
Nest building, 60% complete.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 12:43:41 PM
No birds observed. Nest missing except for a stick

3/18/2011 5000465 BUSH Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; within fill slope of 
substation pad.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that ne

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
cause of failure; pair 
observed building a 
new nest elsewhere.

Nest appears only 10% built. Biomonitor observed two birds bringing nest material to site and building nest - TC 
3/18/11
phoward - 4/25/2011 9:00:11 AM - Nest appears inactive, bushtits seen taking material from nest to new location by 
bio monitor.

7/7/2011 7002609 CAGN Closed Elliot Sub 630 feet 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
causes.

7/14/2011 imaunsell - 7/7/2011 11:31:21 AM
Female seen with nesting material. Nest is lop-sided and appears approximtely 40% complete.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 9:35:36 AM
No progress on nest since last week. Nest misshapen, not being used - closed.
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6/27/2011 7002565 LEGO Closed TL 639 - 397518 60 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
causes.

7/11/2011 rradd - 6/27/2011 8:09:50 AM
Female LEGO building new nest while male accompanies
rradd - 7/5/2011 12:16:13 PM
LEGO on nest that appears complete 1215.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:56:09 AM
No LEGO detected at or near this nest 0800-0830.
rradd - 7/19/2011 12:14:16 PM
Change to Closed
No LEGO detected during 30 min. obs.

2/18/2011 5000011 RTHA Closed Hartung Yard 105 feet from yard 
limits.

500 feet 100 feet. NBR Submit Date: 03/09/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/12/2011

This nest is not anticipated to be impacted based on the birds apparent 
tolerance to arterial traffic on El Monte road, which is closer to the nest location.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
causes: nest failure 

coincided with series 
of wet and cold 
spring storms.

4/15/2011 2/18/11 Adult hawk in low incubating posture on nest during 13:00 nest check. 
Verified again by D. Busby on 2/25/11.   
Observed 3-3-11 and 3-8-11 by PK.
3/16 - RTHA nest incubation exchange @ 17:50 Male brings decoration, not food. - RR
25 Mar - RTHA on nest. - RR
29 Mar - No birds detected @ nest 14:15 - 15:00. CY monitor reports no nest activiry today. - RR
8 Apr - No RTHA detected during 4hr continuous obs. Changed to INACTIVE - RR
6 Apr - No activity detected 0900-1000. CY monitor reports no activity this week. Suggests nest failure.- RR
8 Apr No actvity 1000-1400. - RR
13 Apr No activity. Change to inactive. - RR
Nest status changed to closed due to no activity over last several nest checks. kalberts - 4/15/2011 6:09:10 PM

2/21/2011 5000038 RTHA Closed CP50-1 AR 210 feet from proposed 
access road.

500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
causes; but perhaps 
storm related as nest  

is damaged with 
much nest material 

on the ground below 
the nest.

4/19/2011 Appears inactive. Recent storm appears to have partially broken it up as evident from pile of sticks on ground and 
nest is sagging on one side. Whitewash on ground appears weathered from rain. No sign of adults in area. 2/21/11 
10 Mar 2011 - Adult RTHA at nest today, Pair in flight display @ 10:50 - RR
24 Mar - Nest vacant, pair RTHA staying away. Pre-construction survey crew operating 200' away.- RR 
30 Mar - Nest vacant 1605 - 1705. No hawks visited closer than 1000m.- RR
5 Apr - No RTHA visited from 1216-1318. Obs. from 300m. - RR
8 Apr - RTHA pair copulating near nest. Apparent re-nest attempt in progress. - RR
19  Apr - Nest appears damaged with much debris on ground and notably reduced profile in tree. No RTHA 
associating with this nest 0900-0930. Change to CLOSED - RR 

4/30/2011 7000951 WBNU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

35 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. This plan to

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
reason after bird 

carrying nest 
material to cavity.

6/3/2011 30 Apr - WBNU pair bringing nest materials to this cavity 0738. - RR
6 May - WBNU exits cavity 1018. - RR
13 May WBNU pr in and out, defending against ATFL 0727. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 12:52:13 PM
Obs. WBNU entering/leaving the nesting cavity multiple times througout the day.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:36:35 PM
WBNU observed entering and leaving cavity.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 12:59:13 PM
WBNU Obs. entering cavity.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:50:46 AM
WBNU clearing nesting material from cavity
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:41:09 AM
Observed entering cavity
vnovik - 5/31/2011 3:21:41 PM
In area investigating cavities
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 6:37:29 PM
investigating multiple cavities, no evidence of caring for young.
sjohnston - 6/3/2011 2:20:08 PM
No affinity for specific cavity. Closed.

3/16/2011 6003241 CATH Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated t

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
reason for adults to 

leave area.

4/16/2011 Biomonitors observed a pair of CATH in area as well as 1 of the birds entering shrub with nest in it. Active 
construction yard exclusion for nest built during use applies and no buffer flagged. 3/16/11-RF
No adults observed in area; no eggs present. Some debris appears to have fallen into cup. 3/28/11 IM.
Nest still vacant, with newer vegetative material that has fallen from flowering parts of the bush.  Nest closed. 
kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:53:04 PM

7/2/2011 7002587 LASP Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

0 feet; above AR 
shoulder.

100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project are

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
reason for failure.

7/13/2011 shampton - 7/1/2011 at 1730 hrs
No eggs or nestlings. LASP heard singing nearby. Construction monitor reported seeing LASP visiting nest and on 
nest during afternoon of 7/1/2011.
ahill - 7/6/2011 10:00:00 AM
nest appears to be askew and sliding off crook, did not hear or see LASP in immediate vicinity. possible failure.
tcooper - 7/13/2011 7:28:51 AM
nest inactive, disturbed, hanging off limb.
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4/13/2011 5000802 HOWR Closed TL 6916 - Z774815 320 feet to nearest pole; 

82 feet to AR.
100 feet Blanket exemption approved for developed areas of Reconductor lines is 

applicable here.
2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
reason for nest 

failure. Possibly due 
to poor nest location 

(trash pile).

4/25/2011 04/13/11 - House Wren observed carrying nest material multiple times into trash pile (J&M Dicus).
18 Apr No HOWR detected. 1100-1115. Workers in material yard.- RR
kalberts - 4/22/2011 3:08:04 PM NBM WLA concurence for buffer exemption for nests in developed areas on 69kv 
line.
25 Apr - HOWR detected nearby, but not associating directly with described nest area, 1547. - RR
2 May - No HOWR detected associating with this area during 30 min obs. Change to Closed. - RR

6/6/2011 7002461 HOOR Closed TL 6916 - 774818 1 foot from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
reason.

6/14/2011 rradd - 6/6/2011 at 1802
HOOR exits nest.
rradd - 6/14/2011 10:03:08 AM
No HOOR detections during 40 min. obs. Seems unlikely to be active in close proximity to CAKI nest.
Change to Closed.

3/10/2011 6003207 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Loritz property

40 feet from Loritz 
driveway.

100 feet Reduced to 40 feet. Buffer approved to 50 feet based on Star Valley Road being closer to nest than 
project ROW, ability of this species to tolerate human activities, and the fact that 
nest was found in association with residences.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
reason; likely 

abandoned before 
egg laying began.

4/17/2011 Pair observed nest building and carrying lining. nest 85% complete. 3/10/2011 IM
3/28 - BUSH heard in area, but not specifically associated with this nest. No other activty observed. - BL
Reduced buffer to 50' 3/30/2011
4/8 - No activity observed, no adults detected, 1445. BL
Closed, due to last observation. kalberts - 4/17/2011 11:38:18 AM

6/1/2011 7002469 BUOR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
reason; pair may be 

renesting in east side 
of tree?

6/29/2011 pkonrad - 6/8/2011 9:38:38 AM
Nest found 6/1 (pentab problems); nest looked complete and pair was active displaying and singing in immediate 
area on 6/1/2011.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 4:06:43 PM
Female and male active and calling in vicinity of nest (15 feet), but show little interest in nest itself. Both calling 
periodically. Male also perched near nest in neighboring live oak 230 feet northeast.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 12:31:29 PM
No activity observed near nest, but male and female observed in tree; limited calling.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:44:09 PM
A female appoached nest once during 60 minute observation period in area; male strongly territorial at another nest 
located about 20 feet above this nest, including fighting beak to beak with with a pair of House Finches. However, no 
nesting behavior during this time.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 11:32:35 AM
This nesting attempt appears to have failed; no oriole activity in area during an hour of observations in the area; no 
less than 5 oriole nests have been initiated in the south and east sides of this tree, but none appear have had eggs 
laid in them. A pair is active and displaying, and female is building a new nest (is this the same pair?). Nonetheless, 
this nesting attempt is closed.

6/23/2011 7002545 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - 774824 5 feet from access road. 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown. 
Nest abandoned 

prior to egg laying.

6/30/2011 tcooper - 6/23/2011 7:09:21 PM -Pair building nest, about 95% complete, adding lining material.
tcooper - 6/30/2011 7:04:09 PM
nest failed, only the base remains. Pair foraging together ~900ft to west

4/19/2011 5000849 CACW Closed EP253-2 45 feet to AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unused this 
breeding season.

5/17/2011 Abe - 4/19/2011 12:45:05 PM - Potential new nest that is partially assembled. Nesting material looks fairly fresh, 
mostly grass, size is approximately 6 by 4 inches. Please monitor prior to construction.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - No apparent change; little material.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - Appears that a small amount of grass material may have been added to nest; no wrens 
observed or heard in area.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - No changes.   (Pair of strongly territorial Cactus Wrens at EP252A-1 site some distance to 
west.)
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Partial nest (10%) appears wind damaged - closed.

3/22/2011 5003261 OTHE Closed EP238 0 feet; within work area. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Unusual 

looking, bulky 
medium-sized grass 
nest built on ground; 
no birds were ever 
observed near this 

nest.

4/18/2011 3/22/11 -D. Busby is notified by Garrett Huffman that there is a grass bowl on ground among rocks in the open. 
Yellow grass is dry but freshly collected. No feathers or evidence of adults in area. Return to monitor west to verify 
status. No ESA signs, so I flagged a 100 foot buffer on north side by TSAP and on the west side toward EP 237.
Apparently completed medium-sized grass nest, 8 inches wide with 3.5 inch interior bowl. No birds in attendance; 
only black-throated sparrows in area 4-4 (PK).
ahernandez, pkonrad - 4/12/2011 3:46:30 PM - Still inactive and shows signs of weathering.
RAbe - 4/18/2011 11:28:41 AM
Nest not refound. Contacted D. Busby and P. Konrad to confirm location; closed.
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6/2/2011 5000870 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Wind 

damage or predation 
are possible reasons 

for failed nest; no 
sign of nestlings or 
eggs may suggest 
(avian) predation.

barnold - 6/2/2011 11:53:45 AM
2 female House Finches on tower.
phoward - 6/5/2011 10:50:35 AM
Nest has been destroyed; trace material was found on ground and string was hanging were nest used to be; could 
see brownish muddy spot on metal where nest used to be. Wind damage or predation are possible reasons for failed 
nest; no sign of nestlings or eggs may suggest (avian) predation.

7/16/2011 7004648 LEGO Closed CP81-1 AR 15' to AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.Likely 
destroyed by natural 
causes prior to egg-

laying.

7/27/2011 rradd - 7/16/2011 10:12:33 AM
Female LEGO removing material from nearby BUSH nest to finish building this nest, which appears complete from 
below.
rradd - 7/22/2011 3:37:57 PM
Although location prevents direct observation of nest contents, activity level of LEGO pair suggests this nest remains 
active 1230.
rradd - 7/27/2011 1:40:29 PM
Change to Closed
Nest is blown out; by weather, predation, or both.

6/4/2011 7002442 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
90+00r

40 feet from AR. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS.

7/4/2011 tfitanides - 6/4/2011 10:39:29 AM
Female bringing nesting material to southern side of palm. Nest not visible. Male following female.
rradd - 6/11/2011 9:32:33 AM
HOFI pair continue nest building, Visiting at irregular intervals.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 12:57:30 PM
No nesting activities observed at palm tree during 2 nest observation periods. Male singing in area; female may now 
be incubating.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 9:44:42 AM
Pair of House Finches active in palm; male singing in area.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 9:57:09 AM
Pair active near bottom of lowest hanging dead palm fronds on south side. Female persistantly giving soliciting 
display to male. Male singing; seems like this pair is in early nesting stage.
pkonrad - 7/8/2011 4:30:32 PM
No finch activity observed  or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/15/2011 2:07:25 PM
No finches observed during 30 minute observation period.
pkonrad - 7/18/2011 1:27:25 PM
No finches observed near palm tree during extended observation period; this nesting attempt was probably never 
active - closed.
sritt - 7/23/2011 4:44:52 PM
No finched observed in tree, but many nearby. Fledgling seen food begging from male.

7/16/2011 7004644 OTHE Inactive Access Road to guard 
pole structure near 

CP71

25 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS. No 
observed breeding 
activity this season.

7/16/2011 eelias - 7/16/2011 9:47:39 AM
VEurs noticed this potential nesting cavity and she was in the area for about 30 minutes. She did not see any activity 
at this cavity during her effort.

6/29/2011 7002577 BUOR Closed Kruetzcamp Yard AR 30 feet west of AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTVIE 
STAGE. Appears 
nesting activities 

have been limited to 
nest building, 
repeatedly.

7/14/2011 pkonrad - 6/29/2011 12:32:55 PM
New nest being built by female oriole with male nearby; female collecting new material, plus taking material from 
oriole nest 20 feet north and below this nest that was active last week, and from abandoned Phainopepla nest  
farther north in tree. Female displays to male occasionally and male follows female during forays away from nest 
tree.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 12:03:24 PM
Female observed going into nest, not leaving during an extended period (incubating?). Male in area, calling 
periodically.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 12:03:01 PM
No orioles observed or heard during 45 minutes of observation; female could be incubating?
pkonrad - 7/21/2011 10:53:45 AM
No orioles observed or heard near nest or in this isolated tree or surrounding areas. My impression is that 1 or more 
pairs built multiple nests here (1 at a time), but there is no indication of other nesting activities. Orioles were very 
active here for the past 2 months, but no activity noted today during 40 minutes of observations - closed.

4/8/2011 5003387 OTHE Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 
pullsite - driveway 

entry

70 feet to AR entry. 100 feet One day of pre-construction survey staking is planned, followed by one day of 
potholing with a 2-3 person crew.  Soundwalls may be erected to not impact 
nests during potholing.  After this, construction traffic should be allowed, as the 
odds of impacting 

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

4/13/2011 04/08/11 - Probable house wren nest.  Wrens observed in nearby coast live oaks but none observed entering cavity 
(R. Abe, M. Dicus)
13 Apr - Nest predated - broken eggs inside + 1 below nest entrance. Closed. - RR
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Nest StructureID
Distance To Nearest 

Project Feature

Original 
Buffer 

Distance
Reduced Buffer 

Distance/Modification Modified Buffer Notes Nest Outcome

Nest 
Outcome 

Date Nest Monitoring Comment
6/21/2011 7002532 LEGO Closed TL 639 - 397518 46 feet to TL639 - 

397518.
100 feet Drive through access 

only
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

7/5/2011 imaunsell - 6/21/2011 7:25:21 AM
Nest contains one egg and is swarming with ants. LEGO female attempting to return.
rradd - 6/27/2011 11:32:40 AM
Nest contains one broken egg and one intact egg. No LEGO observed at nest.
rradd - 7/5/2011 10:59:13 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest has been abandoned; no LEGO detections at this nest during 30 min obs, ants continue to visit eggs.

5/11/2011 7001424 CALT Closed EP221A 60 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 45 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 45 feet is 
appropriate for this nest. Nest success should not be diminished for the following 
reasons: 
•Nest is visually and acoustically sheltered from construction as it is down b

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

5/27/2011 phoward - 5/11/2011 12:11:45 PM - 3 eggs in nest, female seen brooding. 
3 young nestlings in nest, eyelids still closed; buffer flagged at 45 feet. - sritt - 5/18/2011 3:27:39 PM
mkuehn - 5/27/2011 3:47:29 PM
Nest empty; did not detect adults or young. No indication of fledging; no mutes on or near nest, rim of nest not 
depressed. All ESA signs and flagging removed - closed.

6/18/2011 7002518 LEGO Closed CP83-1 40 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

7/8/2011 rradd - 6/18/2011
LEGO pair building nest 1142.
rradd - 6/25/2011 11:46:48 AM
Nest complete, exterior clad in dry catkins. Too high to see into nest; agitated territorial male indicates incubation 
likely in progress 1125 - 1145 .
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:29:45 PM
LEGO female on nest, male nest guarding.
rradd - 7/8/2011 4:38:14 PM
Nest appears intact but no visits by LEGO during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 7/16/2011 10:50:14 AM
No LEGO detections at this nest during 30 min. obs despite numerous LEGO present indicate likely failure for 
unknown reasons as insufficient time has elapsed for complete cycle. 

7/1/2011 7002602 LEGO Closed CP70-3 AR 15 feet  to AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 

7/14/2011 rradd - 7/1/2011 10:18:23 PM
Female LEGO incubating (15 mins. on, 5 mins. off) while male attends and alerts.
rradd - 7/8/2011 10:15:27 AM
Nest location moved per Trimble to replace lost data point.
LEGO pair continue to attend this nest.
rradd - 7/14/2011 9:31:47 AM
No LEGO at or near this nest during 30 mins of obs. suggests nesting has concluded.

6/8/2011 7002463 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

6/15/2011 vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:08:36 PM
Nest building about 60- 70% complete
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:28:59 PM
Nest complete or almost complete; no eggs.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:55:58 PM
Nest near complete.
sjohnston - 6/11/2011
1 egg in nest. Female incubating normally.
sjohnston - 6/14/2011
Nesting bird was observed to be sensitive to foot traffic along the path/work area adjacent to the mulberry, and the 
adult was observed to be off the nest for 30 minutes.
sjohnston - 6/15/2011
No activity was observed at the nest.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:42:17 PM
No activity was observed at the nest.

6/9/2011 7002484 ANHU Closed CP64-2 AR 65 feet from AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

6/17/2011 rradd - 6/9/2011 at 1036
ANHU female on nest.
rradd - 6/17/2011 8:54:37 AM
Nest no longer present, branch is broken. Change to Closed.

6/18/2011 7002517 PSFL Closed CP81-1 25 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer kept, but vehicular 
passage allowed

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

7/8/2011 rradd - 6/18/2011
PSFL male nest guarding, chasing HOWR, WBNU away from nest. Female emerges 0853, perches briefly and 
departs.
rradd - 6/25/2011 10:13:23 AM
Female PSFL incubating - on the nest for 10 mins, off for 5, 0923 - 0945. 
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:21:29 PM
Female PSFL on nest, male visits occasionally.
rradd - 7/8/2011 2:26:33 PM
Change to Closed.
No PSFL detected during 40 min obs. Nest is intact and well- protected but appears abandoned.

5/25/2011 7002365 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 

6/16/2011 rradd - 5/25/2011 
HOFI female on nest, male defending 1202.
rradd - 6/2/2011 2:58:49 PM
HOFI female on nest 14:08
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:10:58 AM
HOFI pr. come to nest 0824.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:41:57 PM
No HOFI at this nest during 30 min. obs. Change to Closed.
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Initial 
Observation 

Date Nest ID Bird Code
Status of 

Nest StructureID
Distance To Nearest 

Project Feature

Original 
Buffer 

Distance
Reduced Buffer 

Distance/Modification Modified Buffer Notes Nest Outcome

Nest 
Outcome 

Date Nest Monitoring Comment
6/8/2011 7002462 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
0 feet, within staked 

work limits.
100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implement

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

7/5/2011 vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:06:31 PM
Nest building approx 50% Complete.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:30:27 PM
Nest building, well formed.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:55:29 PM
Nest building 90% complete.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:32:22 PM
1 egg was observed on 06/11/2011, and observed incubating normally through 06/16/2011
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:08:49 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:16:24 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:46:53 AM
Appears to be incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:27:05 PM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:04:09 PM
Incubating.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:51:57 PM
No eggs or nestlings observed in the nest - closed.

6/20/2011 7002526 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

5 feet from AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

vnovik - 6/22/2011 5:08:48 PM
Nest 70% complete.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:16:53 PM
Nest building 90%+ completed.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:51:51 AM
Nest is still being built by Black-chinned Hummingbird. No construction has occurred while bird has been working on 
nest.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 5:40:35 PM
No observations of nest building later in the day.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:30:50 PM
1 egg in nest; birds active on nest. Appears that bird may have built nest and Not needed to lay  an egg immediately. 

vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:04:32 PM
2 eggs in nest.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:53:06 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 9:06:19 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:47:15 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:05:30 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:25:17 PM
No activity after 20 mins of observation. Nest appears inactive, but should be rechecked.
imaunsell - 7/26/2011 9:35:59 AM
Nest appears to have been raided for nesting material around top edges. No eggs present. Closed. Now work was 
occuring during this or previous monitoring visits.

6/3/2011 7002445 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 feet from staked 
work limits.

100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

7/21/2011 sjohnston - 6/3/2011 12:31:43 PM - Nest building; 20% complete.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:07:09 PM - Nest building/potentially incubating; nest appears complete.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:17:16 PM - On nest, likely incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:20:26 PM - On nest incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:05:48 PM - On nest incubating.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:21:34 PM - Incubating.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:14:35 PM - Incubating.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:44:50 AM - Incubating.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:22:20 PM - On nest.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:18:36 AM - Observed on nest.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:34:11 PM - On nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:56:03 PM - Observed on nest.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:56:01 PM - Incubating.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 11:53:18 AM - No activity observed.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 8:55:15 AM - No activity.
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:47:56 AM- Possibly on nest; very difficult to tell.
vnovik - 7/13/2011 1:59:08 PM - No activity on nest.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:56:40 PM - No activity 7/6/2011. Closing nest.

6/6/2011 7002457 WEKI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 55 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular traffic should not impact this nest providing that no stopping standing 
or work occurs within the 100' buffer. Blanket exemption for AR currently in use 
prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is applicable.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

6/29/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011 2:10:44 PM
Male actively defending nest area (8-feet or so). Female incubating on nest.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 4:01:37 PM
No kingbirds active in this area during more than an hour in the zone (checking other nests too).
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 12:25:46 PM
Kingbirds active around nest and perching next to it; can't ascertain incubation or brooding.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:26:44 PM
No kingbirds observed near nest during 90 minutes of observations in the area; uncertain of status so will check 
back.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 11:05:12 AM
No kingbirds active in area of nest; judging from nest history, this nesting attempt appears to have failed - closed.
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Original 
Buffer 

Distance
Reduced Buffer 

Distance/Modification Modified Buffer Notes Nest Outcome

Nest 
Outcome 

Date Nest Monitoring Comment
4/18/2011 5000847 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 0 feet; in crane within 

yard.
100 feet 100 feet for construction 

activities; 0 feet for 
parking and access; 

This nest was begun after construction activities had started, and is therefore 
accustomed to this site.  The buffer will remain in effect for construction activites, 
but may be reduced for parking and access purposes, if needed.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

5/10/2011 imaunsell - 4/18/2011 2:57:32 PM - Nest 40% complete with fresh nest material. Pair copulating adjacent to nest.
20  Apr - 1egg. - RR
26 Apr - HOFI flushed from nest 1758. - RR
3 May No eggs, no HOFI detections during 30 min. obs 1645-1715. Change to Inactive. - RR
10 May Crane has moved from CY. Change to Closed. - RR

5/27/2011 7002395 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

70 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

6/8/2011 sjohnston - 5/27/2011 10:49:11 AM - Nest building 10% complete.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:56:46 AM - Observed on nest, potentially incubating.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:58:29 AM - Observed on nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:30:28 AM - Observed on nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:14:55 PM - No activity at nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:15:53 PM - No activity at nest area; nest itself not observed.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:01:32 PM - No activity.
sjohnston - 6/14/2011 4:21:27 PM - No activity for past 4 days.
vnovik - 6/14/2011 5:55:30 PM - No activity.

4/26/2011 7000902 BUOR Closed TL 6916 - Z771473 85 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Both the Cassin's Kingbird and Bullock's Oriole nests occur in the same 
eucalyptus tree (distance to pre-existing Pole Z771473 is approximately 85 feet). 
Based on the nests’ proximity to human activity and development and the adult 
birds’ lack of reaction

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

5/16/2011 RAbe - 4/26/2011 8:19:42 AM
Male and female observed at nest. Female adding blue string to nest, which is just barely started.
sritt - 5/3/2011 - 9:03:24 AM Female seen entering and remaining in nest for about 2 minutes. 
11 May Nest complete, stringing crew at work 1130. - RR
16 May  No oriole detected during 30 min. obs. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 6:22:43 PM
No BUOR detected during 30 min. obs. 1550-1610.
rradd - 5/24/2011 8:10:41 AM
No BUOR detected 0650-0710. Change to Closed.

7/11/2011 7003023 LEGO Closed TL639 - 397518 48 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 07/17/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/18/2011

The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed constru

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

rradd - 7/11/2011 4:22:02 PM
Female LEGO on nest.
rradd - 7/19/2011 1:57:49 PM
No LEGO detected. Lining is blowing out of nest.

4/22/2011 5000889 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
189+00

40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

5/17/2011 imaunsell - 4/22/2011 4:14:01 PM - Birds observed visiting nest.
4/30/2011 - LEGO on nest 1339. - RR
fhoffman - 5/6/2011 4:09:15 PM - Nest intact. No birds observed.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 12:18:28 PM - Cup lining appears to be strewn out; nest askew. Check once more before status 
change.
jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 1:17:07 PM
Nest appears dilapitated and damaged; no Lesser Goldfinches (adults or juveniles) heard or observed at nest or in 
vicinity - closed.

6/6/2011 7002455 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS.  Wind 
probably blew nest 

out of structure; 
possible predation; 
no sign of nest or 

contents. 

6/21/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011 10:20:42 AM - Nest building first observed on 05/24/11. Female observed building nest today 
(6/6).
PKonrad - 6/13/2011 - Female incubating.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 4:57:38 PM
Nest is gone; no sign of nest or contents - closed.

3/30/2011 5003298 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
117+00

25 feet from Alpine Blvd 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 2 dead 

nestlings in nest; has 
female been killed 
away from nest?

RF-3/30/2011
Bird observed incubating on nest during high traffic, jackhammering, and other construction noise.
3/8/2011
No nest observed, taken out by storms? BL
4/16/2011
No nest observed - closed. - RR
emorgan - 4/20/2011 10:15:01 AM
Nest observed still on fan palm covered with cobwebs. There are 2 dead nestlings in nest that appear to be about 5 
days old.

5/13/2011 7001474 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet: within substation 
footprint on machinery.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 5 feet. It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
- The nest location is within a cavity providing a protective buffer from visual and 
acoustic disturbanc

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 3 eggs 

cold and abandoned 
due to unknown 

factors.

5/20/2011 Nest 50% complete. No eggs or nestlings. Bird observed actively building nest 5-13-2011.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 4:43:31 PM - 3 eggs in nest.
ahill - 5/20/2011 6:32:38 PM - 3 cold eggs, no female incubating, no activity; eggs had cracks. Nest 
abandoned/failed; possible failure due to recent winds/rain (5-17 and 18).
tfitanides - 5/23/2011 3:25:48 PM
Nest closed due to info from previous nest monitoring.

AR065640
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Status of 

Nest StructureID
Distance To Nearest 

Project Feature

Original 
Buffer 

Distance
Reduced Buffer 

Distance/Modification Modified Buffer Notes Nest Outcome

Nest 
Outcome 

Date Nest Monitoring Comment
6/6/2011 7002454 HOFI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 1 feet east of from AR; 9 

feet above road.
100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-

traffic allowed.
Blanket exemption already in place for existing construction traffic at the time of 
this nest's discovery.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. Appears 
female abandoned 

nest during egg 
laying or early 

incubation.

6/29/2011 eelias - 6/6/2011 3:28:56 PM
Female is bringing in nesting material. Nest appears 80% complete. Male is in close attendance.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 1:14:17 PM
Female incubating; male nearby.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 12:41:10 PM
No incubating female during either of 2 nest checks; male perched nearby and singing during first check.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 1:04:43 PM
No sign of adult finches at nest or in area. May be inactive; will check status again.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 12:14:57 PM
No finches in area or visiting nest; nest intact - closed.

5/27/2011 7002394 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

80 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Bird 

appeared to 
abandon nest on or 
near  6/9/2011 or 

6/10/2011

6/10/2011 sjohnstone - 5/27/2011 
When found, female incubating.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:57:19 AM
Observed on nest incubating.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:58:01 AM
Observed on nest incubating.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:30:52 AM
On nest incubating.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:15:27 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:14:00 PM
Incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:02:23 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:01:05 PM
No activity on nest. Observed nest for 30 minutes with no activity.
sjohnston - 6/14/2011 4:14:55 PM
No activity for the past 4 days.

5/12/2011 7001447 LOSH Closed S2 Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Eggs 
were abandoned, 
although nest was 
built very close to 

existing paved road.

5/18/2011 phoward - 5/12/2011 7:36:38 AM - Nest found with 4 eggs; no nest visits but LOSH seen and heard nearby.
RAbe - 5/18/2011 1:54:00 PM - No LOSHs seen during previous 3 surveys. Just monitored nest for 90 minutes with 
no LOSHs detected at nest or adjacent areas - closed.

5/7/2011 7001014 CAKI Closed TL 6916 - 973035 0 feet 100 feet Nest is inside pole; Not a candidate. 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. First 
nest outcome is 

indeterminate but 
likely failed. CAKI 

require 2 weeks after 
hatching to fledge, 
and observations 

indicate incubation 
was still in progress 

on 6/4/2011. 
Nestlings may be fed 

6/13/2011 rradd - 5/24/2011 9:01:24 AM
CAKI incubating, mate attending 0836.
rradd - 6/2/2011 8:27:02 AM
Nest exchange 0727, no food carry ...incubation continues.
shampton - 6/4/2011 12:33:04 PM
Observed 1 hr.  Female incubating/brooding, interrupted by short forays away from nest Male visited nest too. No 
visible food carried but  both appeared to pick things out of nest and eat them. Possibly small fecal sacs?
rradd - 6/7/2011 3:31:11 PM
CAKI on nest, mate guarding.
rradd - 6/13/2011 3:09:07 PM
Unable to detect if bird present on nest due to attached hardware. CAKI visited pole for several minutes but did not 
go to nest. No second CAKI observed. No item carry observed during 1 hr obs. NOMO perched and singing 10' away 
for several minutes was unchallenged.
rradd - 6/13/2011 9:48:11 PM
Obs. indicates this nest is no longer occupied. Change to Closed.
shampton - 6/13/2011 10:26:42 PM
Observed 1555-1715hrs, no nest visits. One CAKI perched near (1-3') nest and preened for 29 minutes, never went 
quite to nest
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Outcome 
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5/12/2011 7001463 LEGO Closed CP54-1 - Londono 

property
10 feet to driveway. 100 feet This nest should be treated like all others for which NBR was granted to allow 

brief period of veg maintenance and house boarding.
3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 

UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 

Indeterminate 
reason: Female 

incubating.

5/24/2011 12 May - LEGO female building nest, appears 50% complete 1446. - RR
19 May - LEGO incubating on nest 1419. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:47:20 PM
Nest appears intact, but no LEGO visible during 30 min obs
rradd - 6/3/2011 10:18:38 AM
No LEGO detections at this nest during 30 min obs. Change to Closed.

5/25/2011 7002357 MODO Closed TL 639 - 171660 9 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

No impacts to this nest are anticipated due to vehicular traffic, provided that no 
stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100' buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Insufficient time for 
nestlings to fledge.

6/10/2011 imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:37:36 AM
female incubating 2 eggs.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 12:02:55 PM
Adults in shrub around nest; two eggs in nest.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 12:20:26 PM
No eggs in nest. No MODO activity at nest. Closed.

6/6/2011 7002456 HOFI Closed EP27-1 AR 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Late-
season nesting 

attempt unsuccessful 
for unknown reason.

7/14/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011 11:23:31 AM
Female incubating. 
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 12:24:52 PM
A finch flushed from nest area, and a male is singing continuously.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 1:12:38 PM
Pair of finches flew from nest site; several finches singing in area, but no action observed at nest.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 11:49:34 AM
Female incubating.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 2:55:23 PM
Nest looks good, but no finches at nest.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 1:43:11 PM
Nest intact but no sign of nestlings or adult finches; will check once again.
pkonrad - 7/20/2011 2:51:38 PM
No sign of finch activity; nest in like-new state; no mutes as obvious at nests that contain(ed) nestlings. It appears 
the finches observed at this nest started a late-season nesting attempt that was not successful.

5/5/2011 7000984 CAGN Closed TL 6924 - 171693 660 feet to nearest pole. 300 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Likely 

failed due to 
inclement weather on 

preceding day. At 
least 3 dead 

nestlings present in 
nest, nest leaning 
over 45 degrees.

5/26/2011 blohstroh - 5/26/2011 2:29:31 PM
Ants eating dead chicks.

3/30/2011 5003299 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest  

with 2 eggs 
abandoned.

5/16/2011 Observed pair of HOFI on truck near nest. Construction occuring directly adjacent to nest. No eggs yet.
phoward - 4/14/2011 1:04:32 PM - No fresh material in nest, no nest visits observed, and no birds heard. It appears 
nest has been abandoned since first found 3 weeks ago. Nest has poor structural quailty (twigs look old and dry), 
made up of all large twigs and has no sign of cup for eggs. Birds have not been seen by bio monitor in over 2 weeks. 
Possible nest failures include poor site selection and/or the nest became wet, which caused it to lose structure and 
quailty.
rradd - 4/15/2011 2:21:01 PM - HOFI flushed from nest. Change to active. Buffered and staked. NBM requested.
MDicus - 04/16/2011 - Nest active, at least 1 egg. Female flushed within 10 feet of approach, returned 
immediately.
vnovik - 4/21/2011 10:06:05 AM - No activity observed at nest.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - Female incubating 2 eggs.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No finch observed at nest; 2 eggs are present among nesting material, but nest is disheveled 
with some material covering eggs; suggests this nest may be abandoned; will check back Monday.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - No finches present; 2 eggs are cold; nest deserted; closed.
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4/14/2011 5000820 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 10 

feet.
Nest was built on the side of a dumpster, and previous NBRs have been granted 
for this species down to 15 feet.  This species is the most common bird species 
in San Diego County.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 
abandoned for 

unknown reasons 
during late 
incubation.

5/9/2011 phoward - 4/14/2011 1:57:11 PM - Fresh nesting material seen in nest; appears to be 2 near-complete nests side by 
side that have fresh material. House finches carrying nest material to nest (lining material).
04/16/2011 - Nest buffer modification approved 4/15; buffer staked in field at approved 10 feet.  Dumpster not to be 
used or moved (MDicus).
vnovik - 4/21/2011 10:31:41 AM - Female incubating on nest.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - Female incubating.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - No finches at nest; nest appears intact.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No finches at nest site during extended observations; yard biomonitor hasn't seen any activity 
here during 3 days on site; nest appears deserted - closed.

4/22/2011 5000888 MODO Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; nest within 
substation.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 
abandoned with 1 

egg.

4/29/2011 barnold - 4/22/2011 1:53:02 PM  Adult on nest.
kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 11:33:52 AM
Observed a stick nest with one egg.  Bio monitor reported that there has been no adult bird on the nest since 23 
April. Because there has been no incubation for over six days, the avian biologist determined that the nest is 
inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

6/1/2011 7002414 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

85 feet from work. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

abandoned, possibly 
prior to egg laying, 

for unknown 
reasons.

6/9/2011 sjohnston - 6/1/2011 1:20:24 PM - Nest building about 60% complete.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 4:37:13 PM
Observed building nest, which is about 70-80% complete.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:31:14 AM
Observed on nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:15:52 PM
On nest likely incubating
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:13:25 PM
Observed on nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:14:14 PM
No LEGO activity but nest appears complete. A spotting scope would be handy.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 11:46:37 AM
Nest falling apart.

4/27/2011 7000914 HOFI Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet; inside yard. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

abandoned.

4/28/2011 RAbe - 4/27/2011 8:37:08 AM
Nest w/eggs in forklift. Male and female observed on top of fortlift at approx. 0800. Birds not observed going to nest. 
Buffer flagged at 100' and biomonitor will monitor for activity.
vnovik - 4/28/2011 2:14:03 PM
Nest abandoned. No activity observed at or near nest. 

4/4/2011 5003347 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 100979 0 feet. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

chronology suggests 
insufficient time for 
successful fledging.

5/23/2011 04/04/11 - Pair of house finches carrying and depositing nest material to base of insulator (M. Dicus, R. Abe).
9 Apr - Nest building activity 0904. - RR
14 Apr - Nest building continues 1018. - RR
19 Apr - HOFI pair active on nest 1418. - RR
26 Apr - HOFI male singing on pole. Female not seen. - RR
2 May - No detections during 30 minute observation. - RR
imaunsell - 5/23/2011 12:37:47 PM
Status changed to closed due to nest chronology.

4/16/2011 7002614 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

82 feet from staked 
worked limits.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

destroyed by 
unknown causes.

4/30/2011 16 Apr - HOFI on nest. - RR
22 Apr - HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RR
30 Apr - HOFI nest has been completely removed 0800. Change to closed. - RR

4/12/2011 5000794 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - 973033 10 feet from work area. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

disturbance prior to 
incubation possibly a 

factor.

4/24/2011 12 Apr LEGO pr finalizing nest construction. - RR
18 Apr LEGO female incubating 0920 - RR
25 Apr No LEGO detected on nest or in vicinity. Nest appears intact. Construction in progress. - RR
2 May No LEGO detected, wind beginning to blow out nest lining. Change to Closed.- RR
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6/10/2011 7002486 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
20 feet from work limits 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

failed during 
incubation for 

unknown reasons.

6/23/2011 vnovik - 6/10/2011 11:38:01 AM
Nest building 2% complete.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:15:39 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:14:54 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:50:53 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 5:56:02 PM
No activity observed at nest today when checked.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:20:31 AM
No activity at nest.

5/6/2011 7000999 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

45 feet to edge of work 
area.

100 feet The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implement

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

intact, but cause of 
nesting termination 

unknown.

5/13/2011 5/6 - ANHU completing construction of nest 1105 - RR.
5/13 - Nest appears intact but unoccupied during 30 min obs. Predated? Change to Closed. - RR

6/25/2011 7002560 LEGO Closed CP82-1 0 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

outcome is 
indeterminate.

7/8/2011 rradd - 6/25/2011 11:13:40 AM
LEGO female on nest
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:28:22 PM
LEGO female on nest, male guarding and feeding fledges from previous nest.
rradd - 7/8/2011 4:05:20 PM
Nest is intact, empty and abandoned. No LEGO detected at nest during 30 min. obs. Equipment tracks directly under 
nest on AR.

4/26/2011 7000903 CAKI Closed TL 6916 - Z771473 85 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Both the Cassin's Kingbird and Bullock's Oriole nests occur in the same 
eucalyptus tree (distance to pre-existing Pole Z771473 is approximately 85 feet). 
Based on the nests’ proximity to human activity and development and the adult 
birds’ lack of reaction

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

presumed destroyed 
by natural causes.

5/23/2011 RAbe - 4/26/2011 12:03:39 PM
Female Cassin's Kingbird observed carrying nesting material to almost complete nest.
Nest could be complete. Pair of birds actively defending territory. - sritt - 5/3/2011 9:05:13 AM
11 May CAKI likely incubating - coming and going to nest while stringing crew at work 1125. - RR
16 May CAKI continue to occupy this nest 1340. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 6:22:03 PM
No nest found, or CAKI detected during 30 min. obs. 1550-1610. Presume nest has fallen.

6/28/2011 7002607 LEGO Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

15 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that ne

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 
seems to be still 

intact.

7/8/2011 7/6/11 Female was seen incubating on June 28th; female is still incubating.
ahill - 7/18/2011 9:07:51 AM - No activity has been seen in past 10 days. Have observed for an hour each interval on 
several days, and no activity was seen.

6/23/2011 7002549 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

4-5 feet south of fence 
on west side of bridge.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 
shows signs of 

predation; 1 side of 
nest is ripped open 
and birds are gone.

7/7/2011 vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:27:53 PM
Nest building 5% complete.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:14:22 AM
Nest building observed.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:33:47 PM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:54:00 PM
On nest, possibly incubating.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:49:25 PM
Incubating.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:58:04 PM
No activity observed; unable to see nest due to leaves blocking view.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 11:53:47 AM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 8:58:51 AM
Nest appears torn apart on 1 side; no activity.
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3/23/2011 5003266 BEWR Closed EP220-1 85 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 85 

feet.
Turnaround work area shown on maps actually faces the other direction, to east, 
so 85 feet is minimum distance construction.  Buffer approved for 85 feet due to 
hidden location of nest, and tenacity of species.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. No eggs 
remain although nest 
appears undisturbed. 
No wrens observed 
or heard for weeks.

5/5/2011 3/23/2011 -D. Busby observed individual go to tin can. Tin can appears to have grass and some feathers inside. Not 
a candidate for nest buffer reduction because its so close to road and probably not many cavities in area.
Completed nest with lined bowl inside can, but no wrens in area during nest check 4-5 (PK).
phoward 4/7/11; watched for 30 minute no wrens present.
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - No birds observed but 1 Bewick's wren singing nearby.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 -  At least 2 tiny white eggs in nest in rusty can on ground; no birds in area.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - 3 eggs; no birds observed.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No eggs but nest intact in can; no birds observed or heard; closed.

3/11/2011 6003224 WESJ Closed EP89-1 0 feet; within temporary 
ROW.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. No 
indication of reason: 
no nestlings, eggs, 

or eggshells present 
at nest.

4/14/2011 Nest approximately 65% complete; [California towhee] pair perched up nearby 3-11 DB.
Bird incubating in poorly built nest with 4 eggs (green with brown spotting at anterior end) 3-31 (PK)
Although formerly listed as a California towhee nest, it appears to have been taken over by a pair of western scrub-
jays, with 1 incubating in cool, windy weather; PK thought this might  be the case during 3-31 observations; 4-7 
(PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 6:59:05 PM - No birds or eggs or evidence of eggs at nest, which looks unchanged; 1 jay acted 
territorially as biologist left site. Nesting attempts at this site failed; nest status closed.

6/15/2011 7002510 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

95 feet north of bridge 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. No 
nestling activity ever 
observed; appears to 

have failed during 
incubation or early 

nestling stage.

6/23/2011 vnovik - 6/15/2011 4:01:21 PM
Observed nest building of nearly complete nest.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:03:40 PM
Nest appears complete.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 5:00:03 PM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:13:24 PM
Not observed on nest.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:32:57 AM
No activity observed @ nest.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:26:37 PM
No activity on nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:01:37 PM
No activity; difficult to see if bird is laying low in nest.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:56:57 PM
No activity observed at nest; nest intact.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 8:53:43 AM
No activity.

5/11/2011 7001443 HOOR Closed TL 6916 - 973035 0 feet; inside staked 
limits. 50 feet from pole.

100 feet 30 feet A NBR from 100 feet to 30 feet is requested with the following restrictions:
•A qualified Avian Biologist should be onsite to monitor the nest during all 
construction activities and will be authorized to stop construction if deemed 
necessary to protect 

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. Orioles 
have abandoned 

nest with egg, and 
appear to be building 

a new nest.

6/20/2011 11 May HOOR pr entrring and leaving top of palm 1628. - RR
17 May HOOR female exits 1132, male exits 1140. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 9:03:34 AM
HOOR pr continue to enter and exit this tree. Male displays territorial animosity toward subadult HOOR nearby 
0838.
rradd - 6/2/2011 8:23:52 AM
Female to nest 0752, male guarding.
rradd - 6/7/2011 3:46:10 PM
No HOOR detections at nest during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 6/7/2011 3:50:11 PM
HOOR female exits nest 1546.
rradd - 6/13/2011 3:10:32 PM
1 egg obs in nest. No HOOR female detected during 30 min. obs.
emorgan - 6/14/2011 12:40:48 PM
Pair observed carrying nesting material and building third nest in palm tree which is about 15% complete. Did not 
observe orioles at the other two nests during the two hours of observation.
emorgan - 6/14/2011 12:41:40 PM
The oriole nest that is 8 feet above ground still only has 1 egg.
fhoffman - 6/18/2011 2:18:34 PM
Female continued to build upper nest with material from palm. Male in area vocalizing
rradd - 6/20/2011 3:14:07 PM
Nest abandoned with one egg. Change to Closed.

6/6/2011 7002452 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

25 feet from staked 
work limits.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Predation likely.

6/9/2011 vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:43:28 AM
Nest building approximately 40% complete.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:59:23 PM
Nest appears 60% complete.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:13:01 PM
Nest looks complete; on nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:11:33 PM
Nest shredded; unknown cause.
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3/19/2011 5003268 RTHA Closed EP32-1 AR, 12kV pole 

571454
83 feet from AR. 500 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 

stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.
3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 

UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Probably 
failed when nestling 

was young - 
unknown cause.

5/24/2011 pkonrad - 5/24/2011 11:15:18 AM
No hawks observed at nest or surrounding area; nesting attempt may have failed. Will check back once more.

4/5/2011 5003358 LEGO Closed TL 639 - 379517 15 feet. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Repeated searches 
failed to detect nest 

or nesting birds. 
Apparent failed 

nesting attempt after 
incubation initiated.

4/4/2011 04/05/2011 - Female lesser goldfinch observed on nest (R. Abe, J&M Dicus).
12 Apr - No nest found. - RR
21 Apr - No nest located or LEGO detected. Change to closed. - RR

3/10/2011 6002804 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

15 feet to existing AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Undetermined 

reason for failure.

4/22/2011 ANHU actively building nest. Tree approximately 15 feet east of bridge. Bird unconcerned by my presence at 15 feet 
from base of tree, but no construction ocurring at the time.
No hummingbirds or nest observed - 3-22 (PK)
3/23 - ANHU female on nest - IM
3/28 - Nest difficult to find, but female observed incubating on nest on branch about 40 feet up; second main branch 
up, on bridge side of oak. - BL
4/1 - Female observed incubating. IM
4/1 - Female on nest - IM.
4/8 - No activity observed, no ANHU in area, HOFIs built nest very close by -BL
4/16 - No activity observed. - RR
4/22 - No activity observed, change to closed - RR

4/16/2011 5000832 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

16 feet from fencing. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown but likely 

natural causes.

5/9/2011 16 Apr - Nest appears complete though under construction, with pair installing interior lining. -RR
22 Apr - BUSH bringing nest material 1030. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 8:37:59 AM - Bushtits in area, but not observed at nest. No adults in area or activity at nest during 
2 hours I monitored the nest.
dbusby - 5/9/2011 12:19:40 PM Nest appears unkempt.

5/13/2011 7001471 LENI Closed Dunaway Yard 30 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, 

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown cause of 

failure.

5/18/2011 emorgan - 5/13/2011 2:45:44 PM - Adult is incubating 1 egg.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - Neither egg or bird observed in the area. This is 1 nest where construction activity could have 
been a factor, although high winds and predation could also be factors.

6/4/2011 7004634 LEGO Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 6 feet to yard limits. 100 feet 15 feet. Blanket exemption to reduce requests for NBRs in effect for this nest, as nest 
was begun after construction activites had commenced outside of imapct areas 
within an active construction yard. Buffer  flagged at edge of existing ESA.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown cause of 

failure.

6/14/2011 tfitanides - 6/4/2011 9:54:57 AM
Female incubating 4 eggs. Male observed feeding female. Female did not flush when 1 biologist approached to nest 
but did flush when 2 biologists approached for a second look.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:55:11 PM
4 eggs observed in nest. Nest was monitored at a distance for 45 minutes. No adult observed at nest.
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2/14/2011 5000430 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 

198+50, MH-12R
50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown cause of 

failure.

3/22/2011 Active nest. 2/14/11
No nest found 3-22 (PK).
Closed, since no nest was found on 3-22.

5/17/2011 7001486 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

3 feet from work limit. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown cause of 

failure. Nesting 
chronology does not 

fit successful 
fledging of nestlings. 
Bird was observed 
incubating during 

work activities early 
in the morning. Bird 
was not observed on 

nest

6/8/2011 sjohnston - 5/17/2011 3:54:14 PM
Nest building obervsed. Nest 60% complete.
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 3:54:14 PM
ANHU observed making several trips to nest site and sitting on nest.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 8:21:37 AM
ANHU observed building nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:16:13 PM
observed female ANHU on nest.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:58:58 AM
Obs. sitting on nest. 
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:52:09 AM
observed on nest. likely incubating.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:00:34 AM
incubating.
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 6:29:00 PM
incubating
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:32:31 AM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:57:15 PM
incubating
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:10:16 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 4:44:15 PM
No activity in nest since 1341 today.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:42:29 PM
Broken eggshells in nest. No activity observed at nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:57:10 PM
Nest appeared to have had a nestling. Unknown if inactivity is due to depredation or fledging.

5/20/2011 7001912 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

75 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown cause. 

Nestlings found dead 
in nest, which was 
infested with ants.

6/15/2011 vnovik - 5/20/2011 8:38:39 AM - BLPH observed with nesting material.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 5:50:39 PM
BLPH observed in area, nest appears in good condition.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:05:37 AM
BLPH observed incubating on the nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:46:45 AM
Observed on nest, flushed on approach.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:59:29 AM
Incubating; 4 eggs.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:55:54 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:33:16 AM
Incubating,
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:04:19 PM
Incubating
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:12:09 PM
1 hatchling and 3 eggs.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:08:43 PM
3 hatchlings and 1 egg.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:57:58 PM
Caring for nestlings in nest.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:30:33 PM
All nestlings found dead in nest on 06/15/2011.

3/16/2011 6003234 MODO Closed TL 639 - Z973033 30 feet from work area. 100 feet In residential area, among houses and exotic landscaping; accustomed to 
human environments.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown causes. 

Insufficient time has 
elapsed for breeding 

to complete.

4/12/2011 At least 2 eggs in nest.
3/28/11 - Adult still sitting on nest. (D. Busby)
12 Apr - No bird on nest, no eggs. Looks abandoned. Change to closed and remove buffer. - RR
18 Apr No change.
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6/9/2011 7002483 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
65 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implement

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown reason for 
failure. No activity at 

nest since 
6/17/2011.

7/6/2011 tfitanides - 6/9/2011
Nest building; frequently making trips to nest; nest well-formed.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:03:46 PM
Observed entering nest.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:17:42 PM
Feeding nestlings. [?]
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:18:56 PM
No nestlings observed; likely incubating.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:21:54 PM
No activity at nest.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:43:18 AM
Observed entering nest site.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:21:35 PM
No activity observed.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:55:14 PM
No activity observed. Nest is hidden in foliage.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 11:54:32 AM
No activity observed.

6/8/2011 7002475 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown what 

caused nest failure. 
No activity for 

several days; nest 
appeared complete, 
although it was in an 

exposed location.

6/10/2011 vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:35:09 PM
Nest building, approximately 2% complete.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:37:38 PM
Nest building, about 70% complete. Female flushed from nest.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:54:21 PM
Nest building about 90% complete.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:28:24 PM
Nest observed to be inactive for 4 days (6/15/2011). On 06/16, nest was observed to be torn apart by a pair of 
LEGOs building a new nest in a sycamore in the drainage to the west of the bridge.

4/21/2011 5000867 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. Wind or 
predation possible, 
but indeterminate 
reason for failure.

5/19/2011 vnovik - 4/21/2011 4:12:09 PM - Observed male and female carrying nest material.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 -  Female incubating.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 3 eggs in nest but no adults observed.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 -  Female calling territorially; small nestlings in nest.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - Nestling present; no adults observed.
fhoffman - 5/19/2011 4:13:50 PM - 2 dead nestlings observed; 1 in nest and 1 outside nest; 1 egg observed outside 
nest. Nest, nestlings, and egg intact. Uncertain cause of failure.

5/7/2011 7001006 OTHE Closed TL 639 - 171668 247 feet from nearest 
pole; 66 feet from road.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

5/19/2011 fhoffman - 5/7/2011 11:20:39 AM Adult flushed from nest and returned. Grass cup nest with 4 white eggs. Sparrow 
probable Rufous-crowned
no eggs in nest. or egg fragments seen in area.  Nest appears to have been slightly moved, + possibly predated.No 
birds seen tending to nest. Nest closed. - sritt - 5/19/2011 6:05:30 PM

5/4/2011 7000979 PHAI Closed Hartung Yard 62 feet to AR. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits and drive through 

access only on AR.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, 

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

4 May - PHAI female on nest, male attending.  Nest appears just completed 0700. - RR
12 May PHAI female on nest, male attending.  1800. - RR
20 May PHAI female on nest 1757. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 4:23:34 PM
HOWR in nest, no PHAI detected. Presume predated.
Change to Closed.

5/7/2011 7001012 NOMO Closed TL 639 - Z171660 50 feet to work area. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

5/19/2011 RAbe - 5/7/2011 1:29:42 PM - Northern Mockingbird nest with 2 eggs. 100 foot buffer flagged w/yellow tape.
tfitanides - 5/19/2011 1:06:48 PM - Two recently dead nestlings with ants crawling on them. No adults in area.

4/29/2011 7000943 MODO Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; in substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

In the biologist's opinion, the reduced buffer will not impact the nesting pair of 
mourning doves for the following reasons:  A) Mourning doves as a species have 
adapted readily to human environments and are known to acclimate to human 
activity proximal t

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

4/29/2011 kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 3:24:19 PM - Female observed incubating on nest. Biomonitor reported that she first observed 
the bird on the nest on 4/25. Bird does not flush from nest even when approached at less than 5 feet.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 1:34:31 PM
Nest is gone; fan likely blew nest off surface.
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6/2/2011 7002435 MODO Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 

property
110 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

6/23/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 at 1547
MODO on nest, did not flush
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:47:33 AM
MODO on nest.
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:14:56 AM
MODO on nest.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:17:45 AM
Nest pulled to ground. Location suggests terrestrial predator.
Change to Closed.

7/21/2011 7004670 LEGO Closed Alpine underground - 
Bauer Bridge

2 ft  feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

7/27/2011 7/22/2011 Both adults present. Female building nest
imaunsell - 7/26/2011 9:41:26 AM
No activtiy associated with nest or in immidiate area. 2 eggs in nest. Female is possibly between laying eggs. Should 
be rechecked in next day or two to determine activity level. No work occuring on site.
imaunsell - 7/27/2011 4:14:48 PM
2 eggs present in nest. No activity over one hour. If nest were active more eggs should have been laid between 
monitoring visits or female should be incubating. No work was occuring during nesting cycle. Failed due to natural 
causes. Closed.

6/10/2011 7002487 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

85 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

6/24/2011 vnovik - 6/10/2011 11:53:06 AM
Nest near complete.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:22:43 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:13:28 PM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:19:45 PM
Nest gone; possible predation.
sjohnston - 6/24/2011 5:31:53 AM
Nest appears to be gone.

6/24/2011 7002556 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

15-20 feet north of 
bridge.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

7/27/2011 vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:43:10 AM
Nest building appears 20% Complete or less.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:25:50 PM
Nest appears intact. No bird observed on nest. though observation time was brief.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:03:44 PM
on nest.
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:51:36 AM
Observed on nest
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:04:15 PM
incubating.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:52:02 PM
Appears to be caring for nestlings.
imaunsell - 7/27/2011 4:18:44 PM
No activity at nest over one hour of observation. During this period female should have visited nest if active. This 
information is absed on other BCHU nests observations in the area this nesting season. Average time away from 
nests during this stage was at most 15-20 minutes. No wrok has occured at the site during nesting period. Failed due 
to unknown, natural causes.

5/28/2011 7002389 LASP Closed CP17-1 18 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

6/1/2011 Adult brooding 3 nestlings. - sritt - 5/28/2011 2:09:01 PM
rradd - 6/1/2011 7:43:31 AM
Nest empty. Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/1/2011 7:47:55 AM
Buffers and stakes removed.

3/29/2011 5003294 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
299+50

Within 10 feet of Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

Pair bringing food to complete nest. No buffer flagged due to Alpine Blvd exemption.3/29/11 IM
8 April - Pair actively foraging around nest and returning to nest - BL.
emorgan - 4/20/2011 11:47:53 AM - Adults seen visiting nest.
30 Apr - BUSH nest appears predated, with hole at bottom of NE side of nest. Closed. - RR

4/26/2011 7000901 BUSH Closed TL 6916 - 678467 75 feet 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

5/3/2011 phoward - 4/26/2011 9:23:11 AM
Nest appears complete, pair seen visiting nest.
phoward - 5/3/2011 11:26:22 AM
nest closed due to predation

5/19/2011 7001502 LEGO Closed CP50-1 AR 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

6/1/2011 19 May LEGO female completing nest with male nearby 0841. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 12:30:44 PM
LEGO female on nest 1217.
rradd - 6/2/2011 5:13:20 PM
Sporadic LEGO activity here but nest does not appear complete despite large qty of material.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:13:05 AM
Nest appears to be coming apart. Change to Inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.
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7/18/2011 7004657 BCHU Closed CP71 60 feet from AR. 100 feet 55 feet. NBR Submit Date: 07/20/2011

WLA Concurrence Date: 07/20/2011

This nest was found during a general nesting bird survey of the eastern portion 
of the access road to the proposed guard structure located off of El Monte Road 
and east of AR CP70-3-E-A.  Th

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.  
Eggs predated.

7/21/2011 jpawlicki - 7/18/2011 10:19:52 AM - Two eggs in nest; female observed flying to and from and brooding on nest.
rradd - 7/21/2011 12:28:28 PM - Nest is empty, but feces on adjacent leaves suggest fledged young. Same nest? 
Nest is 2.5' from end of sycamore branch; overhangs 4 inch dia. broken sycamore log and jumble of wild grape 
(Vitis), 20 feet east of Canary Island palm (Phoenix canariensis).

5/11/2011 7001439 BUSH Closed Elliott Substation 25 feet to AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.  
Nest was predated.

6/14/2011 11 May - BUSH pair actively building nest, appears 75% complete 1022. - RR
16 May - BUSH exits nest 0704. - RR
23 May - Still active, bringing food to nest - RR.
rradd - 5/31/2011 9:31:39 AM
BUSH to nest 0906
rradd - 6/6/2011 12:42:34 PM
No detections during 30 min. obs. 0845-0915.
rradd - 6/14/2011 4:13:06 PM
Nest predated; torn open at the breeding chamber.
Change to Closed.

2/21/2011 5000040 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet 100 feet Signs posted at back 
door to use front 
entrance only.

MODO nests are in roof eaves above back door of mitigation property. Cleaning 
crews will not impact the nests if the front entrance is used. Signs will be placed 
in order to prevent access to the back.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Abandoned and 

predated.

3/31/2011 No sign of adults or recent nest use. 2/21/11
female on nest 3/3/11 - I. Maunsell
10 Mar 2011; MODO present on nest. Appears to be renesting adjacent to 2 uncovered eggs. ACTIVE - RR
24 Mar - Nest vacant. Uncovered eggs still present. Survey crew settingup 50 feet away. RR
31 Mar - Nest predated (eggs no longer present). Change to closed. 


4/12/2011 5000791 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Abandoned with 

eggs. Nest is located 
within a fully 

concealed and 
protected area of the 
substation that was 
not near active work 
areas. Predation of 
adults is the most 

plausible reason for 
nest fail

6/1/2011 barnold - 6/1/2011 2:45:52 PM
Nest with 4 eggs, but no female observed today, and 11, 19, and 26 May. Female last observed at nest on 3 May.
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:58:41 PM
Above mistaken, female last observed at nest 11 May. 4 eggs in nest first recorded 10 May. Since House Finches 
lay 4 to 5 eggs, 1 a day, and incubate for 12 to 14 days, this nest has been abandoned (10 May first discovered with 
eggs, 14 days for incubation would be 24 May, over a week ago) - Closed.

5/25/2011 7002368 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within work limits. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Abandonment of 

feathered nestlings 
suggests adult was 
possibly killed away 

from nest.

6/23/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 3:36:06 PM
MODO on nest 1526.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:36:31 AM
MODO on nest 1030.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:33:34 PM
MODO on nest 1230.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:02:51 AM
1 dead nestling, has partly opened feather sheaths. Adult was possibly killed away from nest.
Change to Closed.

4/18/2011 5000846 CALT Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

35 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project are

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent nest 

destruction due to 
predation.

4/25/2011 The female CALT is incubating 3 eggs - ahill - 4/18/2011 10:46:00 PM.
phoward - 4/25/2011 8:38:11 AM - Nest has failed due to predation; nest appears to have been altered with but no 
egg shells found nearby.
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3/23/2011 5003267 BUSH Closed EP220-1 70 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 

feet.
This human-tolerant species is nesting 70 feet from access road, and did not 
react adversely to a nest observer at 20 feet.   Vehicular passage is not 
anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or 
construction occur wit

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent nest 

predation; nest torn 
apart.

4/21/2011 3/23/2011 - D. Busby observes adult pair bringing nest material to nest. Nest appears nearly complete. Pair seemed 
agitated while I was at nest but I didn't seem to disturb them while I was entering data 20 feet away. Potential 
candidate for nest buffer reduction since species is fairly tolerant.
Completed nest with territorial bushtit calllng nearby 4-5 (PK).
phoward 4/7/11: pair seen going in and out of nest.  
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - Nest perfect; Bushtit calling nearby.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Nest torn apart; many feathers stuck in braches surrounding nest, probably from inner nest 
lining; apparrent nest depredation.

4/12/2011 5000789 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

SDG&E proposes stringing new wire from the 138kV yard to the new 230kV Bay. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finches are 
extremely acclimated to human disturbance.  Nest characterized as inactive prior 
to receipt of authorized Nes

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent predation.

5/10/2011 Nest with three eggs.  Pair very vocal and active in area.
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:15:19 AM  Nest present, but no eggs, nestlings or adults.
26 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 1:27:23 PM - Nest deteriorated.  No activity.  Changed to Inactive.
barnold - 5/10/2011 11:29 AM  No activity - closed.

5/27/2011 7002393 SOSP Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 feet from bridge. 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent predation.

6/22/2011 sjohnston - 5/27/2011 4:16:27 PM
Nest 90% complete.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 11:57:39 AM
Observed song sparrow on nest; no eggs yet.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 9:00:36 AM
Sparrow observed on nest; no eggs.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 4:35:47 PM
At least 1 egg in nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:27:48 AM
Female on nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:09:59 PM
Bird was off nest for 30 minutes; asked PAR construction to stop work until the adult returned; bird returned 10 
minutes later. 
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:36:58 PM
Incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:23:04 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:05:01 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:16:27 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 6/21/2011 1:47:29 PM
3 downy nestlings in nest.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 1:43:46 PM
Nest empty.

5/26/2011 7002374 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

•House Finches are generally tolerant of human activities near their nest sites. 
•House Finches nest in man-made structures on a regular basis.  
•This particular House Finch has chosen to nest in the steel lattice of a structure 
assembled in an act

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent predation.

6/2/2011 vnovik - 5/26/2011 10:50:08 AM - Active nest with 2 eggs.
barnold - 6/2/2011 12:19 PM - Nest empty; eggs apparently predated - closed.

6/7/2011 7002467 LASP Closed Wilson Yard 20 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, 

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent predation; 

eggs gone and 
portion of nest pulled 

away.

6/16/2011 sritt - 6/7/2011 3:43:53 PM
Adult incubating 5 eggs.
PKonrad - 6/16/2011 4:48:00 PM
Eggs are gone; portion of nest pulled away - apparent predation. Adults still calling territorially nearby - closed.
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5/23/2011 7001932 HOLA Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 

feet.
• Work within the 100 foot buffer will be limited to foot traffic and movement of 
steel                       components by hand.
•Nest site selection, construction of nest, and the successful progression to 
presence of nestlings occurred in proximity 

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent predation; 
nestlings were too 

young to have 
fledged by this time.

5/25/2011 imaunsell - 5/25/2011 3:48:02 PM
Nest was checked again by biomonitor at Rough Acres. No nestlings were present and no juvenille birds were 
observed in the area. Nest status changed to closed.

2/21/2011 5000025 CACW Closed EP244 82 feet from corner of 
temporary ROW.

100 feet Avoid corner of temporary ROW that includes 100 foot buffer. 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent predation; 

top of nest torn open, 
exposing interior; no 

sign of eggshells.

5/2/2011 A fresh grass nest including a clean opening and fresh feathers lining the inside. Appears utilized and active. 
2/21/11
Visited 27 Feb, no birds present @ 11:00 hrs.
Well-built nests status unchanged; grasses graying; no wrens observed 3-16 (PK).
New nest material added recently 4-5 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - Nice nest; good entrance; recently used.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - Nest torn apart from top, exposing all of the interior; closed.

5/5/2011 7000990 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground 50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparently predated.

5/26/2011 shampton - 5/5/2011 12:00:14 PM - Female shading nest.   
vnovik - 5/6/2011 8:45:10 AM - Female flushed from nest.
shampton - 5/26/2011 11:30:20 AM - Nest torn apart. No adults, nestlings, or eggs present - closed.

6/2/2011 7002434 PHAI Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

53 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparently predated.

6/16/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 at 1522
PHAI male incubating 2 eggs.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:35:38 AM
PHAI female incubating 2 eggs.
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:09:44 AM
Nest is empty and fallen - appearly predated. Change to Closed.

4/27/2011 7000895 BLPH Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Biomonitor reported 
that the phoebe has 

not been observed at 
the nest for over one 
day. Also, she found 

a broken eggshell 
below the nest, 

indicating that the 
nest may have been 
predated. No eggs in 

5/7/2011 RAbe - 4/27/2011 9:08:20 AM - Nest nearing completion. Bird observed adding nesting material.
4 May - BLPH carrying material to nest - looks 90% complete. - RR
kkilpatrick - 5/7/2011 12:10:53 PM - Biomonitor reported that the phoebe has not been observed at the nest for over 
one day. Also, she found a broken egg shell below the nest, indicating that the nest may have been predated.  No 
eggs in nest. No adults observed in area. Nest removed from structure, buffer removed, nest closed.
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4/6/2011 5003375 BUSH Closed CP70-3 AR 0 feet from existing AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 

stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.
4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Blown out of place by 

wind.

4/28/2011 6 Apr - BUSH pair tending young - carrying food items to nest 1055. - RR
13 Apr - BUSH enters nest at 1105. - RR
20 Apr -BUSH tending nest.- RR
28 Apr - Nest destroyed - blown out of tree wth remnants on ground. Change to Closed. - RR

6/8/2011 7002464 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

30 feet from staked 
work limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implement

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Broken eggshells 

found in nest 
suggest predation.

7/6/2011 vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:28:10 PM
Nest building.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:12:33 PM
Visiting nest, likely nest building.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:51:15 PM
Nest building.
vnovik - 6/14/2011 5:45:38 PM
Observed at nest site.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 4:59:23 PM
On nest, possibly incubating.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:49:41 AM
On nest incubating.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:13:40 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:34:59 AM
On nest, possibly incubating. While bird was off nest witnessed Black-chinned Hummingbird steal nest material from 
this nest. Bird returned and settled on nest as if nothing was out of the ordinary.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:26:13 PM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:01:54 PM
Incubating.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:55:17 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 11:52:06 AM
No activity; no eggs; no nestlings; broken eggshells in nest.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:36:17 PM
incubating

5/14/2011 7001479 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 55 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
The Rock Wrens have nested within the rubble while active construction has 
occurred in the area. Constru

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Cool rainy weather 
apparent reason for 
wet, dead nestlings.

5/31/2011 ahill - 5/14/2011 8:10:41 PM - Female is on nest for extended amounts of time. At least 1 egg in
nest. Observed female bringing nesting material to nest in morning and male brought food to female while she was 
on nest. A 100-foot buffer was installed.
ahill - 5/20/2011 6:36:13 PM - Still active. Male coming to nest with material. Female in nest for extended periods of 
time.
ahill - 5/24/2011 8:02:03 PM
Nestlings present, parents seen feeding.
ahill - 5/31/2011 3:32:57 PM
All 5 nestlings were found dead this morning in nest; adults not seen or heard in area. Nestlings were wet and have 
been dead for at least 1 full day. Sunday temps were very low and 0.5" of rain was received. seems the nestlings 
drowned/became hypothermic. buffer was taken down.

4/27/2011 7000915 LEGO Closed CP26 70 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 
feet.

A nest buffer modification to 70' is being requested for this nest for the following 
reasons:  A)The nesting pair chose the nest site during ongoing construction 
activity.  B) The female continued to add nesting material to the nest while 
concrete was bei

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Damaged by storm.

5/9/2011 RAbe - 4/27/2011 11:51:38 AM - Female observed adding nesting material to nest w/male present. Nest 
approximately 55% complete. Buffer marked at 70 feet because concrete is being poured, which can't be stopped.
mdicus - 5/3/2011 10:21:06 AM - Nest structure damaged, likely due to high winds; however female LEGO was 
observed visiting nest.  No eggs or young.  Recommend additional monitoring until it can be determined that pair has 
abandoned or repaired nest.
mdicus - 5/9/2011 2:04:16 PM - Nest in worse condition than last week, falling out of shrub.  No evidence of repair or 
added material.  Nest is unusable in current condition.  Closed; ESA signs removed.

5/26/2011 7002370 WEKI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; in substation. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Due to Common 
Raven predation.

6/1/2011 Nest with three eggs. Adults attentive in area.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:18:06 PM
Kingbird nesr on ground when returned from holiday on Tuesday 31 May. Eggshell fragments found in nest, possible 
Common Raven predation. Nest now Closed.

4/2/2011 5003350 BEWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; on substation fill 
slope footprint.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Eggs blown out of 
nest by high wind.

5/8/2011 Nest 95% to 100% complete. Pair observed by bio-monitor actively building nest 2 April 2011. 
Nest material again observed being brought to nest on 4 April - BWA.
tcooper - 4/15/2011 4:52:20 PM - 3 eggs in nest, no adults obseved.
phoward - 4/25/2011 9:54:00 AM - 2 more eggs, 5 total; female incubating in nest.
ahill - 5/2/2011 9:49:28 PM- female incubating eggs, should be hatching soon
Eggs blown out of nest by high wind.
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4/11/2011 5000776 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; on house. 66 feet 

from AR.
100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Eggs predated.

6/16/2011 11 Apr - HOFI pair building nest. - RR
19 Apr - Nesting activity continues. 1005. - RR
5 May - No eggs, no HOFI detected at nest. Change to Inactive. - RR
12 May HOFI pr continue to visit this nest and rearrange the furniture. Change to Active
19 May Continued building activty, no eggs 1122. - RR
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:10:45 PM
25 May Nest inactive and empty.
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:34:42 PM
Nest active with 4 eggs 1614.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:17:21 AM
4 eggs in nest.
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:59:23 AM
Nest has been predated and is empty.
Change to Closed.

5/12/2011 7001461 HOFI Closed CP51-2 AR 74 feet to AR, but within 
house area.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Evidence of nest 

predation.

6/8/2011 12 May - Female HOFI on nest 1057. - RR
19 May HOFI on nest 1007. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 1:02:20 PM
HOFI on nest 1256.
eelias - 6/4/2011 10:42:27 AM
Male feeding peeping nestlings.
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:05:13 PM
Nest no longer present - broken branches and lining remnants on ground. Change to Closed.

6/3/2011 7000909 HOFI Closed Helix Yard AR 45 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Failed due to nest 

predation.

6/9/2011 rradd - 6/3/2011 2:23:00 PM
Female HOFI incubating 4 eggs. Change to Active.
rradd - 6/9/2011 8:57:19 AM
Nest is clean and empty. Predation presumed. Change to Closed.

4/25/2011 7000894 HOFI Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Likely a combination 

of wind and 
predation (in 

unknown order).

5/4/2011 barnold - 4/25/2011 12:03:34 PM  In northwest leg of Tower 62.  In stacked corner brackets on first cross-bar, about 
five feet off of ground.  Four eggs in nest.
RAbe - 4/27/2011 9:06:03 AM - Female incubating.
4 May - Nest fallen to ground, no eggs. Change to Closed.- RR

5/25/2011 7003423 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; on house. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Likely due to 

predation.

7/16/2011 rradd - 5/25/2011
HOFI incubating 2 eggs 1456 - RR
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:33:58 PM
HOFI incubating 4 eggs 1612.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:21:22 AM
HOFI female brooding  2 eggs and 2 fresh hatchlings.
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:55:16 AM
Nest is empty. Observations indicate nest failure due to predation since HOFI require 14 days minimum to fledge. 
Change to Closed.

4/21/2011 5000866 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Likely failed prior to 

incubation; no 
finches observed 

and no eggs in nest.

4/26/2011 vnovik - 4/21/2011 9:37:08 AM - Observed male and female at nest. Female incubating on nest.
This nest was deserted on 4/29/2011 and thereafter.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No birds present.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - No finches present; no eggs in nest; apparently nesting attempt failed - closed.

5/24/2011 7001942 LAZB Closed CP22-1 15 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular traffic is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, 
standing or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Likely nest predation.

5/31/2011 rradd - 6/1/2011 1:17:09 PM
Nest is clean, intact and empty. Timeline indicates nest predation.
Change to Closed.
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4/22/2011 5000877 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; within substation 

pad fill slope.
100 feet Remains at 100 feet. 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural cause; rain 
flooded nest cavity, 
killing all nestlings.

5/20/2011 vnovik - 4/22/2011 12:36:33 PM - Rock Wren carrying nest material into nest site. On-site monitor reported 
observing pair utilizing this nest site for the past couple of days. 
phoward - 4/25/2011 9:43:37 AM - No nest visits; bowl is present at nest site with fresh feather lining seen; need a 
flashlight to see bowl; appears to be primary nest site.
ahill - 5/8/2011 7:28:02 PM - Male heard calling on 5-6; female seen on nest for extended periods of time; flushed at 
25-40 feet.
ahill - 5/10/2011 8:24:17 AM - Female on nest. 2 eggs as of 5-10.
ahill - 5/16/2011 5:41:43 PM - Female on nest, observed nestlings that are at least 1 day old.
ahill - 5/20/2011 6:30:28 PM - Nest was flooded during recent rain on 5-17 and 18. Found all 3 nestlings dead.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

3/2/2011 5000480 ANHU Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

0 feet; within Bell Bluff 
Truck Trail alignment.

100 feet ESA staked at road 
limts.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that ne

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes - 

apparent predation.

3/18/2011 Woven cup nest positioned almost directly above east side of AR. Biomonitor observed ANHU incubating in nest. 
3/2/11
Nest destroyed, probably predated - TC 3/18/11

4/11/2011 5000775 BLPH Closed TL 6924 - Z171690 0 feet; in culvert under 
the existing paved AR.

100 feet Vehicular passage should not impact nest, since nest is below road and 
completely out of view.  Buffer should be reduced to 0 feet without any 
reasonable fear of construction impact.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes - nest 

has fallen from 
place.

5/17/2011 BLPH carrying food into culvert. rradd - 4/11/2011 7:24:15 AM
BLPH flying from nest 0736. - rradd - 4/18/2011 8:04:29 AM
25 Apr - BLPH flushed from nest 0815 - RR
2 May - BLPH from nest 0755. - RR
10 May - BLPH to and from nest 0846. - RR
17 May - Nest no longer present, presumed fallen. No BLPH present. Change to Closed. - RR

4/13/2011 5000814 BUSH Closed TL 6916 - 774819 10 feet to existing AR; 
400 feet to nearest pole.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes - 

wind damage to host 
tree.

5/11/2011 4/13/11 TC - adults attending nest
18 Apr - Nest location reset with Trimble. BUSH pr. detected with food and nest materials 1408. - RR
25 Apr - BUSH exits nest 1512 after 15 mins of inactivity. Presumed incubating - RR
2 May - BUSH enters nest with food 1549. - RR
11 May Branch with nest fallen to ground. 3 intact eggs + 1 broken. Change to Closed. - RR

4/1/2011 5003339 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

7 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes, likely 

predation.

4/28/2011 Pair observed building nest. Nest is about 95% complete. Point entered by hand. 1 April - IM.
8 April - Adult sitting on nest - BL
16 Apr - LEGO pair still at work on this nest.
22 Apr - LEGO female appears to settle on eggs 0727. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 1:30:05 PM - Nest no longer present.

5/26/2011 7002376 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes: 

weather and poor 
site selection.

6/5/2011 vnovik - 5/26/2011 2:44:10 PM - Nest with 1 egg; monitor observed bird entering nest.
phoward - 6/5/2011 8:35:58 AM
no eggs present in nest, black plastic in arm supportun nest has started to come out and is close to becoming 
completely detacted from arm of tower. this movement of the plastic has caused the nest to now lay vertical which 
likely lead to the egg rolling out of the nest

6/3/2011 7002440 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - 973032 30 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

exemption request exemption applies for work allowed in residential areas of 
TL6916 for underground through agenecy concurrence process. Birds nesting in 
developed areas are anticipated to be habituate to human activity and therefore 
should tolerate work 

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes; nest 

fallen from tree; 
possible wind loss.

6/6/2011 eloveless - 6/3/2011 9:28:39 AM - Obseved female incubating on nest. 
rradd - 6/7/2011 4:18:21 PM
Nest has fallen and is empty. Change to Closed
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4/13/2011 5000807 BUSH Closed EP27-1 60 feet to AR; 340 feet 

to tower work area.
100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 

stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.
4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes; nest 
probably blown out of 
tree; no indication of 
predation with 1 egg 

found inside nest.

5/16/2011 sritt - 4/13/2011 10:55:47 AM - Pair copulating; 1 bird entered nest,
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - No nest at this location; 2 single adults were observed but no nest revealed during 40 minute 
search.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Nest found 30 feet east of GPS location; GPS vertex moved. Adult(s) bringing food or nesting 
material; calling territorially. Nest chunky rather than long.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Adult brought food to nest.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Adult food gatherting and bringing food to nest.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - Nest found on ground below location where it was built; no indication of predation - wind 
probably blew nest out of tree. Biologist opened inner compartment of nest and found a single egg but no other sign.  
No birds observed or heard in area.

5/24/2011 7002352 ANHU Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; within pad area. 100 feet Parking and through 
traffic allowed.

Blanket exemption through agency concurrence that since nest built within 
trailers, storage bins, and stationary pieces of equipment were built after 
construction began, the birds are habituated to human disturbance, and 
accessing these structures is a be

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes; poor 

site selection and 
stormy weather. 

Empty nest, broken 
egg found on ground 

below nest after 
stong wind storm on 

5/29.

6/27/2011 Female seen building nest, about 15% complete.
ahill - 5/28/2011 9:06:16 PM
Female incubating; at least 1 egg laid.

7/15/2011 7004637 HOWR Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within house area 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes; tree 
broke off at cavity.

7/7/2011 Change to active.
HOWR surreptitiously carrying food to nest 1002-1022. No singing or overt territoriality obs.
rradd - 7/7/2011 10:02:37 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest tree snapped at cavity. No HOWR detected during 30 min. obs,

6/8/2011 7002474 COHU Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet Nest is on steel, and work on the steel cannot occur without impacting the nest. 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest and eggs gone; 
probable predation.

6/22/2011 barnold - 6/8/2011 10:14 AM
Female incubating. Yard biological monitor reported eggs in nest, but female never flushed from nest during pentab 
recording and GPS locating. Please confirm species identification when female is active and off the nest.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 1:09:07 PM
2 eggs in nest; female gone when I arrived, but returned with nest material and resumed incubating; she is very 
tolerant. As per previous biologist's request, I examined and photographed female to ascertain species, which was 
changed to Costa's Hummingbird.
pkonrad - 6/22/2011 2:58:38 PM
Nest gone; no sign of adult, nest, eggs, or nestlings in area. Probable predation - closed.

3/28/2011 6003248 BUSH Closed CP65-1 15 feet from driveway 
improvement area.

100 feet To encroach within buffer, temporary sound walls may be used during survey 
staking and potholing over 2 short-day periods to provide visual buffer and noise 
barrier for this human environment-acclimated species.  

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest appears 

predated - hole torn 
to expose contents.

4/27/2011 28 Mar - Nest in good condition, adults in area, but no interaction with this nest. - BL
6 Apr - Quick nest exchange @ 0744. - RR
8 April - Adut observed entering nest (M. Dicus, R. Abe).
13 Apr - BUSH exiting nest 0840 - RR
barnold - 4/15/2011 2:10:59 PM - Adult enters nest at 1:43 pm, again at 2:00 pm.
vnovak - 4/20/2011 8:50:27 AM Adult seen exiting nest.
27 Apr - Nest torn open on W side at bulb. Appears predated. Change to Closed. - RR
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5/3/2011 7000974 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 771470 85 feet from tower. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest appears to have 
been removed by a 
non-project source.

5/16/2011 barnold & sritt - 5/3/2011 9:53:11 AM  Well established nest.  Female continuously bringing new nest material, 
accompanied by male.  No eggs or nestlings in nest.
11 May HOFI female on nest 1352. - RR
16 May Nesthas been removed by others. Change to Closed. - RR

4/25/2011 7000893 HOFI Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest blown off 

structure by wind.  

4/27/2011 barnold - 4/25/2011 11:57:17 AM  Pair at nest, no eggs. Cup nest on stored corner brackets at first cross=bracket, 
about five feet off the ground.
imaunsell - 4/26/2011 7:24:50 AM monitor and verifying avian bio observed nest blown off structure by wind on 4/25. 
Change status to closed.

4/27/2011 7000912 CALT Closed TL 639 - 775593 20 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 feet 
for construction; 40 feet 

for thru-traffic.

70 ft buffer for construction:  A) Nearly 30 ft of dense vegetation occurs between 
the work site and the nest. This provides a natural buffer from work area.  B) 
Scheduled work is to be done with hand tools and small crew, minimizing visual 
and auditory i

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest destroyed by 

undetermined 
causes, but 

observation suggests 
predation.

5/23/2011 Female observed building nest. - sritt - 4/27/2011 12:17:30 PM
3 May - CALT nesting activity continues. - IM
11 May - CALT continues nest building 0839, cup is 85% complete. - RR 
16 May - CALT egg-laying. 2 eggs. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 11:20:48 AM
23 May Nest destroyed -. no eggs on ground. Presume predated and Change to Closed. Pair continue to make trips 
to this thicket and may re-nest. 0939. - RR

6/2/2011 7004664 HOFI Closed Bartlett CY 0 feet; within yard.  feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest destroyed, wind 

or predation 
possible.

6/5/2011 NEW nest material in same location as before.
barnold - 6/2/2011 11:51 AM - 2 female House Finches on tower.
phoward - 6/5/2011 10:50:13 AM
Nest closed; nest has been destroyed; trace material was found on ground and string was hanging where nest was 
located. Can see brownish muddy spot on metal where nest was. Wind damage or predation are possible reasons for 
failed nest; no sign of nestlings or eggs may suggest (avian) predation

3/9/2011 6002402 BUSH Closed CP73-2 90 feet to tower legs. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest destroyed; 

possibly predator, or 
storm.

4/20/2011 3/9/2011 - Nest 60% complete, adults bringing material to nest.
28 Mar - Adults tending/repairing nest, nest still incomplete, no eggs or nestlings.- BL
20 Apr - Nest destroyed - hole torn in side - appears predated, but possibly storm damaged.

6/18/2011 7002514 LEGO Closed CP29-1 2 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest failed due to 

predation.

7/6/2011 phoward - 6/18/2011 11:10:14 AM
Nest found 100% complete with 4 white eggs. Female observed incubating; male was heard nearby.
rradd - 6/22/2011 3:48:27 PM
LEGO female on nest; did not flush at 5 feet.
rradd - 6/28/2011 4:19:28 PM
Nest contains 2 eggs. No LEGO detected during 30 minute observation.
rradd - 7/6/2011 1:30:27 PM
Nest no longer present, remains of 1 LEGO egg on ground. Nest apparently predated.
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3/17/2011 6003240 MODO Closed San Luis Rey 

Substation
0 feet, within substation. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest failed due to 
rainstorm; eggs 

abandoned and nest 
soaked.

3/25/2011 Female incubating.
Female not observed on nest for 3 days. Cold weather and rain will have made nest unsuccessful. Material is soaked 
from rain. No eggs present. 3/25/2011 IM

5/5/2011 7000993 CAGN Closed TL 639 - Z379523 6 feet from AR. 300 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction will occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest failed possibly 
due to depredation 

from snake or 
rodent. Nest 

relatively  intact 
except for small hole 

on north side of it. 
No evidence of nest 

contents in 
surrounding nest 

site.

5/26/2011 Female sitting on nest w/ male bringing food and territorial. Male perched on top of chamise - dbusby - 5/5/2011 
12:09:33 PM.
Observe one nest exchange between adults. Pair still incubating. Eggs estimated to hatch within next week. dbusby - 
5/12/2011 10:33:50 PM
mdicus - 5/19/2011 - Observed one nest exchange.  Male left nest prior to female returning.  No eggs or young in 
nest.
dbusby - 5/26/2011 3:05:15 PM
Nest failed possibly due to depredation from snake or rodent. Nest relatively  intact except for small hole on north 
side of it. No evidence of nest contents surrounding nest site. Adult pair briefly observed on east side cf Calle de 
Vida before disappearing and  remaining elusive and out of sight. Buffer left intact since pair is likely establishing 
new nest. Will modify buffer once a definitive nest is found.

4/19/2011 5000856 BLPH Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; on house, 56 feet 
from AR.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest fell due to 

natural causes and 
nestlings were 

predated.

6/8/2011 19 Apr - BLPH pr building nest. 10% complete. - RR
27 Apr - Nest appears almost complete, BLPH on nest agitated at 45'. - RR
5 May - 2 eggs in nest 1055. - RR
12 May BLPH ivncubating 4 eggs 0834. - RR
19 May BLPH feeding nest at 5 min. intervals 0838. - RR
25 May BLPH activity continues at this nest.
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:02:17 PM
BLPH nest has fallen to ground 14:37; 2 unfledged young with quilled wings survive in the nest wreckage!
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:16:34 AM
No BLPH present, at least 1 unfledged nestling predated at site. Change to Closed.

6/13/2011 7002492 WEKI Closed TL 639 - 379519 35 feet from tower. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
plan allowed per Buffer 

justification.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest gone; predation 

is the most likely 
cause.

7/7/2011 imaunsell - 6/13/2011 9:52:43 AM
pair nest building. Bringing fine lining material to nest in approximately 5 minute intervals. Nest appears to be 85-
90% complete.
rradd - 6/21/2011 9:29:08 AM
Female WEKI obs incubating on complete nest with male nest-guarding 0918.
barnold - 6/28/2011 6:55:37 AM
Adult on nest.
rradd - 7/2/2011 2:57:31 PM
Female WEKI obs incubating while crews working nearby (RR), and returned to nest after pole work completed (S 
Ritt).
rradd - 7/5/2011 12:01:06 PM
No WEKI observed within 500' of this nest 1125-1200
imaunsell - 7/7/2011 11:40:09 AM
Nest appears to be mostly removed. A small ammount of material still remains. Status changed to closed.

4/13/2011 5000797 LEGO Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

8 feet from driveway. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest intact but empty 

just 7 days after 4 
eggs were being 

incubated, presumed 
predated.

Well concealed nest; female observed nest building. Nest 5% complete - imaunsell - 4/13/2011 9:49:04 AM.
19 Apr - LEGO female incubating 4 eggs 1058. Trimbled and moved vertex. - RR
26 Apr - Nest neat and intact but empty. Presumed predated. Change to Closed - RR
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6/16/2011 5001258 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet from house; 55 

feet from AR.
100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest likely predated 
based on condition 
of nest and nesting 

chronology.

6/5/2011 rradd - 6/16/2011 11:57:36 AM
New clutch in progress; HOFI female incubating 2 eggs. Change to Active.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:13:25 AM
Nest contains 4 white eggs.
rradd - 6/30/2011 10:40:00 AM
At least 1 downy nestling and 1 unhatched egg visible in nest.
rradd - 7/7/2011 10:17:58 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest is empty and lining appears torn out. Nestlings were too young to fledge; presumed predated.

5/24/2011 7001937 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

6 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implement

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest possibly 

predated.

5/31/2011 sjohnston - 5/24/2011 8:30:15 AM
Nest activily being built. estimated at 10% complete.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:44:35 AM
Nest building 30% complete.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:04:45 AM
on nest potentially incubating.
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 8:48:15 AM
no activity observed since noon 5/31/2011, First observation of inactivity concurred with installation of a sound wall 
pole immediately south of the bridge. Bird was observed to be sitting on the nest in the morning hours. No indications 
of stress or flushing of this bird were made during previous monitoring, 
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 6:33:32 PM
nest was torn up from lesser goldfinch robbing nesting material. no activity obs. nest closed. Nest was inspected with 
an extending pole and mirror. No eggs were observed. 

5/5/2011 7000992 CAQU Closed TL 639 - Z379519 0 feet, at base of pole. 100 feet Within marked work area at base of pole.  Nest is too close to work area to 
justify a buffer reduction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest predation 

appears to be cause 
of failure.

5/17/2011 vnovik - 5/5/2011 5:51:30 PM - CA quail flushed from nest. 8 eggs in nest.
17 May - Nest appears predated - vegetation disturbed, broken eggshell adjacent to nest 0812. Change to Closed. - 
RR

5/24/2011 7002346 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest probably 

predated; shows 
signs of disturbance.

6/9/2011 emorgan - 5/24/2011 8:26:03 AM - Nest appears to be about 75% complete with well defined cup. Female observed 
adding lining material to nest. Male singing near nest. Female did not flush until I was 30 feet from nest.
rradd - 6/3/2011 2:08:47 PM
Nest contains 4 eggs.
barnold - 6/7/2011 5:44:03 PM
2 eggs with broken shells-partially predated. Remaining 2 eggs unharmed. Monitor for activity. House Finches in 
area.
rradd - 6/9/2011 8:53:56 AM
No change in status. No HOFI detected 0655, eggs are cold.

7/7/2011 7002615 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH7

10 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/03/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest torn apart; 
predation likely 

occurred.

sjohnston - 7/7/2011 12:03:16 PM - Signage was posted to prevent vehicles from parking under the nest.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 12:03:53 PM - Bird on nest.
sjohnston - 7/8/2011 12:05:35 PM - 3 eggs.
sjohnston - 7/16/2011 1:11:32 PM - Nest torn apart.

5/5/2011 7000991 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground 40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest torn up; 

probable predation.

5/26/2011 shampton - 5/5/2011 5:00:46 PM - Female observed adding material to nest and presumably incubating.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 12:10:01 PM. No activity observed but rainy day. 
shampton - 5/26/2011 11:53:34 AM
shampton - 5/26/2011 11:55:13 AM
Nest torn up. No sign of adult, eggs, or nestlings.
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5/10/2011 7001438 LASP Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet; within staked 

work limits.
100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest was empty and 
had insufficient time 

to fledge - 
presumably 
predated.

5/17/2011 10 May - LASP incubating 3 eggs 1305 - RR
17 May Nest intact but empty - presumably predated. Status changed to Closed. - RR

4/6/2011 5003370 BUSH Closed CP81-1 10 feet from road; 200 
feet to tower area.

100 feet Buffer remains, to allow 
vehicular passage only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest was storm 

damaged or never 
completed.

5/14/2011 4/6/11- TC Adults carrying food to nest. Candidate for nest buffer reduction since access road will only be used for 
brief thru-traffic.
13 Apr - BUSH active at this location but not entering a nest. - RR 
20 Apr - BUSH exits nest area 1506. - RR
28 Apr - BUSH pair busily adding decorations to this nest 1115. - RR
05 May - No BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. 1710. - RR

3/12/2011 6003219 CORA Closed CP31-2 35 feet from work area. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nestling raven dead 
by natural causes in 

nest.

6/8/2011 Nest is 12 feet from AR to CP31-2. Birds not incubating yet and are spending extended periods away from nest. 
3/12/2011.
18 Mar - CORA pr sharing food @ site. Extremely wary of, and agitated by, human activity. ACTIVE - RR.
24 Mar - CORA prone on nest 1050 -1110. - RR.
30 Mar - CORA male settles on nest after pair-bonding behaviors 08:32 - RR.
5 Apr - CORA on nest 0721 - RR.
11 Apr - CORA pair roosting near nest 12:58 -1318.- RR.
19 Apr - No CORA detected on or around nest territory. CSC signage  installed under nest tree.- RR
25 Apr CORA flushed from nest at very first sight of observer (600') 0745. - RR
3 May CORA incubating, mate nest-guarding. 1505 - RR
10 May CORA pr. on nest 0737.- RR
18 May CORA on nest 1646. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 4:14:38 PM
One large weill-feathered, gray-faced  nestling visible on nest.
rradd - 6/2/2011 11:23:57 AM
One CORA juv. remains on nest 1058. Primaries almost full length.
rradd - 6/8/2011 5:06:12 PM
CORA juv. remains on nest 1650.
rradd - 6/15/2011 1:51:17 PM
CORA juv. dead in nest, presume predation as GHOW flushed here on 8 Jun.
Change to Closed.

5/23/2011 7001929 LASP Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

8 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that ne

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nestlings covered 
with ants; nestlings 

probably died due to 
strong wind and rain 

5/29/2011.

5/29/2011 tfitanides - 5/23/2011 12:29:56 PM - Adult incubating 3 eggs. Tolerant of biologist presence within 15 feet. Concrete 
work approximately 60 feet from nest.
ahill - 5/24/2011 8:03:20 PM
2 hatchlings present. female on nest.
ahill - 5/28/2011 9:08:15 PM
Female and male tending to 3 nestlings in nest.
ahill - 5/30/2011
Nestlings covered with ants; nestlings probably died due to strong wind and rain 5/29/2011.

5/16/2011 7001476 BEWR Closed EP86-1 0 feet; on pad. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
•Bewick's Wrens as a species are known to nest in close proximity to human 
activity and will utilize th

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
No apparent reason 

for failure.

6/8/2011 RAbe - 5/16/2011 1:04:34 PM - Pair of Bewick's Wrens adding nesting material to nest that is over 50% complete.  
phoward - 5/19/2011 2:10:54 PM - buffer reduced to 30 feet, pair seen entering nest.
barnold - 5/31/2011 2:39 PM - Adult flushed from pipe after approaching drilling platform. Nest checked an hour 
earlier, but couldn't see if bird on nest.  Nest appears complete.
PKonrad - 6/8/2011 - No wrens during 40 minute observation period, tapped "pipe" cavity when I arrived and before I 
left to ascertain no adults were in the pipe - closed. 
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5/19/2011 7001506 BCHU Closed CP64-2 AR 4 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Observations 

indicate failure due 
to natural causes, 
likely abandoned 

before eggs hatched.

6/24/2011 19 May BCHU female on complete nest 1712. - RR
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:03:32 PM
26 May BCHU female on nest 0842.
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:05:34 PM
After at least 15 min. of absence. female comes to nest and settles.
rradd - 6/9/2011 11:21:42 AM
Fenale comes to nest 1043.
rradd - 6/17/2011 8:46:07 AM
No BCHU detections at this nest during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 6/24/2011 8:40:05 AM
No BCHU detections at this nest during 30 min. obs. 
Change to Closed.

5/28/2011 7002390 BUSH Closed Suncrest Substation 15 feet to work limits. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project are

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Observations 
indicate nest 

predation.

5/13/2011 Most likely 2nd brood of a pair that had a previously successful nest nearby. Observed female come to nest with 
food, nestlings heard calling vigorously. Nest does not affect construction.
ahill - 5/31/2011 3:27:41 PM
The nest is complete, was found partly torn apart ( consistent with previously completed BUSH nests). Heard BUSH 
in the area.

5/19/2011 7001503 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 65 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Observations 

suggest nest failure 
due to predation.

19 May MODO incubating two eggs 0913. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 12:56:21 PM
MODO on nest 1249
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:03:38 PM
14:46 1 just-hatched nestling, 1 unhatched egg in nest.
rradd - 6/13/2011 6:25:45 PM
8 June Nest empty and no MODO detected. Broken eggshell under nest but insufficient time to fledge nestlings 
indicates nest predation.

5/2/2011 7000960 LEGO Closed TL 6924 - Z171690 20 feet to work; 90 feet 
to TL6924 - Z171690.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Observations 

suggest predation.

5/17/2011 2 May - LEGO pair working on nest, appears 60% complete 0749. - RR
10 May Nest with one egg 0950. - RR
17 May  Nest intact but empty. Elapsed time from 1st egg obs. suggests predation. - RR

3/31/2011 5003324 ANHU Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; in work area. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predated nest.

4/27/2011 31 Mar - Nest complete, female on nest - RR
5 Apr - Female active at nest. - RR
11 Apr - ANHU female on nest at 15:15. - RR
19 Apr - ANHU female incubating 2 eggs 0742.- RR
27 Apr - Nest empty with 1 side torn out. Appears predated. Change to closed - RR

4/25/2011 7000898 HOLA Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predated, eggs 

gone.

4/27/2011 shampton - 4/25/2011 2:19:51 PM
Female incubating and foraging near nest with 3 eggs. Female flushed repeatedly due to foot traffic at edge of and 
inside the 100 foot buffer.
kalberts - 4/27/2011 10:31:13 AM
Nest found predated with no eggs - closed.

4/7/2011 5003379 CAGN Closed TL 639 - Z379519 95 feet to nearest pole. 300 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predated; nest torn 

from side.

4/14/2011 4/7/11 - Observed male and female carrying nest material to nest. Nest is 90% complete. 
Nest predated, found torn from side with nest lining and cup pieces below. No sign of eggs found. kalberts - 
4/14/2011 10:54:17 AM
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5/25/2011 7002369 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 80 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

7/15/2011 rradd - 6/30/2011 10:38:36 AM
Second nest logged in same location for new nest attempt by pair. HOFI incubating 3 white eggs. 
rradd - 7/7/2011 10:24:59 AM
Female HOFI continues incubation of 3 eggs.
rradd - 7/15/2011 11:22:56 AM
Nest has been destroyed.

5/13/2011 7001472 HOFI Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet, in yard, on 
flatbed; 10 feet from AR.

100 feet Had one egg upon discovery; not a candidate. 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

5/23/2011 Pair of HOFI copulating directly above nest and repeatedly visiting trailer; 1 egg in nest.
RAbe - 5/23/2011 2:40:58 PM - No eggs in nest and no HOFIs observed in area - nest closed.

7/5/2011 7002601 NOMO Closed TL 639 - 379521 5 feet to AR, 50 feet to 
work, 100' to pole

100 feet Drive through access 
only.

The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity 

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

rradd - 7/11/11 - This pair flushes at 100' and is slow to return to the nest.
rradd - 7/5/2011 10:44:56 AM
Female NOMO building new nest, approx 50% complete, while male chases off territorial untruders. 
rradd - 7/11/2011 10:00:53 AM
NOMO pr attending 3 green speckled eggs 0923.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 12:08:00 PM
3 eggs.
rradd - 7/19/2011 9:44:40 AM
NOMO alarming near nest with 3 eggs.
rradd - 7/25/2011 12:56:12 PM
Nest lining has been upended. No eggs in or under nest. 

5/10/2011 7001021 ANHU Closed TL 6916 - 774819 50 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 
passage allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

5/31/2011 Female incubating 2 eggs. 
16 May - Two very small ANHU nestlings attended by adult 1444. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 4:31:52 PM
Nest contains two young covered with quills.
rradd - 5/31/2011 5:06:00 PM
Nest no longer present.  
Complete nest has been removed - no remains detected.  Prior obs.suggest nestlings too young to fledge and 
predation is probable cause of nest failure.

4/4/2011 5003351 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
177.50l

15 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely; 

broken eggshells in 
nest.

4/20/2011 RF-4/4/11: Bird observed sitting in nest approximately 5 feet from Alpine Blvd.
4/16/2011 - Nest not found at this GPS location. - RR
emorgan - 4/20/2011 10:09:20 AM - Nest inactive with broken eggshells in nest. It was probably predated.

4/16/2011 5000833 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

Within 10 feet of work 
area.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation presumed, 

nest destroyed.

5/5/2011 4/16/2011 - LEGO female nearing completion of nest - RR.
4/22/2011 - LEGO female settled onto nest 0727. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 8:32:27 AM - Female incubating.
5/6/2011 - Nest destroyed, predation presumed 1033. - RR

4/8/2011 5003384 KILL Closed Wilson Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation.

4/19/2011 3 eggs present. Birds flushed at 50 feet and distraction displayed at 20 feet.
imaunsell - 4/19/2011 2:51:16 PM - Monitor reported nest failure due to predation. No eggs present. No adults in 
area.
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4/12/2011 5000796 BUSH Closed EP225-1 Pullsite 0 feet; within pull site. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation; nest torn 
in half, probably by 

mammalian predator; 
1 eggshell found in 

interior of nest.

5/5/2011 shampton - 4/12/2011 4:47:38 PM - Adults observed entering nest with food.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Adult territorial next to nest
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - No Bushtits near nest or calling.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Nest torn in half; 1 eggshell found in interior; 1 Bushtit nearby; closed.

3/31/2011 5003320 ANHU Closed TL 6916 - 774820 20 feet from AR; 340 
feet from nearest pole.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Presumed 

depredation, with 
broken egg  in nest.

3/12/2011 3/31/11 TC - Female incubating 1 egg.
4/7/11 TC - Female on nest.
12 Apr - Nest presumed predated; broken contents 1550. Change to closed. - RR
4/13/11 TC - Nest failed, broken eggshell in nest.

7/16/2011 7004646 BCHU Closed Access road to guard 
pole structure near 

CP71

42 feet 100 feet 40 feet. This nest was found during a general nesting bird survey of an access road to a 
guard structure west of CP71. This nest is located approximately 42 horizontal 
feet (70 linear feet down slope) north of of the access road at a point about 185 
feet east from

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Presumed predated 
as nest was intact 

and clean.

7/20/2011 eelias - 7/16/2011 10:33:21 AM - J. Pawlicki found 1 young nestling in this nest; the eyes are closed and it is 
featherless. Female flushed at 6 feet when biologist was standing on large boulder.
rradd - 7/21/2011 1:55:27 PM - Nest is intact, clean and empty. Young presumed predated as insufficient elapsed 
time to fledge.

6/13/2011 7002494 LASP Closed Sycamore Yard 50 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

Drive through access only appoved through blanket exemption.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Presumed predated.

6/20/2011 rradd - 6/13/2011
LASP male feeding female incubating 3 eggs and driving fledgling from earlier brood away from area 0840.
rradd - 6/20/2011 10:45:29 AM
Nest is empty, presumed predated. Change to Closed.

5/7/2011 7001018 MODO Closed TL 6916 - 678468 25 feet to work area. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons:  A) The nest 
progression is already advanced (incubation of 3 eggs), so nest affinity is high 
and the like

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Presumed predated. 

5/16/2011 MODO incubating 3 eggs. Bird did not flush from foot traffic at ca. 2 ft distance from nest. - SJohnston 5/7/2011.
16 May Broken white eggshell of suitable size but no MODO detected. Presume predation and Change to Closed 
1707.- RR
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3/17/2011 6003251 BTSP Closed EP235-1 50 feet from TSAP. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Probable predation; 
broken pieces of 1 
egg was present 

inside the nest and 
the other broken egg 
was found below the 

nest.

4/12/2011 Black-throated sparrow pair collecting nest materials and carrying nest materials to grass nest in cholla.  Nest is 
about 78 feet from northeast corner of permanent pad and about 135 feet from nearest equipment onsite. The 100 
foot buffer extends about to the middle of TSAP 3-17 (JD). 
Nice nest built in cholla; unlined; no activity since Monday rain and hail (JD). John will continue monitoring 3-23 
(PK). 2 eggs in nest (incomplete clutch); should begin incubation in a couple days 4-4 (PK).
ahernandez, pkonrad - 4/12/2011 2:32:14 PM - Nest was predated; closed.  Remnants of two broken eggs.

4/21/2011 5000869 MODO Closed IV substation 80 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

The hidden area of this nest, combined with tolerance of human approach, 
justifies a smaller buffer to allow work to occur.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Probably failed due 

to poor nest site 
selection.

6/3/2011 vnovik - 4/21/2011 1:49:59 PM - Nest with eggs.
shampton - 5/10/2011 10:59:21 AM - 3 eggs in nest; 2 eggs have rolled around on fan, 1 is discolored. The nest has 
no fine material. Appears that fan kicked on and moved  the eggs. No birds observed near nest.
barnold - 6/3/2011 8:17:13 PM
Nest has been abandoned. Closed.

4/30/2011 7000950 WESJ Closed EP92 80 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Probably predated.

5/20/2011 shampton - 4/30/2011 12:13:20 PM  Bird flushed off nest. 3 eggs.  Possible western scrub-jay or California 
thrasher.
RAbe - 5/10/2011 1:42:24 PM - 1 nestling and no eggs in nest. Adults not observed.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 3 eggs in nest. (Apparent pentab problems 5-6.)
emorgan - 5/20/2011 9:25:08 AM - No nestlings present and no adults observed near nest. Nest probably predated.

5/25/2011 7002353 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

50 feet to work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implement

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Raven predation.

6/5/2011 vnovik - 5/25/2011 10:05:34 AM - Building nest; 50% complete.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:21:17 AM
Observed on nest; male feeding female on nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 10:38:35 AM
Male observed arriving at nest, possibly bringing food. 
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:20:30 AM
Ravens attacked nest and ate the eggs.

5/10/2011 7001423 KILL Closed Scripps Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 25 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
A) Nest is shielded by a 3 foot high wall.  B) Placement of a sound barrier along 
the existing chain lin

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Related by crew that 

crows or ravens 
predated nest while 

killdeer adults tried to 
defend nest.

6/10/2011 rradd - 5/27/2011 11:32:58 AM
Unable to see into this area of substation from outside. KILL obs. flying overhead and landing in sub but no definitive 
nesting activity observed.
rradd - 6/2/2011 6:54:23 AM
KILL on apparent nest.
rradd - 6/7/2011 4:33:37 PM
KILL on nest 1633.
rradd - 6/7/2011 5:38:48 PM
KILL appears to be brooding one hatched young and at least one egg, under heavy predation pressure by CORA.
sdhall - 6/10/2011 2:11:16 PM
No evidence of birds or eggs in area. Crew related that they had witnessed crows (ravens ?) predating nests while 
killdeer attempted to fight them off. Buffer was removed. Nest closed.

5/20/2011 7001911 BUOR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 2 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Strong wind and rain 

apparently blew 2 
mostly feathered, 

near-fledging 
nestlings out of nest; 

found dead on 
ground beneath nest.

5/27/2011 PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Drew found this oriole nest 5/14, but today we found 2 small feathered nestlings dead on the 
ground - probably as a result of the cold wind and rain storm Tuesday and Wednesday. Nestlings appear to be less 
than a week away from fledging. Did not close nest report because there may be more nestlings in the nest.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - No oriole activity; nest has not been refurbished - closed.
emorgan - 5/24/2011 9:17:08 AM
There has been no progress on the nest since it was last checked. No activity observed at or near nest. Nest closed.   
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 3:22:34 PM
No orioles in area; nest appears abandoned after wind and rain-caused nest failure last week.
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4/14/2011 5000822 COGD Closed Thomas Yard 0 feet; at yard boundary. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Unknown cause of 
failure. Predation is 

likely the cause.

5/17/2011 J & M Dicus - 4/14/2011 - Adult incubating
J & M Dicus - 5/17/2011 11:33:28 AM  Nest empty; no doves observed at or near nest. Nest presumed complete 
because duration since last check is long enough to hatch and fledge young, due to lack of eggs or nestlings in nest, 
and due to no adults in vicinity of nest. Nest is also located outside of active portion of yard, so does not affect 
construction. Buffer signs removed - closed.

6/2/2011 7002431 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
303+00r

40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Unknown natural 

causes; likely 
predated.

6/8/2011 shampton - 6/2/2011 12:36:41 PM  
At about 0700 today a BHCO female removed 1 egg, leaving 2 LEGO eggs in nest. At 1230, female LEGO 
incubating 3 eggs, all LEGO.
shampton - 6/9/2011 12:12:38 PM
Nest is empty, no eggs, nestlings, or adults nearby. Nest contained 2 large dead leaves that fell into it - closed.

4/7/2011 5003381 CAGN Closed TL 639 - Z379523 30 feet from existing AR; 
90 ft from nearest pole.

300 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Unknown reason but 
looks like predated 
by a snake because 
nest is intact with 2 

dessicated dead 
nestlings remaining 

and 2 gone.

5/5/2011 Fresh nest located in ARTCAL shrub. Observed female on nest, prior to this observed 1 egg in nest, indicating this 
2nd attempt at a clutch has just begun. RF-4/7/11
rfletcher - 4/14/2011 6:46:25 AM - Male CAGN observed incubating eggs.
Adult pair observed carrying food to nest. Four 3-day-old nestlings observed while adults were away from nest. 
Estimated fledge date: May 9. dbusby - 4/28/2011 2:54:26 PM
Failed nest w/ 2 desiccated nestlings and no sign of other 2 nestlings. Nest intact. Adults observed foraging nearby. 
dbusby - 5/5/2011 11:56:31 AM

4/18/2011 5000843 BUSH Closed CP25-2 20 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED: Natural 
causes. Nest failure 

due to predation.

5/25/2011 mdicus - 4/18/2011 - Nest observed during construction monitoring - female carrying food to nest.  Buffer only affects 
access road to CP 26, staked "through traffic only, no work or stopping."
26 Apr - Adult BUSH carrying food to nest (per M Klein : BIO). - RR
mdicus - 5/3/2011 - Adult observed at nest.
mdicus - 5/9/2011 2:48:17 PM - Adult carrying nesting material to same nest. Pair observed copulating last week 
after male fed female.  
blohstroh - 5/13/2011 8:33:50 AM nest in good condition, birds observed perched on nest, making trips back and 
forth.
jdicus - 5/16/2011 8:39:19 PM  Observed while construction monitoring.  Female observed carrying material into 
nest.  
21 May - BUSH carries food to nest 1428. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 8:11:34 AM
Nest on ground and torn to pieces from apparent mammalian predation. 
Closed, buffers and stakes removed.

6/21/2011 7002530 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 379521 0 feet 100 feet Drive through access 
and work allowed at pole 

per NBR above.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

NBR approved to allow one time work within 100 foot buffer associated with 
restringing and re-clipping wire

6. INDETERMINATE. 7/5/2011 mdicus - 6/21/2011 10:39:55 AM
Female entering bracket and remaining there. Fresh material visible.
rradd - 7/2/2011 2:52:59 PM
No HOFI detected at or near this nest during 40 min. obs.while crews working nearby.
rradd - 7/5/2011 10:55:15 AM
Change to Closed.
No HOFI detected at or near this nest during 30 min. obs.

3/4/2011 6002313 OTHE Closed EP236-1 AR 230 feet from existing 
SWPL AR.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 3/4/2011 Inactive (3/04/2011). Large stick nest needs to be checked for activity on a regular basis. 
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

6/1/2011 7002411 WEBL Closed Alpine Underground - 
196+00l

40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

6. INDETERMINATE. 6/9/2011 shampton - 6/1/2011 12:33:09 PM  Both adults observed carrying food into the nest cavity.
shampton - 6/9/2011 2:01:40 PM
Someone (landowner?) cut off 2 large limbs from the oak tree with the nest. The nest was in 1 of the limbs that was 
cut off.  If the  young hadn't fledged before the trimming the nest surely failed. Both adults were bringing  food 8 days 
ago so it might have  been successful -closed.

4/6/2011 5003366 BUSH Closed EP221A 20 feet to tower site 
permanent ROW.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 5/3/2011 4/6/11- Pair of bushtits seen carrying food into nest.- SR
kalberts - 5/3/2011 3:34:28 PM - Nest closed, since adult birds seen carrying food to nest almost a month ago.  Nest 
has either fledged or failed since then. 

4/29/2011 7000941 MODO Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; inside substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 5/16/2011 kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:53:01 PM- Stick nest is visible at the base of an insulator. The biomonitor observed a 
mourning dove entering and exiting the nest beginning on 27 April.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 4:10:07 PM Nest observed, no bird observed at nest.
sritt - 5/31/2011 5:46:40 PM - No birds seen near nest. Bio-monitor has not seen birds near nest in past few weeks.  
Nest closed.
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4/25/2011 7000890 NRWS Closed Alpine Underground - 

MH-18
50 feet; on under side of 

bridge.
100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

6. INDETERMINATE. 5/25/2011 vnovik - 4/25/2011 10:28:49 AM - Observed NRWS carrying material into cavity, on underside of bridge.
vnovik - 5/6/2011 8:23:01 AM - NRWS observed in area, but no observations of birds entering hole.
phoward - 5/10/2011 3:24:40 PM - Observed bird entering cavity.
emorgan - 5/25/2011 2:27:17 PM
No swallows entered cavity for the 2 hours of observation and the biomonitor has not observed any activity at that 
cavity.

7/14/2011 7004632 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground 
43+00l

15 feet  from Alpines 
Blvd

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

6. INDETERMINATE.  
May not have been 

active nest.

shampton - 7/14/2011 2:50:12 PM
Pair seen entering opening in leaves. Male singing on Elderberry to the W while female is inside. about half dozen 
such visits in 45 minutes.  No nest material visible protruding from opening and no nest material carried in.   It's 
possible the pair is still in site selection phase and has not built a nest, or has  eggs or nestlings here yet.
shampton - 7/14/2011 4:18:30 PM
Construction activities were occurring during bird behavioral observations on 7-14-11 (1400-1445 hrs).  Activities 
consisted of  men working below ground inside vault.  On surface were air conditioners (ventilating vault) and 
generators running, pick up trucks, tent, traffic control equipment, and flaggers.  Nearest work was about 40 feet 
away.
sritt - 7/23/2011 4:59:24 PM
No finches seen nearby during 45 minutes of observation.  Old nest on east side of palm has blown/fallen out.  Nest 
closed.

3/31/2011 5003306 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Access issues 

prevented this nest 
from being 
monitored.

5/2/2011 3/31/11 - Observed female bring nest material to nest with male following closely. (DBusby) 
Nest complete but no eggs, status indeterminate 4-12 (FH/BA)
26 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
2 May - No nest present as described. CLOSED

5/11/2011 7001442 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 973035 50 feet from tower. 100 feet Blanket exemption for nesting birds already in place for this section of the 
Reconductor residential area lines and poles.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Adults subsequently 
seen feeding fledged 
young away from this 

location, but 
unknown if they are 
from this difficult to 

observe nest.

6/2/2011 11 May - HOFI female carrying nest material into palm 1632. - RR
17 May No HOFI detected during 30 min obs. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 9:04:53 AM
No HOFI detections coming to this tree during 30 min. obs, though present nearby.
rradd - 6/2/2011 8:20:34 AM
No HOFI detections during 30 min. obs.
Change to Closed.

3/17/2011 6003246 BUSH Closed EP26-1 60 feet to AR; 580 feet 
to SWAT yard.

100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Although especially 
large and long nest 
was built, nesting 

attempt appears to 
have been aborted 
for undetermined 

reasons.

5/3/2011 Buffer not flagged because along portion of road that is closed. 
Nest looks complete; no birds observed during short nest check 3-29 (PK).
No birds observed during nest check; unusually long nest appears intact and active 4-7 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 -  Long nest in good shape; no Bushtits observed during 3 nest visits today.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 -  No birds observed at or near nest; questioning active status.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - No birds; appears this nesting attempt fledged young or failed; closed.

3/23/2011 5003263 BUSH Closed EP221-2 72 feet from tower 
center.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Appears nest is 

deserted; no Bushtits 
have been seen at 
this nest for several 

weeks.

5/5/2011 Well-concealed in new growth; nest is about 60% complete; pair observed nest building. Revisted nest with material 
6 times while I observed from 15-30 feet away 3-23 IM.
Nest looks complete and is remarkably well-hidden; Bushtits territorial 4-6 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - Bushtit territorial at nest and calling.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Nest intact and looks active; no birds observed.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - No change; no birds.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No birds observed for weeks; appears nest is deserted; closed.
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5/7/2011 7001007 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 171664 0 feet; in pole. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed within approved 
limits.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Copulation on 

5/19/2011 suggests 
state of nesting 
chronology was 

either nest building 
or early incubation 
period, thus family 

group on 6/10/2011 
was not associated 

with this nest.

6/18/2011 shampton - 5/7/2011 10:50:49 AM  Male singing near nest, both adults entering bracket.
shampton - 5/19/2011 6:36:04 PM  Adults observed entering bracket and singing and copulating on insulator.
imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:47:37 AM
Nest was checked by lineman at the direction of an avian biologist. Female flushed from nest when lineman began 
climbing the pole. A complete clutch of 5 eggs was present. Female returned to nest within a few minutes of trucks 
leaving the area.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 4:25:30 PM
Pair of House Finches observed and heard within 100 ft. of nest, but no activity observed at nest after 30 mins. of 
monitoring.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 1:43:50 PM
No HOFI activity at nest. Only HOFI activity was infrequent singing from afar and one sighting of a family group with 
two juveniles. Family group perched briefly on wire in between poles.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 2:12:02 PM
Wire pulling was occuring through insulator arm on west side.
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 12:26:24 PM
No HOFI activity during 20-minute check. Closed.

4/5/2011 5003362 WBNU Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

1 foot from fencing. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that ne

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Could have fledged 

due to nesting 
chronology, but 

unsure of outcome.

5/23/2011 Observed pair bringing nesting material to cavity on 4-5-11 in morning. Afternoon of same day, observed male 
coming to and from nest while female remained inside preparing nest with the material the male kept gathering - 
AHill.
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:56:31 AM - Female seen incubating.
tfitanides - 5/23/2011 12:32:29 PM - No activity with nest for 45-minutes. No adults heard in area.

5/16/2011 7001496 ANHU Closed EP78 15 feet from AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Could not refind 
nest; possible 

predation?

5/27/2011 Adult flushed upon arrival and stayed in the area; 1 egg observed in the nest. 05/16/2011 (C.Allen).
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 6:06:42 PM
Did not find nest with questionable coordinates and description - or nest may be gone. See comments on first page. 
Should resurvey location with this nest in mind.
sritt - 6/8/2011 2:38:36 PM
No nest or hummingbirds found anywhere near described area. - sritt - 6/8/11

2/24/2011 5000051 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
240+94.47, MH-15L

0 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Difficult to monitor 
nest in high traffic 

location. Nest 
monitoring 

chronology suggests 
this nest may have 

fledged in early May.

6/14/2011 4/8/2011 - Adults foraging and returning to nest - feeding nestlings potentially.-BL
4/16/2011 - BUSH exiting nest 16:22. - RR
4/30/2011 - BUSH pair tending this nest with multiple trips 1440. - RR
tfitanides - 5/6/2011 3:31:28 PM - Pair of BUSH seen gleaning and at nest.
emorgan - 5/27/2011 1:33:15 PM
No birds observed at nest for 20 minutes.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 1:16:08 PM
Adult observed carrying prey items into nest.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 2:53:08 PM
Nest site was monitored by 2 biologists for 30 minutes and no bushtit activity was observed.

4/5/2011 5003353 RTHA Closed EP319  AR 135 feet to AR; 290 feet 
to temp ROW tower site.

500 feet Buffer was reduced to 
300 feet, then was 

moved back up to 500 
feet.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Downy nestling(s) 

not seen for 3 weeks; 
nesting attempt 

appears 
unsuccessful, or less 

likely, fledged.

5/16/2011 RTHA on nest another at nest, became alert at 500 feet; 1 hawk flushed when truck approached to 190 feet, other 
bird tolerated truck driving to about 150 feet away but flushed due to foot traffic - 4/5/2011 IM
4/7/11 - Hawk on nest in high winds. - SR
4/9/11 - Adult bird was on nest for at least an hour. - SR
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 - Large downy nestling stading high in nest. NBM to 300 feet.
fhoffman - 4/23/2011 3:14:18 PM. During surveys on Saturday, 4/23, adult flushed at 300 NB and became 
distressed. Adult gave distress calls from neighboring tower, while we were on foot and we were unable to complete 
surveys along pre-existing access road. Buffer moved back out to 500, with drive thru access only. Activity at EP 319 
restricted to outside 500 ft buffer. Nestling observed by RA.  
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - No nestlings or adults observed.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 4:55:05 PM - No activity observed. Adult RTHA seen on adjacent SWPL tower two structure 
locations to the west.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 1 adult observed perched in tower to west, but no young have been seen for 3 weeks. Makes 
this biologist believe nesting attempt was probably unsuccessful; lesser option would be that unseen nestling(s) has 
fledged. (Surrounding landscape is remarkably barren with very, very few plants.)
jpawlicki - 5/16/2011 12:50:58 PM - observed nest for 1.5 hours. No adults observed in vicinity of or on nest and no 
nestlings observed in nest. Nest determined to be inactive.
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5/27/2011 7002384 NRWS Closed Alpine Underground - 

MH-18
0 feet; within work area. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Due to inability to 

directly observe nest 
it is not possible to 

determine this nest's 
outcome.  

7/1/2011 emorgan - 5/27/2011 10:13:44 AM - Pair carrying nesting material into cavity.
emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:31:27 PM
Swallows observed entering cavity.
shampton - 6/9/2011 1:11:09 PM
NRWS observed entering hole.
jpawlicki - 6/10/2011 3:40:33 PM
Adult observed entering cavity and remained in cavity for 20 minutes before flushing out when observers walked 
by.
shampton - 6/16/2011 12:09:43 PM
NRWS entered hole at 0652.
shampton - 6/23/2011 11:36:52 AM
NRWS observed exiting nest hole at 1134.
shampton - 6/30/2011 1:06:14 PM
NRWS  was observed entering hole at 1304.
bfischer - 7/11/2011 3:38:43 PM
No activity was seen in vicinity of nest during 1/2 hour observation.  Inserting a minis (mirror?) into the opening 
created no reaction, nor were any nestlings visible in the nest.
shampton - 7/21/2011 4:56:35 PM
No NRWS's observed entering or exiting hole or anywhere in area during 25 minute observation of nest hole (1010-
1035) nor were any NRWS's detected anywhere in the surrounding riparian habitat during weekly Least Bell's Vireo 
survey (0740-1010) this morning (7/21/2011).  When hole was inspected with mirror no birds flushed or were visible 
inside.  No construction was occurring on, under, or near the bridge on 7/21/2011 during these observations.  
CLOSED.   

7/11/2011 7003026 NOMO Closed TL639 - 379522 80 feet to AR. 100 feet Drvie through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 07/17/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/18/2011

The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed constru

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Early season nest, 

likely fledged.

rradd - 7/11/2011 11:40:50 AM
Precautionary GPS poiint. Nest is complete, freshly lined and empty.This nest could be just fledged or just about to 
recieve eggs (the latter is suspected).
rradd - 7/19/2011 12:11:50 PM
No improverments. Change to Closed.

5/26/2011 7002373 LENI Closed TL 639 - 171651 25 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; drive 
through access only.

•No pedestrian traffic or vehicular stopping, standing or construction work will 
occur within the buffer.
•Signage restricting traffic to 10mph speed limit within the buffer will be posted.
•The proposed work activities are low impact, short in durat

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Egg shells found but 

no nestlings ever 
observed. Since 

young are able to 
move short distances 
from Day 5 and are 

well-feathered at Day 
12, nesting 

chronolgy suggests 
successful fledging, 
but definitive proof 

not obtained.

6/18/2011 phoward - 5/26/2011 12:15:20 PM - Female flushed from nest. Incubating two eggs.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 12:41:40 PM - Female flushed from incubating two eggs when biologist approached on foot at 
12-feet.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 2:24:56 PM - Adult incubating; did not flush when biologists quietly approached to within 10-
feet.
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 11:55:16 AM - Nest empty. No LENI observed during 15-minute search of surrounding shrubs. 
Some LENI shell fragments located 12-feet from nest. Female was possibly brooding during 6/10 nest check. Nest 
presumed to have fledged successfully.

4/8/2011 5003388 ACWO Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 
pullsite - driveway 

entry

40 feet to AR entry. 100 feet One day of pre-construction survey staking is planned, followed by one day of 
potholing with a 2-3 person crew.  Soundwalls may be erected to not impact 
nests during potholing.  After this, construction traffic should be allowed, as the 
odds of impacting 

6. INDETERMINATE. 
European Starlings 

occupy nest that was 
identified as an 

Acorn Woodpecker 
nest before.

4/20/2011 04/08/11 - Female and male ACWO observed entering nest cavity (R. Abe, M. Dicus).
13 Apr - ACWO at cavity but competition from EUST. - RR
vnovak - 4/20/2011 7:18:22 AM - Nest closed due to occupation of identified nest by starlings.

3/12/2011 6003222 BUSH Closed Helix Yard AR 20 feet to AR boundary. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
First nesting attempt 
indeterminate from 

5/26/2011.

7/5/2011 Bushtits observed building nest, currently 30% complete (3/12/2011). 
16 Mar - Construction continues - RR.
29 Mar - Nest appears complete. BUSH enters @ 15:58 - RR.
5 Apr - BUSH enters nest 1625. ANHU stealing nest material. - RR.
13 Apr. No BUSH detected at this nest. - RR
20 Apr. Agitated adjacent COHA makes monitoring difficult. No detections. - RR
26 Apr. BUSH carrying items to nest 1745. - RR
3 May BUSH carrying food into this nest 1735. - RR
10 May BUSH carrying food to nest 1801. - RR
18 May No BUSH detected atnest, but pr. noted carrying material elsewhere - unable to follow due to proximity to 
COHA. Will monitor again 1755. - RR
26 May No BUSH detected during 30 min. obs. New nest found. Change to closed. - RR
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5/7/2011 7001008 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 171663 0 feet; in pole. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed within approved 
limits.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Immature birds on 
5/31/2011 do not fit 
nesting chronology 

for nest. Nest 
monitoring date not 
complete enough to 

determine nest 
outcome.

6/18/2011 shampton - 5/7/2011 10:44:53 AM  Male singing near nest and borts adults repeatedly entering bracket. Nest 
material visible in bracket.
shampton - 5/19/2011 6:37:42 PM  Adults observed entering bracket and singing nearby.
imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:45:23 AM
Nest was checked by lineman at the direction of an avian biologist. No adults were observed. An incomplete clutch 
of 3 eggs was present.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 4:34:34 PM
Three House Finches (male and two female/immature types) perched on wires within 20 ft. of nest with one female 
flying around at briefly perching near, but not at nest. No other activity observed at nest after 30 mins. of 
monitoring.
kkilpatrick - 6/10/2011 2:10:56 PM
Nest was observed for 5O minutes, and no activity at the nest was observed. Four House Finches were observed 
flying by nest location. One adult male was observed as well as an adult female and two juveniles.  The female was 
observed feeding one  of the juveniles while the three birds were perched on the transmission line approximately 30 
feet from the nest site.
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 12:27:20 PM
No HOFI activity during 20-minute check. Closed.

6/2/2011 7002426 KILL Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Initial observation 
data unable to be 

located.

6/4/2011 phoward - 6/5/2011 11:21:50 AM
No eggs or nest were found; no birds seen in area. Nest likely failed from rain or preadation.

4/1/2011 5003337 ANHU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

25 feet from Londono's 
driveway.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Intact nest vacant; 

possibly fledged but 
period between 
observations is 

shorter than fledging 
period.

5/27/2011 Female on nest. Not disturbed by vehicle or foot traffic. 1 April 2011 - IM (gps not functioning, mapped by hand.)
Female on nest - imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:26:11 AM,
19 Apr - Female ANHU on nest 1028. - RR
27 Apr - No ANHU visiting this intact nest. Presume fledged and change to Closed. 1100. - RR

4/14/2011 5000821 VERD Closed Thomas Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Lack of monitoring 

data between visits.

5/17/2011 J & M Dicus - 4/14/2011 - Adult carrying food to nest.
J & M Dicus - 5/17/2011 11:33:28 AM  Nest empty; no Verdins observed at or near nest; nest presumed complete 
due to duration since last check being long enough to hatch and fledge young, due to lack of eggs or nestlings in nest 
and no adults in vicinity of nest. Nest is also located outside of active portion of yard and does not affect 
construction.  Buffer signs removed - closed.

5/5/2011 7000986 HOWR Closed TL 639 - 171629 85 feet from pole, 80 
feet from east access 

road.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction will occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Lack of nest 

monitoring makes 
nest outcome 
questionable.

5/23/2011 mdicus, ghuffman - 5/5/2011 7:44:12 AM - HOWR observed bringing food to nest cavity in pole.
Nest site closed due to breeding chronology that this nest would have either fledged or failed by now - kalberts - 
5/23/2011 12:37:40 PM.

3/7/2011 6002386 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 10 feet 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Limited  

maintenance of nest 
occurred, although 
no nesting activities  

(egg laying) occurred 
this season.

6/1/2011 Entrance a little rough and unkempt though overall nest is in fair condition. 
Showery and cooler weather has somewhat suppressed territorial activity this afternoon.  Calling territorial bird was 
active across the area this morning but not seen using this nest. 3/7/11
18 Mar - CACW calling across this territory - at least 2 birds present. - RR
24 Mar - CACW calling from high perches across this territory. - RR
30 Mar - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
5 Apr - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
25 Apr CACW calling from this location 1736. - RR
11Apr - CACW carrying nest materials to nest 10:30. - RR 
18 Apr CACW calling from perches associated with this territory. 1444 - RR
03 May CACW calling from this location 1305. - RR
10 May CACW continues to advertise this territory with new material piles, but no food carry. - RR
17 May CACW adding nest material 1635-1645. Only 1 CACW observed.  - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:16:02 PM - No CACW detected 1305-1335.
rradd - 6/1/2011 10:40:24 AM -This nest now discolored, collapsing and unimproved. Change to Closed.

3/31/2011 5003312 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Male HOFIs 

occasionally bring 
nest material to 

nests, but unable to 
determine actual 

presence or location 
of nest.  

5/11/2011 3/31/11 Observed male binging nest material into hole and leaving without it. Flagged (Cummings).
Status unknown. no birds observed 4-12 (FH/BA). 
26 Apr - No confirmation of nesting detected from outside the Sub. No positive obs. since 31 Mar, change to 
Inactive. - RR
2 May - No change observed during substation construction. Change to Closed- RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:53 PM  No activity.  Closed.
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4/27/2011 7000920 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 

May have fledged 
but uncertain.

5/12/2011 27 Apr - MODO incubating 2 eggs 0710. - RR
5 May - MODO incubation continues 0658. - RR
12 May Nest empty 0654. No signs of predation in or under nest. Change to Closed. - RR

4/21/2011 5000868 OTHE Closed IV Substation 0 feet; in substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 40 
feet.

This nest is high up on man-made structures inside the yard; birds exhibit high 
tolerance of current human construction activity.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring ceased 
after determination 

that nest was 
occupied by EUCD, 

a species not 
protected by the 

MBTA.  Monitoring 
chronology suggests 

old nest visited by 
kingird and 

subsequently 
occupied by non-
protected species.

6/4/2011 vnovik - 4/21/2011 2:04:37 PM - kingbird flushed from nest area.
shampton - 5/10/2011 10:57:41 AM  Nest is empty, has a lot of scats on it and underneath it on the ground. appears 
to have fledged.  No birds observed near nest - Closed.
barnold - 6/3/2011 AM Nest in this area now has three or four Eurasian Collared Dove nestlings, a non-covered 
introduced species under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. Removed ESA.
barnold - 6/4/2011 7:12:40 AM
This area currently has an introduced Eurasian Collared Dove nest with 3 or 4 lightly feathered nestlings. Removed 
ESA.

5/24/2011 7001945 MODO Closed CP21 12 feet from AR, 270 
feet from CP-21.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring 

chronology and 
biomonitor's report 
suggest possible 

fledging.

6/6/2011 shampton - 5/24/2011 11:50:30 AM - Adult flushed off of nest; 2 eggs present.
rradd - 6/1/2011 2:09:30 PM
Presumed described location and Garmin GPS location are 20' apart on brushy hillside. No MODO, nest or eggs 
found near either location.
Will survey once more before closing.
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:32:42 PM
Nest empty. Only feathers and grass as evidence of nest. Nest assumed successfully fledged as no birds in area.

5/3/2011 7000970 MODO Closed TL 6916 - 771471 95 feet from ROW. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Mourning doves as a species are well adapted to human activities and 
urbanized settings similar to the location of this nest. The nest is under the eave 
and on top of a conduit box on the side of a regularly used building.  The nest 
was constructed in an 

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
insufficient time for 

nest to fledge.

5/27/2011 One bird incubating. Pair seen. - sritt - 5/3/2011 11:10:03 AM
11 May - Unable to locate nest based on description. - RR
rradd - 5/27/2011 12:12:06 PM
Nest found unoccupied with HOFI removing nest materials.
Change to Closed.

4/13/2011 5000809 LAGO Closed EP27-1 35 feet from AR; 325 
feet from tower work 

area.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
nestlings possibly 

fledged (LAGO 
nestling period is 11 

days).

5/14/2011 sritt - 4/13/2011 11:01:39 AM - Male seen feeding female incubating on nest.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011  - Nest present; could not see bird until second visit when female observed incubating.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Bird incubating.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Adult brooding.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - No birds or activity at nest site during 25 minutes of observation.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - No birds observed. Appears to be a failed nesting attempt.

6/18/2011 5003293 HOWR Closed CP81-1 25 feet from existing AR; 
200 feet to tower site.

100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
nestlings possibly 

fledged.

7/1/2011 rradd - 6/18/2011 9:16:10 AM
Nest is active again. Second clutch. HOWR pr. carrying food to cavity @ 2-5 min. intervals 0832-0910.
rradd - 6/25/2011 9:30:07 AM
HOWR pr.continue to quietly provision this nest - multiple arrivals and departures 0911-0929
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:23:00 PM
No detections during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 7/8/2011 2:30:58 PM
Change to Closed.
Single HOWR detection during 40 min. obs.did not enter cavity.
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5/17/2011 7001492 LASP Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 

Monitoring 
chronology suggests 
successful fledging 

of nestlings was 
possible. Lark 

Sparrow incubation 
is 12 days and 

nestlings may leave 
nest at 6 days; also 

could have been 
predated.

6/8/2011 PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Lark Sparrow nest reported by yard biomonitor; nest on ground under steel bar with 3 eggs 
being incubated. Adult didn't flush until I was within15 feet (to position the nest on pentab). Pair returned to nest 
quickly after I vacated, while only 40 feet away. 100 foot buffer flagged.
pkonrad - 5/24/2011 4:10:33 PM
Adult perched near nest calling territorially loudly.
barnold - 6/2/2011 11:58:05 AM
Bio-monitor reported Lark Sparrow perched near nest.
pkonrad - 6/8/2011 2:51:24 PM
Nest empty and apparently abandoned; probably predated. No adults in area - closed.

3/30/2011 5003295 CACW Inactive EP226-1 95 feet 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
this nest was built for 
uses other than egg-

laying.

6/3/2011 Pair of CACW observed adjacent to nest; nest appears to be the start of a new nest; monitor for activity and nest 
building 3-30 IM.
No change in nest start; Cactus wren singing close by 4-4 (PK).
shampton - 4/12/2011 4:14:37 PM- no new material. No CACW nearby.
Closed, due to no activity and never completed nest-building. kalberts - 4/17/2011 3:56:07 PM
CACW observed in new nest directly above old nest in the same cholla. 100 foot buffer impacts temporary work 
area, but should not preclude construction since foundation type is micropile. (CA) - 05/07/2011 09:22 AM
RAbe - 5/23/2011 3:12:28 PM - Nest is nearly complete. No CAWR observed in area, but it is late afternoon and very 
windy.
barnold - 6/3/2011 - Nest inactive; no wrens.
barnold - 6/3/2011 12:00:51 PM
No Cactus Wren activity during 25-minute observation period. Other bird species seen and heard. Nest considered 
Inactive. May become Active again in the future.

4/21/2011 5000876 HOWR Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 50 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install a new 230kV Bay near the western perimeter fence. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Wren nest is well 
concealed in suspended vertical pole along fence and as such is surrounded by 
a 'built-in' material buf

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
wrens may have 

successfully fledged 
about 5/25/2011.

5/25/2011 barnold - 21 April 2011 9:17:54 AM - House wren pair observed bringing nesting material into upper, south-facing 
hole in pipe suspended from fence. Adjacent to electrical box and other components associated with fence security 
system.
26 Apr - HOWR exiting this location 0740, no other activity observed - RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 1:21 PM  No activity observed during 25 minutes of monitoring this feature.
2 May HOWR continues active at this nest 1015. - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 10:10 AM - Wren observed coming to pipe twice, after 10 minutes of observation.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:04 AM - Bio-monitor observed House Wren at pole on 17 May.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:10 AM - No activity observed during brief observation period.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:19 PM - No activity observed during brief period today, nor during 4 hours of observation time 
by bio-monitor since 27 May. Nest Closed.

6/23/2011 7004641 BUSH Closed Helix CY 20 feet to AR boundary. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring likely 

coincided with end of 
nest period. Nest is 

intact and in fine 
condition, so 
possibility of 

successfully fledged 
second brood is 

high.

7/13/2011 rradd - 6/23/2011 2:39:33 PM
BUSH have re-activated this nest for another brood. Pair bringing food to nest 1435.
rradd - 6/29/2011 9:16:02 AM
No detections 0810-0840.
rradd - 7/7/2011 2:04:44 PM
No BUSH detections at this nest 1332-1402.
rradd - 7/13/2011 12:59:46 PM
BUSH near but not entering nest. Timeline suggests this nest has finished.

4/1/2011 5003338 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet; within work area. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest apparently 
never occupied. 

Cause 
indeterminate.

4/16/2011 Pair observed building nest. Nest is about 95% complete. Point entered by hand. 1April - IM
8 April - Pair bringing nest material to nest.-BL
16 Apr - No activity 0900-0930 - RR
22 Apr - No activity observed, nest appears large and complete, location makes incubating bird difficult to detect - 
RR 0800-0830 - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:04:46 AM - No activity observed, ,nest appears large and complete, location makes incubating 
bird difficult to detect. 
30 Apr - No activity detected for 2 weeks, nest now festooned with spider web. Change to Closed. - RR
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4/25/2011 7000892 BUSH Closed Alpine Yard 50 feet from imapct 

area.
100 feet ESA staked at yard 

limits.
Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated t

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest complete and 

no signs of 
predation.

5/27/2011 emorgan - 4/25/2011 9:45:00 AM - Pair of bushtits bringing nest material to nest that appears to be almost 
complete.
jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 12:15:45 PM
Observed intact and complete nest from 25 feet for about 40 minutes. No adults observed at nest and no Bushtits 
(adults or fledglings) observed or heard in vicinity of nest or area. Nestlings presumed fledged or nest failed. Nest 
closed.

3/24/2011 5003279 CALT Closed Sycamore Yard Approximately 50 feet 
from yard.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest could be not be 
relocated; may have 

been predated.

3/30/2011 blohstroh 3/24/2011
No eggs. 
rradd 3/30/2011
No nest found as described. Closed, and buffer removed, after discsussion with blohstroh.

5/4/2011 7000981 ANHU Closed CP63-3 AR 35 feet to AR gate. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest gone; unable to 

relocate nest.

6/3/2011 4 May - ANHU female sitting on complete nest. 1456
14 May No nest or ANHU detected ... cool overcast may be a factor. - RR
19 May Nest not found. - RR
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:34:39 PM
26 May Nest not re-found.
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:35:31 PM
Final 30 min search unable to relocate this nest. Change to Closed.

6/16/2011 7002505 HOOR Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

36 feet to AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest has been 
destroyed by 

unknown causes, but 
adult carrying food 
nearby suggests a 

suvivor.

7/15/2011 rradd - 6/16/2011 at 0915
HOOR female adding nest lining material in constant company of adult male 0915.
rradd - 6/23/2011 10:00:21 AM
Female departs nest 0947, returns without food 0959; likely incubating.
rradd - 6/30/2011 9:26:52 AM
Incubation continues; female HOOR on nest for 30 min intervals, no food carry obs.
rradd - 7/7/2011 8:52:04 AM
HOOR male carrying food to nest @ 4-8 min. intervals, female not seen 0800-0830.
rradd - 7/15/2011 7:42:06 AM
Nest torn up, with lining materials exposed and fallen to ground. Male HOOR carrying large insect near destroyed 
nest 0736 suggests at least 1 fledgling has survived.

2/14/2011 5000898 BUSH Closed EP223-1 and TSAP 55 feet from corner of 
work area.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest last observed 
past fledge date.

4/22/2011 Bushtit pair was observed bringing nesting material (lichen, spider web silk, etc.) to the nest. The nest is perceived to 
be greater than 90% complete at this time.  2/14/11
imaunsell - 4/22/2011 11:42:53 AM - Nest past fledge date. Unknown fledge date - closed.

4/21/2011 5000864 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - Z171693 850 feet east of tower. 300 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have been 

satellite nest. No 
activity at nest after 
nest was built. New 

nest observed 
elsewhere.

5/5/2011 Pair building nest, male made 6 visits to nest in 5 minutes, bringing nest material - blohstroh - 4/21/2011 12:01:59 
PM.
Pair apparenly not using nest, but nest still in OK condition, somewhat frayed. blohstroh - 4/28/2011
Nest not in use, new nest to NW. blohstroh - 5/5/2011

4/27/2011 7000923 BUSH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

40 feet to driveway 
entry.

100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

NBR Submit Date: 05/05/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/06/2011

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near H

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have 

fledged.

27 Apr - BUSH pair bringing food to nest at 10 minute intervals 1346. - RR
5 May - BUSH perched close to nest, exchanged contact calls. New clutch? 1150 - RR
eelias - 5/12/2011 8:07:24 AM - All quiet at 5 minute visit to nest.
19 May - Nest difficult to update without flushing adjacent BCHU. Activity low. - RR

3/31/2011 5003308 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

4/26/2011 3/31/11 - Pair bringing nest material to two left pipes. Collecting grass from adjacent habitat. Placed flagging around 
leg of structure.(Cummings).  
04/04/11 - Pair still bringing nesting material to left pipe (Dicus & Abe).  
Nesting material in west-facing pipe on western side of south eastern-facing bus. No other activity observed 4-12 
(FH/BA).
19 Apr - No HOFI detected. - RR
26 Apr - No nesting behavior observed at this cavity 0900-0930.  Change to Inactive. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:46 PM  No activity at this location.  Change to Closed.
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3/31/2011 5003310 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 

Nest may have never 
been completed - 

behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

5/2/2011 3/31/11 - Pair observed copulating and then female entered pipe. Flagged (Cummings). 
No birds observed. Status unknown 4-12 (FH/BA).
2 May - No activity since 31 Mar. Change to Closed. - RR

3/31/2011 5003307 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

7/14/2011 3/31/11 - Observed female bring nest material to nest with male following closely. (D. Busby)
barnold - 4/12/2011 11:42:01 AM - Nest observed, but no activity.
19 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
26 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
2 May - Nest material visible and HOFI nearby but no nest visits. Change to Inactive - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 11:30 AM  This nest appears inactive.  Finches seem to be actively using nest on the western 
end of the same structure.
barnold - 5/19/2011 8:54 AM No activity at this nest.
emorgan - 7/14/11 - Changed status to closed.

4/29/2011 7000939 HOFI Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; in substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 25 
feet.

- House finches as a species are accustomed to human activity and frequently 
nest within man-made structures.
- Nesting commenced at this site during on-going work and maintenance at the 
substation
- The nest is located within a cavity providing a natur

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

5/31/2011 kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:28:31 PM - A pair of house finches were observed entering and exiting a small cavity.  
Biomonitor observed the birds entering the potential nest site for the first time on 29 April.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 4:13:46 PM
Male observed entering cavity.
sritt - 5/31/2011 5:52:11 PM - Pair of birds seen nearby but never entering cavity over 45min period.

5/20/2011 7001910 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

5/24/2011

4/12/2011 5000783 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed - 
behavior observed 
likely a part of the 

site selection 
process.

5/2/2011 Adult observed entering repeatedly. 4-12 (FH/BA)
19 Apr - No active use of this cavity detected. - RR
26 Apr - No active use of this cavity detected. Change to Inactive. - RR
2 May - No change observed during substation construction. Change to Closed. - RR

4/29/2011 7000940 HOFI Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; in substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed - 
behavior observed 
may be part of the 

site selection 
process.

5/31/2011 kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:17:50 PM - Stick nest visible  at bottom of a breaker box. No bird on nest; however, 
Biomonitor has observed house finches fly in and out of nest.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 4:19:53 PM
Nest present, No bird observed
sritt - 5/31/2011 5:54:26 PM - Large amount of old fecal material on nest.   No birds seen near nest during 45 min of 
observation.   Nest closed.
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4/30/2011 7000958 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 

Nest may have never 
been completed - 

such behavior 
frequently observed 
to be part of the site 
selection process.

7/5/2011 pkonrad - 5/24/2011 1:20:02 PM
Pair actively building nest above rear axle of tank. As many as 8 finches interacting near tank.
barnold - 6/5/2011 4:22:04 PM
Lots of House Finch activity around rear of tanks and fence.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 12:02:07 PM
Female collecting material below nest sites and nest building in lower wheel hub of northern-most dual wheels. Male 
perched nearby displayed to female when she perched on fence.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 5:02:04 PM
Female flushed from nest site, but cannot see nest to check for eggs or nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 12:58:02 PM
No finches observed at or near nest site; appears nesting attempt failed - closed.
sritt - 7/5/2011 5:34:29 PM
same as above. nest pulled.

4/25/2011 7000896 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within work area. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
water usage permissible. 

A condition of the approval to drive through the buffers would be that no foot or 
vehicle traffic unrelated to the water truck/tank process be allowed to stop within 
the buffers; this is requested for ingress/egress only. Nesting commenced on 
this structu

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed; 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

6/8/2011 Female seen repeatedly carrying nesting material into wheel housing. Male constantly singing within 10 feet. - sritt - 
4/25/2011 3:34:10 PM
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - Did not observe birds during my visit, but yard bio monitor thinks female is incubating.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - No birds observed, but assigned Chambers monitor, Eric, will watch for activity.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No finches observed during extended observations; biomonitor hasn't seen finches in area this 
week; appears desertedfor undetermined reasons - closed.
emorgan - 5/23/2011 2:16:10 PM - Female observed incubating and male singing outside of nest.
barnold - 6/2/2011 11:49 AM - Adult House Finches flew from nest area to oak tree upon approach.
phoward - 6/5/2011 12:22:07 PM - pair observed near nest location.
pkonrad - 6/8/2011 3:17:09 PM
No finches observed in area during 2 extended observation periods or during ground checks of elevated water 
tanks.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 1:55:57 PM
No finches observed in area today (30 minutes) or yesterday; biomonitor Drew observed no finches today - closed.

5/5/2011 7000987 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 379637 0 feet, located on pole. 100 feet Removal of insulator would compromise nest.  A buffer reduction is not 
appropriate.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may never have 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

6/1/2011 mdicus, ghuffman - 5/5/2011 - Female HOFI observed carrying nest material into base of insulator.  
Possible House Wren nest in base of bottom insulator on east side of pole.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 3:11:17 PM
No HOFI observed at pole for a 45-minute period. Status changed to closed.

5/3/2011 7000975 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 771471 55 feet from AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may never have 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

5/31/2011 barnold  & sritt - 5/3/2011 9:14:54 AM  Adult female came to nest repeatedly bringing nest material, escorted by 
male. This nest is in preliminary stages of construction.  On Alliant University property.
16 May No HOFI detected at this location during 30 min.obs.1630 - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 4:35:21 PM
27 May No HOFI detected 1500-1515
31 May No HOFI detected 1620-1635
No complete nest was ever observed. Change to Closed.

5/7/2011 7001009 HOFI Closed TL 639 - Z171670 0 feet; on pole. 100 feet Not a candidate; nest is on the pole itself. 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may never have 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

5/19/2011 RAbe - 5/7/2011 9:46:23 AM - Female HOFI carrying nest material into bracket in presence of male. 100 foot buffer 
flagged w/yellow tape.
tfitanides - 5/19/2011 2:08:54 PM - Nest is no longer present. No HOFI activity associated with bracket.

4/21/2011 5000865 HOFI Closed IV substation 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 10 
feet.

Nest is hidden from general work site, and other reductions for this species on 
this project illustrate that this species is tolerant of a high degree of human 
activity and presence.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may never have 

been completed - 
behavior observed 

likely part of the site 
selection process.

6/3/2011 vnovik - 4/21/2011 1:15:13 PM - Female carrying nest material.
NBM WLA concurence to reduce buffer to 10 feet on 4/26/2011
shampton - 5/10/2011 11:39:58 AM  No birds near nest, observed for 15 minutes and again for 10 minutes a half 
hour later.
barnold - 6/3/2011 8:20 PM No House Finches in area. Nest Inactive.
barnold - 6/3/2011 8:20:08 PM
No House Finch activity in area. Nest Inactive.
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3/25/2011 5003280 HOFI Closed Encina Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 

feet.
Nesting commenced with all current work activities in place, therefore, buffer 
should be reduced to not impact nest, but still allow construction.  A 30 foot 
buffer is recommended.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may not have 

been completed; the 
behavior observed 
may be part of the 

site selection 
process.

5/20/2011 barnold - 5/20/2011 11:01 AM - No birds observed at this nest since shortly after its discovery. It has been 
reclassified to Closed.

3/31/2011 5001257 HOFI Closed CP50-1 80 feet from AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest not found on 
follow-up surveys.

4/11/2011 Female on nest.
3/31/2011 - Unable to find nest - RR.
4/11/2011 - Nest unable to be relocated. Closed. - RR
11 Apr - Buffer removed.- RR

2/25/2011 5000896 CALT Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet; within yard limits. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest not relocated; 

may have been 
predated.

4/16/2011 Could not be relocated on follow-up visit, and was assumed predated. kalberts - 4/16/2011 11:27:11 AM

4/7/2011 5003380 HOWR Closed CP83-1 AR 45 feet to existing AR; 
195 feet to tower area.

100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage is 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest outcome is 

indeterminate but 
possibly fledged.

6/6/2011 04/07/2011 - House wren repeatedly carrying nest material into cavity.  Buffer affects access road (J&M Dicus, R. 
Abe).
barnold - 4/19/2011 8:35:55 AM - House wren emerges from cavity in response to investigating Anna's hummingbird 
at about 0730.
28 Apr - HOWR continues to be active at this nest. - RR
05 May HOWR singing near this opening, but no entry or exit observed. - RR
14 May No HOWR detections here.
20 May Male HOWR brings food to female who re-enters nest 1542. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 3:45:20 PM - HOWR carries food item to cavity nest
rradd - 6/10/2011 12:34:05 PM - No HOWR activity detected at or near this cavity. Presume fledged. Change to 
Closed.

4/22/2011 5000882 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 100 feet from nearest 
conductor replacement.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest outcome 

unknown due to 
restricted access.

6/7/2011 emorgan - 4/22/2011 8:49:22 AM - Nest contains four eggs. We did not see any birds approach the nest during the 
hour we were observing it.
emorgan - 4/28/2011 11:10:48 AM - Female house finch approached and entered the nest while male sat on top of 
building.
11 May - Male HOFI nest guarding on top of bldg 1450. - RR
rradd - 5/27/2011 11:35:33 AM - HOFI fly in and out of this area 3 times during 30 minute observation, but nest not 
visible from outside substation.
rradd - 6/2/2011 7:02:01 AM - No HOFI detections at this nest 0640-0700.
rradd - 6/7/2011 5:03:53 PM - HOFI no longer visit this nest. Change to Closed.

4/22/2011 5000880 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 50 feet to nearest 
conductor replacement.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Highly tolerant species for which project precedent has aready been set. 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest outcome 

unknown.  

6/7/2011 emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:22:22 AM - House finch pair entering pipe and defending it from starlings. There is nesting 
material in the pipe.
emorgan - 4/28/2011 11:15:08 AM - Female house finch is incubating.
11 May Nest material visible in each of 3 short (E-W) conduits. No HOFI detected 1445-1515. - RR
rradd - 5/27/2011 10:18:08 AM
HOFI pr. continues breeding activity atop this structure.
rradd - 6/2/2011 7:05:14 AM
No HOFI detected at this cavity 0640-0705
rradd - 6/7/2011 5:14:05 PM
HOFI activity appears to have shifted to Bank 31.
Change to Inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

3/31/2011 5003323 CAGN Closed CP63-3 375 feet from access 
road.

300 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest remained active 
for sufficient time for 
nestlings to fledge.

5/21/2011 31 Mar - In dense sage adjacent to chaparral broom on derelict fence-line.
7 Apr - Pair remain active at this site. Observation from 200' suggests incubation with nest exchange @ 0740. - RR
20 Apr - Pair active at general nest location per observations from access road (approx 200'). Presumed nest 
exchange, male food carry. 0910. - RR
14 May No CAGN detected during 1 hr. area search. - RR
21 May No CAGN detected during 1 hr. area search. Change to Closed. - RR

7/8/2011 7002620 LEGO Closed CP81-1 0 feet to AR 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest was abandoned 

for unknown 
reasons.

7/22/2011 rradd - 7/8/2011 3:02:18 PM
LEGO female repeatedly gathering spider silk and carrying  to nest site. Male accompanies 1455.
rradd - 7/16/2011 11:29:54 AM
LEGO female leaves nest 1124, male calling.
rradd - 7/22/2011 10:47:05 AM
No LEGO detections at or near this nest during 30 min.obs.
rradd - 7/27/2011 3:15:44 PM
Change to Closed.
Nest has been abandoned; no LEGO detections during 30 min. obs.
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6/7/2011 7002473 WEKI Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet 15 feet It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 

Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
            •             These western kingbirds have become well
            acclimated to the curren

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest was initiated 
near the end of 
WEKI breeding 

season and multiple 
nests a possible 
indicator of weak 

nest fidelity.

6/26/2011 barnold - 6/7/2011 4:50 PM
Nest about 80% complete, about 18 feet above the ground. No eggs in nest. Western Kingbird bringing nest material 
to nearly completed nest.  
rradd - 6/9/2011 12:52:36 PM
WEKI feeding mate at nest suggests egg-laying is imminent. Birds flush easily and remain away from nest for 
extended period.
Second nest has been constructed on corresponding leg of adjacent tower #72.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 9:31:33 AM
Observed in morning by bio-monitor to be using nest #65. Pair was using nest in tower base #72 when avian 
biologists arrived. Undetermined which is final nest for pair.
mkuehn - 6/14/2011 1:55:39 PM
this pair is now using only this nest and the nestin adjacent tower #72. according to biomonitor, female sits in one 
nest for one hour, then forages several minutes before sitting in other nest for one hour, and so on. we observed 
female sitting on nest in tower 65 from 1049h to 1150h. thenshe was off until 1153h when she sat ionnest in tower 
#72 until we left at 1212h. existing 50 foot buffer adequately provides protection from disturbance at both nest sites. 

tfitanides - 6/15/2011 3:27:01 PM
Female sat on nest in adjacent steel #72 for ~25-minutes before flying off for 7-minutes. Upon return she sat in nest 
in steel #65 for 5-minutes, then returned to sit in nest of steel #72 for remainder of observation (25-minutes). Male 
observed briefly, hawking from nearby steel structure.
rradd - 6/17/2011 11:10:59 AM
WEKI on nest #72  from 1028-1054 without interruption, then left for only a few seconds to accept food from mate. 
Incubation appears to be in progress. Sat tight while adjacent Porta-loo was serviced and water-truck operated at 
buffer limit. Mate perches several towers distant and gives soft contact calls from time to time when bringing food.
rradd - 6/24/2011 10:34:30 AM
No WEKI detections at or near this nest site during 1 hr. obs (RR, M Dicus). Breeding attempt appears abandoned.
Change to Closed.
barnold - 6/26/2011 3:03:01 PM
Nest is empty.

6/21/2011 7002533 AMRO Closed TL 639 - 397518 60 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest was never 

established to be 
occupied.

7/11/2011 6/21/2011 at 1344.
Bulky grass nest of coarse grasses. AMRO at nest briefly. Monitor again to verify activity status.
rradd - 6/27/2011 12:36:43 PM
Obscure nest appears current, occupants difficult to detect. AMRO pair agitating nearby.
rradd - 7/5/2011 2:47:51 PM
Foliage obscures this nest and entry to it. No AMRO detected during 30 min obs. Monitor once more before 
closing.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:44:26 AM
Change to Closed
No activity detected at this nest during 30 min obs.

5/11/2011 7001426 CALT Closed CP18 70 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nesting chronology 
indicates nestlings 
may have fledged 
before nest was 

damaged.

6/1/2011 imaunsell - 6/2/2011 9:35:33 AM
Status changed to closed due to monitoring comment
tcooper - 6/1/2011 11:26:23 AM
Nest empty, partialy destroyed.

3/10/2011 6003206 BUSH Closed Hartung Yard 30 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, 

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nesting chronology 
suggests fledging is 
possible, but cause 
of damage to nest 

unknown.

4/20/2011 16 Mar - BUSH enters nest @ 17:30 - RR
25 Mar - BUSH briefly in tree but not seen at nest. Rainy weather inhibits activity 1015-1100 - RR
28 Mar - BUSH heard near tree, but not seen near nest. - BL
6 Apr - BUSH detected carrying food (caterpillar) near nest 0935. - RR
13 Apr - BUSH making multiple visits to crown of tree at 1030. This nest is exremely difficult  to see. - RR 
20 Apr Nest appears damaged. BUSH present no longer associating. Change to Closed. - RR

4/12/2011 5000787 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finch nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator fan screen and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' m

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nesting chronology 
suggests possible 

fledging.

6/27/2011 barnold - 6/1/2011 1:30:08 PM
Flushed female from nest, nestlings present.
barnold - 6/4/2011 8:22:02 AM
The above refers to another House Finch nest accidently entered here. This nest looks intact, but is located high up 
on the west endof a transformer block and can not be looked into. Assume it is still active.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:28:01 AM
Female on nest with construction activity nearby.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:02:25 PM
Female on nest, not much construction activity in area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 11:50:20 AM
Nest no longer present. Nest likely fledged young, then removed by others for material. Closed.
barnold - 6/27/2011 12:57:10 PM
Nest discovered in containment basin of transformer located well to the east. Probably relocated to this area by 
Common Raven. Unclear if nest successfully fledged prior to this.
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5/3/2011 7000966 LEGO Closed Elliott Substation 70 feet to substation; 50 

feet to AR.
100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 

Nesting outcome 
indeterminate. Based 
on prior observations 

and projected 
fledging date of 

nearby LEGO nest, 
successful fledging 
seems probable.

5/28/2011 3 May - LEGO nest still under construction - appears near complete 0956. - RR
11 May - Nest still incomplete, no LEGO detected 1015 during 30 minute observation. - RR 
16 May - LEGO pair active at this location, presumed incubation 1040. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 11:28:14 AM - Well-concealed nest difficult to locate in waving canopy foliage on windy morning. 
Pair LEGO busy here with much contact calling. Presume nesting activity continues.
rradd - 5/31/2011 9:38:44 AM - No detections during 30 minute observation. Nest may have fledged. Change to 
Closed.

5/25/2011 7002361 LENI Closed TL 6916 - 973039 20 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nestlings are cryptic 

and able to move 
away from nest at 5 
days age. Possibly 
undetected during 

monitoring.

6/18/2011 tcooper - 5/25/2011 - 2 eggs; female flushed off nest 20 feet from pedestrian.
fhoffman - 5/31/2011 4:27:49 PM - Adult flushed at about 30 feet. 2 eggs being incubated.
tcooper - 6/6/2011 12:06:35 PM - 2 semiprecocial downy nestlings on ground 10 feet south of original locaton. Now 
beneath chamise, 15 feet east of road in line with buffer sign and rock cairn. Monitors should be extremely carefull 
where they step, the nestlings can move and are very cryptic. Signs not pulled yet
shampton - 6/17/2011 7:37:02 PM
No nestlings found. Searched described location and surroundings for 45 minutes. No nighthawks flushed or seen 
flying in area.
fhoffman - 6/18/2011 2:19:59 PM
No nighthawks seen or heard.

6/3/2011 7002438 ANHU Closed Hartung Yard 10 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, 

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nestlings possibly 

fledged before nest 
fell.

rradd - 6/3/2011
ANHU on nest (found by bio-monitor) with some droppings at rim, suggesting hatched young.
rradd - 6/9/2011 1:42:25 PM
Two large young in nest. 
rradd - 6/17/2011 10:02:47 AM
Nest was constructed on a dead hanging branchlet, no longer present. Young appeared close to fledging and 
possibly did so before nest fell.

3/9/2011 6002394 RCSP Closed CP86 85 feet to corner of 
tower site.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Buffer may be left as 100 feet, but biomonitor should monitor within that area of 
tower site where buffer slightly extends. 

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nestlings were not 
observed though 

chronology 
appropriate  for 

fledging

4/22/2011 RCSP observed with nest material and gave pair interaction calls.
17 Mar - Pair present, calling territorially from song-posts 'til at least 17:30. - RR
28 Mar - Nest in good condition and pair calling nearby. Little activity observed near nest.
16 Apr - Could not inspect nest due to presence of large (annoyed) ruber rarrlesnake. RCSP agitated at site. Assume 
active at this moment. - RR
22 Apr - RCSP detected foraging in area, but not associating with nest or food carrying. Assume fledged or predated. 
Change to Closed, remove nest buffer. - RR

2/25/2011 5000457 BUOW Closed Thomas Yard 0 feet; within yard, but 
away from work areas.

250 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
No continued access 

allowed at site.

6/22/2011 One adult present. Originally found and documented in mid-December still occupied during nesting period. Sites are 
1/4 mile SE of active yard; will not affect yard or construction activities.
Adult present at burrow entrance 3-25 (PK).
JDicus 4/14/2011 - Pair observed at burrow entrance (both remained near nest entrance for 15 minutes, female went 
back inside nest).
PKonrad - 4/15/2011 - Adult pair present at burrow entrance;  buffer signs installed.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - No owls observed; lots of mutes just SE of burrow.
J&MDicus - 5/17/2011 - Male observed 15 feet southeast of burrow entrance.
barnold - 6/4/2011 1:47:07 PM - Burrowing Owl flushed while searching for sign.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 3:15:38 PM - No owls observed above ground near burrow during 20 minutes of observation 
and burrow check.
pkonrad - 6/22/2011 10:39:15 AM - Female Burrowing Owl standing next to burrow entrance; male perched on metal 
fencepost 80 feet east of burrow.

6/23/2011 7002552 BGGN Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

50 feet to AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
No nest was ever 

confirmed within the 
100 foot buffer.

7/7/2011 rradd - 6/23/2011
BGGN pr present for 2 wks. Male carrying food to thicket repeatedly, but flushes easily and does not return.
rradd - 6/30/2011 12:50:07 PM
BGGN heard but not seen near this location during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 7/7/2011 12:13:50 PM
Change to Closed.
No BGGN detections during 30 min. obs. 
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3/23/2011 5003265 OATI Closed EP220-1 90 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 90 

feet.
Vehicular traffic is 90 feet away, and should be allowed, considering the 
distance, and that this is a cavity nest, which provides a natural buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Not enough data to 
determine outcome 

because it is unclear 
how far along in 

breeding chronology 
pair was on initial 

observation.

4/21/2011 3/23/2011 - T. Cooper and D. Busby were following pair off and on for an hour and eventually saw adult carrying food 
into a small cavity in a scrub oak. Nest is candidate for nest buffer reduction since it is just within the 100 foot buffer. 
Pair was agitated by my presence but vehicle traffic 90 feet away shouldn't cause disturbance.
No titmice in area 20 minutes 4-5 (PK).
4/7/11 phoward: - titmice heard nearby; no nest visits after 20 mins.
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - No birds in area during 15 minutes; may not be active anymore.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - No birds or sign of activity; status inactive - could be closed.

6/2/2011 7002436 OTHE Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

6 feet from AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Not enough data to 
determine whether 
nest was active at 

time of detection and 
during monitoring. 

Nest was not 
completed.

6/16/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 at 0730
Unknown species flushed.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:09:35 AM
Nest unoccupied 0720.
rradd - 6/16/2011 9:51:34 AM
Nest unoccupied. Change to Closed due to lack of detections and nest appears incomplete.

4/29/2011 7000942 HOFI Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; inside substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 25 
feet.

- House finches as a species are accustomed to human activity and frequently 
nest within man-made structures.
- Nesting commenced at this site during on-going work and maintenance at the 
substation
- The nest is located within a cavity providing a natur

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Not enough 

monitoring data.

5/31/2011 kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:38:07 PM - A small stick nest can be seen inside a metal framework of the  breaker 
structure. A pair of house finches were observed entering and exiting the structure. Biomonitor first observed the pair 
entering the site or 28 April.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 4:08:34 PM
House finch observed near nest.
sritt - 5/31/2011 5:49:53 PM - Nest has large amount of old fecal material. No birds seen entering cavity. Nest 
closed.

6/6/2011 7002459 MODO Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 50 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Observations 

indicate possible 
fledging.

6/29/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011
Adult incubating.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 4:08:53 PM
Nest found with incubating adult on 6-6; Still incubating today.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 12:28:11 PM
Dove incubating or brooding; dove activity in area.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 1:00:09 PM
No doves in area during 60 minute observation period in area; no sign of birds at nest. Will check status again.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 12:50:00 PM
No doves observed during 90 minutes working in area; no activity at nest - closed.

6/1/2011 7002408 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 10 feet •House finches routinely nest in close proximity to man-made structures and are 
very tolerant of nearby human activity.
•This pair tolerates human encroachment to less than 10 feet of the nest.
•The portion of the yard where the nest is located is cu

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Outcome of nest 

unknown, but nesting 
chronology suggests 

fledging possible.

7/6/2011 eelias - 6/1/2011 2:33:38 PM
This nest does not appear complete. During a 30 minute observation, no activity was detected.
eelias - 6/1/2011 3:08:52 PM
After 40 minutes of observation, the male and female house finch landed on the nest spool. The female entered the 
nest site twice during the visit. Neither time did she have nesting material.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 9:43:26 AM
Nest partially lined. No birds observed visiting nest during 30 minutes of observation.
jpawlicki - 6/6/2011 1:13:16 PM
Female on nest and male singing in vicinity. 10 foot buffer installed around nest.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:33:24 PM
Female flushed from the nest; 3 eggs were observed in the nest.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:29:54 AM
Nest has at least 1 nestling.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:52:24 PM
No sign of nest or finches; mutes found below nest description locaction - closed.

4/26/2011 7000908 MODO Closed Elliott Substation 18 feet to AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Outcome unknown 
because biologist 

could not view nest 
contents.

5/31/2011 26 Apr - Probable nest in flat fork on east side of tree. Agitated AMRO in tree for 15 minute observation period - 
RR
03 May - Changed from AMRO to MODO incubating. - RR
11 May - MODO on nest 1038. - RR
16 May - MODO incubation continues 1135. - RR
23 May - No MODO visible on nest, but location obscures contents. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 11:56:16 AM - No MODO detected 1145. Change to Closed.
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2/25/2011 5000435 ANHU Closed TL 6916 - Z771472 3 feet from pole. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 

feet.
Buffer approved to 30 feet for vertical and horizontal buffers, as nest is fairly well-
concealed within exotic vegetation and human activites regularly occur 30 feet 
from nest everyday.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Presumed lost to 
natural causes, 

nestlings from this 
early-season nesting 

attempt potentially 
fledged prior to storm 

damage to nest.

3/28/2011 Nest remains active as of 2/25/2011. 
3/28/11 - Nest appears unkempt and no longer in use. No adults active in area - D. Busby

3/2/2011 5000474 CACW Closed EP254-3 45 feet from temp ROW; 
90 feet from permanent.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Probable alternate 
nest and rebuilt but 
no nesting behavior 
was conducted at 
this nest before 

became was weather-
damaged.

5/23/2011 Nest materials show few signs of aging. Grasses are undarkened, feathers and fibers appear reasonably fresh. Nest 
is not fully enclosed. 3/2/11
Nest has lost it's structure and collapsed. Opening and main chamber in a state of disrepair. Status changed to 
inactive. No birds observed in the area. BHart -3/11/11
Good-looking nest; 1 bird seen carrying nesting material. Agitated behavior given when near nest. - sritt & sjohnston - 
4/28/2011 8:47:19 AM
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - New material added to old nest. No Cactus Wrens in area, but 1 singing far to the southeast.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - No change; no birds in area.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Nest is flattened by weather and entrance(s) are not open; could be rebuilt, as it was earlier, 
but for now it is closed.

3/31/2011 5003311 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
State of nesting 

chronology during 
first observation is 

unknown. Nest may 
have fledged, but not 

observed.

5/11/2011 3/31/11 - Female of pair observed going to the nest. Flagged (Cummings).
barnold - 4/12/2011 10:32:14 AM - Status indeterminate.  No birds observed.
19 Apr - No HOFI observed using this opening. INACTIVE. - RR
2 May - No change observed. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:59 PM  No activity observed.  Change to Closed.

barnold - 6/16/2011 2:47:19 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 1:42:26 PM
House Finch activity in general area.

4/13/2011 5000813 LEGO Closed CP81-1 0 feet to AR; 230 feet to 
tower work area.

100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Success or failure 
unknown as nest 

was hidden by 
growing thick 

vegetation that it 
could not be 
relocated.

5/14/2011 13 Apr - LEGO female building nest. Directly above edge of road, easiest to see from N side. - RR
20 Apr - LEGO at nest 1338. - RR
28 Apr - Abundant foliage now obscures this nest. LEGO male actively territorial 1210-1240. RR
05 May - Territorial male LEGO present, but nest not found. 
14 May Nest not refound. Change to Closed. - RR

5/10/2011 7001431 CATH Closed EP90-1 AR 85 feet to AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Sufficient time 

elapsed for nest to 
fledge.

5/27/2011 Female flushed from nest but then returned; 3 eggs; very secretive. dbusby - 5/10/2011 5:15:10 PM
      nest checked 5/20/2011 by EM, RA, TC.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - Nest in excellent shape, but it is abandoned. No sign of thrashers, egg shells, or nestlings; 
nest lining clean but pulled up a bit - probably predated - closed.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 2:01:07 PM
No sign of thrashers, eggs, egg shells, or nestlings at nest, in bush, on ground, or in the surrounding area.

5/12/2011 7001458 MODO Closed CP51-2 AR 0 feet; within house 
area.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Unable to determine 
if nesting chronology 
suggests fledged or 

if nesting attempt 
failed before 

fledging.

5/25/2011 12 May - MODO brooding at least 1 small nestling 0948. - RR
19 May  MODO no longer present. 1012. - RR
25 May MODO not present. Change to Closed. - RR
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3/17/2011 6003249 OTHE Closed CP65-1 320 feet to TSAP; 400 

feet to tower site.
100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 

Unable to monitor 
due to land access 

issues.

3/17/2011 emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

7/11/2011 7003025 BHGR Closed TL 639 - 872360 80 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 07/17/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/18/2011

The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed constru

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Unknown if eggs 
were ever laid.

rradd - 7/11/2011 12:01:11 PM
Female BHGR brooding well-hidden nest; contents unknown.
rradd - 7/19/2011 12:09:09 PM
Nest intact, no BHGR detected. Possibly fledged; cannot see into bottom of cup. Monitor once more prior to closing
rradd - 7/25/2011 2:06:20 PM
Change to Closed.
Nest is clean and empty. No BHGR detected  during 1hr in vicinity.

3/10/2011 6003215 WBNU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from Londono 
driveway.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Unknown if fledged 

prior to being evicted 
by House Wren.

WBNU Repeatedly entered cavity for a minute or so at a time. Pair calling and nest exchange, so likely incubating.
16 Mar - WBNU carrying food to cavity. RR
3/18/11 - DBusby observed male carrying food to cavity.
24 Mar - No detections. Cold weather possibly suppressing nesting activity. - RR
31 Mar - Pair present at cavity, 1 bird stationed at entry 1440-1505. - RR
Pair present near cavity. imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:30:24 AM
19 Apr - Cavity contains many sticks, suggests predation by HOWR (present). 1114. - RR
26 Apr - HOWR pair appear to now be using this cavity 1154. Nest closed for WBNU.

6/10/2011 7002489 ATFL Closed CP83-1 69 feet from AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Unknown if this site 
was ever selected.

7/8/2011 rradd - 6/10/2011
ATFL pr. bringing food to cavity 1002.
rradd - 6/18/2011 11:31:21 AM
ATFL nest guarding and hawking insects near cavity, but not entering 1100-1130.
rradd - 6/25/2011 12:30:01 PM
No ATFL detections at or near this cavity 1145-1215
rradd - 7/5/2011 10:32:43 PM
No ATFL detections at or near this cavity during 30 min.obs. Monitor one more prior to closing.
rradd - 7/8/2011 4:35:20 PM
Change to Closed.
Multiple ATFL interactions away from this cavity suggest alternate nest site outside the 100' buffer was selected.

6/21/2011 7002535 BHGR Closed TL 639 - 579519 16 feet to AR; 100 feet 
to work.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Unknown whether 

nest was abandoned 
prior to egg laying or 
if nestlings fledged 
earlier in season.

7/14/2011 rradd - 6/21/2011 
BHGR pair attending this perhaps incomplete nest.
barnold - 6/28/2011 7:11:20 AM
Adult male in bush mallow, I didn't approach to search for nest. Male heard singing south of tower, and chasing 
female.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 12:15:43 PM
Dead leaves in nest. Closed.

4/6/2011 5003369 HOWR Closed CP82-1 20 feet off AR; 250 feet 
to tower area.

100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. 
INDETERMINTATE. 
Nesting chronology 

indicates brood could 
have been raised 
during monitoring 

period however there 
were no behavioral 

observations 
indicating fledging.

5/4/2011 4/6/11 - Adult observed bringing sticks to cavity. Buffer flagged, no ESA signs. Candidate for nest buffer reduction 
since access road will only be used for brief thru-traffic. (DBusby)
13 Apr - HOWR pair entering cavity 1530. - RR
barnold - 4/19/2011 8:33:10 AM - House wren enters cavity at 0830.
30 Apr - HOWR vigorously defending this nest. - RR
5 May - No HOWR detected associating with this nest - RR

7/6/2011 7002605 ROWR Closed Suncrest substation 0 feet in yard. 100 feet 7. REMOVED. 7/6/2011 7/6/11 Nest being built, located on 7/5/11. No eggs or nestlings wiithin cavity. 

6/20/2011 7002524 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

3 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. 6/19/2011

5/20/2011 7001913 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

6 feet from AR. 100 feet 7. REMOVED. 5/20/2011
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4/19/2011 5000857 HOFI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; within yard 

boundary.
100 feet 7. REMOVED. 4/26/2011 Finches began building nest about 0830;  Nest location elevated about 10 feet high, about 25 feet from track that 

water trucks pull up to fill (takes about 20 minutes to fill truck). Finches in and out periodically. 100 foot buffer signs 
installed 360 degrees around nest.  PKonrad - 4/19/2011 
sjohnston - 4/26/2011 12:57:07 PM - Nest was removed and stretch wrap use to exclude birds.

6/20/2011 7002523 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

7 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. 6/20/2011

6/22/2011 7002539 HOFI Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. 6/22/2011 The nest was 10-20% complete (not yet formed into bowl) with no eggs. New nest was not there yesterday, but was 
discovered this morning (6/22/2011); no birds were seen near nest.  Alternate nesting sites are abundantly available. 
The nest was removed.  Pieces of wood were placed in the nest location to prevent reconstruction of the nest.

5/6/2011 7000998 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet; directly over work 
area.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

Agency concurrence to remove nest before completion of nest was obtained, as 
nest had no eggs, and would have definitely failed following the construction 
detail and installation of sound barriers.

7. REMOVED. Nest 
intentionally 

removed; see 
justification.

5/7/2011 5/6 - BCHU in final stages of nest construction. No eggs laid 1048. - RR
5/6 - Nest intentionally removed following concurrence procedures - kalberts - 5/7/2011 7:24:18 PM

4/29/2011 7000946 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard - East 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 0 feet Nest in early stages of construction; removal simply forces the HOFI pair to build 
on non-project materials/substrates.

7. REMOVED. Nest 
was physically 

removed from spool, 
following agency 

concurrence.

4/30/2011 barnold & shampton- 4/29/2011 9:15:13 AM  Adults active around nest.  Nest in preliminary stages of construction. 
Biological monitor observed nest material being brought by adults.  In spool marked L41-B29009.  Nest being built 
behind ABB sign.
barnold - 4/30/2011 1:28:21 PM - Nesting material removed with concurrence of Wildlife Agencies. Removed the 
afternoon this nest was discovered.

4/29/2011 7000937 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet, nest is inside 
yard.

100 feet 7. REMOVED. Nest 
was removed 

following agency 
concurrence.

shampton - 4/29/2011 10:38:08 AM  Nest is partially complete. Both adults observed with nest material; mostly 
bringing fine material, male bringing large material.
shampton - 4/29/2011 4:07:15 PM - Closed.  Removed nest with agency concurrence.

6/23/2011 7002550 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

2 feet 100 feet Nest removal 
concurrence.

This nest, still in a very early stage of construction, was in the path of proposed 
sound walls and its completion would have required altering the pending 
construction plan.

7. REMOVED. Nest 
was removed prior to 

egg laying.

6/23/2011

6/22/2011 7002541 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet; in staked work 
limits.

100 feet 7. REMOVED. Nest 
was removed prior to 

egg laying.

6/22/2011

6/28/2011 7002569 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 
East

0 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. Nest 
was removed when 

5% complete 
following CDF&G 

acknowledgement. 
Nest was discovered 
on reel scheduled for 
immediate use. Nest 

was deemed a 
candidate for 

removal based on 
detection during 

early stages of nest 
building, and the 
abundance of s

7/28/2011

5/31/2011 7002401 WEBL Closed Alpine Underground - 
Loritz property

0 feet; within work limits. 100 feet 7. REMOVED. 
Removed during 

early nest building 
stage.

6/6/2011 emorgan - 5/31/2011 8:02:22 PM - Pair observed carrying nesting material into cavity.
mkuehn - 6/6/2011 4:13:10 PM
Nest has been removed and screening placed over pipe entrance. All  signs removed from buffer.

6/20/2011 7002525 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

3 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. See 
comments in 
previous tab.

6/20/2011
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4/25/2011 7000891 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 7. REMOVED. WLA 

concurrence to 
remove nest. Nest 

was removed before 
completion of nest 

building.

4/25/2011 Observed house finch pair bringing nesting material 15 minutes after crane was moving around.
imaunsell - 4/25/2011 7:40:18 AM - WLA concurrence to remove nest on 4/25. Nest removed on 4/25. No eggs or 
nestlings present. Material removed from site.

2/1/2011 5000890 OTHE Closed EP257 150 feet from temporary 
ROW of tower site.

100 feet 8. OUTSIDE 
BUFFER AREA.

4/16/2011 Grass nest appears weathered and inactive. 2/1/11
Nest material flattened and barely recognizable as a former nest 4-4 (PK).
Closed officially due to prior observation results and distance greater than 100 feet from work area. kalberts - 
4/16/2011 11:13:55 AM

7/14/2011 7004629 MODO Active TL 639 - 872360 28 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 07/17/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/18/2011

The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed constru

N/A mdicus - 7/14/2011 11:58:36 AM
2 doves flushed from nest area. well built nest with fresh lining appears un-used.
rradd - 7/19/2011 10:44:46 AM
Nest appears fresh and uncompacted
rradd - 7/25/2011 1:49:58 PM
Fresh feathers in nest suggest recent use, but no eggs. MODO detected in nest vicinity which is visually screened 
from AR, but not at nest .  Drive-through and walk-through construction is occuring.

7/14/2011 7004631 HOOR Active Alpine Underground 
431-00l

20 feet from Alpine Blvd 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

N/A shampton - 7/14/2011 3:05:36 PM
Pair seen going to nest. Female incubating /brooding, flushed when observer was directly below nest, otherwise 
tolerant of human activity and construction (work inside nearby  vault and  flaggers).
shampton - 7/14/2011 4:52:10 PM
Construction activities were occurring during bird behavioral observations on 7-14-11 (1400-1445 hrs).  Activities 
consisted of  men working below ground inside vault.  On surface were air conditioners (ventilating vault) and 
generators running, pick up trucks, tent, traffic control equipment, and flaggers.  Nearest work was about 40 feet 
away.  
sritt - 7/23/2011 4:55:36 PM
Female repeatedly bringing food to nest.

7/13/2011 7004627 BCHU Active Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge.

30 feet 100 feet N/A vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:03:26 PM
Adult observed on nest.
imaunsell - 7/25/2011 10:29:04 AM
Female adding material to nest and incubating.

7/12/2011 7004224 CACW Active EP243 and 12kV AR 15 feet from 12Kv AR 100 feet N/A pkonrad - 7/12/2011 11:53:00 AM
Newly completed nest has wren calling to west.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 11:42:04 AM
Nest looks similar to last week; pair of wrens 60 feet north of nest; calling low as though aggitated.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 11:14:17 AM
Entrance doesn't look recently used and it is partly blocked by a cholla button, but nest in good shape overall. Wren 
observed and calling closer to nests located to west, or the wren may have followed biologist as he checked nests in 
the greater area and called twice at that time.

7/7/2011 7002611 CACW Active EP257 and AER Yard's 
AR

50 from south access 
road and 150 feet from 

100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

N/A eelias - 7/7/2011 8:47:07 AM
Jean noted an adult Cactus Wren making frequent trips with nest material to this nest. This nest is 35% built.
mkuehn - 7/20/2011 11:55:49 AM
A pair of cactus wrens was observed; 1 wren was on a rock with nesting material near the nest, the other was flying 
around. The first wren put the material down and followed the other cactus wren into a bush; then, a third cactus 
wren followed the pair. The nest is mostly built but no eggs - Jean 7/20/2011 11:48 AM.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 2:07:48 PM
Nest complete and interior is totally covered with feathers; chamber is very shallow and exposed. No wrens observed 
or heard.

6/8/2011 7002477 HOFI Active CP54-1 - Londono 
property

13 feet from evacuation 
route.

100 feet N/A rradd - 6/8/2011 at 1345
HOFI forming cup in loose grass nest atop light fixture at front door.
rradd - 6/16/2011 4:20:25 PM
HOFI on nest 1548.
rradd - 6/23/2011 8:41:07 AM
Female HOFI brooding empty nest.
rradd - 6/30/2011 1:39:51 PM
Female HOFI continues to brood empty nest.
rradd - 7/7/2011 12:15:33 PM
Female HOFI incubating 4 eggs.
rradd - 7/15/2011 6:03:44 PM
HOFI continues to brood this nest 1050.
rradd - 7/20/2011 10:34:35 AM
4 fuzzy nestlings present 1022; eyes still closed.
rradd - 7/26/2011 2:03:07 PM
No HOFI approaches nest during 30 min. obs; at least one nestling present.

7/8/2011 7002619 ACWO Active CP 82-1 50' to AR 100 feet N/A 07/08/2011 - Adult ACWO pair using cavity; 1 went inside cavity and remained for 30 minute observation period.
rradd - 7/16/2011 11:31:09 AM
ACWO pair left this tree in response to observer and didn't return during 30 minute observation period. No bird 
visible in cavity.
rradd - 7/22/2011 10:48:26 AM
No ACWO activity at this cavity during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 7/27/2011 1:14:10 PM
Male ACWO in this cavity 1308-1312, then departs.
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7/15/2011 7004635 MODO Active CP50-1 AR Hamlet 

Residence
50 feet to existing 

roadway
100 feet N/A rradd - 7/15/2011 8:11:14 AM

MODO on nest - 1 egg visible.
barnold - 7/21/2011 12:33:31 PM
Female on nest.
rradd - 7/26/2011 10:29:11 AM
MODO on nest 0955; contents not visible.

7/15/2011 7004653 BTSP Active EP 274-1 109 feet to work area; 
115 feet to TSAP 

100 feet N/A jgalang - 7/15/2011 10:27:49 AM
Black-throated sparrow seen on the nest. Observer approached to within 2 feet of the nest and the bird did not flush. 
Contents unknown but an observer noted nest was empty on 7/8.
sritt - 7/22/2011 3:22:52 PM
2 eggs in nest. Adult singing + showing aggressive behavior.
sritt - 7/22/2011 4:21:19 PM
A helicopter spent about three minutes hovering 100' above the TSAP during the survey. It became apparent that the 
wind, dust, and noise disturbance caused by such activity  would most likely cause this nest to  fail. Bio-monitor must 
keep close eye on this.
sritt - 7/26/2011 5:57:48 PM
2 young downy chicks in nest. eyes still closed. Adult approached nest+ was confronted by a Shrike . Sparrow 
flushed + Shrike perched on nest  for ~15 seconds before leaving. 2 chicks left in nest. Adult eventually returned.

7/19/2011 7004659 HOFI Active San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; in San Luis Rey 
Substation

100 feet N/A barnold - 7/19/2011 10:07:08 AM
Nestlings heard vocalizing when female approahes and enters nest. These nestlings sound fairly large, and as such 
will likely fledge within a week or so. Female came to nesr several times while work was occurring within 45 feet of 
nesr. As such, a 30-foot buffer will likely suffice.

7/19/2011 7004660 MODO Active EP291-1 87 feet to tower work 
area

100 feet 80 feet. NBR Submit Date: 07/27/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/28/2011

A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 80 feet is requested and is not 
anticipated to impact the likelihood for this nest to fledge successfully for the 
following reasons:
•The nest is l

N/A fhoffman - 7/19/2011 10:19:56 AM
Adult incubating 2 eggs.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 2:23:04 PM
Dove still incubating 2 white eggs in ground nest.

7/19/2011 7004661 NOMO Active TL 639 - 371519 3 feet form AR. 100 feet 90 feet. NBR Submit Date: 07/26/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/25/2011

Concurrence from Debbie Leonard, Helix Environmental:

I reviewed SDG&E’s NBM/NBR Request that includes an NBR to 90 feet and an 
NBM to 8 feet for northern mockingbird nest ID 7004661. The

N/A rradd - 7/19/2011 8:27:09 AM
Territorial mockingird sings incessantly from nearest lattice tower and flies to song posts sourh and west but not north 
into territory of pair at NID 7002601.
rradd - 7/25/2011 3:21:37 PM
Material added to nest: still not ready for first egg.

7/14/2011 7004633 ROWR Active Kreutzcamp Yard AR 10 feet west of AR 100 feet N/A pkonrad - 7/14/2011 11:29:35 AM
Rock Wren flushed from nest crevice during bio nest visits Monday and Tuesday. 2 wrens observed; 1 entered 
cavity.
pkonrad - 7/21/2011 11:08:20 AM
Adult with insect in bill standing on small twig nest at opening of nesting cavity among rocks.
pkonrad - 7/27/2011 10:11:53 AM
At least 3 young nestlings being fed in the nest by adults that make food gathering forays and return to the nest. A 
few pebbles have been assembled to form an entry 'porch.' 

7/6/2011 7002604 LENI Active TL6916 - 774842 20 feet to AR 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

N/A phoward - 7/6/2011 8:28:10 AM
Female incubating 2 eggs.
tcooper - 7/15/2011 - Female brooding two downy chicks.
tcooper - 7/16/2011 2:22:05 PM
7/16/2011 10:00 AM - Female brooding two downy chicks.
rradd - 7/18/2011 6:55:20 AM
LENI brooding 2 downy chicks; feather quills just emergent on wings.
rradd - 7/25/2011 8:35:20 AM
Adult LENI flushed from nest area and remained nearby. Nest is empty and juveniles could not be located within a 
100' radius during 30 min search.

7/5/2011 7002599 LEGO Active Alpine Underground Approx 95 feet to work 
on  Pen Tab

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

N/A vnovik - 7/5/2011 4:13:57 PM
Bird on nest incubating.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 3:20:53 PM
Female incubating.
sritt - 7/23/2011 4:39:08 PM
Female incubating. 
pkonrad - 7/27/2011 1:23:49 PM
At least 2, probably more, small nestlings in nest.

7/5/2011 7002598 MODO Active Alpine Underground. 90 feet to work accord 
My to Pen Tab.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

N/A vnovik - 7/5/2011 4:11:21 PM
Mourning Dove incubating.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 3:16:27 PM
Still incubating.
sritt - 7/23/2011 4:34:06 PM
Incubating - brooding.
pkonrad - 7/27/2011 1:25:28 PM
Dove is brooding.

7/5/2011 7002593 CACW Active EP243 and new 12kV 
pole and AR

80 feet south of new 
12kV pole and AR

100 feet N/A pkonrad - 7/5/2011 1:40:29 PM
New nest with 1 egg evident in nest chamber; wren calling territorially nearby.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 11:41:41 AM
Nest seemingly unchanged, but no egg in nest; interior unlined. Wren calling to east.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 11:57:57 AM
Nest looks recently active; no wrens nearby; 1 of 2 nests active in area.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 11:17:19 AM
Nest looks a bit weathered; 1 wren observed 50 feet north and called twice.
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4/27/2011 7000919 CACW Active EP231A  AR 90 feet from AR; 1400 

feet for EP231 A.
100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 

traffic allowed.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction will occur within the buffer. The 
Agencies concurred to the following:
Traffic can pass through all three nest buffers since the road 

N/A shampton - 4/27/2011 12:45:22 PM - Nest appears complete. CACW heard singing in area.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Fresh nest; no birds.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No changes.
vnovik - 5/13/2011 1:33:48 PM - Nest intact.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - Nest still looks fresh and new; no wrens.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:38:44 PM
Grasses from nest  blocking entrance; no wrens observed or heard.
sritt - 6/6/2011 10:38:34 AM
Entrance hole appears to have been neatened up. No  wrens observed in area.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 4:24:23 PM
No apparent change to nest; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 11:00:21 AM
Nest entrance looks good; no wrens heard or seen in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 1:25:52 PM
Entrance large and recently used; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 1:03:07 PM
Nest wet from rain but in good shape; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 12:50:01 PM
Nest entrance has not been used recently; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 2:22:32 PM
New nest has been built just above original nest since last week; looks complete with entrance facing southwest. 
Original nest looks good (entrance faces southeast). No wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 10:50:16 AM
New nest looks active with large open entrance. Original nest doesn't appear to be active recently, judging from 
grass across entrance. 1 wren called once from a distant location to the south.

7/5/2011 7002591 CACW Active EP245 AR 15 feet southeast of AR 100 feet N/A pkonrad - 7/5/2011 10:45:05 AM
New nest; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 10:22:25 AM
 1 Cactus Wren near new nest; no contents in nest bowl.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 10:24:32 AM
Nest has a hole through bottom of chamber. No wrens active in area. Will change status to Inactive until nest is 
repaired or abandoned.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 10:26:20 AM
Nest has been repaired and improved and has 3 non-wren feathers added to entrance. No wrens in area, but 
observed 1 wren about 300 feet northeast of nest; no calling.

6/27/2011 7002563 ATFL Active Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within Sycamore 
Substation.

100 feet 30 feet NBR Submit Date: 06/29/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/01/2011

A Nest Buffer Reduction to allow work to occur under the superstructure will 
result in a minimum buffer of about 30 feet of the newly discovered Ash-throated 
Flycatcher nest (vertically), wh

N/A barnold - 6/27/2011 2:15:58 PM
Adult observed entering pipe four times during the observation period (9 to 2). Also, pair seen at pipe, one standing 
by while other entered opening.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:55:32 PM
Adult observed entering pipe nest cavity.
barnold - 7/12/2011 9:06:13 PM
Adult brought food to nest twice during 10-minute observation period.
barnold - 7/13/2011 7:24:34 PM
Adult observed bringing food to nest, even during nearby front-end loader work.
barnold - 7/14/2011 4:51:00 PM
Adult flew to perch on 69kV superstructure above nest at 1:05, then flew to nest and briefly entered pipe at 1:07. This 
first adult sits at nest pipe entrance, looking around area until 1:13 when second adult flew into nest. First adult 
stands on top of nest pipe entrance, then flies off at 1:15, and immediately returns with food then leaves again.
barnold - 7/16/2011 4:27:08 PM
Friday 15 July 2011 Adult entered nest at 11:20. Both adults arrive, one with food at 11:48. Adult with food perched 
on vertical pipe west of nest pipe, enters one, then another, and finally into the pipe opening with the nest (nest is 
located in eastern-most pipe in row of six). This adult quickly flew off. An adult returned at 11:59 and displayed the 
same behavior of entering two other pipe openings before entering nest pipe. At 12:02 an adult flies down to 
transformer and perches till 12:08. A second adult flies to perch at 12:08, then enters nest at 12:09 and flies off at 
12:11. Both adults return at 12:17, both leave shortly thereafter. Both return at 12:25,  one briefly enters nest then 
flies off while other stays on vertical pipe perch two bays to the west and eventually flies off. At 1:32 both adulrs 
return to nest, and one immediately enters pipe opening. At 3:50 both adults at nest, one enters briefly then leaves.
barnold - 7/16/2011 9:08:32 PM
Adult at nest at 11:53.  At 12:27, adult brought food to nest, entered and departed after 12 seconds.  Adult broyght 
food at 2:15.  Adult at nest at 4:15.  Adult at vertical perch at 6:15.
barnold - 7/17/2011 4:31:09 PM
Adult incidentally observed at nest at 0722 and 1115. Adult brings food at 1224, enters then emerges without food.  
Adult brings food at 3:43, leaves shortly thereafter. At 3:52, both adults return to nest, one with food flies to vertical 
perch, other flies directly to nest pipe opening. Adult with food then flies into nest. In the meantime, a female House 
Finchperches atop the vertical nest pipe. The adult flycatcher, upon emerging from the opening, aggressively 
engages the HOFI and drives her off.
barnold - 7/21/2011 3:22:49 PM
Adult at nest pole entrance.
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5/6/2011 7001004 ACWO Active Alpine Underground - 

Wood pole P78818
10 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

N/A tfitanides - 5/6/2011 4:21:16 PM - Three adult ACWO on Pole. One entered nest cavity.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 12:23:13 PM. Adult observed exiting cavity and re-entering repeatedly.
kkilpatrick - 5/31/2011 1:05:03 PM
6 ACWO were active around the wood pole and near the cavity at the top of the pole. 1 ACWO observed entering 
the cavity; 1 AcWo was aggressively chasing other bird species away that flew to within 30 feet of wood pole.
pkonrad - 6/9/2011 3:43:40 PM
3 woodpeckers on top of pole; 1 entered cavity and exited; other periodic woodpecker activity at this site.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 10:08:10 AM
Periodic Acorn Woodpecker activity at 2 nest cavities in adjoining poles; sometimes enter a cavity.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 12:01:11 PM
1 adult poking head out of cavity; others active in area, including at a pole on the south side of Alpine Blvd that is a 
grainery site.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 3:44:01 PM
1 adult inside cavity looking out at times; 2 others on pole.
pkonrad - 7/8/2011 4:37:17 PM
1 adult entered cavity; another was attentive at the entrance.
pkonrad - 7/15/2011 2:37:41 PM
Woodpeckers active at cavity; some entering and leaving cavity. At 1 time, an adult was throwing/spitting mouthfulls 
of excavated wood pieces out of cavity. 
sritt - 7/23/2011 1:41:18 PM
3 ACWOs entering and leaving cavity, and maintaining granary.
pkonrad - 7/27/2011 2:07:39 PM
1 woodpecker on pole or perched on crossarm near cavity; no birds observed at cavity entrance.

6/22/2011 7002544 CAKI Active TL 6916 - 774820 0 feet to AR. 100 feet N/A rradd - 6/22/2011
CAKI pair attending nest, no food carrying observed during 20 minute survey.
rradd - 6/27/2011 5:21:51 PM
Nest appears complete; no CAKI detected 1700-1515
rradd - 7/5/2011 5:03:43 PM
CAKI present for 15 mins but did not enter nest, no bird visible on nest 1630-1700.
rradd - 7/12/2011 9:19:05 AM
CAKI pr come to nest 0914.
rradd - 7/18/2011 10:48:45 AM
CAKI foraging and preening away from nest for 43 mins, ate 6 bees in 12 minutes, no food carrying, then apparently 
incubating 1044.
rradd - 7/25/2011 11:27:33 AM
No CAKI on nest nor detected near nest 1055 - 1125

7/19/2011 7004662 MODO Active TL 639 - 379520 30 feet from tower; 8 
feet from AR.

100 feet 20 feet A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 20 feet, as well as a restricted access 
nest buffer modification is requested. The purpose of the NBR is to permit 
ongoing pole top construction work to be completed at the adjacent site. This 
NBR/NBM combination s

N/A rradd - 7/19/2011 9:18:56 AM
Fresh layer of dried grass stems placed atop old platform and MODO pr observed copulating on adjacent wire 
suggests a new nest at this lication is in progress.
rradd - 7/25/2011 12:49:41 PM
Nest material shows compression; contains no eggs. Drive-through and walk-through construction is progress.

4/28/2011 7000931 CACW Active EP235-1 8 feet from permanent 
pad.

100 feet N/A pkonrad - 5/26/2011 11:35:29 AM
Nice nest looks unchanged; pair of wrens active 400 feet southwestt.
phoward - 6/6/2011 1:13:38 PM
group of three preconstruction workers were taking measurements 20 feet from nest when first arrived at site, 
informed them of buffer and they left. We found one egg inside the nest which was somewhat cold. no birds were 
seen entering nest but birds were heard over 100ft away towards top of hill
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 2:51:01 PM
No wrens observed or heard in area; nest looks used; can't see inside nest.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 1:19:06 PM
Many small downy feathers added to lower edge of nest entrance; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 2:59:11 PM
Wren obeerved and calling 75 feet southwest of nest; nest looks recently used.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:23:41 PM
Several wrens active in the area; yesterday's rain appears to have re-activated many birds. Nest is very slightly rain 
damaged.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 3:03:36 PM
Nest unused since last weeks' rain; no wrens in area, but several wrens are active about 400 feet southwest.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 1:24:50 PM
Nest looks good but may not have been recently used; wrens may have concentrated their activity on the improved 
nest to the west. No wrens in area, including to the southwest.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 12:30:59 PM
Nest looks unused with grasses laying across entrance hole.
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5/26/2011 7002359 OTHE Active Alpine Underground - 

MH-18
50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

N/A shampton - 5/26/2011 3:06:53 PM
WTSW's active at holes
emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:39:07 PM
Multiple pairs entering cavities.
shampton - 6/9/2011 12:15:59 PM
WTSW's active at holes.
shampton - 6/16/2011 12:24:09 PM
Multiple WTSW's entering and exiting multiple holes during 10 minute observation period.
shampton - 6/23/2011 11:31:24 AM
WTSW's observed entering holes at 0643.
shampton - 6/30/2011 3:26:39 PM
WTSW's entered and/or exited at least 7 different holes during 30 minute observation period (1305-1335); 2 of the 7 
holes were also used by NRWS.
bfischer - 7/11/2011 2:13:07 PM
Adults were seen flying into and out of nest.
shampton - 7/21/2011 5:37:39 PM
No WTSW's were observed entering holes or anywhere in the area during 25 minutes of observation (1040-1105). 
Today, during weekly Least Bell's Vireo survey of surrounding riparian area (0740-1010), only 1 WTSW was 
observed during a brief flyby, much higher than the bridge level.

4/28/2011 7000933 CACW Active EP235-1 25 feet to TSAP; 55 feet 
to perm pad, as 

mapped.

100 feet N/A pkonrad - 5/26/2011 11:32:11 AM
Nest unchanged except new feather added to entrance. Pair of wrens active 400 feet southwest of nest, but 
mockingbird singing next to this nest and active in this area.
phoward - 6/6/2011 1:10:16 PM
pair of wrens seen nearby nest, fresh feathers found inside nest. never saw pair enter nest but nest stll appears 
active and is in good condition
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 2:53:21 PM
Nest entrance looks freshly used; no wrens seen or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 1:24:09 PM
Several small downy feathers added to lower part of nest entrance; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 3:01:17 PM
Nest looks recently used; wren active southest of other nearby wren nest.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:26:19 PM
Several wrens active in area, singing and calling territorially. Nest very slightly rain damaged.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 3:01:06 PM
Nest has not been used since last weeks' rain; no wrens nearby, but wrens are active 400 feet southwest where there 
are several nests.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 1:21:33 PM
Nest is well-used with a large open entrance that has a layer of soft gray plant material added to the lower part of the 
entrance leading into the interior chamber, but no wrens active in the area, including to the southwest.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 12:29:25 PM
Large entance allows a look into chamber, which is well-lined with plant down; 1 wren heard calling near this nest 
during approach.

5/2/2011 7000959 OTHE Active EP244 Pullsite 400 feet to AR; 470 feet 
to pull site.

500 feet 350 feet It is the biologist's opinion that a nest buffer reduction from 500 feet to 350 feet, 
to permit drive-through use of the access road to sites EP244 and EP245 will not 
adversely impact the nest outcome, for the following reasons;
A) even at this nest buil

N/A pkonrad - 5/31/2011 10:10:51 AM
Male perched in creosote bush 80 feet east of nest; female presumed incubating, lying low in nest out of sight.
barnold - 6/3/2011 1:48:24 PM
Male perched on top of tall wooden post along wash, seen from Carrizo  Gorge Road.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 10:34:54 AM
Female incubating higher in nest; male perched nearby.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 10:39:44 AM
Female brooding (nestlings should be hatched/hatching); male not in area.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 10:33:38 AM
Female brooding/incubating; male not observed in area.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 10:27:17 AM
Female perched on side of nest feeding nestlings initially; later lying high in nest, brooding. Male perched low in 
nearby metal tower.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 10:23:36 AM
Female perched on side of nest. Male flew from ground south of EP243 with young cottontail prey; perched low on 
SWPL tower and fed.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 11:11:31 AM
 1 large downy nestling moving clumsily in nest (possibly another nestling lying low in nest?). Female perched on 
side of nest; male perched low in nearby SPFL metal tower.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 10:45:47 AM
Nestling lying low in nest; male perched on post northeast of nest and female perched on post southeast of nest.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 11:15:59 AM
Nestling lying low in nest; can see downy body. Adults perched on SWFL tower to northeast.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 11:02:04 AM
Nestling standing on nest, fully feathered and near fledging. Both adults perched on nearby metal tower to west.
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6/28/2011 7002576 CACW Active EP261-2 10 feet from trail to 

tower site.
100 feet N/A emorgan - 6/28/2011 8:59:21 AM

Nest in good condition.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 12:27:35 PM
Nice nest with large open entrance built recently; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/20/2011 10:56:01 AM
Nest looks active but no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 2:33:46 PM
Nest looks unchanged; no wrens active in area.

7/2/2011 7002588 CACW Inactive EP266-2 0 feet; nest is on TSAP. 100 feet N/A shampton - 7/2/2011 2:11:21 PM
Originally logged on 7/1/2011. Re-entered on 7/2/2011  due to IT malfunction. 
On 7/1/2011 at 1130 hrs - No CACW observed near nest in cholla. 1 CACW was singing 200 feet southwest of nest 
for a few minutes early in 4 hour survey of EP266-2 and TSAP. Nest was in good condition, complete. Lined, 
partially with white synthetic fluff. However, no CACW activity was associated with this nest.

Check once more prior to close.

6/30/2011 7002583 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

65 feet to staked work 
limits.

100 feet N/A 7/21/2011 vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:53:26 PM
Nest was found on 6/28/11. Nest was approx 80% when found. is now complete. Bird sitting in nest.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:48:49 PM
Incubating
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 12:02:54 PM
incubating
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:43:06 AM
observed male bringing food to nest
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:09:34 PM
Incubating
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:21:14 PM
Based on splatter presence, observations and chronology. Appears successful fledging.

6/17/2011 7002513 LEGO Closed CP70-3 AR 60 feet to AR. 100 feet N/A rradd 6/17/2011 at 1220
LEGO female finalizing construction with male in tow.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:26:21 PM
Nest appears mostly complete; male LEGO accompanies female carrying lining material.
rradd - 7/1/2011 9:57:57 PM
Female LEGO on nest, male alerting.
rradd - 7/8/2011 9:19:42 AM
Female LEGO comes to nest and settles 0847.
rradd - 7/14/2011 11:35:41 AM
Change to Closed.
No detections during 30 min obs. Presume fledged.

6/3/2011 7002444 COHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

65 feet to staked work 
limits.

100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implement

N/A 7/21/2011 vnovik - 6/6/2011 5:25:39 PM
Nest building, about 50% complete.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:03:20 PM
Nest compete with 1 egg.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:12:35 PM
1 egg; incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:04:50 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:59:23 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:25:40 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:13:02 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:42:02 AM
Incubating
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:19:17 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:04:34 AM
Appears to be Incubating.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:33:05 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:50:24 PM
Incubating.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:47:26 PM
Nestling observed in nest.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 12:03:58 PM
Nestling observed in nest.
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:43:36 AM
Female feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:09:16 PM
Observed on nest.
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:10:53 PM
Nestling near fledging; looks well feathered.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:17:58 PM
Based on splatter on nest, appears successful fledging.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:22:11 PM
Also past observations indicate success.
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7/18/2011 7004658 BTSP Closed EP271-2 90 feet 100 feet N/A sjohnston - 7/18/2011 10:37:00 AM

incubating 2 eggs.
tfitanides - 7/21/2011 2:25:06 PM
Two eggs in nest. Eggs were in partial sun. No BTSP activity seen from 1200-1235hrs. One BTSP heard calling in 
general area before nest was in sight. (Recommend a visit in morning, it was hot and windy today).
tfitanides - 7/23/2011 1:52:02 PM
2 eggs remain in nest. No BTSP visits to nest during observation period from 0720-0830. Eggs were warm to the 
touch. Three BTSP observed foraging in TSAP area, when biologists approached they left to the northeast. Adults 
remained in the general area but were scarce around observers. Another site visit is warranted to ensure nest is 
inactive before closing.
eelias - 7/25/2011 4:17:17 PM
2 biologists monitored this nest for 90 minutes (0840-1010). This nest was approached initially. This nest contained 2 
unhatched eggs.They were warm and in the full morning sun. There was no sign of predation; nest was in good 
shape, no egg yolks around, or egg shell fragments were in the vicinity of nest. 2 biologists then positioned 
themselves 180 feet distant. One biologist viewed the nest through a 20x spotting scope for the entire 90 minutes. 
There was no blackthroat activity at this nest site. Due to this inactivity, buffer was removed and nest was closed.

3/24/2011 5003276 NRWS Active Alpine Underground - 
302+00

65 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

N/A emorgan - 5/25/2011 10:06:41 AM
Multiple pairs entering cavities with some carrying nesting material.
shampton - 5/26/2011 3:05:21 PM
NRSW active at holes
emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:37:48 PM
Multiple pairs entering cavities.
shampton - 6/9/2011 1:13:25 PM
NRWS observed entering hole
shampton - 6/16/2011 12:25:21 PM
multiple NRWS's entering multiple holes during 10 minute observation
shampton - 6/23/2011 11:30:24 AM
NRWS observed entering hole at 0640
shampton - 6/30/2011 3:29:24 PM
NRWS's entered and/or exited at least 7 different holes during 30 minute observation (1305-1335).   2 of those 7 
holes were also used by WTSW's
bfischer - 7/11/2011 2:15:19 PM
 adult was acting agitated when I was near nest.  Adults made several trips into and from nest
shampton - 7/21/2011 5:50:42 PM
No NRWS's observed during 25 minutes of observation (1040-1105).  Also, no NRWS's were detected during today's 
(7/21/2011) weekly Least Bell's Vireo survey of surrounding riparian area (0740-1010). No construction in Viejas 
Creek bridge area during observations.

6/25/2011 7002562 COHU Closed Suncrest Substation 20 feet 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that ne

N/A 7/27/2011 ahill - 6/25/2011 7:45:33 AM
female incubating 2 eggs.
shampton - 7/01/2011 at 1630 hrs
2 eggs in nest, observed female return and incubate, very tolerant of observers and traffic
ahill - 7/6/2011 9:41:51 AM
2 small nestlings in nest; female was not on nest initially, then came back and was brooding.
ahill - 7/12/2011 4:34:42 PM
2 nestlings doing well.
ahill - 7/18/2011 5:02:54 PM
2 chicks growing. eyes open and alert, 
ahill - 7/20/2011 3:00:24 PM
female observed feeding, chicks doing well.
ahill - 7/27/2011 2:49:10 PM
Cemerson- 7/27/ 2011   The first nestling fledged Sunday, but was observed flying in the area on 7/25 and 7/26. The 
second nestling  was observed leaving the nest on 7/26 in the morning. Nest has been monitored intermittently since 
then and there has been no sign or the fledglings returning to the next.

6/3/2011 5003332 CACW Closed EP243 60 feet from 12kv AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 05/18/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/19/2011


A nest buffer modification to allow drive through vehicle passage only along the 
access road is requested for cactus wren nests ID#(s) 5003330, 5003331, 
5003332, 5000841. The NBM should no

N/A barnold - 6/3/2011 1:12:35 PM
Nest is occupiable. No Cactus Wrens observed.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 10:03:01 AM
Checked this nest 5-31 and 6-7; no status changes; wren singing in area on 6-7.   [apparent pentab prolems]
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 11:24:26 AM
Nest unchanged; entrance looks good. Pair of wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 11:02:32 AM
No changes; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 11:22:50 AM
No changes; no wrens heard or seen.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 12:49:15 PM
A minimum of new materal added to nest; wren singing in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 11:46:04 AM
Nest somewhat flattened and apparently unused since rainfall. Wren singing in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 11:54:46 AM
Nest has been unused for some time and remains unused today; no wrens nearby and wren activity in area appears 
to be centered on a new nest to the south and a new nest to the east-southest. Will re-evaluate status of this nest 
weekly but change status to Inactive now.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 11:19:37 AM
Nest unchanged; 1 wren observed and calling 50 feet north flower to other nests.
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2/21/2011 5000029 CACW Inactive EP245-1 AR 6 feet from AR. 100 feet N/A Grass nest appears active 2/21/11

Nest appears in good condition. Opening of nest not obvious. pair of Cactus Wren seen perched together 50 ft. 
away. Nest status kept inactive but should be checked  periodically for status change. BHart 3/08/2011.
New nest appears most active among many found in area. Entrance is obvious and has newly added materials on 3-
16 (PK). 
Located on edge of access road near site.
No change 3-23 (PK).      
No change 4-5 (PK).  
Nest still in good condition; fresh material added - no change. 4/12/11 (J&M Dicus).
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - No apparent change.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Nest hasn't shown use for some time. questionable; changed to inactive.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - New grass material added to nest entrance; entrance hole appears recently used. Cactus wren 
active and calling territoially about 100 feet north of nest throughout the 10 minute nest check; reinstated active.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Nest appears unchanged since last check; no wrens noted.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Nest doesn't look like it has been used recently; entrance looks vertically compressed; 3 
wrens nearby, singing nearby, but no other obvious nests in area.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Nest unchanged; no wrens heard or seen.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 10:00:04 AM
Nest entrance has been opened and reconstructed with new grasses and small feathers; 1 wren observed 100 feet 
west of nest; wren calling and singing in the area.
barnold - 6/3/2011 2:22:49 PM
Nest appears as above. No Cactus Wrens observed during brief nest visit.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 10:10:41 AM
Checked nest 6-7 - No changes in nest status; no wrens observed or heard in area.  [apparent pentab problems]
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 10:15:16 AM
Entrance looks good; wren active 300 feet west, singing to the south.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 9:57:34 AM
Nest unchanged; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 10:01:39 AM
Nest unchanged; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 10:31:41 AM
No change to nest; wren sang once from a distant westward location.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 10:13:58 AM
Nest interior has been improved with downy feathers and plant material added; entrance enlarged by recent use. No 
birds seen or heard nearby.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 10:08:33 AM
No signs of additional recent use; downy feathers at entrance still evident. No birds in area.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 10:15:23 AM
Nest looks unused for some time; side of nest has open spot. No wrens in area, but 1 wren observed about 250 feet 
west; no calling. This appears to be a rarely attended alternate nest. Status changed to Inactive.

6/17/2011 7002508 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Loritz property

0 feet, within work limits. 100 feet 30 feet A combination NBM/NBR is requested for this nest and nest location. First, a 
NBR from 100 to 30 feet. Second, a NBM to allow vehicle passage along the 
existing access road, and allow the water trucks ingress/egress to the water tank 
tower under the follow

N/A emorgan - 6/17/2011 1:12:01 PM
Nest contains five eggs. Female observed incubating.
tfitanides - 6/22/2011 1:39:33 PM
Female incubating; flushed.
vnovik - 7/5/2011 4:16:24 PM
observed bird enter nest locution. Heard begging calls-from nestlings.
sjohnston - 7/16/2011 1:13:56 PM
Nestling fully feathered and very close to fledging. 
sritt - 7/21/2011 11:54:19 AM
No birds seen in nest or tending to nest. Bio-monitor has not noticed activity over recent days. Nest closed & pulled.
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4/1/2011 5003330 CACW Inactive EP243 and 12 kV pole 62 feet from 12kv pole 

and AR.
100 feet N/A New nest 50% complete; no activity at nest 4-1 TC.     

Doesn't look complete yet; lots of plastic twine on top 4-6 (PK).
RAbe - 4/18/2011 3:26:58 PM Nest within 100 foot buffer of 12 kV work limits and AR. Fresh, orange rope added to 
nest.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Nest destroyed; probably by predator; closed.
jpawlicki - 5/13/2011 8:05:06 AM - Nest appears complete and intact; adult observed in vicinity of nest.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - No change to nest from 4-26 observation; no entrance, collapsed.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - No change.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 12:20:18 PM - Nest has been rebuilt with large entrance hole; wren singing to south.
barnold - 6/3/2011 1:09:33 PM - Nest has been opened from the top. No Cactus Wren activity. Nest currently 
Inactive.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 11:24:33 AM - Nest has entrance hole on top; doesn't look predated (previous biologist may have 
mixed this nest up with nest a few feet south, which has been torn apart). Wren singing 60 feet southwest of nest.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 11:47:37 AM - Wren flushed from nest and perched in next bush where it was joined by female 
with food; male sang and displayed. Nest looks well-used.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 11:05:59 AM - Nest active with new material added to entry; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 11:20:09 AM
Nest freshly used but no nestlings can be seen inside nest and no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 12:52:45 PM
Some new material added to top of nest and entrance; entrance recently used; wren singing nearby; new nest built 
20 feet southwest.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 11:44:07 AM
Nest appears a bit beat-up; probably due to recent rain and inactivity at this nest. Wren calling to east.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 11:48:29 AM
Nest is in disrepair, as though a predator or another animal physically checked it out; no wrens nearby. Will change 
status to Inactive until nest is improved or abandoned; will re-evaluate next week.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 11:21:50 AM
Nest unchanged; 1 wren active nearby and called twice.

4/11/2011 5000793 CACW Inactive EP231A TSAP 0 feet; within TSAP. 100 feet N/A Nest looks very fresh, with long grasses protruding, but no birds seen entering it.  CACW was seen carrying nesting 
material 50' northeast. 4/11 - SR
sritt - 4/15/2011 4:33:58 PM - Female finally flushed from nest. Male had spent an hour skulking, singing, and calling 
nearby.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Wren flushed from nest at 10 feet; large entrance hole.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - Perfect nest; wren foraging 30 feet south and visited nest  to southeat where it sang before 
visiting older nest to east.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Wrens singing nearby.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No change to nest; no wrens observed or heard in area.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - Same status; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:13:41 PM
No change; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 2:34:30 PM
No change; nest entrance looks active.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 3:26:40 PM
Same status; entrance looks active.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 12:16:22 PM
No change to nest; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 2:21:22 PM
Large entrance and interior of nest well-used; no wrens heard or seen.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:36:53 PM
Nest slightly rain damaged by yesterday's downfall; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 1:29:14 PM
Nest fading into disrepair from lack of recent wren activity; no wrens in area.

6/28/2011 7002574 CACW Inactive EP269 AR 93 feet north of AR 100 feet N/A eelias - 6/28/2011 3:00:33 PM
Complete nest; no eggs or nestlings in nest; no adults were active in this area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 1:49:20 PM
New nest with large entrance; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/20/2011 12:16:40 PM
No wrens observed or heard; small fearhers added to interior and 1 on entrance.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 1:26:16 PM
No wrens observed or heard, but nesthas beenvisited: Feathers no longer obvious, but a cholla botton is at the entry.

7/8/2011 7002617 BTSP Closed EP270-2 50 feet 100 feet N/A 7/8/2011 - Nest is currently under construction.
phoward - 7/18/2011 11:55:44 AM
Nest appears inactive, no birds were seen visiting nest during 3 1/2 hour survey. Nest appears to be less than 50% 
complete (loose cup nest with openings on the bottom)
tfitanides - 7/25/2011 12:36:52 PM
Nesting material not present. No BTSP activity associated with this old nest location. Changed from inactive to 
closed.
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6/30/2011 7002582 ACWO Inactive Hartung Yard 50 feet to yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 

limits.
Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated t

N/A rradd - 6/30/2011 3:30:08 PM
Yard monitor reports regular cavity use by ACWO, but no entry noted 1510--1530 despite birds nearby.
rradd - 7/9/2011 8:00:13 AM
Up to 4 ACWO interacting at the same time on this communal tree, but no cavity use or food carrying observations 
during 30 minute survey. ACWO nesting can initiate in August - monitor again.
rradd - 7/14/2011 9:28:41 AM
ACWO group nearby but no interaction with this tree 0748-0822 on cool overcast morning..
rradd - 7/21/2011 8:24:58 AM
No ACWO interactions with the cavities in this tree 0732 - 0752. ACWO can breed in August, so yard bio should 
continue to monitor. Change to Inactive. Any potential nest is outside yard and will not impact work.

7/13/2011 7004625 CAGN Active CP13 575 feet northeast of 
Structure CP13-2

300 feet N/A dbusby - 7/13/2011 4:14:22 PM - A previously unrecorded adult male was detected incubating an active nest with 3 
eggs approximately 575 feet northeast of Structure CP13-2. The adult female was never detected during my 
observations. No buffers were established since this nest is well beyond the requisite 300-foot construction buffer 
and it will not affect construction activities.
dbusby - 7/20/2011 11:56:16 AM - Adult pair feeding one 3-day-old nestling.
kalberts - 7/27/2011 3:02:53 PM
Parents continuing to feed one nestling. 

6/4/2011 7002447 PSFL Closed CP70-3 AR 38 feet from AR. 100 feet N/A rradd - 6/4/2011 at 0818
PSFL bringing small twigs and forming nest cup. Female on nest while male forages and calls from perches 
nearby.
rradd - 6/9/2011 3:42:47 PM
Nest now more substantial platform in bark cleft; draped with moss and lichen. PSFL heard but not seen.
rradd - 6/17/2011 1:05:38 PM
No occupant visible on nest, but PSFL nearby appears to be nest guarding; calling.& perching quietly within 30'.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:35:58 PM
No occupant visible on obscured nest, and no PSFL detected in vicinity. Monitor again prior to closing.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:06:20 PM
No PSFL detections during 30 min. obs
rradd - 7/8/2011 9:21:28 AM
Numerous PSFL detections during 30 min obs, but no movement at nest visible. New nest elsewhere?
rradd - 7/14/2011 11:39:23 AM
Change to Closed.
No bird visible at nest and no detections within 100' of nest. Nest presumed abandoned.

7/5/2011 7002592 CACW Inactive EP243 6 feet west of EP243 
pad

100 feet N/A pkonrad - 7/5/2011 1:23:52 PM
New but flimsy nest looks well-used; wren calling territorially from east.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 11:36:12 AM
Nest has big hole in side; roadrunner in area. Wren calling to south.

7/27/2011 7004701 HOFI Active Helix Yard 5 feet to AR  feet Drvie through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

N/A rradd - 7/21/2011 4:05:29 PM
Change to Closed.
HOFI are visiting and have apparently taken over -  HOFI tail visible over rim of nest.
rradd - 7/27/2011 10:10:51 AM
Female HOFI enters nest 0922; at least 2 nestlings visible above rim plastered with feces.

7/7/2011 7002612 CACW Inactive EP257 and AER Yard 0 100 feet N/A eelias - 7/7/2011 9:23:36 AM
Complete nest (100% built), partly lined with feathers; no activity.

7/20/2011 7004681 LEGO Active CP50-1 AR 0 feet to AR  feet N/A rradd - 7/20/2011 7:21:22 AM
LEGO female building new nest; approx 50% complete
rradd - 7/26/2011 4:27:39 PM
LEGO female on nest, apparently incubating 0710

7/26/2011 7004677 MODO Active CP49-1 AR Hamlet 
property

50' to AR  feet N/A rradd - 7/26/2011 10:53:54 AM
Two squabs in nest; largest one should fledge in 3 days.

6/16/2011 7002506 LEGO Active CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

60 feet to AR. 100 feet 25 feet. NBR Submit Date: 07/26/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/28/2011

Concurrence from Debbie Leonard with Helix:

SDG&E’s avian biologist stated that an NBR to 25 feet is not expected to 
negatively impact the likelihood of the nest to fledge successfully fo

N/A LEGO female comes to nest; appears that new layer of material has been added and second nest is in progress.
barnold - 7/21/2011 1:04:31 PM
Bushtit activity in vicinity of nest, but unclear if entered nest. Family group with young fledglings observed in a 
smaller pepper tree up the road at the junction with the first residence 'drive way'.
rradd - 7/26/2011 7:58:20 AM
LEGO female apparently incubating 0705.

7/25/2011 7004675 HOFI Active Alpine Underground - 
Bauer Bridge

82 feet  feet N/A imaunsell - 7/25/2011 11:41:26 AM
Nest contians 4 eggs, bird flushed from nest. 
imaunsell - 7/27/2011 4:19:36 PM
Female on nest with 4 eggs.

7/25/2011 7004674 LEGO Active Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

95 feet  feet N/A imaunsell - 7/25/2011 10:25:26 AM
Female bringing fine nesting material and spider silk to nest. Estmated to be 90% complete.
imaunsell - 7/26/2011 9:39:42 AM
Female nest building.

7/23/2011 7004672 CACW Active EP253-2 0 feet  feet N/A mdicus - 7/23/2011 4:31:27 PM
2 adults were observed visiting the nest; 1 adult entered the nest, and both were observed calling. Nest has been 
repaired and appears 100% complete, with feathers and a clean entrance. No eggs or nestlings; possibly a satellite 
or roost nest.

7/21/2011 7004668 HOFI Active Sycamore Substation 0; in Sycamore 
Substation

 feet N/A barnold - 7/21/2011 3:05:17 PM
Nestlings heard by bio-monitor today and yesterday.
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7/21/2011 7004667 LEGO Active Alpine Blvd 299+00r 35 feet  feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

N/A shampton - 7/21/2011 11:26:13 AM
Nest 1/4 lo 1/2 complete. Female actively nest building with male attending and defending territory. No construction 
at Viejas Creek bridge area during observations today.

7/13/2011 7004666 HOFI Active Alpine Underground - 
Loritz property

in H20 tank  feet 30 feet and drive 
through access with 

access to water tank.

NBR Submit Date: 07/25/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/27/2011

A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 30 feet with drive through access and 
access to a water reservoir is not anticipated to impact the likelihood for this nest 
to fledge successfully fo

N/A aayala - 7/13/2011
Biomonitor Michael Scaffidi first noticed activity in alternate set of tires on Wed, 7/13/11. Female left and returned to 
substrate in no less than 30 minute intervals, nothing observed in mouth.
aayala - 7/15/2011
Bio rechecked on Friday, 7/15/2011.  Observed male entering nest at least one time during an unknown interval. 
Female not seen. 
aayala - 7/20/2011
During an unknown observation interval, Bio detected begging calls as well as both the male and female making 
multiple trips.
aayala - 7/21/2011 12:50:40 PM
At least one downy nestling with open eyes seen in substrate with nest-check mirror by sritt. No other activity 
observed (i.e. no adult activity).

2/1/2011 5000418 CACW Closed EP257 50 feet from permanent 
impact area.

100 feet Not needed through avoidance of temporary impact area. N/A A well-built grass nest including clean opening and fresh feathers lining the inside. Appears utilized and active.  
2/1/11
Nest appears in good condition. Status left unchanged: active. B.Hart 3/11/2011.
No change, although this nest appears to be part of a larger nesting territory with the nest group to E as the nexus 3-
23 (PK).      
No change, although wrens singing to E and N 4-4 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - No changes.      
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - Nest in good shape with clear entrance.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - No change; wren observed in area.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - No change; wren observed to south.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - No change; no birds observed.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - No apparent changes.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Same 
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 1:01:44 PM
No change to this alternate nest.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 1:38:11 PM
No changes.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 1:15:53 PM
No change in nest for many weeks; entrance looks good. No wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/22/2011 1:02:03 PM
Thin twigs have been added across the top of the nest; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 1:15:40 PM
No apparent change in nest from last week; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 12:14:28 PM
Piece of down at entrance and small breast feather from wren in cholla spines adjacent to nest entrance, but no 
wrens found in area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 10:19:51 PM
Nest is flattened and entrance closed as a result; no wrens in area. This nest was probably an alternate nest - closed.
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6/18/2011 7002521 HOOR Closed TL 6916 - 973035 65 feet from pole. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED 7/22/2011 fhoffman - 6/18/2011 2:18:34 PM

Female continued to build upper nest with material from palm. Male in area vocalizing.
rradd - 6/20/2011 3:27:28 PM - HOOR pair are intermittently present; female departs nest 1508, male nearby.
rradd - 6/28/2011 12:30:33 PM
Nest is complete; female incubating.
rradd - 7/5/2011 3:40:26 PM
HOOR pr. attending nest; male arrives and female departs 1534. 
rradd - 7/12/2011 10:21:46 AM
HOOR female comes to nest and stays.
rradd - 7/18/2011 11:41:22 AM
Female feeds young in nest 1136 then leaves immediately.
rradd - 7/25/2011 10:10:52 AM
Change to Closed.
No HOOR detected during 30 min. obs. Nest appears intact but empty; monitoring chronology suggests fledged 
successfully.

5/4/2011 7004679 HOFI Closed Alpine CY 0 feet; within work limits 100 feet 1. FLEDGED 6/10/2011 barnold - 5/4/2011 1:27:00 PM - According to bio-monitors, fledglings gone yesterday.  Adult observed bringing nest 
material today to nest immediately below nest used to fledge.  This lower nest had been identified as inactive, and the 
adults may be enhancing this nest as opposed to the fledged nest due to wear at fledged nest.  This pair may be 
preparing to double brood.
barnold - 5/15/2011 2:11 PM  Bottom nest still has eggs, and top nest with one egg that may not be viable.Adults in 
area.
phoward - 5/31/2011 11:45:06 AM
bottom nest has at least one chick, top nest still has one egg
jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 12:02:43 PM - Bottom nest contains at least 2 partially feathered nestlings with both male and 
female tending nest. 1 egg (presumed infertile) still present in top nest with no adults observed at nest.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 9:42:11 AM - Adult feeding at least 2 nestlings in bottom nest. Nest rimmed with feces.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:29:30 PM - Bio monitor reported that the nest fledged by 6/10. 1 fledgling was observed at 
the nest and it flew away. The nest was inspected and there were no other fledglings or eggs. Reel was subsequently 
removed.

7/29/2011 7004702 HOOR Closed CP59-E-B 25 feet to AR 100 feet 1. FLEDGED (?) 7/7/2011 rradd - 7/29/2011 3:53:58 PM
HOOR male with fledged young near nest. Male returned to nest then moved to a nest-guard position, contact calling. 
Unfledged young are possible within the nest.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 3:14:40 PM
No orioles observed during observation period; appears adult and fledglings have dispersed - closed.

2/18/2011 5000007 RTHA Closed CP55 AR 170 feet from driveway 5-
5A permit.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 100 
feet.

The buffer should be reduced to 100 feet to allow turn around and AR roadway 
improvements. Nest is located 100' from an existing work yard not associated 
with Sunrise Powerlink. Other nest buffers have been approved for lesser 
amounts for this species, and this nest is well-concealed from the driveway 
entrance.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 No birds observed nearby or associated with nest. 
3/8/11 (Blohstroh) - RTHA in area, chased off raven, but no observed connection to this nest. Observed soaring 
overhead.
16 Mar - No activity change observed. - RR
25 Mar - RTHA prone on nest. Very hard to see from Willow Road, possibly undetected on prior survey.- RR
29 Mar - RTHA continues incubating 17:40. -  RR
7 Apr - Continuing to rotate nest duties.
08 April - RTHA still on nest (R. Abe, M.Dicus).
14 Apr - RTHA standing on nest. - RR
vnovik - 4/20/2011 10:49:19 AM - Nest active, 2 birds observed flying into nest.
21 Apr - At least 1 nestling present large enough to be seen moving around nest. - RR
29 Apr - RTHA young observed moving on nest 0844. - RR
10 Mar - 1 or 2 young RTHA visible on nest 1722. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 7:26:44 PM - Large nestling RTHA remains on this nest 1745.
eelias - 6/4/2011 3:39:42 PM - Arrived at 1459 and located nest. Began intently watching nest at 1513 for movement. 
Watched for 20 minutes. No activity at nest or in area.
rradd - 6/10/2011 2:17:25 PM - Nest is empty. Nestling has fledged.
Change to Closed.

2/18/2011 5000008 CANW Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet: under house. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/25/2011 Fresh bird scat present, no bird on nest. Passerine.
Checked on 3/3/2011: CANW seen bringing nest material to building. updated sp from "other" to "CANW".
10 Mar 2011 - Pair CANW present. RR
24 Mar - No CANW detected. RR
31 Mar - CANW singing and entering space under dwelling 1135. - RR
5 Apr - CANW singing under and around house. - RR
11 Apr - CANW singing under house. - RR
19 Apr CANW  foraging widely -- feeding fledglings? - RR
27 Apr - No CANW detections at house, singing 80' away. - RR
5 May - No CANW detections at house, singing well away. Change to Closed. - RR

2/22/2011 5000014 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
26+25.16 MH-2L

20 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 4/20/2011 Nest looks complete, but Bushtits still bringing nesting material; may be incubating or egg laying - 1 bird entered nest 
without material and stayed 3-22 (PK).
Adults observed foraging and entering nest. 3/28 IM
8 April -  adults feeding nestlings, which can be heard inside nest.-BL
emorgan - 4/20/2011 1:34:30 PM - Nestlings have fledged and were observed begging for food from the adults in the 
same nest tree and in the tree next to it.
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2/21/2011 5000024 RTHA Closed CP82-1 100 feet from existing 

access road.
500 feet Buffer remains, but 

vehicular passage 
allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/4/2011 29 Mar - RTHA brooding nest.  - RR
6 Apr - RTHA on nest 14:22 - RR
13 Apr - RTHA on nest 1502 - RR
20 Apr - RTHA on nest 1634. - RR
28 Apr - RTHA standing on nest 1410. - RR
5 May - Downy RTHA nestling visible 1652. -RR
14 May - Single white head visible in nest, mildly agitated adult guarding nearby 1533. - RR
20 May - Feathered nestling RTHA with white head in nest 1328. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 2:52:33 PM - Single RTHA nestling standing at edge if nest. Appears 2 wks to flight-ready.14:42
rradd - 6/4/2011 1:32:09 PM - Nest is empty, nestling has fledged.

2/21/2011 5000034 RTHA Closed EP247 and AR 140 feet from AR. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 No hawks observed at nest; 1 adult soaring near tower to W earlier.
Observed one adult incubating while another adult flew to nest with stick; possible copulation; 1 hawk flew E while 
other incubated. Located 160 feet from access road 3-1 (PK).
Adult incubating on nest.  BHart 3/11/2011. 
Hawk incubating 3-23 (PK).     
Incubating 3-30 (PK).      
Adult standing on edge of nest 4-6 (PK).
4/12/11 - Adult incubating; did not flush from nest when driving past 5 mph along access road approx 150 feet from 
nest (J&M Dicus).
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - Adult female perched at nest feeding nestlings with male perched above.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 2 adults perched near nest; cannot see nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - 1 adult lying low on nest during high wind.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - 1 downy-headed nestling lying low in nest; 1 adult soaring nearby.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - At least 2 feathered nestlings lying in nest; 1 adult glided away from perch near or at nest.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Large feathered nestling(s) lying in nest.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011 - 2 large feathered nestlings standing in nest, stretching wings.
barnold - 6/3/2011 2:48 PM - Nest appears empty. Nest successfully fledged. Inactive.
PKonrad - 6/7/2011 - No sign of adults or fledglings in area - closed.

2/21/2011 5000035 CORA Closed EP349 and AR 65 feet from SWPL line 
access road.

100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 
Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 Inactive former CORA nest; potential raptor nest; continue to monitor. 2/21/11
No activity observed at nest 3-17 (PK).
Nest built up; raven incubating 3-25 (PK).      
Raven incubating 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/2011 6:56:10 PM - CORA incubating.
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - brooding.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - 2 medium-sized nestlings and 1 adult at nest.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 12:36:11 PM - 2 adults; 1 adult on nest with 2 nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 3 large feathered nestlings active in the nest.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - No ravens observed in area - nestlings apparently fledged and left area.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - No ravens in area; fledglings apparently dispersed with adults - closed.

2/23/2011 5000037 RSHA Closed Alpine Underground - 
165+75.27 MH-10R

20 feet from Alpine Blvd. 500 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 RSHA observed building nest - 3/3/2011.
Red-shouldered Hawks nest building, calling occasionally. lying in nest -  forming nest? 3-22 (PK). 
Nest appears complete, but can't see bird incubating and no other activity 4-5 (PK) - will return.
4/16/2011 - RSHA nest exchange 14:30 - RR
4/22/2011 - RSHA to nest 15:20. - RR
4/30/2011 - RSHA adult on nest feeding at least one downy nestling. - RR
fhoffman - 5/6/2011 3:14:08 PM - Adult observed returning with snake for mate on nest. Mobbed by crows on return.  

rradd - 5/27/2011 7:40:07 AM - No RSHA detected during obs. 0704 - 0740
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 12:51:46 PM - Two fuzzy nestlings observed being fed by adult. Nest location is possibly the one 
previously reported as unused, although difficult to determine with gps accuracy being low.
rradd - 6/11/2011 10:35:56 AM - 2 large well-feathered juvenile RSHA on nest, one bounce/flapping into branches 
above and around nest. Should be fledging soon.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 10:03:48 AM - 1 nestling calling (food begging) regularly from nest; 1 adult perched nearby; other 
nestling appears to have fledged.
PKonrad - 6/24/2011 - Nestlings have fledged and dispersed - closed.

2/21/2011 5000043 RTHA Closed Alpine Underground - 
97+00L, MH-6L

385 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

500 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 5/27/2011 Likely a raptor nest. No nesting activity observed. 3/3/2011.
Pair of Red-tails bringing nesting material to nest and standing on nest 3-10  8:50-9:20 (PK).
One hawk flying next to nest; 1 incubating bird, but hard to see (9:50). Observed apparent change of incubating hawks 
(12:10) 3-23 (PK).
Two hawks active at nest; 1 incubating (second visit) 4-5 (PK).
16 Apr - RTHA adult on nest.13:45 - RR.
22 Apr - Nestling is downy but standing and exercising wings 1632. - RR
30 Apr - RTHA youngster moving about nest. 1114. - RR
6 May - Single RTHA juvenile standing on nest 1415. - RR
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 9:37:27 AM-Single young observed standing on and moving about nest. one adult observed 
leaving nest. Possible second chick in nest.  Keep an eye out.
rradd - 5/27/2011 6:44:22 AM - Nest is empty, young has fledged.

2/23/2011 5000044 RTHA Closed TL 6916 - Z774818 310 feet from work area. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 300 
feet.

Buffer to 300 feet granted to allow work, based on biologist's observations of 
birds in relation to activity levels.

1. FLEDGED. 5/13/2011 Bird sitting on eggs in nest. 2/23/11
3/28/11 - Observe pair in area. observe adult catch and bring snake to nest to feed chicks. 3 downy chicks 
confirmed.(D. Busby)
12 Apr - Downy chick in nest 1500. - RR 
4/13/11 TC - Chicks present.
18 Apr - Large young moving around in nest 1130.- RR
4/21/11 TC - 3 chicks  in nest.
25 Apr - 2 RTHA chicks with wing feathers, standing on nest with adult 1525. - RR
2 May - RTHA young present and active 1535. - RR
tcooper - 5/5/2011 3 young in nest, mostly feathered
11 May - Two large juveniles in nest appear ready to fledge, adult guarding nearby 1302. -RR
16 May - Nest has fledged, juveniles circulating unsteadily nearby with adults 1414. Closed - RR
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2/23/2011 5000045 RTHA Closed TL 6916 - Z774822 360 feet from pole. 500 feet Reduced to 300 feet. Granted through agency approval process, based on biologist's observations of 

the nest and stress levels.
1. FLEDGED. 5/16/2011 3/28/11 - Adult sitting on nest. (D. Busby)

12 Apr - At least 2 downy nestlings in nest. - RR
4/14/11 TC - 3 nestlings in nest
18 Apr - 2 unfledged RTHA on nest, adult guarding. 1227. - RR
4/21/11 TC - 3 nestlings in nest.
25 Apr - RTHA nestlings have wing feathers but downy heads. - RR
2 May - At least 2 feathered RTHA young visible on nest 1710. - RR
tcooper - 5/5/2011 - 3 nestlings in nest, mostly feathered.
11 May 1 adult and 2 feathered nestling RTHA on nest 1225. - RR
16 May 1 nestling RTHA on nest, 1 fledgling perched nearby 1523. - RR
tcooper - 5/19/2011 - Nest empty. At least 2 fledglings nearby. Closed nest.

2/23/2011 5000047 RTHA Closed EP220-1 340 feet from nearest 
corner of temporary 

ROW.

500 feet Reduced to 300 feet. Granted through agency approval process, based on biologist's opinions of 
behavioral responses.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 No birds observed on the nest or flushed from the nest. Nest status uncertain. A pair of RTHA seen in courtship flight 
over EP220-1. Biologist, John Dicus reported mating and hunting over the flat open space 100 yards east of the nest 
site. Status left unchanged -- active. BHart 3/09/2011.
No hawks observed - inactive at this time. My impression is that no hawks were ever observed in direct association with 
this nest: no nest building, no incubating, etc. 3-17 (PK).
23 Mar - Adult RTHA on nest, 2nd adult approx 150' away. - RR
Red-tailed Hawk incubating - 3-30 (PK).
Hawk incubating 4-6 (PK).
phoward 4/7/11 - Pair of hawks seen in tree but never observed on nest.
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - Hawk incubating.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Adult incubating/brooding.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - 2 adults soaring overhead calling territorially; can't see nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Adult perched on tree next to nest tree; 2 adults soaring overhead and calling, but nestlings 
cannot be seen in nest.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - 1 adult flushed from nest and both adults soared overhead calling territorially, but couldn't see 
nestlings from below.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - 1 adult flying overhead calling moderately; can't see nest contents from below.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 1:50:50 PM - 1 downy nestling in nest; 2 adults soaring overhead, 1 very vocal and diving 
repeatedly.
barnold - 6/3/2011 10:54:16 AM - 2 downy nestlings in nest. Bio-monitor reports seeing adults flying in oak grove area 
every afternoon this week.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 11:23:35 AM - Nestlings out of sight, but 1 adult flying and calling territorially overhead.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 12:10:24 PM - 1 fledgling (brancher) perched 4 feet from nest; no adults observed.
pkonrad - 6/22/2011 2:11:35 PM - 1 fledgling and 1 adult initially standing on nest; both flew when they saw me - 
fledgling flies good but labored. Fledgling (male) flew 150 feet south to dead tree where it perched next to seecond 
fledgling (large female). Adults soaring high overhead calling. The family group is obviously in the early stage of the 
post-fledging period and are still using the nest as a centerpoint. Will check back again.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 3:48:28 PM - Male fledgling flew from perch near nest tree to same bare dead tree as last week 
(flew well); no adults in area. Will close nest during post-fledging because there is similar contiguous habitat that 
hawks can move to if displaced or disturbed - closed.

1/28/2011 5000403 RTHA Closed EP256 320 feet from temporary 
ROW.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/12/2011 A red-tailed hawk seen bringing sticks to nest and incubating on nest. 1/28/2011
Hawk on nest. Status unchanged. BHart 3/03/2011.
Hawk incubating 3-17 (PK).        
Same 3-22 (PK).
Adult feeding 2 or more medium-sized downy nestlings 4-4 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 -  Adult and 2 nestlings, possibly more.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 -  One large downy nestling observed.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 2 large nestlings with feathered bodies in nest.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - 2 large feathered nestlings in nest (heads now feathered).
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - No nestlings visible, but may be lying low in strong wind; checked surrounding area with 
binoculars in case there may be fledglings nearby. 1 adult soared close to tower for a short time. Will check back 
soon.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - 1 fledgling perched above nest; 1 adult perched in tower to south. Post-fledging period will 
require a number of additional days while fledglings and adults utilize the nest site. Will check back soon.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 1 adult soaring near nest tower; another adult hawk perched in tower to north. Will close this 
site because fledglings appear to be wide-ranging.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - No hawks observed in area.

2/4/2011 5000412 AMKE Closed CP55 AR 305 feet from access 
road.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 Nest as described in correct location, no birds observed due to inclement weather. Affects access road (B. Lohstroh 
checked 2/18/11).
16 Mar - AMKE driving RTHA from area, entered nest @ 11:16 - RR
25 Mar - Food exchange, male delivered prey to female 16:04. Female consumed, returned to nest.16:12. - RR
29 Mar - Male harassing RTHA away from nest area 16:45, MERL @17:12. Female off nest @ 17:17 - RR
7 Apr - Male catches mouse @13:52, eats head, carries body to nest @ 15:01 despite begging female.- RR
14 Apr - Male brings food item; female carries away and eats, returns to nest @ 1341. - RR 
21 Apr - AMKE visits nest, second AMKE flies off with food 1238. - RR
28 Apr - AMKE male carrying prey to female at nest 0810.- RR
10 May - AMKE pair still actively defending, feeding this nest 1707. - RR 
21 May - Fledged young observed away from nest. AMKE no longer using this cavity. Change to Closed. - RR
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2/8/2011 5000413 RTHA Closed EP90-1 and AR 30 feet from access 

road.
500 feet Buffer kept in place at 

500 feet, but vehicular 
passage is allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 Adult still incubating - 3-10-11 (PK).
3/25/11 - Adult still Incubating (D. Busby). 
Red-tailed Hawk incubating or brooding - 3-31 (PK). 
Adult brooding - 4-7 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011  -  Adult perched near nest; another adult flew in from north.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011  -  No aduults in area; no nestlings can be seen during 20 minute visit.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011  -  At least 1 downy nestling in nest with adult perched on edge of nest.
barnold - 4/30/2011 11:52 AM - 1 nestling observed with down on head in nest.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 1 feathered nestling with downy head standing in nest; adult perched on pole to north.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - 1 nestling standing on nest platform; adult hunting in area.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Nestling has fledged; is perched on short tree immediately south of nest . Actively flapping 
wings to shake rain from feathers (and exercise?).
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Adult red-tails in the area, but no fledgling observed.
barnold - 5/31/2011 12:43 PM No adults or fledglings observed during an hour of observation time. Nest is likely 
inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would use 
the nest.

1/31/2011 5000414 GHOW Closed EP228 260 feet from temporary 
ROW.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 300 
feet.

Buffer granted to 300 feet to allow work at permanent impact area.  Through 
agency approval process.

1. FLEDGED. 4/24/2011 Owl observed by biomonitor; confirmed by Ian Maunsell on 2-23-2011. 
Owl still incubating 3-10 (Paul Konrad). Second adult perced in tree 70 feet north of nest. 
Incubating 3-16 (PK). 
Adult probably brooding today - lying higher than usual 3-23 (PK).
Adult and downy nestling can be seen; later, 2 or 3 downy nestlings standing in nest 3-31 (PK).
Adult and 1 downy young can be seen in nest 4-6 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 12:42:21 PM  2 large downy nestlings in nest; adult female perched in tree N of nest.
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 10:14:13 AM   2 large feathered nestlings in nest.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 1 adult present but nestlings have fledged; no sign of fledglings now. Observed nestlings lying 
low in high wind 4-21, and neighboring landowner said they were still in nest on 4-23. Will check back.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - 1 adult owl flushed north of nest, but no fledglings found.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - No owls observed in area; closed.

2/24/2011 5000431 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 30 feet to AR. 100 feet One time passage 
(4/26/2011).  Drive 

through access only 
(5/18/2011).

One-time allowance granted for vehicular passage to allow construction traffic 
to move the air track from CP22 area to CP25-2.  Level of construction traffic for 
this one event not viewed as significant enough to impact nest.

A permanent nest buffer reduction to accomodate thru-traffic would likely not 
disturb nest as long as traffic does not stop and the number  of trips are 
minimal. (May 11)

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 Adult CACW seen taking nest material to nest on 3/1/11. Confirmation that nest is now being actively used.  Adult 
confirmed at nest on 3/7/11.
18 Mar - No CACW detected on this territory 1200 - 1245. Vehicle traffic noted. - RR
24 Mar - No CACW detected on this territory 0830-0930 - RR
30 Mar - Pair CACW actively nest-building new nest 2' from existing. 13:10 -13:25 - RR
5 Apr - Nest building continues 1015-1030 - RR
11 Apr - CACW active at this nest 11:35 - RR
18 Apr - CACW nest guarding adjacent to these nests 1635 - RR
25 Apr - CACW on nest 1655. - RR
3 May Third nest now built in this small patch. Adult nearby carrrying food 1235. - RR
10 May At least 2 nestlings visible in nest. Adult observed carrying food 1325. - RR
17 May Male at nest, female emerges 1455. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:19:19 PM - CACW carrying food to nest.1242.
rradd - 6/1/2011 10:45:50 AM - Nest empty. Although juvenile GRRO perched at nest 0720, previous observations 
indicate this nest had time to fledge. Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/7/2011 1:02:06 PM - CACW pair are active at this nest again. Maybe starting a second clutch. Change to 
Active.
rradd - 6/13/2011 9:58:16 AM - Nest in fine condition with clean tight opening, but no CACW detected during 0915-
0945 observation.
rradd - 6/20/2011 12:33:08 PM - CACW pair, fledged juvenile occupying this territory 1145-1225.
rradd - 6/28/2011 10:36:16 AM - CACW group remains active at this nest.
rradd - 7/6/2011 3:39:43 PM - Change to Inactive. Nest opening beginning to collapse and no wrens associating during 
30 min obs. Apparently no second clutch initiated.

2/25/2011 5000434 MODO Closed TL 6916 - Z678467 30 feet from access 
road.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Buffer should be reduced to 30 feet to allow work.  Mourning Doves often nest 
in close proximity to human activities and disturbances.  The nest is concealed 
in a large, thick non-native shrub and is not visible from the ROW.  The adults 
showed no sensitivity to human activity remaining on the nest when approached 
to within five feet.  The nest will be isolated from visual and acoustic 
disturbances by construction activities by the surrounding  vegetation.

1. FLEDGED. 5/15/2011 Nest still active as of 2/25/2011. 
12 Apr - MODO pair on nest. No eggs. - RR
shampton - 4/13/2011 1:17:48 PM - Adult on nest. Possibly incubating. Bird did not flush.
18 Apr MODO incubating nest. No flush. 15:08. - RR
25 Apr - MODO incubating 2 eggs 1235. - RR
barnold - 4/26/2011 8:02:24 AM  Adult on nest, didnt flush.
2 May - Female MODO incubating 2 eggs 1540.- RR
imaunsell - 5/3/2011 2:14:02 PM - Female brooding on nest.
11 May - 2 feathered squabs on nest 1414. - RR
16 May - Nest is intact, empty. Presume fledged, change to Closed 1727. - RR

2/25/2011 5000440 RTHA Closed CP70-3 75 feet from existing 
access road.

500 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/14/2011 Adult appears to be incubating. 2/25/11
17 Mar - RTHA in incubating posture on nest. - RR
25 Mar - RTHA in incubating posture on nest 11:48. - RR
28 Mar - still incubating 0832. - BL
6 Apr - RTHA on nest 1020, food drop @ 1645, brooding hawk feeding 2 downy nestlings. - RR
13 Apr - Adult RTHA on nest with at least 2 large white-headed young 1330. - RR
20 Apr - Two downy chicks observed in nest. - RR
28 Apr - RTHA adult on nest with two large young; still downy. - RR
5 May - Juvenile RTHA fills the nest and appear near flight-capable 1800 - RR.
14 May - 1 RTHA juvenile weak flight to tree adjacent to nest, adult carries gopher to juvenile remaining in nest 1241. - 
RR
20 May - Nest empty, successfully fledged. Change to Closed. - RR
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2/24/2011 5000446 GHOW Closed EP207 430 feet from permanent 

impact area of tower.
500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 GHOW incubating in large stick nest. Old nest 45. Owl still incubating on 3-15 (Paul Konrad).

23 Mar - Adult GHOW on nest w/ at least 1 downy young. - RR
Adult and 2 downy nestlings in nest 3-30 (PK).
2 feathered nestlings low in nest 4-8 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 12:23:27 PM - 2 large feathered nestlings in nest. PKonrad 4/25/2011 - 2 fledglings in branches; 
1 near nest and 1 about 10 feet above ground.  PKonrad 5/2/2011 - No fledglings or adults observed in the area - 
closed.
imaunsell - 5/23/2011 12:30:03 PM - Closed based on nesting chronology.

2/25/2011 5000447 MODO Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-6

50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 4/8/2011 8 April - Nest intact, no activity observed, likely fledged by now. Changed status to inactive.BL
Closed, since last observation indicated fledging.  This nest was no longer in use by that time. kalberts - 4/15/2011 
9:05:28 PM

2/25/2011 5000449 RTHA Closed EP210 370 feet from permanent 
ROW of tower site.

500 feet Reduced to 300 feet. Nesting activites were not affected at a distance of 300 feet per the avian 
biologist, Rob Fletcher.  A buffer reduction to 300 feet was granted through 
agency approval.

1. FLEDGED. 5/11/2011 Nest active 3/2/11.
3/3/2011 - Adult RTHA observed from McCain Valley Road, entering and leaving nest 4 times in 10 minutes. - RR.
Adult Red-tail flushed from nest and circled overhead calling on 3-17 (PK). 
Adult flying in and out of nest tree, soaring low over immediate area - hunting.  3-30 (PK).          
1 adult flying over nest and beyond 4-8 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 - At least 1 large downy nestling in nest.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Adult perched atop nest tree; can't see nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - 2 adults soaring low around nest tree; 1 fully feathered nestling perched in open on branch next 
to nest (brancher).
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No nestlings or fledglings observed in area; 1 adult perched in tower south of closest tower 
(from this nest?). Appears that young hawk(s) has/have fledged and may have left the area; will check back soon.
Closed, based on last few observations - kalberts - 5/23/2011 12:43:56 PM.

2/25/2011 5000452 RTHA Closed EP353 and AR 95 feet from access 
road entry to tower site.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 300 
feet.

Buffer approved through agency concurrence.  Vehicular passage is not 
anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or 
construction occur within the 300' buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 Apparent former common raven nest. 2/25/11
Red-tailed hawk incubating while second hawk brought a branch with leaves to nest, then perched high in north peak 
of tower 3-17 (PK).  
Bird incubating 3-25 (PK). 
Red-tail incubating 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/2011 - Field notes deleted; pentab problem?
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - Field notes deleted; pentab problems?
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Hawk shading nest.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 1:16:05 PM - 2 adults present initially circling above nest; 1 adult flew off to the north and second 
landed on nest and appeared to be shading nest (circa 100 feet). 
shampton - 5/10/2011 1:40:19 PM - Adult observed brooding/shading nest.
kkilpatrick - 5/16/2011 2:03:06 PM - Adult observed perching in nest and on tower structure. Nestling observed 
perching and wing-flapping over a 2-hour period.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - 1 large nestling standing in nest and beside nest.
jpawlicki - 6/4/2011 12:01:18 PM
No adults or juveniles observed at nest, on tower, or nearby towers after 2.5 hrs. of monitoring in area.  
pkonrad - Fledgling apparently left area successfully.

3/2/2011 5000468 ANHU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from driveway 
access.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 19 
feet.

It is the avian biologist’s opinion, both the Anna’s hummingbird and black 
phoebe nests will tolerate traffic through their buffers and no reduction of the 
100’ buffers will be needed to allow work to occur at the house. Trips up and 
down the driveway by trucks and people should be kept to a minimum. I would 
expect the house finch to tolerate activities required to secure the property 
around and inside the house.

1. FLEDGED. 4/13/2011 Female actively constructing nest 10% complete on 3/2/2011. -Ian Maunsell
16 Mar - Female incubating. - RR
22 Mar - Female on nest - RR
31 Mar - Female on nest @ 1429 - RR
1 April - Female on nest - IM
Nest empty, female feeding fledgling 30 feet south - imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:26:55 AM.
Nest closed due to last observation of feeding a fledgling. kalberts - 4/15/2011 9:35:58 PM

3/2/2011 5000469 BLPH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from driveway 
access.

100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

NBR Submit Date: 05/05/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/06/2011

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near Hwy 67, a very busy and noisy highway, 
illustrating normalized behaviors to this steady disturbance. The adult birds 
have tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other human acvities onsite have not 
deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated with work will be monitored, as 
will nest sites for any potential impacts.

1. FLEDGED. 10 Mar 2010 - Nest intact. BLPH observed foraging nearby but not entering building. Changed to INACTIVE at this time 
and buffer removed. RR
3/18/11 - D Busby verified INACTIVE. No eggs in nest or sign of recent use.
24 Mar - No change. BLPH pair present at site.  - RR
31 Mar - BLPH on nest, and distraction display from mate at nearby presence of COHA. - RR
1 April - 4 eggs observed in nest. IM
Pair visiting nest. imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:29:40 AM
19 Apr - BLPH pair feeding nestlings. 1103. - RR
27 Apr - BLPH bringing food to nest 1058. - RR
5 May - BLPH have fledged - at least one juvenile being fed away from this nest, which now appears reoccupied by 
HOWR? 

3/2/2011 5000485 RTHA Closed EP78 - EP77 AR  and 
EP78

100 feet to nearest 
existing access road.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/16/2011 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating; other adult circling overhead and calling territorially 3-2 (PK).  
Still incubating 3-10 (PK).
Unable to determine status during walk beneath nest tree and half-hour observation from a distance; 1 hawk hunting 
along south ridge and 1 adult (same?) glided low over nest 3-28 (PK).
Adult brooding in cool weather 4-7 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/18/2011  -  Cannot see nestlings, but 1 adult perched to north and 1 hunting to south.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 -  At least 2 large downy nestlings in nest; 1 adult perched on pole to north.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 2 adults soaring low over area, but did not see nestlings this time.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - 2 fledglings standing on nest; 1 flew to top of oak tree 120 feet north of nest, then called as 
though food begging; second fledgling flushed from nest and circled twice overhead before proceeding east. Both 
adults soaring overhead calling during nest check; 1 adult initially met vehicle 1/4 mile northwest of nest. Biologist 
recommends waiting another several days before closing nest due to critical period just after leaving nest - will check 
back Monday.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - 2 fledglings perched atop neighboring oak trees; both gave food begging calls when adult 
soared low overhead calling territorially. The fledglings are expanding their range and will continue to move throughout 
the area with the adults. This nest can be closed.
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3/3/2011 5000491 CORA Closed TL 639 - Z379538 0 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 Raven pair observed placing sticks in different locations on 3/1/11 and 3/3/11 final nest site location undetermined, 

could be same birds building near 379537.  TC-3/3/11
3/28/11 - Adult sitting on nest with other adult foraging nearby.  Flushed off nest when I approached within 150 ft. (D. 
Busby)
RF-4/7/11- Nest still active.
rfletcher - 4/14/2011 8:46:53 AM- CORA observed incubating eggs.
mdicus - 4/28/2011 10:22:23 AM - Pair observed at nest feeding young.
mdicus - 5/5/2011 - CORA observed in nest.
mdicus - 5/19/2011 - Nest still active.  Young bird observed in nest.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 2:32:11 PM - Only one nest found at location; there was significant stick litter at the tower base. 
Nest unoccupied. A CORA (possibly juvenile) flushed from the base of nesting tower and flew toward canyon to east 
where it struck a transmission line. The bird was not seen again but was heard calling once from canyon area. Another 
CORA remained perched on a pole to the south, preening for the duration of episode. Nest status changed to 
inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/11 - Changed to closed.

3/4/2011 6002308 GHOW Closed EP119-2 150 feet from tower site. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/18/2011 3/4/2011 - 2 downy nestlings in nest site.- RR
Downy nestlings sleeping; one adult perched above nest site 3-10 (Paul Konrad).
3/23/2011 - 3 owlets, aquiring feathers, gray coloration. - RR
3 large nestlings mobile; adult female perched nearby 3-30 (PK).
3 large nestlings in nest bowl; no adults 4-7 (PK/FH). 
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 9:40:10 AM - Youngest owl in nest bowl; 2 others are "branchers" on large northwest branch 20 
feet from nest site. 
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 10:20:10 AM  - No owls observed in nest, nest tree, or surrounding trees. Adults and fledglings 
appear to have left the area; hence, nest closed. Site should be resurveyed to check for new nests.

3/17/2011 6002314 LOSH Closed EP234-1 80 feet from corner of 
tower site.

100 feet Focus of all activites to be away from the buffer at the NE corner to avoid 
working within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 4/18/2011 One shrike perched in nest tree. Nest contained 6 light blue eggs 3-17 (PK).
Shrike incubating 6 eggs 3-23 (PK).
One adult at nest, which contains medium-sized dark-colored unfeathered nestlings 4-4 (PK).
ahernandez, pkonrad - 4/12/2011 2:56:55 PM  - At least 5 feathered nestlings and 1 adult at nest.
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 10:53:32 AM  - All nestlings have left nest, which is flattened by nestling use, but fledglings still 
present in buffer area (1 nestling observed 70 feet from nest; flew back to nest tree) and 1 adult calling and protective 
during this post-fledging period. Will return later in the week.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 3 fledglings and 2 adults observed near nest; probably more fledglings but didn't want to disturb 
birds.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - At least 3 shrikes still present in buffer area. 
Closed, due to time since fledging - kalberts - 5/3/2011 4:04:07 PM.

3/5/2011 6002318 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

50 feet from access 
road.

100 feet Reduced to 40 feet. Nesting commenced during construction activities in this area (bridge 
replacement) and the pair of phoebes do not appear disturbed by foot traffic 
and light work; however, work activities within the 100-foot buffer were 
suspended when the bio-monitor determined that heavy machinery operating 
within the 100 foot buffer was causing a decreased level of activity of the pair of 
phoebes. We understand that construction with heavy equipment may affect 
this nest, or cause the pair to nest elsewhere. However, we are requesting a 
nest buffer in order to finish work so that the property owners, who have left 
their home during construction, can return to their home on schedule.

1. FLEDGED. 5/6/2011 imaunsell - 6/28/2011 11:49:00 AM
Actively nest building on 3/5/11.  
17 Mar - Nest constuction continues - no site work in progress. Extra NIDs are redundant and should be deleted- RR
Nest appears complete. Pair present. IM
28 Mar - Adult on nest incubating- BL
1 April - 3 eggs observed in nest. IM
8 April - Adult back and forth to nest, likely feeding nestlings-BL
16 Apr - Black downy young in nest. - RR
22 Apr - BLPH pair continue to feed this nest 0837. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:17:26 AM - Adult observed at nest. Likely feeding nestlings.
6 May  - BLPH nest has fledged. 

3/5/2011 6002319 BUSH Closed CP57 AR 10 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/28/2011 Nest building and mating observed. Nest is 85% complete. 3/5/11
16 Mar - BUSH flew from nest @13:40 ACTIVE - RR
25 Mar - BUSH entered nest carrying food (small de-winged butterfly) 15:04.- RR
14 Apr - BUSH enters nest @1445 for 1 min. - RR
21 Apr - BUSH brings food to nest, departs without it 1344. - RR
28 Apr - No BUSH detected at or near nest for 30 minute observation. Nest has fledged; change to Closed. - RR

2/1/2011 5000521 CORA Closed EP250 AR 65 feet from access 
road.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 Nest first observed during surveyor monitoring (Chambers Group) 2/1/11
Raven incubating in stick nest on south arm of metal tower on 3-16 (Paul Konrad). 
Raven incubating 3-28 (PK).      
Incubating 4-6 (PK).  
Two ravens initially at nest; 1 at nest leaning into nest, possibly feeding young 4/12/11 (J&M Dicus).
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - 1 raven brooding.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Raven brooding with second adult perched near nest.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - Raven adult brought food to nest and fed feathered nestling(s).
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - At least 2 medium-sized nestlings lying in nest.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Large feathered nestlings in nest.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - 3 large feathered nestlings standing on nest; near fledging.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011 - 2 fledglings and 1 adult flushed from below tower; fledglings fly well to perch 100 yards 
northeast of tower. Other fledgling and other adult absent - closed.
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1/29/2011 5000543 RTHA Closed EP32-1 AR 38 feet from AR. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 Didn't see any birds on nest. 1/29/11

Red-tailed Hawk incubating - 3-19 (RR).
Red-tailed hawk incubating 3-29 (PK).
Male brought small mammal to female at nest; at least 1 week-old nestling in nest 4-7 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 -  Adult brooding early, then standing on nest later.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 -  At least 4 large downy nestlings in nest with 1 adult perched in nest tree. Adult flew to nest with 
a 5 foot long snake and began feeding nestlings. 
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - 3 large downy nestlings visible in nest; 2 stood and spread wings in wind and flapped even tho 
their wing feathers are just beginning to grow. One adult flew by close to nest.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - 1 feathered nestling standing in nest.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - 3 well-feathered nestlings standing in nest feeding. 
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - 1 large nestling standing on nest; 1 nestling lying in nest; has third nestling fledged, or is it out of 
sight in nest?
PKonrad - 5/24/2011 - 1 fledgling perched in top of nearby tree; tested its wings in the light wind and flew tentatively to 
top of nest tree. 2 large nestlings standing on nest (ready to fledge).
PKonrad - 6/1/2011 - No nestlings, fledglings, or adults observed in area; appear to have left the area. Nestlings 
appear to have fledged successfully - closed.

2/25/2011 5000049 RTHA Closed Hartung Yard 240 feet from AR entry. 500 feet Reduced to 60 feet. Buffer should consider that hawk nest is located closer to El Monte Road and 
the County Park than it is to any construction activity.  Work should be allowed 
to occur at AR, and vehicular passage should be allowed, based on vegetative 
screening between AR area and the host tree, and the previous facts.

1. FLEDGED. 5/11/2011 Biomonitors observed RTHA carrying food to nest. Bird observed incubating on nest. Verified again by D. Busby on 
2/25/11.
Still active 3/10/2011. Bird observed incubating on nest. BHart.
25 Mar - RTHA incubating on nest. - RR
29 Mar - RTHA at nest 15:55. - RR
6 Apr - RTHA leaving nest 0815. CY bio-monitor observed regular prey carrying, feeding activity @ this nest. - RR
13 Apr - At least one large chick moving about on nest. - RR
20 Apr - RTHA on nest. Appears to be chick with feathered head. - RR
27 Apr - No RTHA detections 1630-1705. - RR
28 Apr - Downy RTHA visible on nest 1710. - RR
4 May - Single large juvenile RTHA standing on nest 0650. - RR
12 May - No RTHA detections during 30 minute observation. Fledged? Will revisit. - RR
20 May - No RTHA detections during 30 minute observation. Presume fledged 1755.  Change to Closed- RR

3/24/2011 5001256 ANHU Closed CP50-1 30 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 3/31/2011 Female incubating and territorial to two LEGOs. 
24 Mar - ANHU on nest. - RR
31 Mar - Female ANHU feeding fledged young 10 feet below nest @ 11:10. - RR
5 Apr - Nest no longer present. Change to closed. -  RR

3/24/2011 5001259 ANHU Closed CP50-1 AR 90 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/11/2011 Female observed incubating and adding lining to nest.
24 Mar - ANHU on nest 13:40. - RR
31 Mar - ANHU feeding 2 feathered fledglings 1235 - RR
5 Apr - Nestlings fill nest. - RR
11 Apr - 2 flight capable young, returning to nest to be fed 15:19. - RR
19 Apr. Nest fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

3/10/2011 5001260 HOWR Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within house 
area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/15/2011 Nest material visible. Bird seen entering cavity with material.
10 Mar 2011- HOWR singing incessantly (3-5 sec intervals) at cavity. - RR
24 Mar - HOWR singing nearby.Nesting activity suppressed by stormy day. - RR
31 Mar - HOWR pair carrying food to upper cavity. RR
5 Apr - Female brings food to upper cavity while male sings and nest-guards. - RR
5 May - HOWR continues to feed this nest 1035. - RR
12 May - HOWR enters cavity 0911. - RR
19 May - Intense territoriality around this and lower cavity, HOWR singing at 3 second intervals. - RR

3/8/2011 6002387 RSHA Closed Alpine Underground - 
115+00

180 feet to Alpine Blvd. 500 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/4/2011 RSHA observed on nest and another observed vocalizing nearby. Nest building observed by biomonitor. - 3/8/11 IM.
Red-shouldered Hawk incubating; best observed WNW of church across riparian area from Alpine Blvd 3-22 (PK).
One adult incubating, 1 calling nearby; leaves all but conceal  nest and hawk 4-5 (PK).
16 Apr - RSHA male on nest, apparently feeding young, 14:05 - RR.
22 Apr - RSHA male on nest 1455. - RR
30 Apr - RSHA male at nest 1421.- RR
6 May - RSHA male standing at nest, at least one downy chick visible 1437. - RR
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 9:23:13 AM. Three young standing on edge of nest. one adult had just left nest and was calling. 

rradd - 5/27/2011 6:55:43 AM
Adult male brings food to at least one extensively white juvenile in nest.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 12:22:06 PM
Nest empty, young have fledged. 
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

3/8/2011 6002391 BUSH Closed CP74-2 0 feet, within permanent 
pad.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 3/31/2011 Nest 90% complete, bushtits actively building nest, nearly complete on 3/8/11.
17 Mar - BUSH entering nest 10:43. - RR
28 Mar - 2 adults leaving and returning to nest and lingering in area. Possibly feeding nestlings.- BL
6 Apr - No birds detected 1215-1315, suggests fledged young. - RR

3/8/2011 6002392 CALT Closed CP70-3 70 feet from permanent 
pad.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/13/2011 3/8/11 -  Adults building, nest nearly complete.
17 Mar - CALT incubating. Active. - RR
25 Mar - Incubation continues. - RR
28 Mar - Nestlings present.-BL
6 Apr - CALT carrying food to feathered nestlings. - RR
13 Apr - Nestlings fledged. Change to closed. Check for second brood. - RR
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3/9/2011 6002393 ANHU Closed CP17-1 75 feet from tower site. 100 feet Emergency buffer 

reduced to 70 feet.
1. FLEDGED. 4/11/2011 Female incubating 2 eggs.

18 Mar - ANHU incubation continues. - RR
24 Mar - ANHU fem. brooding 2 young. - RR
30 Mar - 2 young with feather quills - RR
5 Apr - 2 well-feathered nestlings - RR
11 Apr - Nestlings fully fledged and departure is imminent 11:18. Closed. - RR

3/10/2011 6002803 WBNU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 feet to existing AR. 100 feet Although this nest will benefit from the proposed visual and acoustic barrier, 
due to the proximity of the nest to the bridge, approximately 15 feet, the actual 
work of installation of the barriers parallel to the bridge may have a short, 
negative impact. For that reason, the installation will be kept short in duration 
and without significant noise and activity levels.  To reduce potential impacts 
during sound barrier installation holes for blanket stabilization poles will be dug 
by hand.  Additionally, a qualified biologist will be present during sound barrier 
installation to provide guidance to reduce potential impacts. 

1. FLEDGED. 4/16/2011 sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:05:46 PM
WBNU observed 3 feet from cavity but did not enter during observations.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:05:32 PM
No activity at cavity.
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:08:11 AM - Occupied by Western Bluebirds. Male and female observed carrying food items into 
nest.
4/30/2011 - WEBL pair carrying grass to this nest, but pair of NUWO also here 1055. - RR
5/6/2011 - WEBL pair remain active at this nest 1045. - RR
5/13/2011 WEBL pair carrying items to nest, defending against constant HOWR insurgency 0955. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 1:18:25 PM
WEBL bringing food items to nest. 
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:35:08 PM
WEBL bringing food to cavity.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:01:53 PM
No activity observed at nest; no bluebirds in the  area.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:56:07 AM
No activity; presumed sucessfully fledged.    
                          sjohnston - 6/3/2011 3:10:22 PM
WBNH observed clearing WEBL nest material and bringing in fresh nesting material.

3/10/2011 6002805 OATI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

30 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. This plan to mitigate for potential construction impacts to 
the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce such impacts and 
improve the likelihood of nest success, provided that no stopping, standing, 
parking, or work occurs within new buffers.  In addition, this nest is in a cavity 
high above ground which provides natural buffering for the adults and nestlings.

1. FLEDGED. 5/16/2011 Active pair bonding and cavity nesting behavior observed, birds unconcered by my presence 25 feet from nest but no 
construction occurring at the time. - RR
17 Mar - As above, No nesting observed. - RR
23 March - No nesting behavior observed. Male vocalizing and pair present. IM
1 April - Pair of OATI occupying cavity. Pair bonding courtship behavior observed in the form of food presentation. IM
8 April - Adults back and forth to nest, likely feeding fledges.BL
16 Apr - OATI activity continues at this cavity. - RR
22 Apr - OATI pr making repeated trips, and bringing food to cavity 0745. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 8:49:54 AM - OATI observed carrying prey items into cavity.
6 May - OATI carrying food  to nest at 10 minute intervals 1034. - RR
13 May OATI exiting with fecal sac 0635. - RR

3/12/2011 6003220 BUSH Closed CP31-2 AR 20 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/3/2011 A pair of bushtits was observed making multiple trips to this location, carrying plant down and other nesting material, 
before the nest site was located. Less than 5% complete. B.Hart 3/12/11
100 foot buffer established. AR to CP29-1 and CP31-2 is closed as a result of this buffer.
18 Mar - 70% complete,still under construction.- RR.
24 Mar - BUSH exiting nest 10:20. - RR.
30 Mar - BUSH pair comes to nest, one bird enters carrying fluffy nest material 07:42 -RR.
5 Apr - BUSH nest exchange 0746 - RR.
11 Apr - BUSH exits nest 12:50 - RR.
19 Apr - BUSH enters nest 1342. - RR
25 Apr - BUSH pair seen foraging 50 feet away, but did not associate with nest during 30 minute observation - RR.
3 May - Nest intact and empty. Presume fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

3/12/2011 6003221 COHA Closed Helix Yard AR 120 feet from  AR. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 360 
feet.

Nest is in proximity to El Monte Road, rural residential, and is visually obscured.  
The proposed work is of a very short duration and requires no heavy 
machinery.  In addition, this nest is already subjected to light vehicular passage, 
and has demonstrated no intolerance of this.

1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 16 Mar - Pair present, exhibiting territorial behavior; consider site active. Birds agitated by foot traffic, ground personnel 
should maintain maximum buffer. RR
25 Mar - Female COHA on nest, male carrying fresh greens. 0720. - RR
29 Mar - Female COHA on nest, male harassing CORA out of territory,- RR
5 Apr - Female COHA on nest 1620, - RR
13 Apr - Female COHA on nest 0700. Nest exchange 0740. - RR
20 Apr - COHA pr active on nest. Male brings food to fenale 0814. - RR
26 Apr COHA female on nest 1710. - RR
3 May COHA female diving at observer at 225'. Assume young in nest. 1556 -RR
10 May COHA male on nest 1806. - RR
18 May COHA (poss. juv.) on nest 1812 . probable fledged juv. female obs. 75' from nest 1832. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 5:45:26 PM - Nest has fledged. Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/3/2011 1:27:07 PM - COHA on nest... Change to Active.
rradd - 6/9/2011 9:04:50 AM - COHA male feeding juvenile away from nest 0710. Second COHA on nest 0745.
rradd - 6/15/2011 5:14:29 PM - COHA male perched near nest for 30 minutes of observation. No bird visible on nest. 
Fledged juvenile may be returning to nest to be fed. 1700.
rradd - 6/23/2011 2:34:53 PM - No COHA detected in vicinity during 30 minute observation. Change to Closed.
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3/11/2011 6003223 BUSH Closed EP89-1 55 feet from temporary 

ROW; 165 feet to legs.
100 feet Keep all personnel out of 100 foot buffer within temporary ROW, and ensure 

that other areas of the ROW are utilized instead.
1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 Almost complete nest with pair working on final stages of construction 3-11.

Active nest with a Bushtit in attendance 3-28 (PK). 
Adult at nest; calling territorially 4-7 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 - Adult brought food to nest; entered nest and left.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 - Adult present near nest, calling territorially.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Nest looks good but no adults during 20 minute nest check.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - Rechecked nest ,but still no birds; may have fledged or failed by now.
bfischer - 06/01/2011 - Both adults were seen coming into and leaving nest.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - Adult brought food to nest.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No Bushtits observed or heard during 25 minutes of observations.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - 2 adults in area; 1 entered nest and left after about a minute.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - 2 adults behaving and calling territorially when jay perched near nest. (Seems like this nest has 
been active a long time . . .).
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 9:50:53 AM
 2 adults behaving and calling territorially when scrub jay perched near nest
tcooper - 6/2/2011 10:30:25 AM  Both adults were seen entering and leaving nest.
tcooper - 6/2/2011 - 2 adults in and out of nest.
PKonrad - 6/8/2011 - No Bushtits during initial 30 minute check or susequent shorter follow-up; nest looks worn. 
Several territorial pairs in area including jays and Cal Towhees.
pkonrad - 6/8/2011 1:37:42 PM
No Bushtits during initial 30 minute nest check or subsequent short follow-up.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 10:28:10 AM
No Bushtits observed or heard in area; nest is deteriorating - appears inactive.
PKonrad - 6/15/2011 - No Bushtits observed or heard; nest looks even more worn - deteriorating - appears inactive. 
PKonrad - 6/23/2011 - No Bushtits; nest worn - closed.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 3:52:05 PM
No Bushtits; nest worn; nestlings appear to have fledged some time ago - closed.

3/12/2011 6003230 ANHU Closed Bartlett Yard 25 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these 
areas are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and 
therefore are not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no 
change in activity levels occurs.

Vehicular passage along the AR is allowed through blanket exemption and is 
not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, standing or work 
occurs along the AR within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. Female incubating 3-28 (PK).  
Female incubating or brooding in stormy weather 4-7 (PK/FH).
3-12 - Female observed bringing nest material and spider silk to nest location. Work activity is occurring within 100 feet 
of nest as the water tank station is situated along western perimeter fence. Although not much work activity today, 
trucks were filling up water, a generator pump was very loud, but it did not afftect bird behavior or nest building 
progress.  Anna's hummingbirds are known to be very tolerant of human activity. I staked 100 foot buffer but kept the 
area around water tank open so trucks can fill up tanks and work can resume normal activity in area. Nest buffer 
reduction to 50 feet will likely not disturb nesting activity.
rradd - 4/15/2011  -  ANHU female feeding 2 large young. - RR
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 -  2 large nestlings lying low in nest.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - Surprised to see 2 large nestlings still present in nest; wing feathers well-developed.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - nestlings have fledged - closed.

3/16/2011 6003233 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - 774824 85 feet from AR; 300 
feet from pole.

300 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 4/14/2011 3/16/11  - D. Busby located nest. Female flushed off nest when I approached. 2eggs. Female returned to nest. 
Erected ESA signage for 300 foot buffer on access road. Construction will be affected by nest since this will likely not 
be a candidate for a NBR due to proximity to road and work area.
3/22/11 -TC - both adults present, male incubating, 3eggs, nest in perfect condition, male returned to nest within two 
minutes of nest check - photo 1
3/28/11 - Male incubating 3 eggs. Flushed as I approached but then returned to nest. Should be hatching in next few 
days (D. Busby).
4/7/11 TC - Female on nest, male present, contents not observed.
4/11/11 - Two eggs, one chick in nest, adults in vicinity (M. Dicus, S. Hampton).
4/14/11 TC - 1 fledgling out of nest. 2 addled eggs in nest.

3/25/2011 6003235 BLPH Closed Helix Yard 1240 feet from nearest 
part of yard.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 25 Mar - BLPH pair bringing mud to nest 0730 - RR.
29 Mar - Nest appears nearly complete. BLPH resting 90 feet away.
5 Apr - 3 eggs - RR.
13 Apr - Nest destroyed, pair rebuilding adjacent - RR.
20 Apr - Nest building continues 0810. - RR
26 Apr Nest has 1 egg 1630. - RR
3 May BLPH incubating 4 eggs 1605. - RR
11 May 4 eggs 1745, BLPH not detected. - RR
18 May BLPH feeding at least two fuzzy nestlings 1802. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 5:13:09 PM
BLPH feeding at least three feathered nestlings. 
rradd - 6/3/2011 12:51:55 PM
Nest is intact and empty - prev. obs indicate successfully fledged. 

3/17/2011 6003239 GHOW Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; within substation. 500 feet Reduced to 100 feet. Buffer was reduced to 100 feet, since this bird began nesting inside the 
substation after work activites began, and exhibited no signs of distress with 
personnel, equipment, and activities underway.

1. FLEDGED. 4/22/2011 2 owlets in nest. kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:45:35 PM

barnold - 4/22/2011 2:09:28 PM  One owlet in A-frame north of nesting A-frame.  Confirmed nest is empty through use 
of lift from 100 foot distance, using binoculars.  Bio-monitor reports that adults no longer present during the day. This 
owlet flies between several A-frames and no longer seems directly associated with the nest.  This nest is now 
considered Closed.
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3/31/2011 6003242 RTHA Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 400 feet from AR; 1470 

feet from yard corner.
500 feet Buffer remains; through 

access only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/20/2011 PKonrad 3/31/2011
1 hawk seen leaving nest; second bird flushed from nest when approached on foot to about 100 feet. Buffer was not 
flagged due to exemption of AR in use.
Red-tailed hawk incubating.      
Adult observed incubating/brooding 4-7 (PK/FH). 
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - 1 adult and at least 2 downy nestlings in nest.
sjohnston - 4/26/2011 5:17:22 PM - Observed nest for 30 minutes. Did not see nestling/adult in nest from vantage 
point. Observed 1 adult foraging nearby nest, but did not see it visit nest.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Downy nestlings can be seen in nest.
kalberts - 5/10/2011 - 
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - 1 large nestling standing on nest.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Nestling has fledged; no hawks observed in area; apparently dispersed - closed.

3/17/2011 6003245 RTHA Closed EP27-1 AR 270 feet from AR. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/30/2011 Red-tailed hawk incubating in large stick nest about 45 feet high in live oak 3-29 (PK).
Female flushed from nest; male vocalizing and circling nearby. Male is a black morph 4-7 (FH/PK).
sritt - 4/13/2011 11:30:09 AM - No change.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011   Both adults soaring overhead calling territorially; cannot see nest to check for nestlings due to 
thick foliage.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - 2 adults overhead soaring and calling; cannot view nestlings due to thick foliage.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - No change at nest site, but no adults present today.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - 2 adults soaring overhead calling territorially; nest (and nestlings?) obscured except can see 
nest from directly below.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - Same circumstances as last week.
PKonrad - 5/24/2011 - Hooray, can finally see 1 large feathered nestling standing at nest; 2 adults soaring overhead 
calling territorially. Nestling is normal-colored (adult male is a black morph).
PKonrad - 6/1/2011 - No sign of large nestling or normally vocal territorial adults. Expect that nestling fledged and 
family group has dispersed from the area.
eelias - 6/6/2011 10:09:16 AM
Arrived at site 1000.
eelias - 6/6/2011 10:30:06 AM
Flushed hawk (unknown age, unknown sex) from nest tree when I was 50m away. Located nest. Attempted to find a 
viewing angle where I could see into nest. I was not successful. Saw a dark variant (presumed male) lazily soar over 
@ 1018. No other activity. I monitored this nest for 30 minutes.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 10:41:11 AM
No fledgling(s) or adults observed or heard in area; they apparently have dispersed - closed.

3/17/2011 6003250 CORA Closed EP353 and AR 83 feet from AR. 100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 
Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 Pair of common ravens building a new nest 3-17 (PK).
100 foot nest buffer affects access road beyond structure site EP353; no access to SE. 
Raven incubating 3-25 (PK).      
Incubating 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/2011 5:56:57 PM - CORA incubating.
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - field notes missing; pentab problems? 
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Adult standing on nest (shading?).
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 1:06:30 PM - 2 adults present. 1 adult on nest with nestling observed.
sjohnston - 5/10/2011 12:02:52 PM - One adult observed at nest.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 1 adult perched above nest with 2 large active nestlings in nest.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - No ravens observed - nestlings apparently fledged and left area. [5-25:  High wind last week 
must have kept nestlings low and out of sight  (the potential of that is why Ididn't close nest then.)]
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - 1 adult and 3 nestlings/branchers active at nest and other end of tower.
pkonrad - 5/25/2011 1:03:10 PM
2 large feathered nestlings standing on nest with 1 brancher standing at other end of tower; 1 adult moving back and 
forth along tower.
imaunsell - 6/6/2011 7:57:01 AM
No activity observed at nest. No ravens observed in vicinity over 2.5 hours of observation on 4 June 2011 by Jim 
Pawlicki. Nest presumed fledged successfully based on previous comments.

3/18/2011 6003253 ANHU Closed TL 6924 - 17+50 85 feet to work area. 100 feet Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of Reconductor lines, 
following same principles as Alpine Blvd exemption.

1. FLEDGED. 4/18/2011 imaunsell 3/18/2011
female incubating on nest during cement cutting work occuring approximately 25 feet away.
dbusby 3/28/11
female still sitting on nest.
12 Apr 2 large feathered young on nest. - RR
18 Apr Fledgling ANHU below nest. Successfully fledged. Change status to INACTIVE. - RR
25 Apr No indications of re-nesting. Change to closed. - RR

3/18/2011 6003255 BUSH Closed Suncrest Substation 10 feet from work limits. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if, during the 
course of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird 
contsructs a nest outside the project area but within the buffer around Suncrest 
Substation and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. 
Activity levels at this site are anticipated to remain relatively high.

1. FLEDGED. 5/8/2011 90% complete, being built by adults using material from failed nest 40 feet to the south. Suncrest appoved for no nest 
buffers - TC 3/18/11
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:02:08 AM - nest complete; pair seen visiting nest with food. 
ahill - 5/8/2011 7:26:52 PM - Nest is complete, found nest below manzanita; nestlings have fledged.
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3/18/2011 5003257 RTHA Closed CP6-1 500 feet to tower center. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/25/2011 3/18/11 IM - Female observed on nest and male seen coming to and from. not affected by foot traffic and pickup 

trucks along road. 
9 Apr RTHA on nest. - RR
14 Apr 2 eyass on nest, attaining wing feathers. - RR
shampton - 4/18/2011 11:01:23 AM Adults bringing food to nest. Large downy chick visible in nest from CP 3 area
19 Apr RTHA adult on nest with young. - RR
26 Apr Two large juv. RTHA standing on nest. Wing feathers and white heads. - RR
2 May Young RTHA still present on nest. - RR
rradd - 5/27/2011 9:10:43 AM
Nest is empty and young have fledged.
Change to Closed.

3/23/2011 5003273 WEBL Closed EP90-1 AR 15 feet north of AR. 100 feet Buffer kept in place at 
100 feet, but vehicular 

passage is allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/8/2011 Pair repeatedly entering cavity. No incubation at this time 3-23.- RR
Pair entering cavity and flying in and out of area 3-31 (PK). 
No birds observed; cold & windy; will recheck; 4-7 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 - Male flew to nest cavity from west.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 - Male perched on tallest branch above nest cavity.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Male flew to cavity from west and left to north into eucalyptus grove.
barnold - 4/30/2011 11:50:15 AM - Male perched on branch outside cavity.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - No birds observed today.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - Male bluebird visited nest once during 40 minute nest visit.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Male bringing food to nest about every 4 minutes; left nest with fecal sac once. Female left nest 
during observations.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - 2 (yes two) adult males and female feeding nestlings in cavity!
barnold - 5/31/2011 12:59 PM Adults came to and left from nest cavity several times during 15-minute observation 
period.
barnold - 6/2/2011 9:04 AM - Adults (including two males and one female) making numerous nest visits (including 
bringing food to nest) during extensive (nearly two hours) observation period.
PKonrad - 6/8/2011 - No bluebirds; nestlings apparently fledged and family group dispersed - closed.


3/23/2011 5003274 RTHA Closed EP220-1 AR 470 feet to existing AR. 500 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 23 Mar - Pair RTHA at large stick nest. Not flagged due to AR @ 490', Hwy 80 @ 250'. - RR
Red-tailed hawk incubating 3-30 (PK).      
Hawk incubating 4-6 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - Hawk incubating.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Adult standing on nest; no nestlings can be seen.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - Adult and at least 2 downy nestlings in nest.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Adult flew from nest to perch along access road;  no nestlings can be seen.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - Adult and 2 medium-sized nestlings observed at nest
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - 2 adults perched along access road; no nestlings observable at nest.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 2:04:50 PM - 1 large feathered nestling standing on nest.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 1:43:35 PM - 1 fledgling perched in nest tree; 1 large nestling standing on nest.
barnold - 6/3/2011 10:58:56 AM - One fledgling perched in tree. Second hawk flew from tree north towards access 
road; not clear if this was the second fledgling or an adult as it was obscured from view by foliage. Nest has fledged, or 
nearly so.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 4:06:36 PM - 2 fledglings present initially, 1 standing on nest and 1 perched on highest branch of 
nest tree. Each fledgling flew to east at different times, as did 1 adult that flew over nest tree at 1 point. Nest site 
obviously still being used during post-fledging period.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 11:37:51 AM - Checked nest site twice while working in the area: first, no hawks were observed in 
the area, but 1 adult was observed perched along AR during second visit. Appears fledglings have dispersed enough 
to close this nest.

3/24/2011 5003278 CATH Closed EP240 75 feet from tower. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

Crew proposes to install 12KV pole 18, which is 102 feet NW of nest - beyond 
100 foot buffer - but 1 anchor is closer and will require 20 foot buffer reduction. 
Construction activities will take between 30 and 50 minutes, so affects on birds 
will be minimzed. Bio monitor will continuously monitor birds and construction 
activities. Construction equipment will include 2 trucks and all personnel and 
equipment will be required to stay west of buffer perimeter.

1. FLEDGED. 5/7/2011 3/24/11 TC- Adults lining nest, 95% complete. No work on access roads near nest.
3/25/11 BL- Checked status of this nest while in area, no activity, but poor weather. nest in good condition.
No birds or activity, but nest well-built (sage thrasher present; cactus wren calling nearby) 3-28 (PK).
One California thrasher territorial; 2 blue eggs in nest 4-6 (PK).
ahernandez, PKonrad - 4/12/2011 - Adult incubating 2 eggs.
barnold - 4/14/2011 2:35:22 PM  - Adult near nest, two eggs in nest.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 -  2 downy (brown-gray) nestlings; adult singing neaby S.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 2downy nestlings with pin feathers; 1 adult at nest joined second adult perched nearby. Nest is 
102 feet from 12KV pole 18.
sjohnston - 4/29/2011 10:34:34 AM - Nestlings observed in nest.
sjohnston - 5/7/2011 11:06:21 AM - Nest empty. Nestlings presumed to have fledged sucessfully.

3/28/2011 5003284 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet 15 feet Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

1. FLEDGED. 5/3/2011 Pair actively building nest. 3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:26:08 PM. Female incubating 5 eggs in nest. Female flushed when approached within 10 feet 
but quickly returned when moved out of area. ESA signs and rope installed at entrance to yard preventing access to 
this portion of yard. Thru traffic only on access road 80 feet to east. Adults seem tolerant of activity in area.
imaunsell - 4/16/2011 9:32:08 AM - NBR concurred 4/15/2011, buffer reduced in field to 15 feet.
emorgan - 4/25/2011 8:44:03 AM - Nest contains at least four chicks.
barnold - 5/4/2011 1:27:00 PM - According to bio-monitors, fledglings gone yesterday.  Adult observed bringing nest 
material today to nest immediately below nest used to fledge.  This lower nest had been identified as inactive, and the 
adults may be enhancing this nest as opposed to the fledged nest due to wear at fledged nest.  This pair may be 
preparing to double brood.
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3/28/2011 5003288 CATH Closed Alpine Yard 35 feet from imapct 

area.
100 feet ESA staked at yard 

limits.
NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these 
areas are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and 
therefore are not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no 
change in activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 4/25/2011 Female observed incubating on nest. Did not flush when approached to 5 feet. 3/28/11 IM
imaunsell - 4/16/2011 9:42:47 AM - Female on nest incubating/brooding. tolerates foot traffic as close as ten feet.
emorgan - 4/25/2011 11:11:53 AM - Nest likely fledged. No thrashers were observed around the nest and the nest is 
empty. Monitor for activity as thrashers double brood.

3/29/2011 5003290 BUSH Closed TL 6924 - Z171690 70 feet from permanent 
work area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 BUSH observed entering nest w material. RF-3/29/11
BUSH observed entering nest w material. rradd - 4/11/2011 7:26:09 AM
BUSH pair material carrying  to nest 0724. rradd - 4/18/2011 8:02:59 AM
25 Apr - Considerable BUSH activity to and from this nest 0740- RR.
2 May BUSH to nest 0742.- RR
10 May BUSH to nest 0921, but activity level is low. - RR
17 May BUSH arrives to nest 1257, departs 1301.- RR
26 May- nest in disrepair, no BUSH tending. BUSH in area, but did not associate. blohstroh - 5/26/2011 10:34:43 AM

3/31/2011 5003305 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/10/2011 3/31/11. Observed female bring nest material to nest with male following closely. (D. Busby)
barnold - 4/12/2011 12:28:50 PM - Nest, on south side of transformer for Bank 60, has five eggs.
26 Apr No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 1:34:29 PM  Two nestlings (at least) in nest.  No adults in area.
2 May  HOFI adults continue to attend this nest. - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 11:21 AM Nest empty. Closed.

3/31/2011 5003313 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 3/31/11 Pair bonding observed in area and pair visited possible beginnings of nest.  Not flagged due to access issue 
(Cummings). 
No adults observed, possible move to southside where an active nest was observed 4-12 (FH/BA).
19 Apr - No HOFI detected using this structure.  - RR
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:27:40 AM - House finches on Transformer Bank 71, appears to be recent additions to nest.
25 Apr -Two HOFI pairs squabbling over this site 0738. - RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 2:15:07 PM - Nest has been much reduced and is now considered Closed.
barnold - 5/10/2011 1:56 PM  Nest now has four House Finch eggs with attentive female.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:41 AM Nest with very small nestlings and attentive female. 
barnold - 5/26/2011 10:21 AM Nest with five larger nestlings and attentive female.
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:24 PM Two young fledglings in concrete retention basin. Nest successfully fledged. Nest now 
Closed.

barnold - 6/1/2011 2:24:32 PM
Two young fledglings in concrete retaining basin. Nest successfully fledged.

3/31/2011 5003314 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 feet The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      following reasons:
 
            •             House finches are known to nest in proximity to
            human activity and exhibit a high tolerance towards human
            disturbances. They have relatively high rates of nest success
            within areas of high human activity.
            •             These nests are located high up in the steel,
            between 20 and 40 feet above the ground.
            •             Past NBMs of similar nature with house finch in
            structures have not effected the success of the nests.

1. FLEDGED. 7/6/2011 3/31/11 - Observed pair visiting the nest. Not flagged due to access issue ( Cummings). 
Pair observed, fresh material on nest, pair bringing in material, dead adult female next to nest 4-12 12 April - 
(FH/BA).
19 Apr - Unable to detect activity from outside SUB. - RR
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:43:11 AM - Nest still present, but no eggs and no activity.  Change to inactive.
26 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 12:42:45 PM - No activity at this nest. Nest has deteriorated.  Change status to closed.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:33:47 AM
4 eggs in this nest.
barnold - 6/16/2011 1:57:57 PM
Two recently hatched nestlings and two eggs in nest. Female flushed from nest on approach at 3 feet.
barnold - 6/23/2011 11:56:20 AM
Four nestlings.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:08:48 PM
At least three nestlings observed in nest.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:57:13 PM
Nest empty. Successfully fledged.

3/31/2011 5003315 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 3/31/11 Observed female of pair visiting nest. Flagged (Cummings).
barnold - 4/12/2011 11:28:52 AM - Pair with nesting material observed. Nest probably moved 12 feet south into 
western end of Breaker 23 S.
2 May - Nest material visible, but no nesting confirmed.-  RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 10:43 AM  Pair at this location, as well as other nearby locations. No definitive nesting, but 
observed feeding fledgling on same structure. Heard feeding nestlings in area, but could not locate exact location.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:11AM  No activity observed.  Change status to Inactive.

3/31/2011 5003317 AMKE Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 150 
feet.

- This is likely the second clutch for this pair, which has successfully fledged 
young under similar conditions this year.
- The nest is located 30 feet above ground.
- The nest is located within a steel arm of a tower. This provides a natural buffer 
by design from activities occuring within the sub.
- Site selection has occured during ongoing work activities.
- Pair has high site affintity and has used this nest location previously.

1. FLEDGED. 4/14/2011 3/31/11 - Pair observed foraging, perching, and copulating adjacent to tower. Adult observed entering opening in 
tower. Prey remains below nest. Flag tower and road outside gate where buffer crosses. (D. Busby)
barnold - 4/12/2011 12:37:53 PM  No falcons observed in area.
14 Apr - Adult AMKE feeding fledglings away from nest. Successfully fledged. Change to CLOSED. - RR
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3/31/2011 5003318 AMKE Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within work area 

@ SW corner of 
substation

500 feet Buffer reduced to 250 
feet, with one day 

reduction to 65 feet.

NBR Submit Date: 04/25/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 04/26/2011

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. American Kestrel nest is 
located in tower arm, about 30 feet above ground level.  As such, they are not 
as likely to be disturbed by construction activities occurring at ground level.  In 
addition, this American Kestrel pair is highly acclimated to human presence at 
the substation.

1. FLEDGED. 5/1/2011 3/31/11 - Observed adult entering opening in arm. Same pair foraging nearby. ESA signs near southeast corner of 
substation. (D. Busby)
barnold - 4/12/2011 12:35:46 PM - Falcon observed sitting on wire nearby, but no interaction with nest observed.
14 Apr - Male catches mouse and brings pieces to opening at end of arm.- RR
19 Apr - No AMKE detected 1510-1710. - RR
barnold - 4/21/2011 10:38:26 PM Male brings mouse to wire, female emerges from nest and takes mouse from male.  
Male flies off.
26 Apr - AMKE male brings lizard to nest cavity 0744. - RR
2 May - AMKE male nest guarding but no nest visit made during 1 hour observation. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 2:10 PM No sign of activity.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:24 AM No sign of activity. This nest may have fledged earlier this month, and appears to be no 
longer active.

3/31/2011 5003319 RTHA Closed TL 6916 - 774822 465 feet to AR; just over 
500 feet to work sites.

500 feet Access road is 465 feet from nest area, and vehicular passage is not 
anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or 
construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/3/2011 3/31/11 TC - At least 2 downy young in nest, adults nearby.
4/4/11 - 2 young still in nest - shampton - 4/11/2011.  
4/7/11 TC - At least 2 downy young in nest, adults nearby.
12 Apr - 3  RTHA eyass acquiring feathers 1640 - RR
4/13/11 TC - 2 young in nest, wings w/ coverts and primaries emerging.
18 Apr - RTHA adult on nest with 2 unfledged. 1224 - RR
4/21/11 TC - 2 young in nest.
25 Apr - 2 large RTHA juveniles standing on nest. Aquiring feathered heads. - RR
2 May - 1 RTHA juvenile standing on nest. 1 bird presumed fledged 1705.  - RR
tcooper - 5/5/2011 -  No young in in nest, at least 1 fledgling nearby, changed nest status to closed.

3/31/2011 5003325 LEGO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; at and next to 
work area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/23/2011 31 Mar - Female on nest 1215 - RR.
5 Apr - Incubation continues - RR.
11 Apr - Female LEGO on nest 16:19 - RR.
19 Apr - 2 well-feathered nestlings in nest 0739. - RR
27 Apr - Nest fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

3/31/2011 5003326 AMKE Closed TL 6924 - Z171695 75 feet to TL AR, across 
paved road.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/14/2011 Bird arrived at this spot, disappeared, then left; likely feeding young.
7 April female perched at this tower arm.-BL
14 April - No activity at this nest, but pair and fledge observed to south.
No activity associated with nest cavity observed, male eating prey one tower north. Changed status to inactive. Appear 
to have fledged. blohstroh - 4/21/2011
No activity observed. blohstroh - 4/28/2011
29 Apr - This monopole is occupied by bees and EUST. AMKE nest is NID 7000944, 290 feet north. Change to closed. 
RR

3/31/2011 5003327 AMKE Closed TL 6924 - Z171688 0 feet, at tower/work 
site.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/26/2011 Bird arrived at this spot, disappeared, then left; likely feeding young.
7 April - Pair observed copulating on wire next to nest cavity. 
No activity observed. consider closing next week.-blohstroh - 4/14/2011
Male entered cavity in bottom west arm. Pair copulating at top of tower, fighting off second male. Male foraging and 
returning to tower, giving trill call, interaction call with female, fighting off EUST. blohstroh - 4/21/2011 11:39:44 AM
AMKE still entering and departing nest, pair interction calls. blohstroh - 4/28/2011
2 May - AMKE male provisioning nest 0848. - RR
10 May AMKE carrying rat to nest 0952. - RR
17 May No AMKE obs. associating with this pole during 60 min. obs. on cool wet day 0930. - RR
AMKE carrying mouse to nest. Nestlings heard. blohstroh - 5/19/2011 11:13:53 AM
No activity observed, nest apparently fledged. blohstroh - 5/26/2011 11:39:39 AM
blohstroh - 5/26/2011 11:40:51 AM - No activity observed, nest apparently fledged.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

3/31/2011 5003328 RSHA Closed Elliott Substation 240 feet to corner of 
substation.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 300 
feet.

Buffer should be reduced to 300 feet, since this bird is nesting within a 
residential area, and is accustomed to the presence of humans.  Homes are 
150 feet away, and the work area of the substation is approximately 350 feet 
away. 

1. FLEDGED. 4/21/2011 Female on nest on 3-31-11
12 Apr - No RSHA detected at nest 1200-1300. Pair seen 1800 feet west but did not come to this nest. - RR.
21 Apr - Fledged RSHA noted across this area begging from adults suggests successful nesting. - RR

4/1/2011 5003334 SOSP Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

5 feet from driveway. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. Pair feeding 2+ nestlings. About 5 feet from road. Pair would not approach nest when present. Required 30 minute 
passive observation from 30+ feet to locate. 1 April 2011 - IM
No nestlings or fledglings present in area. Nest intact and thistle intact. Appears to have fledged successfuly - 
imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:29:08 AM.

4/1/2011 5003335 ANHU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

55 feet from driveway. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. Female flushed when foot traffic approached within 15 feet of nest. Female on nest. 1 April 2011 - IM (gps not 
functioning, mapped by hand.)
Female on nest - imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:30:52 AM.
19 Apr - ANHU female on nest, did not flush from directly under, 1142. - RR
27 Apr - ANHU female on nest 1155. - RR
5 May - No ANHU detected  during 30 minute observation. 1355. Likely fledged. Change to closed. - RR
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4/1/2011 5003343 LEOW Closed EP85-2 160 feet from AR entry. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 165 

feet.
Vehicular passage not anticipated to impact nest that is closer to Lake Morena 
Drive than project elements, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or 
construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/16/2011 April 1 and 2 - Active. Bird incubating on nest.  S. Hampton, S. Ritt
Could not see bird on nest from any on-ground angle 4-8 (PK); will return.
PKonrad - 4/18/2011   Same situation as above, but talked with Scott Hampton and Steve Ritt about who noted how 
hard it is to find the bird from ground level. This may be a nest that we may not get good observation on until nestlings 
are a week or 2 old.
emorgan - 4/27/2011 9:56:41 AM - Adult on nest.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 1 large downy brancher with flight feathers half developed lying dead on ground 25 feet west of 
nest tree. No other nestlings,  branchers, or adults observed, but nest is hard to view from below. 
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - Large downy brancher on horizontal limb about 10 feet above ground (above sibling carcass). 
No other nestlings, branchers or adults observed in surrounding trees.
PKonrad - 5/16 and 5/20/2011 - No sign of adults, branchers, or fledglings at nest or surrounding trees. 
PKonrad - 5/24/2011 - No signs of owls in surrounding area - closed.
pkonrad - 5/24/2011 3:46:05 PM
No owls observed in area again - closed.

4/1/2011 5003344 AMCR Closed EP85-2 AR 45 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular traffic not anticipated to impact this nest situated very close to Lake 
Morena Drive provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction 
occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/24/2011 1 April - No apparent activity - S. Hampton, S. Ritt
American crow incubating; second crow calling, perching and flying overhead territorially 4-8 (PK).
100 foot buffer affects access road within nearby long-eared owl nest's 500 foot buffer.
barnold - 4/13/2011  -  Bird on nest (BWA & FH). 
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 -  Cannot see bird in nest, but territorial crows calling nearby.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - No change, but a crow circled in flight from nest (did it flush from nest?). 
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 -  Crow flushed from branch near nest; no calling.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - 2 crows actively hunting in pasture to west; cannot see into nest.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - 1 fledgling crow in loer bach ofnest tree; 1 adult calling very territorially from tree tops. More 
nestlings in nest?
PKonrad - 5/24/2011 - 1 fledgling and 2 adults active in pasture west of nest. Fledgling can fly quite well; adults calling 
territorially - closed.
pkonrad - 5/24/2011 3:43:40 PM
1 fledgling and 2 adults active in pasture west of nest - closed.

4/4/2011 5003346 BUSH Closed TL 639 - Z171680 30 feet from AR; 85 feet 
from nearest pole.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/14/2011 4 April - Active. Pair entering nest and acting agitated, adult was observed taking food into nest. -S. Hampton, S. 
Skidmore
14 Apr - Nest appears to be falling from anchor. BUSH feeding caterpillars to young in family group 45 feet from nest. 
Consider successfully fledged. Change to CLOSED. Remove buffers and flags. - RR

4/5/2011 5003355 COHA Closed Elliott Substation 210 feet to substation. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 450 
feet.

450 feet buffer for construction:  A) There is limited line-of-sight from the nest to 
the work area.  B) Nest is located 20' from a major roadway and regular foot 
traffic indicating the pair is acclimated to human activity.  C) Scheduled work is 
to be done with hand tools and small crew which will minimize visual and 
auditory impacts to the nest.

1. FLEDGED. 04/05/11 - Pair of Cooper's hawks observed at and around nest (R. Abe, M. Dicus).
12 Apr - COHA flew from nest, calling at 12:00. Seems agitated by human voices, traffic OK.- RR
21 Apr - COHA at nest. Agitated by observer activity in  parking lot. 0715 - RR
26 Apr - Male COHA vocal at nest 1210. - RR
03 May - COHA on nest. - RR
11 May - COHA agitated by landscape utility crew working under nest. 0700 - RR
16 May - COHA female at nest, male hunting in the fig trees 0855. - RR
23 May - COHA visible on this well-obscured nest, adult male hunting nearby.
rradd - 5/23/2011 11:19:27 AM
COHA visible on this well-obscured nest, ad. male hunting nearby.
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:46:43 AM
 Male COHA carries small bird to nest 0707.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:33:01 AM
Male COHA eating NOMO 0843, returns briefly to nest 0858 w/ no food and departs quickly.
rradd - 6/14/2011 2:48:11 PM
Adult male COHA carrying prey to nesr area 1140, juv. on nest 1405.
rradd - 6/21/2011 8:31:39 AM
Adult male COHA carrying prey to nest area 0704, COHA on nest 0826.
rradd - 6/27/2011 2:09:08 PM
COHA on nest 1352.
rradd - 7/5/2011 3:06:40 PM
Adult COHA on nest with downy, partially feathered juvenile ...
rradd - 7/11/2011 6:13:44 PM
Juvenile COHA brancher with short wings and tail; not yet flight capable adjacent to nest. Adult male COHA alarming 
10' away in response to observer.
rradd - 7/19/2011 2:00:21 PM
No COHA detected at nest tree; juvenile heard calling away from nest. Young has fledged, change to Closed.

4/5/2011 5003356 HOWR Closed Elliott Substation 0 feet; inside substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 60 
feet.

60 feet buffer for construction:  A) Pair freely entered/exited the nest and did not 
appear disturbed by foot traffic occurring as close as 40 feet away during this 
observation period.  B) Scheduled work is to be done with hand tools and a 
small crew which will minimize visual and auditory impacts to the nest.  C) Nest 
is located within a substation indicating that this pair is accustomed to varying 
levels of disturbances and human activity.  D) Nest is located within a cavity in 
steel providing a buffer by design to visual and auditory disturbances.


1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 04/05/11 - Pair of house wrens carrying nest material to structure (J&M Dicus, R. Abe).
12 Apr - HOWR active and singing nearby but did not enter cavity. - RR
21 Apr - HOWR territorial singing, enters cavity 0804. - RR
26  Apr - HOWR territorial singing,  2nd bird enters cavity 1305. - RR
2 May HOWR bringing food to nest. - IM
11 May HOWR provisioning this nest @ 5 min.intervals 0718. - RR
16 May HOWR continue carrying items to nest 1004. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 11:22:04 AM
No detections at nest, HOWR feeding at least 4 fledglings 100' S, presume this nest has fledged, Change to Closed

4/5/2011 5003360 PHAI Closed CP50-1 AR 60 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/30/2011 5 Apr - Pair PHAI building nest - mostly complete, male on nest - RR
11 Apr - Male PHAI on nest 13:25 - R
19 Apr - Female PHAI feeding at least 3 nestlings 0826. - RR
27 Apr - Feathered nestlings visible 0946. - RR
5 May - No PHAI at this nest. Likely successful fledge. Change to Closed. - RR
19 May PHAI male rebuilding this nest with fresh material 0935,  Change to ACTIVE.- RR
25 May Nest no longer present. Change to Closed. - RR
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4/5/2011 5003363 CORA Closed EP358 AR 40 feet from AR entry; 

270 feet to tower site.
100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 

Raven Control Plan.
1. FLEDGED. 5/12/2011 Adult incubating on new nest 4-5 (PK).

sritt - 4/12/2011 5:41:50 PM - Raven incubating on nest. Kestrel was hunting from south arm of tower. 
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - Nest visited,but fild notes absent - pentan problems?
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - At least 3 large feathered nestlings standing in nest; 2 adults flew in to perch near nest. New 
nest material placed on north side of tower to NW with 2 adults perched on tower, then apparently flew to this nest 
tower.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 1:35:35 PM - Two adults present. One adult on nest with two fearhered nestlings observable.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - No ravens present at this nest tower (or surrounding towers and perch sites);  nestlings have 
fledged and left the area - closed.

4/6/2011 5003365 CORA Closed EP341 30 feet from AR entry; 
300 feet from tower 

area.

100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 
Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 04/06/11 -  1 adult on nest.  Buffer affects access road to EP341 (J&M Dicus, R. Abe).
sritt - 4/15/2011 9:41:26 AM - 1 bird incubating. Another perched 3 feet away.
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - Raven incubating.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Raven brooding/incubating.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 4:33:32 PM - 1 adult observed on nest.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 1 adult brooding.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - No raven activity seen at or near nest.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - At least 2 large feathered nestlings standing on nest.

pkonrad - 5/25/2011 12:21:57 PM
At least 2 large feathered nestlings standing on the nest.
barnold - 6/4/2011 3:19:21 PM
Nest empty, successfully fledged.
barnold - 6/4/2011 Nest empty, successfully fledged. Nest Inactive.

4/6/2011 5003367 BEWR Closed CP80-1 2 feet from existing AR; 
360 feet from tower 

area.

100 feet Buffer kept, but vehicular 
passage allowed.

Vehicular passage for construction is not anticipated to impact nest, and should 
be allowed, provided that this superfluous gate remains open, and is never 
locked or unlocked.

1. FLEDGED. 5/17/2011 4/6/11 - Observed adults bringing material to nest in gate column.  80% complete.  Erect ESA signs. No vehicular 
access through gate permitted. No nest buffer reduction.(T. Cooper)
kalberts - 4/14/2011 5:12:20 PM - Nest observed with 3 eggs during 2 observation periods today. Travis Cooper 
reported cold eggs and no BEWR activity over 1 hour observation period with Darin Busby. I also did not see or hear 
any BEWR from 1330-1430 in the area. Nest abandoned with 3 eggs?   
tcooper - 4/19/2011 - Nest w/ 5 eggs, adult incubating, another adult singing nearby. Gate in closed position but not 
bolted or locked. Opened gate and placed a sign advising not to close gate.
20 Apr - 5 eggs but no BEWR detected 30 minute observation. - RR
28 Apr - BEWR incubating 0958. - RR
5 May - Nestlings in nest 1525. - RR
14 May - BEWR carried winged insect to nest 1352. - RR
20 May - Nest empty, fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

4/6/2011 5003371 BUSH Closed CP80-1 65 feet from existing AR; 
300 feet from tower site

100 feet Buffer kept, but vehicular 
passage allowed

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 4/6/11 - Observed adult carrying nest material to nest. 80% complete. Erected ESA signs for this nest and adjacent 
BEWR nest in gate. Candidate for nest buffer reduction since access road will only be used for brief thru-traffic.(D. 
Busby)
20 Apr - BUSH on nest 1600. - RR
28 Apr - BUSH exits nest and flies uphill 1024. - RR
5 May - BUSH present at nest 1745. - RR
14 May - No BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RR
20 May - Nest is intact, empty, presume fledged. Change to Closed. 1152. - RR

4/8/2011 5003372 WEBL Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 
pullsite - driveway entry

32 feet 100 feet Driveway improvement work consists of one day of survey staking with 2-3 
person crew, then one day of potholing with 2-3 person crew. Implement 
soundwalls to allow work in buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/14/2011 04/08/11 - Female carrying food item into cavity, male perching nearby (M. Dicus, R. Abe).
13 Apr - WEBL pair active, female enters cavity 0935. - RR
vnovak - 4/20/2011 7:06:34 AM - Male entering cavity, female with male. Both entering cavity.
27 Apr - WEBL pair defending cavity in ownership dispute with NUWO 1600. - RR
04 May - WEBL male defending cavity in dispute with ATFL. - 1435. - RR
14 May WEBL pr present but no cavity use during 30 min obs.0930 - RR
19 May WEBL pr active, female enters cavity 1802. - RR

4/6/2011 5003373 COHA Closed CP63-3 AR 100 feet from AR entry 
area.

500 feet AR improvement work consists of 2-3 person crew staking for one day, then 2-3 
person crew potholing for 2nd day.  Implement sound barriers for noise and 
visual protection.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 6 Apr - Male feeds female, incubates while female feeds, then nest guards following exchange. - RR
8 April - Adult COHA on nest.  Adult male observed feeding female off nest; copulated with female while she fed on 
prey item (M. Dicus, R. Abe).
13 Apr - Nest exchange @ 0848. - RR
barnold - 4/15/2011 2:07:41 PM - Nest exchange at 1:30 pm. Hawk on nest at end of survey (2:00 pm).
vnovak - 4/20/2011 10:06:17 AM - Male with prey item seen in area of nest. Female also seen in area. Nest exchange 
observed.
27 Apr - COHA female on nest, male brings partially consumed food 1525. - RR
4 May - COHA male incubating 1420 - RR
14 May COHA female on nest 0855. - RR
19 May COHA male increasingly agitated by obs presence @150', 1704 . - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 8:16:02 AM
Female COHA diving on observer at 75' from nest; probable indicator of juvenile being brooded 0712
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:06:58 PM
Female COHA brings food drop and departs nest 30 seconds later 1600.
rradd - 6/9/2011 10:43:36 AM
At least one large juvenile in nest. Does not appear flight-capable.
rradd - 6/17/2011 7:25:55 AM
Female COHA carries pret to two fledged juveniles perched under nest 0712. Young are returning to nest to be fed.
rradd - 6/24/2011 8:46:17 AM
Juvenile begging away from nest. 
Change to Closed.
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4/6/2011 5003376 RSHA Closed CP70-3 AR 300 feet from El Monte 

Road.
500 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 

stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.
1. FLEDGED. 5/20/2011 6 Apr - Male brings pocket gopher to incubating female on nest @ 1725. - RR

13 Apr - RSHA female on nest 1220. - RR
20 Apr - RSHA pair on nest. - RR
28 Apr - Two downy RSHA on nest. - RR
4 May - RSHA male agitated by approaching observer, indicating nest remains viable. - RR
14 May - 2 well-feathered juvenile RSHA in nest 1140. - RR
20 May - Nest empty, successfully fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

4/8/2011 5003385 RSHA Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 
pullsite - driveway entry

480 feet to AR entry. 500 feet Traffic and recreationists associated with El Monte Road and El Monte Park are 
within the 500 foot buffer for this nest, and the nest is 480 feet from AR entry.  
No impact from construction vehicular ingress/egress from Yard is anticipated to 
affect this nest provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction 
occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/30/2011 04/08/11 - Adult RSHA on nest, vocalizing (M. Dicus, R. Abe).
13 Apr - RSHA female on nest 0955. - RR.
vnovak - 4/20/2011 10:09:53 AM - Female incubating
27 Apr - RSHA female on nest 1358. - RR
4 May - RSHA female on nest. 1310. - RR
12 May RSHA male on nest 1814. - RR
20 May  RSHA male on nest 0715. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 8:13:12 AM
Large fully-feathered juvenile in nest 0804.
rradd - 6/3/2011 3:26:33 PM
Preening juvenile visible on nest from El Monte Rd
rradd - 6/9/2011 11:39:37 AM
Adult RSHA on nest with juvenile 1132.
rradd - 6/17/2011 7:50:32 AM
Adult male RSHA on nest with feeding juvenile 0732.
rradd - 6/24/2011 8:39:16 AM
Juvenile on nest 0825.
rradd - 7/1/2011 6:57:30 AM
Young has fledged and nrest is empty 0650.

4/8/2011 5003389 MODO Closed EP324 AR 95 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage 
permissible, but buffer 

remains.

Nest site is 95 feet from edge of existing SWPL line, and is well-removed from 
any work area. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, 
provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the 
buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/13/2011 4/8/2011 - 2 eggs observed.  Adult didn't flush until directly below nest.  (FH/DB) 
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 - Adult incubating.
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - Adult brooding; 2 eggshells on ground just north of nest.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Adult lying in nest with 2 large nestlings.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 3:46:34 PM - Dove flushed from nest and agitated. Backed off nest before being able to view any 
nestling to prevent stressing bird.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - Doves have fledged; heard 1 dove flush from top of tree - closed.

4/11/2011 5000777 ANHU Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; overhanging AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/10/2011 11 Apr - ANHU female building new nest, unconcerned by observer directly under nest. - RR
19 Apr - ANHU female on nest 0705 - RR
27 Apr - ANHU female on nest 0717 - RR
5 May - ANHU on nest 0655. - RR
12 May - Nest unoccupied, ANHU female feeding fledgling away from nest. Change to Closed. - RR

4/11/2011 5000780 HOWR Closed TL 6916 - Z973032 40 feet from work 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

Blanket exemption for work occuring in residential areas of 69kV reconductor 1. FLEDGED. 5/17/2011 11 April - Discovered by Gerhard Bombe while monitoring, BUSH nest 40  feet to west. Adult observed singing, and 
carrying nest material into cavity.   -S. Hampton, M. Dicus
shampton - 4/11/2011
18 Apr - HOWR continue to import material to this location under roof tile 9045.
25 Apr - HOWR breeding activity continues at this site. - RR
2 May - Nest material added, now visible under roof tile. - RR
11 May HOWR singing at nest, and chasing away HOFI 1555. - RR
17 May HOWR sings, enters nest during construction 1042. - RR

4/12/2011 5000781 SAPH Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. Say's Phoebe nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator brace and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 Nest with two young. Adult observed bringing food. barnold - 4/12/2011 8:56:07 AM.
19 Apr - Feeding continues. - RR
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:21:28 AM - Nest with three young, adults on nest and in area.
26 Apr - SAPH pair continue food carrying to this site 0725. - RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 1:57:22 PM - Young out of nest and in immediate area of Transformer Bank 71. Adults still caring 
for these recently fledged young.  Buffer reduced to 70 feet.
2 May SAPH juveniles following adults off site. Change to Closed. - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 1:29 PM  Nest with four House Finch eggs.  Nest once again Active.
barnold - 5/11/2011 12:55 PM  Nest now with five eggs.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:45 AM Nest still with five eggs.  Female House Finch flushed.
barnold - 5/26/2011 10:11 AM Nest with five young nestlings
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:36 PM Nest with at least four House Finch nestlings.
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:38:40 PM
Nest with at least four House Finch nestlings.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:43:01 AM
Nest with one large nestling.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:22:43 PM
Nest empty.
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4/12/2011 5000782 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 

feet.
The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      following reasons:
 
            •             House finches are known to nest in proximity to
            human activity and exhibit a high tolerance towards human
            disturbances. They have relatively high rates of nest success
            within areas of high human activity.
            •             These nests are located high up in the steel,
            between 20 and 40 feet above the ground.
            •             Past NBMs of similar nature with house finch in
            structures have not effected the success of the nests.

1. FLEDGED. 7/6/2011 Adult repeatedly entering pipe 4-12 (FH/BA).
19 Apr - HOFI pr remain active here. - RR
26 Apr - No confirmation of nesting detected from outside the Sub 0930-1000.- RR
2 May - HOFI breeding activity continues. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:50 PM  No activity at this specific location, but House Finches active in general area.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:32  AM House Finches in area but not at this specific described location.
barnold - 6/1/2011 4:52:34 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:50:57 AM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:48:35 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:54:32 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:33:40 PM
No House Finches observed at this specific pipe, but singing male and single female observed in this bay.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:53:27 PM
Nest has apparently successfully fledged.

4/12/2011 5000784 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finch nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator fan screen and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.  In addition, House Finches are 
extremely acclimated to human disturbance.

1. FLEDGED. 6/23/2011 Female observed incubating, male in area 4-12 (FH/BA).
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:20:05 AM  Pair in immediate area of nest.
26 Apr - No confirmation of nesting detected from outside the substation.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 2:24:16 PM  Female on nest.
2 May - No detections. - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 1:46 PM  No activity observed at this nest, may be Inactive.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:38 AM No activity observed, change status to Inactive.
barnold - 5/26/2011 10:23 AM No activity during brief survey period.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:46:49 AM
Female sitting on nest.
barnold - 6/16/2011 7:32:16 AM
Female sitting on nest.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:43:01 PM
Appears that nestlings have successfully fledged.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed because nest fledged.

4/12/2011 5000788 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finch nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator fan screen and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.  In addition, House Finches are 
extremely acclimated to human disturbance.

1. FLEDGED. 5/10/2011 Two nests on top of screen, one with two eggs.  Adults in area, and flying to nest.
19 Apr - HOFI adults repeatedly entering and leaving. - RR
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:33:17 AM - Nest now has four eggs.
26 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the substation.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 12:34:30 PM  Nestlings being incubated by female.
2 May Breeding continues. - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 2:39PM  Nest with four very large fledglings, apparently on the verge of leaving nest.
barnold - 5/11/2011 12:29 PM  Female flushed from empty nest.

4/12/2011 5000790 CORA Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 10 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install a new 230kV Bay west of the Control House. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. Common Raven nest is well 
concealed in the top of an A-frame steel structure, about 25 feet above the 
ground.  As such, this nest is not likely to be disturbed by  ground level 
activities. In addition, Common Ravens are extremely acclimated to human 
disturbance.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 barnold - 6/1/2011 2:00:27 PM
One adult in area, but not at nest.
barnold - 6/1/2011 3:19:34 PM
Two Common Ravens sitting on I-beam above and about 25 feet west of nest. These are the two fledglings. Bio-
monitor has seen four ravens together in the substation. The two fledglings flew off. This nest successfully fledged and 
is now Closed.

4/13/2011 5000799 WESJ Closed EP85-2 AR 12 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.   
It is the biologist's opinion that the reduced buffer will not impact the nest for the 
following reasons:  A) The nest is ~15' from the AR to EP85-2 and was built 
near a road that experiences daily non-project light traffic.  B) Nest is obscured 
by dense foliage.  C) Nest is by a lightly developed, residential area.  D) All 
construction is approximately 310' from nest location.  
Conditionally with this buffer reduction:  1) Monitor bird nest. 2) Dust control 
cannot hit nest.  3) No exceptionally loud noises.

1. FLEDGED. 5/24/2011 April 13 barnold
Nest with 1 egg, adult at and around nest. Buffer will overlap with active Bushtit nest across AR, and will effetively 
close access road 4-13 BA.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011   1 adult incubating 2 eggs ( light green, brown speckled); both adults territorial.
emorgan - 4/27/2011 8:49:01 AM Adult flushed off nest when we walked by. Still incubating.
fhoffman - 5/3/2011 11:45:10 AM  - 1 nestling observed; adult in immediate area.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 1 large unfeathered nestling in nest; 1 adult present but secretive.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - 1 large nestling with pin feathers in nest; pair of adults a couple feet from nest in undergrowth.
fhoffman - 5/19/2011 5:07:39 PM - Adult alarm calling nearby; 1 large nestling in nest.
pkonrad - 5/24/2011 - Nestling has fledged; no adults or fledgling observed in area - closed.

4/13/2011 5000801 CALT Closed TL 6916 - Z244927 85 feet to existing AR; 
190 feet to nearest pole.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 4/30/2011 JDicus 4/13/2011
Adult flushed from vegetation and a quick search of the area it came from revealed nest.  Female returned to 
incubating shortly (4 eggs in nest).  Posted ESA signs and 10 mph speed limit, no stopping signs where buffer meets 
access road
RRadd 4/18/2011
Chicks in nest acquiring black down. CALT returned to nest promptly.
RRadd 4/25/2011
Nestlings still downy.
RRadd 5/2/2011
Nest neat intact and empty, presumed fledged. Change to Closed.
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4/13/2011 5000803 BUSH Closed TL 6916 - Z771471 170 feet to nearest work 

area.
100 feet 0 feet Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of Reconductor lines is 

applicable here.
1. FLEDGED. 5/27/2011 04/13/2011 - Adults building nest.  Nest approx 20% complete.  Buffer does not impact poles, only paved access road 

(J&M Dicus).
18 Apr BUSH attending nest 14:57. Nest appears nearly complete. - RR
kalberts - 4/22/2011 3:08:04 PM NBM WLA concurence for buffer exemption for nests in developed areas on 69kv 
line.
25 Apr No BUSH detected during 30 min obs. - RR
RAbe - 4/26/2011 11:08:39 AM
Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest possibly complete.
barnold - 5/3/2011 11:19:42 AM  Adult enters nest after 25 minutes of observation.
11 May BUSH exits 1347. - RR
16 May BUSH comes to nest 1634. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 6:08:38 PM - 18:05 BUSH exits nest, flies into Alliant.
rradd - 5/31/2011 4:27:18 PM - No BUSH detected 1552 - 1622. Prior observations suggest nest has fledged. Change 
to Closed.

4/13/2011 5000804 CALT Closed TL 6916 - Z774815 260 feet to nearest pole 
work area.

100 feet Blanket exemption for residential areas of Reconductor lines may be applicable 
here.

1. FLEDGED. 4/21/2011 JDicus & MDicus 4/13/11
Adult feeding three nestlings.  Adult remained on nest when approached within 15 feet.
RRadd 4/18/2011
Nestlings well feathered.
TCooper 4/21/11
nest empty, chicks likley fledged successfully

4/13/2011 5000806 HOWR Closed EP27-1 AR 35 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/16/2011 sritt - 4/13/2011 10:25:18 AM - 2 males fighting over cavity. One bird defending nest from other bird that was removing 
nest material. One female also present.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Male singing 20 feet from a couple cavities that fit this desciption here.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Male singing throughout nest tree; visited suspected nest cavity briefly once.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Male singing actively, but no action at cavity(s).
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Adult perched in cavity entrance, facing outward; perched in a number of locations and chased 
another wren from area, then returned tonest tree; little singing.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - No wrens observed or heard at nest tree; only a neighboring wren singing to south.

4/13/2011 5000811 HOWR Closed CP64-2 AR 0 feet; within work area. 100 feet It is the biologist's opinjion that one day of preconstruction staking with 2-3 
crewmen, followed by one day of potholing with 2-3 crewmen, in conjunction 
with sound walls to reduce visual and noise impacts is not anticipated to impact 
this nest.

1. FLEDGED. 5/26/2011 13 Apr - HOWR carrying nest materials into pipe and singing from top. - RR
barnold - 4/15/2011 2:13:20 PM - Adult perched and singing on top of 6-foot gate post pipe north of the access road 
on and off for about six minutes total between 1:00 pm and 2:00 pm.  Oak titmouse pair foraging in live oak tree 
directly above pipe, one would occassionally hover over, perch upon, and briefly enter and exit pipe opening.
27 Apr - HOWR carrying food to nest 1500.
vnovak - 4/20/2011 8:10:21 AM HOWR seen entering upright pipe at gate.
4 May - HOWR female perched at top of pipe begging male for food 1412. - RR.
14 May HOWR exits nest 0851. - RR
19 May No HOWR detected during 30 min. obs. 1715. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 8:17:44 AM
No detections during 30 minute observation. Nest has fledged. 
Change to Closed.

4/13/2011 5000812 BUSH Closed CP81-1 0 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/25/2011 13 Apr - BUSH activly building nest - looks 90% complete. - RR
barnold - 4/19/2011 8:42:21 AM - Bushtit pair in tree around nest.
20 Apr - BUSH visits nest 1330. - RR
28 Apr - BUSH pair active at nest 1215. - RR
05 May - Nest may be predated; but BUSH carrying food nearby 1648. - RR
14 May BUSH carrying food to this nest 1549. - RR
20 May BUSH pr carrying items to nest 1344. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 2:42:20 PM
BUSH pr carrying food and entering nest 1432.
rradd - 6/4/2011 3:47:38 PM
No BUSH detections at or near this nest during 30 min obs. Nest has fledged.
Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:00:27 PM
BUSH enters nest 1558 with food item for 1 min. 
Change to Active...
rradd - 6/10/2011 12:30:14 PM
BUSH pr. continue to feed this nest 1042.
rradd - 6/18/2011 10:51:58 AM
BUSH carries item to nest 1042.
rradd - 6/25/2011 1:13:57 PM
BUSH feeding fledged young very near this nest. No BUSH detecteds entering nest during two -20 minute surveys. 
Nest is presumed successfully fledged and Changed to Closed.

4/14/2011 5000815 MODO Closed Thomas Yard 0 feet; within yard 
footprint.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 0 feet 
for access and parking; 

100 feet for construction.

Work outside buffer.  Vehicle access and parking may occur within buffer, per 
agency concurrence, that since this nest began after constructuion started, it is 
accustomed to the level of activity in the yard.

1. FLEDGED. 4/28/2011 sritt - 4/14/2011 1:04:20 PM - Adult brooding on nest with 2 nestlings that are well developed. Not flagged because 
corridor is blocked to through traffic.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Doves apparently fledged; closed.
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4/14/2011 5000817 CAGN Closed TL 639 - Z379519 8 feet from existing AR; 

65 feet to work area.
300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/21/2011 Male building cup. 2nd CAGN male immediately east of this pair, with overlapping territories - kalberts - 4/14/2011 

11:39:06 AM.
21 Apr - Male calling and active, flew into nest area 1010 and not seen again during 10 minute observation period - 
RR. 
kalberts - 4/22/2011 3:43:43 PM - 2 eggs observed on 4/21/2011.
kalberts - 4/28/2011 12:31:25 PM - Female incubating. 
imaunsell - 5/3/2011 2:12:02 PM - Female incubating.
kalberts - 5/12/2011 2:52:00 PM - Four nestlings being fed. Nestlings about 4 days old. 
dbusby - 5/19/2011 10:17:54 AM - Nestlings being fed. Approx 11 days old so did not approach nest to get a head 
count.
rradd - 5/23/2011 2:59:26 PM
Nest intact, clean and empty 1338. Surrounding vegetation is undisturbed. Presume successful fledge and Change to 
Closed. Buffer stakes removed.
imaunsell - 5/26/2011 2:27:23 PM - Family group located away from nest.  Successfully fledged, and nest closed.


4/13/2011 5000818 NUWO Closed TL 6924 - 0120986 75 feet off paved road. 100 feet 0 feet Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of the Reconductor lines. 1. FLEDGED. 5/13/2011 
rabe - 4/13/2011 11:41:01 AM - Pair in area but never entered cavity during 40 minutes of observation. Cavity is freshly 
excavated and appears to be actively used. 
21 Apr - Nest exchange 11:10. Female NUWO foraging nearby, bringing food to nest 11:15 - RR
kalberts - 4/22/2011 2:55:13 PM - Blanket exemption for 69kv work in developed areas granted on 4/14/2011.
25 Apr - Male NUWO in cavity 1305-1315.- RR
2 May - Female NUWO brings food to nest 1604. - RR
11 May - Male NUWO on nest 1352. - RR
16 May - No NUWO detections 1730-1800. - RRrradd - 5/24/2011 9:54:41 AM
No NUWO detections at or near nest during 30 min. obs. 0920-0950. Based on prior obs. presume nest has 
successfully fledged.

4/14/2011 5000824 BUSH Closed CP25-2 20 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 75 
feet.

A reduction of the buffer size to 75 feet is necessary for performance of the 
work.  Foundation-drilling equipment creates noise levels that are over 60 
decibels. The nest is also situated on higher ground than the tower foundation 
and separated by a small access road for the 6917 power line and an area of 2-
4 foot tall vegetation. It is the biologist's opinion that due to these factors a nest 
buffer modification is appropriate for this Bushtit nest provided a noise 
specialist is present to ensure compliance with noise protocols.

1. FLEDGED. 4/20/2011 shampton - 4/14/2011 1:59:09 PM - Active; adult observed taking food into the nest.
mdicus - 4/18/2011 - Nest buffer reduction granted April 18, buffer staked in field at 75 feet.
kalberts - 4/22/2011 3:38:26 PM - Nest reported empty with down feathers by M. Klein. No signs of depredation. Nest 
fledged.
mdicus - 5/3/2011 - Adult BUSH observed making multiple trips to and from nest,  Pair has started  new clutch in same 
nest.  Buffer re-staked at 75 feet, per previous NBR from April 18.  

4/14/2011 5000826 CORA Closed EP292 Pullsite 65 feet to SWPL line 
road; 300 feet to pull 

site.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic is allowed.

Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 
Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 Raven observed in nest on 4-14-11 @ 10:15am by BAB. 
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - Raven incubating.
     * Apparent pentab problem - no record of 4-28 nest check.
sjohnston - 5/6/2011 11:31:22 AM - 1 raven on nest.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 2 nestlings can be seen in nest.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - 1 adult flew in to feed at least 1 large feathered nestling.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - 1 nestling perched next to nest and 1 adult perched in tower directly below nest and near 
"brancher."
barnold - 6/4/2011  Two Common Ravens on tower below nest upon approach. One flew off. Nest empty, successfully 
fledged. Inactive.

pkonrad - 5/25/2011 10:27:08 AM - 1 large feathered nestling perched next to nest with adult perched just below nest 
in tower.
barnold - 6/4/2011 4:28:53 PM - Two Common Ravens on tower below nest upon approach. One flew off. Nest empty, 
successfully fledged. Inactive.

4/15/2011 5000829 LASP Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

Nesting commenced  while construction activities were in progress, and is 
therefore accustomed to this site.  The buffer will remain in effect for 
construction activites, but may be reduced for parking and access purposes, if 
needed.

A follow-up visit confirmed that this nest had nestlings on 5-10-11, and was 
feeding the fledglings within 25 feet of four biologists.  The nest is hidden under 
steel, and the steel should remain in place for the nest to fledge.  However, the 
adults are highly tolerant of the current workload, and readily approach their 
nest in full observation of nearby people.  Therefore, a reduction to 20 feet is 
suitable.

1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 tcooper - 4/15/2011 - Adults visiting nest, which appears complete, contents not observed, probably laying.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 -  Couldn't find nest; no birds in area - will return.
shampton - 4/25/2011 11:23:02 AM  - Pair observed entering nest; 1 adult carried a bill-full of fine nesting material to 
nest.
sjohnston - 4/26/2011 12:53:02 PM - Nest located under steel lying on the ground; 1 egg observed but more eggs may 
be in nest; full view blocked by steel.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Adult incubating 3 eggs; second adult present.
kalberts - 5/10/2011 - Adult feeding nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - Yard biomonitor, Tyler Sears, observed adults feeding nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Nestlings appear to have fledged; no adults or nestlings present. nest somewhat flattened and 
empty.

4/16/2011 5000831 CALT Closed CP25-2 20 feet to AR; 135 feet 
to work site.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 rradd - 7/6/2011 2:40:35 PM
Nest discovered by bio monitor M. Klein; 2 young in nest (nest confirmed active by mdicus - 4/16/2011).  ESA signs 
installed at buffer allowing through traffic, no stopping.
26 Apr CALT carrying food to nest per Bio (M Klein). - RR
imansuell - 4/27/2011 11:53:27 AM  Nest successfully fledged today.  No sign of disturbance to nest as a result of 
construction.  Considered successfully fledged.

4/16/2011 5000836 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 80 
feet.

Nest is 6 feet up in the right side of the headlight box of a large piece of 
equipment (earthmover). The earthmover has remained inactive since the nest 
was observed (over a month). There are likely nestlings in the nest as of 5-6-11. 
Since the equipment is parked 80 feet north of a road through the substation 
pad, we are requesting a reduced buffer from 100 feet to 80 feet. 

In the biologist's opinion, the presence of eggs in the nest suggests a high level 
of site affinity by the nesting pair, and a reduction of the buffer to 80 feet is not 
anticipated to have adverse impacts on the nesting outcome.

1. FLEDGED. 5/22/2011 ahill - 4/16/2011 3:38:11 PM
Scraper had been parked for approximately a month. No eggs in nest. 100 foot buffer flagged. Pair actively going to 
and from nest.
imaunsell - 4/18/2011 12:19:51 PM - 2 eggs.
phoward - 4/25/2011 8:49:55 AM - Female incubating eggs.
ahill - 5/2/2011 9:51:05 PM-  First hatchling today; female observed carrying egg shell away. 4 more eggs total plus 
the first hatchling.
ahill - 5/8/2011 7:29:34 PM - All hatchlings have hatched. female on nest tending.
ahill - 5/16/2011 5:33:26 PM - All nestlings doing well, four.
ahill - 5/20/2011 6:35:16 PM - Nestlings still haven't fledged but they are flapping wings in nest; adults still feeding.
tfitanides - 5/23/2011 11:13:12 AM - Fledged successfully. Bio monitor has observed fledglings in bushes to north. 
Nest removed.
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4/18/2011 5000839 BANO Closed CP2 0 feet; in substation. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 125 

feet
The biologist feels this NBM should not adversely affect the success of the nest 
for the following reasons:

• The nest is located in a hollow arm on a tall steel pole. It is completely 
enclosed and surrounded by steel, with no direct view to the proposed 
activities.

• This nest has produced nestlings, the adults have substantial investment in 
this nest and therefore abandonment is unlikely.

• All work activities will be conducted during daytime hours, which will not 
conflict with the nocturnal and crepuscular activity patterns of the barn owls.

1. FLEDGED. 7/11/2011 Many pellets below and whitewash on tower. Pale, barn owl-like feathers on base of tower - shampton - 4/18/2011 
12:36:19 PM.
26 Apr - No BAOW detected. Removed all pellets from monopole foundation. Check again.- RR
2 May  6 fresh pellets removed. Active. - RR
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:09 AM No change in status.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:24:21 PM
Eggshell fragments found under pole today.
barnold - 6/9/2011 11:32:10 AM
Pocket mouse at base of pole, apparently dropped from nest.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:52:45 PM
Barn owl nestling discovered dead at noon 6/13/2011 at base of pole by bio monitor.
barnold - 6/23/2011 1:45:26 PM
Numerous owl pellets at base of pole.
barnold - 6/27/2011 2:40:19 PM
Pellets at base of pole.
barnold - 7/6/2011 5:55:22 PM
Feather at base of pole.
barnold - 7/12/2011 9:09:11 PM
Bio monitor observed partly eaten vole at base of tower 7/11/2011. Nestling(s) likely still being fed.
barnold - 7/14/2011 5:02:29 PM
Fledgling (based on smaller size and feather condition) found dead inside Cono Roll stored upright and uncovered 
against the west-facing control house wall. This nest successfully fledged an owl, which likely tried to perch on the 
narrow edge of the upright Cono Roll and fell into the cylander to the ground. Due to the height of the upright Cono 
Roll cylander (about 10 to 12 feet) and its relatively narrow diameter, the owl apparently could not get out of the 
cylander. The owl appeared to be dead for two to three days.

4/18/2011 5000841 CACW Closed JVR 12kV - P2466095 40 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these 
areas are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and 
therefore are not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no 
change in activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 6/27/2011 RAbe - 4/18/2011 3:52:15 PM
New, active nest about 80% complete. Newest material consists of orange nylon rope and white, stringy trash.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Nest compacted; no entrance hole; possible predator activity - closed.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Nest rebuilt, large with large entrance. Installed nest buffer signs along AR.  (pentab 
problems?)
jpawlicki - 5/13/2011 8:12:20 AM - Adult observed bringing nesting material to nest.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Adult flew from inside nest.
phoward - 5/19/2011 12:45:58 PM - nest buffer updated to allow thru traffic.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - 2 wrens active near nest.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 12:17:05 PM - Wren flushed from nest; probably incubating.
barnold - 6/3/2011 1:24:57 PM - Well used opening. No Cactus Wrens observed during brief visit.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 11:30:42 AM - Best nest in this territory; definitely well-used and active. Wren singing from exposed 
perches to north and east.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 11:16:51 AM - At least 1 medium-sized nestling with pin feathers in nest; probably more nestlings. 
Adults active in area.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 10:56:48 AM - Nestlings may have fledged, but will check back soon. No adults or fledglings 
observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 11:01:25 AM
Nest intact but no wrens in area; 2 or more nestlings apparently fledged about 10 days ago - closed.

4/18/2011 5000845 GRRO Closed Sycamore Yard 25 feet to AR. 100 feet One-time reduction to 
allow air track drive 
through access only 

(5/18/11).

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer to allow air 
track to be transported from CP22 to CP25-2.  Construction traffic related to this 
one-time move is not significant. 

A permanent nest buffer reduction to accomodate thru-traffic would likely not 
disturb nest as long as traffic does not stop, stand, or park and the number of 
trips are minimal. (May 11)

1. FLEDGED. 5/28/2011 18 Apr - GRRO on nest with 4 eggs. Flushed at 8 feet when observed - 1644 - RR.
25 Apr - GRRO incubating 1650. - RR
3 May GRRO on nest 1225, mate foraging nearby. - RR
10 May GRRO brooding at least three nestlings with wing feathers 1316. - RR
17 May - Large feathered young in nest 1540. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:18:06 PM - At least one large GRRO nestling remains on nest 1230.
rradd - 6/1/2011 10:47:36 AM - Nest has fledged. Large unwary juvenile perched up nearby 0718.

4/19/2011 5000852 RCSP Closed EP85-2 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage is 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/6/2011 S. Hampton - 4/19/2011 - Observed pair of rufous-crowned sparrows which became agitated on approach to within 15 
feet.  Nestlings heard emitting begging calls from base of thicket.  Nest monitor advised to view nest from a distance 
due to how well hidden in the thicket the nest is and how much disturbance would be requred to obtain a view into 
nest.
6 May - RCSP adult present upslope, but no food carrying or other behavioral indication of an active nest, or recent 
fledglings detected during 30 minute observation. Presume fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

4/19/2011 5000853 HOWR Closed CP81-1 5 feet feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/8/2011 tcooper - 4/19/2011 - Adults singing and entering cavity.
28 Apr - HOWR stridently territorial at this cavity, but did not enter 1037. - RR
05 May - All quiet here for 30 minute observation, but large gopher snake climbing in next tree - RR
14 May HOWR pr alarming at this tree, not obs entering cavity 1403. - RR
20 May HOWR pr breeding activity continues.1223. 0 RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 1:03:34 PM - Singing and territorial HOWR continues, but whichever cavity is in use is obscured by 
vegetation.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:51:28 PM - HOWR pair continue activity here.
rradd - 6/10/2011 12:21:12 PM - HOWR feeding fledged young adjacent to nest. Change to Closed.

4/20/2011 5000858 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 0 feet; nest is inside 
yard.

100 feet Parking and acces to 
trailers allowed within 

buffer.

Nesting commenced at this location after construction activites and personnel 
occupied the area, and is therefore accustomed to the activities currently 
underway.  In addition, the location of the nest is partially hidden from view and 
sheltered from most vantage points.

1. FLEDGED. 5/24/2011 shampton - 4/20/2011 9:49:24 AM - Nest appears almost complete. Adults observed entering box with additional nest 
material.
26 Apr - HOFI incubating 2 eggs 1811. - RR
3 May HOFI incubating 3 eggs 1719. - RR
10 May Downy young in nest 1753. - RR
18 May HOFI pair tending multiple nestlings in nest 1822. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 5:25:05 PM
Nest is empty. Presumed successfully fledged.
Change to Close.

4/20/2011 5000859 ANHU Closed CP64-2 40 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 vnovik - 4/20/2011 8:41:41 AM - Female Anna's hummingbird seen feeding young in nest.
27 Apr - Nest appears intact but no ANHU detected during 30 minute observation. Presume fledged, and change to 
Closed. - RR
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4/20/2011 5000861 AMKE Closed Encina Substation 0 feet; within substation. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 45 feet 

for one week, 100 feet 
thereafter.

Nest established while construction in progress. Nest faces away from 
construction area. Breeding birds observed roosting above the work area have 
showed no signs of distress or behavior alteration.

1. FLEDGED. 5/20/2011 Pair observed defending against common raven. Female entered hole. BWArnold 20 April 2011.
barnold - 5/20/2011 9:42 AM Last of four young fledged Monday 16 May.  From 16 to 19 May fledglings hung around 
general nest area. However, adults were not present. On 20 May, only one young bird in area, but flies away 
periodically. Successfully fledged.  Change status to Closed.

4/21/2011 5000863 OCWA Closed Alpine Underground - 
179+00l

50 feet from Alpine Blvd 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 4/30/2011 shampton - 4/21/2011 11:12:15 AM - 4 nestlings; adult observed bringing caterpillars and other invertebrates to nest.
4/302011 - No OCWA detected during 30 minute observation period. Presume fledged, change to closed. - RR

4/14/2011 5000872 BEWR Closed CP55 AR 12 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/25/2011 14 Apr - BEWR carries food to base of laurel sumac. 1455 - RR
21 Apr - BEWR carrying food and agitated by observer presence 1355. - RR
28 Apr No BEWR detected at or near nest area during 30 min obs. This nest has fledged, change to Closed. - RR

4/21/2011 5000874 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finch nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator fan screen and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.  In addition, House Finches are highly 
tolerant of human activity.

1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 barnold - 21 April 2011 9:04:54 AM - Three eggs in nest, adults in and around transformer unit.
barnold - 4/29/2011 12:41:55 PM  Female incubating four eggs.
2 May HOFI on nest. - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 2:25 PM  Nest has four small nestlings.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:27 AM At least two very large nestlings on nest, female and male in immediate area.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:51:51 AM
Nest successfully fledged two young.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:37:12 PM
Flushed female from nest, with four eggs.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:32:42 AM
5 eggs in nest.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:00:52 PM
At least four nestlings in nest.
barnold - 6/23/2011 11:55:01 AM
At least four well-feathered nestlings.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:08:08 PM
Nest with very large nestlings, apparently close to fledging.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:58:13 PM
Nest empty, successfully fledged.

4/21/2011 5000875 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finch nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator fan screen and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.  In addition, House Finches are highly 
tolerant of human activity.

1. FLEDGED. 5/25/2011 barnold - 21 April 2011 9:10:54 AM - Five eggs in nest.  Adults in and around transformer unit.
26 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the substation.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 12:37:43 PM  Female incubating fve eggs.
2 May - HOFI flushed from nest. - RR
tfitanides - 5/5/2011 2:48:01 PM - One downy nestling observed in nest; male observed flying to and from nest.
barnold - 5/10/2011 2:26 PM Nest has four or five nestlings.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:29 AM At least one very large nestling on nest, male and female in immediate area.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:48 AM Nest successfully fledged.  Adults in area. Inactive, but may be used again.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:34 PM Nest Closed.

4/22/2011 5000878 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 50 feet from nearest 
conductor replacement.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

1. FLEDGED. 4/28/2011 emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:10:30 AM - Nest contained brooding female and at least three nestlings.
emorgan - 4/28/2011 11:12:34 AM - Nest has fledged. There were no birds in the nest.

4/22/2011 5000883 CORA Closed EP297 15 feet from SWPL 
access road.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic is allowed.

Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 
Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - 2 ravens present; 1 standing on nest rim apparently shading nest(lings).
       * Apparent pentab problem, with no 4/28 record of nest check.
sjohnston - 5/6/2011 10:54:30 AM - 2 ravens present. 1 adult present standing on nest with 2 nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 2 nestlings can be seen in nest.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - 1 raven, probably a large nestling, can be seen lying in nest.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - 1 large feathered nestling and 1 adult can be seen at nest and 1 adult perched on other side of 
tower.
shampton - 6/3/2011 8:00:51 AM
No ravens observed at nest.  One raven observed  near EP 296
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

4/16/2011 5000885 SOSP Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

13 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 4/29/2011 16 Apr - SOSP bringing food to same location repeatedly indicates nest. Location approximate. RR 
21 April - SOSP pair making trips with food at approximate 10 min intervals 0806. RR 
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:14:21 AM SOSP observed visiting nest.
6 May - No SOSP detections at this nest, and new nest of this species. 50 feet away. Presume fledged and change to 
Closed. - RR
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4/22/2011 5000886 HOWR Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
89 feet to staked work 

limits.
100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. This plan to mitigate for potential construction impacts to 
the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce such impacts and 
improve the likelihood of nest success, provided that no stopping, standing, 
parking, or work occurs within new buffers.  In addition, this nest is a cavity 
which provides natural buffering for the adults and nestlings. 

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 4/22 - HOWR carrying nest material to cavity 1008. - RR
4/30 - HOWR enters cavity, perches outside and sings 0752.- RR
5/6 - HOWR continues to enter this cavity 1105. - RR
5/13 - HOWR breeding use continues 1140. - RR


sjohnston - 5/17/2011 3:49:23 PM
HOWR obs. entering cavity.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:31:32 PM
HOWR obs. entering cavity with food.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:09:56 PM
HOWR observed entering cavity.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:04:13 AM
Obs entering and leaving nesting cavity.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:49:27 AM
Observed with food entering cavity.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:50:24 AM
Observed with food entering cavity. likely feeding young.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:59:02 AM
carrying food into cavity.
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 6:25:07 PM
sucessfully fledged

4/22/2011 5000887 MODO Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; nest within 
substation.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 2 nestlings in nest. barnold - 4/22/2011 2:04:06 PM
kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 11:29:22 AM - Nest has disintegrated and is no longer present. Bio monitor reported that she 
observed 2 nestlings fledge from the nest several days ago.

4/25/2011 7000897 WEBL Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within work area. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
water usage permissible.

A condition of the approval to drive through the buffers would be that no foot or 
vehicle traffic unrelated to the water truck/tank process be allowed to stop within 
the buffers; this is requested for ingress/egress only.  Nesting commenced on 
this structure after construction activites began, and is therefore acclimated.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 Pair of WEBL seen repeatedly entering pipe. Female was carrying nesting material during one visit. - sritt - 4/25/2011 
5:58:41 PM
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - No bluebirds seen, but yard bio monitor noted that pair usually active nest building during 
afternoon.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - No bluebirds observed in area, but Chambers biomonitor Eric will watch the site for activity.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No bluebirds observed in nest area (again); yard biomonitor has not seen bluebirds in the area; 
appears nesting attempt has been deserted - closed.
emorgan - 5/23/2011 2:22:55 PM - Bluebirds again observed at nest. Female entered nest and did not leave for the 15  
minutes I observed the nest.. Male was chasing off House Finches near the nest.
barnold - 6/2/2011 11:42:38 AM
Western Bluebirds flew from water tank towards oak tree upon approach. 
phoward - 6/5/2011 7:49:59 AM
adult seen entering nest with food and coming out with no food. most likely feeding chicks, nest is still active
pkonrad - 6/8/2011 2:33:07 PM
Adult male bringing insects into pipe cavity repeatedly.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 1:36:54 PM
No bluebirds observed near nest cavity; nestlings apparently fledged and dispersed - closed.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 2:59:08 PM
Extended observations due to arrival of group of biologists on intro tour: An hour after I arrived, a male bluebird with 
insect food in beak flew to perch atop water tank while a water truck was pumping water into tank via pipe just 5 feet 
south of nesting cavity pipe. Male entered nest pipe with food and soon flew to oak tree to east - nest still active and 
nestling(s) apparently still developing in nest.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 2:32:29 PM
No bluebirds observed during extended period; appears the last of the nestlings fledged - closed.

4/26/2011 7000904 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - Z771472 10 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Nest tree occurs in landscaped strip between two large parking lots for ball 
fields, with daily vehicle and foot traffic. The adults tolerate a high degree of 
human activities without disturbance of nesting behavior. Due to the nest 
location on the outer crown, workers on the pole above may cause flushing 
behavior on part of the adult, which should be monitored by the onsite bio-
monitor to see adult bird returns quickly to the nest. If the work activity were to 
negatively impact nest, work would need to cease in order to ensure nest 
success. However, the pole top where work will occur is significantly higher 
than the than the nest site.  With a variance for limited, low-volume reconductor 
work on pre-existing pole under Bio-observation.  

1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 RAbe - 4/26/2011 9:21:40 AM - LEGO nest w/female incubating/brooding.
3 May - LEGO female incubating 0752. - RR
11 May LEGO on nest, while lineman on pole, biomonitor on duty 1328. - RR
16 May LEGO female arrives at nest 1347 and settles. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 6:16:50 PM
No LEGO detected during 20 min. obs 1618-1638, or 1800. Small whitewash on pine cones adjacent to nest suggest 
successful fledging.
rradd - 5/27/2011 12:29:07 PM
No LEGO at nest, male tending fledged young away from nest.
Change to Closed.

4/26/2011 7000906 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      following reasons:
 
            •             House finches are known to nest in proximity to
            human activity and exhibit a high tolerance towards human
            disturbances. They have relatively high rates of nest success
            within areas of high human activity.
            •             These nests are located high up in the steel,
            between 20 and 40 feet above the ground.
            •             Past NBMs of similar nature with house finch in
            structures have not effected the success of the nests.

1. FLEDGED. 7/6/2011 26 Apr - Female HOFI enters repeatedly, then stays, suggests nest. Access liimits verification. - RR
2 May HOFI breeding activity continues. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:42 PM  No activity observed at described location.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:34 AM House Finches in area but not at this specific described location.
barnold - 6/1/2011 4:53:14 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:49:56 AM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:49:17 PM
House Finch activity ingeneral area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:53:13 PM
House finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:35:45 PM
House Finch family group, singing males, and single females observed over survey period in this bay.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:54:37 PM
Nest has apparently successfully fledged.
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4/26/2011 7000910 BEWR Closed Helix Yard 15 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-

traffic allowed.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 26 Apr - BEWR pair repeatedly carrying food to this location 1720 . - RR
3 May BEWR pair agitated by observer presence close to nest. Active. 1637- RR
11May - No BEWR detected 1735. Fledged? - RR
18 May - No BEWR associating with this nest. Change to Closed. - RR

4/27/2011 7000911 SOSP Closed TL 639 - 775593 75 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/3/2011 Birds seen carrying food into dense patch. - sritt - 4/27/2011 1:55:19 PM
3 May No detections during 30 min obs. Nest has fledged. Change to closed - IM

4/27/2011 7000913 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
138+00

10 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/4/2011 phoward - 4/27/2011 2:10:32 PM - Female incubating nest.
fhoffman - 5/6/2011 2:29:54 PM - Female observed in brooding/incubating posture, high on nest. Loud construction 
activity nearby.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 10:39:13 AM. Adult off nest. Rainy day. Appears to be 2 young in nest.
tfitanides - 5/27/2011 1:23:11 PM
2 nestlings in nest; adults not observed.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 12:33:12 PM
Nestings have fledged; nest is empty; 1 fledgling observed perched on shrub 6 feet from nest.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 12:35:06 PM
Male observed feeding fledgling (same as mentioned previously).

4/27/2011 7000922 PHAI Closed CP50-1 AR 40 feet to house, over 
100 feet to AR.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/2/2011 27 Apr - PHAI pair nest building. Nest approximately 20% complete 1038. - RR
5 May - PHAI female incubating 1042. - RR
12 May PHAI pr agitated by obs. near nest, breeding activity continues 0855. - RR
19 May PHAI pr feeding at least 2 nestlings 1024. - RR
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:01:30 PM
25 May PHAI feeding 2 fuzzy black-faced nestlings 1449.
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:41:02 PM - Nest appears empty and has apparently fledged successfully. Change to Closed.

4/28/2011 7000925 ROWR Closed EP254-3 43 feet from temporary 
construction pad.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/11/2011 sritt & sjohnston - 4/28/2011 8:33:27 AM
Bird seen repeatedly delivering food to nest. Cavity has classic "porch" of rocks. Pair of birds seen chasing off 
chipmunk.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011
No Rock Wrens observed; have nestlings fledged?  Heard singing some distance to north. Will check back soon.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011
Adult singing northeast of nest initially; no activity around nest entrance during 30 minutes of observations; young 
wrens have probably fledged; nest closed.

4/28/2011 7000930 WESJ Closed EP228 50 feet south of AR; 270 
feet to work area.

100 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 barnold & fhoffman - 4/28/2011 10:46:54 AM - 3 nestlings in nest; adults in area.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - 3 medium downy nestlings; 4 adults 200 feet away.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - 3 larger nestlings; 2 adults attentive nearby.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No nestlings, fledglings, or adults at or near nest. Nestlings have fledged - closed.

4/28/2011 7000934 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - 774819 10 feet to work area, 54 
feet to TL 6916 - 

774819.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 50 
feet.

Adults were observed feeding nestlings while nest surveyors were standing 
approximately 15 feet away.  Presence of nestlings suggests high site affinity 
and the adults are unlikely to abandon at this stage of reproduction.  Adult birds 
have tolerated human encroachment as close as 5 feet without flushing from the 
nest.  Scope of work required at the pole site will be limited to hand work only, 
reducing potential impacts to the nest.

1. FLEDGED. 5/21/2011 tcooper - 4/28/2011 - Female sitting on 4 eggs.
2 May - Female LEGO incubating 1739. - RR
tcooper - 5/5/2011 - Female on nest.
11 May - LEGO female brooding 3 downy nestlings 1208. - RR
16 May - LEGO nestlings fill nest - visible from road 1427. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 4:29:58 PM - Nest has fledged, 1 unhatched egg remains in nest.

4/29/2011 7000944 AMKE Closed TL 6924 - Z171696 353 feet to TL AR, 
across paved road.

500 feet 0 feet Buffer not applicable since nest is inside of a highly urbanized area of the TL. 1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 29 Apr - AMKE pair are provisioning this nest with food 1400-1430. Both adults spending time off the nest likely 
indicates well-developed young. - RR
10 May AMKE pr remain active at this nest 1530-1600 - RR
17 May AMKE leaves nest 0808. - RR
eelias - 6/4/2011 1:27:16 PM
Arrived at 13:03. There was no kestrel activity at this tower nor anywhere in the area. 20 minutes of effort.
rradd - 6/7/2011 2:50:50 PM
Nest previously monitored and closed. Fledged young fed away from nest.

4/30/2011 7000953 HOWR Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

5 feet  to AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 50 
feet.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. This plan to mitigate for potential construction impacts to 
the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce such impacts and 
improve the likelihood of nest success, provided that no stopping, standing, 
parking, or work occurs within new buffers.  In addition, this nest is a cavity high 
above ground which provides natural buffering for the adults and nestlings. The 
entrance to the cavity faces north-west, away from the work area, reducing 
potential for sound disturbance.

1. FLEDGED. 30 Apr - HOWR singing and entering this cavity over several visits. - RR
6 May - HOWR remains active here 1125. - RR
13 May HOWR pr obs.carrying food to nest 0812. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 3:57:44 PM
HOWR obs. bringing food items into cavity and begging calls heard.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 8:13:47 AM
HOWR begining to fledge, though still hanging around nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 5:52:10 PM
HOWR signing outside of cavity. no observations of HOWR entering cavity.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:01:24 AM
no activity obs. 
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:38:16 AM
Closed
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4/30/2011 7000954 WEBL Closed Alpine Underground - 

97+00L, MH-6L
80 feet to work area. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/4/2011 4/30/2011 - WEBL male feeding female, pair have been observed in area for 2 weeks. - RR
4/6/2011 - No WEBL detected during 30 minute observation. 1415 - RR
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 10:00:56 AM - Adult observed bringing food into nest, then left.
tfitanides - 5/27/2011 11:19:45 AM
Both male and female observed carrying food to nest and fecal sacs away.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 11:27:41 AM
Male and female observed feeding fledglings nearby in draw. Status changed to closed.
rradd - 6/11/2011 7:58:18 AM
Nezt appears to have reactivated with second clutch. Territorial male continually challenging mirrors in parking lot.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 12:46:48 PM
No bluebirds observed or heard in vicinity of nesting cavity or in parking lot during 2 nest check periods. 
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 10:20:39 AM
No bluebirds observed or heard in area during 2 extended observation periods.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 10:13:04 AM
No bluebirds in area. Potential renesting unlikely - closed.

4/30/2011 7000955 ANHU Closed CP83-1 57 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/4/2011 30 Apr - ANHU female building nest; approximately 50% complete. - RR
05 May - ANHU incubating 1705.- RR
14 May ANHU returns to nest 1602. Nestlings inferred by height of adult in nest. - RR
20 May ANHU female on nest 1404. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 3:09:03 PM
2 large young in nest with unfeathered heads.
rradd - 6/4/2011 1:35:38 PM
Young have fledged and nest is empty.

4/28/2011 7000956 HOWR Closed CP83-1 78 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/10/2011 28 Apr - HOWR exhibiting territorial behavior; singing entering and defending this cavity. - RR
05 May - HOWR singing near cavity 1505. - RR
14 May HOWR perched, singing at entrance 1623. - RR 
20 May HOWR enters nest 1428. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 3:00:10 PM
HOWR pr. carrying food to nest.
rradd - 6/4/2011 1:33:10 PM
HOWR pr bringing food to nest 1314.
rradd - 6/10/2011 9:32:06 AM
No HOWR detections at this nest during 30 min. obs. Nest has fledged. 
Change to Closed.

4/30/2011 7000957 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/24/2011 barnold - 4/30/2011 4:15:54 PM
In water storage truck, elevated on rack. Nest about 11 feet off the ground in corner bracket. Adult finches attempted 
repeatedly to access nest, but were chased away by large black carpenter bee.
emorgan - 5/8/2011 11:03:48 AM - House finch pair observed around nest. No carpenter bees observed.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - No bird at large nest, but 3 pairs of finches are present.
pkonrad - 5/24/2011 1:24:30 PM
Nestlings appear to have fledged; no adults observed visiting nest, and rim of nest covered by mutes - closed.
PKonrad - 6/1/2011
Nest empty.
bfischer - 7/13/2011 12:55:36 PM
The nest was examined for the presence of nestlings using a mirror with light. Seeing no nestlings, the rest was 
removed and, again, no nestlings were found in nest. The nest was disposed of in a covered container to prevent 
reuse of material for a new nest. The water tank and vacinity was inspected for the presence any new nests; nothing 
was found.
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5/2/2011 7000959 OTHE Inactive EP244 Pullsite 400 feet to AR; 470 feet 

to pull site.
500 feet 350 feet It is the biologist's opinion that a nest buffer reduction from 500 feet to 350 feet, 

to permit drive-through use of the access road to sites EP244 and EP245 will 
not adversely impact the nest outcome, for the following reasons;
A) even at this nest building stage, the female remained at the nest until the 
biologist approached within 70 feet. B) vehicles driving slowly 350 to 400 feet 
away should not be a factor, because the hawks selected this site with normal 
traffic speeding by on Corrizo Gorge Road (which remains outside the buffer). 
C)  No stopping, standing, parking, or construction is to be permitted within 
designated buffer.

1. FLEDGED. pkonrad - 5/31/2011 10:10:51 AM
Male perched in creosote bush 80 feet east of nest; female presumed incubating, lying low in nest out of sight.
barnold - 6/3/2011 1:48:24 PM
Male perched on top of tall wooden post along wash, seen from Carrizo  Gorge Road.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 10:34:54 AM
Female incubating higher in nest; male perched nearby.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 10:39:44 AM
Female brooding (nestlings should be hatched/hatching); male not in area.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 10:33:38 AM
Female brooding/incubating; male not observed in area.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 10:27:17 AM
Female perched on side of nest feeding nestlings initially; later lying high in nest, brooding. Male perched low in nearby 
metal tower.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 10:23:36 AM
Female perched on side of nest. Male flew from ground south of EP243 with young cottontail prey; perched low on 
SWPL tower and fed.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 11:11:31 AM
 1 large downy nestling moving clumsily in nest (possibly another nestling lying low in nest?). Female perched on side 
of nest; male perched low in nearby SPFL metal tower.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 10:45:47 AM
Nestling lying low in nest; male perched on post northeast of nest and female perched on post southeast of nest.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 11:15:59 AM
Nestling lying low in nest; can see downy body. Adults perched on SWFL tower to northeast.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 11:02:04 AM
Nestling standing on nest, fully feathered and near fledging. Both adults perched on nearby metal tower to west.
pkonrad - 8/1/2011 10:04:46 AM
Nestling ready to fledge, standing high in nest. Both adults perched on nearby SWFL tower.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 10:11:17 AM
Nestling has fledged; left the nest during past 24 hours. Fledgling perched 50 feet west of nest in shade of neighboring 
acacia with female perched next to it. Male perched in tower to west. Obviously, the post-fledging period will require 
isolation while the family group remains in the area.

5/2/2011 7000961 RWBL Closed TL 6924 - 171690 75 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/14/2011 2 May - At least 2 pairs RWBL have established breeding territories. VIRA and COYE likely breeding here also. - RR
10 May - Female RWBL carrying food to cattails 0933. - RR
17 May - Water flow into this catchment is raising water levels. Nest impact unknown. RWBL activity continues in rainy 
weather. - RR
Fledges observed, being fed by adults. Other nests likely present, several adults returning with food. blohstroh - 
5/26/2011 10:36:46 AM
blohstroh - 5/26/2011 10:37:33 AM
fledges observed, being fed by adults
rradd - 6/1/2011 5:17:28 PM
Breeding activities continue for atleast 2 prs. RWBL females carrying food in, and male guarding.  
rradd - 6/7/2011 2:45:34 PM
2 prs agitated RWBL circulating over obs. head indicate breeding activity continues. 
rradd - 6/13/2011 1:40:00 PM
RWBL obs. consist of adults with 2 age classes of fledged young but no food carrying. Nests presumed to have 
fledged.

5/3/2011 7000965 HUVI Closed Elliott Substation 5 feet to AR; 50 feet to 
substation.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 3 May - Both sexes actively constructing nest 0920. Appears 60% complete. - RR
11 May - HUVI on nest 0708. - RR
16 May - Nest incubation exchange 0746. - RR
23 May - HUVI on nest, wing stretch, tail-fan and settle 0804. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:49:10 AM - HUVI on nest 0655.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:33:56 AM - HUVI feeding nestlings 0705.
rradd - 6/14/2011 4:10:27 PM - No HUVI detected during 30 minute observation. Timelime suggests succesful fledge.

5/3/2011 7000967 LEGO Closed Elliott Substation 45 feet to substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/30/2011 3 May - LEGO pair nest-building 0944. - RR
11 May - LEGO still carrying nest material 1020. - RR
16 May - LEGO leaving nest 1033 - RR
23 May - Wind makes tracking birds in canopy difficult, but LEGO activity is regular at this general area and nest 
presumed active 1047. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 9:33:16 AM - LEGO adults feeding fledglings adjacent to nest 0900.

5/3/2011 7000968 ANHU Closed Helix Yard AR 30 feet to yard entry. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/15/2011 3 May - ANHU female incubating two eggs 1623. - RR
11 May - ANHU on nest 1723. - RR
18 May - Nest empty, small droppings in nest and at rim imply fledged nestlings. Closed.  - RR

5/3/2011 7000969 HOWR Closed Helix Yard AR 10 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 3 May - HOWR carrying nest material to cavity, singing on pole. - RR
11 May HOWR leaves nest 1752,whilemate sings nearby. - RR
18 May HOWR exits nest 1824, second wren enters 3 mins later. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 6:02:47 PM
HOWR exits cavity.
rradd - 6/3/2011 12:54:37 PM
HOWR detected nearby include recently fledged young following adults. No detections at nest site. Conclude 
successful fledge and Change to Closed.
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5/3/2011 7000971 CALT Closed TL 6916 - 771471 30 feet from pole. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 

feet.
1. FLEDGED. 5/3/2011 Pair of adults defending territory. Multiple fledglings, with partially grown feathers, flushed from area. Nest not 

searched for due to disturbance. - sritt - 5/3/2011 11:28:18 AM
11 May -  Initial observation appears to have been of recently fledged young, no suitable nesting habitat at the 
described location. Change to Closed. - RR

4/28/2011 7000976 HOWR Closed Elliott Substation 0 feet; within tower. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 Adult bringing food to nest. Nest buffer reduction likely for use cf access road but not for work on pole since  nest is 
located at base of 3 foot-long arm of pole. Did not have flagging or signs to flag buffer. dbusby - 4/28/2011 9:48:31 
AM
17 May HOWR brigs food item to nest 0950, departs 0952. Presume feeding nestlings. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 3:07:21 PM - HOWR carries long-legged insect to nest 13:44.
rradd - 5/31/2011 1:02:41 PM - HOWR to nest 1258, exits with fecal sac 1259.
rradd - 6/6/2011 2:34:56 PM - No detections at nest. HOWR adult feeding young with remnant down feathers on head 
13:43 indicate this nest has fledged. 
Change to Closed.

5/4/2011 7000977 WEKI Closed Hartung Yard 46 feet to AR. 100 feet ESA staked at yard limits 
and drive through access 

only on AR.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these 
areas are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and 
therefore are not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no 
change in activity levels occurs.

Vehicular passage along the AR is allowed through blanket exemption and is 
not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, standing or work 
occurs along the AR within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 04 May - WEKI incubating and mate nest guarding 0645. - RR
12 May - WEKI incubating and mate nest guarding 1755. - RR
20 May  WEKI incubating and mate nest guarding 1758. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 4:22:24 PM - WEKI incubating 0828.
rradd - 6/3/2011 2:58:14 PM - WEKI on nest.
rradd - 6/9/2011 1:51:05 PM - No WEKI detections at this nest during 30 minute observation. Nest appears empty; 
observation timeline indicates likely fledged. Change to Closed.

5/4/2011 7000980 HOWR Closed CP70-3 AR 10 feet to AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 4 May - HOWR singing incessantly at, and defending this cavity 1645. - RR
14 May - HOWR carrying nest naterial to cavity 1040. - RR
20 May - HOWR pair carrying food to cavity 0818. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 9:26:19 AM
HOWR pr busy gathering food for this nest 0908.
rradd - 6/4/2011 8:27:58 AM
HOWR still defending site against others nearby and staying clise to cavity 0735.
rradd - 6/9/2011 4:33:34 PM
HOWR territorial at site but not obs. entering cavity. This male mayakso be maintaining nest to the W.
rradd - 6/17/2011 1:12:23 PM
No HOWR detections at this cavity during 30 min. mid-day obs. Will monitor once more to verify breeding has 
concluded at this nest.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:30:29 PM
HOWR present near cavity, but no food carry or interaction with nest.
Change to Closed.

5/5/2011 7000983 CAGN Closed TL 6924 - 171693 75 feet to proposed yard 
boundary.

300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 Male and female returning to this location repeatedly, bringing food. blohstroh - 5/5/2011
Nest found with three nestlings about 10 days old - kalberts - 5/13/2011 2:41:39 PM.
No nestlings present, family group nearby, adults feeding at least two fledglings. nest successfully fledged, nest 
inactive. blohstroh - 5/19/2011 8:12:10 AM

5/5/2011 7000989 RTHA Closed Alpine Underground 120 feet to Alpine Blvd. 500 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/2/2011 shampton - 5/5/2011 11:30:55 AM - Adult visited nest. Large nestling still with some down observed upright in nest.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 12:07:51 PM - Adult on another euc being mobbed and calling. Flew to euc with nest and was 
mobbed by a different pair.   
shampton - 5/26/2011 11:59:51 AM - Juvenile(s?) observed in eucalyptus trees around nest and on nest, laying down 
and sitting upright.
shampton - 6/2/2011 11:41:46 AM - At least one juvenile calling and flying around eucalyptus grove. Not observed 
landing on nest.
shampton - 6/9/2011 11:19:47 AM - Two juveniles flying around eucalyptus grove area, not observed landing on nest. 
No adults observed. Changed to Inactive.

5/5/2011 7000994 BUOR Closed CP50-1 AR 16 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 5 May - BUOR female to nest, chasing away other species at 0750. - RR
12 May BUOR pr continue breeding activities at this nest 0740. - RR
19 May BUOR pr attending this nest at 15-20 min. intervals 0816. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 12:28:34 PM
BUOR female feeding young 1210
rradd - 6/2/2011 2:57:16 PM
BUOR at nest 14;07
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:10:33 PM
No BUOR detections during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:38:44 PM
No detections @ nest which is deteriorating. Presume fledged and Change to Closed.

5/5/2011 7000996 BCHU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

25 feet to driveway, 52 
feet to Wildcat Cyn Rd.

100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

NBR Submit Date: 05/05/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/06/2011

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near Hwy 67, a very busy and noisy highway, 
illustrating normalized behaviors to this steady disturbance. The adult birds 
have tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other human acvities onsite have not 
deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated with work will be monitored, as 
will nest sites for anty potential impacts.   

1. FLEDGED. 5 May - BCHU incubating 2 eggs 1200.- RR.
eelias - 5/12/2011 7:39:29 AM - 2 eggs no female seen
eelias - 5/12/2011 10:10:29 AM Female flushed when biologist approached to within 60 feet. but was back on the nest 
within 2 minutes of me sitting still at 60 feet.
eelias - 5/13/2011 8:57:18 AM - Female seen incubating nest. She still flushes off the nest from about 60 feet away but 
will return shortly if you sit tight and view nest with binoculars or ideally a scope from a distance..
19 May BCHU brooding 1 egg, 1 nestling1241. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:51:47 PM
BCHU brooding 2 naked nestlings. 
rradd - 6/3/2011 7:13:49 AM
2 large feathered BCHU nestlings stretching nest.
rradd - 6/8/2011 1:33:07 PM
Nest is empty with a few droppings in the cup. Obs. suggest nest successfully fledged.
Change to Closed.
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4/28/2011 7000997 HOWR Closed CP83-1 40 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 

vehicular passage OK.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.  Vehicular 
passage is already allowed through this road bypassing previously found nests.

1. FLEDGED. 6/2/2011 28 Apr - HOWR singing and entering cavity - RR 
06 May - HOWR active at this cavity 0838 - RR
14 May - HOWR exits cavity 1612. - RR
20 May - HOWR enters nest 1442. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 3:29:01 PM - HOWR pr bringing insects to nest.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:09:21 PM - HOWR active but did not enter cavity 1445-1515. Will monitor once more before 
closing.
rradd - 6/10/2011 10:11:35 AM - No HOWR detections during 30 minute observation. Nest has fledged. Change to 
Closed.

5/6/2011 7001000 SOSP Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge 

8 feet 100 feet The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and construction related activity are appropriate when 
considered along with the plan, providing type and duration of access is strictly 
regulated. 

1. FLEDGED. 5/17/2011 6 May - SOSP bringing food to nest 1139 - RR.
13 May Feeding activity 
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 4:05:09 PM
SOSP observed near nest location.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:30:04 PM
No activity at location.

5/6/2011 7001001 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

44 feet to work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and construction related activity are appropriate when 
considered along with the plan, providing type and duration of access is strictly 
regulated. 

1. FLEDGED. 6/23/2011 5/6 - BUSH pair completing nest 1208. - RR 
5/13 - BUSH continue active at this nest 1012. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 12:50:09 PM
Observed BUSH carrying nesting material to the nest.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 8:16:17 AM - BUSH observed entering nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 12:58:38 PM - Observed carrying food items into nest.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:51:53 AM - BUSH observed entering and exiting nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 12:15:41 PM
Bushtits in the area, but no observations of them entering  the nest. Nest looks intact.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 11:53:23 AM
Observed Bushtit entering nest.
vnovik Bustit leaving nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:24:08 AM
Observed entering and leaving the nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:46:32 PM
Birds observed entering and leaving nest, likely feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:29:26 PM
Birds likely feeding nestlings; observed entering nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:02:56 PM
Feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:51:40 PM
Observed bird exiting nest.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:19:53 PM
No change.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:00:19 PM
No activity observed at nest.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:48:28 AM
No activity.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:14:36 PM
Closed, may have fledged.

5/5/2011 7001005 BRBL Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 30 feet From AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

1. FLEDGED. 6/10/2011 pkonrad - 5/27/2011 4:56:21 PM
Male and female blackbirds active at nest; female observed carrying fecal sac from nest.
tfitanides - 6/6/2011 3:15:59 PM
BRBL not observed entering tree from west. . Foliage below presumed nest (there are many in tree) freshly 
whitewashed. Will need another visit to confirm inactivity of ths specific nest.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 1:38:53 PM
Nest checked 6-1 when adults were observed feeding at least 1 fledgling near nest. 
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 1:42:54 PM
No fledglings observed; appears they have dispersed, so this nest is closed. 
However, pair in early stage of nest building (renesting?). A new nest report is prepared.

5/7/2011 7001010 CALT Closed TL 639 - Z171670 65 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 RAbe - 5/7/2011 9:58:56 AM - Adult observed feeding 3 nestlings. 100 foot buffer flagged w/yellow tape.
tfitanides - 5/19/2011 2:12:01 PM - Nest assumed to have fledged. CATO fledglings begging and being fed by adults in 
area.

5/5/2011 7001015 HOFI Closed Rough Acres Yard 30 feet from fill station. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/29/2011 sritt - 5/5/2011.
Female incubating.
RAbe - 5/23/2011 2:19:51 PM
Female observed feeding 3-4 nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011
Appears finches have fledged; no finch activity; no nestlings observed; fecal sacs partly line nest rim - closed.
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5/9/2011 7001019 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
34 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/19/2011  dbusby - 5/9/2011 12:15:16 PM
Observed female going to and from nest.
13 May BCHU female on nest 0734. - RR
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:35:51 PM
observed female on nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:00:25 PM
observed incubating on nest.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:48:45 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:43:03 AM
incubating,
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:04:15 AM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 3:22:31 PM
Nestlings observed in nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:49:35 AM
Observed female feeding nestling.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:26:43 AM
Feeding young in nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:05:00 PM
Feeding  young in nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:08:29 PM
Feeding young in nest.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:53:31 PM
Caring for young in nest.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:20:50 PM
nestling feathered and close.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:07:48 PM
Nestling looks near fledging.

5/9/2011 7001020 SPTO Closed CP25-2 225 feet from CP 25-2; 7 
feet from access road.

100 feet Vehicular passage has been ongoing since foundation work began here, is not 
anticipated to impact this nest, as this nest was initiated during current 
construction conditions.

1. FLEDGED. 5/20/2011 mdicus - 5/9/2011 1:43:54 PM - Adult incubating 3 eggs. Adult did not flush until approached from southwest side from 
a distance of approximately 3 feet. Through traffic on access road does not appear to disturb nesting.  Access road 
buffer staked with standard ESA signs reading "through traffic only, no stopping."
blohstroh - 5/13/2011 8:43:06 AM - Checked nest; 3 eggs still present; female flushed and observed nearby.  
jdicus - 5/16/2011 8:26:28 PM - Observed while construction monitoring. Nestlings in nest - can be seen without lifting 
branches around mid-day when sun is high in the sky shining down through foliage into nest when viewed from 
south.
21 May - Nest is clean, intact and empty. Presume successfully fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

5/10/2011 7001023 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 Adults repeatedly visiting this nest during 30 minute observation period. barnold - 5/10/2011
barnold - 5/11/2011 3:01 PM - Female observed emerging from nest.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:05: AM - Female observed flying to nest after 15 minutes of watching.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:25 AM - No activity during brief observation period.
barnold - 6/1/2011 4:50:08 PM - No activity observed at this nest since 19 May. Nest appears to have fledged and is 
now considered inactive, but may be used again.

5/10/2011 7001024 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 20 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

1. FLEDGED. 5/13/2011 barnold - 5/10/2011 12:17 PM  Nest with three large nestlings in east-facing edge of stacked (four by four) crates of 
ceramic insulators bound by wire straps.  A second, newer empty nest is located just south of and adjacent to the nest 
with nestlings.  Female at nest regularly.
barnold - 5/11/2011 2:59 PM  Three nestlings still in nest.
barnold - 5/19/2011 8:42 AM  Nestlings successfully fledged 13 May. Nest empty.  Change status to Closed.

5/11/2011 7001427 CALT Closed CP18 4 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
- Work at the site will occur 70 feet or more from the nest.
- A monitor will be present to prevent encroachment on the nest.
- Prescense of nestlings indicates high site affinity by the adults
- California Towhees frequently nest in urban and developed areas.

1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 kkilpatrick - 5/11/2011 10:18:33 AM - 3 young nestlings with new, sparse white down observed in nest. Adult California 
towhee in area behaved alarmed when biologists approached nest at approximately 50 feet.
5/18/2011 - CALT brooding 3 nestlings 1233. - RR
RAbe - 5/24/2011 8:16:31 AM
Nestlings fledged and status is changed to closed.

5/10/2011 7001428 BUSH Closed EP89-1 45 feet from work limits. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/22/2011 Adults bringing food to nest. dbusby - 5/10/2011 7:54:47 AM
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Nest small but well-built; no birds observed.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 10:36:59 AM
 No activity at this nest during 35 minutes of observation.
barnold - 6/2/2011 9:53:30 AM
Nest in god shape, Bushtits in scrub oak tree. No sign of bringing food, etc. Nest may have fledged.
pkonrad - 6/8/2011 1:26:03 PM
Adult(s) visited nest periodically, sometimes with minute food.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 10:30:12 AM
 2 adults observed bringing food to nest.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 3:37:23 PM
No Bushtits observed or heard in area during extended period; nestlings may have fledged; will check status once 
more.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 11:36:29 PM
No Bushtits were observed or heard in the area; nestlings appear to fledged and dispersed from the area - closed.
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5/10/2011 7001429 OATI Closed EP91 10 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this cavity nest with nestlings, 

provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the 
buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/28/2011 pkonrad - 5/27/2011 11:28:00 AM
Adult(s) bringing food to nest regularly.
barnold - 5/31/2011 12:50:07 PM
No activity noted during 15-minute observation period.
barnold - 6/2/2011 9:03:55 AM
No activity noted during observation period approaching two hours. Nest appears to have fledged, as Oak Titmouse 
leaves nest at 17 days, and adults were first observed bringing food 10 May and last observed bringing food 27 May 
(there has typically been lots of activity during monitoring visits), then no activity recorded during brief (15 minute) and 
extensive (nearly 2 hours) observation periods on 31 May and 2 June, respectively.

5/11/2011 7001432 WREN Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet; within yard limits. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

NBR granted through blanket exemption.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 Male territorial and female sitting on nest. A nest buffer reduction to accomodate thru-traffic would likely not disturb 
nest. dbusby - 5/11/2011 8:39:28 AM
18 May - WREN brooding 4 eggs, 1 hatched nestling 1024. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 2:12:12 PM - 3 naked young in nest.
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:42:47 PM - Nest is clean, intact and empty, presumed fledged. Change to Closed.

5/10/2011 7001437 WEME Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet; within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/13/2011 10 May - Extremely agitated pair bringing food to nest 1235.- RR
17 May - No WEME detected in this area. Based on behavioural cues from previous observation, consider more likely 
fledged than depredated. Change to Closed.- RR

5/11/2011 7001440 BLPH Closed TL 6916 - 973035 40 feet to AR; 80 feet to 
staked work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/22/2011 11 May - BLPH pair carrying food to nest 1616. - RR
17 May - BLPH pair continue to provision this nest at 2-5 minute intervals 1055. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 8:59:36 AM - No detections during 30 minute observation. Prior observation (feeding interval) 
suggests successful fledging.

5/11/2011 7001444 CALT Closed CP19-1 0 feet; within yard limits. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

The vegetation in this area should remain intact as long as this nest or others 
are within this patch. Vehicular access is not anticipated to impact this nest, 
provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the 
buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 tfitanides - 5/11/2011 9:32:44 AM - Three eggs on nest.
18 May CALT incubating 3 eggs 1048. - RR
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:19:48 PM - Nest is  empty. Birds assumed fledged. Buffer taken down.
rradd - 5/24/2011 2:20:54 PM
Food carrying CALT and agitation at 25' 
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:50:52 PM
CALT adults carrying food to 3 well-feathered nestlings with primary quills just opening.
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:39:41 PM
Nest is  empty. Birds assumed fledged. Buffer taken down.

5/12/2011 7001449 CALT Closed CP22-1 90 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 80 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
•The nest is located downslope from the construction work area which provides 
a natural sound and visual barrier for the nest.
•The nest is well hidden with the entrance facing east, away from proposed 
construction activities which further shields the neslings and adults.
•Nest progression is advanced (multiple nestlings) indicating high nest affinity 
which decreases the chance of the nest being abandoned by the adults.
•The adult bird was relatively tolerant of human and truck presence, flushing 
only after the biologist approached within 15 feet.
•It is recommended that once work commences, vehicles park at the south of 
the work area to provide an additional buffer

1. FLEDGED. 5/20/2011 tfitanides - 5/12/2011 7:47:49 AM - 2-3 naked nestlings. Parent flushed at 15 feet.
18 May 3 feathered nestlings 1308.- RR
barnold - 5/20/2011 3:51 PM Nest empty, no sign of adults.  No sign of depredation.  Change status to Closed.

5/12/2011 7001450 AMKE Closed CP23 0 feet; within work limits; 
70 feet from TC.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 12 May Observed male bring in mouse to nest, heard nestlings loudly begging.  Nest is in actual arm, kestrels enter 
through gap between actual pole and arm.
18 May AMKE female enters nest with mouse 1326.- RR
eelias - 6/2/2011 4:07:55 PM
Elias monitored this nest on 5/31/2011. Biologist noted an adult female on tower. She was calling. She flew off and 
almost immediately after she departed a female plumage fledgling flew out of the nest cavity. This young bird gave 
begging vocs and was less than proficient in flight. After 5 minutes on the outside she returned to the cavity.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:06:17 AM
Two fledged immature AMKE perched clise to nest, being attended by adult.
Change to Closed.

5/12/2011 7001453 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet, nest is inside 
work limits.

100 feet The nest is on the bridge itself, and effectively means work cannot occur, even 
with approved construction plan with noise barriers. 

1. FLEDGED. 5/21/2011 emorgan - 5/12/2011 3:16:59 PM - Nest contains 2 hummingbird nestlings about a week old.  Adult came to the nest 
to feed the chicks.
5/13/2011 - Nesting activity continues 1150. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 1:12:51 PM
Observed two nestlings being feed while foot traffic was overhead. Birds appear unaffected by construction activity.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:34:00 PM
two nestlings in nest. female feeding young.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:01:01 PM
Nestlings have fledged and left the nest. Nest removed.
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5/12/2011 7001455 HOOR Closed Alpine Underground - 

97+00L, MH-6L
40 feet south of AR. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 7/17/2011 RAbe - 5/12/2011 2:29:06 PM - Male and female HOORs going inside palm tree. Homeowner has observed signs of 
territoriality (they dive-bomb her). Bio-monitor called in nest.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 10:26:55 AM. Adult female observed exiting nest and vocalizing (agitated). Other vocalizations 
heard inside palm, although no other birds observed. 
tfitanides - 5/27/2011 11:06:24 AM
Male observed calling from palm perch. Female later observed calling from perch (both HOORs with a "veek" call). 
"chetetet" call heard from within tree foliage.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 10:58:56 AM
Male calling in vicinity but did not visit nest. Female/immature HOOR observed calling from palm perch (veek) and 
preening. Flew off across road to northeast.
rradd - 6/11/2011 9:42:38 AM
Female HOOR actively nest building - apparently installing interior lining - in company of immature  from previous 
brood.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 12:51:44 PM
No orioles observed or heard today during 2 nest observation periods, although female was active nest building 6-9 
and 6-11. Female may be incubating intently now.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 9:41:39 AM
Female active in area and making repeated visits to nest location.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 9:52:32 AM
Female observed periodically perching on southeast side of palm tree. 
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 10:03:53 AM
Female making food gathering forays from palm tree and returning to nest location under hanging green frond on 
north side.
pkonrad - 7/8/2011 4:29:24 PM
Male observed catching an insect and bringing it back to nest to feed at least 2 large feathered nestlings.
pkonrad - 7/15/2011 2:03:00 PM
Male making forays to and from nest, feeding at least 2 large nestlings in nest; nestlings should fledge soon.
pkonrad - 7/18/2011 1:22:22 PM
No orioles observed during extended period; nestlings have apparently fledged and dispersed - closed.
sritt - 7/23/2011 4:52:51 PM
Fledgling seen visiting palm only once during 45 minute observation period (after a RTHA passed through), but did not 
enter nest.  Adult male frequently seen nearby, but never in palm.

5/12/2011 7001456 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - 774824 40 feet to AR; 510 feet 
to nearest pole.

300 feet NBR Submit Date: 05/17/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/17/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/26/2011 tcooper - 5/12/2011 - Female on nest, 2 eggs and 2 newly hatched nestlings.
tcooper - 5/19/2011 - Adults feeding 2 nestlings, 2 unhatched eggs.
tcooper - 5/26/2011 - 2 unhatched eggs in nest, adults feeding 2 fledglings nearby, nest closed; buffer removed.

5/12/2011 7001459 MODO Closed CP51-2 AR 85 feet to AR, but on 
house.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 12 May - MODO incubating and mate adjacent 0844. - RR
19 May - MODO incubating 0927.- RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 12:56:57 PM - MODO on nest 1251.
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:05:27 PM - MODO on nest 1444.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:27:52 AM - Well-protected nest is clean and empty. Presumed fledged. Change to Inactive.
rradd - 7/7/2011 9:06:13 AM
No re-nesting; change to Closed.

5/12/2011 7001460 ANHU Closed CP51-2 AR 35 feet to AR, but within 
house area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/18/2011 12 May - ANHU female incubating 1 egg 1037. - RR
19 May ANHU female incubating 2 eggs 0911. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 12:55:53 PM
ANHU incubating 2 eggs 1250
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:04:47 PM
Two naked hatched young in nest 1445.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:23:56 AM
One large quilled young visible in nest.
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:07:54 AM
One large juvenile in complete plumage on nest.
rradd - 6/23/2011 10:43:29 AM
Nest has fledged successfully.
Change to Closed

5/12/2011 7001462 ATFL Closed CP51-2 AR 90 feet to AR, but within 
house area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/7/2011 12 May - ATFL pair entering pipe 1103. - RR
19 May ATFL pr interaction, female returns to chimney pipe (which has transformed her into "Sooty Flycatcher") 0949. - 
RR
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:56:30 PM
ATFL pr. observed away from nest, status unclear during 30 min. obs. Will monitor again.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:38:33 AM
Nest is built. Pair come to nest 0937, male guards, female to nest for only a minute. Egg laying?
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:10:48 AM
Female ATFL brings food to nest 1106.
rradd - 6/23/2011 10:45:50 AM
Female enters nest with small insect 10:38 and stays, male nest guarding @ 100'.
rradd - 6/30/2011 10:42:32 AM
ATFL pair carrying food to nest at 10 min intervals. Alarmed at 100'.
rradd - 7/7/2011 10:06:21 AM
Change to Closed. Nest is empty and nestlings successfully fledged. ATFL carrying food to at least 3 fledglings away 
from nest.

5/13/2011 7001468 CATH Closed JVR 12kV - Pole 47 120 feet from wood 
pole; no staked work 

area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 kkilpatrick - 5/13/2011 10:15:45 AM - 1 fledgling observed with an adult about 100 feet from nest; 2 birds were flushed 
from the nest while giving alarm calls; 1 bird was flushed at 15 feet, the other at 3 feet. Later, 2 thrashers were seen 
foraging and singing near nest, and exhibiting aggressive behavior toward NOMOs.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - 1 adult and 1 fledgling active along dry wash throughout buffer area and west to large brush 
pile; fledgling has a noticeably shorter bill than the adult. Fledgling(s) are capable of flying and can move throughout 
area - closed.
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5/13/2011 7001470 CALT Closed CP25-2 15 feet to AR; 160 feet 

to pad.
100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 blohstroh - 5/13/2011 4:19:51 PM - 3 nestlings, week old+, female feeding and removing fecal sacks. Moved existing 

access road signage to reflect new buffer.
21 May Nest is empty, presumed fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

5/2/2011 7000962 LEGO Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

0 feet; within mapped 
road area.

100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the 
course of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird 
contstucts a nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest 
substation and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. 
Activity levels at this site are anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Likely 

predated.

5/21/2011 tfitanides - 5/23/2011 3:50:44 PM
Nest closed by data from previous nest monitoring.

5/24/2011 7001938 HOOR Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

70 feet 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. May have 
been first nesting 

attempt by immature 
birds. Nest 

constructed by 2 
females, or 1 female 
and a first-year male.

6/8/2011 sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:09:20 AM
Pair actively nest building. Nest approximately 10% complete.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:56:55 AM
Nest building. 10 % complete
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:55:36 AM
Nest building. 50% complete.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:59:33 AM
Nest building 70%+ complete.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:29:07 AM
Nest building 90% complete.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:14:23 PM
Nest building.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 3:39:37 PM
No activity at nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:17:53 PM
No activity at nest area.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:02:49 PM
No activity at nest.
sjohnston - 6/14/2011 4:16:09 PM
No activity for the past 4 days.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:55:33 PM
No activity at this nest has been observed for 7 days.

3/2/2011 5000477 OTHE Closed EP244 AR 120 feet from driveway 
entrance.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes - apparent 
predation.

3/24/2011 Nest constructed of fine grasses, entrance is facing northeast, with rabbit fur lining. South side of nest shows some 
weathering, but fresh whitewash atop. 3/2/11
No bird present. Nest weathered but still intact. Status left unchanged, still active. 3/08/2011. B.Hart.
Nest torn apart; possible predation; closed 3-24 (PK).

3/2/2011 5000478 OTHE Closed EP244 10 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes - appears to 
be blown out by wind.

3/24/2011 Old or incomplete pile of material includes shredded juniper bark, grasses and yucca fibers. 3/2/11
Still inactive 3/08/2011, B.Hart
Appears to have been blown out by wind? A few pieces of grass left in cholla; closed 3-24 (PK).

3/2/2011 5000484 BUSH Closed CP54-1 30 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes - weather or 
predation presumed.

4/8/2011 Observed bushtit carrying nesting material and discovered nest through behavioral observation. Nest 20% complete 
16 Mar - BUSH carrying nest material to shrub 13:30. Consider ACTIVE - RR
22 Mar - No birds detected, nest not relocated. Revisit to verify activity. - RR
8 Apr - Nest no longer present. No BUSH re-nesting attempt detected near site during 30 minute observation period. 
Changed status to CLOSED. - RR

3/2/2011 5000479 CACW Closed EP243 105 feet from temporary 
ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 
causes apparent 

predation.

4/6/2011 Previous comments; a fresh grass nest including a clean opening and fresh feathers lining the inside. Appears active 
and utilized.  3/2/11
Well-built nest that's actively used; no birds in area 3-15 (PK).
Nest torn apart with large open holes; presently inactive 3-25 (PK). 
Nest remnants barely discernable; closed 4-6  (PK).

5/25/2011 7002364 LEGO Closed CP50-1 AR 25 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes, predation 
likely.

6/30/2011 5/25/2011
LEGO attending nest 1110.
rradd - 6/2/2011 5:41:12 PM
Nest no longer present. 
Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:08:48 AM
Nest refound. Change to Active. Male feeds incubating female at nest.
rradd - 6/16/2011 9:47:51 AM
LEGO female on nesr with male in close attendance 0723.
rradd - 6/23/2011 9:57:59 AM
Nest appears dissheveled from below, with light visible through side. LEGO pr. present, so will monitor once more prior 
to close.
rradd - 6/30/2011 12:08:59 PM
Change to Closed
Nest is no longer serviceable.
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3/2/2011 5000483 BUSH Closed CP56-1 10 feet from proposed 

access road.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 
causes, probably 
weather related.

4/15/2011 Observed active construction of the nest. Nest is aproximately 10% complete (3/02/11 -BHart).
18 Mar - Pendulum type nest with outer materials held together by cobwebs. Nest complete. BUSH entered nest. - 
RR
7 Apr 1122-1222 - No BUSH detected at or near this nest. Change to inactive and remove buffer. - RR.
Nest closed due to last observation when no bird activity seen at the nest. kalberts - 4/15/2011 10:10:34 PM.

3/31/2011 5003322 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; on house. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 
causes, probably 
weather related.

4/5/2011 31 Mar - Under construction.
5 Apr - Nest destroyed and no longer present. Changed to closed and buffer removed. - RR

6/8/2011 7002476 MODO Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

100 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes.

6/23/2011 rradd - 6/8/2011 11:22:25 AM
MODO on nest.
rradd - 6/18/2011 5:43:36 AM
Nest too high to see into, no MODO detected.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:33:18 AM
Nest has fallen apart.
Change to Closed.

5/14/2011 7001480 LEGO Closed CP82-1 0 feet; within AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
passage allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes. Insufficent 
time to raise 

fledglings before 
falling.

6/4/2011 14 May - Female LEGO constructing nest, appears 40% complete 1554. - RR
20 May LEGO female comes to nest after 25 mins of obs. 1359. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 2:41:40 PM
LEGO female on nest 1432.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:07:57 PM
Nest has fallen from tree.

2/27/2011 5000463 OTHE Closed EP243 100 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet Reduced to 82 feet. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes: destroyed by 
high winds.

3/24/2011 Calling bird perched at partially constructed nest of fresh fine grasses. This bird seems to occupy a large territory 
which covers the project site, so this could be an alternate nest.
No bird activity or signs of a nest detected. Recent high winds may have blown the nest away. Status changed to 
inactive B.Hart, 3/08/2011.  
No sign of nest; closed 3-24 (PK).

1/28/2011 5000406 CACW Closed EP245-1 160 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes; early season 
nest damaged by 

weather or predation.

3/24/2011 Entry from 2-1-11: A fresh grass nest including clean opening and fresh feathers lining the inside. Appears utilized and 
active.  
Update 02-21-11: nest appears to have been blown or torn open and no evidence of recent repair.  Changed status to 
inactive for the time being, until recent activity is noted.     
Nest inactive.3/08/2011. B.Hart.
Nest collapsed and flattened; closed 3-24 (PK).

4/11/2011 5000779 BUSH Closed TL 6916 - 774824 25 feet from existing AR; 
60 feet to nearest pole.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes; likely 
weather.

4/18/2011 11 April - Adults gathering nest material and adding it to nest   S. Hampton, M. Dicus
18 Apr - Only nest found near this location is old, dilapidated, sp. unknown. CLOSED, removed buffer & ESA signs. - 
RR

5/12/2011 7001490 LEGO Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

110 feet to work limits. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes; nest 
destroyed, possibly 
by weather, before 
nesting complete.

5/16/2011 eelias - 5/12/2011 9:52:42 AM Female was seen carry spider webs to this 96% complete nest.
eelias - 5/13/2011 9:24:06 AM Viewed twice this morning. First time nest was unattended. Five minutes later female 
was sitting on it and reshaping it with her breast.
19 May Nest not found. GPS location is 40' from any willows. Will resurvey. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 4:59:39 PM
LEGO female on nezt.Vertex moved per Trimble.
rradd - 6/3/2011 10:21:05 AM
LEGO breeding activity continues.
rradd - 6/8/2011 1:36:25 PM
Nest destroyed - appears weather-beaten.
Change to Closed.

5/31/2011 7002397 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

5 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandonded prior to 

egg laying.

6/8/2011 vnovik - 5/31/2011 3:15:37 PM 
Building nest approximately 90% complete.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:53:21 AM
Building nest 90% or greater complete.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 5:24:49 PM
Observed on nest; no eggs in nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:51:32 PM
Observed bird briefly (less than 1 minute) on nest; nest appears complete; no eggs.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:09:02 PM
No activity at nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 3:41:47 PM
No activity all day; nest closed, no eggs.
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4/4/2011 5003349 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 171674 0 feet; on pole. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest 

abandoned due to 
unknown causes.

4/26/2011 4/4/11 phoward - Female seen with nest material made; multiple visits to same site, pole was marked with yellow tape 
and ESA sign placed on road. 
14 Apr - No HOFI detected during 30 minute observation. - RR
26 Apr No HOFI detected during 30 minute observation. Change to Closed. - RR

2/21/2011 5000040 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet 100 feet Signs posted at back 
door to use front 
entrance only.

MODO nests are in roof eaves above back door of mitigation property. Cleaning 
crews will not impact the nests if the front entrance is used. Signs will be placed 
in order to prevent access to the back.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Abandoned and 

predated.

3/31/2011 No sign of adults or recent nest use. 2/21/11
female on nest 3/3/11 - I. Maunsell
10 Mar 2011; MODO present on nest. Appears to be renesting adjacent to 2 uncovered eggs. ACTIVE - RR
24 Mar - Nest vacant. Uncovered eggs still present. Survey crew settingup 50 feet away. RR
31 Mar - Nest predated (eggs no longer present). Change to closed. 


4/12/2011 5000791 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Abandoned with 

eggs. Nest is located 
within a fully 

concealed and 
protected area of the 
substation that was 
not near active work 
areas. Predation of 
adults is the most 

plausible reason for 
nest failure, since 
nesting American 

Kestrels within and 
immediately adjacent 

to the Sycamore 
Substation have 
been observed 

preying on House 
Finches several 

times this season.

6/1/2011 barnold - 6/1/2011 2:45:52 PM
Nest with 4 eggs, but no female observed today, and 11, 19, and 26 May. Female last observed at nest on 3 May.
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:58:41 PM
Above mistaken, female last observed at nest 11 May. 4 eggs in nest first recorded 10 May. Since House Finches lay 4 
to 5 eggs, 1 a day, and incubate for 12 to 14 days, this nest has been abandoned (10 May first discovered with eggs, 
14 days for incubation would be 24 May, over a week ago) - Closed.

5/25/2011 7002368 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within work limits. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Abandonment of 

feathered nestlings 
suggests adult was 
possibly killed away 

from nest.

6/23/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 3:36:06 PM
MODO on nest 1526.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:36:31 AM
MODO on nest 1030.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:33:34 PM
MODO on nest 1230.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:02:51 AM
1 dead nestling, has partly opened feather sheaths. Adult was possibly killed away from nest.
Change to Closed.
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4/18/2011 5000846 CALT Closed Suncrest Substation 

AR
35 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at work 

limits.
NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the 
course of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird 
contstucts a nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest 
substation and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. 
Activity levels at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent nest 

destruction due to 
predation.

4/25/2011 The female CALT is incubating 3 eggs - ahill - 4/18/2011 10:46:00 PM.
phoward - 4/25/2011 8:38:11 AM - Nest has failed due to predation; nest appears to have been altered with but no egg 
shells found nearby.

3/23/2011 5003267 BUSH Closed EP220-1 70 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 
feet.

This human-tolerant species is nesting 70 feet from access road, and did not 
react adversely to a nest observer at 20 feet.   Vehicular passage is not 
anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or 
construction occur within 70 feet of the nest.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent nest 

predation; nest torn 
apart.

4/21/2011 3/23/2011 - D. Busby observes adult pair bringing nest material to nest. Nest appears nearly complete. Pair seemed 
agitated while I was at nest but I didn't seem to disturb them while I was entering data 20 feet away. Potential candidate 
for nest buffer reduction since species is fairly tolerant.
Completed nest with territorial bushtit calllng nearby 4-5 (PK).
phoward 4/7/11: pair seen going in and out of nest.  
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - Nest perfect; Bushtit calling nearby.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Nest torn apart; many feathers stuck in braches surrounding nest, probably from inner nest 
lining; apparrent nest depredation.

4/12/2011 5000789 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

SDG&E proposes stringing new wire from the 138kV yard to the new 230kV 
Bay. Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finches are 
extremely acclimated to human disturbance.  Nest characterized as inactive 
prior to receipt of authorized Nest Buffer Reduction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent predation.

5/10/2011 Nest with three eggs.  Pair very vocal and active in area.
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:15:19 AM  Nest present, but no eggs, nestlings or adults.
26 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 1:27:23 PM - Nest deteriorated.  No activity.  Changed to Inactive.
barnold - 5/10/2011 11:29 AM  No activity - closed.

5/26/2011 7002374 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

•House Finches are generally tolerant of human activities near their nest sites. 
•House Finches nest in man-made structures on a regular basis.  
•This particular House Finch has chosen to nest in the steel lattice of a 
structure assembled in an active construction yard.
•The House Finch has nested in the lattice with a very active helicopter zone 
approximately 100 feet south of the nest. 
•The nest is enclosed in the steel within a section that forms walls on all sides, 
except the south side.
•Proposed work near the nest is to allow the application of water to ground to 
control dust. 

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent predation.

6/2/2011 vnovik - 5/26/2011 10:50:08 AM - Active nest with 2 eggs.
barnold - 6/2/2011 12:19 PM - Nest empty; eggs apparently predated - closed.

5/27/2011 7002393 SOSP Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 feet from bridge. 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent predation.

6/22/2011 sjohnston - 5/27/2011 4:16:27 PM
Nest 90% complete.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 11:57:39 AM
Observed song sparrow on nest; no eggs yet.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 9:00:36 AM
Sparrow observed on nest; no eggs.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 4:35:47 PM
At least 1 egg in nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:27:48 AM
Female on nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:09:59 PM
Bird was off nest for 30 minutes; asked PAR construction to stop work until the adult returned; bird returned 10 
minutes later. 
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:36:58 PM
Incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:23:04 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:05:01 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:16:27 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 6/21/2011 1:47:29 PM
3 downy nestlings in nest.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 1:43:46 PM
Nest empty.
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6/7/2011 7002467 LASP Closed Wilson Yard 20 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 

limits.
NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these 
areas are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and 
therefore are not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no 
change in activity levels occurs.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent predation; 

eggs gone and 
portion of nest pulled 

away.

6/16/2011 sritt - 6/7/2011 3:43:53 PM
Adult incubating 5 eggs.
PKonrad - 6/16/2011 4:48:00 PM
Eggs are gone; portion of nest pulled away - apparent predation. Adults still calling territorially nearby - closed.

5/23/2011 7001932 HOLA Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 
feet.

• Work within the 100 foot buffer will be limited to foot traffic and movement of 
steel                       components by hand.
•Nest site selection, construction of nest, and the successful progression to 
presence of nestlings occurred in proximity to daily high levels of yard activities, 
noise, and other disturbances.
•The female adult has tolerated of foot traffic to within 15 feet and vehicles to 
within 70 feet. 
•Vehicular use and work outside this 70 foot buffer will not likely affect this nest.
•Nest monitoring will be ongoing.  If adverse affects to nesting behaviors are 
observed then work will be stopped within the 100 foot buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent predation; 
nestlings were too 

young to have 
fledged by this time.

5/25/2011 imaunsell - 5/25/2011 3:48:02 PM
Nest was checked again by biomonitor at Rough Acres. No nestlings were present and no juvenille birds were 
observed in the area. Nest status changed to closed.

2/21/2011 5000025 CACW Closed EP244 82 feet from corner of 
temporary ROW.

100 feet Avoid corner of temporary ROW that includes 100 foot buffer. 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent predation; 

top of nest torn open, 
exposing interior; no 

sign of eggshells.

5/2/2011 A fresh grass nest including a clean opening and fresh feathers lining the inside. Appears utilized and active. 2/21/11
Visited 27 Feb, no birds present @ 11:00 hrs.
Well-built nests status unchanged; grasses graying; no wrens observed 3-16 (PK).
New nest material added recently 4-5 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - Nice nest; good entrance; recently used.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - Nest torn apart from top, exposing all of the interior; closed.

5/5/2011 7000990 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground 50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparently predated.

5/26/2011 shampton - 5/5/2011 12:00:14 PM - Female shading nest.   
vnovik - 5/6/2011 8:45:10 AM - Female flushed from nest.
shampton - 5/26/2011 11:30:20 AM - Nest torn apart. No adults, nestlings, or eggs present - closed.

6/2/2011 7002434 PHAI Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

53 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparently predated.

6/16/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 at 1522
PHAI male incubating 2 eggs.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:35:38 AM
PHAI female incubating 2 eggs.
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:09:44 AM
Nest is empty and fallen - appearly predated. Change to Closed.
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4/27/2011 7000895 BLPH Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Biomonitor reported 
that the phoebe has 

not been observed at 
the nest for over one 
day. Also, she found 

a broken eggshell 
below the nest, 

indicating that the 
nest may have been 
predated. No eggs in 

nest.

5/7/2011 RAbe - 4/27/2011 9:08:20 AM - Nest nearing completion. Bird observed adding nesting material.
4 May - BLPH carrying material to nest - looks 90% complete. - RR
kkilpatrick - 5/7/2011 12:10:53 PM - Biomonitor reported that the phoebe has not been observed at the nest for over 
one day. Also, she found a broken egg shell below the nest, indicating that the nest may have been predated.  No 
eggs in nest. No adults observed in area. Nest removed from structure, buffer removed, nest closed.

4/6/2011 5003375 BUSH Closed CP70-3 AR 0 feet from existing AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Blown out of place by 

wind.

4/28/2011 6 Apr - BUSH pair tending young - carrying food items to nest 1055. - RR
13 Apr - BUSH enters nest at 1105. - RR
20 Apr -BUSH tending nest.- RR
28 Apr - Nest destroyed - blown out of tree wth remnants on ground. Change to Closed. - RR

5/16/2011 7001475 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Staging Area N of I-8

60 feet from staging 
area.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 45 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
•This pair of bushtits clearly has a high tolerance for noise, and constant human 
activities nearby as demonstrated by the distance from the nest site to a major 
interstate highway.
•The nest is located immediately adjacent to the west bound on-ramp to 
Interstate 8 where high speed traffic frequently passes closer to the nest than 
any proposed Project work activities.
•Work proposed would be limited to staging of equipment for the Project. No 
heavy construction would occur in the area. 
•Similar instances of bushtits successfully nesting in close proximity to Project 
work activities demonstrates species acclimation to work activities within 45 feet 
of nest locations without perceived negative impacts.

1. FLEDGED. 6/23/2011 vnovik - 5/16/2011 10:30:52 AM - Observed bushtit flush from nest.
PKonrad - 6/9/2011 - Bushtit entered and left nest, probably bringing food, definitely leaving with a fecal sac.
emorgan - 5/27/2011 11:50:36 AM
Nest looks complete but male observed bringing nesting material to nest while female foraged nearby.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 1:37:51 PM
Two adults observed in nest area with prey items. Adults acting nervous with presence of juvenile western scrub-jay. 
Biologists refrained from approaching nest.
pkonrad - 6/9/2011 4:18:15 PM
Adult entered and left nest, probably brought food, definitely left with fecal sac.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 11:05:25 AM
Adults bringing food to nest and quickly leaving.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 12:20:03 PM
No Bushtit activity in area; nestlings appear to have fledged and dispersed - closed.

5/16/2011 7001481 BCHU Closed Elliott Substation 45 feet from substation. 
60 feet from AR.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/12/2011 16 May - BCHU female finishing nest construction 0700. Long intervals off nest, so no eggs yet. - RR
23 May - BCHU female on nest 0722. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:51:03 AM - Female BCHU on nest 0712
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:35:22 AM - BCHU returns to nest after 10 minute absence and settles 0715.
rradd - 6/14/2011 3:37:28 PM - Nest appears intact empty and unattended, presumed fledged.  Change to closed.

5/16/2011 7001482 CALT Closed TL 6916 - 774820 10 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/21/2011 16 May - CALT carrying food to at least 2 altricial nestlings 1557. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 4:51:20 PM - Nest is empty with single dropping on floor. CALT capable of leaving nest @ 8 days, so 
potentially successful fledge.

5/16/2011 7001483 ANHU Closed Elliott Substation 85 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 16 May - ANHU female on nest, only brief intervals away but no feeding. Presume incubation. - RR
23 May - ANHU young visible in nest 0720. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:50:13 AM - Large feathered young in nest 0711.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:39:51 AM - Nest is empty and presumed to have fledged. 
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:40:29 AM - Change to Closed.

5/16/2011 7001484 YBCH Closed Elliott Substation 30 feet from substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 16 May - YBCH on territory - Nest just begun. Re-monitor to verify completion 1049. - RR
23 May - Windy morning makes difficulty following YBCH into this thicket 0949. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 11:54:09 AM - YBCH remains active and territorial here. Vegetation density prevents verifying nest 
status, but breeding presumed to be in progress 1018.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:38:13 AM - Nest vertex moved to correct location. YBCH pair carrying food to nest 0758, 0812.
rradd - 6/6/2011 12:37:37 PM - 4 nestlings unfeathered but with quills ready to open.
rradd - 6/14/2011 4:19:46 PM - Nest intact and empty. Presumed successfully fledged. Change to Closed.
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5/17/2011 7001485 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
8 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/19/2011 sjohnston - 5/17/2011 1:26:55 PM Female incubating 2 eggs.
sjohnston - 5/18/2011 8:37:21 AM Female incubating two eggs. Observed leaving nest multiple times apparent cause 
from construction activity within 10 feet of the nest. Foreman moved work further away from nest ca. 30', which 
resulted in fewer flushings for shorter durations.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:37:59 PM Female on nest, flushed while visual barrier was installed. Returned to nest. 
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:05:34 PM Observed on nest, flushed briefly while inspector was onsite, and walked under 
canopy.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:58:21 AM - Incubating.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:45:17 AM - Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:13:00 AM - Two nestlings in nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:50:44 AM - Female observed feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:27:15 AM - Feeding young in nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:49:26 PM - Feeding caring for young.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:07:14 PM - Caring for young in nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:27:21 PM - Young in nest; Feeding young.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:55:03 PM - Feeding young.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:29:26 PM - Feathered nestlings close to fledge
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:08:28 PM - Active nestlings in nest. Look ready to fledge.
sjohnston - 6/20/2011 7:26:40 AM - Fledged.

5/14/2011 7001488 BUSH Closed CP29-1 7 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 Nest appears completed. Pair of BUSH in area. Adult observed flushing from nest site. -tfitanides - 5/14/2011 12:58:20 
PM
21 May - BUSH associated with nest repeatedly during 40 minutes of observation but did not enter 1210. - RR
tcooper - 5/31/2011  - Adult entered nest
28 Jun Closed. Buffers and stakes removed.
rradd - 5/24/2011 4:46:32 PM
Nest appears predated with extra large opening, but BUSH continues to visit. Under reconstruction?
rradd - 5/24/2011 5:00:41 PM
Pair remain closely associated with this site, but no item carry.
rradd - 6/2/2011 11:20:15 AM
BUSH exits nest 1006, mate loafs nearby. No food carry during 30 minute observations.
emorgan - 6/9/2011 11:46:40 AM
Adult carried food to nest.
rradd - 6/15/2011 1:08:51 PM
BUSH pair carrying insects to nest 1252.
rradd - 6/22/2011 4:23:31 PM
No BUSH detected at or near this nest during 40 minutes of observation 1540-1620.
rradd - 6/28/2011 4:16:43 PM
No BUSH detected. Nestlings have fledged and nest is empty.

5/12/2011 7001489 SOSP Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

50 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 eelias - 5/12/2011 12:18:37 PM  Nest was found when female flew in and landed on nest. She was incubating. I never 
saw food carries so therefore I assume it was on eggs and not chicks. Watched for 15 minutes.
eelias - 5/13/2011 9:05:44 AM Nest was visited. Biologist walked slowly and carefully up to nest site. Female was not 
on nest. Biologist peered into nest. She has layed 3 eggs.
19 May SOSP incubating 1355. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:18:06 PM - 2 SOSP nestlings aged approximately 2 days, being fed by adults 1508.
rradd - 6/3/2011 9:07:19 AM - Nest has fallen sideways but cup appears intact and fledglings foraging within feet. 
Presumed successful fledge. Change to Closed.

5/17/2011 7001491 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

2 feet from staked work 
limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/17/2011 sjohnston - 5/17/2011 2:34:38 PM
Active nest building 10% complete. Birds began building nest during construction activities.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:46:33 PM
Active nest building.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:16:46 PM
Observed on nest; possibly incubating.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:00:19 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:50:35 AM
Female incubating.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:00:14 AM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 6:29:44 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:32:50 AM
On nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:09:50 PM
Incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:35:35 PM
Feeding and probably brooding .
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:59:58 PM
Brooding/ feeding.
vnovik - 6/14/2011 5:54:39 PM
Appears to be feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:11:34 PM
No nestlings in nest on 6/16/11. Likey fledged, nest appears to be falling apart now.
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5/16/2011 7001493 CAGN Closed CP21 240 feet to work limits. 300 feet Buffer reduced to 240 

feet with drive through 
access only.

Candidate for NBR to 240 feet since nest is down steep slope and blocked by 
dense vegetation that will create a noise and visual barrier from work activitie 
and thru-traffic along access road. Placed ESA signs along east side of access 
road, approx 240 ft from nest. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact 
this nest provided that no work occurs within the 240 foot buffer for this nest.

Per USFWS comments and in compliance with the BO, anytime construction 
activities occur (including drive through access) within 300 feet of a coastal 
California gnatcatcher a biologist must be present.  So this may take extra 
planning and grouping of vehicles driving through this portion of the access 
road.

1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 5/16/11 - 3 eggs; observed nest exchange. Candidate for NBR since nest is down steep slope and blocked by dense 
vegetation that will create a noise and visual barrier from temporary thru-traffic along access road. Placed ESA signs 
along east side of access road, approx 240 feet from nest. 
dbusby - 5/17/2011 7:12:33 AM
dbusby - 5/23/2011 3:48:18 PM - Female incubating on nest with male foraging nearby.
5/31/11 - dbusby - Adult pair feeding 3  7-day-old nestlings.
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:24:53 PM - Adult pair feeding 3 nestlings. Should be fledging by tomorrow.
dbusby - 6/13/2011 10:39:20 AM - At least 2 nestlings confirmed successfully fledged. Adults tending to 2 fledglings 
about 300 feet. northeast of nest site. Take down ESA signs and buffer.

5/19/2011 7001498 SAPH Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
- Nest is located on a support bracket of a radiatior. This location is well 
concealed and provides a buffer by design from work activities within the sub.
- Nets is located on the far side of the transformer from work activities providing 
a partial visual buffer.
- Nesting pair chose the site location during ongoing work activities.
- Nest is located adjacent to a Say's Phoebe nest that recently fledged young 
under similar reduced buffer conditions.
- House Finches are well aclimated to human activity.

1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 barnold - 5/19/2011 9:51 AM Nest with one egg.
barnold - 5/26/2011 10:12 AM Nest with four eggs.  Adult Western Kingbird went to nest after examination. 
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:33 PM Say's Phoebe flushed from nest, with four eggs.
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:35:27 PM
Say's Phoebe flushed from nest, with four white eggs.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:43:41 AM
Nest with four nestlings.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:20:24 PM
Nest with four nestlings.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:39:38 PM
Nest with four very large nestlings. These appear to be ready to fledge.
barnold - 6/27/2011 12:49:10 PM
At 11:00am, observed two nestlings fledge from a distance of about 70 feet. Adult stayed with two nestlings, ultimately 
feeding them as they sat on the southern perimeter fence. 
barnold - 6/27/2011 5:00:35 PM
Adult also returned to nest, assume there are two nestlings remaining in nest.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:56:14 PM
Nest has successfully fledged.

5/19/2011 7001499 HOWR Closed TL 639 - 171628 35 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 mdicus - 5/19/2011 - Adult HOWR observed repeatedly carrying food into opening in top of pole.
rradd - 5/31/2011 2:53:05 PM - HOWR carries food to nest in pipe 1452.
rradd - 5/31/2011 3:00:31 PM - At least 4 young in nest approximately 1 week old.
rradd - 6/6/2011 4:29:00 PM - At least three feathered young in nest 1608.
rradd - 6/15/2011 11:27:15 AM - No HOWR detections at or near this empty nest. Presume successfuly fledged and 
change to Closed.

5/19/2011 7001500 BHGR Closed TL 639 - 171760 90 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/9/2011 tfitanides 5/19/2011 2:00:08 PM Nest exchange observed; parents both incubating.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 12:28:54 PM
Male observed feeding at least one downy nestling in nest.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 12:03:34 PM
Nest empty, presumed to have fledged. No sign of predation; only a few scattered feces in center of nest. Closed.

5/19/2011 7001501 SOSP Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

60 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 5/19/2011 sjohnston
Observed SOSP bringing a large amount of nesting material into nest location. Exact nest location was not searched 
for. Possible second brooding for perviously recorded SOSP.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:08:45 PM - SOSP observed entering nest area.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:03:09 AM
SOSP obs. entering nest location.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:54:08 AM
SOSP near nest, not observed entering nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:55:30 AM - SOSP near nest, not observed entering nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 4:11:12 PM - Song Sparrow singing in area of nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:59:03 AM - Observed in area of nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:29:47 AM - Observed bird flying into area of nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:14:53 PM - Observed SOSP in area of nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:16:00 PM - SOSP in area of nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:18:36 PM - SOSP in nest area.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:02:22 PM - SOSP in area of nest location.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:20:04 PM - Fledglings observed, successfully fledged.

5/19/2011 7001504 BUSH Closed CP50-1 AR 25 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/30/2011 19 May BUSH to nest 0705, exiting 1211. - RR
rradd - 6/2/2011 2:56:13 PM
BUSH pr. to and from nest 13:12
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:17:37 PM
No BUSH detections during 30 min obs.
rradd - 6/16/2011 1:53:29 PM
BUSH feeding nest 1337, 1349 with (comparatively) large prey.
rradd - 6/23/2011 8:57:12 AM
BUSH making multiple trips to nest 0848.
rradd - 6/30/2011 12:12:02 PM
No BUSH detections during 30 min. obs. Nest appears in good condition; monitoring timeline indicates nest fledged 
successfully.

5/19/2011 7001505 BUOR Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

75 feet from ROW. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 19 May BUOR pr. entering and exiting at regular intervals 1510.  - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:19:12 PM - BUOR pair bringing food to this nest 1645
rradd - 6/3/2011 10:17:38 AM - No BUOR detections during 30 minute observation.
rradd - 6/8/2011 1:41:00 PM - No detections at nest; BUOR male feeding at least 2 fledglings away from site in nearby 
live oaks. Change to Closed.
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5/20/2011 7001909 CORA Closed TL 639 - 171653 0 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-

traffic allowed.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 Date: 5/20/2011 - Adults observed on and near nest and at least two young observed in nest. 
imaunsell - 5/25/2011 1:22:31 PM
2 well-developed and feathered nestlings present in nest.
emorgan - 5/26/2011 6:10:46 PM
2 nestlings still present and they appear to be fully feathered.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 2:57:24 PM
Adult observed bringing food to 4 fully feathered fledglings/juveniles about 4 weeks old in nest. At least 1 (largest) 
capable of flight while others still testing wings.  Buffer flagged along access roads.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 12:17:31 PM
3 feathered fledglings perched near nest on tower. A 4th juvenile flushed from the ground nearby and flew up, 
awkwardly landing on pole directly to north. Adults not observed in a 15-minute period.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 12:25:05 PM
Correction to previous: 2 adults observed returning to nest vicinity and calling frequently. Feeding not observed.
bfischer - 6/7/2011 7:00:41 AM
During 1 hour of observation no activity was seen near nest. Close approach to nest area created no disturbance. No 
nestlings were seen in the nest. Nest closed.

5/20/2011 7001914 BUSH Closed CP70-3 AR 15 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/4/2011 20 May - BUSH pair making food carry trips at 10 minute intervals 0935. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 9:36:44 AM - BUSH pair bringing food to nest at 10 minute intervals.
rradd - 6/4/2011 10:57:26 AM - No detections at nest during 30 minute observation. Family group of 4 BUSH foraging 
nearby suggests nest successfully fledged.

5/20/2011 7001916 COYE Closed CP70-3 AR 25 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 20 May - Intense territoriality, pair chasing and multiple trips into this thicket at 5 minute intervals 0755. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 9:38:41 AM - COYE continue to sing from this thicket.
rradd - 6/4/2011 11:00:37 AM - COYE carrying food into this thicket 1009.
rradd - 6/9/2011 4:34:21 PM - COYE nesting activity continues.
rradd - 6/17/2011 2:01:21 PM - Several COYE detected, including immatures, though no food carry by parents noted. 
Observations and timeline suggest fledged nest. Change to Closed.

5/20/2011 7001919 SOSP Closed CP82-1 AR 12 feet from AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/30/2011 20 May - SOSP pair carrying items into thicket 1455. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 4:07:00 PM - SOSP detected foraging adjacent and apparently nest guarding, but did not enter nest 
during 30 minute observation 1540.
rradd - 6/4/2011 1:41:50 PM - SOSP no longer visiting this thicket. Observation timeline suggests nest has fledged. 
Change to Closed.

5/23/2011 7001925 HOLA Closed CP17-1 700 feet from CP17-1; 5 
feet from AR.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 emorgan - 5/23/2011 11:06:18 AM
Nest contains 3 or 4 nestlings that are 3 to 4 days old. Adult observed bringing food to nest. 
tcooper - 6/1/2011 7:56:56 AM
Nest empty,  feather sheaths at bottom of nest.
rradd - 6/13/2011 12:24:42 PM
Nest presumed to have fledged prior to 6/1/2011 - closed.

5/23/2011 7001930 PHAI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

55 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 vnovik - 5/23/2011 12:54:14 PM
observed carrying nest material.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:06:27 AM
Obs. building nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:39:17 AM
Nest building
vnovik - 5/31/2011 11:52:03 AM
Active around nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:39:14 AM
Observed activity around nest. Male flew into nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:19:25 AM
Observed flying to nest site.  Entering and leaving nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:36:39 PM
Birds at nest, potentially incubating.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 6:06:21 PM
Activity observed at Nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:20:42 PM
Observed leaving nest.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:50:48 PM
Male flying out of nest site.
vnovik - 6/14/2011 5:44:45 PM
male flying to nest.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 4:58:41 PM
No activity at nest. Observed nest from 1440 to 1504.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 4:56:39 PM
No activity observed.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:13:02 PM
No activity.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 9:58:07 AM
No activity observed at nest Site.
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5/23/2011 7001931 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
15 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:15:07 PM
Observed pair building nest.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:02:05 AM
Nest appear complete. female incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:53:57 AM
Observed on nest, likely incubating.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:54:51 AM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 9:00:10 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:28:10 AM
incubating.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:16:31 PM
Incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 2:29:28 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:04:36 PM
Incubating and potentially feeding.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:21:41 PM
Nestling observed in nest.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:14:06 PM
Feeding nestling in nest.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:42:32 AM
Feeding nestling in nest.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:21:54 PM
Should fledge soon.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:13:14 AM
Fledged.

5/23/2011 7001933 HOFI Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet; inside yard. 100 feet Nest was built during current operations, and falls under the blanket exemption 
for yards.

1. FLEDGED. 6/23/2011 RAbe - 5/23/2011 11:29:47 AM - Female HOFI observed adding nesting material to nest (90% complete).
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 2:18:45 PM
Female incubating.
barnold - 6/8/2011 11:37:05 AM
Female flushed from nest. Nest with three very young nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 12:26:12 PM
 3 growing nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 6/22/2011 2:32:21 PM
 1 large feathered nestling in nest, ready to fledge; others probably already fledged.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 2:46:18 PM
Nestlings fledged prior to 6-25 - closed.

5/23/2011 7001934 ANHU Closed Elliott Substation 50 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/14/2011 23 May - ANHU female feeding gnats to young in nest, estimated at 1 week old, 0733. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:48:32 AM
Large ANHU nestlings present in nest 0706
rradd - 6/6/2011 12:40:54 PM
2 nestlings are large, fully feathered and perched on edge of nest.
rradd - 6/14/2011 2:45:35 PM
Nest no longer present 1432. Based on previous observations, likely fledged. 
Change to Closed. 

5/23/2011 7001935 NOMO Closed Elliott Substation 10 feet to substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 23 May - NOMO incubating 3 eggs 1036. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:52:16 AM - NOMO carrying food to nest 0726.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:36:09 AM - NOMO pair carrying food to nest 0740.
rradd - 6/14/2011 4:17:56 PM - Nest is empty with a clean intact cup. NOMO nestling period is 12-14 days, so likely a 
successful fledge. Change to Closed.

5/23/2011 7001936 LBVI Closed Elliott Substation 370 feet from 
substation.

300 feet Not needed; nest is beyond 300 foot buffer. 1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 23 May - Nest appears complete, but unable to determine if adult incubating from a distance. LBVI singing regularly 
and territorial within 20 feet of nest for duration of 1 hour observation. 1255. - RR
imaunsell - 5/26/2011 9:53:14 AM - 1 LBVI egg present. 1 BHCO egg removed. Male vocalizing and making nest 
visits.
31 May LBVI pair exchanging nest duties at approximately 15 minute intervals 1035 -1115.
rradd - 6/6/2011 12:34:59 PM - LBVI incubating, performing nest exchanges at approx 20 minute intervals, no food 
brought to nest.
rradd - 6/14/2011 2:42:06 PM - LBVI pair feeding nest at 2 minute intervals 1208. Nest contents unknown - nestling's 
head does not project above nest rim.
imaunsell - 6/18/2011 9:49:57 AM - One downy nestling.
rradd - 6/21/2011 9:19:57 PM - Nest is intact and empty, young has fledged.  Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/27/2011 2:16:13 PM
No LBVI detections1150-1220.

5/24/2011 7001940 GRRO Closed CP18 15 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

Drive through access only appoved through blanket exemption.

1. FLEDGED. 6/27/2011 tcooper - 5/24/2011 - 4 eggs, adult incubating
eelias - 6/2/2011 4:16:35 PM
Biologists checked this nest. There was 1 hatched nestling and unhatched eggs in this nest.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:10:41 AM
GRRO on nest.
rradd - 6/13/2011 7:40:13 AM
GRRO on nest 0720.
rradd - 6/20/2011 7:30:37 AM
At least 2 feathered nestlings in nest 0708.
rradd - 6/28/2011 8:46:41 AM
Nest is empty; presumed fledged.
rradd - 6/28/2011 8:51:44 AM
Change to Closed, buffers and stakes removed.
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5/24/2011 7001941 CALT Closed CP22-1 50 feet from AR; 1500 

feet to CP22.
100 feet Drive through access 

only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no 
stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 phoward - 5/24/2011 10:03:25 AM
nest found with two eggs. Adults seen incubating.
rradd - 6/1/2011 1:42:16 PM
 CALT brooding 1 near-naked nestling and 1 unhatched egg.
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:38:21 PM
Adult silting on nest with 2 nestlings.
rradd - 6/13/2011 7:38:37 AM
Appears successfully fledged; nest is intact and empty with a few small feces in the cup.
rradd - 6/13/2011 7:39:15 AM
Change to Closed. Buffers and stakes removed.

5/23/2011 7001943 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 30 feet •Both pairs of House Finches exhibited a tolerance to human presence by 
building their nests in an area with moderately existing foot and vehicle traffic. 

•The nests are located behind/inside the attached signs which provide a visual 
and acoustic buffer against any foot and vehicle traffic and storage activities.
•House Finches are a species that is known to be tolerable of human 
disturbance and regularly nest in close proximity to human activity.
•House Finch nests that have been in close proximity to similar potential yard 
activities under similar buffers have successfully fledged within Sunrise 
Powerlink yards.

1. FLEDGED. 6/29/2011 jpawlicki - 5/23/2011 3:30:00 PM - Nest complete with obvious cup shape, fresh green vegetation, and containing no 
eggs or young. Adults observed flying from nest.
phoward - 5/31/2011 11:49:28 AM - Female flushed from nest, nest has 6 eggs.
tfitanides - 5/25/2011 12:24:17 PM
1 egg in nest.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 8:57:53 AM
Female flushed from nest. Incubating/brooding.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:48:07 PM
Female flushed from nest. Undetermined number of nestlings with downy feathers observed in nest.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:21:15 AM
1 nestling in nest, appears ready to fledge.
fhoffman - 6/29/2011 3:28:22 PM
Nestling became fledgling today.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:36:53 PM
Related to the above 6-26 and 6-29 observations, this nestling may have been the last of up to 6 fledglings total from 
this nest, considering 5-31 and 6-14 comments.

5/23/2011 7001944 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 30 feet •Both pairs of House Finches exhibited a tolerance to human presence by 
building their nests in an area with moderately existing foot and vehicle traffic. 

•The nests are located behind/inside the attached signs which provide a visual 
and acoustic buffer against any foot and vehicle traffic and storage activities.
•House Finches are a species that is known to be tolerable of human 
disturbance and regularly nest in close proximity to human activity.
•House Finch nests that have been in close proximity to similar potential yard 
activities under similar buffers have successfully fledged within Sunrise 
Powerlink yards.

1. FLEDGED. 7/7/2011 jpawlicki - 5/23/2011 3:27:53 PM - Nest about 50% complete and made primarily of dry grasses. Both adults observed 
at nest with female actively bringing nesting material.
phoward - 5/31/2011 11:51:47 AM - Female flushed from nest, nest has 5 eggs.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 8:59:18 AM
Female incubating/brooding.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:09:55 PM
Undetermined number of hatchlings with downy feathers.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:24:24 AM
1 fully feathered nestling in nest, appears ready to fledge.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:40:31 PM
Same nest as neighboring nest?

5/24/2011 7002347 OATI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Loritz property

0 feet; within work pad. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 emorgan - 5/24/2011 2:08:33 PM - Observed adult bringing food to the cavity every 5 to 10 minutes and also removing 
a fecal sac.
emorgan - 5/31/2011 8:04:25 PM
Observed adult carrying food into cavity and I could hear nestlings calling.
jpawlicki - 6/10/2011 1:35:00 PM
Adults briefly observed and heard in vicinity, but no activity observed at nest after 40 mins. of monitoring - closed.

5/25/2011 7002356 NOMO Closed TL 6916 - 973036 50 feet to work area; 60 
feet to AR & tower.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer. 

1. FLEDGED. 6/18/2011 phoward - 5/25/2011 11:13:52 AM - Nest found with three eggs, adult seen flushed from nest.
fhoffman - 5/31/2011 5:51:41 PM - 3 eggs still in nest, adults not observed.
tcooper - 6/6/2011 11:46:19 AM - 3 young in nest 2-3 days old.
rradd - 6/13/2011 3:29:10 PM - 3 young in nest are well-feathered with white wing-bars.
rradd - 6/20/2011 4:10:07 PM - Nest is intact and empty, young have fledged.  Change to Closed.

5/25/2011 7002360 HOOR Closed Alpine Underground - 
Vault 3L

15 feet north of Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/19/2011 bfischer  5/25/2011.  Both orioles were observed driving House Finches away -  finches were carrying nesting material 
and were approaching same tree as orioles were nesting in.  The nest was not seen prior to today; but appears to be 
nearly complete (~80%),  A second oriole nest is attached to the adjacent palm frond.
fitanides - 6/4/2011 2:00:37 PM
Female observed entering nest with food and begin incubating.
rradd - 6/11/2011 8:42:08 AM
Female carrying fiood and 1st year male attending nest.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 11:57:32 AM
Female bringing food to nest regularly, removing fecal sacs sometimes. First year male feeding in and visiting nest 
tree, but not shadowing female like it did last week.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 12:21:31 PM
 3 nearly fledged nestlings being fed in nest by female. Young male following female, even food-begging.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 10:11:12 AM
Nestlings have fledged; no orioles observed in area - closed. 

5/26/2011 7002375 HOWR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 15 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer. 

1. FLEDGED. 5/30/2011 vnovik - 5/26/2011 1:40:56 PM - Observed House Wren enter cavity when nestlings were heard calling in cavity; they 
may be near fledging.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 5:04:15 PM
Adult wren feeding vocal nestlings in live oak cavity.
PKonrad - 6/1/2011 - No activity at cavity or in area of nest site; nestlings apparently fledged and left area - closed 
eelias - 6/6/2011 4:26:05 PM
No activity at any of the potential nest cavities
eelias - 6/6/2011 4:27:23 PM
Status changed to closed due to prior comment regard hearing juvies and probably near fledging.
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5/26/2011 7002377 HOWR Closed CP70-3 AR 82 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/9/2011 rradd - 5/26/2011 

HOWR repeatedly entering cavity 0905
rradd - 6/4/2011 8:26:37 AM
HOWR singing at adjacent song perch and entering cavity 0755.
rradd - 6/9/2011 3:34:40 PM
HOWR enters cavity 1515.
rradd - 6/17/2011 1:02:21 PM
HOWR enters cavity several times 1156-1238.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:33:01 PM
HOWR present near cavity, but no food carry or interaction with nest. Monitor once more prior to closing.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:09:12 PM
HOWR carrying food to cavity @ 15 min. intervals. No singing.
rradd - 7/8/2011 9:18:00 AM
HOWR female solicits food from male and re-enters cavity 0859. Juvenile begging at cavity entrance.
rradd - 7/14/2011 11:29:37 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest has fledged, no HOWR detected at or near nest during 30 min obs.

5/27/2011 7002385 LASP Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/21/2011 mkuehn - 5/27/2011 1:30:39 PM - Adult not present but flushed from nest earlier when found. 2 eggs present. Installed 
signs and flagging for 100-foot buffer. 
sritt - 6/1/2011 11:20:15 AM - One adult flushed from nest.
eelias - 6/6/2011 3:04:13 PM - One adult flushed from nest. This nest contained 3 eggs. Monitored nest for 3 
minutes.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 2:59:50 PM - 2 newly hatched nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 11:33:20 AM - 2 week-old nestlings in nest; adult perched nearby.
imaunsell - 6/22/2011 11:40:47 AM - Nest reported fledged by biological monitor.

5/28/2011 7002388 WREN Closed CP19-1 73 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 
passage allowed.

•No pedestrian traffic or vehicular stopping, standing or construction work will 
occur within the buffer.
•Signage restricting traffic to 10mph speed limit within the buffer will be posted.
•The road provides access to towers CP18 through CP24-1 and has been 
receiving light project use including several nest surveys, nest monitoring, 
SWPPP inspections, and other project uses while this nest was active and 
undiscovered; 
•The nest is located approximately 70-feet from the north edge of the access 
road, down a steep slope, in moderately dense chaparral scrub habitat. The 
location of the nest obscures passing vehicles from view of the nesting birds.
•The nearest construction site is more than 1700 feet away from the nest and 
not in line of sight.
•Several active nests along this access road have received similarly structured 
NBM/NBR's and continue to be viable or have fledged successfully.

1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 Two adults seen carrying food + feeding three nestlings. - sritt - 5/28/2011 12:08:47 PM
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:58:34 PM - Nest intact and empty with whitewash at lip, suggesting successful fledge. Change to 
Closed.
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:59:18 PM - Stakes and buffers removed.

5/31/2011 7002403 AMKE Closed TL 639 - 379525 40 feet from tower. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/10/2011 5/31/2011 AMKE female carries lizard to cavity 11:13. - RR
rradd - 6/6/2011 2:39:37 PM
No AMKE detection 1330-1430. Nest has likely fledged.
sdhall - 6/10/2011 2:25:52 PM
No activity near nest site.  One adult observed on line and one young observed on another pole. Both flew out of 
vicinity. Nest presumed closed.

5/31/2011 7002404 WEBL Closed TL 6916 - 774820 75 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no 
stopping standing or work occurs within the buffer.

Nest covered under Elimination of Nest Buffer Reduction Requests Under 
Certain Conditions for access roads currently in use for project activities.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 WEBL pair carrying food to nest. Female removes fecal sac 1725. - RR
rradd - 6/6/2011 5:25:56 PM - WEBL female enters nest with food 17:19, leaves with fecal sac 17:20.
rradd - 6/14/2011 10:17:14 AM - WEBL pair feeding 4 feathered juveniles in nest cavity 1015.
rradd - 6/22/2011 1:31:11 PM - No WEBL detected at this nest during 20 minute observation. Nest has fledged. 
Change to Closed.

6/1/2011 7002405 OCWA Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

35 feet from Alpine Blvd; 
48 feet from work limit.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 mkuehn - 6/1/2011 10:14:41 AM
Female to nest 3 times with food; brooding young nestlings; pair copulating frequently.
shampton - 6/9/2011 12:25:57 PM
Large feathered nestling(s) in nest.  Adults nearby.
shampton - 6/16/2011 12:05:24 PM
Nest empty, no OCWA nearby, nest undamaged, assume successfully fledged. Closed.
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6/1/2011 7002412 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet, within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 50 

feet.
Rock Wren nest ID#7002412 (Requested NBR to 50 feet):
The nest is located approximately 300 feet in from the eastern edge of the SPL 
Project work area. The nest is in a large boulder pile which consists of material 
that was recently blasted loose and piled up during construction and contains a 
large amount of loose silt.  The nest sits approximately two feet back in a rock 
crevice, and a mirror is required to observe the nest directly. The adults were 
observed adding nest material. The requested NBR should not adversely affect 
the current nesting behavior progression nor should it impact the successful 
outcome of the nest for the following reasons:
•This nesting pair is strongly attached to the territory and is unlikely to abandon 
the currently active nest due to construction disturbance. 
•The nest is under a large boulder which buffers visual and acoustic 
disturbances
•There is no direct line of sight to the nest from any part of the construction 
area. 
•The pair is very tolerant of construction disturbances, as shown by their 
selection of the nesting location amidst a high level of construction activity. 
Suncrest Substation construction site has many pieces of large, loud, heavy 
machinery used daily. The construction activity level in the work area has been 
consistent for months. 
•The adults did not show signs of disturbance until observers approached within 
30 feet and quickly resumed entering the nest cavity and adding nest material 
after observers retreated beyond 30 feet.
•The nest will be observed by the construction biomonitor and avian biologists 
to detect and evaluate any nesting behavior changes attributed to Project 
activities.

1. FLEDGED. 7/11/2011 shampton - 6/1/2011 2:40:55 PM  Adults observed bringing small stones for "porch" of nest. Very little vegetative nest 
material  (10-15 pieces) has been added. Less them 5% complete at 150O hrs
ahill - 6/6/2011 8:07:09 PM
2 eggs in nest; male singing in area in the morning; femake came to nest periodically.
ahill - 6/7/2011 6:13:30 PM
3 eggs in nest; did not hear male singing nor see female go to nest; the pair is being very cryptic. 
ahill - 6/13/2011 10:14:05 AM
Female is incubating.
ahill - 6/13/2011 8:06:48 PM
There are 5 eggs in nest, female flushed at 10 feet.
ahill - 6/14/2011 6:55:20 PM
Female incubating full time still, male bringing her food.
ahill - 6/17/2011 2:32:22 PM
Female is incubating full time despite 2 blasts 80-120 feet away from nest. Drilling is occuring at 55-100 feet from nest, 
noise is more than 65 dB at center of nest; there are 5 eggs in nest.
ahill - 6/18/2011 5:38:20 PM
Female is incubating despite blast 55-80 feet away from nest; big boulders, rocks, and dust entered into buffer zone. 
Pair is OK and nest crevice maintained integrity. 
ahill - 6/20/2011 5:31:30 PM
Female is still incubating; no eggs have hatched. Blasted 125-175 feet away from nest today; debris did not appear to 
enter buffer.
ahill - 6/21/2011 6:05:34 PM
Still incubating 5 eggs post todays blast 200 feet away.
ahill - 6/22/2011 5:32:29 PM
There are 3 hatchlings and 2 eggs in nest; female was seen foraging. Blast at 225 feet today.
shampton - 7/1/2011 12:06:27 PM at 1600 
Adult observed bringing food item and removing a fecal sac while construction activities were occurring throughout the 
substation.
ahill - 7/6/2011 9:38:46 AM
Nestlings have feathers and were at edge of nest entrance, adults came to nest; nestlings should fledge very soon.
Cemerson - 7/11/2011 3:21:02 PM - Nestlings successfully fledged on 7/9.  Fledglings remain in the general area and 
are still being attended  by adults.

6/1/2011 7002416 GRRO Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 rradd - 6/1/2011 at 0905
GRRO incubating 5 eggs.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:58:20 AM
Two hatched young approx 1, 2 days old and 2 unhatched eggs.
rradd - 6/13/2011 12:13:08 PM
GRRO brooding 3 black-skinned nestlings with coarse white hairs in nest 1130.
rradd - 6/20/2011 1:40:17 PM
3 medium-sized feathered young in nest - no tails yet 1322.
rradd - 6/28/2011 10:38:07 AM
Nest is empty; young have fledged.

6/1/2011 7002420 PHAI Closed CP21 38 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

vehicular traffic is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, 
standing, or work activities occur within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/19/2011 rradd - 6/1/2011 at 1425
Male carrying food and brooding.
phoward - 6/2/2011 1:33:48 PM
Female seen incubating 2 eggs
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:34:28 PM
Adult on nest.
rradd - 6/13/2011 7:44:15 AM
PHAI male brooding nest 0736.
rradd - 6/20/2011 9:41:00 AM
Nest is empty. Female PHAI carrying food near nest suggests recent successful fledge.
Change to Closed.

6/1/2011 7002421 HOWR Closed TL 639 - 379637 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/15/2011 tfitanides - 6/1/2011 3:15:43 PM - Male observed bringing food items to nest twice. No begging calls heard.
dbusby - 6/10/2011 2:33:34 PM - Adult bring food to cavity with begging calls heard.
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 10:31:44 AM - No HOWR activity in area for 35-minutes. No response to callback. Nest 
presumed to have fledged successfully.

6/1/2011 7002425 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet 15 feet •House finches are a species that is known to be tolerable of human 
disturbance and regularly nest in proximity to human activity.
•The pair of house finches exhibited a tolerance to human presence by building 
their nests in an area with already existing moderate foot and vehicle traffic.
•This pair tolerated biologist encroachment to 5 feet away without altering 
behavior. 
•The nest is located inside the spool bracket and is on the side of the spool 
facing away from areas that receive regular vehicular and foot traffic, providing 
a visual buffer to any yard activities.
•House finch nests exposed to similar activities and conditions in this CY under 
similar buffers remain viable nests with the adult birds continuing normal 
nesting behavior.

1. FLEDGED. 7/10/2011 imaunsell - 6/1/2011 10:17:42 AM
Pair nest building. Nest approximately 20% complete.
emorgan - 6/7/2011 8:55:31 AM
Nest contains 3 eggs. Female flushed from nest.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:11:04 PM
Female observed incubating on nest.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:15:39 AM
Nest contains 3 or more nestlings
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:29:42 PM
At least 2 large nestlings in nest.
bfischer - 7/11/2011 9:19:24 AM
Successfully fledged.

6/2/2011 7002427 RCSP Closed CP19-1 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticiapted to impact this nest provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or work activities occur within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/14/2011 fhoffman - 6/2/2011 1:26:20 PM
Adult flushed from nest. Incubating 2 solid light, bluish, gray eggs.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:09:39 AM - At least 2 downy young in nest 0804.
rradd - 6/13/2011 7:42:14 AM - Two feathered nestlings with only wisps of down remaining - anticipated to fledge 14 
Jun.
rradd - 6/20/2011 7:31:32 AM - Nest has fledged. Change to Closed.
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6/2/2011 7002428 HOWR Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 8 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided no stopping, 
standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

Exemption for ARs in use by project applies.

1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 jpawlicki - 6/2/2011 2:39:49 PM
Nest contains at least three partially feathered young. Both adults observed bringing food to young in nest.
rradd - 6/6/2011 4:25:43 PM - HOWR adult carrying food to nest 1618.
rradd - 6/15/2011 10:57:24 AM - Nest is empty, presumed fledged.
Change to Closed.

6/2/2011 7002430 BUOR Closed Alpine Underground - 
177+00l

70 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED.  7/7/2011 shampton - 6/2/2011 11:49:46 AM  
Female adding nest lining material.
shampton - 6/9/2011 11:40:01 AM
Incubating; tail and primary tips visible protruding from nest.
shampton - 6/16/2011 11:43:35 AM
Observed female adult arriving at nest at 1137.
shampton - 6/23/2011 11:08:32 AM
Female visited nest at 1106.
shampton - 6/30/2011 11:39:22 AM
Female was observed visiting nest at 1136. a male BUOR was seen mobbing a RTHA near nest tree about 1000.
bfischer - 7/11/2011 2:03:49 PM
Nest was observed for 1/2 hour and no oriole activity was seen in vicinity of nest.
shampton - 7/21/2011 2:10:34 PM
No activity at nest or BUOR observed near it during 30 minutes of observation (1145-1215) but 3 female/juvenile-type 
BUOR's were seen 2-300' east earlier in the  day during LBVI survey. Nest is still in good condition, does not appear to 
have been damaged by a predator.  Assuming successfully fledged, around 7/7/11.  CLOSED

6/2/2011 7002432 CALT Closed CP29-1 30 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

•The area surrounding the nest is heavily covered with chaparral brush which 
will help to provide a visual and acoustic barrier from the light, limited road 
activity.
•The ridgelines to the south and north of the nest block views of both the 
construction pad and a roadway gate where activity levels will be high.
•The nearest construction site is over 500 feet away.
•The adult bird tolerated human encroachment to 2 feet from the nest before 
taking flight and then immediately returned to the nest and nesting behaviors 
with persons still in close proximity.
•California Towhees routinely nest in urban areas, indicating that as a species 
they are tolerant of high levels of human activity in their environment.
•This stretch of road is already posted with signs indicating only through traffic 
is permitted with a 10 mph speed limit, and restrictions of no stopping, standing 
or construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/10/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 10:14:42 AM
CALT brooding 4 nearly naked nestlings, approximately 2 days old.
rradd - 6/8/2011 
Well-feathered nestlings with a few wispy down feathers remaining. Estimated to fledge in 2-3 days.
emorgan - 6/9/2011 11:25:56 AM
Nest still contains at least 3 nestlings, possibly 4.
rradd - 6/15/2011 1:07:37 PM
Nest is clean, intact and empty. Presume successfully fledged. Change to Closed.

6/4/2011 7002443 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground 
94+00r

58 feet from AR. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 tfitanides - 6/4/2011
Female incubating 4 eggs on a nest rimmed with feces.
rradd - 6/11/2011 7:49:19 AM
At least 2 dark downy young have hatched.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 12:43:43 PM
Nestlings present in nest; adults calling nearby.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 9:31:56 AM
Nestlings have fledged and dispersed - closed.

6/4/2011 7002448 ACWO Closed CP70-3 AR 19 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/20/2011 rradd - 6/4/2011 at 0946
ACWO entering cavity with food item.
rradd - 6/9/2011 3:47:13 PM
ACWO enters cavity with food item 1537, 1545.
rradd - 6/17/2011 1:13:47 PM
ACWO pair repeatedly enter cavity with items 1248-1310.
rradd - 6/24/2011 1:07:26 PM
ACWO feeding mate in cavity.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:10:14 PM
ACWO pair continue to feed this nest.
rradd - 7/8/2011 2:22:48 PM
ACWO at cavity briefly after 25 mins obs. Nest may have fledged. Monitor once more prior to close.
rradd - 7/14/2011 11:40:31 AM
Female ACWO emerges from cavity item carrying 1012.
rradd - 7/21/2011 2:32:58 PM
Several ACWO in this tree for long periods but no association with nest cavity. Presume fledged.
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6/6/2011 7002450 CACW Closed EP231A  AR 90 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-

traffic allowed.
This NBM should not adversely affect the success of these nests for the
following reasons:
            •                    No stopping, standing, or construction
            work will occur within the buffers and signage stating an ESA
            speed limit of 10mph will be posted within the buffers.
            •             Cactus Wrens build spherical nests, which are
            fully enclosed with a small entrance. This type of nest blocks
            direct line of sight/sound between the access road and the eggs
            or nestlings.
•             The entrances of both nests face away from the road.
            •             Both nests were built with pre-existing traffic
            using the access road and construction traffic will not
            significantly increase traffic volume.
            •             Distance to construction sites from both nests is
            significant, 1000+ feet and 300+ feet, respectively.
            •             Additionally, nest ID#7002450, is protected by a
            ridge and several large boulders that further buffer visual and
            acoustic disturbances associated with access road 90 feet away.

1. FLEDGED. 7/6/2011 sritt - 6/6/2011 11:41:53 AM
Bird flushed from nest; at least 1 egg in nest.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 3:24:41 PM
At least 2 eggs in nest , but no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 12:13:54 PM
At least 3 young nestlings in nest; adult active nearby and singing.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 2:14:16 PM
2 medium-sized nestlings can be seen inside nest; no adults obeerved or heard.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:30:10 PM
Nestlings have fledged and dispersed; no adults or fledglings observed or heard in area.

6/6/2011 7002451 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Loritz property

0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. mkuehn - 6/6/2011 2:46:46 PM 
Female visited nest twice with food; nestlings begging very loudly - heard clearly from >30 feet. 
jpawlicki - 6/10/2011 4:08:20 PM
Adults observed at nest; at least 2 fully feathered nestlings in nest with 1 fledgling capable of flight observed flying 
from water truck to large shrub NW of truck.
sritt - 6/13/2011 5:45:33 PM
1 adult male seen repeatedly entering nest. No nestlings seen in nest or immediate vicinity, but bio-monitor observed 
juvenile/female  entering and exiting nest 5 minutes before my arrival.
kkilpatrick - 6/16/2011 7:40:09 PM
The nest was monitored for 45 minutes and no adult or juvenile House Finches were observed or heard at the nest or 
near the water tank. The biologist played recorded House Finch calls underneath the nest and did not detect any 
responses. 2 adult House Finches were observed  foraging in the adjacent field, and House Finch calls were heard in 
the surrounding vegetation.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 1:42:02 PM
No finches observed in area during extended period; nestlings apparently fledged some weeks ago - closed. 

Nest site and neighboring wheel and axel have many long pieces of reflective tape tied to them, blowing in the wind, 
that undoubtedly disturbs any birds inerested in visiting this part of the water tank.

6/6/2011 7002453 HOOR Closed EP27-1 AR 78 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/13/2011 eelias - 6/6/2011 10:58:11 AM - Female seen removing fecal sacs twice. Male seen bringing food to this nest.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 10:36:14 AM - Nestlings appear to have fledged and dispersed. No nestlings, fledglings, or adults 
observed or heard in area.

6/6/2011 7002458 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet within yard limits. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/29/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011
Nest is lined with fresh material. Female flushed from nest twice. No eggs observed in
nest.
barnold - 6/7/2011 12:20:10 PM
Nest between tires has 1 House Finch egg.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 11:40:58 AM
Female incubating.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 4:54:42 PM
Female flushed, but cannot see nest to check for eggs or nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 12:27:41 PM
No finch activity at this nest site; appears nestlings have fledged.

6/6/2011 7002460 SAPH Closed TL 6916 - Z771473 75 feet from tower. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 rradd - 6/6/2011 at 1707
SAPH carrying food to nest atop plank nailed to underside of rafters.
rradd - 6/14/2011 10:58:20 AM - No SAPH detected during 30 minute oibservation. Based on feeding interval of 
previous observation, nest is likely to have fledged. Change to Closed.

6/7/2011 7002465 LASP Closed Wilson Yard 10 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these 
areas are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and 
therefore are not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no 
change in activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 6/23/2011 sritt - 6/7/2011 3:37:17 PM
Bird incubating 3 eggs.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 4:54:17 PM
3 week-old nestlings are in nest with adults calling closeby.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 2:14:32 PM
No nestlings in nest; nest bowl looks good; expect  nestlings fledged; many Lark Sparrows in area - closed.

6/1/2011 7002470 HOWR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/9/2011 pkonrad - 6/8/2011 9:47:03 AM
Nest found 6/1 (pentab problems). Adult actively hunting and feeding chirping nestlings in cavity on 6/1/2011.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 1:10:20 PM
No wrens active in area; nestlings apparently fledged and dispersed - closed.

6/8/2011 7002471 LASP Closed EP54-1 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 tfitanides - 6/8/2011 7:36:54 AM - Male in area with food in bill. Female flushed when biologists slowly approached to 
within 4-feet. Three downy nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 11:53:30 AM
Nest intact but empty; nestlings apparently fledged and dispersed; no adults observed in area - closed.
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6/9/2011 7002478 CAGN Closed TL 6924 - 171693 3900 feet from tower. 300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/14/2011 blohstroh - 6/9/2011 8:00:20 AM

Nest 80 percent built, pair defending. Female observed bringing nest material.
blohstroh - 6/16/2011 1:08:37 PM - Female incubating, obseved nest exchange, then male incubating.
blohstroh - 6/23/2011 12:18:19 PM
Male incubating, female foraging nearby.
blohstroh - 6/30/2011 10:49:01 AM
4 nestlings, less than one week old, pair sharing nest tending duties.
blohstroh - 7/7/2011 10:34:50 AM
4 nestlings due to fledge in next few days, pair feeding.
blohstroh - 7/14/2011 11:00:25 AM
nest empty, pair feeding at least 3 confirmed fledglings nearby.

6/9/2011 7002479 ATFL Closed EP231A  AR 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 jpawlicki - 6/9/2011 11:04:51 AM
Adults observed bringing food into cavity and exiting with fecal sacs from nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 3:53:29 PM
Today, at least 1 nestling giving contact calls from inside nest cavity. No adults observed during 15 minute neet 
check.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 11:42:27 AM
Appears nestling(s) has fledged and dispersed; no fledglings or adults observed in area - closed.

6/9/2011 7002480 COHU Closed EP229-1 AR 63 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 7/3/2011 sritt - 6/9/2011 3:37:12 PM
Female flushed from nest containing 2 eggs.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 2:14:39 PM
Female hovering near nest with 2 tiny newly hatched black nestlings (smallest birds I've ever seen!).
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 10:28:14 AM
Female flushed from nest at about 40 feet; 2 nestlings growing; predominantly brown colored.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 12:45:21 PM
 2 partly feathered nestlings will fledge in less than a week; female flew from nest site when 50 feet away.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:42:23 PM
Nestlings have fledged and dispersed; no adult or fledglings observed or heard in area. Closed.

6/9/2011 7002481 CALT Closed CP29-1 8 feet from permanent 
construction pad.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/15/2011 emorgan - 6/9/2011 10:43:45 AM
Nest contains at least 2 naked nestlings about 2 days old.
rradd - 6/15/2011 1:27:03 PM
Nest is clean, intact and empty. Presumed successful clutch given CALT can fledge on the 8th day and alarming adult 
obs. Nearby - closed.

6/10/2011 7002485 OTHE Closed EP239-1 80 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

Drive through access only appoved through blanket exemption.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 shampton - 6/10/2011 10:00:27 AM  
Vermilion Flycatcher nest.  At least 2 nestlings. Pair bringing food regularly. Female removed a fecal sac.
tfitanides - 6/16/2011 12:39:18 PM
Three fully-feathered nestlings being fed by female. At least one nestling testing its wings. Male visited nest twice but 
for less than 5-seconds.
phoward - 6/20/2011 9:13:54 AM
chicks fledged, nest is empty. A pair of adults seen nearby nest as well as one fledgling outside of nest flying around.

6/10/2011 7002488 BRBL Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 50 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 pkonrad - 6/10/2011 1:51:34 PM
Pair of Brewer's Blackbirds nesting (renesting?). Female collecting grasses and flying to nest site repeatedly while 
male follows; male also chased Lark Sparrow several times from vicinity of nest site.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 12:33:15 PM
Pair active and male territorial when other birds approach east side of tree.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:32:58 PM
Pair regularly bringing food to nest.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 11:00:44 AM
No blackbirds active in nest tree; appears nestlings have fledged - closed.

6/11/2011 7002491 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet The biologist feels this NBM should not adversely affect the success of the nest 
for the following reasons:

·         An artificial visual barrier will be installed at the 20 foot buffer edge 
between the nest and construction will be done prior to construction.

·         House finches are a species that is known to be tolerable of high levels 
of human disturbance and regularly nest in proximity to human activity.

The pair of house finches exhibited a tolerance to human presence by building 
their nest in an area of the substation that has existing high levels of heavy 
construction and loud machinery. 
The nest is located at the base of the crevice and is surrounded by adjacent 
rock on three sides, providing a partial visual and acoustic buffer around the 
nest. This natural buffer would be in enhanced with the installation of the 
artificial visual barrier that would provide a complete buffer to the construction 
activities occurring around the nest.
Many house finch nests that have been exposed to construction activities under 
similar buffers have nested successfully within Sunrise Powerlink substations 
and yards.

1. FLEDGED. 7/18/2011 jpawlicki - 6/11/2011 9:28:39 AM
Adults observed at nest with female bringing in nesting material; nest mostly obscured but appears about 40-60% 
complete.
ahill - 6/14/2011 6:54:46 PM
no activity seen, no eggs in nest
ahill - 6/18/2011 5:40:30 PM
three eggs in nest as of 6.17.11, female has been laying daily. she started full time incubating on 6.17.11. she flushed 
during blast today at 200 ft away, she returned 10 minutes later to resume incubation.
ahill - 6/20/2011 5:37:28 PM
female incubating full time. was not affected by blast today at 325 ft away.
ahill - 6/26/2011 8:35:23 PM
female is incubating 4 eggs.
shampton - 7/2/2011 12:19:53 PM
Construction monitor reported 4 nestlings in nest on morning of 7/01/2011
nest should fledge between july 16th-23rd
ahill - 7/6/2011 9:40:38 AM
female was not on nest during check, nestlings alive post last nights rain
ahill - 7/18/2011 9:05:01 AM
female and male have been attending nest past week. today, checked nest, the birds have fledged, nest is empty.
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6/13/2011 7002493 MODO Closed TL 639 - 379520 30 feet from tower; 8 

feet from AR.
100 feet 20 feet NBR Submit Date: 06/15/2011

WLA Concurrence Date: 06/15/2011

A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 20 feet, as well as a restricted access 
nest buffer modification is requested. The purpose of the NBR is to permit 
ongoing pole top construction work to be completed at the adjacent site. This 
NBR/NBM combination should not adversely affect the successful outcome of 
this nest for the following reasons:
•The NBM is for drive through access with restrictions of no stopping, standing 
or construction work and an ESA speed limit of 10 mph on the access road 
within the buffer.  The NBM is requested to permit construction vehicles to pass 
through the buffer to access work areas beyond this nest.
•The Mourning Doves chose the site and brought material to the nest site 
indifferent to ongoing work just 25 feet away.
•The line of sight between the nest and construction work area is obscured by 
dense vegetation.
•The nest is downhill from the access road and the adults exhibited tolerance of 
all activity on the access road (e.g. the bird stayed on the nest while vehicles 
drove by and while biologists viewed the nest).  
•The access road is used often as a hiking and dog-walking trail by the public 
indicating the nesting pair is acclimated to human activity.

1. FLEDGED. 7/14/2011 imaunsell - 6/13/2011 12:10:47 PM
Pair nest building and sitting on 5-10% complete nest.
rradd - 6/21/2011 9:13:39 PM
MODO on nest.
barnold - 6/28/2011 6:28:15 AM
Adult on nest.
rradd - 7/2/2011 2:54:44 PM
MODO adult on nest while crews working 10' away.
rradd - 7/5/2011 11:19:52 AM
MODO brooding two large unfeathered squabs 1110.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:59:24 AM
MODO brooding two large well-feathered squabs; short primaries and tails. Fledging appears imminent.
rradd - 7/19/2011 9:15:48 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest empty and young have fledged. 
Fresh material in nest - see seperate entry.

6/13/2011 7002495 MODO Closed Sycamore Yard 70 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/5/2011 rradd - 6/13/2011 at 1123
MODO incubating 2 eggs.
rradd - 6/20/2011 12:59:55 PM
MODO on nest 1237.
rradd - 6/28/2011 10:41:05 AM
MODO brooding 2 nestlings; eyes unopened.
rradd - 7/6/2011 3:36:01 PM
Change to Closed.
Nest is empty and intact; nestlings presumed successfully fledged.

6/15/2011 7002499 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 0 feet; in Alpine Yard, on 
equipment.

100 feet 15 feet The house finch pair is building a nest located 25 feet above ground level at the 
end of a boom arm of a crane. The nest is estimated to be 90-95% percent 
complete. A reduction of the nest buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to impact 
the likelihood for this nest to fledge successfully for the following reasons:
•With the buffer at 15 horizontal feet, added to the 25' nest height, a functional 
buffer of nearly 30 feet from yard activities would be in place.
•Similar instances of house finches nesting within this yard has demonstrated 
that this distance provides an adequate buffer from work for nests to fledge 
successfully.
•The nest is located with a cavity made of 1/4 and 1/2 inch steel. This location 
provides a buffer by design for the nest. Additionally, there is no line-of-site 
from the ground to the contents of the nest.
•The pair continued to nest build while observers were monitoring the nest 
progress and foot traffic passed directly under the nest. This behavior 
demonstrates a tolerance to human activity.
•The nest is located 20 feet horizontally from a well used road through the yard. 
Large trucks and heavy machinery operating within the yard have not deterred 
the birds from selecting this site.
•House finches are one of the most abundant birds in San Diego County and 
frequently nest in areas of high human activity.

1. FLEDGED. 7/22/2011 barnold - 6/15/2011 11:16:31 AM
Nest about 90% complete. Bio-monitor reports HOFI bringing nesting material.
sjohnston - 6/25/2011 4:02:54 PM
5 eggs.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:12:05 AM
Pair bringing food to nest.
imaunsell - 7/8/2011 10:38:25 AM
At least 3 downy nestlings with pin feathers.
imaunsell - 7/8/2011
3 well feathed nestlings in nest.
imaunsell - 7/16/2011 9:19:52 AM
Nestling still in nest. Should fledge shorlty.
kalberts - 7/22/2011 5:25:54 PM
Nest fledged.

6/15/2011 7002502 ANHU Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 0 feet; on yard limit. 100 feet ESA staked at yard limts. 
Also expanded into yard 

to prevent impacts.

Covered under existing blanket exemption for yard perimeter. 1. FLEDGED. 7/14/2011 RAbe - 6/15/2011 3:54:42 PM
Female incubating.
sjohnston - 6/25/2011 9:22:29 AM
1 egg, 1 nestling, adult brooding.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 3:49:58 PM
Large feathered nestling in nest.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 3:57:30 PM
Nestling has fledged; no hummingbirds in area - closed.

6/15/2011 7002503 LEGO Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 78 feet to AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage only. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.  Also, this 
AR is not the primary AR for this TL, rendering a NBR moot.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 rradd - 6/15/2011 at 0734
Female LEGO incubating 4 white eggs.
rradd - 6/22/2011 9:43:55 AM - LEGO female brooding hatched young 0744.
rradd - 6/29/2011 12:17:16 PM
LEGO on nest 1144.
rradd - 7/6/2011 10:26:46 AM
Change to Closed,
Nest is intact, soiled and empty. Young have fledged.

6/15/2011 7002504 LBVI Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 100 feet to AR. 300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 rradd - 6/15/2011 at 0822
LBVI copulating, female carrying nest material to nest. Incubation does appear to have commenced.
rradd - 6/22/2011 9:45:14 AM - LBVI male calling away from nest and no nest interaction observed, 0740-0840.
tcooper - 6/26/2011 8:37:32 PM
tcooper - 6/24/2011 - nest empty, w/ broken eggshell and ants in nest. Pair present w/ at least 2 fledglings. Nest 
closed.
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6/17/2011 7002507 LEGO Closed Sycamore Yard 20 feet 100 feet 15 feet It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 

Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 

Nest is located approximately five feet up within a laurel sumac that is 
immediately adjacent to an existing paved, public road.  Nest is in the early 
stages of creation (10% built at time of survey) and pair was actively leaving 
and returning with nest material while road was in active use.  Several large 
trucks carrying construction equipment passed through area while the birds 
continued nest building.  The birds also showed no signs of agitated behavior 
while we recorded location data at nest.  Installation of chain link fence will 
result in a temporary noise-related impact from hand augering and other hand 
tools.  Fence construction will not directly impact nest, as fence will be installed 
at least 10 feet away. A biological monitor with knowledge of the nest location 
will be present during all construction activities in the area and will prevent 
construction-related impacts on this nest. Monitor has the authority to stop work 
if construction appears to be adversely affecting nest.

1. FLEDGED. 7/20/2011 tcooper - 6/17/2011  
female building nest, 1% complete, just a few pieces of grass in place
blohstroh - 6/21/2011 4:34:26 PM
nest complete, one egg present.
rradd - 7/6/2011 3:46:19 PM
LEGO female brooding four nestlings; approx hatch date 4 Jul.
rradd - 7/12/2011 10:52:55 AM
Nest contains 4 mostly naked nestlings with wispy down on heads, feather quills appearing on wings.
rradd - 7/18/2011 8:52:25 AM
At least 3 well-feathered nestlings fill the nest, and should begin fledging in the next few days.
tcooper - 7/20/2011 9:50:21 AM
Nest empty, presumed fledged.
rradd - 7/25/2011 9:23:32 AM
Closed. [Second nest remains unimproved.]

6/17/2011 7002509 SAPH Closed JVR Yard AR 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 7/1/2011 RAbe - 6/17/2011 12:42:14 PM - Male observed carrying prey items to nest. Female brooding at least 4 nestlings.
estrods - 6/21/2011 12:43:56 PM
4 nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 4:44:57 PM
Nestlings are near fledging; 2 adults bringing food and calling territorially.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 11:29:47 AM
Nestlings have fledged and dispersed from area; no fledglings or adults observed or heard. Closed.

6/17/2011 7002511 BUOR Closed TL 639  - 973035 12 feet from pole. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/22/2011 shampton - 6/17/2011 9:07:47 AM
Both adults visiting nest. Begging calls heard. Crew worked on this pole  yesterday for about 3 hours with a bucket 
truck. Observed nest 0900-1730, both adults bringing food  (insects and fruit)  and removing fecal sacs all day. Some 
fecal sacs were fairly large. Female visited nest eight times more frequently than male.
fhoffman - 6/18/2011 10:09:34 AM
Adults continued bringing in food items and vocalizing. Young heard upon adult arrival.
rradd - 6/20/2011 3:12:11 PM
Tail-less juvenile, with some down feathers still present, perched above nest entrance, begging BUOR male for food. 

rradd - 6/28/2011 12:34:28 PM
Nest has fledged, no BUOR present.

6/16/2011 7002512 HOWR Closed Hartung Yard 10 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these 
areas are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and 
therefore are not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no 
change in activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. rradd - 6/16/2011 at 0930
HOWR pr carrying food to cavity at 3-8 min. intervals.
rradd - 6/24/2011 10:35:59 AM
HOWR present but not entering cavity during 30 min obs. Monitor once more prior to close.
rradd - 6/30/2011 4:00:35 PM
Change to Closed.
No HOWR detections at or near this cavity. Obs suggest this nest likely fledged successfully

6/18/2011 7002515 CAKI Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation - Z222370

155 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/30/2011 sritt - 6/18/2011 12:54:11 PM
Two adults seen feeding nestlings (possibly 2?) and carrying fecal sacs.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 1:02:24 PM
observed Cassin's adult feeding recent fledgling on adjacent line. Irk. could not locate nest in  tower. Closed.

6/20/2011 7002519 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet from Suncrest. 100 feet 20 feet A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 20 feet is requested and should not 
adversely affect the successful outcome of this house finch nest for the 
following reasons:
•House Finches often nest successfully in close proximity to human activities 
and disturbances.
•This pair of nesting birds selected a nest site, built a complete nest and have 
begun laying a clutch of eggs in a location surrounded by an extremely high 
level of construction disturbance.
•The nest is enclosed within the thick metal of the bumper of the dump truck 
bed, this provides isolation from visual and acoustic disturbances of 
construction activity in the substation.
•The nest location is approximately 10 feet above the ground, providing further 
isolation from any nearby construction activity.
Additionally, a one-time temporary nest buffer modification to allow the removal 
from the buffer of another heavy construction vehicle parked adjacent to the 
nest site vehicle is requested.
This NBM should not negatively impact the nesting birds and their nest for the 
above reasons as well as the following:
•The start-up and subsequent removal of the vehicle will be a very brief 
disturbance that can possibly be timed with the nesting bird's patterns of 
behavior to minimize impact.
•If the birds do flush from the nest in response to the movement of the vehicle, 
the opportunity for them to return immediately should mitigate the brief, one-
time disturbance.
•After the vehicle removal the normal buffer restrictions will prevent further 
disturbance in such close proximity to the nest.

1. FLEDGED. 7/25/2011 shampton - 6/20/2011 1:59:59 PM
Biomonitors A. Hill and C. Emerson found nest and observed 3 eggs in nest  and adult perched on  dump bed. Truck 
was parked in this location on 6-17-11; nest was completed sometime between 6-17 and 6-20.
ahill - 6/21/2011 6:04:49 PM
female was coming in and out of nest in morning. started incubating for prolonged periods of time. 3 eggs in nest as of 
230 pm.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 2:07:48 PM
Female returned to nest for a short time during observations.
ahill - 7/12/2011 4:33:58 PM
female seen coming to nest, only 2/3 eggs have hatched.
ahill - 7/18/2011 9:20:07 AM
checked nest on 7/16, one nestling, has feathers, should be fledging within next several days.
ahill - 7/18/2011 5:01:44 PM
one chick was seen inside cavity but not in nest, was seen panting. very limited parental care. apartfrom being too hot; 
chick's feathers were well developed.
ahill - 7/20/2011 8:28:16 AM
temp in cavity was 110 degrees F yesterday, chick is still in nest as of this morning
ahill - 7/20/2011 2:59:44 PM
chick still in nest, observed male coming to nest. chick can be seen from ground with binos
ahill - 7/25/2011 5:24:08 PM
cemerson- 7/25/2011 Nest fledged. Nestling was absent from the netting area. Nest was removed.
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6/20/2011 7002520 RCSP Closed CP21 10 feet to AR; 120 feet 

to CP21.
100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/2/2011 6/20/2011

RCSP pair obs repeatedly at this site; 1 bird item-carrying suggests nest building. Nest not found and bees in flowering 
sumac somewhat aggressive, limiting the nest search. Should monitor again prior to construction.
rradd - 7/2/2011 10:25:12 AM
Change to Closed
RCSP adults and juveniles detected at this location; no food carrying or feeding of young observed 0650-0850.

6/21/2011 7002528 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 15 feet It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 15 feet is 
appropriate for this nest. Nest success should not be diminished for the 
following reasons: 
 
•House finches frequently nest successfully in proximity to human 
developments and, as a species, generally exhibit a high tolerance to human 
activities.
•This nesting pair has chosen to nest in a man-made structure located in an 
active construction yard.
•Nearly continuous vehicle and foot traffic on the yard road has occurred during 
nest building and the laying of three eggs, indicating strong affinity for this 
site.
•The reel is approximately 10 feet in diameter and the nest is within the hollow 
parts of the reel. This provides some visual and sound protection for the nest 
from yard activities.
•Within this yard there are 5 other house finch nests with NBRs between 10 and 
30 feet that remain active, progressing nests under the same conditions. 
•House finches are a common nesting bird species within Project construction 
and storage yards during this nesting season and are maintaining a high 
nesting success rate, raising multiple clutches the majority of the time.

1. FLEDGED. 7/22/2011 vnovik - 6/21/2011 5:24:28 PM
Two eggs
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:43:47 AM
three eggs
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:00:22 PM
Young nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 4:09:58 PM
Three well feathered nestlings in nest.
sritt - 7/23/2011 10:48:27 AM
Birds had previously fledged. Link Lead was aware of this + authorized reel to be moved.

6/21/2011 7002529 NOMO Closed TL 639 - 379520 3 feet from AR; 140 from 
pole.

100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 07/17/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/18/2011

The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability 
of these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and 
common urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

1. FLEDGED. mdicus - 6/21/2011 7:41:35 AM
Female incubating 2 eggs. Incomplete clutch. Full clutch anticipated 6/23. Predicted hatch date around 7/5.
barnold - 6/28/2011 6:37:14 AM
Three eggs in nest.
rradd - 7/2/2011 4:00:53 PM
Nest contains two hatched young and one egg (S Ritt).
rradd - 7/5/2011 10:57:06 AM
NOMO feeding three hatched young 0950.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:57:13 AM
NOMO attending three hatched young; feather quills appearing.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 11:12:32 AM
Adult feeding young. Observed from distance. Nest not approached.
rradd - 7/19/2011 9:12:25 AM
Change to Closed.
Immature NOMO with short tails and wisps of down on heads being attended by parents adjacent to nest have 
apparently fledged today.

6/21/2011 7002531 LEGO Closed Elliott Substation 68 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/19/2011 rradd - 6/21/2011
LEGO pr attending nest.
rradd - 6/27/2011 2:13:16 PM
LEGO female making trips to nest in distant company of male 1355-1410.
rradd - 7/5/2011 3:08:25 PM
LEGO female continues to make trips to this site, male is guarding.
rradd - 7/11/2011 6:17:48 PM
Nest difficult to monitor but presumed active as LEGO male ballistic at COHA brancher nearby.
rradd - 7/19/2011 2:03:12 PM
LEGO feeding juveniles in neat tree and no associations with nest. Presume fledged and change to closed.
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6/22/2011 7002540 VERD Closed EP262-4 55 feet NE of TSAP, 80 

feet SE of tower site.
100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/6/2011 shampton - 6/22/2011 3:25:20 PM

 1 adult observed visiting nest. Begging calls from inside nest were audible from 2 feet away.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 1:56:32 PM
Nest intact but no adults, nestlings, or fledglings observed or heard; nestlings may have fledged, but will check back 
once more.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 2:27:07 PM
Nestlings apparently fledged about 10 days ago; no fledglings or adults observed today - closed.

6/23/2011 7002548 BRBL Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 42 feet west of AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:20:38 PM
Male repeatedly bringing food to incubating female or nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 10:51:46 AM
Nestlings appear to have fledged; no more blackbird activity in this area. Closed.

6/23/2011 7002554 HOWR Closed Alpine Underground - 
300+00r

75 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/30/2011 shampton - 6/23/2011 12:08:43 PM
Adults observed bringing food items to nest and carrying fecal sacs away. Begging calls audible.
shampton - 6/30/2011 12:52:03 PM
No HOWR's during 20 minute observation period. Nest limb undamaged, no signs of predation. Assuming successfully 
fledged - closed.

6/24/2011 7002555 HOOR Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

Approx 30-40 feet North 
of bridge and 20 feet 

west

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:34:56 AM
Nest building approx 5-10% Complete,
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:23:50 PM
Nest building.  still looks like two females building
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:02:17 PM
Nest appears 90%
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:55:02 PM
Nest complete, HOOR seen within close proximity to nest.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 11:45:49 AM
nest complete. no activity at nest.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 8:54:41 AM
No activity.
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:48:47 AM
Female chased lesser goldfinch from Nest area.
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:22:08 PM
Nest intact. oriole in area.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:39:36 PM
obs. no activity in 30 min period
imaunsell - 7/25/2011 10:09:52 AM
Pair feeding nestlings.
imaunsell - 7/26/2011 9:44:23 AM
No activity at nest. Pair feeding at least on fledgling in adjacent sycamore tree. Successfully fledged. No work occuring 
on site.

6/24/2011 7002557 ATFL Closed Hartung Yard 45 feet to AR. 100 feet ESA staked at yard limits 
and drive through access 

only on AR.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these 
areas are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and 
therefore are not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no 
change in activity levels occurs.

Blanket exemption for nests built along ARs continuouly in use for project 
activities recieving agency concurrence that birds extablishing nests near ARs 
are accustomed to human activities and traffic and should not be impacted 
provided that no stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. rradd - 6/24/2011 10:08:28 AM
ATFL carrying food to cavity and defending against CAKI.
rradd - 6/30/2011 4:02:27 PM
ATFL comes near cavity, making soft contact calls but no entry observed 1550.
rradd - 7/9/2011 8:33:17 AM
Change to Closed
No ATFL detections at this nest during 40 min. obs; pr with fledged young 150 east.

6/25/2011 7002558 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 15 feet This nest is located behind a metal plate on a large conductor reel and is along 
the northern edge of the yard limits. This nest site is approximately 20 feet north 
of a heavily used roadway/yard materials access route.  A nest buffer reduction 
from 100 feet to 20 feet is requested, and is not anticipated to negatively impact 
the likelihood for this nest to fledge successfully for the following reasons: 
•The nest is located on the side of a metal conductor reel that faces away from 
yard activities. The large size of the conductor reel provides a good physical, 
visual, and acoustic barrier for the nest. Furthermore, the nest is located behind 
a metal plate in a hollow area on the side of the reel, enhancing said barrier.
•The nest was built under existing construction yard activities along a heavily 
used access route for heavy equipment (haulers, front loaders, forklifts, and 
cranes) within the yard. Given the fact that the bird established a nest under the 
existing conditions of the yard and that the nest now contains eggs, a high 
disturbance tolerance exists and strong site affinity is established. These 
factors indicate that the nest will likely fledge successfully.
•Similar nesting sites are, or have been, occupied by house finches in this same 
yard which have experienced equal levels of surrounding disturbances, and 
these nests have either successfully fledged or continue with natural 
progression unhindered by Project activity. 
•House finches as a species have adapted to human disturbance and are 
commonly found successfully brooding young in close proximity to human 
activity at heavily developed locations.

1. FLEDGED. 7/28/2011 sjohnston - 6/25/2011 10:13:20 AM
1 egg in nest.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:47:36 AM
Nest has 2 eggs, female incubating
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:08:52 PM
Eggs in nest; no adults observed during short nest check.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 4:16:25 PM
Medium-sized nestlings in nest.
tfitanides - 7/22/2011 4:38:04 PM
sritt - 7/23/2011 10:12:06 AM
2 large nestlings in nest.
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6/25/2011 7002559 HOWR Closed CP82-1 15 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 

granted for drive through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within boundary.

1. FLEDGED. 7/7/2011 25 Jun HOWR carring food to cavity at 15 minute intervals 1006-1046.
rradd - 6/25/2011 10:16:06 AM
House Wrens carrying food at 15 minute intervals.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:25:10 PM
No HOWR detections during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 7/8/2011 3:09:30 PM
Change to Closed.
HOWR fledglings feeding with parents in Mexican elderberry 70' N.

6/28/2011 7002566 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

40 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/15/2011 imaunsell - 6/28/2011 11:45:39 AM
13 May BLPH second clutch of 3 eggs in progress 1212. - RR
vnovik - 5/20/2011 8:30:12 AM
HOFI Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:07:28 PM
Observed incubating on nest.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:05:20 AM
incubating
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:48:06 AM
Incubating on nest.
imaunsell - 6/28/2011 11:46:28 AM
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:48:35 AM - Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:16:40 AM - Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:56:45 AM - Feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:32:01 AM - Female on nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:10:57 PM - Nestlings look feathered and should fledge soon.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:25:48 PM - Nestlings still look feathered and should fledge soon.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:58:25 PM - Feathered young.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:28:47 PM - HOFI fledged on 06/15/2011. 

6/16/2011 7002568 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

82 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/12/2011 sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:32:32 PM
HOFI rebuilding nest on top of old nest.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:12:43 PM
House Finch on nest.
sjohnston - 6/21/2011 1:44:44 PM
4 eggs.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:38:32 AM
female on nest.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:18:44 PM
on nest, likely incubating.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:04:06 AM
House Finches flying into nest site.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:32:48 PM
Female on nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:50:09 PM
on nest
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:47:55 PM
nestlings observed in nest.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 12:02:30 PM
3 nestlings obs. in nest.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 9:03:13 AM
No change
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:16:39 PM
Nest empty downy feathers in nest.. Fledglings in area begging. Fledged.

6/28/2011 7002570 HOWR Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

5 feet from AR 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/4/2011 vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:24:09 AM
Observed house wren taking nesting material into cavity.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:55:25 AM
Observed calling at entrance to cavity. Obeserved entering cavity.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:38:53 AM
Entering cavity with food.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:58:18 PM
obs bringing nesting material into cavity
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:09:27 PM
entering cavity.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:54:12 PM
Observed singing in area and entering cavity.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:57:00 PM
Entering nest cavity.
vnovik - 6/14/2011 5:50:43 PM
Entering Cavity with food.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:09:41 PM
Observed entering cavity,
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:37:29 AM
observed carrying food items into cavity,
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:17:23 PM
No observation
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:05:11 PM
feeding and begging calls heard from Cavity,
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:46:07 PM
no activity at nest. assumed fledged.

6/28/2011 7002571 CACW Closed EP269-2 60 feet from TSAP. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 phoward - 6/28/2011 8:55:32 AM
Nest was found inactive. Likely a fledged nest from this year. Juvenile was observed closeby. No adults or nest visits 
were seen. 
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6/29/2011 7002579 WREN Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 54 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/10/2011 rradd - 6/29/2011 1:56:49 PM

Nest contains one egg and one day-old altricial nestling.
rradd - 7/6/2011 11:51:19 AM
WREN brooding one unhatched egg and one small partially feathered nestling.
rradd - 7/13/2011 12:27:53 PM
Change to Closed.
Young has fledged, one egg present.

6/30/2011 7002580 CLSW Closed Alpine Underground - 
214+00r

50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 7/22/2011 shampton - 6/30/2011 12:48:07 PM
At least 1 nestling being fed by adult. Nestling at least several days old; was visible watching out entrance.
bfischer - 7/11/2011 2:07:19 PM
Nestling was seen at nest opening. Adult was seen flying into area of nest.
sritt - 7/23/2011 12:26:48 PM
no birds visiting or seen in nest during 45 minutes of observation.

7/2/2011 7002585 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; nest is in yard. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/8/2011 shampton - 7/1/2011 15:12:06 PM
Adult(s) regularly bringing food and removing fecal sacs. 7 nestlings visible, noticeably larger than size at hatching but 
eyes mainly still closed, at least 1 appeared to have eyes partially opening.
ahill - 7/6/2011 9:37:33 AM
Nestlings have feathers, were seen and heard at nest entrance, are scared of humans, adult came to feed. Nestlings 
should be fledging in next few days.
cemerson - 7/11/2011 3:13:50 PM - Nestlings successfully fledged on 7/8. They have been observed in the area still 
being attended to by the adults.
ahill - 7/20/2011 3:02:18 PM
it took 10 days for the juveniles to leave the area

7/2/2011 7002586 LASP Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

5 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the 
course of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird 
contstucts a nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest 
substation and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. 
Activity levels at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

1. FLEDGED. 7/25/2011 shampton - 7/1/2011 at 1700hrs
Nest contained 3 eggs, both adults in close attendance
ahill - 7/6/2011 9:42:39 AM
4 eggs, female was incubating
ahill - 7/12/2011 4:35:32 PM
female seen on nest
ahill - 7/20/2011 3:01:25 PM
female near nest, heard nestlings from road.
ahill - 7/25/2011 5:20:24 PM
cemerson - 7/25/2011 Nest Fledged. Fledglings not observed in the area. Nest removed.

6/6/2011 7002590 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet; within yard 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/30/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011 8:02:47 PM
Female incubating, flushed from nest twice. Likely on a second clutch. [Nest was not closed in Pentab as previous nest 
check comment indicates].
barnold - 6/7/2011 12:18:57 PM
Female House Finch at nest area. Also observed House Finch activity in the nest area on Sunday 05 June 2011 but 
that entry overridden..
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 11:36:30 AM
Female incubating.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 4:51:58 PM
At least 2 downy nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 12:21:46 PM
Nestlings have fledged - closed.

7/1/2011 7002600 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet; Within Yard 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/13/2011 sritt - 7/1/2011 5:41:28 PM
at least two eggs in nest.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 2:40:47 PM
 2 nestlings in nest.
bfischer - 7/13/2011 1:56:26 PM
Nest was inspected using mirror with light; no nestlings were seen. The nest was removed and again inspected for the 
presence of nestlings - none were found. The nest was disposed of in a covered container to prevent the material from 
being used in a new nest. The water tank was inspected for the presence of any other nests - none were found.  Nest 
closed.

7/7/2011 7002610 CALT Closed Alpine Yard 20 feet from impact 
area.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these 
areas are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and 
therefore are not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no 
change in activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 7/17/2011 imaunsell - 7/7/2011 3:14:08 PM
 2 partially downy young and 1 (likely non-viable) egg in nest. No adults observed, but observation time was only a 
couple minutes.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 4:33:50 PM
 2 large feathered nestlings in nest; 1 adult walking and mock-foraging on the ground near nest.
imaunsell - 7/18/2011 1:03:41 PM
Nest empty. Presumed fledged based on nesting chronology.
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5/19/2011 7002613 AMKE Closed Sycamore Sub 0 feet; within yard 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 barnold - 5/19/2011 10:42 AM American Kestrel observed harrassing red-tailed hawk perched in the top of the steel 

pole at the northwestern corner of the property. Bio-monitor reported seeing lizard brought to nest by adult that then 
entered lowest arm.  This nest may be Active.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:02 AM Two dead American Kestrel chicks at base of pole. Discovered by bio-monitor on 
Wednesday  25 May, and were already dessicated.  Bio-monitor had not been in that area since about 19 May. Unsure 
when these chicks fell from nest. Adult observed today noisely entering nest.

barnold - 6/1/2011 1:13:54 PM
Observed male quickly bring small mammal to nest. Bio-monitor has observed adults at nest, including bringing food, 
since Friday, 27 May. BArnold observed adults at nest last Thursday, 26 May.
fhoffman - 6/6/2011 7:23:08 PM
Adults observed in area vocalizing and carrying prey (lizard). One adult entered nest cavity, fledgling fell out other side 
of cavity.  Fledgling was unharmed and vocalizing. Moved into storage area. Fledgling was felt to be at risk in storage 
area and moving into areas of traffic. Onsite avian biologist removed young to rescue center. Close to flight ability, in a 
few more days, but adults were not returning to him or feeding. Adult observed entering nest cavity, followed by chatter 
inside cavity. One or more young in cavity still. 
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:58:22 AM
Bio-monitor observed adults bringing prey items to nest about six times on 08 June. Today, observed adult nest-
defending against Red-tailed Hawk.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:36:56 PM
American Kestrel pair nest defending against red-tail hawk in adjacent pole.
barnold - 6/23/2011 1:02:36 PM
Kestrels last observed in area last week.
barnold - 6/27/2011 2:45:09 PM
American Kestrels last observed bringing prey items to nest on 08 June, and last seen near nest on 16 June. Assume 
that remaining nestlings have successfully fledged

7/8/2011 7002618 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - 100976 250 feet 300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/8/2011 tcooper - 7/8/2011 6:33:02 PM
adults feeding 4 nestlings  approximately 10days old
tcooper - 7/11/2011 6:04:36 PM
nest on ground, no CAGN observed in area. presume failed.
tcooper - 7/15/2011 4:33:43 PM
 both adults observed feeding at least 3 fledglings. Nest on ground possible partial predation or possibly knocked off 
by passing mammal.

7/6/2011 7002621 ATFL Closed EP206 10 feet from AR, 80 feet 
to work area

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/13/2011 rquilley - 7/6/2011 10:07:50 PM - Nestlings heard calling and adult observed bringing food to nest. 
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 4:14:23 PM
Nestlings appear to have fledged and dispersed from the area; no adults observed and no nestlings heard at nest site - 
closed.

7/9/2011 7002622 HOOR Closed Hartung CY 55 feet from AR 100 feet ESA staked at yard limits 
and drive through access 

only on AR.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these 
areas are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and 
therefore are not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no 
change in activity levels occurs.

Blanket exemption for nests built along ARs continuouly in use for project 
activities recieving agency concurrence that birds extablishing nests near ARs 
are accustomed to human activities and traffic and should not be impacted 
provided that no stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. rradd - 7/9/2011 8:38:45 AM
HOOR female on nest for 20 min. intervals; male guards, chases off WEKI, follows female to and from nest.
rradd - 7/14/2011 9:26:22 AM
HOOR female departs nest 0712. Adult male carrying food chases subadult male away.
rradd - 7/21/2011 8:27:57 AM
Female HOOR departs nest; drops fecal sac approx 120' from nest 0715. Male nest guarding.
rradd - 7/27/2011 11:25:33 AM
Change to Closed.
No HOOR detections during 30 min. obs. Nest has likely fledged.

5/12/2011 7003424 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet from house; 55 
feet form AR

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 12 May Nest reoccupied, female incubating. 0900. - RR
19 May HOFI female incubating 3 eggs 1030. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 4:36:52 PM
HOFI female brooding 1358.
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:37:50 PM
At least 2 downy nestlings visible in nest 1610.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:19:41 AM
Nest is empty and young have fledged. Change to Inactive.

3/10/2011 7003425 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet from house; 55 
feet from AR

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/4/2011 10 Mar 2011 - HOFI entering nest. ACTIVE - RR
24 Mar - Nest appears vacant. - RR
31 Mar - Nest unoccupied. Change to inactive. 
5 Apr - Nest reoccupied by HOFI change to active. - RR
11 Apr - HOFI on nest 15:11. - RR
19 Apr - HOFI on nest 0757. - RR
5 May - Nest empty, presumed fledged. Change to closed. -RR

4/26/2011 7003823 HOFI Closed Helix Yard AR 45 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 26 Apr - HOFI incubating 6 eggs 1635. - RR
3 May - Downy young in nest 1600. - RR
11 May - Well feathered young with adults tending 1744. - RR
18 May - Nest has fledged 1738. Change to Closed. - RR
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7/14/2011 7004628 COHA Closed CP43 120 feet from was 

station centerpoint
500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/9/2011 veurs - 7/14/2011 8:33:59 AM

The nest was detected by hearing the cries of at least one juvenile hawk. 
A juvenile was seen next to the nest, making alarm vocalizations before flying away. Another fledged juvenile was 
observed in the nest and moving about the surrounding vegetation. Below the nest a large amount of newly-emerged 
feathers were found, which suggests at least one juvenile was predated (See photos).

veurs - 7/14/2011 1:38:26 PM
Based on the flight mobility of the two fledglings, this nest is being considered closed. According to Cooper's Hawk 
nesting chronology, the young will remain near the nest, feeding from it, for up to ten days after fledging. Therefore, 
the biologists feel these young fledged between 4 July and 9 July 2011. This nest is located adjacent to a County 
Water District service yard that is actively in use. Additionally, extensive dam construction is occurring about a quarter 
mile away.  During the four hours of this survey alone, road work, blast whistles, truck loading/unloading and welding 
activities occurred. Given the successful fledging of the hawks with such a high level of disturbance, it is felt that no 
buffer required around this nest. Also, the nest is located behind a locked 9-foot chain link fence topped with barbed 
wire, so it would be difficult for anyone to get closer than 100 feet.

5/3/2011 7004640 BUSH Closed CP25-2 20 feet from work limits. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 mdicus - 5/3/2011 - Adult BUSH observed making multiple trips to and from nest,  Pair has started  new clutch in same 
nest.  Buffer re-staked at 75 feet, per previous NBR from April 18.  
mdicus - 5/9/2011 2:09:15 PM - Adult still making multiple trips to and from nest.
blohstroh - 5/13/2011 8:36:22 AM-nest in good condition, adult making trips to nest, even during active 
construction:concrete pouring.
21 May BUSH exits nest 1448. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 7:41:32 AM
No BUSH detected during 20 min obs, then HOWR removing nest material unopposed. Nest feels empty. Presume 
fledged and Change to Closed. Stakes and buffers removed.
Note to bio-monitor - HOWR building nest nearby ...
tcooper - 5/31/2011 11:28:38 AM - no activity over 15 min, 

5/19/2011 7004642 HOFI Closed CP54 Londono 
property

0' to house. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/15/2011 19 May HOFI female on nest 1508, male guarding.- RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:20:06 PM
No HOFI detected during 30 min. obs. 
rradd - 6/3/2011 9:09:35 AM
HOFI on nest 0832
rradd - 6/8/2011 1:34:46 PM
HOFI pr. at nest 1307. 
rradd - 6/16/2011 4:19:47 PM
HOFI on nest 1537
rradd - 6/23/2011 8:40:17 AM
No HOFI detected at this nest during 30 min obs. 
Change to Closed.

7/16/2011 7004643 COYE Closed Access road to guard 
pole structure near 

CP71

95 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. eelias - 7/16/2011 10:14:35 AM
JPawlicki observed a female delivering food to 2 partly feathered nestlings; their eyes were open and they had pin 
feathers on wings, back and head.
rradd - 7/21/2011 10:36:47 AM
Nest is intact and empty. Small feces in bottom of cup suggests successful fledge.

5/12/2011 7004649 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/12/2011 - MODO on nest 0937. - RR
5/19/2011 - MODO on nest 1012. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 1:03:10 PM - MODO brooding young 1259.
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:21:32 PM - Nest appears empty; presume successfully fledged - closed.

4/5/2011 7004650 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 4/5/2011 - Nest reoccupied by MODO 
4/11/2011 - MODO incubating; 1 egg visible. - RR
4/19/2011 Apr - MODO on nest 0824. - RR
4/27/2011 - 2 MODO nestlings on nest 0938. - RR
5/5/2011 - Adult MODO on nest. Assume successful fledge and re-nest 0907. - RR

7/22/2011 7004671 LEGO Closed CP83 AR 25 feet to AR 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/27/2011 rradd - 7/22/2011 12:11:53 PM
Male alarming and escorting, eventually female settles on nest 1204.
rradd - 7/27/2011 2:36:27 PM
Change to Closed.
The only LEGO activity observed during 30 min. obs is nearby feeding of juveniles. Presume this nest has fledged.

5/24/2011 7004673 HOWR Closed TL 6916 - Z973032 40 feet to work 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/27/2011 rradd - 5/24/2011 7:31:00 AM - HOWR singing and entering nest 0728.
rradd - 6/1/2011 5:58:57 PM - HOWR calls and enters nest 17:58.
rradd - 6/7/2011 4:16:33 PM - HOWR enters nest while construction in progress 1415.
rradd - 6/13/2011 4:03:30 PM - HOWR to and from nest 1602.
rradd - 6/20/2011 3:56:43 PM - HOWR to nest 1552, for 2 minutes.
rradd - 6/28/2011 1:24:27 PM
No HOWR detections during 30 min. survey. Monitoring timeline suggests nest has fledged.
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7/26/2011 7004676 COHA Closed Elliot Substation 210 feet to substation. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/21/2011 04/05/11 - Pair of Cooper's hawks observed at and around nest (R. Abe, M. Dicus).

12 Apr - COHA flew from nest, calling at 12:00. Seems agitated by human voices, traffic OK.- RR
21 Apr - COHA at nest. Agitated by observer activity in  parking lot. 0715 - RR
26 Apr - Male COHA vocal at nest 1210. - RR
03 May - COHA on nest. - RR
11 May - COHA agitated by landscape utility crew working under nest. 0700 - RR
16 May - COHA female at nest, male hunting in the fig trees 0855. - RR
23 May - COHA visible on this well-obscured nest, adult male hunting nearby.
rradd - 5/23/2011 11:19:27 AM
COHA visible on this well-obscured nest, ad. male hunting nearby.
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:46:43 AM
 Male COHA carries small bird to nest 0707.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:33:01 AM
Male COHA eating NOMO 0843, returns briefly to nest 0858 w/ no food and departs quickly.
rradd - 6/14/2011 2:48:11 PM
Adult male COHA carrying prey to nesr area 1140, juv. on nest 1405.
rradd - 6/21/2011 8:31:39 AM
Adult male COHA carrying prey to nest area 0704, COHA on nest 0826.
rradd - 6/27/2011 2:09:08 PM
COHA on nest 1352.
rradd - 7/5/2011 3:06:40 PM
Adult COHA on nest with downy, partially feathered juvenile ...
rradd - 7/11/2011 6:13:44 PM
Juvenile COHA brancher with short wings and tail; not yet flight capable adjacent to nest. Adult male COHA alarming 
10' away in response to observer.
rradd - 7/19/2011 2:00:21 PM
No COHA detected at nest tree; juvenile heard calling away from nest. Young has fledged, change to Closed.

7/26/2011 7004677 MODO Closed CP49-1 AR Hamlet 
property

50' to AR 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. rradd - 7/26/2011 10:53:54 AM
2 nestlings in nest; largest 1 should fledge in 3 days.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 11:04:54 AM
Nestlings have apparently fledged; no doves in area, so they have probably already dispersed..

6/16/2011 7004678 LEGO Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

60 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/16/2011 rradd - 6/16/2011
LEGO female appears to be putting finishing touches on new nest 0700.
rradd - 6/23/2011 9:54:38 AM
Apparently incubating female LEGO settles onto nest 0912. 
rradd - 6/30/2011 9:24:11 AM
Male LEGO feeds female on nest 0653.
rradd - 7/7/2011 8:49:45 AM
LEGO female leaves nest to forage 0650, returns to nest 0718.
rradd - 7/15/2011 7:29:45 AM
LEGO female leaves nest to forage 0718.
sjohnston - 7/16/2011 9:26:07 AM
obs. LEGO visit old BUSH nest than return to nest.
rradd - 7/20/2011 7:14:23 PM
Change to closed.
LEGO female comes to nest; appears that new layer of material has been added and second nest is in progress. Nest 
presumed to have successfully fledged.

5/24/2011 7004680 HOWR Closed EP27-1 35' from AR 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/21/2011 pkonrad - 5/24/2011 12:50:42 PM
Wren singing incessantly at nest tree, but no activity observed at cavities.
eelias - 6/6/2011 11:48:05 AM
Arrived @ 1131. Nest cavity was located after locating two adults scolding me. These adults were holding food items. 
Both adults brought these items into the peeping young. Nest monitored for 15 minutes.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 11:04:56 AM
Adults feeding nestlings in nest cavity.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 1:07:15 PM
Nestlings appear to have fledged; no adults or fledglings observed or heard in the area - will check back..
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 11:52:34 AM
No wrens observed in area; nestlings apparently fledged and family group dispersed.

5/14/2011 7004683 WEBL Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 
pullsite - driveway entry

32 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 14 May WEBL pr present but no cavity use during 30 min obs.0930 - RR
19 May WEBL pr active, female enters cavity 1802. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 8:19:12 AM
WEBL pr feeding nest at 5 min intervals 0706
rradd - 6/3/2011 3:37:42 PM
County personnel cut tree down!
rradd - 6/3/2011 3:45:20 PM
Stump with nest cavity has been placed approx 2.5' AGL and (incredibly) WEBL pr continues to feed this nest.
rradd - 6/9/2011 11:24:34 AM
WEBL pr continue to feed at least two juv.s visible in nest entrance at 3-10 min intervals 1110.
rradd - 6/17/2011 7:48:00 AM
No WEBL detected using this stump. Fledged young being fed away from nest. Change to Closed.

7/27/2011 7004700 HOFI Closed Rough Acres Lodge 0 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/27/2011 fhoffman - 7/27/2011 12:22:11 PM
Appears to be successfully fledged based on nest splatter and shape.

5/11/2011 7005052 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/19/2011 barnold - 5/11/2011 12:29 PM - Female flushed from empty nest.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:22  AM - Female flushed from nest with 3 eggs.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:55 AM - Female flushed from nest with 4 eggs.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:27:01 AM - At least 2 nestlings in nest.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:13:51 PM - 3 very large nestlings in nest, looks like they are about to fledge.
barnold - 6/23/2011 11:53:24 AM - Nestlings successfully fledged - closed.
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7/8/2011 7002616 LEGO Closed Alpine Yard 15 feet from impact 

area.
100 feet ESA staked at yard 

limits.
Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these 
areas are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and 
therefore are not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no 
change in activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 1 
nestling appears to 
have fledged and 1 
feathered nestling 

died in nest, possibly 
while fledging.

7/14/2011 eelias - 7/8/2011 1:06:49 PM
This nest was found by hearing vocalizing nestlings. A visual inspection revealed 2 nestlings calling.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 4:56:59 PM
Unusual case: 1 dead fully plumaged fledgling-aged nestling is hanging upside down from nest rim by 1 leg. There is 
an abundance of mutes on a flattened potion of nest - I think other nestling fledged, but the dead nestling appears to 
have been caught in nest material as it tried to leave nest. No sign of predation  - closed.

5/27/2011 7002386 LBVI Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 15 feet from AR. 300 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 06/01/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/02/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

Per USFWS comments and in compliance with the BO, anytime construction 
activities occur (including drive through access) within 300 feet of a least Bell’s 
vireo nest a biologist must be present. 

1. FLEDGED. Adults 
and fledglings 

observed away from 
nest.

6/4/2011 tcooper - 5/27/2011 10:53:43 AM - Pair with 3 nestlings approximately 3 days old. Male banded MPu:lbMDb; female 
unbanded.
dbusby - 6/3/2011 1:54:49 PM - Adult pair bringing food to nestlings.
rradd - 5/31/2011 2:36:48 PM - Adult LBVI feeding this nest 1415
imaunsell - 6/2/2011 11:59:14 AM - Adult LBVI feeding 3 nestlings. Down feathers still present. Nestlings still appear to 
be a couple days from fledging. Nest checked by Kris Alberts. Anticipated fledge date 6/4/2011.
rradd - 6/6/2011 4:27:37 PM - Nest is empty. Nestlings have fledged. Banded male remains singing on territory.
rradd - 6/15/2011 8:58:30 PM - Pair have re-nested nearby. Change to Closed.

5/26/2011 7002381 ATFL Closed CP70-3 AR 40 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. Adults 
feeding fledglings 

near nest.

7/8/2011 ATFL pair observed pair-bonding here 20 May have selected a nest cavity. Time spent away from nest by both birds 
presumed to indicate egg-laying phase in progress.
rradd - 6/4/2011 10:55:26 AM
ATFL nesting activity continues here.
rradd - 6/9/2011 4:36:42 PM
ATFK pair seen near cavity but not entering.
rradd - 6/17/2011 2:48:53 PM
Several visits by ATFL, but no cavity entry obs. An alternate site may have been selected, but activity level is very low 
(1400-1445). Will monitor once more before closing.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:24:49 PM
ATFL male escorts food-carrying female to nest cavity, departs after she enters 1056. Female remains on nest for 
duration of 20 min obs.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:13:58 PM
ATFL pr carrying food to nest at 10 min. intervals.
rradd - 7/8/2011 9:23:42 AM
Change to Closed
Nest has fledged. ATFL carrying food to fledglings in and around nest tree.

5/24/2011 7002351 WEBL Closed TL 6916 - 973035 90 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular pasage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no 
stopping standing or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. Adults 
observed with 

fledglings away from 
nest.

6/1/2011 rradd - 5/24/2011 8:24:46 AM - 17 May WEBL foraging near pole, carrying food to this nest 1102.
rradd - 5/24/2011 8:25:30 AM - WEBL pair continue carrying food to nest.
rradd - 6/2/2011 8:18:13 AM - WEBL pair feeding fledgling away from nest 0731.
rradd - 6/2/2011 8:19:23 AM - Change to Closed.

5/31/2011 7002399 AMKE Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

190 feet from 
substation.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 100 
feet. Nest is 100 feet up, 
so horizontal buffer is 0.

•Non-Project work occurs within this substation on a daily basis, all of this work 
occurs between 100 and  500 feet from the nest, including wiring, switching and 
electrical testing, which are equipment, labor, and noise intensive. This nesting 
pair appear to be very tolerant of all such work.
•The loudest part of the Project related work (concrete sawing) has already 
been performed. Last week jackhammering occurred within 120 feet, and a 
concrete retaining wall 175 feet from the nest was demolished, and the birds 
tolerated this work, undeterred from their nesting behavior.
•This nest is a typical American Kestrel nest, constructed within a cavity, and by 
design cavity nests provide a natural visual and acoustic buffer for the adults 
and nestlings within.
•The nest is located 100 feet off the ground in an arm of an electrical pole 
structure. This arm extends northwest from the central pole, away from all 
proposed Project work. Therefore, the pole height and nest entrance orientation 
provides an additional visual and sound buffer from activities occurring in the 
work area.
•A pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks was seen being harassed by one of the 
Kestrels during this survey. Similar behavior toward these Red-tailed Hawks 
has been seen by the bio-monitor every day that she has been onsite. The 
Kestrel's defensive behavior exhibits strong nest affinity, illustrating that they 
continue to show normal nesting behaviors despite the man-made and natural 
disturbances.
•This tower is located 45 outside of the substation fenceline, less than 200 feet 
from a residential housing tract and all current daily substation traffic very rarely 
utilizes this area within 100 feet of the tower.

1. FLEDGED. Adults 
seen with young near 

nest cavity.

6/18/2011 sritt - 5/31/2011 5:35:46 PM
Adults seen nearby harassing RTHAs.  One adult seen entering arm. Fledglings heard giving begging calls.
sritt - 6/18/2011 1:29:47 PM
Two adults seen feeding + flying around w/ two juveniles.
sritt - 6/18/2011 1:32:03 PM
One juvenile briefly landed on tower arm containing nest, but never entered.  Birds otherwise showing no affinity 
towards nest. Nest closed.
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5/26/2011 7002359 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 

MH-18
50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. All 
nesting ppears to be 

completed.

7/21/2011 shampton - 5/26/2011 3:06:53 PM
WTSW's active at holes.
emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:39:07 PM
Multiple pairs entering cavities.
shampton - 6/9/2011 12:15:59 PM
WTSW's active at holes.
shampton - 6/16/2011 12:24:09 PM
Multiple WTSW's entering and exiting multiple holes during 10 minute observation period.
shampton - 6/23/2011 11:31:24 AM
WTSW's observed entering holes at 0643.
shampton - 6/30/2011 3:26:39 PM
WTSW's entered and/or exited at least 7 different holes during 30 minute observation period (1305-1335); 2 of the 7 
holes were also used by NRWS.
bfischer - 7/11/2011 2:13:07 PM
Adults were seen flying into and out of nest.
shampton - 7/21/2011 5:37:39 PM
No WTSW's were observed entering holes or anywhere in the area during 25 minutes of observation (1040-1105). 
Today, during weekly Least Bell's Vireo survey of surrounding riparian area (0740-1010), only 1 WTSW was observed 
during a brief flyby, much higher than the bridge level.
pkonrad - 7/28/2011 11:25:37 AM
No swifts observed this morning (8:25-9:30) and yesterday afternoon (2:30-2:50) - closed.

3/24/2011 5003276 NRWS Closed Alpine Underground - 
302+00

65 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 
Appears all swallows 

have completed 
nesting.

7/21/2011 emorgan - 5/25/2011 10:06:41 AM
Multiple pairs entering cavities with some carrying nesting material.
shampton - 5/26/2011 3:05:21 PM
NRSW active at holes.
emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:37:48 PM
Multiple pairs entering cavities.
shampton - 6/9/2011 1:13:25 PM
NRWS observed entering hole.
shampton - 6/16/2011 12:25:21 PM
Multiple NRWS's entering multiple holes during 10 minute observation.
shampton - 6/23/2011 11:30:24 AM
NRWS observed entering hole at 0640.
shampton - 6/30/2011 3:29:24 PM
NRWS's entered and/or exited at least 7 different holes during 30 minute observation. (1305-1335).  2 of those 7 holes 
were also used by WTSW's
bfischer - 7/11/2011 2:15:19 PM
Adult was acting agitated when I was near nest. Adults made several trips into and from nest.
shampton - 7/21/2011 5:50:42 PM
No NRWS's observed during 25 minutes of observation (1040-1105).  Also, no NRWS's were detected during today's 
(7/21/2011) weekly Least Bell's Vireo survey of surrounding riparian area (0740-1010). No construction in Viejas Creek 
bridge area during observations.
pkonrad - 7/28/2011 11:20:53 AM
No swallows observed this morning (8:25-9:30), or yesterday afternoon (14:30-14:50) - closed.

3/31/2011 5003309 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation 
work area.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 feet The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      following reasons:
 
            •             House finches are known to nest in proximity to
            human activity and exhibit a high tolerance towards human
            disturbances. They have relatively high rates of nest success
            within areas of high human activity.
            •             These nests are located high up in the steel,
            between 20 and 40 feet above the ground.
            •             Past NBMs of similar nature with house finch in
            structures have not effected the success of the nests.

1. FLEDGED. 
Appears pair may 
have used a nest 

from previous nesting 
period.

7/6/2011 3/31/11  Inactive nest, not flagged (Cummings).
barnold - 4/12/2011 10:40:38 AM - Nest indeterminate. No birds observed.
26 Apr - No confirmation of nesting detected from outside the Sub. No positive observations since 31 Mar, change to 
Closed. - RR
2 May - HOFI incubating female visible 1036. Change to active. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 2:07 PM  House Finches in general area.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:28 AM House Finches in general area but not at this specific described area.

barnold - 6/1/2011 4:51:17 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:52:42 AM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:50:02 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:56:16 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:23:26 PM
No House Finches seen at this specific insulator structure. House Finch activity observed in this bay and adjacent bay 
to east, including family group and later single female.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:43:20 PM
Nest has successfully fledged.
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6/7/2011 7002594 WEBL Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
20' 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. Based 

on nesting 
chronology it is 
assumed that 

nestlings sucessfully 
fledged.

6/24/2011 sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:05:46 PM
WBNU obs. ca. 3 feet from cavity but did not enter during observations
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:05:32 PM
No activity at cavity.
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:08:11 AM - Occupied by Western Bluebirds. Male and female observed carrying prey items into 
nest.
30 Apr - WEBL pair carrying grass to this nest, but pair of NUWO also here 1055. - RR
6 May - WEBL pair remain active at this nest 1045. - RR
13 May WEBL pr carrying items to nest, defending against constant HOWR insurgency 0955. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 1:18:25 PM
WEBL bringing prey items to nest. 
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:35:08 PM
WEBL bringing food to cavity.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:01:53 PM
No activity observed at nest. No bluebirds in the  area.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:56:07 AM
No activity. presumed sucessful fledge. 
sjohnston - 6/3/2011 3:10:22 PM
WBNU observed clearing WEBL nest material and bringing in fresh nesting material.

3/31/2011 7004638 HOFI Closed CP54 Londono 0 feet  to house 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Chronology suggests 

fledging.

5/13/2011 31 Mar - HOFI reclaimed nest, pair actively rebuilding, bringing new material to nest 1525-1535. - RR
1 April - female house finch on nest. IM
female repeatedly visiting nest. imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:31:36 AM
19 Apr - No HOFI detected at nest 1144-1204. - RR
27 Apr - HOFI carrying food to at least 3 downy young 1340. - RR 
eelias - 5/12/2011 8:09:09 AM female observed incubating.
eelias - 5/13/2011 8:45:19 AM one adult was on nest.

5/15/2011 7001497 LEGO Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 6 feet from yard limits. 100 feet 15 feet Blanket exemption to reduce request for NBRs in effect for this nest, as nest 
was begun after construction activites had commenced outside of imapct areas 
within an active construction yard.

1. FLEDGED. 
Development level of 

nestling in 
combination with a 
second clutch being 
established in same 

nest indicate this 
nest likely fledged.

6/1/2011 barnold - 5/15/2011 1:20 PM
Bio-monitor observed female bring nesting material to nest, then drop to the ground and copulate with a male before 
flying off. Nest in good condition; marked a 15 foot buffer.
jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 9:46:00 AM
At least 1 fully feathered nestling observed in nest and being fed by adult female. Both male and female observed in 
and around nest tree with male singing over tree and nearby.
imaunsell - 6/4/2011
Second clutch being started in same nest. The nest is presumed to have fledged.

6/3/2011 7002437 ANHU Closed Helix Yard AR 36 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 
Fledging observed 

out of nest.

6/23/2011 rradd - 6/3/2011
ANHU female brooding one small nestling and one unhatched egg.
rradd - 6/9/2011 9:00:31 AM - Female ANHU attending one unfeathered nestling.
rradd - 6/15/2011 9:24:13 PM - Female ANHU attending one large feathered nestling.
rradd - 6/23/2011 2:32:21 PM - Juvenile ANHU perched above nest.
Change to Closed.

6/21/2011 7002527 CAGN Closed CP17-1 350 feet 300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledgling observed 
being fed by adults 

away from nest.

6/28/2011 blohstroh - 6/21/2011 8:47:51 AM
4 pin feathered nestlings, pair feeding nestlings. pair defending intrusion by GRRO.
dbusby - 6/28/2011 8:42:10 PM
1 fledgling observed out of nest and being fed by adult pair. Didn't see any others in area. Couldn't locate nest to see if 
other nestlings fledged - closed.
blohstroh - 7/6/2011 4:16:58 PM
Nest empty.

6/22/2011 7002543 CALT Closed CP29-1 AR 25 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 
Fledgling observed 

nearby.

6/28/2011 rradd - 6/22/2011 8:17:32 AM
CALT entering thicket at 20 minutes intervals.
rradd - 7/6/2011 12:21:34 PM
6/28 - No food carrying detected during 30 min obs.
rradd - 7/6/2011 1:25:33 PM
Change to Closed.
Obs timeline indicates that if a nest was present here (and none was found) it would have likely fledged by this time. 
Fledgling CALT with short feathers present 1306.

5/19/2011 7004639 HOWR Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within house area 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings being fed 

near nest.

6/30/2011 5/19/2011 - Intense territoriality around this and lower cavity, HOWR singing at 3 second intervals. - RR
5/25/2011 - HOWR singing territoriality at 3 second intervals. - RR
rradd - 6/3/2011 7:21:43 AM
6/2/2011 HOWR singing near cavity, but appears more territorial maintenance than nest in progress 1650.
rradd - 6/8/2011 11:14:01 AM - Very quiet at this nest, but HOWR exits cavity 11:11. Next brood in progress?
rradd - 6/16/2011 1:54:54 PM - No HOWR detected at or near nest during 30 minute observation period.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:23:08 AM - No HOWR detected at or near nest during 45 minute observation period - closed.
rradd - 6/30/2011 10:45:42 AM
Fledglings being fed near nest.
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5/6/2011 7001017 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 

AR
11 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 

limits.
Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the 
course of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird 
contstucts a nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest 
substation and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. 
Activity levels at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings left nest.

6/10/2011 Nest is 40% complete. pair was observed building nest, will not affect construction. one sign was put up near location.- 
ahill - 5/7/2011 10:53:59 AM.
tfitanides - 5/23/2011 4:41:31 PM
Two separate nests in wheel and brake line drum. No HOFI activity observee with nests for 35 minutes. Male singing in 
tree 60' to SE.
ahill - 5/28/2011 9:11:23 PM
female on nest incubating
ahill - 5/31/2011 8:01:04 PM
female was not seen on nest on separate occasions today. male hofi was singing 15' to NE.
tcooper - 6/3/2011 - at least 1 nestling in nest ~8days old.
ahill - 6/7/2011 6:26:46 AM
pair of hofi was seen in immediate area.
ahill - 6/7/2011 6:11:36 PM
2 chicks in nest, should be fledging in within next few days.
ahill - 6/13/2011 10:25:16 AM
nest is empty, 2 chicks have fledged, nest is closed.

5/25/2011 7002362 CANW Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within 
construction limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 

away from nest.

6/4/2011 rradd - 5/25/2011 
CANW carrying food 1427.
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:11:33 PM - CANW present and singing under building 1508.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:46:05 AM - CANW present, foraging and teritorial, but no food carry observed.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:50:02 PM - No CAWR detections during 30 minute observation.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:20:56 AM - No CAWR detections near structures during 45 minute observation.
Change to Closed.

6/1/2011 7002413 LASP Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet, in tower. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 

away from nest.

6/27/2011 sritt - 6/1/2011 11:00:31 AM
Pair of birds nearby. One bird flew in and landed on nest.
eelias - 6/6/2011 3:06:23 PM
One bird was seen belly down on this nest. Watched nest for 2 minutes
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 3:36:16 PM
Lark Sparrow incubating. Biomonitor Tyler said there are 3 eggs in nest.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 11:29:15 AM
Lark Sparrow incubating or brooding.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 11:58:15 AM
Adult perched on side of nest filled with at least 2 large downy nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 1:15:50 PM
Nestlings fledged by 6-27, but Biomonitor Chris noted that today fledglings are clumsy fliers and adults are feeding 
them in buffer area. Will keep buffer intact until family group leaves area in next day or 2.

6/1/2011 7002415 MODO Closed Sycamore Yard 30 feet from staked work 
limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 

away from nest.

6/7/2011 rradd - 6/1/2011 at 1055
2 squabs with quilled heads and open secondaries.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:44:04 AM -Nest empty, fledged MODO flushed from under this Opuntia. Change to Closed.

6/4/2011 7002446 BCHU Closed CP70-3 AR 42 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 

away from nest.

6/30/2011 rradd - 6/4/2011 at 0910
BCHU female sitting on an apparently complete yellow nest.
rradd - 6/9/2011 3:35:43 PM
BCHU female on nest 1532.
rradd - 6/17/2011 1:07:01 PM
BCHU female on nest 1148, leaving infrequently for short periods.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:27:08 PM
1 BCHU nestling visible in nest.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:04:24 PM
Change to closed.
Nest is intact and empty; observation timeline suggests nestlings successfuly fledged.

5/26/2011 7002382 BUOR Closed CP81-1 AR 12 feet from AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within boundary.

1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 

near nest.

6/7/2011 BUOR male carrying caterpillars from adjacent eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.) to nest 1432 -RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 2:40:52 PM - BUOR male carrying food to nest.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:06:19 PM - BUOR pair active here, male carrying food.
rradd - 6/10/2011 12:27:08 PM - No use of this nest detected in 45 minute observation. Likely fledged; immature 
orioles feeding in nearby eucalyptus.  Change to Closed.

2/25/2011 5000455 CORA Closed EP331 AR 55 feet to SWPL access 
road; 335 feet to AR.

100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0 feet  through agency concurrence, following the premises of 
the Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 

out of nest.

6/4/2011 2 common ravens bringing nesting material (sticks) to nest in metal tower on 3-17 (PK).
Raven incubating 3-25 (PK).  
Raven still incubating 04/06/11 (R. Abe, M. Dicus).
sritt - 4/15/2011 12:45:46 PM - CORA incubating,
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - 2 adults at nest; 1 seems to be feeding nestlings.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Raven brooding.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 4:52:08 PM - 1 adult observed on nest.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 1 adult standing on the side of the nest shading a mound of nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - Adult flew to nest with food and fed at least 2 feathered nestlings that were also stretching and 
exercising wings. 
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - 4 large nestlings perched on edge of nest and nearby tower steel (branchers).
barnold - 6/4/2011 Nest empty, successfully fledged. Inactive.
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4/5/2011 5000456 CORA Closed EP363-1 130 feet from permanant 

impact area of tower 
site.

100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0 feet through agency concurrence, following the premises of 
the Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 

out of nest.

6/3/2011 New nest; both ravens active at nest site on 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/2011 4:38:54 PM - one CORA incubating and another perched 4 feet away.
Multiple nest check reports are missing from this information: PKomrad
phoward - 5/2/2011 8:27:18 AM - Nest active, pair seen making visits to nest during survey period.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 1:58:43 PM - Adult observed sitting in nest (incubating?).
shampton - 5/10/2011 11:41:56 AM - Adult observed bringing food to nest.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - Adult standing on nest, possibly shading nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - At least 2 large nestlings in the nest.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - At least 2 large feathered nestlings in nest.
barnold - 6/3/2011 8:21 PM - 5 Common Ravens in tower, including what appear to be 3 fledglings. Nest has 
successfully fledged.

4/15/2011 5000827 LEGO Closed Alpine Yard 25 feet from impact 
area.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these 
areas are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and 
therefore are not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no 
change in activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. Intact 
nest and absence of 

eggs or dead 
nestlings suggests 

fledging. Timeline fits 
nesting chronology.

5/15/2011 dbusby - 4/15/2011 3:38:43 PM - Female incubating on nest with 1 egg. 
barnold - 5/15/2011 2:11 PM - Nest is empty. Many Lesser Goldfinches in area.

6/27/2011 7002606 HOWR Closed Sycamore Substation 0; in Sycamore 
Substation

100 feet 30 feet with drive 
through access.

NBR Submit Date: 07/07/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/12/2011

A Nest Buffer Reduction and Modification is being requested for the house wren 
nest to enable continuing Sunrise Powerlink associated work within the fenced 
Sycamore Substation to continue.  This nest is located within the 69kV 
superstructure, about 25 feet above the ground within an insulator. Currently, 
there is no nearby work occurring, with the exception of an occasional vehicle 
passing by and underneath the nest on an existing internal substation roadway.  
However, there are future plans to install a breaker transformer within about 60 
feet of the nest.
The house wren nest is not anticipated to be substantially disturbed by 
continuing Sunrise Powerlink work at the Sycamore Substation due to the 
following:
•The wrens built this nest in the southern portion of the Sycamore Substation 
near ongoing construction activities, and they have become acclimated to 
human activity in their nesting area.
•The nest is located within an insulator located on the south side of the 69kV 
rack about 25 feet above the ground, and it is completely enclosed and 
surrounded with no direct view to the proposed activities.
•The wren continued to bring food to nestlings while being observed by three 
biologists directly under the nest.
•The nest has nestlings, and these wrens have a lot of energy invested in this 
nest and will not likely abandon it now.

Based on the above, authorizing a Nest Buffer Reduction to 30 feet and 
allowing occasional drive-through of trucks within 20 feet of the nest is not 
expected to impact the successful fledging of this house wren nest, primarily 
based on the nest's location and the bird's demonstrated tolerance of human 
activities within the vicinity of the nest.

1. FLEDGED. Loud 
nestlings were heard 

by bio monitor on 
7/11.  Based on 

subsequent 
observations, the 
presumed fledge 

date for this nest was 
7/11.

7/11/2011 barnold - 7/6/2011 5:04:05 PM
Nestlings first heard by bio-monitor during afternoon of 27 June. Today, Adult House Wren brought food four times to 
loudly response calling nestlings.
barnold - 7/12/2011 9:07:37 PM
No activity observed today, but bio-monitor observed adult enter nest area on 11 July.
barnold - 7/13/2011 7:43:27 PM
No activity observed during nearly three hours of observation. Nest likely fledged. Closed.

5/15/2011 7001477 LASP Closed Wilson Yard 8 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these 
areas are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and 
therefore are not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no 
change in activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
possible fledge.

6/1/2011 ghuffman - 5/15/2011 2:25:11 PM - LASP female flushed from nest and observed three nestlings. Male observed 
nearby perched on fence.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 9:40:26 AM
Nest empty. Presumed to have fledged successfully as per May 15th observations.

6/25/2011 7002561 PHAI Closed CP83-1 AR 78 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within boundary.

1. FLEDGED. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
successful fledging.

7/16/2011 rradd- 6/25/2011 13:46:37 PM
PHAI pair tending nest @ 10 min. intervals 1300-1320.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:26:58 PM
Female PHAI drops off nest in response to observer on AR, male alerts.
rradd - 7/8/2011 4:57:31 PM
Nest status uncertain, PHAI pr alarming at 2 juv. COHU and staying away from nest for duration of 30 min. obs.
rradd - 7/16/2011 10:43:42 AM
No PHAI detected at or near this nest during 30 min. obs. Monitoring chronology suggests fledging likely.

5/26/2011 7002372 BUSH Closed TL 639 - 171650 65 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 35 
feet.

•The proposed work activities are low impact, short in duration, will mainly occur 
175 feet away from the nest, and associated vehicle and foot traffic will be 
minimal. 
•Bushtits are known to be desensitized to human activity and often nest within 
close proximity of human activity.
•The nest location is 65 feet down slope of the AR and the vegetation 
surrounding the nest will block visual and acoustic disturbances of construction 
activities.
•A 35 foot buffer will provide adequate isolation for the bird and will not 
encroach on any AR’s or work areas.

1. FLEDGED. 
Monitoring 

observations suggest 
nestlings likely 

fledged.

6/10/2011 phoward - 5/26/2011 9:32:30 AM- Adults seen feeding young.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 1:08:02 PM
BUSH pair observed carrying prey items to nest. Begging calls heard.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 3:20:49 PM
Two BUSH obs. flying away from nest location when approached to within 20-feet. No activity at nest, inspected up-
close. Closed.
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6/1/2011 7002424 AMKE Closed TL 6916 - 100980 0 feet, within staked 

work limits.
500 feet Buffer reduced to 110 

feet.
Nest Buffer Reduction (NBR)
The nest buffer can be reduced from 500 feet to 145 feet to enable work within 
the fenced Sycamore Substation to continue, and to enable reconductoring of 
the TL639 69kV line.  This 145 foot NBR (actual line of sight buffer distance will 
be greater than this, given that the nest is about 60 to 65 feet above the 
ground), will begin at the existing
perimeter fence of the substation, which forms a barrier to work activity within 
the substation relative to the nest.
 
Nest Buffer Modification (NBM)
We have a one-day nest buffer modification to enable reconductoring work. 
This work will entail two people in a bucket truck temporarily installing rollers on 
the TL639 Structure 100981 (anticipated to require less than an hour to 
accomplish), and pulling wire through these rollers for about 6 to 8 hours.  
Pulling the wire will be accomplished using a puller located inside the fenced 
Sycamore Substation or on the existing Access Road adjacent to the western 
perimeter
fence.  After the wire pull has been completed, the rollers would be removed. 
The structure which supports the American Kestrel nest is located 
approximately 110 feet from Structure 100981, which will have the two crew 
members working at a height of about 60 feet, just about the same level as the 
nest on the other pole.  The puller will be located between 145 to 200 linear 
ground feet from the nest pole, with the resultant distance being larger due to 
the height of the nest.  The wire being pulled will pass through the rollers at a 
distance of approximately 110 feet from the nest, at about the same height.

The American Kestrel nest is not anticipated to be substantially disturbed by the 
underground cable replacement work at and adjacent to the Sycamore 
Substation due to the following:
•These kestrels were not disturbed by similar work being conducted for a day in 
the same location.
•These kestrels have successfully fledged a nest in a transmission line tower 
located even closer to the southwest corner of the Sycamore Substation, and 
they have become acclimated to human activity in their immediate nesting 
area.
•Their nest is located in a hollow arm on the western side of Pole 100980, on 
the far side away from activity.  In addition, it is completely enclosed and 
surrounded by steel, with no direct view to the proposed activities.
•The timing of the bucket truck activities will be agreed upon with input from the 
Avian Biologist, and will take into consideration the known feeding schedule at 
this nest.  Shortly after delivering food, the male typically leaves to continue 
hunting while the female typically feeds the noisily begging nestlings.
•This nest has produced nestlings, and the adults have substantial energy 
invested into this nest and as such will not likely abandon it.
•All work activities will be conducted with an Avian Biologist serving as a 
biological monitor, who will be able to provide insight and suggestions 
concerning the kestrel's 

1. FLEDGED. Nest 
fledged between late 

morning Friday 15 
July and 7:15 

Saturday morning 16 
July.

7/16/2011 barnold - 6/9/2011 11:15:50 AM - Observed male bringing food to nest. Female then flew out and joined male on 
wire.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:46:21 PM - Pair observed on wires near nest. Also observed taking two young House Finch 
fledglings.
barnold - 6/23/2011 1:00:30 PM - Adult observed by Theo entering nest.
barnold - 6/27/2011 12:59:55 PM
Adults observed on wires in morning by bio-monitor.
barnold - 7/6/2011 5:43:47 PM
Adults observed bringing food to nest. At least two nestlings heard response calling.
barnold - 7/12/2011 9:11:29 PM
Adults observed bringing food to nest numerous times today during 69kV construction activities, including when bucket 
was about 60 feet in air at Tower Z100981, about 110 feet from nest.
barnold - 7/13/2011 7:26:00 PM
Adult aggressively nest defending against Cooper's Hawk.
barnold - 7/14/2011 5:51:49 PM
Adults observed bringing food to nest numerous times today, including during times of heavy activity including when 
the buket was in the air.
barnold - 7/16/2011 4:32:57 PM
Friday 15 July, Adult brought food to nest at 9:00 and 10:07. Male observed displaying nest-defending behaviot 
towards Cooper's Hawk at 12:08.  No bucket work today.
barnold - 7/16/2011 9:12:48 PM
Adults in air and on wooden poles around paved road to the south for most of the day.  However, they did not hunt nor 
come to the nest. The nestling(s) may have fledged, or may be about to fledge, as the adult's behavior is markedly 
different from that of the past few days.
barnold - 7/17/2011 4:39:44 PM
Observed three AMKE together at noon, after seeing two perched on wooden poles to the south by the paved road 
and aggressively swooping on RTHAs during the morning. This nest had fledged sometime between the last food drop 
to the nest on Friday 15 July at 10:07 and Saturday morning 16 July 7:15. Behavior of adults on Saturday morning was 
completely different than it had been, and was likely in response to fledgling(s) on the ground somewhere in the brush 
to the west/southwest of the substation.

3/29/2011 7002603 HOWR Closed CP81-1 25 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. Nest 
fledged successfully.

6/4/2011 29 Mar - 12 feet above eye level, adjacent to, and visible from road. Pair repeatedly entering cavity. - RR
6 Apr - HOWR at cavity 14:05 - RR
13 Apr - Perched and singing at cavity 1430, but may be an alternate nest. - RR
20 Apr - Pair HOWR very active in poison-oak thicket, but not observed entering cavity. - RR.
30 Apr - HOWR strident and enters cavity 1108. - RR
05 May - HOWR carrying food to cavity nest 1551. - RR
14 May HOWR activity at this cavity continues. 1503. - RR
20 May HOWR removing fecal sac, returning with food 1230. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 1:01:07 PM
 HOWR continues carrying food, now at 5-10 min. intervals
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:52:39 PM
No HOWR activity here. Nest has fledged.
Change to Closed.

5/26/2011 7002379 HOWR Closed CP81-1 25 feet from AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within boundary.

1. FLEDGED. Nest 
monitoring 

osbervations suggest 
nestlings fledged.

6/14/2011 rradd 5/26/2011 2:05 PM - HOWR pair attending cavity 1355. - RR
rradd - 6/10/2011 12:30:58 PM - HOWR carrying food to nest 1140.
rradd - 6/18/2011 10:50:49 AM - HOWR still territorial but no food carry or cavity access during 30 minute observation. 
Change to Closed.
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6/27/2011 7002564 YBCH Closed TL 639 - 397518 55 feet to new pole. 100 feet 90 feet with drive 

through access allowed. 
No stopping, standing, or 

work.

A nest buffer modification for restricted access and a 10 foot buffer reduction is 
requested. The NBM and NBR would allow for reconductoring work to proceed 
at the pole location; yet should not negatively impact the likelihood for this nest 
to fledge successfully for the follow reasons: 

•Buffer access will be restricted to pass-through vehicle traffic only with no 
stopping, standing, or construction and an ESA speed limit of 10 mph on the 
access road portion within the buffer.
•The nest is concealed within the foliage and branches of a broom baccharis 
which provides a natural visual blind even at a very close distance.
•The nest is further naturally shielded by the thick brushy vegetation 
surrounding the nest. Head high brush continues from the nest point to both the 
pole location (110' away) and access road (60' away). The brush provides a 
natural visual barrier and offers a reduction of noise as sound filters.
•The nest location is located up slope from the proposed work and access road 
and is further obscured by being located in a small drainage which provides 
topographic shielding from the pole location and access road.
•The location of the nest provides for a good acoustic and visual barrier from 
equipment and workers accessing and staging at the pole.  Direct line of sight 
would only be made when the boom bucket is raised for work on the pole. 
•The work is of a limited duration (approximately 2hours), and entails the use of 
a bucket-truck and pickup truck and a five-man crew.  
•Field observations indicate that a reduction to 90 feet would still allow for 
passage through the riparian corridor which appears to be the bird’s preferred 
ingress/egress to the nest location.
•During nest observations the bird tolerated the avian biologist presence at 
approximately 50' away with direct line of sight to the nest.
•The nest location is less than 300 feet from a large apartment complex, so the 
birds are routinely subjected to human voices and sounds associated 
development.
•The work required on each arm for stringing and re-clipping wire will not entail 
any banging, pounding, or loud equipment.  The 90 foot buffer would create 
space for the truck on the nest facing side of the pole, which is the only feasible 
vehicle location. This level of work occurring at the pole located 100 feet away 
is unlikely to cause undue stress on the nesting birds.

1. FLEDGED. Nest 
successfully fledged.

7/11/2011 rradd - 6/27/2011 8:11:09 AM
YBCH incubating three whitish eggs with heavy brownish-purple necklaces
rradd - 7/2/2011 3:56:56 PM
Nest contains three altricial nestlings.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:49:24 AM
Nest is intact and empty, with no indications of disturbance, so presumed fledged.

5/17/2011 7002595 HOWR Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

35 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Nesting chronology 
appears to support 

assuption of 
nestlings sucessfully 

fledging.

7/2/2011 sjohnston - 5/17/2011 12:58:02 PM
HOWR obs. taking OATI material out of cavity, and bringing in twings and plant down into cavity. The previous day 
(5/16) obs. OATI vigorously feeding young and removing fecal sacs. Oak titmice nestlings likely fledged and cavity is 
now being used by HOWR
vnovik - 5/20/2011 5:10:07 PM
No activity observed at Nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 12:59:44 PM
House wren observed carrying nesting material into cavity.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:49:15 AM
HOWR building nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:42:00 AM
actively building nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:03:50 AM
Observed entering cavity.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:44:52 AM
Observed calling and leaving cavity.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:25:23 AM
observed entering cavity.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:41:06 PM
HOWR obs. using cavity
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:04:13 PM
Entering and exiting the Cavity.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 2:58:41 PM
Male singing outside nest entrance. Female obs. entering cavity.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:52:54 PM
Entering cavity.
sjohnston - 6/15/2011 8:07:52 PM
Using cavity
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:18:06 PM
no change
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:07:15 PM
Using cavity
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:47:37 AM
Carry food items into cavity begging calls can be heard.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:15:26 PM
feeding young.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:37:31 AM
feeding young in cavity.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:24:59 PM
Feeding young in cavity.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:03:30 PM
very near fledging. lots of feeding and begging.
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5/31/2011 7002396 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
40 feet from bridge. 100 feet Buffer remains but work 

allowed per apporved 
plan.

1. FLEDGED. 
Nesting chronology 
indicates successful 

fledging.

6/27/2011 vnovik - 5/31/2011 12:03:13 PM
Nest being built; about 50% complete.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:43:11 AM
Observed Lesser Goldfinch at nest potentially incubating.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:24:55 AM
Bird on nest, possibly incubating.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:44:27 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:03:31 PM
Male bringing food to female on nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 2:57:33 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:52:33 PM
On nest incubating.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:19:35 PM
Adult observed feeding nestlings on 6/15/2011
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:06:40 PM
On nest, possible feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:48:10 AM
On nest.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:15:06 PM
On nest, possibly feeding.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:37:03 AM
Male observed feeding female in nest.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:24:38 PM
On nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:02:54 PM
Not on nest - potentially fledged.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:54:17 PM
No activity observed; nest intacted; likely fledged.

6/7/2011 7002468 ATFL Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

20 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the 
course of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird 
contstucts a nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest 
substation and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. 
Activity levels at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

1. FLEDGED. 
Nesting chronology 
suggests nestlings 

likely fledged.

6/17/2011 ahill - 6/7/2011
Observed pair actively bringing food to the nest.
ahill - 6/14/2011 6:57:42 PM
Bird seen carrying food to nest.
tcooper - 6/21/2011 5:18:05 PM
Nest empty, checked with mirror - closed.

5/25/2011 7002354 SPTO Closed TL 6916 - 973038 130 feet from tower; 70 
feet from AR.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 
Nesting chronology 
suggests nestlings 

successfully fledged.

6/17/2011 fhoffman - 5/25/2011 9:23:35 AM - Adult incubating. 3 eggs. Hard nest to see.
tcooper - 6/6/2011 11:53:08 AM - Adult on nest. 3eggs
tcooper - 6/6/2011 11:54:37 AM - Adult on nest, 3 eggs.
shampton - 6/17/2011 6:33:23 PM - Nest empty. No eggshells, nestlings, or adults observed in area. Nest in good 
condition.

5/27/2011 7002392 SOSP Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 feet from work limits 
and 3 feet from BMPs.

100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 
Nestlings assumed 
fledged based on 

nesting observations.

6/6/2011 sjohnston - 5/27/2011 10:39:03 AM - 2 nestlings.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:10:48 AM - Food being brought to nest.
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 8:31:55 AM - SOSP observed feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:40:15 AM - Observed bringing food to nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:23:03 AM - Nest empty; nestlings assumed fledged.

5/25/2011 7002358 PHAI Closed TL 639 - 171660 10 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

No impacts to this nest are anticipated due to vehicular traffic provided that no 
stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 
Nestlings 

successfully fledged.

6/18/2011 imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:41:10 AM - Pair was observed repeatedly entering the scrub oak and visiting the nest. Nest 
appears complete but no eggs are present.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 11:58:20 AM - Adult at nest; two downy nestlings in nest.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 12:16:28 PM - Adult flushed from nest. At least one young nestling begging agape.
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 1:07:34 PM - Nest empty. PHAI adult pair carrying food in area. Fledged.

5/31/2011 7002398 CALT Closed CP25-2 64 feet from tower; 0 
feet from work limits.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet, and drive through 

access permissible.

NBR Submit Date: 06/01/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/01/2011

The NBR is not anticipated to negatively impact the success of this active nest 
for the following reasons:                        
•Presence of eggs suggests higher site affinity and the adults are unlikely to 
abandon at this stage of reproduction.
•Site selection and nest building occurred while construction activities were 
taking place at CP25-2.
•The birds tolerated human encroachment as close as 5 feet without flushing 
from the nest.
•The nest in on the outer edge of the 100' x 100' tower pad and the road spur is 
a dead end outside of the normal access road traffic pattern.
•Vegetation has been previously cleared prior to the Project in the impact area 
and the structure is partially constructed but current work is expected to be 
limited to installation of BMPs.    

1. FLEDGED. 
Nestlings 

successfully fledged.

6/20/2011 tcooper - 5/31/2011 10:52:33 AM - Adults seen flying to nest; 2 eggs in nest.
tcooper - 6/6/2011 5:08:10 PM
Adult on nest.
tcooper - 6/13/2011 - 2 nestlings in nest about 6 days old.
rradd - 6/14/2011 7:30:41 AM
CALT adult feeding 2 large downy nestlings 0716.
tcooper - 6/20/2011 10:25:22 AM
Nest empty, likley fledged successfully, removed signs.
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6/1/2011 7002423 WEBL Closed Suncrest Substation 

AR
28 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 

limits.
Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the 
course of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird 
contstucts a nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest 
substation and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. 
Activity levels at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

1. FLEDGED. 
Nestlings 

successfully fledged.

6/30/2011 ahill - 6/1/2011
Female seen bringing food to nest cavity several times while male was perched nearby.
ahill - 6/6/2011 8:07:52 PM
Female was seen bringing food to nest.
ahill - 6/7/2011 6:10:09 PM
Pair still bringing food to nest.
ahill - 6/13/2011 10:15:42 AM
Pair is bringing food to nest, can hear nestlings calling from 50 feet away.
ahill - 6/18/2011 5:41:08 PM
Pair is still feeding.
ahill - 6/22/2011 5:35:37 PM
Observed male WEBL foraging food and bringing to nest.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 2:32:56 PM
No bluebirds observed in area; appears nestlings have fledged and family group dispersed.

5/25/2011 7002363 SPTO Closed CP50-1 AR 45 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Observations 

indicate nestlings 
successfully fledged.

6/5/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 5:14:18 PM - SPTO male carries food into thicket 1713.
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:12:24 PM - No SPTO detections during 30 minute observation. Timeline suggests likely successful 
fledge.

6/1/2011 7002422 HOWR Closed TL 639 - 379536 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Observations 

suggest nestlings 
likely fledged.

6/4/2011 tfitanides - 6/1/2011 3:37:56 PM
Noisy begging calls from nest. Adult seen leaving nest. Calls continue from nest but less urgently. Adult returned to 
feed nestlings a second time.
dbusby - 6/10/2011 2:31:42 PM
No adults observed coming or going from pole for 20 minutes. No begging calls heard. Nestling presumed 
successfully fledged.

6/18/2011 7002597 CAKI Closed TL 639 - 973035 0 feet; on pole 100 feet Nest is inside pole; not a candidate. 1. FLEDGED. 
Observations 
suggests nest 

successfully fledged.

7/17/2011 fhoffman - 6/18/2011 2:15:03 PM - Female and male observed on pole pair bonding. Female entered old cavity with 
material and removed item.
rradd - 6/20/2011 - CAKI pair again occupying nest. Female on nest. Male nest-gaurding.
rradd - 6/28/2011 12:33:50 PM - CAKI pair at nest. Female leaves to forage from time to time. Male accompanies.
rradd - 7/5/2011 3:30:14 PM - CAKI enters nest 1528, mate guarding on pole.
rradd - 7/18/2011 11:49:13 AM - Change to Closed. Nest is empty, young are presumed to have fledged. No CAKI 
detected at or near this nest.

6/14/2011 7002498 CAKI Closed TL 6916 - 774818 4 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Observed nesting 

chronology suggests 
fledging.

7/4/2011 rradd - 6/14/2011 10:03:36 AM
CAKI carrying food to mate on nest 0934.
rradd - 6/22/2011 1:34:17 PM
CAKI incubation continues. Female to nest 1251, male aggressively  chasing HOFI from controlled airspace.
rradd - 6/27/2011 3:44:30 PM
CAKI leaves nest 1537, mate checks nest, then guards. 
rradd - 7/5/2011 4:28:33 PM
CAKI pr active and defending nest, but absent for up to 15 min intervals.
rradd - 7/12/2011 8:28:48 AM
Change to Closed.
No detections and nest appears empty. Presume fledged, buffers and stakes removed. 

5/25/2011 5000884 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

82 feet to staked work 
limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and construction related activity are appropriate when 
considered along with the plan, providing type and duration of access is strictly 
regulated. 

1. FLEDGED. 
Original nest was 

removed.  
Nest rebuilt and 

nestlings 
subsequently fledged 

about 6/16.

6/16/2011 vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:49:11 AM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:16:18 AM
incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:57:22 AM
Feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:31:43 AM
Feeling nestlings.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:02:33 PM
feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:11:32 PM
Feeding young in nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:47:43 PM
Feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:59:02 PM
Feeding young. look well developed.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 1:13:33 PM
nest empty. presumed successful fledged.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:32:32 PM

6/9/2011 7002482 GHOW Closed CP29-1 300 feet from AR. 500 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. Owls 
successfully fledged.

6/9/2011 emorgan - 6/9/2011 12:36:22 PM
Observed at least 1 adult and 2 fledglings in area around nest. The fledglings are making short flights.
rradd - 6/15/2011 2:59:42 PM
Nest is empty and no owls detected in this or any nearby tree during 30 min search.
Change to Closed.

5/10/2011 7001435 CATH Closed EP91 75 feet from AR; 180 
feet to perm pad ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH AACTIVE 

STAGE.

5/27/2011 RAbe - 5/10/2011 1:56:25 PM
Thrashers observed in area of nest acting agitated. Nest has lining and is almost complete. 
emorgan - 5/20/2011 2:01:42 PM
There has been no change in the appearance of the nest and there was no activity near the nest.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011
Nest unchanged; no thrashers in area - closed.
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2/25/2011 5000438 RTHA Closed TL 639 - Z379518 150 feet from existing 

access road.
500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. 

4/26/2011 2/25/11 - Hawk on nest.
3/28/11 - Nest appears empty and inactive. Ravens set up a nest 20 ft-above nest in tree. Conclude nest is inactive. (D. 
Busby)
21 Apr - No change inactivity. - RR
26 Apr - No new raptor breeding activity has been observed at this nest. Change to closed. - RR

2/28/2011 5000464 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

5 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet Reduced to 10 feet. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

4/14/2011 Nest determined abandoned (INACTIVE) 3/5/11 - IM
Status changed to closed after abandonment. kalberts - 4/15/2011 9:27:47 PM

3/10/2011 6003214 BUSH Closed CP49-51 AR 5 feet off existing AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

4/5/2011 2 birds in attendance sounding alarm notes.
24 Mar - Nest complete, but no birds detected during 2 - 30 min visits. Storrmy weather. - RR
31 Mar - No birds detected at this nest 0956-1026, though pr BUSH active 50m away. Abandoned? - RR
5 Apr - No BUSH detected during 2 x 30 minute surveys. Change to inactive and remove buffer. - RR
11 Apr - No change observed. - RR
Closed, due to inactivity over last several surveys.  kalberts - 4/17/2011 12:58:49 PM

3/19/2011 5003270 RSHA Closed EP32 - 30 AR 450 feet from existing 
access road.

500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

4/20/2011 Pair RSHA present and territory guarding. Female tolerated close approach, refused to fly, male agitated, circling and 
driving off 3rd RSHA - 3-19 (RR).
Pair active north of present 500 foot buffer; male vocal and flight displying repeatedly to NE; apparent female has 
immature plumage; no apparent interest to this nest site today 3-29 (PK). 
No activity observed in immediate nest area; male noted calling far to the north 4-7 (FH/PK).
No activity in area 4-14 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/20/2011   No activity in area; Red-shouldered Hawk calling far to north; closed.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronlogy of species that would use 
the nest.

3/19/2011 5003272 OTHE Closed EP31-2 45 feet from existing AR; 
340 feet to TSAP.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

4/20/2011 Raven bringing nest-lining materials; ownership of this nest is confused, with a RSHA stationed here also. Follow-up 
monitors should check if this remains CORA. Buffered 100 feet 3-19 RR.
No activity at nest; 2 ravens flew in initially as I drove up to site, but left area 3-29 (PK). 
No activity; no birds in area; can't ascertain status of nest from below or sides 4-7 (FH/PK).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011   No ravens or hawks in area; nest inactive; 1 large tan broken egg on ground 50 feet north of 
nest tree; unclear if associated with nest.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011   No ravens or hawks in area; no sign of activity at nest; closed.

4/1/2011 5003330 CACW Closed EP243 and 12 kV pole 62 feet from 12kv pole 
and AR.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

New nest 50% complete; no activity at nest 4-1 TC.     
Doesn't look complete yet; lots of plastic twine on top 4-6 (PK).
RAbe - 4/18/2011 3:26:58 PM Nest within 100 foot buffer of 12 kV work limits and AR. Fresh, orange rope added to 
nest.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Nest destroyed; probably by predator; closed.
jpawlicki - 5/13/2011 8:05:06 AM - Nest appears complete and intact; adult observed in vicinity of nest.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - No change to nest from 4-26 observation; no entrance, collapsed.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - No change.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 12:20:18 PM - Nest has been rebuilt with large entrance hole; wren singing to south.
barnold - 6/3/2011 1:09:33 PM - Nest has been opened from the top. No Cactus Wren activity. Nest currently 
Inactive.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 11:24:33 AM - Nest has entrance hole on top; doesn't look predated (previous biologist may have 
mixed this nest up with nest a few feet south, which has been torn apart). Wren singing 60 feet southwest of nest.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 11:47:37 AM - Wren flushed from nest and perched in next bush where it was joined by female 
with food; male sang and displayed. Nest looks well-used.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 11:05:59 AM - Nest active with new material added to entry; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 11:20:09 AM
Nest freshly used but no nestlings can be seen inside nest and no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 12:52:45 PM
Some new material added to top of nest and entrance; entrance recently used; wren singing nearby; new nest built 20 
feet southwest.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 11:44:07 AM
Nest appears a bit beat-up; probably due to recent rain and inactivity at this nest. Wren calling to east.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 11:48:29 AM
Nest is in disrepair, as though a predator or another animal physically checked it out; no wrens nearby. Will change 
status to Inactive until nest is improved or abandoned; will re-evaluate next week.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 11:21:50 AM
Nest unchanged; 1 wren active nearby and called twice.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 11:55:20 AM
Nest has been collapsed; entance closed (possibly small mammal actions) - closed.
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4/11/2011 5000792 CACW Closed EP231A 60 feet to edge of TSAP. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

7/12/2011 Nest looks fresh, but no birds seen entering it. 4/11 - SR
sritt - 4/15/2011 4:31:07 PM - No change.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Nice new nest with large entrance hole.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - Wren perched near nest and sang twice before flying to older nest to north.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Pair of wrens singing on bare branch near nest.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No change at nest; no signs of wrens.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No change; no wrens heard or seen.
PKonrad - 5/26/2011 - Same as last week.
PKonrad - 6/7/2011 - Grasses hanging over nest entrance; nest appears unused for some time.
PKonrad - 6/13/2011 - Entrance looks good; no wrens observed or heard in area.
PKonrad - 6/20/2011 - Nest entrance looks well-used; no wrens in area.
PKonrad - 6/27/2011 - Same.
PKonrad - 7/6/2011 - Same.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:17:10 PM
No changes to nest or nest site; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 2:32:44 PM
Grasses hanging over entrance, giving the appearance that this nest hasn't been used in some time.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 3:29:10 PM
Entrance looks good; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 12:18:41 PM
Nest entrance well-used; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 2:17:20 PM
Entrance and interior looks actively used; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:34:27 PM
Nest slightly rain damaged; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 1:38:30 PM
Like nearby nest, this nest is fading into disrepair due to lack of wren activity in this area. No wrens observed or heard 
in area.
Closed due to inactivity and disrepair.

4/28/2011 7000928 CACW Closed EP229-1 AR 90 feet to AR; 790 feet 
to TSAP.

100 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

Vehicular passage not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no stopping, 
standing, parking, or construction occurs within buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/26/2011 pkonrad - 5/26/2011 1:02:59 PM
No changes; no wrens.
sritt - 6/6/2011 11:05:23 AM
Nest in good condition. CACW singing in area.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 5:01:12 PM
New nest built adjoining older nest in this yucca stalk; many small feathers added to half of new nest. Nest in next 
yucca stalk looks unchanged. No wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 10:38:28 AM
No changes to nests in adjacent yucca stalks; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 12:59:03 PM
No changes; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:46:15 PM
All 3 nests have been damaged by heavy rainfall yesterday; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 12:29:39 PM
Nests look better now that they are wind dried, but no indication of nest improvements; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 1:45:48 PM
Nests continue to look weathered after rain 2 weeks ago. No activity at this site for more than a month and no wrens 
have been recorded in this valley for many weeks. Will change status to inactive pending closing this nest report.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 10:20:58 AM
No changes - closed.

4/28/2011 7000929 CACW Closed EP230-1 AR 65 feet to AR; 720 feet 
to TSAP.

100 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/26/2011 barnold & fhoffman - 4/28/2011 7:45:52 AM  No birds seen at nest, but male singing in area.  Nest in south side of 
jujuba shrub.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No change; nest is small and vertical with entrance hole at bottom.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No changes; no wrens.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 1:01:01 PM
New nest material added to top entrance; no wrens observed or heard.
sritt - 6/6/2011 9:43:26 AM
No changes, no wrens.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 4:53:02 PM
No apparent changes; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 10:40:16 AM
No changes to nest; no wrens heard or seen.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 12:57:33 PM
No apparent changes; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:53:31 PM
Exterior of nest is water-soaked from heavy rain yesterday; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 12:26:58 PM
Nest looks better now that it is dried out; possible addition of nesting material at top/entrance; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 1:40:53 PM
Bottom of nest has been pulled down, exposing interior opening; nest has not been improved for several weeks and no 
wrens have been seen or heard in this valley for a long time. Will change status to inactive with the potential of closing 
this nest next.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 10:17:47 AM
No change - closed.
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5/3/2011 7000964 WESJ Closed TL 6916 - 678465 70 feet from access 

road.
100 feet Buffer reduced to 40 

feet.
Nest is located in a residential area. Work will be done with bucket trucks. 
Additionally, the area has moderate daily foot, bicycle, and dog traffic that did 
not deter the site selection of these nesting birds. A) Western Scrub-Jays often 
nest close to human activities and structures. B) Nest is on fenced private 
property, off the ROW. C) Adults were not disturbed when the homeowner was 
present in the yard near the nest. D) Nest is in a landscaped yard, inside a 
thick, shrub which, along with the backyard fences, blocks line of sight to the 
work area. E) The vegetation and fences will also buffer acoustic disturbances 
by construction activities. F) A buffer of 40 feet will provide adequate isolation 
for the bird's nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

6/7/2011 phoward - 5/3/2011 11:13:51 AM - Bird seen taking large twigs to nest site.
11 May Nest not monitored since acess is on private residential property. - RR
16 May Nest not monitored since acess is on private residential property. - RR
eelias - 6/4/2011 12:33:02 PM
Nest tree was monitored for 20 minutes. There was no activity at this site. 
rradd - 6/7/2011 3:43:38 PM
 Nest closed due to elapsed time, lack of detections and no nest ever confirmed.

5/7/2011 7001011 BUSH Closed TL 639 - 171660 75 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

5/25/2011 RAbe - 5/7/2011 1:51:06 PM - Adult observed entering and exiting nest. 100 foot buffer flagged w/ yellow tape.
tfitanides - 5/19/2011 1:05:00 PM - BUSH nest observed for 30 mins. No BUSH seen. No activity.
imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:32:09 AM
Nest has been ripped down. Only 1/4 of nest remains. Status changed to closed.

5/24/2011 7002349 NRWS Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

0 feet; within work area. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

5/25/2011 emorgan - 5/24/2011 6:08:24 PM
Starting April 25, biomonitor Katherine Vittum observed Northern Rough-winged Swallows entering the first hole 
towards the western end of the bridge on the south side. She observed them enter the cavity frequently on the days 
she was monitoring (April 25, April 27, April 29, May 10, May 16, May 19, May 24). According to her notes, the longest 
they were away from the nest in the morning was 5 minutes and in the afternoon was 30 minutes. The construction 
crew had previously been working on the north side of the bridge, but starting May 24th they began working on the 
south side of the bridge which is closer to the nest.  On May 24th, the construction crew was working in a bucket that 
was lowered just underneath the bridge and was about 5 feet from the nest. While the bucket was 5 feet from the nest, 
biomonitor Michael Scaffidi observed the swallows flying around near the nest and landing on the barbed wire fence 
underneath the bridge, but they did not enter the nest from 0800 to 0948. At 0948 the bucket was lifted and moved 
about 20 feet from the nest. A swallow entered the nest at 0950 and left again 2 minutes later. I arrived at 1030 and 
did not observe any swallows entering that cavity until 1245. At 1245 one swallow entered and then left again two 
minutes later. I was unable to see if the swallow was carrying nesting material or had food in its crop.
emorgan - 5/25/2011 10:21:10 AM
There was no activity at cavity during the 3 hours of observation. I looked into cavity with a mirror and saw one whole 
egg and two eggshell halves in nest. There were three eggshell halves on ground.
shampton - 5/26/2011 3:08:34 PM
NRWS active in area and entering holes.
emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:30:13 PM
Nest closed as no swallows have been observed entering that specific cavity for a week and there are eggshells 
outside of cavity.

6/7/2011 7002449 CACW Closed EP232-1 AR 8 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

This NBM should not adversely affect the success of these nests for the
following reasons:
            •                    No stopping, standing, or construction
            work will occur within the buffers and signage stating an ESA
            speed limit of 10mph will be posted within the buffers.
            •             Cactus Wrens build spherical nests, which are
            fully enclosed with a small entrance. This type of nest blocks
            direct line of sight/sound between the access road and the eggs
            or nestlings.
•             The entrances of both nests face away from the road.
            •             Both nests were built with pre-existing traffic
            using the access road and construction traffic will not
            significantly increase traffic volume.
            •             Distance to construction sites from both nests is
            significant, 1000+ feet and 300+ feet, respectively.
            •             Additionally, nest ID#7002450, is protected by a
            ridge and several large boulders that further buffer visual and
            acoustic disturbances associated with access road 90 feet away.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/26/2011 sritt - 6/7/2011
New nest. fresh looking material, neat entrance hole; old faded remains of another CACW nest 10 inches away in 
same cholla.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 4:33:36 PM
Today, there is no obvious entrance hole in this new nest; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 10:51:13 AM
North-facing entrance not clear; no wrens heard or seen.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 1:17:22 PM
No change; entrance hasn't been used in some time.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 1:05:35 PM
Nest is rain-damaged; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 12:39:30 PM
Entrance hasn't been used recently; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 2:00:55 PM
No change; nest including entrance is in disrepair; no wrens have been seen in the area for many weeks. Will change 
status to Inactive.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 10:43:33 AM
Nest remains unused, although it looks good, being a new nest; grass remains across entrance. No wrens active in 
area - closed.

6/15/2011 7002501 CACW Inactive EP226-1 20 feet from TSAP. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

6/15/2011 blohstroh - 6/15/2011 12:39:21 PM
Nest in good condition, but may have old whitewash inside.  No birds seen or heard in area during 30 minute period.

6/22/2011 7002537 CACW Closed EP261A 60 feet from trail to 
tower site/TSAP.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/13/2011 emorgan - 6/22/2011 10:38:29 AM
Cactus Wren in area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 12:56:38 PM
Nest weathered; no wrens in area; not an active nest - closed.

6/22/2011 7002538 CACW Closed EP261A 5 feet from trail to tower 
site/TSAP.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/13/2011 emorgan - 6/22/2011 10:34:19 AM
Cactus Wren flushed from area around nest.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 1:00:24 PM
Neither nest appears active; no wrens in area - closed.

6/23/2011 7002547 BUOR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 35 feet west of AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

6/29/2011 pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:12:32 PM
Pair active at nest, especially the  female that visited nest repeatedly, presumably with food;  male and female didn't 
interact, as they would during nest building. 
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 11:16:25 AM
Appears this nesting attempt has failed; a female oriole made repeated visits to this nest to take nesting material to a 
new nest she is building 20 feet south and 10 feet above this site; this nest is considerably pulled apart - closed.

AR065759
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6/28/2011 7002567 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
65 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

6/28/2011 imaunsell - 6/28/2011 12:03:05 PM
Nest empty. No activity observed at nest from 06/21/2011 to 06/23/2011. 

7/15/2011 7004636 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 65' from mapped AR, 
20' to existing

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/21/2011 rradd - 7/15/2011 8:53:08 AM
MODO on nest, did not flush.
barnold - 7/21/2011 1:01:23 PM
Nesr empty.
rradd - 7/26/2011 10:26:56 AM
Change to Closed.
No change in this nest; apparently abandoned prior to egg-laying.

4/4/2011 5003352 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 0 feet; on equipment 
within active yard.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.   The 
partially-constructed 

nest site was 
confirmed before 
deterrents were 
installed.  The 

deterrents kept the 
adult finches from 

accessing the nest, 
preventing the pair 
from completing the 

nest.  No eggs or 
nestlings were 

observed in the nest.

5/3/2011 RF - 4/4/11: Birds observed building nest in dozer.  The nest was located in a box-like metal housing at the top of the 
hydraulic piston for the blade. 
4/6/11 -  HOFI observed continuing nest construction in morning by yard monitor Tyler Sears. Bird deterrents, plastic 
mesh, and duct tape were installed at this nest in the early afternoon, successfully sealing this site from any continued 
bird activity. The edges of the mesh were sealed with duct tape. There were no openings through which the birds could 
get inside the mesh-covered area. No eggs or nestlings present at this time.  4/20/2011 - Not monitored. Yard biologist 
reports inactive and dozer OK'd to move. - RR
5/3/2011 - Nest (equipment) no longer present - closed.

5/5/2011 7000995 HOFI Closed CP50-1 100 feet from AR but 
within Hamlet residence.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  Nest 

appears to have 
been blow out of tree 
prior to completion.

6/8/2011 5 May - HOFI nest building and copulating. - RR
12 May - HOFI nesting activity continues. - RR
19 May - Veg growth impedes view, but HOFI carrying nest material to location. - RR
eelias - 6/4/2011 11:37:50 AM
At nest tree for 30 minutes; no house finch activity was noted in this pepper.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:44:02 AM
Nest no longer present. Change to Closed.

3/10/2011 6003211 ANHU Closed CP49-51 AR 0 feet from existing AR; 
overhanging branch.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  Nest 

damaged by storm, 
possibly before egg 

laying stage.

3/31/2011 Female ANHU building new nest with spider silk.
24 Mar - Nest appears complete, but unoccupied @ 12:20. - RR
31 Mar - Nest appears storm damaged 10:50. No activity, change to closed. - RR

5/10/2011 7001425 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 
301+001

0 feet; inside work area. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Nest partly 
built but not 
completed.

5/26/2011 phoward - 5/10/2011 3:50:23 PM - Black phoebe pair seen building nest.
shampton - 5/26/2011 11:40:51 AM
emorgan - 5/27/2011 10:17:10 AM
No activity has been seen at nest for 2 weeks - closed.

5/24/2011 7002348 NRWS Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

0 feet; within work area. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Nest was 
abandoned before 

completion.

6/1/2011 emorgan - 5/24/2011 12:19:56 PM - 0bserved swallows carrying nesting material into cavity every few minutes. 
emorgan - 5/25/2011 10:24:10 AM
Pair bringing nesting material to cavity every 2 to 4 minutes.
shampton - 5/26/2011 3:03:57 PM
Adults binging nesting material.
emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:26:12 PM
No swallows observed entering cavity. Kris Alberts looked in cavity with a mirror and saw nesting material but no eggs - 
closed.

AR065760
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6/1/2011 7002410 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 

MH-18
30 feet from work limit 

and 50 feet from bridge.
100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Nest was 
probably an 

exploratory effort.

6/8/2011 emorgan - 6/1/2011 11:17:04 AM - Observed pair bringing spider webs to nest that is less than 5% complete.
shampton - 6/9/2011 12:55:57 PM
Did not find nest. LEGO's in area but not near tree. Broadleaf tree is probably a Toyon , is between a 2'  diameter 
Cottonwood and a 2' diameter Willow. The 5% nest attempt may have been abandoned. Tree is open enough that 
LEGO nest would likely be visible.
shampton - 6/16/2011 12:39:09 PM
Did not find nest again. LEGO's heard in area but not observed near tree.
shampton - 6/23/2011 12:32:17 PM
Did not find nest. No LEGO activity in described area during 20 minute observation - closed.

4/14/2011 5000819 ACWO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Wood pole P78837

0 feet; along Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  No 
evidence of breeding 

this season.

5/17/2011 phoward - 4/14/2011 11:41:11 AM - Pair seen going in and out of nest. 
rradd - 4/16/2011 4:24:40 PM - Pair seen going in and out of nest. 
30 Apr - ACWO pair remain active at this pole but difficult to determine if breeding is in progress. - RR
tfitanides - 5/6/2011 3:45:37 PM - Seen by bio monitor at pole on 5/6.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 2:25:15 PM - No birds observed.
kkilpatrick - 5/31/2011 1:19:00 PM
The potential nest site was observed for 45 minutes. During the monitoring period three ACWO appeared briefly in the 
area and perched for one minute on the wood pole that is on the north side  of Alpine Blvd. This pole also has a 
potential nest cavity on the top west side  of the pole. An adult and juvenile Western Scrub-Jay were active in the area 
as well as two Ravens.  Their  presence did not cause any reaction from ACWO .

5/12/2011 7001452 ATFL Closed CP23 0 feet; within work limits; 
70 feet from TC.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Observed 
activity was likely an 
exploratory foray. No 

definite nesting 
activity confirmed.

6/7/2011 eelias - 6/2/2011 3:16:42 PM
Elias watched this pole for 20 minutes while monitoring a kestrel nest in this same structure on 5/31/2011. There was 
no flycatc
eelias - 6/2/2011 4:01:55 PM
Elias watched this pole for 20 minutes while monitoring a kestrel nest in the same structure on 5/31/2011. There was 
no flycatcher activity noted. 
rradd - 6/7/2011 10:42:03 AM
No ATFL detections during 30 min. obs. 
No definitive breeding activity was confirmed here - Change to Closed.

2/17/2011 5000012 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
Vault 11

105 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

3/3/2011 Nest not determined to be active or attributeable to any species. RTHA pair seen soaring, perching, and collecting nest 
material in vicinity. Other raptors also observed in area include RSHA and SSHA. 3/3/2011.
Stick nest remains inactive 3-22 (PK).      
Still inactive 4-5 (PK).
emorgan - 4/20/2011 10:20:55 AM - Still inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would use 
the nest.

3/3/2011 5000488 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
299+00r

55 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/20/2011 Nest appears to be inactive at this time. 3/3/11
Old nest remains unused 3-22 (PK).
emorgan - 4/20/2011 11:44:53 AM - Still inactive - closed.

1/13/2011 5000515 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-10L

35 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

3/22/2011 Old nest unused, near active hawk nest 3-22 (PK).

2/15/2011 5000525 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

0 feet; under Alpine Blvd 
bridge.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

5/6/2011 Did not see nest inhabited after several hours of observation. Droppings observed but could be from the previous year. 
Observed BLPH actively building nest, nest now ACTIVE-3/16/11-RF
8 April - Nest in good condition, but no eggs, or nestlings. Adult foraging in area, still building? BL
emorgan - 4/20/2011 12:33:59 PM - Adult foraging in area but it did not approach nest and nest is empty.
vnovik - 5/6/2011 8:26:16 AM - No activity at nest, material falling from nest.

2/15/2011 5000526 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

70 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

2/15/2011 Did not see nest inhabited after several hours of observation. Droppings observed but could be from the previous year. 
2/15/11
Closed, due to no activity, and blanket exemption. kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:28:52 AM

2/25/2011 5000534 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
46+00L, MH-3L

50 feet. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

2/25/2011 Old passerine nest. 2/25/11
Closed, due to no raptor potential and no passerine activity. kalberts - 4/16/2011 10:19:27 AM

AR065761
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1/13/2011 5000538 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 

MH-11L
5 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

3/22/2011 Old nest remains inactive 3-22 (PK).
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would use 
the nest.

2/15/2011 5000900 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

180 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/20/2011 Nest remains inactive 3-22 (PK).
emorgan - 4/20/2011 11:10:41 AM - Nest remains inactive.

2/15/2011 5000901 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

200 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

3/22/2011 Large stick nest consistent with raptors. 2/15/11
Nest not active 3-22 (PK).
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would use 
the nest.

5/24/2011 7002350 OTHE Closed CP19-1 36 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

6/13/2011 kkilpatrick - 5/24/2011 2:10:56 PM
Fresh grass nest appeared completed. No eggs in nest. An adult California towhee was observed near nest site.
kkilpatrick - 5/25/2011 3:50:27 PM
Two biologists conducted focused observations of the nest for two hours and did not observe any activity at the nest.  
The nest was determined to be inactive; however, the nest should be rechecked again in approximately one week or 
more before it is closed.
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:47:50 PM
Nest appears clean and intact, but unimproved since last visit. Uncompacted interior suggests nest has not yet been 
used.
rradd - 6/13/2011 8:32:15 AM
Nest was apparently never used.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology.

6/1/2011 7002406 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

290 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this nesting 

season.

6/1/2011 mkuehn - 6/1/2011 12:36:57 PM
Smaller stick nest; no activity observed; crows in vicinity all day.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would use 
the nest.

6/1/2011 7002407 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

290 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this nesting 

season.

6/1/2011 mkuehn - 6/1/2011 12:48:28 PM
Large stick nest; no activity observed; crows in vicinity all day.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would use 
the nest.

2/24/2011 5000050 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
Vault 15

0 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/30/2011 Nest inactive at this time. Stick nest consistent with small raptors or corvids - 3/3/2011.
emorgan - 4/20/2011 10:54:33 AM - Still inactive.
30 Apr - Change to closed due to inactivity. - RR

2/24/2011 5000432 OTHE Closed CP25-2, CP26 and 
CP27

880 feet from temporary 
ROW of tower site.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/15/2011 Stick nest with only larger branches and no soft material. No sign of recent use. Some white wash on ground below 
nest. 2/24/11
18 Mar - Apparently a favored (TUVU) roost, but no indications of nest improvement.- RR
5 Apr - No indications of status change.
Closed due to its occurrence 880 feet from tower site - kalberts - 4/15/2011 8:29:59 PM.

2/25/2011 5000439 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
CP95-1,CP96-1, AR, & 

pullsite

225 feet from access 
road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

2/25/2011 No sign of recent use. No new nest material or sign of adult corvid or raptor activity.
Never occupied. Change to closed.

6/1/2011 7002409 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

340 feet to Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest, 
unused this nesting 

season.

6/1/2011 emorgan - 6/1/2011 12:46:00 PM - Old stick nest; no activity observed near it.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would use 
the nest.
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6/14/2011 7002497 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Vault 2
18 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Stopped 
nest building for 

unknown reason.

6/14/2011 eelias - 6/14/2011 9:22:34 AM
Kevin Kilpatrick and E. Elias visited the nest site to log this nest found by construction monitor Ben Rosenbaum. This 
nest is 20% complete.

7/11/2011 7003028 WREN Closed TL 639 - 872360 40 feet to AR. 100 feet Limited reconductoring 
work and drive through 

access only.

NBR Submit Date: 07/17/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/18/2011

The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability 
of these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and 
common urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Abandoned 
before completion for 

unknown reasons.

7/11/2011 rradd - 7/11/2011 10:59:21 AM
Nest under construction, appears 95% complete. WREN pr scolding obs. Activity level should be verified as this is very 
late season for breeding initiation.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 12:00:47 PM
No activity at nest site. No wrentits in area.
rradd - 7/19/2011 10:41:20 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest unimproved from first visit, cup is clean and uncompacted, WREN wthin 100'. Possibly an abandoned late season 
nest.

5/20/2011 7001908 WREN Closed TL 639 - Z171660 50 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed. 

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Abandoned 
during nest building.

5/5/2011 5/20/2011
Nest partially (1/4) built; 2 adults observed in shrub; one adult observed bringing nesting material into shrub and then 
leaving without material.
imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:29:48 AM
Nest has had no progress since last visit. No adults observed in area. Material is old. Status changed to closed.

2/23/2011 5000046 OTHE Closed EP84 5 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Abandoned 
prior to completion 

for unknown reasons.

3/28/2011 Nest is just started, but birds may continue to add to it. Possible SPTO nest. 2/23/11
No nest observed 3-10 by Paul Konrad.
3/15/11- Nest observed by Darin Busby. On west side of scrub oak at fork in road. Appears bird started nest but 
abandoned it as it is still a loose cup of sticks.
Nest incomplete and inactive - closed 3-28 (PK).

4/14/2011 5000825 HOFI Closed Wilson Yard 0 feet; within yard trailer. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Buffer should be reduced to 30 feet or less, as this species is highly tolerant of 
human activity, and nesting commenced at this site after the yard was 
established and operating.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Abandoned 
prior to egg laying for 

unknown reasons.

5/3/2011  ahill - 4/14/2011 9:56:14 PM
The pair of HOFI have been seen and heard in the area consistently and were observed entering the nest on 4-14-11. 
There are no eggs in the nest. A 100 foot nest buffer was installed.
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:38 AM 
birds seen entering nest by bio monitor; nest appears complete.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011
No birds observed in the area; no eggs in nests; appears deserted; closed.

6/17/2011 7004682 HOFI Closed Bartlett CY 0 feet; within yard limits 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Abandoned 
prior to egg-laying.

phoward - 6/17/2011 2:30:09 PM
Nest is re-opened, new nest (75% complete), nest was found by bio monitor, pair was seen near nest.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 2:44:44 PM
No finches observed or heard in area; nest doesn't look complete; will check back.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 2:49:01 PM
No finches at nest or in area; this second nesting attempt failed - closed.
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6/17/2011 7004665 HOFI Closed Bartlett CY 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Abandoned 

prior to nest 
completion.

6/23/2011 phoward - 6/17/2011 2:28:39 PM - Nest is re-opened, new nest (75% complete); nest was found by bio monitor; pair 
was seen near nest.
PKonrad - 6/23/2011 - No finches observed or heard in area; nest doesn't look complete; will check back.
PKonrad - 6/29/2011 - closed.

3/10/2011 5001261 HOWR Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Alternate 
nest for HOWR 

5001260.

7/14/2011 Nest material visible inside. likely HOWR.
10 Mar 2011 - HOWR singing at nest above. Likely a satellite nest, but should be checked with ea. survey to see which 
one fledges. RR
24 Mar - HOWR singing nearby. Nesting activity suppressed by stormy day. - RR
31 Mar - HOWR  pair active at cavities. RR
11 Apr - HOWR pair active at cavities.- RR
19  Apr - This nest is a dummy nest filled with sticks. Change to closed. -RR
5 May - This cavity has been reopened - RR
19 May Intense territoriality around this and upper cavity, HOWR singing at 3 sec. intervals. - RR
25 May Cavity does not appear to be in use. Change to Inactive. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology.

6/3/2011 7002596 WBNU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Although 
bird was observed 

visiting site on a few 
occassions, there 

was no strong affinity 
to this cavity or any 
other cavity in the 
nearby vicinity. No 

nest was ever 
established and 

observations 
probably represent 
exploritory efforts to 
find a nesting site.

6/8/2011 sjohnston - 6/3/2011 3:10:22 PM
WBNU observed clearing WEBL nest material and bringing in fresh nesting material.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:05:46 PM
WBNU obs. ca. 3' from cavity but did not enter cavity during obs.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:05:32 PM
No activity at cavity.

6/28/2011 7002572 CACW Closed EP269 AR 47 feet north of AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. An 
apparently unused 
nest destroyed by 

storm.

7/13/2011 eelias - 6/28/2011 2:38:20 PM
Complete nest; no eggs or nestlings in nest; no adults were active in this area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 1:30:29 PM
Nest destroyed; probably by storm last week - closed.

5/4/2011 7000978 ATFL Closed CP70-3 AR 15 feet to AR; 64 feet to 
entry gate.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Any attempt 
at nesting was likely 
exploratory and no 

nest was built.

5/20/2011 4 May - ATFL exits cavity and mate follows 1655. - RR
14 May - No birds obs using this cavity during 30 min. obs. Survey again. - RR
20 May No detections at this cavity. Change to Closed. - RR

3/28/2011 5003286 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Apparently 
abandoned before 
completion of nest 

building.

4/15/2011 Monitor has observed pair in area. Fresh material. Cannot see in nest. Monitor for activity. 3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:24:53 PM - Small amount of grass in spool cavity. Nest watched for 3 hours and no activity 
detected. ESA sign removed from spool.
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5/13/2011 7001473 BUOR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; overhangs AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; through 

access only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.
Blanket exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL 
work is applicable.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Apparently 
abandoned for a 
better location. 
Cause of failure 

unknown.

6/23/2011 Nest found on 5-13-2011 by Tyler.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Large round woven hanging nest; pair active in the area.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - Orioles active and singing near large nest. 
PKonrad - 6/1/2011 - 1 male observed near nest; made contact calls.  [apparent pentab problems]
eelias - 6/6/2011 3:52:37 PM
I was in neighborhood for 30 minutes while documenting House Finch nest. A male Bullock's oriole landed in tree and 
sang once. No other significant activity took place.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 3:50:01 PM
Llittle activity in area of this site during extended observation periods on 6-1 (apparent pentab problems) and 6-10. 
Male from nest built 230 feet southwest perched nearby once, 
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 11:23:23 AM
Although orioles occasionally visit this tree, none have used this nest for several weeks - closed.

6/23/2011 7002553 HOOR Closed Helix Yard 5 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Apparently 
abandoned prior to 
egg-laying due to 
unknown causes.

rradd - 6/29/2011 9:14:05 AM
Nest appears complete; female HOOR not visible in deep cup, seen away from nest.
rradd - 7/7/2011 1:50:45 PM
HOOR female incubating 1232, sits for vehicles but flushes at foot traffic.
rradd - 7/13/2011 12:33:56 PM
Change to Closed.
HOOR have apparently abandoned this nest; HOFI are now using it.

4/27/2011 7000917 CACW Closed EP231A  AR 20 feet from AR;1300 
feet from EP 231 A.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 
passage allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction will occur within the buffer. The 
Agencies concurred to the following:
Traffic can pass through all three nest buffers since the road has pre-existing 
traffic and construction traffic will not significantly add to traffic volume.  A 
couple of conditions associated with this is that:  No work is allowed within the 
three 100-foot nest buffers.  Traffic on the access road cannot stop or park 
within the three 100-foot nest buffers.  Traffic will not exceed 10mph inside the 
three 100-foot nest buffers.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Apparently 
an alternate satellite 

nest at best; no 
wrens observed here 
since the nest was 
built many weeks 

ago.

7/19/2011 shampton - 4/27/2011 - Approximately 2/3 built, of grasses.  CACW heard singing in area.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No apparent change; no birds.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - Unusual smaller nest appears 90% complete; wren singing uphill to south.
vnovik - 5/13/2011 1:16:46 PM - Nest intact; wrens south of road calling.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No changes; no wrens.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:40:39 PM
No apparent changes to nest; no wrens in area.
sritt - 6/6/2011 10:42:40 AM
Nest in good condition. No CACW nearby
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 4:17:07 PM
No apparent change; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 11:19:02 AM
Nest material (dry grass) has been added to top of nest; entrance hard to find; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 1:34:17 PM
Entrance partly obstructed by nest material; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 1:00:53 PM
Nest exterior rain-soaked; no wrens seen or heard.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 12:53:52 PM
Nest apparently has not been used recently; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 2:37:06 PM
Nest remains in disrepair after heavy rainfall 2 weeks ago; looks inactive and no wrens have been documented in the 
area for many weeks, including today - closed.

4/8/2011 5003390 WEBL Closed Wilson Yard 0 feet; within yard trailer. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 04/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 04/15/2011

Nesting commenced in trailer after construction began, personnel were working, 
and structures and machinery were in use.  Buffer reduced to 15 feet based on 
these facts.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Apparently 
deserted; no birds 

observed or heard in 
area.

5/3/2011 Environmental monitor observed male building nest actively past 2 days. Biological monitor observed male flying to 
nest and female in immediate vicinity. The immediate area around nest was flagged, nest will not affect construction 
as there is no construction nest buffer at this site.
ahill - 4/14/2011 9:58:40 PM 
A 100 foot buffer was installed today.
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:39 AM - Birds seen flushed from nest; nest looks nearly complete; no eggs.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - No bluebirds observed or heard; no bird on nest; apparently deserted; closed.

3/17/2011 6003247 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - Z379523 13 feet from AR. 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Apparently 
failed due to rain 

damage. No sign of 
predation.

3/28/2011 3/17/11 - Scott Hampton of Chambers Group detected CAGN pair and nest while monitoring at Structure 379523.  D. 
Busby came to verify nest and record w/ pen tab. Nest still loose and not fully completed. 
3/28/11 - Nest failed, only remnants remain. Pair still in same area so probably set up another nest. 
3/31/11-RF: Pair active in area. Male very vocal, female only observed once in an hour, very quiet and secretive. No 
nest located but very likely another nest being built within territory. 

5/26/2011 7002371 CACW Inactive EP226-1 58 feet from TSAP. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Apparently 
inactive nest.

5/26/2011

4/28/2011 7000945 LEGO Closed CP70-3 AR 80 feet to AR 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Appeared 
abandoned before 
egg laying stage.

5/14/2011 28 Apr - LEGO female on complete nest 0745. RR 
4 May - LEGO female incubating 1614.- RR
14 May Nest clean and intact but empty, no LEGO at nest. Appears abandoned prior to laying. Change to Closed. - 
RR

5/20/2011 7001915 BCHU Closed CP70-3 AR 20 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 

abandoned for 
unknown reasons.

6/3/2011 20 May BCHU female sitting on complete nest 0956. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 9:27:13 AM
BCHU female on nest 0842
rradd - 6/4/2011 10:59:28 AM
Nest intact and showing no signs of use. No detections at this nest during 30+ min obs. suggests abandoned nest.
rradd - 6/9/2011 4:35:36 PM
No BCHU detections at this nest during 30 min. obs. Change to Inactive.
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4/13/2011 5000810 BUSH Closed EP27-1 30 feet from AR; 320 

feet from tower work 
area.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 

nest was abandoned 
before it was 
completed.

4/21/2011 sritt - 4/13/2011 11:07:10 AM 
Only lowest 5 inches is complete. Pair likely abandoned, and using nest 65 feet to southwest.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 
No change; looks like nest building abandoned; closed.

5/12/2011 7001451 WREN Closed CP23 60 feet to legs. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 
nestlings already 

fledged before nest 
was found.

5/18/2011 barnold & mkuehn - 5/12/2011 10:01 AM
Adult observed with nesting materal entering shrub.  Nest complete, at least 95%, and empty.  Nest on south side of 
mission manzanita shrub, concealed by the yarrow (Eriophyllum confertiflorum) and deerweed.  Find yellow flag in 
field for best view directions.
18 May  Nest is empty. Whirewash at edge of nest suggests this nest has already fledged. Will check once more 
before closing. Inactive. 1414 - RR

Obs. indicate this nesting attempt was complete when discovered.

4/15/2011 5000837 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; on fill slope of 
substation pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 
pair selected an 

alternate location.

4/25/2011 Nest description: a front porch of flat, small rocks has been built at nest entrance; a couple of twigs were visible just 
beyond rock porch; 5% complete.
Same pair as (5000835). 1 bird was seen actively bringing material to nest 4-15 in the early evening while the other 
ROWR was in the immediate area. No further nesting behavior has been observed at this nest location today, 4-16-11. 
It is possible this site was prepared by the male for the female to choose and she selected a nearby alternate location 
instead. Further observation needed to confirm final nest location is being carried out by biomonitor. Birds were not 
observed going into that rock crevace on 4-16-11. A 100 foot buffer was installed.
imaunsell - 4/18/2011 12:51:30 PM - No further activity at nest since previous observation. Pair appears to have 
decided on alternate location. Nest status changed to inactive. Monitor for activity.
ahill - 4/19/2011 8:25:42 PM Pair observed going in and out of nest location. No nesting materials were observed being 
carried.
phoward - 4/25/2011 11:08:45 AM - No birds seen near nest, no new nest material.

6/2/2011 7002433 PHAI Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

110 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 

predated by Cooper's 
Hawk.

6/16/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011
PHAI scolding observer under this tree, eventually settling on nest.
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:09:19 PM
Attempted predation by male COHA, no subsequent PHAI detections at nest.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:46:55 PM
Nest has fallen to ground. Change to Closed.

5/10/2011 7001434 BUSH Closed EP91 AR 5 feet to AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 

predated.

5/27/2011 RAbe - 5/10/2011 1:48:34 PM - Pair of Bushtits observed building nest, which is approx. 15% done.
emorgan - 5/20/2011 1:56:50 PM - The nest looks complete, but it looks like it has been disturbed. The top of the nest 
is spread out. It needs to be monitored to see if there's still activity around the nest.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 1:00:47 PM
Top of nest has been torn into, with pieces of nest material hanging from nest and from some surrounding branches. 
No Bushtits observed during 30 minutes of observation - closed.

4/28/2011 7000935 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - 774822 110 feet to nearest work 
area.

300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 

that nest attempt was 
never completed. 

6/2/2011 tcooper - 4/28/2011 - Female carrying dried grasses repeatedly to same location, nest not observed directly, may be 
1st day of building, recheck to confirm location.
tcooper - 5/5/2011 - No nest at this location, no activity in area.
tcooper - 6/2/2011 - Inactive nest found 18ft NW of this location. Nest nearly completely dismantled but location size 
and composition (fur lining and grass exterior) consistant with CAGN. Unknown nest outcome.

4/15/2011 5000835 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 60 feet; on fill slope, 60 
ft to road through pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 
that pair chose 

alternate location for 
nest site.

4/25/2011 ahill - 4/16/2011 3:29:27 PM - On 4-15, 1 ROWR was observed bringing rocks and sticks to this site with other ROWR 
flying in and out. Same behavior was observed on morning of 4-16. Pair is in the area inspecting various other rock 
crevices as well. 
Same pair as (5000837).
imaunsell - 4/18/2011 12:47:30 PM - Nest much more developed than previous observation by monitor. Stone "porch" 
well-formed; this is most likely the primary nest site.
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:14:40 AM - It appears pair is taking nest material from this nest and bringing it to different nest 
location (nest 5000877).
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

4/28/2011 7000926 CAGN Closed TL 639 - 379517 510 feet to nearest pole. 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Avian 

depredation; nest 
torn slightly from 
side, and bottom 
tugged upward.  

Could see daylight 
through its sides.

5/19/2011 kalberts - 4/28/2011 12:28:48 PM
Both birds building nest. About 85% complete.
imaunsell - 5/3/2011 2:10:34 PM
No adults on nest. No adults observed in area. No visual confirmation of nest contents.
dbusby - 5/5/2011 11:51:27 AM.
Nest was not observed. Adults observed foraging in area and also on other side of riparian area. Will wait until next 
week to confirm nest status, due to recent nest check 
kalberts - 5/12/2011 2:44:26 PM
Nest depredated by avian predator. Pair seen in area, and male observed once with new bark strips torn from a black 
sage (Salvia mellifera), then placed in same bush about 3 feet away.  This pair was actively nest-site searching, and 
no definitive re-nest exists yet. 
dbusby - 5/19/2011 10:21:57 AM - Still no nest detected. Pair observed foraging throughout their entire territory north 
and south cf riparian.  Observed male with strip of bark in beak just south of old nest location but then dropped it and 
flew off.
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3/3/2011 6002315 GRRO Closed Alpine Yard 30 feet from impact 

area.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Birds never 

observed at nest; 
only nearby.

3/28/2011 Pair observed by bio-monitor Kari Kerwin. No activity seen during 1 hour. May become acitive in near future and should 
be monitored. Verified by I. Maunsell 3/3/2011
No progress in nest building since initial observation; nest not active. 3/28/2011 IM

3/28/2011 5003285 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Birds 
stopped at nest 
building stage.

4/15/2011 10% complete. Monitor observed pair coming to and from nest site. 3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:25:34 PM - Small amount of grass in spool cavity. Nest watched for 3 hours and no activity 
detected. ESA sign removed from spool.

2/25/2011 5000454 OTHE Closed EP355 72 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Blown out of 
tower by strong wind; 
inactive this breeding 

season.

2/25/2011 Nest apparently blown out of tower. No sticks left in tower; sticks scattered on ground.

4/25/2011 7000900 MODO Closed Sycamore Yard 30 feet from yard edge. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Cause of 
failure indeterminate, 

but assumed 
predated.

5/3/2011 25 Apr - MODO incubating. Did not flush from foot traffic at 10 feet. - RR
3 May Nest empty and abandoned, presumed pedated. Change to Closed. - RR

4/30/2011 7000952 BUSH Closed CP88-1 AR 37 feet to AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage OK; 
construction not allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Cause of 
failure indeterminate, 
likely storm damaged 

or predated.

5/20/2011 30 Apr - BUSH pair tending to nest that appears complete 0840. - RR
20 May - Nest destroyed, with only fragments remaining 1707 - closed. - RR

5/26/2011 7002378 BUSH Closed Helix Yard 80 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Cause of 
failure is unknown.

6/2/2011 BUSH pair bringing items to large complete pensile nest 1546. - RR
phoward - 5/31/2011 12:48:57 PM
adults flushed from nest area when first approched nest. nest still looks active and 100% complete, entrance is well 
maintaned and there are no holes or structral defaults to the nest. nest is too high to check for eggs or chicks without 
mirror.
rradd - 6/3/2011 1:30:47 PM
No BUSH detections at this nest 1300 - 1330
rradd - 6/9/2011 8:59:35 AM
No BUSH detections at this nest 0750-0820 on a cold overcast day.
rradd - 6/15/2011 4:30:32 PM
Nest appears in good condition. No BUSH detections at or near nest. 
Change to Closed due to lack of activity.

3/10/2011 6003212 CALT Closed CP51-2 AR 0 feet; within work area 
around structures.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Damaged by 
storm, potentially 
before egg laying 

stage.

3/31/2011 Clean finely woven grass nest with no signs of aging or use. Looks ready to go. Check on next survey.
24 Mar - Nest is storm-damaged. Change to closed, if unimproved on next survey. - RR
31 Mar - Nest disintegrated. Closed. - RR

5/23/2011 7001926 WEKI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 50 
feet.

A pair of Western Kingbirds is constructing a nest in the southwest leg of an 
assembled portion of a tower located in the construction yard, and the nest 
construction appears to be nearly complete.  The nest is located approximately 
25' above the ground and 15' from the side of the existing yard road.
It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 50 feet is 
appropriate for this nest. Nest success should not be diminished for the 
following reasons: 
•The work on the tower section is generally complete and any remaining work 
will require access by foot only.
•The nest is located on the tower leg opposite the current work activity so the 
tower structure will provide a partial visual barrier
•The current work activity is located more than 100' from the nest and the only 
activity occurring at less than 100' is through vehicular traffic.
•Western Kingbirds are tolerant of human disturbance.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Due to 

storm.

5/31/2011 sjohnston - 5/23/2011 7:12:28 AM - Nest building observed; nest about 10% complete.
Adult observed bringing in material, nest seems near completion - fhoffman - 5/23/2011 12:04:27 PM.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - Nest appears abandoned; nest is intact, but no kingbirds have been seen in area during 45 
minutes of observations. Re-assess status next work day (Tuesday).
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 4:21:16 PM
Nest intact, but may be abandoned. No kingbirds observed in area during 45 minutes of observations. Re-assess next 
work day (Tuesday).
tfitanides - 5/31/2011 9:30:31 AM
Nest apparently blown out over weekend. Bio monitor observation from 5-28-2011.
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2/15/2011 5000528 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
22 feet from existing 

access road.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Duplicate 

inactive nest initially 
thought to be nearby 

active nest.

5/20/2011 2 BLPH seen very close to nests, but not actually seen using nests. Could be last year's nests that could be used this 
year.
Closed - duplicate nest.- RR
sjohnston - 5/19/2011 5:02:26 PM
BLPH actively nest building ca. 90%. complete.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 5:24:04 PM
This nest is not active; it was confused with other nest.

5/23/2011 7001923 WEKI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; in yard, on tower. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Duplicate 
nest report.

5/22/2011 sjohnston - 5/23/2011 7:12:28 AM - Nest building observed; nest about 10% complete; initially observed on 5-22.  Nest 
7001926 is a duplicate point plotted more accuartely using Trimble. Nest status changed to closed due to duplication.

4/7/2011 5003382 RTHA Closed CP57 AR 230 feet from existing 
AR.

500 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Early 
interest in nest 

ended.

5/21/2011 7 Apr - RTHA display flight bringing materials to nest platform. - RR
14 Apr - RTHA perched at nest. - RR
21 Apr - No RTHA observed visting this nest 1530-1600. - RR
28 Apr - Distance to nest makes observation difficult when windy. No detections in 20 minute observation - RR
21 May - No RTHA obs. associating with this empty nest. Change to Inactive. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would use 
the nest.

3/2/2011 5000470 HOFI Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

0 feet; on subject house. 100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

NBR Submit Date: 05/05/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/06/2011

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near Hwy 67, a very busy and noisy highway, 
illustrating normalized behaviors to this steady disturbance. The adult birds 
have tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other human acvities onsite have not 
deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated with work will be monitored, as 
will nest sites for any potential impacts.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Early 
season nest probably 
failed due to weather.

Observed pair coming and going from nest
16 Mar - HOFI at nest 12:44 - RR
3/18/11 - D. Busby observed pair coming and going to nest. HOWR showed up and was at nest for 10 minutes, 
displacing the HOFI.
24 Mar - No actvity at this nest - looks somewhat bedraggled following recent storms. - RR

5/26/2011 7002380 PSFL Closed CP70-3 AR 76 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Exploratory; 
site abandoned 

before any 
improvements made. 

Alternate location 
nearby appears to 

have been selected.

6/4/2011 26 May - PSFL pair in initial stages of nest building 0910 - RR
rradd - 6/4/2011 8:25:21 AM
This nest site apparently abandoned for new site 80' E (now under construction).
Change to Closed.

3/18/2011 5003259 HOFI Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from driveway. 100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

NBR Submit Date: 05/05/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/06/2011

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near Hwy 67, a very busy and noisy highway, 
illustrating normalized behaviors to this steady disturbance. The adult birds 
have tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other human acvities onsite have not 
deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated with work will be monitored, as 
will nest sites for any potential impacts.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Failure due 
to natural causes - 

nest blown from tree 
by storm.

3/18/11 - D. Busby observes HOFI pair collecting nest material and bringing it to nest.
1 April - Female on nest. IM
No activity. imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:31:10 AM.
19 Apr - HOFI female bringing nest material 1155. - RR
27 Apr - HOFI pair working at this nest 1204. - RR
5 May - Nest destroyed - appears mostly blown out of tree. Change to Closed. - RR

3/18/2011 5003260 ANHU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

25 feet from driveway. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Incomplete 
nest apparently 

damaged by storm 
event.

3/18/11 - D. Busby observes female ANHU bringing material to half-way built nest.
24 Mar - No bird detected. Maybe satellite nest for adjacent ANHU. Cold stormy weather. - RR
31 Mar - Nest destroyed by unknown (probably weather). - RR

5/19/2011 7001507 BCHU Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 
pullsite AR entry

60 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Likely 

abandoned prior to 
egg laying.

6/9/2011 19 May BCHU female on nearly complete nest 1742. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 4:43:52 PM
Nest appears neat, complete and intact, but no BCHU detected in association during 30 min. obs. Will resurvey.
rradd - 5/26/2011 4:52:34 PM
BCHU female comes briefly to nest then departs. Egg-laying?
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:53:06 PM
Nest appears neat, protected and intact. No BCHU detected during 30 min obs.
rradd - 6/9/2011 11:52:31 AM
No detections during 30 min obs. Change to Inactive.
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4/4/2011 5003348 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 100977 0 feet; at pole. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest 
abandoned for 

unknown reasons.

4/14/2011 04/04/11 - Pair of house finches carrying nest material to base of insulator.  Multiple attempts were made to deposit 
material (M. Dicus, R. Abe)
9 Apr - HOFI male song post but no nest building. - RR
14 Apr - No HOFI associating with this pole and no nest. Change to CLOSED, remove buffers. - RR

4/22/2011 5000879 OTHE Closed Scripps Substation 10 feet from nearest 
conductor replacement.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandoned prior to 
completion and egg 

laying.

4/28/2011 emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:58:19 AM - Nest looks near completion and has fresh material in it. No birds approached the 
nest during the hour we were observing it. 
emorgan - 4/28/2011 11:01:21 AM - Nest does not have any fresh material and no birds were observed near the nest 
during the 2 hours of observation.

6/1/2011 7002417 BLGR Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandoned prior to 

egg laying.

6/20/2011 rradd - 6/1/2011 at 0950
BLGR pr (female constructing) just beginning nest.
rradd - 6/7/2011 12:08:41 PM
Nest appears complete, no eggs.
rradd - 6/14/2011 7:43:48 PM
13 Jun BLGR make singing and on territory, no female detected. Nest remains empty.
rradd - 6/20/2011 1:35:52 PM
No BLGR detected, nest never occupied. Change to Closed.

3/25/2011 5003281 HOFI Closed Hartung Yard 20 feet from yard 
boundary.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these 
areas are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and 
therefore are not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no 
change in activity levels occurs.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandoned prior to 
egg-laying and new 

nest attempted 
elsewhere in this 

tree. 

25 Mar - HOFI carrying nest materials. Active nest building. - RR
28 Mar - Female flushed off nest upon my approach, possibly incubating.- BL
6 Apr - No use detected 0830-0915. Nearby breeding activity suggests new nest in mistletoe 60 feet to west. RR
13 Apr - No use detected. Change to Closed. - RR

4/18/2011 5000844 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 973032 95 feet to nearest pole. 100 feet Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of the Reconductor routes. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandoned prior to 

establishment.

4/25/2011 18 Apr - HOFI pair carrying nest material and defending nest site. 0950 - RR
25 Apr No HOFI detected on or associating with this nest. Behavioral indications are that this site was never fully 
developed and abandoned prior to egg-laying. No construction was in progress during this breeding attempt. Change 
to Closed.

4/6/2011 5003374 HOFI Closed Hartung Yard 40 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these 
areas are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and 
therefore are not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no 
change in activity levels occurs.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandoned.

6 Apr - New nest building by HOFI pair in mistletoe cluster. Male feeding female, carrying nest material, etc. - RR
13 Apr - HOFI pair active at this location.- RR
20 Apr - HOFI male singing adjacent to nest 1054.- RR
27 Apr - No detections 1630-1650. - RR
4 May - No HOFI detected associating with this nest during 20 minute observation. Will monitor once more. - RR
12 May  No HOFI detected - RR
20 May Closed.

4/20/2011 5000862 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 1190 feet from yard 
boundary.

100 feet Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandoned.

4/26/2011 20 Apr - HOFI pair actively constructing nest; 50% complete. - RR
26 Apr - Nest abandoned before completion. New HOFI nest 40 feet away. - RR

6/10/2011 7002490 WEKI Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
apparently 

abandoned before 
egg laying began.

6/26/2011 tfitanides - 6/10/2011 9:59:27 AM - Nest appears complete or nearly so.
mkuehn - 6/14/2011 1:44:08 PM
see notes for nest ID 7002473 in adjacent tower (#65). That female sat in this nest as well today. Not sure which is 
active. Existing signage provides adequate buffering from disturbance for both nests.
tfitanides - 6/15/2011 3:23:02 PM
See notes for nest ID 7002473 in adjacent steel #65.
barnold - 6/26/2011 3:02:09 PM
Nest is empty, change to Closed.

3/16/2011 6003238 CAGN Closed CP63-3 450 feet from AR. 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
apparently blown out 

of place by high 
winds.

3/31/2011 31 Mar - Nest complete but appears blown out of place by wind. Pair rebuilding nearby. Closed. - RR

5/13/2011 7001464 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

10 feet to new structure. 100 feet Buffer should be reduced accordingly to approved nest buffer modifications for 
other nesting birds in this area, following same noise barrier procedures.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
appeared to be 

damaged by rain.

5/23/2011 13 May - LEGO female constructing nest with material from BUSH nest, appears complete 0650. - RR
vnovik - 5/20/2011 5:10:48 PM
NO activity at nest. Nest appears damaged from rains.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:02:55 PM
Nest inactive. Observed Other LEGO removing material from  nest.
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3/18/2011 6003256 BUSH Closed Suncrest Substation 

AR
15 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 

limits.
Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the 
course of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird 
contstucts a nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest 
substation and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. 
Activity levels at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
appears destroyed by 
predator or weather.

4/25/2011 3/18/2011 4:14 PM
Adults building nest, 50% complete.
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:49:53 AM - no nest visits or birds heard nearby. nest looks destroyed by natural causes; 
predator or weather.

5/11/2011 7001433 BUSH Closed CP17-1 70 feet to existing AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Nest Buffer Modification Request: A NBM is requested for nest that allows thru-
traffic through buffer on the access road to CP-17. This is appropriate because: 
(1) at 83 feet the nest is located a suitable distance from the road and is 
sufficiently bordered by dense coastal sage scrub that temporary traffic should 
not affect nest success and (2) adults showed little to no agitated behavior 
when temporary foot traffic was within 20 feet of nest.  Vehicular passage is not 
anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or 
construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
appears predated 

(hole in the platform) 
and dilapidated.

5/21/2011 jpawlicki - 5/11/2011 8:22:09 AM - Adults observed actively bringing food to nest.
21 May - Nest appears depredated (holed at the platform) and dilapidated. Status changed to Closed. - RR

3/31/2011 5003321 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - 774821 20 feet from AR; 290 
feet to nearest tower.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
appears predated.

5/1/2011 Looks complete.
3/31/11 TC - Adults seen visiting nest, possibly in laying stage.
4/7/11 TC - Female on nest.
12 Apr - Female LEGO incubating 1408 - RR
4/13/11 TC - Female on nest.
18 Apr - LEGO fem. on nest 1216. - RR
25 Apr - LEGO female incubating 1445. - RR
2 May - Nest destroyed. Remove buffers and change to Closed. - RR

4/8/2011 5003386 ANHU Closed CP64-1, CP65-2 - 
driveway entry

50 feet from AR entry. 100 feet Vehicular passage and light construction activity proposed for a 1 day period at 
the driveway entrance should not impact this nest, as nest is obscured visually 
through vegetative screening, and soundwalls may further protect the nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
appears to have 
been abandoned 
before egg laying.

4/27/2011 04/08/11 - Female ANHU incubating.  Nest affects driveway (M. Dicus, R. Abe).  
13 Apr - ANHU female adding nest material. 0920. - RR
vnovak - 4/20/2011 8:27:09 AM - No bird observed on nest, seen within the area.
27 Apr - No activity observed 30 minute observation. Change to Closed. - RR

4/26/2011 7000907 BUSH Closed Elliott Substation 35 feet to substation 
access gate.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
appears to have 
been predated.

5/11/2011 26 Apr - BUSH pair building nest, approximately 65% complete. - RR
3  May Nest appears complete but possibly damaged at bottom. No BUSH associating during 45 min obs - monitor 
again for conclusive outcome. - RR
11 May No BUSH detected during 30 min. obs., other bird spp removing nest materials unopposed. Change to Closed. 
- RR

3/16/2011 6003236 RCSP Closed CP55 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
building ended before 
nest was completed.

3/29/2011 16 Mar Female carrying nest material while male singing 30 feet away. Construction appears to have just begun.
25 Mar - Nesting on hold or abandoned, nest incomplete. Check again - RR.
29 Mar - No sign of activity, no RCSP detected. Change to closed.- RR

3/28/2011 5003287 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
building terminated 

for unknown causes.

4/15/2011 Monitor has observed pair in area. Fresh material but cannot see in nest. Monitor for activity. 3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:20:55 PM - Small amount of grass in spool cavity. Nest watched for 3 hours and no activity 
detected. ESA sign removed from spool.

3/17/2011 6003252 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
building terminated 

for unknown reasons.

4/25/2011 Pair nest building. Flushed when foot traffic approached between reels about 15 feet away. Does not appear disturbed 
by yard activities 3-17 IM.
Fresh material has been added; no eggs present. 3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:15:18 PM. - Male in area but never entered nest cavity. Defined cup and fresh nest material. 
Continue to monitor nest to determine activity level. 
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:15:18 PM. No ESA erected because yard driveway is blocked by ESA already for other HOFI 
nest.
imaunsell - 4/16/2011 9:32:08 AM - NBR concurred 4/15/2011 - Buffer reduced in field to 15 feet.
emorgan - 4/25/2011 8:15:47 AM - There are no eggs or nestlings in the nest and no signs of bird activity around the 
nest.
emorgan - 7/14/11 - Changed status to closed.

6/7/2011 7002466 LASP Closed Wilson Yard 25 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these 
areas are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and 
therefore are not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no 
change in activity levels occurs.ry.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest built 
but no eggs laid.

6/24/2011 sritt - 6/7/2011 3:34:29 PM
One adult seen feeding another. Both birds seen building nest, Nest appears complete aside from fine duff material 
inside.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 5:01:22 PM
There are no eggs in nest, but nest looks complete and adults are calling territoially nearby.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 2:19:50 PM
Still no eggs in nest; nest not recently used - closed.
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4/28/2011 7000927 CACW Closed EP229-1 75 feet to AR; 780 feet 

to TSAP.
100 feet Drive through access 

only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest closed 
and combined with 
duplicate, adjacent 

point.

5/11/2011

5/20/2011 7001917 HOFI Closed CP70-3 AR 30 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
destroyed by natural 

causes (wind and 
poor site selection).  

5/26/2011 20 May HOFI pr bringing and arranging grasses atthis cavity 1055. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 9:59:24 AM
Nest no longer present - presumed lost to weather.
Change to Closed

4/1/2011 5003333 BUSH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from Londono 
driveway.

100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

NBR Submit Date: 05/05/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/06/2011

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near Hwy 67, a very busy and noisy highway, 
illustrating normalized behaviors to this steady disturbance. The adult birds 
have tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other human acvities onsite have not 
deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated with work will be monitored, as 
will nest sites for any potential impacts.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
destroyed; appears 

predated.

Pair nest building. Nest 90% complete. Tolerated foot traffic along driveway. 1 April 2011 - IM (gps not functioning, 
mapped by hand.)
Pair observed visiting nest - imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:27:43 AM.
19 Apr - BUSH pair active at nest construction. 1048. Trimbled and vertex moved. - RR
27 Apr - Nest destroyed - appears torn apart from above. WESJ? Change to Closed. - RR


3/29/2011 5003291 WEBL Closed TL 6916 - Z774819 75 feet from AR; 400 
feet to nearest pole.

100 feet Vehicular passage should not impact nest, provided that no stopping, standing, 
or construction occurs within buffer zone.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest failed 
for unknown reason, 
but HOWR (detected 
at this cavity) have 

been a factor in 
many bluebird nest 

failures.

5/22/2011 WEBL pair entering and exiting cavity multiple times.
12 Apr WEBL continue to visit cavity 15:15. - RR
18 Apr No WEBL detected in two 20 min obs. Possible nest predation by pr HOWR singing and resident at nest tree.- 
RR
25 Apr - No WEBL detected in  or around nest site during two 20 min obs. Change to Closed. - RR

4/19/2011 5000851 BUSH Closed CP88-1 35 feet from AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest gone 
during second visit; 
possible predation.

4/30/2011 shampton - 4/19/2011 8:20:38 AM - Pair observed nearby, carrying nest material to nest; 80% complete.
30 Apr - No BUSH or nest detected at the described location. BUSH building nest 200' SE maybe this pair. RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

4/4/2011 5003354 BUSH Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR Within 10 feet of AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest gone.

5/3/2011 Monitor observed pair and nest building on 4/4. Pair adding lining to nearly complete nest. Undeterred by traffic on 
road. Buffer flagged for no road improvements. - 4/5/2011 IM
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 -  Nest looks good, but no birds observed during 2 observation periods - will return.
sjohnston - 4/26/2011 3:48:20 PM - Nest not located; no bustit obs or heard in the area of the reported nest location.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Nest gone; appears nesting attempt failed.

6/13/2011 7002496 PHAI Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

20 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the 
course of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird 
contstucts a nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest 
substation and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. 
Activity levels at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest gone; 
unknown reason.

6/14/2011 6/13/2011
Male is bringing material to nest and building and female is helping out by shaping.  Nest is approximately 75% 
complete.
ahill - 6/14/2011 6:56:50 PM
Nesting attempt failed; no sign of nest or nesting material nearby. Did not fail due to project activities.
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4/12/2011 5000795 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 973033 35 feet from work area. 100 feet Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of Reconductor lines, 

following same principles as blanket exemption for Alpine Blvd.
2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest is on 
private property and 

unavailable for 
physical inspection, 

but observations 
implied this nesting 

attempt was 
abandoned early for 
unknown reasons.

4/25/2011 12 Apr HOFI pr carrying nest materials behind non-native planting against wall. - RR
18 Apr No HOFI detected at this location 0910-0930. Trenching crew at work nearby. - RR
25 Apr No HOFI detected at or near nest, suggests nest abandoned prior to incubation. - RR

4/21/2011 5000871 LEGO Closed Elliott Substation 40 feet to existing 
substation.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest likely 
destroyed by 

predation.

5/3/2011 21 Apr - LEGO female building nest, male guarding. 0800 - RR
26 Apr - LEGO female on nest 1220. - RR
3 May Nest destroyed - appears predated from above. 1020 . Change to Closed. - RR

4/12/2011 5000786 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest may 
have never been 

completed - behavior 
observed likely part 
of the site selection 

process.

4/21/2011 In hollowed black bridge above mast. Very few sprigs of vegetation being actively gathered, but no nest as of yet. 
Should be checked during nest survey for status.
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:12:34 AM - Nesting material gone. No sign of new attempt. This nest is closed.

4/12/2011 5000785 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest may 
have never been 

completed; behavior 
observed likely part 
of the site selection 

process.

4/11/2011 Adult entering pipe, splatter on pipe 4-12 (FH/BA).
19 Apr - Numerous courting HOFI, but no conclusive nesting. - RR
26 Apr - No confirmed nesting activity at this location. Change to Inactive. - RR
2 May - No change, no confirmed nesting during substation construction.- RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:27 PM  No activity at this pipe opening detected during 20 minute observation period, despite 
House Finch activity in general area.  Change to Closed.

4/16/2011 5000834 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
CP88-1 AR

35 feet from existing AR, 
on house.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 
passage allowed.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest may 
never have been 

completed; behavior 
observed likely part 
of selection process.

5/13/2011 4/16 - Nest building in progress - RR.
4/22 - Nest construction activities continue 0958. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:28:37AM - House finches observed at nest.
5/6 - HOFI continue to bring material here but no nest has formed 1127. - RR
5/13 - No nest has been constructed - closed. - RR

5/24/2011 7001939 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

40 feet 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and construction related activity are appropriate when 
considered along with the plan, providing type and duration of access is strictly 
regulated. 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest never 
completed; behavior 
may have been part 
of the site selection 

process.

7/7/2011 sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:15:01 AM
Nest building.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:38:42 AM
Nest building.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 11:56:09 AM
Nest is gone.
sjohnston - 6/18/2011 3:56:12 PM
Observed nest building by pair of HOFI.
sjohnston - 6/21/2011 1:46:21 PM
very small amount of nesting material. repeated trips to nest obs by HOFI
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:17:51 PM
Nest appears to be 2% done.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 9:11:05 AM
No activity since 6/24/2011 observed. 

AR065772
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4/27/2011 7000921 BUSH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 

property
Within 10 feet of 
driveway edge.

100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

NBR Submit Date: 05/05/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/06/2011

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near Hwy 67, a very busy and noisy highway, 
illustrating normalized behaviors to this steady disturbance. The adult birds 
have tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other human acvities onsite have not 
deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated with work will be monitored, as 
will nest sites for any potential impacts.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest never 
completed; other 
species removing 
nest material from 

this nest.

27 Apr - 10% complete, BUSH pair carrying material from predated nest ID 50003336 1248. - RR
5 May - Nest never completed LEGO removing material. Change to Closed. 

4/22/2011 5000881 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 0 feet; inside substation. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest not 
completed and no 

eggs laid.

emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:46:13 AM - Nest is approximately 50% complete and there is fresh material in the nest. No 
birds approached the nest during the hour we were observing it. 
emorgan - 4/28/2011 11:07:25 AM - Nest does not have any fresh material and no birds were observed near the nest 
during the 2 hours of observation.

rradd - 6/7/2011 5:11:12 PM
Nest appears to have reactivated;  Near constant activity here by HOFI pr.
rradd - 6/13/2011 5:01:31 PM
No HOFI detected during 30 min. obs. Change to Closed.

5/11/2011 7001445 RCSP Closed CP18 50-70 feet 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

The vegetation in this area should remain intact as long as this nest or others 
are within this patch. Vehicular access is not anticipated to impact this nest, 
provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the 
buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest not 

confirmed on multiple 
visits by multiple 

observers.

7/24/2011 tfitanides - 5/11/2011 4:12:45 PM - Pair seen gathering nesting material. Exact location of nest unknown. Nest in 
attached photo of undetermined status.
18 May No RCSP detected during 30 min. obs. on cold windy day. Will survey again. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:06:02 PM
 No detections by multiple obs. Change to Closed. 

5/8/2011 7001016 BLPH Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet; nest is on boom 
truck within yard.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
partially built and 

then not completed.

5/8/2011 Female BLPH observed making multiple trips with nest material while male perched nearby.  Nest is just getting 
started - currently only consists of a dozen or so globs of mud placed by female in two spots along frame/cross-
bracing (1 percent built).  Discovered by monitor GHuffman, confirmed by jdicus and mdicus - 5/8/2011 12:57:31 PM.  


imaunsell - 5/9/2011 8:50:49 AM Nest re-evaluated today to assess for further nest building activities. No further nest 
building attempts were observed on 5/8 and monitor on 5/9 saw no nest building for two hours. Nest status changed to 
closed and buffer removed in field.

3/29/2011 5003292 BUSH Closed TL 6924 - Z171691 25 feet from existing AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
predated.

5/17/2011 BUSH entering nest. rradd - 4/11/2011 8:07:26 AM
18 Apr - BUSH not detected 0750-0820. - RR
25 Apr - BUSH incubating. RR
02 May - No BUSH detected at or near nest during 30 min observation. 0825-0855.- RR
10 May No BUSH detected at or near nest during 30 min observation. - RR
17 May Nest depredated - hole observed through side. Change to Closed. - RR

4/18/2011 5000840 BUSH Closed CP42-1 5 feet from AR, 550 feet 
to tower area.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
predated.

5/9/2011 Pair of birds flew in. Female entered and remained in nest, male flew off and returned minutes later, and briefly 
entered nest - sritt - 4/18/2011 3:29:30 PM.

kkilpatrick - 5/9/2011 11:50:32 AM Nest damaged due to unknown causes. Empty.
Please recheck before closing.
BUSH will not repair a predated nest. Change to Closed. - RR

4/14/2011 5000816 CAGN Closed Elliott Substation 420 feet from corner of 
substation.

300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
predated. Nest torn 
to pieces from the 
lining bottom up.

4/21/2011 Female lining nest with white fluff and male periodically assisting. Buffer of 300 feet does not extend into any work 
area, so no ESA signage needed - kalberts - 4/14/2011 10:15:19 AM.
kalberts - 4/22/2011 3:42:20 PM - Nest observed depredated on 4/21/11.

6/20/2011 7002522 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

20 feet from traffic. 100 feet ESA staked at edge of 
road.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the 
course of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird 
contstucts a nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest 
substation and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. 
Activity levels at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest seems 
to be still 

intact.7.18.11 AHILL

6/30/2011 ahill - 6/20/2011
Observed pair copulating and female bringing nesting material to nest (75% complete).
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 2:40:05 PM
No finches observed or heard during 2 observation periods.
kkilpatrick - 7/2/2011 2:54:35 PM
No activity at nest, nor were any HOFIs in area detected during check from 12:33 to 13:27. Nest appears intact. Flock 
of BUSHs in substrate did not elicit a HOFI response.
ahill - 7/18/2011 9:14:51 AM
no activity observed in past 10 days. 

3/16/2011 6003237 HOWR Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

35 feet from driveway. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest taken 
over by mice before 
HOWR could begin 

laying or after HOWR 
decided to abandon 

the nest.

4/1/2011 HOWR singing atop tank, nest visible under cover.
3/18/11 - HOWR not seen going to and from nest but still appears active. (DBusby)
24 Mar - HOWR singing, but not visting. Cold weather suppressing breeding activity. - RR
31 Mar - No HOWR detected during 30 minurte observation. Change to inactive. - RR
1 April - Nest taken over by 2 mice who now live under the cover on the tank. Closed. IM

AR065773
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4/26/2011 7000924 LEGO Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest torn 

apart by predator or 
high winds.

5/2/2011 sjohnston - 4/26/2011 3:35:09 PM 
Observed nest building; nest near complete. Bird not effected by foot or vehicle traffic. Placed ESA (no stopping 5 mph 
speed limit) signed on access road.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011
Nest torn apart by predator or high winds - closed.

4/1/2011 5003336 BUSH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

60 feet from driveway. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest torn 
open from above, 

presumed predated.

Pair building nest. Nest is about 10% complete. Pair was not disturbed by foot traffic 10-15 feet away. 1 April 2011 - IM 
(gps not functioning, mapped by hand.)
Pair visiting nest - imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:31:57 AM.
19 Apr - Nest appears complete, no BUSH detected.1125. Trimbled and vertex moved. - RR
26 Apr - Hole approximate 2 inch diameter torn into N side of nest. Presume predated. Change to Closed. Pair building 
new nest 100 feet away with remnants of this nest. - RR

4/1/2011 5003331 CACW Closed EP243 30 feet from 12kv AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest was 
apparently an 

alternate nest; 2 
'active' nests nearby 
to south and north.

6/27/2011 Nest 50% complete 4-1 TC.   Still incomplete; much orange plastc twine 4-6 (PK).
RAbe - 4/18/2011 3:30:30 PM Nest w/in 100' buffer of 12 kV work limits and AR. Fresh trash added to nest.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Nest destroyed by predator; closed.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Nest rebuilt/being rebuilt.
jpawlicki - 5/13/2011 8:03:35 AM - Adult observed continually bringing nesting material to nest.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Nest rebuilt; entrance large and well-used.
phoward - 5/19/2011 12:43:39 PM  - Nest buffer updated to allow thru traffic.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Nest rebuilt.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011 - Nest status unchanged.
PKonrad - 6/7/2011 - Nest appears to be predated again; top torn away - closed.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 11:15:30 AM - Nest has been torn apart on top; appears to be predated - again - closed.
PKonrad - 6/14/2011 - Yes, nest has been rebuilt again; entrance good; nest not top-notch. Pair of wrens active at nest 
a few feet south of this nest.
PKonrad - 6/21/2011 - Nest in disrepair; top and cavity exposed. No wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 - No change; nearby nests to south and north still 'active' - closed.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 11:16:02 AM
No changes; no wrens in area - closed.
barnold - 6/3/2011 1:05:05 PM - Nest appears inactive, no Cactus Wren observed.



4/21/2011 5000873 LASP Closed CP17-1 80 feet from tower 
center.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 25 
feet.

This request is contingent upon two conditions: (1) The impact limit zone that is 
closest to the nest be used solely for parking of vehicles, and not for any 
construction activities or loud equipment (ie., generators). (2) An angled 
physical buffer (ie., a large sheet of plywood with a frame) be constructed and 
placed next to and above the nest.  Additionally, the parked vehicles should 
provide for a visual and acoustic buffer that would protect the nest.  The angled 
physical buffer should provide a buffer against wind shear and acoustic 
disturbance that will result from any helo-associated activity.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest was 
initially observed in 
early nesting stage.

5/10/2011 sritt - 4/21/2011 7:34:51 PM - Pair of birds flushed from nest. Pair later seen feeding in grassy road.
3 May - No nest or LASP detected at described location during 30 minute observation. Re-survey. - RR
10 May.Unable to detect nest or LASP during 30 min area hand search - closed. - RR

4/19/2011 5000854 LEGO Closed CP40-2 34 feet from permanent 
construction pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest was 
never relocated after 

initial observation.

5/13/2011 Pair actively building new nest - sritt - 4/19/2011 1:13:35 PM.
kkilpatrick - 5/9/2011 1:14:10 PM. Nest was not found. Found another old nest nearby, but not the same?
13 May No LEGO nest at the described location. No LEGO detected in 30 min. obs 1611.  Change to Closed.  - RR

4/15/2011 5000830 ANHU Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 8 feet from road; 3,800 
feet from yard.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest was 
not relocated after 

original nest building 
report.

5/3/2011 tcooper - 4/15/2011 Fresh looking nest, bio monitor observed adult building this morning. Buffer flagged for no road 
improvements, but allows vehicle passage.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 12:53:37 PM   No bird observed, no nest found during 2 extensive searches - will return. 
sjohnston - 4/26/2011 3:51:36 PM - no bird observed. no reported nest found.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - No nest or birds observed; nest gone. Appears to be a failed nesting attempt.

4/19/2011 5000855 BUSH Closed CP40-2 0 feet; within permanent 
construction pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest was 
predated.

5/13/2011 Pair repeatedly observed building nest - sritt - 4/19/2011 5:26:59 PM.
kkilpatrick - 5/9/2011 12:18:03 PM .Nest observed  in manzanita, not sure if same.
Appears fairly complete, but no activity observed.
13 May Nest predated - torn open above nest bowl 1523. Change to  Closed. - RR

AR065774
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2/18/2011 5000013 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest was 

unused this breeding 
season.

5/24/2011 Appears to be an old nest that might be present in pre-existing data. Out of 5 nests observed this is only nest that could 
become active. CACW heard vocalizing in area but not observed. Same adult vocalizing near nest to west was seen 
near this nest on 
18 Mar No CACW detected on this territory 1200 - 1245. Vehicle traffic noted. - RR
24 Mar No CACW detected on this territory 0830-0930 - RR
30 Mar activity within territory, see 5000431 - RR
5 Apr CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
11 Apr Nest not visited -- CACW occupying other end of this territory 11:00-11:30. - RR
25 Apr No activity 1630-1650. CACW occupying other end of this territory. - RR
3 May No improvements at this nest, now decrepit.Change to inactive. - RR
10 May No change.
17 May No change
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:04:27 PM
No change 1330 ... breeding pair at S end of territory.

5/23/2011 7001927 LASP Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nesting 

attempt abandoned 
due to unknown 

causes.

5/26/2011 Bowl nest; adult observed by biomonitor on Thurs and Friday (5/20); adult observed - ffhoffman - 5/23/2011.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - Nest looks abandoned; north side of nest pulled away and interior hasn't been lined; no eggs. 
Nest should be re-evaluated next work day (Tuesday) morning with this information in mind.
sritt - 6/1/2011 11:18:51 AM - No change - closed.

5/5/2011 7000985 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 872367 0 feet 100 feet Removal of insulator would compromise nest.  A buffer modification is not 
appropriate.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nesting 

attempt may have 
been detered by 
House Wrens, or 

original observation 
may have been part 
of the site selection 

process.

6/1/2011 tfitanides - 6/1/2011 4:23:35 PM
A pair of HOFI entered insulator bracket but were readily flushed out by HOWR (nesting at 379536). HOWR continued 
to make territorial calls and aggressive postures. HOFI activity at insulator bracket of 872637 was not observed after. 
Status changed to inactive.
mdicus, ghuffman - 5/5/2011 - HOFI female observed carrying nest material into base of insulator.  Several additional 
nests observed at base of other 5 insulators; one was visited by a House Wren.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 4:22:23 PM - Please note nearby non-project tower 23023 as potential nest site for one of several 
HOFI pairs in vicinity.
kalberts - 7/21/2011 10:29:28 PM
x.

5/12/2011 7001457 BUSH Closed CP24-1 35 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nesting 
chronology and 
outcome of nest 

suggest predation.

6/7/2011 12 May Observed a pair of BUSH bringing small bits of nesting material into the nest. -SJ
18 May BUSH enters nest 1508 departs 1519. - RR
eelias - 6/2/2011 3:13:28 PM
Elias visited this nest for 20 minutes on 5/31/2011. There was no activity; however, I was not able to actually find this 
nest.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:07:47 AM
Nest bottom is torn out.
Change to Closed.

5/25/2011 7002355 CALT Closed TL 6916 - 973036 10 feet to AR; 25 fet to 
work area; 95 ft to tower

100 feet Buffer reduced to 25 
feet.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer. 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nesting 

chronology indicates 
insufficient time for 
nest to successfully 

hatch. Abandonment 
prior to egg-laying or 

predation are 
possible causes.

6/13/2011 phoward - 5/25/2011 10:47:41 AM - Pair seen near nest, no nest visits.
fhoffman - 5/31/2011 5:09:15 PM
No adults observed, new material in nest. 5-31-11, FH
rradd - 6/13/2011 3:32:20 PM
Nest is clean, intact and empty.
Change to Closed

5/14/2011 7001918 RWBL Closed CP80-1 AR 30 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer kept, but vehicular 
passage allowed

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nesting not 
initiated.

6/4/2011 rradd - 5/26/2011 4:47:13 PM - No RWBL detected associating within this location during 30 minute observation. 1200. 
Will check once more before closing.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:49:57 PM - No detections. Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:50:45 PM - Buffers and stakes removed.

AR065775
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2/7/2011 5000424 CACW Closed JVR 12kV - Pole 

P2466095
30 feet; 12kv AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Never any 
evidence of eggs or 
nestlings; apparently 

an alternate nest.

Cactus wren pair duet called from 7 feet high perch 75 feet east of newly built nest - yellow buffer tape tied on yucca 
nest site.
Status unchanged; no birds in area 3-16 (PK).     
Status same; Cactus wren singing nearby 3-25 (PK).
New materials added including GHOW feathers 4-6 (PK).
RAbe - 4/18/2011 2:59:29 PM - New feathers added to nest.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - No apparent changes.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - No change.
RAbe - 5/13/2011 10:59:06 AM - No apparent changes.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - New nesting material added; wren singing nearby to south.
PKonrad - 5/26/2011 - Entrance looks recently used. Wren calling and acting territoially 150 feet southeast.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011 - Entrance has some new white material; wren singing to south.
barnold - 6/3/2011 1:28:53 PM
Cactus Wren flew from general area of nest.
PKonrad - 6/7/2011 - Nest appears slightly compacted from the top; wren calling territorially to the south.
PKonrad - 6/14/2011 - Same as last week, including wren singing to south.
PKonrad - 6/21/2011 - Nest is in disrepair; changed to inactive; will check back.
PKonrad - 6/27/2011 - No changes; no wrens in area - closed.

6/28/2011 7002573 CACW Closed EP269 AR 3 feet north of AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. New nest is 
opened with what 
appears to be a 
second entry.

eelias - 6/28/2011 2:52:51 PM
No eggs or nestlings in nest; no adults were active in this area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 1:55:15 PM
Nest good with a clear entrance; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/20/2011 12:08:10 PM
No wrens in area; nest looks good but unchanged.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 1:33:49 PM
Nest looks good except what appears to be a second entrance has been opened on top of the south side; original 
entrance opens to northwest. Interior chamber is wide open; until improved or abandoned, closed.

6/30/2011 7002581 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. New partial 
nest blown out by 

wind.

7/7/2011 pkonrad - 6/30/2011 1:08:29 PM
Female House Finch bringing nesting material to site and lying on unfinished nest; nest about 40% complete.
sritt - 7/5/2011 5:32:52 PM
Nest found on ground below water tank axel - closed.

6/29/2011 7002578 BTSP Closed EP277 TSAP 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No activity 
detected since nest 
was documented; 
likely abandoned, 

possibly due to late 
season start.

6/30/2011 shampton - 6/29/2011 4:09:29 PM
Near complete nest. A pair of BTSP were observed foraging and singing on the TSAP around the nest. Not observed 
carrying material or going to nest.
tfitanides - 6/30/2011 1:53:39 PM
Nest appears not to have been used recently. Bottom of cup was thin and a twig laid over the top of the cup. Status 
changed to inactive.
tfitanides - 7/7/2011 6:06:17 PM
Nest appears un-altered since 6/30. No BTSP activity at nest during a 2 hour bird survey on site.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to lack of activity during the last 2 nest checks.

4/30/2011 7000949 WESJ Closed EP92 25 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No birds 

were ever observed 
at this nest.

5/20/2011 shampton - 4/30/2011 11:31:11 AM - Pair close-by, watching us when we approached nest. No eggs.
RAbe - 5/10/2011 1:31:33 PM - Jays in the area. Nest has lots of lining and looks to be almost complete.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - Nice nest; no eggs or jays. (Apparent pentab problems on 5-6.)
emorgan - 5/20/2011 2:05:53 PM - There has been no change in the nest since last monitoring. consider closing nest if 
there has been no change at the next monitoring.      Pkonrad - 5/27/2011 - No change - closed.
imaunsell - 5/24/2011 7:50:21 AM
Nest status change to closed due to comments provided. An active nest should have eggs present within nearly a 
month of completion.

6/21/2011 7002534 HOOR Closed TL 639 - 397518 50 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No cause of 
failure was directly 

observed.

7/5/2011 imaunsell - 6/21/2011 7:26:02 AM
Pair attending nest.
rradd - 6/27/2011 11:35:36 AM
Nest appears fresh and complete - no orioles detected.
rradd - 7/5/2011 12:39:28 PM
Nest appears clean and intact - no HOOR detected during 45 mins of observation.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:55:07 AM
Change to Closed.
No change in activity at this nest indicates likely abandonment. HOOR may have renested 500 feet north.
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6/3/2011 7002439 ATFL Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 

pullsite - driveway entry
45 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No 

detections following 
exploratory behavior; 

no confirmed nest 
established.

6/30/2011 rradd - 6/3/2011 at 1634
ATFL pair at cavity, (presumed) female entering with beak full of lining materials.
rradd - 6/9/2011 12:16:53 PM
No ATFL detections during 30 min. observation. Likely egg-laying period, continue to monitor.
rradd - 6/17/2011 8:56:25 AM
ATFL comes to tree and contact calls, but does not enter cavity before departing 0842.
rradd - 6/24/2011 2:42:08 PM
No ATFL detections at this cavity during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 6/30/2011 2:31:05 PM
No ATFL detections at this cavity 1300-1330.
Change to Closed. 

4/25/2011 7000899 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 57 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No egg 
laying activities 

observed at this nest 
location this season.

6/20/2011 25 Apr Large new CACW nest still being added to 17:25.- RR
3 May CACW calling from this location 1255. - RR
10 May CACW continues to advertise this territory with new material piles, but no food carry. - RR
17 May No CACW obs here during 30 min. obs 1650. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:16:42 PM
No CACW detected 1305-1335.
rradd - 6/1/2011 10:25:09 AM
CACW on this  territory, building new nests E and W of this nest 0945 - 1020.
rradd - 6/7/2011 1:34:54 PM
Nest in good condition, with fresh material atop a clean SW-facing opening.. 
rradd - 6/13/2011 12:09:32 PM
No CACW detections here during 45 min. obs.
rradd - 6/20/2011 1:37:03 PM
No CACW detections here during 30 min. obs. Change to Inactive

5/25/2011 7002367 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within work limits. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No eggs 

ever detected, and 
observations suggest 
behavior at this site 

was exploratory.

6/16/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 3:59:03 PM
No MODO on this empty nest during 30 min. obs. Will check once more before closing.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:40:56 AM
MODO pair copulating and occupying this gutter.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:53:36 PM
No MODO detected here. Presume abandoned as dumbest nest site ever.

5/10/2011 7001430 CATH Closed EP91 5-10 feet from pull site 
boundary.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No 
indication of reason.

5/27/2011 Female flushed from nest but then returned; 3 eggs; female very secretive. dbusby - 5/10/2011 
       RA, TC, EM checked this nest on  - 5/20/2011 
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - No nest or nest material found in scrub oak or on the ground below it. No sign of thrashers, 
eggs, egg shells, or nestlings - closed.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 1:39:37 PM
No nest or nest material found in this scrub oak or on the ground beneath or surrounding it. No sign of thrashers, eggs, 
egg shells, or nestlings - closed.

5/13/2011 7001469 BTGN Closed JVR 12 kV - P42226 50 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 45 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
•The female Gnatcatcher showed a tolerance to human disturbance by not 
flushing from the nest upon its discovery by the nest survey crew.
•A tolerance to human disturbance was also exhibited by the Gnatcatchers by 
performing a nest exchange in the presence of the nest survey crew.
•The nesting pair built their nest next to an active produce storage yard, despite 
a high level of disturbance in the form of noise and dust produced by heavy 
equipment use, vehicle traffic, and foot traffic.
•The birds  built their nest in a four-winged saltbush, which is a dense, woody, 
compact plant species that conceals the nest within it. Furthermore, a thick 
stand of four-winged saltbush exists between the nest and Pole P42226, 
provides a natural barrier.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No 
indication of reason.

5/31/2011 RAbe - 5/13/2011 10:42:19 AM - Female incubating.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No gnatcatchers found in the area; a new empty nest is present (but on the south side of bush). 
Will check back to check for future activity.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - No eggs; 1 gnatctcher observed 100 feet south.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011 - No eggs; no birds; appears abandoned - closed.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 12:13:48 PM
No eggs; no birds; appears inactive - closed.

6/23/2011 7002546 PHAI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 50 west of AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No 
indication.

6/29/2011 pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:17:59 PM
Pair is nest building at an almost complete bowl nest. Male very active in area of nest
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 10:49:04 AM
Pair appears to have abandoned this nesting attempt; female Bullock's Oriole taking nesting material from this nest 
(and others) repeatedly to build nest nearby; no Phainopeplas in area of nest during extended observations. Closed.

6/23/2011 7002551 CACW Closed EP259-2 AR 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No known 
activity at this nest 

this year; nest found 
late in nesting 
season (6-23).

7/13/2011 emorgan - 6/23/2011 3:36:45 PM
No Cactus Wrens observed in area around nest. Downy feathers present on outside of nest.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 11:53:19 AM
Inactive nest; entrance being used as a collection and feeding site for jujube seeds, probably by a small mammal - 
closed.

AR065777
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4/19/2011 5000850 MODO Closed CP88-1 55 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 

vehicular passage is 
allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No nest 

found at location on 
follow-up visits.

4/30/2011 shampton - 4/19/2011 8:51:57 AM - Adult on nest and mate observed bringing additional nest material.
Apr 30 No nest or MODO could be detected at this location from a few feet away. Closed. - RR

4/5/2011 5003359 HOFI Closed TL 230 - 873078 15 feet horizontally, 100 
feet vertically.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No nest was 
established here.

4/21/2011 4/05 - Adult female HOFI observed carrying nest materials into small opening in tower (J&M Dicus, R. Abe).
12 Apr - No nest found in lattice tower; no HOFI detected at tihs location 1330-1400. - RR
21 Apr - No nest found, no HOFI associating with this location. Change to Closed. - RR

3/7/2011 6002385 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 15 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No nesting 
activity observed at 
nest this season.

6/7/2011 3/7/11 - 1 nest appears old and weathered, the other in very good condition, with fresh material atop a clean southwest-
facing opening.
18 Mar - CACW calling across this territory - at least 2 birds present. - RR
24 Mar - CACW calling from high perches across this territory. - RR
30 Mar - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
5 Apr - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
11 Apr - CACW calling from perches, and visting nests across this territory. - RR
18 Apr CACW calling from perches associated with this territory. 1444 - RR
25 Apr CACW calling from this location 1735. - RR
3 May CACW perched here and calling 1245. - RR
10 May CACW continues to advertise this territory with new material piles, but no food carry. - RR
17 May CACW perched here and calling briefly before moving W. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:16:23 PM - No CACW detected 1305-1335.
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:13:13 PM - One nest on east side of cactus patch with an east opening entrance appears inactive.  
Top of nest is sunken and partly obstructing entrance to nest. Could not locate other nest. Will check again tomorrow. 
No CACW detected in area.
rradd - 6/7/2011 1:26:42 PM - No improvements. CACW pr are nesting at other end of territory. Change to Inactive.

2/7/2011 5000426 OTHE Closed EP240 and 12kV JVR 0 feet; within alignment 
for access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No nesting 
activity was ever 

linked to this nest.

4/15/2011 Potential satellite nest for cactus wren, no bird observed tending nest (so will affect construction if brood is in nest). 
2/7/11
Update 3-8 -This nest is open from above, with daylight visible through the sides and contains much larger strands of 
twine than noted in any other CACW nest seen to date. 
No activity; top of nest is open like a bowl nest; questionable if this is still a cactus wren nest - Califomia thrasher in 
area 3-16 (PK).     
Update 3/18/11 - No activity. (B. Lo)      
Nest inactive 3-28 (PK). 
May be California thrasher satellite nest as adult from nearby nest perched next to it when bio checked active thrasher 
nest nearby 4-6 (PK).
barnold - 4/14/2011 11:52:35 AM - No activity at or near nest.
Closed due to no breeding activity observed at this nest throughout all periods. kalberts - 4/15/2011 8:22:36 PM.

3/31/2011 5003303 LBWO Closed EP254-3 15 feet from temp ROW, 
107 feet to tower center.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No nesting 
attempt was initiated 

at this  possible 
exploratory 
excavation.

4/28/2011 Male observed excavating cavity and vocalizing (rma) 3/31/2011.
4/12/11 - No woodpeckers observed in area.  Nest cavity excavated to depth of 2.5 inches (J&M Dicus).
RAbe - 4/19/2011 11:36:55 AM - Male observed within a few hundred feet during EP253-2 nest survey. Cavity has not 
been excavated post visit on 4/12/11. Still appears to be at depth of 2.5 inches. Nest status closed due to inactivity.
No change. No woodpeckers seen. - sritt - 4/20/2011 1:04:36 PM
No change. No woodpeckers seen nearby . - sritt - 4/28/2011 2:34:39 PM

3/18/2011 6002384 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 30 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No nesting 
behavior observed at 

this nest location.

6/7/2011 18 Mar - CACW calling across this territory - at least 2 birds present. - RR
24 Mar - CACW calling from high perches across this territory. - RR
30 Mar - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
5 Apr - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
11 Apr - CACW calling from perches, and visting nests across this territory. - RR
18 Apr CACW calling frim this location. - RR
3 May No CACW detected at this nest 1225-1305. - RR
10 May CACW continues to advertise this territory with new material piles, but no food carry. - RR
17 May No activity at this nest during 30 minutes of observation. 1640 - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:14:22 PM - CACW calling on this territory 1400
rradd - 6/1/2011 8:57:42 PM - No CACW detected on this territory during 30 min. obs 1030-1100. Nest appears 
weathered.
rradd - 6/7/2011 9:05:52 PM - No improvements and no CACW detected on this territory during 1 hr obs. Change to 
Inactive.

5/31/2011 7002402 HOWR Closed TL 639 - 379527 0 feet; on tower. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No 
observations to 

indicate a nest was 
ever initiated at this 

structure.

6/6/2011 5/31/2011 12:45 PM
HOWR singing incessantly and entering this cavity. Scolding at observer approach, then singing from adjacent brush. 
1246. - RR
rradd - 6/6/2011 2:38:16 PM
No detections during 30 min.obs. Likely a second nest from pr @ ID 7000796. 
sdhall - 6/10/2011 2:32:32 PM
No activity for 45 min. Presume nest inactive.

AR065778
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4/27/2011 7000916 WESJ Closed EP85-2 30 feet from nearest 

work.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No reason 
for abandonment of 
partially built nest.

5/12/2011 emorgan - 4/27/2011 11:57:22 AM - Stick nest is about 25% complete. Pair of scrub jays observed near the nest.
fhoffman - 5/3/2011 11:41:53 AM - No further construction of nest, no adult activity in immediate vicinity of nest.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - Partial nest probably abandoned; no jays near site; only circle frame of twigs present - closed.

4/18/2011 5000842 CACW Closed JVR 12kV - Pole 
P2466095

55 feet from yard limits. 
30 feet from AR.

100 feet ESA staked at yard lmits. 
Drive through access 

only on AR.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these 
areas are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and 
therefore are not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no 
change in activity levels occurs.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact the nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within the buffer zone. 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No wren 

activity at apparently 
old or alternate site 

this breeding season.

4/26/2011 RAbe - 4/18/2011 3:16:54 PM - Appears to be rebuilding old, beat-up nest. Fresh grass on top of base of old nest; 
15% complete. Within 10O foot buffer of 12 kV work limits and AR.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Any new material no longer present; remaing nest remnant very old and collapsed; reclosed.

4/27/2011 7000918 CACW Closed EP231A  AR 30 feet from AR; 1300 
feet from EP 231 A.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 
passage allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction will occur within the buffer. The 
Agencies concurred to the following:
Traffic can pass through all three nest buffers since the road has pre-existing 
traffic and construction traffic will not significantly add to traffic volume.  
Conditions associated:  No work is allowed within the three 100-foot nest 
buffers.  Traffic on the access road cannot stop or park within the three 100-foot 
nest buffers.  Traffic will not exceed 10mph inside the three 100-foot nest 
buffers.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No wrens 
have been observed 
here since the nest 

was built; this 
appears to be an 

unused satellite nest 
at best.

7/19/2011 shampton - 4/27/2011 12:15:55 PM - Nest appears complete; CACW heard singing in area.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No apparent changes; no birds.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - Big, well built nest; wren singing from hill to southwest.
vnovik - 5/13/2011 1:11:26 PM - Cactus wrens calling in area. Nest appears well built.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No apparent change; no wrens.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:41:59 PM
No changes; no wrens.
sritt - 6/6/2011 10:46:56 AM
Nest in good condition. CACW calling in area.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 4:08:20 PM
Nice nest; no apparent changes; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 11:14:31 AM
Today, this nest has no changes and there are no wrens in the area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 1:36:11 PM
No change to nest; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:58:30 PM
Nest exterior rain-soaked; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 1:02:03 PM
Nest dry and looks unrepaired; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 2:45:38 PM
Nest is in disrepair and has been inactive for some time; no wrens have been active in the area since the nest was built 
many weeks ago - closed.

6/28/2011 7002575 CACW Closed EP269 AR 67 feet south of AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Not used 
this season.

7/13/2011 eelias - 6/28/2011 3:06:41 PM
Complete nest; no eggs or nestlings in nest; no adults were active in this area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 1:40:25 PM
Older nest not recently active; entrance blocked - closed.

5/10/2011 7001436 BUSH Closed CP31-2 AR 77 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. 
Observations 

suggest that nest 
was abandoned 

before egg laying.

5/24/2011 10 May - Nest appears complete with BUSH pair visiting but not yet incubating 0815. - RR
tfitanides - 5/14/2011 1:03:43 PM - BUSH in nearby oak but no activity observed with nest for 30 minutes.
21 May BUSH paired,. loafing nearby, but not entering nest during 20 min mid-day obs. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 7:22:00 PM
No BUSH detected at or near this location 1708-1738. Change to Closed.

3/31/2011 5003316 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Observed 
behavior was 

exploratory in nature 
and a nest was never 

constructed. 

4/21/2011 3/31/11 Observed pair bringing nesting material to opening. Flagged (Cummings).
barnold - 4/12/2011 11:37:11 AM - No birds observed in immediate area.
barnold - 4/21/2011 12:01:37 PM - No birds observed in immediate area.  Change status to inactive - closed

AR065779
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4/26/2011 7000905 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 

feet.
The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      following reasons:
 
            •             House finches are known to nest in proximity to
            human activity and exhibit a high tolerance towards human
            disturbances. They have relatively high rates of nest success
            within areas of high human activity.
            •             These nests are located high up in the steel,
            between 20 and 40 feet above the ground.
            •             Past NBMs of similar nature with house finch in
            structures have not effected the success of the nests.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Observed 
behavior was 

exploratory in nature 
and a nest was never 

constructed. 

6/27/2011 6 Apr - Female HOFI arranging nest material and entering 0855. - RR
2 May HOFI breeding activity continues. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:56 PM  No activity at this specific location, but House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:30 AM House Finch activity in area but not at this specific described location.
barnold - 6/1/2011 4:51:55 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:51:43 AM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:47:56 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:55:26 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:27:54 PM
No activity at this specific insulator location, but House Finches in this bay and adjacent bays including family group, 
singing males, pair, and single female.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:52:32 PM

5/5/2011 7000982 CAKI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Observed 
behavior was 

exploratory in nature 
and a nest was never 

constructed. 

5/11/2011 tfitanides - 5/5/2011 12:40:32 PM - Nesting material brought by female; not fully constructed.
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:38 PM  - No nest in location as described and mapped.  Change to closed.

6/28/2011 7002608 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0; in Scamore 
Substation

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Observed 
behavior was 

exploratory in nature 
and a nest was never 

constructed. 

7/6/2011 barnold - 7/6/2011 5:54:16 PM
Adult House Finch observed by bio-monitor bringing nesting material on 28 June. No House Finch activity on 6 July.

5/14/2011 7001478 ATFL Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

30 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the 
course of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird 
contstucts a nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest 
substation and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. 
Activity levels at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Observed 
behavior was likely 

exploratory in nature 
and no further 

nesting activity was 
linked to this cavity.

6/6/2011 ahill - 5/14/2011.
Saw pair going to nest location repeatedly; female brought material in.
tfitanides - 5/23/2011 3:47:27 PM
ATFL pair presumed to be nesting in the area. Pair is frequenting multiple potential nest sites. No activity observed with 
specific cavity marked in PenTab.
tfitanides - 6/6/2011 8:57:07 AM
Suitable cavity in tree covered with cobweb. No ATFL activity observed with tree. Nest status changed to closed. It is 
likely that a full nesting attempt was not made by the pair in this tree.

3/4/2011 6002309 RTHA Closed EP119-2 450 feet 500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/18/2011 Inactive 3-4 (RR) and 3-10 (PK).
23 Mar - Inactive - RR
Inactive - 3-30 (PK).    
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 9:45:20 AM   Still inactive.
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 10:18:20 AM   Inactive; closed.

3/4/2011 6002310 RTHA Closed EP119-2 350 feet from temporary 
pad.

500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

3/23/2011 Bird perched near nest, and consuming prey nearby. Bird flushed by observer; pair soaring together (one light phase, 
one dark phase) revisted area repeatedly but did not enter nest. 3/4/11
GHOW nest nearby may be retarding egg laying. Follow-up observations required.
1 adult Red-tail perched in open pasture; did not stay in area; no activity near nest site during 1/2 hour observation 
period; question active status 3-16 (PK).
3/23/2011 - Inactive, with GHOW from adjacent nest perched underneath. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would use 
the nest.

3/29/2011 6002396 OTHE Closed CP82-1 340 feet to tower site. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/20/2011 29 Mar - Nest in good condition in cluster of green stems @ fork of trunk. COHA soaring nearby. - RR
6 Apr - No activity detected.- RR
13 Apr - No activity. - RR
20 Apr - No activity. Change to Closed.- RR

3/9/2011 6002397 OTHE Closed CP82-1 240 feet to existing AR; 
480 feet to tower site.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/6/2011 6 Apr - Old and decrepit, rotted material falling to ground. Closed.- RR

AR065780
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3/9/2011 6002398 OTHE Closed CP82-1 230 feet to AR; 460 feet 

to tower site.
100 feet Blanket reduction 

granted for drive through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within boundary.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/6/2011 6 Apr - Probable old CORA nest. Appears no longer serviceable. Closed. -  RR

3/9/2011 6002401 OTHE Closed EP220-1 AR 25 feet from existing AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage should not impact nesting activities, provided that no 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within area.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/17/2011 No birds observed. Nest origins unknown. Stick nesting materials on ground under nest indicate that this is an old nest. 
It should be checked periodically for activity.
Still inactive on 3-17 (PK).; probably an old raven nest.  
Inactive 3-30 and 4-6 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 12:44:42 PM   Still inactive.
Closed, due to disrepair and lack of activity. kalberts - 4/17/2011 11:24:11 AM

3/12/2011 6003217 OTHE Closed CP31-2 30 feet to work area. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/18/2011 Activity status uncertain. Ravens defending site. The other nest was marked as active. Nest is 8 feet from AR to CP31-
2.
No activity. CORA using alternate nest in this tree. Closed.

3/12/2011 6003218 OTHE Closed Helix Yard AR 1150 feet to yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

3/25/2011 Old, Currently unused, stick nest.
16 Mar - status unchanged. RR
25 Mar - Adjacent to active COHA nest. Closed. - RR

3/9/2011 6003229 OTHE Closed CP44-1 AR 200 feet to AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/21/2011 Appears to be most recently used by ravens, as there is a dead raven fledgling on ground directly under nest. No white 
wash or prey remains beneath so no evidence of it being active. Outside of 100 foot buffer but within 500 foot buffer if 
used by raptors.
Update 3/23/11 - B. Lohstroh checked this nest, no change in status.
11 Apr - No indications of status change observed. - RR
21 Apr - Unimproved and unoccupied. Change to Closed. - RR

3/15/2011 6003231 OTHE Closed EP83-1 Pullsite and AR 20 feet to AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

3/28/2011 Found by Darin Busby on 3/15/11. Nest appears to be an inactive CALT nest. 
Nest incomplete and inactive 3-28. Closed - (PK).

3/17/2011 6003243 OTHE Closed EP27-1 30 feet from AR; 380 
feet to tower site.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/7/2011 Still inactive; past nest function uncertain; status closed 4-7 (FH/PK).

3/17/2011 6003244 OTHE Closed EP27-1 65 feet from AR; 275 
feet from tower site.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/21/2011 Nest inactive, but has good form and merits return 4-7 (PK/FH).
sritt - 4/13/2011 7:19:43 PM - No change.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Inactive; old nest or woodrat nest - closed.

4/1/2011 5003345 OTHE Closed EP85-2 AR 40 feet 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/29/2011 1 April - No sign of activity.  Smaller than a large raptor nest, should be monitored for change in activity because it 
could affect use of access road.  S. Hampton, S. Ritt.
barnold - 4/13/2011  -  No activity observed near nest (BWA & FH).
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 - Remains inactive.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - No change; closed.

4/30/2011 7000948 WESJ Closed EP93 60 feet from work area 
and 80 feet from AR.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 60 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 60 feet is 
appropriate for this nest. Nest success should not be diminished for the 
following reasons: 
Western Scrub-Jays are generally tolerant of human activity and are known to 
nest in close proximity to human disturbances.
This nest is buffered by the high density of surrounding vegetation.
There is no direct line of sight from the nest to the work area or access road.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

5/20/2011 RAbe - 4/30/2011 10:33:06 AM - Probable Scrub Jay nest with fresh, green leaves on top of it. Lining material also 
looks fresh. No birds observed at nest, but Scrub Jays in area and on top of scrub oak.
RAbe - 5/10/2011 8:06:50 AM - New chamise stem added to nest.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - No new activity; may be last year's nest. Ryan and I agree that the nest should be closed.

5/6/2011 7001002 OTHE Closed EP295 25 feet from AR; 380 
feet from EP295.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

5/18/2011 shampton - 5/6/2011 10:25:45 AM  - No birds observed associating with this nest.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 and 5/13/2011 - No birds present; unused nest and it is past the nest initiation period for large 
desert birds - closed.
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5/6/2011 7001003 OTHE Closed EP295 70 feet from AR; 430 

feet from EP 295.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest not 

used this breeding 
season.

5/6/2011 shampton - 5/6/2011 10:29:28 AM  - No birds observed associating with this nest.

5/11/2011 7001441 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons:
Highly tolerant species for which project precedent has aready been set, and 
current construction is not anticipated to impact this nest on a reduced buffer of 
20 feet or less.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

5/27/2011 11 May - HOFI visible in northernmost cavity 1500. - RR
rradd - 5/27/2011 10:23:30 AM
 HOFI pr visit but do not enter. Behavioral obs. suggest this cavity is not currently in use.
 Change to Closed.

5/23/2011 7001928 WEKI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 40 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

6/6/2011 Adult observed near nest - fhoffman - 5/23/2011.. 
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - No kingbird activity at this tree or oak to north.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 4:52:26 PM
No kingbird activity at this nest, this tree, or oak to north during extended period.
tfitanides - 6/6/2011 3:50:19 PM
Nest appears old or unused. No WEKI activity in tree or area. Status changed to closed.

2/27/2011 5000460 CACW Closed EP243 250 feet from edge of 
JVR Yard boundary.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/25/2011 Collapsed, flattened nest remnant - closed 3-25 (PK).

2/27/2011 5000461 CACW Closed EP243 375 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/25/2011 Last year's nests? Collapsed and weathered and unusable; closed 3-25 (PK).

3/2/2011 5000471 OTHE Closed Alpine Yard 120 feet from access to 
Alpine Headquarters 

Yard.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/25/2011 Still inactive 3-25 (PK).
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would use 
the nest.

3/2/2011 5000475 CACW Closed EP254-3 0 feet; within temporary 
ROW; 17 feet to perm 

ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/25/2011 Fine grasses woven into globular nest with entrance facing south. Nest appears almost fully  constructed but without 
feather lining. 3/2/11
Nesting material is old, faded grey. Nest without structure. Opening no longer obvious, Status Changed -- inactive. 
BHart 3/11/2011.
No change. - sritt - 4/20/2011 1:08:11 PM.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Nest material collapsed , weathered, and hanging down.

3/2/2011 5000481 OTHE Closed EP221A 360 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/15/2011 Nest appears to be a CORA nest built in crevice of boulder. Nest location too small and tight for RTHA. Biomomitor did 
not observe any activity at nest for over an hour. Some whitewash present, however it is likely nest inactive at this 
time.
No bird ever observed; whitewash only.
Nest officially closed as inactive corvid nest over 100 feet away from work area. kalberts - 4/15/2011 10:08:19 PM

3/3/2011 5000486 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
289+00r

470 feet away from 
Alpine Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/3/2011 Nest appears inactive at this time. 3/3/11
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would use 
the nest.

3/3/2011 5000487 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
289+00r

480 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/22/2011 Nest appears inactive at this time. 3/3/2011.
Old nest inactive; closed 3-22 (PK).
Closed; small stick nest indicates non-raptor potential. kalberts - 4/16/2011 10:09:14 AM

3/3/2011 5000492 OTHE Closed TL 639 - Z379537 0 feet, on 69 KV 
structure.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/3/2011 emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would use 
the nest.
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1/20/2011 5000518 CACW Closed EP245-1 and AR 100 feet from permanent 

ROW.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/24/2011 1/20/11 initial survey; a grass nest that appears inactive.  
1/28/11 Resurveyed.
Opening is collapsed. No signs of recent use - Inactive. B.Hart 3/08/2011.
Collapsed; flattened; closed 3-24 (PK).

2/1/2011 5000519 CACW Closed EP245-1 and AR 105 feet from permanent 
ROW of tower site.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 A grass nest that appears inactive. 2/1/11
Closed, due to no activity. kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:06:32 AM

2/25/2011 5000522 OTHE Closed EP31-2 and AR 110 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 Copious whitewash illustrates recent habitual use as a Turkey Vulture roost. This nest is probaby an old nest not 
associated with roost, which appears to be above on adjacent sycamore 3-19 (RR).
No activity 3-29 (PK).        
Old nest; no signs of nesting activity 4-7 (PK/FH).
Closed, due to no sign of activity.  kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:15:59 AM

2/25/2011 5000523 OTHE Closed EP31-2 and AR 120 feet away from 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 Probable old nest. Roosting site nearby with molted feathers and white-wash. Nest likely not associated with roost 
which appears to be above on adjacent sycamore. 3-19 (rr)
No activity at nest 3-29 (PK).      
Old nest; no birds associated with nest 4-7 (PK/FH).
Closed, due to no activity - kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:17:26 AM.

2/25/2011 5000524 OTHE Closed EP363-1, IV Sub 105 feet from temporary 
ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

2/25/2011 This stick nest is no longer present in the metal powerline tower. This inactive nest was apparently blown out of the 
tower by strong wind, although little sign of nest material can be seen in the area of the tower. This formerly inactive 
nest can be closed in the Nest Log. 2/25/11

2/17/2011 5000530 OTHE Closed Helix Yard 1200 feet from 
construction yard limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 Old nest in disrepair. 2/17/11
Closed, due to distance of 1200 feet from work area. kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:43:49 AM

2/25/2011 5000532 OTHE Closed Rough Acres Yard 425 feet from yard 
boundary.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/30/2011 No bird activity in area; chance of raptor using this nest is reduced at this time. Nearby raven nest may become active-
pair in area of well-built nest  3-15  (PK).
Nest remains inactive 3-30 (PK).
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would use 
the nest.

2/25/2011 5000533 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
117+00R, MH-7L

30 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

2/25/2011 No longer exists 2/25/11
Closed.  kalberts - 4/16/2011 10:18:13 AM

1/12/2011 5000535 OTHE Closed CP82-1 40 feet from access 
road.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/13/2011 On 3/9/11 B. Lohstroh checked this nest and still inactive.
29 Mar - No change in activity detected. - RR
13 Apr - No activity detected. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would use 
the nest.

1/20/2011 5000539 OTHE Closed EP255-2 10 feet off access road. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/25/2011 Stick nest appears intact; potential raven or raptor nest. Still inactive 3-3-11.
Still inactive 3-17 (PK).      
Still inactive 3-23 (PK).      
Inactive 4-4 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - Inactive.    
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - Still inactive.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Inactive; closed.

1/20/2011 5000540 OTHE Closed EP236-1 and Pullsite 
AR

30 feet from SWPL 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/4/2011 A stick nest that appears to be in process of construction (using creosote bush branches with leaves) Potential raptor 
nest. 1/20/11
Inactive 3/04/2011. B. Hart.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would use 
the nest.
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1/24/2011 5000541 OTHE Closed EP257 and AER Yard 40 feet from access 

road.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/19/2011 Clean, dried grass, a well-built nest with a clear opening.  CACW observed during survey, but did not see it visit nest. 
1/24/11
Modified cactus wren nest has a bowl nest built wth sticks into the top of it. Uncertain of species using this location. 
Also uncertain status. Status inactive but changed to None. 3/11/2011 Bhart. 
Modified to large bowl nest 3-23 (PK).     
No changes but nest looks well-built and could be utilized 4-4 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 3:41:38 PM   No change.    
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 12:45:59 PM    No change; closed.

1/29/2011 5000542 OTHE Closed EP32-1 AR 0 feet; along existing 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 Didn't see any birds on nest. 1/29/11
No birds were definitively associated with this nest. A pair of crows showing site fidelity may have been reacting simply 
to observer presence. Inactive at this time 3-19 (RR).
No sign of activity 3-29 (PK). 
Very old nest; no signs of activity 4-7 (FH/PK).
Closed to age of nest and no activity - kalberts - 4/16/2011 11:08:00 AM.

2/1/2011 5000544 CACW Closed EP257 30 feet from temporary 
ROW; 80 ft from 

permanent.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/23/2011 Grass nest appears weathered and inactive.
Nest wall is blown-out and cavity is exposed. Status left unchanged: inactive. BHart; 3/11/2011
Closed 3-23 (PK).

2/1/2011 5000893 OTHE Closed EP258-3 490 feet from temporary 
pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 Constructed only with larger size sticks, no trash, potential raptor. 2/1/11
This nest appears to be inactive. A common raven is sitting on the other nest. Status unchanged; inactive. BHart. 
3/11/2011
Nest closed, due to occupancy of other nest on structure by ravens, and distance nearly 500 feet away from tower site. 
kalberts - 4/16/2011 11:18:53 AM

2/10/2011 5000894 OTHE Closed EP32-1 AR 0 feet; along existing 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/19/2011 Found by biomonitor. 2/10/11
No nest found at this location - closed 3-19 (RR).

2/10/2011 5000895 OTHE Closed CP47A-1 2800 feet from nearest 
structure.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

2/10/2011 Nest does not match description or location - CLOSED - RR

2/18/2011 5000903 OTHE Closed CP82-1 110 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/29/2011 29 Mar - Nest is old and in disrepair. - RR

3/30/2011 5003296 CACW Closed EP226-1 35 feet from TSAP. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/12/2011 Nest mostly old and flattened. Potentially new material on top. No birds observed. 3/30/11 IM
shampton - 4/12/2011 4:10:03 PM - Nest looks unused. No new material.

3/30/2011 5003297 VERD Closed EP226-1 Pullsite AR 15 feet from AR; 600 
feet from tower.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/27/2011 Nest looks in good condition; no birds observed; may become active; monitor for activity. 3/30/11
Looks old, but has new nest materials including downy feathers; no birds 4-4 (PK).
shampton - 4/12/2011 4:32:43 PM - No new material. One downy feather clinging to lower outside twig, may be old.  
No birds.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Nest looks old, weathered and unused; could be closed.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No bird observed; nest looks old; closed - never any birds associated with this nest.

4/13/2011 5000798 OTHE Closed EP85-2 AR 15 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/18/2011 Old bowl nest, inactive, with no sign of recent use. No bird activity in immediate area. Nest suitably sized for western 
scrub-jay, etc. Can check for future activity, but unlikely.
Closed, since nest was old passerine nest upon discovery. kalberts - 4/18/2011 1:08:12 PM

4/13/2011 5000800 OTHE Closed TL 6916 - 678467 165 feet to work area. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/13/2011 No birds observed coming to/from nest. RSHA pair calling in neighborhood - shampton - 4/13/2011 1:49:59 PM.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would use 
the nest.
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7/18/2011 7004654 CACW Closed EP269-1 73 feet  from AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

7/18/2011 sritt 7/18/2011
Appears to be old nest with collapsed roof.

5/27/2011 7002387 OTHE Closed TL 6916 - 774843 0 feet; on tower. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this nesting 
season.

5/27/2011 tcooper - 5/27/2011 7:09:35 AM - No activity.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would use 
the nest.

7/18/2011 7004656 CACW Closed EP269-1 45 feet from AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this nesting 
season.

7/18/2011 7/18/2011 12:21 PM
Appears to be old nest with collapsed roof.

3/29/2011 6002395 OTHE Closed CP82-1 340 feet to corner of 
tower site.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this season.

4/20/2011 29 Mar - No activity detected.- RR
6 Apr - No activity detected.- RR
13 Apr - No activity.- RR
20 Apr - Nest fallen. CLOSED. - RR

3/15/2011 6003232 OTHE Closed EP81 45 feet from existing AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this season.

4/16/2011 Nest is inactive; has cobwebs and no new nest material 3-15 (DB).
Nest incomplete and inactive 3-28 (PK).
Closed, as first observation was indicative of old passerine nest. kalberts - 4/16/2011 7:50:30 PM

2/18/2011 5000010 CACW Closed EP253-2 0 feet. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

5/23/2011 Nest found empty; last observation was in January when it was under construction. Back wall of nest looks intact, but 
entrance hole and roof look frayed. Nest was observed for 45 minutes and no Cactus Wrens were observed in the 
area during the duration.
Nest verified 2/18/11 by LLina.
Nest revisited 3-1 by Paul Konrad; no changes. Cactus Wren calling in area, but not nearby.
RAbe - 4/19/2011 12:38:39 PM - Still appears inactive.  No CAWRs observed in area.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Thought this nest was already closed - nest in poor condition,  weathered, no entrance hole 
open; no wrens in area - closed.

2/22/2011 5000017 OTHE Closed EP209-1 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/15/2011 Closed.  Old non-raptor nest from prior season - kalberts - 4/15/2011 6:25:11 PM.

2/22/2011 5000018 OTHE Closed EP214 290 feet from temporary 
ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

2/22/2011

2/21/2011 5000022 OTHE Closed CP81-1 30 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/20/2011 Ravens in area. 2/21/11
29 Mar - Nest in fair condition - COHA alarm calls on approach, but not confirmed on nest. - RR
6 Apr - No activity detected 1410 to 1605. No fresh material added. - RR
13 Apr - Inactive.
20 Apr - Old and dilapidated. Change to Closed. - RR

2/21/2011 5000023 OTHE Closed CP81-1 30 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/16/2011 Ravens in area. 2/21/11
29 Mar - Nest appears old and decrepit with hole through center. Change to closed - RR
Officially changed to closed, based on 3-29-11 observation. kalberts - 4/16/2011 9:24:38 AM
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2/21/2011 5000027 CACW Closed EP245-1 10 feet from 

permananent ROW.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest, 

unused this breeding 
season.

5/17/2011 Grass nest (unlined - appears as satellite nest) - 2/21/11
Still inactive. B.Hart 3/08/2011.
Best of 3 nests listed here; none very fresh looking; west entrance good; no wrens observed 3-16 (PK).     
Now second best nest; no indication of recent activity 3-24 (PK).     
No changes 4-5 (PK).  
No indication of recent activity; nest in poor condition 4/12/11 (J&M Dicus).
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - No apparent changes.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Nest collapsed - closed.

2/21/2011 5000028 OTHE Closed EP245-1 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

3/24/2011 Degraded, collapsed old grass nest 2/21/11
Inactive 3/08/2011 - B. Hart.
Old, flattened remnant of old nest - should be removed from list 3-16 (PK).
Closed 3-24 (PK).

2/21/2011 5000030 CACW Closed EP243 and Pullsite AR 
entrance off Carrizo 

Gorge

45 feet from temporary 
ROW; 95 feet from perm 

pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

3/5/2011 On 3/5/11 D. Busby determined nest was inactive because it is partially collapsed and nest entrance is blocked by 
material indicating it has not been used recently. No sign of adults in immediate area. Adult pair observed building a 
new nest in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) approximately 200 feet northwest. 
Inactive grass nest. Nest remanant collapsed and weather-beaten; closed 3-25 (PK).

2/22/2011 5000031 CACW Closed EP231A TSAP 100 feet from tower site 
edge.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

5/26/2011 Active CACW nest. Fresh feathers and whitewash at clear nest entrance of grass nest which is in good condition. 
2/22/11
Nest discolored gray; no wrens in area or singing 3-16  (PK).
Nest looks recently visited; wren singing in distance 3-23 (PK). 
Nice nest; no change 3-31 (PK).
No change. 4/11- SR
sritt - 4/15/2011 4:32:41 PM No change.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Same; entrance recently used but smaller than the 2 newer nests to south.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No change; pair singing nearby.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No change at nest; no wrens in area during nest check.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No changes.
PKonrad - 5/26/2011 - Nest collapsed; entrance blocked with grasses - closed.

2/22/2011 5000032 CACW Closed EP231A TSAP 310 feet from tower site. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/16/2011 Grass nest partially lined. Entrance to nest not perfectly round and clean but still appears to have been in recent use 
by its structural integrity and partial lining. 2/22/11
Questionable active status - looks older than other 2 and entrance appears torn open 3-16 (PK).
Unchanged; shallow interior 3-23 (PK).
This nest looks inactive for some weeks 3-31 (PK).
sritt - 4/15/2011 4:25:02 PM - no change.
Closed due to occurrence outside of the 100 foot buffer zone. kalberts - 4/16/2011 9:32:07 AM

2/22/2011 5000041 OTHE Closed EP85-2 190 feet from temporary 
ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/13/2011 Stick nest of unknown species. Very old and unkempt. No sign of recent use.
23 Mar - Nest fallen apart. Closed - RR
1 April - No apparent change. No activity. S. Hampton, S. Ritt
barnold - 4/13/2011 1:17:13 PM  No activity.

2/22/2011 5000042 OTHE Closed EP85-2 205 feet from temporary 
ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/13/2011 Stick nest of unknown species. Appears old with no sign of recent use. 2/22/11
23 Mar - No sign of activity. RR
1 April - No sign of activity - S. Hampton, S.Ritt
barnold - 4/13/2011 1:08:10 PM - No sign of activity.

2/23/2011 5000048 SPTO Closed EP84 25 feet from driveway 
entrance.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/15/2011 Cup nest of twigs 2/23/11. 
No nests observed in area 3-10 by Paul Konrad. 
3/15/11 - Nest observed by Darin Busby. Appears inactive as it is unkempt with leaves on top of  the nest and no 
defensive adult in area. Change to inactive status and monitor. 
Nest inactive 3-28 (PK).
Nest closed due to no activity - kalberts - 4/15/2011 7:40:57 PM.

2/25/2011 5000433 OTHE Closed TL 6916 - Z771472 200 feet from nearest 
pole.

100 feet Blanket exemption allowed for Reconductor residential areas; this nest is within 
such an area. 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

2/25/2011 emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would use 
the nest.

2/25/2011 5000441 OTHE Closed EP78 - EP77 AR 0 feet; along existing 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/29/2011 Still inactive 3-2-11 (Paul Konrad).  
Also 3-10-11 (PK). 
Inactive 3-28 and 4-7 and 4-18 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - Old nest; unused; closed.
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2/25/2011 5000443 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 

120+00R, MH-7L
155 feet from Alpine 

Blvd.
100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/30/2011 Still inactive 3-22 (PK).
emorgan - 4/20/2011 9:45:56 AM -Still inactive.
4/30/2011 - Closed due to prolonged inactivity and end of period for raptor nest initiation.- RR

2/24/2011 5000444 CACW Closed EP227 80 feet from tower 
impact area.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/21/2011 Nest worn and has deteriorated since initial observation. 
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Nest torn apart; interior exposed - closed.

1/20/2011 5000451 OTHE Closed EP239-1 400 feet from temporary 
ROW at tower site.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/14/2011 First observed Jan 20, shows no new activity on Feb 23 - Large stick nest, probably common raven
Possibility of a raptor or raven using nest 3-8 - No new activity noted. 
Rechecked 3-16 - No activity.
Update 3/18/11 - No nest or even any sticks present, tower clean. Changed status to closed (B. Lohstroh).
4/1/11 phoward - Nest seen in top of structure behind square looking support hinge. Possible raven or raptor nest.
4/1/11 - Nest present, found behind square bracing plates on top south side of struture. Nest is made up of large twigs 
and sticks - could be raven or raptor. No nest activity observed during survey - (phoward 4-1-11).
barnold - 4/14/2011 11:32:18 AM - No activity at nest.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would use 
the nest.

2/22/2011 5000016 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

80 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/16/2011 Stick nest consistent with corvid species. 2/22/11
No birds observed in area 3-22 (PK).
4/16/2011 - No activity. Closed as never associated with nesting activity of any bird species.- RR

4/19/2011 5000848 OTHE Closed EP253-2 60 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

5/17/2011 RAbe - 4/19/2011 1:14:00 PM - Probable Verdin nest w/new, a piece of cotton-like synthetic material on top and looks 
to be fairly complete.  No Verdin observed in area. Not sure if active, but please monitior prior to construction.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - No birds; new nest, bulky, built with wide strips of bark; non-Verdin nest?
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - No changes; no birds.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Same.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - No change; no birds ever associated with nest; species that built nest is qestionable - closed.

2/21/2011 5000004 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet. 100 feet Signs posted at back 
door to use front 
entrance only.

MODO nests are in roof eaves above back door of mitigation property. Cleaning 
crews will not impact the nests if the front entrance is used. Signs will be placed 
in order to prevent access to the back.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this nesting 

season.

3/31/2011 No sign of adults or recent nest use.  
No bird present on 3/3/11. Status changed to INACTIVE. - I. Maunsell
10 Mar 2011. Remains inactive - RR
31 Mar 2011. No birds pesent. Closed.

7/18/2011 7004652 CACW Closed EP269-1 77 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest.

7/18/2011 sritt 7/18/2011
Appears to be old nest with collapsed roof.

7/18/2011 7004655 CACW Closed EP269-1 99 feet from AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest.

7/18/2011 sritt 7/18/2011
Small amount of material may be last remnants of old nest.

3/10/2011 6002400 WEBL Closed EP220-1 AR 40 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Pair 
appears to have 
been conducting 

exploratory activity 
only.

4/17/2011 Pair perched near cavity entrance and female looked in cavity entrance near top of south branch of snag 3-10 (PK).
No bluebirds observed during several drive-by observations or during extended observations 15:00-15:30 on 3-15 
(PK). 
No bluebirds observed 3-17; appears they did not stay - closed (PK).
23 Mar -Territorial EUST observed at cavity. WEBL may have been evicted. - RR
Closed, due to lack of WEBL observations at cavity and new presence of EUST. kalberts - 4/17/2011 11:21:54 AM

5/12/2011 7001448 LBVI Closed Elliott Substation 360 feet to south corner 
of substation.

300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Pair 
probably abandoned 

nest building for a 
better location; 

recent storm may 
have destroyed 

evidence of nest.

5/19/2011 kalberts - 5/12/2011 2:50:13 PM - Pair observed together, building nest from 0640-0645. 
dbusby - 5/19/2011 10:26:27 AM - Pair not observed in nest location during hour of observation. Could not find nest or 
evidence of nest. Pair may have abandoned nest building and recent storm may have destroyed evidence. Pair heard 
in area but mainly further west.
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4/1/2011 5003340 OATI Closed EP84 10 feet from tempROW; 

80 feet from perm 
impact.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Pair 
probably 

investigating area for 
nest site during initial 

observation.

4/20/2011 Pair of oak titmouse acted agitated, calling at observer's presence. Pair left the tree and came back after a few 
minutes.  Both were seen entering the cavity in the tree. 4-1-11 AMH and RMA
No birds observed 4-8 (PK); will recheck. 100 foot buffer extends into west side of EP84 site.
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 2:25:08 PM - Crew working at opposite side of site. No birds observed at nest site. Site monitor, 
Jennifer Edwards will observe to ascertain (in)active status.    
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 -  Jen Edwards reported seeing only 1 titmouse visit tree during a couple hours of observations 
over 2 days, but didn't exhibit any nesting activity or interest in cavities during its brief stop. Nest closed.

3/31/2011 5003304 HOWR Closed EP83 AR 20 feet off existing 
access road.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Poor site 

selection and 
probable alternate 

nest for short period.

4/29/2011 Pair seen carrying nesting material into cavity. Nest appears partially built.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011
Fine nest material protruding from cavity entrance; hole may not be very deep; no birds observed or heard during 20 
minutes or when nest checked.
PKonrad
4/29/2011 - No wrens observed or wren songs heard in area during 30 minutes. No change at nest, and entrance has 
not been used since last visit; closed.

3/25/2011 5003289 OTHE Closed Alpine Yard 30 feet from impact 
area.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these 
areas are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and 
therefore are not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no 
change in activity levels occurs.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Possible 

nest building 
terminated after brief 
nest site exploration.

4/16/2011 Nest in very early stages of construction. Monitor said it has increased in size since 3/25/11 when first observed. 
Monitor for activity - 3/28/11 IM.
No progress has been made since initial observation. Nest closed - imaunsell - 4/16/2011 9:45:27 AM. 

1/28/2011 5000407 CACW Closed EP245-1 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Possible 

predation.

4/19/2011 A new grass nest including fresh feathers lining the inside.  Appears utilized and active.  Within EP245 footprint. 
1/28/11
Nest opening is obscured. Status uncertain, left unchanged (active). No ESA buffer was in place, so one was 
established B.Hart 3/08/2011.
Top has been damaged, animals standing on it? Probably not active 3-16 (PK).
Entrance repaired with small feathers placed along entrance hole, which is located on the top of the nest - must let 
rain into nest. 
Cactus Wren present and singing nearby 3-24 (PK).
No change 4-5 (PK).  
Hole passes through bottom of nest; nest not usable in current condition 4/12/11 (J&M Dicus).
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 9:58:58 AM   Nest collapsed with hole from end to end; closed.

3/24/2011 5003277 CACW Closed EP243 30 feet from12kv AR. 100 feet 0 feet A) The nest has been monitored for more than one month and has had 
intermittent activity at best and has been completely unused in some surveys.  
B) Cactus wrens construct many roosting "nests" that are utilized intermittently 
year around.  C) Based on survey observations, it is possible that this nest is a 
secondary roosting nest.  D) The scope and duration of the proposed work for 
this site is small and limited, most likely involving a small crew and one day of 
work to replace the pole.  E) The work area is slightly more than 30 feet from 
this nest site, therefore the nest can be easily monitored during any 
construction to evaluate cactus wren presence and use.  D) Completing the 
proposed construction is unlikely to adversely affect the nest outcome.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Possible 

predation.

5/13/2011 3/24/11 LLina - Fresh grass with fresh feather linging 15 feet from staked 12Kv access road. AR is not in survey map 
however. 
4/1/11 phoward - more fresh grass and feathers. Buffer signs placed on access road.
Large nest entrance; interior well-lined; wren singing in area 4-6 (PK).
sritt - 4/15/2011 6:33:08 PM - 1 CACW flushed from nest w/ another bird in same cholla.  Pair of birds flushed from 
nest again later.
RAbe - 4/18/2011 1:36:00 PM - 1 CAWR flushed from nest. Nest is 30 feet from 12 kV AR. Buffer set up w/signs to 
allow through traffic at 10 mph with no stopping.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 1 adult near nest initially; 2 adults later. This appears to be the primary nest site of this active 
pair.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - Nest recently used; no birds observed or heard.
jpawlicki - 5/13/2011 7:50:41 AM - No adults observed at nest. Nest appears empty with 1 dead fledgling lying at 
entrance to nest - closed.

5/13/2011 7001467 NOMO Closed JVR 12kV - Pole 47 20 feet from existing 12 
kVpole.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Possible 

predation; nest pulled 
apart during egg 
laying or pre-egg 

laying.

6/14/2011 kkilpatrick - 5/13/2011 10:26:55 AM - A pair of northern mockingbirds was observed in the area of the nest.  Male was 
persistently singing, including singing next to a singing California thrasher generally within 50 feet of the nest; thrasher 
aggressive toward mockingbird. The nest appears partially built, and the persistent singing is indicative of recent pair-
bonding. Aggressive behavior was exhibited towards a GRRO that landed in a nearby tree.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Nest may be disturbed; grass lining pulled to north side. No mockingbirds observed or heard in 
area, but 1 mockingbird observed about 300 feet north of nest. Adult and fledgling California Thrasher active in area 
(possibly other thrashers too); have mockingbirds been displaced? Will check back.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 11:15:59 AM
Nest appears unused but territorial mockingbird flew to nearby pole and called from overhead. (No thrashers observed 
or heard in area).
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 12:33:07 PM
Nest has not been used or built on for 2+ weeks. No mockingbirds observed or heard in area. May no longer be active, 
but will check back 1 more time before changing status.
barnold - 6/10/2011 8:20:08 AM
Mockingbirds around tower site, but not near nest tree. Loggerhead Shrike perched in nest tree. Nest empty, and no 
longer appears active. Change to Inactive.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 12:52:01 PM
No change at nest for a month. Mockingbird singing from metal powerline tower about 250 feet southwest of nest site; 
possibly renested to west - closed.
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3/19/2011 5003269 OTHE Closed EP31-2 AR 30 feet from existing AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Possible 
territorial behavior 
near old nest. No 
confirmed nesting 
attempt observed 
during subsequent 
monitoring visits.

4/14/2011 Extremely vocal pair RSHA repeatedly returned to circle and scream, but unable to directly link these birds to this nest 
3-19 (RR).
One red-shouldered hawk called infrquently; flew toward nest calling territorially once 3-29. Can see sky through 
openings in nest. (PK).
Still inactive 4-7 (FH/PK).
No large birds in area; Nest closed, due to no activity all season and nest disrepair - PKonrad - 4/14/2011.

3/18/2011 6003254 HOWR Closed Helix Yard AR 1,390 feet from yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Possibly an 
alternate nest in this 

territory.

4/20/2011 Birds observed actively building nest. RF-3/18/11.
25 Mar - HOWR singing from posts all over territory, entering  cavity repeatedly. - RR.
5 Apr - HOWR singing but no cavity use noted 1630-1700 - RR.
13 Apr - HOWR territorial but not using this cavity. 0730-0800. Change to INACTIVE. - RR.
20 Apr No change 0710. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

3/23/2011 5003271 BUSH Closed EP85-2 105 feet to tower impact 
area.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Predated; 
bottom of nest pulled 

apart and interior 
exposed.

4/8/2011 23 Mar - Pair BUSH entering complete nest.- RR
1 April - Bushtit entering rest. - S. Hampton
Nest appears to depredated with entire bottom of nest pulled apart and interior exposed 4-8 (PK).

4/5/2011 5003361 BUSH Closed CP51-2 AR 15 feet from proposed 
AR.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Predation by 
House Wrens is 1 
possible cause.

5/5/2011 5 Apr - BUSH carrying material to apparently complete nest. - RR
11 Apr - BUSH enters nest 14:43. - RR
19 Apr - BUSH exits nest 0717. - RR
27 Apr - HOWR enters nest 0748, emerges wiping bill. - RR
5 May - No BUSH detections during 30 minute observation change to closed.  - RR

3/30/2011 5003301 BUSH Closed EP226-1 Pullsite AR 22 feet from access 
road; 300 feet to tower 

area.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Predation, 
probably avian; nest 
side and floor torn 

open.

4/12/2011 Bushtit seen entering nest; no buffer flagged due to lack of flagging. - smr 3/30/11
Adult perched above completed nest. Buffer staked along pull site access road 4-4 (PK).
Nest side and floor torn open. No adults nearby - shampton - 4/12/2011 3:34:39 PM

3/14/2011 6003228 BUSH Closed EP228 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Predation; 
bottom of nest was 
torn off, then rain-

damaged.

3/24/2011 Pair nest building; Nest 50% complete. - 3/14/2011 IM
Nest destroyed; bottom torn out; now rain damaged; no birds in area 3-24 (PK).

4/11/2011 5000778 BUSH Closed TL 6916 - 973032 55 feet to nearest pole. 100 feet 0 feet Blanket exemption approved for Reconductor line's residential areas, following 
the same principles as those for the Alpine Blvd exemption.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Presumed 
predated.

4/25/2011 11 April - Pair copulating and adding material to nest.   - S. Hampton, M. Dicus
shampton - 4/11/2011 
18 Apr - No BUSH activity detected 0945-1010. Nest appears complete. - RR
25 Apr - Nest appears abandoned and in disarray, suggesting predation. Change to closed. - RR

3/18/2011 5003258 OTHE Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

10 feet; onsite structure. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Probably a 
rodent nest.

4/1/2011 3/18/11 -D. Busby finds nest built of grasses. Appears to be an entrance facing wall. No sign of adults in area but 
appears to be new based on condition of materials. 
31 Mar - Ball nest with no birds associated. Possibly rodent nest. - RR
1 April - No bird activity at this nest. IM

3/8/2011 6002390 CACW Inactive EP245-1 AR 250 feet from work area; 
35 feet from dirt road.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Probably an 
unused alternate 

nest.

4/19/2011 Nest is in good condition, intact with well-established opening. Golden-colored dried grass on top of old (gray with age) 
fibrous plant material indicates recent improvements to an old nest. 3/8/11
No change from above 3-23 (PK).      
No changes 4-5 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 2:04:04 PM - Entrance doesn't appear used during past couple weeks; may be inactive.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 10:06:50 AM  - Nest weathered and unused; inactive.
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5/10/2011 7001022 VERD Closed EP353 80 feet from existing AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; through 

access only.
Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if, during the 
course of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird 
contsructs a nest outside the project area but within the buffer around Suncrest 
Substation and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. 
Activity levels at this site are anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Probably not 
successful judging 
from comments.

6/4/2011 Pair observed making multiple trips into nest with food items. Male exhibiting agitated behavior at around 30 feet away 
from nest
kkilpatrick - 5/16/2011 2:11:32 PM-- Adult verdin observed flying to nest.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 Due to unsafe road conditions, could not stop in this area to check nest.
pkonrad - 5/25/2011 3:07:25 PM
Unable to check this nest due to unsafe road conditions and road construction activities today.
kkilpatrick - 5/27/2011 11:39:23 AM
 1 adult  verdin observed in area; no activity observed at nest; nest intact.
jpawlicki - 6/4/2011 12:09:30 PM
Nest intact; no adults or juveniles observed at nest, in tree, or in vicinity after 35 mins. of monitoring. Nest marked as 
inactive.

4/30/2011 7000947 BUSH Closed EP93 55 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 55 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 55 feet is 
appropriate for this Bushtit nest. Nest success should not be diminished for the 
following reasons:  A) Bushtits are generally tolerant of human activity and are 
known to nest in close proximity to human disturbances. B) The nest already 
contains nestlings, therefore the adult birds have a high investment in this nest 
and are less likely to abandon it.  C)  The nest is buffered by the high density of 
the surrounding vegetation.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Probably 
predated or blown 

out by wind.

5/27/2011 RAbe - 4/30/2011 10:18:36 AM Adult Bushtits observed carrying food to nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - Nest watched but no birds in area. (Apparent pentab problms.)
RAbe - 5/10/2011 8:05:57 AM - Adult observed adding material to nest.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - 2 adults active at nest.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - Nest no longer there; no sign of it on ground or in lower branches either - closed.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 12:17:21 PM
Nest is no longer in scrub oak, or below it - closed.

4/5/2011 5003357 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - Z774820 135 feet from nearest 
pole.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Probably 

predated, based on 
observations.

4/11/2011 R. Abe, J&M Dicus 04/05/2011
Female Lesser Goldfinch incubating on nest. Buffer affects access road east of pole 774820 but does not affect 
construction at pole.
rradd 4/12/2011
No nest at this location - closed.

5/5/2011 7004647 BLPH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from driveway 
access.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Second 

BLPH nesting 
attempt terminated 

prior to egg laying for 
unknown reasons.

6/8/2011 Second nest;
5 May - Mud nest on wall close to ceiling has now been walled to the top with grasses, with a small opening remaining 
against the wall. Nest interior is clean but empty. 
Remains active, species not confirmed as nest no longer consistent with BLPH, possibly HOWR has taken over. - RR
eelias - 5/12/2011 6:47:33 PM BLPH:  One adult BLPH seen feeding no less than 4 fledged young away from nest site. 
Nest site was monitored throughout the day and no HOWR activity was detected in the vicinity of this nest site.
eelias - 5/13/2011 8:51:00 AM No HOWR activity at this site and appears as if nest is being dismantled.
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:54:56 PM - BLPH renovating this nest 1725
rradd - 6/3/2011 9:12:02 AM - Nest is rebuilt, clean but empty.
rradd - 6/8/2011 1:37:37 PM - No change in activity. Change status to Inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

4/7/2011 5003378 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
238+00

10 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Territorial 
birds observed but it 
appears that no nest 
was built in the area.

4/30/2011 Monitor observed pair at nest. No buffer flagged for Alpine Blvd ROW. - 4/7/2011 IM
4/16/2011 - BTPI active at this location 15:45. - RR
4/30/2011 - No BTPI detected, no nest found, change to Inactive unless a nest can be located. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

2/2/2011 5000411 AMKE Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 130 feet from AR. 500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Territorial 
kestrel at most.

4/15/2011 Checked 2/25/11, no birds/nest observed at mapped location - BLohstroh
Checked 3/01/11 no birds or nest observed at mapped location - BHart.
In light of multiple observations being unable to locate this nest, suggest it be closed 3-19 (RR).
Adult male hunting near metal barn; occasionally flying insde barn - 3-31 (PK).
Closed due to never actually locating a nest. kalberts - 4/15/2011 7:55:24 PM

2/22/2011 5000001 OTHE Closed CP75-1 10 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. The nest 

was found inactive, 
and the successive 
monitoring check 
revealed that the 

nest was blown out 
of its location, most 
likely by high wind 

associated with 
storm events.

2/22/2011 CLOSED, nest no longer present. 2/22/11

AR065790
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7/11/2011 7003024 NOMO Closed TL 639 - 873260 5 feet to AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. This nest 

may have been 
considered active 
based on territorial 
behavior from other 

NOMO in area. It 
was likely used 

earlier in the season 
but was not in use at 

the time it was 
recorded.

rradd - 7/11/2011 10:46:38 AM
Status of nest unclear, possibly under construction or recently fledged as cup is not well formed. Territorial NOMO 
defending site, no juveniles obs. 
mdicus - 7/14/2011 11:48:48 AM
Fallen leaves and flowers inside. No NOMO activity associated with this nest and no birds scolded or alarmed when 
area was approached. Closed nest.

7/11/2011 7003027 NOMO Closed TL 639 - 379519 5 feet to AR. 70 feet to 
pole.

100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. This nest 
may have been 

considered active 
based on territorial 
behavior from other 

NOMO in area. It 
was likely used 

earlier in the season 
but was not in use at 

the time it was 
recorded.

7/14/2011 rradd - 7/11/2011 3:58:40 PM
NOMO nest under construction.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 11:08:05 AM
Nest appears un-used with fallen leaves and flowers inside. No NOMO activity associated with this nest and no birds 
scolded or alarmed when area was approached.

4/28/2011 7000932 CACW Closed EP235-1 42 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. This nest 
was barely attended 
and never finished 

being built - appears 
to be an abandoned 

alternate nest located 
near an active nest 

where nestlings were 
raised and fledged.

5/11/2011 jdicus - 4/28/2011 8:57:07 AM
Observed pair of cactus wrens duet calling and nest building; flagged buffer. 100-foot buffer encompases roughly the 
southern half of tower perm pad.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No material found.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No material in yucca; possibly blown away or recycled by mockingbird in area; closed.

6/20/2011 7005051 LEGO Closed Sycamore Yard 20 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. This nest 
was likely an earlier 
attempt by LEGO 

nesting 5 feet away.

7/18/2011 rradd - 6/20/2011 2:02:19 PM
Nest not yet @ 2% complete.
rradd - 6/28/2011 11:13:01 AM
2 nests present; 1 70% complete without a formed cup, and 1 with female LEGO incubating 4 eggs.
rradd - 7/6/2011 3:46:56 PM
Nest unchanged (incomplete).
rradd - 7/12/2011 10:52:55 AM
Nest unchanged.
rradd - 7/18/2011 8:52:25 AM
Nest closed for no activity This nest was likely an early attempt by LEGO nesting 5' away; about to fledge.
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4/5/2011 5003364 RTHA Closed EP361 45 feet from AR entry; 

265 feet from tower 
area.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 300 
feet.

Blanket exemption allowed for Sunrise traffic along SWPL line.  Buffer reduced 
to 300 feet based on biologists' observations of tolerance.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. This nesting 
attempt appeared to 

be initiated by a 
young pair late in the 
season. The pair was 
territorial and built a 

small, poorly 
constructed nest, but 
it is doubtful that an 
egg was ever laid 
and the nesting 

attempt was 
abandoned before 

incubation was 
reported.

4/14/2011 Pair building new nest, copulating, and flight displaying (seems relatively late) 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/2011 4:54:55 PM
1 adult RTHA seen soaring above tower. Another was perched atop next tower west and first bird perched a few feet 
away. Both birds flew off to the ENE while circling each other; one bird landed on nest tower, and another bird landed 
on new nest with nesting material.
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 7:26:08 PM
2 adults soaring low near nest; 1 landed on nest. Repositioned ESA signs to reflect NBM reduction to 300 feet.
sritt - 4/22/2011 9:06:43 AM
2 adults seen perched on next tower to the east. Both birds then seen in flight. 1 bird then perched on tower with nest, 
and the other perched on the next tower to the west. Nest appears to be falling apart due to winds. No eggs or birds 
visible in nest. - 
PKonrad - 4/22/2011
1 hawk soaring near nest tower; nest is small and poorly built.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011
Hawk perched in tower above nest; cannot see second hawk.
barnold - 5/2/2011
No hawks observed at tower or in area during a 3.5-hour survey period.
jpawlicki - 5/9/2011 10:23:35 AM
No adults observed at nest between 0550 and 0732. Nest appeared unoccupied. Nest closed in conjunction with 
observations made on 5/2/2011 and 5/9/2011.

5/12/2011 7001454 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
299+50

20 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unable to 
relocate previously 

10% completed nest - 
nest gone; unknown 

reason.

6/4/2011 RAbe - 5/12/2011 1:59:26 PM - Female ANHU building nest that is less than 10% Complete.
emorgan - 5/27/2011 10:42:25 AM
Unable to locate nest.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 1:23:34 PM
Nest is no longer present (confirmed by finder) - closed.

5/31/2011 7002400 HOFI Closed TL 639 - Z171662 0 feet; in pole. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed within approved 

limits.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unable to 
tell if nest was new or 

from a previous 
nesting season. A 
high percentage of 

brackets on this line 
have nests. This may 
have been part of the 

site selection 
process.

6/18/2011 shampton / jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 
Adult pair observed repeatedly entering and exiting from top opening in bracket. Completed nest visible looking up 
from east base of pole.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 1:48:38 PM
No HOFI activity observed near nest during a 30-minute period. 
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 12:28:26 PM
No HOFI activity during 20-minute check. Closed.

7/13/2011 7004626 MODO Closed PAR yard w/in Alpine 
yard.

75 feet from impact 
area.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these 
areas are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and 
therefore are not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no 
change in activity levels occurs.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown

vnovik - 7/13/2011 10:10:16 AM
Nest building, 60% complete.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 12:43:41 PM
No birds observed. Nest missing except for a stick

3/18/2011 5000465 BUSH Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; within fill slope of 
substation pad.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the 
course of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird 
contstucts a nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest 
substation and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. 
Activity levels at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
cause of failure; pair 
observed building a 
new nest elsewhere.

Nest appears only 10% built. Biomonitor observed two birds bringing nest material to site and building nest - TC 
3/18/11
phoward - 4/25/2011 9:00:11 AM - Nest appears inactive, bushtits seen taking material from nest to new location by bio 
monitor.

AR065792
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6/27/2011 7002565 LEGO Closed TL 639 - 397518 60 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability 
of these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and 
common urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
causes.

7/11/2011 rradd - 6/27/2011 8:09:50 AM
Female LEGO building new nest while male accompanies
rradd - 7/5/2011 12:16:13 PM
LEGO on nest that appears complete 1215.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:56:09 AM
No LEGO detected at or near this nest 0800-0830.
rradd - 7/19/2011 12:14:16 PM
Change to Closed
No LEGO detected during 30 min. obs.

7/7/2011 7002609 CAGN Closed Elliot Sub 630 feet 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
causes.

7/14/2011 imaunsell - 7/7/2011 11:31:21 AM
Female seen with nesting material. Nest is lop-sided and appears approximtely 40% complete.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 9:35:36 AM
No progress on nest since last week. Nest misshapen, not being used - closed.

2/18/2011 5000011 RTHA Closed Hartung Yard 105 feet from yard limits. 500 feet 100 feet. NBR Submit Date: 03/09/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/12/2011

This nest is not anticipated to be impacted based on the birds apparent 
tolerance to arterial traffic on El Monte road, which is closer to the nest location.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
causes: nest failure 

coincided with series 
of wet and cold 
spring storms.

4/15/2011 2/18/11 Adult hawk in low incubating posture on nest during 13:00 nest check. 
Verified again by D. Busby on 2/25/11.   
Observed 3-3-11 and 3-8-11 by PK.
3/16 - RTHA nest incubation exchange @ 17:50 Male brings decoration, not food. - RR
25 Mar - RTHA on nest. - RR
29 Mar - No birds detected @ nest 14:15 - 15:00. CY monitor reports no nest activiry today. - RR
8 Apr - No RTHA detected during 4hr continuous obs. Changed to INACTIVE - RR
6 Apr - No activity detected 0900-1000. CY monitor reports no activity this week. Suggests nest failure.- RR
8 Apr No actvity 1000-1400. - RR
13 Apr No activity. Change to inactive. - RR
Nest status changed to closed due to no activity over last several nest checks. kalberts - 4/15/2011 6:09:10 PM

2/21/2011 5000038 RTHA Closed CP50-1 AR 210 feet from proposed 
access road.

500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
causes; but perhaps 
storm related as nest  

is damaged with 
much nest material 

on the ground below 
the nest.

4/19/2011 Appears inactive. Recent storm appears to have partially broken it up as evident from pile of sticks on ground and nest 
is sagging on one side. Whitewash on ground appears weathered from rain. No sign of adults in area. 2/21/11 
10 Mar 2011 - Adult RTHA at nest today, Pair in flight display @ 10:50 - RR
24 Mar - Nest vacant, pair RTHA staying away. Pre-construction survey crew operating 200' away.- RR 
30 Mar - Nest vacant 1605 - 1705. No hawks visited closer than 1000m.- RR
5 Apr - No RTHA visited from 1216-1318. Obs. from 300m. - RR
8 Apr - RTHA pair copulating near nest. Apparent re-nest attempt in progress. - RR
19  Apr - Nest appears damaged with much debris on ground and notably reduced profile in tree. No RTHA 
associating with this nest 0900-0930. Change to CLOSED - RR 
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4/30/2011 7000951 WBNU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
35 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. This plan to mitigate for potential construction impacts to 
the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce such impacts and 
improve the likelihood of nest success, provided that no stopping, standing, 
parking, or work occurs within new buffers.  In addition, this nest is a cavity high 
above ground which provides natural buffering for the adults and nestlings. 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
reason after bird 

carrying nest material 
to cavity.

6/3/2011 30 Apr - WBNU pair bringing nest materials to this cavity 0738. - RR
6 May - WBNU exits cavity 1018. - RR
13 May WBNU pr in and out, defending against ATFL 0727. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 12:52:13 PM
Obs. WBNU entering/leaving the nesting cavity multiple times througout the day.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:36:35 PM
WBNU observed entering and leaving cavity.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 12:59:13 PM
WBNU Obs. entering cavity.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:50:46 AM
WBNU clearing nesting material from cavity
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:41:09 AM
Observed entering cavity
vnovik - 5/31/2011 3:21:41 PM
In area investigating cavities
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 6:37:29 PM
investigating multiple cavities, no evidence of caring for young.
sjohnston - 6/3/2011 2:20:08 PM
No affinity for specific cavity. Closed.

3/16/2011 6003241 CATH Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these 
areas are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and 
therefore are not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no 
change in activity levels occurs.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
reason for adults to 

leave area.

4/16/2011 Biomonitors observed a pair of CATH in area as well as 1 of the birds entering shrub with nest in it. Active construction 
yard exclusion for nest built during use applies and no buffer flagged. 3/16/11-RF
No adults observed in area; no eggs present. Some debris appears to have fallen into cup. 3/28/11 IM.
Nest still vacant, with newer vegetative material that has fallen from flowering parts of the bush.  Nest closed. kalberts - 
4/16/2011 8:53:04 PM

7/2/2011 7002587 LASP Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

0 feet; above AR 
shoulder.

100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the 
course of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird 
contstucts a nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest 
substation and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. 
Activity levels at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
reason for failure.

7/13/2011 shampton - 7/1/2011 at 1730 hrs
No eggs or nestlings. LASP heard singing nearby. Construction monitor reported seeing LASP visiting nest and on nest 
during afternoon of 7/1/2011.
ahill - 7/6/2011 10:00:00 AM
nest appears to be askew and sliding off crook, did not hear or see LASP in immediate vicinity. possible failure.
tcooper - 7/13/2011 7:28:51 AM
nest inactive, disturbed, hanging off limb.

4/13/2011 5000802 HOWR Closed TL 6916 - Z774815 320 feet to nearest pole; 
82 feet to AR.

100 feet Blanket exemption approved for developed areas of Reconductor lines is 
applicable here.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
reason for nest 

failure. Possibly due 
to poor nest location 

(trash pile).

4/25/2011 04/13/11 - House Wren observed carrying nest material multiple times into trash pile (J&M Dicus).
18 Apr No HOWR detected. 1100-1115. Workers in material yard.- RR
kalberts - 4/22/2011 3:08:04 PM NBM WLA concurence for buffer exemption for nests in developed areas on 69kv 
line.
25 Apr - HOWR detected nearby, but not associating directly with described nest area, 1547. - RR
2 May - No HOWR detected associating with this area during 30 min obs. Change to Closed. - RR

6/6/2011 7002461 HOOR Closed TL 6916 - 774818 1 foot from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
reason.

6/14/2011 rradd - 6/6/2011 at 1802
HOOR exits nest.
rradd - 6/14/2011 10:03:08 AM
No HOOR detections during 40 min. obs. Seems unlikely to be active in close proximity to CAKI nest.
Change to Closed.

3/10/2011 6003207 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Loritz property

40 feet from Loritz 
driveway.

100 feet Reduced to 40 feet. Buffer approved to 50 feet based on Star Valley Road being closer to nest than 
project ROW, ability of this species to tolerate human activities, and the fact 
that nest was found in association with residences.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
reason; likely 

abandoned before 
egg laying began.

4/17/2011 Pair observed nest building and carrying lining. nest 85% complete. 3/10/2011 IM
3/28 - BUSH heard in area, but not specifically associated with this nest. No other activty observed. - BL
Reduced buffer to 50' 3/30/2011
4/8 - No activity observed, no adults detected, 1445. BL
Closed, due to last observation. kalberts - 4/17/2011 11:38:18 AM

6/1/2011 7002469 BUOR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
reason; pair may be 

renesting in east side 
of tree?

6/29/2011 pkonrad - 6/8/2011 9:38:38 AM
Nest found 6/1 (pentab problems); nest looked complete and pair was active displaying and singing in immediate area 
on 6/1/2011.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 4:06:43 PM
Female and male active and calling in vicinity of nest (15 feet), but show little interest in nest itself. Both calling 
periodically. Male also perched near nest in neighboring live oak 230 feet northeast.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 12:31:29 PM
No activity observed near nest, but male and female observed in tree; limited calling.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:44:09 PM
A female appoached nest once during 60 minute observation period in area; male strongly territorial at another nest 
located about 20 feet above this nest, including fighting beak to beak with with a pair of House Finches. However, no 
nesting behavior during this time.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 11:32:35 AM
This nesting attempt appears to have failed; no oriole activity in area during an hour of observations in the area; no less 
than 5 oriole nests have been initiated in the south and east sides of this tree, but none appear have had eggs laid in 
them. A pair is active and displaying, and female is building a new nest (is this the same pair?). Nonetheless, this 
nesting attempt is closed.
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6/23/2011 7002545 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - 774824 5 feet from access road. 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Unknown. 
Nest abandoned 

prior to egg laying.

6/30/2011 tcooper - 6/23/2011 7:09:21 PM -Pair building nest, about 95% complete, adding lining material.
tcooper - 6/30/2011 7:04:09 PM
nest failed, only the base remains. Pair foraging together ~900ft to west

4/19/2011 5000849 CACW Closed EP253-2 45 feet to AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unused this 
breeding season.

5/17/2011 Abe - 4/19/2011 12:45:05 PM - Potential new nest that is partially assembled. Nesting material looks fairly fresh, 
mostly grass, size is approximately 6 by 4 inches. Please monitor prior to construction.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - No apparent change; little material.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - Appears that a small amount of grass material may have been added to nest; no wrens 
observed or heard in area.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - No changes.   (Pair of strongly territorial Cactus Wrens at EP252A-1 site some distance to 
west.)
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Partial nest (10%) appears wind damaged - closed.

3/22/2011 5003261 OTHE Closed EP238 0 feet; within work area. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Unusual 

looking, bulky 
medium-sized grass 
nest built on ground; 
no birds were ever 
observed near this 

nest.

4/18/2011 3/22/11 -D. Busby is notified by Garrett Huffman that there is a grass bowl on ground among rocks in the open. Yellow 
grass is dry but freshly collected. No feathers or evidence of adults in area. Return to monitor west to verify status. No 
ESA signs, so I flagged a 100 foot buffer on north side by TSAP and on the west side toward EP 237.
Apparently completed medium-sized grass nest, 8 inches wide with 3.5 inch interior bowl. No birds in attendance; only 
black-throated sparrows in area 4-4 (PK).
ahernandez, pkonrad - 4/12/2011 3:46:30 PM - Still inactive and shows signs of weathering.
RAbe - 4/18/2011 11:28:41 AM
Nest not refound. Contacted D. Busby and P. Konrad to confirm location; closed.

6/2/2011 5000870 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Wind 

damage or predation 
are possible reasons 

for failed nest; no 
sign of nestlings or 
eggs may suggest 
(avian) predation.

barnold - 6/2/2011 11:53:45 AM
2 female House Finches on tower.
phoward - 6/5/2011 10:50:35 AM
Nest has been destroyed; trace material was found on ground and string was hanging were nest used to be; could see 
brownish muddy spot on metal where nest used to be. Wind damage or predation are possible reasons for failed nest; 
no sign of nestlings or eggs may suggest (avian) predation.

7/16/2011 7004648 LEGO Closed CP81-1 AR 15' to AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.Likely 
destroyed by natural 
causes prior to egg-

laying.

7/27/2011 rradd - 7/16/2011 10:12:33 AM
Female LEGO removing material from nearby BUSH nest to finish building this nest, which appears complete from 
below.
rradd - 7/22/2011 3:37:57 PM
Although location prevents direct observation of nest contents, activity level of LEGO pair suggests this nest remains 
active 1230.
rradd - 7/27/2011 1:40:29 PM
Change to Closed
Nest is blown out; by weather, predation, or both.

6/4/2011 7002442 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
90+00r

40 feet from AR. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS.

7/4/2011 tfitanides - 6/4/2011 10:39:29 AM
Female bringing nesting material to southern side of palm. Nest not visible. Male following female.
rradd - 6/11/2011 9:32:33 AM
HOFI pair continue nest building, Visiting at irregular intervals.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 12:57:30 PM
No nesting activities observed at palm tree during 2 nest observation periods. Male singing in area; female may now be 
incubating.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 9:44:42 AM
Pair of House Finches active in palm; male singing in area.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 9:57:09 AM
Pair active near bottom of lowest hanging dead palm fronds on south side. Female persistantly giving soliciting display 
to male. Male singing; seems like this pair is in early nesting stage.
pkonrad - 7/8/2011 4:30:32 PM
No finch activity observed  or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/15/2011 2:07:25 PM
No finches observed during 30 minute observation period.
pkonrad - 7/18/2011 1:27:25 PM
No finches observed near palm tree during extended observation period; this nesting attempt was probably never 
active - closed.
sritt - 7/23/2011 4:44:52 PM
No finched observed in tree, but many nearby. Fledgling seen food begging from male.

AR065795
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7/16/2011 7004644 OTHE Inactive Access Road to guard 

pole structure near 
CP71

25 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS. No 
observed breeding 
activity this season.

7/16/2011 eelias - 7/16/2011 9:47:39 AM
VEurs noticed this potential nesting cavity and she was in the area for about 30 minutes. She did not see any activity at 
this cavity during her effort.

6/29/2011 7002577 BUOR Closed Kruetzcamp Yard AR 30 feet west of AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTVIE 
STAGE. Appears 
nesting activities 

have been limited to 
nest building, 
repeatedly.

7/14/2011 pkonrad - 6/29/2011 12:32:55 PM
New nest being built by female oriole with male nearby; female collecting new material, plus taking material from 
oriole nest 20 feet north and below this nest that was active last week, and from abandoned Phainopepla nest  farther 
north in tree. Female displays to male occasionally and male follows female during forays away from nest tree.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 12:03:24 PM
Female observed going into nest, not leaving during an extended period (incubating?). Male in area, calling 
periodically.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 12:03:01 PM
No orioles observed or heard during 45 minutes of observation; female could be incubating?
pkonrad - 7/21/2011 10:53:45 AM
No orioles observed or heard near nest or in this isolated tree or surrounding areas. My impression is that 1 or more 
pairs built multiple nests here (1 at a time), but there is no indication of other nesting activities. Orioles were very active 
here for the past 2 months, but no activity noted today during 40 minutes of observations - closed.

2/21/2011 5000029 CACW Closed EP245-1 AR 6 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID 
NOTREACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. 

8/2/2011 Grass nest appears active 2/21/11
Nest appears in good condition. Opening of nest not obvious. pair of Cactus Wren seen perched together 50 ft. away. 
Nest status kept inactive but should be checked  periodically for status change. BHart 3/08/2011.
New nest appears most active among many found in area. Entrance is obvious and has newly added materials on 3-
16 (PK). 
Located on edge of access road near site.
No change 3-23 (PK).      
No change 4-5 (PK).  
Nest still in good condition; fresh material added - no change. 4/12/11 (J&M Dicus).
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - No apparent change.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Nest hasn't shown use for some time. questionable; changed to inactive.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - New grass material added to nest entrance; entrance hole appears recently used. Cactus wren 
active and calling territoially about 100 feet north of nest throughout the 10 minute nest check; reinstated active.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Nest appears unchanged since last check; no wrens noted.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Nest doesn't look like it has been used recently; entrance looks vertically compressed; 3 wrens 
nearby, singing nearby, but no other obvious nests in area.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Nest unchanged; no wrens heard or seen.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 10:00:04 AM
Nest entrance has been opened and reconstructed with new grasses and small feathers; 1 wren observed 100 feet 
west of nest; wren calling and singing in the area.
barnold - 6/3/2011 2:22:49 PM
Nest appears as above. No Cactus Wrens observed during brief nest visit.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 10:10:41 AM
Checked nest 6-7 - No changes in nest status; no wrens observed or heard in area.  [apparent pentab problems]
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 10:15:16 AM
Entrance looks good; wren active 300 feet west, singing to the south.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 9:57:34 AM
Nest unchanged; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 10:01:39 AM
Nest unchanged; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 10:31:41 AM
No change to nest; wren sang once from a distant westward location.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 10:13:58 AM
Nest interior has been improved with downy feathers and plant material added; entrance enlarged by recent use. No 
birds seen or heard nearby.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 10:08:33 AM
No signs of additional recent use; downy feathers at entrance still evident. No birds in area.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 10:15:23 AM
Nest looks unused for some time; side of nest has open spot. No wrens in area, but 1 wren observed about 250 feet 
west; no calling. This appears to be a rarely attended alternate nest. Status changed to Inactive.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 10:05:23 AM
No changes - closed.

4/8/2011 5003387 OTHE Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 
pullsite - driveway entry

70 feet to AR entry. 100 feet One day of pre-construction survey staking is planned, followed by one day of 
potholing with a 2-3 person crew.  Soundwalls may be erected to not impact 
nests during potholing.  After this, construction traffic should be allowed, as the 
odds of impacting nest sites is low to non-existent, provided that no stopping, 
standing, or construction occurs within buffer zones.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

4/13/2011 04/08/11 - Probable house wren nest.  Wrens observed in nearby coast live oaks but none observed entering cavity (R. 
Abe, M. Dicus)
13 Apr - Nest predated - broken eggs inside + 1 below nest entrance. Closed. - RR
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4/18/2011 5000847 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 0 feet; in crane within 

yard.
100 feet 100 feet for construction 

activities; 0 feet for 
parking and access; 

This nest was begun after construction activities had started, and is therefore 
accustomed to this site.  The buffer will remain in effect for construction 
activites, but may be reduced for parking and access purposes, if needed.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

5/10/2011 imaunsell - 4/18/2011 2:57:32 PM - Nest 40% complete with fresh nest material. Pair copulating adjacent to nest.
20  Apr - 1egg. - RR
26 Apr - HOFI flushed from nest 1758. - RR
3 May No eggs, no HOFI detections during 30 min. obs 1645-1715. Change to Inactive. - RR
10 May Crane has moved from CY. Change to Closed. - RR

4/22/2011 5000889 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
189+00

40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

5/17/2011 imaunsell - 4/22/2011 4:14:01 PM - Birds observed visiting nest.
4/30/2011 - LEGO on nest 1339. - RR
fhoffman - 5/6/2011 4:09:15 PM - Nest intact. No birds observed.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 12:18:28 PM - Cup lining appears to be strewn out; nest askew. Check once more before status 
change.
jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 1:17:07 PM
Nest appears dilapitated and damaged; no Lesser Goldfinches (adults or juveniles) heard or observed at nest or in 
vicinity - closed.

4/26/2011 7000902 BUOR Closed TL 6916 - Z771473 85 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Both the Cassin's Kingbird and Bullock's Oriole nests occur in the same 
eucalyptus tree (distance to pre-existing Pole Z771473 is approximately 85 
feet). Based on the nests’ proximity to human activity and development and the 
adult birds’ lack of reaction to human presence, both pairs of adults appear to 
be habituated to nearby human activities. Therefore, a nest buffer modification 
(NBM) request for reduction to 30 feet from 100 feet would be appropriate. It is 
not anticipated that such a reduction would adversely affect the success of both 
nests.  Based on the nest location and previous exposure to vehicle traffic, foot 
traffic and equipment movement, the adults should tolerate this buffer 
modification.  

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

5/16/2011 RAbe - 4/26/2011 8:19:42 AM
Male and female observed at nest. Female adding blue string to nest, which is just barely started.
sritt - 5/3/2011 - 9:03:24 AM Female seen entering and remaining in nest for about 2 minutes. 
11 May Nest complete, stringing crew at work 1130. - RR
16 May  No oriole detected during 30 min. obs. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 6:22:43 PM
No BUOR detected during 30 min. obs. 1550-1610.
rradd - 5/24/2011 8:10:41 AM
No BUOR detected 0650-0710. Change to Closed.

5/11/2011 7001424 CALT Closed EP221A 60 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 45 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 45 feet is 
appropriate for this nest. Nest success should not be diminished for the 
following reasons: 
•Nest is visually and acoustically sheltered from construction as it is down 
below the work site in a rocky canyon with dense vegetation.
•nest is approximately 50 feet from the nearest edge of the permanent impact 
area and over 220 feet from the TSAP.
•Adult did not flush from nest until avian surveyors were within 20 feet of nest.
•The nest contains 3 eggs, increasing site affinity and decreasing likelihood of 
abandonment by the adult birds.
•California Towhees as a species show general tolerance for human activities.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

5/27/2011 phoward - 5/11/2011 12:11:45 PM - 3 eggs in nest, female seen brooding. 
3 young nestlings in nest, eyelids still closed; buffer flagged at 45 feet. - sritt - 5/18/2011 3:27:39 PM
mkuehn - 5/27/2011 3:47:29 PM
Nest empty; did not detect adults or young. No indication of fledging; no mutes on or near nest, rim of nest not 
depressed. All ESA signs and flagging removed - closed.

5/25/2011 7002365 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 

6/16/2011 rradd - 5/25/2011 
HOFI female on nest, male defending 1202.
rradd - 6/2/2011 2:58:49 PM
HOFI female on nest 14:08
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:10:58 AM
HOFI pr. come to nest 0824.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:41:57 PM
No HOFI at this nest during 30 min. obs. Change to Closed.

5/27/2011 7002395 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

70 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

6/8/2011 sjohnston - 5/27/2011 10:49:11 AM - Nest building 10% complete.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:56:46 AM - Observed on nest, potentially incubating.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:58:29 AM - Observed on nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:30:28 AM - Observed on nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:14:55 PM - No activity at nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:15:53 PM - No activity at nest area; nest itself not observed.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:01:32 PM - No activity.
sjohnston - 6/14/2011 4:21:27 PM - No activity for past 4 days.
vnovik - 6/14/2011 5:55:30 PM - No activity.

6/3/2011 7002445 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 feet from staked work 
limits.

100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

7/21/2011 sjohnston - 6/3/2011 12:31:43 PM - Nest building; 20% complete.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:07:09 PM - Nest building/potentially incubating; nest appears complete.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:17:16 PM - On nest, likely incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:20:26 PM - On nest incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:05:48 PM - On nest incubating.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:21:34 PM - Incubating.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:14:35 PM - Incubating.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:44:50 AM - Incubating.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:22:20 PM - On nest.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:18:36 AM - Observed on nest.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:34:11 PM - On nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:56:03 PM - Observed on nest.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:56:01 PM - Incubating.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 11:53:18 AM - No activity observed.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 8:55:15 AM - No activity.
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:47:56 AM- Possibly on nest; very difficult to tell.
vnovik - 7/13/2011 1:59:08 PM - No activity on nest.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:56:40 PM - No activity 7/6/2011. Closing nest.
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6/6/2011 7002457 WEKI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 55 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
Vehicular traffic should not impact this nest providing that no stopping standing 
or work occurs within the 100' buffer. Blanket exemption for AR currently in use 
prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is applicable.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

6/29/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011 2:10:44 PM
Male actively defending nest area (8-feet or so). Female incubating on nest.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 4:01:37 PM
No kingbirds active in this area during more than an hour in the zone (checking other nests too).
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 12:25:46 PM
Kingbirds active around nest and perching next to it; can't ascertain incubation or brooding.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:26:44 PM
No kingbirds observed near nest during 90 minutes of observations in the area; uncertain of status so will check 
back.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 11:05:12 AM
No kingbirds active in area of nest; judging from nest history, this nesting attempt appears to have failed - closed.

6/8/2011 7002462 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

7/5/2011 vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:06:31 PM
Nest building approx 50% Complete.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:30:27 PM
Nest building, well formed.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:55:29 PM
Nest building 90% complete.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:32:22 PM
1 egg was observed on 06/11/2011, and observed incubating normally through 06/16/2011
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:08:49 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:16:24 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:46:53 AM
Appears to be incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:27:05 PM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:04:09 PM
Incubating.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:51:57 PM
No eggs or nestlings observed in the nest - closed.

6/8/2011 7002463 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

6/15/2011 vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:08:36 PM
Nest building about 60- 70% complete
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:28:59 PM
Nest complete or almost complete; no eggs.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:55:58 PM
Nest near complete.
sjohnston - 6/11/2011
1 egg in nest. Female incubating normally.
sjohnston - 6/14/2011
Nesting bird was observed to be sensitive to foot traffic along the path/work area adjacent to the mulberry, and the 
adult was observed to be off the nest for 30 minutes.
sjohnston - 6/15/2011
No activity was observed at the nest.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:42:17 PM
No activity was observed at the nest.

6/9/2011 7002484 ANHU Closed CP64-2 AR 65 feet from AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

6/17/2011 rradd - 6/9/2011 at 1036
ANHU female on nest.
rradd - 6/17/2011 8:54:37 AM
Nest no longer present, branch is broken. Change to Closed.

6/18/2011 7002517 PSFL Closed CP81-1 25 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer kept, but vehicular 
passage allowed

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

7/8/2011 rradd - 6/18/2011
PSFL male nest guarding, chasing HOWR, WBNU away from nest. Female emerges 0853, perches briefly and 
departs.
rradd - 6/25/2011 10:13:23 AM
Female PSFL incubating - on the nest for 10 mins, off for 5, 0923 - 0945. 
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:21:29 PM
Female PSFL on nest, male visits occasionally.
rradd - 7/8/2011 2:26:33 PM
Change to Closed.
No PSFL detected during 40 min obs. Nest is intact and well- protected but appears abandoned.

6/18/2011 7002518 LEGO Closed CP83-1 40 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

7/8/2011 rradd - 6/18/2011
LEGO pair building nest 1142.
rradd - 6/25/2011 11:46:48 AM
Nest complete, exterior clad in dry catkins. Too high to see into nest; agitated territorial male indicates incubation likely 
in progress 1125 - 1145 .
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:29:45 PM
LEGO female on nest, male nest guarding.
rradd - 7/8/2011 4:38:14 PM
Nest appears intact but no visits by LEGO during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 7/16/2011 10:50:14 AM
No LEGO detections at this nest during 30 min. obs despite numerous LEGO present indicate likely failure for 
unknown reasons as insufficient time has elapsed for complete cycle. 
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6/20/2011 7002526 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
5 feet from AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 

UNDETERMINED 
REASONS.

vnovik - 6/22/2011 5:08:48 PM
Nest 70% complete.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:16:53 PM
Nest building 90%+ completed.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:51:51 AM
Nest is still being built by Black-chinned Hummingbird. No construction has occurred while bird has been working on 
nest.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 5:40:35 PM
No observations of nest building later in the day.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:30:50 PM
1 egg in nest; birds active on nest. Appears that bird may have built nest and Not needed to lay  an egg immediately. 
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:04:32 PM
2 eggs in nest.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:53:06 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 9:06:19 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:47:15 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:05:30 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:25:17 PM
No activity after 20 mins of observation. Nest appears inactive, but should be rechecked.
imaunsell - 7/26/2011 9:35:59 AM
Nest appears to have been raided for nesting material around top edges. No eggs present. Closed. Now work was 
occuring during this or previous monitoring visits.

6/21/2011 7002532 LEGO Closed TL 639 - 397518 46 feet to TL639 - 
397518.

100 feet Drive through access 
only

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

7/5/2011 imaunsell - 6/21/2011 7:25:21 AM
Nest contains one egg and is swarming with ants. LEGO female attempting to return.
rradd - 6/27/2011 11:32:40 AM
Nest contains one broken egg and one intact egg. No LEGO observed at nest.
rradd - 7/5/2011 10:59:13 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest has been abandoned; no LEGO detections at this nest during 30 min obs, ants continue to visit eggs.

7/1/2011 7002602 LEGO Closed CP70-3 AR 15 feet  to AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 

7/14/2011 rradd - 7/1/2011 10:18:23 PM
Female LEGO incubating (15 mins. on, 5 mins. off) while male attends and alerts.
rradd - 7/8/2011 10:15:27 AM
Nest location moved per Trimble to replace lost data point.
LEGO pair continue to attend this nest.
rradd - 7/14/2011 9:31:47 AM
No LEGO at or near this nest during 30 mins of obs. suggests nesting has concluded.

7/11/2011 7003023 LEGO Closed TL639 - 397518 48 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 07/17/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/18/2011

The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability 
of these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and 
common urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

rradd - 7/11/2011 4:22:02 PM
Female LEGO on nest.
rradd - 7/19/2011 1:57:49 PM
No LEGO detected. Lining is blowing out of nest.

AR065799
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7/18/2011 7004658 BTSP Closed EP271-2 90 feet 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 

UNDETERMINED 
REASONS.

sjohnston - 7/18/2011 10:37:00 AM
incubating 2 eggs.
tfitanides - 7/21/2011 2:25:06 PM
Two eggs in nest. Eggs were in partial sun. No BTSP activity seen from 1200-1235hrs. One BTSP heard calling in 
general area before nest was in sight. (Recommend a visit in morning, it was hot and windy today).
tfitanides - 7/23/2011 1:52:02 PM
2 eggs remain in nest. No BTSP visits to nest during observation period from 0720-0830. Eggs were warm to the 
touch. 3 BTSP observed foraging in TSAP area, but when biologists approached they left to the northeast. Adults 
remained in the general area but were scarce around observers. Another site visit is warranted to ensure nest is 
inactive before closing.
eelias - 7/25/2011 4:17:17 PM
2 biologists monitored this nest for 90 minutes (0840-1010). This nest was approached initiallyand contained 2 
unhatched eggs, which were warm and in the full morning sun. There was no sign of predation; nest was in good 
shape, no egg yolks around, or egg shell fragments were in the vicinity of nest. 2 biologists then positioned themselves 
180 feet distant and 1 biologist viewed the nest through a 20x spotting scope for 90 minutes. There was no sparrow 
activity at this nest site. Due to this inactivity, buffer was removed and nest was closed.

7/29/2011 7004703 MODO Closed CP57 AR 70 feet from AR 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

7/29/2011 vnovik - 7/29/2011 3:05:52 PM
1 egg in nest; 1 egg has fallen out of nest and is on ground below nest. No doves in area.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 1:49:26 PM
1 egg remains in small skimpy nest;  no doves in area; appears this nesting attempt was abandoned - closed.

6/6/2011 7002455 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS.  Wind 
probably blew nest 

out of structure; 
possible predation; 
no sign of nest or 

contents. 

6/21/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011 10:20:42 AM - Nest building first observed on 05/24/11. Female observed building nest today 
(6/6).
PKonrad - 6/13/2011 - Female incubating.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 4:57:38 PM
Nest is gone; no sign of nest or contents - closed.

3/30/2011 5003298 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
117+00

25 feet from Alpine Blvd 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 2 dead 

nestlings in nest; has 
female been killed 
away from nest?

RF-3/30/2011
Bird observed incubating on nest during high traffic, jackhammering, and other construction noise.
3/8/2011
No nest observed, taken out by storms? BL
4/16/2011
No nest observed - closed. - RR
emorgan - 4/20/2011 10:15:01 AM
Nest observed still on fan palm covered with cobwebs. There are 2 dead nestlings in nest that appear to be about 5 
days old.

5/13/2011 7001474 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet: within substation 
footprint on machinery.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 5 feet. It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
- The nest location is within a cavity providing a protective buffer from visual 
and acoustic disturbances.
- The pair selected the site regardless of ongoing work in the immidiate area.
- The birds have tolerated foot an vehicle traffic within a few feet.
- The birds have chosen a nest site within three feet of mylar flasher tape
- Rock breaking and cruching has occured within 250 feet of the nest. These 
activities are considered heavy construction and the sound impact have not 
detered the birds from nesting there.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 3 eggs 

cold and abandoned 
due to unknown 

factors.

5/20/2011 Nest 50% complete. No eggs or nestlings. Bird observed actively building nest 5-13-2011.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 4:43:31 PM - 3 eggs in nest.
ahill - 5/20/2011 6:32:38 PM - 3 cold eggs, no female incubating, no activity; eggs had cracks. Nest abandoned/failed; 
possible failure due to recent winds/rain (5-17 and 18).
tfitanides - 5/23/2011 3:25:48 PM
Nest closed due to info from previous nest monitoring.

6/6/2011 7002454 HOFI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 1 feet east of from AR; 9 
feet above road.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Blanket exemption already in place for existing construction traffic at the time of 
this nest's discovery.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. Appears 
female abandoned 

nest during egg 
laying or early 

incubation.

6/29/2011 eelias - 6/6/2011 3:28:56 PM
Female is bringing in nesting material. Nest appears 80% complete. Male is in close attendance.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 1:14:17 PM
Female incubating; male nearby.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 12:41:10 PM
No incubating female during either of 2 nest checks; male perched nearby and singing during first check.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 1:04:43 PM
No sign of adult finches at nest or in area. May be inactive; will check status again.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 12:14:57 PM
No finches in area or visiting nest; nest intact - closed.
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5/27/2011 7002394 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
80 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Bird 

appeared to abandon 
nest on or near  

6/9/2011 or 
6/10/2011

6/10/2011 sjohnstone - 5/27/2011 
When found, female incubating.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:57:19 AM
Observed on nest incubating.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:58:01 AM
Observed on nest incubating.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:30:52 AM
On nest incubating.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:15:27 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:14:00 PM
Incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:02:23 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:01:05 PM
No activity on nest. Observed nest for 30 minutes with no activity.
sjohnston - 6/14/2011 4:14:55 PM
No activity for the past 4 days.

5/12/2011 7001447 LOSH Closed S2 Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Eggs 
were abandoned, 
although nest was 
built very close to 

existing paved road.

5/18/2011 phoward - 5/12/2011 7:36:38 AM - Nest found with 4 eggs; no nest visits but LOSH seen and heard nearby.
RAbe - 5/18/2011 1:54:00 PM - No LOSHs seen during previous 3 surveys. Just monitored nest for 90 minutes with no 
LOSHs detected at nest or adjacent areas - closed.

5/7/2011 7001014 CAKI Closed TL 6916 - 973035 0 feet 100 feet Nest is inside pole; Not a candidate. 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. First nest 
outcome is 

indeterminate but 
likely failed. CAKI 

require 2 weeks after 
hatching to fledge, 
and observations 

indicate incubation 
was still in progress 

on 6/4/2011. 
Nestlings may be fed 
near nest by adults 

for anotherr 2 weeks 
during post-fledging 
period, but no food 

carrying was 
observed.  Second 
nesting attempt at 

this site in progress 
6/20.

6/13/2011 rradd - 5/24/2011 9:01:24 AM
CAKI incubating, mate attending 0836.
rradd - 6/2/2011 8:27:02 AM
Nest exchange 0727, no food carry ...incubation continues.
shampton - 6/4/2011 12:33:04 PM
Observed 1 hr.  Female incubating/brooding, interrupted by short forays away from nest Male visited nest too. No 
visible food carried but  both appeared to pick things out of nest and eat them. Possibly small fecal sacs?
rradd - 6/7/2011 3:31:11 PM
CAKI on nest, mate guarding.
rradd - 6/13/2011 3:09:07 PM
Unable to detect if bird present on nest due to attached hardware. CAKI visited pole for several minutes but did not go 
to nest. No second CAKI observed. No item carry observed during 1 hr obs. NOMO perched and singing 10' away for 
several minutes was unchallenged.
rradd - 6/13/2011 9:48:11 PM
Obs. indicates this nest is no longer occupied. Change to Closed.
shampton - 6/13/2011 10:26:42 PM
Observed 1555-1715hrs, no nest visits. One CAKI perched near (1-3') nest and preened for 29 minutes, never went 
quite to nest

5/12/2011 7001463 LEGO Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

10 feet to driveway. 100 feet This nest should be treated like all others for which NBR was granted to allow 
brief period of veg maintenance and house boarding.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Indeterminate 

reason: Female 
incubating.

5/24/2011 12 May - LEGO female building nest, appears 50% complete 1446. - RR
19 May - LEGO incubating on nest 1419. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:47:20 PM
Nest appears intact, but no LEGO visible during 30 min obs
rradd - 6/3/2011 10:18:38 AM
No LEGO detections at this nest during 30 min obs. Change to Closed.
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5/25/2011 7002357 MODO Closed TL 639 - 171660 9 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-

traffic allowed.
No impacts to this nest are anticipated due to vehicular traffic, provided that no 
stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100' buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Insufficient time for 
nestlings to fledge.

6/10/2011 imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:37:36 AM
female incubating 2 eggs.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 12:02:55 PM
Adults in shrub around nest; two eggs in nest.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 12:20:26 PM
No eggs in nest. No MODO activity at nest. Closed.

6/6/2011 7002456 HOFI Closed EP27-1 AR 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Late-
season nesting 

attempt unsuccessful 
for unknown reason.

7/14/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011 11:23:31 AM
Female incubating. 
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 12:24:52 PM
A finch flushed from nest area, and a male is singing continuously.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 1:12:38 PM
Pair of finches flew from nest site; several finches singing in area, but no action observed at nest.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 11:49:34 AM
Female incubating.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 2:55:23 PM
Nest looks good, but no finches at nest.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 1:43:11 PM
Nest intact but no sign of nestlings or adult finches; will check once again.
pkonrad - 7/20/2011 2:51:38 PM
No sign of finch activity; nest in like-new state; no mutes as obvious at nests that contain(ed) nestlings. It appears the 
finches observed at this nest started a late-season nesting attempt that was not successful.

5/5/2011 7000984 CAGN Closed TL 6924 - 171693 660 feet to nearest pole. 300 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Likely 

failed due to 
inclement weather on 

preceding day. At 
least 3 dead 

nestlings present in 
nest, nest leaning 
over 45 degrees.

5/26/2011 blohstroh - 5/26/2011 2:29:31 PM
Ants eating dead chicks.

3/30/2011 5003299 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest  

with 2 eggs 
abandoned.

5/16/2011 Observed pair of HOFI on truck near nest. Construction occuring directly adjacent to nest. No eggs yet.
phoward - 4/14/2011 1:04:32 PM - No fresh material in nest, no nest visits observed, and no birds heard. It appears 
nest has been abandoned since first found 3 weeks ago. Nest has poor structural quailty (twigs look old and dry), 
made up of all large twigs and has no sign of cup for eggs. Birds have not been seen by bio monitor in over 2 weeks. 
Possible nest failures include poor site selection and/or the nest became wet, which caused it to lose structure and 
quailty.
rradd - 4/15/2011 2:21:01 PM - HOFI flushed from nest. Change to active. Buffered and staked. NBM requested.
MDicus - 04/16/2011 - Nest active, at least 1 egg. Female flushed within 10 feet of approach, returned immediately.
vnovik - 4/21/2011 10:06:05 AM - No activity observed at nest.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - Female incubating 2 eggs.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No finch observed at nest; 2 eggs are present among nesting material, but nest is disheveled 
with some material covering eggs; suggests this nest may be abandoned; will check back Monday.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - No finches present; 2 eggs are cold; nest deserted; closed.

4/14/2011 5000820 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 10 
feet.

Nest was built on the side of a dumpster, and previous NBRs have been 
granted for this species down to 15 feet.  This species is the most common bird 
species in San Diego County.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 
abandoned for 

unknown reasons 
during late 
incubation.

5/9/2011 phoward - 4/14/2011 1:57:11 PM - Fresh nesting material seen in nest; appears to be 2 near-complete nests side by 
side that have fresh material. House finches carrying nest material to nest (lining material).
04/16/2011 - Nest buffer modification approved 4/15; buffer staked in field at approved 10 feet.  Dumpster not to be 
used or moved (MDicus).
vnovik - 4/21/2011 10:31:41 AM - Female incubating on nest.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - Female incubating.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - No finches at nest; nest appears intact.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No finches at nest site during extended observations; yard biomonitor hasn't seen any activity 
here during 3 days on site; nest appears deserted - closed.
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4/22/2011 5000888 MODO Closed San Luis Rey 

Substation
0 feet; nest within 

substation.
100 feet 3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 

UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 
abandoned with 1 

egg.

4/29/2011 barnold - 4/22/2011 1:53:02 PM  Adult on nest.
kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 11:33:52 AM
Observed a stick nest with one egg.  Bio monitor reported that there has been no adult bird on the nest since 23 April. 
Because there has been no incubation for over six days, the avian biologist determined that the nest is inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

6/1/2011 7002414 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

85 feet from work. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

abandoned, possibly 
prior to egg laying, 

for unknown reasons.

6/9/2011 sjohnston - 6/1/2011 1:20:24 PM - Nest building about 60% complete.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 4:37:13 PM
Observed building nest, which is about 70-80% complete.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:31:14 AM
Observed on nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:15:52 PM
On nest likely incubating
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:13:25 PM
Observed on nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:14:14 PM
No LEGO activity but nest appears complete. A spotting scope would be handy.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 11:46:37 AM
Nest falling apart.

4/27/2011 7000914 HOFI Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet; inside yard. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

abandoned.

4/28/2011 RAbe - 4/27/2011 8:37:08 AM
Nest w/eggs in forklift. Male and female observed on top of fortlift at approx. 0800. Birds not observed going to nest. 
Buffer flagged at 100' and biomonitor will monitor for activity.
vnovik - 4/28/2011 2:14:03 PM
Nest abandoned. No activity observed at or near nest. 

4/4/2011 5003347 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 100979 0 feet. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

chronology suggests 
insufficient time for 
successful fledging.

5/23/2011 04/04/11 - Pair of house finches carrying and depositing nest material to base of insulator (M. Dicus, R. Abe).
9 Apr - Nest building activity 0904. - RR
14 Apr - Nest building continues 1018. - RR
19 Apr - HOFI pair active on nest 1418. - RR
26 Apr - HOFI male singing on pole. Female not seen. - RR
2 May - No detections during 30 minute observation. - RR
imaunsell - 5/23/2011 12:37:47 PM
Status changed to closed due to nest chronology.

4/16/2011 7002614 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

82 feet from staked 
worked limits.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

destroyed by 
unknown causes.

4/30/2011 16 Apr - HOFI on nest. - RR
22 Apr - HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RR
30 Apr - HOFI nest has been completely removed 0800. Change to closed. - RR

4/12/2011 5000794 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - 973033 10 feet from work area. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

disturbance prior to 
incubation possibly a 

factor.

4/24/2011 12 Apr LEGO pr finalizing nest construction. - RR
18 Apr LEGO female incubating 0920 - RR
25 Apr No LEGO detected on nest or in vicinity. Nest appears intact. Construction in progress. - RR
2 May No LEGO detected, wind beginning to blow out nest lining. Change to Closed.- RR

6/10/2011 7002486 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 feet from work limits 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

failed during 
incubation for 

unknown reasons.

6/23/2011 vnovik - 6/10/2011 11:38:01 AM
Nest building 2% complete.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:15:39 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:14:54 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:50:53 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 5:56:02 PM
No activity observed at nest today when checked.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:20:31 AM
No activity at nest.
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5/6/2011 7000999 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
45 feet to edge of work 

area.
100 feet The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 

between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and construction related activity are appropriate when 
considered along with the plan, providing type and duration of access is strictly 
regulated. 

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

intact, but cause of 
nesting termination 

unknown.

5/13/2011 5/6 - ANHU completing construction of nest 1105 - RR.
5/13 - Nest appears intact but unoccupied during 30 min obs. Predated? Change to Closed. - RR

6/25/2011 7002560 LEGO Closed CP82-1 0 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

outcome is 
indeterminate.

7/8/2011 rradd - 6/25/2011 11:13:40 AM
LEGO female on nest
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:28:22 PM
LEGO female on nest, male guarding and feeding fledges from previous nest.
rradd - 7/8/2011 4:05:20 PM
Nest is intact, empty and abandoned. No LEGO detected at nest during 30 min. obs. Equipment tracks directly under 
nest on AR.

4/26/2011 7000903 CAKI Closed TL 6916 - Z771473 85 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Both the Cassin's Kingbird and Bullock's Oriole nests occur in the same 
eucalyptus tree (distance to pre-existing Pole Z771473 is approximately 85 
feet). Based on the nests’ proximity to human activity and development and the 
adult birds’ lack of reaction to human presence, both pairs of adults appear to 
be habituated to nearby human activities. Therefore, a nest buffer modification 
(NBM) request for reduction to 30 feet from 100 feet would be appropriate. It is 
not anticipated that such a reduction would adversely affect the success of both 
nests.  Based on the nest location and previous exposure to vehicle traffic, foot 
traffic and equipment movement, the adults should tolerate this buffer 
modification.  

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

presumed destroyed 
by natural causes.

5/23/2011 RAbe - 4/26/2011 12:03:39 PM
Female Cassin's Kingbird observed carrying nesting material to almost complete nest.
Nest could be complete. Pair of birds actively defending territory. - sritt - 5/3/2011 9:05:13 AM
11 May CAKI likely incubating - coming and going to nest while stringing crew at work 1125. - RR
16 May CAKI continue to occupy this nest 1340. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 6:22:03 PM
No nest found, or CAKI detected during 30 min. obs. 1550-1610. Presume nest has fallen.

6/28/2011 7002607 LEGO Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

15 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the 
course of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird 
contstucts a nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest 
substation and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. 
Activity levels at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 
seems to be still 

intact.

7/8/2011 7/6/11 Female was seen incubating on June 28th; female is still incubating.
ahill - 7/18/2011 9:07:51 AM - No activity has been seen in past 10 days. Have observed for an hour each interval on 
several days, and no activity was seen.

6/23/2011 7002549 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

4-5 feet south of fence 
on west side of bridge.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 
shows signs of 

predation; 1 side of 
nest is ripped open 
and birds are gone.

7/7/2011 vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:27:53 PM
Nest building 5% complete.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:14:22 AM
Nest building observed.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:33:47 PM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:54:00 PM
On nest, possibly incubating.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:49:25 PM
Incubating.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:58:04 PM
No activity observed; unable to see nest due to leaves blocking view.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 11:53:47 AM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 8:58:51 AM
Nest appears torn apart on 1 side; no activity.

3/23/2011 5003266 BEWR Closed EP220-1 85 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 85 
feet.

Turnaround work area shown on maps actually faces the other direction, to 
east, so 85 feet is minimum distance construction.  Buffer approved for 85 feet 
due to hidden location of nest, and tenacity of species.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. No eggs 
remain although nest 
appears undisturbed. 
No wrens observed 
or heard for weeks.

5/5/2011 3/23/2011 -D. Busby observed individual go to tin can. Tin can appears to have grass and some feathers inside. Not a 
candidate for nest buffer reduction because its so close to road and probably not many cavities in area.
Completed nest with lined bowl inside can, but no wrens in area during nest check 4-5 (PK).
phoward 4/7/11; watched for 30 minute no wrens present.
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - No birds observed but 1 Bewick's wren singing nearby.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 -  At least 2 tiny white eggs in nest in rusty can on ground; no birds in area.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - 3 eggs; no birds observed.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No eggs but nest intact in can; no birds observed or heard; closed.
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Nest 
Outcome 
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3/11/2011 6003224 WESJ Closed EP89-1 0 feet; within temporary 

ROW.
100 feet 3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 

UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. No 

indication of reason: 
no nestlings, eggs, or 
eggshells present at 

nest.

4/14/2011 Nest approximately 65% complete; [California towhee] pair perched up nearby 3-11 DB.
Bird incubating in poorly built nest with 4 eggs (green with brown spotting at anterior end) 3-31 (PK)
Although formerly listed as a California towhee nest, it appears to have been taken over by a pair of western scrub-
jays, with 1 incubating in cool, windy weather; PK thought this might  be the case during 3-31 observations; 4-7 
(PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 6:59:05 PM - No birds or eggs or evidence of eggs at nest, which looks unchanged; 1 jay acted 
territorially as biologist left site. Nesting attempts at this site failed; nest status closed.

6/15/2011 7002510 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

95 feet north of bridge 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. No 
nestling activity ever 
observed; appears to 

have failed during 
incubation or early 

nestling stage.

6/23/2011 vnovik - 6/15/2011 4:01:21 PM
Observed nest building of nearly complete nest.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:03:40 PM
Nest appears complete.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 5:00:03 PM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:13:24 PM
Not observed on nest.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:32:57 AM
No activity observed @ nest.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:26:37 PM
No activity on nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:01:37 PM
No activity; difficult to see if bird is laying low in nest.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:56:57 PM
No activity observed at nest; nest intact.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 8:53:43 AM
No activity.

5/11/2011 7001443 HOOR Closed TL 6916 - 973035 0 feet; inside staked 
limits. 50 feet from pole.

100 feet 30 feet A NBR from 100 feet to 30 feet is requested with the following restrictions:
•A qualified Avian Biologist should be onsite to monitor the nest during all 
construction activities and will be authorized to stop construction if deemed 
necessary to protect the nest.
•The bucket truck should be parked as far away from the nest as possible and, 
if feasible, the bucket should be positioned on the side of the pole that is 
furthest from the palm tree where the orioles are nesting.
With the above restrictions the requested NBR is appropriate for the following 
reasons:
•The nest tree is 50 feet from the pole where all work will take place.
•The birds did not flush from the nest until the biologists were 30 feet away and 
they returned within a few minutes to continue nest building while the biologists 
were still only 30 feet away.
•The nest is 20 feet above the ground on a palm frond and there is no direct line 
of site from the nest to the construction area. Furthermore, the woven bag-like 
structure of the hooded oriole nest provides a visual barrier to construction 
activities while the bird is within the nest.
•The orioles did not appear to be disturbed by high decibel construction 
activities occurring on the other side of Chantemar Rd, 200 feet from the nest.
•The nest is located in a residential neighborhood, which indicates that these 
orioles are accustomed to a certain level of human disturbance.
•The duration of work required at the pole is approximately 30 minutes. This 
short duration of work should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•An existing NBR to 30 feet (see above) under very similar circumstances at the 
next pole (973036) site was concurred to more than 2 weeks ago, has 
progressed successfully, and as of 06/13/2011 the nestlings there are nearly 
fledged.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment. All work can be accomplished with hand tools only, which will 
reduce disturbances to the nesting birds.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. Orioles 
have abandoned 

nest with egg, and 
appear to be building 

a new nest.

6/20/2011 11 May HOOR pr entrring and leaving top of palm 1628. - RR
17 May HOOR female exits 1132, male exits 1140. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 9:03:34 AM
HOOR pr continue to enter and exit this tree. Male displays territorial animosity toward subadult HOOR nearby 0838.
rradd - 6/2/2011 8:23:52 AM
Female to nest 0752, male guarding.
rradd - 6/7/2011 3:46:10 PM
No HOOR detections at nest during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 6/7/2011 3:50:11 PM
HOOR female exits nest 1546.
rradd - 6/13/2011 3:10:32 PM
1 egg obs in nest. No HOOR female detected during 30 min. obs.
emorgan - 6/14/2011 12:40:48 PM
Pair observed carrying nesting material and building third nest in palm tree which is about 15% complete. Did not 
observe orioles at the other two nests during the two hours of observation.
emorgan - 6/14/2011 12:41:40 PM
The oriole nest that is 8 feet above ground still only has 1 egg.
fhoffman - 6/18/2011 2:18:34 PM
Female continued to build upper nest with material from palm. Male in area vocalizing
rradd - 6/20/2011 3:14:07 PM
Nest abandoned with one egg. Change to Closed.

6/6/2011 7002452 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

25 feet from staked work 
limits.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Predation likely.

6/9/2011 vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:43:28 AM
Nest building approximately 40% complete.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:59:23 PM
Nest appears 60% complete.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:13:01 PM
Nest looks complete; on nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:11:33 PM
Nest shredded; unknown cause.
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3/19/2011 5003268 RTHA Closed EP32-1 AR, 12kV pole 

571454
83 feet from AR. 500 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 

stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.
3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 

UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Probably 
failed when nestling 

was young - 
unknown cause.

5/24/2011 pkonrad - 5/24/2011 11:15:18 AM
No hawks observed at nest or surrounding area; nesting attempt may have failed. Will check back once more.

4/5/2011 5003358 LEGO Closed TL 639 - 379517 15 feet. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Repeated searches 
failed to detect nest 

or nesting birds. 
Apparent failed 

nesting attempt after 
incubation initiated.

4/4/2011 04/05/2011 - Female lesser goldfinch observed on nest (R. Abe, J&M Dicus).
12 Apr - No nest found. - RR
21 Apr - No nest located or LEGO detected. Change to closed. - RR

3/10/2011 6002804 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

15 feet to existing AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Undetermined 

reason for failure.

4/22/2011 ANHU actively building nest. Tree approximately 15 feet east of bridge. Bird unconcerned by my presence at 15 feet 
from base of tree, but no construction ocurring at the time.
No hummingbirds or nest observed - 3-22 (PK)
3/23 - ANHU female on nest - IM
3/28 - Nest difficult to find, but female observed incubating on nest on branch about 40 feet up; second main branch 
up, on bridge side of oak. - BL
4/1 - Female observed incubating. IM
4/1 - Female on nest - IM.
4/8 - No activity observed, no ANHU in area, HOFIs built nest very close by -BL
4/16 - No activity observed. - RR
4/22 - No activity observed, change to closed - RR

4/16/2011 5000832 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

16 feet from fencing. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. Unknown 
but likely natural 

causes.

5/9/2011 16 Apr - Nest appears complete though under construction, with pair installing interior lining. -RR
22 Apr - BUSH bringing nest material 1030. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 8:37:59 AM - Bushtits in area, but not observed at nest. No adults in area or activity at nest during 2 
hours I monitored the nest.
dbusby - 5/9/2011 12:19:40 PM Nest appears unkempt.

2/14/2011 5000430 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
198+50, MH-12R

50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. Unknown 
cause of failure.

3/22/2011 Active nest. 2/14/11
No nest found 3-22 (PK).
Closed, since no nest was found on 3-22.

5/13/2011 7001471 LENI Closed Dunaway Yard 30 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these 
areas are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and 
therefore are not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no 
change in activity levels occurs.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. Unknown 
cause of failure.

5/18/2011 emorgan - 5/13/2011 2:45:44 PM - Adult is incubating 1 egg.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - Neither egg or bird observed in the area. This is 1 nest where construction activity could have 
been a factor, although high winds and predation could also be factors.
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6/4/2011 7004634 LEGO Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 6 feet to yard limits. 100 feet 15 feet. Blanket exemption to reduce requests for NBRs in effect for this nest, as nest 

was begun after construction activites had commenced outside of imapct areas 
within an active construction yard. Buffer  flagged at edge of existing ESA.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. Unknown 
cause of failure.

6/14/2011 tfitanides - 6/4/2011 9:54:57 AM
Female incubating 4 eggs. Male observed feeding female. Female did not flush when 1 biologist approached to nest 
but did flush when 2 biologists approached for a second look.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:55:11 PM
4 eggs observed in nest. Nest was monitored at a distance for 45 minutes. No adult observed at nest.

5/17/2011 7001486 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

3 feet from work limit. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. Unknown 
cause of failure. 

Nesting chronology 
does not fit 

successful fledging of 
nestlings. Bird was 

observed incubating 
during work activities 
early in the morning. 

Bird was not 
observed on nest 

after nest was 
checked at 1100 

when metal plates 
were delivered via 

front-loader. 
Unknown if delivery 
caused the bird to 

flush or if the female 
was absent prior to 

delivery

6/8/2011 sjohnston - 5/17/2011 3:54:14 PM
Nest building obervsed. Nest 60% complete.
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 3:54:14 PM
ANHU observed making several trips to nest site and sitting on nest.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 8:21:37 AM
ANHU observed building nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:16:13 PM
observed female ANHU on nest.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:58:58 AM
Obs. sitting on nest. 
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:52:09 AM
observed on nest. likely incubating.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:00:34 AM
incubating.
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 6:29:00 PM
incubating
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:32:31 AM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:57:15 PM
incubating
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:10:16 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 4:44:15 PM
No activity in nest since 1341 today.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:42:29 PM
Broken eggshells in nest. No activity observed at nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:57:10 PM
Nest appeared to have had a nestling. Unknown if inactivity is due to depredation or fledging.

5/20/2011 7001912 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

75 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. Unknown 
cause. Nestlings 

found dead in nest, 
which was infested 

with ants.

6/15/2011 vnovik - 5/20/2011 8:38:39 AM - BLPH observed with nesting material.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 5:50:39 PM
BLPH observed in area, nest appears in good condition.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:05:37 AM
BLPH observed incubating on the nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:46:45 AM
Observed on nest, flushed on approach.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:59:29 AM
Incubating; 4 eggs.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:55:54 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:33:16 AM
Incubating,
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:04:19 PM
Incubating
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:12:09 PM
1 hatchling and 3 eggs.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:08:43 PM
3 hatchlings and 1 egg.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:57:58 PM
Caring for nestlings in nest.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:30:33 PM
All nestlings found dead in nest on 06/15/2011.
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3/16/2011 6003234 MODO Closed TL 639 - Z973033 30 feet from work area. 100 feet In residential area, among houses and exotic landscaping; accustomed to 

human environments.
3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 

UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Unknown 
causes. Insufficient 
time has elapsed for 

breeding to 
complete.

4/12/2011 At least 2 eggs in nest.
3/28/11 - Adult still sitting on nest. (D. Busby)
12 Apr - No bird on nest, no eggs. Looks abandoned. Change to closed and remove buffer. - RR
18 Apr No change.

6/9/2011 7002483 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

65 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. Unknown 
reason for failure. No 
activity at nest since 

6/17/2011.

7/6/2011 tfitanides - 6/9/2011
Nest building; frequently making trips to nest; nest well-formed.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:03:46 PM
Observed entering nest.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:17:42 PM
Feeding nestlings. [?]
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:18:56 PM
No nestlings observed; likely incubating.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:21:54 PM
No activity at nest.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:43:18 AM
Observed entering nest site.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:21:35 PM
No activity observed.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:55:14 PM
No activity observed. Nest is hidden in foliage.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 11:54:32 AM
No activity observed.

6/8/2011 7002475 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. Unknown 
what caused nest 

failure. No activity for 
several days; nest 

appeared complete, 
although it was in an 

exposed location.

6/10/2011 vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:35:09 PM
Nest building, approximately 2% complete.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:37:38 PM
Nest building, about 70% complete. Female flushed from nest.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:54:21 PM
Nest building about 90% complete.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:28:24 PM
Nest observed to be inactive for 4 days (6/15/2011). On 06/16, nest was observed to be torn apart by a pair of LEGOs 
building a new nest in a sycamore in the drainage to the west of the bridge.

4/21/2011 5000867 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. Wind or 
predation possible, 
but indeterminate 
reason for failure.

5/19/2011 vnovik - 4/21/2011 4:12:09 PM - Observed male and female carrying nest material.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 -  Female incubating.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 3 eggs in nest but no adults observed.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 -  Female calling territorially; small nestlings in nest.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - Nestling present; no adults observed.
fhoffman - 5/19/2011 4:13:50 PM - 2 dead nestlings observed; 1 in nest and 1 outside nest; 1 egg observed outside 
nest. Nest, nestlings, and egg intact. Uncertain cause of failure.

3/29/2011 5003294 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
299+50

Within 10 feet of Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

Pair bringing food to complete nest. No buffer flagged due to Alpine Blvd exemption.3/29/11 IM
8 April - Pair actively foraging around nest and returning to nest - BL.
emorgan - 4/20/2011 11:47:53 AM - Adults seen visiting nest.
30 Apr - BUSH nest appears predated, with hole at bottom of NE side of nest. Closed. - RR

4/26/2011 7000901 BUSH Closed TL 6916 - 678467 75 feet 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

5/3/2011 phoward - 4/26/2011 9:23:11 AM
Nest appears complete, pair seen visiting nest.
phoward - 5/3/2011 11:26:22 AM
nest closed due to predation
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4/29/2011 7000943 MODO Closed San Luis Rey 

Substation
0 feet; in substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 

feet.
In the biologist's opinion, the reduced buffer will not impact the nesting pair of 
mourning doves for the following reasons:  A) Mourning doves as a species 
have adapted readily to human environments and are known to acclimate to 
human activity proximal to nest sites.  B) This dove selected a nest location in a 
substation that has been actively used for Project construction for several 
weeks, as well as other ongoing SDG&E operations.  C) The nest is in a 
location that was exposed to a high level of activity during site selection.  D) 
The elevation of the nest site (7 feet) is located above the average height of 
people, and the enclosed nature of the nest site provides a visual buffer to/from 
the nest.  E) Tolerates foor traffic to 3 feet.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

4/29/2011 kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 3:24:19 PM - Female observed incubating on nest. Biomonitor reported that she first observed 
the bird on the nest on 4/25. Bird does not flush from nest even when approached at less than 5 feet.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 1:34:31 PM
Nest is gone; fan likely blew nest off surface.

5/4/2011 7000979 PHAI Closed Hartung Yard 62 feet to AR. 100 feet ESA staked at yard limits 
and drive through access 

only on AR.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these 
areas are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and 
therefore are not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no 
change in activity levels occurs.

Blanket exemption for nests built along ARs continuouly in use for project 
activities recieving agency concurrence that birds extablishing nests near ARs 
are accustomed to human activities and traffic and should not be impacted 
provided that no stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

4 May - PHAI female on nest, male attending.  Nest appears just completed 0700. - RR
12 May PHAI female on nest, male attending.  1800. - RR
20 May PHAI female on nest 1757. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 4:23:34 PM
HOWR in nest, no PHAI detected. Presume predated.
Change to Closed.

5/7/2011 7001006 OTHE Closed TL 639 - 171668 247 feet from nearest 
pole; 66 feet from road.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

5/19/2011 fhoffman - 5/7/2011 11:20:39 AM Adult flushed from nest and returned. Grass cup nest with 4 white eggs. Sparrow 
probable Rufous-crowned
no eggs in nest. or egg fragments seen in area.  Nest appears to have been slightly moved, + possibly predated.No 
birds seen tending to nest. Nest closed. - sritt - 5/19/2011 6:05:30 PM

5/7/2011 7001012 NOMO Closed TL 639 - Z171660 50 feet to work area. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

5/19/2011 RAbe - 5/7/2011 1:29:42 PM - Northern Mockingbird nest with 2 eggs. 100 foot buffer flagged w/yellow tape.
tfitanides - 5/19/2011 1:06:48 PM - Two recently dead nestlings with ants crawling on them. No adults in area.

5/19/2011 7001502 LEGO Closed CP50-1 AR 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

6/1/2011 19 May LEGO female completing nest with male nearby 0841. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 12:30:44 PM
LEGO female on nest 1217.
rradd - 6/2/2011 5:13:20 PM
Sporadic LEGO activity here but nest does not appear complete despite large qty of material.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:13:05 AM
Nest appears to be coming apart. Change to Inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

5/28/2011 7002389 LASP Closed CP17-1 18 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

6/1/2011 Adult brooding 3 nestlings. - sritt - 5/28/2011 2:09:01 PM
rradd - 6/1/2011 7:43:31 AM
Nest empty. Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/1/2011 7:47:55 AM
Buffers and stakes removed.

6/2/2011 7002435 MODO Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

110 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

6/23/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 at 1547
MODO on nest, did not flush
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:47:33 AM
MODO on nest.
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:14:56 AM
MODO on nest.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:17:45 AM
Nest pulled to ground. Location suggests terrestrial predator.
Change to Closed.

6/10/2011 7002487 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

85 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

6/24/2011 vnovik - 6/10/2011 11:53:06 AM
Nest near complete.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:22:43 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:13:28 PM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:19:45 PM
Nest gone; possible predation.
sjohnston - 6/24/2011 5:31:53 AM
Nest appears to be gone.
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6/24/2011 7002556 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
15-20 feet north of 

bridge.
100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

7/27/2011 vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:43:10 AM
Nest building appears 20% Complete or less.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:25:50 PM
Nest appears intact. No bird observed on nest. though observation time was brief.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:03:44 PM
on nest.
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:51:36 AM
Observed on nest
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:04:15 PM
incubating.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:52:02 PM
Appears to be caring for nestlings.
imaunsell - 7/27/2011 4:18:44 PM
No activity at nest over one hour of observation. During this period female should have visited nest if active. This 
information is absed on other BCHU nests observations in the area this nesting season. Average time away from nests 
during this stage was at most 15-20 minutes. No wrok has occured at the site during nesting period. Failed due to 
unknown, natural causes.

7/21/2011 7004670 LEGO Closed Alpine underground - 
Bauer Bridge

2 ft 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

7/27/2011 7/22/2011 Both adults present. Female building nest
imaunsell - 7/26/2011 9:41:26 AM
No activtiy associated with nest or in immidiate area. 2 eggs in nest. Female is possibly between laying eggs. Should 
be rechecked in next day or two to determine activity level. No work occuring on site.
imaunsell - 7/27/2011 4:14:48 PM
2 eggs present in nest. No activity over one hour. If nest were active more eggs should have been laid between 
monitoring visits or female should be incubating. No work was occuring during nesting cycle. Failed due to natural 
causes. Closed.

7/18/2011 7004657 BCHU Closed CP71 60 feet from AR. 100 feet 55 feet. NBR Submit Date: 07/20/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/20/2011

This nest was found during a general nesting bird survey of the eastern portion 
of the access road to the proposed guard structure located off of El Monte Road 
and east of AR CP70-3-E-A.  This nest is located within the ROW 
approximately 60 horizontal feet north of the access road at a point about 1100 
feet east from where the start of the access road branches off of El Monte 
Road.
The nest is located about 10 feet from ground level on a low horizontal (north) 
branch of a 25 foot sycamore tree. The tree is growing near the bottom of a 45 
degree slope and in amongst a large boulder pile.  The nest contained two 
eggs, and the female was observed brooding on the nest and flying to and from 
the nest on three occasions.
A request to reduce the buffer from 100 feet to 55 feet should not adversely 
affect the successful outcome of this nest for the following reasons:
•The nest is located entirely out of view from the access road with no direct, 
level line of sight from the nest to the access road.
•The nest is on a branch facing away from the road and is entirely obscured 
from above by large leaves.
•Thick upslope vegetation and large rocks/boulders are present between the 
nest and the access road.
•The nest is located approximately 65 linear feet down slope at an angle of 45 
degrees from the access road.
•The female did not show signs of disturbance until the observer approached to 
within 8 feet of the nest. The biologist then moved back beyond that distance 
away and the bird resumed to brood and tends to the nest as usual.
•Potholing work is a short duration, low impact type of construction (in terms of 
sustained noise, activity level and time at each hole location), and will not take 
place immediately adjacent to the nest location. The work will only raise the 
human activity level in the buffer slightly above the norms for that high traffic 
general area.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.  
Eggs predated.

7/21/2011 jpawlicki - 7/18/2011 10:19:52 AM - Two eggs in nest; female observed flying to and from and brooding on nest.
rradd - 7/21/2011 12:28:28 PM - Nest is empty, but feces on adjacent leaves suggest fledged young. Same nest? Nest 
is 2.5' from end of sycamore branch; overhangs 4 inch dia. broken sycamore log and jumble of wild grape (Vitis), 20 
feet east of Canary Island palm (Phoenix canariensis).

5/11/2011 7001439 BUSH Closed Elliott Substation 25 feet to AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.  
Nest was predated.

6/14/2011 11 May - BUSH pair actively building nest, appears 75% complete 1022. - RR
16 May - BUSH exits nest 0704. - RR
23 May - Still active, bringing food to nest - RR.
rradd - 5/31/2011 9:31:39 AM
BUSH to nest 0906
rradd - 6/6/2011 12:42:34 PM
No detections during 30 min. obs. 0845-0915.
rradd - 6/14/2011 4:13:06 PM
Nest predated; torn open at the breeding chamber.
Change to Closed.
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6/8/2011 7002464 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
30 feet from staked work 

limits.
100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Broken eggshells 

found in nest suggest 
predation.

7/6/2011 vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:28:10 PM
Nest building.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:12:33 PM
Visiting nest, likely nest building.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:51:15 PM
Nest building.
vnovik - 6/14/2011 5:45:38 PM
Observed at nest site.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 4:59:23 PM
On nest, possibly incubating.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:49:41 AM
On nest incubating.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:13:40 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:34:59 AM
On nest, possibly incubating. While bird was off nest witnessed Black-chinned Hummingbird steal nest material from 
this nest. Bird returned and settled on nest as if nothing was out of the ordinary.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:26:13 PM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:01:54 PM
Incubating.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:55:17 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 11:52:06 AM
No activity; no eggs; no nestlings; broken eggshells in nest.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:36:17 PM
incubating

5/14/2011 7001479 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 55 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
The Rock Wrens have nested within the rubble while active construction has 
occurred in the area. Construction has occurred on all sides of the spoils pile. 
•A construction road is currently located 60 feet from the nest on the southeast 
side. This road was well used prior to the establishment of the 100 foot buffer. 

•Active construction has occurred approximately 50 to 75 feet to the 
north/northwest of the nest on the opposite side of the spoil pile. 
•The nest is located within the spoil pile so the pile itself would shield the nest 
from work for a minimum of 180 degrees beginning from SW to NE which 
provides a visual and acoustic buffer. 
•A biological monitor will be onsite to monitor the birds’ behavior. If it is 
determined that the bird is agitated with work the monitor shall halt construction 
in the area until it is determined that work could commence again.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Cool rainy weather 
apparent reason for 
wet, dead nestlings.

5/31/2011 ahill - 5/14/2011 8:10:41 PM - Female is on nest for extended amounts of time. At least 1 egg in
nest. Observed female bringing nesting material to nest in morning and male brought food to female while she was on 
nest. A 100-foot buffer was installed.
ahill - 5/20/2011 6:36:13 PM - Still active. Male coming to nest with material. Female in nest for extended periods of 
time.
ahill - 5/24/2011 8:02:03 PM
Nestlings present, parents seen feeding.
ahill - 5/31/2011 3:32:57 PM
All 5 nestlings were found dead this morning in nest; adults not seen or heard in area. Nestlings were wet and have 
been dead for at least 1 full day. Sunday temps were very low and 0.5" of rain was received. seems the nestlings 
drowned/became hypothermic. buffer was taken down.

4/27/2011 7000915 LEGO Closed CP26 70 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 
feet.

A nest buffer modification to 70' is being requested for this nest for the following 
reasons:  A)The nesting pair chose the nest site during ongoing construction 
activity.  B) The female continued to add nesting material to the nest while 
concrete was being poured, and sound levels at the work site reached 
approximately 100dB.  C) The female added new material to the nest during 
nest verification with two biologists standing within one foot of the nest. D) The 
nest is naturally buffered by being down slope from the ongoing construction 
and is located in Chamise Chaparral, which is characterized by a high density 
of plants with thick foliage.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Damaged by storm.

5/9/2011 RAbe - 4/27/2011 11:51:38 AM - Female observed adding nesting material to nest w/male present. Nest approximately 
55% complete. Buffer marked at 70 feet because concrete is being poured, which can't be stopped.
mdicus - 5/3/2011 10:21:06 AM - Nest structure damaged, likely due to high winds; however female LEGO was 
observed visiting nest.  No eggs or young.  Recommend additional monitoring until it can be determined that pair has 
abandoned or repaired nest.
mdicus - 5/9/2011 2:04:16 PM - Nest in worse condition than last week, falling out of shrub.  No evidence of repair or 
added material.  Nest is unusable in current condition.  Closed; ESA signs removed.

5/26/2011 7002370 WEKI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; in substation. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Due to Common 
Raven predation.

6/1/2011 Nest with three eggs. Adults attentive in area.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:18:06 PM
Kingbird nesr on ground when returned from holiday on Tuesday 31 May. Eggshell fragments found in nest, possible 
Common Raven predation. Nest now Closed.

4/2/2011 5003350 BEWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; on substation fill 
slope footprint.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Eggs blown out of 
nest by high wind.

5/8/2011 Nest 95% to 100% complete. Pair observed by bio-monitor actively building nest 2 April 2011. 
Nest material again observed being brought to nest on 4 April - BWA.
tcooper - 4/15/2011 4:52:20 PM - 3 eggs in nest, no adults obseved.
phoward - 4/25/2011 9:54:00 AM - 2 more eggs, 5 total; female incubating in nest.
ahill - 5/2/2011 9:49:28 PM- female incubating eggs, should be hatching soon
Eggs blown out of nest by high wind.
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4/11/2011 5000776 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; on house. 66 feet 

from AR.
100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Eggs predated.

6/16/2011 11 Apr - HOFI pair building nest. - RR
19 Apr - Nesting activity continues. 1005. - RR
5 May - No eggs, no HOFI detected at nest. Change to Inactive. - RR
12 May HOFI pr continue to visit this nest and rearrange the furniture. Change to Active
19 May Continued building activty, no eggs 1122. - RR
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:10:45 PM
25 May Nest inactive and empty.
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:34:42 PM
Nest active with 4 eggs 1614.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:17:21 AM
4 eggs in nest.
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:59:23 AM
Nest has been predated and is empty.
Change to Closed.

5/12/2011 7001461 HOFI Closed CP51-2 AR 74 feet to AR, but within 
house area.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Evidence of nest 

predation.

6/8/2011 12 May - Female HOFI on nest 1057. - RR
19 May HOFI on nest 1007. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 1:02:20 PM
HOFI on nest 1256.
eelias - 6/4/2011 10:42:27 AM
Male feeding peeping nestlings.
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:05:13 PM
Nest no longer present - broken branches and lining remnants on ground. Change to Closed.

6/3/2011 7000909 HOFI Closed Helix Yard AR 45 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Failed due to nest 

predation.

6/9/2011 rradd - 6/3/2011 2:23:00 PM
Female HOFI incubating 4 eggs. Change to Active.
rradd - 6/9/2011 8:57:19 AM
Nest is clean and empty. Predation presumed. Change to Closed.

4/25/2011 7000894 HOFI Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Likely a combination 
of wind and predation 
(in unknown order).

5/4/2011 barnold - 4/25/2011 12:03:34 PM  In northwest leg of Tower 62.  In stacked corner brackets on first cross-bar, about 
five feet off of ground.  Four eggs in nest.
RAbe - 4/27/2011 9:06:03 AM - Female incubating.
4 May - Nest fallen to ground, no eggs. Change to Closed.- RR

5/25/2011 7003423 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; on house. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Likely due to 

predation.

7/16/2011 rradd - 5/25/2011
HOFI incubating 2 eggs 1456 - RR
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:33:58 PM
HOFI incubating 4 eggs 1612.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:21:22 AM
HOFI female brooding  2 eggs and 2 fresh hatchlings.
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:55:16 AM
Nest is empty. Observations indicate nest failure due to predation since HOFI require 14 days minimum to fledge. 
Change to Closed.

4/21/2011 5000866 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Likely failed prior to 

incubation; no 
finches observed and 

no eggs in nest.

4/26/2011 vnovik - 4/21/2011 9:37:08 AM - Observed male and female at nest. Female incubating on nest.
This nest was deserted on 4/29/2011 and thereafter.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No birds present.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - No finches present; no eggs in nest; apparently nesting attempt failed - closed.

5/24/2011 7001942 LAZB Closed CP22-1 15 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular traffic is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, 
standing or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Likely nest predation.

5/31/2011 rradd - 6/1/2011 1:17:09 PM
Nest is clean, intact and empty. Timeline indicates nest predation.
Change to Closed.
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4/22/2011 5000877 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; within substation 

pad fill slope.
100 feet Remains at 100 feet. 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural cause; rain 
flooded nest cavity, 
killing all nestlings.

5/20/2011 vnovik - 4/22/2011 12:36:33 PM - Rock Wren carrying nest material into nest site. On-site monitor reported observing 
pair utilizing this nest site for the past couple of days. 
phoward - 4/25/2011 9:43:37 AM - No nest visits; bowl is present at nest site with fresh feather lining seen; need a 
flashlight to see bowl; appears to be primary nest site.
ahill - 5/8/2011 7:28:02 PM - Male heard calling on 5-6; female seen on nest for extended periods of time; flushed at 
25-40 feet.
ahill - 5/10/2011 8:24:17 AM - Female on nest. 2 eggs as of 5-10.
ahill - 5/16/2011 5:41:43 PM - Female on nest, observed nestlings that are at least 1 day old.
ahill - 5/20/2011 6:30:28 PM - Nest was flooded during recent rain on 5-17 and 18. Found all 3 nestlings dead.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

3/2/2011 5000480 ANHU Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

0 feet; within Bell Bluff 
Truck Trail alignment.

100 feet ESA staked at road 
limts.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the 
course of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird 
contstucts a nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest 
substation and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. 
Activity levels at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes - 

apparent predation.

3/18/2011 Woven cup nest positioned almost directly above east side of AR. Biomonitor observed ANHU incubating in nest. 
3/2/11
Nest destroyed, probably predated - TC 3/18/11

4/11/2011 5000775 BLPH Closed TL 6924 - Z171690 0 feet; in culvert under 
the existing paved AR.

100 feet Vehicular passage should not impact nest, since nest is below road and 
completely out of view.  Buffer should be reduced to 0 feet without any 
reasonable fear of construction impact.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes - nest 
has fallen from place.

5/17/2011 BLPH carrying food into culvert. rradd - 4/11/2011 7:24:15 AM
BLPH flying from nest 0736. - rradd - 4/18/2011 8:04:29 AM
25 Apr - BLPH flushed from nest 0815 - RR
2 May - BLPH from nest 0755. - RR
10 May - BLPH to and from nest 0846. - RR
17 May - Nest no longer present, presumed fallen. No BLPH present. Change to Closed. - RR

4/13/2011 5000814 BUSH Closed TL 6916 - 774819 10 feet to existing AR; 
400 feet to nearest pole.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes - 

wind damage to host 
tree.

5/11/2011 4/13/11 TC - adults attending nest
18 Apr - Nest location reset with Trimble. BUSH pr. detected with food and nest materials 1408. - RR
25 Apr - BUSH exits nest 1512 after 15 mins of inactivity. Presumed incubating - RR
2 May - BUSH enters nest with food 1549. - RR
11 May Branch with nest fallen to ground. 3 intact eggs + 1 broken. Change to Closed. - RR

4/1/2011 5003339 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

7 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes, likely 

predation.

4/28/2011 Pair observed building nest. Nest is about 95% complete. Point entered by hand. 1 April - IM.
8 April - Adult sitting on nest - BL
16 Apr - LEGO pair still at work on this nest.
22 Apr - LEGO female appears to settle on eggs 0727. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 1:30:05 PM - Nest no longer present.

5/26/2011 7002376 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes: 

weather and poor 
site selection.

6/5/2011 vnovik - 5/26/2011 2:44:10 PM - Nest with 1 egg; monitor observed bird entering nest.
phoward - 6/5/2011 8:35:58 AM
no eggs present in nest, black plastic in arm supportun nest has started to come out and is close to becoming 
completely detacted from arm of tower. this movement of the plastic has caused the nest to now lay vertical which 
likely lead to the egg rolling out of the nest

6/3/2011 7002440 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - 973032 30 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

exemption request exemption applies for work allowed in residential areas of 
TL6916 for underground through agenecy concurrence process. Birds nesting 
in developed areas are anticipated to be habituate to human activity and 
therefore should tolerate work activities. 

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes; nest 

fallen from tree; 
possible wind loss.

6/6/2011 eloveless - 6/3/2011 9:28:39 AM - Obseved female incubating on nest. 
rradd - 6/7/2011 4:18:21 PM
Nest has fallen and is empty. Change to Closed
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4/13/2011 5000807 BUSH Closed EP27-1 60 feet to AR; 340 feet 

to tower work area.
100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 

stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.
4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes; nest 
probably blown out of 
tree; no indication of 
predation with 1 egg 

found inside nest.

5/16/2011 sritt - 4/13/2011 10:55:47 AM - Pair copulating; 1 bird entered nest,
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - No nest at this location; 2 single adults were observed but no nest revealed during 40 minute 
search.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Nest found 30 feet east of GPS location; GPS vertex moved. Adult(s) bringing food or nesting 
material; calling territorially. Nest chunky rather than long.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Adult brought food to nest.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Adult food gatherting and bringing food to nest.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - Nest found on ground below location where it was built; no indication of predation - wind 
probably blew nest out of tree. Biologist opened inner compartment of nest and found a single egg but no other sign.  
No birds observed or heard in area.

5/24/2011 7002352 ANHU Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; within pad area. 100 feet Parking and through 
traffic allowed.

Blanket exemption through agency concurrence that since nest built within 
trailers, storage bins, and stationary pieces of equipment were built after 
construction began, the birds are habituated to human disturbance, and 
accessing these structures is a benign activity.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes; poor 

site selection and 
stormy weather. 

Empty nest, broken 
egg found on ground 

below nest after 
stong wind storm on 

5/29.

6/27/2011 Female seen building nest, about 15% complete.
ahill - 5/28/2011 9:06:16 PM
Female incubating; at least 1 egg laid.

7/15/2011 7004637 HOWR Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within house area 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes; tree 
broke off at cavity.

7/7/2011 Change to active.
HOWR surreptitiously carrying food to nest 1002-1022. No singing or overt territoriality obs.
rradd - 7/7/2011 10:02:37 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest tree snapped at cavity. No HOWR detected during 30 min. obs,

6/8/2011 7002474 COHU Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet Nest is on steel, and work on the steel cannot occur without impacting the nest. 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest and eggs gone; 
probable predation.

6/22/2011 barnold - 6/8/2011 10:14 AM
Female incubating. Yard biological monitor reported eggs in nest, but female never flushed from nest during pentab 
recording and GPS locating. Please confirm species identification when female is active and off the nest.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 1:09:07 PM
2 eggs in nest; female gone when I arrived, but returned with nest material and resumed incubating; she is very 
tolerant. As per previous biologist's request, I examined and photographed female to ascertain species, which was 
changed to Costa's Hummingbird.
pkonrad - 6/22/2011 2:58:38 PM
Nest gone; no sign of adult, nest, eggs, or nestlings in area. Probable predation - closed.

3/28/2011 6003248 BUSH Closed CP65-1 15 feet from driveway 
improvement area.

100 feet To encroach within buffer, temporary sound walls may be used during survey 
staking and potholing over 2 short-day periods to provide visual buffer and 
noise barrier for this human environment-acclimated species.  

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest appears 

predated - hole torn 
to expose contents.

4/27/2011 28 Mar - Nest in good condition, adults in area, but no interaction with this nest. - BL
6 Apr - Quick nest exchange @ 0744. - RR
8 April - Adut observed entering nest (M. Dicus, R. Abe).
13 Apr - BUSH exiting nest 0840 - RR
barnold - 4/15/2011 2:10:59 PM - Adult enters nest at 1:43 pm, again at 2:00 pm.
vnovak - 4/20/2011 8:50:27 AM Adult seen exiting nest.
27 Apr - Nest torn open on W side at bulb. Appears predated. Change to Closed. - RR
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5/3/2011 7000974 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 771470 85 feet from tower. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest appears to have 
been removed by a 
non-project source.

5/16/2011 barnold & sritt - 5/3/2011 9:53:11 AM  Well established nest.  Female continuously bringing new nest material, 
accompanied by male.  No eggs or nestlings in nest.
11 May HOFI female on nest 1352. - RR
16 May Nesthas been removed by others. Change to Closed. - RR

4/25/2011 7000893 HOFI Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest blown off 

structure by wind.  

4/27/2011 barnold - 4/25/2011 11:57:17 AM  Pair at nest, no eggs. Cup nest on stored corner brackets at first cross=bracket, 
about five feet off the ground.
imaunsell - 4/26/2011 7:24:50 AM monitor and verifying avian bio observed nest blown off structure by wind on 4/25. 
Change status to closed.

4/27/2011 7000912 CALT Closed TL 639 - 775593 20 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 feet 
for construction; 40 feet 

for thru-traffic.

70 ft buffer for construction:  A) Nearly 30 ft of dense vegetation occurs 
between the work site and the nest. This provides a natural buffer from work 
area.  B) Scheduled work is to be done with hand tools and small crew, 
minimizing visual and auditory impacts to the nest.  C) California towhees are 
well adapted to developed areas and frequently tolerate moderate to high levels 
of human disturbance; 70' is well within this species' tolerance threshold for 
human activity.
40 feet buffer for pass through access:  A) Ingress and egress to the site would 
be limited on a daily basis in trips and duration.  B)

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest destroyed by 

undetermined 
causes, but 

observation suggests 
predation.

5/23/2011 Female observed building nest. - sritt - 4/27/2011 12:17:30 PM
3 May - CALT nesting activity continues. - IM
11 May - CALT continues nest building 0839, cup is 85% complete. - RR 
16 May - CALT egg-laying. 2 eggs. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 11:20:48 AM
23 May Nest destroyed -. no eggs on ground. Presume predated and Change to Closed. Pair continue to make trips to 
this thicket and may re-nest. 0939. - RR

6/2/2011 7004664 HOFI Closed Bartlett CY 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest destroyed, wind 
or predation possible.

6/5/2011 NEW nest material in same location as before.
barnold - 6/2/2011 11:51 AM - 2 female House Finches on tower.
phoward - 6/5/2011 10:50:13 AM
Nest closed; nest has been destroyed; trace material was found on ground and string was hanging where nest was 
located. Can see brownish muddy spot on metal where nest was. Wind damage or predation are possible reasons for 
failed nest; no sign of nestlings or eggs may suggest (avian) predation

3/9/2011 6002402 BUSH Closed CP73-2 90 feet to tower legs. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest destroyed; 

possibly predator, or 
storm.

4/20/2011 3/9/2011 - Nest 60% complete, adults bringing material to nest.
28 Mar - Adults tending/repairing nest, nest still incomplete, no eggs or nestlings.- BL
20 Apr - Nest destroyed - hole torn in side - appears predated, but possibly storm damaged.

6/18/2011 7002514 LEGO Closed CP29-1 2 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest failed due to 

predation.

7/6/2011 phoward - 6/18/2011 11:10:14 AM
Nest found 100% complete with 4 white eggs. Female observed incubating; male was heard nearby.
rradd - 6/22/2011 3:48:27 PM
LEGO female on nest; did not flush at 5 feet.
rradd - 6/28/2011 4:19:28 PM
Nest contains 2 eggs. No LEGO detected during 30 minute observation.
rradd - 7/6/2011 1:30:27 PM
Nest no longer present, remains of 1 LEGO egg on ground. Nest apparently predated.
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3/17/2011 6003240 MODO Closed San Luis Rey 

Substation
0 feet, within substation. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest failed due to 
rainstorm; eggs 

abandoned and nest 
soaked.

3/25/2011 Female incubating.
Female not observed on nest for 3 days. Cold weather and rain will have made nest unsuccessful. Material is soaked 
from rain. No eggs present. 3/25/2011 IM

5/5/2011 7000993 CAGN Closed TL 639 - Z379523 6 feet from AR. 300 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction will occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest failed possibly 
due to depredation 

from snake or rodent. 
Nest relatively  intact 
except for small hole 
on north side of it. No 

evidence of nest 
contents in 

surrounding nest site.

5/26/2011 Female sitting on nest w/ male bringing food and territorial. Male perched on top of chamise - dbusby - 5/5/2011 
12:09:33 PM.
Observe one nest exchange between adults. Pair still incubating. Eggs estimated to hatch within next week. dbusby - 
5/12/2011 10:33:50 PM
mdicus - 5/19/2011 - Observed one nest exchange.  Male left nest prior to female returning.  No eggs or young in 
nest.
dbusby - 5/26/2011 3:05:15 PM
Nest failed possibly due to depredation from snake or rodent. Nest relatively  intact except for small hole on north side 
of it. No evidence of nest contents surrounding nest site. Adult pair briefly observed on east side cf Calle de Vida 
before disappearing and  remaining elusive and out of sight. Buffer left intact since pair is likely establishing new nest. 
Will modify buffer once a definitive nest is found.

4/19/2011 5000856 BLPH Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; on house, 56 feet 
from AR.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest fell due to 

natural causes and 
nestlings were 

predated.

6/8/2011 19 Apr - BLPH pr building nest. 10% complete. - RR
27 Apr - Nest appears almost complete, BLPH on nest agitated at 45'. - RR
5 May - 2 eggs in nest 1055. - RR
12 May BLPH ivncubating 4 eggs 0834. - RR
19 May BLPH feeding nest at 5 min. intervals 0838. - RR
25 May BLPH activity continues at this nest.
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:02:17 PM
BLPH nest has fallen to ground 14:37; 2 unfledged young with quilled wings survive in the nest wreckage!
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:16:34 AM
No BLPH present, at least 1 unfledged nestling predated at site. Change to Closed.

6/13/2011 7002492 WEKI Closed TL 639 - 379519 35 feet from tower. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
plan allowed per Buffer 

justification.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest gone; predation 

is the most likely 
cause.

7/7/2011 imaunsell - 6/13/2011 9:52:43 AM
pair nest building. Bringing fine lining material to nest in approximately 5 minute intervals. Nest appears to be 85-90% 
complete.
rradd - 6/21/2011 9:29:08 AM
Female WEKI obs incubating on complete nest with male nest-guarding 0918.
barnold - 6/28/2011 6:55:37 AM
Adult on nest.
rradd - 7/2/2011 2:57:31 PM
Female WEKI obs incubating while crews working nearby (RR), and returned to nest after pole work completed (S 
Ritt).
rradd - 7/5/2011 12:01:06 PM
No WEKI observed within 500' of this nest 1125-1200
imaunsell - 7/7/2011 11:40:09 AM
Nest appears to be mostly removed. A small ammount of material still remains. Status changed to closed.

4/13/2011 5000797 LEGO Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

8 feet from driveway. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest intact but empty 

just 7 days after 4 
eggs were being 

incubated, presumed 
predated.

Well concealed nest; female observed nest building. Nest 5% complete - imaunsell - 4/13/2011 9:49:04 AM.
19 Apr - LEGO female incubating 4 eggs 1058. Trimbled and moved vertex. - RR
26 Apr - Nest neat and intact but empty. Presumed predated. Change to Closed - RR
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6/16/2011 5001258 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet from house; 55 

feet from AR.
100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest likely predated 

based on condition of 
nest and nesting 

chronology.

6/5/2011 rradd - 6/16/2011 11:57:36 AM
New clutch in progress; HOFI female incubating 2 eggs. Change to Active.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:13:25 AM
Nest contains 4 white eggs.
rradd - 6/30/2011 10:40:00 AM
At least 1 downy nestling and 1 unhatched egg visible in nest.
rradd - 7/7/2011 10:17:58 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest is empty and lining appears torn out. Nestlings were too young to fledge; presumed predated.

5/24/2011 7001937 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

6 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and 

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest possibly 

predated.

5/31/2011 sjohnston - 5/24/2011 8:30:15 AM
Nest activily being built. estimated at 10% complete.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:44:35 AM
Nest building 30% complete.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:04:45 AM
on nest potentially incubating.
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 8:48:15 AM
no activity observed since noon 5/31/2011, First observation of inactivity concurred with installation of a sound wall pole 
immediately south of the bridge. Bird was observed to be sitting on the nest in the morning hours. No indications of 
stress or flushing of this bird were made during previous monitoring, 
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 6:33:32 PM
nest was torn up from lesser goldfinch robbing nesting material. no activity obs. nest closed. Nest was inspected with 
an extending pole and mirror. No eggs were observed. 

5/5/2011 7000992 CAQU Closed TL 639 - Z379519 0 feet, at base of pole. 100 feet Within marked work area at base of pole.  Nest is too close to work area to 
justify a buffer reduction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest predation 

appears to be cause 
of failure.

5/17/2011 vnovik - 5/5/2011 5:51:30 PM - CA quail flushed from nest. 8 eggs in nest.
17 May - Nest appears predated - vegetation disturbed, broken eggshell adjacent to nest 0812. Change to Closed. - 
RR

5/24/2011 7002346 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest shows signs of 

disturbance by 
unknown agents.

6/9/2011 emorgan - 5/24/2011 8:26:03 AM - Nest appears to be about 75% complete with well defined cup. Female observed 
adding lining material to nest. Male singing near nest. Female did not flush until I was 30 feet from nest.
rradd - 6/3/2011 2:08:47 PM
Nest contains 4 eggs.
barnold - 6/7/2011 5:44:03 PM
2 eggs with broken shells-partially broken. Remaining 2 eggs unharmed. Monitor for activity. House Finches in area.
rradd - 6/9/2011 8:53:56 AM
No change in status. No HOFI detected 0655, eggs are cold.

7/7/2011 7002615 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH7

10 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/03/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest torn apart; 
predation likely 

occurred.

sjohnston - 7/7/2011 12:03:16 PM - Signage was posted to prevent vehicles from parking under the nest.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 12:03:53 PM - Bird on nest.
sjohnston - 7/8/2011 12:05:35 PM - 3 eggs.
sjohnston - 7/16/2011 1:11:32 PM - Nest torn apart.

5/5/2011 7000991 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground 40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest torn up; 

probable predation.

5/26/2011 shampton - 5/5/2011 5:00:46 PM - Female observed adding material to nest and presumably incubating.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 12:10:01 PM. No activity observed but rainy day. 
shampton - 5/26/2011 11:53:34 AM
shampton - 5/26/2011 11:55:13 AM
Nest torn up. No sign of adult, eggs, or nestlings.
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5/10/2011 7001438 LASP Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet; within staked 

work limits.
100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest was empty and 
had insufficient time 

to fledge - 
presumably 
predated.

5/17/2011 10 May - LASP incubating 3 eggs 1305 - RR
17 May Nest intact but empty - presumably predated. Status changed to Closed. - RR

4/6/2011 5003370 BUSH Closed CP81-1 10 feet from road; 200 
feet to tower area.

100 feet Buffer remains, to allow 
vehicular passage only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest was storm 

damaged or never 
completed.

5/14/2011 4/6/11- TC Adults carrying food to nest. Candidate for nest buffer reduction since access road will only be used for 
brief thru-traffic.
13 Apr - BUSH active at this location but not entering a nest. - RR 
20 Apr - BUSH exits nest area 1506. - RR
28 Apr - BUSH pair busily adding decorations to this nest 1115. - RR
05 May - No BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. 1710. - RR

3/12/2011 6003219 CORA Closed CP31-2 35 feet from work area. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nestling raven dead 
by natural causes in 

nest.

6/8/2011 Nest is 12 feet from AR to CP31-2. Birds not incubating yet and are spending extended periods away from nest. 
3/12/2011.
18 Mar - CORA pr sharing food @ site. Extremely wary of, and agitated by, human activity. ACTIVE - RR.
24 Mar - CORA prone on nest 1050 -1110. - RR.
30 Mar - CORA male settles on nest after pair-bonding behaviors 08:32 - RR.
5 Apr - CORA on nest 0721 - RR.
11 Apr - CORA pair roosting near nest 12:58 -1318.- RR.
19 Apr - No CORA detected on or around nest territory. CSC signage  installed under nest tree.- RR
25 Apr CORA flushed from nest at very first sight of observer (600') 0745. - RR
3 May CORA incubating, mate nest-guarding. 1505 - RR
10 May CORA pr. on nest 0737.- RR
18 May CORA on nest 1646. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 4:14:38 PM
One large weill-feathered, gray-faced  nestling visible on nest.
rradd - 6/2/2011 11:23:57 AM
One CORA juv. remains on nest 1058. Primaries almost full length.
rradd - 6/8/2011 5:06:12 PM
CORA juv. remains on nest 1650.
rradd - 6/15/2011 1:51:17 PM
CORA juv. dead in nest, presume predation as GHOW flushed here on 8 Jun.
Change to Closed.

5/23/2011 7001929 LASP Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

8 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the 
course of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird 
contstucts a nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest 
substation and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. 
Activity levels at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nestlings covered 
with ants; nestlings 

probably died due to 
strong wind and rain 

5/29/2011.

5/29/2011 tfitanides - 5/23/2011 12:29:56 PM - Adult incubating 3 eggs. Tolerant of biologist presence within 15 feet. Concrete 
work approximately 60 feet from nest.
ahill - 5/24/2011 8:03:20 PM
2 hatchlings present. female on nest.
ahill - 5/28/2011 9:08:15 PM
Female and male tending to 3 nestlings in nest.
ahill - 5/30/2011
Nestlings covered with ants; nestlings probably died due to strong wind and rain 5/29/2011.

5/16/2011 7001476 BEWR Closed EP86-1 0 feet; on pad. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
•Bewick's Wrens as a species are known to nest in close proximity to human 
activity and will utilize the cavities of man-made structures.
•The nesting pair chose the platform of a micro-pile drilling rig as a nest site, 
and was actively building their nest while drilling for the micro-pile foundation 
was occurring. Clearly this behavior shows a tolerance to human disturbance 
and specifically the current scope of work. 
•The wren pair also continuously carried nesting material into the cavity, 
undeterred by the nest verification crew in close proximity inspecting the status 
of the nest. 
•The cavity location of this nest opens in a direction away from construction, 
thus there is no direct line of sight from the nest to construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
No apparent reason 

for failure.

6/8/2011 RAbe - 5/16/2011 1:04:34 PM - Pair of Bewick's Wrens adding nesting material to nest that is over 50% complete.  
phoward - 5/19/2011 2:10:54 PM - buffer reduced to 30 feet, pair seen entering nest.
barnold - 5/31/2011 2:39 PM - Adult flushed from pipe after approaching drilling platform. Nest checked an hour 
earlier, but couldn't see if bird on nest.  Nest appears complete.
PKonrad - 6/8/2011 - No wrens during 40 minute observation period, tapped "pipe" cavity when I arrived and before I 
left to ascertain no adults were in the pipe - closed. 
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5/19/2011 7001506 BCHU Closed CP64-2 AR 4 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Observations 

indicate failure due to 
natural causes, likely 

abandoned before 
eggs hatched.

6/24/2011 19 May BCHU female on complete nest 1712. - RR
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:03:32 PM
26 May BCHU female on nest 0842.
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:05:34 PM
After at least 15 min. of absence. female comes to nest and settles.
rradd - 6/9/2011 11:21:42 AM
Fenale comes to nest 1043.
rradd - 6/17/2011 8:46:07 AM
No BCHU detections at this nest during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 6/24/2011 8:40:05 AM
No BCHU detections at this nest during 30 min. obs. 
Change to Closed.

5/28/2011 7002390 BUSH Closed Suncrest Substation 15 feet to work limits. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the 
course of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird 
contstucts a nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest 
substation and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. 
Activity levels at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Observations 
indicate nest 

predation.

5/13/2011 Most likely 2nd brood of a pair that had a previously successful nest nearby. Observed female come to nest with food, 
nestlings heard calling vigorously. Nest does not affect construction.
ahill - 5/31/2011 3:27:41 PM
The nest is complete, was found partly torn apart ( consistent with previously completed BUSH nests). Heard BUSH in 
the area.

5/19/2011 7001503 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 65 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Observations 

suggest nest failure 
due to predation.

19 May MODO incubating two eggs 0913. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 12:56:21 PM
MODO on nest 1249
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:03:38 PM
14:46 1 just-hatched nestling, 1 unhatched egg in nest.
rradd - 6/13/2011 6:25:45 PM
8 June Nest empty and no MODO detected. Broken eggshell under nest but insufficient time to fledge nestlings 
indicates nest predation.

5/2/2011 7000960 LEGO Closed TL 6924 - Z171690 20 feet to work; 90 feet 
to TL6924 - Z171690.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Observations 

suggest predation.

5/17/2011 2 May - LEGO pair working on nest, appears 60% complete 0749. - RR
10 May Nest with one egg 0950. - RR
17 May  Nest intact but empty. Elapsed time from 1st egg obs. suggests predation. - RR

3/31/2011 5003324 ANHU Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; in work area. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predated nest.

4/27/2011 31 Mar - Nest complete, female on nest - RR
5 Apr - Female active at nest. - RR
11 Apr - ANHU female on nest at 15:15. - RR
19 Apr - ANHU female incubating 2 eggs 0742.- RR
27 Apr - Nest empty with 1 side torn out. Appears predated. Change to closed - RR

4/25/2011 7000898 HOLA Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predated, eggs gone.

4/27/2011 shampton - 4/25/2011 2:19:51 PM
Female incubating and foraging near nest with 3 eggs. Female flushed repeatedly due to foot traffic at edge of and 
inside the 100 foot buffer.
kalberts - 4/27/2011 10:31:13 AM
Nest found predated with no eggs - closed.

4/7/2011 5003379 CAGN Closed TL 639 - Z379519 95 feet to nearest pole. 300 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predated; nest torn 

from side.

4/14/2011 4/7/11 - Observed male and female carrying nest material to nest. Nest is 90% complete. 
Nest predated, found torn from side with nest lining and cup pieces below. No sign of eggs found. kalberts - 4/14/2011 
10:54:17 AM
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5/10/2011 7001021 ANHU Closed TL 6916 - 774819 50 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 

passage allowed.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

5/31/2011 Female incubating 2 eggs. 
16 May - Two very small ANHU nestlings attended by adult 1444. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 4:31:52 PM
Nest contains two young covered with quills.
rradd - 5/31/2011 5:06:00 PM
Nest no longer present.  
Complete nest has been removed - no remains detected.  Prior obs.suggest nestlings too young to fledge and 
predation is probable cause of nest failure.

5/13/2011 7001472 HOFI Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet, in yard, on 
flatbed; 10 feet from AR.

100 feet Had one egg upon discovery; not a candidate. 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

5/23/2011 Pair of HOFI copulating directly above nest and repeatedly visiting trailer; 1 egg in nest.
RAbe - 5/23/2011 2:40:58 PM - No eggs in nest and no HOFIs observed in area - nest closed.

5/25/2011 7002369 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 80 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

7/15/2011 rradd - 6/30/2011 10:38:36 AM
Second nest logged in same location for new nest attempt by pair. HOFI incubating 3 white eggs. 
rradd - 7/7/2011 10:24:59 AM
Female HOFI continues incubation of 3 eggs.
rradd - 7/15/2011 11:22:56 AM
Nest has been destroyed.

7/5/2011 7002601 NOMO Closed TL 639 - 379521 5 feet to AR, 50 feet to 
work, 100' to pole

100 feet Drive through access 
only.

The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability 
of these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and 
common urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

rradd - 7/11/11 - This pair flushes at 100' and is slow to return to the nest.
rradd - 7/5/2011 10:44:56 AM
Female NOMO building new nest, approx 50% complete, while male chases off territorial untruders. 
rradd - 7/11/2011 10:00:53 AM
NOMO pr attending 3 green speckled eggs 0923.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 12:08:00 PM
3 eggs.
rradd - 7/19/2011 9:44:40 AM
NOMO alarming near nest with 3 eggs.
rradd - 7/25/2011 12:56:12 PM
Nest lining has been upended. No eggs in or under nest. 

4/4/2011 5003351 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
177.50l

15 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely; 

broken eggshells in 
nest.

4/20/2011 RF-4/4/11: Bird observed sitting in nest approximately 5 feet from Alpine Blvd.
4/16/2011 - Nest not found at this GPS location. - RR
emorgan - 4/20/2011 10:09:20 AM - Nest inactive with broken eggshells in nest. It was probably predated.
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4/16/2011 5000833 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
Within 10 feet of work 

area.
100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation presumed, 

nest destroyed.

5/5/2011 4/16/2011 - LEGO female nearing completion of nest - RR.
4/22/2011 - LEGO female settled onto nest 0727. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 8:32:27 AM - Female incubating.
5/6/2011 - Nest destroyed, predation presumed 1033. - RR

4/8/2011 5003384 KILL Closed Wilson Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation.

4/19/2011 3 eggs present. Birds flushed at 50 feet and distraction displayed at 20 feet.
imaunsell - 4/19/2011 2:51:16 PM - Monitor reported nest failure due to predation. No eggs present. No adults in area.

4/12/2011 5000796 BUSH Closed EP225-1 Pullsite 0 feet; within pull site. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation; nest torn 
in half, probably by 

mammalian predator; 
1 eggshell found in 

interior of nest.

5/5/2011 shampton - 4/12/2011 4:47:38 PM - Adults observed entering nest with food.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Adult territorial next to nest
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - No Bushtits near nest or calling.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Nest torn in half; 1 eggshell found in interior; 1 Bushtit nearby; closed.

3/31/2011 5003320 ANHU Closed TL 6916 - 774820 20 feet from AR; 340 
feet from nearest pole.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Presumed 

depredation, with 
broken egg  in nest.

3/12/2011 3/31/11 TC - Female incubating 1 egg.
4/7/11 TC - Female on nest.
12 Apr - Nest presumed predated; broken contents 1550. Change to closed. - RR
4/13/11 TC - Nest failed, broken eggshell in nest.

7/16/2011 7004646 BCHU Closed Access road to guard 
pole structure near 

CP71

42 feet 100 feet 40 feet. This nest was found during a general nesting bird survey of an access road to a 
guard structure west of CP71. This nest is located approximately 42 horizontal 
feet (70 linear feet down slope) north of of the access road at a point about 185 
feet east from where the access road branches off of El Monte Rd. 
The nest is located about 12 feet high on the outer part of a branch (south 
facing) of a 35+ foot sycamore tree, about 2 feet from a large, sloped granite 
boulder. The nest contained one nestling a few days old, and the female was 
observed brooding on the nest and flying to and from the nest on two 
occasions.
A NBR from 100 to 40 feet should not adversely affect the natural nesting 
progression and successful outcome of this breeding event for the following 
reasons:
•There is no direct, level line of sight from the nest to the access road given that 
the nest is is entirely obscured from above by several large leaves and is 
located in thick vegetation approximately 70 feet downslope at an angle of 50 
degrees from the access road.
•The female did not show signs of disturbance until the observers approached 
to within 6 feet of the nest and when we retreated beyond that distance she 
continued to brood and tend to the nest as usual.
•The adult bird chose the site when daily vehicle traffic on this part of the road 
(Non-Project) was already occurring.
•Presence of a nestling indicates high reproductive investment by the brooding 
bird, creating strong site affinity and greatly diminishing chance of nest 
abandonment.
•Potholing work is a short duration, low impact type of construction (in terms of 
sustained noise, activity level and time at each hole location), and will not take 
place immediately adjacent to the nest location. The work will only raise the 
human activity level in the buffer slightly above the norms for that high traffic 
general area.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Presumed predated 
as nest was intact 

and clean.

7/20/2011 eelias - 7/16/2011 10:33:21 AM - J. Pawlicki found 1 young nestling in this nest; the eyes are closed and it is 
featherless. Female flushed at 6 feet when biologist was standing on large boulder.
rradd - 7/21/2011 1:55:27 PM - Nest is intact, clean and empty. Young presumed predated as insufficient elapsed time 
to fledge.
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5/7/2011 7001018 MODO Closed TL 6916 - 678468 25 feet to work area. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 

feet.
It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons:  A) The nest 
progression is already advanced (incubation of 3 eggs), so nest affinity is high 
and the likelihood of abandonment low.  B) The adult is already habituated to 
human activity and is disturbed only when approached to less than 15 feet. The 
bird never flushed from the nest during construction activities or GPS locating, 
and was only discovered when the on-site biological monitor walked very 
closely past its location.  C) Further construction activities will be similar to what 
has occurred to date, light and short, using bucket trucks. D) Large eucalyptus 
tree provides screening. E) MODO is highly tolerant of humans.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Presumed predated. 

5/16/2011 MODO incubating 3 eggs. Bird did not flush from foot traffic at ca. 2 ft distance from nest. - SJohnston 5/7/2011.
16 May Broken white eggshell of suitable size but no MODO detected. Presume predation and Change to Closed 
1707.- RR

6/13/2011 7002494 LASP Closed Sycamore Yard 50 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

Drive through access only appoved through blanket exemption.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Presumed predated.

6/20/2011 rradd - 6/13/2011
LASP male feeding female incubating 3 eggs and driving fledgling from earlier brood away from area 0840.
rradd - 6/20/2011 10:45:29 AM
Nest is empty, presumed predated. Change to Closed.

3/17/2011 6003251 BTSP Closed EP235-1 50 feet from TSAP. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Probable predation; 
broken pieces of 1 
egg was present 

inside the nest and 
the other broken egg 
was found below the 

nest.

4/12/2011 Black-throated sparrow pair collecting nest materials and carrying nest materials to grass nest in cholla.  Nest is about 
78 feet from northeast corner of permanent pad and about 135 feet from nearest equipment onsite. The 100 foot 
buffer extends about to the middle of TSAP 3-17 (JD). 
Nice nest built in cholla; unlined; no activity since Monday rain and hail (JD). John will continue monitoring 3-23 (PK). 2 
eggs in nest (incomplete clutch); should begin incubation in a couple days 4-4 (PK).
ahernandez, pkonrad - 4/12/2011 2:32:14 PM - Nest was predated; closed.  Remnants of two broken eggs.

4/21/2011 5000869 MODO Closed IV substation 80 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

The hidden area of this nest, combined with tolerance of human approach, 
justifies a smaller buffer to allow work to occur.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Probably failed due 

to poor nest site 
selection.

6/3/2011 vnovik - 4/21/2011 1:49:59 PM - Nest with eggs.
shampton - 5/10/2011 10:59:21 AM - 3 eggs in nest; 2 eggs have rolled around on fan, 1 is discolored. The nest has 
no fine material. Appears that fan kicked on and moved  the eggs. No birds observed near nest.
barnold - 6/3/2011 8:17:13 PM
Nest has been abandoned. Closed.

4/30/2011 7000950 WESJ Closed EP92 80 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Probably predated.

5/20/2011 shampton - 4/30/2011 12:13:20 PM  Bird flushed off nest. 3 eggs.  Possible western scrub-jay or California thrasher.
RAbe - 5/10/2011 1:42:24 PM - 1 nestling and no eggs in nest. Adults not observed.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 3 eggs in nest. (Apparent pentab problems 5-6.)
emorgan - 5/20/2011 9:25:08 AM - No nestlings present and no adults observed near nest. Nest probably predated.

5/25/2011 7002353 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

50 feet to work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and 

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Raven predation.

6/5/2011 vnovik - 5/25/2011 10:05:34 AM - Building nest; 50% complete.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:21:17 AM
Observed on nest; male feeding female on nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 10:38:35 AM
Male observed arriving at nest, possibly bringing food. 
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:20:30 AM
Ravens attacked nest and ate the eggs.
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5/10/2011 7001423 KILL Closed Scripps Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 25 

feet.
It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
A) Nest is shielded by a 3 foot high wall.  B) Placement of a sound barrier along 
the existing chain link fence will mitigate for sound and visual disturbances 
occurring without further encroaching on the nest.  C) Bird remained non-
agitated on nest while work was occurring in the yard, including demo of a 
retaining wall around the breaker to be replaced. D) The bird has chosen to 
nest within an active yard, showing acclimation to human activity.  E) The bird 
remained non-agitated in the nest while the surveyor approached to within 5 
feet of the nest.  F) Monitor onsite will monitor nest to ensure that bird does not 
become agitated with the work. If the bird gets agitated, work will be halted and 
an increased buffer will be installed.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Related by crew that 

crows or ravens 
predated nest while 

killdeer adults tried to 
defend nest.

6/10/2011 rradd - 5/27/2011 11:32:58 AM
Unable to see into this area of substation from outside. KILL obs. flying overhead and landing in sub but no definitive 
nesting activity observed.
rradd - 6/2/2011 6:54:23 AM
KILL on apparent nest.
rradd - 6/7/2011 4:33:37 PM
KILL on nest 1633.
rradd - 6/7/2011 5:38:48 PM
KILL appears to be brooding one hatched young and at least one egg, under heavy predation pressure by CORA.
sdhall - 6/10/2011 2:11:16 PM
No evidence of birds or eggs in area. Crew related that they had witnessed crows (ravens ?) predating nests while 
killdeer attempted to fight them off. Buffer was removed. Nest closed.

5/20/2011 7001911 BUOR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 2 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Strong wind and rain 

apparently blew 2 
mostly feathered, 

near-fledging 
nestlings out of nest; 

found dead on 
ground beneath nest.

5/27/2011 PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Drew found this oriole nest 5/14, but today we found 2 small feathered nestlings dead on the 
ground - probably as a result of the cold wind and rain storm Tuesday and Wednesday. Nestlings appear to be less 
than a week away from fledging. Did not close nest report because there may be more nestlings in the nest.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - No oriole activity; nest has not been refurbished - closed.
emorgan - 5/24/2011 9:17:08 AM
There has been no progress on the nest since it was last checked. No activity observed at or near nest. Nest closed.   
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 3:22:34 PM
No orioles in area; nest appears abandoned after wind and rain-caused nest failure last week.

4/14/2011 5000822 COGD Closed Thomas Yard 0 feet; at yard boundary. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Unknown cause of 
failure. Predation is 

likely the cause.

5/17/2011 J & M Dicus - 4/14/2011 - Adult incubating
J & M Dicus - 5/17/2011 11:33:28 AM  Nest empty; no doves observed at or near nest. Nest presumed complete 
because duration since last check is long enough to hatch and fledge young, due to lack of eggs or nestlings in nest, 
and due to no adults in vicinity of nest. Nest is also located outside of active portion of yard, so does not affect 
construction. Buffer signs removed - closed.

6/2/2011 7002431 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
303+00r

40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Unknown natural 

causes; likely 
predated.

6/8/2011 shampton - 6/2/2011 12:36:41 PM  
At about 0700 today a BHCO female removed 1 egg, leaving 2 LEGO eggs in nest. At 1230, female LEGO incubating 
3 eggs, all LEGO.
shampton - 6/9/2011 12:12:38 PM
Nest is empty, no eggs, nestlings, or adults nearby. Nest contained 2 large dead leaves that fell into it - closed.

4/7/2011 5003381 CAGN Closed TL 639 - Z379523 30 feet from existing AR; 
90 ft from nearest pole.

300 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Unknown reason but 
looks like predated 
by a snake because 
nest is intact with 2 

dessicated dead 
nestlings remaining 

and 2 gone.

5/5/2011 Fresh nest located in ARTCAL shrub. Observed female on nest, prior to this observed 1 egg in nest, indicating this 2nd 
attempt at a clutch has just begun. RF-4/7/11
rfletcher - 4/14/2011 6:46:25 AM - Male CAGN observed incubating eggs.
Adult pair observed carrying food to nest. Four 3-day-old nestlings observed while adults were away from nest. 
Estimated fledge date: May 9. dbusby - 4/28/2011 2:54:26 PM
Failed nest w/ 2 desiccated nestlings and no sign of other 2 nestlings. Nest intact. Adults observed foraging nearby. 
dbusby - 5/5/2011 11:56:31 AM
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4/18/2011 5000843 BUSH Closed CP25-2 20 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 

stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.
4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED: Natural 

causes. Nest failure 
due to predation.

5/25/2011 mdicus - 4/18/2011 - Nest observed during construction monitoring - female carrying food to nest.  Buffer only affects 
access road to CP 26, staked "through traffic only, no work or stopping."
26 Apr - Adult BUSH carrying food to nest (per M Klein : BIO). - RR
mdicus - 5/3/2011 - Adult observed at nest.
mdicus - 5/9/2011 2:48:17 PM - Adult carrying nesting material to same nest. Pair observed copulating last week after 
male fed female.  
blohstroh - 5/13/2011 8:33:50 AM nest in good condition, birds observed perched on nest, making trips back and 
forth.
jdicus - 5/16/2011 8:39:19 PM  Observed while construction monitoring.  Female observed carrying material into nest.  

21 May - BUSH carries food to nest 1428. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 8:11:34 AM
Nest on ground and torn to pieces from apparent mammalian predation. 
Closed, buffers and stakes removed.

3/4/2011 6002313 OTHE Closed EP236-1 AR 230 feet from existing 
SWPL AR.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 3/4/2011 Inactive (3/04/2011). Large stick nest needs to be checked for activity on a regular basis. 
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would use 
the nest.

4/6/2011 5003366 BUSH Closed EP221A 20 feet to tower site 
permanent ROW.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 5/3/2011 4/6/11- Pair of bushtits seen carrying food into nest.- SR
kalberts - 5/3/2011 3:34:28 PM - Nest closed, since adult birds seen carrying food to nest almost a month ago.  Nest 
has either fledged or failed since then. 

4/25/2011 7000890 NRWS Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

50 feet; on under side of 
bridge.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

6. INDETERMINATE. 5/25/2011 vnovik - 4/25/2011 10:28:49 AM - Observed NRWS carrying material into cavity, on underside of bridge.
vnovik - 5/6/2011 8:23:01 AM - NRWS observed in area, but no observations of birds entering hole.
phoward - 5/10/2011 3:24:40 PM - Observed bird entering cavity.
emorgan - 5/25/2011 2:27:17 PM
No swallows entered cavity for the 2 hours of observation and the biomonitor has not observed any activity at that 
cavity.

4/29/2011 7000941 MODO Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; inside substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 5/16/2011 kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:53:01 PM- Stick nest is visible at the base of an insulator. The biomonitor observed a 
mourning dove entering and exiting the nest beginning on 27 April.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 4:10:07 PM Nest observed, no bird observed at nest.
sritt - 5/31/2011 5:46:40 PM - No birds seen near nest. Bio-monitor has not seen birds near nest in past few weeks.  
Nest closed.

6/1/2011 7002411 WEBL Closed Alpine Underground - 
196+00l

40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

6. INDETERMINATE. 6/9/2011 shampton - 6/1/2011 12:33:09 PM  Both adults observed carrying food into the nest cavity.
shampton - 6/9/2011 2:01:40 PM
Someone (landowner?) cut off 2 large limbs from the oak tree with the nest. The nest was in 1 of the limbs that was 
cut off.  If the  young hadn't fledged before the trimming the nest surely failed. Both adults were bringing  food 8 days 
ago so it might have  been successful -closed.

6/8/2011 7002477 HOFI Closed CP54-1  Londono 
property

13 feet from evacuation 
route.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 8/3/2011 rradd - 6/8/2011 at 1345
HOFI forming cup in loose grass nest atop light fixture at front door.
rradd - 6/16/2011 4:20:25 PM
HOFI on nest 1548.
rradd - 6/23/2011 8:41:07 AM
Female HOFI brooding empty nest.
rradd - 6/30/2011 1:39:51 PM
Female HOFI continues to brood empty nest.
rradd - 7/7/2011 12:15:33 PM
Female HOFI incubating 4 eggs.
rradd - 7/15/2011 6:03:44 PM
HOFI continues to brood this nest 1050.
rradd - 7/20/2011 10:34:35 AM
4 downy nestlings present 1022; eyes still closed.
rradd - 7/26/2011 2:03:07 PM
No HOFI approaches nest during 30 minute observation period; at least 1 nestling present.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 12:26:10 PM
Large nest is in good shape; no nestlings, fledglings, or adults in area. Some mutes are on wall, but none can be seen 
on nest rim; judging from fecal material,1 nestling may have fledged from this nest but it's hard to determine the 
outcome of this nest - closed..

6/21/2011 7002530 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 379521 0 feet 100 feet Drive through access 
and work allowed at pole 

per NBR above.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

NBR approved to allow one time work within 100 foot buffer associated with 
restringing and re-clipping wires.

6. INDETERMINATE. 7/5/2011 mdicus - 6/21/2011 10:39:55 AM
Female entering bracket and remaining there. Fresh material visible.
rradd - 7/2/2011 2:52:59 PM
No HOFI detected at or near this nest during 40 min. obs.while crews working nearby.
rradd - 7/5/2011 10:55:15 AM
Change to Closed.
No HOFI detected at or near this nest during 30 min. obs.

7/14/2011 7004632 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground 
43+00l

15 feet  from Alpines 
Blvd

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

6. INDETERMINATE.  
May not have been 

active nest.

shampton - 7/14/2011 2:50:12 PM
Pair seen entering opening in leaves. Male singing on Elderberry to the W while female is inside. about half dozen 
such visits in 45 minutes.  No nest material visible protruding from opening and no nest material carried in.   It's 
possible the pair is still in site selection phase and has not built a nest, or has  eggs or nestlings here yet.
shampton - 7/14/2011 4:18:30 PM
Construction activities were occurring during bird behavioral observations on 7-14-11 (1400-1445 hrs).  Activities 
consisted of  men working below ground inside vault.  On surface were air conditioners (ventilating vault) and 
generators running, pick up trucks, tent, traffic control equipment, and flaggers.  Nearest work was about 40 feet 
away.
sritt - 7/23/2011 4:59:24 PM
No finches seen nearby during 45 minutes of observation.  Old nest on east side of palm has blown/fallen out.  Nest 
closed.
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3/31/2011 5003306 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 

Access issues 
prevented this nest 

from being 
monitored.

5/2/2011 3/31/11 - Observed female bring nest material to nest with male following closely. (DBusby) 
Nest complete but no eggs, status indeterminate 4-12 (FH/BA)
26 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
2 May - No nest present as described. CLOSED

5/11/2011 7001442 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 973035 50 feet from tower. 100 feet Blanket exemption for nesting birds already in place for this section of the 
Reconductor residential area lines and poles.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Adults subsequently 
seen feeding fledged 
young away from this 

location, but 
unknown if they are 
from this difficult to 

observe nest.

6/2/2011 11 May - HOFI female carrying nest material into palm 1632. - RR
17 May No HOFI detected during 30 min obs. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 9:04:53 AM
No HOFI detections coming to this tree during 30 min. obs, though present nearby.
rradd - 6/2/2011 8:20:34 AM
No HOFI detections during 30 min. obs.
Change to Closed.

3/17/2011 6003246 BUSH Closed EP26-1 60 feet to AR; 580 feet 
to SWAT yard.

100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Although especially 
large and long nest 
was built, nesting 

attempt appears to 
have been aborted 
for undetermined 

reasons.

5/3/2011 Buffer not flagged because along portion of road that is closed. 
Nest looks complete; no birds observed during short nest check 3-29 (PK).
No birds observed during nest check; unusually long nest appears intact and active 4-7 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 -  Long nest in good shape; no Bushtits observed during 3 nest visits today.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 -  No birds observed at or near nest; questioning active status.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - No birds; appears this nesting attempt fledged young or failed; closed.

3/23/2011 5003263 BUSH Closed EP221-2 72 feet from tower 
center.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Appears nest is 

deserted; no Bushtits 
have been seen at 
this nest for several 

weeks.

5/5/2011 Well-concealed in new growth; nest is about 60% complete; pair observed nest building. Revisted nest with material 6 
times while I observed from 15-30 feet away 3-23 IM.
Nest looks complete and is remarkably well-hidden; Bushtits territorial 4-6 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - Bushtit territorial at nest and calling.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Nest intact and looks active; no birds observed.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - No change; no birds.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No birds observed for weeks; appears nest is deserted; closed.

5/7/2011 7001007 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 171664 0 feet; in pole. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed within approved 

limits.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Copulation on 

5/19/2011 suggests 
state of nesting 
chronology was 

either nest building or 
early incubation 

period, thus family 
group on 6/10/2011 
was not associated 

with this nest.

6/18/2011 shampton - 5/7/2011 10:50:49 AM  Male singing near nest, both adults entering bracket.
shampton - 5/19/2011 6:36:04 PM  Adults observed entering bracket and singing and copulating on insulator.
imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:47:37 AM
Nest was checked by lineman at the direction of an avian biologist. Female flushed from nest when lineman began 
climbing the pole. A complete clutch of 5 eggs was present. Female returned to nest within a few minutes of trucks 
leaving the area.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 4:25:30 PM
Pair of House Finches observed and heard within 100 ft. of nest, but no activity observed at nest after 30 mins. of 
monitoring.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 1:43:50 PM
No HOFI activity at nest. Only HOFI activity was infrequent singing from afar and one sighting of a family group with two 
juveniles. Family group perched briefly on wire in between poles.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 2:12:02 PM
Wire pulling was occuring through insulator arm on west side.
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 12:26:24 PM
No HOFI activity during 20-minute check. Closed.
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4/5/2011 5003362 WBNU Closed Suncrest Substation 

AR
1 foot from fencing. 100 feet ESA staked at road 

limits.
Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the 
course of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird 
contstucts a nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest 
substation and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. 
Activity levels at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Could have fledged 

due to nesting 
chronology, but 

unsure of outcome.

5/23/2011 Observed pair bringing nesting material to cavity on 4-5-11 in morning. Afternoon of same day, observed male coming 
to and from nest while female remained inside preparing nest with the material the male kept gathering - AHill.
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:56:31 AM - Female seen incubating.
tfitanides - 5/23/2011 12:32:29 PM - No activity with nest for 45-minutes. No adults heard in area.

5/16/2011 7001496 ANHU Closed EP78 15 feet from AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Could not refind nest; 
possible predation?

5/27/2011 Adult flushed upon arrival and stayed in the area; 1 egg observed in the nest. 05/16/2011 (C.Allen).
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 6:06:42 PM
Did not find nest with questionable coordinates and description - or nest may be gone. See comments on first page. 
Should resurvey location with this nest in mind.
sritt - 6/8/2011 2:38:36 PM
No nest or hummingbirds found anywhere near described area. - sritt - 6/8/11

2/24/2011 5000051 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
240+94.47, MH-15L

0 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Difficult to monitor 
nest in high traffic 

location. Nest 
monitoring 

chronology suggests 
this nest may have 

fledged in early May.

6/14/2011 4/8/2011 - Adults foraging and returning to nest - feeding nestlings potentially.-BL
4/16/2011 - BUSH exiting nest 16:22. - RR
4/30/2011 - BUSH pair tending this nest with multiple trips 1440. - RR
tfitanides - 5/6/2011 3:31:28 PM - Pair of BUSH seen gleaning and at nest.
emorgan - 5/27/2011 1:33:15 PM
No birds observed at nest for 20 minutes.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 1:16:08 PM
Adult observed carrying prey items into nest.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 2:53:08 PM
Nest site was monitored by 2 biologists for 30 minutes and no bushtit activity was observed.

4/5/2011 5003353 RTHA Closed EP319  AR 135 feet to AR; 290 feet 
to temp ROW tower site.

500 feet Buffer was reduced to 
300 feet, then was 

moved back up to 500 
feet.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Downy nestling(s) not 

seen for 3 weeks; 
nesting attempt 

appears 
unsuccessful, or less 

likely, fledged.

5/16/2011 RTHA on nest another at nest, became alert at 500 feet; 1 hawk flushed when truck approached to 190 feet, other bird 
tolerated truck driving to about 150 feet away but flushed due to foot traffic - 4/5/2011 IM
4/7/11 - Hawk on nest in high winds. - SR
4/9/11 - Adult bird was on nest for at least an hour. - SR
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 - Large downy nestling stading high in nest. NBM to 300 feet.
fhoffman - 4/23/2011 3:14:18 PM. During surveys on Saturday, 4/23, adult flushed at 300 NB and became distressed. 
Adult gave distress calls from neighboring tower, while we were on foot and we were unable to complete surveys 
along pre-existing access road. Buffer moved back out to 500, with drive thru access only. Activity at EP 319 restricted 
to outside 500 ft buffer. Nestling observed by RA.  
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - No nestlings or adults observed.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 4:55:05 PM - No activity observed. Adult RTHA seen on adjacent SWPL tower two structure 
locations to the west.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 1 adult observed perched in tower to west, but no young have been seen for 3 weeks. Makes 
this biologist believe nesting attempt was probably unsuccessful; lesser option would be that unseen nestling(s) has 
fledged. (Surrounding landscape is remarkably barren with very, very few plants.)
jpawlicki - 5/16/2011 12:50:58 PM - observed nest for 1.5 hours. No adults observed in vicinity of or on nest and no 
nestlings observed in nest. Nest determined to be inactive.

5/27/2011 7002384 NRWS Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

0 feet; within work area. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Due to inability to 

directly observe nest 
it is not possible to 

determine this nest's 
outcome.  

7/1/2011 emorgan - 5/27/2011 10:13:44 AM - Pair carrying nesting material into cavity.
emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:31:27 PM
Swallows observed entering cavity.
shampton - 6/9/2011 1:11:09 PM
NRWS observed entering hole.
jpawlicki - 6/10/2011 3:40:33 PM
Adult observed entering cavity and remained in cavity for 20 minutes before flushing out when observers walked by.
shampton - 6/16/2011 12:09:43 PM
NRWS entered hole at 0652.
shampton - 6/23/2011 11:36:52 AM
NRWS observed exiting nest hole at 1134.
shampton - 6/30/2011 1:06:14 PM
NRWS  was observed entering hole at 1304.
bfischer - 7/11/2011 3:38:43 PM
No activity was seen in vicinity of nest during 1/2 hour observation.  Inserting a minis (mirror?) into the opening created 
no reaction, nor were any nestlings visible in the nest.
shampton - 7/21/2011 4:56:35 PM
No NRWS's observed entering or exiting hole or anywhere in area during 25 minute observation of nest hole (1010-
1035) nor were any NRWS's detected anywhere in the surrounding riparian habitat during weekly Least Bell's Vireo 
survey (0740-1010) this morning (7/21/2011).  When hole was inspected with mirror no birds flushed or were visible 
inside.  No construction was occurring on, under, or near the bridge on 7/21/2011 during these observations.  
CLOSED.   
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7/11/2011 7003026 NOMO Closed TL639 - 379522 80 feet to AR. 100 feet Drvie through access 

only.
NBR Submit Date: 07/17/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/18/2011

The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability 
of these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and 
common urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Early season nest, 

likely fledged.

rradd - 7/11/2011 11:40:50 AM
Precautionary GPS poiint. Nest is complete, freshly lined and empty.This nest could be just fledged or just about to 
recieve eggs (the latter is suspected).
rradd - 7/19/2011 12:11:50 PM
No improverments. Change to Closed.

5/26/2011 7002373 LENI Closed TL 639 - 171651 25 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; drive 
through access only.

•No pedestrian traffic or vehicular stopping, standing or construction work will 
occur within the buffer.
•Signage restricting traffic to 10mph speed limit within the buffer will be posted.
•The proposed work activities are low impact, short in duration, and will occur 
over 440 feet away from the nest. Additionally, associated vehicle and foot 
traffic will be minimal.  
•Although Lesser Nighthawks are ground nesters in open areas this nest is well 
hidden within vegetation blocking the visual and acoustic disturbances of 
construction activities.
•Nighthawks are known to tolerate close activity to nest sites. They rely on 
cryptic plumage patterning to camouflage the nest during incubation and this 
bird did not flush until approached closer than 10 feet.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Egg shells found but 

no nestlings ever 
observed. Since 
young are able to 

move short distances 
from Day 5 and are 

well-feathered at Day 
12, nesting chronolgy 
suggests successful 

fledging, but 
definitive proof not 

obtained.

6/18/2011 phoward - 5/26/2011 12:15:20 PM - Female flushed from nest. Incubating two eggs.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 12:41:40 PM - Female flushed from incubating two eggs when biologist approached on foot at 12-
feet.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 2:24:56 PM - Adult incubating; did not flush when biologists quietly approached to within 10-
feet.
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 11:55:16 AM - Nest empty. No LENI observed during 15-minute search of surrounding shrubs. 
Some LENI shell fragments located 12-feet from nest. Female was possibly brooding during 6/10 nest check. Nest 
presumed to have fledged successfully.

4/8/2011 5003388 ACWO Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 
pullsite - driveway entry

40 feet to AR entry. 100 feet One day of pre-construction survey staking is planned, followed by one day of 
potholing with a 2-3 person crew.  Soundwalls may be erected to not impact 
nests during potholing.  After this, construction traffic should be allowed, as the 
odds of impacting nest sites is low to non-existent, provided that no stopping, 
standing, or construction occurs within buffer zones.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
European Starlings 

occupy nest that was 
identified as an 

Acorn Woodpecker 
nest before.

4/20/2011 04/08/11 - Female and male ACWO observed entering nest cavity (R. Abe, M. Dicus).
13 Apr - ACWO at cavity but competition from EUST. - RR
vnovak - 4/20/2011 7:18:22 AM - Nest closed due to occupation of identified nest by starlings.
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3/12/2011 6003222 BUSH Closed Helix Yard AR 20 feet to AR boundary. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-

traffic allowed.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
First nesting attempt 
indeterminate from 

5/26/2011.

7/5/2011 Bushtits observed building nest, currently 30% complete (3/12/2011). 
16 Mar - Construction continues - RR.
29 Mar - Nest appears complete. BUSH enters @ 15:58 - RR.
5 Apr - BUSH enters nest 1625. ANHU stealing nest material. - RR.
13 Apr. No BUSH detected at this nest. - RR
20 Apr. Agitated adjacent COHA makes monitoring difficult. No detections. - RR
26 Apr. BUSH carrying items to nest 1745. - RR
3 May BUSH carrying food into this nest 1735. - RR
10 May BUSH carrying food to nest 1801. - RR
18 May No BUSH detected atnest, but pr. noted carrying material elsewhere - unable to follow due to proximity to 
COHA. Will monitor again 1755. - RR
26 May No BUSH detected during 30 min. obs. New nest found. Change to closed. - RR

5/7/2011 7001008 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 171663 0 feet; in pole. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed within approved 

limits.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Immature birds on 
5/31/2011 do not fit 
nesting chronology 

for nest. Nest 
monitoring date not 
complete enough to 

determine nest 
outcome.

6/18/2011 shampton - 5/7/2011 10:44:53 AM  Male singing near nest and borts adults repeatedly entering bracket. Nest material 
visible in bracket.
shampton - 5/19/2011 6:37:42 PM  Adults observed entering bracket and singing nearby.
imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:45:23 AM
Nest was checked by lineman at the direction of an avian biologist. No adults were observed. An incomplete clutch of 
3 eggs was present.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 4:34:34 PM
Three House Finches (male and two female/immature types) perched on wires within 20 ft. of nest with one female 
flying around at briefly perching near, but not at nest. No other activity observed at nest after 30 mins. of monitoring.
kkilpatrick - 6/10/2011 2:10:56 PM
Nest was observed for 5O minutes, and no activity at the nest was observed. Four House Finches were observed flying 
by nest location. One adult male was observed as well as an adult female and two juveniles.  The female was 
observed feeding one  of the juveniles while the three birds were perched on the transmission line approximately 30 
feet from the nest site.
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 12:27:20 PM
No HOFI activity during 20-minute check. Closed.

6/2/2011 7002426 KILL Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Initial observation 
data unable to be 

located.

6/4/2011 phoward - 6/5/2011 11:21:50 AM
No eggs or nest were found; no birds seen in area. Nest likely failed from rain or preadation.

4/1/2011 5003337 ANHU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

25 feet from Londono's 
driveway.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Intact nest vacant; 

possibly fledged but 
period between 
observations is 

shorter than fledging 
period.

5/27/2011 Female on nest. Not disturbed by vehicle or foot traffic. 1 April 2011 - IM (gps not functioning, mapped by hand.)
Female on nest - imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:26:11 AM,
19 Apr - Female ANHU on nest 1028. - RR
27 Apr - No ANHU visiting this intact nest. Presume fledged and change to Closed. 1100. - RR

4/14/2011 5000821 VERD Closed Thomas Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Lack of monitoring 

data between visits.

5/17/2011 J & M Dicus - 4/14/2011 - Adult carrying food to nest.
J & M Dicus - 5/17/2011 11:33:28 AM  Nest empty; no Verdins observed at or near nest; nest presumed complete due 
to duration since last check being long enough to hatch and fledge young, due to lack of eggs or nestlings in nest and 
no adults in vicinity of nest. Nest is also located outside of active portion of yard and does not affect construction.  
Buffer signs removed - closed.

5/5/2011 7000986 HOWR Closed TL 639 - 171629 85 feet from pole, 80 
feet from east access 

road.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction will occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Lack of nest 

monitoring makes 
nest outcome 
questionable.

5/23/2011 mdicus, ghuffman - 5/5/2011 7:44:12 AM - HOWR observed bringing food to nest cavity in pole.
Nest site closed due to breeding chronology that this nest would have either fledged or failed by now - kalberts - 
5/23/2011 12:37:40 PM.

3/7/2011 6002386 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 10 feet 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Limited  maintenance 

of nest occurred, 
although no nesting 

activities  (egg laying) 
occurred this season.

6/1/2011 Entrance a little rough and unkempt though overall nest is in fair condition. 
Showery and cooler weather has somewhat suppressed territorial activity this afternoon.  Calling territorial bird was 
active across the area this morning but not seen using this nest. 3/7/11
18 Mar - CACW calling across this territory - at least 2 birds present. - RR
24 Mar - CACW calling from high perches across this territory. - RR
30 Mar - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
5 Apr - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
25 Apr CACW calling from this location 1736. - RR
11Apr - CACW carrying nest materials to nest 10:30. - RR 
18 Apr CACW calling from perches associated with this territory. 1444 - RR
03 May CACW calling from this location 1305. - RR
10 May CACW continues to advertise this territory with new material piles, but no food carry. - RR
17 May CACW adding nest material 1635-1645. Only 1 CACW observed.  - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:16:02 PM - No CACW detected 1305-1335.
rradd - 6/1/2011 10:40:24 AM -This nest now discolored, collapsing and unimproved. Change to Closed.
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3/31/2011 5003312 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 

Male HOFIs 
occasionally bring 
nest material to 

nests, but unable to 
determine actual 

presence or location 
of nest.  

5/11/2011 3/31/11 Observed male binging nest material into hole and leaving without it. Flagged (Cummings).
Status unknown. no birds observed 4-12 (FH/BA). 
26 Apr - No confirmation of nesting detected from outside the Sub. No positive obs. since 31 Mar, change to Inactive. - 
RR
2 May - No change observed during substation construction. Change to Closed- RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:53 PM  No activity.  Closed.

4/27/2011 7000920 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
May have fledged but 

uncertain.

5/12/2011 27 Apr - MODO incubating 2 eggs 0710. - RR
5 May - MODO incubation continues 0658. - RR
12 May Nest empty 0654. No signs of predation in or under nest. Change to Closed. - RR

4/21/2011 5000868 OTHE Closed IV Substation 0 feet; in substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 40 
feet.

This nest is high up on man-made structures inside the yard; birds exhibit high 
tolerance of current human construction activity.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring ceased 
after determination 

that nest was 
occupied by EUCD, a 
species not protected 

by the MBTA.  
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
old nest visited by 

kingird and 
subsequently 

occupied by non-
protected species.

6/4/2011 vnovik - 4/21/2011 2:04:37 PM - kingbird flushed from nest area.
shampton - 5/10/2011 10:57:41 AM  Nest is empty, has a lot of scats on it and underneath it on the ground. appears to 
have fledged.  No birds observed near nest - Closed.
barnold - 6/3/2011 AM Nest in this area now has three or four Eurasian Collared Dove nestlings, a non-covered 
introduced species under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. Removed ESA.
barnold - 6/4/2011 7:12:40 AM
This area currently has an introduced Eurasian Collared Dove nest with 3 or 4 lightly feathered nestlings. Removed 
ESA.

5/24/2011 7001945 MODO Closed CP21 12 feet from AR, 270 
feet from CP-21.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring 

chronology and 
biomonitor's report 
suggest possible 

fledging.

6/6/2011 shampton - 5/24/2011 11:50:30 AM - Adult flushed off of nest; 2 eggs present.
rradd - 6/1/2011 2:09:30 PM
Presumed described location and Garmin GPS location are 20' apart on brushy hillside. No MODO, nest or eggs 
found near either location.
Will survey once more before closing.
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:32:42 PM
Nest empty. Only feathers and grass as evidence of nest. Nest assumed successfully fledged as no birds in area.

5/3/2011 7000970 MODO Closed TL 6916 - 771471 95 feet from ROW. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Mourning doves as a species are well adapted to human activities and 
urbanized settings similar to the location of this nest. The nest is under the eave 
and on top of a conduit box on the side of a regularly used building.  The nest 
was constructed in an area that is surrounded by development and regularly 
exposed to human and vehicular traffic.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
insufficient time for 

nest to fledge.

5/27/2011 One bird incubating. Pair seen. - sritt - 5/3/2011 11:10:03 AM
11 May - Unable to locate nest based on description. - RR
rradd - 5/27/2011 12:12:06 PM
Nest found unoccupied with HOFI removing nest materials.
Change to Closed.

4/13/2011 5000809 LAGO Closed EP27-1 35 feet from AR; 325 
feet from tower work 

area.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
nestlings possibly 
fledged (LAGO 

nestling period is 11 
days).

5/14/2011 sritt - 4/13/2011 11:01:39 AM - Male seen feeding female incubating on nest.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011  - Nest present; could not see bird until second visit when female observed incubating.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Bird incubating.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Adult brooding.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - No birds or activity at nest site during 25 minutes of observation.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - No birds observed. Appears to be a failed nesting attempt.
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6/18/2011 5003293 HOWR Closed CP81-1 25 feet from existing AR; 

200 feet to tower site.
100 feet Buffer remains, but 

vehicular passage 
allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
nestlings possibly 

fledged.

7/1/2011 rradd - 6/18/2011 9:16:10 AM
Nest is active again. Second clutch. HOWR pr. carrying food to cavity @ 2-5 min. intervals 0832-0910.
rradd - 6/25/2011 9:30:07 AM
HOWR pr.continue to quietly provision this nest - multiple arrivals and departures 0911-0929
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:23:00 PM
No detections during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 7/8/2011 2:30:58 PM
Change to Closed.
Single HOWR detection during 40 min. obs.did not enter cavity.

5/17/2011 7001492 LASP Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
successful fledging of 

nestlings was 
possible. Lark 

Sparrow incubation is 
12 days and 

nestlings may leave 
nest at 6 days; also 

could have been 
predated.

6/8/2011 PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Lark Sparrow nest reported by yard biomonitor; nest on ground under steel bar with 3 eggs 
being incubated. Adult didn't flush until I was within15 feet (to position the nest on pentab). Pair returned to nest quickly 
after I vacated, while only 40 feet away. 100 foot buffer flagged.
pkonrad - 5/24/2011 4:10:33 PM
Adult perched near nest calling territorially loudly.
barnold - 6/2/2011 11:58:05 AM
Bio-monitor reported Lark Sparrow perched near nest.
pkonrad - 6/8/2011 2:51:24 PM
Nest empty and apparently abandoned; probably predated. No adults in area - closed.

3/30/2011 5003295 CACW Inactive EP226-1 95 feet 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
this nest was built for 
uses other than egg-

laying.

6/3/2011 Pair of CACW observed adjacent to nest; nest appears to be the start of a new nest; monitor for activity and nest 
building 3-30 IM.
No change in nest start; Cactus wren singing close by 4-4 (PK).
shampton - 4/12/2011 4:14:37 PM- no new material. No CACW nearby.
Closed, due to no activity and never completed nest-building. kalberts - 4/17/2011 3:56:07 PM
CACW observed in new nest directly above old nest in the same cholla. 100 foot buffer impacts temporary work area, 
but should not preclude construction since foundation type is micropile. (CA) - 05/07/2011 09:22 AM
RAbe - 5/23/2011 3:12:28 PM - Nest is nearly complete. No CAWR observed in area, but it is late afternoon and very 
windy.
barnold - 6/3/2011 - Nest inactive; no wrens.
barnold - 6/3/2011 12:00:51 PM
No Cactus Wren activity during 25-minute observation period. Other bird species seen and heard. Nest considered 
Inactive. May become Active again in the future.

4/21/2011 5000876 HOWR Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 50 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install a new 230kV Bay near the western perimeter fence. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Wren nest is well 
concealed in suspended vertical pole along fence and as such is surrounded by 
a 'built-in' material buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
wrens may have 

successfully fledged 
about 5/25/2011.

5/25/2011 barnold - 21 April 2011 9:17:54 AM - House wren pair observed bringing nesting material into upper, south-facing hole 
in pipe suspended from fence. Adjacent to electrical box and other components associated with fence security 
system.
26 Apr - HOWR exiting this location 0740, no other activity observed - RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 1:21 PM  No activity observed during 25 minutes of monitoring this feature.
2 May HOWR continues active at this nest 1015. - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 10:10 AM - Wren observed coming to pipe twice, after 10 minutes of observation.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:04 AM - Bio-monitor observed House Wren at pole on 17 May.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:10 AM - No activity observed during brief observation period.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:19 PM - No activity observed during brief period today, nor during 4 hours of observation time by 
bio-monitor since 27 May. Nest Closed.

6/23/2011 7004641 BUSH Closed Helix CY 20 feet to AR boundary. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring likely 

coincided with end of 
nest period. Nest is 

intact and in fine 
condition, so 
possibility of 

successfully fledged 
second brood is high.

7/13/2011 rradd - 6/23/2011 2:39:33 PM
BUSH have re-activated this nest for another brood. Pair bringing food to nest 1435.
rradd - 6/29/2011 9:16:02 AM
No detections 0810-0840.
rradd - 7/7/2011 2:04:44 PM
No BUSH detections at this nest 1332-1402.
rradd - 7/13/2011 12:59:46 PM
BUSH near but not entering nest. Timeline suggests this nest has finished.
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4/1/2011 5003338 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
0 feet; within work area. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 

Nest apparently 
never occupied. 

Cause indeterminate.

4/16/2011 Pair observed building nest. Nest is about 95% complete. Point entered by hand. 1April - IM
8 April - Pair bringing nest material to nest.-BL
16 Apr - No activity 0900-0930 - RR
22 Apr - No activity observed, nest appears large and complete, location makes incubating bird difficult to detect - RR 
0800-0830 - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:04:46 AM - No activity observed, ,nest appears large and complete, location makes incubating 
bird difficult to detect. 
30 Apr - No activity detected for 2 weeks, nest now festooned with spider web. Change to Closed. - RR

4/25/2011 7000892 BUSH Closed Alpine Yard 50 feet from imapct 
area.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these 
areas are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and 
therefore are not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no 
change in activity levels occurs.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest complete and 

no signs of predation.

5/27/2011 emorgan - 4/25/2011 9:45:00 AM - Pair of bushtits bringing nest material to nest that appears to be almost complete.
jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 12:15:45 PM
Observed intact and complete nest from 25 feet for about 40 minutes. No adults observed at nest and no Bushtits 
(adults or fledglings) observed or heard in vicinity of nest or area. Nestlings presumed fledged or nest failed. Nest 
closed.

3/24/2011 5003279 CALT Closed Sycamore Yard Approximately 50 feet 
from yard.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest could be not be 
relocated; may have 

been predated.

3/30/2011 blohstroh 3/24/2011
No eggs. 
rradd 3/30/2011
No nest found as described. Closed, and buffer removed, after discsussion with blohstroh.

5/4/2011 7000981 ANHU Closed CP63-3 AR 35 feet to AR gate. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest gone; unable to 

relocate nest.

6/3/2011 4 May - ANHU female sitting on complete nest. 1456
14 May No nest or ANHU detected ... cool overcast may be a factor. - RR
19 May Nest not found. - RR
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:34:39 PM
26 May Nest not re-found.
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:35:31 PM
Final 30 min search unable to relocate this nest. Change to Closed.

6/16/2011 7002505 HOOR Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

36 feet to AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest has been 
destroyed by 

unknown causes, but 
adult carrying food 
nearby suggests a 

suvivor.

7/15/2011 rradd - 6/16/2011 at 0915
HOOR female adding nest lining material in constant company of adult male 0915.
rradd - 6/23/2011 10:00:21 AM
Female departs nest 0947, returns without food 0959; likely incubating.
rradd - 6/30/2011 9:26:52 AM
Incubation continues; female HOOR on nest for 30 min intervals, no food carry obs.
rradd - 7/7/2011 8:52:04 AM
HOOR male carrying food to nest @ 4-8 min. intervals, female not seen 0800-0830.
rradd - 7/15/2011 7:42:06 AM
Nest torn up, with lining materials exposed and fallen to ground. Male HOOR carrying large insect near destroyed nest 
0736 suggests at least 1 fledgling has survived.

2/14/2011 5000898 BUSH Closed EP223-1 and TSAP 55 feet from corner of 
work area.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest last observed 
past fledge date.

4/22/2011 Bushtit pair was observed bringing nesting material (lichen, spider web silk, etc.) to the nest. The nest is perceived to 
be greater than 90% complete at this time.  2/14/11
imaunsell - 4/22/2011 11:42:53 AM - Nest past fledge date. Unknown fledge date - closed.

4/21/2011 5000864 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - Z171693 850 feet east of tower. 300 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have been 

satellite nest. No 
activity at nest after 
nest was built. New 

nest observed 
elsewhere.

5/5/2011 Pair building nest, male made 6 visits to nest in 5 minutes, bringing nest material - blohstroh - 4/21/2011 12:01:59 
PM.
Pair apparenly not using nest, but nest still in OK condition, somewhat frayed. blohstroh - 4/28/2011
Nest not in use, new nest to NW. blohstroh - 5/5/2011

4/27/2011 7000923 BUSH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

40 feet to driveway 
entry.

100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

NBR Submit Date: 05/05/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/06/2011

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near Hwy 67, a very busy and noisy highway, 
illustrating normalized behaviors to this steady disturbance. The adult birds 
have tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other human acvities onsite have not 
deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated with work will be monitored, as 
will nest sites for any potential impacts.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have 

fledged.

27 Apr - BUSH pair bringing food to nest at 10 minute intervals 1346. - RR
5 May - BUSH perched close to nest, exchanged contact calls. New clutch? 1150 - RR
eelias - 5/12/2011 8:07:24 AM - All quiet at 5 minute visit to nest.
19 May - Nest difficult to update without flushing adjacent BCHU. Activity low. - RR
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3/31/2011 5003307 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 

Nest may have never 
been completed - 

behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

7/14/2011 3/31/11 - Observed female bring nest material to nest with male following closely. (D. Busby)
barnold - 4/12/2011 11:42:01 AM - Nest observed, but no activity.
19 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
26 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
2 May - Nest material visible and HOFI nearby but no nest visits. Change to Inactive - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 11:30 AM  This nest appears inactive.  Finches seem to be actively using nest on the western end 
of the same structure.
barnold - 5/19/2011 8:54 AM No activity at this nest.
emorgan - 7/14/11 - Changed status to closed.

3/31/2011 5003308 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

4/26/2011 3/31/11 - Pair bringing nest material to two left pipes. Collecting grass from adjacent habitat. Placed flagging around 
leg of structure.(Cummings).  
04/04/11 - Pair still bringing nesting material to left pipe (Dicus & Abe).  
Nesting material in west-facing pipe on western side of south eastern-facing bus. No other activity observed 4-12 
(FH/BA).
19 Apr - No HOFI detected. - RR
26 Apr - No nesting behavior observed at this cavity 0900-0930.  Change to Inactive. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:46 PM  No activity at this location.  Change to Closed.

3/31/2011 5003310 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

5/2/2011 3/31/11 - Pair observed copulating and then female entered pipe. Flagged (Cummings). 
No birds observed. Status unknown 4-12 (FH/BA).
2 May - No activity since 31 Mar. Change to Closed. - RR

4/29/2011 7000939 HOFI Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; in substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 25 
feet.

- House finches as a species are accustomed to human activity and frequently 
nest within man-made structures.
- Nesting commenced at this site during on-going work and maintenance at the 
substation
- The nest is located within a cavity providing a natural visual and acoustic 
buffer.
- Several insulators and busses are located between the nest and proposed 
work, providing an additional buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

5/31/2011 kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:28:31 PM - A pair of house finches were observed entering and exiting a small cavity.  
Biomonitor observed the birds entering the potential nest site for the first time on 29 April.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 4:13:46 PM
Male observed entering cavity.
sritt - 5/31/2011 5:52:11 PM - Pair of birds seen nearby but never entering cavity over 45min period.

5/20/2011 7001910 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

5/24/2011

4/12/2011 5000783 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed - 
behavior observed 
likely a part of the 

site selection 
process.

5/2/2011 Adult observed entering repeatedly. 4-12 (FH/BA)
19 Apr - No active use of this cavity detected. - RR
26 Apr - No active use of this cavity detected. Change to Inactive. - RR
2 May - No change observed during substation construction. Change to Closed. - RR
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4/29/2011 7000940 HOFI Closed San Luis Rey 

Substation
0 feet; in substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 

Nest may have never 
been completed - 
behavior observed 
may be part of the 

site selection 
process.

5/31/2011 kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:17:50 PM - Stick nest visible  at bottom of a breaker box. No bird on nest; however, 
Biomonitor has observed house finches fly in and out of nest.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 4:19:53 PM
Nest present, No bird observed
sritt - 5/31/2011 5:54:26 PM - Large amount of old fecal material on nest.   No birds seen near nest during 45 min of 
observation.   Nest closed.

4/30/2011 7000958 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed - 
such behavior 

frequently observed 
to be part of the site 
selection process.

7/5/2011 pkonrad - 5/24/2011 1:20:02 PM
Pair actively building nest above rear axle of tank. As many as 8 finches interacting near tank.
barnold - 6/5/2011 4:22:04 PM
Lots of House Finch activity around rear of tanks and fence.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 12:02:07 PM
Female collecting material below nest sites and nest building in lower wheel hub of northern-most dual wheels. Male 
perched nearby displayed to female when she perched on fence.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 5:02:04 PM
Female flushed from nest site, but cannot see nest to check for eggs or nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 12:58:02 PM
No finches observed at or near nest site; appears nesting attempt failed - closed.
sritt - 7/5/2011 5:34:29 PM
same as above. nest pulled.

4/25/2011 7000896 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within work area. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
water usage permissible. 

A condition of the approval to drive through the buffers would be that no foot or 
vehicle traffic unrelated to the water truck/tank process be allowed to stop within 
the buffers; this is requested for ingress/egress only. Nesting commenced on 
this structure after construction activites began, and is therefore acclimated.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed; 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

6/8/2011 Female seen repeatedly carrying nesting material into wheel housing. Male constantly singing within 10 feet. - sritt - 
4/25/2011 3:34:10 PM
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - Did not observe birds during my visit, but yard bio monitor thinks female is incubating.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - No birds observed, but assigned Chambers monitor, Eric, will watch for activity.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No finches observed during extended observations; biomonitor hasn't seen finches in area this 
week; appears desertedfor undetermined reasons - closed.
emorgan - 5/23/2011 2:16:10 PM - Female observed incubating and male singing outside of nest.
barnold - 6/2/2011 11:49 AM - Adult House Finches flew from nest area to oak tree upon approach.
phoward - 6/5/2011 12:22:07 PM - pair observed near nest location.
pkonrad - 6/8/2011 3:17:09 PM
No finches observed in area during 2 extended observation periods or during ground checks of elevated water tanks.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 1:55:57 PM
No finches observed in area today (30 minutes) or yesterday; biomonitor Drew observed no finches today - closed.

5/3/2011 7000975 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 771471 55 feet from AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may never have 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

5/31/2011 barnold  & sritt - 5/3/2011 9:14:54 AM  Adult female came to nest repeatedly bringing nest material, escorted by male. 
This nest is in preliminary stages of construction.  On Alliant University property.
16 May No HOFI detected at this location during 30 min.obs.1630 - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 4:35:21 PM
27 May No HOFI detected 1500-1515
31 May No HOFI detected 1620-1635
No complete nest was ever observed. Change to Closed.

5/5/2011 7000987 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 379637 0 feet, located on pole. 100 feet Removal of insulator would compromise nest.  A buffer reduction is not 
appropriate.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may never have 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

6/1/2011 mdicus, ghuffman - 5/5/2011 - Female HOFI observed carrying nest material into base of insulator.  
Possible House Wren nest in base of bottom insulator on east side of pole.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 3:11:17 PM
No HOFI observed at pole for a 45-minute period. Status changed to closed.

5/7/2011 7001009 HOFI Closed TL 639 - Z171670 0 feet; on pole. 100 feet Not a candidate; nest is on the pole itself. 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may never have 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

5/19/2011 RAbe - 5/7/2011 9:46:23 AM - Female HOFI carrying nest material into bracket in presence of male. 100 foot buffer 
flagged w/yellow tape.
tfitanides - 5/19/2011 2:08:54 PM - Nest is no longer present. No HOFI activity associated with bracket.
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4/21/2011 5000865 HOFI Closed IV substation 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 10 

feet.
Nest is hidden from general work site, and other reductions for this species on 
this project illustrate that this species is tolerant of a high degree of human 
activity and presence.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may never have 

been completed - 
behavior observed 

likely part of the site 
selection process.

6/3/2011 vnovik - 4/21/2011 1:15:13 PM - Female carrying nest material.
NBM WLA concurence to reduce buffer to 10 feet on 4/26/2011
shampton - 5/10/2011 11:39:58 AM  No birds near nest, observed for 15 minutes and again for 10 minutes a half hour 
later.
barnold - 6/3/2011 8:20 PM No House Finches in area. Nest Inactive.
barnold - 6/3/2011 8:20:08 PM
No House Finch activity in area. Nest Inactive.

3/25/2011 5003280 HOFI Closed Encina Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Nesting commenced with all current work activities in place, therefore, buffer 
should be reduced to not impact nest, but still allow construction.  A 30 foot 
buffer is recommended.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may not have 

been completed; the 
behavior observed 
may be part of the 

site selection 
process.

5/20/2011 barnold - 5/20/2011 11:01 AM - No birds observed at this nest since shortly after its discovery. It has been reclassified 
to Closed.

3/31/2011 5001257 HOFI Closed CP50-1 80 feet from AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest not found on 
follow-up surveys.

4/11/2011 Female on nest.
3/31/2011 - Unable to find nest - RR.
4/11/2011 - Nest unable to be relocated. Closed. - RR
11 Apr - Buffer removed.- RR

2/25/2011 5000896 CALT Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet; within yard limits. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest not relocated; 

may have been 
predated.

4/16/2011 Could not be relocated on follow-up visit, and was assumed predated. kalberts - 4/16/2011 11:27:11 AM

4/7/2011 5003380 HOWR Closed CP83-1 AR 45 feet to existing AR; 
195 feet to tower area.

100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage is 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest outcome is 

indeterminate but 
possibly fledged.

6/6/2011 04/07/2011 - House wren repeatedly carrying nest material into cavity.  Buffer affects access road (J&M Dicus, R. 
Abe).
barnold - 4/19/2011 8:35:55 AM - House wren emerges from cavity in response to investigating Anna's hummingbird at 
about 0730.
28 Apr - HOWR continues to be active at this nest. - RR
05 May HOWR singing near this opening, but no entry or exit observed. - RR
14 May No HOWR detections here.
20 May Male HOWR brings food to female who re-enters nest 1542. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 3:45:20 PM - HOWR carries food item to cavity nest
rradd - 6/10/2011 12:34:05 PM - No HOWR activity detected at or near this cavity. Presume fledged. Change to 
Closed.

4/22/2011 5000882 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 100 feet from nearest 
conductor replacement.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest outcome 

unknown due to 
restricted access.

6/7/2011 emorgan - 4/22/2011 8:49:22 AM - Nest contains four eggs. We did not see any birds approach the nest during the 
hour we were observing it.
emorgan - 4/28/2011 11:10:48 AM - Female house finch approached and entered the nest while male sat on top of 
building.
11 May - Male HOFI nest guarding on top of bldg 1450. - RR
rradd - 5/27/2011 11:35:33 AM - HOFI fly in and out of this area 3 times during 30 minute observation, but nest not 
visible from outside substation.
rradd - 6/2/2011 7:02:01 AM - No HOFI detections at this nest 0640-0700.
rradd - 6/7/2011 5:03:53 PM - HOFI no longer visit this nest. Change to Closed.

4/22/2011 5000880 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 50 feet to nearest 
conductor replacement.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Highly tolerant species for which project precedent has aready been set. 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest outcome 

unknown.  

6/7/2011 emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:22:22 AM - House finch pair entering pipe and defending it from starlings. There is nesting 
material in the pipe.
emorgan - 4/28/2011 11:15:08 AM - Female house finch is incubating.
11 May Nest material visible in each of 3 short (E-W) conduits. No HOFI detected 1445-1515. - RR
rradd - 5/27/2011 10:18:08 AM
HOFI pr. continues breeding activity atop this structure.
rradd - 6/2/2011 7:05:14 AM
No HOFI detected at this cavity 0640-0705
rradd - 6/7/2011 5:14:05 PM
HOFI activity appears to have shifted to Bank 31.
Change to Inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

3/31/2011 5003323 CAGN Closed CP63-3 375 feet from access 
road.

300 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest remained active 
for sufficient time for 
nestlings to fledge.

5/21/2011 31 Mar - In dense sage adjacent to chaparral broom on derelict fence-line.
7 Apr - Pair remain active at this site. Observation from 200' suggests incubation with nest exchange @ 0740. - RR
20 Apr - Pair active at general nest location per observations from access road (approx 200'). Presumed nest 
exchange, male food carry. 0910. - RR
14 May No CAGN detected during 1 hr. area search. - RR
21 May No CAGN detected during 1 hr. area search. Change to Closed. - RR
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7/8/2011 7002620 LEGO Closed CP81-1 0 feet to AR 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 

Nest was abandoned 
for unknown reasons.

7/22/2011 rradd - 7/8/2011 3:02:18 PM
LEGO female repeatedly gathering spider silk and carrying  to nest site. Male accompanies 1455.
rradd - 7/16/2011 11:29:54 AM
LEGO female leaves nest 1124, male calling.
rradd - 7/22/2011 10:47:05 AM
No LEGO detections at or near this nest during 30 min.obs.
rradd - 7/27/2011 3:15:44 PM
Change to Closed.
Nest has been abandoned; no LEGO detections during 30 min. obs.

6/7/2011 7002473 WEKI Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet 15 feet It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
            •             These western kingbirds have become well
            acclimated to the current, daily level of activities in the
            Hartung Construction Yard, as is illustrated by their
            undeterred, unchanged nesting behaviors.
            •             The nest site choice and nest construction
            efforts have taken place during activity levels that are
            consistent with future daily work in the yard.
            •             The nest is located approximately 20 feet above
            the ground, providing a vertical buffer from ground based
            activity.
            •             Observations of the bird's behavior in relation
            to proximity evaluation of the nest by biologists, to date,
            have not shown anything to suggest the nest success would be
            impeded by such a NBR.
            •             An ongoing assessment of potential impacts to the
            nesting birds will be conducted by the biological monitor, and
            any future activities that may possibly have a negative impact
            on nesting success will be acted upon immediately with nest
            success being the top priority.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest was initiated 
near the end of 
WEKI breeding 

season and multiple 
nests a possible 
indicator of weak 

nest fidelity.

6/26/2011 barnold - 6/7/2011 4:50 PM
Nest about 80% complete, about 18 feet above the ground. No eggs in nest. Western Kingbird bringing nest material 
to nearly completed nest.  
rradd - 6/9/2011 12:52:36 PM
WEKI feeding mate at nest suggests egg-laying is imminent. Birds flush easily and remain away from nest for 
extended period.
Second nest has been constructed on corresponding leg of adjacent tower #72.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 9:31:33 AM
Observed in morning by bio-monitor to be using nest #65. Pair was using nest in tower base #72 when avian biologists 
arrived. Undetermined which is final nest for pair.
mkuehn - 6/14/2011 1:55:39 PM
this pair is now using only this nest and the nestin adjacent tower #72. according to biomonitor, female sits in one nest 
for one hour, then forages several minutes before sitting in other nest for one hour, and so on. we observed female 
sitting on nest in tower 65 from 1049h to 1150h. thenshe was off until 1153h when she sat ionnest in tower #72 until we 
left at 1212h. existing 50 foot buffer adequately provides protection from disturbance at both nest sites. 
tfitanides - 6/15/2011 3:27:01 PM
Female sat on nest in adjacent steel #72 for ~25-minutes before flying off for 7-minutes. Upon return she sat in nest in 
steel #65 for 5-minutes, then returned to sit in nest of steel #72 for remainder of observation (25-minutes). Male 
observed briefly, hawking from nearby steel structure.
rradd - 6/17/2011 11:10:59 AM
WEKI on nest #72  from 1028-1054 without interruption, then left for only a few seconds to accept food from mate. 
Incubation appears to be in progress. Sat tight while adjacent Porta-loo was serviced and water-truck operated at 
buffer limit. Mate perches several towers distant and gives soft contact calls from time to time when bringing food.
rradd - 6/24/2011 10:34:30 AM
No WEKI detections at or near this nest site during 1 hr. obs (RR, M Dicus). Breeding attempt appears abandoned.
Change to Closed.
barnold - 6/26/2011 3:03:01 PM
Nest is empty.

6/21/2011 7002533 AMRO Closed TL 639 - 397518 60 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest was never 

established to be 
occupied.

7/11/2011 6/21/2011 at 1344.
Bulky grass nest of coarse grasses. AMRO at nest briefly. Monitor again to verify activity status.
rradd - 6/27/2011 12:36:43 PM
Obscure nest appears current, occupants difficult to detect. AMRO pair agitating nearby.
rradd - 7/5/2011 2:47:51 PM
Foliage obscures this nest and entry to it. No AMRO detected during 30 min obs. Monitor once more before closing.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:44:26 AM
Change to Closed
No activity detected at this nest during 30 min obs.

5/11/2011 7001426 CALT Closed CP18 70 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nesting chronology 
indicates nestlings 
may have fledged 
before nest was 

damaged.

6/1/2011 imaunsell - 6/2/2011 9:35:33 AM
Status changed to closed due to monitoring comment
tcooper - 6/1/2011 11:26:23 AM
Nest empty, partialy destroyed.

3/10/2011 6003206 BUSH Closed Hartung Yard 30 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these 
areas are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and 
therefore are not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no 
change in activity levels occurs.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nesting chronology 
suggests fledging is 
possible, but cause 
of damage to nest 

unknown.

4/20/2011 16 Mar - BUSH enters nest @ 17:30 - RR
25 Mar - BUSH briefly in tree but not seen at nest. Rainy weather inhibits activity 1015-1100 - RR
28 Mar - BUSH heard near tree, but not seen near nest. - BL
6 Apr - BUSH detected carrying food (caterpillar) near nest 0935. - RR
13 Apr - BUSH making multiple visits to crown of tree at 1030. This nest is exremely difficult  to see. - RR 
20 Apr Nest appears damaged. BUSH present no longer associating. Change to Closed. - RR
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4/12/2011 5000787 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 

feet.
SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finch nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator fan screen and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.  In addition, House Finches are 
extremely acclimated to human disturbance.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nesting chronology 
suggests possible 

fledging.

6/27/2011 barnold - 6/1/2011 1:30:08 PM
Flushed female from nest, nestlings present.
barnold - 6/4/2011 8:22:02 AM
The above refers to another House Finch nest accidently entered here. This nest looks intact, but is located high up on 
the west endof a transformer block and can not be looked into. Assume it is still active.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:28:01 AM
Female on nest with construction activity nearby.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:02:25 PM
Female on nest, not much construction activity in area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 11:50:20 AM
Nest no longer present. Nest likely fledged young, then removed by others for material. Closed.
barnold - 6/27/2011 12:57:10 PM
Nest discovered in containment basin of transformer located well to the east. Probably relocated to this area by 
Common Raven. Unclear if nest successfully fledged prior to this.

5/3/2011 7000966 LEGO Closed Elliott Substation 70 feet to substation; 50 
feet to AR.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nesting outcome 

indeterminate. Based 
on prior observations 

and projected 
fledging date of 

nearby LEGO nest, 
successful fledging 
seems probable.

5/28/2011 3 May - LEGO nest still under construction - appears near complete 0956. - RR
11 May - Nest still incomplete, no LEGO detected 1015 during 30 minute observation. - RR 
16 May - LEGO pair active at this location, presumed incubation 1040. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 11:28:14 AM - Well-concealed nest difficult to locate in waving canopy foliage on windy morning. 
Pair LEGO busy here with much contact calling. Presume nesting activity continues.
rradd - 5/31/2011 9:38:44 AM - No detections during 30 minute observation. Nest may have fledged. Change to 
Closed.

5/25/2011 7002361 LENI Closed TL 6916 - 973039 20 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nestlings are cryptic 

and able to move 
away from nest at 5 
days age. Possibly 
undetected during 

monitoring.

6/18/2011 tcooper - 5/25/2011 - 2 eggs; female flushed off nest 20 feet from pedestrian.
fhoffman - 5/31/2011 4:27:49 PM - Adult flushed at about 30 feet. 2 eggs being incubated.
tcooper - 6/6/2011 12:06:35 PM - 2 semiprecocial downy nestlings on ground 10 feet south of original locaton. Now 
beneath chamise, 15 feet east of road in line with buffer sign and rock cairn. Monitors should be extremely carefull 
where they step, the nestlings can move and are very cryptic. Signs not pulled yet
shampton - 6/17/2011 7:37:02 PM
No nestlings found. Searched described location and surroundings for 45 minutes. No nighthawks flushed or seen 
flying in area.
fhoffman - 6/18/2011 2:19:59 PM
No nighthawks seen or heard.

6/3/2011 7002438 ANHU Closed Hartung Yard 10 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these 
areas are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and 
therefore are not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no 
change in activity levels occurs.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nestlings possibly 

fledged before nest 
fell.

rradd - 6/3/2011
ANHU on nest (found by bio-monitor) with some droppings at rim, suggesting hatched young.
rradd - 6/9/2011 1:42:25 PM
Two large young in nest. 
rradd - 6/17/2011 10:02:47 AM
Nest was constructed on a dead hanging branchlet, no longer present. Young appeared close to fledging and possibly 
did so before nest fell.

3/9/2011 6002394 RCSP Closed CP86 85 feet to corner of 
tower site.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Buffer may be left as 100 feet, but biomonitor should monitor within that area of 
tower site where buffer slightly extends. 

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nestlings were not 
observed though 

chronology 
appropriate  for 

fledging

4/22/2011 RCSP observed with nest material and gave pair interaction calls.
17 Mar - Pair present, calling territorially from song-posts 'til at least 17:30. - RR
28 Mar - Nest in good condition and pair calling nearby. Little activity observed near nest.
16 Apr - Could not inspect nest due to presence of large (annoyed) ruber rarrlesnake. RCSP agitated at site. Assume 
active at this moment. - RR
22 Apr - RCSP detected foraging in area, but not associating with nest or food carrying. Assume fledged or predated. 
Change to Closed, remove nest buffer. - RR

2/25/2011 5000457 BUOW Closed Thomas Yard 0 feet; within yard, but 
away from work areas.

250 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
No continued access 

allowed at site.

6/22/2011 One adult present. Originally found and documented in mid-December still occupied during nesting period. Sites are 
1/4 mile SE of active yard; will not affect yard or construction activities.
Adult present at burrow entrance 3-25 (PK).
JDicus 4/14/2011 - Pair observed at burrow entrance (both remained near nest entrance for 15 minutes, female went 
back inside nest).
PKonrad - 4/15/2011 - Adult pair present at burrow entrance;  buffer signs installed.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - No owls observed; lots of mutes just SE of burrow.
J&MDicus - 5/17/2011 - Male observed 15 feet southeast of burrow entrance.
barnold - 6/4/2011 1:47:07 PM - Burrowing Owl flushed while searching for sign.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 3:15:38 PM - No owls observed above ground near burrow during 20 minutes of observation and 
burrow check.
pkonrad - 6/22/2011 10:39:15 AM - Female Burrowing Owl standing next to burrow entrance; male perched on metal 
fencepost 80 feet east of burrow.
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6/23/2011 7002552 BGGN Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 

property
50 feet to AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 

No nest was ever 
confirmed within the 

100 foot buffer.

7/7/2011 rradd - 6/23/2011
BGGN pr present for 2 wks. Male carrying food to thicket repeatedly, but flushes easily and does not return.
rradd - 6/30/2011 12:50:07 PM
BGGN heard but not seen near this location during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 7/7/2011 12:13:50 PM
Change to Closed.
No BGGN detections during 30 min. obs. 

3/23/2011 5003265 OATI Closed EP220-1 90 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 90 
feet.

Vehicular traffic is 90 feet away, and should be allowed, considering the 
distance, and that this is a cavity nest, which provides a natural buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Not enough data to 
determine outcome 
because it is unclear 

how far along in 
breeding chronology 

pair was on initial 
observation.

4/21/2011 3/23/2011 - T. Cooper and D. Busby were following pair off and on for an hour and eventually saw adult carrying food 
into a small cavity in a scrub oak. Nest is candidate for nest buffer reduction since it is just within the 100 foot buffer. 
Pair was agitated by my presence but vehicle traffic 90 feet away shouldn't cause disturbance.
No titmice in area 20 minutes 4-5 (PK).
4/7/11 phoward: - titmice heard nearby; no nest visits after 20 mins.
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - No birds in area during 15 minutes; may not be active anymore.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - No birds or sign of activity; status inactive - could be closed.

6/2/2011 7002436 OTHE Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

6 feet from AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Not enough data to 
determine whether 
nest was active at 

time of detection and 
during monitoring. 

Nest was not 
completed.

6/16/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 at 0730
Unknown species flushed.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:09:35 AM
Nest unoccupied 0720.
rradd - 6/16/2011 9:51:34 AM
Nest unoccupied. Change to Closed due to lack of detections and nest appears incomplete.

4/29/2011 7000942 HOFI Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; inside substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 25 
feet.

- House finches as a species are accustomed to human activity and frequently 
nest within man-made structures.
- Nesting commenced at this site during on-going work and maintenance at the 
substation
- The nest is located within a cavity providing a natural visual and acustic 
buffer.
- Several insulators and busses are located between the nest and proposed 
work, providing an additional buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Not enough 

monitoring data.

5/31/2011 kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:38:07 PM - A small stick nest can be seen inside a metal framework of the  breaker 
structure. A pair of house finches were observed entering and exiting the structure. Biomonitor first observed the pair 
entering the site or 28 April.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 4:08:34 PM
House finch observed near nest.
sritt - 5/31/2011 5:49:53 PM - Nest has large amount of old fecal material. No birds seen entering cavity. Nest closed.

6/6/2011 7002459 MODO Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 50 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Observations 

indicate possible 
fledging.

6/29/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011
Adult incubating.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 4:08:53 PM
Nest found with incubating adult on 6-6; Still incubating today.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 12:28:11 PM
Dove incubating or brooding; dove activity in area.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 1:00:09 PM
No doves in area during 60 minute observation period in area; no sign of birds at nest. Will check status again.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 12:50:00 PM
No doves observed during 90 minutes working in area; no activity at nest - closed.

6/1/2011 7002408 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 10 feet •House finches routinely nest in close proximity to man-made structures and are 
very tolerant of nearby human activity.
•This pair tolerates human encroachment to less than 10 feet of the nest.
•The portion of the yard where the nest is located is currently being used to 
store full and empty wire spools, and the full spools will not be needed for 
construction activity for several months.
•The spools will serve as both a visual and sound barrier between the nest and 
any activity in the yard.
•Three other currently active HOFI nests are in the same area in similar 
conditions and NBR's and continue to be viable nests with normal nest 
progression and adult nesting behaviors.
•Any activity near the 10 foot requested buffer would be intermittent and very 
brief in duration.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Outcome of nest 

unknown, but nesting 
chronology suggests 

fledging possible.

7/6/2011 eelias - 6/1/2011 2:33:38 PM
This nest does not appear complete. During a 30 minute observation, no activity was detected.
eelias - 6/1/2011 3:08:52 PM
After 40 minutes of observation, the male and female house finch landed on the nest spool. The female entered the 
nest site twice during the visit. Neither time did she have nesting material.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 9:43:26 AM
Nest partially lined. No birds observed visiting nest during 30 minutes of observation.
jpawlicki - 6/6/2011 1:13:16 PM
Female on nest and male singing in vicinity. 10 foot buffer installed around nest.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:33:24 PM
Female flushed from the nest; 3 eggs were observed in the nest.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:29:54 AM
Nest has at least 1 nestling.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:52:24 PM
No sign of nest or finches; mutes found below nest description locaction - closed.

4/26/2011 7000908 MODO Closed Elliott Substation 18 feet to AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Outcome unknown 
because biologist 

could not view nest 
contents.

5/31/2011 26 Apr - Probable nest in flat fork on east side of tree. Agitated AMRO in tree for 15 minute observation period - RR
03 May - Changed from AMRO to MODO incubating. - RR
11 May - MODO on nest 1038. - RR
16 May - MODO incubation continues 1135. - RR
23 May - No MODO visible on nest, but location obscures contents. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 11:56:16 AM - No MODO detected 1145. Change to Closed.
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2/25/2011 5000435 ANHU Closed TL 6916 - Z771472 3 feet from pole. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 

feet.
Buffer approved to 30 feet for vertical and horizontal buffers, as nest is fairly 
well-concealed within exotic vegetation and human activites regularly occur 30 
feet from nest everyday.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Presumed lost to 
natural causes, 

nestlings from this 
early-season nesting 
attempt potentially 

fledged prior to storm 
damage to nest.

3/28/2011 Nest remains active as of 2/25/2011. 
3/28/11 - Nest appears unkempt and no longer in use. No adults active in area - D. Busby

3/2/2011 5000474 CACW Closed EP254-3 45 feet from temp ROW; 
90 feet from permanent.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Probable alternate 
nest and rebuilt but 
no nesting behavior 
was conducted at 
this nest before 

became was weather-
damaged.

5/23/2011 Nest materials show few signs of aging. Grasses are undarkened, feathers and fibers appear reasonably fresh. Nest is 
not fully enclosed. 3/2/11
Nest has lost it's structure and collapsed. Opening and main chamber in a state of disrepair. Status changed to 
inactive. No birds observed in the area. BHart -3/11/11
Good-looking nest; 1 bird seen carrying nesting material. Agitated behavior given when near nest. - sritt & sjohnston - 
4/28/2011 8:47:19 AM
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - New material added to old nest. No Cactus Wrens in area, but 1 singing far to the southeast.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - No change; no birds in area.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Nest is flattened by weather and entrance(s) are not open; could be rebuilt, as it was earlier, but 
for now it is closed.

3/31/2011 5003311 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
State of nesting 

chronology during 
first observation is 

unknown. Nest may 
have fledged, but not 

observed.

5/11/2011 3/31/11 - Female of pair observed going to the nest. Flagged (Cummings).
barnold - 4/12/2011 10:32:14 AM - Status indeterminate.  No birds observed.
19 Apr - No HOFI observed using this opening. INACTIVE. - RR
2 May - No change observed. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:59 PM  No activity observed.  Change to Closed.

barnold - 6/16/2011 2:47:19 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 1:42:26 PM
House Finch activity in general area.

4/13/2011 5000813 LEGO Closed CP81-1 0 feet to AR; 230 feet to 
tower work area.

100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Success or failure 

unknown as nest was 
hidden by growing 

thick vegetation that 
it could not be 

relocated.

5/14/2011 13 Apr - LEGO female building nest. Directly above edge of road, easiest to see from N side. - RR
20 Apr - LEGO at nest 1338. - RR
28 Apr - Abundant foliage now obscures this nest. LEGO male actively territorial 1210-1240. RR
05 May - Territorial male LEGO present, but nest not found. 
14 May Nest not refound. Change to Closed. - RR

5/10/2011 7001431 CATH Closed EP90-1 AR 85 feet to AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Sufficient time 

elapsed for nest to 
fledge.

5/27/2011 Female flushed from nest but then returned; 3 eggs; very secretive. dbusby - 5/10/2011 5:15:10 PM
      nest checked 5/20/2011 by EM, RA, TC.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - Nest in excellent shape, but it is abandoned. No sign of thrashers, egg shells, or nestlings; nest 
lining clean but pulled up a bit - probably predated - closed.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 2:01:07 PM
No sign of thrashers, eggs, egg shells, or nestlings at nest, in bush, on ground, or in the surrounding area.

5/12/2011 7001458 MODO Closed CP51-2 AR 0 feet; within house 
area.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Unable to determine 
if nesting chronology 
suggests fledged or if 
nesting attempt failed 

before fledging.

5/25/2011 12 May - MODO brooding at least 1 small nestling 0948. - RR
19 May  MODO no longer present. 1012. - RR
25 May MODO not present. Change to Closed. - RR
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3/17/2011 6003249 OTHE Closed CP65-1 320 feet to TSAP; 400 

feet to tower site.
100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 

Unable to monitor 
due to land access 

issues.

3/17/2011 emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would use 
the nest.

7/11/2011 7003025 BHGR Closed TL 639 - 872360 80 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 07/17/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/18/2011

The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability 
of these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and 
common urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Unknown if eggs 
were ever laid.

rradd - 7/11/2011 12:01:11 PM
Female BHGR brooding well-hidden nest; contents unknown.
rradd - 7/19/2011 12:09:09 PM
Nest intact, no BHGR detected. Possibly fledged; cannot see into bottom of cup. Monitor once more prior to closing
rradd - 7/25/2011 2:06:20 PM
Change to Closed.
Nest is clean and empty. No BHGR detected  during 1hr in vicinity.

3/10/2011 6003215 WBNU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from Londono 
driveway.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Unknown if fledged 

prior to being evicted 
by House Wren.

WBNU Repeatedly entered cavity for a minute or so at a time. Pair calling and nest exchange, so likely incubating.
16 Mar - WBNU carrying food to cavity. RR
3/18/11 - DBusby observed male carrying food to cavity.
24 Mar - No detections. Cold weather possibly suppressing nesting activity. - RR
31 Mar - Pair present at cavity, 1 bird stationed at entry 1440-1505. - RR
Pair present near cavity. imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:30:24 AM
19 Apr - Cavity contains many sticks, suggests predation by HOWR (present). 1114. - RR
26 Apr - HOWR pair appear to now be using this cavity 1154. Nest closed for WBNU.

6/10/2011 7002489 ATFL Closed CP83-1 69 feet from AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Unknown if this site 
was ever selected.

7/8/2011 rradd - 6/10/2011
ATFL pr. bringing food to cavity 1002.
rradd - 6/18/2011 11:31:21 AM
ATFL nest guarding and hawking insects near cavity, but not entering 1100-1130.
rradd - 6/25/2011 12:30:01 PM
No ATFL detections at or near this cavity 1145-1215
rradd - 7/5/2011 10:32:43 PM
No ATFL detections at or near this cavity during 30 min.obs. Monitor one more prior to closing.
rradd - 7/8/2011 4:35:20 PM
Change to Closed.
Multiple ATFL interactions away from this cavity suggest alternate nest site outside the 100' buffer was selected.

6/21/2011 7002535 BHGR Closed TL 639 - 579519 16 feet to AR; 100 feet 
to work.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Unknown whether 

nest was abandoned 
prior to egg laying or 
if nestlings fledged 
earlier in season.

7/14/2011 rradd - 6/21/2011 
BHGR pair attending this perhaps incomplete nest.
barnold - 6/28/2011 7:11:20 AM
Adult male in bush mallow, I didn't approach to search for nest. Male heard singing south of tower, and chasing 
female.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 12:15:43 PM
Dead leaves in nest. Closed.
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4/6/2011 5003369 HOWR Closed CP82-1 20 feet off AR; 250 feet 

to tower area.
100 feet Buffer remains, but 

vehicular passage 
allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. 
INDETERMINTATE. 
Nesting chronology 

indicates brood could 
have been raised 
during monitoring 

period however there 
were no behavioral 

observations 
indicating fledging.

5/4/2011 4/6/11 - Adult observed bringing sticks to cavity. Buffer flagged, no ESA signs. Candidate for nest buffer reduction 
since access road will only be used for brief thru-traffic. (DBusby)
13 Apr - HOWR pair entering cavity 1530. - RR
barnold - 4/19/2011 8:33:10 AM - House wren enters cavity at 0830.
30 Apr - HOWR vigorously defending this nest. - RR
5 May - No HOWR detected associating with this nest - RR

4/19/2011 5000857 HOFI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet 7. REMOVED. 4/26/2011 Finches began building nest about 0830;  Nest location elevated about 10 feet high, about 25 feet from track that 
water trucks pull up to fill (takes about 20 minutes to fill truck). Finches in and out periodically. 100 foot buffer signs 
installed 360 degrees around nest.  PKonrad - 4/19/2011 
sjohnston - 4/26/2011 12:57:07 PM - Nest was removed and stretch wrap use to exclude birds.

5/20/2011 7001913 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

6 feet from AR. 100 feet 7. REMOVED. 5/20/2011

6/20/2011 7002523 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

7 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. 6/20/2011

6/20/2011 7002524 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

3 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. 6/19/2011

6/22/2011 7002539 HOFI Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. 6/22/2011 The nest was 10-20% complete (not yet formed into bowl) with no eggs. New nest was not there yesterday, but was 
discovered this morning (6/22/2011); no birds were seen near nest.  Alternate nesting sites are abundantly available. 
The nest was removed.  Pieces of wood were placed in the nest location to prevent reconstruction of the nest.

7/6/2011 7002605 ROWR Closed Suncrest substation 0 feet in yard. 100 feet 7. REMOVED. 7/6/2011 7/6/11 Nest being built, located on 7/5/11. No eggs or nestlings wiithin cavity. 

5/6/2011 7000998 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet; directly over work 
area.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

Agency concurrence to remove nest before completion of nest was obtained, as 
nest had no eggs, and would have definitely failed following the construction 
detail and installation of sound barriers.

7. REMOVED. Nest 
intentionally 

removed; see 
justification.

5/7/2011 5/6 - BCHU in final stages of nest construction. No eggs laid 1048. - RR
5/6 - Nest intentionally removed following concurrence procedures - kalberts - 5/7/2011 7:24:18 PM

4/29/2011 7000946 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard - East 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 0 feet Nest in early stages of construction; removal simply forces the HOFI pair to 
build on non-project materials/substrates.

7. REMOVED. Nest 
was physically 

removed from spool, 
following agency 

concurrence.

4/30/2011 barnold & shampton- 4/29/2011 9:15:13 AM  Adults active around nest.  Nest in preliminary stages of construction. 
Biological monitor observed nest material being brought by adults.  In spool marked L41-B29009.  Nest being built 
behind ABB sign.
barnold - 4/30/2011 1:28:21 PM - Nesting material removed with concurrence of Wildlife Agencies. Removed the 
afternoon this nest was discovered.

4/29/2011 7000937 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet, nest is inside 
yard.

100 feet 7. REMOVED. Nest 
was removed 

following agency 
concurrence.

shampton - 4/29/2011 10:38:08 AM  Nest is partially complete. Both adults observed with nest material; mostly 
bringing fine material, male bringing large material.
shampton - 4/29/2011 4:07:15 PM - Closed.  Removed nest with agency concurrence.

6/22/2011 7002541 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet; in staked work 
limits.

100 feet 7. REMOVED. Nest 
was removed prior to 

egg laying.

6/22/2011

6/23/2011 7002550 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

2 feet 100 feet Nest removal 
concurrence.

This nest, still in a very early stage of construction, was in the path of proposed 
sound walls and its completion would have required altering the pending 
construction plan.

7. REMOVED. Nest 
was removed prior to 

egg laying.

6/23/2011
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6/28/2011 7002569 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 

East
0 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. Nest 

was removed when 
5% complete 

following CDF&G 
acknowledgement. 

Nest was discovered 
on reel scheduled for 
immediate use. Nest 

was deemed a 
candidate for 

removal based on 
detection during early 

stages of nest 
building, and the 

abundance of 
suitable nesting sites 

in close vicinity.

7/28/2011

5/31/2011 7002401 WEBL Closed Alpine Underground - 
Loritz property

0 feet; within work limits. 100 feet 7. REMOVED. 
Removed during 

early nest building 
stage.

6/6/2011 emorgan - 5/31/2011 8:02:22 PM - Pair observed carrying nesting material into cavity.
mkuehn - 6/6/2011 4:13:10 PM
Nest has been removed and screening placed over pipe entrance. All  signs removed from buffer.

6/20/2011 7002525 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

3 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. See 
comments in 
previous tab.

6/20/2011

4/25/2011 7000891 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 7. REMOVED. WLA 
concurrence to 

remove nest. Nest 
was removed before 
completion of nest 

building.

4/25/2011 Observed house finch pair bringing nesting material 15 minutes after crane was moving around.
imaunsell - 4/25/2011 7:40:18 AM - WLA concurrence to remove nest on 4/25. Nest removed on 4/25. No eggs or 
nestlings present. Material removed from site.

2/1/2011 5000890 OTHE Closed EP257 150 feet from temporary 
ROW of tower site.

100 feet 8. OUTSIDE 
BUFFER AREA.

4/16/2011 Grass nest appears weathered and inactive. 2/1/11
Nest material flattened and barely recognizable as a former nest 4-4 (PK).
Closed officially due to prior observation results and distance greater than 100 feet from work area. kalberts - 
4/16/2011 11:13:55 AM

7/15/2011 7004635 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR Hamlet 
Residence

140 feet to AR 100 feet 8. OUTSIDE 
BUFFER AREA.

8/3/2011 rradd - 7/15/2011 8:11:14 AM
MODO on nest - 1 egg visible.
barnold - 7/21/2011 12:33:31 PM
Female on nest.
rradd - 7/26/2011 10:29:11 AM
MODO on nest 0955; contents not visible.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 11:23:28 AM
Nest appears to be abandoned with 1 prominant white egg visible - closed.

7/13/2011 7004666 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Loritz property

0 feet; in water tank 100 feet 30 feet and drive through 
access with access to 

water tank.

A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 30 feet with drive through access and 
access to a water reservoir is not anticipated to impact the likelihood for this 
nest to fledge successfully for the following reasons:
•This nest is located 6 feet high between wheels of a water reservoir. This 
location provides a natural buffer by design that shields the nest from visual and 
sound disturbances occurring due to continuous, nearby construction.
•The nest was discovered by the on-site biological monitor during work activities 
that included rock crushing and drilling. These activites are were occurring 
approximately 85 feet away and had no apparent impact upon nesting 
behavior.
•To date all typical work activities have been occuring at or near 30 feet from 
the nest with through traffic and access to the water tank allowed due to an 
existing NBR granted for adjacent, recently fledged house finch nest ID 
7002508. This pair has chosen this nest location regardless of these activities, 
demonstrating that the propsed 30 foot buffer is adequate to allow all typical 
nesting behaviors to occur, and as shown by nest 7002508, successful fledging 
without impact.
•The nest contains nestlings indicating that a high level of site affinity is likely 
and the pair is not anticipated to abandon the nest at this stage.

FLEDGED. 8/3/2011 aayala - 7/13/2011
Biomonitor Michael Scaffidi first noticed activity in alternate set of tires on Wed, 7/13/11. Female left and returned to 
substrate in no less than 30 minute intervals, nothing observed in mouth.
aayala - 7/15/2011
Bio rechecked on Friday, 7/15/2011.  Observed male entering nest at least one time during an unknown interval. 
Female not seen. 
aayala - 7/20/2011
During an unknown observation interval, Bio detected begging calls as well as both the male and female making 
multiple trips.
aayala - 7/21/2011 12:50:40 PM
At least one downy nestling with open eyes seen in substrate with nest-check mirror by sritt. No other activity observed 
(i.e. no adult activity).

emorgan - 8/3/2011 5:29:58 PM
Nest empty when checked with mirror. Alot of droppings are in and around nest. Successfully fledged.
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6/27/2011 7002563 ATFL Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within Sycamore 

Substation.
100 feet 30 feet A Nest Buffer Reduction to allow work to occur under the superstructure will 

result in a minimum buffer of about 30 feet of the newly discovered Ash-
throated Flycatcher nest (vertically), which will not likely result in nest failure.
The Ash-throated Flycatcher nest is not anticipated to be substantially disturbed 
by the Sycamore Substation work, due to the following:
•         The nest is located in a hollow pole on top of the 69kV rack, about 40 
feet above the ground. It is completely enclosed and surrounded by steel, with 
no direct view to the proposed activities at ground level.
•      This nest was discovered during work activities were occurring nearby, yet 
the birds accessed the horizontal pole opening without regard to the on-the-
ground activites occurring nearby.

FLEDGED.  Based 
on nest chronology 
and reported times 
for incubation (15 

days)  and fledglings 
leaving nest at 16 to 

17 days, this nest 
likely fledged 22 July 
2011. As has been 
observed with other 

Ash-throated 
Flycatcher nests on 
the SRPL Project, 

Ash-throated 
Flycatcher family 
groups seem to 

move away from the 
nest to forage and 
feed fledglings in 

nearby appropriate 
habitat.

7/29/2011 barnold - 6/27/2011 2:15:58 PM
Adult observed entering pipe four times during the observation period (9 to 2). Also, pair seen at pipe, one standing by 
while other entered opening.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:55:32 PM
Adult observed entering pipe nest cavity.
barnold - 7/12/2011 9:06:13 PM
Adult brought food to nest twice during 10-minute observation period.
barnold - 7/13/2011 7:24:34 PM
Adult observed bringing food to nest, even during nearby front-end loader work.
barnold - 7/14/2011 4:51:00 PM
Adult flew to perch on 69kV superstructure above nest at 1:05, then flew to nest and briefly entered pipe at 1:07. This 
first adult sits at nest pipe entrance, looking around area until 1:13 when second adult flew into nest. First adult stands 
on top of nest pipe entrance, then flies off at 1:15, and immediately returns with food then leaves again.
barnold - 7/16/2011 4:27:08 PM
Friday 15 July 2011 Adult entered nest at 11:20. Both adults arrive, one with food at 11:48. Adult with food perched on 
vertical pipe west of nest pipe, enters one, then another, and finally into the pipe opening with the nest (nest is located 
in eastern-most pipe in row of six). This adult quickly flew off. An adult returned at 11:59 and displayed the same 
behavior of entering two other pipe openings before entering nest pipe. At 12:02 an adult flies down to transformer and 
perches till 12:08. A second adult flies to perch at 12:08, then enters nest at 12:09 and flies off at 12:11. Both adults 
return at 12:17, both leave shortly thereafter. Both return at 12:25,  one briefly enters nest then flies off while other 
stays on vertical pipe perch two bays to the west and eventually flies off. At 1:32 both adulrs return to nest, and one 
immediately enters pipe opening. At 3:50 both adults at nest, one enters briefly then leaves.
barnold - 7/16/2011 9:08:32 PM
Adult at nest at 11:53.  At 12:27, adult brought food to nest, entered and departed after 12 seconds.  Adult broyght 
food at 2:15.  Adult at nest at 4:15.  Adult at vertical perch at 6:15.
barnold - 7/17/2011 4:31:09 PM
Adult incidentally observed at nest at 0722 and 1115. Adult brings food at 1224, enters then emerges without food.  
Adult brings food at 3:43, leaves shortly thereafter. At 3:52, both adults return to nest, one with food flies to vertical 
perch, other flies directly to nest pipe opening. Adult with food then flies into nest. In the meantime, a female House 
Finchperches atop the vertical nest pipe. The adult flycatcher, upon emerging from the opening, aggressively engages 
the HOFI and drives her off.
barnold - 7/21/2011 3:22:49 PM
Adult at nest pole entrance.
barnold - 8/2/2011 5:12:57 PM
Last activity observed 21 July. No adults seen on 28 July. This nest fledged, probably on 29 July according to reported 
incubation period of 15 days and fledglings leaving nest at 15 to 16 days.
barnold - 8/2/2011 5:33:39 PM
Correction, meant to say this nest likely fledged 22 July 2011.

7/21/2011 7004668 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0; in Sycamore 
Substation

100 feet 20 feet This nest is located on the western side of the substation within the 230kV 
disconnect switch rack, about 20 feet above the ground on top of an insulator, 
just south of GCB 22N, in a very concealed location with no visibility to the 
ground. A Roel construction crew has been working about 30 feet west of the 
nest prior to its discovery by the bio-monitor.
A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 20 feet is requested for this nest and 
the breeding cycle of the birds is not anticipated to be substantially disturbed for 
the following reasons:
•The finches built this nest within the substation during construction activities as 
well as ongoing maintenance activities, clearly they are well acclimated to 
human activity in their chosen nesting area.
•The nest is located at the top of an insulator located on the 230kV disconnect 
switch rack about 20 feet above the ground, and it is completely enclosed and 
surrounded with no direct view to work activities.
•The nest has apparently large nestlings (based on the amount of noise 
generated), indicating nest progression has been undeterred by construction to 
date.
•The adult birds have a lot of energy invested in this nest and will not likely 
abandon it now.
•The presumed large size of the vocalizing nestlings suggest that they may 
soon fledge.
•A majority of house finch nests with previously approved buffer reductions to 20 
feet at the Sycamore substation have successfully fledged (8 of 14) and those 
that failed did so due to causes other than human activity.
•All future work in the area will not exceed the scope, intensity, and duration of 
the work exposure to date.
Based on the above, concurrence to a NBR to 20 feet is not expected to impact 
the successful fledging of this house finch nest.

FLEDGED. Loud 
nestlings routinely 
heard and regular 
nest visits by adult 

through 27 July 
indicate successful 

fledging , most likely 
on 28 July.

barnold - 7/21/2011 3:05:17 PM
Nestlings heard by bio-monitor today and yesterday.
barnold - 8/2/2011 5:38:30 PM
Activity, consisting of adult flying to nest and loud nestling response vocalizations, was last heard 27 July by bio-
monitor. No activity since then. This nest likely successfully fledged due to the loud response calls (presumably 
indicating large healthy nestlings) that were routinely heard.
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2/1/2011 5000418 CACW Closed EP257 50 feet from permanent 

impact area.
100 feet Not needed through avoidance of temporary impact area. N/A A well-built grass nest including clean opening and fresh feathers lining the inside. Appears utilized and active.  

2/1/11
Nest appears in good condition. Status left unchanged: active. B.Hart 3/11/2011.
No change, although this nest appears to be part of a larger nesting territory with the nest group to E as the nexus 3-23 
(PK).      
No change, although wrens singing to E and N 4-4 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - No changes.      
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - Nest in good shape with clear entrance.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - No change; wren observed in area.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - No change; wren observed to south.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - No change; no birds observed.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - No apparent changes.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Same 
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 1:01:44 PM
No change to this alternate nest.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 1:38:11 PM
No changes.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 1:15:53 PM
No change in nest for many weeks; entrance looks good. No wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/22/2011 1:02:03 PM
Thin twigs have been added across the top of the nest; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 1:15:40 PM
No apparent change in nest from last week; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 12:14:28 PM
Piece of down at entrance and small breast feather from wren in cholla spines adjacent to nest entrance, but no wrens 
found in area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 10:19:51 PM
Nest is flattened and entrance closed as a result; no wrens in area. This nest was probably an alternate nest - closed.

6/3/2011 5003332 CACW Closed EP243 60 feet from 12kv AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 05/18/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/19/2011


A nest buffer modification to allow drive through vehicle passage only along the 
access road is requested for cactus wren nests ID#(s) 5003330, 5003331, 
5003332, 5000841. The NBM should not adversely affect the success of these 
nests for the following reasons:
•Vehicles may not stop or park within the 100 foot buffer.
•Signage showing a 10 mile per hour speed limit will be posted within the nest 
buffer.
•The Cactus Wren nests are located near a pre-existing produce storage yard, 
indicating the birds are accustomed to a high level of human disturbance, 
including frequent vehicle traffic, heavy machinery and dust when selecting the 
nest sites.
•Catus wren nests are constructed almost completely enclosed, creating a 
natural visual and acoustic buffer.
•An adult wren came into one of the nests to add material while an avian 
surveyor was within 15 feet of the nest.

N/A barnold - 6/3/2011 1:12:35 PM
Nest is occupiable. No Cactus Wrens observed.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 10:03:01 AM
Checked this nest 5-31 and 6-7; no status changes; wren singing in area on 6-7.   [apparent pentab prolems]
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 11:24:26 AM
Nest unchanged; entrance looks good. Pair of wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 11:02:32 AM
No changes; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 11:22:50 AM
No changes; no wrens heard or seen.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 12:49:15 PM
A minimum of new materal added to nest; wren singing in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 11:46:04 AM
Nest somewhat flattened and apparently unused since rainfall. Wren singing in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 11:54:46 AM
Nest has been unused for some time and remains unused today; no wrens nearby and wren activity in area appears to 
be centered on a new nest to the south and a new nest to the east-southest. Will re-evaluate status of this nest weekly 
but change status to Inactive now.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 11:19:37 AM
Nest unchanged; 1 wren observed and calling 50 feet north flower to other nests.

4/11/2011 5000793 CACW Inactive EP231A TSAP 0 feet; within TSAP. 100 feet N/A Nest looks very fresh, with long grasses protruding, but no birds seen entering it.  CACW was seen carrying nesting 
material 50' northeast. 4/11 - SR
sritt - 4/15/2011 4:33:58 PM - Female finally flushed from nest. Male had spent an hour skulking, singing, and calling 
nearby.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Wren flushed from nest at 10 feet; large entrance hole.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - Perfect nest; wren foraging 30 feet south and visited nest  to southeat where it sang before 
visiting older nest to east.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Wrens singing nearby.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No change to nest; no wrens observed or heard in area.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - Same status; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:13:41 PM
No change; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 2:34:30 PM
No change; nest entrance looks active.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 3:26:40 PM
Same status; entrance looks active.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 12:16:22 PM
No change to nest; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 2:21:22 PM
Large entrance and interior of nest well-used; no wrens heard or seen.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:36:53 PM
Nest slightly rain damaged by yesterday's downfall; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 1:29:14 PM
Nest fading into disrepair from lack of recent wren activity; no wrens in area.
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4/27/2011 7000919 CACW Active EP231A  AR 90 feet from AR; 1400 

feet for EP231 A.
100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 

traffic allowed.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction will occur within the buffer. The 
Agencies concurred to the following:
Traffic can pass through all three nest buffers since the road has pre-existing 
traffic and construction traffic will not significantly add to traffic volume.  
Conditions associated:  No work is allowed within the three 100-foot nest 
buffers.  Traffic on the access road cannot stop or park within the three 100-foot 
nest buffers.  Traffic will not exceed 10mph inside the three 100-foot nest 
buffers.

N/A shampton - 4/27/2011 12:45:22 PM - Nest appears complete. CACW heard singing in area.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Fresh nest; no birds.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No changes.
vnovik - 5/13/2011 1:33:48 PM - Nest intact.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - Nest still looks fresh and new; no wrens.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:38:44 PM
Grasses from nest  blocking entrance; no wrens observed or heard.
sritt - 6/6/2011 10:38:34 AM
Entrance hole appears to have been neatened up. No  wrens observed in area.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 4:24:23 PM
No apparent change to nest; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 11:00:21 AM
Nest entrance looks good; no wrens heard or seen in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 1:25:52 PM
Entrance large and recently used; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 1:03:07 PM
Nest wet from rain but in good shape; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 12:50:01 PM
Nest entrance has not been used recently; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 2:22:32 PM
New nest has been built just above original nest since last week; looks complete with entrance facing southwest. 
Original nest looks good (entrance faces southeast). No wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 10:50:16 AM
New nest looks active with large open entrance. Original nest doesn't appear to be active recently, judging from grass 
across entrance. 1 wren called once from a distant location to the south.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 2:55:58 PM
No apparent changes; no wrens in area.

4/28/2011 7000931 CACW Active EP235-1 8 feet from permanent 
pad.

100 feet N/A pkonrad - 5/26/2011 11:35:29 AM
Nice nest looks unchanged; pair of wrens active 400 feet southwestt.
phoward - 6/6/2011 1:13:38 PM
group of three preconstruction workers were taking measurements 20 feet from nest when first arrived at site, 
informed them of buffer and they left. We found one egg inside the nest which was somewhat cold. no birds were seen 
entering nest but birds were heard over 100ft away towards top of hill
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 2:51:01 PM
No wrens observed or heard in area; nest looks used; can't see inside nest.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 1:19:06 PM
Many small downy feathers added to lower edge of nest entrance; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 2:59:11 PM
Wren obeerved and calling 75 feet southwest of nest; nest looks recently used.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:23:41 PM
Several wrens active in the area; yesterday's rain appears to have re-activated many birds. Nest is very slightly rain 
damaged.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 3:03:36 PM
Nest unused since last weeks' rain; no wrens in area, but several wrens are active about 400 feet southwest.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 1:24:50 PM
Nest looks good but may not have been recently used; wrens may have concentrated their activity on the improved 
nest to the west. No wrens in area, including to the southwest.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 12:30:59 PM
Nest looks unused with grasses laying across entrance hole.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 2:06:23 PM
No change except 2 small scats near entry; no wrens nearby but pair active and calling 300 feet to south-southwest.

4/28/2011 7000933 CACW Active EP235-1 25 feet to TSAP; 55 feet 
to perm pad, as 

mapped.

100 feet N/A pkonrad - 5/26/2011 11:32:11 AM
Nest unchanged except new feather added to entrance. Pair of wrens active 400 feet southwest of nest, but 
mockingbird singing next to this nest and active in this area.
phoward - 6/6/2011 1:10:16 PM
pair of wrens seen nearby nest, fresh feathers found inside nest. never saw pair enter nest but nest stll appears active 
and is in good condition
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 2:53:21 PM
Nest entrance looks freshly used; no wrens seen or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 1:24:09 PM
Several small downy feathers added to lower part of nest entrance; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 3:01:17 PM
Nest looks recently used; wren active southest of other nearby wren nest.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:26:19 PM
Several wrens active in area, singing and calling territorially. Nest very slightly rain damaged.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 3:01:06 PM
Nest has not been used since last weeks' rain; no wrens nearby, but wrens are active 400 feet southwest where there 
are several nests.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 1:21:33 PM
Nest is well-used with a large open entrance that has a layer of soft gray plant material added to the lower part of the 
entrance leading into the interior chamber, but no wrens active in the area, including to the southwest.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 12:29:25 PM
Large entance allows a look into chamber, which is well-lined with plant down; 1 wren heard calling near this nest 
during approach.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 2:10:18 PM
Nest unchanged except 1 medium-sized downy feather added near entry. No wrens nearby, but a pair was active and 
calling 500 feet west-southwest and another pair was active and singing 300 feet south-sputhwest. 
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5/6/2011 7001004 ACWO Active Alpine Underground - 

Wood pole P78818
10 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

N/A tfitanides - 5/6/2011 4:21:16 PM - Three adult ACWO on Pole. One entered nest cavity.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 12:23:13 PM. Adult observed exiting cavity and re-entering repeatedly.
kkilpatrick - 5/31/2011 1:05:03 PM
6 ACWO were active around the wood pole and near the cavity at the top of the pole. 1 ACWO observed entering the 
cavity; 1 AcWo was aggressively chasing other bird species away that flew to within 30 feet of wood pole.
pkonrad - 6/9/2011 3:43:40 PM
3 woodpeckers on top of pole; 1 entered cavity and exited; other periodic woodpecker activity at this site.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 10:08:10 AM
Periodic Acorn Woodpecker activity at 2 nest cavities in adjoining poles; sometimes enter a cavity.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 12:01:11 PM
1 adult poking head out of cavity; others active in area, including at a pole on the south side of Alpine Blvd that is a 
grainery site.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 3:44:01 PM
1 adult inside cavity looking out at times; 2 others on pole.
pkonrad - 7/8/2011 4:37:17 PM
1 adult entered cavity; another was attentive at the entrance.
pkonrad - 7/15/2011 2:37:41 PM
Woodpeckers active at cavity; some entering and leaving cavity. At 1 time, an adult was throwing/spitting mouthfulls of 
excavated wood pieces out of cavity. 
sritt - 7/23/2011 1:41:18 PM
3 ACWOs entering and leaving cavity, and maintaining granary.
pkonrad - 7/27/2011 2:07:39 PM
1 woodpecker on pole or perched on crossarm near cavity; no birds observed at cavity entrance.
pkonrad - 7/28/2011 11:11:59 AM
4 Acorn Woodpeckers active at cavity.

6/3/2011 7002444 COHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

65 feet to staked work 
limits.

100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and

N/A 7/21/2011 vnovik - 6/6/2011 5:25:39 PM
Nest building, about 50% complete.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:03:20 PM
Nest compete with 1 egg.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:12:35 PM
1 egg; incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:04:50 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:59:23 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:25:40 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:13:02 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:42:02 AM
Incubating
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:19:17 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:04:34 AM
Appears to be Incubating.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:33:05 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:50:24 PM
Incubating.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:47:26 PM
Nestling observed in nest.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 12:03:58 PM
Nestling observed in nest.
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:43:36 AM
Female feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:09:16 PM
Observed on nest.
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:10:53 PM
Nestling near fledging; looks well feathered.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:17:58 PM
Based on splatter on nest, appears successful fledging.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:22:11 PM
Also past observations indicate success.
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6/4/2011 7002447 PSFL Closed CP70-3 AR 38 feet from AR. 100 feet N/A rradd - 6/4/2011 at 0818

PSFL bringing small twigs and forming nest cup. Female on nest while male forages and calls from perches nearby.
rradd - 6/9/2011 3:42:47 PM
Nest now more substantial platform in bark cleft; draped with moss and lichen. PSFL heard but not seen.
rradd - 6/17/2011 1:05:38 PM
No occupant visible on nest, but PSFL nearby appears to be nest guarding; calling.& perching quietly within 30'.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:35:58 PM
No occupant visible on obscured nest, and no PSFL detected in vicinity. Monitor again prior to closing.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:06:20 PM
No PSFL detections during 30 min. obs
rradd - 7/8/2011 9:21:28 AM
Numerous PSFL detections during 30 min obs, but no movement at nest visible. New nest elsewhere?
rradd - 7/14/2011 11:39:23 AM
Change to Closed.
No bird visible at nest and no detections within 100' of nest. Nest presumed abandoned.

6/16/2011 7002506 LEGO Active CP50-1 AR Hamlet 
property

60 feet to AR. 100 feet 25 feet. A Nest Buffer Reduction to 25 horizontal feet is being requested for the lesser 
goldfinch nest to enable installation of a gate at an access road off of Wildcat 
Canyon Road in Lakeside that will allow access to tower sites CP49 and CP50. 
The nest is located about 25 feet above the ground within a coast live oak tree 
about 35 feet from the proposed gate installation activities.
The lesser goldfinch nest is not anticipated to be substantially disturbed by the 
one-day  work activities at the CP49 and CP50 access road gate due to the 
following:
•The goldfinches built this nest within a large coast live oak tree within 85 feet 
of the very heavily traveled Wildcat Canyon Road, and they have become 
acclimated to human activity and noise within their nesting area.
•The nest is located on top of a large cluster of twigs and leaves located about 
25 feet above the ground, and it is completely surrounded by leaves with no 
direct view to the proposed activities.
•This nest site has successfully fledged once given the proximity to constant 
road disturbance.  The current activity is apparently a double clutch. 
Based on the above, authorizing a NBR from 100 to 25 horizontal feet is not 
expected to impact the successful fledging of this lesser goldfinch nest, 
primarily based on the nest's location and the bird's demonstrated tolerance of 
human-related noise and activites within the vicinity of the nest.

N/A LEGO female comes to nest; appears that new layer of material has been added and second nest is in progress.
barnold - 7/21/2011 1:04:31 PM
Bushtit activity in vicinity of nest, but unclear if entered nest. Family group with young fledglings observed in a smaller 
pepper tree up the road at the junction with the first residence 'drive way'.
rradd - 7/26/2011 7:58:20 AM
LEGO female apparently incubating 0705.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 11:50:28 AM
Could not find nest at this location during 2 extended, concerted searches. No goldfinches observed or heard during 
nest searches.

6/17/2011 7002508 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Loritz property

0 feet, within work limits. 100 feet 30 feet A combination NBM/NBR is requested for this nest and nest location. First, a 
NBR from 100 to 30 feet. Second, a NBM to allow vehicle passage along the 
existing access road, and allow the water trucks ingress/egress to the water 
tank tower under the following restrictions:
•Only vehicle traffic is allowed, no pedestrian traffic.
•Vehicles may not stop or park within the buffer, with the exception of water 
trucks when at the water tank. The trucks should preform the required activities 
in a short a time as safely possible and depart immediately.
•10 mile per hour speed limit.
•No other project work within the buffer.
The combination NBM/NBR should not negatively impact the success of the 
house finch nest for the following reasons:
•House finches are known to nest in proximity to human activity and exhibit a 
high tolerance towards human disturbances. They have relatively high rates of 
nest success within areas of high human activity. 
•The female house finch did not flush from the nest when the biologist was just 
a few feet from the nest. When the female did flush in response to a loud noise, 
she returned to the nest within a few minutes with the biologist 30 feet away 
from the nest.
•The location of the nest within a wheel axle provides a buffer to external visual 
and acoustic disturbances for adults, eggs, and nestlings within the nest. The 
biggest concern will be the female flushing from the nest in response to 
acoustic disturbances (such as the one described above).
•Vehicle passage along the access road and the filling of water trucks and the 
water tower are activities of short duration, which should not impact the success 
of the nest.
•The biological monitor will observe the nest during construction activities. If the 
bird flushes from the nest, the biomonitor will have the authority to stop 
construction if the bird does not return to the nest within a sufficient amount of 
time, as determined by the monitor.

N/A emorgan - 6/17/2011 1:12:01 PM
Nest contains five eggs. Female observed incubating.
tfitanides - 6/22/2011 1:39:33 PM
Female incubating; flushed.
vnovik - 7/5/2011 4:16:24 PM
observed bird enter nest locution. Heard begging calls-from nestlings.
sjohnston - 7/16/2011 1:13:56 PM
Nestling fully feathered and very close to fledging. 
sritt - 7/21/2011 11:54:19 AM
No birds seen in nest or tending to nest. Bio-monitor has not noticed activity over recent days. Nest closed & pulled.
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6/17/2011 7002513 LEGO Closed CP70-3 AR 60 feet to AR. 100 feet N/A rradd 6/17/2011 at 1220

LEGO female finalizing construction with male in tow.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:26:21 PM
Nest appears mostly complete; male LEGO accompanies female carrying lining material.
rradd - 7/1/2011 9:57:57 PM
Female LEGO on nest, male alerting.
rradd - 7/8/2011 9:19:42 AM
Female LEGO comes to nest and settles 0847.
rradd - 7/14/2011 11:35:41 AM
Change to Closed.
No detections during 30 min obs. Presume fledged.

6/22/2011 7002544 CAKI Active TL 6916 - 774820 0 feet to AR. 100 feet N/A rradd - 6/22/2011
CAKI pair attending nest, no food carrying observed during 20 minute survey.
rradd - 6/27/2011 5:21:51 PM
Nest appears complete; no CAKI detected 1700-1515
rradd - 7/5/2011 5:03:43 PM
CAKI present for 15 mins but did not enter nest, no bird visible on nest 1630-1700.
rradd - 7/12/2011 9:19:05 AM
CAKI pr come to nest 0914.
rradd - 7/18/2011 10:48:45 AM
CAKI foraging and preening away from nest for 43 mins, ate 6 bees in 12 minutes, no food carrying, then apparently 
incubating 1044.
rradd - 7/25/2011 11:27:33 AM
No CAKI on nest nor detected near nest 1055 - 1125

6/25/2011 7002562 COHU Closed Suncrest Substation 20 feet 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the 
course of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird 
contstucts a nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest 
substation and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. 
Activity levels at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

N/A 7/27/2011 ahill - 6/25/2011 7:45:33 AM
female incubating 2 eggs.
shampton - 7/01/2011 at 1630 hrs
2 eggs in nest, observed female return and incubate, very tolerant of observers and traffic
ahill - 7/6/2011 9:41:51 AM
2 small nestlings in nest; female was not on nest initially, then came back and was brooding.
ahill - 7/12/2011 4:34:42 PM
2 nestlings doing well.
ahill - 7/18/2011 5:02:54 PM
2 chicks growing. eyes open and alert, 
ahill - 7/20/2011 3:00:24 PM
female observed feeding, chicks doing well.
ahill - 7/27/2011 2:49:10 PM
Cemerson- 7/27/ 2011   The first nestling fledged Sunday, but was observed flying in the area on 7/25 and 7/26. The 
second nestling  was observed leaving the nest on 7/26 in the morning. Nest has been monitored intermittently since 
then and there has been no sign or the fledglings returning to the next.

6/28/2011 7002574 CACW Inactive EP269 AR 93 feet north of AR 100 feet N/A eelias - 6/28/2011 3:00:33 PM
Complete nest; no eggs or nestlings in nest; no adults were active in this area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 1:49:20 PM
New nest with large entrance; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/20/2011 12:16:40 PM
No wrens observed or heard; small fearhers added to interior and 1 on entrance.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 1:26:16 PM
No wrens observed or heard, but nest has been visited: Feathers no longer obvious, but a cholla botton is at the 
entry.
pkonrad - 8/1/2011 11:50:34 AM
 Nest looks good; cholla button removed from entry; feathers line part of interior.

6/28/2011 7002576 CACW Active EP261-2 10 feet from trail to 
tower site.

100 feet N/A emorgan - 6/28/2011 8:59:21 AM
Nest in good condition.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 12:27:35 PM
Nice nest with large open entrance built recently; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/20/2011 10:56:01 AM
Nest looks active but no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 2:33:46 PM
Nest looks unchanged; no wrens active in area.
pkonrad - 8/1/2011 1:06:43 PM
No apparent change to nest; no wrens apparent in area.

6/30/2011 7002582 ACWO Inactive Hartung Yard 50 feet to yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these 
areas are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and 
therefore are not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no 
change in activity levels occurs.

N/A rradd - 6/30/2011 3:30:08 PM
Yard monitor reports regular cavity use by ACWO, but no entry noted 1510--1530 despite birds nearby.
rradd - 7/9/2011 8:00:13 AM
Up to 4 ACWO interacting at the same time on this communal tree, but no cavity use or food carrying observations 
during 30 minute survey. ACWO nesting can initiate in August - monitor again.
rradd - 7/14/2011 9:28:41 AM
ACWO group nearby but no interaction with this tree 0748-0822 on cool overcast morning..
rradd - 7/21/2011 8:24:58 AM
No ACWO interactions with the cavities in this tree 0732 - 0752. ACWO can breed in August, so yard bio should 
continue to monitor. Change to Inactive. Any potential nest is outside yard and will not impact work.
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6/30/2011 7002583 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
65 feet to staked work 

limits.
100 feet N/A 7/21/2011 vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:53:26 PM

Nest was found on 6/28/11. Nest was approx 80% when found. is now complete. Bird sitting in nest.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:48:49 PM
Incubating
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 12:02:54 PM
incubating
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:43:06 AM
observed male bringing food to nest
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:09:34 PM
Incubating
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:21:14 PM
Based on splatter presence, observations and chronology. Appears successful fledging.

7/2/2011 7002588 CACW Inactive EP266-2 0 feet; nest is on TSAP. 100 feet N/A shampton - 7/2/2011 2:11:21 PM
Originally logged on 7/1/2011. Re-entered on 7/2/2011  due to IT malfunction. 
On 7/1/2011 at 1130 hrs - No CACW observed near nest in cholla. 1 CACW was singing 200 feet southwest of nest for 
a few minutes early in 4 hour survey of EP266-2 and TSAP. Nest was in good condition, complete. Lined, partially with 
white synthetic fluff. However, no CACW activity was associated with this nest.

Check once more prior to close.

7/5/2011 7002591 CACW Active EP245 AR 15 feet southeast of AR 100 feet N/A pkonrad - 7/5/2011 10:45:05 AM
New nest; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 10:22:25 AM
 1 Cactus Wren near new nest; no contents in nest bowl.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 10:24:32 AM
Nest has a hole through bottom of chamber. No wrens active in area. Will change status to Inactive until nest is 
repaired or abandoned.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 10:26:20 AM
Nest has been repaired and improved and has 3 non-wren feathers added to entrance. No wrens in area, but 
observed 1 wren about 300 feet northeast of nest; no calling.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 10:24:12 AM
Nest looks good; new thin strip of bark positioned across entrance. Cactus wren observed 120 feet northwest of nest; 
no calling.

7/5/2011 7002592 CACW Inactive EP243 6 feet west of EP243 
pad

100 feet N/A pkonrad - 7/5/2011 1:23:52 PM
New but flimsy nest looks well-used; wren calling territorially from east.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 11:36:12 AM
Nest has big hole in side; roadrunner in area. Wren calling to south.

7/5/2011 7002593 CACW Active EP243 and new 12kV 
pole and AR

80 feet south of new 
12kV pole and AR

100 feet N/A pkonrad - 7/5/2011 1:40:29 PM
New nest with 1 egg evident in nest chamber; wren calling territorially nearby.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 11:41:41 AM
Nest seemingly unchanged, but no egg in nest; interior unlined. Wren calling to east.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 11:57:57 AM
Nest looks recently active; no wrens nearby; 1 of 2 nests active in area.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 11:17:19 AM
Nest looks a bit weathered; entrance doesn't look recently used and it is partly blocked by a cholla button, but nest in 
good shape overall. 1 wren observed 50 feet north and called twice.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 11:51:44 AM
No apparent changes; no wrens in area.

7/5/2011 7002598 MODO Active Alpine Underground. 90 feet to work accord 
My to Pen Tab.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

N/A vnovik - 7/5/2011 4:11:21 PM
Mourning Dove incubating.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 3:16:27 PM
Still incubating.
sritt - 7/23/2011 4:34:06 PM
Incubating - brooding.
pkonrad - 7/27/2011 1:25:28 PM
Dove is brooding at least 1 medium-sized nestling.

7/5/2011 7002599 LEGO Active Alpine Underground Approx 95 feet to work 
on  Pen Tab

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

N/A vnovik - 7/5/2011 4:13:57 PM
Bird on nest incubating.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 3:20:53 PM
Female incubating.
sritt - 7/23/2011 4:39:08 PM
Female incubating. 
pkonrad - 7/27/2011 1:23:49 PM
At least 3 small nestlings in nest.

7/6/2011 7002604 LENI Active TL6916 - 774842 20 feet to AR 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

N/A phoward - 7/6/2011 8:28:10 AM
Female incubating 2 eggs.
tcooper - 7/15/2011 - Female brooding two downy chicks.
tcooper - 7/16/2011 2:22:05 PM
7/16/2011 10:00 AM - Female brooding two downy chicks.
rradd - 7/18/2011 6:55:20 AM
LENI brooding 2 downy chicks; feather quills just emergent on wings.
rradd - 7/25/2011 8:35:20 AM
Adult LENI flushed from nest area and remained nearby. Nest is empty and juveniles could not be located within a 
100' radius during 30 min search.
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7/7/2011 7002611 CACW Active EP257 and AER Yard's 

AR
50 from south access 

road and 150 feet from 
100 feet Drive through access 

only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

N/A eelias - 7/7/2011 8:47:07 AM
Jean noted an adult Cactus Wren making frequent trips with nest material to this nest. This nest is 35% built.
mkuehn - 7/20/2011 11:55:49 AM
A pair of cactus wrens was observed; 1 wren was on a rock with nesting material near the nest, the other was flying 
around. The first wren put the material down and followed the other cactus wren into a bush; then, a third cactus wren 
followed the pair. The nest is mostly built but no eggs - Jean 7/20/2011 11:48 AM.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 2:07:48 PM
Nest complete and interior is totally covered with feathers; chamber is very shallow and exposed. No wrens observed 
or heard.
pkonrad - 8/1/2011 12:36:19 PM
Nest looks unchanged but good; very shallow; no wrens in area. New AER contruction yard built to west and fenced 
within past 5 days.

7/7/2011 7002612 CACW Inactive EP257 and AER Yard 0 100 feet N/A eelias - 7/7/2011 9:23:36 AM
Complete nest (100% built), partly lined with feathers; no activity.

7/8/2011 7002617 BTSP Closed EP270-2 50 feet 100 feet N/A 7/8/2011 - Nest is currently under construction.
phoward - 7/18/2011 11:55:44 AM
Nest appears inactive, no birds were seen visiting nest during 3 1/2 hour survey. Nest appears to be less than 50% 
complete (loose cup nest with openings on the bottom)
tfitanides - 7/25/2011 12:36:52 PM
Nesting material not present. No BTSP activity associated with this old nest location. Changed from inactive to closed.

7/8/2011 7002619 ACWO Active CP 82-1 50' to AR 100 feet N/A 07/08/2011 - Adult ACWO pair using cavity; 1 went inside cavity and remained for 30 minute observation period.
rradd - 7/16/2011 11:31:09 AM
ACWO pair left this tree in response to observer and didn't return during 30 minute observation period. No bird visible 
in cavity.
rradd - 7/22/2011 10:48:26 AM
No ACWO activity at this cavity during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 7/27/2011 1:14:10 PM
Male ACWO in this cavity 1308-1312, then departs.

7/12/2011 7004224 CACW Active EP243 and 12kV AR 15 feet from 12Kv AR 100 feet N/A pkonrad - 7/12/2011 11:53:00 AM
Newly completed nest has wren calling to west.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 11:42:04 AM
Nest looks similar to last week; pair of wrens 60 feet north of nest; calling low as though aggitated.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 11:14:17 AM
Nest looks good. Wren observed and calling closer to nests located to west, or the wren may have followed biologist 
as he checked nests in the greater area and called twice at that time.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 12:06:07 PM
Nest unchanged; no wrens in area.

7/13/2011 7004625 CAGN Active CP13 575 feet northeast of 
Structure CP13-2

300 feet N/A dbusby - 7/13/2011 4:14:22 PM - A previously unrecorded adult male was detected incubating an active nest with 3 
eggs approximately 575 feet northeast of Structure CP13-2. The adult female was never detected during my 
observations. No buffers were established since this nest is well beyond the requisite 300-foot construction buffer and 
it will not affect construction activities.
dbusby - 7/20/2011 11:56:16 AM - Adult pair feeding one 3-day-old nestling.
kalberts - 7/27/2011 3:02:53 PM
Parents continuing to feed one nestling. 

7/13/2011 7004627 BCHU Active Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge.

30 feet 100 feet N/A vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:03:26 PM
Adult observed on nest.
imaunsell - 7/25/2011 10:29:04 AM
Female adding material to nest and incubating.
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7/14/2011 7004629 MODO Active TL 639 - 872360 28 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
NBR Submit Date: 07/17/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/18/2011

The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability 
of these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and 
common urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

N/A mdicus - 7/14/2011 11:58:36 AM
2 doves flushed from nest area. well built nest with fresh lining appears un-used.
rradd - 7/19/2011 10:44:46 AM
Nest appears fresh and uncompacted
rradd - 7/25/2011 1:49:58 PM
Fresh feathers in nest suggest recent use, but no eggs. MODO detected in nest vicinity which is visually screened from 
AR, but not at nest .  Drive-through and walk-through construction is occuring.

7/14/2011 7004631 HOOR Active Alpine Underground 
431-00l

20 feet from Alpine Blvd 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

N/A shampton - 7/14/2011 3:05:36 PM
Pair seen going to nest. Female incubating /brooding, flushed when observer was directly below nest, otherwise 
tolerant of human activity and construction (work inside nearby  vault and  flaggers).
shampton - 7/14/2011 4:52:10 PM
Construction activities were occurring during bird behavioral observations on 7-14-11 (1400-1445 hrs).  Activities 
consisted of  men working below ground inside vault.  On surface were air conditioners (ventilating vault) and 
generators running, pick up trucks, tent, traffic control equipment, and flaggers.  Nearest work was about 40 feet away.  

sritt - 7/23/2011 4:55:36 PM
Female repeatedly bringing food to nest.

7/14/2011 7004633 ROWR Active Kreutzcamp Yard AR 10 feet west of AR 100 feet N/A pkonrad - 7/14/2011 11:29:35 AM
Rock Wren flushed from nest crevice during bio nest visits Monday and Tuesday. 2 wrens observed; 1 entered cavity.
pkonrad - 7/21/2011 11:08:20 AM
Adult with insect in bill standing on small twig nest at opening of nesting cavity among rocks.
pkonrad - 7/27/2011 10:11:53 AM
At least 3 young nestlings being fed in the nest by adults that make food gathering forays and return to the nest. A few 
pebbles have been assembled to form an entry 'porch.' 
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 4:22:27 PM
At least 2 large nestlings in nest.

7/15/2011 7004653 BTSP Active EP 274-1 109 feet to work area; 
115 feet to TSAP 

100 feet N/A jgalang - 7/15/2011 10:27:49 AM
Black-throated sparrow seen on the nest. Observer approached to within 2 feet of the nest and the bird did not flush. 
Contents unknown but an observer noted nest was empty on 7/8.
sritt - 7/22/2011 3:22:52 PM
2 eggs in nest. Adult singing + showing aggressive behavior.
sritt - 7/22/2011 4:21:19 PM
A helicopter spent about three minutes hovering 100' above the TSAP during the survey. It became apparent that the 
wind, dust, and noise disturbance caused by such activity  would most likely cause this nest to  fail. Bio-monitor must 
keep close eye on this.
sritt - 7/26/2011 5:57:48 PM
2 young downy chicks in nest. eyes still closed. Adult approached nest+ was confronted by a Shrike . Sparrow flushed 
+ Shrike perched on nest  for ~15 seconds before leaving. 2 chicks left in nest. Adult eventually returned.
mkuehn - 8/2/2011 5:30:13 PM
adulds made 10+ trips to nest with food during survey. nest contained at least one gaping nestling
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7/19/2011 7004659 HOFI Active San Luis Rey 

Substation
0 feet; in San Luis Rey 

Substation
100 feet 25 feet NBR Submit Date: 07/29/2011

WLA Concurrence Date: 07/29/2011

This nest is located within the 230kV rack, about 20 feet above the ground 
below an insulator. Currently, there is an SDG&E crew working in the second 
bay of the 230kV rack, about 45 feet east of the nest. Nestlings were heard 
several times loudly calling when a female arrived at the nest. The nestlings 
vocalize at a loud volume and with aggressiveness indicative of large well 
developed nestlings, suggesting they will fledge soon.
A nest buffer reduction from 100 to 25 feet is requested for this active house 
finch nest. The NBR should not adversely affect the nesting birds, nor should it 
inhibit the successful fledging of the young for the following reasons:
•The finches built this nest within the substation while daily Sunrise Power Link-
related construction activities and ongoing non-Project maintenance and 
operations activities were occurring. This clearly demonstrates the birds are 
acclimated to and tolerent of human activity in their nesting area.
•The nest is located at the bottom of an insulator located on the 230kV rack 
about 20 to 25 feet above the ground, and as such is completely enclosed with 
no direct view to future activities.
•Presumably, the nest has large nestlings (based on the amount of noise 
generated when competing for food), indicating the adult finches have a lot of 
energy invested in this nest and will not likely abandon it now.
•The work proposed near the nest is of the same intensity as the activity that 
has occured simultaneously with nest progression. The finches  tolerance of 
construction activites to date suggest the success of the birds will not be 
impacted by the proposed work.

Additionally, the presumably large size of the vocalizing nestlings suggests that 
these will soon fledge, perhaps in a matter of days.

N/A barnold - 7/19/2011 10:07:08 AM
Nestlings heard vocalizing when female approahes and enters nest. These nestlings sound fairly large, and as such 
will likely fledge within a week or so. Female came to nesr several times while work was occurring within 45 feet of 
nesr. As such, a 30-foot buffer will likely suffice.

7/19/2011 7004660 MODO Active EP291-1 87 feet to tower work 
area

100 feet 80 feet. NBR Submit Date: 07/27/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/28/2011

A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 80 feet is requested and is not 
anticipated to impact the likelihood for this nest to fledge successfully for the 
following reasons:
•The nest is located over 80 feet from the work area. The majority of work 
activities at this site will take place outside of the original 100 foot buffer.
•Mourning doves are typically highly tolerant of disturbances and will remain on 
their nests even when approached to very close distances. This behavior 
makes it unlikely that the bird would flush from the nest due to work over 80 feet 
away. This particular bird did not flush from the nest until surveyors approached 
to within a few feet.
•The nest is located on the side of a brittle bush (Encilia ferenosa) facing away 
from the work area. This plant species is of moderate height and density, 
providing a natural visual buffer from potential disturbances at the work area.
•Other instances of mourning doves nesting in proximity to human disturbances 
on the Project have not been negatively impacted by buffer reductions of 
distances less than the proposed buffer for this nest.

N/A fhoffman - 7/19/2011 10:19:56 AM
Adult incubating 2 eggs.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 2:23:04 PM
Dove still incubating 2 white eggs in ground nest.
pkonrad - 8/1/2011 10:57:29 AM
Adult dove on nest, apparently brooding.

7/19/2011 7004661 NOMO Active TL 639 - 371519 3 feet form AR. 100 feet 90 feet. Concurrence from Debbie Leonard, Helix Environmental:

I reviewed SDG&E’s NBM/NBR Request that includes an NBR to 90 feet and an 
NBM to 8 feet for northern mockingbird nest ID 7004661. The NBR would be for 
reconductoring at one pole, and the NBM would be for drive-through access 
along the access road to multiple poles for reconductoring.
The NBR of 90 feet is consistent with Attachment B, Bird Buffer Reductions, of 
the July 2011 Draft Nesting Bird Management Plan as commented on by Erinn 
Wilson, which allows a buffer of 50 feet.

The NBM of 8 feet for drive-through access is acceptable because: 1) SDG&E 
would not allow stopping, standing, or work allowed within the modified buffer; 
2) once access is permitted through the buffer, all poles along the road would 
be worked on within the same day; and 3) the nest was still in the nest-building 
phase as of July 25, 2011.

N/A rradd - 7/19/2011 8:27:09 AM
Stick nest with fresh stems of bushmallow within but not yet formed into cup or lining. Territorial mockingird sings 
incessantly from nearest lattice tower and flies to song posts sourh and west but not north into territory of pair at NID 
7002601.
rradd - 7/25/2011 3:21:37 PM
Material added to nest: still not ready for first egg.
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7/19/2011 7004662 MODO Active TL 639 - 379520 30 feet from tower; 8 

feet from AR.
100 feet 20 feet A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 20 feet, as well as a restricted access 

nest buffer modification is requested. The purpose of the NBR is to permit 
ongoing pole top construction work to be completed at the adjacent site. This 
NBR/NBM combination should not adversely affect the successful outcome of 
this nest for the following reasons:
•The NBM is for drive through access with restrictions of no stopping, standing 
or construction work and an ESA speed limit of 10 mph on the access road 
within the buffer.  The NBM is requested to permit construction vehicles to pass 
through the buffer to access work areas beyond this nest.
•The Mourning Doves chose the site and brought material to the nest site 
indifferent to ongoing work just 25 feet away.
•The line of sight between the nest and construction work area is obscured by 
dense vegetation.
•The nest is downhill from the access road and the adults exhibited tolerance of 
all activity on the access road (e.g. the bird stayed on the nest while vehicles 
drove by and while biologists viewed the nest).  
•The access road is used often as a hiking and dog-walking trail by the public 
indicating the nesting pair is acclimated to human activity.

Additionally, this is a second clutch by the same pair that has already fledged a 
clutch successfully with work occurring at approximately 20 feet under the 
original NBR.

N/A rradd - 7/19/2011 9:18:56 AM
Fresh layer of dried grass stems placed atop old platform and MODO pr observed copulating on adjacent wire 
suggests a new nest at this lication is in progress.
rradd - 7/25/2011 12:49:41 PM
Nest material shows compression; contains no eggs. Drive-through and walk-through construction is progress.

7/21/2011 7004667 LEGO Active Alpine Blvd 299+00r 35 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

N/A shampton - 7/21/2011 11:26:13 AM
Nest 1/4 lo 1/2 complete. Female actively nest building with male attending and defending territory. No construction at 
Viejas Creek bridge area during observations today.

7/23/2011 7004672 CACW Active EP253-2 0 feet 100 feet N/A mdicus - 7/23/2011 4:31:27 PM
2 adults were observed visiting the nest; 1 adult entered the nest, and both were observed calling. Nest has been 
repaired and appears complete, with a clean entrance. No eggs or nestlings; possibly a satellite or roost nest.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 11:16:15 AM
Nest entrance has grasses across ouside and interior is unlined, but nest looks new and active.

7/25/2011 7004674 LEGO Active Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

95 feet 100 feet N/A imaunsell - 7/25/2011 10:25:26 AM
Female bringing fine nesting material and spider silk to nest. Estmated to be 90% complete.
imaunsell - 7/26/2011 9:39:42 AM
Female nest building.

7/25/2011 7004675 HOFI Active Alpine Underground - 
Bauer Bridge

82 feet 100 feet N/A imaunsell - 7/25/2011 11:41:26 AM
Nest contians 4 eggs, bird flushed from nest. 
imaunsell - 7/27/2011 4:19:36 PM
Female on nest with 4 eggs.

7/20/2011 7004681 LEGO Active CP50-1 AR Hamlet 
property

0 feet to AR 100 feet N/A rradd - 7/20/2011 7:21:22 AM
LEGO female building new nest; approx 50% complete.
rradd - 7/26/2011 4:27:39 PM
LEGO female on nest, apparently incubating 0710.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 10:35:21 AM
Female incubating.

7/27/2011 7004701 HOFI Active Helix Yard 5 feet to AR 100 feet Drvie through access 
only.

Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

N/A rradd - 7/21/2011 4:05:29 PM
Change to Closed.
HOFI are visiting and have apparently taken over -  HOFI tail visible over rim of nest.
rradd - 7/27/2011 10:10:51 AM
Female HOFI enters nest 0922; at least 2 nestlings visible above rim plastered with feces.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 2:44:53 PM
No nestlings or adults observed, but nestlings could be in nest yet; check back again.

8/1/2011 7004705 MODO Active Sycamore Yard 15 feet from AR 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption for nests built along ARs continuouly in use for project 
activities recieving agency concurrence that birds extablishing nests near ARs 
are accustomed to human activities and traffic and should not be impacted 
provided that no stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

N/A imaunsell - 8/1/2011 2:32:42 PM
Female flushed from nest with 2 young with pin feathers.
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3/2/2011 5000469 BLPH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 

property
15 feet from driveway 

access.
100 feet Work allowed within 

buffer through agency 
concurrence.

NBR Submit Date: 05/05/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/06/2011

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near Hwy 67, a very busy and noisy highway, 
illustrating normalized behaviors to this steady disturbance. The adult birds have 
tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other human acvities onsite have not 
deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated with work will be monitored, as 
will nest sites for any potential impacts.

1. FLEDGED. 10 Mar 2010 - Nest intact. BLPH observed foraging nearby but not entering building. Changed to INACTIVE at this 
time and buffer removed. RR
3/18/11 - D Busby verified INACTIVE. No eggs in nest or sign of recent use.
24 Mar - No change. BLPH pair present at site.  - RR
31 Mar - BLPH on nest, and distraction display from mate at nearby presence of COHA. - RR
1 April - 4 eggs observed in nest. IM
Pair visiting nest. imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:29:40 AM
19 Apr - BLPH pair feeding nestlings. 1103. - RR
27 Apr - BLPH bringing food to nest 1058. - RR
5 May - BLPH have fledged - at least one juvenile being fed away from this nest, which now appears reoccupied by 
HOWR? 

3/2/2011 5000485 RTHA Closed EP78 - EP77 AR  and 
EP78

100 feet to nearest 
existing access road.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/16/2011 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating; other adult circling overhead and calling territorially 3-2 (PK).  
Still incubating 3-10 (PK).
Unable to determine status during walk beneath nest tree and half-hour observation from a distance; 1 hawk hunting 
along south ridge and 1 adult (same?) glided low over nest 3-28 (PK).
Adult brooding in cool weather 4-7 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/18/2011  -  Cannot see nestlings, but 1 adult perched to north and 1 hunting to south.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 -  At least 2 large downy nestlings in nest; 1 adult perched on pole to north.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 2 adults soaring low over area, but did not see nestlings this time.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - 2 fledglings standing on nest; 1 flew to top of oak tree 120 feet north of nest, then called as 
though food begging; second fledgling flushed from nest and circled twice overhead before proceeding east. Both 
adults soaring overhead calling during nest check; 1 adult initially met vehicle 1/4 mile northwest of nest. Biologist 
recommends waiting another several days before closing nest due to critical period just after leaving nest - will check 
back Monday.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - 2 fledglings perched atop neighboring oak trees; both gave food begging calls when adult 
soared low overhead calling territorially. The fledglings are expanding their range and will continue to move 
throughout the area with the adults. This nest can be closed.

3/3/2011 5000491 CORA Closed TL 639 - Z379538 0 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 Raven pair observed placing sticks in different locations on 3/1/11 and 3/3/11 final nest site location undetermined, 
could be same birds building near 379537.  TC-3/3/11
3/28/11 - Adult sitting on nest with other adult foraging nearby.  Flushed off nest when I approached within 150 ft. (D. 
Busby)
RF-4/7/11- Nest still active.
rfletcher - 4/14/2011 8:46:53 AM- CORA observed incubating eggs.
mdicus - 4/28/2011 10:22:23 AM - Pair observed at nest feeding young.
mdicus - 5/5/2011 - CORA observed in nest.
mdicus - 5/19/2011 - Nest still active.  Young bird observed in nest.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 2:32:11 PM - Only one nest found at location; there was significant stick litter at the tower base. 
Nest unoccupied. A CORA (possibly juvenile) flushed from the base of nesting tower and flew toward canyon to east 
where it struck a transmission line. The bird was not seen again but was heard calling once from canyon area. 
Another CORA remained perched on a pole to the south, preening for the duration of episode. Nest status changed 
to inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/11 - Changed to closed.

3/4/2011 6002308 GHOW Closed EP119-2 150 feet from tower site. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/18/2011 3/4/2011 - 2 downy nestlings in nest site.- RR
Downy nestlings sleeping; one adult perched above nest site 3-10 (Paul Konrad).
3/23/2011 - 3 owlets, aquiring feathers, gray coloration. - RR
3 large nestlings mobile; adult female perched nearby 3-30 (PK).
3 large nestlings in nest bowl; no adults 4-7 (PK/FH). 
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 9:40:10 AM - Youngest owl in nest bowl; 2 others are "branchers" on large northwest branch 20 
feet from nest site. 
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 10:20:10 AM  - No owls observed in nest, nest tree, or surrounding trees. Adults and fledglings 
appear to have left the area; hence, nest closed. Site should be resurveyed to check for new nests.

3/17/2011 6002314 LOSH Closed EP234-1 80 feet from corner of 
tower site.

100 feet Focus of all activites to be away from the buffer at the NE corner to avoid 
working within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 4/18/2011 One shrike perched in nest tree. Nest contained 6 light blue eggs 3-17 (PK).
Shrike incubating 6 eggs 3-23 (PK).
One adult at nest, which contains medium-sized dark-colored unfeathered nestlings 4-4 (PK).
ahernandez, pkonrad - 4/12/2011 2:56:55 PM  - At least 5 feathered nestlings and 1 adult at nest.
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 10:53:32 AM  - All nestlings have left nest, which is flattened by nestling use, but fledglings still 
present in buffer area (1 nestling observed 70 feet from nest; flew back to nest tree) and 1 adult calling and 
protective during this post-fledging period. Will return later in the week.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 3 fledglings and 2 adults observed near nest; probably more fledglings but didn't want to 
disturb birds.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - At least 3 shrikes still present in buffer area. 
Closed, due to time since fledging - kalberts - 5/3/2011 4:04:07 PM.

3/5/2011 6002318 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

50 feet from access 
road.

100 feet Reduced to 40 feet. Nesting commenced during construction activities in this area (bridge 
replacement) and the pair of phoebes do not appear disturbed by foot traffic and 
light work; however, work activities within the 100-foot buffer were suspended 
when the bio-monitor determined that heavy machinery operating within the 100 
foot buffer was causing a decreased level of activity of the pair of phoebes. We 
understand that construction with heavy equipment may affect this nest, or 
cause the pair to nest elsewhere. However, we are requesting a nest buffer in 
order to finish work so that the property owners, who have left their home during 
construction, can return to their home on schedule.

1. FLEDGED. 5/6/2011 imaunsell - 6/28/2011 11:49:00 AM
Actively nest building on 3/5/11.  
17 Mar - Nest constuction continues - no site work in progress. Extra NIDs are redundant and should be deleted- 
RR
Nest appears complete. Pair present. IM
28 Mar - Adult on nest incubating- BL
1 April - 3 eggs observed in nest. IM
8 April - Adult back and forth to nest, likely feeding nestlings-BL
16 Apr - Black downy young in nest. - RR
22 Apr - BLPH pair continue to feed this nest 0837. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:17:26 AM - Adult observed at nest. Likely feeding nestlings.
6 May  - BLPH nest has fledged. 
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3/5/2011 6002319 BUSH Closed CP57 AR 10 feet from existing 

access road.
100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/28/2011 Nest building and mating observed. Nest is 85% complete. 3/5/11

16 Mar - BUSH flew from nest @13:40 ACTIVE - RR
25 Mar - BUSH entered nest carrying food (small de-winged butterfly) 15:04.- RR
14 Apr - BUSH enters nest @1445 for 1 min. - RR
21 Apr - BUSH brings food to nest, departs without it 1344. - RR
28 Apr - No BUSH detected at or near nest for 30 minute observation. Nest has fledged; change to Closed. - RR

2/1/2011 5000521 CORA Closed EP250 AR 65 feet from access 
road.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 Nest first observed during surveyor monitoring (Chambers Group) 2/1/11
Raven incubating in stick nest on south arm of metal tower on 3-16 (Paul Konrad). 
Raven incubating 3-28 (PK).      
Incubating 4-6 (PK).  
Two ravens initially at nest; 1 at nest leaning into nest, possibly feeding young 4/12/11 (J&M Dicus).
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - 1 raven brooding.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Raven brooding with second adult perched near nest.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - Raven adult brought food to nest and fed feathered nestling(s).
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - At least 2 medium-sized nestlings lying in nest.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Large feathered nestlings in nest.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - 3 large feathered nestlings standing on nest; near fledging.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011 - 2 fledglings and 1 adult flushed from below tower; fledglings fly well to perch 100 yards 
northeast of tower. Other fledgling and other adult absent - closed.


1/29/2011 5000543 RTHA Closed EP32-1 AR 38 feet from AR. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 Didn't see any birds on nest. 1/29/11
Red-tailed Hawk incubating - 3-19 (RR).
Red-tailed hawk incubating 3-29 (PK).
Male brought small mammal to female at nest; at least 1 week-old nestling in nest 4-7 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 -  Adult brooding early, then standing on nest later.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 -  At least 4 large downy nestlings in nest with 1 adult perched in nest tree. Adult flew to nest 
with a 5 foot long snake and began feeding nestlings. 
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - 3 large downy nestlings visible in nest; 2 stood and spread wings in wind and flapped even tho 
their wing feathers are just beginning to grow. One adult flew by close to nest.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - 1 feathered nestling standing in nest.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - 3 well-feathered nestlings standing in nest feeding. 
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - 1 large nestling standing on nest; 1 nestling lying in nest; has third nestling fledged, or is it out 
of sight in nest?
PKonrad - 5/24/2011 - 1 fledgling perched in top of nearby tree; tested its wings in the light wind and flew tentatively 
to top of nest tree. 2 large nestlings standing on nest (ready to fledge).
PKonrad - 6/1/2011 - No nestlings, fledglings, or adults observed in area; appear to have left the area. Nestlings 
appear to have fledged successfully - closed.

2/25/2011 5000049 RTHA Closed Hartung Yard 240 feet from AR entry. 500 feet Reduced to 60 feet. Buffer should consider that hawk nest is located closer to El Monte Road and the 
County Park than it is to any construction activity.  Work should be allowed to 
occur at AR, and vehicular passage should be allowed, based on vegetative 
screening between AR area and the host tree, and the previous facts.

1. FLEDGED. 5/11/2011 Biomonitors observed RTHA carrying food to nest. Bird observed incubating on nest. Verified again by D. Busby on 
2/25/11.
Still active 3/10/2011. Bird observed incubating on nest. BHart.
25 Mar - RTHA incubating on nest. - RR
29 Mar - RTHA at nest 15:55. - RR
6 Apr - RTHA leaving nest 0815. CY bio-monitor observed regular prey carrying, feeding activity @ this nest. - RR
13 Apr - At least one large chick moving about on nest. - RR
20 Apr - RTHA on nest. Appears to be chick with feathered head. - RR
27 Apr - No RTHA detections 1630-1705. - RR
28 Apr - Downy RTHA visible on nest 1710. - RR
4 May - Single large juvenile RTHA standing on nest 0650. - RR
12 May - No RTHA detections during 30 minute observation. Fledged? Will revisit. - RR
20 May - No RTHA detections during 30 minute observation. Presume fledged 1755.  Change to Closed- RR

3/24/2011 5001256 ANHU Closed CP50-1 30 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 3/31/2011 Female incubating and territorial to two LEGOs. 
3/24/2011- ANHU on nest. - RR
3/31/2011- Female ANHU feeding fledgling 10 feet below nest @ 11:10. - RR
4/5/2011 - Nest no longer present. Change to closed. -  RR

3/24/2011 5001259 ANHU Closed CP50-1 AR 90 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/11/2011 Female observed incubating and adding lining to nest.
24 Mar - ANHU on nest 13:40. - RR
31 Mar - ANHU feeding 2 feathered fledglings 1235 - RR
5 Apr - Nestlings fill nest. - RR
11 Apr - 2 flight capable young, returning to nest to be fed 15:19. - RR
19 Apr. Nest fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

3/10/2011 5001260 HOWR Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within house 
area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/15/2011 Nest material visible. Bird seen entering cavity with material.
10 Mar 2011- HOWR singing incessantly (3-5 sec intervals) at cavity. - RR
24 Mar - HOWR singing nearby.Nesting activity suppressed by stormy day. - RR
31 Mar - HOWR pair carrying food to upper cavity. RR
5 Apr - Female brings food to upper cavity while male sings and nest-guards. - RR
5 May - HOWR continues to feed this nest 1035. - RR
12 May - HOWR enters cavity 0911. - RR
19 May - Intense territoriality around this and lower cavity, HOWR singing at 3 second intervals. - RR
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3/8/2011 6002387 RSHA Closed Alpine Underground - 

115+00
180 feet to Alpine Blvd. 500 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/4/2011 RSHA observed on nest and another observed vocalizing nearby. Nest building observed by biomonitor. - 3/8/11 
IM.
Red-shouldered Hawk incubating; best observed WNW of church across riparian area from Alpine Blvd 3-22 (PK).
One adult incubating, 1 calling nearby; leaves all but conceal  nest and hawk 4-5 (PK).
16 Apr - RSHA male on nest, apparently feeding young, 14:05 - RR.
22 Apr - RSHA male on nest 1455. - RR
30 Apr - RSHA male at nest 1421.- RR
6 May - RSHA male standing at nest, at least one downy chick visible 1437. - RR
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 9:23:13 AM. Three young standing on edge of nest. one adult had just left nest and was calling. 

rradd - 5/27/2011 6:55:43 AM
Adult male brings food to at least one extensively white juvenile in nest.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 12:22:06 PM
Nest empty, young have fledged. 
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

3/8/2011 6002391 BUSH Closed CP74-2 0 feet, within permanent 
pad.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 3/31/2011 Nest 90% complete, bushtits actively building nest, nearly complete on 3/8/11.
17 Mar - BUSH entering nest 10:43. - RR
28 Mar - 2 adults leaving and returning to nest and lingering in area. Possibly feeding nestlings.- BL
6 Apr - No birds detected 1215-1315, suggests fledged young. - RR

8/10/2011 7004716 OTHE Closed CP-64-2-E 320 ft shampton - 8/10/2011 7:57:25 AM
No activity.

8/10/2011 7004717 OTHE Closed CP-64-2-E 470 ft shampton - 8/10/2011 8:23:51 AM
No activity.

8/10/2011 7004718 OTHE Closed CP64-2-E 400 ft shampton - 8/10/2011 8:17:15 AM
No activity.

6/18/2011 7002521 HOOR Closed TL 6916 - 973035 65 feet from pole. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED 7/22/2011 fhoffman - 6/18/2011 2:18:34 PM
Female continued to build upper nest with material from palm. Male in area vocalizing.
rradd - 6/20/2011 3:27:28 PM - HOOR pair are intermittently present; female departs nest 1508, male nearby.
rradd - 6/28/2011 12:30:33 PM
Nest is complete; female incubating.
rradd - 7/5/2011 3:40:26 PM
HOOR pr. attending nest; male arrives and female departs 1534. 
rradd - 7/12/2011 10:21:46 AM
HOOR female comes to nest and stays.
rradd - 7/18/2011 11:41:22 AM
Female feeds young in nest 1136 then leaves immediately.
rradd - 7/25/2011 10:10:52 AM
Change to Closed.
No HOOR detected during 30 min. obs. Nest appears intact but empty; monitoring chronology suggests fledged 
successfully.

5/4/2011 7004679 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within work limits 100 feet 1. FLEDGED 6/10/2011 barnold - 5/4/2011 1:27:00 PM - According to bio-monitors, fledglings gone yesterday.  Adult observed bringing nest 
material today to nest immediately below nest used to fledge.  This lower nest had been identified as inactive, and 
the adults may be enhancing this nest as opposed to the fledged nest due to wear at fledged nest.  This pair may be 
preparing to double brood.
barnold - 5/15/2011 2:11 PM  Bottom nest still has eggs, and top nest with one egg that may not be viable.Adults in 
area.
phoward - 5/31/2011 11:45:06 AM
bottom nest has at least one chick, top nest still has one egg
jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 12:02:43 PM - Bottom nest contains at least 2 partially feathered nestlings with both male and 
female tending nest. 1 egg (presumed infertile) still present in top nest with no adults observed at nest.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 9:42:11 AM - Adult feeding at least 2 nestlings in bottom nest. Nest rimmed with feces.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:29:30 PM - Bio monitor reported that the nest fledged by 6/10. 1 fledgling was observed at 
the nest and it flew away. The nest was inspected and there were no other fledglings or eggs. Reel was subsequently 
removed.

7/29/2011 7004702 HOOR Closed CP59-E-B 25 feet to AR 100 feet 1. FLEDGED 7/7/2011 rradd - 7/29/2011 3:53:58 PM
HOOR male with fledged young near nest. Male returned to nest then moved to a nest-guard position, contact 
calling. Unfledged young are possible within the nest.
veurs - 8/4/2011 4:00:36 PM
barnold & veurs-spent 45 minutes monitoring nest beginning at 9:30; no HOOR were observed in or around nest; 
birds have likely left the immediate area; nest closed
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2/18/2011 5000007 RTHA Closed CP55 AR 170 feet from driveway 5-

5A permit.
500 feet Buffer reduced to 100 

feet.
The buffer should be reduced to 100 feet to allow turn around and AR roadway 
improvements. Nest is located 100' from an existing work yard not associated 
with Sunrise Powerlink. Other nest buffers have been approved for lesser 
amounts for this species, and this nest is well-concealed from the driveway 
entrance.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 No birds observed nearby or associated with nest. 
3/8/11 (Blohstroh) - RTHA in area, chased off raven, but no observed connection to this nest. Observed soaring 
overhead.
16 Mar - No activity change observed. - RR
25 Mar - RTHA prone on nest. Very hard to see from Willow Road, possibly undetected on prior survey.- RR
29 Mar - RTHA continues incubating 17:40. -  RR
7 Apr - Continuing to rotate nest duties.
08 April - RTHA still on nest (R. Abe, M.Dicus).
14 Apr - RTHA standing on nest. - RR
vnovik - 4/20/2011 10:49:19 AM - Nest active, 2 birds observed flying into nest.
21 Apr - At least 1 nestling present large enough to be seen moving around nest. - RR
29 Apr - RTHA young observed moving on nest 0844. - RR
10 Mar - 1 or 2 young RTHA visible on nest 1722. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 7:26:44 PM - Large nestling RTHA remains on this nest 1745.
eelias - 6/4/2011 3:39:42 PM - Arrived at 1459 and located nest. Began intently watching nest at 1513 for movement. 
Watched for 20 minutes. No activity at nest or in area.
rradd - 6/10/2011 2:17:25 PM - Nest is empty. Nestling has fledged.
Change to Closed.

2/18/2011 5000008 CANW Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet: under house. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/25/2011 Fresh bird scat present, no bird on nest. Passerine.
Checked on 3/3/2011: CANW seen bringing nest material to building. updated sp from "other" to "CANW".
10 Mar 2011 - Pair CANW present. RR
24 Mar - No CANW detected. RR
31 Mar - CANW singing and entering space under dwelling 1135. - RR
5 Apr - CANW singing under and around house. - RR
11 Apr - CANW singing under house. - RR
19 Apr CANW  foraging widely -- feeding fledglings? - RR
27 Apr - No CANW detections at house, singing 80' away. - RR
5 May - No CANW detections at house, singing well away. Change to Closed. - RR

2/22/2011 5000014 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
26+25.16 MH-2L

20 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 4/20/2011 Nest looks complete, but Bushtits still bringing nesting material; may be incubating or egg laying - 1 bird entered nest 
without material and stayed 3-22 (PK).
Adults observed foraging and entering nest. 3/28 IM
8 April -  adults feeding nestlings, which can be heard inside nest.-BL
emorgan - 4/20/2011 1:34:30 PM - Nestlings have fledged and were observed begging for food from the adults in the 
same nest tree and in the tree next to it.

2/21/2011 5000024 RTHA Closed CP82-1 100 feet from existing 
access road.

500 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/4/2011 29 Mar - RTHA brooding nest.  - RR
6 Apr - RTHA on nest 14:22 - RR
13 Apr - RTHA on nest 1502 - RR
20 Apr - RTHA on nest 1634. - RR
28 Apr - RTHA standing on nest 1410. - RR
5 May - Downy RTHA nestling visible 1652. -RR
14 May - Single white head visible in nest, mildly agitated adult guarding nearby 1533. - RR
20 May - Feathered nestling RTHA with white head in nest 1328. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 2:52:33 PM - Single RTHA nestling standing at edge if nest. Appears 2 wks to flight-ready.14:42
rradd - 6/4/2011 1:32:09 PM - Nest is empty, nestling has fledged.

2/21/2011 5000034 RTHA Closed EP247 and AR 140 feet from AR. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 No hawks observed at nest; 1 adult soaring near tower to W earlier.
Observed one adult incubating while another adult flew to nest with stick; possible copulation; 1 hawk flew E while 
other incubated. Located 160 feet from access road 3-1 (PK).
Adult incubating on nest.  BHart 3/11/2011. 
Hawk incubating 3-23 (PK).     
Incubating 3-30 (PK).      
Adult standing on edge of nest 4-6 (PK).
4/12/11 - Adult incubating; did not flush from nest when driving past 5 mph along access road approx 150 feet from 
nest (J&M Dicus).
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - Adult female perched at nest feeding nestlings with male perched above.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 2 adults perched near nest; cannot see nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - 1 adult lying low on nest during high wind.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - 1 downy-headed nestling lying low in nest; 1 adult soaring nearby.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - At least 2 feathered nestlings lying in nest; 1 adult glided away from perch near or at nest.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Large feathered nestling(s) lying in nest.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011 - 2 large feathered nestlings standing in nest, stretching wings.
barnold - 6/3/2011 2:48 PM - Nest appears empty. Nest successfully fledged. Inactive.
PKonrad - 6/7/2011 - No sign of adults or fledglings in area - closed.

2/21/2011 5000035 CORA Closed EP349 and AR 65 feet from SWPL line 
access road.

100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 
Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 Inactive former CORA nest; potential raptor nest; continue to monitor. 2/21/11
No activity observed at nest 3-17 (PK).
Nest built up; raven incubating 3-25 (PK).      
Raven incubating 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/2011 6:56:10 PM - CORA incubating.
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - brooding.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - 2 medium-sized nestlings and 1 adult at nest.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 12:36:11 PM - 2 adults; 1 adult on nest with 2 nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 3 large feathered nestlings active in the nest.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - No ravens observed in area - nestlings apparently fledged and left area.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - No ravens in area; fledglings apparently dispersed with adults - closed.
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2/23/2011 5000037 RSHA Closed Alpine Underground - 

165+75.27 MH-10R
20 feet from Alpine Blvd. 500 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 RSHA observed building nest - 3/3/2011.
Red-shouldered Hawks nest building, calling occasionally. lying in nest -  forming nest? 3-22 (PK). 
Nest appears complete, but can't see bird incubating and no other activity 4-5 (PK) - will return.
4/16/2011 - RSHA nest exchange 14:30 - RR
4/22/2011 - RSHA to nest 15:20. - RR
4/30/2011 - RSHA adult on nest feeding at least one downy nestling. - RR
fhoffman - 5/6/2011 3:14:08 PM - Adult observed returning with snake for mate on nest. Mobbed by crows on return.  

rradd - 5/27/2011 7:40:07 AM - No RSHA detected during obs. 0704 - 0740
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 12:51:46 PM - Two fuzzy nestlings observed being fed by adult. Nest location is possibly the one 
previously reported as unused, although difficult to determine with gps accuracy being low.
rradd - 6/11/2011 10:35:56 AM - 2 large well-feathered juvenile RSHA on nest, one bounce/flapping into branches 
above and around nest. Should be fledging soon.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 10:03:48 AM - 1 nestling calling (food begging) regularly from nest; 1 adult perched nearby; 
other nestling appears to have fledged.
PKonrad - 6/24/2011 - Nestlings have fledged and dispersed - closed.

2/21/2011 5000043 RTHA Closed Alpine Underground - 
97+00L, MH-6L

385 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

500 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 5/27/2011 Likely a raptor nest. No nesting activity observed. 3/3/2011.
Pair of Red-tails bringing nesting material to nest and standing on nest 3-10  8:50-9:20 (PK).
One hawk flying next to nest; 1 incubating bird, but hard to see (9:50). Observed apparent change of incubating 
hawks (12:10) 3-23 (PK).
Two hawks active at nest; 1 incubating (second visit) 4-5 (PK).
16 Apr - RTHA adult on nest.13:45 - RR.
22 Apr - Nestling is downy but standing and exercising wings 1632. - RR
30 Apr - RTHA youngster moving about nest. 1114. - RR
6 May - Single RTHA juvenile standing on nest 1415. - RR
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 9:37:27 AM-Single young observed standing on and moving about nest. one adult observed 
leaving nest. Possible second chick in nest.  Keep an eye out.
rradd - 5/27/2011 6:44:22 AM - Nest is empty, young has fledged.

2/23/2011 5000044 RTHA Closed TL 6916 - Z774818 310 feet from work area. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 300 
feet.

Buffer to 300 feet granted to allow work, based on biologist's observations of 
birds in relation to activity levels.

1. FLEDGED. 5/13/2011 Bird sitting on eggs in nest. 2/23/11
3/28/11 - Observe pair in area. observe adult catch and bring snake to nest to feed chicks. 3 downy chicks 
confirmed.(D. Busby)
12 Apr - Downy chick in nest 1500. - RR 
4/13/11 TC - Chicks present.
18 Apr - Large young moving around in nest 1130.- RR
4/21/11 TC - 3 chicks  in nest.
25 Apr - 2 RTHA chicks with wing feathers, standing on nest with adult 1525. - RR
2 May - RTHA young present and active 1535. - RR
tcooper - 5/5/2011 3 young in nest, mostly feathered
11 May - Two large juveniles in nest appear ready to fledge, adult guarding nearby 1302. -RR
16 May - Nest has fledged, juveniles circulating unsteadily nearby with adults 1414. Closed - RR

2/23/2011 5000045 RTHA Closed TL 6916 - Z774822 360 feet from pole. 500 feet Reduced to 300 feet. Granted through agency approval process, based on biologist's observations of 
the nest and stress levels.

1. FLEDGED. 5/16/2011 3/28/11 - Adult sitting on nest. (D. Busby)
12 Apr - At least 2 downy nestlings in nest. - RR
4/14/11 TC - 3 nestlings in nest
18 Apr - 2 unfledged RTHA on nest, adult guarding. 1227. - RR
4/21/11 TC - 3 nestlings in nest.
25 Apr - RTHA nestlings have wing feathers but downy heads. - RR
2 May - At least 2 feathered RTHA young visible on nest 1710. - RR
tcooper - 5/5/2011 - 3 nestlings in nest, mostly feathered.
11 May 1 adult and 2 feathered nestling RTHA on nest 1225. - RR
16 May 1 nestling RTHA on nest, 1 fledgling perched nearby 1523. - RR
tcooper - 5/19/2011 - Nest empty. At least 2 fledglings nearby. Closed nest.
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2/23/2011 5000047 RTHA Closed EP220-1 340 feet from nearest 

corner of temporary 
ROW.

500 feet Reduced to 300 feet. Granted through agency approval process, based on biologist's opinions of 
behavioral responses.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 No birds observed on the nest or flushed from the nest. Nest status uncertain. A pair of RTHA seen in courtship flight 
over EP220-1. Biologist, John Dicus reported mating and hunting over the flat open space 100 yards east of the nest 
site. Status left unchanged -- active. BHart 3/09/2011.
No hawks observed - inactive at this time. My impression is that no hawks were ever observed in direct association 
with this nest: no nest building, no incubating, etc. 3-17 (PK).
23 Mar - Adult RTHA on nest, 2nd adult approx 150' away. - RR
Red-tailed Hawk incubating - 3-30 (PK).
Hawk incubating 4-6 (PK).
phoward 4/7/11 - Pair of hawks seen in tree but never observed on nest.
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - Hawk incubating.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Adult incubating/brooding.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - 2 adults soaring overhead calling territorially; can't see nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Adult perched on tree next to nest tree; 2 adults soaring overhead and calling, but nestlings 
cannot be seen in nest.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - 1 adult flushed from nest and both adults soared overhead calling territorially, but couldn't see 
nestlings from below.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - 1 adult flying overhead calling moderately; can't see nest contents from below.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 1:50:50 PM - 1 downy nestling in nest; 2 adults soaring overhead, 1 very vocal and diving 
repeatedly.
barnold - 6/3/2011 10:54:16 AM - 2 downy nestlings in nest. Bio-monitor reports seeing adults flying in oak grove 
area every afternoon this week.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 11:23:35 AM - Nestlings out of sight, but 1 adult flying and calling territorially overhead.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 12:10:24 PM - 1 fledgling (brancher) perched 4 feet from nest; no adults observed.
pkonrad - 6/22/2011 2:11:35 PM - 1 fledgling and 1 adult initially standing on nest; both flew when they saw me - 
fledgling flies good but labored. Fledgling (male) flew 150 feet south to dead tree where it perched next to seecond 
fledgling (large female). Adults soaring high overhead calling. The family group is obviously in the early stage of the 
post-fledging period and are still using the nest as a centerpoint. Will check back again.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 3:48:28 PM - Male fledgling flew from perch near nest tree to same bare dead tree as last week 
(flew well); no adults in area. Will close nest during post-fledging because there is similar contiguous habitat that 
hawks can move to if displaced or disturbed - closed.

1/28/2011 5000403 RTHA Closed EP256 320 feet from temporary 
ROW.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/12/2011 A red-tailed hawk seen bringing sticks to nest and incubating on nest. 1/28/2011
Hawk on nest. Status unchanged. BHart 3/03/2011.
Hawk incubating 3-17 (PK).        
Same 3-22 (PK).
Adult feeding 2 or more medium-sized downy nestlings 4-4 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 -  Adult and 2 nestlings, possibly more.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 -  One large downy nestling observed.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 2 large nestlings with feathered bodies in nest.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - 2 large feathered nestlings in nest (heads now feathered).
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - No nestlings visible, but may be lying low in strong wind; checked surrounding area with 
binoculars in case there may be fledglings nearby. 1 adult soared close to tower for a short time. Will check back 
soon.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - 1 fledgling perched above nest; 1 adult perched in tower to south. Post-fledging period will 
require a number of additional days while fledglings and adults utilize the nest site. Will check back soon.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 1 adult soaring near nest tower; another adult hawk perched in tower to north. Will close this 
site because fledglings appear to be wide-ranging.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - No hawks observed in area.

2/4/2011 5000412 AMKE Closed CP55 AR 305 feet from access 
road.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 Nest as described in correct location, no birds observed due to inclement weather. Affects access road (B. Lohstroh 
checked 2/18/11).
16 Mar - AMKE driving RTHA from area, entered nest @ 11:16 - RR
25 Mar - Food exchange, male delivered prey to female 16:04. Female consumed, returned to nest.16:12. - RR
29 Mar - Male harassing RTHA away from nest area 16:45, MERL @17:12. Female off nest @ 17:17 - RR
7 Apr - Male catches mouse @13:52, eats head, carries body to nest @ 15:01 despite begging female.- RR
14 Apr - Male brings food item; female carries away and eats, returns to nest @ 1341. - RR 
21 Apr - AMKE visits nest, second AMKE flies off with food 1238. - RR
28 Apr - AMKE male carrying prey to female at nest 0810.- RR
10 May - AMKE pair still actively defending, feeding this nest 1707. - RR 
21 May - Fledged young observed away from nest. AMKE no longer using this cavity. Change to Closed. - RR
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2/8/2011 5000413 RTHA Closed EP90-1 and AR 30 feet from access 

road.
500 feet Buffer kept in place at 

500 feet, but vehicular 
passage is allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 Adult still incubating - 3-10-11 (PK).
3/25/11 - Adult still Incubating (D. Busby). 
Red-tailed Hawk incubating or brooding - 3-31 (PK). 
Adult brooding - 4-7 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011  -  Adult perched near nest; another adult flew in from north.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011  -  No aduults in area; no nestlings can be seen during 20 minute visit.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011  -  At least 1 downy nestling in nest with adult perched on edge of nest.
barnold - 4/30/2011 11:52 AM - 1 nestling observed with down on head in nest.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 1 feathered nestling with downy head standing in nest; adult perched on pole to north.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - 1 nestling standing on nest platform; adult hunting in area.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Nestling has fledged; is perched on short tree immediately south of nest . Actively flapping 
wings to shake rain from feathers (and exercise?).
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Adult red-tails in the area, but no fledgling observed.
barnold - 5/31/2011 12:43 PM No adults or fledglings observed during an hour of observation time. Nest is likely 
inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

1/31/2011 5000414 GHOW Closed EP228 260 feet from temporary 
ROW.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 300 
feet.

Buffer granted to 300 feet to allow work at permanent impact area.  Through 
agency approval process.

1. FLEDGED. 4/24/2011 Owl observed by biomonitor; confirmed by Ian Maunsell on 2-23-2011. 
Owl still incubating 3-10 (Paul Konrad). Second adult perced in tree 70 feet north of nest. 
Incubating 3-16 (PK). 
Adult probably brooding today - lying higher than usual 3-23 (PK).
Adult and downy nestling can be seen; later, 2 or 3 downy nestlings standing in nest 3-31 (PK).
Adult and 1 downy young can be seen in nest 4-6 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 12:42:21 PM  2 large downy nestlings in nest; adult female perched in tree N of nest.
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 10:14:13 AM   2 large feathered nestlings in nest.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 1 adult present but nestlings have fledged; no sign of fledglings now. Observed nestlings lying 
low in high wind 4-21, and neighboring landowner said they were still in nest on 4-23. Will check back.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - 1 adult owl flushed north of nest, but no fledglings found.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - No owls observed in area; closed.

2/24/2011 5000431 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 30 feet to AR. 100 feet One time passage 
(4/26/2011).  Drive 

through access only 
(5/18/2011).

One-time allowance granted for vehicular passage to allow construction traffic to 
move the air track from CP22 area to CP25-2.  Level of construction traffic for 
this one event not viewed as significant enough to impact nest.

A permanent nest buffer reduction to accomodate thru-traffic would likely not 
disturb nest as long as traffic does not stop and the number  of trips are minimal. 
(May 11)

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 Adult CACW seen taking nest material to nest on 3/1/11; confirmation that nest is now being actively used.  Adult 
confirmed at nest on 3/7/11.
3/18/2011 - No CACW detected on this territory 1200 - 1245. Vehicle traffic noted. - RR
3/24/2011- No CACW detected on this territory 0830-0930 - RR
3/30/2011 - Pair CACW actively nest-building new nest 2' from existing. 13:10 -13:25 - RR
4/5/2011 - Nest building continues 1015-1030 - RR
4/11/2011 - CACW active at this nest 11:35 - RR
4/18/2011 - CACW nest guarding adjacent to these nests 1635 - RR
4/25/2011 - CACW on nest 1655. - RR
5/3/2011 - Third nest now built in this small patch. Adult nearby carrrying food 1235. - RR
5/10/2011 - At least 2 nestlings visible in nest. Adult observed carrying food 1325. - RR
5/17/2011 - Male at nest, female emerges 1455. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:19:19 PM - CACW carrying food to nest.1242.
rradd - 6/1/2011 10:45:50 AM - Nest empty, although juvenile GRRO perched at nest 0720, previous observations 
indicate this nest had time to fledge. Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/7/2011 1:02:06 PM - CACW pair are active at this nest again; maybe starting a second clutch. Change to 
Active.
rradd - 6/13/2011 9:58:16 AM - Nest in fine condition with clean tight opening, but no CACW detected during 0915-
0945 observation.
rradd - 6/20/2011 12:33:08 PM - CACW pair, fledgling occupying this territory 1145-1225.
rradd - 6/28/2011 10:36:16 AM - CACW group remains active at this nest.
rradd - 7/6/2011 3:39:43 PM - Change to Inactive. Nest opening beginning to collapse and no wrens associating 
during 30 mininute observation period. Apparently no second clutch initiated.

2/25/2011 5000434 MODO Closed TL 6916 - Z678467 30 feet from access 
road.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Buffer should be reduced to 30 feet to allow work.  Mourning Doves often nest in 
close proximity to human activities and disturbances.  The nest is concealed in a 
large, thick non-native shrub and is not visible from the ROW.  The adults 
showed no sensitivity to human activity remaining on the nest when approached 
to within five feet.  The nest will be isolated from visual and acoustic 
disturbances by construction activities by the surrounding  vegetation.

1. FLEDGED. 5/15/2011 Nest still active as of 2/25/2011. 
12 Apr - MODO pair on nest. No eggs. - RR
shampton - 4/13/2011 1:17:48 PM - Adult on nest. Possibly incubating. Bird did not flush.
18 Apr MODO incubating nest. No flush. 15:08. - RR
25 Apr - MODO incubating 2 eggs 1235. - RR
barnold - 4/26/2011 8:02:24 AM  Adult on nest, didnt flush.
2 May - Female MODO incubating 2 eggs 1540.- RR
imaunsell - 5/3/2011 2:14:02 PM - Female brooding on nest.
11 May - 2 feathered squabs on nest 1414. - RR
16 May - Nest is intact, empty. Presume fledged, change to Closed 1727. - RR

2/25/2011 5000440 RTHA Closed CP70-3 75 feet from existing 
access road.

500 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/14/2011 Adult appears to be incubating. 2/25/11
17 Mar - RTHA in incubating posture on nest. - RR
25 Mar - RTHA in incubating posture on nest 11:48. - RR
28 Mar - still incubating 0832. - BL
6 Apr - RTHA on nest 1020, food drop @ 1645, brooding hawk feeding 2 downy nestlings. - RR
13 Apr - Adult RTHA on nest with at least 2 large white-headed young 1330. - RR
20 Apr - Two downy chicks observed in nest. - RR
28 Apr - RTHA adult on nest with two large young; still downy. - RR
5 May - Juvenile RTHA fills the nest and appear near flight-capable 1800 - RR.
14 May - 1 RTHA juvenile weak flight to tree adjacent to nest, adult carries gopher to juvenile remaining in nest 
1241. - RR
20 May - Nest empty, successfully fledged. Change to Closed. - RR
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2/24/2011 5000446 GHOW Closed EP207 430 feet from 

permanent impact area 
of tower.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 GHOW incubating in large stick nest. Old nest 45. Owl still incubating on 3-15 (Paul Konrad).
23 Mar - Adult GHOW on nest w/ at least 1 downy young. - RR
Adult and 2 downy nestlings in nest 3-30 (PK).
2 feathered nestlings low in nest 4-8 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 12:23:27 PM - 2 large feathered nestlings in nest. PKonrad 4/25/2011 - 2 fledglings in 
branches; 1 near nest and 1 about 10 feet above ground.  PKonrad 5/2/2011 - No fledglings or adults observed in the 
area - closed.
imaunsell - 5/23/2011 12:30:03 PM - Closed based on nesting chronology.

2/25/2011 5000447 MODO Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-6

50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 4/8/2011 8 April - Nest intact, no activity observed, likely fledged by now. Changed status to inactive.BL
Closed, since last observation indicated fledging.  This nest was no longer in use by that time. kalberts - 4/15/2011 
9:05:28 PM

2/25/2011 5000449 RTHA Closed EP210 370 feet from 
permanent ROW of 

tower site.

500 feet Reduced to 300 feet. Nesting activites were not affected at a distance of 300 feet per the avian 
biologist, Rob Fletcher.  A buffer reduction to 300 feet was granted through 
agency approval.

1. FLEDGED. 5/11/2011 Nest active 3/2/11.
3/3/2011 - Adult RTHA observed from McCain Valley Road, entering and leaving nest 4 times in 10 minutes. - RR.
Adult Red-tail flushed from nest and circled overhead calling on 3-17 (PK). 
Adult flying in and out of nest tree, soaring low over immediate area - hunting.  3-30 (PK).          
1 adult flying over nest and beyond 4-8 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 - At least 1 large downy nestling in nest.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Adult perched atop nest tree; can't see nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - 2 adults soaring low around nest tree; 1 fully feathered nestling perched in open on branch next 
to nest (brancher).
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No nestlings or fledglings observed in area; 1 adult perched in tower south of closest tower 
(from this nest?). Appears that young hawk(s) has/have fledged and may have left the area; will check back soon.
Closed, based on last few observations - kalberts - 5/23/2011 12:43:56 PM.

2/25/2011 5000452 RTHA Closed EP353 and AR 95 feet from access 
road entry to tower site.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 300 
feet.

Buffer approved through agency concurrence.  Vehicular passage is not 
anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or 
construction occur within the 300' buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 Apparent former common raven nest. 2/25/11
Red-tailed hawk incubating while second hawk brought a branch with leaves to nest, then perched high in north peak 
of tower 3-17 (PK).  
Bird incubating 3-25 (PK). 
Red-tail incubating 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/2011 - Field notes deleted; pentab problem?
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - Field notes deleted; pentab problems?
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Hawk shading nest.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 1:16:05 PM - 2 adults present initially circling above nest; 1 adult flew off to the north and 
second landed on nest and appeared to be shading nest (circa 100 feet). 
shampton - 5/10/2011 1:40:19 PM - Adult observed brooding/shading nest.
kkilpatrick - 5/16/2011 2:03:06 PM - Adult observed perching in nest and on tower structure. Nestling observed 
perching and wing-flapping over a 2-hour period.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - 1 large nestling standing in nest and beside nest.
jpawlicki - 6/4/2011 12:01:18 PM
No adults or juveniles observed at nest, on tower, or nearby towers after 2.5 hrs. of monitoring in area.  
pkonrad - Fledgling apparently left area successfully.

3/2/2011 5000468 ANHU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from driveway 
access.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 19 
feet.

It is the avian biologist’s opinion, both the Anna’s hummingbird and black 
phoebe nests will tolerate traffic through their buffers and no reduction of the 
100’ buffers will be needed to allow work to occur at the house. Trips up and 
down the driveway by trucks and people should be kept to a minimum. I would 
expect the house finch to tolerate activities required to secure the property 
around and inside the house.

1. FLEDGED. 4/13/2011 Female actively constructing nest 10% complete on 3/2/2011. -Ian Maunsell
16 Mar - Female incubating. - RR
22 Mar - Female on nest - RR
31 Mar - Female on nest @ 1429 - RR
1 April - Female on nest - IM
Nest empty, female feeding fledgling 30 feet south - imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:26:55 AM.
Nest closed due to last observation of feeding a fledgling. kalberts - 4/15/2011 9:35:58 PM

3/8/2011 6002392 CALT Closed CP70-3 70 feet from permanent 
pad.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/13/2011 3/8/2011 -  Adults building, nest nearly complete.
3/17/2011 - CALT incubating. Active. - RR
3/25/2011 - Incubation continues. - RR
3/28/2011 - Nestlings present.-BL
4/6/2011 - CALT carrying food to feathered nestlings. - RR
4/13/2011 - Nestlings fledged. Change to closed. Check for second brood. - RR

3/9/2011 6002393 ANHU Closed CP17-1 75 feet from tower site. 100 feet Emergency buffer 
reduced to 70 feet.

1. FLEDGED. 4/11/2011 Female incubating 2 eggs.
18 Mar - ANHU incubation continues. - RR
24 Mar - ANHU fem. brooding 2 young. - RR
30 Mar - 2 young with feather quills - RR
5 Apr - 2 well-feathered nestlings - RR
11 Apr - Nestlings fully fledged and departure is imminent 11:18. Closed. - RR
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3/10/2011 6002803 WBNU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
20 feet to existing AR. 100 feet Although this nest will benefit from the proposed visual and acoustic barrier, due 

to the proximity of the nest to the bridge, approximately 15 feet, the actual work 
of installation of the barriers parallel to the bridge may have a short, negative 
impact. For that reason, the installation will be kept short in duration and without 
significant noise and activity levels.  To reduce potential impacts during sound 
barrier installation holes for blanket stabilization poles will be dug by hand.  
Additionally, a qualified biologist will be present during sound barrier installation 
to provide guidance to reduce potential impacts. 

1. FLEDGED. 4/16/2011 sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:05:46 PM
WBNU observed 3 feet from cavity but did not enter during observations.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:05:32 PM
No activity at cavity.
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:08:11 AM - Occupied by Western Bluebirds. Male and female observed carrying food items into 
nest.
4/30/2011 - WEBL pair carrying grass to this nest, but pair of NUWO also here 1055. - RR
5/6/2011 - WEBL pair remain active at this nest 1045. - RR
5/13/2011 WEBL pair carrying items to nest, defending against constant HOWR insurgency 0955. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 1:18:25 PM
WEBL bringing food items to nest. 
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:35:08 PM
WEBL bringing food to cavity.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:01:53 PM
No activity observed at nest; no bluebirds in the  area.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:56:07 AM
No activity; presumed sucessfully fledged.    
                          sjohnston - 6/3/2011 3:10:22 PM
WBNH observed clearing WEBL nest material and bringing in fresh nesting material.

3/10/2011 6002805 OATI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

30 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. This plan to mitigate for potential construction impacts to 
the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce such impacts and 
improve the likelihood of nest success, provided that no stopping, standing, 
parking, or work occurs within new buffers.  In addition, this nest is in a cavity 
high above ground which provides natural buffering for the adults and nestlings.

1. FLEDGED. 5/16/2011 Active pair bonding and cavity nesting behavior observed, birds unconcered by my presence 25 feet from nest but 
no construction occurring at the time. - RR
17 Mar - As above, No nesting observed. - RR
23 March - No nesting behavior observed. Male vocalizing and pair present. IM
1 April - Pair of OATI occupying cavity. Pair bonding courtship behavior observed in the form of food presentation. 
IM
8 April - Adults back and forth to nest, likely feeding fledges.BL
16 Apr - OATI activity continues at this cavity. - RR
22 Apr - OATI pr making repeated trips, and bringing food to cavity 0745. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 8:49:54 AM - OATI observed carrying prey items into cavity.
6 May - OATI carrying food  to nest at 10 minute intervals 1034. - RR
13 May OATI exiting with fecal sac 0635. - RR

3/12/2011 6003220 BUSH Closed CP31-2 AR 20 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/3/2011 A pair of bushtits was observed making multiple trips to this location, carrying plant down and other nesting material, 
before the nest site was located. Less than 5% complete. B.Hart 3/12/11
100 foot buffer established. AR to CP29-1 and CP31-2 is closed as a result of this buffer.
18 Mar - 70% complete,still under construction.- RR.
24 Mar - BUSH exiting nest 10:20. - RR.
30 Mar - BUSH pair comes to nest, one bird enters carrying fluffy nest material 07:42 -RR.
5 Apr - BUSH nest exchange 0746 - RR.
11 Apr - BUSH exits nest 12:50 - RR.
19 Apr - BUSH enters nest 1342. - RR
25 Apr - BUSH pair seen foraging 50 feet away, but did not associate with nest during 30 minute observation - RR.
3 May - Nest intact and empty. Presume fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

3/12/2011 6003221 COHA Closed Helix Yard AR 120 feet from  AR. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 360 
feet.

Nest is in proximity to El Monte Road, rural residential, and is visually obscured.  
The proposed work is of a very short duration and requires no heavy machinery.  
In addition, this nest is already subjected to light vehicular passage, and has 
demonstrated no intolerance of this.

1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 16 Mar - Pair present, exhibiting territorial behavior; consider site active. Birds agitated by foot traffic, ground 
personnel should maintain maximum buffer. RR
25 Mar - Female COHA on nest, male carrying fresh greens. 0720. - RR
29 Mar - Female COHA on nest, male harassing CORA out of territory,- RR
5 Apr - Female COHA on nest 1620, - RR
13 Apr - Female COHA on nest 0700. Nest exchange 0740. - RR
20 Apr - COHA pr active on nest. Male brings food to fenale 0814. - RR
26 Apr COHA female on nest 1710. - RR
3 May COHA female diving at observer at 225'. Assume young in nest. 1556 -RR
10 May COHA male on nest 1806. - RR
18 May COHA (poss. juv.) on nest 1812 . probable fledged juv. female obs. 75' from nest 1832. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 5:45:26 PM - Nest has fledged. Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/3/2011 1:27:07 PM - COHA on nest... Change to Active.
rradd - 6/9/2011 9:04:50 AM - COHA male feeding juvenile away from nest 0710. Second COHA on nest 0745.
rradd - 6/15/2011 5:14:29 PM - COHA male perched near nest for 30 minutes of observation. No bird visible on nest. 
Fledged juvenile may be returning to nest to be fed. 1700.
rradd - 6/23/2011 2:34:53 PM - No COHA detected in vicinity during 30 minute observation. Change to Closed.
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3/11/2011 6003223 BUSH Closed EP89-1 55 feet from temporary 

ROW; 165 feet to legs.
100 feet Keep all personnel out of 100 foot buffer within temporary ROW, and ensure that 

other areas of the ROW are utilized instead.
1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 Almost complete nest with pair working on final stages of construction 3-11.

Active nest with a Bushtit in attendance 3-28 (PK). 
Adult at nest; calling territorially 4-7 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 - Adult brought food to nest; entered nest and left.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 - Adult present near nest, calling territorially.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Nest looks good but no adults during 20 minute nest check.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - Rechecked nest ,but still no birds; may have fledged or failed by now.
bfischer - 06/01/2011 - Both adults were seen coming into and leaving nest.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - Adult brought food to nest.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No Bushtits observed or heard during 25 minutes of observations.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - 2 adults in area; 1 entered nest and left after about a minute.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - 2 adults behaving and calling territorially when jay perched near nest. (Seems like this nest 
has been active a long time . . .).
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 9:50:53 AM
 2 adults behaving and calling territorially when scrub jay perched near nest
tcooper - 6/2/2011 10:30:25 AM  Both adults were seen entering and leaving nest.
tcooper - 6/2/2011 - 2 adults in and out of nest.
PKonrad - 6/8/2011 - No Bushtits during initial 30 minute check or susequent shorter follow-up; nest looks worn. 
Several territorial pairs in area including jays and Cal Towhees.
pkonrad - 6/8/2011 1:37:42 PM
No Bushtits during initial 30 minute nest check or subsequent short follow-up.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 10:28:10 AM
No Bushtits observed or heard in area; nest is deteriorating - appears inactive.
PKonrad - 6/15/2011 - No Bushtits observed or heard; nest looks even more worn - deteriorating - appears inactive. 

PKonrad - 6/23/2011 - No Bushtits; nest worn - closed.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 3:52:05 PM
No Bushtits; nest worn; nestlings appear to have fledged some time ago - closed.

3/12/2011 6003230 ANHU Closed Bartlett Yard 25 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

Vehicular passage along the AR is allowed through blanket exemption and is not 
anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, standing or work 
occurs along the AR within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 4/15/2011 Female incubating 3/28/2011 (PK).  
Female incubating or brooding in stormy weather 4/7/2011 (PK/FH).
3/12/2011 - Female observed bringing nest material and spider silk to nest location. Work activity is occurring within 
100 feet of nest as the water tank station is situated along western perimeter fence. Although not much work activity 
today, trucks were filling up water, a generator pump was very loud, but it did not affect bird behavior or nest building 
progress.  Anna's hummingbirds are known to be very tolerant of human activity. I staked 100 foot buffer but kept the 
area around water tank open so trucks can fill up tanks and work can resume normal activity in area. Nest buffer 
reduction to 50 feet will likely not disturb nesting activity.
rradd - 4/15/2011 - ANHU female feeding 2 large nestlings. - RR
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 - 2 large nestlings lying low in nest.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - Surprised to see 2 large nestlings still present in nest; wing feathers well-developed.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - Nestlings have fledged - closed.

3/16/2011 6003233 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - 774824 85 feet from AR; 300 
feet from pole.

300 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 4/14/2011 3/16/11  - D. Busby located nest. Female flushed off nest with 2 eggs when I approached. Female returned to nest. 
Erected ESA signs for 300 foot buffer on access road. Construction will be affected by nest because this will not 
likely be a candidate for a NBR due to proximity to road and work area.
3/22/11 -TC - Both adults present, male incubating, 3 eggs, nest in perfect condition, male returned to nest within 2 
minutes of nest check - photo 1
3/28/11 - Male incubating 3 eggs. Flushed as I approached but then returned to nest. Should be hatching in next few 
days (D. Busby).
4/7/11 TC - Female on nest, male present, contents not observed.
4/11/11 - 2 eggs, 1 nestling in nest, adults in vicinity (M. Dicus, S. Hampton).
4/14/11 TC - 1 fledgling out of nest. 2 addled eggs in nest.

3/25/2011 6003235 BLPH Closed Helix Yard 1240 feet from nearest 
part of yard.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 25 Mar - BLPH pair bringing mud to nest 0730 - RR.
29 Mar - Nest appears nearly complete. BLPH resting 90 feet away.
5 Apr - 3 eggs - RR.
13 Apr - Nest destroyed, pair rebuilding adjacent - RR.
20 Apr - Nest building continues 0810. - RR
26 Apr Nest has 1 egg 1630. - RR
3 May BLPH incubating 4 eggs 1605. - RR
11 May 4 eggs 1745, BLPH not detected. - RR
18 May BLPH feeding at least two fuzzy nestlings 1802. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 5:13:09 PM
BLPH feeding at least three feathered nestlings. 
rradd - 6/3/2011 12:51:55 PM
Nest is intact and empty - prev. obs indicate successfully fledged. 

3/17/2011 6003239 GHOW Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; within substation. 500 feet Reduced to 100 feet. Buffer was reduced to 100 feet, since this bird began nesting inside the 
substation after work activites began, and exhibited no signs of distress with 
personnel, equipment, and activities underway.

1. FLEDGED. 4/22/2011 2 owlets in nest. kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:45:35 PM

barnold - 4/22/2011 2:09:28 PM  One owlet in A-frame north of nesting A-frame.  Confirmed nest is empty through 
use of lift from 100 foot distance, using binoculars.  Bio-monitor reports that adults no longer present during the day. 
This owlet flies between several A-frames and no longer seems directly associated with the nest.  This nest is now 
considered Closed.
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3/31/2011 6003242 RTHA Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 400 feet from AR; 1470 

feet from yard corner.
500 feet Buffer remains; through 

access only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/20/2011 PKonrad 3/31/2011
1 hawk seen leaving nest; second bird flushed from nest when approached on foot to about 100 feet. Buffer was not 
flagged due to exemption of AR in use.
Red-tailed hawk incubating.      
Adult observed incubating/brooding 4-7 (PK/FH). 
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - 1 adult and at least 2 downy nestlings in nest.
sjohnston - 4/26/2011 5:17:22 PM - Observed nest for 30 minutes. Did not see nestling/adult in nest from vantage 
point. Observed 1 adult foraging nearby nest, but did not see it visit nest.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Downy nestlings can be seen in nest.
kalberts - 5/10/2011 - 
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - 1 large nestling standing on nest.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Nestling has fledged; no hawks observed in area; apparently dispersed - closed.

3/17/2011 6003245 RTHA Closed EP27-1 AR 270 feet from AR. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/30/2011 Red-tailed hawk incubating in large stick nest about 45 feet high in live oak 3-29 (PK).
Female flushed from nest; male vocalizing and circling nearby. Male is a black morph 4-7 (FH/PK).
sritt - 4/13/2011 11:30:09 AM - No change.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011   Both adults soaring overhead calling territorially; cannot see nest to check for nestlings due to 
thick foliage.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - 2 adults overhead soaring and calling; cannot view nestlings due to thick foliage.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - No change at nest site, but no adults present today.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - 2 adults soaring overhead calling territorially; nest (and nestlings?) obscured except can see 
nest from directly below.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - Same circumstances as last week.
PKonrad - 5/24/2011 - Hooray, can finally see 1 large feathered nestling standing at nest; 2 adults soaring overhead 
calling territorially. Nestling is normal-colored (adult male is a black morph).
PKonrad - 6/1/2011 - No sign of large nestling or normally vocal territorial adults. Expect that nestling fledged and 
family group has dispersed from the area.
eelias - 6/6/2011 10:09:16 AM
Arrived at site 1000.
eelias - 6/6/2011 10:30:06 AM
Flushed hawk (unknown age, unknown sex) from nest tree when I was 50m away. Located nest. Attempted to find a 
viewing angle where I could see into nest. I was not successful. Saw a dark variant (presumed male) lazily soar over 
@ 1018. No other activity. I monitored this nest for 30 minutes.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 10:41:11 AM
No fledgling(s) or adults observed or heard in area; they apparently have dispersed - closed.

3/17/2011 6003250 CORA Closed EP353 and AR 83 feet from AR. 100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 
Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 Pair of common ravens building a new nest 3-17 (PK).
100 foot nest buffer affects access road beyond structure site EP353; no access to SE. 
Raven incubating 3-25 (PK).      
Incubating 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/2011 5:56:57 PM - CORA incubating.
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - field notes missing; pentab problems? 
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Adult standing on nest (shading?).
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 1:06:30 PM - 2 adults present. 1 adult on nest with nestling observed.
sjohnston - 5/10/2011 12:02:52 PM - One adult observed at nest.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 1 adult perched above nest with 2 large active nestlings in nest.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - No ravens observed - nestlings apparently fledged and left area. [5-25:  High wind last week 
must have kept nestlings low and out of sight  (the potential of that is why Ididn't close nest then.)]
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - 1 adult and 3 nestlings/branchers active at nest and other end of tower.
pkonrad - 5/25/2011 1:03:10 PM
2 large feathered nestlings standing on nest with 1 brancher standing at other end of tower; 1 adult moving back and 
forth along tower.
imaunsell - 6/6/2011 7:57:01 AM
No activity observed at nest. No ravens observed in vicinity over 2.5 hours of observation on 4 June 2011 by Jim 
Pawlicki. Nest presumed fledged successfully based on previous comments.

3/18/2011 6003253 ANHU Closed TL 6924 - 17+50 85 feet to work area. 100 feet Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of Reconductor lines, following 
same principles as Alpine Blvd exemption.

1. FLEDGED. 4/18/2011 imaunsell 3/18/2011
female incubating on nest during cement cutting work occuring approximately 25 feet away.
dbusby 3/28/11
female still sitting on nest.
12 Apr 2 large feathered young on nest. - RR
18 Apr Fledgling ANHU below nest. Successfully fledged. Change status to INACTIVE. - RR
25 Apr No indications of re-nesting. Change to closed. - RR

3/18/2011 6003255 BUSH Closed Suncrest Substation 10 feet from work limits. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if, during the 
course of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird 
contsructs a nest outside the project area but within the buffer around Suncrest 
Substation and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. 
Activity levels at this site are anticipated to remain relatively high.

1. FLEDGED. 5/7/2011 Nest 90% complete, being built by adults using material from failed nest 40 feet to the south. Suncrest appoved for 
no nest buffers - TC 3/18/11
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:02:08 AM - Nest complete; pair seen visiting nest with food. 
ahill - 5/8/2011 7:26:52 PM - Nest is complete, found nest below manzanita; nestlings have fledged.
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3/18/2011 5003257 RTHA Closed CP6-1 500 feet to tower center. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/25/2011 3/18/11 IM - Female observed on nest and male seen coming to and from. not affected by foot traffic and pickup 

trucks along road. 
9 Apr RTHA on nest. - RR
14 Apr 2 eyass on nest, attaining wing feathers. - RR
shampton - 4/18/2011 11:01:23 AM Adults bringing food to nest. Large downy chick visible in nest from CP 3 area
19 Apr RTHA adult on nest with young. - RR
26 Apr Two large juv. RTHA standing on nest. Wing feathers and white heads. - RR
2 May Young RTHA still present on nest. - RR
rradd - 5/27/2011 9:10:43 AM
Nest is empty and young have fledged.
Change to Closed.

3/23/2011 5003273 WEBL Closed EP90-1 AR 15 feet north of AR. 100 feet Buffer kept in place at 
100 feet, but vehicular 

passage is allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/8/2011 Pair repeatedly entering cavity. No incubation at this time 3-23.- RR
Pair entering cavity and flying in and out of area 3-31 (PK). 
No birds observed; cold & windy; will recheck; 4-7 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 - Male flew to nest cavity from west.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 - Male perched on tallest branch above nest cavity.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Male flew to cavity from west and left to north into eucalyptus grove.
barnold - 4/30/2011 11:50:15 AM - Male perched on branch outside cavity.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - No birds observed today.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - Male bluebird visited nest once during 40 minute nest visit.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Male bringing food to nest about every 4 minutes; left nest with fecal sac once. Female left 
nest during observations.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - 2 (yes two) adult males and female feeding nestlings in cavity!
barnold - 5/31/2011 12:59 PM Adults came to and left from nest cavity several times during 15-minute observation 
period.
barnold - 6/2/2011 9:04 AM - Adults (including two males and one female) making numerous nest visits (including 
bringing food to nest) during extensive (nearly two hours) observation period.
PKonrad - 6/8/2011 - No bluebirds; nestlings apparently fledged and family group dispersed - closed.


3/23/2011 5003274 RTHA Closed EP220-1 AR 470 feet to existing AR. 500 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 23 Mar - Pair RTHA at large stick nest. Not flagged due to AR @ 490', Hwy 80 @ 250'. - RR
Red-tailed hawk incubating 3-30 (PK).      
Hawk incubating 4-6 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - Hawk incubating.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Adult standing on nest; no nestlings can be seen.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - Adult and at least 2 downy nestlings in nest.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Adult flew from nest to perch along access road;  no nestlings can be seen.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - Adult and 2 medium-sized nestlings observed at nest
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - 2 adults perched along access road; no nestlings observable at nest.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 2:04:50 PM - 1 large feathered nestling standing on nest.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 1:43:35 PM - 1 fledgling perched in nest tree; 1 large nestling standing on nest.
barnold - 6/3/2011 10:58:56 AM - One fledgling perched in tree. Second hawk flew from tree north towards access 
road; not clear if this was the second fledgling or an adult as it was obscured from view by foliage. Nest has fledged, 
or nearly so.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 4:06:36 PM - 2 fledglings present initially, 1 standing on nest and 1 perched on highest branch of 
nest tree. Each fledgling flew to east at different times, as did 1 adult that flew over nest tree at 1 point. Nest site 
obviously still being used during post-fledging period.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 11:37:51 AM - Checked nest site twice while working in the area: first, no hawks were observed 
in the area, but 1 adult was observed perched along AR during second visit. Appears fledglings have dispersed 
enough to close this nest.

3/24/2011 5003278 CATH Closed EP240 75 feet from tower. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

Crew proposes to install 12KV pole 18, which is 102 feet NW of nest - beyond 
100 foot buffer - but 1 anchor is closer and will require 20 foot buffer reduction. 
Construction activities will take between 30 and 50 minutes, so affects on birds 
will be minimzed. Bio monitor will continuously monitor birds and construction 
activities. Construction equipment will include 2 trucks and all personnel and 
equipment will be required to stay west of buffer perimeter.

1. FLEDGED. 5/7/2011 3/24/11 TC- Adults lining nest, 95% complete. No work on access roads near nest.
3/25/11 BL- Checked status of this nest while in area, no activity, but poor weather. nest in good condition.
No birds or activity, but nest well-built (sage thrasher present; cactus wren calling nearby) 3-28 (PK).
One California thrasher territorial; 2 blue eggs in nest 4-6 (PK).
ahernandez, PKonrad - 4/12/2011 - Adult incubating 2 eggs.
barnold - 4/14/2011 2:35:22 PM  - Adult near nest, two eggs in nest.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 -  2 downy (brown-gray) nestlings; adult singing neaby S.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 2downy nestlings with pin feathers; 1 adult at nest joined second adult perched nearby. Nest is 
102 feet from 12KV pole 18.
sjohnston - 4/29/2011 10:34:34 AM - Nestlings observed in nest.
sjohnston - 5/7/2011 11:06:21 AM - Nest empty. Nestlings presumed to have fledged sucessfully.

3/28/2011 5003284 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet 15 feet Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

1. FLEDGED. 5/3/2011 Pair actively building nest. 3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:26:08 PM. Female incubating 5 eggs in nest. Female flushed when approached within 10 feet 
but quickly returned when moved out of area. ESA signs and rope installed at entrance to yard preventing access to 
this portion of yard. Thru traffic only on access road 80 feet to east. Adults seem tolerant of activity in area.
imaunsell - 4/16/2011 9:32:08 AM - NBR concurred 4/15/2011, buffer reduced in field to 15 feet.
emorgan - 4/25/2011 8:44:03 AM - Nest contains at least four chicks.
barnold - 5/4/2011 1:27:00 PM - According to bio-monitors, fledglings gone yesterday.  Adult observed bringing nest 
material today to nest immediately below nest used to fledge.  This lower nest had been identified as inactive, and 
the adults may be enhancing this nest as opposed to the fledged nest due to wear at fledged nest.  This pair may be 
preparing to double brood.
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3/28/2011 5003288 CATH Closed Alpine Yard 35 feet from imapct 

area.
100 feet ESA staked at yard 

limits.
NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 4/25/2011 Female observed incubating on nest. Did not flush when approached to 5 feet. 3/28/11 IM
imaunsell - 4/16/2011 9:42:47 AM - Female on nest incubating/brooding. tolerates foot traffic as close as ten feet.
emorgan - 4/25/2011 11:11:53 AM - Nest likely fledged. No thrashers were observed around the nest and the nest is 
empty. Monitor for activity as thrashers double brood.

3/29/2011 5003290 BUSH Closed TL 6924 - Z171690 70 feet from permanent 
work area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 BUSH observed entering nest w material. RF-3/29/11
BUSH observed entering nest w material. rradd - 4/11/2011 7:26:09 AM
BUSH pair material carrying  to nest 0724. rradd - 4/18/2011 8:02:59 AM
25 Apr - Considerable BUSH activity to and from this nest 0740- RR.
2 May BUSH to nest 0742.- RR
10 May BUSH to nest 0921, but activity level is low. - RR
17 May BUSH arrives to nest 1257, departs 1301.- RR
26 May- nest in disrepair, no BUSH tending. BUSH in area, but did not associate. blohstroh - 5/26/2011 10:34:43 AM

3/31/2011 5003305 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/10/2011 3/31/11. Observed female bring nest material to nest with male following closely. (D. Busby)
barnold - 4/12/2011 12:28:50 PM - Nest, on south side of transformer for Bank 60, has five eggs.
26 Apr No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 1:34:29 PM  Two nestlings (at least) in nest.  No adults in area.
2 May  HOFI adults continue to attend this nest. - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 11:21 AM Nest empty. Closed.

3/31/2011 5003313 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 3/31/11 Pair bonding observed in area and pair visited possible beginnings of nest.  Not flagged due to access issue 
(Cummings). 
No adults observed, possible move to southside where an active nest was observed 4-12 (FH/BA).
19 Apr - No HOFI detected using this structure.  - RR
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:27:40 AM - House finches on Transformer Bank 71, appears to be recent additions to nest.
25 Apr -Two HOFI pairs squabbling over this site 0738. - RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 2:15:07 PM - Nest has been much reduced and is now considered Closed.
barnold - 5/10/2011 1:56 PM  Nest now has four House Finch eggs with attentive female.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:41 AM Nest with very small nestlings and attentive female. 
barnold - 5/26/2011 10:21 AM Nest with five larger nestlings and attentive female.
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:24 PM Two young fledglings in concrete retention basin. Nest successfully fledged. Nest now 
Closed.

barnold - 6/1/2011 2:24:32 PM
Two young fledglings in concrete retaining basin. Nest successfully fledged.

3/31/2011 5003314 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 feet The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      following reasons:
 
            •             House finches are known to nest in proximity to
            human activity and exhibit a high tolerance towards human
            disturbances. They have relatively high rates of nest success
            within areas of high human activity.
            •             These nests are located high up in the steel,
            between 20 and 40 feet above the ground.
            •             Past NBMs of similar nature with house finch in
            structures have not effected the success of the nests.

1. FLEDGED. 7/6/2011 3/31/11 - Observed pair visiting the nest. Not flagged due to access issue ( Cummings). 
Pair observed, fresh material on nest, pair bringing in material, dead adult female next to nest 4-12 12 April - 
(FH/BA).
19 Apr - Unable to detect activity from outside SUB. - RR
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:43:11 AM - Nest still present, but no eggs and no activity.  Change to inactive.
26 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 12:42:45 PM - No activity at this nest. Nest has deteriorated.  Change status to closed.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:33:47 AM
4 eggs in this nest.
barnold - 6/16/2011 1:57:57 PM
Two recently hatched nestlings and two eggs in nest. Female flushed from nest on approach at 3 feet.
barnold - 6/23/2011 11:56:20 AM
Four nestlings.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:08:48 PM
At least three nestlings observed in nest.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:57:13 PM
Nest empty. Successfully fledged.

3/31/2011 5003315 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 3/31/11 Observed female of pair visiting nest. Flagged (Cummings).
barnold - 4/12/2011 11:28:52 AM - Pair with nesting material observed. Nest probably moved 12 feet south into 
western end of Breaker 23 S.
2 May - Nest material visible, but no nesting confirmed.-  RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 10:43 AM  Pair at this location, as well as other nearby locations. No definitive nesting, but 
observed feeding fledgling on same structure. Heard feeding nestlings in area, but could not locate exact location.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:11AM  No activity observed.  Change status to Inactive.

3/31/2011 5003317 AMKE Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 150 
feet.

- This is likely the second clutch for this pair, which has successfully fledged 
young under similar conditions this year.
- The nest is located 30 feet above ground.
- The nest is located within a steel arm of a tower. This provides a natural buffer 
by design from activities occuring within the sub.
- Site selection has occured during ongoing work activities.
- Pair has high site affintity and has used this nest location previously.

1. FLEDGED. 4/14/2011 3/31/11 - Pair observed foraging, perching, and copulating adjacent to tower. Adult observed entering opening in 
tower. Prey remains below nest. Flag tower and road outside gate where buffer crosses. (D. Busby)
barnold - 4/12/2011 12:37:53 PM  No falcons observed in area.
14 Apr - Adult AMKE feeding fledglings away from nest. Successfully fledged. Change to CLOSED. - RR
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3/31/2011 5003318 AMKE Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within work area 

@ SW corner of 
substation

500 feet Buffer reduced to 250 
feet, with one day 

reduction to 65 feet.

NBR Submit Date: 04/25/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 04/26/2011

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. American Kestrel nest is 
located in tower arm, about 30 feet above ground level.  As such, they are not as 
likely to be disturbed by construction activities occurring at ground level.  In 
addition, this American Kestrel pair is highly acclimated to human presence at 
the substation.

1. FLEDGED. 5/1/2011 3/31/11 - Observed adult entering opening in arm. Same pair foraging nearby. ESA signs near southeast corner of 
substation. (D. Busby)
barnold - 4/12/2011 12:35:46 PM - Falcon observed sitting on wire nearby, but no interaction with nest observed.
14 Apr - Male catches mouse and brings pieces to opening at end of arm.- RR
19 Apr - No AMKE detected 1510-1710. - RR
barnold - 4/21/2011 10:38:26 PM Male brings mouse to wire, female emerges from nest and takes mouse from male.  
Male flies off.
26 Apr - AMKE male brings lizard to nest cavity 0744. - RR
2 May - AMKE male nest guarding but no nest visit made during 1 hour observation. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 2:10 PM No sign of activity.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:24 AM No sign of activity. This nest may have fledged earlier this month, and appears to be 
no longer active.

3/31/2011 5003319 RTHA Closed TL 6916 - 774822 465 feet to AR; just over 
500 feet to work sites.

500 feet Access road is 465 feet from nest area, and vehicular passage is not anticipated 
to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction 
occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/3/2011 3/31/11 TC - At least 2 downy young in nest, adults nearby.
4/4/11 - 2 young still in nest - shampton - 4/11/2011.  
4/7/11 TC - At least 2 downy young in nest, adults nearby.
12 Apr - 3  RTHA eyass acquiring feathers 1640 - RR
4/13/11 TC - 2 young in nest, wings w/ coverts and primaries emerging.
18 Apr - RTHA adult on nest with 2 unfledged. 1224 - RR
4/21/11 TC - 2 young in nest.
25 Apr - 2 large RTHA juveniles standing on nest. Aquiring feathered heads. - RR
2 May - 1 RTHA juvenile standing on nest. 1 bird presumed fledged 1705.  - RR
tcooper - 5/5/2011 -  No young in in nest, at least 1 fledgling nearby, changed nest status to closed.

3/31/2011 5003325 LEGO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; at and next to 
work area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/23/2011 31 Mar - Female on nest 1215 - RR.
5 Apr - Incubation continues - RR.
11 Apr - Female LEGO on nest 16:19 - RR.
19 Apr - 2 well-feathered nestlings in nest 0739. - RR
27 Apr - Nest fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

3/31/2011 5003326 AMKE Closed TL 6924 - Z171695 75 feet to TL AR, across 
paved road.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/14/2011 Bird arrived at this spot, disappeared, then left; likely feeding young.
7 April female perched at this tower arm.-BL
14 April - No activity at this nest, but pair and fledge observed to south.
No activity associated with nest cavity observed, male eating prey one tower north. Changed status to inactive. 
Appear to have fledged. blohstroh - 4/21/2011
No activity observed. blohstroh - 4/28/2011
29 Apr - This monopole is occupied by bees and EUST. AMKE nest is NID 7000944, 290 feet north. Change to 
closed. RR

3/31/2011 5003327 AMKE Closed TL 6924 - Z171688 0 feet, at tower/work 
site.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/26/2011 Bird arrived at this spot, disappeared, then left; likely feeding young.
7 April - Pair observed copulating on wire next to nest cavity. 
No activity observed. consider closing next week.-blohstroh - 4/14/2011
Male entered cavity in bottom west arm. Pair copulating at top of tower, fighting off second male. Male foraging and 
returning to tower, giving trill call, interaction call with female, fighting off EUST. blohstroh - 4/21/2011 11:39:44 AM
AMKE still entering and departing nest, pair interction calls. blohstroh - 4/28/2011
2 May - AMKE male provisioning nest 0848. - RR
10 May AMKE carrying rat to nest 0952. - RR
17 May No AMKE obs. associating with this pole during 60 min. obs. on cool wet day 0930. - RR
AMKE carrying mouse to nest. Nestlings heard. blohstroh - 5/19/2011 11:13:53 AM
No activity observed, nest apparently fledged. blohstroh - 5/26/2011 11:39:39 AM
blohstroh - 5/26/2011 11:40:51 AM - No activity observed, nest apparently fledged.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

3/31/2011 5003328 RSHA Closed Elliott Substation 240 feet to corner of 
substation.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 300 
feet.

Buffer should be reduced to 300 feet, since this bird is nesting within a 
residential area, and is accustomed to the presence of humans.  Homes are 150 
feet away, and the work area of the substation is approximately 350 feet away. 

1. FLEDGED. 4/21/2011 Female on nest on 3-31-11
12 Apr - No RSHA detected at nest 1200-1300. Pair seen 1800 feet west but did not come to this nest. - RR.
21 Apr - Fledged RSHA noted across this area begging from adults suggests successful nesting. - RR

4/1/2011 5003334 SOSP Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

5 feet from driveway. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/12/2011 Pair feeding 2+ nestlings in nest about 5 feet from road. Pair would not approach nest when bio present. Required 30 
minute passive observation from 30+ feet to locate nest. 4/1/2011 - IM
No nestlings or fledglings present in area. Nest intact and thistle intact. Appears to have fledged successfuly - 
imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:29:08 AM.

4/1/2011 5003343 LEOW Closed EP85-2 160 feet from AR entry. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 165 
feet.

Vehicular passage not anticipated to impact nest that is closer to Lake Morena 
Drive than project elements, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or 
construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/16/2011 April 1 and 2 - Active. Bird incubating on nest.  S. Hampton, S. Ritt
Could not see bird on nest from any on-ground angle 4-8 (PK); will return.
PKonrad - 4/18/2011   Same situation as above, but talked with Scott Hampton and Steve Ritt about who noted how 
hard it is to find the bird from ground level. This may be a nest that we may not get good observation on until 
nestlings are a week or 2 old.
emorgan - 4/27/2011 9:56:41 AM - Adult on nest.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 1 large downy brancher with flight feathers half developed lying dead on ground 25 feet west of 
nest tree. No other nestlings,  branchers, or adults observed, but nest is hard to view from below. 
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - Large downy brancher on horizontal limb about 10 feet above ground (above sibling carcass). 
No other nestlings, branchers or adults observed in surrounding trees.
PKonrad - 5/16 and 5/20/2011 - No sign of adults, branchers, or fledglings at nest or surrounding trees. 
PKonrad - 5/24/2011 - No signs of owls in surrounding area - closed.
pkonrad - 5/24/2011 3:46:05 PM
No owls observed in area again - closed.
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4/1/2011 5003344 AMCR Closed EP85-2 AR 45 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular traffic not anticipated to impact this nest situated very close to Lake 

Morena Drive provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur 
within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/24/2011 1 April - No apparent activity - S. Hampton, S. Ritt
American crow incubating; second crow calling, perching and flying overhead territorially 4-8 (PK).
100 foot buffer affects access road within nearby long-eared owl nest's 500 foot buffer.
barnold - 4/13/2011  -  Bird on nest (BWA & FH). 
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 -  Cannot see bird in nest, but territorial crows calling nearby.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - No change, but a crow circled in flight from nest (did it flush from nest?). 
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 -  Crow flushed from branch near nest; no calling.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - 2 crows actively hunting in pasture to west; cannot see into nest.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - 1 fledgling crow in loer bach ofnest tree; 1 adult calling very territorially from tree tops. More 
nestlings in nest?
PKonrad - 5/24/2011 - 1 fledgling and 2 adults active in pasture west of nest. Fledgling can fly quite well; adults 
calling territorially - closed.
pkonrad - 5/24/2011 3:43:40 PM
1 fledgling and 2 adults active in pasture west of nest - closed.

4/4/2011 5003346 BUSH Closed TL 639 - Z171680 30 feet from AR; 85 feet 
from nearest pole.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/14/2011 4 April - Active. Pair entering nest and acting agitated, adult was observed taking food into nest. -S. Hampton, S. 
Skidmore
14 Apr - Nest appears to be falling from anchor. BUSH feeding caterpillars to young in family group 45 feet from 
nest. Consider successfully fledged. Change to CLOSED. Remove buffers and flags. - RR

4/5/2011 5003355 COHA Closed Elliott Substation 210 feet to substation. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 450 
feet.

450 feet buffer for construction:  A) There is limited line-of-sight from the nest to 
the work area.  B) Nest is located 20' from a major roadway and regular foot 
traffic indicating the pair is acclimated to human activity.  C) Scheduled work is 
to be done with hand tools and small crew which will minimize visual and 
auditory impacts to the nest.

1. FLEDGED. 04/05/11 - Pair of Cooper's hawks observed at and around nest (R. Abe, M. Dicus).
12 Apr - COHA flew from nest, calling at 12:00. Seems agitated by human voices, traffic OK.- RR
21 Apr - COHA at nest. Agitated by observer activity in  parking lot. 0715 - RR
26 Apr - Male COHA vocal at nest 1210. - RR
03 May - COHA on nest. - RR
11 May - COHA agitated by landscape utility crew working under nest. 0700 - RR
16 May - COHA female at nest, male hunting in the fig trees 0855. - RR
23 May - COHA visible on this well-obscured nest, adult male hunting nearby.
rradd - 5/23/2011 11:19:27 AM
COHA visible on this well-obscured nest, ad. male hunting nearby.
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:46:43 AM
 Male COHA carries small bird to nest 0707.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:33:01 AM
Male COHA eating NOMO 0843, returns briefly to nest 0858 w/ no food and departs quickly.
rradd - 6/14/2011 2:48:11 PM
Adult male COHA carrying prey to nesr area 1140, juv. on nest 1405.
rradd - 6/21/2011 8:31:39 AM
Adult male COHA carrying prey to nest area 0704, COHA on nest 0826.
rradd - 6/27/2011 2:09:08 PM
COHA on nest 1352.
rradd - 7/5/2011 3:06:40 PM
Adult COHA on nest with downy, partially feathered juvenile ...
rradd - 7/11/2011 6:13:44 PM
Juvenile COHA brancher with short wings and tail; not yet flight capable adjacent to nest. Adult male COHA alarming 
10' away in response to observer.
rradd - 7/19/2011 2:00:21 PM
No COHA detected at nest tree; juvenile heard calling away from nest. Young has fledged, change to Closed.

4/5/2011 5003356 HOWR Closed Elliott Substation 0 feet; inside substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 60 
feet.

60 feet buffer for construction:  A) Pair freely entered/exited the nest and did not 
appear disturbed by foot traffic occurring as close as 40 feet away during this 
observation period.  B) Scheduled work is to be done with hand tools and a 
small crew which will minimize visual and auditory impacts to the nest.  C) Nest 
is located within a substation indicating that this pair is accustomed to varying 
levels of disturbances and human activity.  D) Nest is located within a cavity in 
steel providing a buffer by design to visual and auditory disturbances.


1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 04/05/11 - Pair of house wrens carrying nest material to structure (J&M Dicus, R. Abe).
12 Apr - HOWR active and singing nearby but did not enter cavity. - RR
21 Apr - HOWR territorial singing, enters cavity 0804. - RR
26  Apr - HOWR territorial singing,  2nd bird enters cavity 1305. - RR
2 May HOWR bringing food to nest. - IM
11 May HOWR provisioning this nest @ 5 min.intervals 0718. - RR
16 May HOWR continue carrying items to nest 1004. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 11:22:04 AM
No detections at nest, HOWR feeding at least 4 fledglings 100' S, presume this nest has fledged, Change to Closed

4/5/2011 5003360 PHAI Closed CP50-1 AR 60 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/30/2011 5 Apr - Pair PHAI building nest - mostly complete, male on nest - RR
11 Apr - Male PHAI on nest 13:25 - R
19 Apr - Female PHAI feeding at least 3 nestlings 0826. - RR
27 Apr - Feathered nestlings visible 0946. - RR
5 May - No PHAI at this nest. Likely successful fledge. Change to Closed. - RR
19 May PHAI male rebuilding this nest with fresh material 0935,  Change to ACTIVE.- RR
25 May Nest no longer present. Change to Closed. - RR

4/5/2011 5003363 CORA Closed EP358 AR 40 feet from AR entry; 
270 feet to tower site.

100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 
Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 5/12/2011 Adult incubating on new nest 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/2011 5:41:50 PM - Raven incubating on nest. Kestrel was hunting from south arm of tower. 
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - Nest visited,but fild notes absent - pentan problems?
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - At least 3 large feathered nestlings standing in nest; 2 adults flew in to perch near nest. New 
nest material placed on north side of tower to NW with 2 adults perched on tower, then apparently flew to this nest 
tower.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 1:35:35 PM - Two adults present. One adult on nest with two fearhered nestlings observable.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - No ravens present at this nest tower (or surrounding towers and perch sites);  nestlings have 
fledged and left the area - closed.
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4/6/2011 5003365 CORA Closed EP341 30 feet from AR entry; 

300 feet from tower 
area.

100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 
Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 04/06/11 -  1 adult on nest.  Buffer affects access road to EP341 (J&M Dicus, R. Abe).
sritt - 4/15/2011 9:41:26 AM - 1 bird incubating. Another perched 3 feet away.
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - Raven incubating.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Raven brooding/incubating.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 4:33:32 PM - 1 adult observed on nest.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 1 adult brooding.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - No raven activity seen at or near nest.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - At least 2 large feathered nestlings standing on nest.

pkonrad - 5/25/2011 12:21:57 PM
At least 2 large feathered nestlings standing on the nest.
barnold - 6/4/2011 3:19:21 PM
Nest empty, successfully fledged.
barnold - 6/4/2011 Nest empty, successfully fledged. Nest Inactive.

4/6/2011 5003367 BEWR Closed CP80-1 2 feet from existing AR; 
360 feet from tower 

area.

100 feet Buffer kept, but vehicular 
passage allowed.

Vehicular passage for construction is not anticipated to impact nest, and should 
be allowed, provided that this superfluous gate remains open, and is never 
locked or unlocked.

1. FLEDGED. 5/17/2011 4/6/11 - Observed adults bringing material to nest in gate column.  80% complete.  Erect ESA signs. No vehicular 
access through gate permitted. No nest buffer reduction.(T. Cooper)
kalberts - 4/14/2011 5:12:20 PM - Nest observed with 3 eggs during 2 observation periods today. Travis Cooper 
reported cold eggs and no BEWR activity over 1 hour observation period with Darin Busby. I also did not see or hear 
any BEWR from 1330-1430 in the area. Nest abandoned with 3 eggs?   
tcooper - 4/19/2011 - Nest w/ 5 eggs, adult incubating, another adult singing nearby. Gate in closed position but not 
bolted or locked. Opened gate and placed a sign advising not to close gate.
20 Apr - 5 eggs but no BEWR detected 30 minute observation. - RR
28 Apr - BEWR incubating 0958. - RR
5 May - Nestlings in nest 1525. - RR
14 May - BEWR carried winged insect to nest 1352. - RR
20 May - Nest empty, fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

4/6/2011 5003371 BUSH Closed CP80-1 65 feet from existing AR; 
300 feet from tower site

100 feet Buffer kept, but vehicular 
passage allowed

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 4/6/11 - Observed adult carrying nest material to nest. 80% complete. Erected ESA signs for this nest and adjacent 
BEWR nest in gate. Candidate for nest buffer reduction since access road will only be used for brief thru-traffic.(D. 
Busby)
20 Apr - BUSH on nest 1600. - RR
28 Apr - BUSH exits nest and flies uphill 1024. - RR
5 May - BUSH present at nest 1745. - RR
14 May - No BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RR
20 May - Nest is intact, empty, presume fledged. Change to Closed. 1152. - RR

4/8/2011 5003372 WEBL Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 
pullsite - driveway 

entry

32 feet 100 feet Driveway improvement work consists of one day of survey staking with 2-3 
person crew, then one day of potholing with 2-3 person crew. Implement 
soundwalls to allow work in buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/14/2011 04/08/11 - Female carrying food item into cavity, male perching nearby (M. Dicus, R. Abe).
13 Apr - WEBL pair active, female enters cavity 0935. - RR
vnovak - 4/20/2011 7:06:34 AM - Male entering cavity, female with male. Both entering cavity.
27 Apr - WEBL pair defending cavity in ownership dispute with NUWO 1600. - RR
04 May - WEBL male defending cavity in dispute with ATFL. - 1435. - RR
14 May WEBL pr present but no cavity use during 30 min obs.0930 - RR
19 May WEBL pr active, female enters cavity 1802. - RR

4/6/2011 5003373 COHA Closed CP63-3 AR 100 feet from AR entry 
area.

500 feet AR improvement work consists of 2-3 person crew staking for one day, then 2-3 
person crew potholing for 2nd day.  Implement sound barriers for noise and 
visual protection.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 6 Apr - Male feeds female, incubates while female feeds, then nest guards following exchange. - RR
8 April - Adult COHA on nest.  Adult male observed feeding female off nest; copulated with female while she fed on 
prey item (M. Dicus, R. Abe).
13 Apr - Nest exchange @ 0848. - RR
barnold - 4/15/2011 2:07:41 PM - Nest exchange at 1:30 pm. Hawk on nest at end of survey (2:00 pm).
vnovak - 4/20/2011 10:06:17 AM - Male with prey item seen in area of nest. Female also seen in area. Nest 
exchange observed.
27 Apr - COHA female on nest, male brings partially consumed food 1525. - RR
4 May - COHA male incubating 1420 - RR
14 May COHA female on nest 0855. - RR
19 May COHA male increasingly agitated by obs presence @150', 1704 . - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 8:16:02 AM
Female COHA diving on observer at 75' from nest; probable indicator of juvenile being brooded 0712
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:06:58 PM
Female COHA brings food drop and departs nest 30 seconds later 1600.
rradd - 6/9/2011 10:43:36 AM
At least one large juvenile in nest. Does not appear flight-capable.
rradd - 6/17/2011 7:25:55 AM
Female COHA carries pret to two fledged juveniles perched under nest 0712. Young are returning to nest to be fed.
rradd - 6/24/2011 8:46:17 AM
Juvenile begging away from nest. 
Change to Closed.

4/6/2011 5003376 RSHA Closed CP70-3 AR 300 feet from El Monte 
Road.

500 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/20/2011 6 Apr - Male brings pocket gopher to incubating female on nest @ 1725. - RR
13 Apr - RSHA female on nest 1220. - RR
20 Apr - RSHA pair on nest. - RR
28 Apr - Two downy RSHA on nest. - RR
4 May - RSHA male agitated by approaching observer, indicating nest remains viable. - RR
14 May - 2 well-feathered juvenile RSHA in nest 1140. - RR
20 May - Nest empty, successfully fledged. Change to Closed. - RR
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4/8/2011 5003385 RSHA Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 

pullsite - driveway 
entry

480 feet to AR entry. 500 feet Traffic and recreationists associated with El Monte Road and El Monte Park are 
within the 500 foot buffer for this nest, and the nest is 480 feet from AR entry.  
No impact from construction vehicular ingress/egress from Yard is anticipated to 
affect this nest provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction 
occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/30/2011 04/08/11 - Adult RSHA on nest, vocalizing (M. Dicus, R. Abe).
13 Apr - RSHA female on nest 0955. - RR.
vnovak - 4/20/2011 10:09:53 AM - Female incubating
27 Apr - RSHA female on nest 1358. - RR
4 May - RSHA female on nest. 1310. - RR
12 May RSHA male on nest 1814. - RR
20 May  RSHA male on nest 0715. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 8:13:12 AM
Large fully-feathered juvenile in nest 0804.
rradd - 6/3/2011 3:26:33 PM
Preening juvenile visible on nest from El Monte Rd
rradd - 6/9/2011 11:39:37 AM
Adult RSHA on nest with juvenile 1132.
rradd - 6/17/2011 7:50:32 AM
Adult male RSHA on nest with feeding juvenile 0732.
rradd - 6/24/2011 8:39:16 AM
Juvenile on nest 0825.
rradd - 7/1/2011 6:57:30 AM
Young has fledged and nrest is empty 0650.

4/8/2011 5003389 MODO Closed EP324 AR 95 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage 
permissible, but buffer 

remains.

Nest site is 95 feet from edge of existing SWPL line, and is well-removed from 
any work area. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided 
that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/13/2011 4/8/2011 - 2 eggs observed.  Adult didn't flush until directly below nest.  (FH/DB) 
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 - Adult incubating.
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - Adult brooding; 2 eggshells on ground just north of nest.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Adult lying in nest with 2 large nestlings.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 3:46:34 PM - Dove flushed from nest and agitated. Backed off nest before being able to view 
any nestling to prevent stressing bird.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - Doves have fledged; heard 1 dove flush from top of tree - closed.

4/11/2011 5000777 ANHU Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; overhanging AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/10/2011 11 Apr - ANHU female building new nest, unconcerned by observer directly under nest. - RR
19 Apr - ANHU female on nest 0705 - RR
27 Apr - ANHU female on nest 0717 - RR
5 May - ANHU on nest 0655. - RR
12 May - Nest unoccupied, ANHU female feeding fledgling away from nest. Change to Closed. - RR

4/12/2011 5000781 SAPH Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. Say's Phoebe nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator brace and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 Nest with two young. Adult observed bringing food. barnold - 4/12/2011 8:56:07 AM.
19 Apr - Feeding continues. - RR
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:21:28 AM - Nest with three young, adults on nest and in area.
26 Apr - SAPH pair continue food carrying to this site 0725. - RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 1:57:22 PM - Young out of nest and in immediate area of Transformer Bank 71. Adults still 
caring for these recently fledged young.  Buffer reduced to 70 feet.
2 May SAPH juveniles following adults off site. Change to Closed. - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 1:29 PM  Nest with four House Finch eggs.  Nest once again Active.
barnold - 5/11/2011 12:55 PM  Nest now with five eggs.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:45 AM Nest still with five eggs.  Female House Finch flushed.
barnold - 5/26/2011 10:11 AM Nest with five young nestlings
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:36 PM Nest with at least four House Finch nestlings.
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:38:40 PM
Nest with at least four House Finch nestlings.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:43:01 AM
Nest with one large nestling.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:22:43 PM
Nest empty.

4/12/2011 5000782 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      following reasons:
 
            •             House finches are known to nest in proximity to
            human activity and exhibit a high tolerance towards human
            disturbances. They have relatively high rates of nest success
            within areas of high human activity.
            •             These nests are located high up in the steel,
            between 20 and 40 feet above the ground.
            •             Past NBMs of similar nature with house finch in
            structures have not effected the success of the nests.

1. FLEDGED. 7/6/2011 Adult repeatedly entering pipe 4-12 (FH/BA).
19 Apr - HOFI pr remain active here. - RR
26 Apr - No confirmation of nesting detected from outside the Sub 0930-1000.- RR
2 May - HOFI breeding activity continues. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:50 PM  No activity at this specific location, but House Finches active in general area.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:32  AM House Finches in area but not at this specific described location.
barnold - 6/1/2011 4:52:34 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:50:57 AM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:48:35 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:54:32 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:33:40 PM
No House Finches observed at this specific pipe, but singing male and single female observed in this bay.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:53:27 PM
Nest has apparently successfully fledged.
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4/12/2011 5000784 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 

feet.
SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finch nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator fan screen and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.  In addition, House Finches are 
extremely acclimated to human disturbance.

1. FLEDGED. 6/23/2011 Female observed incubating, male in area 4-12 (FH/BA).
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:20:05 AM  Pair in immediate area of nest.
26 Apr - No confirmation of nesting detected from outside the substation.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 2:24:16 PM  Female on nest.
2 May - No detections. - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 1:46 PM  No activity observed at this nest, may be Inactive.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:38 AM No activity observed, change status to Inactive.
barnold - 5/26/2011 10:23 AM No activity during brief survey period.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:46:49 AM
Female sitting on nest.
barnold - 6/16/2011 7:32:16 AM
Female sitting on nest.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:43:01 PM
Appears that nestlings have successfully fledged.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed because nest fledged.

4/12/2011 5000788 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finch nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator fan screen and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.  In addition, House Finches are 
extremely acclimated to human disturbance.

1. FLEDGED. 5/11/2011 2 nests on top of screen, 1 with 2 eggs.  Adults in area, and flying to nest.
4/19/2011 - HOFI adults repeatedly entering and leaving. - RR
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:33:17 AM - Nest now has 4 eggs.
4/26/2011 - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the substation.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 12:34:30 PM - Nestlings being brooded by female.
5/2/2011 - Nesting continues. - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 2:39PM - Nest with 4 very large fledglings, apparently on the verge of fledging.
barnold - 5/11/2011 12:29 PM - Female flushed from empty nest.

4/12/2011 5000790 CORA Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 10 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install a new 230kV Bay west of the Control House. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. Common Raven nest is well 
concealed in the top of an A-frame steel structure, about 25 feet above the 
ground.  As such, this nest is not likely to be disturbed by  ground level activities. 
In addition, Common Ravens are extremely acclimated to human disturbance.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 barnold - 6/1/2011 2:00:27 PM
One adult in area, but not at nest.
barnold - 6/1/2011 3:19:34 PM
Two Common Ravens sitting on I-beam above and about 25 feet west of nest. These are the two fledglings. Bio-
monitor has seen four ravens together in the substation. The two fledglings flew off. This nest successfully fledged 
and is now Closed.

4/13/2011 5000799 WESJ Closed EP85-2 AR 12 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.   
It is the biologist's opinion that the reduced buffer will not impact the nest for the 
following reasons:  A) The nest is ~15' from the AR to EP85-2 and was built near 
a road that experiences daily non-project light traffic.  B) Nest is obscured by 
dense foliage.  C) Nest is by a lightly developed, residential area.  D) All 
construction is approximately 310' from nest location.  
Conditionally with this buffer reduction:  1) Monitor bird nest. 2) Dust control 
cannot hit nest.  3) No exceptionally loud noises.

1. FLEDGED. 5/24/2011 April 13 barnold
Nest with 1 egg, adult at and around nest. Buffer will overlap with active Bushtit nest across AR, and will effetively 
close access road 4-13 BA.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011   1 adult incubating 2 eggs ( light green, brown speckled); both adults territorial.
emorgan - 4/27/2011 8:49:01 AM Adult flushed off nest when we walked by. Still incubating.
fhoffman - 5/3/2011 11:45:10 AM  - 1 nestling observed; adult in immediate area.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 1 large unfeathered nestling in nest; 1 adult present but secretive.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - 1 large nestling with pin feathers in nest; pair of adults a couple feet from nest in 
undergrowth.
fhoffman - 5/19/2011 5:07:39 PM - Adult alarm calling nearby; 1 large nestling in nest.
pkonrad - 5/24/2011 - Nestling has fledged; no adults or fledgling observed in area - closed.

4/13/2011 5000801 CALT Closed TL 6916 - Z244927 85 feet to existing AR; 
190 feet to nearest pole.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 4/30/2011 JDicus 4/13/2011
Adult flushed from vegetation and a quick search of the area it came from revealed nest.  Female returned to 
incubating shortly (4 eggs in nest).  Posted ESA signs and 10 mph speed limit, no stopping signs where buffer meets 
access road
RRadd 4/18/2011
Chicks in nest acquiring black down. CALT returned to nest promptly.
RRadd 4/25/2011
Nestlings still downy.
RRadd 5/2/2011
Nest neat intact and empty, presumed fledged. Change to Closed.

4/13/2011 5000803 BUSH Closed TL 6916 - Z771471 170 feet to nearest work 
area.

100 feet 0 feet Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of Reconductor lines is 
applicable here.

1. FLEDGED. 5/27/2011 04/13/2011 - Adults building nest.  Nest approx 20% complete.  Buffer does not impact poles, only paved access 
road (J&M Dicus).
18 Apr BUSH attending nest 14:57. Nest appears nearly complete. - RR
kalberts - 4/22/2011 3:08:04 PM NBM WLA concurence for buffer exemption for nests in developed areas on 69kv 
line.
25 Apr No BUSH detected during 30 min obs. - RR
RAbe - 4/26/2011 11:08:39 AM
Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest possibly complete.
barnold - 5/3/2011 11:19:42 AM  Adult enters nest after 25 minutes of observation.
11 May BUSH exits 1347. - RR
16 May BUSH comes to nest 1634. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 6:08:38 PM - 18:05 BUSH exits nest, flies into Alliant.
rradd - 5/31/2011 4:27:18 PM - No BUSH detected 1552 - 1622. Prior observations suggest nest has fledged. 
Change to Closed.

4/13/2011 5000804 CALT Closed TL 6916 - Z774815 260 feet to nearest pole 
work area.

100 feet Blanket exemption for residential areas of Reconductor lines may be applicable 
here.

1. FLEDGED. 4/21/2011 JDicus & MDicus 4/13/11
Adult feeding three nestlings.  Adult remained on nest when approached within 15 feet.
RRadd 4/18/2011
Nestlings well feathered.
TCooper 4/21/11
nest empty, chicks likley fledged successfully
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4/13/2011 5000806 HOWR Closed EP27-1 AR 35 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 

stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.
1. FLEDGED. 5/16/2011 sritt - 4/13/2011 10:25:18 AM - 2 males fighting over cavity. One bird defending nest from other bird that was 

removing nest material. One female also present.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Male singing 20 feet from a couple cavities that fit this desciption here.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Male singing throughout nest tree; visited suspected nest cavity briefly once.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Male singing actively, but no action at cavity(s).
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Adult perched in cavity entrance, facing outward; perched in a number of locations and 
chased another wren from area, then returned tonest tree; little singing.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - No wrens observed or heard at nest tree; only a neighboring wren singing to south.

4/13/2011 5000811 HOWR Closed CP64-2 AR 0 feet; within work area. 100 feet It is the biologist's opinjion that one day of preconstruction staking with 2-3 
crewmen, followed by one day of potholing with 2-3 crewmen, in conjunction with 
sound walls to reduce visual and noise impacts is not anticipated to impact this 
nest.

1. FLEDGED. 5/26/2011 13 Apr - HOWR carrying nest materials into pipe and singing from top. - RR
barnold - 4/15/2011 2:13:20 PM - Adult perched and singing on top of 6-foot gate post pipe north of the access road 
on and off for about six minutes total between 1:00 pm and 2:00 pm.  Oak titmouse pair foraging in live oak tree 
directly above pipe, one would occassionally hover over, perch upon, and briefly enter and exit pipe opening.
27 Apr - HOWR carrying food to nest 1500.
vnovak - 4/20/2011 8:10:21 AM HOWR seen entering upright pipe at gate.
4 May - HOWR female perched at top of pipe begging male for food 1412. - RR.
14 May HOWR exits nest 0851. - RR
19 May No HOWR detected during 30 min. obs. 1715. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 8:17:44 AM
No detections during 30 minute observation. Nest has fledged. 
Change to Closed.

4/13/2011 5000812 BUSH Closed CP81-1 0 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/25/2011 13 Apr - BUSH activly building nest - looks 90% complete. - RR
barnold - 4/19/2011 8:42:21 AM - Bushtit pair in tree around nest.
20 Apr - BUSH visits nest 1330. - RR
28 Apr - BUSH pair active at nest 1215. - RR
05 May - Nest may be predated; but BUSH carrying food nearby 1648. - RR
14 May BUSH carrying food to this nest 1549. - RR
20 May BUSH pr carrying items to nest 1344. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 2:42:20 PM
BUSH pr carrying food and entering nest 1432.
rradd - 6/4/2011 3:47:38 PM
No BUSH detections at or near this nest during 30 min obs. Nest has fledged.
Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:00:27 PM
BUSH enters nest 1558 with food item for 1 min. 
Change to Active...
rradd - 6/10/2011 12:30:14 PM
BUSH pr. continue to feed this nest 1042.
rradd - 6/18/2011 10:51:58 AM
BUSH carries item to nest 1042.
rradd - 6/25/2011 1:13:57 PM
BUSH feeding fledged young very near this nest. No BUSH detecteds entering nest during two -20 minute surveys. 
Nest is presumed successfully fledged and Changed to Closed.

4/14/2011 5000815 MODO Closed Thomas Yard 0 feet; within yard 
footprint.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 0 feet 
for access and parking; 

100 feet for construction.

Work outside buffer.  Vehicle access and parking may occur within buffer, per 
agency concurrence, that since this nest began after constructuion started, it is 
accustomed to the level of activity in the yard.

1. FLEDGED. 4/28/2011 sritt - 4/14/2011 1:04:20 PM - Adult brooding on nest with 2 nestlings that are well developed. Not flagged because 
corridor is blocked to through traffic.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Doves apparently fledged; closed.

4/14/2011 5000817 CAGN Closed TL 639 - Z379519 8 feet from existing AR; 
65 feet to work area.

300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/21/2011 Male building cup. 2nd CAGN male immediately east of this pair, with overlapping territories - kalberts - 4/14/2011 
11:39:06 AM.
21 Apr - Male calling and active, flew into nest area 1010 and not seen again during 10 minute observation period - 
RR. 
kalberts - 4/22/2011 3:43:43 PM - 2 eggs observed on 4/21/2011.
kalberts - 4/28/2011 12:31:25 PM - Female incubating. 
imaunsell - 5/3/2011 2:12:02 PM - Female incubating.
kalberts - 5/12/2011 2:52:00 PM - Four nestlings being fed. Nestlings about 4 days old. 
dbusby - 5/19/2011 10:17:54 AM - Nestlings being fed. Approx 11 days old so did not approach nest to get a head 
count.
rradd - 5/23/2011 2:59:26 PM
Nest intact, clean and empty 1338. Surrounding vegetation is undisturbed. Presume successful fledge and Change 
to Closed. Buffer stakes removed.
imaunsell - 5/26/2011 2:27:23 PM - Family group located away from nest.  Successfully fledged, and nest closed.


4/13/2011 5000818 NUWO Closed TL 6924 - 0120986 75 feet off paved road. 100 feet 0 feet Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of the Reconductor lines. 1. FLEDGED. 5/13/2011 
rabe - 4/13/2011 11:41:01 AM - Pair in area but never entered cavity during 40 minutes of observation. Cavity is 
freshly excavated and appears to be actively used. 
21 Apr - Nest exchange 11:10. Female NUWO foraging nearby, bringing food to nest 11:15 - RR
kalberts - 4/22/2011 2:55:13 PM - Blanket exemption for 69kv work in developed areas granted on 4/14/2011.
25 Apr - Male NUWO in cavity 1305-1315.- RR
2 May - Female NUWO brings food to nest 1604. - RR
11 May - Male NUWO on nest 1352. - RR
16 May - No NUWO detections 1730-1800. - RRrradd - 5/24/2011 9:54:41 AM
No NUWO detections at or near nest during 30 min. obs. 0920-0950. Based on prior obs. presume nest has 
successfully fledged.
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4/14/2011 5000824 BUSH Closed CP25-2 20 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 75 

feet.
A reduction of the buffer size to 75 feet is necessary for performance of the 
work.  Foundation-drilling equipment creates noise levels that are over 60 
decibels. The nest is also situated on higher ground than the tower foundation 
and separated by a small access road for the 6917 power line and an area of 2-4 
foot tall vegetation. It is the biologist's opinion that due to these factors a nest 
buffer modification is appropriate for this Bushtit nest provided a noise specialist 
is present to ensure compliance with noise protocols.

1. FLEDGED. 4/20/2011 shampton - 4/14/2011 1:59:09 PM - Active; adult observed taking food into the nest.
mdicus - 4/18/2011 - Nest buffer reduction granted April 18, buffer staked in field at 75 feet.
kalberts - 4/22/2011 3:38:26 PM - Nest reported empty with down feathers by MKlein. No signs of predation. 
Nestlings fledged.
mdicus - 5/3/2011 - Adult BUSH observed making multiple trips to and from nest. Pair has started new clutch in 
same nest. Buffer re-staked at 75 feet, per previous NBR from 4/18/2011.  

4/14/2011 5000826 CORA Closed EP292 Pullsite 65 feet to SWPL line 
road; 300 feet to pull 

site.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic is allowed.

Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 
Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 Raven observed in nest on 4-14-11 @ 10:15am by BAB. 
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - Raven incubating.
     * Apparent pentab problem - no record of 4-28 nest check.
sjohnston - 5/6/2011 11:31:22 AM - 1 raven on nest.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 2 nestlings can be seen in nest.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - 1 adult flew in to feed at least 1 large feathered nestling.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - 1 nestling perched next to nest and 1 adult perched in tower directly below nest and near 
"brancher."
barnold - 6/4/2011  Two Common Ravens on tower below nest upon approach. One flew off. Nest empty, 
successfully fledged. Inactive.

pkonrad - 5/25/2011 10:27:08 AM - 1 large feathered nestling perched next to nest with adult perched just below nest 
in tower.
barnold - 6/4/2011 4:28:53 PM - Two Common Ravens on tower below nest upon approach. One flew off. Nest 
empty, successfully fledged. Inactive.

4/15/2011 5000829 LASP Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

Nesting commenced  while construction activities were in progress, and is 
therefore accustomed to this site.  The buffer will remain in effect for 
construction activites, but may be reduced for parking and access purposes, if 
needed.

A follow-up visit confirmed that this nest had nestlings on 5-10-11, and was 
feeding the fledglings within 25 feet of four biologists.  The nest is hidden under 
steel, and the steel should remain in place for the nest to fledge.  However, the 
adults are highly tolerant of the current workload, and readily approach their nest 
in full observation of nearby people.  Therefore, a reduction to 20 feet is 
suitable.

1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 tcooper - 4/15/2011 - Adults visiting nest, which appears complete, contents not observed, probably laying.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 -  Couldn't find nest; no birds in area - will return.
shampton - 4/25/2011 11:23:02 AM  - Pair observed entering nest; 1 adult carried a bill-full of fine nesting material to 
nest.
sjohnston - 4/26/2011 12:53:02 PM - Nest located under steel lying on the ground; 1 egg observed but more eggs 
may be in nest; full view blocked by steel.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Adult incubating 3 eggs; second adult present.
kalberts - 5/10/2011 - Adult feeding nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - Yard biomonitor, Tyler Sears, observed adults feeding nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Nestlings appear to have fledged; no adults or nestlings present. nest somewhat flattened and 
empty.

4/16/2011 5000831 CALT Closed CP25-2 20 feet to AR; 135 feet 
to work site.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 4/16/2011 - Nest discovered by bio monitor MKlein; 2 nestlings in nest (nest confirmed active by mdicus - 4/16/2011) 
- ESA signs installed at buffer allowing through traffic, no stopping.
4/26/2011 - CALT carrying food to nest per Bio (MKlein). - RR
imansuell - 4/27/2011 11:53:27 AM 
Nestlings successfully fledged today. No sign of disturbance to nest as a result of construction.  

4/16/2011 5000836 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 80 
feet.

Nest is 6 feet up in the right side of the headlight box of a large piece of 
equipment (earthmover). The earthmover has remained inactive since the nest 
was observed (over a month). There are likely nestlings in the nest as of 5-6-11. 
Since the equipment is parked 80 feet north of a road through the substation 
pad, we are requesting a reduced buffer from 100 feet to 80 feet. 

In the biologist's opinion, the presence of eggs in the nest suggests a high level 
of site affinity by the nesting pair, and a reduction of the buffer to 80 feet is not 
anticipated to have adverse impacts on the nesting outcome.

1. FLEDGED. 5/22/2011 ahill - 4/16/2011 3:38:11 PM
Scraper had been parked for approximately a month. No eggs in nest. 100 foot buffer flagged. Pair actively going to 
and from nest.
imaunsell - 4/18/2011 12:19:51 PM - 2 eggs.
phoward - 4/25/2011 8:49:55 AM - Female incubating eggs.
ahill - 5/2/2011 9:51:05 PM-  First hatchling today; female observed carrying egg shell away. 4 more eggs total plus 
the first hatchling.
ahill - 5/8/2011 7:29:34 PM - All hatchlings have hatched. female on nest tending.
ahill - 5/16/2011 5:33:26 PM - All nestlings doing well, four.
ahill - 5/20/2011 6:35:16 PM - Nestlings still haven't fledged but they are flapping wings in nest; adults still feeding.
tfitanides - 5/23/2011 11:13:12 AM - Fledged successfully. Bio monitor has observed fledglings in bushes to north. 
Nest removed.

4/18/2011 5000839 BANO Closed CP2 0 feet; in substation. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 125 
feet

The biologist feels this NBM should not adversely affect the success of the nest 
for the following reasons:

• The nest is located in a hollow arm on a tall steel pole. It is completely 
enclosed and surrounded by steel, with no direct view to the proposed 
activities.

• This nest has produced nestlings, the adults have substantial investment in this 
nest and therefore abandonment is unlikely.

• All work activities will be conducted during daytime hours, which will not conflict 
with the nocturnal and crepuscular activity patterns of the barn owls.

1. FLEDGED. 7/11/2011 Many pellets below and whitewash on tower. Pale, barn owl-like feathers on base of tower - shampton - 4/18/2011 
12:36:19 PM.
26 Apr - No BAOW detected. Removed all pellets from monopole foundation. Check again.- RR
2 May  6 fresh pellets removed. Active. - RR
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:09 AM No change in status.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:24:21 PM
Eggshell fragments found under pole today.
barnold - 6/9/2011 11:32:10 AM
Pocket mouse at base of pole, apparently dropped from nest.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:52:45 PM
Barn owl nestling discovered dead at noon 6/13/2011 at base of pole by bio monitor.
barnold - 6/23/2011 1:45:26 PM
Numerous owl pellets at base of pole.
barnold - 6/27/2011 2:40:19 PM
Pellets at base of pole.
barnold - 7/6/2011 5:55:22 PM
Feather at base of pole.
barnold - 7/12/2011 9:09:11 PM
Bio monitor observed partly eaten vole at base of tower 7/11/2011. Nestling(s) likely still being fed.
barnold - 7/14/2011 5:02:29 PM
Fledgling (based on smaller size and feather condition) found dead inside Cono Roll stored upright and uncovered 
against the west-facing control house wall. This nest successfully fledged an owl, which likely tried to perch on the 
narrow edge of the upright Cono Roll and fell into the cylander to the ground. Due to the height of the upright Cono 
Roll cylander (about 10 to 12 feet) and its relatively narrow diameter, the owl apparently could not get out of the 
cylander. The owl appeared to be dead for two to three days.
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4/18/2011 5000841 CACW Closed JVR 12kV - P2466095 40 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 

limits.
Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 6/17/2011 RAbe - 4/18/2011 3:52:15 PM - New, active nest about 80% complete. Newest material consists of orange nylon 
rope and white, stringy material.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Nest compacted; no entrance hole; possible predator activity - closed.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Nest rebuilt, large with large entrance. Installed nest buffer signs along AR.  (pentab 
problems?)
jpawlicki - 5/13/2011 8:12:20 AM - Adult observed bringing nesting material to nest.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Adult flew from inside nest.
phoward - 5/19/2011 12:45:58 PM - nest buffer updated to allow thru traffic.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - 2 wrens active near nest.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 12:17:05 PM - Wren flushed from nest; probably incubating.
barnold - 6/3/2011 1:24:57 PM - Well used opening. No Cactus Wrens observed during brief visit.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 11:30:42 AM - Best nest in this territory; definitely well-used and active. Wren singing from 
exposed perches to north and east.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 11:16:51 AM - At least 1 medium-sized nestling with pin feathers in nest; probably more 
nestlings. Adults active in area.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 10:56:48 AM - Nestlings may have fledged, but will check back soon. No adults or fledglings 
observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 11:01:25 AM
Nest intact but no wrens in area; 2 or more nestlings apparently fledged about 10 days ago - closed.

4/18/2011 5000845 GRRO Closed Sycamore Yard 25 feet to AR. 100 feet One-time reduction to 
allow air track drive 
through access only 

(5/18/11).

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer to allow air 
track to be transported from CP22 to CP25-2.  Construction traffic related to this 
one-time move is not significant. 

A permanent nest buffer reduction to accomodate thru-traffic would likely not 
disturb nest as long as traffic does not stop, stand, or park and the number of 
trips are minimal. (May 11)

1. FLEDGED. 5/28/2011 18 Apr - GRRO on nest with 4 eggs. Flushed at 8 feet when observed - 1644 - RR.
25 Apr - GRRO incubating 1650. - RR
3 May GRRO on nest 1225, mate foraging nearby. - RR
10 May GRRO brooding at least three nestlings with wing feathers 1316. - RR
17 May - Large feathered young in nest 1540. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:18:06 PM - At least one large GRRO nestling remains on nest 1230.
rradd - 6/1/2011 10:47:36 AM - Nest has fledged. Large unwary juvenile perched up nearby 0718.

4/19/2011 5000852 RCSP Closed EP85-2 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage is 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/6/2011 S. Hampton - 4/19/2011 - Observed pair of rufous-crowned sparrows which became agitated on approach to within 
15 feet.  Nestlings heard emitting begging calls from base of thicket.  Nest monitor advised to view nest from a 
distance due to how well hidden in the thicket the nest is and how much disturbance would be requred to obtain a 
view into nest.
6 May - RCSP adult present upslope, but no food carrying or other behavioral indication of an active nest, or recent 
fledglings detected during 30 minute observation. Presume fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

4/19/2011 5000853 HOWR Closed CP81-1 5 feet feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/8/2011 tcooper - 4/19/2011 - Adults singing and entering cavity.
28 Apr - HOWR stridently territorial at this cavity, but did not enter 1037. - RR
05 May - All quiet here for 30 minute observation, but large gopher snake climbing in next tree - RR
14 May HOWR pr alarming at this tree, not obs entering cavity 1403. - RR
20 May HOWR pr breeding activity continues.1223. 0 RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 1:03:34 PM - Singing and territorial HOWR continues, but whichever cavity is in use is obscured by 
vegetation.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:51:28 PM - HOWR pair continue activity here.
rradd - 6/10/2011 12:21:12 PM - HOWR feeding fledged young adjacent to nest. Change to Closed.

4/20/2011 5000858 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 0 feet; nest is inside 
yard.

100 feet Parking and acces to 
trailers allowed within 

buffer.

Nesting commenced at this location after construction activites and personnel 
occupied the area, and is therefore accustomed to the activities currently 
underway.  In addition, the location of the nest is partially hidden from view and 
sheltered from most vantage points.

1. FLEDGED. 5/24/2011 shampton - 4/20/2011 9:49:24 AM - Nest appears almost complete. Adults observed entering box with additional nest 
material.
26 Apr - HOFI incubating 2 eggs 1811. - RR
3 May HOFI incubating 3 eggs 1719. - RR
10 May Downy young in nest 1753. - RR
18 May HOFI pair tending multiple nestlings in nest 1822. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 5:25:05 PM
Nest is empty. Presumed successfully fledged.
Change to Close.

4/20/2011 5000859 ANHU Closed CP64-2 40 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 vnovik - 4/20/2011 8:41:41 AM - Female Anna's hummingbird seen feeding young in nest.
27 Apr - Nest appears intact but no ANHU detected during 30 minute observation. Presume fledged, and change to 
Closed. - RR

4/20/2011 5000861 AMKE Closed Encina Substation 0 feet; within substation. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 45 feet 
for one week, 100 feet 

thereafter.

Nest established while construction in progress. Nest faces away from 
construction area. Breeding birds observed roosting above the work area have 
showed no signs of distress or behavior alteration.

1. FLEDGED. 5/20/2011 Pair observed defending against common raven. Female entered hole. BWArnold 20 April 2011.
barnold - 5/20/2011 9:42 AM Last of four young fledged Monday 16 May.  From 16 to 19 May fledglings hung around 
general nest area. However, adults were not present. On 20 May, only one young bird in area, but flies away 
periodically. Successfully fledged.  Change status to Closed.

4/21/2011 5000863 OCWA Closed Alpine Underground - 
179+00l

50 feet from Alpine Blvd 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 4/29/2011 shampton - 4/21/2011 11:12:15 AM - 4 nestlings; adult observed bringing caterpillars and other invertebrates to 
nest.
4/302011 - No OCWA detected during 30 minute observation period. Presume fledged, change to closed. - RR

4/14/2011 5000872 BEWR Closed CP55 AR 12 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/25/2011 14 Apr - BEWR carries food to base of laurel sumac. 1455 - RR
21 Apr - BEWR carrying food and agitated by observer presence 1355. - RR
28 Apr No BEWR detected at or near nest area during 30 min obs. This nest has fledged, change to Closed. - RR
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4/21/2011 5000874 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 

feet.
SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finch nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator fan screen and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.  In addition, House Finches are highly 
tolerant of human activity.

1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 barnold - 21 April 2011 9:04:54 AM - Three eggs in nest, adults in and around transformer unit.
barnold - 4/29/2011 12:41:55 PM  Female incubating four eggs.
2 May HOFI on nest. - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 2:25 PM  Nest has four small nestlings.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:27 AM At least two very large nestlings on nest, female and male in immediate area.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:51:51 AM
Nest successfully fledged two young.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:37:12 PM
Flushed female from nest, with four eggs.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:32:42 AM
5 eggs in nest.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:00:52 PM
At least four nestlings in nest.
barnold - 6/23/2011 11:55:01 AM
At least four well-feathered nestlings.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:08:08 PM
Nest with very large nestlings, apparently close to fledging.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:58:13 PM
Nest empty, successfully fledged.

4/21/2011 5000875 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finch nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator fan screen and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.  In addition, House Finches are highly 
tolerant of human activity.

1. FLEDGED. 5/25/2011 barnold - 21 April 2011 9:10:54 AM - Five eggs in nest.  Adults in and around transformer unit.
26 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the substation.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 12:37:43 PM  Female incubating fve eggs.
2 May - HOFI flushed from nest. - RR
tfitanides - 5/5/2011 2:48:01 PM - One downy nestling observed in nest; male observed flying to and from nest.
barnold - 5/10/2011 2:26 PM Nest has four or five nestlings.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:29 AM At least one very large nestling on nest, male and female in immediate area.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:48 AM Nest successfully fledged.  Adults in area. Inactive, but may be used again.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:34 PM Nest Closed.

4/22/2011 5000878 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 50 feet from nearest 
conductor replacement.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

1. FLEDGED. 4/28/2011 emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:10:30 AM - Nest contained brooding female and at least three nestlings.
emorgan - 4/28/2011 11:12:34 AM - Nest has fledged. There were no birds in the nest.

4/22/2011 5000883 CORA Closed EP297 15 feet from SWPL 
access road.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic is allowed.

Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 
Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - 2 ravens present; 1 standing on nest rim apparently shading nest(lings).
       * Apparent pentab problem, with no 4/28 record of nest check.
sjohnston - 5/6/2011 10:54:30 AM - 2 ravens present. 1 adult present standing on nest with 2 nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 2 nestlings can be seen in nest.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - 1 raven, probably a large nestling, can be seen lying in nest.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - 1 large feathered nestling and 1 adult can be seen at nest and 1 adult perched on other side 
of tower.
shampton - 6/3/2011 8:00:51 AM
No ravens observed at nest.  One raven observed  near EP 296
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

4/16/2011 5000885 SOSP Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

13 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 4/29/2011 16 Apr - SOSP bringing food to same location repeatedly indicates nest. Location approximate. RR 
21 April - SOSP pair making trips with food at approximate 10 min intervals 0806. RR 
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:14:21 AM SOSP observed visiting nest.
6 May - No SOSP detections at this nest, and new nest of this species. 50 feet away. Presume fledged and change 
to Closed. - RR

4/22/2011 5000886 HOWR Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

89 feet to staked work 
limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. This plan to mitigate for potential construction impacts to 
the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce such impacts and 
improve the likelihood of nest success, provided that no stopping, standing, 
parking, or work occurs within new buffers.  In addition, this nest is a cavity 
which provides natural buffering for the adults and nestlings. 

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 4/22 - HOWR carrying nest material to cavity 1008. - RR
4/30 - HOWR enters cavity, perches outside and sings 0752.- RR
5/6 - HOWR continues to enter this cavity 1105. - RR
5/13 - HOWR breeding use continues 1140. - RR


sjohnston - 5/17/2011 3:49:23 PM
HOWR obs. entering cavity.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:31:32 PM
HOWR obs. entering cavity with food.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:09:56 PM
HOWR observed entering cavity.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:04:13 AM
Obs entering and leaving nesting cavity.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:49:27 AM
Observed with food entering cavity.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:50:24 AM
Observed with food entering cavity. likely feeding young.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:59:02 AM
carrying food into cavity.
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 6:25:07 PM
sucessfully fledged

4/22/2011 5000887 MODO Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; nest within 
substation.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 2 nestlings in nest. barnold - 4/22/2011 2:04:06 PM
kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 11:29:22 AM - Nest has disintegrated and is no longer present. Bio monitor reported that she 
observed 2 nestlings fledge from the nest several days ago.
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4/25/2011 7000897 WEBL Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within work area. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 

water usage permissible.
A condition of the approval to drive through the buffers would be that no foot or 
vehicle traffic unrelated to the water truck/tank process be allowed to stop within 
the buffers; this is requested for ingress/egress only.  Nesting commenced on 
this structure after construction activites began, and is therefore acclimated.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 Pair of WEBL seen repeatedly entering pipe. Female was carrying nesting material during one visit. - sritt - 
4/25/2011 5:58:41 PM
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - No bluebirds seen, but yard bio monitor noted that pair usually active nest building during 
afternoon.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - No bluebirds observed in area, but Chambers biomonitor Eric will watch the site for activity.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No bluebirds observed in nest area (again); yard biomonitor has not seen bluebirds in the 
area; appears nesting attempt has been deserted - closed.
emorgan - 5/23/2011 2:22:55 PM - Bluebirds again observed at nest. Female entered nest and did not leave for the 
15  minutes I observed the nest.. Male was chasing off House Finches near the nest.
barnold - 6/2/2011 11:42:38 AM
Western Bluebirds flew from water tank towards oak tree upon approach. 
phoward - 6/5/2011 7:49:59 AM
adult seen entering nest with food and coming out with no food. most likely feeding chicks, nest is still active
pkonrad - 6/8/2011 2:33:07 PM
Adult male bringing insects into pipe cavity repeatedly.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 1:36:54 PM
No bluebirds observed near nest cavity; nestlings apparently fledged and dispersed - closed.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 2:59:08 PM
Extended observations due to arrival of group of biologists on intro tour: An hour after I arrived, a male bluebird with 
insect food in beak flew to perch atop water tank while a water truck was pumping water into tank via pipe just 5 feet 
south of nesting cavity pipe. Male entered nest pipe with food and soon flew to oak tree to east - nest still active and 
nestling(s) apparently still developing in nest.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 2:32:29 PM
No bluebirds observed during extended period; appears the last of the nestlings fledged - closed.

4/26/2011 7000904 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - Z771472 10 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Nest tree occurs in landscaped strip between two large parking lots for ball 
fields, with daily vehicle and foot traffic. The adults tolerate a high degree of 
human activities without disturbance of nesting behavior. Due to the nest 
location on the outer crown, workers on the pole above may cause flushing 
behavior on part of the adult, which should be monitored by the onsite bio-
monitor to see adult bird returns quickly to the nest. If the work activity were to 
negatively impact nest, work would need to cease in order to ensure nest 
success. However, the pole top where work will occur is significantly higher than 
the than the nest site.  With a variance for limited, low-volume reconductor work 
on pre-existing pole under Bio-observation.  

1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 RAbe - 4/26/2011 9:21:40 AM - LEGO nest w/female incubating/brooding.
3 May - LEGO female incubating 0752. - RR
11 May LEGO on nest, while lineman on pole, biomonitor on duty 1328. - RR
16 May LEGO female arrives at nest 1347 and settles. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 6:16:50 PM
No LEGO detected during 20 min. obs 1618-1638, or 1800. Small whitewash on pine cones adjacent to nest suggest 
successful fledging.
rradd - 5/27/2011 12:29:07 PM
No LEGO at nest, male tending fledged young away from nest.
Change to Closed.

4/26/2011 7000906 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      following reasons:
 
            •             House finches are known to nest in proximity to
            human activity and exhibit a high tolerance towards human
            disturbances. They have relatively high rates of nest success
            within areas of high human activity.
            •             These nests are located high up in the steel,
            between 20 and 40 feet above the ground.
            •             Past NBMs of similar nature with house finch in
            structures have not effected the success of the nests.

1. FLEDGED. 7/6/2011 26 Apr - Female HOFI enters repeatedly, then stays, suggests nest. Access liimits verification. - RR
2 May HOFI breeding activity continues. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:42 PM  No activity observed at described location.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:34 AM House Finches in area but not at this specific described location.
barnold - 6/1/2011 4:53:14 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:49:56 AM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:49:17 PM
House Finch activity ingeneral area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:53:13 PM
House finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:35:45 PM
House Finch family group, singing males, and single females observed over survey period in this bay.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:54:37 PM
Nest has apparently successfully fledged.

4/26/2011 7000910 BEWR Closed Helix Yard 15 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 26 Apr - BEWR pair repeatedly carrying food to this location 1720 . - RR
3 May BEWR pair agitated by observer presence close to nest. Active. 1637- RR
11May - No BEWR detected 1735. Fledged? - RR
18 May - No BEWR associating with this nest. Change to Closed. - RR

4/27/2011 7000911 SOSP Closed TL 639 - 775593 75 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/3/2011 Birds seen carrying food into dense patch. - sritt - 4/27/2011 1:55:19 PM
3 May No detections during 30 min obs. Nest has fledged. Change to closed - IM

4/27/2011 7000913 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
138+00

10 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. phoward - 4/27/2011 2:10:32 PM - Female incubating nest.
fhoffman - 5/6/2011 2:29:54 PM - Female observed in brooding/incubating posture, high on nest. Loud construction 
activity nearby.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 10:39:13 AM. Adult off nest. Rainy day. Appears to be 2 young in nest.
tfitanides - 5/27/2011 1:23:11 PM
2 nestlings in nest; adults not observed.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 12:33:12 PM
Nestings have fledged; nest is empty; 1 fledgling observed perched on shrub 6 feet from nest.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 12:35:06 PM
Male observed feeding fledgling (same as mentioned previously).

4/27/2011 7000922 PHAI Closed CP50-1 AR 40 feet to house, over 
100 feet to AR.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/2/2011 27 Apr - PHAI pair nest building. Nest approximately 20% complete 1038. - RR
5 May - PHAI female incubating 1042. - RR
12 May PHAI pr agitated by obs. near nest, breeding activity continues 0855. - RR
19 May PHAI pr feeding at least 2 nestlings 1024. - RR
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:01:30 PM
25 May PHAI feeding 2 fuzzy black-faced nestlings 1449.
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:41:02 PM - Nest appears empty and has apparently fledged successfully. Change to Closed.
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4/28/2011 7000925 ROWR Closed EP254-3 43 feet from temporary 

construction pad.
100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/11/2011 sritt & sjohnston - 4/28/2011 8:33:27 AM

Bird seen repeatedly delivering food to nest. Cavity has classic "porch" of rocks. Pair of birds seen chasing off 
chipmunk.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011
No Rock Wrens observed; have nestlings fledged?  Heard singing some distance to north. Will check back soon.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011
Adult singing northeast of nest initially; no activity around nest entrance during 30 minutes of observations; young 
wrens have probably fledged; nest closed.

4/28/2011 7000930 WESJ Closed EP228 50 feet south of AR; 270 
feet to work area.

100 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 barnold & fhoffman - 4/28/2011 10:46:54 AM - 3 nestlings in nest; adults in area.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - 3 medium downy nestlings; 4 adults 200 feet away.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - 3 larger nestlings; 2 adults attentive nearby.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No nestlings, fledglings, or adults at or near nest. Nestlings have fledged - closed.

4/28/2011 7000934 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - 774819 10 feet to work area, 54 
feet to TL 6916 - 

774819.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 50 
feet.

Adults were observed feeding nestlings while nest surveyors were standing 
approximately 15 feet away.  Presence of nestlings suggests high site affinity 
and the adults are unlikely to abandon at this stage of reproduction.  Adult birds 
have tolerated human encroachment as close as 5 feet without flushing from the 
nest.  Scope of work required at the pole site will be limited to hand work only, 
reducing potential impacts to the nest.

1. FLEDGED. 5/21/2011 tcooper - 4/28/2011 - Female sitting on 4 eggs.
2 May - Female LEGO incubating 1739. - RR
tcooper - 5/5/2011 - Female on nest.
11 May - LEGO female brooding 3 downy nestlings 1208. - RR
16 May - LEGO nestlings fill nest - visible from road 1427. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 4:29:58 PM - Nest has fledged, 1 unhatched egg remains in nest.

4/29/2011 7000944 AMKE Closed TL 6924 - Z171696 353 feet to TL AR, 
across paved road.

500 feet 0 feet Buffer not applicable since nest is inside of a highly urbanized area of the TL. 1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 29 Apr - AMKE pair are provisioning this nest with food 1400-1430. Both adults spending time off the nest likely 
indicates well-developed young. - RR
10 May AMKE pr remain active at this nest 1530-1600 - RR
17 May AMKE leaves nest 0808. - RR
eelias - 6/4/2011 1:27:16 PM
Arrived at 13:03. There was no kestrel activity at this tower nor anywhere in the area. 20 minutes of effort.
rradd - 6/7/2011 2:50:50 PM
Nest previously monitored and closed. Fledged young fed away from nest.

4/30/2011 7000953 HOWR Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

5 feet  to AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 50 
feet.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. This plan to mitigate for potential construction impacts to 
the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce such impacts and 
improve the likelihood of nest success, provided that no stopping, standing, 
parking, or work occurs within new buffers.  In addition, this nest is a cavity high 
above ground which provides natural buffering for the adults and nestlings. The 
entrance to the cavity faces north-west, away from the work area, reducing 
potential for sound disturbance.

1. FLEDGED. 30 Apr - HOWR singing and entering this cavity over several visits. - RR
6 May - HOWR remains active here 1125. - RR
13 May HOWR pr obs.carrying food to nest 0812. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 3:57:44 PM
HOWR obs. bringing food items into cavity and begging calls heard.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 8:13:47 AM
HOWR begining to fledge, though still hanging around nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 5:52:10 PM
HOWR signing outside of cavity. no observations of HOWR entering cavity.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:01:24 AM
no activity obs. 
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:38:16 AM
Closed

4/30/2011 7000954 WEBL Closed Alpine Underground - 
97+00L, MH-6L

80 feet to work area. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 4/30/2011 - WEBL male feeding female, pair have been observed in area for 2 weeks. - RR
4/6/2011 - No WEBL detected during 30 minute observation. 1415 - RR
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 10:00:56 AM - Adult observed bringing food into nest, then left.
tfitanides - 5/27/2011 11:19:45 AM
Both male and female observed carrying food to nest and fecal sacs away.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 11:27:41 AM
Male and female observed feeding fledglings nearby in draw. Status changed to closed.
rradd - 6/11/2011 7:58:18 AM
Nezt appears to have reactivated with second clutch. Territorial male continually challenging mirrors in parking lot.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 12:46:48 PM
No bluebirds observed or heard in vicinity of nesting cavity or in parking lot during 2 nest check periods. 
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 10:20:39 AM
No bluebirds observed or heard in area during 2 extended observation periods.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 10:13:04 AM
No bluebirds in area. Potential renesting unlikely - closed.

4/30/2011 7000955 ANHU Closed CP83-1 57 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/4/2011 30 Apr - ANHU female building nest; approximately 50% complete. - RR
05 May - ANHU incubating 1705.- RR
14 May ANHU returns to nest 1602. Nestlings inferred by height of adult in nest. - RR
20 May ANHU female on nest 1404. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 3:09:03 PM
2 large young in nest with unfeathered heads.
rradd - 6/4/2011 1:35:38 PM
Young have fledged and nest is empty.

4/28/2011 7000956 HOWR Closed CP83-1 78 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/10/2011 28 Apr - HOWR exhibiting territorial behavior; singing entering and defending this cavity. - RR
05 May - HOWR singing near cavity 1505. - RR
14 May HOWR perched, singing at entrance 1623. - RR 
20 May HOWR enters nest 1428. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 3:00:10 PM
HOWR pr. carrying food to nest.
rradd - 6/4/2011 1:33:10 PM
HOWR pr bringing food to nest 1314.
rradd - 6/10/2011 9:32:06 AM
No HOWR detections at this nest during 30 min. obs. Nest has fledged. 
Change to Closed.
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4/30/2011 7000957 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/24/2011 barnold - 4/30/2011 4:15:54 PM

In water storage truck, elevated on rack. Nest about 11 feet off the ground in corner bracket. Adult finches attempted 
repeatedly to access nest, but were chased away by large black carpenter bee.
emorgan - 5/8/2011 11:03:48 AM - House finch pair observed around nest. No carpenter bees observed.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - No bird at large nest, but 3 pairs of finches are present.
pkonrad - 5/24/2011 1:24:30 PM
Nestlings appear to have fledged; no adults observed visiting nest, and rim of nest covered by mutes - closed.
PKonrad - 6/1/2011
Nest empty.
bfischer - 7/13/2011 12:55:36 PM
The nest was examined for the presence of nestlings using a mirror with light. Seeing no nestlings, the rest was 
removed and, again, no nestlings were found in nest. The nest was disposed of in a covered container to prevent 
reuse of material for a new nest. The water tank and vacinity was inspected for the presence any new nests; nothing 
was found.

5/2/2011 7000959 OTHE Closed EP244 Pullsite 400 feet to AR; 470 feet 
to pull site.

500 feet 350 feet It is the biologist's opinion that a nest buffer reduction from 500 feet to 350 feet, 
to permit drive-through use of the access road to sites EP244 and EP245 will not 
adversely impact the nest outcome, for the following reasons;
A) even at this nest building stage, the female remained at the nest until the 
biologist approached within 70 feet. B) vehicles driving slowly 350 to 400 feet 
away should not be a factor, because the hawks selected this site with normal 
traffic speeding by on Corrizo Gorge Road (which remains outside the buffer). C)  
No stopping, standing, parking, or construction is to be permitted within 
designated buffer.

1. FLEDGED. Observed a pair of Harris's Hawks flying southwest to northeast across Carrizo Gorge Road. Female had small stick 
in beak and flew directly to nest, where it perched and nesting material. After about 15 minutes, thel biologist 
appoached within 70 feet of nest, when the female flew north, followed by the male (that previously landed on ground 
near nest site). PKonrad - 5/2/2011
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Did not approach nest; no birds observed in area. 1 birder stopped and walked toward nest 
with binoculars; left after 20 minutes.
BLohstroh, TCooper, and PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - Working in area about an hour, Paul didn't see hawks, but ran into 
Brian and Travis, who were working on another project and reported that they observed 1 Harri's Hawk lying deep in 
the nest, apparently incubating, with the other bird perched nearby at 09:30; neither bird flushed. The hawks were still 
present when Travis and Brian returned 3 hours later. This nest has been built up over the past 10 days and the 
incubating bird lays very low, hidden in the nest.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 3:28:54 PM - Female incubating; flew to southeast and perched about 5 minutes, then flew 
north along dry streambed to exposed perch where male joined her, then copulated with her. After about 5 minutes, 
male flew east of Corrizo Gorge Road and female returned to the nest to resume incubating (and egg laying?).
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 10:10:51 AM
Male perched in creosote bush 80 feet east of nest; female presumed incubating, lying low in nest out of sight.
barnold - 6/3/2011 1:48:24 PM
Male perched on top of tall wooden post along wash, seen from Carrizo  Gorge Road.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 10:34:54 AM
Female incubating higher in nest; male perched nearby.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 10:39:44 AM
Female brooding (nestlings should be hatched/hatching); male not in area.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 10:33:38 AM
Female brooding/incubating; male not observed in area.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 10:27:17 AM
Female perched on side of nest feeding nestlings initially; later lying high in nest, brooding. Male perched low in 
nearby metal tower.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 10:23:36 AM
Female perched on side of nest. Male flew from ground south of EP243 with young cottontail prey; perched low on 
SWPL tower and fed.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 11:11:31 AM
 1 large downy nestling moving clumsily in nest (possibly another nestling lying low in nest?). Female perched on 
side of nest; male perched low in nearby SPFL metal tower.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 10:45:47 AM
Nestling lying low in nest; male perched on post northeast of nest and female perched on post southeast of nest.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 11:15:59 AM
Nestling lying low in nest; can see downy body. Adults perched on SWFL tower to northeast.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 11:02:04 AM
Nestling standing on nest, fully feathered and near fledging. Both adults perched on nearby metal tower to west.
pkonrad - 8/1/2011 10:04:46 AM
Nestling ready to fledge, standing high in nest. Both adults perched on nearby SWFL tower.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 10:11:17 AM
Nestling has fledged; left the nest during past 24 hours. Fledgling perched 50 feet west of nest in shade of 
neighboring acacia with female perched next to it. Male perched in tower to west. Obviously, the post-fledging period 
will require isolation while the family group remains in the area.
pkonrad - 8/9/2011 1:00:23 PM
Fledgling observed perched with female in acacia at turn in AR to EP245; flies and soars fairly well for short 
distances, but has obvious balance problems  when perched in wind (it is learning to balance in wind). Doesn't have 
any white feathers on breast - resembles adults - but underwing plumage has a sprinkling of white feathers, as seen 
when in flight. Fledgling returned to nest tree, indicating this site is still a focus point for family group.
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5/2/2011 7000961 RWBL Closed TL 6924 - 171690 75 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 

stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.
1. FLEDGED. 5/14/2011 2 May - At least 2 pairs RWBL have established breeding territories. VIRA and COYE likely breeding here also. - 

RR
10 May - Female RWBL carrying food to cattails 0933. - RR
17 May - Water flow into this catchment is raising water levels. Nest impact unknown. RWBL activity continues in 
rainy weather. - RR
Fledges observed, being fed by adults. Other nests likely present, several adults returning with food. blohstroh - 
5/26/2011 10:36:46 AM
blohstroh - 5/26/2011 10:37:33 AM
fledges observed, being fed by adults
rradd - 6/1/2011 5:17:28 PM
Breeding activities continue for atleast 2 prs. RWBL females carrying food in, and male guarding.  
rradd - 6/7/2011 2:45:34 PM
2 prs agitated RWBL circulating over obs. head indicate breeding activity continues. 
rradd - 6/13/2011 1:40:00 PM
RWBL obs. consist of adults with 2 age classes of fledged young but no food carrying. Nests presumed to have 
fledged.

5/3/2011 7000965 HUVI Closed Elliott Substation 5 feet to AR; 50 feet to 
substation.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 3 May - Both sexes actively constructing nest 0920. Appears 60% complete. - RR
11 May - HUVI on nest 0708. - RR
16 May - Nest incubation exchange 0746. - RR
23 May - HUVI on nest, wing stretch, tail-fan and settle 0804. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:49:10 AM - HUVI on nest 0655.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:33:56 AM - HUVI feeding nestlings 0705.
rradd - 6/14/2011 4:10:27 PM - No HUVI detected during 30 minute observation. Timelime suggests succesful 
fledge.

5/3/2011 7000967 LEGO Closed Elliott Substation 45 feet to substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/30/2011 3 May - LEGO pair nest-building 0944. - RR
11 May - LEGO still carrying nest material 1020. - RR
16 May - LEGO leaving nest 1033 - RR
23 May - Wind makes tracking birds in canopy difficult, but LEGO activity is regular at this general area and nest 
presumed active 1047. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 9:33:16 AM - LEGO adults feeding fledglings adjacent to nest 0900.

5/3/2011 7000968 ANHU Closed Helix Yard AR 30 feet to yard entry. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/15/2011 3 May - ANHU female incubating two eggs 1623. - RR
11 May - ANHU on nest 1723. - RR
18 May - Nest empty, small droppings in nest and at rim imply fledged nestlings. Closed.  - RR

5/3/2011 7000969 HOWR Closed Helix Yard AR 10 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 3 May - HOWR carrying nest material to cavity, singing on pole. - RR
11 May HOWR leaves nest 1752,whilemate sings nearby. - RR
18 May HOWR exits nest 1824, second wren enters 3 mins later. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 6:02:47 PM
HOWR exits cavity.
rradd - 6/3/2011 12:54:37 PM
HOWR detected nearby include recently fledged young following adults. No detections at nest site. Conclude 
successful fledge and Change to Closed.

5/3/2011 7000971 CALT Closed TL 6916 - 771471 30 feet from pole. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

1. FLEDGED. 5/3/2011 Pair of adults defending territory. Multiple fledglings, with partially grown feathers, flushed from area. Nest not 
searched for due to disturbance. - sritt - 5/3/2011 11:28:18 AM
11 May -  Initial observation appears to have been of recently fledged young, no suitable nesting habitat at the 
described location. Change to Closed. - RR

4/28/2011 7000976 HOWR Closed Elliott Substation 0 feet; within tower. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 Adult bringing food to nest. Nest buffer reduction likely for use cf access road but not for work on pole since  nest is 
located at base of 3 foot-long arm of pole. Did not have flagging or signs to flag buffer. dbusby - 4/28/2011 9:48:31 
AM
17 May HOWR brigs food item to nest 0950, departs 0952. Presume feeding nestlings. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 3:07:21 PM - HOWR carries long-legged insect to nest 13:44.
rradd - 5/31/2011 1:02:41 PM - HOWR to nest 1258, exits with fecal sac 1259.
rradd - 6/6/2011 2:34:56 PM - No detections at nest. HOWR adult feeding young with remnant down feathers on 
head 13:43 indicate this nest has fledged. 
Change to Closed.

5/4/2011 7000977 WEKI Closed Hartung Yard 46 feet to AR. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits and drive through 

access only on AR.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

Vehicular passage along the AR is allowed through blanket exemption and is not 
anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, standing or work 
occurs along the AR within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 04 May - WEKI incubating and mate nest guarding 0645. - RR
12 May - WEKI incubating and mate nest guarding 1755. - RR
20 May  WEKI incubating and mate nest guarding 1758. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 4:22:24 PM - WEKI incubating 0828.
rradd - 6/3/2011 2:58:14 PM - WEKI on nest.
rradd - 6/9/2011 1:51:05 PM - No WEKI detections at this nest during 30 minute observation. Nest appears empty; 
observation timeline indicates likely fledged. Change to Closed.
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5/4/2011 7000980 HOWR Closed CP70-3 AR 10 feet to AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 

stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.
1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 4 May - HOWR singing incessantly at, and defending this cavity 1645. - RR

14 May - HOWR carrying nest naterial to cavity 1040. - RR
20 May - HOWR pair carrying food to cavity 0818. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 9:26:19 AM
HOWR pr busy gathering food for this nest 0908.
rradd - 6/4/2011 8:27:58 AM
HOWR still defending site against others nearby and staying clise to cavity 0735.
rradd - 6/9/2011 4:33:34 PM
HOWR territorial at site but not obs. entering cavity. This male mayakso be maintaining nest to the W.
rradd - 6/17/2011 1:12:23 PM
No HOWR detections at this cavity during 30 min. mid-day obs. Will monitor once more to verify breeding has 
concluded at this nest.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:30:29 PM
HOWR present near cavity, but no food carry or interaction with nest.
Change to Closed.

5/5/2011 7000983 CAGN Closed TL 6924 - 171693 75 feet to proposed yard 
boundary.

300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 Male and female returning to this location repeatedly, bringing food. blohstroh - 5/5/2011
Nest found with three nestlings about 10 days old - kalberts - 5/13/2011 2:41:39 PM.
No nestlings present, family group nearby, adults feeding at least two fledglings. nest successfully fledged, nest 
inactive. blohstroh - 5/19/2011 8:12:10 AM

5/5/2011 7000989 RTHA Closed Alpine Underground 120 feet to Alpine Blvd. 500 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/2/2011 shampton - 5/5/2011 11:30:55 AM - Adult visited nest. Large nestling still with some down observed upright in nest.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 12:07:51 PM - Adult on another euc being mobbed and calling. Flew to euc with nest and was 
mobbed by a different pair.   
shampton - 5/26/2011 11:59:51 AM - Juvenile(s?) observed in eucalyptus trees around nest and on nest, laying down 
and sitting upright.
shampton - 6/2/2011 11:41:46 AM - At least one juvenile calling and flying around eucalyptus grove. Not observed 
landing on nest.
shampton - 6/9/2011 11:19:47 AM - Two juveniles flying around eucalyptus grove area, not observed landing on 
nest. No adults observed. Changed to Inactive.

5/5/2011 7000994 BUOR Closed CP50-1 AR 16 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 5 May - BUOR female to nest, chasing away other species at 0750. - RR
12 May BUOR pr continue breeding activities at this nest 0740. - RR
19 May BUOR pr attending this nest at 15-20 min. intervals 0816. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 12:28:34 PM
BUOR female feeding young 1210
rradd - 6/2/2011 2:57:16 PM
BUOR at nest 14;07
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:10:33 PM
No BUOR detections during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:38:44 PM
No detections @ nest which is deteriorating. Presume fledged and Change to Closed.

5/5/2011 7000996 BCHU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

25 feet to driveway, 52 
feet to Wildcat Cyn Rd.

100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

NBR Submit Date: 05/05/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/06/2011

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near Hwy 67, a very busy and noisy highway, 
illustrating normalized behaviors to this steady disturbance. The adult birds have 
tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other human acvities onsite have not 
deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated with work will be monitored, as 
will nest sites for anty potential impacts.   

1. FLEDGED. 5 May - BCHU incubating 2 eggs 1200.- RR.
eelias - 5/12/2011 7:39:29 AM - 2 eggs no female seen
eelias - 5/12/2011 10:10:29 AM Female flushed when biologist approached to within 60 feet. but was back on the 
nest within 2 minutes of me sitting still at 60 feet.
eelias - 5/13/2011 8:57:18 AM - Female seen incubating nest. She still flushes off the nest from about 60 feet away 
but will return shortly if you sit tight and view nest with binoculars or ideally a scope from a distance..
19 May BCHU brooding 1 egg, 1 nestling1241. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:51:47 PM
BCHU brooding 2 naked nestlings. 
rradd - 6/3/2011 7:13:49 AM
2 large feathered BCHU nestlings stretching nest.
rradd - 6/8/2011 1:33:07 PM
Nest is empty with a few droppings in the cup. Obs. suggest nest successfully fledged.
Change to Closed.

4/28/2011 7000997 HOWR Closed CP83-1 40 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage OK.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.  Vehicular 
passage is already allowed through this road bypassing previously found nests.

1. FLEDGED. 6/2/2011 28 Apr - HOWR singing and entering cavity - RR 
06 May - HOWR active at this cavity 0838 - RR
14 May - HOWR exits cavity 1612. - RR
20 May - HOWR enters nest 1442. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 3:29:01 PM - HOWR pr bringing insects to nest.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:09:21 PM - HOWR active but did not enter cavity 1445-1515. Will monitor once more before 
closing.
rradd - 6/10/2011 10:11:35 AM - No HOWR detections during 30 minute observation. Nest has fledged. Change to 
Closed.

5/6/2011 7001000 SOSP Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge 

8 feet 100 feet The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and construction related activity are appropriate when 
considered along with the plan, providing type and duration of access is strictly 
regulated. 

1. FLEDGED. 5/17/2011 6 May - SOSP bringing food to nest 1139 - RR.
13 May Feeding activity 
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 4:05:09 PM
SOSP observed near nest location.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:30:04 PM
No activity at location.
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5/6/2011 7001001 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
44 feet to work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and construction related activity are appropriate when 
considered along with the plan, providing type and duration of access is strictly 
regulated. 

1. FLEDGED. 6/23/2011 5/6 - BUSH pair completing nest 1208. - RR 
5/13 - BUSH continue active at this nest 1012. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 12:50:09 PM
Observed BUSH carrying nesting material to the nest.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 8:16:17 AM - BUSH observed entering nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 12:58:38 PM - Observed carrying food items into nest.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:51:53 AM - BUSH observed entering and exiting nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 12:15:41 PM
Bushtits in the area, but no observations of them entering  the nest. Nest looks intact.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 11:53:23 AM
Observed Bushtit entering nest.
vnovik Bustit leaving nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:24:08 AM
Observed entering and leaving the nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:46:32 PM
Birds observed entering and leaving nest, likely feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:29:26 PM
Birds likely feeding nestlings; observed entering nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:02:56 PM
Feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:51:40 PM
Observed bird exiting nest.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:19:53 PM
No change.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:00:19 PM
No activity observed at nest.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:48:28 AM
No activity.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:14:36 PM
Closed, may have fledged.

5/5/2011 7001005 BRBL Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 30 feet From AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

1. FLEDGED. 6/10/2011 pkonrad - 5/27/2011 4:56:21 PM
Male and female blackbirds active at nest; female observed carrying fecal sac from nest.
tfitanides - 6/6/2011 3:15:59 PM
BRBL not observed entering tree from west. . Foliage below presumed nest (there are many in tree) freshly 
whitewashed. Will need another visit to confirm inactivity of ths specific nest.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 1:38:53 PM
Nest checked 6-1 when adults were observed feeding at least 1 fledgling near nest. 
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 1:42:54 PM
No fledglings observed; appears they have dispersed, so this nest is closed. 
However, pair in early stage of nest building (renesting?). A new nest report is prepared.

5/7/2011 7001010 CALT Closed TL 639 - Z171670 65 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 RAbe - 5/7/2011 9:58:56 AM - Adult observed feeding 3 nestlings. 100 foot buffer flagged w/yellow tape.
tfitanides - 5/19/2011 2:12:01 PM - Nest assumed to have fledged. CATO fledglings begging and being fed by adults 
in area.

5/5/2011 7001015 HOFI Closed Rough Acres Yard 30 feet from fill station. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/29/2011 sritt - 5/5/2011.
Female incubating.
RAbe - 5/23/2011 2:19:51 PM
Female observed feeding 3-4 nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011
Appears finches have fledged; no finch activity; no nestlings observed; fecal sacs partly line nest rim - closed.

5/6/2011 7001017 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

11 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

1. FLEDGED. 6/12/2011 Nest is 40% complete. pair was observed building nest. Will not affect construction; 1 sign was put up near location.- 
ahill - 5/7/2011 10:53:59 AM.
tfitanides - 5/23/2011 4:41:31 PM
2 separate nests in wheel and brake line drum. No HOFI activity observed at nests for 35 minutes. Male singing in 
tree 60 feet to southeast.
ahill - 5/28/2011 9:11:23 PM
Female on nest incubating.
ahill - 5/31/2011 8:01:04 PM
Female was not seen on nest on separate occasions today; male was singing 15 feet to northeast.
tcooper - 6/3/2011 - At least 1 nestling in nest, about 8 days old.
ahill - 6/7/2011 6:26:46 AM
Pair observed in immediate area.
ahill - 6/7/2011 6:11:36 PM
2 nestlings in nest, should fledge in next few days.
ahill - 6/13/2011 10:25:16 AM
Nest is empty, nestlings have fledged - closed.
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5/9/2011 7001019 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
34 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/19/2011  dbusby - 5/9/2011 12:15:16 PM
Observed female going to and from nest.
13 May BCHU female on nest 0734. - RR
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:35:51 PM
observed female on nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:00:25 PM
observed incubating on nest.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:48:45 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:43:03 AM
incubating,
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:04:15 AM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 3:22:31 PM
Nestlings observed in nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:49:35 AM
Observed female feeding nestling.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:26:43 AM
Feeding young in nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:05:00 PM
Feeding  young in nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:08:29 PM
Feeding young in nest.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:53:31 PM
Caring for young in nest.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:20:50 PM
nestling feathered and close.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:07:48 PM
Nestling looks near fledging.

5/9/2011 7001020 SPTO Closed CP25-2 225 feet from CP 25-2; 
7 feet from access road.

100 feet Vehicular passage has been ongoing since foundation work began here, is not 
anticipated to impact this nest, as this nest was initiated during current 
construction conditions.

1. FLEDGED. 5/20/2011 mdicus - 5/9/2011 1:43:54 PM - Adult incubating 3 eggs. Adult did not flush until approached from southwest side 
from a distance of approximately 3 feet. Through traffic on access road does not appear to disturb nesting.  Access 
road buffer staked with standard ESA signs reading "through traffic only, no stopping."
blohstroh - 5/13/2011 8:43:06 AM - Checked nest; 3 eggs still present; female flushed and observed nearby.  
jdicus - 5/16/2011 8:26:28 PM - Observed while construction monitoring. Nestlings in nest - can be seen without 
lifting branches around mid-day when sun is high in the sky shining down through foliage into nest when viewed from 
south.
21 May - Nest is clean, intact and empty. Presume successfully fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

5/10/2011 7001023 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 Adults repeatedly visiting this nest during 30 minute observation period. barnold - 5/10/2011
barnold - 5/11/2011 3:01 PM - Female observed emerging from nest.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:05: AM - Female observed flying to nest after 15 minutes of watching.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:25 AM - No activity during brief observation period.
barnold - 6/1/2011 4:50:08 PM - No activity observed at this nest since 19 May. Nest appears to have fledged and is 
now considered inactive, but may be used again.

5/10/2011 7001024 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 20 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

1. FLEDGED. 5/13/2011 barnold - 5/10/2011 12:17 PM  Nest with three large nestlings in east-facing edge of stacked (four by four) crates of 
ceramic insulators bound by wire straps.  A second, newer empty nest is located just south of and adjacent to the 
nest with nestlings.  Female at nest regularly.
barnold - 5/11/2011 2:59 PM  Three nestlings still in nest.
barnold - 5/19/2011 8:42 AM  Nestlings successfully fledged 13 May. Nest empty.  Change status to Closed.

5/11/2011 7001427 CALT Closed CP18 4 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
- Work at the site will occur 70 feet or more from the nest.
- A monitor will be present to prevent encroachment on the nest.
- Prescense of nestlings indicates high site affinity by the adults
- California Towhees frequently nest in urban and developed areas.

1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 kkilpatrick - 5/11/2011 10:18:33 AM - 3 young nestlings with new, sparse white down observed in nest. Adult 
California towhee in area behaved alarmed when biologists approached nest at approximately 50 feet.
5/18/2011 - CALT brooding 3 nestlings 1233. - RR
RAbe - 5/24/2011 8:16:31 AM
Nestlings fledged and status is changed to closed.

5/10/2011 7001428 BUSH Closed EP89-1 45 feet from work limits. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/22/2011 Adults bringing food to nest. dbusby - 5/10/2011 7:54:47 AM
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Nest small but well-built; no birds observed.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 10:36:59 AM
 No activity at this nest during 35 minutes of observation.
barnold - 6/2/2011 9:53:30 AM
Nest in god shape, Bushtits in scrub oak tree. No sign of bringing food, etc. Nest may have fledged.
pkonrad - 6/8/2011 1:26:03 PM
Adult(s) visited nest periodically, sometimes with minute food.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 10:30:12 AM
 2 adults observed bringing food to nest.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 3:37:23 PM
No Bushtits observed or heard in area during extended period; nestlings may have fledged; will check status once 
more.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 11:36:29 PM
No Bushtits were observed or heard in the area; nestlings appear to fledged and dispersed from the area - closed.
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5/10/2011 7001429 OATI Closed EP91 10 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this cavity nest with nestlings, 

provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the 
buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/28/2011 pkonrad - 5/27/2011 11:28:00 AM
Adult(s) bringing food to nest regularly.
barnold - 5/31/2011 12:50:07 PM
No activity noted during 15-minute observation period.
barnold - 6/2/2011 9:03:55 AM
No activity noted during observation period approaching two hours. Nest appears to have fledged, as Oak Titmouse 
leaves nest at 17 days, and adults were first observed bringing food 10 May and last observed bringing food 27 May 
(there has typically been lots of activity during monitoring visits), then no activity recorded during brief (15 minute) 
and extensive (nearly 2 hours) observation periods on 31 May and 2 June, respectively.

5/11/2011 7001432 WREN Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet; within yard limits. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

NBR granted through blanket exemption.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 Male territorial and female sitting on nest. A nest buffer reduction to accomodate thru-traffic would likely not disturb 
nest. dbusby - 5/11/2011 8:39:28 AM
18 May - WREN brooding 4 eggs, 1 hatched nestling 1024. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 2:12:12 PM - 3 naked young in nest.
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:42:47 PM - Nest is clean, intact and empty, presumed fledged. Change to Closed.

5/10/2011 7001437 WEME Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet; within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/13/2011 10 May - Extremely agitated pair bringing food to nest 1235.- RR
17 May - No WEME detected in this area. Based on behavioural cues from previous observation, consider more 
likely fledged than depredated. Change to Closed.- RR

5/11/2011 7001440 BLPH Closed TL 6916 - 973035 40 feet to AR; 80 feet to 
staked work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/22/2011 11 May - BLPH pair carrying food to nest 1616. - RR
17 May - BLPH pair continue to provision this nest at 2-5 minute intervals 1055. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 8:59:36 AM - No detections during 30 minute observation. Prior observation (feeding interval) 
suggests successful fledging.

5/11/2011 7001444 CALT Closed CP19-1 0 feet; within yard limits. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

The vegetation in this area should remain intact as long as this nest or others 
are within this patch. Vehicular access is not anticipated to impact this nest, 
provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the 
buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 tfitanides - 5/11/2011 9:32:44 AM - Three eggs on nest.
18 May CALT incubating 3 eggs 1048. - RR
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:19:48 PM - Nest is  empty. Birds assumed fledged. Buffer taken down.
rradd - 5/24/2011 2:20:54 PM
Food carrying CALT and agitation at 25' 
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:50:52 PM
CALT adults carrying food to 3 well-feathered nestlings with primary quills just opening.
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:39:41 PM
Nest is  empty. Birds assumed fledged. Buffer taken down.

5/12/2011 7001449 CALT Closed CP22-1 90 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 80 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
•The nest is located downslope from the construction work area which provides 
a natural sound and visual barrier for the nest.
•The nest is well hidden with the entrance facing east, away from proposed 
construction activities which further shields the neslings and adults.
•Nest progression is advanced (multiple nestlings) indicating high nest affinity 
which decreases the chance of the nest being abandoned by the adults.
•The adult bird was relatively tolerant of human and truck presence, flushing 
only after the biologist approached within 15 feet.
•It is recommended that once work commences, vehicles park at the south of the 
work area to provide an additional buffer

1. FLEDGED. 5/20/2011 tfitanides - 5/12/2011 7:47:49 AM - 2-3 naked nestlings. Parent flushed at 15 feet.
18 May 3 feathered nestlings 1308.- RR
barnold - 5/20/2011 3:51 PM Nest empty, no sign of adults.  No sign of depredation.  Change status to Closed.

5/12/2011 7001450 AMKE Closed CP23 0 feet; within work limits; 
70 feet from TC.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 12 May Observed male bring in mouse to nest, heard nestlings loudly begging.  Nest is in actual arm, kestrels enter 
through gap between actual pole and arm.
18 May AMKE female enters nest with mouse 1326.- RR
eelias - 6/2/2011 4:07:55 PM
Elias monitored this nest on 5/31/2011. Biologist noted an adult female on tower. She was calling. She flew off and 
almost immediately after she departed a female plumage fledgling flew out of the nest cavity. This young bird gave 
begging vocs and was less than proficient in flight. After 5 minutes on the outside she returned to the cavity.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:06:17 AM
Two fledged immature AMKE perched clise to nest, being attended by adult.
Change to Closed.

5/12/2011 7001453 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet, nest is inside 
work limits.

100 feet The nest is on the bridge itself, and effectively means work cannot occur, even 
with approved construction plan with noise barriers. 

1. FLEDGED. 5/21/2011 emorgan - 5/12/2011 3:16:59 PM - Nest contains 2 hummingbird nestlings about a week old.  Adult came to the nest 
to feed the chicks.
5/13/2011 - Nesting activity continues 1150. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 1:12:51 PM
Observed two nestlings being feed while foot traffic was overhead. Birds appear unaffected by construction activity.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:34:00 PM
two nestlings in nest. female feeding young.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:01:01 PM
Nestlings have fledged and left the nest. Nest removed.
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5/12/2011 7001455 HOOR Closed Alpine Underground - 

97+00L, MH-6L
40 feet south of AR. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. RAbe - 5/12/2011 2:29:06 PM - Male and female HOORs going inside palm tree. Homeowner has observed signs of 
territoriality (they dive-bomb her). Bio-monitor called in nest.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 10:26:55 AM. Adult female observed exiting nest and vocalizing (agitated). Other vocalizations 
heard inside palm, although no other birds observed. 
tfitanides - 5/27/2011 11:06:24 AM
Male observed calling from palm perch. Female later observed calling from perch (both HOORs with a "veek" call). 
"chetetet" call heard from within tree foliage.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 10:58:56 AM
Male calling in vicinity but did not visit nest. Female/immature HOOR observed calling from palm perch (veek) and 
preening. Flew off across road to northeast.
rradd - 6/11/2011 9:42:38 AM
Female HOOR actively nest building - apparently installing interior lining - in company of immature  from previous 
brood.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 12:51:44 PM
No orioles observed or heard today during 2 nest observation periods, although female was active nest building 6-9 
and 6-11. Female may be incubating intently now.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 9:41:39 AM
Female active in area and making repeated visits to nest location.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 9:52:32 AM
Female observed periodically perching on southeast side of palm tree. 
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 10:03:53 AM
Female making food gathering forays from palm tree and returning to nest location under hanging green frond on 
north side.
pkonrad - 7/8/2011 4:29:24 PM
Male observed catching an insect and bringing it back to nest to feed at least 2 large feathered nestlings.
pkonrad - 7/15/2011 2:03:00 PM
Male making forays to and from nest, feeding at least 2 large nestlings in nest; nestlings should fledge soon.
pkonrad - 7/18/2011 1:22:22 PM
No orioles observed during extended period; nestlings have apparently fledged and dispersed - closed.
sritt - 7/23/2011 4:52:51 PM
Fledgling seen visiting palm only once during 45 minute observation period (after a RTHA passed through), but did 
not enter nest.  Adult male frequently seen nearby, but never in palm.

5/12/2011 7001456 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - 774824 40 feet to AR; 510 feet 
to nearest pole.

300 feet NBR Submit Date: 05/17/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/17/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/26/2011 tcooper - 5/12/2011 - Female on nest, 2 eggs and 2 newly hatched nestlings.
tcooper - 5/19/2011 - Adults feeding 2 nestlings, 2 unhatched eggs.
tcooper - 5/26/2011 - 2 unhatched eggs in nest, adults feeding 2 fledglings nearby, nest closed; buffer removed.

5/12/2011 7001459 MODO Closed CP51-2 AR 85 feet to AR, but on 
house.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 12 May - MODO incubating and mate adjacent 0844. - RR
19 May - MODO incubating 0927.- RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 12:56:57 PM - MODO on nest 1251.
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:05:27 PM - MODO on nest 1444.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:27:52 AM - Well-protected nest is clean and empty. Presumed fledged. Change to Inactive.
rradd - 7/7/2011 9:06:13 AM
No re-nesting; change to Closed.

5/12/2011 7001460 ANHU Closed CP51-2 AR 35 feet to AR, but within 
house area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/18/2011 12 May - ANHU female incubating 1 egg 1037. - RR
19 May ANHU female incubating 2 eggs 0911. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 12:55:53 PM
ANHU incubating 2 eggs 1250
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:04:47 PM
Two naked hatched young in nest 1445.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:23:56 AM
One large quilled young visible in nest.
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:07:54 AM
One large juvenile in complete plumage on nest.
rradd - 6/23/2011 10:43:29 AM
Nest has fledged successfully.
Change to Closed

5/12/2011 7001462 ATFL Closed CP51-2 AR 90 feet to AR, but within 
house area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/7/2011 12 May - ATFL pair entering pipe 1103. - RR
19 May ATFL pr interaction, female returns to chimney pipe (which has transformed her into "Sooty Flycatcher") 
0949. - RR
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:56:30 PM
ATFL pr. observed away from nest, status unclear during 30 min. obs. Will monitor again.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:38:33 AM
Nest is built. Pair come to nest 0937, male guards, female to nest for only a minute. Egg laying?
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:10:48 AM
Female ATFL brings food to nest 1106.
rradd - 6/23/2011 10:45:50 AM
Female enters nest with small insect 10:38 and stays, male nest guarding @ 100'.
rradd - 6/30/2011 10:42:32 AM
ATFL pair carrying food to nest at 10 min intervals. Alarmed at 100'.
rradd - 7/7/2011 10:06:21 AM
Change to Closed. Nest is empty and nestlings successfully fledged. ATFL carrying food to at least 3 fledglings away 
from nest.
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5/13/2011 7001468 CATH Closed JVR 12kV - Pole 47 120 feet from wood 

pole; no staked work 
area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 kkilpatrick - 5/13/2011 10:15:45 AM - 1 fledgling observed with an adult about 100 feet from nest; 2 birds were 
flushed from the nest while giving alarm calls; 1 bird was flushed at 15 feet, the other at 3 feet. Later, 2 thrashers 
were seen foraging and singing near nest, and exhibiting aggressive behavior toward NOMOs.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - 1 adult and 1 fledgling active along dry wash throughout buffer area and west to large brush 
pile; fledgling has a noticeably shorter bill than the adult. Fledgling(s) are capable of flying and can move throughout 
area - closed.

5/13/2011 7001470 CALT Closed CP25-2 15 feet to AR; 160 feet 
to pad.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 blohstroh - 5/13/2011 4:19:51 PM - 3 nestlings, week old+, female feeding and removing fecal sacks. Moved existing 
access road signage to reflect new buffer.
21 May Nest is empty, presumed fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

5/16/2011 7001475 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Staging Area N of I-8

60 feet from staging 
area.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 45 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
•This pair of bushtits clearly has a high tolerance for noise, and constant human 
activities nearby as demonstrated by the distance from the nest site to a major 
interstate highway.
•The nest is located immediately adjacent to the west bound on-ramp to 
Interstate 8 where high speed traffic frequently passes closer to the nest than 
any proposed Project work activities.
•Work proposed would be limited to staging of equipment for the Project. No 
heavy construction would occur in the area. 
•Similar instances of bushtits successfully nesting in close proximity to Project 
work activities demonstrates species acclimation to work activities within 45 feet 
of nest locations without perceived negative impacts.

1. FLEDGED. 6/23/2011 vnovik - 5/16/2011 10:30:52 AM - Observed bushtit flush from nest.
PKonrad - 6/9/2011 - Bushtit entered and left nest, probably bringing food, definitely leaving with a fecal sac.
emorgan - 5/27/2011 11:50:36 AM
Nest looks complete but male observed bringing nesting material to nest while female foraged nearby.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 1:37:51 PM
Two adults observed in nest area with prey items. Adults acting nervous with presence of juvenile western scrub-jay. 
Biologists refrained from approaching nest.
pkonrad - 6/9/2011 4:18:15 PM
Adult entered and left nest, probably brought food, definitely left with fecal sac.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 11:05:25 AM
Adults bringing food to nest and quickly leaving.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 12:20:03 PM
No Bushtit activity in area; nestlings appear to have fledged and dispersed - closed.

5/16/2011 7001481 BCHU Closed Elliott Substation 45 feet from substation. 
60 feet from AR.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/12/2011 16 May - BCHU female finishing nest construction 0700. Long intervals off nest, so no eggs yet. - RR
23 May - BCHU female on nest 0722. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:51:03 AM - Female BCHU on nest 0712
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:35:22 AM - BCHU returns to nest after 10 minute absence and settles 0715.
rradd - 6/14/2011 3:37:28 PM - Nest appears intact empty and unattended, presumed fledged.  Change to closed.

5/16/2011 7001482 CALT Closed TL 6916 - 774820 10 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/21/2011 16 May - CALT carrying food to at least 2 altricial nestlings 1557. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 4:51:20 PM - Nest is empty with single dropping on floor. CALT capable of leaving nest @ 8 days, 
so potentially successful fledge.

5/16/2011 7001483 ANHU Closed Elliott Substation 85 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 16 May - ANHU female on nest, only brief intervals away but no feeding. Presume incubation. - RR
23 May - ANHU young visible in nest 0720. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:50:13 AM - Large feathered young in nest 0711.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:39:51 AM - Nest is empty and presumed to have fledged. 
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:40:29 AM - Change to Closed.

5/16/2011 7001484 YBCH Closed Elliott Substation 30 feet from substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 16 May - YBCH on territory - Nest just begun. Re-monitor to verify completion 1049. - RR
23 May - Windy morning makes difficulty following YBCH into this thicket 0949. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 11:54:09 AM - YBCH remains active and territorial here. Vegetation density prevents verifying nest 
status, but breeding presumed to be in progress 1018.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:38:13 AM - Nest vertex moved to correct location. YBCH pair carrying food to nest 0758, 0812.
rradd - 6/6/2011 12:37:37 PM - 4 nestlings unfeathered but with quills ready to open.
rradd - 6/14/2011 4:19:46 PM - Nest intact and empty. Presumed successfully fledged. Change to Closed.

5/17/2011 7001485 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

8 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/19/2011 sjohnston - 5/17/2011 1:26:55 PM Female incubating 2 eggs.
sjohnston - 5/18/2011 8:37:21 AM Female incubating two eggs. Observed leaving nest multiple times apparent 
cause from construction activity within 10 feet of the nest. Foreman moved work further away from nest ca. 30', 
which resulted in fewer flushings for shorter durations.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:37:59 PM Female on nest, flushed while visual barrier was installed. Returned to nest. 
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:05:34 PM Observed on nest, flushed briefly while inspector was onsite, and walked under 
canopy.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:58:21 AM - Incubating.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:45:17 AM - Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:13:00 AM - Two nestlings in nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:50:44 AM - Female observed feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:27:15 AM - Feeding young in nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:49:26 PM - Feeding caring for young.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:07:14 PM - Caring for young in nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:27:21 PM - Young in nest; Feeding young.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:55:03 PM - Feeding young.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:29:26 PM - Feathered nestlings close to fledge
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:08:28 PM - Active nestlings in nest. Look ready to fledge.
sjohnston - 6/20/2011 7:26:40 AM - Fledged.
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5/14/2011 7001488 BUSH Closed CP29-1 7 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 Nest appears completed. Pair of BUSH in area. Adult observed flushing from nest site. -tfitanides - 5/14/2011 
12:58:20 PM
21 May - BUSH associated with nest repeatedly during 40 minutes of observation but did not enter 1210. - RR
tcooper - 5/31/2011  - Adult entered nest
28 Jun Closed. Buffers and stakes removed.
rradd - 5/24/2011 4:46:32 PM
Nest appears predated with extra large opening, but BUSH continues to visit. Under reconstruction?
rradd - 5/24/2011 5:00:41 PM
Pair remain closely associated with this site, but no item carry.
rradd - 6/2/2011 11:20:15 AM
BUSH exits nest 1006, mate loafs nearby. No food carry during 30 minute observations.
emorgan - 6/9/2011 11:46:40 AM
Adult carried food to nest.
rradd - 6/15/2011 1:08:51 PM
BUSH pair carrying insects to nest 1252.
rradd - 6/22/2011 4:23:31 PM
No BUSH detected at or near this nest during 40 minutes of observation 1540-1620.
rradd - 6/28/2011 4:16:43 PM
No BUSH detected. Nestlings have fledged and nest is empty.

5/12/2011 7001489 SOSP Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

50 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 eelias - 5/12/2011 12:18:37 PM  Nest was found when female flew in and landed on nest. She was incubating. I 
never saw food carries so therefore I assume it was on eggs and not chicks. Watched for 15 minutes.
eelias - 5/13/2011 9:05:44 AM Nest was visited. Biologist walked slowly and carefully up to nest site. Female was not 
on nest. Biologist peered into nest. She has layed 3 eggs.
19 May SOSP incubating 1355. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:18:06 PM - 2 SOSP nestlings aged approximately 2 days, being fed by adults 1508.
rradd - 6/3/2011 9:07:19 AM - Nest has fallen sideways but cup appears intact and fledglings foraging within feet. 
Presumed successful fledge. Change to Closed.

5/17/2011 7001491 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

2 feet from staked work 
limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/17/2011 sjohnston - 5/17/2011 2:34:38 PM
Active nest building 10% complete. Birds began building nest during construction activities.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:46:33 PM
Active nest building.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:16:46 PM
Observed on nest; possibly incubating.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:00:19 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:50:35 AM
Female incubating.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:00:14 AM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 6:29:44 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:32:50 AM
On nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:09:50 PM
Incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:35:35 PM
Feeding and probably brooding .
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:59:58 PM
Brooding/ feeding.
vnovik - 6/14/2011 5:54:39 PM
Appears to be feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:11:34 PM
No nestlings in nest on 6/16/11. Likey fledged, nest appears to be falling apart now.

5/16/2011 7001493 CAGN Closed CP21 240 feet to work limits. 300 feet Buffer reduced to 240 
feet with drive through 

access only.

Candidate for NBR to 240 feet since nest is down steep slope and blocked by 
dense vegetation that will create a noise and visual barrier from work activitie 
and thru-traffic along access road. Placed ESA signs along east side of access 
road, approx 240 ft from nest. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this 
nest provided that no work occurs within the 240 foot buffer for this nest.

Per USFWS comments and in compliance with the BO, anytime construction 
activities occur (including drive through access) within 300 feet of a coastal 
California gnatcatcher a biologist must be present.  So this may take extra 
planning and grouping of vehicles driving through this portion of the access 
road.

1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 5/16/11 - 3 eggs; observed nest exchange. Candidate for NBR since nest is down steep slope and blocked by dense 
vegetation that will create a noise and visual barrier from temporary thru-traffic along access road. Placed ESA signs 
along east side of access road, approx 240 feet from nest. 
dbusby - 5/17/2011 7:12:33 AM
dbusby - 5/23/2011 3:48:18 PM - Female incubating on nest with male foraging nearby.
5/31/11 - dbusby - Adult pair feeding 3  7-day-old nestlings.
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:24:53 PM - Adult pair feeding 3 nestlings. Should be fledging by tomorrow.
dbusby - 6/13/2011 10:39:20 AM - At least 2 nestlings confirmed successfully fledged. Adults tending to 2 fledglings 
about 300 feet. northeast of nest site. Take down ESA signs and buffer.
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5/19/2011 7001498 SAPH Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 

feet.
It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
- Nest is located on a support bracket of a radiatior. This location is well 
concealed and provides a buffer by design from work activities within the sub.
- Nets is located on the far side of the transformer from work activities providing 
a partial visual buffer.
- Nesting pair chose the site location during ongoing work activities.
- Nest is located adjacent to a Say's Phoebe nest that recently fledged young 
under similar reduced buffer conditions.
- House Finches are well aclimated to human activity.

1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 barnold - 5/19/2011 9:51 AM Nest with one egg.
barnold - 5/26/2011 10:12 AM Nest with four eggs.  Adult Western Kingbird went to nest after examination. 
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:33 PM Say's Phoebe flushed from nest, with four eggs.
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:35:27 PM
Say's Phoebe flushed from nest, with four white eggs.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:43:41 AM
Nest with four nestlings.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:20:24 PM
Nest with four nestlings.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:39:38 PM
Nest with four very large nestlings. These appear to be ready to fledge.
barnold - 6/27/2011 12:49:10 PM
At 11:00am, observed two nestlings fledge from a distance of about 70 feet. Adult stayed with two nestlings, 
ultimately feeding them as they sat on the southern perimeter fence. 
barnold - 6/27/2011 5:00:35 PM
Adult also returned to nest, assume there are two nestlings remaining in nest.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:56:14 PM
Nest has successfully fledged.

5/19/2011 7001499 HOWR Closed TL 639 - 171628 35 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 mdicus - 5/19/2011 - Adult HOWR observed repeatedly carrying food into opening in top of pole.
rradd - 5/31/2011 2:53:05 PM - HOWR carries food to nest in pipe 1452.
rradd - 5/31/2011 3:00:31 PM - At least 4 young in nest approximately 1 week old.
rradd - 6/6/2011 4:29:00 PM - At least three feathered young in nest 1608.
rradd - 6/15/2011 11:27:15 AM - No HOWR detections at or near this empty nest. Presume successfuly fledged and 
change to Closed.

5/19/2011 7001500 BHGR Closed TL 639 - 171760 90 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/9/2011 tfitanides 5/19/2011 2:00:08 PM Nest exchange observed; parents both incubating.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 12:28:54 PM
Male observed feeding at least one downy nestling in nest.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 12:03:34 PM
Nest empty, presumed to have fledged. No sign of predation; only a few scattered feces in center of nest. Closed.

5/19/2011 7001501 SOSP Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

60 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 5/19/2011 sjohnston
Observed SOSP bringing a large amount of nesting material into nest location. Exact nest location was not searched 
for. Possible second brooding for perviously recorded SOSP.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:08:45 PM - SOSP observed entering nest area.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:03:09 AM
SOSP obs. entering nest location.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:54:08 AM
SOSP near nest, not observed entering nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:55:30 AM - SOSP near nest, not observed entering nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 4:11:12 PM - Song Sparrow singing in area of nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:59:03 AM - Observed in area of nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:29:47 AM - Observed bird flying into area of nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:14:53 PM - Observed SOSP in area of nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:16:00 PM - SOSP in area of nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:18:36 PM - SOSP in nest area.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:02:22 PM - SOSP in area of nest location.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:20:04 PM - Fledglings observed, successfully fledged.

5/19/2011 7001504 BUSH Closed CP50-1 AR 25 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/30/2011 5/19/2011 - BUSH to nest 0705, exiting 1211. - RR
rradd - 6/2/2011 2:56:13 PM
BUSH pair to and from nest 13:12
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:17:37 PM
No BUSH detections during 30 minutes of observations.
rradd - 6/16/2011 1:53:29 PM
BUSH feeding nest 1337, 1349 with (comparatively) large prey.
rradd - 6/23/2011 8:57:12 AM
BUSH making multiple trips to nest 0848.
rradd - 6/30/2011 12:12:02 PM
No BUSH detections during 30 minutes of observations. Nest appears in good condition; monitoring timeline 
indicates nest fledged successfully.

5/19/2011 7001505 BUOR Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

75 feet from ROW. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 19 May BUOR pr. entering and exiting at regular intervals 1510.  - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:19:12 PM - BUOR pair bringing food to this nest 1645
rradd - 6/3/2011 10:17:38 AM - No BUOR detections during 30 minute observation.
rradd - 6/8/2011 1:41:00 PM - No detections at nest; BUOR male feeding at least 2 fledglings away from site in 
nearby live oaks. Change to Closed.
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5/20/2011 7001909 CORA Closed TL 639 - 171653 0 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-

traffic allowed.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 Date: 5/20/2011 - Adults observed on and near nest and at least two young observed in nest. 
imaunsell - 5/25/2011 1:22:31 PM
2 well-developed and feathered nestlings present in nest.
emorgan - 5/26/2011 6:10:46 PM
2 nestlings still present and they appear to be fully feathered.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 2:57:24 PM
Adult observed bringing food to 4 fully feathered fledglings/juveniles about 4 weeks old in nest. At least 1 (largest) 
capable of flight while others still testing wings.  Buffer flagged along access roads.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 12:17:31 PM
3 feathered fledglings perched near nest on tower. A 4th juvenile flushed from the ground nearby and flew up, 
awkwardly landing on pole directly to north. Adults not observed in a 15-minute period.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 12:25:05 PM
Correction to previous: 2 adults observed returning to nest vicinity and calling frequently. Feeding not observed.
bfischer - 6/7/2011 7:00:41 AM
During 1 hour of observation no activity was seen near nest. Close approach to nest area created no disturbance. No 
nestlings were seen in the nest. Nest closed.

5/20/2011 7001914 BUSH Closed CP70-3 AR 15 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/4/2011 20 May - BUSH pair making food carry trips at 10 minute intervals 0935. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 9:36:44 AM - BUSH pair bringing food to nest at 10 minute intervals.
rradd - 6/4/2011 10:57:26 AM - No detections at nest during 30 minute observation. Family group of 4 BUSH 
foraging nearby suggests nest successfully fledged.

5/20/2011 7001916 COYE Closed CP70-3 AR 25 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 20 May - Intense territoriality, pair chasing and multiple trips into this thicket at 5 minute intervals 0755. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 9:38:41 AM - COYE continue to sing from this thicket.
rradd - 6/4/2011 11:00:37 AM - COYE carrying food into this thicket 1009.
rradd - 6/9/2011 4:34:21 PM - COYE nesting activity continues.
rradd - 6/17/2011 2:01:21 PM - Several COYE detected, including immatures, though no food carry by parents 
noted. Observations and timeline suggest fledged nest. Change to Closed.

5/20/2011 7001919 SOSP Closed CP82-1 AR 12 feet from AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/30/2011 20 May - SOSP pair carrying items into thicket 1455. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 4:07:00 PM - SOSP detected foraging adjacent and apparently nest guarding, but did not enter 
nest during 30 minute observation 1540.
rradd - 6/4/2011 1:41:50 PM - SOSP no longer visiting this thicket. Observation timeline suggests nest has fledged. 
Change to Closed.

5/23/2011 7001925 HOLA Closed CP17-1 700 feet from CP17-1; 5 
feet from AR.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 emorgan - 5/23/2011 11:06:18 AM
Nest contains 3 or 4 nestlings that are 3 to 4 days old. Adult observed bringing food to nest. 
tcooper - 6/1/2011 7:56:56 AM
Nest empty,  feather sheaths at bottom of nest.
rradd - 6/13/2011 12:24:42 PM
Nest presumed to have fledged prior to 6/1/2011 - closed.

5/23/2011 7001930 PHAI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

55 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 vnovik - 5/23/2011 12:54:14 PM
observed carrying nest material.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:06:27 AM
Obs. building nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:39:17 AM
Nest building
vnovik - 5/31/2011 11:52:03 AM
Active around nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:39:14 AM
Observed activity around nest. Male flew into nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:19:25 AM
Observed flying to nest site.  Entering and leaving nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:36:39 PM
Birds at nest, potentially incubating.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 6:06:21 PM
Activity observed at Nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:20:42 PM
Observed leaving nest.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:50:48 PM
Male flying out of nest site.
vnovik - 6/14/2011 5:44:45 PM
male flying to nest.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 4:58:41 PM
No activity at nest. Observed nest from 1440 to 1504.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 4:56:39 PM
No activity observed.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:13:02 PM
No activity.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 9:58:07 AM
No activity observed at nest Site.
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5/23/2011 7001931 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
15 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:15:07 PM
Observed pair building nest.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:02:05 AM
Nest appear complete. female incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:53:57 AM
Observed on nest, likely incubating.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:54:51 AM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 9:00:10 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:28:10 AM
incubating.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:16:31 PM
Incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 2:29:28 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:04:36 PM
Incubating and potentially feeding.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:21:41 PM
Nestling observed in nest.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:14:06 PM
Feeding nestling in nest.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:42:32 AM
Feeding nestling in nest.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:21:54 PM
Should fledge soon.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:13:14 AM
Fledged.

5/23/2011 7001933 HOFI Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet; inside yard. 100 feet Nest was built during current operations, and falls under the blanket exemption 
for yards.

1. FLEDGED. 6/23/2011 RAbe - 5/23/2011 11:29:47 AM - Female HOFI observed adding nesting material to nest (90% complete).
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 2:18:45 PM
Female incubating.
barnold - 6/8/2011 11:37:05 AM
Female flushed from nest. Nest with three very young nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 12:26:12 PM
 3 growing nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 6/22/2011 2:32:21 PM
 1 large feathered nestling in nest, ready to fledge; others probably already fledged.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 2:46:18 PM
Nestlings fledged prior to 6-25 - closed.

5/23/2011 7001934 ANHU Closed Elliott Substation 50 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/14/2011 23 May - ANHU female feeding gnats to young in nest, estimated at 1 week old, 0733. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:48:32 AM
Large ANHU nestlings present in nest 0706
rradd - 6/6/2011 12:40:54 PM
2 nestlings are large, fully feathered and perched on edge of nest.
rradd - 6/14/2011 2:45:35 PM
Nest no longer present 1432. Based on previous observations, likely fledged. 
Change to Closed. 

5/23/2011 7001935 NOMO Closed Elliott Substation 10 feet to substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 23 May - NOMO incubating 3 eggs 1036. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:52:16 AM - NOMO carrying food to nest 0726.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:36:09 AM - NOMO pair carrying food to nest 0740.
rradd - 6/14/2011 4:17:56 PM - Nest is empty with a clean intact cup. NOMO nestling period is 12-14 days, so likely a 
successful fledge. Change to Closed.

5/23/2011 7001936 LBVI Closed Elliott Substation 370 feet from 
substation.

300 feet Not needed; nest is beyond 300 foot buffer. 1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 23 May - Nest appears complete, but unable to determine if adult incubating from a distance. LBVI singing regularly 
and territorial within 20 feet of nest for duration of 1 hour observation. 1255. - RR
imaunsell - 5/26/2011 9:53:14 AM - 1 LBVI egg present. 1 BHCO egg removed. Male vocalizing and making nest 
visits.
31 May LBVI pair exchanging nest duties at approximately 15 minute intervals 1035 -1115.
rradd - 6/6/2011 12:34:59 PM - LBVI incubating, performing nest exchanges at approx 20 minute intervals, no food 
brought to nest.
rradd - 6/14/2011 2:42:06 PM - LBVI pair feeding nest at 2 minute intervals 1208. Nest contents unknown - nestling's 
head does not project above nest rim.
imaunsell - 6/18/2011 9:49:57 AM - One downy nestling.
rradd - 6/21/2011 9:19:57 PM - Nest is intact and empty, young has fledged.  Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/27/2011 2:16:13 PM
No LBVI detections1150-1220.

5/24/2011 7001940 GRRO Closed CP18 15 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

Drive through access only appoved through blanket exemption.

1. FLEDGED. 6/27/2011 tcooper - 5/24/2011 - 4 eggs, adult incubating
eelias - 6/2/2011 4:16:35 PM
Biologists checked this nest. There was 1 hatched nestling and unhatched eggs in this nest.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:10:41 AM
GRRO on nest.
rradd - 6/13/2011 7:40:13 AM
GRRO on nest 0720.
rradd - 6/20/2011 7:30:37 AM
At least 2 feathered nestlings in nest 0708.
rradd - 6/28/2011 8:46:41 AM
Nest is empty; presumed fledged.
rradd - 6/28/2011 8:51:44 AM
Change to Closed, buffers and stakes removed.
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5/24/2011 7001941 CALT Closed CP22-1 50 feet from AR; 1500 

feet to CP22.
100 feet Drive through access 

only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no 
stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 phoward - 5/24/2011 10:03:25 AM
nest found with two eggs. Adults seen incubating.
rradd - 6/1/2011 1:42:16 PM
 CALT brooding 1 near-naked nestling and 1 unhatched egg.
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:38:21 PM
Adult silting on nest with 2 nestlings.
rradd - 6/13/2011 7:38:37 AM
Appears successfully fledged; nest is intact and empty with a few small feces in the cup.
rradd - 6/13/2011 7:39:15 AM
Change to Closed. Buffers and stakes removed.

5/23/2011 7001943 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 30 feet •Both pairs of House Finches exhibited a tolerance to human presence by 
building their nests in an area with moderately existing foot and vehicle traffic. 
•The nests are located behind/inside the attached signs which provide a visual 
and acoustic buffer against any foot and vehicle traffic and storage activities.
•House Finches are a species that is known to be tolerable of human 
disturbance and regularly nest in close proximity to human activity.
•House Finch nests that have been in close proximity to similar potential yard 
activities under similar buffers have successfully fledged within Sunrise 
Powerlink yards.

1. FLEDGED. 6/29/2011 jpawlicki - 5/23/2011 3:30:00 PM - Nest complete with obvious cup shape, fresh green vegetation, and containing no 
eggs or young. Adults observed flying from nest.
phoward - 5/31/2011 11:49:28 AM - Female flushed from nest, nest has 6 eggs.
tfitanides - 5/25/2011 12:24:17 PM
1 egg in nest.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 8:57:53 AM
Female flushed from nest. Incubating/brooding.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:48:07 PM
Female flushed from nest. Undetermined number of nestlings with downy feathers observed in nest.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:21:15 AM
1 nestling in nest, appears ready to fledge.
fhoffman - 6/29/2011 3:28:22 PM
Nestling became fledgling today.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:36:53 PM
Related to the above 6-26 and 6-29 observations, this nestling may have been the last of up to 6 fledglings total from 
this nest, considering 5-31 and 6-14 comments.

5/23/2011 7001944 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 30 feet •Both pairs of House Finches exhibited a tolerance to human presence by 
building their nests in an area with moderately existing foot and vehicle traffic. 
•The nests are located behind/inside the attached signs which provide a visual 
and acoustic buffer against any foot and vehicle traffic and storage activities.
•House Finches are a species that is known to be tolerable of human 
disturbance and regularly nest in close proximity to human activity.
•House Finch nests that have been in close proximity to similar potential yard 
activities under similar buffers have successfully fledged within Sunrise 
Powerlink yards.

1. FLEDGED. 7/7/2011 jpawlicki - 5/23/2011 3:27:53 PM - Nest about 50% complete and made primarily of dry grasses. Both adults 
observed at nest with female actively bringing nesting material.
phoward - 5/31/2011 11:51:47 AM - Female flushed from nest, nest has 5 eggs.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 8:59:18 AM
Female incubating/brooding.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:09:55 PM
Undetermined number of hatchlings with downy feathers.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:24:24 AM
1 fully feathered nestling in nest, appears ready to fledge.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:40:31 PM
Same nest as neighboring nest?

5/24/2011 7002347 OATI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Loritz property

0 feet; within work pad. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 emorgan - 5/24/2011 2:08:33 PM - Observed adult bringing food to the cavity every 5 to 10 minutes and also 
removing a fecal sac.
emorgan - 5/31/2011 8:04:25 PM
Observed adult carrying food into cavity and I could hear nestlings calling.
jpawlicki - 6/10/2011 1:35:00 PM
Adults briefly observed and heard in vicinity, but no activity observed at nest after 40 mins. of monitoring - closed.

5/25/2011 7002356 NOMO Closed TL 6916 - 973036 50 feet to work area; 60 
feet to AR & tower.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer. 

1. FLEDGED. 6/18/2011 phoward - 5/25/2011 11:13:52 AM - Nest found with 3 eggs, adult seen flushed from nest.
fhoffman - 5/31/2011 5:51:41 PM - 3 eggs still in nest, adults not observed.
tcooper - 6/6/2011 11:46:19 AM - 3 nestlings in nest; about 3 days old.
rradd - 6/13/2011 3:29:10 PM - 3 nestlings in nest are well-feathered with white wing bars.
rradd - 6/20/2011 4:10:07 PM - Nest is intact and empty, nestlings have fledged. Change to Closed.

5/25/2011 7002360 HOOR Closed Alpine Underground - 
Vault 3L

15 feet north of Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. bfischer  5/25/2011.  Both orioles were observed driving House Finches away -  finches were carrying nesting 
material and were approaching same tree as orioles were nesting in.  The nest was not seen prior to today; but 
appears to be nearly complete (~80%),  A second oriole nest is attached to the adjacent palm frond.
fitanides - 6/4/2011 2:00:37 PM
Female observed entering nest with food and begin incubating.
rradd - 6/11/2011 8:42:08 AM
Female carrying fiood and 1st year male attending nest.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 11:57:32 AM
Female bringing food to nest regularly, removing fecal sacs sometimes. First year male feeding in and visiting nest 
tree, but not shadowing female like it did last week.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 12:21:31 PM
 3 nearly fledged nestlings being fed in nest by female. Young male following female, even food-begging.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 10:11:12 AM
Nestlings have fledged; no orioles observed in area - closed. 

5/26/2011 7002375 HOWR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 15 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer. 

1. FLEDGED. 5/30/2011 vnovik - 5/26/2011 1:40:56 PM - Observed House Wren enter cavity when nestlings were heard calling in cavity; 
they may be near fledging.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 5:04:15 PM
Adult wren feeding vocal nestlings in live oak cavity.
PKonrad - 6/1/2011 - No activity at cavity or in area of nest site; nestlings apparently fledged and left area - closed 
eelias - 6/6/2011 4:26:05 PM
No activity at any of the potential nest cavities
eelias - 6/6/2011 4:27:23 PM
Status changed to closed due to prior comment regard hearing juvies and probably near fledging.
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5/26/2011 7002377 HOWR Closed CP70-3 AR 82 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/9/2011 rradd - 5/26/2011 

HOWR repeatedly entering cavity 0905
rradd - 6/4/2011 8:26:37 AM
HOWR singing at adjacent song perch and entering cavity 0755.
rradd - 6/9/2011 3:34:40 PM
HOWR enters cavity 1515.
rradd - 6/17/2011 1:02:21 PM
HOWR enters cavity several times 1156-1238.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:33:01 PM
HOWR present near cavity, but no food carry or interaction with nest. Monitor once more prior to closing.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:09:12 PM
HOWR carrying food to cavity @ 15 min. intervals. No singing.
rradd - 7/8/2011 9:18:00 AM
HOWR female solicits food from male and re-enters cavity 0859. Juvenile begging at cavity entrance.
rradd - 7/14/2011 11:29:37 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest has fledged, no HOWR detected at or near nest during 30 min obs.

5/27/2011 7002385 LASP Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/21/2011 mkuehn - 5/27/2011 1:30:39 PM - Adult not present but flushed from nest earlier when found. 2 eggs present. 
Installed signs and flagging for 100-foot buffer. 
sritt - 6/1/2011 11:20:15 AM - One adult flushed from nest.
eelias - 6/6/2011 3:04:13 PM - One adult flushed from nest. This nest contained 3 eggs. Monitored nest for 3 
minutes.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 2:59:50 PM - 2 newly hatched nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 11:33:20 AM - 2 week-old nestlings in nest; adult perched nearby.
imaunsell - 6/22/2011 11:40:47 AM - Nest reported fledged by biological monitor.

5/28/2011 7002388 WREN Closed CP19-1 73 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 
passage allowed.

•No pedestrian traffic or vehicular stopping, standing or construction work will 
occur within the buffer.
•Signage restricting traffic to 10mph speed limit within the buffer will be posted.
•The road provides access to towers CP18 through CP24-1 and has been 
receiving light project use including several nest surveys, nest monitoring, 
SWPPP inspections, and other project uses while this nest was active and 
undiscovered; 
•The nest is located approximately 70-feet from the north edge of the access 
road, down a steep slope, in moderately dense chaparral scrub habitat. The 
location of the nest obscures passing vehicles from view of the nesting birds.
•The nearest construction site is more than 1700 feet away from the nest and not 
in line of sight.
•Several active nests along this access road have received similarly structured 
NBM/NBR's and continue to be viable or have fledged successfully.

1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 Two adults seen carrying food + feeding three nestlings. - sritt - 5/28/2011 12:08:47 PM
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:58:34 PM - Nest intact and empty with whitewash at lip, suggesting successful fledge. Change to 
Closed.
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:59:18 PM - Stakes and buffers removed.

5/31/2011 7002403 AMKE Closed TL 639 - 379525 40 feet from tower. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/10/2011 5/31/2011 AMKE female carries lizard to cavity 11:13. - RR
rradd - 6/6/2011 2:39:37 PM
No AMKE detection 1330-1430. Nest has likely fledged.
sdhall - 6/10/2011 2:25:52 PM
No activity near nest site.  One adult observed on line and one young observed on another pole. Both flew out of 
vicinity. Nest presumed closed.

5/31/2011 7002404 WEBL Closed TL 6916 - 774820 75 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no 
stopping standing or work occurs within the buffer.

Nest covered under Elimination of Nest Buffer Reduction Requests Under 
Certain Conditions for access roads currently in use for project activities.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 WEBL pair carrying food to nest. Female removes fecal sac 1725. - RR
rradd - 6/6/2011 5:25:56 PM - WEBL female enters nest with food 17:19, leaves with fecal sac 17:20.
rradd - 6/14/2011 10:17:14 AM - WEBL pair feeding 4 feathered juveniles in nest cavity 1015.
rradd - 6/22/2011 1:31:11 PM - No WEBL detected at this nest during 20 minute observation. Nest has fledged. 
Change to Closed.

6/1/2011 7002405 OCWA Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

35 feet from Alpine Blvd; 
48 feet from work limit.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 mkuehn - 6/1/2011 10:14:41 AM
Female to nest 3 times with food; brooding young nestlings; pair copulating frequently.
shampton - 6/9/2011 12:25:57 PM
Large feathered nestling(s) in nest.  Adults nearby.
shampton - 6/16/2011 12:05:24 PM
Nest empty, no OCWA nearby, nest undamaged, assume successfully fledged. Closed.
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6/1/2011 7002412 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet, within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 50 

feet.
Rock Wren nest ID#7002412 (Requested NBR to 50 feet):
The nest is located approximately 300 feet in from the eastern edge of the SPL 
Project work area. The nest is in a large boulder pile which consists of material 
that was recently blasted loose and piled up during construction and contains a 
large amount of loose silt.  The nest sits approximately two feet back in a rock 
crevice, and a mirror is required to observe the nest directly. The adults were 
observed adding nest material. The requested NBR should not adversely affect 
the current nesting behavior progression nor should it impact the successful 
outcome of the nest for the following reasons:
•This nesting pair is strongly attached to the territory and is unlikely to abandon 
the currently active nest due to construction disturbance. 
•The nest is under a large boulder which buffers visual and acoustic 
disturbances
•There is no direct line of sight to the nest from any part of the construction area. 

•The pair is very tolerant of construction disturbances, as shown by their 
selection of the nesting location amidst a high level of construction activity. 
Suncrest Substation construction site has many pieces of large, loud, heavy 
machinery used daily. The construction activity level in the work area has been 
consistent for months. 
•The adults did not show signs of disturbance until observers approached within 
30 feet and quickly resumed entering the nest cavity and adding nest material 
after observers retreated beyond 30 feet.
•The nest will be observed by the construction biomonitor and avian biologists to 
detect and evaluate any nesting behavior changes attributed to Project 
activities.

1. FLEDGED. 7/11/2011 shampton - 6/1/2011 2:40:55 PM  Adults observed bringing small stones for "porch" of nest. Very little vegetative 
nest material  (10-15 pieces) has been added. Less them 5% complete at 150O hrs
ahill - 6/6/2011 8:07:09 PM
2 eggs in nest; male singing in area in the morning; femake came to nest periodically.
ahill - 6/7/2011 6:13:30 PM
3 eggs in nest; did not hear male singing nor see female go to nest; the pair is being very cryptic. 
ahill - 6/13/2011 10:14:05 AM
Female is incubating.
ahill - 6/13/2011 8:06:48 PM
There are 5 eggs in nest, female flushed at 10 feet.
ahill - 6/14/2011 6:55:20 PM
Female incubating full time still, male bringing her food.
ahill - 6/17/2011 2:32:22 PM
Female is incubating full time despite 2 blasts 80-120 feet away from nest. Drilling is occuring at 55-100 feet from 
nest, noise is more than 65 dB at center of nest; there are 5 eggs in nest.
ahill - 6/18/2011 5:38:20 PM
Female is incubating despite blast 55-80 feet away from nest; big boulders, rocks, and dust entered into buffer zone. 
Pair is OK and nest crevice maintained integrity. 
ahill - 6/20/2011 5:31:30 PM
Female is still incubating; no eggs have hatched. Blasted 125-175 feet away from nest today; debris did not appear 
to enter buffer.
ahill - 6/21/2011 6:05:34 PM
Still incubating 5 eggs post todays blast 200 feet away.
ahill - 6/22/2011 5:32:29 PM
There are 3 hatchlings and 2 eggs in nest; female was seen foraging. Blast at 225 feet today.
shampton - 7/1/2011 12:06:27 PM at 1600 
Adult observed bringing food item and removing a fecal sac while construction activities were occurring throughout 
the substation.
ahill - 7/6/2011 9:38:46 AM
Nestlings have feathers and were at edge of nest entrance, adults came to nest; nestlings should fledge very soon.
Cemerson - 7/11/2011 3:21:02 PM - Nestlings successfully fledged on 7/9.  Fledglings remain in the general area 
and are still being attended  by adults.

6/1/2011 7002416 GRRO Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 rradd - 6/1/2011 at 0905
GRRO incubating 5 eggs.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:58:20 AM
Two hatched young approx 1, 2 days old and 2 unhatched eggs.
rradd - 6/13/2011 12:13:08 PM
GRRO brooding 3 black-skinned nestlings with coarse white hairs in nest 1130.
rradd - 6/20/2011 1:40:17 PM
3 medium-sized feathered young in nest - no tails yet 1322.
rradd - 6/28/2011 10:38:07 AM
Nest is empty; young have fledged.

6/1/2011 7002420 PHAI Closed CP21 38 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

vehicular traffic is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, 
standing, or work activities occur within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/19/2011 rradd - 6/1/2011 at 1425
Male carrying food and brooding.
phoward - 6/2/2011 1:33:48 PM
Female seen incubating 2 eggs
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:34:28 PM
Adult on nest.
rradd - 6/13/2011 7:44:15 AM
PHAI male brooding nest 0736.
rradd - 6/20/2011 9:41:00 AM
Nest is empty. Female PHAI carrying food near nest suggests recent successful fledge.
Change to Closed.

6/1/2011 7002421 HOWR Closed TL 639 - 379637 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/15/2011 tfitanides - 6/1/2011 3:15:43 PM - Male observed bringing food items to nest twice. No begging calls heard.
dbusby - 6/10/2011 2:33:34 PM - Adult bring food to cavity with begging calls heard.
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 10:31:44 AM - No HOWR activity in area for 35-minutes. No response to callback. Nest 
presumed to have fledged successfully.

6/1/2011 7002425 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet 15 feet •House finches are a species that is known to be tolerable of human disturbance 
and regularly nest in proximity to human activity.
•The pair of house finches exhibited a tolerance to human presence by building 
their nests in an area with already existing moderate foot and vehicle traffic.
•This pair tolerated biologist encroachment to 5 feet away without altering 
behavior. 
•The nest is located inside the spool bracket and is on the side of the spool 
facing away from areas that receive regular vehicular and foot traffic, providing a 
visual buffer to any yard activities.
•House finch nests exposed to similar activities and conditions in this CY under 
similar buffers remain viable nests with the adult birds continuing normal nesting 
behavior.

1. FLEDGED. 7/10/2011 imaunsell - 6/1/2011 10:17:42 AM
Pair nest building. Nest approximately 20% complete.
emorgan - 6/7/2011 8:55:31 AM
Nest contains 3 eggs. Female flushed from nest.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:11:04 PM
Female observed incubating on nest.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:15:39 AM
Nest contains 3 or more nestlings
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:29:42 PM
At least 2 large nestlings in nest.
bfischer - 7/11/2011 9:19:24 AM
Successfully fledged.

6/2/2011 7002427 RCSP Closed CP19-1 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticiapted to impact this nest provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or work activities occur within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/14/2011 fhoffman - 6/2/2011 1:26:20 PM
Adult flushed from nest. Incubating 2 solid light, bluish, gray eggs.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:09:39 AM - At least 2 downy young in nest 0804.
rradd - 6/13/2011 7:42:14 AM - Two feathered nestlings with only wisps of down remaining - anticipated to fledge 14 
Jun.
rradd - 6/20/2011 7:31:32 AM - Nest has fledged. Change to Closed.
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6/2/2011 7002428 HOWR Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 8 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided no stopping, 
standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

Exemption for ARs in use by project applies.

1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 jpawlicki - 6/2/2011 2:39:49 PM
Nest contains at least three partially feathered young. Both adults observed bringing food to young in nest.
rradd - 6/6/2011 4:25:43 PM - HOWR adult carrying food to nest 1618.
rradd - 6/15/2011 10:57:24 AM - Nest is empty, presumed fledged.
Change to Closed.

6/2/2011 7002430 BUOR Closed Alpine Underground - 
177+00l

70 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED.  shampton - 6/2/2011 11:49:46 AM  
Female adding nest lining material.
shampton - 6/9/2011 11:40:01 AM
Incubating; tail and primary tips visible protruding from nest.
shampton - 6/16/2011 11:43:35 AM
Observed female adult arriving at nest at 1137.
shampton - 6/23/2011 11:08:32 AM
Female visited nest at 1106.
shampton - 6/30/2011 11:39:22 AM
Female was observed visiting nest at 1136. a male BUOR was seen mobbing a RTHA near nest tree about 1000.
bfischer - 7/11/2011 2:03:49 PM
Nest was observed for 1/2 hour and no oriole activity was seen in vicinity of nest.
shampton - 7/21/2011 2:10:34 PM
No activity at nest or BUOR observed near it during 30 minutes of observation (1145-1215) but 3 female/juvenile-
type BUOR's were seen 2-300' east earlier in the  day during LBVI survey. Nest is still in good condition, does not 
appear to have been damaged by a predator.  Assuming successfully fledged, around 7/7/11.  CLOSED

6/2/2011 7002432 CALT Closed CP29-1 30 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

•The area surrounding the nest is heavily covered with chaparral brush which 
will help to provide a visual and acoustic barrier from the light, limited road 
activity.
•The ridgelines to the south and north of the nest block views of both the 
construction pad and a roadway gate where activity levels will be high.
•The nearest construction site is over 500 feet away.
•The adult bird tolerated human encroachment to 2 feet from the nest before 
taking flight and then immediately returned to the nest and nesting behaviors 
with persons still in close proximity.
•California Towhees routinely nest in urban areas, indicating that as a species 
they are tolerant of high levels of human activity in their environment.
•This stretch of road is already posted with signs indicating only through traffic is 
permitted with a 10 mph speed limit, and restrictions of no stopping, standing or 
construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/10/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 10:14:42 AM
CALT brooding 4 nearly naked nestlings, approximately 2 days old.
rradd - 6/8/2011 
Well-feathered nestlings with a few wispy down feathers remaining. Estimated to fledge in 2-3 days.
emorgan - 6/9/2011 11:25:56 AM
Nest still contains at least 3 nestlings, possibly 4.
rradd - 6/15/2011 1:07:37 PM
Nest is clean, intact and empty. Presume successfully fledged. Change to Closed.

6/4/2011 7002443 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground 
94+00r

58 feet from AR. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 tfitanides - 6/4/2011
Female incubating 4 eggs on a nest rimmed with feces.
rradd - 6/11/2011 7:49:19 AM
At least 2 dark downy young have hatched.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 12:43:43 PM
Nestlings present in nest; adults calling nearby.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 9:31:56 AM
Nestlings have fledged and dispersed - closed.
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6/3/2011 7002444 COHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
65 feet to staked work 

limits.
100 feet Buffer remains but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and

1. FLEDGED. 7/21/2011 vnovik - 6/6/2011 5:25:39 PM
Nest building, about 50% complete.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:03:20 PM
Nest compete with 1 egg.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:12:35 PM
1 egg; incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:04:50 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:59:23 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:25:40 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:13:02 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:42:02 AM
Incubating
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:19:17 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:04:34 AM
Appears to be Incubating.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:33:05 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:50:24 PM
Incubating.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:47:26 PM
Nestling observed in nest.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 12:03:58 PM
Nestling observed in nest.
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:43:36 AM
Female feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:09:16 PM
Observed on nest.
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:10:53 PM
Nestling near fledging; looks well feathered.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:17:58 PM
Based on splatter on nest, appears successful fledging.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:22:11 PM
Also past observations indicate success.

6/4/2011 7002448 ACWO Closed CP70-3 AR 19 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/20/2011 rradd - 6/4/2011 at 0946
ACWO entering cavity with food item.
rradd - 6/9/2011 3:47:13 PM
ACWO enters cavity with food item 1537, 1545.
rradd - 6/17/2011 1:13:47 PM
ACWO pair repeatedly enter cavity with items 1248-1310.
rradd - 6/24/2011 1:07:26 PM
ACWO feeding mate in cavity.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:10:14 PM
ACWO pair continue to feed this nest.
rradd - 7/8/2011 2:22:48 PM
ACWO at cavity briefly after 25 mins obs. Nest may have fledged. Monitor once more prior to close.
rradd - 7/14/2011 11:40:31 AM
Female ACWO emerges from cavity item carrying 1012.
rradd - 7/21/2011 2:32:58 PM
Several ACWO in this tree for long periods but no association with nest cavity. Presume fledged.

6/6/2011 7002450 CACW Closed EP231A  AR 90 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

This NBM should not adversely affect the success of these nests for the
following reasons:
            •                    No stopping, standing, or construction
            work will occur within the buffers and signage stating an ESA
            speed limit of 10mph will be posted within the buffers.
            •             Cactus Wrens build spherical nests, which are
            fully enclosed with a small entrance. This type of nest blocks
            direct line of sight/sound between the access road and the eggs
            or nestlings.
•             The entrances of both nests face away from the road.
            •             Both nests were built with pre-existing traffic
            using the access road and construction traffic will not
            significantly increase traffic volume.
            •             Distance to construction sites from both nests is
            significant, 1000+ feet and 300+ feet, respectively.
            •             Additionally, nest ID#7002450, is protected by a
            ridge and several large boulders that further buffer visual and
            acoustic disturbances associated with access road 90 feet away.

1. FLEDGED. 7/6/2011 sritt - 6/6/2011 11:41:53 AM
Bird flushed from nest; at least 1 egg in nest.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 3:24:41 PM
At least 2 eggs in nest , but no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 12:13:54 PM
At least 3 young nestlings in nest; adult active nearby and singing.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 2:14:16 PM
2 medium-sized nestlings can be seen inside nest; no adults obeerved or heard.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:30:10 PM
Nestlings have fledged and dispersed; no adults or fledglings observed or heard in area.
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6/6/2011 7002451 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 

Loritz property
0 feet, within staked 

work limits.
100 feet 1. FLEDGED. mkuehn - 6/6/2011 2:46:46 PM 

Female visited nest twice with food; nestlings begging very loudly - heard clearly from >30 feet. 
jpawlicki - 6/10/2011 4:08:20 PM
Adults observed at nest; at least 2 fully feathered nestlings in nest with 1 fledgling capable of flight observed flying 
from water truck to large shrub NW of truck.
sritt - 6/13/2011 5:45:33 PM
1 adult male seen repeatedly entering nest. No nestlings seen in nest or immediate vicinity, but bio-monitor observed 
juvenile/female  entering and exiting nest 5 minutes before my arrival.
kkilpatrick - 6/16/2011 7:40:09 PM
The nest was monitored for 45 minutes and no adult or juvenile House Finches were observed or heard at the nest or 
near the water tank. The biologist played recorded House Finch calls underneath the nest and did not detect any 
responses. 2 adult House Finches were observed  foraging in the adjacent field, and House Finch calls were heard in 
the surrounding vegetation.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 1:42:02 PM
No finches observed in area during extended period; nestlings apparently fledged some weeks ago - closed. 

Nest site and neighboring wheel and axel have many long pieces of reflective tape tied to them, blowing in the wind, 
that undoubtedly disturbs any birds inerested in visiting this part of the water tank.

6/6/2011 7002453 HOOR Closed EP27-1 AR 78 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/13/2011 eelias - 6/6/2011 10:58:11 AM - Female seen removing fecal sacs twice. Male seen bringing food to this nest.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 10:36:14 AM - Nestlings appear to have fledged and dispersed. No nestlings, fledglings, or 
adults observed or heard in area.

6/6/2011 7002458 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet within yard limits. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/29/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011
Nest is lined with fresh material. Female flushed from nest twice. No eggs observed in
nest.
barnold - 6/7/2011 12:20:10 PM
Nest between tires has 1 House Finch egg.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 11:40:58 AM
Female incubating.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 4:54:42 PM
Female flushed, but cannot see nest to check for eggs or nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 12:27:41 PM
No finch activity at this nest site; appears nestlings have fledged.

6/6/2011 7002460 SAPH Closed TL 6916 - Z771473 75 feet from tower. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 rradd - 6/6/2011 at 1707
SAPH carrying food to nest atop plank nailed to underside of rafters.
rradd - 6/14/2011 10:58:20 AM - No SAPH detected during 30 minute oibservation. Based on feeding interval of 
previous observation, nest is likely to have fledged. Change to Closed.

6/7/2011 7002465 LASP Closed Wilson Yard 10 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. sritt - 6/7/2011 3:37:17 PM
Bird incubating 3 eggs.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 4:54:17 PM
3 week-old nestlings are in nest with adults calling closeby.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 2:14:32 PM
No nestlings in nest; nest bowl looks good; expect  nestlings fledged; many Lark Sparrows in area - closed.

6/1/2011 7002470 HOWR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/9/2011 pkonrad - 6/8/2011 9:47:03 AM
Nest found 6/1 (pentab problems). Adult actively hunting and feeding chirping nestlings in cavity on 6/1/2011.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 1:10:20 PM
No wrens active in area; nestlings apparently fledged and dispersed - closed.

6/8/2011 7002471 LASP Closed EP54-1 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 tfitanides - 6/8/2011 7:36:54 AM - Male in area with food in bill. Female flushed when biologists slowly approached to 
within 4-feet. Three downy nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 11:53:30 AM
Nest intact but empty; nestlings apparently fledged and dispersed; no adults observed in area - closed.

6/9/2011 7002478 CAGN Closed TL 6924 - 171693 3900 feet from tower. 300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/14/2011 blohstroh - 6/9/2011 8:00:20 AM
Nest 80 percent built, pair defending. Female observed bringing nest material.
blohstroh - 6/16/2011 1:08:37 PM - Female incubating, obseved nest exchange, then male incubating.
blohstroh - 6/23/2011 12:18:19 PM
Male incubating, female foraging nearby.
blohstroh - 6/30/2011 10:49:01 AM
4 nestlings, less than one week old, pair sharing nest tending duties.
blohstroh - 7/7/2011 10:34:50 AM
4 nestlings due to fledge in next few days, pair feeding.
blohstroh - 7/14/2011 11:00:25 AM
nest empty, pair feeding at least 3 confirmed fledglings nearby.

6/9/2011 7002479 ATFL Closed EP231A  AR 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 jpawlicki - 6/9/2011 11:04:51 AM
Adults observed bringing food into cavity and exiting with fecal sacs from nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 3:53:29 PM
Today, at least 1 nestling giving contact calls from inside nest cavity. No adults observed during 15 minute neet 
check.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 11:42:27 AM
Appears nestling(s) has fledged and dispersed; no fledglings or adults observed in area - closed.
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6/9/2011 7002480 COHU Closed EP229-1 AR 63 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 7/3/2011 sritt - 6/9/2011 3:37:12 PM
Female flushed from nest containing 2 eggs.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 2:14:39 PM
Female hovering near nest with 2 tiny newly hatched black nestlings (smallest birds I've ever seen!).
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 10:28:14 AM
Female flushed from nest at about 40 feet; 2 nestlings growing; predominantly brown colored.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 12:45:21 PM
 2 partly feathered nestlings will fledge in less than a week; female flew from nest site when 50 feet away.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:42:23 PM
Nestlings have fledged and dispersed; no adult or fledglings observed or heard in area. Closed.

6/9/2011 7002481 CALT Closed CP29-1 8 feet from permanent 
construction pad.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/15/2011 emorgan - 6/9/2011 10:43:45 AM
Nest contains at least 2 naked nestlings about 2 days old.
rradd - 6/15/2011 1:27:03 PM
Nest is clean, intact and empty. Presumed successful clutch given CALT can fledge on the 8th day and alarming 
adult obs. Nearby - closed.

6/10/2011 7002485 OTHE Closed EP239-1 80 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

Drive through access only appoved through blanket exemption.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 shampton - 6/10/2011 10:00:27 AM  
Vermilion Flycatcher nest.  At least 2 nestlings. Pair bringing food regularly. Female removed a fecal sac.
tfitanides - 6/16/2011 12:39:18 PM
Three fully-feathered nestlings being fed by female. At least one nestling testing its wings. Male visited nest twice but 
for less than 5-seconds.
phoward - 6/20/2011 9:13:54 AM
chicks fledged, nest is empty. A pair of adults seen nearby nest as well as one fledgling outside of nest flying around.

6/10/2011 7002488 BRBL Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 50 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 pkonrad - 6/10/2011 1:51:34 PM
Pair of Brewer's Blackbirds nesting (renesting?). Female collecting grasses and flying to nest site repeatedly while 
male follows; male also chased Lark Sparrow several times from vicinity of nest site.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 12:33:15 PM
Pair active and male territorial when other birds approach east side of tree.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:32:58 PM
Pair regularly bringing food to nest.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 11:00:44 AM
No blackbirds active in nest tree; appears nestlings have fledged - closed.

6/11/2011 7002491 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet The biologist feels this NBM should not adversely affect the success of the nest 
for the following reasons:

·         An artificial visual barrier will be installed at the 20 foot buffer edge 
between the nest and construction will be done prior to construction.

·         House finches are a species that is known to be tolerable of high levels of 
human disturbance and regularly nest in proximity to human activity.

The pair of house finches exhibited a tolerance to human presence by building 
their nest in an area of the substation that has existing high levels of heavy 
construction and loud machinery. 
The nest is located at the base of the crevice and is surrounded by adjacent rock 
on three sides, providing a partial visual and acoustic buffer around the nest. 
This natural buffer would be in enhanced with the installation of the artificial 
visual barrier that would provide a complete buffer to the construction activities 
occurring around the nest.
Many house finch nests that have been exposed to construction activities under 
similar buffers have nested successfully within Sunrise Powerlink substations 
and yards.

1. FLEDGED. 7/18/2011 jpawlicki - 6/11/2011 9:28:39 AM
Adults observed at nest with female bringing in nesting material; nest mostly obscured but appears about 40-60% 
complete.
ahill - 6/14/2011 6:54:46 PM
no activity seen, no eggs in nest
ahill - 6/18/2011 5:40:30 PM
three eggs in nest as of 6.17.11, female has been laying daily. she started full time incubating on 6.17.11. she 
flushed during blast today at 200 ft away, she returned 10 minutes later to resume incubation.
ahill - 6/20/2011 5:37:28 PM
female incubating full time. was not affected by blast today at 325 ft away.
ahill - 6/26/2011 8:35:23 PM
female is incubating 4 eggs.
shampton - 7/2/2011 12:19:53 PM
Construction monitor reported 4 nestlings in nest on morning of 7/01/2011
nest should fledge between july 16th-23rd
ahill - 7/6/2011 9:40:38 AM
female was not on nest during check, nestlings alive post last nights rain
ahill - 7/18/2011 9:05:01 AM
female and male have been attending nest past week. today, checked nest, the birds have fledged, nest is empty.

6/13/2011 7002493 MODO Closed TL 639 - 379520 30 feet from tower; 8 
feet from AR.

100 feet 20 feet A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 20 feet, as well as a restricted access 
nest buffer modification is requested. The purpose of the NBR is to permit 
ongoing pole top construction work to be completed at the adjacent site. This 
NBR/NBM combination should not adversely affect the successful outcome of 
this nest for the following reasons:
•The NBM is for drive through access with restrictions of no stopping, standing 
or construction work and an ESA speed limit of 10 mph on the access road 
within the buffer.  The NBM is requested to permit construction vehicles to pass 
through the buffer to access work areas beyond this nest.
•The Mourning Doves chose the site and brought material to the nest site 
indifferent to ongoing work just 25 feet away.
•The line of sight between the nest and construction work area is obscured by 
dense vegetation.
•The nest is downhill from the access road and the adults exhibited tolerance of 
all activity on the access road (e.g. the bird stayed on the nest while vehicles 
drove by and while biologists viewed the nest).  
•The access road is used often as a hiking and dog-walking trail by the public 
indicating the nesting pair is acclimated to human activity.

1. FLEDGED. 7/14/2011 imaunsell - 6/13/2011 12:10:47 PM
Pair nest building and lying on 5-10% complete nest.
rradd - 6/21/2011 9:13:39 PM
MODO on nest.
barnold - 6/28/2011 6:28:15 AM
Adult on nest.
rradd - 7/2/2011 2:54:44 PM
MODO adult on nest while crew working 10 feet away.
rradd - 7/5/2011 11:19:52 AM
MODO brooding 2 large unfeathered nestlings 1110.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:59:24 AM
MODO brooding 2 large well-feathered nestlings; short primaries and tails. Fledging appears imminent.
rradd - 7/19/2011 9:15:48 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest empty and young have fledged. 
Fresh material in nest - see seperate entry.
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6/13/2011 7002495 MODO Closed Sycamore Yard 70 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/5/2011 rradd - 6/13/2011 at 1123

MODO incubating 2 eggs.
rradd - 6/20/2011 12:59:55 PM
MODO on nest 1237.
rradd - 6/28/2011 10:41:05 AM
MODO brooding 2 nestlings; eyes unopened.
rradd - 7/6/2011 3:36:01 PM
Change to Closed.
Nest is empty and intact; nestlings presumed successfully fledged.

6/15/2011 7002499 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 0 feet; in Alpine Yard, 
on equipment.

100 feet 15 feet The house finch pair is building a nest located 25 feet above ground level at the 
end of a boom arm of a crane. The nest is estimated to be 90-95% percent 
complete. A reduction of the nest buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to impact the 
likelihood for this nest to fledge successfully for the following reasons:
•With the buffer at 15 horizontal feet, added to the 25' nest height, a functional 
buffer of nearly 30 feet from yard activities would be in place.
•Similar instances of house finches nesting within this yard has demonstrated 
that this distance provides an adequate buffer from work for nests to fledge 
successfully.
•The nest is located with a cavity made of 1/4 and 1/2 inch steel. This location 
provides a buffer by design for the nest. Additionally, there is no line-of-site from 
the ground to the contents of the nest.
•The pair continued to nest build while observers were monitoring the nest 
progress and foot traffic passed directly under the nest. This behavior 
demonstrates a tolerance to human activity.
•The nest is located 20 feet horizontally from a well used road through the yard. 
Large trucks and heavy machinery operating within the yard have not deterred 
the birds from selecting this site.
•House finches are one of the most abundant birds in San Diego County and 
frequently nest in areas of high human activity.

1. FLEDGED. 7/22/2011 barnold - 6/15/2011 11:16:31 AM
Nest about 90% complete. Bio-monitor reports HOFI bringing nesting material.
sjohnston - 6/25/2011 4:02:54 PM
5 eggs.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:12:05 AM
Pair bringing food to nest.
imaunsell - 7/8/2011 10:38:25 AM
At least 3 downy nestlings with pin feathers.
imaunsell - 7/8/2011
3 well feathed nestlings in nest.
imaunsell - 7/16/2011 9:19:52 AM
Nestling still in nest. Should fledge shorlty.
kalberts - 7/22/2011 5:25:54 PM
Nest fledged.

6/15/2011 7002502 ANHU Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 0 feet; on yard limit. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limts. Also expanded 
into yard to prevent 

impacts.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Covered under existing blanket exemption for yard perimeter.

1. FLEDGED. RAbe - 6/15/2011 3:54:42 PM
Female incubating.
sjohnston - 6/25/2011 9:22:29 AM
1 egg, 1 nestling, adult brooding.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 3:49:58 PM
Large feathered nestling in nest.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 3:57:30 PM
Nestling has fledged; no hummingbirds in area - closed.

6/15/2011 7002503 LEGO Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 78 feet to AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage only. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.  Also, this AR 
is not the primary AR for this TL, rendering a NBR moot.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 rradd - 6/15/2011 at 0734
Female LEGO incubating 4 white eggs.
rradd - 6/22/2011 9:43:55 AM - LEGO female brooding hatched young 0744.
rradd - 6/29/2011 12:17:16 PM
LEGO on nest 1144.
rradd - 7/6/2011 10:26:46 AM
Change to Closed,
Nest is intact, soiled and empty. Young have fledged.

6/15/2011 7002504 LBVI Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 100 feet to AR. 300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 rradd - 6/15/2011 at 0822
LBVI copulating, female carrying nest material to nest. Incubation does appear to have commenced.
rradd - 6/22/2011 9:45:14 AM - LBVI male calling away from nest and no nest interaction observed, 0740-0840.
tcooper - 6/26/2011 8:37:32 PM
tcooper - 6/24/2011 - nest empty, w/ broken eggshell and ants in nest. Pair present w/ at least 2 fledglings. Nest 
closed.

6/17/2011 7002507 LEGO Closed Sycamore Yard 20 feet 100 feet 15 feet It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 

Nest is located approximately five feet up within a laurel sumac that is 
immediately adjacent to an existing paved, public road.  Nest is in the early 
stages of creation (10% built at time of survey) and pair was actively leaving and 
returning with nest material while road was in active use.  Several large trucks 
carrying construction equipment passed through area while the birds continued 
nest building.  The birds also showed no signs of agitated behavior while we 
recorded location data at nest.  Installation of chain link fence will result in a 
temporary noise-related impact from hand augering and other hand tools.  Fence 
construction will not directly impact nest, as fence will be installed at least 10 
feet away. A biological monitor with knowledge of the nest location will be 
present during all construction activities in the area and will prevent construction-
related impacts on this nest. Monitor has the authority to stop work if 
construction appears to be adversely affecting nest.

1. FLEDGED. 7/20/2011 tcooper - 6/17/2011  
female building nest, 1% complete, just a few pieces of grass in place
blohstroh - 6/21/2011 4:34:26 PM
nest complete, one egg present.
rradd - 7/6/2011 3:46:19 PM
LEGO female brooding four nestlings; approx hatch date 4 Jul.
rradd - 7/12/2011 10:52:55 AM
Nest contains 4 mostly naked nestlings with wispy down on heads, feather quills appearing on wings.
rradd - 7/18/2011 8:52:25 AM
At least 3 well-feathered nestlings fill the nest, and should begin fledging in the next few days.
tcooper - 7/20/2011 9:50:21 AM
Nest empty, presumed fledged.
rradd - 7/25/2011 9:23:32 AM
Closed. [Second nest remains unimproved.]

3/17/2011 6003244 OTHE Closed EP27-1 65 feet from AR; 275 
feet from tower site.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/21/2011 Nest inactive, but has good form and merits return 4-7 (PK/FH).
sritt - 4/13/2011 7:19:43 PM - No change.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Inactive; old nest or woodrat nest - closed.
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4/1/2011 5003345 OTHE Closed EP85-2 AR 40 feet 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 

stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.
2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/29/2011 1 April - No sign of activity.  Smaller than a large raptor nest, should be monitored for change in activity because it 
could affect use of access road.  S. Hampton, S. Ritt.
barnold - 4/13/2011  -  No activity observed near nest (BWA & FH).
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 - Remains inactive.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - No change; closed.

4/30/2011 7000948 WESJ Closed EP93 60 feet from work area 
and 80 feet from AR.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 60 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 60 feet is 
appropriate for this nest. Nest success should not be diminished for the following 
reasons: 
Western Scrub-Jays are generally tolerant of human activity and are known to 
nest in close proximity to human disturbances.
This nest is buffered by the high density of surrounding vegetation.
There is no direct line of sight from the nest to the work area or access road.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

5/20/2011 RAbe - 4/30/2011 10:33:06 AM - Probable Scrub Jay nest with fresh, green leaves on top of it. Lining material also 
looks fresh. No birds observed at nest, but Scrub Jays in area and on top of scrub oak.
RAbe - 5/10/2011 8:06:50 AM - New chamise stem added to nest.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - No new activity; may be last year's nest. Ryan and I agree that the nest should be closed.

5/6/2011 7001002 OTHE Closed EP295 25 feet from AR; 380 
feet from EP295.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

5/18/2011 shampton - 5/6/2011 10:25:45 AM  - No birds observed associating with this nest.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 and 5/13/2011 - No birds present; unused nest and it is past the nest initiation period for large 
desert birds - closed.

5/6/2011 7001003 OTHE Closed EP295 70 feet from AR; 430 
feet from EP 295.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

5/6/2011 shampton - 5/6/2011 10:29:28 AM  - No birds observed associating with this nest.

5/11/2011 7001441 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons:
Highly tolerant species for which project precedent has aready been set, and 
current construction is not anticipated to impact this nest on a reduced buffer of 
20 feet or less.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

5/27/2011 11 May - HOFI visible in northernmost cavity 1500. - RR
rradd - 5/27/2011 10:23:30 AM
 HOFI pr visit but do not enter. Behavioral obs. suggest this cavity is not currently in use.
 Change to Closed.

5/23/2011 7001928 WEKI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 40 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

6/6/2011 Adult observed near nest - fhoffman - 5/23/2011.. 
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - No kingbird activity at this tree or oak to north.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 4:52:26 PM
No kingbird activity at this nest, this tree, or oak to north during extended period.
tfitanides - 6/6/2011 3:50:19 PM
Nest appears old or unused. No WEKI activity in tree or area. Status changed to closed.

3/9/2011 6002398 OTHE Closed CP82-1 230 feet to AR; 460 feet 
to tower site.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within boundary.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this nesting 

season.

4/6/2011 4/6/2011 - Probable old CORA nest appears no longer useable -closed. -  RR

2/27/2011 5000460 CACW Closed EP243 250 feet from edge of 
JVR Yard boundary.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/25/2011 Collapsed, flattened nest remnant - closed 3-25 (PK).

2/27/2011 5000461 CACW Closed EP243 375 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/25/2011 Last year's nests? Collapsed and weathered and unusable; closed 3-25 (PK).

3/2/2011 5000471 OTHE Closed Alpine Yard 120 feet from access to 
Alpine Headquarters 

Yard.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/25/2011 Still inactive 3-25 (PK).
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

3/2/2011 5000475 CACW Closed EP254-3 0 feet; within temporary 
ROW; 17 feet to perm 

ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/25/2011 Fine grasses woven into globular nest with entrance facing south. Nest appears almost fully  constructed but without 
feather lining. 3/2/11
Nesting material is old, faded grey. Nest without structure. Opening no longer obvious, Status Changed -- inactive. 
BHart 3/11/2011.
No change. - sritt - 4/20/2011 1:08:11 PM.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Nest material collapsed , weathered, and hanging down.
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3/2/2011 5000481 OTHE Closed EP221A 360 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/15/2011 Nest appears to be a CORA nest built in crevice of boulder. Nest location too small and tight for RTHA. Biomomitor 
did not observe any activity at nest for over an hour. Some whitewash present, however it is likely nest inactive at 
this time.
No bird ever observed; whitewash only.
Nest officially closed as inactive corvid nest over 100 feet away from work area. kalberts - 4/15/2011 10:08:19 PM

3/3/2011 5000486 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
289+00r

470 feet away from 
Alpine Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/3/2011 Nest appears inactive at this time. 3/3/11
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

3/3/2011 5000487 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
289+00r

480 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/22/2011 Nest appears inactive at this time. 3/3/2011.
Old nest inactive; closed 3-22 (PK).
Closed; small stick nest indicates non-raptor potential. kalberts - 4/16/2011 10:09:14 AM

3/3/2011 5000492 OTHE Closed TL 639 - Z379537 0 feet, on 69 KV 
structure.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/3/2011 emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

3/18/2011 5000465 BUSH Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; within fill slope of 
substation pad.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
cause of failure; pair 
observed building a 
new nest elsewhere.

Nest appears only 10% built. Biomonitor observed two birds bringing nest material to site and building nest - TC 
3/18/11
phoward - 4/25/2011 9:00:11 AM - Nest appears inactive, bushtits seen taking material from nest to new location by 
bio monitor.

6/27/2011 7002565 LEGO Closed TL 639 - 397518 60 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
causes.

7/11/2011 rradd - 6/27/2011 8:09:50 AM
Female LEGO building new nest while male accompanies
rradd - 7/5/2011 12:16:13 PM
LEGO on nest that appears complete 1215.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:56:09 AM
No LEGO detected at or near this nest 0800-0830.
rradd - 7/19/2011 12:14:16 PM
Change to Closed
No LEGO detected during 30 min. obs.

AR065898
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7/7/2011 7002609 CAGN Closed Elliot Sub 630 feet 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Unknown 

causes.

7/14/2011 imaunsell - 7/7/2011 11:31:21 AM
Female seen with nesting material. Nest is lop-sided and appears approximtely 40% complete.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 9:35:36 AM
No progress on nest since last week. Nest misshapen, not being used - closed.

2/18/2011 5000011 RTHA Closed Hartung Yard 105 feet from yard 
limits.

500 feet 100 feet. This nest is not anticipated to be impacted based on the birds apparent 
tolerance to arterial traffic on El Monte road, which is closer to the nest location.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
causes: nest failure 

coincided with series 
of wet and cold 
spring storms.

4/15/2011 2/18/11 Adult hawk in low incubating posture on nest during 13:00 nest check. 
Verified again by D. Busby on 2/25/11.   
Observed 3-3-11 and 3-8-11 by PK.
3/16/2011 - RTHA nest incubation exchange @ 17:50 Male brings nest decoration, not food. - RR
3/25/2011 - RTHA on nest. - RR
3/29/2011 - No birds detected @ nest 14:15 - 15:00. Yard monitor reports no nest activity today. - RR
4/8/2011- No RTHA detected during 4 hours continuous obsservation. Changed to INACTIVE - RR
4/6/2011 - No activity detected 0900-1000. CY monitor reports no activity this week; suggests nest failure. - RR
4/8/2011 - No actvity 1000-1400. - RR
4/13/2011 - No activity. Change to inactive. - RR
Nest status changed to closed due to no activity over last several nest checks. kalberts - 4/15/2011 6:09:10 PM

2/21/2011 5000038 RTHA Closed CP50-1 AR 210 feet from proposed 
access road.

500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
causes; but perhaps 
storm related as nest  

is damaged with 
much nest material 

on the ground below 
the nest.

4/19/2011 Appears inactive. Recent storm appears to have partially broken it up as evident from pile of sticks on ground and 
nest is sagging on one side. Whitewash on ground appears weathered from rain. No sign of adults in area. 2/21/11 
10 Mar 2011 - Adult RTHA at nest today, Pair in flight display @ 10:50 - RR
24 Mar - Nest vacant, pair RTHA staying away. Pre-construction survey crew operating 200' away.- RR 
30 Mar - Nest vacant 1605 - 1705. No hawks visited closer than 1000m.- RR
5 Apr - No RTHA visited from 1216-1318. Obs. from 300m. - RR
8 Apr - RTHA pair copulating near nest. Apparent re-nest attempt in progress. - RR
19  Apr - Nest appears damaged with much debris on ground and notably reduced profile in tree. No RTHA 
associating with this nest 0900-0930. Change to CLOSED - RR 

4/30/2011 7000951 WBNU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

35 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. This plan to mitigate for potential construction impacts to 
the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce such impacts and 
improve the likelihood of nest success, provided that no stopping, standing, 
parking, or work occurs within new buffers.  In addition, this nest is a cavity high 
above ground which provides natural buffering for the adults and nestlings. 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
reason after bird 

carrying nest 
material to cavity.

6/3/2011 30 Apr - WBNU pair bringing nest materials to this cavity 0738. - RR
6 May - WBNU exits cavity 1018. - RR
13 May WBNU pr in and out, defending against ATFL 0727. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 12:52:13 PM
Obs. WBNU entering/leaving the nesting cavity multiple times througout the day.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:36:35 PM
WBNU observed entering and leaving cavity.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 12:59:13 PM
WBNU Obs. entering cavity.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:50:46 AM
WBNU clearing nesting material from cavity
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:41:09 AM
Observed entering cavity
vnovik - 5/31/2011 3:21:41 PM
In area investigating cavities
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 6:37:29 PM
investigating multiple cavities, no evidence of caring for young.
sjohnston - 6/3/2011 2:20:08 PM
No affinity for specific cavity. Closed.

3/16/2011 6003241 CATH Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
reason for adults to 

leave area.

3/27/2011 Biomonitors observed a pair of CATH in area as well as 1 of the birds entering shrub with nest in it. Active 
construction yard exclusion for nest built during use applies and no buffer flagged. 3/16/2011 - RF
No adults observed in area; no eggs present. Some debris appears to have fallen into nest bowl. 3/28/2011 - IM
Nest still vacant, with newer vegetative material that has fallen from flowering parts of the bush. Nest closed. - 
kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:53:04 PM

7/2/2011 7002587 LASP Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

0 feet; above AR 
shoulder.

100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
reason for failure.

7/13/2011 shampton - 7/1/2011 at 1730 hrs
No eggs or nestlings. LASP heard singing nearby. Construction monitor reported seeing LASP visiting nest and on 
nest during afternoon of 7/1/2011.
ahill - 7/6/2011 10:00:00 AM
nest appears to be askew and sliding off crook, did not hear or see LASP in immediate vicinity. possible failure.
tcooper - 7/13/2011 7:28:51 AM
nest inactive, disturbed, hanging off limb.

AR065899
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4/13/2011 5000802 HOWR Closed TL 6916 - Z774815 320 feet to nearest pole; 

82 feet to AR.
100 feet Blanket exemption approved for developed areas of Reconductor lines is 

applicable here.
2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
reason for nest 

failure. Possibly due 
to poor nest location 

(trash pile).

4/25/2011 04/13/11 - House Wren observed carrying nest material multiple times into trash pile (J&M Dicus).
18 Apr No HOWR detected. 1100-1115. Workers in material yard.- RR
kalberts - 4/22/2011 3:08:04 PM NBM WLA concurence for buffer exemption for nests in developed areas on 69kv 
line.
25 Apr - HOWR detected nearby, but not associating directly with described nest area, 1547. - RR
2 May - No HOWR detected associating with this area during 30 min obs. Change to Closed. - RR

6/6/2011 7002461 HOOR Closed TL 6916 - 774818 1 foot from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
reason.

6/14/2011 rradd - 6/6/2011 at 1802
HOOR exits nest.
rradd - 6/14/2011 10:03:08 AM
No HOOR detections during 40 min. obs. Seems unlikely to be active in close proximity to CAKI nest.
Change to Closed.

3/10/2011 6003207 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Loritz property

40 feet from Loritz 
driveway.

100 feet Reduced to 40 feet. Buffer approved to 50 feet based on Star Valley Road being closer to nest than 
project ROW, ability of this species to tolerate human activities, and the fact that 
nest was found in association with residences.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
reason; likely 

abandoned before 
egg laying began.

4/17/2011 Pair observed nest building and carrying lining. nest 85% complete. 3/10/2011 IM
3/28 - BUSH heard in area, but not specifically associated with this nest. No other activty observed. - BL
Reduced buffer to 50' 3/30/2011
4/8 - No activity observed, no adults detected, 1445. BL
Closed, due to last observation. kalberts - 4/17/2011 11:38:18 AM

6/1/2011 7002469 BUOR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
reason; pair may be 

renesting in east side 
of tree?

6/29/2011 pkonrad - 6/8/2011 9:38:38 AM
Nest found 6/1 (pentab problems); nest looked complete and pair was active displaying and singing in immediate 
area on 6/1/2011.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 4:06:43 PM
Female and male active and calling in vicinity of nest (15 feet), but show little interest in nest itself. Both calling 
periodically. Male also perched near nest in neighboring live oak 230 feet northeast.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 12:31:29 PM
No activity observed near nest, but male and female observed in tree; limited calling.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:44:09 PM
A female appoached nest once during 60 minute observation period in area; male strongly territorial at another nest 
located about 20 feet above this nest, including fighting beak to beak with with a pair of House Finches. However, no 
nesting behavior during this time.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 11:32:35 AM
This nesting attempt appears to have failed; no oriole activity in area during an hour of observations in the area; no 
less than 5 oriole nests have been initiated in the south and east sides of this tree, but none appear have had eggs 
laid in them. A pair is active and displaying, and female is building a new nest (is this the same pair?). Nonetheless, 
this nesting attempt is closed.

6/23/2011 7002545 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - 774824 5 feet from access road. 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown. 
Nest abandoned 

prior to egg laying.

6/30/2011 tcooper - 6/23/2011 7:09:21 PM -Pair building nest, about 95% complete, adding lining material.
tcooper - 6/30/2011 7:04:09 PM
nest failed, only the base remains. Pair foraging together ~900ft to west

4/19/2011 5000849 CACW Closed EP253-2 45 feet to AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unused this 
breeding season.

5/17/2011 Abe - 4/19/2011 12:45:05 PM - Potential new nest that is partially assembled. Nesting material looks fairly fresh, 
mostly grass, size is approximately 6 by 4 inches. Please monitor prior to construction.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - No apparent change; little material.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - Appears that a small amount of grass material may have been added to nest; no wrens 
observed or heard in area.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - No changes.   (Pair of strongly territorial Cactus Wrens at EP252A-1 site some distance to 
west.)
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Partial nest (10%) appears wind damaged - closed.

3/22/2011 5003261 OTHE Closed EP238 0 feet; within work area. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Unusual 

looking, bulky 
medium-sized grass 
nest built on ground; 
no birds were ever 
observed near this 

nest.

4/18/2011 3/22/11 -D. Busby is notified by Garrett Huffman that there is a grass bowl on ground among rocks in the open. 
Yellow grass is dry but freshly collected. No feathers or evidence of adults in area. Return to monitor west to verify 
status. No ESA signs, so I flagged a 100 foot buffer on north side by TSAP and on the west side toward EP 237.
Apparently completed medium-sized grass nest, 8 inches wide with 3.5 inch interior bowl. No birds in attendance; 
only black-throated sparrows in area 4-4 (PK).
ahernandez, pkonrad - 4/12/2011 3:46:30 PM - Still inactive and shows signs of weathering.
RAbe - 4/18/2011 11:28:41 AM
Nest not refound. Contacted D. Busby and P. Konrad to confirm location; closed.
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6/2/2011 5000870 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Wind 

damage or predation 
are possible reasons 

for failed nest; no 
sign of nestlings or 
eggs may suggest 
(avian) predation.

barnold - 6/2/2011 11:53:45 AM
2 female House Finches on tower.
phoward - 6/5/2011 10:50:35 AM
Nest has been destroyed; trace material was found on ground and string was hanging were nest used to be; could 
see brownish muddy spot on metal where nest used to be. Wind damage or predation are possible reasons for failed 
nest; no sign of nestlings or eggs may suggest (avian) predation.

7/16/2011 7004648 LEGO Closed CP81-1 AR 15' to AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.Likely 
destroyed by natural 
causes prior to egg-

laying.

7/27/2011 rradd - 7/16/2011 10:12:33 AM
Female LEGO removing material from nearby BUSH nest to finish building this nest, which appears complete from 
below.
rradd - 7/22/2011 3:37:57 PM
Although location prevents direct observation of nest contents, activity level of LEGO pair suggests this nest remains 
active 1230.
rradd - 7/27/2011 1:40:29 PM
Change to Closed
Nest is blown out; by weather, predation, or both.

6/17/2011 7002509 SAPH Closed JVR Yard AR 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 7/1/2011 RAbe - 6/17/2011 12:42:14 PM - Male observed carrying prey items to nest. Female brooding at least 4 nestlings.
estrods - 6/21/2011 12:43:56 PM
4 nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 4:44:57 PM
Nestlings are near fledging; 2 adults bringing food and calling territorially.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 11:29:47 AM
Nestlings have fledged and dispersed from area; no fledglings or adults observed or heard. Closed.

6/17/2011 7002511 BUOR Closed TL 639  - 973035 12 feet from pole. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/22/2011 shampton - 6/17/2011 9:07:47 AM
Both adults visiting nest. Begging calls heard. Crew worked on this pole  yesterday for about 3 hours with a bucket 
truck. Observed nest 0900-1730, both adults bringing food  (insects and fruit)  and removing fecal sacs all day. 
Some fecal sacs were fairly large. Female visited nest eight times more frequently than male.
fhoffman - 6/18/2011 10:09:34 AM
Adults continued bringing in food items and vocalizing. Young heard upon adult arrival.
rradd - 6/20/2011 3:12:11 PM
Tail-less juvenile, with some down feathers still present, perched above nest entrance, begging BUOR male for food. 

rradd - 6/28/2011 12:34:28 PM
Nest has fledged, no BUOR present.

6/16/2011 7002512 HOWR Closed Hartung Yard 10 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. rradd - 6/16/2011 at 0930
HOWR pr carrying food to cavity at 3-8 min. intervals.
rradd - 6/24/2011 10:35:59 AM
HOWR present but not entering cavity during 30 min obs. Monitor once more prior to close.
rradd - 6/30/2011 4:00:35 PM
Change to Closed.
No HOWR detections at or near this cavity. Obs suggest this nest likely fledged successfully

6/18/2011 7002515 CAKI Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation - Z222370

155 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/30/2011 sritt - 6/18/2011 12:54:11 PM
Two adults seen feeding nestlings (possibly 2?) and carrying fecal sacs.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 1:02:24 PM
observed Cassin's adult feeding recent fledgling on adjacent line. Irk. could not locate nest in  tower. Closed.
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6/20/2011 7002519 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet from Suncrest. 100 feet 20 feet A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 20 feet is requested and should not 

adversely affect the successful outcome of this house finch nest for the following 
reasons:
•House Finches often nest successfully in close proximity to human activities 
and disturbances.
•This pair of nesting birds selected a nest site, built a complete nest and have 
begun laying a clutch of eggs in a location surrounded by an extremely high 
level of construction disturbance.
•The nest is enclosed within the thick metal of the bumper of the dump truck bed, 
this provides isolation from visual and acoustic disturbances of construction 
activity in the substation.
•The nest location is approximately 10 feet above the ground, providing further 
isolation from any nearby construction activity.
Additionally, a one-time temporary nest buffer modification to allow the removal 
from the buffer of another heavy construction vehicle parked adjacent to the nest 
site vehicle is requested.
This NBM should not negatively impact the nesting birds and their nest for the 
above reasons as well as the following:
•The start-up and subsequent removal of the vehicle will be a very brief 
disturbance that can possibly be timed with the nesting bird's patterns of 
behavior to minimize impact.
•If the birds do flush from the nest in response to the movement of the vehicle, 
the opportunity for them to return immediately should mitigate the brief, one-time 
disturbance.
•After the vehicle removal the normal buffer restrictions will prevent further 
disturbance in such close proximity to the nest.

1. FLEDGED. 7/25/2011 shampton - 6/20/2011 1:59:59 PM
Biomonitors AHill and CEmerson found nest and observed 3 eggs in nest  and adult perched on  dumptruck bed. 
Truck was parked in this location on 6/17/2011; nest was completed sometime between 6/17 and 6/20.
ahill - 6/21/2011 6:04:49 PM
female was coming in and out of nest in morning. started incubating for prolonged periods of time. 3 eggs in nest as 
of 2:30 pm.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 2:07:48 PM
Female returned to nest for a short time during observations.
ahill - 7/12/2011 4:33:58 PM
Female seen coming to nest, only 2 or 3 eggs have hatched.
ahill - 7/18/2011 9:20:07 AM
Checked nest on 7/16; 1 nestling has feathers and should be fledging within next several days.
ahill - 7/18/2011 5:01:44 PM
1 nestling was seen inside cavity but not in nest, was seen panting; very limited adult care; apart from being hot, 
nestling's feathers were well developed.
ahill - 7/20/2011 8:28:16 AM
Temperature in cavity was 110 degrees yesterday; nestling is still in nest as of this morning
ahill - 7/20/2011 2:59:44 PM
Nestling still in nest, observed male coming to nest. Nestling can be seen from ground with binos
ahill - 7/25/2011 5:24:08 PM; cemerson- 7/25/2011 
Nesting fledged. Nestling was absent from the nesting area. Nest was removed.

6/20/2011 7002520 RCSP Closed CP21 10 feet to AR; 120 feet 
to CP21.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/2/2011 6/20/2011
RCSP pair obs repeatedly at this site; 1 bird item-carrying suggests nest building. Nest not found and bees in 
flowering sumac somewhat aggressive, limiting the nest search. Should monitor again prior to construction.
rradd - 7/2/2011 10:25:12 AM
Change to Closed
RCSP adults and juveniles detected at this location; no food carrying or feeding of young observed 0650-0850.

6/21/2011 7002528 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 15 feet It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 15 feet is 
appropriate for this nest. Nest success should not be diminished for the following 
reasons: 
 
•House finches frequently nest successfully in proximity to human developments 
and, as a species, generally exhibit a high tolerance to human activities.
•This nesting pair has chosen to nest in a man-made structure located in an 
active construction yard.
•Nearly continuous vehicle and foot traffic on the yard road has occurred during 
nest building and the laying of three eggs, indicating strong affinity for this site.
•The reel is approximately 10 feet in diameter and the nest is within the hollow 
parts of the reel. This provides some visual and sound protection for the nest 
from yard activities.
•Within this yard there are 5 other house finch nests with NBRs between 10 and 
30 feet that remain active, progressing nests under the same conditions. 
•House finches are a common nesting bird species within Project construction 
and storage yards during this nesting season and are maintaining a high nesting 
success rate, raising multiple clutches the majority of the time.

1. FLEDGED. 7/22/2011 vnovik - 6/21/2011 5:24:28 PM
Two eggs
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:43:47 AM
three eggs
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:00:22 PM
Young nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 4:09:58 PM
Three well feathered nestlings in nest.
sritt - 7/23/2011 10:48:27 AM
Birds had previously fledged. Link Lead was aware of this + authorized reel to be moved.
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6/21/2011 7002529 NOMO Closed TL 639 - 379520 3 feet from AR; 140 

from pole.
100 feet Drive through access 

only.
NBR Submit Date: 07/17/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/18/2011

The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

1. FLEDGED. mdicus - 6/21/2011 7:41:35 AM
Female incubating 2 eggs. Incomplete clutch. Full clutch anticipated 6/23. Predicted hatch date around 7/5.
barnold - 6/28/2011 6:37:14 AM
Three eggs in nest.
rradd - 7/2/2011 4:00:53 PM
Nest contains two hatched young and one egg (S Ritt).
rradd - 7/5/2011 10:57:06 AM
NOMO feeding three hatched young 0950.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:57:13 AM
NOMO attending three hatched young; feather quills appearing.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 11:12:32 AM
Adult feeding young. Observed from distance. Nest not approached.
rradd - 7/19/2011 9:12:25 AM
Change to Closed.
Immature NOMO with short tails and wisps of down on heads being attended by parents adjacent to nest have 
apparently fledged today.

6/21/2011 7002531 LEGO Closed Elliott Substation 68 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/19/2011 rradd - 6/21/2011
LEGO pr attending nest.
rradd - 6/27/2011 2:13:16 PM
LEGO female making trips to nest in distant company of male 1355-1410.
rradd - 7/5/2011 3:08:25 PM
LEGO female continues to make trips to this site, male is guarding.
rradd - 7/11/2011 6:17:48 PM
Nest difficult to monitor but presumed active as LEGO male ballistic at COHA brancher nearby.
rradd - 7/19/2011 2:03:12 PM
LEGO feeding juveniles in neat tree and no associations with nest. Presume fledged and change to closed.

6/22/2011 7002540 VERD Closed EP262-4 55 feet NE of TSAP, 80 
feet SE of tower site.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/6/2011 shampton - 6/22/2011 3:25:20 PM
 1 adult observed visiting nest. Begging calls from inside nest were audible from 2 feet away.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 1:56:32 PM
Nest intact but no adults, nestlings, or fledglings observed or heard; nestlings may have fledged, but will check back 
once more.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 2:27:07 PM
Nestlings apparently fledged about 10 days ago; no fledglings or adults observed today - closed.

6/23/2011 7002548 BRBL Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 42 feet west of AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:20:38 PM
Male repeatedly bringing food to incubating female or nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 10:51:46 AM
Nestlings appear to have fledged; no more blackbird activity in this area. Closed.

6/23/2011 7002554 HOWR Closed Alpine Underground - 
300+00r

75 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/30/2011 shampton - 6/23/2011 12:08:43 PM
Adults observed bringing food items to nest and carrying fecal sacs away. Begging calls audible.
shampton - 6/30/2011 12:52:03 PM
No HOWR's during 20 minute observation period. Nest limb undamaged, no signs of predation. Assuming 
successfully fledged - closed.
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6/24/2011 7002555 HOOR Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
Approx 30-40 feet North 

of bridge and 20 feet 
west

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:34:56 AM
Nest building approx 5-10% Complete,
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:23:50 PM
Nest building.  still looks like two females building
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:02:17 PM
Nest appears 90%
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:55:02 PM
Nest complete, HOOR seen within close proximity to nest.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 11:45:49 AM
nest complete. no activity at nest.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 8:54:41 AM
No activity.
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:48:47 AM
Female chased lesser goldfinch from Nest area.
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:22:08 PM
Nest intact. oriole in area.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:39:36 PM
obs. no activity in 30 min period
imaunsell - 7/25/2011 10:09:52 AM
Pair feeding nestlings.
imaunsell - 7/26/2011 9:44:23 AM
No activity at nest. Pair feeding at least on fledgling in adjacent sycamore tree. Successfully fledged. No work 
occuring on site.

6/24/2011 7002557 ATFL Closed Hartung Yard 45 feet to AR. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits and drive through 

access only on AR.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

Blanket exemption for nests built along ARs continuouly in use for project 
activities recieving agency concurrence that birds extablishing nests near ARs 
are accustomed to human activities and traffic and should not be impacted 
provided that no stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. rradd - 6/24/2011 10:08:28 AM
ATFL carrying food to cavity and defending against CAKI.
rradd - 6/30/2011 4:02:27 PM
ATFL comes near cavity, making soft contact calls but no entry observed 1550.
rradd - 7/9/2011 8:33:17 AM
Change to Closed
No ATFL detections at this nest during 40 min. obs; pr with fledged young 150 east.

6/25/2011 7002558 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 15 feet This nest is located behind a metal plate on a large conductor reel and is along 
the northern edge of the yard limits. This nest site is approximately 20 feet north 
of a heavily used roadway/yard materials access route.  A nest buffer reduction 
from 100 feet to 20 feet is requested, and is not anticipated to negatively impact 
the likelihood for this nest to fledge successfully for the following reasons: 
•The nest is located on the side of a metal conductor reel that faces away from 
yard activities. The large size of the conductor reel provides a good physical, 
visual, and acoustic barrier for the nest. Furthermore, the nest is located behind 
a metal plate in a hollow area on the side of the reel, enhancing said barrier.
•The nest was built under existing construction yard activities along a heavily 
used access route for heavy equipment (haulers, front loaders, forklifts, and 
cranes) within the yard. Given the fact that the bird established a nest under the 
existing conditions of the yard and that the nest now contains eggs, a high 
disturbance tolerance exists and strong site affinity is established. These factors 
indicate that the nest will likely fledge successfully.
•Similar nesting sites are, or have been, occupied by house finches in this same 
yard which have experienced equal levels of surrounding disturbances, and 
these nests have either successfully fledged or continue with natural 
progression unhindered by Project activity. 
•House finches as a species have adapted to human disturbance and are 
commonly found successfully brooding young in close proximity to human 
activity at heavily developed locations.

1. FLEDGED. 7/28/2011 sjohnston - 6/25/2011 10:13:20 AM
1 egg in nest.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:47:36 AM
Nest has 2 eggs, female incubating
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:08:52 PM
Eggs in nest; no adults observed during short nest check.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 4:16:25 PM
Medium-sized nestlings in nest.
tfitanides - 7/22/2011 4:38:04 PM
sritt - 7/23/2011 10:12:06 AM
2 large nestlings in nest.

6/25/2011 7002559 HOWR Closed CP82-1 15 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within boundary.

1. FLEDGED. 7/7/2011 25 Jun HOWR carring food to cavity at 15 minute intervals 1006-1046.
rradd - 6/25/2011 10:16:06 AM
House Wrens carrying food at 15 minute intervals.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:25:10 PM
No HOWR detections during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 7/8/2011 3:09:30 PM
Change to Closed.
HOWR fledglings feeding with parents in Mexican elderberry 70' N.
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6/28/2011 7002566 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
40 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/15/2011 imaunsell - 6/28/2011 11:45:39 AM

13 May BLPH second clutch of 3 eggs in progress 1212. - RR
vnovik - 5/20/2011 8:30:12 AM
HOFI Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:07:28 PM
Observed incubating on nest.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:05:20 AM
incubating
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:48:06 AM
Incubating on nest.
imaunsell - 6/28/2011 11:46:28 AM
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:48:35 AM - Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:16:40 AM - Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:56:45 AM - Feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:32:01 AM - Female on nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:10:57 PM - Nestlings look feathered and should fledge soon.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:25:48 PM - Nestlings still look feathered and should fledge soon.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:58:25 PM - Feathered young.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:28:47 PM - HOFI fledged on 06/15/2011. 

6/16/2011 7002568 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

82 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/12/2011 sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:32:32 PM
HOFI rebuilding nest on top of old nest.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:12:43 PM
House Finch on nest.
sjohnston - 6/21/2011 1:44:44 PM
4 eggs.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:38:32 AM
female on nest.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:18:44 PM
on nest, likely incubating.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:04:06 AM
House Finches flying into nest site.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:32:48 PM
Female on nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:50:09 PM
on nest
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:47:55 PM
nestlings observed in nest.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 12:02:30 PM
3 nestlings obs. in nest.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 9:03:13 AM
No change
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:16:39 PM
Nest empty downy feathers in nest.. Fledglings in area begging. Fledged.

6/28/2011 7002570 HOWR Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

5 feet from AR 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/4/2011 vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:24:09 AM
Observed house wren taking nesting material into cavity.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:55:25 AM
Observed calling at entrance to cavity. Obeserved entering cavity.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:38:53 AM
Entering cavity with food.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:58:18 PM
obs bringing nesting material into cavity
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:09:27 PM
entering cavity.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:54:12 PM
Observed singing in area and entering cavity.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:57:00 PM
Entering nest cavity.
vnovik - 6/14/2011 5:50:43 PM
Entering Cavity with food.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:09:41 PM
Observed entering cavity,
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:37:29 AM
observed carrying food items into cavity,
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:17:23 PM
No observation
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:05:11 PM
feeding and begging calls heard from Cavity,
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:46:07 PM
no activity at nest. assumed fledged.

6/28/2011 7002571 CACW Closed EP269-2 60 feet from TSAP. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 phoward - 6/28/2011 8:55:32 AM
Nest was found inactive. Likely a fledged nest from this year. Juvenile was observed closeby. No adults or nest visits 
were seen. 

6/29/2011 7002579 WREN Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 54 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/10/2011 rradd - 6/29/2011 1:56:49 PM
Nest contains one egg and one day-old altricial nestling.
rradd - 7/6/2011 11:51:19 AM
WREN brooding one unhatched egg and one small partially feathered nestling.
rradd - 7/13/2011 12:27:53 PM
Change to Closed.
Young has fledged, one egg present.

AR065905
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6/30/2011 7002580 CLSW Closed Alpine Underground - 

214+00r
50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 7/22/2011 shampton - 6/30/2011 12:48:07 PM
At least 1 nestling being fed by adult. Nestling at least several days old; was visible watching out entrance.
bfischer - 7/11/2011 2:07:19 PM
Nestling was seen at nest opening. Adult was seen flying into area of nest.
sritt - 7/23/2011 12:26:48 PM
no birds visiting or seen in nest during 45 minutes of observation.

6/30/2011 7002583 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

65 feet to staked work 
limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/21/2011 vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:53:26 PM
Nest was found on 6/28/11. Nest was approx 80% when found. is now complete. Bird sitting in nest.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:48:49 PM
Incubating
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 12:02:54 PM
incubating
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:43:06 AM
observed male bringing food to nest
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:09:34 PM
Incubating
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:21:14 PM
Based on splatter presence, observations and chronology. Appears successful fledging.

7/2/2011 7002585 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; nest is in yard. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/8/2011 shampton - 7/1/2011 15:12:06 PM
Adult(s) regularly bringing food and removing fecal sacs. 7 nestlings visible, noticeably larger than size at hatching 
but eyes mainly still closed, at least 1 appeared to have eyes partially opening.
ahill - 7/6/2011 9:37:33 AM
Nestlings have feathers, were seen and heard at nest entrance, are scared of humans, adult came to feed. Nestlings 
should be fledging in next few days.
cemerson - 7/11/2011 3:13:50 PM - Nestlings successfully fledged on 7/8. They have been observed in the area still 
being attended to by the adults.
ahill - 7/20/2011 3:02:18 PM
it took 10 days for the juveniles to leave the area

7/2/2011 7002586 LASP Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

5 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

1. FLEDGED. shampton - 7/1/2011 at 1700hrs
Nest contained 3 eggs, both adults in close attendance
ahill - 7/6/2011 9:42:39 AM
4 eggs, female was incubating
ahill - 7/12/2011 4:35:32 PM
female seen on nest
ahill - 7/20/2011 3:01:25 PM
female near nest, heard nestlings from road.
ahill - 7/25/2011 5:20:24 PM
cemerson - 7/25/2011 Nest Fledged. Fledglings not observed in the area. Nest removed.

6/6/2011 7002590 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet; within yard 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/30/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011 8:02:47 PM
Female incubating, flushed from nest twice. Likely on a second clutch. [Nest was not closed in Pentab as previous 
nest check comment indicates].
barnold - 6/7/2011 12:18:57 PM
Female House Finch at nest area. Also observed House Finch activity in the nest area on Sunday 05 June 2011 but 
that entry overridden..
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 11:36:30 AM
Female incubating.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 4:51:58 PM
At least 2 downy nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 12:21:46 PM
Nestlings have fledged - closed.

7/5/2011 7002598 MODO Closed Alpine Underground. 90 feet to work accord 
My to Pen Tab.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 8/3/2011 vnovik - 7/5/2011 4:11:21 PM
Mourning Dove incubating.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 3:16:27 PM
Still incubating.
sritt - 7/23/2011 4:34:06 PM
Incubating - brooding.
pkonrad - 7/27/2011 1:25:28 PM
Dove is brooding at least 1 medium-sized nestling.
pkonrad - 8/4/2011 6:00:17 PM
Dove(s) has fledged; no doves in area - closed.

7/5/2011 7002599 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground Approx 95 feet to work 
on  Pen Tab

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 7/31/2011 vnovik - 7/5/2011 4:13:57 PM
Bird on nest incubating.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 3:20:53 PM
Female incubating.
sritt - 7/23/2011 4:39:08 PM
Female incubating. 
pkonrad - 7/27/2011 1:23:49 PM
At least 3 small nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 8/4/2011 5:57:38 PM
Nestlings have fledged; no goldfinches in area - closed.

7/1/2011 7002600 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet; Within Yard 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/13/2011 sritt - 7/1/2011 5:41:28 PM
at least two eggs in nest.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 2:40:47 PM
 2 nestlings in nest.
bfischer - 7/13/2011 1:56:26 PM
Nest was inspected using mirror with light; no nestlings were seen. The nest was removed and again inspected for 
the presence of nestlings - none were found. The nest was disposed of in a covered container to prevent the material 
from being used in a new nest. The water tank was inspected for the presence of any other nests - none were found.  
Nest closed.
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7/7/2011 7002610 CALT Closed Alpine Yard 20 feet from impact 

area.
100 feet ESA staked at yard 

limits.
NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. imaunsell - 7/7/2011 3:14:08 PM
 2 partially downy young and 1 (likely non-viable) egg in nest. No adults observed, but observation time was only a 
couple minutes.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 4:33:50 PM
 2 large feathered nestlings in nest; 1 adult walking and mock-foraging on the ground near nest.
imaunsell - 7/18/2011 1:03:41 PM
Nest empty. Presumed fledged based on nesting chronology.

5/19/2011 7002613 AMKE Closed Sycamore Sub 0 feet; within yard 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 barnold - 5/19/2011 10:42 AM American kestrel observed harrassing red-tailed hawk perched in the top of the steel 
pole at the northwestern corner of the property. Biomonitor reported seeing lizard brought to nest by adult that then 
entered lowest arm. This nest may be Active.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:02 AM - 2 dead American kestrel nestlings lying at base of pole, discovered by biomonitor on 
5/ 25/2011, and were already dessicated. Biomonitor had not been in that area since about 5/19. Unsure when these 
nestlings fell from nest. Adult observed today noisely entering nest.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:13:54 PM
Observed male quickly bring small mammal to nest. Biomonitor has observed adults at nest, including bringing food, 
since 5/27/2011. BArnold observed adults at nest 5/26.
fhoffman - 6/6/2011 7:23:08 PM
Adults observed in area vocalizing and carrying prey (lizard). 1 adult entered nest cavity, fledgling fell out other side 
of cavity. Fledgling was unharmed and vocalizing; moved into storage area. Fledgling was felt to be at risk in storage 
area and moving into areas of traffic. Onsite avian biologist removed nestling to rescue center. Close to flight ability, 
in a few more days, but adults were not returning to it. Adult observed entering nest cavity, followed by chatter inside 
cavity; 1 or more nestlings still in cavity. 
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:58:22 AM
Biomonitor observed adults bringing prey items to nest about 6 times on 6/8/2011. Today, observed adult nest 
defending against red-tailed h awk.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:36:56 PM
American kestrel pair nest defending against red-tail hawk on adjacent pole.
barnold - 6/23/2011 1:02:36 PM
Kestrels last observed in area last week.
barnold - 6/27/2011 2:45:09 PM
American kestrels last observed bringing prey items to nest on 6/8, and last seen near nest on 6/16. Assume that 
remaining nestlings have successfully fledged.

7/8/2011 7002618 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - 100976 250 feet 300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/8/2011 tcooper - 7/8/2011 6:33:02 PM
adults feeding 4 nestlings  approximately 10days old
tcooper - 7/11/2011 6:04:36 PM
nest on ground, no CAGN observed in area. presume failed.
tcooper - 7/15/2011 4:33:43 PM
 both adults observed feeding at least 3 fledglings. Nest on ground possible partial predation or possibly knocked off 
by passing mammal.

7/6/2011 7002621 ATFL Closed EP206 10 feet from AR, 80 feet 
to work area

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/13/2011 rquilley - 7/6/2011 10:07:50 PM - Nestlings heard calling and adult observed bringing food to nest. 
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 4:14:23 PM
Nestlings appear to have fledged and dispersed from the area; no adults observed and no nestlings heard at nest 
site - closed.

7/9/2011 7002622 HOOR Closed Hartung CY 55 feet from AR 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits and drive through 

access only on AR.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

Blanket exemption for nests built along ARs continuouly in use for project 
activities recieving agency concurrence that birds extablishing nests near ARs 
are accustomed to human activities and traffic and should not be impacted 
provided that no stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. rradd - 7/9/2011 8:38:45 AM
HOOR female on nest for 20 min. intervals; male guards, chases off WEKI, follows female to and from nest.
rradd - 7/14/2011 9:26:22 AM
HOOR female departs nest 0712. Adult male carrying food chases subadult male away.
rradd - 7/21/2011 8:27:57 AM
Female HOOR departs nest; drops fecal sac approx 120' from nest 0715. Male nest guarding.
rradd - 7/27/2011 11:25:33 AM
Change to Closed.
No HOOR detections during 30 min. obs. Nest has likely fledged.

5/12/2011 7003424 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet from house; 55 
feet form AR

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 12 May Nest reoccupied, female incubating. 0900. - RR
19 May HOFI female incubating 3 eggs 1030. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 4:36:52 PM
HOFI female brooding 1358.
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:37:50 PM
At least 2 downy nestlings visible in nest 1610.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:19:41 AM
Nest is empty and young have fledged. Change to Inactive.

3/10/2011 7003425 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet from house; 55 
feet from AR

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/4/2011 10 Mar 2011 - HOFI entering nest. ACTIVE - RR
24 Mar - Nest appears vacant. - RR
31 Mar - Nest unoccupied. Change to inactive. 
5 Apr - Nest reoccupied by HOFI change to active. - RR
11 Apr - HOFI on nest 15:11. - RR
19 Apr - HOFI on nest 0757. - RR
5 May - Nest empty, presumed fledged. Change to closed. -RR

4/26/2011 7003823 HOFI Closed Helix Yard AR 45 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 26 Apr - HOFI incubating 6 eggs 1635. - RR
3 May - Downy young in nest 1600. - RR
11 May - Well feathered young with adults tending 1744. - RR
18 May - Nest has fledged 1738. Change to Closed. - RR
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7/13/2011 7004625 CAGN Closed CP13 575 feet northeast of 

Structure CP13-2
300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 8/4/2011 dbusby - 7/13/2011 4:14:22 PM - A previously unrecorded adult male was detected incubating an active nest with 3 

eggs approximately 575 feet northeast of Structure CP13-2. The adult female was never detected during my 
observations. No buffers were established since this nest is well beyond the requisite 300-foot construction buffer 
and it will not affect construction activities.
dbusby - 7/20/2011 11:56:16 AM - Adult pair feeding one 3-day-old nestling.
kalberts - 7/27/2011 3:02:53 PM
Parents continuing to feed one nestling. 
blohstroh - 8/4/2011 1:23:06 PM
Nest empty, male feeding fledgling 650 ft to the NE.

7/14/2011 7004628 COHA Closed CP43 120 feet from was 
station centerpoint

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/9/2011 veurs - 7/14/2011 8:33:59 AM
The nest was detected by hearing the cries of at least one juvenile hawk. 
A juvenile was seen next to the nest, making alarm vocalizations before flying away. Another fledged juvenile was 
observed in the nest and moving about the surrounding vegetation. Below the nest a large amount of newly-emerged 
feathers were found, which suggests at least one juvenile was predated (See photos).

veurs - 7/14/2011 1:38:26 PM
Based on the flight mobility of the two fledglings, this nest is being considered closed. According to Cooper's Hawk 
nesting chronology, the young will remain near the nest, feeding from it, for up to ten days after fledging. Therefore, 
the biologists feel these young fledged between 4 July and 9 July 2011. This nest is located adjacent to a County 
Water District service yard that is actively in use. Additionally, extensive dam construction is occurring about a 
quarter mile away.  During the four hours of this survey alone, road work, blast whistles, truck loading/unloading and 
welding activities occurred. Given the successful fledging of the hawks with such a high level of disturbance, it is felt 
that no buffer required around this nest. Also, the nest is located behind a locked 9-foot chain link fence topped with 
barbed wire, so it would be difficult for anyone to get closer than 100 feet.

7/14/2011 7004631 HOOR Closed Alpine Underground 
431-00l

20 feet from Alpine Blvd 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 8/1/2011 shampton - 7/14/2011 3:05:36 PM
Pair observed going to nest. Female incubating/brooding; flushed when observer was directly below nest, otherwise 
tolerant of human activity and construction (work inside nearby vault and  flaggers).
shampton - 7/14/2011 4:52:10 PM
Construction activities were occurring during bird behavioral observations on 7/14/11 (1400-1445 hrs). Activities 
consisted of  men working below ground inside vault. On surface were air conditioners (ventilating vault) and 
generators running, pickup trucks, tent, traffic control equipment, and flaggers. Nearest work was about 40 feet away.  

sritt - 7/23/2011 4:55:36 PM
Female repeatedly bringing food to nest.
pkonrad - 8/5/2011 11:13:21 AM
No orioles observed in areaduring 30 minutes of observation, but judging from the past reports it is assumed the 
nestlings fledged - closed.

7/14/2011 7004633 ROWR Closed Kreutzcamp Yard AR 10 feet west of AR 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 8/6/2011 pkonrad - 7/14/2011 11:29:35 AM
Rock Wren flushed from nest crevice during bio nest visits Monday and Tuesday. 2 wrens observed; 1 entered 
cavity.
pkonrad - 7/21/2011 11:08:20 AM
Adult with insect in bill standing on small twig nest at opening of nesting cavity among rocks.
pkonrad - 7/27/2011 10:11:53 AM
At least 3 young nestlings being fed in the nest by adults that make food gathering forays and return to the nest. A 
few pebbles have been assembled to form an entry 'porch.' 
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 4:22:27 PM
At least 2 large nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 8/10/2011 10:53:46 AM
Nestlings have fledged and the wrens appear to have dispersed from the area.

5/3/2011 7004640 BUSH Closed CP25-2 20 feet from work limits. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 mdicus - 5/3/2011 - Adult BUSH observed making multiple trips to and from nest,  Pair has started  new clutch in 
same nest.  Buffer re-staked at 75 feet, per previous NBR from April 18.  
mdicus - 5/9/2011 2:09:15 PM - Adult still making multiple trips to and from nest.
blohstroh - 5/13/2011 8:36:22 AM-nest in good condition, adult making trips to nest, even during active 
construction:concrete pouring.
21 May BUSH exits nest 1448. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 7:41:32 AM
No BUSH detected during 20 min obs, then HOWR removing nest material unopposed. Nest feels empty. Presume 
fledged and Change to Closed. Stakes and buffers removed.
Note to bio-monitor - HOWR building nest nearby ...
tcooper - 5/31/2011 11:28:38 AM - no activity over 15 min, 

5/19/2011 7004642 HOFI Closed CP54 Londono 
property

0' to house. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/15/2011 19 May HOFI female on nest 1508, male guarding.- RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:20:06 PM
No HOFI detected during 30 min. obs. 
rradd - 6/3/2011 9:09:35 AM
HOFI on nest 0832
rradd - 6/8/2011 1:34:46 PM
HOFI pr. at nest 1307. 
rradd - 6/16/2011 4:19:47 PM
HOFI on nest 1537
rradd - 6/23/2011 8:40:17 AM
No HOFI detected at this nest during 30 min obs. 
Change to Closed.

7/16/2011 7004643 COYE Closed Access road to guard 
pole structure near 

CP71

95 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. eelias - 7/16/2011 10:14:35 AM
JPawlicki observed a female delivering food to 2 partly feathered nestlings; their eyes were open and they had pin 
feathers on wings, back and head.
rradd - 7/21/2011 10:36:47 AM
Nest is intact and empty. Small feces in bottom of cup suggests successful fledge.
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5/12/2011 7004649 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/12/2011 - MODO on nest 0937. - RR

5/19/2011 - MODO on nest 1012. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 1:03:10 PM - MODO brooding young 1259.
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:21:32 PM - Nest appears empty; presume successfully fledged - closed.

4/5/2011 7004650 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 4/5/2011 - Nest reoccupied by MODO 
4/11/2011 - MODO incubating; 1 egg visible. - RR
4/19/2011 Apr - MODO on nest 0824. - RR
4/27/2011 - 2 MODO nestlings on nest 0938. - RR
5/5/2011 - Adult MODO on nest. Assume successful fledge and re-nest 0907. - RR

7/19/2011 7004659 HOFI Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; in San Luis Rey 
Substation

100 feet 25 feet This nest is located within the 230kV rack, about 20 feet above the ground below 
an insulator. Currently, there is an SDG&E crew working in the second bay of 
the 230kV rack, about 45 feet east of the nest. Nestlings were heard several 
times loudly calling when a female arrived at the nest. The nestlings vocalize at 
a loud volume and with aggressiveness indicative of large well developed 
nestlings, suggesting they will fledge soon.
A nest buffer reduction from 100 to 25 feet is requested for this active house 
finch nest. The NBR should not adversely affect the nesting birds, nor should it 
inhibit the successful fledging of the young for the following reasons:
•The finches built this nest within the substation while daily Sunrise Power Link-
related construction activities and ongoing non-Project maintenance and 
operations activities were occurring. This clearly demonstrates the birds are 
acclimated to and tolerent of human activity in their nesting area.
•The nest is located at the bottom of an insulator located on the 230kV rack 
about 20 to 25 feet above the ground, and as such is completely enclosed with 
no direct view to future activities.
•Presumably, the nest has large nestlings (based on the amount of noise 
generated when competing for food), indicating the adult finches have a lot of 
energy invested in this nest and will not likely abandon it now.
•The work proposed near the nest is of the same intensity as the activity that has 
occured simultaneously with nest progression. The finches  tolerance of 
construction activites to date suggest the success of the birds will not be 
impacted by the proposed work.

Additionally, the presumably large size of the vocalizing nestlings suggests that 
these will soon fledge, perhaps in a matter of days.

1. FLEDGED. 7/26/2011 barnold - 7/19/2011 10:07:08 AM
Nestlings heard vocalizing when female approahes and enters nest. These nestlings sound fairly large, and as such 
will likely fledge within a week or so. Female came to nesr several times while work was occurring within 45 feet of 
nesr. As such, a 30-foot buffer will likely suffice.
pkonrad - 8/5/2011 10:14:16 AM
Biomonitor at substation verified the nestlings fledged - closed.

7/13/2011 7004666 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Loritz property

0 feet; in water tank 100 feet 30 feet and drive 
through access with 

access to water tank.

A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 30 feet with drive through access and 
access to a water reservoir is not anticipated to impact the likelihood for this nest 
to fledge successfully for the following reasons:
•This nest is located 6 feet high between wheels of a water reservoir. This 
location provides a natural buffer by design that shields the nest from visual and 
sound disturbances occurring due to continuous, nearby construction.
•The nest was discovered by the on-site biological monitor during work activities 
that included rock crushing and drilling. These activites are were occurring 
approximately 85 feet away and had no apparent impact upon nesting 
behavior.
•To date all typical work activities have been occuring at or near 30 feet from the 
nest with through traffic and access to the water tank allowed due to an existing 
NBR granted for adjacent, recently fledged house finch nest ID 7002508. This 
pair has chosen this nest location regardless of these activities, demonstrating 
that the propsed 30 foot buffer is adequate to allow all typical nesting behaviors 
to occur, and as shown by nest 7002508, successful fledging without impact.
•The nest contains nestlings indicating that a high level of site affinity is likely 
and the pair is not anticipated to abandon the nest at this stage.

1. FLEDGED. 8/3/2011 aayala - 7/13/2011
Biomonitor Michael Scaffidi first noticed activity in alternate set of wheels on 7/13/2011. Female left and returned to 
substrate in no less than 30 minute intervals, nothing observed in mouth.
aayala - 7/15/2011
Bio rechecked on 7/15/2011. Observed male entering nest at least once during an unknown interval; female not 
seen. 
aayala - 7/20/2011
During an unknown observation interval, bio detected begging calls as well as both the male and female making 
multiple trips to nest.
aayala - 7/21/2011 12:50:40 PM
At least 1 downy nestling with open eyes seen in substrate with nest-check mirror by sritt. No other activity observed 
(i.e. no adult activity).
emorgan - 8/3/2011 5:29:58 PM
Nest empty when checked with mirror. A lot of droppings are in and around nest. Successfully fledged.

7/22/2011 7004671 LEGO Closed CP83 AR 25 feet to AR 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/27/2011 rradd - 7/22/2011 12:11:53 PM
Male alarming and escorting, eventually female settles on nest 1204.
rradd - 7/27/2011 2:36:27 PM
Change to Closed.
The only LEGO activity observed during 30 min. obs is nearby feeding of juveniles. Presume this nest has fledged.

5/24/2011 7004673 HOWR Closed TL 6916 - Z973032 40 feet to work 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/27/2011 rradd - 5/24/2011 7:31:00 AM - HOWR singing and entering nest 0728.
rradd - 6/1/2011 5:58:57 PM - HOWR calls and enters nest 17:58.
rradd - 6/7/2011 4:16:33 PM - HOWR enters nest while construction in progress 1415.
rradd - 6/13/2011 4:03:30 PM - HOWR to and from nest 1602.
rradd - 6/20/2011 3:56:43 PM - HOWR to nest 1552, for 2 minutes.
rradd - 6/28/2011 1:24:27 PM
No HOWR detections during 30 min. survey. Monitoring timeline suggests nest has fledged.
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7/26/2011 7004676 COHA Closed Elliot Substation 210 feet to substation. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/21/2011 04/05/11 - Pair of Cooper's hawks observed at and around nest (R. Abe, M. Dicus).

12 Apr - COHA flew from nest, calling at 12:00. Seems agitated by human voices, traffic OK.- RR
21 Apr - COHA at nest. Agitated by observer activity in  parking lot. 0715 - RR
26 Apr - Male COHA vocal at nest 1210. - RR
03 May - COHA on nest. - RR
11 May - COHA agitated by landscape utility crew working under nest. 0700 - RR
16 May - COHA female at nest, male hunting in the fig trees 0855. - RR
23 May - COHA visible on this well-obscured nest, adult male hunting nearby.
rradd - 5/23/2011 11:19:27 AM
COHA visible on this well-obscured nest, ad. male hunting nearby.
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:46:43 AM
 Male COHA carries small bird to nest 0707.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:33:01 AM
Male COHA eating NOMO 0843, returns briefly to nest 0858 w/ no food and departs quickly.
rradd - 6/14/2011 2:48:11 PM
Adult male COHA carrying prey to nesr area 1140, juv. on nest 1405.
rradd - 6/21/2011 8:31:39 AM
Adult male COHA carrying prey to nest area 0704, COHA on nest 0826.
rradd - 6/27/2011 2:09:08 PM
COHA on nest 1352.
rradd - 7/5/2011 3:06:40 PM
Adult COHA on nest with downy, partially feathered juvenile ...
rradd - 7/11/2011 6:13:44 PM
Juvenile COHA brancher with short wings and tail; not yet flight capable adjacent to nest. Adult male COHA alarming 
10' away in response to observer.
rradd - 7/19/2011 2:00:21 PM
No COHA detected at nest tree; juvenile heard calling away from nest. Young has fledged, change to Closed.

7/26/2011 7004677 MODO Closed CP49-1 AR Hamlet 
property

50' to AR 100 feet 40 feet NBR Submit Date: 08/01/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 08/02/2011

This nest is located 50 feet from access road at the top of an embankment and 
within the dense foliage of a Peruvian pepper. Approximately 9 feet above the 
ground in a branch fork from the trunk, the nest contains 2 nestlings, one is very 
large and well developed and should fledge within 4 days, the other a few days 
behind. A nest buffer reduction to 40 feet is not anticipated to negatively impact 
the likelihood for this nest to fledge successfully for the following reasons:
•The vegetation should provide a natural visual and sound buffer for the nest 
from disturbances occuring in the work area. 
•The nest is located on the west side of a Project access road. The work area is 
located 50 feet downslope and the slope creates a natural visual and sound 
buffer from the work area to the nest site.
•Mourning doves are frequently highly tolerant of human activity and nests in 
close proximity to work elsewhere on the Project have fledged successfully. The 
nestlings in this nest are very close to fledging and may have done so by the 
time work occurs.
•Although some activities will be required within 100 feet, the majority of work, 
staging, vehicle idling, and access will occur outside the 100 foot buffer. The 
majority of activities occuring between 40-100 feet from the nest will be limited to 
methods utilizing hand tools. 

1. FLEDGED. rradd - 7/26/2011 10:53:54 AM
2 nestlings in nest; largest 1 should fledge in 3 days.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 11:04:54 AM
Nestlings have apparently fledged; no doves in area, so they have probably already dispersed..

6/16/2011 7004678 LEGO Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

60 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/16/2011 rradd - 6/16/2011
LEGO female appears to be putting finishing touches on new nest 0700.
rradd - 6/23/2011 9:54:38 AM
Apparently incubating female LEGO settles onto nest 0912. 
rradd - 6/30/2011 9:24:11 AM
Male LEGO feeds female on nest 0653.
rradd - 7/7/2011 8:49:45 AM
LEGO female leaves nest to forage 0650, returns to nest 0718.
rradd - 7/15/2011 7:29:45 AM
LEGO female leaves nest to forage 0718.
sjohnston - 7/16/2011 9:26:07 AM
Observed LEGO visit old BUSH nest, then return to its nest.
rradd - 7/20/2011 7:14:23 PM
Change to closed.
LEGO female comes to nest; appears that new layer of material has been added and second nest is in progress. 
Nest presumed to have successfully fledged.

5/24/2011 7004680 HOWR Closed EP27-1 35' from AR 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/21/2011 pkonrad - 5/24/2011 12:50:42 PM
Wren singing incessantly at nest tree, but no activity observed at cavities.
eelias - 6/6/2011 11:48:05 AM
Arrived @ 1131. Nest cavity was located after locating two adults scolding me. These adults were holding food 
items. Both adults brought these items into the peeping young. Nest monitored for 15 minutes.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 11:04:56 AM
Adults feeding nestlings in nest cavity.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 1:07:15 PM
Nestlings appear to have fledged; no adults or fledglings observed or heard in the area - will check back..
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 11:52:34 AM
No wrens observed in area; nestlings apparently fledged and family group dispersed.
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5/14/2011 7004683 WEBL Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 

pullsite - driveway 
entry

32 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 14 May WEBL pr present but no cavity use during 30 min obs.0930 - RR
19 May WEBL pr active, female enters cavity 1802. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 8:19:12 AM
WEBL pr feeding nest at 5 min intervals 0706
rradd - 6/3/2011 3:37:42 PM
County personnel cut tree down!
rradd - 6/3/2011 3:45:20 PM
Stump with nest cavity has been placed approx 2.5' AGL and (incredibly) WEBL pr continues to feed this nest.
rradd - 6/9/2011 11:24:34 AM
WEBL pr continue to feed at least two juv.s visible in nest entrance at 3-10 min intervals 1110.
rradd - 6/17/2011 7:48:00 AM
No WEBL detected using this stump. Fledged young being fed away from nest. Change to Closed.

7/27/2011 7004700 HOFI Closed Rough Acres Lodge 0 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/27/2011 fhoffman - 7/27/2011 12:22:11 PM
Appears to be successfully fledged based on nest splatter and shape.

8/4/2011 7004711 ACWO Closed Alpine Underground 0 - above work area. 1. FLEDGED. pkonrad - 8/4/2011 6:08:43 PM
Large nestling food begging and being fed by adult(s) making periodic feeding trips to cavity.
pkonrad - 8/10/2011 3:04:23 PM
No activity at nest cavity; will check back tomorrow.
pkonrad - 8/11/2011 7:16:29 PM
No adult or nestling activity again - appears nestling(s) fledged and dispersed.

5/11/2011 7005052 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/19/2011 barnold - 5/11/2011 12:29 PM - Female flushed from empty nest.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:22  AM - Female flushed from nest with 3 eggs.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:55 AM - Female flushed from nest with 4 eggs.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:27:01 AM - At least 2 nestlings in nest.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:13:51 PM - 3 very large nestlings in nest, looks like they are about to fledge.
barnold - 6/23/2011 11:53:24 AM - Nestlings successfully fledged - closed.

6/27/2011 7002563 ATFL Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within Sycamore 
Substation.

100 feet 30 feet A Nest Buffer Reduction to allow work to occur under the superstructure will 
result in a minimum buffer of about 30 feet of the newly discovered Ash-throated 
Flycatcher nest (vertically), which will not likely result in nest failure.
The Ash-throated Flycatcher nest is not anticipated to be substantially disturbed 
by the Sycamore Substation work, due to the following:
•         The nest is located in a hollow pole on top of the 69kV rack, about 40 feet 
above the ground. It is completely enclosed and surrounded by steel, with no 
direct view to the proposed activities at ground level.
•      This nest was discovered during work activities were occurring nearby, yet 
the birds accessed the horizontal pole opening without regard to the on-the-
ground activites occurring nearby.

1. FLEDGED.  Based 
on nest chronology 
and reported times 
for incubation (15 

days)  and fledglings 
leaving nest at 16 to 

17 days, this nest 
likely fledged 22 July 
2011. As has been 
observed with other 

Ash-throated 
Flycatcher nests on 
the SRPL Project, 

Ash-throated 
Flycatcher family 
groups seem to 

move away from the 
nest to forage and 
feed fledglings in 

nearby appropriate 
habitat.

7/29/2011 barnold - 6/27/2011 2:15:58 PM
Adult observed entering pipe four times during the observation period (9 to 2). Also, pair seen at pipe, one standing 
by while other entered opening.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:55:32 PM
Adult observed entering pipe nest cavity.
barnold - 7/12/2011 9:06:13 PM
Adult brought food to nest twice during 10-minute observation period.
barnold - 7/13/2011 7:24:34 PM
Adult observed bringing food to nest, even during nearby front-end loader work.
barnold - 7/14/2011 4:51:00 PM
Adult flew to perch on 69kV superstructure above nest at 1:05, then flew to nest and briefly entered pipe at 1:07. This 
first adult sits at nest pipe entrance, looking around area until 1:13 when second adult flew into nest. First adult 
stands on top of nest pipe entrance, then flies off at 1:15, and immediately returns with food then leaves again.
barnold - 7/16/2011 4:27:08 PM
Friday 15 July 2011 Adult entered nest at 11:20. Both adults arrive, one with food at 11:48. Adult with food perched 
on vertical pipe west of nest pipe, enters one, then another, and finally into the pipe opening with the nest (nest is 
located in eastern-most pipe in row of six). This adult quickly flew off. An adult returned at 11:59 and displayed the 
same behavior of entering two other pipe openings before entering nest pipe. At 12:02 an adult flies down to 
transformer and perches till 12:08. A second adult flies to perch at 12:08, then enters nest at 12:09 and flies off at 
12:11. Both adults return at 12:17, both leave shortly thereafter. Both return at 12:25,  one briefly enters nest then 
flies off while other stays on vertical pipe perch two bays to the west and eventually flies off. At 1:32 both adulrs 
return to nest, and one immediately enters pipe opening. At 3:50 both adults at nest, one enters briefly then leaves.
barnold - 7/16/2011 9:08:32 PM
Adult at nest at 11:53.  At 12:27, adult brought food to nest, entered and departed after 12 seconds.  Adult broyght 
food at 2:15.  Adult at nest at 4:15.  Adult at vertical perch at 6:15.
barnold - 7/17/2011 4:31:09 PM
Adult incidentally observed at nest at 0722 and 1115. Adult brings food at 1224, enters then emerges without food.  
Adult brings food at 3:43, leaves shortly thereafter. At 3:52, both adults return to nest, one with food flies to vertical 
perch, other flies directly to nest pipe opening. Adult with food then flies into nest. In the meantime, a female House 
Finchperches atop the vertical nest pipe. The adult flycatcher, upon emerging from the opening, aggressively 
engages the HOFI and drives her off.
barnold - 7/21/2011 3:22:49 PM
Adult at nest pole entrance.
barnold - 8/2/2011 5:12:57 PM
Last activity observed 21 July. No adults seen on 28 July. This nest fledged, probably on 29 July according to 
reported incubation period of 15 days and fledglings leaving nest at 15 to 16 days.
barnold - 8/2/2011 5:33:39 PM
Correction, meant to say this nest likely fledged 22 July 2011.

8/9/2011 7004713 BANO Closed EP43-1 460 feet 1. FLEDGED.  Nest 
apparently fledged 

before initial 
discovery.   No signs 

of predation.

shampton - 8/9/2011 10:19:52 PM
Nest empty. Already fledged. No  eggs or chicks in nest. Lots of whitewash, BANO feathers and pellets.  No sign of 
predation.
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7/8/2011 7002616 LEGO Closed Alpine Yard 15 feet from impact 

area.
100 feet ESA staked at yard 

limits.
NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 1 
nestling appears to 
have fledged and 1 
feathered nestling 

died in nest, possibly 
while fledging.

eelias - 7/8/2011 1:06:49 PM
This nest was found by hearing vocalizing nestlings. A visual inspection revealed 2 nestlings calling.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 4:56:59 PM
Unusual case: 1 dead fully plumaged fledgling-aged nestling is hanging upside down from nest rim by 1 leg. There is 
an abundance of mutes on a flattened potion of nest - I think other nestling fledged, but the dead nestling appears to 
have been caught in nest material as it tried to leave nest. No sign of predation  - closed.

7/6/2011 7002604 LENI Closed TL6916 - 774842 20 feet to AR 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. Adult 
flushing but 

remaining in area 
inidcates recently 
fledged nest with 

semi-precocial young 
still in area.

8/4/2011 phoward - 7/6/2011 8:28:10 AM
Female incubating 2 eggs.
tcooper - 7/15/2011 - Female brooding 2 downy nestlings.
tcooper - 7/16/2011 2:22:05 PM
7/16/2011 10:00 AM - Female brooding 2 downy nestlings.
rradd - 7/18/2011 6:55:20 AM
LENI brooding 2 downy nestlings with feather quills just emerging on wings.
rradd - 7/25/2011 8:35:20 AM
Adult LENI flushed from nest area and remained nearby. Nest is empty and young could not be located within a 100 
foot radius during 30 minute search.

5/27/2011 7002386 LBVI Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 15 feet from AR. 300 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 06/01/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/02/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

Per USFWS comments and in compliance with the BO, anytime construction 
activities occur (including drive through access) within 300 feet of a least Bell’s 
vireo nest a biologist must be present. 

1. FLEDGED. Adults 
and fledglings 

observed away from 
nest.

6/4/2011 tcooper - 5/27/2011 10:53:43 AM - Pair with 3 nestlings approximately 3 days old. Male banded MPu:lbMDb; female 
unbanded.
dbusby - 6/3/2011 1:54:49 PM - Adult pair bringing food to nestlings.
rradd - 5/31/2011 2:36:48 PM - Adult LBVI feeding this nest 1415
imaunsell - 6/2/2011 11:59:14 AM - Adult LBVI feeding 3 nestlings. Down feathers still present. Nestlings still appear 
to be a couple days from fledging. Nest checked by Kris Alberts. Anticipated fledge date 6/4/2011.
rradd - 6/6/2011 4:27:37 PM - Nest is empty. Nestlings have fledged. Banded male remains singing on territory.
rradd - 6/15/2011 8:58:30 PM - Pair have re-nested nearby. Change to Closed.

5/26/2011 7002381 ATFL Closed CP70-3 AR 40 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. Adults 
feeding fledglings 

near nest.

7/8/2011 ATFL pair observed pair-bonding here 20 May have selected a nest cavity. Time spent away from nest by both birds 
presumed to indicate egg-laying phase in progress.
rradd - 6/4/2011 10:55:26 AM
ATFL nesting activity continues here.
rradd - 6/9/2011 4:36:42 PM
ATFK pair seen near cavity but not entering.
rradd - 6/17/2011 2:48:53 PM
Several visits by ATFL, but no cavity entry obs. An alternate site may have been selected, but activity level is very 
low (1400-1445). Will monitor once more before closing.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:24:49 PM
ATFL male escorts food-carrying female to nest cavity, departs after she enters 1056. Female remains on nest for 
duration of 20 min obs.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:13:58 PM
ATFL pr carrying food to nest at 10 min. intervals.
rradd - 7/8/2011 9:23:42 AM
Change to Closed
Nest has fledged. ATFL carrying food to fledglings in and around nest tree.

5/24/2011 7002351 WEBL Closed TL 6916 - 973035 90 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular pasage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping 
standing or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. Adults 
observed with 

fledglings away from 
nest.

6/1/2011 rradd - 5/24/2011 8:24:46 AM - 17 May WEBL foraging near pole, carrying food to this nest 1102.
rradd - 5/24/2011 8:25:30 AM - WEBL pair continue carrying food to nest.
rradd - 6/2/2011 8:18:13 AM - WEBL pair feeding fledgling away from nest 0731.
rradd - 6/2/2011 8:19:23 AM - Change to Closed.

5/31/2011 7002399 AMKE Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

190 feet from 
substation.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 100 
feet. Nest is 100 feet up, 
so horizontal buffer is 0.

•Non-Project work occurs within this substation on a daily basis, all of this work 
occurs between 100 and  500 feet from the nest, including wiring, switching and 
electrical testing, which are equipment, labor, and noise intensive. This nesting 
pair appear to be very tolerant of all such work.
•The loudest part of the Project related work (concrete sawing) has already been 
performed. Last week jackhammering occurred within 120 feet, and a concrete 
retaining wall 175 feet from the nest was demolished, and the birds tolerated this 
work, undeterred from their nesting behavior.
•This nest is a typical American Kestrel nest, constructed within a cavity, and by 
design cavity nests provide a natural visual and acoustic buffer for the adults 
and nestlings within.
•The nest is located 100 feet off the ground in an arm of an electrical pole 
structure. This arm extends northwest from the central pole, away from all 
proposed Project work. Therefore, the pole height and nest entrance orientation 
provides an additional visual and sound buffer from activities occurring in the 
work area.
•A pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks was seen being harassed by one of the 
Kestrels during this survey. Similar behavior toward these Red-tailed Hawks has 
been seen by the bio-monitor every day that she has been onsite. The Kestrel's 
defensive behavior exhibits strong nest affinity, illustrating that they continue to 
show normal nesting behaviors despite the man-made and natural 
disturbances.
•This tower is located 45 outside of the substation fenceline, less than 200 feet 
from a residential housing tract and all current daily substation traffic very rarely 
utilizes this area within 100 feet of the tower.

1. FLEDGED. Adults 
seen with young near 

nest cavity.

6/18/2011 sritt - 5/31/2011 5:35:46 PM
Adults seen nearby harassing RTHAs.  One adult seen entering arm. Fledglings heard giving begging calls.
sritt - 6/18/2011 1:29:47 PM
Two adults seen feeding + flying around w/ two juveniles.
sritt - 6/18/2011 1:32:03 PM
One juvenile briefly landed on tower arm containing nest, but never entered.  Birds otherwise showing no affinity 
towards nest. Nest closed.
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5/26/2011 7002359 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 

MH-18
50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. All 
nesting ppears to be 

completed.

shampton - 5/26/2011 3:06:53 PM
WTSW's active at holes.
emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:39:07 PM
Multiple pairs entering cavities.
shampton - 6/9/2011 12:15:59 PM
WTSW's active at holes.
shampton - 6/16/2011 12:24:09 PM
Multiple WTSW's entering and exiting multiple holes during 10 minute observation period.
shampton - 6/23/2011 11:31:24 AM
WTSW's observed entering holes at 0643.
shampton - 6/30/2011 3:26:39 PM
WTSW's entered and/or exited at least 7 different holes during 30 minute observation period (1305-1335); 2 of the 7 
holes were also used by NRWS.
bfischer - 7/11/2011 2:13:07 PM
Adults were seen flying into and out of nest.
shampton - 7/21/2011 5:37:39 PM
No WTSW's were observed entering holes or anywhere in the area during 25 minutes of observation (1040-1105). 
Today, during weekly Least Bell's Vireo survey of surrounding riparian area (0740-1010), only 1 WTSW was 
observed during a brief flyby, much higher than the bridge level.
pkonrad - 7/28/2011 11:25:37 AM
No swifts observed this morning (8:25-9:30) and yesterday afternoon (2:30-2:50) - closed.

3/24/2011 5003276 NRWS Closed Alpine Underground - 
302+00

65 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 
Appears all swallows 

have completed 
nesting.

emorgan - 5/25/2011 10:06:41 AM
Multiple pairs entering cavities with some carrying nesting material.
shampton - 5/26/2011 3:05:21 PM
NRSW active at holes.
emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:37:48 PM
Multiple pairs entering cavities.
shampton - 6/9/2011 1:13:25 PM
NRWS observed entering hole.
shampton - 6/16/2011 12:25:21 PM
Multiple NRWS's entering multiple holes during 10 minute observation.
shampton - 6/23/2011 11:30:24 AM
NRWS observed entering hole at 0640.
shampton - 6/30/2011 3:29:24 PM
NRWS's entered and/or exited at least 7 different holes during 30 minute observation. (1305-1335).  2 of those 7 
holes were also used by WTSW's
bfischer - 7/11/2011 2:15:19 PM
Adult was acting agitated when I was near nest. Adults made several trips into and from nest.
shampton - 7/21/2011 5:50:42 PM
No NRWS's observed during 25 minutes of observation (1040-1105).  Also, no NRWS's were detected during today's 
(7/21/2011) weekly Least Bell's Vireo survey of surrounding riparian area (0740-1010). No construction in Viejas 
Creek bridge area during observations.
pkonrad - 7/28/2011 11:20:53 AM
No swallows observed this morning (8:25-9:30), or yesterday afternoon (14:30-14:50) - closed.

3/31/2011 5003309 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation 
work area.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 feet The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      following reasons:
 
            •             House finches are known to nest in proximity to
            human activity and exhibit a high tolerance towards human
            disturbances. They have relatively high rates of nest success
            within areas of high human activity.
            •             These nests are located high up in the steel,
            between 20 and 40 feet above the ground.
            •             Past NBMs of similar nature with house finch in
            structures have not effected the success of the nests.

1. FLEDGED. 
Appears pair may 
have used a nest 

from previous 
nesting period.

7/6/2011 3/31/11  Inactive nest, not flagged (Cummings).
barnold - 4/12/2011 10:40:38 AM - Nest indeterminate. No birds observed.
26 Apr - No confirmation of nesting detected from outside the Sub. No positive observations since 31 Mar, change to 
Closed. - RR
2 May - HOFI incubating female visible 1036. Change to active. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 2:07 PM  House Finches in general area.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:28 AM House Finches in general area but not at this specific described area.

barnold - 6/1/2011 4:51:17 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:52:42 AM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:50:02 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:56:16 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:23:26 PM
No House Finches seen at this specific insulator structure. House Finch activity observed in this bay and adjacent 
bay to east, including family group and later single female.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:43:20 PM
Nest has successfully fledged.
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6/7/2011 7002594 WEBL Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
20' 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. Based 

on nesting 
chronology it is 
assumed that 

nestlings sucessfully 
fledged.

6/24/2011 sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:05:46 PM
WBNU obs. ca. 3 feet from cavity but did not enter during observations
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:05:32 PM
No activity at cavity.
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:08:11 AM - Occupied by Western Bluebirds. Male and female observed carrying prey items into 
nest.
30 Apr - WEBL pair carrying grass to this nest, but pair of NUWO also here 1055. - RR
6 May - WEBL pair remain active at this nest 1045. - RR
13 May WEBL pr carrying items to nest, defending against constant HOWR insurgency 0955. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 1:18:25 PM
WEBL bringing prey items to nest. 
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:35:08 PM
WEBL bringing food to cavity.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:01:53 PM
No activity observed at nest. No bluebirds in the  area.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:56:07 AM
No activity. presumed sucessful fledge. 
sjohnston - 6/3/2011 3:10:22 PM
WBNU observed clearing WEBL nest material and bringing in fresh nesting material.

3/31/2011 7004638 HOFI Closed CP54 Londono 0 feet  to house 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Chronology suggests 

fledging.

5/13/2011 31 Mar - HOFI reclaimed nest, pair actively rebuilding, bringing new material to nest 1525-1535. - RR
1 April - female house finch on nest. IM
female repeatedly visiting nest. imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:31:36 AM
19 Apr - No HOFI detected at nest 1144-1204. - RR
27 Apr - HOFI carrying food to at least 3 downy young 1340. - RR 
eelias - 5/12/2011 8:09:09 AM female observed incubating.
eelias - 5/13/2011 8:45:19 AM one adult was on nest.

5/15/2011 7001497 LEGO Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 6 feet from yard limits. 100 feet 15 feet Blanket exemption to reduce request for NBRs in effect for this nest, as nest was 
begun after construction activites had commenced outside of imapct areas within 
an active construction yard.

1. FLEDGED. 
Development level of 

nestling in 
combination with a 

second clutch being 
established in same 

nest indicate this 
nest likely fledged.

6/1/2011 barnold - 5/15/2011 1:20 PM
Bio-monitor observed female bring nesting material to nest, then drop to the ground and copulate with a male before 
flying off. Nest in good condition; marked a 15 foot buffer.
jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 9:46:00 AM
At least 1 fully feathered nestling observed in nest and being fed by adult female. Both male and female observed in 
and around nest tree with male singing over tree and nearby.
imaunsell - 6/4/2011
Second clutch being started in same nest. The nest is presumed to have fledged.

6/3/2011 7002437 ANHU Closed Helix Yard AR 36 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 
Fledging observed 

out of nest.

6/23/2011 rradd - 6/3/2011
ANHU female brooding one small nestling and one unhatched egg.
rradd - 6/9/2011 9:00:31 AM - Female ANHU attending one unfeathered nestling.
rradd - 6/15/2011 9:24:13 PM - Female ANHU attending one large feathered nestling.
rradd - 6/23/2011 2:32:21 PM - Juvenile ANHU perched above nest.
Change to Closed.

6/21/2011 7002527 CAGN Closed CP17-1 350 feet 300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledgling observed 
being fed by adults 

away from nest.

6/28/2011 blohstroh - 6/21/2011 8:47:51 AM
4 pin feathered nestlings, pair feeding nestlings. pair defending intrusion by GRRO.
dbusby - 6/28/2011 8:42:10 PM
1 fledgling observed out of nest and being fed by adult pair. Didn't see any others in area. Couldn't locate nest to see 
if other nestlings fledged - closed.
blohstroh - 7/6/2011 4:16:58 PM
Nest empty.

6/22/2011 7002543 CALT Closed CP29-1 AR 25 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 
Fledgling observed 

nearby.

6/28/2011 rradd - 6/22/2011 8:17:32 AM
CALT entering thicket at 20 minutes intervals.
rradd - 7/6/2011 12:21:34 PM
6/28 - No food carrying detected during 30 min obs.
rradd - 7/6/2011 1:25:33 PM
Change to Closed.
Obs timeline indicates that if a nest was present here (and none was found) it would have likely fledged by this time. 
Fledgling CALT with short feathers present 1306.

5/19/2011 7004639 HOWR Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within house area 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings being fed 

near nest.

6/30/2011 5/19/2011 - Intense territoriality around this and lower cavity, HOWR singing at 3 second intervals. - RR
5/25/2011 - HOWR singing territoriality at 3 second intervals. - RR
rradd - 6/3/2011 7:21:43 AM
6/2/2011 HOWR singing near cavity, but appears more territorial maintenance than nest in progress 1650.
rradd - 6/8/2011 11:14:01 AM - Very quiet at this nest, but HOWR exits cavity 11:11. Next brood in progress?
rradd - 6/16/2011 1:54:54 PM - No HOWR detected at or near nest during 30 minute observation period.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:23:08 AM - No HOWR detected at or near nest during 45 minute observation period - closed.
rradd - 6/30/2011 10:45:42 AM
Fledglings being fed near nest.
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5/25/2011 7002362 CANW Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within 

construction limits.
100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 

Fledglings observed 
away from nest.

6/4/2011 rradd - 5/25/2011 
CANW carrying food 1427.
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:11:33 PM - CANW present and singing under building 1508.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:46:05 AM - CANW present, foraging and teritorial, but no food carry observed.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:50:02 PM - No CAWR detections during 30 minute observation.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:20:56 AM - No CAWR detections near structures during 45 minute observation.
Change to Closed.

6/1/2011 7002413 LASP Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet, in tower. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 

away from nest.

6/27/2011 sritt - 6/1/2011 11:00:31 AM
Pair of birds nearby. One bird flew in and landed on nest.
eelias - 6/6/2011 3:06:23 PM
One bird was seen belly down on this nest. Watched nest for 2 minutes
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 3:36:16 PM
Lark Sparrow incubating. Biomonitor Tyler said there are 3 eggs in nest.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 11:29:15 AM
Lark Sparrow incubating or brooding.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 11:58:15 AM
Adult perched on side of nest filled with at least 2 large downy nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 1:15:50 PM
Nestlings fledged by 6-27, but Biomonitor Chris noted that today fledglings are clumsy fliers and adults are feeding 
them in buffer area. Will keep buffer intact until family group leaves area in next day or 2.

6/1/2011 7002415 MODO Closed Sycamore Yard 30 feet from staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 

away from nest.

6/7/2011 rradd - 6/1/2011 at 1055
2 squabs with quilled heads and open secondaries.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:44:04 AM -Nest empty, fledged MODO flushed from under this Opuntia. Change to Closed.

6/4/2011 7002446 BCHU Closed CP70-3 AR 42 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 

away from nest.

6/30/2011 rradd - 6/4/2011 at 0910
BCHU female sitting on an apparently complete yellow nest.
rradd - 6/9/2011 3:35:43 PM
BCHU female on nest 1532.
rradd - 6/17/2011 1:07:01 PM
BCHU female on nest 1148, leaving infrequently for short periods.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:27:08 PM
1 BCHU nestling visible in nest.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:04:24 PM
Change to closed.
Nest is intact and empty; observation timeline suggests nestlings successfuly fledged.

5/26/2011 7002382 BUOR Closed CP81-1 AR 12 feet from AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within boundary.

1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 

near nest.

6/7/2011 BUOR male carrying caterpillars from adjacent eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.) to nest 1432 -RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 2:40:52 PM - BUOR male carrying food to nest.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:06:19 PM - BUOR pair active here, male carrying food.
rradd - 6/10/2011 12:27:08 PM - No use of this nest detected in 45 minute observation. Likely fledged; immature 
orioles feeding in nearby eucalyptus.  Change to Closed.

2/25/2011 5000455 CORA Closed EP331 AR 55 feet to SWPL access 
road; 335 feet to AR.

100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0 feet  through agency concurrence, following the premises of 
the Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 

out of nest.

6/4/2011 2 common ravens bringing nesting material (sticks) to nest in metal tower on 3-17 (PK).
Raven incubating 3-25 (PK).  
Raven still incubating 04/06/11 (R. Abe, M. Dicus).
sritt - 4/15/2011 12:45:46 PM - CORA incubating,
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - 2 adults at nest; 1 seems to be feeding nestlings.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Raven brooding.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 4:52:08 PM - 1 adult observed on nest.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 1 adult standing on the side of the nest shading a mound of nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - Adult flew to nest with food and fed at least 2 feathered nestlings that were also stretching and 
exercising wings. 
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - 4 large nestlings perched on edge of nest and nearby tower steel (branchers).
barnold - 6/4/2011 Nest empty, successfully fledged. Inactive.

4/5/2011 5000456 CORA Closed EP363-1 130 feet from 
permanant impact area 

of tower site.

100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0 feet through agency concurrence, following the premises of 
the Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 

out of nest.

6/3/2011 New nest; both ravens active at nest site on 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/2011 4:38:54 PM - one CORA incubating and another perched 4 feet away.
Multiple nest check reports are missing from this information: PKomrad
phoward - 5/2/2011 8:27:18 AM - Nest active, pair seen making visits to nest during survey period.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 1:58:43 PM - Adult observed sitting in nest (incubating?).
shampton - 5/10/2011 11:41:56 AM - Adult observed bringing food to nest.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - Adult standing on nest, possibly shading nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - At least 2 large nestlings in the nest.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - At least 2 large feathered nestlings in nest.
barnold - 6/3/2011 8:21 PM - 5 Common Ravens in tower, including what appear to be 3 fledglings. Nest has 
successfully fledged.

4/15/2011 5000827 LEGO Closed Alpine Yard 25 feet from impact 
area.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. Intact 
nest and absence of 

eggs or dead 
nestlings suggests 

fledging. Timeline fits 
nesting chronology.

5/15/2011 dbusby - 4/15/2011 3:38:43 PM - Female incubating on nest with 1 egg. 
barnold - 5/15/2011 2:11 PM - Nest is empty. Many Lesser Goldfinches in area.
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7/21/2011 7004668 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0; in Sycamore 

Substation
100 feet 20 feet This nest is located on the western side of the substation within the 230kV 

disconnect switch rack, about 20 feet above the ground on top of an insulator, 
just south of GCB 22N, in a very concealed location with no visibility to the 
ground. A Roel construction crew has been working about 30 feet west of the 
nest prior to its discovery by the bio-monitor.
A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 20 feet is requested for this nest and the 
breeding cycle of the birds is not anticipated to be substantially disturbed for the 
following reasons:
•The finches built this nest within the substation during construction activities as 
well as ongoing maintenance activities, clearly they are well acclimated to 
human activity in their chosen nesting area.
•The nest is located at the top of an insulator located on the 230kV disconnect 
switch rack about 20 feet above the ground, and it is completely enclosed and 
surrounded with no direct view to work activities.
•The nest has apparently large nestlings (based on the amount of noise 
generated), indicating nest progression has been undeterred by construction to 
date.
•The adult birds have a lot of energy invested in this nest and will not likely 
abandon it now.
•The presumed large size of the vocalizing nestlings suggest that they may soon 
fledge.
•A majority of house finch nests with previously approved buffer reductions to 20 
feet at the Sycamore substation have successfully fledged (8 of 14) and those 
that failed did so due to causes other than human activity.
•All future work in the area will not exceed the scope, intensity, and duration of 
the work exposure to date.
Based on the above, concurrence to a NBR to 20 feet is not expected to impact 
the successful fledging of this house finch nest.

1. FLEDGED. Loud 
nestlings routinely 
heard and regular 
nest visits by adult 

through 27 July 
indicate successful 

fledging , most likely 
on 28 July.

barnold - 7/21/2011 3:05:17 PM
Nestlings heard by bio-monitor today and yesterday.
barnold - 8/2/2011 5:38:30 PM
Activity, consisting of adult flying to nest and loud nestling response vocalizations, was last heard 27 July by bio-
monitor. No activity since then. This nest likely successfully fledged due to the loud response calls (presumably 
indicating large healthy nestlings) that were routinely heard.

6/27/2011 7002606 HOWR Closed Sycamore Substation 0; in Sycamore 
Substation

100 feet 30 feet with drive 
through access.

NBR Submit Date: 07/07/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/12/2011

A Nest Buffer Reduction and Modification is being requested for the house wren 
nest to enable continuing Sunrise Powerlink associated work within the fenced 
Sycamore Substation to continue.  This nest is located within the 69kV 
superstructure, about 25 feet above the ground within an insulator. Currently, 
there is no nearby work occurring, with the exception of an occasional vehicle 
passing by and underneath the nest on an existing internal substation roadway.  
However, there are future plans to install a breaker transformer within about 60 
feet of the nest.
The house wren nest is not anticipated to be substantially disturbed by 
continuing Sunrise Powerlink work at the Sycamore Substation due to the 
following:
•The wrens built this nest in the southern portion of the Sycamore Substation 
near ongoing construction activities, and they have become acclimated to 
human activity in their nesting area.
•The nest is located within an insulator located on the south side of the 69kV 
rack about 25 feet above the ground, and it is completely enclosed and 
surrounded with no direct view to the proposed activities.
•The wren continued to bring food to nestlings while being observed by three 
biologists directly under the nest.
•The nest has nestlings, and these wrens have a lot of energy invested in this 
nest and will not likely abandon it now.

Based on the above, authorizing a Nest Buffer Reduction to 30 feet and allowing 
occasional drive-through of trucks within 20 feet of the nest is not expected to 
impact the successful fledging of this house wren nest, primarily based on the 
nest's location and the bird's demonstrated tolerance of human activities within 
the vicinity of the nest.

1. FLEDGED. Loud 
nestlings were heard 

by bio monitor on 
7/11.  Based on 

subsequent 
observations, the 
presumed fledge 

date for this nest was 
7/11.

7/11/2011 barnold - 7/6/2011 5:04:05 PM
Nestlings first heard by bio-monitor during afternoon of 27 June. Today, Adult House Wren brought food four times to 
loudly response calling nestlings.
barnold - 7/12/2011 9:07:37 PM
No activity observed today, but bio-monitor observed adult enter nest area on 11 July.
barnold - 7/13/2011 7:43:27 PM
No activity observed during nearly three hours of observation. Nest likely fledged. Closed.

5/15/2011 7001477 LASP Closed Wilson Yard 8 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
possible fledge.

ghuffman - 5/15/2011 2:25:11 PM - LASP female flushed from nest and observed three nestlings. Male observed 
nearby perched on fence.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 9:40:26 AM
Nest empty. Presumed to have fledged successfully as per May 15th observations.

6/25/2011 7002561 PHAI Closed CP83-1 AR 78 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within boundary.

1. FLEDGED. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
successful fledging.

7/16/2011 rradd- 6/25/2011 13:46:37 PM
PHAI pair tending nest @ 10 min. intervals 1300-1320.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:26:58 PM
Female PHAI drops off nest in response to observer on AR, male alerts.
rradd - 7/8/2011 4:57:31 PM
Nest status uncertain, PHAI pr alarming at 2 juv. COHU and staying away from nest for duration of 30 min. obs.
rradd - 7/16/2011 10:43:42 AM
No PHAI detected at or near this nest during 30 min. obs. Monitoring chronology suggests fledging likely.
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5/26/2011 7002372 BUSH Closed TL 639 - 171650 65 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 35 

feet.
•The proposed work activities are low impact, short in duration, will mainly occur 
175 feet away from the nest, and associated vehicle and foot traffic will be 
minimal. 
•Bushtits are known to be desensitized to human activity and often nest within 
close proximity of human activity.
•The nest location is 65 feet down slope of the AR and the vegetation 
surrounding the nest will block visual and acoustic disturbances of construction 
activities.
•A 35 foot buffer will provide adequate isolation for the bird and will not encroach 
on any AR’s or work areas.

1. FLEDGED. 
Monitoring 

observations suggest 
nestlings likely 

fledged.

6/10/2011 phoward - 5/26/2011 9:32:30 AM- Adults seen feeding young.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 1:08:02 PM
BUSH pair observed carrying prey items to nest. Begging calls heard.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 3:20:49 PM
Two BUSH obs. flying away from nest location when approached to within 20-feet. No activity at nest, inspected up-
close. Closed.

6/1/2011 7002424 AMKE Closed TL 6916 - 100980 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 110 
feet.

Nest Buffer Reduction (NBR)
The nest buffer can be reduced from 500 feet to 145 feet to enable work within 
the fenced Sycamore Substation to continue, and to enable reconductoring of 
the TL639 69kV line.  This 145 foot NBR (actual line of sight buffer distance will 
be greater than this, given that the nest is about 60 to 65 feet above the ground), 
will begin at the existing
perimeter fence of the substation, which forms a barrier to work activity within 
the substation relative to the nest.
 
Nest Buffer Modification (NBM)
We have a one-day nest buffer modification to enable reconductoring work. This 
work will entail two people in a bucket truck temporarily installing rollers on the 
TL639 Structure 100981 (anticipated to require less than an hour to accomplish), 
and pulling wire through these rollers for about 6 to 8 hours.  Pulling the wire will 
be accomplished using a puller located inside the fenced Sycamore Substation 
or on the existing Access Road adjacent to the western perimeter
fence.  After the wire pull has been completed, the rollers would be removed. 
The structure which supports the American Kestrel nest is located approximately 
110 feet from Structure 100981, which will have the two crew members working 
at a height of about 60 feet, just about the same level as the nest on the other 
pole.  The puller will be located between 145 to 200 linear ground feet from the 
nest pole, with the resultant distance being larger due to the height of the nest.  
The wire being pulled will pass through the rollers at a distance of approximately 
110 feet from the nest, at about the same height.

The American Kestrel nest is not anticipated to be substantially disturbed by the 
underground cable replacement work at and adjacent to the Sycamore 
Substation due to the following:
•These kestrels were not disturbed by similar work being conducted for a day in 
the same location.
•These kestrels have successfully fledged a nest in a transmission line tower 
located even closer to the southwest corner of the Sycamore Substation, and 
they have become acclimated to human activity in their immediate nesting 
area.
•Their nest is located in a hollow arm on the western side of Pole 100980, on the 
far side away from activity.  In addition, it is completely enclosed and surrounded 
by steel, with no direct view to the proposed activities.
•The timing of the bucket truck activities will be agreed upon with input from the 
Avian Biologist, and will take into consideration the known feeding schedule at 
this nest.  Shortly after delivering food, the male typically leaves to continue 
hunting while the female typically feeds the noisily begging nestlings.
•This nest has produced nestlings, and the adults have substantial energy 
invested into this nest and as such will not likely abandon it.
•All work activities will be conducted with an Avian Biologist serving as a 
biological monitor, who will be able to provide insight and suggestions 
concerning the kestrel's 

1. FLEDGED. Nest 
fledged between late 

morning Friday 15 
July and 7:15 

Saturday morning 16 
July.

7/16/2011 barnold - 6/9/2011 11:15:50 AM - Observed male bringing food to nest. Female then flew out and joined male on 
wire.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:46:21 PM - Pair observed on wires near nest. Also observed taking two young House Finch 
fledglings.
barnold - 6/23/2011 1:00:30 PM - Adult observed by Theo entering nest.
barnold - 6/27/2011 12:59:55 PM
Adults observed on wires in morning by bio-monitor.
barnold - 7/6/2011 5:43:47 PM
Adults observed bringing food to nest. At least two nestlings heard response calling.
barnold - 7/12/2011 9:11:29 PM
Adults observed bringing food to nest numerous times today during 69kV construction activities, including when 
bucket was about 60 feet in air at Tower Z100981, about 110 feet from nest.
barnold - 7/13/2011 7:26:00 PM
Adult aggressively nest defending against Cooper's Hawk.
barnold - 7/14/2011 5:51:49 PM
Adults observed bringing food to nest numerous times today, including during times of heavy activity including when 
the buket was in the air.
barnold - 7/16/2011 4:32:57 PM
Friday 15 July, Adult brought food to nest at 9:00 and 10:07. Male observed displaying nest-defending behaviot 
towards Cooper's Hawk at 12:08.  No bucket work today.
barnold - 7/16/2011 9:12:48 PM
Adults in air and on wooden poles around paved road to the south for most of the day.  However, they did not hunt 
nor come to the nest. The nestling(s) may have fledged, or may be about to fledge, as the adult's behavior is 
markedly different from that of the past few days.
barnold - 7/17/2011 4:39:44 PM
Observed three AMKE together at noon, after seeing two perched on wooden poles to the south by the paved road 
and aggressively swooping on RTHAs during the morning. This nest had fledged sometime between the last food 
drop to the nest on Friday 15 July at 10:07 and Saturday morning 16 July 7:15. Behavior of adults on Saturday 
morning was completely different than it had been, and was likely in response to fledgling(s) on the ground 
somewhere in the brush to the west/southwest of the substation.

3/29/2011 7002603 HOWR Closed CP81-1 25 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. Nest 
fledged successfully.

6/4/2011 29 Mar - 12 feet above eye level, adjacent to, and visible from road. Pair repeatedly entering cavity. - RR
6 Apr - HOWR at cavity 14:05 - RR
13 Apr - Perched and singing at cavity 1430, but may be an alternate nest. - RR
20 Apr - Pair HOWR very active in poison-oak thicket, but not observed entering cavity. - RR.
30 Apr - HOWR strident and enters cavity 1108. - RR
05 May - HOWR carrying food to cavity nest 1551. - RR
14 May HOWR activity at this cavity continues. 1503. - RR
20 May HOWR removing fecal sac, returning with food 1230. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 1:01:07 PM
 HOWR continues carrying food, now at 5-10 min. intervals
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:52:39 PM
No HOWR activity here. Nest has fledged.
Change to Closed.

5/26/2011 7002379 HOWR Closed CP81-1 25 feet from AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within boundary.

1. FLEDGED. Nest 
monitoring 

osbervations suggest 
nestlings fledged.

6/14/2011 rradd 5/26/2011 2:05 PM - HOWR pair attending cavity 1355. - RR
rradd - 6/10/2011 12:30:58 PM - HOWR carrying food to nest 1140.
rradd - 6/18/2011 10:50:49 AM - HOWR still territorial but no food carry or cavity access during 30 minute 
observation. Change to Closed.
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6/27/2011 7002564 YBCH Closed TL 639 - 397518 55 feet to new pole. 100 feet 90 feet with drive 

through access allowed. 
No stopping, standing, 

or work.

A nest buffer modification for restricted access and a 10 foot buffer reduction is 
requested. The NBM and NBR would allow for reconductoring work to proceed 
at the pole location; yet should not negatively impact the likelihood for this nest 
to fledge successfully for the follow reasons: 

•Buffer access will be restricted to pass-through vehicle traffic only with no 
stopping, standing, or construction and an ESA speed limit of 10 mph on the 
access road portion within the buffer.
•The nest is concealed within the foliage and branches of a broom baccharis 
which provides a natural visual blind even at a very close distance.
•The nest is further naturally shielded by the thick brushy vegetation surrounding 
the nest. Head high brush continues from the nest point to both the pole location 
(110' away) and access road (60' away). The brush provides a natural visual 
barrier and offers a reduction of noise as sound filters.
•The nest location is located up slope from the proposed work and access road 
and is further obscured by being located in a small drainage which provides 
topographic shielding from the pole location and access road.
•The location of the nest provides for a good acoustic and visual barrier from 
equipment and workers accessing and staging at the pole.  Direct line of sight 
would only be made when the boom bucket is raised for work on the pole. 
•The work is of a limited duration (approximately 2hours), and entails the use of 
a bucket-truck and pickup truck and a five-man crew.  
•Field observations indicate that a reduction to 90 feet would still allow for 
passage through the riparian corridor which appears to be the bird’s preferred 
ingress/egress to the nest location.
•During nest observations the bird tolerated the avian biologist presence at 
approximately 50' away with direct line of sight to the nest.
•The nest location is less than 300 feet from a large apartment complex, so the 
birds are routinely subjected to human voices and sounds associated 
development.
•The work required on each arm for stringing and re-clipping wire will not entail 
any banging, pounding, or loud equipment.  The 90 foot buffer would create 
space for the truck on the nest facing side of the pole, which is the only feasible 
vehicle location. This level of work occurring at the pole located 100 feet away is 
unlikely to cause undue stress on the nesting birds.

1. FLEDGED. Nest 
successfully fledged.

7/11/2011 rradd - 6/27/2011 8:11:09 AM
YBCH incubating three whitish eggs with heavy brownish-purple necklaces
rradd - 7/2/2011 3:56:56 PM
Nest contains three altricial nestlings.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:49:24 AM
Nest is intact and empty, with no indications of disturbance, so presumed fledged.

5/17/2011 7002595 HOWR Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

35 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Nesting chronology 
appears to support 

assuption of 
nestlings sucessfully 

fledging.

7/2/2011 sjohnston - 5/17/2011 12:58:02 PM
HOWR obs. taking OATI material out of cavity, and bringing in twings and plant down into cavity. The previous day 
(5/16) obs. OATI vigorously feeding young and removing fecal sacs. Oak titmice nestlings likely fledged and cavity is 
now being used by HOWR
vnovik - 5/20/2011 5:10:07 PM
No activity observed at Nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 12:59:44 PM
House wren observed carrying nesting material into cavity.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:49:15 AM
HOWR building nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:42:00 AM
actively building nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:03:50 AM
Observed entering cavity.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:44:52 AM
Observed calling and leaving cavity.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:25:23 AM
observed entering cavity.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:41:06 PM
HOWR obs. using cavity
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:04:13 PM
Entering and exiting the Cavity.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 2:58:41 PM
Male singing outside nest entrance. Female obs. entering cavity.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:52:54 PM
Entering cavity.
sjohnston - 6/15/2011 8:07:52 PM
Using cavity
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:18:06 PM
no change
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:07:15 PM
Using cavity
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:47:37 AM
Carry food items into cavity begging calls can be heard.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:15:26 PM
feeding young.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:37:31 AM
feeding young in cavity.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:24:59 PM
Feeding young in cavity.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:03:30 PM
very near fledging. lots of feeding and begging.
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5/31/2011 7002396 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
40 feet from bridge. 100 feet Buffer remains but work 

allowed per apporved 
plan.

1. FLEDGED. 
Nesting chronology 
indicates successful 

fledging.

6/27/2011 vnovik - 5/31/2011 12:03:13 PM
Nest being built; about 50% complete.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:43:11 AM
Observed Lesser Goldfinch at nest potentially incubating.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:24:55 AM
Bird on nest, possibly incubating.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:44:27 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:03:31 PM
Male bringing food to female on nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 2:57:33 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:52:33 PM
On nest incubating.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:19:35 PM
Adult observed feeding nestlings on 6/15/2011
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:06:40 PM
On nest, possible feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:48:10 AM
On nest.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:15:06 PM
On nest, possibly feeding.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:37:03 AM
Male observed feeding female in nest.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:24:38 PM
On nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:02:54 PM
Not on nest - potentially fledged.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:54:17 PM
No activity observed; nest intacted; likely fledged.

6/7/2011 7002468 ATFL Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

20 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

1. FLEDGED. 
Nesting chronology 
suggests nestlings 

likely fledged.

ahill - 6/7/2011
Observed pair actively bringing food to the nest.
ahill - 6/14/2011 6:57:42 PM
Bird seen carrying food to nest.
tcooper - 6/21/2011 5:18:05 PM
Nest empty, checked with mirror - closed.

5/25/2011 7002354 SPTO Closed TL 6916 - 973038 130 feet from tower; 70 
feet from AR.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 
Nesting chronology 
suggests nestlings 

successfully fledged.

6/17/2011 fhoffman - 5/25/2011 9:23:35 AM - Adult incubating. 3 eggs. Hard nest to see.
tcooper - 6/6/2011 11:53:08 AM - Adult on nest. 3eggs
tcooper - 6/6/2011 11:54:37 AM - Adult on nest, 3 eggs.
shampton - 6/17/2011 6:33:23 PM - Nest empty. No eggshells, nestlings, or adults observed in area. Nest in good 
condition.

5/27/2011 7002392 SOSP Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 feet from work limits 
and 3 feet from BMPs.

100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 
Nestlings assumed 
fledged based on 

nesting observations.

6/6/2011 sjohnston - 5/27/2011 10:39:03 AM - 2 nestlings.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:10:48 AM - Food being brought to nest.
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 8:31:55 AM - SOSP observed feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:40:15 AM - Observed bringing food to nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:23:03 AM - Nest empty; nestlings assumed fledged.

5/25/2011 7002358 PHAI Closed TL 639 - 171660 10 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

No impacts to this nest are anticipated due to vehicular traffic provided that no 
stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 
Nestlings 

successfully fledged.

6/18/2011 imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:41:10 AM - Pair was observed repeatedly entering the scrub oak and visiting the nest. Nest 
appears complete but no eggs are present.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 11:58:20 AM - Adult at nest; two downy nestlings in nest.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 12:16:28 PM - Adult flushed from nest. At least one young nestling begging agape.
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 1:07:34 PM - Nest empty. PHAI adult pair carrying food in area. Fledged.

5/31/2011 7002398 CALT Closed CP25-2 64 feet from tower; 0 
feet from work limits.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet, and drive through 

access permissible.

NBR Submit Date: 06/01/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/01/2011

The NBR is not anticipated to negatively impact the success of this active nest 
for the following reasons:                        
•Presence of eggs suggests higher site affinity and the adults are unlikely to 
abandon at this stage of reproduction.
•Site selection and nest building occurred while construction activities were 
taking place at CP25-2.
•The birds tolerated human encroachment as close as 5 feet without flushing 
from the nest.
•The nest in on the outer edge of the 100' x 100' tower pad and the road spur is 
a dead end outside of the normal access road traffic pattern.
•Vegetation has been previously cleared prior to the Project in the impact area 
and the structure is partially constructed but current work is expected to be 
limited to installation of BMPs.    

1. FLEDGED. 
Nestlings 

successfully fledged.

6/20/2011 tcooper - 5/31/2011 10:52:33 AM - Adults seen flying to nest; 2 eggs in nest.
tcooper - 6/6/2011 5:08:10 PM
Adult on nest.
tcooper - 6/13/2011 - 2 nestlings in nest about 6 days old.
rradd - 6/14/2011 7:30:41 AM
CALT adult feeding 2 large downy nestlings 0716.
tcooper - 6/20/2011 10:25:22 AM
Nest empty, likley fledged successfully, removed signs.
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6/1/2011 7002423 WEBL Closed Suncrest Substation 

AR
28 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 

limits.
NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

1. FLEDGED. 
Nestlings 

successfully fledged.

ahill - 6/1/2011
Female seen bringing food to nest cavity several times while male was perched nearby.
ahill - 6/6/2011 8:07:52 PM
Female was seen bringing food to nest.
ahill - 6/7/2011 6:10:09 PM
Pair still bringing food to nest.
ahill - 6/13/2011 10:15:42 AM
Pair is bringing food to nest, can hear nestlings calling from 50 feet away.
ahill - 6/18/2011 5:41:08 PM
Pair is still feeding.
ahill - 6/22/2011 5:35:37 PM
Observed male WEBL foraging food and bringing to nest.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 2:32:56 PM
No bluebirds observed in area; appears nestlings have fledged and family group dispersed.

5/25/2011 7002363 SPTO Closed CP50-1 AR 45 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Observations 

indicate nestlings 
successfully fledged.

6/5/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 5:14:18 PM - SPTO male carries food into thicket 1713.
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:12:24 PM - No SPTO detections during 30 minute observation. Timeline suggests likely 
successful fledge.

6/1/2011 7002422 HOWR Closed TL 639 - 379536 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Observations 

suggest nestlings 
likely fledged.

6/4/2011 tfitanides - 6/1/2011 3:37:56 PM
Noisy begging calls from nest. Adult seen leaving nest. Calls continue from nest but less urgently. Adult returned to 
feed nestlings a second time.
dbusby - 6/10/2011 2:31:42 PM
No adults observed coming or going from pole for 20 minutes. No begging calls heard. Nestling presumed 
successfully fledged.

6/18/2011 7002597 CAKI Closed TL 639 - 973035 0 feet; on pole 100 feet Nest is inside pole; not a candidate. 1. FLEDGED. 
Observations 
suggests nest 

successfully fledged.

7/17/2011 fhoffman - 6/18/2011 2:15:03 PM - Female and male observed on pole pair bonding. Female entered old cavity with 
material and removed item.
rradd - 6/20/2011 - CAKI pair again occupying nest. Female on nest. Male nest-gaurding.
rradd - 6/28/2011 12:33:50 PM - CAKI pair at nest. Female leaves to forage from time to time. Male accompanies.
rradd - 7/5/2011 3:30:14 PM - CAKI enters nest 1528, mate guarding on pole.
rradd - 7/18/2011 11:49:13 AM - Change to Closed. Nest is empty, young are presumed to have fledged. No CAKI 
detected at or near this nest.

6/14/2011 7002498 CAKI Closed TL 6916 - 774818 4 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Observed nesting 

chronology suggests 
fledging.

7/4/2011 rradd - 6/14/2011 10:03:36 AM
CAKI carrying food to mate on nest 0934.
rradd - 6/22/2011 1:34:17 PM
CAKI incubation continues. Female to nest 1251, male aggressively  chasing HOFI from controlled airspace.
rradd - 6/27/2011 3:44:30 PM
CAKI leaves nest 1537, mate checks nest, then guards. 
rradd - 7/5/2011 4:28:33 PM
CAKI pr active and defending nest, but absent for up to 15 min intervals.
rradd - 7/12/2011 8:28:48 AM
Change to Closed.
No detections and nest appears empty. Presume fledged, buffers and stakes removed. 

5/25/2011 5000884 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

82 feet to staked work 
limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and construction related activity are appropriate when 
considered along with the plan, providing type and duration of access is strictly 
regulated. 

1. FLEDGED. 
Original nest was 

removed.  
Nest rebuilt and 

nestlings 
subsequently fledged 

about 6/16.

6/16/2011 vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:49:11 AM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:16:18 AM
incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:57:22 AM
Feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:31:43 AM
Feeling nestlings.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:02:33 PM
feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:11:32 PM
Feeding young in nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:47:43 PM
Feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:59:02 PM
Feeding young. look well developed.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 1:13:33 PM
nest empty. presumed successful fledged.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:32:32 PM

6/9/2011 7002482 GHOW Closed CP29-1 300 feet from AR. 500 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. Owls 
successfully fledged.

6/9/2011 emorgan - 6/9/2011 12:36:22 PM
Observed at least 1 adult and 2 fledglings in area around nest. The fledglings are making short flights.
rradd - 6/15/2011 2:59:42 PM
Nest is empty and no owls detected in this or any nearby tree during 30 min search.
Change to Closed.
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8/4/2011 7004709 NOMO Active CP59 35 feet 35 feet. A Nest Buffer Reduction from 100 to 35 feet should not adversely affect nest 

progression and successful fledging of the nestlings for the following reasons:
•This nest was constructed 32 feet from a well traveled, public, unpaved road. 
Current traffic typically travels at a relatively high speed (such that copius 
amounts of dust are produced by each passing vehicle). Project traffic will be 
held to an ESA 10 mph speed limit.
•Nest site selection and construction by the adult pair, and subsequent nest 
progression to date has occurred undeterred by significant daily human 
disturbance (vehicle traffic).
•This nest was constructed on the far side, relative to the road, of a relatively 
dense blue elderberry shrub, creating a line of sight, sound and dust barrier 
apparently sufficient for the nest and birds.
•This nest has three nestlings, judged by the avian biologists to be within 7 to 10 
days of fledging, establishing strong site affinity for the adult birds, who have a 
lot of energy invested in this breeding effort, making potential abandonment from 
minor distrubances unlikely.
•Project traffic on the road will not create a significant increase in road traffic 
disturbance when traveling at 10 mph.
•The nest is less than 200 feet on 3 sides from a large, active farm with 
considerable un-buffered sight, sound, and dust disturbance.
•Northern mockingbirds are known to be extremely tolerant of human activity, 
and are among the most prolific breeders in urban, suburban and agricultural 
settings.
•No Project related construction will be occurring near the nest (the nearest 
actual construction site is nearly 3000 feet away) and potential Project 
disturbances are limited to intermittent, brief vehicular traffic.

1. FLEGDED. 8/10/2011 veurs - 8/4/2011 6:59:40 AM
Adult observed on wire carrying food in bill; entered Sambucus, heard nestlings calling; adult left; found nest with 3 
nearly fully feathered nestlings. Anticipated fledge date 7-10 days.
imaunsell - 8/10/2011 11:31:46 AM
Nest complete and empty with scat along rim of nest. Nesting chrolology fits successfully fledged nest.

2/21/2011 5000029 CACW Closed EP245-1 AR 6 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. 

8/2/2011 Grass nest appears active 2/21/11
Nest appears in good condition. Opening of nest not obvious. pair of Cactus Wren seen perched together 50 ft. 
away. Nest status kept inactive but should be checked  periodically for status change. BHart 3/08/2011.
New nest appears most active among many found in area. Entrance is obvious and has newly added materials on 3-
16 (PK). 
Located on edge of access road near site.
No change 3-23 (PK).      
No change 4-5 (PK).  
Nest still in good condition; fresh material added - no change. 4/12/11 (J&M Dicus).
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - No apparent change.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Nest hasn't shown use for some time. questionable; changed to inactive.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - New grass material added to nest entrance; entrance hole appears recently used. Cactus wren 
active and calling territoially about 100 feet north of nest throughout the 10 minute nest check; reinstated active.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Nest appears unchanged since last check; no wrens noted.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Nest doesn't look like it has been used recently; entrance looks vertically compressed; 3 
wrens nearby, singing nearby, but no other obvious nests in area.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Nest unchanged; no wrens heard or seen.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 10:00:04 AM
Nest entrance has been opened and reconstructed with new grasses and small feathers; 1 wren observed 100 feet 
west of nest; wren calling and singing in the area.
barnold - 6/3/2011 2:22:49 PM
Nest appears as above. No Cactus Wrens observed during brief nest visit.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 10:10:41 AM
Checked nest 6-7 - No changes in nest status; no wrens observed or heard in area.  [apparent pentab problems]
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 10:15:16 AM
Entrance looks good; wren active 300 feet west, singing to the south.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 9:57:34 AM
Nest unchanged; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 10:01:39 AM
Nest unchanged; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 10:31:41 AM
No change to nest; wren sang once from a distant westward location.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 10:13:58 AM
Nest interior has been improved with downy feathers and plant material added; entrance enlarged by recent use. No 
birds seen or heard nearby.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 10:08:33 AM
No signs of additional recent use; downy feathers at entrance still evident. No birds in area.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 10:15:23 AM
Nest looks unused for some time; side of nest has open spot. No wrens in area, but 1 wren observed about 250 feet 
west; no calling. This appears to be a rarely attended alternate nest. Status changed to Inactive.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 10:05:23 AM
No changes - closed.
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2/1/2011 5000418 CACW Closed EP257 50 feet from permanent 

impact area.
100 feet Not needed through avoidance of temporary impact area. 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

7/13/2011 A well-built grass nest including clean opening and fresh feathers lining the inside. Appears utilized and active.  
2/1/11
Nest appears in good condition. Status left unchanged: active. B.Hart 3/11/2011.
No change, although this nest appears to be part of a larger nesting territory with the nest group to E as the nexus 3-
23 (PK).      
No change, although wrens singing to E and N 4-4 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - No changes.      
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - Nest in good shape with clear entrance.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - No change; wren observed in area.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - No change; wren observed to south.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - No change; no birds observed.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - No apparent changes.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Same 
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 1:01:44 PM
No change to this alternate nest.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 1:38:11 PM
No changes.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 1:15:53 PM
No change in nest for many weeks; entrance looks good. No wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/22/2011 1:02:03 PM
Thin twigs have been added across the top of the nest; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 1:15:40 PM
No apparent change in nest from last week; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 12:14:28 PM
Piece of down at entrance and small breast feather from wren in cholla spines adjacent to nest entrance, but no 
wrens found in area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 10:19:51 PM
Nest is flattened and entrance closed as a result; no wrens in area. This nest was probably an alternate nest - closed.

2/25/2011 5000438 RTHA Closed TL 639 - Z379518 150 feet from existing 
access road.

500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. 

4/26/2011 2/25/11 - Hawk on nest.
3/28/11 - Nest appears empty and inactive. Ravens set up a nest 20 feet above nest in tree. Conclude nest is 
inactive. (D. Busby)
4/21/2011 - No change inactivity. - RR
4/26/2011 - No new raptor nesting activity has been observed at this nest. Change to closed. - RR

2/28/2011 5000464 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

5 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet Reduced to 10 feet. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

4/14/2011 Nest determined abandoned (INACTIVE) 3/5/11 - IM
Status changed to closed after abandonment. kalberts - 4/15/2011 9:27:47 PM

3/10/2011 6003214 BUSH Closed CP49-51 AR 5 feet off existing AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

4/5/2011 2 birds in attendance sounding alarm notes.
3/242011 - Nest complete, but no birds detected during 2 - 30 minute visits; storrmy weather. - RR
3/31/2011 - No birds detected at this nest 0956-1026, though pairr BUSH active 150 feet away - abandoned? - RR
4/5/2011 - No BUSH detected during 2 x 30 minute surveys. Changed to inactive and removed buffer. - RR
4/11/2011 - No change observed. - RR
Closed due to inactivity over last several surveys.  kalberts - 4/17/2011 12:58:49 PM

3/19/2011 5003270 RSHA Closed EP32 - 30 AR 450 feet from existing 
access road.

500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

4/20/2011 Pair RSHA present and territory guarding. Female tolerated close approach, refused to fly, male agitated, circling 
and driving off 3rd RSHA - 3-19 (RR).
Pair active north of present 500 foot buffer; male vocal and flight displying repeatedly to NE; apparent female has 
immature plumage; no apparent interest to this nest site today 3-29 (PK). 
No activity observed in immediate nest area; male noted calling far to the north 4-7 (FH/PK).
No activity in area 4-14 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/20/2011   No activity in area; Red-shouldered Hawk calling far to north; closed.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronlogy of species that would use 
the nest.

3/19/2011 5003272 OTHE Closed EP31-2 45 feet from existing AR; 
340 feet to TSAP.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

4/20/2011 Raven bringing nest-lining materials; ownership of this nest is confused, with a RSHA stationed here also. Follow-up 
monitors should check if this remains CORA. Buffered 100 feet 3-19 RR.
No activity at nest; 2 ravens flew in initially as I drove up to site, but left area 3-29 (PK). 
No activity; no birds in area; can't ascertain status of nest from below or sides 4-7 (FH/PK).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011   No ravens or hawks in area; nest inactive; 1 large tan broken egg on ground 50 feet north of 
nest tree; unclear if associated with nest.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011   No ravens or hawks in area; no sign of activity at nest; closed.
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4/1/2011 5003330 CACW Closed EP243 and 12 kV pole 62 feet from 12kv pole 

and AR.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

8/1/2011 New nest 50% complete; no activity at nest 4/1/2011 (TC).     
Doesn't look complete yet; lots of plastic twine on top 4/6/2011 (PK).
RAbe - 4/18/2011 3:26:58 PM - Nest within 100 foot buffer of 12 kV work limits and AR. Fresh, orange rope added to 
nest.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Nest destroyed; probably by predator; closed.
jpawlicki - 5/13/2011 8:05:06 AM - Nest appears complete and intact; adult observed in vicinity of nest.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - No change to nest from 4/26 observation; no entrance, collapsed.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - No change.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 12:20:18 PM - Nest has been rebuilt with large entrance hole; wren singing to south.
barnold - 6/3/2011 1:09:33 PM - Nest has been opened from the top. No Cactus Wren activity. Nest currently 
Inactive.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 11:24:33 AM - Nest has entrance hole on top; doesn't look predated (previous biologist may have 
mixed this nest up with nest a few feet south, which has been torn apart). Wren singing 60 feet southwest of nest.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 11:47:37 AM - Wren flushed from nest and perched in next bush where it was joined by female 
with food; male sang and displayed. Nest looks well-used.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 11:05:59 AM - Nest active with new material added to entry; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 11:20:09 AM
Nest freshly used but no nestlings can be seen inside nest and no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 12:52:45 PM
Some new material added to top of nest and entrance; entrance recently used; wren singing nearby; new nest built 
20 feet southwest.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 11:44:07 AM
Nest appears a bit beat-up; probably due to recent rain and inactivity at this nest. Wren calling to east.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 11:48:29 AM
Nest is in disrepair, as though a predator or another animal physically checked it out; no wrens nearby. Will change 
status to Inactive until nest is improved or abandoned; will re-evaluate next week.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 11:21:50 AM
Nest unchanged; 1 wren active nearby and called twice.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 11:55:20 AM
Nest has been collapsed; entrance closed (possibly small mammal actions) - closed.

4/11/2011 5000792 CACW Closed EP231A 60 feet to edge of TSAP. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/12/2011 Nest looks fresh, but no birds seen entering it. 4/11 - SR
sritt - 4/15/2011 4:31:07 PM - No change.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Nice new nest with large entrance hole.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - Wren perched near nest and sang twice before flying to older nest to north.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Pair of wrens singing on bare branch near nest.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No change at nest; no signs of wrens.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No change; no wrens heard or seen.
PKonrad - 5/26/2011 - Same as last week.
PKonrad - 6/7/2011 - Grasses hanging over nest entrance; nest appears unused for some time.
PKonrad - 6/13/2011 - Entrance looks good; no wrens observed or heard in area.
PKonrad - 6/20/2011 - Nest entrance looks well-used; no wrens in area.
PKonrad - 6/27/2011 - Same.
PKonrad - 7/6/2011 - Same.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:17:10 PM
No changes to nest or nest site; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 2:32:44 PM
Grasses hanging over entrance, giving the appearance that this nest hasn't been used in some time.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 3:29:10 PM
Entrance looks good; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 12:18:41 PM
Nest entrance well-used; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 2:17:20 PM
Entrance and interior looks actively used; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:34:27 PM
Nest slightly rain damaged; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 1:38:30 PM
Like nearby nest, this nest is fading into disrepair due to lack of wren activity in this area. No wrens observed or 
heard in area.
Closed due to inactivity and disrepair.
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4/28/2011 7000928 CACW Closed EP229-1 AR 90 feet to AR; 790 feet 

to TSAP.
100 feet Buffer remains; through 

access only.
Vehicular passage not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no stopping, 
standing, parking, or construction occurs within buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/26/2011 pkonrad - 5/26/2011 1:02:59 PM
No changes; no wrens.
sritt - 6/6/2011 11:05:23 AM
Nest in good condition. CACW singing in area.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 5:01:12 PM
New nest built adjoining older nest in this yucca stalk; many small feathers added to half of new nest. Nest in next 
yucca stalk looks unchanged. No wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 10:38:28 AM
No changes to nests in adjacent yucca stalks; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 12:59:03 PM
No changes; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:46:15 PM
All 3 nests have been damaged by heavy rainfall yesterday; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 12:29:39 PM
Nests look better now that they are wind dried, but no indication of nest improvements; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 1:45:48 PM
Nests continue to look weathered after rain 2 weeks ago. No activity at this site for more than a month and no wrens 
have been recorded in this valley for many weeks. Will change status to inactive pending closing this nest report.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 10:20:58 AM
No changes - closed.

4/28/2011 7000929 CACW Closed EP230-1 AR 65 feet to AR; 720 feet 
to TSAP.

100 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/26/2011 barnold & fhoffman - 4/28/2011 7:45:52 AM  No birds seen at nest, but male singing in area.  Nest in south side of 
jujuba shrub.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No change; nest is small and vertical with entrance hole at bottom.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No changes; no wrens.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 1:01:01 PM
New nest material added to top entrance; no wrens observed or heard.
sritt - 6/6/2011 9:43:26 AM
No changes, no wrens.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 4:53:02 PM
No apparent changes; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 10:40:16 AM
No changes to nest; no wrens heard or seen.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 12:57:33 PM
No apparent changes; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:53:31 PM
Exterior of nest is water-soaked from heavy rain yesterday; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 12:26:58 PM
Nest looks better now that it is dried out; possible addition of nesting material at top/entrance; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 1:40:53 PM
Bottom of nest has been pulled down, exposing interior opening; nest has not been improved for several weeks and 
no wrens have been seen or heard in this valley for a long time. Will change status to inactive with the potential of 
closing this nest next.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 10:17:47 AM
No change - closed.

5/3/2011 7000964 WESJ Closed TL 6916 - 678465 70 feet from access 
road.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 40 
feet.

Nest is located in a residential area. Work will be done with bucket trucks. 
Additionally, the area has moderate daily foot, bicycle, and dog traffic that did 
not deter the site selection of these nesting birds. A) Western Scrub-Jays often 
nest close to human activities and structures. B) Nest is on fenced private 
property, off the ROW. C) Adults were not disturbed when the homeowner was 
present in the yard near the nest. D) Nest is in a landscaped yard, inside a thick, 
shrub which, along with the backyard fences, blocks line of sight to the work 
area. E) The vegetation and fences will also buffer acoustic disturbances by 
construction activities. F) A buffer of 40 feet will provide adequate isolation for 
the bird's nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

6/7/2011 phoward - 5/3/2011 11:13:51 AM - Bird seen taking large twigs to nest site.
11 May Nest not monitored since acess is on private residential property. - RR
16 May Nest not monitored since acess is on private residential property. - RR
eelias - 6/4/2011 12:33:02 PM
Nest tree was monitored for 20 minutes. There was no activity at this site. 
rradd - 6/7/2011 3:43:38 PM
 Nest closed due to elapsed time, lack of detections and no nest ever confirmed.
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5/6/2011 7001004 ACWO Closed Alpine Underground - 

Wood pole P78818
10 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

tfitanides - 5/6/2011 4:21:16 PM - Three adult ACWO on Pole. One entered nest cavity.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 12:23:13 PM. Adult observed exiting cavity and re-entering repeatedly.
kkilpatrick - 5/31/2011 1:05:03 PM
6 ACWO were active around the wood pole and near the cavity at the top of the pole. 1 ACWO observed entering 
the cavity; 1 AcWo was aggressively chasing other bird species away that flew to within 30 feet of wood pole.
pkonrad - 6/9/2011 3:43:40 PM
3 woodpeckers on top of pole; 1 entered cavity and exited; other periodic woodpecker activity at this site.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 10:08:10 AM
Periodic Acorn Woodpecker activity at 2 nest cavities in adjoining poles; sometimes enter a cavity.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 12:01:11 PM
1 adult poking head out of cavity; others active in area, including at a pole on the south side of Alpine Blvd that is a 
grainery site.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 3:44:01 PM
1 adult inside cavity looking out at times; 2 others on pole.
pkonrad - 7/8/2011 4:37:17 PM
1 adult entered cavity; another was attentive at the entrance.
pkonrad - 7/15/2011 2:37:41 PM
Woodpeckers active at cavity; some entering and leaving cavity. At 1 time, an adult was throwing/spitting mouthfulls 
of excavated wood pieces out of cavity. 
sritt - 7/23/2011 1:41:18 PM
3 ACWOs entering and leaving cavity, and maintaining granary.
pkonrad - 7/27/2011 2:07:39 PM
1 woodpecker on pole or perched on crossarm near cavity; no birds observed at cavity entrance.
pkonrad - 7/28/2011 11:11:59 AM
4 Acorn Woodpeckers active at cavity.
pkonrad - 8/4/2011 6:26:15 PM
No woodpeckers observed in area during 20 minutes - will return tomorrow.
pkonrad - 8/5/2011 11:38:38 AM
2 adults active at nest pole and pole to west; collecting acorns and catching insects on the wing. 1 adult entered 
cavity and exited it and perched 2 feet away. 
pkonrad - 8/10/2011 3:05:35 PM
No activity during observation period; will check back tomorrow.
pkonrad - 8/11/2011 7:27:58 PM
2 woodpeckers perched at and near pole to west of cavity pole. Because no nestlings or evidence of adults feeding 
nestlings has been witnessed at this cavitysite, it is probably most accurate to describe this cavity as a roost site 
rather than a nest site - closed.

5/7/2011 7001011 BUSH Closed TL 639 - 171660 75 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

5/25/2011 RAbe - 5/7/2011 1:51:06 PM - Adult observed entering and exiting nest. 100 foot buffer flagged w/ yellow tape.
tfitanides - 5/19/2011 1:05:00 PM - BUSH nest observed for 30 mins. No BUSH seen. No activity.
imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:32:09 AM
Nest has been ripped down. Only 1/4 of nest remains. Status changed to closed.

5/10/2011 7001435 CATH Closed EP91 75 feet from AR; 180 
feet to perm pad ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

5/27/2011 RAbe - 5/10/2011 1:56:25 PM
Thrashers observed in area of nest acting agitated. Nest has lining and is almost complete. 
emorgan - 5/20/2011 2:01:42 PM
There has been no change in the appearance of the nest and there was no activity near the nest.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011
Nest unchanged; no thrashers in area - closed.

5/24/2011 7002349 NRWS Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

0 feet; within work area. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

5/25/2011 emorgan - 5/24/2011 6:08:24 PM
Starting April 25, biomonitor Katherine Vittum observed Northern Rough-winged Swallows entering the first hole 
towards the western end of the bridge on the south side. She observed them enter the cavity frequently on the days 
she was monitoring (April 25, April 27, April 29, May 10, May 16, May 19, May 24). According to her notes, the 
longest they were away from the nest in the morning was 5 minutes and in the afternoon was 30 minutes. The 
construction crew had previously been working on the north side of the bridge, but starting May 24th they began 
working on the south side of the bridge which is closer to the nest.  On May 24th, the construction crew was working 
in a bucket that was lowered just underneath the bridge and was about 5 feet from the nest. While the bucket was 5 
feet from the nest, biomonitor Michael Scaffidi observed the swallows flying around near the nest and landing on the 
barbed wire fence underneath the bridge, but they did not enter the nest from 0800 to 0948. At 0948 the bucket was 
lifted and moved about 20 feet from the nest. A swallow entered the nest at 0950 and left again 2 minutes later. I 
arrived at 1030 and did not observe any swallows entering that cavity until 1245. At 1245 one swallow entered and 
then left again two minutes later. I was unable to see if the swallow was carrying nesting material or had food in its 
crop.
emorgan - 5/25/2011 10:21:10 AM
There was no activity at cavity during the 3 hours of observation. I looked into cavity with a mirror and saw one 
whole egg and two eggshell halves in nest. There were three eggshell halves on ground.
shampton - 5/26/2011 3:08:34 PM
NRWS active in area and entering holes.
emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:30:13 PM
Nest closed as no swallows have been observed entering that specific cavity for a week and there are eggshells 
outside of cavity.
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6/7/2011 7002449 CACW Closed EP232-1 AR 8 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-

traffic allowed.
This NBM should not adversely affect the success of these nests for the
following reasons:
            •                    No stopping, standing, or construction
            work will occur within the buffers and signage stating an ESA
            speed limit of 10mph will be posted within the buffers.
            •             Cactus Wrens build spherical nests, which are
            fully enclosed with a small entrance. This type of nest blocks
            direct line of sight/sound between the access road and the eggs
            or nestlings.
•             The entrances of both nests face away from the road.
            •             Both nests were built with pre-existing traffic
            using the access road and construction traffic will not
            significantly increase traffic volume.
            •             Distance to construction sites from both nests is
            significant, 1000+ feet and 300+ feet, respectively.
            •             Additionally, nest ID#7002450, is protected by a
            ridge and several large boulders that further buffer visual and
            acoustic disturbances associated with access road 90 feet away.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/26/2011 sritt - 6/7/2011
New nest. fresh looking material, neat entrance hole; old faded remains of another CACW nest 10 inches away in 
same cholla.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 4:33:36 PM
Today, there is no obvious entrance hole in this new nest; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 10:51:13 AM
North-facing entrance not clear; no wrens heard or seen.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 1:17:22 PM
No change; entrance hasn't been used in some time.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 1:05:35 PM
Nest is rain-damaged; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 12:39:30 PM
Entrance hasn't been used recently; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 2:00:55 PM
No change; nest including entrance is in disrepair; no wrens have been seen in the area for many weeks. Will 
change status to Inactive.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 10:43:33 AM
Nest remains unused, although it looks good, being a new nest; grass remains across entrance. No wrens active in 
area - closed.

6/15/2011 7002501 CACW Inactive EP226-1 20 feet from TSAP. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

6/15/2011 blohstroh - 6/15/2011 12:39:21 PM
Nest in good condition, but may have old whitewash inside.  No birds seen or heard in area during 30 minute period.

6/16/2011 7002506 LEGO Closed CP50-1 AR Hamlet 
property

60 feet to AR. 100 feet 25 feet. A Nest Buffer Reduction to 25 horizontal feet is being requested for the lesser 
goldfinch nest to enable installation of a gate at an access road off of Wildcat 
Canyon Road in Lakeside that will allow access to tower sites CP49 and CP50. 
The nest is located about 25 feet above the ground within a coast live oak tree 
about 35 feet from the proposed gate installation activities.
The lesser goldfinch nest is not anticipated to be substantially disturbed by the 
one-day  work activities at the CP49 and CP50 access road gate due to the 
following:
•The goldfinches built this nest within a large coast live oak tree within 85 feet of 
the very heavily traveled Wildcat Canyon Road, and they have become 
acclimated to human activity and noise within their nesting area.
•The nest is located on top of a large cluster of twigs and leaves located about 
25 feet above the ground, and it is completely surrounded by leaves with no 
direct view to the proposed activities.
•This nest site has successfully fledged once given the proximity to constant 
road disturbance.  The current activity is apparently a double clutch. 
Based on the above, authorizing a NBR from 100 to 25 horizontal feet is not 
expected to impact the successful fledging of this lesser goldfinch nest, primarily 
based on the nest's location and the bird's demonstrated tolerance of human-
related noise and activites within the vicinity of the nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

8/3/2011 LEGO female comes to nest; appears that new layer of material has been added and second nest is in progress.
barnold - 7/21/2011 1:04:31 PM
Bushtit activity in vicinity of nest, but unclear if entered nest. Family group with young fledglings observed in a 
smaller pepper tree up the road at the junction with the first residence 'drive way'.
rradd - 7/26/2011 7:58:20 AM
LEGO female apparently incubating 0705.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 11:50:28 AM
Could not find nest at this location during 2 extended, concerted searches. No goldfinches observed or heard during 
nest searches.
pkonrad - 8/10/2011 1:11:32 PM
No goldfinch activity in area during 30 minute observation period; no nest found; nesting attempt appears to have 
failed - closed.

6/22/2011 7002537 CACW Closed EP261A 60 feet from trail to 
tower site/TSAP.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/13/2011 emorgan - 6/22/2011 10:38:29 AM
Cactus Wren in area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 12:56:38 PM
Nest weathered; no wrens in area; not an active nest - closed.

6/22/2011 7002538 CACW Closed EP261A 5 feet from trail to tower 
site/TSAP.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/13/2011 emorgan - 6/22/2011 10:34:19 AM
Cactus Wren flushed from area around nest.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 1:00:24 PM
Neither nest appears active; no wrens in area - closed.

6/22/2011 7002544 CAKI Closed TL 6916 - 774820 0 feet to AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

rradd - 6/22/2011
CAKI pair attending nest, no food carrying observed during 20 minute survey.
rradd - 6/27/2011 5:21:51 PM
Nest appears complete; no CAKI detected 1700-1515
rradd - 7/5/2011 5:03:43 PM
CAKI present for 15 mins but did not enter nest, no bird visible on nest 1630-1700.
rradd - 7/12/2011 9:19:05 AM
CAKI pr come to nest 0914.
rradd - 7/18/2011 10:48:45 AM
CAKI foraging and preening away from nest for 43 mins, ate 6 bees in 12 minutes, no food carrying, then apparently 
incubating 1044.
rradd - 7/25/2011 11:27:33 AM
No CAKI on nest nor detected near nest 1055 - 1125
pkonrad - 8/4/2011 1:38:56 PM
No kingbirds at nest site or in the area. Judging from past reports and today's observation period, birds appear to 
have ended this nesting attempt - closed.

6/23/2011 7002547 BUOR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 35 feet west of AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

6/29/2011 pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:12:32 PM
Pair active at nest, especially the  female that visited nest repeatedly, presumably with food;  male and female didn't 
interact, as they would during nest building. 
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 11:16:25 AM
Appears this nesting attempt has failed; a female oriole made repeated visits to this nest to take nesting material to a 
new nest she is building 20 feet south and 10 feet above this site; this nest is considerably pulled apart - closed.
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6/28/2011 7002567 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
65 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

6/28/2011 imaunsell - 6/28/2011 12:03:05 PM
Nest empty. No activity observed at nest from 06/21/2011 to 06/23/2011. 

7/12/2011 7004224 CACW Closed EP243 and 12kV AR 15 feet from 12Kv AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

8/11/2011 pkonrad - 7/12/2011 11:53:00 AM
Newly completed nest has wren calling to west.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 11:42:04 AM
Nest looks similar to last week; pair of wrens 60 feet north of nest; calling low as though aggitated.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 11:14:17 AM
Nest looks good. Wren observed and calling closer to nests located to west, or the wren may have followed biologist 
as he checked nests in the greater area and called twice at that time.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 12:06:07 PM
Nest unchanged; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 8/8/2011 2:20:47 PM
Nest unchanged; 1 wren calling low to northeast.
rradd - 8/11/2011 4:11:47 PM
CACW active and calling nearby but not displaying any breeding behaviors at this empty nest. Since it is now a 
month beyond the latest documented egg date for this species in San Diego Co., this nest is closed.

7/15/2011 7004636 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 65' from mapped AR, 
20' to existing

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/21/2011 rradd - 7/15/2011 8:53:08 AM
MODO on nest, did not flush.
barnold - 7/21/2011 1:01:23 PM
Nesr empty.
rradd - 7/26/2011 10:26:56 AM
Change to Closed.
No change in this nest; apparently abandoned prior to egg-laying.

8/3/2011 7004707 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

8/4/2011 imaunsell - 8/3/2011 12:10:35 PM
Female observed bringing large ammount of willow down to nest location. Nest is in very early stages and only one 
trip was observed over 1.5 hours of continuous observation. Possibly in site selection stages.
imaunsell - 8/4/2011 9:50:41 AM
Nest site was monitored for 1.5 hours. No additionaly material was observed and no hummingbirds were active in the 
immidiate area. 'Nest' closed based on inactivty and the liklihood that the initial observation was part of the site 
selection process for this bird.

4/4/2011 5003352 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 0 feet; on equipment 
within active yard.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.   The 
partially-constructed 

nest site was 
confirmed before 
deterrents were 
installed.  The 

deterrents kept the 
adult finches from 

accessing the nest, 
preventing the pair 
from completing the 

nest.  No eggs or 
nestlings were 

observed in the nest.

5/3/2011 RF - 4/4/11: Birds observed building nest in dozer.  The nest was located in a box-like metal housing at the top of the 
hydraulic piston for the blade. 
4/6/11 -  HOFI observed continuing nest construction in morning by yard monitor Tyler Sears. Bird deterrents, plastic 
mesh, and duct tape were installed at this nest in the early afternoon, successfully sealing this site from any 
continued bird activity. The edges of the mesh were sealed with duct tape. There were no openings through which 
the birds could get inside the mesh-covered area. No eggs or nestlings present at this time.  4/20/2011 - Not 
monitored. Yard biologist reports inactive and dozer OK'd to move. - RR
5/3/2011 - Nest (equipment) no longer present - closed.

5/5/2011 7000995 HOFI Closed CP50-1 100 feet from AR but 
within Hamlet residence.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  Nest 

appears to have 
been blow out of tree 
prior to completion.

6/8/2011 5 May - HOFI nest building and copulating. - RR
12 May - HOFI nesting activity continues. - RR
19 May - Veg growth impedes view, but HOFI carrying nest material to location. - RR
eelias - 6/4/2011 11:37:50 AM
At nest tree for 30 minutes; no house finch activity was noted in this pepper.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:44:02 AM
Nest no longer present. Change to Closed.

3/10/2011 6003211 ANHU Closed CP49-51 AR 0 feet from existing AR; 
overhanging branch.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  Nest 

damaged by storm, 
possibly before egg 

laying stage.

3/31/2011 Female ANHU building new nest with spider silk.
24 Mar - Nest appears complete, but unoccupied @ 12:20. - RR
31 Mar - Nest appears storm damaged 10:50. No activity, change to closed. - RR
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5/10/2011 7001425 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 

301+001
0 feet; inside work area. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Nest partly 
built but not 
completed.

phoward - 5/10/2011 3:50:23 PM - Black phoebe pair seen building nest.
shampton - 5/26/2011 11:40:51 AM
emorgan - 5/27/2011 10:17:10 AM
No activity has been seen at nest for 2 weeks - closed.

5/24/2011 7002348 NRWS Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

0 feet; within work area. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Nest was 
abandoned before 

completion.

6/1/2011 emorgan - 5/24/2011 12:19:56 PM - 0bserved swallows carrying nesting material into cavity every few minutes. 
emorgan - 5/25/2011 10:24:10 AM
Pair bringing nesting material to cavity every 2 to 4 minutes.
shampton - 5/26/2011 3:03:57 PM
Adults binging nesting material.
emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:26:12 PM
No swallows observed entering cavity. Kris Alberts looked in cavity with a mirror and saw nesting material but no 
eggs - closed.

6/1/2011 7002410 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

30 feet from work limit 
and 50 feet from bridge.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Nest was 
probably an 

exploratory effort.

6/8/2011 emorgan - 6/1/2011 11:17:04 AM - Observed pair bringing spider webs to nest that is less than 5% complete.
shampton - 6/9/2011 12:55:57 PM
Did not find nest. LEGO's in area but not near tree. Broadleaf tree is probably a Toyon , is between a 2'  diameter 
Cottonwood and a 2' diameter Willow. The 5% nest attempt may have been abandoned. Tree is open enough that 
LEGO nest would likely be visible.
shampton - 6/16/2011 12:39:09 PM
Did not find nest again. LEGO's heard in area but not observed near tree.
shampton - 6/23/2011 12:32:17 PM
Did not find nest. No LEGO activity in described area during 20 minute observation - closed.

4/14/2011 5000819 ACWO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Wood pole P78837

0 feet; along Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  No 
evidence of breeding 

this season.

phoward - 4/14/2011 11:41:11 AM - Pair seen going in and out of nest. 
rradd - 4/16/2011 4:24:40 PM - Pair seen going in and out of nest. 
30 Apr - ACWO pair remain active at this pole but difficult to determine if breeding is in progress. - RR
tfitanides - 5/6/2011 3:45:37 PM - Seen by bio monitor at pole on 5/6.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 2:25:15 PM - No birds observed.
kkilpatrick - 5/31/2011 1:19:00 PM
The potential nest site was observed for 45 minutes. During the monitoring period three ACWO appeared briefly in 
the area and perched for one minute on the wood pole that is on the north side  of Alpine Blvd. This pole also has a 
potential nest cavity on the top west side  of the pole. An adult and juvenile Western Scrub-Jay were active in the 
area as well as two Ravens.  Their  presence did not cause any reaction from ACWO .

5/12/2011 7001452 ATFL Closed CP23 0 feet; within work limits; 
70 feet from TC.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Observed 
activity was likely an 
exploratory foray. No 

definite nesting 
activity confirmed.

6/7/2011 eelias - 6/2/2011 3:16:42 PM
Elias watched this pole for 20 minutes while monitoring a kestrel nest in this same structure on 5/31/2011. There was 
no flycatc
eelias - 6/2/2011 4:01:55 PM
Elias watched this pole for 20 minutes while monitoring a kestrel nest in the same structure on 5/31/2011. There was 
no flycatcher activity noted. 
rradd - 6/7/2011 10:42:03 AM
No ATFL detections during 30 min. obs. 
No definitive breeding activity was confirmed here - Change to Closed.

2/17/2011 5000012 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
Vault 11

105 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

3/3/2011 Nest not determined to be active or attributeable to any species. RTHA pair seen soaring, perching, and collecting 
nest material in vicinity. Other raptors also observed in area include RSHA and SSHA. 3/3/2011.
Stick nest remains inactive 3-22 (PK).      
Still inactive 4-5 (PK).
emorgan - 4/20/2011 10:20:55 AM - Still inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

3/3/2011 5000488 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
299+00r

55 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/20/2011 Nest appears to be inactive at this time. 3/3/11
Old nest remains unused 3-22 (PK).
emorgan - 4/20/2011 11:44:53 AM - Still inactive - closed.

1/13/2011 5000515 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-10L

35 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

3/22/2011 Old nest unused, near active hawk nest 3-22 (PK).

2/15/2011 5000525 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

0 feet; under Alpine Blvd 
bridge.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

5/6/2011 Did not see nest inhabited after several hours of observation. Droppings observed but could be from the previous 
year. Observed BLPH actively building nest, nest now ACTIVE-3/16/11-RF
8 April - Nest in good condition, but no eggs, or nestlings. Adult foraging in area, still building? BL
emorgan - 4/20/2011 12:33:59 PM - Adult foraging in area but it did not approach nest and nest is empty.
vnovik - 5/6/2011 8:26:16 AM - No activity at nest, material falling from nest.
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2/15/2011 5000526 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 

MH-18
70 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

2/15/2011 Did not see nest inhabited after several hours of observation. Droppings observed but could be from the previous 
year. 2/15/11
Closed, due to no activity, and blanket exemption. kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:28:52 AM

2/25/2011 5000534 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
46+00L, MH-3L

50 feet. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

2/25/2011 Old passerine nest. 2/25/11
Closed, due to no raptor potential and no passerine activity. kalberts - 4/16/2011 10:19:27 AM

1/13/2011 5000538 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-11L

5 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

3/22/2011 Old nest remains inactive 3-22 (PK).
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

2/15/2011 5000900 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

180 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/20/2011 Nest remains inactive 3-22 (PK).
emorgan - 4/20/2011 11:10:41 AM - Nest remains inactive.

2/15/2011 5000901 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

200 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

3/22/2011 Large stick nest consistent with raptors. 2/15/11
Nest not active 3-22 (PK).
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

5/24/2011 7002350 OTHE Closed CP19-1 36 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

6/13/2011 kkilpatrick - 5/24/2011 2:10:56 PM
Fresh grass nest appeared completed. No eggs in nest. An adult California towhee was observed near nest site.
kkilpatrick - 5/25/2011 3:50:27 PM
Two biologists conducted focused observations of the nest for two hours and did not observe any activity at the nest.  
The nest was determined to be inactive; however, the nest should be rechecked again in approximately one week or 
more before it is closed.
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:47:50 PM
Nest appears clean and intact, but unimproved since last visit. Uncompacted interior suggests nest has not yet been 
used.
rradd - 6/13/2011 8:32:15 AM
Nest was apparently never used.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology.

6/1/2011 7002406 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

290 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this nesting 

season.

6/1/2011 mkuehn - 6/1/2011 12:36:57 PM
Smaller stick nest; no activity observed; crows in vicinity all day.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

6/1/2011 7002407 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

290 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this nesting 

season.

6/1/2011 mkuehn - 6/1/2011 12:48:28 PM
Large stick nest; no activity observed; crows in vicinity all day.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

2/24/2011 5000050 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
Vault 15

0 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/30/2011 Nest inactive at this time. Stick nest consistent with small raptors or corvids - 3/3/2011.
emorgan - 4/20/2011 10:54:33 AM - Still inactive.
30 Apr - Change to closed due to inactivity. - RR

2/24/2011 5000432 OTHE Closed CP25-2, CP26 and 
CP27

880 feet from temporary 
ROW of tower site.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/15/2011 Stick nest with only larger branches and no soft material. No sign of recent use. Some white wash on ground below 
nest. 2/24/11
18 Mar - Apparently a favored (TUVU) roost, but no indications of nest improvement.- RR
5 Apr - No indications of status change.
Closed due to its occurrence 880 feet from tower site - kalberts - 4/15/2011 8:29:59 PM.
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2/25/2011 5000439 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 

CP95-1,CP96-1, AR, & 
pullsite

225 feet from access 
road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

2/25/2011 No sign of recent use. No new nest material or sign of adult corvid or raptor activity.
Never occupied. Change to closed.

6/1/2011 7002409 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

340 feet to Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest, 
unused this nesting 

season.

6/1/2011 emorgan - 6/1/2011 12:46:00 PM - Old stick nest; no activity observed near it.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

6/14/2011 7002497 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Vault 2

18 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Stopped 
nest building for 
unknown reason.

6/14/2011 eelias - 6/14/2011 9:22:34 AM
Kevin Kilpatrick and E. Elias visited the nest site to log this nest found by construction monitor Ben Rosenbaum. This 
nest is 20% complete.

7/11/2011 7003028 WREN Closed TL 639 - 872360 40 feet to AR. 100 feet Limited reconductoring 
work and drive through 

access only.

The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Abandoned 
before nest 

completed for 
unknown reasons.

7/11/2011 rradd - 7/11/2011 10:59:21 AM
Nest under construction, appears 95% complete. WREN pair calling observed. Activity level should be verified as 
this is very late season to begin nesting.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 12:00:47 PM
No activity at nest site. No wrentits in area.
rradd - 7/19/2011 10:41:20 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest unimproved from first visit, bowl is clean and uncompacted, WREN wthin 100 feet. Possibly an abandoned late 
season nest.

5/20/2011 7001908 WREN Closed TL 639 - Z171660 50 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed. 

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Abandoned 
during nest building.

5/5/2011 5/20/2011
Nest partially (1/4) built; 2 adults observed in shrub; one adult observed bringing nesting material into shrub and then 
leaving without material.
imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:29:48 AM
Nest has had no progress since last visit. No adults observed in area. Material is old. Status changed to closed.

2/23/2011 5000046 OTHE Closed EP84 5 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Abandoned 
prior to completion 

for unknown 
reasons.

3/28/2011 Nest is just started, but birds may continue to add to it. Possible SPTO nest. 2/23/11
No nest observed 3-10 by Paul Konrad.
3/15/11- Nest observed by Darin Busby. On west side of scrub oak at fork in road. Appears bird started nest but 
abandoned it as it is still a loose cup of sticks.
Nest incomplete and inactive - closed 3-28 (PK).
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4/14/2011 5000825 HOFI Closed Wilson Yard 0 feet; within yard trailer. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 

feet.
Buffer should be reduced to 30 feet or less, as this species is highly tolerant of 
human activity, and nesting commenced at this site after the yard was 
established and operating.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Abandoned 
prior to egg laying for 

unknown reasons.

5/3/2011  ahill - 4/14/2011 9:56:14 PM
The pair of HOFI have been seen and heard in the area consistently and were observed entering the nest on 4-14-
11. There are no eggs in the nest. A 100 foot nest buffer was installed.
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:38 AM 
Birds seen entering nest by bio monitor; nest appears complete.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011
No birds observed in the area; no eggs in nests; appears deserted - closed.

6/17/2011 7004682 HOFI Closed Bartlett CY 0 feet; within yard limits 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Abandoned 
prior to egg-laying.

phoward - 6/17/2011 2:30:09 PM
Nest is re-opened, new nest (75% complete), nest was found by bio monitor, pair was seen near nest.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 2:44:44 PM
No finches observed or heard in area; nest doesn't look complete; will check back.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 2:49:01 PM
No finches at nest or in area; this second nesting attempt failed - closed.

6/17/2011 7004665 HOFI Closed Bartlett CY 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Abandoned 
prior to nest 
completion.

6/23/2011 phoward - 6/17/2011 2:28:39 PM - Nest is re-opened, new nest (75% complete); nest was found by bio monitor; pair 
was seen near nest.
PKonrad - 6/23/2011 - No finches observed or heard in area; nest doesn't look complete; will check back.
PKonrad - 6/29/2011 - closed.

3/10/2011 5001261 HOWR Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Alternate 
nest for HOWR 

5001260.

7/14/2011 Nest material visible inside. likely HOWR.
10 Mar 2011 - HOWR singing at nest above. Likely a satellite nest, but should be checked with ea. survey to see 
which one fledges. RR
24 Mar - HOWR singing nearby. Nesting activity suppressed by stormy day. - RR
31 Mar - HOWR  pair active at cavities. RR
11 Apr - HOWR pair active at cavities.- RR
19  Apr - This nest is a dummy nest filled with sticks. Change to closed. -RR
5 May - This cavity has been reopened - RR
19 May Intense territoriality around this and upper cavity, HOWR singing at 3 sec. intervals. - RR
25 May Cavity does not appear to be in use. Change to Inactive. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology.

6/3/2011 7002596 WBNU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Although 
bird was observed 

visiting site on a few 
occassions, there 

was no strong affinity 
to this cavity or any 
other cavity in the 
nearby vicinity. No 

nest was ever 
established and 

observations 
probably represent 
exploritory efforts to 
find a nesting site.

6/8/2011 sjohnston - 6/3/2011 3:10:22 PM
WBNU observed clearing WEBL nest material and bringing in fresh nesting material.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:05:46 PM
WBNU obs. ca. 3' from cavity but did not enter cavity during obs.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:05:32 PM
No activity at cavity.

6/28/2011 7002572 CACW Closed EP269 AR 47 feet north of AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. An 
apparently unused 
nest destroyed by 

storm.

7/13/2011 eelias - 6/28/2011 2:38:20 PM
Complete nest; no eggs or nestlings in nest; no adults were active in this area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 1:30:29 PM
Nest destroyed; probably by storm last week - closed.

5/4/2011 7000978 ATFL Closed CP70-3 AR 15 feet to AR; 64 feet to 
entry gate.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Any attempt 
at nesting was likely 
exploratory and no 

nest was built.

5/20/2011 4 May - ATFL exits cavity and mate follows 1655. - RR
14 May - No birds obs using this cavity during 30 min. obs. Survey again. - RR
20 May No detections at this cavity. Change to Closed. - RR
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3/28/2011 5003286 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard 

boundary.
100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 

feet.
Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Apparently 
abandoned before 
completion of nest 

building.

4/15/2011 Monitor has observed pair in area. Fresh material. Cannot see in nest. Monitor for activity. 3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:24:53 PM - Small amount of grass in spool cavity. Nest watched for 3 hours and no activity 
detected. ESA sign removed from spool.

5/13/2011 7001473 BUOR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; overhangs AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.
Blanket exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL 
work is applicable.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Apparently 
abandoned for a 
better location. 
Cause of failure 

unknown.

6/23/2011 Nest found on 5-13-2011 by Tyler.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Large round woven hanging nest; pair active in the area.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - Orioles active and singing near large nest. 
PKonrad - 6/1/2011 - 1 male observed near nest; made contact calls.  [apparent pentab problems]
eelias - 6/6/2011 3:52:37 PM
I was in neighborhood for 30 minutes while documenting House Finch nest. A male Bullock's oriole landed in tree 
and sang once. No other significant activity took place.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 3:50:01 PM
Llittle activity in area of this site during extended observation periods on 6-1 (apparent pentab problems) and 6-10. 
Male from nest built 230 feet southwest perched nearby once, 
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 11:23:23 AM
Although orioles occasionally visit this tree, none have used this nest for several weeks - closed.

6/23/2011 7002553 HOOR Closed Helix Yard 5 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Apparently 
abandoned prior to 
egg-laying due to 
unknown causes.

rradd - 6/29/2011 9:14:05 AM
Nest appears complete; female HOOR not visible in deep cup, seen away from nest.
rradd - 7/7/2011 1:50:45 PM
HOOR female incubating 1232, sits for vehicles but flushes at foot traffic.
rradd - 7/13/2011 12:33:56 PM
Change to Closed.
HOOR have apparently abandoned this nest; HOFI are now using it.

4/27/2011 7000917 CACW Closed EP231A  AR 20 feet from AR;1300 
feet from EP 231 A.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 
passage allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction will occur within the buffer. The 
Agencies concurred to the following:
Traffic can pass through all three nest buffers since the road has pre-existing 
traffic and construction traffic will not significantly add to traffic volume.  A couple 
of conditions associated with this is that:  No work is allowed within the three 100-
foot nest buffers.  Traffic on the access road cannot stop or park within the three 
100-foot nest buffers.  Traffic will not exceed 10mph inside the three 100-foot 
nest buffers.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Apparently 
an alternate satellite 

nest at best; no 
wrens observed here 
since the nest was 
built many weeks 

ago.

7/19/2011 shampton - 4/27/2011 - Approximately 2/3 built, of grasses.  CACW heard singing in area.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No apparent change; no birds.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - Unusual smaller nest appears 90% complete; wren singing uphill to south.
vnovik - 5/13/2011 1:16:46 PM - Nest intact; wrens south of road calling.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No changes; no wrens.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:40:39 PM
No apparent changes to nest; no wrens in area.
sritt - 6/6/2011 10:42:40 AM
Nest in good condition. No CACW nearby
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 4:17:07 PM
No apparent change; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 11:19:02 AM
Nest material (dry grass) has been added to top of nest; entrance hard to find; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 1:34:17 PM
Entrance partly obstructed by nest material; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 1:00:53 PM
Nest exterior rain-soaked; no wrens seen or heard.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 12:53:52 PM
Nest apparently has not been used recently; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 2:37:06 PM
Nest remains in disrepair after heavy rainfall 2 weeks ago; looks inactive and no wrens have been documented in the 
area for many weeks, including today - closed.

4/8/2011 5003390 WEBL Closed Wilson Yard 0 feet; within yard trailer. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Nesting commenced in trailer after construction began, personnel were working, 
and structures and machinery were in use.  Buffer reduced to 15 feet based on 
these facts.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Apparently 
deserted; no birds 

observed or heard in 
area.

5/3/2011 Environmental monitor observed male building nest actively past 2 days. Biological monitor observed male flying to 
nest and female in immediate vicinity. The immediate area around nest was flagged, nest will not affect construction 
as there is no construction nest buffer at this site.
ahill - 4/14/2011 9:58:40 PM 
A 100 foot buffer was installed today.
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:39 AM - Birds flushed from nest; nest looks nearly complete; no eggs.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - No bluebirds observed or heard; no bird on nest; apparently deserted; closed.

3/17/2011 6003247 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - Z379523 13 feet from AR. 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Apparently 
failed due to rain 

damage. No sign of 
predation.

3/28/2011 3/17/11 - Scott Hampton of Chambers Group detected CAGN pair and nest while monitoring at Structure 379523.  D. 
Busby came to verify nest and record w/ pen tab. Nest still loose and not fully completed. 
3/28/11 - Nest failed, only remnants remain. Pair still in same area so probably set up another nest. 
3/31/11-RF: Pair active in area. Male very vocal, female only observed once in an hour, very quiet and secretive. No 
nest located but very likely another nest being built within territory. 

5/26/2011 7002371 CACW Inactive EP226-1 58 feet from TSAP. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Apparently 
inactive nest.

5/26/2011
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4/28/2011 7000945 LEGO Closed CP70-3 AR 80 feet to AR 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 

stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.
2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Appeared 
abandoned before 
egg laying stage.

5/14/2011 28 Apr - LEGO female on complete nest 0745. RR 
4 May - LEGO female incubating 1614.- RR
14 May Nest clean and intact but empty, no LEGO at nest. Appears abandoned prior to laying. Change to Closed. - 
RR

5/20/2011 7001915 BCHU Closed CP70-3 AR 20 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 

abandoned for 
unknown reasons.

6/3/2011 20 May BCHU female sitting on complete nest 0956. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 9:27:13 AM
BCHU female on nest 0842
rradd - 6/4/2011 10:59:28 AM
Nest intact and showing no signs of use. No detections at this nest during 30+ min obs. suggests abandoned nest.
rradd - 6/9/2011 4:35:36 PM
No BCHU detections at this nest during 30 min. obs. Change to Inactive.

4/13/2011 5000810 BUSH Closed EP27-1 30 feet from AR; 320 
feet from tower work 

area.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 

nest was abandoned 
before it was 
completed.

4/21/2011 sritt - 4/13/2011 11:07:10 AM 
Only lowest 5 inches is complete. Pair likely abandoned, and using nest 65 feet to southwest.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 
No change; looks like nest building abandoned; closed.

5/12/2011 7001451 WREN Closed CP23 60 feet to legs. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 
nestlings already 

fledged before nest 
was found.

5/18/2011 barnold & mkuehn - 5/12/2011 10:01 AM
Adult observed with nesting materal entering shrub.  Nest complete, at least 95%, and empty.  Nest on south side of 
mission manzanita shrub, concealed by the yarrow (Eriophyllum confertiflorum) and deerweed.  Find yellow flag in 
field for best view directions.
18 May  Nest is empty. Whirewash at edge of nest suggests this nest has already fledged. Will check once more 
before closing. Inactive. 1414 - RR

Obs. indicate this nesting attempt was complete when discovered.

4/15/2011 5000837 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; on fill slope of 
substation pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 
pair selected an 

alternate location.

4/25/2011 Nest description: a front porch of flat, small rocks has been built at nest entrance; a couple of twigs were visible just 
beyond rock porch; 5% complete.
Same pair as (5000835). 1 bird was seen actively bringing material to nest 4-15 in the early evening while the other 
ROWR was in the immediate area. No further nesting behavior has been observed at this nest location today, 4-16-
11. It is possible this site was prepared by the male for the female to choose and she selected a nearby alternate 
location instead. Further observation needed to confirm final nest location is being carried out by biomonitor. Birds 
were not observed going into that rock crevace on 4-16-11. A 100 foot buffer was installed.
imaunsell - 4/18/2011 12:51:30 PM - No further activity at nest since previous observation. Pair appears to have 
decided on alternate location. Nest status changed to inactive. Monitor for activity.
ahill - 4/19/2011 8:25:42 PM Pair observed going in and out of nest location. No nesting materials were observed 
being carried.
phoward - 4/25/2011 11:08:45 AM - No birds seen near nest, no new nest material.

6/2/2011 7002433 PHAI Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

110 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 

predated by 
Cooper's Hawk.

6/16/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011
PHAI scolding observer under this tree, eventually settling on nest.
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:09:19 PM
Attempted predation by male COHA, no subsequent PHAI detections at nest.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:46:55 PM
Nest has fallen to ground. Change to Closed.

5/10/2011 7001434 BUSH Closed EP91 AR 5 feet to AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 

predated.

5/27/2011 RAbe - 5/10/2011 1:48:34 PM - Pair of Bushtits observed building nest, which is approx. 15% done.
emorgan - 5/20/2011 1:56:50 PM - The nest looks complete, but it looks like it has been disturbed. The top of the 
nest is spread out. It needs to be monitored to see if there's still activity around the nest.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 1:00:47 PM
Top of nest has been torn into, with pieces of nest material hanging from nest and from some surrounding branches. 
No Bushtits observed during 30 minutes of observation - closed.

4/28/2011 7000935 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - 774822 110 feet to nearest work 
area.

300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 

that nest attempt was 
never completed. 

6/2/2011 tcooper - 4/28/2011 - Female carrying dried grasses repeatedly to same location, nest not observed directly, may be 
1st day of building, recheck to confirm location.
tcooper - 5/5/2011 - No nest at this location, no activity in area.
tcooper - 6/2/2011 - Inactive nest found 18ft NW of this location. Nest nearly completely dismantled but location size 
and composition (fur lining and grass exterior) consistant with CAGN. Unknown nest outcome.

4/15/2011 5000835 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 60 feet; on fill slope, 60 
ft to road through pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 
that pair chose 

alternate location for 
nest site.

4/25/2011 ahill - 4/16/2011 3:29:27 PM - On 4-15, 1 ROWR was observed bringing rocks and sticks to this site with other 
ROWR flying in and out. Same behavior was observed on morning of 4-16. Pair is in the area inspecting various 
other rock crevices as well. 
Same pair as (5000837).
imaunsell - 4/18/2011 12:47:30 PM - Nest much more developed than previous observation by monitor. Stone 
"porch" well-formed; this is most likely the primary nest site.
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:14:40 AM - It appears pair is taking nest material from this nest and bringing it to different 
nest location (nest 5000877).
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.
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4/28/2011 7000926 CAGN Closed TL 639 - 379517 510 feet to nearest pole. 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Avian 

depredation; nest 
torn slightly from 
side, and bottom 
tugged upward.  

Could see daylight 
through its sides.

5/19/2011 kalberts - 4/28/2011 12:28:48 PM
Both birds building nest. About 85% complete.
imaunsell - 5/3/2011 2:10:34 PM
No adults on nest. No adults observed in area. No visual confirmation of nest contents.
dbusby - 5/5/2011 11:51:27 AM.
Nest was not observed. Adults observed foraging in area and also on other side of riparian area. Will wait until next 
week to confirm nest status, due to recent nest check 
kalberts - 5/12/2011 2:44:26 PM
Nest depredated by avian predator. Pair seen in area, and male observed once with new bark strips torn from a black 
sage (Salvia mellifera), then placed in same bush about 3 feet away.  This pair was actively nest-site searching, and 
no definitive re-nest exists yet. 
dbusby - 5/19/2011 10:21:57 AM - Still no nest detected. Pair observed foraging throughout their entire territory north 
and south cf riparian.  Observed male with strip of bark in beak just south of old nest location but then dropped it and 
flew off.

3/3/2011 6002315 GRRO Closed Alpine Yard 30 feet from impact 
area.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Birds never 
observed at nest; 

only nearby.

3/28/2011 Pair observed by bio-monitor Kari Kerwin. No activity seen during 1 hour. May become acitive in near future and 
should be monitored. Verified by I. Maunsell 3/3/2011
No progress in nest building since initial observation; nest not active. 3/28/2011 IM

3/28/2011 5003285 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Birds 
stopped at nest 
building stage.

4/15/2011 10% complete. Monitor observed pair coming to and from nest site. 3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:25:34 PM - Small amount of grass in spool cavity. Nest watched for 3 hours and no activity 
detected. ESA sign removed from spool.

2/25/2011 5000454 OTHE Closed EP355 72 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Blown out of 
tower by strong wind; 
inactive this breeding 

season.

2/25/2011 Nest apparently blown out of tower. No sticks left in tower; sticks scattered on ground.

6/28/2011 7002576 CACW Closed EP261-2 10 feet from trail to 
tower site.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Cactus 

Wrens may maintain 
nests year-round as 
roost spots. As such, 
indications of recent 
nest maintenance 

doesn't necessarily 
equate to active 

breeding. This nest 
was never Active 

during the monitoring 
period.

emorgan - 6/28/2011 8:59:21 AM
Nest in good condition.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 12:27:35 PM
Nice nest with large open entrance built recently; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/20/2011 10:56:01 AM
Nest looks active but no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 2:33:46 PM
Nest looks unchanged; no wrens active in area.
jpawlicki - 8/4/2011 10:39:29 AM
Nest condition remains fair. One Cactus Wren observed within 300 feet of nest, although no nesting activity 
observed at or in vicinity of nest.
barnold - 8/9/2011 1:18:07 PM
No activity at nest during over one hour of observation. No eggs present. Latest Cactus Wren egg record in San 
Diego County is 10 July. Cactus Wrens may maintain nests as roosts year-round, but does not indicate actual 
breeding schedule. Nest is Closed.

4/25/2011 7000900 MODO Closed Sycamore Yard 30 feet from yard edge. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Cause of 
failure indeterminate, 

but assumed 
predated.

5/3/2011 25 Apr - MODO incubating. Did not flush from foot traffic at 10 feet. - RR
3 May Nest empty and abandoned, presumed pedated. Change to Closed. - RR
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4/30/2011 7000952 BUSH Closed CP88-1 AR 37 feet to AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage OK; 

construction not allowed.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Cause of 
failure indeterminate, 
likely storm damaged 

or predated.

5/20/2011 30 Apr - BUSH pair tending to nest that appears complete 0840. - RR
20 May - Nest destroyed, with only fragments remaining 1707 - closed. - RR

5/26/2011 7002378 BUSH Closed Helix Yard 80 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Cause of 
failure is unknown.

6/2/2011 BUSH pair bringing items to large complete pensile nest 1546. - RR
phoward - 5/31/2011 12:48:57 PM
adults flushed from nest area when first approched nest. nest still looks active and 100% complete, entrance is well 
maintaned and there are no holes or structral defaults to the nest. nest is too high to check for eggs or chicks without 
mirror.
rradd - 6/3/2011 1:30:47 PM
No BUSH detections at this nest 1300 - 1330
rradd - 6/9/2011 8:59:35 AM
No BUSH detections at this nest 0750-0820 on a cold overcast day.
rradd - 6/15/2011 4:30:32 PM
Nest appears in good condition. No BUSH detections at or near nest. 
Change to Closed due to lack of activity.

3/10/2011 6003212 CALT Closed CP51-2 AR 0 feet; within work area 
around structures.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Damaged 
by storm, potentially 

before egg laying 
stage.

3/31/2011 Clean finely woven grass nest with no signs of aging or use. Looks ready to go. Check on next survey.
24 Mar - Nest is storm-damaged. Change to closed, if unimproved on next survey. - RR
31 Mar - Nest disintegrated. Closed. - RR

5/23/2011 7001926 WEKI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 50 
feet.

A pair of Western Kingbirds is constructing a nest in the southwest leg of an 
assembled portion of a tower located in the construction yard, and the nest 
construction appears to be nearly complete.  The nest is located approximately 
25' above the ground and 15' from the side of the existing yard road.
It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 50 feet is 
appropriate for this nest. Nest success should not be diminished for the following 
reasons: 
•The work on the tower section is generally complete and any remaining work 
will require access by foot only.
•The nest is located on the tower leg opposite the current work activity so the 
tower structure will provide a partial visual barrier
•The current work activity is located more than 100' from the nest and the only 
activity occurring at less than 100' is through vehicular traffic.
•Western Kingbirds are tolerant of human disturbance.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Due to 

storm.

5/31/2011 sjohnston - 5/23/2011 7:12:28 AM - Nest building observed; nest about 10% complete.
Adult observed bringing in material, nest seems near completion - fhoffman - 5/23/2011 12:04:27 PM.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - Nest appears abandoned; nest is intact, but no kingbirds have been seen in area during 45 
minutes of observations. Re-assess status next work day (Tuesday).
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 4:21:16 PM
Nest intact, but may be abandoned. No kingbirds observed in area during 45 minutes of observations. Re-assess 
next work day (Tuesday).
tfitanides - 5/31/2011 9:30:31 AM
Nest apparently blown out over weekend. Bio monitor observation from 5-28-2011.

2/15/2011 5000528 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

22 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Duplicate 
inactive nest initially 
thought to be nearby 

active nest.

5/20/2011 2 BLPH seen very close to nests, but not actually seen using nests. Could be last year's nests that could be used this 
year.
Closed - duplicate nest.- RR
sjohnston - 5/19/2011 5:02:26 PM
BLPH actively nest building ca. 90%. complete.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 5:24:04 PM
This nest is not active; it was confused with other nest.

5/23/2011 7001923 WEKI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; in yard, on tower. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Duplicate 
nest report.

5/22/2011 sjohnston - 5/23/2011 7:12:28 AM - Nest building observed; nest about 10% complete; initially observed on 5-22.  
Nest 7001926 is a duplicate point plotted more accuartely using Trimble. Nest status changed to closed due to 
duplication.

4/7/2011 5003382 RTHA Closed CP57 AR 230 feet from existing 
AR.

500 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Early 
interest in nest 

ended.

5/21/2011 7 Apr - RTHA display flight bringing materials to nest platform. - RR
14 Apr - RTHA perched at nest. - RR
21 Apr - No RTHA observed visting this nest 1530-1600. - RR
28 Apr - Distance to nest makes observation difficult when windy. No detections in 20 minute observation - RR
21 May - No RTHA obs. associating with this empty nest. Change to Inactive. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

3/2/2011 5000470 HOFI Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

0 feet; on subject house. 100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near Hwy 67, a very busy and noisy highway, 
illustrating normalized behaviors to this steady disturbance. The adult birds have 
tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other human acvities onsite have not 
deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated with work will be monitored, as 
will nest sites for any potential impacts.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Early 
season nest 

probably failed due 
to weather.

3/24/2011 Observed pair coming and going from nest
3/16/2011 - HOFI at nest 12:44 - RR
3/18/2011 - DBusby observed pair coming and going from nest. HOWR showed up and was at nest for 10 minutes, 
displacing the HOFI.
3/24/2011 - No activity at this nest - looks somewhat weathered following recent storms. - RR
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5/26/2011 7002380 PSFL Closed CP70-3 AR 76 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Exploratory; 

site abandoned 
before any 

improvements made. 
Alternate location 
nearby appears to 

have been selected.

6/4/2011 26 May - PSFL pair in initial stages of nest building 0910 - RR
rradd - 6/4/2011 8:25:21 AM
This nest site apparently abandoned for new site 80' E (now under construction).
Change to Closed.

3/18/2011 5003259 HOFI Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from driveway. 100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near Hwy 67, a very busy and noisy highway, 
illustrating normalized behaviors to this steady disturbance. The adult birds have 
tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other human acvities onsite have not 
deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated with work will be monitored, as 
will nest sites for any potential impacts.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Failure due 
to natural causes - 

nest blown from tree 
by storm.

5/4/2011 3/18/2011 - DBusby observed HOFI pair collecting nest material and bringing it to nest.
4/1/2011 - Female on nest. IM
4/11/2011 - No activity. - imaunsell 
4/19/2011 - HOFI female bringing nest material 1155. - RR
4/27/2011 - HOFI pair working at this nest 1204. - RR
5/5/2011 - Nest destroyed; appears mostly blown out of tree. Change to Closed. - RR

3/18/2011 5003260 ANHU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

25 feet from driveway. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Incomplete 
nest apparently 

damaged by storm 
event.

3/23/2011 3/18/11 - DBusby - Observed female ANHU bringing material to half-built nest.
3/24/2011 - No bird detected. Maybe satellite nest for adjacent ANHU. Cold stormy weather. - RR
3/31/2011 - Nest destroyed by unknown force (probably weather). - RR

5/19/2011 7001507 BCHU Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 
pullsite AR entry

60 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Likely 

abandoned prior to 
egg laying.

6/9/2011 19 May BCHU female on nearly complete nest 1742. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 4:43:52 PM
Nest appears neat, complete and intact, but no BCHU detected in association during 30 min. obs. Will resurvey.
rradd - 5/26/2011 4:52:34 PM
BCHU female comes briefly to nest then departs. Egg-laying?
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:53:06 PM
Nest appears neat, protected and intact. No BCHU detected during 30 min obs.
rradd - 6/9/2011 11:52:31 AM
No detections during 30 min obs. Change to Inactive.

5/2/2011 7000962 LEGO Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

0 feet; within mapped 
road area.

100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site are anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Likely 

predated.

5/21/2011 tfitanides - 5/23/2011 3:50:44 PM
Nest closed by data from previous nest monitoring.

5/24/2011 7001938 HOOR Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

70 feet 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. May have 
been first nesting 

attempt by immature 
birds. Nest 

constructed by 2 
females, or 1 female 
and a first-year male.

6/8/2011 sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:09:20 AM
Pair actively nest building. Nest approximately 10% complete.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:56:55 AM
Nest building. 10 % complete
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:55:36 AM
Nest building. 50% complete.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:59:33 AM
Nest building 70%+ complete.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:29:07 AM
Nest building 90% complete.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:14:23 PM
Nest building.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 3:39:37 PM
No activity at nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:17:53 PM
No activity at nest area.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:02:49 PM
No activity at nest.
sjohnston - 6/14/2011 4:16:09 PM
No activity for the past 4 days.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:55:33 PM
No activity at this nest has been observed for 7 days.
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3/2/2011 5000477 OTHE Closed EP244 AR 120 feet from driveway 

entrance.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes - apparent 
predation.

3/24/2011 Nest constructed of fine grasses, entrance is facing northeast, with rabbit fur lining. South side of nest shows some 
weathering, but fresh whitewash atop. 3/2/11
No bird present. Nest weathered but still intact. Status left unchanged, still active. 3/08/2011. B.Hart.
Nest torn apart; possible predation; closed 3-24 (PK).

3/2/2011 5000478 OTHE Closed EP244 10 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes - appears to 
be blown out by 

wind.

3/24/2011 Old or incomplete pile of material includes shredded juniper bark, grasses and yucca fibers. 3/2/11
Still inactive 3/08/2011, B.Hart
Appears to have been blown out by wind? A few pieces of grass left in cholla; closed 3-24 (PK).

3/2/2011 5000484 BUSH Closed CP54-1 30 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes - weather or 
predation presumed.

4/8/2011 Observed bushtit carrying nesting material and discovered nest through behavioral observation. Nest 20% complete 

16 Mar - BUSH carrying nest material to shrub 13:30. Consider ACTIVE - RR
22 Mar - No birds detected, nest not relocated. Revisit to verify activity. - RR
8 Apr - Nest no longer present. No BUSH re-nesting attempt detected near site during 30 minute observation period. 
Changed status to CLOSED. - RR

3/2/2011 5000479 CACW Closed EP243 105 feet from temporary 
ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 
causes apparent 

predation.

4/6/2011 Previous comments; a fresh grass nest including a clean opening and fresh feathers lining the inside. Appears active 
and utilized.  3/2/11
Well-built nest that's actively used; no birds in area 3-15 (PK).
Nest torn apart with large open holes; presently inactive 3-25 (PK). 
Nest remnants barely discernable; closed 4-6  (PK).

5/25/2011 7002364 LEGO Closed CP50-1 AR 25 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes, predation 
likely.

6/30/2011 5/25/2011
LEGO attending nest 1110.
rradd - 6/2/2011 5:41:12 PM
Nest no longer present. 
Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:08:48 AM
Nest refound. Change to Active. Male feeds incubating female at nest.
rradd - 6/16/2011 9:47:51 AM
LEGO female on nesr with male in close attendance 0723.
rradd - 6/23/2011 9:57:59 AM
Nest appears dissheveled from below, with light visible through side. LEGO pr. present, so will monitor once more 
prior to close.
rradd - 6/30/2011 12:08:59 PM
Change to Closed
Nest is no longer serviceable.

3/2/2011 5000483 BUSH Closed CP56-1 10 feet from proposed 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 
causes, probably 
weather related.

4/15/2011 Observed active construction of the nest. Nest is aproximately 10% complete (3/02/11 -BHart).
18 Mar - Pendulum type nest with outer materials held together by cobwebs. Nest complete. BUSH entered nest. - 
RR
7 Apr 1122-1222 - No BUSH detected at or near this nest. Change to inactive and remove buffer. - RR.
Nest closed due to last observation when no bird activity seen at the nest. kalberts - 4/15/2011 10:10:34 PM.

3/31/2011 5003322 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; on house. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 
causes, probably 
weather related.

4/5/2011 31 Mar - Under construction.
5 Apr - Nest destroyed and no longer present. Changed to closed and buffer removed. - RR

6/8/2011 7002476 MODO Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

100 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes.

6/23/2011 rradd - 6/8/2011 11:22:25 AM
MODO on nest.
rradd - 6/18/2011 5:43:36 AM
Nest too high to see into, no MODO detected.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:33:18 AM
Nest has fallen apart.
Change to Closed.

5/14/2011 7001480 LEGO Closed CP82-1 0 feet; within AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
passage allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes. Insufficent 
time to raise 

fledglings before 
falling.

6/4/2011 14 May - Female LEGO constructing nest, appears 40% complete 1554. - RR
20 May LEGO female comes to nest after 25 mins of obs. 1359. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 2:41:40 PM
LEGO female on nest 1432.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:07:57 PM
Nest has fallen from tree.
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2/27/2011 5000463 OTHE Closed EP243 100 feet from existing 

access road.
100 feet Reduced to 82 feet. 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes: destroyed by 
high winds.

3/24/2011 Calling bird perched at partially constructed nest of fresh fine grasses. This bird seems to occupy a large territory 
which covers the project site, so this could be an alternate nest.
No bird activity or signs of a nest detected. Recent high winds may have blown the nest away. Status changed to 
inactive B.Hart, 3/08/2011.  
No sign of nest; closed 3-24 (PK).

1/28/2011 5000406 CACW Closed EP245-1 160 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes; early season 
nest damaged by 

weather or predation.

3/24/2011 Entry from 2-1-11: A fresh grass nest including clean opening and fresh feathers lining the inside. Appears utilized 
and active.  
Update 02-21-11: nest appears to have been blown or torn open and no evidence of recent repair.  Changed status 
to inactive for the time being, until recent activity is noted.     
Nest inactive.3/08/2011. B.Hart.
Nest collapsed and flattened; closed 3-24 (PK).

4/11/2011 5000779 BUSH Closed TL 6916 - 774824 25 feet from existing AR; 
60 feet to nearest pole.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes; likely 
weather.

4/18/2011 11 April - Adults gathering nest material and adding it to nest   S. Hampton, M. Dicus
18 Apr - Only nest found near this location is old, dilapidated, sp. unknown. CLOSED, removed buffer & ESA signs. - 
RR

5/12/2011 7001490 LEGO Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

110 feet to work limits. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes; nest 
destroyed, possibly 
by weather, before 
nesting complete.

5/16/2011 eelias - 5/12/2011 9:52:42 AM Female was seen carry spider webs to this 96% complete nest.
eelias - 5/13/2011 9:24:06 AM Viewed twice this morning. First time nest was unattended. Five minutes later female 
was sitting on it and reshaping it with her breast.
19 May Nest not found. GPS location is 40' from any willows. Will resurvey. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 4:59:39 PM
LEGO female on nezt.Vertex moved per Trimble.
rradd - 6/3/2011 10:21:05 AM
LEGO breeding activity continues.
rradd - 6/8/2011 1:36:25 PM
Nest destroyed - appears weather-beaten.
Change to Closed.

5/31/2011 7002397 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

5 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandonded prior to 

egg laying.

6/8/2011 vnovik - 5/31/2011 3:15:37 PM 
Building nest approximately 90% complete.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:53:21 AM
Building nest 90% or greater complete.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 5:24:49 PM
Observed on nest; no eggs in nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:51:32 PM
Observed bird briefly (less than 1 minute) on nest; nest appears complete; no eggs.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:09:02 PM
No activity at nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 3:41:47 PM
No activity all day; nest closed, no eggs.

4/4/2011 5003349 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 171674 0 feet; on pole. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandoned due to 
unknown causes.

4/26/2011 4/4/11 phoward - Female seen with nest material made; multiple visits to same site, pole was marked with yellow 
tape and ESA sign placed on road. 
14 Apr - No HOFI detected during 30 minute observation. - RR
26 Apr No HOFI detected during 30 minute observation. Change to Closed. - RR

4/4/2011 5003348 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 100977 0 feet; at pole. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandoned for 

unknown reasons.

4/14/2011 04/04/11 - Pair of house finches carrying nest material to base of insulator.  Multiple attempts were made to deposit 
material (M. Dicus, R. Abe)
9 Apr - HOFI male song post but no nest building. - RR
14 Apr - No HOFI associating with this pole and no nest. Change to CLOSED, remove buffers. - RR

4/22/2011 5000879 OTHE Closed Scripps Substation 10 feet from nearest 
conductor replacement.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandoned prior to 
completion and egg 

laying.

4/28/2011 emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:58:19 AM - Nest looks near completion and has fresh material in it. No birds approached the 
nest during the hour we were observing it. 
emorgan - 4/28/2011 11:01:21 AM - Nest does not have any fresh material and no birds were observed near the nest 
during the 2 hours of observation.

6/1/2011 7002417 BLGR Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandoned prior to 

egg laying.

6/20/2011 rradd - 6/1/2011 at 0950
BLGR pr (female constructing) just beginning nest.
rradd - 6/7/2011 12:08:41 PM
Nest appears complete, no eggs.
rradd - 6/14/2011 7:43:48 PM
13 Jun BLGR make singing and on territory, no female detected. Nest remains empty.
rradd - 6/20/2011 1:35:52 PM
No BLGR detected, nest never occupied. Change to Closed.
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3/25/2011 5003281 HOFI Closed Hartung Yard 20 feet from yard 

boundary.
100 feet ESA staked at yard 

limits.
Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandoned prior to 
egg-laying and new 

nest attempted 
elsewhere in this 

tree. 

4/5/2011 3/25/2011 - HOFI carrying nest materials; active nest building. - RR
3/28/2011 - Female flushed off nest upon my approach, possibly incubating.- BL
4/6/2011 - No use detected 0830-0915. Nearby activity suggests new nest in mistletoe 60 feet to west. - RR
4/13/2011 - No use detected. Change to Closed. - RR

4/18/2011 5000844 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 973032 95 feet to nearest pole. 100 feet Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of the Reconductor routes. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandoned prior to 

establishment.

4/25/2011 18 Apr - HOFI pair carrying nest material and defending nest site. 0950 - RR
25 Apr No HOFI detected on or associating with this nest. Behavioral indications are that this site was never fully 
developed and abandoned prior to egg-laying. No construction was in progress during this breeding attempt. Change 
to Closed.

4/6/2011 5003374 HOFI Closed Hartung Yard 40 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandoned.

4/26/2011 4/6/2011 - New nest building by HOFI pair in mistletoe cluster. Male feeding female, carrying nest material, etc. - 
RR
4/13/2011 - HOFI pair active at this location.- RR
4/20/2011 - HOFI male singing adjacent to nest 1054.- RR
4/27/2011 - No detections 1630-1650. - RR
5/4/2011 - No HOFI detected associating with this nest during 20 minute observation. Will monitor once more. - RR
5/12/2011 - No HOFI detected - RR
5/20/2011 - Closed.

4/20/2011 5000862 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 1190 feet from yard 
boundary.

100 feet Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandoned.

4/26/2011 20 Apr - HOFI pair actively constructing nest; 50% complete. - RR
26 Apr - Nest abandoned before completion. New HOFI nest 40 feet away. - RR

6/10/2011 7002490 WEKI Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
apparently 

abandoned before 
egg laying began.

6/26/2011 tfitanides - 6/10/2011 9:59:27 AM - Nest appears complete or nearly so.
mkuehn - 6/14/2011 1:44:08 PM
see notes for nest ID 7002473 in adjacent tower (#65). That female sat in this nest as well today. Not sure which is 
active. Existing signage provides adequate buffering from disturbance for both nests.
tfitanides - 6/15/2011 3:23:02 PM
See notes for nest ID 7002473 in adjacent steel #65.
barnold - 6/26/2011 3:02:09 PM
Nest is empty, change to Closed.

3/16/2011 6003238 CAGN Closed CP63-3 450 feet from AR. 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
apparently blown out 

of place by high 
winds.

3/31/2011 31 Mar - Nest complete but appears blown out of place by wind. Pair rebuilding nearby. Closed. - RR

5/13/2011 7001464 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

10 feet to new structure. 100 feet Buffer should be reduced accordingly to approved nest buffer modifications for 
other nesting birds in this area, following same noise barrier procedures.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
appeared to be 

damaged by rain.

5/23/2011 13 May - LEGO female constructing nest with material from BUSH nest, appears complete 0650. - RR
vnovik - 5/20/2011 5:10:48 PM
NO activity at nest. Nest appears damaged from rains.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:02:55 PM
Nest inactive. Observed Other LEGO removing material from  nest.

3/18/2011 6003256 BUSH Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

15 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
appears destroyed 

by predator or 
weather.

4/24/2011 3/18/2011 4:14 PM
Adults building nest, 50% complete.
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:49:53 AM - No nest visits or birds heard nearby. Nest looks destroyed by natural causes; 
predator or weather.

5/11/2011 7001433 BUSH Closed CP17-1 70 feet to existing AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Nest Buffer Modification Request: A NBM is requested for nest that allows thru-
traffic through buffer on the access road to CP-17. This is appropriate because: 
(1) at 83 feet the nest is located a suitable distance from the road and is 
sufficiently bordered by dense coastal sage scrub that temporary traffic should 
not affect nest success and (2) adults showed little to no agitated behavior when 
temporary foot traffic was within 20 feet of nest.  Vehicular passage is not 
anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or 
construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
appears predated 

(hole in the platform) 
and dilapidated.

5/21/2011 jpawlicki - 5/11/2011 8:22:09 AM - Adults observed actively bringing food to nest.
21 May - Nest appears depredated (holed at the platform) and dilapidated. Status changed to Closed. - RR
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3/31/2011 5003321 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - 774821 20 feet from AR; 290 

feet to nearest tower.
100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 

stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.
2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
appears predated.

5/1/2011 Looks complete.
3/31/11 TC - Adults seen visiting nest, possibly in laying stage.
4/7/11 TC - Female on nest.
12 Apr - Female LEGO incubating 1408 - RR
4/13/11 TC - Female on nest.
18 Apr - LEGO fem. on nest 1216. - RR
25 Apr - LEGO female incubating 1445. - RR
2 May - Nest destroyed. Remove buffers and change to Closed. - RR

4/8/2011 5003386 ANHU Closed CP64-1, CP65-2 - 
driveway entry

50 feet from AR entry. 100 feet Vehicular passage and light construction activity proposed for a 1 day period at 
the driveway entrance should not impact this nest, as nest is obscured visually 
through vegetative screening, and soundwalls may further protect the nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
appears to have 
been abandoned 
before egg laying.

4/27/2011 04/08/11 - Female ANHU incubating.  Nest affects driveway (M. Dicus, R. Abe).  
13 Apr - ANHU female adding nest material. 0920. - RR
vnovak - 4/20/2011 8:27:09 AM - No bird observed on nest, seen within the area.
27 Apr - No activity observed 30 minute observation. Change to Closed. - RR

4/26/2011 7000907 BUSH Closed Elliott Substation 35 feet to substation 
access gate.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
appears to have 
been predated.

5/11/2011 26 Apr - BUSH pair building nest, approximately 65% complete. - RR
3  May Nest appears complete but possibly damaged at bottom. No BUSH associating during 45 min obs - monitor 
again for conclusive outcome. - RR
11 May No BUSH detected during 30 min. obs., other bird spp removing nest materials unopposed. Change to 
Closed. - RR

3/16/2011 6003236 RCSP Closed CP55 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
building ended 
before nest was 

completed.

3/29/2011 16 Mar Female carrying nest material while male singing 30 feet away. Construction appears to have just begun.
25 Mar - Nesting on hold or abandoned, nest incomplete. Check again - RR.
29 Mar - No sign of activity, no RCSP detected. Change to closed.- RR

3/28/2011 5003287 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
building terminated 

for unknown causes.

4/15/2011 Monitor has observed pair in area. Fresh material but cannot see in nest. Monitor for activity. 3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:20:55 PM - Small amount of grass in spool cavity. Nest watched for 3 hours and no activity 
detected. ESA sign removed from spool.

3/17/2011 6003252 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
building terminated 

for unknown 
reasons.

4/25/2011 Pair nest building. Flushed when foot traffic approached between reels about 15 feet away. Does not appear 
disturbed by yard activities 3-17 IM.
Fresh material has been added; no eggs present. 3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:15:18 PM. - Male in area but never entered nest cavity. Defined cup and fresh nest material. 
Continue to monitor nest to determine activity level. 
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:15:18 PM. No ESA erected because yard driveway is blocked by ESA already for other HOFI 
nest.
imaunsell - 4/16/2011 9:32:08 AM - NBR concurred 4/15/2011 - Buffer reduced in field to 15 feet.
emorgan - 4/25/2011 8:15:47 AM - There are no eggs or nestlings in the nest and no signs of bird activity around the 
nest.
emorgan - 7/14/11 - Changed status to closed.

6/7/2011 7002466 LASP Closed Wilson Yard 25 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.ry.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest built 
but no eggs laid.

sritt - 6/7/2011 3:34:29 PM
One adult seen feeding another. Both birds seen building nest, Nest appears complete aside from fine duff material 
inside.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 5:01:22 PM
There are no eggs in nest, but nest looks complete and adults are calling territoially nearby.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 2:19:50 PM
Still no eggs in nest; nest not recently used - closed.

4/28/2011 7000927 CACW Closed EP229-1 75 feet to AR; 780 feet 
to TSAP.

100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest closed 
and combined with 
duplicate, adjacent 

point.

5/11/2011

5/20/2011 7001917 HOFI Closed CP70-3 AR 30 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
destroyed by natural 

causes (wind and 
poor site selection).  

5/26/2011 20 May HOFI pr bringing and arranging grasses atthis cavity 1055. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 9:59:24 AM
Nest no longer present - presumed lost to weather.
Change to Closed
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4/1/2011 5003333 BUSH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 

property
15 feet from Londono 

driveway.
100 feet Work allowed within 

buffer through agency 
concurrence.

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near Hwy 67, a very busy and noisy highway, 
illustrating normalized behaviors to this steady disturbance. The adult birds have 
tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other human acvities onsite have not 
deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated with work will be monitored, as 
will nest sites for any potential impacts.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
destroyed; appears 

predated.

4/26/2011 Pair nest building, 90% complete. Tolerated foot traffic along driveway. 4/1/2011 - IM (gps not functioning, mapped 
by hand.)
Pair observed visiting nest - imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:27:43 AM.
4/19/2011 - BUSH pair actively nest building 1048. Trimbled and vertex moved. - RR
4/27/2011 - Nest destroyed - appears torn apart from above. Change to Closed. - RR


3/29/2011 5003291 WEBL Closed TL 6916 - Z774819 75 feet from AR; 400 
feet to nearest pole.

100 feet Vehicular passage should not impact nest, provided that no stopping, standing, 
or construction occurs within buffer zone.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest failed 
for unknown reason, 
but HOWR (detected 
at this cavity) have 

been a factor in 
many bluebird nest 

failures.

5/22/2011 WEBL pair entering and exiting cavity multiple times.
12 Apr WEBL continue to visit cavity 15:15. - RR
18 Apr No WEBL detected in two 20 min obs. Possible nest predation by pr HOWR singing and resident at nest tree.- 
RR
25 Apr - No WEBL detected in  or around nest site during two 20 min obs. Change to Closed. - RR

4/19/2011 5000851 BUSH Closed CP88-1 35 feet from AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest gone 
during second visit; 
possible predation.

4/30/2011 shampton - 4/19/2011 8:20:38 AM - Pair observed nearby, carrying nest material to nest; 80% complete.
30 Apr - No BUSH or nest detected at the described location. BUSH building nest 200' SE maybe this pair. RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

4/4/2011 5003354 BUSH Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR Within 10 feet of AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest gone.

5/3/2011 Monitor observed pair and nest building on 4/4. Pair adding lining to nearly complete nest. Undeterred by traffic on 
road. Buffer flagged for no road improvements. - 4/5/2011 IM
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 -  Nest looks good, but no birds observed during 2 observation periods - will return.
sjohnston - 4/26/2011 3:48:20 PM - Nest not located; no bustit obs or heard in the area of the reported nest 
location.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Nest gone; appears nesting attempt failed.

6/13/2011 7002496 PHAI Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

20 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest gone; 
unknown reason.

6/13/2011
Male is bringing material to nest and building and female is helping out by shaping.  Nest is approximately 75% 
complete.
ahill - 6/14/2011 6:56:50 PM
Nesting attempt failed; no sign of nest or nesting material nearby. Did not fail due to project activities.

4/12/2011 5000795 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 973033 35 feet from work area. 100 feet Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of Reconductor lines, following 
same principles as blanket exemption for Alpine Blvd.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest is on 
private property and 

unavailable for 
physical inspection, 

but observations 
implied this nesting 

attempt was 
abandoned early for 
unknown reasons.

4/25/2011 12 Apr HOFI pr carrying nest materials behind non-native planting against wall. - RR
18 Apr No HOFI detected at this location 0910-0930. Trenching crew at work nearby. - RR
25 Apr No HOFI detected at or near nest, suggests nest abandoned prior to incubation. - RR

4/21/2011 5000871 LEGO Closed Elliott Substation 40 feet to existing 
substation.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest likely 
destroyed by 

predation.

5/3/2011 21 Apr - LEGO female building nest, male guarding. 0800 - RR
26 Apr - LEGO female on nest 1220. - RR
3 May Nest destroyed - appears predated from above. 1020 . Change to Closed. - RR
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4/12/2011 5000786 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest may 
have never been 

completed - behavior 
observed likely part 
of the site selection 

process.

4/21/2011 In hollowed black bridge above mast. Very few sprigs of vegetation being actively gathered, but no nest as of yet. 
Should be checked during nest survey for status.
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:12:34 AM - Nesting material gone. No sign of new attempt. This nest is closed.

4/12/2011 5000785 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest may 
have never been 

completed; behavior 
observed likely part 
of the site selection 

process.

4/11/2011 Adult entering pipe, splatter on pipe 4-12 (FH/BA).
19 Apr - Numerous courting HOFI, but no conclusive nesting. - RR
26 Apr - No confirmed nesting activity at this location. Change to Inactive. - RR
2 May - No change, no confirmed nesting during substation construction.- RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:27 PM  No activity at this pipe opening detected during 20 minute observation period, despite 
House Finch activity in general area.  Change to Closed.

4/16/2011 5000834 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
CP88-1 AR

35 feet from existing AR, 
on house.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 
passage allowed.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest may 
never have been 

completed; behavior 
observed likely part 
of selection process.

5/13/2011 4/16 - Nest building in progress - RR.
4/22 - Nest construction activities continue 0958. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:28:37AM - House finches observed at nest.
5/6 - HOFI continue to bring material here but no nest has formed 1127. - RR
5/13 - No nest has been constructed - closed. - RR

5/24/2011 7001939 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

40 feet 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and construction related activity are appropriate when 
considered along with the plan, providing type and duration of access is strictly 
regulated. 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest never 
completed; behavior 
may have been part 
of the site selection 

process.

7/7/2011 sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:15:01 AM
Nest building.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:38:42 AM
Nest building.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 11:56:09 AM
Nest is gone.
sjohnston - 6/18/2011 3:56:12 PM
Observed nest building by pair of HOFI.
sjohnston - 6/21/2011 1:46:21 PM
very small amount of nesting material. repeated trips to nest obs by HOFI
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:17:51 PM
Nest appears to be 2% done.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 9:11:05 AM
No activity since 6/24/2011 observed. 

4/27/2011 7000921 BUSH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

Within 10 feet of 
driveway edge.

100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

NBR Submit Date: 05/05/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/06/2011

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near Hwy 67, a very busy and noisy highway, 
illustrating normalized behaviors to this steady disturbance. The adult birds have 
tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other human acvities onsite have not 
deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated with work will be monitored, as 
will nest sites for any potential impacts.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest never 
completed; other 
species removing 
nest material from 

this nest.

27 Apr - 10% complete, BUSH pair carrying material from predated nest ID 50003336 1248. - RR
5 May - Nest never completed LEGO removing material. Change to Closed. 

4/22/2011 5000881 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 0 feet; inside substation. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest not 
completed and no 

eggs laid.

6/12/2011 emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:46:13 AM - Nest is approximately 50% complete and there is fresh material in the nest. No 
birds approached the nest during the hour we were observing it. 
emorgan - 4/28/2011 11:07:25 AM - Nest does not have any fresh material and no birds were observed near the nest 
during the 2 hours of observation.
rradd - 6/7/2011 5:11:12 PM
Nest appears to have reactivated; near constant activity here by HOFI pair.
rradd - 6/13/2011 5:01:31 PM
No HOFI detected during 30 minute observations. Change to Closed.

5/11/2011 7001445 RCSP Closed CP18 50-70 feet 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

The vegetation in this area should remain intact as long as this nest or others 
are within this patch. Vehicular access is not anticipated to impact this nest, 
provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the 
buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest not 

confirmed on 
multiple visits by 

multiple observers.

7/24/2011 tfitanides - 5/11/2011 4:12:45 PM - Pair seen gathering nesting material. Exact location of nest unknown. Nest in 
attached photo of undetermined status.
18 May No RCSP detected during 30 min. obs. on cold windy day. Will survey again. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:06:02 PM
 No detections by multiple obs. Change to Closed. 
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5/8/2011 7001016 BLPH Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet; nest is on boom 

truck within yard.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest 

partially built and 
then not completed.

5/8/2011 Female BLPH observed making multiple trips with nest material while male perched nearby.  Nest is just getting 
started - currently only consists of a dozen or so globs of mud placed by female in two spots along frame/cross-
bracing (1 percent built).  Discovered by monitor GHuffman, confirmed by jdicus and mdicus - 5/8/2011 12:57:31 
PM.  

imaunsell - 5/9/2011 8:50:49 AM Nest re-evaluated today to assess for further nest building activities. No further nest 
building attempts were observed on 5/8 and monitor on 5/9 saw no nest building for two hours. Nest status changed 
to closed and buffer removed in field.

3/29/2011 5003292 BUSH Closed TL 6924 - Z171691 25 feet from existing AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
predated.

5/17/2011 BUSH entering nest. rradd - 4/11/2011 8:07:26 AM
18 Apr - BUSH not detected 0750-0820. - RR
25 Apr - BUSH incubating. RR
02 May - No BUSH detected at or near nest during 30 min observation. 0825-0855.- RR
10 May No BUSH detected at or near nest during 30 min observation. - RR
17 May Nest depredated - hole observed through side. Change to Closed. - RR

4/18/2011 5000840 BUSH Closed CP42-1 5 feet from AR, 550 feet 
to tower area.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
predated.

5/9/2011 Pair of birds flew in. Female entered and remained in nest, male flew off and returned minutes later, and briefly 
entered nest - sritt - 4/18/2011 3:29:30 PM.

kkilpatrick - 5/9/2011 11:50:32 AM Nest damaged due to unknown causes. Empty.
Please recheck before closing.
BUSH will not repair a predated nest. Change to Closed. - RR

4/14/2011 5000816 CAGN Closed Elliott Substation 420 feet from corner of 
substation.

300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
predated. Nest torn 
to pieces from the 
lining bottom up.

4/21/2011 Female lining nest with white fluff and male periodically assisting. Buffer of 300 feet does not extend into any work 
area, so no ESA signage needed - kalberts - 4/14/2011 10:15:19 AM.
kalberts - 4/22/2011 3:42:20 PM - Nest observed depredated on 4/21/11.

6/20/2011 7002522 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

20 feet from traffic. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest seems 
to be still 

intact.7.18.11 AHILL

ahill - 6/20/2011
Observed pair copulating and female bringing nesting material to nest (75% complete).
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 2:40:05 PM
No finches observed or heard during 2 observation periods.
kkilpatrick - 7/2/2011 2:54:35 PM
No activity at nest, nor were any HOFIs in area detected during check from 12:33 to 13:27. Nest appears intact. 
Flock of BUSHs in substrate did not elicit a HOFI response.
ahill - 7/18/2011 9:14:51 AM
no activity observed in past 10 days. 

3/16/2011 6003237 HOWR Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

35 feet from driveway. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest taken 
over by mice before 
HOWR could begin 

laying or after 
HOWR decided to 
abandon the nest.

4/1/2011 HOWR singing atop tank, nest visible under cover.
3/18/11 - HOWR not seen going to and from nest but still appears active. (DBusby)
24 Mar - HOWR singing, but not visting. Cold weather suppressing breeding activity. - RR
31 Mar - No HOWR detected during 30 minurte observation. Change to inactive. - RR
1 April - Nest taken over by 2 mice who now live under the cover on the tank. Closed. IM

4/26/2011 7000924 LEGO Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest torn 
apart by predator or 

high winds.

5/2/2011 sjohnston - 4/26/2011 3:35:09 PM 
Observed nest building; nest near complete. Bird not effected by foot or vehicle traffic. Placed ESA (no stopping 5 
mph speed limit) signed on access road.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011
Nest torn apart by predator or high winds - closed.

4/1/2011 5003336 BUSH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

60 feet from driveway. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest torn 
open from above, 

presumed predated.

4/25/2011 Pair building nest; about 10% complete. Pair was not disturbed by foot traffic 10-15 feet away. 4/1/2011 - IM (gps not 
functioning, mapped by hand.)
Pair visiting nest - imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:31:57 AM.
4/19/2011 - Nest appears complete but no BUSH detected.1125. Trimbled and vertex moved. - RR
4/26/2011 - Hole approximate 2 inches in diameter torn into north side of nest. Presume predated. Change to 
Closed. Pair building new nest 100 feet away with remnants of this nest. - RR
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4/1/2011 5003331 CACW Closed EP243 30 feet from 12kv AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest was 
apparently an 

alternate nest; 2 
'active' nests nearby 
to south and north.

6/27/2011 Nest 50% complete 4-1 TC.   Still incomplete; much orange plastc twine 4-6 (PK).
RAbe - 4/18/2011 3:30:30 PM Nest w/in 100' buffer of 12 kV work limits and AR. Fresh trash added to nest.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Nest destroyed by predator; closed.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Nest rebuilt/being rebuilt.
jpawlicki - 5/13/2011 8:03:35 AM - Adult observed continually bringing nesting material to nest.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Nest rebuilt; entrance large and well-used.
phoward - 5/19/2011 12:43:39 PM  - Nest buffer updated to allow thru traffic.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Nest rebuilt.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011 - Nest status unchanged.
PKonrad - 6/7/2011 - Nest appears to be predated again; top torn away - closed.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 11:15:30 AM - Nest has been torn apart on top; appears to be predated - again - closed.
PKonrad - 6/14/2011 - Yes, nest has been rebuilt again; entrance good; nest not top-notch. Pair of wrens active at 
nest a few feet south of this nest.
PKonrad - 6/21/2011 - Nest in disrepair; top and cavity exposed. No wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 - No change; nearby nests to south and north still 'active' - closed.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 11:16:02 AM
No changes; no wrens in area - closed.
barnold - 6/3/2011 1:05:05 PM - Nest appears inactive, no Cactus Wren observed.



4/21/2011 5000873 LASP Closed CP17-1 80 feet from tower 
center.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 25 
feet.

This request is contingent upon two conditions: (1) The impact limit zone that is 
closest to the nest be used solely for parking of vehicles, and not for any 
construction activities or loud equipment (ie., generators). (2) An angled physical 
buffer (ie., a large sheet of plywood with a frame) be constructed and placed 
next to and above the nest.  Additionally, the parked vehicles should provide for 
a visual and acoustic buffer that would protect the nest.  The angled physical 
buffer should provide a buffer against wind shear and acoustic disturbance that 
will result from any helo-associated activity.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest was 
initially observed in 
early nesting stage.

5/10/2011 sritt - 4/21/2011 7:34:51 PM - Pair of birds flushed from nest. Pair later seen feeding in grassy road.
3 May - No nest or LASP detected at described location during 30 minute observation. Re-survey. - RR
10 May.Unable to detect nest or LASP during 30 min area hand search - closed. - RR

4/19/2011 5000854 LEGO Closed CP40-2 34 feet from permanent 
construction pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest was 
never relocated after 

initial observation.

5/13/2011 Pair actively building new nest - sritt - 4/19/2011 1:13:35 PM.
kkilpatrick - 5/9/2011 1:14:10 PM. Nest was not found. Found another old nest nearby, but not the same?
13 May No LEGO nest at the described location. No LEGO detected in 30 min. obs 1611.  Change to Closed.  - RR

4/15/2011 5000830 ANHU Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 8 feet from road; 3,800 
feet from yard.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest was 
not relocated after 

original nest building 
report.

5/3/2011 tcooper - 4/15/2011 Fresh looking nest, bio monitor observed adult building this morning. Buffer flagged for no road 
improvements, but allows vehicle passage.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 12:53:37 PM   No bird observed, no nest found during 2 extensive searches - will return. 
sjohnston - 4/26/2011 3:51:36 PM - no bird observed. no reported nest found.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - No nest or birds observed; nest gone. Appears to be a failed nesting attempt.

4/19/2011 5000855 BUSH Closed CP40-2 0 feet; within permanent 
construction pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest was 
predated.

5/13/2011 Pair repeatedly observed building nest - sritt - 4/19/2011 5:26:59 PM.
kkilpatrick - 5/9/2011 12:18:03 PM .Nest observed  in manzanita, not sure if same.
Appears fairly complete, but no activity observed.
13 May Nest predated - torn open above nest bowl 1523. Change to  Closed. - RR

2/18/2011 5000013 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest was 
unused this breeding 

season.

5/24/2011 Appears to be an old nest that might be present in pre-existing data. Out of 5 nests observed this is only nest that 
could become active. CACW heard vocalizing in area but not observed. Same adult vocalizing near nest to west was 
seen near this nest on 
18 Mar No CACW detected on this territory 1200 - 1245. Vehicle traffic noted. - RR
24 Mar No CACW detected on this territory 0830-0930 - RR
30 Mar activity within territory, see 5000431 - RR
5 Apr CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
11 Apr Nest not visited -- CACW occupying other end of this territory 11:00-11:30. - RR
25 Apr No activity 1630-1650. CACW occupying other end of this territory. - RR
3 May No improvements at this nest, now decrepit.Change to inactive. - RR
10 May No change.
17 May No change
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:04:27 PM
No change 1330 ... breeding pair at S end of territory.

5/23/2011 7001927 LASP Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nesting 

attempt abandoned 
due to unknown 

causes.

5/26/2011 Bowl nest; adult observed by biomonitor on Thurs and Friday (5/20); adult observed - ffhoffman - 5/23/2011.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - Nest looks abandoned; north side of nest pulled away and interior hasn't been lined; no eggs. 
Nest should be re-evaluated next work day (Tuesday) morning with this information in mind.
sritt - 6/1/2011 11:18:51 AM - No change - closed.
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5/5/2011 7000985 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 872367 0 feet 100 feet Removal of insulator would compromise nest.  A buffer modification is not 

appropriate.
2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nesting 

attempt may have 
been detered by 
House Wrens, or 

original observation 
may have been part 
of the site selection 

process.

6/1/2011 tfitanides - 6/1/2011 4:23:35 PM
A pair of HOFI entered insulator bracket but were readily flushed out by HOWR (nesting at 379536). HOWR 
continued to make territorial calls and aggressive postures. HOFI activity at insulator bracket of 872637 was not 
observed after. Status changed to inactive.
mdicus, ghuffman - 5/5/2011 - HOFI female observed carrying nest material into base of insulator.  Several 
additional nests observed at base of other 5 insulators; one was visited by a House Wren.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 4:22:23 PM - Please note nearby non-project tower 23023 as potential nest site for one of 
several HOFI pairs in vicinity.
kalberts - 7/21/2011 10:29:28 PM
x.

5/12/2011 7001457 BUSH Closed CP24-1 35 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nesting 
chronology and 
outcome of nest 

suggest predation.

6/7/2011 12 May Observed a pair of BUSH bringing small bits of nesting material into the nest. -SJ
18 May BUSH enters nest 1508 departs 1519. - RR
eelias - 6/2/2011 3:13:28 PM
Elias visited this nest for 20 minutes on 5/31/2011. There was no activity; however, I was not able to actually find this 
nest.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:07:47 AM
Nest bottom is torn out.
Change to Closed.

5/25/2011 7002355 CALT Closed TL 6916 - 973036 10 feet to AR; 25 fet to 
work area; 95 ft to tower

100 feet Buffer reduced to 25 
feet.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer. 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nesting 

chronology indicates 
insufficient time for 
nest to successfully 

hatch. Abandonment 
prior to egg-laying or 

predation are 
possible causes.

6/13/2011 phoward - 5/25/2011 10:47:41 AM - Pair seen near nest, no nest visits.
fhoffman - 5/31/2011 5:09:15 PM
No adults observed, new material in nest. 5-31-11, FH
rradd - 6/13/2011 3:32:20 PM
Nest is clean, intact and empty.
Change to Closed

5/14/2011 7001918 RWBL Closed CP80-1 AR 30 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer kept, but vehicular 
passage allowed

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nesting not 
initiated.

6/4/2011 rradd - 5/26/2011 4:47:13 PM - No RWBL detected associating within this location during 30 minute observation. 
1200. Will check once more before closing.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:49:57 PM - No detections. Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:50:45 PM - Buffers and stakes removed.

2/7/2011 5000424 CACW Closed JVR 12kV - Pole 
P2466095

30 feet; 12kv AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Never any 
evidence of eggs or 
nestlings; apparently 

an alternate nest.

Cactus wren pair duet called from 7 feet high perch 75 feet east of newly built nest - yellow buffer tape tied on yucca 
nest site.
Status unchanged; no birds in area 3-16 (PK).     
Status same; Cactus wren singing nearby 3-25 (PK).
New materials added including GHOW feathers 4-6 (PK).
RAbe - 4/18/2011 2:59:29 PM - New feathers added to nest.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - No apparent changes.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - No change.
RAbe - 5/13/2011 10:59:06 AM - No apparent changes.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - New nesting material added; wren singing nearby to south.
PKonrad - 5/26/2011 - Entrance looks recently used. Wren calling and acting territoially 150 feet southeast.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011 - Entrance has some new white material; wren singing to south.
barnold - 6/3/2011 1:28:53 PM
Cactus Wren flew from general area of nest.
PKonrad - 6/7/2011 - Nest appears slightly compacted from the top; wren calling territorially to the south.
PKonrad - 6/14/2011 - Same as last week, including wren singing to south.
PKonrad - 6/21/2011 - Nest is in disrepair; changed to inactive; will check back.
PKonrad - 6/27/2011 - No changes; no wrens in area - closed.
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6/28/2011 7002573 CACW Inactive EP269 AR 3 feet north of AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. New nest is 

opened with what 
appears to be a 
second entry.

eelias - 6/28/2011 2:52:51 PM
No eggs or nestlings in nest; no adults were active in this area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 1:55:15 PM
Nest good with a clear entrance; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/20/2011 12:08:10 PM
No wrens in area; nest looks good but unchanged.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 1:33:49 PM
Nest looks good except what appears to be a second entrance has been opened on top of the south side; original 
entrance opens to northwest. Interior chamber is wide open; until improved or abandoned, closed.
pkonrad - 8/8/2011 1:16:29 PM
Since last week, nest has been repaired, although interior has only a limited amount of lining; will watch for more 
improvements and nesting behavior.

6/30/2011 7002581 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. New partial 
nest blown out by 

wind.

7/7/2011 pkonrad - 6/30/2011 1:08:29 PM
Female House Finch bringing nesting material to site and lying on unfinished nest; nest about 40% complete.
sritt - 7/5/2011 5:32:52 PM
Nest found on ground below water tank axel - closed.

6/29/2011 7002578 BTSP Closed EP277 TSAP 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No activity 
detected since nest 
was documented; 
likely abandoned, 

possibly due to late 
season start.

6/30/2011 shampton - 6/29/2011 4:09:29 PM
Near complete nest. A pair of BTSP were observed foraging and singing on the TSAP around the nest. Not observed 
carrying material or going to nest.
tfitanides - 6/30/2011 1:53:39 PM
Nest appears not to have been used recently. Bottom of cup was thin and a twig laid over the top of the cup. Status 
changed to inactive.
tfitanides - 7/7/2011 6:06:17 PM
Nest appears un-altered since 6/30. No BTSP activity at nest during a 2 hour bird survey on site.
emorgan - 7/14/2011
Changed status to closed due to lack of activity during the last 2 nest checks.

4/30/2011 7000949 WESJ Closed EP92 25 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No birds 

were ever observed 
at this nest.

5/20/2011 shampton - 4/30/2011 11:31:11 AM - Pair close-by, watching us when we approached nest. No eggs.
RAbe - 5/10/2011 1:31:33 PM - Jays in the area. Nest has lots of lining and looks to be almost complete.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - Nice nest; no eggs or jays. (Apparent pentab problems on 5-6.)
emorgan - 5/20/2011 2:05:53 PM - There has been no change in the nest since last monitoring. consider closing nest 
if there has been no change at the next monitoring.      Pkonrad - 5/27/2011 - No change - closed.
imaunsell - 5/24/2011 7:50:21 AM
Nest status change to closed due to comments provided. An active nest should have eggs present within nearly a 
month of completion.

6/21/2011 7002534 HOOR Closed TL 639 - 397518 50 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No cause of 
failure was directly 

observed.

7/5/2011 imaunsell - 6/21/2011 7:26:02 AM
Pair attending nest.
rradd - 6/27/2011 11:35:36 AM
Nest appears fresh and complete - no orioles detected.
rradd - 7/5/2011 12:39:28 PM
Nest appears clean and intact - no HOOR detected during 45 mins of observation.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:55:07 AM
Change to Closed.
No change in activity at this nest indicates likely abandonment. HOOR may have renested 500 feet north.

6/3/2011 7002439 ATFL Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 
pullsite - driveway 

entry

45 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No 
detections following 

exploratory behavior; 
no confirmed nest 

established.

6/30/2011 rradd - 6/3/2011 at 1634
ATFL pair at cavity, (presumed) female entering with beak full of lining materials.
rradd - 6/9/2011 12:16:53 PM
No ATFL detections during 30 min. observation. Likely egg-laying period, continue to monitor.
rradd - 6/17/2011 8:56:25 AM
ATFL comes to tree and contact calls, but does not enter cavity before departing 0842.
rradd - 6/24/2011 2:42:08 PM
No ATFL detections at this cavity during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 6/30/2011 2:31:05 PM
No ATFL detections at this cavity 1300-1330.
Change to Closed. 

4/25/2011 7000899 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 57 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No egg 
laying activities 

observed at this nest 
location this season.

6/20/2011 25 Apr Large new CACW nest still being added to 17:25.- RR
3 May CACW calling from this location 1255. - RR
10 May CACW continues to advertise this territory with new material piles, but no food carry. - RR
17 May No CACW obs here during 30 min. obs 1650. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:16:42 PM
No CACW detected 1305-1335.
rradd - 6/1/2011 10:25:09 AM
CACW on this  territory, building new nests E and W of this nest 0945 - 1020.
rradd - 6/7/2011 1:34:54 PM
Nest in good condition, with fresh material atop a clean SW-facing opening.. 
rradd - 6/13/2011 12:09:32 PM
No CACW detections here during 45 min. obs.
rradd - 6/20/2011 1:37:03 PM
No CACW detections here during 30 min. obs. Change to Inactive
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5/25/2011 7002367 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within work limits. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No eggs 

ever detected, and 
observations suggest 
behavior at this site 

was exploratory.

6/16/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 3:59:03 PM
No MODO on this empty nest during 30 min. obs. Will check once more before closing.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:40:56 AM
MODO pair copulating and occupying this gutter.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:53:36 PM
No MODO detected here. Presume abandoned as dumbest nest site ever.

5/10/2011 7001430 CATH Closed EP91 5-10 feet from pull site 
boundary.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No 
indication of reason.

5/27/2011 Female flushed from nest but then returned; 3 eggs; female very secretive. dbusby - 5/10/2011 
       RA, TC, EM checked this nest on  - 5/20/2011 
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - No nest or nest material found in scrub oak or on the ground below it. No sign of thrashers, 
eggs, egg shells, or nestlings - closed.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 1:39:37 PM
No nest or nest material found in this scrub oak or on the ground beneath or surrounding it. No sign of thrashers, 
eggs, egg shells, or nestlings - closed.

5/13/2011 7001469 BTGN Closed JVR 12 kV - P42226 50 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 45 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
•The female Gnatcatcher showed a tolerance to human disturbance by not 
flushing from the nest upon its discovery by the nest survey crew.
•A tolerance to human disturbance was also exhibited by the Gnatcatchers by 
performing a nest exchange in the presence of the nest survey crew.
•The nesting pair built their nest next to an active produce storage yard, despite 
a high level of disturbance in the form of noise and dust produced by heavy 
equipment use, vehicle traffic, and foot traffic.
•The birds  built their nest in a four-winged saltbush, which is a dense, woody, 
compact plant species that conceals the nest within it. Furthermore, a thick stand 
of four-winged saltbush exists between the nest and Pole P42226, provides a 
natural barrier.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No 
indication of reason.

5/31/2011 RAbe - 5/13/2011 10:42:19 AM - Female incubating.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No gnatcatchers found in the area; a new empty nest is present (but on the south side of 
bush). Will check back to check for future activity.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - No eggs; 1 gnatctcher observed 100 feet south.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011 - No eggs; no birds; appears abandoned - closed.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 12:13:48 PM
No eggs; no birds; appears inactive - closed.

6/23/2011 7002546 PHAI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 50 west of AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No 
indication.

6/29/2011 pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:17:59 PM
Pair is nest building at an almost complete bowl nest. Male very active in area of nest
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 10:49:04 AM
Pair appears to have abandoned this nesting attempt; female Bullock's Oriole taking nesting material from this nest 
(and others) repeatedly to build nest nearby; no Phainopeplas in area of nest during extended observations. Closed.

6/23/2011 7002551 CACW Closed EP259-2 AR 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No known 
activity at this nest 

this year; nest found 
late in nesting 
season (6-23).

7/13/2011 emorgan - 6/23/2011 3:36:45 PM
No Cactus Wrens observed in area around nest. Downy feathers present on outside of nest.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 11:53:19 AM
Inactive nest; entrance being used as a collection and feeding site for jujube seeds, probably by a small mammal - 
closed.

4/19/2011 5000850 MODO Closed CP88-1 55 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage is 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No nest 

found at location on 
follow-up visits.

4/30/2011 shampton - 4/19/2011 8:51:57 AM - Adult on nest and mate observed bringing additional nest material.
Apr 30 No nest or MODO could be detected at this location from a few feet away. Closed. - RR

4/5/2011 5003359 HOFI Closed TL 230 - 873078 15 feet horizontally, 100 
feet vertically.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No nest was 
established here.

4/21/2011 4/05 - Adult female HOFI observed carrying nest materials into small opening in tower (J&M Dicus, R. Abe).
12 Apr - No nest found in lattice tower; no HOFI detected at tihs location 1330-1400. - RR
21 Apr - No nest found, no HOFI associating with this location. Change to Closed. - RR
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3/7/2011 6002385 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 15 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No nesting 
activity observed at 
nest this season.

6/7/2011 3/7/11 - 1 nest appears old and weathered, the other in very good condition, with fresh material atop a clean 
southwest-facing opening.
18 Mar - CACW calling across this territory - at least 2 birds present. - RR
24 Mar - CACW calling from high perches across this territory. - RR
30 Mar - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
5 Apr - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
11 Apr - CACW calling from perches, and visting nests across this territory. - RR
18 Apr CACW calling from perches associated with this territory. 1444 - RR
25 Apr CACW calling from this location 1735. - RR
3 May CACW perched here and calling 1245. - RR
10 May CACW continues to advertise this territory with new material piles, but no food carry. - RR
17 May CACW perched here and calling briefly before moving W. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:16:23 PM - No CACW detected 1305-1335.
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:13:13 PM - One nest on east side of cactus patch with an east opening entrance appears 
inactive.  Top of nest is sunken and partly obstructing entrance to nest. Could not locate other nest. Will check again 
tomorrow. No CACW detected in area.
rradd - 6/7/2011 1:26:42 PM - No improvements. CACW pr are nesting at other end of territory. Change to Inactive.

2/7/2011 5000426 OTHE Closed EP240 and 12kV JVR 0 feet; within alignment 
for access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No nesting 
activity was ever 

linked to this nest.

4/15/2011 Potential satellite nest for cactus wren, no bird observed tending nest (so will affect construction if brood is in nest). 
2/7/11
Update 3-8 -This nest is open from above, with daylight visible through the sides and contains much larger strands of 
twine than noted in any other CACW nest seen to date. 
No activity; top of nest is open like a bowl nest; questionable if this is still a cactus wren nest - Califomia thrasher in 
area 3-16 (PK).     
Update 3/18/11 - No activity. (B. Lo)      
Nest inactive 3-28 (PK). 
May be California thrasher satellite nest as adult from nearby nest perched next to it when bio checked active 
thrasher nest nearby 4-6 (PK).
barnold - 4/14/2011 11:52:35 AM - No activity at or near nest.
Closed due to no breeding activity observed at this nest throughout all periods. kalberts - 4/15/2011 8:22:36 PM.

3/31/2011 5003303 LBWO Closed EP254-3 15 feet from temp ROW, 
107 feet to tower center.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No nesting 
attempt was initiated 

at this  possible 
exploratory 
excavation.

4/28/2011 Male observed excavating cavity and vocalizing (rma) 3/31/2011.
4/12/11 - No woodpeckers observed in area.  Nest cavity excavated to depth of 2.5 inches (J&M Dicus).
RAbe - 4/19/2011 11:36:55 AM - Male observed within a few hundred feet during EP253-2 nest survey. Cavity has 
not been excavated post visit on 4/12/11. Still appears to be at depth of 2.5 inches. Nest status closed due to 
inactivity.
No change. No woodpeckers seen. - sritt - 4/20/2011 1:04:36 PM
No change. No woodpeckers seen nearby . - sritt - 4/28/2011 2:34:39 PM

3/18/2011 6002384 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 30 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No nesting 
behavior observed at 

this nest location.

6/7/2011 18 Mar - CACW calling across this territory - at least 2 birds present. - RR
24 Mar - CACW calling from high perches across this territory. - RR
30 Mar - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
5 Apr - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
11 Apr - CACW calling from perches, and visting nests across this territory. - RR
18 Apr CACW calling frim this location. - RR
3 May No CACW detected at this nest 1225-1305. - RR
10 May CACW continues to advertise this territory with new material piles, but no food carry. - RR
17 May No activity at this nest during 30 minutes of observation. 1640 - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:14:22 PM - CACW calling on this territory 1400
rradd - 6/1/2011 8:57:42 PM - No CACW detected on this territory during 30 min. obs 1030-1100. Nest appears 
weathered.
rradd - 6/7/2011 9:05:52 PM - No improvements and no CACW detected on this territory during 1 hr obs. Change to 
Inactive.

5/31/2011 7002402 HOWR Closed TL 639 - 379527 0 feet; on tower. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No 
observations to 

indicate a nest was 
ever initiated at this 

structure.

6/6/2011 5/31/2011 12:45 PM
HOWR singing incessantly and entering this cavity. Scolding at observer approach, then singing from adjacent 
brush. 1246. - RR
rradd - 6/6/2011 2:38:16 PM
No detections during 30 min.obs. Likely a second nest from pr @ ID 7000796. 
sdhall - 6/10/2011 2:32:32 PM
No activity for 45 min. Presume nest inactive.

4/27/2011 7000916 WESJ Closed EP85-2 30 feet from nearest 
work.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No reason 
for abandonment of 
partially built nest.

5/12/2011 emorgan - 4/27/2011 11:57:22 AM - Stick nest is about 25% complete. Pair of scrub jays observed near the nest.
fhoffman - 5/3/2011 11:41:53 AM - No further construction of nest, no adult activity in immediate vicinity of nest.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - Partial nest probably abandoned; no jays near site; only circle frame of twigs present - 
closed.
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4/18/2011 5000842 CACW Closed JVR 12kV - Pole 

P2466095
55 feet from yard limits. 

30 feet from AR.
100 feet ESA staked at yard 

lmits. Drive through 
access only on AR.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact the nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within the buffer zone. 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No wren 

activity at apparently 
old or alternate site 

this breeding 
season.

4/25/2011 RAbe - 4/18/2011 3:16:54 PM - Appears to be rebuilding old, beat-up nest. Fresh grass on top of base of old nest; 
15% complete. Within 10O foot buffer of 12 kV work limits and AR.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Any new material no longer present; remaining nest remnant very old and collapsed - 
reclosed.

4/27/2011 7000918 CACW Closed EP231A  AR 30 feet from AR; 1300 
feet from EP 231 A.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 
passage allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction will occur within the buffer. The 
Agencies concurred to the following:
Traffic can pass through all three nest buffers since the road has pre-existing 
traffic and construction traffic will not significantly add to traffic volume.  
Conditions associated:  No work is allowed within the three 100-foot nest 
buffers.  Traffic on the access road cannot stop or park within the three 100-foot 
nest buffers.  Traffic will not exceed 10mph inside the three 100-foot nest 
buffers.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No wrens 
have been observed 
here since the nest 

was built; this 
appears to be an 

unused satellite nest 
at best.

7/19/2011 shampton - 4/27/2011 12:15:55 PM - Nest appears complete; CACW heard singing in area.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No apparent changes; no birds.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - Big, well built nest; wren singing from hill to southwest.
vnovik - 5/13/2011 1:11:26 PM - Cactus wrens calling in area. Nest appears well built.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No apparent change; no wrens.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:41:59 PM
No changes; no wrens.
sritt - 6/6/2011 10:46:56 AM
Nest in good condition. CACW calling in area.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 4:08:20 PM
Nice nest; no apparent changes; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 11:14:31 AM
Today, this nest has no changes and there are no wrens in the area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 1:36:11 PM
No change to nest; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:58:30 PM
Nest exterior rain-soaked; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 1:02:03 PM
Nest dry and looks unrepaired; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 2:45:38 PM
Nest is in disrepair and has been inactive for some time; no wrens have been active in the area since the nest was 
built many weeks ago - closed.

6/28/2011 7002575 CACW Closed EP269 AR 67 feet south of AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Not used 
this season.

7/13/2011 eelias - 6/28/2011 3:06:41 PM
Complete nest; no eggs or nestlings in nest; no adults were active in this area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 1:40:25 PM
Older nest not recently active; entrance blocked - closed.

5/10/2011 7001436 BUSH Closed CP31-2 AR 77 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. 
Observations 

suggest that nest 
was abandoned 

before egg laying.

5/24/2011 10 May - Nest appears complete with BUSH pair visiting but not yet incubating 0815. - RR
tfitanides - 5/14/2011 1:03:43 PM - BUSH in nearby oak but no activity observed with nest for 30 minutes.
21 May BUSH paired,. loafing nearby, but not entering nest during 20 min mid-day obs. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 7:22:00 PM
No BUSH detected at or near this location 1708-1738. Change to Closed.

3/31/2011 5003316 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Observed 
behavior was 

exploratory in nature 
and a nest was never 

constructed. 

4/21/2011 3/31/11 Observed pair bringing nesting material to opening. Flagged (Cummings).
barnold - 4/12/2011 11:37:11 AM - No birds observed in immediate area.
barnold - 4/21/2011 12:01:37 PM - No birds observed in immediate area.  Change status to inactive - closed

4/26/2011 7000905 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      following reasons:
 
            •             House finches are known to nest in proximity to
            human activity and exhibit a high tolerance towards human
            disturbances. They have relatively high rates of nest success
            within areas of high human activity.
            •             These nests are located high up in the steel,
            between 20 and 40 feet above the ground.
            •             Past NBMs of similar nature with house finch in
            structures have not effected the success of the nests.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Observed 
behavior was 

exploratory in nature 
and a nest was never 

constructed. 

6/27/2011 6 Apr - Female HOFI arranging nest material and entering 0855. - RR
2 May HOFI breeding activity continues. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:56 PM  No activity at this specific location, but House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:30 AM House Finch activity in area but not at this specific described location.
barnold - 6/1/2011 4:51:55 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:51:43 AM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:47:56 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:55:26 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:27:54 PM
No activity at this specific insulator location, but House Finches in this bay and adjacent bays including family group, 
singing males, pair, and single female.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:52:32 PM
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5/5/2011 7000982 CAKI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Observed 

behavior was 
exploratory in nature 
and a nest was never 

constructed. 

5/11/2011 tfitanides - 5/5/2011 12:40:32 PM - Nesting material brought by female; not fully constructed.
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:38 PM  - No nest in location as described and mapped.  Change to closed.

6/28/2011 7002608 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0; in Scamore 
Substation

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Observed 
behavior was 

exploratory in nature 
and a nest was never 

constructed. 

7/6/2011 barnold - 7/6/2011 5:54:16 PM
Adult House Finch observed by bio-monitor bringing nesting material on 28 June. No House Finch activity on 6 July.

5/14/2011 7001478 ATFL Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

30 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Observed 
behavior was likely 

exploratory in nature 
and no further 

nesting activity was 
linked to this cavity.

ahill - 5/14/2011.
Saw pair going to nest location repeatedly; female brought material in.
tfitanides - 5/23/2011 3:47:27 PM
ATFL pair presumed to be nesting in the area. Pair is frequenting multiple potential nest sites. No activity observed 
with specific cavity marked in PenTab.
tfitanides - 6/6/2011 8:57:07 AM
Suitable cavity in tree covered with cobweb. No ATFL activity observed with tree. Nest status changed to closed. It is 
likely that a full nesting attempt was not made by the pair in this tree.

3/4/2011 6002309 RTHA Closed EP119-2 450 feet 500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/18/2011 Inactive 3-4 (RR) and 3-10 (PK).
23 Mar - Inactive - RR
Inactive - 3-30 (PK).    
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 9:45:20 AM   Still inactive.
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 10:18:20 AM   Inactive; closed.

3/4/2011 6002310 RTHA Closed EP119-2 350 feet from temporary 
pad.

500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

3/23/2011 Bird perched near nest, and consuming prey nearby. Bird flushed by observer; pair soaring together (one light phase, 
one dark phase) revisted area repeatedly but did not enter nest. 3/4/11
GHOW nest nearby may be retarding egg laying. Follow-up observations required.
1 adult Red-tail perched in open pasture; did not stay in area; no activity near nest site during 1/2 hour observation 
period; question active status 3-16 (PK).
3/23/2011 - Inactive, with GHOW from adjacent nest perched underneath. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

3/29/2011 6002396 OTHE Closed CP82-1 340 feet to tower site. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/20/2011 29 Mar - Nest in good condition in cluster of green stems @ fork of trunk. COHA soaring nearby. - RR
6 Apr - No activity detected.- RR
13 Apr - No activity. - RR
20 Apr - No activity. Change to Closed.- RR

3/9/2011 6002397 OTHE Closed CP82-1 240 feet to existing AR; 
480 feet to tower site.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/6/2011 6 Apr - Old and decrepit, rotted material falling to ground. Closed.- RR

3/9/2011 6002401 OTHE Closed EP220-1 AR 25 feet from existing AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage should not impact nesting activities, provided that no 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within area.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/17/2011 No birds observed. Nest origins unknown. Stick nesting materials on ground under nest indicate that this is an old 
nest. It should be checked periodically for activity.
Still inactive on 3-17 (PK).; probably an old raven nest.  
Inactive 3-30 and 4-6 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 12:44:42 PM   Still inactive.
Closed, due to disrepair and lack of activity. kalberts - 4/17/2011 11:24:11 AM

3/12/2011 6003217 OTHE Closed CP31-2 30 feet to work area. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/18/2011 Activity status uncertain. Ravens defending site. The other nest was marked as active. Nest is 8 feet from AR to 
CP31-2.
No activity. CORA using alternate nest in this tree. Closed.
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3/12/2011 6003218 OTHE Closed Helix Yard AR 1150 feet to yard 

boundary.
100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-

traffic allowed.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

3/25/2011 Old, Currently unused, stick nest.
16 Mar - status unchanged. RR
25 Mar - Adjacent to active COHA nest. Closed. - RR

3/9/2011 6003229 OTHE Closed CP44-1 AR 200 feet to AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/21/2011 Appears to be most recently used by ravens, as there is a dead raven fledgling on ground directly under nest. No 
white wash or prey remains beneath so no evidence of it being active. Outside of 100 foot buffer but within 500 foot 
buffer if used by raptors.
Update 3/23/11 - B. Lohstroh checked this nest, no change in status.
11 Apr - No indications of status change observed. - RR
21 Apr - Unimproved and unoccupied. Change to Closed. - RR

3/15/2011 6003231 OTHE Closed EP83-1 Pullsite and 
AR

20 feet to AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

3/28/2011 Found by Darin Busby on 3/15/11. Nest appears to be an inactive CALT nest. 
Nest incomplete and inactive 3-28. Closed - (PK).

3/17/2011 6003243 OTHE Closed EP27-1 30 feet from AR; 380 
feet to tower site.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/7/2011 Still inactive; past nest function uncertain; status closed 4-7 (FH/PK).

1/20/2011 5000518 CACW Closed EP245-1 and AR 100 feet from 
permanent ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/24/2011 1/20/11 initial survey; a grass nest that appears inactive.  
1/28/11 Resurveyed.
Opening is collapsed. No signs of recent use - Inactive. B.Hart 3/08/2011.
Collapsed; flattened; closed 3-24 (PK).

2/1/2011 5000519 CACW Closed EP245-1 and AR 105 feet from 
permanent ROW of 

tower site.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 A grass nest that appears inactive. 2/1/11
Closed, due to no activity. kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:06:32 AM

2/25/2011 5000522 OTHE Closed EP31-2 and AR 110 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 Copious whitewash illustrates recent habitual use as a Turkey Vulture roost. This nest is probaby an old nest not 
associated with roost, which appears to be above on adjacent sycamore 3-19 (RR).
No activity 3-29 (PK).        
Old nest; no signs of nesting activity 4-7 (PK/FH).
Closed, due to no sign of activity.  kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:15:59 AM

2/25/2011 5000523 OTHE Closed EP31-2 and AR 120 feet away from 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 Probable old nest. Roosting site nearby with molted feathers and white-wash. Nest likely not associated with roost 
which appears to be above on adjacent sycamore. 3-19 (rr)
No activity at nest 3-29 (PK).      
Old nest; no birds associated with nest 4-7 (PK/FH).
Closed, due to no activity - kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:17:26 AM.

2/25/2011 5000524 OTHE Closed EP363-1, IV Sub 105 feet from temporary 
ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

2/25/2011 This stick nest is no longer present in the metal powerline tower. This inactive nest was apparently blown out of the 
tower by strong wind, although little sign of nest material can be seen in the area of the tower. This formerly inactive 
nest can be closed in the Nest Log. 2/25/11

2/17/2011 5000530 OTHE Closed Helix Yard 1200 feet from 
construction yard limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 Old nest in disrepair. 2/17/11
Closed, due to distance of 1200 feet from work area. kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:43:49 AM

2/25/2011 5000532 OTHE Closed Rough Acres Yard 425 feet from yard 
boundary.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/30/2011 No bird activity in area; chance of raptor using this nest is reduced at this time. Nearby raven nest may become 
active-pair in area of well-built nest  3-15  (PK).
Nest remains inactive 3-30 (PK).
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.
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2/25/2011 5000533 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 

117+00R, MH-7L
30 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

2/25/2011 No longer exists 2/25/11
Closed.  kalberts - 4/16/2011 10:18:13 AM

1/12/2011 5000535 OTHE Closed CP82-1 40 feet from access 
road.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/13/2011 On 3/9/11 B. Lohstroh checked this nest and still inactive.
29 Mar - No change in activity detected. - RR
13 Apr - No activity detected. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

1/20/2011 5000539 OTHE Closed EP255-2 10 feet off access road. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/25/2011 Stick nest appears intact; potential raven or raptor nest. Still inactive 3-3-11.
Still inactive 3-17 (PK).      
Still inactive 3-23 (PK).      
Inactive 4-4 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - Inactive.    
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - Still inactive.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Inactive; closed.

1/20/2011 5000540 OTHE Closed EP236-1 and Pullsite 
AR

30 feet from SWPL 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/4/2011 A stick nest that appears to be in process of construction (using creosote bush branches with leaves) Potential raptor 
nest. 1/20/11
Inactive 3/04/2011. B. Hart.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

1/24/2011 5000541 OTHE Closed EP257 and AER Yard 40 feet from access 
road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/19/2011 Clean, dried grass, a well-built nest with a clear opening.  CACW observed during survey, but did not see it visit nest. 
1/24/11
Modified cactus wren nest has a bowl nest built wth sticks into the top of it. Uncertain of species using this location. 
Also uncertain status. Status inactive but changed to None. 3/11/2011 Bhart. 
Modified to large bowl nest 3-23 (PK).     
No changes but nest looks well-built and could be utilized 4-4 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 3:41:38 PM   No change.    
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 12:45:59 PM    No change; closed.

1/29/2011 5000542 OTHE Closed EP32-1 AR 0 feet; along existing 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 Didn't see any birds on nest. 1/29/11
No birds were definitively associated with this nest. A pair of crows showing site fidelity may have been reacting 
simply to observer presence. Inactive at this time 3-19 (RR).
No sign of activity 3-29 (PK). 
Very old nest; no signs of activity 4-7 (FH/PK).
Closed to age of nest and no activity - kalberts - 4/16/2011 11:08:00 AM.

2/1/2011 5000544 CACW Closed EP257 30 feet from temporary 
ROW; 80 ft from 

permanent.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/23/2011 Grass nest appears weathered and inactive.
Nest wall is blown-out and cavity is exposed. Status left unchanged: inactive. BHart; 3/11/2011
Closed 3-23 (PK).

2/1/2011 5000893 OTHE Closed EP258-3 490 feet from temporary 
pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 Constructed only with larger size sticks, no trash, potential raptor. 2/1/11
This nest appears to be inactive. A common raven is sitting on the other nest. Status unchanged; inactive. BHart. 
3/11/2011
Nest closed, due to occupancy of other nest on structure by ravens, and distance nearly 500 feet away from tower 
site. kalberts - 4/16/2011 11:18:53 AM

2/10/2011 5000894 OTHE Closed EP32-1 AR 0 feet; along existing 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/19/2011 Found by biomonitor. 2/10/11
No nest found at this location - closed 3-19 (RR).

2/10/2011 5000895 OTHE Closed CP47A-1 2800 feet from nearest 
structure.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

2/10/2011 Nest does not match description or location - CLOSED - RR

2/18/2011 5000903 OTHE Closed CP82-1 110 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/29/2011 29 Mar - Nest is old and in disrepair. - RR
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3/30/2011 5003296 CACW Closed EP226-1 35 feet from TSAP. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/12/2011 Nest mostly old and flattened. Potentially new material on top. No birds observed. 3/30/11 IM
shampton - 4/12/2011 4:10:03 PM - Nest looks unused. No new material.

3/30/2011 5003297 VERD Closed EP226-1 Pullsite AR 15 feet from AR; 600 
feet from tower.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/27/2011 Nest looks in good condition; no birds observed; may become active; monitor for activity. 3/30/11
Looks old, but has new nest materials including downy feathers; no birds 4-4 (PK).
shampton - 4/12/2011 4:32:43 PM - No new material. One downy feather clinging to lower outside twig, may be old.  
No birds.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Nest looks old, weathered and unused; could be closed.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No bird observed; nest looks old; closed - never any birds associated with this nest.

4/13/2011 5000798 OTHE Closed EP85-2 AR 15 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/18/2011 Old bowl nest, inactive, with no sign of recent use. No bird activity in immediate area. Nest suitably sized for western 
scrub-jay, etc. Can check for future activity, but unlikely.
Closed, since nest was old passerine nest upon discovery. kalberts - 4/18/2011 1:08:12 PM

4/13/2011 5000800 OTHE Closed TL 6916 - 678467 165 feet to work area. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/13/2011 No birds observed coming to/from nest. RSHA pair calling in neighborhood - shampton - 4/13/2011 1:49:59 PM.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

7/18/2011 7004654 CACW Closed EP269-1 73 feet  from AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

7/18/2011 sritt 7/18/2011
Appears to be old nest with collapsed roof.

5/27/2011 7002387 OTHE Closed TL 6916 - 774843 0 feet; on tower. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this nesting 
season.

5/27/2011 tcooper - 5/27/2011 7:09:35 AM - No activity.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

7/18/2011 7004656 CACW Closed EP269-1 45 feet from AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this nesting 
season.

7/18/2011 7/18/2011 12:21 PM
Appears to be old nest with collapsed roof.

3/29/2011 6002395 OTHE Closed CP82-1 340 feet to corner of 
tower site.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this season.

4/20/2011 29 Mar - No activity detected.- RR
6 Apr - No activity detected.- RR
13 Apr - No activity.- RR
20 Apr - Nest fallen. CLOSED. - RR

3/15/2011 6003232 OTHE Closed EP81 45 feet from existing AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this season.

4/16/2011 Nest is inactive; has cobwebs and no new nest material 3-15 (DB).
Nest incomplete and inactive 3-28 (PK).
Closed, as first observation was indicative of old passerine nest. kalberts - 4/16/2011 7:50:30 PM

2/18/2011 5000010 CACW Closed EP253-2 0 feet. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

5/23/2011 Nest found empty; last observation was in January when it was under construction. Back wall of nest looks intact, but 
entrance hole and roof look frayed. Nest was observed for 45 minutes and no Cactus Wrens were observed in the 
area during the duration.
Nest verified 2/18/11 by LLina.
Nest revisited 3-1 by Paul Konrad; no changes. Cactus Wren calling in area, but not nearby.
RAbe - 4/19/2011 12:38:39 PM - Still appears inactive.  No CAWRs observed in area.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Thought this nest was already closed - nest in poor condition,  weathered, no entrance hole 
open; no wrens in area - closed.

2/22/2011 5000017 OTHE Closed EP209-1 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/15/2011 Closed.  Old non-raptor nest from prior season - kalberts - 4/15/2011 6:25:11 PM.
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2/22/2011 5000018 OTHE Closed EP214 290 feet from temporary 

ROW.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest, 

unused this breeding 
season.

2/22/2011

2/21/2011 5000022 OTHE Closed CP81-1 30 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/20/2011 Ravens in area. 2/21/11
29 Mar - Nest in fair condition - COHA alarm calls on approach, but not confirmed on nest. - RR
6 Apr - No activity detected 1410 to 1605. No fresh material added. - RR
13 Apr - Inactive.
20 Apr - Old and dilapidated. Change to Closed. - RR

2/21/2011 5000023 OTHE Closed CP81-1 30 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/16/2011 Ravens in area. 2/21/11
29 Mar - Nest appears old and decrepit with hole through center. Change to closed - RR
Officially changed to closed, based on 3-29-11 observation. kalberts - 4/16/2011 9:24:38 AM

2/21/2011 5000027 CACW Closed EP245-1 10 feet from 
permananent ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

5/17/2011 Grass nest (unlined - appears as satellite nest) - 2/21/11
Still inactive. B.Hart 3/08/2011.
Best of 3 nests listed here; none very fresh looking; west entrance good; no wrens observed 3-16 (PK).     
Now second best nest; no indication of recent activity 3-24 (PK).     
No changes 4-5 (PK).  
No indication of recent activity; nest in poor condition 4/12/11 (J&M Dicus).
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - No apparent changes.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Nest collapsed - closed.

2/21/2011 5000028 OTHE Closed EP245-1 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

3/24/2011 Degraded, collapsed old grass nest 2/21/11
Inactive 3/08/2011 - B. Hart.
Old, flattened remnant of old nest - should be removed from list 3-16 (PK).
Closed 3-24 (PK).

2/21/2011 5000030 CACW Closed EP243 and Pullsite AR 
entrance off Carrizo 

Gorge

45 feet from temporary 
ROW; 95 feet from perm 

pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

3/5/2011 On 3/5/11 D. Busby determined nest was inactive because it is partially collapsed and nest entrance is blocked by 
material indicating it has not been used recently. No sign of adults in immediate area. Adult pair observed building a 
new nest in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) approximately 200 feet northwest. 
Inactive grass nest. Nest remanant collapsed and weather-beaten; closed 3-25 (PK).

2/22/2011 5000031 CACW Closed EP231A TSAP 100 feet from tower site 
edge.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

5/26/2011 Active CACW nest. Fresh feathers and whitewash at clear nest entrance of grass nest which is in good condition. 
2/22/11
Nest discolored gray; no wrens in area or singing 3-16  (PK).
Nest looks recently visited; wren singing in distance 3-23 (PK). 
Nice nest; no change 3-31 (PK).
No change. 4/11- SR
sritt - 4/15/2011 4:32:41 PM No change.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Same; entrance recently used but smaller than the 2 newer nests to south.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No change; pair singing nearby.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No change at nest; no wrens in area during nest check.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No changes.
PKonrad - 5/26/2011 - Nest collapsed; entrance blocked with grasses - closed.

2/22/2011 5000032 CACW Closed EP231A TSAP 310 feet from tower site. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/16/2011 Grass nest partially lined. Entrance to nest not perfectly round and clean but still appears to have been in recent use 
by its structural integrity and partial lining. 2/22/11
Questionable active status - looks older than other 2 and entrance appears torn open 3-16 (PK).
Unchanged; shallow interior 3-23 (PK).
This nest looks inactive for some weeks 3-31 (PK).
sritt - 4/15/2011 4:25:02 PM - no change.
Closed due to occurrence outside of the 100 foot buffer zone. kalberts - 4/16/2011 9:32:07 AM

2/22/2011 5000041 OTHE Closed EP85-2 190 feet from temporary 
ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/13/2011 Stick nest of unknown species. Very old and unkempt. No sign of recent use.
23 Mar - Nest fallen apart. Closed - RR
1 April - No apparent change. No activity. S. Hampton, S. Ritt
barnold - 4/13/2011 1:17:13 PM  No activity.

2/22/2011 5000042 OTHE Closed EP85-2 205 feet from temporary 
ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/13/2011 Stick nest of unknown species. Appears old with no sign of recent use. 2/22/11
23 Mar - No sign of activity. RR
1 April - No sign of activity - S. Hampton, S.Ritt
barnold - 4/13/2011 1:08:10 PM - No sign of activity.
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2/23/2011 5000048 SPTO Closed EP84 25 feet from driveway 

entrance.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest, 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/15/2011 Cup nest of twigs 2/23/11. 
No nests observed in area 3-10 by Paul Konrad. 
3/15/11 - Nest observed by Darin Busby. Appears inactive as it is unkempt with leaves on top of  the nest and no 
defensive adult in area. Change to inactive status and monitor. 
Nest inactive 3-28 (PK).
Nest closed due to no activity - kalberts - 4/15/2011 7:40:57 PM.

2/25/2011 5000433 OTHE Closed TL 6916 - Z771472 200 feet from nearest 
pole.

100 feet Blanket exemption allowed for Reconductor residential areas; this nest is within 
such an area. 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

2/25/2011 emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

2/25/2011 5000441 OTHE Closed EP78 - EP77 AR 0 feet; along existing 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/29/2011 Still inactive 3-2-11 (Paul Konrad).  
Also 3-10-11 (PK). 
Inactive 3-28 and 4-7 and 4-18 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - Old nest; unused; closed.

2/25/2011 5000443 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
120+00R, MH-7L

155 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/30/2011 Still inactive 3-22 (PK).
emorgan - 4/20/2011 9:45:56 AM -Still inactive.
4/30/2011 - Closed due to prolonged inactivity and end of period for raptor nest initiation.- RR

2/24/2011 5000444 CACW Closed EP227 80 feet from tower 
impact area.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/21/2011 Nest worn and has deteriorated since initial observation. 
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Nest torn apart; interior exposed - closed.

1/20/2011 5000451 OTHE Closed EP239-1 400 feet from temporary 
ROW at tower site.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/14/2011 First observed Jan 20, shows no new activity on Feb 23 - Large stick nest, probably common raven
Possibility of a raptor or raven using nest 3-8 - No new activity noted. 
Rechecked 3-16 - No activity.
Update 3/18/11 - No nest or even any sticks present, tower clean. Changed status to closed (B. Lohstroh).
4/1/11 phoward - Nest seen in top of structure behind square looking support hinge. Possible raven or raptor nest.
4/1/11 - Nest present, found behind square bracing plates on top south side of struture. Nest is made up of large 
twigs and sticks - could be raven or raptor. No nest activity observed during survey - (phoward 4-1-11).
barnold - 4/14/2011 11:32:18 AM - No activity at nest.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

2/22/2011 5000016 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

80 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/16/2011 Stick nest consistent with corvid species. 2/22/11
No birds observed in area 3-22 (PK).
4/16/2011 - No activity. Closed as never associated with nesting activity of any bird species.- RR

4/19/2011 5000848 OTHE Closed EP253-2 60 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

5/17/2011 RAbe - 4/19/2011 1:14:00 PM - Probable Verdin nest w/new, a piece of cotton-like synthetic material on top and 
looks to be fairly complete.  No Verdin observed in area. Not sure if active, but please monitior prior to 
construction.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - No birds; new nest, bulky, built with wide strips of bark; non-Verdin nest?
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - No changes; no birds.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Same.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - No change; no birds ever associated with nest; species that built nest is qestionable - closed.

8/9/2011 7004714 OTHE Closed EP39-1 250 feet from AR. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

8/10/2011 emorgan - 8/10/2011 1:14:30 PM
No whitewash or other signs of activity located under nest. No raptors observed near nest.

2/21/2011 5000004 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet. 100 feet Signs posted at back 
door to use front 
entrance only.

MODO nests are in roof eaves above back door of mitigation property. Cleaning 
crews will not impact the nests if the front entrance is used. Signs will be placed 
in order to prevent access to the back.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this nesting 

season.

3/31/2011 No sign of adults or recent nest use.  
No bird present on 3/3/11 - Status changed to INACTIVE. - I. Maunsell
3/10/2011 - Remains inactive - RR
3/31/2011 - No birds pesent - closed.
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7/18/2011 7004652 CACW Closed EP269-1 77 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest.

7/18/2011 sritt 7/18/2011
Appears to be old nest with collapsed roof.

7/18/2011 7004655 CACW Closed EP269-1 99 feet from AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest.

7/18/2011 sritt 7/18/2011
Small amount of material may be last remnants of old nest.

3/10/2011 6002400 WEBL Closed EP220-1 AR 40 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Pair 
appears to have 
been conducting 

exploratory activity 
only.

4/17/2011 Pair perched near cavity entrance and female looked in cavity entrance near top of south branch of snag 3-10 
(PK).
No bluebirds observed during several drive-by observations or during extended observations 15:00-15:30 on 3-15 
(PK). 
No bluebirds observed 3-17; appears they did not stay - closed (PK).
23 Mar -Territorial EUST observed at cavity. WEBL may have been evicted. - RR
Closed, due to lack of WEBL observations at cavity and new presence of EUST. kalberts - 4/17/2011 11:21:54 AM

5/12/2011 7001448 LBVI Closed Elliott Substation 360 feet to south corner 
of substation.

300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Pair 
probably abandoned 

nest building for a 
better location; 

recent storm may 
have destroyed 

evidence of nest.

5/19/2011 kalberts - 5/12/2011 2:50:13 PM - Pair observed together, building nest from 0640-0645. 
dbusby - 5/19/2011 10:26:27 AM - Pair not observed in nest location during hour of observation. Could not find nest 
or evidence of nest. Pair may have abandoned nest building and recent storm may have destroyed evidence. Pair 
heard in area but mainly further west.

4/1/2011 5003340 OATI Closed EP84 10 feet from tempROW; 
80 feet from perm 

impact.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Pair 
probably 

investigating area for 
nest site during initial 

observation.

4/20/2011 Pair of oak titmouse acted agitated, calling at observer's presence. Pair left the tree and came back after a few 
minutes.  Both were seen entering the cavity in the tree. 4-1-11 AMH and RMA
No birds observed 4-8 (PK); will recheck. 100 foot buffer extends into west side of EP84 site.
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 2:25:08 PM - Crew working at opposite side of site. No birds observed at nest site. Site monitor, 
Jennifer Edwards will observe to ascertain (in)active status.    
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 -  Jen Edwards reported seeing only 1 titmouse visit tree during a couple hours of observations 
over 2 days, but didn't exhibit any nesting activity or interest in cavities during its brief stop. Nest closed.

3/31/2011 5003304 HOWR Closed EP83 AR 20 feet off existing 
access road.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Poor site 

selection and 
probable alternate 

nest for short period.

4/29/2011 Pair seen carrying nesting material into cavity. Nest appears partially built.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011
Fine nest material protruding from cavity entrance; hole may not be very deep; no birds observed or heard during 20 
minutes or when nest checked.
PKonrad
4/29/2011 - No wrens observed or wren songs heard in area during 30 minutes. No change at nest, and entrance has 
not been used since last visit; closed.

3/25/2011 5003289 OTHE Closed Alpine Yard 30 feet from impact 
area.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Possible 

nest building 
terminated after brief 
nest site exploration.

4/16/2011 Nest in very early stages of construction. Monitor said it has increased in size since 3/25/11 when first observed. 
Monitor for activity - 3/28/11 IM.
No progress has been made since initial observation. Nest closed - imaunsell - 4/16/2011 9:45:27 AM. 

1/28/2011 5000407 CACW Closed EP245-1 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Possible 

predation.

4/19/2011 A new grass nest including fresh feathers lining the inside.  Appears utilized and active.  Within EP245 footprint. 
1/28/11
Nest opening is obscured. Status uncertain, left unchanged (active). No ESA buffer was in place, so one was 
established B.Hart 3/08/2011.
Top has been damaged, animals standing on it? Probably not active 3-16 (PK).
Entrance repaired with small feathers placed along entrance hole, which is located on the top of the nest - must let 
rain into nest. 
Cactus Wren present and singing nearby 3-24 (PK).
No change 4-5 (PK).  
Hole passes through bottom of nest; nest not usable in current condition 4/12/11 (J&M Dicus).
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 9:58:58 AM   Nest collapsed with hole from end to end; closed.
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3/24/2011 5003277 CACW Closed EP243 30 feet from12kv AR. 100 feet 0 feet A) The nest has been monitored for more than one month and has had 

intermittent activity at best and has been completely unused in some surveys.  
B) Cactus wrens construct many roosting "nests" that are utilized intermittently 
year around.  C) Based on survey observations, it is possible that this nest is a 
secondary roosting nest.  D) The scope and duration of the proposed work for 
this site is small and limited, most likely involving a small crew and one day of 
work to replace the pole.  E) The work area is slightly more than 30 feet from this 
nest site, therefore the nest can be easily monitored during any construction to 
evaluate cactus wren presence and use.  D) Completing the proposed 
construction is unlikely to adversely affect the nest outcome.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Possible 

predation.

5/13/2011 3/24/11 LLina - Fresh grass with fresh feather linging 15 feet from staked 12Kv access road. AR is not in survey map 
however. 
4/1/11 phoward - more fresh grass and feathers. Buffer signs placed on access road.
Large nest entrance; interior well-lined; wren singing in area 4-6 (PK).
sritt - 4/15/2011 6:33:08 PM - 1 CACW flushed from nest w/ another bird in same cholla.  Pair of birds flushed from 
nest again later.
RAbe - 4/18/2011 1:36:00 PM - 1 CAWR flushed from nest. Nest is 30 feet from 12 kV AR. Buffer set up w/signs to 
allow through traffic at 10 mph with no stopping.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 1 adult near nest initially; 2 adults later. This appears to be the primary nest site of this active 
pair.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - Nest recently used; no birds observed or heard.
jpawlicki - 5/13/2011 7:50:41 AM - No adults observed at nest. Nest appears empty with 1 dead fledgling lying at 
entrance to nest - closed.

5/13/2011 7001467 NOMO Closed JVR 12kV - Pole 47 20 feet from existing 12 
kVpole.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Possible 
predation; nest 

pulled apart during 
egg laying or pre-egg 

laying.

6/14/2011 kkilpatrick - 5/13/2011 10:26:55 AM - A pair of northern mockingbirds was observed in the area of the nest.  Male 
was persistently singing, including singing next to a singing California thrasher generally within 50 feet of the nest; 
thrasher aggressive toward mockingbird. The nest appears partially built, and the persistent singing is indicative of 
recent pair-bonding. Aggressive behavior was exhibited towards a GRRO that landed in a nearby tree.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Nest may be disturbed; grass lining pulled to north side. No mockingbirds observed or heard 
in area, but 1 mockingbird observed about 300 feet north of nest. Adult and fledgling California Thrasher active in 
area (possibly other thrashers too); have mockingbirds been displaced? Will check back.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 11:15:59 AM
Nest appears unused but territorial mockingbird flew to nearby pole and called from overhead. (No thrashers 
observed or heard in area).
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 12:33:07 PM
Nest has not been used or built on for 2+ weeks. No mockingbirds observed or heard in area. May no longer be 
active, but will check back 1 more time before changing status.
barnold - 6/10/2011 8:20:08 AM
Mockingbirds around tower site, but not near nest tree. Loggerhead Shrike perched in nest tree. Nest empty, and no 
longer appears active. Change to Inactive.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 12:52:01 PM
No change at nest for a month. Mockingbird singing from metal powerline tower about 250 feet southwest of nest 
site; possibly renested to west - closed.
rradd - 8/11/2011 11:44:46 PM
Adult pr NOMO present with at least two recently fledged juveniles (streaked breasts, short tails) suggests this nest 
subsequently reactivated and successfully fledged.

3/19/2011 5003269 OTHE Closed EP31-2 AR 30 feet from existing AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Possible 
territorial behavior 
near old nest. No 
confirmed nesting 
attempt observed 
during subsequent 
monitoring visits.

4/14/2011 Extremely vocal pair RSHA repeatedly returned to circle and scream, but unable to directly link these birds to this 
nest 3-19 (RR).
One red-shouldered hawk called infrquently; flew toward nest calling territorially once 3-29. Can see sky through 
openings in nest. (PK).
Still inactive 4-7 (FH/PK).
No large birds in area; Nest closed, due to no activity all season and nest disrepair - PKonrad - 4/14/2011.

3/18/2011 6003254 HOWR Closed Helix Yard AR 1,390 feet from yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Possibly an 
alternate nest in this 

territory.

4/20/2011 Birds observed actively building nest. RF-3/18/11.
25 Mar - HOWR singing from posts all over territory, entering  cavity repeatedly. - RR.
5 Apr - HOWR singing but no cavity use noted 1630-1700 - RR.
13 Apr - HOWR territorial but not using this cavity. 0730-0800. Change to INACTIVE. - RR.
20 Apr No change 0710. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

3/23/2011 5003271 BUSH Closed EP85-2 105 feet to tower impact 
area.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Predated; 
bottom of nest pulled 

apart and interior 
exposed.

4/8/2011 23 Mar - Pair BUSH entering complete nest.- RR
1 April - Bushtit entering rest. - S. Hampton
Nest appears to depredated with entire bottom of nest pulled apart and interior exposed 4-8 (PK).

4/5/2011 5003361 BUSH Closed CP51-2 AR 15 feet from proposed 
AR.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Predation 
by House Wrens is 1 

possible cause.

5/5/2011 5 Apr - BUSH carrying material to apparently complete nest. - RR
11 Apr - BUSH enters nest 14:43. - RR
19 Apr - BUSH exits nest 0717. - RR
27 Apr - HOWR enters nest 0748, emerges wiping bill. - RR
5 May - No BUSH detections during 30 minute observation change to closed.  - RR
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3/30/2011 5003301 BUSH Closed EP226-1 Pullsite AR 22 feet from access 

road; 300 feet to tower 
area.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Predation, 
probably avian; nest 
side and floor torn 

open.

4/12/2011 Bushtit seen entering nest; no buffer flagged due to lack of flagging. - smr 3/30/11
Adult perched above completed nest. Buffer staked along pull site access road 4-4 (PK).
Nest side and floor torn open. No adults nearby - shampton - 4/12/2011 3:34:39 PM

3/14/2011 6003228 BUSH Closed EP228 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Predation; 
bottom of nest was 
torn off, then rain-

damaged.

3/24/2011 Pair nest building; Nest 50% complete. - 3/14/2011 IM
Nest destroyed; bottom torn out; now rain damaged; no birds in area 3-24 (PK).

4/11/2011 5000778 BUSH Closed TL 6916 - 973032 55 feet to nearest pole. 100 feet 0 feet Blanket exemption approved for Reconductor line's residential areas, following 
the same principles as those for the Alpine Blvd exemption.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Presumed 
predated.

4/25/2011 11 April - Pair copulating and adding material to nest.   - S. Hampton, M. Dicus
shampton - 4/11/2011 
18 Apr - No BUSH activity detected 0945-1010. Nest appears complete. - RR
25 Apr - Nest appears abandoned and in disarray, suggesting predation. Change to closed. - RR

3/18/2011 5003258 OTHE Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

10 feet; onsite structure. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Probably a 
rodent nest.

4/1/2011 3/18/11 -D. Busby finds nest built of grasses. Appears to be an entrance facing wall. No sign of adults in area but 
appears to be new based on condition of materials. 
31 Mar - Ball nest with no birds associated. Possibly rodent nest. - RR
1 April - No bird activity at this nest. IM

3/8/2011 6002390 CACW Inactive EP245-1 AR 250 feet from work area; 
35 feet from dirt road.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Probably an 
unused alternate 

nest.

4/19/2011 Nest is in good condition, intact with well-established opening. Golden-colored dried grass on top of old (gray with 
age) fibrous plant material indicates recent improvements to an old nest. 3/8/11
No change from above 3-23 (PK).      
No changes 4-5 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 2:04:04 PM - Entrance doesn't appear used during past couple weeks; may be inactive.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 10:06:50 AM  - Nest weathered and unused; inactive.

5/10/2011 7001022 VERD Closed EP353 80 feet from existing AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if, during the 
course of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird 
contsructs a nest outside the project area but within the buffer around Suncrest 
Substation and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. 
Activity levels at this site are anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Probably 

not successful 
judging from 
comments.

6/4/2011 Pair observed making multiple trips into nest with food items. Male exhibiting agitated behavior at around 30 feet 
away from nest
kkilpatrick - 5/16/2011 2:11:32 PM-- Adult verdin observed flying to nest.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 Due to unsafe road conditions, could not stop in this area to check nest.
pkonrad - 5/25/2011 3:07:25 PM
Unable to check this nest due to unsafe road conditions and road construction activities today.
kkilpatrick - 5/27/2011 11:39:23 AM
 1 adult  verdin observed in area; no activity observed at nest; nest intact.
jpawlicki - 6/4/2011 12:09:30 PM
Nest intact; no adults or juveniles observed at nest, in tree, or in vicinity after 35 mins. of monitoring. Nest marked as 
inactive.

4/30/2011 7000947 BUSH Closed EP93 55 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 55 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 55 feet is 
appropriate for this Bushtit nest. Nest success should not be diminished for the 
following reasons:  A) Bushtits are generally tolerant of human activity and are 
known to nest in close proximity to human disturbances. B) The nest already 
contains nestlings, therefore the adult birds have a high investment in this nest 
and are less likely to abandon it.  C)  The nest is buffered by the high density of 
the surrounding vegetation.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Probably 
predated or blown 

out by wind.

5/27/2011 RAbe - 4/30/2011 10:18:36 AM Adult Bushtits observed carrying food to nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - Nest watched but no birds in area. (Apparent pentab problms.)
RAbe - 5/10/2011 8:05:57 AM - Adult observed adding material to nest.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - 2 adults active at nest.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - Nest no longer there; no sign of it on ground or in lower branches either - closed.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 12:17:21 PM
Nest is no longer in scrub oak, or below it - closed.

4/5/2011 5003357 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - Z774820 135 feet from nearest 
pole.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Probably 

predated, based on 
observations.

4/11/2011 R. Abe, J&M Dicus 04/05/2011
Female Lesser Goldfinch incubating on nest. Buffer affects access road east of pole 774820 but does not affect 
construction at pole.
rradd 4/12/2011
No nest at this location - closed.

5/5/2011 7004647 BLPH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from driveway 
access.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Second 

BLPH nesting 
attempt terminated 

prior to egg laying for 
unknown reasons.

6/8/2011 Second nest;
5 May - Mud nest on wall close to ceiling has now been walled to the top with grasses, with a small opening 
remaining against the wall. Nest interior is clean but empty. 
Remains active, species not confirmed as nest no longer consistent with BLPH, possibly HOWR has taken over. - 
RR
eelias - 5/12/2011 6:47:33 PM BLPH:  One adult BLPH seen feeding no less than 4 fledged young away from nest 
site. Nest site was monitored throughout the day and no HOWR activity was detected in the vicinity of this nest 
site.
eelias - 5/13/2011 8:51:00 AM No HOWR activity at this site and appears as if nest is being dismantled.
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:54:56 PM - BLPH renovating this nest 1725
rradd - 6/3/2011 9:12:02 AM - Nest is rebuilt, clean but empty.
rradd - 6/8/2011 1:37:37 PM - No change in activity. Change status to Inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

4/7/2011 5003378 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
238+00

10 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Territorial 
birds observed.

4/29/2011 Monitor observed pair at nest. No buffer flagged for Alpine Blvd ROW. - 4/7/2011 IM
4/16/2011 - BTPI active at this location 15:45. - RR
4/30/2011 - No BTPI detected, no nest found, change to Inactive unless a nest can be located. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.
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2/2/2011 5000411 AMKE Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 130 feet from AR. 500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Territorial 

kestrel at most.

4/15/2011 Checked 2/25/11, no birds/nest observed at mapped location - BLohstroh
Checked 3/01/11 no birds or nest observed at mapped location - BHart.
In light of multiple observations being unable to locate this nest, suggest it be closed 3-19 (RR).
Adult male hunting near metal barn; occasionally flying insde barn - 3-31 (PK).
Closed due to never actually locating a nest. kalberts - 4/15/2011 7:55:24 PM

2/22/2011 5000001 OTHE Closed CP75-1 10 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. The nest 

was found inactive, 
and the successive 
monitoring check 
revealed that the 

nest was blown out 
of its location, most 
likely by high wind 

associated with 
storm events.

2/22/2011 CLOSED, nest no longer present. 2/22/11

7/11/2011 7003024 NOMO Closed TL 639 - 873260 5 feet to AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. This nest 
may have been 

considered active 
based on territorial 
behavior from other 

NOMO in area. It 
was likely used 

earlier in the season 
but was not in use at 

the time it was 
recorded.

rradd - 7/11/2011 10:46:38 AM
Status of nest unclear, possibly under construction or recently fledged as cup is not well formed. Territorial NOMO 
defending site, no juveniles obs. 
mdicus - 7/14/2011 11:48:48 AM
Fallen leaves and flowers inside. No NOMO activity associated with this nest and no birds scolded or alarmed when 
area was approached. Closed nest.

7/11/2011 7003027 NOMO Closed TL 639 - 379519 5 feet to AR. 70 feet to 
pole.

100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. This nest 
may have been 

considered active 
based on territorial 
behavior from other 

NOMO in area. It 
was likely used 

earlier in the season 
but was not in use at 

the time it was 
recorded.

7/14/2011 rradd - 7/11/2011 3:58:40 PM
NOMO nest under construction.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 11:08:05 AM
Nest appears un-used with fallen leaves and flowers inside. No NOMO activity associated with this nest and no birds 
scolded or alarmed when area was approached.
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4/28/2011 7000932 CACW Closed EP235-1 42 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. This nest 

was barely attended 
and never finished 

being built - appears 
to be an abandoned 

alternate nest 
located near an 

active nest where 
nestlings were raised 

and fledged.

5/11/2011 jdicus - 4/28/2011 8:57:07 AM
Observed pair of cactus wrens duet calling and nest building; flagged buffer. 100-foot buffer encompases roughly the 
southern half of tower perm pad.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No material found.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No material in yucca; possibly blown away or recycled by mockingbird in area; closed.

6/20/2011 7005051 LEGO Closed Sycamore Yard 20 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. This nest 
was likely an earlier 
attempt by LEGO 

nesting 5 feet away.

7/18/2011 rradd - 6/20/2011 2:02:19 PM
Nest not yet @ 2% complete.
rradd - 6/28/2011 11:13:01 AM
2 nests present; 1 70% complete without a formed cup, and 1 with female LEGO incubating 4 eggs.
rradd - 7/6/2011 3:46:56 PM
Nest unchanged (incomplete).
rradd - 7/12/2011 10:52:55 AM
Nest unchanged.
rradd - 7/18/2011 8:52:25 AM
Nest closed for no activity This nest was likely an early attempt by LEGO nesting 5' away; about to fledge.

4/5/2011 5003364 RTHA Closed EP361 45 feet from AR entry; 
265 feet from tower 

area.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 300 
feet.

Blanket exemption allowed for Sunrise traffic along SWPL line.  Buffer reduced 
to 300 feet based on biologists' observations of tolerance.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. This nesting 
attempt appeared to 

be initiated by a 
young pair late in the 
season. The pair was 
territorial and built a 

small, poorly 
constructed nest, but 
it is doubtful that an 
egg was ever laid 
and the nesting 

attempt was 
abandoned before 

incubation was 
reported.

4/14/2011 Pair building new nest, copulating, and flight displaying (seems relatively late) 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/2011 4:54:55 PM
1 adult RTHA seen soaring above tower. Another was perched atop next tower west and first bird perched a few feet 
away. Both birds flew off to the ENE while circling each other; one bird landed on nest tower, and another bird landed 
on new nest with nesting material.
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 7:26:08 PM
2 adults soaring low near nest; 1 landed on nest. Repositioned ESA signs to reflect NBM reduction to 300 feet.
sritt - 4/22/2011 9:06:43 AM
2 adults seen perched on next tower to the east. Both birds then seen in flight. 1 bird then perched on tower with 
nest, and the other perched on the next tower to the west. Nest appears to be falling apart due to winds. No eggs or 
birds visible in nest. - 
PKonrad - 4/22/2011
1 hawk soaring near nest tower; nest is small and poorly built.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011
Hawk perched in tower above nest; cannot see second hawk.
barnold - 5/2/2011
No hawks observed at tower or in area during a 3.5-hour survey period.
jpawlicki - 5/9/2011 10:23:35 AM
No adults observed at nest between 0550 and 0732. Nest appeared unoccupied. Nest closed in conjunction with 
observations made on 5/2/2011 and 5/9/2011.

5/12/2011 7001454 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
299+50

20 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unable to 
relocate previously 

10% completed nest - 
nest gone; unknown 

reason.

6/4/2011 RAbe - 5/12/2011 1:59:26 PM - Female ANHU building nest that is less than 10% Complete.
emorgan - 5/27/2011 10:42:25 AM
Unable to locate nest.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 1:23:34 PM
Nest is no longer present (confirmed by finder) - closed.
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5/31/2011 7002400 HOFI Closed TL 639 - Z171662 0 feet; in pole. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed within approved 
limits.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unable to 
tell if nest was new 
or from a previous 
nesting season. A 
high percentage of 

brackets on this line 
have nests. This may 
have been part of the 

site selection 
process.

6/18/2011 shampton / jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 
Adult pair observed repeatedly entering and exiting from top opening in bracket. Completed nest visible looking up 
from east base of pole.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 1:48:38 PM
No HOFI activity observed near nest during a 30-minute period. 
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 12:28:26 PM
No HOFI activity during 20-minute check. Closed.

7/13/2011 7004626 MODO Closed PAR yard w/in Alpine 
yard.

75 feet from impact 
area.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown

vnovik - 7/13/2011 10:10:16 AM
Nest building, 60% complete.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 12:43:41 PM
No birds observed. Nest missing except for a stick

6/4/2011 7002442 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
90+00r

40 feet from AR. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS.

tfitanides - 6/4/2011 10:39:29 AM
Female bringing nesting material to southern side of palm. Nest not visible. Male following female.
rradd - 6/11/2011 9:32:33 AM
HOFI pair continue nest building, Visiting at irregular intervals.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 12:57:30 PM
No nesting activities observed at palm tree during 2 nest observation periods. Male singing in area; female may now 
be incubating.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 9:44:42 AM
Pair of House Finches active in palm; male singing in area.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 9:57:09 AM
Pair active near bottom of lowest hanging dead palm fronds on south side. Female persistantly giving soliciting 
display to male. Male singing; seems like this pair is in early nesting stage.
pkonrad - 7/8/2011 4:30:32 PM
No finch activity observed  or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/15/2011 2:07:25 PM
No finches observed during 30 minute observation period.
pkonrad - 7/18/2011 1:27:25 PM
No finches observed near palm tree during extended observation period; this nesting attempt was probably never 
active - closed.
sritt - 7/23/2011 4:44:52 PM
No finched observed in tree, but many nearby. Fledgling seen food begging from male.

7/16/2011 7004644 OTHE Inactive Access Road to guard 
pole structure near 

CP71

25 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS. No 
observed breeding 
activity this season.

7/16/2011 eelias - 7/16/2011 9:47:39 AM
VEurs noticed this potential nesting cavity and she was in the area for about 30 minutes. She did not see any activity 
at this cavity during her effort.

6/29/2011 7002577 BUOR Closed Kruetzcamp Yard AR 30 feet west of AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTVIE 
STAGE. Appears 
nesting activities 

have been limited to 
nest building, 
repeatedly.

7/14/2011 pkonrad - 6/29/2011 12:32:55 PM
New nest being built by female oriole with male nearby; female collecting new material, plus taking material from 
oriole nest 20 feet north and below this nest that was active last week, and from abandoned Phainopepla nest  
farther north in tree. Female displays to male occasionally and male follows female during forays away from nest 
tree.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 12:03:24 PM
Female observed going into nest, not leaving during an extended period (incubating?). Male in area, calling 
periodically.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 12:03:01 PM
No orioles observed or heard during 45 minutes of observation; female could be incubating?
pkonrad - 7/21/2011 10:53:45 AM
No orioles observed or heard near nest or in this isolated tree or surrounding areas. My impression is that 1 or more 
pairs built multiple nests here (1 at a time), but there is no indication of other nesting activities. Orioles were very 
active here for the past 2 months, but no activity noted today during 40 minutes of observations - closed.

4/8/2011 5003387 OTHE Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 
pullsite - driveway 

entry

70 feet to AR entry. 100 feet One day of pre-construction survey staking is planned, followed by one day of 
potholing with a 2-3 person crew.  Soundwalls may be erected to not impact 
nests during potholing.  After this, construction traffic should be allowed, as the 
odds of impacting nest sites is low to non-existent, provided that no stopping, 
standing, or construction occurs within buffer zones.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

4/13/2011 04/08/11 - Probable house wren nest.  Wrens observed in nearby coast live oaks but none observed entering cavity 
(R. Abe, M. Dicus)
13 Apr - Nest predated - broken eggs inside + 1 below nest entrance. Closed. - RR
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4/18/2011 5000847 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 0 feet; in crane within 

yard.
100 feet 100 feet for construction 

activities; 0 feet for 
parking and access; 

This nest was begun after construction activities had started, and is therefore 
accustomed to this site.  The buffer will remain in effect for construction activites, 
but may be reduced for parking and access purposes, if needed.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

5/10/2011 imaunsell - 4/18/2011 2:57:32 PM - Nest 40% complete with fresh nest material. Pair copulating adjacent to nest.
20  Apr - 1egg. - RR
26 Apr - HOFI flushed from nest 1758. - RR
3 May No eggs, no HOFI detections during 30 min. obs 1645-1715. Change to Inactive. - RR
10 May Crane has moved from CY. Change to Closed. - RR

4/22/2011 5000889 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
189+00

40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

5/17/2011 imaunsell - 4/22/2011 4:14:01 PM - Birds observed visiting nest.
4/30/2011 - LEGO on nest 1339. - RR
fhoffman - 5/6/2011 4:09:15 PM - Nest intact. No birds observed.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 12:18:28 PM - Cup lining appears to be strewn out; nest askew. Check once more before status 
change.
jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 1:17:07 PM
Nest appears dilapitated and damaged; no Lesser Goldfinches (adults or juveniles) heard or observed at nest or in 
vicinity - closed.

4/26/2011 7000902 BUOR Closed TL 6916 - Z771473 85 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Both the Cassin's Kingbird and Bullock's Oriole nests occur in the same 
eucalyptus tree (distance to pre-existing Pole Z771473 is approximately 85 feet). 
Based on the nests’ proximity to human activity and development and the adult 
birds’ lack of reaction to human presence, both pairs of adults appear to be 
habituated to nearby human activities. Therefore, a nest buffer modification 
(NBM) request for reduction to 30 feet from 100 feet would be appropriate. It is 
not anticipated that such a reduction would adversely affect the success of both 
nests.  Based on the nest location and previous exposure to vehicle traffic, foot 
traffic and equipment movement, the adults should tolerate this buffer 
modification.  

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

5/16/2011 RAbe - 4/26/2011 8:19:42 AM
Male and female observed at nest. Female adding blue string to nest, which is just barely started.
sritt - 5/3/2011 - 9:03:24 AM Female seen entering and remaining in nest for about 2 minutes. 
11 May Nest complete, stringing crew at work 1130. - RR
16 May  No oriole detected during 30 min. obs. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 6:22:43 PM
No BUOR detected during 30 min. obs. 1550-1610.
rradd - 5/24/2011 8:10:41 AM
No BUOR detected 0650-0710. Change to Closed.

5/11/2011 7001424 CALT Closed EP221A 60 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 45 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 45 feet is 
appropriate for this nest. Nest success should not be diminished for the following 
reasons: 
•Nest is visually and acoustically sheltered from construction as it is down below 
the work site in a rocky canyon with dense vegetation.
•nest is approximately 50 feet from the nearest edge of the permanent impact 
area and over 220 feet from the TSAP.
•Adult did not flush from nest until avian surveyors were within 20 feet of nest.
•The nest contains 3 eggs, increasing site affinity and decreasing likelihood of 
abandonment by the adult birds.
•California Towhees as a species show general tolerance for human activities.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

5/27/2011 phoward - 5/11/2011 12:11:45 PM - 3 eggs in nest, female seen brooding. 
3 young nestlings in nest, eyelids still closed; buffer flagged at 45 feet. - sritt - 5/18/2011 3:27:39 PM
mkuehn - 5/27/2011 3:47:29 PM
Nest empty; did not detect adults or young. No indication of fledging; no mutes on or near nest, rim of nest not 
depressed. All ESA signs and flagging removed - closed.

5/25/2011 7002365 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 

6/16/2011 rradd - 5/25/2011 
HOFI female on nest, male defending 1202.
rradd - 6/2/2011 2:58:49 PM
HOFI female on nest 14:08
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:10:58 AM
HOFI pr. come to nest 0824.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:41:57 PM
No HOFI at this nest during 30 min. obs. Change to Closed.

5/27/2011 7002395 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

70 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

6/8/2011 sjohnston - 5/27/2011 10:49:11 AM - Nest building 10% complete.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:56:46 AM - Observed on nest, potentially incubating.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:58:29 AM - Observed on nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:30:28 AM - Observed on nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:14:55 PM - No activity at nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:15:53 PM - No activity at nest area; nest itself not observed.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:01:32 PM - No activity.
sjohnston - 6/14/2011 4:21:27 PM - No activity for past 4 days.
vnovik - 6/14/2011 5:55:30 PM - No activity.

6/3/2011 7002445 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 feet from staked 
work limits.

100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

7/21/2011 sjohnston - 6/3/2011 12:31:43 PM - Nest building; 20% complete.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:07:09 PM - Nest building/potentially incubating; nest appears complete.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:17:16 PM - On nest, likely incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:20:26 PM - On nest incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:05:48 PM - On nest incubating.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:21:34 PM - Incubating.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:14:35 PM - Incubating.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:44:50 AM - Incubating.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:22:20 PM - On nest.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:18:36 AM - Observed on nest.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:34:11 PM - On nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:56:03 PM - Observed on nest.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:56:01 PM - Incubating.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 11:53:18 AM - No activity observed.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 8:55:15 AM - No activity.
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:47:56 AM- Possibly on nest; very difficult to tell.
vnovik - 7/13/2011 1:59:08 PM - No activity on nest.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:56:40 PM - No activity 7/6/2011. Closing nest.
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6/6/2011 7002457 WEKI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 55 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
Vehicular traffic should not impact this nest providing that no stopping standing 
or work occurs within the 100' buffer. Blanket exemption for AR currently in use 
prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is applicable.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

6/29/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011 2:10:44 PM
Male actively defending nest area (8-feet or so). Female incubating on nest.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 4:01:37 PM
No kingbirds active in this area during more than an hour in the zone (checking other nests too).
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 12:25:46 PM
Kingbirds active around nest and perching next to it; can't ascertain incubation or brooding.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:26:44 PM
No kingbirds observed near nest during 90 minutes of observations in the area; uncertain of status so will check 
back.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 11:05:12 AM
No kingbirds active in area of nest; judging from nest history, this nesting attempt appears to have failed - closed.

6/8/2011 7002462 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

7/5/2011 vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:06:31 PM
Nest building approx 50% Complete.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:30:27 PM
Nest building, well formed.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:55:29 PM
Nest building 90% complete.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:32:22 PM
1 egg was observed on 06/11/2011, and observed incubating normally through 06/16/2011
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:08:49 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:16:24 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:46:53 AM
Appears to be incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:27:05 PM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:04:09 PM
Incubating.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:51:57 PM
No eggs or nestlings observed in the nest - closed.

6/8/2011 7002463 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

6/15/2011 vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:08:36 PM
Nest building about 60- 70% complete
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:28:59 PM
Nest complete or almost complete; no eggs.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:55:58 PM
Nest near complete.
sjohnston - 6/11/2011
1 egg in nest. Female incubating normally.
sjohnston - 6/14/2011
Nesting bird was observed to be sensitive to foot traffic along the path/work area adjacent to the mulberry, and the 
adult was observed to be off the nest for 30 minutes.
sjohnston - 6/15/2011
No activity was observed at the nest.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:42:17 PM
No activity was observed at the nest.

6/9/2011 7002484 ANHU Closed CP64-2 AR 65 feet from AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

6/17/2011 rradd - 6/9/2011 at 1036
ANHU female on nest.
rradd - 6/17/2011 8:54:37 AM
Nest no longer present, branch is broken. Change to Closed.

6/18/2011 7002517 PSFL Closed CP81-1 25 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer kept, but vehicular 
passage allowed

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

7/8/2011 rradd - 6/18/2011
PSFL male nest guarding, chasing HOWR, WBNU away from nest. Female emerges 0853, perches briefly and 
departs.
rradd - 6/25/2011 10:13:23 AM
Female PSFL incubating - on the nest for 10 mins, off for 5, 0923 - 0945. 
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:21:29 PM
Female PSFL on nest, male visits occasionally.
rradd - 7/8/2011 2:26:33 PM
Change to Closed.
No PSFL detected during 40 min obs. Nest is intact and well- protected but appears abandoned.

6/18/2011 7002518 LEGO Closed CP83-1 40 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

7/8/2011 rradd - 6/18/2011
LEGO pair building nest 1142.
rradd - 6/25/2011 11:46:48 AM
Nest complete, exterior clad in dry catkins. Too high to see into nest; agitated territorial male indicates incubation 
likely in progress 1125 - 1145 .
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:29:45 PM
LEGO female on nest, male nest guarding.
rradd - 7/8/2011 4:38:14 PM
Nest appears intact but no visits by LEGO during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 7/16/2011 10:50:14 AM
No LEGO detections at this nest during 30 min. obs despite numerous LEGO present indicate likely failure for 
unknown reasons as insufficient time has elapsed for complete cycle. 
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6/20/2011 7002526 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
5 feet from AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 

UNDETERMINED 
REASONS.

vnovik - 6/22/2011 5:08:48 PM
Nest 70% complete.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:16:53 PM
Nest building 90%+ completed.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:51:51 AM
Nest is still being built by Black-chinned Hummingbird. No construction has occurred while bird has been working on 
nest.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 5:40:35 PM
No observations of nest building later in the day.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:30:50 PM
1 egg in nest; birds active on nest. Appears that bird may have built nest and Not needed to lay  an egg immediately. 

vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:04:32 PM
2 eggs in nest.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:53:06 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 9:06:19 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:47:15 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:05:30 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:25:17 PM
No activity after 20 mins of observation. Nest appears inactive, but should be rechecked.
imaunsell - 7/26/2011 9:35:59 AM
Nest appears to have been raided for nesting material around top edges. No eggs present. Closed. Now work was 
occuring during this or previous monitoring visits.

6/21/2011 7002532 LEGO Closed TL 639 - 397518 46 feet to TL639 - 
397518.

100 feet Drive through access 
only

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

7/5/2011 imaunsell - 6/21/2011 7:25:21 AM
Nest contains one egg and is swarming with ants. LEGO female attempting to return.
rradd - 6/27/2011 11:32:40 AM
Nest contains one broken egg and one intact egg. No LEGO observed at nest.
rradd - 7/5/2011 10:59:13 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest has been abandoned; no LEGO detections at this nest during 30 min obs, ants continue to visit eggs.

7/1/2011 7002602 LEGO Closed CP70-3 AR 15 feet  to AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 

7/14/2011 rradd - 7/1/2011 10:18:23 PM
Female LEGO incubating (15 mins. on, 5 mins. off) while male attends and alerts.
rradd - 7/8/2011 10:15:27 AM
Nest location moved per Trimble to replace lost data point.
LEGO pair continue to attend this nest.
rradd - 7/14/2011 9:31:47 AM
No LEGO at or near this nest during 30 mins of obs. suggests nesting has concluded.

7/11/2011 7003023 LEGO Closed TL639 - 397518 48 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 07/17/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/18/2011

The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

rradd - 7/11/2011 4:22:02 PM
Female LEGO on nest.
rradd - 7/19/2011 1:57:49 PM
No LEGO detected. Lining is blowing out of nest.
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7/18/2011 7004658 BTSP Closed EP271-2 90 feet 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 

UNDETERMINED 
REASONS.

sjohnston - 7/18/2011 10:37:00 AM
incubating 2 eggs.
tfitanides - 7/21/2011 2:25:06 PM
Two eggs in nest. Eggs were in partial sun. No BTSP activity seen from 1200-1235hrs. One BTSP heard calling in 
general area before nest was in sight. (Recommend a visit in morning, it was hot and windy today).
tfitanides - 7/23/2011 1:52:02 PM
2 eggs remain in nest. No BTSP visits to nest during observation period from 0720-0830. Eggs were warm to the 
touch. 3 BTSP observed foraging in TSAP area, but when biologists approached they left to the northeast. Adults 
remained in the general area but were scarce around observers. Another site visit is warranted to ensure nest is 
inactive before closing.
eelias - 7/25/2011 4:17:17 PM
2 biologists monitored this nest for 90 minutes (0840-1010). This nest was approached initiallyand contained 2 
unhatched eggs, which were warm and in the full morning sun. There was no sign of predation; nest was in good 
shape, no egg yolks around, or egg shell fragments were in the vicinity of nest. 2 biologists then positioned 
themselves 180 feet distant and 1 biologist viewed the nest through a 20x spotting scope for 90 minutes. There was 
no sparrow activity at this nest site. Due to this inactivity, buffer was removed and nest was closed.

7/29/2011 7004703 MODO Closed CP57 AR 70 feet from AR 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

7/29/2011 vnovik - 7/29/2011 3:05:52 PM
1 egg in nest; 1 egg has fallen out of nest and is on ground below nest. No doves in area.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 1:49:26 PM
1 egg remains in small skimpy nest; no doves in area; appears this nesting attempt was abandoned - closed.

6/6/2011 7002455 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS.  Wind 
probably blew nest 

out of structure; 
possible predation; 
no sign of nest or 

contents. 

6/21/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011 10:20:42 AM - Nest building first observed on 05/24/11. Female observed building nest today 
(6/6).
PKonrad - 6/13/2011 - Female incubating.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 4:57:38 PM
Nest is gone; no sign of nest or contents - closed.

3/30/2011 5003298 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
117+00

25 feet from Alpine Blvd 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 2 dead 

nestlings in nest; has 
female been killed 
away from nest?

4/7/2011 RF - 3/30/2011
Bird observed incubating on nest during high traffic, jackhammering, and other construction noise.
BL - 4/8/2011
No nest observed, taken out by storms? 
RR - 4/16/2011
No nest observed - closed.
emorgan - 4/20/2011 10:15:01 AM
Nest observed still on fan palm covered with cobwebs. There are 2 dead nestlings in nest that appear to have been 
about 5 days old at death.

5/13/2011 7001474 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet: within substation 
footprint on machinery.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 5 feet. It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
- The nest location is within a cavity providing a protective buffer from visual and 
acoustic disturbances.
- The pair selected the site regardless of ongoing work in the immidiate area.
- The birds have tolerated foot an vehicle traffic within a few feet.
- The birds have chosen a nest site within three feet of mylar flasher tape
- Rock breaking and cruching has occured within 250 feet of the nest. These 
activities are considered heavy construction and the sound impact have not 
detered the birds from nesting there.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 3 eggs 

cold and abandoned 
due to unknown 

factors.

5/20/2011 Nest 50% complete. No eggs or nestlings. Bird observed actively building nest 5-13-2011.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 4:43:31 PM - 3 eggs in nest.
ahill - 5/20/2011 6:32:38 PM - 3 cold eggs, no female incubating, no activity; eggs had cracks. Nest 
abandoned/failed; possible failure due to recent winds/rain (5-17 and 18).
tfitanides - 5/23/2011 3:25:48 PM
Nest closed due to info from previous nest monitoring.

6/6/2011 7002454 HOFI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 1 feet east of from AR; 9 
feet above road.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Blanket exemption already in place for existing construction traffic at the time of 
this nest's discovery.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. Appears 
female abandoned 

nest during egg 
laying or early 

incubation.

6/29/2011 eelias - 6/6/2011 3:28:56 PM
Female is bringing in nesting material. Nest appears 80% complete. Male is in close attendance.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 1:14:17 PM
Female incubating; male nearby.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 12:41:10 PM
No incubating female during either of 2 nest checks; male perched nearby and singing during first check.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 1:04:43 PM
No sign of adult finches at nest or in area. May be inactive; will check status again.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 12:14:57 PM
No finches in area or visiting nest; nest intact - closed.
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5/27/2011 7002394 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
80 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Bird 

appeared to 
abandon nest on or 
near  6/9/2011 or 

6/10/2011

6/10/2011 sjohnstone - 5/27/2011 
When found, female incubating.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:57:19 AM
Observed on nest incubating.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:58:01 AM
Observed on nest incubating.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:30:52 AM
On nest incubating.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:15:27 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:14:00 PM
Incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:02:23 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:01:05 PM
No activity on nest. Observed nest for 30 minutes with no activity.
sjohnston - 6/14/2011 4:14:55 PM
No activity for the past 4 days.

5/12/2011 7001447 LOSH Closed S2 Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Eggs 
were abandoned, 
although nest was 
built very close to 

existing paved road.

5/18/2011 phoward - 5/12/2011 7:36:38 AM - Nest found with 4 eggs; no nest visits but LOSH seen and heard nearby.
RAbe - 5/18/2011 1:54:00 PM - No LOSHs seen during previous 3 surveys. Just monitored nest for 90 minutes with 
no LOSHs detected at nest or adjacent areas - closed.

5/7/2011 7001014 CAKI Closed TL 6916 - 973035 0 feet 100 feet Nest is inside pole; Not a candidate. 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. First 
nest outcome is 

indeterminate but 
likely failed. CAKI 

require 2 weeks after 
hatching to fledge, 
and observations 

indicate incubation 
was still in progress 

on 6/4/2011. 
Nestlings may be fed 
near nest by adults 

for anotherr 2 weeks 
during post-fledging 
period, but no food 

carrying was 
observed.  Second 
nesting attempt at 

this site in progress 
6/20.

6/13/2011 rradd - 5/24/2011 9:01:24 AM
CAKI incubating, mate attending 0836.
rradd - 6/2/2011 8:27:02 AM
Nest exchange 0727, no food carry ...incubation continues.
shampton - 6/4/2011 12:33:04 PM
Observed 1 hr.  Female incubating/brooding, interrupted by short forays away from nest Male visited nest too. No 
visible food carried but  both appeared to pick things out of nest and eat them. Possibly small fecal sacs?
rradd - 6/7/2011 3:31:11 PM
CAKI on nest, mate guarding.
rradd - 6/13/2011 3:09:07 PM
Unable to detect if bird present on nest due to attached hardware. CAKI visited pole for several minutes but did not 
go to nest. No second CAKI observed. No item carry observed during 1 hr obs. NOMO perched and singing 10' away 
for several minutes was unchallenged.
rradd - 6/13/2011 9:48:11 PM
Obs. indicates this nest is no longer occupied. Change to Closed.
shampton - 6/13/2011 10:26:42 PM
Observed 1555-1715hrs, no nest visits. One CAKI perched near (1-3') nest and preened for 29 minutes, never went 
quite to nest
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5/12/2011 7001463 LEGO Closed CP54-1 - Londono 

property
10 feet to driveway. 100 feet This nest should be treated like all others for which NBR was granted to allow 

brief period of veg maintenance and house boarding.
3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 

UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 

Indeterminate 
reason: Female 

incubating.

5/24/2011 12 May - LEGO female building nest, appears 50% complete 1446. - RR
19 May - LEGO incubating on nest 1419. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:47:20 PM
Nest appears intact, but no LEGO visible during 30 min obs
rradd - 6/3/2011 10:18:38 AM
No LEGO detections at this nest during 30 min obs. Change to Closed.

5/25/2011 7002357 MODO Closed TL 639 - 171660 9 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

No impacts to this nest are anticipated due to vehicular traffic, provided that no 
stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100' buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Insufficient time for 
nestlings to fledge.

6/10/2011 imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:37:36 AM
female incubating 2 eggs.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 12:02:55 PM
Adults in shrub around nest; two eggs in nest.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 12:20:26 PM
No eggs in nest. No MODO activity at nest. Closed.

6/6/2011 7002456 HOFI Closed EP27-1 AR 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Late-
season nesting 

attempt unsuccessful 
for unknown reason.

7/14/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011 11:23:31 AM
Female incubating. 
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 12:24:52 PM
A finch flushed from nest area, and a male is singing continuously.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 1:12:38 PM
Pair of finches flew from nest site; several finches singing in area, but no action observed at nest.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 11:49:34 AM
Female incubating.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 2:55:23 PM
Nest looks good, but no finches at nest.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 1:43:11 PM
Nest intact but no sign of nestlings or adult finches; will check once again.
pkonrad - 7/20/2011 2:51:38 PM
No sign of finch activity; nest in like-new state; no mutes as obvious at nests that contain(ed) nestlings. It appears 
the finches observed at this nest started a late-season nesting attempt that was not successful.

5/5/2011 7000984 CAGN Closed TL 6924 - 171693 660 feet to nearest pole. 300 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Likely 

failed due to 
inclement weather on 

preceding day. At 
least 3 dead 

nestlings present in 
nest, nest leaning 
over 45 degrees.

5/26/2011 blohstroh - 5/26/2011 2:29:31 PM
Ants eating dead chicks.

3/30/2011 5003299 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest  

with 2 eggs 
abandoned.

5/16/2011 Observed pair of HOFI on truck near nest. Construction occuring directly adjacent to nest. No eggs yet.
phoward - 4/14/2011 1:04:32 PM - No fresh material in nest, no nest visits observed, and no birds heard. It appears 
nest has been abandoned since first found 3 weeks ago. Nest has poor structural quailty (twigs look old and dry), 
made up of all large twigs and has no sign of cup for eggs. Birds have not been seen by bio monitor in over 2 weeks. 
Possible nest failures include poor site selection and/or the nest became wet, which caused it to lose structure and 
quailty.
rradd - 4/15/2011 2:21:01 PM - HOFI flushed from nest. Change to active. Buffered and staked. NBM requested.
MDicus - 04/16/2011 - Nest active, at least 1 egg. Female flushed within 10 feet of approach, returned 
immediately.
vnovik - 4/21/2011 10:06:05 AM - No activity observed at nest.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - Female incubating 2 eggs.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No finch observed at nest; 2 eggs are present among nesting material, but nest is disheveled 
with some material covering eggs; suggests this nest may be abandoned; will check back Monday.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - No finches present; 2 eggs are cold; nest deserted; closed.
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4/14/2011 5000820 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 10 

feet.
Nest was built on the side of a dumpster, and previous NBRs have been granted 
for this species down to 15 feet.  This species is the most common bird species 
in San Diego County.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 
abandoned for 

unknown reasons 
during late 
incubation.

5/9/2011 phoward - 4/14/2011 1:57:11 PM - Fresh nesting material seen in nest; appears to be 2 near-complete nests side by 
side that have fresh material. House finches carrying nest material to nest (lining material).
04/16/2011 - Nest buffer modification approved 4/15; buffer staked in field at approved 10 feet.  Dumpster not to be 
used or moved (MDicus).
vnovik - 4/21/2011 10:31:41 AM - Female incubating on nest.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - Female incubating.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - No finches at nest; nest appears intact.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No finches at nest site during extended observations; yard biomonitor hasn't seen any activity 
here during 3 days on site; nest appears deserted - closed.

4/22/2011 5000888 MODO Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; nest within 
substation.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 
abandoned with 1 

egg.

4/29/2011 barnold - 4/22/2011 1:53:02 PM  Adult on nest.
kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 11:33:52 AM
Observed a stick nest with one egg.  Bio monitor reported that there has been no adult bird on the nest since 23 
April. Because there has been no incubation for over six days, the avian biologist determined that the nest is 
inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

6/1/2011 7002414 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

85 feet from work. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

abandoned, possibly 
prior to egg laying, 

for unknown 
reasons.

6/9/2011 sjohnston - 6/1/2011 1:20:24 PM - Nest building about 60% complete.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 4:37:13 PM
Observed building nest, which is about 70-80% complete.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:31:14 AM
Observed on nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:15:52 PM
On nest likely incubating
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:13:25 PM
Observed on nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:14:14 PM
No LEGO activity but nest appears complete. A spotting scope would be handy.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 11:46:37 AM
Nest falling apart.

4/27/2011 7000914 HOFI Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet; inside yard. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

abandoned.

4/28/2011 RAbe - 4/27/2011 8:37:08 AM
Nest w/eggs in forklift. Male and female observed on top of fortlift at approx. 0800. Birds not observed going to nest. 
Buffer flagged at 100' and biomonitor will monitor for activity.
vnovik - 4/28/2011 2:14:03 PM
Nest abandoned. No activity observed at or near nest. 

4/4/2011 5003347 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 100979 0 feet. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

chronology suggests 
insufficient time for 
successful fledging.

5/23/2011 04/04/11 - Pair of house finches carrying and depositing nest material to base of insulator (M. Dicus, R. Abe).
9 Apr - Nest building activity 0904. - RR
14 Apr - Nest building continues 1018. - RR
19 Apr - HOFI pair active on nest 1418. - RR
26 Apr - HOFI male singing on pole. Female not seen. - RR
2 May - No detections during 30 minute observation. - RR
imaunsell - 5/23/2011 12:37:47 PM
Status changed to closed due to nest chronology.

4/16/2011 7002614 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

82 feet from staked 
worked limits.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

destroyed by 
unknown causes.

4/30/2011 16 Apr - HOFI on nest. - RR
22 Apr - HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RR
30 Apr - HOFI nest has been completely removed 0800. Change to closed. - RR

4/12/2011 5000794 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - 973033 10 feet from work area. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

disturbance prior to 
incubation possibly a 

factor.

4/24/2011 12 Apr LEGO pr finalizing nest construction. - RR
18 Apr LEGO female incubating 0920 - RR
25 Apr No LEGO detected on nest or in vicinity. Nest appears intact. Construction in progress. - RR
2 May No LEGO detected, wind beginning to blow out nest lining. Change to Closed.- RR
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6/10/2011 7002486 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
20 feet from work limits 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

failed during 
incubation for 

unknown reasons.

6/23/2011 vnovik - 6/10/2011 11:38:01 AM
Nest building 2% complete.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:15:39 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:14:54 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:50:53 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 5:56:02 PM
No activity observed at nest today when checked.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:20:31 AM
No activity at nest.

5/6/2011 7000999 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

45 feet to edge of work 
area.

100 feet The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and construction related activity are appropriate when 
considered along with the plan, providing type and duration of access is strictly 
regulated. 

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

intact, but cause of 
nesting termination 

unknown.

5/13/2011 5/6 - ANHU completing construction of nest 1105 - RR.
5/13 - Nest appears intact but unoccupied during 30 min obs. Predated? Change to Closed. - RR

6/25/2011 7002560 LEGO Closed CP82-1 0 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

outcome is 
indeterminate.

7/8/2011 rradd - 6/25/2011 11:13:40 AM
LEGO female on nest
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:28:22 PM
LEGO female on nest, male guarding and feeding fledges from previous nest.
rradd - 7/8/2011 4:05:20 PM
Nest is intact, empty and abandoned. No LEGO detected at nest during 30 min. obs. Equipment tracks directly under 
nest on AR.

4/26/2011 7000903 CAKI Closed TL 6916 - Z771473 85 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Both the Cassin's Kingbird and Bullock's Oriole nests occur in the same 
eucalyptus tree (distance to pre-existing Pole Z771473 is approximately 85 feet). 
Based on the nests’ proximity to human activity and development and the adult 
birds’ lack of reaction to human presence, both pairs of adults appear to be 
habituated to nearby human activities. Therefore, a nest buffer modification 
(NBM) request for reduction to 30 feet from 100 feet would be appropriate. It is 
not anticipated that such a reduction would adversely affect the success of both 
nests.  Based on the nest location and previous exposure to vehicle traffic, foot 
traffic and equipment movement, the adults should tolerate this buffer 
modification.  

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

presumed destroyed 
by natural causes.

5/23/2011 RAbe - 4/26/2011 12:03:39 PM
Female Cassin's Kingbird observed carrying nesting material to almost complete nest.
Nest could be complete. Pair of birds actively defending territory. - sritt - 5/3/2011 9:05:13 AM
11 May CAKI likely incubating - coming and going to nest while stringing crew at work 1125. - RR
16 May CAKI continue to occupy this nest 1340. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 6:22:03 PM
No nest found, or CAKI detected during 30 min. obs. 1550-1610. Presume nest has fallen.

6/28/2011 7002607 LEGO Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

15 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 
seems to be still 

intact.

7/6/11 Female was seen incubating on June 28th; female is still incubating.
ahill - 7/18/2011 9:07:51 AM - No activity has been seen in past 10 days. Have observed for an hour each interval on 
several days, and no activity was seen.

6/23/2011 7002549 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

4-5 feet south of fence 
on west side of bridge.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 
shows signs of 

predation; 1 side of 
nest is ripped open 
and birds are gone.

7/7/2011 vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:27:53 PM
Nest building 5% complete.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:14:22 AM
Nest building observed.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:33:47 PM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:54:00 PM
On nest, possibly incubating.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:49:25 PM
Incubating.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:58:04 PM
No activity observed; unable to see nest due to leaves blocking view.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 11:53:47 AM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 8:58:51 AM
Nest appears torn apart on 1 side; no activity.
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Nest StructureID
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Project Feature

Original 
Buffer 

Distance
Reduced Buffer 

Distance/Modification Modified Buffer Notes Nest Outcome

Nest 
Outcome 

Date Nest Monitoring Comment
3/23/2011 5003266 BEWR Closed EP220-1 85 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 85 

feet.
Turnaround work area shown on maps actually faces the other direction, to east, 
so 85 feet is minimum distance construction.  Buffer approved for 85 feet due to 
hidden location of nest, and tenacity of species.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. No eggs 
remain although nest 
appears undisturbed. 
No wrens observed 
or heard for weeks.

5/5/2011 3/23/2011 -D. Busby observed individual go to tin can. Tin can appears to have grass and some feathers inside. Not 
a candidate for nest buffer reduction because its so close to road and probably not many cavities in area.
Completed nest with lined bowl inside can, but no wrens in area during nest check 4-5 (PK).
phoward 4/7/11; watched for 30 minute no wrens present.
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - No birds observed but 1 Bewick's wren singing nearby.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 -  At least 2 tiny white eggs in nest in rusty can on ground; no birds in area.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - 3 eggs; no birds observed.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No eggs but nest intact in can; no birds observed or heard; closed.

3/11/2011 6003224 WESJ Closed EP89-1 0 feet; within temporary 
ROW.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. No 
indication of reason: 
no nestlings, eggs, 

or eggshells present 
at nest.

4/14/2011 Nest approximately 65% complete; [California towhee] pair perched up nearby 3-11 DB.
Bird incubating in poorly built nest with 4 eggs (green with brown spotting at anterior end) 3-31 (PK)
Although formerly listed as a California towhee nest, it appears to have been taken over by a pair of western scrub-
jays, with 1 incubating in cool, windy weather; PK thought this might  be the case during 3-31 observations; 4-7 
(PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 6:59:05 PM - No birds or eggs or evidence of eggs at nest, which looks unchanged; 1 jay acted 
territorially as biologist left site. Nesting attempts at this site failed; nest status closed.

6/15/2011 7002510 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

95 feet north of bridge 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. No 
nestling activity ever 
observed; appears to 

have failed during 
incubation or early 

nestling stage.

6/23/2011 vnovik - 6/15/2011 4:01:21 PM
Observed nest building of nearly complete nest.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:03:40 PM
Nest appears complete.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 5:00:03 PM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:13:24 PM
Not observed on nest.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:32:57 AM
No activity observed @ nest.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:26:37 PM
No activity on nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:01:37 PM
No activity; difficult to see if bird is laying low in nest.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:56:57 PM
No activity observed at nest; nest intact.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 8:53:43 AM
No activity.
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Initial 
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Date Nest ID Bird Code
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Nest StructureID
Distance To Nearest 

Project Feature

Original 
Buffer 

Distance
Reduced Buffer 

Distance/Modification Modified Buffer Notes Nest Outcome

Nest 
Outcome 

Date Nest Monitoring Comment
5/11/2011 7001443 HOOR Closed TL 6916 - 973035 0 feet; inside staked 

limits. 50 feet from pole.
100 feet 30 feet A NBR from 100 feet to 30 feet is requested with the following restrictions:

•A qualified Avian Biologist should be onsite to monitor the nest during all 
construction activities and will be authorized to stop construction if deemed 
necessary to protect the nest.
•The bucket truck should be parked as far away from the nest as possible and, if 
feasible, the bucket should be positioned on the side of the pole that is furthest 
from the palm tree where the orioles are nesting.
With the above restrictions the requested NBR is appropriate for the following 
reasons:
•The nest tree is 50 feet from the pole where all work will take place.
•The birds did not flush from the nest until the biologists were 30 feet away and 
they returned within a few minutes to continue nest building while the biologists 
were still only 30 feet away.
•The nest is 20 feet above the ground on a palm frond and there is no direct line 
of site from the nest to the construction area. Furthermore, the woven bag-like 
structure of the hooded oriole nest provides a visual barrier to construction 
activities while the bird is within the nest.
•The orioles did not appear to be disturbed by high decibel construction 
activities occurring on the other side of Chantemar Rd, 200 feet from the nest.
•The nest is located in a residential neighborhood, which indicates that these 
orioles are accustomed to a certain level of human disturbance.
•The duration of work required at the pole is approximately 30 minutes. This 
short duration of work should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•An existing NBR to 30 feet (see above) under very similar circumstances at the 
next pole (973036) site was concurred to more than 2 weeks ago, has 
progressed successfully, and as of 06/13/2011 the nestlings there are nearly 
fledged.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment. All work can be accomplished with hand tools only, which will 
reduce disturbances to the nesting birds.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. Orioles 
have abandoned 

nest with egg, and 
appear to be building 

a new nest.

6/20/2011 11 May HOOR pr entrring and leaving top of palm 1628. - RR
17 May HOOR female exits 1132, male exits 1140. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 9:03:34 AM
HOOR pr continue to enter and exit this tree. Male displays territorial animosity toward subadult HOOR nearby 
0838.
rradd - 6/2/2011 8:23:52 AM
Female to nest 0752, male guarding.
rradd - 6/7/2011 3:46:10 PM
No HOOR detections at nest during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 6/7/2011 3:50:11 PM
HOOR female exits nest 1546.
rradd - 6/13/2011 3:10:32 PM
1 egg obs in nest. No HOOR female detected during 30 min. obs.
emorgan - 6/14/2011 12:40:48 PM
Pair observed carrying nesting material and building third nest in palm tree which is about 15% complete. Did not 
observe orioles at the other two nests during the two hours of observation.
emorgan - 6/14/2011 12:41:40 PM
The oriole nest that is 8 feet above ground still only has 1 egg.
fhoffman - 6/18/2011 2:18:34 PM
Female continued to build upper nest with material from palm. Male in area vocalizing
rradd - 6/20/2011 3:14:07 PM
Nest abandoned with one egg. Change to Closed.

6/6/2011 7002452 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

25 feet from staked 
work limits.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Predation likely.

6/9/2011 vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:43:28 AM
Nest building approximately 40% complete.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:59:23 PM
Nest appears 60% complete.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:13:01 PM
Nest looks complete; on nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:11:33 PM
Nest shredded; unknown cause.

3/19/2011 5003268 RTHA Closed EP32-1 AR, 12kV pole 
571454

83 feet from AR. 500 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. Probably 
failed when nestling 

was young - 
unknown cause.

5/24/2011 pkonrad - 5/24/2011 11:15:18 AM
No hawks observed at nest or surrounding area; nesting attempt may have failed. Will check back once more.

4/5/2011 5003358 LEGO Closed TL 639 - 379517 15 feet. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Repeated searches 
failed to detect nest 

or nesting birds. 
Apparent failed 

nesting attempt after 
incubation initiated.

4/4/2011 04/05/2011 - Female lesser goldfinch observed on nest (R. Abe, J&M Dicus).
12 Apr - No nest found. - RR
21 Apr - No nest located or LEGO detected. Change to closed. - RR
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Distance
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Distance/Modification Modified Buffer Notes Nest Outcome

Nest 
Outcome 

Date Nest Monitoring Comment
3/10/2011 6002804 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
15 feet to existing AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 

UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 

Undetermined 
reason for failure.

4/22/2011 ANHU actively building nest. Tree approximately 15 feet east of bridge. Bird unconcerned by my presence at 15 feet 
from base of tree, but no construction ocurring at the time.
No hummingbirds or nest observed - 3-22 (PK)
3/23 - ANHU female on nest - IM
3/28 - Nest difficult to find, but female observed incubating on nest on branch about 40 feet up; second main branch 
up, on bridge side of oak. - BL
4/1 - Female observed incubating. IM
4/1 - Female on nest - IM.
4/8 - No activity observed, no ANHU in area, HOFIs built nest very close by -BL
4/16 - No activity observed. - RR
4/22 - No activity observed, change to closed - RR

4/16/2011 5000832 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

16 feet from fencing. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown but likely 

natural causes.

5/9/2011 16 Apr - Nest appears complete though under construction, with pair installing interior lining. -RR
22 Apr - BUSH bringing nest material 1030. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 8:37:59 AM - Bushtits in area, but not observed at nest. No adults in area or activity at nest during 
2 hours I monitored the nest.
dbusby - 5/9/2011 12:19:40 PM Nest appears unkempt.

2/14/2011 5000430 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
198+50, MH-12R

50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown cause of 

failure.

3/22/2011 Active nest. 2/14/11
No nest found 3-22 (PK).
Closed, since no nest was found on 3-22.

5/13/2011 7001471 LENI Closed Dunaway Yard 30 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown cause of 

failure.

5/18/2011 emorgan - 5/13/2011 2:45:44 PM - Adult is incubating 1 egg.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - Neither egg or bird observed in the area. This is 1 nest where construction activity could have 
been a factor, although high winds and predation could also be factors.

6/4/2011 7004634 LEGO Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 6 feet to yard limits. 100 feet 15 feet. Blanket exemption to reduce requests for NBRs in effect for this nest, as nest 
was begun after construction activites had commenced outside of imapct areas 
within an active construction yard. Buffer  flagged at edge of existing ESA.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown cause of 

failure.

6/14/2011 tfitanides - 6/4/2011 9:54:57 AM
Female incubating 4 eggs. Male observed feeding female. Female did not flush when 1 biologist approached to nest 
but did flush when 2 biologists approached for a second look.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:55:11 PM
4 eggs observed in nest. Nest was monitored at a distance for 45 minutes. No adult observed at nest.
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Outcome 

Date Nest Monitoring Comment
5/17/2011 7001486 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
3 feet from work limit. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown cause of 

failure. Nesting 
chronology does not 

fit successful 
fledging of nestlings. 
Bird was observed 
incubating during 

work activities early 
in the morning. Bird 
was not observed on 
nest after nest was 
checked at 1100 

when metal plates 
were delivered via 

front-loader. 
Unknown if delivery 
caused the bird to 

flush or if the female 
was absent prior to 

delivery

6/8/2011 sjohnston - 5/17/2011 3:54:14 PM
Nest building obervsed. Nest 60% complete.
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 3:54:14 PM
ANHU observed making several trips to nest site and sitting on nest.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 8:21:37 AM
ANHU observed building nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:16:13 PM
observed female ANHU on nest.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:58:58 AM
Obs. sitting on nest. 
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:52:09 AM
observed on nest. likely incubating.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:00:34 AM
incubating.
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 6:29:00 PM
incubating
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:32:31 AM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:57:15 PM
incubating
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:10:16 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 4:44:15 PM
No activity in nest since 1341 today.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:42:29 PM
Broken eggshells in nest. No activity observed at nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:57:10 PM
Nest appeared to have had a nestling. Unknown if inactivity is due to depredation or fledging.

5/20/2011 7001912 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

75 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown cause. 

Nestlings found dead 
in nest, which was 
infested with ants.

6/15/2011 vnovik - 5/20/2011 8:38:39 AM - BLPH observed with nesting material.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 5:50:39 PM
BLPH observed in area, nest appears in good condition.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:05:37 AM
BLPH observed incubating on the nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:46:45 AM
Observed on nest, flushed on approach.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:59:29 AM
Incubating; 4 eggs.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:55:54 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:33:16 AM
Incubating,
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:04:19 PM
Incubating
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:12:09 PM
1 hatchling and 3 eggs.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:08:43 PM
3 hatchlings and 1 egg.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:57:58 PM
Caring for nestlings in nest.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:30:33 PM
All nestlings found dead in nest on 06/15/2011.

3/16/2011 6003234 MODO Closed TL 639 - Z973033 30 feet from work area. 100 feet In residential area, among houses and exotic landscaping; accustomed to 
human environments.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown causes. 

Insufficient time has 
elapsed for breeding 

to complete.

4/12/2011 At least 2 eggs in nest.
3/28/11 - Adult still sitting on nest. (D. Busby)
12 Apr - No bird on nest, no eggs. Looks abandoned. Change to closed and remove buffer. - RR
18 Apr No change.
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6/9/2011 7002483 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
65 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown reason for 
failure. No activity at 

nest since 
6/17/2011.

7/6/2011 tfitanides - 6/9/2011
Nest building; frequently making trips to nest; nest well-formed.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:03:46 PM
Observed entering nest.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:17:42 PM
Feeding nestlings. [?]
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:18:56 PM
No nestlings observed; likely incubating.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:21:54 PM
No activity at nest.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:43:18 AM
Observed entering nest site.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:21:35 PM
No activity observed.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:55:14 PM
No activity observed. Nest is hidden in foliage.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 11:54:32 AM
No activity observed.

6/8/2011 7002475 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown what 

caused nest failure. 
No activity for 

several days; nest 
appeared complete, 
although it was in an 

exposed location.

6/10/2011 vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:35:09 PM
Nest building, approximately 2% complete.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:37:38 PM
Nest building, about 70% complete. Female flushed from nest.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:54:21 PM
Nest building about 90% complete.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:28:24 PM
Nest observed to be inactive for 4 days (6/15/2011). On 06/16, nest was observed to be torn apart by a pair of 
LEGOs building a new nest in a sycamore in the drainage to the west of the bridge.

4/21/2011 5000867 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. Wind or 
predation possible, 
but indeterminate 
reason for failure.

5/19/2011 vnovik - 4/21/2011 4:12:09 PM - Observed male and female carrying nest material.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 -  Female incubating.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 3 eggs in nest but no adults observed.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 -  Female calling territorially; small nestlings in nest.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - Nestling present; no adults observed.
fhoffman - 5/19/2011 4:13:50 PM - 2 dead nestlings observed; 1 in nest and 1 outside nest; 1 egg observed outside 
nest. Nest, nestlings, and egg intact. Uncertain cause of failure.

7/15/2011 7004635 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR Hamlet 
Residence

140 feet to AR 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS FAILED - 
Natural causes. 
Presumed nest 
disturbance by 

predator.

8/3/2011 rradd - 7/15/2011 8:11:14 AM
MODO on nest - 1 egg visible.
barnold - 7/21/2011 12:33:31 PM
Female on nest.
rradd - 7/26/2011 10:29:11 AM
MODO on nest 0955; contents not visible.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 11:23:28 AM
Nest appears to be abandoned with 1 prominant white egg visible - closed.
rradd - 8/10/2011 10:39:48 PM
Four eggs visible out of nest. ??

3/29/2011 5003294 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
299+50

Within 10 feet of Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

Pair bringing food to complete nest. No buffer flagged due to Alpine Blvd exemption.3/29/11 IM
8 April - Pair actively foraging around nest and returning to nest - BL.
emorgan - 4/20/2011 11:47:53 AM - Adults seen visiting nest.
30 Apr - BUSH nest appears predated, with hole at bottom of NE side of nest. Closed. - RR

4/26/2011 7000901 BUSH Closed TL 6916 - 678467 75 feet 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

5/3/2011 phoward - 4/26/2011 9:23:11 AM
Nest appears complete, pair seen visiting nest.
phoward - 5/3/2011 11:26:22 AM
nest closed due to predation
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4/29/2011 7000943 MODO Closed San Luis Rey 

Substation
0 feet; in substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 

feet.
In the biologist's opinion, the reduced buffer will not impact the nesting pair of 
mourning doves for the following reasons:  A) Mourning doves as a species have 
adapted readily to human environments and are known to acclimate to human 
activity proximal to nest sites.  B) This dove selected a nest location in a 
substation that has been actively used for Project construction for several 
weeks, as well as other ongoing SDG&E operations.  C) The nest is in a location 
that was exposed to a high level of activity during site selection.  D) The 
elevation of the nest site (7 feet) is located above the average height of people, 
and the enclosed nature of the nest site provides a visual buffer to/from the nest.  
E) Tolerates foor traffic to 3 feet.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

4/29/2011 kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 3:24:19 PM - Female observed incubating on nest. Biomonitor reported that she first observed 
the bird on the nest on 4/25. Bird does not flush from nest even when approached at less than 5 feet.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 1:34:31 PM
Nest is gone; fan likely blew nest off surface.

5/4/2011 7000979 PHAI Closed Hartung Yard 62 feet to AR. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits and drive through 

access only on AR.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

Blanket exemption for nests built along ARs continuouly in use for project 
activities recieving agency concurrence that birds extablishing nests near ARs 
are accustomed to human activities and traffic and should not be impacted 
provided that no stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

4 May - PHAI female on nest, male attending.  Nest appears just completed 0700. - RR
12 May PHAI female on nest, male attending.  1800. - RR
20 May PHAI female on nest 1757. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 4:23:34 PM
HOWR in nest, no PHAI detected. Presume predated.
Change to Closed.

5/7/2011 7001006 OTHE Closed TL 639 - 171668 247 feet from nearest 
pole; 66 feet from road.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

5/19/2011 fhoffman - 5/7/2011 11:20:39 AM Adult flushed from nest and returned. Grass cup nest with 4 white eggs. Sparrow 
probable Rufous-crowned
no eggs in nest. or egg fragments seen in area.  Nest appears to have been slightly moved, + possibly predated.No 
birds seen tending to nest. Nest closed. - sritt - 5/19/2011 6:05:30 PM

5/7/2011 7001012 NOMO Closed TL 639 - Z171660 50 feet to work area. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

5/19/2011 RAbe - 5/7/2011 1:29:42 PM - Northern Mockingbird nest with 2 eggs. 100 foot buffer flagged w/yellow tape.
tfitanides - 5/19/2011 1:06:48 PM - Two recently dead nestlings with ants crawling on them. No adults in area.

5/19/2011 7001502 LEGO Closed CP50-1 AR 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

6/1/2011 19 May LEGO female completing nest with male nearby 0841. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 12:30:44 PM
LEGO female on nest 1217.
rradd - 6/2/2011 5:13:20 PM
Sporadic LEGO activity here but nest does not appear complete despite large qty of material.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:13:05 AM
Nest appears to be coming apart. Change to Inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

5/28/2011 7002389 LASP Closed CP17-1 18 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

6/1/2011 Adult brooding 3 nestlings. - sritt - 5/28/2011 2:09:01 PM
rradd - 6/1/2011 7:43:31 AM
Nest empty. Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/1/2011 7:47:55 AM
Buffers and stakes removed.

6/2/2011 7002435 MODO Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

110 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

6/23/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 at 1547
MODO on nest, did not flush
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:47:33 AM
MODO on nest.
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:14:56 AM
MODO on nest.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:17:45 AM
Nest pulled to ground. Location suggests terrestrial predator.
Change to Closed.

6/10/2011 7002487 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

85 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

6/24/2011 vnovik - 6/10/2011 11:53:06 AM
Nest near complete.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:22:43 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:13:28 PM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:19:45 PM
Nest gone; possible predation.
sjohnston - 6/24/2011 5:31:53 AM
Nest appears to be gone.
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6/24/2011 7002556 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
15-20 feet north of 

bridge.
100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

7/27/2011 vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:43:10 AM
Nest building appears 20% Complete or less.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:25:50 PM
Nest appears intact. No bird observed on nest. though observation time was brief.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:03:44 PM
on nest.
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:51:36 AM
Observed on nest
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:04:15 PM
incubating.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:52:02 PM
Appears to be caring for nestlings.
imaunsell - 7/27/2011 4:18:44 PM
No activity at nest over one hour of observation. During this period female should have visited nest if active. This 
information is absed on other BCHU nests observations in the area this nesting season. Average time away from 
nests during this stage was at most 15-20 minutes. No wrok has occured at the site during nesting period. Failed due 
to unknown, natural causes.

7/21/2011 7004670 LEGO Closed Alpine underground - 
Bauer Bridge

2 ft 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

7/27/2011 7/22/2011 Both adults present. Female building nest
imaunsell - 7/26/2011 9:41:26 AM
No activtiy associated with nest or in immidiate area. 2 eggs in nest. Female is possibly between laying eggs. Should 
be rechecked in next day or two to determine activity level. No work occuring on site.
imaunsell - 7/27/2011 4:14:48 PM
2 eggs present in nest. No activity over one hour. If nest were active more eggs should have been laid between 
monitoring visits or female should be incubating. No work was occuring during nesting cycle. Failed due to natural 
causes. Closed.

7/25/2011 7004675 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer Bridge

82 feet 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

imaunsell - 7/25/2011 11:41:26 AM
Nest contians 4 eggs, bird flushed from nest. 
imaunsell - 7/27/2011 4:19:36 PM
Female on nest with 4 eggs.
imaunsell - 8/3/2011 12:22:15 PM
At least 3 downy nestlings with eyes still closed.
imaunsell - 8/8/2011 12:48:40 PM
2 dead nestlings. Missing nestling indicates depredation event likely. No construction occurred bewteen monitoring 
and no work occurring presently.

7/18/2011 7004657 BCHU Closed CP71 60 feet from AR. 100 feet 55 feet. NBR Submit Date: 07/20/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/20/2011

This nest was found during a general nesting bird survey of the eastern portion 
of the access road to the proposed guard structure located off of El Monte Road 
and east of AR CP70-3-E-A.  This nest is located within the ROW approximately 
60 horizontal feet north of the access road at a point about 1100 feet east from 
where the start of the access road branches off of El Monte Road.
The nest is located about 10 feet from ground level on a low horizontal (north) 
branch of a 25 foot sycamore tree. The tree is growing near the bottom of a 45 
degree slope and in amongst a large boulder pile.  The nest contained two eggs, 
and the female was observed brooding on the nest and flying to and from the 
nest on three occasions.
A request to reduce the buffer from 100 feet to 55 feet should not adversely 
affect the successful outcome of this nest for the following reasons:
•The nest is located entirely out of view from the access road with no direct, level 
line of sight from the nest to the access road.
•The nest is on a branch facing away from the road and is entirely obscured from 
above by large leaves.
•Thick upslope vegetation and large rocks/boulders are present between the 
nest and the access road.
•The nest is located approximately 65 linear feet down slope at an angle of 45 
degrees from the access road.
•The female did not show signs of disturbance until the observer approached to 
within 8 feet of the nest. The biologist then moved back beyond that distance 
away and the bird resumed to brood and tends to the nest as usual.
•Potholing work is a short duration, low impact type of construction (in terms of 
sustained noise, activity level and time at each hole location), and will not take 
place immediately adjacent to the nest location. The work will only raise the 
human activity level in the buffer slightly above the norms for that high traffic 
general area.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.  
Eggs predated.

7/21/2011 jpawlicki - 7/18/2011 10:19:52 AM - Two eggs in nest; female observed flying to and from and brooding on nest.
rradd - 7/21/2011 12:28:28 PM - Nest is empty, but feces on adjacent leaves suggest fledged young. Same nest? 
Nest is 2.5' from end of sycamore branch; overhangs 4 inch dia. broken sycamore log and jumble of wild grape 
(Vitis), 20 feet east of Canary Island palm (Phoenix canariensis).

5/11/2011 7001439 BUSH Closed Elliott Substation 25 feet to AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.  
Nest was predated.

6/14/2011 11 May - BUSH pair actively building nest, appears 75% complete 1022. - RR
16 May - BUSH exits nest 0704. - RR
23 May - Still active, bringing food to nest - RR.
rradd - 5/31/2011 9:31:39 AM
BUSH to nest 0906
rradd - 6/6/2011 12:42:34 PM
No detections during 30 min. obs. 0845-0915.
rradd - 6/14/2011 4:13:06 PM
Nest predated; torn open at the breeding chamber.
Change to Closed.
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2/21/2011 5000040 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet 100 feet Signs posted at back 

door to use front 
entrance only.

MODO nests are in roof eaves above back door of mitigation property. Cleaning 
crews will not impact the nests if the front entrance is used. Signs will be placed 
in order to prevent access to the back.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Abandoned and 

predated.

3/31/2011 No sign of adults or recent nest use. 2/21/11
female on nest 3/3/11 - I. Maunsell
10 Mar 2011; MODO present on nest. Appears to be renesting adjacent to 2 uncovered eggs. ACTIVE - RR
24 Mar - Nest vacant. Uncovered eggs still present. Survey crew settingup 50 feet away. RR
31 Mar - Nest predated (eggs no longer present). Change to closed. 


4/12/2011 5000791 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Abandoned with 

eggs. Nest is located 
within a fully 

concealed and 
protected area of the 
substation that was 
not near active work 
areas. Predation of 
adults is the most 

plausible reason for 
nest failure, since 
nesting American 

Kestrels within and 
immediately adjacent 

to the Sycamore 
Substation have 
been observed 

preying on House 
Finches several 

times this season.

6/1/2011 barnold - 6/1/2011 2:45:52 PM
Nest with 4 eggs, but no female observed today, and 11, 19, and 26 May. Female last observed at nest on 3 May.
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:58:41 PM
Above mistaken, female last observed at nest 11 May. 4 eggs in nest first recorded 10 May. Since House Finches 
lay 4 to 5 eggs, 1 a day, and incubate for 12 to 14 days, this nest has been abandoned (10 May first discovered with 
eggs, 14 days for incubation would be 24 May, over a week ago) - Closed.

5/25/2011 7002368 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within work limits. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Abandonment of 

feathered nestlings 
suggests adult was 
possibly killed away 

from nest.

6/23/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 3:36:06 PM
MODO on nest 1526.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:36:31 AM
MODO on nest 1030.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:33:34 PM
MODO on nest 1230.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:02:51 AM
1 dead nestling, has partly opened feather sheaths. Adult was possibly killed away from nest.
Change to Closed.

4/18/2011 5000846 CALT Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

35 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent nest 

destruction due to 
predation.

4/25/2011 The female CALT is incubating 3 eggs - ahill - 4/18/2011 10:46:00 PM.
phoward - 4/25/2011 8:38:11 AM - Nest has failed due to predation; nest appears to have been altered with but no 
egg shells found nearby.
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3/23/2011 5003267 BUSH Closed EP220-1 70 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 

feet.
This human-tolerant species is nesting 70 feet from access road, and did not 
react adversely to a nest observer at 20 feet.   Vehicular passage is not 
anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or 
construction occur within 70 feet of the nest.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent nest 

predation; nest torn 
apart.

4/21/2011 3/23/2011 - D. Busby observes adult pair bringing nest material to nest. Nest appears nearly complete. Pair seemed 
agitated while I was at nest but I didn't seem to disturb them while I was entering data 20 feet away. Potential 
candidate for nest buffer reduction since species is fairly tolerant.
Completed nest with territorial bushtit calllng nearby 4-5 (PK).
phoward 4/7/11: pair seen going in and out of nest.  
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - Nest perfect; Bushtit calling nearby.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Nest torn apart; many feathers stuck in braches surrounding nest, probably from inner nest 
lining; apparrent nest depredation.

4/12/2011 5000789 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

SDG&E proposes stringing new wire from the 138kV yard to the new 230kV Bay. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finches are 
extremely acclimated to human disturbance.  Nest characterized as inactive prior 
to receipt of authorized Nest Buffer Reduction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent predation.

5/10/2011 Nest with three eggs.  Pair very vocal and active in area.
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:15:19 AM  Nest present, but no eggs, nestlings or adults.
26 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 1:27:23 PM - Nest deteriorated.  No activity.  Changed to Inactive.
barnold - 5/10/2011 11:29 AM  No activity - closed.

5/26/2011 7002374 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

•House Finches are generally tolerant of human activities near their nest sites. 
•House Finches nest in man-made structures on a regular basis.  
•This particular House Finch has chosen to nest in the steel lattice of a structure 
assembled in an active construction yard.
•The House Finch has nested in the lattice with a very active helicopter zone 
approximately 100 feet south of the nest. 
•The nest is enclosed in the steel within a section that forms walls on all sides, 
except the south side.
•Proposed work near the nest is to allow the application of water to ground to 
control dust. 

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent predation.

6/2/2011 vnovik - 5/26/2011 10:50:08 AM - Active nest with 2 eggs.
barnold - 6/2/2011 12:19 PM - Nest empty; eggs apparently predated - closed.

5/27/2011 7002393 SOSP Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 feet from bridge. 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent predation.

6/22/2011 sjohnston - 5/27/2011 4:16:27 PM
Nest 90% complete.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 11:57:39 AM
Observed song sparrow on nest; no eggs yet.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 9:00:36 AM
Sparrow observed on nest; no eggs.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 4:35:47 PM
At least 1 egg in nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:27:48 AM
Female on nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:09:59 PM
Bird was off nest for 30 minutes; asked PAR construction to stop work until the adult returned; bird returned 10 
minutes later. 
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:36:58 PM
Incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:23:04 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:05:01 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:16:27 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 6/21/2011 1:47:29 PM
3 downy nestlings in nest.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 1:43:46 PM
Nest empty.

6/7/2011 7002467 LASP Closed Wilson Yard 20 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent predation; 

eggs gone and 
portion of nest pulled 

away.

6/16/2011 sritt - 6/7/2011 3:43:53 PM
Adult incubating 5 eggs.
PKonrad - 6/16/2011 4:48:00 PM
Eggs are gone; portion of nest pulled away - apparent predation. Adults still calling territorially nearby - closed.
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5/23/2011 7001932 HOLA Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 

feet.
• Work within the 100 foot buffer will be limited to foot traffic and movement of 
steel                       components by hand.
•Nest site selection, construction of nest, and the successful progression to 
presence of nestlings occurred in proximity to daily high levels of yard activities, 
noise, and other disturbances.
•The female adult has tolerated of foot traffic to within 15 feet and vehicles to 
within 70 feet. 
•Vehicular use and work outside this 70 foot buffer will not likely affect this nest.
•Nest monitoring will be ongoing.  If adverse affects to nesting behaviors are 
observed then work will be stopped within the 100 foot buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent predation; 
nestlings were too 

young to have 
fledged by this time.

5/25/2011 imaunsell - 5/25/2011 3:48:02 PM
Nest was checked again by biomonitor at Rough Acres. No nestlings were present and no juvenille birds were 
observed in the area. Nest status changed to closed.

2/21/2011 5000025 CACW Closed EP244 82 feet from corner of 
temporary ROW.

100 feet Avoid corner of temporary ROW that includes 100 foot buffer. 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent predation; 

top of nest torn open, 
exposing interior; no 

sign of eggshells.

5/2/2011 A fresh grass nest including a clean opening and fresh feathers lining the inside. Appears utilized and active. 
2/21/11
Visited 27 Feb, no birds present @ 11:00 hrs.
Well-built nests status unchanged; grasses graying; no wrens observed 3-16 (PK).
New nest material added recently 4-5 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - Nice nest; good entrance; recently used.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - Nest torn apart from top, exposing all of the interior; closed.

5/5/2011 7000990 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground 50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparently predated.

shampton - 5/5/2011 12:00:14 PM - Female shading nest.   
vnovik - 5/6/2011 8:45:10 AM - Female flushed from nest.
shampton - 5/26/2011 11:30:20 AM - Nest torn apart. No adults, nestlings, or eggs present - closed.

6/2/2011 7002434 PHAI Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

53 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparently predated.

6/16/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 at 1522
PHAI male incubating 2 eggs.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:35:38 AM
PHAI female incubating 2 eggs.
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:09:44 AM
Nest is empty and fallen - appearly predated. Change to Closed.

4/27/2011 7000895 BLPH Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Biomonitor reported 
that the phoebe has 

not been observed at 
the nest for over one 
day. Also, she found 

a broken eggshell 
below the nest, 

indicating that the 
nest may have been 
predated. No eggs in 

nest.

5/7/2011 RAbe - 4/27/2011 9:08:20 AM - Nest nearing completion. Bird observed adding nesting material.
4 May - BLPH carrying material to nest - looks 90% complete. - RR
kkilpatrick - 5/7/2011 12:10:53 PM - Biomonitor reported that the phoebe has not been observed at the nest for over 
one day. Also, she found a broken egg shell below the nest, indicating that the nest may have been predated.  No 
eggs in nest. No adults observed in area. Nest removed from structure, buffer removed, nest closed.
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4/6/2011 5003375 BUSH Closed CP70-3 AR 0 feet from existing AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 

stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.
4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Blown out of place by 

wind.

4/28/2011 6 Apr - BUSH pair tending young - carrying food items to nest 1055. - RR
13 Apr - BUSH enters nest at 1105. - RR
20 Apr -BUSH tending nest.- RR
28 Apr - Nest destroyed - blown out of tree wth remnants on ground. Change to Closed. - RR

6/8/2011 7002464 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

30 feet from staked 
work limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Broken eggshells 

found in nest 
suggest predation.

7/6/2011 vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:28:10 PM
Nest building.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:12:33 PM
Visiting nest, likely nest building.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:51:15 PM
Nest building.
vnovik - 6/14/2011 5:45:38 PM
Observed at nest site.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 4:59:23 PM
On nest, possibly incubating.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:49:41 AM
On nest incubating.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:13:40 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:34:59 AM
On nest, possibly incubating. While bird was off nest witnessed Black-chinned Hummingbird steal nest material from 
this nest. Bird returned and settled on nest as if nothing was out of the ordinary.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:26:13 PM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:01:54 PM
Incubating.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:55:17 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 11:52:06 AM
No activity; no eggs; no nestlings; broken eggshells in nest.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:36:17 PM
incubating

5/14/2011 7001479 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 55 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
The Rock Wrens have nested within the rubble while active construction has 
occurred in the area. Construction has occurred on all sides of the spoils pile. 
•A construction road is currently located 60 feet from the nest on the southeast 
side. This road was well used prior to the establishment of the 100 foot buffer. 
•Active construction has occurred approximately 50 to 75 feet to the 
north/northwest of the nest on the opposite side of the spoil pile. 
•The nest is located within the spoil pile so the pile itself would shield the nest 
from work for a minimum of 180 degrees beginning from SW to NE which 
provides a visual and acoustic buffer. 
•A biological monitor will be onsite to monitor the birds’ behavior. If it is 
determined that the bird is agitated with work the monitor shall halt construction 
in the area until it is determined that work could commence again.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Cool rainy weather 
apparent reason for 
wet, dead nestlings.

5/31/2011 ahill - 5/14/2011 8:10:41 PM - Female is on nest for extended amounts of time. At least 1 egg in
nest. Observed female bringing nesting material to nest in morning and male brought food to female while she was 
on nest. A 100-foot buffer was installed.
ahill - 5/20/2011 6:36:13 PM - Still active. Male coming to nest with material. Female in nest for extended periods of 
time.
ahill - 5/24/2011 8:02:03 PM
Nestlings present, parents seen feeding.
ahill - 5/31/2011 3:32:57 PM
All 5 nestlings were found dead this morning in nest; adults not seen or heard in area. Nestlings were wet and have 
been dead for at least 1 full day. Sunday temps were very low and 0.5" of rain was received. seems the nestlings 
drowned/became hypothermic. buffer was taken down.

4/27/2011 7000915 LEGO Closed CP26 70 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 
feet.

A nest buffer modification to 70' is being requested for this nest for the following 
reasons:  A)The nesting pair chose the nest site during ongoing construction 
activity.  B) The female continued to add nesting material to the nest while 
concrete was being poured, and sound levels at the work site reached 
approximately 100dB.  C) The female added new material to the nest during nest 
verification with two biologists standing within one foot of the nest. D) The nest is 
naturally buffered by being down slope from the ongoing construction and is 
located in Chamise Chaparral, which is characterized by a high density of plants 
with thick foliage.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Damaged by storm.

5/9/2011 RAbe - 4/27/2011 11:51:38 AM - Female observed adding nesting material to nest w/male present. Nest 
approximately 55% complete. Buffer marked at 70 feet because concrete is being poured, which can't be stopped.
mdicus - 5/3/2011 10:21:06 AM - Nest structure damaged, likely due to high winds; however female LEGO was 
observed visiting nest.  No eggs or young.  Recommend additional monitoring until it can be determined that pair has 
abandoned or repaired nest.
mdicus - 5/9/2011 2:04:16 PM - Nest in worse condition than last week, falling out of shrub.  No evidence of repair or 
added material.  Nest is unusable in current condition.  Closed; ESA signs removed.

5/26/2011 7002370 WEKI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; in substation. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Due to Common 
Raven predation.

6/1/2011 Nest with three eggs. Adults attentive in area.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:18:06 PM
Kingbird nesr on ground when returned from holiday on Tuesday 31 May. Eggshell fragments found in nest, possible 
Common Raven predation. Nest now Closed.
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4/2/2011 5003350 BEWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; on substation fill 

slope footprint.
100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Eggs blown out of 
nest by high wind.

5/8/2011 Nest 95% to 100% complete. Pair observed by bio-monitor actively building nest 2 April 2011. 
Nest material again observed being brought to nest on 4 April - BWA.
tcooper - 4/15/2011 4:52:20 PM - 3 eggs in nest, no adults obseved.
phoward - 4/25/2011 9:54:00 AM - 2 more eggs, 5 total; female incubating in nest.
ahill - 5/2/2011 9:49:28 PM- female incubating eggs, should be hatching soon
Eggs blown out of nest by high wind.

4/11/2011 5000776 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; on house. 66 feet 
from AR.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Eggs predated.

6/16/2011 11 Apr - HOFI pair building nest. - RR
19 Apr - Nesting activity continues. 1005. - RR
5 May - No eggs, no HOFI detected at nest. Change to Inactive. - RR
12 May HOFI pr continue to visit this nest and rearrange the furniture. Change to Active
19 May Continued building activty, no eggs 1122. - RR
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:10:45 PM
25 May Nest inactive and empty.
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:34:42 PM
Nest active with 4 eggs 1614.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:17:21 AM
4 eggs in nest.
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:59:23 AM
Nest has been predated and is empty.
Change to Closed.

5/12/2011 7001461 HOFI Closed CP51-2 AR 74 feet to AR, but within 
house area.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Evidence of nest 

predation.

6/8/2011 12 May - Female HOFI on nest 1057. - RR
19 May HOFI on nest 1007. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 1:02:20 PM
HOFI on nest 1256.
eelias - 6/4/2011 10:42:27 AM
Male feeding peeping nestlings.
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:05:13 PM
Nest no longer present - broken branches and lining remnants on ground. Change to Closed.

6/3/2011 7000909 HOFI Closed Helix Yard AR 45 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Failed due to nest 

predation.

6/9/2011 rradd - 6/3/2011 2:23:00 PM
Female HOFI incubating 4 eggs. Change to Active.
rradd - 6/9/2011 8:57:19 AM
Nest is clean and empty. Predation presumed. Change to Closed.

4/25/2011 7000894 HOFI Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Likely a combination 

of wind and 
predation (in 

unknown order).

5/4/2011 barnold - 4/25/2011 12:03:34 PM  In northwest leg of Tower 62.  In stacked corner brackets on first cross-bar, about 
five feet off of ground.  Four eggs in nest.
RAbe - 4/27/2011 9:06:03 AM - Female incubating.
4 May - Nest fallen to ground, no eggs. Change to Closed.- RR

5/25/2011 7003423 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; on house. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Likely due to 

predation.

7/16/2011 rradd - 5/25/2011
HOFI incubating 2 eggs 1456 - RR
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:33:58 PM
HOFI incubating 4 eggs 1612.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:21:22 AM
HOFI female brooding  2 eggs and 2 fresh hatchlings.
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:55:16 AM
Nest is empty. Observations indicate nest failure due to predation since HOFI require 14 days minimum to fledge. 
Change to Closed.

4/21/2011 5000866 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Likely failed prior to 

incubation; no 
finches observed 

and no eggs in nest.

4/26/2011 vnovik - 4/21/2011 9:37:08 AM - Observed male and female at nest. Female incubating on nest.
This nest was deserted on 4/29/2011 and thereafter.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No birds present.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - No finches present; no eggs in nest; apparently nesting attempt failed - closed.
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5/24/2011 7001942 LAZB Closed CP22-1 15 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
Vehicular traffic is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, 
standing or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Likely nest predation.

5/31/2011 rradd - 6/1/2011 1:17:09 PM
Nest is clean, intact and empty. Timeline indicates nest predation.
Change to Closed.

4/22/2011 5000877 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; within substation 
pad fill slope.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural cause; rain 
flooded nest cavity, 
killing all nestlings.

5/17/2011 vnovik - 4/22/2011 12:36:33 PM - Rock Wren carrying nest material into nest site. On-site monitor reported 
observing pair utilizing this nest site for the past couple of days. 
phoward - 4/25/2011 9:43:37 AM - No nest visits; bowl is present at nest site with fresh feather lining seen; need a 
flashlight to see bowl; appears to be primary nest site.
ahill - 5/8/2011 7:28:02 PM - Male heard singing on 5-6; female incubating for extended periods of time; flushed at 
25-40 feet.
ahill - 5/10/2011 8:24:17 AM - Female incubating 2 eggs.
ahill - 5/16/2011 5:41:43 PM - Female brooding; observed nestlings that are at least 1 day old.
ahill - 5/20/2011 6:30:28 PM - Nest was flooded during recent rain on 5-17 and 18. Found all 3 nestlings dead.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

3/2/2011 5000480 ANHU Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

0 feet; within Bell Bluff 
Truck Trail alignment.

100 feet ESA staked at road 
limts.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes - 

apparent predation.

3/17/2011 Woven nest positioned almost directly above east side of AR. Biomonitor observed ANHU incubating in nest - 
3/2/2011.
Nest destroyed, probably predated - TC 3/18/2011.

4/11/2011 5000775 BLPH Closed TL 6924 - Z171690 0 feet; in culvert under 
the existing paved AR.

100 feet Vehicular passage should not impact nest, since nest is below road and 
completely out of view.  Buffer should be reduced to 0 feet without any 
reasonable fear of construction impact.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes - nest 

has fallen from 
place.

5/17/2011 BLPH carrying food into culvert. rradd - 4/11/2011 7:24:15 AM
BLPH flying from nest 0736. - rradd - 4/18/2011 8:04:29 AM
25 Apr - BLPH flushed from nest 0815 - RR
2 May - BLPH from nest 0755. - RR
10 May - BLPH to and from nest 0846. - RR
17 May - Nest no longer present, presumed fallen. No BLPH present. Change to Closed. - RR

4/13/2011 5000814 BUSH Closed TL 6916 - 774819 10 feet to existing AR; 
400 feet to nearest pole.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes - 

wind damage to host 
tree.

5/11/2011 4/13/11 TC - adults attending nest
18 Apr - Nest location reset with Trimble. BUSH pr. detected with food and nest materials 1408. - RR
25 Apr - BUSH exits nest 1512 after 15 mins of inactivity. Presumed incubating - RR
2 May - BUSH enters nest with food 1549. - RR
11 May Branch with nest fallen to ground. 3 intact eggs + 1 broken. Change to Closed. - RR

4/1/2011 5003339 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

7 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes, likely 

predation.

4/28/2011 Pair observed building nest. Nest is about 95% complete. Point entered by hand. 1 April - IM.
8 April - Adult sitting on nest - BL
16 Apr - LEGO pair still at work on this nest.
22 Apr - LEGO female appears to settle on eggs 0727. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 1:30:05 PM - Nest no longer present.

5/26/2011 7002376 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes: 

weather and poor 
site selection.

6/5/2011 vnovik - 5/26/2011 2:44:10 PM - Nest with 1 egg; monitor observed bird entering nest.
phoward - 6/5/2011 8:35:58 AM
no eggs present in nest, black plastic in arm supportun nest has started to come out and is close to becoming 
completely detacted from arm of tower. this movement of the plastic has caused the nest to now lay vertical which 
likely lead to the egg rolling out of the nest
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6/3/2011 7002440 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - 973032 30 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

exemption request exemption applies for work allowed in residential areas of 
TL6916 for underground through agenecy concurrence process. Birds nesting in 
developed areas are anticipated to be habituate to human activity and therefore 
should tolerate work activities. 

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes; nest 

fallen from tree; 
possible wind loss.

6/6/2011 eloveless - 6/3/2011 9:28:39 AM - Obseved female incubating on nest. 
rradd - 6/7/2011 4:18:21 PM
Nest has fallen and is empty. Change to Closed

4/13/2011 5000807 BUSH Closed EP27-1 60 feet to AR; 340 feet 
to tower work area.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes; nest 
probably blown out of 
tree; no indication of 
predation with 1 egg 

found inside nest.

5/16/2011 sritt - 4/13/2011 10:55:47 AM - Pair copulating; 1 bird entered nest,
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - No nest at this location; 2 single adults were observed but no nest revealed during 40 minute 
search.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Nest found 30 feet east of GPS location; GPS vertex moved. Adult(s) bringing food or nesting 
material; calling territorially. Nest chunky rather than long.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Adult brought food to nest.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Adult food gatherting and bringing food to nest.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - Nest found on ground below location where it was built; no indication of predation - wind 
probably blew nest out of tree. Biologist opened inner compartment of nest and found a single egg but no other sign.  
No birds observed or heard in area.

5/24/2011 7002352 ANHU Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; within pad area. 100 feet Parking and through 
traffic allowed.

Blanket exemption through agency concurrence that since nest built within 
trailers, storage bins, and stationary pieces of equipment were built after 
construction began, the birds are habituated to human disturbance, and 
accessing these structures is a benign activity.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes; poor 

site selection and 
stormy weather. 

Empty nest, broken 
egg found on ground 

below nest after 
stong wind storm on 

5/29.

6/27/2011 Female seen building nest, about 15% complete.
ahill - 5/28/2011 9:06:16 PM
Female incubating; at least 1 egg laid.

7/15/2011 7004637 HOWR Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within house area 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes; tree 
broke off at cavity.

7/7/2011 Change to active.
HOWR surreptitiously carrying food to nest 1002-1022. No singing or overt territoriality obs.
rradd - 7/7/2011 10:02:37 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest tree snapped at cavity. No HOWR detected during 30 min. obs,

6/8/2011 7002474 COHU Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet Nest is on steel, and work on the steel cannot occur without impacting the nest. 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest and eggs gone; 
probable predation.

6/22/2011 barnold - 6/8/2011 10:14 AM
Female incubating. Yard biological monitor reported eggs in nest, but female never flushed from nest during pentab 
recording and GPS locating. Please confirm species identification when female is active and off the nest.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 1:09:07 PM
2 eggs in nest; female gone when I arrived, but returned with nest material and resumed incubating; she is very 
tolerant. As per previous biologist's request, I examined and photographed female to ascertain species, which was 
changed to Costa's Hummingbird.
pkonrad - 6/22/2011 2:58:38 PM
Nest gone; no sign of adult, nest, eggs, or nestlings in area. Probable predation - closed.
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3/28/2011 6003248 BUSH Closed CP65-1 15 feet from driveway 

improvement area.
100 feet To encroach within buffer, temporary sound walls may be used during survey 

staking and potholing over 2 short-day periods to provide visual buffer and noise 
barrier for this human environment-acclimated species.  

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest appears 

predated - hole torn 
to expose contents.

4/27/2011 28 Mar - Nest in good condition, adults in area, but no interaction with this nest. - BL
6 Apr - Quick nest exchange @ 0744. - RR
8 April - Adut observed entering nest (M. Dicus, R. Abe).
13 Apr - BUSH exiting nest 0840 - RR
barnold - 4/15/2011 2:10:59 PM - Adult enters nest at 1:43 pm, again at 2:00 pm.
vnovak - 4/20/2011 8:50:27 AM Adult seen exiting nest.
27 Apr - Nest torn open on W side at bulb. Appears predated. Change to Closed. - RR

5/3/2011 7000974 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 771470 85 feet from tower. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest appears to have 
been removed by a 
non-project source.

5/16/2011 barnold & sritt - 5/3/2011 9:53:11 AM  Well established nest.  Female continuously bringing new nest material, 
accompanied by male.  No eggs or nestlings in nest.
11 May HOFI female on nest 1352. - RR
16 May Nesthas been removed by others. Change to Closed. - RR

4/25/2011 7000893 HOFI Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest blown off 

structure by wind.  

4/27/2011 barnold - 4/25/2011 11:57:17 AM  Pair at nest, no eggs. Cup nest on stored corner brackets at first cross=bracket, 
about five feet off the ground.
imaunsell - 4/26/2011 7:24:50 AM monitor and verifying avian bio observed nest blown off structure by wind on 4/25. 
Change status to closed.

4/27/2011 7000912 CALT Closed TL 639 - 775593 20 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 feet 
for construction; 40 feet 

for thru-traffic.

70 ft buffer for construction:  A) Nearly 30 ft of dense vegetation occurs between 
the work site and the nest. This provides a natural buffer from work area.  B) 
Scheduled work is to be done with hand tools and small crew, minimizing visual 
and auditory impacts to the nest.  C) California towhees are well adapted to 
developed areas and frequently tolerate moderate to high levels of human 
disturbance; 70' is well within this species' tolerance threshold for human 
activity.
40 feet buffer for pass through access:  A) Ingress and egress to the site would 
be limited on a daily basis in trips and duration.  B)

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest destroyed by 

undetermined 
causes, but 

observation suggests 
predation.

5/23/2011 Female observed building nest. - sritt - 4/27/2011 12:17:30 PM
3 May - CALT nesting activity continues. - IM
11 May - CALT continues nest building 0839, cup is 85% complete. - RR 
16 May - CALT egg-laying. 2 eggs. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 11:20:48 AM
23 May Nest destroyed -. no eggs on ground. Presume predated and Change to Closed. Pair continue to make trips 
to this thicket and may re-nest. 0939. - RR

6/2/2011 7004664 HOFI Closed Bartlett CY 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest destroyed, wind 

or predation 
possible.

6/5/2011 NEW nest material in same location as before.
barnold - 6/2/2011 11:51 AM - 2 female House Finches on tower.
phoward - 6/5/2011 10:50:13 AM
Nest closed; nest has been destroyed; trace material was found on ground and string was hanging where nest was 
located. Can see brownish muddy spot on metal where nest was. Wind damage or predation are possible reasons for 
failed nest; no sign of nestlings or eggs may suggest (avian) predation

3/9/2011 6002402 BUSH Closed CP73-2 90 feet to tower legs. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest destroyed; 

possibly predator, or 
storm.

4/20/2011 3/9/2011 - Nest 60% complete, adults bringing material to nest.
28 Mar - Adults tending/repairing nest, nest still incomplete, no eggs or nestlings.- BL
20 Apr - Nest destroyed - hole torn in side - appears predated, but possibly storm damaged.
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6/18/2011 7002514 LEGO Closed CP29-1 2 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest failed due to 

predation.

7/6/2011 phoward - 6/18/2011 11:10:14 AM
Nest found 100% complete with 4 white eggs. Female observed incubating; male was heard nearby.
rradd - 6/22/2011 3:48:27 PM
LEGO female on nest; did not flush at 5 feet.
rradd - 6/28/2011 4:19:28 PM
Nest contains 2 eggs. No LEGO detected during 30 minute observation.
rradd - 7/6/2011 1:30:27 PM
Nest no longer present, remains of 1 LEGO egg on ground. Nest apparently predated.

3/17/2011 6003240 MODO Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet, within substation. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest failed due to 
rainstorm; eggs 

abandoned and nest 
soaked.

3/25/2011 Female incubating.
Female not observed on nest for 3 days. Cold weather and rain will have made nest unsuccessful. Material is soaked 
from rain. No eggs present. 3/25/2011 IM

5/5/2011 7000993 CAGN Closed TL 639 - Z379523 6 feet from AR. 300 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction will occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest failed possibly 
due to depredation 

from snake or 
rodent. Nest 

relatively  intact 
except for small hole 

on north side of it. 
No evidence of nest 

contents in 
surrounding nest 

site.

5/26/2011 Female sitting on nest w/ male bringing food and territorial. Male perched on top of chamise - dbusby - 5/5/2011 
12:09:33 PM.
Observe one nest exchange between adults. Pair still incubating. Eggs estimated to hatch within next week. dbusby - 
5/12/2011 10:33:50 PM
mdicus - 5/19/2011 - Observed one nest exchange.  Male left nest prior to female returning.  No eggs or young in 
nest.
dbusby - 5/26/2011 3:05:15 PM
Nest failed possibly due to depredation from snake or rodent. Nest relatively  intact except for small hole on north 
side of it. No evidence of nest contents surrounding nest site. Adult pair briefly observed on east side cf Calle de 
Vida before disappearing and  remaining elusive and out of sight. Buffer left intact since pair is likely establishing 
new nest. Will modify buffer once a definitive nest is found.

4/18/2011 5000843 BUSH Closed CP25-2 20 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest failure due to 

predation.

5/25/2011 mdicus - 4/18/2011 - Nest observed during construction monitoring - female carrying food to nest.  Buffer only affects 
access road to CP 26, staked "through traffic only, no work or stopping."
26 Apr - Adult BUSH carrying food to nest (per M Klein : BIO). - RR
mdicus - 5/3/2011 - Adult observed at nest.
mdicus - 5/9/2011 2:48:17 PM - Adult carrying nesting material to same nest. Pair observed copulating last week 
after male fed female.  
blohstroh - 5/13/2011 8:33:50 AM nest in good condition, birds observed perched on nest, making trips back and 
forth.
jdicus - 5/16/2011 8:39:19 PM  Observed while construction monitoring.  Female observed carrying material into 
nest.  
21 May - BUSH carries food to nest 1428. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 8:11:34 AM
Nest on ground and torn to pieces from apparent mammalian predation. 
Closed, buffers and stakes removed.

4/19/2011 5000856 BLPH Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; on house, 56 feet 
from AR.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest fell due to 

natural causes and 
nestlings were 

predated.

6/8/2011 19 Apr - BLPH pr building nest. 10% complete. - RR
27 Apr - Nest appears almost complete, BLPH on nest agitated at 45'. - RR
5 May - 2 eggs in nest 1055. - RR
12 May BLPH ivncubating 4 eggs 0834. - RR
19 May BLPH feeding nest at 5 min. intervals 0838. - RR
25 May BLPH activity continues at this nest.
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:02:17 PM
BLPH nest has fallen to ground 14:37; 2 unfledged young with quilled wings survive in the nest wreckage!
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:16:34 AM
No BLPH present, at least 1 unfledged nestling predated at site. Change to Closed.
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6/13/2011 7002492 WEKI Closed TL 639 - 379519 35 feet from tower. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

plan allowed per Buffer 
justification.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest gone; predation 

is the most likely 
cause.

7/7/2011 imaunsell - 6/13/2011 9:52:43 AM
Pair nest building, bringing fine lining material to nest in approximately 5 minute intervals. Nest appears to be 85-
90% complete.
rradd - 6/21/2011 9:29:08 AM
Female WEKI observed incubating on complete nest with male nest guarding 0918.
barnold - 6/28/2011 6:55:37 AM
Adult on nest.
rradd - 7/2/2011 2:57:31 PM
Female WEKI observed incubating while crews working nearby (RR), and returned to nest after pole work completed 
(S Ritt).
rradd - 7/5/2011 12:01:06 PM
No WEKI observed within 500 feet of this nest 1125-1200.
imaunsell - 7/7/2011 11:40:09 AM
Nest appears to be mostly removed; a small amount of material still remains - closed.

4/13/2011 5000797 LEGO Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

8 feet from driveway. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest intact but empty 

just 7 days after 4 
eggs were being 

incubated; presumed 
predated.

4/25/2011 Well concealed nest; female observed nest building; nest 5% complete. imaunsell - 4/13/2011 9:49:04 AM.
4/19/2011 - LEGO female incubating 4 eggs 1058. Trimbled and moved vertex. - RR
4/26/2011 - Nest neat and intact but empty; presumed predated. Change to Closed - RR

6/16/2011 5001258 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet from house; 55 
feet from AR.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest likely predated 
based on condition 
of nest and nesting 

chronology.

6/5/2011 rradd - 6/16/2011 11:57:36 AM
New clutch in progress; HOFI female incubating 2 eggs. Change to Active.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:13:25 AM
Nest contains 4 white eggs.
rradd - 6/30/2011 10:40:00 AM
At least 1 downy nestling and 1 unhatched egg visible in nest.
rradd - 7/7/2011 10:17:58 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest is empty and lining appears torn out. Nestlings were too young to fledge; presumed predated.

5/24/2011 7001937 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

6 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and 

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest possibly 

predated.

5/31/2011 sjohnston - 5/24/2011 8:30:15 AM
Nest activily being built. estimated at 10% complete.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:44:35 AM
Nest building 30% complete.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:04:45 AM
on nest potentially incubating.
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 8:48:15 AM
no activity observed since noon 5/31/2011, First observation of inactivity concurred with installation of a sound wall 
pole immediately south of the bridge. Bird was observed to be sitting on the nest in the morning hours. No indications 
of stress or flushing of this bird were made during previous monitoring, 
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 6:33:32 PM
nest was torn up from lesser goldfinch robbing nesting material. no activity obs. nest closed. Nest was inspected with 
an extending pole and mirror. No eggs were observed. 

5/5/2011 7000992 CAQU Closed TL 639 - Z379519 0 feet, at base of pole. 100 feet Within marked work area at base of pole.  Nest is too close to work area to 
justify a buffer reduction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest predation 

appears to be cause 
of failure.

5/17/2011 vnovik - 5/5/2011 5:51:30 PM - CA quail flushed from nest. 8 eggs in nest.
17 May - Nest appears predated - vegetation disturbed, broken eggshell adjacent to nest 0812. Change to Closed. - 
RR

5/24/2011 7002346 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest shows signs of 

disturbance by 
unknown agents.

6/9/2011 emorgan - 5/24/2011 8:26:03 AM - Nest appears to be about 75% complete with well defined cup. Female observed 
adding lining material to nest. Male singing near nest. Female did not flush until I was 30 feet from nest.
rradd - 6/3/2011 2:08:47 PM
Nest contains 4 eggs.
barnold - 6/7/2011 5:44:03 PM
2 eggs with broken shells-partially broken. Remaining 2 eggs unharmed. Monitor for activity. House Finches in 
area.
rradd - 6/9/2011 8:53:56 AM
No change in status. No HOFI detected 0655, eggs are cold.
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7/7/2011 7002615 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 

MH7
10 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/03/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest torn apart; 
predation likely 

occurred.

sjohnston - 7/7/2011 12:03:16 PM - Signage was posted to prevent vehicles from parking under the nest.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 12:03:53 PM - Bird on nest.
sjohnston - 7/8/2011 12:05:35 PM - 3 eggs.
sjohnston - 7/16/2011 1:11:32 PM - Nest torn apart.

5/5/2011 7000991 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground 40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest torn up; 

probable predation.

shampton - 5/5/2011 5:00:46 PM - Female observed adding material to nest and presumably incubating.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 12:10:01 PM. No activity observed but rainy day. 
shampton - 5/26/2011 11:53:34 AM
shampton - 5/26/2011 11:55:13 AM
Nest torn up. No sign of adult, eggs, or nestlings.

5/10/2011 7001438 LASP Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet; within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest was empty and 
had insufficient time 

to fledge - 
presumably 
predated.

5/17/2011 10 May - LASP incubating 3 eggs 1305 - RR
17 May Nest intact but empty - presumably predated. Status changed to Closed. - RR

4/6/2011 5003370 BUSH Closed CP81-1 10 feet from road; 200 
feet to tower area.

100 feet Buffer remains, to allow 
vehicular passage only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest was storm 

damaged or never 
completed.

5/14/2011 4/6/11- TC Adults carrying food to nest. Candidate for nest buffer reduction since access road will only be used for 
brief thru-traffic.
13 Apr - BUSH active at this location but not entering a nest. - RR 
20 Apr - BUSH exits nest area 1506. - RR
28 Apr - BUSH pair busily adding decorations to this nest 1115. - RR
05 May - No BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. 1710. - RR

3/12/2011 6003219 CORA Closed CP31-2 35 feet from work area. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nestling raven dead 
by natural causes in 

nest.

6/8/2011 Nest is 12 feet from AR to CP31-2. Birds not incubating yet and are spending extended periods away from nest. 
3/12/2011.
18 Mar - CORA pr sharing food @ site. Extremely wary of, and agitated by, human activity. ACTIVE - RR.
24 Mar - CORA prone on nest 1050 -1110. - RR.
30 Mar - CORA male settles on nest after pair-bonding behaviors 08:32 - RR.
5 Apr - CORA on nest 0721 - RR.
11 Apr - CORA pair roosting near nest 12:58 -1318.- RR.
19 Apr - No CORA detected on or around nest territory. CSC signage  installed under nest tree.- RR
25 Apr CORA flushed from nest at very first sight of observer (600') 0745. - RR
3 May CORA incubating, mate nest-guarding. 1505 - RR
10 May CORA pr. on nest 0737.- RR
18 May CORA on nest 1646. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 4:14:38 PM
One large weill-feathered, gray-faced  nestling visible on nest.
rradd - 6/2/2011 11:23:57 AM
One CORA juv. remains on nest 1058. Primaries almost full length.
rradd - 6/8/2011 5:06:12 PM
CORA juv. remains on nest 1650.
rradd - 6/15/2011 1:51:17 PM
CORA juv. dead in nest, presume predation as GHOW flushed here on 8 Jun.
Change to Closed.
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5/23/2011 7001929 LASP Closed Suncrest Substation 

AR
8 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 

limits.
NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nestlings covered 
with ants; nestlings 

probably died due to 
strong wind and rain 

5/29/2011.

tfitanides - 5/23/2011 12:29:56 PM - Adult incubating 3 eggs. Tolerant of biologist presence within 15 feet. Concrete 
work approximately 60 feet from nest.
ahill - 5/24/2011 8:03:20 PM
2 hatchlings present. female on nest.
ahill - 5/28/2011 9:08:15 PM
Female and male tending to 3 nestlings in nest.
ahill - 5/30/2011
Nestlings covered with ants; nestlings probably died due to strong wind and rain 5/29/2011.

5/16/2011 7001476 BEWR Closed EP86-1 0 feet; on pad. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
•Bewick's Wrens as a species are known to nest in close proximity to human 
activity and will utilize the cavities of man-made structures.
•The nesting pair chose the platform of a micro-pile drilling rig as a nest site, and 
was actively building their nest while drilling for the micro-pile foundation was 
occurring. Clearly this behavior shows a tolerance to human disturbance and 
specifically the current scope of work. 
•The wren pair also continuously carried nesting material into the cavity, 
undeterred by the nest verification crew in close proximity inspecting the status 
of the nest. 
•The cavity location of this nest opens in a direction away from construction, thus 
there is no direct line of sight from the nest to construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
No apparent reason 

for failure.

6/8/2011 RAbe - 5/16/2011 1:04:34 PM - Pair of Bewick's Wrens adding nesting material to nest that is over 50% complete.  
phoward - 5/19/2011 2:10:54 PM - buffer reduced to 30 feet, pair seen entering nest.
barnold - 5/31/2011 2:39 PM - Adult flushed from pipe after approaching drilling platform. Nest checked an hour 
earlier, but couldn't see if bird on nest.  Nest appears complete.
PKonrad - 6/8/2011 - No wrens during 40 minute observation period, tapped "pipe" cavity when I arrived and before I 
left to ascertain no adults were in the pipe - closed. 

5/19/2011 7001506 BCHU Closed CP64-2 AR 4 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Observations 

indicate failure due 
to natural causes, 
likely abandoned 

before eggs hatched.

6/24/2011 19 May BCHU female on complete nest 1712. - RR
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:03:32 PM
26 May BCHU female on nest 0842.
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:05:34 PM
After at least 15 min. of absence. female comes to nest and settles.
rradd - 6/9/2011 11:21:42 AM
Fenale comes to nest 1043.
rradd - 6/17/2011 8:46:07 AM
No BCHU detections at this nest during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 6/24/2011 8:40:05 AM
No BCHU detections at this nest during 30 min. obs. 
Change to Closed.

5/28/2011 7002390 BUSH Closed Suncrest Substation 15 feet to work limits. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Observations 
indicate nest 

predation.

5/13/2011 Most likely 2nd brood of a pair that had a previously successful nest nearby. Observed female come to nest with 
food, nestlings heard calling vigorously. Nest does not affect construction.
ahill - 5/31/2011 3:27:41 PM
The nest is complete, was found partly torn apart ( consistent with previously completed BUSH nests). Heard BUSH 
in the area.

5/19/2011 7001503 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 65 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Observations 

suggest nest failure 
due to predation.

19 May MODO incubating two eggs 0913. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 12:56:21 PM
MODO on nest 1249
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:03:38 PM
14:46 1 just-hatched nestling, 1 unhatched egg in nest.
rradd - 6/13/2011 6:25:45 PM
8 June Nest empty and no MODO detected. Broken eggshell under nest but insufficient time to fledge nestlings 
indicates nest predation.

5/2/2011 7000960 LEGO Closed TL 6924 - Z171690 20 feet to work; 90 feet 
to TL6924 - Z171690.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Observations 

suggest predation.

5/17/2011 2 May - LEGO pair working on nest, appears 60% complete 0749. - RR
10 May Nest with one egg 0950. - RR
17 May  Nest intact but empty. Elapsed time from 1st egg obs. suggests predation. - RR
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3/31/2011 5003324 ANHU Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; in work area. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predated nest.

4/27/2011 31 Mar - Nest complete, female on nest - RR
5 Apr - Female active at nest. - RR
11 Apr - ANHU female on nest at 15:15. - RR
19 Apr - ANHU female incubating 2 eggs 0742.- RR
27 Apr - Nest empty with 1 side torn out. Appears predated. Change to closed - RR

4/25/2011 7000898 HOLA Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predated, eggs 

gone.

4/27/2011 shampton - 4/25/2011 2:19:51 PM
Female incubating and foraging near nest with 3 eggs. Female flushed repeatedly due to foot traffic at edge of and 
inside the 100 foot buffer.
kalberts - 4/27/2011 10:31:13 AM
Nest found predated with no eggs - closed.

4/7/2011 5003379 CAGN Closed TL 639 - Z379519 95 feet to nearest pole. 300 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predated; nest torn 

from side.

4/14/2011 4/7/11 - Observed male and female carrying nest material to nest. Nest is 90% complete. 
Nest predated, found torn from side with nest lining and cup pieces below. No sign of eggs found. kalberts - 
4/14/2011 10:54:17 AM

5/10/2011 7001021 ANHU Closed TL 6916 - 774819 50 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 
passage allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

5/31/2011 Female incubating 2 eggs. 
5/16/2011 - 2 very small ANHU nestlings attended by adult 1444. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 4:31:52 PM
Nest contains 2 nestlings covered with feather quills.
rradd - 5/31/2011 5:06:00 PM
Nest no longer present.  
Complete nest has been removed - no remains detected.  Prior observations suggest nestlings too young to fledge 
and predation is probable cause of nest failure.

5/13/2011 7001472 HOFI Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet, in yard, on 
flatbed; 10 feet from AR.

100 feet Had one egg upon discovery; not a candidate. 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

5/23/2011 Pair of HOFI copulating directly above nest and repeatedly visiting trailer; 1 egg in nest.
RAbe - 5/23/2011 2:40:58 PM - No eggs in nest and no HOFIs observed in area - nest closed.

5/25/2011 7002369 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 80 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

7/15/2011 rradd - 6/30/2011 10:38:36 AM
Second nest logged in same location for new nest attempt by pair. HOFI incubating 3 white eggs. 
rradd - 7/7/2011 10:24:59 AM
Female HOFI continues incubation of 3 eggs.
rradd - 7/15/2011 11:22:56 AM
Nest has been destroyed.
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7/5/2011 7002601 NOMO Closed TL 639 - 379521 5 feet to AR, 50 feet to 

work, 100' to pole
100 feet Drive through access 

only.
The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

rradd - 7/11/11 - This pair flushes at 100 feet and is slow to return to the nest.
rradd - 7/5/2011 10:44:56 AM
Female NOMO building new nest, approx 50% complete, while male chases off territorial untruders. 
rradd - 7/11/2011 10:00:53 AM
NOMO pair attending 3 green speckled eggs 0923.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 12:08:00 PM
3 eggs.
rradd - 7/19/2011 9:44:40 AM
NOMO alarming near nest with 3 eggs.
rradd - 7/25/2011 12:56:12 PM
Nest lining has been upended. No eggs in or under nest - closed. 

4/4/2011 5003351 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
177.50l

15 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely; 

broken eggshells in 
nest.

4/20/2011 RF-4/4/11: Bird observed sitting in nest approximately 5 feet from Alpine Blvd.
4/16/2011 - Nest not found at this GPS location. - RR
emorgan - 4/20/2011 10:09:20 AM - Nest inactive with broken eggshells in nest. It was probably predated.

4/16/2011 5000833 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

Within 10 feet of work 
area.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation presumed, 

nest destroyed.

5/5/2011 4/16/2011 - LEGO female nearing completion of nest - RR.
4/22/2011 - LEGO female settled onto nest 0727. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 8:32:27 AM - Female incubating.
5/6/2011 - Nest destroyed, predation presumed 1033. - RR

4/8/2011 5003384 KILL Closed Wilson Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation.

4/19/2011 3 eggs present. Birds flushed at 50 feet and distraction displayed at 20 feet.
imaunsell - 4/19/2011 2:51:16 PM - Monitor reported nest failure due to predation. No eggs present. No adults in 
area.
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4/12/2011 5000796 BUSH Closed EP225-1 Pullsite 0 feet; within pull site. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation; nest torn 
in half, probably by 

mammalian predator; 
1 eggshell found in 

interior of nest.

5/5/2011 shampton - 4/12/2011 4:47:38 PM - Adults observed entering nest with food.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Adult territorial next to nest
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - No Bushtits near nest or calling.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Nest torn in half; 1 eggshell found in interior; 1 Bushtit nearby; closed.

3/31/2011 5003320 ANHU Closed TL 6916 - 774820 20 feet from AR; 340 
feet from nearest pole.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Presumed 

depredation, with 
broken egg  in nest.

3/12/2011 3/31/11 TC - Female incubating 1 egg.
4/7/11 TC - Female on nest.
12 Apr - Nest presumed predated; broken contents 1550. Change to closed. - RR
4/13/11 TC - Nest failed, broken eggshell in nest.

7/16/2011 7004646 BCHU Closed Access road to guard 
pole structure near 

CP71

42 feet 100 feet 40 feet. This nest was found during a general nesting bird survey of an access road to a 
guard structure west of CP71. This nest is located approximately 42 horizontal 
feet (70 linear feet down slope) north of of the access road at a point about 185 
feet east from where the access road branches off of El Monte Rd. 
The nest is located about 12 feet high on the outer part of a branch (south 
facing) of a 35+ foot sycamore tree, about 2 feet from a large, sloped granite 
boulder. The nest contained one nestling a few days old, and the female was 
observed brooding on the nest and flying to and from the nest on two 
occasions.
A NBR from 100 to 40 feet should not adversely affect the natural nesting 
progression and successful outcome of this breeding event for the following 
reasons:
•There is no direct, level line of sight from the nest to the access road given that 
the nest is is entirely obscured from above by several large leaves and is 
located in thick vegetation approximately 70 feet downslope at an angle of 50 
degrees from the access road.
•The female did not show signs of disturbance until the observers approached to 
within 6 feet of the nest and when we retreated beyond that distance she 
continued to brood and tend to the nest as usual.
•The adult bird chose the site when daily vehicle traffic on this part of the road 
(Non-Project) was already occurring.
•Presence of a nestling indicates high reproductive investment by the brooding 
bird, creating strong site affinity and greatly diminishing chance of nest 
abandonment.
•Potholing work is a short duration, low impact type of construction (in terms of 
sustained noise, activity level and time at each hole location), and will not take 
place immediately adjacent to the nest location. The work will only raise the 
human activity level in the buffer slightly above the norms for that high traffic 
general area.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Presumed predated 
as nest was intact 

and clean.

7/20/2011 eelias - 7/16/2011 10:33:21 AM - J. Pawlicki found 1 young nestling in this nest; the eyes are closed and it is 
featherless. Female flushed at 6 feet when biologist was standing on large boulder.
rradd - 7/21/2011 1:55:27 PM - Nest is intact, clean and empty. Young presumed predated as insufficient elapsed 
time to fledge.

5/7/2011 7001018 MODO Closed TL 6916 - 678468 25 feet to work area. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons:  A) The nest 
progression is already advanced (incubation of 3 eggs), so nest affinity is high 
and the likelihood of abandonment low.  B) The adult is already habituated to 
human activity and is disturbed only when approached to less than 15 feet. The 
bird never flushed from the nest during construction activities or GPS locating, 
and was only discovered when the on-site biological monitor walked very closely 
past its location.  C) Further construction activities will be similar to what has 
occurred to date, light and short, using bucket trucks. D) Large eucalyptus tree 
provides screening. E) MODO is highly tolerant of humans.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Presumed predated. 

5/16/2011 MODO incubating 3 eggs. Bird did not flush from foot traffic at ca. 2 ft distance from nest. - SJohnston 5/7/2011.
16 May Broken white eggshell of suitable size but no MODO detected. Presume predation and Change to Closed 
1707.- RR
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6/13/2011 7002494 LASP Closed Sycamore Yard 50 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

Drive through access only appoved through blanket exemption.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Presumed predated.

6/20/2011 rradd - 6/13/2011
LASP male feeding female incubating 3 eggs and driving fledgling from earlier brood away from area 0840.
rradd - 6/20/2011 10:45:29 AM
Nest is empty, presumed predated. Change to Closed.

3/17/2011 6003251 BTSP Closed EP235-1 50 feet from TSAP. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Probable predation; 
broken pieces of 1 
egg was present 

inside the nest and 
the other broken egg 
was found below the 

nest.

4/12/2011 Black-throated sparrow pair collecting nest materials and carrying nest materials to grass nest in cholla.  Nest is 
about 78 feet from northeast corner of permanent pad and about 135 feet from nearest equipment onsite. The 100 
foot buffer extends about to the middle of TSAP 3-17 (JD). 
Nice nest built in cholla; unlined; no activity since Monday rain and hail (JD). John will continue monitoring 3-23 
(PK). 2 eggs in nest (incomplete clutch); should begin incubation in a couple days 4-4 (PK).
ahernandez, pkonrad - 4/12/2011 2:32:14 PM - Nest was predated; closed.  Remnants of two broken eggs.

4/21/2011 5000869 MODO Closed IV substation 80 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

The hidden area of this nest, combined with tolerance of human approach, 
justifies a smaller buffer to allow work to occur.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Probably failed due 

to poor nest site 
selection.

6/3/2011 vnovik - 4/21/2011 1:49:59 PM - Nest with eggs.
shampton - 5/10/2011 10:59:21 AM - 3 eggs in nest; 2 eggs have rolled around on fan, 1 is discolored. The nest has 
no fine material. Appears that fan kicked on and moved  the eggs. No birds observed near nest.
barnold - 6/3/2011 8:17:13 PM
Nest has been abandoned. Closed.

4/30/2011 7000950 WESJ Closed EP92 80 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Probably predated.

5/20/2011 shampton - 4/30/2011 12:13:20 PM  Bird flushed off nest. 3 eggs.  Possible western scrub-jay or California 
thrasher.
RAbe - 5/10/2011 1:42:24 PM - 1 nestling and no eggs in nest. Adults not observed.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 3 eggs in nest. (Apparent pentab problems 5-6.)
emorgan - 5/20/2011 9:25:08 AM - No nestlings present and no adults observed near nest. Nest probably predated.

5/25/2011 7002353 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

50 feet to work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and 

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Raven predation.

6/5/2011 vnovik - 5/25/2011 10:05:34 AM - Building nest; 50% complete.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:21:17 AM
Observed on nest; male feeding female on nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 10:38:35 AM
Male observed arriving at nest, possibly bringing food. 
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:20:30 AM
Ravens attacked nest and ate the eggs.

5/10/2011 7001423 KILL Closed Scripps Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 25 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
A) Nest is shielded by a 3 foot high wall.  B) Placement of a sound barrier along 
the existing chain link fence will mitigate for sound and visual disturbances 
occurring without further encroaching on the nest.  C) Bird remained non-
agitated on nest while work was occurring in the yard, including demo of a 
retaining wall around the breaker to be replaced. D) The bird has chosen to nest 
within an active yard, showing acclimation to human activity.  E) The bird 
remained non-agitated in the nest while the surveyor approached to within 5 feet 
of the nest.  F) Monitor onsite will monitor nest to ensure that bird does not 
become agitated with the work. If the bird gets agitated, work will be halted and 
an increased buffer will be installed.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Related by crew that 

crows or ravens 
predated nest while 

killdeer adults tried to 
defend nest.

6/10/2011 rradd - 5/27/2011 11:32:58 AM
Unable to see into this area of substation from outside. KILL obs. flying overhead and landing in sub but no definitive 
nesting activity observed.
rradd - 6/2/2011 6:54:23 AM
KILL on apparent nest.
rradd - 6/7/2011 4:33:37 PM
KILL on nest 1633.
rradd - 6/7/2011 5:38:48 PM
KILL appears to be brooding one hatched young and at least one egg, under heavy predation pressure by CORA.
sdhall - 6/10/2011 2:11:16 PM
No evidence of birds or eggs in area. Crew related that they had witnessed crows (ravens ?) predating nests while 
killdeer attempted to fight them off. Buffer was removed. Nest closed.
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5/20/2011 7001911 BUOR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 2 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; through 

access only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Strong wind and rain 

apparently blew 2 
mostly feathered, 

near-fledging 
nestlings out of nest; 

found dead on 
ground beneath nest.

5/27/2011 PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Drew found this oriole nest 5/14, but today we found 2 small feathered nestlings dead on the 
ground - probably as a result of the cold wind and rain storm Tuesday and Wednesday. Nestlings appear to be less 
than a week away from fledging. Did not close nest report because there may be more nestlings in the nest.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - No oriole activity; nest has not been refurbished - closed.
emorgan - 5/24/2011 9:17:08 AM
There has been no progress on the nest since it was last checked. No activity observed at or near nest. Nest closed.   
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 3:22:34 PM
No orioles in area; nest appears abandoned after wind and rain-caused nest failure last week.

4/14/2011 5000822 COGD Closed Thomas Yard 0 feet; at yard boundary. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Unknown cause of 
failure. Predation is 

likely the cause.

5/17/2011 J & M Dicus - 4/14/2011 - Adult incubating
J & M Dicus - 5/17/2011 11:33:28 AM  Nest empty; no doves observed at or near nest. Nest presumed complete 
because duration since last check is long enough to hatch and fledge young, due to lack of eggs or nestlings in nest, 
and due to no adults in vicinity of nest. Nest is also located outside of active portion of yard, so does not affect 
construction. Buffer signs removed - closed.

6/2/2011 7002431 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
303+00r

40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Unknown natural 

causes; likely 
predated.

6/8/2011 shampton - 6/2/2011 12:36:41 PM  
At about 0700 today a BHCO female removed 1 egg, leaving 2 LEGO eggs in nest. At 1230, female LEGO 
incubating 3 eggs, all LEGO.
shampton - 6/9/2011 12:12:38 PM
Nest is empty, no eggs, nestlings, or adults nearby. Nest contained 2 large dead leaves that fell into it - closed.

4/7/2011 5003381 CAGN Closed TL 639 - Z379523 30 feet from existing AR; 
90 ft from nearest pole.

300 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Unknown reason but 
looks like predated 
by a snake because 
nest is intact with 2 

dessicated dead 
nestlings remaining 

and 2 gone.

5/5/2011 Fresh nest located in ARTCAL shrub. Observed female on nest, prior to this observed 1 egg in nest, indicating this 
2nd attempt at a clutch has just begun. RF-4/7/11
rfletcher - 4/14/2011 6:46:25 AM - Male CAGN observed incubating eggs.
Adult pair observed carrying food to nest. Four 3-day-old nestlings observed while adults were away from nest. 
Estimated fledge date: May 9. dbusby - 4/28/2011 2:54:26 PM
Failed nest w/ 2 desiccated nestlings and no sign of other 2 nestlings. Nest intact. Adults observed foraging nearby. 
dbusby - 5/5/2011 11:56:31 AM

3/4/2011 6002313 OTHE Closed EP236-1 AR 230 feet from existing 
SWPL AR.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 3/4/2011 Inactive (3/04/2011). Large stick nest needs to be checked for activity on a regular basis. 
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

4/6/2011 5003366 BUSH Closed EP221A 20 feet to tower site 
permanent ROW.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 5/3/2011 4/6/11- Pair of bushtits seen carrying food into nest.- SR
kalberts - 5/3/2011 3:34:28 PM - Nest closed, since adult birds seen carrying food to nest almost a month ago.  Nest 
has either fledged or failed since then. 

4/11/2011 5000780 HOWR Closed TL 6916 - Z973032 40 feet from work 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

Blanket exemption for work occuring in residential areas of 69kV reconductor 6. INDETERMINATE. 5/17/2011 4/11/2011 - House Wren nest discovered by Gerhard Bombe while monitoring, BUSH nest 40 feet to west. Adult 
observed singing and carrying nest material into cavity. - SHampton, MDicus
shampton - 4/11/2011
4/18/2011 - HOWR continue to import material to this location under roof tile 9045.
4/25/2011 - HOWR nesting activity continues at this site. - RR
5/2/2011 - Nest material added, now visible under roof tile. - RR
5/11/2011 - HOWR singing at nest, and chasing away HOFI 1555. - RR
5/17/2011 - HOWR sings, enters nest during construction 1042. - RR
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4/25/2011 7000890 NRWS Closed Alpine Underground - 

MH-18
50 feet; on under side of 

bridge.
100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

6. INDETERMINATE. 5/25/2011 vnovik - 4/25/2011 10:28:49 AM - Observed NRWS carrying material into cavity, on underside of bridge.
vnovik - 5/6/2011 8:23:01 AM - NRWS observed in area, but no observations of birds entering hole.
phoward - 5/10/2011 3:24:40 PM - Observed bird entering cavity.
emorgan - 5/25/2011 2:27:17 PM
No swallows entered cavity for the 2 hours of observation and the biomonitor has not observed any activity at that 
cavity.

4/29/2011 7000941 MODO Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; inside substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 5/16/2011 kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:53:01 PM- Stick nest is visible at the base of an insulator. The biomonitor observed a 
mourning dove entering and exiting the nest beginning on 27 April.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 4:10:07 PM Nest observed, no bird observed at nest.
sritt - 5/31/2011 5:46:40 PM - No birds seen near nest. Bio-monitor has not seen birds near nest in past few weeks.  
Nest closed.

6/1/2011 7002411 WEBL Closed Alpine Underground - 
196+00l

40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

6. INDETERMINATE. 6/9/2011 shampton - 6/1/2011 12:33:09 PM  Both adults observed carrying food into the nest cavity.
shampton - 6/9/2011 2:01:40 PM
Someone (landowner?) cut off 2 large limbs from the oak tree with the nest. The nest was in 1 of the limbs that was 
cut off.  If the  young hadn't fledged before the trimming the nest surely failed. Both adults were bringing  food 8 days 
ago so it might have  been successful -closed.

6/8/2011 7002477 HOFI Closed CP54-1  Londono 
property

13 feet from evacuation 
route.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 8/3/2011 rradd - 6/8/2011 at 1345
HOFI forming cup in loose grass nest atop light fixture at front door.
rradd - 6/16/2011 4:20:25 PM
HOFI on nest 1548.
rradd - 6/23/2011 8:41:07 AM
Female HOFI brooding empty nest.
rradd - 6/30/2011 1:39:51 PM
Female HOFI continues to brood empty nest.
rradd - 7/7/2011 12:15:33 PM
Female HOFI incubating 4 eggs.
rradd - 7/15/2011 6:03:44 PM
HOFI continues to brood this nest 1050.
rradd - 7/20/2011 10:34:35 AM
4 downy nestlings present 1022; eyes still closed.
rradd - 7/26/2011 2:03:07 PM
No HOFI approaches nest during 30 minute observation period; at least 1 nestling present.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 12:26:10 PM
Large nest is in good shape; no nestlings, fledglings, or adults in area. Some mutes are on wall, but none can be 
seen on nest rim; judging from fecal material,1 nestling may have fledged from this nest but it's hard to determine 
the outcome of this nest - closed..

6/21/2011 7002530 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 379521 0 feet 100 feet Drive through access 
and work allowed at pole 

per NBR above.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

NBR approved to allow one time work within 100 foot buffer associated with 
restringing and re-clipping wires.

6. INDETERMINATE. 7/5/2011 mdicus - 6/21/2011 10:39:55 AM
Female entering bracket and remaining there. Fresh material visible.
rradd - 7/2/2011 2:52:59 PM
No HOFI detected at or near this nest during 40 min. obs.while crews working nearby.
rradd - 7/5/2011 10:55:15 AM
Change to Closed.
No HOFI detected at or near this nest during 30 min. obs.

7/14/2011 7004632 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground 
43+00l

15 feet  from Alpines 
Blvd

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

6. INDETERMINATE.  
May not have been 

active nest.

shampton - 7/14/2011 2:50:12 PM
Pair seen entering opening in leaves. Male singing on elderberry to the west while female is inside. about half dozen 
such visits in 45 minutes. No nest material visible protruding from opening and no nest material carried in.  It's 
possible the pair is still in site selection phase and has not built a nest or has  eggs or nestlings here yet.
shampton - 7/14/2011 4:18:30 PM
Construction activities were occurring during bird behavioral observations on 7-14-11 (1400-1445 hrs). Activities 
consisted of  men working below ground inside vault.  On surface were air conditioners (ventilating vault) and 
generators running, pick up trucks, tent, traffic control equipment, and flaggers. Nearest work was about 40 feet 
away.
sritt - 7/23/2011 4:59:24 PM
No finches seen nearby during 45 minutes of observation. Old nest on east side of palm has blown out or fallen out - 
or predated - closed.

3/31/2011 5003306 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Access issues 

prevented this nest 
from being 
monitored.

5/2/2011 3/31/11 - Observed female bring nest material to nest with male following closely. (DBusby) 
Nest complete but no eggs, status indeterminate 4-12 (FH/BA)
26 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
2 May - No nest present as described. CLOSED
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5/11/2011 7001442 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 973035 50 feet from tower. 100 feet Blanket exemption for nesting birds already in place for this section of the 

Reconductor residential area lines and poles.
6. INDETERMINATE. 
Adults subsequently 
seen feeding fledged 
young away from this 

location, but 
unknown if they are 
from this difficult to 

observe nest.

6/2/2011 11 May - HOFI female carrying nest material into palm 1632. - RR
17 May No HOFI detected during 30 min obs. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 9:04:53 AM
No HOFI detections coming to this tree during 30 min. obs, though present nearby.
rradd - 6/2/2011 8:20:34 AM
No HOFI detections during 30 min. obs.
Change to Closed.

3/17/2011 6003246 BUSH Closed EP26-1 60 feet to AR; 580 feet 
to SWAT yard.

100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Although especially 
large and long nest 
was built, nesting 

attempt appears to 
have been aborted 
for undetermined 

reasons.

5/3/2011 Buffer not flagged because along portion of road that is closed. 
Nest looks complete; no birds observed during short nest check 3-29 (PK).
No birds observed during nest check; unusually long nest appears intact and active 4-7 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 -  Long nest in good shape; no Bushtits observed during 3 nest visits today.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 -  No birds observed at or near nest; questioning active status.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - No birds; appears this nesting attempt fledged young or failed; closed.

3/23/2011 5003263 BUSH Closed EP221-2 72 feet from tower 
center.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Appears nest is 

deserted; no Bushtits 
have been seen at 
this nest for several 

weeks.

5/5/2011 Well-concealed in new growth; nest is about 60% complete; pair observed nest building. Revisted nest with material 
6 times while I observed from 15-30 feet away 3-23 IM.
Nest looks complete and is remarkably well-hidden; Bushtits territorial 4-6 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - Bushtit territorial at nest and calling.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Nest intact and looks active; no birds observed.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - No change; no birds.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No birds observed for weeks; appears nest is deserted; closed.

5/7/2011 7001007 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 171664 0 feet; in pole. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed within approved 

limits.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Copulation on 

5/19/2011 suggests 
state of nesting 
chronology was 

either nest building 
or early incubation 
period, thus family 

group on 6/10/2011 
was not associated 

with this nest.

6/18/2011 shampton - 5/7/2011 10:50:49 AM  Male singing near nest, both adults entering bracket.
shampton - 5/19/2011 6:36:04 PM  Adults observed entering bracket and singing and copulating on insulator.
imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:47:37 AM
Nest was checked by lineman at the direction of an avian biologist. Female flushed from nest when lineman began 
climbing the pole. A complete clutch of 5 eggs was present. Female returned to nest within a few minutes of trucks 
leaving the area.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 4:25:30 PM
Pair of House Finches observed and heard within 100 ft. of nest, but no activity observed at nest after 30 mins. of 
monitoring.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 1:43:50 PM
No HOFI activity at nest. Only HOFI activity was infrequent singing from afar and one sighting of a family group with 
two juveniles. Family group perched briefly on wire in between poles.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 2:12:02 PM
Wire pulling was occuring through insulator arm on west side.
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 12:26:24 PM
No HOFI activity during 20-minute check. Closed.

4/5/2011 5003362 WBNU Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

1 foot from fencing. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Could have fledged 

due to nesting 
chronology, but 

unsure of outcome.

Observed pair bringing nesting material to cavity on 4-5-11 in morning. Afternoon of same day, observed male 
coming to and from nest while female remained inside preparing nest with the material the male kept gathering - 
AHill.
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:56:31 AM - Female seen incubating.
tfitanides - 5/23/2011 12:32:29 PM - No activity with nest for 45-minutes. No adults heard in area.

5/16/2011 7001496 ANHU Closed EP78 15 feet from AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Could not refind 
nest; possible 

predation?

5/27/2011 Adult flushed upon arrival and stayed in the area; 1 egg observed in the nest. 05/16/2011 (C.Allen).
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 6:06:42 PM
Did not find nest with questionable coordinates and description - or nest may be gone. See comments on first page. 
Should resurvey location with this nest in mind.
sritt - 6/8/2011 2:38:36 PM
No nest or hummingbirds found anywhere near described area. - sritt - 6/8/11
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2/24/2011 5000051 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 

240+94.47, MH-15L
0 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Difficult to monitor 
nest in high traffic 

location. Nest 
monitoring 

chronology suggests 
this nest may have 

fledged in early May.

6/14/2011 4/8/2011 - Adults foraging and returning to nest - feeding nestlings potentially.-BL
4/16/2011 - BUSH exiting nest 16:22. - RR
4/30/2011 - BUSH pair tending this nest with multiple trips 1440. - RR
tfitanides - 5/6/2011 3:31:28 PM - Pair of BUSH seen gleaning and at nest.
emorgan - 5/27/2011 1:33:15 PM
No birds observed at nest for 20 minutes.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 1:16:08 PM
Adult observed carrying prey items into nest.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 2:53:08 PM
Nest site was monitored by 2 biologists for 30 minutes and no bushtit activity was observed.

4/5/2011 5003353 RTHA Closed EP319  AR 135 feet to AR; 290 feet 
to temp ROW tower site.

500 feet Buffer was reduced to 
300 feet, then was 

moved back up to 500 
feet.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Downy nestling(s) 

not seen for 3 weeks; 
nesting attempt 

appears 
unsuccessful, or less 

likely, fledged.

5/16/2011 RTHA on nest another at nest, became alert at 500 feet; 1 hawk flushed when truck approached to 190 feet, other 
bird tolerated truck driving to about 150 feet away but flushed due to foot traffic - 4/5/2011 IM
4/7/11 - Hawk on nest in high winds. - SR
4/9/11 - Adult bird was on nest for at least an hour. - SR
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 - Large downy nestling stading high in nest. NBM to 300 feet.
fhoffman - 4/23/2011 3:14:18 PM. During surveys on Saturday, 4/23, adult flushed at 300 NB and became 
distressed. Adult gave distress calls from neighboring tower, while we were on foot and we were unable to complete 
surveys along pre-existing access road. Buffer moved back out to 500, with drive thru access only. Activity at EP 319 
restricted to outside 500 ft buffer. Nestling observed by RA.  
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - No nestlings or adults observed.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 4:55:05 PM - No activity observed. Adult RTHA seen on adjacent SWPL tower two structure 
locations to the west.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 1 adult observed perched in tower to west, but no young have been seen for 3 weeks. Makes 
this biologist believe nesting attempt was probably unsuccessful; lesser option would be that unseen nestling(s) has 
fledged. (Surrounding landscape is remarkably barren with very, very few plants.)
jpawlicki - 5/16/2011 12:50:58 PM - observed nest for 1.5 hours. No adults observed in vicinity of or on nest and no 
nestlings observed in nest. Nest determined to be inactive.

5/27/2011 7002384 NRWS Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

0 feet; within work area. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Due to inability to 

directly observe nest 
it is not possible to 

determine this nest's 
outcome.  

emorgan - 5/27/2011 10:13:44 AM - Pair carrying nesting material into cavity.
emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:31:27 PM
Swallows observed entering cavity.
shampton - 6/9/2011 1:11:09 PM
NRWS observed entering hole.
jpawlicki - 6/10/2011 3:40:33 PM
Adult observed entering cavity and remained in cavity for 20 minutes before flushing out when observers walked 
by.
shampton - 6/16/2011 12:09:43 PM
NRWS entered hole at 0652.
shampton - 6/23/2011 11:36:52 AM
NRWS observed exiting nest hole at 1134.
shampton - 6/30/2011 1:06:14 PM
NRWS  was observed entering hole at 1304.
bfischer - 7/11/2011 3:38:43 PM
No activity was seen in vicinity of nest during 1/2 hour observation.  Inserting a minis (mirror?) into the opening 
created no reaction, nor were any nestlings visible in the nest.
shampton - 7/21/2011 4:56:35 PM
No NRWS's observed entering or exiting hole or anywhere in area during 25 minute observation of nest hole (1010-
1035) nor were any NRWS's detected anywhere in the surrounding riparian habitat during weekly Least Bell's Vireo 
survey (0740-1010) this morning (7/21/2011).  When hole was inspected with mirror no birds flushed or were visible 
inside.  No construction was occurring on, under, or near the bridge on 7/21/2011 during these observations.  
CLOSED.   
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7/11/2011 7003026 NOMO Closed TL639 - 379522 80 feet to AR. 100 feet Drvie through access 

only.
NBR Submit Date: 07/17/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/18/2011

The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Early season nest, 

likely fledged.

rradd - 7/11/2011 11:40:50 AM
Precautionary GPS poiint. Nest is complete, freshly lined and empty.This nest could be just fledged or just about to 
recieve eggs (the latter is suspected).
rradd - 7/19/2011 12:11:50 PM
No improverments. Change to Closed.

5/26/2011 7002373 LENI Closed TL 639 - 171651 25 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; drive 
through access only.

•No pedestrian traffic or vehicular stopping, standing or construction work will 
occur within the buffer.
•Signage restricting traffic to 10mph speed limit within the buffer will be posted.
•The proposed work activities are low impact, short in duration, and will occur 
over 440 feet away from the nest. Additionally, associated vehicle and foot traffic 
will be minimal.  
•Although Lesser Nighthawks are ground nesters in open areas this nest is well 
hidden within vegetation blocking the visual and acoustic disturbances of 
construction activities.
•Nighthawks are known to tolerate close activity to nest sites. They rely on 
cryptic plumage patterning to camouflage the nest during incubation and this 
bird did not flush until approached closer than 10 feet.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Egg shells found but 

no nestlings ever 
observed. Since 

young are able to 
move short distances 
from Day 5 and are 

well-feathered at Day 
12, nesting 

chronolgy suggests 
successful fledging, 
but definitive proof 

not obtained.

6/18/2011 phoward - 5/26/2011 12:15:20 PM - Female flushed from nest. Incubating two eggs.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 12:41:40 PM - Female flushed from incubating two eggs when biologist approached on foot at 
12-feet.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 2:24:56 PM - Adult incubating; did not flush when biologists quietly approached to within 10-
feet.
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 11:55:16 AM - Nest empty. No LENI observed during 15-minute search of surrounding shrubs. 
Some LENI shell fragments located 12-feet from nest. Female was possibly brooding during 6/10 nest check. Nest 
presumed to have fledged successfully.

4/8/2011 5003388 ACWO Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 
pullsite - driveway 

entry

40 feet to AR entry. 100 feet One day of pre-construction survey staking is planned, followed by one day of 
potholing with a 2-3 person crew.  Soundwalls may be erected to not impact 
nests during potholing.  After this, construction traffic should be allowed, as the 
odds of impacting nest sites is low to non-existent, provided that no stopping, 
standing, or construction occurs within buffer zones.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
European Starlings 

occupy nest that was 
identified as an 

Acorn Woodpecker 
nest before.

4/20/2011 04/08/11 - Female and male ACWO observed entering nest cavity (R. Abe, M. Dicus).
13 Apr - ACWO at cavity but competition from EUST. - RR
vnovak - 4/20/2011 7:18:22 AM - Nest closed due to occupation of identified nest by starlings.
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3/12/2011 6003222 BUSH Closed Helix Yard AR 20 feet to AR boundary. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-

traffic allowed.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
First nesting attempt 
indeterminate from 

5/26/2011.

7/5/2011 Bushtits observed building nest, currently 30% complete (3/12/2011). 
16 Mar - Construction continues - RR.
29 Mar - Nest appears complete. BUSH enters @ 15:58 - RR.
5 Apr - BUSH enters nest 1625. ANHU stealing nest material. - RR.
13 Apr. No BUSH detected at this nest. - RR
20 Apr. Agitated adjacent COHA makes monitoring difficult. No detections. - RR
26 Apr. BUSH carrying items to nest 1745. - RR
3 May BUSH carrying food into this nest 1735. - RR
10 May BUSH carrying food to nest 1801. - RR
18 May No BUSH detected atnest, but pr. noted carrying material elsewhere - unable to follow due to proximity to 
COHA. Will monitor again 1755. - RR
26 May No BUSH detected during 30 min. obs. New nest found. Change to closed. - RR

5/7/2011 7001008 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 171663 0 feet; in pole. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed within approved 

limits.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Immature birds on 
5/31/2011 do not fit 
nesting chronology 

for nest. Nest 
monitoring date not 
complete enough to 

determine nest 
outcome.

6/18/2011 shampton - 5/7/2011 10:44:53 AM  Male singing near nest and borts adults repeatedly entering bracket. Nest 
material visible in bracket.
shampton - 5/19/2011 6:37:42 PM  Adults observed entering bracket and singing nearby.
imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:45:23 AM
Nest was checked by lineman at the direction of an avian biologist. No adults were observed. An incomplete clutch 
of 3 eggs was present.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 4:34:34 PM
Three House Finches (male and two female/immature types) perched on wires within 20 ft. of nest with one female 
flying around at briefly perching near, but not at nest. No other activity observed at nest after 30 mins. of 
monitoring.
kkilpatrick - 6/10/2011 2:10:56 PM
Nest was observed for 5O minutes, and no activity at the nest was observed. Four House Finches were observed 
flying by nest location. One adult male was observed as well as an adult female and two juveniles.  The female was 
observed feeding one  of the juveniles while the three birds were perched on the transmission line approximately 30 
feet from the nest site.
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 12:27:20 PM
No HOFI activity during 20-minute check. Closed.

6/2/2011 7002426 KILL Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Initial observation 
data unable to be 

located.

6/4/2011 phoward - 6/5/2011 11:21:50 AM
No eggs or nest were found; no birds seen in area. Nest likely failed from rain or preadation.

4/1/2011 5003337 ANHU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

25 feet from Londono's 
driveway.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Intact nest vacant; 

possibly fledged but 
period between 
observations is 

shorter than fledging 
period.

5/27/2011 Female on nest. Not disturbed by vehicle or foot traffic. 1 April 2011 - IM (gps not functioning, mapped by hand.)
Female on nest - imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:26:11 AM,
19 Apr - Female ANHU on nest 1028. - RR
27 Apr - No ANHU visiting this intact nest. Presume fledged and change to Closed. 1100. - RR

4/14/2011 5000821 VERD Closed Thomas Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Lack of monitoring 

data between visits.

5/17/2011 J & M Dicus - 4/14/2011 - Adult carrying food to nest.
J & M Dicus - 5/17/2011 11:33:28 AM  Nest empty; no Verdins observed at or near nest; nest presumed complete 
due to duration since last check being long enough to hatch and fledge young, due to lack of eggs or nestlings in nest 
and no adults in vicinity of nest. Nest is also located outside of active portion of yard and does not affect 
construction.  Buffer signs removed - closed.

5/5/2011 7000986 HOWR Closed TL 639 - 171629 85 feet from pole, 80 
feet from east access 

road.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction will occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Lack of nest 

monitoring makes 
nest outcome 
questionable.

5/23/2011 mdicus, ghuffman - 5/5/2011 7:44:12 AM - HOWR observed bringing food to nest cavity in pole.
Nest site closed due to breeding chronology that this nest would have either fledged or failed by now - kalberts - 
5/23/2011 12:37:40 PM.

3/7/2011 6002386 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 10 feet 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Limited  

maintenance of nest 
occurred, although 
no nesting activities  

(egg laying) occurred 
this season.

6/1/2011 Entrance a little rough and unkempt though overall nest is in fair condition. 
Showery and cooler weather has somewhat suppressed territorial activity this afternoon.  Calling territorial bird was 
active across the area this morning but not seen using this nest. 3/7/11
18 Mar - CACW calling across this territory - at least 2 birds present. - RR
24 Mar - CACW calling from high perches across this territory. - RR
30 Mar - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
5 Apr - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
25 Apr CACW calling from this location 1736. - RR
11Apr - CACW carrying nest materials to nest 10:30. - RR 
18 Apr CACW calling from perches associated with this territory. 1444 - RR
03 May CACW calling from this location 1305. - RR
10 May CACW continues to advertise this territory with new material piles, but no food carry. - RR
17 May CACW adding nest material 1635-1645. Only 1 CACW observed.  - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:16:02 PM - No CACW detected 1305-1335.
rradd - 6/1/2011 10:40:24 AM -This nest now discolored, collapsing and unimproved. Change to Closed.
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3/31/2011 5003312 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 

Male HOFIs 
occasionally bring 

nest material to 
nests, but unable to 

determine actual 
presence or location 

of nest.  

5/11/2011 3/31/11 Observed male binging nest material into hole and leaving without it. Flagged (Cummings).
Status unknown. no birds observed 4-12 (FH/BA). 
26 Apr - No confirmation of nesting detected from outside the Sub. No positive obs. since 31 Mar, change to 
Inactive. - RR
2 May - No change observed during substation construction. Change to Closed- RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:53 PM  No activity.  Closed.

4/27/2011 7000920 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
May have fledged 

but uncertain.

5/12/2011 27 Apr - MODO incubating 2 eggs 0710. - RR
5 May - MODO incubation continues 0658. - RR
12 May Nest empty 0654. No signs of predation in or under nest. Change to Closed. - RR

4/1/2011 5003335 ANHU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

55 feet from driveway. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
May have fledged or 
failed; nestlings were 

not observed.

5/4/2011 Female flushed when foot traffic approached within 15 feet of nest. Female on nest. 4/1/2011 - IM (gps not 
functioning, mapped by hand.)
Female on nest - imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:30:52 AM.
4/19/2011 - ANHU female on nest, did not flush from directly under, 1142. - RR
4/27/2011 - ANHU female on nest 1155. - RR
5/5/2011 - No ANHU detected during 30 minute observation 1355. Likely fledged. Change to closed. - RR

4/21/2011 5000868 OTHE Closed IV Substation 0 feet; in substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 40 
feet.

This nest is high up on man-made structures inside the yard; birds exhibit high 
tolerance of current human construction activity.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring ceased 
after determination 

that nest was 
occupied by EUCD, 

a species not 
protected by the 

MBTA.  Monitoring 
chronology suggests 

old nest visited by 
kingird and 

subsequently 
occupied by non-
protected species.

6/4/2011 vnovik - 4/21/2011 2:04:37 PM - kingbird flushed from nest area.
shampton - 5/10/2011 10:57:41 AM  Nest is empty, has a lot of scats on it and underneath it on the ground. appears 
to have fledged.  No birds observed near nest - Closed.
barnold - 6/3/2011 AM Nest in this area now has three or four Eurasian Collared Dove nestlings, a non-covered 
introduced species under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. Removed ESA.
barnold - 6/4/2011 7:12:40 AM
This area currently has an introduced Eurasian Collared Dove nest with 3 or 4 lightly feathered nestlings. Removed 
ESA.

5/24/2011 7001945 MODO Closed CP21 12 feet from AR, 270 
feet from CP-21.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring 

chronology and 
biomonitor's report 
suggest possible 

fledging.

6/6/2011 shampton - 5/24/2011 11:50:30 AM - Adult flushed off of nest; 2 eggs present.
rradd - 6/1/2011 2:09:30 PM
Presumed described location and Garmin GPS location are 20' apart on brushy hillside. No MODO, nest or eggs 
found near either location.
Will survey once more before closing.
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:32:42 PM
Nest empty. Only feathers and grass as evidence of nest. Nest assumed successfully fledged as no birds in area.

5/3/2011 7000970 MODO Closed TL 6916 - 771471 95 feet from ROW. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Mourning doves as a species are well adapted to human activities and 
urbanized settings similar to the location of this nest. The nest is under the eave 
and on top of a conduit box on the side of a regularly used building.  The nest 
was constructed in an area that is surrounded by development and regularly 
exposed to human and vehicular traffic.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
insufficient time for 

nest to fledge.

5/27/2011 One bird incubating. Pair seen. - sritt - 5/3/2011 11:10:03 AM
11 May - Unable to locate nest based on description. - RR
rradd - 5/27/2011 12:12:06 PM
Nest found unoccupied with HOFI removing nest materials.
Change to Closed.
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4/13/2011 5000809 LAGO Closed EP27-1 35 feet from AR; 325 

feet from tower work 
area.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
nestlings possibly 

fledged (LAGO 
nestling period is 11 

days).

5/14/2011 sritt - 4/13/2011 11:01:39 AM - Male seen feeding female incubating on nest.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011  - Nest present; could not see bird until second visit when female observed incubating.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Bird incubating.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Adult brooding.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - No birds or activity at nest site during 25 minutes of observation.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - No birds observed. Appears to be a failed nesting attempt.

6/18/2011 5003293 HOWR Closed CP81-1 25 feet from existing AR; 
200 feet to tower site.

100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
nestlings possibly 

fledged.

7/1/2011 rradd - 6/18/2011 9:16:10 AM
Nest is active again. Second clutch. HOWR pr. carrying food to cavity @ 2-5 min. intervals 0832-0910.
rradd - 6/25/2011 9:30:07 AM
HOWR pr.continue to quietly provision this nest - multiple arrivals and departures 0911-0929
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:23:00 PM
No detections during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 7/8/2011 2:30:58 PM
Change to Closed.
Single HOWR detection during 40 min. obs.did not enter cavity.

5/17/2011 7001492 LASP Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
successful fledging 

of nestlings was 
possible. Lark 

Sparrow incubation 
is 12 days and 

nestlings may leave 
nest at 6 days; also 

could have been 
predated.

6/8/2011 PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Lark Sparrow nest reported by yard biomonitor; nest on ground under steel bar with 3 eggs 
being incubated. Adult didn't flush until I was within15 feet (to position the nest on pentab). Pair returned to nest 
quickly after I vacated, while only 40 feet away. 100 foot buffer flagged.
pkonrad - 5/24/2011 4:10:33 PM
Adult perched near nest calling territorially loudly.
barnold - 6/2/2011 11:58:05 AM
Bio-monitor reported Lark Sparrow perched near nest.
pkonrad - 6/8/2011 2:51:24 PM
Nest empty and apparently abandoned; probably predated. No adults in area - closed.

3/30/2011 5003295 CACW Inactive EP226-1 95 feet 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
this nest was built for 
uses other than egg-

laying.

6/3/2011 Pair of CACW observed adjacent to nest; nest appears to be the start of a new nest; monitor for activity and nest 
building 3-30 IM.
No change in nest start; Cactus wren singing close by 4-4 (PK).
shampton - 4/12/2011 4:14:37 PM- no new material. No CACW nearby.
Closed, due to no activity and never completed nest-building. kalberts - 4/17/2011 3:56:07 PM
CACW observed in new nest directly above old nest in the same cholla. 100 foot buffer impacts temporary work 
area, but should not preclude construction since foundation type is micropile. (CA) - 05/07/2011 09:22 AM
RAbe - 5/23/2011 3:12:28 PM - Nest is nearly complete. No CAWR observed in area, but it is late afternoon and very 
windy.
barnold - 6/3/2011 - Nest inactive; no wrens.
barnold - 6/3/2011 12:00:51 PM
No Cactus Wren activity during 25-minute observation period. Other bird species seen and heard. Nest considered 
Inactive. May become Active again in the future.

4/21/2011 5000876 HOWR Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 50 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install a new 230kV Bay near the western perimeter fence. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Wren nest is well 
concealed in suspended vertical pole along fence and as such is surrounded by 
a 'built-in' material buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
wrens may have 

successfully fledged 
about 5/25/2011.

5/25/2011 barnold - 21 April 2011 9:17:54 AM - House wren pair observed bringing nesting material into upper, south-facing 
hole in pipe suspended from fence. Adjacent to electrical box and other components associated with fence security 
system.
26 Apr - HOWR exiting this location 0740, no other activity observed - RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 1:21 PM  No activity observed during 25 minutes of monitoring this feature.
2 May HOWR continues active at this nest 1015. - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 10:10 AM - Wren observed coming to pipe twice, after 10 minutes of observation.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:04 AM - Bio-monitor observed House Wren at pole on 17 May.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:10 AM - No activity observed during brief observation period.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:19 PM - No activity observed during brief period today, nor during 4 hours of observation time 
by bio-monitor since 27 May. Nest Closed.
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6/23/2011 7004641 BUSH Closed Helix CY 20 feet to AR boundary. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 

Monitoring likely 
coincided with end of 
nest period. Nest is 

intact and in fine 
condition, so 
possibility of 

successfully fledged 
second brood is 

high.

7/13/2011 rradd - 6/23/2011 2:39:33 PM
BUSH have re-activated this nest for another brood. Pair bringing food to nest 1435.
rradd - 6/29/2011 9:16:02 AM
No detections 0810-0840.
rradd - 7/7/2011 2:04:44 PM
No BUSH detections at this nest 1332-1402.
rradd - 7/13/2011 12:59:46 PM
BUSH near but not entering nest. Timeline suggests this nest has finished.

4/1/2011 5003338 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet; within work area. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest apparently 
never occupied. 

Cause 
indeterminate.

4/16/2011 Pair observed building nest. Nest is about 95% complete. Point entered by hand. 1April - IM
8 April - Pair bringing nest material to nest.-BL
16 Apr - No activity 0900-0930 - RR
22 Apr - No activity observed, nest appears large and complete, location makes incubating bird difficult to detect - 
RR 0800-0830 - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:04:46 AM - No activity observed, ,nest appears large and complete, location makes incubating 
bird difficult to detect. 
30 Apr - No activity detected for 2 weeks, nest now festooned with spider web. Change to Closed. - RR

4/25/2011 7000892 BUSH Closed Alpine Yard 50 feet from imapct 
area.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest complete and 

no signs of 
predation.

5/26/2011 emorgan - 4/25/2011 9:45:00 AM - Pair of bushtits bringing nest material to nest that appears to be almost 
complete.
jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 12:15:45 PM
Observed intact and complete nest from 25 feet for about 40 minutes. No adults observed at nest and no Bushtits 
(adults or fledglings) observed or heard in vicinity of nest or area. Nestlings presumed fledged or nest failed. Nest 
closed.

3/24/2011 5003279 CALT Closed Sycamore Yard Approximately 50 feet 
from yard.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest could be not be 
relocated; may have 

been predated.

3/30/2011 blohstroh 3/24/2011
No eggs. 
rradd 3/30/2011
No nest found as described. Closed, and buffer removed, after discsussion with blohstroh.

5/4/2011 7000981 ANHU Closed CP63-3 AR 35 feet to AR gate. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest gone; unable to 

relocate nest.

6/3/2011 4 May - ANHU female sitting on complete nest. 1456
14 May No nest or ANHU detected ... cool overcast may be a factor. - RR
19 May Nest not found. - RR
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:34:39 PM
26 May Nest not re-found.
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:35:31 PM
Final 30 min search unable to relocate this nest. Change to Closed.

6/16/2011 7002505 HOOR Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

36 feet to AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest has been 
destroyed by 

unknown causes, but 
adult carrying food 
nearby suggests a 

suvivor.

7/15/2011 rradd - 6/16/2011 at 0915
HOOR female adding nest lining material in constant company of adult male 0915.
rradd - 6/23/2011 10:00:21 AM
Female departs nest 0947, returns without food 0959; likely incubating.
rradd - 6/30/2011 9:26:52 AM
Incubation continues; female HOOR on nest for 30 min intervals, no food carry obs.
rradd - 7/7/2011 8:52:04 AM
HOOR male carrying food to nest @ 4-8 min. intervals, female not seen 0800-0830.
rradd - 7/15/2011 7:42:06 AM
Nest torn up, with lining materials exposed and fallen to ground. Male HOOR carrying large insect near destroyed 
nest 0736 suggests at least 1 fledgling has survived.

2/14/2011 5000898 BUSH Closed EP223-1 and TSAP 55 feet from corner of 
work area.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest last observed 
past fledge date.

4/22/2011 Bushtit pair was observed bringing nesting material (lichen, spider web silk, etc.) to the nest. The nest is perceived to 
be greater than 90% complete at this time.  2/14/11
imaunsell - 4/22/2011 11:42:53 AM - Nest past fledge date. Unknown fledge date - closed.

4/21/2011 5000864 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - Z171693 850 feet east of tower. 300 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have been 

satellite nest. No 
activity at nest after 
nest was built. New 

nest observed 
elsewhere.

5/5/2011 Pair building nest, male made 6 visits to nest in 5 minutes, bringing nest material - blohstroh - 4/21/2011 12:01:59 
PM.
Pair apparenly not using nest, but nest still in OK condition, somewhat frayed. blohstroh - 4/28/2011
Nest not in use, new nest to NW. blohstroh - 5/5/2011
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4/27/2011 7000923 BUSH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 

property
40 feet to driveway 

entry.
100 feet Work allowed within 

buffer through agency 
concurrence.

NBR Submit Date: 05/05/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/06/2011

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near Hwy 67, a very busy and noisy highway, 
illustrating normalized behaviors to this steady disturbance. The adult birds have 
tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other human acvities onsite have not 
deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated with work will be monitored, as 
will nest sites for any potential impacts.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have 

fledged.

27 Apr - BUSH pair bringing food to nest at 10 minute intervals 1346. - RR
5 May - BUSH perched close to nest, exchanged contact calls. New clutch? 1150 - RR
eelias - 5/12/2011 8:07:24 AM - All quiet at 5 minute visit to nest.
19 May - Nest difficult to update without flushing adjacent BCHU. Activity low. - RR

3/31/2011 5003307 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

7/14/2011 3/31/11 - Observed female bring nest material to nest with male following closely. (D. Busby)
barnold - 4/12/2011 11:42:01 AM - Nest observed, but no activity.
19 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
26 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
2 May - Nest material visible and HOFI nearby but no nest visits. Change to Inactive - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 11:30 AM  This nest appears inactive.  Finches seem to be actively using nest on the western 
end of the same structure.
barnold - 5/19/2011 8:54 AM No activity at this nest.
emorgan - 7/14/11 - Changed status to closed.

3/31/2011 5003308 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

4/26/2011 3/31/11 - Pair bringing nest material to two left pipes. Collecting grass from adjacent habitat. Placed flagging around 
leg of structure.(Cummings).  
04/04/11 - Pair still bringing nesting material to left pipe (Dicus & Abe).  
Nesting material in west-facing pipe on western side of south eastern-facing bus. No other activity observed 4-12 
(FH/BA).
19 Apr - No HOFI detected. - RR
26 Apr - No nesting behavior observed at this cavity 0900-0930.  Change to Inactive. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:46 PM  No activity at this location.  Change to Closed.

3/31/2011 5003310 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

5/2/2011 3/31/11 - Pair observed copulating and then female entered pipe. Flagged (Cummings). 
No birds observed. Status unknown 4-12 (FH/BA).
2 May - No activity since 31 Mar. Change to Closed. - RR

4/29/2011 7000939 HOFI Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; in substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 25 
feet.

- House finches as a species are accustomed to human activity and frequently 
nest within man-made structures.
- Nesting commenced at this site during on-going work and maintenance at the 
substation
- The nest is located within a cavity providing a natural visual and acoustic 
buffer.
- Several insulators and busses are located between the nest and proposed 
work, providing an additional buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

5/31/2011 kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:28:31 PM - A pair of house finches were observed entering and exiting a small cavity.  
Biomonitor observed the birds entering the potential nest site for the first time on 29 April.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 4:13:46 PM
Male observed entering cavity.
sritt - 5/31/2011 5:52:11 PM - Pair of birds seen nearby but never entering cavity over 45min period.

5/20/2011 7001910 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

5/24/2011

4/12/2011 5000783 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed - 
behavior observed 
likely a part of the 

site selection 
process.

5/2/2011 Adult observed entering repeatedly. 4-12 (FH/BA)
19 Apr - No active use of this cavity detected. - RR
26 Apr - No active use of this cavity detected. Change to Inactive. - RR
2 May - No change observed during substation construction. Change to Closed. - RR
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4/29/2011 7000940 HOFI Closed San Luis Rey 

Substation
0 feet; in substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 

Nest may have never 
been completed - 
behavior observed 
may be part of the 

site selection 
process.

5/31/2011 kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:17:50 PM - Stick nest visible  at bottom of a breaker box. No bird on nest; however, 
Biomonitor has observed house finches fly in and out of nest.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 4:19:53 PM
Nest present, No bird observed
sritt - 5/31/2011 5:54:26 PM - Large amount of old fecal material on nest.   No birds seen near nest during 45 min of 
observation.   Nest closed.

4/30/2011 7000958 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed - 
such behavior 

frequently observed 
to be part of the site 
selection process.

7/5/2011 pkonrad - 5/24/2011 1:20:02 PM
Pair actively building nest above rear axle of tank. As many as 8 finches interacting near tank.
barnold - 6/5/2011 4:22:04 PM
Lots of House Finch activity around rear of tanks and fence.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 12:02:07 PM
Female collecting material below nest sites and nest building in lower wheel hub of northern-most dual wheels. Male 
perched nearby displayed to female when she perched on fence.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 5:02:04 PM
Female flushed from nest site, but cannot see nest to check for eggs or nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 12:58:02 PM
No finches observed at or near nest site; appears nesting attempt failed - closed.
sritt - 7/5/2011 5:34:29 PM
same as above. nest pulled.

4/25/2011 7000896 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within work area. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
water usage permissible. 

A condition of the approval to drive through the buffers would be that no foot or 
vehicle traffic unrelated to the water truck/tank process be allowed to stop within 
the buffers; this is requested for ingress/egress only. Nesting commenced on 
this structure after construction activites began, and is therefore acclimated.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed; 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

6/8/2011 Female seen repeatedly carrying nesting material into wheel housing. Male constantly singing within 10 feet. - sritt - 
4/25/2011 3:34:10 PM
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - Did not observe birds during my visit, but yard bio monitor thinks female is incubating.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - No birds observed, but assigned Chambers monitor, Eric, will watch for activity.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No finches observed during extended observations; biomonitor hasn't seen finches in area this 
week; appears desertedfor undetermined reasons - closed.
emorgan - 5/23/2011 2:16:10 PM - Female observed incubating and male singing outside of nest.
barnold - 6/2/2011 11:49 AM - Adult House Finches flew from nest area to oak tree upon approach.
phoward - 6/5/2011 12:22:07 PM - pair observed near nest location.
pkonrad - 6/8/2011 3:17:09 PM
No finches observed in area during 2 extended observation periods or during ground checks of elevated water 
tanks.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 1:55:57 PM
No finches observed in area today (30 minutes) or yesterday; biomonitor Drew observed no finches today - closed.

5/3/2011 7000975 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 771471 55 feet from AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may never have 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

5/31/2011 barnold  & sritt - 5/3/2011 9:14:54 AM  Adult female came to nest repeatedly bringing nest material, escorted by 
male. This nest is in preliminary stages of construction.  On Alliant University property.
16 May No HOFI detected at this location during 30 min.obs.1630 - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 4:35:21 PM
27 May No HOFI detected 1500-1515
31 May No HOFI detected 1620-1635
No complete nest was ever observed. Change to Closed.

5/5/2011 7000987 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 379637 0 feet, located on pole. 100 feet Removal of insulator would compromise nest.  A buffer reduction is not 
appropriate.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may never have 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

6/1/2011 mdicus, ghuffman - 5/5/2011 - Female HOFI observed carrying nest material into base of insulator.  
Possible House Wren nest in base of bottom insulator on east side of pole.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 3:11:17 PM
No HOFI observed at pole for a 45-minute period. Status changed to closed.

5/7/2011 7001009 HOFI Closed TL 639 - Z171670 0 feet; on pole. 100 feet Not a candidate; nest is on the pole itself. 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may never have 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

5/19/2011 RAbe - 5/7/2011 9:46:23 AM - Female HOFI carrying nest material into bracket in presence of male. 100 foot buffer 
flagged w/yellow tape.
tfitanides - 5/19/2011 2:08:54 PM - Nest is no longer present. No HOFI activity associated with bracket.
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4/21/2011 5000865 HOFI Closed IV substation 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 10 

feet.
Nest is hidden from general work site, and other reductions for this species on 
this project illustrate that this species is tolerant of a high degree of human 
activity and presence.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may never have 

been completed - 
behavior observed 

likely part of the site 
selection process.

6/3/2011 vnovik - 4/21/2011 1:15:13 PM - Female carrying nest material.
NBM WLA concurence to reduce buffer to 10 feet on 4/26/2011
shampton - 5/10/2011 11:39:58 AM  No birds near nest, observed for 15 minutes and again for 10 minutes a half 
hour later.
barnold - 6/3/2011 8:20 PM No House Finches in area. Nest Inactive.
barnold - 6/3/2011 8:20:08 PM
No House Finch activity in area. Nest Inactive.

3/25/2011 5003280 HOFI Closed Encina Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Nesting commenced with all current work activities in place, therefore, buffer 
should be reduced to not impact nest, but still allow construction.  A 30 foot 
buffer is recommended.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may not have 

been completed; the 
behavior observed 
may be part of the 

site selection 
process.

5/20/2011 barnold - 5/20/2011 11:01 AM - No birds observed at this nest since shortly after its discovery. It has been 
reclassified to Closed.

3/31/2011 5001257 HOFI Closed CP50-1 80 feet from AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest not found on 
follow-up surveys.

4/11/2011 Female on nest.
3/31/2011 - Unable to find nest - RR.
4/11/2011 - Nest unable to be relocated. Closed. - RR
11 Apr - Buffer removed.- RR

2/25/2011 5000896 CALT Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet; within yard limits. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest not relocated; 

may have been 
predated.

4/16/2011 Could not be relocated on follow-up visit, and was assumed predated. kalberts - 4/16/2011 11:27:11 AM

4/7/2011 5003380 HOWR Closed CP83-1 AR 45 feet to existing AR; 
195 feet to tower area.

100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage is 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest outcome is 

indeterminate but 
possibly fledged.

6/6/2011 04/07/2011 - House wren repeatedly carrying nest material into cavity.  Buffer affects access road (J&M Dicus, R. 
Abe).
barnold - 4/19/2011 8:35:55 AM - House wren emerges from cavity in response to investigating Anna's hummingbird 
at about 0730.
28 Apr - HOWR continues to be active at this nest. - RR
05 May HOWR singing near this opening, but no entry or exit observed. - RR
14 May No HOWR detections here.
20 May Male HOWR brings food to female who re-enters nest 1542. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 3:45:20 PM - HOWR carries food item to cavity nest
rradd - 6/10/2011 12:34:05 PM - No HOWR activity detected at or near this cavity. Presume fledged. Change to 
Closed.

4/22/2011 5000882 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 100 feet from nearest 
conductor replacement.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest outcome 

unknown due to 
restricted access.

6/7/2011 emorgan - 4/22/2011 8:49:22 AM - Nest contains four eggs. We did not see any birds approach the nest during the 
hour we were observing it.
emorgan - 4/28/2011 11:10:48 AM - Female house finch approached and entered the nest while male sat on top of 
building.
11 May - Male HOFI nest guarding on top of bldg 1450. - RR
rradd - 5/27/2011 11:35:33 AM - HOFI fly in and out of this area 3 times during 30 minute observation, but nest not 
visible from outside substation.
rradd - 6/2/2011 7:02:01 AM - No HOFI detections at this nest 0640-0700.
rradd - 6/7/2011 5:03:53 PM - HOFI no longer visit this nest. Change to Closed.

4/22/2011 5000880 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 50 feet to nearest 
conductor replacement.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Highly tolerant species for which project precedent has aready been set. 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest outcome 

unknown.  

6/7/2011 emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:22:22 AM - House finch pair entering pipe and defending it from starlings. There is nesting 
material in the pipe.
emorgan - 4/28/2011 11:15:08 AM - Female house finch is incubating.
11 May Nest material visible in each of 3 short (E-W) conduits. No HOFI detected 1445-1515. - RR
rradd - 5/27/2011 10:18:08 AM
HOFI pr. continues breeding activity atop this structure.
rradd - 6/2/2011 7:05:14 AM
No HOFI detected at this cavity 0640-0705
rradd - 6/7/2011 5:14:05 PM
HOFI activity appears to have shifted to Bank 31.
Change to Inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

3/31/2011 5003323 CAGN Closed CP63-3 375 feet from access 
road.

300 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest remained active 
for sufficient time for 
nestlings to fledge.

5/21/2011 31 Mar - In dense sage adjacent to chaparral broom on derelict fence-line.
7 Apr - Pair remain active at this site. Observation from 200' suggests incubation with nest exchange @ 0740. - RR
20 Apr - Pair active at general nest location per observations from access road (approx 200'). Presumed nest 
exchange, male food carry. 0910. - RR
14 May No CAGN detected during 1 hr. area search. - RR
21 May No CAGN detected during 1 hr. area search. Change to Closed. - RR
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7/8/2011 7002620 LEGO Closed CP81-1 0 feet to AR 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 

Nest was abandoned 
for unknown 

reasons.

7/22/2011 rradd - 7/8/2011 3:02:18 PM
LEGO female repeatedly gathering spider silk and carrying  to nest site. Male accompanies 1455.
rradd - 7/16/2011 11:29:54 AM
LEGO female leaves nest 1124, male calling.
rradd - 7/22/2011 10:47:05 AM
No LEGO detections at or near this nest during 30 min.obs.
rradd - 7/27/2011 3:15:44 PM
Change to Closed.
Nest has been abandoned; no LEGO detections during 30 min. obs.

6/7/2011 7002473 WEKI Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet 15 feet It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
            •             These western kingbirds have become well
            acclimated to the current, daily level of activities in the
            Hartung Construction Yard, as is illustrated by their
            undeterred, unchanged nesting behaviors.
            •             The nest site choice and nest construction
            efforts have taken place during activity levels that are
            consistent with future daily work in the yard.
            •             The nest is located approximately 20 feet above
            the ground, providing a vertical buffer from ground based
            activity.
            •             Observations of the bird's behavior in relation
            to proximity evaluation of the nest by biologists, to date,
            have not shown anything to suggest the nest success would be
            impeded by such a NBR.
            •             An ongoing assessment of potential impacts to the
            nesting birds will be conducted by the biological monitor, and
            any future activities that may possibly have a negative impact
            on nesting success will be acted upon immediately with nest
            success being the top priority.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest was initiated 
near the end of 
WEKI breeding 

season and multiple 
nests a possible 
indicator of weak 

nest fidelity.

6/26/2011 barnold - 6/7/2011 4:50 PM
Nest about 80% complete, about 18 feet above the ground. No eggs in nest. Western Kingbird bringing nest material 
to nearly completed nest.  
rradd - 6/9/2011 12:52:36 PM
WEKI feeding mate at nest suggests egg-laying is imminent. Birds flush easily and remain away from nest for 
extended period.
Second nest has been constructed on corresponding leg of adjacent tower #72.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 9:31:33 AM
Observed in morning by bio-monitor to be using nest #65. Pair was using nest in tower base #72 when avian 
biologists arrived. Undetermined which is final nest for pair.
mkuehn - 6/14/2011 1:55:39 PM
this pair is now using only this nest and the nestin adjacent tower #72. according to biomonitor, female sits in one 
nest for one hour, then forages several minutes before sitting in other nest for one hour, and so on. we observed 
female sitting on nest in tower 65 from 1049h to 1150h. thenshe was off until 1153h when she sat ionnest in tower 
#72 until we left at 1212h. existing 50 foot buffer adequately provides protection from disturbance at both nest sites. 

tfitanides - 6/15/2011 3:27:01 PM
Female sat on nest in adjacent steel #72 for ~25-minutes before flying off for 7-minutes. Upon return she sat in nest 
in steel #65 for 5-minutes, then returned to sit in nest of steel #72 for remainder of observation (25-minutes). Male 
observed briefly, hawking from nearby steel structure.
rradd - 6/17/2011 11:10:59 AM
WEKI on nest #72  from 1028-1054 without interruption, then left for only a few seconds to accept food from mate. 
Incubation appears to be in progress. Sat tight while adjacent Porta-loo was serviced and water-truck operated at 
buffer limit. Mate perches several towers distant and gives soft contact calls from time to time when bringing food.
rradd - 6/24/2011 10:34:30 AM
No WEKI detections at or near this nest site during 1 hr. obs (RR, M Dicus). Breeding attempt appears abandoned.
Change to Closed.
barnold - 6/26/2011 3:03:01 PM
Nest is empty.

6/21/2011 7002533 AMRO Closed TL 639 - 397518 60 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest was never 

established to be 
occupied.

7/11/2011 6/21/2011 at 1344.
Bulky grass nest of coarse grasses. AMRO at nest briefly. Monitor again to verify activity status.
rradd - 6/27/2011 12:36:43 PM
Obscure nest appears current, occupants difficult to detect. AMRO pair agitating nearby.
rradd - 7/5/2011 2:47:51 PM
Foliage obscures this nest and entry to it. No AMRO detected during 30 min obs. Monitor once more before 
closing.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:44:26 AM
Change to Closed
No activity detected at this nest during 30 min obs.

5/11/2011 7001426 CALT Closed CP18 70 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nesting chronology 
indicates nestlings 
may have fledged 
before nest was 

damaged.

6/1/2011 imaunsell - 6/2/2011 9:35:33 AM
Status changed to closed due to monitoring comment
tcooper - 6/1/2011 11:26:23 AM
Nest empty, partialy destroyed.

3/10/2011 6003206 BUSH Closed Hartung Yard 30 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nesting chronology 
suggests fledging is 
possible, but cause 
of damage to nest 

unknown.

4/20/2011 16 Mar - BUSH enters nest @ 17:30 - RR
25 Mar - BUSH briefly in tree but not seen at nest. Rainy weather inhibits activity 1015-1100 - RR
28 Mar - BUSH heard near tree, but not seen near nest. - BL
6 Apr - BUSH detected carrying food (caterpillar) near nest 0935. - RR
13 Apr - BUSH making multiple visits to crown of tree at 1030. This nest is exremely difficult  to see. - RR 
20 Apr Nest appears damaged. BUSH present no longer associating. Change to Closed. - RR
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4/12/2011 5000787 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 

feet.
SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finch nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator fan screen and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.  In addition, House Finches are 
extremely acclimated to human disturbance.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nesting chronology 
suggests possible 

fledging.

6/27/2011 barnold - 6/1/2011 1:30:08 PM
Flushed female from nest, nestlings present.
barnold - 6/4/2011 8:22:02 AM
The above refers to another House Finch nest accidently entered here. This nest looks intact, but is located high up 
on the west endof a transformer block and can not be looked into. Assume it is still active.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:28:01 AM
Female on nest with construction activity nearby.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:02:25 PM
Female on nest, not much construction activity in area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 11:50:20 AM
Nest no longer present. Nest likely fledged young, then removed by others for material. Closed.
barnold - 6/27/2011 12:57:10 PM
Nest discovered in containment basin of transformer located well to the east. Probably relocated to this area by 
Common Raven. Unclear if nest successfully fledged prior to this.

5/3/2011 7000966 LEGO Closed Elliott Substation 70 feet to substation; 50 
feet to AR.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nesting outcome 

indeterminate. Based 
on prior observations 

and projected 
fledging date of 

nearby LEGO nest, 
successful fledging 
seems probable.

5/28/2011 3 May - LEGO nest still under construction - appears near complete 0956. - RR
11 May - Nest still incomplete, no LEGO detected 1015 during 30 minute observation. - RR 
16 May - LEGO pair active at this location, presumed incubation 1040. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 11:28:14 AM - Well-concealed nest difficult to locate in waving canopy foliage on windy morning. 
Pair LEGO busy here with much contact calling. Presume nesting activity continues.
rradd - 5/31/2011 9:38:44 AM - No detections during 30 minute observation. Nest may have fledged. Change to 
Closed.

5/25/2011 7002361 LENI Closed TL 6916 - 973039 20 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nestlings are cryptic 

and able to move 
away from nest at 5 
days age. Possibly 
undetected during 

monitoring.

6/18/2011 tcooper - 5/25/2011 - 2 eggs; female flushed off nest 20 feet from pedestrian.
fhoffman - 5/31/2011 4:27:49 PM - Adult flushed at about 30 feet. 2 eggs being incubated.
tcooper - 6/6/2011 12:06:35 PM - 2 semiprecocial downy nestlings on ground 10 feet south of original locaton. Now 
beneath chamise, 15 feet east of road in line with buffer sign and rock cairn. Monitors should be extremely carefull 
where they step, the nestlings can move and are very cryptic. Signs not pulled yet
shampton - 6/17/2011 7:37:02 PM
No nestlings found. Searched described location and surroundings for 45 minutes. No nighthawks flushed or seen 
flying in area.
fhoffman - 6/18/2011 2:19:59 PM
No nighthawks seen or heard.

6/3/2011 7002438 ANHU Closed Hartung Yard 10 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nestlings possibly 

fledged before nest 
fell.

rradd - 6/3/2011
ANHU on nest (found by bio-monitor) with some droppings at rim, suggesting hatched young.
rradd - 6/9/2011 1:42:25 PM
Two large young in nest. 
rradd - 6/17/2011 10:02:47 AM
Nest was constructed on a dead hanging branchlet, no longer present. Young appeared close to fledging and 
possibly did so before nest fell.

3/9/2011 6002394 RCSP Closed CP86 85 feet to corner of 
tower site.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Buffer may be left as 100 feet, but biomonitor should monitor within that area of 
tower site where buffer slightly extends. 

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nestlings were not 
observed though 

chronology 
appropriate  for 

fledging

4/22/2011 RCSP observed with nest material and gave pair interaction calls.
17 Mar - Pair present, calling territorially from song-posts 'til at least 17:30. - RR
28 Mar - Nest in good condition and pair calling nearby. Little activity observed near nest.
16 Apr - Could not inspect nest due to presence of large (annoyed) ruber rarrlesnake. RCSP agitated at site. Assume 
active at this moment. - RR
22 Apr - RCSP detected foraging in area, but not associating with nest or food carrying. Assume fledged or predated. 
Change to Closed, remove nest buffer. - RR

2/25/2011 5000457 BUOW Closed Thomas Yard 0 feet; within yard, but 
away from work areas.

250 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
No continued access 

allowed at site.

6/22/2011 One adult present. Originally found and documented in mid-December still occupied during nesting period. Sites are 
1/4 mile SE of active yard; will not affect yard or construction activities.
Adult present at burrow entrance 3-25 (PK).
JDicus 4/14/2011 - Pair observed at burrow entrance (both remained near nest entrance for 15 minutes, female went 
back inside nest).
PKonrad - 4/15/2011 - Adult pair present at burrow entrance;  buffer signs installed.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - No owls observed; lots of mutes just SE of burrow.
J&MDicus - 5/17/2011 - Male observed 15 feet southeast of burrow entrance.
barnold - 6/4/2011 1:47:07 PM - Burrowing Owl flushed while searching for sign.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 3:15:38 PM - No owls observed above ground near burrow during 20 minutes of observation 
and burrow check.
pkonrad - 6/22/2011 10:39:15 AM - Female Burrowing Owl standing next to burrow entrance; male perched on metal 
fencepost 80 feet east of burrow.
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6/23/2011 7002552 BGGN Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 

property
50 feet to AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 

No nest was ever 
confirmed within the 

100 foot buffer.

7/7/2011 rradd - 6/23/2011
BGGN pr present for 2 wks. Male carrying food to thicket repeatedly, but flushes easily and does not return.
rradd - 6/30/2011 12:50:07 PM
BGGN heard but not seen near this location during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 7/7/2011 12:13:50 PM
Change to Closed.
No BGGN detections during 30 min. obs. 

3/23/2011 5003265 OATI Closed EP220-1 90 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 90 
feet.

Vehicular traffic is 90 feet away, and should be allowed, considering the 
distance, and that this is a cavity nest, which provides a natural buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Not enough data to 
determine outcome 

because it is unclear 
how far along in 

breeding chronology 
pair was on initial 

observation.

4/21/2011 3/23/2011 - T. Cooper and D. Busby were following pair off and on for an hour and eventually saw adult carrying food 
into a small cavity in a scrub oak. Nest is candidate for nest buffer reduction since it is just within the 100 foot buffer. 
Pair was agitated by my presence but vehicle traffic 90 feet away shouldn't cause disturbance.
No titmice in area 20 minutes 4-5 (PK).
4/7/11 phoward: - titmice heard nearby; no nest visits after 20 mins.
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - No birds in area during 15 minutes; may not be active anymore.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - No birds or sign of activity; status inactive - could be closed.

6/2/2011 7002436 OTHE Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

6 feet from AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Not enough data to 
determine whether 
nest was active at 

time of detection and 
during monitoring. 

Nest was not 
completed.

6/16/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 at 0730
Unknown species flushed.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:09:35 AM
Nest unoccupied 0720.
rradd - 6/16/2011 9:51:34 AM
Nest unoccupied. Change to Closed due to lack of detections and nest appears incomplete.

4/29/2011 7000942 HOFI Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; inside substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 25 
feet.

- House finches as a species are accustomed to human activity and frequently 
nest within man-made structures.
- Nesting commenced at this site during on-going work and maintenance at the 
substation
- The nest is located within a cavity providing a natural visual and acustic 
buffer.
- Several insulators and busses are located between the nest and proposed 
work, providing an additional buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Not enough 

monitoring data.

5/31/2011 kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:38:07 PM - A small stick nest can be seen inside a metal framework of the  breaker 
structure. A pair of house finches were observed entering and exiting the structure. Biomonitor first observed the pair 
entering the site or 28 April.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 4:08:34 PM
House finch observed near nest.
sritt - 5/31/2011 5:49:53 PM - Nest has large amount of old fecal material. No birds seen entering cavity. Nest 
closed.

6/6/2011 7002459 MODO Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 50 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Observations 

indicate possible 
fledging.

6/29/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011
Adult incubating.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 4:08:53 PM
Nest found with incubating adult on 6-6; Still incubating today.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 12:28:11 PM
Dove incubating or brooding; dove activity in area.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 1:00:09 PM
No doves in area during 60 minute observation period in area; no sign of birds at nest. Will check status again.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 12:50:00 PM
No doves observed during 90 minutes working in area; no activity at nest - closed.

6/1/2011 7002408 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 10 feet •House finches routinely nest in close proximity to man-made structures and are 
very tolerant of nearby human activity.
•This pair tolerates human encroachment to less than 10 feet of the nest.
•The portion of the yard where the nest is located is currently being used to store 
full and empty wire spools, and the full spools will not be needed for construction 
activity for several months.
•The spools will serve as both a visual and sound barrier between the nest and 
any activity in the yard.
•Three other currently active HOFI nests are in the same area in similar 
conditions and NBR's and continue to be viable nests with normal nest 
progression and adult nesting behaviors.
•Any activity near the 10 foot requested buffer would be intermittent and very 
brief in duration.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Outcome of nest 

unknown, but nesting 
chronology suggests 

fledging possible.

7/6/2011 eelias - 6/1/2011 2:33:38 PM
This nest does not appear complete. During a 30 minute observation, no activity was detected.
eelias - 6/1/2011 3:08:52 PM
After 40 minutes of observation, the male and female house finch landed on the nest spool. The female entered the 
nest site twice during the visit. Neither time did she have nesting material.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 9:43:26 AM
Nest partially lined. No birds observed visiting nest during 30 minutes of observation.
jpawlicki - 6/6/2011 1:13:16 PM
Female on nest and male singing in vicinity. 10 foot buffer installed around nest.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:33:24 PM
Female flushed from the nest; 3 eggs were observed in the nest.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:29:54 AM
Nest has at least 1 nestling.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:52:24 PM
No sign of nest or finches; mutes found below nest description locaction - closed.

4/26/2011 7000908 MODO Closed Elliott Substation 18 feet to AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Outcome unknown 
because biologist 

could not view nest 
contents.

5/31/2011 26 Apr - Probable nest in flat fork on east side of tree. Agitated AMRO in tree for 15 minute observation period - 
RR
03 May - Changed from AMRO to MODO incubating. - RR
11 May - MODO on nest 1038. - RR
16 May - MODO incubation continues 1135. - RR
23 May - No MODO visible on nest, but location obscures contents. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 11:56:16 AM - No MODO detected 1145. Change to Closed.
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2/25/2011 5000435 ANHU Closed TL 6916 - Z771472 3 feet from pole. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 

feet.
Buffer approved to 30 feet for vertical and horizontal buffers, as nest is fairly well-
concealed within exotic vegetation and human activites regularly occur 30 feet 
from nest everyday.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Presumed lost to 
natural causes, 

nestlings from this 
early-season nesting 

attempt potentially 
fledged prior to storm 

damage to nest.

3/28/2011 Nest remains active as of 2/25/2011. 
3/28/11 - Nest appears unkempt and no longer in use. No adults active in area - D. Busby

3/2/2011 5000474 CACW Closed EP254-3 45 feet from temp ROW; 
90 feet from permanent.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Probable alternate 
nest and rebuilt but 
no nesting behavior 
was conducted at 
this nest before 

became was weather-
damaged.

5/23/2011 Nest materials show few signs of aging. Grasses are undarkened, feathers and fibers appear reasonably fresh. Nest 
is not fully enclosed. 3/2/11
Nest has lost it's structure and collapsed. Opening and main chamber in a state of disrepair. Status changed to 
inactive. No birds observed in the area. BHart -3/11/11
Good-looking nest; 1 bird seen carrying nesting material. Agitated behavior given when near nest. - sritt & sjohnston - 
4/28/2011 8:47:19 AM
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - New material added to old nest. No Cactus Wrens in area, but 1 singing far to the southeast.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - No change; no birds in area.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Nest is flattened by weather and entrance(s) are not open; could be rebuilt, as it was earlier, 
but for now it is closed.

3/31/2011 5003311 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
State of nesting 

chronology during 
first observation is 

unknown. Nest may 
have fledged, but not 

observed.

5/11/2011 3/31/11 - Female of pair observed going to the nest. Flagged (Cummings).
barnold - 4/12/2011 10:32:14 AM - Status indeterminate.  No birds observed.
19 Apr - No HOFI observed using this opening. INACTIVE. - RR
2 May - No change observed. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:59 PM  No activity observed.  Change to Closed.

barnold - 6/16/2011 2:47:19 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 1:42:26 PM
House Finch activity in general area.

4/13/2011 5000813 LEGO Closed CP81-1 0 feet to AR; 230 feet to 
tower work area.

100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Success or failure 
unknown as nest 

was hidden by 
growing thick 

vegetation that it 
could not be 
relocated.

5/14/2011 13 Apr - LEGO female building nest. Directly above edge of road, easiest to see from N side. - RR
20 Apr - LEGO at nest 1338. - RR
28 Apr - Abundant foliage now obscures this nest. LEGO male actively territorial 1210-1240. RR
05 May - Territorial male LEGO present, but nest not found. 
14 May Nest not refound. Change to Closed. - RR

5/10/2011 7001431 CATH Closed EP90-1 AR 85 feet to AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Sufficient time 

elapsed for nest to 
fledge.

5/27/2011 Female flushed from nest but then returned; 3 eggs; very secretive. dbusby - 5/10/2011 5:15:10 PM
      nest checked 5/20/2011 by EM, RA, TC.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - Nest in excellent shape, but it is abandoned. No sign of thrashers, egg shells, or nestlings; 
nest lining clean but pulled up a bit - probably predated - closed.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 2:01:07 PM
No sign of thrashers, eggs, egg shells, or nestlings at nest, in bush, on ground, or in the surrounding area.

5/12/2011 7001458 MODO Closed CP51-2 AR 0 feet; within house 
area.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Unable to determine 
if nesting chronology 
suggests fledged or 

if nesting attempt 
failed before 

fledging.

5/25/2011 12 May - MODO brooding at least 1 small nestling 0948. - RR
19 May  MODO no longer present. 1012. - RR
25 May MODO not present. Change to Closed. - RR
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3/17/2011 6003249 OTHE Closed CP65-1 320 feet to TSAP; 400 

feet to tower site.
100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 

Unable to monitor 
due to land access 

issues.

3/17/2011 emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

7/11/2011 7003025 BHGR Closed TL 639 - 872360 80 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 07/17/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/18/2011

The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Unknown if eggs 
were ever laid.

rradd - 7/11/2011 12:01:11 PM
Female BHGR brooding well-hidden nest; contents unknown.
rradd - 7/19/2011 12:09:09 PM
Nest intact, no BHGR detected. Possibly fledged; cannot see into bottom of cup. Monitor once more prior to closing
rradd - 7/25/2011 2:06:20 PM
Change to Closed.
Nest is clean and empty. No BHGR detected  during 1hr in vicinity.

3/10/2011 6003215 WBNU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from Londono 
driveway.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Unknown if fledged 

prior to being evicted 
by House Wren.

4/18/2011 WBNU Repeatedly entered cavity for a minute or so at a time. Pair calling and nest exchange, so likely incubating.
3/16/2011 - WBNU carrying food to cavity. - RR
3/18/2011 - DBusby observed male carrying food to cavity.
3/24/2011 - No detections. Cold weather possibly suppressing nesting activity. - RR
3/31/2011 - Pair present at cavity, 1 bird stationed at entry 1440-1505. - RR
Pair present near cavity. imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:30:24 AM
4/19/2011 - Cavity contains many sticks, suggests predation by HOWR (present). 1114. - RR
4/26/2011 - HOWR pair appear to now be using this cavity 1154. Nest closed for WBNU.

7/21/2011 7004667 LEGO Closed Alpine Blvd 299+00r 35 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Unknown if nest 

never reached active 
stage or if it did and 

was predated.

8/4/2011 shampton - 7/21/2011 11:26:13 AM
Nest 1/4 lo 1/2 complete. Female actively nest building with male attending and defending territory. No construction 
at Viejas Creek bridge area during observations today.
shampton - 8/4/2011 2:33:38 PM
Nest empty. LEGO's in area but not associating with nest. Nest appears complete and undamaged.  Closed.

6/10/2011 7002489 ATFL Closed CP83-1 69 feet from AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Unknown if this site 
was ever selected.

7/8/2011 rradd - 6/10/2011
ATFL pr. bringing food to cavity 1002.
rradd - 6/18/2011 11:31:21 AM
ATFL nest guarding and hawking insects near cavity, but not entering 1100-1130.
rradd - 6/25/2011 12:30:01 PM
No ATFL detections at or near this cavity 1145-1215
rradd - 7/5/2011 10:32:43 PM
No ATFL detections at or near this cavity during 30 min.obs. Monitor one more prior to closing.
rradd - 7/8/2011 4:35:20 PM
Change to Closed.
Multiple ATFL interactions away from this cavity suggest alternate nest site outside the 100' buffer was selected.
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6/21/2011 7002535 BHGR Closed TL 639 - 579519 16 feet to AR; 100 feet 

to work.
100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 

Unknown whether 
nest was abandoned 
prior to egg laying or 
if nestlings fledged 
earlier in season.

7/14/2011 rradd - 6/21/2011 
BHGR pair attending this perhaps incomplete nest.
barnold - 6/28/2011 7:11:20 AM
Adult male in bush mallow, I didn't approach to search for nest. Male heard singing south of tower, and chasing 
female.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 12:15:43 PM
Dead leaves in nest. Closed.

4/6/2011 5003369 HOWR Closed CP82-1 20 feet off AR; 250 feet 
to tower area.

100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. 
INDETERMINTATE. 
Nesting chronology 

indicates brood could 
have been raised 
during monitoring 

period however there 
were no behavioral 

observations 
indicating fledging.

5/4/2011 4/6/11 - Adult observed bringing sticks to cavity. Buffer flagged, no ESA signs. Candidate for nest buffer reduction 
since access road will only be used for brief thru-traffic. (DBusby)
13 Apr - HOWR pair entering cavity 1530. - RR
barnold - 4/19/2011 8:33:10 AM - House wren enters cavity at 0830.
30 Apr - HOWR vigorously defending this nest. - RR
5 May - No HOWR detected associating with this nest - RR

4/19/2011 5000857 HOFI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet 7. REMOVED. 4/26/2011 Finches began building nest about 0830;  Nest location elevated about 10 feet high, about 25 feet from track that 
water trucks pull up to fill (takes about 20 minutes to fill truck). Finches in and out periodically. 100 foot buffer signs 
installed 360 degrees around nest.  PKonrad - 4/19/2011 
sjohnston - 4/26/2011 12:57:07 PM - Nest was removed and stretch wrap use to exclude birds.

5/20/2011 7001913 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

6 feet from AR. 100 feet 7. REMOVED. 5/20/2011

6/20/2011 7002523 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

7 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. 6/20/2011

6/20/2011 7002524 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

3 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. 6/19/2011

6/22/2011 7002539 HOFI Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. 6/22/2011 The nest was 10-20% complete (not yet formed into bowl) with no eggs. New nest was not there yesterday, but was 
discovered this morning (6/22/2011); no birds were seen near nest.  Alternate nesting sites are abundantly available. 
The nest was removed.  Pieces of wood were placed in the nest location to prevent reconstruction of the nest.

7/6/2011 7002605 ROWR Closed Suncrest substation 0 feet in yard. 100 feet 7. REMOVED. 7/6/2011 7/6/11 Nest being built, located on 7/5/11. No eggs or nestlings wiithin cavity. 

5/6/2011 7000998 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet; directly over work 
area.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

Agency concurrence to remove nest before completion of nest was obtained, as 
nest had no eggs, and would have definitely failed following the construction 
detail and installation of sound barriers.

7. REMOVED. Nest 
intentionally 

removed; see 
justification.

5/7/2011 5/6 - BCHU in final stages of nest construction. No eggs laid 1048. - RR
5/6 - Nest intentionally removed following concurrence procedures - kalberts - 5/7/2011 7:24:18 PM

4/29/2011 7000946 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard - East 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 0 feet Nest in early stages of construction; removal simply forces the HOFI pair to build 
on non-project materials/substrates.

7. REMOVED. Nest 
was physically 

removed from spool, 
following agency 

concurrence.

4/30/2011 barnold & shampton- 4/29/2011 9:15:13 AM  Adults active around nest.  Nest in preliminary stages of construction. 
Biological monitor observed nest material being brought by adults.  In spool marked L41-B29009.  Nest being built 
behind ABB sign.
barnold - 4/30/2011 1:28:21 PM - Nesting material removed with concurrence of Wildlife Agencies. Removed the 
afternoon this nest was discovered.

4/29/2011 7000937 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet, nest is inside 
yard.

100 feet 7. REMOVED. Nest 
was removed 

following agency 
concurrence.

4/29/2011 shampton - 4/29/2011 10:38:08 AM  Nest is partially complete. Both adults observed with nest material; mostly 
bringing fine material, male bringing large material.
shampton - 4/29/2011 4:07:15 PM - Closed.  Removed nest with agency concurrence.
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6/22/2011 7002541 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
0 feet; in staked work 

limits.
100 feet 7. REMOVED. Nest 

was removed prior to 
egg laying.

6/22/2011

6/23/2011 7002550 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

2 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. Nest 
was removed prior to 

egg laying.

6/23/2011

6/28/2011 7002569 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 
East

0 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. Nest 
was removed when 

5% complete 
following CDF&G 

acknowledgement. 
Nest was discovered 
on reel scheduled for 
immediate use. Nest 

was deemed a 
candidate for 

removal based on 
detection during 

early stages of nest 
building, and the 

abundance of 
suitable nesting sites 

in close vicinity.

7/28/2011

8/3/2011 7004706 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

2 feet 7. REMOVED. Nest 
was rfemoved at the 
direction of SDGE 
after presenting % 

completion and 
confirming that no 
eggs or nestlings 
were present. The 
surrounding area 

provides numerous 
other suitable sites 

for nesting.

8/4/2011 imaunsell - 8/3/2011 11:58:02 AM
Female making trips with material in 1-2 minute intervals to an approximately 20% complete nest.
imaunsell - 8/4/2011 9:52:38 AM
Nest removed. Post-removal it was confirmed that no eggs or nestlings were present and the nest was 40% 
complete.

5/31/2011 7002401 WEBL Closed Alpine Underground - 
Loritz property

0 feet; within work limits. 100 feet 7. REMOVED. 
Removed during 

early nest building 
stage.

6/6/2011 emorgan - 5/31/2011 8:02:22 PM - Pair observed carrying nesting material into cavity.
mkuehn - 6/6/2011 4:13:10 PM
Nest has been removed and screening placed over pipe entrance. All  signs removed from buffer.

6/20/2011 7002525 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

3 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. See 
comments in 
previous tab.

6/20/2011

4/25/2011 7000891 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 7. REMOVED. WLA 
concurrence to 

remove nest. Nest 
was removed before 
completion of nest 

building.

4/25/2011 Observed house finch pair bringing nesting material 15 minutes after crane was moving around.
imaunsell - 4/25/2011 7:40:18 AM - WLA concurrence to remove nest on 4/25. Nest removed on 4/25. No eggs or 
nestlings present. Material removed from site.
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2/1/2011 5000890 OTHE Closed EP257 150 feet from temporary 

ROW of tower site.
100 feet 8. OUTSIDE 

BUFFER AREA.
4/16/2011 Grass nest appears weathered and inactive. 2/1/11

Nest material flattened and barely recognizable as a former nest 4-4 (PK).
Closed officially due to prior observation results and distance greater than 100 feet from work area. kalberts - 
4/16/2011 11:13:55 AM

8/1/2011 7004705 MODO Closed Sycamore Yard 15 feet from AR 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Blanket exemption for nests built along ARs continuouly in use for project 
activities recieving agency concurrence that birds extablishing nests near ARs 
are accustomed to human activities and traffic and should not be impacted 
provided that no stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

FLEDGED. 8/11/2011 imaunsell - 8/1/2011 2:32:42 PM
Female flushed from nest with 2 young with pin feathers.
emorgan - 8/11/2011 11:09:08 AM
Nest empty. There are lots of droppings around nest and a few downy feathers. Presumed to have successfully 
fledged.

8/10/2011 7004715 OTHE Active CP70 ~450' from AR INDETERMINATE. 
Nest is from previous 
nesting season and 
was not active while 

Sunrise activities 
occurred in the area.

8/10/2011 RAbe - 8/10/2011 5:22:12 PM
Old, inactive nest recorded during raptor survey.  Based on its physical condition and behavioral observations made 
throughout the 2011 nesting season, it appears this nest is from a previous years nesting season.

8/10/2011 7004719 COHA Closed CP70-3 INDETERMINATE. 
Old nest of uknown 

outcome.
6/3/2011 5003332 CACW Closed EP243 60 feet from 12kv AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only.

A nest buffer modification to allow drive through vehicle passage only along the 
access road is requested for cactus wren nests ID#(s) 5003330, 5003331, 
5003332, 5000841. The NBM should not adversely affect the success of these 
nests for the following reasons:
•Vehicles may not stop or park within the 100 foot buffer.
•Signage showing a 10 mile per hour speed limit will be posted within the nest 
buffer.
•The Cactus Wren nests are located near a pre-existing produce storage yard, 
indicating the birds are accustomed to a high level of human disturbance, 
including frequent vehicle traffic, heavy machinery and dust when selecting the 
nest sites.
•Catus wren nests are constructed almost completely enclosed, creating a 
natural visual and acoustic buffer.
•An adult wren came into one of the nests to add material while an avian 
surveyor was within 15 feet of the nest.

N/A barnold - 6/3/2011 1:12:35 PM
Nest is occupiable. No Cactus Wrens observed.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 10:03:01 AM
Checked this nest 5-31 and 6-7; no status changes; wren singing in area on 6-7.   [apparent pentab prolems]
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 11:24:26 AM
Nest unchanged; entrance looks good. Pair of wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 11:02:32 AM
No changes; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 11:22:50 AM
No changes; no wrens heard or seen.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 12:49:15 PM
A minimum of new materal added to nest; wren singing in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 11:46:04 AM
Nest somewhat flattened and apparently unused since rainfall. Wren singing in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 11:54:46 AM
Nest has been unused for some time and remains unused today; no wrens nearby and wren activity in area appears 
to be centered on a new nest to the south and a new nest to the east-southest. Will re-evaluate status of this nest 
weekly but change status to Inactive now.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 11:19:37 AM
Nest unchanged; 1 wren observed and calling 50 feet north closer to other nests.

4/11/2011 5000793 CACW Inactive EP231A TSAP 0 feet; within TSAP. 100 feet N/A Nest looks very fresh, with long grasses protruding, but no birds seen entering it.  CACW was seen carrying nesting 
material 50 feet northeast. 4/11/2011 - SR
sritt - 4/15/2011 4:33:58 PM - Female finally flew from nest. Male spent an hour skulking, singing, and calling 
nearby.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Wren flew from nest at 10 feet; large entrance hole.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - Perfect nest; wren foraging 30 feet south and visited nest  to southeat where it sang before 
visiting older nest to east.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Wrens singing nearby.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No change to nest; no wrens observed or heard in area.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - Same status; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:13:41 PM
No change; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 2:34:30 PM
No change; nest entrance looks active.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 3:26:40 PM
Same status; entrance looks active.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 12:16:22 PM
No change to nest; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 2:21:22 PM
Large entrance and interior of nest well-used; no wrens heard or seen.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:36:53 PM
Nest slightly rain damaged by yesterday's downfall; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 1:29:14 PM
Nest fading into disrepair from lack of recent wren activity; no wrens in area.
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4/27/2011 7000919 CACW Active EP231A  AR 90 feet from AR; 1400 

feet for EP231 A.
100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 

traffic allowed.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction will occur within the buffer. The 
Agencies concurred to the following:
Traffic can pass through all three nest buffers since the road has pre-existing 
traffic and construction traffic will not significantly add to traffic volume.  
Conditions associated:  No work is allowed within the three 100-foot nest 
buffers.  Traffic on the access road cannot stop or park within the three 100-foot 
nest buffers.  Traffic will not exceed 10mph inside the three 100-foot nest 
buffers.

N/A shampton - 4/27/2011 12:45:22 PM - Nest appears complete. CACW heard singing in area.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Fresh nest; no birds.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No changes.
vnovik - 5/13/2011 1:33:48 PM - Nest intact.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - Nest still looks fresh and new; no wrens.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:38:44 PM
Grasses from nest  blocking entrance; no wrens observed or heard.
sritt - 6/6/2011 10:38:34 AM
Entrance hole appears to have been neatened up. No  wrens observed in area.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 4:24:23 PM
No apparent change to nest; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 11:00:21 AM
Nest entrance looks good; no wrens heard or seen in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 1:25:52 PM
Entrance large and recently used; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 1:03:07 PM
Nest wet from rain but in good shape; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 12:50:01 PM
Nest entrance has not been used recently; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 2:22:32 PM
New nest has been built just above original nest since last week; looks complete with entrance facing southwest. 
Original nest looks good (entrance faces southeast). No wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 10:50:16 AM
New nest looks active with large open entrance. Original nest doesn't appear to be active recently, judging from 
grass across entrance. 1 wren called once from a distant location to the south.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 2:55:58 PM
No apparent changes; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 8/9/2011 4:17:48 PM
Nest looks good, but no wrens seen or heard.

4/28/2011 7000931 CACW Active EP235-1 8 feet from permanent 
pad.

100 feet N/A pkonrad - 5/26/2011 11:35:29 AM
Nice nest looks unchanged; pair of wrens active 400 feet southwestt.
phoward - 6/6/2011 1:13:38 PM
group of three preconstruction workers were taking measurements 20 feet from nest when first arrived at site, 
informed them of buffer and they left. We found one egg inside the nest which was somewhat cold. no birds were 
seen entering nest but birds were heard over 100ft away towards top of hill
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 2:51:01 PM
No wrens observed or heard in area; nest looks used; can't see inside nest.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 1:19:06 PM
Many small downy feathers added to lower edge of nest entrance; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 2:59:11 PM
Wren obeerved and calling 75 feet southwest of nest; nest looks recently used.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:23:41 PM
Several wrens active in the area; yesterday's rain appears to have re-activated many birds. Nest is very slightly rain 
damaged.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 3:03:36 PM
Nest unused since last weeks' rain; no wrens in area, but several wrens are active about 400 feet southwest.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 1:24:50 PM
Nest looks good but may not have been recently used; wrens may have concentrated their activity on the improved 
nest to the west. No wrens in area, including to the southwest.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 12:30:59 PM
Nest looks unused with grasses laying across entrance hole.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 2:06:23 PM
No change except 2 small scats near entry; no wrens nearby but pair active and calling 300 feet to south-
southwest.
pkonrad - 8/9/2011 2:15:09 PM
Nest entrance looks small like it hasn't been used recently, but scats are no longer present. Wrens present 300 feet 
west-southwest.
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4/28/2011 7000933 CACW Active EP235-1 25 feet to TSAP; 55 feet 

to perm pad, as 
mapped.

100 feet N/A pkonrad - 5/26/2011 11:32:11 AM
Nest unchanged except new feather added to entrance. Pair of wrens active 400 feet southwest of nest, but 
mockingbird singing next to this nest and active in this area.
phoward - 6/6/2011 1:10:16 PM
pair of wrens seen nearby nest, fresh feathers found inside nest. never saw pair enter nest but nest stll appears 
active and is in good condition
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 2:53:21 PM
Nest entrance looks freshly used; no wrens seen or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 1:24:09 PM
Several small downy feathers added to lower part of nest entrance; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 3:01:17 PM
Nest looks recently used; wren active southest of other nearby wren nest.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:26:19 PM
Several wrens active in area, singing and calling territorially. Nest very slightly rain damaged.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 3:01:06 PM
Nest has not been used since last weeks' rain; no wrens nearby, but wrens are active 400 feet southwest where there 
are several nests.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 1:21:33 PM
Nest is well-used with a large open entrance that has a layer of soft gray plant material added to the lower part of the 
entrance leading into the interior chamber, but no wrens active in the area, including to the southwest.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 12:29:25 PM
Large entance allows a look into chamber, which is well-lined with plant down; 1 wren heard calling near this nest 
during approach.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 2:10:18 PM
Nest unchanged except 1 medium-sized downy feather added near entry. No wrens nearby, but a pair was active 
and calling 500 feet west-southwest and another pair was active and singing 300 feet south-sputhwest. 
pkonrad - 8/9/2011 2:18:57 PM
Nest looks active - entrance large and well-used (feather gone), but chamber very shallow. As I approached nest, 
wren acting territoially, calling and flying from perch to perch about 300 feet west-southwest.

6/4/2011 7002447 PSFL Closed CP70-3 AR 38 feet from AR. 100 feet N/A rradd - 6/4/2011 at 0818
PSFL bringing small twigs and forming nest cup. Female on nest while male forages and calls from perches 
nearby.
rradd - 6/9/2011 3:42:47 PM
Nest now more substantial platform in bark cleft; draped with moss and lichen. PSFL heard but not seen.
rradd - 6/17/2011 1:05:38 PM
No occupant visible on nest, but PSFL nearby appears to be nest guarding; calling.& perching quietly within 30'.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:35:58 PM
No occupant visible on obscured nest, and no PSFL detected in vicinity. Monitor again prior to closing.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:06:20 PM
No PSFL detections during 30 min. obs
rradd - 7/8/2011 9:21:28 AM
Numerous PSFL detections during 30 min obs, but no movement at nest visible. New nest elsewhere?
rradd - 7/14/2011 11:39:23 AM
Change to Closed.
No bird visible at nest and no detections within 100' of nest. Nest presumed abandoned.
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6/17/2011 7002508 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 

Loritz property
0 feet, within work limits. 100 feet 30 feet A combination NBM/NBR is requested for this nest and nest location. First, a 

NBR from 100 to 30 feet. Second, a NBM to allow vehicle passage along the 
existing access road, and allow the water trucks ingress/egress to the water tank 
tower under the following restrictions:
•Only vehicle traffic is allowed, no pedestrian traffic.
•Vehicles may not stop or park within the buffer, with the exception of water 
trucks when at the water tank. The trucks should preform the required activities 
in a short a time as safely possible and depart immediately.
•10 mile per hour speed limit.
•No other project work within the buffer.
The combination NBM/NBR should not negatively impact the success of the 
house finch nest for the following reasons:
•House finches are known to nest in proximity to human activity and exhibit a 
high tolerance towards human disturbances. They have relatively high rates of 
nest success within areas of high human activity. 
•The female house finch did not flush from the nest when the biologist was just a 
few feet from the nest. When the female did flush in response to a loud noise, 
she returned to the nest within a few minutes with the biologist 30 feet away from 
the nest.
•The location of the nest within a wheel axle provides a buffer to external visual 
and acoustic disturbances for adults, eggs, and nestlings within the nest. The 
biggest concern will be the female flushing from the nest in response to acoustic 
disturbances (such as the one described above).
•Vehicle passage along the access road and the filling of water trucks and the 
water tower are activities of short duration, which should not impact the success 
of the nest.
•The biological monitor will observe the nest during construction activities. If the 
bird flushes from the nest, the biomonitor will have the authority to stop 
construction if the bird does not return to the nest within a sufficient amount of 
time, as determined by the monitor.

N/A emorgan - 6/17/2011 1:12:01 PM
Nest contains five eggs. Female observed incubating.
tfitanides - 6/22/2011 1:39:33 PM
Female incubating; flushed.
vnovik - 7/5/2011 4:16:24 PM
observed bird enter nest locution. Heard begging calls-from nestlings.
sjohnston - 7/16/2011 1:13:56 PM
Nestling fully feathered and very close to fledging. 
sritt - 7/21/2011 11:54:19 AM
No birds seen in nest or tending to nest. Bio-monitor has not noticed activity over recent days. Nest closed & pulled.

6/17/2011 7002513 LEGO Closed CP70-3 AR 60 feet to AR. 100 feet N/A rradd 6/17/2011 at 1220
LEGO female finalizing construction with male in tow.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:26:21 PM
Nest appears mostly complete; male LEGO accompanies female carrying lining material.
rradd - 7/1/2011 9:57:57 PM
Female LEGO on nest, male alerting.
rradd - 7/8/2011 9:19:42 AM
Female LEGO comes to nest and settles 0847.
rradd - 7/14/2011 11:35:41 AM
Change to Closed.
No detections during 30 min obs. Presume fledged.

6/25/2011 7002562 COHU Closed Suncrest Substation 20 feet 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

N/A ahill - 6/25/2011 7:45:33 AM
Female incubating 2 eggs.
shampton - 7/01/2011 at 1630 hrs
2 eggs in nest, observed female return and incubate, very tolerant of observers and traffic.
ahill - 7/6/2011 9:41:51 AM
2 small nestlings in nest; female was not on nest initially, then came back and was brooding.
ahill - 7/12/2011 4:34:42 PM
2 nestlings doing well.
ahill - 7/18/2011 5:02:54 PM
2 nestlongs growing. eyes open and alert, 
ahill - 7/20/2011 3:00:24 PM
Female observed feeding nestlings.
ahill - 7/27/2011 2:49:10 PM
cemerson- 7/27/ 2011  - The first nestling fledged Sunday, but was observed flying in the area on 7/25 and 7/26. The 
second nestling  was observed leaving the nest on 7/26 in the morning. Nest has been monitored intermittently since 
then and there has been no sign or the fledglings returning to the nest.

6/28/2011 7002574 CACW Inactive EP269 AR 93 feet north of AR 100 feet N/A eelias - 6/28/2011 3:00:33 PM
Complete nest; no eggs or nestlings in nest; no adults were active in this area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 1:49:20 PM
New nest with large entrance; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/20/2011 12:16:40 PM
No wrens observed or heard; small fearhers added to interior and 1 on entrance.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 1:26:16 PM
No wrens observed or heard, but nest has been visited: Feathers no longer obvious, but a cholla botton is at the 
entry.
pkonrad - 8/1/2011 11:50:34 AM
Nest looks good; cholla button removed from entry; feathers line part of interior.
pkonrad - 8/8/2011 1:18:15 PM
Nest unchanged; no wrens observed or heard in area.
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6/30/2011 7002582 ACWO Inactive Hartung Yard 50 feet to yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 

limits.
NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

N/A rradd - 6/30/2011 3:30:08 PM
Yard monitor reports regular cavity use by ACWO, but no entry noted 1510--1530 despite birds nearby.
rradd - 7/9/2011 8:00:13 AM
Up to 4 ACWO interacting at the same time on this communal tree, but no cavity use or food carrying observations 
during 30 minute survey. ACWO nesting can initiate in August - monitor again.
rradd - 7/14/2011 9:28:41 AM
ACWO group nearby but no interaction with this tree 0748-0822 on cool overcast morning..
rradd - 7/21/2011 8:24:58 AM
No ACWO interactions with the cavities in this tree 0732 - 0752. ACWO can breed in August, so yard bio should 
continue to monitor. Change to Inactive. Any potential nest is outside yard and will not impact work.

7/2/2011 7002588 CACW Inactive EP266-2 0 feet; nest is on TSAP. 100 feet N/A shampton - 7/2/2011 2:11:21 PM
Originally logged on 7/1/2011. Re-entered on 7/2/2011  due to IT malfunction. 
On 7/1/2011 at 1130 hrs - No CACW observed near nest in cholla. 1 CACW was singing 200 feet southwest of nest 
for a few minutes early in 4 hour survey of EP266-2 and TSAP. Nest was in good condition, complete. Lined, 
partially with white synthetic fluff. However, no CACW activity was associated with this nest.

Check once more prior to close.
tdipaola - 8/3/2011 10:53:08 AM
nest remains inactive with no Cacrus Wren observed in vacinity of nest. Nest is in fair condition but in worse 
condition compared to last nest check update. Nest closed

7/5/2011 7002591 CACW Active EP245 AR 15 feet southeast of AR 100 feet N/A pkonrad - 7/5/2011 10:45:05 AM
New nest; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 10:22:25 AM
 1 Cactus Wren near new nest; no contents in nest bowl.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 10:24:32 AM
Nest has a hole through bottom of chamber. No wrens active in area. Will change status to Inactive until nest is 
repaired or abandoned.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 10:26:20 AM
Nest has been repaired and improved and has 3 non-wren feathers added to entrance. No wrens in area, but 
observed 1 wren about 300 feet northeast of nest; no calling.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 10:24:12 AM
Nest looks good; new thin strip of bark positioned across entrance. Cactus wren observed 120 feet northeast of nest; 
no calling.
pkonrad - 8/8/2011 11:06:27 AM
Entrance open (bark moved away); no wrens near nest, but they are active at another nest about 390 feet northest 
along AR.

7/5/2011 7002592 CACW Inactive EP243 6 feet west of EP243 
pad

100 feet N/A pkonrad - 7/5/2011 1:23:52 PM
New but flimsy nest looks well-used; wren calling territorially from east.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 11:36:12 AM
Nest has big hole in side; roadrunner in area. Wren calling to south.

7/5/2011 7002593 CACW Inactive EP243 and new 12kV 
pole and AR

80 feet south of new 
12kV pole and AR

100 feet N/A pkonrad - 7/5/2011 1:40:29 PM
New nest with 1 egg evident in nest chamber; wren calling territorially nearby.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 11:41:41 AM
Nest seemingly unchanged, but no egg in nest; interior unlined. Wren calling to east.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 11:57:57 AM
Nest looks recently active; no wrens nearby; 1 of 2 nests active in area.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 11:17:19 AM
Nest looks a bit weathered; entrance doesn't look recently used and it is partly blocked by a cholla button, but nest in 
good shape overall. 1 wren observed 50 feet north and called twice.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 11:51:44 AM
No apparent changes; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 8/8/2011 2:24:42 PM
Nest looks unused in past couple weeks; no wrens in area. Changed to Inactive until improvement or additional 
deterioration; check again.

7/7/2011 7002611 CACW Active EP257 and AER Yard's 
AR

50 from south access 
road and 150 feet from 

100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

N/A eelias - 7/7/2011 8:47:07 AM
Jean noted an adult Cactus Wren making frequent trips with nest material to this nest. This nest is 35% built.
mkuehn - 7/20/2011 11:55:49 AM
A pair of cactus wrens was observed; 1 wren was on a rock with nesting material near the nest, the other was flying 
around. The first wren put the material down and followed the other cactus wren into a bush; then, a third cactus 
wren followed the pair. The nest is mostly built but no eggs - Jean 7/20/2011 11:48 AM.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 2:07:48 PM
Nest complete and interior is totally covered with feathers; chamber is very shallow and exposed. No wrens observed 
or heard.
pkonrad - 8/1/2011 12:36:19 PM
Nest looks unchanged but good; very shallow; no wrens in area. New AER contruction yard built to west and fenced 
within past 5 days.
pkonrad - 8/9/2011 10:43:14 AM
Nest chamber has a thick layer of downy feathers. No wrens observed or heard in area

7/7/2011 7002612 CACW Inactive EP257 and AER Yard 0 100 feet N/A eelias - 7/7/2011 9:23:36 AM
Complete nest (100% built), partly lined with feathers; no activity.
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7/8/2011 7002617 BTSP Closed EP270-2 50 feet 100 feet N/A 7/8/2011 - Nest is currently under construction.

phoward - 7/18/2011 11:55:44 AM
Nest appears inactive, no birds were seen visiting nest during 3 1/2 hour survey. Nest appears to be less than 50% 
complete (loose cup nest with openings on the bottom)
tfitanides - 7/25/2011 12:36:52 PM
Nesting material not present. No BTSP activity associated with this old nest location. Changed from inactive to 
closed.

7/8/2011 7002619 ACWO Active CP 82-1 50 feet east of AR 100 feet N/A 07/08/2011 - Adult ACWO pair using cavity; 1 went inside cavity and remained for 30 minute observation period.
rradd - 7/16/2011 11:31:09 AM
ACWO pair left this tree in response to observer and didn't return during 30 minute observation period. No bird 
visible in cavity.
rradd - 7/22/2011 10:48:26 AM
No ACWO activity at this cavity during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 7/27/2011 1:14:10 PM
Male ACWO in this cavity 1308-1312, then departs.
rradd - 8/10/2011 1:24:11 PM
ACWO vocal and active nearby, but no use of this cavity detected during 45 min. obs. No food carry has ever been 
noted; this is possibly a non-breeding roost site.

7/13/2011 7004627 BCHU Active Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge.

30 feet 100 feet N/A vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:03:26 PM
Adult observed on nest.
imaunsell - 7/25/2011 10:29:04 AM
Female adding material to nest and incubating.
imaunsell - 8/3/2011 12:23:00 PM
Female caring for nestlings with pin feathers coming in.
veurs - 8/8/2011 4:34:41 PM
monitored nest from 13:45-16:00 during excavation work that occurred approx 50 feet away on other side of sound 
blankets; female returned to nest every 25-35 mins to feed 2 nestlings; nestlings' bills beginning to elongate and 
feathers turning green; one nestling especially active, craning body and stretching neck over side of nest; other chick 
not as visible; both chicks blocked from view by mother when she came to feed
veurs - 8/10/2011 4:00:35 PM
record from 8/9/2011 not posted successfully-observed nest from 0630-1600; female returned to feed nestlings at 
regular intervals once fog burned off; steady attendance at nest despite continuous use of backhoe



veurs - 8/10/2011 4:06:12 PM
observed nest throughout day from  0700-1530; female returned to nest regularly to feed nestlings; both chicks still 
alive and moving about nest a little; female spent more time perched close to nest than on previous days; 
construction equip used untill approx 1330, then crew switched to hand tools  
veurs - 8/11/2011 4:44:08 PM
observed female returning to nest at regular intervals to feed 2 nestlings; at least one chick spent time exercising 
wings, but both remained in cup of nest; female stayed a little farther from the nest; construction activity not as 
heavy in vicinity of nest today
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7/14/2011 7004629 MODO Inactive TL 639 - 872360 28 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

N/A mdicus - 7/14/2011 11:58:36 AM
2 doves flushed from nest area; well-built nest with fresh lining appears unused.
rradd - 7/19/2011 10:44:46 AM
Nest appears fresh and uncompacted.
rradd - 7/25/2011 1:49:58 PM
Fresh feathers in nest suggest recent use, but no eggs. MODO detected in nest vicinity, which is visually screened 
from AR, but not at nest . Drive-through and walk-through construction is occuring.
pkonrad - 8/4/2011 3:10:35 PM
No changes at the nest; no doves in area; judging from previous reports and today observation, change status to 
Inactive and check again.

7/15/2011 7004653 BTSP Active EP 274-1 109 feet to work area; 
115 feet to TSAP 

100 feet N/A jgalang - 7/15/2011 10:27:49 AM
Black-throated sparrow seen on the nest. Observer approached to within 2 feet of the nest and the bird did not flush. 
Contents unknown but an observer noted nest was empty on 7/8.
sritt - 7/22/2011 3:22:52 PM
2 eggs in nest. Adult singing + showing aggressive behavior.
sritt - 7/22/2011 4:21:19 PM
A helicopter spent about 3 minutes hovering 100 feet above the TSAP during the survey. It became apparent that 
the wind, dust, and noise disturbance caused by such activity  would most likely cause this nest to fail.
sritt - 7/26/2011 5:57:48 PM
2 young downy nestlings in nest. eyes still closed. Adult approached nest and was confronted by a shrike. Sparrow 
flushed and shrike perched on nest  for 15 seconds before leaving. 2 nestlings left in nest; adult eventually 
returned.
mkuehn - 8/2/2011 5:30:13 PM
Adulds made 10-plus trips to nest with food during survey; nest contained at least 1 nestling.

7/19/2011 7004660 MODO Active EP291-1 87 feet to tower work 
area

100 feet 80 feet. A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 80 feet is requested and is not 
anticipated to impact the likelihood for this nest to fledge successfully for the 
following reasons:
•The nest is located over 80 feet from the work area. The majority of work 
activities at this site will take place outside of the original 100 foot buffer.
•Mourning doves are typically highly tolerant of disturbances and will remain on 
their nests even when approached to very close distances. This behavior makes 
it unlikely that the bird would flush from the nest due to work over 80 feet away. 
This particular bird did not flush from the nest until surveyors approached to 
within a few feet.
•The nest is located on the side of a brittle bush (Encilia ferenosa) facing away 
from the work area. This plant species is of moderate height and density, 
providing a natural visual buffer from potential disturbances at the work area.
•Other instances of mourning doves nesting in proximity to human disturbances 
on the Project have not been negatively impacted by buffer reductions of 
distances less than the proposed buffer for this nest.

N/A fhoffman - 7/19/2011 10:19:56 AM
Adult incubating 2 eggs.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 2:23:04 PM
Dove still incubating 2 white eggs in ground nest.
pkonrad - 8/1/2011 10:57:29 AM
Adult dove on nest, apparently brooding.
pkonrad - 8/8/2011 12:16:54 PM
Adult standing nest to nest; cannot see nest contents (without flushing dove).
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7/19/2011 7004661 NOMO Inactive TL 639 - 371519 3 feet form AR. 100 feet 90 feet. Concurrence from Debbie Leonard, Helix Environmental:


I reviewed SDG&E’s NBM/NBR Request that includes an NBR to 90 feet and an 
NBM to 8 feet for northern mockingbird nest ID 7004661. The NBR would be for 
reconductoring at one pole, and the NBM would be for drive-through access 
along the access road to multiple poles for reconductoring.
The NBR of 90 feet is consistent with Attachment B, Bird Buffer Reductions, of 
the July 2011 Draft Nesting Bird Management Plan as commented on by Erinn 
Wilson, which allows a buffer of 50 feet.

The NBM of 8 feet for drive-through access is acceptable because: 1) SDG&E 
would not allow stopping, standing, or work allowed within the modified buffer; 2) 
once access is permitted through the buffer, all poles along the road would be 
worked on within the same day; and 3) the nest was still in the nest-building 
phase as of July 25, 2011.

N/A rradd - 7/19/2011 8:27:09 AM
Stick nest with fresh stems of bushmallow within but not yet formed into cup or lining. Territorial mockingird sings 
incessantly from nearest lattice tower and flies to song posts sourh and west but not north into territory of pair at Nest 
7002601.
rradd - 7/25/2011 3:21:37 PM
Material added to nest: still not ready for first egg.
pkonrad - 8/4/2011 2:41:07 PM
Partial nest bowl has not been completed; no lining; no mockingbirds in area - inactive - check back.

7/19/2011 7004662 MODO Active TL 639 - 379520 30 feet from tower; 8 
feet from AR.

100 feet 20 feet A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 20 feet, as well as a restricted access 
nest buffer modification is requested. The purpose of the NBR is to permit 
ongoing pole top construction work to be completed at the adjacent site. This 
NBR/NBM combination should not adversely affect the successful outcome of 
this nest for the following reasons:
•The NBM is for drive through access with restrictions of no stopping, standing 
or construction work and an ESA speed limit of 10 mph on the access road 
within the buffer.  The NBM is requested to permit construction vehicles to pass 
through the buffer to access work areas beyond this nest.
•The Mourning Doves chose the site and brought material to the nest site 
indifferent to ongoing work just 25 feet away.
•The line of sight between the nest and construction work area is obscured by 
dense vegetation.
•The nest is downhill from the access road and the adults exhibited tolerance of 
all activity on the access road (e.g. the bird stayed on the nest while vehicles 
drove by and while biologists viewed the nest).  
•The access road is used often as a hiking and dog-walking trail by the public 
indicating the nesting pair is acclimated to human activity.

Additionally, this is a second clutch by the same pair that has already fledged a 
clutch successfully with work occurring at approximately 20 feet under the 
original NBR.

N/A rradd - 7/19/2011 9:18:56 AM
Fresh layer of dry grass stems placed atop old nest platform; MODO pair observed copulating on adjacent wire, 
suggesting a new nest at this location is in progress.
rradd - 7/25/2011 12:49:41 PM
Nest material shows compression; contains no eggs. Drive-through and walk-through construction in progress.
pkonrad - 8/4/2011 2:52:18 PM
Female incubating on grass-covered nest permitted close approach without flushing.
emorgan - 8/11/2011 10:08:39 AM
Female incubating while male was singing nearby. Female did not flush from nest.

7/23/2011 7004672 CACW Active EP253-2 0 feet 100 feet N/A mdicus - 7/23/2011 4:31:27 PM
2 adults were observed visiting the nest; 1 adult entered the nest, and both were observed calling. Nest has been 
repaired and appears complete, with a clean entrance. No eggs or nestlings; possibly a satellite or roost nest.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 11:16:15 AM
Nest entrance has grasses across ouside and interior is unlined, but nest looks new and active.
pkonrad - 8/9/2011 10:38:12 AM
Entrance is large and clear and interior chamber has some lining. No wrens observed or heard in area.

7/25/2011 7004674 LEGO Active Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

95 feet 100 feet N/A imaunsell - 7/25/2011 10:25:26 AM
Female bringing fine nesting material and spider silk to nest. Estmated to be 90% complete.
imaunsell - 7/26/2011 9:39:42 AM
Female nest building.
imaunsell - 8/3/2011 12:21:39 PM
No activity observed. Chronology would suggest incubation. Unable to see if bird is on nest.
veurs - 8/9/2011 4:37:20 PM
observed nest periodically from 11:00 to 15:00; female seen moving about in nest; at one point she performed 
begging display towards male; female would leave nest for prolonged periods but eventually returned to sit on nest 
for a short time; unable to tell if adults are feeding nestlings because area above nest often obscured by leaves
veurs - 8/10/2011 3:55:54 PM
monitored nest throughout day from 0700 to 1545; male and female both on nest for longer intervals than previous 
day; no food seen being brough to nestso hatchlings unlikely as yet; still incubating
veurs - 8/11/2011 4:34:08 PM
observed nest throughout day from 0645 to 1630; an adult on nest constantly all day; hatchlings still unlikely, never 
saw parents bring food to nest; mostly obs female on nest, but did see  male incubating on occasion

7/20/2011 7004681 LEGO Active CP50-1 AR Hamlet 
property

0 feet to AR 100 feet N/A rradd - 7/20/2011 7:21:22 AM
LEGO female building new nest; approx 50% complete.
rradd - 7/26/2011 4:27:39 PM
LEGO female on nest, apparently incubating 0710.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 10:35:21 AM
Female incubating.
pkonrad - 8/10/2011 1:08:29 PM
Female on nest; brooding?
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7/27/2011 7004701 HOFI Active Helix Yard 5 feet to AR 100 feet Drvie through access 

only.
Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

N/A rradd - 7/21/2011 4:05:29 PM
Change to Closed.
HOFI are visiting and have apparently taken over -  HOFI tail visible over rim of nest.
rradd - 7/27/2011 10:10:51 AM
Female HOFI enters nest 0922; at least 2 nestlings visible above rim plastered with feces.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 2:44:53 PM
No nestlings or adults observed, but nestlings could be in nest yet; check back again.
rradd - 8/10/2011 3:42:03 PM
Status unclear. No young visible in nest but adult female HOFI noted visiting at 30 minute intervals.

8/4/2011 7004708 LEGO Active Alpine Underground 
301+00r

50 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

N/A shampton - 8/4/2011 2:28:36 PM
At 0830 hrs.  Adults copulating near nest. Male singing. Female adding nest material. Nest appears complete.
shampton - 8/11/2011 3:09:44 PM
adult LEGO's occasionally heard within about 100' of nest but no birds visited nest during 20 minute observation 
(1041-1101)

8/4/2011 7004710 MODO Active Alpine Blvd 99+00r 12 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

N/A shampton - 8/4/2011 3:40:23 PM
Adult on nest, brooding/incubating. Bird did not flush from vehicle or foot traffic on Alpine Blvd or when biologist 
approached to near underneath when GPSing nest.

8/8/2011 7004712 CACW Active EP245 AR 15 feet east of AR N/A pkonrad - 8/8/2011 10:27:57 AM
Weathered-colored nest in good shape with clear opening recently lined with downy feathers. 2 adults present, both 
singing; 1 carrying nest-lining material.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
McCoy Solar, LLC (McCoy Solar) is proposing to develop the McCoy Solar Energy Project 
(MSEP or Project), a photovoltaic (PV) solar power plant, in Riverside County, California 
(Figure 1). The MSEP is an up to 750 megawatt (MW) PV solar power plant that will provide 
renewable energy to the California electrical grid through an interconnection at Southern 
California Edison’s proposed Colorado River Substation. McCoy Solar has applied for an 
approximately 7,700-acre right-of-way (ROW) grant from the BLM for development of the 
MSEP. Once constructed, the Project would permanently occupy approximately 5,363 acres 
(4,893 acres of BLM land; 470 acres of private land in unincorporated Riverside County) for the 
Solar Plant Site, plus approximately 176 acres for Linear Facilities. The total permanent Project 
footprint would be approximately 5,539 acres (collectively referred to as the Project Area). 

During discussions among BLM, US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), and McCoy Solar, 
USFWS expressed concerns about potential Project-related impacts to golden eagles (Aquila 
chrysaetos), which are known to breed in the mountains surrounding the Project. The golden 
eagle is protected by the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA). This law provides for 
the protection of the bald eagle and the golden eagle by prohibiting the take, possession, sale, 
purchase, barter, offer to sell, purchase or barter, transport, export or import, of any bald or 
golden eagle, alive or dead, including any part, nest, or egg, unless allowed by permit (16 
U.S.C. 668(a); 50 CFR 22). "Take" includes pursue, shoot, shoot at, poison, wound, kill, 
capture, trap, collect, molest or disturb (16 U.S.C. 668c; 50 CFR 22.23). “Disturb” means to 
agitate or bother an eagle to a degree that causes, or is likely to cause, 1) injury to an eagle, 2) 
a decrease in its productivity, by substantially interfering with normal breeding, feeding, or 
sheltering behavior, or 3) nest abandonment, by substantially interfering with normal breeding, 
feeding, or sheltering behavior. In 2009, the USFWS published a notice in the Federal Register 
that incidental take permits would be available for eagles, and in February 2011, the USFWS 
published draft implementing guidance for public comment. 

Until the implementation guidelines are finalized, USFWS has asked that eagle risk 
assessments be conducted for projects that may impact golden eagles to evaluate whether an 
avian and bat protection plan is needed for the project. Specifically, this document provides a 
risk assessment of Project development impacts on golden eagles based on Project-specific 
facilities, a literature review, input from eagle biologists, and the results of two consecutive years 
of helicopter nest surveys. The surveys used to evaluate the potential impacts of the Project 
extend up to 10 miles from the Project based on the USFWS golden eagle survey protocol 
(Pagel et al. 2010). Therefore, all potential impacts are evaluated in the context of the 10-mile 
buffer. 

 

2.0 PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
The proposed Project is located in Riverside County, CA, approximately 13 miles northwest of 
the City of Blythe, California (Figure 2). The MSEP is located immediately to the north of Solar 
Millennium’s recently-permitted thermal solar Blythe Solar Power Project (BSPP). Surrounding 
mountain ranges include the McCoy Mountains to the west, the Little Maria Mountains to the 
north, and the Big Maria Mountains to the northeast. A broad wash system flowing into Palo 
Verde Valley, called McCoy Wash, is located immediately to the east of the Solar Plant Site, 
and Interstate 10 (I-10) is located 5.5 miles south of the southernmost border of the ROW. 
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The MSEP will consist of the Solar Plant Site and Linear Facilities (collectively the Project Area). 
The Solar Plant Site is the area that includes the solar fields, substation, perimeter road, 
fencing, drainage, operations and maintenance (O&M) facilities. The Linear Facilities will include 
the generation-tie (gen-tie) line, access road, primary and secondary telecommunication lines, 
distribution line, and switchyard. With the exception of the switchyard and a portion of the 
access road, the Linear Facilities will be mostly co-located inside the Linear Corridor. The 
switchyard will lie at the southern terminus of the Linear Corridor; a portion of the access road 
north of I-10 will be shared with Solar Millennium’s BSPP. 

The MSEP will be constructed in sequential phases. The first phase, which is anticipated to be 
completed in August 2014, will include the first 250 MWs, the access road, water treatment 
system, initial gen-tie (consisting of the support towers and first circuit), telecommunications 
lines, O&M building, and parking area. Construction of the second phase will provide the 
additional MW to reach up to 750 MW total. 

Project water use during operation is anticipated to be only 60 acre-feet per year to support 
potable supply and periodic cleaning of the PV panels. Water use during construction is expected 
to be between 650 to 750 acre-feet over about a three-year construction period. The Project will 
obtain its water supply from groundwater underlying the site using a minimum of two water supply 
wells located within the eastern half of the Solar Plant Site. 

 

3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 
The Project Area lies along the bajada sloping out of the eastern side of the McCoy Mountains. 
Summer temperatures routinely reach above 100ºF (June–September) and annual average 
precipitation in the Blythe, California area is less than 4 inches. On average, August receives 
the most rainfall (WRCC 2008). The Project is in the watershed of the McCoy Mountains; site 
drainage is by sheet flow and percolation. Topography is relatively level, with elevations 
between approximately 390 and 735 feet above mean sea level. 

3.1 Solar Plant Site 
The western portion of the Solar Plant Site is dominated by gently undulating terrain with broad 
patches of largely unvegetated, well-developed, highly oxidized gravel desert pavement (Tetra 
Tech and Karl 2011). Widely spaced washes, generally less than 10 feet deep, flow through the 
pavement plain; associated small runnels flow into these washes. The exception to this is in the 
southwestern corner of the Solar Plant Site, where there are several 20 to 25-foot-deep 
drainages. As the bajada flattens to the east, drainages become shallow, braided runnels with a 
few swales. There are patches of sheet flow near McCoy Wash. Consistent with the hydrology 
and distance from the mountains, substrates become finer toward the eastern portion of the 
Solar Plant Site, becoming only scattered fine and very fine gravels over soft to slightly hard 
sandy loam along the eastern side. There are scattered patches of fine gravel- and coarse 
gravel-desert pavement throughout the eastern, and especially the southeastern, portion of the 
Solar Plant Site. 

Vegetation on the Solar Plant Site is described in this report using alliances developed by 
Sawyer, Keeler-Wolf and Evens (2009) and used by the California Natural Diversity Data Base 
(California Department of Fish and Game [CDFG] 2010). Upland vegetation is characterized by 
associations (i.e., subsets) of the Creosote Bush-White Burr Sage (Larrea tridentata-Ambrosia 
dumosa) Scrub Alliance. However, even typical upland vegetation is largely confined to 
drainages on the Project Area, probably because most of the available water is in the drainages 
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due to the low regional rainfall and substrate and soil quality. On the desert pavement plains in 
the west, shrubs are rare outside of water courses. In the eastern half of the site, the interstices 
have moderately low vegetation cover of mostly creosote bush (7-8 percent or lower). This low 
percent coverage by plants and the small stature of the plants further supports the conclusion 
that water availability is low. Where sheet flow predominates, shrub cover is a little higher (<10 
percent), and co-dominants include white burr sage, brittlebush (Encelia farinosa), and white 
rhatany (Krameria grayii). 

Runnels and very small washes on the Solar Plant Site, including over most of the eastern Solar 
Plant Site, are dominated by creosote bush, white burr sage, brittlebush, and white rhatany; 
galleta grass (Pleuraphis rigida) is patchily common to co-dominant. An occasional palo verde 
(Parkinsonia florida [=Cercidium floridum]) or ironwood (Olneya tesota), or patches of a few 
individuals, can also be found in some swales or in the more well-developed parts of some 
runnels where water volume is probably higher or water is more consistently available. In the 
more well-developed washes in the western portion of the site, the vegetation is characterized 
by the Desert Lavender (Hyptis emoryi) Scrub and Catclaw Acacia (Senegalia (= Acacia greggii) 
Thorn Scrub Alliances. Desert lavender, Anderson boxthorn (Lycium andersonii), catclaw 
acacia, creosote bush, white burr sage, brittlebush, chuckwalla bush (Bebbia juncea), and white 
rhatany and/or little-leaf rhatany (Krameria erecta; mostly upslope) are typical dominants; 
galleta grass is intermittently co-dominant. 

In some of these washes, there are occasional, generally relatively short (mostly under 15 feet 
in height) palo verde and ironwood. There are rare patches of a few of these moderately sized 
trees that may also have a small number of larger trees. In total, while important to wildlife 
because of their elevated structure, trees are not a common feature of the Solar Plant Site’s 
washes, nor do they (with a few exceptions) attain the mature, robust size of individuals found in 
drainages that receive higher flow volume, such as McCoy Wash. 

McCoy Wash is a broad wash system east of the Solar Plant Site, the main channel of which is 
approximately a mile from the Solar Plant Site border. A small distributary lies just east of the 
Solar Plant Site border. This wash system is characterized by multiple broad, sandy arboreal 
washes as well as numerous smaller washes and runnels. Large, robust ironwood is the aspect-
dominant species; palo verde is a common subdominant tree. Dominant shrubs include 
creosote bush and white burr sage; white rhatany, big galleta, and Anderson boxthorn are 
common. 

3.2 Linear Corridor 
The Linear Corridor exits the southeastern corner of the Solar Plant Site onto a barren, densely 
fine-gravelly, flat plain with little vegetation. As the Linear Corridor turns south, it travels through 
a relatively flat lower bajada with numerous small swales. Soils are generally fine, soft to 
consolidated loams lightly covered by fine to very fine gravels or none. The shrub cover is 
dominated by creosote bush and white burr sage (10 percent cover); galleta grass is common in 
the swales, along with occasional ironwood trees. At one point along the Linear Corridor, a well-
developed, large-arboreal wash resulting from the coalescence of several small washes meets 
and crosses the Linear Corridor. There, it becomes re-routed against a long east-west 
agricultural berm, where it forms a long swale of dense palo verde and ironwood infested with 
dense Russian thistle (Salsola tragus) and Sahara mustard (Brassica tournefortii). The Linear 
Corridor and adjacent area north and south of this swale is cleared for agriculture (currently not 
in crops), except in the northwestern half, where native creosote bush and white burr sage 
habitat, with brittlebush-white burr sage-galleta grass runnels, remains. An actively farmed citrus 
orchard lies at the eastern end of this portion of the Linear Corridor. 
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The Linear Corridor continues across a flat bajada with habitat similar to that in the southeastern 
Solar Plant Site. Desert pavement patches and a second pebble terrace intersect the Linear 
Corridor as it nears the mountains and the substrates generally become more gravelly. Heavy 
sheeting and well-developed arboreal washes begin to cross the Linear Corridor, with numerous 
arboreal washes where the Linear Corridor travels over the toeslopes of the McCoy Mountains. 
Vegetation in the interfluves is generally very sparse creosote bush-white burr sage scrub. Near 
the freeway, the Linear Corridor crosses a low depression adjacent to a mesa. Both this 
depression and a nearby borrow pit on the Linear Corridor have been very disturbed in the past 
by grading and stockpiling dirt, gravel and concrete. Soils are fine and hard and there is 
potential for pockets of standing water. The borrow pit hosts a dense honey mesquite-palo 
verde bosque-ironwood bosque. 

South of I-10, the Linear Corridor traverses a flat bajada of low plant diversity (creosote bush 
and white burr sage) and cover (8 percent). West of the existing First Solar/NRG Blythe solar 
facility, intermittent, loose, shallow sand sheets and dunes and small, exposed basins intersect 
the Linear Corridor, and ponding water is a potential in some of the basins. Well-developed, low 
dunes enter the corridor where it turns to the west and remain characteristic of the Linear 
Corridor through and including most of the switchyard. This habitat contains widely spaced 
perennial shrubs (2-5 percent cover), with the dominant species including creosote bush, white 
burr sage, and galleta grass. Several sand-associates and other annuals are also abundant 
(e.g., sand verbena [Abronia villosa], birdcage primrose [Oenothera deltoides], desert marigold 
[Baileya pauciradiata], and narrow-leaved forget-me-not [Cryptantha angustifolia]). 

Additional details regarding vegetation at the Project can be found in the McCoy Solar Energy 
Project Biological Resources Technical Report (Tetra Tech and Karl 2011). 

 

4.0 COLLECTION AND SYNTHESIS OF BIOLOGICAL DATA 
4.1 Eagle Nest Surveys 
Helicopter surveys to detect golden eagle nesting activity were conducted on March 25-26, April 
2-3, and May 14, 2010 by the Wildlife Research Institute (WRI 2010). Surveys were conducted 
following the USFWS Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols (Pagel et al. 
2010) in spring 2010. Surveys covered the MSEP and portions of the surrounding mountains. 
The 2010 helicopter survey was a collaborative effort among three solar developers and 
covered four proposed projects located north of I-10 between the town of Desert Center and 
Blythe, CA. Survey coverage included a 10-mile survey buffer from each project’s ROW 
boundary for a total of approximately 1,600 square miles of search area. One of the projects 
was Solar Millennium’s BSPP directly south of the MSEP, and therefore, these surveys also 
covered the entire MSEP and portions of its 10-mile buffer (Figure 3). The northern portion of 
the MSEP 10-mile buffer is outside of the area surveyed in 2010, nevertheless, this area was 
partially captured in the 2010 survey, as indicated by the inactive nest detected in the Little 
Maria Mountains. 

Additional helicopter surveys were conducted at the request of the USFWS to provide a second 
consecutive year of golden eagle nest data within 10 miles of the Project The surveys were 
conducted on March 23 and 24 (Phase 1), and May 5, 6, and 7, 2011 (Phase 2). Surveys were 
conducted by WRI following the USFWS Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols 
(Pagel et al. 2010), and covered approximately 314 square miles surrounding the MSEP. Surveys 
were conducted during the most appropriate time to observe nesting activity and productivity, and 
focused on areas containing suitable nesting habitat within the search area. 
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WRI considered active any nest in good (i.e., worked on by golden eagles within the last three 
years) condition that contained evidence of fresh nest material being added during the season 
in which the survey was conducted, whether or not any golden eagles were seen in proximity to 
the nest. WRI considered a nest inactive if they did not find evidence of an adult at or in close 
proximity of a nest or the nest did not contain eggs, young, or fresh nesting material. Assigning 
an inactive stick nest to a species is challenging because a nest might be used by different 
species in each year and the characteristics of nests overlap for some species. However, 
golden eagle nests can often be distinguished from hawk, falcon, and raven nests by size and 
placement. Golden eagle nests are constructed of sticks and the bowl of the nest can be lined 
with a wide variety of vegetation types, including shredded yucca (Yucca spp.), grasses, dry 
yucca leaves (Slevin 1929, Dixon 1937), strips of inner bark, dead and green leaves, soft 
mosses, and lichens (Gabrielson and Lincoln 1959). Golden eagle nests are large, and the 
adults often add material to the nest prior to use each year. Thus, inactive nests were 
conservatively considered golden eagle nests based on the nest characteristics, the experience 
of the lead observer, and nest placement on the landscape. 

Golden eagles often have more than one nest in a territory, and two or three alternative nests 
sites is most common (Kochert et al. 2002). The spacing between nests within a territory varies 
with terrain features and the proximity to other eagle pairs and can range from <3.3 feet (1 
meter) to >3.1 miles (5 kilometers) (McGahan 1968, Boeker and Ray 1971). Pairs may 
investigate multiple nests before choosing a nest for laying, with some pairs using the same 
nest every year and some switching nests sites between years, regardless of reproductive 
success the previous year (Boeker and Ray 1971). Therefore, the total number of nests should 
not be construed as representative of the number of locally breeding golden eagles because (1) 
there is no simple correlation between the number of alternative nests and eagle pairs; (2) the 
tally of nests was conservative and may have included nests of other species; and (3) eagle 
nests can last for decades. WRI categorized the nests into territories in their reports based on 
the proximity of the nests to each other and the arrangement of the nests within the landscape, 
but due to the speculative nature of territory delineation, we report only on total nests. 

For ease of interpretation, all nests found on the 2011 survey, whether detected on Phase 1 or 
Phase 2 of the survey, were assigned sequential numbers for the Project. These numbers are 
distinct from the trip, waypoint, and territory name system used by WRI in their survey reports 
(WRI 2011a,b; see Appendix A, B). 

4.1.1 2010 Survey Results 
The spring 2010 helicopter surveys detected two golden eagle nests (one active, two inactive) 
within 10 miles of the MSEP (Figure 3). The active eagle nest (Nest 4 [2011 survey 
designation]) was identified as active based on the presence of fresh nest material only, and 
was located 9.2 miles northeast of the Project in the Big Maria Mountains, and the inactive nest 
(Nest 7) was 2.3 miles southwest of the MSEP in the McCoy Mountains (Figure 3). 

4.1.2 2011 Survey Results 
The 2011 nest survey located five golden eagle nests within the 10-mile-radius search area (Figure 
4, Appendix A, B). Four of these nests were inactive, and the fifth (Nest 4 - active golden eagle 
nest in 2010), was occupied by red-tailed hawks in 2011. Inactive golden eagle nests were noted 
1.7 miles west (Nest 1), 3 miles southwest (Nest 7), 5.6 miles west-northwest (Nest 3), and 8.4 
miles northwest (Nest 2) of the MSEP in the McCoy Mountains (Figure 4). An additional 11 inactive 
golden eagle nests were detected outside the 10-mile search radius, at distances of 10.5 – 13.5 
miles from the Project. No successful breeding by golden eagles was detected at any of these 
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nests within or outside the 10-mile search radius around the Project on either phase of the aerial 
survey. Additionally, no golden eagles were seen during the nest surveys. 

4.2 Avian Point Count Surveys 
To inventory avian species and identify use of the site by special-status bird species, Tetra Tech 
biologists conducted avian point count surveys of the Solar Plant Site and Linear Corridor 
pursuant to a protocol approved by the USFWS, BLM and CDFG. A minimum of two point count 
plots were conducted per habitat type for a total of 12 plots covering the Solar Plant Site and 
Linear Corridor (Figure 5). There were five plots within the Solar Plant Site, one per 5.2 square 
kilometers (2 square miles) and seven plots along the Linear Corridor, one per 3.2 linear 
kilometers (2 miles). Within each plot, sampling focused on areas where the highest abundance 
of birds is likely to occur (e.g., drainages). Each plot consisted of at least four points spaced 200 
meters apart. Point count surveys were conducted one day per week for four weeks between 
March and April. Each point count had an unlimited radius for raptors and common ravens. 
Point counts were 10 minutes long and were conducted between sunrise and four hours after 
sunrise, with an extension to approximately 11:00 if temperatures did not preclude bird activity. 

Additional avian point count plots were conducted weekly during spring to document raptor 
behavior (e.g., foraging, migrating), particularly by golden eagles, over the Solar Plant Site. In 
addition to the morning point count surveys described above, at each point count plot on the 
Solar Plant Site, one of the four points was randomly chosen for a 10-minute survey during 
midday, when raptors are foraging following thermal lift and prey are still active (i.e., before 
temperatures are too high for diminished activity). An additional set of 30-minute surveys was 
completed midday on June 15 and 16 at all 12 plot locations on the Solar Plant Site and the 
Linear Corridor. Each raptor point count had an unlimited distance in all directions, which 
allowed for tracking the movements of large birds such as golden eagles over a large area. 

No golden eagles were observed during the avian point counts or the modified counts for 
raptors. Two golden eagles were incidentally observed south of the Solar Plant Site on March 
28, 2011. The two birds were observed south of the Project soaring northward, toward the 
Project. 

4.3 Christmas Bird Count Data 
The Christmas Bird Count (CBC) is an annual, one-day bird count in late December or early 
January that provides some information on annual trends in wintering birds. These counts are 
done within a 15-mile diameter circle and reflect the total number of birds seen throughout the 
day. Of the three CBC locations in Riverside County, the Joshua Tree National Park Count is 
closest to the Project. Over the last 20 years, two golden eagles were seen in 1995; one was 
seen in 1999; and one was seen in 2008. These data were insufficient to calculate population 
trends for the region. 

 

5.0 IDENTIFICATION OF PROJECT-RELATED ACTIVITIES THAT COULD 
POTENTIALLY RESULT IN EAGLE TAKE 

This section addresses potential take of golden eagles that might result from the construction 
and operation of the Project, either through direct mortality or as a result of disturbance of 
normal breeding and foraging activities. 
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5.1 Mortality 
5.1.1 Solar Plant Site – Collision 
Few data are available regarding direct avian mortality at solar facilities, and no research has 
been published from PV facilities. McCrary et al. (1986) conducted searches for bird fatalities at 
the Solar One Project in San Bernardino County, California, a facility that used a central 
receiver tower and heliostats to concentrate sunlight on a central boiler. They found that the 
primary cause of bird mortality (57 birds, 81 percent of fatalities found) was collisions with 
structures, primarily the mirrored heliostats. The remaining 19 percent (13 birds) died from 
burning in the standby points (locations in the sky where reflected sunlight is focused when not 
focused on the boiler). Fatalities were primarily songbirds and ducks; no raptors were found. It is 
possible that collisions with PV collectors may pose a risk to birds at MSEP, but the anticipated 
height of PV arrays (approximately 6-10 feet [2-3m]) makes collisions unlikely. The facility will 
not pose a burning risk as was found at Solar One, because the PV plant design does not 
incorporate standby points or a central receiver tower. 

Golden eagle mortality is unlikely to be associated with the operation of the solar facility. To 
date, there have been no documented raptor mortalities associated with solar facilities, although 
data regarding solar energy projects are sparse. In order for a golden eagle fatality to occur, 
golden eagles would have to collide with the facilities, which would be most likely to occur if 
golden eagles were hunting in the area. However, because of the distance of the Project from 
the nests, low levels of activity in nearby breeding territories, and the low density of prey 
available (see Section 5.2.2) due to absence of vegetation suitable as prey habitat, eagles are 
unlikely to be hunting in the immediate vicinity of the Project. Furthermore, the PV design lacks 
tall structures, and is probably less likely to cause collisions than wind turbines or other types of 
solar facilities that require tall structures. 

5.1.2 Generation Tie and Distribution Lines – Collision/Electrocution 
Golden eagle fatalities can occur as a result of electrocution and collisions with power line 
structures (Harness and Wilson 2001, APLIC 2006). Due to their large size, golden eagles are 
able to bridge conductive elements (Harness and Wilson 2001, APLIC 2006). Therefore, any 
structures that allow for circuit completion (i.e., flesh-to-flesh contact between energized parts or 
an energized and grounded part) pose an electrocution risk to golden eagles. To protect eagles 
from possible electrocution, APLIC recommends a horizontal separation of 60 in (150 cm) and a 
vertical separation of 40 in (100 cm) between phase conductors or between a phase conductor 
and grounded hardware. 

A 230-kV gen-tie line and associated telecommunication line will extend south from the Solar 
Plant Site, around the east side of the BSPP to the proposed Southern California Edison 
Colorado River Substation south of I-10. For this line, transformers will be >60 in (150 cm) 
apart, effectively removing the risk for golden eagle electrocution. The MSEP gen-tie, estimated 
to be 14.5 miles long, will be parallel to the BSPP gen-tie (a separate line) for nearly half of the 
length, with the two lines being between 50 and 100 feet apart (see Figure 2). 

Electrical distribution from the PV arrays will be via buried, which will eliminate the risk to golden 
eagles from these lines. McCoy Solar will follow APLIC guidelines such as spacing or insulation 
to minimize the risk of golden eagle electrocutions on any above-ground lines associated with 
the substation, gen-tie line and distribution line. 

In areas where there are few natural perches, power poles may become an attractant to 
foraging raptors (Lehman et al. 2007). As natural perches are limited in the Project Area, it is 
possible that golden eagles within the Project Area will use the gen- tie line power poles as 
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hunting perches; however, monopole towers, which reduce perching opportunities, are 
proposed for the gen-tie line. The nearest golden eagle nest (inactive in 2011) is 4.8 miles (7.72 
km) from the closest point of the gen-tie line, and eagle use of the area that encompasses the 
line is likely to be limited to a maximum of one pair during the breeding season because of the 
territorial nature of golden eagles (Kochert et al. 2002). Additional eagles may move through the 
area during the non-breeding season, although there are no known concentrations of non-
breeding eagles within the Project. By following APLIC recommendations during the design and 
construction of the gen-tie line and its components, the risk of electrocution to golden eagles will 
be reduced to negligible levels or eliminated. 

Golden eagle mortalities have been recorded as a result of collisions with power lines (LaRoe et 
al. 1995); however, most reports do not distinguish between electrocution and collision 
accidents (Bevanger 1998). Although there is a potential for mortality due to collision with the 
gen-tie or telecommunication lines, the potential is low due to the distance from known nests 
and nesting habitat and the lack of known prey concentrations (see Section 5.2.2 below). 

5.2 Disturbance 
This section addresses any potential disturbance to normal breeding or foraging behaviors that 
may result from the construction and operation of the solar facility and the transmission line. 

5.2.1 Nesting 
Impacts to nesting eagles are dependent on the source or type of disturbance and the distance 
between the disturbance and the nest (Richardson and Miller 1997). Known disturbances to 
golden eagle nests in California deserts include OHV traffic, camping, mining/development, 
shooting, climbing and graffiti (WRI 2010). Construction and operational impacts that could 
affect golden eagles include noise, human activity, and dust. 

Richardson and Miller (1997) summarized recommended buffer distances for active golden 
eagle nests, with respect to human disturbance, noise, and visual impacts, as 0.1 to 1 miles 
(200 to 1,600 meters). Suter and Joness (1981) suggested that construction buffers from nests 
should be at least 0.6 miles (1,000 meters). Holmes et al. (1993) evaluated flushing distance for 
golden eagles as 0.07–0.25 miles (105–390 meters) for pedestrian disturbance and 0.009–0.12 
miles (14–190 meters) for vehicle disturbance. Multiple authors have stated that disturbance is 
minimized when it is not within line of sight of the nest (e.g., Suter and Joness 1981, Richardson 
and Miller 1997). 

There are five golden eagle nests within 10 miles of the Project, although none are currently 
active (Figure 4, Appendix A, B). The nearest eagle nest in the McCoy Mountains is 1.7 miles 
(2.7 km) from the Solar Plant Site. Other nests within ten miles are 3-8.4 miles from the Solar 
Plant Site. These distances are substantially greater than the recommended buffers outlined 
above. Therefore, construction and operation of the solar facility is unlikely to disturb golden 
eagle nesting. 

The nearest golden eagle nest is 4.8 miles (7.7 km) from the closest point of the gen-tie line. 
The nearest golden eagle nest is outside of all recommended buffers; therefore, the 
construction and operation of the gen-tie line is also unlikely to disturb nesting efforts at the 
closest known eagle nests. 

5.2.2 Foraging 
The construction of the Project will result in the removal of vegetation and prey habitat, which 
could result in disturbance to golden eagle foraging patterns. Black-tailed jackrabbits and 
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cottontails are documented as the primary prey species of golden eagles in the southwestern 
US (Mollhagen et al. 1972, Kockhart 1976, Eakle and Grubb 1986 cited in Kochert et al. 2002). 
Black-tailed jackrabbits are found in a diversity of habitats, ranging from desert scrub to cactus 
to sagebrush, and are widely distributed throughout the state of California (Best 1996); however, 
they were detected in low numbers (14) during biological surveys of the Project (Tetra Tech and 
Karl 2011). Desert cottontails, and two species of ground squirrel were also detected on the 
Project during biological surveys, but no concentration areas were noted (Tetra Tech and Karl 
2011). Additionally, small mammal surveys conducted at the Solar Plant Site in 2011 found a 
low abundance of other small mammal prey of sufficient size to serve as prey for golden eagles 
(e.g. 2 desert woodrats). Desert Kit Foxes are relatively common on the eastern portion of the 
Project Area, but their largely nocturnal activity patterns probably provide little opportunity to act 
as a prey base for golden eagles. Suter and Joness (1981) recommend that development 
should stay at least one quarter mile (400 meters) from prey concentrations to avoid impacts to 
foraging raptors. 

It is unknown if golden eagles that might nest in the McCoy, Little Maria, and Big Maria 
Mountains in the future would utilize the Project Area for foraging. Avian point counts on the 
Project suggest that golden eagles do not use the area for foraging. However, even if we 
conservatively assume that they do forage in the Project Area, impacts to golden eagle foraging 
are likely to be minimal because the area leased for the Project represents 3% of the area within 
a 10-mile radius of the nearest eagle nest in the McCoy Mountains (Nest 1), 3% (Nest 7) and 
1.5% (centroid of Nests 2 and 3) of other nest groups in the McCoy Mountains, and 0.4% of the 
area within a 10-mile radius of the eagle nest in the Big Maria Mountains (Nest 4, occupied by 
red-tailed hawks in 2011). Additionally, the habitat that will be disturbed or removed is not 
unique or limiting on the landscape and does not represent a known prey concentration. Eagles 
should have other comparable or better foraging opportunities within the surrounding areas. 
Therefore, the construction and operation of the Project is unlikely to disturb the foraging of any 
eagle pairs within 10 miles of the Project. 

 

6.0 CUMULATIVE IMPACTS 
The development of the MSEP is not expected to contribute significantly to cumulative impacts 
on eagles in the area. Mortality at this solar facility is unlikely based on available data; although 
some increased mortality risk may be associated with additional transmission lines. The spatial 
separation that results from the golden eagles nesting in the mountains and the solar facilities 
being located in the valley make disturbance at the nest unlikely. The removal of foraging 
habitat relative to the available habitat is proportionally small and, due to its marginal quality 
(low prey density), is not expected to impact breeding success.  

 

7.0 CONCLUSIONS 
The risk of impacts to golden eagles resulting from development of the MSEP is likely to be low. 
Potential causes of mortality include collisions with the solar facilities, transmission lines, and 
electrocution. However, mortality due to collisions with the solar facilities is unlikely because of 
the low height of the planned solar facilities (approximately 6-10 feet tall [2-3m]), and lack of 
prey, and therefore hunting eagles, in the immediate vicinity of the operational facility. 
Furthermore, although data on solar facilities are sparse, no raptor mortalities have been 
documented in the publicly available research results. Mortality risk due to electrocutions is low 
or nonexistent at the Project gen-tie line because this and the distribution lines will follow APLIC 
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guidelines. Mortality risk due to collision with the gen-tie line is also likely to be low because 
likely only a single eagle pair overlaps the vicinity of the new gen-tie line and there are no 
known concentrations of non-breeding eagles in the Project Area. Disturbance to golden eagles 
is also likely to be low, due to the distance of the Project from the nest and the lack of known 
prey concentrations in the area. 
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SUMMARY 

 
his document provides the findings of the Phase 1 surveys for golden eagles conducted 

within 10 nautical miles of the project boundary of the proposed McCoy Solar project in the 

East Mojave Desert Region in Riverside county of California in order to comply with the 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service recommendations. Surveys for this project were conducted by 

helicopter to confirm golden eagle occupancy status. Six golden eagle nests were documented, 

none of which were deemed to be active for the 2011 breeding season.  Additionally, 7 species 

(i.e., American kestrel [Falco sparverius], common raven [Corvus corax], great horned owl [Bubo 

virginianus], peregrine falcon [Falco peregrinus], prairie falcon [Falco mexicanus], red-tailed 

hawk [Buteo jamaicensus], and turkey vulture [Cathartes aura]) were observed totaling 149 

wildlife documentations. All sightings have been documented with GPS locations and recorded on 

the attached maps and tables as recommended in the USFWS Interim Golden Eagle Technical 

Guidance: Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations in Support of Golden 

Eagle Management and Permit Issuance (Pagel et al. 2010). 

 

 

  

T 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Golden eagles respond to environmental changes in order to survive and reproduction in golden 

eagles, as in many predators, is regulated by prey species abundance. Since 1998, Western North 

America has been in a prolonged drought and this has affected many species including golden 

eagles (Bittner et al. 2003).  Jackrabbits, an important prey species for golden eagles, have also 

declined (L. LaPre, Bureau of Land Management [BLM] and M. Jorgenson, California State Parks 

pers.com.).  Golden eagle adults have persevered but reproduction rates have dropped to as low as 

12% in some regions, such as the Mojave and Sonoran Deserts of the American Southwest (Bittner 

et al. 2003).   

 

Eagles are large predatory birds with up to 7-foot wingspans and raising young takes a large 

investment of time and energy. Breeding in Southern California starts in January, nest building and 

egg laying in February to March, and hatching and raising the young eagles occur from April 

through June. Once the young eagles are flying on their own, the adult eagles will continue to feed 

them and teach them to hunt until late November. This huge investment of time and energy on the 

part of the adults, just to raise one or two young, causes some pairs to take a year off from 

breeding once in awhile even when food is abundant. 

 

After leaving the nest, young eagles will explore their natal area and may continue to hunt close by 

or may venture tens to hundreds of miles away; occasionally returning briefly to their natal area 

(Bittner unpublished data). 

 

WRI has learned, based on 22 years of helicopter and ground studies on golden eagles, that an 

initial helicopter survey can successfully identify approximately 80 to 90% of the golden eagle 

territories in a given area. Follow-up ground and helicopter surveys have indicated that some nests, 

and even some pairs, can be missed during the first survey. Second surveys are conducted to 

determine reproductive success but can also identify successful nesting attempts that were missed 

during initial surveys as well as reveal fledging success.  
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SURVEY AREA 
 

The survey area was approximately 314 square miles and located in the Eastern Mojave Desert 

Region, near Blythe, California (Figure 1). It included the Mule, Hodges, Big Marias, and a 

portion of the McCoy mountain range.  It was mostly Creosote Scrub and Yucca-Cactus 

transitional habitat at the lower areas and rocky outcrops at the higher elevations.  

 

 
 

 
Figure 1.  Map of McCoy Solar Project Survey Area. 

 

  

LEGEND 

= general survey area  

N 
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METHODS AND CONSTRAINTS 

Methods 
 

WRI conducted aerial surveys surrounding the proposed project area including an approximate 10-

nautical mile spatial buffer measured from the project boundary. All nests, raptors, and significant 

other wildlife observed (Table 1) were assigned a waypoint. Golden eagle nests and their 

associated territories were documented (Table 2); descriptive data for each observation were 

recorded on the transect data sheet (Table 3). The activity status of all golden eagle nests were 

either defined during flight, if possible, and/or confirmed later upon review of photographs. Even 

in the absence of incubating females, observations such as fresh green branches, material placed in 

the nest bowl such as yucca, and signs of new nest sticks built into and above old nest material all 

helped assess activity at the nest site for the 2011 breeding season.  

 

We contacted Dr. Larry LaPre, of the BLM, to request available historic records or reports of 

golden eagle nesting activity and/or sightings in the project area.  WRI utilized the verbal 

information provided by Dr. LaPre to improve our survey focus.   

 

It should be noted that all surveying and reporting complies with the current U.S. Fish and Wildlife 

Service Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols released in 2010 (Pagel et al. 

2010). 

 

Survey 
 

On March 23 and 24, 2011, we conducted helicopter surveys for the target species, golden eagle, 

in the Eastern Mojave Desert region. We used a Hughes-500 helicopter that provided seating for 

three wildlife biologists (including at least 2 golden eagle biologists) and the pilot. The pilot used 

by WRI for these surveys also has extensive golden eagle (Appendix).  We spent approximately 41 

person-hours of actual aerial observations during the helicopter surveys for this phase.  

 

We concentrated on any area with suitable golden eagle nesting habitat with possible nesting 

substrate which included cliffs with geological features, such as flat ledges or shallow 

cavities/caves, that could allow for safe nest construction and which were high enough to provide 

protection from ground-dwelling predators.  This survey included all or part of every mountain 

range in the study area. We also surveyed large transmission towers in the project area since 

golden eagles are known to nest on these types of structures and WRI has documented this activity 

in other parts of the Mojave Desert. 

 

GPS 
 

Nest site and other location-specific data were determined and documented using hand-held GPS 

units (Garmin Map60GSx).  A sequential number was assigned to each observation that 

corresponded to the GPS waypoint.  Waypoints were recorded using the UTM grid in the WGS 84 

Datum. GPS was also used to track our survey routes. Handwritten notes were taken on field forms 

that documented species, detailed observations, and corresponded to each GPS waypoint.  
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Photography 
 

Photographs were taken with Nikon equipment with GPS units attached so that latitude and 

longitude could be recorded on each digital picture. Two cameras were used; one for recording 

wide-angle shots (18-200mm optically-stabilized zoom lens) and another for recording close-ups 

(200-400mm optically-stabilized zoom lens). The 400mm zoom lens plus the ability to enlarge the 

digital photographs allows accurate and detailed records to be captured with minimal disturbance 

to wildlife. This is also important because it allows review and confirmation of our observations in 

an environment that is more stable than the cockpit of a helicopter. 

 

Data 
 

We photographed all active golden eagle nests, some other raptor nests, representations of 

numerous inactive golden eagle nest sites, and significant other wildlife species observed.  The 

following data were also specifically collected and are on file at WRI but map coordinates for 

nests of sensitive species (i.e., golden eagle, peregrine falcon, and prairie falcon) may not be 

included in all reports: 

 

 Species 

 Number of nests/alternative nests observed 

 Condition of each nest and whether or not it was active 

 Nest aspect and elevation 

 Nest GPS coordinates  

 Nest substrate (cliff, transmission tower, etc.) 

 Age class of golden eagles and other species, if determinable 

 Behavior of species observed. 

 

It should be noted that red-tailed hawks in particular, as well as other raptors such as prairie 

falcons, sometimes utilize golden eagle nests for their own nesting, something observed during 

surveys for this project. During surveys, these nests were attributed to the current occupant (i.e., 

hawk or falcon), however the original nest builder (i.e., golden eagle) was recorded in the Notes 

section of the transect data sheet (Table 3). These old golden eagle nests, when viewed along with 

more current nests, often help define the core nesting area/territory of a particular pair of eagles. 

 

Constraints 
 

In that these were diurnal surveys focused on golden eagles, we were less likely to observe 

nocturnal and crepuscular raptors (i.e., owls) or nocturnal mammals.  Aerial surveys also tend to 

under-represent the smaller species, like the American kestrel and burrowing owl (Athene 

cunicularia). No population data can be extrapolated from these surveys except for the focus 

species, golden eagle.  
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RESULTS  
 

Satellite Map with Project Boundary of McCoy Solar Project Area and Golden Eagle Nests 
The satellite map below shows the project boundary of the proposed McCoy Solar project area, 

plus an approximate 10-nautical mile spatial buffer. Waypoints for golden eagle nests and other 

sensitive species (i.e., peregrine and prairie falcons) observed within or immediately adjacent to 

the spatial buffer are also provided. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.  Golden Eagle Nests and Sensitive Species Surrounding the McCoy Solar Project Area. 

  

 = Golden eagle stick nest (GESN)   = Approx 10-nautical mile spatial boundary 

 

 = Other sensitive species     = McCoy solar project boundary 

 (PR=Prairie Falcon; PE=Peregrine Falcon) 
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Survey Flight Paths 
The flight paths taken by WRI on March 23rd and 24th, 2011, while conducting the golden eagle 

surveys surrounding the McCoy Solar project area are depicted below. 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.  Survey Flight Paths During Phase 1 Surveys of McCoy Solar Project Area. 

 

  

 = March 23, 2011 (flight #1)    = March 24, 2011 (flight #1) 

 = March 23, 2011 (flight #2)    = March 24, 2011 (flight #2) 

 = March 23, 2011 (flight #3)   
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All Wildlife Observations 
Based on recommendations in the USFWS Interim Golden Eagle Guidelines (Pagel et al. 2010), all 

wildlife observations are documented in Table 2 below. 

 

  
Big Maria 

Mountains 
Hodges 

Mountains 
McCoy 

Mountains 
Mule 

Mountains Total 

American Kestrel 0   0 0  1 1 

Common Raven 0   0 1 1 2 

Great Horned Owl 10  0 1 1 12 

Peregrine Falcon 1  0 1 0  2 

Prairie Falcon 1  0 1 2 4 

Red-tailed Hawk 22 2 7 19 50 

Turkey Vulture 21 4 31 22 78 

Total 55 6 42 46 149 

 
Table 1.  All Wildlife Observed During Phase 1 Surveys of McCoy Solar Project Area.  
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Golden Eagle Nests and Associated Territories 
The table below lists the trip identifier (a unique alpha character applied to each survey conducted 

during 2011), a waypoint identification number for each golden eagle nest identified, the species 

that built or is occupying the nest, the number of individual birds observed, the status of nest 

activity (i.e., active or not during 2011 breeding season), the USGS Quad territory name 

(incorporating the state, county, and US Geological Survey [USGS] Quad; which is the USFWS 

recommended naming convention), the geographical area where the nest was located, and the 

USGS Quad.  
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USGS Quad Territory Name Geographical Area USGS Quad  

1 H 69 GE 0 No CA-RIV-33114/f7-001-01 McCoy Mountains McCoy Peak 

2 H 77 GE 0 No CA-RIV-33114/g8-001-01 McCoy Mountains Arlington Mine 

2 H 81 GE 0 No CA-RIV-33114/g8-001-02 McCoy Mountains Arlington Mine 

3 H 96a RT* 2 No CA-RIV-33114/g6-001-01 Big Maria Mountains Big Maria Mountains SW 

4 H 105a GE 0 No CA-RIV-33114/g5-001-01 Big Maria Mountains Big Maria Mountains SE 

5 H 125 GE 0 No CA-RIV-33114/h7-001-01 Big Maria Mountains Styx 

CA=California, GE=Golden Eagle, RIV=Riverside, RT=Red-tailed Hawk, SN=Stick Nest. 
*Old golden eagle stick nest being used during the 2011 breeding season by a red-tailed hawk. 

 

Table 2.  Golden Eagle Nests Identified During Phase 1 Surveys of McCoy Solar Project Area. 
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All Data for Phase 1 Surveys of McCoy Solar Project Area 
Map coordinates (i.e., UTM) of the nests of sensitive species (golden eagles, peregrine falcons, prairie 

falcons) have been withheld per request of federal agencies in order to protect these species, but are on file 

at WRI. If needed, this information is available upon request. Shaded rows are data that lie outside the 10-

nautical mile spatial buffer but are included for completeness. 
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Elevation Notes (age, sex, substrate, etc.) 

March 23, 2011 - flight #1 (2.7 hours) - 48-63°F, 0% cloud cover, wind 0-5mph, 0% precip, 10+ visibility 

H 24 TV   1 
11 S 702853 

3713100         1362 ft observed in flight 

H 25 TV   1 
11 S 704221 

3712370         1165 ft observed in flight 

H 26 RT SN 0 
11 S 704026 

3712465 N G R Y 1366 ft   

H 27 TV   1 
11 S 706142 

3714903         995 ft observed in flight 

March 23, 2011 - flight #2 (2.75 hours) 76°F, 0% cloud cover, wind 0-5mph, 0% precip, 10+ visibility 

H 28a RT   1 
11 S 705089 

3712361         1074 ft observed in flight  

H 28b RT SN 0 
11 S 705089 

3712361 E G R Y 1074 ft   

H 29 RT SN 0 
11 S 705052 

3712373 E G R Y 1163 ft   

H 30 TV   1 
11 S 704548 

3711655         1650 ft   

H 31 RT SN 1 
11 S 704965 

3710639 E G R Y 1083 ft adult incubating 

H 32 RT SN 0 
11 S 701702 

3708291 - G TT Y 751 ft has bowl 

H 33 RT SN 0 
11 S 698064 

3700248 N G R N 702 ft   

H 34 RT SN 0 
11 S 698068 

3700241 N F R N 687 ft 
smaller; remnant or beginning 
of nest 

H 35 RT SN 0 
11 S 698023 

3700202 N F R N 703 ft   

H 36 RT SN 3 
11 S 698168 

3700488 E G R Y 699 ft adult incubating; 2 eggs 

H 37 RT SN 1 
11 S 698460 

3698416 N G R Y 1307 ft adult incubating 

H 38 TV   6 
11 S 696452 

3698268         1108 ft observed in flight 

H 39a RT   1 
11 S 696331 

3697131         1267 ft observed in flight 

H 39b TV   2 
11 S 696331 

3697131         1267 ft observed in flight 

H 40 RT SN 0 
11 S 697814 

3697446 N G R N 1029 ft   

H 41 RT SN 2 
11 S 698122 

3695231 N G R Y 1410 ft adult incubating; 1 egg 
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Elevation Notes (age, sex, substrate, etc.) 

H 42 RT SN 1 
11 S 699607 

3694824 W G R Y 1314 ft adult flew off nest 

H 43 RT SN 0 
11 S 699560 

3694730 W F R N 1321 ft some rock fell in nest 

H 44 TV   3 
11 S 701974 

3690399         1082 ft observed in flight 

H 45 CR SN 0 
11 S 703376 

3691854 N   R   1207 ft nest located in a crack 

H 46a GHO   1 
11 S 703308 

3691588         1354 ft observed in flight 

H 46b S-C   1 
11 S 703308 

3691588         1354 ft Saguaro Cactus 

H 47 RT SN 0 
11 S 703127 

3691832 E P R N 1238 ft   

H 48 RT SN 1 
11 S 703097 

3691870 E G R N 1251 ft egg in nest 

H 49 RT SN 3 
11 S 703089 

3691883 E G R Y 1249 ft 
adult incubating, one egg, one 
other adult 

H 50 TV   2 
11 S 703914 

3690453         1305 ft flew out from cave 

H 51a RT SN 0 
11 S 704087 

3690163 E P R N 1373 ft   

H 51b RT SN 0 
11 S 704087 

3690163 E F R N 1373 ft   

H 52 RT SN 0 
11 S 704106 

3690158 E P R N 1367 ft small green plant in nest 

H 53 PR CN 2 
 

W G R Y 1418 ft 
adult incubating and adult flying 
nearby 

H 54 CR SN 1 
11 S 706654 

3689385 W G R Y 1292 ft adult incubating 

H 55 PR CN 0 
 

SW   R N 1334 ft old nest built on top of old CRSN 

H 56 GE SN 0 
 

SW   R N 1360 ft old GESN 

H 57 S-C   1 
11 S 707090 

3689983         1555 ft Saguaro Cactus 

H 58a GE SN 0 
 

E F R N 1298 ft   

H 58b GE SN 0 
 

E P R N 1298 ft   

H 59 TV   5 
11 S 706769 

3688971         1486 ft flew out of cave/roost 

H 60a U SN 0 
11 S 706504 

3688357 N G R Y 1040 ft   

H 60b RT SN 0 
11 S 706504 

3688357 N G R   1040 ft   

H 60c U CN 0 
11 S 706504 

3688357         1040 ft   

H 61 TV   2 
11 S 706566 

3687301         1368 ft observed in flight 

H 62a RT SN 4 
11 S 707312 

3691153 W G R Y 943 ft 
adult flushed,  3 eggs; mylar 
under eggs 
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Elevation Notes (age, sex, substrate, etc.) 

H 62b RT SN 0 
11 S 707312 

3691153 W G R N 943 ft   

H 63 RT SN 1 
11 S 708899 

3692065 W G R N 738 ft   

H 64 RT SN 1 
11 S 707837 

3704505 - G TT Y 656 ft adult incubating 

H 65 RT SN 0 
11 S 708382 

3711159 -   TT ? 537 ft   

H 66 AK   1 
11 S 711471 

3717213         659 ft observed in flight/perching 

H 67 TV   2 
11 S 711776 

3717707         608 ft observed in flight 

H 68 RT   1 
11 S 711973 

3718056         610 ft 
observed perched on telephone 
pole 

March 23, 2011 - flight #3 (2hours) 75-71°F, 0% cloud cover, wind 5-15mph, 0% precip, 10+ visibility 

H 69 GE SN 0 
 

SE G R N 1889 ft nice bowl 

H 70 U SN 0 
11 S 699122 

3731745 SE G R Y 1945 ft larger nest, greenery added 

H 71 RT   1 
11 S 697313 

3734919         2228 ft observed in flight 

H 72 TV   2 
11 S 695293 

3738281         2151 ft observed in flight 

H 73 TV   2 
11 S 696458 

3735551         2109 ft observed in flight 

H 74 TV   3 
11 S 693252 

3739587         2094 ft observed in flight 

H 75 RT SN 0 
11 S 693135 

3741454 N G R Y 2040 ft   

H 76 RT   2 
11 S 691385 

3744225         1613 ft observed in flight 

H 77 GE SN 0 
 

NW P R N 2037 ft old GESN 

H 78a RT   1 
11 S 692623 

3741150         2341 ft observed in flight 

H 78b TV   1 
11 S 692623 

3741150         2341 ft observed in flight 

H 79 RT   1 
11 S 692278 

3739533         1838 ft perched 

H 80 TV   10 
11 S 692503 

3737964         2092 ft observed in flight 

H 81 GE SN 0 
 

N P R N 1532 ft older nest 

H 82 RT SN 0 
11 S 694410 

3733996 NW G R N   possibly used last year 

H 83a RT SN 0 
11 S 698207 

3731855 NE G R Y 1951 ft nice bowl, recent activity 

H 83b RT SN 0 
11 S 698207 

3731855 NE P R N 1951 ft flat and old 

H 84 CR   1 
11 S 698782 

3730478         1965 ft observed in flight 

H 85 TV   9 
11 S 699258 

3729784         2080 ft observed in flight 
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Elevation Notes (age, sex, substrate, etc.) 

H 86a PE   1 
 

        1871 ft chasing GHO 

H 86b GHO   1 
 

        1871 ft being chased by PE 

H 87 PR CN 1 
 

W G R Y 1677 ft 
lots of whitewash build-up on 
nest 

H 88a RT   1 
11 S 701063 

3727050         2222 ft observed in flight 

H 88b TV   4 
11 S 701063 

3727050         2222 ft observed in flight 

H 89 RT SN 0 
11 S 701827 

3726240 E G R Y 1645 ft nice bowl 

H 90 RT   1 
11 S 703781 

3725033         1604 ft observed in flight 

March 24, 2011 - flight #1 (2.7 hours) 53-62°F, light haze, wind 5-10mph, 0% precip, 10+ visibility 

H 91 GHO   1 
11 S 717613 

3741686         1759 ft observed in flight 

H 92 RT SN 0 
11 S 717635 

3741697 E F R N 1774 ft 
one  nest and lower/ fallen 
material below 

H 93 TV   6 
11 S 717773 

3742300         1936 ft observed in flight 

H 94a RT SN 1 
11 S 717899 

3743663 S G R Y 2139 ft 2 young on nest with adult 

H 94b TV   1 
11 S 717899 

3743663         2139 ft observed in flight 

H 95 RT   1 
11 S 716149 

3745556         2144 ft observed in flight 

H 96a RT SN 2 
 

S G R Y 2263 ft 
old GESN, used by RT this year; 
1 adult, one egg 

H 96b TV   3 
11 S 716116 

3745643         2263 ft flew from roost 

H 97 RT   1 
11 S 720231 

3743687         1968 ft in flight/ perched 

H 98 RT SN 0 
11 S 719400 

3743629 S F R N 1985 ft some rock fell in nest 

H 99 GHO   1 
11 S 721134 

3742951         1508 ft observed in flight 

H 100a RT   1 
11 S 720778 

3742641         2506 ft observed in flight 

H 100b TV   1 
11 S 720778 

3742641         2506 ft observed in flight 

H 101 GHO   1 
11 S 723230 

3744485         1418 ft perched/ in flight 

H 102 GHO SN 1 
11 S 723420 

3744368 S G R Y 1394 ft adult incubating 

H 103 GHO   1 
11 S 723312 

3745041         1251 ft observed in flight 

H 104 RT SN 1 
11 S 723347 

3745139 W G R Y 1207 ft adult incubating 

H 105a GE SN 0 
 

NW P R N 1174 ft old nest 

H 105b TV   2 
11 S 723446 

3745175         1174 ft observed in flight 
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Elevation Notes (age, sex, substrate, etc.) 

H 106 RT SN 0 
11 S 720616 

3748680 S   R N 1322 ft   

H 107 RT SN 1 
11 S 720573 

3748701 S G R Y 1327 ft   

H 108a RT   1 
11 S 719252 

3749700         1537 ft RT chased and hit the GHO 

H 108b GHO   1 
11 S 719252 

3749700         1537 ft RT chased and hit the GHO 

H 109 RT SN 0 
11 S 719470 

3749817 SE G R P 1428 ft   

H 110a RT SN 0 
11 S 715603 

3748040 E G R P 2572 ft   

H 110b RT   1 
11 S 715603 

3748040         2572 ft observed in flight 

H 110c TV   1 
11 S 715603 

3748040         2572 ft observed in flight 

H 111 GHO   1 
11 S 713816 

3752491         1887 ft observed in flight 

H 112 TV   4 
11 S 713767 

3748881         1752 ft observed in flight 

H 113 GHO   1 
11 S 711905 

3749650         1903 ft observed in flight 

H 114 RT SN 0 
11 S 711987 

3749760 SE G R Y 1872 ft   

H 115 RT SN 1 
11 S 711576 

3749853 SE G R Y 2047 ft adult incubating 

H 116 RT SN 0 
11 S 708925 

3750282 E G R N 1882 ft   

H 117 RT SN 0 
11 S 708906 

3750121 E G R   1934 ft   

H 118 RT SN 0 
11 S 708910 

3750133 E G R   1934 ft   

H 119 PR   1 
 

        1810 ft observed in flight 

H 120 PR CN 0 
 

SE G R Y 1851 ft   

H 121 RT   1 
11 S 708822 

3750007         1879 ft observed in flight 

H 122 RT SN 0 
11 S 708025 

3749986 S G R N 1758 ft   

H 123 GHO   1 
11 S 708312 

3750632         1834 ft observed in flight 

H 124 RT SN 0 
11 S 707429 

3751164 E G R Y 2308 ft   

H 125 GE SN 0 
 

SW P R N 2292 ft old GESN 

H 126 RT SN 0 
11 S 705988 

3751901 E G R Y 2004 ft   

H 127 RT SN 0 
11 S 707180 

3751984 E F R   2438 ft   

March 24, 2011 -  flight #2 (3.5 hours)  69-56°F, 0% cloud cover, wind 5-10mph, 0% precip, 10+ visibility 

H 128 RT SN 1 
11 S 724631 

3736577 S G R Y 1588 ft adult flew off nest; 2 eggs 
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Elevation Notes (age, sex, substrate, etc.) 

H 129 RT SN 1 
11 S 723029 

3738008 S G R Y 1998 ft adult incubating 

H 130 RT SN 0 
11 S 723543 

3739544 S G R Y 1571 ft   

H 131 RT SN 0 
11 S 723894 

3739354 E G R   1447 ft   

H 132a RT   1 
11 S 724024 

3739393         1393 ft observed in flight 

H 132b RT SN 2 
11 S 724024 

3739393 E G R Y 1393 ft nest contains eggs 

H 133 RT   2 
11 S 725413 

3739739         970 ft observed in flight 

H 134 RT   1 
11 S 725723 

3740007         1130 ft observed in flight 

H 135 RT SN 2 
11 S 725616 

3740128 S G R Y 1200 ft nest contains 2 eggs 

H 136 RT SN 0 
11 S 697253 

3749467 N F R Y 2117 ft built up over the years 

H 137 TV   2 
11 S 691495 

3752049         2202 ft observed in flight 

H 138 PE   1 
 

        2326 ft observed in flight 

H 139a RT SN 0 
11 S 691145 

3752806 SW F R   2173 ft   

H 139b TV   1 
11 S 691145 

3752806         2173 ft observed in flight 

H 140 RT SN 0 
11 S 690590 

3752635 W P R N 2268 ft old and deteriorated 

H 141 GHO   1 
11 S 679335 

3743480         2953 ft perched/ in flight; hit by PR 

AK=American Kestrel, CN=Cavity Nest, CR=Common Raven, F=Fair, G=Good, GE=Golden Eagle, GHO=Great Horned Owl, P=Poor, 
PE=Peregrine Falcon, PR=Prairie Falcon, R=Rock, RT=Red-tailed Hawk, S-C=Saguaro Cactus, SN=Stick Nest, TT=Transmission Tower, 
TV=Turkey Vulture, U=Unidentified. 
*If no nest type is indicated, then the species was observed independently of a nest (e.g., flying, perched). 

 
Table 3.  Transect Datasheet with all Data from Phase 1 Surveys of McCoy Solar Project Area. 
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Photographs of Golden Eagle Nests and Other Observations 

 

 
Inactive golden eagle stick nest (H69GESN-0) in the McCoy Mountains; good condition. 

 

 
Inactive golden eagle stick nest (H77GESN-0) in the McCoy Mountains; poor condition. 
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Inactive golden eagle stick nest (H81GESN-0) in the McCoy Mountains; poor condition. 

 

 
Red-tailed hawk using golden eagle stick nest (H96aGESN-0) in the Big Maria Mountains. 
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Inactive golden eagle stick nest (H105aGESN-0) in the Big Maria Mountains; poor condition. 

 

 
Inactive golden eagle stick nest (H125GESN-0) in the Big Maria Mountains; poor condition. 
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Incubating great horned owl (H102GHOSN-1) in the Big Maria Mountains. 

 

 
Incubating red-tailed hawk (H104RTSN-1) in the Big Maria Mountains. 
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DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 

 

This report provides the findings of the Phase 1 surveys for golden eagles conducted by Wildlife 

Research Institute within 10 nautical miles of the project boundary of the proposed McCoy Solar 

project in the East Mojave Desert Region in Riverside county of California in order to comply with 

the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service recommendations. Surveys for this project were conducted by 

helicopter to confirm golden eagle occupancy status.  

 

WRI conducted 5 flights between March 23rd and March 24, 2011 over the McCoy Mountains, 

Big Maria Mountains, Hodges Mountains, and the Mule Mountains. Six golden eagle nests were 

documented, comprising 5 territories, none of which were deemed to be active for the 2011 

breeding season.  Additionally, 1 American kestrel, 2 common ravens, 12 great horned owls, 2 

peregrine falcons, 4 prairie falcons, 50 red-tailed hawks, and 78 turkey vultures were observed 

totaling 149 wildlife documentations. 

 

All golden eagle nests and territories have been assigned a USGS Quad name, and all sightings 

have been documented with GPS locations and recorded on the attached tables, as recommended 

in the USFWS Interim Golden Eagle Technical Guidance: Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; 

and Other Recommendations in Support of Golden Eagle Management and Permit Issuance (Pagel 

et al. 2010). 
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APPENDIX A 

Wildlife Research Institute Golden Eagle Team 
 

Dave Bittner 

Executive Director, WRI 

Wildlife Biologist/Raptor Ecologist 

 

Mr. Dave Bittner is a Co-founder and Executive Director of The Wildlife Research Institute, Inc. 

and has been a Wildlife Biologist for more than 44 years.  Much of his work has been with raptors 

of various species but he has also studied and banded 3700 Great Blue Herons, conducted mammal 

research, and trapped and tagged over 3,000 mammals of various species. Dave currently 

coordinates an annual Golden Eagle and raptor population study throughout Southern California, 

including the Western Mojave Desert and the Anza-Borrego Desert State Park.  He is the Primary 

Investigator (P.I.) for the Southern California Golden Eagle Population Study, the longest 

continuous running (22 years) Golden Eagle study of its kind in the Western Hemisphere, which 

began in 1968. Currently, he is also the P.I. for WRI's satellite and VHF telemetry-based Golden 

Eagle migration and habitat use study in cooperation with the US Forest Service, Montana Parks 

and Wildlife, and the California Department of Fish and Game.  WRI, under Dave's direction, has 

conducted annual helicopter surveys on Golden Eagles and raptors in general since 1996. Dave has 

banded raptors since 1963 and has banded over 420 Golden Eagles, many with VHF and satellite 

telemetry. He has conducted Bighorn Sheep surveys, both aerial and ground, for Desert Bighorn 

Sheep in the Mojave Desert and for Peninsular Bighorn Sheep in the Anza-Borrego Desert State 

Park and Baja, Mexico since 1998. Dave has also surveyed Bighorn Sheep in Montana where WRI 

has a research Station.  His education includes a B.Sc. in Zoology and Wildlife Management from 

Ohio State University (1968).  He also conducted graduate studies in Avian Reproduction and 

Natural Resources (1975-1977) at Ohio State University. Dave has worked for the U.S. Fish and 

Wildlife Service, Cleveland Museum of Natural History, and the Ohio Department of Natural 

Resources and has taught at two universities and one technical college. 

 

 

Jeffrey L. Lincer, Ph.D. 

Research Director, WRI 

Senior Scientist/Wildlife Biologist/Raptor Ecologist 

 

Dr. Lincer is a Co-founder and Research Director of The Wildlife Research Institute, Inc. and has 

extensive experience surveying for raptors, including helping establish WRI’s Montana Raptor 

Migration Station. He has actively participated in the institute’s Southern California Golden Eagle 

project since 2000, including helicopter surveys since 2001. He has conducted numerous raptor 

surveys for federal, state, county, and local governments, and the private sector across desert and 

mountain habitat in the California Mojave and Anza-Borrego deserts, San Diego County, Nevada and 

the mountains of northern Baja Mexico. In addition, Jeff has over 100 hours of aerial surveying for 

Bald Eagles and over 50 hours for fish-eating birds. He has conducted Bighorn Sheep surveys, both 

aerial and ground, in the Mojave Desert and for the Anza-Borrego Desert State Park since 1998.  

Dr. Lincer's background includes 40 years as a scientist, scientific advisor, and administrator in the 

environmental research and management areas.  He has taught college level courses in environmental 

and occupational health, environmental science, ornithology, and mangrove ecology, produced over 

100 scientific publications and papers (most on raptors), authored dozens of environmental reports, 
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and served as advisor to high-level governmental offices and national/international conservation 

programs. Jeff received his Bachelors and Masters degrees in Wildlife Biology/Wildlife Management 

from Syracuse University and his Doctorate in Ecology and Toxicology from Cornell University.  He 

is most well known for his work with raptors and other threatened/endangered species and his 

ability to manage complex interdisciplinary projects and work productively with government 

agencies.  He is a Past-President of the Southern Chapter of The Wildlife Society. As President of 

the Raptor Research Foundation (RRF) from l982 to l988, he oversaw the greatest growth of that 

professional organization in its entire history.  He chairs RRF’s Leslie Brown Award Grant 

Committee (for research on African raptors) and chaired the First International Burrowing Owl 

Symposium and Workshop. He is the Co-editor for the Proceedings of the First International 

Symposium on Burrowing Owls, a Co-editor of the proceedings of the First California Burrowing 

Owl Symposium, and is a contributing Technical Editor for a recent book on California's endangered 

species. Dr. Lincer was the founding Director of the National Wildlife Federation's (NWF) Raptor 

Information Center.  During his NWF tenure, he coordinated with government agencies and the 

private sector, developed computerized literature databases, and prioritized eagle and other raptor 

habitat throughout the United States for acquisition.  He served as Consulting Editor for the joint 

RRF/Bureau of Land Management publication, "Raptor Habitat Management Multiple Use 

Mandate." Over the last four decades, he has worked on major projects from Alaska to Africa, 

addressing raptor population trends, ecological monitoring, environmental impacts, ecotoxicology, 

and habitat protection and acquisition. 

 

 

Leigh Bittner 

Vice-President, WRI 

Field Assistant 

 

Mrs. Bittner first flew Golden Eagle helicopter surveys in 1996. She has participated in Golden 

Eagle nest surveys, eagle banding, tagging and tracking in California since 1991, New Mexico, 

2001 and Montana since 2000. Leigh has also been involved in tagging and releasing of some of 

the first California Condors in California, 1992, and Arizona, 1996. Leigh is a co-founder of the 

Wildlife Research Institute, Inc. and has been a Board member since 1996. She is a retired 

Marketing Manager from Hallmark Corporation and also helps coordinate office operations to 

support WRI's field activities. 

 

 

Chris Meador 

WRI Assistant Director 

Wildlife Biologist 

  

Mr. Meador is a full-time Wildlife Biologist for the Wildlife Research Institute (WRI) and has 

been a Wildlife Biologist for the past eight years. Chris has three years experience conducting 

helicopter surveys on Golden Eagles and other raptors, including over 125 hours of helicopter 

survey experience. He has conducted numerous raptor surveys for federal, state, county and local 

governments, and the private sector across desert, coastal and mountain habitats.  He co-leads 

WRI’s Southern California Golden Eagle Population Study, the longest running study of its kind in 

the Western Hemisphere and has participated in it for the past ten years. He currently carries out 

myriad tasks for various projects pertaining to the Golden Eagle. These include trapping, tagging, 
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and affixing radio and satellite telemetry transmitters to nestling, juvenile and adult Golden Eagles 

in San Diego County as well as migrating Golden Eagles in Montana. He maintains and oversees 

much of the Wildlife Research Institute’s tracking process including gathering, interpreting and 

publishing data and findings using GPS and GIS integration. Chris has conducted Bighorn Sheep 

surveys, both aerial and ground, in the Mojave Desert and for the Anza-Borrego Desert State Park 

since 2008.  He has assisted with projects, including research, education and reintroduction on a 

broad range of species from endangered mammals to sensitive fish and from Burrowing Owls to 

Desert Tortoises. Mr. Meador also conducts educational programs on multiple topics including 

natural history, ecology and conservation pertaining to many different species. He is an expert in 

identification and ecology of North American raptors. He holds a Bachelor of Arts degree with a 

double major in Environmental Studies and Psychology from Prescott College in Prescott, 

Arizona. 

 

 

James Hannan, Ph.D. 

Senior Wildlife Biologist 

 

Dr. Hannan has seven years experience with WRI conducting helicopter surveys of Golden Eagles 

and other raptors. Jim also helps on WRI’s long running Golden Eagle Research project with 

rappelling to, banding and tracking Golden Eagles. He is fluent in Spanish and served as an 

International Environmental Consultant for the Peace Corps and United Nations Volunteer 

programs His professional experience includes two years as a Peace Corps Volunteer (fisheries 

and agriculture, in Panama), one-year Peace Crops staff (fisheries development in Puerto Rico), 

and one year at the Smithsonian Institution.  His academic experience also includes three years as 

Professor of Marine Biology and Environmental Studies at Florida Institute of Technology.  Jim 

also spent twelve years as a private environmental consultant (contracts included Mexican 

aquaculture, impacts to Caribbean coral reefs, deer and other game studies involving radio 

transmitters for the California Dept of Fish and Game).  He also served as a Texas game ranch 

manager, naturalist for East Africa wildlife filming company, fishery management advisor for the 

Florida Keys and holds a NAUI diver certificate and Florida EMT certificate. Dr. Hannan, is a 

WRI Senior Wildlife Biologist and Professor, Mesa College. He received his BS in 1965 from 

Humboldt State University, his MS in 1969 from University of Oregon, and his PhD in 1973 from 

the University of Miami (FL). 

 

 

Renée Rivard, Pharm.D. 

Wildlife Biologist 
 

Dr. Rivard is currently a member of the Wildlife Research Institute’s Golden Eagle team; she has 

participated in more than 18 Golden Eagle surveys conducted by WRI over the last 2 years for 

numerous renewable energy projects across desert and mountain habitat in the California Mojave 

desert, San Diego and adjacent counties, and Nevada. In addition to participating in aerial transect 

surveys and ground surveys to identify Golden Eagle nests and territories impacted by renewable 

energy projects, she has also participated in WRI’s ongoing Golden Eagle research and monitoring 

project in San Diego County as a member of the banding and telemetry teams. She maintains the 

Golden Eagle Database and helps maintain Burrowing Owl artificial burrows on premises at WRI 

headquarters and continues to expand her knowledgebase related to these and other raptors. Renée 
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assists with WRI’s annual Hawk Watch educational program about the Ramona Grasslands and its 

raptor residents and migrants. Her 20+ years of database, scientific publishing, and medical 

research experience provide her with the background and skills to efficiently and professionally 

assimilate survey data for WRI, clients and agencies. Over the last 5 years, she has accumulated 

diverse and valuable wildlife knowledge and skills as a wildlife rescuer, rehabilitator, and 

veterinarian assistant for non-profit organizations in Australia and, more recently, as a field 

technician and laboratory technician for the San Diego Zoo’s Institute for Conservation Research 

Applied Animal Ecology Department and Wildlife Disease Laboratory, respectively. Renée 

received her Bachelor’s of Science in Biology from the University of South Alabama (1987), 

graduated cum laude with her Doctorate of Pharmacy from Creighton University (1995), and 

completed specialized post-graduate papers in medical literature evaluation from the University of 

Auckland in New Zealand (2001). 

 

 

Brittany Schlotfeldt 

Wildlife Biologist 

 

Ms. Schlotfeldt has experience with mammals and birds and field transect experience in both the 

marine and desert environments. Brittany has one year experience conducting helicopter surveys 

of Golden Eagles and other raptors. She assisted with the research on coral recruitment across 

various conditions in Hawaii (Donald Potts Lab, UCSC) and tracked sea otters for SORAC (Sea 

Otter Research and Conservation) at the Monterey Bay Aquarium.  Brittany has also assisted with, 

and performed, a number of tasks in the upland and desert habitats for various Wildlife Research 

Institute (WRI) projects. In the desert environment, she has assisted with WRI’s research on 

golden eagles (radio telemetry and tracking), burrowing owls (transect surveys, field observations, 

trapping, and banding), and desert tortoises (surveyed over 100 miles of  protocol transects in the 

Western Mojave Desert with Drs. Boarman and Lincer, and Mr. Peter Woodman). This study, 

which was recently completed, was a follow-up on an earlier project focused on the potential 

impacts of vehicular traffic, and highway fencing, on tortoise mortality (Boarman and Sazaki 

2006). She has additional experience with desert tortoises on Fort Irwin, where she conducted 

numerous surveys and assisted with the VHF-transmittering of tortoises in an effort to relocate the 

individuals. Ms. Schlotfeldt received her Bachelor’s of Science in Marine Biology from the 

University of California, Santa Cruz (2008).   

 

 

Jeff Wells 

Wildlife Biologist 

 

Mr. Wells has been involved with WRI’s Golden Eagle research since 1991 including trapping, 

banding and tracking. Jeff has ten years experience with WRI conducting helicopter surveys of 

Golden Eagles and other raptors. He has his Bachelors in Wildlife Studies from San Diego State 

University and has over 20 years experience as a private wildlife biologist. For the past 5 years, 

Jeff has been a Wildlife Biologist for the US Forest Service. 

 

 

James Newland 

Field Biologist 
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Mr. Newland has assisted WRI on Golden Eagle research for the last 4 years banding, trapping, 

and VHF and satellite tracking. James has also assisted trapping and tracking Golden Eagles at 

WRI’s migratory research center in Montana. He has one year experience conducting helicopter 

surveys of Golden Eagles and other raptors. James has a Bachelor’s of Science in Electrical 

Engineering and has worked for numerous large communication corporations. 

 

 

Jeff Laws 

Field Biologist/Bio-climber 

 

Mr. Laws has assisted WRI with Golden Eagle research and field work since 1995. He has also 

assisted trapping and tracking Golden Eagles at WRI’s migratory research center in Montana. Jeff  

has five years experience conducting helicopter surveys of Golden Eagles and other raptors with 

WRI. Jeff works as a climber and field installer for San Diego Gas & Electric Company. 

 

 

Mel Cain 

Pilot, Utility Helicopters 

 

Mr. Cain has more than 55 years experience flying helicopters for wildlife surveys. Utility 

Helicopters, with their Hughes-500 helicopters, has assisted WRI in Golden Eagle and raptor 

surveys for the last 10 years in the United States and Mexico. Mel has 12 years of experience in 

New Zealand trapping and transporting big game including deer and elk. He has conducted 

hundreds of netting and translocations of Bighorn Sheep and Tule Elk in California for California 

Fish and Game and California State Parks. Mel works frequently in Mexico and Canada and 

maintains NAFTA and Mexican permits to conduct wildlife and resource surveys.  

 

 

Gregg Matson, M.D. 

Pilot, Cherry Helicopters 

 

Dr. Matson is a practicing physician who also started and headed a helicopter company in Hawaii 

to provide industrial and tourist services. Cherry Helicopters uses Hughes-500 helicopters to 

conduct these surveys. Gregg, WRI, and Cherry Helicopters have conducted wildlife surveys both 

in the United States and Mexico. He has supported WRI in aerial helicopter surveys of Golden 

Eagles, raptors and other wildlife for the last 8 years. 

 

 

Barry Martin 

Pilot, Western Tracking Institute 

 

Mr. Martin is a WRI Research Associate and Director of the Western Tracking Institute. He has a 

Bachelor’s in Business from Fresno State and an Associate’s degree in Aeronautics. He has 42 

years of flying experience and 22 years in the Navy with over 300 aircraft carrier landings. 

Concurrent with his Navy experience, he flew for over 21 years as a pilot for American Airlines.  

In total, Barry has over 20,000 hours of experience in the air. In 1989, Barry started the San Diego 
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Tracking Team and started the Western Tracking Institute in 2007 to further expand his studies in 

wildlife populations and movements. In 2006, he started VHF tracking from aircraft primarily for 

mountain lions and 2 years later, began assisting WRI in aerial VHF tracking of Golden Eagles. 
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SUMMARY 

 
his document provides the findings of the Phase 2 productivity surveys for golden eagles 

conducted within 10 miles of the project boundary of the proposed McCoy Solar Energy 

Project in the Sonoran Desert Region in Riverside county of California in order to comply 

with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service recommendations. Surveys for this project were 

conducted by helicopter to document golden eagle occupancy and confirm productivity status. 

Five previously undocumented golden eagle nests were observed during Phase 2 surveys, 4 of 

these nests comprised 2 new territories within the 10-mile spatial buffer of the project area, none 

were deemed to be active for the 2011 breeding season. Additionally, 4 golden eagle nests 

comprising 1new territory, were observed approximately 1.5 miles outside the spatial buffer and 

is included because part of the foraging area for this territory is expected to lie within the project 

spatial buffer. During Phase 2 surveys, 11 other wildlife species (i.e., American kestrel [Falco 

sparverius], bobcat [Lynx rufus], bighorn sheep [Ovis canadensis], common raven [Corvus 

corax], great horned owl [Bubo virginianus], nighthawk [Chordeiles minor], northern harrier 

[Circus cyaneous], peregrine falcon [Falco peregrinus], prairie falcon [Falco mexicanus], red-

tailed hawk [Buteo jamaicensus], and turkey vulture [Cathartes aura]) were observed totaling 

232 wildlife documentations. The bighorn sheep were observed 1.8 miles outside the project 

spatial buffer. All sightings have been documented with GPS locations and recorded on the 

attached maps and tables as recommended in the USFWS Interim Golden Eagle Technical 

Guidance: Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations in Support of 

Golden Eagle Management and Permit Issuance (Pagel et al. 2010) and the subsequent Draft 

Eagle Conservation Plan Guidance (Gould and Schmidt 2011). 

 

 

  

T 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Golden eagles respond to environmental changes in order to survive and reproduction in golden 

eagles, as in many predators, can be regulated by prey species abundance. Since 1998, Western 

North America has been in a prolonged drought and this has affected many species including 

golden eagles (Bittner et al. 2003).  Jackrabbits, an important prey species for golden eagles, 

have also declined (L. LaPre, Bureau of Land Management [BLM] and M. Jorgenson, California 

State Parks pers.com.).  Golden eagle adults have persevered but reproduction rates have 

dropped to as low as 12% in some regions, such as the Mojave and Sonora Deserts of the 

American Southwest (Bittner et al. 2003).   

 

Eagles are large predatory birds with up to 7-foot wingspans and raising young takes a large 

investment of time and energy. Breeding in Southern California starts in January, nest building 

and egg laying in February to March, and hatching and raising the young eagles occur from April 

through June. Once the young eagles are flying on their own, the adult eagles will continue to 

feed them and teach them to hunt until late November. This huge investment of time and energy 

on the part of the adults, just to raise one or two young, may be the reason that some pairs take a 

year off from breeding occasionally even when food is abundant. 

 

After leaving the nest, young eagles will explore their natal area and may continue to hunt close 

by or may venture tens to hundreds of miles away; occasionally returning briefly to their natal 

area (Bittner unpublished data). 

 

WRI has learned, based on 22 years of helicopter and ground studies on golden eagles, that an 

initial helicopter survey can successfully identify approximately 80 to 90% of the golden eagle 

territories in a given area. Follow-up ground and helicopter surveys have indicated that some 

nests, and even some pairs, can be missed during the first survey. Second surveys are conducted 

to determine reproductive success but can also identify successful nesting attempts that were 

missed during initial surveys as well as reveal fledging success.  
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GLOSSARY 

 

Nest Terminology 

Nest Condition 
The nest condition is an important indicator of how recently the nest has been used and whether 

the nest should be considered "active", which is an indication of territory occupancy.  

 

 
Example of a nest in good condition 

decorated with fresh sticks 

 

 
Example of a nest in fair condition 

 

 
Example of a nest in poor condition 

 

Good condition - A golden eagle nest in 

good condition has been worked on in the 

current year or within the past 1 to 3 years; a 

determination made by observing the age of 

sticks or recent addition of other materials 

that make up the nest. Additionally, the 

presence of a bowl constructed with yucca, 

with or without new material, is indicative 

of recent activity and good condition. 

 

 

 

 

Fair condition – A golden eagle nest in fair 

condition has not been used for several 

years, shows moderate signs of weathering, 

and may or may not include a rough bowl. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Poor condition – A golden eagle nest in 

poor condition shows extensive and clear 

signs of weathering, is in the process of 

deteriorating, and can often even be 

decomposing.   
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Nest Activity 
The activity status of a golden eagle nest is an important indicator of how recently the nest has 

been used and, in the absence of observing an eagle on territory, can provide evidence that a pair 

of eagles is occupying a territory and preparing for egg laying. 

 

 

 
Example of an active nest with new material 

in bowl 

 

 
Example of an occupied nest with an 

incubating female golden eagle 

 

Example of an inactive nest that is beginning 

to deteriorate 

Active nest (occupancy implied) - An active 

golden eagle nest is a nest in good condition 

that has been decorated (new material added 

to the nest) during the current breeding 

season. It will usually include the use of 

yucca, new sticks, fresh greenery and the 

construction of a bowl, which is created in 

preparation for egg-laying and incubation. 

An active nest may not necessarily be 

occupied but does constitute evidence of, 

and thereby implies, territory occupancy. 

 

Occupied nest (occupancy confirmed) – An 

occupied golden eagle nest is an active nest 

used for breeding in the current year by a 

pair in which an adult or young golden 

eagle, or a new egg, has been observed. A 

nest is considered by the USFWS to be 

"occupied" throughout the periods of egg 

laying, incubation, brooding, fledging, and 

post-fledging dependency of the young.  

 

Once a nest is chosen for incubation, other 

nests previously observed in the territory to 

be active no longer need to be monitored. 

 

Inactive nest - An inactive golden eagle 

nest is a nest that is not currently being used 

by eagles as determined by the continued 

absence of any nest decoration, adult, egg, 

or dependent young during the current 

breeding season. An inactive nest may 

become active again in subsequent breeding 

seasons and remains protected under the 

Eagle Act.  
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Nest Arrangement 
A golden eagle pair may often construct several nests in close proximity to one another. Often 

times, these nests are within a few feet of each other and may lie in a vertical or horizontal 

arrangement. 

 

 

 Example of multiple (2) nests in close 

proximity marked by a single waypoint 

 

Marking multiple nests at one waypoint – 

During surveys, multiple nests in close 

proximity to one another are often recorded 

at a single waypoint for graphic clarity and 

readability.  

WRI uses the following format for denoting 

multiple nests, for example 2, at one 

waypoint:  A01GE2SN, where A is a unique 

trip identifier, 01 is the waypoint number, 

GE is the species of the nest builder, 2 is the 

number of nests at the waypoint, and SN is 

the type of nest such as "stick nest." 

 
 

Territory Terminology 
According to the USFWS Interim Golden Eagle Guidance (Pagel et al. 2010), all nest sites 

within a breeding territory are deemed occupied while raptors are demonstrating pair bonding 

activities and developing affinity to a given area. 

 

Active/Occupied territory - A golden eagle territory may be determined to be "active" (or more 

specifically "occupied") for the current breeding season if either of the following observations is 

made:  (1) one or both of a golden eagle pair is observed demonstrating pair bonding activity, 

such as nest building or courtship behavior (active with confirmed occupancy) or (2) if evidence 

of pair bonding activities is observed, such as observing a decorated nest, (active with implied 

occupancy).  

 

Inactive territory - A golden eagle territory is determined to be inactive if occupancy or 

breeding cannot be confirmed. This occurs if no golden eagle pair bonding or evidence of pair 

bonding is observed for the current breeding season during the surveys. Golden eagles 

sometimes take a year or two off from breeding and may still be living in the territory even in the 

absence of breeding. Inactive territories may become active again. 
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SURVEY AREA 
 

The survey area was approximately 314 square miles and located in the Sonoran Desert Region, 

near Blythe, California (Figure 1). It included the Hodges, Little Maria's, Big Maria's, and a 

portion of the McCoy mountain ranges.  It was mostly Creosote Scrub and Yucca-Cactus 

transitional habitat at the lower areas and rocky outcrops at the higher elevations.  

 

 
 

 
Figure 1.  Map of McCoy Solar Energy Project Survey Area. 

 

  

LEGEND 

= general survey area  

N 
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METHODS AND CONSTRAINTS 

Methods 
WRI conducted aerial surveys surrounding the proposed project area including an approximate 10-

nautical mile spatial buffer measured from the project boundary. Golden eagle nests and their 

associated territories were documented (Table 1); all significant other wildlife observed were 

counted (Table 2); and descriptive data for each observation were recorded on the transect data 

sheet (Table 3). The activity status of all golden eagle nests were either defined during the survey, 

if possible, and/or confirmed later upon review of photographs. Even in the absence of incubating 

females, observations of nest decoration such as fresh yucca or leafy green branches, as well as 

new nest sticks built into and above old nest material helped assess activity at the nest site for the 

2011 breeding season.  

 

We contacted Dr. Larry LaPre, of the BLM, to request available historic records or reports of 

golden eagle nesting activity and/or sightings in the project area. WRI utilized the verbal 

information provided by Dr. LaPre to improve our survey focus.   

 

It should be noted that all surveying and reporting complies with the current U.S. Fish and Wildlife 

Service Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols released in 2010 (Pagel et al. 

2010) and the subsequent Draft Eagle Conservation Plan Guidance (Gould and Schmidt 2011). 

 

Survey 
On May 5, 6, and 7, 2011, WRI conducted helicopter surveys for the target species, golden eagle, 

in the Sonoran Desert Region. We used a Hughes-500 helicopter that provided seating for three 

wildlife biologists (including at least 2 golden eagle biologists) and the pilot. The pilot used by 

WRI for these surveys also has extensive golden eagle experience (Appendix A).   

 

We concentrated on any area with suitable golden eagle nesting habitat with possible nesting 

substrate that included cliffs with geological features, such as flat ledges or shallow cavities/caves, 

that could allow for safe nest construction and were high enough to provide protection from 

ground-dwelling predators.  This survey included all or part of every mountain range in the study 

area. We also surveyed large transmission towers in the project area since golden eagles are known 

to nest on these types of structures and WRI has documented this activity in other parts of the 

Mojave  and Sonora Deserts. 

 

GPS 
Nest site and other location-specific data were determined and documented using hand-held GPS 

units (Garmin Map60GSx).  A sequential number was assigned to each observation that 

corresponded to the GPS waypoint.  Waypoints were recorded using the UTM grid in the WGS 84 

Datum. GPS was also used to track our survey routes. Handwritten notes were taken on field forms 

that documented species, detailed observations, and corresponded to each GPS waypoint (Table 3).  

 

Photography 
Photographs were taken with Nikon equipment with GPS units attached so that latitude and 

longitude could be recorded on each digital picture. Two cameras were used; one for recording 
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wide-angle shots (18-200mm optically-stabilized zoom lens) and another for recording close-ups 

(200-400mm optically-stabilized zoom lens). The 400mm zoom lens plus the ability to enlarge the 

digital photographs allows accurate and detailed records to be captured with minimal disturbance 

to wildlife. This is also important because it allows review and confirmation of our observations in 

an environment that is more stable than the cockpit of a helicopter. 

 

Data 
We photographed all active golden eagle nests, some other raptor nests, representations of 

numerous inactive golden eagle nest sites, and significant other wildlife species observed.  The 

following data were also specifically collected and are on file at WRI but map coordinates for 

nests of sensitive species (i.e., golden eagle, peregrine falcon, and prairie falcon) may not be 

included in all reports: 

 

 Species 

 Number of nests/alternative nests observed 

 Condition of each nest and whether or not it was active 

 Nest aspect and elevation 

 Nest GPS coordinates  

 Nest substrate (cliff, transmission tower, etc.) 

 Age class of golden eagles and other species, if determinable 

 Behavior of species observed. 

 

It should be noted that red-tailed hawks in particular, as well as other raptors such as prairie 

falcons, sometimes utilize golden eagle nests for their own nesting, something observed during 

surveys for this project. During surveys, these nests were attributed to the current occupant (i.e., 

hawk or falcon), however the original nest builder (i.e., golden eagle) was recorded in the Notes 

section of the transect data sheet (Table 3). These old golden eagle nests, when viewed along with 

more current nests, often help define the history and core nesting area/territory of a particular pair 

of eagles. 

 

Constraints 
In that these were diurnal surveys focused on golden eagles, we were less likely to observe 

nocturnal and crepuscular raptors (i.e., owls) or nocturnal mammals.  Aerial surveys also tend to 

under-represent the smaller species, like the American kestrel and burrowing owl (Athene 

cunicularia). No population data can be extrapolated from these surveys except for the focus 

species, golden eagle.  
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RESULTS  

Map of Golden Eagle Nests from 2 Surveys  
The satellite map below shows the project boundary of the proposed McCoy Solar Energy Project 

area, plus an approximate 10-mile spatial buffer. Waypoints for golden eagle nests and other 

sensitive species (i.e., peregrine falcons, prairie falcons, bighorn sheep) observed within or 

immediately adjacent to the spatial buffer are also provided.  

 

Note: All spatial distance is measured in nautical miles. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.  Phase 2 Golden Eagle Nests Surrounding the McCoy Solar Energy Project Area.  

N 

 = Golden eagle stick nest (GESN)   = Approx. 10-mile spatial boundary 

 

 = Other sensitive species     = McCoy Solar Energy Project boundary 

 (PR=Prairie Falcon; PE=Peregrine Falcon; BHS=Bighorn Sheep) 

10 miles 

Mule Mountains Hodges Mountains 

McCoy Mountains 

Big Maria 
Mountains 

Little Maria 
Mountains 
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Map of Survey Flight Paths from Phase 2 Surveys 
The flight paths taken by WRI on May 5, 6, and 7, 2011, while conducting the golden eagle 

surveys surrounding the McCoy Solar Energy Project area are depicted below. 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.  Phase 2 Survey Flight Paths of McCoy Solar Energy Project Area.  
 

  

 = May 5, 2011 (flight #1, #2, #3)   = McCoy Solar Energy Project boundary 

 = May 6, 2011 (flight #1, #2, #3)     

 = May 7, 2011 (flight #1)    = Approx. 10-mile spatial boundary 

N 

10 miles 
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Golden Eagle Nests and Associated Territories from 2 Surveys 
The table below lists the trip identifier (a unique alpha character applied to each survey conducted 

during 2011), a waypoint identification number for each golden eagle nest identified, the species 

that built or is occupying the nest, the number of individual birds observed, the status of nest 

activity (i.e., active or not during 2011 breeding season), the USGS Quad territory name 

(incorporating the state, county, and US Geological Survey [USGS] Quad; which is the USFWS 

recommended naming convention), the geographical area where the nest was located, and the 

USGS Quad.  

 

The 4 golden eagle nests comprising the Little Maria Mountains - Northwest territory were located 

approximately 1.5 miles outside the 10-mile spatial buffer. This territory was included in the report 

because it is suspected that part of the foraging area for this territory would likely extend within 

the 10-mile spatial buffer of the project area. This territory is denoted below with red highlighting. 
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USGS Quad Territory 
Name Geographical Area USGS Quad 

3 Q 105 GE SN 0 N CA-RIV-33114/h7-001-01 Big Maria Mountains - North Styx 

3 Q 117 
PR 

(GE) CN 4 N CA-RIV-33114/h7-001-02* Big Maria Mountains - North 
Big Maria 

Mountains SW 

6 Q 32 GE SN 0 N CA-RIV-33114/f7-002-01 McCoy Mountains - South McCoy Peak 

7 Q 66a GE SN 0 N CA-RIV-33114/g7-001-01 
Little Maria Mountains - 

Central Inca 

7 Q 66b GE SN 0 N CA-RIV-33114/g7-001-02 
Little Maria Mountains - 

Central Inca 

7 Q 66c GE SN 0 N CA-RIV-33114/g7-001-03 
Little Maria Mountains - 

Central Inca 

8 Q 82 GE SN 0 N CA-RIV-33114/h8-002-01 
Little Maria Mountains - 

Northwest 
Little Maria 
Mountains 

8 Q 83a GE SN 0 N CA-RIV-33114/h8-002-02 
Little Maria Mountains - 

Northwest 
Little Maria 
Mountains 

8 Q 85a GE SN 0 N CA-RIV-33114/h8-002-03 
Little Maria Mountains - 

Northwest 
Little Maria 
Mountains 

8 Q 85b GE SN 0 N CA-RIV-33114/h8-002-04 
Little Maria Mountains - 

Northwest 
Little Maria 
Mountains 

CA=California, CN=Cavity Nest, GE=Golden Eagle, PR=Prairie Falcon, RIV=Riverside County, SN=Stick Nest. 
Golden Eagle nests used by another species in 2011 are denoted with the occupant species first and the original nest builder, 
golden eagle, in parentheses (GE). 
*Based on the USFWS recommended naming convention, the territory name is based on the county and USGS Quad name of 
the location of the first nest observed for a given territory. Nests denoted with an asterisk were physically located in a 
different county of USGS Quad than the first nest, but retain the Quad of origin of the first nest discovered in its USGS Quad 
territory name. 

 

Table 1.  Golden Eagle Nests and Associated Territories from 2 Surveys. 
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All Wildlife Observed During 2 Surveys  
Based on recommendations in the USFWS Interim Golden Eagle Guidelines (Pagel et al. 2010), all 

wildlife observations for Phase 2 are documented in the table below. During Phase 2 surveys, 231 

unique wildlife observations were made; 1 incubating adult prairie falcon initially documented 

during Phase 1 was seen on her nest again during Phase 2 and is noted as such in the table below. 

 

 

Big Maria 
Mountains 

Hodges 
Mountains 

Little Maria 
Mountains 

McCoy 
Mountains Total 

American Kestrel 0  0  1 0  1 

Bighorn Sheep 0  0  3 0 3 

Bobcat 0  0  0  1  1 

Common Raven 12 0  2 2 16 

Great Horned Owl 13 0  3 5 21 

Nighthawk 1 0  0  1  2 

Northern Harrier 1 0  0  0 1 

Peregrine Falcon 2 0  0  0  2 

Prairie Falcon 6 2 1 3* 12 

Red-tailed Hawk 38 3 13 25 79 

Turkey Vulture 38 3 17 36 94 

Total 111 8 40 73 232 

*Includes 1 incubating adult observed during Phase 1. 

 
Table 2.  All Wildlife Observed During Phase 2 Surveys of McCoy Solar Energy Project Area. 
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All Data from Phase 2 Surveys  
Map coordinates (i.e., UTM) of the nests of sensitive species (golden eagles, peregrine falcons, prairie 

falcons) have been withheld per request of federal agencies in order to protect these species, but are on file 

at WRI. If needed, this information is available upon request. Golden eagle data are noted in bold type. 
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Geographical 
Area 

(5/5/2011) - 3 flights, flight #1 - 70-103°F, 0%-light haze cloud cover, 0-5 mph wind, 0% precip, 10+ visibility 

Q 1 TV   1 
11 S 705828 

3724195         1123 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 2 TV   1 
11 S 701415 

3727176         1841 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 3 RT SN 3 
11 S 701116 

3727217 N G R Y 2013 ft 
adult and 2 young 
chicks McCoy Mountains 

Q 4 CR   1 
11 S 700015 

3729124         2176 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 5 TV   4 
11 S 699338 

3730413         2378 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 6 RT SN 2 
11 S 699114 

3731653 SE G R Y 2009 ft 
2 adults flying 
above nest McCoy Mountains 

Q 7 RT SN 0 
11 S 699220 

3731748 E G R P 1914 ft 
possible GE activity 
on nest McCoy Mountains 

Q 8 RT SN 3 
11 S 695809 

3737457 W G R Y 2080 ft 
2 young in nest, 
adult flying nearby McCoy Mountains 

Q 9 TV   1 
11 S 695905 

3738694         2018 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 10 RT SN 0 
11 S 694715 

3738091 N F R P 1927 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 11 GHO   1 
11 S 694460 

3738069         1918 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 12 GHO   1 
11 S 694657 

3737806         1988 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 13a TV   10 
11 S 697023 

3734863         2340 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 13b RT   1 
11 S 697023 

3734863         2340 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 14 RT   1 
11 S 694551 

3735290         2211 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 15 RT SN 0 
11 S 693375 

3738161 SE F R N 1998 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 16 TV   1 
11 S 693318 

3740943         1958 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q - - - - 
11 S 692955 

3741792         - mine sites McCoy Mountains 

Q 18 RT   1 
11 S 692604 

3743037         1725 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 19 TV   1 
11 S 691494 

3742927         2095 ft   McCoy Mountains 
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Q 20 RT SN 0 
11 S 691455 

3742113 W F R N 2038 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 21 TV   1 
11 S 692089 

3740763         2043 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 22 RT   1 
11 S 692556 

3740174         2026 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 23 U CN 0 
11 S 692421 

3740099 G W R N 1912 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 24 TV   1 
11 S 703615 

3730210         1941 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Flight #2 -88-96°F, 0% cloud cover, 0-5mph wind, 0% precip, 10+ visibility 

Q 25 TV   1 
11 S 704251 

3724628         1306 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 26 RT SN 0 
11 S 703903 

3724859 SE F R   1044 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 27 RT SN 0 
11 S 702824 

3725335 E F R   1511 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 28 TV   7 
11 S 702623 

3725352         1556 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 29a PR   2 
 

        1618 ft 

one perched and 
one observed in 
flight McCoy Mountains 

Q 29b PR CN 0 
 

W G R Y 1618 ft 
white wash under 
cavity McCoy Mountains 

Q 29c NIGH   1 
11 S 702483 

3725552         1618 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 30 RT   1 
11 S 700813 

3726790         1648 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 31 RT SN 2 
11 S 700829 

3726739 W G R Y 1663 ft 
a adult and one 
very young chick McCoy Mountains 

Q 32 GE SN 0 
 

NE P R N 1419 ft 

old and greater 
than five feet tall 
Nest ID: CA-RIV-
33114/f7-002-01 

McCoy 
Mountains 

Q 33 GHO   1 
11 S 700531 

3726387         1448 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 34 BC   1 
11 S 700775 

3726317         1200 ft 
bobcat hiding 
under rocks McCoy Mountains 

Q 35 TV   2 
11 S 700725 

3725230         1251 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 36 RT SN 0 
11 S 699341 

3725371 E G R P 1543 ft nice bowl McCoy Mountains 

Q 37 GHO   1 
11 S 699050 

3725018         1345 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 38 RT SN 0 
11 S 698673 

3724935 E G R N 1496 ft good bowl McCoy Mountains 
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Q 39 RT   2 
11 S 698869 

3725001         1614 ft 
juveniles observed 
in flight McCoy Mountains 

Q 40 RT   1 
11 S 699073 

3725479         1952 ft 
adult observed in 
flight McCoy Mountains 

Q 41 RT SN 0 
11 S 699023 

3725264 S P R N 1991 ft nest remnant McCoy Mountains 

Q 42 RT SN 0 
11 S 698112 

3724902 W F R N 1125 ft small bowl McCoy Mountains 

Q 43 TV   2 
11 S 698559 

3725702         1628 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 44 RT   1 
11 S 698867 

3725401         1786 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 45 PR CN 1 
 

N G R Y 1666 ft 
(same as H87 from 
Phase 1) McCoy Mountains 

Q 46 RT SN 0 
11 S 699562 

3726801 N F R N 1781 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 47 RT   1 
11 S 699739 

3727340         2035 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 48 RT SN 2 
11 S 699131 

3728359 SE G R Y 1562 ft 2 eggs in nest McCoy Mountains 

Q 49 TV   1 
11 S 699493 

3729309         2360 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 50 RT SN 2 
11 S 698141 

3731679 S G R Y 1957 ft 
adult brooding 1 
chick McCoy Mountains 

Q 51 RT SN 0 
11 S 698225 

3731874 S F R N 1989 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 52 CR   1 
11 S 698114 

3732787         1883 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 53 RT SN 0 
11 S 695152 

3732911 S F R N 1677 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 54 RT SN 0 
11 S 695063 

3733001 S G R   1691 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 55 TV   1 
11 S 694022 

3733159         1492 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 56 RT   1 
11 S 693205 

3737011         1838 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 57a RT SN 0 
11 S 693217 

3736771 N F R   1548 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 57b GHO   1 
11 S 693217 

3736771         1548 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 58 TV   1 
11 S 692474 

3737406         1724 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 59 RT SN 0 
11 S 692446 

3737475 SW P R N 1632 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 60 RT SN 0 
11 S 693043 

3738814 SW F R N 2099 ft   McCoy Mountains 
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Q 61 RT SN 0 
11 S 692743 

3739470 SW G R   2409 ft   McCoy Mountains 

Q 62 TV   1 
11 S 696143 

3750818         2065 ft   
Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 63 PR   1 
 

        2214 ft   
Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 64 RT SN 0 
11 S 696947 

3750920 N F R N 1814 ft   
Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 65 AK   1 
11 S 696686 

3750632         2035 ft 
adult observed in 
flight 

Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 66a GE SN 0 
 

N F R N 2124 ft 

old and about 4 
feet tall 
Nest ID: CA-RIV-
33114/g7-001-01 

Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 66b GE SN 0 
 

N F R N 2124 ft 

old and flat 
Nest ID: CA-RIV-
33114/g7-001-02 

Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 66c GE SN 0 
 

N F R N 2124 ft 

old, smaller, 
adjacent to flat 
nest 
Nest ID: CA-RIV-
33114/g7-001-03 

Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 67a CR   1 
11 S 698493 

3748942         2196 ft   
Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 67b RT   2 
11 S 698493 

3748942         2196 ft   
Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 68a TV   3 
11 S 699343 

3749403         2104 ft   
Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 68b GHO   1 
11 S 699343 

3749403         2104 ft   
Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 69 RT SN 0 
11 S 699285 

3748334 E F R N 2072 ft   
Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 70 RT   1 
11 S 698694 

3748536         2112 ft   
Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 71 RT   1 
11 S 696631 

3749154         2056 ft   
Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 72 TV   1 
11 S 696081 

3749190         1855 ft   
Little Maria 
Mountains 

Flight #3 - 100-95°F, 0% cloud cover, 0-5mph wind, 0% precip, 10+ visibility 

Q 73 TV   3 
11 S 697741 

3738140         2627 ft   
Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 74 TV   1 
11 S 694470 

3750187         2069 ft   
Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 75 RT SN 0 
11 S 693948 

3751007 S F R N 2242 ft   
Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 76 RT SN 0 
11 S 693140 

3751747 E P R N 2289 ft   
Little Maria 
Mountains 
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Q 77 RT   1 
11 S 692611 

3750729         2073 ft 
adult observed in 
flight 

Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 78 RT SN 0 
11 S 692725 

3751791 SW P R N 2130 ft   
Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 79 CR SN 0 
11 S 692175 

3752360 SW P R N 2253 ft   
Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 80 TV   2 
11 S 691836 

3751830         1927 ft   
Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 81 CR   1 
11 S 691168 

3752795         2229 ft   
Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 82 GE SN 0 
 

SE G R N 2095 ft 
Nest ID: CA-RIV-
33114/h8-002-01 

Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 83a GE SN 0 
 

N F R N 1731 ft 
Nest ID: CA-RIV-
33114/h8-002-02 

Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 83b RT SN 0 
11 S 690678 

3751886 N   R N 1731 ft   
Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 84 RT SN 0 
11 S 691077 

3752182 S F R N 1774 ft   
Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 85a GE SN 0 
 

S P R N 1798 ft 
Nest ID: CA-RIV-
33114/h8-002-03  

Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 85b GE SN 0 
 

S P R N 1798 ft 
Nest ID: CA-RIV-
33114/h8-002-04  

Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 86 GHO   1 
11 S 690774 

3751481         1555 ft   
Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 87 RT SN 0 
11 S 690624 

3751638 NE F R N 1437 ft   
Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 88 GHO   1 
11 S 690040 

3752074         1610 ft   
Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 89 RT   1 
11 S 690608 

3752144         1976 ft 
adult observed in 
flight 

Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 90 RT SN 0 
11 S 689997 

3753772 S G R N 1924 ft   
Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 91 RT   1 
11 S 689310 

3752935         1870 ft   
Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 92 U  SN 0 
11 S 689568 

3753807 S   R   2257 ft 

older, smaller nest 
RT/CR (probably 
RT) 

Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 93 RT SN 0 
11 S 690274 

3753446 SW P R N 2347 ft   
Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 94 U  SN 0 
11 S 689218 

3753319 S P R N 1968 ft RT/GE, old nest 
Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 95 RT SN 0 
11 S 688772 

3753763 SW G R Y 2181 ft 
small sticks on a 
large nest 

Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 96a RT   1 
11 S 688600 

3753916         2230 ft perched 
Little Maria 
Mountains 

AR066090
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Elevation 
Notes (age, sex, 
substrate, etc.) 

Geographical 
Area 

Q 96b RT   1 
11 S 688600 

3753916         2230 ft observed in flight 
Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 97 RT SN 0 
11 S 688422 

3754625 SE F R N 2110 ft   
Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 98 TV   6 
11 S 688823 

3755325         2277 ft   
Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 99 RT SN 0 
11 S 689771 

3754585 E G R N 2327 ft   
Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 100 BHS   3 
 

        2561 ft ewes 
Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 101 RT SN 2 
11 S 691145 

3753578 E G R Y 2305 ft 2 chicks 
Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 102 RT SN 0 
11 S 691864 

3753200 E F R N 2720 ft large nest 
Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 103 RT SN 2 
11 S 692790 

3752989 E G R Y 2139 ft 2 chicks 
Little Maria 
Mountains 

Q 104 TV   2 
11 S 694475 

3752250         2655 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 105 GE SN 0 
 

W P R N 2269 ft 

(same as H125 
from Phase 1) 
Nest ID: CA-RIV-
33114/h7-001-01 

Big Maria 
Mountains 

Q 106 RT SN 0 
11 S 706267 

3751568 W F R N 2211 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 108 CR SN 0 
11 S 706027 

3752292 SW G R   1871 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 109 RT SN 0 
11 S 705932 

3752327 SW G R   1815 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 110 CR SN 0 
11 S 706048 

3752627 SW G R   1726 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 111 TV   4 
11 S 706820 

3752313         2158 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 112 TV   1 
11 S 709744 

3751241         2553 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 113 PR   1 
 

        2182 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 114 GHO   1 
11 S 712100 

3749767         2026 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 115 RT SN 0 
11 S 711566 

3749839 W G R Y 2110 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 116 TV   1 
11 S 711018 

3750031         2081 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 117 PR CN 4 
 

S P R Y 1984 ft 

old GESN being 
used by PR with 4 
eggs 
Nest ID: CA-RIV-
33114/h7-001-02 

Big Maria 
Mountains 
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Elevation 
Notes (age, sex, 
substrate, etc.) 

Geographical 
Area 

Q 118 RT SN 0 
11 S 708951 

3750247 S G R N 1986 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 119a RT SN 0 
11 S 708932 

3750127 S G R N 1983 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 119b RT SN 0 
11 S 708932 

3750127 S G R N 1983 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 120 TV   1 
11 S 708443 

3749850         2048 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 121 RT SN 0 
11 S 708015 

3749971 S F R   1885 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 122 RT SN 0 
11 S 707445 

3751071 SE F R   2293 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 123 RT SN 3 
11 S 703608 

3742197  G Tr Y 992 ft 
adult and two fat 
chicks 

Big Maria 
Mountains 

(5/6/2011) - 3 flights, flight #1 - 95-103°F, 0% to light haze cloud cover, 0-5mph wind, 0% precip, 7-10+ visibility 

Q 124 CR   12 
11 S 713290 

3739435         999 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 125a RT SN 0 
11 S 715105 

3743613 W G R N 1460 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 125b CR SN 0 
11 S 715105 

3743613 W G R   1460 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 126 TV   1 
11 S 713575 

3744374         1415 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 127 RT SN 0 
11 S 712579 

3745769 NE F R N 1448 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 128 TV   1 
11 S 713844 

3744440         1461 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 129 NH   1 
11 S 715193 

3743802         1561 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 130 RT   1 
11 S 716222 

3743617         1713 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 131 RT   1 
11 S 716806 

3743677         1840 ft 
juvenile observed 
in flight 

Big Maria 
Mountains 

Q 132 RT SN 0 
11 S 716022 

3743091 E P R N 1424 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 133 RT   1 
11 S 715749 

3743011         1485 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 134 GHO   1 
11 S 715264 

3743516         1756 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 135 RT SN 0 
11 S 714434 

3749508 E G R   2048 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 136 RT   1 
11 S 714340 

3749083         1931 ft juvenile perched 
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 137 RT SN 0 
11 S 714139 

3749158 S F R N 1817 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

AR066092
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Elevation 
Notes (age, sex, 
substrate, etc.) 

Geographical 
Area 

Q 138 RT SN 0 
11 S 714973 

3750298 NE P R N 2397 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 139 RT SN 1 
11 S 714017 

3751957 S G R Y 1749 ft 
perched/flying 
near nest 

Big Maria 
Mountains 

Q 140 RT SN 0 
11 S 713975 

3752364 SW F R N 1871 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 141 CR SN 0 
11 S 714703 

3752482 W F R   2250 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 142 RT SN 0 
11 S 714716 

3752475 W F R N 2283 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 143 RT SN 0 
11 S 714796 

3752508 S F R N 2490 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 144a GHO   1 
11 S 717246 

3752066         2424 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 144b RT SN 0 
11 S 717246 

3752066 E F R   2424 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 145 TV   1 
11 S 718925 

3752429         2389 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 146 RT SN 0 
11 S 720202 

3752555 S G R N 1899 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 147 RT SN 0 
11 S 720118 

3752553 S F R N 1948 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 148 RT SN 0 
11 S 720136 

3752347 S G R N 1946 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 149 RT SN 0 
11 S 719981 

3752225 S   R N 1946 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 150 TV   1 
11 S 719358 

3752141         2068 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 151 RT SN 0 
11 S 717337 

3751144 S F R N 2301 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 152 RT   1 
11 S 715896 

3747240         2279 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 153a RT SN 0 
11 S 715613 

3747520 SE F R N 2305 ft 
large, but small 
sticks 

Big Maria 
Mountains 

Q 153b RT SN 0 
11 S 715613 

3747520 SE F R N 2305 ft 
smaller and to 
upper left of 153a 

Big Maria 
Mountains 

Q 154a TV   7 
11 S 715816 

3748956         3044 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 154b RT   2 
11 S 715816 

3748956         3044 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 155 TV   1 
11 S 719505 

3743655         2434 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 156 RT SN 0 
11 S 719693 

3742979 SE F R N 2226 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 157 U SN 0 
11 S 720126 

3742263 E F R N 2460 ft 
rocks fell in middle 
of nest 

Big Maria 
Mountains 

AR066093
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Elevation 
Notes (age, sex, 
substrate, etc.) 

Geographical 
Area 

Q 158 PE   2 
 

        2599 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 159 RT SN 0 
11 S 718725 

3743469 S F R N 2606 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 160 TV   1 
11 S 718543 

3743604         2646 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 161 RT   1 
11 S 717764 

3743658         2334 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 162a RT SN 0 
11 S 717612 

3743747 S F R N 2090 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 162b RT SN 0 
11 S 717612 

3743747 S F R N 2090 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 162c RT SN 0 
11 S 717612 

3743747 S F R N 2090 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 162d RT SN 0 
11 S 717612 

3743747 S F R N 2090 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 163 RT SN 0 
11 S 717450 

3743747 S F R N 1968 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 164 RT SN 0 
11 S 717246 

3743989 E F R N 1978 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 165 RT   1 
11 S 716102 

3745608         2599 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 166 RT SN 2 
11 S 716140 

3745642 SW G R Y 2331 ft 
adult and at least 
one day-old chick 

Big Maria 
Mountains 

Q 167 RT SN 0 
11 S 716937 

3744803 SW F R N 2055 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 168 TV   1 
11 S 716617 

3744313         1942 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 169 GHO   1 
11 S 717892 

3743203         1994 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 170 TV   1 
11 S 718526 

3743002         2009 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Flight #2 - 86-95°F, 0% cloud cover, 0-5mph wind, 0% precip, 10+ visibility 

Q 171 RT   1 
11 S 721119 

3743636         1443 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 172 RT SN 3 
11 S 718711 

3745328 S G R Y 2161 ft 
adult brooding and 
2 young chicks 

Big Maria 
Mountains 

Q 173 GHO   1 
11 S 719647 

3745006         2017 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 174 TV   1 
11 S 720116 

3744746         1936 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 175a PR   1 
 

        1853 ft hit GHO 
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 175b GHO   1 
11 S 720556 

3744513         1853 ft hit by PR and RT  
Big Maria 

Mountains 

AR066094
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Elevation 
Notes (age, sex, 
substrate, etc.) 

Geographical 
Area 

Q 175c RT   1 
11 S 720556 

3744513         1853 ft hit GHO 
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 176 RT   1 
11 S 718730 

3745499         2427 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 177 RT SN 0 
11 S 718696 

3745770 E P R N 2299 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 178 RT SN 0 
11 S 719055 

3745545 W P R N 2280 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 179 RT   1 
11 S 719907 

3745327         2379 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 180 RT SN 0 
11 S 720231 

3745085 N F R N 2153 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 181 TV   4 
11 S 719434 

3747693         1781 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 182a GHO   1 
11 S 720709 

3748631         1249 ft 
flew out of SE-
facing cavity 

Big Maria 
Mountains 

Q 182b GHO   1 
11 S 720709 

3748631         1249 ft 
flew out of SW-
facing cavity 

Big Maria 
Mountains 

Q 183 RT SN 0 
11 S 720617 

3748677 SW F R N 1328 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 184 RT SN 1 
11 S 720579 

3748700 SW G R Y 1354 ft adult incubating 
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 185 RT SN 0 
11 S 720287 

3748844 SW P R N 1650 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 186 RT SN 0 
11 S 719488 

3749780 SW G R   1577 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 187 TV   2 
11 S 719323 

3749994         1629 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 188a RT SN 0 
11 S 722860 

3745234 N F R N 1524 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 188b RT SN 0 
11 S 722860 

3745234 N P R N 1524 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 189 RT SN 3 
11 S 723331 

3745118 N G R Y 1184 ft 3 chicks 
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 190 RT SN 0 
11 S 723423 

3745173 N F R N 1196 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 191 RT SN 0 
11 S 723672 

3744360 N P R N 1346 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 192 NIGH   1 
11 S 723620 

3743983         1263 ft flew from cavity 
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 193 GHO CN 4 
11 S 723408 

3744358 E G R Y 1420 ft 

two adults flew 
from cavity nest; 2 
chicks 

Big Maria 
Mountains 

Q 194 TV   1 
11 S 722614 

3744591         1430 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

AR066095
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Elevation 
Notes (age, sex, 
substrate, etc.) 

Geographical 
Area 

Q 195 RT   1 
11 S 722107 

3742748         1607 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 196a RT SN 0 
11 S 723853 

3742460 S P R N 921 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 196b GHO   1 
11 S 723853 

3742460         921 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 197 RT   1 
11 S 723788 

3741095         1623 ft 
adult observed in 
flight 

Big Maria 
Mountains 

Q 198 RT SN 3 
11 S 725578 

3740151 S G R Y 1220 ft 
1 adult and two 
chicks 

Big Maria 
Mountains 

Q 199 RT SN 0 
11 S 724686 

3738858 SE G R Y 1346 ft new decoration  
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 200 RT   2 
11 S 724476 

3738720         1525 ft 
adult observed in 
flight 

Big Maria 
Mountains 

Q 201 RT SN 2 
11 S 724617 

3736549 S G R Y 1522 ft 

adult on nest with 
at least one older 
chick 

Big Maria 
Mountains 

Q 202 RT   1 
11 S 723615 

3737230         1702 ft 
adult observed in 
flight 

Big Maria 
Mountains 

Q 203 TV   4 
11 S 723187 

3737921         1985 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 204 RT SN 0 
11 S 723022 

3738026 S F R N 2066 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 205 RT SN 0 
11 S 722768 

3736821 S F R N 1455 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 206 RT SN 0 
11 S 722666 

3739131 S F R N 1834 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 207 RT SN 0 
11 S 722454 

3739256 E G R Y 1853 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 208 RT   2 
11 S 722554 

3739577         1913 ft 
adult observed in 
flight 

Big Maria 
Mountains 

Q 209 RT SN 0 
11 S 723350 

3739529 S G R   1761 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 210 TV   1 
11 S 727721 

3736575         1189 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Q 211 TV   1 
11 S 716843 

3726548         823 ft   
Big Maria 

Mountains 

Flight #3 - 95-103°F, 0% to light haze cloud cover, 0-5mph wind, 0% precip, 7-10+ visibility 

Q 265 RT   1 
11 S 701098 

3709331         1530 ft   
Hodges 

Mountains 

(5/7/2011) - 1 flight - 76-82°F, 0% cloud cover, 0-5 mph, 0% precip, 10+ visibility 

R 1 RT   1 
11 S 704659 

3710017         965 ft observed in flight 
Hodges 

Mountains 

R 2 TV   3 
11 S 704412 

3711511         1538 ft observed in flight 
Hodges 

Mountains 

AR066096
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Elevation 
Notes (age, sex, 
substrate, etc.) 

Geographical 
Area 

R 3 RT SN 0 
11 S 704720 

3712357   F R N 1078 ft   
Hodges 

Mountains 

R 4 RT SN 0 
11 S 704907 

3712426 N P R N 1159 ft   
Hodges 

Mountains 

R 5 RT SN 0 
11 S 705070 

3712366 N G R Y 1083 ft 
new material in 
nest 

Hodges 
Mountains 

R 6 RT SN 0 
11 S 705036 

3712375 N G R Y 1131 ft 
new material in 
nest 

Hodges 
Mountains 

R 7 RT   1 
11 S 705005 

3711901         1400 ft 
adult observed in 
flight  

Hodges 
Mountains 

R 8 PR   1 
 

        1237 ft 
adult observed in 
flight  

Hodges 
Mountains 

R 9 RT SN 0 
11 S 703961 

3712558 N F R N 1522 ft   
Hodges 

Mountains 

R 10 PR   1 
 

        1188 ft 
juvenile observed 
in flight 

Hodges 
Mountains 

AK=American Kestrel, BC=Bobcat, BHS=Bighorn Sheep, CN=Cavity Nest, CR=Common Raven, F=Fair, G=Good, GE=Golden Eagle, 
GHO=Great Horned Owl, NIGH=Nighthawk, NH=Northern Harrier, P=Poor, PE=Peregrine Falcon, PR=Prairie Falcon, R=Rock, 
RT=Red-tailed Hawk, SN=Stick Nest, Tr=Tree, TV=Turkey Vulture, U=Unidentified. 
*If no nest type is indicated, then the species was observed independently of a nest (e.g., flying, perched, etc.). 

 
Table 3.  All Data from Phase 2 Surveys of McCoy Solar Energy Project Area. 
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Photographs of Golden Eagle Nests and Other Observations 
 

 
Old golden eagle stick nest in a cavity being used by a prairie falcon (Q117PRCN-4); observed 

with 4 eggs (noted within yellow circle) May 5
th

 in the Big Maria Mountains (Phase 2). 

 

 
Adult red-tailed hawk in tree nest (Q123SN-3) with 2 young, observed May 5

th
 near the Big Maria 

Mountains (Phase 2).  
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Adult red-tailed hawk (Q166RTSN-2) observed May 6

th
 brooding at least one very young chick in 

the Big Maria Mountains (Phase2). 

 

 
Two inactive, adjacent golden eagle stick nests (Q85a&bGESN-0) observed May 5

th
 in the Little 

Maria Mountains (Phase 2). 
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One of 3 inactive golden eagle stick nests (Q66aGESN-0) observed in close proximity to 2 others 

on May 5
th

 in the Little Maria Mountains (Phase 2). 

 

 
The 2

nd
 of 3 inactive golden eagle stick nests (Q66bGESN-0) observed in close proximity to 2 

others on May 5
th

 in the Little Maria Mountains (Phase 2). 
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Landscape view from above the Big Maria Mountains looking west at the McCoy Mountains, May 

6
th

 (Phase 2). 

 

 
Active red-tailed hawk nest (Q8RTSN-2) observed in the McCoy Mountains May 5

th
 with 2 young 

in nest; adult was flying nearby (Phase 2).  
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Inactive golden eagle stick nest (Q32GESN-0) observed May 5

th
 in the McCoy Mountains; very 

old nest in poor condition that was approximately 5 feet in height (Phase 2). 

 

 
Active red-tailed hawk stick nest (Q48RTSN-2) observed May 5

th
 with 2 eggs (noted with the 

yellow arrow) in nest in the McCoy Mountains (Phase 2).  
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A brooding prairie falcon in a cavity nest (H87PRCN-1) observed March 23

rd
 in the McCoy 

Mountains (Phase 1) and revisited during Phase 2, see photo below. 

 

 
The same prairie falcon cavity nest (Q45PRCN-0) as above, observed May 5

th
 in the McCoy 

Mountains (Phase 2). The young had presumably fledged and the nest was unoccupied. 
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DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 

 

This report provides the findings of the Phase 2 surveys for golden eagles conducted by Wildlife 

Research Institute within 10 miles of the project boundary of the proposed McCoy Solar Energy 

Project in the Sonoran Desert Region in Riverside county of California in order to comply with the 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service recommendations. Surveys for this project were conducted by 

helicopter to determine golden eagle occupancy and confirm productivity status.  

 

WRI conducted 7 Phase-2 flights between May 5 and 7, 2011, over the Big Maria Mountains, 

Little Maria Mountains, McCoy Mountains, and Hodges Mountains. Five previously 

undocumented golden eagle nests were observed during Phase 2 surveys, 4 of these nests 

comprised 2 new territories within the 10-mile spatial buffer of the project area, none were deemed 

to be active for the 2011 breeding season. Additionally, 4 golden eagle nests comprising 1 new 

territory, were observed approximately 1.5 miles outside the spatial buffer and is included because 

part of the foraging area for this territory is expected to lie within the project spatial buffer.  

Combined with the 5 territories documented during Phase 1 surveys, this totals 8 golden eagle 

territories within 10 miles of the McCoy Solar Energy Project area, none of which were deemed to 

be active for the 2011 breeding season.  

 

Additionally, 1 American kestrel, 1 bobcat, 3 bighorn sheep, 16 common ravens, 21 great horned 

owls, 2 nighthawks, 1 northern harrier, 2 peregrine falcons, 12 prairie falcons, 79 red-tailed hawks, 

and 94 turkey vultures were observed totaling 232 wildlife documentations for Phase 2 surveys. 

The 3 bighorn sheep were observed approximately 1.5 miles outside the project spatial buffer. 

 

All golden eagle nests and territories have been assigned a USGS Quad name, and all sightings 

have been documented with GPS locations and recorded on the attached tables, as recommended 

in the USFWS Interim Golden Eagle Technical Guidance: Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; 

and Other Recommendations in Support of Golden Eagle Management and Permit Issuance (Pagel 

et al. 2010) and the subsequent Draft Eagle Conservation Plan Guidance (Gould and Schmidt 

2011). 
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APPENDIX A 

Wildlife Research Institute Golden Eagle Team 
Note: Not all individuals, necessarily, participated in this survey. 

 

Dave Bittner 

Executive Director, WRI 

Wildlife Biologist/Raptor Ecologist 

Mr. Dave Bittner is a Co-founder and Executive Director of The Wildlife Research Institute, Inc. 

and has been a Wildlife Biologist for more than 44 years.  Much of his work has been with raptors 

of various species but he has also studied and banded 3700 Great Blue Herons, conducted mammal 

research, and trapped and tagged over 3,000 mammals of various species. Dave currently 

coordinates an annual golden eagle and raptor population study throughout Southern California, 

including the Western Mojave Desert and the Anza-Borrego Desert State Park.  He is the current 

Primary Investigator (P.I.) for the Southern California Golden Eagle Population Study, the longest 

continuous running  golden eagle study of its kind in the Western Hemisphere starting in 1867.  

Dave’s involvement began in 1968 in the Western Mojave but now includes all of Southern 

California. Currently, he is also the P.I. for WRI's satellite and VHF telemetry-based golden eagle 

migration and habitat use study in cooperation with the US Forest Service, Montana Parks and 

Wildlife, Nevada Dept. of Wildlife and the California Department of Fish and Game.  WRI, under 

Dave's direction, has conducted annual helicopter surveys on golden eagles and raptors in general 

since 1996. Dave has banded thousands of raptors since 1963 and has banded over 480 golden 

eagles, over 150  with VHF and satellite telemetry. He has conducted Bighorn Sheep surveys, both 

aerial and ground, for Desert Bighorn Sheep in the Mojave Desert and for Peninsular Bighorn 

Sheep in the Anza-Borrego Desert State Park and Baja, Mexico since 1998. Dave has also 

surveyed Bighorn Sheep in Montana where WRI has a Research Station.  His education includes a 

B.Sc. in Zoology and Wildlife Management from Ohio State University (1968).  He also 

conducted graduate studies in Avian Reproduction and Natural Resources (1975-1977) at The 

Ohio State University. Dave has worked for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Cleveland 

Museum of Natural History, and the Ohio Department of Natural Resources and has taught at two 

universities and one technical college. 

 

 

Jeffrey L. Lincer, Ph.D. 

Research Director, WRI 

Senior Scientist/Wildlife Biologist/Raptor Ecologist 

Dr. Lincer is a Co-founder and Research Director of The Wildlife Research Institute, Inc. and has 

extensive experience surveying for raptors, including helping establish WRI’s Montana Raptor 

Migration Station. He has actively participated in the institute’s Southern California Golden Eagle 

project since 2000, including helicopter and ground surveys since 2001. He has conducted numerous 

raptor surveys for federal, state, county, and local governments, and the private sector across desert 

and mountain habitat in the California Mojave and Anza-Borrego deserts, San Diego County, Nevada 

and the mountains of northern Baja Mexico. In addition, Jeff has over 100 hours of aerial surveying 

for Bald Eagles and over 50 hours for fish-eating birds. He has conducted Bighorn Sheep surveys in 

the Mojave Desert and for the Anza-Borrego Desert State Park since 1998.  Dr. Lincer's 

background includes 40 years as a scientist, scientific advisor, and administrator in the environmental 

research and management areas.  He has taught college level courses in environmental and 

occupational health, environmental science, ornithology, and mangrove ecology, produced over 100 
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scientific publications and papers (most on raptors), authored dozens of environmental reports, and 

served as advisor to high-level governmental offices and national/international conservation 

programs. Jeff received his Bachelors and Masters degrees in Wildlife Biology/Wildlife Management 

from Syracuse University and his Doctorate in Ecology and Toxicology from Cornell University.  He 

is most well known for his work with raptors and other threatened/endangered species and his 

ability to manage complex interdisciplinary projects and work productively with government 

agencies.  He is a Past-President of the Southern Chapter of The Wildlife Society. As President of 

the Raptor Research Foundation (RRF) from l982 to l988, he oversaw the greatest growth of that 

professional organization in its entire history.  He chairs RRF’s Leslie Brown Award Grant 

Committee (for research on African raptors) and chaired the First International Burrowing Owl 

Symposium and Workshop. He is the Co-editor for the Proceedings of the First International 

Symposium on Burrowing Owls, a Co-editor of the proceedings of the First California Burrowing 

Owl Symposium, and is a contributing Technical Editor for a recent book on California's endangered 

species. Dr. Lincer was the founding Director of the National Wildlife Federation's (NWF) Raptor 

Information Center.  During his NWF tenure, he coordinated with government agencies and the 

private sector, developed computerized literature databases, and prioritized eagle and other raptor 

habitat throughout the United States for acquisition.  He served as Consulting Editor for the joint 

RRF/Bureau of Land Management publication, "Raptor Habitat Management Multiple Use 

Mandate." Over the last four decades, he has worked on major projects from Alaska to Africa, 

addressing raptor population trends, ecological monitoring, environmental impacts, ecotoxicology, 

and habitat protection and acquisition. 

 

 

Leigh Bittner 

Vice-President, WRI 

Field Assistant 

Mrs. Bittner first flew golden eagle helicopter surveys in 1996. She has participated in golden 

eagle nest surveys, nest observations, eagle banding, tagging and tracking in California since 1991, 

New Mexico, 2001 and Montana since 2000. Leigh has also been involved in tagging and 

releasing of some of the first California Condors in California, 1992, and Arizona, 1996. Leigh is a 

co-founder of the Wildlife Research Institute, Inc. and has been a Board member since 1996. She 

is a retired Marketing Manager from Hallmark Corporation and also helps coordinate office 

operations to support WRI's field activities. 

 

 

Chris Meador 

WRI Assistant Director 

Wildlife Biologist 

Mr. Meador is a full-time Wildlife Biologist for the Wildlife Research Institute (WRI) and has 

been a Wildlife Biologist for the past eight years. Chris started  conducting helicopter surveys on 

golden eagles and other raptors in 2008, including over 250 hours of helicopter survey experience. 

He has conducted numerous raptor surveys for federal, state, county and local governments, and 

the private sector across desert, coastal and mountain habitats.  He co-leads WRI’s Southern 

California Golden Eagle Population Study, the longest running study of its kind in the Western 

Hemisphere and has participated in it for the past ten years. He currently carries out myriad tasks 

as the project manager for various projects pertaining to the golden eagle. These include 

observation, trapping, tagging, and affixing radio and satellite telemetry transmitters to nestling, 
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juvenile and adult golden eagles in San Diego County as well as migrating golden eagles in 

Montana. He maintains and oversees much of the Wildlife Research Institute’s tracking process 

including gathering, interpreting and publishing data and findings using GPS and GIS integration. 

Chris has conducted Bighorn Sheep surveys, both aerial and ground, in the Mojave Desert and for 

the Anza-Borrego Desert State Park since 2008.  He has assisted with projects, including research, 

education and reintroduction on a broad range of species from endangered mammals (black footed 

ferret) to sensitive fish, black-tailed prairie dog and from Burrowing Owls to Desert Tortoises. Mr. 

Meador also conducts educational programs on multiple topics including natural history, ecology 

and conservation pertaining to many different species. He is an expert in identification and ecology 

of North American raptors. He holds a Bachelor of Arts degree with a double major in 

Environmental Studies and Psychology from Prescott College in Prescott, Arizona. 

 

 

James Hannan, Ph.D. 

Senior Wildlife Biologist 

Dr. Hannan has experience with WRI conducting helicopter surveys of golden eagles and other 

raptors since 2002. Jim also helps on WRI’s long running golden eagle Research project with nest 

observation, rappelling to, banding and tracking golden eagles since 2000. Jim, started  golden 

eagle migration counts and banding in Montana in 2001. He is fluent in Spanish and served as an 

International Environmental Consultant for the Peace Corps and United Nations Volunteer 

programs His professional experience includes two years as a Peace Corps Volunteer (fisheries 

and agriculture, in Panama), one-year Peace Crops staff (fisheries development in Puerto Rico), 

and one year at the Smithsonian Institution.  His academic experience also includes three years as 

Professor of Marine Biology and Environmental Studies at Florida Institute of Technology.  Jim 

also spent twelve years as a private environmental consultant (contracts included Mexican 

aquaculture, impacts to Caribbean coral reefs, deer and other game studies involving radio 

transmitters for the California Dept of Fish and Game).  He also served as a Texas game ranch 

manager, naturalist for East Africa wildlife filming company, fishery management advisor for the 

Florida Keys and holds a NAUI diver certificate and Florida EMT certificate. Dr. Hannan, is a 

WRI Senior Wildlife Biologist and Professor, Mesa College. He received his BS in 1965 from 

Humboldt State University, his MS in 1969 from University of Oregon, and his PhD in 1973 from 

the University of Miami (FL). 

 

 

Daniel Palmer 

Wildlife Biologist 

Daniel received his Bachelor of Science in Biology from San Diego State in 2002 and has 

conducted graduate studies since that time. He is an experienced biologist, who has worked on a 

number of projects throughout Southern California for WRI and the USGS. WRI projects included 

surveys and monitoring for burrowing owls on private land and March Air Reserve Base, and 

golden eagle ground and aerial surveys on private property, State Park property, and US Forest 

Service land. Daniel has trapped for burrowing owls in order to assist with banding and relocation, 

and he has trapped for golden eagles in order to assist with banding, tagging, and satellite 

transmitter placement. He has also assisted with several banding trips, which included banding, 

tagging, and the placement of satellite transmitters on several golden eagle nestlings. During his 

work with WRI during 2011, Daniel logged well over 320 hours of survey time with golden 

eagles, as well as over 300 hours of monitoring and observation time for golden eagles and 23 
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other species of raptors. Before WRI, Daniel had worked for the USGS surveying for bats and 

Arroyo toads (Anaxyrus californicus) on US National Forest Service land, California State Park 

land, California Fish and Game reserves, Bureau of Land Management property, and on Marine 

Corps Base Camp Pendleton. Daniel decided to switch his focus back to raptors before becoming 

part of the WRI team. He has been a raptor biologist and observer for most of his biology career, 

and some of his recorded raptor data dates back to 1999. 

 

 

Renée Rivard, Pharm.D. 

Wildlife Biologist 
Dr. Rivard is currently a member of the Wildlife Research Institute’s Golden Eagle team; she has 

accumulated over 225 hours of aerial survey time while participating in more than 18 golden eagle 

projects conducted by WRI since 2010 for numerous renewable energy projects across desert and 

mountain habitat in the California Mojave desert, San Diego and adjacent counties, and Nevada. In 

addition to participating in aerial transect surveys and ground surveys to identify golden eagle 

nests and territories impacted by renewable energy projects, she has also participated in WRI’s 

ongoing golden eagle research and monitoring project in San Diego County as a member of the 

banding and telemetry teams. She maintains the Golden Eagle Database and helps maintain 

Burrowing Owl artificial burrows on premises at WRI headquarters and continues to expand her 

knowledgebase related to these and other raptors. Renée assists with WRI’s annual Hawk Watch 

educational program about the Ramona Grasslands and its raptor residents and migrants. Her 20+ 

years of database, scientific publishing, and medical research experience provide her with the 

background and skills to efficiently and professionally assimilate survey data for WRI, clients and 

agencies. Over the last 5 years, she has accumulated diverse and valuable wildlife knowledge and 

skills as a wildlife rescuer, rehabilitator, and veterinarian assistant for non-profit organizations in 

Australia and, more recently, as a field technician and laboratory technician for the San Diego 

Zoo’s Institute for Conservation Research Applied Animal Ecology Department and Wildlife 

Disease Laboratory, respectively. Renée received her Bachelor’s of Science in Biology from the 

University of South Alabama (1987), graduated cum laude with her Doctorate of Pharmacy from 

Creighton University (1995), and completed specialized post-graduate papers in medical literature 

evaluation from the University of Auckland in New Zealand (2001). 

 

 

Brittany Schlotfeldt 

Wildlife Biologist 

Ms. Schlotfeldt has experience with mammals and birds and field transect experience in both the 

marine and desert environments. Brittany has one year experience conducting helicopter surveys 

of golden eagles and other raptors. She assisted with the research on coral recruitment across 

various conditions in Hawaii (Donald Potts Lab, UCSC) and tracked sea otters for SORAC (Sea 

Otter Research and Conservation) at the Monterey Bay Aquarium.  Brittany has also assisted with, 

and performed, a number of tasks in the upland and desert habitats for various Wildlife Research 

Institute (WRI) projects. In the desert environment, she has assisted with WRI’s research on 

golden eagles (radio telemetry and tracking), burrowing owls (transect surveys, field observations, 

trapping, and banding), and desert tortoises (surveyed over 100 miles of  protocol transects in the 

Western Mojave Desert with Drs. Boarman and Lincer, and Mr. Peter Woodman). This study, 

which was recently completed, was a follow-up on an earlier project focused on the potential 

impacts of vehicular traffic, and highway fencing, on tortoise mortality (Boarman and Sazaki 
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2006). She has additional experience with desert tortoises on Fort Irwin, where she conducted 

numerous surveys and assisted with the VHF-transmittering of tortoises in an effort to relocate the 

individuals. Ms. Schlotfeldt received her Bachelor’s of Science in Marine Biology from the 

University of California, Santa Cruz (2008).   

 

 

Jeff Wells 

Wildlife Biologist 

Mr. Wells has been involved with WRI’s golden eagle research since 1991 including trapping, 

banding and tracking. Jeff has ten years experience with WRI conducting helicopter surveys of 

golden eagles and other raptors. He has his Bachelors in Wildlife Studies from San Diego State 

University and has over 20 years experience as a private wildlife biologist. For the past 5 years, 

Jeff has been a Wildlife Biologist for the US Forest Service. 

 

 

James Newland 

Field Biologist 

Mr. Newland has assisted WRI on golden eagle research for the last 4 years banding, trapping, and 

VHF and satellite tracking. James has also assisted trapping and tracking golden eagles at WRI’s 

migratory research center in Montana. He has one year experience conducting helicopter surveys 

of golden eagles and other raptors. James has a Bachelor’s of Science in Electrical Engineering 

and has worked for numerous large communication corporations. 

 

 

Jeff Laws 

Field Biologist/Bio-climber 

Mr. Laws has assisted WRI with Golden Eagle research and field work since 1995. He has also 

assisted trapping and tracking Golden Eagles at WRI’s migratory research center in Montana. Jeff  

has five years experience conducting helicopter surveys of Golden Eagles and other raptors with 

WRI. Jeff works as a climber and field installer for San Diego Gas & Electric Company. 

 

 

Mel Cain 

Pilot, Utility Helicopters 

Mr. Cain has more than 55 years experience flying helicopters for wildlife surveys. Utility 

Helicopters, with their Hughes-500 helicopters, has assisted WRI in Golden Eagle and raptor 

surveys for the last 10 years in the United States and Mexico. Mel has 12 years of experience in 

New Zealand trapping and transporting big game including deer and elk. He has conducted 

hundreds of netting and translocations of Bighorn Sheep and Tule Elk in California for California 

Fish and Game and California State Parks. Mel works frequently in Mexico and Canada and 

maintains NAFTA and Mexican permits to conduct wildlife and resource surveys.  

 

 

Gregg Matson, M.D. 

Pilot, Cherry Helicopters 

Dr. Matson is a practicing physician who also started and headed a helicopter company in Hawaii 

to provide industrial and tourist services. Cherry Helicopters uses Hughes-500 helicopters to 
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conduct these surveys. Gregg, WRI, and Cherry Helicopters have conducted wildlife surveys both 

in the United States and Mexico. He has supported WRI in aerial helicopter surveys of Golden 

Eagles, raptors and other wildlife for the last 8 years. 

 

 

Barry Martin 

Pilot, Western Tracking Institute 

Mr. Martin is a WRI Research Associate and Director of the Western Tracking Institute. He has a 

Bachelor’s in Business from Fresno State and an Associate’s degree in Aeronautics. He has 42 

years of flying experience and 22 years in the Navy with over 300 aircraft carrier landings. 

Concurrent with his Navy experience, he flew for over 21 years as a pilot for American Airlines.  

In total, Barry has over 20,000 hours of experience in the air. In 1989, Barry started the San Diego 

Tracking Team and started the Western Tracking Institute in 2007 to further expand his studies in 

wildlife populations and movements. In 2006, he started VHF tracking from aircraft primarily for 

mountain lions and 2 years later, began assisting WRI in aerial VHF tracking of Golden Eagles. 
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8/10/2011 7004716 OTHE Closed CP-64-2-E 320 ft shampton - 8/10/2011 7:57:25 AM

No activity.

6/18/2011 7002521 HOOR Closed TL 6916 - 973035 65 feet from pole. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED 7/22/2011 fhoffman - 6/18/2011 2:18:34 PM
Female continued to build upper nest with material from palm. Male in area vocalizing.
rradd - 6/20/2011 3:27:28 PM - HOOR pair are intermittently present; female departs nest 1508, male nearby.
rradd - 6/28/2011 12:30:33 PM
Nest is complete; female incubating.
rradd - 7/5/2011 3:40:26 PM
HOOR pr. attending nest; male arrives and female departs 1534. 
rradd - 7/12/2011 10:21:46 AM
HOOR female comes to nest and stays.
rradd - 7/18/2011 11:41:22 AM
Female feeds young in nest 1136 then leaves immediately.
rradd - 7/25/2011 10:10:52 AM
Change to Closed.
No HOOR detected during 30 min. obs. Nest appears intact but empty; monitoring chronology suggests fledged 
successfully.

5/4/2011 7004679 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within work limits 100 feet 1. FLEDGED 6/10/2011 barnold - 5/4/2011 1:27:00 PM - According to bio-monitors, fledglings gone yesterday.  Adult observed bringing nest 
material today to nest immediately below nest used to fledge.  This lower nest had been identified as inactive, and 
the adults may be enhancing this nest as opposed to the fledged nest due to wear at fledged nest.  This pair may be 
preparing to double brood.
barnold - 5/15/2011 2:11 PM  Bottom nest still has eggs, and top nest with one egg that may not be viable.Adults in 
area.
phoward - 5/31/2011 11:45:06 AM
bottom nest has at least one chick, top nest still has one egg
jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 12:02:43 PM - Bottom nest contains at least 2 partially feathered nestlings with both male and 
female tending nest. 1 egg (presumed infertile) still present in top nest with no adults observed at nest.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 9:42:11 AM - Adult feeding at least 2 nestlings in bottom nest. Nest rimmed with feces.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:29:30 PM - Bio monitor reported that the nest fledged by 6/10. 1 fledgling was observed at 
the nest and it flew away. The nest was inspected and there were no other fledglings or eggs. Reel was subsequently 
removed.

7/29/2011 7004702 HOOR Closed CP59-E-B 25 feet to AR 100 feet 1. FLEDGED 7/7/2011 rradd - 7/29/2011 3:53:58 PM
HOOR male with fledged young near nest. Male returned to nest then moved to a nest-guard position, contact 
calling. Unfledged young are possible within the nest.
veurs - 8/4/2011 4:00:36 PM
barnold & veurs-spent 45 minutes monitoring nest beginning at 9:30; no HOOR were observed in or around nest; 
birds have likely left the immediate area; nest closed

2/18/2011 5000007 RTHA Closed CP55 AR 170 feet from driveway 5-
5A permit.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 100 
feet.

The buffer should be reduced to 100 feet to allow turn around and AR roadway 
improvements. Nest is located 100' from an existing work yard not associated 
with Sunrise Powerlink. Other nest buffers have been approved for lesser 
amounts for this species, and this nest is well-concealed from the driveway 
entrance.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 No birds observed nearby or associated with nest. 
3/8/11 (Blohstroh) - RTHA in area, chased off raven, but no observed connection to this nest. Observed soaring 
overhead.
16 Mar - No activity change observed. - RR
25 Mar - RTHA prone on nest. Very hard to see from Willow Road, possibly undetected on prior survey.- RR
29 Mar - RTHA continues incubating 17:40. -  RR
7 Apr - Continuing to rotate nest duties.
08 April - RTHA still on nest (R. Abe, M.Dicus).
14 Apr - RTHA standing on nest. - RR
vnovik - 4/20/2011 10:49:19 AM - Nest active, 2 birds observed flying into nest.
21 Apr - At least 1 nestling present large enough to be seen moving around nest. - RR
29 Apr - RTHA young observed moving on nest 0844. - RR
10 Mar - 1 or 2 young RTHA visible on nest 1722. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 7:26:44 PM - Large nestling RTHA remains on this nest 1745.
eelias - 6/4/2011 3:39:42 PM - Arrived at 1459 and located nest. Began intently watching nest at 1513 for movement. 
Watched for 20 minutes. No activity at nest or in area.
rradd - 6/10/2011 2:17:25 PM - Nest is empty. Nestling has fledged.
Change to Closed.

2/18/2011 5000008 CANW Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet: under house. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/25/2011 Fresh bird scat present, no bird on nest. Passerine.
Checked on 3/3/2011: CANW seen bringing nest material to building. updated sp from "other" to "CANW".
10 Mar 2011 - Pair CANW present. RR
24 Mar - No CANW detected. RR
31 Mar - CANW singing and entering space under dwelling 1135. - RR
5 Apr - CANW singing under and around house. - RR
11 Apr - CANW singing under house. - RR
19 Apr CANW  foraging widely -- feeding fledglings? - RR
27 Apr - No CANW detections at house, singing 80' away. - RR
5 May - No CANW detections at house, singing well away. Change to Closed. - RR

2/22/2011 5000014 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
26+25.16 MH-2L

20 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 4/20/2011 Nest looks complete, but Bushtits still bringing nesting material; may be incubating or egg laying - 1 bird entered nest 
without material and stayed 3-22 (PK).
Adults observed foraging and entering nest. 3/28 IM
8 April -  adults feeding nestlings, which can be heard inside nest.-BL
emorgan - 4/20/2011 1:34:30 PM - Nestlings have fledged and were observed begging for food from the adults in the 
same nest tree and in the tree next to it.
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2/21/2011 5000024 RTHA Closed CP82-1 100 feet from existing 

access road.
500 feet Buffer remains, but 

vehicular passage 
allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/4/2011 29 Mar - RTHA brooding nest.  - RR
6 Apr - RTHA on nest 14:22 - RR
13 Apr - RTHA on nest 1502 - RR
20 Apr - RTHA on nest 1634. - RR
28 Apr - RTHA standing on nest 1410. - RR
5 May - Downy RTHA nestling visible 1652. -RR
14 May - Single white head visible in nest, mildly agitated adult guarding nearby 1533. - RR
20 May - Feathered nestling RTHA with white head in nest 1328. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 2:52:33 PM - Single RTHA nestling standing at edge if nest. Appears 2 wks to flight-ready.14:42
rradd - 6/4/2011 1:32:09 PM - Nest is empty, nestling has fledged.

2/21/2011 5000034 RTHA Closed EP247 and AR 140 feet from AR. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 No hawks observed at nest; 1 adult soaring near tower to W earlier.
Observed one adult incubating while another adult flew to nest with stick; possible copulation; 1 hawk flew E while 
other incubated. Located 160 feet from access road 3-1 (PK).
Adult incubating on nest.  BHart 3/11/2011. 
Hawk incubating 3-23 (PK).     
Incubating 3-30 (PK).      
Adult standing on edge of nest 4-6 (PK).
4/12/11 - Adult incubating; did not flush from nest when driving past 5 mph along access road approx 150 feet from 
nest (J&M Dicus).
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - Adult female perched at nest feeding nestlings with male perched above.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 2 adults perched near nest; cannot see nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - 1 adult lying low on nest during high wind.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - 1 downy-headed nestling lying low in nest; 1 adult soaring nearby.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - At least 2 feathered nestlings lying in nest; 1 adult glided away from perch near or at nest.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Large feathered nestling(s) lying in nest.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011 - 2 large feathered nestlings standing in nest, stretching wings.
barnold - 6/3/2011 2:48 PM - Nest appears empty. Nest successfully fledged. Inactive.
PKonrad - 6/7/2011 - No sign of adults or fledglings in area - closed.

2/21/2011 5000035 CORA Closed EP349 and AR 65 feet from SWPL line 
access road.

100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 
Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 Inactive former CORA nest; potential raptor nest; continue to monitor. 2/21/11
No activity observed at nest 3-17 (PK).
Nest built up; raven incubating 3-25 (PK).      
Raven incubating 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/2011 6:56:10 PM - CORA incubating.
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - brooding.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - 2 medium-sized nestlings and 1 adult at nest.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 12:36:11 PM - 2 adults; 1 adult on nest with 2 nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 3 large feathered nestlings active in the nest.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - No ravens observed in area - nestlings apparently fledged and left area.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - No ravens in area; fledglings apparently dispersed with adults - closed.

2/23/2011 5000037 RSHA Closed Alpine Underground - 
165+75.27 MH-10R

20 feet from Alpine Blvd. 500 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 RSHA observed building nest - 3/3/2011.
Red-shouldered Hawks nest building, calling occasionally. lying in nest -  forming nest? 3-22 (PK). 
Nest appears complete, but can't see bird incubating and no other activity 4-5 (PK) - will return.
4/16/2011 - RSHA nest exchange 14:30 - RR
4/22/2011 - RSHA to nest 15:20. - RR
4/30/2011 - RSHA adult on nest feeding at least one downy nestling. - RR
fhoffman - 5/6/2011 3:14:08 PM - Adult observed returning with snake for mate on nest. Mobbed by crows on return.  

rradd - 5/27/2011 7:40:07 AM - No RSHA detected during obs. 0704 - 0740
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 12:51:46 PM - Two fuzzy nestlings observed being fed by adult. Nest location is possibly the one 
previously reported as unused, although difficult to determine with gps accuracy being low.
rradd - 6/11/2011 10:35:56 AM - 2 large well-feathered juvenile RSHA on nest, one bounce/flapping into branches 
above and around nest. Should be fledging soon.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 10:03:48 AM - 1 nestling calling (food begging) regularly from nest; 1 adult perched nearby; 
other nestling appears to have fledged.
PKonrad - 6/24/2011 - Nestlings have fledged and dispersed - closed.

2/21/2011 5000043 RTHA Closed Alpine Underground - 
97+00L, MH-6L

385 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

500 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 5/27/2011 Likely a raptor nest. No nesting activity observed. 3/3/2011.
Pair of Red-tails bringing nesting material to nest and standing on nest 3-10  8:50-9:20 (PK).
One hawk flying next to nest; 1 incubating bird, but hard to see (9:50). Observed apparent change of incubating 
hawks (12:10) 3-23 (PK).
Two hawks active at nest; 1 incubating (second visit) 4-5 (PK).
16 Apr - RTHA adult on nest.13:45 - RR.
22 Apr - Nestling is downy but standing and exercising wings 1632. - RR
30 Apr - RTHA youngster moving about nest. 1114. - RR
6 May - Single RTHA juvenile standing on nest 1415. - RR
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 9:37:27 AM-Single young observed standing on and moving about nest. one adult observed 
leaving nest. Possible second chick in nest.  Keep an eye out.
rradd - 5/27/2011 6:44:22 AM - Nest is empty, young has fledged.

2/23/2011 5000044 RTHA Closed TL 6916 - Z774818 310 feet from work area. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 300 
feet.

Buffer to 300 feet granted to allow work, based on biologist's observations of 
birds in relation to activity levels.

1. FLEDGED. 5/13/2011 Bird sitting on eggs in nest. 2/23/11
3/28/11 - Observe pair in area. observe adult catch and bring snake to nest to feed chicks. 3 downy chicks 
confirmed.(D. Busby)
12 Apr - Downy chick in nest 1500. - RR 
4/13/11 TC - Chicks present.
18 Apr - Large young moving around in nest 1130.- RR
4/21/11 TC - 3 chicks  in nest.
25 Apr - 2 RTHA chicks with wing feathers, standing on nest with adult 1525. - RR
2 May - RTHA young present and active 1535. - RR
tcooper - 5/5/2011 3 young in nest, mostly feathered
11 May - Two large juveniles in nest appear ready to fledge, adult guarding nearby 1302. -RR
16 May - Nest has fledged, juveniles circulating unsteadily nearby with adults 1414. Closed - RR
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2/23/2011 5000045 RTHA Closed TL 6916 - Z774822 360 feet from pole. 500 feet Reduced to 300 feet. Granted through agency approval process, based on biologist's observations of 

the nest and stress levels.
1. FLEDGED. 5/16/2011 3/28/11 - Adult sitting on nest. (D. Busby)

12 Apr - At least 2 downy nestlings in nest. - RR
4/14/11 TC - 3 nestlings in nest
18 Apr - 2 unfledged RTHA on nest, adult guarding. 1227. - RR
4/21/11 TC - 3 nestlings in nest.
25 Apr - RTHA nestlings have wing feathers but downy heads. - RR
2 May - At least 2 feathered RTHA young visible on nest 1710. - RR
tcooper - 5/5/2011 - 3 nestlings in nest, mostly feathered.
11 May 1 adult and 2 feathered nestling RTHA on nest 1225. - RR
16 May 1 nestling RTHA on nest, 1 fledgling perched nearby 1523. - RR
tcooper - 5/19/2011 - Nest empty. At least 2 fledglings nearby. Closed nest.

2/23/2011 5000047 RTHA Closed EP220-1 340 feet from nearest 
corner of temporary 

ROW.

500 feet Reduced to 300 feet. Granted through agency approval process, based on biologist's opinions of 
behavioral responses.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 No birds observed on the nest or flushed from the nest. Nest status uncertain. A pair of RTHA seen in courtship flight 
over EP220-1. Biologist, John Dicus reported mating and hunting over the flat open space 100 yards east of the nest 
site. Status left unchanged -- active. BHart 3/09/2011.
No hawks observed - inactive at this time. My impression is that no hawks were ever observed in direct association 
with this nest: no nest building, no incubating, etc. 3-17 (PK).
23 Mar - Adult RTHA on nest, 2nd adult approx 150' away. - RR
Red-tailed Hawk incubating - 3-30 (PK).
Hawk incubating 4-6 (PK).
phoward 4/7/11 - Pair of hawks seen in tree but never observed on nest.
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - Hawk incubating.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Adult incubating/brooding.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - 2 adults soaring overhead calling territorially; can't see nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Adult perched on tree next to nest tree; 2 adults soaring overhead and calling, but nestlings 
cannot be seen in nest.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - 1 adult flushed from nest and both adults soared overhead calling territorially, but couldn't see 
nestlings from below.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - 1 adult flying overhead calling moderately; can't see nest contents from below.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 1:50:50 PM - 1 downy nestling in nest; 2 adults soaring overhead, 1 very vocal and diving 
repeatedly.
barnold - 6/3/2011 10:54:16 AM - 2 downy nestlings in nest. Bio-monitor reports seeing adults flying in oak grove 
area every afternoon this week.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 11:23:35 AM - Nestlings out of sight, but 1 adult flying and calling territorially overhead.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 12:10:24 PM - 1 fledgling (brancher) perched 4 feet from nest; no adults observed.
pkonrad - 6/22/2011 2:11:35 PM - 1 fledgling and 1 adult initially standing on nest; both flew when they saw me - 
fledgling flies good but labored. Fledgling (male) flew 150 feet south to dead tree where it perched next to seecond 
fledgling (large female). Adults soaring high overhead calling. The family group is obviously in the early stage of the 
post-fledging period and are still using the nest as a centerpoint. Will check back again.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 3:48:28 PM - Male fledgling flew from perch near nest tree to same bare dead tree as last week 
(flew well); no adults in area. Will close nest during post-fledging because there is similar contiguous habitat that 
hawks can move to if displaced or disturbed - closed.

1/28/2011 5000403 RTHA Closed EP256 320 feet from temporary 
ROW.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/12/2011 A red-tailed hawk seen bringing sticks to nest and incubating on nest. 1/28/2011
Hawk on nest. Status unchanged. BHart 3/03/2011.
Hawk incubating 3-17 (PK).        
Same 3-22 (PK).
Adult feeding 2 or more medium-sized downy nestlings 4-4 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 -  Adult and 2 nestlings, possibly more.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 -  One large downy nestling observed.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 2 large nestlings with feathered bodies in nest.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - 2 large feathered nestlings in nest (heads now feathered).
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - No nestlings visible, but may be lying low in strong wind; checked surrounding area with 
binoculars in case there may be fledglings nearby. 1 adult soared close to tower for a short time. Will check back 
soon.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - 1 fledgling perched above nest; 1 adult perched in tower to south. Post-fledging period will 
require a number of additional days while fledglings and adults utilize the nest site. Will check back soon.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 1 adult soaring near nest tower; another adult hawk perched in tower to north. Will close this 
site because fledglings appear to be wide-ranging.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - No hawks observed in area.

2/4/2011 5000412 AMKE Closed CP55 AR 305 feet from access 
road.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 Nest as described in correct location, no birds observed due to inclement weather. Affects access road (B. Lohstroh 
checked 2/18/11).
16 Mar - AMKE driving RTHA from area, entered nest @ 11:16 - RR
25 Mar - Food exchange, male delivered prey to female 16:04. Female consumed, returned to nest.16:12. - RR
29 Mar - Male harassing RTHA away from nest area 16:45, MERL @17:12. Female off nest @ 17:17 - RR
7 Apr - Male catches mouse @13:52, eats head, carries body to nest @ 15:01 despite begging female.- RR
14 Apr - Male brings food item; female carries away and eats, returns to nest @ 1341. - RR 
21 Apr - AMKE visits nest, second AMKE flies off with food 1238. - RR
28 Apr - AMKE male carrying prey to female at nest 0810.- RR
10 May - AMKE pair still actively defending, feeding this nest 1707. - RR 
21 May - Fledged young observed away from nest. AMKE no longer using this cavity. Change to Closed. - RR
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2/8/2011 5000413 RTHA Closed EP90-1 and AR 30 feet from access 

road.
500 feet Buffer kept in place at 

500 feet, but vehicular 
passage is allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 Adult still incubating - 3-10-11 (PK).
3/25/11 - Adult still Incubating (D. Busby). 
Red-tailed Hawk incubating or brooding - 3-31 (PK). 
Adult brooding - 4-7 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011  -  Adult perched near nest; another adult flew in from north.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011  -  No aduults in area; no nestlings can be seen during 20 minute visit.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011  -  At least 1 downy nestling in nest with adult perched on edge of nest.
barnold - 4/30/2011 11:52 AM - 1 nestling observed with down on head in nest.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 1 feathered nestling with downy head standing in nest; adult perched on pole to north.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - 1 nestling standing on nest platform; adult hunting in area.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Nestling has fledged; is perched on short tree immediately south of nest . Actively flapping 
wings to shake rain from feathers (and exercise?).
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Adult red-tails in the area, but no fledgling observed.
barnold - 5/31/2011 12:43 PM No adults or fledglings observed during an hour of observation time. Nest is likely 
inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

1/31/2011 5000414 GHOW Closed EP228 260 feet from temporary 
ROW.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 300 
feet.

Buffer granted to 300 feet to allow work at permanent impact area.  Through 
agency approval process.

1. FLEDGED. 4/24/2011 Owl observed by biomonitor; confirmed by Ian Maunsell on 2-23-2011. 
Owl still incubating 3-10 (Paul Konrad). Second adult perced in tree 70 feet north of nest. 
Incubating 3-16 (PK). 
Adult probably brooding today - lying higher than usual 3-23 (PK).
Adult and downy nestling can be seen; later, 2 or 3 downy nestlings standing in nest 3-31 (PK).
Adult and 1 downy young can be seen in nest 4-6 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 12:42:21 PM  2 large downy nestlings in nest; adult female perched in tree N of nest.
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 10:14:13 AM   2 large feathered nestlings in nest.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 1 adult present but nestlings have fledged; no sign of fledglings now. Observed nestlings lying 
low in high wind 4-21, and neighboring landowner said they were still in nest on 4-23. Will check back.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - 1 adult owl flushed north of nest, but no fledglings found.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - No owls observed in area; closed.

2/24/2011 5000431 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 30 feet to AR. 100 feet One time passage 
(4/26/2011).  Drive 

through access only 
(5/18/2011).

One-time allowance granted for vehicular passage to allow construction traffic to 
move the air track from CP22 area to CP25-2.  Level of construction traffic for 
this one event not viewed as significant enough to impact nest.

A permanent nest buffer reduction to accomodate thru-traffic would likely not 
disturb nest as long as traffic does not stop and the number  of trips are minimal. 
(May 11)

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 Adult CACW seen taking nest material to nest on 3/1/11; confirmation that nest is now being actively used.  Adult 
confirmed at nest on 3/7/11.
3/18/2011 - No CACW detected on this territory 1200 - 1245. Vehicle traffic noted. - RR
3/24/2011- No CACW detected on this territory 0830-0930 - RR
3/30/2011 - Pair CACW actively nest-building new nest 2' from existing. 13:10 -13:25 - RR
4/5/2011 - Nest building continues 1015-1030 - RR
4/11/2011 - CACW active at this nest 11:35 - RR
4/18/2011 - CACW nest guarding adjacent to these nests 1635 - RR
4/25/2011 - CACW on nest 1655. - RR
5/3/2011 - Third nest now built in this small patch. Adult nearby carrrying food 1235. - RR
5/10/2011 - At least 2 nestlings visible in nest. Adult observed carrying food 1325. - RR
5/17/2011 - Male at nest, female emerges 1455. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:19:19 PM - CACW carrying food to nest.1242.
rradd - 6/1/2011 10:45:50 AM - Nest empty, although juvenile GRRO perched at nest 0720, previous observations 
indicate this nest had time to fledge. Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/7/2011 1:02:06 PM - CACW pair are active at this nest again; maybe starting a second clutch. Change to 
Active.
rradd - 6/13/2011 9:58:16 AM - Nest in fine condition with clean tight opening, but no CACW detected during 0915-
0945 observation.
rradd - 6/20/2011 12:33:08 PM - CACW pair, fledgling occupying this territory 1145-1225.
rradd - 6/28/2011 10:36:16 AM - CACW group remains active at this nest.
rradd - 7/6/2011 3:39:43 PM - Change to Inactive. Nest opening beginning to collapse and no wrens associating 
during 30 mininute observation period. Apparently no second clutch initiated.

2/25/2011 5000434 MODO Closed TL 6916 - Z678467 30 feet from access 
road.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Buffer should be reduced to 30 feet to allow work.  Mourning Doves often nest in 
close proximity to human activities and disturbances.  The nest is concealed in a 
large, thick non-native shrub and is not visible from the ROW.  The adults 
showed no sensitivity to human activity remaining on the nest when approached 
to within five feet.  The nest will be isolated from visual and acoustic 
disturbances by construction activities by the surrounding  vegetation.

1. FLEDGED. 5/15/2011 Nest still active as of 2/25/2011. 
12 Apr - MODO pair on nest. No eggs. - RR
shampton - 4/13/2011 1:17:48 PM - Adult on nest. Possibly incubating. Bird did not flush.
18 Apr MODO incubating nest. No flush. 15:08. - RR
25 Apr - MODO incubating 2 eggs 1235. - RR
barnold - 4/26/2011 8:02:24 AM  Adult on nest, didnt flush.
2 May - Female MODO incubating 2 eggs 1540.- RR
imaunsell - 5/3/2011 2:14:02 PM - Female brooding on nest.
11 May - 2 feathered squabs on nest 1414. - RR
16 May - Nest is intact, empty. Presume fledged, change to Closed 1727. - RR

2/25/2011 5000440 RTHA Closed CP70-3 75 feet from existing 
access road.

500 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/14/2011 Adult appears to be incubating. 2/25/11
17 Mar - RTHA in incubating posture on nest. - RR
25 Mar - RTHA in incubating posture on nest 11:48. - RR
28 Mar - still incubating 0832. - BL
6 Apr - RTHA on nest 1020, food drop @ 1645, brooding hawk feeding 2 downy nestlings. - RR
13 Apr - Adult RTHA on nest with at least 2 large white-headed young 1330. - RR
20 Apr - Two downy chicks observed in nest. - RR
28 Apr - RTHA adult on nest with two large young; still downy. - RR
5 May - Juvenile RTHA fills the nest and appear near flight-capable 1800 - RR.
14 May - 1 RTHA juvenile weak flight to tree adjacent to nest, adult carries gopher to juvenile remaining in nest 
1241. - RR
20 May - Nest empty, successfully fledged. Change to Closed. - RR
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2/24/2011 5000446 GHOW Closed EP207 430 feet from 

permanent impact area 
of tower.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 GHOW incubating in large stick nest. Old nest 45. Owl still incubating on 3-15 (Paul Konrad).
23 Mar - Adult GHOW on nest w/ at least 1 downy young. - RR
Adult and 2 downy nestlings in nest 3-30 (PK).
2 feathered nestlings low in nest 4-8 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 12:23:27 PM - 2 large feathered nestlings in nest. PKonrad 4/25/2011 - 2 fledglings in 
branches; 1 near nest and 1 about 10 feet above ground.  PKonrad 5/2/2011 - No fledglings or adults observed in the 
area - closed.
imaunsell - 5/23/2011 12:30:03 PM - Closed based on nesting chronology.

2/25/2011 5000447 MODO Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-6

50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 4/8/2011 8 April - Nest intact, no activity observed, likely fledged by now. Changed status to inactive.BL
Closed, since last observation indicated fledging.  This nest was no longer in use by that time. kalberts - 4/15/2011 
9:05:28 PM

2/25/2011 5000449 RTHA Closed EP210 370 feet from 
permanent ROW of 

tower site.

500 feet Reduced to 300 feet. Nesting activites were not affected at a distance of 300 feet per the avian 
biologist, Rob Fletcher.  A buffer reduction to 300 feet was granted through 
agency approval.

1. FLEDGED. 5/11/2011 Nest active 3/2/11.
3/3/2011 - Adult RTHA observed from McCain Valley Road, entering and leaving nest 4 times in 10 minutes. - RR.
Adult Red-tail flushed from nest and circled overhead calling on 3-17 (PK). 
Adult flying in and out of nest tree, soaring low over immediate area - hunting.  3-30 (PK).          
1 adult flying over nest and beyond 4-8 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 - At least 1 large downy nestling in nest.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Adult perched atop nest tree; can't see nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - 2 adults soaring low around nest tree; 1 fully feathered nestling perched in open on branch next 
to nest (brancher).
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No nestlings or fledglings observed in area; 1 adult perched in tower south of closest tower 
(from this nest?). Appears that young hawk(s) has/have fledged and may have left the area; will check back soon.
Closed, based on last few observations - kalberts - 5/23/2011 12:43:56 PM.

2/25/2011 5000452 RTHA Closed EP353 and AR 95 feet from access 
road entry to tower site.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 300 
feet.

Buffer approved through agency concurrence.  Vehicular passage is not 
anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or 
construction occur within the 300' buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 Apparent former common raven nest. 2/25/11
Red-tailed hawk incubating while second hawk brought a branch with leaves to nest, then perched high in north peak 
of tower 3-17 (PK).  
Bird incubating 3-25 (PK). 
Red-tail incubating 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/2011 - Field notes deleted; pentab problem?
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - Field notes deleted; pentab problems?
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Hawk shading nest.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 1:16:05 PM - 2 adults present initially circling above nest; 1 adult flew off to the north and 
second landed on nest and appeared to be shading nest (circa 100 feet). 
shampton - 5/10/2011 1:40:19 PM - Adult observed brooding/shading nest.
kkilpatrick - 5/16/2011 2:03:06 PM - Adult observed perching in nest and on tower structure. Nestling observed 
perching and wing-flapping over a 2-hour period.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - 1 large nestling standing in nest and beside nest.
jpawlicki - 6/4/2011 12:01:18 PM
No adults or juveniles observed at nest, on tower, or nearby towers after 2.5 hrs. of monitoring in area.  
pkonrad - Fledgling apparently left area successfully.

3/2/2011 5000468 ANHU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from driveway 
access.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 19 
feet.

It is the avian biologist’s opinion, both the Anna’s hummingbird and black 
phoebe nests will tolerate traffic through their buffers and no reduction of the 
100’ buffers will be needed to allow work to occur at the house. Trips up and 
down the driveway by trucks and people should be kept to a minimum. I would 
expect the house finch to tolerate activities required to secure the property 
around and inside the house.

1. FLEDGED. 4/13/2011 Female actively constructing nest 10% complete on 3/2/2011. -Ian Maunsell
16 Mar - Female incubating. - RR
22 Mar - Female on nest - RR
31 Mar - Female on nest @ 1429 - RR
1 April - Female on nest - IM
Nest empty, female feeding fledgling 30 feet south - imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:26:55 AM.
Nest closed due to last observation of feeding a fledgling. kalberts - 4/15/2011 9:35:58 PM

3/2/2011 5000469 BLPH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from driveway 
access.

100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near Hwy 67, a very busy and noisy highway, 
illustrating normalized behaviors to this steady disturbance. The adult birds have 
tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other human acvities onsite have not 
deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated with work will be monitored, as 
will nest sites for any potential impacts.

1. FLEDGED. 5/4/2011 3/10/2010 - Nest intact; BLPH observed foraging nearby but not entering building. Changed to Inactive at this time 
and buffer removed. - RR
3/18/11 - DBusby verified Inactive. No eggs in nest or sign of recent use.
3/24/2011 - No change; BLPH pair present at site. - RR
3/31/2011 - BLPH on nest, and distraction display from mate at nearby presence of COHA. - RR
4/1/2011 - 4 eggs observed in nest. IM
Pair visiting nest. imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:29:40 AM
4/19/2011 - BLPH pair feeding nestlings 1103. - RR
4/27/2011 - BLPH bringing food to nest 1058. - RR
5/5/2011 - BLPH have fledged - at least 1 fledgling being fed away from this nest, which now appears reoccupied by 
HOWR? 

3/2/2011 5000485 RTHA Closed EP78 - EP77 AR  and 
EP78

100 feet to nearest 
existing access road.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/16/2011 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating; other adult circling overhead and calling territorially 3-2 (PK).  
Still incubating 3-10 (PK).
Unable to determine status during walk beneath nest tree and half-hour observation from a distance; 1 hawk hunting 
along south ridge and 1 adult (same?) glided low over nest 3-28 (PK).
Adult brooding in cool weather 4-7 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/18/2011  -  Cannot see nestlings, but 1 adult perched to north and 1 hunting to south.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 -  At least 2 large downy nestlings in nest; 1 adult perched on pole to north.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 2 adults soaring low over area, but did not see nestlings this time.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - 2 fledglings standing on nest; 1 flew to top of oak tree 120 feet north of nest, then called as 
though food begging; second fledgling flushed from nest and circled twice overhead before proceeding east. Both 
adults soaring overhead calling during nest check; 1 adult initially met vehicle 1/4 mile northwest of nest. Biologist 
recommends waiting another several days before closing nest due to critical period just after leaving nest - will check 
back Monday.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - 2 fledglings perched atop neighboring oak trees; both gave food begging calls when adult 
soared low overhead calling territorially. The fledglings are expanding their range and will continue to move 
throughout the area with the adults. This nest can be closed.
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3/3/2011 5000491 CORA Closed TL 639 - Z379538 0 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 Raven pair observed placing sticks in different locations on 3/1/11 and 3/3/11 final nest site location undetermined, 

could be same birds building near 379537.  TC-3/3/11
3/28/11 - Adult sitting on nest with other adult foraging nearby.  Flushed off nest when I approached within 150 ft. (D. 
Busby)
RF-4/7/11- Nest still active.
rfletcher - 4/14/2011 8:46:53 AM- CORA observed incubating eggs.
mdicus - 4/28/2011 10:22:23 AM - Pair observed at nest feeding young.
mdicus - 5/5/2011 - CORA observed in nest.
mdicus - 5/19/2011 - Nest still active.  Young bird observed in nest.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 2:32:11 PM - Only one nest found at location; there was significant stick litter at the tower base. 
Nest unoccupied. A CORA (possibly juvenile) flushed from the base of nesting tower and flew toward canyon to east 
where it struck a transmission line. The bird was not seen again but was heard calling once from canyon area. 
Another CORA remained perched on a pole to the south, preening for the duration of episode. Nest status changed 
to inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/11 - Changed to closed.

3/4/2011 6002308 GHOW Closed EP119-2 150 feet from tower site. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/18/2011 3/4/2011 - 2 downy nestlings in nest site.- RR
Downy nestlings sleeping; one adult perched above nest site 3-10 (Paul Konrad).
3/23/2011 - 3 owlets, aquiring feathers, gray coloration. - RR
3 large nestlings mobile; adult female perched nearby 3-30 (PK).
3 large nestlings in nest bowl; no adults 4-7 (PK/FH). 
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 9:40:10 AM - Youngest owl in nest bowl; 2 others are "branchers" on large northwest branch 20 
feet from nest site. 
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 10:20:10 AM  - No owls observed in nest, nest tree, or surrounding trees. Adults and fledglings 
appear to have left the area; hence, nest closed. Site should be resurveyed to check for new nests.

3/17/2011 6002314 LOSH Closed EP234-1 80 feet from corner of 
tower site.

100 feet Focus of all activites to be away from the buffer at the NE corner to avoid 
working within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 4/18/2011 One shrike perched in nest tree. Nest contained 6 light blue eggs 3-17 (PK).
Shrike incubating 6 eggs 3-23 (PK).
One adult at nest, which contains medium-sized dark-colored unfeathered nestlings 4-4 (PK).
ahernandez, pkonrad - 4/12/2011 2:56:55 PM  - At least 5 feathered nestlings and 1 adult at nest.
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 10:53:32 AM  - All nestlings have left nest, which is flattened by nestling use, but fledglings still 
present in buffer area (1 nestling observed 70 feet from nest; flew back to nest tree) and 1 adult calling and 
protective during this post-fledging period. Will return later in the week.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 3 fledglings and 2 adults observed near nest; probably more fledglings but didn't want to 
disturb birds.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - At least 3 shrikes still present in buffer area. 
Closed, due to time since fledging - kalberts - 5/3/2011 4:04:07 PM.

3/5/2011 6002318 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

50 feet from access 
road.

100 feet Reduced to 40 feet. Nesting commenced during construction activities in this area (bridge 
replacement) and the pair of phoebes do not appear disturbed by foot traffic and 
light work; however, work activities within the 100-foot buffer were suspended 
when the bio-monitor determined that heavy machinery operating within the 100 
foot buffer was causing a decreased level of activity of the pair of phoebes. We 
understand that construction with heavy equipment may affect this nest, or 
cause the pair to nest elsewhere. However, we are requesting a nest buffer in 
order to finish work so that the property owners, who have left their home during 
construction, can return to their home on schedule.

1. FLEDGED. 5/6/2011 imaunsell - 6/28/2011 11:49:00 AM
Actively nest building on 3/5/11.  
17 Mar - Nest constuction continues - no site work in progress. Extra NIDs are redundant and should be deleted- 
RR
Nest appears complete. Pair present. IM
28 Mar - Adult on nest incubating- BL
1 April - 3 eggs observed in nest. IM
8 April - Adult back and forth to nest, likely feeding nestlings-BL
16 Apr - Black downy young in nest. - RR
22 Apr - BLPH pair continue to feed this nest 0837. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:17:26 AM - Adult observed at nest. Likely feeding nestlings.
6 May  - BLPH nest has fledged. 

3/5/2011 6002319 BUSH Closed CP57 AR 10 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/28/2011 Nest building and mating observed. Nest is 85% complete. 3/5/11
16 Mar - BUSH flew from nest @13:40 ACTIVE - RR
25 Mar - BUSH entered nest carrying food (small de-winged butterfly) 15:04.- RR
14 Apr - BUSH enters nest @1445 for 1 min. - RR
21 Apr - BUSH brings food to nest, departs without it 1344. - RR
28 Apr - No BUSH detected at or near nest for 30 minute observation. Nest has fledged; change to Closed. - RR

2/1/2011 5000521 CORA Closed EP250 AR 65 feet from access 
road.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 Nest first observed during surveyor monitoring (Chambers Group) 2/1/11
Raven incubating in stick nest on south arm of metal tower on 3-16 (Paul Konrad). 
Raven incubating 3-28 (PK).      
Incubating 4-6 (PK).  
Two ravens initially at nest; 1 at nest leaning into nest, possibly feeding young 4/12/11 (J&M Dicus).
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - 1 raven brooding.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Raven brooding with second adult perched near nest.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - Raven adult brought food to nest and fed feathered nestling(s).
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - At least 2 medium-sized nestlings lying in nest.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Large feathered nestlings in nest.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - 3 large feathered nestlings standing on nest; near fledging.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011 - 2 fledglings and 1 adult flushed from below tower; fledglings fly well to perch 100 yards 
northeast of tower. Other fledgling and other adult absent - closed.
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1/29/2011 5000543 RTHA Closed EP32-1 AR 38 feet from AR. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 Didn't see any birds on nest. 1/29/11

Red-tailed Hawk incubating - 3-19 (RR).
Red-tailed hawk incubating 3-29 (PK).
Male brought small mammal to female at nest; at least 1 week-old nestling in nest 4-7 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 -  Adult brooding early, then standing on nest later.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 -  At least 4 large downy nestlings in nest with 1 adult perched in nest tree. Adult flew to nest 
with a 5 foot long snake and began feeding nestlings. 
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - 3 large downy nestlings visible in nest; 2 stood and spread wings in wind and flapped even tho 
their wing feathers are just beginning to grow. One adult flew by close to nest.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - 1 feathered nestling standing in nest.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - 3 well-feathered nestlings standing in nest feeding. 
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - 1 large nestling standing on nest; 1 nestling lying in nest; has third nestling fledged, or is it out 
of sight in nest?
PKonrad - 5/24/2011 - 1 fledgling perched in top of nearby tree; tested its wings in the light wind and flew tentatively 
to top of nest tree. 2 large nestlings standing on nest (ready to fledge).
PKonrad - 6/1/2011 - No nestlings, fledglings, or adults observed in area; appear to have left the area. Nestlings 
appear to have fledged successfully - closed.

2/25/2011 5000049 RTHA Closed Hartung Yard 240 feet from AR entry. 500 feet Reduced to 60 feet. Buffer should consider that hawk nest is located closer to El Monte Road and the 
County Park than it is to any construction activity.  Work should be allowed to 
occur at AR, and vehicular passage should be allowed, based on vegetative 
screening between AR area and the host tree, and the previous facts.

1. FLEDGED. 5/11/2011 Biomonitors observed RTHA carrying food to nest. Bird observed incubating on nest. Verified again by D. Busby on 
2/25/11.
Still active 3/10/2011. Bird observed incubating on nest. BHart.
25 Mar - RTHA incubating on nest. - RR
29 Mar - RTHA at nest 15:55. - RR
6 Apr - RTHA leaving nest 0815. CY bio-monitor observed regular prey carrying, feeding activity @ this nest. - RR
13 Apr - At least one large chick moving about on nest. - RR
20 Apr - RTHA on nest. Appears to be chick with feathered head. - RR
27 Apr - No RTHA detections 1630-1705. - RR
28 Apr - Downy RTHA visible on nest 1710. - RR
4 May - Single large juvenile RTHA standing on nest 0650. - RR
12 May - No RTHA detections during 30 minute observation. Fledged? Will revisit. - RR
20 May - No RTHA detections during 30 minute observation. Presume fledged 1755.  Change to Closed- RR

3/24/2011 5001256 ANHU Closed CP50-1 30 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 3/31/2011 Female incubating and territorial to two LEGOs. 
3/24/2011- ANHU on nest. - RR
3/31/2011- Female ANHU feeding fledgling 10 feet below nest @ 11:10. - RR
4/5/2011 - Nest no longer present. Change to closed. -  RR

3/24/2011 5001259 ANHU Closed CP50-1 AR 90 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/11/2011 Female observed incubating and adding lining to nest.
24 Mar - ANHU on nest 13:40. - RR
31 Mar - ANHU feeding 2 feathered fledglings 1235 - RR
5 Apr - Nestlings fill nest. - RR
11 Apr - 2 flight capable young, returning to nest to be fed 15:19. - RR
19 Apr. Nest fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

3/10/2011 5001260 HOWR Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within house 
area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/15/2011 Nest material visible. Bird seen entering cavity with material.
10 Mar 2011- HOWR singing incessantly (3-5 sec intervals) at cavity. - RR
24 Mar - HOWR singing nearby.Nesting activity suppressed by stormy day. - RR
31 Mar - HOWR pair carrying food to upper cavity. RR
5 Apr - Female brings food to upper cavity while male sings and nest-guards. - RR
5 May - HOWR continues to feed this nest 1035. - RR
12 May - HOWR enters cavity 0911. - RR
19 May - Intense territoriality around this and lower cavity, HOWR singing at 3 second intervals. - RR

3/8/2011 6002387 RSHA Closed Alpine Underground - 
115+00

180 feet to Alpine Blvd. 500 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/4/2011 RSHA observed on nest and another observed vocalizing nearby. Nest building observed by biomonitor. - 3/8/11 
IM.
Red-shouldered Hawk incubating; best observed WNW of church across riparian area from Alpine Blvd 3-22 (PK).
One adult incubating, 1 calling nearby; leaves all but conceal  nest and hawk 4-5 (PK).
16 Apr - RSHA male on nest, apparently feeding young, 14:05 - RR.
22 Apr - RSHA male on nest 1455. - RR
30 Apr - RSHA male at nest 1421.- RR
6 May - RSHA male standing at nest, at least one downy chick visible 1437. - RR
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 9:23:13 AM. Three young standing on edge of nest. one adult had just left nest and was calling. 

rradd - 5/27/2011 6:55:43 AM
Adult male brings food to at least one extensively white juvenile in nest.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 12:22:06 PM
Nest empty, young have fledged. 
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

3/8/2011 6002391 BUSH Closed CP74-2 0 feet, within permanent 
pad.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 3/31/2011 Nest 90% complete, bushtits actively building nest, nearly complete on 3/8/11.
17 Mar - BUSH entering nest 10:43. - RR
28 Mar - 2 adults leaving and returning to nest and lingering in area. Possibly feeding nestlings.- BL
6 Apr - No birds detected 1215-1315, suggests fledged young. - RR

3/8/2011 6002392 CALT Closed CP70-3 70 feet from permanent 
pad.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/13/2011 3/8/2011 -  Adults building, nest nearly complete.
3/17/2011 - CALT incubating. Active. - RR
3/25/2011 - Incubation continues. - RR
3/28/2011 - Nestlings present.-BL
4/6/2011 - CALT carrying food to feathered nestlings. - RR
4/13/2011 - Nestlings fledged. Change to closed. Check for second brood. - RR
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3/9/2011 6002393 ANHU Closed CP17-1 75 feet from tower site. 100 feet Emergency buffer 

reduced to 70 feet.
1. FLEDGED. 4/11/2011 Female incubating 2 eggs.

18 Mar - ANHU incubation continues. - RR
24 Mar - ANHU fem. brooding 2 young. - RR
30 Mar - 2 young with feather quills - RR
5 Apr - 2 well-feathered nestlings - RR
11 Apr - Nestlings fully fledged and departure is imminent 11:18. Closed. - RR

3/10/2011 6002803 WBNU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 feet to existing AR. 100 feet Although this nest will benefit from the proposed visual and acoustic barrier, due 
to the proximity of the nest to the bridge, approximately 15 feet, the actual work 
of installation of the barriers parallel to the bridge may have a short, negative 
impact. For that reason, the installation will be kept short in duration and without 
significant noise and activity levels.  To reduce potential impacts during sound 
barrier installation holes for blanket stabilization poles will be dug by hand.  
Additionally, a qualified biologist will be present during sound barrier installation 
to provide guidance to reduce potential impacts. 

1. FLEDGED. 4/16/2011 sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:05:46 PM
WBNU observed 3 feet from cavity but did not enter during observations.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:05:32 PM
No activity at cavity.
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:08:11 AM - Occupied by Western Bluebirds. Male and female observed carrying food items into 
nest.
4/30/2011 - WEBL pair carrying grass to this nest, but pair of NUWO also here 1055. - RR
5/6/2011 - WEBL pair remain active at this nest 1045. - RR
5/13/2011 WEBL pair carrying items to nest, defending against constant HOWR insurgency 0955. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 1:18:25 PM
WEBL bringing food items to nest. 
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:35:08 PM
WEBL bringing food to cavity.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:01:53 PM
No activity observed at nest; no bluebirds in the  area.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:56:07 AM
No activity; presumed sucessfully fledged.    
                          sjohnston - 6/3/2011 3:10:22 PM
WBNH observed clearing WEBL nest material and bringing in fresh nesting material.

3/10/2011 6002805 OATI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

30 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. This plan to mitigate for potential construction impacts to 
the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce such impacts and 
improve the likelihood of nest success, provided that no stopping, standing, 
parking, or work occurs within new buffers.  In addition, this nest is in a cavity 
high above ground which provides natural buffering for the adults and nestlings.

1. FLEDGED. 5/16/2011 Active pair bonding and cavity nesting behavior observed, birds unconcered by my presence 25 feet from nest but 
no construction occurring at the time. - RR
17 Mar - As above, No nesting observed. - RR
23 March - No nesting behavior observed. Male vocalizing and pair present. IM
1 April - Pair of OATI occupying cavity. Pair bonding courtship behavior observed in the form of food presentation. 
IM
8 April - Adults back and forth to nest, likely feeding fledges.BL
16 Apr - OATI activity continues at this cavity. - RR
22 Apr - OATI pr making repeated trips, and bringing food to cavity 0745. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 8:49:54 AM - OATI observed carrying prey items into cavity.
6 May - OATI carrying food  to nest at 10 minute intervals 1034. - RR
13 May OATI exiting with fecal sac 0635. - RR

3/12/2011 6003220 BUSH Closed CP31-2 AR 20 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/3/2011 A pair of bushtits was observed making multiple trips to this location, carrying plant down and other nesting material, 
before the nest site was located. Less than 5% complete. B.Hart 3/12/11
100 foot buffer established. AR to CP29-1 and CP31-2 is closed as a result of this buffer.
18 Mar - 70% complete,still under construction.- RR.
24 Mar - BUSH exiting nest 10:20. - RR.
30 Mar - BUSH pair comes to nest, one bird enters carrying fluffy nest material 07:42 -RR.
5 Apr - BUSH nest exchange 0746 - RR.
11 Apr - BUSH exits nest 12:50 - RR.
19 Apr - BUSH enters nest 1342. - RR
25 Apr - BUSH pair seen foraging 50 feet away, but did not associate with nest during 30 minute observation - RR.
3 May - Nest intact and empty. Presume fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

3/12/2011 6003221 COHA Closed Helix Yard AR 120 feet from  AR. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 360 
feet.

Nest is in proximity to El Monte Road, rural residential, and is visually obscured.  
The proposed work is of a very short duration and requires no heavy machinery.  
In addition, this nest is already subjected to light vehicular passage, and has 
demonstrated no intolerance of this.

1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 16 Mar - Pair present, exhibiting territorial behavior; consider site active. Birds agitated by foot traffic, ground 
personnel should maintain maximum buffer. RR
25 Mar - Female COHA on nest, male carrying fresh greens. 0720. - RR
29 Mar - Female COHA on nest, male harassing CORA out of territory,- RR
5 Apr - Female COHA on nest 1620, - RR
13 Apr - Female COHA on nest 0700. Nest exchange 0740. - RR
20 Apr - COHA pr active on nest. Male brings food to fenale 0814. - RR
26 Apr COHA female on nest 1710. - RR
3 May COHA female diving at observer at 225'. Assume young in nest. 1556 -RR
10 May COHA male on nest 1806. - RR
18 May COHA (poss. juv.) on nest 1812 . probable fledged juv. female obs. 75' from nest 1832. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 5:45:26 PM - Nest has fledged. Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/3/2011 1:27:07 PM - COHA on nest... Change to Active.
rradd - 6/9/2011 9:04:50 AM - COHA male feeding juvenile away from nest 0710. Second COHA on nest 0745.
rradd - 6/15/2011 5:14:29 PM - COHA male perched near nest for 30 minutes of observation. No bird visible on nest. 
Fledged juvenile may be returning to nest to be fed. 1700.
rradd - 6/23/2011 2:34:53 PM - No COHA detected in vicinity during 30 minute observation. Change to Closed.
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3/11/2011 6003223 BUSH Closed EP89-1 55 feet from temporary 

ROW; 165 feet to legs.
100 feet Keep all personnel out of 100 foot buffer within temporary ROW, and ensure that 

other areas of the ROW are utilized instead.
1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 Almost complete nest with pair working on final stages of construction 3-11.

Active nest with a Bushtit in attendance 3-28 (PK). 
Adult at nest; calling territorially 4-7 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 - Adult brought food to nest; entered nest and left.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 - Adult present near nest, calling territorially.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Nest looks good but no adults during 20 minute nest check.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - Rechecked nest ,but still no birds; may have fledged or failed by now.
bfischer - 06/01/2011 - Both adults were seen coming into and leaving nest.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - Adult brought food to nest.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No Bushtits observed or heard during 25 minutes of observations.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - 2 adults in area; 1 entered nest and left after about a minute.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - 2 adults behaving and calling territorially when jay perched near nest. (Seems like this nest 
has been active a long time . . .).
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 9:50:53 AM
 2 adults behaving and calling territorially when scrub jay perched near nest
tcooper - 6/2/2011 10:30:25 AM  Both adults were seen entering and leaving nest.
tcooper - 6/2/2011 - 2 adults in and out of nest.
PKonrad - 6/8/2011 - No Bushtits during initial 30 minute check or susequent shorter follow-up; nest looks worn. 
Several territorial pairs in area including jays and Cal Towhees.
pkonrad - 6/8/2011 1:37:42 PM
No Bushtits during initial 30 minute nest check or subsequent short follow-up.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 10:28:10 AM
No Bushtits observed or heard in area; nest is deteriorating - appears inactive.
PKonrad - 6/15/2011 - No Bushtits observed or heard; nest looks even more worn - deteriorating - appears inactive. 

PKonrad - 6/23/2011 - No Bushtits; nest worn - closed.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 3:52:05 PM
No Bushtits; nest worn; nestlings appear to have fledged some time ago - closed.

3/12/2011 6003230 ANHU Closed Bartlett Yard 25 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

Vehicular passage along the AR is allowed through blanket exemption and is not 
anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, standing or work 
occurs along the AR within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 4/15/2011 Female incubating 3/28/2011 (PK).  
Female incubating or brooding in stormy weather 4/7/2011 (PK/FH).
3/12/2011 - Female observed bringing nest material and spider silk to nest location. Work activity is occurring within 
100 feet of nest as the water tank station is situated along western perimeter fence. Although not much work activity 
today, trucks were filling up water, a generator pump was very loud, but it did not affect bird behavior or nest building 
progress.  Anna's hummingbirds are known to be very tolerant of human activity. I staked 100 foot buffer but kept the 
area around water tank open so trucks can fill up tanks and work can resume normal activity in area. Nest buffer 
reduction to 50 feet will likely not disturb nesting activity.
rradd - 4/15/2011 - ANHU female feeding 2 large nestlings. - RR
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 - 2 large nestlings lying low in nest.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - Surprised to see 2 large nestlings still present in nest; wing feathers well-developed.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - Nestlings have fledged - closed.

3/16/2011 6003233 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - 774824 85 feet from AR; 300 
feet from pole.

300 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 4/14/2011 3/16/11  - D. Busby located nest. Female flushed off nest with 2 eggs when I approached. Female returned to nest. 
Erected ESA signs for 300 foot buffer on access road. Construction will be affected by nest because this will not 
likely be a candidate for a NBR due to proximity to road and work area.
3/22/11 -TC - Both adults present, male incubating, 3 eggs, nest in perfect condition, male returned to nest within 2 
minutes of nest check - photo 1
3/28/11 - Male incubating 3 eggs. Flushed as I approached but then returned to nest. Should be hatching in next few 
days (D. Busby).
4/7/11 TC - Female on nest, male present, contents not observed.
4/11/11 - 2 eggs, 1 nestling in nest, adults in vicinity (M. Dicus, S. Hampton).
4/14/11 TC - 1 fledgling out of nest. 2 addled eggs in nest.

3/25/2011 6003235 BLPH Closed Helix Yard 1240 feet from nearest 
part of yard.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 25 Mar - BLPH pair bringing mud to nest 0730 - RR.
29 Mar - Nest appears nearly complete. BLPH resting 90 feet away.
5 Apr - 3 eggs - RR.
13 Apr - Nest destroyed, pair rebuilding adjacent - RR.
20 Apr - Nest building continues 0810. - RR
26 Apr Nest has 1 egg 1630. - RR
3 May BLPH incubating 4 eggs 1605. - RR
11 May 4 eggs 1745, BLPH not detected. - RR
18 May BLPH feeding at least two fuzzy nestlings 1802. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 5:13:09 PM
BLPH feeding at least three feathered nestlings. 
rradd - 6/3/2011 12:51:55 PM
Nest is intact and empty - prev. obs indicate successfully fledged. 

3/17/2011 6003239 GHOW Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; within substation. 500 feet Reduced to 100 feet. Buffer was reduced to 100 feet, since this bird began nesting inside the 
substation after work activites began, and exhibited no signs of distress with 
personnel, equipment, and activities underway.

1. FLEDGED. 4/22/2011 2 owlets in nest. kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:45:35 PM

barnold - 4/22/2011 2:09:28 PM  One owlet in A-frame north of nesting A-frame.  Confirmed nest is empty through 
use of lift from 100 foot distance, using binoculars.  Bio-monitor reports that adults no longer present during the day. 
This owlet flies between several A-frames and no longer seems directly associated with the nest.  This nest is now 
considered Closed.
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3/31/2011 6003242 RTHA Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 400 feet from AR; 1470 

feet from yard corner.
500 feet Buffer remains; through 

access only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/20/2011 PKonrad 3/31/2011
1 hawk seen leaving nest; second bird flushed from nest when approached on foot to about 100 feet. Buffer was not 
flagged due to exemption of AR in use.
Red-tailed hawk incubating.      
Adult observed incubating/brooding 4-7 (PK/FH). 
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - 1 adult and at least 2 downy nestlings in nest.
sjohnston - 4/26/2011 5:17:22 PM - Observed nest for 30 minutes. Did not see nestling/adult in nest from vantage 
point. Observed 1 adult foraging nearby nest, but did not see it visit nest.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Downy nestlings can be seen in nest.
kalberts - 5/10/2011 - 
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - 1 large nestling standing on nest.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Nestling has fledged; no hawks observed in area; apparently dispersed - closed.

3/17/2011 6003245 RTHA Closed EP27-1 AR 270 feet from AR. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/30/2011 Red-tailed hawk incubating in large stick nest about 45 feet high in live oak 3-29 (PK).
Female flushed from nest; male vocalizing and circling nearby. Male is a black morph 4-7 (FH/PK).
sritt - 4/13/2011 11:30:09 AM - No change.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011   Both adults soaring overhead calling territorially; cannot see nest to check for nestlings due to 
thick foliage.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - 2 adults overhead soaring and calling; cannot view nestlings due to thick foliage.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - No change at nest site, but no adults present today.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - 2 adults soaring overhead calling territorially; nest (and nestlings?) obscured except can see 
nest from directly below.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - Same circumstances as last week.
PKonrad - 5/24/2011 - Hooray, can finally see 1 large feathered nestling standing at nest; 2 adults soaring overhead 
calling territorially. Nestling is normal-colored (adult male is a black morph).
PKonrad - 6/1/2011 - No sign of large nestling or normally vocal territorial adults. Expect that nestling fledged and 
family group has dispersed from the area.
eelias - 6/6/2011 10:09:16 AM
Arrived at site 1000.
eelias - 6/6/2011 10:30:06 AM
Flushed hawk (unknown age, unknown sex) from nest tree when I was 50m away. Located nest. Attempted to find a 
viewing angle where I could see into nest. I was not successful. Saw a dark variant (presumed male) lazily soar over 
@ 1018. No other activity. I monitored this nest for 30 minutes.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 10:41:11 AM
No fledgling(s) or adults observed or heard in area; they apparently have dispersed - closed.

3/17/2011 6003250 CORA Closed EP353 and AR 83 feet from AR. 100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 
Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 Pair of common ravens building a new nest 3-17 (PK).
100 foot nest buffer affects access road beyond structure site EP353; no access to SE. 
Raven incubating 3-25 (PK).      
Incubating 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/2011 5:56:57 PM - CORA incubating.
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - field notes missing; pentab problems? 
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Adult standing on nest (shading?).
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 1:06:30 PM - 2 adults present. 1 adult on nest with nestling observed.
sjohnston - 5/10/2011 12:02:52 PM - One adult observed at nest.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 1 adult perched above nest with 2 large active nestlings in nest.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - No ravens observed - nestlings apparently fledged and left area. [5-25:  High wind last week 
must have kept nestlings low and out of sight  (the potential of that is why Ididn't close nest then.)]
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - 1 adult and 3 nestlings/branchers active at nest and other end of tower.
pkonrad - 5/25/2011 1:03:10 PM
2 large feathered nestlings standing on nest with 1 brancher standing at other end of tower; 1 adult moving back and 
forth along tower.
imaunsell - 6/6/2011 7:57:01 AM
No activity observed at nest. No ravens observed in vicinity over 2.5 hours of observation on 4 June 2011 by Jim 
Pawlicki. Nest presumed fledged successfully based on previous comments.

3/18/2011 6003253 ANHU Closed TL 6924 - 17+50 85 feet to work area. 100 feet Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of Reconductor lines, following 
same principles as Alpine Blvd exemption.

1. FLEDGED. 4/18/2011 imaunsell 3/18/2011
female incubating on nest during cement cutting work occuring approximately 25 feet away.
dbusby 3/28/11
female still sitting on nest.
12 Apr 2 large feathered young on nest. - RR
18 Apr Fledgling ANHU below nest. Successfully fledged. Change status to INACTIVE. - RR
25 Apr No indications of re-nesting. Change to closed. - RR

3/18/2011 6003255 BUSH Closed Suncrest Substation 10 feet from work limits. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if, during the 
course of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird 
contsructs a nest outside the project area but within the buffer around Suncrest 
Substation and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. 
Activity levels at this site are anticipated to remain relatively high.

1. FLEDGED. 5/7/2011 Nest 90% complete, being built by adults using material from failed nest 40 feet to the south. Suncrest appoved for 
no nest buffers - TC 3/18/11
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:02:08 AM - Nest complete; pair seen visiting nest with food. 
ahill - 5/8/2011 7:26:52 PM - Nest is complete, found nest below manzanita; nestlings have fledged.
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3/18/2011 5003257 RTHA Closed CP6-1 500 feet to tower center. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/25/2011 3/18/11 IM - Female observed on nest and male seen coming to and from. not affected by foot traffic and pickup 

trucks along road. 
9 Apr RTHA on nest. - RR
14 Apr 2 eyass on nest, attaining wing feathers. - RR
shampton - 4/18/2011 11:01:23 AM Adults bringing food to nest. Large downy chick visible in nest from CP 3 area
19 Apr RTHA adult on nest with young. - RR
26 Apr Two large juv. RTHA standing on nest. Wing feathers and white heads. - RR
2 May Young RTHA still present on nest. - RR
rradd - 5/27/2011 9:10:43 AM
Nest is empty and young have fledged.
Change to Closed.

3/23/2011 5003273 WEBL Closed EP90-1 AR 15 feet north of AR. 100 feet Buffer kept in place at 
100 feet, but vehicular 

passage is allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/8/2011 Pair repeatedly entering cavity. No incubation at this time 3-23.- RR
Pair entering cavity and flying in and out of area 3-31 (PK). 
No birds observed; cold & windy; will recheck; 4-7 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 - Male flew to nest cavity from west.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 - Male perched on tallest branch above nest cavity.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Male flew to cavity from west and left to north into eucalyptus grove.
barnold - 4/30/2011 11:50:15 AM - Male perched on branch outside cavity.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - No birds observed today.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - Male bluebird visited nest once during 40 minute nest visit.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Male bringing food to nest about every 4 minutes; left nest with fecal sac once. Female left 
nest during observations.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - 2 (yes two) adult males and female feeding nestlings in cavity!
barnold - 5/31/2011 12:59 PM Adults came to and left from nest cavity several times during 15-minute observation 
period.
barnold - 6/2/2011 9:04 AM - Adults (including two males and one female) making numerous nest visits (including 
bringing food to nest) during extensive (nearly two hours) observation period.
PKonrad - 6/8/2011 - No bluebirds; nestlings apparently fledged and family group dispersed - closed.


3/23/2011 5003274 RTHA Closed EP220-1 AR 470 feet to existing AR. 500 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 23 Mar - Pair RTHA at large stick nest. Not flagged due to AR @ 490', Hwy 80 @ 250'. - RR
Red-tailed hawk incubating 3-30 (PK).      
Hawk incubating 4-6 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - Hawk incubating.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Adult standing on nest; no nestlings can be seen.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - Adult and at least 2 downy nestlings in nest.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Adult flew from nest to perch along access road;  no nestlings can be seen.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - Adult and 2 medium-sized nestlings observed at nest
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - 2 adults perched along access road; no nestlings observable at nest.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 2:04:50 PM - 1 large feathered nestling standing on nest.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 1:43:35 PM - 1 fledgling perched in nest tree; 1 large nestling standing on nest.
barnold - 6/3/2011 10:58:56 AM - One fledgling perched in tree. Second hawk flew from tree north towards access 
road; not clear if this was the second fledgling or an adult as it was obscured from view by foliage. Nest has fledged, 
or nearly so.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 4:06:36 PM - 2 fledglings present initially, 1 standing on nest and 1 perched on highest branch of 
nest tree. Each fledgling flew to east at different times, as did 1 adult that flew over nest tree at 1 point. Nest site 
obviously still being used during post-fledging period.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 11:37:51 AM - Checked nest site twice while working in the area: first, no hawks were observed 
in the area, but 1 adult was observed perched along AR during second visit. Appears fledglings have dispersed 
enough to close this nest.

3/24/2011 5003278 CATH Closed EP240 75 feet from tower. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

Crew proposes to install 12KV pole 18, which is 102 feet NW of nest - beyond 
100 foot buffer - but 1 anchor is closer and will require 20 foot buffer reduction. 
Construction activities will take between 30 and 50 minutes, so affects on birds 
will be minimzed. Bio monitor will continuously monitor birds and construction 
activities. Construction equipment will include 2 trucks and all personnel and 
equipment will be required to stay west of buffer perimeter.

1. FLEDGED. 5/7/2011 3/24/11 TC- Adults lining nest, 95% complete. No work on access roads near nest.
3/25/11 BL- Checked status of this nest while in area, no activity, but poor weather. nest in good condition.
No birds or activity, but nest well-built (sage thrasher present; cactus wren calling nearby) 3-28 (PK).
One California thrasher territorial; 2 blue eggs in nest 4-6 (PK).
ahernandez, PKonrad - 4/12/2011 - Adult incubating 2 eggs.
barnold - 4/14/2011 2:35:22 PM  - Adult near nest, two eggs in nest.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 -  2 downy (brown-gray) nestlings; adult singing neaby S.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 2downy nestlings with pin feathers; 1 adult at nest joined second adult perched nearby. Nest is 
102 feet from 12KV pole 18.
sjohnston - 4/29/2011 10:34:34 AM - Nestlings observed in nest.
sjohnston - 5/7/2011 11:06:21 AM - Nest empty. Nestlings presumed to have fledged sucessfully.

3/28/2011 5003284 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet 15 feet Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

1. FLEDGED. 5/3/2011 Pair actively building nest. 3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:26:08 PM. Female incubating 5 eggs in nest. Female flushed when approached within 10 feet 
but quickly returned when moved out of area. ESA signs and rope installed at entrance to yard preventing access to 
this portion of yard. Thru traffic only on access road 80 feet to east. Adults seem tolerant of activity in area.
imaunsell - 4/16/2011 9:32:08 AM - NBR concurred 4/15/2011, buffer reduced in field to 15 feet.
emorgan - 4/25/2011 8:44:03 AM - Nest contains at least four chicks.
barnold - 5/4/2011 1:27:00 PM - According to bio-monitors, fledglings gone yesterday.  Adult observed bringing nest 
material today to nest immediately below nest used to fledge.  This lower nest had been identified as inactive, and 
the adults may be enhancing this nest as opposed to the fledged nest due to wear at fledged nest.  This pair may be 
preparing to double brood.
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3/28/2011 5003288 CATH Closed Alpine Yard 35 feet from imapct 

area.
100 feet ESA staked at yard 

limits.
NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 4/25/2011 Female observed incubating on nest. Did not flush when approached to 5 feet. 3/28/11 IM
imaunsell - 4/16/2011 9:42:47 AM - Female on nest incubating/brooding. tolerates foot traffic as close as ten feet.
emorgan - 4/25/2011 11:11:53 AM - Nest likely fledged. No thrashers were observed around the nest and the nest is 
empty. Monitor for activity as thrashers double brood.

3/29/2011 5003290 BUSH Closed TL 6924 - Z171690 70 feet from permanent 
work area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 BUSH observed entering nest w material. RF-3/29/11
BUSH observed entering nest w material. rradd - 4/11/2011 7:26:09 AM
BUSH pair material carrying  to nest 0724. rradd - 4/18/2011 8:02:59 AM
25 Apr - Considerable BUSH activity to and from this nest 0740- RR.
2 May BUSH to nest 0742.- RR
10 May BUSH to nest 0921, but activity level is low. - RR
17 May BUSH arrives to nest 1257, departs 1301.- RR
26 May- nest in disrepair, no BUSH tending. BUSH in area, but did not associate. blohstroh - 5/26/2011 10:34:43 AM

3/31/2011 5003305 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/10/2011 3/31/11. Observed female bring nest material to nest with male following closely. (D. Busby)
barnold - 4/12/2011 12:28:50 PM - Nest, on south side of transformer for Bank 60, has five eggs.
26 Apr No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 1:34:29 PM  Two nestlings (at least) in nest.  No adults in area.
2 May  HOFI adults continue to attend this nest. - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 11:21 AM Nest empty. Closed.

3/31/2011 5003313 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 3/31/11 Pair bonding observed in area and pair visited possible beginnings of nest.  Not flagged due to access issue 
(Cummings). 
No adults observed, possible move to southside where an active nest was observed 4-12 (FH/BA).
19 Apr - No HOFI detected using this structure.  - RR
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:27:40 AM - House finches on Transformer Bank 71, appears to be recent additions to nest.
25 Apr -Two HOFI pairs squabbling over this site 0738. - RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 2:15:07 PM - Nest has been much reduced and is now considered Closed.
barnold - 5/10/2011 1:56 PM  Nest now has four House Finch eggs with attentive female.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:41 AM Nest with very small nestlings and attentive female. 
barnold - 5/26/2011 10:21 AM Nest with five larger nestlings and attentive female.
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:24 PM Two young fledglings in concrete retention basin. Nest successfully fledged. Nest now 
Closed.

barnold - 6/1/2011 2:24:32 PM
Two young fledglings in concrete retaining basin. Nest successfully fledged.

3/31/2011 5003314 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 feet The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      following reasons:
 
            •             House finches are known to nest in proximity to
            human activity and exhibit a high tolerance towards human
            disturbances. They have relatively high rates of nest success
            within areas of high human activity.
            •             These nests are located high up in the steel,
            between 20 and 40 feet above the ground.
            •             Past NBMs of similar nature with house finch in
            structures have not effected the success of the nests.

1. FLEDGED. 7/6/2011 3/31/11 - Observed pair visiting the nest. Not flagged due to access issue ( Cummings). 
Pair observed, fresh material on nest, pair bringing in material, dead adult female next to nest 4-12 12 April - 
(FH/BA).
19 Apr - Unable to detect activity from outside SUB. - RR
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:43:11 AM - Nest still present, but no eggs and no activity.  Change to inactive.
26 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 12:42:45 PM - No activity at this nest. Nest has deteriorated.  Change status to closed.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:33:47 AM
4 eggs in this nest.
barnold - 6/16/2011 1:57:57 PM
Two recently hatched nestlings and two eggs in nest. Female flushed from nest on approach at 3 feet.
barnold - 6/23/2011 11:56:20 AM
Four nestlings.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:08:48 PM
At least three nestlings observed in nest.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:57:13 PM
Nest empty. Successfully fledged.

3/31/2011 5003315 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 3/31/11 Observed female of pair visiting nest. Flagged (Cummings).
barnold - 4/12/2011 11:28:52 AM - Pair with nesting material observed. Nest probably moved 12 feet south into 
western end of Breaker 23 S.
2 May - Nest material visible, but no nesting confirmed.-  RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 10:43 AM  Pair at this location, as well as other nearby locations. No definitive nesting, but 
observed feeding fledgling on same structure. Heard feeding nestlings in area, but could not locate exact location.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:11AM  No activity observed.  Change status to Inactive.

3/31/2011 5003317 AMKE Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 150 
feet.

- This is likely the second clutch for this pair, which has successfully fledged 
young under similar conditions this year.
- The nest is located 30 feet above ground.
- The nest is located within a steel arm of a tower. This provides a natural buffer 
by design from activities occuring within the sub.
- Site selection has occured during ongoing work activities.
- Pair has high site affintity and has used this nest location previously.

1. FLEDGED. 4/14/2011 3/31/11 - Pair observed foraging, perching, and copulating adjacent to tower. Adult observed entering opening in 
tower. Prey remains below nest. Flag tower and road outside gate where buffer crosses. (D. Busby)
barnold - 4/12/2011 12:37:53 PM  No falcons observed in area.
14 Apr - Adult AMKE feeding fledglings away from nest. Successfully fledged. Change to CLOSED. - RR
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3/31/2011 5003318 AMKE Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within work area 

@ SW corner of 
substation

500 feet Buffer reduced to 250 
feet, with one day 

reduction to 65 feet.

NBR Submit Date: 04/25/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 04/26/2011

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. American Kestrel nest is 
located in tower arm, about 30 feet above ground level.  As such, they are not as 
likely to be disturbed by construction activities occurring at ground level.  In 
addition, this American Kestrel pair is highly acclimated to human presence at 
the substation.

1. FLEDGED. 5/1/2011 3/31/11 - Observed adult entering opening in arm. Same pair foraging nearby. ESA signs near southeast corner of 
substation. (D. Busby)
barnold - 4/12/2011 12:35:46 PM - Falcon observed sitting on wire nearby, but no interaction with nest observed.
14 Apr - Male catches mouse and brings pieces to opening at end of arm.- RR
19 Apr - No AMKE detected 1510-1710. - RR
barnold - 4/21/2011 10:38:26 PM Male brings mouse to wire, female emerges from nest and takes mouse from male.  
Male flies off.
26 Apr - AMKE male brings lizard to nest cavity 0744. - RR
2 May - AMKE male nest guarding but no nest visit made during 1 hour observation. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 2:10 PM No sign of activity.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:24 AM No sign of activity. This nest may have fledged earlier this month, and appears to be 
no longer active.

3/31/2011 5003319 RTHA Closed TL 6916 - 774822 465 feet to AR; just over 
500 feet to work sites.

500 feet Access road is 465 feet from nest area, and vehicular passage is not anticipated 
to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction 
occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/3/2011 3/31/11 TC - At least 2 downy young in nest, adults nearby.
4/4/11 - 2 young still in nest - shampton - 4/11/2011.  
4/7/11 TC - At least 2 downy young in nest, adults nearby.
12 Apr - 3  RTHA eyass acquiring feathers 1640 - RR
4/13/11 TC - 2 young in nest, wings w/ coverts and primaries emerging.
18 Apr - RTHA adult on nest with 2 unfledged. 1224 - RR
4/21/11 TC - 2 young in nest.
25 Apr - 2 large RTHA juveniles standing on nest. Aquiring feathered heads. - RR
2 May - 1 RTHA juvenile standing on nest. 1 bird presumed fledged 1705.  - RR
tcooper - 5/5/2011 -  No young in in nest, at least 1 fledgling nearby, changed nest status to closed.

3/31/2011 5003325 LEGO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; at and next to 
work area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/23/2011 31 Mar - Female on nest 1215 - RR.
5 Apr - Incubation continues - RR.
11 Apr - Female LEGO on nest 16:19 - RR.
19 Apr - 2 well-feathered nestlings in nest 0739. - RR
27 Apr - Nest fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

3/31/2011 5003326 AMKE Closed TL 6924 - Z171695 75 feet to TL AR, across 
paved road.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/14/2011 Bird arrived at this spot, disappeared, then left; likely feeding young.
7 April female perched at this tower arm.-BL
14 April - No activity at this nest, but pair and fledge observed to south.
No activity associated with nest cavity observed, male eating prey one tower north. Changed status to inactive. 
Appear to have fledged. blohstroh - 4/21/2011
No activity observed. blohstroh - 4/28/2011
29 Apr - This monopole is occupied by bees and EUST. AMKE nest is NID 7000944, 290 feet north. Change to 
closed. RR

3/31/2011 5003327 AMKE Closed TL 6924 - Z171688 0 feet, at tower/work 
site.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/26/2011 Bird arrived at this spot, disappeared, then left; likely feeding young.
7 April - Pair observed copulating on wire next to nest cavity. 
No activity observed. consider closing next week.-blohstroh - 4/14/2011
Male entered cavity in bottom west arm. Pair copulating at top of tower, fighting off second male. Male foraging and 
returning to tower, giving trill call, interaction call with female, fighting off EUST. blohstroh - 4/21/2011 11:39:44 AM
AMKE still entering and departing nest, pair interction calls. blohstroh - 4/28/2011
2 May - AMKE male provisioning nest 0848. - RR
10 May AMKE carrying rat to nest 0952. - RR
17 May No AMKE obs. associating with this pole during 60 min. obs. on cool wet day 0930. - RR
AMKE carrying mouse to nest. Nestlings heard. blohstroh - 5/19/2011 11:13:53 AM
No activity observed, nest apparently fledged. blohstroh - 5/26/2011 11:39:39 AM
blohstroh - 5/26/2011 11:40:51 AM - No activity observed, nest apparently fledged.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

3/31/2011 5003328 RSHA Closed Elliott Substation 240 feet to corner of 
substation.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 300 
feet.

Buffer should be reduced to 300 feet, since this bird is nesting within a 
residential area, and is accustomed to the presence of humans.  Homes are 150 
feet away, and the work area of the substation is approximately 350 feet away. 

1. FLEDGED. 4/21/2011 Female on nest on 3-31-11
12 Apr - No RSHA detected at nest 1200-1300. Pair seen 1800 feet west but did not come to this nest. - RR.
21 Apr - Fledged RSHA noted across this area begging from adults suggests successful nesting. - RR

4/1/2011 5003334 SOSP Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

5 feet from driveway. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/12/2011 Pair feeding 2+ nestlings in nest about 5 feet from road. Pair would not approach nest when bio present. Required 30 
minute passive observation from 30+ feet to locate nest. 4/1/2011 - IM
No nestlings or fledglings present in area. Nest intact and thistle intact. Appears to have fledged successfuly - 
imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:29:08 AM.

4/1/2011 5003343 LEOW Closed EP85-2 160 feet from AR entry. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 165 
feet.

Vehicular passage not anticipated to impact nest that is closer to Lake Morena 
Drive than project elements, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or 
construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/16/2011 April 1 and 2 - Active. Bird incubating on nest.  S. Hampton, S. Ritt
Could not see bird on nest from any on-ground angle 4-8 (PK); will return.
PKonrad - 4/18/2011   Same situation as above, but talked with Scott Hampton and Steve Ritt about who noted how 
hard it is to find the bird from ground level. This may be a nest that we may not get good observation on until 
nestlings are a week or 2 old.
emorgan - 4/27/2011 9:56:41 AM - Adult on nest.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 1 large downy brancher with flight feathers half developed lying dead on ground 25 feet west of 
nest tree. No other nestlings,  branchers, or adults observed, but nest is hard to view from below. 
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - Large downy brancher on horizontal limb about 10 feet above ground (above sibling carcass). 
No other nestlings, branchers or adults observed in surrounding trees.
PKonrad - 5/16 and 5/20/2011 - No sign of adults, branchers, or fledglings at nest or surrounding trees. 
PKonrad - 5/24/2011 - No signs of owls in surrounding area - closed.
pkonrad - 5/24/2011 3:46:05 PM
No owls observed in area again - closed.
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4/1/2011 5003344 AMCR Closed EP85-2 AR 45 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular traffic not anticipated to impact this nest situated very close to Lake 

Morena Drive provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur 
within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/24/2011 1 April - No apparent activity - S. Hampton, S. Ritt
American crow incubating; second crow calling, perching and flying overhead territorially 4-8 (PK).
100 foot buffer affects access road within nearby long-eared owl nest's 500 foot buffer.
barnold - 4/13/2011  -  Bird on nest (BWA & FH). 
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 -  Cannot see bird in nest, but territorial crows calling nearby.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - No change, but a crow circled in flight from nest (did it flush from nest?). 
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 -  Crow flushed from branch near nest; no calling.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - 2 crows actively hunting in pasture to west; cannot see into nest.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - 1 fledgling crow in loer bach ofnest tree; 1 adult calling very territorially from tree tops. More 
nestlings in nest?
PKonrad - 5/24/2011 - 1 fledgling and 2 adults active in pasture west of nest. Fledgling can fly quite well; adults 
calling territorially - closed.
pkonrad - 5/24/2011 3:43:40 PM
1 fledgling and 2 adults active in pasture west of nest - closed.

4/4/2011 5003346 BUSH Closed TL 639 - Z171680 30 feet from AR; 85 feet 
from nearest pole.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/14/2011 4 April - Active. Pair entering nest and acting agitated, adult was observed taking food into nest. -S. Hampton, S. 
Skidmore
14 Apr - Nest appears to be falling from anchor. BUSH feeding caterpillars to young in family group 45 feet from 
nest. Consider successfully fledged. Change to CLOSED. Remove buffers and flags. - RR

4/5/2011 5003355 COHA Closed Elliott Substation 210 feet to substation. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 450 
feet.

450 feet buffer for construction:  A) There is limited line-of-sight from the nest to 
the work area.  B) Nest is located 20' from a major roadway and regular foot 
traffic indicating the pair is acclimated to human activity.  C) Scheduled work is 
to be done with hand tools and small crew which will minimize visual and 
auditory impacts to the nest.

1. FLEDGED. 8/16/2011 4/05/2011 - Pair of Cooper's hawks observed at and around nest (RAbe, MDicus).
4/12/2011 - COHA flew from nest, calling at 12:00. Seems agitated by human voices, traffic OK.- RR
4/21/2011 - COHA at nest; agitated by observer and activity in parking lot 0715. - RR
4/26/2011 - Male COHA vocal at nest 1210. - RR
5/3/2011 - COHA on nest. - RR
5/11/2011 - COHA agitated by landscape utility crew working under nest 0700. - RR
5/16/2011 - COHA female at nest, male hunting in the fig trees 0855. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 11:19:27 AM
COHA visible on this well-obscured nest, male hunting nearby.
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:46:43 AM
Male COHA carried small bird to nest 0707.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:33:01 AM
Male COHA eating NOMO 0843, returned briefly to nest 0858 without food and departed quickly.
rradd - 6/14/2011 2:48:11 PM
Adult male COHA carrying prey to nest area 1140, Nestling standing on nest 1405.
rradd - 6/21/2011 8:31:39 AM
Adult male COHA carrying prey to nest area 0704, COHA on nest 0826.
rradd - 6/27/2011 2:09:08 PM
COHA on nest 1352.
rradd - 7/5/2011 3:06:40 PM
Adult COHA on nest with downy, partially feathered juvenile ...
rradd - 7/11/2011 6:13:44 PM
Nestling COHA brancher with short wings and tail not yet flight capable adjacent to nest. Adult male COHA alarm 
calling 10 feet away in response to observer.
rradd - 7/19/2011 2:00:21 PM
No COHA detected at nest tree; fledgling heard calling away from nest. Nestling has fledged - closed.

4/5/2011 5003356 HOWR Closed Elliott Substation 0 feet; inside substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 60 
feet.

60 feet buffer for construction:  A) Pair freely entered/exited the nest and did not 
appear disturbed by foot traffic occurring as close as 40 feet away during this 
observation period.  B) Scheduled work is to be done with hand tools and a 
small crew which will minimize visual and auditory impacts to the nest.  C) Nest 
is located within a substation indicating that this pair is accustomed to varying 
levels of disturbances and human activity.  D) Nest is located within a cavity in 
steel providing a buffer by design to visual and auditory disturbances.


1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 04/05/11 - Pair of house wrens carrying nest material to structure (J&M Dicus, R. Abe).
12 Apr - HOWR active and singing nearby but did not enter cavity. - RR
21 Apr - HOWR territorial singing, enters cavity 0804. - RR
26  Apr - HOWR territorial singing,  2nd bird enters cavity 1305. - RR
2 May HOWR bringing food to nest. - IM
11 May HOWR provisioning this nest @ 5 min.intervals 0718. - RR
16 May HOWR continue carrying items to nest 1004. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 11:22:04 AM
No detections at nest, HOWR feeding at least 4 fledglings 100' S, presume this nest has fledged, Change to Closed

4/5/2011 5003360 PHAI Closed CP50-1 AR 60 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/30/2011 5 Apr - Pair PHAI building nest - mostly complete, male on nest - RR
11 Apr - Male PHAI on nest 13:25 - R
19 Apr - Female PHAI feeding at least 3 nestlings 0826. - RR
27 Apr - Feathered nestlings visible 0946. - RR
5 May - No PHAI at this nest. Likely successful fledge. Change to Closed. - RR
19 May PHAI male rebuilding this nest with fresh material 0935,  Change to ACTIVE.- RR
25 May Nest no longer present. Change to Closed. - RR

4/5/2011 5003363 CORA Closed EP358 AR 40 feet from AR entry; 
270 feet to tower site.

100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 
Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 5/12/2011 Adult incubating on new nest 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/2011 5:41:50 PM - Raven incubating on nest. Kestrel was hunting from south arm of tower. 
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - Nest visited,but fild notes absent - pentan problems?
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - At least 3 large feathered nestlings standing in nest; 2 adults flew in to perch near nest. New 
nest material placed on north side of tower to NW with 2 adults perched on tower, then apparently flew to this nest 
tower.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 1:35:35 PM - Two adults present. One adult on nest with two fearhered nestlings observable.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - No ravens present at this nest tower (or surrounding towers and perch sites);  nestlings have 
fledged and left the area - closed.
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4/6/2011 5003365 CORA Closed EP341 30 feet from AR entry; 

300 feet from tower 
area.

100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 
Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 04/06/11 -  1 adult on nest.  Buffer affects access road to EP341 (J&M Dicus, R. Abe).
sritt - 4/15/2011 9:41:26 AM - 1 bird incubating. Another perched 3 feet away.
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - Raven incubating.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Raven brooding/incubating.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 4:33:32 PM - 1 adult observed on nest.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 1 adult brooding.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - No raven activity seen at or near nest.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - At least 2 large feathered nestlings standing on nest.

pkonrad - 5/25/2011 12:21:57 PM
At least 2 large feathered nestlings standing on the nest.
barnold - 6/4/2011 3:19:21 PM
Nest empty, successfully fledged.
barnold - 6/4/2011 Nest empty, successfully fledged. Nest Inactive.

4/6/2011 5003367 BEWR Closed CP80-1 2 feet from existing AR; 
360 feet from tower 

area.

100 feet Buffer kept, but vehicular 
passage allowed.

Vehicular passage for construction is not anticipated to impact nest, and should 
be allowed, provided that this superfluous gate remains open, and is never 
locked or unlocked.

1. FLEDGED. 5/17/2011 4/6/11 - Observed adults bringing material to nest in gate column.  80% complete.  Erect ESA signs. No vehicular 
access through gate permitted. No nest buffer reduction.(T. Cooper)
kalberts - 4/14/2011 5:12:20 PM - Nest observed with 3 eggs during 2 observation periods today. Travis Cooper 
reported cold eggs and no BEWR activity over 1 hour observation period with Darin Busby. I also did not see or hear 
any BEWR from 1330-1430 in the area. Nest abandoned with 3 eggs?   
tcooper - 4/19/2011 - Nest w/ 5 eggs, adult incubating, another adult singing nearby. Gate in closed position but not 
bolted or locked. Opened gate and placed a sign advising not to close gate.
20 Apr - 5 eggs but no BEWR detected 30 minute observation. - RR
28 Apr - BEWR incubating 0958. - RR
5 May - Nestlings in nest 1525. - RR
14 May - BEWR carried winged insect to nest 1352. - RR
20 May - Nest empty, fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

4/6/2011 5003371 BUSH Closed CP80-1 65 feet from existing AR; 
300 feet from tower site

100 feet Buffer kept, but vehicular 
passage allowed

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 4/6/11 - Observed adult carrying nest material to nest. 80% complete. Erected ESA signs for this nest and adjacent 
BEWR nest in gate. Candidate for nest buffer reduction since access road will only be used for brief thru-traffic.(D. 
Busby)
20 Apr - BUSH on nest 1600. - RR
28 Apr - BUSH exits nest and flies uphill 1024. - RR
5 May - BUSH present at nest 1745. - RR
14 May - No BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RR
20 May - Nest is intact, empty, presume fledged. Change to Closed. 1152. - RR

4/8/2011 5003372 WEBL Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 
pullsite - driveway 

entry

32 feet 100 feet Driveway improvement work consists of one day of survey staking with 2-3 
person crew, then one day of potholing with 2-3 person crew. Implement 
soundwalls to allow work in buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/14/2011 04/08/11 - Female carrying food item into cavity, male perching nearby (M. Dicus, R. Abe).
13 Apr - WEBL pair active, female enters cavity 0935. - RR
vnovak - 4/20/2011 7:06:34 AM - Male entering cavity, female with male. Both entering cavity.
27 Apr - WEBL pair defending cavity in ownership dispute with NUWO 1600. - RR
04 May - WEBL male defending cavity in dispute with ATFL. - 1435. - RR
14 May WEBL pr present but no cavity use during 30 min obs.0930 - RR
19 May WEBL pr active, female enters cavity 1802. - RR

4/6/2011 5003373 COHA Closed CP63-3 AR 100 feet from AR entry 
area.

500 feet AR improvement work consists of 2-3 person crew staking for one day, then 2-3 
person crew potholing for 2nd day.  Implement sound barriers for noise and 
visual protection.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 6 Apr - Male feeds female, incubates while female feeds, then nest guards following exchange. - RR
8 April - Adult COHA on nest.  Adult male observed feeding female off nest; copulated with female while she fed on 
prey item (M. Dicus, R. Abe).
13 Apr - Nest exchange @ 0848. - RR
barnold - 4/15/2011 2:07:41 PM - Nest exchange at 1:30 pm. Hawk on nest at end of survey (2:00 pm).
vnovak - 4/20/2011 10:06:17 AM - Male with prey item seen in area of nest. Female also seen in area. Nest 
exchange observed.
27 Apr - COHA female on nest, male brings partially consumed food 1525. - RR
4 May - COHA male incubating 1420 - RR
14 May COHA female on nest 0855. - RR
19 May COHA male increasingly agitated by obs presence @150', 1704 . - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 8:16:02 AM
Female COHA diving on observer at 75' from nest; probable indicator of juvenile being brooded 0712
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:06:58 PM
Female COHA brings food drop and departs nest 30 seconds later 1600.
rradd - 6/9/2011 10:43:36 AM
At least one large juvenile in nest. Does not appear flight-capable.
rradd - 6/17/2011 7:25:55 AM
Female COHA carries pret to two fledged juveniles perched under nest 0712. Young are returning to nest to be fed.
rradd - 6/24/2011 8:46:17 AM
Juvenile begging away from nest. 
Change to Closed.

4/6/2011 5003376 RSHA Closed CP70-3 AR 300 feet from El Monte 
Road.

500 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/20/2011 6 Apr - Male brings pocket gopher to incubating female on nest @ 1725. - RR
13 Apr - RSHA female on nest 1220. - RR
20 Apr - RSHA pair on nest. - RR
28 Apr - Two downy RSHA on nest. - RR
4 May - RSHA male agitated by approaching observer, indicating nest remains viable. - RR
14 May - 2 well-feathered juvenile RSHA in nest 1140. - RR
20 May - Nest empty, successfully fledged. Change to Closed. - RR
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4/8/2011 5003385 RSHA Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 

pullsite - driveway 
entry

480 feet to AR entry. 500 feet Traffic and recreationists associated with El Monte Road and El Monte Park are 
within the 500 foot buffer for this nest, and the nest is 480 feet from AR entry.  
No impact from construction vehicular ingress/egress from Yard is anticipated to 
affect this nest provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction 
occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/30/2011 04/08/11 - Adult RSHA on nest, vocalizing (M. Dicus, R. Abe).
13 Apr - RSHA female on nest 0955. - RR.
vnovak - 4/20/2011 10:09:53 AM - Female incubating
27 Apr - RSHA female on nest 1358. - RR
4 May - RSHA female on nest. 1310. - RR
12 May RSHA male on nest 1814. - RR
20 May  RSHA male on nest 0715. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 8:13:12 AM
Large fully-feathered juvenile in nest 0804.
rradd - 6/3/2011 3:26:33 PM
Preening juvenile visible on nest from El Monte Rd
rradd - 6/9/2011 11:39:37 AM
Adult RSHA on nest with juvenile 1132.
rradd - 6/17/2011 7:50:32 AM
Adult male RSHA on nest with feeding juvenile 0732.
rradd - 6/24/2011 8:39:16 AM
Juvenile on nest 0825.
rradd - 7/1/2011 6:57:30 AM
Young has fledged and nrest is empty 0650.

4/8/2011 5003389 MODO Closed EP324 AR 95 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage 
permissible, but buffer 

remains.

Nest site is 95 feet from edge of existing SWPL line, and is well-removed from 
any work area. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided 
that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/13/2011 4/8/2011 - 2 eggs observed.  Adult didn't flush until directly below nest.  (FH/DB) 
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 - Adult incubating.
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - Adult brooding; 2 eggshells on ground just north of nest.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Adult lying in nest with 2 large nestlings.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 3:46:34 PM - Dove flushed from nest and agitated. Backed off nest before being able to view 
any nestling to prevent stressing bird.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - Doves have fledged; heard 1 dove flush from top of tree - closed.

4/11/2011 5000777 ANHU Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; overhanging AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/10/2011 11 Apr - ANHU female building new nest, unconcerned by observer directly under nest. - RR
19 Apr - ANHU female on nest 0705 - RR
27 Apr - ANHU female on nest 0717 - RR
5 May - ANHU on nest 0655. - RR
12 May - Nest unoccupied, ANHU female feeding fledgling away from nest. Change to Closed. - RR

4/12/2011 5000781 SAPH Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. Say's Phoebe nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator brace and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 Nest with two young. Adult observed bringing food. barnold - 4/12/2011 8:56:07 AM.
19 Apr - Feeding continues. - RR
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:21:28 AM - Nest with three young, adults on nest and in area.
26 Apr - SAPH pair continue food carrying to this site 0725. - RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 1:57:22 PM - Young out of nest and in immediate area of Transformer Bank 71. Adults still 
caring for these recently fledged young.  Buffer reduced to 70 feet.
2 May SAPH juveniles following adults off site. Change to Closed. - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 1:29 PM  Nest with four House Finch eggs.  Nest once again Active.
barnold - 5/11/2011 12:55 PM  Nest now with five eggs.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:45 AM Nest still with five eggs.  Female House Finch flushed.
barnold - 5/26/2011 10:11 AM Nest with five young nestlings
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:36 PM Nest with at least four House Finch nestlings.
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:38:40 PM
Nest with at least four House Finch nestlings.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:43:01 AM
Nest with one large nestling.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:22:43 PM
Nest empty.

4/12/2011 5000782 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      following reasons:
 
            •             House finches are known to nest in proximity to
            human activity and exhibit a high tolerance towards human
            disturbances. They have relatively high rates of nest success
            within areas of high human activity.
            •             These nests are located high up in the steel,
            between 20 and 40 feet above the ground.
            •             Past NBMs of similar nature with house finch in
            structures have not effected the success of the nests.

1. FLEDGED. 7/6/2011 Adult repeatedly entering pipe 4-12 (FH/BA).
19 Apr - HOFI pr remain active here. - RR
26 Apr - No confirmation of nesting detected from outside the Sub 0930-1000.- RR
2 May - HOFI breeding activity continues. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:50 PM  No activity at this specific location, but House Finches active in general area.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:32  AM House Finches in area but not at this specific described location.
barnold - 6/1/2011 4:52:34 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:50:57 AM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:48:35 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:54:32 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:33:40 PM
No House Finches observed at this specific pipe, but singing male and single female observed in this bay.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:53:27 PM
Nest has apparently successfully fledged.
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4/12/2011 5000784 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 

feet.
SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finch nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator fan screen and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.  In addition, House Finches are 
extremely acclimated to human disturbance.

1. FLEDGED. 6/23/2011 Female observed incubating, male in area 4-12 (FH/BA).
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:20:05 AM  Pair in immediate area of nest.
26 Apr - No confirmation of nesting detected from outside the substation.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 2:24:16 PM  Female on nest.
2 May - No detections. - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 1:46 PM  No activity observed at this nest, may be Inactive.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:38 AM No activity observed, change status to Inactive.
barnold - 5/26/2011 10:23 AM No activity during brief survey period.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:46:49 AM
Female sitting on nest.
barnold - 6/16/2011 7:32:16 AM
Female sitting on nest.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:43:01 PM
Appears that nestlings have successfully fledged.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed because nest fledged.

4/12/2011 5000788 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finch nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator fan screen and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.  In addition, House Finches are 
extremely acclimated to human disturbance.

1. FLEDGED. 5/11/2011 2 nests on top of screen, 1 with 2 eggs.  Adults in area, and flying to nest.
4/19/2011 - HOFI adults repeatedly entering and leaving. - RR
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:33:17 AM - Nest now has 4 eggs.
4/26/2011 - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the substation.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 12:34:30 PM - Nestlings being brooded by female.
5/2/2011 - Nesting continues. - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 2:39PM - Nest with 4 very large fledglings, apparently on the verge of fledging.
barnold - 5/11/2011 12:29 PM - Female flushed from empty nest.

4/12/2011 5000790 CORA Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 10 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install a new 230kV Bay west of the Control House. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. Common Raven nest is well 
concealed in the top of an A-frame steel structure, about 25 feet above the 
ground.  As such, this nest is not likely to be disturbed by  ground level activities. 
In addition, Common Ravens are extremely acclimated to human disturbance.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 barnold - 6/1/2011 2:00:27 PM
One adult in area, but not at nest.
barnold - 6/1/2011 3:19:34 PM
Two Common Ravens sitting on I-beam above and about 25 feet west of nest. These are the two fledglings. Bio-
monitor has seen four ravens together in the substation. The two fledglings flew off. This nest successfully fledged 
and is now Closed.

4/13/2011 5000799 WESJ Closed EP85-2 AR 12 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.   
It is the biologist's opinion that the reduced buffer will not impact the nest for the 
following reasons:  A) The nest is ~15' from the AR to EP85-2 and was built near 
a road that experiences daily non-project light traffic.  B) Nest is obscured by 
dense foliage.  C) Nest is by a lightly developed, residential area.  D) All 
construction is approximately 310' from nest location.  
Conditionally with this buffer reduction:  1) Monitor bird nest. 2) Dust control 
cannot hit nest.  3) No exceptionally loud noises.

1. FLEDGED. 5/24/2011 April 13 barnold
Nest with 1 egg, adult at and around nest. Buffer will overlap with active Bushtit nest across AR, and will effetively 
close access road 4-13 BA.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011   1 adult incubating 2 eggs ( light green, brown speckled); both adults territorial.
emorgan - 4/27/2011 8:49:01 AM Adult flushed off nest when we walked by. Still incubating.
fhoffman - 5/3/2011 11:45:10 AM  - 1 nestling observed; adult in immediate area.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 1 large unfeathered nestling in nest; 1 adult present but secretive.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - 1 large nestling with pin feathers in nest; pair of adults a couple feet from nest in 
undergrowth.
fhoffman - 5/19/2011 5:07:39 PM - Adult alarm calling nearby; 1 large nestling in nest.
pkonrad - 5/24/2011 - Nestling has fledged; no adults or fledgling observed in area - closed.

4/13/2011 5000801 CALT Closed TL 6916 - Z244927 85 feet to existing AR; 
190 feet to nearest pole.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 4/30/2011 JDicus 4/13/2011
Adult flushed from vegetation and a quick search of the area it came from revealed nest.  Female returned to 
incubating shortly (4 eggs in nest).  Posted ESA signs and 10 mph speed limit, no stopping signs where buffer meets 
access road
RRadd 4/18/2011
Chicks in nest acquiring black down. CALT returned to nest promptly.
RRadd 4/25/2011
Nestlings still downy.
RRadd 5/2/2011
Nest neat intact and empty, presumed fledged. Change to Closed.

4/13/2011 5000803 BUSH Closed TL 6916 - Z771471 170 feet to nearest work 
area.

100 feet 0 feet Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of Reconductor lines is 
applicable here.

1. FLEDGED. 5/27/2011 04/13/2011 - Adults building nest.  Nest approx 20% complete.  Buffer does not impact poles, only paved access 
road (J&M Dicus).
18 Apr BUSH attending nest 14:57. Nest appears nearly complete. - RR
kalberts - 4/22/2011 3:08:04 PM NBM WLA concurence for buffer exemption for nests in developed areas on 69kv 
line.
25 Apr No BUSH detected during 30 min obs. - RR
RAbe - 4/26/2011 11:08:39 AM
Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest possibly complete.
barnold - 5/3/2011 11:19:42 AM  Adult enters nest after 25 minutes of observation.
11 May BUSH exits 1347. - RR
16 May BUSH comes to nest 1634. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 6:08:38 PM - 18:05 BUSH exits nest, flies into Alliant.
rradd - 5/31/2011 4:27:18 PM - No BUSH detected 1552 - 1622. Prior observations suggest nest has fledged. 
Change to Closed.

4/13/2011 5000804 CALT Closed TL 6916 - Z774815 260 feet to nearest pole 
work area.

100 feet Blanket exemption for residential areas of Reconductor lines may be applicable 
here.

1. FLEDGED. 4/21/2011 JDicus & MDicus 4/13/11
Adult feeding three nestlings.  Adult remained on nest when approached within 15 feet.
RRadd 4/18/2011
Nestlings well feathered.
TCooper 4/21/11
nest empty, chicks likley fledged successfully
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4/13/2011 5000806 HOWR Closed EP27-1 AR 35 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 

stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.
1. FLEDGED. 5/16/2011 sritt - 4/13/2011 10:25:18 AM - 2 males fighting over cavity. One bird defending nest from other bird that was 

removing nest material. One female also present.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Male singing 20 feet from a couple cavities that fit this desciption here.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Male singing throughout nest tree; visited suspected nest cavity briefly once.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Male singing actively, but no action at cavity(s).
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Adult perched in cavity entrance, facing outward; perched in a number of locations and 
chased another wren from area, then returned tonest tree; little singing.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - No wrens observed or heard at nest tree; only a neighboring wren singing to south.

4/13/2011 5000811 HOWR Closed CP64-2 AR 0 feet; within work area. 100 feet It is the biologist's opinjion that one day of preconstruction staking with 2-3 
crewmen, followed by one day of potholing with 2-3 crewmen, in conjunction with 
sound walls to reduce visual and noise impacts is not anticipated to impact this 
nest.

1. FLEDGED. 5/26/2011 13 Apr - HOWR carrying nest materials into pipe and singing from top. - RR
barnold - 4/15/2011 2:13:20 PM - Adult perched and singing on top of 6-foot gate post pipe north of the access road 
on and off for about six minutes total between 1:00 pm and 2:00 pm.  Oak titmouse pair foraging in live oak tree 
directly above pipe, one would occassionally hover over, perch upon, and briefly enter and exit pipe opening.
27 Apr - HOWR carrying food to nest 1500.
vnovak - 4/20/2011 8:10:21 AM HOWR seen entering upright pipe at gate.
4 May - HOWR female perched at top of pipe begging male for food 1412. - RR.
14 May HOWR exits nest 0851. - RR
19 May No HOWR detected during 30 min. obs. 1715. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 8:17:44 AM
No detections during 30 minute observation. Nest has fledged. 
Change to Closed.

4/13/2011 5000812 BUSH Closed CP81-1 0 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/25/2011 13 Apr - BUSH activly building nest - looks 90% complete. - RR
barnold - 4/19/2011 8:42:21 AM - Bushtit pair in tree around nest.
20 Apr - BUSH visits nest 1330. - RR
28 Apr - BUSH pair active at nest 1215. - RR
05 May - Nest may be predated; but BUSH carrying food nearby 1648. - RR
14 May BUSH carrying food to this nest 1549. - RR
20 May BUSH pr carrying items to nest 1344. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 2:42:20 PM
BUSH pr carrying food and entering nest 1432.
rradd - 6/4/2011 3:47:38 PM
No BUSH detections at or near this nest during 30 min obs. Nest has fledged.
Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:00:27 PM
BUSH enters nest 1558 with food item for 1 min. 
Change to Active...
rradd - 6/10/2011 12:30:14 PM
BUSH pr. continue to feed this nest 1042.
rradd - 6/18/2011 10:51:58 AM
BUSH carries item to nest 1042.
rradd - 6/25/2011 1:13:57 PM
BUSH feeding fledged young very near this nest. No BUSH detecteds entering nest during two -20 minute surveys. 
Nest is presumed successfully fledged and Changed to Closed.

4/14/2011 5000815 MODO Closed Thomas Yard 0 feet; within yard 
footprint.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 0 feet 
for access and parking; 

100 feet for construction.

Work outside buffer.  Vehicle access and parking may occur within buffer, per 
agency concurrence, that since this nest began after constructuion started, it is 
accustomed to the level of activity in the yard.

1. FLEDGED. 4/28/2011 sritt - 4/14/2011 1:04:20 PM - Adult brooding on nest with 2 nestlings that are well developed. Not flagged because 
corridor is blocked to through traffic.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Doves apparently fledged; closed.

4/14/2011 5000817 CAGN Closed TL 639 - Z379519 8 feet from existing AR; 
65 feet to work area.

300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/21/2011 Male building cup. 2nd CAGN male immediately east of this pair, with overlapping territories - kalberts - 4/14/2011 
11:39:06 AM.
21 Apr - Male calling and active, flew into nest area 1010 and not seen again during 10 minute observation period - 
RR. 
kalberts - 4/22/2011 3:43:43 PM - 2 eggs observed on 4/21/2011.
kalberts - 4/28/2011 12:31:25 PM - Female incubating. 
imaunsell - 5/3/2011 2:12:02 PM - Female incubating.
kalberts - 5/12/2011 2:52:00 PM - Four nestlings being fed. Nestlings about 4 days old. 
dbusby - 5/19/2011 10:17:54 AM - Nestlings being fed. Approx 11 days old so did not approach nest to get a head 
count.
rradd - 5/23/2011 2:59:26 PM
Nest intact, clean and empty 1338. Surrounding vegetation is undisturbed. Presume successful fledge and Change 
to Closed. Buffer stakes removed.
imaunsell - 5/26/2011 2:27:23 PM - Family group located away from nest.  Successfully fledged, and nest closed.


4/13/2011 5000818 NUWO Closed TL 6924 - 0120986 75 feet off paved road. 100 feet 0 feet Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of the Reconductor lines. 1. FLEDGED. 5/13/2011 
rabe - 4/13/2011 11:41:01 AM - Pair in area but never entered cavity during 40 minutes of observation. Cavity is 
freshly excavated and appears to be actively used. 
21 Apr - Nest exchange 11:10. Female NUWO foraging nearby, bringing food to nest 11:15 - RR
kalberts - 4/22/2011 2:55:13 PM - Blanket exemption for 69kv work in developed areas granted on 4/14/2011.
25 Apr - Male NUWO in cavity 1305-1315.- RR
2 May - Female NUWO brings food to nest 1604. - RR
11 May - Male NUWO on nest 1352. - RR
16 May - No NUWO detections 1730-1800. - RRrradd - 5/24/2011 9:54:41 AM
No NUWO detections at or near nest during 30 min. obs. 0920-0950. Based on prior obs. presume nest has 
successfully fledged.
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4/14/2011 5000824 BUSH Closed CP25-2 20 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 75 

feet.
A reduction of the buffer size to 75 feet is necessary for performance of the 
work.  Foundation-drilling equipment creates noise levels that are over 60 
decibels. The nest is also situated on higher ground than the tower foundation 
and separated by a small access road for the 6917 power line and an area of 2-4 
foot tall vegetation. It is the biologist's opinion that due to these factors a nest 
buffer modification is appropriate for this Bushtit nest provided a noise specialist 
is present to ensure compliance with noise protocols.

1. FLEDGED. 4/20/2011 shampton - 4/14/2011 1:59:09 PM - Active; adult observed taking food into the nest.
mdicus - 4/18/2011 - Nest buffer reduction granted April 18, buffer staked in field at 75 feet.
kalberts - 4/22/2011 3:38:26 PM - Nest reported empty with down feathers by MKlein. No signs of predation. 
Nestlings fledged.
mdicus - 5/3/2011 - Adult BUSH observed making multiple trips to and from nest. Pair has started new clutch in 
same nest. Buffer re-staked at 75 feet, per previous NBR from 4/18/2011.  

4/14/2011 5000826 CORA Closed EP292 Pullsite 65 feet to SWPL line 
road; 300 feet to pull 

site.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic is allowed.

Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 
Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 Raven observed in nest on 4-14-11 @ 10:15am by BAB. 
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - Raven incubating.
     * Apparent pentab problem - no record of 4-28 nest check.
sjohnston - 5/6/2011 11:31:22 AM - 1 raven on nest.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 2 nestlings can be seen in nest.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - 1 adult flew in to feed at least 1 large feathered nestling.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - 1 nestling perched next to nest and 1 adult perched in tower directly below nest and near 
"brancher."
barnold - 6/4/2011  Two Common Ravens on tower below nest upon approach. One flew off. Nest empty, 
successfully fledged. Inactive.

pkonrad - 5/25/2011 10:27:08 AM - 1 large feathered nestling perched next to nest with adult perched just below nest 
in tower.
barnold - 6/4/2011 4:28:53 PM - Two Common Ravens on tower below nest upon approach. One flew off. Nest 
empty, successfully fledged. Inactive.

4/15/2011 5000829 LASP Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

Nesting commenced  while construction activities were in progress, and is 
therefore accustomed to this site.  The buffer will remain in effect for 
construction activites, but may be reduced for parking and access purposes, if 
needed.

A follow-up visit confirmed that this nest had nestlings on 5-10-11, and was 
feeding the fledglings within 25 feet of four biologists.  The nest is hidden under 
steel, and the steel should remain in place for the nest to fledge.  However, the 
adults are highly tolerant of the current workload, and readily approach their nest 
in full observation of nearby people.  Therefore, a reduction to 20 feet is 
suitable.

1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 tcooper - 4/15/2011 - Adults visiting nest, which appears complete, contents not observed, probably laying.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 -  Couldn't find nest; no birds in area - will return.
shampton - 4/25/2011 11:23:02 AM  - Pair observed entering nest; 1 adult carried a bill-full of fine nesting material to 
nest.
sjohnston - 4/26/2011 12:53:02 PM - Nest located under steel lying on the ground; 1 egg observed but more eggs 
may be in nest; full view blocked by steel.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Adult incubating 3 eggs; second adult present.
kalberts - 5/10/2011 - Adult feeding nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - Yard biomonitor, Tyler Sears, observed adults feeding nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Nestlings appear to have fledged; no adults or nestlings present. nest somewhat flattened and 
empty.

4/16/2011 5000831 CALT Closed CP25-2 20 feet to AR; 135 feet 
to work site.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 4/16/2011 - Nest discovered by bio monitor MKlein; 2 nestlings in nest (nest confirmed active by mdicus - 4/16/2011) 
- ESA signs installed at buffer allowing through traffic, no stopping.
4/26/2011 - CALT carrying food to nest per Bio (MKlein). - RR
imansuell - 4/27/2011 11:53:27 AM 
Nestlings successfully fledged today. No sign of disturbance to nest as a result of construction.  

4/16/2011 5000836 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 80 
feet.

Nest is 6 feet up in the right side of the headlight box of a large piece of 
equipment (earthmover). The earthmover has remained inactive since the nest 
was observed (over a month). There are likely nestlings in the nest as of 5-6-11. 
Since the equipment is parked 80 feet north of a road through the substation 
pad, we are requesting a reduced buffer from 100 feet to 80 feet. 

In the biologist's opinion, the presence of eggs in the nest suggests a high level 
of site affinity by the nesting pair, and a reduction of the buffer to 80 feet is not 
anticipated to have adverse impacts on the nesting outcome.

1. FLEDGED. 5/22/2011 ahill - 4/16/2011 3:38:11 PM
Scraper had been parked for approximately a month. No eggs in nest. 100 foot buffer flagged. Pair actively going to 
and from nest.
imaunsell - 4/18/2011 12:19:51 PM - 2 eggs.
phoward - 4/25/2011 8:49:55 AM - Female incubating eggs.
ahill - 5/2/2011 9:51:05 PM-  First hatchling today; female observed carrying egg shell away. 4 more eggs total plus 
the first hatchling.
ahill - 5/8/2011 7:29:34 PM - All hatchlings have hatched. female on nest tending.
ahill - 5/16/2011 5:33:26 PM - All nestlings doing well, four.
ahill - 5/20/2011 6:35:16 PM - Nestlings still haven't fledged but they are flapping wings in nest; adults still feeding.
tfitanides - 5/23/2011 11:13:12 AM - Fledged successfully. Bio monitor has observed fledglings in bushes to north. 
Nest removed.

4/18/2011 5000839 BANO Closed CP2 0 feet; in substation. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 125 
feet

The biologist feels this NBM should not adversely affect the success of the nest 
for the following reasons:

• The nest is located in a hollow arm on a tall steel pole. It is completely 
enclosed and surrounded by steel, with no direct view to the proposed 
activities.

• This nest has produced nestlings, the adults have substantial investment in this 
nest and therefore abandonment is unlikely.

• All work activities will be conducted during daytime hours, which will not conflict 
with the nocturnal and crepuscular activity patterns of the barn owls.

1. FLEDGED. 7/11/2011 Many pellets below and whitewash on tower. Pale, barn owl-like feathers on base of tower - shampton - 4/18/2011 
12:36:19 PM.
26 Apr - No BAOW detected. Removed all pellets from monopole foundation. Check again.- RR
2 May  6 fresh pellets removed. Active. - RR
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:09 AM No change in status.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:24:21 PM
Eggshell fragments found under pole today.
barnold - 6/9/2011 11:32:10 AM
Pocket mouse at base of pole, apparently dropped from nest.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:52:45 PM
Barn owl nestling discovered dead at noon 6/13/2011 at base of pole by bio monitor.
barnold - 6/23/2011 1:45:26 PM
Numerous owl pellets at base of pole.
barnold - 6/27/2011 2:40:19 PM
Pellets at base of pole.
barnold - 7/6/2011 5:55:22 PM
Feather at base of pole.
barnold - 7/12/2011 9:09:11 PM
Bio monitor observed partly eaten vole at base of tower 7/11/2011. Nestling(s) likely still being fed.
barnold - 7/14/2011 5:02:29 PM
Fledgling (based on smaller size and feather condition) found dead inside Cono Roll stored upright and uncovered 
against the west-facing control house wall. This nest successfully fledged an owl, which likely tried to perch on the 
narrow edge of the upright Cono Roll and fell into the cylander to the ground. Due to the height of the upright Cono 
Roll cylander (about 10 to 12 feet) and its relatively narrow diameter, the owl apparently could not get out of the 
cylander. The owl appeared to be dead for two to three days.
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4/18/2011 5000841 CACW Closed JVR 12kV - P2466095 40 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 

limits.
Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 6/17/2011 RAbe - 4/18/2011 3:52:15 PM - New, active nest about 80% complete. Newest material consists of orange nylon 
rope and white, stringy material.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Nest compacted; no entrance hole; possible predator activity - closed.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Nest rebuilt, large with large entrance. Installed nest buffer signs along AR.  (pentab 
problems?)
jpawlicki - 5/13/2011 8:12:20 AM - Adult observed bringing nesting material to nest.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Adult flew from inside nest.
phoward - 5/19/2011 12:45:58 PM - nest buffer updated to allow thru traffic.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - 2 wrens active near nest.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 12:17:05 PM - Wren flushed from nest; probably incubating.
barnold - 6/3/2011 1:24:57 PM - Well used opening. No Cactus Wrens observed during brief visit.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 11:30:42 AM - Best nest in this territory; definitely well-used and active. Wren singing from 
exposed perches to north and east.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 11:16:51 AM - At least 1 medium-sized nestling with pin feathers in nest; probably more 
nestlings. Adults active in area.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 10:56:48 AM - Nestlings may have fledged, but will check back soon. No adults or fledglings 
observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 11:01:25 AM
Nest intact but no wrens in area; 2 or more nestlings apparently fledged about 10 days ago - closed.

4/18/2011 5000845 GRRO Closed Sycamore Yard 25 feet to AR. 100 feet One-time reduction to 
allow air track drive 
through access only 

(5/18/11).

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer to allow air 
track to be transported from CP22 to CP25-2.  Construction traffic related to this 
one-time move is not significant. 

A permanent nest buffer reduction to accomodate thru-traffic would likely not 
disturb nest as long as traffic does not stop, stand, or park and the number of 
trips are minimal. (May 11)

1. FLEDGED. 5/28/2011 18 Apr - GRRO on nest with 4 eggs. Flushed at 8 feet when observed - 1644 - RR.
25 Apr - GRRO incubating 1650. - RR
3 May GRRO on nest 1225, mate foraging nearby. - RR
10 May GRRO brooding at least three nestlings with wing feathers 1316. - RR
17 May - Large feathered young in nest 1540. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:18:06 PM - At least one large GRRO nestling remains on nest 1230.
rradd - 6/1/2011 10:47:36 AM - Nest has fledged. Large unwary juvenile perched up nearby 0718.

4/19/2011 5000852 RCSP Closed EP85-2 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage is 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/6/2011 S. Hampton - 4/19/2011 - Observed pair of rufous-crowned sparrows which became agitated on approach to within 
15 feet.  Nestlings heard emitting begging calls from base of thicket.  Nest monitor advised to view nest from a 
distance due to how well hidden in the thicket the nest is and how much disturbance would be requred to obtain a 
view into nest.
6 May - RCSP adult present upslope, but no food carrying or other behavioral indication of an active nest, or recent 
fledglings detected during 30 minute observation. Presume fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

4/19/2011 5000853 HOWR Closed CP81-1 5 feet feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/8/2011 tcooper - 4/19/2011 - Adults singing and entering cavity.
28 Apr - HOWR stridently territorial at this cavity, but did not enter 1037. - RR
05 May - All quiet here for 30 minute observation, but large gopher snake climbing in next tree - RR
14 May HOWR pr alarming at this tree, not obs entering cavity 1403. - RR
20 May HOWR pr breeding activity continues.1223. 0 RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 1:03:34 PM - Singing and territorial HOWR continues, but whichever cavity is in use is obscured by 
vegetation.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:51:28 PM - HOWR pair continue activity here.
rradd - 6/10/2011 12:21:12 PM - HOWR feeding fledged young adjacent to nest. Change to Closed.

4/20/2011 5000858 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 0 feet; nest is inside 
yard.

100 feet Parking and acces to 
trailers allowed within 

buffer.

Nesting commenced at this location after construction activites and personnel 
occupied the area, and is therefore accustomed to the activities currently 
underway.  In addition, the location of the nest is partially hidden from view and 
sheltered from most vantage points.

1. FLEDGED. 5/24/2011 shampton - 4/20/2011 9:49:24 AM - Nest appears almost complete. Adults observed entering box with additional nest 
material.
26 Apr - HOFI incubating 2 eggs 1811. - RR
3 May HOFI incubating 3 eggs 1719. - RR
10 May Downy young in nest 1753. - RR
18 May HOFI pair tending multiple nestlings in nest 1822. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 5:25:05 PM
Nest is empty. Presumed successfully fledged.
Change to Close.

4/20/2011 5000859 ANHU Closed CP64-2 40 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 vnovik - 4/20/2011 8:41:41 AM - Female Anna's hummingbird seen feeding young in nest.
27 Apr - Nest appears intact but no ANHU detected during 30 minute observation. Presume fledged, and change to 
Closed. - RR

4/20/2011 5000861 AMKE Closed Encina Substation 0 feet; within substation. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 45 feet 
for one week, 100 feet 

thereafter.

Nest established while construction in progress. Nest faces away from 
construction area. Breeding birds observed roosting above the work area have 
showed no signs of distress or behavior alteration.

1. FLEDGED. 5/20/2011 Pair observed defending against common raven. Female entered hole. BWArnold 20 April 2011.
barnold - 5/20/2011 9:42 AM Last of four young fledged Monday 16 May.  From 16 to 19 May fledglings hung around 
general nest area. However, adults were not present. On 20 May, only one young bird in area, but flies away 
periodically. Successfully fledged.  Change status to Closed.

4/21/2011 5000863 OCWA Closed Alpine Underground - 
179+00l

50 feet from Alpine Blvd 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 4/29/2011 shampton - 4/21/2011 11:12:15 AM - 4 nestlings; adult observed bringing caterpillars and other invertebrates to 
nest.
4/302011 - No OCWA detected during 30 minute observation period. Presume fledged, change to closed. - RR

4/14/2011 5000872 BEWR Closed CP55 AR 12 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/25/2011 14 Apr - BEWR carries food to base of laurel sumac. 1455 - RR
21 Apr - BEWR carrying food and agitated by observer presence 1355. - RR
28 Apr No BEWR detected at or near nest area during 30 min obs. This nest has fledged, change to Closed. - RR
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4/21/2011 5000874 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 

feet.
SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finch nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator fan screen and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.  In addition, House Finches are highly 
tolerant of human activity.

1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 barnold - 21 April 2011 9:04:54 AM - Three eggs in nest, adults in and around transformer unit.
barnold - 4/29/2011 12:41:55 PM  Female incubating four eggs.
2 May HOFI on nest. - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 2:25 PM  Nest has four small nestlings.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:27 AM At least two very large nestlings on nest, female and male in immediate area.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:51:51 AM
Nest successfully fledged two young.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:37:12 PM
Flushed female from nest, with four eggs.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:32:42 AM
5 eggs in nest.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:00:52 PM
At least four nestlings in nest.
barnold - 6/23/2011 11:55:01 AM
At least four well-feathered nestlings.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:08:08 PM
Nest with very large nestlings, apparently close to fledging.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:58:13 PM
Nest empty, successfully fledged.

4/21/2011 5000875 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finch nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator fan screen and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.  In addition, House Finches are highly 
tolerant of human activity.

1. FLEDGED. 5/25/2011 barnold - 21 April 2011 9:10:54 AM - Five eggs in nest.  Adults in and around transformer unit.
26 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the substation.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 12:37:43 PM  Female incubating fve eggs.
2 May - HOFI flushed from nest. - RR
tfitanides - 5/5/2011 2:48:01 PM - One downy nestling observed in nest; male observed flying to and from nest.
barnold - 5/10/2011 2:26 PM Nest has four or five nestlings.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:29 AM At least one very large nestling on nest, male and female in immediate area.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:48 AM Nest successfully fledged.  Adults in area. Inactive, but may be used again.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:34 PM Nest Closed.

4/22/2011 5000878 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 50 feet from nearest 
conductor replacement.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

1. FLEDGED. 4/28/2011 emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:10:30 AM - Nest contained brooding female and at least three nestlings.
emorgan - 4/28/2011 11:12:34 AM - Nest has fledged. There were no birds in the nest.

4/22/2011 5000883 CORA Closed EP297 15 feet from SWPL 
access road.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic is allowed.

Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 
Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - 2 ravens present; 1 standing on nest rim apparently shading nest(lings).
       * Apparent pentab problem, with no 4/28 record of nest check.
sjohnston - 5/6/2011 10:54:30 AM - 2 ravens present. 1 adult present standing on nest with 2 nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 2 nestlings can be seen in nest.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - 1 raven, probably a large nestling, can be seen lying in nest.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - 1 large feathered nestling and 1 adult can be seen at nest and 1 adult perched on other side 
of tower.
shampton - 6/3/2011 8:00:51 AM
No ravens observed at nest.  One raven observed  near EP 296
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

4/16/2011 5000885 SOSP Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

13 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 4/29/2011 16 Apr - SOSP bringing food to same location repeatedly indicates nest. Location approximate. RR 
21 April - SOSP pair making trips with food at approximate 10 min intervals 0806. RR 
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:14:21 AM SOSP observed visiting nest.
6 May - No SOSP detections at this nest, and new nest of this species. 50 feet away. Presume fledged and change 
to Closed. - RR

4/22/2011 5000886 HOWR Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

89 feet to staked work 
limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. This plan to mitigate for potential construction impacts to 
the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce such impacts and 
improve the likelihood of nest success, provided that no stopping, standing, 
parking, or work occurs within new buffers.  In addition, this nest is a cavity 
which provides natural buffering for the adults and nestlings. 

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 4/22 - HOWR carrying nest material to cavity 1008. - RR
4/30 - HOWR enters cavity, perches outside and sings 0752.- RR
5/6 - HOWR continues to enter this cavity 1105. - RR
5/13 - HOWR breeding use continues 1140. - RR


sjohnston - 5/17/2011 3:49:23 PM
HOWR obs. entering cavity.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:31:32 PM
HOWR obs. entering cavity with food.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:09:56 PM
HOWR observed entering cavity.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:04:13 AM
Obs entering and leaving nesting cavity.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:49:27 AM
Observed with food entering cavity.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:50:24 AM
Observed with food entering cavity. likely feeding young.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:59:02 AM
carrying food into cavity.
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 6:25:07 PM
sucessfully fledged

4/22/2011 5000887 MODO Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; nest within 
substation.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 2 nestlings in nest. barnold - 4/22/2011 2:04:06 PM
kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 11:29:22 AM - Nest has disintegrated and is no longer present. Bio monitor reported that she 
observed 2 nestlings fledge from the nest several days ago.
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4/25/2011 7000897 WEBL Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within work area. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 

water usage permissible.
A condition of the approval to drive through the buffers would be that no foot or 
vehicle traffic unrelated to the water truck/tank process be allowed to stop within 
the buffers; this is requested for ingress/egress only.  Nesting commenced on 
this structure after construction activites began, and is therefore acclimated.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 Pair of WEBL seen repeatedly entering pipe. Female was carrying nesting material during one visit. - sritt - 
4/25/2011 5:58:41 PM
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - No bluebirds seen, but yard bio monitor noted that pair usually active nest building during 
afternoon.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - No bluebirds observed in area, but Chambers biomonitor Eric will watch the site for activity.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No bluebirds observed in nest area (again); yard biomonitor has not seen bluebirds in the 
area; appears nesting attempt has been deserted - closed.
emorgan - 5/23/2011 2:22:55 PM - Bluebirds again observed at nest. Female entered nest and did not leave for the 
15  minutes I observed the nest.. Male was chasing off House Finches near the nest.
barnold - 6/2/2011 11:42:38 AM
Western Bluebirds flew from water tank towards oak tree upon approach. 
phoward - 6/5/2011 7:49:59 AM
adult seen entering nest with food and coming out with no food. most likely feeding chicks, nest is still active
pkonrad - 6/8/2011 2:33:07 PM
Adult male bringing insects into pipe cavity repeatedly.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 1:36:54 PM
No bluebirds observed near nest cavity; nestlings apparently fledged and dispersed - closed.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 2:59:08 PM
Extended observations due to arrival of group of biologists on intro tour: An hour after I arrived, a male bluebird with 
insect food in beak flew to perch atop water tank while a water truck was pumping water into tank via pipe just 5 feet 
south of nesting cavity pipe. Male entered nest pipe with food and soon flew to oak tree to east - nest still active and 
nestling(s) apparently still developing in nest.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 2:32:29 PM
No bluebirds observed during extended period; appears the last of the nestlings fledged - closed.

4/26/2011 7000904 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - Z771472 10 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Nest tree occurs in landscaped strip between two large parking lots for ball 
fields, with daily vehicle and foot traffic. The adults tolerate a high degree of 
human activities without disturbance of nesting behavior. Due to the nest 
location on the outer crown, workers on the pole above may cause flushing 
behavior on part of the adult, which should be monitored by the onsite bio-
monitor to see adult bird returns quickly to the nest. If the work activity were to 
negatively impact nest, work would need to cease in order to ensure nest 
success. However, the pole top where work will occur is significantly higher than 
the than the nest site.  With a variance for limited, low-volume reconductor work 
on pre-existing pole under Bio-observation.  

1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 RAbe - 4/26/2011 9:21:40 AM - LEGO nest w/female incubating/brooding.
3 May - LEGO female incubating 0752. - RR
11 May LEGO on nest, while lineman on pole, biomonitor on duty 1328. - RR
16 May LEGO female arrives at nest 1347 and settles. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 6:16:50 PM
No LEGO detected during 20 min. obs 1618-1638, or 1800. Small whitewash on pine cones adjacent to nest suggest 
successful fledging.
rradd - 5/27/2011 12:29:07 PM
No LEGO at nest, male tending fledged young away from nest.
Change to Closed.

4/26/2011 7000906 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      following reasons:
 
            •             House finches are known to nest in proximity to
            human activity and exhibit a high tolerance towards human
            disturbances. They have relatively high rates of nest success
            within areas of high human activity.
            •             These nests are located high up in the steel,
            between 20 and 40 feet above the ground.
            •             Past NBMs of similar nature with house finch in
            structures have not effected the success of the nests.

1. FLEDGED. 7/6/2011 26 Apr - Female HOFI enters repeatedly, then stays, suggests nest. Access liimits verification. - RR
2 May HOFI breeding activity continues. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:42 PM  No activity observed at described location.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:34 AM House Finches in area but not at this specific described location.
barnold - 6/1/2011 4:53:14 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:49:56 AM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:49:17 PM
House Finch activity ingeneral area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:53:13 PM
House finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:35:45 PM
House Finch family group, singing males, and single females observed over survey period in this bay.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:54:37 PM
Nest has apparently successfully fledged.

4/26/2011 7000910 BEWR Closed Helix Yard 15 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 26 Apr - BEWR pair repeatedly carrying food to this location 1720 . - RR
3 May BEWR pair agitated by observer presence close to nest. Active. 1637- RR
11May - No BEWR detected 1735. Fledged? - RR
18 May - No BEWR associating with this nest. Change to Closed. - RR

4/27/2011 7000911 SOSP Closed TL 639 - 775593 75 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/3/2011 Birds seen carrying food into dense patch. - sritt - 4/27/2011 1:55:19 PM
3 May No detections during 30 min obs. Nest has fledged. Change to closed - IM

4/27/2011 7000913 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
138+00

10 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/4/2011 phoward - 4/27/2011 2:10:32 PM 
Female incubating nest.
fhoffman - 5/6/2011 2:29:54 PM 
Female observed in brooding/incubating posture, high on nest. Loud construction activity nearby.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 10:39:13 AM 
Adult off nest; rainy day. Appears to be 2 young in nest.
tfitanides - 5/27/2011 1:23:11 PM
2 nestlings in nest; adults not observed.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 12:33:12 PM
Nestings have fledged; nest is empty; 1 fledgling observed perched on shrub 6 feet from nest. Male observed 
feeding fledgling (same as mentioned previously) - closed.

4/27/2011 7000922 PHAI Closed CP50-1 AR 40 feet to house, over 
100 feet to AR.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/2/2011 27 Apr - PHAI pair nest building. Nest approximately 20% complete 1038. - RR
5 May - PHAI female incubating 1042. - RR
12 May PHAI pr agitated by obs. near nest, breeding activity continues 0855. - RR
19 May PHAI pr feeding at least 2 nestlings 1024. - RR
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:01:30 PM
25 May PHAI feeding 2 fuzzy black-faced nestlings 1449.
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:41:02 PM - Nest appears empty and has apparently fledged successfully. Change to Closed.
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4/28/2011 7000925 ROWR Closed EP254-3 43 feet from temporary 

construction pad.
100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/11/2011 sritt & sjohnston - 4/28/2011 8:33:27 AM

Bird seen repeatedly delivering food to nest. Cavity has classic "porch" of rocks. Pair of birds seen chasing off 
chipmunk.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011
No Rock Wrens observed; have nestlings fledged?  Heard singing some distance to north. Will check back soon.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011
Adult singing northeast of nest initially; no activity around nest entrance during 30 minutes of observations; young 
wrens have probably fledged; nest closed.

4/28/2011 7000930 WESJ Closed EP228 50 feet south of AR; 270 
feet to work area.

100 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 barnold & fhoffman - 4/28/2011 10:46:54 AM - 3 nestlings in nest; adults in area.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - 3 medium downy nestlings; 4 adults 200 feet away.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - 3 larger nestlings; 2 adults attentive nearby.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No nestlings, fledglings, or adults at or near nest. Nestlings have fledged - closed.

4/28/2011 7000934 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - 774819 10 feet to work area, 54 
feet to TL 6916 - 

774819.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 50 
feet.

Adults were observed feeding nestlings while nest surveyors were standing 
approximately 15 feet away.  Presence of nestlings suggests high site affinity 
and the adults are unlikely to abandon at this stage of reproduction.  Adult birds 
have tolerated human encroachment as close as 5 feet without flushing from the 
nest.  Scope of work required at the pole site will be limited to hand work only, 
reducing potential impacts to the nest.

1. FLEDGED. 5/21/2011 tcooper - 4/28/2011 - Female sitting on 4 eggs.
2 May - Female LEGO incubating 1739. - RR
tcooper - 5/5/2011 - Female on nest.
11 May - LEGO female brooding 3 downy nestlings 1208. - RR
16 May - LEGO nestlings fill nest - visible from road 1427. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 4:29:58 PM - Nest has fledged, 1 unhatched egg remains in nest.

4/29/2011 7000944 AMKE Closed TL 6924 - Z171696 353 feet to TL AR, 
across paved road.

500 feet 0 feet Buffer not applicable since nest is inside of a highly urbanized area of the TL. 1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 29 Apr - AMKE pair are provisioning this nest with food 1400-1430. Both adults spending time off the nest likely 
indicates well-developed young. - RR
10 May AMKE pr remain active at this nest 1530-1600 - RR
17 May AMKE leaves nest 0808. - RR
eelias - 6/4/2011 1:27:16 PM
Arrived at 13:03. There was no kestrel activity at this tower nor anywhere in the area. 20 minutes of effort.
rradd - 6/7/2011 2:50:50 PM
Nest previously monitored and closed. Fledged young fed away from nest.

4/30/2011 7000953 HOWR Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

5 feet  to AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 50 
feet.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. This plan to mitigate for potential construction impacts to 
the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce such impacts and 
improve the likelihood of nest success, provided that no stopping, standing, 
parking, or work occurs within new buffers.  In addition, this nest is a cavity high 
above ground which provides natural buffering for the adults and nestlings. The 
entrance to the cavity faces north-west, away from the work area, reducing 
potential for sound disturbance.

1. FLEDGED. 5/21/2011 4/30/2011 - HOWR singing and entering this cavity over several visits. - RR
5/6/2011 - HOWR remains active here 1125. - RR
5/13/2011 - HOWR pair observed carrying food to nest 0812. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 3:57:44 PM
HOWR observed bringing food items into cavity - begging calls heard.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 8:13:47 AM
HOWR beginning to fledge, though still hanging around nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 5:52:10 PM
HOWR singing outside of cavity; no observations of HOWR entering cavity.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:01:24 AM
No activity observed. 
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:38:16 AM
Closed.

4/30/2011 7000954 WEBL Closed Alpine Underground - 
97+00L, MH-6L

80 feet to work area. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 4/30/2011 - WEBL male feeding female, pair have been observed in area for 2 weeks. - RR
4/6/2011 - No WEBL detected during 30 minute observation. 1415 - RR
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 10:00:56 AM - Adult observed bringing food into nest, then left.
tfitanides - 5/27/2011 11:19:45 AM
Both male and female observed carrying food to nest and fecal sacs away.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 11:27:41 AM
Male and female observed feeding fledglings nearby in draw. Status changed to closed.


rradd - 6/11/2011 7:58:18 AM
Nest appears to have reactivated with second clutch. Territorial male continually challenging mirrors in parking lot.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 12:46:48 PM
No bluebirds observed or heard in vicinity of nesting cavity or in parking lot during 2 nest check periods. 
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 10:20:39 AM
No bluebirds observed or heard in area during 2 extended observation periods.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 10:13:04 AM
No bluebirds in area. Potential renesting unlikely - closed.

4/30/2011 7000955 ANHU Closed CP83-1 57 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/4/2011 30 Apr - ANHU female building nest; approximately 50% complete. - RR
05 May - ANHU incubating 1705.- RR
14 May ANHU returns to nest 1602. Nestlings inferred by height of adult in nest. - RR
20 May ANHU female on nest 1404. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 3:09:03 PM
2 large young in nest with unfeathered heads.
rradd - 6/4/2011 1:35:38 PM
Young have fledged and nest is empty.

4/28/2011 7000956 HOWR Closed CP83-1 78 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/10/2011 28 Apr - HOWR exhibiting territorial behavior; singing entering and defending this cavity. - RR
05 May - HOWR singing near cavity 1505. - RR
14 May HOWR perched, singing at entrance 1623. - RR 
20 May HOWR enters nest 1428. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 3:00:10 PM
HOWR pr. carrying food to nest.
rradd - 6/4/2011 1:33:10 PM
HOWR pr bringing food to nest 1314.
rradd - 6/10/2011 9:32:06 AM
No HOWR detections at this nest during 30 min. obs. Nest has fledged. 
Change to Closed.
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4/30/2011 7000957 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/24/2011 barnold - 4/30/2011 4:15:54 PM

In water storage truck, elevated on rack. Nest about 11 feet off the ground in corner bracket. Adult finches attempted 
repeatedly to access nest, but were chased away by large black carpenter bee.
emorgan - 5/8/2011 11:03:48 AM - House finch pair observed around nest. No carpenter bees observed.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - No bird at large nest, but 3 pairs of finches are present.
pkonrad - 5/24/2011 1:24:30 PM
Nestlings appear to have fledged; no adults observed visiting nest, and rim of nest covered by mutes - closed.
PKonrad - 6/1/2011
Nest empty.
bfischer - 7/13/2011 12:55:36 PM
The nest was examined for the presence of nestlings using a mirror with light. Seeing no nestlings, the rest was 
removed and, again, no nestlings were found in nest. The nest was disposed of in a covered container to prevent 
reuse of material for a new nest. The water tank and vacinity was inspected for the presence any new nests; nothing 
was found.

5/2/2011 7000959 OTHE Closed EP244 Pullsite 400 feet to AR; 470 feet 
to pull site.

500 feet 350 feet It is the biologist's opinion that a nest buffer reduction from 500 feet to 350 feet, 
to permit drive-through use of the access road to sites EP244 and EP245 will not 
adversely impact the nest outcome, for the following reasons;
A) even at this nest building stage, the female remained at the nest until the 
biologist approached within 70 feet. B) vehicles driving slowly 350 to 400 feet 
away should not be a factor, because the hawks selected this site with normal 
traffic speeding by on Corrizo Gorge Road (which remains outside the buffer). C)  
No stopping, standing, parking, or construction is to be permitted within 
designated buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 8/1/2011 pkonrad - 5/31/2011 10:10:51 AM
Male perched in creosote bush 80 feet east of nest; female presumed incubating, lying low in nest out of sight.
barnold - 6/3/2011 1:48:24 PM
Male perched on top of tall wooden post along wash, seen from Carrizo  Gorge Road.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 10:34:54 AM
Female incubating higher in nest; male perched nearby.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 10:39:44 AM
Female brooding (nestlings should be hatched/hatching); male not in area.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 10:33:38 AM
Female brooding/incubating; male not observed in area.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 10:27:17 AM
Female perched on side of nest feeding nestlings initially; later lying high in nest, brooding. Male perched low in 
nearby metal tower.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 10:23:36 AM
Female perched on side of nest. Male flew from ground south of EP243 with young cottontail prey; perched low on 
SWPL tower and fed.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 11:11:31 AM
 1 large downy nestling moving clumsily in nest (possibly another nestling lying low in nest?). Female perched on 
side of nest; male perched low in nearby SPFL metal tower.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 10:45:47 AM
Nestling lying low in nest; male perched on post northeast of nest and female perched on post southeast of nest.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 11:15:59 AM
Nestling lying low in nest; can see downy body. Adults perched on SWFL tower to northeast.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 11:02:04 AM
Nestling standing on nest, fully feathered and near fledging. Both adults perched on nearby metal tower to west.
pkonrad - 8/1/2011 10:04:46 AM
Nestling ready to fledge, standing high in nest. Both adults perched on nearby SWFL tower.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 10:11:17 AM
Nestling has fledged; left the nest during past 24 hours. Fledgling is perched 50 feet west of nest in shade of 
neighboring acacia with female perched next to it. Male perched in tower to west. Obviously, the post-fledging period 
will require isolation while the family group remains in the area.
pkonrad - 8/9/2011 1:00:23 PM
Fledgling observed perched with female in acacia at turn in AR to EP245; flies and soars fairly well for short 
distances, but has obvious balance problems  when perched in wind (it is learning to balance in wind). Doesn't have 
any white feathers on breast - resembles adults - but underwing plumage has a sprinkling of white feathers, as seen 
when in flight. Fledgling returned to nest tree, indicating this site is still a focus point for family group.
pkonrad - 8/15/2011 10:27:10 AM
Fledgling near same location as last week, near AR turn to EP245, Good flyer; better percher; flew to area of nest in 
flapping-soaring-flapping-soaring flight; appears more wary. No adults observed.
pkonrad - 8/15/2011 2:55:12 PM
Observed female and fledgling near AR turn to EP245 again - female was eating small mammal prey,  When female 
dropped part of prey, fledgling promptly flew to ground to get it, then flew to nearby shaded acacia perch to feed.

5/2/2011 7000961 RWBL Closed TL 6924 - 171690 75 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/14/2011 2 May - At least 2 pairs RWBL have established breeding territories. VIRA and COYE likely breeding here also. - 
RR
10 May - Female RWBL carrying food to cattails 0933. - RR
17 May - Water flow into this catchment is raising water levels. Nest impact unknown. RWBL activity continues in 
rainy weather. - RR
Fledges observed, being fed by adults. Other nests likely present, several adults returning with food. blohstroh - 
5/26/2011 10:36:46 AM
blohstroh - 5/26/2011 10:37:33 AM
fledges observed, being fed by adults
rradd - 6/1/2011 5:17:28 PM
Breeding activities continue for atleast 2 prs. RWBL females carrying food in, and male guarding.  
rradd - 6/7/2011 2:45:34 PM
2 prs agitated RWBL circulating over obs. head indicate breeding activity continues. 
rradd - 6/13/2011 1:40:00 PM
RWBL obs. consist of adults with 2 age classes of fledged young but no food carrying. Nests presumed to have 
fledged.
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5/3/2011 7000965 HUVI Closed Elliott Substation 5 feet to AR; 50 feet to 

substation.
100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 3 May - Both sexes actively constructing nest 0920. Appears 60% complete. - RR

11 May - HUVI on nest 0708. - RR
16 May - Nest incubation exchange 0746. - RR
23 May - HUVI on nest, wing stretch, tail-fan and settle 0804. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:49:10 AM - HUVI on nest 0655.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:33:56 AM - HUVI feeding nestlings 0705.
rradd - 6/14/2011 4:10:27 PM - No HUVI detected during 30 minute observation. Timelime suggests succesful 
fledge.

5/3/2011 7000967 LEGO Closed Elliott Substation 45 feet to substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/30/2011 3 May - LEGO pair nest-building 0944. - RR
11 May - LEGO still carrying nest material 1020. - RR
16 May - LEGO leaving nest 1033 - RR
23 May - Wind makes tracking birds in canopy difficult, but LEGO activity is regular at this general area and nest 
presumed active 1047. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 9:33:16 AM - LEGO adults feeding fledglings adjacent to nest 0900.

5/3/2011 7000968 ANHU Closed Helix Yard AR 30 feet to yard entry. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/15/2011 3 May - ANHU female incubating two eggs 1623. - RR
11 May - ANHU on nest 1723. - RR
18 May - Nest empty, small droppings in nest and at rim imply fledged nestlings. Closed.  - RR

5/3/2011 7000969 HOWR Closed Helix Yard AR 10 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 3 May - HOWR carrying nest material to cavity, singing on pole. - RR
11 May HOWR leaves nest 1752,whilemate sings nearby. - RR
18 May HOWR exits nest 1824, second wren enters 3 mins later. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 6:02:47 PM
HOWR exits cavity.
rradd - 6/3/2011 12:54:37 PM
HOWR detected nearby include recently fledged young following adults. No detections at nest site. Conclude 
successful fledge and Change to Closed.

5/3/2011 7000971 CALT Closed TL 6916 - 771471 30 feet from pole. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

1. FLEDGED. 5/3/2011 Pair of adults defending territory. Multiple fledglings, with partially grown feathers, flushed from area. Nest not 
searched for due to disturbance. - sritt - 5/3/2011 11:28:18 AM
11 May -  Initial observation appears to have been of recently fledged young, no suitable nesting habitat at the 
described location. Change to Closed. - RR

4/28/2011 7000976 HOWR Closed Elliott Substation 0 feet; within tower. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 Adult bringing food to nest. Nest buffer reduction likely for use cf access road but not for work on pole since  nest is 
located at base of 3 foot-long arm of pole. Did not have flagging or signs to flag buffer. dbusby - 4/28/2011 9:48:31 
AM
17 May HOWR brigs food item to nest 0950, departs 0952. Presume feeding nestlings. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 3:07:21 PM - HOWR carries long-legged insect to nest 13:44.
rradd - 5/31/2011 1:02:41 PM - HOWR to nest 1258, exits with fecal sac 1259.
rradd - 6/6/2011 2:34:56 PM - No detections at nest. HOWR adult feeding young with remnant down feathers on 
head 13:43 indicate this nest has fledged. 
Change to Closed.

5/4/2011 7000977 WEKI Closed Hartung Yard 46 feet to AR. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits and drive through 

access only on AR.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

Vehicular passage along the AR is allowed through blanket exemption and is not 
anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, standing or work 
occurs along the AR within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/8/2011 5/4/2011 - WEKI incubating and mate nest guarding 0645. - RR
5/12/2011 - WEKI incubating and mate nest guarding 1755. - RR
5/20/2011 - WEKI incubating and mate nest guarding 1758. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 4:22:24 PM - WEKI incubating 0828.
rradd - 6/3/2011 2:58:14 PM - WEKI on nest.
rradd - 6/9/2011 1:51:05 PM - No WEKI detections at this nest during 30 minute observation. Nest appears empty; 
observation timeline indicates likely fledged. Change to Closed.

5/4/2011 7000980 HOWR Closed CP70-3 AR 10 feet to AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 4 May - HOWR singing incessantly at, and defending this cavity 1645. - RR
14 May - HOWR carrying nest naterial to cavity 1040. - RR
20 May - HOWR pair carrying food to cavity 0818. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 9:26:19 AM
HOWR pr busy gathering food for this nest 0908.
rradd - 6/4/2011 8:27:58 AM
HOWR still defending site against others nearby and staying clise to cavity 0735.
rradd - 6/9/2011 4:33:34 PM
HOWR territorial at site but not obs. entering cavity. This male mayakso be maintaining nest to the W.
rradd - 6/17/2011 1:12:23 PM
No HOWR detections at this cavity during 30 min. mid-day obs. Will monitor once more to verify breeding has 
concluded at this nest.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:30:29 PM
HOWR present near cavity, but no food carry or interaction with nest.
Change to Closed.

5/5/2011 7000983 CAGN Closed TL 6924 - 171693 75 feet to proposed yard 
boundary.

300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 Male and female returning to this location repeatedly, bringing food. blohstroh - 5/5/2011
Nest found with three nestlings about 10 days old - kalberts - 5/13/2011 2:41:39 PM.
No nestlings present, family group nearby, adults feeding at least two fledglings. nest successfully fledged, nest 
inactive. blohstroh - 5/19/2011 8:12:10 AM

5/5/2011 7000989 RTHA Closed Alpine Underground 120 feet to Alpine Blvd. 500 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/2/2011 shampton - 5/5/2011 11:30:55 AM - Adult visited nest. Large nestling still with some down observed upright in nest.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 12:07:51 PM - Adult on another euc being mobbed and calling. Flew to euc with nest and was 
mobbed by a different pair.   
shampton - 5/26/2011 11:59:51 AM - Juvenile(s?) observed in eucalyptus trees around nest and on nest, laying down 
and sitting upright.
shampton - 6/2/2011 11:41:46 AM - At least one juvenile calling and flying around eucalyptus grove. Not observed 
landing on nest.
shampton - 6/9/2011 11:19:47 AM - Two juveniles flying around eucalyptus grove area, not observed landing on 
nest. No adults observed. Changed to Inactive.
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5/5/2011 7000994 BUOR Closed CP50-1 AR 16 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 5 May - BUOR female to nest, chasing away other species at 0750. - RR

12 May BUOR pr continue breeding activities at this nest 0740. - RR
19 May BUOR pr attending this nest at 15-20 min. intervals 0816. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 12:28:34 PM
BUOR female feeding young 1210
rradd - 6/2/2011 2:57:16 PM
BUOR at nest 14;07
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:10:33 PM
No BUOR detections during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:38:44 PM
No detections @ nest which is deteriorating. Presume fledged and Change to Closed.

5/5/2011 7000996 BCHU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

25 feet to driveway, 52 
feet to Wildcat Cyn Rd.

100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near Hwy 67, a very busy and noisy highway, 
illustrating normalized behaviors to this steady disturbance. The adult birds have 
tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other human acvities onsite have not 
deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated with work will be monitored, as 
will nest sites for anty potential impacts.   

1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 5/5/2011 - BCHU incubating 2 eggs 1200.- RR.
eelias - 5/12/2011 7:39:29 AM - 2 eggs; no female seen.
eelias - 5/12/2011 10:10:29 AM - Female flushed when biologist approached to within 60 feet. but was back on the 
nest within 2 minutes of bio sitting still 60 feet away.
eelias - 5/13/2011 8:57:18 AM - Female seen incubating; she still flushes off the nest from about 60 feet away but 
will return shortly if you sit tight and view nest with binoculars or ideally a spotting scope from a distance.
5/19/2011 - BCHU incubating/brooding 1 egg and 1 nestling1241. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:51:47 PM
BCHU brooding 2 young nestlings. 
rradd - 6/3/2011 7:13:49 AM
2 large feathered BCHU nestlings stretching nest.
rradd - 6/8/2011 1:33:07 PM
Nest is empty with a few droppings in the bowl. Observations suggest nest successfully fledged - closed.

4/28/2011 7000997 HOWR Closed CP83-1 40 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage OK.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.  Vehicular 
passage is already allowed through this road bypassing previously found nests.

1. FLEDGED. 6/2/2011 28 Apr - HOWR singing and entering cavity - RR 
06 May - HOWR active at this cavity 0838 - RR
14 May - HOWR exits cavity 1612. - RR
20 May - HOWR enters nest 1442. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 3:29:01 PM - HOWR pr bringing insects to nest.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:09:21 PM - HOWR active but did not enter cavity 1445-1515. Will monitor once more before 
closing.
rradd - 6/10/2011 10:11:35 AM - No HOWR detections during 30 minute observation. Nest has fledged. Change to 
Closed.

5/6/2011 7001000 SOSP Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge 

8 feet 100 feet The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and construction related activity are appropriate when 
considered along with the plan, providing type and duration of access is strictly 
regulated. 

1. FLEDGED. 5/17/2011 6 May - SOSP bringing food to nest 1139 - RR.
13 May Feeding activity 
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 4:05:09 PM
SOSP observed near nest location.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:30:04 PM
No activity at location.

5/6/2011 7001001 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

44 feet to work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and construction related activity are appropriate when 
considered along with the plan, providing type and duration of access is strictly 
regulated. 

1. FLEDGED. 6/23/2011 5/6 - BUSH pair completing nest 1208. - RR 
5/13 - BUSH continue active at this nest 1012. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 12:50:09 PM
Observed BUSH carrying nesting material to the nest.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 8:16:17 AM - BUSH observed entering nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 12:58:38 PM - Observed carrying food items into nest.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:51:53 AM - BUSH observed entering and exiting nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 12:15:41 PM
Bushtits in the area, but no observations of them entering  the nest. Nest looks intact.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 11:53:23 AM
Observed Bushtit entering nest.
vnovik Bustit leaving nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:24:08 AM
Observed entering and leaving the nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:46:32 PM
Birds observed entering and leaving nest, likely feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:29:26 PM
Birds likely feeding nestlings; observed entering nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:02:56 PM
Feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:51:40 PM
Observed bird exiting nest.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:19:53 PM
No change.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:00:19 PM
No activity observed at nest.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:48:28 AM
No activity.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:14:36 PM
Closed, may have fledged.
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5/5/2011 7001005 BRBL Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 30 feet From AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; through 

access only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

1. FLEDGED. 6/10/2011 pkonrad - 5/27/2011 4:56:21 PM
Male and female blackbirds active at nest; female observed carrying fecal sac from nest.
tfitanides - 6/6/2011 3:15:59 PM
BRBL not observed entering tree from west. . Foliage below presumed nest (there are many in tree) freshly 
whitewashed. Will need another visit to confirm inactivity of ths specific nest.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 1:38:53 PM
Nest checked 6-1 when adults were observed feeding at least 1 fledgling near nest. 
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 1:42:54 PM
No fledglings observed; appears they have dispersed, so this nest is closed. 
However, pair in early stage of nest building (renesting?). A new nest report is prepared.

5/7/2011 7001010 CALT Closed TL 639 - Z171670 65 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 RAbe - 5/7/2011 9:58:56 AM - Adult observed feeding 3 nestlings. 100 foot buffer flagged w/yellow tape.
tfitanides - 5/19/2011 2:12:01 PM - Nest assumed to have fledged. CATO fledglings begging and being fed by adults 
in area.

5/5/2011 7001015 HOFI Closed Rough Acres Yard 30 feet from fill station. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/29/2011 sritt - 5/5/2011.
Female incubating.
RAbe - 5/23/2011 2:19:51 PM
Female observed feeding 3-4 nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011
Appears finches have fledged; no finch activity; no nestlings observed; fecal sacs partly line nest rim - closed.

5/6/2011 7001017 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

11 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

1. FLEDGED. 6/12/2011 Nest is 40% complete. pair was observed building nest. Will not affect construction; 1 sign was put up near location.- 
ahill - 5/7/2011 10:53:59 AM.
tfitanides - 5/23/2011 4:41:31 PM
2 separate nests in wheel and brake line drum. No HOFI activity observed at nests for 35 minutes. Male singing in 
tree 60 feet to southeast.
ahill - 5/28/2011 9:11:23 PM
Female on nest incubating.
ahill - 5/31/2011 8:01:04 PM
Female was not seen on nest on separate occasions today; male was singing 15 feet to northeast.
tcooper - 6/3/2011 - At least 1 nestling in nest, about 8 days old.
ahill - 6/7/2011 6:26:46 AM
Pair observed in immediate area.
ahill - 6/7/2011 6:11:36 PM
2 nestlings in nest, should fledge in next few days.
ahill - 6/13/2011 10:25:16 AM
Nest is empty, nestlings have fledged - closed.

5/9/2011 7001019 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

34 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/19/2011  dbusby - 5/9/2011 12:15:16 PM
Observed female going to and from nest.
13 May BCHU female on nest 0734. - RR
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:35:51 PM
observed female on nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:00:25 PM
observed incubating on nest.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:48:45 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:43:03 AM
incubating,
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:04:15 AM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 3:22:31 PM
Nestlings observed in nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:49:35 AM
Observed female feeding nestling.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:26:43 AM
Feeding young in nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:05:00 PM
Feeding  young in nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:08:29 PM
Feeding young in nest.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:53:31 PM
Caring for young in nest.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:20:50 PM
nestling feathered and close.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:07:48 PM
Nestling looks near fledging.
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5/9/2011 7001020 SPTO Closed CP25-2 225 feet from CP 25-2; 

7 feet from access road.
100 feet Vehicular passage has been ongoing since foundation work began here, is not 

anticipated to impact this nest, as this nest was initiated during current 
construction conditions.

1. FLEDGED. 5/20/2011 mdicus - 5/9/2011 1:43:54 PM - Adult incubating 3 eggs. Adult did not flush until approached from southwest side 
from a distance of approximately 3 feet. Through traffic on access road does not appear to disturb nesting.  Access 
road buffer staked with standard ESA signs reading "through traffic only, no stopping."
blohstroh - 5/13/2011 8:43:06 AM - Checked nest; 3 eggs still present; female flushed and observed nearby.  
jdicus - 5/16/2011 8:26:28 PM - Observed while construction monitoring. Nestlings in nest - can be seen without 
lifting branches around mid-day when sun is high in the sky shining down through foliage into nest when viewed from 
south.
21 May - Nest is clean, intact and empty. Presume successfully fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

5/10/2011 7001023 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 Adults repeatedly visiting this nest during 30 minute observation period. barnold - 5/10/2011
barnold - 5/11/2011 3:01 PM - Female observed emerging from nest.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:05: AM - Female observed flying to nest after 15 minutes of watching.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:25 AM - No activity during brief observation period.
barnold - 6/1/2011 4:50:08 PM - No activity observed at this nest since 19 May. Nest appears to have fledged and is 
now considered inactive, but may be used again.

5/10/2011 7001024 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 20 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

1. FLEDGED. 5/13/2011 barnold - 5/10/2011 12:17 PM  Nest with three large nestlings in east-facing edge of stacked (four by four) crates of 
ceramic insulators bound by wire straps.  A second, newer empty nest is located just south of and adjacent to the 
nest with nestlings.  Female at nest regularly.
barnold - 5/11/2011 2:59 PM  Three nestlings still in nest.
barnold - 5/19/2011 8:42 AM  Nestlings successfully fledged 13 May. Nest empty.  Change status to Closed.

5/11/2011 7001427 CALT Closed CP18 4 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
- Work at the site will occur 70 feet or more from the nest.
- A monitor will be present to prevent encroachment on the nest.
- Prescense of nestlings indicates high site affinity by the adults
- California Towhees frequently nest in urban and developed areas.

1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 kkilpatrick - 5/11/2011 10:18:33 AM - 3 young nestlings with new, sparse white down observed in nest. Adult 
California towhee in area behaved alarmed when biologists approached nest at approximately 50 feet.
5/18/2011 - CALT brooding 3 nestlings 1233. - RR
RAbe - 5/24/2011 8:16:31 AM
Nestlings fledged and status is changed to closed.

5/10/2011 7001428 BUSH Closed EP89-1 45 feet from work limits. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/22/2011 Adults bringing food to nest. dbusby - 5/10/2011 7:54:47 AM
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Nest small but well-built; no birds observed.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 10:36:59 AM
 No activity at this nest during 35 minutes of observation.
barnold - 6/2/2011 9:53:30 AM
Nest in god shape, Bushtits in scrub oak tree. No sign of bringing food, etc. Nest may have fledged.
pkonrad - 6/8/2011 1:26:03 PM
Adult(s) visited nest periodically, sometimes with minute food.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 10:30:12 AM
 2 adults observed bringing food to nest.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 3:37:23 PM
No Bushtits observed or heard in area during extended period; nestlings may have fledged; will check status once 
more.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 11:36:29 PM
No Bushtits were observed or heard in the area; nestlings appear to fledged and dispersed from the area - closed.

5/10/2011 7001429 OATI Closed EP91 10 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this cavity nest with nestlings, 
provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the 
buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/28/2011 pkonrad - 5/27/2011 11:28:00 AM
Adult(s) bringing food to nest regularly.
barnold - 5/31/2011 12:50:07 PM
No activity noted during 15-minute observation period.
barnold - 6/2/2011 9:03:55 AM
No activity noted during observation period approaching two hours. Nest appears to have fledged, as Oak Titmouse 
leaves nest at 17 days, and adults were first observed bringing food 10 May and last observed bringing food 27 May 
(there has typically been lots of activity during monitoring visits), then no activity recorded during brief (15 minute) 
and extensive (nearly 2 hours) observation periods on 31 May and 2 June, respectively.

5/11/2011 7001432 WREN Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet; within yard limits. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

NBR granted through blanket exemption.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 Male territorial and female sitting on nest. A nest buffer reduction to accomodate thru-traffic would likely not disturb 
nest. dbusby - 5/11/2011 8:39:28 AM
18 May - WREN brooding 4 eggs, 1 hatched nestling 1024. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 2:12:12 PM - 3 naked young in nest.
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:42:47 PM - Nest is clean, intact and empty, presumed fledged. Change to Closed.

5/10/2011 7001437 WEME Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet; within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/13/2011 10 May - Extremely agitated pair bringing food to nest 1235.- RR
17 May - No WEME detected in this area. Based on behavioural cues from previous observation, consider more 
likely fledged than depredated. Change to Closed.- RR

5/11/2011 7001440 BLPH Closed TL 6916 - 973035 40 feet to AR; 80 feet to 
staked work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/22/2011 11 May - BLPH pair carrying food to nest 1616. - RR
17 May - BLPH pair continue to provision this nest at 2-5 minute intervals 1055. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 8:59:36 AM - No detections during 30 minute observation. Prior observation (feeding interval) 
suggests successful fledging.
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5/11/2011 7001444 CALT Closed CP19-1 0 feet; within yard limits. 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
The vegetation in this area should remain intact as long as this nest or others 
are within this patch. Vehicular access is not anticipated to impact this nest, 
provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the 
buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 tfitanides - 5/11/2011 9:32:44 AM - Three eggs on nest.
18 May CALT incubating 3 eggs 1048. - RR
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:19:48 PM - Nest is  empty. Birds assumed fledged. Buffer taken down.
rradd - 5/24/2011 2:20:54 PM
Food carrying CALT and agitation at 25' 
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:50:52 PM
CALT adults carrying food to 3 well-feathered nestlings with primary quills just opening.
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:39:41 PM
Nest is  empty. Birds assumed fledged. Buffer taken down.

5/12/2011 7001449 CALT Closed CP22-1 90 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 80 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
•The nest is located downslope from the construction work area which provides 
a natural sound and visual barrier for the nest.
•The nest is well hidden with the entrance facing east, away from proposed 
construction activities which further shields the neslings and adults.
•Nest progression is advanced (multiple nestlings) indicating high nest affinity 
which decreases the chance of the nest being abandoned by the adults.
•The adult bird was relatively tolerant of human and truck presence, flushing 
only after the biologist approached within 15 feet.
•It is recommended that once work commences, vehicles park at the south of the 
work area to provide an additional buffer

1. FLEDGED. 5/20/2011 tfitanides - 5/12/2011 7:47:49 AM - 2-3 naked nestlings. Parent flushed at 15 feet.
18 May 3 feathered nestlings 1308.- RR
barnold - 5/20/2011 3:51 PM Nest empty, no sign of adults.  No sign of depredation.  Change status to Closed.

5/12/2011 7001450 AMKE Closed CP23 0 feet; within work limits; 
70 feet from TC.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 12 May Observed male bring in mouse to nest, heard nestlings loudly begging.  Nest is in actual arm, kestrels enter 
through gap between actual pole and arm.
18 May AMKE female enters nest with mouse 1326.- RR
eelias - 6/2/2011 4:07:55 PM
Elias monitored this nest on 5/31/2011. Biologist noted an adult female on tower. She was calling. She flew off and 
almost immediately after she departed a female plumage fledgling flew out of the nest cavity. This young bird gave 
begging vocs and was less than proficient in flight. After 5 minutes on the outside she returned to the cavity.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:06:17 AM
Two fledged immature AMKE perched clise to nest, being attended by adult.
Change to Closed.

5/12/2011 7001453 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet, nest is inside 
work limits.

100 feet The nest is on the bridge itself, and effectively means work cannot occur, even 
with approved construction plan with noise barriers. 

1. FLEDGED. 5/21/2011 emorgan - 5/12/2011 3:16:59 PM - Nest contains 2 hummingbird nestlings about a week old.  Adult came to the nest 
to feed the chicks.
5/13/2011 - Nesting activity continues 1150. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 1:12:51 PM
Observed two nestlings being feed while foot traffic was overhead. Birds appear unaffected by construction activity.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:34:00 PM
two nestlings in nest. female feeding young.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:01:01 PM
Nestlings have fledged and left the nest. Nest removed.

5/12/2011 7001455 HOOR Closed Alpine Underground - 
97+00L, MH-6L

40 feet south of AR. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 7/17/2011 RAbe - 5/12/2011 2:29:06 PM - Male and female HOORs going inside palm tree. Homeowner has observed signs of 
territoriality (they dive-bomb her). Bio-monitor called in nest.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 10:26:55 AM. Adult female observed exiting nest and vocalizing (agitated). Other vocalizations 
heard inside palm, although no other birds observed. 
tfitanides - 5/27/2011 11:06:24 AM
Male observed calling from palm perch. Female later observed calling from perch (both HOORs with a "veek" call). 
"chetetet" call heard from within tree foliage.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 10:58:56 AM
Male calling in vicinity but did not visit nest. Female/immature HOOR observed calling from palm perch (veek) and 
preening. Flew off across road to northeast.
rradd - 6/11/2011 9:42:38 AM
Female HOOR actively nest building - apparently installing interior lining - in company of immature  from previous 
brood.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 12:51:44 PM
No orioles observed or heard today during 2 nest observation periods, although female was active nest building 6-9 
and 6-11. Female may be incubating intently now.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 9:41:39 AM
Female active in area and making repeated visits to nest location.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 9:52:32 AM
Female observed periodically perching on southeast side of palm tree. 
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 10:03:53 AM
Female making food gathering forays from palm tree and returning to nest location under hanging green frond on 
north side.
pkonrad - 7/8/2011 4:29:24 PM
Male observed catching an insect and bringing it back to nest to feed at least 2 large feathered nestlings.
pkonrad - 7/15/2011 2:03:00 PM
Male making forays to and from nest, feeding at least 2 large nestlings in nest; nestlings should fledge soon.
pkonrad - 7/18/2011 1:22:22 PM
No orioles observed during extended period; nestlings have apparently fledged and dispersed - closed.
sritt - 7/23/2011 4:52:51 PM
Fledgling seen visiting palm only once during 45 minute observation period (after a RTHA passed through), but did 
not enter nest.  Adult male frequently seen nearby, but never in palm.
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5/12/2011 7001456 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - 774824 40 feet to AR; 510 feet 

to nearest pole.
300 feet NBR Submit Date: 05/17/2011

WLA Concurrence Date: 05/17/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/26/2011 tcooper - 5/12/2011 - Female on nest, 2 eggs and 2 newly hatched nestlings.
tcooper - 5/19/2011 - Adults feeding 2 nestlings, 2 unhatched eggs.
tcooper - 5/26/2011 - 2 unhatched eggs in nest, adults feeding 2 fledglings nearby, nest closed; buffer removed.

5/12/2011 7001459 MODO Closed CP51-2 AR 85 feet to AR, but on 
house.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 12 May - MODO incubating and mate adjacent 0844. - RR
19 May - MODO incubating 0927.- RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 12:56:57 PM - MODO on nest 1251.
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:05:27 PM - MODO on nest 1444.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:27:52 AM - Well-protected nest is clean and empty. Presumed fledged. Change to Inactive.
rradd - 7/7/2011 9:06:13 AM
No re-nesting; change to Closed.

5/12/2011 7001460 ANHU Closed CP51-2 AR 35 feet to AR, but within 
house area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/18/2011 12 May - ANHU female incubating 1 egg 1037. - RR
19 May ANHU female incubating 2 eggs 0911. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 12:55:53 PM
ANHU incubating 2 eggs 1250
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:04:47 PM
Two naked hatched young in nest 1445.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:23:56 AM
One large quilled young visible in nest.
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:07:54 AM
One large juvenile in complete plumage on nest.
rradd - 6/23/2011 10:43:29 AM
Nest has fledged successfully.
Change to Closed

5/12/2011 7001462 ATFL Closed CP51-2 AR 90 feet to AR, but within 
house area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/7/2011 12 May - ATFL pair entering pipe 1103. - RR
19 May ATFL pr interaction, female returns to chimney pipe (which has transformed her into "Sooty Flycatcher") 
0949. - RR
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:56:30 PM
ATFL pr. observed away from nest, status unclear during 30 min. obs. Will monitor again.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:38:33 AM
Nest is built. Pair come to nest 0937, male guards, female to nest for only a minute. Egg laying?
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:10:48 AM
Female ATFL brings food to nest 1106.
rradd - 6/23/2011 10:45:50 AM
Female enters nest with small insect 10:38 and stays, male nest guarding @ 100'.
rradd - 6/30/2011 10:42:32 AM
ATFL pair carrying food to nest at 10 min intervals. Alarmed at 100'.
rradd - 7/7/2011 10:06:21 AM
Change to Closed. Nest is empty and nestlings successfully fledged. ATFL carrying food to at least 3 fledglings away 
from nest.

5/13/2011 7001468 CATH Closed JVR 12kV - Pole 47 120 feet from wood 
pole; no staked work 

area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 kkilpatrick - 5/13/2011 10:15:45 AM - 1 fledgling observed with an adult about 100 feet from nest; 2 birds were 
flushed from the nest while giving alarm calls; 1 bird was flushed at 15 feet, the other at 3 feet. Later, 2 thrashers 
were seen foraging and singing near nest, and exhibiting aggressive behavior toward NOMOs.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - 1 adult and 1 fledgling active along dry wash throughout buffer area and west to large brush 
pile; fledgling has a noticeably shorter bill than the adult. Fledgling(s) are capable of flying and can move throughout 
area - closed.

5/13/2011 7001470 CALT Closed CP25-2 15 feet to AR; 160 feet 
to pad.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 blohstroh - 5/13/2011 4:19:51 PM - 3 nestlings, week old+, female feeding and removing fecal sacks. Moved existing 
access road signage to reflect new buffer.
21 May Nest is empty, presumed fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

5/16/2011 7001475 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Staging Area N of I-8

60 feet from staging 
area.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 45 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
•This pair of bushtits clearly has a high tolerance for noise, and constant human 
activities nearby as demonstrated by the distance from the nest site to a major 
interstate highway.
•The nest is located immediately adjacent to the west bound on-ramp to 
Interstate 8 where high speed traffic frequently passes closer to the nest than 
any proposed Project work activities.
•Work proposed would be limited to staging of equipment for the Project. No 
heavy construction would occur in the area. 
•Similar instances of bushtits successfully nesting in close proximity to Project 
work activities demonstrates species acclimation to work activities within 45 feet 
of nest locations without perceived negative impacts.

1. FLEDGED. 6/23/2011 vnovik - 5/16/2011 10:30:52 AM - Observed bushtit flush from nest.
PKonrad - 6/9/2011 - Bushtit entered and left nest, probably bringing food, definitely leaving with a fecal sac.
emorgan - 5/27/2011 11:50:36 AM
Nest looks complete but male observed bringing nesting material to nest while female foraged nearby.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 1:37:51 PM
Two adults observed in nest area with prey items. Adults acting nervous with presence of juvenile western scrub-jay. 
Biologists refrained from approaching nest.
pkonrad - 6/9/2011 4:18:15 PM
Adult entered and left nest, probably brought food, definitely left with fecal sac.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 11:05:25 AM
Adults bringing food to nest and quickly leaving.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 12:20:03 PM
No Bushtit activity in area; nestlings appear to have fledged and dispersed - closed.

5/16/2011 7001481 BCHU Closed Elliott Substation 45 feet from substation. 
60 feet from AR.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/12/2011 16 May - BCHU female finishing nest construction 0700. Long intervals off nest, so no eggs yet. - RR
23 May - BCHU female on nest 0722. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:51:03 AM - Female BCHU on nest 0712
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:35:22 AM - BCHU returns to nest after 10 minute absence and settles 0715.
rradd - 6/14/2011 3:37:28 PM - Nest appears intact empty and unattended, presumed fledged.  Change to closed.

5/16/2011 7001482 CALT Closed TL 6916 - 774820 10 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/21/2011 16 May - CALT carrying food to at least 2 altricial nestlings 1557. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 4:51:20 PM - Nest is empty with single dropping on floor. CALT capable of leaving nest @ 8 days, 
so potentially successful fledge.

5/16/2011 7001483 ANHU Closed Elliott Substation 85 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 16 May - ANHU female on nest, only brief intervals away but no feeding. Presume incubation. - RR
23 May - ANHU young visible in nest 0720. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:50:13 AM - Large feathered young in nest 0711.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:39:51 AM - Nest is empty and presumed to have fledged. 
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:40:29 AM - Change to Closed.
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5/16/2011 7001484 YBCH Closed Elliott Substation 30 feet from substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 16 May - YBCH on territory - Nest just begun. Re-monitor to verify completion 1049. - RR

23 May - Windy morning makes difficulty following YBCH into this thicket 0949. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 11:54:09 AM - YBCH remains active and territorial here. Vegetation density prevents verifying nest 
status, but breeding presumed to be in progress 1018.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:38:13 AM - Nest vertex moved to correct location. YBCH pair carrying food to nest 0758, 0812.
rradd - 6/6/2011 12:37:37 PM - 4 nestlings unfeathered but with quills ready to open.
rradd - 6/14/2011 4:19:46 PM - Nest intact and empty. Presumed successfully fledged. Change to Closed.

5/17/2011 7001485 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

8 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/19/2011 sjohnston - 5/17/2011 1:26:55 PM Female incubating 2 eggs.
sjohnston - 5/18/2011 8:37:21 AM Female incubating two eggs. Observed leaving nest multiple times apparent 
cause from construction activity within 10 feet of the nest. Foreman moved work further away from nest ca. 30', 
which resulted in fewer flushings for shorter durations.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:37:59 PM Female on nest, flushed while visual barrier was installed. Returned to nest. 
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:05:34 PM Observed on nest, flushed briefly while inspector was onsite, and walked under 
canopy.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:58:21 AM - Incubating.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:45:17 AM - Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:13:00 AM - Two nestlings in nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:50:44 AM - Female observed feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:27:15 AM - Feeding young in nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:49:26 PM - Feeding caring for young.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:07:14 PM - Caring for young in nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:27:21 PM - Young in nest; Feeding young.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:55:03 PM - Feeding young.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:29:26 PM - Feathered nestlings close to fledge
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:08:28 PM - Active nestlings in nest. Look ready to fledge.
sjohnston - 6/20/2011 7:26:40 AM - Fledged.

5/14/2011 7001488 BUSH Closed CP29-1 7 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 Nest appears completed. Pair of BUSH in area. Adult observed flushing from nest site. -tfitanides - 5/14/2011 
12:58:20 PM
21 May - BUSH associated with nest repeatedly during 40 minutes of observation but did not enter 1210. - RR
tcooper - 5/31/2011  - Adult entered nest
28 Jun Closed. Buffers and stakes removed.
rradd - 5/24/2011 4:46:32 PM
Nest appears predated with extra large opening, but BUSH continues to visit. Under reconstruction?
rradd - 5/24/2011 5:00:41 PM
Pair remain closely associated with this site, but no item carry.
rradd - 6/2/2011 11:20:15 AM
BUSH exits nest 1006, mate loafs nearby. No food carry during 30 minute observations.
emorgan - 6/9/2011 11:46:40 AM
Adult carried food to nest.
rradd - 6/15/2011 1:08:51 PM
BUSH pair carrying insects to nest 1252.
rradd - 6/22/2011 4:23:31 PM
No BUSH detected at or near this nest during 40 minutes of observation 1540-1620.
rradd - 6/28/2011 4:16:43 PM
No BUSH detected. Nestlings have fledged and nest is empty.

5/12/2011 7001489 SOSP Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

50 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 eelias - 5/12/2011 12:18:37 PM  Nest was found when female flew in and landed on nest. She was incubating. I 
never saw food carries so therefore I assume it was on eggs and not chicks. Watched for 15 minutes.
eelias - 5/13/2011 9:05:44 AM Nest was visited. Biologist walked slowly and carefully up to nest site. Female was not 
on nest. Biologist peered into nest. She has layed 3 eggs.
19 May SOSP incubating 1355. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:18:06 PM - 2 SOSP nestlings aged approximately 2 days, being fed by adults 1508.
rradd - 6/3/2011 9:07:19 AM - Nest has fallen sideways but cup appears intact and fledglings foraging within feet. 
Presumed successful fledge. Change to Closed.
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5/17/2011 7001491 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
2 feet from staked work 

limits.
100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/17/2011 sjohnston - 5/17/2011 2:34:38 PM
Active nest building 10% complete. Birds began building nest during construction activities.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:46:33 PM
Active nest building.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:16:46 PM
Observed on nest; possibly incubating.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:00:19 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:50:35 AM
Female incubating.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:00:14 AM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 6:29:44 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:32:50 AM
On nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:09:50 PM
Incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:35:35 PM
Feeding and probably brooding .
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:59:58 PM
Brooding/ feeding.
vnovik - 6/14/2011 5:54:39 PM
Appears to be feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:11:34 PM
No nestlings in nest on 6/16/11. Likey fledged, nest appears to be falling apart now.

5/16/2011 7001493 CAGN Closed CP21 240 feet to work limits. 300 feet Buffer reduced to 240 
feet with drive through 

access only.

Candidate for NBR to 240 feet since nest is down steep slope and blocked by 
dense vegetation that will create a noise and visual barrier from work activitie 
and thru-traffic along access road. Placed ESA signs along east side of access 
road, approx 240 ft from nest. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this 
nest provided that no work occurs within the 240 foot buffer for this nest.

Per USFWS comments and in compliance with the BO, anytime construction 
activities occur (including drive through access) within 300 feet of a coastal 
California gnatcatcher a biologist must be present.  So this may take extra 
planning and grouping of vehicles driving through this portion of the access 
road.

1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 5/16/11 - 3 eggs; observed nest exchange. Candidate for NBR since nest is down steep slope and blocked by dense 
vegetation that will create a noise and visual barrier from temporary thru-traffic along access road. Placed ESA signs 
along east side of access road, approx 240 feet from nest. 
dbusby - 5/17/2011 7:12:33 AM
dbusby - 5/23/2011 3:48:18 PM - Female incubating on nest with male foraging nearby.
5/31/11 - dbusby - Adult pair feeding 3  7-day-old nestlings.
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:24:53 PM - Adult pair feeding 3 nestlings. Should be fledging by tomorrow.
dbusby - 6/13/2011 10:39:20 AM - At least 2 nestlings confirmed successfully fledged. Adults tending to 2 fledglings 
about 300 feet. northeast of nest site. Take down ESA signs and buffer.

5/19/2011 7001498 SAPH Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
- Nest is located on a support bracket of a radiatior. This location is well 
concealed and provides a buffer by design from work activities within the sub.
- Nets is located on the far side of the transformer from work activities providing 
a partial visual buffer.
- Nesting pair chose the site location during ongoing work activities.
- Nest is located adjacent to a Say's Phoebe nest that recently fledged young 
under similar reduced buffer conditions.
- House Finches are well aclimated to human activity.

1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 barnold - 5/19/2011 9:51 AM Nest with one egg.
barnold - 5/26/2011 10:12 AM Nest with four eggs.  Adult Western Kingbird went to nest after examination. 
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:33 PM Say's Phoebe flushed from nest, with four eggs.
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:35:27 PM
Say's Phoebe flushed from nest, with four white eggs.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:43:41 AM
Nest with four nestlings.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:20:24 PM
Nest with four nestlings.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:39:38 PM
Nest with four very large nestlings. These appear to be ready to fledge.
barnold - 6/27/2011 12:49:10 PM
At 11:00am, observed two nestlings fledge from a distance of about 70 feet. Adult stayed with two nestlings, 
ultimately feeding them as they sat on the southern perimeter fence. 
barnold - 6/27/2011 5:00:35 PM
Adult also returned to nest, assume there are two nestlings remaining in nest.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:56:14 PM
Nest has successfully fledged.

5/19/2011 7001499 HOWR Closed TL 639 - 171628 35 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 mdicus - 5/19/2011 - Adult HOWR observed repeatedly carrying food into opening in top of pole.
rradd - 5/31/2011 2:53:05 PM - HOWR carries food to nest in pipe 1452.
rradd - 5/31/2011 3:00:31 PM - At least 4 young in nest approximately 1 week old.
rradd - 6/6/2011 4:29:00 PM - At least three feathered young in nest 1608.
rradd - 6/15/2011 11:27:15 AM - No HOWR detections at or near this empty nest. Presume successfuly fledged and 
change to Closed.

5/19/2011 7001500 BHGR Closed TL 639 - 171760 90 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/9/2011 tfitanides 5/19/2011 2:00:08 PM Nest exchange observed; parents both incubating.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 12:28:54 PM
Male observed feeding at least one downy nestling in nest.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 12:03:34 PM
Nest empty, presumed to have fledged. No sign of predation; only a few scattered feces in center of nest. Closed.
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5/19/2011 7001501 SOSP Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
60 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 5/19/2011 sjohnston
Observed SOSP bringing a large amount of nesting material into nest location. Exact nest location was not searched 
for. Possible second brooding for perviously recorded SOSP.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:08:45 PM - SOSP observed entering nest area.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:03:09 AM
SOSP obs. entering nest location.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:54:08 AM
SOSP near nest, not observed entering nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:55:30 AM - SOSP near nest, not observed entering nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 4:11:12 PM - Song Sparrow singing in area of nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:59:03 AM - Observed in area of nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:29:47 AM - Observed bird flying into area of nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:14:53 PM - Observed SOSP in area of nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:16:00 PM - SOSP in area of nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:18:36 PM - SOSP in nest area.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:02:22 PM - SOSP in area of nest location.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:20:04 PM - Fledglings observed, successfully fledged.

5/19/2011 7001504 BUSH Closed CP50-1 AR 25 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/30/2011 5/19/2011 - BUSH to nest 0705, exiting 1211. - RR
rradd - 6/2/2011 2:56:13 PM
BUSH pair to and from nest 13:12
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:17:37 PM
No BUSH detections during 30 minutes of observations.
rradd - 6/16/2011 1:53:29 PM
BUSH feeding nest 1337, 1349 with (comparatively) large prey.
rradd - 6/23/2011 8:57:12 AM
BUSH making multiple trips to nest 0848.
rradd - 6/30/2011 12:12:02 PM
No BUSH detections during 30 minutes of observations. Nest appears in good condition; monitoring timeline 
indicates nest fledged successfully.

5/19/2011 7001505 BUOR Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

75 feet from ROW. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 19 May BUOR pr. entering and exiting at regular intervals 1510.  - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:19:12 PM - BUOR pair bringing food to this nest 1645
rradd - 6/3/2011 10:17:38 AM - No BUOR detections during 30 minute observation.
rradd - 6/8/2011 1:41:00 PM - No detections at nest; BUOR male feeding at least 2 fledglings away from site in 
nearby live oaks. Change to Closed.

5/20/2011 7001909 CORA Closed TL 639 - 171653 0 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 Date: 5/20/2011 - Adults observed on and near nest and at least two young observed in nest. 
imaunsell - 5/25/2011 1:22:31 PM
2 well-developed and feathered nestlings present in nest.
emorgan - 5/26/2011 6:10:46 PM
2 nestlings still present and they appear to be fully feathered.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 2:57:24 PM
Adult observed bringing food to 4 fully feathered fledglings/juveniles about 4 weeks old in nest. At least 1 (largest) 
capable of flight while others still testing wings.  Buffer flagged along access roads.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 12:17:31 PM
3 feathered fledglings perched near nest on tower. A 4th juvenile flushed from the ground nearby and flew up, 
awkwardly landing on pole directly to north. Adults not observed in a 15-minute period.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 12:25:05 PM
Correction to previous: 2 adults observed returning to nest vicinity and calling frequently. Feeding not observed.
bfischer - 6/7/2011 7:00:41 AM
During 1 hour of observation no activity was seen near nest. Close approach to nest area created no disturbance. No 
nestlings were seen in the nest. Nest closed.

5/20/2011 7001914 BUSH Closed CP70-3 AR 15 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/4/2011 20 May - BUSH pair making food carry trips at 10 minute intervals 0935. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 9:36:44 AM - BUSH pair bringing food to nest at 10 minute intervals.
rradd - 6/4/2011 10:57:26 AM - No detections at nest during 30 minute observation. Family group of 4 BUSH 
foraging nearby suggests nest successfully fledged.

5/20/2011 7001916 COYE Closed CP70-3 AR 25 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 20 May - Intense territoriality, pair chasing and multiple trips into this thicket at 5 minute intervals 0755. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 9:38:41 AM - COYE continue to sing from this thicket.
rradd - 6/4/2011 11:00:37 AM - COYE carrying food into this thicket 1009.
rradd - 6/9/2011 4:34:21 PM - COYE nesting activity continues.
rradd - 6/17/2011 2:01:21 PM - Several COYE detected, including immatures, though no food carry by parents 
noted. Observations and timeline suggest fledged nest. Change to Closed.

5/20/2011 7001919 SOSP Closed CP82-1 AR 12 feet from AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/30/2011 20 May - SOSP pair carrying items into thicket 1455. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 4:07:00 PM - SOSP detected foraging adjacent and apparently nest guarding, but did not enter 
nest during 30 minute observation 1540.
rradd - 6/4/2011 1:41:50 PM - SOSP no longer visiting this thicket. Observation timeline suggests nest has fledged. 
Change to Closed.

5/23/2011 7001925 HOLA Closed CP17-1 700 feet from CP17-1; 5 
feet from AR.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 emorgan - 5/23/2011 11:06:18 AM
Nest contains 3 or 4 nestlings that are 3 to 4 days old. Adult observed bringing food to nest. 
tcooper - 6/1/2011 7:56:56 AM
Nest empty,  feather sheaths at bottom of nest.
rradd - 6/13/2011 12:24:42 PM
Nest presumed to have fledged prior to 6/1/2011 - closed.
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5/23/2011 7001930 PHAI Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
55 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 vnovik - 5/23/2011 12:54:14 PM
observed carrying nest material.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:06:27 AM
Obs. building nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:39:17 AM
Nest building
vnovik - 5/31/2011 11:52:03 AM
Active around nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:39:14 AM
Observed activity around nest. Male flew into nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:19:25 AM
Observed flying to nest site.  Entering and leaving nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:36:39 PM
Birds at nest, potentially incubating.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 6:06:21 PM
Activity observed at Nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:20:42 PM
Observed leaving nest.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:50:48 PM
Male flying out of nest site.
vnovik - 6/14/2011 5:44:45 PM
male flying to nest.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 4:58:41 PM
No activity at nest. Observed nest from 1440 to 1504.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 4:56:39 PM
No activity observed.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:13:02 PM
No activity.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 9:58:07 AM
No activity observed at nest Site.

5/23/2011 7001931 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

15 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:15:07 PM
Observed pair building nest.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:02:05 AM
Nest appear complete. female incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:53:57 AM
Observed on nest, likely incubating.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:54:51 AM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 9:00:10 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:28:10 AM
incubating.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:16:31 PM
Incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 2:29:28 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:04:36 PM
Incubating and potentially feeding.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:21:41 PM
Nestling observed in nest.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:14:06 PM
Feeding nestling in nest.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:42:32 AM
Feeding nestling in nest.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:21:54 PM
Should fledge soon.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:13:14 AM
Fledged.

5/23/2011 7001933 HOFI Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet; inside yard. 100 feet Nest was built during current operations, and falls under the blanket exemption 
for yards.

1. FLEDGED. 6/23/2011 RAbe - 5/23/2011 11:29:47 AM - Female HOFI observed adding nesting material to nest (90% complete).
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 2:18:45 PM
Female incubating.
barnold - 6/8/2011 11:37:05 AM
Female flushed from nest. Nest with three very young nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 12:26:12 PM
 3 growing nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 6/22/2011 2:32:21 PM
 1 large feathered nestling in nest, ready to fledge; others probably already fledged.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 2:46:18 PM
Nestlings fledged prior to 6-25 - closed.

5/23/2011 7001934 ANHU Closed Elliott Substation 50 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/14/2011 23 May - ANHU female feeding gnats to young in nest, estimated at 1 week old, 0733. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:48:32 AM
Large ANHU nestlings present in nest 0706
rradd - 6/6/2011 12:40:54 PM
2 nestlings are large, fully feathered and perched on edge of nest.
rradd - 6/14/2011 2:45:35 PM
Nest no longer present 1432. Based on previous observations, likely fledged. 
Change to Closed. 

5/23/2011 7001935 NOMO Closed Elliott Substation 10 feet to substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 23 May - NOMO incubating 3 eggs 1036. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:52:16 AM - NOMO carrying food to nest 0726.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:36:09 AM - NOMO pair carrying food to nest 0740.
rradd - 6/14/2011 4:17:56 PM - Nest is empty with a clean intact cup. NOMO nestling period is 12-14 days, so likely a 
successful fledge. Change to Closed.
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5/23/2011 7001936 LBVI Closed Elliott Substation 370 feet from 

substation.
300 feet Not needed; nest is beyond 300 foot buffer. 1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 23 May - Nest appears complete, but unable to determine if adult incubating from a distance. LBVI singing regularly 

and territorial within 20 feet of nest for duration of 1 hour observation. 1255. - RR
imaunsell - 5/26/2011 9:53:14 AM - 1 LBVI egg present. 1 BHCO egg removed. Male vocalizing and making nest 
visits.
31 May LBVI pair exchanging nest duties at approximately 15 minute intervals 1035 -1115.
rradd - 6/6/2011 12:34:59 PM - LBVI incubating, performing nest exchanges at approx 20 minute intervals, no food 
brought to nest.
rradd - 6/14/2011 2:42:06 PM - LBVI pair feeding nest at 2 minute intervals 1208. Nest contents unknown - nestling's 
head does not project above nest rim.
imaunsell - 6/18/2011 9:49:57 AM - One downy nestling.
rradd - 6/21/2011 9:19:57 PM - Nest is intact and empty, young has fledged.  Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/27/2011 2:16:13 PM
No LBVI detections1150-1220.

5/24/2011 7001940 GRRO Closed CP18 15 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

Drive through access only appoved through blanket exemption.

1. FLEDGED. 6/27/2011 tcooper - 5/24/2011 - 4 eggs, adult incubating
eelias - 6/2/2011 4:16:35 PM
Biologists checked this nest. There was 1 hatched nestling and unhatched eggs in this nest.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:10:41 AM
GRRO on nest.
rradd - 6/13/2011 7:40:13 AM
GRRO on nest 0720.
rradd - 6/20/2011 7:30:37 AM
At least 2 feathered nestlings in nest 0708.
rradd - 6/28/2011 8:46:41 AM
Nest is empty; presumed fledged.
rradd - 6/28/2011 8:51:44 AM
Change to Closed, buffers and stakes removed.

5/24/2011 7001941 CALT Closed CP22-1 50 feet from AR; 1500 
feet to CP22.

100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no 
stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 phoward - 5/24/2011 10:03:25 AM
nest found with two eggs. Adults seen incubating.
rradd - 6/1/2011 1:42:16 PM
 CALT brooding 1 near-naked nestling and 1 unhatched egg.
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:38:21 PM
Adult silting on nest with 2 nestlings.
rradd - 6/13/2011 7:38:37 AM
Appears successfully fledged; nest is intact and empty with a few small feces in the cup.
rradd - 6/13/2011 7:39:15 AM
Change to Closed. Buffers and stakes removed.

5/23/2011 7001943 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 30 feet •Both pairs of House Finches exhibited a tolerance to human presence by 
building their nests in an area with moderately existing foot and vehicle traffic. 
•The nests are located behind/inside the attached signs which provide a visual 
and acoustic buffer against any foot and vehicle traffic and storage activities.
•House Finches are a species that is known to be tolerable of human 
disturbance and regularly nest in close proximity to human activity.
•House Finch nests that have been in close proximity to similar potential yard 
activities under similar buffers have successfully fledged within Sunrise 
Powerlink yards.

1. FLEDGED. 6/29/2011 jpawlicki - 5/23/2011 3:30:00 PM - Nest complete with obvious cup shape, fresh green vegetation, and containing no 
eggs or young. Adults observed flying from nest.
phoward - 5/31/2011 11:49:28 AM - Female flushed from nest, nest has 6 eggs.
tfitanides - 5/25/2011 12:24:17 PM
1 egg in nest.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 8:57:53 AM
Female flushed from nest. Incubating/brooding.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:48:07 PM
Female flushed from nest. Undetermined number of nestlings with downy feathers observed in nest.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:21:15 AM
1 nestling in nest, appears ready to fledge.
fhoffman - 6/29/2011 3:28:22 PM
Nestling became fledgling today.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:36:53 PM
Related to the above 6-26 and 6-29 observations, this nestling may have been the last of up to 6 fledglings total from 
this nest, considering 5-31 and 6-14 comments.

5/23/2011 7001944 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 30 feet •Both pairs of House Finches exhibited a tolerance to human presence by 
building their nests in an area with moderately existing foot and vehicle traffic. 
•The nests are located behind/inside the attached signs which provide a visual 
and acoustic buffer against any foot and vehicle traffic and storage activities.
•House Finches are a species that is known to be tolerable of human 
disturbance and regularly nest in close proximity to human activity.
•House Finch nests that have been in close proximity to similar potential yard 
activities under similar buffers have successfully fledged within Sunrise 
Powerlink yards.

1. FLEDGED. 7/7/2011 jpawlicki - 5/23/2011 3:27:53 PM - Nest about 50% complete and made primarily of dry grasses. Both adults 
observed at nest with female actively bringing nesting material.
phoward - 5/31/2011 11:51:47 AM - Female flushed from nest, nest has 5 eggs.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 8:59:18 AM
Female incubating/brooding.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:09:55 PM
Undetermined number of hatchlings with downy feathers.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:24:24 AM
1 fully feathered nestling in nest, appears ready to fledge.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:40:31 PM
Same nest as neighboring nest?

5/24/2011 7002347 OATI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Loritz property

0 feet; within work pad. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 emorgan - 5/24/2011 2:08:33 PM - Observed adult bringing food to the cavity every 5 to 10 minutes and also 
removing a fecal sac.
emorgan - 5/31/2011 8:04:25 PM
Observed adult carrying food into cavity and I could hear nestlings calling.
jpawlicki - 6/10/2011 1:35:00 PM
Adults briefly observed and heard in vicinity, but no activity observed at nest after 40 mins. of monitoring - closed.

5/25/2011 7002356 NOMO Closed TL 6916 - 973036 50 feet to work area; 60 
feet to AR & tower.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer. 

1. FLEDGED. 6/18/2011 phoward - 5/25/2011 11:13:52 AM - Nest found with 3 eggs, adult seen flushed from nest.
fhoffman - 5/31/2011 5:51:41 PM - 3 eggs still in nest, adults not observed.
tcooper - 6/6/2011 11:46:19 AM - 3 nestlings in nest; about 3 days old.
rradd - 6/13/2011 3:29:10 PM - 3 nestlings in nest are well-feathered with white wing bars.
rradd - 6/20/2011 4:10:07 PM - Nest is intact and empty, nestlings have fledged. Change to Closed.
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5/25/2011 7002360 HOOR Closed Alpine Underground - 

Vault 3L
15 feet north of Alpine 

Blvd.
100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/21/2011 bfischer  5/25/2011.  Both orioles were observed driving House Finches away -  finches were carrying nesting 
material and were approaching same tree as the orioles were nesting in.  The nest was not seen prior to today; but 
appears to be nearly complete (80%),  A second oriole nest is attached to the adjacent palm frond.
fitanides - 6/4/2011 2:00:37 PM
Female observed entering nest with food and beginning to incubate.
rradd - 6/11/2011 8:42:08 AM
Female carrying food and 1st year male attending nest.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 11:57:32 AM
Female bringing food to nest regularly, removing fecal sacs sometimes. First year male feeding in and visiting nest 
tree, but not shadowing female like it did last week.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 12:21:31 PM
3 nearly fledged nestlings being fed in nest by female. Young male following female, even food-begging.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 10:11:12 AM
Nestlings have fledged; no orioles observed in area - closed. 

5/26/2011 7002375 HOWR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 15 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer. 

1. FLEDGED. 5/30/2011 vnovik - 5/26/2011 1:40:56 PM - Observed House Wren enter cavity when nestlings were heard calling in cavity; 
they may be near fledging.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 5:04:15 PM
Adult wren feeding vocal nestlings in live oak cavity.
PKonrad - 6/1/2011 - No activity at cavity or in area of nest site; nestlings apparently fledged and left area - closed 
eelias - 6/6/2011 4:26:05 PM
No activity at any of the potential nest cavities
eelias - 6/6/2011 4:27:23 PM
Status changed to closed due to prior comment regard hearing juvies and probably near fledging.

5/26/2011 7002377 HOWR Closed CP70-3 AR 82 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/9/2011 rradd - 5/26/2011 
HOWR repeatedly entering cavity 0905
rradd - 6/4/2011 8:26:37 AM
HOWR singing at adjacent song perch and entering cavity 0755.
rradd - 6/9/2011 3:34:40 PM
HOWR enters cavity 1515.
rradd - 6/17/2011 1:02:21 PM
HOWR enters cavity several times 1156-1238.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:33:01 PM
HOWR present near cavity, but no food carry or interaction with nest. Monitor once more prior to closing.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:09:12 PM
HOWR carrying food to cavity @ 15 min. intervals. No singing.
rradd - 7/8/2011 9:18:00 AM
HOWR female solicits food from male and re-enters cavity 0859. Juvenile begging at cavity entrance.
rradd - 7/14/2011 11:29:37 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest has fledged, no HOWR detected at or near nest during 30 min obs.

5/27/2011 7002385 LASP Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/21/2011 mkuehn - 5/27/2011 1:30:39 PM - Adult not present but flushed from nest earlier when found. 2 eggs present. 
Installed signs and flagging for 100-foot buffer. 
sritt - 6/1/2011 11:20:15 AM - One adult flushed from nest.
eelias - 6/6/2011 3:04:13 PM - One adult flushed from nest. This nest contained 3 eggs. Monitored nest for 3 
minutes.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 2:59:50 PM - 2 newly hatched nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 11:33:20 AM - 2 week-old nestlings in nest; adult perched nearby.
imaunsell - 6/22/2011 11:40:47 AM - Nest reported fledged by biological monitor.

5/28/2011 7002388 WREN Closed CP19-1 73 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 
passage allowed.

•No pedestrian traffic or vehicular stopping, standing or construction work will 
occur within the buffer.
•Signage restricting traffic to 10mph speed limit within the buffer will be posted.
•The road provides access to towers CP18 through CP24-1 and has been 
receiving light project use including several nest surveys, nest monitoring, 
SWPPP inspections, and other project uses while this nest was active and 
undiscovered; 
•The nest is located approximately 70-feet from the north edge of the access 
road, down a steep slope, in moderately dense chaparral scrub habitat. The 
location of the nest obscures passing vehicles from view of the nesting birds.
•The nearest construction site is more than 1700 feet away from the nest and not 
in line of sight.
•Several active nests along this access road have received similarly structured 
NBM/NBR's and continue to be viable or have fledged successfully.

1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 Two adults seen carrying food + feeding three nestlings. - sritt - 5/28/2011 12:08:47 PM
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:58:34 PM - Nest intact and empty with whitewash at lip, suggesting successful fledge. Change to 
Closed.
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:59:18 PM - Stakes and buffers removed.

5/31/2011 7002403 AMKE Closed TL 639 - 379525 40 feet from tower. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/10/2011 5/31/2011 AMKE female carries lizard to cavity 11:13. - RR
rradd - 6/6/2011 2:39:37 PM
No AMKE detection 1330-1430. Nest has likely fledged.
sdhall - 6/10/2011 2:25:52 PM
No activity near nest site.  One adult observed on line and one young observed on another pole. Both flew out of 
vicinity. Nest presumed closed.

5/31/2011 7002404 WEBL Closed TL 6916 - 774820 75 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no 
stopping standing or work occurs within the buffer.

Nest covered under Elimination of Nest Buffer Reduction Requests Under 
Certain Conditions for access roads currently in use for project activities.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 WEBL pair carrying food to nest. Female removes fecal sac 1725. - RR
rradd - 6/6/2011 5:25:56 PM - WEBL female enters nest with food 17:19, leaves with fecal sac 17:20.
rradd - 6/14/2011 10:17:14 AM - WEBL pair feeding 4 feathered juveniles in nest cavity 1015.
rradd - 6/22/2011 1:31:11 PM - No WEBL detected at this nest during 20 minute observation. Nest has fledged. 
Change to Closed.
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6/1/2011 7002405 OCWA Closed Alpine Underground - 

MH-18
35 feet from Alpine Blvd; 
48 feet from work limit.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 mkuehn - 6/1/2011 10:14:41 AM
Female to nest 3 times with food; brooding young nestlings; pair copulating frequently.
shampton - 6/9/2011 12:25:57 PM
Large feathered nestling(s) in nest.  Adults nearby.
shampton - 6/16/2011 12:05:24 PM
Nest empty, no OCWA nearby, nest undamaged, assume successfully fledged. Closed.

6/1/2011 7002412 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet, within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 50 
feet.

Rock Wren nest ID#7002412 (Requested NBR to 50 feet):
The nest is located approximately 300 feet in from the eastern edge of the SPL 
Project work area. The nest is in a large boulder pile which consists of material 
that was recently blasted loose and piled up during construction and contains a 
large amount of loose silt.  The nest sits approximately two feet back in a rock 
crevice, and a mirror is required to observe the nest directly. The adults were 
observed adding nest material. The requested NBR should not adversely affect 
the current nesting behavior progression nor should it impact the successful 
outcome of the nest for the following reasons:
•This nesting pair is strongly attached to the territory and is unlikely to abandon 
the currently active nest due to construction disturbance. 
•The nest is under a large boulder which buffers visual and acoustic 
disturbances
•There is no direct line of sight to the nest from any part of the construction area. 

•The pair is very tolerant of construction disturbances, as shown by their 
selection of the nesting location amidst a high level of construction activity. 
Suncrest Substation construction site has many pieces of large, loud, heavy 
machinery used daily. The construction activity level in the work area has been 
consistent for months. 
•The adults did not show signs of disturbance until observers approached within 
30 feet and quickly resumed entering the nest cavity and adding nest material 
after observers retreated beyond 30 feet.
•The nest will be observed by the construction biomonitor and avian biologists to 
detect and evaluate any nesting behavior changes attributed to Project 
activities.

1. FLEDGED. 7/11/2011 shampton - 6/1/2011 2:40:55 PM  Adults observed bringing small stones for "porch" of nest. Very little vegetative 
nest material  (10-15 pieces) has been added. Less them 5% complete at 150O hrs
ahill - 6/6/2011 8:07:09 PM
2 eggs in nest; male singing in area in the morning; femake came to nest periodically.
ahill - 6/7/2011 6:13:30 PM
3 eggs in nest; did not hear male singing nor see female go to nest; the pair is being very cryptic. 
ahill - 6/13/2011 10:14:05 AM
Female is incubating.
ahill - 6/13/2011 8:06:48 PM
There are 5 eggs in nest, female flushed at 10 feet.
ahill - 6/14/2011 6:55:20 PM
Female incubating full time still, male bringing her food.
ahill - 6/17/2011 2:32:22 PM
Female is incubating full time despite 2 blasts 80-120 feet away from nest. Drilling is occuring at 55-100 feet from 
nest, noise is more than 65 dB at center of nest; there are 5 eggs in nest.
ahill - 6/18/2011 5:38:20 PM
Female is incubating despite blast 55-80 feet away from nest; big boulders, rocks, and dust entered into buffer zone. 
Pair is OK and nest crevice maintained integrity. 
ahill - 6/20/2011 5:31:30 PM
Female is still incubating; no eggs have hatched. Blasted 125-175 feet away from nest today; debris did not appear 
to enter buffer.
ahill - 6/21/2011 6:05:34 PM
Still incubating 5 eggs post todays blast 200 feet away.
ahill - 6/22/2011 5:32:29 PM
There are 3 hatchlings and 2 eggs in nest; female was seen foraging. Blast at 225 feet today.
shampton - 7/1/2011 12:06:27 PM at 1600 
Adult observed bringing food item and removing a fecal sac while construction activities were occurring throughout 
the substation.
ahill - 7/6/2011 9:38:46 AM
Nestlings have feathers and were at edge of nest entrance, adults came to nest; nestlings should fledge very soon.
Cemerson - 7/11/2011 3:21:02 PM - Nestlings successfully fledged on 7/9.  Fledglings remain in the general area 
and are still being attended  by adults.

6/1/2011 7002416 GRRO Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 rradd - 6/1/2011 at 0905
GRRO incubating 5 eggs.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:58:20 AM
Two hatched young approx 1, 2 days old and 2 unhatched eggs.
rradd - 6/13/2011 12:13:08 PM
GRRO brooding 3 black-skinned nestlings with coarse white hairs in nest 1130.
rradd - 6/20/2011 1:40:17 PM
3 medium-sized feathered young in nest - no tails yet 1322.
rradd - 6/28/2011 10:38:07 AM
Nest is empty; young have fledged.

6/1/2011 7002420 PHAI Closed CP21 38 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

vehicular traffic is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, 
standing, or work activities occur within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/19/2011 rradd - 6/1/2011 at 1425
Male carrying food and brooding.
phoward - 6/2/2011 1:33:48 PM
Female seen incubating 2 eggs
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:34:28 PM
Adult on nest.
rradd - 6/13/2011 7:44:15 AM
PHAI male brooding nest 0736.
rradd - 6/20/2011 9:41:00 AM
Nest is empty. Female PHAI carrying food near nest suggests recent successful fledge.
Change to Closed.

6/1/2011 7002421 HOWR Closed TL 639 - 379637 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/15/2011 tfitanides - 6/1/2011 3:15:43 PM - Male observed bringing food items to nest twice. No begging calls heard.
dbusby - 6/10/2011 2:33:34 PM - Adult bring food to cavity with begging calls heard.
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 10:31:44 AM - No HOWR activity in area for 35-minutes. No response to callback. Nest 
presumed to have fledged successfully.

6/1/2011 7002425 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet 15 feet •House finches are a species that is known to be tolerable of human disturbance 
and regularly nest in proximity to human activity.
•The pair of house finches exhibited a tolerance to human presence by building 
their nests in an area with already existing moderate foot and vehicle traffic.
•This pair tolerated biologist encroachment to 5 feet away without altering 
behavior. 
•The nest is located inside the spool bracket and is on the side of the spool 
facing away from areas that receive regular vehicular and foot traffic, providing a 
visual buffer to any yard activities.
•House finch nests exposed to similar activities and conditions in this CY under 
similar buffers remain viable nests with the adult birds continuing normal nesting 
behavior.

1. FLEDGED. 7/10/2011 imaunsell - 6/1/2011 10:17:42 AM
Pair nest building. Nest approximately 20% complete.
emorgan - 6/7/2011 8:55:31 AM
Nest contains 3 eggs. Female flushed from nest.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:11:04 PM
Female observed incubating on nest.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:15:39 AM
Nest contains 3 or more nestlings
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:29:42 PM
At least 2 large nestlings in nest.
bfischer - 7/11/2011 9:19:24 AM
Successfully fledged.
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6/2/2011 7002427 RCSP Closed CP19-1 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
Vehicular passage is not anticiapted to impact this nest provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or work activities occur within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/14/2011 fhoffman - 6/2/2011 1:26:20 PM
Adult flushed from nest. Incubating 2 solid light, bluish, gray eggs.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:09:39 AM - At least 2 downy young in nest 0804.
rradd - 6/13/2011 7:42:14 AM - Two feathered nestlings with only wisps of down remaining - anticipated to fledge 14 
Jun.
rradd - 6/20/2011 7:31:32 AM - Nest has fledged. Change to Closed.

6/2/2011 7002428 HOWR Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 8 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided no stopping, 
standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

Exemption for ARs in use by project applies.

1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 jpawlicki - 6/2/2011 2:39:49 PM
Nest contains at least three partially feathered young. Both adults observed bringing food to young in nest.
rradd - 6/6/2011 4:25:43 PM - HOWR adult carrying food to nest 1618.
rradd - 6/15/2011 10:57:24 AM - Nest is empty, presumed fledged.
Change to Closed.

6/2/2011 7002430 BUOR Closed Alpine Underground - 
177+00l

70 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED.  7/7/2011 shampton - 6/2/2011 11:49:46 AM  
Female adding nest lining material.
shampton - 6/9/2011 11:40:01 AM
Incubating; tail and primary tips visible protruding from nest.
shampton - 6/16/2011 11:43:35 AM
Observed female adult arriving at nest at 1137.
shampton - 6/23/2011 11:08:32 AM
Female visited nest at 1106.
shampton - 6/30/2011 11:39:22 AM
Female was observed visiting nest at 1136; a male BUOR was seen mobbing a RTHA near nest tree about 1000.
bfischer - 7/11/2011 2:03:49 PM
Nest was observed for 1/2 hour and no oriole activity was seen in vicinity of nest.
shampton - 7/21/2011 2:10:34 PM
No activity at nest or BUOR observed near it during 30 minutes of observation (1145-1215) but 3 female/juvenile-
type BUOR's were seen 200-300 feet east earlier in the day during LBVI survey. Nest is still in good condition, does 
not appear to have been damaged by a predator. Assuming successfully fledged, around 7/7/2011 - closed.

6/2/2011 7002432 CALT Closed CP29-1 30 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

•The area surrounding the nest is heavily covered with chaparral brush which 
will help to provide a visual and acoustic barrier from the light, limited road 
activity.
•The ridgelines to the south and north of the nest block views of both the 
construction pad and a roadway gate where activity levels will be high.
•The nearest construction site is over 500 feet away.
•The adult bird tolerated human encroachment to 2 feet from the nest before 
taking flight and then immediately returned to the nest and nesting behaviors 
with persons still in close proximity.
•California Towhees routinely nest in urban areas, indicating that as a species 
they are tolerant of high levels of human activity in their environment.
•This stretch of road is already posted with signs indicating only through traffic is 
permitted with a 10 mph speed limit, and restrictions of no stopping, standing or 
construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/10/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 10:14:42 AM
CALT brooding 4 nearly naked nestlings, approximately 2 days old.
rradd - 6/8/2011 
Well-feathered nestlings with a few wispy down feathers remaining. Estimated to fledge in 2-3 days.
emorgan - 6/9/2011 11:25:56 AM
Nest still contains at least 3 nestlings, possibly 4.
rradd - 6/15/2011 1:07:37 PM
Nest is clean, intact and empty. Presume successfully fledged. Change to Closed.

6/4/2011 7002443 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground 
94+00r

58 feet from AR. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 tfitanides - 6/4/2011
Female incubating 4 eggs on a nest rimmed with feces.
rradd - 6/11/2011 7:49:19 AM
At least 2 dark downy young have hatched.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 12:43:43 PM
Nestlings present in nest; adults calling nearby.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 9:31:56 AM
Nestlings have fledged and dispersed - closed.
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6/3/2011 7002444 COHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
65 feet to staked work 

limits.
100 feet Buffer remains but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and

1. FLEDGED. 7/21/2011 vnovik - 6/6/2011 5:25:39 PM
Nest building, about 50% complete.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:03:20 PM
Nest compete with 1 egg.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:12:35 PM
1 egg; incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:04:50 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:59:23 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:25:40 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:13:02 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:42:02 AM
Incubating
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:19:17 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:04:34 AM
Appears to be Incubating.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:33:05 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:50:24 PM
Incubating.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:47:26 PM
Nestling observed in nest.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 12:03:58 PM
Nestling observed in nest.
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:43:36 AM
Female feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:09:16 PM
Observed on nest.
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:10:53 PM
Nestling near fledging; looks well feathered.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:17:58 PM
Based on splatter on nest, appears successful fledging.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:22:11 PM
Also past observations indicate success.

6/4/2011 7002448 ACWO Closed CP70-3 AR 19 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/20/2011 rradd - 6/4/2011 at 0946
ACWO entering cavity with food item.
rradd - 6/9/2011 3:47:13 PM
ACWO enters cavity with food item 1537, 1545.
rradd - 6/17/2011 1:13:47 PM
ACWO pair repeatedly enter cavity with items 1248-1310.
rradd - 6/24/2011 1:07:26 PM
ACWO feeding mate in cavity.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:10:14 PM
ACWO pair continue to feed this nest.
rradd - 7/8/2011 2:22:48 PM
ACWO at cavity briefly after 25 mins obs. Nest may have fledged. Monitor once more prior to close.
rradd - 7/14/2011 11:40:31 AM
Female ACWO emerges from cavity item carrying 1012.
rradd - 7/21/2011 2:32:58 PM
Several ACWO in this tree for long periods but no association with nest cavity. Presume fledged.

6/6/2011 7002450 CACW Closed EP231A  AR 90 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

This NBM should not adversely affect the success of these nests for the
following reasons:
            •                    No stopping, standing, or construction
            work will occur within the buffers and signage stating an ESA
            speed limit of 10mph will be posted within the buffers.
            •             Cactus Wrens build spherical nests, which are
            fully enclosed with a small entrance. This type of nest blocks
            direct line of sight/sound between the access road and the eggs
            or nestlings.
•             The entrances of both nests face away from the road.
            •             Both nests were built with pre-existing traffic
            using the access road and construction traffic will not
            significantly increase traffic volume.
            •             Distance to construction sites from both nests is
            significant, 1000+ feet and 300+ feet, respectively.
            •             Additionally, nest ID#7002450, is protected by a
            ridge and several large boulders that further buffer visual and
            acoustic disturbances associated with access road 90 feet away.

1. FLEDGED. 7/6/2011 sritt - 6/6/2011 11:41:53 AM
Bird flushed from nest; at least 1 egg in nest.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 3:24:41 PM
At least 2 eggs in nest , but no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 12:13:54 PM
At least 3 young nestlings in nest; adult active nearby and singing.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 2:14:16 PM
2 medium-sized nestlings can be seen inside nest; no adults obeerved or heard.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:30:10 PM
Nestlings have fledged and dispersed; no adults or fledglings observed or heard in area.
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6/6/2011 7002451 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 

Loritz property
0 feet, within staked 

work limits.
100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/14/2011 mkuehn - 6/6/2011 2:46:46 PM 

Female visited nest twice with food; nestlings begging very loudly - heard clearly from >30 feet. 
jpawlicki - 6/10/2011 4:08:20 PM
Adults observed at nest; at least 2 fully feathered nestlings in nest with 1 fledgling capable of flight observed flying 
from water truck to large shrub NW of truck.
sritt - 6/13/2011 5:45:33 PM
1 adult male seen repeatedly entering nest. No nestlings seen in nest or immediate vicinity, but bio-monitor observed 
juvenile/female  entering and exiting nest 5 minutes before my arrival.
kkilpatrick - 6/16/2011 7:40:09 PM
The nest was monitored for 45 minutes and no adult or juvenile House Finches were observed or heard at the nest or 
near the water tank. The biologist played recorded House Finch calls underneath the nest and did not detect any 
responses. 2 adult House Finches were observed  foraging in the adjacent field, and House Finch calls were heard in 
the surrounding vegetation.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 1:42:02 PM
No finches observed in area during extended period; nestlings apparently fledged some weeks ago - closed. 

Nest site and neighboring wheel and axel have many long pieces of reflective tape tied to them, blowing in the wind, 
that undoubtedly disturbs any birds inerested in visiting this part of the water tank.

6/6/2011 7002453 HOOR Closed EP27-1 AR 78 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/13/2011 eelias - 6/6/2011 10:58:11 AM - Female seen removing fecal sacs twice. Male seen bringing food to this nest.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 10:36:14 AM - Nestlings appear to have fledged and dispersed. No nestlings, fledglings, or 
adults observed or heard in area.

6/6/2011 7002458 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet within yard limits. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/29/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011
Nest is lined with fresh material. Female flushed from nest twice. No eggs observed in
nest.
barnold - 6/7/2011 12:20:10 PM
Nest between tires has 1 House Finch egg.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 11:40:58 AM
Female incubating.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 4:54:42 PM
Female flushed, but cannot see nest to check for eggs or nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 12:27:41 PM
No finch activity at this nest site; appears nestlings have fledged.

6/6/2011 7002460 SAPH Closed TL 6916 - Z771473 75 feet from tower. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 rradd - 6/6/2011 at 1707
SAPH carrying food to nest atop plank nailed to underside of rafters.
rradd - 6/14/2011 10:58:20 AM - No SAPH detected during 30 minute oibservation. Based on feeding interval of 
previous observation, nest is likely to have fledged. Change to Closed.

6/7/2011 7002465 LASP Closed Wilson Yard 10 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 sritt - 6/7/2011 3:37:17 PM
Bird incubating 3 eggs.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 4:54:17 PM
3 week-old nestlings are in nest with adults calling closeby.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 2:14:32 PM
No nestlings in nest; nest bowl looks good; expect nestlings fledged; many Lark Sparrows in area - closed.

6/1/2011 7002470 HOWR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/9/2011 pkonrad - 6/8/2011 9:47:03 AM
Nest found 6/1 (pentab problems). Adult actively hunting and feeding chirping nestlings in cavity on 6/1/2011.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 1:10:20 PM
No wrens active in area; nestlings apparently fledged and dispersed - closed.

6/8/2011 7002471 LASP Closed EP54-1 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 tfitanides - 6/8/2011 7:36:54 AM - Male in area with food in bill. Female flushed when biologists slowly approached to 
within 4-feet. Three downy nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 11:53:30 AM
Nest intact but empty; nestlings apparently fledged and dispersed; no adults observed in area - closed.

6/9/2011 7002478 CAGN Closed TL 6924 - 171693 3900 feet from tower. 300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/14/2011 blohstroh - 6/9/2011 8:00:20 AM
Nest 80 percent built, pair defending. Female observed bringing nest material.
blohstroh - 6/16/2011 1:08:37 PM - Female incubating, obseved nest exchange, then male incubating.
blohstroh - 6/23/2011 12:18:19 PM
Male incubating, female foraging nearby.
blohstroh - 6/30/2011 10:49:01 AM
4 nestlings, less than one week old, pair sharing nest tending duties.
blohstroh - 7/7/2011 10:34:50 AM
4 nestlings due to fledge in next few days, pair feeding.
blohstroh - 7/14/2011 11:00:25 AM
nest empty, pair feeding at least 3 confirmed fledglings nearby.

6/9/2011 7002479 ATFL Closed EP231A  AR 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 jpawlicki - 6/9/2011 11:04:51 AM
Adults observed bringing food into cavity and exiting with fecal sacs from nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 3:53:29 PM
Today, at least 1 nestling giving contact calls from inside nest cavity. No adults observed during 15 minute neet 
check.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 11:42:27 AM
Appears nestling(s) has fledged and dispersed; no fledglings or adults observed in area - closed.
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6/9/2011 7002480 COHU Closed EP229-1 AR 63 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 7/3/2011 sritt - 6/9/2011 3:37:12 PM
Female flushed from nest containing 2 eggs.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 2:14:39 PM
Female hovering near nest with 2 tiny newly hatched black nestlings (smallest birds I've ever seen!).
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 10:28:14 AM
Female flushed from nest at about 40 feet; 2 nestlings growing; predominantly brown colored.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 12:45:21 PM
 2 partly feathered nestlings will fledge in less than a week; female flew from nest site when 50 feet away.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:42:23 PM
Nestlings have fledged and dispersed; no adult or fledglings observed or heard in area. Closed.

6/9/2011 7002481 CALT Closed CP29-1 8 feet from permanent 
construction pad.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/15/2011 emorgan - 6/9/2011 10:43:45 AM
Nest contains at least 2 naked nestlings about 2 days old.
rradd - 6/15/2011 1:27:03 PM
Nest is clean, intact and empty. Presumed successful clutch given CALT can fledge on the 8th day and alarming 
adult obs. Nearby - closed.

6/10/2011 7002485 OTHE Closed EP239-1 80 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

Drive through access only appoved through blanket exemption.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 shampton - 6/10/2011 10:00:27 AM  
Vermilion Flycatcher nest.  At least 2 nestlings. Pair bringing food regularly. Female removed a fecal sac.
tfitanides - 6/16/2011 12:39:18 PM
Three fully-feathered nestlings being fed by female. At least one nestling testing its wings. Male visited nest twice but 
for less than 5-seconds.
phoward - 6/20/2011 9:13:54 AM
chicks fledged, nest is empty. A pair of adults seen nearby nest as well as one fledgling outside of nest flying around.

6/10/2011 7002488 BRBL Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 50 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 pkonrad - 6/10/2011 1:51:34 PM
Pair of Brewer's Blackbirds nesting (renesting?). Female collecting grasses and flying to nest site repeatedly while 
male follows; male also chased Lark Sparrow several times from vicinity of nest site.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 12:33:15 PM
Pair active and male territorial when other birds approach east side of tree.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:32:58 PM
Pair regularly bringing food to nest.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 11:00:44 AM
No blackbirds active in nest tree; appears nestlings have fledged - closed.

6/11/2011 7002491 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet The biologist feels this NBM should not adversely affect the success of the nest 
for the following reasons:

·         An artificial visual barrier will be installed at the 20 foot buffer edge 
between the nest and construction will be done prior to construction.

·         House finches are a species that is known to be tolerable of high levels of 
human disturbance and regularly nest in proximity to human activity.

The pair of house finches exhibited a tolerance to human presence by building 
their nest in an area of the substation that has existing high levels of heavy 
construction and loud machinery. 
The nest is located at the base of the crevice and is surrounded by adjacent rock 
on three sides, providing a partial visual and acoustic buffer around the nest. 
This natural buffer would be in enhanced with the installation of the artificial 
visual barrier that would provide a complete buffer to the construction activities 
occurring around the nest.
Many house finch nests that have been exposed to construction activities under 
similar buffers have nested successfully within Sunrise Powerlink substations 
and yards.

1. FLEDGED. 7/18/2011 jpawlicki - 6/11/2011 9:28:39 AM
Adults observed at nest with female bringing in nesting material; nest mostly obscured but appears about 40-60% 
complete.
ahill - 6/14/2011 6:54:46 PM
no activity seen, no eggs in nest
ahill - 6/18/2011 5:40:30 PM
three eggs in nest as of 6.17.11, female has been laying daily. she started full time incubating on 6.17.11. she 
flushed during blast today at 200 ft away, she returned 10 minutes later to resume incubation.
ahill - 6/20/2011 5:37:28 PM
female incubating full time. was not affected by blast today at 325 ft away.
ahill - 6/26/2011 8:35:23 PM
female is incubating 4 eggs.
shampton - 7/2/2011 12:19:53 PM
Construction monitor reported 4 nestlings in nest on morning of 7/01/2011
nest should fledge between july 16th-23rd
ahill - 7/6/2011 9:40:38 AM
female was not on nest during check, nestlings alive post last nights rain
ahill - 7/18/2011 9:05:01 AM
female and male have been attending nest past week. today, checked nest, the birds have fledged, nest is empty.

6/13/2011 7002493 MODO Closed TL 639 - 379520 30 feet from tower; 8 
feet from AR.

100 feet 20 feet A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 20 feet, as well as a restricted access 
nest buffer modification is requested. The purpose of the NBR is to permit 
ongoing pole top construction work to be completed at the adjacent site. This 
NBR/NBM combination should not adversely affect the successful outcome of 
this nest for the following reasons:
•The NBM is for drive through access with restrictions of no stopping, standing 
or construction work and an ESA speed limit of 10 mph on the access road 
within the buffer.  The NBM is requested to permit construction vehicles to pass 
through the buffer to access work areas beyond this nest.
•The Mourning Doves chose the site and brought material to the nest site 
indifferent to ongoing work just 25 feet away.
•The line of sight between the nest and construction work area is obscured by 
dense vegetation.
•The nest is downhill from the access road and the adults exhibited tolerance of 
all activity on the access road (e.g. the bird stayed on the nest while vehicles 
drove by and while biologists viewed the nest).  
•The access road is used often as a hiking and dog-walking trail by the public 
indicating the nesting pair is acclimated to human activity.

1. FLEDGED. 7/14/2011 imaunsell - 6/13/2011 12:10:47 PM
Pair nest building and lying on 5-10% complete nest.
rradd - 6/21/2011 9:13:39 PM
MODO on nest.
barnold - 6/28/2011 6:28:15 AM
Adult on nest.
rradd - 7/2/2011 2:54:44 PM
MODO adult on nest while crew working 10 feet away.
rradd - 7/5/2011 11:19:52 AM
MODO brooding 2 large unfeathered nestlings 1110.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:59:24 AM
MODO brooding 2 large well-feathered nestlings; short primaries and tails. Fledging appears imminent.
rradd - 7/19/2011 9:15:48 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest empty and young have fledged. 
Fresh material in nest - see seperate entry.
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6/13/2011 7002495 MODO Closed Sycamore Yard 70 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/5/2011 rradd - 6/13/2011 at 1123

MODO incubating 2 eggs.
rradd - 6/20/2011 12:59:55 PM
MODO on nest 1237.
rradd - 6/28/2011 10:41:05 AM
MODO brooding 2 nestlings; eyes unopened.
rradd - 7/6/2011 3:36:01 PM
Change to Closed.
Nest is empty and intact; nestlings presumed successfully fledged.

6/15/2011 7002499 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 0 feet; in Alpine Yard, 
on equipment.

100 feet 15 feet The house finch pair is building a nest located 25 feet above ground level at the 
end of a boom arm of a crane. The nest is estimated to be 90-95% percent 
complete. A reduction of the nest buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to impact the 
likelihood for this nest to fledge successfully for the following reasons:
•With the buffer at 15 horizontal feet, added to the 25' nest height, a functional 
buffer of nearly 30 feet from yard activities would be in place.
•Similar instances of house finches nesting within this yard has demonstrated 
that this distance provides an adequate buffer from work for nests to fledge 
successfully.
•The nest is located with a cavity made of 1/4 and 1/2 inch steel. This location 
provides a buffer by design for the nest. Additionally, there is no line-of-site from 
the ground to the contents of the nest.
•The pair continued to nest build while observers were monitoring the nest 
progress and foot traffic passed directly under the nest. This behavior 
demonstrates a tolerance to human activity.
•The nest is located 20 feet horizontally from a well used road through the yard. 
Large trucks and heavy machinery operating within the yard have not deterred 
the birds from selecting this site.
•House finches are one of the most abundant birds in San Diego County and 
frequently nest in areas of high human activity.

1. FLEDGED. 7/22/2011 barnold - 6/15/2011 11:16:31 AM
Nest about 90% complete. Bio-monitor reports HOFI bringing nesting material.
sjohnston - 6/25/2011 4:02:54 PM
5 eggs.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:12:05 AM
Pair bringing food to nest.
imaunsell - 7/8/2011 10:38:25 AM
At least 3 downy nestlings with pin feathers.
imaunsell - 7/8/2011
3 well feathed nestlings in nest.
imaunsell - 7/16/2011 9:19:52 AM
Nestling still in nest. Should fledge shorlty.
kalberts - 7/22/2011 5:25:54 PM
Nest fledged.

6/15/2011 7002502 ANHU Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 0 feet; on yard limit. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limts. Also expanded 
into yard to prevent 

impacts.

Covered under existing blanket exemption for yard perimeter. 1. FLEDGED. 7/10/2011 RAbe - 6/15/2011 3:54:42 PM
Female incubating.
sjohnston - 6/25/2011 9:22:29 AM
1 egg, 1 nestling, adult brooding.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 3:49:58 PM
Large feathered nestling in nest.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 3:57:30 PM
Nestling has fledged; no hummingbirds in area - closed.

6/15/2011 7002503 LEGO Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 78 feet to AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage only. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.  Also, this AR 
is not the primary AR for this TL, rendering a NBR moot.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 rradd - 6/15/2011 at 0734
Female LEGO incubating 4 white eggs.
rradd - 6/22/2011 9:43:55 AM - LEGO female brooding hatched young 0744.
rradd - 6/29/2011 12:17:16 PM
LEGO on nest 1144.
rradd - 7/6/2011 10:26:46 AM
Change to Closed,
Nest is intact, soiled and empty. Young have fledged.

6/15/2011 7002504 LBVI Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 100 feet to AR. 300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 rradd - 6/15/2011 at 0822
LBVI copulating, female carrying nest material to nest. Incubation does appear to have commenced.
rradd - 6/22/2011 9:45:14 AM - LBVI male calling away from nest and no nest interaction observed, 0740-0840.
tcooper - 6/26/2011 8:37:32 PM
tcooper - 6/24/2011 - nest empty, w/ broken eggshell and ants in nest. Pair present w/ at least 2 fledglings. Nest 
closed.

6/17/2011 7002507 LEGO Closed Sycamore Yard 20 feet 100 feet 15 feet It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 

Nest is located approximately five feet up within a laurel sumac that is 
immediately adjacent to an existing paved, public road.  Nest is in the early 
stages of creation (10% built at time of survey) and pair was actively leaving and 
returning with nest material while road was in active use.  Several large trucks 
carrying construction equipment passed through area while the birds continued 
nest building.  The birds also showed no signs of agitated behavior while we 
recorded location data at nest.  Installation of chain link fence will result in a 
temporary noise-related impact from hand augering and other hand tools.  Fence 
construction will not directly impact nest, as fence will be installed at least 10 
feet away. A biological monitor with knowledge of the nest location will be 
present during all construction activities in the area and will prevent construction-
related impacts on this nest. Monitor has the authority to stop work if 
construction appears to be adversely affecting nest.

1. FLEDGED. 7/20/2011 tcooper - 6/17/2011  
female building nest, 1% complete, just a few pieces of grass in place
blohstroh - 6/21/2011 4:34:26 PM
nest complete, one egg present.
rradd - 7/6/2011 3:46:19 PM
LEGO female brooding four nestlings; approx hatch date 4 Jul.
rradd - 7/12/2011 10:52:55 AM
Nest contains 4 mostly naked nestlings with wispy down on heads, feather quills appearing on wings.
rradd - 7/18/2011 8:52:25 AM
At least 3 well-feathered nestlings fill the nest, and should begin fledging in the next few days.
tcooper - 7/20/2011 9:50:21 AM
Nest empty, presumed fledged.
rradd - 7/25/2011 9:23:32 AM
Closed. [Second nest remains unimproved.]
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6/17/2011 7002508 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 

Loritz property
0 feet, within work limits. 100 feet 30 feet A combination NBM/NBR is requested for this nest and nest location. First, a 

NBR from 100 to 30 feet. Second, a NBM to allow vehicle passage along the 
existing access road, and allow the water trucks ingress/egress to the water tank 
tower under the following restrictions:
•Only vehicle traffic is allowed, no pedestrian traffic.
•Vehicles may not stop or park within the buffer, with the exception of water 
trucks when at the water tank. The trucks should preform the required activities 
in a short a time as safely possible and depart immediately.
•10 mile per hour speed limit.
•No other project work within the buffer.
The combination NBM/NBR should not negatively impact the success of the 
house finch nest for the following reasons:
•House finches are known to nest in proximity to human activity and exhibit a 
high tolerance towards human disturbances. They have relatively high rates of 
nest success within areas of high human activity. 
•The female house finch did not flush from the nest when the biologist was just a 
few feet from the nest. When the female did flush in response to a loud noise, 
she returned to the nest within a few minutes with the biologist 30 feet away from 
the nest.
•The location of the nest within a wheel axle provides a buffer to external visual 
and acoustic disturbances for adults, eggs, and nestlings within the nest. The 
biggest concern will be the female flushing from the nest in response to acoustic 
disturbances (such as the one described above).
•Vehicle passage along the access road and the filling of water trucks and the 
water tower are activities of short duration, which should not impact the success 
of the nest.
•The biological monitor will observe the nest during construction activities. If the 
bird flushes from the nest, the biomonitor will have the authority to stop 
construction if the bird does not return to the nest within a sufficient amount of 
time, as determined by the monitor.

1. FLEDGED. 7/18/2011 emorgan - 6/17/2011 1:12:01 PM
Nest contains 5 eggs. Female observed incubating.
tfitanides - 6/22/2011 1:39:33 PM
Female incubating; flushed.
vnovik - 7/5/2011 4:16:24 PM
Observed bird enter nest locution. Heard begging calls from nestlings.
sjohnston - 7/16/2011 1:13:56 PM
Nestling fully feathered and very close to fledging. 
sritt - 7/21/2011 11:54:19 AM
No birds seen in nest or tending to nest. Biomonitor has not noticed activity over recent days - closed.

6/17/2011 7002509 SAPH Closed JVR Yard AR 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 7/1/2011 RAbe - 6/17/2011 12:42:14 PM - Male observed carrying prey items to nest. Female brooding at least 4 nestlings.
estrods - 6/21/2011 12:43:56 PM
4 nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 4:44:57 PM
Nestlings are near fledging; 2 adults bringing food and calling territorially.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 11:29:47 AM
Nestlings have fledged and dispersed from area; no fledglings or adults observed or heard. Closed.

6/17/2011 7002511 BUOR Closed TL 639  - 973035 12 feet from pole. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/22/2011 shampton - 6/17/2011 9:07:47 AM
Both adults visiting nest. Begging calls heard. Crew worked on this pole  yesterday for about 3 hours with a bucket 
truck. Observed nest 0900-1730, both adults bringing food  (insects and fruit)  and removing fecal sacs all day. 
Some fecal sacs were fairly large. Female visited nest eight times more frequently than male.
fhoffman - 6/18/2011 10:09:34 AM
Adults continued bringing in food items and vocalizing. Young heard upon adult arrival.
rradd - 6/20/2011 3:12:11 PM
Tail-less juvenile, with some down feathers still present, perched above nest entrance, begging BUOR male for food. 

rradd - 6/28/2011 12:34:28 PM
Nest has fledged, no BUOR present.

6/16/2011 7002512 HOWR Closed Hartung Yard 10 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 6/23/2011 rradd - 6/16/2011 at 0930
HOWR pair carrying food to cavity at 3-8 minute intervals.
rradd - 6/24/2011 10:35:59 AM
HOWR present but not entering cavity during 30 minute observation. Monitor once more prior to close.
rradd - 6/30/2011 4:00:35 PM
No HOWR detections at or near this cavity. Observations suggest this nest likely fledged successfully - closed.

6/17/2011 7002513 LEGO Closed CP70-3 AR 60 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/13/2011 rradd 6/17/2011 at 1220
LEGO female finalizing construction with male attending.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:26:21 PM
Nest appears mostly complete; male LEGO accompanies female carrying lining material.
rradd - 7/1/2011 9:57:57 PM
Female LEGO on nest, male calling.
rradd - 7/8/2011 9:19:42 AM
Female LEGO comes to nest and settles 0847.
rradd - 7/14/2011 11:35:41 AM
Change to Closed. No detections during 30 minute observons - presumed fledged.

6/18/2011 7002515 CAKI Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation - Z222370

155 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/30/2011 sritt - 6/18/2011 12:54:11 PM
Two adults seen feeding nestlings (possibly 2?) and carrying fecal sacs.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 1:02:24 PM
observed Cassin's adult feeding recent fledgling on adjacent line. Irk. could not locate nest in  tower. Closed.
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6/20/2011 7002519 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet from Suncrest. 100 feet 20 feet A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 20 feet is requested and should not 

adversely affect the successful outcome of this house finch nest for the following 
reasons:
•House Finches often nest successfully in close proximity to human activities 
and disturbances.
•This pair of nesting birds selected a nest site, built a complete nest and have 
begun laying a clutch of eggs in a location surrounded by an extremely high 
level of construction disturbance.
•The nest is enclosed within the thick metal of the bumper of the dump truck bed, 
this provides isolation from visual and acoustic disturbances of construction 
activity in the substation.
•The nest location is approximately 10 feet above the ground, providing further 
isolation from any nearby construction activity.
Additionally, a one-time temporary nest buffer modification to allow the removal 
from the buffer of another heavy construction vehicle parked adjacent to the nest 
site vehicle is requested.
This NBM should not negatively impact the nesting birds and their nest for the 
above reasons as well as the following:
•The start-up and subsequent removal of the vehicle will be a very brief 
disturbance that can possibly be timed with the nesting bird's patterns of 
behavior to minimize impact.
•If the birds do flush from the nest in response to the movement of the vehicle, 
the opportunity for them to return immediately should mitigate the brief, one-time 
disturbance.
•After the vehicle removal the normal buffer restrictions will prevent further 
disturbance in such close proximity to the nest.

1. FLEDGED. 7/25/2011 shampton - 6/20/2011 1:59:59 PM
Biomonitors AHill and CEmerson found nest and observed 3 eggs in nest  and adult perched on  dumptruck bed. 
Truck was parked in this location on 6/17/2011; nest was completed sometime between 6/17 and 6/20.
ahill - 6/21/2011 6:04:49 PM
female was coming in and out of nest in morning. started incubating for prolonged periods of time. 3 eggs in nest as 
of 2:30 pm.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 2:07:48 PM
Female returned to nest for a short time during observations.
ahill - 7/12/2011 4:33:58 PM
Female seen coming to nest, only 2 or 3 eggs have hatched.
ahill - 7/18/2011 9:20:07 AM
Checked nest on 7/16; 1 nestling has feathers and should be fledging within next several days.
ahill - 7/18/2011 5:01:44 PM
1 nestling was seen inside cavity but not in nest, was seen panting; very limited adult care; apart from being hot, 
nestling's feathers were well developed.
ahill - 7/20/2011 8:28:16 AM
Temperature in cavity was 110 degrees yesterday; nestling is still in nest as of this morning
ahill - 7/20/2011 2:59:44 PM
Nestling still in nest, observed male coming to nest. Nestling can be seen from ground with binos
ahill - 7/25/2011 5:24:08 PM; cemerson- 7/25/2011 
Nesting fledged. Nestling was absent from the nesting area. Nest was removed.

6/20/2011 7002520 RCSP Closed CP21 10 feet to AR; 120 feet 
to CP21.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/2/2011 6/20/2011
RCSP pair obs repeatedly at this site; 1 bird item-carrying suggests nest building. Nest not found and bees in 
flowering sumac somewhat aggressive, limiting the nest search. Should monitor again prior to construction.
rradd - 7/2/2011 10:25:12 AM
Change to Closed
RCSP adults and juveniles detected at this location; no food carrying or feeding of young observed 0650-0850.

6/21/2011 7002528 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 15 feet It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 15 feet is 
appropriate for this nest. Nest success should not be diminished for the following 
reasons: 
 
•House finches frequently nest successfully in proximity to human developments 
and, as a species, generally exhibit a high tolerance to human activities.
•This nesting pair has chosen to nest in a man-made structure located in an 
active construction yard.
•Nearly continuous vehicle and foot traffic on the yard road has occurred during 
nest building and the laying of three eggs, indicating strong affinity for this site.
•The reel is approximately 10 feet in diameter and the nest is within the hollow 
parts of the reel. This provides some visual and sound protection for the nest 
from yard activities.
•Within this yard there are 5 other house finch nests with NBRs between 10 and 
30 feet that remain active, progressing nests under the same conditions. 
•House finches are a common nesting bird species within Project construction 
and storage yards during this nesting season and are maintaining a high nesting 
success rate, raising multiple clutches the majority of the time.

1. FLEDGED. 7/22/2011 vnovik - 6/21/2011 5:24:28 PM
Two eggs
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:43:47 AM
three eggs
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:00:22 PM
Young nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 4:09:58 PM
Three well feathered nestlings in nest.
sritt - 7/23/2011 10:48:27 AM
Birds had previously fledged. Link Lead was aware of this + authorized reel to be moved.
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6/21/2011 7002529 NOMO Closed TL 639 - 379520 3 feet from AR; 140 

from pole.
100 feet Drive through access 

only.
The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

1. FLEDGED. 7/19/2011 mdicus - 6/21/2011 7:41:35 AM
Female incubating 2 eggs. Incomplete clutch. Full clutch anticipated 6/23. Predicted hatch date around 7/5.
barnold - 6/28/2011 6:37:14 AM
3 eggs in nest.
rradd - 7/2/2011 4:00:53 PM
Nest contains 2 nestlings and 1 egg (SRitt).
rradd - 7/5/2011 10:57:06 AM
NOMO feeding 3 nestlings 0950.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:57:13 AM
NOMO attending 3 nestlings; feather quills appearing.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 11:12:32 AM
Adult feeding nestlings. Observed from distance; nest not approached.
rradd - 7/19/2011 9:12:25 AM
Fledgling mockingbirds with short tails and wisps of down on heads being attended by adults adjacent to nest - 
closed.

6/21/2011 7002531 LEGO Closed Elliott Substation 68 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/19/2011 rradd - 6/21/2011
LEGO pr attending nest.
rradd - 6/27/2011 2:13:16 PM
LEGO female making trips to nest in distant company of male 1355-1410.
rradd - 7/5/2011 3:08:25 PM
LEGO female continues to make trips to this site, male is guarding.
rradd - 7/11/2011 6:17:48 PM
Nest difficult to monitor but presumed active as LEGO male ballistic at COHA brancher nearby.
rradd - 7/19/2011 2:03:12 PM
LEGO feeding juveniles in neat tree and no associations with nest. Presume fledged and change to closed.

6/22/2011 7002540 VERD Closed EP262-4 55 feet NE of TSAP, 80 
feet SE of tower site.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/6/2011 shampton - 6/22/2011 3:25:20 PM
 1 adult observed visiting nest. Begging calls from inside nest were audible from 2 feet away.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 1:56:32 PM
Nest intact but no adults, nestlings, or fledglings observed or heard; nestlings may have fledged, but will check back 
once more.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 2:27:07 PM
Nestlings apparently fledged about 10 days ago; no fledglings or adults observed today - closed.

6/23/2011 7002548 BRBL Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 42 feet west of AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:20:38 PM
Male repeatedly bringing food to incubating female or nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 10:51:46 AM
Nestlings appear to have fledged; no more blackbird activity in this area. Closed.

6/23/2011 7002554 HOWR Closed Alpine Underground - 
300+00r

75 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/30/2011 shampton - 6/23/2011 12:08:43 PM
Adults observed bringing food items to nest and carrying fecal sacs away. Begging calls audible.
shampton - 6/30/2011 12:52:03 PM
No HOWR's during 20 minute observation period. Nest limb undamaged, no signs of predation. Assuming 
successfully fledged - closed.
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6/24/2011 7002555 HOOR Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
Approx 30-40 feet North 

of bridge and 20 feet 
west

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/26/2011 vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:34:56 AM
Nest building about 5-10% complete,
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:23:50 PM
Nest building; still looks like 2 females are building nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:02:17 PM
Nest appears 90%complete.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:55:02 PM
Nest complete; HOOR seen in close proximity to nest.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 11:45:49 AM
Nest complete but no activity at nest.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 8:54:41 AM
No activity.
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:48:47 AM
Female chased lesser goldfinch from nest area.
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:22:08 PM
Nest intact; oriole in area.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:39:36 PM
Observed no activity in 30 minute period.
imaunsell - 7/25/2011 10:09:52 AM
Pair feeding nestlings.
imaunsell - 7/26/2011 9:44:23 AM
No activity at nest. Pair feeding at least 1 fledgling in adjacent sycamore tree - successfully fledged. No work 
occuring on site.

6/24/2011 7002557 ATFL Closed Hartung Yard 45 feet to AR. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits and drive through 

access only on AR.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

Blanket exemption for nests built along ARs continuouly in use for project 
activities recieving agency concurrence that birds extablishing nests near ARs 
are accustomed to human activities and traffic and should not be impacted 
provided that no stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 7/8/2011 rradd - 6/24/2011 10:08:28 AM
ATFL carrying food to cavity and defending against CAKI.
rradd - 6/30/2011 4:02:27 PM
ATFL comes near cavity, making soft contact calls but no entry observed 1550.
rradd - 7/9/2011 8:33:17 AM
Change to Closed
No ATFL detections at this nest during 40 minute observation; pair with fledged young 150 east.

6/25/2011 7002558 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 15 feet This nest is located behind a metal plate on a large conductor reel and is along 
the northern edge of the yard limits. This nest site is approximately 20 feet north 
of a heavily used roadway/yard materials access route.  A nest buffer reduction 
from 100 feet to 20 feet is requested, and is not anticipated to negatively impact 
the likelihood for this nest to fledge successfully for the following reasons: 
•The nest is located on the side of a metal conductor reel that faces away from 
yard activities. The large size of the conductor reel provides a good physical, 
visual, and acoustic barrier for the nest. Furthermore, the nest is located behind 
a metal plate in a hollow area on the side of the reel, enhancing said barrier.
•The nest was built under existing construction yard activities along a heavily 
used access route for heavy equipment (haulers, front loaders, forklifts, and 
cranes) within the yard. Given the fact that the bird established a nest under the 
existing conditions of the yard and that the nest now contains eggs, a high 
disturbance tolerance exists and strong site affinity is established. These factors 
indicate that the nest will likely fledge successfully.
•Similar nesting sites are, or have been, occupied by house finches in this same 
yard which have experienced equal levels of surrounding disturbances, and 
these nests have either successfully fledged or continue with natural 
progression unhindered by Project activity. 
•House finches as a species have adapted to human disturbance and are 
commonly found successfully brooding young in close proximity to human 
activity at heavily developed locations.

1. FLEDGED. 7/28/2011 sjohnston - 6/25/2011 10:13:20 AM
1 egg in nest.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:47:36 AM
Nest has 2 eggs, female incubating
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:08:52 PM
Eggs in nest; no adults observed during short nest check.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 4:16:25 PM
Medium-sized nestlings in nest.
tfitanides - 7/22/2011 4:38:04 PM
sritt - 7/23/2011 10:12:06 AM
2 large nestlings in nest.

6/25/2011 7002559 HOWR Closed CP82-1 15 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within boundary.

1. FLEDGED. 7/7/2011 25 Jun HOWR carring food to cavity at 15 minute intervals 1006-1046.
rradd - 6/25/2011 10:16:06 AM
House Wrens carrying food at 15 minute intervals.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:25:10 PM
No HOWR detections during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 7/8/2011 3:09:30 PM
Change to Closed.
HOWR fledglings feeding with parents in Mexican elderberry 70' N.
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6/25/2011 7002562 COHU Closed Suncrest Substation 20 feet 100 feet ESA staked at work 

limits.
Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

1. FLEDGED. 7/26/2011 ahill - 6/25/2011 7:45:33 AM
Female incubating 2 eggs.
shampton - 7/01/2011 at 1630 hrs
2 eggs in nest, observed female return and incubate, very tolerant of observers and traffic.
ahill - 7/6/2011 9:41:51 AM
2 small nestlings in nest; female was not on nest initially, then came back and was brooding.
ahill - 7/12/2011 4:34:42 PM
2 nestlings doing well.
ahill - 7/18/2011 5:02:54 PM
2 nestlings growing; eyes open and alert, 
ahill - 7/20/2011 3:00:24 PM
Female observed feeding nestlings.
ahill - 7/27/2011 2:49:10 PM
cemerson- 7/27/ 2011 - The first nestling fledged Sunday, but was observed flying in the area on 7/25 and 7/26. The 
second nestling  was observed leaving the nest on 7/26 in the morning. Nest has been monitored intermittently since 
then and there has been no sign or the fledglings returning to the nest.

6/28/2011 7002566 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

40 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/15/2011 imaunsell - 6/28/2011 11:45:39 AM
13 May BLPH second clutch of 3 eggs in progress 1212. - RR
vnovik - 5/20/2011 8:30:12 AM
HOFI Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:07:28 PM
Observed incubating on nest.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:05:20 AM
incubating
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:48:06 AM
Incubating on nest.
imaunsell - 6/28/2011 11:46:28 AM
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:48:35 AM - Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:16:40 AM - Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:56:45 AM - Feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:32:01 AM - Female on nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:10:57 PM - Nestlings look feathered and should fledge soon.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:25:48 PM - Nestlings still look feathered and should fledge soon.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:58:25 PM - Feathered young.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:28:47 PM - HOFI fledged on 06/15/2011. 

6/16/2011 7002568 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

82 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/12/2011 sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:32:32 PM
HOFI rebuilding nest on top of old nest.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:12:43 PM
House Finch on nest.
sjohnston - 6/21/2011 1:44:44 PM
4 eggs.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:38:32 AM
female on nest.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:18:44 PM
on nest, likely incubating.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:04:06 AM
House Finches flying into nest site.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:32:48 PM
Female on nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:50:09 PM
on nest
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:47:55 PM
nestlings observed in nest.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 12:02:30 PM
3 nestlings obs. in nest.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 9:03:13 AM
No change
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:16:39 PM
Nest empty downy feathers in nest.. Fledglings in area begging. Fledged.
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6/28/2011 7002570 HOWR Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
5 feet from AR 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/4/2011 vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:24:09 AM

Observed house wren taking nesting material into cavity.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:55:25 AM
Observed calling at entrance to cavity. Obeserved entering cavity.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:38:53 AM
Entering cavity with food.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:58:18 PM
obs bringing nesting material into cavity
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:09:27 PM
entering cavity.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:54:12 PM
Observed singing in area and entering cavity.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:57:00 PM
Entering nest cavity.
vnovik - 6/14/2011 5:50:43 PM
Entering Cavity with food.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:09:41 PM
Observed entering cavity,
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:37:29 AM
observed carrying food items into cavity,
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:17:23 PM
No observation
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:05:11 PM
feeding and begging calls heard from Cavity,
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:46:07 PM
no activity at nest. assumed fledged.

6/28/2011 7002571 CACW Closed EP269-2 60 feet from TSAP. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 phoward - 6/28/2011 8:55:32 AM
Nest was found inactive. Likely a fledged nest from this year. Juvenile was observed closeby. No adults or nest visits 
were seen. 

6/29/2011 7002579 WREN Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 54 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/10/2011 rradd - 6/29/2011 1:56:49 PM
Nest contains one egg and one day-old altricial nestling.
rradd - 7/6/2011 11:51:19 AM
WREN brooding one unhatched egg and one small partially feathered nestling.
rradd - 7/13/2011 12:27:53 PM
Change to Closed.
Young has fledged, one egg present.

6/30/2011 7002580 CLSW Closed Alpine Underground - 
214+00r

50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 7/22/2011 shampton - 6/30/2011 12:48:07 PM
At least 1 nestling being fed by adult. Nestling at least several days old; was visible watching out entrance.
bfischer - 7/11/2011 2:07:19 PM
Nestling was seen at nest opening. Adult was seen flying into area of nest.
sritt - 7/23/2011 12:26:48 PM
no birds visiting or seen in nest during 45 minutes of observation.

6/30/2011 7002583 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

65 feet to staked work 
limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/21/2011 vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:53:26 PM
Nest was found on 6/28/11. Nest was approx 80% when found. is now complete. Bird sitting in nest.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:48:49 PM
Incubating
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 12:02:54 PM
incubating
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:43:06 AM
observed male bringing food to nest
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:09:34 PM
Incubating
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:21:14 PM
Based on splatter presence, observations and chronology. Appears successful fledging.

7/2/2011 7002585 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; nest is in yard. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/8/2011 shampton - 7/1/2011 15:12:06 PM
Adult(s) regularly bringing food and removing fecal sacs. 7 nestlings visible, noticeably larger than size at hatching 
but eyes mainly still closed, at least 1 appeared to have eyes partially opening.
ahill - 7/6/2011 9:37:33 AM
Nestlings have feathers, were seen and heard at nest entrance, are scared of humans, adult came to feed. Nestlings 
should be fledging in next few days.
cemerson - 7/11/2011 3:13:50 PM - Nestlings successfully fledged on 7/8. They have been observed in the area still 
being attended to by the adults.
ahill - 7/20/2011 3:02:18 PM
it took 10 days for the juveniles to leave the area

7/2/2011 7002586 LASP Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

5 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

1. FLEDGED. 7/24/2011 shampton - 7/1/2011 at 1700hrs
Nest contained 3 eggs, both adults in close attendance
ahill - 7/6/2011 9:42:39 AM
4 eggs, female was incubating.
ahill - 7/12/2011 4:35:32 PM
Female seen on nest
ahill - 7/20/2011 3:01:25 PM
Female near nest, heard nestlings from road.
ahill - 7/25/2011 5:20:24 PM
cemerson - 7/25/2011 - Nestlings fledged. Fledglings not observed in the area; nest removed.
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6/6/2011 7002590 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet; within yard 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/30/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011 8:02:47 PM

Female incubating, flushed from nest twice. Likely on a second clutch. [Nest was not closed in Pentab as previous 
nest check comment indicates].
barnold - 6/7/2011 12:18:57 PM
Female House Finch at nest area. Also observed House Finch activity in the nest area on Sunday 05 June 2011 but 
that entry overridden..
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 11:36:30 AM
Female incubating.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 4:51:58 PM
At least 2 downy nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 12:21:46 PM
Nestlings have fledged - closed.

7/5/2011 7002598 MODO Closed Alpine Underground. 90 feet to work accord 
My to Pen Tab.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 8/3/2011 vnovik - 7/5/2011 4:11:21 PM
Mourning Dove incubating.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 3:16:27 PM
Still incubating.
sritt - 7/23/2011 4:34:06 PM
Incubating - brooding.
pkonrad - 7/27/2011 1:25:28 PM
Dove is brooding at least 1 medium-sized nestling.
pkonrad - 8/4/2011 6:00:17 PM
Dove(s) has fledged; no doves in area - closed.

7/5/2011 7002599 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground Approx 95 feet to work 
on  Pen Tab

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 7/31/2011 vnovik - 7/5/2011 4:13:57 PM
Bird on nest incubating.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 3:20:53 PM
Female incubating.
sritt - 7/23/2011 4:39:08 PM
Female incubating. 
pkonrad - 7/27/2011 1:23:49 PM
At least 3 small nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 8/4/2011 5:57:38 PM
Nestlings have fledged; no goldfinches in area - closed.

7/1/2011 7002600 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet; Within Yard 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/13/2011 sritt - 7/1/2011 5:41:28 PM
at least two eggs in nest.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 2:40:47 PM
 2 nestlings in nest.
bfischer - 7/13/2011 1:56:26 PM
Nest was inspected using mirror with light; no nestlings were seen. The nest was removed and again inspected for 
the presence of nestlings - none were found. The nest was disposed of in a covered container to prevent the material 
from being used in a new nest. The water tank was inspected for the presence of any other nests - none were found.  
Nest closed.

7/7/2011 7002610 CALT Closed Alpine Yard 20 feet from impact 
area.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 7/16/2011 imaunsell - 7/7/2011 3:14:08 PM
2 partially downy young and 1 (likely non-viable) egg in nest. No adults observed, but observation time was only a 
couple minutes.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 4:33:50 PM
2 large feathered nestlings in nest; 1 adult walking and mock-foraging on the ground near nest.
imaunsell - 7/18/2011 1:03:41 PM
Nest empty. Presumed fledged based on nesting chronology.

5/19/2011 7002613 AMKE Closed Sycamore Sub 0 feet; within yard 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 barnold - 5/19/2011 10:42 AM American kestrel observed harrassing red-tailed hawk perched in the top of the steel 
pole at the northwestern corner of the property. Biomonitor reported seeing lizard brought to nest by adult that then 
entered lowest arm. This nest may be Active.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:02 AM - 2 dead American kestrel nestlings lying at base of pole, discovered by biomonitor on 
5/ 25/2011, and were already dessicated. Biomonitor had not been in that area since about 5/19. Unsure when these 
nestlings fell from nest. Adult observed today noisely entering nest.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:13:54 PM
Observed male quickly bring small mammal to nest. Biomonitor has observed adults at nest, including bringing food, 
since 5/27/2011. BArnold observed adults at nest 5/26.
fhoffman - 6/6/2011 7:23:08 PM
Adults observed in area vocalizing and carrying prey (lizard). 1 adult entered nest cavity, fledgling fell out other side 
of cavity. Fledgling was unharmed and vocalizing; moved into storage area. Fledgling was felt to be at risk in storage 
area and moving into areas of traffic. Onsite avian biologist removed nestling to rescue center. Close to flight ability, 
in a few more days, but adults were not returning to it. Adult observed entering nest cavity, followed by chatter inside 
cavity; 1 or more nestlings still in cavity. 
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:58:22 AM
Biomonitor observed adults bringing prey items to nest about 6 times on 6/8/2011. Today, observed adult nest 
defending against red-tailed h awk.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:36:56 PM
American kestrel pair nest defending against red-tail hawk on adjacent pole.
barnold - 6/23/2011 1:02:36 PM
Kestrels last observed in area last week.
barnold - 6/27/2011 2:45:09 PM
American kestrels last observed bringing prey items to nest on 6/8, and last seen near nest on 6/16. Assume that 
remaining nestlings have successfully fledged.

7/8/2011 7002618 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - 100976 250 feet 300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/8/2011 tcooper - 7/8/2011 6:33:02 PM
adults feeding 4 nestlings  approximately 10days old
tcooper - 7/11/2011 6:04:36 PM
nest on ground, no CAGN observed in area. presume failed.
tcooper - 7/15/2011 4:33:43 PM
 both adults observed feeding at least 3 fledglings. Nest on ground possible partial predation or possibly knocked off 
by passing mammal.
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7/6/2011 7002621 ATFL Closed EP206 10 feet from AR, 80 feet 

to work area
100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/13/2011 rquilley - 7/6/2011 10:07:50 PM - Nestlings heard calling and adult observed bringing food to nest. 

pkonrad - 7/13/2011 4:14:23 PM
Nestlings appear to have fledged and dispersed from the area; no adults observed and no nestlings heard at nest 
site - closed.

7/9/2011 7002622 HOOR Closed Hartung CY 55 feet from AR 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits and drive through 

access only on AR.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

Blanket exemption for nests built along ARs continuouly in use for project 
activities recieving agency concurrence that birds extablishing nests near ARs 
are accustomed to human activities and traffic and should not be impacted 
provided that no stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 7/26/2011 rradd - 7/9/2011 8:38:45 AM
HOOR female on nest for 20 minute intervals; male guards, chases off WEKI, follows female to and from nest.
rradd - 7/14/2011 9:26:22 AM
HOOR female departs nest 0712. Adult male carrying food chases subadult male away.
rradd - 7/21/2011 8:27:57 AM
Female HOOR departs nest; drops fecal sac approximately 120 feet from nest 0715. Male nest guarding.
rradd - 7/27/2011 11:25:33 AM
Change to Closed.
No HOOR detections during 30 minutes of observation. Nest has likely fledged.

5/12/2011 7003424 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet from house; 55 
feet form AR

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 12 May Nest reoccupied, female incubating. 0900. - RR
19 May HOFI female incubating 3 eggs 1030. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 4:36:52 PM
HOFI female brooding 1358.
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:37:50 PM
At least 2 downy nestlings visible in nest 1610.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:19:41 AM
Nest is empty and young have fledged. Change to Inactive.

3/10/2011 7003425 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet from house; 55 
feet from AR

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/4/2011 10 Mar 2011 - HOFI entering nest. ACTIVE - RR
24 Mar - Nest appears vacant. - RR
31 Mar - Nest unoccupied. Change to inactive. 
5 Apr - Nest reoccupied by HOFI change to active. - RR
11 Apr - HOFI on nest 15:11. - RR
19 Apr - HOFI on nest 0757. - RR
5 May - Nest empty, presumed fledged. Change to closed. -RR

4/26/2011 7003823 HOFI Closed Helix Yard AR 45 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 26 Apr - HOFI incubating 6 eggs 1635. - RR
3 May - Downy young in nest 1600. - RR
11 May - Well feathered young with adults tending 1744. - RR
18 May - Nest has fledged 1738. Change to Closed. - RR

7/13/2011 7004625 CAGN Closed CP13 575 feet northeast of 
Structure CP13-2

300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 8/4/2011 dbusby - 7/13/2011 4:14:22 PM - A previously unrecorded adult male was detected incubating an active nest with 3 
eggs approximately 575 feet northeast of Structure CP13-2. The adult female was never detected during my 
observations. No buffers were established since this nest is well beyond the requisite 300-foot construction buffer 
and it will not affect construction activities.
dbusby - 7/20/2011 11:56:16 AM - Adult pair feeding one 3-day-old nestling.
kalberts - 7/27/2011 3:02:53 PM
Parents continuing to feed one nestling. 
blohstroh - 8/4/2011 1:23:06 PM
Nest empty, male feeding fledgling 650 ft to the NE.
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7/13/2011 7004627 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge.
30 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 8/19/2011 vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:03:26 PM

Adult observed on nest.
imaunsell - 7/25/2011 10:29:04 AM
Female adding material to nest and incubating.
imaunsell - 8/3/2011 12:23:00 PM
Female caring for nestlings with pin feathers coming in.
veurs - 8/8/2011 4:34:41 PM
monitored nest from 13:45-16:00 during excavation work that occurred approx 50 feet away on other side of sound 
blankets; female returned to nest every 25-35 mins to feed 2 nestlings; nestlings' bills beginning to elongate and 
feathers turning green; one nestling especially active, craning body and stretching neck over side of nest; other chick 
not as visible; both chicks blocked from view by mother when she came to feed
veurs - 8/10/2011 4:00:35 PM
record from 8/9/2011 not posted successfully-observed nest from 0630-1600; female returned to feed nestlings at 
regular intervals once fog burned off; steady attendance at nest despite continuous use of backhoe



veurs - 8/10/2011 4:06:12 PM
observed nest throughout day from  0700-1530; female returned to nest regularly to feed nestlings; both chicks still 
alive and moving about nest a little; female spent more time perched close to nest than on previous days; 
construction equip used untill approx 1330, then crew switched to hand tools  
veurs - 8/11/2011 4:44:08 PM
observed female returning to nest at regular intervals to feed 2 nestlings; at least one chick spent time exercising 
wings, but both remained in cup of nest; female stayed a little farther from the nest; construction activity not as 
heavy in vicinity of nest today
veurs - 8/15/2011 6:12:15 PM
obs nest from 0630-1645; 2 nestlings very large and have basically outgrown nest; nest is semi-disintegrated but 
chicks have yet to move from branch; chicks preened themselves throughout day and one turned around to face 
opposite direction; female returned to nest regularly to feed chicks-would often perch 2-3 feet from nest for a minute 
or two, then move to nest to feed 
veurs - 8/16/2011 4:50:01 PM
obs nest throughout day from 0630-1615; nest almost completely gone; chicks now separated by about 6 inches; 
female continued to feed during day; both chicks preened and exercised wings during the day; one chick lifted off 
from branch, but settled back down in same spot; fledging imminent
vnovik - 8/17/2011 9:07:14 AM
Adult observed feeling young on branch adjacent to nest.  Appears that nestlings are trying out  their wings on the 
branch.
kalberts - 8/19/2011 4:02:59 PM
Fledgling birds have vacated the immediate area of the nest, indicating that they are capabae of flight and are able 
to fly at will from impending danger.  Nest closed.  

7/14/2011 7004628 COHA Closed CP43 120 feet from was 
station centerpoint

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/9/2011 veurs - 7/14/2011 8:33:59 AM
The nest was detected by hearing the cries of at least one juvenile hawk. 
A juvenile was seen next to the nest, making alarm vocalizations before flying away. Another fledged juvenile was 
observed in the nest and moving about the surrounding vegetation. Below the nest a large amount of newly-emerged 
feathers were found, which suggests at least one juvenile was predated (See photos).

veurs - 7/14/2011 1:38:26 PM
Based on the flight mobility of the two fledglings, this nest is being considered closed. According to Cooper's Hawk 
nesting chronology, the young will remain near the nest, feeding from it, for up to ten days after fledging. Therefore, 
the biologists feel these young fledged between 4 July and 9 July 2011. This nest is located adjacent to a County 
Water District service yard that is actively in use. Additionally, extensive dam construction is occurring about a 
quarter mile away.  During the four hours of this survey alone, road work, blast whistles, truck loading/unloading and 
welding activities occurred. Given the successful fledging of the hawks with such a high level of disturbance, it is felt 
that no buffer required around this nest. Also, the nest is located behind a locked 9-foot chain link fence topped with 
barbed wire, so it would be difficult for anyone to get closer than 100 feet.

7/14/2011 7004631 HOOR Closed Alpine Underground 
431-00l

20 feet from Alpine Blvd 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 8/1/2011 shampton - 7/14/2011 3:05:36 PM
Pair observed going to nest. Female incubating/brooding; flushed when observer was directly below nest, otherwise 
tolerant of human activity and construction (work inside nearby vault and  flaggers).
shampton - 7/14/2011 4:52:10 PM
Construction activities were occurring during bird behavioral observations on 7/14/11 (1400-1445 hrs). Activities 
consisted of  men working below ground inside vault. On surface were air conditioners (ventilating vault) and 
generators running, pickup trucks, tent, traffic control equipment, and flaggers. Nearest work was about 40 feet away.  

sritt - 7/23/2011 4:55:36 PM
Female repeatedly bringing food to nest.
pkonrad - 8/5/2011 11:13:21 AM
No orioles observed in areaduring 30 minutes of observation, but judging from the past reports it is assumed the 
nestlings fledged - closed.
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7/14/2011 7004633 ROWR Closed Kreutzcamp Yard AR 10 feet west of AR 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 8/6/2011 pkonrad - 7/14/2011 11:29:35 AM

Rock Wren flushed from nest crevice during bio nest visits Monday and Tuesday. 2 wrens observed; 1 entered 
cavity.
pkonrad - 7/21/2011 11:08:20 AM
Adult with insect in bill standing on small twig nest at opening of nesting cavity among rocks.
pkonrad - 7/27/2011 10:11:53 AM
At least 3 young nestlings being fed in the nest by adults that make food gathering forays and return to the nest. A 
few pebbles have been assembled to form an entry 'porch.' 
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 4:22:27 PM
At least 2 large nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 8/10/2011 10:53:46 AM
Nestlings have fledged and the wrens appear to have dispersed from the area.

5/3/2011 7004640 BUSH Closed CP25-2 20 feet from work limits. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 mdicus - 5/3/2011 - Adult BUSH observed making multiple trips to and from nest,  Pair has started  new clutch in 
same nest.  Buffer re-staked at 75 feet, per previous NBR from April 18.  
mdicus - 5/9/2011 2:09:15 PM - Adult still making multiple trips to and from nest.
blohstroh - 5/13/2011 8:36:22 AM-nest in good condition, adult making trips to nest, even during active 
construction:concrete pouring.
21 May BUSH exits nest 1448. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 7:41:32 AM
No BUSH detected during 20 min obs, then HOWR removing nest material unopposed. Nest feels empty. Presume 
fledged and Change to Closed. Stakes and buffers removed.
Note to bio-monitor - HOWR building nest nearby ...
tcooper - 5/31/2011 11:28:38 AM - no activity over 15 min, 

5/19/2011 7004642 HOFI Closed CP54 Londono 
property

0' to house. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/15/2011 19 May HOFI female on nest 1508, male guarding.- RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:20:06 PM
No HOFI detected during 30 min. obs. 
rradd - 6/3/2011 9:09:35 AM
HOFI on nest 0832
rradd - 6/8/2011 1:34:46 PM
HOFI pr. at nest 1307. 
rradd - 6/16/2011 4:19:47 PM
HOFI on nest 1537
rradd - 6/23/2011 8:40:17 AM
No HOFI detected at this nest during 30 min obs. 
Change to Closed.

7/16/2011 7004643 COYE Closed Access road to guard 
pole structure near 

CP71

95 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/20/2011 eelias - 7/16/2011 10:14:35 AM
JPawlicki observed a female delivering food to 2 partly feathered nestlings; their eyes were open and they had pin 
feathers on wings, back and head.
rradd - 7/21/2011 10:36:47 AM
Nest is intact and empty. Small feces in bottom of cup suggests successful fledge.

5/12/2011 7004649 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 5/12/2011 - MODO on nest 0937. - RR
5/19/2011 - MODO on nest 1012. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 1:03:10 PM - MODO brooding nestling(s) 1259.
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:21:32 PM - Nest appears empty; presume successfully fledged - closed.

4/5/2011 7004650 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 4/5/2011 - Nest reoccupied by MODO 
4/11/2011 - MODO incubating; 1 egg visible. - RR
4/19/2011 Apr - MODO on nest 0824. - RR
4/27/2011 - 2 MODO nestlings on nest 0938. - RR
5/5/2011 - Adult MODO on nest. Assume successful fledge and re-nest 0907. - RR

7/19/2011 7004659 HOFI Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; in San Luis Rey 
Substation

100 feet 25 feet This nest is located within the 230kV rack, about 20 feet above the ground below 
an insulator. Currently, there is an SDG&E crew working in the second bay of 
the 230kV rack, about 45 feet east of the nest. Nestlings were heard several 
times loudly calling when a female arrived at the nest. The nestlings vocalize at 
a loud volume and with aggressiveness indicative of large well developed 
nestlings, suggesting they will fledge soon.
A nest buffer reduction from 100 to 25 feet is requested for this active house 
finch nest. The NBR should not adversely affect the nesting birds, nor should it 
inhibit the successful fledging of the young for the following reasons:
•The finches built this nest within the substation while daily Sunrise Power Link-
related construction activities and ongoing non-Project maintenance and 
operations activities were occurring. This clearly demonstrates the birds are 
acclimated to and tolerent of human activity in their nesting area.
•The nest is located at the bottom of an insulator located on the 230kV rack 
about 20 to 25 feet above the ground, and as such is completely enclosed with 
no direct view to future activities.
•Presumably, the nest has large nestlings (based on the amount of noise 
generated when competing for food), indicating the adult finches have a lot of 
energy invested in this nest and will not likely abandon it now.
•The work proposed near the nest is of the same intensity as the activity that has 
occured simultaneously with nest progression. The finches  tolerance of 
construction activites to date suggest the success of the birds will not be 
impacted by the proposed work.

Additionally, the presumably large size of the vocalizing nestlings suggests that 
these will soon fledge, perhaps in a matter of days.

1. FLEDGED. 7/26/2011 barnold - 7/19/2011 10:07:08 AM
Nestlings heard vocalizing when female approahes and enters nest. These nestlings sound fairly large, and as such 
will likely fledge within a week or so. Female came to nesr several times while work was occurring within 45 feet of 
nesr. As such, a 30-foot buffer will likely suffice.
pkonrad - 8/5/2011 10:14:16 AM
Biomonitor at substation verified the nestlings fledged - closed.
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7/19/2011 7004660 MODO Closed EP291-1 87 feet to tower work 

area
100 feet 80 feet. A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 80 feet is requested and is not 

anticipated to impact the likelihood for this nest to fledge successfully for the 
following reasons:
•The nest is located over 80 feet from the work area. The majority of work 
activities at this site will take place outside of the original 100 foot buffer.
•Mourning doves are typically highly tolerant of disturbances and will remain on 
their nests even when approached to very close distances. This behavior makes 
it unlikely that the bird would flush from the nest due to work over 80 feet away. 
This particular bird did not flush from the nest until surveyors approached to 
within a few feet.
•The nest is located on the side of a brittle bush (Encilia ferenosa) facing away 
from the work area. This plant species is of moderate height and density, 
providing a natural visual buffer from potential disturbances at the work area.
•Other instances of mourning doves nesting in proximity to human disturbances 
on the Project have not been negatively impacted by buffer reductions of 
distances less than the proposed buffer for this nest.

1. FLEDGED. 8/12/2011 fhoffman - 7/19/2011 10:19:56 AM
Adult incubating 2 eggs.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 2:23:04 PM
Dove still incubating 2 white eggs in ground nest.
pkonrad - 8/1/2011 10:57:29 AM
Adult dove on nest, apparently brooding.
pkonrad - 8/8/2011 12:16:54 PM
Adult standing next to nest; cannot see nest contents (without flushing dove in heat).
pkonrad - 8/15/2011 11:36:41 AM
Fledgling observed about 100 feet northeast of nest; flushed twice but didn't fly well yet. Adult circled from 400 feet 
north of nest to 300 feet south-southeast of nest before fledgling showed its position. Nest  empty and flattened from 
use - closed.

7/13/2011 7004666 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Loritz property

0 feet; in water tank 100 feet 30 feet and drive 
through access with 

access to water tank.

A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 30 feet with drive through access and 
access to a water reservoir is not anticipated to impact the likelihood for this nest 
to fledge successfully for the following reasons:
•This nest is located 6 feet high between wheels of a water reservoir. This 
location provides a natural buffer by design that shields the nest from visual and 
sound disturbances occurring due to continuous, nearby construction.
•The nest was discovered by the on-site biological monitor during work activities 
that included rock crushing and drilling. These activites are were occurring 
approximately 85 feet away and had no apparent impact upon nesting 
behavior.
•To date all typical work activities have been occuring at or near 30 feet from the 
nest with through traffic and access to the water tank allowed due to an existing 
NBR granted for adjacent, recently fledged house finch nest ID 7002508. This 
pair has chosen this nest location regardless of these activities, demonstrating 
that the propsed 30 foot buffer is adequate to allow all typical nesting behaviors 
to occur, and as shown by nest 7002508, successful fledging without impact.
•The nest contains nestlings indicating that a high level of site affinity is likely 
and the pair is not anticipated to abandon the nest at this stage.

1. FLEDGED. 8/3/2011 aayala - 7/13/2011
Biomonitor Michael Scaffidi first noticed activity in alternate set of wheels on 7/13/2011. Female left and returned to 
substrate in no less than 30 minute intervals, nothing observed in mouth.
aayala - 7/15/2011
Bio rechecked on 7/15/2011. Observed male entering nest at least once during an unknown interval; female not 
seen. 
aayala - 7/20/2011
During an unknown observation interval, bio detected begging calls as well as both the male and female making 
multiple trips to nest.
aayala - 7/21/2011 12:50:40 PM
At least 1 downy nestling with open eyes seen in substrate with nest-check mirror by sritt. No other activity observed 
(i.e. no adult activity).
emorgan - 8/3/2011 5:29:58 PM
Nest empty when checked with mirror. A lot of droppings are in and around nest. Successfully fledged.

7/21/2011 7004668 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0; in Sycamore 
Substation

100 feet 20 feet This nest is located on the western side of the substation within the 230kV 
disconnect switch rack, about 20 feet above the ground on top of an insulator, 
just south of GCB 22N, in a very concealed location with no visibility to the 
ground. A Roel construction crew has been working about 30 feet west of the 
nest prior to its discovery by the bio-monitor.
A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 20 feet is requested for this nest and the 
breeding cycle of the birds is not anticipated to be substantially disturbed for the 
following reasons:
•The finches built this nest within the substation during construction activities as 
well as ongoing maintenance activities, clearly they are well acclimated to 
human activity in their chosen nesting area.
•The nest is located at the top of an insulator located on the 230kV disconnect 
switch rack about 20 feet above the ground, and it is completely enclosed and 
surrounded with no direct view to work activities.
•The nest has apparently large nestlings (based on the amount of noise 
generated), indicating nest progression has been undeterred by construction to 
date.
•The adult birds have a lot of energy invested in this nest and will not likely 
abandon it now.
•The presumed large size of the vocalizing nestlings suggest that they may soon 
fledge.
•A majority of house finch nests with previously approved buffer reductions to 20 
feet at the Sycamore substation have successfully fledged (8 of 14) and those 
that failed did so due to causes other than human activity.
•All future work in the area will not exceed the scope, intensity, and duration of 
the work exposure to date.
Based on the above, concurrence to a NBR to 20 feet is not expected to impact 
the successful fledging of this house finch nest.

1. FLEDGED. 8/1/2011 barnold - 7/21/2011 3:05:17 PM
Nestlings heard by biomonitor today and yesterday.
barnold - 8/2/2011 5:38:30 PM
Activity, consisting of adult flying to nest and loud nestling response vocalizations, was last heard 7/27 by biomonitor - 
no activity since then. This nest likely successfully fledged due to the loud response calls (presumably indicating 
large healthy nestlings) that were routinely heard.

7/22/2011 7004671 LEGO Closed CP83 AR 25 feet to AR 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/27/2011 rradd - 7/22/2011 12:11:53 PM
Male alarming and escorting, eventually female settles on nest 1204.
rradd - 7/27/2011 2:36:27 PM
Change to Closed.
The only LEGO activity observed during 30 min. obs is nearby feeding of juveniles. Presume this nest has fledged.
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5/24/2011 7004673 HOWR Closed TL 6916 - Z973032 40 feet to work 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/27/2011 rradd - 5/24/2011 7:31:00 AM - HOWR singing and entering nest 0728.

rradd - 6/1/2011 5:58:57 PM - HOWR calls and enters nest 17:58.
rradd - 6/7/2011 4:16:33 PM - HOWR enters nest while construction in progress 1415.
rradd - 6/13/2011 4:03:30 PM - HOWR to and from nest 1602.
rradd - 6/20/2011 3:56:43 PM - HOWR to nest 1552, for 2 minutes.
rradd - 6/28/2011 1:24:27 PM
No HOWR detections during 30 min. survey. Monitoring timeline suggests nest has fledged.

7/26/2011 7004676 COHA Closed Elliot Substation 210 feet to substation. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/21/2011 04/05/11 - Pair of Cooper's hawks observed at and around nest (R. Abe, M. Dicus).
12 Apr - COHA flew from nest, calling at 12:00. Seems agitated by human voices, traffic OK.- RR
21 Apr - COHA at nest. Agitated by observer activity in  parking lot. 0715 - RR
26 Apr - Male COHA vocal at nest 1210. - RR
03 May - COHA on nest. - RR
11 May - COHA agitated by landscape utility crew working under nest. 0700 - RR
16 May - COHA female at nest, male hunting in the fig trees 0855. - RR
23 May - COHA visible on this well-obscured nest, adult male hunting nearby.
rradd - 5/23/2011 11:19:27 AM
COHA visible on this well-obscured nest, ad. male hunting nearby.
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:46:43 AM
 Male COHA carries small bird to nest 0707.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:33:01 AM
Male COHA eating NOMO 0843, returns briefly to nest 0858 w/ no food and departs quickly.
rradd - 6/14/2011 2:48:11 PM
Adult male COHA carrying prey to nesr area 1140, juv. on nest 1405.
rradd - 6/21/2011 8:31:39 AM
Adult male COHA carrying prey to nest area 0704, COHA on nest 0826.
rradd - 6/27/2011 2:09:08 PM
COHA on nest 1352.
rradd - 7/5/2011 3:06:40 PM
Adult COHA on nest with downy, partially feathered juvenile ...
rradd - 7/11/2011 6:13:44 PM
Juvenile COHA brancher with short wings and tail; not yet flight capable adjacent to nest. Adult male COHA alarming 
10' away in response to observer.
rradd - 7/19/2011 2:00:21 PM
No COHA detected at nest tree; juvenile heard calling away from nest. Young has fledged, change to Closed.

7/26/2011 7004677 MODO Closed CP49-1 AR Hamlet 
property

50' to AR 100 feet 40 feet This nest is located 50 feet from access road at the top of an embankment and 
within the dense foliage of a Peruvian pepper. Approximately 9 feet above the 
ground in a branch fork from the trunk, the nest contains 2 nestlings, one is very 
large and well developed and should fledge within 4 days, the other a few days 
behind. A nest buffer reduction to 40 feet is not anticipated to negatively impact 
the likelihood for this nest to fledge successfully for the following reasons:
•The vegetation should provide a natural visual and sound buffer for the nest 
from disturbances occuring in the work area. 
•The nest is located on the west side of a Project access road. The work area is 
located 50 feet downslope and the slope creates a natural visual and sound 
buffer from the work area to the nest site.
•Mourning doves are frequently highly tolerant of human activity and nests in 
close proximity to work elsewhere on the Project have fledged successfully. The 
nestlings in this nest are very close to fledging and may have done so by the 
time work occurs.
•Although some activities will be required within 100 feet, the majority of work, 
staging, vehicle idling, and access will occur outside the 100 foot buffer. The 
majority of activities occuring between 40-100 feet from the nest will be limited to 
methods utilizing hand tools. 

1. FLEDGED. 7/30/2011 rradd - 7/26/2011 10:53:54 AM
2 nestlings in nest; largest 1 should fledge in 3 days.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 11:04:54 AM
Nestlings have apparently fledged; no doves in area, so they have probably already dispersed.

6/16/2011 7004678 LEGO Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

60 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/16/2011 rradd - 6/16/2011
LEGO female appears to be putting finishing touches on new nest 0700.
rradd - 6/23/2011 9:54:38 AM
Apparently incubating female LEGO settles onto nest 0912. 
rradd - 6/30/2011 9:24:11 AM
Male LEGO feeds female on nest 0653.
rradd - 7/7/2011 8:49:45 AM
LEGO female leaves nest to forage 0650, returns to nest 0718.
rradd - 7/15/2011 7:29:45 AM
LEGO female leaves nest to forage 0718.
sjohnston - 7/16/2011 9:26:07 AM
Observed LEGO visit old BUSH nest, then return to its nest.
rradd - 7/20/2011 7:14:23 PM
Change to closed.
LEGO female comes to nest; appears that new layer of material has been added and second nest is in progress. 
Nest presumed to have successfully fledged.
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5/24/2011 7004680 HOWR Closed EP27-1 35' from AR 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/21/2011 pkonrad - 5/24/2011 12:50:42 PM

Wren singing incessantly at nest tree, but no activity observed at cavities.
eelias - 6/6/2011 11:48:05 AM
Arrived @ 1131. Nest cavity was located after locating two adults scolding me. These adults were holding food 
items. Both adults brought these items into the peeping young. Nest monitored for 15 minutes.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 11:04:56 AM
Adults feeding nestlings in nest cavity.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 1:07:15 PM
Nestlings appear to have fledged; no adults or fledglings observed or heard in the area - will check back..
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 11:52:34 AM
No wrens observed in area; nestlings apparently fledged and family group dispersed.

5/14/2011 7004683 WEBL Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 
pullsite - driveway 

entry

32 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 14 May WEBL pr present but no cavity use during 30 min obs.0930 - RR
19 May WEBL pr active, female enters cavity 1802. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 8:19:12 AM
WEBL pr feeding nest at 5 min intervals 0706
rradd - 6/3/2011 3:37:42 PM
County personnel cut tree down!
rradd - 6/3/2011 3:45:20 PM
Stump with nest cavity has been placed approx 2.5' AGL and (incredibly) WEBL pr continues to feed this nest.
rradd - 6/9/2011 11:24:34 AM
WEBL pr continue to feed at least two juv.s visible in nest entrance at 3-10 min intervals 1110.
rradd - 6/17/2011 7:48:00 AM
No WEBL detected using this stump. Fledged young being fed away from nest. Change to Closed.

7/27/2011 7004700 HOFI Closed Rough Acres Lodge 0 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/27/2011 fhoffman - 7/27/2011 12:22:11 PM
Appears to be successfully fledged based on nest splatter and shape.

7/27/2011 7004701 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 5 feet to AR 100 feet Drvie through access 
only.

Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 8/2/2011 rradd - 7/21/2011 4:05:29 PM
Change to Closed.
HOFI are visiting and have apparently taken over -  HOFI tail visible over rim of nest.
rradd - 7/27/2011 10:10:51 AM
Female HOFI enters nest 0922; at least 2 nestlings visible above rim plastered with feces.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 2:44:53 PM
No nestlings or adults observed, but nestlings could be in nest yet; check back again.
rradd - 8/10/2011 3:42:03 PM
Status unclear. No young visible in nest but adult female HOFI noted visiting at 30 minute intervals.
rradd - 8/17/2011 4:37:37 PM
Change to closed.
No HOFI activity at or near this nest. Observation chronology suggests successful fledge.

8/1/2011 7004705 MODO Closed Sycamore Yard 15 feet from AR 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Blanket exemption for nests built along ARs continuouly in use for project 
activities recieving agency concurrence that birds extablishing nests near ARs 
are accustomed to human activities and traffic and should not be impacted 
provided that no stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 8/11/2011 imaunsell - 8/1/2011 2:32:42 PM
Female flushed from nest with 2 young with pin feathers.
emorgan - 8/11/2011 11:09:08 AM
Nest empty; there are lots of droppings around nest and a few downy feathers. Presumed to have successfully 
fledged - closed.

8/4/2011 7004709 NOMO Closed CP59 35 feet 100 feet 35 feet. A Nest Buffer Reduction from 100 to 35 feet should not adversely affect nest 
progression and successful fledging of the nestlings for the following reasons:
•This nest was constructed 32 feet from a well traveled, public, unpaved road. 
Current traffic typically travels at a relatively high speed (such that copius 
amounts of dust are produced by each passing vehicle). Project traffic will be 
held to an ESA 10 mph speed limit.
•Nest site selection and construction by the adult pair, and subsequent nest 
progression to date has occurred undeterred by significant daily human 
disturbance (vehicle traffic).
•This nest was constructed on the far side, relative to the road, of a relatively 
dense blue elderberry shrub, creating a line of sight, sound and dust barrier 
apparently sufficient for the nest and birds.
•This nest has three nestlings, judged by the avian biologists to be within 7 to 10 
days of fledging, establishing strong site affinity for the adult birds, who have a 
lot of energy invested in this breeding effort, making potential abandonment from 
minor distrubances unlikely.
•Project traffic on the road will not create a significant increase in road traffic 
disturbance when traveling at 10 mph.
•The nest is less than 200 feet on 3 sides from a large, active farm with 
considerable un-buffered sight, sound, and dust disturbance.
•Northern mockingbirds are known to be extremely tolerant of human activity, 
and are among the most prolific breeders in urban, suburban and agricultural 
settings.
•No Project related construction will be occurring near the nest (the nearest 
actual construction site is nearly 3000 feet away) and potential Project 
disturbances are limited to intermittent, brief vehicular traffic.

1. FLEDGED. veurs - 8/4/2011 6:59:40 AM
Adult observed on wire carrying food in bill; entered Sambucus, heard nestlings calling; adult left; found nest with 3 
nearly fully feathered nestlings. Anticipated fledge date 7-10 days.
imaunsell - 8/10/2011 11:31:46 AM
Nest complete and empty with scat along rim of nest. Nesting chronology fits successfully fledged nest.

8/4/2011 7004711 ACWO Closed Alpine Underground 0 - above work area. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 8/9/2011 pkonrad - 8/4/2011 6:08:43 PM
Large nestling food begging and being fed by adult(s) making periodic feeding trips to cavity.
pkonrad - 8/10/2011 3:04:23 PM
No activity at nest cavity; will check back tomorrow.
pkonrad - 8/11/2011 7:16:29 PM
No adult or nestling activity again - appears nestling(s) fledged and dispersed.
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5/11/2011 7005052 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/19/2011 barnold - 5/11/2011 12:29 PM - Female flushed from empty nest.

barnold - 5/19/2011 9:22  AM - Female flushed from nest with 3 eggs.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:55 AM - Female flushed from nest with 4 eggs.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:27:01 AM - At least 2 nestlings in nest.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:13:51 PM - 3 very large nestlings in nest, looks like they are about to fledge.
barnold - 6/23/2011 11:53:24 AM - Nestlings successfully fledged - closed.

6/27/2011 7002563 ATFL Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within Sycamore 
Substation.

100 feet 30 feet A Nest Buffer Reduction to allow work to occur under the superstructure will 
result in a minimum buffer of about 30 feet of the newly discovered Ash-throated 
Flycatcher nest (vertically), which will not likely result in nest failure.
The Ash-throated Flycatcher nest is not anticipated to be substantially disturbed 
by the Sycamore Substation work, due to the following:
•         The nest is located in a hollow pole on top of the 69kV rack, about 40 feet 
above the ground. It is completely enclosed and surrounded by steel, with no 
direct view to the proposed activities at ground level.
•      This nest was discovered during work activities were occurring nearby, yet 
the birds accessed the horizontal pole opening without regard to the on-the-
ground activites occurring nearby.

1. FLEDGED.  Based 
on nest chronology 
and reported times 
for incubation (15 

days)  and fledglings 
leaving nest at 16 to 

17 days, this nest 
likely fledged 22 July 
2011. As has been 
observed with other 

Ash-throated 
Flycatcher nests on 
the SRPL Project, 

Ash-throated 
Flycatcher family 
groups seem to 

move away from the 
nest to forage and 
feed fledglings in 

nearby appropriate 
habitat.

7/29/2011 barnold - 6/27/2011 2:15:58 PM
Adult observed entering pipe four times during the observation period (9 to 2). Also, pair seen at pipe, one standing 
by while other entered opening.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:55:32 PM
Adult observed entering pipe nest cavity.
barnold - 7/12/2011 9:06:13 PM
Adult brought food to nest twice during 10-minute observation period.
barnold - 7/13/2011 7:24:34 PM
Adult observed bringing food to nest, even during nearby front-end loader work.
barnold - 7/14/2011 4:51:00 PM
Adult flew to perch on 69kV superstructure above nest at 1:05, then flew to nest and briefly entered pipe at 1:07. This 
first adult sits at nest pipe entrance, looking around area until 1:13 when second adult flew into nest. First adult 
stands on top of nest pipe entrance, then flies off at 1:15, and immediately returns with food then leaves again.
barnold - 7/16/2011 4:27:08 PM
Friday 15 July 2011 Adult entered nest at 11:20. Both adults arrive, one with food at 11:48. Adult with food perched 
on vertical pipe west of nest pipe, enters one, then another, and finally into the pipe opening with the nest (nest is 
located in eastern-most pipe in row of six). This adult quickly flew off. An adult returned at 11:59 and displayed the 
same behavior of entering two other pipe openings before entering nest pipe. At 12:02 an adult flies down to 
transformer and perches till 12:08. A second adult flies to perch at 12:08, then enters nest at 12:09 and flies off at 
12:11. Both adults return at 12:17, both leave shortly thereafter. Both return at 12:25,  one briefly enters nest then 
flies off while other stays on vertical pipe perch two bays to the west and eventually flies off. At 1:32 both adulrs 
return to nest, and one immediately enters pipe opening. At 3:50 both adults at nest, one enters briefly then leaves.
barnold - 7/16/2011 9:08:32 PM
Adult at nest at 11:53.  At 12:27, adult brought food to nest, entered and departed after 12 seconds.  Adult broyght 
food at 2:15.  Adult at nest at 4:15.  Adult at vertical perch at 6:15.
barnold - 7/17/2011 4:31:09 PM
Adult incidentally observed at nest at 0722 and 1115. Adult brings food at 1224, enters then emerges without food.  
Adult brings food at 3:43, leaves shortly thereafter. At 3:52, both adults return to nest, one with food flies to vertical 
perch, other flies directly to nest pipe opening. Adult with food then flies into nest. In the meantime, a female House 
Finchperches atop the vertical nest pipe. The adult flycatcher, upon emerging from the opening, aggressively 
engages the HOFI and drives her off.
barnold - 7/21/2011 3:22:49 PM
Adult at nest pole entrance.
barnold - 8/2/2011 5:12:57 PM
Last activity observed 21 July. No adults seen on 28 July. This nest fledged, probably on 29 July according to 
reported incubation period of 15 days and fledglings leaving nest at 15 to 16 days.
barnold - 8/2/2011 5:33:39 PM
Correction, meant to say this nest likely fledged 22 July 2011.

8/9/2011 7004713 BANO Closed EP43-1 460 feet 1. FLEDGED.  Nest 
apparently fledged 

before initial 
discovery. No signs 

of predation.

8/8/2011 shampton - 8/9/2011 10:19:52 PM
Nest empty. Already fledged. No eggs or nestlings in nest. Lots of whitewash, BANO feathers and pellets. No sign of 
predation.

7/8/2011 7002616 LEGO Closed Alpine Yard 15 feet from impact 
area.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 1 
nestling appears to 
have fledged and 1 
feathered nestling 

died in nest, possibly 
while fledging.

7/12/2011 eelias - 7/8/2011 1:06:49 PM
This nest was found by hearing vocalizing nestlings. A visual inspection revealed 2 nestlings calling.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 4:56:59 PM
Unusual case: 1 dead fully plumaged fledging-aged nestling is hanging upside down from nest rim by 1 leg. There is 
an abundance of mutes on a flattened potion of nest - I think other nestling fledged, but the dead nestling appears to 
have been caught in nest material as it tried to leave nest. No sign of predation  - closed.

7/6/2011 7002604 LENI Closed TL6916 - 774842 20 feet to AR 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. Adult 
flushing but 

remaining in area 
inidcates recently 
fledged nest with 

semi-precocial young 
still in area.

8/4/2011 phoward - 7/6/2011 8:28:10 AM
Female incubating 2 eggs.
tcooper - 7/15/2011 - Female brooding 2 downy nestlings.
tcooper - 7/16/2011 2:22:05 PM
7/16/2011 10:00 AM - Female brooding 2 downy nestlings.
rradd - 7/18/2011 6:55:20 AM
LENI brooding 2 downy nestlings with feather quills just emerging on wings.
rradd - 7/25/2011 8:35:20 AM
Adult LENI flushed from nest area and remained nearby. Nest is empty and young could not be located within a 100 
foot radius during 30 minute search.
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5/27/2011 7002386 LBVI Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 15 feet from AR. 300 feet Drive through access 

only.
NBR Submit Date: 06/01/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/02/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

Per USFWS comments and in compliance with the BO, anytime construction 
activities occur (including drive through access) within 300 feet of a least Bell’s 
vireo nest a biologist must be present. 

1. FLEDGED. Adults 
and fledglings 

observed away from 
nest.

6/4/2011 tcooper - 5/27/2011 10:53:43 AM - Pair with 3 nestlings approximately 3 days old. Male banded MPu:lbMDb; female 
unbanded.
dbusby - 6/3/2011 1:54:49 PM - Adult pair bringing food to nestlings.
rradd - 5/31/2011 2:36:48 PM - Adult LBVI feeding this nest 1415
imaunsell - 6/2/2011 11:59:14 AM - Adult LBVI feeding 3 nestlings. Down feathers still present. Nestlings still appear 
to be a couple days from fledging. Nest checked by Kris Alberts. Anticipated fledge date 6/4/2011.
rradd - 6/6/2011 4:27:37 PM - Nest is empty. Nestlings have fledged. Banded male remains singing on territory.
rradd - 6/15/2011 8:58:30 PM - Pair have re-nested nearby. Change to Closed.

5/26/2011 7002381 ATFL Closed CP70-3 AR 40 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. Adults 
feeding fledglings 

near nest.

7/8/2011 ATFL pair observed pair-bonding here 20 May have selected a nest cavity. Time spent away from nest by both birds 
presumed to indicate egg-laying phase in progress.
rradd - 6/4/2011 10:55:26 AM
ATFL nesting activity continues here.
rradd - 6/9/2011 4:36:42 PM
ATFK pair seen near cavity but not entering.
rradd - 6/17/2011 2:48:53 PM
Several visits by ATFL, but no cavity entry obs. An alternate site may have been selected, but activity level is very 
low (1400-1445). Will monitor once more before closing.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:24:49 PM
ATFL male escorts food-carrying female to nest cavity, departs after she enters 1056. Female remains on nest for 
duration of 20 min obs.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:13:58 PM
ATFL pr carrying food to nest at 10 min. intervals.
rradd - 7/8/2011 9:23:42 AM
Change to Closed
Nest has fledged. ATFL carrying food to fledglings in and around nest tree.

5/24/2011 7002351 WEBL Closed TL 6916 - 973035 90 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular pasage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping 
standing or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. Adults 
observed with 

fledglings away from 
nest.

6/1/2011 rradd - 5/24/2011 8:24:46 AM - 17 May WEBL foraging near pole, carrying food to this nest 1102.
rradd - 5/24/2011 8:25:30 AM - WEBL pair continue carrying food to nest.
rradd - 6/2/2011 8:18:13 AM - WEBL pair feeding fledgling away from nest 0731.
rradd - 6/2/2011 8:19:23 AM - Change to Closed.

5/31/2011 7002399 AMKE Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

190 feet from 
substation.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 100 
feet. Nest is 100 feet up, 
so horizontal buffer is 0.

•Non-Project work occurs within this substation on a daily basis, all of this work 
occurs between 100 and  500 feet from the nest, including wiring, switching and 
electrical testing, which are equipment, labor, and noise intensive. This nesting 
pair appear to be very tolerant of all such work.
•The loudest part of the Project related work (concrete sawing) has already been 
performed. Last week jackhammering occurred within 120 feet, and a concrete 
retaining wall 175 feet from the nest was demolished, and the birds tolerated this 
work, undeterred from their nesting behavior.
•This nest is a typical American Kestrel nest, constructed within a cavity, and by 
design cavity nests provide a natural visual and acoustic buffer for the adults 
and nestlings within.
•The nest is located 100 feet off the ground in an arm of an electrical pole 
structure. This arm extends northwest from the central pole, away from all 
proposed Project work. Therefore, the pole height and nest entrance orientation 
provides an additional visual and sound buffer from activities occurring in the 
work area.
•A pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks was seen being harassed by one of the 
Kestrels during this survey. Similar behavior toward these Red-tailed Hawks has 
been seen by the bio-monitor every day that she has been onsite. The Kestrel's 
defensive behavior exhibits strong nest affinity, illustrating that they continue to 
show normal nesting behaviors despite the man-made and natural 
disturbances.
•This tower is located 45 outside of the substation fenceline, less than 200 feet 
from a residential housing tract and all current daily substation traffic very rarely 
utilizes this area within 100 feet of the tower.

1. FLEDGED. Adults 
seen with young near 

nest cavity.

6/18/2011 sritt - 5/31/2011 5:35:46 PM
Adults seen nearby harassing RTHAs.  One adult seen entering arm. Fledglings heard giving begging calls.
sritt - 6/18/2011 1:29:47 PM
Two adults seen feeding + flying around w/ two juveniles.
sritt - 6/18/2011 1:32:03 PM
One juvenile briefly landed on tower arm containing nest, but never entered.  Birds otherwise showing no affinity 
towards nest. Nest closed.

5/26/2011 7002359 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. All 
nesting appears to 

be completed.

7/20/2011 shampton - 5/26/2011 3:06:53 PM
WTSW's active at holes.
emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:39:07 PM
Multiple pairs entering cavities.
shampton - 6/9/2011 12:15:59 PM
WTSW's active at holes.
shampton - 6/16/2011 12:24:09 PM
Multiple WTSW's entering and exiting multiple holes during 10 minute observation period.
shampton - 6/23/2011 11:31:24 AM
WTSW's observed entering holes at 0643.
shampton - 6/30/2011 3:26:39 PM
WTSW's entered and/or exited at least 7 different holes during 30 minute observation period (1305-1335); 2 of the 7 
holes were also used by NRWS.
bfischer - 7/11/2011 2:13:07 PM
Adults were seen flying into and out of nest.
shampton - 7/21/2011 5:37:39 PM
No WTSW's were observed entering holes or anywhere in the area during 25 minutes of observation (1040-1105). 
Today, during weekly Least Bell's Vireo survey of surrounding riparian area (0740-1010), only 1 WTSW was 
observed during a brief flyby, much higher than the bridge level.
pkonrad - 7/28/2011 11:25:37 AM
No swifts observed this morning (8:25-9:30) and yesterday afternoon (2:30-2:50) - closed.
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3/24/2011 5003276 NRWS Closed Alpine Underground - 

302+00
65 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 
Appears all swallows 

have completed 
nesting.

7/20/2011 emorgan - 5/25/2011 10:06:41 AM
Multiple pairs entering cavities with some carrying nesting material.
shampton - 5/26/2011 3:05:21 PM
NRSW active at holes.
emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:37:48 PM
Multiple pairs entering cavities.
shampton - 6/9/2011 1:13:25 PM
NRWS observed entering hole.
shampton - 6/16/2011 12:25:21 PM
Multiple NRWS's entering multiple holes during 10 minute observation.
shampton - 6/23/2011 11:30:24 AM
NRWS observed entering hole at 0640.
shampton - 6/30/2011 3:29:24 PM
NRWS's entered and/or exited at least 7 different holes during 30 minute observation. (1305-1335); 2 of the 7 holes 
were also used by WTSW's
bfischer - 7/11/2011 2:15:19 PM
Adult was acting agitated when I was near nest. Adults made several trips into and from nest.
shampton - 7/21/2011 5:50:42 PM
No NRWS's observed during 25 minutes of observation (1040-1105).  Also, no NRWS's were detected during today's 
(7/21/2011) weekly Least Bell's Vireo survey of surrounding riparian area (0740-1010). No construction in Viejas 
Creek bridge area during observations.
pkonrad - 7/28/2011 11:20:53 AM
No swallows observed this morning (8:25-9:30), or yesterday afternoon (14:30-14:50) - closed.

3/31/2011 5003309 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation 
work area.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 feet The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      following reasons:
 
            •             House finches are known to nest in proximity to
            human activity and exhibit a high tolerance towards human
            disturbances. They have relatively high rates of nest success
            within areas of high human activity.
            •             These nests are located high up in the steel,
            between 20 and 40 feet above the ground.
            •             Past NBMs of similar nature with house finch in
            structures have not effected the success of the nests.

1. FLEDGED. 
Appears pair may 
have used a nest 

from previous 
nesting period.

7/6/2011 3/31/11  Inactive nest, not flagged (Cummings).
barnold - 4/12/2011 10:40:38 AM - Nest indeterminate. No birds observed.
26 Apr - No confirmation of nesting detected from outside the Sub. No positive observations since 31 Mar, change to 
Closed. - RR
2 May - HOFI incubating female visible 1036. Change to active. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 2:07 PM  House Finches in general area.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:28 AM House Finches in general area but not at this specific described area.

barnold - 6/1/2011 4:51:17 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:52:42 AM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:50:02 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:56:16 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:23:26 PM
No House Finches seen at this specific insulator structure. House Finch activity observed in this bay and adjacent 
bay to east, including family group and later single female.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:43:20 PM
Nest has successfully fledged.

6/7/2011 7002594 WEBL Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20' 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. Based 
on nesting 

chronology it is 
assumed that 

nestlings sucessfully 
fledged.

6/24/2011 sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:05:46 PM
WBNU obs. ca. 3 feet from cavity but did not enter during observations
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:05:32 PM
No activity at cavity.
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:08:11 AM - Occupied by Western Bluebirds. Male and female observed carrying prey items into 
nest.
30 Apr - WEBL pair carrying grass to this nest, but pair of NUWO also here 1055. - RR
6 May - WEBL pair remain active at this nest 1045. - RR
13 May WEBL pr carrying items to nest, defending against constant HOWR insurgency 0955. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 1:18:25 PM
WEBL bringing prey items to nest. 
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:35:08 PM
WEBL bringing food to cavity.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:01:53 PM
No activity observed at nest. No bluebirds in the  area.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:56:07 AM
No activity. presumed sucessful fledge. 
sjohnston - 6/3/2011 3:10:22 PM
WBNU observed clearing WEBL nest material and bringing in fresh nesting material.

3/31/2011 7004638 HOFI Closed CP54 Londono 0 feet  to house 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Chronology suggests 

fledging.

5/13/2011 31 Mar - HOFI reclaimed nest, pair actively rebuilding, bringing new material to nest 1525-1535. - RR
1 April - female house finch on nest. IM
female repeatedly visiting nest. imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:31:36 AM
19 Apr - No HOFI detected at nest 1144-1204. - RR
27 Apr - HOFI carrying food to at least 3 downy young 1340. - RR 
eelias - 5/12/2011 8:09:09 AM female observed incubating.
eelias - 5/13/2011 8:45:19 AM one adult was on nest.
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5/15/2011 7001497 LEGO Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 6 feet from yard limits. 100 feet 15 feet Blanket exemption to reduce request for NBRs in effect for this nest, as nest was 

begun after construction activites had commenced outside of imapct areas within 
an active construction yard.

1. FLEDGED. 
Development level of 

nestling in 
combination with a 

second clutch being 
established in same 

nest indicate this 
nest likely fledged.

6/1/2011 barnold - 5/15/2011 1:20 PM
Bio-monitor observed female bring nesting material to nest, then drop to the ground and copulate with a male before 
flying off. Nest in good condition; marked a 15 foot buffer.
jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 9:46:00 AM
At least 1 fully feathered nestling observed in nest and being fed by adult female. Both male and female observed in 
and around nest tree with male singing over tree and nearby.
imaunsell - 6/4/2011
Second clutch being started in same nest. The nest is presumed to have fledged.

2/24/2011 5000051 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
240+94.47, MH-15L

0 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 
Difficult to monitor 
nest in high traffic 

location. Nest 
monitoring 

chronology suggests 
this nest probably 

fledged in early May.

6/13/2011 4/8/2011 - Adults foraging and returning to nest - feeding nestlings potentially.-BL
4/16/2011 - BUSH exiting nest 16:22. - RR
4/30/2011 - BUSH pair tending this nest with multiple trips 1440. - RR
tfitanides - 5/6/2011 3:31:28 PM - Pair of BUSH seen gleaning and at nest.
emorgan - 5/27/2011 1:33:15 PM
No birds observed at nest for 20 minutes.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 1:16:08 PM
Adult observed carrying food items into nest.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 2:53:08 PM
Nest site was monitored by 2 biologists for 30 minutes and no bushtit activity was observed.

6/3/2011 7002437 ANHU Closed Helix Yard AR 36 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 
Fledging observed 

out of nest.

6/23/2011 rradd - 6/3/2011
ANHU female brooding one small nestling and one unhatched egg.
rradd - 6/9/2011 9:00:31 AM - Female ANHU attending one unfeathered nestling.
rradd - 6/15/2011 9:24:13 PM - Female ANHU attending one large feathered nestling.
rradd - 6/23/2011 2:32:21 PM - Juvenile ANHU perched above nest.
Change to Closed.

6/21/2011 7002527 CAGN Closed CP17-1 350 feet 300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledgling observed 
being fed by adults 

away from nest.

6/28/2011 blohstroh - 6/21/2011 8:47:51 AM
4 pin feathered nestlings, pair feeding nestlings. pair defending intrusion by GRRO.
dbusby - 6/28/2011 8:42:10 PM
1 fledgling observed out of nest and being fed by adult pair. Didn't see any others in area. Couldn't locate nest to see 
if other nestlings fledged - closed.
blohstroh - 7/6/2011 4:16:58 PM
Nest empty.

6/22/2011 7002543 CALT Closed CP29-1 AR 25 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 
Fledgling observed 

nearby.

6/28/2011 rradd - 6/22/2011 8:17:32 AM
CALT entering thicket at 20 minutes intervals.
rradd - 7/6/2011 12:21:34 PM
6/28 - No food carrying detected during 30 min obs.
rradd - 7/6/2011 1:25:33 PM
Change to Closed.
Obs timeline indicates that if a nest was present here (and none was found) it would have likely fledged by this time. 
Fledgling CALT with short feathers present 1306.

5/19/2011 7004639 HOWR Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within house area 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings being fed 

near nest.

6/30/2011 5/19/2011 - Intense territoriality around this and lower cavity, HOWR singing at 3 second intervals. - RR
5/25/2011 - HOWR singing territoriality at 3 second intervals. - RR
rradd - 6/3/2011 7:21:43 AM
6/2/2011 HOWR singing near cavity, but appears more territorial maintenance than nest in progress 1650.
rradd - 6/8/2011 11:14:01 AM - Very quiet at this nest, but HOWR exits cavity 11:11. Next brood in progress?
rradd - 6/16/2011 1:54:54 PM - No HOWR detected at or near nest during 30 minute observation period.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:23:08 AM - No HOWR detected at or near nest during 45 minute observation period - closed.
rradd - 6/30/2011 10:45:42 AM
Fledglings being fed near nest.

5/25/2011 7002362 CANW Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within 
construction limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 

away from nest.

6/4/2011 rradd - 5/25/2011 
CANW carrying food 1427.
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:11:33 PM - CANW present and singing under building 1508.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:46:05 AM - CANW present, foraging and teritorial, but no food carry observed.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:50:02 PM - No CAWR detections during 30 minute observation.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:20:56 AM - No CAWR detections near structures during 45 minute observation.
Change to Closed.
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6/1/2011 7002413 LASP Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet, in tower. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 

Fledglings observed 
away from nest.

6/27/2011 sritt - 6/1/2011 11:00:31 AM
Pair of birds nearby. One bird flew in and landed on nest.
eelias - 6/6/2011 3:06:23 PM
One bird was seen belly down on this nest. Watched nest for 2 minutes
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 3:36:16 PM
Lark Sparrow incubating. Biomonitor Tyler said there are 3 eggs in nest.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 11:29:15 AM
Lark Sparrow incubating or brooding.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 11:58:15 AM
Adult perched on side of nest filled with at least 2 large downy nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 1:15:50 PM
Nestlings fledged by 6-27, but Biomonitor Chris noted that today fledglings are clumsy fliers and adults are feeding 
them in buffer area. Will keep buffer intact until family group leaves area in next day or 2.

6/1/2011 7002415 MODO Closed Sycamore Yard 30 feet from staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 

away from nest.

6/7/2011 rradd - 6/1/2011 at 1055
2 squabs with quilled heads and open secondaries.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:44:04 AM -Nest empty, fledged MODO flushed from under this Opuntia. Change to Closed.

6/4/2011 7002446 BCHU Closed CP70-3 AR 42 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 

away from nest.

6/30/2011 rradd - 6/4/2011 at 0910
BCHU female sitting on an apparently complete yellow nest.
rradd - 6/9/2011 3:35:43 PM
BCHU female on nest 1532.
rradd - 6/17/2011 1:07:01 PM
BCHU female on nest 1148, leaving infrequently for short periods.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:27:08 PM
1 BCHU nestling visible in nest.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:04:24 PM
Change to closed.
Nest is intact and empty; observation timeline suggests nestlings successfuly fledged.

5/26/2011 7002382 BUOR Closed CP81-1 AR 12 feet from AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within boundary.

1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 

near nest.

6/7/2011 BUOR male carrying caterpillars from adjacent eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.) to nest 1432 -RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 2:40:52 PM - BUOR male carrying food to nest.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:06:19 PM - BUOR pair active here, male carrying food.
rradd - 6/10/2011 12:27:08 PM - No use of this nest detected in 45 minute observation. Likely fledged; immature 
orioles feeding in nearby eucalyptus.  Change to Closed.

2/25/2011 5000455 CORA Closed EP331 AR 55 feet to SWPL access 
road; 335 feet to AR.

100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0 feet  through agency concurrence, following the premises of 
the Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 

out of nest.

6/4/2011 2 common ravens bringing nesting material (sticks) to nest in metal tower on 3-17 (PK).
Raven incubating 3-25 (PK).  
Raven still incubating 04/06/11 (R. Abe, M. Dicus).
sritt - 4/15/2011 12:45:46 PM - CORA incubating,
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - 2 adults at nest; 1 seems to be feeding nestlings.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Raven brooding.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 4:52:08 PM - 1 adult observed on nest.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 1 adult standing on the side of the nest shading a mound of nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - Adult flew to nest with food and fed at least 2 feathered nestlings that were also stretching and 
exercising wings. 
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - 4 large nestlings perched on edge of nest and nearby tower steel (branchers).
barnold - 6/4/2011 Nest empty, successfully fledged. Inactive.

4/5/2011 5000456 CORA Closed EP363-1 130 feet from 
permanant impact area 

of tower site.

100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0 feet through agency concurrence, following the premises of 
the Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 

out of nest.

6/3/2011 New nest; both ravens active at nest site on 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/2011 4:38:54 PM - one CORA incubating and another perched 4 feet away.
Multiple nest check reports are missing from this information: PKomrad
phoward - 5/2/2011 8:27:18 AM - Nest active, pair seen making visits to nest during survey period.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 1:58:43 PM - Adult observed sitting in nest (incubating?).
shampton - 5/10/2011 11:41:56 AM - Adult observed bringing food to nest.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - Adult standing on nest, possibly shading nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - At least 2 large nestlings in the nest.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - At least 2 large feathered nestlings in nest.
barnold - 6/3/2011 8:21 PM - 5 Common Ravens in tower, including what appear to be 3 fledglings. Nest has 
successfully fledged.

4/15/2011 5000827 LEGO Closed Alpine Yard 25 feet from impact 
area.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. Intact 
nest and absence of 

eggs or dead 
nestlings suggests 

fledging. Timeline fits 
nesting chronology.

5/15/2011 dbusby - 4/15/2011 3:38:43 PM - Female incubating on nest with 1 egg. 
barnold - 5/15/2011 2:11 PM - Nest is empty. Many Lesser Goldfinches in area.
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6/27/2011 7002606 HOWR Closed Sycamore Substation 0; in Sycamore 

Substation
100 feet 30 feet with drive 

through access.
NBR Submit Date: 07/07/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/12/2011

A Nest Buffer Reduction and Modification is being requested for the house wren 
nest to enable continuing Sunrise Powerlink associated work within the fenced 
Sycamore Substation to continue.  This nest is located within the 69kV 
superstructure, about 25 feet above the ground within an insulator. Currently, 
there is no nearby work occurring, with the exception of an occasional vehicle 
passing by and underneath the nest on an existing internal substation roadway.  
However, there are future plans to install a breaker transformer within about 60 
feet of the nest.
The house wren nest is not anticipated to be substantially disturbed by 
continuing Sunrise Powerlink work at the Sycamore Substation due to the 
following:
•The wrens built this nest in the southern portion of the Sycamore Substation 
near ongoing construction activities, and they have become acclimated to 
human activity in their nesting area.
•The nest is located within an insulator located on the south side of the 69kV 
rack about 25 feet above the ground, and it is completely enclosed and 
surrounded with no direct view to the proposed activities.
•The wren continued to bring food to nestlings while being observed by three 
biologists directly under the nest.
•The nest has nestlings, and these wrens have a lot of energy invested in this 
nest and will not likely abandon it now.

Based on the above, authorizing a Nest Buffer Reduction to 30 feet and allowing 
occasional drive-through of trucks within 20 feet of the nest is not expected to 
impact the successful fledging of this house wren nest, primarily based on the 
nest's location and the bird's demonstrated tolerance of human activities within 
the vicinity of the nest.

1. FLEDGED. Loud 
nestlings were heard 

by bio monitor on 
7/11.  Based on 

subsequent 
observations, the 
presumed fledge 

date for this nest was 
7/11.

7/11/2011 barnold - 7/6/2011 5:04:05 PM
Nestlings first heard by bio-monitor during afternoon of 27 June. Today, Adult House Wren brought food four times to 
loudly response calling nestlings.
barnold - 7/12/2011 9:07:37 PM
No activity observed today, but bio-monitor observed adult enter nest area on 11 July.
barnold - 7/13/2011 7:43:27 PM
No activity observed during nearly three hours of observation. Nest likely fledged. Closed.

5/15/2011 7001477 LASP Closed Wilson Yard 8 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
fledging.

5/31/2011 ghuffman - 5/15/2011 2:25:11 PM 
LASP female flushed from nest with 3 nestlings. Male observed nearby perched on fence.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 9:40:26 AM
Nest empty; presumed to have fledged successfully as per 5/15 observations.

6/18/2011 5003293 HOWR Closed CP81-1 AR 25 feet from existing AR; 
200 feet to tower site.

100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
nestlings probably 

fledged.

7/1/2011 rradd - 6/18/2011 9:16:10 AM
Nest is active again; second clutch; HOWR pair carrying food to cavity at 2-5 minute intervals 0832-0910.
rradd - 6/25/2011 9:30:07 AM
HOWR pair continues to quietly bring food to this nest - multiple arrivals and departures 0911-0929
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:23:00 PM
No detections during 30 minute observation.
rradd - 7/8/2011 2:30:58 PM
Change to Closed.
Single HOWR detection during 40 minute observation period; did not enter cavity.

6/25/2011 7002561 PHAI Closed CP83-1 AR 78 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within boundary.

1. FLEDGED. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
successful fledging.

7/16/2011 rradd- 6/25/2011 13:46:37 PM
PHAI pair tending nest @ 10 min. intervals 1300-1320.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:26:58 PM
Female PHAI drops off nest in response to observer on AR, male alerts.
rradd - 7/8/2011 4:57:31 PM
Nest status uncertain, PHAI pr alarming at 2 juv. COHU and staying away from nest for duration of 30 min. obs.
rradd - 7/16/2011 10:43:42 AM
No PHAI detected at or near this nest during 30 min. obs. Monitoring chronology suggests fledging likely.

5/26/2011 7002372 BUSH Closed TL 639 - 171650 65 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 35 
feet.

•The proposed work activities are low impact, short in duration, will mainly occur 
175 feet away from the nest, and associated vehicle and foot traffic will be 
minimal. 
•Bushtits are known to be desensitized to human activity and often nest within 
close proximity of human activity.
•The nest location is 65 feet down slope of the AR and the vegetation 
surrounding the nest will block visual and acoustic disturbances of construction 
activities.
•A 35 foot buffer will provide adequate isolation for the bird and will not encroach 
on any AR’s or work areas.

1. FLEDGED. 
Monitoring 

observations suggest 
nestlings likely 

fledged.

6/10/2011 phoward - 5/26/2011 9:32:30 AM- Adults seen feeding young.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 1:08:02 PM
BUSH pair observed carrying prey items to nest. Begging calls heard.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 3:20:49 PM
Two BUSH obs. flying away from nest location when approached to within 20-feet. No activity at nest, inspected up-
close. Closed.
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6/1/2011 7002424 AMKE Closed TL 6916 - 100980 0 feet, within staked 

work limits.
500 feet Buffer reduced to 110 

feet.
Nest Buffer Reduction (NBR)
The nest buffer can be reduced from 500 feet to 145 feet to enable work within 
the fenced Sycamore Substation to continue, and to enable reconductoring of 
the TL639 69kV line.  This 145 foot NBR (actual line of sight buffer distance will 
be greater than this, given that the nest is about 60 to 65 feet above the ground), 
will begin at the existing
perimeter fence of the substation, which forms a barrier to work activity within 
the substation relative to the nest.
 
Nest Buffer Modification (NBM)
We have a one-day nest buffer modification to enable reconductoring work. This 
work will entail two people in a bucket truck temporarily installing rollers on the 
TL639 Structure 100981 (anticipated to require less than an hour to accomplish), 
and pulling wire through these rollers for about 6 to 8 hours.  Pulling the wire will 
be accomplished using a puller located inside the fenced Sycamore Substation 
or on the existing Access Road adjacent to the western perimeter
fence.  After the wire pull has been completed, the rollers would be removed. 
The structure which supports the American Kestrel nest is located approximately 
110 feet from Structure 100981, which will have the two crew members working 
at a height of about 60 feet, just about the same level as the nest on the other 
pole.  The puller will be located between 145 to 200 linear ground feet from the 
nest pole, with the resultant distance being larger due to the height of the nest.  
The wire being pulled will pass through the rollers at a distance of approximately 
110 feet from the nest, at about the same height.

The American Kestrel nest is not anticipated to be substantially disturbed by the 
underground cable replacement work at and adjacent to the Sycamore 
Substation due to the following:
•These kestrels were not disturbed by similar work being conducted for a day in 
the same location.
•These kestrels have successfully fledged a nest in a transmission line tower 
located even closer to the southwest corner of the Sycamore Substation, and 
they have become acclimated to human activity in their immediate nesting 
area.
•Their nest is located in a hollow arm on the western side of Pole 100980, on the 
far side away from activity.  In addition, it is completely enclosed and surrounded 
by steel, with no direct view to the proposed activities.
•The timing of the bucket truck activities will be agreed upon with input from the 
Avian Biologist, and will take into consideration the known feeding schedule at 
this nest.  Shortly after delivering food, the male typically leaves to continue 
hunting while the female typically feeds the noisily begging nestlings.
•This nest has produced nestlings, and the adults have substantial energy 
invested into this nest and as such will not likely abandon it.
•All work activities will be conducted with an Avian Biologist serving as a 
biological monitor, who will be able to provide insight and suggestions 
concerning the kestrel's 

1. FLEDGED. Nest 
fledged between late 

morning Friday 15 
July and 7:15 

Saturday morning 16 
July.

7/16/2011 barnold - 6/9/2011 11:15:50 AM - Observed male bringing food to nest. Female then flew out and joined male on 
wire.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:46:21 PM - Pair observed on wires near nest. Also observed taking two young House Finch 
fledglings.
barnold - 6/23/2011 1:00:30 PM - Adult observed by Theo entering nest.
barnold - 6/27/2011 12:59:55 PM
Adults observed on wires in morning by bio-monitor.
barnold - 7/6/2011 5:43:47 PM
Adults observed bringing food to nest. At least two nestlings heard response calling.
barnold - 7/12/2011 9:11:29 PM
Adults observed bringing food to nest numerous times today during 69kV construction activities, including when 
bucket was about 60 feet in air at Tower Z100981, about 110 feet from nest.
barnold - 7/13/2011 7:26:00 PM
Adult aggressively nest defending against Cooper's Hawk.
barnold - 7/14/2011 5:51:49 PM
Adults observed bringing food to nest numerous times today, including during times of heavy activity including when 
the buket was in the air.
barnold - 7/16/2011 4:32:57 PM
Friday 15 July, Adult brought food to nest at 9:00 and 10:07. Male observed displaying nest-defending behaviot 
towards Cooper's Hawk at 12:08.  No bucket work today.
barnold - 7/16/2011 9:12:48 PM
Adults in air and on wooden poles around paved road to the south for most of the day.  However, they did not hunt 
nor come to the nest. The nestling(s) may have fledged, or may be about to fledge, as the adult's behavior is 
markedly different from that of the past few days.
barnold - 7/17/2011 4:39:44 PM
Observed three AMKE together at noon, after seeing two perched on wooden poles to the south by the paved road 
and aggressively swooping on RTHAs during the morning. This nest had fledged sometime between the last food 
drop to the nest on Friday 15 July at 10:07 and Saturday morning 16 July 7:15. Behavior of adults on Saturday 
morning was completely different than it had been, and was likely in response to fledgling(s) on the ground 
somewhere in the brush to the west/southwest of the substation.

3/29/2011 7002603 HOWR Closed CP81-1 25 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. Nest 
fledged successfully.

6/4/2011 29 Mar - 12 feet above eye level, adjacent to, and visible from road. Pair repeatedly entering cavity. - RR
6 Apr - HOWR at cavity 14:05 - RR
13 Apr - Perched and singing at cavity 1430, but may be an alternate nest. - RR
20 Apr - Pair HOWR very active in poison-oak thicket, but not observed entering cavity. - RR.
30 Apr - HOWR strident and enters cavity 1108. - RR
05 May - HOWR carrying food to cavity nest 1551. - RR
14 May HOWR activity at this cavity continues. 1503. - RR
20 May HOWR removing fecal sac, returning with food 1230. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 1:01:07 PM
 HOWR continues carrying food, now at 5-10 min. intervals
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:52:39 PM
No HOWR activity here. Nest has fledged.
Change to Closed.

5/26/2011 7002379 HOWR Closed CP81-1 25 feet from AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within boundary.

1. FLEDGED. Nest 
monitoring 

osbervations suggest 
nestlings fledged.

6/14/2011 rradd 5/26/2011 2:05 PM - HOWR pair attending cavity 1355. - RR
rradd - 6/10/2011 12:30:58 PM - HOWR carrying food to nest 1140.
rradd - 6/18/2011 10:50:49 AM - HOWR still territorial but no food carry or cavity access during 30 minute 
observation. Change to Closed.
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6/27/2011 7002564 YBCH Closed TL 639 - 397518 55 feet to new pole. 100 feet 90 feet with drive 

through access allowed. 
No stopping, standing, 

or work.

A nest buffer modification for restricted access and a 10 foot buffer reduction is 
requested. The NBM and NBR would allow for reconductoring work to proceed 
at the pole location; yet should not negatively impact the likelihood for this nest 
to fledge successfully for the follow reasons: 

•Buffer access will be restricted to pass-through vehicle traffic only with no 
stopping, standing, or construction and an ESA speed limit of 10 mph on the 
access road portion within the buffer.
•The nest is concealed within the foliage and branches of a broom baccharis 
which provides a natural visual blind even at a very close distance.
•The nest is further naturally shielded by the thick brushy vegetation surrounding 
the nest. Head high brush continues from the nest point to both the pole location 
(110' away) and access road (60' away). The brush provides a natural visual 
barrier and offers a reduction of noise as sound filters.
•The nest location is located up slope from the proposed work and access road 
and is further obscured by being located in a small drainage which provides 
topographic shielding from the pole location and access road.
•The location of the nest provides for a good acoustic and visual barrier from 
equipment and workers accessing and staging at the pole.  Direct line of sight 
would only be made when the boom bucket is raised for work on the pole. 
•The work is of a limited duration (approximately 2hours), and entails the use of 
a bucket-truck and pickup truck and a five-man crew.  
•Field observations indicate that a reduction to 90 feet would still allow for 
passage through the riparian corridor which appears to be the bird’s preferred 
ingress/egress to the nest location.
•During nest observations the bird tolerated the avian biologist presence at 
approximately 50' away with direct line of sight to the nest.
•The nest location is less than 300 feet from a large apartment complex, so the 
birds are routinely subjected to human voices and sounds associated 
development.
•The work required on each arm for stringing and re-clipping wire will not entail 
any banging, pounding, or loud equipment.  The 90 foot buffer would create 
space for the truck on the nest facing side of the pole, which is the only feasible 
vehicle location. This level of work occurring at the pole located 100 feet away is 
unlikely to cause undue stress on the nesting birds.

1. FLEDGED. Nest 
successfully fledged.

7/11/2011 rradd - 6/27/2011 8:11:09 AM
YBCH incubating three whitish eggs with heavy brownish-purple necklaces
rradd - 7/2/2011 3:56:56 PM
Nest contains three altricial nestlings.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:49:24 AM
Nest is intact and empty, with no indications of disturbance, so presumed fledged.

5/17/2011 7002595 HOWR Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

35 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Nesting chronology 
appears to support 

assuption of 
nestlings sucessfully 

fledging.

7/2/2011 sjohnston - 5/17/2011 12:58:02 PM
HOWR obs. taking OATI material out of cavity, and bringing in twings and plant down into cavity. The previous day 
(5/16) obs. OATI vigorously feeding young and removing fecal sacs. Oak titmice nestlings likely fledged and cavity is 
now being used by HOWR
vnovik - 5/20/2011 5:10:07 PM
No activity observed at Nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 12:59:44 PM
House wren observed carrying nesting material into cavity.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:49:15 AM
HOWR building nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:42:00 AM
actively building nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:03:50 AM
Observed entering cavity.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:44:52 AM
Observed calling and leaving cavity.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:25:23 AM
observed entering cavity.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:41:06 PM
HOWR obs. using cavity
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:04:13 PM
Entering and exiting the Cavity.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 2:58:41 PM
Male singing outside nest entrance. Female obs. entering cavity.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:52:54 PM
Entering cavity.
sjohnston - 6/15/2011 8:07:52 PM
Using cavity
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:18:06 PM
no change
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:07:15 PM
Using cavity
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:47:37 AM
Carry food items into cavity begging calls can be heard.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:15:26 PM
feeding young.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:37:31 AM
feeding young in cavity.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:24:59 PM
Feeding young in cavity.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:03:30 PM
very near fledging. lots of feeding and begging.
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5/31/2011 7002396 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
40 feet from bridge. 100 feet Buffer remains but work 

allowed per apporved 
plan.

1. FLEDGED. 
Nesting chronology 
indicates successful 

fledging.

6/27/2011 vnovik - 5/31/2011 12:03:13 PM
Nest being built; about 50% complete.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:43:11 AM
Observed Lesser Goldfinch at nest potentially incubating.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:24:55 AM
Bird on nest, possibly incubating.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:44:27 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:03:31 PM
Male bringing food to female on nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 2:57:33 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:52:33 PM
On nest incubating.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:19:35 PM
Adult observed feeding nestlings on 6/15/2011
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:06:40 PM
On nest, possible feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:48:10 AM
On nest.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:15:06 PM
On nest, possibly feeding.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:37:03 AM
Male observed feeding female in nest.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:24:38 PM
On nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:02:54 PM
Not on nest - potentially fledged.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:54:17 PM
No activity observed; nest intacted; likely fledged.

6/7/2011 7002468 ATFL Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

20 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

1. FLEDGED. 
Nesting chronology 
suggests nestlings 

likely fledged.

8/20/2011 ahill - 6/7/2011
Observed pair actively bringing food to the nest.
ahill - 6/14/2011 6:57:42 PM
Bird seen carrying food to nest.
tcooper - 6/21/2011 5:18:05 PM
Nest empty, checked with mirror - closed.

5/25/2011 7002354 SPTO Closed TL 6916 - 973038 130 feet from tower; 70 
feet from AR.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 
Nesting chronology 
suggests nestlings 

successfully fledged.

6/17/2011 fhoffman - 5/25/2011 9:23:35 AM - Adult incubating. 3 eggs. Hard nest to see.
tcooper - 6/6/2011 11:53:08 AM - Adult on nest. 3eggs
tcooper - 6/6/2011 11:54:37 AM - Adult on nest, 3 eggs.
shampton - 6/17/2011 6:33:23 PM - Nest empty. No eggshells, nestlings, or adults observed in area. Nest in good 
condition.

5/27/2011 7002392 SOSP Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 feet from work limits 
and 3 feet from BMPs.

100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 
Nestlings assumed 
fledged based on 

nesting observations.

6/6/2011 sjohnston - 5/27/2011 10:39:03 AM - 2 nestlings.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:10:48 AM - Food being brought to nest.
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 8:31:55 AM - SOSP observed feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:40:15 AM - Observed bringing food to nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:23:03 AM - Nest empty; nestlings assumed fledged.

5/25/2011 7002358 PHAI Closed TL 639 - 171660 10 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

No impacts to this nest are anticipated due to vehicular traffic provided that no 
stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 
Nestlings 

successfully fledged.

6/18/2011 imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:41:10 AM - Pair was observed repeatedly entering the scrub oak and visiting the nest. Nest 
appears complete but no eggs are present.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 11:58:20 AM - Adult at nest; two downy nestlings in nest.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 12:16:28 PM - Adult flushed from nest. At least one young nestling begging agape.
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 1:07:34 PM - Nest empty. PHAI adult pair carrying food in area. Fledged.

5/31/2011 7002398 CALT Closed CP25-2 64 feet from tower; 0 
feet from work limits.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet, and drive through 

access permissible.

NBR Submit Date: 06/01/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/01/2011

The NBR is not anticipated to negatively impact the success of this active nest 
for the following reasons:                        
•Presence of eggs suggests higher site affinity and the adults are unlikely to 
abandon at this stage of reproduction.
•Site selection and nest building occurred while construction activities were 
taking place at CP25-2.
•The birds tolerated human encroachment as close as 5 feet without flushing 
from the nest.
•The nest in on the outer edge of the 100' x 100' tower pad and the road spur is 
a dead end outside of the normal access road traffic pattern.
•Vegetation has been previously cleared prior to the Project in the impact area 
and the structure is partially constructed but current work is expected to be 
limited to installation of BMPs.    

1. FLEDGED. 
Nestlings 

successfully fledged.

6/20/2011 tcooper - 5/31/2011 10:52:33 AM - Adults seen flying to nest; 2 eggs in nest.
tcooper - 6/6/2011 5:08:10 PM
Adult on nest.
tcooper - 6/13/2011 - 2 nestlings in nest about 6 days old.
rradd - 6/14/2011 7:30:41 AM
CALT adult feeding 2 large downy nestlings 0716.
tcooper - 6/20/2011 10:25:22 AM
Nest empty, likley fledged successfully, removed signs.
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6/1/2011 7002423 WEBL Closed Suncrest Substation 

AR
28 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 

limits.
Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

1. FLEDGED. 
Nestlings 

successfully fledged.

6/29/2011 ahill - 6/1/2011
Female seen bringing food to nest cavity several times while male was perched nearby.
ahill - 6/6/2011 8:07:52 PM
Female was seen bringing food to nest.
ahill - 6/7/2011 6:10:09 PM
Pair still bringing food to nest.
ahill - 6/13/2011 10:15:42 AM
Pair is bringing food to nest, can hear nestlings calling from 50 feet away.
ahill - 6/18/2011 5:41:08 PM
Pair is still feeding.
ahill - 6/22/2011 5:35:37 PM
Observed male WEBL foraging food and bringing to nest.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 2:32:56 PM
No bluebirds observed in area; appears nestlings have fledged and family group dispersed.

5/25/2011 7002363 SPTO Closed CP50-1 AR 45 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Observations 

indicate nestlings 
successfully fledged.

6/5/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 5:14:18 PM - SPTO male carries food into thicket 1713.
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:12:24 PM - No SPTO detections during 30 minute observation. Timeline suggests likely 
successful fledge.

6/1/2011 7002422 HOWR Closed TL 639 - 379536 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Observations 

suggest nestlings 
likely fledged.

6/4/2011 tfitanides - 6/1/2011 3:37:56 PM
Noisy begging calls from nest. Adult seen leaving nest. Calls continue from nest but less urgently. Adult returned to 
feed nestlings a second time.
dbusby - 6/10/2011 2:31:42 PM
No adults observed coming or going from pole for 20 minutes. No begging calls heard. Nestling presumed 
successfully fledged.

6/18/2011 7002597 CAKI Closed TL 639 - 973035 0 feet; on pole 100 feet Nest is inside pole; not a candidate. 1. FLEDGED. 
Observations 
suggests nest 

successfully fledged.

7/17/2011 fhoffman - 6/18/2011 2:15:03 PM - Female and male observed on pole pair bonding. Female entered old cavity with 
material and removed item.
rradd - 6/20/2011 - CAKI pair again occupying nest. Female on nest. Male nest-gaurding.
rradd - 6/28/2011 12:33:50 PM - CAKI pair at nest. Female leaves to forage from time to time. Male accompanies.
rradd - 7/5/2011 3:30:14 PM - CAKI enters nest 1528, mate guarding on pole.
rradd - 7/18/2011 11:49:13 AM - Change to Closed. Nest is empty, young are presumed to have fledged. No CAKI 
detected at or near this nest.

6/14/2011 7002498 CAKI Closed TL 6916 - 774818 4 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Observed nesting 

chronology suggests 
fledging.

7/4/2011 rradd - 6/14/2011 10:03:36 AM
CAKI carrying food to mate on nest 0934.
rradd - 6/22/2011 1:34:17 PM
CAKI incubation continues. Female to nest 1251, male aggressively  chasing HOFI from controlled airspace.
rradd - 6/27/2011 3:44:30 PM
CAKI leaves nest 1537, mate checks nest, then guards. 
rradd - 7/5/2011 4:28:33 PM
CAKI pr active and defending nest, but absent for up to 15 min intervals.
rradd - 7/12/2011 8:28:48 AM
Change to Closed.
No detections and nest appears empty. Presume fledged, buffers and stakes removed. 

5/25/2011 5000884 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

82 feet to staked work 
limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and construction related activity are appropriate when 
considered along with the plan, providing type and duration of access is strictly 
regulated. 

1. FLEDGED. 
Original nest was 

removed.  
Nest rebuilt and 

nestlings 
subsequently fledged 

about 6/16.

6/16/2011 vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:49:11 AM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:16:18 AM
incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:57:22 AM
Feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:31:43 AM
Feeling nestlings.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:02:33 PM
feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:11:32 PM
Feeding young in nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:47:43 PM
Feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:59:02 PM
Feeding young. look well developed.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 1:13:33 PM
nest empty. presumed successful fledged.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:32:32 PM

6/9/2011 7002482 GHOW Closed CP29-1 300 feet from AR. 500 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. Owls 
successfully fledged.

6/9/2011 emorgan - 6/9/2011 12:36:22 PM
Observed at least 1 adult and 2 fledglings in area around nest. The fledglings are making short flights.
rradd - 6/15/2011 2:59:42 PM
Nest is empty and no owls detected in this or any nearby tree during 30 min search.
Change to Closed.
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7/20/2011 7004681 LEGO Closed CP50-1 AR Hamlet 

property
0 feet to AR 100 feet 1.FLEDGED. 8/17/2011 rradd - 7/20/2011 7:21:22 AM

LEGO female building new nest; approx 50% complete.
rradd - 7/26/2011 4:27:39 PM
LEGO female on nest, apparently incubating 0710.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 10:35:21 AM
Female incubating.
pkonrad - 8/10/2011 1:08:29 PM
Female on nest; brooding?
rradd - 8/17/2011 4:02:12 PM
Change to Closed.
Nest appears empty and no LEGO detected at or in vicinity of nest during 30 min. obs. Nesting chronology suggests 
successful fledge.

7/15/2011 7004653 BTSP Closed EP 274-1 109 feet to work area; 
115 feet to TSAP 

100 feet 2. FLEDGED. 8/10/2011 jgalang - 7/15/2011 10:27:49 AM
Black-throated sparrow seen on the nest. Observer approached to within 2 feet of the nest and the bird did not flush. 
Contents unknown but an observer noted nest was empty on 7/8.
sritt - 7/22/2011 3:22:52 PM
2 eggs in nest. Adult singing + showing aggressive behavior.
sritt - 7/22/2011 4:21:19 PM
A helicopter spent about 3 minutes hovering 100 feet above the TSAP during the survey. It became apparent that 
the wind, dust, and noise disturbance caused by such activity  would most likely cause this nest to fail.
sritt - 7/26/2011 5:57:48 PM
2 young downy nestlings in nest. eyes still closed. Adult approached nest and was confronted by a shrike. Sparrow 
flushed and shrike perched on nest  for 15 seconds before leaving. 2 nestlings left in nest; adult eventually 
returned.
mkuehn - 8/2/2011 5:30:13 PM
Adulds made 10-plus trips to nest with food during survey; nest contained at least 1 nestling.
pkonrad - 8/17/2011 9:36:18 AM
Judging by the dateline of this nest report, the nestlings in this nest fledged soon after the 8/2 observations - closed.

3/4/2011 6002313 OTHE Closed EP236-1 AR 230 feet from existing 
SWPL AR.

100 feet 2. NEAST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

3/4/2011 Inactive (3/04/2011). Large stick nest needs to be checked for activity on a regular basis. 
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.
pkonrad - 8/17/2011 12:41:53 PM
Nest unused during 2011 nesting season.

2/21/2011 5000029 CACW Closed EP245-1 AR 6 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. 

8/2/2011 Grass nest appears active 2/21/11
Nest appears in good condition. Opening of nest not obvious. pair of Cactus Wren seen perched together 50 ft. 
away. Nest status kept inactive but should be checked  periodically for status change. BHart 3/08/2011.
New nest appears most active among many found in area. Entrance is obvious and has newly added materials on 3-
16 (PK). 
Located on edge of access road near site.
No change 3-23 (PK).      
No change 4-5 (PK).  
Nest still in good condition; fresh material added - no change. 4/12/11 (J&M Dicus).
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - No apparent change.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Nest hasn't shown use for some time. questionable; changed to inactive.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - New grass material added to nest entrance; entrance hole appears recently used. Cactus wren 
active and calling territoially about 100 feet north of nest throughout the 10 minute nest check; reinstated active.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Nest appears unchanged since last check; no wrens noted.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Nest doesn't look like it has been used recently; entrance looks vertically compressed; 3 
wrens nearby, singing nearby, but no other obvious nests in area.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Nest unchanged; no wrens heard or seen.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 10:00:04 AM
Nest entrance has been opened and reconstructed with new grasses and small feathers; 1 wren observed 100 feet 
west of nest; wren calling and singing in the area.
barnold - 6/3/2011 2:22:49 PM
Nest appears as above. No Cactus Wrens observed during brief nest visit.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 10:10:41 AM
Checked nest 6-7 - No changes in nest status; no wrens observed or heard in area.  [apparent pentab problems]
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 10:15:16 AM
Entrance looks good; wren active 300 feet west, singing to the south.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 9:57:34 AM
Nest unchanged; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 10:01:39 AM
Nest unchanged; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 10:31:41 AM
No change to nest; wren sang once from a distant westward location.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 10:13:58 AM
Nest interior has been improved with downy feathers and plant material added; entrance enlarged by recent use. No 
birds seen or heard nearby.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 10:08:33 AM
No signs of additional recent use; downy feathers at entrance still evident. No birds in area.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 10:15:23 AM
Nest looks unused for some time; side of nest has open spot. No wrens in area, but 1 wren observed about 250 feet 
west; no calling. This appears to be a rarely attended alternate nest. Status changed to Inactive.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 10:05:23 AM
No changes - closed.
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2/1/2011 5000418 CACW Closed EP257 50 feet from permanent 

impact area.
100 feet Not needed through avoidance of temporary impact area. 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

7/13/2011 A well-built grass nest including clean opening and fresh feathers lining the inside. Appears utilized and active.  
2/1/2011
Nest appears in good condition. Status left unchanged: active. BHart 3/11/2011.
No change, although this nest appears to be part of a larger nesting territory with the nest group to east as the nexus 
3/23/2011 (PK).      
No change, although wrens singing to E and N 4/4/2011 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - No changes.      
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - Nest in good shape with clear entrance.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - No change; wren observed in area.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - No change; wren observed to south.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - No change; no birds observed.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - No apparent changes.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Same 
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 1:01:44 PM
No change to this alternate nest.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 1:38:11 PM
No changes.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 1:15:53 PM
No change in nest for many weeks; entrance looks good. No wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/22/2011 1:02:03 PM
Thin twigs have been added across the top of the nest; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 1:15:40 PM
No apparent change in nest from last week; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 12:14:28 PM
Piece of down at entrance and small breast feather from wren in cholla spines adjacent to nest entrance, but no 
wrens found in area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 10:19:51 PM
Nest is flattened and entrance closed as a result; no wrens in area. This nest was probably an alternate nest - closed.

2/25/2011 5000438 RTHA Closed TL 639 - Z379518 150 feet from existing 
access road.

500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. 

4/26/2011 2/25/11 - Hawk on nest.
3/28/11 - Nest appears empty and inactive. Ravens set up a nest 20 feet above nest in tree. Conclude nest is 
inactive. (D. Busby)
4/21/2011 - No change inactivity. - RR
4/26/2011 - No new raptor nesting activity has been observed at this nest. Change to closed. - RR

2/28/2011 5000464 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

5 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet Reduced to 10 feet. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

4/14/2011 Nest determined abandoned (INACTIVE) 3/5/11 - IM
Status changed to closed after abandonment. kalberts - 4/15/2011 9:27:47 PM

3/10/2011 6003214 BUSH Closed CP49-51 AR 5 feet off existing AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

4/5/2011 2 birds in attendance sounding alarm notes.
3/242011 - Nest complete, but no birds detected during 2 - 30 minute visits; storrmy weather. - RR
3/31/2011 - No birds detected at this nest 0956-1026, though pairr BUSH active 150 feet away - abandoned? - RR
4/5/2011 - No BUSH detected during 2 x 30 minute surveys. Changed to inactive and removed buffer. - RR
4/11/2011 - No change observed. - RR
Closed due to inactivity over last several surveys.  kalberts - 4/17/2011 12:58:49 PM

3/19/2011 5003270 RSHA Closed EP32 - 30 AR 450 feet from existing 
access road.

500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

4/20/2011 Pair RSHA present and territory guarding. Female tolerated close approach, refused to fly, male agitated, circling 
and driving off 3rd RSHA - 3-19 (RR).
Pair active north of present 500 foot buffer; male vocal and flight displying repeatedly to NE; apparent female has 
immature plumage; no apparent interest to this nest site today 3-29 (PK). 
No activity observed in immediate nest area; male noted calling far to the north 4-7 (FH/PK).
No activity in area 4-14 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/20/2011   No activity in area; Red-shouldered Hawk calling far to north; closed.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronlogy of species that would use 
the nest.

3/19/2011 5003272 OTHE Closed EP31-2 45 feet from existing AR; 
340 feet to TSAP.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

4/20/2011 Raven bringing nest-lining materials; ownership of this nest is confused, with a RSHA stationed here also. Follow-up 
monitors should check if this remains CORA. Buffered 100 feet 3-19 RR.
No activity at nest; 2 ravens flew in initially as I drove up to site, but left area 3-29 (PK). 
No activity; no birds in area; can't ascertain status of nest from below or sides 4-7 (FH/PK).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011   No ravens or hawks in area; nest inactive; 1 large tan broken egg on ground 50 feet north of 
nest tree; unclear if associated with nest.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011   No ravens or hawks in area; no sign of activity at nest; closed.
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4/1/2011 5003330 CACW Closed EP243 and 12 kV pole 62 feet from 12kv pole 

and AR.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

8/1/2011 New nest 50% complete; no activity at nest 4/1/2011 (TC).     
Doesn't look complete yet; lots of plastic twine on top 4/6/2011 (PK).
RAbe - 4/18/2011 3:26:58 PM - Nest within 100 foot buffer of 12 kV work limits and AR. Fresh, orange rope added to 
nest.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Nest destroyed; probably by predator; closed.
jpawlicki - 5/13/2011 8:05:06 AM - Nest appears complete and intact; adult observed in vicinity of nest.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - No change to nest from 4/26 observation; no entrance, collapsed.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - No change.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 12:20:18 PM - Nest has been rebuilt with large entrance hole; wren singing to south.
barnold - 6/3/2011 1:09:33 PM - Nest has been opened from the top. No Cactus Wren activity. Nest currently 
Inactive.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 11:24:33 AM - Nest has entrance hole on top; doesn't look predated (previous biologist may have 
mixed this nest up with nest a few feet south, which has been torn apart). Wren singing 60 feet southwest of nest.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 11:47:37 AM - Wren flushed from nest and perched in next bush where it was joined by female 
with food; male sang and displayed. Nest looks well-used.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 11:05:59 AM - Nest active with new material added to entry; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 11:20:09 AM
Nest freshly used but no nestlings can be seen inside nest and no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 12:52:45 PM
Some new material added to top of nest and entrance; entrance recently used; wren singing nearby; new nest built 
20 feet southwest.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 11:44:07 AM
Nest appears a bit beat-up; probably due to recent rain and inactivity at this nest. Wren calling to east.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 11:48:29 AM
Nest is in disrepair, as though a predator or another animal physically checked it out; no wrens nearby. Will change 
status to Inactive until nest is improved or abandoned; will re-evaluate next week.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 11:21:50 AM
Nest unchanged; 1 wren active nearby and called twice.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 11:55:20 AM
Nest has been collapsed; entrance closed (possibly small mammal actions) - closed.

6/3/2011 5003332 CACW Closed EP243 60 feet from 12kv AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.


A nest buffer modification to allow drive through vehicle passage only along the 
access road is requested for cactus wren nests ID#(s) 5003330, 5003331, 
5003332, 5000841. The NBM should not adversely affect the success of these 
nests for the following reasons:
•Vehicles may not stop or park within the 100 foot buffer.
•Signage showing a 10 mile per hour speed limit will be posted within the nest 
buffer.
•The Cactus Wren nests are located near a pre-existing produce storage yard, 
indicating the birds are accustomed to a high level of human disturbance, 
including frequent vehicle traffic, heavy machinery and dust when selecting the 
nest sites.
•Catus wren nests are constructed almost completely enclosed, creating a 
natural visual and acoustic buffer.
•An adult wren came into one of the nests to add material while an avian 
surveyor was within 15 feet of the nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/25/2011 barnold - 6/3/2011 1:12:35 PM
Nest is occupiable. No Cactus Wrens observed.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 10:03:01 AM
Checked this nest 5-31 and 6-7; no status changes; wren singing in area on 6-7.   [apparent pentab prolems]
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 11:24:26 AM
Nest unchanged; entrance looks good. Pair of wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 11:02:32 AM
No changes; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 11:22:50 AM
No changes; no wrens heard or seen.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 12:49:15 PM
A minimum of new materal added to nest; wren singing in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 11:46:04 AM
Nest somewhat flattened and apparently unused since rainfall. Wren singing in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 11:54:46 AM
Nest has been unused for some time and remains unused today; no wrens nearby and wren activity in area appears 
to be centered on a new nest to the south and a new nest to the east-southest. Will re-evaluate status of this nest 
weekly but change status to Inactive now.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 11:19:37 AM
Nest unchanged; 1 wren observed and calling 50 feet north closer to other nests.
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4/11/2011 5000792 CACW Closed EP231A 60 feet to edge of TSAP. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

7/12/2011 Nest looks fresh, but no birds seen entering it. 4/11 - SR
sritt - 4/15/2011 4:31:07 PM - No change.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Nice new nest with large entrance hole.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - Wren perched near nest and sang twice before flying to older nest to north.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Pair of wrens singing on bare branch near nest.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No change at nest; no signs of wrens.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No change; no wrens heard or seen.
PKonrad - 5/26/2011 - Same as last week.
PKonrad - 6/7/2011 - Grasses hanging over nest entrance; nest appears unused for some time.
PKonrad - 6/13/2011 - Entrance looks good; no wrens observed or heard in area.
PKonrad - 6/20/2011 - Nest entrance looks well-used; no wrens in area.
PKonrad - 6/27/2011 - Same.
PKonrad - 7/6/2011 - Same.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:17:10 PM
No changes to nest or nest site; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 2:32:44 PM
Grasses hanging over entrance, giving the appearance that this nest hasn't been used in some time.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 3:29:10 PM
Entrance looks good; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 12:18:41 PM
Nest entrance well-used; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 2:17:20 PM
Entrance and interior looks actively used; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:34:27 PM
Nest slightly rain damaged; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 1:38:30 PM
Like nearby nest, this nest is fading into disrepair due to lack of wren activity in this area. No wrens observed or 
heard in area.
Closed due to inactivity and disrepair.

4/11/2011 5000793 CACW Closed EP231A TSAP 0 feet; within TSAP. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/12/2011 Nest looks very fresh, with long grasses protruding, but no birds seen entering it.  CACW was seen carrying nesting 
material 50 feet northeast. 4/11/2011 - SR
sritt - 4/15/2011 4:33:58 PM - Female finally flew from nest. Male spent an hour skulking, singing, and calling 
nearby.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Wren flew from nest at 10 feet; large entrance hole.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - Perfect nest; wren foraging 30 feet south and visited nest  to southeat where it sang before 
visiting older nest to east.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Wrens singing nearby.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No change to nest; no wrens observed or heard in area.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - Same status; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:13:41 PM
No change; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 2:34:30 PM
No change; nest entrance looks active.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 3:26:40 PM
Same status; entrance looks active.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 12:16:22 PM
No change to nest; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 2:21:22 PM
Large entrance and interior of nest well-used; no wrens heard or seen.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:36:53 PM
Nest slightly rain damaged by yesterday's downfall; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 1:29:14 PM
Nest fading into disrepair from lack of recent wren activity; no wrens in area.

4/28/2011 7000928 CACW Closed EP229-1 AR 90 feet to AR; 790 feet 
to TSAP.

100 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

Vehicular passage not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no stopping, 
standing, parking, or construction occurs within buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/26/2011 pkonrad - 5/26/2011 1:02:59 PM
No changes; no wrens.
sritt - 6/6/2011 11:05:23 AM
Nest in good condition. CACW singing in area.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 5:01:12 PM
New nest built adjoining older nest in this yucca stalk; many small feathers added to half of new nest. Nest in next 
yucca stalk looks unchanged. No wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 10:38:28 AM
No changes to nests in adjacent yucca stalks; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 12:59:03 PM
No changes; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:46:15 PM
All 3 nests have been damaged by heavy rainfall yesterday; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 12:29:39 PM
Nests look better now that they are wind dried, but no indication of nest improvements; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 1:45:48 PM
Nests continue to look weathered after rain 2 weeks ago. No activity at this site for more than a month and no wrens 
have been recorded in this valley for many weeks. Will change status to inactive pending closing this nest report.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 10:20:58 AM
No changes - closed.
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4/28/2011 7000929 CACW Closed EP230-1 AR 65 feet to AR; 720 feet 

to TSAP.
100 feet Buffer remains; through 

access only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/26/2011 barnold & fhoffman - 4/28/2011 7:45:52 AM  No birds seen at nest, but male singing in area.  Nest in south side of 
jujuba shrub.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No change; nest is small and vertical with entrance hole at bottom.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No changes; no wrens.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 1:01:01 PM
New nest material added to top entrance; no wrens observed or heard.
sritt - 6/6/2011 9:43:26 AM
No changes, no wrens.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 4:53:02 PM
No apparent changes; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 10:40:16 AM
No changes to nest; no wrens heard or seen.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 12:57:33 PM
No apparent changes; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:53:31 PM
Exterior of nest is water-soaked from heavy rain yesterday; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 12:26:58 PM
Nest looks better now that it is dried out; possible addition of nesting material at top/entrance; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 1:40:53 PM
Bottom of nest has been pulled down, exposing interior opening; nest has not been improved for several weeks and 
no wrens have been seen or heard in this valley for a long time. Will change status to inactive with the potential of 
closing this nest next.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 10:17:47 AM
No change - closed.

5/3/2011 7000964 WESJ Closed TL 6916 - 678465 70 feet from access 
road.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 40 
feet.

Nest is located in a residential area. Work will be done with bucket trucks. 
Additionally, the area has moderate daily foot, bicycle, and dog traffic that did 
not deter the site selection of these nesting birds. A) Western Scrub-Jays often 
nest close to human activities and structures. B) Nest is on fenced private 
property, off the ROW. C) Adults were not disturbed when the homeowner was 
present in the yard near the nest. D) Nest is in a landscaped yard, inside a thick, 
shrub which, along with the backyard fences, blocks line of sight to the work 
area. E) The vegetation and fences will also buffer acoustic disturbances by 
construction activities. F) A buffer of 40 feet will provide adequate isolation for 
the bird's nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

6/7/2011 phoward - 5/3/2011 11:13:51 AM - Bird seen taking large twigs to nest site.
11 May Nest not monitored since acess is on private residential property. - RR
16 May Nest not monitored since acess is on private residential property. - RR
eelias - 6/4/2011 12:33:02 PM
Nest tree was monitored for 20 minutes. There was no activity at this site. 
rradd - 6/7/2011 3:43:38 PM
 Nest closed due to elapsed time, lack of detections and no nest ever confirmed.

5/6/2011 7001004 ACWO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Wood pole P78818

10 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

8/9/2011 tfitanides - 5/6/2011 4:21:16 PM - Three adult ACWO on Pole. One entered nest cavity.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 12:23:13 PM. Adult observed exiting cavity and re-entering repeatedly.
kkilpatrick - 5/31/2011 1:05:03 PM
6 ACWO were active around the wood pole and near the cavity at the top of the pole. 1 ACWO observed entering 
the cavity; 1 AcWo was aggressively chasing other bird species away that flew to within 30 feet of wood pole.
pkonrad - 6/9/2011 3:43:40 PM
3 woodpeckers on top of pole; 1 entered cavity and exited; other periodic woodpecker activity at this site.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 10:08:10 AM
Periodic Acorn Woodpecker activity at 2 nest cavities in adjoining poles; sometimes enter a cavity.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 12:01:11 PM
1 adult poking head out of cavity; others active in area, including at a pole on the south side of Alpine Blvd that is a 
grainery site.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 3:44:01 PM
1 adult inside cavity looking out at times; 2 others on pole.
pkonrad - 7/8/2011 4:37:17 PM
1 adult entered cavity; another was attentive at the entrance.
pkonrad - 7/15/2011 2:37:41 PM
Woodpeckers active at cavity; some entering and leaving cavity. At 1 time, an adult was throwing/spitting mouthfulls 
of excavated wood pieces out of cavity. 
sritt - 7/23/2011 1:41:18 PM
3 ACWOs entering and leaving cavity, and maintaining granary.
pkonrad - 7/27/2011 2:07:39 PM
1 woodpecker on pole or perched on crossarm near cavity; no birds observed at cavity entrance.
pkonrad - 7/28/2011 11:11:59 AM
4 Acorn Woodpeckers active at cavity.
pkonrad - 8/4/2011 6:26:15 PM
No woodpeckers observed in area during 20 minutes - will return tomorrow.
pkonrad - 8/5/2011 11:38:38 AM
2 adults active at nest pole and pole to west; collecting acorns and catching insects on the wing. 1 adult entered 
cavity and exited it and perched 2 feet away. 
pkonrad - 8/10/2011 3:05:35 PM
No activity during observation period; will check back tomorrow.
pkonrad - 8/11/2011 7:27:58 PM
2 woodpeckers perched at and near pole to west of cavity pole. Because no nestlings or evidence of adults feeding 
nestlings has been witnessed at this cavitysite, it is probably most accurate to describe this cavity as a roost site 
rather than a nest site - closed.

5/7/2011 7001011 BUSH Closed TL 639 - 171660 75 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

5/25/2011 RAbe - 5/7/2011 1:51:06 PM - Adult observed entering and exiting nest. 100 foot buffer flagged w/ yellow tape.
tfitanides - 5/19/2011 1:05:00 PM - BUSH nest observed for 30 mins. No BUSH seen. No activity.
imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:32:09 AM
Nest has been ripped down. Only 1/4 of nest remains. Status changed to closed.
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5/10/2011 7001435 CATH Closed EP91 75 feet from AR; 180 

feet to perm pad ROW.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

5/27/2011 RAbe - 5/10/2011 1:56:25 PM
Thrashers observed in area of nest acting agitated. Nest has lining and is almost complete. 
emorgan - 5/20/2011 2:01:42 PM
There has been no change in the appearance of the nest and there was no activity near the nest.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011
Nest unchanged; no thrashers in area - closed.

5/24/2011 7002349 NRWS Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

0 feet; within work area. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

5/25/2011 emorgan - 5/24/2011 6:08:24 PM
Starting April 25, biomonitor Katherine Vittum observed Northern Rough-winged Swallows entering the first hole 
towards the western end of the bridge on the south side. She observed them enter the cavity frequently on the days 
she was monitoring (April 25, April 27, April 29, May 10, May 16, May 19, May 24). According to her notes, the 
longest they were away from the nest in the morning was 5 minutes and in the afternoon was 30 minutes. The 
construction crew had previously been working on the north side of the bridge, but starting May 24th they began 
working on the south side of the bridge which is closer to the nest.  On May 24th, the construction crew was working 
in a bucket that was lowered just underneath the bridge and was about 5 feet from the nest. While the bucket was 5 
feet from the nest, biomonitor Michael Scaffidi observed the swallows flying around near the nest and landing on the 
barbed wire fence underneath the bridge, but they did not enter the nest from 0800 to 0948. At 0948 the bucket was 
lifted and moved about 20 feet from the nest. A swallow entered the nest at 0950 and left again 2 minutes later. I 
arrived at 1030 and did not observe any swallows entering that cavity until 1245. At 1245 one swallow entered and 
then left again two minutes later. I was unable to see if the swallow was carrying nesting material or had food in its 
crop.
emorgan - 5/25/2011 10:21:10 AM
There was no activity at cavity during the 3 hours of observation. I looked into cavity with a mirror and saw one 
whole egg and two eggshell halves in nest. There were three eggshell halves on ground.
shampton - 5/26/2011 3:08:34 PM
NRWS active in area and entering holes.
emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:30:13 PM
Nest closed as no swallows have been observed entering that specific cavity for a week and there are eggshells 
outside of cavity.

6/7/2011 7002449 CACW Closed EP232-1 AR 8 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

This NBM should not adversely affect the success of these nests for the
following reasons:
            •                    No stopping, standing, or construction
            work will occur within the buffers and signage stating an ESA
            speed limit of 10mph will be posted within the buffers.
            •             Cactus Wrens build spherical nests, which are
            fully enclosed with a small entrance. This type of nest blocks
            direct line of sight/sound between the access road and the eggs
            or nestlings.
•             The entrances of both nests face away from the road.
            •             Both nests were built with pre-existing traffic
            using the access road and construction traffic will not
            significantly increase traffic volume.
            •             Distance to construction sites from both nests is
            significant, 1000+ feet and 300+ feet, respectively.
            •             Additionally, nest ID#7002450, is protected by a
            ridge and several large boulders that further buffer visual and
            acoustic disturbances associated with access road 90 feet away.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/26/2011 sritt - 6/7/2011
New nest. fresh looking material, neat entrance hole; old faded remains of another CACW nest 10 inches away in 
same cholla.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 4:33:36 PM
Today, there is no obvious entrance hole in this new nest; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 10:51:13 AM
North-facing entrance not clear; no wrens heard or seen.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 1:17:22 PM
No change; entrance hasn't been used in some time.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 1:05:35 PM
Nest is rain-damaged; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 12:39:30 PM
Entrance hasn't been used recently; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 2:00:55 PM
No change; nest including entrance is in disrepair; no wrens have been seen in the area for many weeks. Will 
change status to Inactive.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 10:43:33 AM
Nest remains unused, although it looks good, being a new nest; grass remains across entrance. No wrens active in 
area - closed.

6/15/2011 7002501 CACW Closed EP226-1 20 feet from TSAP. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

6/15/2011 blohstroh - 6/15/2011 12:39:21 PM
Nest in good condition, but may have old whitewash inside.  No birds seen or heard in area during 30 minute period.

6/16/2011 7002506 LEGO Closed CP50-1 AR Hamlet 
property

60 feet to AR. 100 feet 25 feet. A Nest Buffer Reduction to 25 horizontal feet is being requested for the lesser 
goldfinch nest to enable installation of a gate at an access road off of Wildcat 
Canyon Road in Lakeside that will allow access to tower sites CP49 and CP50. 
The nest is located about 25 feet above the ground within a coast live oak tree 
about 35 feet from the proposed gate installation activities.
The lesser goldfinch nest is not anticipated to be substantially disturbed by the 
one-day  work activities at the CP49 and CP50 access road gate due to the 
following:
•The goldfinches built this nest within a large coast live oak tree within 85 feet of 
the very heavily traveled Wildcat Canyon Road, and they have become 
acclimated to human activity and noise within their nesting area.
•The nest is located on top of a large cluster of twigs and leaves located about 
25 feet above the ground, and it is completely surrounded by leaves with no 
direct view to the proposed activities.
•This nest site has successfully fledged once given the proximity to constant 
road disturbance.  The current activity is apparently a double clutch. 
Based on the above, authorizing a NBR from 100 to 25 horizontal feet is not 
expected to impact the successful fledging of this lesser goldfinch nest, primarily 
based on the nest's location and the bird's demonstrated tolerance of human-
related noise and activites within the vicinity of the nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

8/3/2011 LEGO female comes to nest; appears that new layer of material has been added and second nest is in progress.
barnold - 7/21/2011 1:04:31 PM
Bushtit activity in vicinity of nest, but unclear if entered nest. Family group with young fledglings observed in a 
smaller pepper tree up the road at the junction with the first residence 'drive way'.
rradd - 7/26/2011 7:58:20 AM
LEGO female apparently incubating 0705.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 11:50:28 AM
Could not find nest at this location during 2 extended, concerted searches. No goldfinches observed or heard during 
nest searches.
pkonrad - 8/10/2011 1:11:32 PM
No goldfinch activity in area during 30 minute observation period; no nest found; nesting attempt appears to have 
failed - closed.
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6/22/2011 7002537 CACW Closed EP261A 60 feet from trail to 

tower site/TSAP.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

7/13/2011 emorgan - 6/22/2011 10:38:29 AM
Cactus Wren in area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 12:56:38 PM
Nest weathered; no wrens in area; not an active nest - closed.

6/22/2011 7002538 CACW Closed EP261A 5 feet from trail to tower 
site/TSAP.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/13/2011 emorgan - 6/22/2011 10:34:19 AM
Cactus Wren flushed from area around nest.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 1:00:24 PM
Neither nest appears active; no wrens in area - closed.

6/22/2011 7002544 CAKI Closed TL 6916 - 774820 0 feet to AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/24/2011 rradd - 6/22/2011
CAKI pair attending nest, no food carrying observed during 20 minute survey.
rradd - 6/27/2011 5:21:51 PM
Nest appears complete; no CAKI detected 1700-1515
rradd - 7/5/2011 5:03:43 PM
CAKI present for 15 minutes but did not enter nest, no bird visible on nest 1630-1700.
rradd - 7/12/2011 9:19:05 AM
CAKI pair come to nest 0914.
rradd - 7/18/2011 10:48:45 AM
CAKI foraging and preening away from nest for 43 minutes; ate 6 bees in 12 minutes; no food carrying, then 
apparently incubating 1044.
rradd - 7/25/2011 11:27:33 AM
No CAKI on nest nor detected near nest 1055 - 1125
pkonrad - 8/4/2011 1:38:56 PM
No kingbirds at nest site or in the area. Judging from past reports and today's observation period, birds appear to 
have ended this nesting attempt - closed.

6/23/2011 7002547 BUOR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 35 feet west of AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

6/29/2011 pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:12:32 PM
Pair active at nest, especially the  female that visited nest repeatedly, presumably with food;  male and female didn't 
interact, as they would during nest building. 
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 11:16:25 AM
Appears this nesting attempt has failed; a female oriole made repeated visits to this nest to take nesting material to a 
new nest she is building 20 feet south and 10 feet above this site; this nest is considerably pulled apart - closed.

6/28/2011 7002567 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

65 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

6/28/2011 imaunsell - 6/28/2011 12:03:05 PM
Nest empty. No activity observed at nest from 06/21/2011 to 06/23/2011. 

6/30/2011 7002582 ACWO Closed Hartung Yard 50 feet to yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/21/2011 rradd - 6/30/2011 3:30:08 PM
Yard monitor reports regular cavity use by ACWO, but no entry noted 1510--1530 despite birds nearby.
rradd - 7/9/2011 8:00:13 AM
Up to 4 ACWO interacting at the same time on this communal tree, but no cavity use or food carrying observations 
during 30 minute survey. ACWO nesting can initiate in August - monitor again.
rradd - 7/14/2011 9:28:41 AM
ACWO group nearby but no interaction with this tree 0748-0822 on cool overcast morning.
rradd - 7/21/2011 8:24:58 AM
No ACWO interactions with the cavities in this tree 0732 -0752. ACWO can nest in August, so yard bio should 
continue to monitor. Change to Closed. Any potential nest is outside yard and will not impact work.

7/8/2011 7002617 BTSP Closed EP270-2 50 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. 

7/25/2011 7/8/2011 - Nest is currently under construction.
phoward - 7/18/2011 11:55:44 AM
Nest appears inactive, no birds were seen visiting nest during 3 1/2 hour survey. Nest appears to be less than 50% 
complete (loose cup nest with openings on the bottom)
tfitanides - 7/25/2011 12:36:52 PM
Nesting material not present. No BTSP activity associated with this old nest location. Changed from inactive to 
closed.

7/8/2011 7002619 ACWO Closed CP 82-1 50 feet east of AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

8/10/2011 07/08/2011 - Adult ACWO pair using cavity; 1 went inside cavity and remained for 30 minute observation period.
rradd - 7/16/2011 11:31:09 AM
ACWO pair left this tree in response to observer and didn't return during 30 minute observation period. No bird 
visible in cavity.
rradd - 7/22/2011 10:48:26 AM
No ACWO activity at this cavity during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 7/27/2011 1:14:10 PM
Male ACWO in this cavity 1308-1312, then departs.
rradd - 8/10/2011 1:24:11 PM
ACWO vocal and active nearby, but no use of this cavity detected during 45 min. obs. No food carry has ever been 
noted; this is possibly a non-breeding roost site.
rradd - 8/19/2011 12:47:00 PM
Closed due to inactivity. No cavity use during 30 min. obs

7/13/2011 7004626 MODO Closed PAR yard w/in Alpine 
yard.

75 feet from impact 
area.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. 

7/20/2011 vnovik - 7/13/2011 10:10:16 AM
Nest building, 60% complete.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 12:43:41 PM
No birds observed. Nest missing except for a stick.
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7/14/2011 7004629 MODO Closed TL 639 - 872360 28 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/25/2011 mdicus - 7/14/2011 11:58:36 AM
2 doves flushed from nest area; well-built nest with fresh lining appears unused.
rradd - 7/19/2011 10:44:46 AM
Nest appears fresh and uncompacted.
rradd - 7/25/2011 1:49:58 PM
Fresh feathers in nest suggest recent use, but no eggs. MODO detected in nest vicinity, which is visually screened 
from AR, but not at nest . Drive-through and walk-through construction is occuring.
pkonrad - 8/4/2011 3:10:35 PM
No changes at the nest; no doves in area; judging from previous reports and today observation, change status to 
Inactive and check again.
rradd - 8/19/2011 4:15:51 PM
Change to Closed.
No indications this nest was ever used subsequent to completion.

7/15/2011 7004636 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 65' from mapped AR, 
20' to existing

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/21/2011 rradd - 7/15/2011 8:53:08 AM
MODO on nest, did not flush.
barnold - 7/21/2011 1:01:23 PM
Nesr empty.
rradd - 7/26/2011 10:26:56 AM
Change to Closed.
No change in this nest; apparently abandoned prior to egg-laying.

8/3/2011 7004707 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

8/4/2011 imaunsell - 8/3/2011 12:10:35 PM
Female observed bringing large ammount of willow down to nest location. Nest is in very early stages and only one 
trip was observed over 1.5 hours of continuous observation. Possibly in site selection stages.
imaunsell - 8/4/2011 9:50:41 AM
Nest site was monitored for 1.5 hours. No additionaly material was observed and no hummingbirds were active in the 
immidiate area. 'Nest' closed based on inactivty and the liklihood that the initial observation was part of the site 
selection process for this bird.

4/4/2011 5003352 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 0 feet; on equipment 
within active yard.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.   The 
partially-constructed 

nest site was 
confirmed before 
deterrents were 
installed.  The 

deterrents kept the 
adult finches from 

accessing the nest, 
preventing the pair 
from completing the 

nest.  No eggs or 
nestlings were 

observed in the nest.

5/3/2011 RF - 4/4/11: Birds observed building nest in dozer.  The nest was located in a box-like metal housing at the top of the 
hydraulic piston for the blade. 
4/6/11 -  HOFI observed continuing nest construction in morning by yard monitor Tyler Sears. Bird deterrents, plastic 
mesh, and duct tape were installed at this nest in the early afternoon, successfully sealing this site from any 
continued bird activity. The edges of the mesh were sealed with duct tape. There were no openings through which 
the birds could get inside the mesh-covered area. No eggs or nestlings present at this time.  4/20/2011 - Not 
monitored. Yard biologist reports inactive and dozer OK'd to move. - RR
5/3/2011 - Nest (equipment) no longer present - closed.
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5/5/2011 7000995 HOFI Closed CP50-1 100 feet from AR but 

within Hamlet residence.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  Nest 

appears to have 
been blow out of tree 
prior to completion.

6/8/2011 5 May - HOFI nest building and copulating. - RR
12 May - HOFI nesting activity continues. - RR
19 May - Veg growth impedes view, but HOFI carrying nest material to location. - RR
eelias - 6/4/2011 11:37:50 AM
At nest tree for 30 minutes; no house finch activity was noted in this pepper.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:44:02 AM
Nest no longer present. Change to Closed.

3/10/2011 6003211 ANHU Closed CP49-51 AR 0 feet from existing AR; 
overhanging branch.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  Nest 

damaged by storm, 
possibly before egg 

laying stage.

3/31/2011 Female ANHU building new nest with spider silk.
24 Mar - Nest appears complete, but unoccupied @ 12:20. - RR
31 Mar - Nest appears storm damaged 10:50. No activity, change to closed. - RR

5/10/2011 7001425 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 
301+001

0 feet; inside work area. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Nest partly 
built but not 
completed.

5/25/2011 phoward - 5/10/2011 3:50:23 PM - Black phoebe pair seen building nest.
shampton - 5/26/2011 11:40:51 AM
emorgan - 5/27/2011 10:17:10 AM
No activity has been seen at nest for 2 weeks - closed.

5/24/2011 7002348 NRWS Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

0 feet; within work area. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Nest was 
abandoned before 

completion.

6/1/2011 emorgan - 5/24/2011 12:19:56 PM - 0bserved swallows carrying nesting material into cavity every few minutes. 
emorgan - 5/25/2011 10:24:10 AM
Pair bringing nesting material to cavity every 2 to 4 minutes.
shampton - 5/26/2011 3:03:57 PM
Adults binging nesting material.
emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:26:12 PM
No swallows observed entering cavity. Kris Alberts looked in cavity with a mirror and saw nesting material but no 
eggs - closed.

6/1/2011 7002410 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

30 feet from work limit 
and 50 feet from bridge.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Nest was 
probably an 

exploratory effort.

6/8/2011 emorgan - 6/1/2011 11:17:04 AM - Observed pair bringing spider webs to nest that is less than 5% complete.
shampton - 6/9/2011 12:55:57 PM
Did not find nest. LEGO's in area but not near tree. Broadleaf tree is probably a Toyon , is between a 2'  diameter 
Cottonwood and a 2' diameter Willow. The 5% nest attempt may have been abandoned. Tree is open enough that 
LEGO nest would likely be visible.
shampton - 6/16/2011 12:39:09 PM
Did not find nest again. LEGO's heard in area but not observed near tree.
shampton - 6/23/2011 12:32:17 PM
Did not find nest. No LEGO activity in described area during 20 minute observation - closed.

4/14/2011 5000819 ACWO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Wood pole P78837

0 feet; along Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  No 
evidence of nesting 

this season.

5/16/2011 phoward - 4/14/2011 11:41:11 AM - Pair seen going in and out of nest. 
rradd - 4/16/2011 4:24:40 PM - Pair seen going in and out of nest. 
4/30/2011 - ACWO pair remain active at this pole but difficult to determine if nesting is in progress. - RR
tfitanides - 5/6/2011 3:45:37 PM - Seen by biomonitor at pole on 5/6.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 2:25:15 PM - No birds observed.
kkilpatrick - 5/31/2011 1:19:00 PM
The potential nest site was observed for 45 minutes. During the monitoring period 3 ACWO appeared briefly in the 
area and perched for 1 minute on the wooden pole that is on the north side of Alpine Blvd. This pole also has a 
potential nest cavity on the top west side  of the pole. An adult and a juvenile Western Scrub Jay were active in the 
area as well as 2 ravens. Their  presence did not cause any reaction from ACWO.

5/12/2011 7001452 ATFL Closed CP23 0 feet; within work limits; 
70 feet from TC.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Observed 
activity was likely an 
exploratory foray. No 

definite nesting 
activity confirmed.

6/7/2011 eelias - 6/2/2011 3:16:42 PM
Elias watched this pole for 20 minutes while monitoring a kestrel nest in this same structure on 5/31/2011. There was 
no flycatc
eelias - 6/2/2011 4:01:55 PM
Elias watched this pole for 20 minutes while monitoring a kestrel nest in the same structure on 5/31/2011. There was 
no flycatcher activity noted. 
rradd - 6/7/2011 10:42:03 AM
No ATFL detections during 30 min. obs. 
No definitive breeding activity was confirmed here - Change to Closed.

2/17/2011 5000012 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
Vault 11

105 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

3/3/2011 Nest not determined to be active or attributeable to any species. RTHA pair seen soaring, perching, and collecting 
nest material in vicinity. Other raptors also observed in area include RSHA and SSHA. 3/3/2011.
Stick nest remains inactive 3-22 (PK).      
Still inactive 4-5 (PK).
emorgan - 4/20/2011 10:20:55 AM - Still inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.
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3/3/2011 5000488 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 

299+00r
55 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/20/2011 Nest appears to be inactive at this time. 3/3/11
Old nest remains unused 3-22 (PK).
emorgan - 4/20/2011 11:44:53 AM - Still inactive - closed.

1/13/2011 5000515 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-10L

35 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

3/22/2011 Old nest unused, near active hawk nest 3-22 (PK).

2/15/2011 5000525 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

0 feet; under Alpine Blvd 
bridge.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

5/6/2011 Did not see nest inhabited after several hours of observation. Droppings observed but could be from the previous 
year. Observed BLPH actively building nest, nest now ACTIVE-3/16/11-RF
8 April - Nest in good condition, but no eggs, or nestlings. Adult foraging in area, still building? BL
emorgan - 4/20/2011 12:33:59 PM - Adult foraging in area but it did not approach nest and nest is empty.
vnovik - 5/6/2011 8:26:16 AM - No activity at nest, material falling from nest.

2/15/2011 5000526 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

70 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

2/15/2011 Did not see nest inhabited after several hours of observation. Droppings observed but could be from the previous 
year. 2/15/11
Closed, due to no activity, and blanket exemption. kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:28:52 AM

2/25/2011 5000534 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
46+00L, MH-3L

50 feet. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

2/25/2011 Old passerine nest. 2/25/11
Closed, due to no raptor potential and no passerine activity. kalberts - 4/16/2011 10:19:27 AM

1/13/2011 5000538 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-11L

5 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

3/22/2011 Old nest remains inactive 3-22 (PK).
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

2/15/2011 5000900 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

180 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/20/2011 Nest remains inactive 3-22 (PK).
emorgan - 4/20/2011 11:10:41 AM - Nest remains inactive.

2/15/2011 5000901 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

200 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

3/22/2011 Large stick nest consistent with raptors. 2/15/11
Nest not active 3-22 (PK).
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

5/24/2011 7002350 OTHE Closed CP19-1 36 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

6/13/2011 kkilpatrick - 5/24/2011 2:10:56 PM
Fresh grass nest appeared completed. No eggs in nest. An adult California towhee was observed near nest site.
kkilpatrick - 5/25/2011 3:50:27 PM
Two biologists conducted focused observations of the nest for two hours and did not observe any activity at the nest.  
The nest was determined to be inactive; however, the nest should be rechecked again in approximately one week or 
more before it is closed.
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:47:50 PM
Nest appears clean and intact, but unimproved since last visit. Uncompacted interior suggests nest has not yet been 
used.
rradd - 6/13/2011 8:32:15 AM
Nest was apparently never used.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology.

6/1/2011 7002406 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

290 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this nesting 

season.

6/1/2011 mkuehn - 6/1/2011 12:36:57 PM
Smaller stick nest; no activity observed; crows in vicinity all day.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.
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6/1/2011 7002407 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 

MH-18
290 feet from Alpine 

Blvd.
100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this nesting 

season.

6/1/2011 mkuehn - 6/1/2011 12:48:28 PM
Large stick nest; no activity observed; crows in vicinity all day.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

2/24/2011 5000050 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
Vault 15

0 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/30/2011 Nest inactive at this time. Stick nest consistent with small raptors or corvids - 3/3/2011.
emorgan - 4/20/2011 10:54:33 AM - Still inactive.
30 Apr - Change to closed due to inactivity. - RR

2/24/2011 5000432 OTHE Closed CP25-2, CP26 and 
CP27

880 feet from temporary 
ROW of tower site.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/15/2011 Stick nest with only larger branches and no soft material. No sign of recent use. Some white wash on ground below 
nest. 2/24/11
18 Mar - Apparently a favored (TUVU) roost, but no indications of nest improvement.- RR
5 Apr - No indications of status change.
Closed due to its occurrence 880 feet from tower site - kalberts - 4/15/2011 8:29:59 PM.

2/25/2011 5000439 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
CP95-1,CP96-1, AR, & 

pullsite

225 feet from access 
road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

2/25/2011 No sign of recent use. No new nest material or sign of adult corvid or raptor activity.
Never occupied. Change to closed.

6/1/2011 7002409 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

340 feet to Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest, 
unused this nesting 

season.

6/1/2011 emorgan - 6/1/2011 12:46:00 PM - Old stick nest; no activity observed near it.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

7/14/2011 7004632 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground 
43+00l

15 feet  from Alpine Blvd 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Probably 
not have been active 

nest.

7/14/2011 shampton - 7/14/2011 2:50:12 PM
Pair seen entering opening in leaves. Male singing on elderberry to the west while female is inside; about half dozen 
such visits in 45 minutes. No nest material visible protruding from opening and no nest material carried in. It's 
possible the pair is still in site selection phase and has not built a nest or has eggs or nestlings here yet.
shampton - 7/14/2011 4:18:30 PM
Construction activities were occurring during bird behavioral observations on 7/14/2011 (1400-1445 hrs). Activities 
consisted of  men working below ground inside vault. On surface were air conditioners (ventilating vault) and 
generators running, pickup trucks, tent, traffic control equipment, and flaggers. Nearest work was about 40 feet 
away.
sritt - 7/23/2011 4:59:24 PM
No finches seen nearby during 45 minutes of observation. Old nest on east side of palm has blown out or fallen out - 
or was predated - closed.

6/14/2011 7002497 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Vault 2

18 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Stopped 
nest building for 
unknown reason.

6/14/2011 eelias - 6/14/2011 9:22:34 AM
Kevin Kilpatrick and E. Elias visited the nest site to log this nest found by construction monitor Ben Rosenbaum. This 
nest is 20% complete.
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7/11/2011 7003028 WREN Closed TL 639 - 872360 40 feet to AR. 100 feet Limited reconductoring 

work and drive through 
access only.

The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Abandoned 
before nest 

completed for 
unknown reasons.

7/11/2011 rradd - 7/11/2011 10:59:21 AM
Nest under construction, appears 95% complete. WREN pair calling observed. Activity level should be verified as 
this is very late season to begin nesting.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 12:00:47 PM
No activity at nest site. No wrentits in area.
rradd - 7/19/2011 10:41:20 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest unimproved from first visit, bowl is clean and uncompacted, WREN wthin 100 feet. Possibly an abandoned late 
season nest.

5/20/2011 7001908 WREN Closed TL 639 - Z171660 50 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed. 

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Abandoned 
during nest building.

5/5/2011 5/20/2011
Nest partially (1/4) built; 2 adults observed in shrub; one adult observed bringing nesting material into shrub and then 
leaving without material.
imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:29:48 AM
Nest has had no progress since last visit. No adults observed in area. Material is old. Status changed to closed.

2/23/2011 5000046 OTHE Closed EP84 5 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Abandoned 
prior to completion 

for unknown 
reasons.

3/28/2011 Nest is just started, but birds may continue to add to it. Possible SPTO nest. 2/23/11
No nest observed 3-10 by Paul Konrad.
3/15/11- Nest observed by Darin Busby. On west side of scrub oak at fork in road. Appears bird started nest but 
abandoned it as it is still a loose cup of sticks.
Nest incomplete and inactive - closed 3-28 (PK).

4/14/2011 5000825 HOFI Closed Wilson Yard 0 feet; within yard trailer. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Buffer should be reduced to 30 feet or less, as this species is highly tolerant of 
human activity, and nesting commenced at this site after the yard was 
established and operating.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Abandoned 
prior to egg laying for 

unknown reasons.

5/3/2011  ahill - 4/14/2011 9:56:14 PM
The pair of HOFI have been seen and heard in the area consistently and were observed entering the nest on 4-14-
11. There are no eggs in the nest. A 100 foot nest buffer was installed.
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:38 AM 
Birds seen entering nest by bio monitor; nest appears complete.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011
No birds observed in the area; no eggs in nests; appears deserted - closed.

6/17/2011 7004682 HOFI Closed Bartlett CY 0 feet; within yard limits 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Abandoned 
prior to egg laying.

6/22/2011 phoward - 6/17/2011 2:30:09 PM
Nest is re-opened, new nest (75% complete), nest was found by biomonitor, pair was seen near nest.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 2:44:44 PM
No finches observed or heard in area; nest doesn't look complete; will check back.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 2:49:01 PM
No finches at nest or in area; this second nesting attempt failed - closed.

6/17/2011 7004665 HOFI Closed Bartlett CY 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Abandoned 
prior to nest 
completion.

6/23/2011 phoward - 6/17/2011 2:28:39 PM - Nest is re-opened, new nest (75% complete); nest was found by bio monitor; pair 
was seen near nest.
PKonrad - 6/23/2011 - No finches observed or heard in area; nest doesn't look complete; will check back.
PKonrad - 6/29/2011 - closed.
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3/10/2011 5001261 HOWR Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Alternate 

nest for HOWR 
5001260.

7/14/2011 Nest material visible inside. likely HOWR.
10 Mar 2011 - HOWR singing at nest above. Likely a satellite nest, but should be checked with ea. survey to see 
which one fledges. RR
24 Mar - HOWR singing nearby. Nesting activity suppressed by stormy day. - RR
31 Mar - HOWR  pair active at cavities. RR
11 Apr - HOWR pair active at cavities.- RR
19  Apr - This nest is a dummy nest filled with sticks. Change to closed. -RR
5 May - This cavity has been reopened - RR
19 May Intense territoriality around this and upper cavity, HOWR singing at 3 sec. intervals. - RR
25 May Cavity does not appear to be in use. Change to Inactive. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology.

6/3/2011 7002596 WBNU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Although 
bird was observed 

visiting site on a few 
occassions, there 

was no strong affinity 
to this cavity or any 
other cavity in the 
nearby vicinity. No 

nest was ever 
established and 

observations 
probably represent 
exploritory efforts to 
find a nesting site.

6/8/2011 sjohnston - 6/3/2011 3:10:22 PM
WBNU observed clearing WEBL nest material and bringing in fresh nesting material.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:05:46 PM
WBNU obs. ca. 3' from cavity but did not enter cavity during obs.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:05:32 PM
No activity at cavity.

6/28/2011 7002572 CACW Closed EP269 AR 47 feet north of AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. An 
apparently unused 
nest destroyed by 

storm.

7/13/2011 eelias - 6/28/2011 2:38:20 PM
Complete nest; no eggs or nestlings in nest; no adults were active in this area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 1:30:29 PM
Nest destroyed; probably by storm last week - closed.

5/4/2011 7000978 ATFL Closed CP70-3 AR 15 feet to AR; 64 feet to 
entry gate.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Any attempt 
at nesting was likely 
exploratory and no 

nest was built.

5/20/2011 4 May - ATFL exits cavity and mate follows 1655. - RR
14 May - No birds obs using this cavity during 30 min. obs. Survey again. - RR
20 May No detections at this cavity. Change to Closed. - RR

3/28/2011 5003286 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Apparently 
abandoned before 
completion of nest 

building.

4/15/2011 Monitor has observed pair in area. Fresh material. Cannot see in nest. Monitor for activity. 3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:24:53 PM - Small amount of grass in spool cavity. Nest watched for 3 hours and no activity 
detected. ESA sign removed from spool.

5/13/2011 7001473 BUOR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; overhangs AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.
Blanket exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL 
work is applicable.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Apparently 
abandoned for a 
better location. 
Cause of failure 

unknown.

6/23/2011 Nest found on 5-13-2011 by Tyler.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Large round woven hanging nest; pair active in the area.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - Orioles active and singing near large nest. 
PKonrad - 6/1/2011 - 1 male observed near nest; made contact calls.  [apparent pentab problems]
eelias - 6/6/2011 3:52:37 PM
I was in neighborhood for 30 minutes while documenting House Finch nest. A male Bullock's oriole landed in tree 
and sang once. No other significant activity took place.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 3:50:01 PM
Llittle activity in area of this site during extended observation periods on 6-1 (apparent pentab problems) and 6-10. 
Male from nest built 230 feet southwest perched nearby once, 
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 11:23:23 AM
Although orioles occasionally visit this tree, none have used this nest for several weeks - closed.
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4/27/2011 7000917 CACW Closed EP231A  AR 20 feet from AR;1300 

feet from EP 231 A.
100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 

passage allowed.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction will occur within the buffer. The 
Agencies concurred to the following:
Traffic can pass through all three nest buffers since the road has pre-existing 
traffic and construction traffic will not significantly add to traffic volume.  A couple 
of conditions associated with this is that:  No work is allowed within the three 100-
foot nest buffers.  Traffic on the access road cannot stop or park within the three 
100-foot nest buffers.  Traffic will not exceed 10mph inside the three 100-foot 
nest buffers.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Apparently 
an alternate satellite 

nest at best; no 
wrens observed here 
since the nest was 
built many weeks 

ago.

7/19/2011 shampton - 4/27/2011 - Approximately 2/3 built, of grasses.  CACW heard singing in area.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No apparent change; no birds.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - Unusual smaller nest appears 90% complete; wren singing uphill to south.
vnovik - 5/13/2011 1:16:46 PM - Nest intact; wrens south of road calling.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No changes; no wrens.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:40:39 PM
No apparent changes to nest; no wrens in area.
sritt - 6/6/2011 10:42:40 AM
Nest in good condition. No CACW nearby
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 4:17:07 PM
No apparent change; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 11:19:02 AM
Nest material (dry grass) has been added to top of nest; entrance hard to find; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 1:34:17 PM
Entrance partly obstructed by nest material; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 1:00:53 PM
Nest exterior rain-soaked; no wrens seen or heard.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 12:53:52 PM
Nest apparently has not been used recently; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 2:37:06 PM
Nest remains in disrepair after heavy rainfall 2 weeks ago; looks inactive and no wrens have been documented in the 
area for many weeks, including today - closed.

4/8/2011 5003390 WEBL Closed Wilson Yard 0 feet; within yard trailer. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Nesting commenced in trailer after construction began, personnel were working, 
and structures and machinery were in use.  Buffer reduced to 15 feet based on 
these facts.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Apparently 
deserted; no birds 

observed or heard in 
area.

5/3/2011 Environmental monitor observed male building nest actively past 2 days. Biological monitor observed male flying to 
nest and female in immediate vicinity. The immediate area around nest was flagged, nest will not affect construction 
as there is no construction nest buffer at this site.
ahill - 4/14/2011 9:58:40 PM 
A 100 foot buffer was installed today.
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:39 AM - Birds flushed from nest; nest looks nearly complete; no eggs.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - No bluebirds observed or heard; no bird on nest; apparently deserted; closed.

3/17/2011 6003247 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - Z379523 13 feet from AR. 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Apparently 
failed due to rain 

damage. No sign of 
predation.

3/28/2011 3/17/11 - Scott Hampton of Chambers Group detected CAGN pair and nest while monitoring at Structure 379523.  D. 
Busby came to verify nest and record w/ pen tab. Nest still loose and not fully completed. 
3/28/11 - Nest failed, only remnants remain. Pair still in same area so probably set up another nest. 
3/31/11-RF: Pair active in area. Male very vocal, female only observed once in an hour, very quiet and secretive. No 
nest located but very likely another nest being built within territory. 

5/26/2011 7002371 CACW Closed EP226-1 58 feet from TSAP. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Apparently 
inactive nest.

5/26/2011

4/28/2011 7000945 LEGO Closed CP70-3 AR 80 feet to AR 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Appeared 
abandoned before 
egg laying stage.

5/14/2011 28 Apr - LEGO female on complete nest 0745. RR 
4 May - LEGO female incubating 1614.- RR
14 May Nest clean and intact but empty, no LEGO at nest. Appears abandoned prior to laying. Change to Closed. - 
RR

5/20/2011 7001915 BCHU Closed CP70-3 AR 20 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 

abandoned for 
unknown reasons.

6/3/2011 20 May BCHU female sitting on complete nest 0956. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 9:27:13 AM
BCHU female on nest 0842
rradd - 6/4/2011 10:59:28 AM
Nest intact and showing no signs of use. No detections at this nest during 30+ min obs. suggests abandoned nest.
rradd - 6/9/2011 4:35:36 PM
No BCHU detections at this nest during 30 min. obs. Change to Inactive.

4/13/2011 5000810 BUSH Closed EP27-1 30 feet from AR; 320 
feet from tower work 

area.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 

nest was abandoned 
before it was 
completed.

4/21/2011 sritt - 4/13/2011 11:07:10 AM 
Only lowest 5 inches is complete. Pair likely abandoned, and using nest 65 feet to southwest.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 
No change; looks like nest building abandoned; closed.

5/12/2011 7001451 WREN Closed CP23 60 feet to legs. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 
nestlings already 

fledged before nest 
was found.

5/18/2011 barnold & mkuehn - 5/12/2011 10:01 AM
Adult observed with nesting materal entering shrub.  Nest complete, at least 95%, and empty.  Nest on south side of 
mission manzanita shrub, concealed by the yarrow (Eriophyllum confertiflorum) and deerweed.  Find yellow flag in 
field for best view directions.
18 May  Nest is empty. Whirewash at edge of nest suggests this nest has already fledged. Will check once more 
before closing. Inactive. 1414 - RR

Obs. indicate this nesting attempt was complete when discovered.
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4/15/2011 5000837 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; on fill slope of 

substation pad.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 
pair selected an 

alternate location.

4/25/2011 Nest description: a front porch of flat, small rocks has been built at nest entrance; a couple of twigs were visible just 
beyond rock porch; 5% complete.
Same pair as (5000835). 1 bird was seen actively bringing material to nest 4-15 in the early evening while the other 
ROWR was in the immediate area. No further nesting behavior has been observed at this nest location today, 4-16-
11. It is possible this site was prepared by the male for the female to choose and she selected a nearby alternate 
location instead. Further observation needed to confirm final nest location is being carried out by biomonitor. Birds 
were not observed going into that rock crevace on 4-16-11. A 100 foot buffer was installed.
imaunsell - 4/18/2011 12:51:30 PM - No further activity at nest since previous observation. Pair appears to have 
decided on alternate location. Nest status changed to inactive. Monitor for activity.
ahill - 4/19/2011 8:25:42 PM Pair observed going in and out of nest location. No nesting materials were observed 
being carried.
phoward - 4/25/2011 11:08:45 AM - No birds seen near nest, no new nest material.

6/2/2011 7002433 PHAI Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

110 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 

predated by 
Cooper's Hawk.

6/16/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011
PHAI scolding observer under this tree, eventually settling on nest.
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:09:19 PM
Attempted predation by male COHA, no subsequent PHAI detections at nest.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:46:55 PM
Nest has fallen to ground. Change to Closed.

5/10/2011 7001434 BUSH Closed EP91 AR 5 feet to AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 

predated.

5/27/2011 RAbe - 5/10/2011 1:48:34 PM - Pair of Bushtits observed building nest, which is approx. 15% done.
emorgan - 5/20/2011 1:56:50 PM - The nest looks complete, but it looks like it has been disturbed. The top of the 
nest is spread out. It needs to be monitored to see if there's still activity around the nest.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 1:00:47 PM
Top of nest has been torn into, with pieces of nest material hanging from nest and from some surrounding branches. 
No Bushtits observed during 30 minutes of observation - closed.

4/28/2011 7000935 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - 774822 110 feet to nearest work 
area.

300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 

that nest attempt was 
never completed. 

6/2/2011 tcooper - 4/28/2011 - Female carrying dried grasses repeatedly to same location, nest not observed directly, may be 
1st day of building, recheck to confirm location.
tcooper - 5/5/2011 - No nest at this location, no activity in area.
tcooper - 6/2/2011 - Inactive nest found 18ft NW of this location. Nest nearly completely dismantled but location size 
and composition (fur lining and grass exterior) consistant with CAGN. Unknown nest outcome.

4/15/2011 5000835 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 60 feet; on fill slope, 60 
ft to road through pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 
that pair chose 

alternate location for 
nest site.

4/25/2011 ahill - 4/16/2011 3:29:27 PM - On 4-15, 1 ROWR was observed bringing rocks and sticks to this site with other 
ROWR flying in and out. Same behavior was observed on morning of 4-16. Pair is in the area inspecting various 
other rock crevices as well. 
Same pair as (5000837).
imaunsell - 4/18/2011 12:47:30 PM - Nest much more developed than previous observation by monitor. Stone 
"porch" well-formed; this is most likely the primary nest site.
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:14:40 AM - It appears pair is taking nest material from this nest and bringing it to different 
nest location (nest 5000877).
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

4/28/2011 7000926 CAGN Closed TL 639 - 379517 510 feet to nearest pole. 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Avian 

depredation; nest 
torn slightly from 
side, and bottom 
tugged upward.  

Could see daylight 
through its sides.

5/19/2011 kalberts - 4/28/2011 12:28:48 PM
Both birds building nest. About 85% complete.
imaunsell - 5/3/2011 2:10:34 PM
No adults on nest. No adults observed in area. No visual confirmation of nest contents.
dbusby - 5/5/2011 11:51:27 AM.
Nest was not observed. Adults observed foraging in area and also on other side of riparian area. Will wait until next 
week to confirm nest status, due to recent nest check 
kalberts - 5/12/2011 2:44:26 PM
Nest depredated by avian predator. Pair seen in area, and male observed once with new bark strips torn from a black 
sage (Salvia mellifera), then placed in same bush about 3 feet away.  This pair was actively nest-site searching, and 
no definitive re-nest exists yet. 
dbusby - 5/19/2011 10:21:57 AM - Still no nest detected. Pair observed foraging throughout their entire territory north 
and south cf riparian.  Observed male with strip of bark in beak just south of old nest location but then dropped it and 
flew off.

3/3/2011 6002315 GRRO Closed Alpine Yard 30 feet from impact 
area.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Birds never 
observed at nest; 

only nearby.

3/28/2011 Pair observed by bio-monitor Kari Kerwin. No activity seen during 1 hour. May become acitive in near future and 
should be monitored. Verified by I. Maunsell 3/3/2011
No progress in nest building since initial observation; nest not active. 3/28/2011 IM

3/28/2011 5003285 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Birds 
stopped at nest 
building stage.

4/15/2011 10% complete. Monitor observed pair coming to and from nest site. 3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:25:34 PM - Small amount of grass in spool cavity. Nest watched for 3 hours and no activity 
detected. ESA sign removed from spool.
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2/25/2011 5000454 OTHE Closed EP355 72 feet from existing 

access road.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Blown out of 
tower by strong wind; 
inactive this breeding 

season.

2/25/2011 Nest apparently blown out of tower. No sticks left in tower; sticks scattered on ground.

6/28/2011 7002576 CACW Closed EP261-2 10 feet from trail to 
tower site.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Cactus 

Wrens may maintain 
nests year-round as 

roost sites. 

8/8/2011 emorgan - 6/28/2011 8:59:21 AM
Nest in good condition.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 12:27:35 PM
Nice nest with large open entrance built recently; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/20/2011 10:56:01 AM
Nest looks active but no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 2:33:46 PM
Nest looks unchanged; no wrens active in area.
jpawlicki - 8/4/2011 10:39:29 AM
Nest condition remains fair; 1 Cactus Wren observed within 300 feet of nest, although no nesting activity observed at 
or in vicinity of nest.
barnold - 8/9/2011 1:18:07 PM
No activity at nest during over 1 hour of observation; no eggs present. Latest Cactus Wren egg record in San Diego 
County is 7/10. Cactus Wrens may maintain nests as roosts year-round, but does not indicate actual nesting 
schedule - closed.

4/25/2011 7000900 MODO Closed Sycamore Yard 30 feet from yard edge. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Cause of 
failure indeterminate, 

but assumed 
predated.

5/3/2011 25 Apr - MODO incubating. Did not flush from foot traffic at 10 feet. - RR
3 May Nest empty and abandoned, presumed pedated. Change to Closed. - RR

4/30/2011 7000952 BUSH Closed CP88-1 AR 37 feet to AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage OK; 
construction not allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Cause of 
failure indeterminate, 
likely storm damaged 

or predated.

5/20/2011 30 Apr - BUSH pair tending to nest that appears complete 0840. - RR
20 May - Nest destroyed, with only fragments remaining 1707 - closed. - RR

5/26/2011 7002378 BUSH Closed Helix Yard 80 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Cause of 
failure is unknown.

6/2/2011 BUSH pair bringing items to large complete pensile nest 1546. - RR
phoward - 5/31/2011 12:48:57 PM
adults flushed from nest area when first approched nest. nest still looks active and 100% complete, entrance is well 
maintaned and there are no holes or structral defaults to the nest. nest is too high to check for eggs or chicks without 
mirror.
rradd - 6/3/2011 1:30:47 PM
No BUSH detections at this nest 1300 - 1330
rradd - 6/9/2011 8:59:35 AM
No BUSH detections at this nest 0750-0820 on a cold overcast day.
rradd - 6/15/2011 4:30:32 PM
Nest appears in good condition. No BUSH detections at or near nest. 
Change to Closed due to lack of activity.

3/10/2011 6003212 CALT Closed CP51-2 AR 0 feet; within work area 
around structures.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Damaged 
by storm, potentially 

before egg laying 
stage.

3/31/2011 Clean finely woven grass nest with no signs of aging or use. Looks ready to go. Check on next survey.
24 Mar - Nest is storm-damaged. Change to closed, if unimproved on next survey. - RR
31 Mar - Nest disintegrated. Closed. - RR

5/23/2011 7001926 WEKI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 50 
feet.

A pair of Western Kingbirds is constructing a nest in the southwest leg of an 
assembled portion of a tower located in the construction yard, and the nest 
construction appears to be nearly complete.  The nest is located approximately 
25' above the ground and 15' from the side of the existing yard road.
It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 50 feet is 
appropriate for this nest. Nest success should not be diminished for the following 
reasons: 
•The work on the tower section is generally complete and any remaining work 
will require access by foot only.
•The nest is located on the tower leg opposite the current work activity so the 
tower structure will provide a partial visual barrier
•The current work activity is located more than 100' from the nest and the only 
activity occurring at less than 100' is through vehicular traffic.
•Western Kingbirds are tolerant of human disturbance.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Due to 

storm.

5/31/2011 sjohnston - 5/23/2011 7:12:28 AM - Nest building observed; nest about 10% complete.
Adult observed bringing in material, nest seems near completion - fhoffman - 5/23/2011 12:04:27 PM.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - Nest appears abandoned; nest is intact, but no kingbirds have been seen in area during 45 
minutes of observations. Re-assess status next work day (Tuesday).
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 4:21:16 PM
Nest intact, but may be abandoned. No kingbirds observed in area during 45 minutes of observations. Re-assess 
next work day (Tuesday).
tfitanides - 5/31/2011 9:30:31 AM
Nest apparently blown out over weekend. Bio monitor observation from 5-28-2011.
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2/15/2011 5000528 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
22 feet from existing 

access road.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Duplicate 

inactive nest initially 
thought to be nearby 

active nest.

5/20/2011 2 BLPH seen very close to nests, but not actually seen using nests. Could be last year's nests that could be used this 
year.
Closed - duplicate nest.- RR
sjohnston - 5/19/2011 5:02:26 PM
BLPH actively nest building ca. 90%. complete.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 5:24:04 PM
This nest is not active; it was confused with other nest.

5/23/2011 7001923 WEKI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; in yard, on tower. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Duplicate 
nest report.

5/22/2011 sjohnston - 5/23/2011 7:12:28 AM - Nest building observed; nest about 10% complete; initially observed on 5-22.  
Nest 7001926 is a duplicate point plotted more accuartely using Trimble. Nest status changed to closed due to 
duplication.

4/7/2011 5003382 RTHA Closed CP57 AR 230 feet from existing 
AR.

500 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Early 
interest in nest 

ended.

5/21/2011 7 Apr - RTHA display flight bringing materials to nest platform. - RR
14 Apr - RTHA perched at nest. - RR
21 Apr - No RTHA observed visting this nest 1530-1600. - RR
28 Apr - Distance to nest makes observation difficult when windy. No detections in 20 minute observation - RR
21 May - No RTHA obs. associating with this empty nest. Change to Inactive. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

3/2/2011 5000470 HOFI Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

0 feet; on subject house. 100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near Hwy 67, a very busy and noisy highway, 
illustrating normalized behaviors to this steady disturbance. The adult birds have 
tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other human acvities onsite have not 
deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated with work will be monitored, as 
will nest sites for any potential impacts.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Early 
season nest 

probably failed due 
to weather.

3/24/2011 Observed pair coming and going from nest
3/16/2011 - HOFI at nest 12:44 - RR
3/18/2011 - DBusby observed pair coming and going from nest. HOWR showed up and was at nest for 10 minutes, 
displacing the HOFI.
3/24/2011 - No activity at this nest - looks somewhat weathered following recent storms. - RR

5/26/2011 7002380 PSFL Closed CP70-3 AR 76 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Exploratory; 
site abandoned 

before any 
improvements made. 

Alternate location 
nearby appears to 

have been selected.

6/4/2011 26 May - PSFL pair in initial stages of nest building 0910 - RR
rradd - 6/4/2011 8:25:21 AM
This nest site apparently abandoned for new site 80' E (now under construction).
Change to Closed.

3/18/2011 5003259 HOFI Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from driveway. 100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near Hwy 67, a very busy and noisy highway, 
illustrating normalized behaviors to this steady disturbance. The adult birds have 
tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other human acvities onsite have not 
deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated with work will be monitored, as 
will nest sites for any potential impacts.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Failure due 
to natural causes - 

nest blown from tree 
by storm.

5/4/2011 3/18/2011 - DBusby observed HOFI pair collecting nest material and bringing it to nest.
4/1/2011 - Female on nest. IM
4/11/2011 - No activity. - imaunsell 
4/19/2011 - HOFI female bringing nest material 1155. - RR
4/27/2011 - HOFI pair working at this nest 1204. - RR
5/5/2011 - Nest destroyed; appears mostly blown out of tree. Change to Closed. - RR

3/18/2011 5003260 ANHU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

25 feet from driveway. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Incomplete 
nest apparently 

damaged by storm 
event.

3/23/2011 3/18/11 - DBusby - Observed female ANHU bringing material to half-built nest.
3/24/2011 - No bird detected. Maybe satellite nest for adjacent ANHU. Cold stormy weather. - RR
3/31/2011 - Nest destroyed by unknown force (probably weather). - RR

5/19/2011 7001507 BCHU Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 
pullsite AR entry

60 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Likely 

abandoned prior to 
egg laying.

6/9/2011 19 May BCHU female on nearly complete nest 1742. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 4:43:52 PM
Nest appears neat, complete and intact, but no BCHU detected in association during 30 min. obs. Will resurvey.
rradd - 5/26/2011 4:52:34 PM
BCHU female comes briefly to nest then departs. Egg-laying?
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:53:06 PM
Nest appears neat, protected and intact. No BCHU detected during 30 min obs.
rradd - 6/9/2011 11:52:31 AM
No detections during 30 min obs. Change to Inactive.
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5/2/2011 7000962 LEGO Closed Suncrest Substation 

AR
0 feet; within mapped 

road area.
100 feet ESA staked at road 

limits.
NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site are anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Likely 

predated.

5/21/2011 tfitanides - 5/23/2011 3:50:44 PM
Nest closed by data from previous nest monitoring.

5/24/2011 7001938 HOOR Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

70 feet 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. May have 
been first nesting 

attempt by immature 
birds. Nest 

constructed by 2 
females, or 1 female 
and a first-year male.

6/8/2011 sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:09:20 AM
Pair actively nest building. Nest approximately 10% complete.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:56:55 AM
Nest building. 10 % complete
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:55:36 AM
Nest building. 50% complete.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:59:33 AM
Nest building 70%+ complete.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:29:07 AM
Nest building 90% complete.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:14:23 PM
Nest building.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 3:39:37 PM
No activity at nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:17:53 PM
No activity at nest area.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:02:49 PM
No activity at nest.
sjohnston - 6/14/2011 4:16:09 PM
No activity for the past 4 days.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:55:33 PM
No activity at this nest has been observed for 7 days.

3/2/2011 5000477 OTHE Closed EP244 AR 120 feet from driveway 
entrance.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes - apparent 
predation.

3/24/2011 Nest constructed of fine grasses, entrance is facing northeast, with rabbit fur lining. South side of nest shows some 
weathering, but fresh whitewash atop. 3/2/11
No bird present. Nest weathered but still intact. Status left unchanged, still active. 3/08/2011. B.Hart.
Nest torn apart; possible predation; closed 3-24 (PK).

3/2/2011 5000478 OTHE Closed EP244 10 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes - appears to 
be blown out by 

wind.

3/24/2011 Old or incomplete pile of material includes shredded juniper bark, grasses and yucca fibers. 3/2/11
Still inactive 3/08/2011, B.Hart
Appears to have been blown out by wind? A few pieces of grass left in cholla; closed 3-24 (PK).

3/2/2011 5000484 BUSH Closed CP54-1 30 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes - weather or 
predation presumed.

4/8/2011 Observed bushtit carrying nesting material and discovered nest through behavioral observation. Nest 20% complete 

16 Mar - BUSH carrying nest material to shrub 13:30. Consider ACTIVE - RR
22 Mar - No birds detected, nest not relocated. Revisit to verify activity. - RR
8 Apr - Nest no longer present. No BUSH re-nesting attempt detected near site during 30 minute observation period. 
Changed status to CLOSED. - RR

3/2/2011 5000479 CACW Closed EP243 105 feet from temporary 
ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 
causes apparent 

predation.

4/6/2011 Previous comments; a fresh grass nest including a clean opening and fresh feathers lining the inside. Appears active 
and utilized.  3/2/11
Well-built nest that's actively used; no birds in area 3-15 (PK).
Nest torn apart with large open holes; presently inactive 3-25 (PK). 
Nest remnants barely discernable; closed 4-6  (PK).

5/25/2011 7002364 LEGO Closed CP50-1 AR 25 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes, predation 
likely.

6/30/2011 5/25/2011
LEGO attending nest 1110.
rradd - 6/2/2011 5:41:12 PM
Nest no longer present. 
Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:08:48 AM
Nest refound. Change to Active. Male feeds incubating female at nest.
rradd - 6/16/2011 9:47:51 AM
LEGO female on nesr with male in close attendance 0723.
rradd - 6/23/2011 9:57:59 AM
Nest appears dissheveled from below, with light visible through side. LEGO pr. present, so will monitor once more 
prior to close.
rradd - 6/30/2011 12:08:59 PM
Change to Closed
Nest is no longer serviceable.
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3/2/2011 5000483 BUSH Closed CP56-1 10 feet from proposed 

access road.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 
causes, probably 
weather related.

4/15/2011 Observed active construction of the nest. Nest is aproximately 10% complete (3/02/11 -BHart).
18 Mar - Pendulum type nest with outer materials held together by cobwebs. Nest complete. BUSH entered nest. - 
RR
7 Apr 1122-1222 - No BUSH detected at or near this nest. Change to inactive and remove buffer. - RR.
Nest closed due to last observation when no bird activity seen at the nest. kalberts - 4/15/2011 10:10:34 PM.

3/31/2011 5003322 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; on house. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 
causes, probably 
weather related.

4/5/2011 31 Mar - Under construction.
5 Apr - Nest destroyed and no longer present. Changed to closed and buffer removed. - RR

6/8/2011 7002476 MODO Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

100 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes.

6/23/2011 rradd - 6/8/2011 11:22:25 AM
MODO on nest.
rradd - 6/18/2011 5:43:36 AM
Nest too high to see into, no MODO detected.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:33:18 AM
Nest has fallen apart.
Change to Closed.

5/14/2011 7001480 LEGO Closed CP82-1 0 feet; within AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
passage allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes. Insufficent 
time to raise 

fledglings before 
falling.

6/4/2011 14 May - Female LEGO constructing nest, appears 40% complete 1554. - RR
20 May LEGO female comes to nest after 25 mins of obs. 1359. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 2:41:40 PM
LEGO female on nest 1432.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:07:57 PM
Nest has fallen from tree.

2/27/2011 5000463 OTHE Closed EP243 100 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet Reduced to 82 feet. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes: destroyed by 
high winds.

3/24/2011 Calling bird perched at partially constructed nest of fresh fine grasses. This bird seems to occupy a large territory 
which covers the project site, so this could be an alternate nest.
No bird activity or signs of a nest detected. Recent high winds may have blown the nest away. Status changed to 
inactive B.Hart, 3/08/2011.  
No sign of nest; closed 3-24 (PK).

1/28/2011 5000406 CACW Closed EP245-1 160 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes; early season 
nest damaged by 

weather or predation.

3/24/2011 Entry from 2-1-11: A fresh grass nest including clean opening and fresh feathers lining the inside. Appears utilized 
and active.  
Update 02-21-11: nest appears to have been blown or torn open and no evidence of recent repair.  Changed status 
to inactive for the time being, until recent activity is noted.     
Nest inactive.3/08/2011. B.Hart.
Nest collapsed and flattened; closed 3-24 (PK).

4/11/2011 5000779 BUSH Closed TL 6916 - 774824 25 feet from existing AR; 
60 feet to nearest pole.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes; likely 
weather.

4/18/2011 11 April - Adults gathering nest material and adding it to nest   S. Hampton, M. Dicus
18 Apr - Only nest found near this location is old, dilapidated, sp. unknown. CLOSED, removed buffer & ESA signs. - 
RR

5/12/2011 7001490 LEGO Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

110 feet to work limits. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes; nest 
destroyed, possibly 
by weather, before 
nesting complete.

5/16/2011 eelias - 5/12/2011 9:52:42 AM Female was seen carry spider webs to this 96% complete nest.
eelias - 5/13/2011 9:24:06 AM Viewed twice this morning. First time nest was unattended. Five minutes later female 
was sitting on it and reshaping it with her breast.
19 May Nest not found. GPS location is 40' from any willows. Will resurvey. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 4:59:39 PM
LEGO female on nezt.Vertex moved per Trimble.
rradd - 6/3/2011 10:21:05 AM
LEGO breeding activity continues.
rradd - 6/8/2011 1:36:25 PM
Nest destroyed - appears weather-beaten.
Change to Closed.

5/31/2011 7002397 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

5 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandonded prior to 

egg laying.

6/8/2011 vnovik - 5/31/2011 3:15:37 PM 
Building nest approximately 90% complete.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:53:21 AM
Building nest 90% or greater complete.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 5:24:49 PM
Observed on nest; no eggs in nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:51:32 PM
Observed bird briefly (less than 1 minute) on nest; nest appears complete; no eggs.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:09:02 PM
No activity at nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 3:41:47 PM
No activity all day; nest closed, no eggs.
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4/4/2011 5003349 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 171674 0 feet; on pole. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest 

abandoned due to 
unknown causes.

4/26/2011 4/4/11 phoward - Female seen with nest material made; multiple visits to same site, pole was marked with yellow 
tape and ESA sign placed on road. 
14 Apr - No HOFI detected during 30 minute observation. - RR
26 Apr No HOFI detected during 30 minute observation. Change to Closed. - RR

4/4/2011 5003348 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 100977 0 feet; at pole. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandoned for 

unknown reasons.

4/14/2011 04/04/11 - Pair of house finches carrying nest material to base of insulator.  Multiple attempts were made to deposit 
material (M. Dicus, R. Abe)
9 Apr - HOFI male song post but no nest building. - RR
14 Apr - No HOFI associating with this pole and no nest. Change to CLOSED, remove buffers. - RR

4/22/2011 5000879 OTHE Closed Scripps Substation 10 feet from nearest 
conductor replacement.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandoned prior to 
completion and egg 

laying.

4/28/2011 emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:58:19 AM - Nest looks near completion and has fresh material in it. No birds approached the 
nest during the hour we were observing it. 
emorgan - 4/28/2011 11:01:21 AM - Nest does not have any fresh material and no birds were observed near the nest 
during the 2 hours of observation.

6/1/2011 7002417 BLGR Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandoned prior to 

egg laying.

6/20/2011 rradd - 6/1/2011 at 0950
BLGR pr (female constructing) just beginning nest.
rradd - 6/7/2011 12:08:41 PM
Nest appears complete, no eggs.
rradd - 6/14/2011 7:43:48 PM
13 Jun BLGR make singing and on territory, no female detected. Nest remains empty.
rradd - 6/20/2011 1:35:52 PM
No BLGR detected, nest never occupied. Change to Closed.

3/25/2011 5003281 HOFI Closed Hartung Yard 20 feet from yard 
boundary.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandoned prior to 
egg-laying and new 

nest attempted 
elsewhere in this 

tree. 

4/5/2011 3/25/2011 - HOFI carrying nest materials; active nest building. - RR
3/28/2011 - Female flushed off nest upon my approach, possibly incubating.- BL
4/6/2011 - No use detected 0830-0915. Nearby activity suggests new nest in mistletoe 60 feet to west. - RR
4/13/2011 - No use detected. Change to Closed. - RR

4/18/2011 5000844 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 973032 95 feet to nearest pole. 100 feet Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of the Reconductor routes. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandoned prior to 

establishment.

4/25/2011 18 Apr - HOFI pair carrying nest material and defending nest site. 0950 - RR
25 Apr No HOFI detected on or associating with this nest. Behavioral indications are that this site was never fully 
developed and abandoned prior to egg-laying. No construction was in progress during this breeding attempt. Change 
to Closed.

4/6/2011 5003374 HOFI Closed Hartung Yard 40 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandoned.

4/26/2011 4/6/2011 - New nest building by HOFI pair in mistletoe cluster. Male feeding female, carrying nest material, etc. - 
RR
4/13/2011 - HOFI pair active at this location.- RR
4/20/2011 - HOFI male singing adjacent to nest 1054.- RR
4/27/2011 - No detections 1630-1650. - RR
5/4/2011 - No HOFI detected associating with this nest during 20 minute observation. Will monitor once more. - RR
5/12/2011 - No HOFI detected - RR
5/20/2011 - Closed.

4/20/2011 5000862 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 1190 feet from yard 
boundary.

100 feet Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandoned.

4/26/2011 20 Apr - HOFI pair actively constructing nest; 50% complete. - RR
26 Apr - Nest abandoned before completion. New HOFI nest 40 feet away. - RR

6/10/2011 7002490 WEKI Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
apparently 

abandoned before 
egg laying began.

6/26/2011 tfitanides - 6/10/2011 9:59:27 AM - Nest appears complete or nearly so.
mkuehn - 6/14/2011 1:44:08 PM
see notes for nest ID 7002473 in adjacent tower (#65). That female sat in this nest as well today. Not sure which is 
active. Existing signage provides adequate buffering from disturbance for both nests.
tfitanides - 6/15/2011 3:23:02 PM
See notes for nest ID 7002473 in adjacent steel #65.
barnold - 6/26/2011 3:02:09 PM
Nest is empty, change to Closed.
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3/16/2011 6003238 CAGN Closed CP63-3 450 feet from AR. 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest 

apparently blown out 
of place by high 

winds.

3/31/2011 31 Mar - Nest complete but appears blown out of place by wind. Pair rebuilding nearby. Closed. - RR

5/13/2011 7001464 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

10 feet to new structure. 100 feet Buffer should be reduced accordingly to approved nest buffer modifications for 
other nesting birds in this area, following same noise barrier procedures.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
appeared to be 

damaged by rain.

5/23/2011 13 May - LEGO female constructing nest with material from BUSH nest, appears complete 0650. - RR
vnovik - 5/20/2011 5:10:48 PM
NO activity at nest. Nest appears damaged from rains.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:02:55 PM
Nest inactive. Observed Other LEGO removing material from  nest.

3/18/2011 6003256 BUSH Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

15 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
appears destroyed 

by predator or 
weather.

4/24/2011 3/18/2011 4:14 PM
Adults building nest, 50% complete.
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:49:53 AM - No nest visits or birds heard nearby. Nest looks destroyed by natural causes; 
predator or weather.

5/11/2011 7001433 BUSH Closed CP17-1 70 feet to existing AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Nest Buffer Modification Request: A NBM is requested for nest that allows thru-
traffic through buffer on the access road to CP-17. This is appropriate because: 
(1) at 83 feet the nest is located a suitable distance from the road and is 
sufficiently bordered by dense coastal sage scrub that temporary traffic should 
not affect nest success and (2) adults showed little to no agitated behavior when 
temporary foot traffic was within 20 feet of nest.  Vehicular passage is not 
anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or 
construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
appears predated 

(hole in the platform) 
and dilapidated.

5/21/2011 jpawlicki - 5/11/2011 8:22:09 AM - Adults observed actively bringing food to nest.
21 May - Nest appears depredated (holed at the platform) and dilapidated. Status changed to Closed. - RR

3/31/2011 5003321 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - 774821 20 feet from AR; 290 
feet to nearest tower.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
appears predated.

5/1/2011 Looks complete.
3/31/11 TC - Adults seen visiting nest, possibly in laying stage.
4/7/11 TC - Female on nest.
12 Apr - Female LEGO incubating 1408 - RR
4/13/11 TC - Female on nest.
18 Apr - LEGO fem. on nest 1216. - RR
25 Apr - LEGO female incubating 1445. - RR
2 May - Nest destroyed. Remove buffers and change to Closed. - RR

4/8/2011 5003386 ANHU Closed CP64-1, CP65-2 - 
driveway entry

50 feet from AR entry. 100 feet Vehicular passage and light construction activity proposed for a 1 day period at 
the driveway entrance should not impact this nest, as nest is obscured visually 
through vegetative screening, and soundwalls may further protect the nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
appears to have 
been abandoned 
before egg laying.

4/27/2011 04/08/11 - Female ANHU incubating.  Nest affects driveway (M. Dicus, R. Abe).  
13 Apr - ANHU female adding nest material. 0920. - RR
vnovak - 4/20/2011 8:27:09 AM - No bird observed on nest, seen within the area.
27 Apr - No activity observed 30 minute observation. Change to Closed. - RR

4/26/2011 7000907 BUSH Closed Elliott Substation 35 feet to substation 
access gate.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
appears to have 
been predated.

5/11/2011 26 Apr - BUSH pair building nest, approximately 65% complete. - RR
3  May Nest appears complete but possibly damaged at bottom. No BUSH associating during 45 min obs - monitor 
again for conclusive outcome. - RR
11 May No BUSH detected during 30 min. obs., other bird spp removing nest materials unopposed. Change to 
Closed. - RR

3/16/2011 6003236 RCSP Closed CP55 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
building ended 
before nest was 

completed.

3/29/2011 16 Mar Female carrying nest material while male singing 30 feet away. Construction appears to have just begun.
25 Mar - Nesting on hold or abandoned, nest incomplete. Check again - RR.
29 Mar - No sign of activity, no RCSP detected. Change to closed.- RR

3/28/2011 5003287 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
building terminated 

for unknown causes.

4/15/2011 Monitor has observed pair in area. Fresh material but cannot see in nest. Monitor for activity. 3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:20:55 PM - Small amount of grass in spool cavity. Nest watched for 3 hours and no activity 
detected. ESA sign removed from spool.
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3/17/2011 6003252 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 0 feet; within yard 

boundary.
100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 

feet.
Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
building terminated 

for unknown 
reasons.

4/25/2011 Pair nest building. Flushed when foot traffic approached between reels about 15 feet away. Does not appear 
disturbed by yard activities 3-17 IM.
Fresh material has been added; no eggs present. 3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:15:18 PM. - Male in area but never entered nest cavity. Defined cup and fresh nest material. 
Continue to monitor nest to determine activity level. 
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:15:18 PM. No ESA erected because yard driveway is blocked by ESA already for other HOFI 
nest.
imaunsell - 4/16/2011 9:32:08 AM - NBR concurred 4/15/2011 - Buffer reduced in field to 15 feet.
emorgan - 4/25/2011 8:15:47 AM - There are no eggs or nestlings in the nest and no signs of bird activity around the 
nest.
emorgan - 7/14/11 - Changed status to closed.

6/7/2011 7002466 LASP Closed Wilson Yard 25 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.ry.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest built 
but no eggs laid.

6/23/2011 sritt - 6/7/2011 3:34:29 PM
1 adult seen feeding another. Both birds seen building nest, Nest appears complete aside from fine duff material 
inside.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 5:01:22 PM
There are no eggs in nest, but nest looks complete and adults are calling territoially nearby.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 2:19:50 PM
Still no eggs in nest; nest not recently used - closed.

4/28/2011 7000927 CACW Closed EP229-1 75 feet to AR; 780 feet 
to TSAP.

100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest closed 
and combined with 
duplicate, adjacent 

point.

5/11/2011

3/24/2011 5003279 CALT Closed Sycamore Yard Approximately 50 feet 
from yard.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest could 
be not be relocated; 

may have been 
predated.

3/30/2011 blohstroh 3/24/2011
No eggs. 
rradd 3/30/2011
No nest found as described. Closed, and buffer removed, after discsussion with BLohstroh.

5/20/2011 7001917 HOFI Closed CP70-3 AR 30 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
destroyed by natural 

causes (wind and 
poor site selection).  

5/26/2011 20 May HOFI pr bringing and arranging grasses atthis cavity 1055. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 9:59:24 AM
Nest no longer present - presumed lost to weather.
Change to Closed

4/1/2011 5003333 BUSH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from Londono 
driveway.

100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near Hwy 67, a very busy and noisy highway, 
illustrating normalized behaviors to this steady disturbance. The adult birds have 
tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other human acvities onsite have not 
deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated with work will be monitored, as 
will nest sites for any potential impacts.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
destroyed; appears 

predated.

4/26/2011 Pair nest building, 90% complete. Tolerated foot traffic along driveway. 4/1/2011 - IM (gps not functioning, mapped 
by hand.)
Pair observed visiting nest - imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:27:43 AM.
4/19/2011 - BUSH pair actively nest building 1048. Trimbled and vertex moved. - RR
4/27/2011 - Nest destroyed - appears torn apart from above. Change to Closed. - RR


3/29/2011 5003291 WEBL Closed TL 6916 - Z774819 75 feet from AR; 400 
feet to nearest pole.

100 feet Vehicular passage should not impact nest, provided that no stopping, standing, 
or construction occurs within buffer zone.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest failed 
for unknown reason, 
but HOWR (detected 
at this cavity) have 

been a factor in 
many bluebird nest 

failures.

5/22/2011 WEBL pair entering and exiting cavity multiple times.
12 Apr WEBL continue to visit cavity 15:15. - RR
18 Apr No WEBL detected in two 20 min obs. Possible nest predation by pr HOWR singing and resident at nest tree.- 
RR
25 Apr - No WEBL detected in  or around nest site during two 20 min obs. Change to Closed. - RR

4/19/2011 5000851 BUSH Closed CP88-1 35 feet from AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest gone 
during second visit; 
possible predation.

4/30/2011 shampton - 4/19/2011 8:20:38 AM - Pair observed nearby, carrying nest material to nest; 80% complete.
30 Apr - No BUSH or nest detected at the described location. BUSH building nest 200' SE maybe this pair. RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.
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4/4/2011 5003354 BUSH Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR Within 10 feet of AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 

stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.
2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest gone.

5/3/2011 Monitor observed pair and nest building on 4/4. Pair adding lining to nearly complete nest. Undeterred by traffic on 
road. Buffer flagged for no road improvements. - 4/5/2011 IM
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 -  Nest looks good, but no birds observed during 2 observation periods - will return.
sjohnston - 4/26/2011 3:48:20 PM - Nest not located; no bustit obs or heard in the area of the reported nest 
location.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Nest gone; appears nesting attempt failed.

6/13/2011 7002496 PHAI Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

20 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest gone; 
unknown reason.

6/14/2011 6/13/2011
Male is bringing material and nest building; female is shaping nest. Nest is approximately 75% complete.
ahill - 6/14/2011 6:56:50 PM
Nesting attempt failed; no sign of nest or nesting material nearby. Did not fail due to project activities.

4/12/2011 5000795 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 973033 35 feet from work area. 100 feet Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of Reconductor lines, following 
same principles as blanket exemption for Alpine Blvd.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest is on 
private property and 

unavailable for 
physical inspection, 

but observations 
implied this nesting 

attempt was 
abandoned early for 
unknown reasons.

4/25/2011 12 Apr HOFI pr carrying nest materials behind non-native planting against wall. - RR
18 Apr No HOFI detected at this location 0910-0930. Trenching crew at work nearby. - RR
25 Apr No HOFI detected at or near nest, suggests nest abandoned prior to incubation. - RR

4/21/2011 5000871 LEGO Closed Elliott Substation 40 feet to existing 
substation.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest likely 
destroyed by 

predation.

5/3/2011 21 Apr - LEGO female building nest, male guarding. 0800 - RR
26 Apr - LEGO female on nest 1220. - RR
3 May Nest destroyed - appears predated from above. 1020 . Change to Closed. - RR

7/21/2011 7004667 LEGO Closed Alpine Blvd 299+00r 35 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest likely 
never reached active 
stage or if it did and 

was predated.

8/4/2011 shampton - 7/21/2011 11:26:13 AM
Nest 1/4 lo 1/2 complete. Female actively nest building with male attending and defending territory. No construction 
at Viejas Creek bridge area during observations today.
shampton - 8/4/2011 2:33:38 PM
Nest empty; LEGO's in area but not associating with nest. Nest appears complete and undamaged -closed.

4/12/2011 5000786 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest may 
have never been 

completed - behavior 
observed likely part 
of the site selection 

process.

4/21/2011 In hollowed black bridge above mast. Very few sprigs of vegetation being actively gathered, but no nest as of yet. 
Should be checked during nest survey for status.
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:12:34 AM - Nesting material gone. No sign of new attempt. This nest is closed.

4/12/2011 5000785 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest may 
have never been 

completed; behavior 
observed likely part 
of the site selection 

process.

4/11/2011 Adult entering pipe, splatter on pipe 4-12 (FH/BA).
19 Apr - Numerous courting HOFI, but no conclusive nesting. - RR
26 Apr - No confirmed nesting activity at this location. Change to Inactive. - RR
2 May - No change, no confirmed nesting during substation construction.- RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:27 PM  No activity at this pipe opening detected during 20 minute observation period, despite 
House Finch activity in general area.  Change to Closed.
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4/16/2011 5000834 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 

CP88-1 AR
35 feet from existing AR, 

on house.
100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 

passage allowed.
2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest may 
never have been 

completed; behavior 
observed likely part 
of selection process.

5/13/2011 4/16 - Nest building in progress - RR.
4/22 - Nest construction activities continue 0958. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:28:37AM - House finches observed at nest.
5/6 - HOFI continue to bring material here but no nest has formed 1127. - RR
5/13 - No nest has been constructed - closed. - RR

4/27/2011 7000921 BUSH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

Within 10 feet of 
driveway edge.

100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near Hwy 67, a very busy and noisy highway, 
illustrating normalized behaviors to this steady disturbance. The adult birds have 
tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other human acvities onsite have not 
deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated with work will be monitored, as 
will nest sites for any potential impacts.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest never 
completed; another 
species removing 
nest material from 

this nest.

5/4/2011 4/27/2011 - nest 10% complete; BUSH pair carrying material from predated Nest 50003336 1248. - RR
5/5/2011 - Nest never completed; LEGO removing material. Change to Closed. 

5/24/2011 7001939 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

40 feet 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and construction related activity are appropriate when 
considered along with the plan, providing type and duration of access is strictly 
regulated. 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest never 
completed; behavior 
may have been part 
of the site selection 

process.

7/7/2011 sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:15:01 AM
Nest building.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:38:42 AM
Nest building.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 11:56:09 AM
Nest is gone.
sjohnston - 6/18/2011 3:56:12 PM
Observed nest building by pair of HOFI.
sjohnston - 6/21/2011 1:46:21 PM
very small amount of nesting material. repeated trips to nest obs by HOFI
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:17:51 PM
Nest appears to be 2% done.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 9:11:05 AM
No activity since 6/24/2011 observed. 

4/22/2011 5000881 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 0 feet; inside substation. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest not 
completed and no 

eggs laid.

6/12/2011 emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:46:13 AM - Nest is approximately 50% complete and there is fresh material in the nest. No 
birds approached the nest during the hour we were observing it. 
emorgan - 4/28/2011 11:07:25 AM - Nest does not have any fresh material and no birds were observed near the nest 
during the 2 hours of observation.
rradd - 6/7/2011 5:11:12 PM
Nest appears to have reactivated; near constant activity here by HOFI pair.
rradd - 6/13/2011 5:01:31 PM
No HOFI detected during 30 minute observations. Change to Closed.

5/11/2011 7001445 RCSP Closed CP18 50-70 feet 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

The vegetation in this area should remain intact as long as this nest or others 
are within this patch. Vehicular access is not anticipated to impact this nest, 
provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the 
buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest not 

confirmed on 
multiple visits by 

multiple observers.

7/24/2011 tfitanides - 5/11/2011 4:12:45 PM - Pair seen gathering nesting material. Exact location of nest unknown. Nest in 
attached photo of undetermined status.
18 May No RCSP detected during 30 min. obs. on cold windy day. Will survey again. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:06:02 PM
 No detections by multiple obs. Change to Closed. 

5/8/2011 7001016 BLPH Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet; nest is on boom 
truck within yard.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
partially built and 

then not completed.

5/8/2011 Female BLPH observed making multiple trips with nest material while male perched nearby.  Nest is just getting 
started - currently only consists of a dozen or so globs of mud placed by female in two spots along frame/cross-
bracing (1 percent built).  Discovered by monitor GHuffman, confirmed by jdicus and mdicus - 5/8/2011 12:57:31 
PM.  

imaunsell - 5/9/2011 8:50:49 AM Nest re-evaluated today to assess for further nest building activities. No further nest 
building attempts were observed on 5/8 and monitor on 5/9 saw no nest building for two hours. Nest status changed 
to closed and buffer removed in field.

3/29/2011 5003292 BUSH Closed TL 6924 - Z171691 25 feet from existing AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
predated.

5/17/2011 BUSH entering nest. rradd - 4/11/2011 8:07:26 AM
18 Apr - BUSH not detected 0750-0820. - RR
25 Apr - BUSH incubating. RR
02 May - No BUSH detected at or near nest during 30 min observation. 0825-0855.- RR
10 May No BUSH detected at or near nest during 30 min observation. - RR
17 May Nest depredated - hole observed through side. Change to Closed. - RR

4/18/2011 5000840 BUSH Closed CP42-1 5 feet from AR, 550 feet 
to tower area.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
predated.

5/9/2011 Pair of birds flew in. Female entered and remained in nest, male flew off and returned minutes later, and briefly 
entered nest - sritt - 4/18/2011 3:29:30 PM.

kkilpatrick - 5/9/2011 11:50:32 AM Nest damaged due to unknown causes. Empty.
Please recheck before closing.
BUSH will not repair a predated nest. Change to Closed. - RR
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4/14/2011 5000816 CAGN Closed Elliott Substation 420 feet from corner of 

substation.
300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest 

predated. Nest torn 
to pieces from the 
lining bottom up.

4/21/2011 Female lining nest with white fluff and male periodically assisting. Buffer of 300 feet does not extend into any work 
area, so no ESA signage needed - kalberts - 4/14/2011 10:15:19 AM.
kalberts - 4/22/2011 3:42:20 PM - Nest observed depredated on 4/21/11.

6/20/2011 7002522 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

20 feet from traffic. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest seems 
to be still 

intact.7.18.11 AHILL

6/29/2011 ahill - 6/20/2011
Observed pair copulating and female bringing nesting material to nest (75% complete).
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 2:40:05 PM
No finches observed or heard during 2 observation periods.
kkilpatrick - 7/2/2011 2:54:35 PM
No activity at nest, nor were any HOFIs in area detected during check from 12:33 to 13:27. Nest appears intact. 
Flock of BUSHs in substrate did not elicit a HOFI response.
ahill - 7/18/2011 9:14:51 AM
No activity observed in past 10 days. 

3/16/2011 6003237 HOWR Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

35 feet from driveway. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest taken 
over by mice before 
HOWR could begin 

laying or after 
HOWR decided to 
abandon the nest.

4/1/2011 HOWR singing atop tank, nest visible under cover.
3/18/11 - HOWR not seen going to and from nest but still appears active. (DBusby)
24 Mar - HOWR singing, but not visting. Cold weather suppressing breeding activity. - RR
31 Mar - No HOWR detected during 30 minurte observation. Change to inactive. - RR
1 April - Nest taken over by 2 mice who now live under the cover on the tank. Closed. IM

4/26/2011 7000924 LEGO Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest torn 
apart by predator or 

high winds.

5/2/2011 sjohnston - 4/26/2011 3:35:09 PM 
Observed nest building; nest near complete. Bird not effected by foot or vehicle traffic. Placed ESA (no stopping 5 
mph speed limit) signed on access road.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011
Nest torn apart by predator or high winds - closed.

4/1/2011 5003336 BUSH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

60 feet from driveway. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest torn 
open from above, 

presumed predated.

4/25/2011 Pair building nest; about 10% complete. Pair was not disturbed by foot traffic 10-15 feet away. 4/1/2011 - IM (gps not 
functioning, mapped by hand.)
Pair visiting nest - imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:31:57 AM.
4/19/2011 - Nest appears complete but no BUSH detected.1125. Trimbled and vertex moved. - RR
4/26/2011 - Hole approximate 2 inches in diameter torn into north side of nest. Presume predated. Change to 
Closed. Pair building new nest 100 feet away with remnants of this nest. - RR

4/1/2011 5003331 CACW Closed EP243 30 feet from 12kv AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest was 
apparently an 

alternate nest; 2 
'active' nests nearby 
to south and north.

6/27/2011 Nest 50% complete 4-1 TC.   Still incomplete; much orange plastc twine 4-6 (PK).
RAbe - 4/18/2011 3:30:30 PM Nest w/in 100' buffer of 12 kV work limits and AR. Fresh trash added to nest.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Nest destroyed by predator; closed.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Nest rebuilt/being rebuilt.
jpawlicki - 5/13/2011 8:03:35 AM - Adult observed continually bringing nesting material to nest.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Nest rebuilt; entrance large and well-used.
phoward - 5/19/2011 12:43:39 PM  - Nest buffer updated to allow thru traffic.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Nest rebuilt.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011 - Nest status unchanged.
PKonrad - 6/7/2011 - Nest appears to be predated again; top torn away - closed.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 11:15:30 AM - Nest has been torn apart on top; appears to be predated - again - closed.
PKonrad - 6/14/2011 - Yes, nest has been rebuilt again; entrance good; nest not top-notch. Pair of wrens active at 
nest a few feet south of this nest.
PKonrad - 6/21/2011 - Nest in disrepair; top and cavity exposed. No wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 - No change; nearby nests to south and north still 'active' - closed.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 11:16:02 AM
No changes; no wrens in area - closed.
barnold - 6/3/2011 1:05:05 PM - Nest appears inactive, no Cactus Wren observed.



4/21/2011 5000873 LASP Closed CP17-1 80 feet from tower 
center.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 25 
feet.

This request is contingent upon two conditions: (1) The impact limit zone that is 
closest to the nest be used solely for parking of vehicles, and not for any 
construction activities or loud equipment (ie., generators). (2) An angled physical 
buffer (ie., a large sheet of plywood with a frame) be constructed and placed 
next to and above the nest.  Additionally, the parked vehicles should provide for 
a visual and acoustic buffer that would protect the nest.  The angled physical 
buffer should provide a buffer against wind shear and acoustic disturbance that 
will result from any helo-associated activity.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest was 
initially observed in 
early nesting stage.

5/10/2011 sritt - 4/21/2011 7:34:51 PM - Pair of birds flushed from nest. Pair later seen feeding in grassy road.
3 May - No nest or LASP detected at described location during 30 minute observation. Re-survey. - RR
10 May.Unable to detect nest or LASP during 30 min area hand search - closed. - RR
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4/19/2011 5000854 LEGO Closed CP40-2 34 feet from permanent 

construction pad.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest was 

never relocated after 
initial observation.

5/13/2011 Pair actively building new nest - sritt - 4/19/2011 1:13:35 PM.
kkilpatrick - 5/9/2011 1:14:10 PM. Nest was not found. Found another old nest nearby, but not the same?
13 May No LEGO nest at the described location. No LEGO detected in 30 min. obs 1611.  Change to Closed.  - RR

4/15/2011 5000830 ANHU Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 8 feet from road; 3,800 
feet from yard.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest was 
not relocated after 

original nest building 
report.

5/3/2011 tcooper - 4/15/2011 Fresh looking nest, bio monitor observed adult building this morning. Buffer flagged for no road 
improvements, but allows vehicle passage.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 12:53:37 PM   No bird observed, no nest found during 2 extensive searches - will return. 
sjohnston - 4/26/2011 3:51:36 PM - no bird observed. no reported nest found.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - No nest or birds observed; nest gone. Appears to be a failed nesting attempt.

4/19/2011 5000855 BUSH Closed CP40-2 0 feet; within permanent 
construction pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest was 
predated.

5/13/2011 Pair repeatedly observed building nest - sritt - 4/19/2011 5:26:59 PM.
kkilpatrick - 5/9/2011 12:18:03 PM .Nest observed  in manzanita, not sure if same.
Appears fairly complete, but no activity observed.
13 May Nest predated - torn open above nest bowl 1523. Change to  Closed. - RR

2/18/2011 5000013 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest was 
unused this nesting 

season.

5/24/2011 Appears to be an old nest that might be present in pre-existing data. Out of 5 nests observed this is only nest that 
could become active. CACW heard vocalizing in area but not observed. Same adult vocalizing near nest to west was 
seen near this nest on 
18 Mar - No CACW detected on this territory 1200 - 1245. Vehicle traffic noted. - RR
24 Mar - No CACW detected on this territory 0830-0930 - RR
30 Mar - activity within territory, see 5000431 - RR
5 Apr - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
11 Apr - Nest not visited -- CACW occupying other end of this territory 11:00-11:30. - RR
25 Apr - No activity 1630-1650. CACW occupying other end of this territory. - RR
3 May - No improvements at this nest, now decrepit.Change to inactive. - RR
10 May - No change.
17 May - No change
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:04:27 PM
No change 1330 ... pair at south end of territory.

5/23/2011 7001927 LASP Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nesting 

attempt abandoned 
due to unknown 

causes.

5/26/2011 Bowl nest; adult observed by biomonitor on Thurs and Friday (5/20); adult observed - ffhoffman - 5/23/2011.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - Nest looks abandoned; north side of nest pulled away and interior hasn't been lined; no eggs. 
Nest should be re-evaluated next work day (Tuesday) morning with this information in mind.
sritt - 6/1/2011 11:18:51 AM - No change - closed.

5/5/2011 7000985 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 872367 0 feet 100 feet Removal of insulator would compromise nest.  A buffer modification is not 
appropriate.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nesting 

attempt may have 
been detered by 
House Wrens, or 

original observation 
may have been part 
of the site selection 

process.

6/1/2011 tfitanides - 6/1/2011 4:23:35 PM
A pair of HOFI entered insulator bracket but were readily flushed out by HOWR (nesting at 379536). HOWR 
continued to make territorial calls and aggressive postures. HOFI activity at insulator bracket of 872637 was not 
observed after. Status changed to inactive.
mdicus, ghuffman - 5/5/2011 - HOFI female observed carrying nest material into base of insulator.  Several 
additional nests observed at base of other 5 insulators; one was visited by a House Wren.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 4:22:23 PM - Please note nearby non-project tower 23023 as potential nest site for one of 
several HOFI pairs in vicinity.
kalberts - 7/21/2011 10:29:28 PM
x.

5/12/2011 7001457 BUSH Closed CP24-1 35 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nesting 
chronology and 
outcome of nest 

suggest predation.

6/7/2011 12 May Observed a pair of BUSH bringing small bits of nesting material into the nest. -SJ
18 May BUSH enters nest 1508 departs 1519. - RR
eelias - 6/2/2011 3:13:28 PM
Elias visited this nest for 20 minutes on 5/31/2011. There was no activity; however, I was not able to actually find this 
nest.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:07:47 AM
Nest bottom is torn out.
Change to Closed.
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5/25/2011 7002355 CALT Closed TL 6916 - 973036 10 feet to AR; 25 fet to 

work area; 95 ft to tower
100 feet Buffer reduced to 25 

feet.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer. 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nesting 

chronology indicates 
insufficient time for 
nest to successfully 

hatch. Abandonment 
prior to egg-laying or 

predation are 
possible causes.

6/13/2011 phoward - 5/25/2011 10:47:41 AM - Pair seen near nest, no nest visits.
fhoffman - 5/31/2011 5:09:15 PM
No adults observed, new material in nest. 5-31-11, FH
rradd - 6/13/2011 3:32:20 PM
Nest is clean, intact and empty.
Change to Closed

5/14/2011 7001918 RWBL Closed CP80-1 AR 30 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer kept, but vehicular 
passage allowed

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nesting not 
initiated.

6/4/2011 rradd - 5/26/2011 4:47:13 PM - No RWBL detected associating within this location during 30 minute observation. 
1200. Will check once more before closing.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:49:57 PM - No detections. Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:50:45 PM - Buffers and stakes removed.

2/7/2011 5000424 CACW Closed JVR 12kV - Pole 
P2466095

30 feet; 12kv AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Never any 
evidence of eggs or 
nestlings; apparently 

an alternate nest.

6/20/2011 Cactus wren pair duet called from 7 feet high perch 75 feet east of newly built nest - yellow buffer tape tied on yucca 
nest site.
Status unchanged; no birds in area 3/16/2011 (PK).     
Status same; Cactus wren singing nearby 3/25/2011 (PK).
New materials added including GHOW feathers 4/6/2011 (PK).
RAbe - 4/18/2011 2:59:29 PM - New feathers added to nest.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - No apparent changes.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - No change.
RAbe - 5/13/2011 10:59:06 AM - No apparent changes.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - New nesting material added; wren singing nearby to south.
PKonrad - 5/26/2011 - Entrance looks recently used. Wren calling and acting territoially 150 feet southeast.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011 - Entrance has some new white material; wren singing to south.
barnold - 6/3/2011 1:28:53 PM
Cactus Wren flew from general area of nest.
PKonrad - 6/7/2011 - Nest appears slightly compacted from the top; wren calling territorially to the south.
PKonrad - 6/14/2011 - Same as last week, including wren singing to south.
PKonrad - 6/21/2011 - Nest is in disrepair; changed to inactive; will check back.
PKonrad - 6/27/2011 - No changes; no wrens in area - closed.

6/28/2011 7002573 CACW Closed EP269 AR 3 feet north of AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. New nest 
has large hole in top; 
probable predation..

8/15/2011 eelias - 6/28/2011 2:52:51 PM
No eggs or nestlings in nest; no adults were active in this area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 1:55:15 PM
Nest good with a clear entrance; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/20/2011 12:08:10 PM
No wrens in area; nest looks good but unchanged.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 1:33:49 PM
Nest looks good except what appears to be a second entrance has been opened on top of the south side; original 
entrance opens to northwest. Interior chamber is wide open; until improved or abandoned, closed.
pkonrad - 8/8/2011 1:16:29 PM
Since last week, nest has been repaired, although interior has only a limited amount of lining; will watch for more 
improvements and nesting behavior.
pkonrad - 8/15/2011 1:01:27 PM
Nest has large hole opened in top of nest - again. No wrens in area - closed.

6/30/2011 7002581 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. New partial 
nest blown out by 

wind.

7/7/2011 pkonrad - 6/30/2011 1:08:29 PM
Female House Finch bringing nesting material to site and lying on unfinished nest; nest about 40% complete.
sritt - 7/5/2011 5:32:52 PM
Nest found on ground below water tank axel - closed.

6/29/2011 7002578 BTSP Closed EP277 TSAP 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No activity 
detected since nest 
was documented; 
likely abandoned, 

possibly due to late 
season start.

6/30/2011 shampton - 6/29/2011 4:09:29 PM
Near complete nest. A pair of BTSP were observed foraging and singing on the TSAP around the nest. Not observed 
carrying material or going to nest.
tfitanides - 6/30/2011 1:53:39 PM
Nest appears not to have been used recently. Bottom of cup was thin and a twig laid over the top of the cup. Status 
changed to inactive.
tfitanides - 7/7/2011 6:06:17 PM
Nest appears un-altered since 6/30. No BTSP activity at nest during a 2 hour bird survey on site.
emorgan - 7/14/2011
Changed status to closed due to lack of activity during the last 2 nest checks.
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4/30/2011 7000949 WESJ Closed EP92 25 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No birds 

were ever observed 
at this nest.

5/20/2011 shampton - 4/30/2011 11:31:11 AM - Pair close-by, watching us when we approached nest. No eggs.
RAbe - 5/10/2011 1:31:33 PM - Jays in the area. Nest has lots of lining and looks to be almost complete.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - Nice nest; no eggs or jays. (Apparent pentab problems on 5-6.)
emorgan - 5/20/2011 2:05:53 PM - There has been no change in the nest since last monitoring. consider closing nest 
if there has been no change at the next monitoring.      Pkonrad - 5/27/2011 - No change - closed.
imaunsell - 5/24/2011 7:50:21 AM
Nest status change to closed due to comments provided. An active nest should have eggs present within nearly a 
month of completion.

6/21/2011 7002534 HOOR Closed TL 639 - 397518 50 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No cause of 
failure was directly 

observed.

7/5/2011 imaunsell - 6/21/2011 7:26:02 AM
Pair attending nest.
rradd - 6/27/2011 11:35:36 AM
Nest appears fresh and complete - no orioles detected.
rradd - 7/5/2011 12:39:28 PM
Nest appears clean and intact - no HOOR detected during 45 mins of observation.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:55:07 AM
Change to Closed.
No change in activity at this nest indicates likely abandonment. HOOR may have renested 500 feet north.

6/3/2011 7002439 ATFL Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 
pullsite - driveway 

entry

45 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No 
detections following 

exploratory behavior; 
no confirmed nest 

established.

6/30/2011 rradd - 6/3/2011 at 1634
ATFL pair at cavity, (presumed) female entering with beak full of lining materials.
rradd - 6/9/2011 12:16:53 PM
No ATFL detections during 30 min. observation. Likely egg-laying period, continue to monitor.
rradd - 6/17/2011 8:56:25 AM
ATFL comes to tree and contact calls, but does not enter cavity before departing 0842.
rradd - 6/24/2011 2:42:08 PM
No ATFL detections at this cavity during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 6/30/2011 2:31:05 PM
No ATFL detections at this cavity 1300-1330.
Change to Closed. 

4/25/2011 7000899 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 57 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No egg 
laying activities 

observed at this nest 
location this season.

6/20/2011 25 Apr Large new CACW nest still being added to 17:25.- RR
3 May CACW calling from this location 1255. - RR
10 May CACW continues to advertise this territory with new material piles, but no food carry. - RR
17 May No CACW obs here during 30 min. obs 1650. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:16:42 PM
No CACW detected 1305-1335.
rradd - 6/1/2011 10:25:09 AM
CACW on this  territory, building new nests E and W of this nest 0945 - 1020.
rradd - 6/7/2011 1:34:54 PM
Nest in good condition, with fresh material atop a clean SW-facing opening.. 
rradd - 6/13/2011 12:09:32 PM
No CACW detections here during 45 min. obs.
rradd - 6/20/2011 1:37:03 PM
No CACW detections here during 30 min. obs. Change to Inactive

5/25/2011 7002367 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within work limits. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No eggs 

ever detected, and 
observations suggest 
behavior at this site 

was exploratory.

6/16/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 3:59:03 PM
No MODO on this empty nest during 30 min. obs. Will check once more before closing.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:40:56 AM
MODO pair copulating and occupying this gutter.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:53:36 PM
No MODO detected here. Presume abandoned as dumbest nest site ever.

5/10/2011 7001430 CATH Closed EP91 5-10 feet from pull site 
boundary.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No 
indication of reason.

5/27/2011 Female flushed from nest but then returned; 3 eggs; female very secretive. dbusby - 5/10/2011 
       RA, TC, EM checked this nest on  - 5/20/2011 
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - No nest or nest material found in scrub oak or on the ground below it. No sign of thrashers, 
eggs, egg shells, or nestlings - closed.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 1:39:37 PM
No nest or nest material found in this scrub oak or on the ground beneath or surrounding it. No sign of thrashers, 
eggs, egg shells, or nestlings - closed.

5/13/2011 7001469 BTGN Closed JVR 12 kV - P42226 50 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 45 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
•The female Gnatcatcher showed a tolerance to human disturbance by not 
flushing from the nest upon its discovery by the nest survey crew.
•A tolerance to human disturbance was also exhibited by the Gnatcatchers by 
performing a nest exchange in the presence of the nest survey crew.
•The nesting pair built their nest next to an active produce storage yard, despite 
a high level of disturbance in the form of noise and dust produced by heavy 
equipment use, vehicle traffic, and foot traffic.
•The birds  built their nest in a four-winged saltbush, which is a dense, woody, 
compact plant species that conceals the nest within it. Furthermore, a thick stand 
of four-winged saltbush exists between the nest and Pole P42226, provides a 
natural barrier.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No 
indication of reason.

5/31/2011 RAbe - 5/13/2011 10:42:19 AM - Female incubating.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No gnatcatchers found in the area; a new empty nest is present (but on the south side of 
bush). Will check back to check for future activity.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - No eggs; 1 gnatctcher observed 100 feet south.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011 - No eggs; no birds; appears abandoned - closed.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 12:13:48 PM
No eggs; no birds; appears inactive - closed.
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6/23/2011 7002546 PHAI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 50 west of AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 

stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.
2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No 
indication.

6/29/2011 pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:17:59 PM
Pair is nest building at an almost complete bowl nest. Male very active in area of nest
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 10:49:04 AM
Pair appears to have abandoned this nesting attempt; female Bullock's Oriole taking nesting material from this nest 
(and others) repeatedly to build nest nearby; no Phainopeplas in area of nest during extended observations. Closed.

6/23/2011 7002551 CACW Closed EP259-2 AR 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No known 
activity at this nest 

this year; nest found 
late in nesting 
season (6-23).

7/13/2011 emorgan - 6/23/2011 3:36:45 PM
No Cactus Wrens observed in area around nest. Downy feathers present on outside of nest.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 11:53:19 AM
Inactive nest; entrance being used as a collection and feeding site for jujube seeds, probably by a small mammal - 
closed.

4/19/2011 5000850 MODO Closed CP88-1 55 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage is 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No nest 

found at location on 
follow-up visits.

4/30/2011 shampton - 4/19/2011 8:51:57 AM - Adult on nest and mate observed bringing additional nest material.
Apr 30 No nest or MODO could be detected at this location from a few feet away. Closed. - RR

4/5/2011 5003359 HOFI Closed TL 230 - 873078 15 feet horizontally, 100 
feet vertically.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No nest was 
established here.

4/21/2011 4/05 - Adult female HOFI observed carrying nest materials into small opening in tower (J&M Dicus, R. Abe).
12 Apr - No nest found in lattice tower; no HOFI detected at tihs location 1330-1400. - RR
21 Apr - No nest found, no HOFI associating with this location. Change to Closed. - RR

3/7/2011 6002385 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 15 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No nesting 
activity observed at 
nest this season.

6/7/2011 3/7/11 - 1 nest appears old and weathered, the other in very good condition, with fresh material atop a clean 
southwest-facing opening.
18 Mar - CACW calling across this territory - at least 2 birds present. - RR
24 Mar - CACW calling from high perches across this territory. - RR
30 Mar - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
5 Apr - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
11 Apr - CACW calling from perches, and visting nests across this territory. - RR
18 Apr CACW calling from perches associated with this territory. 1444 - RR
25 Apr CACW calling from this location 1735. - RR
3 May CACW perched here and calling 1245. - RR
10 May CACW continues to advertise this territory with new material piles, but no food carry. - RR
17 May CACW perched here and calling briefly before moving W. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:16:23 PM - No CACW detected 1305-1335.
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:13:13 PM - One nest on east side of cactus patch with an east opening entrance appears 
inactive.  Top of nest is sunken and partly obstructing entrance to nest. Could not locate other nest. Will check again 
tomorrow. No CACW detected in area.
rradd - 6/7/2011 1:26:42 PM - No improvements. CACW pr are nesting at other end of territory. Change to Inactive.

2/7/2011 5000426 OTHE Closed EP240 and 12kV JVR 0 feet; within alignment 
for access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No nesting 
activity was ever 

linked to this nest.

4/15/2011 Potential satellite nest for cactus wren, no bird observed tending nest (so will affect construction if brood is in nest). 
2/7/11
Update 3-8 -This nest is open from above, with daylight visible through the sides and contains much larger strands of 
twine than noted in any other CACW nest seen to date. 
No activity; top of nest is open like a bowl nest; questionable if this is still a cactus wren nest - Califomia thrasher in 
area 3-16 (PK).     
Update 3/18/11 - No activity. (B. Lo)      
Nest inactive 3-28 (PK). 
May be California thrasher satellite nest as adult from nearby nest perched next to it when bio checked active 
thrasher nest nearby 4-6 (PK).
barnold - 4/14/2011 11:52:35 AM - No activity at or near nest.
Closed due to no breeding activity observed at this nest throughout all periods. kalberts - 4/15/2011 8:22:36 PM.

3/31/2011 5003303 LBWO Closed EP254-3 15 feet from temp ROW, 
107 feet to tower center.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No nesting 
attempt was initiated 

at this  possible 
exploratory 
excavation.

4/28/2011 Male observed excavating cavity and vocalizing (rma) 3/31/2011.
4/12/11 - No woodpeckers observed in area.  Nest cavity excavated to depth of 2.5 inches (J&M Dicus).
RAbe - 4/19/2011 11:36:55 AM - Male observed within a few hundred feet during EP253-2 nest survey. Cavity has 
not been excavated post visit on 4/12/11. Still appears to be at depth of 2.5 inches. Nest status closed due to 
inactivity.
No change. No woodpeckers seen. - sritt - 4/20/2011 1:04:36 PM
No change. No woodpeckers seen nearby . - sritt - 4/28/2011 2:34:39 PM
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3/18/2011 6002384 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 30 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No nesting 

behavior observed at 
this nest location.

6/7/2011 18 Mar - CACW calling across this territory - at least 2 birds present. - RR
24 Mar - CACW calling from high perches across this territory. - RR
30 Mar - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
5 Apr - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
11 Apr - CACW calling from perches, and visting nests across this territory. - RR
18 Apr CACW calling frim this location. - RR
3 May No CACW detected at this nest 1225-1305. - RR
10 May CACW continues to advertise this territory with new material piles, but no food carry. - RR
17 May No activity at this nest during 30 minutes of observation. 1640 - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:14:22 PM - CACW calling on this territory 1400
rradd - 6/1/2011 8:57:42 PM - No CACW detected on this territory during 30 min. obs 1030-1100. Nest appears 
weathered.
rradd - 6/7/2011 9:05:52 PM - No improvements and no CACW detected on this territory during 1 hr obs. Change to 
Inactive.

5/31/2011 7002402 HOWR Closed TL 639 - 379527 0 feet; on tower. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No 
observations to 

indicate a nest was 
ever initiated at this 

structure.

6/6/2011 5/31/2011 12:45 PM
HOWR singing incessantly and entering this cavity. Scolding at observer approach, then singing from adjacent 
brush. 1246. - RR
rradd - 6/6/2011 2:38:16 PM
No detections during 30 min.obs. Likely a second nest from pr @ ID 7000796. 
sdhall - 6/10/2011 2:32:32 PM
No activity for 45 min. Presume nest inactive.

4/27/2011 7000916 WESJ Closed EP85-2 30 feet from nearest 
work.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No reason 
for abandonment of 
partially built nest.

5/12/2011 emorgan - 4/27/2011 11:57:22 AM - Stick nest is about 25% complete. Pair of scrub jays observed near the nest.
fhoffman - 5/3/2011 11:41:53 AM - No further construction of nest, no adult activity in immediate vicinity of nest.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - Partial nest probably abandoned; no jays near site; only circle frame of twigs present - 
closed.

4/18/2011 5000842 CACW Closed JVR 12kV - Pole 
P2466095

55 feet from yard limits. 
30 feet from AR.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
lmits. Drive through 
access only on AR.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact the nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within the buffer zone. 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No wren 

activity at apparently 
old or alternate site 
this nesting season.

4/25/2011 RAbe - 4/18/2011 3:16:54 PM - Appears to be rebuilding old, beat-up nest. Fresh grass on top of base of old nest; 
15% complete. Within 10O foot buffer of 12 kV work limits and AR.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Any new material no longer present; remaining nest remnant very old and collapsed - 
reclosed.

4/27/2011 7000918 CACW Closed EP231A  AR 30 feet from AR; 1300 
feet from EP 231 A.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 
passage allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction will occur within the buffer. The 
Agencies concurred to the following:
Traffic can pass through all three nest buffers since the road has pre-existing 
traffic and construction traffic will not significantly add to traffic volume.  
Conditions associated:  No work is allowed within the three 100-foot nest 
buffers.  Traffic on the access road cannot stop or park within the three 100-foot 
nest buffers.  Traffic will not exceed 10mph inside the three 100-foot nest 
buffers.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No wrens 
have been observed 
here since the nest 

was built; this 
appears to be an 

unused satellite nest 
at best.

7/19/2011 shampton - 4/27/2011 12:15:55 PM - Nest appears complete; CACW heard singing in area.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No apparent changes; no birds.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - Big, well built nest; wren singing from hill to southwest.
vnovik - 5/13/2011 1:11:26 PM - Cactus wrens calling in area. Nest appears well built.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No apparent change; no wrens.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:41:59 PM
No changes; no wrens.
sritt - 6/6/2011 10:46:56 AM
Nest in good condition. CACW calling in area.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 4:08:20 PM
Nice nest; no apparent changes; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 11:14:31 AM
Today, this nest has no changes and there are no wrens in the area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 1:36:11 PM
No change to nest; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:58:30 PM
Nest exterior rain-soaked; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 1:02:03 PM
Nest dry and looks unrepaired; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 2:45:38 PM
Nest is in disrepair and has been inactive for some time; no wrens have been active in the area since the nest was 
built many weeks ago - closed.

6/28/2011 7002575 CACW Closed EP269 AR 67 feet south of AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Not used 
this season.

7/13/2011 eelias - 6/28/2011 3:06:41 PM
Complete nest; no eggs or nestlings in nest; no adults were active in this area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 1:40:25 PM
Older nest not recently active; entrance blocked - closed.

5/10/2011 7001436 BUSH Closed CP31-2 AR 77 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. 
Observations 

suggest that nest 
was abandoned 

before egg laying.

5/24/2011 10 May - Nest appears complete with BUSH pair visiting but not yet incubating 0815. - RR
tfitanides - 5/14/2011 1:03:43 PM - BUSH in nearby oak but no activity observed with nest for 30 minutes.
21 May BUSH paired,. loafing nearby, but not entering nest during 20 min mid-day obs. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 7:22:00 PM
No BUSH detected at or near this location 1708-1738. Change to Closed.
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3/31/2011 5003316 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Observed 

behavior was 
exploratory in nature 
and a nest was never 

constructed. 

4/21/2011 3/31/11 Observed pair bringing nesting material to opening. Flagged (Cummings).
barnold - 4/12/2011 11:37:11 AM - No birds observed in immediate area.
barnold - 4/21/2011 12:01:37 PM - No birds observed in immediate area.  Change status to inactive - closed

4/26/2011 7000905 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      following reasons:
 
            •             House finches are known to nest in proximity to
            human activity and exhibit a high tolerance towards human
            disturbances. They have relatively high rates of nest success
            within areas of high human activity.
            •             These nests are located high up in the steel,
            between 20 and 40 feet above the ground.
            •             Past NBMs of similar nature with house finch in
            structures have not effected the success of the nests.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Observed 
behavior was 

exploratory in nature 
and a nest was never 

constructed. 

6/27/2011 6 Apr - Female HOFI arranging nest material and entering 0855. - RR
2 May HOFI breeding activity continues. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:56 PM  No activity at this specific location, but House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:30 AM House Finch activity in area but not at this specific described location.
barnold - 6/1/2011 4:51:55 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:51:43 AM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:47:56 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:55:26 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:27:54 PM
No activity at this specific insulator location, but House Finches in this bay and adjacent bays including family group, 
singing males, pair, and single female.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:52:32 PM

5/5/2011 7000982 CAKI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Observed 
behavior was 

exploratory in nature 
and a nest was never 

constructed. 

5/11/2011 tfitanides - 5/5/2011 12:40:32 PM - Nesting material brought by female; not fully constructed.
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:38 PM  - No nest in location as described and mapped.  Change to closed.

6/28/2011 7002608 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0; in Scamore 
Substation

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Observed 
behavior was 

exploratory in nature 
and a nest was never 

constructed. 

7/6/2011 barnold - 7/6/2011 5:54:16 PM
Adult House Finch observed by bio-monitor bringing nesting material on 28 June. No House Finch activity on 6 July.

5/14/2011 7001478 ATFL Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

30 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Observed 
behavior was likely 

exploratory in nature 
and no further 

nesting activity was 
linked to this cavity.

5/22/2011 ahill - 5/14/2011.
Saw pair going to nest location repeatedly; female brought material in.
tfitanides - 5/23/2011 3:47:27 PM
ATFL pair presumed to be nesting in the area. Pair is frequenting multiple potential nest sites. No activity observed 
with the specific cavity marked in pentab.
tfitanides - 6/6/2011 8:57:07 AM
Suitable cavity in tree covered with cobwebs. No ATFL activity observed at tree. Nest status changed to closed. It is 
likely that a full nesting attempt was not made by the pair in this tree.

3/4/2011 6002309 RTHA Closed EP119-2 450 feet 500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/18/2011 Inactive 3-4 (RR) and 3-10 (PK).
23 Mar - Inactive - RR
Inactive - 3-30 (PK).    
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 9:45:20 AM   Still inactive.
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 10:18:20 AM   Inactive; closed.

3/4/2011 6002310 RTHA Closed EP119-2 350 feet from temporary 
pad.

500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

3/23/2011 Bird perched near nest, and consuming prey nearby. Bird flushed by observer; pair soaring together (one light phase, 
one dark phase) revisted area repeatedly but did not enter nest. 3/4/11
GHOW nest nearby may be retarding egg laying. Follow-up observations required.
1 adult Red-tail perched in open pasture; did not stay in area; no activity near nest site during 1/2 hour observation 
period; question active status 3-16 (PK).
3/23/2011 - Inactive, with GHOW from adjacent nest perched underneath. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.
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3/29/2011 6002396 OTHE Closed CP82-1 340 feet to tower site. 100 feet Blanket reduction 

granted for drive through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/20/2011 29 Mar - Nest in good condition in cluster of green stems @ fork of trunk. COHA soaring nearby. - RR
6 Apr - No activity detected.- RR
13 Apr - No activity. - RR
20 Apr - No activity. Change to Closed.- RR

3/9/2011 6002397 OTHE Closed CP82-1 240 feet to existing AR; 
480 feet to tower site.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/6/2011 6 Apr - Old and decrepit, rotted material falling to ground. Closed.- RR

3/9/2011 6002401 OTHE Closed EP220-1 AR 25 feet from existing AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage should not impact nesting activities, provided that no 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within area.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/17/2011 No birds observed. Nest origins unknown. Stick nesting materials on ground under nest indicate that this is an old 
nest. It should be checked periodically for activity.
Still inactive on 3-17 (PK).; probably an old raven nest.  
Inactive 3-30 and 4-6 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 12:44:42 PM   Still inactive.
Closed, due to disrepair and lack of activity. kalberts - 4/17/2011 11:24:11 AM

3/12/2011 6003217 OTHE Closed CP31-2 30 feet to work area. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/18/2011 Activity status uncertain. Ravens defending site. The other nest was marked as active. Nest is 8 feet from AR to 
CP31-2.
No activity. CORA using alternate nest in this tree. Closed.

3/12/2011 6003218 OTHE Closed Helix Yard AR 1150 feet to yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

3/25/2011 Old, Currently unused, stick nest.
16 Mar - status unchanged. RR
25 Mar - Adjacent to active COHA nest. Closed. - RR

3/9/2011 6003229 OTHE Closed CP44-1 AR 200 feet to AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/21/2011 Appears to be most recently used by ravens, as there is a dead raven fledgling on ground directly under nest. No 
white wash or prey remains beneath so no evidence of it being active. Outside of 100 foot buffer but within 500 foot 
buffer if used by raptors.
Update 3/23/11 - B. Lohstroh checked this nest, no change in status.
11 Apr - No indications of status change observed. - RR
21 Apr - Unimproved and unoccupied. Change to Closed. - RR

3/15/2011 6003231 OTHE Closed EP83-1 Pullsite and 
AR

20 feet to AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

3/28/2011 Found by Darin Busby on 3/15/11. Nest appears to be an inactive CALT nest. 
Nest incomplete and inactive 3-28. Closed - (PK).

3/17/2011 6003243 OTHE Closed EP27-1 30 feet from AR; 380 
feet to tower site.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/7/2011 Still inactive; past nest function uncertain; status closed 4-7 (FH/PK).

3/17/2011 6003244 OTHE Closed EP27-1 65 feet from AR; 275 
feet from tower site.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/21/2011 Nest inactive, but has good form and merits return 4-7 (PK/FH).
sritt - 4/13/2011 7:19:43 PM - No change.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Inactive; old nest or woodrat nest - closed.

4/1/2011 5003345 OTHE Closed EP85-2 AR 40 feet 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/29/2011 1 April - No sign of activity.  Smaller than a large raptor nest, should be monitored for change in activity because it 
could affect use of access road.  S. Hampton, S. Ritt.
barnold - 4/13/2011  -  No activity observed near nest (BWA & FH).
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 - Remains inactive.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - No change; closed.

4/30/2011 7000948 WESJ Closed EP93 60 feet from work area 
and 80 feet from AR.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 60 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 60 feet is 
appropriate for this nest. Nest success should not be diminished for the following 
reasons: 
Western Scrub-Jays are generally tolerant of human activity and are known to 
nest in close proximity to human disturbances.
This nest is buffered by the high density of surrounding vegetation.
There is no direct line of sight from the nest to the work area or access road.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

5/20/2011 RAbe - 4/30/2011 10:33:06 AM - Probable Scrub Jay nest with fresh, green leaves on top of it. Lining material also 
looks fresh. No birds observed at nest, but Scrub Jays in area and on top of scrub oak.
RAbe - 5/10/2011 8:06:50 AM - New chamise stem added to nest.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - No new activity; may be last year's nest. Ryan and I agree that the nest should be closed.
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5/6/2011 7001002 OTHE Closed EP295 25 feet from AR; 380 

feet from EP295.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest not 

used this breeding 
season.

5/18/2011 shampton - 5/6/2011 10:25:45 AM  - No birds observed associating with this nest.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 and 5/13/2011 - No birds present; unused nest and it is past the nest initiation period for large 
desert birds - closed.

5/6/2011 7001003 OTHE Closed EP295 70 feet from AR; 430 
feet from EP 295.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

5/6/2011 shampton - 5/6/2011 10:29:28 AM  - No birds observed associating with this nest.

5/11/2011 7001441 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons:
Highly tolerant species for which project precedent has aready been set, and 
current construction is not anticipated to impact this nest on a reduced buffer of 
20 feet or less.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

5/27/2011 11 May - HOFI visible in northernmost cavity 1500. - RR
rradd - 5/27/2011 10:23:30 AM
 HOFI pr visit but do not enter. Behavioral obs. suggest this cavity is not currently in use.
 Change to Closed.

5/23/2011 7001928 WEKI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 40 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

6/6/2011 Adult observed near nest - fhoffman - 5/23/2011.. 
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - No kingbird activity at this tree or oak to north.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 4:52:26 PM
No kingbird activity at this nest, this tree, or oak to north during extended period.
tfitanides - 6/6/2011 3:50:19 PM
Nest appears old or unused. No WEKI activity in tree or area. Status changed to closed.

3/9/2011 6002398 OTHE Closed CP82-1 230 feet to AR; 460 feet 
to tower site.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within boundary.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this nesting 

season.

4/6/2011 4/6/2011 - Probable old CORA nest appears no longer useable -closed. -  RR

2/27/2011 5000460 CACW Closed EP243 250 feet from edge of 
JVR Yard boundary.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/25/2011 Collapsed, flattened nest remnant - closed 3-25 (PK).

2/27/2011 5000461 CACW Closed EP243 375 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/25/2011 Last year's nests? Collapsed and weathered and unusable; closed 3-25 (PK).

3/2/2011 5000471 OTHE Closed Alpine Yard 120 feet from access to 
Alpine Headquarters 

Yard.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/25/2011 Still inactive 3-25 (PK).
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

3/2/2011 5000475 CACW Closed EP254-3 0 feet; within temporary 
ROW; 17 feet to perm 

ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/25/2011 Fine grasses woven into globular nest with entrance facing south. Nest appears almost fully  constructed but without 
feather lining. 3/2/11
Nesting material is old, faded grey. Nest without structure. Opening no longer obvious, Status Changed -- inactive. 
BHart 3/11/2011.
No change. - sritt - 4/20/2011 1:08:11 PM.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Nest material collapsed , weathered, and hanging down.

3/2/2011 5000481 OTHE Closed EP221A 360 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/15/2011 Nest appears to be a CORA nest built in crevice of boulder. Nest location too small and tight for RTHA. Biomomitor 
did not observe any activity at nest for over an hour. Some whitewash present, however it is likely nest inactive at 
this time.
No bird ever observed; whitewash only.
Nest officially closed as inactive corvid nest over 100 feet away from work area. kalberts - 4/15/2011 10:08:19 PM

3/3/2011 5000486 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
289+00r

470 feet away from 
Alpine Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/3/2011 Nest appears inactive at this time. 3/3/11
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.
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3/3/2011 5000487 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 

289+00r
480 feet from Alpine 

Blvd.
100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/22/2011 Nest appears inactive at this time. 3/3/2011.
Old nest inactive; closed 3-22 (PK).
Closed; small stick nest indicates non-raptor potential. kalberts - 4/16/2011 10:09:14 AM

3/3/2011 5000492 OTHE Closed TL 639 - Z379537 0 feet, on 69 KV 
structure.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/3/2011 emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

2/1/2011 5000519 CACW Closed EP245-1 and AR 105 feet from 
permanent ROW of 

tower site.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 A grass nest that appears inactive. 2/1/11
Closed, due to no activity. kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:06:32 AM

2/25/2011 5000522 OTHE Closed EP31-2 and AR 110 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 Copious whitewash illustrates recent habitual use as a Turkey Vulture roost. This nest is probaby an old nest not 
associated with roost, which appears to be above on adjacent sycamore 3-19 (RR).
No activity 3-29 (PK).        
Old nest; no signs of nesting activity 4-7 (PK/FH).
Closed, due to no sign of activity.  kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:15:59 AM

2/25/2011 5000523 OTHE Closed EP31-2 and AR 120 feet away from 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 Probable old nest. Roosting site nearby with molted feathers and white-wash. Nest likely not associated with roost 
which appears to be above on adjacent sycamore. 3-19 (rr)
No activity at nest 3-29 (PK).      
Old nest; no birds associated with nest 4-7 (PK/FH).
Closed, due to no activity - kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:17:26 AM.

2/25/2011 5000524 OTHE Closed EP363-1, IV Sub 105 feet from temporary 
ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

2/25/2011 This stick nest is no longer present in the metal powerline tower. This inactive nest was apparently blown out of the 
tower by strong wind, although little sign of nest material can be seen in the area of the tower. This formerly inactive 
nest can be closed in the Nest Log. 2/25/11

2/17/2011 5000530 OTHE Closed Helix Yard 1200 feet from 
construction yard limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 Old nest in disrepair. 2/17/11
Closed, due to distance of 1200 feet from work area. kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:43:49 AM

2/25/2011 5000532 OTHE Closed Rough Acres Yard 425 feet from yard 
boundary.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/30/2011 No bird activity in area; chance of raptor using this nest is reduced at this time. Nearby raven nest may become 
active-pair in area of well-built nest  3-15  (PK).
Nest remains inactive 3-30 (PK).
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

2/25/2011 5000533 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
117+00R, MH-7L

30 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

2/25/2011 No longer exists 2/25/11
Closed.  kalberts - 4/16/2011 10:18:13 AM

1/12/2011 5000535 OTHE Closed CP82-1 40 feet from access 
road.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/13/2011 On 3/9/11 B. Lohstroh checked this nest and still inactive.
29 Mar - No change in activity detected. - RR
13 Apr - No activity detected. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

1/20/2011 5000539 OTHE Closed EP255-2 10 feet off access road. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/25/2011 Stick nest appears intact; potential raven or raptor nest. Still inactive 3-3-11.
Still inactive 3-17 (PK).      
Still inactive 3-23 (PK).      
Inactive 4-4 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - Inactive.    
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - Still inactive.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Inactive; closed.
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1/20/2011 5000540 OTHE Closed EP236-1 and Pullsite 

AR
30 feet from SWPL 

access road.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/4/2011 A stick nest that appears to be in process of construction (using creosote bush branches with leaves) Potential raptor 
nest. 1/20/11
Inactive 3/04/2011. B. Hart.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

1/29/2011 5000542 OTHE Closed EP32-1 AR 0 feet; along existing 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 Didn't see any birds on nest. 1/29/11
No birds were definitively associated with this nest. A pair of crows showing site fidelity may have been reacting 
simply to observer presence. Inactive at this time 3-19 (RR).
No sign of activity 3-29 (PK). 
Very old nest; no signs of activity 4-7 (FH/PK).
Closed to age of nest and no activity - kalberts - 4/16/2011 11:08:00 AM.

2/1/2011 5000893 OTHE Closed EP258-3 490 feet from temporary 
pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 Constructed only with larger size sticks, no trash, potential raptor. 2/1/11
This nest appears to be inactive. A common raven is sitting on the other nest. Status unchanged; inactive. BHart. 
3/11/2011
Nest closed, due to occupancy of other nest on structure by ravens, and distance nearly 500 feet away from tower 
site. kalberts - 4/16/2011 11:18:53 AM

2/10/2011 5000894 OTHE Closed EP32-1 AR 0 feet; along existing 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/19/2011 Found by biomonitor. 2/10/11
No nest found at this location - closed 3-19 (RR).

2/10/2011 5000895 OTHE Closed CP47A-1 2800 feet from nearest 
structure.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

2/10/2011 Nest does not match description or location - CLOSED - RR

2/18/2011 5000903 OTHE Closed CP82-1 110 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/29/2011 29 Mar - Nest is old and in disrepair. - RR

4/13/2011 5000798 OTHE Closed EP85-2 AR 15 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/18/2011 Old bowl nest, inactive, with no sign of recent use. No bird activity in immediate area. Nest suitably sized for western 
scrub-jay, etc. Can check for future activity, but unlikely.
Closed, since nest was old passerine nest upon discovery. kalberts - 4/18/2011 1:08:12 PM

4/13/2011 5000800 OTHE Closed TL 6916 - 678467 165 feet to work area. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/13/2011 No birds observed coming to/from nest. RSHA pair calling in neighborhood - shampton - 4/13/2011 1:49:59 PM.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

7/18/2011 7004654 CACW Closed EP269-1 73 feet  from AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

7/18/2011 sritt 7/18/2011
Appears to be old nest with collapsed roof.

1/20/2011 5000518 CACW Closed EP245-1 and AR 100 feet from 
permanent ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this nesting 
season.

3/24/2011 1/20/2011 initial survey; a grass nest that appears inactive.  
1/28/2011 Resurveyed.
Opening is collapsed. No signs of recent use - Inactive. BHart 3/08/2011.
Collapsed; flattened - closed 3/24/2011 (PK).

1/24/2011 5000541 OTHE Closed EP257 and AER Yard 40 feet from access 
road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this nesting 
season.

4/19/2011 Clean, dried grass, a well-built nest with a clear opening. CACW observed during survey but did not see it visit nest. 
1/24/2011
Modified cactus wren nest has a bowl nest built wth sticks into the top of it. Uncertain of species using this location. 
Also uncertain status. Status inactive but changed to None. 3/11/2011 BHart. 
Modified to large bowl nest 3/23/2011 (PK).     
No changes but nest looks well-built and could be utilized 4/4/2011 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 3:41:38 PM   No change.    
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 12:45:59 PM    No change - closed.
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2/1/2011 5000544 CACW Closed EP257 30 feet from temporary 

ROW; 80 ft from 
permanent.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this nesting 
season.

3/23/2011 Grass nest appears weathered and inactive.
Nest wall is blown out and cavity is exposed. Status left unchanged: inactive.BHart 3/11/2011
Closed 3/23/2011 (PK).

3/30/2011 5003296 CACW Closed EP226-1 35 feet from TSAP. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this nesting 
season.

4/12/2011 Nest mostly old and flattened. Potentially new material on top. No birds observed. 3/30/11 IM
shampton - 4/12/2011 4:10:03 PM - Nest looks unused. No new material.

3/30/2011 5003297 VERD Closed EP226-1 Pullsite AR 15 feet from AR; 600 
feet from tower.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this nesting 
season.

4/27/2011 Nest looks in good condition; no birds observed; may become active; monitor for activity. 3/30/11
Looks old, but has new nest materials including downy feathers; no birds 4-4 (PK).
shampton - 4/12/2011 4:32:43 PM - No new material. One downy feather clinging to lower outside twig, may be old.  
No birds.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Nest looks old, weathered and unused; could be closed.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No bird observed; nest looks old; closed - never any birds associated with this nest.

5/27/2011 7002387 OTHE Closed TL 6916 - 774843 0 feet; on tower. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this nesting 
season.

5/27/2011 tcooper - 5/27/2011 7:09:35 AM - No activity.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

7/18/2011 7004656 CACW Closed EP269-1 45 feet from AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this nesting 
season.

7/18/2011 7/18/2011 12:21 PM
Appears to be old nest with collapsed roof.

3/29/2011 6002395 OTHE Closed CP82-1 340 feet to corner of 
tower site.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this season.

4/20/2011 29 Mar - No activity detected.- RR
6 Apr - No activity detected.- RR
13 Apr - No activity.- RR
20 Apr - Nest fallen. CLOSED. - RR

3/15/2011 6003232 OTHE Closed EP81 45 feet from existing AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this season.

4/16/2011 Nest is inactive; has cobwebs and no new nest material 3-15 (DB).
Nest incomplete and inactive 3-28 (PK).
Closed, as first observation was indicative of old passerine nest. kalberts - 4/16/2011 7:50:30 PM

2/22/2011 5000017 OTHE Closed EP209-1 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/15/2011 Closed.  Old non-raptor nest from prior season - kalberts - 4/15/2011 6:25:11 PM.

2/22/2011 5000018 OTHE Closed EP214 290 feet from temporary 
ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

2/22/2011

2/21/2011 5000022 OTHE Closed CP81-1 30 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/20/2011 Ravens in area. 2/21/11
29 Mar - Nest in fair condition - COHA alarm calls on approach, but not confirmed on nest. - RR
6 Apr - No activity detected 1410 to 1605. No fresh material added. - RR
13 Apr - Inactive.
20 Apr - Old and dilapidated. Change to Closed. - RR

2/21/2011 5000023 OTHE Closed CP81-1 30 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/16/2011 Ravens in area. 2/21/11
29 Mar - Nest appears old and decrepit with hole through center. Change to closed - RR
Officially changed to closed, based on 3-29-11 observation. kalberts - 4/16/2011 9:24:38 AM
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2/21/2011 5000028 OTHE Closed EP245-1 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest, 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/24/2011 Degraded, collapsed old grass nest 2/21/11
Inactive 3/08/2011 - B. Hart.
Old, flattened remnant of old nest - should be removed from list 3-16 (PK).
Closed 3-24 (PK).

2/22/2011 5000031 CACW Closed EP231A TSAP 100 feet from tower site 
edge.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

5/26/2011 Active CACW nest. Fresh feathers and whitewash at clear nest entrance of grass nest which is in good condition. 
2/22/11
Nest discolored gray; no wrens in area or singing 3-16  (PK).
Nest looks recently visited; wren singing in distance 3-23 (PK). 
Nice nest; no change 3-31 (PK).
No change. 4/11- SR
sritt - 4/15/2011 4:32:41 PM No change.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Same; entrance recently used but smaller than the 2 newer nests to south.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No change; pair singing nearby.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No change at nest; no wrens in area during nest check.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No changes.
PKonrad - 5/26/2011 - Nest collapsed; entrance blocked with grasses - closed.

2/22/2011 5000032 CACW Closed EP231A TSAP 310 feet from tower site. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/16/2011 Grass nest partially lined. Entrance to nest not perfectly round and clean but still appears to have been in recent use 
by its structural integrity and partial lining. 2/22/11
Questionable active status - looks older than other 2 and entrance appears torn open 3-16 (PK).
Unchanged; shallow interior 3-23 (PK).
This nest looks inactive for some weeks 3-31 (PK).
sritt - 4/15/2011 4:25:02 PM - no change.
Closed due to occurrence outside of the 100 foot buffer zone. kalberts - 4/16/2011 9:32:07 AM

2/22/2011 5000041 OTHE Closed EP85-2 190 feet from temporary 
ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/13/2011 Stick nest of unknown species. Very old and unkempt. No sign of recent use.
23 Mar - Nest fallen apart. Closed - RR
1 April - No apparent change. No activity. S. Hampton, S. Ritt
barnold - 4/13/2011 1:17:13 PM  No activity.

2/22/2011 5000042 OTHE Closed EP85-2 205 feet from temporary 
ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/13/2011 Stick nest of unknown species. Appears old with no sign of recent use. 2/22/11
23 Mar - No sign of activity. RR
1 April - No sign of activity - S. Hampton, S.Ritt
barnold - 4/13/2011 1:08:10 PM - No sign of activity.

2/23/2011 5000048 SPTO Closed EP84 25 feet from driveway 
entrance.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/15/2011 Cup nest of twigs 2/23/11. 
No nests observed in area 3-10 by Paul Konrad. 
3/15/11 - Nest observed by Darin Busby. Appears inactive as it is unkempt with leaves on top of  the nest and no 
defensive adult in area. Change to inactive status and monitor. 
Nest inactive 3-28 (PK).
Nest closed due to no activity - kalberts - 4/15/2011 7:40:57 PM.

2/25/2011 5000433 OTHE Closed TL 6916 - Z771472 200 feet from nearest 
pole.

100 feet Blanket exemption allowed for Reconductor residential areas; this nest is within 
such an area. 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

2/25/2011 emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

2/25/2011 5000441 OTHE Closed EP78 - EP77 AR 0 feet; along existing 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/29/2011 Still inactive 3-2-11 (Paul Konrad).  
Also 3-10-11 (PK). 
Inactive 3-28 and 4-7 and 4-18 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - Old nest; unused; closed.

2/25/2011 5000443 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
120+00R, MH-7L

155 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/30/2011 Still inactive 3-22 (PK).
emorgan - 4/20/2011 9:45:56 AM -Still inactive.
4/30/2011 - Closed due to prolonged inactivity and end of period for raptor nest initiation.- RR

2/24/2011 5000444 CACW Closed EP227 80 feet from tower 
impact area.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/21/2011 Nest worn and has deteriorated since initial observation. 
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Nest torn apart; interior exposed - closed.
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1/20/2011 5000451 OTHE Closed EP239-1 400 feet from temporary 

ROW at tower site.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest, 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/14/2011 First observed Jan 20, shows no new activity on Feb 23 - Large stick nest, probably common raven
Possibility of a raptor or raven using nest 3-8 - No new activity noted. 
Rechecked 3-16 - No activity.
Update 3/18/11 - No nest or even any sticks present, tower clean. Changed status to closed (B. Lohstroh).
4/1/11 phoward - Nest seen in top of structure behind square looking support hinge. Possible raven or raptor nest.
4/1/11 - Nest present, found behind square bracing plates on top south side of struture. Nest is made up of large 
twigs and sticks - could be raven or raptor. No nest activity observed during survey - (phoward 4-1-11).
barnold - 4/14/2011 11:32:18 AM - No activity at nest.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

2/22/2011 5000016 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

80 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/16/2011 Stick nest consistent with corvid species. 2/22/11
No birds observed in area 3-22 (PK).
4/16/2011 - No activity. Closed as never associated with nesting activity of any bird species.- RR

4/19/2011 5000848 OTHE Closed EP253-2 60 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

5/17/2011 RAbe - 4/19/2011 1:14:00 PM - Probable Verdin nest w/new, a piece of cotton-like synthetic material on top and 
looks to be fairly complete.  No Verdin observed in area. Not sure if active, but please monitior prior to 
construction.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - No birds; new nest, bulky, built with wide strips of bark; non-Verdin nest?
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - No changes; no birds.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Same.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - No change; no birds ever associated with nest; species that built nest is qestionable - closed.

8/9/2011 7004714 OTHE Closed EP39-1 250 feet from AR. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

8/10/2011 emorgan - 8/10/2011 1:14:30 PM
No whitewash or other signs of activity located under nest. No raptors observed near nest.

2/18/2011 5000010 CACW Closed EP253-2 0 feet. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this nesting 

season.

5/23/2011 Nest found empty; last observation was in January when it was under construction. Back wall of nest looks intact, but 
entrance hole and roof look frayed. Nest was observed for 45 minutes and no Cactus Wrens were observed in the 
area during the duration.
Nest verified 2/18/11 by LLina.
Nest revisited 3-1 by Paul Konrad; no changes. Cactus Wren calling in area, but not nearby.
RAbe - 4/19/2011 12:38:39 PM - Still appears inactive.  No CAWRs observed in area.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Thought this nest was already closed - nest in poor condition,  weathered, no entrance hole 
open; no wrens in area - closed.

2/21/2011 5000027 CACW Closed EP245-1 10 feet from 
permananent ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this nesting 

season.

5/17/2011 Grass nest (unlined - appears as satellite nest) - 2/21/11
Still inactive. B.Hart 3/08/2011.
Best of 3 nests listed here; none very fresh looking; west entrance good; no wrens observed 3-16 (PK).     
Now second best nest; no indication of recent activity 3-24 (PK).     
No changes 4-5 (PK).  
No indication of recent activity; nest in poor condition 4/12/11 (J&M Dicus).
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - No apparent changes.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Nest collapsed - closed.

2/21/2011 5000030 CACW Closed EP243 and Pullsite AR 
entrance off Carrizo 

Gorge

45 feet from temporary 
ROW; 95 feet from perm 

pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this nesting 

season.

3/5/2011 On 3/5/11 DBusby determined nest was inactive because it is partially collapsed and nest entrance is blocked by 
material indicating it has not been used recently. No sign of adults in immediate area. Adult pair observed building a 
new nest in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) approximately 200 feet northwest. 
Inactive grass nest. Nest remanant collapsed and weather-beaten; closed 3/25/2011 (PK).

2/21/2011 5000004 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet. 100 feet Signs posted at back 
door to use front 
entrance only.

MODO nests are in roof eaves above back door of mitigation property. Cleaning 
crews will not impact the nests if the front entrance is used. Signs will be placed 
in order to prevent access to the back.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this nesting 

season.

3/31/2011 No sign of adults or recent nest use.  
No bird present on 3/3/11 - Status changed to INACTIVE. - I. Maunsell
3/10/2011 - Remains inactive - RR
3/31/2011 - No birds pesent - closed.

7/18/2011 7004652 CACW Closed EP269-1 77 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest.

7/18/2011 sritt 7/18/2011
Appears to be old nest with collapsed roof.

7/18/2011 7004655 CACW Closed EP269-1 99 feet from AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest.

7/18/2011 sritt 7/18/2011
Small amount of material may be last remnants of old nest.
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3/10/2011 6002400 WEBL Closed EP220-1 AR 40 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 

stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.
2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Pair 
appears to have 
been conducting 

exploratory activity 
only.

4/17/2011 Pair perched near cavity entrance and female looked in cavity entrance near top of south branch of snag 3-10 
(PK).
No bluebirds observed during several drive-by observations or during extended observations 15:00-15:30 on 3-15 
(PK). 
No bluebirds observed 3-17; appears they did not stay - closed (PK).
23 Mar -Territorial EUST observed at cavity. WEBL may have been evicted. - RR
Closed, due to lack of WEBL observations at cavity and new presence of EUST. kalberts - 4/17/2011 11:21:54 AM

5/12/2011 7001448 LBVI Closed Elliott Substation 360 feet to south corner 
of substation.

300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Pair 
probably abandoned 

nest building for a 
better location; 

recent storm may 
have destroyed 

evidence of nest.

5/19/2011 kalberts - 5/12/2011 2:50:13 PM - Pair observed together, building nest from 0640-0645. 
dbusby - 5/19/2011 10:26:27 AM - Pair not observed in nest location during hour of observation. Could not find nest 
or evidence of nest. Pair may have abandoned nest building and recent storm may have destroyed evidence. Pair 
heard in area but mainly further west.

4/1/2011 5003340 OATI Closed EP84 10 feet from tempROW; 
80 feet from perm 

impact.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Pair 
probably 

investigating area for 
nest site during initial 

observation.

4/20/2011 Pair of oak titmouse acted agitated, calling at observer's presence. Pair left the tree and came back after a few 
minutes.  Both were seen entering the cavity in the tree. 4-1-11 AMH and RMA
No birds observed 4-8 (PK); will recheck. 100 foot buffer extends into west side of EP84 site.
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 2:25:08 PM - Crew working at opposite side of site. No birds observed at nest site. Site monitor, 
Jennifer Edwards will observe to ascertain (in)active status.    
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 -  Jen Edwards reported seeing only 1 titmouse visit tree during a couple hours of observations 
over 2 days, but didn't exhibit any nesting activity or interest in cavities during its brief stop. Nest closed.

3/31/2011 5003304 HOWR Closed EP83 AR 20 feet off existing 
access road.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Poor site 

selection and 
probable alternate 

nest for short period.

4/29/2011 Pair seen carrying nesting material into cavity. Nest appears partially built.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011
Fine nest material protruding from cavity entrance; hole may not be very deep; no birds observed or heard during 20 
minutes or when nest checked.
PKonrad
4/29/2011 - No wrens observed or wren songs heard in area during 30 minutes. No change at nest, and entrance has 
not been used since last visit; closed.

3/25/2011 5003289 OTHE Closed Alpine Yard 30 feet from impact 
area.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Possible 

nest building 
terminated after brief 
nest site exploration.

4/16/2011 Nest in very early stages of construction. Monitor said it has increased in size since 3/25/11 when first observed. 
Monitor for activity - 3/28/11 IM.
No progress has been made since initial observation. Nest closed - imaunsell - 4/16/2011 9:45:27 AM. 

1/28/2011 5000407 CACW Closed EP245-1 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Possible 

predation.

4/19/2011 A new grass nest including fresh feathers lining the inside.  Appears utilized and active.  Within EP245 footprint. 
1/28/11
Nest opening is obscured. Status uncertain, left unchanged (active). No ESA buffer was in place, so one was 
established B.Hart 3/08/2011.
Top has been damaged, animals standing on it? Probably not active 3-16 (PK).
Entrance repaired with small feathers placed along entrance hole, which is located on the top of the nest - must let 
rain into nest. 
Cactus Wren present and singing nearby 3-24 (PK).
No change 4-5 (PK).  
Hole passes through bottom of nest; nest not usable in current condition 4/12/11 (J&M Dicus).
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 9:58:58 AM   Nest collapsed with hole from end to end; closed.

3/24/2011 5003277 CACW Closed EP243 30 feet from12kv AR. 100 feet 0 feet A) The nest has been monitored for more than one month and has had 
intermittent activity at best and has been completely unused in some surveys.  
B) Cactus wrens construct many roosting "nests" that are utilized intermittently 
year around.  C) Based on survey observations, it is possible that this nest is a 
secondary roosting nest.  D) The scope and duration of the proposed work for 
this site is small and limited, most likely involving a small crew and one day of 
work to replace the pole.  E) The work area is slightly more than 30 feet from this 
nest site, therefore the nest can be easily monitored during any construction to 
evaluate cactus wren presence and use.  D) Completing the proposed 
construction is unlikely to adversely affect the nest outcome.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Possible 

predation.

5/13/2011 3/24/11 LLina - Fresh grass with fresh feather linging 15 feet from staked 12Kv access road. AR is not in survey map 
however. 
4/1/11 phoward - more fresh grass and feathers. Buffer signs placed on access road.
Large nest entrance; interior well-lined; wren singing in area 4-6 (PK).
sritt - 4/15/2011 6:33:08 PM - 1 CACW flushed from nest w/ another bird in same cholla.  Pair of birds flushed from 
nest again later.
RAbe - 4/18/2011 1:36:00 PM - 1 CAWR flushed from nest. Nest is 30 feet from 12 kV AR. Buffer set up w/signs to 
allow through traffic at 10 mph with no stopping.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 1 adult near nest initially; 2 adults later. This appears to be the primary nest site of this active 
pair.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - Nest recently used; no birds observed or heard.
jpawlicki - 5/13/2011 7:50:41 AM - No adults observed at nest. Nest appears empty with 1 dead fledgling lying at 
entrance to nest - closed.
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5/13/2011 7001467 NOMO Closed JVR 12kV - Pole 47 20 feet from existing 12 

kVpole.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Possible 
predation; nest 

pulled apart during 
egg laying or pre-egg 

laying.

6/14/2011 kkilpatrick - 5/13/2011 10:26:55 AM - A pair of northern mockingbirds was observed in the area of the nest.  Male 
was persistently singing, including singing next to a singing California thrasher generally within 50 feet of the nest; 
thrasher aggressive toward mockingbird. The nest appears partially built, and the persistent singing is indicative of 
recent pair-bonding. Aggressive behavior was exhibited towards a GRRO that landed in a nearby tree.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Nest may be disturbed; grass lining pulled to north side. No mockingbirds observed or heard 
in area, but 1 mockingbird observed about 300 feet north of nest. Adult and fledgling California Thrasher active in 
area (possibly other thrashers too); have mockingbirds been displaced? Will check back.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 11:15:59 AM
Nest appears unused but territorial mockingbird flew to nearby pole and called from overhead. (No thrashers 
observed or heard in area).
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 12:33:07 PM
Nest has not been used or built on for 2+ weeks. No mockingbirds observed or heard in area. May no longer be 
active, but will check back 1 more time before changing status.
barnold - 6/10/2011 8:20:08 AM
Mockingbirds around tower site, but not near nest tree. Loggerhead Shrike perched in nest tree. Nest empty, and no 
longer appears active. Change to Inactive.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 12:52:01 PM
No change at nest for a month. Mockingbird singing from metal powerline tower about 250 feet southwest of nest 
site; possibly renested to west - closed.
rradd - 8/11/2011 11:44:46 PM
Adult pr NOMO present with at least two recently fledged juveniles (streaked breasts, short tails) suggests this nest 
subsequently reactivated and successfully fledged.

3/19/2011 5003269 OTHE Closed EP31-2 AR 30 feet from existing AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Possible 
territorial behavior 
near old nest. No 
confirmed nesting 
attempt observed 
during subsequent 
monitoring visits.

4/14/2011 Extremely vocal pair RSHA repeatedly returned to circle and scream, but unable to directly link these birds to this 
nest 3-19 (RR).
One red-shouldered hawk called infrquently; flew toward nest calling territorially once 3-29. Can see sky through 
openings in nest. (PK).
Still inactive 4-7 (FH/PK).
No large birds in area; Nest closed, due to no activity all season and nest disrepair - PKonrad - 4/14/2011.

3/18/2011 6003254 HOWR Closed Helix Yard AR 1,390 feet from yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Possibly an 
alternate nest in this 

territory.

4/20/2011 Birds observed actively building nest. RF-3/18/11.
25 Mar - HOWR singing from posts all over territory, entering  cavity repeatedly. - RR.
5 Apr - HOWR singing but no cavity use noted 1630-1700 - RR.
13 Apr - HOWR territorial but not using this cavity. 0730-0800. Change to INACTIVE. - RR.
20 Apr No change 0710. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

3/23/2011 5003271 BUSH Closed EP85-2 105 feet to tower impact 
area.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Predated; 
bottom of nest pulled 

apart and interior 
exposed.

4/8/2011 23 Mar - Pair BUSH entering complete nest.- RR
1 April - Bushtit entering rest. - S. Hampton
Nest appears to depredated with entire bottom of nest pulled apart and interior exposed 4-8 (PK).

4/5/2011 5003361 BUSH Closed CP51-2 AR 15 feet from proposed 
AR.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Predation 
by House Wrens is 1 

possible cause.

5/5/2011 5 Apr - BUSH carrying material to apparently complete nest. - RR
11 Apr - BUSH enters nest 14:43. - RR
19 Apr - BUSH exits nest 0717. - RR
27 Apr - HOWR enters nest 0748, emerges wiping bill. - RR
5 May - No BUSH detections during 30 minute observation change to closed.  - RR

3/30/2011 5003301 BUSH Closed EP226-1 Pullsite AR 22 feet from access 
road; 300 feet to tower 

area.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Predation, 
probably avian; nest 
side and floor torn 

open.

4/12/2011 Bushtit seen entering nest; no buffer flagged due to lack of flagging. - smr 3/30/11
Adult perched above completed nest. Buffer staked along pull site access road 4-4 (PK).
Nest side and floor torn open. No adults nearby - shampton - 4/12/2011 3:34:39 PM

3/14/2011 6003228 BUSH Closed EP228 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Predation; 
bottom of nest was 
torn off, then rain-

damaged.

3/24/2011 Pair nest building; Nest 50% complete. - 3/14/2011 IM
Nest destroyed; bottom torn out; now rain damaged; no birds in area 3-24 (PK).
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4/11/2011 5000778 BUSH Closed TL 6916 - 973032 55 feet to nearest pole. 100 feet 0 feet Blanket exemption approved for Reconductor line's residential areas, following 

the same principles as those for the Alpine Blvd exemption.
2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Presumed 
predated.

4/25/2011 11 April - Pair copulating and adding material to nest.   - S. Hampton, M. Dicus
shampton - 4/11/2011 
18 Apr - No BUSH activity detected 0945-1010. Nest appears complete. - RR
25 Apr - Nest appears abandoned and in disarray, suggesting predation. Change to closed. - RR

3/18/2011 5003258 OTHE Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

10 feet; onsite structure. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Probably a 
rodent nest.

4/1/2011 3/18/11 -D. Busby finds nest built of grasses. Appears to be an entrance facing wall. No sign of adults in area but 
appears to be new based on condition of materials. 
31 Mar - Ball nest with no birds associated. Possibly rodent nest. - RR
1 April - No bird activity at this nest. IM

3/8/2011 6002390 CACW Closed EP245-1 AR 250 feet from work area; 
35 feet from dirt road.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Probably an 
unused alternate 

nest.

4/19/2011 Nest is in good condition, intact with well-established opening. Golden-colored dried grass on top of old (gray with 
age) fibrous plant material indicates recent improvements to an old nest. 3/8/2011
No change from above 3/23/2011 (PK).      
No changes 4/5/2011 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 2:04:04 PM - Entrance doesn't appear used during past couple weeks; may be inactive.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 10:06:50 AM  - Nest weathered and unused; inactive.

5/10/2011 7001022 VERD Closed EP353 80 feet from existing AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if, during the 
course of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird 
contsructs a nest outside the project area but within the buffer around Suncrest 
Substation and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. 
Activity levels at this site are anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Probably 

not successful 
judging from 
comments.

6/4/2011 Pair observed making multiple trips into nest with food items. Male exhibiting agitated behavior at around 30 feet 
away from nest
kkilpatrick - 5/16/2011 2:11:32 PM-- Adult verdin observed flying to nest.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 Due to unsafe road conditions, could not stop in this area to check nest.
pkonrad - 5/25/2011 3:07:25 PM
Unable to check this nest due to unsafe road conditions and road construction activities today.
kkilpatrick - 5/27/2011 11:39:23 AM
 1 adult  verdin observed in area; no activity observed at nest; nest intact.
jpawlicki - 6/4/2011 12:09:30 PM
Nest intact; no adults or juveniles observed at nest, in tree, or in vicinity after 35 mins. of monitoring. Nest marked as 
inactive.

4/30/2011 7000947 BUSH Closed EP93 55 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 55 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 55 feet is 
appropriate for this Bushtit nest. Nest success should not be diminished for the 
following reasons:  A) Bushtits are generally tolerant of human activity and are 
known to nest in close proximity to human disturbances. B) The nest already 
contains nestlings, therefore the adult birds have a high investment in this nest 
and are less likely to abandon it.  C)  The nest is buffered by the high density of 
the surrounding vegetation.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Probably 
predated or blown 

out by wind.

5/27/2011 RAbe - 4/30/2011 10:18:36 AM Adult Bushtits observed carrying food to nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - Nest watched but no birds in area. (Apparent pentab problms.)
RAbe - 5/10/2011 8:05:57 AM - Adult observed adding material to nest.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - 2 adults active at nest.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - Nest no longer there; no sign of it on ground or in lower branches either - closed.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 12:17:21 PM
Nest is no longer in scrub oak, or below it - closed.

4/5/2011 5003357 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - Z774820 135 feet from nearest 
pole.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Probably 

predated, based on 
observations.

4/11/2011 R. Abe, J&M Dicus 04/05/2011
Female Lesser Goldfinch incubating on nest. Buffer affects access road east of pole 774820 but does not affect 
construction at pole.
rradd 4/12/2011
No nest at this location - closed.

5/5/2011 7004647 BLPH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from driveway 
access.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Second 

BLPH nesting 
attempt terminated 

prior to egg laying for 
unknown reasons.

6/8/2011 Second nest;
5 May - Mud nest on wall close to ceiling has now been walled to the top with grasses, with a small opening 
remaining against the wall. Nest interior is clean but empty. 
Remains active, species not confirmed as nest no longer consistent with BLPH, possibly HOWR has taken over. - 
RR
eelias - 5/12/2011 6:47:33 PM BLPH:  One adult BLPH seen feeding no less than 4 fledged young away from nest 
site. Nest site was monitored throughout the day and no HOWR activity was detected in the vicinity of this nest 
site.
eelias - 5/13/2011 8:51:00 AM No HOWR activity at this site and appears as if nest is being dismantled.
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:54:56 PM - BLPH renovating this nest 1725
rradd - 6/3/2011 9:12:02 AM - Nest is rebuilt, clean but empty.
rradd - 6/8/2011 1:37:37 PM - No change in activity. Change status to Inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

4/7/2011 5003378 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
238+00

10 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Territorial 
birds observed.

4/29/2011 Monitor observed pair at nest. No buffer flagged for Alpine Blvd ROW. - 4/7/2011 IM
4/16/2011 - BTPI active at this location 15:45. - RR
4/30/2011 - No BTPI detected, no nest found, change to Inactive unless a nest can be located. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

2/2/2011 5000411 AMKE Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 130 feet from AR. 500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Territorial 
kestrel at most.

4/15/2011 Checked 2/25/11, no birds/nest observed at mapped location - BLohstroh
Checked 3/01/11 no birds or nest observed at mapped location - BHart.
In light of multiple observations being unable to locate this nest, suggest it be closed 3-19 (RR).
Adult male hunting near metal barn; occasionally flying insde barn - 3-31 (PK).
Closed due to never actually locating a nest. kalberts - 4/15/2011 7:55:24 PM
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2/22/2011 5000001 OTHE Closed CP75-1 10 feet from existing 

access road.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. The nest 

was found inactive, 
and the successive 
monitoring check 
revealed that the 

nest was blown out 
of its location, most 
likely by high wind 

associated with 
storm events.

2/22/2011 CLOSED, nest no longer present. 2/22/11

7/11/2011 7003024 NOMO Closed TL 639 - 873260 5 feet to AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. This nest 
may have been 

considered active 
based on territorial 
behavior from other 

NOMO in area. 

7/13/2011 rradd - 7/11/2011 10:46:38 AM
Status of nest unclear, possibly under construction or recently fledged as nest bowl is not well formed. Territorial 
NOMO defending site, no juveniles observed. 
mdicus - 7/14/2011 11:48:48 AM
Fallen leaves and flowers inside. No NOMO activity associated with this nest and no birds scolded or alarmed when 
area was approached - closed nest.

7/11/2011 7003027 NOMO Closed TL 639 - 379519 5 feet to AR. 70 feet to 
pole.

100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. This nest 
may have been 

considered active 
based on territorial 
behavior from other 

NOMO in area. It 
was likely used 

earlier in the season 
but was not in use at 

the time it was 
recorded.

7/14/2011 rradd - 7/11/2011 3:58:40 PM
NOMO nest under construction.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 11:08:05 AM
Nest appears un-used with fallen leaves and flowers inside. No NOMO activity associated with this nest and no birds 
scolded or alarmed when area was approached.

4/28/2011 7000932 CACW Closed EP235-1 42 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. This nest 
was barely attended 
and never finished 

being built - appears 
to be an abandoned 

alternate nest 
located near an 

active nest where 
nestlings were raised 

and fledged.

5/11/2011 jdicus - 4/28/2011 8:57:07 AM
Observed pair of cactus wrens duet calling and nest building; flagged buffer. 100-foot buffer encompases roughly the 
southern half of tower perm pad.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No material found.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No material in yucca; possibly blown away or recycled by mockingbird in area; closed.
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6/20/2011 7005051 LEGO Closed Sycamore Yard 20 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. This nest 

was likely an earlier 
attempt by LEGO 

nesting 5 feet away.

7/18/2011 rradd - 6/20/2011 2:02:19 PM
Nest not yet @ 2% complete.
rradd - 6/28/2011 11:13:01 AM
2 nests present; 1 70% complete without a formed cup, and 1 with female LEGO incubating 4 eggs.
rradd - 7/6/2011 3:46:56 PM
Nest unchanged (incomplete).
rradd - 7/12/2011 10:52:55 AM
Nest unchanged.
rradd - 7/18/2011 8:52:25 AM
Nest closed for no activity This nest was likely an early attempt by LEGO nesting 5' away; about to fledge.

4/5/2011 5003364 RTHA Closed EP361 45 feet from AR entry; 
265 feet from tower 

area.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 300 
feet.

Blanket exemption allowed for Sunrise traffic along SWPL line.  Buffer reduced 
to 300 feet based on biologists' observations of tolerance.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. This nesting 
attempt appeared to 

be initiated by a 
young pair late in the 
season. The pair was 
territorial and built a 

small, poorly 
constructed nest, but 
it is doubtful that an 
egg was ever laid 
and the nesting 

attempt was 
abandoned before 

incubation was 
reported.

4/14/2011 Pair building new nest, copulating, and flight displaying (seems relatively late) 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/2011 4:54:55 PM
1 adult RTHA seen soaring above tower. Another was perched atop next tower west and first bird perched a few feet 
away. Both birds flew off to the ENE while circling each other; one bird landed on nest tower, and another bird landed 
on new nest with nesting material.
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 7:26:08 PM
2 adults soaring low near nest; 1 landed on nest. Repositioned ESA signs to reflect NBM reduction to 300 feet.
sritt - 4/22/2011 9:06:43 AM
2 adults seen perched on next tower to the east. Both birds then seen in flight. 1 bird then perched on tower with 
nest, and the other perched on the next tower to the west. Nest appears to be falling apart due to winds. No eggs or 
birds visible in nest. - 
PKonrad - 4/22/2011
1 hawk soaring near nest tower; nest is small and poorly built.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011
Hawk perched in tower above nest; cannot see second hawk.
barnold - 5/2/2011
No hawks observed at tower or in area during a 3.5-hour survey period.
jpawlicki - 5/9/2011 10:23:35 AM
No adults observed at nest between 0550 and 0732. Nest appeared unoccupied. Nest closed in conjunction with 
observations made on 5/2/2011 and 5/9/2011.

5/12/2011 7001454 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
299+50

20 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unable to 
relocate previously 

10% completed nest - 
nest gone; unknown 

reason.

6/4/2011 RAbe - 5/12/2011 1:59:26 PM - Female ANHU building nest that is less than 10% Complete.
emorgan - 5/27/2011 10:42:25 AM
Unable to locate nest.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 1:23:34 PM
Nest is no longer present (confirmed by finder) - closed.

5/31/2011 7002400 HOFI Closed TL 639 - Z171662 0 feet; in pole. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed within approved 

limits.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unable to 
tell if nest was new 
or from a previous 
nesting season. A 
high percentage of 

brackets on this line 
have nests. This may 
have been part of the 

site selection 
process.

6/18/2011 shampton / jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 
Adult pair observed repeatedly entering and exiting from top opening in bracket. Completed nest visible looking up 
from east base of pole.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 1:48:38 PM
No HOFI activity observed near nest during a 30-minute period. 
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 12:28:26 PM
No HOFI activity during 20-minute check. Closed.
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6/27/2011 7002565 LEGO Closed TL 639 - 397518 60 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
causes.

7/11/2011 rradd - 6/27/2011 8:09:50 AM
Female LEGO building new nest while male accompanies
rradd - 7/5/2011 12:16:13 PM
LEGO on nest that appears complete 1215.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:56:09 AM
No LEGO detected at or near this nest 0800-0830.
rradd - 7/19/2011 12:14:16 PM
Change to Closed
No LEGO detected during 30 min. obs.

7/7/2011 7002609 CAGN Closed Elliot Sub 630 feet 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
causes.

7/14/2011 imaunsell - 7/7/2011 11:31:21 AM
Female seen with nesting material. Nest is lop-sided and appears approximtely 40% complete.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 9:35:36 AM
No progress on nest since last week. Nest misshapen, not being used - closed.

2/18/2011 5000011 RTHA Closed Hartung Yard 105 feet from yard 
limits.

500 feet 100 feet. This nest is not anticipated to be impacted based on the birds apparent 
tolerance to arterial traffic on El Monte road, which is closer to the nest location.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
causes: nest failure 

coincided with series 
of wet and cold 
spring storms.

4/15/2011 2/18/11 Adult hawk in low incubating posture on nest during 13:00 nest check. 
Verified again by D. Busby on 2/25/11.   
Observed 3-3-11 and 3-8-11 by PK.
3/16/2011 - RTHA nest incubation exchange @ 17:50 Male brings nest decoration, not food. - RR
3/25/2011 - RTHA on nest. - RR
3/29/2011 - No birds detected @ nest 14:15 - 15:00. Yard monitor reports no nest activity today. - RR
4/8/2011- No RTHA detected during 4 hours continuous obsservation. Changed to INACTIVE - RR
4/6/2011 - No activity detected 0900-1000. CY monitor reports no activity this week; suggests nest failure. - RR
4/8/2011 - No actvity 1000-1400. - RR
4/13/2011 - No activity. Change to inactive. - RR
Nest status changed to closed due to no activity over last several nest checks. kalberts - 4/15/2011 6:09:10 PM

2/21/2011 5000038 RTHA Closed CP50-1 AR 210 feet from proposed 
access road.

500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
causes; but perhaps 
storm related as nest  

is damaged with 
much nest material 

on the ground below 
the nest.

4/19/2011 Appears inactive. Recent storm appears to have partially broken it up as evident from pile of sticks on ground and 
nest is sagging on one side. Whitewash on ground appears weathered from rain. No sign of adults in area. 2/21/11 
10 Mar 2011 - Adult RTHA at nest today, Pair in flight display @ 10:50 - RR
24 Mar - Nest vacant, pair RTHA staying away. Pre-construction survey crew operating 200' away.- RR 
30 Mar - Nest vacant 1605 - 1705. No hawks visited closer than 1000m.- RR
5 Apr - No RTHA visited from 1216-1318. Obs. from 300m. - RR
8 Apr - RTHA pair copulating near nest. Apparent re-nest attempt in progress. - RR
19  Apr - Nest appears damaged with much debris on ground and notably reduced profile in tree. No RTHA 
associating with this nest 0900-0930. Change to CLOSED - RR 
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4/30/2011 7000951 WBNU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
35 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. This plan to mitigate for potential construction impacts to 
the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce such impacts and 
improve the likelihood of nest success, provided that no stopping, standing, 
parking, or work occurs within new buffers.  In addition, this nest is a cavity high 
above ground which provides natural buffering for the adults and nestlings. 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
reason after bird 

carrying nest 
material to cavity.

6/3/2011 30 Apr - WBNU pair bringing nest materials to this cavity 0738. - RR
6 May - WBNU exits cavity 1018. - RR
13 May WBNU pr in and out, defending against ATFL 0727. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 12:52:13 PM
Obs. WBNU entering/leaving the nesting cavity multiple times througout the day.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:36:35 PM
WBNU observed entering and leaving cavity.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 12:59:13 PM
WBNU Obs. entering cavity.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:50:46 AM
WBNU clearing nesting material from cavity
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:41:09 AM
Observed entering cavity
vnovik - 5/31/2011 3:21:41 PM
In area investigating cavities
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 6:37:29 PM
investigating multiple cavities, no evidence of caring for young.
sjohnston - 6/3/2011 2:20:08 PM
No affinity for specific cavity. Closed.

3/16/2011 6003241 CATH Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
reason for adults to 

leave area.

3/27/2011 Biomonitors observed a pair of CATH in area as well as 1 of the birds entering shrub with nest in it. Active 
construction yard exclusion for nest built during use applies and no buffer flagged. 3/16/2011 - RF
No adults observed in area; no eggs present. Some debris appears to have fallen into nest bowl. 3/28/2011 - IM
Nest still vacant, with newer vegetative material that has fallen from flowering parts of the bush. Nest closed. - 
kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:53:04 PM

7/2/2011 7002587 LASP Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

0 feet; above AR 
shoulder.

100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
reason for failure.

7/13/2011 shampton - 7/1/2011 at 1730 hrs
No eggs or nestlings. LASP heard singing nearby. Construction monitor reported seeing LASP visiting nest and on 
nest during afternoon of 7/1/2011.
ahill - 7/6/2011 10:00:00 AM
nest appears to be askew and sliding off crook, did not hear or see LASP in immediate vicinity. possible failure.
tcooper - 7/13/2011 7:28:51 AM
nest inactive, disturbed, hanging off limb.

4/13/2011 5000802 HOWR Closed TL 6916 - Z774815 320 feet to nearest pole; 
82 feet to AR.

100 feet Blanket exemption approved for developed areas of Reconductor lines is 
applicable here.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
reason for nest 

failure. Possibly due 
to poor nest location 

(trash pile).

4/25/2011 04/13/11 - House Wren observed carrying nest material multiple times into trash pile (J&M Dicus).
18 Apr No HOWR detected. 1100-1115. Workers in material yard.- RR
kalberts - 4/22/2011 3:08:04 PM NBM WLA concurence for buffer exemption for nests in developed areas on 69kv 
line.
25 Apr - HOWR detected nearby, but not associating directly with described nest area, 1547. - RR
2 May - No HOWR detected associating with this area during 30 min obs. Change to Closed. - RR

6/6/2011 7002461 HOOR Closed TL 6916 - 774818 1 foot from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
reason.

6/14/2011 rradd - 6/6/2011 at 1802
HOOR exits nest.
rradd - 6/14/2011 10:03:08 AM
No HOOR detections during 40 min. obs. Seems unlikely to be active in close proximity to CAKI nest.
Change to Closed.

3/10/2011 6003207 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Loritz property

40 feet from Loritz 
driveway.

100 feet Reduced to 40 feet. Buffer approved to 50 feet based on Star Valley Road being closer to nest than 
project ROW, ability of this species to tolerate human activities, and the fact that 
nest was found in association with residences.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
reason; likely 

abandoned before 
egg laying began.

4/17/2011 Pair observed nest building and carrying lining. nest 85% complete. 3/10/2011 IM
3/28 - BUSH heard in area, but not specifically associated with this nest. No other activty observed. - BL
Reduced buffer to 50' 3/30/2011
4/8 - No activity observed, no adults detected, 1445. BL
Closed, due to last observation. kalberts - 4/17/2011 11:38:18 AM

6/1/2011 7002469 BUOR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
reason; pair may be 

renesting in east side 
of tree?

6/29/2011 pkonrad - 6/8/2011 9:38:38 AM
Nest found 6/1 (pentab problems); nest looked complete and pair was active displaying and singing in immediate 
area on 6/1/2011.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 4:06:43 PM
Female and male active and calling in vicinity of nest (15 feet), but show little interest in nest itself. Both calling 
periodically. Male also perched near nest in neighboring live oak 230 feet northeast.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 12:31:29 PM
No activity observed near nest, but male and female observed in tree; limited calling.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:44:09 PM
A female appoached nest once during 60 minute observation period in area; male strongly territorial at another nest 
located about 20 feet above this nest, including fighting beak to beak with with a pair of House Finches. However, no 
nesting behavior during this time.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 11:32:35 AM
This nesting attempt appears to have failed; no oriole activity in area during an hour of observations in the area; no 
less than 5 oriole nests have been initiated in the south and east sides of this tree, but none appear have had eggs 
laid in them. A pair is active and displaying, and female is building a new nest (is this the same pair?). Nonetheless, 
this nesting attempt is closed.
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6/23/2011 7002545 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - 774824 5 feet from access road. 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Unknown. 
Nest abandoned 

prior to egg laying.

6/30/2011 tcooper - 6/23/2011 7:09:21 PM -Pair building nest, about 95% complete, adding lining material.
tcooper - 6/30/2011 7:04:09 PM
nest failed, only the base remains. Pair foraging together ~900ft to west

4/19/2011 5000849 CACW Closed EP253-2 45 feet to AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unused this 
breeding season.

5/17/2011 Abe - 4/19/2011 12:45:05 PM - Potential new nest that is partially assembled. Nesting material looks fairly fresh, 
mostly grass, size is approximately 6 by 4 inches. Please monitor prior to construction.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - No apparent change; little material.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - Appears that a small amount of grass material may have been added to nest; no wrens 
observed or heard in area.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - No changes.   (Pair of strongly territorial Cactus Wrens at EP252A-1 site some distance to 
west.)
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Partial nest (10%) appears wind damaged - closed.

3/22/2011 5003261 OTHE Closed EP238 0 feet; within work area. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Unusual 

looking, bulky 
medium-sized grass 
nest built on ground; 
no birds were ever 
observed near this 

nest.

4/18/2011 3/22/11 -D. Busby is notified by Garrett Huffman that there is a grass bowl on ground among rocks in the open. 
Yellow grass is dry but freshly collected. No feathers or evidence of adults in area. Return to monitor west to verify 
status. No ESA signs, so I flagged a 100 foot buffer on north side by TSAP and on the west side toward EP 237.
Apparently completed medium-sized grass nest, 8 inches wide with 3.5 inch interior bowl. No birds in attendance; 
only black-throated sparrows in area 4-4 (PK).
ahernandez, pkonrad - 4/12/2011 3:46:30 PM - Still inactive and shows signs of weathering.
RAbe - 4/18/2011 11:28:41 AM
Nest not refound. Contacted D. Busby and P. Konrad to confirm location; closed.

6/2/2011 5000870 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Wind 

damage or predation 
are possible reasons 

for failed nest; no 
sign of nestlings or 
eggs may suggest 
(avian) predation.

6/4/2011 barnold - 6/2/2011 11:53:45 AM
2 female House Finches on tower.
phoward - 6/5/2011 10:50:35 AM
Nest has been destroyed; trace material was found on ground and string was hanging were nest used to be; could 
see brown muddy spot on metal where nest used to be. Wind damage or predation are possible reasons for failed 
nest; no sign of nestlings or eggs may suggest (avian) predation.

3/18/2011 5000465 BUSH Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; within fill slope of 
substation pad.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.. 

4/24/2011 Nest appears only 10% built. Biomonitor observed 2 bushtits bringing nesting material to site and building nest - TC 
3/18/2011
phoward - 4/25/2011 9:00:11 AM - Nest appears inactive; bushtits seen taking material from nest to new location by 
biomonitor.

7/16/2011 7004648 LEGO Closed CP81-1 AR 15' to AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.Likely 
destroyed by natural 
causes prior to egg-

laying.

7/27/2011 rradd - 7/16/2011 10:12:33 AM
Female LEGO removing material from nearby BUSH nest to finish building this nest, which appears complete from 
below.
rradd - 7/22/2011 3:37:57 PM
Although location prevents direct observation of nest contents, activity level of LEGO pair suggests this nest remains 
active 1230.
rradd - 7/27/2011 1:40:29 PM
Change to Closed
Nest is blown out; by weather, predation, or both.

2/21/2011 5000025 CACW Closed EP244 82 feet from corner of 
temporary ROW.

100 feet Avoid corner of temporary ROW that includes 100 foot buffer. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS.

5/2/2011 A fresh grass nest including a clean opening and fresh feathers lining the inside. Appears utilized and active. 
2/21/11
Visited 2/27/2011 - no birds present 11:00 AM.
Well-built nests status unchanged; grasses graying; no wrens observed 3/16/2011 (PK).
New nest material added recently 4/5/2011 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - Nice nest; good entrance; recently used.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - Nest torn apart from top, exposing all of the interior; closed.
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4/27/2011 7000919 CACW Closed EP231A  AR 90 feet from AR; 1400 

feet for EP231 A.
100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 

traffic allowed.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction will occur within the buffer. The 
Agencies concurred to the following:
Traffic can pass through all three nest buffers since the road has pre-existing 
traffic and construction traffic will not significantly add to traffic volume.  
Conditions associated:  No work is allowed within the three 100-foot nest 
buffers.  Traffic on the access road cannot stop or park within the three 100-foot 
nest buffers.  Traffic will not exceed 10mph inside the three 100-foot nest 
buffers.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS.

8/16/2011 shampton - 4/27/2011 12:45:22 PM - Nest appears complete. CACW heard singing in area.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Fresh nest; no birds.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No changes.
vnovik - 5/13/2011 1:33:48 PM - Nest intact.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - Nest still looks fresh and new; no wrens.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:38:44 PM
Grasses from nest  blocking entrance; no wrens observed or heard.
sritt - 6/6/2011 10:38:34 AM
Entrance hole appears to have been improved. No  wrens observed in area.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 4:24:23 PM
No apparent change to nest; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 11:00:21 AM
Nest entrance looks good; no wrens heard or seen in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 1:25:52 PM
Entrance large and recently used; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 1:03:07 PM
Nest wet from rain but in good shape; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 12:50:01 PM
Nest entrance has not been used recently; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 2:22:32 PM
New nest has been built just above original nest since last week; looks complete with entrance facing southwest. 
Original nest looks good (entrance faces southeast). No wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 10:50:16 AM
New nest looks active with large open entrance. Original nest doesn't appear to be active recently, judging from 
grass across entrance. 1 wren called once from a distant location to the south.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 2:55:58 PM
No apparent changes; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 8/9/2011 4:17:48 PM
Nest looks good, but no wrens seen or heard.
pkonrad - 8/16/2011 11:56:06 AM
Newest nest doesn't look recently used; original nest is in disrepair. No wrens observed or heard in area - closed.

4/28/2011 7000931 CACW Closed EP235-1 8 feet from permanent 
pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS.

8/16/2011 pkonrad - 5/26/2011 11:35:29 AM
Nice nest looks unchanged; pair of wrens active 400 feet southwestt.
phoward - 6/6/2011 1:13:38 PM
group of three preconstruction workers were taking measurements 20 feet from nest when first arrived at site, 
informed them of buffer and they left. We found one egg inside the nest which was somewhat cold. no birds were 
seen entering nest but birds were heard over 100ft away towards top of hill
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 2:51:01 PM
No wrens observed or heard in area; nest looks used; can't see inside nest.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 1:19:06 PM
Many small downy feathers added to lower edge of nest entrance; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 2:59:11 PM
Wren obeerved and calling 75 feet southwest of nest; nest looks recently used.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:23:41 PM
Several wrens active in the area; yesterday's rain appears to have re-activated many birds. Nest is very slightly rain 
damaged.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 3:03:36 PM
Nest unused since last weeks' rain; no wrens in area, but several wrens are active about 400 feet southwest.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 1:24:50 PM
Nest looks good but may not have been recently used; wrens may have concentrated their activity on the improved 
nest to the west. No wrens in area, including to the southwest.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 12:30:59 PM
Nest looks unused with grasses laying across entrance hole.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 2:06:23 PM
No change except 2 small scats near entry; no wrens nearby but pair active and calling 300 feet to south-
southwest.
pkonrad - 8/9/2011 2:15:09 PM
Nest entrance looks small like it hasn't been used recently, but scats are no longer present. Wrens present 300 feet 
west-southwest.
pkonrad - 8/16/2011 11:42:42 AM
No wrens nearby and nest looks unused for some time - closed. 
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4/28/2011 7000933 CACW Closed EP235-1 25 feet to TSAP; 55 feet 

to perm pad, as 
mapped.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS.

8/16/2011 pkonrad - 5/26/2011 11:32:11 AM
Nest unchanged except new feather added to entrance. Pair of wrens active 400 feet southwest of nest, but 
mockingbird singing next to this nest and active in this area.
phoward - 6/6/2011 1:10:16 PM
pair of wrens seen nearby nest, fresh feathers found inside nest. never saw pair enter nest but nest stll appears 
active and is in good condition
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 2:53:21 PM
Nest entrance looks freshly used; no wrens seen or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 1:24:09 PM
Several small downy feathers added to lower part of nest entrance; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 3:01:17 PM
Nest looks recently used; wren active southest of other nearby wren nest.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:26:19 PM
Several wrens active in area, singing and calling territorially. Nest very slightly rain damaged.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 3:01:06 PM
Nest has not been used since last weeks' rain; no wrens nearby, but wrens are active 400 feet southwest where there 
are several nests.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 1:21:33 PM
Nest is well-used with a large open entrance that has a layer of soft gray plant material added to the lower part of the 
entrance leading into the interior chamber, but no wrens active in the area, including to the southwest.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 12:29:25 PM
Large entance allows a look into chamber, which is well-lined with plant down; 1 wren heard calling near this nest 
during approach.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 2:10:18 PM
Nest unchanged except 1 medium-sized downy feather added near entry. No wrens nearby, but a pair was active 
and calling 500 feet west-southwest and another pair was active and singing 300 feet south-sputhwest. 
pkonrad - 8/9/2011 2:18:57 PM
Nest looks active - entrance large and well-used (feather gone), but chamber very shallow. As I approached nest, 
wren acting territoially, calling and flying from perch to perch about 300 feet west-southwest.
pkonrad - 8/16/2011 11:37:15 AM
Nest probably hasn't been visited in more than a week; nest chamber is shallow with a large entrance. No wrens 
nearby, but 1 wren observed and calling once from about 300 feet south-southwest. This appears to be a roost site or 
alternate nest - closed.

6/4/2011 7002442 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
90+00r

40 feet from AR. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS.

7/7/2011 tfitanides - 6/4/2011 10:39:29 AM
Female bringing nesting material to southern side of palm. Nest not visible. Male following female.
rradd - 6/11/2011 9:32:33 AM
HOFI pair continue nest building, Visiting at irregular intervals.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 12:57:30 PM
No nesting activities observed at palm tree during 2 nest observation periods. Male singing in area; female may now 
be incubating.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 9:44:42 AM
Pair of House Finches active in palm; male singing in area.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 9:57:09 AM
Pair active near bottom of lowest hanging dead palm fronds on south side. Female persistantly giving soliciting 
display to male. Male singing; seems like this pair is in early nesting stage.
pkonrad - 7/8/2011 4:30:32 PM
No finch activity observed  or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/15/2011 2:07:25 PM
No finches observed during 30 minute observation period.
pkonrad - 7/18/2011 1:27:25 PM
No finches observed near palm tree during extended observation period; this nesting attempt was probably never 
active - closed.
sritt - 7/23/2011 4:44:52 PM
No finched observed in tree, but many nearby. Fledgling seen food begging from male.

6/4/2011 7002447 PSFL Closed CP70-3 AR 38 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS.

6/9/2011 rradd - 6/4/2011 at 0818
PSFL bringing small twigs and forming nest bowl. Female on nest while male forages and calls from perches 
nearby.
rradd - 6/9/2011 3:42:47 PM
Nest now more substantial platform in bark cleft; draped with moss and lichen. PSFL heard but not seen.
rradd - 6/17/2011 1:05:38 PM
No occupant visible on nest, but PSFL nearby appears to be nest guarding; calling and perching quietly within 30 
feet.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:35:58 PM
No occupant visible on obscured nest, and no PSFL detected in vicinity. Monitor again prior to closing.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:06:20 PM
No PSFL detections during 30 minute observation.
rradd - 7/8/2011 9:21:28 AM
Numerous PSFL detections during 30 minute observation, but no movement at nest visible. New nest elsewhere?
rradd - 7/14/2011 11:39:23 AM
Change to Closed.
No bird visible at nest and no detections within 100 feet of nest. Nest presumed abandoned.
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6/28/2011 7002574 CACW Closed EP269 AR 93 feet north of AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

7/25/2011 eelias - 6/28/2011 3:00:33 PM
Complete nest; no eggs or nestlings in nest; no adults were active in this area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 1:49:20 PM
New nest with large entrance; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/20/2011 12:16:40 PM
No wrens observed or heard; small fearhers added to interior and 1 on entrance.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 1:26:16 PM
No wrens observed or heard, but nest has been visited: Feathers no longer obvious, but a cholla botton is at the 
entry.
pkonrad - 8/1/2011 11:50:34 AM
Nest looks good; cholla button removed from entry; feathers line part of interior.
pkonrad - 8/8/2011 1:18:15 PM
Nest unchanged; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 8/15/2011 12:58:43 PM
No change at nest; no wrens in area - closed.

7/2/2011 7002588 CACW Closed EP266-2 0 feet; nest is on TSAP. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS.

8/3/2011 shampton - 7/2/2011 2:11:21 PM
Originally logged on 7/1/2011. Re-entered on 7/2/2011 due to IT malfunction. 
On 7/1/2011 11:30 AM - No CACW observed near nest in cholla. 1 CACW was singing 200 feet southwest of nest for 
a few minutes early in 4 hour survey of EP266-2 and TSAP. Nest was in good condition, complete. Lined, partially 
with white synthetic fluff. However, no CACW activity was associated with this nest. Check once more prior to 
close.
tdipaola - 8/3/2011 10:53:08 AM
Nest remains inactive with no Cacrus Wrens observed in vacinity of nest. Nest is in fair condition but in worse 
condition compared to last nest check update - closed.

7/5/2011 7002591 CACW Closed EP245 AR 15 feet southeast of AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS.

8/15/2011 pkonrad - 7/5/2011 10:45:05 AM
New nest; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 10:22:25 AM
 1 Cactus Wren near new nest; no contents in nest bowl.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 10:24:32 AM
Nest has a hole through bottom of chamber. No wrens active in area. Will change status to Inactive until nest is 
repaired or abandoned.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 10:26:20 AM
Nest has been repaired and improved and has 3 non-wren feathers added to entrance. No wrens in area, but 
observed 1 wren about 300 feet northeast of nest; no calling.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 10:24:12 AM
Nest looks good; new thin strip of bark positioned across entrance. Cactus wren observed 120 feet northeast of nest; 
no calling.
pkonrad - 8/8/2011 11:06:27 AM
Entrance open (bark moved away); no wrens near nest, but they are active at another nest about 390 feet northest 
along AR.
pkonrad - 8/15/2011 9:59:28 AM
No wrens observed or heard in area; nest chamber is shallow; egg laying unlikely at this late date in nesting season; 
probably an alternate nest or roost site - closed.

7/5/2011 7002593 CACW Closed EP243 and new 12kV 
pole and AR

80 feet south of new 
12kV pole and AR

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS.

8/8/2011 pkonrad - 7/5/2011 1:40:29 PM
New nest; wren calling territorially nearby.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 11:41:41 AM
Nest seemingly unchanged; no egg in nest; interior unlined. Wren calling to east.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 11:57:57 AM
Nest looks recently active; no wrens nearby; 1 of 2 nests active in area.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 11:17:19 AM
Nest looks a bit weathered; entrance doesn't look recently used and it is partly blocked by a cholla button, but nest in 
good shape overall. 1 wren observed 50 feet north and called twice.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 11:51:44 AM
No apparent changes; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 8/8/2011 2:24:42 PM
Nest looks unused in past couple weeks; no wrens in area - closed.

7/7/2011 7002611 CACW Closed EP257 and AER Yard's 
AR

50 from south access 
road and 150 feet from 

100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS.

8/15/2011 eelias - 7/7/2011 8:47:07 AM
Jean noted an adult Cactus Wren making frequent trips with nest material to this nest. This nest is 35% built.
mkuehn - 7/20/2011 11:55:49 AM
A pair of cactus wrens was observed; 1 wren was on a rock with nesting material near the nest, the other was flying 
around. The first wren put the material down and followed the other cactus wren into a bush; then, a third cactus 
wren followed the pair. The nest is mostly built but no eggs - Jean 7/20/2011 11:48 AM.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 2:07:48 PM
Nest complete and interior is totally covered with feathers; chamber is very shallow and exposed. No wrens observed 
or heard.
pkonrad - 8/1/2011 12:36:19 PM
Nest looks unchanged but good; very shallow; no wrens in area. New AER contruction yard built to west and fenced 
within past 5 days.
pkonrad - 8/9/2011 10:43:14 AM
Nest chamber has a thick layer of downy feathers. No wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 8/15/2011 1:31:02 PM
Even more feathers in nest, but chamber is too shallow for egg laying, etc.; no wrens in area. Appears this is a roost 
or alternate nest inspired by July rainstorms - closed.

7/7/2011 7002612 CACW Closed EP257 and AER Yard 0 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS.

7/7/2011 eelias - 7/7/2011 9:23:36 AM
Complete nest (100% built), partly lined with feathers; no activity - closed.
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7/12/2011 7004224 CACW Closed EP243 and 12kV AR 15 feet from 12Kv AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

8/15/2011 pkonrad - 7/12/2011 11:53:00 AM
Newly completed nest has wren calling to west.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 11:42:04 AM
Nest looks similar to last week; pair of wrens 60 feet north of nest; calling low as though aggitated.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 11:14:17 AM
Nest looks good. Wren observed and calling closer to nests located to west, or the wren may have followed biologist 
as he checked nests in the greater area and called twice at that time.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 12:06:07 PM
Nest unchanged; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 8/8/2011 2:20:47 PM
Nest unchanged; 1 wren calling low to northeast.
pkonrad - 8/15/2011 2:49:00 PM
Nest unchanged; looks unused for weeks; no wrens noted in area - closed.

7/19/2011 7004661 NOMO Closed TL 639 - 371519 3 feet form AR. 100 feet 90 feet. Concurrence from Debbie Leonard, Helix Environmental:

I reviewed SDG&E’s NBM/NBR Request that includes an NBR to 90 feet and an 
NBM to 8 feet for northern mockingbird nest ID 7004661. The NBR would be for 
reconductoring at one pole, and the NBM would be for drive-through access 
along the access road to multiple poles for reconductoring.
The NBR of 90 feet is consistent with Attachment B, Bird Buffer Reductions, of 
the July 2011 Draft Nesting Bird Management Plan as commented on by Erinn 
Wilson, which allows a buffer of 50 feet.

The NBM of 8 feet for drive-through access is acceptable because: 1) SDG&E 
would not allow stopping, standing, or work allowed within the modified buffer; 2) 
once access is permitted through the buffer, all poles along the road would be 
worked on within the same day; and 3) the nest was still in the nest-building 
phase as of July 25, 2011.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS.

8/3/2011 rradd - 7/19/2011 8:27:09 AM
Stick nest with fresh stems of bushmallow within but not yet formed into cup or lining. Territorial mockingird sings 
incessantly from nearest lattice tower and flies to song posts sourh and west but not north into territory of pair at Nest 
7002601.
rradd - 7/25/2011 3:21:37 PM
Material added to nest: still not ready for first egg.
pkonrad - 8/4/2011 2:41:07 PM
Partial nest bowl has not been completed; no lining; no mockingbirds in area - closed.

7/23/2011 7004672 CACW Closed EP253-2 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS.

8/15/2011 mdicus - 7/23/2011 4:31:27 PM
2 adults were observed visiting the nest; 1 adult entered the nest, and both were observed calling. Nest has been 
repaired and appears complete, with a clean entrance. No eggs or nestlings; possibly a satellite or roost nest.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 11:16:15 AM
Nest entrance has grasses across ouside and interior is unlined, but nest looks new and active.
pkonrad - 8/9/2011 10:38:12 AM
Entrance is large and clear and interior chamber has some lining. No wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 8/15/2011 2:13:50 PM
No changes in nest; no wrens observed or heard in area - closed.

8/8/2011 7004712 CACW Closed EP245 AR 15 feet east of AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS.

8/15/2011 pkonrad - 8/8/2011 10:27:57 AM
Weathered-colored nest in good shape with clear opening recently lined with downy feathers. 2 adults present, both 
singing; 1 carrying nest-lining material.
pkonrad - 8/15/2011 10:10:59 AM
Nest unchanged but no wrens evident in area. Due to late date in season, no egg laying can be expected; this nest is 
probably a roost site or alternate nest used throughout the year - closed.

3/7/2011 6002386 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 10 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Limited  

maintenance of nest 
occurred, although 
no egg laying this 

season.

6/1/2011 Entrance a little rough and unkempt though overall nest is in fair condition. 
Showery and cooler weather has somewhat suppressed territorial activity this afternoon.  Calling territorial bird was 
active across the area this morning but not seen using this nest. 3/7/11
18 Mar - CACW calling across this territory - at least 2 birds present. - RR
24 Mar - CACW calling from high perches across this territory. - RR
30 Mar - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
5 Apr - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
25 Apr CACW calling from this location 1736. - RR
11Apr - CACW carrying nest materials to nest 10:30. - RR 
18 Apr CACW calling from perches associated with this territory. 1444 - RR
03 May CACW calling from this location 1305. - RR
10 May CACW continues to advertise this territory with new material piles, but no food carry. - RR
17 May CACW adding nest material 1635-1645. Only 1 CACW observed.  - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:16:02 PM - No CACW detected 1305-1335.
rradd - 6/1/2011 10:40:24 AM -This nest now discolored, collapsing and unimproved. Change to Closed.

3/30/2011 5003295 CACW Closed EP226-1 95 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS. Monitoring 
chronology suggests 
this nest was built for 
uses other than egg 

laying.

6/3/2011 Pair of CACW observed adjacent to nest; nest appears to be the start of a new nest; monitor for activity and nest 
building 3/30/2011 IM.
No change in nest start; Cactus wren singing close by - 4/4/2011 (PK).
shampton - 4/12/2011 4:14:37 PM - No new material. No CACW nearby.
Closed, due to no activity and never completed nest-building. kalberts - 4/17/2011 3:56:07 PM
CACW observed in new nest directly above old nest in the same cholla. 100 foot buffer impacts temporary work 
area, but should not preclude construction since foundation type is micropile. (CA) - 05/07/2011 09:22 AM
RAbe - 5/23/2011 3:12:28 PM - Nest is nearly complete. No CAWR observed in area, but it is late afternoon and very 
windy.
barnold - 6/3/2011 - Nest inactive; no wrens.
barnold - 6/3/2011 12:00:51 PM
No Cactus Wren activity during 25 minute observation period. Other bird species seen and heard. Nest considered 
Inactive. .
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7/16/2011 7004644 OTHE Closed Access Road to guard 

pole structure near 
CP71

25 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS. No 
observed nesting 

activity this season.

7/16/2011 eelias - 7/16/2011 9:47:39 AM
VEurs noticed this potential nesting cavity and she was in the area for about 30 minutes. She did not see any activity 
at this cavity.

3/2/2011 5000474 CACW Closed EP254-3 45 feet from temp ROW; 
90 feet from permanent.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS. Probable 
alternate nest and 

rebuilt but no nesting 
behavior was 

conducted at this 
nest before became 

was weather-
damaged.

5/23/2011 Nest materials show few signs of aging. Grasses are undarkened, feathers and fibers appear reasonably fresh. Nest 
is not fully enclosed. 3/2/11
Nest has lost it's structure and collapsed. Opening and main chamber in a state of disrepair. Status changed to 
inactive. No birds observed in the area. BHart -3/11/11
Good-looking nest; 1 bird seen carrying nesting material. Agitated behavior given when near nest. - sritt & sjohnston - 
4/28/2011 8:47:19 AM
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - New material added to old nest. No Cactus Wrens in area, but 1 singing far to the southeast.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - No change; no birds in area.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Nest is flattened by weather and entrance(s) are not open; could be rebuilt, as it was earlier, 
but for now it is closed.

6/29/2011 7002577 BUOR Closed Kruetzcamp Yard AR 30 feet west of AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTVIE 
STAGE. Appears 
nesting activities 

have been limited to 
nest building, 
repeatedly.

7/14/2011 pkonrad - 6/29/2011 12:32:55 PM
New nest being built by female oriole with male nearby; female collecting new material, plus taking material from 
oriole nest 20 feet north and below this nest that was active last week, and from abandoned Phainopepla nest  
farther north in tree. Female displays to male occasionally and male follows female during forays away from nest 
tree.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 12:03:24 PM
Female observed going into nest, not leaving during an extended period (incubating?). Male in area, calling 
periodically.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 12:03:01 PM
No orioles observed or heard during 45 minutes of observation; female could be incubating?
pkonrad - 7/21/2011 10:53:45 AM
No orioles observed or heard near nest or in this isolated tree or surrounding areas. My impression is that 1 or more 
pairs built multiple nests here (1 at a time), but there is no indication of other nesting activities. Orioles were very 
active here for the past 2 months, but no activity noted today during 40 minutes of observations - closed.

7/5/2011 7002592 CACW Closed EP243 6 feet west of EP243 
pad

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH CTIVE 

STATUS.

7/12/2011 pkonrad - 7/5/2011 1:23:52 PM
New but flimsy nest looks well-used; wren calling territorially from east.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 11:36:12 AM
Nest has big hole in side; roadrunner in area. Wren calling to south - closed.

8/10/2011 7004715 OTHE Closed CP70 About 450 feet from AR 2. OLD NEST. Nest 
is from previous 

nesting season and 
was not active while 

Sunrise activities 
occurred in the area.

8/10/2011 RAbe - 8/10/2011 5:22:12 PM
Old, inactive nest recorded during raptor survey.  Based on its physical condition and behavioral observations made 
throughout the 2011 nesting season, it appears this nest is from a previous years nesting season.

3/31/2011 5001257 HOFI Closed CP50-1 80 feet from AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest not found 
during follow-up 

surveys; probably 
lost to natural 

causes.

4/11/2011 Female on nest.
3/31/2011 - Unable to find nest - RR.
4/11/2011 - Nest unable to be relocated - closed. - RR
4/11/2011 - Buffer removed.- RR

4/8/2011 5003387 OTHE Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 
pullsite - driveway 

entry

70 feet to AR entry. 100 feet One day of pre-construction survey staking is planned, followed by one day of 
potholing with a 2-3 person crew.  Soundwalls may be erected to not impact 
nests during potholing.  After this, construction traffic should be allowed, as the 
odds of impacting nest sites is low to non-existent, provided that no stopping, 
standing, or construction occurs within buffer zones.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

4/13/2011 04/08/11 - Probable house wren nest.  Wrens observed in nearby coast live oaks but none observed entering cavity 
(R. Abe, M. Dicus)
13 Apr - Nest predated - broken eggs inside + 1 below nest entrance. Closed. - RR

4/18/2011 5000847 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 0 feet; in crane within 
yard.

100 feet 100 feet for construction 
activities; 0 feet for 

parking and access; 

This nest was begun after construction activities had started, and is therefore 
accustomed to this site.  The buffer will remain in effect for construction activites, 
but may be reduced for parking and access purposes, if needed.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

5/10/2011 imaunsell - 4/18/2011 2:57:32 PM - Nest 40% complete with fresh nest material. Pair copulating adjacent to nest.
20  Apr - 1egg. - RR
26 Apr - HOFI flushed from nest 1758. - RR
3 May No eggs, no HOFI detections during 30 min. obs 1645-1715. Change to Inactive. - RR
10 May Crane has moved from CY. Change to Closed. - RR
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Nest 
Outcome 

Date Nest Monitoring Comment
4/22/2011 5000889 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 

189+00
40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

5/17/2011 imaunsell - 4/22/2011 4:14:01 PM - Birds observed visiting nest.
4/30/2011 - LEGO on nest 1339. - RR
fhoffman - 5/6/2011 4:09:15 PM - Nest intact. No birds observed.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 12:18:28 PM - Cup lining appears to be strewn out; nest askew. Check once more before status 
change.
jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 1:17:07 PM
Nest appears dilapitated and damaged; no Lesser Goldfinches (adults or juveniles) heard or observed at nest or in 
vicinity - closed.

4/26/2011 7000902 BUOR Closed TL 6916 - Z771473 85 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Both the Cassin's Kingbird and Bullock's Oriole nests occur in the same 
eucalyptus tree (distance to pre-existing Pole Z771473 is approximately 85 feet). 
Based on the nests’ proximity to human activity and development and the adult 
birds’ lack of reaction to human presence, both pairs of adults appear to be 
habituated to nearby human activities. Therefore, a nest buffer modification 
(NBM) request for reduction to 30 feet from 100 feet would be appropriate. It is 
not anticipated that such a reduction would adversely affect the success of both 
nests.  Based on the nest location and previous exposure to vehicle traffic, foot 
traffic and equipment movement, the adults should tolerate this buffer 
modification.  

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

5/16/2011 RAbe - 4/26/2011 8:19:42 AM
Male and female observed at nest. Female adding blue string to nest, which is just barely started.
sritt - 5/3/2011 - 9:03:24 AM Female seen entering and remaining in nest for about 2 minutes. 
11 May Nest complete, stringing crew at work 1130. - RR
16 May  No oriole detected during 30 min. obs. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 6:22:43 PM
No BUOR detected during 30 min. obs. 1550-1610.
rradd - 5/24/2011 8:10:41 AM
No BUOR detected 0650-0710. Change to Closed.

5/11/2011 7001424 CALT Closed EP221A 60 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 45 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 45 feet is 
appropriate for this nest. Nest success should not be diminished for the following 
reasons: 
•Nest is visually and acoustically sheltered from construction as it is down below 
the work site in a rocky canyon with dense vegetation.
•nest is approximately 50 feet from the nearest edge of the permanent impact 
area and over 220 feet from the TSAP.
•Adult did not flush from nest until avian surveyors were within 20 feet of nest.
•The nest contains 3 eggs, increasing site affinity and decreasing likelihood of 
abandonment by the adult birds.
•California Towhees as a species show general tolerance for human activities.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

5/27/2011 phoward - 5/11/2011 12:11:45 PM - 3 eggs in nest, female seen brooding. 
3 young nestlings in nest, eyelids still closed; buffer flagged at 45 feet. - sritt - 5/18/2011 3:27:39 PM
mkuehn - 5/27/2011 3:47:29 PM
Nest empty; did not detect adults or young. No indication of fledging; no mutes on or near nest, rim of nest not 
depressed. All ESA signs and flagging removed - closed.

5/25/2011 7002365 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 

6/16/2011 rradd - 5/25/2011 
HOFI female on nest, male defending 1202.
rradd - 6/2/2011 2:58:49 PM
HOFI female on nest 14:08
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:10:58 AM
HOFI pr. come to nest 0824.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:41:57 PM
No HOFI at this nest during 30 min. obs. Change to Closed.

5/27/2011 7002395 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

70 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

6/8/2011 sjohnston - 5/27/2011 10:49:11 AM - Nest building 10% complete.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:56:46 AM - Observed on nest, potentially incubating.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:58:29 AM - Observed on nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:30:28 AM - Observed on nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:14:55 PM - No activity at nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:15:53 PM - No activity at nest area; nest itself not observed.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:01:32 PM - No activity.
sjohnston - 6/14/2011 4:21:27 PM - No activity for past 4 days.
vnovik - 6/14/2011 5:55:30 PM - No activity.

6/3/2011 7002445 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 feet from staked 
work limits.

100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

7/21/2011 sjohnston - 6/3/2011 12:31:43 PM - Nest building; 20% complete.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:07:09 PM - Nest building/potentially incubating; nest appears complete.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:17:16 PM - On nest, likely incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:20:26 PM - On nest incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:05:48 PM - On nest incubating.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:21:34 PM - Incubating.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:14:35 PM - Incubating.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:44:50 AM - Incubating.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:22:20 PM - On nest.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:18:36 AM - Observed on nest.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:34:11 PM - On nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:56:03 PM - Observed on nest.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:56:01 PM - Incubating.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 11:53:18 AM - No activity observed.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 8:55:15 AM - No activity.
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:47:56 AM- Possibly on nest; very difficult to tell.
vnovik - 7/13/2011 1:59:08 PM - No activity on nest.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:56:40 PM - No activity 7/6/2011. Closing nest.

6/6/2011 7002457 WEKI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 55 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular traffic should not impact this nest providing that no stopping standing 
or work occurs within the 100' buffer. Blanket exemption for AR currently in use 
prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is applicable.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

6/29/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011 2:10:44 PM
Male actively defending nest area (8-feet or so). Female incubating on nest.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 4:01:37 PM
No kingbirds active in this area during more than an hour in the zone (checking other nests too).
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 12:25:46 PM
Kingbirds active around nest and perching next to it; can't ascertain incubation or brooding.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:26:44 PM
No kingbirds observed near nest during 90 minutes of observations in the area; uncertain of status so will check 
back.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 11:05:12 AM
No kingbirds active in area of nest; judging from nest history, this nesting attempt appears to have failed - closed.
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6/8/2011 7002462 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
0 feet, within staked 

work limits.
100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

7/5/2011 vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:06:31 PM
Nest building approx 50% Complete.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:30:27 PM
Nest building, well formed.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:55:29 PM
Nest building 90% complete.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:32:22 PM
1 egg was observed on 06/11/2011, and observed incubating normally through 06/16/2011
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:08:49 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:16:24 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:46:53 AM
Appears to be incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:27:05 PM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:04:09 PM
Incubating.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:51:57 PM
No eggs or nestlings observed in the nest - closed.

6/8/2011 7002463 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

6/15/2011 vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:08:36 PM
Nest building about 60- 70% complete
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:28:59 PM
Nest complete or almost complete; no eggs.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:55:58 PM
Nest near complete.
sjohnston - 6/11/2011
1 egg in nest. Female incubating normally.
sjohnston - 6/14/2011
Nesting bird was observed to be sensitive to foot traffic along the path/work area adjacent to the mulberry, and the 
adult was observed to be off the nest for 30 minutes.
sjohnston - 6/15/2011
No activity was observed at the nest.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:42:17 PM
No activity was observed at the nest.

6/9/2011 7002484 ANHU Closed CP64-2 AR 65 feet from AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

6/17/2011 rradd - 6/9/2011 at 1036
ANHU female on nest.
rradd - 6/17/2011 8:54:37 AM
Nest no longer present, branch is broken. Change to Closed.

6/18/2011 7002517 PSFL Closed CP81-1 25 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer kept, but vehicular 
passage allowed

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

7/8/2011 rradd - 6/18/2011
PSFL male nest guarding, chasing HOWR, WBNU away from nest. Female emerges 0853, perches briefly and 
departs.
rradd - 6/25/2011 10:13:23 AM
Female PSFL incubating - on the nest for 10 mins, off for 5, 0923 - 0945. 
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:21:29 PM
Female PSFL on nest, male visits occasionally.
rradd - 7/8/2011 2:26:33 PM
Change to Closed.
No PSFL detected during 40 min obs. Nest is intact and well- protected but appears abandoned.

6/18/2011 7002518 LEGO Closed CP83-1 40 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

7/8/2011 rradd - 6/18/2011
LEGO pair building nest 1142.
rradd - 6/25/2011 11:46:48 AM
Nest complete, exterior clad in dry catkins. Too high to see into nest; agitated territorial male indicates incubation 
likely in progress 1125 - 1145 .
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:29:45 PM
LEGO female on nest, male nest guarding.
rradd - 7/8/2011 4:38:14 PM
Nest appears intact but no visits by LEGO during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 7/16/2011 10:50:14 AM
No LEGO detections at this nest during 30 min. obs despite numerous LEGO present indicate likely failure for 
unknown reasons as insufficient time has elapsed for complete cycle. 
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6/20/2011 7002526 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
5 feet from AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 

UNDETERMINED 
REASONS.

7/20/2011 vnovik - 6/22/2011 5:08:48 PM
Nest 70% complete.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:16:53 PM
Nest building 90% completed.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:51:51 AM
Nest is still being built by Black-chinned Hummingbird. No construction has occurred while bird has been working on 
nest.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 5:40:35 PM
No observations of nest building later in the day.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:30:50 PM
1 egg in nest; birds active on nest. 
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:04:32 PM
2 eggs in nest.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:53:06 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 9:06:19 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:47:15 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:05:30 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:25:17 PM
No activity after 20 mins of observation. Nest appears inactive, but should be rechecked.
imaunsell - 7/26/2011 9:35:59 AM
Nest appears to have been raided for nesting material around top edges. No eggs present. Closed. No work was 
occuring during this or previous monitoring visits.

6/21/2011 7002532 LEGO Closed TL 639 - 397518 46 feet to TL639 - 
397518.

100 feet Drive through access 
only

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

7/5/2011 imaunsell - 6/21/2011 7:25:21 AM
Nest contains one egg and is swarming with ants. LEGO female attempting to return.
rradd - 6/27/2011 11:32:40 AM
Nest contains one broken egg and one intact egg. No LEGO observed at nest.
rradd - 7/5/2011 10:59:13 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest has been abandoned; no LEGO detections at this nest during 30 min obs, ants continue to visit eggs.

7/1/2011 7002602 LEGO Closed CP70-3 AR 15 feet  to AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 

7/14/2011 rradd - 7/1/2011 10:18:23 PM
Female LEGO incubating (15 mins. on, 5 mins. off) while male attends and alerts.
rradd - 7/8/2011 10:15:27 AM
Nest location moved per Trimble to replace lost data point.
LEGO pair continue to attend this nest.
rradd - 7/14/2011 9:31:47 AM
No LEGO at or near this nest during 30 mins of obs. suggests nesting has concluded.

6/28/2011 7002607 LEGO Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

15 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 

7/7/2011 7/6/11 Female was seen incubating on 6/28/2011; female is still incubating.
ahill - 7/18/2011 9:07:51 AM - No activity has been seen in past 10 days. Have observed for an hour each interval on 
several days, and no activity was seen.
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7/11/2011 7003023 LEGO Closed TL639 - 397518 48 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

7/18/2011 rradd - 7/11/2011 4:22:02 PM
Female LEGO on nest.
rradd - 7/19/2011 1:57:49 PM
No LEGO detected; lining is blowing out of nest.

7/18/2011 7004658 BTSP Closed EP271-2 90 feet 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

7/22/2011 sjohnston - 7/18/2011 10:37:00 AM
Incubating 2 eggs.
tfitanides - 7/21/2011 2:25:06 PM
2 eggs in nest; eggs were in partial sun when uncovered. No BTSP activity seen from 1200-1235hrs. 1 BTSP heard 
calling in general area before nest was in sight. (Recommend a visit in morning, it was hot and windy today).
tfitanides - 7/23/2011 1:52:02 PM
2 eggs remain in nest. No BTSP visits to nest during observation period from 0720-0830. Eggs were warm to the 
touch. 3 BTSP observed foraging in TSAP area, but when biologists approached they left to the northeast. Adults 
remained in the general area but were scarce around observers. Another site visit is warranted to ensure nest is 
inactive before closing.
eelias - 7/25/2011 4:17:17 PM
2 biologists monitored this nest for 90 minutes (0840-1010). This nest was approached initially and contained 2 
unhatched eggs, which were warm and in the full morning sun. There was no sign of predation; nest was in good 
shape, no egg yolks around, or egg shell fragments were in the vicinity of nest. 2 biologists then positioned 
themselves 180 feet distant and 1 biologist viewed the nest through a 20x spotting scope for 90 minutes. There was 
no sparrow activity at this nest site. Due to this inactivity, buffer was removed and nest was closed.

7/29/2011 7004703 MODO Closed CP57 AR 70 feet from AR 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

7/29/2011 vnovik - 7/29/2011 3:05:52 PM
1 egg in nest; 1 egg has fallen out of nest and is on ground below nest. No doves in area.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 1:49:26 PM
1 egg remains in small skimpy nest; no doves in area; appears this nesting attempt was abandoned - closed.

6/6/2011 7002455 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS.  Wind 
probably blew nest 

out of structure; 
possible predation; 
no sign of nest or 

contents. 

6/21/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011 10:20:42 AM - Nest building first observed on 05/24/11. Female observed building nest today 
(6/6).
PKonrad - 6/13/2011 - Female incubating.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 4:57:38 PM
Nest is gone; no sign of nest or contents - closed.
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3/30/2011 5003298 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

117+00
25 feet from Alpine Blvd 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 2 dead 

nestlings in nest; has 
female been killed 
away from nest?

4/7/2011 RF - 3/30/2011
Bird observed incubating on nest during high traffic, jackhammering, and other construction noise.
BL - 4/8/2011
No nest observed, taken out by storms? 
RR - 4/16/2011
No nest observed - closed.
emorgan - 4/20/2011 10:15:01 AM
Nest observed still on fan palm covered with cobwebs. There are 2 dead nestlings in nest that appear to have been 
about 5 days old at death.

5/13/2011 7001474 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet: within substation 
footprint on machinery.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 5 feet. It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
- The nest location is within a cavity providing a protective buffer from visual and 
acoustic disturbances.
- The pair selected the site regardless of ongoing work in the immidiate area.
- The birds have tolerated foot an vehicle traffic within a few feet.
- The birds have chosen a nest site within three feet of mylar flasher tape
- Rock breaking and cruching has occured within 250 feet of the nest. These 
activities are considered heavy construction and the sound impact have not 
detered the birds from nesting there.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 3 eggs 

cold and abandoned 
due to unknown 

factors.

5/20/2011 Nest 50% complete. No eggs or nestlings. Bird observed actively building nest 5-13-2011.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 4:43:31 PM - 3 eggs in nest.
ahill - 5/20/2011 6:32:38 PM - 3 cold eggs, no female incubating, no activity; eggs had cracks. Nest 
abandoned/failed; possible failure due to recent winds/rain (5-17 and 18).
tfitanides - 5/23/2011 3:25:48 PM
Nest closed due to info from previous nest monitoring.

6/6/2011 7002454 HOFI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 1 feet east of from AR; 9 
feet above road.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Blanket exemption already in place for existing construction traffic at the time of 
this nest's discovery.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. Appears 
female abandoned 

nest during egg 
laying or early 

incubation.

6/29/2011 eelias - 6/6/2011 3:28:56 PM
Female is bringing in nesting material. Nest appears 80% complete. Male is in close attendance.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 1:14:17 PM
Female incubating; male nearby.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 12:41:10 PM
No incubating female during either of 2 nest checks; male perched nearby and singing during first check.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 1:04:43 PM
No sign of adult finches at nest or in area. May be inactive; will check status again.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 12:14:57 PM
No finches in area or visiting nest; nest intact - closed.

5/27/2011 7002394 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

80 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Bird 

appeared to 
abandon nest on or 
near  6/9/2011 or 

6/10/2011

6/10/2011 sjohnstone - 5/27/2011 
When found, female incubating.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:57:19 AM
Observed on nest incubating.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:58:01 AM
Observed on nest incubating.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:30:52 AM
On nest incubating.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:15:27 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:14:00 PM
Incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:02:23 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:01:05 PM
No activity on nest. Observed nest for 30 minutes with no activity.
sjohnston - 6/14/2011 4:14:55 PM
No activity for the past 4 days.
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7/25/2011 7004674 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
95 feet 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 

UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 

Depredated.  Most 
likely  western 

scrubjay.

8/15/2011 imaunsell - 7/25/2011 10:25:26 AM
Female bringing fine nesting material and spider silk to nest. Estmated to be 90% complete.
imaunsell - 7/26/2011 9:39:42 AM
Female nest building.
imaunsell - 8/3/2011 12:21:39 PM
No activity observed. Chronology would suggest incubation. Unable to see if bird is on nest.
veurs - 8/9/2011 4:37:20 PM
observed nest periodically from 11:00 to 15:00; female seen moving about in nest; at one point she performed 
begging display towards male; female would leave nest for prolonged periods but eventually returned to sit on nest 
for a short time; unable to tell if adults are feeding nestlings because area above nest often obscured by leaves
veurs - 8/10/2011 3:55:54 PM
monitored nest throughout day from 0700 to 1545; male and female both on nest for longer intervals than previous 
day; no food seen being brough to nestso hatchlings unlikely as yet; still incubating
veurs - 8/11/2011 4:34:08 PM
observed nest throughout day from 0645 to 1630; an adult on nest constantly all day; hatchlings still unlikely, never 
saw parents bring food to nest; mostly obs female on nest, but did see  male incubating on occasion
veurs - 8/15/2011 6:01:37 PM
nest obs from 0645-1700; approx 0830 a Western Scrub Jay flushed female and poked bill in nest several times-it 
did not appear to harm nest or possible contents; female returned after 40 mins and continued to sit on nest 
throughout the day; female performed begging display at one point when male came to nest; still no sign that food is 
being carried to nest for young
veurs - 8/16/2011 4:56:37 PM
obs nest from 0630-1600; WESC returned to nest at 0920 and poked inside numerous times; female returned after 
30 mins; sat on nest through morning & early afternoon; female made begging displays several times while on nest & 
was fed by male; about 1400, female left nest and was not seen to return-likely has abandoned nest
vnovik - 8/17/2011 5:06:26 PM
Observed no activity on nest today.

5/12/2011 7001447 LOSH Closed S2 Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Eggs 
were abandoned, 
although nest was 
built very close to 

existing paved road.

5/18/2011 phoward - 5/12/2011 7:36:38 AM - Nest found with 4 eggs; no nest visits but LOSH seen and heard nearby.
RAbe - 5/18/2011 1:54:00 PM - No LOSHs seen during previous 3 surveys. Just monitored nest for 90 minutes with 
no LOSHs detected at nest or adjacent areas - closed.
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5/7/2011 7001014 CAKI Closed TL 6916 - 973035 0 feet 100 feet Nest is inside pole; Not a candidate. 3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 

UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. First 
nest outcome is 

indeterminate but 
likely failed. CAKI 

require 2 weeks after 
hatching to fledge, 
and observations 

indicate incubation 
was still in progress 

on 6/4/2011. 
Nestlings may be fed 
near nest by adults 

for anotherr 2 weeks 
during post-fledging 
period, but no food 

carrying was 
observed.  Second 
nesting attempt at 

this site in progress 
6/20.

6/13/2011 rradd - 5/24/2011 9:01:24 AM
CAKI incubating, mate attending 0836.
rradd - 6/2/2011 8:27:02 AM
Nest exchange 0727, no food carry ...incubation continues.
shampton - 6/4/2011 12:33:04 PM
Observed 1 hr.  Female incubating/brooding, interrupted by short forays away from nest Male visited nest too. No 
visible food carried but  both appeared to pick things out of nest and eat them. Possibly small fecal sacs?
rradd - 6/7/2011 3:31:11 PM
CAKI on nest, mate guarding.
rradd - 6/13/2011 3:09:07 PM
Unable to detect if bird present on nest due to attached hardware. CAKI visited pole for several minutes but did not 
go to nest. No second CAKI observed. No item carry observed during 1 hr obs. NOMO perched and singing 10' away 
for several minutes was unchallenged.
rradd - 6/13/2011 9:48:11 PM
Obs. indicates this nest is no longer occupied. Change to Closed.
shampton - 6/13/2011 10:26:42 PM
Observed 1555-1715hrs, no nest visits. One CAKI perched near (1-3') nest and preened for 29 minutes, never went 
quite to nest

5/12/2011 7001463 LEGO Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

10 feet to driveway. 100 feet This nest should be treated like all others for which NBR was granted to allow 
brief period of veg maintenance and house boarding.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Indeterminate 

reason: Female 
incubating.

5/24/2011 12 May - LEGO female building nest, appears 50% complete 1446. - RR
19 May - LEGO incubating on nest 1419. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:47:20 PM
Nest appears intact, but no LEGO visible during 30 min obs
rradd - 6/3/2011 10:18:38 AM
No LEGO detections at this nest during 30 min obs. Change to Closed.

5/25/2011 7002357 MODO Closed TL 639 - 171660 9 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

No impacts to this nest are anticipated due to vehicular traffic, provided that no 
stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100' buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Insufficient time for 
nestlings to fledge.

6/10/2011 imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:37:36 AM
female incubating 2 eggs.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 12:02:55 PM
Adults in shrub around nest; two eggs in nest.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 12:20:26 PM
No eggs in nest. No MODO activity at nest. Closed.

6/6/2011 7002456 HOFI Closed EP27-1 AR 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Late-
season nesting 

attempt unsuccessful 
for unknown reason.

7/14/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011 11:23:31 AM
Female incubating. 
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 12:24:52 PM
A finch flushed from nest area, and a male is singing continuously.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 1:12:38 PM
Pair of finches flew from nest site; several finches singing in area, but no action observed at nest.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 11:49:34 AM
Female incubating.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 2:55:23 PM
Nest looks good, but no finches at nest.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 1:43:11 PM
Nest intact but no sign of nestlings or adult finches; will check once again.
pkonrad - 7/20/2011 2:51:38 PM
No sign of finch activity; nest in like-new state; no mutes as obvious at nests that contain(ed) nestlings. It appears 
the finches observed at this nest started a late-season nesting attempt that was not successful.
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5/5/2011 7000984 CAGN Closed TL 6924 - 171693 660 feet to nearest pole. 300 feet 3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 

UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Likely 

failed due to 
inclement weather on 

preceding day. At 
least 3 dead 

nestlings present in 
nest, nest leaning 
over 45 degrees.

5/26/2011 blohstroh - 5/26/2011 2:29:31 PM
Ants eating dead chicks.

3/30/2011 5003299 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest  

with 2 eggs 
abandoned.

5/16/2011 Observed pair of HOFI on truck near nest. Construction occuring directly adjacent to nest. No eggs yet.
phoward - 4/14/2011 1:04:32 PM - No fresh material in nest, no nest visits observed, and no birds heard. It appears 
nest has been abandoned since first found 3 weeks ago. Nest has poor structural quailty (twigs look old and dry), 
made up of all large twigs and has no sign of cup for eggs. Birds have not been seen by bio monitor in over 2 weeks. 
Possible nest failures include poor site selection and/or the nest became wet, which caused it to lose structure and 
quailty.
rradd - 4/15/2011 2:21:01 PM - HOFI flushed from nest. Change to active. Buffered and staked. NBM requested.
MDicus - 04/16/2011 - Nest active, at least 1 egg. Female flushed within 10 feet of approach, returned 
immediately.
vnovik - 4/21/2011 10:06:05 AM - No activity observed at nest.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - Female incubating 2 eggs.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No finch observed at nest; 2 eggs are present among nesting material, but nest is disheveled 
with some material covering eggs; suggests this nest may be abandoned; will check back Monday.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - No finches present; 2 eggs are cold; nest deserted; closed.

4/14/2011 5000820 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 10 
feet.

Nest was built on the side of a dumpster, and previous NBRs have been granted 
for this species down to 15 feet.  This species is the most common bird species 
in San Diego County.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 
abandoned for 

unknown reasons 
during late 
incubation.

5/9/2011 phoward - 4/14/2011 1:57:11 PM - Fresh nesting material seen in nest; appears to be 2 near-complete nests side by 
side that have fresh material. House finches carrying nest material to nest (lining material).
04/16/2011 - Nest buffer modification approved 4/15; buffer staked in field at approved 10 feet.  Dumpster not to be 
used or moved (MDicus).
vnovik - 4/21/2011 10:31:41 AM - Female incubating on nest.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - Female incubating.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - No finches at nest; nest appears intact.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No finches at nest site during extended observations; yard biomonitor hasn't seen any activity 
here during 3 days on site; nest appears deserted - closed.

4/22/2011 5000888 MODO Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; nest within 
substation.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 
abandoned with 1 

egg.

4/29/2011 barnold - 4/22/2011 1:53:02 PM  Adult on nest.
kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 11:33:52 AM
Observed a stick nest with one egg.  Bio monitor reported that there has been no adult bird on the nest since 23 
April. Because there has been no incubation for over six days, the avian biologist determined that the nest is 
inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

6/1/2011 7002414 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

85 feet from work. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

abandoned, possibly 
prior to egg laying, 

for unknown 
reasons.

6/9/2011 sjohnston - 6/1/2011 1:20:24 PM - Nest building about 60% complete.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 4:37:13 PM
Observed building nest, which is about 70-80% complete.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:31:14 AM
Observed on nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:15:52 PM
On nest likely incubating
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:13:25 PM
Observed on nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:14:14 PM
No LEGO activity but nest appears complete. A spotting scope would be handy.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 11:46:37 AM
Nest falling apart.

4/27/2011 7000914 HOFI Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet; inside yard. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

abandoned.

4/28/2011 RAbe - 4/27/2011 8:37:08 AM
Nest w/eggs in forklift. Male and female observed on top of fortlift at approx. 0800. Birds not observed going to nest. 
Buffer flagged at 100' and biomonitor will monitor for activity.
vnovik - 4/28/2011 2:14:03 PM
Nest abandoned. No activity observed at or near nest. 
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4/4/2011 5003347 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 100979 0 feet. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 

UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

chronology suggests 
insufficient time for 
successful fledging.

5/23/2011 04/04/11 - Pair of house finches carrying and depositing nest material to base of insulator (M. Dicus, R. Abe).
9 Apr - Nest building activity 0904. - RR
14 Apr - Nest building continues 1018. - RR
19 Apr - HOFI pair active on nest 1418. - RR
26 Apr - HOFI male singing on pole. Female not seen. - RR
2 May - No detections during 30 minute observation. - RR
imaunsell - 5/23/2011 12:37:47 PM
Status changed to closed due to nest chronology.

4/16/2011 7002614 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

82 feet from staked 
worked limits.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

destroyed by 
unknown causes.

4/30/2011 16 Apr - HOFI on nest. - RR
22 Apr - HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RR
30 Apr - HOFI nest has been completely removed 0800. Change to closed. - RR

4/12/2011 5000794 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - 973033 10 feet from work area. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

disturbance prior to 
incubation possibly a 

factor.

4/24/2011 12 Apr LEGO pr finalizing nest construction. - RR
18 Apr LEGO female incubating 0920 - RR
25 Apr No LEGO detected on nest or in vicinity. Nest appears intact. Construction in progress. - RR
2 May No LEGO detected, wind beginning to blow out nest lining. Change to Closed.- RR

6/10/2011 7002486 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 feet from work limits 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

failed during 
incubation for 

unknown reasons.

6/23/2011 vnovik - 6/10/2011 11:38:01 AM
Nest building 2% complete.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:15:39 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:14:54 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:50:53 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 5:56:02 PM
No activity observed at nest today when checked.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:20:31 AM
No activity at nest.

5/6/2011 7000999 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

45 feet to edge of work 
area.

100 feet The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and construction related activity are appropriate when 
considered along with the plan, providing type and duration of access is strictly 
regulated. 

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

intact, but cause of 
nesting termination 

unknown.

5/13/2011 5/6 - ANHU completing construction of nest 1105 - RR.
5/13 - Nest appears intact but unoccupied during 30 min obs. Predated? Change to Closed. - RR

6/25/2011 7002560 LEGO Closed CP82-1 0 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

outcome is 
indeterminate.

7/8/2011 rradd - 6/25/2011 11:13:40 AM
LEGO female on nest
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:28:22 PM
LEGO female on nest, male guarding and feeding fledges from previous nest.
rradd - 7/8/2011 4:05:20 PM
Nest is intact, empty and abandoned. No LEGO detected at nest during 30 min. obs. Equipment tracks directly under 
nest on AR.
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4/26/2011 7000903 CAKI Closed TL 6916 - Z771473 85 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 

feet.
Both the Cassin's Kingbird and Bullock's Oriole nests occur in the same 
eucalyptus tree (distance to pre-existing Pole Z771473 is approximately 85 feet). 
Based on the nests’ proximity to human activity and development and the adult 
birds’ lack of reaction to human presence, both pairs of adults appear to be 
habituated to nearby human activities. Therefore, a nest buffer modification 
(NBM) request for reduction to 30 feet from 100 feet would be appropriate. It is 
not anticipated that such a reduction would adversely affect the success of both 
nests.  Based on the nest location and previous exposure to vehicle traffic, foot 
traffic and equipment movement, the adults should tolerate this buffer 
modification.  

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

presumed destroyed 
by natural causes.

5/23/2011 RAbe - 4/26/2011 12:03:39 PM
Female Cassin's Kingbird observed carrying nesting material to almost complete nest.
Nest could be complete. Pair of birds actively defending territory. - sritt - 5/3/2011 9:05:13 AM
11 May CAKI likely incubating - coming and going to nest while stringing crew at work 1125. - RR
16 May CAKI continue to occupy this nest 1340. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 6:22:03 PM
No nest found, or CAKI detected during 30 min. obs. 1550-1610. Presume nest has fallen.

6/23/2011 7002549 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

4-5 feet south of fence 
on west side of bridge.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 
shows signs of 

predation; 1 side of 
nest is ripped open 
and birds are gone.

7/7/2011 vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:27:53 PM
Nest building 5% complete.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:14:22 AM
Nest building observed.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:33:47 PM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:54:00 PM
On nest, possibly incubating.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:49:25 PM
Incubating.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:58:04 PM
No activity observed; unable to see nest due to leaves blocking view.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 11:53:47 AM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 8:58:51 AM
Nest appears torn apart on 1 side; no activity.

3/23/2011 5003266 BEWR Closed EP220-1 85 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 85 
feet.

Turnaround work area shown on maps actually faces the other direction, to east, 
so 85 feet is minimum distance construction.  Buffer approved for 85 feet due to 
hidden location of nest, and tenacity of species.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. No eggs 
remain although nest 
appears undisturbed. 
No wrens observed 
or heard for weeks.

5/5/2011 3/23/2011 -D. Busby observed individual go to tin can. Tin can appears to have grass and some feathers inside. Not 
a candidate for nest buffer reduction because its so close to road and probably not many cavities in area.
Completed nest with lined bowl inside can, but no wrens in area during nest check 4-5 (PK).
phoward 4/7/11; watched for 30 minute no wrens present.
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - No birds observed but 1 Bewick's wren singing nearby.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 -  At least 2 tiny white eggs in nest in rusty can on ground; no birds in area.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - 3 eggs; no birds observed.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No eggs but nest intact in can; no birds observed or heard; closed.

3/11/2011 6003224 WESJ Closed EP89-1 0 feet; within temporary 
ROW.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. No 
indication of reason: 
no nestlings, eggs, 

or eggshells present 
at nest.

4/14/2011 Nest approximately 65% complete; [California towhee] pair perched up nearby 3-11 DB.
Bird incubating in poorly built nest with 4 eggs (green with brown spotting at anterior end) 3-31 (PK)
Although formerly listed as a California towhee nest, it appears to have been taken over by a pair of western scrub-
jays, with 1 incubating in cool, windy weather; PK thought this might  be the case during 3-31 observations; 4-7 
(PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 6:59:05 PM - No birds or eggs or evidence of eggs at nest, which looks unchanged; 1 jay acted 
territorially as biologist left site. Nesting attempts at this site failed; nest status closed.

6/15/2011 7002510 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

95 feet north of bridge 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. No 
nestling activity ever 
observed; appears to 

have failed during 
incubation or early 

nestling stage.

6/23/2011 vnovik - 6/15/2011 4:01:21 PM
Observed nest building of nearly complete nest.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:03:40 PM
Nest appears complete.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 5:00:03 PM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:13:24 PM
Not observed on nest.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:32:57 AM
No activity observed @ nest.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:26:37 PM
No activity on nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:01:37 PM
No activity; difficult to see if bird is laying low in nest.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:56:57 PM
No activity observed at nest; nest intact.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 8:53:43 AM
No activity.
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Distance
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Distance/Modification Modified Buffer Notes Nest Outcome

Nest 
Outcome 

Date Nest Monitoring Comment
5/11/2011 7001443 HOOR Closed TL 6916 - 973035 0 feet; inside staked 

limits. 50 feet from pole.
100 feet 30 feet A NBR from 100 feet to 30 feet is requested with the following restrictions:

•A qualified Avian Biologist should be onsite to monitor the nest during all 
construction activities and will be authorized to stop construction if deemed 
necessary to protect the nest.
•The bucket truck should be parked as far away from the nest as possible and, if 
feasible, the bucket should be positioned on the side of the pole that is furthest 
from the palm tree where the orioles are nesting.
With the above restrictions the requested NBR is appropriate for the following 
reasons:
•The nest tree is 50 feet from the pole where all work will take place.
•The birds did not flush from the nest until the biologists were 30 feet away and 
they returned within a few minutes to continue nest building while the biologists 
were still only 30 feet away.
•The nest is 20 feet above the ground on a palm frond and there is no direct line 
of site from the nest to the construction area. Furthermore, the woven bag-like 
structure of the hooded oriole nest provides a visual barrier to construction 
activities while the bird is within the nest.
•The orioles did not appear to be disturbed by high decibel construction 
activities occurring on the other side of Chantemar Rd, 200 feet from the nest.
•The nest is located in a residential neighborhood, which indicates that these 
orioles are accustomed to a certain level of human disturbance.
•The duration of work required at the pole is approximately 30 minutes. This 
short duration of work should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•An existing NBR to 30 feet (see above) under very similar circumstances at the 
next pole (973036) site was concurred to more than 2 weeks ago, has 
progressed successfully, and as of 06/13/2011 the nestlings there are nearly 
fledged.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment. All work can be accomplished with hand tools only, which will 
reduce disturbances to the nesting birds.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. Orioles 
have abandoned 

nest with egg, and 
appear to be building 

a new nest.

6/20/2011 11 May HOOR pr entrring and leaving top of palm 1628. - RR
17 May HOOR female exits 1132, male exits 1140. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 9:03:34 AM
HOOR pr continue to enter and exit this tree. Male displays territorial animosity toward subadult HOOR nearby 
0838.
rradd - 6/2/2011 8:23:52 AM
Female to nest 0752, male guarding.
rradd - 6/7/2011 3:46:10 PM
No HOOR detections at nest during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 6/7/2011 3:50:11 PM
HOOR female exits nest 1546.
rradd - 6/13/2011 3:10:32 PM
1 egg obs in nest. No HOOR female detected during 30 min. obs.
emorgan - 6/14/2011 12:40:48 PM
Pair observed carrying nesting material and building third nest in palm tree which is about 15% complete. Did not 
observe orioles at the other two nests during the two hours of observation.
emorgan - 6/14/2011 12:41:40 PM
The oriole nest that is 8 feet above ground still only has 1 egg.
fhoffman - 6/18/2011 2:18:34 PM
Female continued to build upper nest with material from palm. Male in area vocalizing
rradd - 6/20/2011 3:14:07 PM
Nest abandoned with one egg. Change to Closed.

6/6/2011 7002452 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

25 feet from staked 
work limits.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Predation likely.

6/9/2011 vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:43:28 AM
Nest building approximately 40% complete.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:59:23 PM
Nest appears 60% complete.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:13:01 PM
Nest looks complete; on nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:11:33 PM
Nest shredded; unknown cause.

3/19/2011 5003268 RTHA Closed EP32-1 AR, 12kV pole 
571454

83 feet from AR. 500 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. Probably 
failed when nestling 

was young - 
unknown cause.

5/24/2011 pkonrad - 5/24/2011 11:15:18 AM
No hawks observed at nest or surrounding area; nesting attempt may have failed. Will check back once more.

4/5/2011 5003358 LEGO Closed TL 639 - 379517 15 feet. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Repeated searches 
failed to detect nest 

or nesting birds. 
Apparent failed 

nesting attempt after 
incubation initiated.

4/4/2011 04/05/2011 - Female lesser goldfinch observed on nest (R. Abe, J&M Dicus).
12 Apr - No nest found. - RR
21 Apr - No nest located or LEGO detected. Change to closed. - RR
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Nest 
Outcome 

Date Nest Monitoring Comment
3/10/2011 6002804 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
15 feet to existing AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 

UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 

Undetermined 
reason for failure.

4/22/2011 ANHU actively building nest. Tree approximately 15 feet east of bridge. Bird unconcerned by my presence at 15 feet 
from base of tree, but no construction ocurring at the time.
No hummingbirds or nest observed - 3-22 (PK)
3/23 - ANHU female on nest - IM
3/28 - Nest difficult to find, but female observed incubating on nest on branch about 40 feet up; second main branch 
up, on bridge side of oak. - BL
4/1 - Female observed incubating. IM
4/1 - Female on nest - IM.
4/8 - No activity observed, no ANHU in area, HOFIs built nest very close by -BL
4/16 - No activity observed. - RR
4/22 - No activity observed, change to closed - RR

4/16/2011 5000832 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

16 feet from fencing. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown but likely 

natural causes.

5/9/2011 16 Apr - Nest appears complete though under construction, with pair installing interior lining. -RR
22 Apr - BUSH bringing nest material 1030. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 8:37:59 AM - Bushtits in area, but not observed at nest. No adults in area or activity at nest during 
2 hours I monitored the nest.
dbusby - 5/9/2011 12:19:40 PM Nest appears unkempt.

2/14/2011 5000430 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
198+50, MH-12R

50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown cause of 

failure.

3/22/2011 Active nest. 2/14/11
No nest found 3-22 (PK).
Closed, since no nest was found on 3-22.

5/13/2011 7001471 LENI Closed Dunaway Yard 30 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown cause of 

failure.

5/18/2011 emorgan - 5/13/2011 2:45:44 PM - Adult is incubating 1 egg.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - Neither egg or bird observed in the area. This is 1 nest where construction activity could have 
been a factor, although high winds and predation could also be factors.

6/4/2011 7004634 LEGO Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 6 feet to yard limits. 100 feet 15 feet. Blanket exemption to reduce requests for NBRs in effect for this nest, as nest 
was begun after construction activites had commenced outside of imapct areas 
within an active construction yard. Buffer  flagged at edge of existing ESA.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown cause of 

failure.

6/14/2011 tfitanides - 6/4/2011 9:54:57 AM
Female incubating 4 eggs. Male observed feeding female. Female did not flush when 1 biologist approached to nest 
but did flush when 2 biologists approached for a second look.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:55:11 PM
4 eggs observed in nest. Nest was monitored at a distance for 45 minutes. No adult observed at nest.
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5/17/2011 7001486 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
3 feet from work limit. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown cause of 

failure. Nesting 
chronology does not 

fit successful 
fledging of nestlings. 
Bird was observed 
incubating during 

work activities early 
in the morning. Bird 
was not observed on 
nest after nest was 
checked at 1100 

when metal plates 
were delivered via 

front-loader. 
Unknown if delivery 
caused the bird to 

flush or if the female 
was absent prior to 

delivery

6/8/2011 sjohnston - 5/17/2011 3:54:14 PM
Nest building obervsed. Nest 60% complete.
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 3:54:14 PM
ANHU observed making several trips to nest site and sitting on nest.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 8:21:37 AM
ANHU observed building nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:16:13 PM
observed female ANHU on nest.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:58:58 AM
Obs. sitting on nest. 
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:52:09 AM
observed on nest. likely incubating.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:00:34 AM
incubating.
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 6:29:00 PM
incubating
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:32:31 AM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:57:15 PM
incubating
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:10:16 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 4:44:15 PM
No activity in nest since 1341 today.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:42:29 PM
Broken eggshells in nest. No activity observed at nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:57:10 PM
Nest appeared to have had a nestling. Unknown if inactivity is due to depredation or fledging.

5/20/2011 7001912 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

75 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown cause. 

Nestlings found dead 
in nest, which was 
infested with ants.

6/15/2011 vnovik - 5/20/2011 8:38:39 AM - BLPH observed with nesting material.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 5:50:39 PM
BLPH observed in area, nest appears in good condition.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:05:37 AM
BLPH observed incubating on the nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:46:45 AM
Observed on nest, flushed on approach.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:59:29 AM
Incubating; 4 eggs.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:55:54 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:33:16 AM
Incubating,
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:04:19 PM
Incubating
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:12:09 PM
1 hatchling and 3 eggs.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:08:43 PM
3 hatchlings and 1 egg.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:57:58 PM
Caring for nestlings in nest.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:30:33 PM
All nestlings found dead in nest on 06/15/2011.

3/16/2011 6003234 MODO Closed TL 639 - Z973033 30 feet from work area. 100 feet In residential area, among houses and exotic landscaping; accustomed to 
human environments.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown causes. 

Insufficient time has 
elapsed for breeding 

to complete.

4/12/2011 At least 2 eggs in nest.
3/28/11 - Adult still sitting on nest. (D. Busby)
12 Apr - No bird on nest, no eggs. Looks abandoned. Change to closed and remove buffer. - RR
18 Apr No change.
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6/9/2011 7002483 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
65 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown reason for 
failure. No activity at 

nest since 
6/17/2011.

7/6/2011 tfitanides - 6/9/2011
Nest building; frequently making trips to nest; nest well-formed.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:03:46 PM
Observed entering nest.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:17:42 PM
Feeding nestlings. [?]
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:18:56 PM
No nestlings observed; likely incubating.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:21:54 PM
No activity at nest.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:43:18 AM
Observed entering nest site.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:21:35 PM
No activity observed.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:55:14 PM
No activity observed. Nest is hidden in foliage.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 11:54:32 AM
No activity observed.

6/8/2011 7002475 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown what 

caused nest failure. 
No activity for 

several days; nest 
appeared complete, 
although it was in an 

exposed location.

6/10/2011 vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:35:09 PM
Nest building, approximately 2% complete.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:37:38 PM
Nest building, about 70% complete. Female flushed from nest.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:54:21 PM
Nest building about 90% complete.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:28:24 PM
Nest observed to be inactive for 4 days (6/15/2011). On 06/16, nest was observed to be torn apart by a pair of 
LEGOs building a new nest in a sycamore in the drainage to the west of the bridge.

4/21/2011 5000867 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. Wind or 
predation possible, 
but indeterminate 
reason for failure.

5/19/2011 vnovik - 4/21/2011 4:12:09 PM - Observed male and female carrying nest material.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 -  Female incubating.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 3 eggs in nest but no adults observed.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 -  Female calling territorially; small nestlings in nest.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - Nestling present; no adults observed.
fhoffman - 5/19/2011 4:13:50 PM - 2 dead nestlings observed; 1 in nest and 1 outside nest; 1 egg observed outside 
nest. Nest, nestlings, and egg intact. Uncertain cause of failure.

6/23/2011 7002553 HOOR Closed Helix Yard 5 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
UNSUCCESSFUL 

DUE TO UNKNOWN 
CAUSES. 

7/12/2011 rradd - 6/29/2011 9:14:05 AM
Nest appears complete; female HOOR not visible in deep cup, seen away from nest.
rradd - 7/7/2011 1:50:45 PM
HOOR female incubating 1232, incubates when vehicles pass but flushes for foot traffic.
rradd - 7/13/2011 12:33:56 PM
Change to Closed.
HOOR have apparently abandoned this nest; HOFI are now using it.

7/15/2011 7004635 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR Hamlet 
Residence

140 feet to AR 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS FAILED - 
Natural causes. 
Presumed nest 
disturbance by 

predator.

8/3/2011 rradd - 7/15/2011 8:11:14 AM
MODO on nest - 1 egg visible.
barnold - 7/21/2011 12:33:31 PM
Female on nest.
rradd - 7/26/2011 10:29:11 AM
MODO on nest 0955; contents not visible.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 11:23:28 AM
Nest appears to be abandoned with 1 prominant white egg visible - closed.
rradd - 8/10/2011 10:39:48 PM
Four eggs visible out of nest. ??

3/29/2011 5003294 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
299+50

Within 10 feet of Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

4/29/2011 Pair bringing food to complete nest. No buffer flagged due to Alpine Blvd exemption. 3/29/2011 IM
4/8/2011 - Pair actively foraging around nest and returning to nest. - BL
emorgan - 4/20/2011 11:47:53 AM - Adults seen visiting nest.
4/30/2011 - BUSH nest appears predated with hole at bottom of northeast side of nest. Closed. - RR
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4/26/2011 7000901 BUSH Closed TL 6916 - 678467 75 feet 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

5/3/2011 phoward - 4/26/2011 9:23:11 AM
Nest appears complete, pair seen visiting nest.
phoward - 5/3/2011 11:26:22 AM
nest closed due to predation

4/29/2011 7000943 MODO Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; in substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

In the biologist's opinion, the reduced buffer will not impact the nesting pair of 
mourning doves for the following reasons:  A) Mourning doves as a species have 
adapted readily to human environments and are known to acclimate to human 
activity proximal to nest sites.  B) This dove selected a nest location in a 
substation that has been actively used for Project construction for several 
weeks, as well as other ongoing SDG&E operations.  C) The nest is in a location 
that was exposed to a high level of activity during site selection.  D) The 
elevation of the nest site (7 feet) is located above the average height of people, 
and the enclosed nature of the nest site provides a visual buffer to/from the nest.  
E) Tolerates foor traffic to 3 feet.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

4/29/2011 kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 3:24:19 PM - Female observed incubating on nest. Biomonitor reported that she first observed 
the bird on the nest on 4/25. Bird does not flush from nest even when approached at less than 5 feet.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 1:34:31 PM
Nest is gone; fan likely blew nest off surface.

5/4/2011 7000979 PHAI Closed Hartung Yard 62 feet to AR. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits and drive through 

access only on AR.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

Blanket exemption for nests built along ARs continuouly in use for project 
activities recieving agency concurrence that birds extablishing nests near ARs 
are accustomed to human activities and traffic and should not be impacted 
provided that no stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

5/25/2011 5/4/2011 - PHAI female on nest, male attending. Nest appears just completed 0700. - RR
5/12/2011 - PHAI female on nest, male attending 1800. - RR
5/20/2011 - PHAI female on nest 1757. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 4:23:34 PM
HOWR in nest, no PHAI detected. Presume predated - closed.

5/7/2011 7001006 OTHE Closed TL 639 - 171668 247 feet from nearest 
pole; 66 feet from road.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

5/19/2011 fhoffman - 5/7/2011 11:20:39 AM Adult flushed from nest and returned. Grass cup nest with 4 white eggs. Sparrow 
probable Rufous-crowned
no eggs in nest. or egg fragments seen in area.  Nest appears to have been slightly moved, + possibly predated.No 
birds seen tending to nest. Nest closed. - sritt - 5/19/2011 6:05:30 PM

5/7/2011 7001012 NOMO Closed TL 639 - Z171660 50 feet to work area. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

5/19/2011 RAbe - 5/7/2011 1:29:42 PM - Northern Mockingbird nest with 2 eggs. 100 foot buffer flagged w/yellow tape.
tfitanides - 5/19/2011 1:06:48 PM - Two recently dead nestlings with ants crawling on them. No adults in area.

5/19/2011 7001502 LEGO Closed CP50-1 AR 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

6/1/2011 19 May LEGO female completing nest with male nearby 0841. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 12:30:44 PM
LEGO female on nest 1217.
rradd - 6/2/2011 5:13:20 PM
Sporadic LEGO activity here but nest does not appear complete despite large qty of material.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:13:05 AM
Nest appears to be coming apart. Change to Inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

5/28/2011 7002389 LASP Closed CP17-1 18 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

6/1/2011 Adult brooding 3 nestlings. - sritt - 5/28/2011 2:09:01 PM
rradd - 6/1/2011 7:43:31 AM
Nest empty. Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/1/2011 7:47:55 AM
Buffers and stakes removed.

6/2/2011 7002435 MODO Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

110 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

6/23/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 at 1547
MODO on nest, did not flush
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:47:33 AM
MODO on nest.
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:14:56 AM
MODO on nest.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:17:45 AM
Nest pulled to ground. Location suggests terrestrial predator.
Change to Closed.

6/10/2011 7002487 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

85 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

6/24/2011 vnovik - 6/10/2011 11:53:06 AM
Nest near complete.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:22:43 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:13:28 PM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:19:45 PM
Nest gone; possible predation.
sjohnston - 6/24/2011 5:31:53 AM
Nest appears to be gone.
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6/24/2011 7002556 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
15-20 feet north of 

bridge.
100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

7/27/2011 vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:43:10 AM
Nest building appears 20% Complete or less.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:25:50 PM
Nest appears intact. No bird observed on nest. though observation time was brief.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:03:44 PM
on nest.
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:51:36 AM
Observed on nest
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:04:15 PM
incubating.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:52:02 PM
Appears to be caring for nestlings.
imaunsell - 7/27/2011 4:18:44 PM
No activity at nest over one hour of observation. During this period female should have visited nest if active. This 
information is absed on other BCHU nests observations in the area this nesting season. Average time away from 
nests during this stage was at most 15-20 minutes. No wrok has occured at the site during nesting period. Failed due 
to unknown, natural causes.

7/19/2011 7004662 MODO Closed TL 639 - 379520 30 feet from tower; 8 
feet from AR.

100 feet 20 feet A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 20 feet, as well as a restricted access 
nest buffer modification is requested. The purpose of the NBR is to permit 
ongoing pole top construction work to be completed at the adjacent site. This 
NBR/NBM combination should not adversely affect the successful outcome of 
this nest for the following reasons:
•The NBM is for drive through access with restrictions of no stopping, standing 
or construction work and an ESA speed limit of 10 mph on the access road 
within the buffer.  The NBM is requested to permit construction vehicles to pass 
through the buffer to access work areas beyond this nest.
•The Mourning Doves chose the site and brought material to the nest site 
indifferent to ongoing work just 25 feet away.
•The line of sight between the nest and construction work area is obscured by 
dense vegetation.
•The nest is downhill from the access road and the adults exhibited tolerance of 
all activity on the access road (e.g. the bird stayed on the nest while vehicles 
drove by and while biologists viewed the nest).  
•The access road is used often as a hiking and dog-walking trail by the public 
indicating the nesting pair is acclimated to human activity.

Additionally, this is a second clutch by the same pair that has already fledged a 
clutch successfully with work occurring at approximately 20 feet under the 
original NBR.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED due to 
natural causes.

8/18/2011 rradd - 7/19/2011 9:18:56 AM
Fresh layer of dry grass stems placed atop old nest platform; MODO pair observed copulating on adjacent wire, 
suggesting a new nest at this location is in progress.
rradd - 7/25/2011 12:49:41 PM
Nest material shows compression; contains no eggs. Drive-through and walk-through construction in progress.
pkonrad - 8/4/2011 2:52:18 PM
Female incubating on grass-covered nest permitted close approach without flushing.
emorgan - 8/11/2011 10:08:39 AM
Female incubating while male was singing nearby. Female did not flush from nest.
rradd - 8/19/2011 4:06:06 PM
Change to Closed.
Adult predated on nest. Large bark flake and feathers in nest, pile of adult feathers under nest suggests death from 
above.

7/21/2011 7004670 LEGO Closed Alpine underground - 
Bauer Bridge

2 ft 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

7/27/2011 7/22/2011 Both adults present. Female building nest
imaunsell - 7/26/2011 9:41:26 AM
No activtiy associated with nest or in immidiate area. 2 eggs in nest. Female is possibly between laying eggs. Should 
be rechecked in next day or two to determine activity level. No work occuring on site.
imaunsell - 7/27/2011 4:14:48 PM
2 eggs present in nest. No activity over one hour. If nest were active more eggs should have been laid between 
monitoring visits or female should be incubating. No work was occuring during nesting cycle. Failed due to natural 
causes. Closed.

7/25/2011 7004675 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer Bridge

82 feet 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

8/7/2011 imaunsell - 7/25/2011 11:41:26 AM
Nest contians 4 eggs, bird flushed from nest. 
imaunsell - 7/27/2011 4:19:36 PM
Female on nest with 4 eggs.
imaunsell - 8/3/2011 12:22:15 PM
At least 3 downy nestlings with eyes still closed.
imaunsell - 8/8/2011 12:48:40 PM
2 dead nestlings. Missing nestling indicates predation likely. No construction occurred bewteen monitoring and no 
work occurring presently.
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7/18/2011 7004657 BCHU Closed CP71 60 feet from AR. 100 feet 55 feet. NBR Submit Date: 07/20/2011

WLA Concurrence Date: 07/20/2011

This nest was found during a general nesting bird survey of the eastern portion 
of the access road to the proposed guard structure located off of El Monte Road 
and east of AR CP70-3-E-A.  This nest is located within the ROW approximately 
60 horizontal feet north of the access road at a point about 1100 feet east from 
where the start of the access road branches off of El Monte Road.
The nest is located about 10 feet from ground level on a low horizontal (north) 
branch of a 25 foot sycamore tree. The tree is growing near the bottom of a 45 
degree slope and in amongst a large boulder pile.  The nest contained two eggs, 
and the female was observed brooding on the nest and flying to and from the 
nest on three occasions.
A request to reduce the buffer from 100 feet to 55 feet should not adversely 
affect the successful outcome of this nest for the following reasons:
•The nest is located entirely out of view from the access road with no direct, level 
line of sight from the nest to the access road.
•The nest is on a branch facing away from the road and is entirely obscured from 
above by large leaves.
•Thick upslope vegetation and large rocks/boulders are present between the 
nest and the access road.
•The nest is located approximately 65 linear feet down slope at an angle of 45 
degrees from the access road.
•The female did not show signs of disturbance until the observer approached to 
within 8 feet of the nest. The biologist then moved back beyond that distance 
away and the bird resumed to brood and tends to the nest as usual.
•Potholing work is a short duration, low impact type of construction (in terms of 
sustained noise, activity level and time at each hole location), and will not take 
place immediately adjacent to the nest location. The work will only raise the 
human activity level in the buffer slightly above the norms for that high traffic 
general area.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.  
Eggs predated.

7/21/2011 jpawlicki - 7/18/2011 10:19:52 AM - Two eggs in nest; female observed flying to and from and brooding on nest.
rradd - 7/21/2011 12:28:28 PM - Nest is empty, but feces on adjacent leaves suggest fledged young. Same nest? 
Nest is 2.5' from end of sycamore branch; overhangs 4 inch dia. broken sycamore log and jumble of wild grape 
(Vitis), 20 feet east of Canary Island palm (Phoenix canariensis).

5/11/2011 7001439 BUSH Closed Elliott Substation 25 feet to AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.  
Nest was predated.

6/14/2011 11 May - BUSH pair actively building nest, appears 75% complete 1022. - RR
16 May - BUSH exits nest 0704. - RR
23 May - Still active, bringing food to nest - RR.
rradd - 5/31/2011 9:31:39 AM
BUSH to nest 0906
rradd - 6/6/2011 12:42:34 PM
No detections during 30 min. obs. 0845-0915.
rradd - 6/14/2011 4:13:06 PM
Nest predated; torn open at the breeding chamber.
Change to Closed.

2/21/2011 5000040 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet 100 feet Signs posted at back 
door to use front 
entrance only.

MODO nests are in roof eaves above back door of mitigation property. Cleaning 
crews will not impact the nests if the front entrance is used. Signs will be placed 
in order to prevent access to the back.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Abandoned and 

predated.

3/31/2011 No sign of adults or recent nest use. 2/21/11
female on nest 3/3/11 - I. Maunsell
10 Mar 2011; MODO present on nest. Appears to be renesting adjacent to 2 uncovered eggs. ACTIVE - RR
24 Mar - Nest vacant. Uncovered eggs still present. Survey crew settingup 50 feet away. RR
31 Mar - Nest predated (eggs no longer present). Change to closed. 
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4/12/2011 5000791 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Abandoned with 

eggs. Nest is located 
within a fully 

concealed and 
protected area of the 
substation that was 
not near active work 
areas. Predation of 
adults is the most 

plausible reason for 
nest failure, since 
nesting American 

Kestrels within and 
immediately adjacent 

to the Sycamore 
Substation have 
been observed 

preying on House 
Finches several 

times this season.

6/1/2011 barnold - 6/1/2011 2:45:52 PM
Nest with 4 eggs, but no female observed today, and 11, 19, and 26 May. Female last observed at nest on 3 May.
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:58:41 PM
Above mistaken, female last observed at nest 11 May. 4 eggs in nest first recorded 10 May. Since House Finches 
lay 4 to 5 eggs, 1 a day, and incubate for 12 to 14 days, this nest has been abandoned (10 May first discovered with 
eggs, 14 days for incubation would be 24 May, over a week ago) - Closed.

5/25/2011 7002368 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within work limits. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Abandonment of 

feathered nestlings 
suggests adult was 
possibly killed away 

from nest.

6/23/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 3:36:06 PM
MODO on nest 1526.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:36:31 AM
MODO on nest 1030.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:33:34 PM
MODO on nest 1230.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:02:51 AM
1 dead nestling, has partly opened feather sheaths. Adult was possibly killed away from nest.
Change to Closed.

4/18/2011 5000846 CALT Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

35 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent nest 

destruction due to 
predation.

4/25/2011 The female CALT is incubating 3 eggs - ahill - 4/18/2011 10:46:00 PM.
phoward - 4/25/2011 8:38:11 AM - Nest has failed due to predation; nest appears to have been altered with but no 
egg shells found nearby.

3/23/2011 5003267 BUSH Closed EP220-1 70 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 
feet.

This human-tolerant species is nesting 70 feet from access road, and did not 
react adversely to a nest observer at 20 feet.   Vehicular passage is not 
anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or 
construction occur within 70 feet of the nest.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent nest 

predation; nest torn 
apart.

4/21/2011 3/23/2011 - D. Busby observes adult pair bringing nest material to nest. Nest appears nearly complete. Pair seemed 
agitated while I was at nest but I didn't seem to disturb them while I was entering data 20 feet away. Potential 
candidate for nest buffer reduction since species is fairly tolerant.
Completed nest with territorial bushtit calllng nearby 4-5 (PK).
phoward 4/7/11: pair seen going in and out of nest.  
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - Nest perfect; Bushtit calling nearby.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Nest torn apart; many feathers stuck in braches surrounding nest, probably from inner nest 
lining; apparrent nest depredation.
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4/12/2011 5000789 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 

feet.
SDG&E proposes stringing new wire from the 138kV yard to the new 230kV Bay. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finches are 
extremely acclimated to human disturbance.  Nest characterized as inactive prior 
to receipt of authorized Nest Buffer Reduction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent predation.

5/10/2011 Nest with three eggs.  Pair very vocal and active in area.
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:15:19 AM  Nest present, but no eggs, nestlings or adults.
26 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 1:27:23 PM - Nest deteriorated.  No activity.  Changed to Inactive.
barnold - 5/10/2011 11:29 AM  No activity - closed.

5/26/2011 7002374 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

•House Finches are generally tolerant of human activities near their nest sites. 
•House Finches nest in man-made structures on a regular basis.  
•This particular House Finch has chosen to nest in the steel lattice of a structure 
assembled in an active construction yard.
•The House Finch has nested in the lattice with a very active helicopter zone 
approximately 100 feet south of the nest. 
•The nest is enclosed in the steel within a section that forms walls on all sides, 
except the south side.
•Proposed work near the nest is to allow the application of water to ground to 
control dust. 

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent predation.

6/2/2011 vnovik - 5/26/2011 10:50:08 AM - Active nest with 2 eggs.
barnold - 6/2/2011 12:19 PM - Nest empty; eggs apparently predated - closed.

5/27/2011 7002393 SOSP Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 feet from bridge. 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent predation.

6/22/2011 sjohnston - 5/27/2011 4:16:27 PM
Nest 90% complete.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 11:57:39 AM
Observed song sparrow on nest; no eggs yet.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 9:00:36 AM
Sparrow observed on nest; no eggs.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 4:35:47 PM
At least 1 egg in nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:27:48 AM
Female on nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:09:59 PM
Bird was off nest for 30 minutes; asked PAR construction to stop work until the adult returned; bird returned 10 
minutes later. 
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:36:58 PM
Incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:23:04 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:05:01 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:16:27 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 6/21/2011 1:47:29 PM
3 downy nestlings in nest.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 1:43:46 PM
Nest empty.

6/7/2011 7002467 LASP Closed Wilson Yard 20 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent predation; 

eggs gone and 
portion of nest pulled 

away.

6/16/2011 sritt - 6/7/2011 3:43:53 PM
Adult incubating 5 eggs.
PKonrad - 6/16/2011 4:48:00 PM
Eggs are gone; portion of nest pulled away - apparent predation. Adults still calling territorially nearby - closed.

5/23/2011 7001932 HOLA Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 
feet.

• Work within the 100 foot buffer will be limited to foot traffic and movement of 
steel                       components by hand.
•Nest site selection, construction of nest, and the successful progression to 
presence of nestlings occurred in proximity to daily high levels of yard activities, 
noise, and other disturbances.
•The female adult has tolerated of foot traffic to within 15 feet and vehicles to 
within 70 feet. 
•Vehicular use and work outside this 70 foot buffer will not likely affect this nest.
•Nest monitoring will be ongoing.  If adverse affects to nesting behaviors are 
observed then work will be stopped within the 100 foot buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent predation; 
nestlings were too 

young to have 
fledged by this time.

5/25/2011 imaunsell - 5/25/2011 3:48:02 PM
Nest was checked again by biomonitor at Rough Acres. No nestlings were present and no juvenille birds were 
observed in the area. Nest status changed to closed.
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5/5/2011 7000990 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground 50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparently predated.

5/25/2011 shampton - 5/5/2011 12:00:14 PM - Female shading nest.   
vnovik - 5/6/2011 8:45:10 AM - Female flushed from nest.
shampton - 5/26/2011 11:30:20 AM - Nest torn apart. No adults, nestlings, or eggs present - closed.

6/2/2011 7002434 PHAI Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

53 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparently predated.

6/16/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 at 1522
PHAI male incubating 2 eggs.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:35:38 AM
PHAI female incubating 2 eggs.
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:09:44 AM
Nest is empty and fallen - appearly predated. Change to Closed.

4/27/2011 7000895 BLPH Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Biomonitor reported 
that the phoebe has 

not been observed at 
the nest for over one 
day. Also, she found 

a broken eggshell 
below the nest, 

indicating that the 
nest may have been 
predated. No eggs in 

nest.

5/7/2011 RAbe - 4/27/2011 9:08:20 AM - Nest nearing completion. Bird observed adding nesting material.
4 May - BLPH carrying material to nest - looks 90% complete. - RR
kkilpatrick - 5/7/2011 12:10:53 PM - Biomonitor reported that the phoebe has not been observed at the nest for over 
one day. Also, she found a broken egg shell below the nest, indicating that the nest may have been predated.  No 
eggs in nest. No adults observed in area. Nest removed from structure, buffer removed, nest closed.

4/6/2011 5003375 BUSH Closed CP70-3 AR 0 feet from existing AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Blown out of place by 

wind.

4/28/2011 6 Apr - BUSH pair tending young - carrying food items to nest 1055. - RR
13 Apr - BUSH enters nest at 1105. - RR
20 Apr -BUSH tending nest.- RR
28 Apr - Nest destroyed - blown out of tree wth remnants on ground. Change to Closed. - RR
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6/8/2011 7002464 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
30 feet from staked 

work limits.
100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Broken eggshells 

found in nest 
suggest predation.

7/6/2011 vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:28:10 PM
Nest building.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:12:33 PM
Visiting nest, likely nest building.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:51:15 PM
Nest building.
vnovik - 6/14/2011 5:45:38 PM
Observed at nest site.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 4:59:23 PM
On nest, possibly incubating.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:49:41 AM
On nest incubating.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:13:40 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:34:59 AM
On nest, possibly incubating. While bird was off nest witnessed Black-chinned Hummingbird steal nest material from 
this nest. Bird returned and settled on nest as if nothing was out of the ordinary.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:26:13 PM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:01:54 PM
Incubating.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:55:17 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 11:52:06 AM
No activity; no eggs; no nestlings; broken eggshells in nest.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:36:17 PM
incubating

5/14/2011 7001479 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 55 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
The Rock Wrens have nested within the rubble while active construction has 
occurred in the area. Construction has occurred on all sides of the spoils pile. 
•A construction road is currently located 60 feet from the nest on the southeast 
side. This road was well used prior to the establishment of the 100 foot buffer. 
•Active construction has occurred approximately 50 to 75 feet to the 
north/northwest of the nest on the opposite side of the spoil pile. 
•The nest is located within the spoil pile so the pile itself would shield the nest 
from work for a minimum of 180 degrees beginning from SW to NE which 
provides a visual and acoustic buffer. 
•A biological monitor will be onsite to monitor the birds’ behavior. If it is 
determined that the bird is agitated with work the monitor shall halt construction 
in the area until it is determined that work could commence again.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Cool rainy weather 
apparent reason for 
wet, dead nestlings.

5/31/2011 ahill - 5/14/2011 8:10:41 PM - Female is on nest for extended amounts of time. At least 1 egg in
nest. Observed female bringing nesting material to nest in morning and male brought food to female while she was 
on nest. A 100-foot buffer was installed.
ahill - 5/20/2011 6:36:13 PM - Still active. Male coming to nest with material. Female in nest for extended periods of 
time.
ahill - 5/24/2011 8:02:03 PM
Nestlings present, parents seen feeding.
ahill - 5/31/2011 3:32:57 PM
All 5 nestlings were found dead this morning in nest; adults not seen or heard in area. Nestlings were wet and have 
been dead for at least 1 full day. Sunday temps were very low and 0.5" of rain was received. seems the nestlings 
drowned/became hypothermic. buffer was taken down.

4/27/2011 7000915 LEGO Closed CP26 70 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 
feet.

A nest buffer modification to 70' is being requested for this nest for the following 
reasons:  A)The nesting pair chose the nest site during ongoing construction 
activity.  B) The female continued to add nesting material to the nest while 
concrete was being poured, and sound levels at the work site reached 
approximately 100dB.  C) The female added new material to the nest during nest 
verification with two biologists standing within one foot of the nest. D) The nest is 
naturally buffered by being down slope from the ongoing construction and is 
located in Chamise Chaparral, which is characterized by a high density of plants 
with thick foliage.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Damaged by storm.

5/9/2011 RAbe - 4/27/2011 11:51:38 AM - Female observed adding nesting material to nest w/male present. Nest 
approximately 55% complete. Buffer marked at 70 feet because concrete is being poured, which can't be stopped.
mdicus - 5/3/2011 10:21:06 AM - Nest structure damaged, likely due to high winds; however female LEGO was 
observed visiting nest.  No eggs or young.  Recommend additional monitoring until it can be determined that pair has 
abandoned or repaired nest.
mdicus - 5/9/2011 2:04:16 PM - Nest in worse condition than last week, falling out of shrub.  No evidence of repair or 
added material.  Nest is unusable in current condition.  Closed; ESA signs removed.

5/26/2011 7002370 WEKI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; in substation. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Due to Common 
Raven predation.

6/1/2011 Nest with three eggs. Adults attentive in area.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:18:06 PM
Kingbird nesr on ground when returned from holiday on Tuesday 31 May. Eggshell fragments found in nest, possible 
Common Raven predation. Nest now Closed.

4/2/2011 5003350 BEWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; on substation fill 
slope footprint.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Eggs blown out of 
nest by high wind.

5/8/2011 Nest 95% to 100% complete. Pair observed by bio-monitor actively building nest 2 April 2011. 
Nest material again observed being brought to nest on 4 April - BWA.
tcooper - 4/15/2011 4:52:20 PM - 3 eggs in nest, no adults obseved.
phoward - 4/25/2011 9:54:00 AM - 2 more eggs, 5 total; female incubating in nest.
ahill - 5/2/2011 9:49:28 PM- female incubating eggs, should be hatching soon
Eggs blown out of nest by high wind.
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4/11/2011 5000776 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; on house. 66 feet 

from AR.
100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Eggs predated.

6/16/2011 11 Apr - HOFI pair building nest. - RR
19 Apr - Nesting activity continues. 1005. - RR
5 May - No eggs, no HOFI detected at nest. Change to Inactive. - RR
12 May HOFI pr continue to visit this nest and rearrange the furniture. Change to Active
19 May Continued building activty, no eggs 1122. - RR
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:10:45 PM
25 May Nest inactive and empty.
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:34:42 PM
Nest active with 4 eggs 1614.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:17:21 AM
4 eggs in nest.
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:59:23 AM
Nest has been predated and is empty.
Change to Closed.

5/12/2011 7001461 HOFI Closed CP51-2 AR 74 feet to AR, but within 
house area.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Evidence of nest 

predation.

6/8/2011 12 May - Female HOFI on nest 1057. - RR
19 May HOFI on nest 1007. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 1:02:20 PM
HOFI on nest 1256.
eelias - 6/4/2011 10:42:27 AM
Male feeding peeping nestlings.
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:05:13 PM
Nest no longer present - broken branches and lining remnants on ground. Change to Closed.

6/3/2011 7000909 HOFI Closed Helix Yard AR 45 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Failed due to nest 

predation.

6/9/2011 rradd - 6/3/2011 2:23:00 PM
Female HOFI incubating 4 eggs. Change to Active.
rradd - 6/9/2011 8:57:19 AM
Nest is clean and empty. Predation presumed. Change to Closed.

4/25/2011 7000894 HOFI Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Likely a combination 

of wind and 
predation (in 

unknown order).

5/4/2011 barnold - 4/25/2011 12:03:34 PM  In northwest leg of Tower 62.  In stacked corner brackets on first cross-bar, about 
five feet off of ground.  Four eggs in nest.
RAbe - 4/27/2011 9:06:03 AM - Female incubating.
4 May - Nest fallen to ground, no eggs. Change to Closed.- RR

5/25/2011 7003423 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; on house. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Likely due to 

predation.

7/16/2011 rradd - 5/25/2011
HOFI incubating 2 eggs 1456 - RR
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:33:58 PM
HOFI incubating 4 eggs 1612.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:21:22 AM
HOFI female brooding  2 eggs and 2 fresh hatchlings.
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:55:16 AM
Nest is empty. Observations indicate nest failure due to predation since HOFI require 14 days minimum to fledge. 
Change to Closed.

4/21/2011 5000866 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Likely failed prior to 

incubation; no 
finches observed 

and no eggs in nest.

4/26/2011 vnovik - 4/21/2011 9:37:08 AM - Observed male and female at nest. Female incubating on nest.
This nest was deserted on 4/29/2011 and thereafter.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No birds present.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - No finches present; no eggs in nest; apparently nesting attempt failed - closed.

5/24/2011 7001942 LAZB Closed CP22-1 15 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular traffic is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, 
standing or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Likely nest predation.

5/31/2011 rradd - 6/1/2011 1:17:09 PM
Nest is clean, intact and empty. Timeline indicates nest predation.
Change to Closed.
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4/22/2011 5000877 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; within substation 

pad fill slope.
100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural cause; rain 
flooded nest cavity, 
killing all nestlings.

5/17/2011 vnovik - 4/22/2011 12:36:33 PM - Rock Wren carrying nest material into nest site. On-site monitor reported 
observing pair utilizing this nest site for the past couple of days. 
phoward - 4/25/2011 9:43:37 AM - No nest visits; bowl is present at nest site with fresh feather lining seen; need a 
flashlight to see bowl; appears to be primary nest site.
ahill - 5/8/2011 7:28:02 PM - Male heard singing on 5-6; female incubating for extended periods of time; flushed at 
25-40 feet.
ahill - 5/10/2011 8:24:17 AM - Female incubating 2 eggs.
ahill - 5/16/2011 5:41:43 PM - Female brooding; observed nestlings that are at least 1 day old.
ahill - 5/20/2011 6:30:28 PM - Nest was flooded during recent rain on 5-17 and 18. Found all 3 nestlings dead.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

3/2/2011 5000480 ANHU Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

0 feet; within Bell Bluff 
Truck Trail alignment.

100 feet ESA staked at road 
limts.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes - 

apparent predation.

3/17/2011 Woven nest positioned almost directly above east side of AR. Biomonitor observed ANHU incubating in nest - 
3/2/2011.
Nest destroyed, probably predated - TC 3/18/2011.

4/11/2011 5000775 BLPH Closed TL 6924 - Z171690 0 feet; in culvert under 
the existing paved AR.

100 feet Vehicular passage should not impact nest, since nest is below road and 
completely out of view.  Buffer should be reduced to 0 feet without any 
reasonable fear of construction impact.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes - nest 

has fallen from 
place.

5/17/2011 BLPH carrying food into culvert. rradd - 4/11/2011 7:24:15 AM
BLPH flying from nest 0736. - rradd - 4/18/2011 8:04:29 AM
25 Apr - BLPH flushed from nest 0815 - RR
2 May - BLPH from nest 0755. - RR
10 May - BLPH to and from nest 0846. - RR
17 May - Nest no longer present, presumed fallen. No BLPH present. Change to Closed. - RR

4/13/2011 5000814 BUSH Closed TL 6916 - 774819 10 feet to existing AR; 
400 feet to nearest pole.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes - 

wind damage to host 
tree.

5/11/2011 4/13/11 TC - adults attending nest
18 Apr - Nest location reset with Trimble. BUSH pr. detected with food and nest materials 1408. - RR
25 Apr - BUSH exits nest 1512 after 15 mins of inactivity. Presumed incubating - RR
2 May - BUSH enters nest with food 1549. - RR
11 May Branch with nest fallen to ground. 3 intact eggs + 1 broken. Change to Closed. - RR

4/1/2011 5003339 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

7 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes, likely 

predation.

4/28/2011 Pair observed building nest. Nest is about 95% complete. Point entered by hand. 1 April - IM.
8 April - Adult sitting on nest - BL
16 Apr - LEGO pair still at work on this nest.
22 Apr - LEGO female appears to settle on eggs 0727. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 1:30:05 PM - Nest no longer present.

5/26/2011 7002376 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes: 

weather and poor 
site selection.

6/5/2011 vnovik - 5/26/2011 2:44:10 PM - Nest with 1 egg; monitor observed bird entering nest.
phoward - 6/5/2011 8:35:58 AM
no eggs present in nest, black plastic in arm supportun nest has started to come out and is close to becoming 
completely detacted from arm of tower. this movement of the plastic has caused the nest to now lay vertical which 
likely lead to the egg rolling out of the nest

6/3/2011 7002440 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - 973032 30 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

exemption request exemption applies for work allowed in residential areas of 
TL6916 for underground through agenecy concurrence process. Birds nesting in 
developed areas are anticipated to be habituate to human activity and therefore 
should tolerate work activities. 

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes; nest 

fallen from tree; 
possible wind loss.

6/6/2011 eloveless - 6/3/2011 9:28:39 AM - Obseved female incubating on nest. 
rradd - 6/7/2011 4:18:21 PM
Nest has fallen and is empty. Change to Closed
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4/13/2011 5000807 BUSH Closed EP27-1 60 feet to AR; 340 feet 

to tower work area.
100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 

stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.
4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes; nest 
probably blown out of 
tree; no indication of 
predation with 1 egg 

found inside nest.

5/16/2011 sritt - 4/13/2011 10:55:47 AM - Pair copulating; 1 bird entered nest,
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - No nest at this location; 2 single adults were observed but no nest revealed during 40 minute 
search.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Nest found 30 feet east of GPS location; GPS vertex moved. Adult(s) bringing food or nesting 
material; calling territorially. Nest chunky rather than long.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Adult brought food to nest.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Adult food gatherting and bringing food to nest.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - Nest found on ground below location where it was built; no indication of predation - wind 
probably blew nest out of tree. Biologist opened inner compartment of nest and found a single egg but no other sign.  
No birds observed or heard in area.

5/24/2011 7002352 ANHU Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; within pad area. 100 feet Parking and through 
traffic allowed.

Blanket exemption through agency concurrence that since nest built within 
trailers, storage bins, and stationary pieces of equipment were built after 
construction began, the birds are habituated to human disturbance, and 
accessing these structures is a benign activity.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes; poor 

site selection and 
stormy weather. 

Empty nest, broken 
egg found on ground 

below nest after 
stong wind storm on 

5/29.

6/27/2011 Female seen building nest, about 15% complete.
ahill - 5/28/2011 9:06:16 PM
Female incubating; at least 1 egg laid.

7/15/2011 7004637 HOWR Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within house area 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes; tree 
broke off at cavity.

7/7/2011 Change to active.
HOWR surreptitiously carrying food to nest 1002-1022. No singing or overt territoriality obs.
rradd - 7/7/2011 10:02:37 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest tree snapped at cavity. No HOWR detected during 30 min. obs,

6/8/2011 7002474 COHU Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet Nest is on steel, and work on the steel cannot occur without impacting the nest. 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest and eggs gone; 
probable predation.

6/22/2011 barnold - 6/8/2011 10:14 AM
Female incubating. Yard biological monitor reported eggs in nest, but female never flushed from nest during pentab 
recording and GPS locating. Please confirm species identification when female is active and off the nest.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 1:09:07 PM
2 eggs in nest; female gone when I arrived, but returned with nest material and resumed incubating; she is very 
tolerant. As per previous biologist's request, I examined and photographed female to ascertain species, which was 
changed to Costa's Hummingbird.
pkonrad - 6/22/2011 2:58:38 PM
Nest gone; no sign of adult, nest, eggs, or nestlings in area. Probable predation - closed.

3/28/2011 6003248 BUSH Closed CP65-1 15 feet from driveway 
improvement area.

100 feet To encroach within buffer, temporary sound walls may be used during survey 
staking and potholing over 2 short-day periods to provide visual buffer and noise 
barrier for this human environment-acclimated species.  

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest appears 

predated - hole torn 
to expose contents.

4/27/2011 28 Mar - Nest in good condition, adults in area, but no interaction with this nest. - BL
6 Apr - Quick nest exchange @ 0744. - RR
8 April - Adut observed entering nest (M. Dicus, R. Abe).
13 Apr - BUSH exiting nest 0840 - RR
barnold - 4/15/2011 2:10:59 PM - Adult enters nest at 1:43 pm, again at 2:00 pm.
vnovak - 4/20/2011 8:50:27 AM Adult seen exiting nest.
27 Apr - Nest torn open on W side at bulb. Appears predated. Change to Closed. - RR
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5/3/2011 7000974 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 771470 85 feet from tower. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest appears to have 
been removed by a 
non-project source.

5/16/2011 barnold & sritt - 5/3/2011 9:53:11 AM  Well established nest.  Female continuously bringing new nest material, 
accompanied by male.  No eggs or nestlings in nest.
11 May HOFI female on nest 1352. - RR
16 May Nesthas been removed by others. Change to Closed. - RR

4/25/2011 7000893 HOFI Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest blown off 

structure by wind.  

4/27/2011 barnold - 4/25/2011 11:57:17 AM  Pair at nest, no eggs. Cup nest on stored corner brackets at first cross=bracket, 
about five feet off the ground.
imaunsell - 4/26/2011 7:24:50 AM monitor and verifying avian bio observed nest blown off structure by wind on 4/25. 
Change status to closed.

4/27/2011 7000912 CALT Closed TL 639 - 775593 20 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 feet 
for construction; 40 feet 

for thru-traffic.

70 ft buffer for construction:  A) Nearly 30 ft of dense vegetation occurs between 
the work site and the nest. This provides a natural buffer from work area.  B) 
Scheduled work is to be done with hand tools and small crew, minimizing visual 
and auditory impacts to the nest.  C) California towhees are well adapted to 
developed areas and frequently tolerate moderate to high levels of human 
disturbance; 70' is well within this species' tolerance threshold for human 
activity.
40 feet buffer for pass through access:  A) Ingress and egress to the site would 
be limited on a daily basis in trips and duration.  B)

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest destroyed by 

undetermined 
causes, but 

observation suggests 
predation.

5/23/2011 Female observed building nest. - sritt - 4/27/2011 12:17:30 PM
3 May - CALT nesting activity continues. - IM
11 May - CALT continues nest building 0839, cup is 85% complete. - RR 
16 May - CALT egg-laying. 2 eggs. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 11:20:48 AM
23 May Nest destroyed -. no eggs on ground. Presume predated and Change to Closed. Pair continue to make trips 
to this thicket and may re-nest. 0939. - RR

6/2/2011 7004664 HOFI Closed Bartlett CY 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest destroyed, wind 

or predation 
possible.

6/5/2011 NEW nest material in same location as before.
barnold - 6/2/2011 11:51 AM - 2 female House Finches on tower.
phoward - 6/5/2011 10:50:13 AM
Nest closed; nest has been destroyed; trace material was found on ground and string was hanging where nest was 
located. Can see brownish muddy spot on metal where nest was. Wind damage or predation are possible reasons for 
failed nest; no sign of nestlings or eggs may suggest (avian) predation

3/9/2011 6002402 BUSH Closed CP73-2 90 feet to tower legs. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest destroyed; 

possibly predator, or 
storm.

4/20/2011 3/9/2011 - Nest 60% complete, adults bringing material to nest.
28 Mar - Adults tending/repairing nest, nest still incomplete, no eggs or nestlings.- BL
20 Apr - Nest destroyed - hole torn in side - appears predated, but possibly storm damaged.

6/18/2011 7002514 LEGO Closed CP29-1 2 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest failed due to 

predation.

7/6/2011 phoward - 6/18/2011 11:10:14 AM
Nest found 100% complete with 4 white eggs. Female observed incubating; male was heard nearby.
rradd - 6/22/2011 3:48:27 PM
LEGO female on nest; did not flush at 5 feet.
rradd - 6/28/2011 4:19:28 PM
Nest contains 2 eggs. No LEGO detected during 30 minute observation.
rradd - 7/6/2011 1:30:27 PM
Nest no longer present, remains of 1 LEGO egg on ground. Nest apparently predated.
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3/17/2011 6003240 MODO Closed San Luis Rey 

Substation
0 feet, within substation. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest failed due to 
rainstorm; eggs 

abandoned and nest 
soaked.

3/25/2011 Female incubating.
Female not observed on nest for 3 days. Cold weather and rain will have made nest unsuccessful. Material is soaked 
from rain. No eggs present. 3/25/2011 IM

5/5/2011 7000993 CAGN Closed TL 639 - Z379523 6 feet from AR. 300 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction will occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest failed possibly 
due to depredation 

from snake or 
rodent. Nest 

relatively  intact 
except for small hole 

on north side of it. 
No evidence of nest 

contents in 
surrounding nest 

site.

5/26/2011 Female sitting on nest w/ male bringing food and territorial. Male perched on top of chamise - dbusby - 5/5/2011 
12:09:33 PM.
Observe one nest exchange between adults. Pair still incubating. Eggs estimated to hatch within next week. dbusby - 
5/12/2011 10:33:50 PM
mdicus - 5/19/2011 - Observed one nest exchange.  Male left nest prior to female returning.  No eggs or young in 
nest.
dbusby - 5/26/2011 3:05:15 PM
Nest failed possibly due to depredation from snake or rodent. Nest relatively  intact except for small hole on north 
side of it. No evidence of nest contents surrounding nest site. Adult pair briefly observed on east side cf Calle de 
Vida before disappearing and  remaining elusive and out of sight. Buffer left intact since pair is likely establishing 
new nest. Will modify buffer once a definitive nest is found.

4/18/2011 5000843 BUSH Closed CP25-2 20 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest failure due to 

predation.

5/25/2011 mdicus - 4/18/2011 - Nest observed during construction monitoring - female carrying food to nest.  Buffer only affects 
access road to CP 26, staked "through traffic only, no work or stopping."
26 Apr - Adult BUSH carrying food to nest (per M Klein : BIO). - RR
mdicus - 5/3/2011 - Adult observed at nest.
mdicus - 5/9/2011 2:48:17 PM - Adult carrying nesting material to same nest. Pair observed copulating last week 
after male fed female.  
blohstroh - 5/13/2011 8:33:50 AM nest in good condition, birds observed perched on nest, making trips back and 
forth.
jdicus - 5/16/2011 8:39:19 PM  Observed while construction monitoring.  Female observed carrying material into 
nest.  
21 May - BUSH carries food to nest 1428. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 8:11:34 AM
Nest on ground and torn to pieces from apparent mammalian predation. 
Closed, buffers and stakes removed.

4/19/2011 5000856 BLPH Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; on house, 56 feet 
from AR.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest fell due to 

natural causes and 
nestlings were 

predated.

6/8/2011 19 Apr - BLPH pr building nest. 10% complete. - RR
27 Apr - Nest appears almost complete, BLPH on nest agitated at 45'. - RR
5 May - 2 eggs in nest 1055. - RR
12 May BLPH ivncubating 4 eggs 0834. - RR
19 May BLPH feeding nest at 5 min. intervals 0838. - RR
25 May BLPH activity continues at this nest.
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:02:17 PM
BLPH nest has fallen to ground 14:37; 2 unfledged young with quilled wings survive in the nest wreckage!
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:16:34 AM
No BLPH present, at least 1 unfledged nestling predated at site. Change to Closed.

6/13/2011 7002492 WEKI Closed TL 639 - 379519 35 feet from tower. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
plan allowed per Buffer 

justification.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest gone; predation 

is the most likely 
cause.

7/7/2011 imaunsell - 6/13/2011 9:52:43 AM
Pair nest building, bringing fine lining material to nest in approximately 5 minute intervals. Nest appears to be 85-
90% complete.
rradd - 6/21/2011 9:29:08 AM
Female WEKI observed incubating on complete nest with male nest guarding 0918.
barnold - 6/28/2011 6:55:37 AM
Adult on nest.
rradd - 7/2/2011 2:57:31 PM
Female WEKI observed incubating while crews working nearby (RR), and returned to nest after pole work completed 
(S Ritt).
rradd - 7/5/2011 12:01:06 PM
No WEKI observed within 500 feet of this nest 1125-1200.
imaunsell - 7/7/2011 11:40:09 AM
Nest appears to be mostly removed; a small amount of material still remains - closed.
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4/13/2011 5000797 LEGO Closed CP54-1 - Londono 

property
8 feet from driveway. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest intact but empty 

just 7 days after 4 
eggs were being 

incubated; presumed 
predated.

4/25/2011 Well concealed nest; female observed nest building; nest 5% complete. imaunsell - 4/13/2011 9:49:04 AM.
4/19/2011 - LEGO female incubating 4 eggs 1058. Trimbled and moved vertex. - RR
4/26/2011 - Nest neat and intact but empty; presumed predated. Change to Closed - RR

6/16/2011 5001258 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet from house; 55 
feet from AR.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest likely predated 
based on condition 
of nest and nesting 

chronology.

6/5/2011 rradd - 6/16/2011 11:57:36 AM
New clutch in progress; HOFI female incubating 2 eggs. Change to Active.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:13:25 AM
Nest contains 4 white eggs.
rradd - 6/30/2011 10:40:00 AM
At least 1 downy nestling and 1 unhatched egg visible in nest.
rradd - 7/7/2011 10:17:58 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest is empty and lining appears torn out. Nestlings were too young to fledge; presumed predated.

5/24/2011 7001937 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

6 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and 

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest possibly 

predated.

5/31/2011 sjohnston - 5/24/2011 8:30:15 AM
Nest activily being built. estimated at 10% complete.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:44:35 AM
Nest building 30% complete.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:04:45 AM
on nest potentially incubating.
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 8:48:15 AM
no activity observed since noon 5/31/2011, First observation of inactivity concurred with installation of a sound wall 
pole immediately south of the bridge. Bird was observed to be sitting on the nest in the morning hours. No indications 
of stress or flushing of this bird were made during previous monitoring, 
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 6:33:32 PM
nest was torn up from lesser goldfinch robbing nesting material. no activity obs. nest closed. Nest was inspected with 
an extending pole and mirror. No eggs were observed. 

5/5/2011 7000992 CAQU Closed TL 639 - Z379519 0 feet, at base of pole. 100 feet Within marked work area at base of pole.  Nest is too close to work area to 
justify a buffer reduction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest predation 

appears to be cause 
of failure.

5/17/2011 vnovik - 5/5/2011 5:51:30 PM - CA quail flushed from nest. 8 eggs in nest.
17 May - Nest appears predated - vegetation disturbed, broken eggshell adjacent to nest 0812. Change to Closed. - 
RR

5/24/2011 7002346 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest shows signs of 

disturbance by 
unknown agents.

6/9/2011 emorgan - 5/24/2011 8:26:03 AM - Nest appears to be about 75% complete with well defined cup. Female observed 
adding lining material to nest. Male singing near nest. Female did not flush until I was 30 feet from nest.
rradd - 6/3/2011 2:08:47 PM
Nest contains 4 eggs.
barnold - 6/7/2011 5:44:03 PM
2 eggs with broken shells-partially broken. Remaining 2 eggs unharmed. Monitor for activity. House Finches in 
area.
rradd - 6/9/2011 8:53:56 AM
No change in status. No HOFI detected 0655, eggs are cold.

7/7/2011 7002615 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH7

10 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest torn apart; 
predation likely.

7/15/2011 sjohnston - 7/7/2011 12:03:16 PM - Signs were posted to prevent vehicles from parking under the nest.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 12:03:53 PM - Bird on nest.
sjohnston - 7/8/2011 12:05:35 PM - 3 eggs.
sjohnston - 7/16/2011 1:11:32 PM - Nest torn apart.
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5/5/2011 7000991 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground 40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest torn up; 

probable predation.

5/16/2011 shampton - 5/5/2011 5:00:46 PM - Female observed adding material to nest and presumably incubating.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 12:10:01 PM - No activity observed but rainy day. 
shampton - 5/26/2011 11:55:13 AM
Nest torn up. No sign of adult, eggs, or nestlings.

5/10/2011 7001438 LASP Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet; within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest was empty and 
had insufficient time 

to fledge - 
presumably 
predated.

5/17/2011 10 May - LASP incubating 3 eggs 1305 - RR
17 May Nest intact but empty - presumably predated. Status changed to Closed. - RR

4/6/2011 5003370 BUSH Closed CP81-1 10 feet from road; 200 
feet to tower area.

100 feet Buffer remains, to allow 
vehicular passage only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest was storm 

damaged or never 
completed.

5/14/2011 4/6/11- TC Adults carrying food to nest. Candidate for nest buffer reduction since access road will only be used for 
brief thru-traffic.
13 Apr - BUSH active at this location but not entering a nest. - RR 
20 Apr - BUSH exits nest area 1506. - RR
28 Apr - BUSH pair busily adding decorations to this nest 1115. - RR
05 May - No BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. 1710. - RR

3/12/2011 6003219 CORA Closed CP31-2 35 feet from work area. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nestling raven dead 
by natural causes in 

nest.

6/8/2011 Nest is 12 feet from AR to CP31-2. Birds not incubating yet and are spending extended periods away from nest. 
3/12/2011.
18 Mar - CORA pr sharing food @ site. Extremely wary of, and agitated by, human activity. ACTIVE - RR.
24 Mar - CORA prone on nest 1050 -1110. - RR.
30 Mar - CORA male settles on nest after pair-bonding behaviors 08:32 - RR.
5 Apr - CORA on nest 0721 - RR.
11 Apr - CORA pair roosting near nest 12:58 -1318.- RR.
19 Apr - No CORA detected on or around nest territory. CSC signage  installed under nest tree.- RR
25 Apr CORA flushed from nest at very first sight of observer (600') 0745. - RR
3 May CORA incubating, mate nest-guarding. 1505 - RR
10 May CORA pr. on nest 0737.- RR
18 May CORA on nest 1646. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 4:14:38 PM
One large weill-feathered, gray-faced  nestling visible on nest.
rradd - 6/2/2011 11:23:57 AM
One CORA juv. remains on nest 1058. Primaries almost full length.
rradd - 6/8/2011 5:06:12 PM
CORA juv. remains on nest 1650.
rradd - 6/15/2011 1:51:17 PM
CORA juv. dead in nest, presume predation as GHOW flushed here on 8 Jun.
Change to Closed.

5/23/2011 7001929 LASP Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

8 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nestlings covered 
with ants; nestlings 

probably died due to 
strong wind and rain 

5/29/2011.

5/29/2011 tfitanides - 5/23/2011 12:29:56 PM - Adult incubating 3 eggs. Tolerant of biologist presence within 15 feet. Concrete 
work approximately 60 feet from nest.
ahill - 5/24/2011 8:03:20 PM
2 nestlings present; female on nest.
ahill - 5/28/2011 9:08:15 PM
Female and male tending to 3 nestlings in nest.
ahill - 5/30/2011
Nestlings covered with ants; nestlings probably died due to strong wind and rain 5/29/2011.
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5/16/2011 7001476 BEWR Closed EP86-1 0 feet; on pad. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 

feet.
It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
•Bewick's Wrens as a species are known to nest in close proximity to human 
activity and will utilize the cavities of man-made structures.
•The nesting pair chose the platform of a micro-pile drilling rig as a nest site, and 
was actively building their nest while drilling for the micro-pile foundation was 
occurring. Clearly this behavior shows a tolerance to human disturbance and 
specifically the current scope of work. 
•The wren pair also continuously carried nesting material into the cavity, 
undeterred by the nest verification crew in close proximity inspecting the status 
of the nest. 
•The cavity location of this nest opens in a direction away from construction, thus 
there is no direct line of sight from the nest to construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
No apparent reason 

for failure.

6/8/2011 RAbe - 5/16/2011 1:04:34 PM - Pair of Bewick's Wrens adding nesting material to nest that is over 50% complete.  
phoward - 5/19/2011 2:10:54 PM - buffer reduced to 30 feet, pair seen entering nest.
barnold - 5/31/2011 2:39 PM - Adult flushed from pipe after approaching drilling platform. Nest checked an hour 
earlier, but couldn't see if bird on nest.  Nest appears complete.
PKonrad - 6/8/2011 - No wrens during 40 minute observation period, tapped "pipe" cavity when I arrived and before I 
left to ascertain no adults were in the pipe - closed. 

5/19/2011 7001506 BCHU Closed CP64-2 AR 4 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Observations 

indicate failure due 
to natural causes, 
likely abandoned 

before eggs hatched.

6/24/2011 19 May BCHU female on complete nest 1712. - RR
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:03:32 PM
26 May BCHU female on nest 0842.
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:05:34 PM
After at least 15 min. of absence. female comes to nest and settles.
rradd - 6/9/2011 11:21:42 AM
Fenale comes to nest 1043.
rradd - 6/17/2011 8:46:07 AM
No BCHU detections at this nest during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 6/24/2011 8:40:05 AM
No BCHU detections at this nest during 30 min. obs. 
Change to Closed.

5/28/2011 7002390 BUSH Closed Suncrest Substation 15 feet to work limits. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Observations 
indicate nest 

predation.

5/13/2011 Most likely 2nd brood of a pair that had a previously successful nest nearby. Observed female come to nest with 
food, nestlings heard calling vigorously. Nest does not affect construction.
ahill - 5/31/2011 3:27:41 PM
The nest is complete, was found partly torn apart ( consistent with previously completed BUSH nests). Heard BUSH 
in the area.

5/19/2011 7001503 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 65 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Observations 

suggest nest failure 
due to predation.

6/7/2011 5/19/2011 - MODO incubating 2 eggs 0913. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 12:56:21 PM
MODO on nest 1249.
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:03:38 PM
1 just-hatched nestling and 1 egg in nest.
rradd - 6/8/2011 
Nest empty and no MODO detected. Broken eggshells under nest, but insufficient time for nestlings to fledge 
indicates nest predation.

5/2/2011 7000960 LEGO Closed TL 6924 - Z171690 20 feet to work; 90 feet 
to TL6924 - Z171690.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Observations 

suggest predation.

5/17/2011 2 May - LEGO pair working on nest, appears 60% complete 0749. - RR
10 May Nest with one egg 0950. - RR
17 May  Nest intact but empty. Elapsed time from 1st egg obs. suggests predation. - RR

3/31/2011 5003324 ANHU Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; in work area. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predated nest.

4/27/2011 31 Mar - Nest complete, female on nest - RR
5 Apr - Female active at nest. - RR
11 Apr - ANHU female on nest at 15:15. - RR
19 Apr - ANHU female incubating 2 eggs 0742.- RR
27 Apr - Nest empty with 1 side torn out. Appears predated. Change to closed - RR
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4/25/2011 7000898 HOLA Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predated, eggs 

gone.

4/27/2011 shampton - 4/25/2011 2:19:51 PM
Female incubating and foraging near nest with 3 eggs. Female flushed repeatedly due to foot traffic at edge of and 
inside the 100 foot buffer.
kalberts - 4/27/2011 10:31:13 AM
Nest found predated with no eggs - closed.

4/7/2011 5003379 CAGN Closed TL 639 - Z379519 95 feet to nearest pole. 300 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predated; nest torn 

from side.

4/14/2011 4/7/11 - Observed male and female carrying nest material to nest. Nest is 90% complete. 
Nest predated, found torn from side with nest lining and cup pieces below. No sign of eggs found. kalberts - 
4/14/2011 10:54:17 AM

5/10/2011 7001021 ANHU Closed TL 6916 - 774819 50 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 
passage allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

5/31/2011 Female incubating 2 eggs. 
5/16/2011 - 2 very small ANHU nestlings attended by adult 1444. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 4:31:52 PM
Nest contains 2 nestlings covered with feather quills.
rradd - 5/31/2011 5:06:00 PM
Nest no longer present.  
Complete nest has been removed - no remains detected.  Prior observations suggest nestlings too young to fledge 
and predation is probable cause of nest failure.

5/13/2011 7001472 HOFI Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet, in yard, on 
flatbed; 10 feet from AR.

100 feet Had one egg upon discovery; not a candidate. 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

5/23/2011 Pair of HOFI copulating directly above nest and repeatedly visiting trailer; 1 egg in nest.
RAbe - 5/23/2011 2:40:58 PM - No eggs in nest and no HOFIs observed in area - nest closed.

5/25/2011 7002369 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 80 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

7/15/2011 rradd - 6/30/2011 10:38:36 AM
Second nest logged in same location for new nest attempt by pair. HOFI incubating 3 white eggs. 
rradd - 7/7/2011 10:24:59 AM
Female HOFI continues incubation of 3 eggs.
rradd - 7/15/2011 11:22:56 AM
Nest has been destroyed.
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7/5/2011 7002601 NOMO Closed TL 639 - 379521 5 feet to AR, 50 feet to 

work, 100' to pole
100 feet Drive through access 

only.
The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

7/24/2011 rradd - 7/11/11 - This pair flushes at 100 feet and is slow to return to the nest.
rradd - 7/5/2011 10:44:56 AM
Female NOMO building new nest, approx 50% complete, while male chases off territorial intruders. 
rradd - 7/11/2011 10:00:53 AM
NOMO pair attending 3 green speckled eggs 0923.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 12:08:00 PM
3 eggs.
rradd - 7/19/2011 9:44:40 AM
NOMO alarm calling near nest with 3 eggs.
rradd - 7/25/2011 12:56:12 PM
Nest lining has been upended. No eggs in or under nest - closed. 

4/4/2011 5003351 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
177.50l

15 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely; 

broken eggshells in 
nest.

4/20/2011 RF-4/4/11: Bird observed sitting in nest approximately 5 feet from Alpine Blvd.
4/16/2011 - Nest not found at this GPS location. - RR
emorgan - 4/20/2011 10:09:20 AM - Nest inactive with broken eggshells in nest. It was probably predated.

4/16/2011 5000833 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

Within 10 feet of work 
area.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation presumed, 

nest destroyed.

5/5/2011 4/16/2011 - LEGO female nearing completion of nest - RR.
4/22/2011 - LEGO female settled onto nest 0727. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 8:32:27 AM - Female incubating.
5/6/2011 - Nest destroyed, predation presumed 1033. - RR

4/8/2011 5003384 KILL Closed Wilson Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation.

4/19/2011 3 eggs present. Birds flushed at 50 feet and distraction displayed at 20 feet.
imaunsell - 4/19/2011 2:51:16 PM - Monitor reported nest failure due to predation. No eggs present. No adults in 
area.
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4/12/2011 5000796 BUSH Closed EP225-1 Pullsite 0 feet; within pull site. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation; nest torn 
in half, probably by 

mammalian predator; 
1 eggshell found in 

interior of nest.

5/5/2011 shampton - 4/12/2011 4:47:38 PM - Adults observed entering nest with food.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Adult territorial next to nest
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - No Bushtits near nest or calling.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Nest torn in half; 1 eggshell found in interior; 1 Bushtit nearby; closed.

3/31/2011 5003320 ANHU Closed TL 6916 - 774820 20 feet from AR; 340 
feet from nearest pole.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Presumed 

depredation, with 
broken egg  in nest.

3/12/2011 3/31/11 TC - Female incubating 1 egg.
4/7/11 TC - Female on nest.
12 Apr - Nest presumed predated; broken contents 1550. Change to closed. - RR
4/13/11 TC - Nest failed, broken eggshell in nest.

7/16/2011 7004646 BCHU Closed Access road to guard 
pole structure near 

CP71

42 feet 100 feet 40 feet. This nest was found during a general nesting bird survey of an access road to a 
guard structure west of CP71. This nest is located approximately 42 horizontal 
feet (70 linear feet down slope) north of of the access road at a point about 185 
feet east from where the access road branches off of El Monte Rd. 
The nest is located about 12 feet high on the outer part of a branch (south 
facing) of a 35+ foot sycamore tree, about 2 feet from a large, sloped granite 
boulder. The nest contained one nestling a few days old, and the female was 
observed brooding on the nest and flying to and from the nest on two 
occasions.
A NBR from 100 to 40 feet should not adversely affect the natural nesting 
progression and successful outcome of this breeding event for the following 
reasons:
•There is no direct, level line of sight from the nest to the access road given that 
the nest is is entirely obscured from above by several large leaves and is 
located in thick vegetation approximately 70 feet downslope at an angle of 50 
degrees from the access road.
•The female did not show signs of disturbance until the observers approached to 
within 6 feet of the nest and when we retreated beyond that distance she 
continued to brood and tend to the nest as usual.
•The adult bird chose the site when daily vehicle traffic on this part of the road 
(Non-Project) was already occurring.
•Presence of a nestling indicates high reproductive investment by the brooding 
bird, creating strong site affinity and greatly diminishing chance of nest 
abandonment.
•Potholing work is a short duration, low impact type of construction (in terms of 
sustained noise, activity level and time at each hole location), and will not take 
place immediately adjacent to the nest location. The work will only raise the 
human activity level in the buffer slightly above the norms for that high traffic 
general area.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Presumed predated 
as nest was intact 

and clean.

7/20/2011 eelias - 7/16/2011 10:33:21 AM - J. Pawlicki found 1 young nestling in this nest; the eyes are closed and it is 
featherless. Female flushed at 6 feet when biologist was standing on large boulder.
rradd - 7/21/2011 1:55:27 PM - Nest is intact, clean and empty. Young presumed predated as insufficient elapsed 
time to fledge.

5/7/2011 7001018 MODO Closed TL 6916 - 678468 25 feet to work area. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons:  A) The nest 
progression is already advanced (incubation of 3 eggs), so nest affinity is high 
and the likelihood of abandonment low.  B) The adult is already habituated to 
human activity and is disturbed only when approached to less than 15 feet. The 
bird never flushed from the nest during construction activities or GPS locating, 
and was only discovered when the on-site biological monitor walked very closely 
past its location.  C) Further construction activities will be similar to what has 
occurred to date, light and short, using bucket trucks. D) Large eucalyptus tree 
provides screening. E) MODO is highly tolerant of humans.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Presumed predated. 

5/16/2011 MODO incubating 3 eggs. Bird did not flush from foot traffic at ca. 2 ft distance from nest. - SJohnston 5/7/2011.
16 May Broken white eggshell of suitable size but no MODO detected. Presume predation and Change to Closed 
1707.- RR
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6/13/2011 7002494 LASP Closed Sycamore Yard 50 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

Drive through access only appoved through blanket exemption.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Presumed predated.

6/20/2011 rradd - 6/13/2011
LASP male feeding female incubating 3 eggs and driving fledgling from earlier brood away from area 0840.
rradd - 6/20/2011 10:45:29 AM
Nest is empty, presumed predated. Change to Closed.

3/17/2011 6003251 BTSP Closed EP235-1 50 feet from TSAP. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Probable predation; 
broken pieces of 1 
egg was present 

inside the nest and 
the other broken egg 
was found below the 

nest.

4/12/2011 Black-throated sparrow pair collecting nest materials and carrying nest materials to grass nest in cholla.  Nest is 
about 78 feet from northeast corner of permanent pad and about 135 feet from nearest equipment onsite. The 100 
foot buffer extends about to the middle of TSAP 3-17 (JD). 
Nice nest built in cholla; unlined; no activity since Monday rain and hail (JD). John will continue monitoring 3-23 
(PK). 2 eggs in nest (incomplete clutch); should begin incubation in a couple days 4-4 (PK).
ahernandez, pkonrad - 4/12/2011 2:32:14 PM - Nest was predated; closed.  Remnants of two broken eggs.

4/21/2011 5000869 MODO Closed IV substation 80 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

The hidden area of this nest, combined with tolerance of human approach, 
justifies a smaller buffer to allow work to occur.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Probably failed due 

to poor nest site 
selection.

6/3/2011 vnovik - 4/21/2011 1:49:59 PM - Nest with eggs.
shampton - 5/10/2011 10:59:21 AM - 3 eggs in nest; 2 eggs have rolled around on fan, 1 is discolored. The nest has 
no fine material. Appears that fan kicked on and moved  the eggs. No birds observed near nest.
barnold - 6/3/2011 8:17:13 PM
Nest has been abandoned. Closed.

4/30/2011 7000950 WESJ Closed EP92 80 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Probably predated.

5/20/2011 shampton - 4/30/2011 12:13:20 PM  Bird flushed off nest. 3 eggs.  Possible western scrub-jay or California 
thrasher.
RAbe - 5/10/2011 1:42:24 PM - 1 nestling and no eggs in nest. Adults not observed.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 3 eggs in nest. (Apparent pentab problems 5-6.)
emorgan - 5/20/2011 9:25:08 AM - No nestlings present and no adults observed near nest. Nest probably predated.

5/25/2011 7002353 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

50 feet to work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and 

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Raven predation.

6/5/2011 vnovik - 5/25/2011 10:05:34 AM - Building nest; 50% complete.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:21:17 AM
Observed on nest; male feeding female on nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 10:38:35 AM
Male observed arriving at nest, possibly bringing food. 
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:20:30 AM
Ravens attacked nest and ate the eggs.

5/10/2011 7001423 KILL Closed Scripps Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 25 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
A) Nest is shielded by a 3 foot high wall.  B) Placement of a sound barrier along 
the existing chain link fence will mitigate for sound and visual disturbances 
occurring without further encroaching on the nest.  C) Bird remained non-
agitated on nest while work was occurring in the yard, including demo of a 
retaining wall around the breaker to be replaced. D) The bird has chosen to nest 
within an active yard, showing acclimation to human activity.  E) The bird 
remained non-agitated in the nest while the surveyor approached to within 5 feet 
of the nest.  F) Monitor onsite will monitor nest to ensure that bird does not 
become agitated with the work. If the bird gets agitated, work will be halted and 
an increased buffer will be installed.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Related by crew that 

crows or ravens 
predated nest while 

killdeer adults tried to 
defend nest.

6/10/2011 rradd - 5/27/2011 11:32:58 AM
Unable to see into this area of substation from outside. KILL obs. flying overhead and landing in sub but no definitive 
nesting activity observed.
rradd - 6/2/2011 6:54:23 AM
KILL on apparent nest.
rradd - 6/7/2011 4:33:37 PM
KILL on nest 1633.
rradd - 6/7/2011 5:38:48 PM
KILL appears to be brooding one hatched young and at least one egg, under heavy predation pressure by CORA.
sdhall - 6/10/2011 2:11:16 PM
No evidence of birds or eggs in area. Crew related that they had witnessed crows (ravens ?) predating nests while 
killdeer attempted to fight them off. Buffer was removed. Nest closed.
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5/20/2011 7001911 BUOR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 2 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; through 

access only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Strong wind and rain 

apparently blew 2 
mostly feathered, 

near-fledging 
nestlings out of nest; 

found dead on 
ground beneath nest.

5/27/2011 PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Drew found this oriole nest 5/14, but today we found 2 small feathered nestlings dead on the 
ground - probably as a result of the cold wind and rain storm Tuesday and Wednesday. Nestlings appear to be less 
than a week away from fledging. Did not close nest report because there may be more nestlings in the nest.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - No oriole activity; nest has not been refurbished - closed.
emorgan - 5/24/2011 9:17:08 AM
There has been no progress on the nest since it was last checked. No activity observed at or near nest. Nest closed.   
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 3:22:34 PM
No orioles in area; nest appears abandoned after wind and rain-caused nest failure last week.

4/14/2011 5000822 COGD Closed Thomas Yard 0 feet; at yard boundary. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Unknown cause of 
failure. Predation is 

likely the cause.

5/17/2011 J & M Dicus - 4/14/2011 - Adult incubating
J & M Dicus - 5/17/2011 11:33:28 AM  Nest empty; no doves observed at or near nest. Nest presumed complete 
because duration since last check is long enough to hatch and fledge young, due to lack of eggs or nestlings in nest, 
and due to no adults in vicinity of nest. Nest is also located outside of active portion of yard, so does not affect 
construction. Buffer signs removed - closed.

6/2/2011 7002431 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
303+00r

40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Unknown natural 

causes; likely 
predated.

6/8/2011 shampton - 6/2/2011 12:36:41 PM  
At about 0700 today a BHCO female removed 1 egg, leaving 2 LEGO eggs in nest. At 1230, female LEGO 
incubating 3 eggs, all LEGO.
shampton - 6/9/2011 12:12:38 PM
Nest is empty, no eggs, nestlings, or adults nearby. Nest contained 2 large dead leaves that fell into it - closed.

4/7/2011 5003381 CAGN Closed TL 639 - Z379523 30 feet from existing AR; 
90 ft from nearest pole.

300 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Unknown reason but 
looks like predated 
by a snake because 
nest is intact with 2 

dessicated dead 
nestlings remaining 

and 2 gone.

5/5/2011 Fresh nest located in ARTCAL shrub. Observed female on nest, prior to this observed 1 egg in nest, indicating this 
2nd attempt at a clutch has just begun. RF-4/7/11
rfletcher - 4/14/2011 6:46:25 AM - Male CAGN observed incubating eggs.
Adult pair observed carrying food to nest. Four 3-day-old nestlings observed while adults were away from nest. 
Estimated fledge date: May 9. dbusby - 4/28/2011 2:54:26 PM
Failed nest w/ 2 desiccated nestlings and no sign of other 2 nestlings. Nest intact. Adults observed foraging nearby. 
dbusby - 5/5/2011 11:56:31 AM

4/6/2011 5003366 BUSH Closed EP221A 20 feet to tower site 
permanent ROW.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 5/3/2011 4/6/11- Pair of bushtits seen carrying food into nest.- SR
kalberts - 5/3/2011 3:34:28 PM - Nest closed, since adult birds seen carrying food to nest almost a month ago.  Nest 
has either fledged or failed since then. 

4/11/2011 5000780 HOWR Closed TL 6916 - Z973032 40 feet from work 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

Blanket exemption for work occuring in residential areas of 69kV reconductor 6. INDETERMINATE. 5/17/2011 4/11/2011 - House Wren nest discovered by Gerhard Bombe while monitoring, BUSH nest 40 feet to west. Adult 
observed singing and carrying nest material into cavity. - SHampton, MDicus
shampton - 4/11/2011
4/18/2011 - HOWR continue to import material to this location under roof tile 9045.
4/25/2011 - HOWR nesting activity continues at this site. - RR
5/2/2011 - Nest material added, now visible under roof tile. - RR
5/11/2011 - HOWR singing at nest, and chasing away HOFI 1555. - RR
5/17/2011 - HOWR sings, enters nest during construction 1042. - RR

4/25/2011 7000890 NRWS Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

50 feet; on under side of 
bridge.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

6. INDETERMINATE. 5/25/2011 vnovik - 4/25/2011 10:28:49 AM - Observed NRWS carrying material into cavity, on underside of bridge.
vnovik - 5/6/2011 8:23:01 AM - NRWS observed in area, but no observations of birds entering hole.
phoward - 5/10/2011 3:24:40 PM - Observed bird entering cavity.
emorgan - 5/25/2011 2:27:17 PM
No swallows entered cavity for the 2 hours of observation and the biomonitor has not observed any activity at that 
cavity.
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4/29/2011 7000941 MODO Closed San Luis Rey 

Substation
0 feet; inside substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 5/16/2011 kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:53:01 PM- Stick nest is visible at the base of an insulator. The biomonitor observed a 

mourning dove entering and exiting the nest beginning on 27 April.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 4:10:07 PM Nest observed, no bird observed at nest.
sritt - 5/31/2011 5:46:40 PM - No birds seen near nest. Bio-monitor has not seen birds near nest in past few weeks.  
Nest closed.

6/1/2011 7002411 WEBL Closed Alpine Underground - 
196+00l

40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

6. INDETERMINATE. 6/9/2011 shampton - 6/1/2011 12:33:09 PM  Both adults observed carrying food into the nest cavity.
shampton - 6/9/2011 2:01:40 PM
Someone (landowner?) cut off 2 large limbs from the oak tree with the nest. The nest was in 1 of the limbs that was 
cut off.  If the  young hadn't fledged before the trimming the nest surely failed. Both adults were bringing  food 8 days 
ago so it might have  been successful -closed.

6/8/2011 7002477 HOFI Closed CP54-1  Londono 
property

13 feet from evacuation 
route.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 8/3/2011 rradd - 6/8/2011 at 1345
HOFI forming cup in loose grass nest atop light fixture at front door.
rradd - 6/16/2011 4:20:25 PM
HOFI on nest 1548.
rradd - 6/23/2011 8:41:07 AM
Female HOFI brooding empty nest.
rradd - 6/30/2011 1:39:51 PM
Female HOFI continues to brood empty nest.
rradd - 7/7/2011 12:15:33 PM
Female HOFI incubating 4 eggs.
rradd - 7/15/2011 6:03:44 PM
HOFI continues to brood this nest 1050.
rradd - 7/20/2011 10:34:35 AM
4 downy nestlings present 1022; eyes still closed.
rradd - 7/26/2011 2:03:07 PM
No HOFI approaches nest during 30 minute observation period; at least 1 nestling present.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 12:26:10 PM
Large nest is in good shape; no nestlings, fledglings, or adults in area. Some mutes are on wall, but none can be 
seen on nest rim; judging from fecal material,1 nestling may have fledged from this nest but it's hard to determine 
the outcome of this nest - closed..

6/21/2011 7002530 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 379521 0 feet 100 feet Drive through access 
and work allowed at pole 

per NBR above.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

NBR approved to allow one time work within 100 foot buffer associated with 
restringing and re-clipping wires.

6. INDETERMINATE. 7/5/2011 mdicus - 6/21/2011 10:39:55 AM
Female entering bracket and remaining there. Fresh material visible.
rradd - 7/2/2011 2:52:59 PM
No HOFI detected at or near this nest during 40 min. obs.while crews working nearby.
rradd - 7/5/2011 10:55:15 AM
Change to Closed.
No HOFI detected at or near this nest during 30 min. obs.

7/11/2011 7003025 BHGR Closed TL 639 - 872360 80 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

6. INDETERMINATE. 7/24/2011 rradd - 7/11/2011 12:01:11 PM
Female BHGR incubating/brooding well-hidden nest; contents unknown.
rradd - 7/19/2011 12:09:09 PM
Nest intact, no BHGR detected. Possibly fledged; cannot see into bottom of nest bowl. Monitor once more prior to 
closing.
rradd - 7/25/2011 2:06:20 PM
Change to Closed. Nest is clean and empty. No BHGR detected during 1 hour in vicinity.
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7/11/2011 7003026 NOMO Closed TL639 - 379522 80 feet to AR. 100 feet Drvie through access 

only.
The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

6. INDETERMINATE. 7/19/2011 rradd - 7/11/2011 11:40:50 AM
Precautionary GPS point. Nest is complete, freshly lined and empty.This nest could be just fledged or just about to 
recieve eggs (the latter is suspected).
rradd - 7/19/2011 12:11:50 PM
No improverments. Change to Closed.

8/4/2011 7004708 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground 
301+00r

50 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

6. INDETERMINATE.   
Nest may not have 

reached active stage 
or if it did  it may 

have been predated.

8/18/2011 shampton - 8/4/2011 2:28:36 PM
At 0830, adults copulating near nest; male singing, female adding nest material. Nest appears complete.
shampton - 8/11/2011 3:09:44 PM
Adult LEGOs occasionally heard within about 100 feet of nest but no birds visited nest during 20 minute observation 
(1041-1101).
shampton - 8/18/2011 10:20:40 PM
No Lesser Goldfinches detected during 20 minute observation of the nest (1030-1050).   Nest appears undamaged. 
May not have reached active stage or may have been predated.   Closed.

8/10/2011 7004717 OTHE Closed CP64-2 470 feet 6. INDETERMINATE.   
Unknown if nest was 
active this season or 

not.  Nest was 
discovered after what 
would have been the 

active period.

8/10/2011 shampton - 8/10/2011 8:23:51 AM
No activity.

8/10/2011 7004718 OTHE Closed CP64-2-E 400 ft 6. INDETERMINATE.   
Unknown if nest was 
active this season or 

not.  Nest was 
discovered after what 
would have been the 

active period.

8/10/2011 shampton - 8/10/2011 8:17:15 AM
No activity.
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8/10/2011 7004719 OTHE Closed CP70-3 500 feet 6. INDETERMINATE.   

Unknown if nest was 
active this season or 

not.  Nest was 
discovered after what 
would have been the 

active period.

8/10/2011

3/31/2011 5003306 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Access issues 

prevented this nest 
from being 
monitored.

5/2/2011 3/31/11 - Observed female bring nest material to nest with male following closely. (DBusby) 
Nest complete but no eggs, status indeterminate 4-12 (FH/BA)
26 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
2 May - No nest present as described. CLOSED

5/11/2011 7001442 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 973035 50 feet from tower. 100 feet Blanket exemption for nesting birds already in place for this section of the 
Reconductor residential area lines and poles.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Adults subsequently 
seen feeding fledged 
young away from this 

location, but 
unknown if they are 
from this difficult to 

observe nest.

6/2/2011 11 May - HOFI female carrying nest material into palm 1632. - RR
17 May No HOFI detected during 30 min obs. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 9:04:53 AM
No HOFI detections coming to this tree during 30 min. obs, though present nearby.
rradd - 6/2/2011 8:20:34 AM
No HOFI detections during 30 min. obs.
Change to Closed.

3/17/2011 6003246 BUSH Closed EP26-1 AR 60 feet to AR; 580 feet 
to SWAT yard.

100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Although an 

especially large and 
long nest was built, 
this nesting attempt 

appears to have 
been ended for 
undetermined 

reasons.

5/3/2011 Buffer not flagged because along portion of road that is closed. 
Nest looks complete; no birds observed during short nest check 3/29/2011 (PK).
No birds observed during nest check; unusually long nest appears intact and active 4/7/2011 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 -  Long nest in good shape; no Bushtits observed during 3 nest visits today.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 -  No birds observed at or near nest; questioning active status.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - No birds; appears this nesting attempt fledged young or failed; closed.

3/23/2011 5003263 BUSH Closed EP221-2 72 feet from tower 
center.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Appears nest is 

deserted; no Bushtits 
have been seen at 
this nest for several 

weeks.

5/5/2011 Well-concealed in new growth; nest is about 60% complete; pair observed nest building. Revisted nest with material 
6 times while I observed from 15-30 feet away 3-23 IM.
Nest looks complete and is remarkably well-hidden; Bushtits territorial 4-6 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - Bushtit territorial at nest and calling.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Nest intact and looks active; no birds observed.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - No change; no birds.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No birds observed for weeks; appears nest is deserted; closed.
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5/7/2011 7001007 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 171664 0 feet; in pole. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed within approved 
limits.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Copulation on 

5/19/2011 suggests 
state of nesting 
chronology was 

either nest building 
or early incubation 
period, thus family 

group on 6/10/2011 
was not associated 

with this nest.

6/18/2011 shampton - 5/7/2011 10:50:49 AM  Male singing near nest, both adults entering bracket.
shampton - 5/19/2011 6:36:04 PM  Adults observed entering bracket and singing and copulating on insulator.
imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:47:37 AM
Nest was checked by lineman at the direction of an avian biologist. Female flushed from nest when lineman began 
climbing the pole. A complete clutch of 5 eggs was present. Female returned to nest within a few minutes of trucks 
leaving the area.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 4:25:30 PM
Pair of House Finches observed and heard within 100 ft. of nest, but no activity observed at nest after 30 mins. of 
monitoring.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 1:43:50 PM
No HOFI activity at nest. Only HOFI activity was infrequent singing from afar and one sighting of a family group with 
two juveniles. Family group perched briefly on wire in between poles.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 2:12:02 PM
Wire pulling was occuring through insulator arm on west side.
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 12:26:24 PM
No HOFI activity during 20-minute check. Closed.

4/5/2011 5003362 WBNU Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

1 foot from fencing. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Could have fledged 

due to nesting 
chronology, but 

unsure of outcome.

5/22/2011 Observed pair bringing nesting material to cavity on 4-5-11 in morning. Afternoon of same day, observed male 
coming to and from nest while female remained inside [preparing nest] with the material the male was gathering - 
AHill.
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:56:31 AM - Female incubating.
tfitanides - 5/23/2011 12:32:29 PM - No activity at nest site during 45 minutes. No adults heard in area.

5/16/2011 7001496 ANHU Closed EP78 15 feet from AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Could not refind 
nest; possible 

predation?

5/27/2011 Adult flushed upon arrival and stayed in the area; 1 egg observed in the nest. 05/16/2011 (C.Allen).
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 6:06:42 PM
Did not find nest with questionable coordinates and description - or nest may be gone. See comments on first page. 
Should resurvey location with this nest in mind.
sritt - 6/8/2011 2:38:36 PM
No nest or hummingbirds found anywhere near described area. - sritt - 6/8/11

4/5/2011 5003353 RTHA Closed EP319  AR 135 feet to AR; 290 feet 
to temp ROW tower site.

500 feet Buffer was reduced to 
300 feet, then was 

moved back up to 500 
feet.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Downy nestling(s) 

not seen for 3 weeks; 
nesting attempt 

appears 
unsuccessful, or less 

likely, fledged.

5/16/2011 RTHA on nest another at nest, became alert at 500 feet; 1 hawk flushed when truck approached to 190 feet, other 
bird tolerated truck driving to about 150 feet away but flushed due to foot traffic - 4/5/2011 IM
4/7/11 - Hawk on nest in high winds. - SR
4/9/11 - Adult bird was on nest for at least an hour. - SR
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 - Large downy nestling stading high in nest. NBM to 300 feet.
fhoffman - 4/23/2011 3:14:18 PM. During surveys on Saturday, 4/23, adult flushed at 300 NB and became 
distressed. Adult gave distress calls from neighboring tower, while we were on foot and we were unable to complete 
surveys along pre-existing access road. Buffer moved back out to 500, with drive thru access only. Activity at EP 319 
restricted to outside 500 ft buffer. Nestling observed by RA.  
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - No nestlings or adults observed.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 4:55:05 PM - No activity observed. Adult RTHA seen on adjacent SWPL tower two structure 
locations to the west.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 1 adult observed perched in tower to west, but no young have been seen for 3 weeks. Makes 
this biologist believe nesting attempt was probably unsuccessful; lesser option would be that unseen nestling(s) has 
fledged. (Surrounding landscape is remarkably barren with very, very few plants.)
jpawlicki - 5/16/2011 12:50:58 PM - observed nest for 1.5 hours. No adults observed in vicinity of or on nest and no 
nestlings observed in nest. Nest determined to be inactive.

5/27/2011 7002384 NRWS Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

0 feet; within work area. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Due to inability to 

directly observe nest 
it is not possible to 

determine this nest's 
outcome.  

6/29/2011 emorgan - 5/27/2011 10:13:44 AM - Pair carrying nesting material into cavity.
emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:31:27 PM
Swallows observed entering cavity.
shampton - 6/9/2011 1:11:09 PM
NRWS observed entering hole.
jpawlicki - 6/10/2011 3:40:33 PM
Adult observed entering cavity and remaining in cavity for 20 minutes before flying out when observers walked by.
shampton - 6/16/2011 12:09:43 PM
NRWS entered hole at 0652.
shampton - 6/23/2011 11:36:52 AM
NRWS observed exiting nest hole at 1134.
shampton - 6/30/2011 1:06:14 PM
NRWS  was observed entering hole at 1304.
bfischer - 7/11/2011 3:38:43 PM
No activity was seen in vicinity of nest during half-hour observation. Inserting a minis (mirror?) into the opening 
created no reaction, nor were any nestlings visible in the nest.
shampton - 7/21/2011 4:56:35 PM
No NRWS's observed entering or exiting hole or anywhere in area during 25 minute observation of nest hole (1010-
1035), nor were any NRWS's detected anywhere in the surrounding riparian habitat during weekly Least Bell's Vireo 
survey (0740-1010) this morning (7/21/2011).  When hole was inspected with mirror no birds flushed or were visible 
inside. No construction was occurring on, under, or near the bridge on 7/21/2011 during these observations - closed.   
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5/26/2011 7002373 LENI Closed TL 639 - 171651 25 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; drive 

through access only.
•No pedestrian traffic or vehicular stopping, standing or construction work will 
occur within the buffer.
•Signage restricting traffic to 10mph speed limit within the buffer will be posted.
•The proposed work activities are low impact, short in duration, and will occur 
over 440 feet away from the nest. Additionally, associated vehicle and foot traffic 
will be minimal.  
•Although Lesser Nighthawks are ground nesters in open areas this nest is well 
hidden within vegetation blocking the visual and acoustic disturbances of 
construction activities.
•Nighthawks are known to tolerate close activity to nest sites. They rely on 
cryptic plumage patterning to camouflage the nest during incubation and this 
bird did not flush until approached closer than 10 feet.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Egg shells found but 

no nestlings ever 
observed. Since 

young are able to 
move short distances 
from Day 5 and are 

well-feathered at Day 
12, nesting 

chronolgy suggests 
successful fledging, 
but definitive proof 

not obtained.

6/18/2011 phoward - 5/26/2011 12:15:20 PM - Female flushed from nest. Incubating two eggs.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 12:41:40 PM - Female flushed from incubating two eggs when biologist approached on foot at 
12-feet.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 2:24:56 PM - Adult incubating; did not flush when biologists quietly approached to within 10-
feet.
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 11:55:16 AM - Nest empty. No LENI observed during 15-minute search of surrounding shrubs. 
Some LENI shell fragments located 12-feet from nest. Female was possibly brooding during 6/10 nest check. Nest 
presumed to have fledged successfully.

4/8/2011 5003388 ACWO Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 
pullsite - driveway 

entry

40 feet to AR entry. 100 feet One day of pre-construction survey staking is planned, followed by one day of 
potholing with a 2-3 person crew.  Soundwalls may be erected to not impact 
nests during potholing.  After this, construction traffic should be allowed, as the 
odds of impacting nest sites is low to non-existent, provided that no stopping, 
standing, or construction occurs within buffer zones.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
European Starlings 

occupy nest that was 
identified as an 

Acorn Woodpecker 
nest before.

4/20/2011 04/08/11 - Female and male ACWO observed entering nest cavity (R. Abe, M. Dicus).
13 Apr - ACWO at cavity but competition from EUST. - RR
vnovak - 4/20/2011 7:18:22 AM - Nest closed due to occupation of identified nest by starlings.

3/12/2011 6003222 BUSH Closed Helix Yard AR 20 feet to AR boundary. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
First nesting attempt 
indeterminate from 

5/26/2011.

7/5/2011 Bushtits observed building nest, currently 30% complete (3/12/2011). 
16 Mar - Construction continues - RR.
29 Mar - Nest appears complete. BUSH enters @ 15:58 - RR.
5 Apr - BUSH enters nest 1625. ANHU stealing nest material. - RR.
13 Apr. No BUSH detected at this nest. - RR
20 Apr. Agitated adjacent COHA makes monitoring difficult. No detections. - RR
26 Apr. BUSH carrying items to nest 1745. - RR
3 May BUSH carrying food into this nest 1735. - RR
10 May BUSH carrying food to nest 1801. - RR
18 May No BUSH detected atnest, but pr. noted carrying material elsewhere - unable to follow due to proximity to 
COHA. Will monitor again 1755. - RR
26 May No BUSH detected during 30 min. obs. New nest found. Change to closed. - RR

5/7/2011 7001008 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 171663 0 feet; in pole. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed within approved 

limits.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Immature birds on 
5/31/2011 do not fit 
nesting chronology 

for nest. Nest 
monitoring date not 
complete enough to 

determine nest 
outcome.

6/18/2011 shampton - 5/7/2011 10:44:53 AM  Male singing near nest and borts adults repeatedly entering bracket. Nest 
material visible in bracket.
shampton - 5/19/2011 6:37:42 PM  Adults observed entering bracket and singing nearby.
imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:45:23 AM
Nest was checked by lineman at the direction of an avian biologist. No adults were observed. An incomplete clutch 
of 3 eggs was present.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 4:34:34 PM
Three House Finches (male and two female/immature types) perched on wires within 20 ft. of nest with one female 
flying around at briefly perching near, but not at nest. No other activity observed at nest after 30 mins. of 
monitoring.
kkilpatrick - 6/10/2011 2:10:56 PM
Nest was observed for 5O minutes, and no activity at the nest was observed. Four House Finches were observed 
flying by nest location. One adult male was observed as well as an adult female and two juveniles.  The female was 
observed feeding one  of the juveniles while the three birds were perched on the transmission line approximately 30 
feet from the nest site.
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 12:27:20 PM
No HOFI activity during 20-minute check. Closed.

6/2/2011 7002426 KILL Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Initial observation 
data unable to be 

located.

6/4/2011 phoward - 6/5/2011 11:21:50 AM
No eggs or nest were found; no birds seen in area. Nest likely failed from rain or preadation.
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4/1/2011 5003337 ANHU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 

property
25 feet from Londono's 

driveway.
100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 

Intact nest vacant; 
possibly fledged but 

period between 
observations is 

shorter than fledging 
period.

5/27/2011 Female on nest; Not disturbed by vehicle or foot traffic. 4/1/2011 - IM (gps not functioning, mapped by hand.)
Female on nest - imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:26:11 AM,
4/19/2011 - Female ANHU on nest 1028. - RR
4/27/2011 - No ANHU visiting this intact nest. Presumed fledged - closed. 1100. - RR

4/14/2011 5000821 VERD Closed Thomas Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Lack of monitoring 

data between visits.

5/17/2011 J & M Dicus - 4/14/2011 - Adult carrying food to nest.
J & M Dicus - 5/17/2011 11:33:28 AM  Nest empty; no Verdins observed at or near nest; nest presumed complete 
due to duration since last check being long enough to hatch and fledge young, due to lack of eggs or nestlings in nest 
and no adults in vicinity of nest. Nest is also located outside of active portion of yard and does not affect 
construction.  Buffer signs removed - closed.

5/5/2011 7000986 HOWR Closed TL 639 - 171629 85 feet from pole, 80 
feet from east access 

road.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction will occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Lack of nest 

monitoring makes 
nest outcome 
questionable.

5/23/2011 mdicus, ghuffman - 5/5/2011 7:44:12 AM - HOWR observed bringing food to nest cavity in pole.
Nest site closed due to breeding chronology that this nest would have either fledged or failed by now - kalberts - 
5/23/2011 12:37:40 PM.

3/31/2011 5003312 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Male HOFIs 

occasionally bring 
nest material to 

nests, but unable to 
determine actual 

presence or location 
of nest.  

5/11/2011 3/31/11 Observed male binging nest material into hole and leaving without it. Flagged (Cummings).
Status unknown. no birds observed 4-12 (FH/BA). 
26 Apr - No confirmation of nesting detected from outside the Sub. No positive obs. since 31 Mar, change to 
Inactive. - RR
2 May - No change observed during substation construction. Change to Closed- RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:53 PM  No activity.  Closed.

4/27/2011 7000920 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
May have fledged 

but uncertain.

5/12/2011 27 Apr - MODO incubating 2 eggs 0710. - RR
5 May - MODO incubation continues 0658. - RR
12 May Nest empty 0654. No signs of predation in or under nest. Change to Closed. - RR

4/1/2011 5003335 ANHU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

55 feet from driveway. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
May have fledged or 
failed; nestlings were 

not observed.

5/4/2011 Female flushed when foot traffic approached within 15 feet of nest. Female on nest. 4/1/2011 - IM (gps not 
functioning, mapped by hand.)
Female on nest - imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:30:52 AM.
4/19/2011 - ANHU female on nest, did not flush from directly under, 1142. - RR
4/27/2011 - ANHU female on nest 1155. - RR
5/5/2011 - No ANHU detected during 30 minute observation 1355. Likely fledged. Change to closed. - RR

4/21/2011 5000868 OTHE Closed IV Substation 0 feet; in substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 40 
feet.

This nest is high up on man-made structures inside the yard; birds exhibit high 
tolerance of current human construction activity.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring ceased 
after determination 

that nest was 
occupied by EUCD, 

a species not 
protected by the 

MBTA.  Monitoring 
chronology suggests 

old nest visited by 
kingird and 

subsequently 
occupied by non-
protected species.

6/4/2011 vnovik - 4/21/2011 2:04:37 PM - kingbird flushed from nest area.
shampton - 5/10/2011 10:57:41 AM  Nest is empty, has a lot of scats on it and underneath it on the ground. appears 
to have fledged.  No birds observed near nest - Closed.
barnold - 6/3/2011 AM Nest in this area now has three or four Eurasian Collared Dove nestlings, a non-covered 
introduced species under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. Removed ESA.
barnold - 6/4/2011 7:12:40 AM
This area currently has an introduced Eurasian Collared Dove nest with 3 or 4 lightly feathered nestlings. Removed 
ESA.
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5/24/2011 7001945 MODO Closed CP21 12 feet from AR, 270 

feet from CP-21.
100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-

traffic allowed.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring 

chronology and 
biomonitor's report 
suggest possible 

fledging.

6/6/2011 shampton - 5/24/2011 11:50:30 AM - Adult flushed off of nest; 2 eggs present.
rradd - 6/1/2011 2:09:30 PM
Presumed described location and Garmin GPS location are 20' apart on brushy hillside. No MODO, nest or eggs 
found near either location.
Will survey once more before closing.
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:32:42 PM
Nest empty. Only feathers and grass as evidence of nest. Nest assumed successfully fledged as no birds in area.

5/3/2011 7000970 MODO Closed TL 6916 - 771471 95 feet from ROW. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Mourning doves as a species are well adapted to human activities and 
urbanized settings similar to the location of this nest. The nest is under the eave 
and on top of a conduit box on the side of a regularly used building.  The nest 
was constructed in an area that is surrounded by development and regularly 
exposed to human and vehicular traffic.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
insufficient time for 

nest to fledge.

5/27/2011 One bird incubating. Pair seen. - sritt - 5/3/2011 11:10:03 AM
11 May - Unable to locate nest based on description. - RR
rradd - 5/27/2011 12:12:06 PM
Nest found unoccupied with HOFI removing nest materials.
Change to Closed.

4/13/2011 5000809 LAGO Closed EP27-1 35 feet from AR; 325 
feet from tower work 

area.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
nestlings possibly 

fledged (LAGO 
nestling period is 11 

days).

5/14/2011 sritt - 4/13/2011 11:01:39 AM - Male seen feeding female incubating on nest.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011  - Nest present; could not see bird until second visit when female observed incubating.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Bird incubating.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Adult brooding.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - No birds or activity at nest site during 25 minutes of observation.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - No birds observed. Appears to be a failed nesting attempt.

5/17/2011 7001492 LASP Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
successful fledging 

of nestlings was 
possible. Lark 

Sparrow incubation 
is 12 days and 

nestlings may leave 
nest at 6 days; also 

could have been 
predated.

6/8/2011 PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Lark Sparrow nest reported by yard biomonitor; nest on ground under steel bar with 3 eggs 
being incubated. Adult didn't flush until I was within15 feet (to position the nest on pentab). Pair returned to nest 
quickly after I vacated, while only 40 feet away. 100 foot buffer flagged.
pkonrad - 5/24/2011 4:10:33 PM
Adult perched near nest calling territorially loudly.
barnold - 6/2/2011 11:58:05 AM
Bio-monitor reported Lark Sparrow perched near nest.
pkonrad - 6/8/2011 2:51:24 PM
Nest empty and apparently abandoned; probably predated. No adults in area - closed.

4/21/2011 5000876 HOWR Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 50 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install a new 230kV Bay near the western perimeter fence. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Wren nest is well 
concealed in suspended vertical pole along fence and as such is surrounded by 
a 'built-in' material buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
wrens may have 

successfully fledged 
about 5/25/2011.

5/25/2011 barnold - 21 April 2011 9:17:54 AM - House wren pair observed bringing nesting material into upper, south-facing 
hole in pipe suspended from fence. Adjacent to electrical box and other components associated with fence security 
system.
26 Apr - HOWR exiting this location 0740, no other activity observed - RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 1:21 PM  No activity observed during 25 minutes of monitoring this feature.
2 May HOWR continues active at this nest 1015. - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 10:10 AM - Wren observed coming to pipe twice, after 10 minutes of observation.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:04 AM - Bio-monitor observed House Wren at pole on 17 May.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:10 AM - No activity observed during brief observation period.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:19 PM - No activity observed during brief period today, nor during 4 hours of observation time 
by bio-monitor since 27 May. Nest Closed.
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6/23/2011 7004641 BUSH Closed Helix CY 20 feet to AR boundary. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 

Monitoring likely 
coincided with end of 
nest period. Nest is 

intact and in fine 
condition, so 
possibility of 

successfully fledged 
second brood is 

high.

7/13/2011 rradd - 6/23/2011 2:39:33 PM
BUSH have re-activated this nest for another brood. Pair bringing food to nest 1435.
rradd - 6/29/2011 9:16:02 AM
No detections 0810-0840.
rradd - 7/7/2011 2:04:44 PM
No BUSH detections at this nest 1332-1402.
rradd - 7/13/2011 12:59:46 PM
BUSH near but not entering nest. Timeline suggests this nest has finished.

4/1/2011 5003338 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet; within work area. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest apparently 
never occupied. 

Cause 
indeterminate.

4/16/2011 Pair observed building nest. Nest is about 95% complete. Point entered by hand. 1April - IM
8 April - Pair bringing nest material to nest.-BL
16 Apr - No activity 0900-0930 - RR
22 Apr - No activity observed, nest appears large and complete, location makes incubating bird difficult to detect - 
RR 0800-0830 - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:04:46 AM - No activity observed, ,nest appears large and complete, location makes incubating 
bird difficult to detect. 
30 Apr - No activity detected for 2 weeks, nest now festooned with spider web. Change to Closed. - RR

4/25/2011 7000892 BUSH Closed Alpine Yard 50 feet from imapct 
area.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest complete and 

no signs of 
predation.

5/26/2011 emorgan - 4/25/2011 9:45:00 AM - Pair of bushtits bringing nest material to nest that appears to be almost 
complete.
jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 12:15:45 PM
Observed intact and complete nest from 25 feet for about 40 minutes. No adults observed at nest and no Bushtits 
(adults or fledglings) observed or heard in vicinity of nest or area. Nestlings presumed fledged or failed - closed.

8/15/2011 7004721 OTHE Closed EP130-1 350' to work area 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest detected late in 

the season. 
Undetermined if nest 
was active this year.

8/15/2011

5/4/2011 7000981 ANHU Closed CP63-3 AR 35 feet to AR gate. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest gone; unable to 

relocate nest.

6/3/2011 4 May - ANHU female sitting on complete nest. 1456
14 May No nest or ANHU detected ... cool overcast may be a factor. - RR
19 May Nest not found. - RR
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:34:39 PM
26 May Nest not re-found.
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:35:31 PM
Final 30 min search unable to relocate this nest. Change to Closed.

6/16/2011 7002505 HOOR Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

36 feet to AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest has been 
destroyed by 

unknown causes, but 
adult carrying food 
nearby suggests a 

suvivor.

7/15/2011 rradd - 6/16/2011 at 0915
HOOR female adding nest lining material in constant company of adult male 0915.
rradd - 6/23/2011 10:00:21 AM
Female departs nest 0947, returns without food 0959; likely incubating.
rradd - 6/30/2011 9:26:52 AM
Incubation continues; female HOOR on nest for 30 min intervals, no food carry obs.
rradd - 7/7/2011 8:52:04 AM
HOOR male carrying food to nest @ 4-8 min. intervals, female not seen 0800-0830.
rradd - 7/15/2011 7:42:06 AM
Nest torn up, with lining materials exposed and fallen to ground. Male HOOR carrying large insect near destroyed 
nest 0736 suggests at least 1 fledgling has survived.

2/14/2011 5000898 BUSH Closed EP223-1 and TSAP 55 feet from corner of 
work area.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest last observed 
past fledge date.

4/22/2011 Bushtit pair was observed bringing nesting material (lichen, spider web silk, etc.) to the nest. The nest is perceived to 
be greater than 90% complete at this time.  2/14/11
imaunsell - 4/22/2011 11:42:53 AM - Nest past fledge date. Unknown fledge date - closed.

4/21/2011 5000864 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - Z171693 850 feet east of tower. 300 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have been 

satellite nest. No 
activity at nest after 
nest was built. New 

nest observed 
elsewhere.

5/5/2011 Pair building nest, male made 6 visits to nest in 5 minutes, bringing nest material - blohstroh - 4/21/2011 12:01:59 
PM.
Pair apparenly not using nest, but nest still in OK condition, somewhat frayed. blohstroh - 4/28/2011
Nest not in use, new nest to NW. blohstroh - 5/5/2011
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4/27/2011 7000923 BUSH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 

property
40 feet to driveway 

entry.
100 feet Work allowed within 

buffer through agency 
concurrence.

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near Hwy 67, a very busy and noisy highway, 
illustrating normalized behaviors to this steady disturbance. The adult birds have 
tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other human acvities onsite have not 
deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated with work will be monitored, as 
will nest sites for any potential impacts.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have 

fledged.

5/11/2011 4/27/2011 - BUSH pair bringing food to nest at 10 minute intervals 1346. - RR
5/5/2011 - BUSH perched close to nest, exchanged contact calls. New clutch? 1150 - RR
eelias - 5/12/2011 8:07:24 AM - All quiet during 5 minute visit to nest.
5/19/2011 - Nest difficult to update without flushing adjacent BCHU. Activity low. - RR

3/31/2011 5003307 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

7/14/2011 3/31/11 - Observed female bring nest material to nest with male following closely. (D. Busby)
barnold - 4/12/2011 11:42:01 AM - Nest observed, but no activity.
19 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
26 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
2 May - Nest material visible and HOFI nearby but no nest visits. Change to Inactive - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 11:30 AM  This nest appears inactive.  Finches seem to be actively using nest on the western 
end of the same structure.
barnold - 5/19/2011 8:54 AM No activity at this nest.
emorgan - 7/14/11 - Changed status to closed.

3/31/2011 5003308 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

4/26/2011 3/31/11 - Pair bringing nest material to two left pipes. Collecting grass from adjacent habitat. Placed flagging around 
leg of structure.(Cummings).  
04/04/11 - Pair still bringing nesting material to left pipe (Dicus & Abe).  
Nesting material in west-facing pipe on western side of south eastern-facing bus. No other activity observed 4-12 
(FH/BA).
19 Apr - No HOFI detected. - RR
26 Apr - No nesting behavior observed at this cavity 0900-0930.  Change to Inactive. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:46 PM  No activity at this location.  Change to Closed.

3/31/2011 5003310 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

5/2/2011 3/31/11 - Pair observed copulating and then female entered pipe. Flagged (Cummings). 
No birds observed. Status unknown 4-12 (FH/BA).
2 May - No activity since 31 Mar. Change to Closed. - RR

4/29/2011 7000939 HOFI Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; in substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 25 
feet.

- House finches as a species are accustomed to human activity and frequently 
nest within man-made structures.
- Nesting commenced at this site during on-going work and maintenance at the 
substation
- The nest is located within a cavity providing a natural visual and acoustic 
buffer.
- Several insulators and busses are located between the nest and proposed 
work, providing an additional buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

5/31/2011 kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:28:31 PM - A pair of house finches were observed entering and exiting a small cavity.  
Biomonitor observed the birds entering the potential nest site for the first time on 29 April.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 4:13:46 PM
Male observed entering cavity.
sritt - 5/31/2011 5:52:11 PM - Pair of birds seen nearby but never entering cavity over 45min period.

5/20/2011 7001910 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

5/24/2011

4/12/2011 5000783 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed - 
behavior observed 
likely a part of the 

site selection 
process.

5/2/2011 Adult observed entering repeatedly. 4-12 (FH/BA)
19 Apr - No active use of this cavity detected. - RR
26 Apr - No active use of this cavity detected. Change to Inactive. - RR
2 May - No change observed during substation construction. Change to Closed. - RR
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4/29/2011 7000940 HOFI Closed San Luis Rey 

Substation
0 feet; in substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 

Nest may have never 
been completed - 
behavior observed 
may be part of the 

site selection 
process.

5/31/2011 kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:17:50 PM - Stick nest visible  at bottom of a breaker box. No bird on nest; however, 
Biomonitor has observed house finches fly in and out of nest.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 4:19:53 PM
Nest present, No bird observed
sritt - 5/31/2011 5:54:26 PM - Large amount of old fecal material on nest.   No birds seen near nest during 45 min of 
observation.   Nest closed.

4/30/2011 7000958 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed - 
such behavior 

frequently observed 
to be part of the site 
selection process.

7/5/2011 pkonrad - 5/24/2011 1:20:02 PM
Pair actively building nest above rear axle of tank. As many as 8 finches interacting near tank.
barnold - 6/5/2011 4:22:04 PM
Lots of House Finch activity around rear of tanks and fence.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 12:02:07 PM
Female collecting material below nest sites and nest building in lower wheel hub of northern-most dual wheels. Male 
perched nearby displayed to female when she perched on fence.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 5:02:04 PM
Female flushed from nest site, but cannot see nest to check for eggs or nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 12:58:02 PM
No finches observed at or near nest site; appears nesting attempt failed - closed.
sritt - 7/5/2011 5:34:29 PM
same as above. nest pulled.

4/25/2011 7000896 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within work area. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
water usage permissible. 

A condition of the approval to drive through the buffers would be that no foot or 
vehicle traffic unrelated to the water truck/tank process be allowed to stop within 
the buffers; this is requested for ingress/egress only. Nesting commenced on 
this structure after construction activites began, and is therefore acclimated.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed; 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

6/8/2011 Female seen repeatedly carrying nesting material into wheel housing. Male constantly singing within 10 feet. - sritt - 
4/25/2011 3:34:10 PM
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - Did not observe birds during my visit, but yard bio monitor thinks female is incubating.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - No birds observed, but assigned Chambers monitor, Eric, will watch for activity.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No finches observed during extended observations; biomonitor hasn't seen finches in area this 
week; appears desertedfor undetermined reasons - closed.
emorgan - 5/23/2011 2:16:10 PM - Female observed incubating and male singing outside of nest.
barnold - 6/2/2011 11:49 AM - Adult House Finches flew from nest area to oak tree upon approach.
phoward - 6/5/2011 12:22:07 PM - pair observed near nest location.
pkonrad - 6/8/2011 3:17:09 PM
No finches observed in area during 2 extended observation periods or during ground checks of elevated water 
tanks.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 1:55:57 PM
No finches observed in area today (30 minutes) or yesterday; biomonitor Drew observed no finches today - closed.

5/3/2011 7000975 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 771471 55 feet from AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may never have 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

5/31/2011 barnold  & sritt - 5/3/2011 9:14:54 AM  Adult female came to nest repeatedly bringing nest material, escorted by 
male. This nest is in preliminary stages of construction.  On Alliant University property.
16 May No HOFI detected at this location during 30 min.obs.1630 - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 4:35:21 PM
27 May No HOFI detected 1500-1515
31 May No HOFI detected 1620-1635
No complete nest was ever observed. Change to Closed.

5/5/2011 7000987 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 379637 0 feet, located on pole. 100 feet Removal of insulator would compromise nest.  A buffer reduction is not 
appropriate.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may never have 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

6/1/2011 mdicus, ghuffman - 5/5/2011 - Female HOFI observed carrying nest material into base of insulator.  
Possible House Wren nest in base of bottom insulator on east side of pole.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 3:11:17 PM
No HOFI observed at pole for a 45-minute period. Status changed to closed.

5/7/2011 7001009 HOFI Closed TL 639 - Z171670 0 feet; on pole. 100 feet Not a candidate; nest is on the pole itself. 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may never have 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

5/19/2011 RAbe - 5/7/2011 9:46:23 AM - Female HOFI carrying nest material into bracket in presence of male. 100 foot buffer 
flagged w/yellow tape.
tfitanides - 5/19/2011 2:08:54 PM - Nest is no longer present. No HOFI activity associated with bracket.
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4/21/2011 5000865 HOFI Closed IV substation 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 10 

feet.
Nest is hidden from general work site, and other reductions for this species on 
this project illustrate that this species is tolerant of a high degree of human 
activity and presence.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may never have 

been completed - 
behavior observed 

likely part of the site 
selection process.

6/3/2011 vnovik - 4/21/2011 1:15:13 PM - Female carrying nest material.
NBM WLA concurence to reduce buffer to 10 feet on 4/26/2011
shampton - 5/10/2011 11:39:58 AM  No birds near nest, observed for 15 minutes and again for 10 minutes a half 
hour later.
barnold - 6/3/2011 8:20 PM No House Finches in area. Nest Inactive.
barnold - 6/3/2011 8:20:08 PM
No House Finch activity in area. Nest Inactive.

3/25/2011 5003280 HOFI Closed Encina Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Nesting commenced with all current work activities in place, therefore, buffer 
should be reduced to not impact nest, but still allow construction.  A 30 foot 
buffer is recommended.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may not have 

been completed; the 
behavior observed 
may be part of the 

site selection 
process.

5/20/2011 barnold - 5/20/2011 11:01 AM - No birds observed at this nest since shortly after its discovery. It has been 
reclassified to Closed.

2/25/2011 5000896 CALT Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet; within yard limits. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest not relocated; 

may have been 
predated.

4/16/2011 Could not be relocated on follow-up visit, and was assumed predated. kalberts - 4/16/2011 11:27:11 AM

4/7/2011 5003380 HOWR Closed CP83-1 AR 45 feet to existing AR; 
195 feet to tower area.

100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage is 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest outcome is 

indeterminate but 
possibly fledged.

6/6/2011 04/07/2011 - House wren repeatedly carrying nest material into cavity.  Buffer affects access road (J&M Dicus, R. 
Abe).
barnold - 4/19/2011 8:35:55 AM - House wren emerges from cavity in response to investigating Anna's hummingbird 
at about 0730.
28 Apr - HOWR continues to be active at this nest. - RR
05 May HOWR singing near this opening, but no entry or exit observed. - RR
14 May No HOWR detections here.
20 May Male HOWR brings food to female who re-enters nest 1542. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 3:45:20 PM - HOWR carries food item to cavity nest
rradd - 6/10/2011 12:34:05 PM - No HOWR activity detected at or near this cavity. Presume fledged. Change to 
Closed.

4/22/2011 5000882 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 100 feet from nearest 
conductor replacement.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest outcome 

unknown due to 
restricted access.

6/7/2011 emorgan - 4/22/2011 8:49:22 AM - Nest contains four eggs. We did not see any birds approach the nest during the 
hour we were observing it.
emorgan - 4/28/2011 11:10:48 AM - Female house finch approached and entered the nest while male sat on top of 
building.
11 May - Male HOFI nest guarding on top of bldg 1450. - RR
rradd - 5/27/2011 11:35:33 AM - HOFI fly in and out of this area 3 times during 30 minute observation, but nest not 
visible from outside substation.
rradd - 6/2/2011 7:02:01 AM - No HOFI detections at this nest 0640-0700.
rradd - 6/7/2011 5:03:53 PM - HOFI no longer visit this nest. Change to Closed.

4/22/2011 5000880 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 50 feet to nearest 
conductor replacement.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Highly tolerant species for which project precedent has aready been set. 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest outcome 

unknown.  

6/7/2011 emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:22:22 AM - House finch pair entering pipe and defending it from starlings. There is nesting 
material in the pipe.
emorgan - 4/28/2011 11:15:08 AM - Female house finch is incubating.
11 May Nest material visible in each of 3 short (E-W) conduits. No HOFI detected 1445-1515. - RR
rradd - 5/27/2011 10:18:08 AM
HOFI pr. continues breeding activity atop this structure.
rradd - 6/2/2011 7:05:14 AM
No HOFI detected at this cavity 0640-0705
rradd - 6/7/2011 5:14:05 PM
HOFI activity appears to have shifted to Bank 31.
Change to Inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

3/31/2011 5003323 CAGN Closed CP63-3 375 feet from access 
road.

300 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest remained active 
for sufficient time for 
nestlings to fledge.

5/21/2011 31 Mar - In dense sage adjacent to chaparral broom on derelict fence-line.
7 Apr - Pair remain active at this site. Observation from 200' suggests incubation with nest exchange @ 0740. - RR
20 Apr - Pair active at general nest location per observations from access road (approx 200'). Presumed nest 
exchange, male food carry. 0910. - RR
14 May No CAGN detected during 1 hr. area search. - RR
21 May No CAGN detected during 1 hr. area search. Change to Closed. - RR

7/8/2011 7002620 LEGO Closed CP81-1 0 feet to AR 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest was abandoned 

for unknown 
reasons.

7/22/2011 rradd - 7/8/2011 3:02:18 PM
LEGO female repeatedly gathering spider silk and carrying  to nest site. Male accompanies 1455.
rradd - 7/16/2011 11:29:54 AM
LEGO female leaves nest 1124, male calling.
rradd - 7/22/2011 10:47:05 AM
No LEGO detections at or near this nest during 30 min.obs.
rradd - 7/27/2011 3:15:44 PM
Change to Closed.
Nest has been abandoned; no LEGO detections during 30 min. obs.
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6/7/2011 7002473 WEKI Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet 15 feet It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 

Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
            •             These western kingbirds have become well
            acclimated to the current, daily level of activities in the
            Hartung Construction Yard, as is illustrated by their
            undeterred, unchanged nesting behaviors.
            •             The nest site choice and nest construction
            efforts have taken place during activity levels that are
            consistent with future daily work in the yard.
            •             The nest is located approximately 20 feet above
            the ground, providing a vertical buffer from ground based
            activity.
            •             Observations of the bird's behavior in relation
            to proximity evaluation of the nest by biologists, to date,
            have not shown anything to suggest the nest success would be
            impeded by such a NBR.
            •             An ongoing assessment of potential impacts to the
            nesting birds will be conducted by the biological monitor, and
            any future activities that may possibly have a negative impact
            on nesting success will be acted upon immediately with nest
            success being the top priority.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest was initiated 
near the end of 
WEKI breeding 

season and multiple 
nests a possible 
indicator of weak 

nest fidelity.

6/26/2011 barnold - 6/7/2011 4:50 PM
Nest about 80% complete, about 18 feet above the ground. No eggs in nest. Western Kingbird bringing nest material 
to nearly completed nest.  
rradd - 6/9/2011 12:52:36 PM
WEKI feeding mate at nest suggests egg-laying is imminent. Birds flush easily and remain away from nest for 
extended period.
Second nest has been constructed on corresponding leg of adjacent tower #72.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 9:31:33 AM
Observed in morning by bio-monitor to be using nest #65. Pair was using nest in tower base #72 when avian 
biologists arrived. Undetermined which is final nest for pair.
mkuehn - 6/14/2011 1:55:39 PM
this pair is now using only this nest and the nestin adjacent tower #72. according to biomonitor, female sits in one 
nest for one hour, then forages several minutes before sitting in other nest for one hour, and so on. we observed 
female sitting on nest in tower 65 from 1049h to 1150h. thenshe was off until 1153h when she sat ionnest in tower 
#72 until we left at 1212h. existing 50 foot buffer adequately provides protection from disturbance at both nest sites. 

tfitanides - 6/15/2011 3:27:01 PM
Female sat on nest in adjacent steel #72 for ~25-minutes before flying off for 7-minutes. Upon return she sat in nest 
in steel #65 for 5-minutes, then returned to sit in nest of steel #72 for remainder of observation (25-minutes). Male 
observed briefly, hawking from nearby steel structure.
rradd - 6/17/2011 11:10:59 AM
WEKI on nest #72  from 1028-1054 without interruption, then left for only a few seconds to accept food from mate. 
Incubation appears to be in progress. Sat tight while adjacent Porta-loo was serviced and water-truck operated at 
buffer limit. Mate perches several towers distant and gives soft contact calls from time to time when bringing food.
rradd - 6/24/2011 10:34:30 AM
No WEKI detections at or near this nest site during 1 hr. obs (RR, M Dicus). Breeding attempt appears abandoned.
Change to Closed.
barnold - 6/26/2011 3:03:01 PM
Nest is empty.

6/21/2011 7002533 AMRO Closed TL 639 - 397518 60 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest was never 

established to be 
occupied.

7/11/2011 6/21/2011 at 1344.
Bulky grass nest of coarse grasses. AMRO at nest briefly. Monitor again to verify activity status.
rradd - 6/27/2011 12:36:43 PM
Obscure nest appears current, occupants difficult to detect. AMRO pair agitating nearby.
rradd - 7/5/2011 2:47:51 PM
Foliage obscures this nest and entry to it. No AMRO detected during 30 min obs. Monitor once more before 
closing.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:44:26 AM
Change to Closed
No activity detected at this nest during 30 min obs.

4/6/2011 5003369 HOWR Closed CP82-1 20 feet off AR; 250 feet 
to tower area.

100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nesting chronology 

indicates brood could 
have been raised 
during monitoring 

period however there 
were no behavioral 

observations 
indicating fledging.

5/4/2011 4/6/11 - Adult observed bringing sticks to cavity. Buffer flagged, no ESA signs. Candidate for nest buffer reduction 
since access road will only be used for brief thru-traffic. (DBusby)
13 Apr - HOWR pair entering cavity 1530. - RR
barnold - 4/19/2011 8:33:10 AM - House wren enters cavity at 0830.
30 Apr - HOWR vigorously defending this nest. - RR
5 May - No HOWR detected associating with this nest - RR

5/11/2011 7001426 CALT Closed CP18 70 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nesting chronology 
indicates nestlings 
may have fledged 
before nest was 

damaged.

6/1/2011 imaunsell - 6/2/2011 9:35:33 AM
Status changed to closed due to monitoring comment
tcooper - 6/1/2011 11:26:23 AM
Nest empty, partialy destroyed.
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3/10/2011 6003206 BUSH Closed Hartung Yard 30 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 

limits.
NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nesting chronology 
suggests fledging is 
possible, but cause 
of damage to nest 

unknown.

4/20/2011 16 Mar - BUSH enters nest @ 17:30 - RR
25 Mar - BUSH briefly in tree but not seen at nest. Rainy weather inhibits activity 1015-1100 - RR
28 Mar - BUSH heard near tree, but not seen near nest. - BL
6 Apr - BUSH detected carrying food (caterpillar) near nest 0935. - RR
13 Apr - BUSH making multiple visits to crown of tree at 1030. This nest is exremely difficult  to see. - RR 
20 Apr Nest appears damaged. BUSH present no longer associating. Change to Closed. - RR

4/12/2011 5000787 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finch nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator fan screen and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.  In addition, House Finches are 
extremely acclimated to human disturbance.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nesting chronology 
suggests possible 

fledging.

6/27/2011 barnold - 6/1/2011 1:30:08 PM
Flushed female from nest, nestlings present.
barnold - 6/4/2011 8:22:02 AM
The above refers to another House Finch nest accidently entered here. This nest looks intact, but is located high up 
on the west endof a transformer block and can not be looked into. Assume it is still active.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:28:01 AM
Female on nest with construction activity nearby.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:02:25 PM
Female on nest, not much construction activity in area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 11:50:20 AM
Nest no longer present. Nest likely fledged young, then removed by others for material. Closed.
barnold - 6/27/2011 12:57:10 PM
Nest discovered in containment basin of transformer located well to the east. Probably relocated to this area by 
Common Raven. Unclear if nest successfully fledged prior to this.

5/3/2011 7000966 LEGO Closed Elliott Substation 70 feet to substation; 50 
feet to AR.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nesting outcome 

indeterminate. Based 
on prior observations 

and projected 
fledging date of 

nearby LEGO nest, 
successful fledging 
seems probable.

5/28/2011 3 May - LEGO nest still under construction - appears near complete 0956. - RR
11 May - Nest still incomplete, no LEGO detected 1015 during 30 minute observation. - RR 
16 May - LEGO pair active at this location, presumed incubation 1040. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 11:28:14 AM - Well-concealed nest difficult to locate in waving canopy foliage on windy morning. 
Pair LEGO busy here with much contact calling. Presume nesting activity continues.
rradd - 5/31/2011 9:38:44 AM - No detections during 30 minute observation. Nest may have fledged. Change to 
Closed.

5/25/2011 7002361 LENI Closed TL 6916 - 973039 20 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nestlings are cryptic 

and able to move 
away from nest at 5 
days age. Possibly 
undetected during 

monitoring.

6/18/2011 tcooper - 5/25/2011 - 2 eggs; female flushed off nest 20 feet from pedestrian.
fhoffman - 5/31/2011 4:27:49 PM - Adult flushed at about 30 feet. 2 eggs being incubated.
tcooper - 6/6/2011 12:06:35 PM - 2 semiprecocial downy nestlings on ground 10 feet south of original locaton. Now 
beneath chamise, 15 feet east of road in line with buffer sign and rock cairn. Monitors should be extremely carefull 
where they step, the nestlings can move and are very cryptic. Signs not pulled yet
shampton - 6/17/2011 7:37:02 PM
No nestlings found. Searched described location and surroundings for 45 minutes. No nighthawks flushed or seen 
flying in area.
fhoffman - 6/18/2011 2:19:59 PM
No nighthawks seen or heard.

6/3/2011 7002438 ANHU Closed Hartung Yard 10 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nestlings possibly 

fledged.

6/16/2011 rradd - 6/3/2011
ANHU on nest (found by biomonitor) with some droppings at rim, suggesting nestlings.
rradd - 6/9/2011 1:42:25 PM
2 large nestlings in nest. 
rradd - 6/17/2011 10:02:47 AM
Nest was constructed on a dead hanging branch that is no longer present. Nestlings appeared close to fledging and 
possibly did so before nest vanished.

3/9/2011 6002394 RCSP Closed CP86 85 feet to corner of 
tower site.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Buffer may be left as 100 feet, but biomonitor should monitor within that area of 
tower site where buffer slightly extends. 

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nestlings were not 
observed though 

chronology 
appropriate  for 

fledging

4/22/2011 RCSP observed with nest material and gave pair interaction calls.
17 Mar - Pair present, calling territorially from song-posts 'til at least 17:30. - RR
28 Mar - Nest in good condition and pair calling nearby. Little activity observed near nest.
16 Apr - Could not inspect nest due to presence of large (annoyed) ruber rarrlesnake. RCSP agitated at site. Assume 
active at this moment. - RR
22 Apr - RCSP detected foraging in area, but not associating with nest or food carrying. Assume fledged or predated. 
Change to Closed, remove nest buffer. - RR
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2/25/2011 5000457 BUOW Closed Thomas Yard 0 feet; within yard, but 

away from work areas.
250 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 

No continued access 
allowed at site.

6/22/2011 One adult present. Originally found and documented in mid-December still occupied during nesting period. Sites are 
1/4 mile SE of active yard; will not affect yard or construction activities.
Adult present at burrow entrance 3-25 (PK).
JDicus 4/14/2011 - Pair observed at burrow entrance (both remained near nest entrance for 15 minutes, female went 
back inside nest).
PKonrad - 4/15/2011 - Adult pair present at burrow entrance;  buffer signs installed.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - No owls observed; lots of mutes just SE of burrow.
J&MDicus - 5/17/2011 - Male observed 15 feet southeast of burrow entrance.
barnold - 6/4/2011 1:47:07 PM - Burrowing Owl flushed while searching for sign.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 3:15:38 PM - No owls observed above ground near burrow during 20 minutes of observation 
and burrow check.
pkonrad - 6/22/2011 10:39:15 AM - Female Burrowing Owl standing next to burrow entrance; male perched on metal 
fencepost 80 feet east of burrow.

6/23/2011 7002552 BGGN Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

50 feet to AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
No nest was ever 

confirmed within the 
100 foot buffer.

7/7/2011 rradd - 6/23/2011
BGGN pr present for 2 wks. Male carrying food to thicket repeatedly, but flushes easily and does not return.
rradd - 6/30/2011 12:50:07 PM
BGGN heard but not seen near this location during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 7/7/2011 12:13:50 PM
Change to Closed.
No BGGN detections during 30 min. obs. 

3/23/2011 5003265 OATI Closed EP220-1 90 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 90 
feet.

Vehicular traffic is 90 feet away, and should be allowed, considering the 
distance, and that this is a cavity nest, which provides a natural buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Not enough data to 
determine outcome 

because it is unclear 
how far along in 

breeding chronology 
pair was on initial 

observation.

4/21/2011 3/23/2011 - T. Cooper and D. Busby were following pair off and on for an hour and eventually saw adult carrying food 
into a small cavity in a scrub oak. Nest is candidate for nest buffer reduction since it is just within the 100 foot buffer. 
Pair was agitated by my presence but vehicle traffic 90 feet away shouldn't cause disturbance.
No titmice in area 20 minutes 4-5 (PK).
4/7/11 phoward: - titmice heard nearby; no nest visits after 20 mins.
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - No birds in area during 15 minutes; may not be active anymore.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - No birds or sign of activity; status inactive - could be closed.

6/2/2011 7002436 OTHE Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

6 feet from AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Not enough data to 
determine whether 
nest was active at 

time of detection and 
during monitoring. 

Nest was not 
completed.

6/16/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 at 0730
Unknown species flushed.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:09:35 AM
Nest unoccupied 0720.
rradd - 6/16/2011 9:51:34 AM
Nest unoccupied. Change to Closed due to lack of detections and nest appears incomplete.

4/29/2011 7000942 HOFI Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; inside substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 25 
feet.

- House finches as a species are accustomed to human activity and frequently 
nest within man-made structures.
- Nesting commenced at this site during on-going work and maintenance at the 
substation
- The nest is located within a cavity providing a natural visual and acustic 
buffer.
- Several insulators and busses are located between the nest and proposed 
work, providing an additional buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Not enough 

monitoring data.

5/31/2011 kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:38:07 PM - A small stick nest can be seen inside a metal framework of the  breaker 
structure. A pair of house finches were observed entering and exiting the structure. Biomonitor first observed the pair 
entering the site or 28 April.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 4:08:34 PM
House finch observed near nest.
sritt - 5/31/2011 5:49:53 PM - Nest has large amount of old fecal material. No birds seen entering cavity. Nest 
closed.

6/6/2011 7002459 MODO Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 50 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Observations 

indicate possible 
fledging.

6/29/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011
Adult incubating.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 4:08:53 PM
Nest found with incubating adult on 6-6; Still incubating today.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 12:28:11 PM
Dove incubating or brooding; dove activity in area.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 1:00:09 PM
No doves in area during 60 minute observation period in area; no sign of birds at nest. Will check status again.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 12:50:00 PM
No doves observed during 90 minutes working in area; no activity at nest - closed.
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6/1/2011 7002408 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 10 feet •House finches routinely nest in close proximity to man-made structures and are 

very tolerant of nearby human activity.
•This pair tolerates human encroachment to less than 10 feet of the nest.
•The portion of the yard where the nest is located is currently being used to store 
full and empty wire spools, and the full spools will not be needed for construction 
activity for several months.
•The spools will serve as both a visual and sound barrier between the nest and 
any activity in the yard.
•Three other currently active HOFI nests are in the same area in similar 
conditions and NBR's and continue to be viable nests with normal nest 
progression and adult nesting behaviors.
•Any activity near the 10 foot requested buffer would be intermittent and very 
brief in duration.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Outcome of nest 

unknown, but nesting 
chronology suggests 

fledging possible.

7/6/2011 eelias - 6/1/2011 2:33:38 PM
This nest does not appear complete. During a 30 minute observation, no activity was detected.
eelias - 6/1/2011 3:08:52 PM
After 40 minutes of observation, the male and female house finch landed on the nest spool. The female entered the 
nest site twice during the visit. Neither time did she have nesting material.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 9:43:26 AM
Nest partially lined. No birds observed visiting nest during 30 minutes of observation.
jpawlicki - 6/6/2011 1:13:16 PM
Female on nest and male singing in vicinity. 10 foot buffer installed around nest.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:33:24 PM
Female flushed from the nest; 3 eggs were observed in the nest.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:29:54 AM
Nest has at least 1 nestling.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:52:24 PM
No sign of nest or finches; mutes found below nest description locaction - closed.

4/26/2011 7000908 MODO Closed Elliott Substation 18 feet to AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Outcome unknown 
because biologist 

could not view nest 
contents.

5/31/2011 26 Apr - Probable nest in flat fork on east side of tree. Agitated AMRO in tree for 15 minute observation period - 
RR
03 May - Changed from AMRO to MODO incubating. - RR
11 May - MODO on nest 1038. - RR
16 May - MODO incubation continues 1135. - RR
23 May - No MODO visible on nest, but location obscures contents. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 11:56:16 AM - No MODO detected 1145. Change to Closed.

2/25/2011 5000435 ANHU Closed TL 6916 - Z771472 3 feet from pole. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Buffer approved to 30 feet for vertical and horizontal buffers, as nest is fairly well-
concealed within exotic vegetation and human activites regularly occur 30 feet 
from nest everyday.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Presumed lost to 
natural causes, 

nestlings from this 
early-season nesting 

attempt potentially 
fledged prior to storm 

damage to nest.

3/28/2011 Nest remains active as of 2/25/2011. 
3/28/2011 - Nest appears unkempt and no longer in use. No adults active in area - DBusby

3/31/2011 5003311 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
State of nesting 

chronology during 
first observation is 

unknown. Nest may 
have fledged, but not 

observed.

5/11/2011 3/31/11 - Female of pair observed going to the nest. Flagged (Cummings).
barnold - 4/12/2011 10:32:14 AM - Status indeterminate.  No birds observed.
19 Apr - No HOFI observed using this opening. INACTIVE. - RR
2 May - No change observed. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:59 PM  No activity observed.  Change to Closed.

barnold - 6/16/2011 2:47:19 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 1:42:26 PM
House Finch activity in general area.

4/13/2011 5000813 LEGO Closed CP81-1 0 feet to AR; 230 feet to 
tower work area.

100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Success or failure 
unknown as nest 

was hidden by 
growing thick 

vegetation that it 
could not be 
relocated.

5/14/2011 13 Apr - LEGO female building nest. Directly above edge of road, easiest to see from N side. - RR
20 Apr - LEGO at nest 1338. - RR
28 Apr - Abundant foliage now obscures this nest. LEGO male actively territorial 1210-1240. RR
05 May - Territorial male LEGO present, but nest not found. 
14 May Nest not refound. Change to Closed. - RR

5/10/2011 7001431 CATH Closed EP90-1 AR 85 feet to AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Sufficient time 

elapsed for nest to 
fledge.

5/27/2011 Female flushed from nest but then returned; 3 eggs; very secretive. dbusby - 5/10/2011 5:15:10 PM
      nest checked 5/20/2011 by EM, RA, TC.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - Nest in excellent shape, but it is abandoned. No sign of thrashers, egg shells, or nestlings; 
nest lining clean but pulled up a bit - probably predated - closed.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 2:01:07 PM
No sign of thrashers, eggs, egg shells, or nestlings at nest, in bush, on ground, or in the surrounding area.
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5/12/2011 7001458 MODO Closed CP51-2 AR 0 feet; within house 

area.
100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 

Unable to determine 
if nesting chronology 
suggests fledged or 

if nesting attempt 
failed before 

fledging.

5/25/2011 12 May - MODO brooding at least 1 small nestling 0948. - RR
19 May  MODO no longer present. 1012. - RR
25 May MODO not present. Change to Closed. - RR

3/17/2011 6003249 OTHE Closed CP65-1 320 feet to TSAP; 400 
feet to tower site.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Unable to monitor 
due to land access 

issues.

3/17/2011 emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

3/10/2011 6003215 WBNU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from Londono 
driveway.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Unknown if fledged 

prior to being evicted 
by House Wren.

4/18/2011 WBNU Repeatedly entered cavity for a minute or so at a time. Pair calling and nest exchange, so likely incubating.
3/16/2011 - WBNU carrying food to cavity. - RR
3/18/2011 - DBusby observed male carrying food to cavity.
3/24/2011 - No detections. Cold weather possibly suppressing nesting activity. - RR
3/31/2011 - Pair present at cavity, 1 bird stationed at entry 1440-1505. - RR
Pair present near cavity. imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:30:24 AM
4/19/2011 - Cavity contains many sticks, suggests predation by HOWR (present). 1114. - RR
4/26/2011 - HOWR pair appear to now be using this cavity 1154. Nest closed for WBNU.

6/10/2011 7002489 ATFL Closed CP83-1 69 feet from AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Unknown if this site 
was ever selected.

7/8/2011 rradd - 6/10/2011
ATFL pair bringing food to cavity 10:02.
rradd - 6/18/2011 11:31:21 AM
ATFL nest guarding and hawking insects near cavity, but not entering 1100-1130.
rradd - 6/25/2011 12:30:01 PM
No ATFL detections at or near this cavity 1145-1215
rradd - 7/5/2011 10:32:43 PM
No ATFL detections at or near this cavity during 30 minute observations. Monitor once more prior to closing.
rradd - 7/8/2011 4:35:20 PM
Change to Closed.
Multiple ATFL interactions away from this cavity suggest alternate nest site outside the 100 feet buffer was selected.

6/21/2011 7002535 BHGR Closed TL 639 - 579519 16 feet to AR; 100 feet 
to work.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Unknown whether 

nest was abandoned 
prior to egg laying or 
if nestlings fledged 
earlier in season.

7/14/2011 rradd - 6/21/2011 
BHGR pair attending this perhaps incomplete nest.
barnold - 6/28/2011 7:11:20 AM
Adult male in bush mallow, I didn't approach to search for nest. Male heard singing south of tower, and chasing 
female.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 12:15:43 PM
Dead leaves in nest. Closed.

4/19/2011 5000857 HOFI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet 7. REMOVED. 4/26/2011 Finches began building nest about 0830;  Nest location elevated about 10 feet high, about 25 feet from track that 
water trucks pull up to fill (takes about 20 minutes to fill truck). Finches in and out periodically. 100 foot buffer signs 
installed 360 degrees around nest.  PKonrad - 4/19/2011 
sjohnston - 4/26/2011 12:57:07 PM - Nest was removed and stretch wrap use to exclude birds.

5/20/2011 7001913 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

6 feet from AR. 100 feet 7. REMOVED. 5/20/2011

6/20/2011 7002523 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

7 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. 6/20/2011

6/20/2011 7002524 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

3 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. 6/19/2011

6/22/2011 7002539 HOFI Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. 6/22/2011 The nest was 10-20% complete (not yet formed into bowl) with no eggs. New nest was not there yesterday, but was 
discovered this morning (6/22/2011); no birds were seen near nest.  Alternate nesting sites are abundantly available. 
The nest was removed.  Pieces of wood were placed in the nest location to prevent reconstruction of the nest.

7/6/2011 7002605 ROWR Closed Suncrest substation 0 feet in yard. 100 feet 7. REMOVED. 7/6/2011 7/6/11 Nest being built, located on 7/5/11. No eggs or nestlings wiithin cavity. 
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5/6/2011 7000998 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
0 feet; directly over work 

area.
100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

Agency concurrence to remove nest before completion of nest was obtained, as 
nest had no eggs, and would have definitely failed following the construction 
detail and installation of sound barriers.

7. REMOVED. Nest 
intentionally 

removed; see 
justification.

5/7/2011 5/6 - BCHU in final stages of nest construction. No eggs laid 1048. - RR
5/6 - Nest intentionally removed following concurrence procedures - kalberts - 5/7/2011 7:24:18 PM

4/29/2011 7000946 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard - East 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 0 feet Nest in early stages of construction; removal simply forces the HOFI pair to build 
on non-project materials/substrates.

7. REMOVED. Nest 
was physically 

removed from spool, 
following agency 

concurrence.

4/30/2011 barnold & shampton- 4/29/2011 9:15:13 AM  Adults active around nest.  Nest in preliminary stages of construction. 
Biological monitor observed nest material being brought by adults.  In spool marked L41-B29009.  Nest being built 
behind ABB sign.
barnold - 4/30/2011 1:28:21 PM - Nesting material removed with concurrence of Wildlife Agencies. Removed the 
afternoon this nest was discovered.

4/29/2011 7000937 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet, nest is inside 
yard.

100 feet 7. REMOVED. Nest 
was removed 

following agency 
concurrence.

4/29/2011 shampton - 4/29/2011 10:38:08 AM  Nest is partially complete. Both adults observed with nest material; mostly 
bringing fine material, male bringing large material.
shampton - 4/29/2011 4:07:15 PM - Closed.  Removed nest with agency concurrence.

6/22/2011 7002541 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet; in staked work 
limits.

100 feet 7. REMOVED. Nest 
was removed prior to 

egg laying.

6/22/2011

6/23/2011 7002550 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

2 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. Nest 
was removed prior to 

egg laying.

6/23/2011

6/28/2011 7002569 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 
East

0 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. Nest 
was removed when 

5% complete 
following CDF&G 

acknowledgement. 
Nest was discovered 
on reel scheduled for 
immediate use. Nest 

was deemed a 
candidate for 

removal based on 
detection during 

early stages of nest 
building, and the 

abundance of 
suitable nesting sites 

in close vicinity.

7/28/2011

8/3/2011 7004706 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

2 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. Nest 
was rfemoved at the 
direction of SDGE 
after presenting % 

completion and 
confirming that no 
eggs or nestlings 
were present. The 
surrounding area 

provides numerous 
other suitable sites 

for nesting.

8/4/2011 imaunsell - 8/3/2011 11:58:02 AM
Female making trips with material in 1-2 minute intervals to an approximately 20% complete nest.
imaunsell - 8/4/2011 9:52:38 AM
Nest removed. Post-removal it was confirmed that no eggs or nestlings were present and the nest was 40% 
complete.
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5/31/2011 7002401 WEBL Closed Alpine Underground - 

Loritz property
0 feet; within work limits. 100 feet 7. REMOVED. 

Removed during 
early nest building 

stage.

6/6/2011 emorgan - 5/31/2011 8:02:22 PM - Pair observed carrying nesting material into cavity.
mkuehn - 6/6/2011 4:13:10 PM
Nest has been removed and screening placed over pipe entrance. All  signs removed from buffer.

6/20/2011 7002525 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

3 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. See 
comments in 
previous tab.

6/20/2011

4/25/2011 7000891 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 7. REMOVED. WLA 
concurrence to 

remove nest. Nest 
was removed before 
completion of nest 

building.

4/25/2011 Observed house finch pair bringing nesting material 15 minutes after crane was moving around.
imaunsell - 4/25/2011 7:40:18 AM - WLA concurrence to remove nest on 4/25. Nest removed on 4/25. No eggs or 
nestlings present. Material removed from site.

2/1/2011 5000890 OTHE Closed EP257 150 feet from temporary 
ROW of tower site.

100 feet 8. OUTSIDE 
BUFFER AREA.

4/4/2011 Grass nest appears weathered and inactive. 2/1/2011
Nest material flattened and barely recognizable as a former nest - closed. 4/4/2011 (PK).

8/4/2011 7004710 MODO Active Alpine Blvd 99+00r 12 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

N/A shampton - 8/4/2011 3:40:23 PM
Adult on nest, brooding/incubating. Bird did not flush from vehicle or foot traffic on Alpine Blvd or when biologist 
approached to near underneath when GPSing nest.
pkonrad - 8/12/2011 2:15:53 PM
Dove incubating/brooding.
pkonrad - 8/16/2011 2:34:25 PM
Adult incubating or brooding on very small nest.

8/12/2011 7004720 MODO Active 100 feet N/A rradd - 8/19/2011 2:11:08 PM
MODO brooding 2 hairy squabs; eyes unopened.
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8/25/2011 7004732 OTHE Inactive EP119-2 290 ft. from near edge 

of TSAP
2/18/2011 5000007 RTHA Closed CP55 AR 170 feet from driveway 5-

5A permit.
500 feet Buffer reduced to 100 

feet.
The buffer should be reduced to 100 feet to allow turn around and AR roadway 
improvements. Nest is located 100' from an existing work yard not associated 
with Sunrise Powerlink. Other nest buffers have been approved for lesser 
amounts for this species, and this nest is well-concealed from the driveway 
entrance.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 No birds observed nearby or associated with nest. 
3/8/11 (Blohstroh) - RTHA in area, chased off raven, but no observed connection to this nest. Observed soaring 
overhead.
16 Mar - No activity change observed. - RR
25 Mar - RTHA prone on nest. Very hard to see from Willow Road, possibly undetected on prior survey.- RR
29 Mar - RTHA continues incubating 17:40. -  RR
7 Apr - Continuing to rotate nest duties.
08 April - RTHA still on nest (R. Abe, M.Dicus).
14 Apr - RTHA standing on nest. - RR
vnovik - 4/20/2011 10:49:19 AM - Nest active, 2 birds observed flying into nest.
21 Apr - At least 1 nestling present large enough to be seen moving around nest. - RR
29 Apr - RTHA young observed moving on nest 0844. - RR
10 Mar - 1 or 2 young RTHA visible on nest 1722. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 7:26:44 PM - Large nestling RTHA remains on this nest 1745.
eelias - 6/4/2011 3:39:42 PM - Arrived at 1459 and located nest. Began intently watching nest at 1513 for movement. 
Watched for 20 minutes. No activity at nest or in area.
rradd - 6/10/2011 2:17:25 PM - Nest is empty. Nestling has fledged.
Change to Closed.

2/18/2011 5000008 CANW Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet: under house. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/25/2011 Fresh bird scat present, no bird on nest. Passerine.
Checked on 3/3/2011: CANW seen bringing nest material to building. updated sp from "other" to "CANW".
10 Mar 2011 - Pair CANW present. RR
24 Mar - No CANW detected. RR
31 Mar - CANW singing and entering space under dwelling 1135. - RR
5 Apr - CANW singing under and around house. - RR
11 Apr - CANW singing under house. - RR
19 Apr CANW  foraging widely -- feeding fledglings? - RR
27 Apr - No CANW detections at house, singing 80' away. - RR
5 May - No CANW detections at house, singing well away. Change to Closed. - RR

2/22/2011 5000014 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
26+25.16 MH-2L

20 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 4/20/2011 Nest looks complete, but Bushtits still bringing nesting material; may be incubating or egg laying - 1 bird entered nest 
without material and stayed 3-22 (PK).
Adults observed foraging and entering nest. 3/28 IM
8 April -  adults feeding nestlings, which can be heard inside nest.-BL
emorgan - 4/20/2011 1:34:30 PM - Nestlings have fledged and were observed begging for food from the adults in the 
same nest tree and in the tree next to it.

2/21/2011 5000024 RTHA Closed CP82-1 100 feet from existing 
access road.

500 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/4/2011 29 Mar - RTHA brooding nest.  - RR
6 Apr - RTHA on nest 14:22 - RR
13 Apr - RTHA on nest 1502 - RR
20 Apr - RTHA on nest 1634. - RR
28 Apr - RTHA standing on nest 1410. - RR
5 May - Downy RTHA nestling visible 1652. -RR
14 May - Single white head visible in nest, mildly agitated adult guarding nearby 1533. - RR
20 May - Feathered nestling RTHA with white head in nest 1328. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 2:52:33 PM - Single RTHA nestling standing at edge if nest. Appears 2 wks to flight-ready.14:42
rradd - 6/4/2011 1:32:09 PM - Nest is empty, nestling has fledged.

2/21/2011 5000034 RTHA Closed EP247 and AR 140 feet from AR. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 No hawks observed at nest; 1 adult soaring near tower to W earlier.
Observed one adult incubating while another adult flew to nest with stick; possible copulation; 1 hawk flew E while 
other incubated. Located 160 feet from access road 3-1 (PK).
Adult incubating on nest.  BHart 3/11/2011. 
Hawk incubating 3-23 (PK).     
Incubating 3-30 (PK).      
Adult standing on edge of nest 4-6 (PK).
4/12/11 - Adult incubating; did not flush from nest when driving past 5 mph along access road approx 150 feet from 
nest (J&M Dicus).
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - Adult female perched at nest feeding nestlings with male perched above.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 2 adults perched near nest; cannot see nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - 1 adult lying low on nest during high wind.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - 1 downy-headed nestling lying low in nest; 1 adult soaring nearby.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - At least 2 feathered nestlings lying in nest; 1 adult glided away from perch near or at nest.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Large feathered nestling(s) lying in nest.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011 - 2 large feathered nestlings standing in nest, stretching wings.
barnold - 6/3/2011 2:48 PM - Nest appears empty. Nest successfully fledged. Inactive.
PKonrad - 6/7/2011 - No sign of adults or fledglings in area - closed.

2/21/2011 5000035 CORA Closed EP349 and AR 65 feet from SWPL line 
access road.

100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 
Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 Inactive former CORA nest; potential raptor nest; continue to monitor. 2/21/11
No activity observed at nest 3-17 (PK).
Nest built up; raven incubating 3-25 (PK).      
Raven incubating 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/2011 6:56:10 PM - CORA incubating.
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - brooding.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - 2 medium-sized nestlings and 1 adult at nest.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 12:36:11 PM - 2 adults; 1 adult on nest with 2 nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 3 large feathered nestlings active in the nest.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - No ravens observed in area - nestlings apparently fledged and left area.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - No ravens in area; fledglings apparently dispersed with adults - closed.
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2/23/2011 5000037 RSHA Closed Alpine Underground - 

165+75.27 MH-10R
20 feet from Alpine Blvd. 500 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 RSHA observed building nest - 3/3/2011.
Red-shouldered Hawks nest building, calling occasionally. lying in nest -  forming nest? 3-22 (PK). 
Nest appears complete, but can't see bird incubating and no other activity 4-5 (PK) - will return.
4/16/2011 - RSHA nest exchange 14:30 - RR
4/22/2011 - RSHA to nest 15:20. - RR
4/30/2011 - RSHA adult on nest feeding at least one downy nestling. - RR
fhoffman - 5/6/2011 3:14:08 PM - Adult observed returning with snake for mate on nest. Mobbed by crows on return.  

rradd - 5/27/2011 7:40:07 AM - No RSHA detected during obs. 0704 - 0740
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 12:51:46 PM - Two fuzzy nestlings observed being fed by adult. Nest location is possibly the one 
previously reported as unused, although difficult to determine with gps accuracy being low.
rradd - 6/11/2011 10:35:56 AM - 2 large well-feathered juvenile RSHA on nest, one bounce/flapping into branches 
above and around nest. Should be fledging soon.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 10:03:48 AM - 1 nestling calling (food begging) regularly from nest; 1 adult perched nearby; 
other nestling appears to have fledged.
PKonrad - 6/24/2011 - Nestlings have fledged and dispersed - closed.

2/21/2011 5000043 RTHA Closed Alpine Underground - 
97+00L, MH-6L

385 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

500 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 5/27/2011 Likely a raptor nest. No nesting activity observed. 3/3/2011.
Pair of Red-tails bringing nesting material to nest and standing on nest 3-10  8:50-9:20 (PK).
One hawk flying next to nest; 1 incubating bird, but hard to see (9:50). Observed apparent change of incubating 
hawks (12:10) 3-23 (PK).
Two hawks active at nest; 1 incubating (second visit) 4-5 (PK).
16 Apr - RTHA adult on nest.13:45 - RR.
22 Apr - Nestling is downy but standing and exercising wings 1632. - RR
30 Apr - RTHA youngster moving about nest. 1114. - RR
6 May - Single RTHA juvenile standing on nest 1415. - RR
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 9:37:27 AM-Single young observed standing on and moving about nest. one adult observed 
leaving nest. Possible second chick in nest.  Keep an eye out.
rradd - 5/27/2011 6:44:22 AM - Nest is empty, young has fledged.

2/23/2011 5000044 RTHA Closed TL 6916 - Z774818 310 feet from work area. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 300 
feet.

Buffer to 300 feet granted to allow work, based on biologist's observations of 
birds in relation to activity levels.

1. FLEDGED. 5/13/2011 Bird sitting on eggs in nest. 2/23/11
3/28/11 - Observe pair in area. observe adult catch and bring snake to nest to feed chicks. 3 downy chicks 
confirmed.(D. Busby)
12 Apr - Downy chick in nest 1500. - RR 
4/13/11 TC - Chicks present.
18 Apr - Large young moving around in nest 1130.- RR
4/21/11 TC - 3 chicks  in nest.
25 Apr - 2 RTHA chicks with wing feathers, standing on nest with adult 1525. - RR
2 May - RTHA young present and active 1535. - RR
tcooper - 5/5/2011 3 young in nest, mostly feathered
11 May - Two large juveniles in nest appear ready to fledge, adult guarding nearby 1302. -RR
16 May - Nest has fledged, juveniles circulating unsteadily nearby with adults 1414. Closed - RR

2/23/2011 5000045 RTHA Closed TL 6916 - Z774822 360 feet from pole. 500 feet Reduced to 300 feet. Granted through agency approval process, based on biologist's observations of 
the nest and stress levels.

1. FLEDGED. 5/16/2011 3/28/11 - Adult sitting on nest. (D. Busby)
12 Apr - At least 2 downy nestlings in nest. - RR
4/14/11 TC - 3 nestlings in nest
18 Apr - 2 unfledged RTHA on nest, adult guarding. 1227. - RR
4/21/11 TC - 3 nestlings in nest.
25 Apr - RTHA nestlings have wing feathers but downy heads. - RR
2 May - At least 2 feathered RTHA young visible on nest 1710. - RR
tcooper - 5/5/2011 - 3 nestlings in nest, mostly feathered.
11 May 1 adult and 2 feathered nestling RTHA on nest 1225. - RR
16 May 1 nestling RTHA on nest, 1 fledgling perched nearby 1523. - RR
tcooper - 5/19/2011 - Nest empty. At least 2 fledglings nearby. Closed nest.
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2/23/2011 5000047 RTHA Closed EP220-1 340 feet from nearest 

corner of temporary 
ROW.

500 feet Reduced to 300 feet. Granted through agency approval process, based on biologist's opinions of 
behavioral responses.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 No birds observed on the nest or flushed from the nest. Nest status uncertain. A pair of RTHA seen in courtship flight 
over EP220-1. Biologist, John Dicus reported mating and hunting over the flat open space 100 yards east of the nest 
site. Status left unchanged -- active. BHart 3/09/2011.
No hawks observed - inactive at this time. My impression is that no hawks were ever observed in direct association 
with this nest: no nest building, no incubating, etc. 3-17 (PK).
23 Mar - Adult RTHA on nest, 2nd adult approx 150' away. - RR
Red-tailed Hawk incubating - 3-30 (PK).
Hawk incubating 4-6 (PK).
phoward 4/7/11 - Pair of hawks seen in tree but never observed on nest.
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - Hawk incubating.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Adult incubating/brooding.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - 2 adults soaring overhead calling territorially; can't see nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Adult perched on tree next to nest tree; 2 adults soaring overhead and calling, but nestlings 
cannot be seen in nest.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - 1 adult flushed from nest and both adults soared overhead calling territorially, but couldn't see 
nestlings from below.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - 1 adult flying overhead calling moderately; can't see nest contents from below.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 1:50:50 PM - 1 downy nestling in nest; 2 adults soaring overhead, 1 very vocal and diving 
repeatedly.
barnold - 6/3/2011 10:54:16 AM - 2 downy nestlings in nest. Bio-monitor reports seeing adults flying in oak grove 
area every afternoon this week.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 11:23:35 AM - Nestlings out of sight, but 1 adult flying and calling territorially overhead.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 12:10:24 PM - 1 fledgling (brancher) perched 4 feet from nest; no adults observed.
pkonrad - 6/22/2011 2:11:35 PM - 1 fledgling and 1 adult initially standing on nest; both flew when they saw me - 
fledgling flies good but labored. Fledgling (male) flew 150 feet south to dead tree where it perched next to seecond 
fledgling (large female). Adults soaring high overhead calling. The family group is obviously in the early stage of the 
post-fledging period and are still using the nest as a centerpoint. Will check back again.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 3:48:28 PM - Male fledgling flew from perch near nest tree to same bare dead tree as last week 
(flew well); no adults in area. Will close nest during post-fledging because there is similar contiguous habitat that 
hawks can move to if displaced or disturbed - closed.

1/28/2011 5000403 RTHA Closed EP256 320 feet from temporary 
ROW.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/12/2011 A red-tailed hawk seen bringing sticks to nest and incubating on nest. 1/28/2011
Hawk on nest. Status unchanged. BHart 3/03/2011.
Hawk incubating 3-17 (PK).        
Same 3-22 (PK).
Adult feeding 2 or more medium-sized downy nestlings 4-4 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 -  Adult and 2 nestlings, possibly more.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 -  One large downy nestling observed.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 2 large nestlings with feathered bodies in nest.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - 2 large feathered nestlings in nest (heads now feathered).
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - No nestlings visible, but may be lying low in strong wind; checked surrounding area with 
binoculars in case there may be fledglings nearby. 1 adult soared close to tower for a short time. Will check back 
soon.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - 1 fledgling perched above nest; 1 adult perched in tower to south. Post-fledging period will 
require a number of additional days while fledglings and adults utilize the nest site. Will check back soon.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 1 adult soaring near nest tower; another adult hawk perched in tower to north. Will close this 
site because fledglings appear to be wide-ranging.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - No hawks observed in area.

2/4/2011 5000412 AMKE Closed CP55 AR 305 feet from access 
road.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 Nest as described in correct location, no birds observed due to inclement weather. Affects access road (B. Lohstroh 
checked 2/18/11).
16 Mar - AMKE driving RTHA from area, entered nest @ 11:16 - RR
25 Mar - Food exchange, male delivered prey to female 16:04. Female consumed, returned to nest.16:12. - RR
29 Mar - Male harassing RTHA away from nest area 16:45, MERL @17:12. Female off nest @ 17:17 - RR
7 Apr - Male catches mouse @13:52, eats head, carries body to nest @ 15:01 despite begging female.- RR
14 Apr - Male brings food item; female carries away and eats, returns to nest @ 1341. - RR 
21 Apr - AMKE visits nest, second AMKE flies off with food 1238. - RR
28 Apr - AMKE male carrying prey to female at nest 0810.- RR
10 May - AMKE pair still actively defending, feeding this nest 1707. - RR 
21 May - Fledged young observed away from nest. AMKE no longer using this cavity. Change to Closed. - RR
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2/8/2011 5000413 RTHA Closed EP90-1 and AR 30 feet from access 

road.
500 feet Buffer kept in place at 

500 feet, but vehicular 
passage is allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 Adult still incubating - 3-10-11 (PK).
3/25/11 - Adult still Incubating (D. Busby). 
Red-tailed Hawk incubating or brooding - 3-31 (PK). 
Adult brooding - 4-7 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011  -  Adult perched near nest; another adult flew in from north.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011  -  No aduults in area; no nestlings can be seen during 20 minute visit.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011  -  At least 1 downy nestling in nest with adult perched on edge of nest.
barnold - 4/30/2011 11:52 AM - 1 nestling observed with down on head in nest.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 1 feathered nestling with downy head standing in nest; adult perched on pole to north.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - 1 nestling standing on nest platform; adult hunting in area.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Nestling has fledged; is perched on short tree immediately south of nest . Actively flapping 
wings to shake rain from feathers (and exercise?).
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Adult red-tails in the area, but no fledgling observed.
barnold - 5/31/2011 12:43 PM No adults or fledglings observed during an hour of observation time. Nest is likely 
inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

1/31/2011 5000414 GHOW Closed EP228 260 feet from temporary 
ROW.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 300 
feet.

Buffer granted to 300 feet to allow work at permanent impact area.  Through 
agency approval process.

1. FLEDGED. 4/24/2011 Owl observed by biomonitor; confirmed by Ian Maunsell on 2-23-2011. 
Owl still incubating 3-10 (Paul Konrad). Second adult perced in tree 70 feet north of nest. 
Incubating 3-16 (PK). 
Adult probably brooding today - lying higher than usual 3-23 (PK).
Adult and downy nestling can be seen; later, 2 or 3 downy nestlings standing in nest 3-31 (PK).
Adult and 1 downy young can be seen in nest 4-6 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 12:42:21 PM  2 large downy nestlings in nest; adult female perched in tree N of nest.
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 10:14:13 AM   2 large feathered nestlings in nest.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 1 adult present but nestlings have fledged; no sign of fledglings now. Observed nestlings lying 
low in high wind 4-21, and neighboring landowner said they were still in nest on 4-23. Will check back.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - 1 adult owl flushed north of nest, but no fledglings found.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - No owls observed in area; closed.

2/24/2011 5000431 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 30 feet to AR. 100 feet One time passage 
(4/26/2011).  Drive 

through access only 
(5/18/2011).

One-time allowance granted for vehicular passage to allow construction traffic to 
move the air track from CP22 area to CP25-2.  Level of construction traffic for 
this one event not viewed as significant enough to impact nest.

A permanent nest buffer reduction to accomodate thru-traffic would likely not 
disturb nest as long as traffic does not stop and the number  of trips are minimal. 
(May 11)

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 Adult CACW seen taking nest material to nest on 3/1/11; confirmation that nest is now being actively used.  Adult 
confirmed at nest on 3/7/11.
3/18/2011 - No CACW detected on this territory 1200 - 1245. Vehicle traffic noted. - RR
3/24/2011- No CACW detected on this territory 0830-0930 - RR
3/30/2011 - Pair CACW actively nest-building new nest 2' from existing. 13:10 -13:25 - RR
4/5/2011 - Nest building continues 1015-1030 - RR
4/11/2011 - CACW active at this nest 11:35 - RR
4/18/2011 - CACW nest guarding adjacent to these nests 1635 - RR
4/25/2011 - CACW on nest 1655. - RR
5/3/2011 - Third nest now built in this small patch. Adult nearby carrrying food 1235. - RR
5/10/2011 - At least 2 nestlings visible in nest. Adult observed carrying food 1325. - RR
5/17/2011 - Male at nest, female emerges 1455. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:19:19 PM - CACW carrying food to nest.1242.
rradd - 6/1/2011 10:45:50 AM - Nest empty, although juvenile GRRO perched at nest 0720, previous observations 
indicate this nest had time to fledge. Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/7/2011 1:02:06 PM - CACW pair are active at this nest again; maybe starting a second clutch. Change to 
Active.
rradd - 6/13/2011 9:58:16 AM - Nest in fine condition with clean tight opening, but no CACW detected during 0915-
0945 observation.
rradd - 6/20/2011 12:33:08 PM - CACW pair, fledgling occupying this territory 1145-1225.
rradd - 6/28/2011 10:36:16 AM - CACW group remains active at this nest.
rradd - 7/6/2011 3:39:43 PM - Change to Inactive. Nest opening beginning to collapse and no wrens associating 
during 30 mininute observation period. Apparently no second clutch initiated.

2/25/2011 5000434 MODO Closed TL 6916 - Z678467 30 feet from access 
road.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Buffer should be reduced to 30 feet to allow work.  Mourning Doves often nest in 
close proximity to human activities and disturbances.  The nest is concealed in a 
large, thick non-native shrub and is not visible from the ROW.  The adults 
showed no sensitivity to human activity remaining on the nest when approached 
to within five feet.  The nest will be isolated from visual and acoustic 
disturbances by construction activities by the surrounding  vegetation.

1. FLEDGED. 5/15/2011 Nest still active as of 2/25/2011. 
12 Apr - MODO pair on nest. No eggs. - RR
shampton - 4/13/2011 1:17:48 PM - Adult on nest. Possibly incubating. Bird did not flush.
18 Apr MODO incubating nest. No flush. 15:08. - RR
25 Apr - MODO incubating 2 eggs 1235. - RR
barnold - 4/26/2011 8:02:24 AM  Adult on nest, didnt flush.
2 May - Female MODO incubating 2 eggs 1540.- RR
imaunsell - 5/3/2011 2:14:02 PM - Female brooding on nest.
11 May - 2 feathered squabs on nest 1414. - RR
16 May - Nest is intact, empty. Presume fledged, change to Closed 1727. - RR

2/25/2011 5000440 RTHA Closed CP70-3 75 feet from existing 
access road.

500 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/14/2011 Adult appears to be incubating. 2/25/11
17 Mar - RTHA in incubating posture on nest. - RR
25 Mar - RTHA in incubating posture on nest 11:48. - RR
28 Mar - still incubating 0832. - BL
6 Apr - RTHA on nest 1020, food drop @ 1645, brooding hawk feeding 2 downy nestlings. - RR
13 Apr - Adult RTHA on nest with at least 2 large white-headed young 1330. - RR
20 Apr - Two downy chicks observed in nest. - RR
28 Apr - RTHA adult on nest with two large young; still downy. - RR
5 May - Juvenile RTHA fills the nest and appear near flight-capable 1800 - RR.
14 May - 1 RTHA juvenile weak flight to tree adjacent to nest, adult carries gopher to juvenile remaining in nest 
1241. - RR
20 May - Nest empty, successfully fledged. Change to Closed. - RR
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2/24/2011 5000446 GHOW Closed EP207 430 feet from 

permanent impact area 
of tower.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 GHOW incubating in large stick nest. Old nest 45. Owl still incubating on 3-15 (Paul Konrad).
23 Mar - Adult GHOW on nest w/ at least 1 downy young. - RR
Adult and 2 downy nestlings in nest 3-30 (PK).
2 feathered nestlings low in nest 4-8 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 12:23:27 PM - 2 large feathered nestlings in nest. PKonrad 4/25/2011 - 2 fledglings in 
branches; 1 near nest and 1 about 10 feet above ground.  PKonrad 5/2/2011 - No fledglings or adults observed in the 
area - closed.
imaunsell - 5/23/2011 12:30:03 PM - Closed based on nesting chronology.

2/25/2011 5000447 MODO Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-6

50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 4/8/2011 8 April - Nest intact, no activity observed, likely fledged by now. Changed status to inactive.BL
Closed, since last observation indicated fledging.  This nest was no longer in use by that time. kalberts - 4/15/2011 
9:05:28 PM

2/25/2011 5000449 RTHA Closed EP210 370 feet from 
permanent ROW of 

tower site.

500 feet Reduced to 300 feet. Nesting activites were not affected at a distance of 300 feet per the avian 
biologist, Rob Fletcher.  A buffer reduction to 300 feet was granted through 
agency approval.

1. FLEDGED. 5/11/2011 Nest active 3/2/11.
3/3/2011 - Adult RTHA observed from McCain Valley Road, entering and leaving nest 4 times in 10 minutes. - RR.
Adult Red-tail flushed from nest and circled overhead calling on 3-17 (PK). 
Adult flying in and out of nest tree, soaring low over immediate area - hunting.  3-30 (PK).          
1 adult flying over nest and beyond 4-8 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 - At least 1 large downy nestling in nest.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Adult perched atop nest tree; can't see nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - 2 adults soaring low around nest tree; 1 fully feathered nestling perched in open on branch next 
to nest (brancher).
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No nestlings or fledglings observed in area; 1 adult perched in tower south of closest tower 
(from this nest?). Appears that young hawk(s) has/have fledged and may have left the area; will check back soon.
Closed, based on last few observations - kalberts - 5/23/2011 12:43:56 PM.

2/25/2011 5000452 RTHA Closed EP353 and AR 95 feet from access 
road entry to tower site.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 300 
feet.

Buffer approved through agency concurrence.  Vehicular passage is not 
anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or 
construction occur within the 300' buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 Apparent former common raven nest. 2/25/11
Red-tailed hawk incubating while second hawk brought a branch with leaves to nest, then perched high in north peak 
of tower 3-17 (PK).  
Bird incubating 3-25 (PK). 
Red-tail incubating 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/2011 - Field notes deleted; pentab problem?
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - Field notes deleted; pentab problems?
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Hawk shading nest.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 1:16:05 PM - 2 adults present initially circling above nest; 1 adult flew off to the north and 
second landed on nest and appeared to be shading nest (circa 100 feet). 
shampton - 5/10/2011 1:40:19 PM - Adult observed brooding/shading nest.
kkilpatrick - 5/16/2011 2:03:06 PM - Adult observed perching in nest and on tower structure. Nestling observed 
perching and wing-flapping over a 2-hour period.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - 1 large nestling standing in nest and beside nest.
jpawlicki - 6/4/2011 12:01:18 PM
No adults or juveniles observed at nest, on tower, or nearby towers after 2.5 hrs. of monitoring in area.  
pkonrad - Fledgling apparently left area successfully.

3/2/2011 5000468 ANHU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from driveway 
access.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 19 
feet.

It is the avian biologist’s opinion, both the Anna’s hummingbird and black 
phoebe nests will tolerate traffic through their buffers and no reduction of the 
100’ buffers will be needed to allow work to occur at the house. Trips up and 
down the driveway by trucks and people should be kept to a minimum. I would 
expect the house finch to tolerate activities required to secure the property 
around and inside the house.

1. FLEDGED. 4/13/2011 Female actively constructing nest 10% complete on 3/2/2011. -Ian Maunsell
16 Mar - Female incubating. - RR
22 Mar - Female on nest - RR
31 Mar - Female on nest @ 1429 - RR
1 April - Female on nest - IM
Nest empty, female feeding fledgling 30 feet south - imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:26:55 AM.
Nest closed due to last observation of feeding a fledgling. kalberts - 4/15/2011 9:35:58 PM

3/2/2011 5000469 BLPH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from driveway 
access.

100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near Hwy 67, a very busy and noisy highway, 
illustrating normalized behaviors to this steady disturbance. The adult birds have 
tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other human acvities onsite have not 
deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated with work will be monitored, as 
will nest sites for any potential impacts.

1. FLEDGED. 5/4/2011 3/10/2010 - Nest intact; BLPH observed foraging nearby but not entering building. Changed to Inactive at this time 
and buffer removed. - RR
3/18/11 - DBusby verified Inactive. No eggs in nest or sign of recent use.
3/24/2011 - No change; BLPH pair present at site. - RR
3/31/2011 - BLPH on nest, and distraction display from mate at nearby presence of COHA. - RR
4/1/2011 - 4 eggs observed in nest. IM
Pair visiting nest. imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:29:40 AM
4/19/2011 - BLPH pair feeding nestlings 1103. - RR
4/27/2011 - BLPH bringing food to nest 1058. - RR
5/5/2011 - BLPH have fledged - at least 1 fledgling being fed away from this nest, which now appears reoccupied by 
HOWR? 

3/2/2011 5000485 RTHA Closed EP78 - EP77 AR  and 
EP78

100 feet to nearest 
existing access road.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/16/2011 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating; other adult circling overhead and calling territorially 3-2 (PK).  
Still incubating 3-10 (PK).
Unable to determine status during walk beneath nest tree and half-hour observation from a distance; 1 hawk hunting 
along south ridge and 1 adult (same?) glided low over nest 3-28 (PK).
Adult brooding in cool weather 4-7 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/18/2011  -  Cannot see nestlings, but 1 adult perched to north and 1 hunting to south.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 -  At least 2 large downy nestlings in nest; 1 adult perched on pole to north.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 2 adults soaring low over area, but did not see nestlings this time.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - 2 fledglings standing on nest; 1 flew to top of oak tree 120 feet north of nest, then called as 
though food begging; second fledgling flushed from nest and circled twice overhead before proceeding east. Both 
adults soaring overhead calling during nest check; 1 adult initially met vehicle 1/4 mile northwest of nest. Biologist 
recommends waiting another several days before closing nest due to critical period just after leaving nest - will check 
back Monday.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - 2 fledglings perched atop neighboring oak trees; both gave food begging calls when adult 
soared low overhead calling territorially. The fledglings are expanding their range and will continue to move 
throughout the area with the adults. This nest can be closed.
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3/3/2011 5000491 CORA Closed TL 639 - Z379538 0 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 Raven pair observed placing sticks in different locations on 3/1/11 and 3/3/11 final nest site location undetermined, 

could be same birds building near 379537.  TC-3/3/11
3/28/11 - Adult sitting on nest with other adult foraging nearby.  Flushed off nest when I approached within 150 ft. (D. 
Busby)
RF-4/7/11- Nest still active.
rfletcher - 4/14/2011 8:46:53 AM- CORA observed incubating eggs.
mdicus - 4/28/2011 10:22:23 AM - Pair observed at nest feeding young.
mdicus - 5/5/2011 - CORA observed in nest.
mdicus - 5/19/2011 - Nest still active.  Young bird observed in nest.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 2:32:11 PM - Only one nest found at location; there was significant stick litter at the tower base. 
Nest unoccupied. A CORA (possibly juvenile) flushed from the base of nesting tower and flew toward canyon to east 
where it struck a transmission line. The bird was not seen again but was heard calling once from canyon area. 
Another CORA remained perched on a pole to the south, preening for the duration of episode. Nest status changed 
to inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/11 - Changed to closed.

3/4/2011 6002308 GHOW Closed EP119-2 150 feet from tower site. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/18/2011 3/4/2011 - 2 downy nestlings in nest site.- RR
Downy nestlings sleeping; one adult perched above nest site 3-10 (Paul Konrad).
3/23/2011 - 3 owlets, aquiring feathers, gray coloration. - RR
3 large nestlings mobile; adult female perched nearby 3-30 (PK).
3 large nestlings in nest bowl; no adults 4-7 (PK/FH). 
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 9:40:10 AM - Youngest owl in nest bowl; 2 others are "branchers" on large northwest branch 20 
feet from nest site. 
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 10:20:10 AM  - No owls observed in nest, nest tree, or surrounding trees. Adults and fledglings 
appear to have left the area; hence, nest closed. Site should be resurveyed to check for new nests.

3/17/2011 6002314 LOSH Closed EP234-1 80 feet from corner of 
tower site.

100 feet Focus of all activites to be away from the buffer at the NE corner to avoid 
working within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 4/18/2011 One shrike perched in nest tree. Nest contained 6 light blue eggs 3-17 (PK).
Shrike incubating 6 eggs 3-23 (PK).
One adult at nest, which contains medium-sized dark-colored unfeathered nestlings 4-4 (PK).
ahernandez, pkonrad - 4/12/2011 2:56:55 PM  - At least 5 feathered nestlings and 1 adult at nest.
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 10:53:32 AM  - All nestlings have left nest, which is flattened by nestling use, but fledglings still 
present in buffer area (1 nestling observed 70 feet from nest; flew back to nest tree) and 1 adult calling and 
protective during this post-fledging period. Will return later in the week.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 3 fledglings and 2 adults observed near nest; probably more fledglings but didn't want to 
disturb birds.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - At least 3 shrikes still present in buffer area. 
Closed, due to time since fledging - kalberts - 5/3/2011 4:04:07 PM.

3/5/2011 6002318 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

50 feet from access 
road.

100 feet Reduced to 40 feet. Nesting commenced during construction activities in this area (bridge 
replacement) and the pair of phoebes do not appear disturbed by foot traffic and 
light work; however, work activities within the 100-foot buffer were suspended 
when the bio-monitor determined that heavy machinery operating within the 100 
foot buffer was causing a decreased level of activity of the pair of phoebes. We 
understand that construction with heavy equipment may affect this nest, or 
cause the pair to nest elsewhere. However, we are requesting a nest buffer in 
order to finish work so that the property owners, who have left their home during 
construction, can return to their home on schedule.

1. FLEDGED. 5/6/2011 imaunsell - 6/28/2011 11:49:00 AM
Actively nest building on 3/5/11.  
17 Mar - Nest constuction continues - no site work in progress. Extra NIDs are redundant and should be deleted- 
RR
Nest appears complete. Pair present. IM
28 Mar - Adult on nest incubating- BL
1 April - 3 eggs observed in nest. IM
8 April - Adult back and forth to nest, likely feeding nestlings-BL
16 Apr - Black downy young in nest. - RR
22 Apr - BLPH pair continue to feed this nest 0837. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:17:26 AM - Adult observed at nest. Likely feeding nestlings.
6 May  - BLPH nest has fledged. 

3/5/2011 6002319 BUSH Closed CP57 AR 10 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/28/2011 Nest building and mating observed. Nest is 85% complete. 3/5/11
16 Mar - BUSH flew from nest @13:40 ACTIVE - RR
25 Mar - BUSH entered nest carrying food (small de-winged butterfly) 15:04.- RR
14 Apr - BUSH enters nest @1445 for 1 min. - RR
21 Apr - BUSH brings food to nest, departs without it 1344. - RR
28 Apr - No BUSH detected at or near nest for 30 minute observation. Nest has fledged; change to Closed. - RR

2/1/2011 5000521 CORA Closed EP250 AR 65 feet from access 
road.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 Nest first observed during surveyor monitoring (Chambers Group) 2/1/11
Raven incubating in stick nest on south arm of metal tower on 3-16 (Paul Konrad). 
Raven incubating 3-28 (PK).      
Incubating 4-6 (PK).  
Two ravens initially at nest; 1 at nest leaning into nest, possibly feeding young 4/12/11 (J&M Dicus).
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - 1 raven brooding.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Raven brooding with second adult perched near nest.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - Raven adult brought food to nest and fed feathered nestling(s).
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - At least 2 medium-sized nestlings lying in nest.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Large feathered nestlings in nest.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - 3 large feathered nestlings standing on nest; near fledging.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011 - 2 fledglings and 1 adult flushed from below tower; fledglings fly well to perch 100 yards 
northeast of tower. Other fledgling and other adult absent - closed.
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1/29/2011 5000543 RTHA Closed EP32-1 AR 38 feet from AR. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 Didn't see any birds on nest. 1/29/11

Red-tailed Hawk incubating - 3-19 (RR).
Red-tailed hawk incubating 3-29 (PK).
Male brought small mammal to female at nest; at least 1 week-old nestling in nest 4-7 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 -  Adult brooding early, then standing on nest later.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 -  At least 4 large downy nestlings in nest with 1 adult perched in nest tree. Adult flew to nest 
with a 5 foot long snake and began feeding nestlings. 
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - 3 large downy nestlings visible in nest; 2 stood and spread wings in wind and flapped even tho 
their wing feathers are just beginning to grow. One adult flew by close to nest.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - 1 feathered nestling standing in nest.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - 3 well-feathered nestlings standing in nest feeding. 
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - 1 large nestling standing on nest; 1 nestling lying in nest; has third nestling fledged, or is it out 
of sight in nest?
PKonrad - 5/24/2011 - 1 fledgling perched in top of nearby tree; tested its wings in the light wind and flew tentatively 
to top of nest tree. 2 large nestlings standing on nest (ready to fledge).
PKonrad - 6/1/2011 - No nestlings, fledglings, or adults observed in area; appear to have left the area. Nestlings 
appear to have fledged successfully - closed.

2/25/2011 5000049 RTHA Closed Hartung Yard 240 feet from AR entry. 500 feet Reduced to 60 feet. Buffer should consider that hawk nest is located closer to El Monte Road and the 
County Park than it is to any construction activity.  Work should be allowed to 
occur at AR, and vehicular passage should be allowed, based on vegetative 
screening between AR area and the host tree, and the previous facts.

1. FLEDGED. 5/11/2011 Biomonitors observed RTHA carrying food to nest. Bird observed incubating on nest. Verified again by D. Busby on 
2/25/11.
Still active 3/10/2011. Bird observed incubating on nest. BHart.
25 Mar - RTHA incubating on nest. - RR
29 Mar - RTHA at nest 15:55. - RR
6 Apr - RTHA leaving nest 0815. CY bio-monitor observed regular prey carrying, feeding activity @ this nest. - RR
13 Apr - At least one large chick moving about on nest. - RR
20 Apr - RTHA on nest. Appears to be chick with feathered head. - RR
27 Apr - No RTHA detections 1630-1705. - RR
28 Apr - Downy RTHA visible on nest 1710. - RR
4 May - Single large juvenile RTHA standing on nest 0650. - RR
12 May - No RTHA detections during 30 minute observation. Fledged? Will revisit. - RR
20 May - No RTHA detections during 30 minute observation. Presume fledged 1755.  Change to Closed- RR

3/24/2011 5001256 ANHU Closed CP50-1 30 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 3/31/2011 Female incubating and territorial to two LEGOs. 
3/24/2011- ANHU on nest. - RR
3/31/2011- Female ANHU feeding fledgling 10 feet below nest @ 11:10. - RR
4/5/2011 - Nest no longer present. Change to closed. -  RR

3/24/2011 5001259 ANHU Closed CP50-1 AR 90 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/11/2011 Female observed incubating and adding lining to nest.
24 Mar - ANHU on nest 13:40. - RR
31 Mar - ANHU feeding 2 feathered fledglings 1235 - RR
5 Apr - Nestlings fill nest. - RR
11 Apr - 2 flight capable young, returning to nest to be fed 15:19. - RR
19 Apr. Nest fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

3/10/2011 5001260 HOWR Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within house 
area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/15/2011 Nest material visible. Bird seen entering cavity with material.
10 Mar 2011- HOWR singing incessantly (3-5 sec intervals) at cavity. - RR
24 Mar - HOWR singing nearby.Nesting activity suppressed by stormy day. - RR
31 Mar - HOWR pair carrying food to upper cavity. RR
5 Apr - Female brings food to upper cavity while male sings and nest-guards. - RR
5 May - HOWR continues to feed this nest 1035. - RR
12 May - HOWR enters cavity 0911. - RR
19 May - Intense territoriality around this and lower cavity, HOWR singing at 3 second intervals. - RR

3/8/2011 6002387 RSHA Closed Alpine Underground - 
115+00

180 feet to Alpine Blvd. 500 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/4/2011 RSHA observed on nest and another observed vocalizing nearby. Nest building observed by biomonitor. - 3/8/11 
IM.
Red-shouldered Hawk incubating; best observed WNW of church across riparian area from Alpine Blvd 3-22 (PK).
One adult incubating, 1 calling nearby; leaves all but conceal  nest and hawk 4-5 (PK).
16 Apr - RSHA male on nest, apparently feeding young, 14:05 - RR.
22 Apr - RSHA male on nest 1455. - RR
30 Apr - RSHA male at nest 1421.- RR
6 May - RSHA male standing at nest, at least one downy chick visible 1437. - RR
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 9:23:13 AM. Three young standing on edge of nest. one adult had just left nest and was calling. 

rradd - 5/27/2011 6:55:43 AM
Adult male brings food to at least one extensively white juvenile in nest.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 12:22:06 PM
Nest empty, young have fledged. 
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

3/8/2011 6002391 BUSH Closed CP74-2 0 feet, within permanent 
pad.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 3/31/2011 Nest 90% complete, bushtits actively building nest, nearly complete on 3/8/11.
17 Mar - BUSH entering nest 10:43. - RR
28 Mar - 2 adults leaving and returning to nest and lingering in area. Possibly feeding nestlings.- BL
6 Apr - No birds detected 1215-1315, suggests fledged young. - RR

3/8/2011 6002392 CALT Closed CP70-3 70 feet from permanent 
pad.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/13/2011 3/8/2011 -  Adults building, nest nearly complete.
3/17/2011 - CALT incubating. Active. - RR
3/25/2011 - Incubation continues. - RR
3/28/2011 - Nestlings present.-BL
4/6/2011 - CALT carrying food to feathered nestlings. - RR
4/13/2011 - Nestlings fledged. Change to closed. Check for second brood. - RR
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3/9/2011 6002393 ANHU Closed CP17-1 75 feet from tower site. 100 feet Emergency buffer 

reduced to 70 feet.
1. FLEDGED. 4/11/2011 Female incubating 2 eggs.

18 Mar - ANHU incubation continues. - RR
24 Mar - ANHU fem. brooding 2 young. - RR
30 Mar - 2 young with feather quills - RR
5 Apr - 2 well-feathered nestlings - RR
11 Apr - Nestlings fully fledged and departure is imminent 11:18. Closed. - RR

3/10/2011 6002803 WBNU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 feet to existing AR. 100 feet Although this nest will benefit from the proposed visual and acoustic barrier, due 
to the proximity of the nest to the bridge, approximately 15 feet, the actual work 
of installation of the barriers parallel to the bridge may have a short, negative 
impact. For that reason, the installation will be kept short in duration and without 
significant noise and activity levels.  To reduce potential impacts during sound 
barrier installation holes for blanket stabilization poles will be dug by hand.  
Additionally, a qualified biologist will be present during sound barrier installation 
to provide guidance to reduce potential impacts. 

1. FLEDGED. 4/16/2011 sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:05:46 PM
WBNU observed 3 feet from cavity but did not enter during observations.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:05:32 PM
No activity at cavity.
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:08:11 AM - Occupied by Western Bluebirds. Male and female observed carrying food items into 
nest.
4/30/2011 - WEBL pair carrying grass to this nest, but pair of NUWO also here 1055. - RR
5/6/2011 - WEBL pair remain active at this nest 1045. - RR
5/13/2011 WEBL pair carrying items to nest, defending against constant HOWR insurgency 0955. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 1:18:25 PM
WEBL bringing food items to nest. 
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:35:08 PM
WEBL bringing food to cavity.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:01:53 PM
No activity observed at nest; no bluebirds in the  area.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:56:07 AM
No activity; presumed sucessfully fledged.    
                          sjohnston - 6/3/2011 3:10:22 PM
WBNH observed clearing WEBL nest material and bringing in fresh nesting material.

3/10/2011 6002805 OATI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

30 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. This plan to mitigate for potential construction impacts to 
the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce such impacts and 
improve the likelihood of nest success, provided that no stopping, standing, 
parking, or work occurs within new buffers.  In addition, this nest is in a cavity 
high above ground which provides natural buffering for the adults and nestlings.

1. FLEDGED. 5/16/2011 Active pair bonding and cavity nesting behavior observed, birds unconcered by my presence 25 feet from nest but 
no construction occurring at the time. - RR
17 Mar - As above, No nesting observed. - RR
23 March - No nesting behavior observed. Male vocalizing and pair present. IM
1 April - Pair of OATI occupying cavity. Pair bonding courtship behavior observed in the form of food presentation. 
IM
8 April - Adults back and forth to nest, likely feeding fledges.BL
16 Apr - OATI activity continues at this cavity. - RR
22 Apr - OATI pr making repeated trips, and bringing food to cavity 0745. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 8:49:54 AM - OATI observed carrying prey items into cavity.
6 May - OATI carrying food  to nest at 10 minute intervals 1034. - RR
13 May OATI exiting with fecal sac 0635. - RR

3/12/2011 6003220 BUSH Closed CP31-2 AR 20 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/3/2011 A pair of bushtits was observed making multiple trips to this location, carrying plant down and other nesting material, 
before the nest site was located. Less than 5% complete. B.Hart 3/12/11
100 foot buffer established. AR to CP29-1 and CP31-2 is closed as a result of this buffer.
18 Mar - 70% complete,still under construction.- RR.
24 Mar - BUSH exiting nest 10:20. - RR.
30 Mar - BUSH pair comes to nest, one bird enters carrying fluffy nest material 07:42 -RR.
5 Apr - BUSH nest exchange 0746 - RR.
11 Apr - BUSH exits nest 12:50 - RR.
19 Apr - BUSH enters nest 1342. - RR
25 Apr - BUSH pair seen foraging 50 feet away, but did not associate with nest during 30 minute observation - RR.
3 May - Nest intact and empty. Presume fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

3/12/2011 6003221 COHA Closed Helix Yard AR 120 feet from  AR. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 360 
feet.

Nest is in proximity to El Monte Road, rural residential, and is visually obscured.  
The proposed work is of a very short duration and requires no heavy machinery.  
In addition, this nest is already subjected to light vehicular passage, and has 
demonstrated no intolerance of this.

1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 16 Mar - Pair present, exhibiting territorial behavior; consider site active. Birds agitated by foot traffic, ground 
personnel should maintain maximum buffer. RR
25 Mar - Female COHA on nest, male carrying fresh greens. 0720. - RR
29 Mar - Female COHA on nest, male harassing CORA out of territory,- RR
5 Apr - Female COHA on nest 1620, - RR
13 Apr - Female COHA on nest 0700. Nest exchange 0740. - RR
20 Apr - COHA pr active on nest. Male brings food to fenale 0814. - RR
26 Apr COHA female on nest 1710. - RR
3 May COHA female diving at observer at 225'. Assume young in nest. 1556 -RR
10 May COHA male on nest 1806. - RR
18 May COHA (poss. juv.) on nest 1812 . probable fledged juv. female obs. 75' from nest 1832. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 5:45:26 PM - Nest has fledged. Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/3/2011 1:27:07 PM - COHA on nest... Change to Active.
rradd - 6/9/2011 9:04:50 AM - COHA male feeding juvenile away from nest 0710. Second COHA on nest 0745.
rradd - 6/15/2011 5:14:29 PM - COHA male perched near nest for 30 minutes of observation. No bird visible on nest. 
Fledged juvenile may be returning to nest to be fed. 1700.
rradd - 6/23/2011 2:34:53 PM - No COHA detected in vicinity during 30 minute observation. Change to Closed.
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3/11/2011 6003223 BUSH Closed EP89-1 55 feet from temporary 

ROW; 165 feet to legs.
100 feet Keep all personnel out of 100 foot buffer within temporary ROW, and ensure that 

other areas of the ROW are utilized instead.
1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 Almost complete nest with pair working on final stages of construction 3-11.

Active nest with a Bushtit in attendance 3-28 (PK). 
Adult at nest; calling territorially 4-7 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 - Adult brought food to nest; entered nest and left.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 - Adult present near nest, calling territorially.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Nest looks good but no adults during 20 minute nest check.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - Rechecked nest ,but still no birds; may have fledged or failed by now.
bfischer - 06/01/2011 - Both adults were seen coming into and leaving nest.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - Adult brought food to nest.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No Bushtits observed or heard during 25 minutes of observations.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - 2 adults in area; 1 entered nest and left after about a minute.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - 2 adults behaving and calling territorially when jay perched near nest. (Seems like this nest 
has been active a long time . . .).
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 9:50:53 AM
 2 adults behaving and calling territorially when scrub jay perched near nest
tcooper - 6/2/2011 10:30:25 AM  Both adults were seen entering and leaving nest.
tcooper - 6/2/2011 - 2 adults in and out of nest.
PKonrad - 6/8/2011 - No Bushtits during initial 30 minute check or susequent shorter follow-up; nest looks worn. 
Several territorial pairs in area including jays and Cal Towhees.
pkonrad - 6/8/2011 1:37:42 PM
No Bushtits during initial 30 minute nest check or subsequent short follow-up.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 10:28:10 AM
No Bushtits observed or heard in area; nest is deteriorating - appears inactive.
PKonrad - 6/15/2011 - No Bushtits observed or heard; nest looks even more worn - deteriorating - appears inactive. 

PKonrad - 6/23/2011 - No Bushtits; nest worn - closed.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 3:52:05 PM
No Bushtits; nest worn; nestlings appear to have fledged some time ago - closed.

3/12/2011 6003230 ANHU Closed Bartlett Yard 25 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

Vehicular passage along the AR is allowed through blanket exemption and is not 
anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, standing or work 
occurs along the AR within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 4/15/2011 Female incubating 3/28/2011 (PK).  
Female incubating or brooding in stormy weather 4/7/2011 (PK/FH).
3/12/2011 - Female observed bringing nest material and spider silk to nest location. Work activity is occurring within 
100 feet of nest as the water tank station is situated along western perimeter fence. Although not much work activity 
today, trucks were filling up water, a generator pump was very loud, but it did not affect bird behavior or nest building 
progress.  Anna's hummingbirds are known to be very tolerant of human activity. I staked 100 foot buffer but kept the 
area around water tank open so trucks can fill up tanks and work can resume normal activity in area. Nest buffer 
reduction to 50 feet will likely not disturb nesting activity.
rradd - 4/15/2011 - ANHU female feeding 2 large nestlings. - RR
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 - 2 large nestlings lying low in nest.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - Surprised to see 2 large nestlings still present in nest; wing feathers well-developed.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - Nestlings have fledged - closed.

3/16/2011 6003233 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - 774824 85 feet from AR; 300 
feet from pole.

300 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 4/14/2011 3/16/11  - D. Busby located nest. Female flushed off nest with 2 eggs when I approached. Female returned to nest. 
Erected ESA signs for 300 foot buffer on access road. Construction will be affected by nest because this will not 
likely be a candidate for a NBR due to proximity to road and work area.
3/22/11 -TC - Both adults present, male incubating, 3 eggs, nest in perfect condition, male returned to nest within 2 
minutes of nest check - photo 1
3/28/11 - Male incubating 3 eggs. Flushed as I approached but then returned to nest. Should be hatching in next few 
days (D. Busby).
4/7/11 TC - Female on nest, male present, contents not observed.
4/11/11 - 2 eggs, 1 nestling in nest, adults in vicinity (M. Dicus, S. Hampton).
4/14/11 TC - 1 fledgling out of nest. 2 addled eggs in nest.

3/25/2011 6003235 BLPH Closed Helix Yard 1240 feet from nearest 
part of yard.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 25 Mar - BLPH pair bringing mud to nest 0730 - RR.
29 Mar - Nest appears nearly complete. BLPH resting 90 feet away.
5 Apr - 3 eggs - RR.
13 Apr - Nest destroyed, pair rebuilding adjacent - RR.
20 Apr - Nest building continues 0810. - RR
26 Apr Nest has 1 egg 1630. - RR
3 May BLPH incubating 4 eggs 1605. - RR
11 May 4 eggs 1745, BLPH not detected. - RR
18 May BLPH feeding at least two fuzzy nestlings 1802. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 5:13:09 PM
BLPH feeding at least three feathered nestlings. 
rradd - 6/3/2011 12:51:55 PM
Nest is intact and empty - prev. obs indicate successfully fledged. 

3/17/2011 6003239 GHOW Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; within substation. 500 feet Reduced to 100 feet. Buffer was reduced to 100 feet, since this bird began nesting inside the 
substation after work activites began, and exhibited no signs of distress with 
personnel, equipment, and activities underway.

1. FLEDGED. 4/22/2011 2 owlets in nest. kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:45:35 PM

barnold - 4/22/2011 2:09:28 PM  One owlet in A-frame north of nesting A-frame.  Confirmed nest is empty through 
use of lift from 100 foot distance, using binoculars.  Bio-monitor reports that adults no longer present during the day. 
This owlet flies between several A-frames and no longer seems directly associated with the nest.  This nest is now 
considered Closed.
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3/31/2011 6003242 RTHA Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 400 feet from AR; 1470 

feet from yard corner.
500 feet Buffer remains; through 

access only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/20/2011 PKonrad 3/31/2011
1 hawk seen leaving nest; second bird flushed from nest when approached on foot to about 100 feet. Buffer was not 
flagged due to exemption of AR in use.
Red-tailed hawk incubating.      
Adult observed incubating/brooding 4-7 (PK/FH). 
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - 1 adult and at least 2 downy nestlings in nest.
sjohnston - 4/26/2011 5:17:22 PM - Observed nest for 30 minutes. Did not see nestling/adult in nest from vantage 
point. Observed 1 adult foraging nearby nest, but did not see it visit nest.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Downy nestlings can be seen in nest.
kalberts - 5/10/2011 - 
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - 1 large nestling standing on nest.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Nestling has fledged; no hawks observed in area; apparently dispersed - closed.

3/17/2011 6003245 RTHA Closed EP27-1 AR 270 feet from AR. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/30/2011 Red-tailed hawk incubating in large stick nest about 45 feet high in live oak 3-29 (PK).
Female flushed from nest; male vocalizing and circling nearby. Male is a black morph 4-7 (FH/PK).
sritt - 4/13/2011 11:30:09 AM - No change.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011   Both adults soaring overhead calling territorially; cannot see nest to check for nestlings due to 
thick foliage.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - 2 adults overhead soaring and calling; cannot view nestlings due to thick foliage.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - No change at nest site, but no adults present today.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - 2 adults soaring overhead calling territorially; nest (and nestlings?) obscured except can see 
nest from directly below.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - Same circumstances as last week.
PKonrad - 5/24/2011 - Hooray, can finally see 1 large feathered nestling standing at nest; 2 adults soaring overhead 
calling territorially. Nestling is normal-colored (adult male is a black morph).
PKonrad - 6/1/2011 - No sign of large nestling or normally vocal territorial adults. Expect that nestling fledged and 
family group has dispersed from the area.
eelias - 6/6/2011 10:09:16 AM
Arrived at site 1000.
eelias - 6/6/2011 10:30:06 AM
Flushed hawk (unknown age, unknown sex) from nest tree when I was 50m away. Located nest. Attempted to find a 
viewing angle where I could see into nest. I was not successful. Saw a dark variant (presumed male) lazily soar over 
@ 1018. No other activity. I monitored this nest for 30 minutes.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 10:41:11 AM
No fledgling(s) or adults observed or heard in area; they apparently have dispersed - closed.

3/17/2011 6003250 CORA Closed EP353 and AR 83 feet from AR. 100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 
Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 Pair of common ravens building a new nest 3-17 (PK).
100 foot nest buffer affects access road beyond structure site EP353; no access to SE. 
Raven incubating 3-25 (PK).      
Incubating 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/2011 5:56:57 PM - CORA incubating.
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - field notes missing; pentab problems? 
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Adult standing on nest (shading?).
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 1:06:30 PM - 2 adults present. 1 adult on nest with nestling observed.
sjohnston - 5/10/2011 12:02:52 PM - One adult observed at nest.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 1 adult perched above nest with 2 large active nestlings in nest.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - No ravens observed - nestlings apparently fledged and left area. [5-25:  High wind last week 
must have kept nestlings low and out of sight  (the potential of that is why Ididn't close nest then.)]
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - 1 adult and 3 nestlings/branchers active at nest and other end of tower.
pkonrad - 5/25/2011 1:03:10 PM
2 large feathered nestlings standing on nest with 1 brancher standing at other end of tower; 1 adult moving back and 
forth along tower.
imaunsell - 6/6/2011 7:57:01 AM
No activity observed at nest. No ravens observed in vicinity over 2.5 hours of observation on 4 June 2011 by Jim 
Pawlicki. Nest presumed fledged successfully based on previous comments.

3/18/2011 6003253 ANHU Closed TL 6924 - 17+50 85 feet to work area. 100 feet Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of Reconductor lines, following 
same principles as Alpine Blvd exemption.

1. FLEDGED. 4/18/2011 imaunsell 3/18/2011
female incubating on nest during cement cutting work occuring approximately 25 feet away.
dbusby 3/28/11
female still sitting on nest.
12 Apr 2 large feathered young on nest. - RR
18 Apr Fledgling ANHU below nest. Successfully fledged. Change status to INACTIVE. - RR
25 Apr No indications of re-nesting. Change to closed. - RR

3/18/2011 6003255 BUSH Closed Suncrest Substation 10 feet from work limits. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if, during the 
course of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird 
contsructs a nest outside the project area but within the buffer around Suncrest 
Substation and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. 
Activity levels at this site are anticipated to remain relatively high.

1. FLEDGED. 5/7/2011 Nest 90% complete, being built by adults using material from failed nest 40 feet to the south. Suncrest appoved for 
no nest buffers - TC 3/18/11
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:02:08 AM - Nest complete; pair seen visiting nest with food. 
ahill - 5/8/2011 7:26:52 PM - Nest is complete, found nest below manzanita; nestlings have fledged.
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3/18/2011 5003257 RTHA Closed CP6-1 500 feet to tower center. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/25/2011 3/18/11 IM - Female observed on nest and male seen coming to and from. not affected by foot traffic and pickup 

trucks along road. 
9 Apr RTHA on nest. - RR
14 Apr 2 eyass on nest, attaining wing feathers. - RR
shampton - 4/18/2011 11:01:23 AM Adults bringing food to nest. Large downy chick visible in nest from CP 3 area
19 Apr RTHA adult on nest with young. - RR
26 Apr Two large juv. RTHA standing on nest. Wing feathers and white heads. - RR
2 May Young RTHA still present on nest. - RR
rradd - 5/27/2011 9:10:43 AM
Nest is empty and young have fledged.
Change to Closed.

3/23/2011 5003273 WEBL Closed EP90-1 AR 15 feet north of AR. 100 feet Buffer kept in place at 
100 feet, but vehicular 

passage is allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/8/2011 Pair repeatedly entering cavity. No incubation at this time 3-23.- RR
Pair entering cavity and flying in and out of area 3-31 (PK). 
No birds observed; cold & windy; will recheck; 4-7 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 - Male flew to nest cavity from west.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 - Male perched on tallest branch above nest cavity.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Male flew to cavity from west and left to north into eucalyptus grove.
barnold - 4/30/2011 11:50:15 AM - Male perched on branch outside cavity.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - No birds observed today.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - Male bluebird visited nest once during 40 minute nest visit.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Male bringing food to nest about every 4 minutes; left nest with fecal sac once. Female left 
nest during observations.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - 2 (yes two) adult males and female feeding nestlings in cavity!
barnold - 5/31/2011 12:59 PM Adults came to and left from nest cavity several times during 15-minute observation 
period.
barnold - 6/2/2011 9:04 AM - Adults (including two males and one female) making numerous nest visits (including 
bringing food to nest) during extensive (nearly two hours) observation period.
PKonrad - 6/8/2011 - No bluebirds; nestlings apparently fledged and family group dispersed - closed.


3/23/2011 5003274 RTHA Closed EP220-1 AR 470 feet to existing AR. 500 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 23 Mar - Pair RTHA at large stick nest. Not flagged due to AR @ 490', Hwy 80 @ 250'. - RR
Red-tailed hawk incubating 3-30 (PK).      
Hawk incubating 4-6 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - Hawk incubating.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Adult standing on nest; no nestlings can be seen.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - Adult and at least 2 downy nestlings in nest.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Adult flew from nest to perch along access road;  no nestlings can be seen.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - Adult and 2 medium-sized nestlings observed at nest
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - 2 adults perched along access road; no nestlings observable at nest.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 2:04:50 PM - 1 large feathered nestling standing on nest.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 1:43:35 PM - 1 fledgling perched in nest tree; 1 large nestling standing on nest.
barnold - 6/3/2011 10:58:56 AM - One fledgling perched in tree. Second hawk flew from tree north towards access 
road; not clear if this was the second fledgling or an adult as it was obscured from view by foliage. Nest has fledged, 
or nearly so.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 4:06:36 PM - 2 fledglings present initially, 1 standing on nest and 1 perched on highest branch of 
nest tree. Each fledgling flew to east at different times, as did 1 adult that flew over nest tree at 1 point. Nest site 
obviously still being used during post-fledging period.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 11:37:51 AM - Checked nest site twice while working in the area: first, no hawks were observed 
in the area, but 1 adult was observed perched along AR during second visit. Appears fledglings have dispersed 
enough to close this nest.

3/24/2011 5003278 CATH Closed EP240 75 feet from tower. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

Crew proposes to install 12KV pole 18, which is 102 feet NW of nest - beyond 
100 foot buffer - but 1 anchor is closer and will require 20 foot buffer reduction. 
Construction activities will take between 30 and 50 minutes, so affects on birds 
will be minimzed. Bio monitor will continuously monitor birds and construction 
activities. Construction equipment will include 2 trucks and all personnel and 
equipment will be required to stay west of buffer perimeter.

1. FLEDGED. 5/7/2011 3/24/11 TC- Adults lining nest, 95% complete. No work on access roads near nest.
3/25/11 BL- Checked status of this nest while in area, no activity, but poor weather. nest in good condition.
No birds or activity, but nest well-built (sage thrasher present; cactus wren calling nearby) 3-28 (PK).
One California thrasher territorial; 2 blue eggs in nest 4-6 (PK).
ahernandez, PKonrad - 4/12/2011 - Adult incubating 2 eggs.
barnold - 4/14/2011 2:35:22 PM  - Adult near nest, two eggs in nest.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 -  2 downy (brown-gray) nestlings; adult singing neaby S.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 2downy nestlings with pin feathers; 1 adult at nest joined second adult perched nearby. Nest is 
102 feet from 12KV pole 18.
sjohnston - 4/29/2011 10:34:34 AM - Nestlings observed in nest.
sjohnston - 5/7/2011 11:06:21 AM - Nest empty. Nestlings presumed to have fledged sucessfully.

3/28/2011 5003284 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet 15 feet Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

1. FLEDGED. 5/3/2011 Pair actively building nest. 3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:26:08 PM. Female incubating 5 eggs in nest. Female flushed when approached within 10 feet 
but quickly returned when moved out of area. ESA signs and rope installed at entrance to yard preventing access to 
this portion of yard. Thru traffic only on access road 80 feet to east. Adults seem tolerant of activity in area.
imaunsell - 4/16/2011 9:32:08 AM - NBR concurred 4/15/2011, buffer reduced in field to 15 feet.
emorgan - 4/25/2011 8:44:03 AM - Nest contains at least four chicks.
barnold - 5/4/2011 1:27:00 PM - According to bio-monitors, fledglings gone yesterday.  Adult observed bringing nest 
material today to nest immediately below nest used to fledge.  This lower nest had been identified as inactive, and 
the adults may be enhancing this nest as opposed to the fledged nest due to wear at fledged nest.  This pair may be 
preparing to double brood.
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3/28/2011 5003288 CATH Closed Alpine Yard 35 feet from imapct 

area.
100 feet ESA staked at yard 

limits.
NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 4/25/2011 Female observed incubating on nest. Did not flush when approached to 5 feet. 3/28/11 IM
imaunsell - 4/16/2011 9:42:47 AM - Female on nest incubating/brooding. tolerates foot traffic as close as ten feet.
emorgan - 4/25/2011 11:11:53 AM - Nest likely fledged. No thrashers were observed around the nest and the nest is 
empty. Monitor for activity as thrashers double brood.

3/29/2011 5003290 BUSH Closed TL 6924 - Z171690 70 feet from permanent 
work area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 BUSH observed entering nest w material. RF-3/29/11
BUSH observed entering nest w material. rradd - 4/11/2011 7:26:09 AM
BUSH pair material carrying  to nest 0724. rradd - 4/18/2011 8:02:59 AM
25 Apr - Considerable BUSH activity to and from this nest 0740- RR.
2 May BUSH to nest 0742.- RR
10 May BUSH to nest 0921, but activity level is low. - RR
17 May BUSH arrives to nest 1257, departs 1301.- RR
26 May- nest in disrepair, no BUSH tending. BUSH in area, but did not associate. blohstroh - 5/26/2011 10:34:43 AM

3/31/2011 5003305 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/10/2011 3/31/11. Observed female bring nest material to nest with male following closely. (D. Busby)
barnold - 4/12/2011 12:28:50 PM - Nest, on south side of transformer for Bank 60, has five eggs.
26 Apr No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 1:34:29 PM  Two nestlings (at least) in nest.  No adults in area.
2 May  HOFI adults continue to attend this nest. - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 11:21 AM Nest empty. Closed.

3/31/2011 5003313 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 3/31/11 Pair bonding observed in area and pair visited possible beginnings of nest.  Not flagged due to access issue 
(Cummings). 
No adults observed, possible move to southside where an active nest was observed 4-12 (FH/BA).
19 Apr - No HOFI detected using this structure.  - RR
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:27:40 AM - House finches on Transformer Bank 71, appears to be recent additions to nest.
25 Apr -Two HOFI pairs squabbling over this site 0738. - RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 2:15:07 PM - Nest has been much reduced and is now considered Closed.
barnold - 5/10/2011 1:56 PM  Nest now has four House Finch eggs with attentive female.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:41 AM Nest with very small nestlings and attentive female. 
barnold - 5/26/2011 10:21 AM Nest with five larger nestlings and attentive female.
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:24 PM Two young fledglings in concrete retention basin. Nest successfully fledged. Nest now 
Closed.

barnold - 6/1/2011 2:24:32 PM
Two young fledglings in concrete retaining basin. Nest successfully fledged.

3/31/2011 5003314 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 feet The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      following reasons:
 
            •             House finches are known to nest in proximity to
            human activity and exhibit a high tolerance towards human
            disturbances. They have relatively high rates of nest success
            within areas of high human activity.
            •             These nests are located high up in the steel,
            between 20 and 40 feet above the ground.
            •             Past NBMs of similar nature with house finch in
            structures have not effected the success of the nests.

1. FLEDGED. 7/6/2011 3/31/11 - Observed pair visiting the nest. Not flagged due to access issue ( Cummings). 
Pair observed, fresh material on nest, pair bringing in material, dead adult female next to nest 4-12 12 April - 
(FH/BA).
19 Apr - Unable to detect activity from outside SUB. - RR
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:43:11 AM - Nest still present, but no eggs and no activity.  Change to inactive.
26 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 12:42:45 PM - No activity at this nest. Nest has deteriorated.  Change status to closed.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:33:47 AM
4 eggs in this nest.
barnold - 6/16/2011 1:57:57 PM
Two recently hatched nestlings and two eggs in nest. Female flushed from nest on approach at 3 feet.
barnold - 6/23/2011 11:56:20 AM
Four nestlings.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:08:48 PM
At least three nestlings observed in nest.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:57:13 PM
Nest empty. Successfully fledged.

3/31/2011 5003315 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 3/31/11 Observed female of pair visiting nest. Flagged (Cummings).
barnold - 4/12/2011 11:28:52 AM - Pair with nesting material observed. Nest probably moved 12 feet south into 
western end of Breaker 23 S.
2 May - Nest material visible, but no nesting confirmed.-  RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 10:43 AM  Pair at this location, as well as other nearby locations. No definitive nesting, but 
observed feeding fledgling on same structure. Heard feeding nestlings in area, but could not locate exact location.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:11AM  No activity observed.  Change status to Inactive.

3/31/2011 5003317 AMKE Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 150 
feet.

- This is likely the second clutch for this pair, which has successfully fledged 
young under similar conditions this year.
- The nest is located 30 feet above ground.
- The nest is located within a steel arm of a tower. This provides a natural buffer 
by design from activities occuring within the sub.
- Site selection has occured during ongoing work activities.
- Pair has high site affintity and has used this nest location previously.

1. FLEDGED. 4/14/2011 3/31/11 - Pair observed foraging, perching, and copulating adjacent to tower. Adult observed entering opening in 
tower. Prey remains below nest. Flag tower and road outside gate where buffer crosses. (D. Busby)
barnold - 4/12/2011 12:37:53 PM  No falcons observed in area.
14 Apr - Adult AMKE feeding fledglings away from nest. Successfully fledged. Change to CLOSED. - RR
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3/31/2011 5003318 AMKE Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within work area 

@ SW corner of 
substation

500 feet Buffer reduced to 250 
feet, with one day 

reduction to 65 feet.

NBR Submit Date: 04/25/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 04/26/2011

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. American Kestrel nest is 
located in tower arm, about 30 feet above ground level.  As such, they are not as 
likely to be disturbed by construction activities occurring at ground level.  In 
addition, this American Kestrel pair is highly acclimated to human presence at 
the substation.

1. FLEDGED. 5/1/2011 3/31/11 - Observed adult entering opening in arm. Same pair foraging nearby. ESA signs near southeast corner of 
substation. (D. Busby)
barnold - 4/12/2011 12:35:46 PM - Falcon observed sitting on wire nearby, but no interaction with nest observed.
14 Apr - Male catches mouse and brings pieces to opening at end of arm.- RR
19 Apr - No AMKE detected 1510-1710. - RR
barnold - 4/21/2011 10:38:26 PM Male brings mouse to wire, female emerges from nest and takes mouse from male.  
Male flies off.
26 Apr - AMKE male brings lizard to nest cavity 0744. - RR
2 May - AMKE male nest guarding but no nest visit made during 1 hour observation. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 2:10 PM No sign of activity.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:24 AM No sign of activity. This nest may have fledged earlier this month, and appears to be 
no longer active.

3/31/2011 5003319 RTHA Closed TL 6916 - 774822 465 feet to AR; just over 
500 feet to work sites.

500 feet Access road is 465 feet from nest area, and vehicular passage is not anticipated 
to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction 
occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/3/2011 3/31/11 TC - At least 2 downy young in nest, adults nearby.
4/4/11 - 2 young still in nest - shampton - 4/11/2011.  
4/7/11 TC - At least 2 downy young in nest, adults nearby.
12 Apr - 3  RTHA eyass acquiring feathers 1640 - RR
4/13/11 TC - 2 young in nest, wings w/ coverts and primaries emerging.
18 Apr - RTHA adult on nest with 2 unfledged. 1224 - RR
4/21/11 TC - 2 young in nest.
25 Apr - 2 large RTHA juveniles standing on nest. Aquiring feathered heads. - RR
2 May - 1 RTHA juvenile standing on nest. 1 bird presumed fledged 1705.  - RR
tcooper - 5/5/2011 -  No young in in nest, at least 1 fledgling nearby, changed nest status to closed.

3/31/2011 5003325 LEGO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; at and next to 
work area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/23/2011 31 Mar - Female on nest 1215 - RR.
5 Apr - Incubation continues - RR.
11 Apr - Female LEGO on nest 16:19 - RR.
19 Apr - 2 well-feathered nestlings in nest 0739. - RR
27 Apr - Nest fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

3/31/2011 5003326 AMKE Closed TL 6924 - Z171695 75 feet to TL AR, across 
paved road.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/14/2011 Bird arrived at this spot, disappeared, then left; likely feeding young.
7 April female perched at this tower arm.-BL
14 April - No activity at this nest, but pair and fledge observed to south.
No activity associated with nest cavity observed, male eating prey one tower north. Changed status to inactive. 
Appear to have fledged. blohstroh - 4/21/2011
No activity observed. blohstroh - 4/28/2011
29 Apr - This monopole is occupied by bees and EUST. AMKE nest is NID 7000944, 290 feet north. Change to 
closed. RR

3/31/2011 5003327 AMKE Closed TL 6924 - Z171688 0 feet, at tower/work 
site.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/26/2011 Bird arrived at this spot, disappeared, then left; likely feeding young.
7 April - Pair observed copulating on wire next to nest cavity. 
No activity observed. consider closing next week.-blohstroh - 4/14/2011
Male entered cavity in bottom west arm. Pair copulating at top of tower, fighting off second male. Male foraging and 
returning to tower, giving trill call, interaction call with female, fighting off EUST. blohstroh - 4/21/2011 11:39:44 AM
AMKE still entering and departing nest, pair interction calls. blohstroh - 4/28/2011
2 May - AMKE male provisioning nest 0848. - RR
10 May AMKE carrying rat to nest 0952. - RR
17 May No AMKE obs. associating with this pole during 60 min. obs. on cool wet day 0930. - RR
AMKE carrying mouse to nest. Nestlings heard. blohstroh - 5/19/2011 11:13:53 AM
No activity observed, nest apparently fledged. blohstroh - 5/26/2011 11:39:39 AM
blohstroh - 5/26/2011 11:40:51 AM - No activity observed, nest apparently fledged.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

3/31/2011 5003328 RSHA Closed Elliott Substation 240 feet to corner of 
substation.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 300 
feet.

Buffer should be reduced to 300 feet, since this bird is nesting within a 
residential area, and is accustomed to the presence of humans.  Homes are 150 
feet away, and the work area of the substation is approximately 350 feet away. 

1. FLEDGED. 4/21/2011 Female on nest on 3-31-11
12 Apr - No RSHA detected at nest 1200-1300. Pair seen 1800 feet west but did not come to this nest. - RR.
21 Apr - Fledged RSHA noted across this area begging from adults suggests successful nesting. - RR

4/1/2011 5003334 SOSP Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

5 feet from driveway. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/12/2011 Pair feeding 2+ nestlings in nest about 5 feet from road. Pair would not approach nest when bio present. Required 30 
minute passive observation from 30+ feet to locate nest. 4/1/2011 - IM
No nestlings or fledglings present in area. Nest intact and thistle intact. Appears to have fledged successfuly - 
imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:29:08 AM.

4/1/2011 5003343 LEOW Closed EP85-2 160 feet from AR entry. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 165 
feet.

Vehicular passage not anticipated to impact nest that is closer to Lake Morena 
Drive than project elements, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or 
construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/16/2011 April 1 and 2 - Active. Bird incubating on nest.  S. Hampton, S. Ritt
Could not see bird on nest from any on-ground angle 4-8 (PK); will return.
PKonrad - 4/18/2011   Same situation as above, but talked with Scott Hampton and Steve Ritt about who noted how 
hard it is to find the bird from ground level. This may be a nest that we may not get good observation on until 
nestlings are a week or 2 old.
emorgan - 4/27/2011 9:56:41 AM - Adult on nest.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 1 large downy brancher with flight feathers half developed lying dead on ground 25 feet west of 
nest tree. No other nestlings,  branchers, or adults observed, but nest is hard to view from below. 
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - Large downy brancher on horizontal limb about 10 feet above ground (above sibling carcass). 
No other nestlings, branchers or adults observed in surrounding trees.
PKonrad - 5/16 and 5/20/2011 - No sign of adults, branchers, or fledglings at nest or surrounding trees. 
PKonrad - 5/24/2011 - No signs of owls in surrounding area - closed.
pkonrad - 5/24/2011 3:46:05 PM
No owls observed in area again - closed.
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4/1/2011 5003344 AMCR Closed EP85-2 AR 45 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular traffic not anticipated to impact this nest situated very close to Lake 

Morena Drive provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur 
within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/24/2011 1 April - No apparent activity - S. Hampton, S. Ritt
American crow incubating; second crow calling, perching and flying overhead territorially 4-8 (PK).
100 foot buffer affects access road within nearby long-eared owl nest's 500 foot buffer.
barnold - 4/13/2011  -  Bird on nest (BWA & FH). 
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 -  Cannot see bird in nest, but territorial crows calling nearby.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - No change, but a crow circled in flight from nest (did it flush from nest?). 
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 -  Crow flushed from branch near nest; no calling.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - 2 crows actively hunting in pasture to west; cannot see into nest.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - 1 fledgling crow in loer bach ofnest tree; 1 adult calling very territorially from tree tops. More 
nestlings in nest?
PKonrad - 5/24/2011 - 1 fledgling and 2 adults active in pasture west of nest. Fledgling can fly quite well; adults 
calling territorially - closed.
pkonrad - 5/24/2011 3:43:40 PM
1 fledgling and 2 adults active in pasture west of nest - closed.

4/4/2011 5003346 BUSH Closed TL 639 - Z171680 30 feet from AR; 85 feet 
from nearest pole.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/14/2011 4 April - Active. Pair entering nest and acting agitated, adult was observed taking food into nest. -S. Hampton, S. 
Skidmore
14 Apr - Nest appears to be falling from anchor. BUSH feeding caterpillars to young in family group 45 feet from 
nest. Consider successfully fledged. Change to CLOSED. Remove buffers and flags. - RR

4/5/2011 5003355 COHA Closed Elliott Substation 210 feet to substation. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 450 
feet.

450 feet buffer for construction:  A) There is limited line-of-sight from the nest to 
the work area.  B) Nest is located 20' from a major roadway and regular foot 
traffic indicating the pair is acclimated to human activity.  C) Scheduled work is 
to be done with hand tools and small crew which will minimize visual and 
auditory impacts to the nest.

1. FLEDGED. 8/16/2011 4/05/2011 - Pair of Cooper's hawks observed at and around nest (RAbe, MDicus).
4/12/2011 - COHA flew from nest, calling at 12:00. Seems agitated by human voices, traffic OK.- RR
4/21/2011 - COHA at nest; agitated by observer and activity in parking lot 0715. - RR
4/26/2011 - Male COHA vocal at nest 1210. - RR
5/3/2011 - COHA on nest. - RR
5/11/2011 - COHA agitated by landscape utility crew working under nest 0700. - RR
5/16/2011 - COHA female at nest, male hunting in the fig trees 0855. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 11:19:27 AM
COHA visible on this well-obscured nest, male hunting nearby.
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:46:43 AM
Male COHA carried small bird to nest 0707.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:33:01 AM
Male COHA eating NOMO 0843, returned briefly to nest 0858 without food and departed quickly.
rradd - 6/14/2011 2:48:11 PM
Adult male COHA carrying prey to nest area 1140, Nestling standing on nest 1405.
rradd - 6/21/2011 8:31:39 AM
Adult male COHA carrying prey to nest area 0704, COHA on nest 0826.
rradd - 6/27/2011 2:09:08 PM
COHA on nest 1352.
rradd - 7/5/2011 3:06:40 PM
Adult COHA on nest with downy, partially feathered juvenile ...
rradd - 7/11/2011 6:13:44 PM
Nestling COHA brancher with short wings and tail not yet flight capable adjacent to nest. Adult male COHA alarm 
calling 10 feet away in response to observer.
rradd - 7/19/2011 2:00:21 PM
No COHA detected at nest tree; fledgling heard calling away from nest. Nestling has fledged - closed.

4/5/2011 5003356 HOWR Closed Elliott Substation 0 feet; inside substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 60 
feet.

60 feet buffer for construction:  A) Pair freely entered/exited the nest and did not 
appear disturbed by foot traffic occurring as close as 40 feet away during this 
observation period.  B) Scheduled work is to be done with hand tools and a 
small crew which will minimize visual and auditory impacts to the nest.  C) Nest 
is located within a substation indicating that this pair is accustomed to varying 
levels of disturbances and human activity.  D) Nest is located within a cavity in 
steel providing a buffer by design to visual and auditory disturbances.


1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 04/05/11 - Pair of house wrens carrying nest material to structure (J&M Dicus, R. Abe).
12 Apr - HOWR active and singing nearby but did not enter cavity. - RR
21 Apr - HOWR territorial singing, enters cavity 0804. - RR
26  Apr - HOWR territorial singing,  2nd bird enters cavity 1305. - RR
2 May HOWR bringing food to nest. - IM
11 May HOWR provisioning this nest @ 5 min.intervals 0718. - RR
16 May HOWR continue carrying items to nest 1004. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 11:22:04 AM
No detections at nest, HOWR feeding at least 4 fledglings 100' S, presume this nest has fledged, Change to Closed

4/5/2011 5003360 PHAI Closed CP50-1 AR 60 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/30/2011 5 Apr - Pair PHAI building nest - mostly complete, male on nest - RR
11 Apr - Male PHAI on nest 13:25 - R
19 Apr - Female PHAI feeding at least 3 nestlings 0826. - RR
27 Apr - Feathered nestlings visible 0946. - RR
5 May - No PHAI at this nest. Likely successful fledge. Change to Closed. - RR
19 May PHAI male rebuilding this nest with fresh material 0935,  Change to ACTIVE.- RR
25 May Nest no longer present. Change to Closed. - RR

4/5/2011 5003363 CORA Closed EP358 AR 40 feet from AR entry; 
270 feet to tower site.

100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 
Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 5/12/2011 Adult incubating on new nest 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/2011 5:41:50 PM - Raven incubating on nest. Kestrel was hunting from south arm of tower. 
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - Nest visited,but fild notes absent - pentan problems?
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - At least 3 large feathered nestlings standing in nest; 2 adults flew in to perch near nest. New 
nest material placed on north side of tower to NW with 2 adults perched on tower, then apparently flew to this nest 
tower.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 1:35:35 PM - Two adults present. One adult on nest with two fearhered nestlings observable.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - No ravens present at this nest tower (or surrounding towers and perch sites);  nestlings have 
fledged and left the area - closed.
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4/6/2011 5003365 CORA Closed EP341 30 feet from AR entry; 

300 feet from tower 
area.

100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 
Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 04/06/11 -  1 adult on nest.  Buffer affects access road to EP341 (J&M Dicus, R. Abe).
sritt - 4/15/2011 9:41:26 AM - 1 bird incubating. Another perched 3 feet away.
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - Raven incubating.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Raven brooding/incubating.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 4:33:32 PM - 1 adult observed on nest.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 1 adult brooding.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - No raven activity seen at or near nest.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - At least 2 large feathered nestlings standing on nest.

pkonrad - 5/25/2011 12:21:57 PM
At least 2 large feathered nestlings standing on the nest.
barnold - 6/4/2011 3:19:21 PM
Nest empty, successfully fledged.
barnold - 6/4/2011 Nest empty, successfully fledged. Nest Inactive.

4/6/2011 5003367 BEWR Closed CP80-1 2 feet from existing AR; 
360 feet from tower 

area.

100 feet Buffer kept, but vehicular 
passage allowed.

Vehicular passage for construction is not anticipated to impact nest, and should 
be allowed, provided that this superfluous gate remains open, and is never 
locked or unlocked.

1. FLEDGED. 5/17/2011 4/6/11 - Observed adults bringing material to nest in gate column.  80% complete.  Erect ESA signs. No vehicular 
access through gate permitted. No nest buffer reduction.(T. Cooper)
kalberts - 4/14/2011 5:12:20 PM - Nest observed with 3 eggs during 2 observation periods today. Travis Cooper 
reported cold eggs and no BEWR activity over 1 hour observation period with Darin Busby. I also did not see or hear 
any BEWR from 1330-1430 in the area. Nest abandoned with 3 eggs?   
tcooper - 4/19/2011 - Nest w/ 5 eggs, adult incubating, another adult singing nearby. Gate in closed position but not 
bolted or locked. Opened gate and placed a sign advising not to close gate.
20 Apr - 5 eggs but no BEWR detected 30 minute observation. - RR
28 Apr - BEWR incubating 0958. - RR
5 May - Nestlings in nest 1525. - RR
14 May - BEWR carried winged insect to nest 1352. - RR
20 May - Nest empty, fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

4/6/2011 5003371 BUSH Closed CP80-1 65 feet from existing AR; 
300 feet from tower site

100 feet Buffer kept, but vehicular 
passage allowed

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 4/6/11 - Observed adult carrying nest material to nest. 80% complete. Erected ESA signs for this nest and adjacent 
BEWR nest in gate. Candidate for nest buffer reduction since access road will only be used for brief thru-traffic.(D. 
Busby)
20 Apr - BUSH on nest 1600. - RR
28 Apr - BUSH exits nest and flies uphill 1024. - RR
5 May - BUSH present at nest 1745. - RR
14 May - No BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RR
20 May - Nest is intact, empty, presume fledged. Change to Closed. 1152. - RR

4/8/2011 5003372 WEBL Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 
pullsite - driveway 

entry

32 feet 100 feet Driveway improvement work consists of one day of survey staking with 2-3 
person crew, then one day of potholing with 2-3 person crew. Implement 
soundwalls to allow work in buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/14/2011 04/08/11 - Female carrying food item into cavity, male perching nearby (M. Dicus, R. Abe).
13 Apr - WEBL pair active, female enters cavity 0935. - RR
vnovak - 4/20/2011 7:06:34 AM - Male entering cavity, female with male. Both entering cavity.
27 Apr - WEBL pair defending cavity in ownership dispute with NUWO 1600. - RR
04 May - WEBL male defending cavity in dispute with ATFL. - 1435. - RR
14 May WEBL pr present but no cavity use during 30 min obs.0930 - RR
19 May WEBL pr active, female enters cavity 1802. - RR

4/6/2011 5003373 COHA Closed CP63-3 AR 100 feet from AR entry 
area.

500 feet AR improvement work consists of 2-3 person crew staking for one day, then 2-3 
person crew potholing for 2nd day.  Implement sound barriers for noise and 
visual protection.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 6 Apr - Male feeds female, incubates while female feeds, then nest guards following exchange. - RR
8 April - Adult COHA on nest.  Adult male observed feeding female off nest; copulated with female while she fed on 
prey item (M. Dicus, R. Abe).
13 Apr - Nest exchange @ 0848. - RR
barnold - 4/15/2011 2:07:41 PM - Nest exchange at 1:30 pm. Hawk on nest at end of survey (2:00 pm).
vnovak - 4/20/2011 10:06:17 AM - Male with prey item seen in area of nest. Female also seen in area. Nest 
exchange observed.
27 Apr - COHA female on nest, male brings partially consumed food 1525. - RR
4 May - COHA male incubating 1420 - RR
14 May COHA female on nest 0855. - RR
19 May COHA male increasingly agitated by obs presence @150', 1704 . - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 8:16:02 AM
Female COHA diving on observer at 75' from nest; probable indicator of juvenile being brooded 0712
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:06:58 PM
Female COHA brings food drop and departs nest 30 seconds later 1600.
rradd - 6/9/2011 10:43:36 AM
At least one large juvenile in nest. Does not appear flight-capable.
rradd - 6/17/2011 7:25:55 AM
Female COHA carries pret to two fledged juveniles perched under nest 0712. Young are returning to nest to be fed.
rradd - 6/24/2011 8:46:17 AM
Juvenile begging away from nest. 
Change to Closed.

4/6/2011 5003376 RSHA Closed CP70-3 AR 300 feet from El Monte 
Road.

500 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/20/2011 6 Apr - Male brings pocket gopher to incubating female on nest @ 1725. - RR
13 Apr - RSHA female on nest 1220. - RR
20 Apr - RSHA pair on nest. - RR
28 Apr - Two downy RSHA on nest. - RR
4 May - RSHA male agitated by approaching observer, indicating nest remains viable. - RR
14 May - 2 well-feathered juvenile RSHA in nest 1140. - RR
20 May - Nest empty, successfully fledged. Change to Closed. - RR
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4/8/2011 5003385 RSHA Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 

pullsite - driveway 
entry

480 feet to AR entry. 500 feet Traffic and recreationists associated with El Monte Road and El Monte Park are 
within the 500 foot buffer for this nest, and the nest is 480 feet from AR entry.  
No impact from construction vehicular ingress/egress from Yard is anticipated to 
affect this nest provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction 
occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/30/2011 04/08/11 - Adult RSHA on nest, vocalizing (M. Dicus, R. Abe).
13 Apr - RSHA female on nest 0955. - RR.
vnovak - 4/20/2011 10:09:53 AM - Female incubating
27 Apr - RSHA female on nest 1358. - RR
4 May - RSHA female on nest. 1310. - RR
12 May RSHA male on nest 1814. - RR
20 May  RSHA male on nest 0715. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 8:13:12 AM
Large fully-feathered juvenile in nest 0804.
rradd - 6/3/2011 3:26:33 PM
Preening juvenile visible on nest from El Monte Rd
rradd - 6/9/2011 11:39:37 AM
Adult RSHA on nest with juvenile 1132.
rradd - 6/17/2011 7:50:32 AM
Adult male RSHA on nest with feeding juvenile 0732.
rradd - 6/24/2011 8:39:16 AM
Juvenile on nest 0825.
rradd - 7/1/2011 6:57:30 AM
Young has fledged and nrest is empty 0650.

4/8/2011 5003389 MODO Closed EP324 AR 95 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage 
permissible, but buffer 

remains.

Nest site is 95 feet from edge of existing SWPL line, and is well-removed from 
any work area. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided 
that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/13/2011 4/8/2011 - 2 eggs observed.  Adult didn't flush until directly below nest.  (FH/DB) 
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 - Adult incubating.
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - Adult brooding; 2 eggshells on ground just north of nest.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Adult lying in nest with 2 large nestlings.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 3:46:34 PM - Dove flushed from nest and agitated. Backed off nest before being able to view 
any nestling to prevent stressing bird.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - Doves have fledged; heard 1 dove flush from top of tree - closed.

4/11/2011 5000777 ANHU Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; overhanging AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/10/2011 11 Apr - ANHU female building new nest, unconcerned by observer directly under nest. - RR
19 Apr - ANHU female on nest 0705 - RR
27 Apr - ANHU female on nest 0717 - RR
5 May - ANHU on nest 0655. - RR
12 May - Nest unoccupied, ANHU female feeding fledgling away from nest. Change to Closed. - RR

4/12/2011 5000781 SAPH Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. Say's Phoebe nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator brace and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 Nest with two young. Adult observed bringing food. barnold - 4/12/2011 8:56:07 AM.
19 Apr - Feeding continues. - RR
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:21:28 AM - Nest with three young, adults on nest and in area.
26 Apr - SAPH pair continue food carrying to this site 0725. - RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 1:57:22 PM - Young out of nest and in immediate area of Transformer Bank 71. Adults still 
caring for these recently fledged young.  Buffer reduced to 70 feet.
2 May SAPH juveniles following adults off site. Change to Closed. - RR

4/12/2011 5000782 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      following reasons:
 
            •             House finches are known to nest in proximity to
            human activity and exhibit a high tolerance towards human
            disturbances. They have relatively high rates of nest success
            within areas of high human activity.
            •             These nests are located high up in the steel,
            between 20 and 40 feet above the ground.
            •             Past NBMs of similar nature with house finch in
            structures have not effected the success of the nests.

1. FLEDGED. 7/6/2011 Adult repeatedly entering pipe 4-12 (FH/BA).
19 Apr - HOFI pr remain active here. - RR
26 Apr - No confirmation of nesting detected from outside the Sub 0930-1000.- RR
2 May - HOFI breeding activity continues. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:50 PM  No activity at this specific location, but House Finches active in general area.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:32  AM House Finches in area but not at this specific described location.
barnold - 6/1/2011 4:52:34 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:50:57 AM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:48:35 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:54:32 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:33:40 PM
No House Finches observed at this specific pipe, but singing male and single female observed in this bay.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:53:27 PM
Nest has apparently successfully fledged.

4/12/2011 5000784 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finch nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator fan screen and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.  In addition, House Finches are 
extremely acclimated to human disturbance.

1. FLEDGED. 6/23/2011 Female observed incubating, male in area 4-12 (FH/BA).
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:20:05 AM  Pair in immediate area of nest.
26 Apr - No confirmation of nesting detected from outside the substation.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 2:24:16 PM  Female on nest.
2 May - No detections. - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 1:46 PM  No activity observed at this nest, may be Inactive.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:38 AM No activity observed, change status to Inactive.
barnold - 5/26/2011 10:23 AM No activity during brief survey period.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:46:49 AM
Female sitting on nest.
barnold - 6/16/2011 7:32:16 AM
Female sitting on nest.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:43:01 PM
Appears that nestlings have successfully fledged.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed because nest fledged.
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4/12/2011 5000788 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 

feet.
SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finch nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator fan screen and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.  In addition, House Finches are 
extremely acclimated to human disturbance.

1. FLEDGED. 5/11/2011 2 nests on top of screen, 1 with 2 eggs.  Adults in area, and flying to nest.
4/19/2011 - HOFI adults repeatedly entering and leaving. - RR
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:33:17 AM - Nest now has 4 eggs.
4/26/2011 - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the substation.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 12:34:30 PM - Nestlings being brooded by female.
5/2/2011 - Nesting continues. - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 2:39PM - Nest with 4 very large fledglings, apparently on the verge of fledging.
barnold - 5/11/2011 12:29 PM - Female flushed from empty nest.

4/12/2011 5000790 CORA Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 10 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install a new 230kV Bay west of the Control House. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. Common Raven nest is well 
concealed in the top of an A-frame steel structure, about 25 feet above the 
ground.  As such, this nest is not likely to be disturbed by  ground level activities. 
In addition, Common Ravens are extremely acclimated to human disturbance.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 barnold - 6/1/2011 2:00:27 PM
One adult in area, but not at nest.
barnold - 6/1/2011 3:19:34 PM
Two Common Ravens sitting on I-beam above and about 25 feet west of nest. These are the two fledglings. Bio-
monitor has seen four ravens together in the substation. The two fledglings flew off. This nest successfully fledged 
and is now Closed.

4/13/2011 5000799 WESJ Closed EP85-2 AR 12 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.   
It is the biologist's opinion that the reduced buffer will not impact the nest for the 
following reasons:  A) The nest is ~15' from the AR to EP85-2 and was built near 
a road that experiences daily non-project light traffic.  B) Nest is obscured by 
dense foliage.  C) Nest is by a lightly developed, residential area.  D) All 
construction is approximately 310' from nest location.  
Conditionally with this buffer reduction:  1) Monitor bird nest. 2) Dust control 
cannot hit nest.  3) No exceptionally loud noises.

1. FLEDGED. 5/24/2011 April 13 barnold
Nest with 1 egg, adult at and around nest. Buffer will overlap with active Bushtit nest across AR, and will effetively 
close access road 4-13 BA.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011   1 adult incubating 2 eggs ( light green, brown speckled); both adults territorial.
emorgan - 4/27/2011 8:49:01 AM Adult flushed off nest when we walked by. Still incubating.
fhoffman - 5/3/2011 11:45:10 AM  - 1 nestling observed; adult in immediate area.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 1 large unfeathered nestling in nest; 1 adult present but secretive.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - 1 large nestling with pin feathers in nest; pair of adults a couple feet from nest in 
undergrowth.
fhoffman - 5/19/2011 5:07:39 PM - Adult alarm calling nearby; 1 large nestling in nest.
pkonrad - 5/24/2011 - Nestling has fledged; no adults or fledgling observed in area - closed.

4/13/2011 5000801 CALT Closed TL 6916 - Z244927 85 feet to existing AR; 
190 feet to nearest pole.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 4/30/2011 JDicus 4/13/2011
Adult flushed from vegetation and a quick search of the area it came from revealed nest.  Female returned to 
incubating shortly (4 eggs in nest).  Posted ESA signs and 10 mph speed limit, no stopping signs where buffer meets 
access road
RRadd 4/18/2011
Chicks in nest acquiring black down. CALT returned to nest promptly.
RRadd 4/25/2011
Nestlings still downy.
RRadd 5/2/2011
Nest neat intact and empty, presumed fledged. Change to Closed.

4/13/2011 5000803 BUSH Closed TL 6916 - Z771471 170 feet to nearest work 
area.

100 feet 0 feet Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of Reconductor lines is 
applicable here.

1. FLEDGED. 5/27/2011 04/13/2011 - Adults building nest.  Nest approx 20% complete.  Buffer does not impact poles, only paved access 
road (J&M Dicus).
18 Apr BUSH attending nest 14:57. Nest appears nearly complete. - RR
kalberts - 4/22/2011 3:08:04 PM NBM WLA concurence for buffer exemption for nests in developed areas on 69kv 
line.
25 Apr No BUSH detected during 30 min obs. - RR
RAbe - 4/26/2011 11:08:39 AM
Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest possibly complete.
barnold - 5/3/2011 11:19:42 AM  Adult enters nest after 25 minutes of observation.
11 May BUSH exits 1347. - RR
16 May BUSH comes to nest 1634. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 6:08:38 PM - 18:05 BUSH exits nest, flies into Alliant.
rradd - 5/31/2011 4:27:18 PM - No BUSH detected 1552 - 1622. Prior observations suggest nest has fledged. 
Change to Closed.

4/13/2011 5000804 CALT Closed TL 6916 - Z774815 260 feet to nearest pole 
work area.

100 feet Blanket exemption for residential areas of Reconductor lines may be applicable 
here.

1. FLEDGED. 4/21/2011 JDicus & MDicus 4/13/11
Adult feeding three nestlings.  Adult remained on nest when approached within 15 feet.
RRadd 4/18/2011
Nestlings well feathered.
TCooper 4/21/11
nest empty, chicks likley fledged successfully

4/13/2011 5000806 HOWR Closed EP27-1 AR 35 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/16/2011 sritt - 4/13/2011 10:25:18 AM - 2 males fighting over cavity. One bird defending nest from other bird that was 
removing nest material. One female also present.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Male singing 20 feet from a couple cavities that fit this desciption here.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Male singing throughout nest tree; visited suspected nest cavity briefly once.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Male singing actively, but no action at cavity(s).
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Adult perched in cavity entrance, facing outward; perched in a number of locations and 
chased another wren from area, then returned tonest tree; little singing.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - No wrens observed or heard at nest tree; only a neighboring wren singing to south.
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4/13/2011 5000811 HOWR Closed CP64-2 AR 0 feet; within work area. 100 feet It is the biologist's opinjion that one day of preconstruction staking with 2-3 

crewmen, followed by one day of potholing with 2-3 crewmen, in conjunction with 
sound walls to reduce visual and noise impacts is not anticipated to impact this 
nest.

1. FLEDGED. 5/26/2011 13 Apr - HOWR carrying nest materials into pipe and singing from top. - RR
barnold - 4/15/2011 2:13:20 PM - Adult perched and singing on top of 6-foot gate post pipe north of the access road 
on and off for about six minutes total between 1:00 pm and 2:00 pm.  Oak titmouse pair foraging in live oak tree 
directly above pipe, one would occassionally hover over, perch upon, and briefly enter and exit pipe opening.
27 Apr - HOWR carrying food to nest 1500.
vnovak - 4/20/2011 8:10:21 AM HOWR seen entering upright pipe at gate.
4 May - HOWR female perched at top of pipe begging male for food 1412. - RR.
14 May HOWR exits nest 0851. - RR
19 May No HOWR detected during 30 min. obs. 1715. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 8:17:44 AM
No detections during 30 minute observation. Nest has fledged. 
Change to Closed.

4/13/2011 5000812 BUSH Closed CP81-1 0 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/25/2011 13 Apr - BUSH activly building nest - looks 90% complete. - RR
barnold - 4/19/2011 8:42:21 AM - Bushtit pair in tree around nest.
20 Apr - BUSH visits nest 1330. - RR
28 Apr - BUSH pair active at nest 1215. - RR
05 May - Nest may be predated; but BUSH carrying food nearby 1648. - RR
14 May BUSH carrying food to this nest 1549. - RR
20 May BUSH pr carrying items to nest 1344. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 2:42:20 PM
BUSH pr carrying food and entering nest 1432.
rradd - 6/4/2011 3:47:38 PM
No BUSH detections at or near this nest during 30 min obs. Nest has fledged.
Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:00:27 PM
BUSH enters nest 1558 with food item for 1 min. 
Change to Active...
rradd - 6/10/2011 12:30:14 PM
BUSH pr. continue to feed this nest 1042.
rradd - 6/18/2011 10:51:58 AM
BUSH carries item to nest 1042.
rradd - 6/25/2011 1:13:57 PM
BUSH feeding fledged young very near this nest. No BUSH detecteds entering nest during two -20 minute surveys. 
Nest is presumed successfully fledged and Changed to Closed.

4/14/2011 5000815 MODO Closed Thomas Yard 0 feet; within yard 
footprint.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 0 feet 
for access and parking; 

100 feet for construction.

Work outside buffer.  Vehicle access and parking may occur within buffer, per 
agency concurrence, that since this nest began after constructuion started, it is 
accustomed to the level of activity in the yard.

1. FLEDGED. 4/28/2011 sritt - 4/14/2011 1:04:20 PM - Adult brooding on nest with 2 nestlings that are well developed. Not flagged because 
corridor is blocked to through traffic.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Doves apparently fledged; closed.

4/14/2011 5000817 CAGN Closed TL 639 - Z379519 8 feet from existing AR; 
65 feet to work area.

300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/21/2011 Male building cup. 2nd CAGN male immediately east of this pair, with overlapping territories - kalberts - 4/14/2011 
11:39:06 AM.
21 Apr - Male calling and active, flew into nest area 1010 and not seen again during 10 minute observation period - 
RR. 
kalberts - 4/22/2011 3:43:43 PM - 2 eggs observed on 4/21/2011.
kalberts - 4/28/2011 12:31:25 PM - Female incubating. 
imaunsell - 5/3/2011 2:12:02 PM - Female incubating.
kalberts - 5/12/2011 2:52:00 PM - Four nestlings being fed. Nestlings about 4 days old. 
dbusby - 5/19/2011 10:17:54 AM - Nestlings being fed. Approx 11 days old so did not approach nest to get a head 
count.
rradd - 5/23/2011 2:59:26 PM
Nest intact, clean and empty 1338. Surrounding vegetation is undisturbed. Presume successful fledge and Change 
to Closed. Buffer stakes removed.
imaunsell - 5/26/2011 2:27:23 PM - Family group located away from nest.  Successfully fledged, and nest closed.


4/13/2011 5000818 NUWO Closed TL 6924 - 0120986 75 feet off paved road. 100 feet 0 feet Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of the Reconductor lines. 1. FLEDGED. 5/13/2011 
rabe - 4/13/2011 11:41:01 AM - Pair in area but never entered cavity during 40 minutes of observation. Cavity is 
freshly excavated and appears to be actively used. 
21 Apr - Nest exchange 11:10. Female NUWO foraging nearby, bringing food to nest 11:15 - RR
kalberts - 4/22/2011 2:55:13 PM - Blanket exemption for 69kv work in developed areas granted on 4/14/2011.
25 Apr - Male NUWO in cavity 1305-1315.- RR
2 May - Female NUWO brings food to nest 1604. - RR
11 May - Male NUWO on nest 1352. - RR
16 May - No NUWO detections 1730-1800. - RRrradd - 5/24/2011 9:54:41 AM
No NUWO detections at or near nest during 30 min. obs. 0920-0950. Based on prior obs. presume nest has 
successfully fledged.

4/14/2011 5000824 BUSH Closed CP25-2 20 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 75 
feet.

A reduction of the buffer size to 75 feet is necessary for performance of the 
work.  Foundation-drilling equipment creates noise levels that are over 60 
decibels. The nest is also situated on higher ground than the tower foundation 
and separated by a small access road for the 6917 power line and an area of 2-4 
foot tall vegetation. It is the biologist's opinion that due to these factors a nest 
buffer modification is appropriate for this Bushtit nest provided a noise specialist 
is present to ensure compliance with noise protocols.

1. FLEDGED. 4/20/2011 shampton - 4/14/2011 1:59:09 PM - Active; adult observed taking food into the nest.
mdicus - 4/18/2011 - Nest buffer reduction granted April 18, buffer staked in field at 75 feet.
kalberts - 4/22/2011 3:38:26 PM - Nest reported empty with down feathers by MKlein. No signs of predation. 
Nestlings fledged.
mdicus - 5/3/2011 - Adult BUSH observed making multiple trips to and from nest. Pair has started new clutch in 
same nest. Buffer re-staked at 75 feet, per previous NBR from 4/18/2011.  
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4/14/2011 5000826 CORA Closed EP292 Pullsite 65 feet to SWPL line 

road; 300 feet to pull 
site.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic is allowed.

Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 
Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 Raven observed in nest on 4-14-11 @ 10:15am by BAB. 
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - Raven incubating.
     * Apparent pentab problem - no record of 4-28 nest check.
sjohnston - 5/6/2011 11:31:22 AM - 1 raven on nest.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 2 nestlings can be seen in nest.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - 1 adult flew in to feed at least 1 large feathered nestling.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - 1 nestling perched next to nest and 1 adult perched in tower directly below nest and near 
"brancher."
barnold - 6/4/2011  Two Common Ravens on tower below nest upon approach. One flew off. Nest empty, 
successfully fledged. Inactive.

pkonrad - 5/25/2011 10:27:08 AM - 1 large feathered nestling perched next to nest with adult perched just below nest 
in tower.
barnold - 6/4/2011 4:28:53 PM - Two Common Ravens on tower below nest upon approach. One flew off. Nest 
empty, successfully fledged. Inactive.

4/15/2011 5000829 LASP Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

Nesting commenced  while construction activities were in progress, and is 
therefore accustomed to this site.  The buffer will remain in effect for 
construction activites, but may be reduced for parking and access purposes, if 
needed.

A follow-up visit confirmed that this nest had nestlings on 5-10-11, and was 
feeding the fledglings within 25 feet of four biologists.  The nest is hidden under 
steel, and the steel should remain in place for the nest to fledge.  However, the 
adults are highly tolerant of the current workload, and readily approach their nest 
in full observation of nearby people.  Therefore, a reduction to 20 feet is 
suitable.

1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 tcooper - 4/15/2011 - Adults visiting nest, which appears complete, contents not observed, probably laying.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 -  Couldn't find nest; no birds in area - will return.
shampton - 4/25/2011 11:23:02 AM  - Pair observed entering nest; 1 adult carried a bill-full of fine nesting material to 
nest.
sjohnston - 4/26/2011 12:53:02 PM - Nest located under steel lying on the ground; 1 egg observed but more eggs 
may be in nest; full view blocked by steel.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Adult incubating 3 eggs; second adult present.
kalberts - 5/10/2011 - Adult feeding nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - Yard biomonitor, Tyler Sears, observed adults feeding nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Nestlings appear to have fledged; no adults or nestlings present. nest somewhat flattened and 
empty.

4/16/2011 5000831 CALT Closed CP25-2 20 feet to AR; 135 feet 
to work site.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 4/16/2011 - Nest discovered by bio monitor MKlein; 2 nestlings in nest (nest confirmed active by mdicus - 4/16/2011) 
- ESA signs installed at buffer allowing through traffic, no stopping.
4/26/2011 - CALT carrying food to nest per Bio (MKlein). - RR
imansuell - 4/27/2011 11:53:27 AM 
Nestlings successfully fledged today. No sign of disturbance to nest as a result of construction.  

4/16/2011 5000836 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 80 
feet.

Nest is 6 feet up in the right side of the headlight box of a large piece of 
equipment (earthmover). The earthmover has remained inactive since the nest 
was observed (over a month). There are likely nestlings in the nest as of 5-6-11. 
Since the equipment is parked 80 feet north of a road through the substation 
pad, we are requesting a reduced buffer from 100 feet to 80 feet. 

In the biologist's opinion, the presence of eggs in the nest suggests a high level 
of site affinity by the nesting pair, and a reduction of the buffer to 80 feet is not 
anticipated to have adverse impacts on the nesting outcome.

1. FLEDGED. 5/22/2011 ahill - 4/16/2011 3:38:11 PM
Scraper had been parked for approximately a month. No eggs in nest. 100 foot buffer flagged. Pair actively going to 
and from nest.
imaunsell - 4/18/2011 12:19:51 PM - 2 eggs.
phoward - 4/25/2011 8:49:55 AM - Female incubating eggs.
ahill - 5/2/2011 9:51:05 PM-  First hatchling today; female observed carrying egg shell away. 4 more eggs total plus 
the first hatchling.
ahill - 5/8/2011 7:29:34 PM - All hatchlings have hatched. female on nest tending.
ahill - 5/16/2011 5:33:26 PM - All nestlings doing well, four.
ahill - 5/20/2011 6:35:16 PM - Nestlings still haven't fledged but they are flapping wings in nest; adults still feeding.
tfitanides - 5/23/2011 11:13:12 AM - Fledged successfully. Bio monitor has observed fledglings in bushes to north. 
Nest removed.

4/18/2011 5000839 BANO Closed CP2 0 feet; in substation. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 125 
feet

The biologist feels this NBM should not adversely affect the success of the nest 
for the following reasons:

• The nest is located in a hollow arm on a tall steel pole. It is completely 
enclosed and surrounded by steel, with no direct view to the proposed 
activities.

• This nest has produced nestlings, the adults have substantial investment in this 
nest and therefore abandonment is unlikely.

• All work activities will be conducted during daytime hours, which will not conflict 
with the nocturnal and crepuscular activity patterns of the barn owls.

1. FLEDGED. 7/11/2011 Many pellets below and whitewash on tower. Pale, barn owl-like feathers on base of tower - shampton - 4/18/2011 
12:36:19 PM.
26 Apr - No BAOW detected. Removed all pellets from monopole foundation. Check again.- RR
2 May  6 fresh pellets removed. Active. - RR
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:09 AM No change in status.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:24:21 PM
Eggshell fragments found under pole today.
barnold - 6/9/2011 11:32:10 AM
Pocket mouse at base of pole, apparently dropped from nest.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:52:45 PM
Barn owl nestling discovered dead at noon 6/13/2011 at base of pole by bio monitor.
barnold - 6/23/2011 1:45:26 PM
Numerous owl pellets at base of pole.
barnold - 6/27/2011 2:40:19 PM
Pellets at base of pole.
barnold - 7/6/2011 5:55:22 PM
Feather at base of pole.
barnold - 7/12/2011 9:09:11 PM
Bio monitor observed partly eaten vole at base of tower 7/11/2011. Nestling(s) likely still being fed.
barnold - 7/14/2011 5:02:29 PM
Fledgling (based on smaller size and feather condition) found dead inside Cono Roll stored upright and uncovered 
against the west-facing control house wall. This nest successfully fledged an owl, which likely tried to perch on the 
narrow edge of the upright Cono Roll and fell into the cylander to the ground. Due to the height of the upright Cono 
Roll cylander (about 10 to 12 feet) and its relatively narrow diameter, the owl apparently could not get out of the 
cylinder. The owl appeared to be dead for two to three days.
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4/18/2011 5000841 CACW Closed JVR 12kV - P2466095 40 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 

limits.
Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 6/17/2011 RAbe - 4/18/2011 3:52:15 PM - New, active nest about 80% complete. Newest material consists of orange nylon 
rope and white, stringy material.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Nest compacted; no entrance hole; possible predator activity - closed.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Nest rebuilt, large with large entrance. Installed nest buffer signs along AR.  (pentab 
problems?)
jpawlicki - 5/13/2011 8:12:20 AM - Adult observed bringing nesting material to nest.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Adult flew from inside nest.
phoward - 5/19/2011 12:45:58 PM - nest buffer updated to allow thru traffic.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - 2 wrens active near nest.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 12:17:05 PM - Wren flushed from nest; probably incubating.
barnold - 6/3/2011 1:24:57 PM - Well used opening. No Cactus Wrens observed during brief visit.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 11:30:42 AM - Best nest in this territory; definitely well-used and active. Wren singing from 
exposed perches to north and east.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 11:16:51 AM - At least 1 medium-sized nestling with pin feathers in nest; probably more 
nestlings. Adults active in area.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 10:56:48 AM - Nestlings may have fledged, but will check back soon. No adults or fledglings 
observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 11:01:25 AM
Nest intact but no wrens in area; 2 or more nestlings apparently fledged about 10 days ago - closed.

4/18/2011 5000845 GRRO Closed Sycamore Yard 25 feet to AR. 100 feet One-time reduction to 
allow air track drive 
through access only 

(5/18/11).

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer to allow air 
track to be transported from CP22 to CP25-2.  Construction traffic related to this 
one-time move is not significant. 

A permanent nest buffer reduction to accomodate thru-traffic would likely not 
disturb nest as long as traffic does not stop, stand, or park and the number of 
trips are minimal. (May 11)

1. FLEDGED. 5/28/2011 18 Apr - GRRO on nest with 4 eggs. Flushed at 8 feet when observed - 1644 - RR.
25 Apr - GRRO incubating 1650. - RR
3 May GRRO on nest 1225, mate foraging nearby. - RR
10 May GRRO brooding at least three nestlings with wing feathers 1316. - RR
17 May - Large feathered young in nest 1540. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:18:06 PM - At least one large GRRO nestling remains on nest 1230.
rradd - 6/1/2011 10:47:36 AM - Nest has fledged. Large unwary juvenile perched up nearby 0718.

4/19/2011 5000852 RCSP Closed EP85-2 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage is 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/6/2011 S. Hampton - 4/19/2011 - Observed pair of rufous-crowned sparrows which became agitated on approach to within 
15 feet.  Nestlings heard emitting begging calls from base of thicket.  Nest monitor advised to view nest from a 
distance due to how well hidden in the thicket the nest is and how much disturbance would be requred to obtain a 
view into nest.
6 May - RCSP adult present upslope, but no food carrying or other behavioral indication of an active nest, or recent 
fledglings detected during 30 minute observation. Presume fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

4/19/2011 5000853 HOWR Closed CP81-1 5 feet feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/8/2011 tcooper - 4/19/2011 - Adults singing and entering cavity.
28 Apr - HOWR stridently territorial at this cavity, but did not enter 1037. - RR
05 May - All quiet here for 30 minute observation, but large gopher snake climbing in next tree - RR
14 May HOWR pr alarming at this tree, not obs entering cavity 1403. - RR
20 May HOWR pr breeding activity continues.1223. 0 RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 1:03:34 PM - Singing and territorial HOWR continues, but whichever cavity is in use is obscured by 
vegetation.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:51:28 PM - HOWR pair continue activity here.
rradd - 6/10/2011 12:21:12 PM - HOWR feeding fledged young adjacent to nest. Change to Closed.

4/20/2011 5000858 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 0 feet; nest is inside 
yard.

100 feet Parking and acces to 
trailers allowed within 

buffer.

Nesting commenced at this location after construction activites and personnel 
occupied the area, and is therefore accustomed to the activities currently 
underway.  In addition, the location of the nest is partially hidden from view and 
sheltered from most vantage points.

1. FLEDGED. 5/24/2011 shampton - 4/20/2011 9:49:24 AM - Nest appears almost complete. Adults observed entering box with additional nest 
material.
26 Apr - HOFI incubating 2 eggs 1811. - RR
3 May HOFI incubating 3 eggs 1719. - RR
10 May Downy young in nest 1753. - RR
18 May HOFI pair tending multiple nestlings in nest 1822. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 5:25:05 PM
Nest is empty. Presumed successfully fledged.
Change to Close.

4/20/2011 5000859 ANHU Closed CP64-2 40 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 vnovik - 4/20/2011 8:41:41 AM - Female Anna's hummingbird seen feeding young in nest.
27 Apr - Nest appears intact but no ANHU detected during 30 minute observation. Presume fledged, and change to 
Closed. - RR

4/20/2011 5000861 AMKE Closed Encina Substation 0 feet; within substation. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 45 feet 
for one week, 100 feet 

thereafter.

Nest established while construction in progress. Nest faces away from 
construction area. Breeding birds observed roosting above the work area have 
showed no signs of distress or behavior alteration.

1. FLEDGED. 5/20/2011 Pair observed defending against common raven. Female entered hole. BWArnold 20 April 2011.
barnold - 5/20/2011 9:42 AM Last of four young fledged Monday 16 May.  From 16 to 19 May fledglings hung around 
general nest area. However, adults were not present. On 20 May, only one young bird in area, but flies away 
periodically. Successfully fledged.  Change status to Closed.

4/21/2011 5000863 OCWA Closed Alpine Underground - 
179+00l

50 feet from Alpine Blvd 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 4/29/2011 shampton - 4/21/2011 11:12:15 AM - 4 nestlings; adult observed bringing caterpillars and other invertebrates to 
nest.
4/302011 - No OCWA detected during 30 minute observation period. Presume fledged, change to closed. - RR

4/14/2011 5000872 BEWR Closed CP55 AR 12 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/25/2011 14 Apr - BEWR carries food to base of laurel sumac. 1455 - RR
21 Apr - BEWR carrying food and agitated by observer presence 1355. - RR
28 Apr No BEWR detected at or near nest area during 30 min obs. This nest has fledged, change to Closed. - RR
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4/21/2011 5000874 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 

feet.
SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finch nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator fan screen and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.  In addition, House Finches are highly 
tolerant of human activity.

1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 barnold - 21 April 2011 9:04:54 AM - Three eggs in nest, adults in and around transformer unit.
barnold - 4/29/2011 12:41:55 PM  Female incubating four eggs.
2 May HOFI on nest. - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 2:25 PM  Nest has four small nestlings.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:27 AM At least two very large nestlings on nest, female and male in immediate area.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:51:51 AM
Nest successfully fledged two young.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:37:12 PM
Flushed female from nest, with four eggs.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:32:42 AM
5 eggs in nest.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:00:52 PM
At least four nestlings in nest.
barnold - 6/23/2011 11:55:01 AM
At least four well-feathered nestlings.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:08:08 PM
Nest with very large nestlings, apparently close to fledging.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:58:13 PM
Nest empty, successfully fledged.

4/21/2011 5000875 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finch nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator fan screen and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.  In addition, House Finches are highly 
tolerant of human activity.

1. FLEDGED. 5/25/2011 barnold - 21 April 2011 9:10:54 AM - Five eggs in nest.  Adults in and around transformer unit.
26 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the substation.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 12:37:43 PM  Female incubating fve eggs.
2 May - HOFI flushed from nest. - RR
tfitanides - 5/5/2011 2:48:01 PM - One downy nestling observed in nest; male observed flying to and from nest.
barnold - 5/10/2011 2:26 PM Nest has four or five nestlings.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:29 AM At least one very large nestling on nest, male and female in immediate area.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:48 AM Nest successfully fledged.  Adults in area. Inactive, but may be used again.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:34 PM Nest Closed.

4/22/2011 5000878 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 50 feet from nearest 
conductor replacement.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

1. FLEDGED. 4/28/2011 emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:10:30 AM - Nest contained brooding female and at least three nestlings.
emorgan - 4/28/2011 11:12:34 AM - Nest has fledged. There were no birds in the nest.

4/22/2011 5000883 CORA Closed EP297 15 feet from SWPL 
access road.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic is allowed.

Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 
Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - 2 ravens present; 1 standing on nest rim apparently shading nest(lings).
       * Apparent pentab problem, with no 4/28 record of nest check.
sjohnston - 5/6/2011 10:54:30 AM - 2 ravens present. 1 adult present standing on nest with 2 nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 2 nestlings can be seen in nest.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - 1 raven, probably a large nestling, can be seen lying in nest.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - 1 large feathered nestling and 1 adult can be seen at nest and 1 adult perched on other side 
of tower.
shampton - 6/3/2011 8:00:51 AM
No ravens observed at nest.  One raven observed  near EP 296
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

4/16/2011 5000885 SOSP Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

13 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 4/29/2011 16 Apr - SOSP bringing food to same location repeatedly indicates nest. Location approximate. RR 
21 April - SOSP pair making trips with food at approximate 10 min intervals 0806. RR 
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:14:21 AM SOSP observed visiting nest.
6 May - No SOSP detections at this nest, and new nest of this species. 50 feet away. Presume fledged and change 
to Closed. - RR

4/22/2011 5000886 HOWR Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

89 feet to staked work 
limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. This plan to mitigate for potential construction impacts to 
the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce such impacts and 
improve the likelihood of nest success, provided that no stopping, standing, 
parking, or work occurs within new buffers.  In addition, this nest is a cavity 
which provides natural buffering for the adults and nestlings. 

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 4/22 - HOWR carrying nest material to cavity 1008. - RR
4/30 - HOWR enters cavity, perches outside and sings 0752.- RR
5/6 - HOWR continues to enter this cavity 1105. - RR
5/13 - HOWR breeding use continues 1140. - RR


sjohnston - 5/17/2011 3:49:23 PM
HOWR obs. entering cavity.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:31:32 PM
HOWR obs. entering cavity with food.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:09:56 PM
HOWR observed entering cavity.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:04:13 AM
Obs entering and leaving nesting cavity.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:49:27 AM
Observed with food entering cavity.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:50:24 AM
Observed with food entering cavity. likely feeding young.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:59:02 AM
carrying food into cavity.
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 6:25:07 PM
sucessfully fledged

4/22/2011 5000887 MODO Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; nest within 
substation.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 2 nestlings in nest. barnold - 4/22/2011 2:04:06 PM
kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 11:29:22 AM - Nest has disintegrated and is no longer present. Bio monitor reported that she 
observed 2 nestlings fledge from the nest several days ago.
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4/25/2011 7000897 WEBL Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within work area. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 

water usage permissible.
A condition of the approval to drive through the buffers would be that no foot or 
vehicle traffic unrelated to the water truck/tank process be allowed to stop within 
the buffers; this is requested for ingress/egress only.  Nesting commenced on 
this structure after construction activites began, and is therefore acclimated.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 Pair of WEBL seen repeatedly entering pipe. Female was carrying nesting material during one visit. - sritt - 
4/25/2011 5:58:41 PM
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - No bluebirds seen, but yard bio monitor noted that pair usually active nest building during 
afternoon.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - No bluebirds observed in area, but Chambers biomonitor Eric will watch the site for activity.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No bluebirds observed in nest area (again); yard biomonitor has not seen bluebirds in the 
area; appears nesting attempt has been deserted - closed.
emorgan - 5/23/2011 2:22:55 PM - Bluebirds again observed at nest. Female entered nest and did not leave for the 
15  minutes I observed the nest.. Male was chasing off House Finches near the nest.
barnold - 6/2/2011 11:42:38 AM
Western Bluebirds flew from water tank towards oak tree upon approach. 
phoward - 6/5/2011 7:49:59 AM
adult seen entering nest with food and coming out with no food. most likely feeding chicks, nest is still active
pkonrad - 6/8/2011 2:33:07 PM
Adult male bringing insects into pipe cavity repeatedly.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 1:36:54 PM
No bluebirds observed near nest cavity; nestlings apparently fledged and dispersed - closed.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 2:59:08 PM
Extended observations due to arrival of group of biologists on intro tour: An hour after I arrived, a male bluebird with 
insect food in beak flew to perch atop water tank while a water truck was pumping water into tank via pipe just 5 feet 
south of nesting cavity pipe. Male entered nest pipe with food and soon flew to oak tree to east - nest still active and 
nestling(s) apparently still developing in nest.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 2:32:29 PM
No bluebirds observed during extended period; appears the last of the nestlings fledged - closed.

4/26/2011 7000904 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - Z771472 10 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Nest tree occurs in landscaped strip between two large parking lots for ball 
fields, with daily vehicle and foot traffic. The adults tolerate a high degree of 
human activities without disturbance of nesting behavior. Due to the nest 
location on the outer crown, workers on the pole above may cause flushing 
behavior on part of the adult, which should be monitored by the onsite bio-
monitor to see adult bird returns quickly to the nest. If the work activity were to 
negatively impact nest, work would need to cease in order to ensure nest 
success. However, the pole top where work will occur is significantly higher than 
the than the nest site.  With a variance for limited, low-volume reconductor work 
on pre-existing pole under Bio-observation.  

1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 RAbe - 4/26/2011 9:21:40 AM - LEGO nest w/female incubating/brooding.
3 May - LEGO female incubating 0752. - RR
11 May LEGO on nest, while lineman on pole, biomonitor on duty 1328. - RR
16 May LEGO female arrives at nest 1347 and settles. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 6:16:50 PM
No LEGO detected during 20 min. obs 1618-1638, or 1800. Small whitewash on pine cones adjacent to nest suggest 
successful fledging.
rradd - 5/27/2011 12:29:07 PM
No LEGO at nest, male tending fledged young away from nest.
Change to Closed.

4/26/2011 7000906 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      following reasons:
 
            •             House finches are known to nest in proximity to
            human activity and exhibit a high tolerance towards human
            disturbances. They have relatively high rates of nest success
            within areas of high human activity.
            •             These nests are located high up in the steel,
            between 20 and 40 feet above the ground.
            •             Past NBMs of similar nature with house finch in
            structures have not effected the success of the nests.

1. FLEDGED. 7/6/2011 26 Apr - Female HOFI enters repeatedly, then stays, suggests nest. Access liimits verification. - RR
2 May HOFI breeding activity continues. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:42 PM  No activity observed at described location.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:34 AM House Finches in area but not at this specific described location.
barnold - 6/1/2011 4:53:14 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:49:56 AM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:49:17 PM
House Finch activity ingeneral area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:53:13 PM
House finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:35:45 PM
House Finch family group, singing males, and single females observed over survey period in this bay.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:54:37 PM
Nest has apparently successfully fledged.

4/26/2011 7000910 BEWR Closed Helix Yard 15 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 26 Apr - BEWR pair repeatedly carrying food to this location 1720 . - RR
3 May BEWR pair agitated by observer presence close to nest. Active. 1637- RR
11May - No BEWR detected 1735. Fledged? - RR
18 May - No BEWR associating with this nest. Change to Closed. - RR

4/27/2011 7000911 SOSP Closed TL 639 - 775593 75 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/3/2011 Birds seen carrying food into dense patch. - sritt - 4/27/2011 1:55:19 PM
3 May No detections during 30 min obs. Nest has fledged. Change to closed - IM

4/27/2011 7000913 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
138+00

10 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/4/2011 phoward - 4/27/2011 2:10:32 PM 
Female incubating nest.
fhoffman - 5/6/2011 2:29:54 PM 
Female observed in brooding/incubating posture, high on nest. Loud construction activity nearby.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 10:39:13 AM 
Adult off nest; rainy day. Appears to be 2 young in nest.
tfitanides - 5/27/2011 1:23:11 PM
2 nestlings in nest; adults not observed.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 12:33:12 PM
Nestings have fledged; nest is empty; 1 fledgling observed perched on shrub 6 feet from nest. Male observed 
feeding fledgling (same as mentioned previously) - closed.

4/27/2011 7000922 PHAI Closed CP50-1 AR 40 feet to house, over 
100 feet to AR.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/2/2011 27 Apr - PHAI pair nest building. Nest approximately 20% complete 1038. - RR
5 May - PHAI female incubating 1042. - RR
12 May PHAI pr agitated by obs. near nest, breeding activity continues 0855. - RR
19 May PHAI pr feeding at least 2 nestlings 1024. - RR
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:01:30 PM
25 May PHAI feeding 2 fuzzy black-faced nestlings 1449.
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:41:02 PM - Nest appears empty and has apparently fledged successfully. Change to Closed.
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4/28/2011 7000925 ROWR Closed EP254-3 43 feet from temporary 

construction pad.
100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/11/2011 sritt & sjohnston - 4/28/2011 8:33:27 AM

Bird seen repeatedly delivering food to nest. Cavity has classic "porch" of rocks. Pair of birds seen chasing off 
chipmunk.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011
No Rock Wrens observed; have nestlings fledged?  Heard singing some distance to north. Will check back soon.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011
Adult singing northeast of nest initially; no activity around nest entrance during 30 minutes of observations; young 
wrens have probably fledged; nest closed.

4/28/2011 7000930 WESJ Closed EP228 50 feet south of AR; 270 
feet to work area.

100 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 barnold & fhoffman - 4/28/2011 10:46:54 AM - 3 nestlings in nest; adults in area.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - 3 medium downy nestlings; 4 adults 200 feet away.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - 3 larger nestlings; 2 adults attentive nearby.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No nestlings, fledglings, or adults at or near nest. Nestlings have fledged - closed.

4/28/2011 7000934 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - 774819 10 feet to work area, 54 
feet to TL 6916 - 

774819.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 50 
feet.

Adults were observed feeding nestlings while nest surveyors were standing 
approximately 15 feet away.  Presence of nestlings suggests high site affinity 
and the adults are unlikely to abandon at this stage of reproduction.  Adult birds 
have tolerated human encroachment as close as 5 feet without flushing from the 
nest.  Scope of work required at the pole site will be limited to hand work only, 
reducing potential impacts to the nest.

1. FLEDGED. 5/21/2011 tcooper - 4/28/2011 - Female sitting on 4 eggs.
2 May - Female LEGO incubating 1739. - RR
tcooper - 5/5/2011 - Female on nest.
11 May - LEGO female brooding 3 downy nestlings 1208. - RR
16 May - LEGO nestlings fill nest - visible from road 1427. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 4:29:58 PM - Nest has fledged, 1 unhatched egg remains in nest.

4/29/2011 7000944 AMKE Closed TL 6924 - Z171696 353 feet to TL AR, 
across paved road.

500 feet 0 feet Buffer not applicable since nest is inside of a highly urbanized area of the TL. 1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 29 Apr - AMKE pair are provisioning this nest with food 1400-1430. Both adults spending time off the nest likely 
indicates well-developed young. - RR
10 May AMKE pr remain active at this nest 1530-1600 - RR
17 May AMKE leaves nest 0808. - RR
eelias - 6/4/2011 1:27:16 PM
Arrived at 13:03. There was no kestrel activity at this tower nor anywhere in the area. 20 minutes of effort.
rradd - 6/7/2011 2:50:50 PM
Nest previously monitored and closed. Fledged young fed away from nest.

4/30/2011 7000953 HOWR Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

5 feet  to AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 50 
feet.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. This plan to mitigate for potential construction impacts to 
the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce such impacts and 
improve the likelihood of nest success, provided that no stopping, standing, 
parking, or work occurs within new buffers.  In addition, this nest is a cavity high 
above ground which provides natural buffering for the adults and nestlings. The 
entrance to the cavity faces north-west, away from the work area, reducing 
potential for sound disturbance.

1. FLEDGED. 5/21/2011 4/30/2011 - HOWR singing and entering this cavity over several visits. - RR
5/6/2011 - HOWR remains active here 1125. - RR
5/13/2011 - HOWR pair observed carrying food to nest 0812. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 3:57:44 PM
HOWR observed bringing food items into cavity - begging calls heard.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 8:13:47 AM
HOWR beginning to fledge, though still hanging around nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 5:52:10 PM
HOWR singing outside of cavity; no observations of HOWR entering cavity.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:01:24 AM
No activity observed. 
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:38:16 AM
Closed.

4/30/2011 7000954 WEBL Closed Alpine Underground - 
97+00L, MH-6L

80 feet to work area. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 4/30/2011 - WEBL male feeding female, pair have been observed in area for 2 weeks. - RR
4/6/2011 - No WEBL detected during 30 minute observation. 1415 - RR
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 10:00:56 AM - Adult observed bringing food into nest, then left.
tfitanides - 5/27/2011 11:19:45 AM
Both male and female observed carrying food to nest and fecal sacs away.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 11:27:41 AM
Male and female observed feeding fledglings nearby in draw. Status changed to closed.


rradd - 6/11/2011 7:58:18 AM
Nest appears to have reactivated with second clutch. Territorial male continually challenging mirrors in parking lot.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 12:46:48 PM
No bluebirds observed or heard in vicinity of nesting cavity or in parking lot during 2 nest check periods. 
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 10:20:39 AM
No bluebirds observed or heard in area during 2 extended observation periods.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 10:13:04 AM
No bluebirds in area. Potential renesting unlikely - closed.

4/30/2011 7000955 ANHU Closed CP83-1 57 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/4/2011 30 Apr - ANHU female building nest; approximately 50% complete. - RR
05 May - ANHU incubating 1705.- RR
14 May ANHU returns to nest 1602. Nestlings inferred by height of adult in nest. - RR
20 May ANHU female on nest 1404. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 3:09:03 PM
2 large young in nest with unfeathered heads.
rradd - 6/4/2011 1:35:38 PM
Young have fledged and nest is empty.

4/28/2011 7000956 HOWR Closed CP83-1 78 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/10/2011 28 Apr - HOWR exhibiting territorial behavior; singing entering and defending this cavity. - RR
05 May - HOWR singing near cavity 1505. - RR
14 May HOWR perched, singing at entrance 1623. - RR 
20 May HOWR enters nest 1428. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 3:00:10 PM
HOWR pr. carrying food to nest.
rradd - 6/4/2011 1:33:10 PM
HOWR pr bringing food to nest 1314.
rradd - 6/10/2011 9:32:06 AM
No HOWR detections at this nest during 30 min. obs. Nest has fledged. 
Change to Closed.
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4/30/2011 7000957 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/24/2011 barnold - 4/30/2011 4:15:54 PM

In water storage truck, elevated on rack. Nest about 11 feet off the ground in corner bracket. Adult finches attempted 
repeatedly to access nest, but were chased away by large black carpenter bee.
emorgan - 5/8/2011 11:03:48 AM - House finch pair observed around nest. No carpenter bees observed.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - No bird at large nest, but 3 pairs of finches are present.
pkonrad - 5/24/2011 1:24:30 PM
Nestlings appear to have fledged; no adults observed visiting nest, and rim of nest covered by mutes - closed.
PKonrad - 6/1/2011
Nest empty.
bfischer - 7/13/2011 12:55:36 PM
The nest was examined for the presence of nestlings using a mirror with light. Seeing no nestlings, the rest was 
removed and, again, no nestlings were found in nest. The nest was disposed of in a covered container to prevent 
reuse of material for a new nest. The water tank and vacinity was inspected for the presence any new nests; nothing 
was found.

5/2/2011 7000959 OTHE Closed EP244 Pullsite 400 feet to AR; 470 feet 
to pull site.

500 feet 350 feet It is the biologist's opinion that a nest buffer reduction from 500 feet to 350 feet, 
to permit drive-through use of the access road to sites EP244 and EP245 will not 
adversely impact the nest outcome, for the following reasons;
A) even at this nest building stage, the female remained at the nest until the 
biologist approached within 70 feet. B) vehicles driving slowly 350 to 400 feet 
away should not be a factor, because the hawks selected this site with normal 
traffic speeding by on Corrizo Gorge Road (which remains outside the buffer). C)  
No stopping, standing, parking, or construction is to be permitted within 
designated buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 8/1/2011 pkonrad - 5/31/2011 10:10:51 AM
Male perched in creosote bush 80 feet east of nest; female presumed incubating, lying low in nest out of sight.
barnold - 6/3/2011 1:48:24 PM
Male perched on top of tall wooden post along wash, seen from Carrizo  Gorge Road.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 10:34:54 AM
Female incubating higher in nest; male perched nearby.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 10:39:44 AM
Female brooding (nestlings should be hatched/hatching); male not in area.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 10:33:38 AM
Female brooding/incubating; male not observed in area.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 10:27:17 AM
Female perched on side of nest feeding nestlings initially; later lying high in nest, brooding. Male perched low in 
nearby metal tower.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 10:23:36 AM
Female perched on side of nest. Male flew from ground south of EP243 with young cottontail prey; perched low on 
SWPL tower and fed.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 11:11:31 AM
 1 large downy nestling moving clumsily in nest (possibly another nestling lying low in nest?). Female perched on 
side of nest; male perched low in nearby SPFL metal tower.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 10:45:47 AM
Nestling lying low in nest; male perched on post northeast of nest and female perched on post southeast of nest.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 11:15:59 AM
Nestling lying low in nest; can see downy body. Adults perched on SWFL tower to northeast.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 11:02:04 AM
Nestling standing on nest, fully feathered and near fledging. Both adults perched on nearby metal tower to west.
pkonrad - 8/1/2011 10:04:46 AM
Nestling ready to fledge, standing high in nest. Both adults perched on nearby SWFL tower.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 10:11:17 AM
Nestling has fledged; left the nest during past 24 hours. Fledgling is perched 50 feet west of nest in shade of 
neighboring acacia with female perched next to it. Male perched in tower to west. Obviously, the post-fledging period 
will require isolation while the family group remains in the area.
pkonrad - 8/9/2011 1:00:23 PM
Fledgling observed perched with female in acacia at turn in AR to EP245; flies and soars fairly well for short 
distances, but has obvious balance problems  when perched in wind (it is learning to balance in wind). Doesn't have 
any white feathers on breast - resembles adults - but underwing plumage has a sprinkling of white feathers, as seen 
when in flight. Fledgling returned to nest tree, indicating this site is still a focus point for family group.
pkonrad - 8/15/2011 10:27:10 AM
Fledgling near same location as last week, near AR turn to EP245, Good flyer; better percher; flew to area of nest in 
flapping-soaring-flapping-soaring flight; appears more wary. No adults observed.
pkonrad - 8/15/2011 2:55:12 PM
Observed female and fledgling near AR turn to EP245 again - female was eating small mammal prey,  When female 
dropped part of prey, fledgling promptly flew to ground to get it, then flew to nearby shaded acacia perch to feed.

5/2/2011 7000961 RWBL Closed TL 6924 - 171690 75 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/14/2011 2 May - At least 2 pairs RWBL have established breeding territories. VIRA and COYE likely breeding here also. - 
RR
10 May - Female RWBL carrying food to cattails 0933. - RR
17 May - Water flow into this catchment is raising water levels. Nest impact unknown. RWBL activity continues in 
rainy weather. - RR
Fledges observed, being fed by adults. Other nests likely present, several adults returning with food. blohstroh - 
5/26/2011 10:36:46 AM
blohstroh - 5/26/2011 10:37:33 AM
fledges observed, being fed by adults
rradd - 6/1/2011 5:17:28 PM
Breeding activities continue for atleast 2 prs. RWBL females carrying food in, and male guarding.  
rradd - 6/7/2011 2:45:34 PM
2 prs agitated RWBL circulating over obs. head indicate breeding activity continues. 
rradd - 6/13/2011 1:40:00 PM
RWBL obs. consist of adults with 2 age classes of fledged young but no food carrying. Nests presumed to have 
fledged.
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5/3/2011 7000965 HUVI Closed Elliott Substation 5 feet to AR; 50 feet to 

substation.
100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 3 May - Both sexes actively constructing nest 0920. Appears 60% complete. - RR

11 May - HUVI on nest 0708. - RR
16 May - Nest incubation exchange 0746. - RR
23 May - HUVI on nest, wing stretch, tail-fan and settle 0804. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:49:10 AM - HUVI on nest 0655.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:33:56 AM - HUVI feeding nestlings 0705.
rradd - 6/14/2011 4:10:27 PM - No HUVI detected during 30 minute observation. Timelime suggests succesful 
fledge.

5/3/2011 7000967 LEGO Closed Elliott Substation 45 feet to substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/30/2011 3 May - LEGO pair nest-building 0944. - RR
11 May - LEGO still carrying nest material 1020. - RR
16 May - LEGO leaving nest 1033 - RR
23 May - Wind makes tracking birds in canopy difficult, but LEGO activity is regular at this general area and nest 
presumed active 1047. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 9:33:16 AM - LEGO adults feeding fledglings adjacent to nest 0900.

5/3/2011 7000968 ANHU Closed Helix Yard AR 30 feet to yard entry. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/15/2011 3 May - ANHU female incubating two eggs 1623. - RR
11 May - ANHU on nest 1723. - RR
18 May - Nest empty, small droppings in nest and at rim imply fledged nestlings. Closed.  - RR

5/3/2011 7000969 HOWR Closed Helix Yard AR 10 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 3 May - HOWR carrying nest material to cavity, singing on pole. - RR
11 May HOWR leaves nest 1752,whilemate sings nearby. - RR
18 May HOWR exits nest 1824, second wren enters 3 mins later. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 6:02:47 PM
HOWR exits cavity.
rradd - 6/3/2011 12:54:37 PM
HOWR detected nearby include recently fledged young following adults. No detections at nest site. Conclude 
successful fledge and Change to Closed.

5/3/2011 7000971 CALT Closed TL 6916 - 771471 30 feet from pole. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

1. FLEDGED. 5/3/2011 Pair of adults defending territory. Multiple fledglings, with partially grown feathers, flushed from area. Nest not 
searched for due to disturbance. - sritt - 5/3/2011 11:28:18 AM
11 May -  Initial observation appears to have been of recently fledged young, no suitable nesting habitat at the 
described location. Change to Closed. - RR

4/28/2011 7000976 HOWR Closed Elliott Substation 0 feet; within tower. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 Adult bringing food to nest. Nest buffer reduction likely for use cf access road but not for work on pole since  nest is 
located at base of 3 foot-long arm of pole. Did not have flagging or signs to flag buffer. dbusby - 4/28/2011 9:48:31 
AM
17 May HOWR brigs food item to nest 0950, departs 0952. Presume feeding nestlings. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 3:07:21 PM - HOWR carries long-legged insect to nest 13:44.
rradd - 5/31/2011 1:02:41 PM - HOWR to nest 1258, exits with fecal sac 1259.
rradd - 6/6/2011 2:34:56 PM - No detections at nest. HOWR adult feeding young with remnant down feathers on 
head 13:43 indicate this nest has fledged. 
Change to Closed.

5/4/2011 7000977 WEKI Closed Hartung Yard 46 feet to AR. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits and drive through 

access only on AR.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

Vehicular passage along the AR is allowed through blanket exemption and is not 
anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, standing or work 
occurs along the AR within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/8/2011 5/4/2011 - WEKI incubating and mate nest guarding 0645. - RR
5/12/2011 - WEKI incubating and mate nest guarding 1755. - RR
5/20/2011 - WEKI incubating and mate nest guarding 1758. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 4:22:24 PM - WEKI incubating 0828.
rradd - 6/3/2011 2:58:14 PM - WEKI on nest.
rradd - 6/9/2011 1:51:05 PM - No WEKI detections at this nest during 30 minute observation. Nest appears empty; 
observation timeline indicates likely fledged. Change to Closed.

5/4/2011 7000980 HOWR Closed CP70-3 AR 10 feet to AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 4 May - HOWR singing incessantly at, and defending this cavity 1645. - RR
14 May - HOWR carrying nest naterial to cavity 1040. - RR
20 May - HOWR pair carrying food to cavity 0818. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 9:26:19 AM
HOWR pr busy gathering food for this nest 0908.
rradd - 6/4/2011 8:27:58 AM
HOWR still defending site against others nearby and staying clise to cavity 0735.
rradd - 6/9/2011 4:33:34 PM
HOWR territorial at site but not obs. entering cavity. This male mayakso be maintaining nest to the W.
rradd - 6/17/2011 1:12:23 PM
No HOWR detections at this cavity during 30 min. mid-day obs. Will monitor once more to verify breeding has 
concluded at this nest.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:30:29 PM
HOWR present near cavity, but no food carry or interaction with nest.
Change to Closed.

5/5/2011 7000983 CAGN Closed TL 6924 - 171693 75 feet to proposed yard 
boundary.

300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 Male and female returning to this location repeatedly, bringing food. blohstroh - 5/5/2011
Nest found with three nestlings about 10 days old - kalberts - 5/13/2011 2:41:39 PM.
No nestlings present, family group nearby, adults feeding at least two fledglings. nest successfully fledged, nest 
inactive. blohstroh - 5/19/2011 8:12:10 AM

5/5/2011 7000989 RTHA Closed Alpine Underground 120 feet to Alpine Blvd. 500 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/2/2011 shampton - 5/5/2011 11:30:55 AM - Adult visited nest. Large nestling still with some down observed upright in nest.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 12:07:51 PM - Adult on another euc being mobbed and calling. Flew to euc with nest and was 
mobbed by a different pair.   
shampton - 5/26/2011 11:59:51 AM - Juvenile(s?) observed in eucalyptus trees around nest and on nest, laying down 
and sitting upright.
shampton - 6/2/2011 11:41:46 AM - At least one juvenile calling and flying around eucalyptus grove. Not observed 
landing on nest.
shampton - 6/9/2011 11:19:47 AM - Two juveniles flying around eucalyptus grove area, not observed landing on 
nest. No adults observed. Changed to Inactive.
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5/5/2011 7000994 BUOR Closed CP50-1 AR 16 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 5 May - BUOR female to nest, chasing away other species at 0750. - RR

12 May BUOR pr continue breeding activities at this nest 0740. - RR
19 May BUOR pr attending this nest at 15-20 min. intervals 0816. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 12:28:34 PM
BUOR female feeding young 1210
rradd - 6/2/2011 2:57:16 PM
BUOR at nest 14;07
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:10:33 PM
No BUOR detections during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:38:44 PM
No detections @ nest which is deteriorating. Presume fledged and Change to Closed.

5/5/2011 7000996 BCHU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

25 feet to driveway, 52 
feet to Wildcat Cyn Rd.

100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near Hwy 67, a very busy and noisy highway, 
illustrating normalized behaviors to this steady disturbance. The adult birds have 
tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other human acvities onsite have not 
deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated with work will be monitored, as 
will nest sites for anty potential impacts.   

1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 5/5/2011 - BCHU incubating 2 eggs 1200.- RR.
eelias - 5/12/2011 7:39:29 AM - 2 eggs; no female seen.
eelias - 5/12/2011 10:10:29 AM - Female flushed when biologist approached to within 60 feet. but was back on the 
nest within 2 minutes of bio sitting still 60 feet away.
eelias - 5/13/2011 8:57:18 AM - Female seen incubating; she still flushes off the nest from about 60 feet away but 
will return shortly if you sit tight and view nest with binoculars or ideally a spotting scope from a distance.
5/19/2011 - BCHU incubating/brooding 1 egg and 1 nestling1241. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:51:47 PM
BCHU brooding 2 young nestlings. 
rradd - 6/3/2011 7:13:49 AM
2 large feathered BCHU nestlings stretching nest.
rradd - 6/8/2011 1:33:07 PM
Nest is empty with a few droppings in the bowl. Observations suggest nest successfully fledged - closed.

4/28/2011 7000997 HOWR Closed CP83-1 40 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage OK.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.  Vehicular 
passage is already allowed through this road bypassing previously found nests.

1. FLEDGED. 6/2/2011 28 Apr - HOWR singing and entering cavity - RR 
06 May - HOWR active at this cavity 0838 - RR
14 May - HOWR exits cavity 1612. - RR
20 May - HOWR enters nest 1442. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 3:29:01 PM - HOWR pr bringing insects to nest.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:09:21 PM - HOWR active but did not enter cavity 1445-1515. Will monitor once more before 
closing.
rradd - 6/10/2011 10:11:35 AM - No HOWR detections during 30 minute observation. Nest has fledged. Change to 
Closed.

5/6/2011 7001000 SOSP Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge 

8 feet 100 feet The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and construction related activity are appropriate when 
considered along with the plan, providing type and duration of access is strictly 
regulated. 

1. FLEDGED. 5/17/2011 6 May - SOSP bringing food to nest 1139 - RR.
13 May Feeding activity 
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 4:05:09 PM
SOSP observed near nest location.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:30:04 PM
No activity at location.

5/6/2011 7001001 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

44 feet to work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and construction related activity are appropriate when 
considered along with the plan, providing type and duration of access is strictly 
regulated. 

1. FLEDGED. 6/23/2011 5/6 - BUSH pair completing nest 1208. - RR 
5/13 - BUSH continue active at this nest 1012. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 12:50:09 PM
Observed BUSH carrying nesting material to the nest.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 8:16:17 AM - BUSH observed entering nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 12:58:38 PM - Observed carrying food items into nest.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:51:53 AM - BUSH observed entering and exiting nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 12:15:41 PM
Bushtits in the area, but no observations of them entering  the nest. Nest looks intact.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 11:53:23 AM
Observed Bushtit entering nest.
vnovik Bustit leaving nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:24:08 AM
Observed entering and leaving the nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:46:32 PM
Birds observed entering and leaving nest, likely feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:29:26 PM
Birds likely feeding nestlings; observed entering nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:02:56 PM
Feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:51:40 PM
Observed bird exiting nest.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:19:53 PM
No change.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:00:19 PM
No activity observed at nest.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:48:28 AM
No activity.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:14:36 PM
Closed, may have fledged.
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5/5/2011 7001005 BRBL Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 30 feet From AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; through 

access only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

1. FLEDGED. 6/10/2011 kkilpatrick - 5/5/2011 5:29:53 PM
Bird activity at this site is very high with approximately 10 or more species observed using this tree. There are 
probable additional nesting species in the same tree. The closest observed nest to the access road is a  Bullock's 
orioles nest located on the south side of the tree approximately 40 feet high hanging below the end of the branch. 
The nest is approximately 35 feet north of the access road, north of the orange gravel bags on the north side of the 
road. The nest is visible, but its status is undetermined. The tree is located along an access road and a 100-foot 
buffer was established to prevent foot traffic off of the road. Vehicles on the road are O.K.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Adult blackbids strongly territorial in area surrounding oak and area to south.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - Male and female blackbirds active; female observed carrying fecal sac from nest.
PKonrad - 6/1/2011 - At least 1 fledgling being fed by adults in east side of tree.
BRBL not observed entering tree from west. . Foliage below presumed nest (there are many in tree) freshly 
whitewashed. Will need another visit to confirm inactivity of ths specific nest.
PKonrad - 6/10/2011 - No fledglings in area; appears they have dispersed - closed.
     [but a pair is active in early nest building stage (renesting?); see new nest description]
tfitanides - 6/6/2011 3:15:59 PM

pkonrad - 6/10/2011 1:38:53 PM
Nest checked 6-1 when adults were observed feeding at least 1 fledgling near nest. 
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 1:42:54 PM
No fledglings observed; appears they have dispersed, so this nest is closed. 
However, pair in early stage of nest building (renesting?). A new nest report is prepared.

5/7/2011 7001010 CALT Closed TL 639 - Z171670 65 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 RAbe - 5/7/2011 9:58:56 AM - Adult observed feeding 3 nestlings. 100 foot buffer flagged w/yellow tape.
tfitanides - 5/19/2011 2:12:01 PM - Nest assumed to have fledged. CATO fledglings begging and being fed by adults 
in area.

5/5/2011 7001015 HOFI Closed Rough Acres Yard 30 feet from fill station. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/29/2011 sritt - 5/5/2011.
Female incubating.
RAbe - 5/23/2011 2:19:51 PM
Female observed feeding 3-4 nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011
Appears finches have fledged; no finch activity; no nestlings observed; fecal sacs partly line nest rim - closed.

5/6/2011 7001017 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

11 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

1. FLEDGED. 6/12/2011 Nest is 40% complete. pair was observed building nest. Will not affect construction; 1 sign was put up near location.- 
ahill - 5/7/2011 10:53:59 AM.
tfitanides - 5/23/2011 4:41:31 PM
2 separate nests in wheel and brake line drum. No HOFI activity observed at nests for 35 minutes. Male singing in 
tree 60 feet to southeast.
ahill - 5/28/2011 9:11:23 PM
Female on nest incubating.
ahill - 5/31/2011 8:01:04 PM
Female was not seen on nest on separate occasions today; male was singing 15 feet to northeast.
tcooper - 6/3/2011 - At least 1 nestling in nest, about 8 days old.
ahill - 6/7/2011 6:26:46 AM
Pair observed in immediate area.
ahill - 6/7/2011 6:11:36 PM
2 nestlings in nest, should fledge in next few days.
ahill - 6/13/2011 10:25:16 AM
Nest is empty, nestlings have fledged - closed.

5/9/2011 7001019 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

34 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/19/2011  dbusby - 5/9/2011 12:15:16 PM
Observed female going to and from nest.
13 May BCHU female on nest 0734. - RR
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:35:51 PM
observed female on nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:00:25 PM
observed incubating on nest.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:48:45 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:43:03 AM
incubating,
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:04:15 AM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 3:22:31 PM
Nestlings observed in nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:49:35 AM
Observed female feeding nestling.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:26:43 AM
Feeding young in nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:05:00 PM
Feeding  young in nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:08:29 PM
Feeding young in nest.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:53:31 PM
Caring for young in nest.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:20:50 PM
nestling feathered and close.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:07:48 PM
Nestling looks near fledging.
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5/9/2011 7001020 SPTO Closed CP25-2 225 feet from CP 25-2; 

7 feet from access road.
100 feet Vehicular passage has been ongoing since foundation work began here, is not 

anticipated to impact this nest, as this nest was initiated during current 
construction conditions.

1. FLEDGED. 5/20/2011 mdicus - 5/9/2011 1:43:54 PM - Adult incubating 3 eggs. Adult did not flush until approached from southwest side 
from a distance of approximately 3 feet. Through traffic on access road does not appear to disturb nesting.  Access 
road buffer staked with standard ESA signs reading "through traffic only, no stopping."
blohstroh - 5/13/2011 8:43:06 AM - Checked nest; 3 eggs still present; female flushed and observed nearby.  
jdicus - 5/16/2011 8:26:28 PM - Observed while construction monitoring. Nestlings in nest - can be seen without 
lifting branches around mid-day when sun is high in the sky shining down through foliage into nest when viewed from 
south.
21 May - Nest is clean, intact and empty. Presume successfully fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

5/10/2011 7001023 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 Adults repeatedly visiting this nest during 30 minute observation period. barnold - 5/10/2011
barnold - 5/11/2011 3:01 PM - Female observed emerging from nest.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:05: AM - Female observed flying to nest after 15 minutes of watching.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:25 AM - No activity during brief observation period.
barnold - 6/1/2011 4:50:08 PM - No activity observed at this nest since 19 May. Nest appears to have fledged and is 
now considered inactive, but may be used again.

5/10/2011 7001024 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 20 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

1. FLEDGED. 5/13/2011 barnold - 5/10/2011 12:17 PM  Nest with three large nestlings in east-facing edge of stacked (four by four) crates of 
ceramic insulators bound by wire straps.  A second, newer empty nest is located just south of and adjacent to the 
nest with nestlings.  Female at nest regularly.
barnold - 5/11/2011 2:59 PM  Three nestlings still in nest.
barnold - 5/19/2011 8:42 AM  Nestlings successfully fledged 13 May. Nest empty.  Change status to Closed.

5/11/2011 7001427 CALT Closed CP18 4 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
- Work at the site will occur 70 feet or more from the nest.
- A monitor will be present to prevent encroachment on the nest.
- Prescense of nestlings indicates high site affinity by the adults
- California Towhees frequently nest in urban and developed areas.

1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 kkilpatrick - 5/11/2011 10:18:33 AM - 3 young nestlings with new, sparse white down observed in nest. Adult 
California towhee in area behaved alarmed when biologists approached nest at approximately 50 feet.
5/18/2011 - CALT brooding 3 nestlings 1233. - RR
RAbe - 5/24/2011 8:16:31 AM
Nestlings fledged and status is changed to closed.

5/10/2011 7001428 BUSH Closed EP89-1 45 feet from work limits. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/22/2011 Adults bringing food to nest. dbusby - 5/10/2011 7:54:47 AM
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Nest small but well-built; no birds observed.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 10:36:59 AM
 No activity at this nest during 35 minutes of observation.
barnold - 6/2/2011 9:53:30 AM
Nest in god shape, Bushtits in scrub oak tree. No sign of bringing food, etc. Nest may have fledged.
pkonrad - 6/8/2011 1:26:03 PM
Adult(s) visited nest periodically, sometimes with minute food.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 10:30:12 AM
 2 adults observed bringing food to nest.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 3:37:23 PM
No Bushtits observed or heard in area during extended period; nestlings may have fledged; will check status once 
more.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 11:36:29 PM
No Bushtits were observed or heard in the area; nestlings appear to fledged and dispersed from the area - closed.

5/10/2011 7001429 OATI Closed EP91 10 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this cavity nest with nestlings, 
provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the 
buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/28/2011 pkonrad - 5/27/2011 11:28:00 AM
Adult(s) bringing food to nest regularly.
barnold - 5/31/2011 12:50:07 PM
No activity noted during 15-minute observation period.
barnold - 6/2/2011 9:03:55 AM
No activity noted during observation period approaching two hours. Nest appears to have fledged, as Oak Titmouse 
leaves nest at 17 days, and adults were first observed bringing food 10 May and last observed bringing food 27 May 
(there has typically been lots of activity during monitoring visits), then no activity recorded during brief (15 minute) 
and extensive (nearly 2 hours) observation periods on 31 May and 2 June, respectively.

5/11/2011 7001432 WREN Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet; within yard limits. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

NBR granted through blanket exemption.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 Male territorial and female sitting on nest. A nest buffer reduction to accomodate thru-traffic would likely not disturb 
nest. dbusby - 5/11/2011 8:39:28 AM
18 May - WREN brooding 4 eggs, 1 hatched nestling 1024. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 2:12:12 PM - 3 naked young in nest.
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:42:47 PM - Nest is clean, intact and empty, presumed fledged. Change to Closed.

5/10/2011 7001437 WEME Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet; within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/13/2011 10 May - Extremely agitated pair bringing food to nest 1235.- RR
17 May - No WEME detected in this area. Based on behavioural cues from previous observation, consider more 
likely fledged than depredated. Change to Closed.- RR

5/11/2011 7001440 BLPH Closed TL 6916 - 973035 40 feet to AR; 80 feet to 
staked work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/22/2011 11 May - BLPH pair carrying food to nest 1616. - RR
17 May - BLPH pair continue to provision this nest at 2-5 minute intervals 1055. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 8:59:36 AM - No detections during 30 minute observation. Prior observation (feeding interval) 
suggests successful fledging.
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5/11/2011 7001444 CALT Closed CP19-1 0 feet; within yard limits. 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
The vegetation in this area should remain intact as long as this nest or others 
are within this patch. Vehicular access is not anticipated to impact this nest, 
provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the 
buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 tfitanides - 5/11/2011 9:32:44 AM - Three eggs on nest.
18 May CALT incubating 3 eggs 1048. - RR
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:19:48 PM - Nest is  empty. Birds assumed fledged. Buffer taken down.
rradd - 5/24/2011 2:20:54 PM
Food carrying CALT and agitation at 25' 
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:50:52 PM
CALT adults carrying food to 3 well-feathered nestlings with primary quills just opening.
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:39:41 PM
Nest is  empty. Birds assumed fledged. Buffer taken down.

5/12/2011 7001449 CALT Closed CP22-1 90 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 80 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
•The nest is located downslope from the construction work area which provides 
a natural sound and visual barrier for the nest.
•The nest is well hidden with the entrance facing east, away from proposed 
construction activities which further shields the neslings and adults.
•Nest progression is advanced (multiple nestlings) indicating high nest affinity 
which decreases the chance of the nest being abandoned by the adults.
•The adult bird was relatively tolerant of human and truck presence, flushing 
only after the biologist approached within 15 feet.
•It is recommended that once work commences, vehicles park at the south of the 
work area to provide an additional buffer

1. FLEDGED. 5/20/2011 tfitanides - 5/12/2011 7:47:49 AM - 2-3 naked nestlings. Parent flushed at 15 feet.
18 May 3 feathered nestlings 1308.- RR
barnold - 5/20/2011 3:51 PM Nest empty, no sign of adults.  No sign of depredation.  Change status to Closed.

5/12/2011 7001450 AMKE Closed CP23 0 feet; within work limits; 
70 feet from TC.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 12 May Observed male bring in mouse to nest, heard nestlings loudly begging.  Nest is in actual arm, kestrels enter 
through gap between actual pole and arm.
18 May AMKE female enters nest with mouse 1326.- RR
eelias - 6/2/2011 4:07:55 PM
Elias monitored this nest on 5/31/2011. Biologist noted an adult female on tower. She was calling. She flew off and 
almost immediately after she departed a female plumage fledgling flew out of the nest cavity. This young bird gave 
begging vocs and was less than proficient in flight. After 5 minutes on the outside she returned to the cavity.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:06:17 AM
Two fledged immature AMKE perched clise to nest, being attended by adult.
Change to Closed.

5/23/2011 7001943 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 30 feet •Both pairs of House Finches exhibited a tolerance to human presence by 
building their nests in an area with moderately existing foot and vehicle traffic. 
•The nests are located behind/inside the attached signs which provide a visual 
and acoustic buffer against any foot and vehicle traffic and storage activities.
•House Finches are a species that is known to be tolerable of human 
disturbance and regularly nest in close proximity to human activity.
•House Finch nests that have been in close proximity to similar potential yard 
activities under similar buffers have successfully fledged within Sunrise 
Powerlink yards.

1. FLEDGED. 6/29/2011 jpawlicki - 5/23/2011 3:30:00 PM - Nest complete with obvious cup shape, fresh green vegetation, and containing no 
eggs or young. Adults observed flying from nest.
phoward - 5/31/2011 11:49:28 AM - Female flushed from nest, nest has 6 eggs.
tfitanides - 5/25/2011 12:24:17 PM
1 egg in nest.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 8:57:53 AM
Female flushed from nest. Incubating/brooding.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:48:07 PM
Female flushed from nest. Undetermined number of nestlings with downy feathers observed in nest.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:21:15 AM
1 nestling in nest, appears ready to fledge.
fhoffman - 6/29/2011 3:28:22 PM
Nestling became fledgling today.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:36:53 PM
Related to the above 6-26 and 6-29 observations, this nestling may have been the last of up to 6 fledglings total from 
this nest, considering 5-31 and 6-14 comments.

5/23/2011 7001944 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 30 feet •Both pairs of House Finches exhibited a tolerance to human presence by 
building their nests in an area with moderately existing foot and vehicle traffic. 
•The nests are located behind/inside the attached signs which provide a visual 
and acoustic buffer against any foot and vehicle traffic and storage activities.
•House Finches are a species that is known to be tolerable of human 
disturbance and regularly nest in close proximity to human activity.
•House Finch nests that have been in close proximity to similar potential yard 
activities under similar buffers have successfully fledged within Sunrise 
Powerlink yards.

1. FLEDGED. 7/7/2011 jpawlicki - 5/23/2011 3:27:53 PM - Nest about 50% complete and made primarily of dry grasses. Both adults 
observed at nest with female actively bringing nesting material.
phoward - 5/31/2011 11:51:47 AM - Female flushed from nest, nest has 5 eggs.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 8:59:18 AM
Female incubating/brooding.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:09:55 PM
Undetermined number of hatchlings with downy feathers.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:24:24 AM
1 fully feathered nestling in nest, appears ready to fledge.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:40:31 PM
Same nest as neighboring nest?

5/24/2011 7002347 OATI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Loritz property

0 feet; within work pad. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 emorgan - 5/24/2011 2:08:33 PM - Observed adult bringing food to the cavity every 5 to 10 minutes and also 
removing a fecal sac.
emorgan - 5/31/2011 8:04:25 PM
Observed adult carrying food into cavity and I could hear nestlings calling.
jpawlicki - 6/10/2011 1:35:00 PM
Adults briefly observed and heard in vicinity, but no activity observed at nest after 40 mins. of monitoring - closed.

5/25/2011 7002356 NOMO Closed TL 6916 - 973036 50 feet to work area; 60 
feet to AR & tower.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer. 

1. FLEDGED. 6/18/2011 phoward - 5/25/2011 11:13:52 AM - Nest found with 3 eggs, adult seen flushed from nest.
fhoffman - 5/31/2011 5:51:41 PM - 3 eggs still in nest, adults not observed.
tcooper - 6/6/2011 11:46:19 AM - 3 nestlings in nest; about 3 days old.
rradd - 6/13/2011 3:29:10 PM - 3 nestlings in nest are well-feathered with white wing bars.
rradd - 6/20/2011 4:10:07 PM - Nest is intact and empty, nestlings have fledged. Change to Closed.
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5/25/2011 7002360 HOOR Closed Alpine Underground - 

Vault 3L
15 feet north of Alpine 

Blvd.
100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/21/2011 bfischer  5/25/2011.  Both orioles were observed driving House Finches away -  finches were carrying nesting 
material and were approaching same tree as the orioles were nesting in.  The nest was not seen prior to today; but 
appears to be nearly complete (80%),  A second oriole nest is attached to the adjacent palm frond.
fitanides - 6/4/2011 2:00:37 PM
Female observed entering nest with food and beginning to incubate.
rradd - 6/11/2011 8:42:08 AM
Female carrying food and 1st year male attending nest.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 11:57:32 AM
Female bringing food to nest regularly, removing fecal sacs sometimes. First year male feeding in and visiting nest 
tree, but not shadowing female like it did last week.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 12:21:31 PM
3 nearly fledged nestlings being fed in nest by female. Young male following female, even food-begging.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 10:11:12 AM
Nestlings have fledged; no orioles observed in area - closed. 

5/12/2011 7001453 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet, nest is inside 
work limits.

100 feet The nest is on the bridge itself, and effectively means work cannot occur, even 
with approved construction plan with noise barriers. 

1. FLEDGED. 5/21/2011 emorgan - 5/12/2011 3:16:59 PM - Nest contains 2 hummingbird nestlings about a week old.  Adult came to the nest 
to feed the chicks.
5/13/2011 - Nesting activity continues 1150. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 1:12:51 PM
Observed two nestlings being feed while foot traffic was overhead. Birds appear unaffected by construction activity.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:34:00 PM
two nestlings in nest. female feeding young.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:01:01 PM
Nestlings have fledged and left the nest. Nest removed.

5/12/2011 7001455 HOOR Closed Alpine Underground - 
97+00L, MH-6L

40 feet south of AR. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 7/17/2011 RAbe - 5/12/2011 2:29:06 PM - Male and female HOORs going inside palm tree. Homeowner has observed signs of 
territoriality (they dive-bomb her). Bio-monitor called in nest.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 10:26:55 AM. Adult female observed exiting nest and vocalizing (agitated). Other vocalizations 
heard inside palm, although no other birds observed. 
tfitanides - 5/27/2011 11:06:24 AM
Male observed calling from palm perch. Female later observed calling from perch (both HOORs with a "veek" call). 
"chetetet" call heard from within tree foliage.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 10:58:56 AM
Male calling in vicinity but did not visit nest. Female/immature HOOR observed calling from palm perch (veek) and 
preening. Flew off across road to northeast.
rradd - 6/11/2011 9:42:38 AM
Female HOOR actively nest building - apparently installing interior lining - in company of immature  from previous 
brood.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 12:51:44 PM
No orioles observed or heard today during 2 nest observation periods, although female was active nest building 6-9 
and 6-11. Female may be incubating intently now.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 9:41:39 AM
Female active in area and making repeated visits to nest location.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 9:52:32 AM
Female observed periodically perching on southeast side of palm tree. 
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 10:03:53 AM
Female making food gathering forays from palm tree and returning to nest location under hanging green frond on 
north side.
pkonrad - 7/8/2011 4:29:24 PM
Male observed catching an insect and bringing it back to nest to feed at least 2 large feathered nestlings.
pkonrad - 7/15/2011 2:03:00 PM
Male making forays to and from nest, feeding at least 2 large nestlings in nest; nestlings should fledge soon.
pkonrad - 7/18/2011 1:22:22 PM
No orioles observed during extended period; nestlings have apparently fledged and dispersed - closed.
sritt - 7/23/2011 4:52:51 PM
Fledgling seen visiting palm only once during 45 minute observation period (after a RTHA passed through), but did 
not enter nest.  Adult male frequently seen nearby, but never in palm.

5/12/2011 7001456 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - 774824 40 feet to AR; 510 feet 
to nearest pole.

300 feet NBR Submit Date: 05/17/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/17/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/26/2011 tcooper - 5/12/2011 - Female on nest, 2 eggs and 2 newly hatched nestlings.
tcooper - 5/19/2011 - Adults feeding 2 nestlings, 2 unhatched eggs.
tcooper - 5/26/2011 - 2 unhatched eggs in nest, adults feeding 2 fledglings nearby, nest closed; buffer removed.

5/12/2011 7001459 MODO Closed CP51-2 AR 85 feet to AR, but on 
house.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 12 May - MODO incubating and mate adjacent 0844. - RR
19 May - MODO incubating 0927.- RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 12:56:57 PM - MODO on nest 1251.
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:05:27 PM - MODO on nest 1444.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:27:52 AM - Well-protected nest is clean and empty. Presumed fledged. Change to Inactive.
rradd - 7/7/2011 9:06:13 AM
No re-nesting; change to Closed.
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5/12/2011 7001460 ANHU Closed CP51-2 AR 35 feet to AR, but within 

house area.
100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/18/2011 12 May - ANHU female incubating 1 egg 1037. - RR

19 May ANHU female incubating 2 eggs 0911. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 12:55:53 PM
ANHU incubating 2 eggs 1250
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:04:47 PM
Two naked hatched young in nest 1445.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:23:56 AM
One large quilled young visible in nest.
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:07:54 AM
One large juvenile in complete plumage on nest.
rradd - 6/23/2011 10:43:29 AM
Nest has fledged successfully.
Change to Closed

5/12/2011 7001462 ATFL Closed CP51-2 AR 90 feet to AR, but within 
house area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/7/2011 12 May - ATFL pair entering pipe 1103. - RR
19 May ATFL pr interaction, female returns to chimney pipe (which has transformed her into "Sooty Flycatcher") 
0949. - RR
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:56:30 PM
ATFL pr. observed away from nest, status unclear during 30 min. obs. Will monitor again.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:38:33 AM
Nest is built. Pair come to nest 0937, male guards, female to nest for only a minute. Egg laying?
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:10:48 AM
Female ATFL brings food to nest 1106.
rradd - 6/23/2011 10:45:50 AM
Female enters nest with small insect 10:38 and stays, male nest guarding @ 100'.
rradd - 6/30/2011 10:42:32 AM
ATFL pair carrying food to nest at 10 min intervals. Alarmed at 100'.
rradd - 7/7/2011 10:06:21 AM
Change to Closed. Nest is empty and nestlings successfully fledged. ATFL carrying food to at least 3 fledglings away 
from nest.

5/13/2011 7001468 CATH Closed JVR 12kV - Pole 47 120 feet from wood 
pole; no staked work 

area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 kkilpatrick - 5/13/2011 10:15:45 AM - 1 fledgling observed with an adult about 100 feet from nest; 2 birds were 
flushed from the nest while giving alarm calls; 1 bird was flushed at 15 feet, the other at 3 feet. Later, 2 thrashers 
were seen foraging and singing near nest, and exhibiting aggressive behavior toward NOMOs.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - 1 adult and 1 fledgling active along dry wash throughout buffer area and west to large brush 
pile; fledgling has a noticeably shorter bill than the adult. Fledgling(s) are capable of flying and can move throughout 
area - closed.

5/13/2011 7001470 CALT Closed CP25-2 15 feet to AR; 160 feet 
to pad.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 blohstroh - 5/13/2011 4:19:51 PM - 3 nestlings, week old+, female feeding and removing fecal sacks. Moved existing 
access road signage to reflect new buffer.
21 May Nest is empty, presumed fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

5/16/2011 7001475 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Staging Area N of I-8

60 feet from staging 
area.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 45 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
•This pair of bushtits clearly has a high tolerance for noise, and constant human 
activities nearby as demonstrated by the distance from the nest site to a major 
interstate highway.
•The nest is located immediately adjacent to the west bound on-ramp to 
Interstate 8 where high speed traffic frequently passes closer to the nest than 
any proposed Project work activities.
•Work proposed would be limited to staging of equipment for the Project. No 
heavy construction would occur in the area. 
•Similar instances of bushtits successfully nesting in close proximity to Project 
work activities demonstrates species acclimation to work activities within 45 feet 
of nest locations without perceived negative impacts.

1. FLEDGED. 6/23/2011 vnovik - 5/16/2011 10:30:52 AM - Observed bushtit flush from nest.
PKonrad - 6/9/2011 - Bushtit entered and left nest, probably bringing food, definitely leaving with a fecal sac.
emorgan - 5/27/2011 11:50:36 AM
Nest looks complete but male observed bringing nesting material to nest while female foraged nearby.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 1:37:51 PM
Two adults observed in nest area with prey items. Adults acting nervous with presence of juvenile western scrub-jay. 
Biologists refrained from approaching nest.
pkonrad - 6/9/2011 4:18:15 PM
Adult entered and left nest, probably brought food, definitely left with fecal sac.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 11:05:25 AM
Adults bringing food to nest and quickly leaving.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 12:20:03 PM
No Bushtit activity in area; nestlings appear to have fledged and dispersed - closed.

5/16/2011 7001481 BCHU Closed Elliott Substation 45 feet from substation. 
60 feet from AR.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/12/2011 16 May - BCHU female finishing nest construction 0700. Long intervals off nest, so no eggs yet. - RR
23 May - BCHU female on nest 0722. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:51:03 AM - Female BCHU on nest 0712
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:35:22 AM - BCHU returns to nest after 10 minute absence and settles 0715.
rradd - 6/14/2011 3:37:28 PM - Nest appears intact empty and unattended, presumed fledged.  Change to closed.

5/16/2011 7001482 CALT Closed TL 6916 - 774820 10 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/21/2011 16 May - CALT carrying food to at least 2 altricial nestlings 1557. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 4:51:20 PM - Nest is empty with single dropping on floor. CALT capable of leaving nest @ 8 days, 
so potentially successful fledge.

5/16/2011 7001483 ANHU Closed Elliott Substation 85 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 16 May - ANHU female on nest, only brief intervals away but no feeding. Presume incubation. - RR
23 May - ANHU young visible in nest 0720. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:50:13 AM - Large feathered young in nest 0711.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:39:51 AM - Nest is empty and presumed to have fledged. 
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:40:29 AM - Change to Closed.

5/16/2011 7001484 YBCH Closed Elliott Substation 30 feet from substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 16 May - YBCH on territory - Nest just begun. Re-monitor to verify completion 1049. - RR
23 May - Windy morning makes difficulty following YBCH into this thicket 0949. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 11:54:09 AM - YBCH remains active and territorial here. Vegetation density prevents verifying nest 
status, but breeding presumed to be in progress 1018.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:38:13 AM - Nest vertex moved to correct location. YBCH pair carrying food to nest 0758, 0812.
rradd - 6/6/2011 12:37:37 PM - 4 nestlings unfeathered but with quills ready to open.
rradd - 6/14/2011 4:19:46 PM - Nest intact and empty. Presumed successfully fledged. Change to Closed.
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5/17/2011 7001485 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
8 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/19/2011 sjohnston - 5/17/2011 1:26:55 PM Female incubating 2 eggs.
sjohnston - 5/18/2011 8:37:21 AM Female incubating two eggs. Observed leaving nest multiple times apparent 
cause from construction activity within 10 feet of the nest. Foreman moved work further away from nest ca. 30', 
which resulted in fewer flushings for shorter durations.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:37:59 PM Female on nest, flushed while visual barrier was installed. Returned to nest. 
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:05:34 PM Observed on nest, flushed briefly while inspector was onsite, and walked under 
canopy.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:58:21 AM - Incubating.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:45:17 AM - Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:13:00 AM - Two nestlings in nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:50:44 AM - Female observed feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:27:15 AM - Feeding young in nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:49:26 PM - Feeding caring for young.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:07:14 PM - Caring for young in nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:27:21 PM - Young in nest; Feeding young.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:55:03 PM - Feeding young.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:29:26 PM - Feathered nestlings close to fledge
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:08:28 PM - Active nestlings in nest. Look ready to fledge.
sjohnston - 6/20/2011 7:26:40 AM - Fledged.

5/14/2011 7001488 BUSH Closed CP29-1 7 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 Nest appears completed. Pair of BUSH in area. Adult observed flushing from nest site. -tfitanides - 5/14/2011 
12:58:20 PM
21 May - BUSH associated with nest repeatedly during 40 minutes of observation but did not enter 1210. - RR
tcooper - 5/31/2011  - Adult entered nest
28 Jun Closed. Buffers and stakes removed.
rradd - 5/24/2011 4:46:32 PM
Nest appears predated with extra large opening, but BUSH continues to visit. Under reconstruction?
rradd - 5/24/2011 5:00:41 PM
Pair remain closely associated with this site, but no item carry.
rradd - 6/2/2011 11:20:15 AM
BUSH exits nest 1006, mate loafs nearby. No food carry during 30 minute observations.
emorgan - 6/9/2011 11:46:40 AM
Adult carried food to nest.
rradd - 6/15/2011 1:08:51 PM
BUSH pair carrying insects to nest 1252.
rradd - 6/22/2011 4:23:31 PM
No BUSH detected at or near this nest during 40 minutes of observation 1540-1620.
rradd - 6/28/2011 4:16:43 PM
No BUSH detected. Nestlings have fledged and nest is empty.

5/12/2011 7001489 SOSP Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

50 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 eelias - 5/12/2011 12:18:37 PM  Nest was found when female flew in and landed on nest. She was incubating. I 
never saw food carries so therefore I assume it was on eggs and not chicks. Watched for 15 minutes.
eelias - 5/13/2011 9:05:44 AM Nest was visited. Biologist walked slowly and carefully up to nest site. Female was not 
on nest. Biologist peered into nest. She has layed 3 eggs.
19 May SOSP incubating 1355. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:18:06 PM - 2 SOSP nestlings aged approximately 2 days, being fed by adults 1508.
rradd - 6/3/2011 9:07:19 AM - Nest has fallen sideways but cup appears intact and fledglings foraging within feet. 
Presumed successful fledge. Change to Closed.

5/17/2011 7001491 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

2 feet from staked work 
limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/17/2011 sjohnston - 5/17/2011 2:34:38 PM
Active nest building 10% complete. Birds began building nest during construction activities.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:46:33 PM
Active nest building.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:16:46 PM
Observed on nest; possibly incubating.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:00:19 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:50:35 AM
Female incubating.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:00:14 AM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 6:29:44 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:32:50 AM
On nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:09:50 PM
Incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:35:35 PM
Feeding and probably brooding .
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:59:58 PM
Brooding/ feeding.
vnovik - 6/14/2011 5:54:39 PM
Appears to be feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:11:34 PM
No nestlings in nest on 6/16/11. Likey fledged, nest appears to be falling apart now.
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5/16/2011 7001493 CAGN Closed CP21 240 feet to work limits. 300 feet Buffer reduced to 240 

feet with drive through 
access only.

Candidate for NBR to 240 feet since nest is down steep slope and blocked by 
dense vegetation that will create a noise and visual barrier from work activitie 
and thru-traffic along access road. Placed ESA signs along east side of access 
road, approx 240 ft from nest. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this 
nest provided that no work occurs within the 240 foot buffer for this nest.

Per USFWS comments and in compliance with the BO, anytime construction 
activities occur (including drive through access) within 300 feet of a coastal 
California gnatcatcher a biologist must be present.  So this may take extra 
planning and grouping of vehicles driving through this portion of the access 
road.

1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 5/16/11 - 3 eggs; observed nest exchange. Candidate for NBR since nest is down steep slope and blocked by dense 
vegetation that will create a noise and visual barrier from temporary thru-traffic along access road. Placed ESA signs 
along east side of access road, approx 240 feet from nest. 
dbusby - 5/17/2011 7:12:33 AM
dbusby - 5/23/2011 3:48:18 PM - Female incubating on nest with male foraging nearby.
5/31/11 - dbusby - Adult pair feeding 3  7-day-old nestlings.
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:24:53 PM - Adult pair feeding 3 nestlings. Should be fledging by tomorrow.
dbusby - 6/13/2011 10:39:20 AM - At least 2 nestlings confirmed successfully fledged. Adults tending to 2 fledglings 
about 300 feet. northeast of nest site. Take down ESA signs and buffer.

5/19/2011 7001498 SAPH Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
- Nest is located on a support bracket of a radiatior. This location is well 
concealed and provides a buffer by design from work activities within the sub.
- Nets is located on the far side of the transformer from work activities providing 
a partial visual buffer.
- Nesting pair chose the site location during ongoing work activities.
- Nest is located adjacent to a Say's Phoebe nest that recently fledged young 
under similar reduced buffer conditions.
- House Finches are well aclimated to human activity.

1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 barnold - 5/19/2011 9:51 AM Nest with one egg.
barnold - 5/26/2011 10:12 AM Nest with four eggs.  Adult Western Kingbird went to nest after examination. 
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:33 PM Say's Phoebe flushed from nest, with four eggs.
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:35:27 PM
Say's Phoebe flushed from nest, with four white eggs.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:43:41 AM
Nest with four nestlings.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:20:24 PM
Nest with four nestlings.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:39:38 PM
Nest with four very large nestlings. These appear to be ready to fledge.
barnold - 6/27/2011 12:49:10 PM
At 11:00am, observed two nestlings fledge from a distance of about 70 feet. Adult stayed with two nestlings, 
ultimately feeding them as they sat on the southern perimeter fence. 
barnold - 6/27/2011 5:00:35 PM
Adult also returned to nest, assume there are two nestlings remaining in nest.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:56:14 PM
Nest has successfully fledged.

5/19/2011 7001499 HOWR Closed TL 639 - 171628 35 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 mdicus - 5/19/2011 - Adult HOWR observed repeatedly carrying food into opening in top of pole.
rradd - 5/31/2011 2:53:05 PM - HOWR carries food to nest in pipe 1452.
rradd - 5/31/2011 3:00:31 PM - At least 4 young in nest approximately 1 week old.
rradd - 6/6/2011 4:29:00 PM - At least three feathered young in nest 1608.
rradd - 6/15/2011 11:27:15 AM - No HOWR detections at or near this empty nest. Presume successfuly fledged and 
change to Closed.

5/19/2011 7001500 BHGR Closed TL 639 - 171760 90 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/9/2011 tfitanides 5/19/2011 2:00:08 PM Nest exchange observed; parents both incubating.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 12:28:54 PM
Male observed feeding at least one downy nestling in nest.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 12:03:34 PM
Nest empty, presumed to have fledged. No sign of predation; only a few scattered feces in center of nest. Closed.

5/19/2011 7001501 SOSP Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

60 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 5/19/2011 sjohnston
Observed SOSP bringing a large amount of nesting material into nest location. Exact nest location was not searched 
for. Possible second brooding for perviously recorded SOSP.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:08:45 PM - SOSP observed entering nest area.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:03:09 AM
SOSP obs. entering nest location.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:54:08 AM
SOSP near nest, not observed entering nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:55:30 AM - SOSP near nest, not observed entering nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 4:11:12 PM - Song Sparrow singing in area of nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:59:03 AM - Observed in area of nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:29:47 AM - Observed bird flying into area of nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:14:53 PM - Observed SOSP in area of nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:16:00 PM - SOSP in area of nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:18:36 PM - SOSP in nest area.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:02:22 PM - SOSP in area of nest location.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:20:04 PM - Fledglings observed, successfully fledged.

5/19/2011 7001504 BUSH Closed CP50-1 AR 25 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/30/2011 5/19/2011 - BUSH to nest 0705, exiting 1211. - RR
rradd - 6/2/2011 2:56:13 PM
BUSH pair to and from nest 13:12
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:17:37 PM
No BUSH detections during 30 minutes of observations.
rradd - 6/16/2011 1:53:29 PM
BUSH feeding nest 1337, 1349 with (comparatively) large prey.
rradd - 6/23/2011 8:57:12 AM
BUSH making multiple trips to nest 0848.
rradd - 6/30/2011 12:12:02 PM
No BUSH detections during 30 minutes of observations. Nest appears in good condition; monitoring timeline 
indicates nest fledged successfully.

5/19/2011 7001505 BUOR Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

75 feet from ROW. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 19 May BUOR pr. entering and exiting at regular intervals 1510.  - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:19:12 PM - BUOR pair bringing food to this nest 1645
rradd - 6/3/2011 10:17:38 AM - No BUOR detections during 30 minute observation.
rradd - 6/8/2011 1:41:00 PM - No detections at nest; BUOR male feeding at least 2 fledglings away from site in 
nearby live oaks. Change to Closed.
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5/20/2011 7001909 CORA Closed TL 639 - 171653 0 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-

traffic allowed.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 Date: 5/20/2011 - Adults observed on and near nest and at least two young observed in nest. 
imaunsell - 5/25/2011 1:22:31 PM
2 well-developed and feathered nestlings present in nest.
emorgan - 5/26/2011 6:10:46 PM
2 nestlings still present and they appear to be fully feathered.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 2:57:24 PM
Adult observed bringing food to 4 fully feathered fledglings/juveniles about 4 weeks old in nest. At least 1 (largest) 
capable of flight while others still testing wings.  Buffer flagged along access roads.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 12:17:31 PM
3 feathered fledglings perched near nest on tower. A 4th juvenile flushed from the ground nearby and flew up, 
awkwardly landing on pole directly to north. Adults not observed in a 15-minute period.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 12:25:05 PM
Correction to previous: 2 adults observed returning to nest vicinity and calling frequently. Feeding not observed.
bfischer - 6/7/2011 7:00:41 AM
During 1 hour of observation no activity was seen near nest. Close approach to nest area created no disturbance. No 
nestlings were seen in the nest. Nest closed.

5/20/2011 7001914 BUSH Closed CP70-3 AR 15 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/4/2011 20 May - BUSH pair making food carry trips at 10 minute intervals 0935. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 9:36:44 AM - BUSH pair bringing food to nest at 10 minute intervals.
rradd - 6/4/2011 10:57:26 AM - No detections at nest during 30 minute observation. Family group of 4 BUSH 
foraging nearby suggests nest successfully fledged.

5/20/2011 7001916 COYE Closed CP70-3 AR 25 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 20 May - Intense territoriality, pair chasing and multiple trips into this thicket at 5 minute intervals 0755. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 9:38:41 AM - COYE continue to sing from this thicket.
rradd - 6/4/2011 11:00:37 AM - COYE carrying food into this thicket 1009.
rradd - 6/9/2011 4:34:21 PM - COYE nesting activity continues.
rradd - 6/17/2011 2:01:21 PM - Several COYE detected, including immatures, though no food carry by parents 
noted. Observations and timeline suggest fledged nest. Change to Closed.

5/20/2011 7001919 SOSP Closed CP82-1 AR 12 feet from AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/30/2011 20 May - SOSP pair carrying items into thicket 1455. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 4:07:00 PM - SOSP detected foraging adjacent and apparently nest guarding, but did not enter 
nest during 30 minute observation 1540.
rradd - 6/4/2011 1:41:50 PM - SOSP no longer visiting this thicket. Observation timeline suggests nest has fledged. 
Change to Closed.

5/23/2011 7001925 HOLA Closed CP17-1 700 feet from CP17-1; 5 
feet from AR.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 emorgan - 5/23/2011 11:06:18 AM
Nest contains 3 or 4 nestlings that are 3 to 4 days old. Adult observed bringing food to nest. 
tcooper - 6/1/2011 7:56:56 AM
Nest empty,  feather sheaths at bottom of nest.
rradd - 6/13/2011 12:24:42 PM
Nest presumed to have fledged prior to 6/1/2011 - closed.

5/23/2011 7001930 PHAI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

55 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 vnovik - 5/23/2011 12:54:14 PM
observed carrying nest material.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:06:27 AM
Obs. building nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:39:17 AM
Nest building
vnovik - 5/31/2011 11:52:03 AM
Active around nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:39:14 AM
Observed activity around nest. Male flew into nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:19:25 AM
Observed flying to nest site.  Entering and leaving nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:36:39 PM
Birds at nest, potentially incubating.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 6:06:21 PM
Activity observed at Nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:20:42 PM
Observed leaving nest.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:50:48 PM
Male flying out of nest site.
vnovik - 6/14/2011 5:44:45 PM
male flying to nest.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 4:58:41 PM
No activity at nest. Observed nest from 1440 to 1504.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 4:56:39 PM
No activity observed.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:13:02 PM
No activity.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 9:58:07 AM
No activity observed at nest Site.
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5/23/2011 7001931 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
15 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:15:07 PM
Observed pair building nest.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:02:05 AM
Nest appear complete. female incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:53:57 AM
Observed on nest, likely incubating.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:54:51 AM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 9:00:10 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:28:10 AM
incubating.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:16:31 PM
Incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 2:29:28 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:04:36 PM
Incubating and potentially feeding.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:21:41 PM
Nestling observed in nest.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:14:06 PM
Feeding nestling in nest.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:42:32 AM
Feeding nestling in nest.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:21:54 PM
Should fledge soon.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:13:14 AM
Fledged.

5/23/2011 7001933 HOFI Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet; inside yard. 100 feet Nest was built during current operations, and falls under the blanket exemption 
for yards.

1. FLEDGED. 6/23/2011 RAbe - 5/23/2011 11:29:47 AM - Female HOFI observed adding nesting material to nest (90% complete).
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 2:18:45 PM
Female incubating.
barnold - 6/8/2011 11:37:05 AM
Female flushed from nest. Nest with three very young nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 12:26:12 PM
 3 growing nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 6/22/2011 2:32:21 PM
 1 large feathered nestling in nest, ready to fledge; others probably already fledged.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 2:46:18 PM
Nestlings fledged prior to 6-25 - closed.

5/23/2011 7001934 ANHU Closed Elliott Substation 50 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/14/2011 23 May - ANHU female feeding gnats to young in nest, estimated at 1 week old, 0733. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:48:32 AM
Large ANHU nestlings present in nest 0706
rradd - 6/6/2011 12:40:54 PM
2 nestlings are large, fully feathered and perched on edge of nest.
rradd - 6/14/2011 2:45:35 PM
Nest no longer present 1432. Based on previous observations, likely fledged. 
Change to Closed. 

5/23/2011 7001935 NOMO Closed Elliott Substation 10 feet to substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 23 May - NOMO incubating 3 eggs 1036. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:52:16 AM - NOMO carrying food to nest 0726.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:36:09 AM - NOMO pair carrying food to nest 0740.
rradd - 6/14/2011 4:17:56 PM - Nest is empty with a clean intact cup. NOMO nestling period is 12-14 days, so likely a 
successful fledge. Change to Closed.

5/23/2011 7001936 LBVI Closed Elliott Substation 370 feet from 
substation.

300 feet Not needed; nest is beyond 300 foot buffer. 1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 23 May - Nest appears complete, but unable to determine if adult incubating from a distance. LBVI singing regularly 
and territorial within 20 feet of nest for duration of 1 hour observation. 1255. - RR
imaunsell - 5/26/2011 9:53:14 AM - 1 LBVI egg present. 1 BHCO egg removed. Male vocalizing and making nest 
visits.
31 May LBVI pair exchanging nest duties at approximately 15 minute intervals 1035 -1115.
rradd - 6/6/2011 12:34:59 PM - LBVI incubating, performing nest exchanges at approx 20 minute intervals, no food 
brought to nest.
rradd - 6/14/2011 2:42:06 PM - LBVI pair feeding nest at 2 minute intervals 1208. Nest contents unknown - nestling's 
head does not project above nest rim.
imaunsell - 6/18/2011 9:49:57 AM - One downy nestling.
rradd - 6/21/2011 9:19:57 PM - Nest is intact and empty, young has fledged.  Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/27/2011 2:16:13 PM
No LBVI detections1150-1220.

5/24/2011 7001940 GRRO Closed CP18 15 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

Drive through access only appoved through blanket exemption.

1. FLEDGED. 6/27/2011 tcooper - 5/24/2011 - 4 eggs, adult incubating
eelias - 6/2/2011 4:16:35 PM
Biologists checked this nest. There was 1 hatched nestling and unhatched eggs in this nest.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:10:41 AM
GRRO on nest.
rradd - 6/13/2011 7:40:13 AM
GRRO on nest 0720.
rradd - 6/20/2011 7:30:37 AM
At least 2 feathered nestlings in nest 0708.
rradd - 6/28/2011 8:46:41 AM
Nest is empty; presumed fledged.
rradd - 6/28/2011 8:51:44 AM
Change to Closed, buffers and stakes removed.
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5/24/2011 7001941 CALT Closed CP22-1 50 feet from AR; 1500 

feet to CP22.
100 feet Drive through access 

only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no 
stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 phoward - 5/24/2011 10:03:25 AM
nest found with two eggs. Adults seen incubating.
rradd - 6/1/2011 1:42:16 PM
 CALT brooding 1 near-naked nestling and 1 unhatched egg.
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:38:21 PM
Adult silting on nest with 2 nestlings.
rradd - 6/13/2011 7:38:37 AM
Appears successfully fledged; nest is intact and empty with a few small feces in the cup.
rradd - 6/13/2011 7:39:15 AM
Change to Closed. Buffers and stakes removed.

6/14/2011 7002497 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Vault 2

18 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Stopped 
nest building for 
unknown reason.

6/14/2011 eelias - 6/14/2011 9:22:34 AM
Kevin Kilpatrick and E. Elias visited the nest site to log this nest found by construction monitor Ben Rosenbaum. This 
nest is 20% complete.

7/11/2011 7003028 WREN Closed TL 639 - 872360 40 feet to AR. 100 feet Limited reconductoring 
work and drive through 

access only.

The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Abandoned 
before nest 

completed for 
unknown reasons.

7/11/2011 rradd - 7/11/2011 10:59:21 AM
Nest under construction, appears 95% complete. WREN pair calling observed. Activity level should be verified as 
this is very late season to begin nesting.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 12:00:47 PM
No activity at nest site. No wrentits in area.
rradd - 7/19/2011 10:41:20 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest unimproved from first visit, bowl is clean and uncompacted, WREN wthin 100 feet. Possibly an abandoned late 
season nest.

5/20/2011 7001908 WREN Closed TL 639 - Z171660 50 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed. 

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Abandoned 
during nest building.

5/21/2011 5/20/2011
Nest partially (1/4) built; 2 adults observed in shrub; one adult observed bringing nesting material into shrub and then 
leaving without material.
imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:29:48 AM
Nest has had no progress since last visit. No adults observed in area. Material is old. Status changed to closed.

2/23/2011 5000046 OTHE Closed EP84 5 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Abandoned 
prior to completion 

for unknown 
reasons.

3/28/2011 Nest is just started, but birds may continue to add to it. Possible SPTO nest. 2/23/11
No nest observed 3-10 by Paul Konrad.
3/15/11- Nest observed by Darin Busby. On west side of scrub oak at fork in road. Appears bird started nest but 
abandoned it as it is still a loose cup of sticks.
Nest incomplete and inactive - closed 3-28 (PK).

4/14/2011 5000825 HOFI Closed Wilson Yard 0 feet; within yard trailer. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Buffer should be reduced to 30 feet or less, as this species is highly tolerant of 
human activity, and nesting commenced at this site after the yard was 
established and operating.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Abandoned 
prior to egg laying for 

unknown reasons.

5/3/2011  ahill - 4/14/2011 9:56:14 PM
The pair of HOFI have been seen and heard in the area consistently and were observed entering the nest on 4-14-
11. There are no eggs in the nest. A 100 foot nest buffer was installed.
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:38 AM 
Birds seen entering nest by bio monitor; nest appears complete.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011
No birds observed in the area; no eggs in nests; appears deserted - closed.
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6/17/2011 7004682 HOFI Closed Bartlett CY 0 feet; within yard limits 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Abandoned 
prior to egg laying.

6/22/2011 phoward - 6/17/2011 2:30:09 PM
Nest is re-opened, new nest (75% complete), nest was found by biomonitor, pair was seen near nest.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 2:44:44 PM
No finches observed or heard in area; nest doesn't look complete; will check back.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 2:49:01 PM
No finches at nest or in area; this second nesting attempt failed - closed.

6/17/2011 7004665 HOFI Closed Bartlett CY 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Abandoned 
prior to nest 
completion.

6/23/2011 phoward - 6/17/2011 2:28:39 PM - Nest is re-opened, new nest (75% complete); nest was found by bio monitor; pair 
was seen near nest.
PKonrad - 6/23/2011 - No finches observed or heard in area; nest doesn't look complete; will check back.
PKonrad - 6/29/2011 - closed.

3/10/2011 5001261 HOWR Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Alternate 
nest for HOWR 

5001260.

7/14/2011 Nest material visible inside. likely HOWR.
10 Mar 2011 - HOWR singing at nest above. Likely a satellite nest, but should be checked with ea. survey to see 
which one fledges. RR
24 Mar - HOWR singing nearby. Nesting activity suppressed by stormy day. - RR
31 Mar - HOWR  pair active at cavities. RR
11 Apr - HOWR pair active at cavities.- RR
19  Apr - This nest is a dummy nest filled with sticks. Change to closed. -RR
5 May - This cavity has been reopened - RR
19 May Intense territoriality around this and upper cavity, HOWR singing at 3 sec. intervals. - RR
25 May Cavity does not appear to be in use. Change to Inactive. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology.

6/3/2011 7002596 WBNU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Although 
bird was observed 

visiting site on a few 
occassions, there 

was no strong affinity 
to this cavity or any 
other cavity in the 
nearby vicinity. No 

nest was ever 
established and 

observations 
probably represent 
exploritory efforts to 
find a nesting site.

6/8/2011 sjohnston - 6/3/2011 3:10:22 PM
WBNU observed clearing WEBL nest material and bringing in fresh nesting material.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:05:46 PM
WBNU obs. ca. 3' from cavity but did not enter cavity during obs.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:05:32 PM
No activity at cavity.

6/28/2011 7002572 CACW Closed EP269 AR 47 feet north of AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. An 
apparently unused 
nest destroyed by 

storm.

7/13/2011 eelias - 6/28/2011 2:38:20 PM
Complete nest; no eggs or nestlings in nest; no adults were active in this area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 1:30:29 PM
Nest destroyed; probably by storm last week - closed.

5/4/2011 7000978 ATFL Closed CP70-3 AR 15 feet to AR; 64 feet to 
entry gate.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Any attempt 
at nesting was likely 
exploratory and no 

nest was built.

5/20/2011 4 May - ATFL exits cavity and mate follows 1655. - RR
14 May - No birds obs using this cavity during 30 min. obs. Survey again. - RR
20 May No detections at this cavity. Change to Closed. - RR

3/28/2011 5003286 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Apparently 
abandoned before 
completion of nest 

building.

4/15/2011 Monitor has observed pair in area. Fresh material. Cannot see in nest. Monitor for activity. 3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:24:53 PM - Small amount of grass in spool cavity. Nest watched for 3 hours and no activity 
detected. ESA sign removed from spool.
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5/13/2011 7001473 BUOR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; overhangs AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; through 

access only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.
Blanket exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL 
work is applicable.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Apparently 
abandoned for a 
better location. 
Cause of failure 

unknown.

6/23/2011 Nest found on 5-13-2011 by Tyler.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Large round woven hanging nest; pair active in the area.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - Orioles active and singing near large nest. 
PKonrad - 6/1/2011 - 1 male observed near nest; made contact calls.  [apparent pentab problems]
eelias - 6/6/2011 3:52:37 PM
I was in neighborhood for 30 minutes while documenting House Finch nest. A male Bullock's oriole landed in tree 
and sang once. No other significant activity took place.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 3:50:01 PM
Llittle activity in area of this site during extended observation periods on 6-1 (apparent pentab problems) and 6-10. 
Male from nest built 230 feet southwest perched nearby once, 
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 11:23:23 AM
Although orioles occasionally visit this tree, none have used this nest for several weeks - closed.

4/27/2011 7000917 CACW Closed EP231A  AR 20 feet from AR;1300 
feet from EP 231 A.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 
passage allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction will occur within the buffer. The 
Agencies concurred to the following:
Traffic can pass through all three nest buffers since the road has pre-existing 
traffic and construction traffic will not significantly add to traffic volume.  A couple 
of conditions associated with this is that:  No work is allowed within the three 100-
foot nest buffers.  Traffic on the access road cannot stop or park within the three 
100-foot nest buffers.  Traffic will not exceed 10mph inside the three 100-foot 
nest buffers.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Apparently 
an alternate satellite 

nest at best; no 
wrens observed here 
since the nest was 
built many weeks 

ago.

7/19/2011 shampton - 4/27/2011 - Approximately 2/3 built, of grasses.  CACW heard singing in area.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No apparent change; no birds.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - Unusual smaller nest appears 90% complete; wren singing uphill to south.
vnovik - 5/13/2011 1:16:46 PM - Nest intact; wrens south of road calling.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No changes; no wrens.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:40:39 PM
No apparent changes to nest; no wrens in area.
sritt - 6/6/2011 10:42:40 AM
Nest in good condition. No CACW nearby
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 4:17:07 PM
No apparent change; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 11:19:02 AM
Nest material (dry grass) has been added to top of nest; entrance hard to find; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 1:34:17 PM
Entrance partly obstructed by nest material; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 1:00:53 PM
Nest exterior rain-soaked; no wrens seen or heard.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 12:53:52 PM
Nest apparently has not been used recently; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 2:37:06 PM
Nest remains in disrepair after heavy rainfall 2 weeks ago; looks inactive and no wrens have been documented in the 
area for many weeks, including today - closed.

4/8/2011 5003390 WEBL Closed Wilson Yard 0 feet; within yard trailer. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Nesting commenced in trailer after construction began, personnel were working, 
and structures and machinery were in use.  Buffer reduced to 15 feet based on 
these facts.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Apparently 
deserted; no birds 

observed or heard in 
area.

5/3/2011 Environmental monitor observed male building nest actively past 2 days. Biological monitor observed male flying to 
nest and female in immediate vicinity. The immediate area around nest was flagged, nest will not affect construction 
as there is no construction nest buffer at this site.
ahill - 4/14/2011 9:58:40 PM 
A 100 foot buffer was installed today.
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:39 AM - Birds flushed from nest; nest looks nearly complete; no eggs.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - No bluebirds observed or heard; no bird on nest; apparently deserted; closed.

3/17/2011 6003247 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - Z379523 13 feet from AR. 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Apparently 
failed due to rain 

damage. No sign of 
predation.

3/28/2011 3/17/11 - Scott Hampton of Chambers Group detected CAGN pair and nest while monitoring at Structure 379523.  D. 
Busby came to verify nest and record w/ pen tab. Nest still loose and not fully completed. 
3/28/11 - Nest failed, only remnants remain. Pair still in same area so probably set up another nest. 
3/31/11-RF: Pair active in area. Male very vocal, female only observed once in an hour, very quiet and secretive. No 
nest located but very likely another nest being built within territory. 

6/8/2011 7002475 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown what 

caused nest failure. 
No activity for 

several days; nest 
appeared complete, 
although it was in an 

exposed location.

6/10/2011 vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:35:09 PM
Nest building, approximately 2% complete.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:37:38 PM
Nest building, about 70% complete. Female flushed from nest.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:54:21 PM
Nest building about 90% complete.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:28:24 PM
Nest observed to be inactive for 4 days (6/15/2011). On 06/16, nest was observed to be torn apart by a pair of 
LEGOs building a new nest in a sycamore in the drainage to the west of the bridge.
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4/21/2011 5000867 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 

UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Wind or 
predation possible, 
but indeterminate 
reason for failure.

5/19/2011 vnovik - 4/21/2011 4:12:09 PM - Observed male and female carrying nest material.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 -  Female incubating.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 3 eggs in nest but no adults observed.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 -  Female calling territorially; small nestlings in nest.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - Nestling present; no adults observed.
fhoffman - 5/19/2011 4:13:50 PM - 2 dead nestlings observed; 1 in nest and 1 outside nest; 1 egg observed outside 
nest. Nest, nestlings, and egg intact. Uncertain cause of failure.

4/30/2011 7000958 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNKNOWN 
REASONS. 

7/5/2011 pkonrad - 5/24/2011 1:20:02 PM
Pair actively building nest above rear axle of tank. As many as 8 finches interacting near tank.
barnold - 6/5/2011 4:22:04 PM
Lots of House Finch activity around rear of tanks and fence.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 12:02:07 PM
Female collecting material below nest sites and nest building in lower wheel hub of northern-most dual wheels. Male 
perched nearby displayed to female when she perched on fence.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 5:02:04 PM
Female flushed from nest site, but cannot see nest to check for eggs or nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 12:58:02 PM
No finches observed at or near nest site; appears nesting attempt failed - closed.
sritt - 7/5/2011 5:34:29 PM
Same as above.

6/23/2011 7002553 HOOR Closed Helix Yard 5 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
UNSUCCESSFUL 

DUE TO UNKNOWN 
CAUSES. 

7/12/2011 rradd - 6/29/2011 9:14:05 AM
Nest appears complete; female HOOR not visible in deep cup, seen away from nest.
rradd - 7/7/2011 1:50:45 PM
HOOR female incubating 1232, incubates when vehicles pass but flushes for foot traffic.
rradd - 7/13/2011 12:33:56 PM
Change to Closed.
HOOR have apparently abandoned this nest; HOFI are now using it.

7/15/2011 7004635 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR Hamlet 
Residence

140 feet to AR 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS FAILED - 
Natural causes. 
Presumed nest 
disturbance by 

predator.

8/3/2011 rradd - 7/15/2011 8:11:14 AM
MODO on nest - 1 egg visible.
barnold - 7/21/2011 12:33:31 PM
Female on nest.
rradd - 7/26/2011 10:29:11 AM
MODO on nest 0955; contents not visible.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 11:23:28 AM
Nest appears to be abandoned with 1 prominant white egg visible - closed.
rradd - 8/10/2011 10:39:48 PM
Four eggs visible out of nest. ??

3/29/2011 5003294 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
299+50

Within 10 feet of Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

4/29/2011 Pair bringing food to complete nest. No buffer flagged due to Alpine Blvd exemption. 3/29/2011 IM
4/8/2011 - Pair actively foraging around nest and returning to nest. - BL
emorgan - 4/20/2011 11:47:53 AM - Adults seen visiting nest.
4/30/2011 - BUSH nest appears predated with hole at bottom of northeast side of nest. Closed. - RR

4/26/2011 7000901 BUSH Closed TL 6916 - 678467 75 feet 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

5/3/2011 phoward - 4/26/2011 9:23:11 AM
Nest appears complete, pair seen visiting nest.
phoward - 5/3/2011 11:26:22 AM
nest closed due to predation

4/29/2011 7000943 MODO Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; in substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

In the biologist's opinion, the reduced buffer will not impact the nesting pair of 
mourning doves for the following reasons:  A) Mourning doves as a species have 
adapted readily to human environments and are known to acclimate to human 
activity proximal to nest sites.  B) This dove selected a nest location in a 
substation that has been actively used for Project construction for several 
weeks, as well as other ongoing SDG&E operations.  C) The nest is in a location 
that was exposed to a high level of activity during site selection.  D) The 
elevation of the nest site (7 feet) is located above the average height of people, 
and the enclosed nature of the nest site provides a visual buffer to/from the nest.  
E) Tolerates foor traffic to 3 feet.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

4/29/2011 kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 3:24:19 PM - Female observed incubating on nest. Biomonitor reported that she first observed 
the bird on the nest on 4/25. Bird does not flush from nest even when approached at less than 5 feet.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 1:34:31 PM
Nest is gone; fan likely blew nest off surface.

5/4/2011 7000979 PHAI Closed Hartung Yard 62 feet to AR. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits and drive through 

access only on AR.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

Blanket exemption for nests built along ARs continuouly in use for project 
activities recieving agency concurrence that birds extablishing nests near ARs 
are accustomed to human activities and traffic and should not be impacted 
provided that no stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

5/25/2011 5/4/2011 - PHAI female on nest, male attending. Nest appears just completed 0700. - RR
5/12/2011 - PHAI female on nest, male attending 1800. - RR
5/20/2011 - PHAI female on nest 1757. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 4:23:34 PM
HOWR in nest, no PHAI detected. Presume predated - closed.
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5/7/2011 7001006 OTHE Closed TL 639 - 171668 247 feet from nearest 

pole; 66 feet from road.
100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 

stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.
4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

5/19/2011 fhoffman - 5/7/2011 11:20:39 AM Adult flushed from nest and returned. Grass cup nest with 4 white eggs. Sparrow 
probable Rufous-crowned
no eggs in nest. or egg fragments seen in area.  Nest appears to have been slightly moved, + possibly predated.No 
birds seen tending to nest. Nest closed. - sritt - 5/19/2011 6:05:30 PM

5/7/2011 7001012 NOMO Closed TL 639 - Z171660 50 feet to work area. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

5/19/2011 RAbe - 5/7/2011 1:29:42 PM - Northern Mockingbird nest with 2 eggs. 100 foot buffer flagged w/yellow tape.
tfitanides - 5/19/2011 1:06:48 PM - Two recently dead nestlings with ants crawling on them. No adults in area.

5/19/2011 7001502 LEGO Closed CP50-1 AR 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

6/1/2011 19 May LEGO female completing nest with male nearby 0841. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 12:30:44 PM
LEGO female on nest 1217.
rradd - 6/2/2011 5:13:20 PM
Sporadic LEGO activity here but nest does not appear complete despite large qty of material.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:13:05 AM
Nest appears to be coming apart. Change to Inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

5/28/2011 7002389 LASP Closed CP17-1 18 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

6/1/2011 Adult brooding 3 nestlings. - sritt - 5/28/2011 2:09:01 PM
rradd - 6/1/2011 7:43:31 AM
Nest empty. Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/1/2011 7:47:55 AM
Buffers and stakes removed.

6/2/2011 7002435 MODO Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

110 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

6/23/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 at 1547
MODO on nest, did not flush
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:47:33 AM
MODO on nest.
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:14:56 AM
MODO on nest.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:17:45 AM
Nest pulled to ground. Location suggests terrestrial predator.
Change to Closed.

6/10/2011 7002487 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

85 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

6/24/2011 vnovik - 6/10/2011 11:53:06 AM
Nest near complete.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:22:43 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:13:28 PM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:19:45 PM
Nest gone; possible predation.
sjohnston - 6/24/2011 5:31:53 AM
Nest appears to be gone.

5/26/2011 7002375 HOWR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 15 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer. 

1. FLEDGED. 5/30/2011 vnovik - 5/26/2011 1:40:56 PM - Observed House Wren enter cavity when nestlings were heard calling in cavity; 
they may be near fledging.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 5:04:15 PM
Adult wren feeding vocal nestlings in live oak cavity.
PKonrad - 6/1/2011 - No activity at cavity or in area of nest site; nestlings apparently fledged and left area - closed 
eelias - 6/6/2011 4:26:05 PM
No activity at any of the potential nest cavities
eelias - 6/6/2011 4:27:23 PM
Status changed to closed due to prior comment regard hearing juvies and probably near fledging.

5/26/2011 7002377 HOWR Closed CP70-3 AR 82 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/9/2011 rradd - 5/26/2011 
HOWR repeatedly entering cavity 0905
rradd - 6/4/2011 8:26:37 AM
HOWR singing at adjacent song perch and entering cavity 0755.
rradd - 6/9/2011 3:34:40 PM
HOWR enters cavity 1515.
rradd - 6/17/2011 1:02:21 PM
HOWR enters cavity several times 1156-1238.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:33:01 PM
HOWR present near cavity, but no food carry or interaction with nest. Monitor once more prior to closing.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:09:12 PM
HOWR carrying food to cavity @ 15 min. intervals. No singing.
rradd - 7/8/2011 9:18:00 AM
HOWR female solicits food from male and re-enters cavity 0859. Juvenile begging at cavity entrance.
rradd - 7/14/2011 11:29:37 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest has fledged, no HOWR detected at or near nest during 30 min obs.
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5/27/2011 7002385 LASP Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/21/2011 mkuehn - 5/27/2011 1:30:39 PM - Adult not present but flushed from nest earlier when found. 2 eggs present. 

Installed signs and flagging for 100-foot buffer. 
sritt - 6/1/2011 11:20:15 AM - One adult flushed from nest.
eelias - 6/6/2011 3:04:13 PM - One adult flushed from nest. This nest contained 3 eggs. Monitored nest for 3 
minutes.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 2:59:50 PM - 2 newly hatched nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 11:33:20 AM - 2 week-old nestlings in nest; adult perched nearby.
imaunsell - 6/22/2011 11:40:47 AM - Nest reported fledged by biological monitor.

5/28/2011 7002388 WREN Closed CP19-1 73 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 
passage allowed.

•No pedestrian traffic or vehicular stopping, standing or construction work will 
occur within the buffer.
•Signage restricting traffic to 10mph speed limit within the buffer will be posted.
•The road provides access to towers CP18 through CP24-1 and has been 
receiving light project use including several nest surveys, nest monitoring, 
SWPPP inspections, and other project uses while this nest was active and 
undiscovered; 
•The nest is located approximately 70-feet from the north edge of the access 
road, down a steep slope, in moderately dense chaparral scrub habitat. The 
location of the nest obscures passing vehicles from view of the nesting birds.
•The nearest construction site is more than 1700 feet away from the nest and not 
in line of sight.
•Several active nests along this access road have received similarly structured 
NBM/NBR's and continue to be viable or have fledged successfully.

1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 Two adults seen carrying food + feeding three nestlings. - sritt - 5/28/2011 12:08:47 PM
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:58:34 PM - Nest intact and empty with whitewash at lip, suggesting successful fledge. Change to 
Closed.
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:59:18 PM - Stakes and buffers removed.

5/31/2011 7002403 AMKE Closed TL 639 - 379525 40 feet from tower. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/10/2011 5/31/2011 AMKE female carries lizard to cavity 11:13. - RR
rradd - 6/6/2011 2:39:37 PM
No AMKE detection 1330-1430. Nest has likely fledged.
sdhall - 6/10/2011 2:25:52 PM
No activity near nest site.  One adult observed on line and one young observed on another pole. Both flew out of 
vicinity. Nest presumed closed.

5/31/2011 7002404 WEBL Closed TL 6916 - 774820 75 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no 
stopping standing or work occurs within the buffer.

Nest covered under Elimination of Nest Buffer Reduction Requests Under 
Certain Conditions for access roads currently in use for project activities.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 WEBL pair carrying food to nest. Female removes fecal sac 1725. - RR
rradd - 6/6/2011 5:25:56 PM - WEBL female enters nest with food 17:19, leaves with fecal sac 17:20.
rradd - 6/14/2011 10:17:14 AM - WEBL pair feeding 4 feathered juveniles in nest cavity 1015.
rradd - 6/22/2011 1:31:11 PM - No WEBL detected at this nest during 20 minute observation. Nest has fledged. 
Change to Closed.

6/1/2011 7002405 OCWA Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

35 feet from Alpine Blvd; 
48 feet from work limit.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 mkuehn - 6/1/2011 10:14:41 AM
Female to nest 3 times with food; brooding young nestlings; pair copulating frequently.
shampton - 6/9/2011 12:25:57 PM
Large feathered nestling(s) in nest.  Adults nearby.
shampton - 6/16/2011 12:05:24 PM
Nest empty, no OCWA nearby, nest undamaged, assume successfully fledged. Closed.

6/1/2011 7002412 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet, within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 50 
feet.

Rock Wren nest ID#7002412 (Requested NBR to 50 feet):
The nest is located approximately 300 feet in from the eastern edge of the SPL 
Project work area. The nest is in a large boulder pile which consists of material 
that was recently blasted loose and piled up during construction and contains a 
large amount of loose silt.  The nest sits approximately two feet back in a rock 
crevice, and a mirror is required to observe the nest directly. The adults were 
observed adding nest material. The requested NBR should not adversely affect 
the current nesting behavior progression nor should it impact the successful 
outcome of the nest for the following reasons:
•This nesting pair is strongly attached to the territory and is unlikely to abandon 
the currently active nest due to construction disturbance. 
•The nest is under a large boulder which buffers visual and acoustic 
disturbances
•There is no direct line of sight to the nest from any part of the construction area. 

•The pair is very tolerant of construction disturbances, as shown by their 
selection of the nesting location amidst a high level of construction activity. 
Suncrest Substation construction site has many pieces of large, loud, heavy 
machinery used daily. The construction activity level in the work area has been 
consistent for months. 
•The adults did not show signs of disturbance until observers approached within 
30 feet and quickly resumed entering the nest cavity and adding nest material 
after observers retreated beyond 30 feet.
•The nest will be observed by the construction biomonitor and avian biologists to 
detect and evaluate any nesting behavior changes attributed to Project 
activities.

1. FLEDGED. 7/11/2011 shampton - 6/1/2011 2:40:55 PM  Adults observed bringing small stones for "porch" of nest. Very little vegetative 
nest material  (10-15 pieces) has been added. Less them 5% complete at 150O hrs
ahill - 6/6/2011 8:07:09 PM
2 eggs in nest; male singing in area in the morning; femake came to nest periodically.
ahill - 6/7/2011 6:13:30 PM
3 eggs in nest; did not hear male singing nor see female go to nest; the pair is being very cryptic. 
ahill - 6/13/2011 10:14:05 AM
Female is incubating.
ahill - 6/13/2011 8:06:48 PM
There are 5 eggs in nest, female flushed at 10 feet.
ahill - 6/14/2011 6:55:20 PM
Female incubating full time still, male bringing her food.
ahill - 6/17/2011 2:32:22 PM
Female is incubating full time despite 2 blasts 80-120 feet away from nest. Drilling is occuring at 55-100 feet from 
nest, noise is more than 65 dB at center of nest; there are 5 eggs in nest.
ahill - 6/18/2011 5:38:20 PM
Female is incubating despite blast 55-80 feet away from nest; big boulders, rocks, and dust entered into buffer zone. 
Pair is OK and nest crevice maintained integrity. 
ahill - 6/20/2011 5:31:30 PM
Female is still incubating; no eggs have hatched. Blasted 125-175 feet away from nest today; debris did not appear 
to enter buffer.
ahill - 6/21/2011 6:05:34 PM
Still incubating 5 eggs post todays blast 200 feet away.
ahill - 6/22/2011 5:32:29 PM
There are 3 hatchlings and 2 eggs in nest; female was seen foraging. Blast at 225 feet today.
shampton - 7/1/2011 12:06:27 PM at 1600 
Adult observed bringing food item and removing a fecal sac while construction activities were occurring throughout 
the substation.
ahill - 7/6/2011 9:38:46 AM
Nestlings have feathers and were at edge of nest entrance, adults came to nest; nestlings should fledge very soon.
Cemerson - 7/11/2011 3:21:02 PM - Nestlings successfully fledged on 7/9.  Fledglings remain in the general area 
and are still being attended  by adults.
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6/1/2011 7002416 GRRO Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet, within staked 

work limits.
100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 rradd - 6/1/2011 at 0905

GRRO incubating 5 eggs.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:58:20 AM
Two hatched young approx 1, 2 days old and 2 unhatched eggs.
rradd - 6/13/2011 12:13:08 PM
GRRO brooding 3 black-skinned nestlings with coarse white hairs in nest 1130.
rradd - 6/20/2011 1:40:17 PM
3 medium-sized feathered young in nest - no tails yet 1322.
rradd - 6/28/2011 10:38:07 AM
Nest is empty; young have fledged.

6/1/2011 7002420 PHAI Closed CP21 38 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

vehicular traffic is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, 
standing, or work activities occur within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/19/2011 rradd - 6/1/2011 at 1425
Male carrying food and brooding.
phoward - 6/2/2011 1:33:48 PM
Female seen incubating 2 eggs
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:34:28 PM
Adult on nest.
rradd - 6/13/2011 7:44:15 AM
PHAI male brooding nest 0736.
rradd - 6/20/2011 9:41:00 AM
Nest is empty. Female PHAI carrying food near nest suggests recent successful fledge.
Change to Closed.

6/1/2011 7002421 HOWR Closed TL 639 - 379637 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/15/2011 tfitanides - 6/1/2011 3:15:43 PM - Male observed bringing food items to nest twice. No begging calls heard.
dbusby - 6/10/2011 2:33:34 PM - Adult bring food to cavity with begging calls heard.
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 10:31:44 AM - No HOWR activity in area for 35-minutes. No response to callback. Nest 
presumed to have fledged successfully.

6/1/2011 7002425 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet 15 feet •House finches are a species that is known to be tolerable of human disturbance 
and regularly nest in proximity to human activity.
•The pair of house finches exhibited a tolerance to human presence by building 
their nests in an area with already existing moderate foot and vehicle traffic.
•This pair tolerated biologist encroachment to 5 feet away without altering 
behavior. 
•The nest is located inside the spool bracket and is on the side of the spool 
facing away from areas that receive regular vehicular and foot traffic, providing a 
visual buffer to any yard activities.
•House finch nests exposed to similar activities and conditions in this CY under 
similar buffers remain viable nests with the adult birds continuing normal nesting 
behavior.

1. FLEDGED. 7/10/2011 imaunsell - 6/1/2011 10:17:42 AM
Pair nest building. Nest approximately 20% complete.
emorgan - 6/7/2011 8:55:31 AM
Nest contains 3 eggs. Female flushed from nest.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:11:04 PM
Female observed incubating on nest.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:15:39 AM
Nest contains 3 or more nestlings
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:29:42 PM
At least 2 large nestlings in nest.
bfischer - 7/11/2011 9:19:24 AM
Successfully fledged.

6/2/2011 7002427 RCSP Closed CP19-1 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticiapted to impact this nest provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or work activities occur within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/14/2011 fhoffman - 6/2/2011 1:26:20 PM
Adult flushed from nest. Incubating 2 solid light, bluish, gray eggs.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:09:39 AM - At least 2 downy young in nest 0804.
rradd - 6/13/2011 7:42:14 AM - Two feathered nestlings with only wisps of down remaining - anticipated to fledge 14 
Jun.
rradd - 6/20/2011 7:31:32 AM - Nest has fledged. Change to Closed.

6/2/2011 7002428 HOWR Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 8 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided no stopping, 
standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

Exemption for ARs in use by project applies.

1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 jpawlicki - 6/2/2011 2:39:49 PM
Nest contains at least three partially feathered young. Both adults observed bringing food to young in nest.
rradd - 6/6/2011 4:25:43 PM - HOWR adult carrying food to nest 1618.
rradd - 6/15/2011 10:57:24 AM - Nest is empty, presumed fledged.
Change to Closed.

6/2/2011 7002430 BUOR Closed Alpine Underground - 
177+00l

70 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED.  7/7/2011 shampton - 6/2/2011 11:49:46 AM  
Female adding nest lining material.
shampton - 6/9/2011 11:40:01 AM
Incubating; tail and primary tips visible protruding from nest.
shampton - 6/16/2011 11:43:35 AM
Observed female adult arriving at nest at 1137.
shampton - 6/23/2011 11:08:32 AM
Female visited nest at 1106.
shampton - 6/30/2011 11:39:22 AM
Female was observed visiting nest at 1136; a male BUOR was seen mobbing a RTHA near nest tree about 1000.
bfischer - 7/11/2011 2:03:49 PM
Nest was observed for 1/2 hour and no oriole activity was seen in vicinity of nest.
shampton - 7/21/2011 2:10:34 PM
No activity at nest or BUOR observed near it during 30 minutes of observation (1145-1215) but 3 female/juvenile-
type BUOR's were seen 200-300 feet east earlier in the day during LBVI survey. Nest is still in good condition, does 
not appear to have been damaged by a predator. Assuming successfully fledged, around 7/7/2011 - closed.
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6/2/2011 7002432 CALT Closed CP29-1 30 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
•The area surrounding the nest is heavily covered with chaparral brush which 
will help to provide a visual and acoustic barrier from the light, limited road 
activity.
•The ridgelines to the south and north of the nest block views of both the 
construction pad and a roadway gate where activity levels will be high.
•The nearest construction site is over 500 feet away.
•The adult bird tolerated human encroachment to 2 feet from the nest before 
taking flight and then immediately returned to the nest and nesting behaviors 
with persons still in close proximity.
•California Towhees routinely nest in urban areas, indicating that as a species 
they are tolerant of high levels of human activity in their environment.
•This stretch of road is already posted with signs indicating only through traffic is 
permitted with a 10 mph speed limit, and restrictions of no stopping, standing or 
construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/10/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 10:14:42 AM
CALT brooding 4 nearly naked nestlings, approximately 2 days old.
rradd - 6/8/2011 
Well-feathered nestlings with a few wispy down feathers remaining. Estimated to fledge in 2-3 days.
emorgan - 6/9/2011 11:25:56 AM
Nest still contains at least 3 nestlings, possibly 4.
rradd - 6/15/2011 1:07:37 PM
Nest is clean, intact and empty. Presume successfully fledged. Change to Closed.

6/4/2011 7002443 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground 
94+00r

58 feet from AR. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 tfitanides - 6/4/2011
Female incubating 4 eggs on a nest rimmed with feces.
rradd - 6/11/2011 7:49:19 AM
At least 2 dark downy young have hatched.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 12:43:43 PM
Nestlings present in nest; adults calling nearby.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 9:31:56 AM
Nestlings have fledged and dispersed - closed.

6/3/2011 7002444 COHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

65 feet to staked work 
limits.

100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and

1. FLEDGED. 7/21/2011 vnovik - 6/6/2011 5:25:39 PM
Nest building, about 50% complete.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:03:20 PM
Nest compete with 1 egg.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:12:35 PM
1 egg; incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:04:50 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:59:23 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:25:40 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:13:02 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:42:02 AM
Incubating
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:19:17 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:04:34 AM
Appears to be Incubating.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:33:05 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:50:24 PM
Incubating.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:47:26 PM
Nestling observed in nest.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 12:03:58 PM
Nestling observed in nest.
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:43:36 AM
Female feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:09:16 PM
Observed on nest.
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:10:53 PM
Nestling near fledging; looks well feathered.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:17:58 PM
Based on splatter on nest, appears successful fledging.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:22:11 PM
Also past observations indicate success.

6/4/2011 7002448 ACWO Closed CP70-3 AR 19 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/20/2011 rradd - 6/4/2011 at 0946
ACWO entering cavity with food item.
rradd - 6/9/2011 3:47:13 PM
ACWO enters cavity with food item 1537, 1545.
rradd - 6/17/2011 1:13:47 PM
ACWO pair repeatedly enter cavity with items 1248-1310.
rradd - 6/24/2011 1:07:26 PM
ACWO feeding mate in cavity.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:10:14 PM
ACWO pair continue to feed this nest.
rradd - 7/8/2011 2:22:48 PM
ACWO at cavity briefly after 25 mins obs. Nest may have fledged. Monitor once more prior to close.
rradd - 7/14/2011 11:40:31 AM
Female ACWO emerges from cavity item carrying 1012.
rradd - 7/21/2011 2:32:58 PM
Several ACWO in this tree for long periods but no association with nest cavity. Presume fledged.
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6/6/2011 7002450 CACW Closed EP231A  AR 90 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-

traffic allowed.
This NBM should not adversely affect the success of these nests for the
following reasons:
            •                    No stopping, standing, or construction
            work will occur within the buffers and signage stating an ESA
            speed limit of 10mph will be posted within the buffers.
            •             Cactus Wrens build spherical nests, which are
            fully enclosed with a small entrance. This type of nest blocks
            direct line of sight/sound between the access road and the eggs
            or nestlings.
•             The entrances of both nests face away from the road.
            •             Both nests were built with pre-existing traffic
            using the access road and construction traffic will not
            significantly increase traffic volume.
            •             Distance to construction sites from both nests is
            significant, 1000+ feet and 300+ feet, respectively.
            •             Additionally, nest ID#7002450, is protected by a
            ridge and several large boulders that further buffer visual and
            acoustic disturbances associated with access road 90 feet away.

1. FLEDGED. 7/6/2011 sritt - 6/6/2011 11:41:53 AM
Bird flushed from nest; at least 1 egg in nest.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 3:24:41 PM
At least 2 eggs in nest , but no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 12:13:54 PM
At least 3 young nestlings in nest; adult active nearby and singing.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 2:14:16 PM
2 medium-sized nestlings can be seen inside nest; no adults obeerved or heard.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:30:10 PM
Nestlings have fledged and dispersed; no adults or fledglings observed or heard in area.

6/6/2011 7002451 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Loritz property

0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/14/2011 mkuehn - 6/6/2011 2:46:46 PM 
Female visited nest twice with food; nestlings begging very loudly - heard clearly from >30 feet. 
jpawlicki - 6/10/2011 4:08:20 PM
Adults observed at nest; at least 2 fully feathered nestlings in nest with 1 fledgling capable of flight observed flying 
from water truck to large shrub NW of truck.
sritt - 6/13/2011 5:45:33 PM
1 adult male seen repeatedly entering nest. No nestlings seen in nest or immediate vicinity, but bio-monitor observed 
juvenile/female  entering and exiting nest 5 minutes before my arrival.
kkilpatrick - 6/16/2011 7:40:09 PM
The nest was monitored for 45 minutes and no adult or juvenile House Finches were observed or heard at the nest or 
near the water tank. The biologist played recorded House Finch calls underneath the nest and did not detect any 
responses. 2 adult House Finches were observed  foraging in the adjacent field, and House Finch calls were heard in 
the surrounding vegetation.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 1:42:02 PM
No finches observed in area during extended period; nestlings apparently fledged some weeks ago - closed. 

Nest site and neighboring wheel and axel have many long pieces of reflective tape tied to them, blowing in the wind, 
that undoubtedly disturbs any birds inerested in visiting this part of the water tank.

6/6/2011 7002453 HOOR Closed EP27-1 AR 78 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/13/2011 eelias - 6/6/2011 10:58:11 AM - Female seen removing fecal sacs twice. Male seen bringing food to this nest.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 10:36:14 AM - Nestlings appear to have fledged and dispersed. No nestlings, fledglings, or 
adults observed or heard in area.

6/6/2011 7002458 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet within yard limits. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/29/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011
Nest is lined with fresh material. Female flushed from nest twice. No eggs observed in
nest.
barnold - 6/7/2011 12:20:10 PM
Nest between tires has 1 House Finch egg.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 11:40:58 AM
Female incubating.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 4:54:42 PM
Female flushed, but cannot see nest to check for eggs or nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 12:27:41 PM
No finch activity at this nest site; appears nestlings have fledged.

6/6/2011 7002460 SAPH Closed TL 6916 - Z771473 75 feet from tower. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 rradd - 6/6/2011 at 1707
SAPH carrying food to nest atop plank nailed to underside of rafters.
rradd - 6/14/2011 10:58:20 AM - No SAPH detected during 30 minute oibservation. Based on feeding interval of 
previous observation, nest is likely to have fledged. Change to Closed.

6/7/2011 7002465 LASP Closed Wilson Yard 10 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 sritt - 6/7/2011 3:37:17 PM
Bird incubating 3 eggs.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 4:54:17 PM
3 week-old nestlings are in nest with adults calling closeby.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 2:14:32 PM
No nestlings in nest; nest bowl looks good; expect nestlings fledged; many Lark Sparrows in area - closed.

6/1/2011 7002470 HOWR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/9/2011 pkonrad - 6/8/2011 9:47:03 AM
Nest found 6/1 (pentab problems). Adult actively hunting and feeding chirping nestlings in cavity on 6/1/2011.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 1:10:20 PM
No wrens active in area; nestlings apparently fledged and dispersed - closed.

6/8/2011 7002471 LASP Closed EP54-1 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 tfitanides - 6/8/2011 7:36:54 AM - Male in area with food in bill. Female flushed when biologists slowly approached to 
within 4-feet. Three downy nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 11:53:30 AM
Nest intact but empty; nestlings apparently fledged and dispersed; no adults observed in area - closed.
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6/9/2011 7002478 CAGN Closed TL 6924 - 171693 3900 feet from tower. 300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/14/2011 blohstroh - 6/9/2011 8:00:20 AM

Nest 80 percent built, pair defending. Female observed bringing nest material.
blohstroh - 6/16/2011 1:08:37 PM - Female incubating, obseved nest exchange, then male incubating.
blohstroh - 6/23/2011 12:18:19 PM
Male incubating, female foraging nearby.
blohstroh - 6/30/2011 10:49:01 AM
4 nestlings, less than one week old, pair sharing nest tending duties.
blohstroh - 7/7/2011 10:34:50 AM
4 nestlings due to fledge in next few days, pair feeding.
blohstroh - 7/14/2011 11:00:25 AM
nest empty, pair feeding at least 3 confirmed fledglings nearby.

6/9/2011 7002479 ATFL Closed EP231A  AR 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 jpawlicki - 6/9/2011 11:04:51 AM
Adults observed bringing food into cavity and exiting with fecal sacs from nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 3:53:29 PM
Today, at least 1 nestling giving contact calls from inside nest cavity. No adults observed during 15 minute neet 
check.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 11:42:27 AM
Appears nestling(s) has fledged and dispersed; no fledglings or adults observed in area - closed.

6/9/2011 7002480 COHU Closed EP229-1 AR 63 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 7/3/2011 sritt - 6/9/2011 3:37:12 PM
Female flushed from nest containing 2 eggs.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 2:14:39 PM
Female hovering near nest with 2 tiny newly hatched black nestlings (smallest birds I've ever seen!).
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 10:28:14 AM
Female flushed from nest at about 40 feet; 2 nestlings growing; predominantly brown colored.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 12:45:21 PM
 2 partly feathered nestlings will fledge in less than a week; female flew from nest site when 50 feet away.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:42:23 PM
Nestlings have fledged and dispersed; no adult or fledglings observed or heard in area. Closed.

6/9/2011 7002481 CALT Closed CP29-1 8 feet from permanent 
construction pad.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/15/2011 emorgan - 6/9/2011 10:43:45 AM
Nest contains at least 2 naked nestlings about 2 days old.
rradd - 6/15/2011 1:27:03 PM
Nest is clean, intact and empty. Presumed successful clutch given CALT can fledge on the 8th day and alarming 
adult obs. Nearby - closed.

6/10/2011 7002485 OTHE Closed EP239-1 80 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

Drive through access only appoved through blanket exemption.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 shampton - 6/10/2011 10:00:27 AM  
Vermilion Flycatcher nest.  At least 2 nestlings. Pair bringing food regularly. Female removed a fecal sac.
tfitanides - 6/16/2011 12:39:18 PM
Three fully-feathered nestlings being fed by female. At least one nestling testing its wings. Male visited nest twice but 
for less than 5-seconds.
phoward - 6/20/2011 9:13:54 AM
chicks fledged, nest is empty. A pair of adults seen nearby nest as well as one fledgling outside of nest flying around.

6/10/2011 7002488 BRBL Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 50 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 pkonrad - 6/10/2011 1:51:34 PM
Pair of Brewer's Blackbirds nesting (renesting?). Female collecting grasses and flying to nest site repeatedly while 
male follows; male also chased Lark Sparrow several times from vicinity of nest site.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 12:33:15 PM
Pair active and male territorial when other birds approach east side of tree.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:32:58 PM
Pair regularly bringing food to nest.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 11:00:44 AM
No blackbirds active in nest tree; appears nestlings have fledged - closed.

6/11/2011 7002491 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet The biologist feels this NBM should not adversely affect the success of the nest 
for the following reasons:

·         An artificial visual barrier will be installed at the 20 foot buffer edge 
between the nest and construction will be done prior to construction.

·         House finches are a species that is known to be tolerable of high levels of 
human disturbance and regularly nest in proximity to human activity.

The pair of house finches exhibited a tolerance to human presence by building 
their nest in an area of the substation that has existing high levels of heavy 
construction and loud machinery. 
The nest is located at the base of the crevice and is surrounded by adjacent rock 
on three sides, providing a partial visual and acoustic buffer around the nest. 
This natural buffer would be in enhanced with the installation of the artificial 
visual barrier that would provide a complete buffer to the construction activities 
occurring around the nest.
Many house finch nests that have been exposed to construction activities under 
similar buffers have nested successfully within Sunrise Powerlink substations 
and yards.

1. FLEDGED. 7/18/2011 jpawlicki - 6/11/2011 9:28:39 AM
Adults observed at nest with female bringing in nesting material; nest mostly obscured but appears about 40-60% 
complete.
ahill - 6/14/2011 6:54:46 PM
no activity seen, no eggs in nest
ahill - 6/18/2011 5:40:30 PM
three eggs in nest as of 6.17.11, female has been laying daily. she started full time incubating on 6.17.11. she 
flushed during blast today at 200 ft away, she returned 10 minutes later to resume incubation.
ahill - 6/20/2011 5:37:28 PM
female incubating full time. was not affected by blast today at 325 ft away.
ahill - 6/26/2011 8:35:23 PM
female is incubating 4 eggs.
shampton - 7/2/2011 12:19:53 PM
Construction monitor reported 4 nestlings in nest on morning of 7/01/2011
nest should fledge between july 16th-23rd
ahill - 7/6/2011 9:40:38 AM
female was not on nest during check, nestlings alive post last nights rain
ahill - 7/18/2011 9:05:01 AM
female and male have been attending nest past week. today, checked nest, the birds have fledged, nest is empty.
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6/13/2011 7002493 MODO Closed TL 639 - 379520 30 feet from tower; 8 

feet from AR.
100 feet 20 feet A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 20 feet, as well as a restricted access 

nest buffer modification is requested. The purpose of the NBR is to permit 
ongoing pole top construction work to be completed at the adjacent site. This 
NBR/NBM combination should not adversely affect the successful outcome of 
this nest for the following reasons:
•The NBM is for drive through access with restrictions of no stopping, standing 
or construction work and an ESA speed limit of 10 mph on the access road 
within the buffer.  The NBM is requested to permit construction vehicles to pass 
through the buffer to access work areas beyond this nest.
•The Mourning Doves chose the site and brought material to the nest site 
indifferent to ongoing work just 25 feet away.
•The line of sight between the nest and construction work area is obscured by 
dense vegetation.
•The nest is downhill from the access road and the adults exhibited tolerance of 
all activity on the access road (e.g. the bird stayed on the nest while vehicles 
drove by and while biologists viewed the nest).  
•The access road is used often as a hiking and dog-walking trail by the public 
indicating the nesting pair is acclimated to human activity.

1. FLEDGED. 7/14/2011 imaunsell - 6/13/2011 12:10:47 PM
Pair nest building and lying on 5-10% complete nest.
rradd - 6/21/2011 9:13:39 PM
MODO on nest.
barnold - 6/28/2011 6:28:15 AM
Adult on nest.
rradd - 7/2/2011 2:54:44 PM
MODO adult on nest while crew working 10 feet away.
rradd - 7/5/2011 11:19:52 AM
MODO brooding 2 large unfeathered nestlings 1110.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:59:24 AM
MODO brooding 2 large well-feathered nestlings; short primaries and tails. Fledging appears imminent.
rradd - 7/19/2011 9:15:48 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest empty and young have fledged. 
Fresh material in nest - see seperate entry.

6/13/2011 7002495 MODO Closed Sycamore Yard 70 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/5/2011 rradd - 6/13/2011 at 1123
MODO incubating 2 eggs.
rradd - 6/20/2011 12:59:55 PM
MODO on nest 1237.
rradd - 6/28/2011 10:41:05 AM
MODO brooding 2 nestlings; eyes unopened.
rradd - 7/6/2011 3:36:01 PM
Change to Closed.
Nest is empty and intact; nestlings presumed successfully fledged.

6/15/2011 7002499 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 0 feet; in Alpine Yard, 
on equipment.

100 feet 15 feet The house finch pair is building a nest located 25 feet above ground level at the 
end of a boom arm of a crane. The nest is estimated to be 90-95% percent 
complete. A reduction of the nest buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to impact the 
likelihood for this nest to fledge successfully for the following reasons:
•With the buffer at 15 horizontal feet, added to the 25' nest height, a functional 
buffer of nearly 30 feet from yard activities would be in place.
•Similar instances of house finches nesting within this yard has demonstrated 
that this distance provides an adequate buffer from work for nests to fledge 
successfully.
•The nest is located with a cavity made of 1/4 and 1/2 inch steel. This location 
provides a buffer by design for the nest. Additionally, there is no line-of-site from 
the ground to the contents of the nest.
•The pair continued to nest build while observers were monitoring the nest 
progress and foot traffic passed directly under the nest. This behavior 
demonstrates a tolerance to human activity.
•The nest is located 20 feet horizontally from a well used road through the yard. 
Large trucks and heavy machinery operating within the yard have not deterred 
the birds from selecting this site.
•House finches are one of the most abundant birds in San Diego County and 
frequently nest in areas of high human activity.

1. FLEDGED. 7/22/2011 barnold - 6/15/2011 11:16:31 AM
Nest about 90% complete. Bio-monitor reports HOFI bringing nesting material.
sjohnston - 6/25/2011 4:02:54 PM
5 eggs.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:12:05 AM
Pair bringing food to nest.
imaunsell - 7/8/2011 10:38:25 AM
At least 3 downy nestlings with pin feathers.
imaunsell - 7/8/2011
3 well feathed nestlings in nest.
imaunsell - 7/16/2011 9:19:52 AM
Nestling still in nest. Should fledge shorlty.
kalberts - 7/22/2011 5:25:54 PM
Nest fledged.

6/15/2011 7002502 ANHU Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 0 feet; on yard limit. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limts. Also expanded 
into yard to prevent 

impacts.

Covered under existing blanket exemption for yard perimeter. 1. FLEDGED. 7/10/2011 RAbe - 6/15/2011 3:54:42 PM
Female incubating.
sjohnston - 6/25/2011 9:22:29 AM
1 egg, 1 nestling, adult brooding.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 3:49:58 PM
Large feathered nestling in nest.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 3:57:30 PM
Nestling has fledged; no hummingbirds in area - closed.

6/15/2011 7002503 LEGO Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 78 feet to AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage only. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.  Also, this AR 
is not the primary AR for this TL, rendering a NBR moot.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 rradd - 6/15/2011 at 0734
Female LEGO incubating 4 white eggs.
rradd - 6/22/2011 9:43:55 AM - LEGO female brooding hatched young 0744.
rradd - 6/29/2011 12:17:16 PM
LEGO on nest 1144.
rradd - 7/6/2011 10:26:46 AM
Change to Closed,
Nest is intact, soiled and empty. Young have fledged.

6/15/2011 7002504 LBVI Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 100 feet to AR. 300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 rradd - 6/15/2011 at 0822
LBVI copulating, female carrying nest material to nest. Incubation does appear to have commenced.
rradd - 6/22/2011 9:45:14 AM - LBVI male calling away from nest and no nest interaction observed, 0740-0840.
tcooper - 6/26/2011 8:37:32 PM
tcooper - 6/24/2011 - nest empty, w/ broken eggshell and ants in nest. Pair present w/ at least 2 fledglings. Nest 
closed.
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6/17/2011 7002507 LEGO Closed Sycamore Yard 20 feet 100 feet 15 feet It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 

Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 

Nest is located approximately five feet up within a laurel sumac that is 
immediately adjacent to an existing paved, public road.  Nest is in the early 
stages of creation (10% built at time of survey) and pair was actively leaving and 
returning with nest material while road was in active use.  Several large trucks 
carrying construction equipment passed through area while the birds continued 
nest building.  The birds also showed no signs of agitated behavior while we 
recorded location data at nest.  Installation of chain link fence will result in a 
temporary noise-related impact from hand augering and other hand tools.  Fence 
construction will not directly impact nest, as fence will be installed at least 10 
feet away. A biological monitor with knowledge of the nest location will be 
present during all construction activities in the area and will prevent construction-
related impacts on this nest. Monitor has the authority to stop work if 
construction appears to be adversely affecting nest.

1. FLEDGED. 7/20/2011 tcooper - 6/17/2011  
female building nest, 1% complete, just a few pieces of grass in place
blohstroh - 6/21/2011 4:34:26 PM
nest complete, one egg present.
rradd - 7/6/2011 3:46:19 PM
LEGO female brooding four nestlings; approx hatch date 4 Jul.
rradd - 7/12/2011 10:52:55 AM
Nest contains 4 mostly naked nestlings with wispy down on heads, feather quills appearing on wings.
rradd - 7/18/2011 8:52:25 AM
At least 3 well-feathered nestlings fill the nest, and should begin fledging in the next few days.
tcooper - 7/20/2011 9:50:21 AM
Nest empty, presumed fledged.
rradd - 7/25/2011 9:23:32 AM
Closed. [Second nest remains unimproved.]

6/17/2011 7002508 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Loritz property

0 feet, within work limits. 100 feet 30 feet A combination NBM/NBR is requested for this nest and nest location. First, a 
NBR from 100 to 30 feet. Second, a NBM to allow vehicle passage along the 
existing access road, and allow the water trucks ingress/egress to the water tank 
tower under the following restrictions:
•Only vehicle traffic is allowed, no pedestrian traffic.
•Vehicles may not stop or park within the buffer, with the exception of water 
trucks when at the water tank. The trucks should preform the required activities 
in a short a time as safely possible and depart immediately.
•10 mile per hour speed limit.
•No other project work within the buffer.
The combination NBM/NBR should not negatively impact the success of the 
house finch nest for the following reasons:
•House finches are known to nest in proximity to human activity and exhibit a 
high tolerance towards human disturbances. They have relatively high rates of 
nest success within areas of high human activity. 
•The female house finch did not flush from the nest when the biologist was just a 
few feet from the nest. When the female did flush in response to a loud noise, 
she returned to the nest within a few minutes with the biologist 30 feet away from 
the nest.
•The location of the nest within a wheel axle provides a buffer to external visual 
and acoustic disturbances for adults, eggs, and nestlings within the nest. The 
biggest concern will be the female flushing from the nest in response to acoustic 
disturbances (such as the one described above).
•Vehicle passage along the access road and the filling of water trucks and the 
water tower are activities of short duration, which should not impact the success 
of the nest.
•The biological monitor will observe the nest during construction activities. If the 
bird flushes from the nest, the biomonitor will have the authority to stop 
construction if the bird does not return to the nest within a sufficient amount of 
time, as determined by the monitor.

1. FLEDGED. 7/18/2011 emorgan - 6/17/2011 1:12:01 PM
Nest contains 5 eggs. Female observed incubating.
tfitanides - 6/22/2011 1:39:33 PM
Female incubating; flushed.
vnovik - 7/5/2011 4:16:24 PM
Observed bird enter nest locution. Heard begging calls from nestlings.
sjohnston - 7/16/2011 1:13:56 PM
Nestling fully feathered and very close to fledging. 
sritt - 7/21/2011 11:54:19 AM
No birds seen in nest or tending to nest. Biomonitor has not noticed activity over recent days - closed.

6/17/2011 7002509 SAPH Closed JVR Yard AR 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 7/1/2011 RAbe - 6/17/2011 12:42:14 PM - Male observed carrying prey items to nest. Female brooding at least 4 nestlings.
estrods - 6/21/2011 12:43:56 PM
4 nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 4:44:57 PM
Nestlings are near fledging; 2 adults bringing food and calling territorially.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 11:29:47 AM
Nestlings have fledged and dispersed from area; no fledglings or adults observed or heard. Closed.

6/17/2011 7002511 BUOR Closed TL 639  - 973035 12 feet from pole. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/22/2011 shampton - 6/17/2011 9:07:47 AM
Both adults visiting nest. Begging calls heard. Crew worked on this pole  yesterday for about 3 hours with a bucket 
truck. Observed nest 0900-1730, both adults bringing food  (insects and fruit)  and removing fecal sacs all day. 
Some fecal sacs were fairly large. Female visited nest eight times more frequently than male.
fhoffman - 6/18/2011 10:09:34 AM
Adults continued bringing in food items and vocalizing. Young heard upon adult arrival.
rradd - 6/20/2011 3:12:11 PM
Tail-less juvenile, with some down feathers still present, perched above nest entrance, begging BUOR male for food. 

rradd - 6/28/2011 12:34:28 PM
Nest has fledged, no BUOR present.

6/16/2011 7002512 HOWR Closed Hartung Yard 10 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 6/23/2011 rradd - 6/16/2011 at 0930
HOWR pair carrying food to cavity at 3-8 minute intervals.
rradd - 6/24/2011 10:35:59 AM
HOWR present but not entering cavity during 30 minute observation. Monitor once more prior to close.
rradd - 6/30/2011 4:00:35 PM
No HOWR detections at or near this cavity. Observations suggest this nest likely fledged successfully - closed.
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6/17/2011 7002513 LEGO Closed CP70-3 AR 60 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/13/2011 rradd 6/17/2011 at 1220

LEGO female finalizing construction with male attending.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:26:21 PM
Nest appears mostly complete; male LEGO accompanies female carrying lining material.
rradd - 7/1/2011 9:57:57 PM
Female LEGO on nest, male calling.
rradd - 7/8/2011 9:19:42 AM
Female LEGO comes to nest and settles 0847.
rradd - 7/14/2011 11:35:41 AM
Change to Closed. No detections during 30 minute observons - presumed fledged.

6/18/2011 7002515 CAKI Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation - Z222370

155 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/30/2011 sritt - 6/18/2011 12:54:11 PM
Two adults seen feeding nestlings (possibly 2?) and carrying fecal sacs.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 1:02:24 PM
observed Cassin's adult feeding recent fledgling on adjacent line. Irk. could not locate nest in  tower. Closed.

6/20/2011 7002519 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet from Suncrest. 100 feet 20 feet A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 20 feet is requested and should not 
adversely affect the successful outcome of this house finch nest for the following 
reasons:
•House Finches often nest successfully in close proximity to human activities 
and disturbances.
•This pair of nesting birds selected a nest site, built a complete nest and have 
begun laying a clutch of eggs in a location surrounded by an extremely high 
level of construction disturbance.
•The nest is enclosed within the thick metal of the bumper of the dump truck bed, 
this provides isolation from visual and acoustic disturbances of construction 
activity in the substation.
•The nest location is approximately 10 feet above the ground, providing further 
isolation from any nearby construction activity.
Additionally, a one-time temporary nest buffer modification to allow the removal 
from the buffer of another heavy construction vehicle parked adjacent to the nest 
site vehicle is requested.
This NBM should not negatively impact the nesting birds and their nest for the 
above reasons as well as the following:
•The start-up and subsequent removal of the vehicle will be a very brief 
disturbance that can possibly be timed with the nesting bird's patterns of 
behavior to minimize impact.
•If the birds do flush from the nest in response to the movement of the vehicle, 
the opportunity for them to return immediately should mitigate the brief, one-time 
disturbance.
•After the vehicle removal the normal buffer restrictions will prevent further 
disturbance in such close proximity to the nest.

1. FLEDGED. 7/25/2011 shampton - 6/20/2011 1:59:59 PM
Biomonitors AHill and CEmerson found nest and observed 3 eggs in nest  and adult perched on  dumptruck bed. 
Truck was parked in this location on 6/17/2011; nest was completed sometime between 6/17 and 6/20.
ahill - 6/21/2011 6:04:49 PM
female was coming in and out of nest in morning. started incubating for prolonged periods of time. 3 eggs in nest as 
of 2:30 pm.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 2:07:48 PM
Female returned to nest for a short time during observations.
ahill - 7/12/2011 4:33:58 PM
Female seen coming to nest, only 2 or 3 eggs have hatched.
ahill - 7/18/2011 9:20:07 AM
Checked nest on 7/16; 1 nestling has feathers and should be fledging within next several days.
ahill - 7/18/2011 5:01:44 PM
1 nestling was seen inside cavity but not in nest, was seen panting; very limited adult care; apart from being hot, 
nestling's feathers were well developed.
ahill - 7/20/2011 8:28:16 AM
Temperature in cavity was 110 degrees yesterday; nestling is still in nest as of this morning
ahill - 7/20/2011 2:59:44 PM
Nestling still in nest, observed male coming to nest. Nestling can be seen from ground with binos
ahill - 7/25/2011 5:24:08 PM; cemerson- 7/25/2011 
Nesting fledged. Nestling was absent from the nesting area. Nest was removed.

6/20/2011 7002520 RCSP Closed CP21 10 feet to AR; 120 feet 
to CP21.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/2/2011 6/20/2011
RCSP pair obs repeatedly at this site; 1 bird item-carrying suggests nest building. Nest not found and bees in 
flowering sumac somewhat aggressive, limiting the nest search. Should monitor again prior to construction.
rradd - 7/2/2011 10:25:12 AM
Change to Closed
RCSP adults and juveniles detected at this location; no food carrying or feeding of young observed 0650-0850.

6/18/2011 7002521 HOOR Closed TL 6916 - 973035 65 feet from pole. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/22/2011 fhoffman - 6/18/2011 2:18:34 PM
Female continued to build upper nest with material from palm. Male in area vocalizing.
rradd - 6/20/2011 3:27:28 PM - HOOR pair are intermittently present; female departs nest 1508, male nearby.
rradd - 6/28/2011 12:30:33 PM
Nest is complete; female incubating.
rradd - 7/5/2011 3:40:26 PM
HOOR pr. attending nest; male arrives and female departs 1534. 
rradd - 7/12/2011 10:21:46 AM
HOOR female comes to nest and stays.
rradd - 7/18/2011 11:41:22 AM
Female feeds young in nest 1136 then leaves immediately.
rradd - 7/25/2011 10:10:52 AM
Change to Closed.
No HOOR detected during 30 min. obs. Nest appears intact but empty; monitoring chronology suggests fledged 
successfully.
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6/21/2011 7002528 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 15 feet It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 15 feet is 

appropriate for this nest. Nest success should not be diminished for the following 
reasons: 
 
•House finches frequently nest successfully in proximity to human developments 
and, as a species, generally exhibit a high tolerance to human activities.
•This nesting pair has chosen to nest in a man-made structure located in an 
active construction yard.
•Nearly continuous vehicle and foot traffic on the yard road has occurred during 
nest building and the laying of three eggs, indicating strong affinity for this site.
•The reel is approximately 10 feet in diameter and the nest is within the hollow 
parts of the reel. This provides some visual and sound protection for the nest 
from yard activities.
•Within this yard there are 5 other house finch nests with NBRs between 10 and 
30 feet that remain active, progressing nests under the same conditions. 
•House finches are a common nesting bird species within Project construction 
and storage yards during this nesting season and are maintaining a high nesting 
success rate, raising multiple clutches the majority of the time.

1. FLEDGED. 7/22/2011 vnovik - 6/21/2011 5:24:28 PM
Two eggs
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:43:47 AM
three eggs
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:00:22 PM
Young nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 4:09:58 PM
Three well feathered nestlings in nest.
sritt - 7/23/2011 10:48:27 AM
Birds had previously fledged. Link Lead was aware of this + authorized reel to be moved.

6/21/2011 7002529 NOMO Closed TL 639 - 379520 3 feet from AR; 140 
from pole.

100 feet Drive through access 
only.

The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

1. FLEDGED. 7/19/2011 mdicus - 6/21/2011 7:41:35 AM
Female incubating 2 eggs. Incomplete clutch. Full clutch anticipated 6/23. Predicted hatch date around 7/5.
barnold - 6/28/2011 6:37:14 AM
3 eggs in nest.
rradd - 7/2/2011 4:00:53 PM
Nest contains 2 nestlings and 1 egg (SRitt).
rradd - 7/5/2011 10:57:06 AM
NOMO feeding 3 nestlings 0950.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:57:13 AM
NOMO attending 3 nestlings; feather quills appearing.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 11:12:32 AM
Adult feeding nestlings. Observed from distance; nest not approached.
rradd - 7/19/2011 9:12:25 AM
Fledgling mockingbirds with short tails and wisps of down on heads being attended by adults adjacent to nest - 
closed.

6/21/2011 7002531 LEGO Closed Elliott Substation 68 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/19/2011 rradd - 6/21/2011
LEGO pr attending nest.
rradd - 6/27/2011 2:13:16 PM
LEGO female making trips to nest in distant company of male 1355-1410.
rradd - 7/5/2011 3:08:25 PM
LEGO female continues to make trips to this site, male is guarding.
rradd - 7/11/2011 6:17:48 PM
Nest difficult to monitor but presumed active as LEGO male ballistic at COHA brancher nearby.
rradd - 7/19/2011 2:03:12 PM
LEGO feeding juveniles in neat tree and no associations with nest. Presume fledged and change to closed.

6/22/2011 7002540 VERD Closed EP262-4 55 feet NE of TSAP, 80 
feet SE of tower site.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/6/2011 shampton - 6/22/2011 3:25:20 PM
 1 adult observed visiting nest. Begging calls from inside nest were audible from 2 feet away.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 1:56:32 PM
Nest intact but no adults, nestlings, or fledglings observed or heard; nestlings may have fledged, but will check back 
once more.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 2:27:07 PM
Nestlings apparently fledged about 10 days ago; no fledglings or adults observed today - closed.

6/23/2011 7002548 BRBL Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 42 feet west of AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:20:38 PM
Male repeatedly bringing food to incubating female or nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 10:51:46 AM
Nestlings appear to have fledged; no more blackbird activity in this area. Closed.
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6/23/2011 7002554 HOWR Closed Alpine Underground - 

300+00r
75 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/30/2011 shampton - 6/23/2011 12:08:43 PM
Adults observed bringing food items to nest and carrying fecal sacs away. Begging calls audible.
shampton - 6/30/2011 12:52:03 PM
No HOWR's during 20 minute observation period. Nest limb undamaged, no signs of predation. Assuming 
successfully fledged - closed.

6/24/2011 7002555 HOOR Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

Approx 30-40 feet North 
of bridge and 20 feet 

west

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/26/2011 vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:34:56 AM
Nest building about 5-10% complete,
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:23:50 PM
Nest building; still looks like 2 females are building nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:02:17 PM
Nest appears 90%complete.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:55:02 PM
Nest complete; HOOR seen in close proximity to nest.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 11:45:49 AM
Nest complete but no activity at nest.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 8:54:41 AM
No activity.
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:48:47 AM
Female chased lesser goldfinch from nest area.
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:22:08 PM
Nest intact; oriole in area.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:39:36 PM
Observed no activity in 30 minute period.
imaunsell - 7/25/2011 10:09:52 AM
Pair feeding nestlings.
imaunsell - 7/26/2011 9:44:23 AM
No activity at nest. Pair feeding at least 1 fledgling in adjacent sycamore tree - successfully fledged. No work 
occuring on site.

6/24/2011 7002557 ATFL Closed Hartung Yard 45 feet to AR. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits and drive through 

access only on AR.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

Blanket exemption for nests built along ARs continuouly in use for project 
activities recieving agency concurrence that birds extablishing nests near ARs 
are accustomed to human activities and traffic and should not be impacted 
provided that no stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 7/8/2011 rradd - 6/24/2011 10:08:28 AM
ATFL carrying food to cavity and defending against CAKI.
rradd - 6/30/2011 4:02:27 PM
ATFL comes near cavity, making soft contact calls but no entry observed 1550.
rradd - 7/9/2011 8:33:17 AM
Change to Closed
No ATFL detections at this nest during 40 minute observation; pair with fledged young 150 east.

6/25/2011 7002558 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 15 feet This nest is located behind a metal plate on a large conductor reel and is along 
the northern edge of the yard limits. This nest site is approximately 20 feet north 
of a heavily used roadway/yard materials access route.  A nest buffer reduction 
from 100 feet to 20 feet is requested, and is not anticipated to negatively impact 
the likelihood for this nest to fledge successfully for the following reasons: 
•The nest is located on the side of a metal conductor reel that faces away from 
yard activities. The large size of the conductor reel provides a good physical, 
visual, and acoustic barrier for the nest. Furthermore, the nest is located behind 
a metal plate in a hollow area on the side of the reel, enhancing said barrier.
•The nest was built under existing construction yard activities along a heavily 
used access route for heavy equipment (haulers, front loaders, forklifts, and 
cranes) within the yard. Given the fact that the bird established a nest under the 
existing conditions of the yard and that the nest now contains eggs, a high 
disturbance tolerance exists and strong site affinity is established. These factors 
indicate that the nest will likely fledge successfully.
•Similar nesting sites are, or have been, occupied by house finches in this same 
yard which have experienced equal levels of surrounding disturbances, and 
these nests have either successfully fledged or continue with natural 
progression unhindered by Project activity. 
•House finches as a species have adapted to human disturbance and are 
commonly found successfully brooding young in close proximity to human 
activity at heavily developed locations.

1. FLEDGED. 7/28/2011 sjohnston - 6/25/2011 10:13:20 AM
1 egg in nest.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:47:36 AM
Nest has 2 eggs, female incubating
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:08:52 PM
Eggs in nest; no adults observed during short nest check.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 4:16:25 PM
Medium-sized nestlings in nest.
tfitanides - 7/22/2011 4:38:04 PM
sritt - 7/23/2011 10:12:06 AM
2 large nestlings in nest.

6/25/2011 7002559 HOWR Closed CP82-1 15 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within boundary.

1. FLEDGED. 7/7/2011 25 Jun HOWR carring food to cavity at 15 minute intervals 1006-1046.
rradd - 6/25/2011 10:16:06 AM
House Wrens carrying food at 15 minute intervals.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:25:10 PM
No HOWR detections during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 7/8/2011 3:09:30 PM
Change to Closed.
HOWR fledglings feeding with parents in Mexican elderberry 70' N.
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6/25/2011 7002562 COHU Closed Suncrest Substation 20 feet 100 feet ESA staked at work 

limits.
Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

1. FLEDGED. 7/26/2011 ahill - 6/25/2011 7:45:33 AM
Female incubating 2 eggs.
shampton - 7/01/2011 at 1630 hrs
2 eggs in nest, observed female return and incubate, very tolerant of observers and traffic.
ahill - 7/6/2011 9:41:51 AM
2 small nestlings in nest; female was not on nest initially, then came back and was brooding.
ahill - 7/12/2011 4:34:42 PM
2 nestlings doing well.
ahill - 7/18/2011 5:02:54 PM
2 nestlings growing; eyes open and alert, 
ahill - 7/20/2011 3:00:24 PM
Female observed feeding nestlings.
ahill - 7/27/2011 2:49:10 PM
cemerson- 7/27/ 2011 - The first nestling fledged Sunday, but was observed flying in the area on 7/25 and 7/26. The 
second nestling  was observed leaving the nest on 7/26 in the morning. Nest has been monitored intermittently since 
then and there has been no sign or the fledglings returning to the nest.

5/13/2011 7002566 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

40 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/15/2011 imaunsell - 6/28/2011 11:45:39 AM
13 May BLPH second clutch of 3 eggs in progress 1212. - RR
vnovik - 5/20/2011 8:30:12 AM
HOFI Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:07:28 PM
Observed incubating on nest.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:05:20 AM
incubating
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:48:06 AM
Incubating on nest.
imaunsell - 6/28/2011 11:46:28 AM
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:48:35 AM - Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:16:40 AM - Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:56:45 AM - Feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:32:01 AM - Female on nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:10:57 PM - Nestlings look feathered and should fledge soon.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:25:48 PM - Nestlings still look feathered and should fledge soon.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:58:25 PM - Feathered young.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:28:47 PM - HOFI fledged on 06/15/2011. 

6/16/2011 7002568 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

82 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/12/2011 sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:32:32 PM
HOFI rebuilding nest on top of old nest.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:12:43 PM
House Finch on nest.
sjohnston - 6/21/2011 1:44:44 PM
4 eggs.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:38:32 AM
female on nest.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:18:44 PM
on nest, likely incubating.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:04:06 AM
House Finches flying into nest site.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:32:48 PM
Female on nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:50:09 PM
on nest
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:47:55 PM
nestlings observed in nest.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 12:02:30 PM
3 nestlings obs. in nest.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 9:03:13 AM
No change
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:16:39 PM
Nest empty downy feathers in nest.. Fledglings in area begging. Fledged.
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6/28/2011 7002570 HOWR Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
5 feet from AR 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/4/2011 vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:24:09 AM

Observed house wren taking nesting material into cavity.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:55:25 AM
Observed calling at entrance to cavity. Obeserved entering cavity.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:38:53 AM
Entering cavity with food.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:58:18 PM
obs bringing nesting material into cavity
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:09:27 PM
entering cavity.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:54:12 PM
Observed singing in area and entering cavity.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:57:00 PM
Entering nest cavity.
vnovik - 6/14/2011 5:50:43 PM
Entering Cavity with food.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:09:41 PM
Observed entering cavity,
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:37:29 AM
observed carrying food items into cavity,
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:17:23 PM
No observation
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:05:11 PM
feeding and begging calls heard from Cavity,
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:46:07 PM
no activity at nest. assumed fledged.

6/29/2011 7002579 WREN Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 54 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/10/2011 rradd - 6/29/2011 1:56:49 PM
Nest contains one egg and one day-old altricial nestling.
rradd - 7/6/2011 11:51:19 AM
WREN brooding one unhatched egg and one small partially feathered nestling.
rradd - 7/13/2011 12:27:53 PM
Change to Closed.
Young has fledged, one egg present.

6/30/2011 7002580 CLSW Closed Alpine Underground - 
214+00r

50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 7/22/2011 shampton - 6/30/2011 12:48:07 PM
At least 1 nestling being fed by adult. Nestling at least several days old; was visible watching out entrance.
bfischer - 7/11/2011 2:07:19 PM
Nestling was seen at nest opening. Adult was seen flying into area of nest.
sritt - 7/23/2011 12:26:48 PM
no birds visiting or seen in nest during 45 minutes of observation.

6/30/2011 7002583 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

65 feet to staked work 
limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/21/2011 vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:53:26 PM
Nest was found on 6/28/11. Nest was approx 80% when found. is now complete. Bird sitting in nest.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:48:49 PM
Incubating
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 12:02:54 PM
incubating
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:43:06 AM
observed male bringing food to nest
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:09:34 PM
Incubating
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:21:14 PM
Based on splatter presence, observations and chronology. Appears successful fledging.

7/2/2011 7002585 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; nest is in yard. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/8/2011 shampton - 7/1/2011 15:12:06 PM
Adult(s) regularly bringing food and removing fecal sacs. 7 nestlings visible, noticeably larger than size at hatching 
but eyes mainly still closed, at least 1 appeared to have eyes partially opening.
ahill - 7/6/2011 9:37:33 AM
Nestlings have feathers, were seen and heard at nest entrance, are scared of humans, adult came to feed. Nestlings 
should be fledging in next few days.
cemerson - 7/11/2011 3:13:50 PM - Nestlings successfully fledged on 7/8. They have been observed in the area still 
being attended to by the adults.
ahill - 7/20/2011 3:02:18 PM
it took 10 days for the juveniles to leave the area

7/2/2011 7002586 LASP Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

5 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

1. FLEDGED. 7/24/2011 shampton - 7/1/2011 at 1700hrs
Nest contained 3 eggs, both adults in close attendance
ahill - 7/6/2011 9:42:39 AM
4 eggs, female was incubating.
ahill - 7/12/2011 4:35:32 PM
Female seen on nest
ahill - 7/20/2011 3:01:25 PM
Female near nest, heard nestlings from road.
ahill - 7/25/2011 5:20:24 PM
cemerson - 7/25/2011 - Nestlings fledged. Fledglings not observed in the area; nest removed.
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6/6/2011 7002590 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet; within yard 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/30/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011 8:02:47 PM

Female incubating, flushed from nest twice. Likely on a second clutch. [Nest was not closed in Pentab as previous 
nest check comment indicates].
barnold - 6/7/2011 12:18:57 PM
Female House Finch at nest area. Also observed House Finch activity in the nest area on Sunday 05 June 2011 but 
that entry overridden..
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 11:36:30 AM
Female incubating.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 4:51:58 PM
At least 2 downy nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 12:21:46 PM
Nestlings have fledged - closed.

7/5/2011 7002598 MODO Closed Alpine Underground. 90 feet to work accord 
My to Pen Tab.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 8/3/2011 vnovik - 7/5/2011 4:11:21 PM
Mourning Dove incubating.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 3:16:27 PM
Still incubating.
sritt - 7/23/2011 4:34:06 PM
Incubating - brooding.
pkonrad - 7/27/2011 1:25:28 PM
Dove is brooding at least 1 medium-sized nestling.
pkonrad - 8/4/2011 6:00:17 PM
Dove(s) has fledged; no doves in area - closed.

7/5/2011 7002599 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground Approx 95 feet to work 
on  Pen Tab

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 7/31/2011 vnovik - 7/5/2011 4:13:57 PM
Bird on nest incubating.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 3:20:53 PM
Female incubating.
sritt - 7/23/2011 4:39:08 PM
Female incubating. 
pkonrad - 7/27/2011 1:23:49 PM
At least 3 small nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 8/4/2011 5:57:38 PM
Nestlings have fledged; no goldfinches in area - closed.

7/1/2011 7002600 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet; Within Yard 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/13/2011 sritt - 7/1/2011 5:41:28 PM
at least two eggs in nest.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 2:40:47 PM
 2 nestlings in nest.
bfischer - 7/13/2011 1:56:26 PM
Nest was inspected using mirror with light; no nestlings were seen. The nest was removed and again inspected for 
the presence of nestlings - none were found. The nest was disposed of in a covered container to prevent the material 
from being used in a new nest. The water tank was inspected for the presence of any other nests - none were found.  
Nest closed.

7/7/2011 7002610 CALT Closed Alpine Yard 20 feet from impact 
area.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 7/16/2011 imaunsell - 7/7/2011 3:14:08 PM
2 partially downy young and 1 (likely non-viable) egg in nest. No adults observed, but observation time was only a 
couple minutes.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 4:33:50 PM
2 large feathered nestlings in nest; 1 adult walking and mock-foraging on the ground near nest.
imaunsell - 7/18/2011 1:03:41 PM
Nest empty. Presumed fledged based on nesting chronology.

5/19/2011 7002613 AMKE Closed Sycamore Sub 0 feet; within yard 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 barnold - 5/19/2011 10:42 AM American kestrel observed harrassing red-tailed hawk perched in the top of the steel 
pole at the northwestern corner of the property. Biomonitor reported seeing lizard brought to nest by adult that then 
entered lowest arm. This nest may be Active.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:02 AM - 2 dead American kestrel nestlings lying at base of pole, discovered by biomonitor on 
5/ 25/2011, and were already dessicated. Biomonitor had not been in that area since about 5/19. Unsure when these 
nestlings fell from nest. Adult observed today noisely entering nest.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:13:54 PM
Observed male quickly bring small mammal to nest. Biomonitor has observed adults at nest, including bringing food, 
since 5/27/2011. BArnold observed adults at nest 5/26.
fhoffman - 6/6/2011 7:23:08 PM
Adults observed in area vocalizing and carrying prey (lizard). 1 adult entered nest cavity, fledgling fell out other side 
of cavity. Fledgling was unharmed and vocalizing; moved into storage area. Fledgling was felt to be at risk in storage 
area and moving into areas of traffic. Onsite avian biologist removed nestling to rescue center. Close to flight ability, 
in a few more days, but adults were not returning to it. Adult observed entering nest cavity, followed by chatter inside 
cavity; 1 or more nestlings still in cavity. 
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:58:22 AM
Biomonitor observed adults bringing prey items to nest about 6 times on 6/8/2011. Today, observed adult nest 
defending against red-tailed h awk.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:36:56 PM
American kestrel pair nest defending against red-tail hawk on adjacent pole.
barnold - 6/23/2011 1:02:36 PM
Kestrels last observed in area last week.
barnold - 6/27/2011 2:45:09 PM
American kestrels last observed bringing prey items to nest on 6/8, and last seen near nest on 6/16. Assume that 
remaining nestlings have successfully fledged.

7/8/2011 7002618 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - 100976 250 feet 300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/10/2011 tcooper - 7/8/2011 6:33:02 PM
adults feeding 4 nestlings  approximately 10days old
tcooper - 7/11/2011 6:04:36 PM
nest on ground, no CAGN observed in area.
tcooper - 7/15/2011 4:33:43 PM
 both adults observed feeding at least 3 fledglings. Nest on ground possible partial predation or possibly knocked off 
by passing mammal.
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7/6/2011 7002621 ATFL Closed EP206 10 feet from AR, 80 feet 

to work area
100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/13/2011 rquilley - 7/6/2011 10:07:50 PM - Nestlings heard calling and adult observed bringing food to nest. 

pkonrad - 7/13/2011 4:14:23 PM
Nestlings appear to have fledged and dispersed from the area; no adults observed and no nestlings heard at nest 
site - closed.

7/9/2011 7002622 HOOR Closed Hartung CY 55 feet from AR 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits and drive through 

access only on AR.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

Blanket exemption for nests built along ARs continuouly in use for project 
activities recieving agency concurrence that birds extablishing nests near ARs 
are accustomed to human activities and traffic and should not be impacted 
provided that no stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 7/26/2011 rradd - 7/9/2011 8:38:45 AM
HOOR female on nest for 20 minute intervals; male guards, chases off WEKI, follows female to and from nest.
rradd - 7/14/2011 9:26:22 AM
HOOR female departs nest 0712. Adult male carrying food chases subadult male away.
rradd - 7/21/2011 8:27:57 AM
Female HOOR departs nest; drops fecal sac approximately 120 feet from nest 0715. Male nest guarding.
rradd - 7/27/2011 11:25:33 AM
Change to Closed.
No HOOR detections during 30 minutes of observation. Nest has likely fledged.

5/12/2011 7003424 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet from house; 55 
feet form AR

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 12 May Nest reoccupied, female incubating. 0900. - RR
19 May HOFI female incubating 3 eggs 1030. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 4:36:52 PM
HOFI female brooding 1358.
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:37:50 PM
At least 2 downy nestlings visible in nest 1610.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:19:41 AM
Nest is empty and young have fledged. Change to Inactive.

3/10/2011 7003425 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet from house; 55 
feet from AR

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/4/2011 10 Mar 2011 - HOFI entering nest. ACTIVE - RR
24 Mar - Nest appears vacant. - RR
31 Mar - Nest unoccupied. Change to inactive. 
5 Apr - Nest reoccupied by HOFI change to active. - RR
11 Apr - HOFI on nest 15:11. - RR
19 Apr - HOFI on nest 0757. - RR
5 May - Nest empty, presumed fledged. Change to closed. -RR

4/26/2011 7003823 HOFI Closed Helix Yard AR 45 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 26 Apr - HOFI incubating 6 eggs 1635. - RR
3 May - Downy young in nest 1600. - RR
11 May - Well feathered young with adults tending 1744. - RR
18 May - Nest has fledged 1738. Change to Closed. - RR

7/13/2011 7004625 CAGN Closed CP13 575 feet northeast of 
Structure CP13-2

300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 8/4/2011 dbusby - 7/13/2011 4:14:22 PM - A previously unrecorded adult male was detected incubating an active nest with 3 
eggs approximately 575 feet northeast of Structure CP13-2. The adult female was never detected during my 
observations. No buffers were established since this nest is well beyond the requisite 300-foot construction buffer 
and it will not affect construction activities.
dbusby - 7/20/2011 11:56:16 AM - Adult pair feeding one 3-day-old nestling.
kalberts - 7/27/2011 3:02:53 PM
Parents continuing to feed one nestling. 
blohstroh - 8/4/2011 1:23:06 PM
Nest empty, male feeding fledgling 650 ft to the NE.
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7/13/2011 7004627 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge.
30 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 8/19/2011 vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:03:26 PM

Adult observed on nest.
imaunsell - 7/25/2011 10:29:04 AM
Female adding material to nest and incubating.
imaunsell - 8/3/2011 12:23:00 PM
Female caring for nestlings with pin feathers coming in.
veurs - 8/8/2011 4:34:41 PM
monitored nest from 13:45-16:00 during excavation work that occurred approx 50 feet away on other side of sound 
blankets; female returned to nest every 25-35 mins to feed 2 nestlings; nestlings' bills beginning to elongate and 
feathers turning green; one nestling especially active, craning body and stretching neck over side of nest; other chick 
not as visible; both chicks blocked from view by mother when she came to feed
veurs - 8/10/2011 4:00:35 PM
record from 8/9/2011 not posted successfully-observed nest from 0630-1600; female returned to feed nestlings at 
regular intervals once fog burned off; steady attendance at nest despite continuous use of backhoe



veurs - 8/10/2011 4:06:12 PM
observed nest throughout day from  0700-1530; female returned to nest regularly to feed nestlings; both chicks still 
alive and moving about nest a little; female spent more time perched close to nest than on previous days; 
construction equip used untill approx 1330, then crew switched to hand tools  
veurs - 8/11/2011 4:44:08 PM
observed female returning to nest at regular intervals to feed 2 nestlings; at least one chick spent time exercising 
wings, but both remained in cup of nest; female stayed a little farther from the nest; construction activity not as 
heavy in vicinity of nest today
veurs - 8/15/2011 6:12:15 PM
obs nest from 0630-1645; 2 nestlings very large and have basically outgrown nest; nest is semi-disintegrated but 
chicks have yet to move from branch; chicks preened themselves throughout day and one turned around to face 
opposite direction; female returned to nest regularly to feed chicks-would often perch 2-3 feet from nest for a minute 
or two, then move to nest to feed 
veurs - 8/16/2011 4:50:01 PM
obs nest throughout day from 0630-1615; nest almost completely gone; chicks now separated by about 6 inches; 
female continued to feed during day; both chicks preened and exercised wings during the day; one chick lifted off 
from branch, but settled back down in same spot; fledging imminent
vnovik - 8/17/2011 9:07:14 AM
Adult observed feeling young on branch adjacent to nest.  Appears that nestlings are trying out  their wings on the 
branch.
kalberts - 8/19/2011 4:02:59 PM
Fledgling birds have vacated the immediate area of the nest, indicating that they are capabae of flight and are able 
to fly at will from impending danger.  Nest closed.  

7/14/2011 7004628 COHA Closed CP43 120 feet from was 
station centerpoint

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/9/2011 veurs - 7/14/2011 8:33:59 AM
The nest was detected by hearing the cries of at least one juvenile hawk. 
A juvenile was seen next to the nest, making alarm vocalizations before flying away. Another fledged juvenile was 
observed in the nest and moving about the surrounding vegetation. Below the nest a large amount of newly-emerged 
feathers were found, which suggests at least one juvenile was predated (See photos).

veurs - 7/14/2011 1:38:26 PM
Based on the flight mobility of the two fledglings, this nest is being considered closed. According to Cooper's Hawk 
nesting chronology, the young will remain near the nest, feeding from it, for up to ten days after fledging. Therefore, 
the biologists feel these young fledged between 4 July and 9 July 2011. This nest is located adjacent to a County 
Water District service yard that is actively in use. Additionally, extensive dam construction is occurring about a 
quarter mile away.  During the four hours of this survey alone, road work, blast whistles, truck loading/unloading and 
welding activities occurred. Given the successful fledging of the hawks with such a high level of disturbance, it is felt 
that no buffer required around this nest. Also, the nest is located behind a locked 9-foot chain link fence topped with 
barbed wire, so it would be difficult for anyone to get closer than 100 feet.

7/14/2011 7004631 HOOR Closed Alpine Underground 
431-00l

20 feet from Alpine Blvd 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 8/1/2011 shampton - 7/14/2011 3:05:36 PM
Pair observed going to nest. Female incubating/brooding; flushed when observer was directly below nest, otherwise 
tolerant of human activity and construction (work inside nearby vault and  flaggers).
shampton - 7/14/2011 4:52:10 PM
Construction activities were occurring during bird behavioral observations on 7/14/11 (1400-1445 hrs). Activities 
consisted of  men working below ground inside vault. On surface were air conditioners (ventilating vault) and 
generators running, pickup trucks, tent, traffic control equipment, and flaggers. Nearest work was about 40 feet away.  

sritt - 7/23/2011 4:55:36 PM
Female repeatedly bringing food to nest.
pkonrad - 8/5/2011 11:13:21 AM
No orioles observed in areaduring 30 minutes of observation, but judging from the past reports it is assumed the 
nestlings fledged - closed.
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7/14/2011 7004633 ROWR Closed Kreutzcamp Yard AR 10 feet west of AR 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 8/6/2011 pkonrad - 7/14/2011 11:29:35 AM

Rock Wren flushed from nest crevice during bio nest visits Monday and Tuesday. 2 wrens observed; 1 entered 
cavity.
pkonrad - 7/21/2011 11:08:20 AM
Adult with insect in bill standing on small twig nest at opening of nesting cavity among rocks.
pkonrad - 7/27/2011 10:11:53 AM
At least 3 young nestlings being fed in the nest by adults that make food gathering forays and return to the nest. A 
few pebbles have been assembled to form an entry 'porch.' 
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 4:22:27 PM
At least 2 large nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 8/10/2011 10:53:46 AM
Nestlings have fledged and the wrens appear to have dispersed from the area.

5/3/2011 7004640 BUSH Closed CP25-2 20 feet from work limits. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 mdicus - 5/3/2011 - Adult BUSH observed making multiple trips to and from nest,  Pair has started  new clutch in 
same nest.  Buffer re-staked at 75 feet, per previous NBR from April 18.  
mdicus - 5/9/2011 2:09:15 PM - Adult still making multiple trips to and from nest.
blohstroh - 5/13/2011 8:36:22 AM-nest in good condition, adult making trips to nest, even during active 
construction:concrete pouring.
21 May BUSH exits nest 1448. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 7:41:32 AM
No BUSH detected during 20 min obs, then HOWR removing nest material unopposed. Nest feels empty. Presume 
fledged and Change to Closed. Stakes and buffers removed.
Note to bio-monitor - HOWR building nest nearby ...
tcooper - 5/31/2011 11:28:38 AM - no activity over 15 min, 

5/19/2011 7004642 HOFI Closed CP54 Londono 
property

0' to house. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/15/2011 19 May HOFI female on nest 1508, male guarding.- RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:20:06 PM
No HOFI detected during 30 min. obs. 
rradd - 6/3/2011 9:09:35 AM
HOFI on nest 0832
rradd - 6/8/2011 1:34:46 PM
HOFI pr. at nest 1307. 
rradd - 6/16/2011 4:19:47 PM
HOFI on nest 1537
rradd - 6/23/2011 8:40:17 AM
No HOFI detected at this nest during 30 min obs. 
Change to Closed.

7/16/2011 7004643 COYE Closed Access road to guard 
pole structure near 

CP71

95 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/20/2011 eelias - 7/16/2011 10:14:35 AM
JPawlicki observed a female delivering food to 2 partly feathered nestlings; their eyes were open and they had pin 
feathers on wings, back and head.
rradd - 7/21/2011 10:36:47 AM
Nest is intact and empty. Small feces in bottom of cup suggests successful fledge.

5/12/2011 7004649 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 5/12/2011 - MODO on nest 0937. - RR
5/19/2011 - MODO on nest 1012. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 1:03:10 PM - MODO brooding nestling(s) 1259.
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:21:32 PM - Nest appears empty; presume successfully fledged - closed.

4/5/2011 7004650 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 4/5/2011 - Nest reoccupied by MODO 
4/11/2011 - MODO incubating; 1 egg visible. - RR
4/19/2011 Apr - MODO on nest 0824. - RR
4/27/2011 - 2 MODO nestlings on nest 0938. - RR
5/5/2011 - Adult MODO on nest. Assume successful fledge and re-nest 0907. - RR

7/19/2011 7004659 HOFI Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; in San Luis Rey 
Substation

100 feet 25 feet This nest is located within the 230kV rack, about 20 feet above the ground below 
an insulator. Currently, there is an SDG&E crew working in the second bay of 
the 230kV rack, about 45 feet east of the nest. Nestlings were heard several 
times loudly calling when a female arrived at the nest. The nestlings vocalize at 
a loud volume and with aggressiveness indicative of large well developed 
nestlings, suggesting they will fledge soon.
A nest buffer reduction from 100 to 25 feet is requested for this active house 
finch nest. The NBR should not adversely affect the nesting birds, nor should it 
inhibit the successful fledging of the young for the following reasons:
•The finches built this nest within the substation while daily Sunrise Power Link-
related construction activities and ongoing non-Project maintenance and 
operations activities were occurring. This clearly demonstrates the birds are 
acclimated to and tolerent of human activity in their nesting area.
•The nest is located at the bottom of an insulator located on the 230kV rack 
about 20 to 25 feet above the ground, and as such is completely enclosed with 
no direct view to future activities.
•Presumably, the nest has large nestlings (based on the amount of noise 
generated when competing for food), indicating the adult finches have a lot of 
energy invested in this nest and will not likely abandon it now.
•The work proposed near the nest is of the same intensity as the activity that has 
occured simultaneously with nest progression. The finches  tolerance of 
construction activites to date suggest the success of the birds will not be 
impacted by the proposed work.

Additionally, the presumably large size of the vocalizing nestlings suggests that 
these will soon fledge, perhaps in a matter of days.

1. FLEDGED. 7/26/2011 barnold - 7/19/2011 10:07:08 AM
Nestlings heard vocalizing when female approahes and enters nest. These nestlings sound fairly large, and as such 
will likely fledge within a week or so. Female came to nesr several times while work was occurring within 45 feet of 
nesr. As such, a 30-foot buffer will likely suffice.
pkonrad - 8/5/2011 10:14:16 AM
Biomonitor at substation verified the nestlings fledged - closed.
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7/19/2011 7004660 MODO Closed EP291-1 87 feet to tower work 

area
100 feet 80 feet. A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 80 feet is requested and is not 

anticipated to impact the likelihood for this nest to fledge successfully for the 
following reasons:
•The nest is located over 80 feet from the work area. The majority of work 
activities at this site will take place outside of the original 100 foot buffer.
•Mourning doves are typically highly tolerant of disturbances and will remain on 
their nests even when approached to very close distances. This behavior makes 
it unlikely that the bird would flush from the nest due to work over 80 feet away. 
This particular bird did not flush from the nest until surveyors approached to 
within a few feet.
•The nest is located on the side of a brittle bush (Encilia ferenosa) facing away 
from the work area. This plant species is of moderate height and density, 
providing a natural visual buffer from potential disturbances at the work area.
•Other instances of mourning doves nesting in proximity to human disturbances 
on the Project have not been negatively impacted by buffer reductions of 
distances less than the proposed buffer for this nest.

1. FLEDGED. 8/12/2011 fhoffman - 7/19/2011 10:19:56 AM
Adult incubating 2 eggs.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 2:23:04 PM
Dove still incubating 2 white eggs in ground nest.
pkonrad - 8/1/2011 10:57:29 AM
Adult dove on nest, apparently brooding.
pkonrad - 8/8/2011 12:16:54 PM
Adult standing next to nest; cannot see nest contents (without flushing dove in heat).
pkonrad - 8/15/2011 11:36:41 AM
Fledgling observed about 100 feet northeast of nest; flushed twice but didn't fly well yet. Adult circled from 400 feet 
north of nest to 300 feet south-southeast of nest before fledgling showed its position. Nest  empty and flattened from 
use - closed.

7/13/2011 7004666 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Loritz property

0 feet; in water tank 100 feet 30 feet and drive 
through access with 

access to water tank.

A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 30 feet with drive through access and 
access to a water reservoir is not anticipated to impact the likelihood for this nest 
to fledge successfully for the following reasons:
•This nest is located 6 feet high between wheels of a water reservoir. This 
location provides a natural buffer by design that shields the nest from visual and 
sound disturbances occurring due to continuous, nearby construction.
•The nest was discovered by the on-site biological monitor during work activities 
that included rock crushing and drilling. These activites are were occurring 
approximately 85 feet away and had no apparent impact upon nesting 
behavior.
•To date all typical work activities have been occuring at or near 30 feet from the 
nest with through traffic and access to the water tank allowed due to an existing 
NBR granted for adjacent, recently fledged house finch nest ID 7002508. This 
pair has chosen this nest location regardless of these activities, demonstrating 
that the propsed 30 foot buffer is adequate to allow all typical nesting behaviors 
to occur, and as shown by nest 7002508, successful fledging without impact.
•The nest contains nestlings indicating that a high level of site affinity is likely 
and the pair is not anticipated to abandon the nest at this stage.

1. FLEDGED. 8/3/2011 aayala - 7/13/2011
Biomonitor Michael Scaffidi first noticed activity in alternate set of wheels on 7/13/2011. Female left and returned to 
substrate in no less than 30 minute intervals, nothing observed in mouth.
aayala - 7/15/2011
Bio rechecked on 7/15/2011. Observed male entering nest at least once during an unknown interval; female not 
seen. 
aayala - 7/20/2011
During an unknown observation interval, bio detected begging calls as well as both the male and female making 
multiple trips to nest.
aayala - 7/21/2011 12:50:40 PM
At least 1 downy nestling with open eyes seen in substrate with nest-check mirror by sritt. No other activity observed 
(i.e. no adult activity).
emorgan - 8/3/2011 5:29:58 PM
Nest empty when checked with mirror. A lot of droppings are in and around nest. Successfully fledged.

7/21/2011 7004668 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0; in Sycamore 
Substation

100 feet 20 feet This nest is located on the western side of the substation within the 230kV 
disconnect switch rack, about 20 feet above the ground on top of an insulator, 
just south of GCB 22N, in a very concealed location with no visibility to the 
ground. A Roel construction crew has been working about 30 feet west of the 
nest prior to its discovery by the bio-monitor.
A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 20 feet is requested for this nest and the 
breeding cycle of the birds is not anticipated to be substantially disturbed for the 
following reasons:
•The finches built this nest within the substation during construction activities as 
well as ongoing maintenance activities, clearly they are well acclimated to 
human activity in their chosen nesting area.
•The nest is located at the top of an insulator located on the 230kV disconnect 
switch rack about 20 feet above the ground, and it is completely enclosed and 
surrounded with no direct view to work activities.
•The nest has apparently large nestlings (based on the amount of noise 
generated), indicating nest progression has been undeterred by construction to 
date.
•The adult birds have a lot of energy invested in this nest and will not likely 
abandon it now.
•The presumed large size of the vocalizing nestlings suggest that they may soon 
fledge.
•A majority of house finch nests with previously approved buffer reductions to 20 
feet at the Sycamore substation have successfully fledged (8 of 14) and those 
that failed did so due to causes other than human activity.
•All future work in the area will not exceed the scope, intensity, and duration of 
the work exposure to date.
Based on the above, concurrence to a NBR to 20 feet is not expected to impact 
the successful fledging of this house finch nest.

1. FLEDGED. 8/1/2011 barnold - 7/21/2011 3:05:17 PM
Nestlings heard by biomonitor today and yesterday.
barnold - 8/2/2011 5:38:30 PM
Activity, consisting of adult flying to nest and loud nestling response vocalizations, was last heard 7/27 by biomonitor - 
no activity since then. This nest likely successfully fledged due to the loud response calls (presumably indicating 
large healthy nestlings) that were routinely heard.

7/22/2011 7004671 LEGO Closed CP83 AR 25 feet to AR 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/27/2011 rradd - 7/22/2011 12:11:53 PM
Male alarming and escorting, eventually female settles on nest 1204.
rradd - 7/27/2011 2:36:27 PM
Change to Closed.
The only LEGO activity observed during 30 min. obs is nearby feeding of juveniles. Presume this nest has fledged.
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5/24/2011 7004673 HOWR Closed TL 6916 - Z973032 40 feet to work 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/27/2011 rradd - 5/24/2011 7:31:00 AM - HOWR singing and entering nest 0728.

rradd - 6/1/2011 5:58:57 PM - HOWR calls and enters nest 17:58.
rradd - 6/7/2011 4:16:33 PM - HOWR enters nest while construction in progress 1415.
rradd - 6/13/2011 4:03:30 PM - HOWR to and from nest 1602.
rradd - 6/20/2011 3:56:43 PM - HOWR to nest 1552, for 2 minutes.
rradd - 6/28/2011 1:24:27 PM
No HOWR detections during 30 min. survey. Monitoring timeline suggests nest has fledged.

5/16/2011 7004676 COHA Closed Elliot Substation 210 feet to substation. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/18/2011 16 May - COHA female at nest, male hunting in the fig trees 0855. - RR
23 May - COHA visible on this well-obscured nest, adult male hunting nearby.
rradd - 5/23/2011 11:19:27 AM
COHA visible on this well-obscured nest, ad. male hunting nearby.
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:46:43 AM
 Male COHA carries small bird to nest 0707.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:33:01 AM
Male COHA eating NOMO 0843, returns briefly to nest 0858 w/ no food and departs quickly.
rradd - 6/14/2011 2:48:11 PM
Adult male COHA carrying prey to nesr area 1140, juv. on nest 1405.
rradd - 6/21/2011 8:31:39 AM
Adult male COHA carrying prey to nest area 0704, COHA on nest 0826.
rradd - 6/27/2011 2:09:08 PM
COHA on nest 1352.
rradd - 7/5/2011 3:06:40 PM
Adult COHA on nest with downy, partially feathered juvenile ...
rradd - 7/11/2011 6:13:44 PM
Juvenile COHA brancher with short wings and tail; not yet flight capable adjacent to nest. Adult male COHA alarming 
10' away in response to observer.
rradd - 7/19/2011 2:00:21 PM
No COHA detected at nest tree; juvenile heard calling away from nest. Young has fledged, change to Closed.

7/26/2011 7004677 MODO Closed CP49-1 AR Hamlet 
property

50' to AR 100 feet 40 feet This nest is located 50 feet from access road at the top of an embankment and 
within the dense foliage of a Peruvian pepper. Approximately 9 feet above the 
ground in a branch fork from the trunk, the nest contains 2 nestlings, one is very 
large and well developed and should fledge within 4 days, the other a few days 
behind. A nest buffer reduction to 40 feet is not anticipated to negatively impact 
the likelihood for this nest to fledge successfully for the following reasons:
•The vegetation should provide a natural visual and sound buffer for the nest 
from disturbances occuring in the work area. 
•The nest is located on the west side of a Project access road. The work area is 
located 50 feet downslope and the slope creates a natural visual and sound 
buffer from the work area to the nest site.
•Mourning doves are frequently highly tolerant of human activity and nests in 
close proximity to work elsewhere on the Project have fledged successfully. The 
nestlings in this nest are very close to fledging and may have done so by the 
time work occurs.
•Although some activities will be required within 100 feet, the majority of work, 
staging, vehicle idling, and access will occur outside the 100 foot buffer. The 
majority of activities occuring between 40-100 feet from the nest will be limited to 
methods utilizing hand tools. 

1. FLEDGED. 7/30/2011 rradd - 7/26/2011 10:53:54 AM
2 nestlings in nest; largest 1 should fledge in 3 days.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 11:04:54 AM
Nestlings have apparently fledged; no doves in area, so they have probably already dispersed.

6/16/2011 7004678 LEGO Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

60 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/16/2011 rradd - 6/16/2011
LEGO female appears to be putting finishing touches on new nest 0700.
rradd - 6/23/2011 9:54:38 AM
Apparently incubating female LEGO settles onto nest 0912. 
rradd - 6/30/2011 9:24:11 AM
Male LEGO feeds female on nest 0653.
rradd - 7/7/2011 8:49:45 AM
LEGO female leaves nest to forage 0650, returns to nest 0718.
rradd - 7/15/2011 7:29:45 AM
LEGO female leaves nest to forage 0718.
sjohnston - 7/16/2011 9:26:07 AM
Observed LEGO visit old BUSH nest, then return to its nest.
rradd - 7/20/2011 7:14:23 PM
Change to closed.
LEGO female comes to nest; appears that new layer of material has been added and second nest is in progress. 
Nest presumed to have successfully fledged.

5/4/2011 7004679 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within work limits 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/10/2011 barnold - 5/4/2011 1:27:00 PM - According to bio-monitors, fledglings gone yesterday.  Adult observed bringing nest 
material today to nest immediately below nest used to fledge.  This lower nest had been identified as inactive, and 
the adults may be enhancing this nest as opposed to the fledged nest due to wear at fledged nest.  This pair may be 
preparing to double brood.
barnold - 5/15/2011 2:11 PM  Bottom nest still has eggs, and top nest with one egg that may not be viable.Adults in 
area.
phoward - 5/31/2011 11:45:06 AM
bottom nest has at least one chick, top nest still has one egg
jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 12:02:43 PM - Bottom nest contains at least 2 partially feathered nestlings with both male and 
female tending nest. 1 egg (presumed infertile) still present in top nest with no adults observed at nest.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 9:42:11 AM - Adult feeding at least 2 nestlings in bottom nest. Nest rimmed with feces.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:29:30 PM - Bio monitor reported that the nest fledged by 6/10. 1 fledgling was observed at 
the nest and it flew away. The nest was inspected and there were no other fledglings or eggs. Reel was subsequently 
removed.
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5/24/2011 7004680 HOWR Closed EP27-1 35' from AR 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/21/2011 pkonrad - 5/24/2011 12:50:42 PM

Wren singing incessantly at nest tree, but no activity observed at cavities.
eelias - 6/6/2011 11:48:05 AM
Arrived @ 1131. Nest cavity was located after locating two adults scolding me. These adults were holding food 
items. Both adults brought these items into the peeping young. Nest monitored for 15 minutes.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 11:04:56 AM
Adults feeding nestlings in nest cavity.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 1:07:15 PM
Nestlings appear to have fledged; no adults or fledglings observed or heard in the area - will check back..
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 11:52:34 AM
No wrens observed in area; nestlings apparently fledged and family group dispersed.

5/14/2011 7004683 WEBL Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 
pullsite - driveway 

entry

32 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 14 May WEBL pr present but no cavity use during 30 min obs.0930 - RR
19 May WEBL pr active, female enters cavity 1802. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 8:19:12 AM
WEBL pr feeding nest at 5 min intervals 0706
rradd - 6/3/2011 3:37:42 PM
County personnel cut tree down!
rradd - 6/3/2011 3:45:20 PM
Stump with nest cavity has been placed approx 2.5' AGL and (incredibly) WEBL pr continues to feed this nest.
rradd - 6/9/2011 11:24:34 AM
WEBL pr continue to feed at least two juv.s visible in nest entrance at 3-10 min intervals 1110.
rradd - 6/17/2011 7:48:00 AM
No WEBL detected using this stump. Fledged young being fed away from nest. Change to Closed.

7/27/2011 7004700 HOFI Closed Rough Acres Lodge 0 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/27/2011 fhoffman - 7/27/2011 12:22:11 PM
Appears to be successfully fledged based on nest splatter and shape.

7/27/2011 7004701 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 5 feet to AR 100 feet Drvie through access 
only.

Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 8/2/2011 rradd - 7/21/2011 4:05:29 PM
Change to Closed.
HOFI are visiting and have apparently taken over -  HOFI tail visible over rim of nest.
rradd - 7/27/2011 10:10:51 AM
Female HOFI enters nest 0922; at least 2 nestlings visible above rim plastered with feces.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 2:44:53 PM
No nestlings or adults observed, but nestlings could be in nest yet; check back again.
rradd - 8/10/2011 3:42:03 PM
Status unclear. No young visible in nest but adult female HOFI noted visiting at 30 minute intervals.
rradd - 8/17/2011 4:37:37 PM
Change to closed.
No HOFI activity at or near this nest. Observation chronology suggests successful fledge.

7/29/2011 7004702 HOOR Closed CP59-E-B 25 feet to AR 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/29/2011 rradd - 7/29/2011 3:53:58 PM
HOOR male with fledged young near nest. Male returned to nest then moved to a nest-guard position, contact 
calling. Unfledged young are possible within the nest.
veurs - 8/4/2011 4:00:36 PM
barnold & veurs-spent 45 minutes monitoring nest beginning at 9:30; no HOOR were observed in or around nest; 
birds have likely left the immediate area; nest closed

8/1/2011 7004705 MODO Closed Sycamore Yard 15 feet from AR 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Blanket exemption for nests built along ARs continuouly in use for project 
activities recieving agency concurrence that birds extablishing nests near ARs 
are accustomed to human activities and traffic and should not be impacted 
provided that no stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 8/11/2011 imaunsell - 8/1/2011 2:32:42 PM
Female flushed from nest with 2 young with pin feathers.
emorgan - 8/11/2011 11:09:08 AM
Nest empty; there are lots of droppings around nest and a few downy feathers. Presumed to have successfully 
fledged - closed.

8/4/2011 7004709 NOMO Closed CP59 35 feet 100 feet 35 feet. A Nest Buffer Reduction from 100 to 35 feet should not adversely affect nest 
progression and successful fledging of the nestlings for the following reasons:
•This nest was constructed 32 feet from a well traveled, public, unpaved road. 
Current traffic typically travels at a relatively high speed (such that copius 
amounts of dust are produced by each passing vehicle). Project traffic will be 
held to an ESA 10 mph speed limit.
•Nest site selection and construction by the adult pair, and subsequent nest 
progression to date has occurred undeterred by significant daily human 
disturbance (vehicle traffic).
•This nest was constructed on the far side, relative to the road, of a relatively 
dense blue elderberry shrub, creating a line of sight, sound and dust barrier 
apparently sufficient for the nest and birds.
•This nest has three nestlings, judged by the avian biologists to be within 7 to 10 
days of fledging, establishing strong site affinity for the adult birds, who have a 
lot of energy invested in this breeding effort, making potential abandonment from 
minor distrubances unlikely.
•Project traffic on the road will not create a significant increase in road traffic 
disturbance when traveling at 10 mph.
•The nest is less than 200 feet on 3 sides from a large, active farm with 
considerable un-buffered sight, sound, and dust disturbance.
•Northern mockingbirds are known to be extremely tolerant of human activity, 
and are among the most prolific breeders in urban, suburban and agricultural 
settings.
•No Project related construction will be occurring near the nest (the nearest 
actual construction site is nearly 3000 feet away) and potential Project 
disturbances are limited to intermittent, brief vehicular traffic.

1. FLEDGED. 8/10/2011 veurs - 8/4/2011 6:59:40 AM
Adult observed on wire carrying food in bill; entered Sambucus, heard nestlings calling; adult left; found nest with 3 
nearly fully feathered nestlings. Anticipated fledge date 7-10 days.
imaunsell - 8/10/2011 11:31:46 AM
Nest complete and empty with scat along rim of nest. Nesting chronology fits successfully fledged nest.
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8/4/2011 7004710 MODO Closed Alpine Blvd 99+00r 12 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 8/25/2011 shampton - 8/4/2011 3:40:23 PM
Adult on nest, brooding/incubating. Bird did not flush from vehicle or foot traffic on Alpine Blvd or when biologist 
approached to near underneath when GPSing nest.
pkonrad - 8/12/2011 2:15:53 PM
Dove incubating/brooding.
pkonrad - 8/16/2011 2:34:25 PM
Adult incubating or brooding on very small nest.
emorgan - 8/25/2011 3:58:09 PM
Nest empty. Appears to have successfully fledged.

8/4/2011 7004711 ACWO Closed Alpine Underground 0 - above work area. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 8/9/2011 pkonrad - 8/4/2011 6:08:43 PM
Large nestling food begging and being fed by adult(s) making periodic feeding trips to cavity.
pkonrad - 8/10/2011 3:04:23 PM
No activity at nest cavity; will check back tomorrow.
pkonrad - 8/11/2011 7:16:29 PM
No adult or nestling activity again - appears nestling(s) fledged and dispersed.

8/12/2011 7004720 MODO Closed Sycamore Yard 15 feet from AR 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. rradd - 8/19/2011 2:11:08 PM
MODO brooding 2 hairy squabs; eyes unopened.
imaunsell - 8/31/2011 10:16:30 AM
Nest fledged.

5/10/2011 7004729 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation  feet; within substation. 1. FLEDGED. 6/10/2011 barnold - 5/10/2011 1:29 PM  Nest with four House Finch eggs.  Nest once again Active.
barnold - 5/11/2011 12:55 PM  Nest now with five eggs.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:45 AM Nest still with five eggs.  Female House Finch flushed.
barnold - 5/26/2011 10:11 AM Nest with five young nestlings
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:36 PM Nest with at least four House Finch nestlings.
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:38:40 PM
Nest with at least four House Finch nestlings.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:43:01 AM
Nest with one large nestling.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:22:43 PM
Nest empty.

5/11/2011 7005052 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/19/2011 barnold - 5/11/2011 12:29 PM - Female flushed from empty nest.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:22  AM - Female flushed from nest with 3 eggs.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:55 AM - Female flushed from nest with 4 eggs.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:27:01 AM - At least 2 nestlings in nest.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:13:51 PM - 3 very large nestlings in nest, looks like they are about to fledge.
barnold - 6/23/2011 11:53:24 AM - Nestlings successfully fledged - closed.

6/27/2011 7002563 ATFL Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within Sycamore 
Substation.

100 feet 30 feet A Nest Buffer Reduction to allow work to occur under the superstructure will 
result in a minimum buffer of about 30 feet of the newly discovered Ash-throated 
Flycatcher nest (vertically), which will not likely result in nest failure.
The Ash-throated Flycatcher nest is not anticipated to be substantially disturbed 
by the Sycamore Substation work, due to the following:
•         The nest is located in a hollow pole on top of the 69kV rack, about 40 feet 
above the ground. It is completely enclosed and surrounded by steel, with no 
direct view to the proposed activities at ground level.
•      This nest was discovered during work activities were occurring nearby, yet 
the birds accessed the horizontal pole opening without regard to the on-the-
ground activites occurring nearby.

1. FLEDGED.  Based 
on nest chronology 
and reported times 
for incubation (15 

days)  and fledglings 
leaving nest at 16 to 

17 days, this nest 
likely fledged 22 July 
2011. As has been 
observed with other 

Ash-throated 
Flycatcher nests on 
the SRPL Project, 

Ash-throated 
Flycatcher family 
groups seem to 

move away from the 
nest to forage and 
feed fledglings in 

nearby appropriate 
habitat.

7/29/2011 barnold - 6/27/2011 2:15:58 PM
Adult observed entering pipe four times during the observation period (9 to 2). Also, pair seen at pipe, one standing 
by while other entered opening.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:55:32 PM
Adult observed entering pipe nest cavity.
barnold - 7/12/2011 9:06:13 PM
Adult brought food to nest twice during 10-minute observation period.
barnold - 7/13/2011 7:24:34 PM
Adult observed bringing food to nest, even during nearby front-end loader work.
barnold - 7/14/2011 4:51:00 PM
Adult flew to perch on 69kV superstructure above nest at 1:05, then flew to nest and briefly entered pipe at 1:07. This 
first adult sits at nest pipe entrance, looking around area until 1:13 when second adult flew into nest. First adult 
stands on top of nest pipe entrance, then flies off at 1:15, and immediately returns with food then leaves again.
barnold - 7/16/2011 4:27:08 PM
Friday 15 July 2011 Adult entered nest at 11:20. Both adults arrive, one with food at 11:48. Adult with food perched 
on vertical pipe west of nest pipe, enters one, then another, and finally into the pipe opening with the nest (nest is 
located in eastern-most pipe in row of six). This adult quickly flew off. An adult returned at 11:59 and displayed the 
same behavior of entering two other pipe openings before entering nest pipe. At 12:02 an adult flies down to 
transformer and perches till 12:08. A second adult flies to perch at 12:08, then enters nest at 12:09 and flies off at 
12:11. Both adults return at 12:17, both leave shortly thereafter. Both return at 12:25,  one briefly enters nest then 
flies off while other stays on vertical pipe perch two bays to the west and eventually flies off. At 1:32 both adulrs 
return to nest, and one immediately enters pipe opening. At 3:50 both adults at nest, one enters briefly then leaves.
barnold - 7/16/2011 9:08:32 PM
Adult at nest at 11:53.  At 12:27, adult brought food to nest, entered and departed after 12 seconds.  Adult broyght 
food at 2:15.  Adult at nest at 4:15.  Adult at vertical perch at 6:15.
barnold - 7/17/2011 4:31:09 PM
Adult incidentally observed at nest at 0722 and 1115. Adult brings food at 1224, enters then emerges without food.  
Adult brings food at 3:43, leaves shortly thereafter. At 3:52, both adults return to nest, one with food flies to vertical 
perch, other flies directly to nest pipe opening. Adult with food then flies into nest. In the meantime, a female House 
Finchperches atop the vertical nest pipe. The adult flycatcher, upon emerging from the opening, aggressively 
engages the HOFI and drives her off.
barnold - 7/21/2011 3:22:49 PM
Adult at nest pole entrance.
barnold - 8/2/2011 5:12:57 PM
Last activity observed 21 July. No adults seen on 28 July. This nest fledged, probably on 29 July according to 
reported incubation period of 15 days and fledglings leaving nest at 15 to 16 days.
barnold - 8/2/2011 5:33:39 PM
Correction, meant to say this nest likely fledged 22 July 2011.
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7/8/2011 7002616 LEGO Closed Alpine Yard 15 feet from impact 

area.
100 feet ESA staked at yard 

limits.
Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 1 
nestling appears to 
have fledged and 1 
feathered nestling 

died in nest, possibly 
while fledging.

7/12/2011 eelias - 7/8/2011 1:06:49 PM
This nest was found by hearing vocalizing nestlings. A visual inspection revealed 2 nestlings calling.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 4:56:59 PM
Unusual case: 1 dead fully plumaged fledging-aged nestling is hanging upside down from nest rim by 1 leg. There is 
an abundance of mutes on a flattened potion of nest - I think other nestling fledged, but the dead nestling appears to 
have been caught in nest material as it tried to leave nest. No sign of predation  - closed.

7/6/2011 7002604 LENI Closed TL6916 - 774842 20 feet to AR 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. Adult 
flushing but 

remaining in area 
inidcates recently 
fledged nest with 

semi-precocial young 
still in area.

8/4/2011 phoward - 7/6/2011 8:28:10 AM
Female incubating 2 eggs.
tcooper - 7/15/2011 - Female brooding 2 downy nestlings.
tcooper - 7/16/2011 2:22:05 PM
7/16/2011 10:00 AM - Female brooding 2 downy nestlings.
rradd - 7/18/2011 6:55:20 AM
LENI brooding 2 downy nestlings with feather quills just emerging on wings.
rradd - 7/25/2011 8:35:20 AM
Adult LENI flushed from nest area and remained nearby. Nest is empty and young could not be located within a 100 
foot radius during 30 minute search.

5/27/2011 7002386 LBVI Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 15 feet from AR. 300 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 06/01/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/02/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

Per USFWS comments and in compliance with the BO, anytime construction 
activities occur (including drive through access) within 300 feet of a least Bell’s 
vireo nest a biologist must be present. 

1. FLEDGED. Adults 
and fledglings 

observed away from 
nest.

6/4/2011 tcooper - 5/27/2011 10:53:43 AM - Pair with 3 nestlings approximately 3 days old. Male banded MPu:lbMDb; female 
unbanded.
dbusby - 6/3/2011 1:54:49 PM - Adult pair bringing food to nestlings.
rradd - 5/31/2011 2:36:48 PM - Adult LBVI feeding this nest 1415
imaunsell - 6/2/2011 11:59:14 AM - Adult LBVI feeding 3 nestlings. Down feathers still present. Nestlings still appear 
to be a couple days from fledging. Nest checked by Kris Alberts. Anticipated fledge date 6/4/2011.
rradd - 6/6/2011 4:27:37 PM - Nest is empty. Nestlings have fledged. Banded male remains singing on territory.
rradd - 6/15/2011 8:58:30 PM - Pair have re-nested nearby. Change to Closed.

5/26/2011 7002381 ATFL Closed CP70-3 AR 40 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. Adults 
feeding fledglings 

near nest.

7/8/2011 ATFL pair observed pair-bonding here 20 May have selected a nest cavity. Time spent away from nest by both birds 
presumed to indicate egg-laying phase in progress.
rradd - 6/4/2011 10:55:26 AM
ATFL nesting activity continues here.
rradd - 6/9/2011 4:36:42 PM
ATFK pair seen near cavity but not entering.
rradd - 6/17/2011 2:48:53 PM
Several visits by ATFL, but no cavity entry obs. An alternate site may have been selected, but activity level is very 
low (1400-1445). Will monitor once more before closing.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:24:49 PM
ATFL male escorts food-carrying female to nest cavity, departs after she enters 1056. Female remains on nest for 
duration of 20 min obs.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:13:58 PM
ATFL pr carrying food to nest at 10 min. intervals.
rradd - 7/8/2011 9:23:42 AM
Change to Closed
Nest has fledged. ATFL carrying food to fledglings in and around nest tree.

5/24/2011 7002351 WEBL Closed TL 6916 - 973035 90 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular pasage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping 
standing or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. Adults 
observed with 

fledglings away from 
nest.

6/1/2011 rradd - 5/24/2011 8:24:46 AM - 17 May WEBL foraging near pole, carrying food to this nest 1102.
rradd - 5/24/2011 8:25:30 AM - WEBL pair continue carrying food to nest.
rradd - 6/2/2011 8:18:13 AM - WEBL pair feeding fledgling away from nest 0731.
rradd - 6/2/2011 8:19:23 AM - Change to Closed.

5/31/2011 7002399 AMKE Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

190 feet from 
substation.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 100 
feet. Nest is 100 feet up, 
so horizontal buffer is 0.

•Non-Project work occurs within this substation on a daily basis, all of this work 
occurs between 100 and  500 feet from the nest, including wiring, switching and 
electrical testing, which are equipment, labor, and noise intensive. This nesting 
pair appear to be very tolerant of all such work.
•The loudest part of the Project related work (concrete sawing) has already been 
performed. Last week jackhammering occurred within 120 feet, and a concrete 
retaining wall 175 feet from the nest was demolished, and the birds tolerated this 
work, undeterred from their nesting behavior.
•This nest is a typical American Kestrel nest, constructed within a cavity, and by 
design cavity nests provide a natural visual and acoustic buffer for the adults 
and nestlings within.
•The nest is located 100 feet off the ground in an arm of an electrical pole 
structure. This arm extends northwest from the central pole, away from all 
proposed Project work. Therefore, the pole height and nest entrance orientation 
provides an additional visual and sound buffer from activities occurring in the 
work area.
•A pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks was seen being harassed by one of the 
Kestrels during this survey. Similar behavior toward these Red-tailed Hawks has 
been seen by the bio-monitor every day that she has been onsite. The Kestrel's 
defensive behavior exhibits strong nest affinity, illustrating that they continue to 
show normal nesting behaviors despite the man-made and natural 
disturbances.
•This tower is located 45 outside of the substation fenceline, less than 200 feet 
from a residential housing tract and all current daily substation traffic very rarely 
utilizes this area within 100 feet of the tower.

1. FLEDGED. Adults 
seen with young near 

nest cavity.

6/18/2011 sritt - 5/31/2011 5:35:46 PM
Adults seen nearby harassing RTHAs.  One adult seen entering arm. Fledglings heard giving begging calls.
sritt - 6/18/2011 1:29:47 PM
Two adults seen feeding + flying around w/ two juveniles.
sritt - 6/18/2011 1:32:03 PM
One juvenile briefly landed on tower arm containing nest, but never entered.  Birds otherwise showing no affinity 
towards nest. Nest closed.
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5/26/2011 7002359 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 

MH-18
50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. All 
nesting appears to 

be completed.

7/20/2011 shampton - 5/26/2011 3:06:53 PM
WTSW's active at holes.
emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:39:07 PM
Multiple pairs entering cavities.
shampton - 6/9/2011 12:15:59 PM
WTSW's active at holes.
shampton - 6/16/2011 12:24:09 PM
Multiple WTSW's entering and exiting multiple holes during 10 minute observation period.
shampton - 6/23/2011 11:31:24 AM
WTSW's observed entering holes at 0643.
shampton - 6/30/2011 3:26:39 PM
WTSW's entered and/or exited at least 7 different holes during 30 minute observation period (1305-1335); 2 of the 7 
holes were also used by NRWS.
bfischer - 7/11/2011 2:13:07 PM
Adults were seen flying into and out of nest.
shampton - 7/21/2011 5:37:39 PM
No WTSW's were observed entering holes or anywhere in the area during 25 minutes of observation (1040-1105). 
Today, during weekly Least Bell's Vireo survey of surrounding riparian area (0740-1010), only 1 WTSW was 
observed during a brief flyby, much higher than the bridge level.
pkonrad - 7/28/2011 11:25:37 AM
No swifts observed this morning (8:25-9:30) and yesterday afternoon (2:30-2:50) - closed.

3/24/2011 5003276 NRWS Closed Alpine Underground - 
302+00

65 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 
Appears all swallows 

have completed 
nesting.

7/20/2011 emorgan - 5/25/2011 10:06:41 AM
Multiple pairs entering cavities with some carrying nesting material.
shampton - 5/26/2011 3:05:21 PM
NRSW active at holes.
emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:37:48 PM
Multiple pairs entering cavities.
shampton - 6/9/2011 1:13:25 PM
NRWS observed entering hole.
shampton - 6/16/2011 12:25:21 PM
Multiple NRWS's entering multiple holes during 10 minute observation.
shampton - 6/23/2011 11:30:24 AM
NRWS observed entering hole at 0640.
shampton - 6/30/2011 3:29:24 PM
NRWS's entered and/or exited at least 7 different holes during 30 minute observation. (1305-1335); 2 of the 7 holes 
were also used by WTSW's
bfischer - 7/11/2011 2:15:19 PM
Adult was acting agitated when I was near nest. Adults made several trips into and from nest.
shampton - 7/21/2011 5:50:42 PM
No NRWS's observed during 25 minutes of observation (1040-1105).  Also, no NRWS's were detected during today's 
(7/21/2011) weekly Least Bell's Vireo survey of surrounding riparian area (0740-1010). No construction in Viejas 
Creek bridge area during observations.
pkonrad - 7/28/2011 11:20:53 AM
No swallows observed this morning (8:25-9:30), or yesterday afternoon (14:30-14:50) - closed.

3/31/2011 5003309 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation 
work area.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 feet The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      following reasons:
 
            •             House finches are known to nest in proximity to
            human activity and exhibit a high tolerance towards human
            disturbances. They have relatively high rates of nest success
            within areas of high human activity.
            •             These nests are located high up in the steel,
            between 20 and 40 feet above the ground.
            •             Past NBMs of similar nature with house finch in
            structures have not effected the success of the nests.

1. FLEDGED. 
Appears pair may 
have used a nest 

from previous 
nesting period.

7/6/2011 3/31/11  Inactive nest, not flagged (Cummings).
barnold - 4/12/2011 10:40:38 AM - Nest indeterminate. No birds observed.
26 Apr - No confirmation of nesting detected from outside the Sub. No positive observations since 31 Mar, change to 
Closed. - RR
2 May - HOFI incubating female visible 1036. Change to active. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 2:07 PM  House Finches in general area.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:28 AM House Finches in general area but not at this specific described area.

barnold - 6/1/2011 4:51:17 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:52:42 AM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:50:02 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:56:16 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:23:26 PM
No House Finches seen at this specific insulator structure. House Finch activity observed in this bay and adjacent 
bay to east, including family group and later single female.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:43:20 PM
Nest has successfully fledged.
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6/7/2011 7002594 WEBL Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
20' 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. Based 

on nesting 
chronology it is 
assumed that 

nestlings sucessfully 
fledged.

6/24/2011 sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:05:46 PM
WBNU obs. ca. 3 feet from cavity but did not enter during observations
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:05:32 PM
No activity at cavity.
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:08:11 AM - Occupied by Western Bluebirds. Male and female observed carrying prey items into 
nest.
30 Apr - WEBL pair carrying grass to this nest, but pair of NUWO also here 1055. - RR
6 May - WEBL pair remain active at this nest 1045. - RR
13 May WEBL pr carrying items to nest, defending against constant HOWR insurgency 0955. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 1:18:25 PM
WEBL bringing prey items to nest. 
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:35:08 PM
WEBL bringing food to cavity.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:01:53 PM
No activity observed at nest. No bluebirds in the  area.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:56:07 AM
No activity. presumed sucessful fledge. 
sjohnston - 6/3/2011 3:10:22 PM
WBNU observed clearing WEBL nest material and bringing in fresh nesting material.

3/31/2011 7004638 HOFI Closed CP54 Londono 0 feet  to house 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Chronology suggests 

fledging.

5/13/2011 31 Mar - HOFI reclaimed nest, pair actively rebuilding, bringing new material to nest 1525-1535. - RR
1 April - female house finch on nest. IM
female repeatedly visiting nest. imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:31:36 AM
19 Apr - No HOFI detected at nest 1144-1204. - RR
27 Apr - HOFI carrying food to at least 3 downy young 1340. - RR 
eelias - 5/12/2011 8:09:09 AM female observed incubating.
eelias - 5/13/2011 8:45:19 AM one adult was on nest.

5/15/2011 7001497 LEGO Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 6 feet from yard limits. 100 feet 15 feet Blanket exemption to reduce request for NBRs in effect for this nest, as nest was 
begun after construction activites had commenced outside of imapct areas within 
an active construction yard.

1. FLEDGED. 
Development level of 

nestling in 
combination with a 

second clutch being 
established in same 

nest indicate this 
nest likely fledged.

6/1/2011 barnold - 5/15/2011 1:20 PM
Bio-monitor observed female bring nesting material to nest, then drop to the ground and copulate with a male before 
flying off. Nest in good condition; marked a 15 foot buffer.
jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 9:46:00 AM
At least 1 fully feathered nestling observed in nest and being fed by adult female. Both male and female observed in 
and around nest tree with male singing over tree and nearby.
imaunsell - 6/4/2011
Second clutch being started in same nest. The nest is presumed to have fledged.

2/24/2011 5000051 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
240+94.47, MH-15L

0 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 
Difficult to monitor 
nest in high traffic 

location. Nest 
monitoring 

chronology suggests 
this nest probably 

fledged in early May.

6/13/2011 4/8/2011 - Adults foraging and returning to nest - feeding nestlings potentially.-BL
4/16/2011 - BUSH exiting nest 16:22. - RR
4/30/2011 - BUSH pair tending this nest with multiple trips 1440. - RR
tfitanides - 5/6/2011 3:31:28 PM - Pair of BUSH seen gleaning and at nest.
emorgan - 5/27/2011 1:33:15 PM
No birds observed at nest for 20 minutes.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 1:16:08 PM
Adult observed carrying food items into nest.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 2:53:08 PM
Nest site was monitored by 2 biologists for 30 minutes and no bushtit activity was observed.

6/3/2011 7002437 ANHU Closed Helix Yard AR 36 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 
Fledging observed 

out of nest.

6/23/2011 rradd - 6/3/2011
ANHU female brooding one small nestling and one unhatched egg.
rradd - 6/9/2011 9:00:31 AM - Female ANHU attending one unfeathered nestling.
rradd - 6/15/2011 9:24:13 PM - Female ANHU attending one large feathered nestling.
rradd - 6/23/2011 2:32:21 PM - Juvenile ANHU perched above nest.
Change to Closed.

6/21/2011 7002527 CAGN Closed CP17-1 350 feet 300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledgling observed 
being fed by adults 

away from nest.

6/28/2011 blohstroh - 6/21/2011 8:47:51 AM
4 pin feathered nestlings, pair feeding nestlings. pair defending intrusion by GRRO.
dbusby - 6/28/2011 8:42:10 PM
1 fledgling observed out of nest and being fed by adult pair. Didn't see any others in area. Couldn't locate nest to see 
if other nestlings fledged - closed.
blohstroh - 7/6/2011 4:16:58 PM
Nest empty.

6/22/2011 7002543 CALT Closed CP29-1 AR 25 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 
Fledgling observed 

nearby.

6/28/2011 rradd - 6/22/2011 8:17:32 AM
CALT entering thicket at 20 minutes intervals.
rradd - 7/6/2011 12:21:34 PM
6/28 - No food carrying detected during 30 min obs.
rradd - 7/6/2011 1:25:33 PM
Change to Closed.
Obs timeline indicates that if a nest was present here (and none was found) it would have likely fledged by this time. 
Fledgling CALT with short feathers present 1306.
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5/19/2011 7004639 HOWR Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within house area 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 

Fledglings being fed 
near nest.

6/30/2011 5/19/2011 - Intense territoriality around this and lower cavity, HOWR singing at 3 second intervals. - RR
5/25/2011 - HOWR singing territoriality at 3 second intervals. - RR
rradd - 6/3/2011 7:21:43 AM
6/2/2011 HOWR singing near cavity, but appears more territorial maintenance than nest in progress 1650.
rradd - 6/8/2011 11:14:01 AM - Very quiet at this nest, but HOWR exits cavity 11:11. Next brood in progress?
rradd - 6/16/2011 1:54:54 PM - No HOWR detected at or near nest during 30 minute observation period.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:23:08 AM - No HOWR detected at or near nest during 45 minute observation period - closed.
rradd - 6/30/2011 10:45:42 AM
Fledglings being fed near nest.

5/25/2011 7002362 CANW Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within 
construction limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 

away from nest.

6/4/2011 rradd - 5/25/2011 
CANW carrying food 1427.
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:11:33 PM - CANW present and singing under building 1508.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:46:05 AM - CANW present, foraging and teritorial, but no food carry observed.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:50:02 PM - No CAWR detections during 30 minute observation.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:20:56 AM - No CAWR detections near structures during 45 minute observation.
Change to Closed.

6/1/2011 7002413 LASP Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet, in tower. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 

away from nest.

6/27/2011 sritt - 6/1/2011 11:00:31 AM
Pair of birds nearby. One bird flew in and landed on nest.
eelias - 6/6/2011 3:06:23 PM
One bird was seen belly down on this nest. Watched nest for 2 minutes
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 3:36:16 PM
Lark Sparrow incubating. Biomonitor Tyler said there are 3 eggs in nest.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 11:29:15 AM
Lark Sparrow incubating or brooding.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 11:58:15 AM
Adult perched on side of nest filled with at least 2 large downy nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 1:15:50 PM
Nestlings fledged by 6-27, but Biomonitor Chris noted that today fledglings are clumsy fliers and adults are feeding 
them in buffer area. Will keep buffer intact until family group leaves area in next day or 2.

6/1/2011 7002415 MODO Closed Sycamore Yard 30 feet from staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 

away from nest.

6/7/2011 rradd - 6/1/2011 at 1055
2 squabs with quilled heads and open secondaries.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:44:04 AM -Nest empty, fledged MODO flushed from under this Opuntia. Change to Closed.

6/4/2011 7002446 BCHU Closed CP70-3 AR 42 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 

away from nest.

6/30/2011 rradd - 6/4/2011 at 0910
BCHU female sitting on an apparently complete yellow nest.
rradd - 6/9/2011 3:35:43 PM
BCHU female on nest 1532.
rradd - 6/17/2011 1:07:01 PM
BCHU female on nest 1148, leaving infrequently for short periods.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:27:08 PM
1 BCHU nestling visible in nest.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:04:24 PM
Change to closed.
Nest is intact and empty; observation timeline suggests nestlings successfuly fledged.

5/26/2011 7002382 BUOR Closed CP81-1 AR 12 feet from AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within boundary.

1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 

near nest.

6/7/2011 BUOR male carrying caterpillars from adjacent eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.) to nest 1432 -RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 2:40:52 PM - BUOR male carrying food to nest.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:06:19 PM - BUOR pair active here, male carrying food.
rradd - 6/10/2011 12:27:08 PM - No use of this nest detected in 45 minute observation. Likely fledged; immature 
orioles feeding in nearby eucalyptus.  Change to Closed.

2/25/2011 5000455 CORA Closed EP331 AR 55 feet to SWPL access 
road; 335 feet to AR.

100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0 feet  through agency concurrence, following the premises of 
the Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 

out of nest.

6/4/2011 2 common ravens bringing nesting material (sticks) to nest in metal tower on 3-17 (PK).
Raven incubating 3-25 (PK).  
Raven still incubating 04/06/11 (R. Abe, M. Dicus).
sritt - 4/15/2011 12:45:46 PM - CORA incubating,
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - 2 adults at nest; 1 seems to be feeding nestlings.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Raven brooding.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 4:52:08 PM - 1 adult observed on nest.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 1 adult standing on the side of the nest shading a mound of nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - Adult flew to nest with food and fed at least 2 feathered nestlings that were also stretching and 
exercising wings. 
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - 4 large nestlings perched on edge of nest and nearby tower steel (branchers).
barnold - 6/4/2011 Nest empty, successfully fledged. Inactive.

4/5/2011 5000456 CORA Closed EP363-1 130 feet from 
permanant impact area 

of tower site.

100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0 feet through agency concurrence, following the premises of 
the Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 

out of nest.

6/3/2011 New nest; both ravens active at nest site on 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/2011 4:38:54 PM - one CORA incubating and another perched 4 feet away.
Multiple nest check reports are missing from this information: PKomrad
phoward - 5/2/2011 8:27:18 AM - Nest active, pair seen making visits to nest during survey period.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 1:58:43 PM - Adult observed sitting in nest (incubating?).
shampton - 5/10/2011 11:41:56 AM - Adult observed bringing food to nest.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - Adult standing on nest, possibly shading nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - At least 2 large nestlings in the nest.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - At least 2 large feathered nestlings in nest.
barnold - 6/3/2011 8:21 PM - 5 Common Ravens in tower, including what appear to be 3 fledglings. Nest has 
successfully fledged.
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4/15/2011 5000827 LEGO Closed Alpine Yard 25 feet from impact 

area.
100 feet ESA staked at yard 

limits.
NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. Intact 
nest and absence of 

eggs or dead 
nestlings suggests 

fledging. Timeline fits 
nesting chronology.

5/15/2011 dbusby - 4/15/2011 3:38:43 PM - Female incubating on nest with 1 egg. 
barnold - 5/15/2011 2:11 PM - Nest is empty. Many Lesser Goldfinches in area.

6/27/2011 7002606 HOWR Closed Sycamore Substation 0; in Sycamore 
Substation

100 feet 30 feet with drive 
through access.

NBR Submit Date: 07/07/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/12/2011

A Nest Buffer Reduction and Modification is being requested for the house wren 
nest to enable continuing Sunrise Powerlink associated work within the fenced 
Sycamore Substation to continue.  This nest is located within the 69kV 
superstructure, about 25 feet above the ground within an insulator. Currently, 
there is no nearby work occurring, with the exception of an occasional vehicle 
passing by and underneath the nest on an existing internal substation roadway.  
However, there are future plans to install a breaker transformer within about 60 
feet of the nest.
The house wren nest is not anticipated to be substantially disturbed by 
continuing Sunrise Powerlink work at the Sycamore Substation due to the 
following:
•The wrens built this nest in the southern portion of the Sycamore Substation 
near ongoing construction activities, and they have become acclimated to 
human activity in their nesting area.
•The nest is located within an insulator located on the south side of the 69kV 
rack about 25 feet above the ground, and it is completely enclosed and 
surrounded with no direct view to the proposed activities.
•The wren continued to bring food to nestlings while being observed by three 
biologists directly under the nest.
•The nest has nestlings, and these wrens have a lot of energy invested in this 
nest and will not likely abandon it now.

Based on the above, authorizing a Nest Buffer Reduction to 30 feet and allowing 
occasional drive-through of trucks within 20 feet of the nest is not expected to 
impact the successful fledging of this house wren nest, primarily based on the 
nest's location and the bird's demonstrated tolerance of human activities within 
the vicinity of the nest.

1. FLEDGED. Loud 
nestlings were heard 

by bio monitor on 
7/11.  Based on 

subsequent 
observations, the 
presumed fledge 

date for this nest was 
7/11.

7/11/2011 barnold - 7/6/2011 5:04:05 PM
Nestlings first heard by bio-monitor during afternoon of 27 June. Today, Adult House Wren brought food four times to 
loudly response calling nestlings.
barnold - 7/12/2011 9:07:37 PM
No activity observed today, but bio-monitor observed adult enter nest area on 11 July.
barnold - 7/13/2011 7:43:27 PM
No activity observed during nearly three hours of observation. Nest likely fledged. Closed.

5/15/2011 7001477 LASP Closed Wilson Yard 8 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
fledging.

5/31/2011 ghuffman - 5/15/2011 2:25:11 PM 
LASP female flushed from nest with 3 nestlings. Male observed nearby perched on fence.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 9:40:26 AM
Nest empty; presumed to have fledged successfully as per 5/15 observations.

6/18/2011 5003293 HOWR Closed CP81-1 AR 25 feet from existing AR; 
200 feet to tower site.

100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
nestlings probably 

fledged.

7/1/2011 rradd - 6/18/2011 9:16:10 AM
Nest is active again; second clutch; HOWR pair carrying food to cavity at 2-5 minute intervals 0832-0910.
rradd - 6/25/2011 9:30:07 AM
HOWR pair continues to quietly bring food to this nest - multiple arrivals and departures 0911-0929
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:23:00 PM
No detections during 30 minute observation.
rradd - 7/8/2011 2:30:58 PM
Change to Closed.
Single HOWR detection during 40 minute observation period; did not enter cavity.

6/25/2011 7002561 PHAI Closed CP83-1 AR 78 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within boundary.

1. FLEDGED. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
successful fledging.

7/16/2011 rradd- 6/25/2011 13:46:37 PM
PHAI pair tending nest @ 10 min. intervals 1300-1320.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:26:58 PM
Female PHAI drops off nest in response to observer on AR, male alerts.
rradd - 7/8/2011 4:57:31 PM
Nest status uncertain, PHAI pr alarming at 2 juv. COHU and staying away from nest for duration of 30 min. obs.
rradd - 7/16/2011 10:43:42 AM
No PHAI detected at or near this nest during 30 min. obs. Monitoring chronology suggests fledging likely.

5/26/2011 7002372 BUSH Closed TL 639 - 171650 65 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 35 
feet.

•The proposed work activities are low impact, short in duration, will mainly occur 
175 feet away from the nest, and associated vehicle and foot traffic will be 
minimal. 
•Bushtits are known to be desensitized to human activity and often nest within 
close proximity of human activity.
•The nest location is 65 feet down slope of the AR and the vegetation 
surrounding the nest will block visual and acoustic disturbances of construction 
activities.
•A 35 foot buffer will provide adequate isolation for the bird and will not encroach 
on any AR’s or work areas.

1. FLEDGED. 
Monitoring 

observations suggest 
nestlings likely 

fledged.

6/10/2011 phoward - 5/26/2011 9:32:30 AM- Adults seen feeding young.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 1:08:02 PM
BUSH pair observed carrying prey items to nest. Begging calls heard.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 3:20:49 PM
Two BUSH obs. flying away from nest location when approached to within 20-feet. No activity at nest, inspected up-
close. Closed.
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6/1/2011 7002424 AMKE Closed TL 6916 - 100980 0 feet, within staked 

work limits.
500 feet Buffer reduced to 110 

feet.
Nest Buffer Reduction (NBR)
The nest buffer can be reduced from 500 feet to 145 feet to enable work within 
the fenced Sycamore Substation to continue, and to enable reconductoring of 
the TL639 69kV line.  This 145 foot NBR (actual line of sight buffer distance will 
be greater than this, given that the nest is about 60 to 65 feet above the ground), 
will begin at the existing
perimeter fence of the substation, which forms a barrier to work activity within 
the substation relative to the nest.
 
Nest Buffer Modification (NBM)
We have a one-day nest buffer modification to enable reconductoring work. This 
work will entail two people in a bucket truck temporarily installing rollers on the 
TL639 Structure 100981 (anticipated to require less than an hour to accomplish), 
and pulling wire through these rollers for about 6 to 8 hours.  Pulling the wire will 
be accomplished using a puller located inside the fenced Sycamore Substation 
or on the existing Access Road adjacent to the western perimeter
fence.  After the wire pull has been completed, the rollers would be removed. 
The structure which supports the American Kestrel nest is located approximately 
110 feet from Structure 100981, which will have the two crew members working 
at a height of about 60 feet, just about the same level as the nest on the other 
pole.  The puller will be located between 145 to 200 linear ground feet from the 
nest pole, with the resultant distance being larger due to the height of the nest.  
The wire being pulled will pass through the rollers at a distance of approximately 
110 feet from the nest, at about the same height.

The American Kestrel nest is not anticipated to be substantially disturbed by the 
underground cable replacement work at and adjacent to the Sycamore 
Substation due to the following:
•These kestrels were not disturbed by similar work being conducted for a day in 
the same location.
•These kestrels have successfully fledged a nest in a transmission line tower 
located even closer to the southwest corner of the Sycamore Substation, and 
they have become acclimated to human activity in their immediate nesting 
area.
•Their nest is located in a hollow arm on the western side of Pole 100980, on the 
far side away from activity.  In addition, it is completely enclosed and surrounded 
by steel, with no direct view to the proposed activities.
•The timing of the bucket truck activities will be agreed upon with input from the 
Avian Biologist, and will take into consideration the known feeding schedule at 
this nest.  Shortly after delivering food, the male typically leaves to continue 
hunting while the female typically feeds the noisily begging nestlings.
•This nest has produced nestlings, and the adults have substantial energy 
invested into this nest and as such will not likely abandon it.
•All work activities will be conducted with an Avian Biologist serving as a 
biological monitor, who will be able to provide insight and suggestions 
concerning the kestrel's 

1. FLEDGED. Nest 
fledged between late 

morning Friday 15 
July and 7:15 

Saturday morning 16 
July.

7/16/2011 barnold - 6/9/2011 11:15:50 AM - Observed male bringing food to nest. Female then flew out and joined male on 
wire.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:46:21 PM - Pair observed on wires near nest. Also observed taking two young House Finch 
fledglings.
barnold - 6/23/2011 1:00:30 PM - Adult observed by Theo entering nest.
barnold - 6/27/2011 12:59:55 PM
Adults observed on wires in morning by bio-monitor.
barnold - 7/6/2011 5:43:47 PM
Adults observed bringing food to nest. At least two nestlings heard response calling.
barnold - 7/12/2011 9:11:29 PM
Adults observed bringing food to nest numerous times today during 69kV construction activities, including when 
bucket was about 60 feet in air at Tower Z100981, about 110 feet from nest.
barnold - 7/13/2011 7:26:00 PM
Adult aggressively nest defending against Cooper's Hawk.
barnold - 7/14/2011 5:51:49 PM
Adults observed bringing food to nest numerous times today, including during times of heavy activity including when 
the buket was in the air.
barnold - 7/16/2011 4:32:57 PM
Friday 15 July, Adult brought food to nest at 9:00 and 10:07. Male observed displaying nest-defending behaviot 
towards Cooper's Hawk at 12:08.  No bucket work today.
barnold - 7/16/2011 9:12:48 PM
Adults in air and on wooden poles around paved road to the south for most of the day.  However, they did not hunt 
nor come to the nest. The nestling(s) may have fledged, or may be about to fledge, as the adult's behavior is 
markedly different from that of the past few days.
barnold - 7/17/2011 4:39:44 PM
Observed three AMKE together at noon, after seeing two perched on wooden poles to the south by the paved road 
and aggressively swooping on RTHAs during the morning. This nest had fledged sometime between the last food 
drop to the nest on Friday 15 July at 10:07 and Saturday morning 16 July 7:15. Behavior of adults on Saturday 
morning was completely different than it had been, and was likely in response to fledgling(s) on the ground 
somewhere in the brush to the west/southwest of the substation.

3/29/2011 7002603 HOWR Closed CP81-1 25 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. Nest 
fledged successfully.

6/4/2011 29 Mar - 12 feet above eye level, adjacent to, and visible from road. Pair repeatedly entering cavity. - RR
6 Apr - HOWR at cavity 14:05 - RR
13 Apr - Perched and singing at cavity 1430, but may be an alternate nest. - RR
20 Apr - Pair HOWR very active in poison-oak thicket, but not observed entering cavity. - RR.
30 Apr - HOWR strident and enters cavity 1108. - RR
05 May - HOWR carrying food to cavity nest 1551. - RR
14 May HOWR activity at this cavity continues. 1503. - RR
20 May HOWR removing fecal sac, returning with food 1230. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 1:01:07 PM
 HOWR continues carrying food, now at 5-10 min. intervals
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:52:39 PM
No HOWR activity here. Nest has fledged.
Change to Closed.

5/26/2011 7002379 HOWR Closed CP81-1 25 feet from AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within boundary.

1. FLEDGED. Nest 
monitoring 

osbervations suggest 
nestlings fledged.

6/14/2011 rradd 5/26/2011 2:05 PM - HOWR pair attending cavity 1355. - RR
rradd - 6/10/2011 12:30:58 PM - HOWR carrying food to nest 1140.
rradd - 6/18/2011 10:50:49 AM - HOWR still territorial but no food carry or cavity access during 30 minute 
observation. Change to Closed.
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6/27/2011 7002564 YBCH Closed TL 639 - 397518 55 feet to new pole. 100 feet 90 feet with drive 

through access allowed. 
No stopping, standing, 

or work.

A nest buffer modification for restricted access and a 10 foot buffer reduction is 
requested. The NBM and NBR would allow for reconductoring work to proceed 
at the pole location; yet should not negatively impact the likelihood for this nest 
to fledge successfully for the follow reasons: 

•Buffer access will be restricted to pass-through vehicle traffic only with no 
stopping, standing, or construction and an ESA speed limit of 10 mph on the 
access road portion within the buffer.
•The nest is concealed within the foliage and branches of a broom baccharis 
which provides a natural visual blind even at a very close distance.
•The nest is further naturally shielded by the thick brushy vegetation surrounding 
the nest. Head high brush continues from the nest point to both the pole location 
(110' away) and access road (60' away). The brush provides a natural visual 
barrier and offers a reduction of noise as sound filters.
•The nest location is located up slope from the proposed work and access road 
and is further obscured by being located in a small drainage which provides 
topographic shielding from the pole location and access road.
•The location of the nest provides for a good acoustic and visual barrier from 
equipment and workers accessing and staging at the pole.  Direct line of sight 
would only be made when the boom bucket is raised for work on the pole. 
•The work is of a limited duration (approximately 2hours), and entails the use of 
a bucket-truck and pickup truck and a five-man crew.  
•Field observations indicate that a reduction to 90 feet would still allow for 
passage through the riparian corridor which appears to be the bird’s preferred 
ingress/egress to the nest location.
•During nest observations the bird tolerated the avian biologist presence at 
approximately 50' away with direct line of sight to the nest.
•The nest location is less than 300 feet from a large apartment complex, so the 
birds are routinely subjected to human voices and sounds associated 
development.
•The work required on each arm for stringing and re-clipping wire will not entail 
any banging, pounding, or loud equipment.  The 90 foot buffer would create 
space for the truck on the nest facing side of the pole, which is the only feasible 
vehicle location. This level of work occurring at the pole located 100 feet away is 
unlikely to cause undue stress on the nesting birds.

1. FLEDGED. Nest 
successfully fledged.

7/11/2011 rradd - 6/27/2011 8:11:09 AM
YBCH incubating three whitish eggs with heavy brownish-purple necklaces
rradd - 7/2/2011 3:56:56 PM
Nest contains three altricial nestlings.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:49:24 AM
Nest is intact and empty, with no indications of disturbance, so presumed fledged.

5/17/2011 7002595 HOWR Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

35 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Nesting chronology 
appears to support 

assuption of 
nestlings sucessfully 

fledging.

7/2/2011 sjohnston - 5/17/2011 12:58:02 PM
HOWR obs. taking OATI material out of cavity, and bringing in twings and plant down into cavity. The previous day 
(5/16) obs. OATI vigorously feeding young and removing fecal sacs. Oak titmice nestlings likely fledged and cavity is 
now being used by HOWR
vnovik - 5/20/2011 5:10:07 PM
No activity observed at Nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 12:59:44 PM
House wren observed carrying nesting material into cavity.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:49:15 AM
HOWR building nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:42:00 AM
actively building nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:03:50 AM
Observed entering cavity.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:44:52 AM
Observed calling and leaving cavity.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:25:23 AM
observed entering cavity.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:41:06 PM
HOWR obs. using cavity
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:04:13 PM
Entering and exiting the Cavity.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 2:58:41 PM
Male singing outside nest entrance. Female obs. entering cavity.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:52:54 PM
Entering cavity.
sjohnston - 6/15/2011 8:07:52 PM
Using cavity
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:18:06 PM
no change
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:07:15 PM
Using cavity
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:47:37 AM
Carry food items into cavity begging calls can be heard.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:15:26 PM
feeding young.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:37:31 AM
feeding young in cavity.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:24:59 PM
Feeding young in cavity.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:03:30 PM
very near fledging. lots of feeding and begging.
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5/31/2011 7002396 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
40 feet from bridge. 100 feet Buffer remains but work 

allowed per apporved 
plan.

1. FLEDGED. 
Nesting chronology 
indicates successful 

fledging.

6/27/2011 vnovik - 5/31/2011 12:03:13 PM
Nest being built; about 50% complete.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:43:11 AM
Observed Lesser Goldfinch at nest potentially incubating.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:24:55 AM
Bird on nest, possibly incubating.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:44:27 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:03:31 PM
Male bringing food to female on nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 2:57:33 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:52:33 PM
On nest incubating.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:19:35 PM
Adult observed feeding nestlings on 6/15/2011
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:06:40 PM
On nest, possible feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:48:10 AM
On nest.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:15:06 PM
On nest, possibly feeding.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:37:03 AM
Male observed feeding female in nest.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:24:38 PM
On nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:02:54 PM
Not on nest - potentially fledged.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:54:17 PM
No activity observed; nest intacted; likely fledged.

6/7/2011 7002468 ATFL Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

20 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

1. FLEDGED. 
Nesting chronology 
suggests nestlings 

likely fledged.

8/20/2011 ahill - 6/7/2011
Observed pair actively bringing food to the nest.
ahill - 6/14/2011 6:57:42 PM
Bird seen carrying food to nest.
tcooper - 6/21/2011 5:18:05 PM
Nest empty, checked with mirror - closed.

5/25/2011 7002354 SPTO Closed TL 6916 - 973038 130 feet from tower; 70 
feet from AR.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 
Nesting chronology 
suggests nestlings 

successfully fledged.

6/17/2011 fhoffman - 5/25/2011 9:23:35 AM - Adult incubating. 3 eggs. Hard nest to see.
tcooper - 6/6/2011 11:53:08 AM - Adult on nest. 3eggs
tcooper - 6/6/2011 11:54:37 AM - Adult on nest, 3 eggs.
shampton - 6/17/2011 6:33:23 PM - Nest empty. No eggshells, nestlings, or adults observed in area. Nest in good 
condition.

5/27/2011 7002392 SOSP Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 feet from work limits 
and 3 feet from BMPs.

100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 
Nestlings assumed 
fledged based on 

nesting observations.

6/6/2011 sjohnston - 5/27/2011 10:39:03 AM - 2 nestlings.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:10:48 AM - Food being brought to nest.
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 8:31:55 AM - SOSP observed feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:40:15 AM - Observed bringing food to nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:23:03 AM - Nest empty; nestlings assumed fledged.

5/25/2011 7002358 PHAI Closed TL 639 - 171660 10 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

No impacts to this nest are anticipated due to vehicular traffic provided that no 
stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 
Nestlings 

successfully fledged.

6/18/2011 imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:41:10 AM - Pair was observed repeatedly entering the scrub oak and visiting the nest. Nest 
appears complete but no eggs are present.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 11:58:20 AM - Adult at nest; two downy nestlings in nest.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 12:16:28 PM - Adult flushed from nest. At least one young nestling begging agape.
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 1:07:34 PM - Nest empty. PHAI adult pair carrying food in area. Fledged.

5/31/2011 7002398 CALT Closed CP25-2 64 feet from tower; 0 
feet from work limits.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet, and drive through 

access permissible.

NBR Submit Date: 06/01/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/01/2011

The NBR is not anticipated to negatively impact the success of this active nest 
for the following reasons:                        
•Presence of eggs suggests higher site affinity and the adults are unlikely to 
abandon at this stage of reproduction.
•Site selection and nest building occurred while construction activities were 
taking place at CP25-2.
•The birds tolerated human encroachment as close as 5 feet without flushing 
from the nest.
•The nest in on the outer edge of the 100' x 100' tower pad and the road spur is 
a dead end outside of the normal access road traffic pattern.
•Vegetation has been previously cleared prior to the Project in the impact area 
and the structure is partially constructed but current work is expected to be 
limited to installation of BMPs.    

1. FLEDGED. 
Nestlings 

successfully fledged.

6/20/2011 tcooper - 5/31/2011 10:52:33 AM - Adults seen flying to nest; 2 eggs in nest.
tcooper - 6/6/2011 5:08:10 PM
Adult on nest.
tcooper - 6/13/2011 - 2 nestlings in nest about 6 days old.
rradd - 6/14/2011 7:30:41 AM
CALT adult feeding 2 large downy nestlings 0716.
tcooper - 6/20/2011 10:25:22 AM
Nest empty, likley fledged successfully, removed signs.
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6/1/2011 7002423 WEBL Closed Suncrest Substation 

AR
28 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 

limits.
Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

1. FLEDGED. 
Nestlings 

successfully fledged.

6/29/2011 ahill - 6/1/2011
Female seen bringing food to nest cavity several times while male was perched nearby.
ahill - 6/6/2011 8:07:52 PM
Female was seen bringing food to nest.
ahill - 6/7/2011 6:10:09 PM
Pair still bringing food to nest.
ahill - 6/13/2011 10:15:42 AM
Pair is bringing food to nest, can hear nestlings calling from 50 feet away.
ahill - 6/18/2011 5:41:08 PM
Pair is still feeding.
ahill - 6/22/2011 5:35:37 PM
Observed male WEBL foraging food and bringing to nest.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 2:32:56 PM
No bluebirds observed in area; appears nestlings have fledged and family group dispersed.

5/25/2011 7002363 SPTO Closed CP50-1 AR 45 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Observations 

indicate nestlings 
successfully fledged.

6/5/2011 rradd - 5/25/2011 - SPTO pair carrying food into tangles - nest unable to be located without vegetative damage 
1119.
rradd - 6/2/2011 5:14:18 PM - SPTO male carries food into thicket 1713.
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:12:24 PM - No SPTO detections during 30 minute observation. Timeline suggests likely 
successful fledge.

6/1/2011 7002422 HOWR Closed TL 639 - 379536 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Observations 

suggest nestlings 
likely fledged.

6/4/2011 tfitanides - 6/1/2011 3:37:56 PM
Noisy begging calls from nest. Adult seen leaving nest. Calls continue from nest but less urgently. Adult returned to 
feed nestlings a second time.
dbusby - 6/10/2011 2:31:42 PM
No adults observed coming or going from pole for 20 minutes. No begging calls heard. Nestling presumed 
successfully fledged.

6/18/2011 7002597 CAKI Closed TL 639 - 973035 0 feet; on pole 100 feet Nest is inside pole; not a candidate. 1. FLEDGED. 
Observations 
suggests nest 

successfully fledged.

7/17/2011 fhoffman - 6/18/2011 2:15:03 PM - Female and male observed on pole pair bonding. Female entered old cavity with 
material and removed item.
rradd - 6/20/2011 - CAKI pair again occupying nest. Female on nest. Male nest-gaurding.
rradd - 6/28/2011 12:33:50 PM - CAKI pair at nest. Female leaves to forage from time to time. Male accompanies.
rradd - 7/5/2011 3:30:14 PM - CAKI enters nest 1528, mate guarding on pole.
rradd - 7/18/2011 11:49:13 AM - Change to Closed. Nest is empty, young are presumed to have fledged. No CAKI 
detected at or near this nest.

6/14/2011 7002498 CAKI Closed TL 6916 - 774818 4 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Observed nesting 

chronology suggests 
fledging.

7/4/2011 rradd - 6/14/2011 10:03:36 AM
CAKI carrying food to mate on nest 0934.
rradd - 6/22/2011 1:34:17 PM
CAKI incubation continues. Female to nest 1251, male aggressively  chasing HOFI from controlled airspace.
rradd - 6/27/2011 3:44:30 PM
CAKI leaves nest 1537, mate checks nest, then guards. 
rradd - 7/5/2011 4:28:33 PM
CAKI pr active and defending nest, but absent for up to 15 min intervals.
rradd - 7/12/2011 8:28:48 AM
Change to Closed.
No detections and nest appears empty. Presume fledged, buffers and stakes removed. 

5/25/2011 5000884 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

82 feet to staked work 
limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and construction related activity are appropriate when 
considered along with the plan, providing type and duration of access is strictly 
regulated. 

1. FLEDGED. 
Original nest was 

removed.  
Nest rebuilt and 

nestlings 
subsequently fledged 

about 6/16.

6/16/2011 vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:49:11 AM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:16:18 AM
incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:57:22 AM
Feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:31:43 AM
Feeling nestlings.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:02:33 PM
feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:11:32 PM
Feeding young in nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:47:43 PM
Feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:59:02 PM
Feeding young. look well developed.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 1:13:33 PM
nest empty. presumed successful fledged.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:32:32 PM

6/9/2011 7002482 GHOW Closed CP29-1 300 feet from AR. 500 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. Owls 
successfully fledged.

6/12/2011 emorgan - 6/9/2011 12:36:22 PM
Observed at least 1 adult and 2 fledglings in area around nest. The fledglings are making short flights.
rradd - 6/15/2011 2:59:42 PM
Nest is empty and no owls detected in this or any nearby tree during 30 min search.
Change to Closed.
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7/20/2011 7004681 LEGO Closed CP50-1 AR Hamlet 

property
0 feet to AR 100 feet 1.FLEDGED. 8/17/2011 rradd - 7/20/2011 7:21:22 AM

LEGO female building new nest; approx 50% complete.
rradd - 7/26/2011 4:27:39 PM
LEGO female on nest, apparently incubating 0710.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 10:35:21 AM
Female incubating.
pkonrad - 8/10/2011 1:08:29 PM
Female on nest; brooding?
rradd - 8/17/2011 4:02:12 PM
Change to Closed.
Nest appears empty and no LEGO detected at or in vicinity of nest during 30 min. obs. Nesting chronology suggests 
successful fledge.

6/8/2011 7002477 HOFI Closed CP54-1  Londono 
property

13 feet from evacuation 
route.

100 feet 2. FLEDGED. 8/3/2011 rradd - 6/8/2011 at 1345
HOFI forming cup in loose grass nest atop light fixture at front door.
rradd - 6/16/2011 4:20:25 PM
HOFI on nest 1548.
rradd - 6/23/2011 8:41:07 AM
Female HOFI brooding empty nest.
rradd - 6/30/2011 1:39:51 PM
Female HOFI continues to cover empty nest.
rradd - 7/7/2011 12:15:33 PM
Female HOFI incubating 4 eggs.
rradd - 7/15/2011 6:03:44 PM
HOFI continues to incubate 1050.
rradd - 7/20/2011 10:34:35 AM
4 downy nestlings present 1022; eyes still closed.
rradd - 7/26/2011 2:03:07 PM
No HOFI approaches nest during 30 minute observation period; at least 1 nestling present.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 12:26:10 PM
Large nest is in good shape; no nestlings, fledglings, or adults in area. Some mutes are on wall, but none can be 
seen on nest rim; judging from fecal material, at least 1 nestling may have fledged from this nest - closed.

7/15/2011 7004653 BTSP Closed EP 274-1 109 feet to work area; 
115 feet to TSAP 

100 feet 2. FLEDGED. 8/10/2011 jgalang - 7/15/2011 10:27:49 AM
Black-throated sparrow seen on the nest. Observer approached to within 2 feet of the nest and the bird did not flush. 
Contents unknown but an observer noted nest was empty on 7/8.
sritt - 7/22/2011 3:22:52 PM
2 eggs in nest. Adult singing + showing aggressive behavior.
sritt - 7/22/2011 4:21:19 PM
A helicopter spent about 3 minutes hovering 100 feet above the TSAP during the survey. It became apparent that 
the wind, dust, and noise disturbance caused by such activity  would most likely cause this nest to fail.
sritt - 7/26/2011 5:57:48 PM
2 young downy nestlings in nest. eyes still closed. Adult approached nest and was confronted by a shrike. Sparrow 
flushed and shrike perched on nest  for 15 seconds before leaving. 2 nestlings left in nest; adult eventually 
returned.
mkuehn - 8/2/2011 5:30:13 PM
Adulds made 10-plus trips to nest with food during survey; nest contained at least 1 nestling.
pkonrad - 8/17/2011 9:36:18 AM
Judging by the dateline of this nest report, the nestlings in this nest fledged soon after the 8/2 observations - closed.

3/4/2011 6002313 OTHE Closed EP236-1 AR 230 feet from existing 
SWPL AR.

100 feet 2. NEAST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

3/4/2011 Inactive (3/04/2011). Large stick nest needs to be checked for activity on a regular basis. 
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.
pkonrad - 8/17/2011 12:41:53 PM
Nest unused during 2011 nesting season.
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2/21/2011 5000029 CACW Closed EP245-1 AR 6 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. 

8/2/2011 Grass nest appears active 2/21/11
Nest appears in good condition. Opening of nest not obvious. pair of Cactus Wren seen perched together 50 ft. 
away. Nest status kept inactive but should be checked  periodically for status change. BHart 3/08/2011.
New nest appears most active among many found in area. Entrance is obvious and has newly added materials on 3-
16 (PK). 
Located on edge of access road near site.
No change 3-23 (PK).      
No change 4-5 (PK).  
Nest still in good condition; fresh material added - no change. 4/12/11 (J&M Dicus).
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - No apparent change.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Nest hasn't shown use for some time. questionable; changed to inactive.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - New grass material added to nest entrance; entrance hole appears recently used. Cactus wren 
active and calling territoially about 100 feet north of nest throughout the 10 minute nest check; reinstated active.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Nest appears unchanged since last check; no wrens noted.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Nest doesn't look like it has been used recently; entrance looks vertically compressed; 3 
wrens nearby, singing nearby, but no other obvious nests in area.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Nest unchanged; no wrens heard or seen.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 10:00:04 AM
Nest entrance has been opened and reconstructed with new grasses and small feathers; 1 wren observed 100 feet 
west of nest; wren calling and singing in the area.
barnold - 6/3/2011 2:22:49 PM
Nest appears as above. No Cactus Wrens observed during brief nest visit.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 10:10:41 AM
Checked nest 6-7 - No changes in nest status; no wrens observed or heard in area.  [apparent pentab problems]
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 10:15:16 AM
Entrance looks good; wren active 300 feet west, singing to the south.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 9:57:34 AM
Nest unchanged; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 10:01:39 AM
Nest unchanged; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 10:31:41 AM
No change to nest; wren sang once from a distant westward location.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 10:13:58 AM
Nest interior has been improved with downy feathers and plant material added; entrance enlarged by recent use. No 
birds seen or heard nearby.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 10:08:33 AM
No signs of additional recent use; downy feathers at entrance still evident. No birds in area.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 10:15:23 AM
Nest looks unused for some time; side of nest has open spot. No wrens in area, but 1 wren observed about 250 feet 
west; no calling. This appears to be a rarely attended alternate nest. Status changed to Inactive.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 10:05:23 AM
No changes - closed.

2/1/2011 5000418 CACW Closed EP257 50 feet from permanent 
impact area.

100 feet Not needed through avoidance of temporary impact area. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/13/2011 A well-built grass nest including clean opening and fresh feathers lining the inside. Appears utilized and active.  
2/1/2011
Nest appears in good condition. Status left unchanged: active. BHart 3/11/2011.
No change, although this nest appears to be part of a larger nesting territory with the nest group to east as the nexus 
3/23/2011 (PK).      
No change, although wrens singing to E and N 4/4/2011 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - No changes.      
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - Nest in good shape with clear entrance.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - No change; wren observed in area.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - No change; wren observed to south.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - No change; no birds observed.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - No apparent changes.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Same 
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 1:01:44 PM
No change to this alternate nest.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 1:38:11 PM
No changes.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 1:15:53 PM
No change in nest for many weeks; entrance looks good. No wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/22/2011 1:02:03 PM
Thin twigs have been added across the top of the nest; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 1:15:40 PM
No apparent change in nest from last week; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 12:14:28 PM
Piece of down at entrance and small breast feather from wren in cholla spines adjacent to nest entrance, but no 
wrens found in area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 10:19:51 PM
Nest is flattened and entrance closed as a result; no wrens in area. This nest was probably an alternate nest - closed.

2/25/2011 5000438 RTHA Closed TL 639 - Z379518 150 feet from existing 
access road.

500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. 

4/26/2011 2/25/11 - Hawk on nest.
3/28/11 - Nest appears empty and inactive. Ravens set up a nest 20 feet above nest in tree. Conclude nest is 
inactive. (D. Busby)
4/21/2011 - No change inactivity. - RR
4/26/2011 - No new raptor nesting activity has been observed at this nest. Change to closed. - RR
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2/28/2011 5000464 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
5 feet from existing 

access road.
100 feet Reduced to 10 feet. 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

4/14/2011 Nest determined abandoned (INACTIVE) 3/5/11 - IM
Status changed to closed after abandonment. kalberts - 4/15/2011 9:27:47 PM

3/10/2011 6003214 BUSH Closed CP49-51 AR 5 feet off existing AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

4/5/2011 2 birds in attendance sounding alarm notes.
3/242011 - Nest complete, but no birds detected during 2 - 30 minute visits; storrmy weather. - RR
3/31/2011 - No birds detected at this nest 0956-1026, though pairr BUSH active 150 feet away - abandoned? - RR
4/5/2011 - No BUSH detected during 2 x 30 minute surveys. Changed to inactive and removed buffer. - RR
4/11/2011 - No change observed. - RR
Closed due to inactivity over last several surveys.  kalberts - 4/17/2011 12:58:49 PM

3/19/2011 5003270 RSHA Closed EP32 - 30 AR 450 feet from existing 
access road.

500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

4/20/2011 Pair RSHA present and territory guarding. Female tolerated close approach, refused to fly, male agitated, circling 
and driving off 3rd RSHA - 3-19 (RR).
Pair active north of present 500 foot buffer; male vocal and flight displying repeatedly to NE; apparent female has 
immature plumage; no apparent interest to this nest site today 3-29 (PK). 
No activity observed in immediate nest area; male noted calling far to the north 4-7 (FH/PK).
No activity in area 4-14 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/20/2011   No activity in area; Red-shouldered Hawk calling far to north; closed.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronlogy of species that would use 
the nest.

3/19/2011 5003272 OTHE Closed EP31-2 45 feet from existing AR; 
340 feet to TSAP.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

4/20/2011 Raven bringing nest-lining materials; ownership of this nest is confused, with a RSHA stationed here also. Follow-up 
monitors should check if this remains CORA. Buffered 100 feet 3-19 RR.
No activity at nest; 2 ravens flew in initially as I drove up to site, but left area 3-29 (PK). 
No activity; no birds in area; can't ascertain status of nest from below or sides 4-7 (FH/PK).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011   No ravens or hawks in area; nest inactive; 1 large tan broken egg on ground 50 feet north of 
nest tree; unclear if associated with nest.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011   No ravens or hawks in area; no sign of activity at nest; closed.

4/1/2011 5003330 CACW Closed EP243 and 12 kV pole 62 feet from 12kv pole 
and AR.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

8/1/2011 New nest 50% complete; no activity at nest 4/1/2011 (TC).     
Doesn't look complete yet; lots of plastic twine on top 4/6/2011 (PK).
RAbe - 4/18/2011 3:26:58 PM - Nest within 100 foot buffer of 12 kV work limits and AR. Fresh, orange rope added to 
nest.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Nest destroyed; probably by predator; closed.
jpawlicki - 5/13/2011 8:05:06 AM - Nest appears complete and intact; adult observed in vicinity of nest.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - No change to nest from 4/26 observation; no entrance, collapsed.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - No change.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 12:20:18 PM - Nest has been rebuilt with large entrance hole; wren singing to south.
barnold - 6/3/2011 1:09:33 PM - Nest has been opened from the top. No Cactus Wren activity. Nest currently 
Inactive.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 11:24:33 AM - Nest has entrance hole on top; doesn't look predated (previous biologist may have 
mixed this nest up with nest a few feet south, which has been torn apart). Wren singing 60 feet southwest of nest.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 11:47:37 AM - Wren flushed from nest and perched in next bush where it was joined by female 
with food; male sang and displayed. Nest looks well-used.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 11:05:59 AM - Nest active with new material added to entry; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 11:20:09 AM
Nest freshly used but no nestlings can be seen inside nest and no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 12:52:45 PM
Some new material added to top of nest and entrance; entrance recently used; wren singing nearby; new nest built 
20 feet southwest.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 11:44:07 AM
Nest appears a bit beat-up; probably due to recent rain and inactivity at this nest. Wren calling to east.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 11:48:29 AM
Nest is in disrepair, as though a predator or another animal physically checked it out; no wrens nearby. Will change 
status to Inactive until nest is improved or abandoned; will re-evaluate next week.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 11:21:50 AM
Nest unchanged; 1 wren active nearby and called twice.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 11:55:20 AM
Nest has been collapsed; entrance closed (possibly small mammal actions) - closed.
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6/3/2011 5003332 CACW Closed EP243 60 feet from 12kv AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only.

A nest buffer modification to allow drive through vehicle passage only along the 
access road is requested for cactus wren nests ID#(s) 5003330, 5003331, 
5003332, 5000841. The NBM should not adversely affect the success of these 
nests for the following reasons:
•Vehicles may not stop or park within the 100 foot buffer.
•Signage showing a 10 mile per hour speed limit will be posted within the nest 
buffer.
•The Cactus Wren nests are located near a pre-existing produce storage yard, 
indicating the birds are accustomed to a high level of human disturbance, 
including frequent vehicle traffic, heavy machinery and dust when selecting the 
nest sites.
•Catus wren nests are constructed almost completely enclosed, creating a 
natural visual and acoustic buffer.
•An adult wren came into one of the nests to add material while an avian 
surveyor was within 15 feet of the nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/25/2011 barnold - 6/3/2011 1:12:35 PM
Nest is occupiable. No Cactus Wrens observed.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 10:03:01 AM
Checked this nest 5-31 and 6-7; no status changes; wren singing in area on 6-7.   [apparent pentab prolems]
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 11:24:26 AM
Nest unchanged; entrance looks good. Pair of wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 11:02:32 AM
No changes; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 11:22:50 AM
No changes; no wrens heard or seen.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 12:49:15 PM
A minimum of new materal added to nest; wren singing in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 11:46:04 AM
Nest somewhat flattened and apparently unused since rainfall. Wren singing in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 11:54:46 AM
Nest has been unused for some time and remains unused today; no wrens nearby and wren activity in area appears 
to be centered on a new nest to the south and a new nest to the east-southest. Will re-evaluate status of this nest 
weekly but change status to Inactive now.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 11:19:37 AM
Nest unchanged; 1 wren observed and calling 50 feet north closer to other nests.

4/11/2011 5000792 CACW Closed EP231A 60 feet to edge of TSAP. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/12/2011 Nest looks fresh, but no birds seen entering it. 4/11 - SR
sritt - 4/15/2011 4:31:07 PM - No change.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Nice new nest with large entrance hole.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - Wren perched near nest and sang twice before flying to older nest to north.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Pair of wrens singing on bare branch near nest.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No change at nest; no signs of wrens.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No change; no wrens heard or seen.
PKonrad - 5/26/2011 - Same as last week.
PKonrad - 6/7/2011 - Grasses hanging over nest entrance; nest appears unused for some time.
PKonrad - 6/13/2011 - Entrance looks good; no wrens observed or heard in area.
PKonrad - 6/20/2011 - Nest entrance looks well-used; no wrens in area.
PKonrad - 6/27/2011 - Same.
PKonrad - 7/6/2011 - Same.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:17:10 PM
No changes to nest or nest site; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 2:32:44 PM
Grasses hanging over entrance, giving the appearance that this nest hasn't been used in some time.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 3:29:10 PM
Entrance looks good; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 12:18:41 PM
Nest entrance well-used; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 2:17:20 PM
Entrance and interior looks actively used; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:34:27 PM
Nest slightly rain damaged; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 1:38:30 PM
Like nearby nest, this nest is fading into disrepair due to lack of wren activity in this area. No wrens observed or 
heard in area.
Closed due to inactivity and disrepair.

4/11/2011 5000793 CACW Closed EP231A TSAP 0 feet; within TSAP. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/12/2011 Nest looks very fresh, with long grasses protruding, but no birds seen entering it.  CACW was seen carrying nesting 
material 50 feet northeast. 4/11/2011 - SR
sritt - 4/15/2011 4:33:58 PM - Female finally flew from nest. Male spent an hour skulking, singing, and calling 
nearby.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Wren flew from nest at 10 feet; large entrance hole.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - Perfect nest; wren foraging 30 feet south and visited nest  to southeat where it sang before 
visiting older nest to east.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Wrens singing nearby.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No change to nest; no wrens observed or heard in area.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - Same status; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:13:41 PM
No change; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 2:34:30 PM
No change; nest entrance looks active.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 3:26:40 PM
Same status; entrance looks active.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 12:16:22 PM
No change to nest; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 2:21:22 PM
Large entrance and interior of nest well-used; no wrens heard or seen.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:36:53 PM
Nest slightly rain damaged by yesterday's downfall; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 1:29:14 PM
Nest fading into disrepair from lack of recent wren activity; no wrens in area.
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4/28/2011 7000928 CACW Closed EP229-1 AR 90 feet to AR; 790 feet 

to TSAP.
100 feet Buffer remains; through 

access only.
Vehicular passage not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no stopping, 
standing, parking, or construction occurs within buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/26/2011 pkonrad - 5/26/2011 1:02:59 PM
No changes; no wrens.
sritt - 6/6/2011 11:05:23 AM
Nest in good condition. CACW singing in area.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 5:01:12 PM
New nest built adjoining older nest in this yucca stalk; many small feathers added to half of new nest. Nest in next 
yucca stalk looks unchanged. No wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 10:38:28 AM
No changes to nests in adjacent yucca stalks; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 12:59:03 PM
No changes; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:46:15 PM
All 3 nests have been damaged by heavy rainfall yesterday; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 12:29:39 PM
Nests look better now that they are wind dried, but no indication of nest improvements; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 1:45:48 PM
Nests continue to look weathered after rain 2 weeks ago. No activity at this site for more than a month and no wrens 
have been recorded in this valley for many weeks. Will change status to inactive pending closing this nest report.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 10:20:58 AM
No changes - closed.

4/28/2011 7000929 CACW Closed EP230-1 AR 65 feet to AR; 720 feet 
to TSAP.

100 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/26/2011 barnold & fhoffman - 4/28/2011 7:45:52 AM  No birds seen at nest, but male singing in area.  Nest in south side of 
jujuba shrub.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No change; nest is small and vertical with entrance hole at bottom.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No changes; no wrens.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 1:01:01 PM
New nest material added to top entrance; no wrens observed or heard.
sritt - 6/6/2011 9:43:26 AM
No changes, no wrens.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 4:53:02 PM
No apparent changes; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 10:40:16 AM
No changes to nest; no wrens heard or seen.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 12:57:33 PM
No apparent changes; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:53:31 PM
Exterior of nest is water-soaked from heavy rain yesterday; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 12:26:58 PM
Nest looks better now that it is dried out; possible addition of nesting material at top/entrance; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 1:40:53 PM
Bottom of nest has been pulled down, exposing interior opening; nest has not been improved for several weeks and 
no wrens have been seen or heard in this valley for a long time. Will change status to inactive with the potential of 
closing this nest next.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 10:17:47 AM
No change - closed.

5/3/2011 7000964 WESJ Closed TL 6916 - 678465 70 feet from access 
road.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 40 
feet.

Nest is located in a residential area. Work will be done with bucket trucks. 
Additionally, the area has moderate daily foot, bicycle, and dog traffic that did 
not deter the site selection of these nesting birds. A) Western Scrub-Jays often 
nest close to human activities and structures. B) Nest is on fenced private 
property, off the ROW. C) Adults were not disturbed when the homeowner was 
present in the yard near the nest. D) Nest is in a landscaped yard, inside a thick, 
shrub which, along with the backyard fences, blocks line of sight to the work 
area. E) The vegetation and fences will also buffer acoustic disturbances by 
construction activities. F) A buffer of 40 feet will provide adequate isolation for 
the bird's nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

6/7/2011 phoward - 5/3/2011 11:13:51 AM - Bird seen taking large twigs to nest site.
11 May Nest not monitored since acess is on private residential property. - RR
16 May Nest not monitored since acess is on private residential property. - RR
eelias - 6/4/2011 12:33:02 PM
Nest tree was monitored for 20 minutes. There was no activity at this site. 
rradd - 6/7/2011 3:43:38 PM
 Nest closed due to elapsed time, lack of detections and no nest ever confirmed.
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5/6/2011 7001004 ACWO Closed Alpine Underground - 

Wood pole P78818
10 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

8/9/2011 tfitanides - 5/6/2011 4:21:16 PM - Three adult ACWO on Pole. One entered nest cavity.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 12:23:13 PM. Adult observed exiting cavity and re-entering repeatedly.
kkilpatrick - 5/31/2011 1:05:03 PM
6 ACWO were active around the wood pole and near the cavity at the top of the pole. 1 ACWO observed entering 
the cavity; 1 AcWo was aggressively chasing other bird species away that flew to within 30 feet of wood pole.
pkonrad - 6/9/2011 3:43:40 PM
3 woodpeckers on top of pole; 1 entered cavity and exited; other periodic woodpecker activity at this site.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 10:08:10 AM
Periodic Acorn Woodpecker activity at 2 nest cavities in adjoining poles; sometimes enter a cavity.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 12:01:11 PM
1 adult poking head out of cavity; others active in area, including at a pole on the south side of Alpine Blvd that is a 
grainery site.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 3:44:01 PM
1 adult inside cavity looking out at times; 2 others on pole.
pkonrad - 7/8/2011 4:37:17 PM
1 adult entered cavity; another was attentive at the entrance.
pkonrad - 7/15/2011 2:37:41 PM
Woodpeckers active at cavity; some entering and leaving cavity. At 1 time, an adult was throwing/spitting mouthfulls 
of excavated wood pieces out of cavity. 
sritt - 7/23/2011 1:41:18 PM
3 ACWOs entering and leaving cavity, and maintaining granary.
pkonrad - 7/27/2011 2:07:39 PM
1 woodpecker on pole or perched on crossarm near cavity; no birds observed at cavity entrance.
pkonrad - 7/28/2011 11:11:59 AM
4 Acorn Woodpeckers active at cavity.
pkonrad - 8/4/2011 6:26:15 PM
No woodpeckers observed in area during 20 minutes - will return tomorrow.
pkonrad - 8/5/2011 11:38:38 AM
2 adults active at nest pole and pole to west; collecting acorns and catching insects on the wing. 1 adult entered 
cavity and exited it and perched 2 feet away. 
pkonrad - 8/10/2011 3:05:35 PM
No activity during observation period; will check back tomorrow.
pkonrad - 8/11/2011 7:27:58 PM
2 woodpeckers perched at and near pole to west of cavity pole. Because no nestlings or evidence of adults feeding 
nestlings has been witnessed at this cavitysite, it is probably most accurate to describe this cavity as a roost site 
rather than a nest site - closed.

5/7/2011 7001011 BUSH Closed TL 639 - 171660 75 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

5/25/2011 RAbe - 5/7/2011 1:51:06 PM - Adult observed entering and exiting nest. 100 foot buffer flagged w/ yellow tape.
tfitanides - 5/19/2011 1:05:00 PM - BUSH nest observed for 30 mins. No BUSH seen. No activity.
imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:32:09 AM
Nest has been ripped down. Only 1/4 of nest remains. Status changed to closed.

5/10/2011 7001435 CATH Closed EP91 75 feet from AR; 180 
feet to perm pad ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

5/27/2011 RAbe - 5/10/2011 1:56:25 PM
Thrashers observed in area of nest acting agitated. Nest has lining and is almost complete. 
emorgan - 5/20/2011 2:01:42 PM
There has been no change in the appearance of the nest and there was no activity near the nest.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011
Nest unchanged; no thrashers in area - closed.

5/24/2011 7002349 NRWS Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

0 feet; within work area. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

5/25/2011 emorgan - 5/24/2011 6:08:24 PM
Starting April 25, biomonitor Katherine Vittum observed Northern Rough-winged Swallows entering the first hole 
towards the western end of the bridge on the south side. She observed them enter the cavity frequently on the days 
she was monitoring (April 25, April 27, April 29, May 10, May 16, May 19, May 24). According to her notes, the 
longest they were away from the nest in the morning was 5 minutes and in the afternoon was 30 minutes. The 
construction crew had previously been working on the north side of the bridge, but starting May 24th they began 
working on the south side of the bridge which is closer to the nest.  On May 24th, the construction crew was working 
in a bucket that was lowered just underneath the bridge and was about 5 feet from the nest. While the bucket was 5 
feet from the nest, biomonitor Michael Scaffidi observed the swallows flying around near the nest and landing on the 
barbed wire fence underneath the bridge, but they did not enter the nest from 0800 to 0948. At 0948 the bucket was 
lifted and moved about 20 feet from the nest. A swallow entered the nest at 0950 and left again 2 minutes later. I 
arrived at 1030 and did not observe any swallows entering that cavity until 1245. At 1245 one swallow entered and 
then left again two minutes later. I was unable to see if the swallow was carrying nesting material or had food in its 
crop.
emorgan - 5/25/2011 10:21:10 AM
There was no activity at cavity during the 3 hours of observation. I looked into cavity with a mirror and saw one 
whole egg and two eggshell halves in nest. There were three eggshell halves on ground.
shampton - 5/26/2011 3:08:34 PM
NRWS active in area and entering holes.
emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:30:13 PM
Nest closed as no swallows have been observed entering that specific cavity for a week and there are eggshells 
outside of cavity.
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6/7/2011 7002449 CACW Closed EP232-1 AR 8 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-

traffic allowed.
This NBM should not adversely affect the success of these nests for the
following reasons:
            •                    No stopping, standing, or construction
            work will occur within the buffers and signage stating an ESA
            speed limit of 10mph will be posted within the buffers.
            •             Cactus Wrens build spherical nests, which are
            fully enclosed with a small entrance. This type of nest blocks
            direct line of sight/sound between the access road and the eggs
            or nestlings.
•             The entrances of both nests face away from the road.
            •             Both nests were built with pre-existing traffic
            using the access road and construction traffic will not
            significantly increase traffic volume.
            •             Distance to construction sites from both nests is
            significant, 1000+ feet and 300+ feet, respectively.
            •             Additionally, nest ID#7002450, is protected by a
            ridge and several large boulders that further buffer visual and
            acoustic disturbances associated with access road 90 feet away.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/26/2011 sritt - 6/7/2011
New nest. fresh looking material, neat entrance hole; old faded remains of another CACW nest 10 inches away in 
same cholla.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 4:33:36 PM
Today, there is no obvious entrance hole in this new nest; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 10:51:13 AM
North-facing entrance not clear; no wrens heard or seen.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 1:17:22 PM
No change; entrance hasn't been used in some time.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 1:05:35 PM
Nest is rain-damaged; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 12:39:30 PM
Entrance hasn't been used recently; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 2:00:55 PM
No change; nest including entrance is in disrepair; no wrens have been seen in the area for many weeks. Will 
change status to Inactive.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 10:43:33 AM
Nest remains unused, although it looks good, being a new nest; grass remains across entrance. No wrens active in 
area - closed.

6/15/2011 7002501 CACW Closed EP226-1 20 feet from TSAP. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

6/15/2011 blohstroh - 6/15/2011 12:39:21 PM
Nest in good condition, but may have old whitewash inside.  No birds seen or heard in area during 30 minute period.

6/16/2011 7002506 LEGO Closed CP50-1 AR Hamlet 
property

60 feet to AR. 100 feet 25 feet. A Nest Buffer Reduction to 25 horizontal feet is being requested for the lesser 
goldfinch nest to enable installation of a gate at an access road off of Wildcat 
Canyon Road in Lakeside that will allow access to tower sites CP49 and CP50. 
The nest is located about 25 feet above the ground within a coast live oak tree 
about 35 feet from the proposed gate installation activities.
The lesser goldfinch nest is not anticipated to be substantially disturbed by the 
one-day  work activities at the CP49 and CP50 access road gate due to the 
following:
•The goldfinches built this nest within a large coast live oak tree within 85 feet of 
the very heavily traveled Wildcat Canyon Road, and they have become 
acclimated to human activity and noise within their nesting area.
•The nest is located on top of a large cluster of twigs and leaves located about 
25 feet above the ground, and it is completely surrounded by leaves with no 
direct view to the proposed activities.
•This nest site has successfully fledged once given the proximity to constant 
road disturbance.  The current activity is apparently a double clutch. 
Based on the above, authorizing a NBR from 100 to 25 horizontal feet is not 
expected to impact the successful fledging of this lesser goldfinch nest, primarily 
based on the nest's location and the bird's demonstrated tolerance of human-
related noise and activites within the vicinity of the nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

8/3/2011 LEGO female comes to nest; appears that new layer of material has been added and second nest is in progress.
barnold - 7/21/2011 1:04:31 PM
Bushtit activity in vicinity of nest, but unclear if entered nest. Family group with young fledglings observed in a 
smaller pepper tree up the road at the junction with the first residence 'drive way'.
rradd - 7/26/2011 7:58:20 AM
LEGO female apparently incubating 0705.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 11:50:28 AM
Could not find nest at this location during 2 extended, concerted searches. No goldfinches observed or heard during 
nest searches.
pkonrad - 8/10/2011 1:11:32 PM
No goldfinch activity in area during 30 minute observation period; no nest found; nesting attempt appears to have 
failed - closed.

6/22/2011 7002537 CACW Closed EP261A 60 feet from trail to 
tower site/TSAP.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/13/2011 emorgan - 6/22/2011 10:38:29 AM
Cactus Wren in area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 12:56:38 PM
Nest weathered; no wrens in area; not an active nest - closed.

6/22/2011 7002538 CACW Closed EP261A 5 feet from trail to tower 
site/TSAP.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/13/2011 emorgan - 6/22/2011 10:34:19 AM
Cactus Wren flushed from area around nest.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 1:00:24 PM
Neither nest appears active; no wrens in area - closed.

6/22/2011 7002544 CAKI Closed TL 6916 - 774820 0 feet to AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/24/2011 rradd - 6/22/2011
CAKI pair attending nest, no food carrying observed during 20 minute survey.
rradd - 6/27/2011 5:21:51 PM
Nest appears complete; no CAKI detected 1700-1515
rradd - 7/5/2011 5:03:43 PM
CAKI present for 15 minutes but did not enter nest, no bird visible on nest 1630-1700.
rradd - 7/12/2011 9:19:05 AM
CAKI pair come to nest 0914.
rradd - 7/18/2011 10:48:45 AM
CAKI foraging and preening away from nest for 43 minutes; ate 6 bees in 12 minutes; no food carrying, then 
apparently incubating 1044.
rradd - 7/25/2011 11:27:33 AM
No CAKI on nest nor detected near nest 1055 - 1125
pkonrad - 8/4/2011 1:38:56 PM
No kingbirds at nest site or in the area. Judging from past reports and today's observation period, birds appear to 
have ended this nesting attempt - closed.

6/23/2011 7002547 BUOR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 35 feet west of AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

6/29/2011 pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:12:32 PM
Pair active at nest, especially the  female that visited nest repeatedly, presumably with food;  male and female didn't 
interact, as they would during nest building. 
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 11:16:25 AM
Appears this nesting attempt has failed; a female oriole made repeated visits to this nest to take nesting material to a 
new nest she is building 20 feet south and 10 feet above this site; this nest is considerably pulled apart - closed.
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6/28/2011 7002567 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
65 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

6/28/2011 imaunsell - 6/28/2011 12:03:05 PM
Nest empty. No activity observed at nest from 06/21/2011 to 06/23/2011. 

6/30/2011 7002582 ACWO Closed Hartung Yard 50 feet to yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/21/2011 rradd - 6/30/2011 3:30:08 PM
Yard monitor reports regular cavity use by ACWO, but no entry noted 1510--1530 despite birds nearby.
rradd - 7/9/2011 8:00:13 AM
Up to 4 ACWO interacting at the same time on this communal tree, but no cavity use or food carrying observations 
during 30 minute survey. ACWO nesting can initiate in August - monitor again.
rradd - 7/14/2011 9:28:41 AM
ACWO group nearby but no interaction with this tree 0748-0822 on cool overcast morning.
rradd - 7/21/2011 8:24:58 AM
No ACWO interactions with the cavities in this tree 0732 -0752. ACWO can nest in August, so yard bio should 
continue to monitor. Change to Closed. Any potential nest is outside yard and will not impact work.

7/8/2011 7002617 BTSP Closed EP270-2 50 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. 

7/25/2011 7/8/2011 - Nest is currently under construction.
phoward - 7/18/2011 11:55:44 AM
Nest appears inactive, no birds were seen visiting nest during 3 1/2 hour survey. Nest appears to be less than 50% 
complete (loose cup nest with openings on the bottom)
tfitanides - 7/25/2011 12:36:52 PM
Nesting material not present. No BTSP activity associated with this old nest location. Changed from inactive to 
closed.

7/8/2011 7002619 ACWO Closed CP 82-1 50 feet east of AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

8/10/2011 07/08/2011 - Adult ACWO pair using cavity; 1 went inside cavity and remained for 30 minute observation period.
rradd - 7/16/2011 11:31:09 AM
ACWO pair left this tree in response to observer and didn't return during 30 minute observation period. No bird 
visible in cavity.
rradd - 7/22/2011 10:48:26 AM
No ACWO activity at this cavity during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 7/27/2011 1:14:10 PM
Male ACWO in this cavity 1308-1312, then departs.
rradd - 8/10/2011 1:24:11 PM
ACWO vocal and active nearby, but no use of this cavity detected during 45 min. obs. No food carry has ever been 
noted; this is possibly a non-breeding roost site.
rradd - 8/19/2011 12:47:00 PM
Closed due to inactivity. No cavity use during 30 min. obs

7/13/2011 7004626 MODO Closed PAR yard w/in Alpine 
yard.

75 feet from impact 
area.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. 

7/20/2011 vnovik - 7/13/2011 10:10:16 AM
Nest building, 60% complete.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 12:43:41 PM
No birds observed. Nest missing except for a stick.

7/14/2011 7004629 MODO Closed TL 639 - 872360 28 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

7/25/2011 mdicus - 7/14/2011 11:58:36 AM
2 doves flushed from nest area; well-built nest with fresh lining appears unused.
rradd - 7/19/2011 10:44:46 AM
Nest appears fresh and uncompacted.
rradd - 7/25/2011 1:49:58 PM
Fresh feathers in nest suggest recent use, but no eggs. MODO detected in nest vicinity, which is visually screened 
from AR, but not at nest . Drive-through and walk-through construction is occuring.
pkonrad - 8/4/2011 3:10:35 PM
No changes at the nest; no doves in area; judging from previous reports and today observation, change status to 
Inactive and check again.
rradd - 8/19/2011 4:15:51 PM
Change to Closed.
No indications this nest was ever used subsequent to completion.
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7/15/2011 7004636 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 65' from mapped AR, 

20' to existing
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

7/21/2011 rradd - 7/15/2011 8:53:08 AM
MODO on nest, did not flush.
barnold - 7/21/2011 1:01:23 PM
Nesr empty.
rradd - 7/26/2011 10:26:56 AM
Change to Closed.
No change in this nest; apparently abandoned prior to egg-laying.

8/3/2011 7004707 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.

8/4/2011 imaunsell - 8/3/2011 12:10:35 PM
Female observed bringing large ammount of willow down to nest location. Nest is in very early stages and only one 
trip was observed over 1.5 hours of continuous observation. Possibly in site selection stages.
imaunsell - 8/4/2011 9:50:41 AM
Nest site was monitored for 1.5 hours. No additionaly material was observed and no hummingbirds were active in the 
immidiate area. 'Nest' closed based on inactivty and the liklihood that the initial observation was part of the site 
selection process for this bird.

4/4/2011 5003352 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 0 feet; on equipment 
within active yard.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.   The 
partially-constructed 

nest site was 
confirmed before 
deterrents were 
installed.  The 

deterrents kept the 
adult finches from 

accessing the nest, 
preventing the pair 
from completing the 

nest.  No eggs or 
nestlings were 

observed in the nest.

5/3/2011 RF - 4/4/11: Birds observed building nest in dozer.  The nest was located in a box-like metal housing at the top of the 
hydraulic piston for the blade. 
4/6/11 -  HOFI observed continuing nest construction in morning by yard monitor Tyler Sears. Bird deterrents, plastic 
mesh, and duct tape were installed at this nest in the early afternoon, successfully sealing this site from any 
continued bird activity. The edges of the mesh were sealed with duct tape. There were no openings through which 
the birds could get inside the mesh-covered area. No eggs or nestlings present at this time.  4/20/2011 - Not 
monitored. Yard biologist reports inactive and dozer OK'd to move. - RR
5/3/2011 - Nest (equipment) no longer present - closed.

5/5/2011 7000995 HOFI Closed CP50-1 100 feet from AR but 
within Hamlet residence.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  Nest 

appears to have 
been blow out of tree 
prior to completion.

6/8/2011 5 May - HOFI nest building and copulating. - RR
12 May - HOFI nesting activity continues. - RR
19 May - Veg growth impedes view, but HOFI carrying nest material to location. - RR
eelias - 6/4/2011 11:37:50 AM
At nest tree for 30 minutes; no house finch activity was noted in this pepper.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:44:02 AM
Nest no longer present. Change to Closed.

3/10/2011 6003211 ANHU Closed CP49-51 AR 0 feet from existing AR; 
overhanging branch.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  Nest 

damaged by storm, 
possibly before egg 

laying stage.

3/31/2011 Female ANHU building new nest with spider silk.
24 Mar - Nest appears complete, but unoccupied @ 12:20. - RR
31 Mar - Nest appears storm damaged 10:50. No activity, change to closed. - RR

5/10/2011 7001425 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 
301+001

0 feet; inside work area. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Nest partly 
built but not 
completed.

5/25/2011 phoward - 5/10/2011 3:50:23 PM - Black phoebe pair seen building nest.
shampton - 5/26/2011 11:40:51 AM
emorgan - 5/27/2011 10:17:10 AM
No activity has been seen at nest for 2 weeks - closed.

5/24/2011 7002348 NRWS Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

0 feet; within work area. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Nest was 
abandoned before 

completion.

6/1/2011 emorgan - 5/24/2011 12:19:56 PM - 0bserved swallows carrying nesting material into cavity every few minutes. 
emorgan - 5/25/2011 10:24:10 AM
Pair bringing nesting material to cavity every 2 to 4 minutes.
shampton - 5/26/2011 3:03:57 PM
Adults binging nesting material.
emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:26:12 PM
No swallows observed entering cavity. Kris Alberts looked in cavity with a mirror and saw nesting material but no 
eggs - closed.
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6/1/2011 7002410 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 

MH-18
30 feet from work limit 

and 50 feet from bridge.
100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Nest was 
probably an 

exploratory effort.

6/8/2011 emorgan - 6/1/2011 11:17:04 AM - Observed pair bringing spider webs to nest that is less than 5% complete.
shampton - 6/9/2011 12:55:57 PM
Did not find nest. LEGO's in area but not near tree. Broadleaf tree is probably a Toyon , is between a 2'  diameter 
Cottonwood and a 2' diameter Willow. The 5% nest attempt may have been abandoned. Tree is open enough that 
LEGO nest would likely be visible.
shampton - 6/16/2011 12:39:09 PM
Did not find nest again. LEGO's heard in area but not observed near tree.
shampton - 6/23/2011 12:32:17 PM
Did not find nest. No LEGO activity in described area during 20 minute observation - closed.

4/14/2011 5000819 ACWO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Wood pole P78837

0 feet; along Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  No 
evidence of nesting 

this season.

5/16/2011 phoward - 4/14/2011 11:41:11 AM - Pair seen going in and out of nest. 
rradd - 4/16/2011 4:24:40 PM - Pair seen going in and out of nest. 
4/30/2011 - ACWO pair remain active at this pole but difficult to determine if nesting is in progress. - RR
tfitanides - 5/6/2011 3:45:37 PM - Seen by biomonitor at pole on 5/6.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 2:25:15 PM - No birds observed.
kkilpatrick - 5/31/2011 1:19:00 PM
The potential nest site was observed for 45 minutes. During the monitoring period 3 ACWO appeared briefly in the 
area and perched for 1 minute on the wooden pole that is on the north side of Alpine Blvd. This pole also has a 
potential nest cavity on the top west side  of the pole. An adult and a juvenile Western Scrub Jay were active in the 
area as well as 2 ravens. Their  presence did not cause any reaction from ACWO.

5/12/2011 7001452 ATFL Closed CP23 0 feet; within work limits; 
70 feet from TC.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Observed 
activity was likely an 
exploratory foray. No 

definite nesting 
activity confirmed.

6/7/2011 eelias - 6/2/2011 3:16:42 PM
Elias watched this pole for 20 minutes while monitoring a kestrel nest in this same structure on 5/31/2011. There was 
no flycatc
eelias - 6/2/2011 4:01:55 PM
Elias watched this pole for 20 minutes while monitoring a kestrel nest in the same structure on 5/31/2011. There was 
no flycatcher activity noted. 
rradd - 6/7/2011 10:42:03 AM
No ATFL detections during 30 min. obs. 
No definitive breeding activity was confirmed here - Change to Closed.

2/17/2011 5000012 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
Vault 11

105 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

3/3/2011 Nest not determined to be active or attributeable to any species. RTHA pair seen soaring, perching, and collecting 
nest material in vicinity. Other raptors also observed in area include RSHA and SSHA. 3/3/2011.
Stick nest remains inactive 3-22 (PK).      
Still inactive 4-5 (PK).
emorgan - 4/20/2011 10:20:55 AM - Still inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

3/3/2011 5000488 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
299+00r

55 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/20/2011 Nest appears to be inactive at this time. 3/3/11
Old nest remains unused 3-22 (PK).
emorgan - 4/20/2011 11:44:53 AM - Still inactive - closed.

1/13/2011 5000515 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-10L

35 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

3/22/2011 Old nest unused, near active hawk nest 3-22 (PK).

2/15/2011 5000525 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

0 feet; under Alpine Blvd 
bridge.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

5/6/2011 Did not see nest inhabited after several hours of observation. Droppings observed but could be from the previous 
year. Observed BLPH actively building nest, nest now ACTIVE-3/16/11-RF
8 April - Nest in good condition, but no eggs, or nestlings. Adult foraging in area, still building? BL
emorgan - 4/20/2011 12:33:59 PM - Adult foraging in area but it did not approach nest and nest is empty.
vnovik - 5/6/2011 8:26:16 AM - No activity at nest, material falling from nest.

2/15/2011 5000526 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

70 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

2/15/2011 Did not see nest inhabited after several hours of observation. Droppings observed but could be from the previous 
year. 2/15/11
Closed, due to no activity, and blanket exemption. kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:28:52 AM

2/25/2011 5000534 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
46+00L, MH-3L

50 feet. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

2/25/2011 Old passerine nest. 2/25/11
Closed, due to no raptor potential and no passerine activity. kalberts - 4/16/2011 10:19:27 AM
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1/13/2011 5000538 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 

MH-11L
5 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

3/22/2011 Old nest remains inactive 3-22 (PK).
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

2/15/2011 5000900 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

180 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/20/2011 Nest remains inactive 3-22 (PK).
emorgan - 4/20/2011 11:10:41 AM - Nest remains inactive.

2/15/2011 5000901 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

200 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

3/22/2011 Large stick nest consistent with raptors. 2/15/11
Nest not active 3-22 (PK).
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

5/24/2011 7002350 OTHE Closed CP19-1 36 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

6/13/2011 kkilpatrick - 5/24/2011 2:10:56 PM
Fresh grass nest appeared completed. No eggs in nest. An adult California towhee was observed near nest site.
kkilpatrick - 5/25/2011 3:50:27 PM
Two biologists conducted focused observations of the nest for two hours and did not observe any activity at the nest.  
The nest was determined to be inactive; however, the nest should be rechecked again in approximately one week or 
more before it is closed.
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:47:50 PM
Nest appears clean and intact, but unimproved since last visit. Uncompacted interior suggests nest has not yet been 
used.
rradd - 6/13/2011 8:32:15 AM
Nest was apparently never used.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology.

8/10/2011 7004719 OTHE Closed CP70-3 500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 

season.

8/10/2011 rradd 8/10/2011 Old stick nest appears to be a COHA nest from a prior nesting season.

6/1/2011 7002406 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

290 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this nesting 

season.

6/1/2011 mkuehn - 6/1/2011 12:36:57 PM
Smaller stick nest; no activity observed; crows in vicinity all day.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

6/1/2011 7002407 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

290 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this nesting 

season.

6/1/2011 mkuehn - 6/1/2011 12:48:28 PM
Large stick nest; no activity observed; crows in vicinity all day.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

2/24/2011 5000050 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
Vault 15

0 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/30/2011 Nest inactive at this time. Stick nest consistent with small raptors or corvids - 3/3/2011.
emorgan - 4/20/2011 10:54:33 AM - Still inactive.
30 Apr - Change to closed due to inactivity. - RR

2/24/2011 5000432 OTHE Closed CP25-2, CP26 and 
CP27

880 feet from temporary 
ROW of tower site.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/15/2011 Stick nest with only larger branches and no soft material. No sign of recent use. Some white wash on ground below 
nest. 2/24/11
18 Mar - Apparently a favored (TUVU) roost, but no indications of nest improvement.- RR
5 Apr - No indications of status change.
Closed due to its occurrence 880 feet from tower site - kalberts - 4/15/2011 8:29:59 PM.

2/25/2011 5000439 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
CP95-1,CP96-1, AR, & 

pullsite

225 feet from access 
road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

No sign of recent use. No new nest material or sign of adult corvid or raptor activity.
Never occupied. Change to closed.
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6/1/2011 7002409 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 

MH-18
340 feet to Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Old nest, 
unused this nesting 

season.

6/1/2011 emorgan - 6/1/2011 12:46:00 PM - Old stick nest; no activity observed near it.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

7/14/2011 7004632 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground 
43+00l

15 feet  from Alpine Blvd 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.  Probably 
not have been active 

nest.

7/14/2011 shampton - 7/14/2011 2:50:12 PM
Pair seen entering opening in leaves. Male singing on elderberry to the west while female is inside; about half dozen 
such visits in 45 minutes. No nest material visible protruding from opening and no nest material carried in. It's 
possible the pair is still in site selection phase and has not built a nest or has eggs or nestlings here yet.
shampton - 7/14/2011 4:18:30 PM
Construction activities were occurring during bird behavioral observations on 7/14/2011 (1400-1445 hrs). Activities 
consisted of  men working below ground inside vault. On surface were air conditioners (ventilating vault) and 
generators running, pickup trucks, tent, traffic control equipment, and flaggers. Nearest work was about 40 feet 
away.
sritt - 7/23/2011 4:59:24 PM
No finches seen nearby during 45 minutes of observation. Old nest on east side of palm has blown out or fallen out - 
or was predated - closed.

5/26/2011 7002371 CACW Closed EP226-1 58 feet from TSAP. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Apparently 
inactive nest.

5/26/2011

4/28/2011 7000945 LEGO Closed CP70-3 AR 80 feet to AR 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Appeared 
abandoned before 
egg laying stage.

5/14/2011 28 Apr - LEGO female on complete nest 0745. RR 
4 May - LEGO female incubating 1614.- RR
14 May Nest clean and intact but empty, no LEGO at nest. Appears abandoned prior to laying. Change to Closed. - 
RR

5/20/2011 7001915 BCHU Closed CP70-3 AR 20 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 

abandoned for 
unknown reasons.

6/3/2011 20 May BCHU female sitting on complete nest 0956. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 9:27:13 AM
BCHU female on nest 0842
rradd - 6/4/2011 10:59:28 AM
Nest intact and showing no signs of use. No detections at this nest during 30+ min obs. suggests abandoned nest.
rradd - 6/9/2011 4:35:36 PM
No BCHU detections at this nest during 30 min. obs. Change to Inactive.

4/13/2011 5000810 BUSH Closed EP27-1 30 feet from AR; 320 
feet from tower work 

area.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 

nest was abandoned 
before it was 
completed.

4/21/2011 sritt - 4/13/2011 11:07:10 AM 
Only lowest 5 inches is complete. Pair likely abandoned, and using nest 65 feet to southwest.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 
No change; looks like nest building abandoned; closed.

5/12/2011 7001451 WREN Closed CP23 60 feet to legs. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 
nestlings already 

fledged before nest 
was found.

5/18/2011 barnold & mkuehn - 5/12/2011 10:01 AM
Adult observed with nesting materal entering shrub.  Nest complete, at least 95%, and empty.  Nest on south side of 
mission manzanita shrub, concealed by the yarrow (Eriophyllum confertiflorum) and deerweed.  Find yellow flag in 
field for best view directions.
18 May  Nest is empty. Whirewash at edge of nest suggests this nest has already fledged. Will check once more 
before closing. Inactive. 1414 - RR

Obs. indicate this nesting attempt was complete when discovered.

4/15/2011 5000837 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; on fill slope of 
substation pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 
pair selected an 

alternate location.

4/25/2011 Nest description: a front porch of flat, small rocks has been built at nest entrance; a couple of twigs were visible just 
beyond rock porch; 5% complete.
Same pair as (5000835). 1 bird was seen actively bringing material to nest 4-15 in the early evening while the other 
ROWR was in the immediate area. No further nesting behavior has been observed at this nest location today, 4-16-
11. It is possible this site was prepared by the male for the female to choose and she selected a nearby alternate 
location instead. Further observation needed to confirm final nest location is being carried out by biomonitor. Birds 
were not observed going into that rock crevace on 4-16-11. A 100 foot buffer was installed.
imaunsell - 4/18/2011 12:51:30 PM - No further activity at nest since previous observation. Pair appears to have 
decided on alternate location. Nest status changed to inactive. Monitor for activity.
ahill - 4/19/2011 8:25:42 PM Pair observed going in and out of nest location. No nesting materials were observed 
being carried.
phoward - 4/25/2011 11:08:45 AM - No birds seen near nest, no new nest material.

6/2/2011 7002433 PHAI Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

110 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 

predated by 
Cooper's Hawk.

6/16/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011
PHAI scolding observer under this tree, eventually settling on nest.
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:09:19 PM
Attempted predation by male COHA, no subsequent PHAI detections at nest.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:46:55 PM
Nest has fallen to ground. Change to Closed.
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5/10/2011 7001434 BUSH Closed EP91 AR 5 feet to AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 

predated.

5/27/2011 RAbe - 5/10/2011 1:48:34 PM - Pair of Bushtits observed building nest, which is approx. 15% done.
emorgan - 5/20/2011 1:56:50 PM - The nest looks complete, but it looks like it has been disturbed. The top of the 
nest is spread out. It needs to be monitored to see if there's still activity around the nest.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 1:00:47 PM
Top of nest has been torn into, with pieces of nest material hanging from nest and from some surrounding branches. 
No Bushtits observed during 30 minutes of observation - closed.

4/28/2011 7000935 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - 774822 110 feet to nearest work 
area.

300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 

that nest attempt was 
never completed. 

6/2/2011 tcooper - 4/28/2011 - Female carrying dried grasses repeatedly to same location, nest not observed directly, may be 
1st day of building, recheck to confirm location.
tcooper - 5/5/2011 - No nest at this location, no activity in area.
tcooper - 6/2/2011 - Inactive nest found 18ft NW of this location. Nest nearly completely dismantled but location size 
and composition (fur lining and grass exterior) consistant with CAGN. Unknown nest outcome.

4/15/2011 5000835 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 60 feet; on fill slope, 60 
ft to road through pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 
that pair chose 

alternate location for 
nest site.

4/25/2011 ahill - 4/16/2011 3:29:27 PM - On 4-15, 1 ROWR was observed bringing rocks and sticks to this site with other 
ROWR flying in and out. Same behavior was observed on morning of 4-16. Pair is in the area inspecting various 
other rock crevices as well. 
Same pair as (5000837).
imaunsell - 4/18/2011 12:47:30 PM - Nest much more developed than previous observation by monitor. Stone 
"porch" well-formed; this is most likely the primary nest site.
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:14:40 AM - It appears pair is taking nest material from this nest and bringing it to different 
nest location (nest 5000877).
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

4/28/2011 7000926 CAGN Closed TL 639 - 379517 510 feet to nearest pole. 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Avian 

depredation; nest 
torn slightly from 
side, and bottom 
tugged upward.  

Could see daylight 
through its sides.

5/19/2011 kalberts - 4/28/2011 12:28:48 PM
Both birds building nest. About 85% complete.
imaunsell - 5/3/2011 2:10:34 PM
No adults on nest. No adults observed in area. No visual confirmation of nest contents.
dbusby - 5/5/2011 11:51:27 AM.
Nest was not observed. Adults observed foraging in area and also on other side of riparian area. Will wait until next 
week to confirm nest status, due to recent nest check 
kalberts - 5/12/2011 2:44:26 PM
Nest depredated by avian predator. Pair seen in area, and male observed once with new bark strips torn from a black 
sage (Salvia mellifera), then placed in same bush about 3 feet away.  This pair was actively nest-site searching, and 
no definitive re-nest exists yet. 
dbusby - 5/19/2011 10:21:57 AM - Still no nest detected. Pair observed foraging throughout their entire territory north 
and south cf riparian.  Observed male with strip of bark in beak just south of old nest location but then dropped it and 
flew off.

3/3/2011 6002315 GRRO Closed Alpine Yard 30 feet from impact 
area.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Birds never 
observed at nest; 

only nearby.

3/28/2011 Pair observed by bio-monitor Kari Kerwin. No activity seen during 1 hour. May become acitive in near future and 
should be monitored. Verified by I. Maunsell 3/3/2011
No progress in nest building since initial observation; nest not active. 3/28/2011 IM

3/28/2011 5003285 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Birds 
stopped at nest 
building stage.

4/15/2011 10% complete. Monitor observed pair coming to and from nest site. 3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:25:34 PM - Small amount of grass in spool cavity. Nest watched for 3 hours and no activity 
detected. ESA sign removed from spool.

2/25/2011 5000454 OTHE Closed EP355 72 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Blown out of 
tower by strong wind; 
inactive this breeding 

season.

2/25/2011 Nest apparently blown out of tower. No sticks left in tower; sticks scattered on ground.

6/28/2011 7002576 CACW Closed EP261-2 10 feet from trail to 
tower site.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Cactus 

Wrens may maintain 
nests year-round as 

roost sites. 

8/8/2011 emorgan - 6/28/2011 8:59:21 AM
Nest in good condition.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 12:27:35 PM
Nice nest with large open entrance built recently; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/20/2011 10:56:01 AM
Nest looks active but no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 2:33:46 PM
Nest looks unchanged; no wrens active in area.
jpawlicki - 8/4/2011 10:39:29 AM
Nest condition remains fair; 1 Cactus Wren observed within 300 feet of nest, although no nesting activity observed at 
or in vicinity of nest.
barnold - 8/9/2011 1:18:07 PM
No activity at nest during over 1 hour of observation; no eggs present. Latest Cactus Wren egg record in San Diego 
County is 7/10. Cactus Wrens may maintain nests as roosts year-round, but does not indicate actual nesting 
schedule - closed.
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4/25/2011 7000900 MODO Closed Sycamore Yard 30 feet from yard edge. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Cause of 

failure indeterminate, 
but assumed 

predated.

5/3/2011 25 Apr - MODO incubating. Did not flush from foot traffic at 10 feet. - RR
3 May Nest empty and abandoned, presumed pedated. Change to Closed. - RR

4/30/2011 7000952 BUSH Closed CP88-1 AR 37 feet to AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage OK; 
construction not allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Cause of 
failure indeterminate, 
likely storm damaged 

or predated.

5/20/2011 30 Apr - BUSH pair tending to nest that appears complete 0840. - RR
20 May - Nest destroyed, with only fragments remaining 1707 - closed. - RR

5/26/2011 7002378 BUSH Closed Helix Yard 80 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Cause of 
failure is unknown.

6/2/2011 BUSH pair bringing items to large complete pensile nest 1546. - RR
phoward - 5/31/2011 12:48:57 PM
adults flushed from nest area when first approched nest. nest still looks active and 100% complete, entrance is well 
maintaned and there are no holes or structral defaults to the nest. nest is too high to check for eggs or chicks without 
mirror.
rradd - 6/3/2011 1:30:47 PM
No BUSH detections at this nest 1300 - 1330
rradd - 6/9/2011 8:59:35 AM
No BUSH detections at this nest 0750-0820 on a cold overcast day.
rradd - 6/15/2011 4:30:32 PM
Nest appears in good condition. No BUSH detections at or near nest. 
Change to Closed due to lack of activity.

3/10/2011 6003212 CALT Closed CP51-2 AR 0 feet; within work area 
around structures.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Damaged 
by storm, potentially 

before egg laying 
stage.

3/31/2011 Clean finely woven grass nest with no signs of aging or use. Looks ready to go. Check on next survey.
24 Mar - Nest is storm-damaged. Change to closed, if unimproved on next survey. - RR
31 Mar - Nest disintegrated. Closed. - RR

5/23/2011 7001926 WEKI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 50 
feet.

A pair of Western Kingbirds is constructing a nest in the southwest leg of an 
assembled portion of a tower located in the construction yard, and the nest 
construction appears to be nearly complete.  The nest is located approximately 
25' above the ground and 15' from the side of the existing yard road.
It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 50 feet is 
appropriate for this nest. Nest success should not be diminished for the following 
reasons: 
•The work on the tower section is generally complete and any remaining work 
will require access by foot only.
•The nest is located on the tower leg opposite the current work activity so the 
tower structure will provide a partial visual barrier
•The current work activity is located more than 100' from the nest and the only 
activity occurring at less than 100' is through vehicular traffic.
•Western Kingbirds are tolerant of human disturbance.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Due to 

storm.

5/31/2011 sjohnston - 5/23/2011 7:12:28 AM - Nest building observed; nest about 10% complete.
Adult observed bringing in material, nest seems near completion - fhoffman - 5/23/2011 12:04:27 PM.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - Nest appears abandoned; nest is intact, but no kingbirds have been seen in area during 45 
minutes of observations. Re-assess status next work day (Tuesday).
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 4:21:16 PM
Nest intact, but may be abandoned. No kingbirds observed in area during 45 minutes of observations. Re-assess 
next work day (Tuesday).
tfitanides - 5/31/2011 9:30:31 AM
Nest apparently blown out over weekend. Bio monitor observation from 5-28-2011.

2/15/2011 5000528 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

22 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Duplicate 
inactive nest initially 
thought to be nearby 

active nest.

5/20/2011 2 BLPH seen very close to nests, but not actually seen using nests. Could be last year's nests that could be used this 
year.
Closed - duplicate nest.- RR
sjohnston - 5/19/2011 5:02:26 PM
BLPH actively nest building ca. 90%. complete.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 5:24:04 PM
This nest is not active; it was confused with other nest.

4/7/2011 5003382 RTHA Closed CP57 AR 230 feet from existing 
AR.

500 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Early 
interest in nest 

ended.

5/21/2011 7 Apr - RTHA display flight bringing materials to nest platform. - RR
14 Apr - RTHA perched at nest. - RR
21 Apr - No RTHA observed visting this nest 1530-1600. - RR
28 Apr - Distance to nest makes observation difficult when windy. No detections in 20 minute observation - RR
21 May - No RTHA obs. associating with this empty nest. Change to Inactive. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.
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3/2/2011 5000470 HOFI Closed CP54-1 - Londono 

property
0 feet; on subject house. 100 feet Work allowed within 

buffer through agency 
concurrence.

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near Hwy 67, a very busy and noisy highway, 
illustrating normalized behaviors to this steady disturbance. The adult birds have 
tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other human acvities onsite have not 
deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated with work will be monitored, as 
will nest sites for any potential impacts.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Early 
season nest 

probably failed due 
to weather.

3/24/2011 Observed pair coming and going from nest
3/16/2011 - HOFI at nest 12:44 - RR
3/18/2011 - DBusby observed pair coming and going from nest. HOWR showed up and was at nest for 10 minutes, 
displacing the HOFI.
3/24/2011 - No activity at this nest - looks somewhat weathered following recent storms. - RR

5/26/2011 7002380 PSFL Closed CP70-3 AR 76 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Exploratory; 
site abandoned 

before any 
improvements made. 

Alternate location 
nearby appears to 

have been selected.

6/4/2011 26 May - PSFL pair in initial stages of nest building 0910 - RR
rradd - 6/4/2011 8:25:21 AM
This nest site apparently abandoned for new site 80' E (now under construction).
Change to Closed.

3/18/2011 5003259 HOFI Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from driveway. 100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near Hwy 67, a very busy and noisy highway, 
illustrating normalized behaviors to this steady disturbance. The adult birds have 
tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other human acvities onsite have not 
deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated with work will be monitored, as 
will nest sites for any potential impacts.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Failure due 
to natural causes - 

nest blown from tree 
by storm.

5/4/2011 3/18/2011 - DBusby observed HOFI pair collecting nest material and bringing it to nest.
4/1/2011 - Female on nest. IM
4/11/2011 - No activity. - imaunsell 
4/19/2011 - HOFI female bringing nest material 1155. - RR
4/27/2011 - HOFI pair working at this nest 1204. - RR
5/5/2011 - Nest destroyed; appears mostly blown out of tree. Change to Closed. - RR

3/18/2011 5003260 ANHU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

25 feet from driveway. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Incomplete 
nest apparently 

damaged by storm 
event.

3/23/2011 3/18/11 - DBusby - Observed female ANHU bringing material to half-built nest.
3/24/2011 - No bird detected. Maybe satellite nest for adjacent ANHU. Cold stormy weather. - RR
3/31/2011 - Nest destroyed by unknown force (probably weather). - RR

5/19/2011 7001507 BCHU Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 
pullsite AR entry

60 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Likely 

abandoned prior to 
egg laying.

6/9/2011 19 May BCHU female on nearly complete nest 1742. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 4:43:52 PM
Nest appears neat, complete and intact, but no BCHU detected in association during 30 min. obs. Will resurvey.
rradd - 5/26/2011 4:52:34 PM
BCHU female comes briefly to nest then departs. Egg-laying?
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:53:06 PM
Nest appears neat, protected and intact. No BCHU detected during 30 min obs.
rradd - 6/9/2011 11:52:31 AM
No detections during 30 min obs. Change to Inactive.

5/2/2011 7000962 LEGO Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

0 feet; within mapped 
road area.

100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site are anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Likely 

predated.

5/21/2011 ahill - 7/19/2011 Pair observed building nest, no eggs, nest approximately 80% complete. Pair does not seem to be 
affected by construction traffic. Nest located about 2 feet inside of silt fencing, not within permanent ROW, but in 
temp road limits. Nest is not within a proposed construction area.
ahill - 5/8/2011 7:31:00 PM - two eggs in nest, female on nest
ahill - 5/13/2011 5:46:38 PM-4 eggs in nest, female incubating
cemerson- 5/21/11 Nest is no longer active. Fragments of nest found nearby, no eggs were found.  Most likely failed 
due to predation or high winds.
tfitanides - 5/23/2011 3:50:44 PM
Nest closed by data from previous nest monitoring.
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5/24/2011 7001938 HOOR Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
70 feet 100 feet Buffer remains but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. May have 
been first nesting 

attempt by immature 
birds. Nest 

constructed by 2 
females, or 1 female 
and a first-year male.

6/8/2011 sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:09:20 AM
Pair actively nest building. Nest approximately 10% complete.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:56:55 AM
Nest building. 10 % complete
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:55:36 AM
Nest building. 50% complete.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:59:33 AM
Nest building 70%+ complete.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:29:07 AM
Nest building 90% complete.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:14:23 PM
Nest building.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 3:39:37 PM
No activity at nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:17:53 PM
No activity at nest area.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:02:49 PM
No activity at nest.
sjohnston - 6/14/2011 4:16:09 PM
No activity for the past 4 days.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:55:33 PM
No activity at this nest has been observed for 7 days.

3/2/2011 5000477 OTHE Closed EP244 AR 120 feet from driveway 
entrance.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes - apparent 
predation.

3/24/2011 Nest constructed of fine grasses, entrance is facing northeast, with rabbit fur lining. South side of nest shows some 
weathering, but fresh whitewash atop. 3/2/11
No bird present. Nest weathered but still intact. Status left unchanged, still active. 3/08/2011. B.Hart.
Nest torn apart; possible predation; closed 3-24 (PK).

3/2/2011 5000478 OTHE Closed EP244 10 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes - appears to 
be blown out by 

wind.

3/24/2011 Old or incomplete pile of material includes shredded juniper bark, grasses and yucca fibers. 3/2/11
Still inactive 3/08/2011, B.Hart
Appears to have been blown out by wind? A few pieces of grass left in cholla; closed 3-24 (PK).

3/2/2011 5000484 BUSH Closed CP54-1 30 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes - weather or 
predation presumed.

4/8/2011 Observed bushtit carrying nesting material and discovered nest through behavioral observation. Nest 20% complete 

16 Mar - BUSH carrying nest material to shrub 13:30. Consider ACTIVE - RR
22 Mar - No birds detected, nest not relocated. Revisit to verify activity. - RR
8 Apr - Nest no longer present. No BUSH re-nesting attempt detected near site during 30 minute observation period. 
Changed status to CLOSED. - RR

3/2/2011 5000479 CACW Closed EP243 105 feet from temporary 
ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 
causes apparent 

predation.

4/6/2011 Previous comments; a fresh grass nest including a clean opening and fresh feathers lining the inside. Appears active 
and utilized.  3/2/11
Well-built nest that's actively used; no birds in area 3-15 (PK).
Nest torn apart with large open holes; presently inactive 3-25 (PK). 
Nest remnants barely discernable; closed 4-6  (PK).

5/25/2011 7002364 LEGO Closed CP50-1 AR 25 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes, predation 
likely.

6/30/2011 5/25/2011
LEGO attending nest 1110.
rradd - 6/2/2011 5:41:12 PM
Nest no longer present. 
Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:08:48 AM
Nest refound. Change to Active. Male feeds incubating female at nest.
rradd - 6/16/2011 9:47:51 AM
LEGO female on nesr with male in close attendance 0723.
rradd - 6/23/2011 9:57:59 AM
Nest appears dissheveled from below, with light visible through side. LEGO pr. present, so will monitor once more 
prior to close.
rradd - 6/30/2011 12:08:59 PM
Change to Closed
Nest is no longer serviceable.

3/2/2011 5000483 BUSH Closed CP56-1 10 feet from proposed 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 
causes, probably 
weather related.

4/15/2011 Observed active construction of the nest. Nest is aproximately 10% complete (3/02/11 -BHart).
18 Mar - Pendulum type nest with outer materials held together by cobwebs. Nest complete. BUSH entered nest. - 
RR
7 Apr 1122-1222 - No BUSH detected at or near this nest. Change to inactive and remove buffer. - RR.
Nest closed due to last observation when no bird activity seen at the nest. kalberts - 4/15/2011 10:10:34 PM.
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3/31/2011 5003322 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; on house. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 
causes, probably 
weather related.

4/5/2011 31 Mar - Under construction.
5 Apr - Nest destroyed and no longer present. Changed to closed and buffer removed. - RR

6/8/2011 7002476 MODO Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

100 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes.

6/23/2011 rradd - 6/8/2011 11:22:25 AM
MODO on nest.
rradd - 6/18/2011 5:43:36 AM
Nest too high to see into, no MODO detected.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:33:18 AM
Nest has fallen apart.
Change to Closed.

5/14/2011 7001480 LEGO Closed CP82-1 0 feet; within AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
passage allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes. Insufficent 
time to raise 

fledglings before 
falling.

6/4/2011 14 May - Female LEGO constructing nest, appears 40% complete 1554. - RR
20 May LEGO female comes to nest after 25 mins of obs. 1359. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 2:41:40 PM
LEGO female on nest 1432.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:07:57 PM
Nest has fallen from tree.

2/27/2011 5000463 OTHE Closed EP243 100 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet Reduced to 82 feet. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes: destroyed by 
high winds.

3/24/2011 Calling bird perched at partially constructed nest of fresh fine grasses. This bird seems to occupy a large territory 
which covers the project site, so this could be an alternate nest.
No bird activity or signs of a nest detected. Recent high winds may have blown the nest away. Status changed to 
inactive B.Hart, 3/08/2011.  
No sign of nest; closed 3-24 (PK).

1/28/2011 5000406 CACW Closed EP245-1 160 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes; early season 
nest damaged by 

weather or predation.

3/24/2011 Entry from 2-1-11: A fresh grass nest including clean opening and fresh feathers lining the inside. Appears utilized 
and active.  
Update 02-21-11: nest appears to have been blown or torn open and no evidence of recent repair.  Changed status 
to inactive for the time being, until recent activity is noted.     
Nest inactive.3/08/2011. B.Hart.
Nest collapsed and flattened; closed 3-24 (PK).

4/11/2011 5000779 BUSH Closed TL 6916 - 774824 25 feet from existing AR; 
60 feet to nearest pole.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes; likely 
weather.

4/18/2011 11 April - Adults gathering nest material and adding it to nest   S. Hampton, M. Dicus
18 Apr - Only nest found near this location is old, dilapidated, sp. unknown. CLOSED, removed buffer & ESA signs. - 
RR

5/12/2011 7001490 LEGO Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

110 feet to work limits. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 

causes; nest 
destroyed, possibly 
by weather, before 
nesting complete.

5/16/2011 eelias - 5/12/2011 9:52:42 AM Female was seen carry spider webs to this 96% complete nest.
eelias - 5/13/2011 9:24:06 AM Viewed twice this morning. First time nest was unattended. Five minutes later female 
was sitting on it and reshaping it with her breast.
19 May Nest not found. GPS location is 40' from any willows. Will resurvey. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 4:59:39 PM
LEGO female on nezt.Vertex moved per Trimble.
rradd - 6/3/2011 10:21:05 AM
LEGO breeding activity continues.
rradd - 6/8/2011 1:36:25 PM
Nest destroyed - appears weather-beaten.
Change to Closed.

5/31/2011 7002397 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

5 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandonded prior to 

egg laying.

6/8/2011 vnovik - 5/31/2011 3:15:37 PM 
Building nest approximately 90% complete.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:53:21 AM
Building nest 90% or greater complete.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 5:24:49 PM
Observed on nest; no eggs in nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:51:32 PM
Observed bird briefly (less than 1 minute) on nest; nest appears complete; no eggs.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:09:02 PM
No activity at nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 3:41:47 PM
No activity all day; nest closed, no eggs.

4/4/2011 5003349 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 171674 0 feet; on pole. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandoned due to 
unknown causes.

4/26/2011 4/4/11 phoward - Female seen with nest material made; multiple visits to same site, pole was marked with yellow 
tape and ESA sign placed on road. 
14 Apr - No HOFI detected during 30 minute observation. - RR
26 Apr No HOFI detected during 30 minute observation. Change to Closed. - RR
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4/4/2011 5003348 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 100977 0 feet; at pole. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest 
abandoned for 

unknown reasons.

4/14/2011 04/04/11 - Pair of house finches carrying nest material to base of insulator.  Multiple attempts were made to deposit 
material (M. Dicus, R. Abe)
9 Apr - HOFI male song post but no nest building. - RR
14 Apr - No HOFI associating with this pole and no nest. Change to CLOSED, remove buffers. - RR

4/22/2011 5000879 OTHE Closed Scripps Substation 10 feet from nearest 
conductor replacement.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandoned prior to 
completion and egg 

laying.

4/28/2011 emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:58:19 AM - Nest looks near completion and has fresh material in it. No birds approached the 
nest during the hour we were observing it. 
emorgan - 4/28/2011 11:01:21 AM - Nest does not have any fresh material and no birds were observed near the nest 
during the 2 hours of observation.

6/1/2011 7002417 BLGR Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandoned prior to 

egg laying.

6/20/2011 rradd - 6/1/2011 at 0950
BLGR pr (female constructing) just beginning nest.
rradd - 6/7/2011 12:08:41 PM
Nest appears complete, no eggs.
rradd - 6/14/2011 7:43:48 PM
13 Jun BLGR make singing and on territory, no female detected. Nest remains empty.
rradd - 6/20/2011 1:35:52 PM
No BLGR detected, nest never occupied. Change to Closed.

3/25/2011 5003281 HOFI Closed Hartung Yard 20 feet from yard 
boundary.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandoned prior to 
egg-laying and new 

nest attempted 
elsewhere in this 

tree. 

4/5/2011 3/25/2011 - HOFI carrying nest materials; active nest building. - RR
3/28/2011 - Female flushed off nest upon my approach, possibly incubating.- BL
4/6/2011 - No use detected 0830-0915. Nearby activity suggests new nest in mistletoe 60 feet to west. - RR
4/13/2011 - No use detected. Change to Closed. - RR

4/18/2011 5000844 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 973032 95 feet to nearest pole. 100 feet Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of the Reconductor routes. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandoned prior to 

establishment.

4/25/2011 18 Apr - HOFI pair carrying nest material and defending nest site. 0950 - RR
25 Apr No HOFI detected on or associating with this nest. Behavioral indications are that this site was never fully 
developed and abandoned prior to egg-laying. No construction was in progress during this breeding attempt. Change 
to Closed.

4/6/2011 5003374 HOFI Closed Hartung Yard 40 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandoned.

4/26/2011 4/6/2011 - New nest building by HOFI pair in mistletoe cluster. Male feeding female, carrying nest material, etc. - 
RR
4/13/2011 - HOFI pair active at this location.- RR
4/20/2011 - HOFI male singing adjacent to nest 1054.- RR
4/27/2011 - No detections 1630-1650. - RR
5/4/2011 - No HOFI detected associating with this nest during 20 minute observation. Will monitor once more. - RR
5/12/2011 - No HOFI detected - RR
5/20/2011 - Closed.

4/20/2011 5000862 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 1190 feet from yard 
boundary.

100 feet Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
abandoned.

4/26/2011 20 Apr - HOFI pair actively constructing nest; 50% complete. - RR
26 Apr - Nest abandoned before completion. New HOFI nest 40 feet away. - RR

6/10/2011 7002490 WEKI Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
apparently 

abandoned before 
egg laying began.

6/26/2011 tfitanides - 6/10/2011 9:59:27 AM - Nest appears complete or nearly so.
mkuehn - 6/14/2011 1:44:08 PM
see notes for nest ID 7002473 in adjacent tower (#65). That female sat in this nest as well today. Not sure which is 
active. Existing signage provides adequate buffering from disturbance for both nests.
tfitanides - 6/15/2011 3:23:02 PM
See notes for nest ID 7002473 in adjacent steel #65.
barnold - 6/26/2011 3:02:09 PM
Nest is empty, change to Closed.

3/16/2011 6003238 CAGN Closed CP63-3 450 feet from AR. 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
apparently blown out 

of place by high 
winds.

3/31/2011 31 Mar - Nest complete but appears blown out of place by wind. Pair rebuilding nearby. Closed. - RR
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5/13/2011 7001464 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
10 feet to new structure. 100 feet Buffer should be reduced accordingly to approved nest buffer modifications for 

other nesting birds in this area, following same noise barrier procedures.
2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
appeared to be 

damaged by rain.

5/23/2011 13 May - LEGO female constructing nest with material from BUSH nest, appears complete 0650. - RR
vnovik - 5/20/2011 5:10:48 PM
NO activity at nest. Nest appears damaged from rains.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:02:55 PM
Nest inactive. Observed Other LEGO removing material from  nest.

3/18/2011 6003256 BUSH Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

15 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
appears destroyed 

by predator or 
weather.

4/24/2011 3/18/2011 4:14 PM
Adults building nest, 50% complete.
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:49:53 AM - No nest visits or birds heard nearby. Nest looks destroyed by natural causes; 
predator or weather.

5/11/2011 7001433 BUSH Closed CP17-1 70 feet to existing AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Nest Buffer Modification Request: A NBM is requested for nest that allows thru-
traffic through buffer on the access road to CP-17. This is appropriate because: 
(1) at 83 feet the nest is located a suitable distance from the road and is 
sufficiently bordered by dense coastal sage scrub that temporary traffic should 
not affect nest success and (2) adults showed little to no agitated behavior when 
temporary foot traffic was within 20 feet of nest.  Vehicular passage is not 
anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or 
construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
appears predated 

(hole in the platform) 
and dilapidated.

5/21/2011 jpawlicki - 5/11/2011 8:22:09 AM - Adults observed actively bringing food to nest.
21 May - Nest appears depredated (holed at the platform) and dilapidated. Status changed to Closed. - RR

3/31/2011 5003321 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - 774821 20 feet from AR; 290 
feet to nearest tower.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
appears predated.

5/1/2011 Looks complete.
3/31/11 TC - Adults seen visiting nest, possibly in laying stage.
4/7/11 TC - Female on nest.
12 Apr - Female LEGO incubating 1408 - RR
4/13/11 TC - Female on nest.
18 Apr - LEGO fem. on nest 1216. - RR
25 Apr - LEGO female incubating 1445. - RR
2 May - Nest destroyed. Remove buffers and change to Closed. - RR

4/8/2011 5003386 ANHU Closed CP64-1, CP65-2 - 
driveway entry

50 feet from AR entry. 100 feet Vehicular passage and light construction activity proposed for a 1 day period at 
the driveway entrance should not impact this nest, as nest is obscured visually 
through vegetative screening, and soundwalls may further protect the nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
appears to have 
been abandoned 
before egg laying.

4/27/2011 04/08/11 - Female ANHU incubating.  Nest affects driveway (M. Dicus, R. Abe).  
13 Apr - ANHU female adding nest material. 0920. - RR
vnovak - 4/20/2011 8:27:09 AM - No bird observed on nest, seen within the area.
27 Apr - No activity observed 30 minute observation. Change to Closed. - RR

4/26/2011 7000907 BUSH Closed Elliott Substation 35 feet to substation 
access gate.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
appears to have 
been predated.

5/11/2011 26 Apr - BUSH pair building nest, approximately 65% complete. - RR
3  May Nest appears complete but possibly damaged at bottom. No BUSH associating during 45 min obs - monitor 
again for conclusive outcome. - RR
11 May No BUSH detected during 30 min. obs., other bird spp removing nest materials unopposed. Change to 
Closed. - RR

3/16/2011 6003236 RCSP Closed CP55 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
building ended 
before nest was 

completed.

3/29/2011 16 Mar Female carrying nest material while male singing 30 feet away. Construction appears to have just begun.
25 Mar - Nesting on hold or abandoned, nest incomplete. Check again - RR.
29 Mar - No sign of activity, no RCSP detected. Change to closed.- RR

3/28/2011 5003287 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
building terminated 

for unknown causes.

4/15/2011 Monitor has observed pair in area. Fresh material but cannot see in nest. Monitor for activity. 3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:20:55 PM - Small amount of grass in spool cavity. Nest watched for 3 hours and no activity 
detected. ESA sign removed from spool.

3/17/2011 6003252 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
building terminated 

for unknown 
reasons.

4/25/2011 Pair nest building. Flushed when foot traffic approached between reels about 15 feet away. Does not appear 
disturbed by yard activities 3-17 IM.
Fresh material has been added; no eggs present. 3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:15:18 PM. - Male in area but never entered nest cavity. Defined cup and fresh nest material. 
Continue to monitor nest to determine activity level. 
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:15:18 PM. No ESA erected because yard driveway is blocked by ESA already for other HOFI 
nest.
imaunsell - 4/16/2011 9:32:08 AM - NBR concurred 4/15/2011 - Buffer reduced in field to 15 feet.
emorgan - 4/25/2011 8:15:47 AM - There are no eggs or nestlings in the nest and no signs of bird activity around the 
nest.
emorgan - 7/14/11 - Changed status to closed.
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6/7/2011 7002466 LASP Closed Wilson Yard 25 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 

limits.
Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.ry.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest built 
but no eggs laid.

6/23/2011 sritt - 6/7/2011 3:34:29 PM
1 adult seen feeding another. Both birds seen building nest, Nest appears complete aside from fine duff material 
inside.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 5:01:22 PM
There are no eggs in nest, but nest looks complete and adults are calling territoially nearby.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 2:19:50 PM
Still no eggs in nest; nest not recently used - closed.

4/28/2011 7000927 CACW Closed EP229-1 75 feet to AR; 780 feet 
to TSAP.

100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest closed 
and combined with 
duplicate, adjacent 

point.

5/11/2011

3/24/2011 5003279 CALT Closed Sycamore Yard Approximately 50 feet 
from yard.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest could 
be not be relocated; 

may have been 
predated.

3/30/2011 blohstroh 3/24/2011
No eggs. 
rradd 3/30/2011
No nest found as described. Closed, and buffer removed, after discsussion with BLohstroh.

5/20/2011 7001917 HOFI Closed CP70-3 AR 30 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
destroyed by natural 

causes (wind and 
poor site selection).  

5/26/2011 20 May HOFI pr bringing and arranging grasses atthis cavity 1055. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 9:59:24 AM
Nest no longer present - presumed lost to weather.
Change to Closed

4/1/2011 5003333 BUSH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from Londono 
driveway.

100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near Hwy 67, a very busy and noisy highway, 
illustrating normalized behaviors to this steady disturbance. The adult birds have 
tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other human acvities onsite have not 
deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated with work will be monitored, as 
will nest sites for any potential impacts.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
destroyed; appears 

predated.

4/26/2011 Pair nest building, 90% complete. Tolerated foot traffic along driveway. 4/1/2011 - IM (gps not functioning, mapped 
by hand.)
Pair observed visiting nest - imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:27:43 AM.
4/19/2011 - BUSH pair actively nest building 1048. Trimbled and vertex moved. - RR
4/27/2011 - Nest destroyed - appears torn apart from above. Change to Closed. - RR


3/29/2011 5003291 WEBL Closed TL 6916 - Z774819 75 feet from AR; 400 
feet to nearest pole.

100 feet Vehicular passage should not impact nest, provided that no stopping, standing, 
or construction occurs within buffer zone.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest failed 
for unknown reason, 
but HOWR (detected 
at this cavity) have 

been a factor in 
many bluebird nest 

failures.

5/22/2011 WEBL pair entering and exiting cavity multiple times.
12 Apr WEBL continue to visit cavity 15:15. - RR
18 Apr No WEBL detected in two 20 min obs. Possible nest predation by pr HOWR singing and resident at nest tree.- 
RR
25 Apr - No WEBL detected in  or around nest site during two 20 min obs. Change to Closed. - RR

4/19/2011 5000851 BUSH Closed CP88-1 35 feet from AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest gone 
during second visit; 
possible predation.

4/30/2011 shampton - 4/19/2011 8:20:38 AM - Pair observed nearby, carrying nest material to nest; 80% complete.
30 Apr - No BUSH or nest detected at the described location. BUSH building nest 200' SE maybe this pair. RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

4/4/2011 5003354 BUSH Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR Within 10 feet of AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest gone.

5/3/2011 Monitor observed pair and nest building on 4/4. Pair adding lining to nearly complete nest. Undeterred by traffic on 
road. Buffer flagged for no road improvements. - 4/5/2011 IM
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 -  Nest looks good, but no birds observed during 2 observation periods - will return.
sjohnston - 4/26/2011 3:48:20 PM - Nest not located; no bustit obs or heard in the area of the reported nest 
location.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Nest gone; appears nesting attempt failed.
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6/13/2011 7002496 PHAI Closed Suncrest Substation 

AR
20 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 

limits.
Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest gone; 
unknown reason.

6/14/2011 6/13/2011
Male is bringing material and nest building; female is shaping nest. Nest is approximately 75% complete.
ahill - 6/14/2011 6:56:50 PM
Nesting attempt failed; no sign of nest or nesting material nearby. Did not fail due to project activities.

4/12/2011 5000795 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 973033 35 feet from work area. 100 feet Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of Reconductor lines, following 
same principles as blanket exemption for Alpine Blvd.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest is on 
private property and 

unavailable for 
physical inspection, 

but observations 
implied this nesting 

attempt was 
abandoned early for 
unknown reasons.

4/25/2011 12 Apr HOFI pr carrying nest materials behind non-native planting against wall. - RR
18 Apr No HOFI detected at this location 0910-0930. Trenching crew at work nearby. - RR
25 Apr No HOFI detected at or near nest, suggests nest abandoned prior to incubation. - RR

4/21/2011 5000871 LEGO Closed Elliott Substation 40 feet to existing 
substation.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest likely 
destroyed by 

predation.

5/3/2011 21 Apr - LEGO female building nest, male guarding. 0800 - RR
26 Apr - LEGO female on nest 1220. - RR
3 May Nest destroyed - appears predated from above. 1020 . Change to Closed. - RR

7/21/2011 7004667 LEGO Closed Alpine Blvd 299+00r 35 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest likely 
never reached active 
stage or if it did and 

was predated.

8/4/2011 shampton - 7/21/2011 11:26:13 AM
Nest 1/4 lo 1/2 complete. Female actively nest building with male attending and defending territory. No construction 
at Viejas Creek bridge area during observations today.
shampton - 8/4/2011 2:33:38 PM
Nest empty; LEGO's in area but not associating with nest. Nest appears complete and undamaged -closed.

4/12/2011 5000786 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest may 
have never been 

completed - behavior 
observed likely part 
of the site selection 

process.

4/21/2011 In hollowed black bridge above mast. Very few sprigs of vegetation being actively gathered, but no nest as of yet. 
Should be checked during nest survey for status.
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:12:34 AM - Nesting material gone. No sign of new attempt. This nest is closed.

4/12/2011 5000785 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest may 
have never been 

completed; behavior 
observed likely part 
of the site selection 

process.

5/11/2011 Adult entering pipe, splatter on pipe 4-12 (FH/BA).
19 Apr - Numerous courting HOFI, but no conclusive nesting. - RR
26 Apr - No confirmed nesting activity at this location. Change to Inactive. - RR
2 May - No change, no confirmed nesting during substation construction.- RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:27 PM  No activity at this pipe opening detected during 20 minute observation period, despite 
House Finch activity in general area.  Change to Closed.

4/16/2011 5000834 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
CP88-1 AR

35 feet from existing AR, 
on house.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 
passage allowed.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest may 
never have been 

completed; behavior 
observed likely part 
of selection process.

5/13/2011 4/16 - Nest building in progress - RR.
4/22 - Nest construction activities continue 0958. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:28:37AM - House finches observed at nest.
5/6 - HOFI continue to bring material here but no nest has formed 1127. - RR
5/13 - No nest has been constructed - closed. - RR
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4/27/2011 7000921 BUSH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 

property
Within 10 feet of 
driveway edge.

100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near Hwy 67, a very busy and noisy highway, 
illustrating normalized behaviors to this steady disturbance. The adult birds have 
tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other human acvities onsite have not 
deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated with work will be monitored, as 
will nest sites for any potential impacts.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest never 
completed; another 
species removing 
nest material from 

this nest.

5/4/2011 4/27/2011 - nest 10% complete; BUSH pair carrying material from predated Nest 50003336 1248. - RR
5/5/2011 - Nest never completed; LEGO removing material. Change to Closed. 

5/24/2011 7001939 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

40 feet 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and construction related activity are appropriate when 
considered along with the plan, providing type and duration of access is strictly 
regulated. 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest never 
completed; behavior 
may have been part 
of the site selection 

process.

7/7/2011 sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:15:01 AM
Nest building.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:38:42 AM
Nest building.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 11:56:09 AM
Nest is gone.
sjohnston - 6/18/2011 3:56:12 PM
Observed nest building by pair of HOFI.
sjohnston - 6/21/2011 1:46:21 PM
very small amount of nesting material. repeated trips to nest obs by HOFI
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:17:51 PM
Nest appears to be 2% done.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 9:11:05 AM
No activity since 6/24/2011 observed. 

4/22/2011 5000881 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 0 feet; inside substation. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest not 
completed and no 

eggs laid.

6/12/2011 emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:46:13 AM - Nest is approximately 50% complete and there is fresh material in the nest. No 
birds approached the nest during the hour we were observing it. 
emorgan - 4/28/2011 11:07:25 AM - Nest does not have any fresh material and no birds were observed near the nest 
during the 2 hours of observation.
rradd - 6/7/2011 5:11:12 PM
Nest appears to have reactivated; near constant activity here by HOFI pair.
rradd - 6/13/2011 5:01:31 PM
No HOFI detected during 30 minute observations. Change to Closed.

5/11/2011 7001445 RCSP Closed CP18 50-70 feet 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

The vegetation in this area should remain intact as long as this nest or others 
are within this patch. Vehicular access is not anticipated to impact this nest, 
provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the 
buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest not 

confirmed on 
multiple visits by 

multiple observers.

7/24/2011 tfitanides - 5/11/2011 4:12:45 PM - Pair seen gathering nesting material. Exact location of nest unknown. Nest in 
attached photo of undetermined status.
18 May No RCSP detected during 30 min. obs. on cold windy day. Will survey again. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:06:02 PM
 No detections by multiple obs. Change to Closed. 

5/8/2011 7001016 BLPH Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet; nest is on boom 
truck within yard.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
partially built and 

then not completed.

5/8/2011 Female BLPH observed making multiple trips with nest material while male perched nearby.  Nest is just getting 
started - currently only consists of a dozen or so globs of mud placed by female in two spots along frame/cross-
bracing (1 percent built).  Discovered by monitor GHuffman, confirmed by jdicus and mdicus - 5/8/2011 12:57:31 
PM.  

imaunsell - 5/9/2011 8:50:49 AM Nest re-evaluated today to assess for further nest building activities. No further nest 
building attempts were observed on 5/8 and monitor on 5/9 saw no nest building for two hours. Nest status changed 
to closed and buffer removed in field.

3/29/2011 5003292 BUSH Closed TL 6924 - Z171691 25 feet from existing AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
predated.

5/17/2011 BUSH entering nest. rradd - 4/11/2011 8:07:26 AM
18 Apr - BUSH not detected 0750-0820. - RR
25 Apr - BUSH incubating. RR
02 May - No BUSH detected at or near nest during 30 min observation. 0825-0855.- RR
10 May No BUSH detected at or near nest during 30 min observation. - RR
17 May Nest depredated - hole observed through side. Change to Closed. - RR

4/18/2011 5000840 BUSH Closed CP42-1 5 feet from AR, 550 feet 
to tower area.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
predated.

5/9/2011 Pair of birds flew in. Female entered and remained in nest, male flew off and returned minutes later, and briefly 
entered nest - sritt - 4/18/2011 3:29:30 PM.

kkilpatrick - 5/9/2011 11:50:32 AM Nest damaged due to unknown causes. Empty.
Please recheck before closing.
BUSH will not repair a predated nest. Change to Closed. - RR

4/14/2011 5000816 CAGN Closed Elliott Substation 420 feet from corner of 
substation.

300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest 
predated. Nest torn 
to pieces from the 
lining bottom up.

4/21/2011 Female lining nest with white fluff and male periodically assisting. Buffer of 300 feet does not extend into any work 
area, so no ESA signage needed - kalberts - 4/14/2011 10:15:19 AM.
kalberts - 4/22/2011 3:42:20 PM - Nest observed depredated on 4/21/11.
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6/20/2011 7002522 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 

AR
20 feet from traffic. 100 feet ESA staked at road 

limits.
Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest seems 
to be still 

intact.7.18.11 AHILL

6/29/2011 ahill - 6/20/2011
Observed pair copulating and female bringing nesting material to nest (75% complete).
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 2:40:05 PM
No finches observed or heard during 2 observation periods.
kkilpatrick - 7/2/2011 2:54:35 PM
No activity at nest, nor were any HOFIs in area detected during check from 12:33 to 13:27. Nest appears intact. 
Flock of BUSHs in substrate did not elicit a HOFI response.
ahill - 7/18/2011 9:14:51 AM
No activity observed in past 10 days. 

3/16/2011 6003237 HOWR Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

35 feet from driveway. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest taken 
over by mice before 
HOWR could begin 

laying or after 
HOWR decided to 
abandon the nest.

4/1/2011 HOWR singing atop tank, nest visible under cover.
3/18/11 - HOWR not seen going to and from nest but still appears active. (DBusby)
24 Mar - HOWR singing, but not visting. Cold weather suppressing breeding activity. - RR
31 Mar - No HOWR detected during 30 minurte observation. Change to inactive. - RR
1 April - Nest taken over by 2 mice who now live under the cover on the tank. Closed. IM

4/26/2011 7000924 LEGO Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest torn 
apart by predator or 

high winds.

5/2/2011 sjohnston - 4/26/2011 3:35:09 PM 
Observed nest building; nest near complete. Bird not effected by foot or vehicle traffic. Placed ESA (no stopping 5 
mph speed limit) signed on access road.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011
Nest torn apart by predator or high winds - closed.

4/1/2011 5003336 BUSH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

60 feet from driveway. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest torn 
open from above, 

presumed predated.

4/25/2011 Pair building nest; about 10% complete. Pair was not disturbed by foot traffic 10-15 feet away. 4/1/2011 - IM (gps not 
functioning, mapped by hand.)
Pair visiting nest - imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:31:57 AM.
4/19/2011 - Nest appears complete but no BUSH detected.1125. Trimbled and vertex moved. - RR
4/26/2011 - Hole approximate 2 inches in diameter torn into north side of nest. Presume predated. Change to 
Closed. Pair building new nest 100 feet away with remnants of this nest. - RR

4/1/2011 5003331 CACW Closed EP243 30 feet from 12kv AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest was 
apparently an 

alternate nest; 2 
'active' nests nearby 
to south and north.

6/27/2011 Nest 50% complete 4-1 TC.   Still incomplete; much orange plastc twine 4-6 (PK).
RAbe - 4/18/2011 3:30:30 PM Nest w/in 100' buffer of 12 kV work limits and AR. Fresh trash added to nest.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Nest destroyed by predator; closed.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Nest rebuilt/being rebuilt.
jpawlicki - 5/13/2011 8:03:35 AM - Adult observed continually bringing nesting material to nest.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Nest rebuilt; entrance large and well-used.
phoward - 5/19/2011 12:43:39 PM  - Nest buffer updated to allow thru traffic.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Nest rebuilt.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011 - Nest status unchanged.
PKonrad - 6/7/2011 - Nest appears to be predated again; top torn away - closed.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 11:15:30 AM - Nest has been torn apart on top; appears to be predated - again - closed.
PKonrad - 6/14/2011 - Yes, nest has been rebuilt again; entrance good; nest not top-notch. Pair of wrens active at 
nest a few feet south of this nest.
PKonrad - 6/21/2011 - Nest in disrepair; top and cavity exposed. No wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 - No change; nearby nests to south and north still 'active' - closed.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 11:16:02 AM
No changes; no wrens in area - closed.
barnold - 6/3/2011 1:05:05 PM - Nest appears inactive, no Cactus Wren observed.



4/21/2011 5000873 LASP Closed CP17-1 80 feet from tower 
center.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 25 
feet.

This request is contingent upon two conditions: (1) The impact limit zone that is 
closest to the nest be used solely for parking of vehicles, and not for any 
construction activities or loud equipment (ie., generators). (2) An angled physical 
buffer (ie., a large sheet of plywood with a frame) be constructed and placed 
next to and above the nest.  Additionally, the parked vehicles should provide for 
a visual and acoustic buffer that would protect the nest.  The angled physical 
buffer should provide a buffer against wind shear and acoustic disturbance that 
will result from any helo-associated activity.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest was 
initially observed in 
early nesting stage.

5/10/2011 sritt - 4/21/2011 7:34:51 PM - Pair of birds flushed from nest. Pair later seen feeding in grassy road.
3 May - No nest or LASP detected at described location during 30 minute observation. Re-survey. - RR
10 May.Unable to detect nest or LASP during 30 min area hand search - closed. - RR

4/19/2011 5000854 LEGO Closed CP40-2 34 feet from permanent 
construction pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest was 
never relocated after 

initial observation.

5/13/2011 Pair actively building new nest - sritt - 4/19/2011 1:13:35 PM.
kkilpatrick - 5/9/2011 1:14:10 PM. Nest was not found. Found another old nest nearby, but not the same?
13 May No LEGO nest at the described location. No LEGO detected in 30 min. obs 1611.  Change to Closed.  - RR
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4/15/2011 5000830 ANHU Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 8 feet from road; 3,800 

feet from yard.
100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 

stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.
2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest was 
not relocated after 

original nest building 
report.

5/3/2011 tcooper - 4/15/2011 Fresh looking nest, bio monitor observed adult building this morning. Buffer flagged for no road 
improvements, but allows vehicle passage.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 12:53:37 PM   No bird observed, no nest found during 2 extensive searches - will return. 
sjohnston - 4/26/2011 3:51:36 PM - no bird observed. no reported nest found.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - No nest or birds observed; nest gone. Appears to be a failed nesting attempt.

4/19/2011 5000855 BUSH Closed CP40-2 0 feet; within permanent 
construction pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest was 
predated.

5/13/2011 Pair repeatedly observed building nest - sritt - 4/19/2011 5:26:59 PM.
kkilpatrick - 5/9/2011 12:18:03 PM .Nest observed  in manzanita, not sure if same.
Appears fairly complete, but no activity observed.
13 May Nest predated - torn open above nest bowl 1523. Change to  Closed. - RR

2/18/2011 5000013 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nest was 
unused this nesting 

season.

5/24/2011 Appears to be an old nest that might be present in pre-existing data. Out of 5 nests observed this is only nest that 
could become active. CACW heard vocalizing in area but not observed. Same adult vocalizing near nest to west was 
seen near this nest on 
18 Mar - No CACW detected on this territory 1200 - 1245. Vehicle traffic noted. - RR
24 Mar - No CACW detected on this territory 0830-0930 - RR
30 Mar - activity within territory, see 5000431 - RR
5 Apr - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
11 Apr - Nest not visited -- CACW occupying other end of this territory 11:00-11:30. - RR
25 Apr - No activity 1630-1650. CACW occupying other end of this territory. - RR
3 May - No improvements at this nest, now decrepit.Change to inactive. - RR
10 May - No change.
17 May - No change
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:04:27 PM
No change 1330 ... pair at south end of territory.

5/23/2011 7001927 LASP Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nesting 

attempt abandoned 
due to unknown 

causes.

5/26/2011 Bowl nest; adult observed by biomonitor on Thurs and Friday (5/20); adult observed - ffhoffman - 5/23/2011.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - Nest looks abandoned; north side of nest pulled away and interior hasn't been lined; no eggs. 
Nest should be re-evaluated next work day (Tuesday) morning with this information in mind.
sritt - 6/1/2011 11:18:51 AM - No change - closed.

5/5/2011 7000985 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 872367 0 feet 100 feet Removal of insulator would compromise nest.  A buffer modification is not 
appropriate.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nesting 

attempt may have 
been detered by 
House Wrens, or 

original observation 
may have been part 
of the site selection 

process.

6/1/2011 mdicus, ghuffman - 5/5/2011 - HOFI female observed carrying nest material into base of insulator.  Several 
additional nests observed at base of other 5 insulators; one was visited by a House Wren.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 4:23:35 PM
A pair of HOFI entered insulator bracket but were readily flushed out by HOWR (nesting at 379536). HOWR 
continued to make territorial calls and aggressive postures. HOFI activity at insulator bracket of 872637 was not 
observed after. Status changed to inactive.
kalberts - 7/21/2011 10:29:28 PM

5/12/2011 7001457 BUSH Closed CP24-1 35 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nesting 
chronology and 
outcome of nest 

suggest predation.

6/7/2011 12 May Observed a pair of BUSH bringing small bits of nesting material into the nest. -SJ
18 May BUSH enters nest 1508 departs 1519. - RR
eelias - 6/2/2011 3:13:28 PM
Elias visited this nest for 20 minutes on 5/31/2011. There was no activity; however, I was not able to actually find this 
nest.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:07:47 AM
Nest bottom is torn out.
Change to Closed.

5/25/2011 7002355 CALT Closed TL 6916 - 973036 10 feet to AR; 25 fet to 
work area; 95 ft to tower

100 feet Buffer reduced to 25 
feet.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer. 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nesting 

chronology indicates 
insufficient time for 
nest to successfully 

hatch. Abandonment 
prior to egg-laying or 

predation are 
possible causes.

6/13/2011 phoward - 5/25/2011 10:47:41 AM - Pair seen near nest, no nest visits.
fhoffman - 5/31/2011 5:09:15 PM
No adults observed, new material in nest. 5-31-11, FH
rradd - 6/13/2011 3:32:20 PM
Nest is clean, intact and empty.
Change to Closed
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5/14/2011 7001918 RWBL Closed CP80-1 AR 30 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer kept, but vehicular 

passage allowed
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Nesting not 
initiated.

6/4/2011 5/14/2011 - Territorial RWBL male singing adjacent, and flying to this area, where female observed.- RR
5/20/2011 - RWBL alarm call, female flushed from 25 feet by observer in mustard. Location inferred 1154. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 4:47:13 PM - No RWBL detected associating within this location during 30 minute observation. 
1200. Will check once more before closing.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:49:57 PM - No detections. Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:50:45 PM - Buffers and stakes removed.

2/7/2011 5000424 CACW Closed JVR 12kV - Pole 
P2466095

30 feet; 12kv AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Never any 
evidence of eggs or 
nestlings; apparently 

an alternate nest.

6/20/2011 Cactus wren pair duet called from 7 feet high perch 75 feet east of newly built nest - yellow buffer tape tied on yucca 
nest site.
Status unchanged; no birds in area 3/16/2011 (PK).     
Status same; Cactus wren singing nearby 3/25/2011 (PK).
New materials added including GHOW feathers 4/6/2011 (PK).
RAbe - 4/18/2011 2:59:29 PM - New feathers added to nest.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - No apparent changes.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - No change.
RAbe - 5/13/2011 10:59:06 AM - No apparent changes.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - New nesting material added; wren singing nearby to south.
PKonrad - 5/26/2011 - Entrance looks recently used. Wren calling and acting territoially 150 feet southeast.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011 - Entrance has some new white material; wren singing to south.
barnold - 6/3/2011 1:28:53 PM
Cactus Wren flew from general area of nest.
PKonrad - 6/7/2011 - Nest appears slightly compacted from the top; wren calling territorially to the south.
PKonrad - 6/14/2011 - Same as last week, including wren singing to south.
PKonrad - 6/21/2011 - Nest is in disrepair; changed to inactive; will check back.
PKonrad - 6/27/2011 - No changes; no wrens in area - closed.

6/28/2011 7002573 CACW Closed EP269 AR 3 feet north of AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. New nest 
has large hole in top; 
probable predation..

8/15/2011 eelias - 6/28/2011 2:52:51 PM
No eggs or nestlings in nest; no adults were active in this area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 1:55:15 PM
Nest good with a clear entrance; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/20/2011 12:08:10 PM
No wrens in area; nest looks good but unchanged.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 1:33:49 PM
Nest looks good except what appears to be a second entrance has been opened on top of the south side; original 
entrance opens to northwest. Interior chamber is wide open; until improved or abandoned, closed.
pkonrad - 8/8/2011 1:16:29 PM
Since last week, nest has been repaired, although interior has only a limited amount of lining; will watch for more 
improvements and nesting behavior.
pkonrad - 8/15/2011 1:01:27 PM
Nest has large hole opened in top of nest - again. No wrens in area - closed.

6/30/2011 7002581 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. New partial 
nest blown out by 

wind.

7/7/2011 pkonrad - 6/30/2011 1:08:29 PM
Female House Finch bringing nesting material to site and lying on unfinished nest; nest about 40% complete.
sritt - 7/5/2011 5:32:52 PM
Nest found on ground below water tank axel - closed.

6/29/2011 7002578 BTSP Closed EP277 TSAP 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No activity 
detected since nest 
was documented; 
likely abandoned, 

possibly due to late 
season start.

6/30/2011 shampton - 6/29/2011 4:09:29 PM
Near complete nest. A pair of BTSP were observed foraging and singing on the TSAP around the nest. Not observed 
carrying material or going to nest.
tfitanides - 6/30/2011 1:53:39 PM
Nest appears not to have been used recently. Bottom of cup was thin and a twig laid over the top of the cup. Status 
changed to inactive.
tfitanides - 7/7/2011 6:06:17 PM
Nest appears un-altered since 6/30. No BTSP activity at nest during a 2 hour bird survey on site.
emorgan - 7/14/2011
Changed status to closed due to lack of activity during the last 2 nest checks.

4/30/2011 7000949 WESJ Closed EP92 25 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No birds 

were ever observed 
at this nest.

5/20/2011 shampton - 4/30/2011 11:31:11 AM - Pair close-by, watching us when we approached nest. No eggs.
RAbe - 5/10/2011 1:31:33 PM - Jays in the area. Nest has lots of lining and looks to be almost complete.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - Nice nest; no eggs or jays. (Apparent pentab problems on 5-6.)
emorgan - 5/20/2011 2:05:53 PM - There has been no change in the nest since last monitoring. consider closing nest 
if there has been no change at the next monitoring.      Pkonrad - 5/27/2011 - No change - closed.
imaunsell - 5/24/2011 7:50:21 AM
Nest status change to closed due to comments provided. An active nest should have eggs present within nearly a 
month of completion.
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6/21/2011 7002534 HOOR Closed TL 639 - 397518 50 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No cause of 
failure was directly 

observed.

7/5/2011 imaunsell - 6/21/2011 7:26:02 AM
Pair attending nest.
rradd - 6/27/2011 11:35:36 AM
Nest appears fresh and complete - no orioles detected.
rradd - 7/5/2011 12:39:28 PM
Nest appears clean and intact - no HOOR detected during 45 mins of observation.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:55:07 AM
Change to Closed.
No change in activity at this nest indicates likely abandonment. HOOR may have renested 500 feet north.

6/3/2011 7002439 ATFL Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 
pullsite - driveway 

entry

45 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No 
detections following 

exploratory behavior; 
no confirmed nest 

established.

6/30/2011 rradd - 6/3/2011 at 1634
ATFL pair at cavity, (presumed) female entering with beak full of lining materials.
rradd - 6/9/2011 12:16:53 PM
No ATFL detections during 30 min. observation. Likely egg-laying period, continue to monitor.
rradd - 6/17/2011 8:56:25 AM
ATFL comes to tree and contact calls, but does not enter cavity before departing 0842.
rradd - 6/24/2011 2:42:08 PM
No ATFL detections at this cavity during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 6/30/2011 2:31:05 PM
No ATFL detections at this cavity 1300-1330.
Change to Closed. 

4/25/2011 7000899 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 57 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No egg 
laying activities 

observed at this nest 
location this season.

6/20/2011 25 Apr Large new CACW nest still being added to 17:25.- RR
3 May CACW calling from this location 1255. - RR
10 May CACW continues to advertise this territory with new material piles, but no food carry. - RR
17 May No CACW obs here during 30 min. obs 1650. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:16:42 PM
No CACW detected 1305-1335.
rradd - 6/1/2011 10:25:09 AM
CACW on this  territory, building new nests E and W of this nest 0945 - 1020.
rradd - 6/7/2011 1:34:54 PM
Nest in good condition, with fresh material atop a clean SW-facing opening.. 
rradd - 6/13/2011 12:09:32 PM
No CACW detections here during 45 min. obs.
rradd - 6/20/2011 1:37:03 PM
No CACW detections here during 30 min. obs. Change to Inactive

5/25/2011 7002367 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within work limits. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No eggs 

ever detected, and 
observations suggest 
behavior at this site 

was exploratory.

6/16/2011 rradd - 5/25/2011 - MODO on nest, did not flush at 3 feet.
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:59:03 PM
No MODO on this empty nest during 30 min. obs. Will check once more before closing.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:40:56 AM
MODO pair copulating and occupying this gutter.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:53:36 PM
No MODO detected here. Presume abandoned as dumbest nest site ever.

5/10/2011 7001430 CATH Closed EP91 5-10 feet from pull site 
boundary.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No 
indication of reason.

5/27/2011 Female flushed from nest but then returned; 3 eggs; female very secretive. dbusby - 5/10/2011 
       RA, TC, EM checked this nest on  - 5/20/2011 
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - No nest or nest material found in scrub oak or on the ground below it. No sign of thrashers, 
eggs, egg shells, or nestlings - closed.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 1:39:37 PM
No nest or nest material found in this scrub oak or on the ground beneath or surrounding it. No sign of thrashers, 
eggs, egg shells, or nestlings - closed.

5/13/2011 7001469 BTGN Closed JVR 12 kV - P42226 50 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 45 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
•The female Gnatcatcher showed a tolerance to human disturbance by not 
flushing from the nest upon its discovery by the nest survey crew.
•A tolerance to human disturbance was also exhibited by the Gnatcatchers by 
performing a nest exchange in the presence of the nest survey crew.
•The nesting pair built their nest next to an active produce storage yard, despite 
a high level of disturbance in the form of noise and dust produced by heavy 
equipment use, vehicle traffic, and foot traffic.
•The birds  built their nest in a four-winged saltbush, which is a dense, woody, 
compact plant species that conceals the nest within it. Furthermore, a thick stand 
of four-winged saltbush exists between the nest and Pole P42226, provides a 
natural barrier.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No 
indication of reason.

5/31/2011 RAbe - 5/13/2011 10:42:19 AM - Female incubating.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No gnatcatchers found in the area; a new empty nest is present (but on the south side of 
bush). Will check back to check for future activity.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - No eggs; 1 gnatctcher observed 100 feet south.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011 - No eggs; no birds; appears abandoned - closed.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 12:13:48 PM
No eggs; no birds; appears inactive - closed.

6/23/2011 7002546 PHAI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 50 west of AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No 
indication.

6/29/2011 pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:17:59 PM
Pair is nest building at an almost complete bowl nest. Male very active in area of nest
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 10:49:04 AM
Pair appears to have abandoned this nesting attempt; female Bullock's Oriole taking nesting material from this nest 
(and others) repeatedly to build nest nearby; no Phainopeplas in area of nest during extended observations. Closed.
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6/23/2011 7002551 CACW Closed EP259-2 AR 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No known 
activity at this nest 

this year; nest found 
late in nesting 
season (6-23).

7/13/2011 emorgan - 6/23/2011 3:36:45 PM
No Cactus Wrens observed in area around nest. Downy feathers present on outside of nest.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 11:53:19 AM
Inactive nest; entrance being used as a collection and feeding site for jujube seeds, probably by a small mammal - 
closed.

4/19/2011 5000850 MODO Closed CP88-1 55 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage is 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No nest 

found at location on 
follow-up visits.

4/30/2011 shampton - 4/19/2011 8:51:57 AM - Adult on nest and mate observed bringing additional nest material.
Apr 30 No nest or MODO could be detected at this location from a few feet away. Closed. - RR

4/5/2011 5003359 HOFI Closed TL 230 - 873078 15 feet horizontally, 100 
feet vertically.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No nest was 
established here.

4/21/2011 4/05 - Adult female HOFI observed carrying nest materials into small opening in tower (J&M Dicus, R. Abe).
12 Apr - No nest found in lattice tower; no HOFI detected at tihs location 1330-1400. - RR
21 Apr - No nest found, no HOFI associating with this location. Change to Closed. - RR

3/7/2011 6002385 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 15 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No nesting 
activity observed at 
nest this season.

6/7/2011 3/7/11 - 1 nest appears old and weathered, the other in very good condition, with fresh material atop a clean 
southwest-facing opening.
18 Mar - CACW calling across this territory - at least 2 birds present. - RR
24 Mar - CACW calling from high perches across this territory. - RR
30 Mar - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
5 Apr - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
11 Apr - CACW calling from perches, and visting nests across this territory. - RR
18 Apr CACW calling from perches associated with this territory. 1444 - RR
25 Apr CACW calling from this location 1735. - RR
3 May CACW perched here and calling 1245. - RR
10 May CACW continues to advertise this territory with new material piles, but no food carry. - RR
17 May CACW perched here and calling briefly before moving W. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:16:23 PM - No CACW detected 1305-1335.
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:13:13 PM - One nest on east side of cactus patch with an east opening entrance appears 
inactive.  Top of nest is sunken and partly obstructing entrance to nest. Could not locate other nest. Will check again 
tomorrow. No CACW detected in area.
rradd - 6/7/2011 1:26:42 PM - No improvements. CACW pr are nesting at other end of territory. Change to Inactive.

2/7/2011 5000426 OTHE Closed EP240 and 12kV JVR 0 feet; within alignment 
for access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No nesting 
activity was ever 

linked to this nest.

4/15/2011 Potential satellite nest for cactus wren, no bird observed tending nest (so will affect construction if brood is in nest). 
2/7/11
Update 3-8 -This nest is open from above, with daylight visible through the sides and contains much larger strands of 
twine than noted in any other CACW nest seen to date. 
No activity; top of nest is open like a bowl nest; questionable if this is still a cactus wren nest - Califomia thrasher in 
area 3-16 (PK).     
Update 3/18/11 - No activity. (B. Lo)      
Nest inactive 3-28 (PK). 
May be California thrasher satellite nest as adult from nearby nest perched next to it when bio checked active 
thrasher nest nearby 4-6 (PK).
barnold - 4/14/2011 11:52:35 AM - No activity at or near nest.
Closed due to no breeding activity observed at this nest throughout all periods. kalberts - 4/15/2011 8:22:36 PM.

3/31/2011 5003303 LBWO Closed EP254-3 15 feet from temp ROW, 
107 feet to tower center.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No nesting 
attempt was initiated 

at this  possible 
exploratory 
excavation.

4/28/2011 Male observed excavating cavity and vocalizing (rma) 3/31/2011.
4/12/11 - No woodpeckers observed in area.  Nest cavity excavated to depth of 2.5 inches (J&M Dicus).
RAbe - 4/19/2011 11:36:55 AM - Male observed within a few hundred feet during EP253-2 nest survey. Cavity has 
not been excavated post visit on 4/12/11. Still appears to be at depth of 2.5 inches. Nest status closed due to 
inactivity.
No change. No woodpeckers seen. - sritt - 4/20/2011 1:04:36 PM
No change. No woodpeckers seen nearby . - sritt - 4/28/2011 2:34:39 PM
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3/18/2011 6002384 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 30 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No nesting 

behavior observed at 
this nest location.

6/7/2011 18 Mar - CACW calling across this territory - at least 2 birds present. - RR
24 Mar - CACW calling from high perches across this territory. - RR
30 Mar - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
5 Apr - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
11 Apr - CACW calling from perches, and visting nests across this territory. - RR
18 Apr CACW calling frim this location. - RR
3 May No CACW detected at this nest 1225-1305. - RR
10 May CACW continues to advertise this territory with new material piles, but no food carry. - RR
17 May No activity at this nest during 30 minutes of observation. 1640 - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:14:22 PM - CACW calling on this territory 1400
rradd - 6/1/2011 8:57:42 PM - No CACW detected on this territory during 30 min. obs 1030-1100. Nest appears 
weathered.
rradd - 6/7/2011 9:05:52 PM - No improvements and no CACW detected on this territory during 1 hr obs. Change to 
Inactive.

5/31/2011 7002402 HOWR Closed TL 639 - 379527 0 feet; on tower. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No 
observations to 

indicate a nest was 
ever initiated at this 

structure.

6/6/2011 5/31/2011 12:45 PM
HOWR singing incessantly and entering this cavity. Scolding at observer approach, then singing from adjacent 
brush. 1246. - RR
rradd - 6/6/2011 2:38:16 PM
No detections during 30 min.obs. Likely a second nest from pr @ ID 7000796. 
sdhall - 6/10/2011 2:32:32 PM
No activity for 45 min. Presume nest inactive.

4/27/2011 7000916 WESJ Closed EP85-2 30 feet from nearest 
work.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No reason 
for abandonment of 
partially built nest.

5/12/2011 emorgan - 4/27/2011 11:57:22 AM - Stick nest is about 25% complete. Pair of scrub jays observed near the nest.
fhoffman - 5/3/2011 11:41:53 AM - No further construction of nest, no adult activity in immediate vicinity of nest.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - Partial nest probably abandoned; no jays near site; only circle frame of twigs present - 
closed.

4/18/2011 5000842 CACW Closed JVR 12kV - Pole 
P2466095

55 feet from yard limits. 
30 feet from AR.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
lmits. Drive through 
access only on AR.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact the nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within the buffer zone. 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No wren 

activity at apparently 
old or alternate site 
this nesting season.

4/25/2011 RAbe - 4/18/2011 3:16:54 PM - Appears to be rebuilding old, beat-up nest. Fresh grass on top of base of old nest; 
15% complete. Within 10O foot buffer of 12 kV work limits and AR.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Any new material no longer present; remaining nest remnant very old and collapsed - 
reclosed.

4/27/2011 7000918 CACW Closed EP231A  AR 30 feet from AR; 1300 
feet from EP 231 A.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 
passage allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction will occur within the buffer. The 
Agencies concurred to the following:
Traffic can pass through all three nest buffers since the road has pre-existing 
traffic and construction traffic will not significantly add to traffic volume.  
Conditions associated:  No work is allowed within the three 100-foot nest 
buffers.  Traffic on the access road cannot stop or park within the three 100-foot 
nest buffers.  Traffic will not exceed 10mph inside the three 100-foot nest 
buffers.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. No wrens 
have been observed 
here since the nest 

was built; this 
appears to be an 

unused satellite nest 
at best.

7/19/2011 shampton - 4/27/2011 12:15:55 PM - Nest appears complete; CACW heard singing in area.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No apparent changes; no birds.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - Big, well built nest; wren singing from hill to southwest.
vnovik - 5/13/2011 1:11:26 PM - Cactus wrens calling in area. Nest appears well built.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No apparent change; no wrens.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:41:59 PM
No changes; no wrens.
sritt - 6/6/2011 10:46:56 AM
Nest in good condition. CACW calling in area.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 4:08:20 PM
Nice nest; no apparent changes; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 11:14:31 AM
Today, this nest has no changes and there are no wrens in the area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 1:36:11 PM
No change to nest; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:58:30 PM
Nest exterior rain-soaked; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 1:02:03 PM
Nest dry and looks unrepaired; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 2:45:38 PM
Nest is in disrepair and has been inactive for some time; no wrens have been active in the area since the nest was 
built many weeks ago - closed.

6/28/2011 7002575 CACW Closed EP269 AR 67 feet south of AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Not used 
this season.

7/13/2011 eelias - 6/28/2011 3:06:41 PM
Complete nest; no eggs or nestlings in nest; no adults were active in this area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 1:40:25 PM
Older nest not recently active; entrance blocked - closed.

5/10/2011 7001436 BUSH Closed CP31-2 AR 77 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. 
Observations 

suggest that nest 
was abandoned 

before egg laying.

5/24/2011 10 May - Nest appears complete with BUSH pair visiting but not yet incubating 0815. - RR
tfitanides - 5/14/2011 1:03:43 PM - BUSH in nearby oak but no activity observed with nest for 30 minutes.
21 May BUSH paired,. loafing nearby, but not entering nest during 20 min mid-day obs. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 7:22:00 PM
No BUSH detected at or near this location 1708-1738. Change to Closed.
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3/31/2011 5003316 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Observed 

behavior was 
exploratory in nature 
and a nest was never 

constructed. 

4/21/2011 3/31/11 Observed pair bringing nesting material to opening. Flagged (Cummings).
barnold - 4/12/2011 11:37:11 AM - No birds observed in immediate area.
barnold - 4/21/2011 12:01:37 PM - No birds observed in immediate area.  Change status to inactive - closed

4/26/2011 7000905 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      following reasons:
 
            •             House finches are known to nest in proximity to
            human activity and exhibit a high tolerance towards human
            disturbances. They have relatively high rates of nest success
            within areas of high human activity.
            •             These nests are located high up in the steel,
            between 20 and 40 feet above the ground.
            •             Past NBMs of similar nature with house finch in
            structures have not effected the success of the nests.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Observed 
behavior was 

exploratory in nature 
and a nest was never 

constructed. 

6/27/2011 6 Apr - Female HOFI arranging nest material and entering 0855. - RR
2 May HOFI breeding activity continues. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:56 PM  No activity at this specific location, but House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:30 AM House Finch activity in area but not at this specific described location.
barnold - 6/1/2011 4:51:55 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:51:43 AM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:47:56 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:55:26 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:27:54 PM
No activity at this specific insulator location, but House Finches in this bay and adjacent bays including family group, 
singing males, pair, and single female.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:52:32 PM

5/5/2011 7000982 CAKI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Observed 
behavior was 

exploratory in nature 
and a nest was never 

constructed. 

5/11/2011 tfitanides - 5/5/2011 12:40:32 PM - Nesting material brought by female; not fully constructed.
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:38 PM  - No nest in location as described and mapped.  Change to closed.

6/28/2011 7002608 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0; in Scamore 
Substation

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Observed 
behavior was 

exploratory in nature 
and a nest was never 

constructed. 

7/6/2011 barnold - 7/6/2011 5:54:16 PM
Adult House Finch observed by bio-monitor bringing nesting material on 28 June. No House Finch activity on 6 July.

5/14/2011 7001478 ATFL Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

30 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Observed 
behavior was likely 

exploratory in nature 
and no further 

nesting activity was 
linked to this cavity.

5/22/2011 ahill - 5/14/2011.
Saw pair going to nest location repeatedly; female brought material in.
tfitanides - 5/23/2011 3:47:27 PM
ATFL pair presumed to be nesting in the area. Pair is frequenting multiple potential nest sites. No activity observed 
with the specific cavity marked in pentab.
tfitanides - 6/6/2011 8:57:07 AM
Suitable cavity in tree covered with cobwebs. No ATFL activity observed at tree. Nest status changed to closed. It is 
likely that a full nesting attempt was not made by the pair in this tree.

3/4/2011 6002309 RTHA Closed EP119-2 450 feet 500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/18/2011 Inactive 3-4 (RR) and 3-10 (PK).
23 Mar - Inactive - RR
Inactive - 3-30 (PK).    
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 9:45:20 AM   Still inactive.
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 10:18:20 AM   Inactive; closed.

3/4/2011 6002310 RTHA Closed EP119-2 350 feet from temporary 
pad.

500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

3/23/2011 Bird perched near nest, and consuming prey nearby. Bird flushed by observer; pair soaring together (one light phase, 
one dark phase) revisted area repeatedly but did not enter nest. 3/4/11
GHOW nest nearby may be retarding egg laying. Follow-up observations required.
1 adult Red-tail perched in open pasture; did not stay in area; no activity near nest site during 1/2 hour observation 
period; question active status 3-16 (PK).
3/23/2011 - Inactive, with GHOW from adjacent nest perched underneath. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.
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3/29/2011 6002396 OTHE Closed CP82-1 340 feet to tower site. 100 feet Blanket reduction 

granted for drive through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/20/2011 29 Mar - Nest in good condition in cluster of green stems @ fork of trunk. COHA soaring nearby. - RR
6 Apr - No activity detected.- RR
13 Apr - No activity. - RR
20 Apr - No activity. Change to Closed.- RR

3/9/2011 6002397 OTHE Closed CP82-1 240 feet to existing AR; 
480 feet to tower site.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/6/2011 6 Apr - Old and decrepit, rotted material falling to ground. Closed.- RR

3/9/2011 6002401 OTHE Closed EP220-1 AR 25 feet from existing AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage should not impact nesting activities, provided that no 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within area.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/17/2011 No birds observed. Nest origins unknown. Stick nesting materials on ground under nest indicate that this is an old 
nest. It should be checked periodically for activity.
Still inactive on 3-17 (PK).; probably an old raven nest.  
Inactive 3-30 and 4-6 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 12:44:42 PM   Still inactive.
Closed, due to disrepair and lack of activity. kalberts - 4/17/2011 11:24:11 AM

3/12/2011 6003217 OTHE Closed CP31-2 30 feet to work area. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/18/2011 Activity status uncertain. Ravens defending site. The other nest was marked as active. Nest is 8 feet from AR to 
CP31-2.
No activity. CORA using alternate nest in this tree. Closed.

3/12/2011 6003218 OTHE Closed Helix Yard AR 1150 feet to yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

3/25/2011 Old, Currently unused, stick nest.
16 Mar - status unchanged. RR
25 Mar - Adjacent to active COHA nest. Closed. - RR

3/9/2011 6003229 OTHE Closed CP44-1 AR 200 feet to AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/21/2011 Appears to be most recently used by ravens, as there is a dead raven fledgling on ground directly under nest. No 
white wash or prey remains beneath so no evidence of it being active. Outside of 100 foot buffer but within 500 foot 
buffer if used by raptors.
Update 3/23/11 - B. Lohstroh checked this nest, no change in status.
11 Apr - No indications of status change observed. - RR
21 Apr - Unimproved and unoccupied. Change to Closed. - RR

3/15/2011 6003231 OTHE Closed EP83-1 Pullsite and 
AR

20 feet to AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

3/28/2011 Found by Darin Busby on 3/15/11. Nest appears to be an inactive CALT nest. 
Nest incomplete and inactive 3-28. Closed - (PK).

3/17/2011 6003243 OTHE Closed EP27-1 30 feet from AR; 380 
feet to tower site.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/7/2011 Still inactive; past nest function uncertain; status closed 4-7 (FH/PK).

3/17/2011 6003244 OTHE Closed EP27-1 65 feet from AR; 275 
feet from tower site.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/21/2011 Nest inactive, but has good form and merits return 4-7 (PK/FH).
sritt - 4/13/2011 7:19:43 PM - No change.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Inactive; old nest or woodrat nest - closed.

4/1/2011 5003345 OTHE Closed EP85-2 AR 40 feet 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

4/29/2011 1 April - No sign of activity.  Smaller than a large raptor nest, should be monitored for change in activity because it 
could affect use of access road.  S. Hampton, S. Ritt.
barnold - 4/13/2011  -  No activity observed near nest (BWA & FH).
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 - Remains inactive.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - No change; closed.

4/30/2011 7000948 WESJ Closed EP93 60 feet from work area 
and 80 feet from AR.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 60 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 60 feet is 
appropriate for this nest. Nest success should not be diminished for the following 
reasons: 
Western Scrub-Jays are generally tolerant of human activity and are known to 
nest in close proximity to human disturbances.
This nest is buffered by the high density of surrounding vegetation.
There is no direct line of sight from the nest to the work area or access road.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

5/20/2011 RAbe - 4/30/2011 10:33:06 AM - Probable Scrub Jay nest with fresh, green leaves on top of it. Lining material also 
looks fresh. No birds observed at nest, but Scrub Jays in area and on top of scrub oak.
RAbe - 5/10/2011 8:06:50 AM - New chamise stem added to nest.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - No new activity; may be last year's nest. Ryan and I agree that the nest should be closed.
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5/6/2011 7001002 OTHE Closed EP295 25 feet from AR; 380 

feet from EP295.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest not 

used this breeding 
season.

5/18/2011 shampton - 5/6/2011 10:25:45 AM  - No birds observed associating with this nest.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 and 5/13/2011 - No birds present; unused nest and it is past the nest initiation period for large 
desert birds - closed.

5/6/2011 7001003 OTHE Closed EP295 70 feet from AR; 430 
feet from EP 295.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

5/6/2011 shampton - 5/6/2011 10:29:28 AM  - No birds observed associating with this nest.

5/11/2011 7001441 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons:
Highly tolerant species for which project precedent has aready been set, and 
current construction is not anticipated to impact this nest on a reduced buffer of 
20 feet or less.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

5/27/2011 11 May - HOFI visible in northernmost cavity 1500. - RR
rradd - 5/27/2011 10:23:30 AM
 HOFI pr visit but do not enter. Behavioral obs. suggest this cavity is not currently in use.
 Change to Closed.

5/23/2011 7001928 WEKI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 40 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 

season.

6/6/2011 Adult observed near nest - fhoffman - 5/23/2011.. 
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - No kingbird activity at this tree or oak to north.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 4:52:26 PM
No kingbird activity at this nest, this tree, or oak to north during extended period.
tfitanides - 6/6/2011 3:50:19 PM
Nest appears old or unused. No WEKI activity in tree or area. Status changed to closed.

3/9/2011 6002398 OTHE Closed CP82-1 230 feet to AR; 460 feet 
to tower site.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within boundary.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest not 
used this nesting 

season.

4/6/2011 4/6/2011 - Probable old CORA nest appears no longer useable -closed. -  RR

2/27/2011 5000460 CACW Closed EP243 250 feet from edge of 
JVR Yard boundary.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/25/2011 Collapsed, flattened nest remnant - closed 3-25 (PK).

2/27/2011 5000461 CACW Closed EP243 375 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/25/2011 Last year's nests? Collapsed and weathered and unusable; closed 3-25 (PK).

3/2/2011 5000471 OTHE Closed Alpine Yard 120 feet from access to 
Alpine Headquarters 

Yard.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/25/2011 Still inactive 3-25 (PK).
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

3/2/2011 5000475 CACW Closed EP254-3 0 feet; within temporary 
ROW; 17 feet to perm 

ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/25/2011 Fine grasses woven into globular nest with entrance facing south. Nest appears almost fully  constructed but without 
feather lining. 3/2/11
Nesting material is old, faded grey. Nest without structure. Opening no longer obvious, Status Changed -- inactive. 
BHart 3/11/2011.
No change. - sritt - 4/20/2011 1:08:11 PM.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Nest material collapsed , weathered, and hanging down.

3/2/2011 5000481 OTHE Closed EP221A 360 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/15/2011 Nest appears to be a CORA nest built in crevice of boulder. Nest location too small and tight for RTHA. Biomomitor 
did not observe any activity at nest for over an hour. Some whitewash present, however it is likely nest inactive at 
this time.
No bird ever observed; whitewash only.
Nest officially closed as inactive corvid nest over 100 feet away from work area. kalberts - 4/15/2011 10:08:19 PM

3/3/2011 5000486 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
289+00r

470 feet away from 
Alpine Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/3/2011 Nest appears inactive at this time. 3/3/11
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.
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3/3/2011 5000487 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 

289+00r
480 feet from Alpine 

Blvd.
100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/22/2011 Nest appears inactive at this time. 3/3/2011.
Old nest inactive; closed 3-22 (PK).
Closed; small stick nest indicates non-raptor potential. kalberts - 4/16/2011 10:09:14 AM

3/3/2011 5000492 OTHE Closed TL 639 - Z379537 0 feet, on 69 KV 
structure.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/3/2011 emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

2/1/2011 5000519 CACW Closed EP245-1 and AR 105 feet from 
permanent ROW of 

tower site.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 A grass nest that appears inactive. 2/1/11
Closed, due to no activity. kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:06:32 AM

2/25/2011 5000522 OTHE Closed EP31-2 and AR 110 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 Copious whitewash illustrates recent habitual use as a Turkey Vulture roost. This nest is probaby an old nest not 
associated with roost, which appears to be above on adjacent sycamore 3-19 (RR).
No activity 3-29 (PK).        
Old nest; no signs of nesting activity 4-7 (PK/FH).
Closed, due to no sign of activity.  kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:15:59 AM

2/25/2011 5000523 OTHE Closed EP31-2 and AR 120 feet away from 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 Probable old nest. Roosting site nearby with molted feathers and white-wash. Nest likely not associated with roost 
which appears to be above on adjacent sycamore. 3-19 (rr)
No activity at nest 3-29 (PK).      
Old nest; no birds associated with nest 4-7 (PK/FH).
Closed, due to no activity - kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:17:26 AM.

2/25/2011 5000524 OTHE Closed EP363-1, IV Sub 105 feet from temporary 
ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

2/25/2011 This stick nest is no longer present in the metal powerline tower. This inactive nest was apparently blown out of the 
tower by strong wind, although little sign of nest material can be seen in the area of the tower. This formerly inactive 
nest can be closed in the Nest Log. 2/25/11

2/17/2011 5000530 OTHE Closed Helix Yard 1200 feet from 
construction yard limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 Old nest in disrepair. 2/17/11
Closed, due to distance of 1200 feet from work area. kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:43:49 AM

2/25/2011 5000532 OTHE Closed Rough Acres Yard 425 feet from yard 
boundary.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/30/2011 No bird activity in area; chance of raptor using this nest is reduced at this time. Nearby raven nest may become 
active-pair in area of well-built nest  3-15  (PK).
Nest remains inactive 3-30 (PK).
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

2/25/2011 5000533 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
117+00R, MH-7L

30 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

2/25/2011 No longer exists 2/25/11
Closed.  kalberts - 4/16/2011 10:18:13 AM

1/12/2011 5000535 OTHE Closed CP82-1 40 feet from access 
road.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/13/2011 On 3/9/11 B. Lohstroh checked this nest and still inactive.
29 Mar - No change in activity detected. - RR
13 Apr - No activity detected. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

1/20/2011 5000539 OTHE Closed EP255-2 10 feet off access road. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/25/2011 Stick nest appears intact; potential raven or raptor nest. Still inactive 3-3-11.
Still inactive 3-17 (PK).      
Still inactive 3-23 (PK).      
Inactive 4-4 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - Inactive.    
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - Still inactive.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Inactive; closed.
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1/20/2011 5000540 OTHE Closed EP236-1 and Pullsite 

AR
30 feet from SWPL 

access road.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/4/2011 A stick nest that appears to be in process of construction (using creosote bush branches with leaves) Potential raptor 
nest. 1/20/11
Inactive 3/04/2011. B. Hart.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

1/29/2011 5000542 OTHE Closed EP32-1 AR 0 feet; along existing 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 Didn't see any birds on nest. 1/29/11
No birds were definitively associated with this nest. A pair of crows showing site fidelity may have been reacting 
simply to observer presence. Inactive at this time 3-19 (RR).
No sign of activity 3-29 (PK). 
Very old nest; no signs of activity 4-7 (FH/PK).
Closed to age of nest and no activity - kalberts - 4/16/2011 11:08:00 AM.

2/1/2011 5000893 OTHE Closed EP258-3 490 feet from temporary 
pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 Constructed only with larger size sticks, no trash, potential raptor. 2/1/11
This nest appears to be inactive. A common raven is sitting on the other nest. Status unchanged; inactive. BHart. 
3/11/2011
Nest closed, due to occupancy of other nest on structure by ravens, and distance nearly 500 feet away from tower 
site. kalberts - 4/16/2011 11:18:53 AM

2/10/2011 5000894 OTHE Closed EP32-1 AR 0 feet; along existing 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/19/2011 Found by biomonitor. 2/10/11
No nest found at this location - closed 3-19 (RR).

2/10/2011 5000895 OTHE Closed CP47A-1 2800 feet from nearest 
structure.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

2/10/2011 Nest does not match description or location - CLOSED - RR

2/18/2011 5000903 OTHE Closed CP82-1 110 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/29/2011 29 Mar - Nest is old and in disrepair. - RR

4/13/2011 5000798 OTHE Closed EP85-2 AR 15 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/18/2011 Old bowl nest, inactive, with no sign of recent use. No bird activity in immediate area. Nest suitably sized for western 
scrub-jay, etc. Can check for future activity, but unlikely.
Closed, since nest was old passerine nest upon discovery. kalberts - 4/18/2011 1:08:12 PM

4/13/2011 5000800 OTHE Closed TL 6916 - 678467 165 feet to work area. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

7/14/2011 No birds observed coming to/from nest. RSHA pair calling in neighborhood - shampton - 4/13/2011 1:49:59 PM.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

7/18/2011 7004654 CACW Closed EP269-1 73 feet  from AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this breeding 
season.

7/18/2011 sritt 7/18/2011
Appears to be old nest with collapsed roof.

1/20/2011 5000518 CACW Closed EP245-1 and AR 100 feet from 
permanent ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this nesting 
season.

3/24/2011 1/20/2011 initial survey; a grass nest that appears inactive.  
1/28/2011 Resurveyed.
Opening is collapsed. No signs of recent use - Inactive. BHart 3/08/2011.
Collapsed; flattened - closed 3/24/2011 (PK).

1/24/2011 5000541 OTHE Closed EP257 and AER Yard 40 feet from access 
road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this nesting 
season.

4/19/2011 Clean, dried grass, a well-built nest with a clear opening. CACW observed during survey but did not see it visit nest. 
1/24/2011
Modified cactus wren nest has a bowl nest built wth sticks into the top of it. Uncertain of species using this location. 
Also uncertain status. Status inactive but changed to None. 3/11/2011 BHart. 
Modified to large bowl nest 3/23/2011 (PK).     
No changes but nest looks well-built and could be utilized 4/4/2011 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 3:41:38 PM   No change.    
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 12:45:59 PM    No change - closed.
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2/1/2011 5000544 CACW Closed EP257 30 feet from temporary 

ROW; 80 ft from 
permanent.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this nesting 
season.

3/23/2011 Grass nest appears weathered and inactive.
Nest wall is blown out and cavity is exposed. Status left unchanged: inactive.BHart 3/11/2011
Closed 3/23/2011 (PK).

3/30/2011 5003296 CACW Closed EP226-1 35 feet from TSAP. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this nesting 
season.

4/12/2011 Nest mostly old and flattened. Potentially new material on top. No birds observed. 3/30/11 IM
shampton - 4/12/2011 4:10:03 PM - Nest looks unused. No new material.

3/30/2011 5003297 VERD Closed EP226-1 Pullsite AR 15 feet from AR; 600 
feet from tower.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this nesting 
season.

4/27/2011 Nest looks in good condition; no birds observed; may become active; monitor for activity. 3/30/11
Looks old, but has new nest materials including downy feathers; no birds 4-4 (PK).
shampton - 4/12/2011 4:32:43 PM - No new material. One downy feather clinging to lower outside twig, may be old.  
No birds.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Nest looks old, weathered and unused; could be closed.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No bird observed; nest looks old; closed - never any birds associated with this nest.

5/27/2011 7002387 OTHE Closed TL 6916 - 774843 0 feet; on tower. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this nesting 
season.

5/27/2011 tcooper - 5/27/2011 7:09:35 AM - No activity.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

7/18/2011 7004656 CACW Closed EP269-1 45 feet from AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this nesting 
season.

7/18/2011 7/18/2011 12:21 PM
Appears to be old nest with collapsed roof.

3/29/2011 6002395 OTHE Closed CP82-1 340 feet to corner of 
tower site.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this season.

4/20/2011 29 Mar - No activity detected.- RR
6 Apr - No activity detected.- RR
13 Apr - No activity.- RR
20 Apr - Nest fallen. CLOSED. - RR

3/15/2011 6003232 OTHE Closed EP81 45 feet from existing AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 

unused this season.

4/16/2011 Nest is inactive; has cobwebs and no new nest material 3-15 (DB).
Nest incomplete and inactive 3-28 (PK).
Closed, as first observation was indicative of old passerine nest. kalberts - 4/16/2011 7:50:30 PM

2/22/2011 5000017 OTHE Closed EP209-1 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/15/2011 Closed.  Old non-raptor nest from prior season - kalberts - 4/15/2011 6:25:11 PM.

2/22/2011 5000018 OTHE Closed EP214 290 feet from temporary 
ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

2/22/2011

2/21/2011 5000022 OTHE Closed CP81-1 30 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/20/2011 Ravens in area. 2/21/11
29 Mar - Nest in fair condition - COHA alarm calls on approach, but not confirmed on nest. - RR
6 Apr - No activity detected 1410 to 1605. No fresh material added. - RR
13 Apr - Inactive.
20 Apr - Old and dilapidated. Change to Closed. - RR

2/21/2011 5000023 OTHE Closed CP81-1 30 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/16/2011 Ravens in area. 2/21/11
29 Mar - Nest appears old and decrepit with hole through center. Change to closed - RR
Officially changed to closed, based on 3-29-11 observation. kalberts - 4/16/2011 9:24:38 AM
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2/21/2011 5000028 OTHE Closed EP245-1 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest, 

unused this breeding 
season.

3/24/2011 Degraded, collapsed old grass nest 2/21/11
Inactive 3/08/2011 - B. Hart.
Old, flattened remnant of old nest - should be removed from list 3-16 (PK).
Closed 3-24 (PK).

2/22/2011 5000031 CACW Closed EP231A TSAP 100 feet from tower site 
edge.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

5/26/2011 Active CACW nest. Fresh feathers and whitewash at clear nest entrance of grass nest which is in good condition. 
2/22/11
Nest discolored gray; no wrens in area or singing 3-16  (PK).
Nest looks recently visited; wren singing in distance 3-23 (PK). 
Nice nest; no change 3-31 (PK).
No change. 4/11- SR
sritt - 4/15/2011 4:32:41 PM No change.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Same; entrance recently used but smaller than the 2 newer nests to south.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No change; pair singing nearby.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No change at nest; no wrens in area during nest check.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No changes.
PKonrad - 5/26/2011 - Nest collapsed; entrance blocked with grasses - closed.

2/22/2011 5000032 CACW Closed EP231A TSAP 310 feet from tower site. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/16/2011 Grass nest partially lined. Entrance to nest not perfectly round and clean but still appears to have been in recent use 
by its structural integrity and partial lining. 2/22/11
Questionable active status - looks older than other 2 and entrance appears torn open 3-16 (PK).
Unchanged; shallow interior 3-23 (PK).
This nest looks inactive for some weeks 3-31 (PK).
sritt - 4/15/2011 4:25:02 PM - no change.
Closed due to occurrence outside of the 100 foot buffer zone. kalberts - 4/16/2011 9:32:07 AM

2/22/2011 5000041 OTHE Closed EP85-2 190 feet from temporary 
ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/13/2011 Stick nest of unknown species. Very old and unkempt. No sign of recent use.
23 Mar - Nest fallen apart. Closed - RR
1 April - No apparent change. No activity. S. Hampton, S. Ritt
barnold - 4/13/2011 1:17:13 PM  No activity.

2/22/2011 5000042 OTHE Closed EP85-2 205 feet from temporary 
ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/13/2011 Stick nest of unknown species. Appears old with no sign of recent use. 2/22/11
23 Mar - No sign of activity. RR
1 April - No sign of activity - S. Hampton, S.Ritt
barnold - 4/13/2011 1:08:10 PM - No sign of activity.

2/23/2011 5000048 SPTO Closed EP84 25 feet from driveway 
entrance.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/15/2011 Cup nest of twigs 2/23/11. 
No nests observed in area 3-10 by Paul Konrad. 
3/15/11 - Nest observed by Darin Busby. Appears inactive as it is unkempt with leaves on top of  the nest and no 
defensive adult in area. Change to inactive status and monitor. 
Nest inactive 3-28 (PK).
Nest closed due to no activity - kalberts - 4/15/2011 7:40:57 PM.

2/25/2011 5000433 OTHE Closed TL 6916 - Z771472 200 feet from nearest 
pole.

100 feet Blanket exemption allowed for Reconductor residential areas; this nest is within 
such an area. 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

2/25/2011 emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

2/25/2011 5000441 OTHE Closed EP78 - EP77 AR 0 feet; along existing 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/29/2011 Still inactive 3-2-11 (Paul Konrad).  
Also 3-10-11 (PK). 
Inactive 3-28 and 4-7 and 4-18 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - Old nest; unused; closed.

2/25/2011 5000443 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
120+00R, MH-7L

155 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/30/2011 Still inactive 3-22 (PK).
emorgan - 4/20/2011 9:45:56 AM -Still inactive.
4/30/2011 - Closed due to prolonged inactivity and end of period for raptor nest initiation.- RR

2/24/2011 5000444 CACW Closed EP227 80 feet from tower 
impact area.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/21/2011 Nest worn and has deteriorated since initial observation. 
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Nest torn apart; interior exposed - closed.
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1/20/2011 5000451 OTHE Closed EP239-1 400 feet from temporary 

ROW at tower site.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest, 

unused this breeding 
season.

4/14/2011 First observed Jan 20, shows no new activity on Feb 23 - Large stick nest, probably common raven
Possibility of a raptor or raven using nest 3-8 - No new activity noted. 
Rechecked 3-16 - No activity.
Update 3/18/11 - No nest or even any sticks present, tower clean. Changed status to closed (B. Lohstroh).
4/1/11 phoward - Nest seen in top of structure behind square looking support hinge. Possible raven or raptor nest.
4/1/11 - Nest present, found behind square bracing plates on top south side of struture. Nest is made up of large 
twigs and sticks - could be raven or raptor. No nest activity observed during survey - (phoward 4-1-11).
barnold - 4/14/2011 11:32:18 AM - No activity at nest.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

2/22/2011 5000016 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

80 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

4/16/2011 Stick nest consistent with corvid species. 2/22/11
No birds observed in area 3-22 (PK).
4/16/2011 - No activity. Closed as never associated with nesting activity of any bird species.- RR

4/19/2011 5000848 OTHE Closed EP253-2 60 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

5/17/2011 RAbe - 4/19/2011 1:14:00 PM - Probable Verdin nest w/new, a piece of cotton-like synthetic material on top and 
looks to be fairly complete.  No Verdin observed in area. Not sure if active, but please monitior prior to 
construction.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - No birds; new nest, bulky, built with wide strips of bark; non-Verdin nest?
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - No changes; no birds.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Same.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - No change; no birds ever associated with nest; species that built nest is qestionable - closed.

8/9/2011 7004714 OTHE Closed EP39-1 250 feet from AR. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 

season.

8/10/2011 emorgan - 8/10/2011 1:14:30 PM
No whitewash or other signs of activity located under nest. No raptors observed near nest.

2/18/2011 5000010 CACW Closed EP253-2 0 feet. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this nesting 

season.

5/23/2011 Nest found empty; last observation was in January when it was under construction. Back wall of nest looks intact, but 
entrance hole and roof look frayed. Nest was observed for 45 minutes and no Cactus Wrens were observed in the 
area during the duration.
Nest verified 2/18/11 by LLina.
Nest revisited 3-1 by Paul Konrad; no changes. Cactus Wren calling in area, but not nearby.
RAbe - 4/19/2011 12:38:39 PM - Still appears inactive.  No CAWRs observed in area.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Thought this nest was already closed - nest in poor condition,  weathered, no entrance hole 
open; no wrens in area - closed.

2/21/2011 5000027 CACW Closed EP245-1 10 feet from 
permananent ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this nesting 

season.

5/17/2011 Grass nest (unlined - appears as satellite nest) - 2/21/11
Still inactive. B.Hart 3/08/2011.
Best of 3 nests listed here; none very fresh looking; west entrance good; no wrens observed 3-16 (PK).     
Now second best nest; no indication of recent activity 3-24 (PK).     
No changes 4-5 (PK).  
No indication of recent activity; nest in poor condition 4/12/11 (J&M Dicus).
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - No apparent changes.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Nest collapsed - closed.

2/21/2011 5000030 CACW Closed EP243 and Pullsite AR 
entrance off Carrizo 

Gorge

45 feet from temporary 
ROW; 95 feet from perm 

pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this nesting 

season.

3/5/2011 On 3/5/11 DBusby determined nest was inactive because it is partially collapsed and nest entrance is blocked by 
material indicating it has not been used recently. No sign of adults in immediate area. Adult pair observed building a 
new nest in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) approximately 200 feet northwest. 
Inactive grass nest. Nest remanant collapsed and weather-beaten; closed 3/25/2011 (PK).

2/21/2011 5000004 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet. 100 feet Signs posted at back 
door to use front 
entrance only.

MODO nests are in roof eaves above back door of mitigation property. Cleaning 
crews will not impact the nests if the front entrance is used. Signs will be placed 
in order to prevent access to the back.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this nesting 

season.

3/31/2011 No sign of adults or recent nest use.  
No bird present on 3/3/11 - Status changed to INACTIVE. - I. Maunsell
3/10/2011 - Remains inactive - RR
3/31/2011 - No birds pesent - closed.

3/10/2011 6002400 WEBL Closed EP220-1 AR 40 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Pair 
appears to have 
been conducting 

exploratory activity 
only.

4/17/2011 Pair perched near cavity entrance and female looked in cavity entrance near top of south branch of snag 3-10 
(PK).
No bluebirds observed during several drive-by observations or during extended observations 15:00-15:30 on 3-15 
(PK). 
No bluebirds observed 3-17; appears they did not stay - closed (PK).
23 Mar -Territorial EUST observed at cavity. WEBL may have been evicted. - RR
Closed, due to lack of WEBL observations at cavity and new presence of EUST. kalberts - 4/17/2011 11:21:54 AM
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5/12/2011 7001448 LBVI Closed Elliott Substation 360 feet to south corner 

of substation.
300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Pair 

probably abandoned 
nest building for a 

better location; 
recent storm may 
have destroyed 

evidence of nest.

5/19/2011 kalberts - 5/12/2011 2:50:13 PM - Pair observed together, building nest from 0640-0645. 
dbusby - 5/19/2011 10:26:27 AM - Pair not observed in nest location during hour of observation. Could not find nest 
or evidence of nest. Pair may have abandoned nest building and recent storm may have destroyed evidence. Pair 
heard in area but mainly further west.

4/1/2011 5003340 OATI Closed EP84 10 feet from tempROW; 
80 feet from perm 

impact.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Pair 
probably 

investigating area for 
nest site during initial 

observation.

4/20/2011 Pair of oak titmouse acted agitated, calling at observer's presence. Pair left the tree and came back after a few 
minutes.  Both were seen entering the cavity in the tree. 4-1-11 AMH and RMA
No birds observed 4-8 (PK); will recheck. 100 foot buffer extends into west side of EP84 site.
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 2:25:08 PM - Crew working at opposite side of site. No birds observed at nest site. Site monitor, 
Jennifer Edwards will observe to ascertain (in)active status.    
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 -  Jen Edwards reported seeing only 1 titmouse visit tree during a couple hours of observations 
over 2 days, but didn't exhibit any nesting activity or interest in cavities during its brief stop. Nest closed.

3/31/2011 5003304 HOWR Closed EP83 AR 20 feet off existing 
access road.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Poor site 

selection and 
probable alternate 

nest for short period.

4/29/2011 Pair seen carrying nesting material into cavity. Nest appears partially built.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011
Fine nest material protruding from cavity entrance; hole may not be very deep; no birds observed or heard during 20 
minutes or when nest checked.
PKonrad
4/29/2011 - No wrens observed or wren songs heard in area during 30 minutes. No change at nest, and entrance has 
not been used since last visit; closed.

3/25/2011 5003289 OTHE Closed Alpine Yard 30 feet from impact 
area.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Possible 

nest building 
terminated after brief 
nest site exploration.

4/16/2011 Nest in very early stages of construction. Monitor said it has increased in size since 3/25/11 when first observed. 
Monitor for activity - 3/28/11 IM.
No progress has been made since initial observation. Nest closed - imaunsell - 4/16/2011 9:45:27 AM. 

1/28/2011 5000407 CACW Closed EP245-1 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Possible 

predation.

4/19/2011 A new grass nest including fresh feathers lining the inside.  Appears utilized and active.  Within EP245 footprint. 
1/28/11
Nest opening is obscured. Status uncertain, left unchanged (active). No ESA buffer was in place, so one was 
established B.Hart 3/08/2011.
Top has been damaged, animals standing on it? Probably not active 3-16 (PK).
Entrance repaired with small feathers placed along entrance hole, which is located on the top of the nest - must let 
rain into nest. 
Cactus Wren present and singing nearby 3-24 (PK).
No change 4-5 (PK).  
Hole passes through bottom of nest; nest not usable in current condition 4/12/11 (J&M Dicus).
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 9:58:58 AM   Nest collapsed with hole from end to end; closed.

3/24/2011 5003277 CACW Closed EP243 30 feet from12kv AR. 100 feet 0 feet A) The nest has been monitored for more than one month and has had 
intermittent activity at best and has been completely unused in some surveys.  
B) Cactus wrens construct many roosting "nests" that are utilized intermittently 
year around.  C) Based on survey observations, it is possible that this nest is a 
secondary roosting nest.  D) The scope and duration of the proposed work for 
this site is small and limited, most likely involving a small crew and one day of 
work to replace the pole.  E) The work area is slightly more than 30 feet from this 
nest site, therefore the nest can be easily monitored during any construction to 
evaluate cactus wren presence and use.  D) Completing the proposed 
construction is unlikely to adversely affect the nest outcome.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Possible 

predation.

5/13/2011 3/24/11 LLina - Fresh grass with fresh feather linging 15 feet from staked 12Kv access road. AR is not in survey map 
however. 
4/1/11 phoward - more fresh grass and feathers. Buffer signs placed on access road.
Large nest entrance; interior well-lined; wren singing in area 4-6 (PK).
sritt - 4/15/2011 6:33:08 PM - 1 CACW flushed from nest w/ another bird in same cholla.  Pair of birds flushed from 
nest again later.
RAbe - 4/18/2011 1:36:00 PM - 1 CAWR flushed from nest. Nest is 30 feet from 12 kV AR. Buffer set up w/signs to 
allow through traffic at 10 mph with no stopping.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 1 adult near nest initially; 2 adults later. This appears to be the primary nest site of this active 
pair.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - Nest recently used; no birds observed or heard.
jpawlicki - 5/13/2011 7:50:41 AM - No adults observed at nest. Nest appears empty with 1 dead fledgling lying at 
entrance to nest - closed.
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5/13/2011 7001467 NOMO Closed JVR 12kV - Pole 47 20 feet from existing 12 

kVpole.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Possible 
predation; nest 

pulled apart during 
egg laying or pre-egg 

laying.

6/14/2011 kkilpatrick - 5/13/2011 10:26:55 AM - A pair of northern mockingbirds was observed in the area of the nest.  Male 
was persistently singing, including singing next to a singing California thrasher generally within 50 feet of the nest; 
thrasher aggressive toward mockingbird. The nest appears partially built, and the persistent singing is indicative of 
recent pair-bonding. Aggressive behavior was exhibited towards a GRRO that landed in a nearby tree.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Nest may be disturbed; grass lining pulled to north side. No mockingbirds observed or heard 
in area, but 1 mockingbird observed about 300 feet north of nest. Adult and fledgling California Thrasher active in 
area (possibly other thrashers too); have mockingbirds been displaced? Will check back.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 11:15:59 AM
Nest appears unused but territorial mockingbird flew to nearby pole and called from overhead. (No thrashers 
observed or heard in area).
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 12:33:07 PM
Nest has not been used or built on for 2+ weeks. No mockingbirds observed or heard in area. May no longer be 
active, but will check back 1 more time before changing status.
barnold - 6/10/2011 8:20:08 AM
Mockingbirds around tower site, but not near nest tree. Loggerhead Shrike perched in nest tree. Nest empty, and no 
longer appears active. Change to Inactive.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 12:52:01 PM
No change at nest for a month. Mockingbird singing from metal powerline tower about 250 feet southwest of nest 
site; possibly renested to west - closed.
rradd - 8/11/2011 11:44:46 PM
Adult pr NOMO present with at least two recently fledged juveniles (streaked breasts, short tails) suggests this nest 
subsequently reactivated and successfully fledged.

3/19/2011 5003269 OTHE Closed EP31-2 AR 30 feet from existing AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Possible 
territorial behavior 
near old nest. No 
confirmed nesting 
attempt observed 
during subsequent 
monitoring visits.

4/14/2011 Extremely vocal pair RSHA repeatedly returned to circle and scream, but unable to directly link these birds to this 
nest 3-19 (RR).
One red-shouldered hawk called infrquently; flew toward nest calling territorially once 3-29. Can see sky through 
openings in nest. (PK).
Still inactive 4-7 (FH/PK).
No large birds in area; Nest closed, due to no activity all season and nest disrepair - PKonrad - 4/14/2011.

3/18/2011 6003254 HOWR Closed Helix Yard AR 1,390 feet from yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Possibly an 
alternate nest in this 

territory.

4/20/2011 Birds observed actively building nest. RF-3/18/11.
25 Mar - HOWR singing from posts all over territory, entering  cavity repeatedly. - RR.
5 Apr - HOWR singing but no cavity use noted 1630-1700 - RR.
13 Apr - HOWR territorial but not using this cavity. 0730-0800. Change to INACTIVE. - RR.
20 Apr No change 0710. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

3/23/2011 5003271 BUSH Closed EP85-2 105 feet to tower impact 
area.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Predated; 
bottom of nest pulled 

apart and interior 
exposed.

4/8/2011 23 Mar - Pair BUSH entering complete nest.- RR
1 April - Bushtit entering rest. - S. Hampton
Nest appears to depredated with entire bottom of nest pulled apart and interior exposed 4-8 (PK).

4/5/2011 5003361 BUSH Closed CP51-2 AR 15 feet from proposed 
AR.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Predation 
by House Wrens is 1 

possible cause.

5/5/2011 5 Apr - BUSH carrying material to apparently complete nest. - RR
11 Apr - BUSH enters nest 14:43. - RR
19 Apr - BUSH exits nest 0717. - RR
27 Apr - HOWR enters nest 0748, emerges wiping bill. - RR
5 May - No BUSH detections during 30 minute observation change to closed.  - RR

3/30/2011 5003301 BUSH Closed EP226-1 Pullsite AR 22 feet from access 
road; 300 feet to tower 

area.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Predation, 
probably avian; nest 
side and floor torn 

open.

4/12/2011 Bushtit seen entering nest; no buffer flagged due to lack of flagging. - smr 3/30/11
Adult perched above completed nest. Buffer staked along pull site access road 4-4 (PK).
Nest side and floor torn open. No adults nearby - shampton - 4/12/2011 3:34:39 PM

3/14/2011 6003228 BUSH Closed EP228 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Predation; 
bottom of nest was 
torn off, then rain-

damaged.

3/24/2011 Pair nest building; Nest 50% complete. - 3/14/2011 IM
Nest destroyed; bottom torn out; now rain damaged; no birds in area 3-24 (PK).
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4/11/2011 5000778 BUSH Closed TL 6916 - 973032 55 feet to nearest pole. 100 feet 0 feet Blanket exemption approved for Reconductor line's residential areas, following 

the same principles as those for the Alpine Blvd exemption.
2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Presumed 
predated.

4/25/2011 11 April - Pair copulating and adding material to nest.   - S. Hampton, M. Dicus
shampton - 4/11/2011 
18 Apr - No BUSH activity detected 0945-1010. Nest appears complete. - RR
25 Apr - Nest appears abandoned and in disarray, suggesting predation. Change to closed. - RR

3/18/2011 5003258 OTHE Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

10 feet; onsite structure. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Probably a 
rodent nest.

4/1/2011 3/18/11 -D. Busby finds nest built of grasses. Appears to be an entrance facing wall. No sign of adults in area but 
appears to be new based on condition of materials. 
31 Mar - Ball nest with no birds associated. Possibly rodent nest. - RR
1 April - No bird activity at this nest. IM

3/8/2011 6002390 CACW Closed EP245-1 AR 250 feet from work area; 
35 feet from dirt road.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Probably an 
unused alternate 

nest.

4/19/2011 Nest is in good condition, intact with well-established opening. Golden-colored dried grass on top of old (gray with 
age) fibrous plant material indicates recent improvements to an old nest. 3/8/2011
No change from above 3/23/2011 (PK).      
No changes 4/5/2011 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 2:04:04 PM - Entrance doesn't appear used during past couple weeks; may be inactive.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 10:06:50 AM  - Nest weathered and unused; inactive.

5/10/2011 7001022 VERD Closed EP353 80 feet from existing AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if, during the 
course of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird 
contsructs a nest outside the project area but within the buffer around Suncrest 
Substation and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. 
Activity levels at this site are anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Probably 

not successful 
judging from 
comments.

6/4/2011 Pair observed making multiple trips into nest with food items. Male exhibiting agitated behavior at around 30 feet 
away from nest
kkilpatrick - 5/16/2011 2:11:32 PM-- Adult verdin observed flying to nest.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 Due to unsafe road conditions, could not stop in this area to check nest.
pkonrad - 5/25/2011 3:07:25 PM
Unable to check this nest due to unsafe road conditions and road construction activities today.
kkilpatrick - 5/27/2011 11:39:23 AM
 1 adult  verdin observed in area; no activity observed at nest; nest intact.
jpawlicki - 6/4/2011 12:09:30 PM
Nest intact; no adults or juveniles observed at nest, in tree, or in vicinity after 35 mins. of monitoring. Nest marked as 
inactive.

4/30/2011 7000947 BUSH Closed EP93 55 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 55 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 55 feet is 
appropriate for this Bushtit nest. Nest success should not be diminished for the 
following reasons:  A) Bushtits are generally tolerant of human activity and are 
known to nest in close proximity to human disturbances. B) The nest already 
contains nestlings, therefore the adult birds have a high investment in this nest 
and are less likely to abandon it.  C)  The nest is buffered by the high density of 
the surrounding vegetation.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Probably 
predated or blown 

out by wind.

5/27/2011 RAbe - 4/30/2011 10:18:36 AM Adult Bushtits observed carrying food to nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - Nest watched but no birds in area. (Apparent pentab problms.)
RAbe - 5/10/2011 8:05:57 AM - Adult observed adding material to nest.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - 2 adults active at nest.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - Nest no longer there; no sign of it on ground or in lower branches either - closed.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 12:17:21 PM
Nest is no longer in scrub oak, or below it - closed.

4/5/2011 5003357 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - Z774820 135 feet from nearest 
pole.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Probably 

predated, based on 
observations.

4/11/2011 R. Abe, J&M Dicus 04/05/2011
Female Lesser Goldfinch incubating on nest. Buffer affects access road east of pole 774820 but does not affect 
construction at pole.
rradd 4/12/2011
No nest at this location - closed.

5/5/2011 7004647 BLPH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from driveway 
access.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Second 

BLPH nesting 
attempt terminated 

prior to egg laying for 
unknown reasons.

6/8/2011 Second nest;
5 May - Mud nest on wall close to ceiling has now been walled to the top with grasses, with a small opening 
remaining against the wall. Nest interior is clean but empty. 
Remains active, species not confirmed as nest no longer consistent with BLPH, possibly HOWR has taken over. - 
RR
eelias - 5/12/2011 6:47:33 PM BLPH:  One adult BLPH seen feeding no less than 4 fledged young away from nest 
site. Nest site was monitored throughout the day and no HOWR activity was detected in the vicinity of this nest 
site.
eelias - 5/13/2011 8:51:00 AM No HOWR activity at this site and appears as if nest is being dismantled.
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:54:56 PM - BLPH renovating this nest 1725
rradd - 6/3/2011 9:12:02 AM - Nest is rebuilt, clean but empty.
rradd - 6/8/2011 1:37:37 PM - No change in activity. Change status to Inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

4/7/2011 5003378 OTHE Closed Alpine Underground - 
238+00

10 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Territorial 
birds observed.

4/29/2011 Monitor observed pair at nest. No buffer flagged for Alpine Blvd ROW. - 4/7/2011 IM
4/16/2011 - BTPI active at this location 15:45. - RR
4/30/2011 - No BTPI detected, no nest found, change to Inactive unless a nest can be located. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

2/2/2011 5000411 AMKE Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 130 feet from AR. 500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Territorial 
kestrel at most.

4/15/2011 Checked 2/25/11, no birds/nest observed at mapped location - BLohstroh
Checked 3/01/11 no birds or nest observed at mapped location - BHart.
In light of multiple observations being unable to locate this nest, suggest it be closed 3-19 (RR).
Adult male hunting near metal barn; occasionally flying insde barn - 3-31 (PK).
Closed due to never actually locating a nest. kalberts - 4/15/2011 7:55:24 PM
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2/22/2011 5000001 OTHE Closed CP75-1 10 feet from existing 

access road.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. The nest 

was found inactive, 
and the successive 
monitoring check 
revealed that the 

nest was blown out 
of its location, most 
likely by high wind 

associated with 
storm events.

2/22/2011 CLOSED, nest no longer present. 2/22/11

7/11/2011 7003024 NOMO Closed TL 639 - 873260 5 feet to AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. This nest 
may have been 

considered active 
based on territorial 
behavior from other 

NOMO in area. 

7/13/2011 rradd - 7/11/2011 10:46:38 AM
Status of nest unclear, possibly under construction or recently fledged as nest bowl is not well formed. Territorial 
NOMO defending site, no juveniles observed. 
mdicus - 7/14/2011 11:48:48 AM
Fallen leaves and flowers inside. No NOMO activity associated with this nest and no birds scolded or alarmed when 
area was approached - closed nest.

7/11/2011 7003027 NOMO Closed TL 639 - 379519 5 feet to AR. 70 feet to 
pole.

100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. This nest 
may have been 

considered active 
based on territorial 
behavior from other 

NOMO in area. It 
was likely used 

earlier in the season 
but was not in use at 

the time it was 
recorded.

7/14/2011 rradd - 7/11/2011 3:58:40 PM
NOMO nest under construction.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 11:08:05 AM
Nest appears un-used with fallen leaves and flowers inside. No NOMO activity associated with this nest and no birds 
scolded or alarmed when area was approached.

4/28/2011 7000932 CACW Closed EP235-1 42 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. This nest 
was barely attended 
and never finished 

being built - appears 
to be an abandoned 

alternate nest 
located near an 

active nest where 
nestlings were raised 

and fledged.

5/11/2011 jdicus - 4/28/2011 8:57:07 AM
Observed pair of cactus wrens duet calling and nest building; flagged buffer. 100-foot buffer encompases roughly the 
southern half of tower perm pad.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No material found.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No material in yucca; possibly blown away or recycled by mockingbird in area; closed.
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6/20/2011 7005051 LEGO Closed Sycamore Yard 20 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. This nest 

was likely an earlier 
attempt by LEGO 

nesting 5 feet away.

7/18/2011 rradd - 6/20/2011 2:02:19 PM
Nest not yet @ 2% complete.
rradd - 6/28/2011 11:13:01 AM
2 nests present; 1 70% complete without a formed cup, and 1 with female LEGO incubating 4 eggs.
rradd - 7/6/2011 3:46:56 PM
Nest unchanged (incomplete).
rradd - 7/12/2011 10:52:55 AM
Nest unchanged.
rradd - 7/18/2011 8:52:25 AM
Nest closed for no activity This nest was likely an early attempt by LEGO nesting 5' away; about to fledge.

4/5/2011 5003364 RTHA Closed EP361 45 feet from AR entry; 
265 feet from tower 

area.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 300 
feet.

Blanket exemption allowed for Sunrise traffic along SWPL line.  Buffer reduced 
to 300 feet based on biologists' observations of tolerance.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. This nesting 
attempt appeared to 

be initiated by a 
young pair late in the 
season. The pair was 
territorial and built a 

small, poorly 
constructed nest, but 
it is doubtful that an 
egg was ever laid 
and the nesting 

attempt was 
abandoned before 

incubation was 
reported.

4/14/2011 Pair building new nest, copulating, and flight displaying (seems relatively late) 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/2011 4:54:55 PM
1 adult RTHA seen soaring above tower. Another was perched atop next tower west and first bird perched a few feet 
away. Both birds flew off to the ENE while circling each other; one bird landed on nest tower, and another bird landed 
on new nest with nesting material.
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 7:26:08 PM
2 adults soaring low near nest; 1 landed on nest. Repositioned ESA signs to reflect NBM reduction to 300 feet.
sritt - 4/22/2011 9:06:43 AM
2 adults seen perched on next tower to the east. Both birds then seen in flight. 1 bird then perched on tower with 
nest, and the other perched on the next tower to the west. Nest appears to be falling apart due to winds. No eggs or 
birds visible in nest. - 
PKonrad - 4/22/2011
1 hawk soaring near nest tower; nest is small and poorly built.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011
Hawk perched in tower above nest; cannot see second hawk.
barnold - 5/2/2011
No hawks observed at tower or in area during a 3.5-hour survey period.
jpawlicki - 5/9/2011 10:23:35 AM
No adults observed at nest between 0550 and 0732. Nest appeared unoccupied. Nest closed in conjunction with 
observations made on 5/2/2011 and 5/9/2011.

5/12/2011 7001454 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
299+50

20 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unable to 
relocate previously 

10% completed nest - 
nest gone; unknown 

reason.

6/4/2011 RAbe - 5/12/2011 1:59:26 PM - Female ANHU building nest that is less than 10% Complete.
emorgan - 5/27/2011 10:42:25 AM
Unable to locate nest.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 1:23:34 PM
Nest is no longer present (confirmed by finder) - closed.

5/31/2011 7002400 HOFI Closed TL 639 - Z171662 0 feet; in pole. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed within approved 

limits.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unable to 
tell if nest was new 
or from a previous 
nesting season. A 
high percentage of 

brackets on this line 
have nests. This may 
have been part of the 

site selection 
process.

6/18/2011 shampton / jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 
Adult pair observed repeatedly entering and exiting from top opening in bracket. Completed nest visible looking up 
from east base of pole.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 1:48:38 PM
No HOFI activity observed near nest during a 30-minute period. 
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 12:28:26 PM
No HOFI activity during 20-minute check. Closed.
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6/27/2011 7002565 LEGO Closed TL 639 - 397518 60 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
causes.

7/11/2011 rradd - 6/27/2011 8:09:50 AM
Female LEGO building new nest while male accompanies
rradd - 7/5/2011 12:16:13 PM
LEGO on nest that appears complete 1215.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:56:09 AM
No LEGO detected at or near this nest 0800-0830.
rradd - 7/19/2011 12:14:16 PM
Change to Closed
No LEGO detected during 30 min. obs.

7/7/2011 7002609 CAGN Closed Elliot Sub 630 feet 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
causes.

7/14/2011 imaunsell - 7/7/2011 11:31:21 AM
Female seen with nesting material. Nest is lop-sided and appears approximtely 40% complete.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 9:35:36 AM
No progress on nest since last week. Nest misshapen, not being used - closed.

2/18/2011 5000011 RTHA Closed Hartung Yard 105 feet from yard 
limits.

500 feet 100 feet. This nest is not anticipated to be impacted based on the birds apparent 
tolerance to arterial traffic on El Monte road, which is closer to the nest location.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
causes: nest failure 

coincided with series 
of wet and cold 
spring storms.

4/15/2011 2/18/11 Adult hawk in low incubating posture on nest during 13:00 nest check. 
Verified again by D. Busby on 2/25/11.   
Observed 3-3-11 and 3-8-11 by PK.
3/16/2011 - RTHA nest incubation exchange @ 17:50 Male brings nest decoration, not food. - RR
3/25/2011 - RTHA on nest. - RR
3/29/2011 - No birds detected @ nest 14:15 - 15:00. Yard monitor reports no nest activity today. - RR
4/8/2011- No RTHA detected during 4 hours continuous obsservation. Changed to INACTIVE - RR
4/6/2011 - No activity detected 0900-1000. CY monitor reports no activity this week; suggests nest failure. - RR
4/8/2011 - No actvity 1000-1400. - RR
4/13/2011 - No activity. Change to inactive. - RR
Nest status changed to closed due to no activity over last several nest checks. kalberts - 4/15/2011 6:09:10 PM

2/21/2011 5000038 RTHA Closed CP50-1 AR 210 feet from proposed 
access road.

500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
causes; but perhaps 
storm related as nest  

is damaged with 
much nest material 

on the ground below 
the nest.

4/19/2011 Appears inactive. Recent storm appears to have partially broken it up as evident from pile of sticks on ground and 
nest is sagging on one side. Whitewash on ground appears weathered from rain. No sign of adults in area. 2/21/11 
10 Mar 2011 - Adult RTHA at nest today, Pair in flight display @ 10:50 - RR
24 Mar - Nest vacant, pair RTHA staying away. Pre-construction survey crew operating 200' away.- RR 
30 Mar - Nest vacant 1605 - 1705. No hawks visited closer than 1000m.- RR
5 Apr - No RTHA visited from 1216-1318. Obs. from 300m. - RR
8 Apr - RTHA pair copulating near nest. Apparent re-nest attempt in progress. - RR
19  Apr - Nest appears damaged with much debris on ground and notably reduced profile in tree. No RTHA 
associating with this nest 0900-0930. Change to CLOSED - RR 
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4/30/2011 7000951 WBNU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
35 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. This plan to mitigate for potential construction impacts to 
the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce such impacts and 
improve the likelihood of nest success, provided that no stopping, standing, 
parking, or work occurs within new buffers.  In addition, this nest is a cavity high 
above ground which provides natural buffering for the adults and nestlings. 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
reason after bird 

carrying nest 
material to cavity.

6/3/2011 30 Apr - WBNU pair bringing nest materials to this cavity 0738. - RR
6 May - WBNU exits cavity 1018. - RR
13 May WBNU pr in and out, defending against ATFL 0727. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 12:52:13 PM
Obs. WBNU entering/leaving the nesting cavity multiple times througout the day.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:36:35 PM
WBNU observed entering and leaving cavity.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 12:59:13 PM
WBNU Obs. entering cavity.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:50:46 AM
WBNU clearing nesting material from cavity
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:41:09 AM
Observed entering cavity
vnovik - 5/31/2011 3:21:41 PM
In area investigating cavities
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 6:37:29 PM
investigating multiple cavities, no evidence of caring for young.
sjohnston - 6/3/2011 2:20:08 PM
No affinity for specific cavity. Closed.

3/16/2011 6003241 CATH Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
reason for adults to 

leave area.

3/27/2011 Biomonitors observed a pair of CATH in area as well as 1 of the birds entering shrub with nest in it. Active 
construction yard exclusion for nest built during use applies and no buffer flagged. 3/16/2011 - RF
No adults observed in area; no eggs present. Some debris appears to have fallen into nest bowl. 3/28/2011 - IM
Nest still vacant, with newer vegetative material that has fallen from flowering parts of the bush. Nest closed. - 
kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:53:04 PM

7/2/2011 7002587 LASP Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

0 feet; above AR 
shoulder.

100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
reason for failure.

7/13/2011 shampton - 7/1/2011 at 1730 hrs
No eggs or nestlings. LASP heard singing nearby. Construction monitor reported seeing LASP visiting nest and on 
nest during afternoon of 7/1/2011.
ahill - 7/6/2011 10:00:00 AM
nest appears to be askew and sliding off crook, did not hear or see LASP in immediate vicinity. possible failure.
tcooper - 7/13/2011 7:28:51 AM
nest inactive, disturbed, hanging off limb.

4/13/2011 5000802 HOWR Closed TL 6916 - Z774815 320 feet to nearest pole; 
82 feet to AR.

100 feet Blanket exemption approved for developed areas of Reconductor lines is 
applicable here.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
reason for nest 

failure. Possibly due 
to poor nest location 

(trash pile).

4/25/2011 04/13/11 - House Wren observed carrying nest material multiple times into trash pile (J&M Dicus).
18 Apr No HOWR detected. 1100-1115. Workers in material yard.- RR
kalberts - 4/22/2011 3:08:04 PM NBM WLA concurence for buffer exemption for nests in developed areas on 69kv 
line.
25 Apr - HOWR detected nearby, but not associating directly with described nest area, 1547. - RR
2 May - No HOWR detected associating with this area during 30 min obs. Change to Closed. - RR

6/6/2011 7002461 HOOR Closed TL 6916 - 774818 1 foot from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
reason.

6/14/2011 rradd - 6/6/2011 at 1802
HOOR exits nest.
rradd - 6/14/2011 10:03:08 AM
No HOOR detections during 40 min. obs. Seems unlikely to be active in close proximity to CAKI nest.
Change to Closed.

3/10/2011 6003207 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Loritz property

40 feet from Loritz 
driveway.

100 feet Reduced to 40 feet. Buffer approved to 50 feet based on Star Valley Road being closer to nest than 
project ROW, ability of this species to tolerate human activities, and the fact that 
nest was found in association with residences.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
reason; likely 

abandoned before 
egg laying began.

4/17/2011 Pair observed nest building and carrying lining. nest 85% complete. 3/10/2011 IM
3/28 - BUSH heard in area, but not specifically associated with this nest. No other activty observed. - BL
Reduced buffer to 50' 3/30/2011
4/8 - No activity observed, no adults detected, 1445. BL
Closed, due to last observation. kalberts - 4/17/2011 11:38:18 AM

6/1/2011 7002469 BUOR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unknown 
reason; pair may be 

renesting in east side 
of tree?

6/29/2011 pkonrad - 6/8/2011 9:38:38 AM
Nest found 6/1 (pentab problems); nest looked complete and pair was active displaying and singing in immediate 
area on 6/1/2011.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 4:06:43 PM
Female and male active and calling in vicinity of nest (15 feet), but show little interest in nest itself. Both calling 
periodically. Male also perched near nest in neighboring live oak 230 feet northeast.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 12:31:29 PM
No activity observed near nest, but male and female observed in tree; limited calling.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:44:09 PM
A female appoached nest once during 60 minute observation period in area; male strongly territorial at another nest 
located about 20 feet above this nest, including fighting beak to beak with with a pair of House Finches. However, no 
nesting behavior during this time.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 11:32:35 AM
This nesting attempt appears to have failed; no oriole activity in area during an hour of observations in the area; no 
less than 5 oriole nests have been initiated in the south and east sides of this tree, but none appear have had eggs 
laid in them. A pair is active and displaying, and female is building a new nest (is this the same pair?). Nonetheless, 
this nesting attempt is closed.
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6/23/2011 7002545 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - 774824 5 feet from access road. 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Unknown. 
Nest abandoned 

prior to egg laying.

6/30/2011 tcooper - 6/23/2011 7:09:21 PM -Pair building nest, about 95% complete, adding lining material.
tcooper - 6/30/2011 7:04:09 PM
nest failed, only the base remains. Pair foraging together ~900ft to west

4/19/2011 5000849 CACW Closed EP253-2 45 feet to AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE. Unused this 
breeding season.

5/17/2011 Abe - 4/19/2011 12:45:05 PM - Potential new nest that is partially assembled. Nesting material looks fairly fresh, 
mostly grass, size is approximately 6 by 4 inches. Please monitor prior to construction.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - No apparent change; little material.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - Appears that a small amount of grass material may have been added to nest; no wrens 
observed or heard in area.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - No changes.   (Pair of strongly territorial Cactus Wrens at EP252A-1 site some distance to 
west.)
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Partial nest (10%) appears wind damaged - closed.

3/22/2011 5003261 OTHE Closed EP238 0 feet; within work area. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Unusual 

looking, bulky 
medium-sized grass 
nest built on ground; 
no birds were ever 
observed near this 

nest.

4/18/2011 3/22/11 -D. Busby is notified by Garrett Huffman that there is a grass bowl on ground among rocks in the open. 
Yellow grass is dry but freshly collected. No feathers or evidence of adults in area. Return to monitor west to verify 
status. No ESA signs, so I flagged a 100 foot buffer on north side by TSAP and on the west side toward EP 237.
Apparently completed medium-sized grass nest, 8 inches wide with 3.5 inch interior bowl. No birds in attendance; 
only black-throated sparrows in area 4-4 (PK).
ahernandez, pkonrad - 4/12/2011 3:46:30 PM - Still inactive and shows signs of weathering.
RAbe - 4/18/2011 11:28:41 AM
Nest not refound. Contacted D. Busby and P. Konrad to confirm location; closed.

6/2/2011 5000870 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Wind 

damage or predation 
are possible reasons 

for failed nest; no 
sign of nestlings or 
eggs may suggest 
(avian) predation.

6/4/2011 barnold - 6/2/2011 11:53:45 AM
2 female House Finches on tower.
phoward - 6/5/2011 10:50:35 AM
Nest has been destroyed; trace material was found on ground and string was hanging were nest used to be; could 
see brown muddy spot on metal where nest used to be. Wind damage or predation are possible reasons for failed 
nest; no sign of nestlings or eggs may suggest (avian) predation.

3/18/2011 5000465 BUSH Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; within fill slope of 
substation pad.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.. 

4/24/2011 Nest appears only 10% built. Biomonitor observed 2 bushtits bringing nesting material to site and building nest - TC 
3/18/2011
phoward - 4/25/2011 9:00:11 AM - Nest appears inactive; bushtits seen taking material from nest to new location by 
biomonitor.

7/16/2011 7004648 LEGO Closed CP81-1 AR 15' to AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STAGE.Likely 
destroyed by natural 
causes prior to egg-

laying.

7/27/2011 rradd - 7/16/2011 10:12:33 AM
Female LEGO removing material from nearby BUSH nest to finish building this nest, which appears complete from 
below.
rradd - 7/22/2011 3:37:57 PM
Although location prevents direct observation of nest contents, activity level of LEGO pair suggests this nest remains 
active 1230.
rradd - 7/27/2011 1:40:29 PM
Change to Closed
Nest is blown out; by weather, predation, or both.

5/20/2011 7001910 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATE. Nest may 
never have been 

completed - behavior 
may be part of the 

site selection 
process.

5/24/2011
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7/8/2011 7002620 LEGO Closed CP81-1 0 feet to AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STATE. Nest was 

abandoned for 
unknown reasons.

7/22/2011 rradd - 7/8/2011 3:02:18 PM
LEGO female repeatedly gathering spider silk and carrying  to nest site. Male accompanies 1455.
rradd - 7/16/2011 11:29:54 AM
LEGO female leaves nest 1124, male calling.
rradd - 7/22/2011 10:47:05 AM
No LEGO detections at or near this nest during 30 minutes of observtion.
rradd - 7/27/2011 3:15:44 PM
Change to Closed.
Nest has been abandoned; no LEGO detections during 30 minutes of observation.

6/21/2011 7002533 AMRO Closed TL 639 - 397518 60 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATE. Nest was 

never established to 
be occupied.

7/11/2011 6/21/2011 at 1344.
Bulky grass nest of coarse grasses. AMRO at nest briefly. Monitor again to verify activity status.
rradd - 6/27/2011 12:36:43 PM
Obscure nest appears current, occupants difficult to detect. AMRO pair agitated nearby.
rradd - 7/5/2011 2:47:51 PM
Foliage obscures this nest and entry to it. No AMRO detected during 30 minutes of observation. Monitor once more 
before closing.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:44:26 AM
Change to Closed
No activity detected at this nest during 30 minute observation.

6/23/2011 7002552 BGGN Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

50 feet to AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATE. No nest was 
confirmed.

7/7/2011 rradd - 6/23/2011
BGGN pr present for 2 wks. Male carrying food to thicket repeatedly, but flushes easily and does not return.
rradd - 6/30/2011 12:50:07 PM
BGGN heard but not seen near this location during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 7/7/2011 12:13:50 PM
Change to Closed.
No BGGN detections during 30 min. obs. 

2/21/2011 5000025 CACW Closed EP244 82 feet from corner of 
temporary ROW.

100 feet Avoid corner of temporary ROW that includes 100 foot buffer. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS.

5/2/2011 A fresh grass nest including a clean opening and fresh feathers lining the inside. Appears utilized and active. 
2/21/11
Visited 2/27/2011 - no birds present 11:00 AM.
Well-built nests status unchanged; grasses graying; no wrens observed 3/16/2011 (PK).
New nest material added recently 4/5/2011 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - Nice nest; good entrance; recently used.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - Nest torn apart from top, exposing all of the interior; closed.

4/27/2011 7000919 CACW Closed EP231A  AR 90 feet from AR; 1400 
feet for EP231 A.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction will occur within the buffer. The 
Agencies concurred to the following:
Traffic can pass through all three nest buffers since the road has pre-existing 
traffic and construction traffic will not significantly add to traffic volume.  
Conditions associated:  No work is allowed within the three 100-foot nest 
buffers.  Traffic on the access road cannot stop or park within the three 100-foot 
nest buffers.  Traffic will not exceed 10mph inside the three 100-foot nest 
buffers.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS.

8/16/2011 shampton - 4/27/2011 12:45:22 PM - Nest appears complete. CACW heard singing in area.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Fresh nest; no birds.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No changes.
vnovik - 5/13/2011 1:33:48 PM - Nest intact.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - Nest still looks fresh and new; no wrens.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:38:44 PM
Grasses from nest  blocking entrance; no wrens observed or heard.
sritt - 6/6/2011 10:38:34 AM
Entrance hole appears to have been improved. No  wrens observed in area.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 4:24:23 PM
No apparent change to nest; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 11:00:21 AM
Nest entrance looks good; no wrens heard or seen in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 1:25:52 PM
Entrance large and recently used; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 1:03:07 PM
Nest wet from rain but in good shape; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 12:50:01 PM
Nest entrance has not been used recently; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 2:22:32 PM
New nest has been built just above original nest since last week; looks complete with entrance facing southwest. 
Original nest looks good (entrance faces southeast). No wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 10:50:16 AM
New nest looks active with large open entrance. Original nest doesn't appear to be active recently, judging from 
grass across entrance. 1 wren called once from a distant location to the south.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 2:55:58 PM
No apparent changes; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 8/9/2011 4:17:48 PM
Nest looks good, but no wrens seen or heard.
pkonrad - 8/16/2011 11:56:06 AM
Newest nest doesn't look recently used; original nest is in disrepair. No wrens observed or heard in area - closed.
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4/28/2011 7000931 CACW Closed EP235-1 8 feet from permanent 

pad.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

8/16/2011 pkonrad - 5/26/2011 11:35:29 AM
Nice nest looks unchanged; pair of wrens active 400 feet southwestt.
phoward - 6/6/2011 1:13:38 PM
group of three preconstruction workers were taking measurements 20 feet from nest when first arrived at site, 
informed them of buffer and they left. We found one egg inside the nest which was somewhat cold. no birds were 
seen entering nest but birds were heard over 100ft away towards top of hill
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 2:51:01 PM
No wrens observed or heard in area; nest looks used; can't see inside nest.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 1:19:06 PM
Many small downy feathers added to lower edge of nest entrance; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 2:59:11 PM
Wren obeerved and calling 75 feet southwest of nest; nest looks recently used.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:23:41 PM
Several wrens active in the area; yesterday's rain appears to have re-activated many birds. Nest is very slightly rain 
damaged.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 3:03:36 PM
Nest unused since last weeks' rain; no wrens in area, but several wrens are active about 400 feet southwest.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 1:24:50 PM
Nest looks good but may not have been recently used; wrens may have concentrated their activity on the improved 
nest to the west. No wrens in area, including to the southwest.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 12:30:59 PM
Nest looks unused with grasses laying across entrance hole.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 2:06:23 PM
No change except 2 small scats near entry; no wrens nearby but pair active and calling 300 feet to south-
southwest.
pkonrad - 8/9/2011 2:15:09 PM
Nest entrance looks small like it hasn't been used recently, but scats are no longer present. Wrens present 300 feet 
west-southwest.
pkonrad - 8/16/2011 11:42:42 AM
No wrens nearby and nest looks unused for some time - closed. 

4/28/2011 7000933 CACW Closed EP235-1 25 feet to TSAP; 55 feet 
to perm pad, as 

mapped.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS.

8/16/2011 pkonrad - 5/26/2011 11:32:11 AM
Nest unchanged except new feather added to entrance. Pair of wrens active 400 feet southwest of nest, but 
mockingbird singing next to this nest and active in this area.
phoward - 6/6/2011 1:10:16 PM
pair of wrens seen nearby nest, fresh feathers found inside nest. never saw pair enter nest but nest stll appears 
active and is in good condition
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 2:53:21 PM
Nest entrance looks freshly used; no wrens seen or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 1:24:09 PM
Several small downy feathers added to lower part of nest entrance; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 3:01:17 PM
Nest looks recently used; wren active southest of other nearby wren nest.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:26:19 PM
Several wrens active in area, singing and calling territorially. Nest very slightly rain damaged.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 3:01:06 PM
Nest has not been used since last weeks' rain; no wrens nearby, but wrens are active 400 feet southwest where there 
are several nests.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 1:21:33 PM
Nest is well-used with a large open entrance that has a layer of soft gray plant material added to the lower part of the 
entrance leading into the interior chamber, but no wrens active in the area, including to the southwest.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 12:29:25 PM
Large entance allows a look into chamber, which is well-lined with plant down; 1 wren heard calling near this nest 
during approach.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 2:10:18 PM
Nest unchanged except 1 medium-sized downy feather added near entry. No wrens nearby, but a pair was active 
and calling 500 feet west-southwest and another pair was active and singing 300 feet south-sputhwest. 
pkonrad - 8/9/2011 2:18:57 PM
Nest looks active - entrance large and well-used (feather gone), but chamber very shallow. As I approached nest, 
wren acting territoially, calling and flying from perch to perch about 300 feet west-southwest.
pkonrad - 8/16/2011 11:37:15 AM
Nest probably hasn't been visited in more than a week; nest chamber is shallow with a large entrance. No wrens 
nearby, but 1 wren observed and calling once from about 300 feet south-southwest. This appears to be a roost site or 
alternate nest - closed.
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6/4/2011 7002442 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 

90+00r
40 feet from AR. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS.

7/7/2011 tfitanides - 6/4/2011 10:39:29 AM
Female bringing nesting material to southern side of palm. Nest not visible. Male following female.
rradd - 6/11/2011 9:32:33 AM
HOFI pair continue nest building, Visiting at irregular intervals.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 12:57:30 PM
No nesting activities observed at palm tree during 2 nest observation periods. Male singing in area; female may now 
be incubating.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 9:44:42 AM
Pair of House Finches active in palm; male singing in area.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 9:57:09 AM
Pair active near bottom of lowest hanging dead palm fronds on south side. Female persistantly giving soliciting 
display to male. Male singing; seems like this pair is in early nesting stage.
pkonrad - 7/8/2011 4:30:32 PM
No finch activity observed  or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/15/2011 2:07:25 PM
No finches observed during 30 minute observation period.
pkonrad - 7/18/2011 1:27:25 PM
No finches observed near palm tree during extended observation period; this nesting attempt was probably never 
active - closed.
sritt - 7/23/2011 4:44:52 PM
No finched observed in tree, but many nearby. Fledgling seen food begging from male.

6/4/2011 7002447 PSFL Closed CP70-3 AR 38 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS.

6/9/2011 rradd - 6/4/2011 at 0818
PSFL bringing small twigs and forming nest bowl. Female on nest while male forages and calls from perches 
nearby.
rradd - 6/9/2011 3:42:47 PM
Nest now more substantial platform in bark cleft; draped with moss and lichen. PSFL heard but not seen.
rradd - 6/17/2011 1:05:38 PM
No occupant visible on nest, but PSFL nearby appears to be nest guarding; calling and perching quietly within 30 
feet.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:35:58 PM
No occupant visible on obscured nest, and no PSFL detected in vicinity. Monitor again prior to closing.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:06:20 PM
No PSFL detections during 30 minute observation.
rradd - 7/8/2011 9:21:28 AM
Numerous PSFL detections during 30 minute observation, but no movement at nest visible. New nest elsewhere?
rradd - 7/14/2011 11:39:23 AM
Change to Closed.
No bird visible at nest and no detections within 100 feet of nest. Nest presumed abandoned.

6/28/2011 7002574 CACW Closed EP269 AR 93 feet north of AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS.

7/25/2011 eelias - 6/28/2011 3:00:33 PM
Complete nest; no eggs or nestlings in nest; no adults were active in this area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 1:49:20 PM
New nest with large entrance; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/20/2011 12:16:40 PM
No wrens observed or heard; small fearhers added to interior and 1 on entrance.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 1:26:16 PM
No wrens observed or heard, but nest has been visited: Feathers no longer obvious, but a cholla botton is at the 
entry.
pkonrad - 8/1/2011 11:50:34 AM
Nest looks good; cholla button removed from entry; feathers line part of interior.
pkonrad - 8/8/2011 1:18:15 PM
Nest unchanged; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 8/15/2011 12:58:43 PM
No change at nest; no wrens in area - closed.

7/2/2011 7002588 CACW Closed EP266-2 0 feet; nest is on TSAP. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS.

8/3/2011 shampton - 7/2/2011 2:11:21 PM
Originally logged on 7/1/2011. Re-entered on 7/2/2011 due to IT malfunction. 
On 7/1/2011 11:30 AM - No CACW observed near nest in cholla. 1 CACW was singing 200 feet southwest of nest for 
a few minutes early in 4 hour survey of EP266-2 and TSAP. Nest was in good condition, complete. Lined, partially 
with white synthetic fluff. However, no CACW activity was associated with this nest. Check once more prior to 
close.
tdipaola - 8/3/2011 10:53:08 AM
Nest remains inactive with no Cacrus Wrens observed in vacinity of nest. Nest is in fair condition but in worse 
condition compared to last nest check update - closed.
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7/5/2011 7002591 CACW Closed EP245 AR 15 feet southeast of AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

8/15/2011 pkonrad - 7/5/2011 10:45:05 AM
New nest; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 10:22:25 AM
 1 Cactus Wren near new nest; no contents in nest bowl.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 10:24:32 AM
Nest has a hole through bottom of chamber. No wrens active in area. Will change status to Inactive until nest is 
repaired or abandoned.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 10:26:20 AM
Nest has been repaired and improved and has 3 non-wren feathers added to entrance. No wrens in area, but 
observed 1 wren about 300 feet northeast of nest; no calling.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 10:24:12 AM
Nest looks good; new thin strip of bark positioned across entrance. Cactus wren observed 120 feet northeast of nest; 
no calling.
pkonrad - 8/8/2011 11:06:27 AM
Entrance open (bark moved away); no wrens near nest, but they are active at another nest about 390 feet northest 
along AR.
pkonrad - 8/15/2011 9:59:28 AM
No wrens observed or heard in area; nest chamber is shallow; egg laying unlikely at this late date in nesting season; 
probably an alternate nest or roost site - closed.

7/5/2011 7002593 CACW Closed EP243 and new 12kV 
pole and AR

80 feet south of new 
12kV pole and AR

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS.

8/8/2011 pkonrad - 7/5/2011 1:40:29 PM
New nest; wren calling territorially nearby.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 11:41:41 AM
Nest seemingly unchanged; no egg in nest; interior unlined. Wren calling to east.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 11:57:57 AM
Nest looks recently active; no wrens nearby; 1 of 2 nests active in area.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 11:17:19 AM
Nest looks a bit weathered; entrance doesn't look recently used and it is partly blocked by a cholla button, but nest in 
good shape overall. 1 wren observed 50 feet north and called twice.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 11:51:44 AM
No apparent changes; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 8/8/2011 2:24:42 PM
Nest looks unused in past couple weeks; no wrens in area - closed.

7/7/2011 7002611 CACW Closed EP257 and AER Yard's 
AR

50 from south access 
road and 150 feet from 

100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS.

8/15/2011 eelias - 7/7/2011 8:47:07 AM
Jean noted an adult Cactus Wren making frequent trips with nest material to this nest. This nest is 35% built.
mkuehn - 7/20/2011 11:55:49 AM
A pair of cactus wrens was observed; 1 wren was on a rock with nesting material near the nest, the other was flying 
around. The first wren put the material down and followed the other cactus wren into a bush; then, a third cactus 
wren followed the pair. The nest is mostly built but no eggs - Jean 7/20/2011 11:48 AM.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 2:07:48 PM
Nest complete and interior is totally covered with feathers; chamber is very shallow and exposed. No wrens observed 
or heard.
pkonrad - 8/1/2011 12:36:19 PM
Nest looks unchanged but good; very shallow; no wrens in area. New AER contruction yard built to west and fenced 
within past 5 days.
pkonrad - 8/9/2011 10:43:14 AM
Nest chamber has a thick layer of downy feathers. No wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 8/15/2011 1:31:02 PM
Even more feathers in nest, but chamber is too shallow for egg laying, etc.; no wrens in area. Appears this is a roost 
or alternate nest inspired by July rainstorms - closed.

7/7/2011 7002612 CACW Closed EP257 and AER Yard 0 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS.

7/7/2011 eelias - 7/7/2011 9:23:36 AM
Complete nest (100% built), partly lined with feathers; no activity - closed.

7/12/2011 7004224 CACW Closed EP243 and 12kV AR 15 feet from 12Kv AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS.

8/15/2011 pkonrad - 7/12/2011 11:53:00 AM
Newly completed nest has wren calling to west.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 11:42:04 AM
Nest looks similar to last week; pair of wrens 60 feet north of nest; calling low as though aggitated.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 11:14:17 AM
Nest looks good. Wren observed and calling closer to nests located to west, or the wren may have followed biologist 
as he checked nests in the greater area and called twice at that time.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 12:06:07 PM
Nest unchanged; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 8/8/2011 2:20:47 PM
Nest unchanged; 1 wren calling low to northeast.
pkonrad - 8/15/2011 2:49:00 PM
Nest unchanged; looks unused for weeks; no wrens noted in area - closed.
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Nest 
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7/19/2011 7004661 NOMO Closed TL 639 - 371519 3 feet form AR. 100 feet 90 feet. Concurrence from Debbie Leonard, Helix Environmental:


I reviewed SDG&E’s NBM/NBR Request that includes an NBR to 90 feet and an 
NBM to 8 feet for northern mockingbird nest ID 7004661. The NBR would be for 
reconductoring at one pole, and the NBM would be for drive-through access 
along the access road to multiple poles for reconductoring.
The NBR of 90 feet is consistent with Attachment B, Bird Buffer Reductions, of 
the July 2011 Draft Nesting Bird Management Plan as commented on by Erinn 
Wilson, which allows a buffer of 50 feet.

The NBM of 8 feet for drive-through access is acceptable because: 1) SDG&E 
would not allow stopping, standing, or work allowed within the modified buffer; 2) 
once access is permitted through the buffer, all poles along the road would be 
worked on within the same day; and 3) the nest was still in the nest-building 
phase as of July 25, 2011.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS.

8/3/2011 rradd - 7/19/2011 8:27:09 AM
Stick nest with fresh stems of bushmallow within but not yet formed into cup or lining. Territorial mockingird sings 
incessantly from nearest lattice tower and flies to song posts sourh and west but not north into territory of pair at Nest 
7002601.
rradd - 7/25/2011 3:21:37 PM
Material added to nest: still not ready for first egg.
pkonrad - 8/4/2011 2:41:07 PM
Partial nest bowl has not been completed; no lining; no mockingbirds in area - closed.

7/23/2011 7004672 CACW Closed EP253-2 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS.

8/15/2011 mdicus - 7/23/2011 4:31:27 PM
2 adults were observed visiting the nest; 1 adult entered the nest, and both were observed calling. Nest has been 
repaired and appears complete, with a clean entrance. No eggs or nestlings; possibly a satellite or roost nest.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 11:16:15 AM
Nest entrance has grasses across ouside and interior is unlined, but nest looks new and active.
pkonrad - 8/9/2011 10:38:12 AM
Entrance is large and clear and interior chamber has some lining. No wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 8/15/2011 2:13:50 PM
No changes in nest; no wrens observed or heard in area - closed.

8/8/2011 7004712 CACW Closed EP245 AR 15 feet east of AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS.

8/15/2011 pkonrad - 8/8/2011 10:27:57 AM
Weathered-colored nest in good shape with clear opening recently lined with downy feathers. 2 adults present, both 
singing; 1 carrying nest-lining material.
pkonrad - 8/15/2011 10:10:59 AM
Nest unchanged but no wrens evident in area. Due to late date in season, no egg laying can be expected; this nest is 
probably a roost site or alternate nest used throughout the year - closed.

3/7/2011 6002386 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 10 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Limited  

maintenance of nest 
occurred, although 
no egg laying this 

season.

6/1/2011 Entrance a little rough and unkempt though overall nest is in fair condition. 
Showery and cooler weather has somewhat suppressed territorial activity this afternoon.  Calling territorial bird was 
active across the area this morning but not seen using this nest. 3/7/11
18 Mar - CACW calling across this territory - at least 2 birds present. - RR
24 Mar - CACW calling from high perches across this territory. - RR
30 Mar - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
5 Apr - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
25 Apr CACW calling from this location 1736. - RR
11Apr - CACW carrying nest materials to nest 10:30. - RR 
18 Apr CACW calling from perches associated with this territory. 1444 - RR
03 May CACW calling from this location 1305. - RR
10 May CACW continues to advertise this territory with new material piles, but no food carry. - RR
17 May CACW adding nest material 1635-1645. Only 1 CACW observed.  - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:16:02 PM - No CACW detected 1305-1335.
rradd - 6/1/2011 10:40:24 AM -This nest now discolored, collapsing and unimproved. Change to Closed.

3/30/2011 5003295 CACW Closed EP226-1 95 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS. Monitoring 
chronology suggests 
this nest was built for 
uses other than egg 

laying.

6/3/2011 Pair of CACW observed adjacent to nest; nest appears to be the start of a new nest; monitor for activity and nest 
building 3/30/2011 IM.
No change in nest start; Cactus wren singing close by - 4/4/2011 (PK).
shampton - 4/12/2011 4:14:37 PM - No new material. No CACW nearby.
Closed, due to no activity and never completed nest-building. kalberts - 4/17/2011 3:56:07 PM
CACW observed in new nest directly above old nest in the same cholla. 100 foot buffer impacts temporary work 
area, but should not preclude construction since foundation type is micropile. (CA) - 05/07/2011 09:22 AM
RAbe - 5/23/2011 3:12:28 PM - Nest is nearly complete. No CAWR observed in area, but it is late afternoon and very 
windy.
barnold - 6/3/2011 - Nest inactive; no wrens.
barnold - 6/3/2011 12:00:51 PM
No Cactus Wren activity during 25 minute observation period. Other bird species seen and heard. Nest considered 
Inactive. .

7/16/2011 7004644 OTHE Closed Access Road to guard 
pole structure near 

CP71

25 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 

STATUS. No 
observed nesting 

activity this season.

7/16/2011 eelias - 7/16/2011 9:47:39 AM
VEurs noticed this potential nesting cavity and she was in the area for about 30 minutes. She did not see any activity 
at this cavity.
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3/2/2011 5000474 CACW Closed EP254-3 45 feet from temp ROW; 

90 feet from permanent.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Probable 
alternate nest and 

rebuilt but no nesting 
behavior was 

conducted at this 
nest before became 

was weather-
damaged.

5/23/2011 Nest materials show few signs of aging. Grasses are undarkened, feathers and fibers appear reasonably fresh. Nest 
is not fully enclosed. 3/2/11
Nest has lost it's structure and collapsed. Opening and main chamber in a state of disrepair. Status changed to 
inactive. No birds observed in the area. BHart -3/11/11
Good-looking nest; 1 bird seen carrying nesting material. Agitated behavior given when near nest. - sritt & sjohnston - 
4/28/2011 8:47:19 AM
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - New material added to old nest. No Cactus Wrens in area, but 1 singing far to the southeast.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - No change; no birds in area.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Nest is flattened by weather and entrance(s) are not open; could be rebuilt, as it was earlier, 
but for now it is closed.

6/29/2011 7002577 BUOR Closed Kruetzcamp Yard AR 30 feet west of AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTVIE 
STAGE. Appears 
nesting activities 

have been limited to 
nest building, 
repeatedly.

7/14/2011 pkonrad - 6/29/2011 12:32:55 PM
New nest being built by female oriole with male nearby; female collecting new material, plus taking material from 
oriole nest 20 feet north and below this nest that was active last week, and from abandoned Phainopepla nest  
farther north in tree. Female displays to male occasionally and male follows female during forays away from nest 
tree.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 12:03:24 PM
Female observed going into nest, not leaving during an extended period (incubating?). Male in area, calling 
periodically.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 12:03:01 PM
No orioles observed or heard during 45 minutes of observation; female could be incubating?
pkonrad - 7/21/2011 10:53:45 AM
No orioles observed or heard near nest or in this isolated tree or surrounding areas. My impression is that 1 or more 
pairs built multiple nests here (1 at a time), but there is no indication of other nesting activities. Orioles were very 
active here for the past 2 months, but no activity noted today during 40 minutes of observations - closed.

7/5/2011 7002592 CACW Closed EP243 6 feet west of EP243 
pad

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH CTIVE 

STATUS.

7/12/2011 pkonrad - 7/5/2011 1:23:52 PM
New but flimsy nest looks well-used; wren calling territorially from east.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 11:36:12 AM
Nest has big hole in side; roadrunner in area. Wren calling to south - closed.

8/10/2011 7004715 OTHE Closed CP70 About 450 feet from AR 2. NEST DID REACH 
ACTIVE STAGE. 

Nest is from previous 
nesting season and 
was not active while 

Sunrise activities 
occurred in the area.

8/10/2011 RAbe - 8/10/2011 5:22:12 PM
Old, inactive nest recorded during raptor survey.  Based on its physical condition and behavioral observations made 
throughout the 2011 nesting season, it appears this nest is from a previous years nesting season.

5/3/2011 7000966 LEGO Closed Elliott Substation 70 feet to substation; 50 
feet to AR.

100 feet 2. NEST WITH 
EGGS AND YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Based 

on prior observations 
and projected 

fledging date of 
nearby LEGO nest, 
successful fledging 
seems improbable.

5/28/2011 3 May - LEGO nest still under construction - appears near complete 0956. - RR
11 May - Nest still incomplete, no LEGO detected 1015 during 30 minute observation. - RR 
16 May - LEGO pair active at this location, presumed incubating 1040. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 11:28:14 AM - Well-concealed nest difficult to locate in waving canopy foliage on windy morning. 
Pair LEGO busy here with much contact calling. Presume nesting activity continues.
rradd - 5/31/2011 9:38:44 AM - No detections during 30 minute observation. Nest may have fledged. Change to 
Closed.

5/24/2011 7001945 MODO Closed CP21 12 feet from AR, 270 
feet from CP-21.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.  

6/6/2011 shampton - 5/24/2011 11:50:30 AM - Adult flushed off of nest; 2 eggs present.
rradd - 6/1/2011 2:09:30 PM
Presumed described location and Garmin GPS location are 20 feet apart on brushy hillside. No MODO, nest or eggs 
found near either location.
Will survey once more before closing.
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:32:42 PM
Nest empty; only feathers and grass as evidence of nest. No birds in area.
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5/16/2011 7001496 ANHU Closed EP78 15 feet from AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Could not refind nest 

or adult after 2 
thorough searches of 

extended area; 
possible predation?

5/27/2011 Adult flushed upon arrival and stayed in the area; 1 egg observed in the nest. 05/16/2011 (CAllen).
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 6:06:42 PM
Did not find nest with questionable coordinates and description - or nest may be gone. See comments on first page. 
Should resurvey location with this nest in mind.
sritt - 6/8/2011 2:38:36 PM
No nest or hummingbirds found anywhere near described area. - sritt - 6/8/2011

3/31/2011 5001257 HOFI Closed CP50-1 80 feet from AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest not found 
during follow-up 

surveys; probably 
lost to natural 

causes.

4/11/2011 Female on nest.
3/31/2011 - Unable to find nest - RR.
4/11/2011 - Nest unable to be relocated - closed. - RR
4/11/2011 - Buffer removed.- RR

4/8/2011 5003387 OTHE Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 
pullsite - driveway 

entry

70 feet to AR entry. 100 feet One day of pre-construction survey staking is planned, followed by one day of 
potholing with a 2-3 person crew.  Soundwalls may be erected to not impact 
nests during potholing.  After this, construction traffic should be allowed, as the 
odds of impacting nest sites is low to non-existent, provided that no stopping, 
standing, or construction occurs within buffer zones.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

4/13/2011 04/08/11 - Probable house wren nest.  Wrens observed in nearby coast live oaks but none observed entering cavity 
(R. Abe, M. Dicus)
13 Apr - Nest predated - broken eggs inside + 1 below nest entrance. Closed. - RR

4/18/2011 5000847 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 0 feet; in crane within 
yard.

100 feet 100 feet for construction 
activities; 0 feet for 

parking and access; 

This nest was begun after construction activities had started, and is therefore 
accustomed to this site.  The buffer will remain in effect for construction activites, 
but may be reduced for parking and access purposes, if needed.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

5/10/2011 imaunsell - 4/18/2011 2:57:32 PM - Nest 40% complete with fresh nest material. Pair copulating adjacent to nest.
20  Apr - 1egg. - RR
26 Apr - HOFI flushed from nest 1758. - RR
3 May No eggs, no HOFI detections during 30 min. obs 1645-1715. Change to Inactive. - RR
10 May Crane has moved from CY. Change to Closed. - RR

4/22/2011 5000889 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
189+00

40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

5/17/2011 imaunsell - 4/22/2011 4:14:01 PM - Birds observed visiting nest.
4/30/2011 - LEGO on nest 1339. - RR
fhoffman - 5/6/2011 4:09:15 PM - Nest intact. No birds observed.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 12:18:28 PM - Cup lining appears to be strewn out; nest askew. Check once more before status 
change.
jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 1:17:07 PM
Nest appears dilapitated and damaged; no Lesser Goldfinches (adults or juveniles) heard or observed at nest or in 
vicinity - closed.

4/26/2011 7000902 BUOR Closed TL 6916 - Z771473 85 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Both the Cassin's Kingbird and Bullock's Oriole nests occur in the same 
eucalyptus tree (distance to pre-existing Pole Z771473 is approximately 85 feet). 
Based on the nests’ proximity to human activity and development and the adult 
birds’ lack of reaction to human presence, both pairs of adults appear to be 
habituated to nearby human activities. Therefore, a nest buffer modification 
(NBM) request for reduction to 30 feet from 100 feet would be appropriate. It is 
not anticipated that such a reduction would adversely affect the success of both 
nests.  Based on the nest location and previous exposure to vehicle traffic, foot 
traffic and equipment movement, the adults should tolerate this buffer 
modification.  

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

5/16/2011 RAbe - 4/26/2011 8:19:42 AM
Male and female observed at nest. Female adding blue string to nest, which is just barely started.
sritt - 5/3/2011 - 9:03:24 AM Female seen entering and remaining in nest for about 2 minutes. 
11 May Nest complete, stringing crew at work 1130. - RR
16 May  No oriole detected during 30 min. obs. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 6:22:43 PM
No BUOR detected during 30 min. obs. 1550-1610.
rradd - 5/24/2011 8:10:41 AM
No BUOR detected 0650-0710. Change to Closed.

5/11/2011 7001424 CALT Closed EP221A 60 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 45 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 45 feet is 
appropriate for this nest. Nest success should not be diminished for the following 
reasons: 
•Nest is visually and acoustically sheltered from construction as it is down below 
the work site in a rocky canyon with dense vegetation.
•nest is approximately 50 feet from the nearest edge of the permanent impact 
area and over 220 feet from the TSAP.
•Adult did not flush from nest until avian surveyors were within 20 feet of nest.
•The nest contains 3 eggs, increasing site affinity and decreasing likelihood of 
abandonment by the adult birds.
•California Towhees as a species show general tolerance for human activities.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

5/27/2011 phoward - 5/11/2011 12:11:45 PM - 3 eggs in nest, female seen brooding. 
3 young nestlings in nest, eyelids still closed; buffer flagged at 45 feet. - sritt - 5/18/2011 3:27:39 PM
mkuehn - 5/27/2011 3:47:29 PM
Nest empty; did not detect adults or young. No indication of fledging; no mutes on or near nest, rim of nest not 
depressed. All ESA signs and flagging removed - closed.
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5/25/2011 7002365 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 

UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 

6/16/2011 rradd - 5/25/2011 
HOFI female on nest, male defending 1202.
rradd - 6/2/2011 2:58:49 PM
HOFI female on nest 14:08
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:10:58 AM
HOFI pr. come to nest 0824.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:41:57 PM
No HOFI at this nest during 30 min. obs. Change to Closed.

5/27/2011 7002395 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

70 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

6/8/2011 sjohnston - 5/27/2011 10:49:11 AM - Nest building 10% complete.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:56:46 AM - Observed on nest, potentially incubating.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:58:29 AM - Observed on nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:30:28 AM - Observed on nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:14:55 PM - No activity at nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:15:53 PM - No activity at nest area; nest itself not observed.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:01:32 PM - No activity.
sjohnston - 6/14/2011 4:21:27 PM - No activity for past 4 days.
vnovik - 6/14/2011 5:55:30 PM - No activity.

6/3/2011 7002445 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 feet from staked 
work limits.

100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

7/21/2011 sjohnston - 6/3/2011 12:31:43 PM - Nest building; 20% complete.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:07:09 PM - Nest building/potentially incubating; nest appears complete.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:17:16 PM - On nest, likely incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:20:26 PM - On nest incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:05:48 PM - On nest incubating.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:21:34 PM - Incubating.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:14:35 PM - Incubating.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:44:50 AM - Incubating.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:22:20 PM - On nest.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:18:36 AM - Observed on nest.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:34:11 PM - On nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:56:03 PM - Observed on nest.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:56:01 PM - Incubating.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 11:53:18 AM - No activity observed.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 8:55:15 AM - No activity.
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:47:56 AM- Possibly on nest; very difficult to tell.
vnovik - 7/13/2011 1:59:08 PM - No activity on nest.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:56:40 PM - No activity 7/6/2011. Closing nest.

6/6/2011 7002457 WEKI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 55 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular traffic should not impact this nest providing that no stopping standing 
or work occurs within the 100' buffer. Blanket exemption for AR currently in use 
prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is applicable.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

6/29/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011 2:10:44 PM
Male actively defending nest area (8-feet or so). Female incubating on nest.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 4:01:37 PM
No kingbirds active in this area during more than an hour in the zone (checking other nests too).
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 12:25:46 PM
Kingbirds active around nest and perching next to it; can't ascertain incubation or brooding.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:26:44 PM
No kingbirds observed near nest during 90 minutes of observations in the area; uncertain of status so will check 
back.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 11:05:12 AM
No kingbirds active in area of nest; judging from nest history, this nesting attempt appears to have failed - closed.

6/8/2011 7002462 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

7/5/2011 vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:06:31 PM
Nest building approx 50% Complete.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:30:27 PM
Nest building, well formed.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:55:29 PM
Nest building 90% complete.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:32:22 PM
1 egg was observed on 06/11/2011, and observed incubating normally through 06/16/2011
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:08:49 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:16:24 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:46:53 AM
Appears to be incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:27:05 PM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:04:09 PM
Incubating.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:51:57 PM
No eggs or nestlings observed in the nest - closed.

6/8/2011 7002463 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

6/15/2011 vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:08:36 PM
Nest building about 60- 70% complete
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:28:59 PM
Nest complete or almost complete; no eggs.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:55:58 PM
Nest near complete.
sjohnston - 6/11/2011
1 egg in nest. Female incubating normally.
sjohnston - 6/14/2011
Nesting bird was observed to be sensitive to foot traffic along the path/work area adjacent to the mulberry, and the 
adult was observed to be off the nest for 30 minutes.
sjohnston - 6/15/2011
No activity was observed at the nest.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:42:17 PM
No activity was observed at the nest.
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6/9/2011 7002484 ANHU Closed CP64-2 AR 65 feet from AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 

UNDETERMINED 
REASONS.

6/17/2011 rradd - 6/9/2011 at 1036
ANHU female on nest.
rradd - 6/17/2011 8:54:37 AM
Nest no longer present, branch is broken. Change to Closed.

6/18/2011 7002517 PSFL Closed CP81-1 25 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer kept, but vehicular 
passage allowed

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

7/8/2011 rradd - 6/18/2011
PSFL male nest guarding, chasing HOWR, WBNU away from nest. Female emerges 0853, perches briefly and 
departs.
rradd - 6/25/2011 10:13:23 AM
Female PSFL incubating - on the nest for 10 mins, off for 5, 0923 - 0945. 
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:21:29 PM
Female PSFL on nest, male visits occasionally.
rradd - 7/8/2011 2:26:33 PM
Change to Closed.
No PSFL detected during 40 min obs. Nest is intact and well- protected but appears abandoned.

6/18/2011 7002518 LEGO Closed CP83-1 40 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

7/8/2011 rradd - 6/18/2011
LEGO pair building nest 1142.
rradd - 6/25/2011 11:46:48 AM
Nest complete, exterior clad in dry catkins. Too high to see into nest; agitated territorial male indicates incubation 
likely in progress 1125 - 1145 .
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:29:45 PM
LEGO female on nest, male nest guarding.
rradd - 7/8/2011 4:38:14 PM
Nest appears intact but no visits by LEGO during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 7/16/2011 10:50:14 AM
No LEGO detections at this nest during 30 min. obs despite numerous LEGO present indicate likely failure for 
unknown reasons as insufficient time has elapsed for complete cycle. 

6/20/2011 7002526 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

5 feet from AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

7/20/2011 vnovik - 6/22/2011 5:08:48 PM
Nest 70% complete.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:16:53 PM
Nest building 90% completed.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:51:51 AM
Nest is still being built by Black-chinned Hummingbird. No construction has occurred while bird has been working on 
nest.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 5:40:35 PM
No observations of nest building later in the day.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:30:50 PM
1 egg in nest; birds active on nest. 
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:04:32 PM
2 eggs in nest.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:53:06 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 9:06:19 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:47:15 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:05:30 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:25:17 PM
No activity after 20 mins of observation. Nest appears inactive, but should be rechecked.
imaunsell - 7/26/2011 9:35:59 AM
Nest appears to have been raided for nesting material around top edges. No eggs present. Closed. No work was 
occuring during this or previous monitoring visits.

6/21/2011 7002532 LEGO Closed TL 639 - 397518 46 feet to TL639 - 
397518.

100 feet Drive through access 
only

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

7/5/2011 imaunsell - 6/21/2011 7:25:21 AM
Nest contains one egg and is swarming with ants. LEGO female attempting to return.
rradd - 6/27/2011 11:32:40 AM
Nest contains one broken egg and one intact egg. No LEGO observed at nest.
rradd - 7/5/2011 10:59:13 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest has been abandoned; no LEGO detections at this nest during 30 min obs, ants continue to visit eggs.

7/1/2011 7002602 LEGO Closed CP70-3 AR 15 feet  to AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 

7/14/2011 rradd - 7/1/2011 10:18:23 PM
Female LEGO incubating (15 mins. on, 5 mins. off) while male attends and alerts.
rradd - 7/8/2011 10:15:27 AM
Nest location moved per Trimble to replace lost data point.
LEGO pair continue to attend this nest.
rradd - 7/14/2011 9:31:47 AM
No LEGO at or near this nest during 30 mins of obs. suggests nesting has concluded.

6/28/2011 7002607 LEGO Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

15 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 

7/7/2011 7/6/11 Female was seen incubating on 6/28/2011; female is still incubating.
ahill - 7/18/2011 9:07:51 AM - No activity has been seen in past 10 days. Have observed for an hour each interval on 
several days, and no activity was seen.
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7/11/2011 7003023 LEGO Closed TL639 - 397518 48 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

7/18/2011 rradd - 7/11/2011 4:22:02 PM
Female LEGO on nest.
rradd - 7/19/2011 1:57:49 PM
No LEGO detected; lining is blowing out of nest.

7/18/2011 7004658 BTSP Closed EP271-2 90 feet 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS.

7/22/2011 sjohnston - 7/18/2011 10:37:00 AM
Incubating 2 eggs.
tfitanides - 7/21/2011 2:25:06 PM
2 eggs in nest; eggs were in partial sun when uncovered. No BTSP activity seen from 1200-1235hrs. 1 BTSP heard 
calling in general area before nest was in sight. (Recommend a visit in morning, it was hot and windy today).
tfitanides - 7/23/2011 1:52:02 PM
2 eggs remain in nest. No BTSP visits to nest during observation period from 0720-0830. Eggs were warm to the 
touch. 3 BTSP observed foraging in TSAP area, but when biologists approached they left to the northeast. Adults 
remained in the general area but were scarce around observers. Another site visit is warranted to ensure nest is 
inactive before closing.
eelias - 7/25/2011 4:17:17 PM
2 biologists monitored this nest for 90 minutes (0840-1010). This nest was approached initially and contained 2 
unhatched eggs, which were warm and in the full morning sun. There was no sign of predation; nest was in good 
shape, no egg yolks around, or egg shell fragments were in the vicinity of nest. 2 biologists then positioned 
themselves 180 feet distant and 1 biologist viewed the nest through a 20x spotting scope for 90 minutes. There was 
no sparrow activity at this nest site. Due to this inactivity, buffer was removed and nest was closed.

7/29/2011 7004703 MODO Closed CP57 AR 70 feet from AR 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 

8/3/2011 vnovik - 7/29/2011 3:05:52 PM
1 egg in nest; 1 egg has fallen out of nest and is on ground below nest. No doves in area.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 1:49:26 PM
1 egg remains in small skimpy nest; no doves in area; appears this nesting attempt was abandoned - closed.

6/6/2011 7002455 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS.  Wind 
probably blew nest 

out of structure; 
possible predation; 
no sign of nest or 

contents. 

6/21/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011 10:20:42 AM - Nest building first observed on 05/24/11. Female observed building nest today 
(6/6).
PKonrad - 6/13/2011 - Female incubating.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 4:57:38 PM
Nest is gone; no sign of nest or contents - closed.
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3/30/2011 5003298 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

117+00
25 feet from Alpine Blvd 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 2 dead 

nestlings in nest; has 
female been killed 
away from nest?

4/7/2011 RF - 3/30/2011
Bird observed incubating on nest during high traffic, jackhammering, and other construction noise.
BL - 4/8/2011
No nest observed, taken out by storms? 
RR - 4/16/2011
No nest observed - closed.
emorgan - 4/20/2011 10:15:01 AM
Nest observed still on fan palm covered with cobwebs. There are 2 dead nestlings in nest that appear to have been 
about 5 days old at death.

5/13/2011 7001474 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet: within substation 
footprint on machinery.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 5 feet. It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
- The nest location is within a cavity providing a protective buffer from visual and 
acoustic disturbances.
- The pair selected the site regardless of ongoing work in the immidiate area.
- The birds have tolerated foot an vehicle traffic within a few feet.
- The birds have chosen a nest site within three feet of mylar flasher tape
- Rock breaking and cruching has occured within 250 feet of the nest. These 
activities are considered heavy construction and the sound impact have not 
detered the birds from nesting there.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 3 eggs 

cold and abandoned 
due to unknown 

factors.

5/20/2011 Nest 50% complete. No eggs or nestlings. Bird observed actively building nest 5-13-2011.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 4:43:31 PM - 3 eggs in nest.
ahill - 5/20/2011 6:32:38 PM - 3 cold eggs, no female incubating, no activity; eggs had cracks. Nest 
abandoned/failed; possible failure due to recent winds/rain (5-17 and 18).
tfitanides - 5/23/2011 3:25:48 PM
Nest closed due to info from previous nest monitoring.

6/6/2011 7002454 HOFI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 1 feet east of from AR; 9 
feet above road.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Blanket exemption already in place for existing construction traffic at the time of 
this nest's discovery.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. Appears 
female abandoned 

nest during egg 
laying or early 

incubation.

6/29/2011 eelias - 6/6/2011 3:28:56 PM
Female is bringing in nesting material. Nest appears 80% complete. Male is in close attendance.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 1:14:17 PM
Female incubating; male nearby.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 12:41:10 PM
No incubating female during either of 2 nest checks; male perched nearby and singing during first check.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 1:04:43 PM
No sign of adult finches at nest or in area. May be inactive; will check status again.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 12:14:57 PM
No finches in area or visiting nest; nest intact - closed.

5/27/2011 7002394 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

80 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Bird 

appeared to 
abandon nest on or 
near  6/9/2011 or 

6/10/2011

6/10/2011 sjohnstone - 5/27/2011 
When found, female incubating.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:57:19 AM
Observed on nest incubating.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:58:01 AM
Observed on nest incubating.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:30:52 AM
On nest incubating.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:15:27 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:14:00 PM
Incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:02:23 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:01:05 PM
No activity on nest. Observed nest for 30 minutes with no activity.
sjohnston - 6/14/2011 4:14:55 PM
No activity for the past 4 days.
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7/25/2011 7004674 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
95 feet 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 

UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 

Depredated.  Most 
likely  western 

scrubjay.

8/15/2011 imaunsell - 7/25/2011 10:25:26 AM
Female bringing fine nesting material and spider silk to nest. Estmated to be 90% complete.
imaunsell - 7/26/2011 9:39:42 AM
Female nest building.
imaunsell - 8/3/2011 12:21:39 PM
No activity observed. Chronology would suggest incubation. Unable to see if bird is on nest.
veurs - 8/9/2011 4:37:20 PM
observed nest periodically from 11:00 to 15:00; female seen moving about in nest; at one point she performed 
begging display towards male; female would leave nest for prolonged periods but eventually returned to sit on nest 
for a short time; unable to tell if adults are feeding nestlings because area above nest often obscured by leaves
veurs - 8/10/2011 3:55:54 PM
monitored nest throughout day from 0700 to 1545; male and female both on nest for longer intervals than previous 
day; no food seen being brough to nestso hatchlings unlikely as yet; still incubating
veurs - 8/11/2011 4:34:08 PM
observed nest throughout day from 0645 to 1630; an adult on nest constantly all day; hatchlings still unlikely, never 
saw parents bring food to nest; mostly obs female on nest, but did see  male incubating on occasion
veurs - 8/15/2011 6:01:37 PM
nest obs from 0645-1700; approx 0830 a Western Scrub Jay flushed female and poked bill in nest several times-it 
did not appear to harm nest or possible contents; female returned after 40 mins and continued to sit on nest 
throughout the day; female performed begging display at one point when male came to nest; still no sign that food is 
being carried to nest for young
veurs - 8/16/2011 4:56:37 PM
obs nest from 0630-1600; WESC returned to nest at 0920 and poked inside numerous times; female returned after 
30 mins; sat on nest through morning & early afternoon; female made begging displays several times while on nest & 
was fed by male; about 1400, female left nest and was not seen to return-likely has abandoned nest
vnovik - 8/17/2011 5:06:26 PM
Observed no activity on nest today.

5/12/2011 7001447 LOSH Closed S2 Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Eggs 
were abandoned, 
although nest was 
built very close to 

existing paved road.

5/18/2011 phoward - 5/12/2011 7:36:38 AM - Nest found with 4 eggs; no nest visits but LOSH seen and heard nearby.
RAbe - 5/18/2011 1:54:00 PM - No LOSHs seen during previous 3 surveys. Just monitored nest for 90 minutes with 
no LOSHs detected at nest or adjacent areas - closed.

AR066406
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5/7/2011 7001014 CAKI Closed TL 6916 - 973035 0 feet 100 feet Nest is inside pole; Not a candidate. 3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 

UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. First 
nest outcome is 

indeterminate but 
likely failed. CAKI 

require 2 weeks after 
hatching to fledge, 
and observations 

indicate incubation 
was still in progress 

on 6/4/2011. 
Nestlings may be fed 
near nest by adults 

for anotherr 2 weeks 
during post-fledging 
period, but no food 

carrying was 
observed.  Second 
nesting attempt at 

this site in progress 
6/20.

6/13/2011 rradd - 5/24/2011 9:01:24 AM
CAKI incubating, mate attending 0836.
rradd - 6/2/2011 8:27:02 AM
Nest exchange 0727, no food carry ...incubation continues.
shampton - 6/4/2011 12:33:04 PM
Observed 1 hr.  Female incubating/brooding, interrupted by short forays away from nest Male visited nest too. No 
visible food carried but  both appeared to pick things out of nest and eat them. Possibly small fecal sacs?
rradd - 6/7/2011 3:31:11 PM
CAKI on nest, mate guarding.
rradd - 6/13/2011 3:09:07 PM
Unable to detect if bird present on nest due to attached hardware. CAKI visited pole for several minutes but did not 
go to nest. No second CAKI observed. No item carry observed during 1 hr obs. NOMO perched and singing 10' away 
for several minutes was unchallenged.
rradd - 6/13/2011 9:48:11 PM
Obs. indicates this nest is no longer occupied. Change to Closed.
shampton - 6/13/2011 10:26:42 PM
Observed 1555-1715hrs, no nest visits. One CAKI perched near (1-3') nest and preened for 29 minutes, never went 
quite to nest

5/12/2011 7001463 LEGO Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

10 feet to driveway. 100 feet This nest should be treated like all others for which NBR was granted to allow 
brief period of veg maintenance and house boarding.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Indeterminate 

reason: Female 
incubating.

5/24/2011 12 May - LEGO female building nest, appears 50% complete 1446. - RR
19 May - LEGO incubating on nest 1419. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:47:20 PM
Nest appears intact, but no LEGO visible during 30 min obs
rradd - 6/3/2011 10:18:38 AM
No LEGO detections at this nest during 30 min obs. Change to Closed.

5/25/2011 7002357 MODO Closed TL 639 - 171660 9 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

No impacts to this nest are anticipated due to vehicular traffic, provided that no 
stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100' buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Insufficient time for 
nestlings to fledge.

6/10/2011 imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:37:36 AM
female incubating 2 eggs.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 12:02:55 PM
Adults in shrub around nest; two eggs in nest.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 12:20:26 PM
No eggs in nest. No MODO activity at nest. Closed.

6/6/2011 7002456 HOFI Closed EP27-1 AR 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Late-
season nesting 

attempt unsuccessful 
for unknown reason.

7/14/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011 11:23:31 AM
Female incubating. 
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 12:24:52 PM
A finch flushed from nest area, and a male is singing continuously.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 1:12:38 PM
Pair of finches flew from nest site; several finches singing in area, but no action observed at nest.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 11:49:34 AM
Female incubating.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 2:55:23 PM
Nest looks good, but no finches at nest.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 1:43:11 PM
Nest intact but no sign of nestlings or adult finches; will check once again.
pkonrad - 7/20/2011 2:51:38 PM
No sign of finch activity; nest in like-new state; no mutes as obvious at nests that contain(ed) nestlings. It appears 
the finches observed at this nest started a late-season nesting attempt that was not successful.

AR066407
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5/5/2011 7000984 CAGN Closed TL 6924 - 171693 660 feet to nearest pole. 300 feet 3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 

UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Likely 

failed due to 
inclement weather on 

preceding day. At 
least 3 dead 

nestlings present in 
nest, nest leaning 
over 45 degrees.

5/26/2011 Female incubating. blohstroh - 5/5/2011
Male incubating nest - kalberts - 5/13/2011 2:56:53 PM
nest unattended and leaning over ~45 degrees. At leasr 4 dead chicks present. Appears to have failed due to 
inclement weather on the day prior. blohstroh - 5/19/2011 11:05:31 AM
Ants eating dead chicks. blohstroh - 5/26/2011 2:28:28 PM

3/30/2011 5003299 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest  

with 2 eggs 
abandoned.

5/16/2011 Observed pair of HOFI on truck near nest. Construction occuring directly adjacent to nest. No eggs yet.
phoward - 4/14/2011 1:04:32 PM - No fresh material in nest, no nest visits observed, and no birds heard. It appears 
nest has been abandoned since first found 3 weeks ago. Nest has poor structural quailty (twigs look old and dry), 
made up of all large twigs and has no sign of cup for eggs. Birds have not been seen by bio monitor in over 2 weeks. 
Possible nest failures include poor site selection and/or the nest became wet, which caused it to lose structure and 
quailty.
rradd - 4/15/2011 2:21:01 PM - HOFI flushed from nest. Change to active. Buffered and staked. NBM requested.
MDicus - 04/16/2011 - Nest active, at least 1 egg. Female flushed within 10 feet of approach, returned 
immediately.
vnovik - 4/21/2011 10:06:05 AM - No activity observed at nest.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - Female incubating 2 eggs.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No finch observed at nest; 2 eggs are present among nesting material, but nest is disheveled 
with some material covering eggs; suggests this nest may be abandoned; will check back Monday.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - No finches present; 2 eggs are cold; nest deserted; closed.

4/14/2011 5000820 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 10 
feet.

Nest was built on the side of a dumpster, and previous NBRs have been granted 
for this species down to 15 feet.  This species is the most common bird species 
in San Diego County.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 
abandoned for 

unknown reasons 
during late 
incubation.

5/9/2011 phoward - 4/14/2011 1:57:11 PM - Fresh nesting material seen in nest; appears to be 2 near-complete nests side by 
side that have fresh material. House finches carrying nest material to nest (lining material).
04/16/2011 - Nest buffer modification approved 4/15; buffer staked in field at approved 10 feet.  Dumpster not to be 
used or moved (MDicus).
vnovik - 4/21/2011 10:31:41 AM - Female incubating on nest.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - Female incubating.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - No finches at nest; nest appears intact.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No finches at nest site during extended observations; yard biomonitor hasn't seen any activity 
here during 3 days on site; nest appears deserted - closed.

4/22/2011 5000888 MODO Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; nest within 
substation.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 
abandoned with 1 

egg.

4/29/2011 barnold - 4/22/2011 1:53:02 PM  Adult on nest.
kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 11:33:52 AM
Observed a stick nest with one egg.  Bio monitor reported that there has been no adult bird on the nest since 23 
April. Because there has been no incubation for over six days, the avian biologist determined that the nest is 
inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

6/1/2011 7002414 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

85 feet from work. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

abandoned, possibly 
prior to egg laying, 

for unknown 
reasons.

6/9/2011 sjohnston - 6/1/2011 1:20:24 PM - Nest building about 60% complete.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 4:37:13 PM
Observed building nest, which is about 70-80% complete.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:31:14 AM
Observed on nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:15:52 PM
On nest likely incubating
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:13:25 PM
Observed on nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:14:14 PM
No LEGO activity but nest appears complete. A spotting scope would be handy.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 11:46:37 AM
Nest falling apart.

4/27/2011 7000914 HOFI Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet; inside yard. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

abandoned.

4/28/2011 RAbe - 4/27/2011 8:37:08 AM
Nest w/eggs in forklift. Male and female observed on top of fortlift at approx. 0800. Birds not observed going to nest. 
Buffer flagged at 100' and biomonitor will monitor for activity.
vnovik - 4/28/2011 2:14:03 PM
Nest abandoned. No activity observed at or near nest. 

AR066408
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4/4/2011 5003347 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 100979 0 feet. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 

UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

chronology suggests 
insufficient time for 
successful fledging.

5/23/2011 04/04/11 - Pair of house finches carrying and depositing nest material to base of insulator (M. Dicus, R. Abe).
9 Apr - Nest building activity 0904. - RR
14 Apr - Nest building continues 1018. - RR
19 Apr - HOFI pair active on nest 1418. - RR
26 Apr - HOFI male singing on pole. Female not seen. - RR
2 May - No detections during 30 minute observation. - RR
imaunsell - 5/23/2011 12:37:47 PM
Status changed to closed due to nest chronology.

4/16/2011 7002614 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

82 feet from staked 
worked limits.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

destroyed by 
unknown causes.

4/30/2011 16 Apr - HOFI on nest. - RR
22 Apr - HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RR
30 Apr - HOFI nest has been completely removed 0800. Change to closed. - RR

4/12/2011 5000794 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - 973033 10 feet from work area. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

disturbance prior to 
incubation possibly a 

factor.

4/24/2011 12 Apr LEGO pr finalizing nest construction. - RR
18 Apr LEGO female incubating 0920 - RR
25 Apr No LEGO detected on nest or in vicinity. Nest appears intact. Construction in progress. - RR
2 May No LEGO detected, wind beginning to blow out nest lining. Change to Closed.- RR

6/10/2011 7002486 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 feet from work limits 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

failed during 
incubation for 

unknown reasons.

6/23/2011 vnovik - 6/10/2011 11:38:01 AM
Nest building 2% complete.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:15:39 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:14:54 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:50:53 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 5:56:02 PM
No activity observed at nest today when checked.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:20:31 AM
No activity at nest.

5/6/2011 7000999 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

45 feet to edge of work 
area.

100 feet The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and construction related activity are appropriate when 
considered along with the plan, providing type and duration of access is strictly 
regulated. 

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

intact, but cause of 
nesting termination 

unknown.

5/13/2011 5/6 - ANHU completing construction of nest 1105 - RR.
5/13 - Nest appears intact but unoccupied during 30 min obs. Predated? Change to Closed. - RR

6/25/2011 7002560 LEGO Closed CP82-1 0 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

outcome is 
indeterminate.

7/8/2011 rradd - 6/25/2011 11:13:40 AM
LEGO female on nest
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:28:22 PM
LEGO female on nest, male guarding and feeding fledges from previous nest.
rradd - 7/8/2011 4:05:20 PM
Nest is intact, empty and abandoned. No LEGO detected at nest during 30 min. obs. Equipment tracks directly under 
nest on AR.

AR066409
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4/26/2011 7000903 CAKI Closed TL 6916 - Z771473 85 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 

feet.
Both the Cassin's Kingbird and Bullock's Oriole nests occur in the same 
eucalyptus tree (distance to pre-existing Pole Z771473 is approximately 85 feet). 
Based on the nests’ proximity to human activity and development and the adult 
birds’ lack of reaction to human presence, both pairs of adults appear to be 
habituated to nearby human activities. Therefore, a nest buffer modification 
(NBM) request for reduction to 30 feet from 100 feet would be appropriate. It is 
not anticipated that such a reduction would adversely affect the success of both 
nests.  Based on the nest location and previous exposure to vehicle traffic, foot 
traffic and equipment movement, the adults should tolerate this buffer 
modification.  

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 

presumed destroyed 
by natural causes.

5/23/2011 RAbe - 4/26/2011 12:03:39 PM
Female Cassin's Kingbird observed carrying nesting material to almost complete nest.
Nest could be complete. Pair of birds actively defending territory. - sritt - 5/3/2011 9:05:13 AM
11 May CAKI likely incubating - coming and going to nest while stringing crew at work 1125. - RR
16 May CAKI continue to occupy this nest 1340. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 6:22:03 PM
No nest found, or CAKI detected during 30 min. obs. 1550-1610. Presume nest has fallen.

6/23/2011 7002549 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

4-5 feet south of fence 
on west side of bridge.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 
shows signs of 

predation; 1 side of 
nest is ripped open 
and birds are gone.

7/7/2011 vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:27:53 PM
Nest building 5% complete.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:14:22 AM
Nest building observed.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:33:47 PM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:54:00 PM
On nest, possibly incubating.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:49:25 PM
Incubating.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:58:04 PM
No activity observed; unable to see nest due to leaves blocking view.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 11:53:47 AM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 8:58:51 AM
Nest appears torn apart on 1 side; no activity.

3/23/2011 5003266 BEWR Closed EP220-1 85 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 85 
feet.

Turnaround work area shown on maps actually faces the other direction, to east, 
so 85 feet is minimum distance construction.  Buffer approved for 85 feet due to 
hidden location of nest, and tenacity of species.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. No eggs 
remain although nest 
appears undisturbed. 
No wrens observed 
or heard for weeks.

5/5/2011 3/23/2011 -D. Busby observed individual go to tin can. Tin can appears to have grass and some feathers inside. Not 
a candidate for nest buffer reduction because its so close to road and probably not many cavities in area.
Completed nest with lined bowl inside can, but no wrens in area during nest check 4-5 (PK).
phoward 4/7/11; watched for 30 minute no wrens present.
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - No birds observed but 1 Bewick's wren singing nearby.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 -  At least 2 tiny white eggs in nest in rusty can on ground; no birds in area.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - 3 eggs; no birds observed.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No eggs but nest intact in can; no birds observed or heard; closed.

3/11/2011 6003224 WESJ Closed EP89-1 0 feet; within temporary 
ROW.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. No 
indication of reason: 
no nestlings, eggs, 

or eggshells present 
at nest.

4/14/2011 Nest approximately 65% complete; [California towhee] pair perched up nearby 3-11 DB.
Bird incubating in poorly built nest with 4 eggs (green with brown spotting at anterior end) 3-31 (PK)
Although formerly listed as a California towhee nest, it appears to have been taken over by a pair of western scrub-
jays, with 1 incubating in cool, windy weather; PK thought this might  be the case during 3-31 observations; 4-7 
(PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 6:59:05 PM - No birds or eggs or evidence of eggs at nest, which looks unchanged; 1 jay acted 
territorially as biologist left site. Nesting attempts at this site failed; nest status closed.

6/15/2011 7002510 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

95 feet north of bridge 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. No 
nestling activity ever 
observed; appears to 

have failed during 
incubation or early 

nestling stage.

6/23/2011 vnovik - 6/15/2011 4:01:21 PM
Observed nest building of nearly complete nest.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:03:40 PM
Nest appears complete.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 5:00:03 PM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:13:24 PM
Not observed on nest.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:32:57 AM
No activity observed @ nest.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:26:37 PM
No activity on nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:01:37 PM
No activity; difficult to see if bird is laying low in nest.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:56:57 PM
No activity observed at nest; nest intact.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 8:53:43 AM
No activity.

AR066410
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5/11/2011 7001443 HOOR Closed TL 6916 - 973035 0 feet; inside staked 

limits. 50 feet from pole.
100 feet 30 feet A NBR from 100 feet to 30 feet is requested with the following restrictions:

•A qualified Avian Biologist should be onsite to monitor the nest during all 
construction activities and will be authorized to stop construction if deemed 
necessary to protect the nest.
•The bucket truck should be parked as far away from the nest as possible and, if 
feasible, the bucket should be positioned on the side of the pole that is furthest 
from the palm tree where the orioles are nesting.
With the above restrictions the requested NBR is appropriate for the following 
reasons:
•The nest tree is 50 feet from the pole where all work will take place.
•The birds did not flush from the nest until the biologists were 30 feet away and 
they returned within a few minutes to continue nest building while the biologists 
were still only 30 feet away.
•The nest is 20 feet above the ground on a palm frond and there is no direct line 
of site from the nest to the construction area. Furthermore, the woven bag-like 
structure of the hooded oriole nest provides a visual barrier to construction 
activities while the bird is within the nest.
•The orioles did not appear to be disturbed by high decibel construction 
activities occurring on the other side of Chantemar Rd, 200 feet from the nest.
•The nest is located in a residential neighborhood, which indicates that these 
orioles are accustomed to a certain level of human disturbance.
•The duration of work required at the pole is approximately 30 minutes. This 
short duration of work should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•An existing NBR to 30 feet (see above) under very similar circumstances at the 
next pole (973036) site was concurred to more than 2 weeks ago, has 
progressed successfully, and as of 06/13/2011 the nestlings there are nearly 
fledged.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment. All work can be accomplished with hand tools only, which will 
reduce disturbances to the nesting birds.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. Orioles 
have abandoned 

nest with egg, and 
appear to be building 

a new nest.

6/20/2011 11 May HOOR pr entrring and leaving top of palm 1628. - RR
17 May HOOR female exits 1132, male exits 1140. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 9:03:34 AM
HOOR pr continue to enter and exit this tree. Male displays territorial animosity toward subadult HOOR nearby 
0838.
rradd - 6/2/2011 8:23:52 AM
Female to nest 0752, male guarding.
rradd - 6/7/2011 3:46:10 PM
No HOOR detections at nest during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 6/7/2011 3:50:11 PM
HOOR female exits nest 1546.
rradd - 6/13/2011 3:10:32 PM
1 egg obs in nest. No HOOR female detected during 30 min. obs.
emorgan - 6/14/2011 12:40:48 PM
Pair observed carrying nesting material and building third nest in palm tree which is about 15% complete. Did not 
observe orioles at the other two nests during the two hours of observation.
emorgan - 6/14/2011 12:41:40 PM
The oriole nest that is 8 feet above ground still only has 1 egg.
fhoffman - 6/18/2011 2:18:34 PM
Female continued to build upper nest with material from palm. Male in area vocalizing
rradd - 6/20/2011 3:14:07 PM
Nest abandoned with one egg. Change to Closed.

6/6/2011 7002452 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

25 feet from staked 
work limits.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Predation likely.

6/9/2011 vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:43:28 AM
Nest building approximately 40% complete.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:59:23 PM
Nest appears 60% complete.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:13:01 PM
Nest looks complete; on nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:11:33 PM
Nest shredded; unknown cause.

3/19/2011 5003268 RTHA Closed EP32-1 AR, 12kV pole 
571454

83 feet from AR. 500 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. Probably 
failed when nestling 

was young - 
unknown cause.

5/24/2011 Red-tailed Hawk incubating; flushed from nest when observed from AR. Hawk returned with agitated calls to resettle - 
3-19 (RR).
Red-tailed Hawk incubating 3-29 (PK).     
Hawk incubating 4-7 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 - Adult standing on nest platform.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 - No birds observed during 2 morning nest visits.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Large downy nestling raised head in nest.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Nestling can be seen in nest; adult perched in area.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - 1 adult calling overhead in flight; can't see nestling(s) at this time.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - No view of nestling(s) or adults during 2 nest checks a half hour apart.
PKonrad - 5/24/2011 - No sign of life at this nest during 2 morning nest visits; no birds here for weeks - nesting 
attempt may have failed. Will check back 1 more time.
PKonrad - 6/1/2011 - No hawks at nest or in area. Nestling has not been seen since it was downy; appears that this 
nesting attempt failed - closed.

4/5/2011 5003358 LEGO Closed TL 639 - 379517 15 feet. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Repeated searches 
failed to detect nest 

or nesting birds. 
Apparent failed 

nesting attempt after 
incubation initiated.

4/8/2011 04/05/2011 - Female lesser goldfinch observed on nest (R. Abe, J&M Dicus).
12 Apr - No nest found. - RR
21 Apr - No nest located or LEGO detected. Change to closed. - RR
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3/10/2011 6002804 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
15 feet to existing AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 

UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 

Undetermined 
reason for failure.

4/22/2011 ANHU actively building nest. Tree approximately 15 feet east of bridge. Bird unconcerned by my presence at 15 feet 
from base of tree, but no construction ocurring at the time.
No hummingbirds or nest observed - 3-22 (PK)
3/23 - ANHU female on nest - IM
3/28 - Nest difficult to find, but female observed incubating on nest on branch about 40 feet up; second main branch 
up, on bridge side of oak. - BL
4/1 - Female observed incubating. IM
4/1 - Female on nest - IM.
4/8 - No activity observed, no ANHU in area, HOFIs built nest very close by -BL
4/16 - No activity observed. - RR
4/22 - No activity observed, change to closed - RR

4/16/2011 5000832 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

16 feet from fencing. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown but likely 

natural causes.

5/9/2011 16 Apr - Nest appears complete though under construction, with pair installing interior lining. -RR
22 Apr - BUSH bringing nest material 1030. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 8:37:59 AM - Bushtits in area, but not observed at nest. No adults in area or activity at nest during 
2 hours I monitored the nest.
dbusby - 5/9/2011 12:19:40 PM Nest appears unkempt.

2/14/2011 5000430 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
198+50, MH-12R

50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown cause of 

failure.

3/22/2011 Active nest. 2/14/11
No nest found 3-22 (PK).
Closed, since no nest was found on 3-22.

5/13/2011 7001471 LENI Closed Dunaway Yard 30 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown cause of 

failure.

5/18/2011 emorgan - 5/13/2011 2:45:44 PM - Adult is incubating 1 egg.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - Neither egg or bird observed in the area. This is 1 nest where construction activity could have 
been a factor, although high winds and predation could also be factors.

6/4/2011 7004634 LEGO Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 6 feet to yard limits. 100 feet 15 feet. Blanket exemption to reduce requests for NBRs in effect for this nest, as nest 
was begun after construction activites had commenced outside of imapct areas 
within an active construction yard. Buffer  flagged at edge of existing ESA.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown cause of 

failure.

6/14/2011 tfitanides - 6/4/2011 9:54:57 AM
Female incubating 4 eggs. Male observed feeding female. Female did not flush when 1 biologist approached to nest 
but did flush when 2 biologists approached for a second look.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:55:11 PM
4 eggs observed in nest. Nest was monitored at a distance for 45 minutes. No adult observed at nest.
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5/17/2011 7001486 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
3 feet from work limit. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown cause of 

failure. Nesting 
chronology does not 

fit successful 
fledging of nestlings. 
Bird was observed 
incubating during 

work activities early 
in the morning. Bird 
was not observed on 
nest after nest was 
checked at 1100 

when metal plates 
were delivered via 

front-loader. 
Unknown if delivery 
caused the bird to 

flush or if the female 
was absent prior to 

delivery

6/8/2011 sjohnston - 5/17/2011 3:54:14 PM
Nest building obervsed. Nest 60% complete.
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 3:54:14 PM
ANHU observed making several trips to nest site and sitting on nest.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 8:21:37 AM
ANHU observed building nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:16:13 PM
observed female ANHU on nest.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:58:58 AM
Obs. sitting on nest. 
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:52:09 AM
observed on nest. likely incubating.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:00:34 AM
incubating.
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 6:29:00 PM
incubating
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:32:31 AM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:57:15 PM
incubating
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:10:16 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 4:44:15 PM
No activity in nest since 1341 today.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:42:29 PM
Broken eggshells in nest. No activity observed at nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:57:10 PM
Nest appeared to have had a nestling. Unknown if inactivity is due to depredation or fledging.

5/20/2011 7001912 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

75 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown cause. 

Nestlings found dead 
in nest, which was 
infested with ants.

6/15/2011 vnovik - 5/20/2011 8:38:39 AM - BLPH observed with nesting material.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 5:50:39 PM
BLPH observed in area, nest appears in good condition.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:05:37 AM
BLPH observed incubating on the nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:46:45 AM
Observed on nest, flushed on approach.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:59:29 AM
Incubating; 4 eggs.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:55:54 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:33:16 AM
Incubating,
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:04:19 PM
Incubating
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:12:09 PM
1 hatchling and 3 eggs.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:08:43 PM
3 hatchlings and 1 egg.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:57:58 PM
Caring for nestlings in nest.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:30:33 PM
All nestlings found dead in nest on 06/15/2011.

3/16/2011 6003234 MODO Closed TL 639 - Z973033 30 feet from work area. 100 feet In residential area, among houses and exotic landscaping; accustomed to 
human environments.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown causes. 

Insufficient time has 
elapsed for breeding 

to complete.

4/12/2011 At least 2 eggs in nest.
3/28/11 - Adult still sitting on nest. (D. Busby)
12 Apr - No bird on nest, no eggs. Looks abandoned. Change to closed and remove buffer. - RR
18 Apr No change.
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6/9/2011 7002483 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
65 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 

REASONS. 
Unknown reason for 
failure. No activity at 

nest since 
6/17/2011.

7/6/2011 tfitanides - 6/9/2011
Nest building; frequently making trips to nest; nest well-formed.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:03:46 PM
Observed entering nest.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:17:42 PM
Feeding nestlings. [?]
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:18:56 PM
No nestlings observed; likely incubating.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:21:54 PM
No activity at nest.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:43:18 AM
Observed entering nest site.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:21:35 PM
No activity observed.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:55:14 PM
No activity observed. Nest is hidden in foliage.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 11:54:32 AM
No activity observed.

6/24/2011 7002556 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

15-20 feet north of 
bridge.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

7/27/2011 vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:43:10 AM
Nest building appears 20% Complete or less.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:25:50 PM
Nest appears intact. No bird observed on nest. though observation time was brief.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:03:44 PM
on nest.
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:51:36 AM
Observed on nest
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:04:15 PM
incubating.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:52:02 PM
Appears to be caring for nestlings.
imaunsell - 7/27/2011 4:18:44 PM
No activity at nest over one hour of observation. During this period female should have visited nest if active. This 
information is absed on other BCHU nests observations in the area this nesting season. Average time away from 
nests during this stage was at most 15-20 minutes. No wrok has occured at the site during nesting period. Failed due 
to unknown, natural causes.

7/19/2011 7004662 MODO Closed TL 639 - 379520 30 feet from tower; 8 
feet from AR.

100 feet 20 feet A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 20 feet, as well as a restricted access 
nest buffer modification is requested. The purpose of the NBR is to permit 
ongoing pole top construction work to be completed at the adjacent site. This 
NBR/NBM combination should not adversely affect the successful outcome of 
this nest for the following reasons:
•The NBM is for drive through access with restrictions of no stopping, standing 
or construction work and an ESA speed limit of 10 mph on the access road 
within the buffer.  The NBM is requested to permit construction vehicles to pass 
through the buffer to access work areas beyond this nest.
•The Mourning Doves chose the site and brought material to the nest site 
indifferent to ongoing work just 25 feet away.
•The line of sight between the nest and construction work area is obscured by 
dense vegetation.
•The nest is downhill from the access road and the adults exhibited tolerance of 
all activity on the access road (e.g. the bird stayed on the nest while vehicles 
drove by and while biologists viewed the nest).  
•The access road is used often as a hiking and dog-walking trail by the public 
indicating the nesting pair is acclimated to human activity.

Additionally, this is a second clutch by the same pair that has already fledged a 
clutch successfully with work occurring at approximately 20 feet under the 
original NBR.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 

FAILED due to 
natural causes.

8/18/2011 rradd - 7/19/2011 9:18:56 AM
Fresh layer of dry grass stems placed atop old nest platform; MODO pair observed copulating on adjacent wire, 
suggesting a new nest at this location is in progress.
rradd - 7/25/2011 12:49:41 PM
Nest material shows compression; contains no eggs. Drive-through and walk-through construction in progress.
pkonrad - 8/4/2011 2:52:18 PM
Female incubating on grass-covered nest permitted close approach without flushing.
emorgan - 8/11/2011 10:08:39 AM
Female incubating while male was singing nearby. Female did not flush from nest.
rradd - 8/19/2011 4:06:06 PM
Change to Closed.
Adult predated on nest. Large bark flake and feathers in nest, pile of adult feathers under nest suggests death from 
above.

7/21/2011 7004670 LEGO Closed Alpine underground - 
Bauer Bridge

2 ft 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

7/27/2011 7/22/2011 Both adults present. Female building nest
imaunsell - 7/26/2011 9:41:26 AM
No activtiy associated with nest or in immidiate area. 2 eggs in nest. Female is possibly between laying eggs. Should 
be rechecked in next day or two to determine activity level. No work occuring on site.
imaunsell - 7/27/2011 4:14:48 PM
2 eggs present in nest. No activity over one hour. If nest were active more eggs should have been laid between 
monitoring visits or female should be incubating. No work was occuring during nesting cycle. Failed due to natural 
causes. Closed.

7/25/2011 7004675 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer Bridge

82 feet 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.

8/7/2011 imaunsell - 7/25/2011 11:41:26 AM
Nest contians 4 eggs, bird flushed from nest. 
imaunsell - 7/27/2011 4:19:36 PM
Female on nest with 4 eggs.
imaunsell - 8/3/2011 12:22:15 PM
At least 3 downy nestlings with eyes still closed.
imaunsell - 8/8/2011 12:48:40 PM
2 dead nestlings. Missing nestling indicates predation likely. No construction occurred bewteen monitoring and no 
work occurring presently.
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7/18/2011 7004657 BCHU Closed CP71 60 feet from AR. 100 feet 55 feet. NBR Submit Date: 07/20/2011

WLA Concurrence Date: 07/20/2011

This nest was found during a general nesting bird survey of the eastern portion 
of the access road to the proposed guard structure located off of El Monte Road 
and east of AR CP70-3-E-A.  This nest is located within the ROW approximately 
60 horizontal feet north of the access road at a point about 1100 feet east from 
where the start of the access road branches off of El Monte Road.
The nest is located about 10 feet from ground level on a low horizontal (north) 
branch of a 25 foot sycamore tree. The tree is growing near the bottom of a 45 
degree slope and in amongst a large boulder pile.  The nest contained two eggs, 
and the female was observed brooding on the nest and flying to and from the 
nest on three occasions.
A request to reduce the buffer from 100 feet to 55 feet should not adversely 
affect the successful outcome of this nest for the following reasons:
•The nest is located entirely out of view from the access road with no direct, level 
line of sight from the nest to the access road.
•The nest is on a branch facing away from the road and is entirely obscured from 
above by large leaves.
•Thick upslope vegetation and large rocks/boulders are present between the 
nest and the access road.
•The nest is located approximately 65 linear feet down slope at an angle of 45 
degrees from the access road.
•The female did not show signs of disturbance until the observer approached to 
within 8 feet of the nest. The biologist then moved back beyond that distance 
away and the bird resumed to brood and tends to the nest as usual.
•Potholing work is a short duration, low impact type of construction (in terms of 
sustained noise, activity level and time at each hole location), and will not take 
place immediately adjacent to the nest location. The work will only raise the 
human activity level in the buffer slightly above the norms for that high traffic 
general area.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.  
Eggs predated.

7/21/2011 jpawlicki - 7/18/2011 10:19:52 AM - Two eggs in nest; female observed flying to and from and brooding on nest.
rradd - 7/21/2011 12:28:28 PM - Nest is empty, but feces on adjacent leaves suggest fledged young. Same nest? 
Nest is 2.5' from end of sycamore branch; overhangs 4 inch dia. broken sycamore log and jumble of wild grape 
(Vitis), 20 feet east of Canary Island palm (Phoenix canariensis).

5/11/2011 7001439 BUSH Closed Elliott Substation 25 feet to AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES.  
Nest was predated.

6/14/2011 11 May - BUSH pair actively building nest, appears 75% complete 1022. - RR
16 May - BUSH exits nest 0704. - RR
23 May - Still active, bringing food to nest - RR.
rradd - 5/31/2011 9:31:39 AM
BUSH to nest 0906
rradd - 6/6/2011 12:42:34 PM
No detections during 30 min. obs. 0845-0915.
rradd - 6/14/2011 4:13:06 PM
Nest predated; torn open at the breeding chamber.
Change to Closed.

2/21/2011 5000040 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet 100 feet Signs posted at back 
door to use front 
entrance only.

MODO nests are in roof eaves above back door of mitigation property. Cleaning 
crews will not impact the nests if the front entrance is used. Signs will be placed 
in order to prevent access to the back.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Abandoned and 

predated.

3/31/2011 No sign of adults or recent nest use. 2/21/11
female on nest 3/3/11 - I. Maunsell
10 Mar 2011; MODO present on nest. Appears to be renesting adjacent to 2 uncovered eggs. ACTIVE - RR
24 Mar - Nest vacant. Uncovered eggs still present. Survey crew settingup 50 feet away. RR
31 Mar - Nest predated (eggs no longer present). Change to closed. 
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4/12/2011 5000791 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Abandoned with 

eggs. Nest is located 
within a fully 

concealed and 
protected area of the 
substation that was 
not near active work 
areas. Predation of 
adults is the most 

plausible reason for 
nest failure, since 
nesting American 

Kestrels within and 
immediately adjacent 

to the Sycamore 
Substation have 
been observed 

preying on House 
Finches several 

times this season.

6/1/2011 barnold - 6/1/2011 2:45:52 PM
Nest with 4 eggs, but no female observed today, and 11, 19, and 26 May. Female last observed at nest on 3 May.
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:58:41 PM
Above mistaken, female last observed at nest 11 May. 4 eggs in nest first recorded 10 May. Since House Finches 
lay 4 to 5 eggs, 1 a day, and incubate for 12 to 14 days, this nest has been abandoned (10 May first discovered with 
eggs, 14 days for incubation would be 24 May, over a week ago) - Closed.

5/25/2011 7002368 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within work limits. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Abandonment of 

feathered nestlings 
suggests adult was 
possibly killed away 

from nest.

6/23/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 3:36:06 PM
MODO on nest 1526.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:36:31 AM
MODO on nest 1030.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:33:34 PM
MODO on nest 1230.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:02:51 AM
1 dead nestling, has partly opened feather sheaths. Adult was possibly killed away from nest.
Change to Closed.

4/18/2011 5000846 CALT Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

35 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent nest 

destruction due to 
predation.

4/25/2011 The female CALT is incubating 3 eggs - ahill - 4/18/2011 10:46:00 PM.
phoward - 4/25/2011 8:38:11 AM - Nest has failed due to predation; nest appears to have been altered with but no 
egg shells found nearby.

3/23/2011 5003267 BUSH Closed EP220-1 70 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 
feet.

This human-tolerant species is nesting 70 feet from access road, and did not 
react adversely to a nest observer at 20 feet.   Vehicular passage is not 
anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or 
construction occur within 70 feet of the nest.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent nest 

predation; nest torn 
apart.

4/21/2011 3/23/2011 - D. Busby observes adult pair bringing nest material to nest. Nest appears nearly complete. Pair seemed 
agitated while I was at nest but I didn't seem to disturb them while I was entering data 20 feet away. Potential 
candidate for nest buffer reduction since species is fairly tolerant.
Completed nest with territorial bushtit calllng nearby 4-5 (PK).
phoward 4/7/11: pair seen going in and out of nest.  
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - Nest perfect; Bushtit calling nearby.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Nest torn apart; many feathers stuck in braches surrounding nest, probably from inner nest 
lining; apparrent nest depredation.
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4/12/2011 5000789 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 

feet.
SDG&E proposes stringing new wire from the 138kV yard to the new 230kV Bay. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finches are 
extremely acclimated to human disturbance.  Nest characterized as inactive prior 
to receipt of authorized Nest Buffer Reduction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent predation.

5/10/2011 Nest with three eggs.  Pair very vocal and active in area.
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:15:19 AM  Nest present, but no eggs, nestlings or adults.
26 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 1:27:23 PM - Nest deteriorated.  No activity.  Changed to Inactive.
barnold - 5/10/2011 11:29 AM  No activity - closed.

5/26/2011 7002374 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

•House Finches are generally tolerant of human activities near their nest sites. 
•House Finches nest in man-made structures on a regular basis.  
•This particular House Finch has chosen to nest in the steel lattice of a structure 
assembled in an active construction yard.
•The House Finch has nested in the lattice with a very active helicopter zone 
approximately 100 feet south of the nest. 
•The nest is enclosed in the steel within a section that forms walls on all sides, 
except the south side.
•Proposed work near the nest is to allow the application of water to ground to 
control dust. 

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent predation.

6/2/2011 vnovik - 5/26/2011 10:50:08 AM - Active nest with 2 eggs.
barnold - 6/2/2011 12:19 PM - Nest empty; eggs apparently predated - closed.

5/27/2011 7002393 SOSP Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 feet from bridge. 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent predation.

6/22/2011 sjohnston - 5/27/2011 4:16:27 PM
Nest 90% complete.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 11:57:39 AM
Observed song sparrow on nest; no eggs yet.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 9:00:36 AM
Sparrow observed on nest; no eggs.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 4:35:47 PM
At least 1 egg in nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:27:48 AM
Female on nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:09:59 PM
Bird was off nest for 30 minutes; asked PAR construction to stop work until the adult returned; bird returned 10 
minutes later. 
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:36:58 PM
Incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:23:04 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:05:01 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:16:27 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 6/21/2011 1:47:29 PM
3 downy nestlings in nest.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 1:43:46 PM
Nest empty.

6/7/2011 7002467 LASP Closed Wilson Yard 20 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent predation; 

eggs gone and 
portion of nest pulled 

away.

6/16/2011 sritt - 6/7/2011 3:43:53 PM
Adult incubating 5 eggs.
PKonrad - 6/16/2011 4:48:00 PM
Eggs are gone; portion of nest pulled away - apparent predation. Adults still calling territorially nearby - closed.

5/23/2011 7001932 HOLA Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 
feet.

• Work within the 100 foot buffer will be limited to foot traffic and movement of 
steel                       components by hand.
•Nest site selection, construction of nest, and the successful progression to 
presence of nestlings occurred in proximity to daily high levels of yard activities, 
noise, and other disturbances.
•The female adult has tolerated of foot traffic to within 15 feet and vehicles to 
within 70 feet. 
•Vehicular use and work outside this 70 foot buffer will not likely affect this nest.
•Nest monitoring will be ongoing.  If adverse affects to nesting behaviors are 
observed then work will be stopped within the 100 foot buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent predation; 
nestlings were too 

young to have 
fledged by this time.

5/25/2011 RAbe - 5/23/2011 10:59:11 AM - Nest found 22 May by B. Arnold.  Intial observation described very young nestlings 
present. Today the nest appears to be complete, but no birds present near nest. Due to the early stages of 
development of these birds, it is unlikely that fledging occured. It is likely that this nest was depredated.
imaunsell - 5/25/2011 3:48:02 PM
Nest was checked again by biomonitor at Rough Acres. No nestlings were present and no juvenille birds were 
observed in the area. Nest status changed to closed.
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5/5/2011 7000990 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground 50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparently predated.

5/25/2011 shampton - 5/5/2011 12:00:14 PM - Female shading nest.   
vnovik - 5/6/2011 8:45:10 AM - Female flushed from nest.
shampton - 5/26/2011 11:30:20 AM - Nest torn apart. No adults, nestlings, or eggs present - closed.

6/2/2011 7002434 PHAI Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

53 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparently predated.

6/16/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 at 1522
PHAI male incubating 2 eggs.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:35:38 AM
PHAI female incubating 2 eggs.
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:09:44 AM
Nest is empty and fallen - appearly predated. Change to Closed.

4/27/2011 7000895 BLPH Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Biomonitor reported 
that the phoebe has 

not been observed at 
the nest for over one 
day. Also, she found 

a broken eggshell 
below the nest, 

indicating that the 
nest may have been 
predated. No eggs in 

nest.

5/7/2011 RAbe - 4/27/2011 9:08:20 AM - Nest nearing completion. Bird observed adding nesting material.
4 May - BLPH carrying material to nest - looks 90% complete. - RR
kkilpatrick - 5/7/2011 12:10:53 PM - Biomonitor reported that the phoebe has not been observed at the nest for over 
one day. Also, she found a broken egg shell below the nest, indicating that the nest may have been predated.  No 
eggs in nest. No adults observed in area. Nest removed from structure, buffer removed, nest closed.

4/6/2011 5003375 BUSH Closed CP70-3 AR 0 feet from existing AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Blown out of place by 

wind.

4/28/2011 6 Apr - BUSH pair tending young - carrying food items to nest 1055. - RR
13 Apr - BUSH enters nest at 1105. - RR
20 Apr -BUSH tending nest.- RR
28 Apr - Nest destroyed - blown out of tree wth remnants on ground. Change to Closed. - RR
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6/8/2011 7002464 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
30 feet from staked 

work limits.
100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Broken eggshells 

found in nest 
suggest predation.

7/6/2011 vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:28:10 PM
Nest building.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:12:33 PM
Visiting nest, likely nest building.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:51:15 PM
Nest building.
vnovik - 6/14/2011 5:45:38 PM
Observed at nest site.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 4:59:23 PM
On nest, possibly incubating.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:49:41 AM
On nest incubating.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:13:40 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:34:59 AM
On nest, possibly incubating. While bird was off nest witnessed Black-chinned Hummingbird steal nest material from 
this nest. Bird returned and settled on nest as if nothing was out of the ordinary.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:26:13 PM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:01:54 PM
Incubating.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:55:17 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 11:52:06 AM
No activity; no eggs; no nestlings; broken eggshells in nest.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:36:17 PM
incubating

5/14/2011 7001479 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 55 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
The Rock Wrens have nested within the rubble while active construction has 
occurred in the area. Construction has occurred on all sides of the spoils pile. 
•A construction road is currently located 60 feet from the nest on the southeast 
side. This road was well used prior to the establishment of the 100 foot buffer. 
•Active construction has occurred approximately 50 to 75 feet to the 
north/northwest of the nest on the opposite side of the spoil pile. 
•The nest is located within the spoil pile so the pile itself would shield the nest 
from work for a minimum of 180 degrees beginning from SW to NE which 
provides a visual and acoustic buffer. 
•A biological monitor will be onsite to monitor the birds’ behavior. If it is 
determined that the bird is agitated with work the monitor shall halt construction 
in the area until it is determined that work could commence again.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Cool rainy weather 
apparent reason for 
wet, dead nestlings.

5/31/2011 ahill - 5/14/2011 8:10:41 PM - Female is on nest for extended amounts of time. At least 1 egg in
nest. Observed female bringing nesting material to nest in morning and male brought food to female while she was 
on nest. A 100-foot buffer was installed.
ahill - 5/20/2011 6:36:13 PM - Still active. Male coming to nest with material. Female in nest for extended periods of 
time.
ahill - 5/24/2011 8:02:03 PM
Nestlings present, parents seen feeding.
ahill - 5/31/2011 3:32:57 PM
All 5 nestlings were found dead this morning in nest; adults not seen or heard in area. Nestlings were wet and have 
been dead for at least 1 full day. Sunday temps were very low and 0.5" of rain was received. seems the nestlings 
drowned/became hypothermic. buffer was taken down.

4/27/2011 7000915 LEGO Closed CP26 70 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 
feet.

A nest buffer modification to 70' is being requested for this nest for the following 
reasons:  A)The nesting pair chose the nest site during ongoing construction 
activity.  B) The female continued to add nesting material to the nest while 
concrete was being poured, and sound levels at the work site reached 
approximately 100dB.  C) The female added new material to the nest during nest 
verification with two biologists standing within one foot of the nest. D) The nest is 
naturally buffered by being down slope from the ongoing construction and is 
located in Chamise Chaparral, which is characterized by a high density of plants 
with thick foliage.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Damaged by storm.

5/9/2011 RAbe - 4/27/2011 11:51:38 AM - Female observed adding nesting material to nest w/male present. Nest 
approximately 55% complete. Buffer marked at 70 feet because concrete is being poured, which can't be stopped.
mdicus - 5/3/2011 10:21:06 AM - Nest structure damaged, likely due to high winds; however female LEGO was 
observed visiting nest.  No eggs or young.  Recommend additional monitoring until it can be determined that pair has 
abandoned or repaired nest.
mdicus - 5/9/2011 2:04:16 PM - Nest in worse condition than last week, falling out of shrub.  No evidence of repair or 
added material.  Nest is unusable in current condition.  Closed; ESA signs removed.

5/26/2011 7002370 WEKI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; in substation. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Due to Common 
Raven predation.

6/1/2011 Nest with three eggs. Adults attentive in area.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:18:06 PM
Kingbird nesr on ground when returned from holiday on Tuesday 31 May. Eggshell fragments found in nest, possible 
Common Raven predation. Nest now Closed.

4/2/2011 5003350 BEWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; on substation fill 
slope footprint.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Eggs blown out of 
nest by high wind.

5/8/2011 Nest 95% to 100% complete. Pair observed by bio-monitor actively building nest 2 April 2011. 
Nest material again observed being brought to nest on 4 April - BWA.
tcooper - 4/15/2011 4:52:20 PM - 3 eggs in nest, no adults obseved.
phoward - 4/25/2011 9:54:00 AM - 2 more eggs, 5 total; female incubating in nest.
ahill - 5/2/2011 9:49:28 PM- female incubating eggs, should be hatching soon
Eggs blown out of nest by high wind.
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4/11/2011 5000776 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; on house. 66 feet 

from AR.
100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Eggs predated.

6/16/2011 11 Apr - HOFI pair building nest. - RR
19 Apr - Nesting activity continues. 1005. - RR
5 May - No eggs, no HOFI detected at nest. Change to Inactive. - RR
12 May HOFI pr continue to visit this nest and rearrange the furniture. Change to Active
19 May Continued building activty, no eggs 1122. - RR
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:10:45 PM
25 May Nest inactive and empty.
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:34:42 PM
Nest active with 4 eggs 1614.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:17:21 AM
4 eggs in nest.
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:59:23 AM
Nest has been predated and is empty.
Change to Closed.

5/12/2011 7001461 HOFI Closed CP51-2 AR 74 feet to AR, but within 
house area.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Evidence of nest 

predation.

6/8/2011 12 May - Female HOFI on nest 1057. - RR
19 May HOFI on nest 1007. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 1:02:20 PM
HOFI on nest 1256.
eelias - 6/4/2011 10:42:27 AM
Male feeding peeping nestlings.
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:05:13 PM
Nest no longer present - broken branches and lining remnants on ground. Change to Closed.

6/3/2011 7000909 HOFI Closed Helix Yard AR 45 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Failed due to nest 

predation.

6/9/2011 rradd - 6/3/2011 2:23:00 PM
Female HOFI incubating 4 eggs. Change to Active.
rradd - 6/9/2011 8:57:19 AM
Nest is clean and empty. Predation presumed. Change to Closed.

4/25/2011 7000894 HOFI Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Likely a combination 

of wind and 
predation (in 

unknown order).

5/4/2011 barnold - 4/25/2011 12:03:34 PM  In northwest leg of Tower 62.  In stacked corner brackets on first cross-bar, about 
five feet off of ground.  Four eggs in nest.
RAbe - 4/27/2011 9:06:03 AM - Female incubating.
4 May - Nest fallen to ground, no eggs. Change to Closed.- RR

5/25/2011 7003423 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; on house. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Likely due to 

predation.

7/16/2011 rradd - 5/25/2011
HOFI incubating 2 eggs 1456 - RR
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:33:58 PM
HOFI incubating 4 eggs 1612.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:21:22 AM
HOFI female brooding  2 eggs and 2 fresh hatchlings.
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:55:16 AM
Nest is empty. Observations indicate nest failure due to predation since HOFI require 14 days minimum to fledge. 
Change to Closed.

4/21/2011 5000866 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Likely failed prior to 

incubation; no 
finches observed 

and no eggs in nest.

4/26/2011 vnovik - 4/21/2011 9:37:08 AM - Observed male and female at nest. Female incubating on nest.
This nest was deserted on 4/29/2011 and thereafter.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No birds present.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - No finches present; no eggs in nest; apparently nesting attempt failed - closed.

5/24/2011 7001942 LAZB Closed CP22-1 15 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular traffic is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, 
standing or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Likely nest predation.

5/31/2011 rradd - 6/1/2011 1:17:09 PM
Nest is clean, intact and empty. Timeline indicates nest predation.
Change to Closed.
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4/22/2011 5000877 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; within substation 

pad fill slope.
100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural cause; rain 
flooded nest cavity, 
killing all nestlings.

5/17/2011 vnovik - 4/22/2011 12:36:33 PM - Rock Wren carrying nest material into nest site. On-site monitor reported 
observing pair utilizing this nest site for the past couple of days. 
phoward - 4/25/2011 9:43:37 AM - No nest visits; bowl is present at nest site with fresh feather lining seen; need a 
flashlight to see bowl; appears to be primary nest site.
ahill - 5/8/2011 7:28:02 PM - Male heard singing on 5-6; female incubating for extended periods of time; flushed at 
25-40 feet.
ahill - 5/10/2011 8:24:17 AM - Female incubating 2 eggs.
ahill - 5/16/2011 5:41:43 PM - Female brooding; observed nestlings that are at least 1 day old.
ahill - 5/20/2011 6:30:28 PM - Nest was flooded during recent rain on 5-17 and 18. Found all 3 nestlings dead.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

3/2/2011 5000480 ANHU Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

0 feet; within Bell Bluff 
Truck Trail alignment.

100 feet ESA staked at road 
limts.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes - 

apparent predation.

3/17/2011 Woven nest positioned almost directly above east side of AR. Biomonitor observed ANHU incubating in nest - 
3/2/2011.
Nest destroyed, probably predated - TC 3/18/2011.

4/11/2011 5000775 BLPH Closed TL 6924 - Z171690 0 feet; in culvert under 
the existing paved AR.

100 feet Vehicular passage should not impact nest, since nest is below road and 
completely out of view.  Buffer should be reduced to 0 feet without any 
reasonable fear of construction impact.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes - nest 

has fallen from 
place.

5/17/2011 BLPH carrying food into culvert. rradd - 4/11/2011 7:24:15 AM
BLPH flying from nest 0736. - rradd - 4/18/2011 8:04:29 AM
25 Apr - BLPH flushed from nest 0815 - RR
2 May - BLPH from nest 0755. - RR
10 May - BLPH to and from nest 0846. - RR
17 May - Nest no longer present, presumed fallen. No BLPH present. Change to Closed. - RR

4/13/2011 5000814 BUSH Closed TL 6916 - 774819 10 feet to existing AR; 
400 feet to nearest pole.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes - 

wind damage to host 
tree.

5/11/2011 4/13/11 TC - adults attending nest
18 Apr - Nest location reset with Trimble. BUSH pr. detected with food and nest materials 1408. - RR
25 Apr - BUSH exits nest 1512 after 15 mins of inactivity. Presumed incubating - RR
2 May - BUSH enters nest with food 1549. - RR
11 May Branch with nest fallen to ground. 3 intact eggs + 1 broken. Change to Closed. - RR

4/1/2011 5003339 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

7 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes, likely 

predation.

4/28/2011 Pair observed building nest. Nest is about 95% complete. Point entered by hand. 1 April - IM.
8 April - Adult sitting on nest - BL
16 Apr - LEGO pair still at work on this nest.
22 Apr - LEGO female appears to settle on eggs 0727. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 1:30:05 PM - Nest no longer present.

5/26/2011 7002376 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes: 

weather and poor 
site selection.

6/5/2011 vnovik - 5/26/2011 2:44:10 PM - Nest with 1 egg; monitor observed bird entering nest.
phoward - 6/5/2011 8:35:58 AM
no eggs present in nest, black plastic in arm supportun nest has started to come out and is close to becoming 
completely detacted from arm of tower. this movement of the plastic has caused the nest to now lay vertical which 
likely lead to the egg rolling out of the nest

6/3/2011 7002440 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - 973032 30 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

exemption request exemption applies for work allowed in residential areas of 
TL6916 for underground through agenecy concurrence process. Birds nesting in 
developed areas are anticipated to be habituate to human activity and therefore 
should tolerate work activities. 

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes; nest 

fallen from tree; 
possible wind loss.

6/6/2011 eloveless - 6/3/2011 9:28:39 AM - Obseved female incubating on nest. 
rradd - 6/7/2011 4:18:21 PM
Nest has fallen and is empty. Change to Closed
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4/13/2011 5000807 BUSH Closed EP27-1 60 feet to AR; 340 feet 

to tower work area.
100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 

stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.
4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes; nest 
probably blown out of 
tree; no indication of 
predation with 1 egg 

found inside nest.

5/16/2011 sritt - 4/13/2011 10:55:47 AM - Pair copulating; 1 bird entered nest,
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - No nest at this location; 2 single adults were observed but no nest revealed during 40 minute 
search.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Nest found 30 feet east of GPS location; GPS vertex moved. Adult(s) bringing food or nesting 
material; calling territorially. Nest chunky rather than long.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Adult brought food to nest.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Adult food gatherting and bringing food to nest.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - Nest found on ground below location where it was built; no indication of predation - wind 
probably blew nest out of tree. Biologist opened inner compartment of nest and found a single egg but no other sign.  
No birds observed or heard in area.

5/24/2011 7002352 ANHU Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; within pad area. 100 feet Parking and through 
traffic allowed.

Blanket exemption through agency concurrence that since nest built within 
trailers, storage bins, and stationary pieces of equipment were built after 
construction began, the birds are habituated to human disturbance, and 
accessing these structures is a benign activity.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes; poor 

site selection and 
stormy weather. 

Empty nest, broken 
egg found on ground 

below nest after 
stong wind storm on 

5/29.

6/27/2011 Female seen building nest, about 15% complete.
ahill - 5/28/2011 9:06:16 PM
Female incubating; at least 1 egg laid.

7/7/2011 7004637 HOWR Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within house area 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes; tree 
broke off at cavity.

7/7/2011 rradd - 6/30/2011 10:02:37 AM
Change to active.
HOWR surreptitiously carrying food to nest 1002-1022. No singing or overt territoriality obs.
rradd - 7/7/2011 10:02:37 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest tree snapped at cavity. No HOWR detected during 30 min. obs,

6/8/2011 7002474 COHU Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet Nest is on steel, and work on the steel cannot occur without impacting the nest. 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest and eggs gone; 
probable predation.

6/22/2011 barnold - 6/8/2011 10:14 AM
Female incubating. Yard biological monitor reported eggs in nest, but female never flushed from nest during pentab 
recording and GPS locating. Please confirm species identification when female is active and off the nest.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 1:09:07 PM
2 eggs in nest; female gone when I arrived, but returned with nest material and resumed incubating; she is very 
tolerant. As per previous biologist's request, I examined and photographed female to ascertain species, which was 
changed to Costa's Hummingbird.
pkonrad - 6/22/2011 2:58:38 PM
Nest gone; no sign of adult, nest, eggs, or nestlings in area. Probable predation - closed.

3/28/2011 6003248 BUSH Closed CP65-1 15 feet from driveway 
improvement area.

100 feet To encroach within buffer, temporary sound walls may be used during survey 
staking and potholing over 2 short-day periods to provide visual buffer and noise 
barrier for this human environment-acclimated species.  

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest appears 

predated - hole torn 
to expose contents.

4/27/2011 28 Mar - Nest in good condition, adults in area, but no interaction with this nest. - BL
6 Apr - Quick nest exchange @ 0744. - RR
8 April - Adut observed entering nest (M. Dicus, R. Abe).
13 Apr - BUSH exiting nest 0840 - RR
barnold - 4/15/2011 2:10:59 PM - Adult enters nest at 1:43 pm, again at 2:00 pm.
vnovak - 4/20/2011 8:50:27 AM Adult seen exiting nest.
27 Apr - Nest torn open on W side at bulb. Appears predated. Change to Closed. - RR
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5/3/2011 7000974 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 771470 85 feet from tower. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest appears to have 
been removed by a 
non-project source.

5/16/2011 barnold & sritt - 5/3/2011 9:53:11 AM  Well established nest.  Female continuously bringing new nest material, 
accompanied by male.  No eggs or nestlings in nest.
11 May HOFI female on nest 1352. - RR
16 May Nesthas been removed by others. Change to Closed. - RR

4/25/2011 7000893 HOFI Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest blown off 

structure by wind.  

4/27/2011 barnold - 4/25/2011 11:57:17 AM  Pair at nest, no eggs. Cup nest on stored corner brackets at first cross=bracket, 
about five feet off the ground.
imaunsell - 4/26/2011 7:24:50 AM monitor and verifying avian bio observed nest blown off structure by wind on 4/25. 
Change status to closed.

4/27/2011 7000912 CALT Closed TL 639 - 775593 20 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 feet 
for construction; 40 feet 

for thru-traffic.

70 ft buffer for construction:  A) Nearly 30 ft of dense vegetation occurs between 
the work site and the nest. This provides a natural buffer from work area.  B) 
Scheduled work is to be done with hand tools and small crew, minimizing visual 
and auditory impacts to the nest.  C) California towhees are well adapted to 
developed areas and frequently tolerate moderate to high levels of human 
disturbance; 70' is well within this species' tolerance threshold for human 
activity.
40 feet buffer for pass through access:  A) Ingress and egress to the site would 
be limited on a daily basis in trips and duration.  B)

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest destroyed by 

undetermined 
causes, but 

observation suggests 
predation.

5/23/2011 Female observed building nest. - sritt - 4/27/2011 12:17:30 PM
3 May - CALT nesting activity continues. - IM
11 May - CALT continues nest building 0839, cup is 85% complete. - RR 
16 May - CALT egg-laying. 2 eggs. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 11:20:48 AM
23 May Nest destroyed -. no eggs on ground. Presume predated and Change to Closed. Pair continue to make trips 
to this thicket and may re-nest. 0939. - RR

6/2/2011 7004664 HOFI Closed Bartlett CY 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest destroyed, wind 

or predation 
possible.

6/5/2011 NEW nest material in same location as before.
barnold - 6/2/2011 11:51 AM - 2 female House Finches on tower.
phoward - 6/5/2011 10:50:13 AM
Nest closed; nest has been destroyed; trace material was found on ground and string was hanging where nest was 
located. Can see brownish muddy spot on metal where nest was. Wind damage or predation are possible reasons for 
failed nest; no sign of nestlings or eggs may suggest (avian) predation

3/9/2011 6002402 BUSH Closed CP73-2 90 feet to tower legs. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest destroyed; 

possibly predator, or 
storm.

4/20/2011 3/9/2011 - Nest 60% complete, adults bringing material to nest.
28 Mar - Adults tending/repairing nest, nest still incomplete, no eggs or nestlings.- BL
20 Apr - Nest destroyed - hole torn in side - appears predated, but possibly storm damaged.

6/18/2011 7002514 LEGO Closed CP29-1 2 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest failed due to 

predation.

7/6/2011 phoward - 6/18/2011 11:10:14 AM
Nest found 100% complete with 4 white eggs. Female observed incubating; male was heard nearby.
rradd - 6/22/2011 3:48:27 PM
LEGO female on nest; did not flush at 5 feet.
rradd - 6/28/2011 4:19:28 PM
Nest contains 2 eggs. No LEGO detected during 30 minute observation.
rradd - 7/6/2011 1:30:27 PM
Nest no longer present, remains of 1 LEGO egg on ground. Nest apparently predated.
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3/17/2011 6003240 MODO Closed San Luis Rey 

Substation
0 feet, within substation. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest failed due to 
rainstorm; eggs 

abandoned and nest 
soaked.

3/25/2011 Female incubating.
Female not observed on nest for 3 days. Cold weather and rain will have made nest unsuccessful. Material is soaked 
from rain. No eggs present. 3/25/2011 IM

5/5/2011 7000993 CAGN Closed TL 639 - Z379523 6 feet from AR. 300 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction will occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest failed possibly 
due to depredation 

from snake or 
rodent. Nest 

relatively  intact 
except for small hole 

on north side of it. 
No evidence of nest 

contents in 
surrounding nest 

site.

5/26/2011 Female sitting on nest w/ male bringing food and territorial. Male perched on top of chamise - dbusby - 5/5/2011 
12:09:33 PM.
Observe one nest exchange between adults. Pair still incubating. Eggs estimated to hatch within next week. dbusby - 
5/12/2011 10:33:50 PM
mdicus - 5/19/2011 - Observed one nest exchange.  Male left nest prior to female returning.  No eggs or young in 
nest.
dbusby - 5/26/2011 3:05:15 PM
Nest failed possibly due to depredation from snake or rodent. Nest relatively  intact except for small hole on north 
side of it. No evidence of nest contents surrounding nest site. Adult pair briefly observed on east side cf Calle de 
Vida before disappearing and  remaining elusive and out of sight. Buffer left intact since pair is likely establishing 
new nest. Will modify buffer once a definitive nest is found.

4/18/2011 5000843 BUSH Closed CP25-2 20 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest failure due to 

predation.

5/25/2011 mdicus - 4/18/2011 - Nest observed during construction monitoring - female carrying food to nest.  Buffer only affects 
access road to CP 26, staked "through traffic only, no work or stopping."
26 Apr - Adult BUSH carrying food to nest (per M Klein : BIO). - RR
mdicus - 5/3/2011 - Adult observed at nest.
mdicus - 5/9/2011 2:48:17 PM - Adult carrying nesting material to same nest. Pair observed copulating last week 
after male fed female.  
blohstroh - 5/13/2011 8:33:50 AM nest in good condition, birds observed perched on nest, making trips back and 
forth.
jdicus - 5/16/2011 8:39:19 PM  Observed while construction monitoring.  Female observed carrying material into 
nest.  
21 May - BUSH carries food to nest 1428. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 8:11:34 AM
Nest on ground and torn to pieces from apparent mammalian predation. 
Closed, buffers and stakes removed.

4/19/2011 5000856 BLPH Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; on house, 56 feet 
from AR.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest fell due to 

natural causes and 
nestlings were 

predated.

6/8/2011 19 Apr - BLPH pr building nest. 10% complete. - RR
27 Apr - Nest appears almost complete, BLPH on nest agitated at 45'. - RR
5 May - 2 eggs in nest 1055. - RR
12 May BLPH ivncubating 4 eggs 0834. - RR
19 May BLPH feeding nest at 5 min. intervals 0838. - RR
25 May BLPH activity continues at this nest.
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:02:17 PM
BLPH nest has fallen to ground 14:37; 2 unfledged young with quilled wings survive in the nest wreckage!
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:16:34 AM
No BLPH present, at least 1 unfledged nestling predated at site. Change to Closed.

6/13/2011 7002492 WEKI Closed TL 639 - 379519 35 feet from tower. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
plan allowed per Buffer 

justification.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest gone; predation 

is the most likely 
cause.

7/7/2011 imaunsell - 6/13/2011 9:52:43 AM
Pair nest building, bringing fine lining material to nest in approximately 5 minute intervals. Nest appears to be 85-
90% complete.
rradd - 6/21/2011 9:29:08 AM
Female WEKI observed incubating on complete nest with male nest guarding 0918.
barnold - 6/28/2011 6:55:37 AM
Adult on nest.
rradd - 7/2/2011 2:57:31 PM
Female WEKI observed incubating while crews working nearby (RR), and returned to nest after pole work completed 
(S Ritt).
rradd - 7/5/2011 12:01:06 PM
No WEKI observed within 500 feet of this nest 1125-1200.
imaunsell - 7/7/2011 11:40:09 AM
Nest appears to be mostly removed; a small amount of material still remains - closed.
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4/13/2011 5000797 LEGO Closed CP54-1 - Londono 

property
8 feet from driveway. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest intact but empty 

just 7 days after 4 
eggs were being 

incubated; presumed 
predated.

4/25/2011 Well concealed nest; female observed nest building; nest 5% complete. imaunsell - 4/13/2011 9:49:04 AM.
4/19/2011 - LEGO female incubating 4 eggs 1058. Trimbled and moved vertex. - RR
4/26/2011 - Nest neat and intact but empty; presumed predated. Change to Closed - RR

6/16/2011 5001258 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet from house; 55 
feet from AR.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest likely predated 
based on condition 
of nest and nesting 

chronology.

7/7/2011 rradd - 6/16/2011 11:57:36 AM
New clutch in progress; HOFI female incubating 2 eggs. Change to Active.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:13:25 AM
Nest contains 4 white eggs.
rradd - 6/30/2011 10:40:00 AM
At least 1 downy nestling and 1 unhatched egg visible in nest.
rradd - 7/7/2011 10:17:58 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest is empty and lining appears torn out. Nestlings were too young to fledge; presumed predated.

5/24/2011 7001937 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

6 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and 

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest possibly 

predated.

5/31/2011 sjohnston - 5/24/2011 8:30:15 AM
Nest activily being built. estimated at 10% complete.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:44:35 AM
Nest building 30% complete.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:04:45 AM
on nest potentially incubating.
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 8:48:15 AM
no activity observed since noon 5/31/2011, First observation of inactivity concurred with installation of a sound wall 
pole immediately south of the bridge. Bird was observed to be sitting on the nest in the morning hours. No indications 
of stress or flushing of this bird were made during previous monitoring, 
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 6:33:32 PM
nest was torn up from lesser goldfinch robbing nesting material. no activity obs. nest closed. Nest was inspected with 
an extending pole and mirror. No eggs were observed. 

5/5/2011 7000992 CAQU Closed TL 639 - Z379519 0 feet, at base of pole. 100 feet Within marked work area at base of pole.  Nest is too close to work area to 
justify a buffer reduction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest predation 

appears to be cause 
of failure.

5/17/2011 vnovik - 5/5/2011 5:51:30 PM - CA quail flushed from nest. 8 eggs in nest.
17 May - Nest appears predated - vegetation disturbed, broken eggshell adjacent to nest 0812. Change to Closed. - 
RR

5/24/2011 7002346 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest shows signs of 

disturbance by 
unknown agents.

6/9/2011 emorgan - 5/24/2011 8:26:03 AM - Nest appears to be about 75% complete with well defined cup. Female observed 
adding lining material to nest. Male singing near nest. Female did not flush until I was 30 feet from nest.
rradd - 6/3/2011 2:08:47 PM
Nest contains 4 eggs.
barnold - 6/7/2011 5:44:03 PM
2 eggs with broken shells-partially broken. Remaining 2 eggs unharmed. Monitor for activity. House Finches in 
area.
rradd - 6/9/2011 8:53:56 AM
No change in status. No HOFI detected 0655, eggs are cold.

7/7/2011 7002615 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH7

10 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest torn apart; 
predation likely.

7/15/2011 sjohnston - 7/7/2011 12:03:16 PM - Signs were posted to prevent vehicles from parking under the nest.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 12:03:53 PM - Bird on nest.
sjohnston - 7/8/2011 12:05:35 PM - 3 eggs.
sjohnston - 7/16/2011 1:11:32 PM - Nest torn apart.
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5/5/2011 7000991 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground 40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest torn up; 

probable predation.

5/16/2011 shampton - 5/5/2011 5:00:46 PM - Female observed adding material to nest and presumably incubating.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 12:10:01 PM - No activity observed but rainy day. 
shampton - 5/26/2011 11:55:13 AM
Nest torn up. No sign of adult, eggs, or nestlings.

5/10/2011 7001438 LASP Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet; within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest was empty and 
had insufficient time 

to fledge - 
presumably 
predated.

5/17/2011 10 May - LASP incubating 3 eggs 1305 - RR
17 May Nest intact but empty - presumably predated. Status changed to Closed. - RR

4/6/2011 5003370 BUSH Closed CP81-1 10 feet from road; 200 
feet to tower area.

100 feet Buffer remains, to allow 
vehicular passage only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest was storm 

damaged or never 
completed.

5/14/2011 4/6/11- TC Adults carrying food to nest. Candidate for nest buffer reduction since access road will only be used for 
brief thru-traffic.
13 Apr - BUSH active at this location but not entering a nest. - RR 
20 Apr - BUSH exits nest area 1506. - RR
28 Apr - BUSH pair busily adding decorations to this nest 1115. - RR
05 May - No BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. 1710. - RR

3/12/2011 6003219 CORA Closed CP31-2 35 feet from work area. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nestling raven dead 
by natural causes in 

nest.

6/8/2011 Nest is 12 feet from AR to CP31-2. Birds not incubating yet and are spending extended periods away from nest. 
3/12/2011.
18 Mar - CORA pr sharing food @ site. Extremely wary of, and agitated by, human activity. ACTIVE - RR.
24 Mar - CORA prone on nest 1050 -1110. - RR.
30 Mar - CORA male settles on nest after pair-bonding behaviors 08:32 - RR.
5 Apr - CORA on nest 0721 - RR.
11 Apr - CORA pair roosting near nest 12:58 -1318.- RR.
19 Apr - No CORA detected on or around nest territory. CSC signage  installed under nest tree.- RR
25 Apr CORA flushed from nest at very first sight of observer (600') 0745. - RR
3 May CORA incubating, mate nest-guarding. 1505 - RR
10 May CORA pr. on nest 0737.- RR
18 May CORA on nest 1646. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 4:14:38 PM
One large weill-feathered, gray-faced  nestling visible on nest.
rradd - 6/2/2011 11:23:57 AM
One CORA juv. remains on nest 1058. Primaries almost full length.
rradd - 6/8/2011 5:06:12 PM
CORA juv. remains on nest 1650.
rradd - 6/15/2011 1:51:17 PM
CORA juv. dead in nest, presume predation as GHOW flushed here on 8 Jun.
Change to Closed.

5/23/2011 7001929 LASP Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

8 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nestlings covered 
with ants; nestlings 

probably died due to 
strong wind and rain 

5/29/2011.

5/29/2011 tfitanides - 5/23/2011 12:29:56 PM - Adult incubating 3 eggs. Tolerant of biologist presence within 15 feet. Concrete 
work approximately 60 feet from nest.
ahill - 5/24/2011 8:03:20 PM
2 nestlings present; female on nest.
ahill - 5/28/2011 9:08:15 PM
Female and male tending to 3 nestlings in nest.
ahill - 5/30/2011
Nestlings covered with ants; nestlings probably died due to strong wind and rain 5/29/2011.
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5/16/2011 7001476 BEWR Closed EP86-1 0 feet; on pad. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 

feet.
It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
•Bewick's Wrens as a species are known to nest in close proximity to human 
activity and will utilize the cavities of man-made structures.
•The nesting pair chose the platform of a micro-pile drilling rig as a nest site, and 
was actively building their nest while drilling for the micro-pile foundation was 
occurring. Clearly this behavior shows a tolerance to human disturbance and 
specifically the current scope of work. 
•The wren pair also continuously carried nesting material into the cavity, 
undeterred by the nest verification crew in close proximity inspecting the status 
of the nest. 
•The cavity location of this nest opens in a direction away from construction, thus 
there is no direct line of sight from the nest to construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
No apparent reason 

for failure.

6/8/2011 RAbe - 5/16/2011 1:04:34 PM - Pair of Bewick's Wrens adding nesting material to nest that is over 50% complete.  
phoward - 5/19/2011 2:10:54 PM - buffer reduced to 30 feet, pair seen entering nest.
barnold - 5/31/2011 2:39 PM - Adult flushed from pipe after approaching drilling platform. Nest checked an hour 
earlier, but couldn't see if bird on nest.  Nest appears complete.
PKonrad - 6/8/2011 - No wrens during 40 minute observation period, tapped "pipe" cavity when I arrived and before I 
left to ascertain no adults were in the pipe - closed. 

5/19/2011 7001506 BCHU Closed CP64-2 AR 4 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Observations 

indicate failure due 
to natural causes, 
likely abandoned 

before eggs hatched.

6/24/2011 19 May BCHU female on complete nest 1712. - RR
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:03:32 PM
26 May BCHU female on nest 0842.
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:05:34 PM
After at least 15 min. of absence. female comes to nest and settles.
rradd - 6/9/2011 11:21:42 AM
Fenale comes to nest 1043.
rradd - 6/17/2011 8:46:07 AM
No BCHU detections at this nest during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 6/24/2011 8:40:05 AM
No BCHU detections at this nest during 30 min. obs. 
Change to Closed.

5/28/2011 7002390 BUSH Closed Suncrest Substation 15 feet to work limits. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Observations 
indicate nest 

predation.

5/31/2011 Most likely 2nd brood of a pair that had a previously successful nest nearby. Observed female come to nest with 
food, nestlings heard calling vigorously. Nest does not affect construction.
ahill - 5/31/2011 3:27:41 PM
The nest is complete, was found partly torn apart ( consistent with previously completed BUSH nests). Heard BUSH 
in the area.

5/19/2011 7001503 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 65 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Observations 

suggest nest failure 
due to predation.

6/7/2011 5/19/2011 - MODO incubating 2 eggs 0913. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 12:56:21 PM
MODO on nest 1249.
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:03:38 PM
1 just-hatched nestling and 1 egg in nest.
rradd - 6/8/2011 
Nest empty and no MODO detected. Broken eggshells under nest, but insufficient time for nestlings to fledge 
indicates nest predation.

5/2/2011 7000960 LEGO Closed TL 6924 - Z171690 20 feet to work; 90 feet 
to TL6924 - Z171690.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Observations 

suggest predation.

5/17/2011 2 May - LEGO pair working on nest, appears 60% complete 0749. - RR
10 May Nest with one egg 0950. - RR
17 May  Nest intact but empty. Elapsed time from 1st egg obs. suggests predation. - RR

3/31/2011 5003324 ANHU Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; in work area. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predated nest.

4/27/2011 31 Mar - Nest complete, female on nest - RR
5 Apr - Female active at nest. - RR
11 Apr - ANHU female on nest at 15:15. - RR
19 Apr - ANHU female incubating 2 eggs 0742.- RR
27 Apr - Nest empty with 1 side torn out. Appears predated. Change to closed - RR
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4/25/2011 7000898 HOLA Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predated, eggs 

gone.

4/27/2011 shampton - 4/25/2011 2:19:51 PM
Female incubating and foraging near nest with 3 eggs. Female flushed repeatedly due to foot traffic at edge of and 
inside the 100 foot buffer.
kalberts - 4/27/2011 10:31:13 AM
Nest found predated with no eggs - closed.

4/7/2011 5003379 CAGN Closed TL 639 - Z379519 95 feet to nearest pole. 300 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predated; nest torn 

from side.

4/14/2011 4/7/11 - Observed male and female carrying nest material to nest. Nest is 90% complete. 
Nest predated, found torn from side with nest lining and cup pieces below. No sign of eggs found. kalberts - 
4/14/2011 10:54:17 AM

5/10/2011 7001021 ANHU Closed TL 6916 - 774819 50 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 
passage allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

5/31/2011 Female incubating 2 eggs. 
5/16/2011 - 2 very small ANHU nestlings attended by adult 1444. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 4:31:52 PM
Nest contains 2 nestlings covered with feather quills.
rradd - 5/31/2011 5:06:00 PM
Nest no longer present.  
Complete nest has been removed - no remains detected.  Prior observations suggest nestlings too young to fledge 
and predation is probable cause of nest failure.

5/25/2011 7002369 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 80 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

7/15/2011 rradd - 6/30/2011 10:38:36 AM
Second nest logged in same location for new nest attempt by pair. HOFI incubating 3 white eggs. 
rradd - 7/7/2011 10:24:59 AM
Female HOFI continues incubation of 3 eggs.
rradd - 7/15/2011 11:22:56 AM
Nest has been destroyed.

5/13/2011 7001472 HOFI Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet, in yard, on 
flatbed; 10 feet from AR.

100 feet Had one egg upon discovery; not a candidate. 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

5/23/2011 Pair of HOFI copulating directly above nest and repeatedly visiting trailer; 1 egg in nest.
RAbe - 5/23/2011 2:40:58 PM - No eggs in nest and no HOFIs observed in area - nest closed.

AR066428
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7/5/2011 7002601 NOMO Closed TL 639 - 379521 5 feet to AR, 50 feet to 

work, 100' to pole
100 feet Drive through access 

only.
The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

7/24/2011 rradd - 7/11/11 - This pair flushes at 100 feet and is slow to return to the nest.
rradd - 7/5/2011 10:44:56 AM
Female NOMO building new nest, approx 50% complete, while male chases off territorial intruders. 
rradd - 7/11/2011 10:00:53 AM
NOMO pair attending 3 green speckled eggs 0923.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 12:08:00 PM
3 eggs.
rradd - 7/19/2011 9:44:40 AM
NOMO alarm calling near nest with 3 eggs.
rradd - 7/25/2011 12:56:12 PM
Nest lining has been upended. No eggs in or under nest - closed. 

4/4/2011 5003351 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
177.50l

15 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely; 

broken eggshells in 
nest.

4/20/2011 RF-4/4/11: Bird observed sitting in nest approximately 5 feet from Alpine Blvd.
4/16/2011 - Nest not found at this GPS location. - RR
emorgan - 4/20/2011 10:09:20 AM - Nest inactive with broken eggshells in nest. It was probably predated.

4/16/2011 5000833 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

Within 10 feet of work 
area.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation presumed, 

nest destroyed.

5/5/2011 4/16/2011 - LEGO female nearing completion of nest - RR.
4/22/2011 - LEGO female settled onto nest 0727. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 8:32:27 AM - Female incubating.
5/6/2011 - Nest destroyed, predation presumed 1033. - RR

4/8/2011 5003384 KILL Closed Wilson Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation.

4/19/2011 3 eggs present. Birds flushed at 50 feet and distraction displayed at 20 feet.
imaunsell - 4/19/2011 2:51:16 PM - Monitor reported nest failure due to predation. No eggs present. No adults in 
area.
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4/12/2011 5000796 BUSH Closed EP225-1 Pullsite 0 feet; within pull site. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation; nest torn 
in half, probably by 

mammalian predator; 
1 eggshell found in 

interior of nest.

5/5/2011 shampton - 4/12/2011 4:47:38 PM - Adults observed entering nest with food.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Adult territorial next to nest
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - No Bushtits near nest or calling.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Nest torn in half; 1 eggshell found in interior; 1 Bushtit nearby; closed.

3/31/2011 5003320 ANHU Closed TL 6916 - 774820 20 feet from AR; 340 
feet from nearest pole.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Presumed 

depredation, with 
broken egg  in nest.

4/12/2011 3/31/11 TC - Female incubating 1 egg.
4/7/11 TC - Female on nest.
12 Apr - Nest presumed predated; broken contents 1550. Change to closed. - RR
4/13/11 TC - Nest failed, broken eggshell in nest.

7/16/2011 7004646 BCHU Closed Access road to guard 
pole structure near 

CP71

42 feet 100 feet 40 feet. This nest was found during a general nesting bird survey of an access road to a 
guard structure west of CP71. This nest is located approximately 42 horizontal 
feet (70 linear feet down slope) north of of the access road at a point about 185 
feet east from where the access road branches off of El Monte Rd. 
The nest is located about 12 feet high on the outer part of a branch (south 
facing) of a 35+ foot sycamore tree, about 2 feet from a large, sloped granite 
boulder. The nest contained one nestling a few days old, and the female was 
observed brooding on the nest and flying to and from the nest on two 
occasions.
A NBR from 100 to 40 feet should not adversely affect the natural nesting 
progression and successful outcome of this breeding event for the following 
reasons:
•There is no direct, level line of sight from the nest to the access road given that 
the nest is is entirely obscured from above by several large leaves and is 
located in thick vegetation approximately 70 feet downslope at an angle of 50 
degrees from the access road.
•The female did not show signs of disturbance until the observers approached to 
within 6 feet of the nest and when we retreated beyond that distance she 
continued to brood and tend to the nest as usual.
•The adult bird chose the site when daily vehicle traffic on this part of the road 
(Non-Project) was already occurring.
•Presence of a nestling indicates high reproductive investment by the brooding 
bird, creating strong site affinity and greatly diminishing chance of nest 
abandonment.
•Potholing work is a short duration, low impact type of construction (in terms of 
sustained noise, activity level and time at each hole location), and will not take 
place immediately adjacent to the nest location. The work will only raise the 
human activity level in the buffer slightly above the norms for that high traffic 
general area.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Presumed predated 
as nest was intact 

and clean.

7/20/2011 eelias - 7/16/2011 10:33:21 AM - J. Pawlicki found 1 young nestling in this nest; the eyes are closed and it is 
featherless. Female flushed at 6 feet when biologist was standing on large boulder.
rradd - 7/21/2011 1:55:27 PM - Nest is intact, clean and empty. Young presumed predated as insufficient elapsed 
time to fledge.

5/7/2011 7001018 MODO Closed TL 6916 - 678468 25 feet to work area. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons:  A) The nest 
progression is already advanced (incubation of 3 eggs), so nest affinity is high 
and the likelihood of abandonment low.  B) The adult is already habituated to 
human activity and is disturbed only when approached to less than 15 feet. The 
bird never flushed from the nest during construction activities or GPS locating, 
and was only discovered when the on-site biological monitor walked very closely 
past its location.  C) Further construction activities will be similar to what has 
occurred to date, light and short, using bucket trucks. D) Large eucalyptus tree 
provides screening. E) MODO is highly tolerant of humans.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Presumed predated. 

5/16/2011 MODO incubating 3 eggs. Bird did not flush from foot traffic at ca. 2 ft distance from nest. - SJohnston 5/7/2011.
16 May Broken white eggshell of suitable size but no MODO detected. Presume predation and Change to Closed 
1707.- RR
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6/13/2011 7002494 LASP Closed Sycamore Yard 50 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

Drive through access only appoved through blanket exemption.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Presumed predated.

6/20/2011 rradd - 6/13/2011
LASP male feeding female incubating 3 eggs and driving fledgling from earlier brood away from area 0840.
rradd - 6/20/2011 10:45:29 AM
Nest is empty, presumed predated. Change to Closed.

3/17/2011 6003251 BTSP Closed EP235-1 50 feet from TSAP. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Probable predation; 
broken pieces of 1 
egg was present 

inside the nest and 
the other broken egg 
was found below the 

nest.

4/12/2011 Black-throated sparrow pair collecting nest materials and carrying nest materials to grass nest in cholla.  Nest is 
about 78 feet from northeast corner of permanent pad and about 135 feet from nearest equipment onsite. The 100 
foot buffer extends about to the middle of TSAP 3-17 (JD). 
Nice nest built in cholla; unlined; no activity since Monday rain and hail (JD). John will continue monitoring 3-23 
(PK). 2 eggs in nest (incomplete clutch); should begin incubation in a couple days 4-4 (PK).
ahernandez, pkonrad - 4/12/2011 2:32:14 PM - Nest was predated; closed.  Remnants of two broken eggs.

4/21/2011 5000869 MODO Closed IV substation 80 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

The hidden area of this nest, combined with tolerance of human approach, 
justifies a smaller buffer to allow work to occur.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Probably failed due 

to poor nest site 
selection.

6/3/2011 vnovik - 4/21/2011 1:49:59 PM - Nest with eggs.
shampton - 5/10/2011 10:59:21 AM - 3 eggs in nest; 2 eggs have rolled around on fan, 1 is discolored. The nest has 
no fine material. Appears that fan kicked on and moved  the eggs. No birds observed near nest.
barnold - 6/3/2011 8:17:13 PM
Nest has been abandoned. Closed.

4/30/2011 7000950 WESJ Closed EP92 80 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Probably predated.

5/20/2011 shampton - 4/30/2011 12:13:20 PM  Bird flushed off nest. 3 eggs.  Possible western scrub-jay or California 
thrasher.
RAbe - 5/10/2011 1:42:24 PM - 1 nestling and no eggs in nest. Adults not observed.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 3 eggs in nest. (Apparent pentab problems 5-6.)
emorgan - 5/20/2011 9:25:08 AM - No nestlings present and no adults observed near nest. Nest probably predated.

5/25/2011 7002353 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

50 feet to work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and 

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Raven predation.

6/5/2011 vnovik - 5/25/2011 10:05:34 AM - Building nest; 50% complete.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:21:17 AM
Observed on nest; male feeding female on nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 10:38:35 AM
Male observed arriving at nest, possibly bringing food. 
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:20:30 AM
Ravens attacked nest and ate the eggs.

5/10/2011 7001423 KILL Closed Scripps Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 25 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
A) Nest is shielded by a 3 foot high wall.  B) Placement of a sound barrier along 
the existing chain link fence will mitigate for sound and visual disturbances 
occurring without further encroaching on the nest.  C) Bird remained non-
agitated on nest while work was occurring in the yard, including demo of a 
retaining wall around the breaker to be replaced. D) The bird has chosen to nest 
within an active yard, showing acclimation to human activity.  E) The bird 
remained non-agitated in the nest while the surveyor approached to within 5 feet 
of the nest.  F) Monitor onsite will monitor nest to ensure that bird does not 
become agitated with the work. If the bird gets agitated, work will be halted and 
an increased buffer will be installed.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Related by crew that 

crows or ravens 
predated nest while 

killdeer adults tried to 
defend nest.

6/10/2011 rradd - 5/27/2011 11:32:58 AM
Unable to see into this area of substation from outside. KILL obs. flying overhead and landing in sub but no definitive 
nesting activity observed.
rradd - 6/2/2011 6:54:23 AM
KILL on apparent nest.
rradd - 6/7/2011 4:33:37 PM
KILL on nest 1633.
rradd - 6/7/2011 5:38:48 PM
KILL appears to be brooding one hatched young and at least one egg, under heavy predation pressure by CORA.
sdhall - 6/10/2011 2:11:16 PM
No evidence of birds or eggs in area. Crew related that they had witnessed crows (ravens ?) predating nests while 
killdeer attempted to fight them off. Buffer was removed. Nest closed.
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5/20/2011 7001911 BUOR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 2 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; through 

access only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Strong wind and rain 

apparently blew 2 
mostly feathered, 

near-fledging 
nestlings out of nest; 

found dead on 
ground beneath nest.

5/27/2011 PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Drew found this oriole nest 5/14, but today we found 2 small feathered nestlings dead on the 
ground - probably as a result of the cold wind and rain storm Tuesday and Wednesday. Nestlings appear to be less 
than a week away from fledging. Did not close nest report because there may be more nestlings in the nest.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - No oriole activity; nest has not been refurbished - closed.
emorgan - 5/24/2011 9:17:08 AM
There has been no progress on the nest since it was last checked. No activity observed at or near nest. Nest closed.   
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 3:22:34 PM
No orioles in area; nest appears abandoned after wind and rain-caused nest failure last week.

4/14/2011 5000822 COGD Closed Thomas Yard 0 feet; at yard boundary. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Unknown cause of 
failure. Predation is 

likely the cause.

5/17/2011 J & M Dicus - 4/14/2011 - Adult incubating
J & M Dicus - 5/17/2011 11:33:28 AM  Nest empty; no doves observed at or near nest. Nest presumed complete 
because duration since last check is long enough to hatch and fledge young, due to lack of eggs or nestlings in nest, 
and due to no adults in vicinity of nest. Nest is also located outside of active portion of yard, so does not affect 
construction. Buffer signs removed - closed.

6/2/2011 7002431 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
303+00r

40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Unknown natural 

causes; likely 
predated.

6/8/2011 shampton - 6/2/2011 12:36:41 PM  
At about 0700 today a BHCO female removed 1 egg, leaving 2 LEGO eggs in nest. At 1230, female LEGO 
incubating 3 eggs, all LEGO.
shampton - 6/9/2011 12:12:38 PM
Nest is empty, no eggs, nestlings, or adults nearby. Nest contained 2 large dead leaves that fell into it - closed.

4/7/2011 5003381 CAGN Closed TL 639 - Z379523 30 feet from existing AR; 
90 ft from nearest pole.

300 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 

NATURAL CAUSES. 
Unknown reason but 
looks like predated 
by a snake because 
nest is intact with 2 

dessicated dead 
nestlings remaining 

and 2 gone.

5/5/2011 Fresh nest located in ARTCAL shrub. Observed female on nest, prior to this observed 1 egg in nest, indicating this 
2nd attempt at a clutch has just begun. RF-4/7/11
rfletcher - 4/14/2011 6:46:25 AM - Male CAGN observed incubating eggs.
Adult pair observed carrying food to nest. Four 3-day-old nestlings observed while adults were away from nest. 
Estimated fledge date: May 9. dbusby - 4/28/2011 2:54:26 PM
Failed nest w/ 2 desiccated nestlings and no sign of other 2 nestlings. Nest intact. Adults observed foraging nearby. 
dbusby - 5/5/2011 11:56:31 AM

4/6/2011 5003366 BUSH Closed EP221A 20 feet to tower site 
permanent ROW.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 5/3/2011 4/6/11- Pair of bushtits seen carrying food into nest.- SR
kalberts - 5/3/2011 3:34:28 PM - Nest closed, since adult birds seen carrying food to nest almost a month ago.  Nest 
has either fledged or failed since then. 

4/11/2011 5000780 HOWR Closed TL 6916 - Z973032 40 feet from work 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

Blanket exemption for work occuring in residential areas of 69kV reconductor 6. INDETERMINATE. 5/17/2011 4/11/2011 - House Wren nest discovered by Gerhard Bombe while monitoring, BUSH nest 40 feet to west. Adult 
observed singing and carrying nest material into cavity. - SHampton, MDicus
shampton - 4/11/2011
4/18/2011 - HOWR continue to import material to this location under roof tile 9045.
4/25/2011 - HOWR nesting activity continues at this site. - RR
5/2/2011 - Nest material added, now visible under roof tile. - RR
5/11/2011 - HOWR singing at nest, and chasing away HOFI 1555. - RR
5/17/2011 - HOWR sings, enters nest during construction 1042. - RR

4/25/2011 7000890 NRWS Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

50 feet; on under side of 
bridge.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

6. INDETERMINATE. 5/25/2011 vnovik - 4/25/2011 10:28:49 AM - Observed NRWS carrying material into cavity, on underside of bridge.
vnovik - 5/6/2011 8:23:01 AM - NRWS observed in area, but no observations of birds entering hole.
phoward - 5/10/2011 3:24:40 PM - Observed bird entering cavity.
emorgan - 5/25/2011 2:27:17 PM
No swallows entered cavity for the 2 hours of observation and the biomonitor has not observed any activity at that 
cavity.
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4/27/2011 7000923 BUSH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 

property
40 feet to driveway 

entry.
100 feet Work allowed within 

buffer through agency 
concurrence.

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near Hwy 67, a very busy and noisy highway, 
illustrating normalized behaviors to this steady disturbance. The adult birds have 
tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other human acvities onsite have not 
deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated with work will be monitored, as 
will nest sites for any potential impacts.

6. INDETERMINATE. 5/11/2011 4/27/2011 - BUSH pair bringing food to nest at 10 minute intervals 13:46. - RR
5/5/2011 - BUSH perched close to nest, exchanged contact calls 11:50 - RR
eelias - 5/12/2011 8:07:24 AM - All quiet during 5 minute visit to nest.
5/19/2011 - Nest difficult to update without flushing adjacent BCHU. Activity low. - RR

4/29/2011 7000941 MODO Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; inside substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 5/16/2011 kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:53:01 PM- Stick nest is visible at the base of an insulator. The biomonitor observed a 
mourning dove entering and exiting the nest beginning on 27 April.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 4:10:07 PM Nest observed, no bird observed at nest.
sritt - 5/31/2011 5:46:40 PM - No birds seen near nest. Bio-monitor has not seen birds near nest in past few weeks.  
Nest closed.

6/21/2011 7002530 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 379521 0 feet 100 feet Drive through access 
and work allowed at pole 

per NBR above.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

NBR approved to allow one time work within 100 foot buffer associated with 
restringing and re-clipping wires.

6. INDETERMINATE. 7/5/2011 mdicus - 6/21/2011 10:39:55 AM
Female entering bracket and remaining there. Fresh material visible.
rradd - 7/2/2011 2:52:59 PM
No HOFI detected at or near this nest during 40 min. obs.while crews working nearby.
rradd - 7/5/2011 10:55:15 AM
Change to Closed.
No HOFI detected at or near this nest during 30 min. obs.

7/11/2011 7003025 BHGR Closed TL 639 - 872360 80 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

6. INDETERMINATE. 7/24/2011 rradd - 7/11/2011 12:01:11 PM
Female BHGR incubating/brooding well-hidden nest; contents unknown.
rradd - 7/19/2011 12:09:09 PM
Nest intact, no BHGR detected. Possibly fledged; cannot see into bottom of nest bowl. Monitor once more prior to 
closing.
rradd - 7/25/2011 2:06:20 PM
Change to Closed. Nest is clean and empty. No BHGR detected during 1 hour in vicinity.
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7/11/2011 7003026 NOMO Closed TL639 - 379522 80 feet to AR. 100 feet Drvie through access 

only.
The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

6. INDETERMINATE. 7/19/2011 rradd - 7/11/2011 11:40:50 AM
Precautionary GPS point. Nest is complete, freshly lined and empty.This nest could be just fledged or just about to 
recieve eggs (the latter is suspected).
rradd - 7/19/2011 12:11:50 PM
No improverments. Change to Closed.

8/4/2011 7004708 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground 
301+00r

50 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

6. INDETERMINATE.   
Nest may not have 

reached active stage 
or if it did  it may 

have been predated.

8/18/2011 shampton - 8/4/2011 2:28:36 PM
At 0830, adults copulating near nest; male singing, female adding nest material. Nest appears complete.
shampton - 8/11/2011 3:09:44 PM
Adult LEGOs occasionally heard within about 100 feet of nest but no birds visited nest during 20 minute observation 
(1041-1101).
shampton - 8/18/2011 10:20:40 PM
No Lesser Goldfinches detected during 20 minute observation of the nest (1030-1050).   Nest appears undamaged. 
May not have reached active stage or may have been predated.   Closed.

8/10/2011 7004717 OTHE Closed CP64-2 470 feet 6. INDETERMINATE.   
Unknown if nest was 
active this season or 

not.  Nest was 
discovered after what 
would have been the 

active period.

8/10/2011 shampton - 8/10/2011 8:23:51 AM
No activity.

8/10/2011 7004718 OTHE Closed CP64-2-E 400 ft 6. INDETERMINATE.   
Unknown if nest was 
active this season or 

not.  Nest was 
discovered after what 
would have been the 

active period.

8/10/2011 shampton - 8/10/2011 8:17:15 AM
No activity.
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8/26/2011 7004737 OTHE Closed EP192-2-E 50 feet from AR 6. INDETERMINATE.   

Unknown if nest was 
active this season or 

not.  Nest was 
discovered after what 
would have been the 

active period.

8/26/2011

3/31/2011 5003306 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Access issues 

prevented this nest 
from being 
monitored.

5/2/2011 3/31/11 - Observed female bring nest material to nest with male following closely. (DBusby) 
Nest complete but no eggs, status indeterminate 4-12 (FH/BA)
26 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
2 May - No nest present as described. CLOSED

5/11/2011 7001442 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 973035 50 feet from tower. 100 feet Blanket exemption for nesting birds already in place for this section of the 
Reconductor residential area lines and poles.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Adults subsequently 
seen feeding fledged 
young away from this 

location, but 
unknown if they are 
from this difficult to 

observe nest.

6/2/2011 11 May - HOFI female carrying nest material into palm 1632. - RR
17 May No HOFI detected during 30 min obs. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 9:04:53 AM
No HOFI detections coming to this tree during 30 min. obs, though present nearby.
rradd - 6/2/2011 8:20:34 AM
No HOFI detections during 30 min. obs.
Change to Closed.

3/17/2011 6003246 BUSH Closed EP26-1 AR 60 feet to AR; 580 feet 
to SWAT yard.

100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Although an 

especially large and 
long nest was built, 
this nesting attempt 

appears to have 
been ended for 
undetermined 

reasons.

5/3/2011 Buffer not flagged because along portion of road that is closed. 
Nest looks complete; no birds observed during short nest check 3/29/2011 (PK).
No birds observed during nest check; unusually long nest appears intact and active 4/7/2011 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 -  Long nest in good shape; no Bushtits observed during 3 nest visits today.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 -  No birds observed at or near nest; questioning active status.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - No birds; appears this nesting attempt fledged young or failed; closed.

3/23/2011 5003263 BUSH Closed EP221-2 72 feet from tower 
center.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Appears nest is 

deserted; no Bushtits 
have been seen at 
this nest for several 

weeks.

5/5/2011 Well-concealed in new growth; nest is about 60% complete; pair observed nest building. Revisted nest with material 
6 times while I observed from 15-30 feet away 3-23 IM.
Nest looks complete and is remarkably well-hidden; Bushtits territorial 4-6 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - Bushtit territorial at nest and calling.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Nest intact and looks active; no birds observed.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - No change; no birds.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No birds observed for weeks; appears nest is deserted; closed.
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5/7/2011 7001007 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 171664 0 feet; in pole. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed within approved 
limits.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Copulation on 

5/19/2011 suggests 
state of nesting 
chronology was 

either nest building 
or early incubation 
period, thus family 

group on 6/10/2011 
was not associated 

with this nest.

6/18/2011 shampton - 5/7/2011 10:50:49 AM  Male singing near nest, both adults entering bracket.
shampton - 5/19/2011 6:36:04 PM  Adults observed entering bracket and singing and copulating on insulator.
imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:47:37 AM
Nest was checked by lineman at the direction of an avian biologist. Female flushed from nest when lineman began 
climbing the pole. A complete clutch of 5 eggs was present. Female returned to nest within a few minutes of trucks 
leaving the area.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 4:25:30 PM
Pair of House Finches observed and heard within 100 ft. of nest, but no activity observed at nest after 30 mins. of 
monitoring.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 1:43:50 PM
No HOFI activity at nest. Only HOFI activity was infrequent singing from afar and one sighting of a family group with 
two juveniles. Family group perched briefly on wire in between poles.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 2:12:02 PM
Wire pulling was occuring through insulator arm on west side.
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 12:26:24 PM
No HOFI activity during 20-minute check. Closed.

4/5/2011 5003362 WBNU Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

1 foot from fencing. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Could have fledged 

due to nesting 
chronology, but 

unsure of outcome.

5/22/2011 Observed pair bringing nesting material to cavity on 4-5-11 in morning. Afternoon of same day, observed male 
coming to and from nest while female remained inside [preparing nest] with the material the male was gathering - 
AHill.
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:56:31 AM - Female incubating.
tfitanides - 5/23/2011 12:32:29 PM - No activity at nest site during 45 minutes. No adults heard in area.

4/5/2011 5003353 RTHA Closed EP319  AR 135 feet to AR; 290 feet 
to temp ROW tower site.

500 feet Buffer was reduced to 
300 feet, then was 

moved back up to 500 
feet.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Downy nestling(s) 

not seen for 3 weeks; 
nesting attempt 

appears 
unsuccessful, or less 

likely, fledged.

5/16/2011 RTHA on nest another at nest, became alert at 500 feet; 1 hawk flushed when truck approached to 190 feet, other 
bird tolerated truck driving to about 150 feet away but flushed due to foot traffic - 4/5/2011 IM
4/7/11 - Hawk on nest in high winds. - SR
4/9/11 - Adult bird was on nest for at least an hour. - SR
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 - Large downy nestling stading high in nest. NBM to 300 feet.
fhoffman - 4/23/2011 3:14:18 PM. During surveys on Saturday, 4/23, adult flushed at 300 NB and became 
distressed. Adult gave distress calls from neighboring tower, while we were on foot and we were unable to complete 
surveys along pre-existing access road. Buffer moved back out to 500, with drive thru access only. Activity at EP 319 
restricted to outside 500 ft buffer. Nestling observed by RA.  
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - No nestlings or adults observed.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 4:55:05 PM - No activity observed. Adult RTHA seen on adjacent SWPL tower two structure 
locations to the west.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 1 adult observed perched in tower to west, but no young have been seen for 3 weeks. Makes 
this biologist believe nesting attempt was probably unsuccessful; lesser option would be that unseen nestling(s) has 
fledged. (Surrounding landscape is remarkably barren with very, very few plants.)
jpawlicki - 5/16/2011 12:50:58 PM - observed nest for 1.5 hours. No adults observed in vicinity of or on nest and no 
nestlings observed in nest. Nest determined to be inactive.

5/27/2011 7002384 NRWS Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

0 feet; within work area. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Due to inability to 

directly observe nest 
it is not possible to 

determine this nest's 
outcome.  

6/29/2011 emorgan - 5/27/2011 10:13:44 AM - Pair carrying nesting material into cavity.
emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:31:27 PM
Swallows observed entering cavity.
shampton - 6/9/2011 1:11:09 PM
NRWS observed entering hole.
jpawlicki - 6/10/2011 3:40:33 PM
Adult observed entering cavity and remaining in cavity for 20 minutes before flying out when observers walked by.
shampton - 6/16/2011 12:09:43 PM
NRWS entered hole at 0652.
shampton - 6/23/2011 11:36:52 AM
NRWS observed exiting nest hole at 1134.
shampton - 6/30/2011 1:06:14 PM
NRWS  was observed entering hole at 1304.
bfischer - 7/11/2011 3:38:43 PM
No activity was seen in vicinity of nest during half-hour observation. Inserting a minis (mirror?) into the opening 
created no reaction, nor were any nestlings visible in the nest.
shampton - 7/21/2011 4:56:35 PM
No NRWS's observed entering or exiting hole or anywhere in area during 25 minute observation of nest hole (1010-
1035), nor were any NRWS's detected anywhere in the surrounding riparian habitat during weekly Least Bell's Vireo 
survey (0740-1010) this morning (7/21/2011).  When hole was inspected with mirror no birds flushed or were visible 
inside. No construction was occurring on, under, or near the bridge on 7/21/2011 during these observations - closed.   
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5/26/2011 7002373 LENI Closed TL 639 - 171651 25 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; drive 

through access only.
•No pedestrian traffic or vehicular stopping, standing or construction work will 
occur within the buffer.
•Signage restricting traffic to 10mph speed limit within the buffer will be posted.
•The proposed work activities are low impact, short in duration, and will occur 
over 440 feet away from the nest. Additionally, associated vehicle and foot traffic 
will be minimal.  
•Although Lesser Nighthawks are ground nesters in open areas this nest is well 
hidden within vegetation blocking the visual and acoustic disturbances of 
construction activities.
•Nighthawks are known to tolerate close activity to nest sites. They rely on 
cryptic plumage patterning to camouflage the nest during incubation and this 
bird did not flush until approached closer than 10 feet.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Egg shells found but 

no nestlings ever 
observed. Since 

young are able to 
move short distances 
from Day 5 and are 

well-feathered at Day 
12, nesting 

chronolgy suggests 
successful fledging, 
but definitive proof 

not obtained.

6/18/2011 phoward - 5/26/2011 12:15:20 PM - Female flushed from nest. Incubating two eggs.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 12:41:40 PM - Female flushed from incubating two eggs when biologist approached on foot at 
12-feet.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 2:24:56 PM - Adult incubating; did not flush when biologists quietly approached to within 10-
feet.
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 11:55:16 AM - Nest empty. No LENI observed during 15-minute search of surrounding shrubs. 
Some LENI shell fragments located 12-feet from nest. Female was possibly brooding during 6/10 nest check. Nest 
presumed to have fledged successfully.

4/8/2011 5003388 ACWO Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 
pullsite - driveway 

entry

40 feet to AR entry. 100 feet One day of pre-construction survey staking is planned, followed by one day of 
potholing with a 2-3 person crew.  Soundwalls may be erected to not impact 
nests during potholing.  After this, construction traffic should be allowed, as the 
odds of impacting nest sites is low to non-existent, provided that no stopping, 
standing, or construction occurs within buffer zones.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
European Starlings 

occupy nest that was 
identified as an 

Acorn Woodpecker 
nest before.

4/20/2011 04/08/11 - Female and male ACWO observed entering nest cavity (R. Abe, M. Dicus).
13 Apr - ACWO at cavity but competition from EUST. - RR
vnovak - 4/20/2011 7:18:22 AM - Nest closed due to occupation of identified nest by starlings.

3/12/2011 6003222 BUSH Closed Helix Yard AR 20 feet to AR boundary. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
First nesting attempt 
indeterminate from 

5/26/2011.

7/5/2011 Bushtits observed building nest, currently 30% complete (3/12/2011). 
16 Mar - Construction continues - RR.
29 Mar - Nest appears complete. BUSH enters @ 15:58 - RR.
5 Apr - BUSH enters nest 1625. ANHU stealing nest material. - RR.
13 Apr. No BUSH detected at this nest. - RR
20 Apr. Agitated adjacent COHA makes monitoring difficult. No detections. - RR
26 Apr. BUSH carrying items to nest 1745. - RR
3 May BUSH carrying food into this nest 1735. - RR
10 May BUSH carrying food to nest 1801. - RR
18 May No BUSH detected atnest, but pr. noted carrying material elsewhere - unable to follow due to proximity to 
COHA. Will monitor again 1755. - RR
26 May No BUSH detected during 30 min. obs. New nest found. Change to closed. - RR

5/7/2011 7001008 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 171663 0 feet; in pole. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed within approved 

limits.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Immature birds on 
5/31/2011 do not fit 
nesting chronology 

for nest. Nest 
monitoring date not 
complete enough to 

determine nest 
outcome.

6/18/2011 shampton - 5/7/2011 10:44:53 AM  Male singing near nest and borts adults repeatedly entering bracket. Nest 
material visible in bracket.
shampton - 5/19/2011 6:37:42 PM  Adults observed entering bracket and singing nearby.
imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:45:23 AM
Nest was checked by lineman at the direction of an avian biologist. No adults were observed. An incomplete clutch 
of 3 eggs was present.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 4:34:34 PM
Three House Finches (male and two female/immature types) perched on wires within 20 ft. of nest with one female 
flying around at briefly perching near, but not at nest. No other activity observed at nest after 30 mins. of 
monitoring.
kkilpatrick - 6/10/2011 2:10:56 PM
Nest was observed for 5O minutes, and no activity at the nest was observed. Four House Finches were observed 
flying by nest location. One adult male was observed as well as an adult female and two juveniles.  The female was 
observed feeding one  of the juveniles while the three birds were perched on the transmission line approximately 30 
feet from the nest site.
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 12:27:20 PM
No HOFI activity during 20-minute check. Closed.

6/2/2011 7002426 KILL Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Initial observation 
data unable to be 

located.

6/4/2011 phoward - 6/5/2011 11:21:50 AM
No eggs or nest were found; no birds seen in area. Nest likely failed from rain or preadation.
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4/1/2011 5003337 ANHU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 

property
25 feet from Londono's 

driveway.
100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 

Intact nest vacant; 
possibly fledged but 

period between 
observations is 

shorter than fledging 
period.

5/27/2011 Female on nest; Not disturbed by vehicle or foot traffic. 4/1/2011 - IM (gps not functioning, mapped by hand.)
Female on nest - imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:26:11 AM,
4/19/2011 - Female ANHU on nest 1028. - RR
4/27/2011 - No ANHU visiting this intact nest. Presumed fledged - closed. 1100. - RR

6/28/2011 7002571 CACW Closed EP269-2 60 feet from TSAP. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
It is unclear if the 
juvenile observed 

was from the 
observed nest or 

another nest in the 
area. 

6/28/2011 phoward - 6/28/2011 8:55:32 AM
Nest was found inactive. Likely a fledged nest from this year. Juvenile was observed closeby. No adults or nest visits 
were seen. 

4/14/2011 5000821 VERD Closed Thomas Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Lack of monitoring 

data between visits.

5/17/2011 J & M Dicus - 4/14/2011 - Adult carrying food to nest.
J & M Dicus - 5/17/2011 11:33:28 AM  Nest empty; no Verdins observed at or near nest; nest presumed complete 
due to duration since last check being long enough to hatch and fledge young, due to lack of eggs or nestlings in nest 
and no adults in vicinity of nest. Nest is also located outside of active portion of yard and does not affect 
construction.  Buffer signs removed - closed.

5/5/2011 7000986 HOWR Closed TL 639 - 171629 85 feet from pole, 80 
feet from east access 

road.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction will occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Lack of nest 

monitoring makes 
nest outcome 
questionable.

5/23/2011 mdicus, ghuffman - 5/5/2011 7:44:12 AM - HOWR observed bringing food to nest cavity in pole.
Nest site closed due to breeding chronology that this nest would have either fledged or failed by now - kalberts - 
5/23/2011 12:37:40 PM.

3/31/2011 5003312 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Male HOFIs 

occasionally bring 
nest material to 

nests, but unable to 
determine actual 

presence or location 
of nest.  

5/11/2011 3/31/11 Observed male binging nest material into hole and leaving without it. Flagged (Cummings).
Status unknown. no birds observed 4-12 (FH/BA). 
26 Apr - No confirmation of nesting detected from outside the Sub. No positive obs. since 31 Mar, change to 
Inactive. - RR
2 May - No change observed during substation construction. Change to Closed- RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:53 PM  No activity.  Closed.

4/27/2011 7000920 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
May have fledged 

but uncertain.

5/12/2011 27 Apr - MODO incubating 2 eggs 0710. - RR
5 May - MODO incubation continues 0658. - RR
12 May Nest empty 0654. No signs of predation in or under nest. Change to Closed. - RR

4/1/2011 5003335 ANHU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

55 feet from driveway. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
May have fledged or 
failed; nestlings were 

not observed.

5/4/2011 Female flushed when foot traffic approached within 15 feet of nest. Female on nest. 4/1/2011 - IM (gps not 
functioning, mapped by hand.)
Female on nest - imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:30:52 AM.
4/19/2011 - ANHU female on nest, did not flush from directly under, 1142. - RR
4/27/2011 - ANHU female on nest 1155. - RR
5/5/2011 - No ANHU detected during 30 minute observation 1355. Likely fledged. Change to closed. - RR
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4/21/2011 5000868 OTHE Closed IV Substation 0 feet; in substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 40 

feet.
This nest is high up on man-made structures inside the yard; birds exhibit high 
tolerance of current human construction activity.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring ceased 
after determination 

that nest was 
occupied by EUCD, 

a species not 
protected by the 

MBTA.  Monitoring 
chronology suggests 

old nest visited by 
kingird and 

subsequently 
occupied by non-
protected species.

6/4/2011 vnovik - 4/21/2011 2:04:37 PM - kingbird flushed from nest area.
shampton - 5/10/2011 10:57:41 AM  Nest is empty, has a lot of scats on it and underneath it on the ground. appears 
to have fledged.  No birds observed near nest - Closed.
barnold - 6/3/2011 AM Nest in this area now has three or four Eurasian Collared Dove nestlings, a non-covered 
introduced species under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. Removed ESA.
barnold - 6/4/2011 7:12:40 AM
This area currently has an introduced Eurasian Collared Dove nest with 3 or 4 lightly feathered nestlings. Removed 
ESA.

5/3/2011 7000970 MODO Closed TL 6916 - 771471 95 feet from ROW. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Mourning doves as a species are well adapted to human activities and 
urbanized settings similar to the location of this nest. The nest is under the eave 
and on top of a conduit box on the side of a regularly used building.  The nest 
was constructed in an area that is surrounded by development and regularly 
exposed to human and vehicular traffic.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
insufficient time for 

nest to fledge.

5/27/2011 One bird incubating. Pair seen. - sritt - 5/3/2011 11:10:03 AM
11 May - Unable to locate nest based on description. - RR
rradd - 5/27/2011 12:12:06 PM
Nest found unoccupied with HOFI removing nest materials.
Change to Closed.

4/13/2011 5000809 LAGO Closed EP27-1 35 feet from AR; 325 
feet from tower work 

area.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
nestlings possibly 

fledged (LAGO 
nestling period is 11 

days).

5/14/2011 sritt - 4/13/2011 11:01:39 AM - Male seen feeding female incubating on nest.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011  - Nest present; could not see bird until second visit when female observed incubating.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Bird incubating.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Adult brooding.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - No birds or activity at nest site during 25 minutes of observation.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - No birds observed. Appears to be a failed nesting attempt.

5/17/2011 7001492 LASP Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
successful fledging 

of nestlings was 
possible. Lark 

Sparrow incubation 
is 12 days and 

nestlings may leave 
nest at 6 days; also 

could have been 
predated.

6/8/2011 PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Lark Sparrow nest reported by yard biomonitor; nest on ground under steel bar with 3 eggs 
being incubated. Adult didn't flush until I was within15 feet (to position the nest on pentab). Pair returned to nest 
quickly after I vacated, while only 40 feet away. 100 foot buffer flagged.
pkonrad - 5/24/2011 4:10:33 PM
Adult perched near nest calling territorially loudly.
barnold - 6/2/2011 11:58:05 AM
Bio-monitor reported Lark Sparrow perched near nest.
pkonrad - 6/8/2011 2:51:24 PM
Nest empty and apparently abandoned; probably predated. No adults in area - closed.
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4/21/2011 5000876 HOWR Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 50 

feet.
SDG&E proposes to install a new 230kV Bay near the western perimeter fence. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Wren nest is well 
concealed in suspended vertical pole along fence and as such is surrounded by 
a 'built-in' material buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring 

chronology suggests 
wrens may have 

successfully fledged 
about 5/25/2011.

5/25/2011 barnold - 21 April 2011 9:17:54 AM - House wren pair observed bringing nesting material into upper, south-facing 
hole in pipe suspended from fence. Adjacent to electrical box and other components associated with fence security 
system.
26 Apr - HOWR exiting this location 0740, no other activity observed - RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 1:21 PM  No activity observed during 25 minutes of monitoring this feature.
2 May HOWR continues active at this nest 1015. - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 10:10 AM - Wren observed coming to pipe twice, after 10 minutes of observation.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:04 AM - Bio-monitor observed House Wren at pole on 17 May.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:10 AM - No activity observed during brief observation period.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:19 PM - No activity observed during brief period today, nor during 4 hours of observation time 
by bio-monitor since 27 May. Nest Closed.

6/23/2011 7004641 BUSH Closed Helix CY 20 feet to AR boundary. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring likely 

coincided with end of 
nest period. Nest is 

intact and in fine 
condition, so 
possibility of 

successfully fledged 
second brood is 

high.

7/13/2011 rradd - 6/23/2011 2:39:33 PM
BUSH have re-activated this nest for another brood. Pair bringing food to nest 1435.
rradd - 6/29/2011 9:16:02 AM
No detections 0810-0840.
rradd - 7/7/2011 2:04:44 PM
No BUSH detections at this nest 1332-1402.
rradd - 7/13/2011 12:59:46 PM
BUSH near but not entering nest. Timeline suggests this nest has finished.

4/1/2011 5003338 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet; within work area. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest apparently 
never occupied. 

Cause 
indeterminate.

4/16/2011 Pair observed building nest. Nest is about 95% complete. Point entered by hand. 1April - IM
8 April - Pair bringing nest material to nest.-BL
16 Apr - No activity 0900-0930 - RR
22 Apr - No activity observed, nest appears large and complete, location makes incubating bird difficult to detect - 
RR 0800-0830 - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:04:46 AM - No activity observed, ,nest appears large and complete, location makes incubating 
bird difficult to detect. 
30 Apr - No activity detected for 2 weeks, nest now festooned with spider web. Change to Closed. - RR

4/25/2011 7000892 BUSH Closed Alpine Yard 50 feet from imapct 
area.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest complete and 

no signs of 
predation.

5/26/2011 emorgan - 4/25/2011 9:45:00 AM - Pair of bushtits bringing nest material to nest that appears to be almost 
complete.
jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 12:15:45 PM
Observed intact and complete nest from 25 feet for about 40 minutes. No adults observed at nest and no Bushtits 
(adults or fledglings) observed or heard in vicinity of nest or area. Nestlings presumed fledged or failed - closed.

8/10/2011 7004716 OTHE Closed CP-64-2-E 320 ft 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest detected late in 

the season. 
Undetermined if nest 
was active this year.

8/10/2011 shampton - 8/10/2011 7:57:25 AM
No activity.

8/15/2011 7004721 OTHE Closed EP130-1 350' to work area 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest detected late in 

the season. 
Undetermined if nest 
was active this year.

8/15/2011

5/4/2011 7000981 ANHU Closed CP63-3 AR 35 feet to AR gate. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest gone; unable to 

relocate nest.

6/3/2011 4 May - ANHU female sitting on complete nest. 1456
14 May No nest or ANHU detected ... cool overcast may be a factor. - RR
19 May Nest not found. - RR
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:34:39 PM
26 May Nest not re-found.
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:35:31 PM
Final 30 min search unable to relocate this nest. Change to Closed.
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6/16/2011 7002505 HOOR Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 

property
36 feet to AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 

Nest has been 
destroyed by 

unknown causes, but 
adult carrying food 
nearby suggests a 

suvivor.

7/15/2011 rradd - 6/16/2011 at 0915
HOOR female adding nest lining material in constant company of adult male 0915.
rradd - 6/23/2011 10:00:21 AM
Female departs nest 0947, returns without food 0959; likely incubating.
rradd - 6/30/2011 9:26:52 AM
Incubation continues; female HOOR on nest for 30 minute intervals, no food carrying observed.
rradd - 7/7/2011 8:52:04 AM
HOOR male carrying food to nest at 4-8 min. intervals, female not seen 0800-0830.
rradd - 7/15/2011 7:42:06 AM
Nest torn up, with lining materials exposed and fallen to ground. Male HOOR carrying large insect near destroyed 
nest 07:36 suggests at least 1 fledgling has survived.

2/14/2011 5000898 BUSH Closed EP223-1 and TSAP 55 feet from corner of 
work area.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest last observed 
past fledge date.

4/22/2011 Bushtit pair was observed bringing nesting material (lichen, spider web silk, etc.) to the nest. The nest is perceived to 
be greater than 90% complete at this time.  2/14/11
imaunsell - 4/22/2011 11:42:53 AM - Nest past fledge date. Unknown fledge date - closed.

4/21/2011 5000864 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - Z171693 850 feet east of tower. 300 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have been 

satellite nest. No 
activity at nest after 
nest was built. New 

nest observed 
elsewhere.

5/5/2011 Pair building nest, male made 6 visits to nest in 5 minutes, bringing nest material - blohstroh - 4/21/2011 12:01:59 
PM.
Pair apparenly not using nest, but nest still in OK condition, somewhat frayed. blohstroh - 4/28/2011
Nest not in use, new nest to NW. blohstroh - 5/5/2011

3/31/2011 5003307 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

7/14/2011 3/31/11 - Observed female bring nest material to nest with male following closely. (D. Busby)
barnold - 4/12/2011 11:42:01 AM - Nest observed, but no activity.
19 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
26 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
2 May - Nest material visible and HOFI nearby but no nest visits. Change to Inactive - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 11:30 AM  This nest appears inactive.  Finches seem to be actively using nest on the western 
end of the same structure.
barnold - 5/19/2011 8:54 AM No activity at this nest.
emorgan - 7/14/11 - Changed status to closed.

3/31/2011 5003308 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

4/26/2011 3/31/11 - Pair bringing nest material to two left pipes. Collecting grass from adjacent habitat. Placed flagging around 
leg of structure.(Cummings).  
04/04/11 - Pair still bringing nesting material to left pipe (Dicus & Abe).  
Nesting material in west-facing pipe on western side of south eastern-facing bus. No other activity observed 4-12 
(FH/BA).
19 Apr - No HOFI detected. - RR
26 Apr - No nesting behavior observed at this cavity 0900-0930.  Change to Inactive. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:46 PM  No activity at this location.  Change to Closed.

3/31/2011 5003310 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

5/2/2011 3/31/11 - Pair observed copulating and then female entered pipe. Flagged (Cummings). 
No birds observed. Status unknown 4-12 (FH/BA).
2 May - No activity since 31 Mar. Change to Closed. - RR

4/29/2011 7000939 HOFI Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; in substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 25 
feet.

- House finches as a species are accustomed to human activity and frequently 
nest within man-made structures.
- Nesting commenced at this site during on-going work and maintenance at the 
substation
- The nest is located within a cavity providing a natural visual and acoustic 
buffer.
- Several insulators and busses are located between the nest and proposed 
work, providing an additional buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

5/31/2011 kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:28:31 PM - A pair of house finches were observed entering and exiting a small cavity.  
Biomonitor observed the birds entering the potential nest site for the first time on 29 April.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 4:13:46 PM
Male observed entering cavity.
sritt - 5/31/2011 5:52:11 PM - Pair of birds seen nearby but never entering cavity over 45min period.
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4/12/2011 5000783 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 

Nest may have never 
been completed - 
behavior observed 
likely a part of the 

site selection 
process.

5/2/2011 Adult observed entering repeatedly. 4-12 (FH/BA)
19 Apr - No active use of this cavity detected. - RR
26 Apr - No active use of this cavity detected. Change to Inactive. - RR
2 May - No change observed during substation construction. Change to Closed. - RR

4/29/2011 7000940 HOFI Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; in substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed - 
behavior observed 
may be part of the 

site selection 
process.

5/31/2011 kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:17:50 PM - Stick nest visible  at bottom of a breaker box. No bird on nest; however, 
Biomonitor has observed house finches fly in and out of nest.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 4:19:53 PM
Nest present, No bird observed
sritt - 5/31/2011 5:54:26 PM - Large amount of old fecal material on nest.   No birds seen near nest during 45 min of 
observation.   Nest closed.

4/25/2011 7000896 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within work area. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
water usage permissible. 

A condition of the approval to drive through the buffers would be that no foot or 
vehicle traffic unrelated to the water truck/tank process be allowed to stop within 
the buffers; this is requested for ingress/egress only. Nesting commenced on 
this structure after construction activites began, and is therefore acclimated.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 

been completed; 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

6/8/2011 Female seen repeatedly carrying nesting material into wheel housing. Male constantly singing within 10 feet. - sritt - 
4/25/2011 3:34:10 PM
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - Did not observe birds during my visit, but yard bio monitor thinks female is incubating.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - No birds observed, but assigned Chambers monitor, Eric, will watch for activity.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No finches observed during extended observations; biomonitor hasn't seen finches in area this 
week; appears desertedfor undetermined reasons - closed.
emorgan - 5/23/2011 2:16:10 PM - Female observed incubating and male singing outside of nest.
barnold - 6/2/2011 11:49 AM - Adult House Finches flew from nest area to oak tree upon approach.
phoward - 6/5/2011 12:22:07 PM - pair observed near nest location.
pkonrad - 6/8/2011 3:17:09 PM
No finches observed in area during 2 extended observation periods or during ground checks of elevated water 
tanks.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 1:55:57 PM
No finches observed in area today (30 minutes) or yesterday; biomonitor Drew observed no finches today - closed.

5/3/2011 7000975 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 771471 55 feet from AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may never have 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

5/31/2011 barnold  & sritt - 5/3/2011 9:14:54 AM  Adult female came to nest repeatedly bringing nest material, escorted by 
male. This nest is in preliminary stages of construction.  On Alliant University property.
16 May No HOFI detected at this location during 30 min.obs.1630 - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 4:35:21 PM
27 May No HOFI detected 1500-1515
31 May No HOFI detected 1620-1635
No complete nest was ever observed. Change to Closed.

5/5/2011 7000987 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 379637 0 feet, located on pole. 100 feet Removal of insulator would compromise nest.  A buffer reduction is not 
appropriate.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may never have 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

6/1/2011 mdicus, ghuffman - 5/5/2011 - Female HOFI observed carrying nest material into base of insulator.  
Possible House Wren nest in base of bottom insulator on east side of pole.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 3:11:17 PM
No HOFI observed at pole for a 45-minute period. Status changed to closed.

5/7/2011 7001009 HOFI Closed TL 639 - Z171670 0 feet; on pole. 100 feet Not a candidate; nest is on the pole itself. 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may never have 

been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 

process.

5/19/2011 RAbe - 5/7/2011 9:46:23 AM - Female HOFI carrying nest material into bracket in presence of male. 100 foot buffer 
flagged w/yellow tape.
tfitanides - 5/19/2011 2:08:54 PM - Nest is no longer present. No HOFI activity associated with bracket.
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4/21/2011 5000865 HOFI Closed IV substation 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 10 

feet.
Nest is hidden from general work site, and other reductions for this species on 
this project illustrate that this species is tolerant of a high degree of human 
activity and presence.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may never have 

been completed - 
behavior observed 

likely part of the site 
selection process.

6/3/2011 vnovik - 4/21/2011 1:15:13 PM - Female carrying nest material.
NBM WLA concurence to reduce buffer to 10 feet on 4/26/2011
shampton - 5/10/2011 11:39:58 AM  No birds near nest, observed for 15 minutes and again for 10 minutes a half 
hour later.
barnold - 6/3/2011 8:20 PM No House Finches in area. Nest Inactive.
barnold - 6/3/2011 8:20:08 PM
No House Finch activity in area. Nest Inactive.

3/25/2011 5003280 HOFI Closed Encina Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Nesting commenced with all current work activities in place, therefore, buffer 
should be reduced to not impact nest, but still allow construction.  A 30 foot 
buffer is recommended.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may not have 

been completed; the 
behavior observed 
may be part of the 

site selection 
process.

5/20/2011 barnold - 5/20/2011 11:01 AM - No birds observed at this nest since shortly after its discovery. It has been 
reclassified to Closed.

2/25/2011 5000896 CALT Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet; within yard limits. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest not relocated; 

may have been 
predated.

4/16/2011 Could not be relocated on follow-up visit, and was assumed predated. kalberts - 4/16/2011 11:27:11 AM

4/7/2011 5003380 HOWR Closed CP83-1 AR 45 feet to existing AR; 
195 feet to tower area.

100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage is 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest outcome is 

indeterminate but 
possibly fledged.

6/6/2011 04/07/2011 - House wren repeatedly carrying nest material into cavity.  Buffer affects access road (J&M Dicus, R. 
Abe).
barnold - 4/19/2011 8:35:55 AM - House wren emerges from cavity in response to investigating Anna's hummingbird 
at about 0730.
28 Apr - HOWR continues to be active at this nest. - RR
05 May HOWR singing near this opening, but no entry or exit observed. - RR
14 May No HOWR detections here.
20 May Male HOWR brings food to female who re-enters nest 1542. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 3:45:20 PM - HOWR carries food item to cavity nest
rradd - 6/10/2011 12:34:05 PM - No HOWR activity detected at or near this cavity. Presume fledged. Change to 
Closed.

4/22/2011 5000882 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 100 feet from nearest 
conductor replacement.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest outcome 

unknown due to 
restricted access.

6/7/2011 emorgan - 4/22/2011 8:49:22 AM - Nest contains four eggs. We did not see any birds approach the nest during the 
hour we were observing it.
emorgan - 4/28/2011 11:10:48 AM - Female house finch approached and entered the nest while male sat on top of 
building.
11 May - Male HOFI nest guarding on top of bldg 1450. - RR
rradd - 5/27/2011 11:35:33 AM - HOFI fly in and out of this area 3 times during 30 minute observation, but nest not 
visible from outside substation.
rradd - 6/2/2011 7:02:01 AM - No HOFI detections at this nest 0640-0700.
rradd - 6/7/2011 5:03:53 PM - HOFI no longer visit this nest. Change to Closed.

4/22/2011 5000880 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 50 feet to nearest 
conductor replacement.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Highly tolerant species for which project precedent has aready been set. 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest outcome 

unknown.  

6/7/2011 emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:22:22 AM - House finch pair entering pipe and defending it from starlings. There is nesting 
material in the pipe.
emorgan - 4/28/2011 11:15:08 AM - Female house finch is incubating.
11 May Nest material visible in each of 3 short (E-W) conduits. No HOFI detected 1445-1515. - RR
rradd - 5/27/2011 10:18:08 AM
HOFI pr. continues breeding activity atop this structure.
rradd - 6/2/2011 7:05:14 AM
No HOFI detected at this cavity 0640-0705
rradd - 6/7/2011 5:14:05 PM
HOFI activity appears to have shifted to Bank 31.
Change to Inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

3/31/2011 5003323 CAGN Closed CP63-3 375 feet from access 
road.

300 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest remained active 
for sufficient time for 
nestlings to fledge.

5/21/2011 31 Mar - In dense sage adjacent to chaparral broom on derelict fence-line.
7 Apr - Pair remain active at this site. Observation from 200' suggests incubation with nest exchange @ 0740. - RR
20 Apr - Pair active at general nest location per observations from access road (approx 200'). Presumed nest 
exchange, male food carry. 0910. - RR
14 May No CAGN detected during 1 hr. area search. - RR
21 May No CAGN detected during 1 hr. area search. Change to Closed. - RR
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6/7/2011 7002473 WEKI Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet 15 feet It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 

Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
            •             These western kingbirds have become well
            acclimated to the current, daily level of activities in the
            Hartung Construction Yard, as is illustrated by their
            undeterred, unchanged nesting behaviors.
            •             The nest site choice and nest construction
            efforts have taken place during activity levels that are
            consistent with future daily work in the yard.
            •             The nest is located approximately 20 feet above
            the ground, providing a vertical buffer from ground based
            activity.
            •             Observations of the bird's behavior in relation
            to proximity evaluation of the nest by biologists, to date,
            have not shown anything to suggest the nest success would be
            impeded by such a NBR.
            •             An ongoing assessment of potential impacts to the
            nesting birds will be conducted by the biological monitor, and
            any future activities that may possibly have a negative impact
            on nesting success will be acted upon immediately with nest
            success being the top priority.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest was initiated 
near the end of 
WEKI nesting 

season and multiple 
nests a possible 
indicator of weak 

nest fidelity.

6/26/2011 barnold - 6/7/2011 4:50 PM
Nest about 80% complete, about 18 feet above the ground. No eggs in nest. Western Kingbird bringing nest material 
to nearly completed nest.  
rradd - 6/9/2011 12:52:36 PM
WEKI feeding mate at nest suggests egg-laying is imminent. Birds flush easily and remain away from nest for 
extended periods.
Second nest has been constructed on corresponding leg of adjacent Tower 72.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 9:31:33 AM
Observed in morning by biomonitor to be using Nest 65. Pair was using nest in tower base 72 when avian biologists 
arrived. Undetermined which is final nest for pair.
mkuehn - 6/14/2011 1:55:39 PM
This pair is now using only this nest in Tower 65 and the nest in adjacent Tower 72. According to biomonitor, female 
covers 1 nest for 1 hour, then forages several minutes before covering other nest for an hour, and so on. We 
observed female covering nest in Tower 65 from 1049 to 1150, then she was off until 1153 when she covered the 
nest in Tower 72 until we left at 1212. Existing 50 foot buffer adequately provides protection from disturbance at both 
nest sites. 
tfitanides - 6/15/2011 3:27:01 PM
Female covered nest in adjacent steel 72 for about 25 minutes before flying off for 7 minutes. Upon return she 
covered the nest in steel #65 for 5 minutes, then returned to covered nest of steel 72 for remainder of observation 
(25 minutes). Male observed briefly, hawking insects from nearby steel structure.
rradd - 6/17/2011 11:10:59 AM
WEKI on nest #72  from 1028-1054 without interruption, then left for only a few seconds to accept food from mate. 
Incubation appears to be in progress. Stayed tight while adjacent Porta-loo was serviced and water-truck operated at 
buffer limit. Mate perches several towers distant and gives soft contact calls from time to time when bringing food.
rradd - 6/24/2011 10:34:30 AM
No WEKI detections at or near this nest site during 1 hour of observation (RR, MDicus). Nesting attempt appears 
abandoned.
Change to Closed.
barnold - 6/26/2011 3:03:01 PM
Nest is empty.

4/6/2011 5003369 HOWR Closed CP82-1 20 feet off AR; 250 feet 
to tower area.

100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nesting chronology 

indicates brood could 
have been raised 
during monitoring 

period however there 
were no behavioral 

observations 
indicating fledging.

5/4/2011 4/6/11 - Adult observed bringing sticks to cavity. Buffer flagged, no ESA signs. Candidate for nest buffer reduction 
since access road will only be used for brief thru-traffic. (DBusby)
13 Apr - HOWR pair entering cavity 1530. - RR
barnold - 4/19/2011 8:33:10 AM - House wren enters cavity at 0830.
30 Apr - HOWR vigorously defending this nest. - RR
5 May - No HOWR detected associating with this nest - RR

5/11/2011 7001426 CALT Closed CP18 70 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nesting chronology 
indicates nestlings 
may have fledged 
before nest was 

damaged.

6/1/2011 imaunsell - 6/2/2011 9:35:33 AM
Status changed to closed due to monitoring comment
tcooper - 6/1/2011 11:26:23 AM
Nest empty, partialy destroyed.

3/10/2011 6003206 BUSH Closed Hartung Yard 30 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nesting chronology 
suggests fledging is 
possible, but cause 
of damage to nest 

unknown.

4/20/2011 16 Mar - BUSH enters nest @ 17:30 - RR
25 Mar - BUSH briefly in tree but not seen at nest. Rainy weather inhibits activity 1015-1100 - RR
28 Mar - BUSH heard near tree, but not seen near nest. - BL
6 Apr - BUSH detected carrying food (caterpillar) near nest 0935. - RR
13 Apr - BUSH making multiple visits to crown of tree at 1030. This nest is exremely difficult  to see. - RR 
20 Apr Nest appears damaged. BUSH present no longer associating. Change to Closed. - RR
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4/12/2011 5000787 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 

feet.
SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finch nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator fan screen and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.  In addition, House Finches are 
extremely acclimated to human disturbance.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nesting chronology 
suggests possible 

fledging.

6/27/2011 barnold - 6/1/2011 1:30:08 PM
Flushed female from nest, nestlings present.
barnold - 6/4/2011 8:22:02 AM
The above refers to another House Finch nest accidently entered here. This nest looks intact, but is located high up 
on the west endof a transformer block and can not be looked into. Assume it is still active.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:28:01 AM
Female on nest with construction activity nearby.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:02:25 PM
Female on nest, not much construction activity in area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 11:50:20 AM
Nest no longer present. Nest likely fledged young, then removed by others for material. Closed.
barnold - 6/27/2011 12:57:10 PM
Nest discovered in containment basin of transformer located well to the east. Probably relocated to this area by 
Common Raven. Unclear if nest successfully fledged prior to this.

5/25/2011 7002361 LENI Closed TL 6916 - 973039 20 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nestlings are cryptic 

and able to move 
away from nest at 5 
days age. Possibly 
undetected during 

monitoring.

6/18/2011 tcooper - 5/25/2011 - 2 eggs; female flushed off nest 20 feet from pedestrian.
fhoffman - 5/31/2011 4:27:49 PM - Adult flushed at about 30 feet. 2 eggs being incubated.
tcooper - 6/6/2011 12:06:35 PM - 2 semiprecocial downy nestlings on ground 10 feet south of original locaton. Now 
beneath chamise, 15 feet east of road in line with buffer sign and rock cairn. Monitors should be extremely carefull 
where they step, the nestlings can move and are very cryptic. Signs not pulled yet
shampton - 6/17/2011 7:37:02 PM
No nestlings found. Searched described location and surroundings for 45 minutes. No nighthawks flushed or seen 
flying in area.
fhoffman - 6/18/2011 2:19:59 PM
No nighthawks seen or heard.

6/1/2011 7002411 WEBL Closed Alpine Underground - 
196+00l

40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nestlings may have 
fledged, although 

nest may have been 
destroyed before 

fledging.

6/9/2011 shampton - 6/1/2011 12:33:09 PM - Both adults observed carrying food into the nest cavity.
shampton - 6/9/2011 2:01:40 PM
Someone (landowner?) cut off 2 large limbs from the oak tree with the nest. The nest was in 1 of the limbs that was 
cut off.  If the nestlings didn't fledged before the trimming the nest surely failed. Both adults were bringing  food 8 
days ago so it might have  been successful - closed.

6/3/2011 7002438 ANHU Closed Hartung Yard 10 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nestlings possibly 

fledged.

6/16/2011 rradd - 6/3/2011
ANHU on nest (found by biomonitor) with some droppings at rim, suggesting nestlings.
rradd - 6/9/2011 1:42:25 PM
2 large nestlings in nest. 
rradd - 6/17/2011 10:02:47 AM
Nest was constructed on a dead hanging branch that is no longer present. Nestlings appeared close to fledging and 
possibly did so before nest vanished.

3/9/2011 6002394 RCSP Closed CP86 85 feet to corner of 
tower site.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Buffer may be left as 100 feet, but biomonitor should monitor within that area of 
tower site where buffer slightly extends. 

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nestlings were not 
observed though 

chronology 
appropriate  for 

fledging

4/22/2011 RCSP observed with nest material and gave pair interaction calls.
17 Mar - Pair present, calling territorially from song-posts 'til at least 17:30. - RR
28 Mar - Nest in good condition and pair calling nearby. Little activity observed near nest.
16 Apr - Could not inspect nest due to presence of large (annoyed) ruber rarrlesnake. RCSP agitated at site. Assume 
active at this moment. - RR
22 Apr - RCSP detected foraging in area, but not associating with nest or food carrying. Assume fledged or predated. 
Change to Closed, remove nest buffer. - RR

2/25/2011 5000457 BUOW Closed Thomas Yard 0 feet; within yard, but 
away from work areas.

250 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
No continued access 

allowed at site.

6/22/2011 One adult present. Originally found and documented in mid-December still occupied during nesting period. Sites are 
1/4 mile SE of active yard; will not affect yard or construction activities.
Adult present at burrow entrance 3-25 (PK).
JDicus 4/14/2011 - Pair observed at burrow entrance (both remained near nest entrance for 15 minutes, female went 
back inside nest).
PKonrad - 4/15/2011 - Adult pair present at burrow entrance;  buffer signs installed.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - No owls observed; lots of mutes just SE of burrow.
J&MDicus - 5/17/2011 - Male observed 15 feet southeast of burrow entrance.
barnold - 6/4/2011 1:47:07 PM - Burrowing Owl flushed while searching for sign.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 3:15:38 PM - No owls observed above ground near burrow during 20 minutes of observation 
and burrow check.
pkonrad - 6/22/2011 10:39:15 AM - Female Burrowing Owl standing next to burrow entrance; male perched on metal 
fencepost 80 feet east of burrow.
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3/23/2011 5003265 OATI Closed EP220-1 90 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 90 

feet.
Vehicular traffic is 90 feet away, and should be allowed, considering the 
distance, and that this is a cavity nest, which provides a natural buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Not enough data to 
determine outcome 

because it is unclear 
how far along in 

breeding chronology 
pair was on initial 

observation.

4/21/2011 3/23/2011 - T. Cooper and D. Busby were following pair off and on for an hour and eventually saw adult carrying food 
into a small cavity in a scrub oak. Nest is candidate for nest buffer reduction since it is just within the 100 foot buffer. 
Pair was agitated by my presence but vehicle traffic 90 feet away shouldn't cause disturbance.
No titmice in area 20 minutes 4-5 (PK).
4/7/11 phoward: - titmice heard nearby; no nest visits after 20 mins.
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - No birds in area during 15 minutes; may not be active anymore.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - No birds or sign of activity; status inactive - could be closed.

6/2/2011 7002436 OTHE Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

6 feet from AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Not enough data to 
determine whether 
nest was active at 

time of detection and 
during monitoring. 

Nest was not 
completed.

6/16/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 at 0730
Unknown species flushed.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:09:35 AM
Nest unoccupied 0720.
rradd - 6/16/2011 9:51:34 AM
Nest unoccupied. Change to Closed due to lack of detections and nest appears incomplete.

4/29/2011 7000942 HOFI Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; inside substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 25 
feet.

- House finches as a species are accustomed to human activity and frequently 
nest within man-made structures.
- Nesting commenced at this site during on-going work and maintenance at the 
substation
- The nest is located within a cavity providing a natural visual and acustic 
buffer.
- Several insulators and busses are located between the nest and proposed 
work, providing an additional buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Not enough 

monitoring data.

5/31/2011 kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:38:07 PM - A small stick nest can be seen inside a metal framework of the  breaker 
structure. A pair of house finches were observed entering and exiting the structure. Biomonitor first observed the pair 
entering the site or 28 April.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 4:08:34 PM
House finch observed near nest.
sritt - 5/31/2011 5:49:53 PM - Nest has large amount of old fecal material. No birds seen entering cavity. Nest 
closed.

6/6/2011 7002459 MODO Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 50 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Observations 

indicate possible 
fledging.

6/29/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011
Adult incubating.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 4:08:53 PM
Nest found with incubating adult on 6-6; Still incubating today.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 12:28:11 PM
Dove incubating or brooding; dove activity in area.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 1:00:09 PM
No doves in area during 60 minute observation period in area; no sign of birds at nest. Will check status again.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 12:50:00 PM
No doves observed during 90 minutes working in area; no activity at nest - closed.

6/1/2011 7002408 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 10 feet •House finches routinely nest in close proximity to man-made structures and are 
very tolerant of nearby human activity.
•This pair tolerates human encroachment to less than 10 feet of the nest.
•The portion of the yard where the nest is located is currently being used to store 
full and empty wire spools, and the full spools will not be needed for construction 
activity for several months.
•The spools will serve as both a visual and sound barrier between the nest and 
any activity in the yard.
•Three other currently active HOFI nests are in the same area in similar 
conditions and NBR's and continue to be viable nests with normal nest 
progression and adult nesting behaviors.
•Any activity near the 10 foot requested buffer would be intermittent and very 
brief in duration.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Outcome of nest 

unknown, but nesting 
chronology suggests 

fledging possible.

7/6/2011 eelias - 6/1/2011 2:33:38 PM
This nest does not appear complete. During a 30 minute observation, no activity was detected.
eelias - 6/1/2011 3:08:52 PM
After 40 minutes of observation, the male and female house finch landed on the nest spool. The female entered the 
nest site twice during the visit. Neither time did she have nesting material.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 9:43:26 AM
Nest partially lined. No birds observed visiting nest during 30 minutes of observation.
jpawlicki - 6/6/2011 1:13:16 PM
Female on nest and male singing in vicinity. 10 foot buffer installed around nest.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:33:24 PM
Female flushed from the nest; 3 eggs were observed in the nest.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:29:54 AM
Nest has at least 1 nestling.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:52:24 PM
No sign of nest or finches; mutes found below nest description locaction - closed.

4/26/2011 7000908 MODO Closed Elliott Substation 18 feet to AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Outcome unknown 
because biologist 

could not view nest 
contents.

5/31/2011 26 Apr - Probable nest in flat fork on east side of tree. Agitated AMRO in tree for 15 minute observation period - 
RR
03 May - Changed from AMRO to MODO incubating. - RR
11 May - MODO on nest 1038. - RR
16 May - MODO incubation continues 1135. - RR
23 May - No MODO visible on nest, but location obscures contents. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 11:56:16 AM - No MODO detected 1145. Change to Closed.
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2/25/2011 5000435 ANHU Closed TL 6916 - Z771472 3 feet from pole. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 

feet.
Buffer approved to 30 feet for vertical and horizontal buffers, as nest is fairly well-
concealed within exotic vegetation and human activites regularly occur 30 feet 
from nest everyday.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Presumed lost to 
natural causes, 

nestlings from this 
early-season nesting 

attempt potentially 
fledged prior to storm 

damage to nest.

3/28/2011 Nest remains active as of 2/25/2011. 
3/28/2011 - Nest appears unkempt and no longer in use. No adults active in area - DBusby

3/31/2011 5003311 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
State of nesting 

chronology during 
first observation is 

unknown. Nest may 
have fledged, but not 

observed.

5/11/2011 3/31/11 - Female of pair observed going to the nest. Flagged (Cummings).
barnold - 4/12/2011 10:32:14 AM - Status indeterminate.  No birds observed.
19 Apr - No HOFI observed using this opening. INACTIVE. - RR
2 May - No change observed. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:59 PM  No activity observed.  Change to Closed.

barnold - 6/16/2011 2:47:19 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 1:42:26 PM
House Finch activity in general area.

4/13/2011 5000813 LEGO Closed CP81-1 0 feet to AR; 230 feet to 
tower work area.

100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Success or failure 
unknown as nest 

was hidden by 
growing thick 

vegetation that it 
could not be 
relocated.

5/14/2011 13 Apr - LEGO female building nest. Directly above edge of road, easiest to see from N side. - RR
20 Apr - LEGO at nest 1338. - RR
28 Apr - Abundant foliage now obscures this nest. LEGO male actively territorial 1210-1240. RR
05 May - Territorial male LEGO present, but nest not found. 
14 May Nest not refound. Change to Closed. - RR

5/10/2011 7001431 CATH Closed EP90-1 AR 85 feet to AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Sufficient time 

elapsed for nest to 
fledge.

5/27/2011 Female flushed from nest but then returned; 3 eggs; very secretive. dbusby - 5/10/2011 5:15:10 PM
      nest checked 5/20/2011 by EM, RA, TC.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - Nest in excellent shape, but it is abandoned. No sign of thrashers, egg shells, or nestlings; 
nest lining clean but pulled up a bit - probably predated - closed.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 2:01:07 PM
No sign of thrashers, eggs, egg shells, or nestlings at nest, in bush, on ground, or in the surrounding area.

5/12/2011 7001458 MODO Closed CP51-2 AR 0 feet; within house 
area.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Unable to determine 
if nesting chronology 
suggests fledged or 

if nesting attempt 
failed before 

fledging.

5/25/2011 12 May - MODO brooding at least 1 small nestling 0948. - RR
19 May  MODO no longer present. 1012. - RR
25 May MODO not present. Change to Closed. - RR

3/17/2011 6003249 OTHE Closed CP65-1 320 feet to TSAP; 400 
feet to tower site.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Unable to monitor 
due to land access 

issues.

3/17/2011 emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

3/10/2011 6003215 WBNU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from Londono 
driveway.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Unknown if fledged 

prior to being evicted 
by House Wren.

4/18/2011 WBNU Repeatedly entered cavity for a minute or so at a time. Pair calling and nest exchange, so likely incubating.
3/16/2011 - WBNU carrying food to cavity. - RR
3/18/2011 - DBusby observed male carrying food to cavity.
3/24/2011 - No detections. Cold weather possibly suppressing nesting activity. - RR
3/31/2011 - Pair present at cavity, 1 bird stationed at entry 1440-1505. - RR
Pair present near cavity. imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:30:24 AM
4/19/2011 - Cavity contains many sticks, suggests predation by HOWR (present). 1114. - RR
4/26/2011 - HOWR pair appear to now be using this cavity 1154. Nest closed for WBNU.
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6/10/2011 7002489 ATFL Closed CP83-1 69 feet from AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 

granted for drive through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Unknown if this site 
was ever selected.

7/8/2011 rradd - 6/10/2011
ATFL pair bringing food to cavity 10:02.
rradd - 6/18/2011 11:31:21 AM
ATFL nest guarding and hawking insects near cavity, but not entering 1100-1130.
rradd - 6/25/2011 12:30:01 PM
No ATFL detections at or near this cavity 1145-1215
rradd - 7/5/2011 10:32:43 PM
No ATFL detections at or near this cavity during 30 minute observations. Monitor once more prior to closing.
rradd - 7/8/2011 4:35:20 PM
Change to Closed.
Multiple ATFL interactions away from this cavity suggest alternate nest site outside the 100 feet buffer was selected.

6/21/2011 7002535 BHGR Closed TL 639 - 579519 16 feet to AR; 100 feet 
to work.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Unknown whether 

nest was abandoned 
prior to egg laying or 
if nestlings fledged 
earlier in season.

7/14/2011 rradd - 6/21/2011 
BHGR pair attending this perhaps incomplete nest.
barnold - 6/28/2011 7:11:20 AM
Adult male in bush mallow, I didn't approach to search for nest. Male heard singing south of tower, and chasing 
female.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 12:15:43 PM
Dead leaves in nest. Closed.

4/19/2011 5000857 HOFI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet 7. REMOVED. 4/26/2011 Finches began building nest about 0830;  Nest location elevated about 10 feet high, about 25 feet from track that 
water trucks pull up to fill (takes about 20 minutes to fill truck). Finches in and out periodically. 100 foot buffer signs 
installed 360 degrees around nest.  PKonrad - 4/19/2011 
sjohnston - 4/26/2011 12:57:07 PM - Nest was removed and stretch wrap use to exclude birds.

6/20/2011 7002523 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

7 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. 6/20/2011

6/19/2011 7002524 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

3 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. 6/20/2011 6/20/2011 Nest removed when it was approximately 1% complete due to the high potential for an installation of a 
sound wall to cause failure, and the abundance of suitable nesting sites in the area. All information was supplied to 
SDGE  for review.

6/22/2011 7002539 HOFI Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. 6/22/2011 The nest was 10-20% complete (not yet formed into bowl) with no eggs. New nest was not there yesterday, but was 
discovered this morning (6/22/2011); no birds were seen near nest.  Alternate nesting sites are abundantly available. 
The nest was removed.  Pieces of wood were placed in the nest location to prevent reconstruction of the nest.

5/6/2011 7000998 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet; directly over work 
area.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

Agency concurrence to remove nest before completion of nest was obtained, as 
nest had no eggs, and would have definitely failed following the construction 
detail and installation of sound barriers.

7. REMOVED. Nest 
intentionally 

removed; see 
justification.

5/7/2011 5/6 - BCHU in final stages of nest construction. No eggs laid 1048. - RR
5/6 - Nest intentionally removed following concurrence procedures - kalberts - 5/7/2011 7:24:18 PM

4/29/2011 7000946 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard - East 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 0 feet Nest in early stages of construction; removal simply forces the HOFI pair to build 
on non-project materials/substrates.

7. REMOVED. Nest 
was physically 

removed from spool, 
following agency 

concurrence.

4/30/2011 barnold & shampton- 4/29/2011 9:15:13 AM  Adults active around nest.  Nest in preliminary stages of construction. 
Biological monitor observed nest material being brought by adults.  In spool marked L41-B29009.  Nest being built 
behind ABB sign.
barnold - 4/30/2011 1:28:21 PM - Nesting material removed with concurrence of Wildlife Agencies. Removed the 
afternoon this nest was discovered.

6/23/2011 7002550 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

2 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. Nest 
was removed (per 

SDGE request) prior 
to egg laying.

6/23/2011 vnovik 6/23/2011 4:33PM Nest removed 6/23/11 at direction of SDGE  after all information of nest location and 
Status was submitted.

4/29/2011 7000937 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet, nest is inside 
yard.

100 feet 7. REMOVED. Nest 
was removed 

following agency 
concurrence.

4/29/2011 shampton - 4/29/2011 10:38:08 AM  Nest is partially complete. Both adults observed with nest material; mostly 
bringing fine material, male bringing large material.
shampton - 4/29/2011 4:07:15 PM - Closed.  Removed nest with agency concurrence. Nest removal was not 
anticipated to impact any eggs or nestlings, as nest was in early stages of construction.

6/22/2011 7002541 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet; in staked work 
limits.

100 feet 7. REMOVED. Nest 
was removed prior to 

egg laying.

6/22/2011
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6/28/2011 7002569 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 

East
0 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. Nest 

was removed when 
5% complete 

following CDF&G 
acknowledgement. 

Nest was discovered 
on reel scheduled for 
immediate use. Nest 

was deemed a 
candidate for 

removal based on 
detection during 

early stages of nest 
building, and the 

abundance of 
suitable nesting sites 

in close vicinity.

7/28/2011

8/3/2011 7004706 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

2 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. Nest 
was rfemoved at the 
direction of SDGE 
after presenting % 

completion and 
confirming that no 
eggs or nestlings 
were present. The 
surrounding area 

provides numerous 
other suitable sites 

for nesting.

8/4/2011 imaunsell - 8/3/2011 11:58:02 AM
Female making trips with material in 1-2 minute intervals to an approximately 20% complete nest.
imaunsell - 8/4/2011 9:52:38 AM
Nest removed. Post-removal it was confirmed that no eggs or nestlings were present and the nest was 40% 
complete.

5/20/2011 7001913 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

6 feet from AR. 100 feet 7. REMOVED. Per 
agency concurrence.

5/20/2011 vnovik - 5/20/2011 5:22:35 PM
Nest is approx 15-20% built. Nest was removed at 1645 through agency concurrence process and SDGE direction. 
Information was submitted to SDGE; which included the location of the nest and status of the nest. Surrounding area 
provides numerous suitable alternate nest site locations.

7/6/2011 7002605 ROWR Closed Suncrest substation 0 feet in yard. 100 feet 7. REMOVED. Per 
SDGE request.

7/6/2011 7/6/11 Nest being built, located on 7/5/11. No eggs or nestlings wiithin cavity. 

vnovik - 7/6/2011 4:24:30 PM
Nest removed per SDGE request. Information on Status of nest sent to SDGE prior to removal.Nest building approx 
25% no eggs or nestlings present in nest. Material removed from nest and cavity filled in. Rock rubble to be covered 
with soil to prevent re-occupation.

5/31/2011 7002401 WEBL Closed Alpine Underground - 
Loritz property

0 feet; within work limits. 100 feet 7. REMOVED. 
Removed during 

early nest building 
stage.

6/6/2011 emorgan - 5/31/2011 8:02:22 PM - Pair observed carrying nesting material into cavity.
mkuehn - 6/6/2011 4:13:10 PM
Nest has been removed and screening placed over pipe entrance. All  signs removed from buffer.

6/20/2011 7002525 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

3 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. See 
comments in 
previous tab.

6/20/2011

4/25/2011 7000891 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 7. REMOVED. WLA 
concurrence to 

remove nest. Nest 
was removed before 
completion of nest 

building.

4/25/2011 Observed house finch pair bringing nesting material 15 minutes after crane was moving around.
imaunsell - 4/25/2011 7:40:18 AM - WLA concurrence to remove nest on 4/25. Nest removed on 4/25. No eggs or 
nestlings present. Material removed from site.
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2/1/2011 5000890 OTHE Closed EP257 150 feet from temporary 

ROW of tower site.
100 feet 8. OUTSIDE 

BUFFER AREA.
4/4/2011 Grass nest appears weathered and inactive. 2/1/2011

Nest material flattened and barely recognizable as a former nest - closed. 4/4/2011 (PK).
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8/25/2011 7004732 NONE Inactive EP119-2 290 ft. from near edge 

of TSAP
8/30/2011 7004743 NONE Inactive EP76-1 480 feet SE of tower site

2/18/2011 5000008 CANW Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet: under house. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/25/2011 Fresh bird scat present, no bird on nest. Passerine.
Checked on 3/3/2011: CANW seen bringing nest material to building. updated sp from "other" to "CANW".
10 Mar 2011 - Pair CANW present. RR
24 Mar - No CANW detected. RR
31 Mar - CANW singing and entering space under dwelling 1135. - RR
5 Apr - CANW singing under and around house. - RR
11 Apr - CANW singing under house. - RR
19 Apr CANW  foraging widely -- feeding fledglings? - RR
27 Apr - No CANW detections at house, singing 80' away. - RR
5 May - No CANW detections at house, singing well away. Change to Closed. - RR

3/3/2011 5000491 CORA Closed TL 639 - Z379538 0 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 Raven pair observed placing sticks in different locations on 3/1/11 and 3/3/11 final nest site location undetermined, 
could be same birds building near 379537.  TC-3/3/11
3/28/11 - Adult sitting on nest with other adult foraging nearby.  Flushed off nest when I approached within 150 ft. (D. 
Busby)
RF-4/7/11- Nest still active.
rfletcher - 4/14/2011 8:46:53 AM- CORA observed incubating eggs.
mdicus - 4/28/2011 10:22:23 AM - Pair observed at nest feeding young.
mdicus - 5/5/2011 - CORA observed in nest.
mdicus - 5/19/2011 - Nest still active.  Young bird observed in nest.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 2:32:11 PM - Only one nest found at location; there was significant stick litter at the tower base. 
Nest unoccupied. A CORA (possibly juvenile) flushed from the base of nesting tower and flew toward canyon to east 
where it struck a transmission line. The bird was not seen again but was heard calling once from canyon area. 
Another CORA remained perched on a pole to the south, preening for the duration of episode. Nest status changed 
to inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/11 - Changed to closed.

2/21/2011 5000035 CORA Closed EP349 and AR 65 feet from SWPL line 
access road.

100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 
Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 Inactive former CORA nest; potential raptor nest; continue to monitor. 2/21/11
No activity observed at nest 3-17 (PK).
Nest built up; raven incubating 3-25 (PK).      
Raven incubating 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/2011 6:56:10 PM - CORA incubating.
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - brooding.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - 2 medium-sized nestlings and 1 adult at nest.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 12:36:11 PM - 2 adults; 1 adult on nest with 2 nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 3 large feathered nestlings active in the nest.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - No ravens observed in area - nestlings apparently fledged and left area.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - No ravens in area; fledglings apparently dispersed with adults - closed.

2/4/2011 5000412 AMKE Closed CP55 AR 305 feet from access 
road.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 Nest as described in correct location, no birds observed due to inclement weather. Affects access road (B. Lohstroh 
checked 2/18/11).
16 Mar - AMKE driving RTHA from area, entered nest @ 11:16 - RR
25 Mar - Food exchange, male delivered prey to female 16:04. Female consumed, returned to nest.16:12. - RR
29 Mar - Male harassing RTHA away from nest area 16:45, MERL @17:12. Female off nest @ 17:17 - RR
7 Apr - Male catches mouse @13:52, eats head, carries body to nest @ 15:01 despite begging female.- RR
14 Apr - Male brings food item; female carries away and eats, returns to nest @ 1341. - RR 
21 Apr - AMKE visits nest, second AMKE flies off with food 1238. - RR
28 Apr - AMKE male carrying prey to female at nest 0810.- RR
10 May - AMKE pair still actively defending, feeding this nest 1707. - RR 
21 May - Fledged young observed away from nest. AMKE no longer using this cavity. Change to Closed. - RR

3/24/2011 5001256 ANHU Closed CP50-1 30 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 3/31/2011 Female incubating and territorial to two LEGOs. 
3/24/2011- ANHU on nest. - RR
3/31/2011- Female ANHU feeding fledgling 10 feet below nest @ 11:10. - RR
4/5/2011 - Nest no longer present. Change to closed. -  RR

3/24/2011 5001259 ANHU Closed CP50-1 AR 90 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/11/2011 Female observed incubating and adding lining to nest.
24 Mar - ANHU on nest 13:40. - RR
31 Mar - ANHU feeding 2 feathered fledglings 1235 - RR
5 Apr - Nestlings fill nest. - RR
11 Apr - 2 flight capable young, returning to nest to be fed 15:19. - RR
19 Apr. Nest fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

3/8/2011 6002391 BUSH Closed CP74-2 0 feet, within permanent 
pad.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 3/31/2011 Nest 90% complete, bushtits actively building nest, nearly complete on 3/8/11.
17 Mar - BUSH entering nest 10:43. - RR
28 Mar - 2 adults leaving and returning to nest and lingering in area. Possibly feeding nestlings.- BL
6 Apr - No birds detected 1215-1315, suggests fledged young. - RR

3/8/2011 6002392 CALT Closed CP70-3 70 feet from permanent 
pad.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/13/2011 3/8/2011 -  Adults building, nest nearly complete.
3/17/2011 - CALT incubating. Active. - RR
3/25/2011 - Incubation continues. - RR
3/28/2011 - Nestlings present.-BL
4/6/2011 - CALT carrying food to feathered nestlings. - RR
4/13/2011 - Nestlings fledged. Change to closed. Check for second brood. - RR
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5/16/2011 7001481 BCHU Closed Elliott Substation 45 feet from substation. 

60 feet from AR.
100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 

stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.
1. FLEDGED. 6/12/2011 16 May - BCHU female finishing nest construction 0700. Long intervals off nest, so no eggs yet. - RR

23 May - BCHU female on nest 0722. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:51:03 AM - Female BCHU on nest 0712
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:35:22 AM - BCHU returns to nest after 10 minute absence and settles 0715.
rradd - 6/14/2011 3:37:28 PM - Nest appears intact empty and unattended, presumed fledged.  Change to closed.

5/16/2011 7001482 CALT Closed TL 6916 - 774820 10 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/21/2011 16 May - CALT carrying food to at least 2 altricial nestlings 1557. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 4:51:20 PM - Nest is empty with single dropping on floor. CALT capable of leaving nest @ 8 days, 
so potentially successful fledge.

5/16/2011 7001483 ANHU Closed Elliott Substation 85 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 16 May - ANHU female on nest, only brief intervals away but no feeding. Presume incubation. - RR
23 May - ANHU young visible in nest 0720. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:50:13 AM - Large feathered young in nest 0711.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:39:51 AM - Nest is empty and presumed to have fledged. 
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:40:29 AM - Change to Closed.

5/17/2011 7001485 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

8 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/19/2011 sjohnston - 5/17/2011 1:26:55 PM Female incubating 2 eggs.
sjohnston - 5/18/2011 8:37:21 AM Female incubating two eggs. Observed leaving nest multiple times apparent 
cause from construction activity within 10 feet of the nest. Foreman moved work further away from nest ca. 30', 
which resulted in fewer flushings for shorter durations.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:37:59 PM Female on nest, flushed while visual barrier was installed. Returned to nest. 
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:05:34 PM Observed on nest, flushed briefly while inspector was onsite, and walked under 
canopy.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:58:21 AM - Incubating.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:45:17 AM - Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:13:00 AM - Two nestlings in nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:50:44 AM - Female observed feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:27:15 AM - Feeding young in nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:49:26 PM - Feeding caring for young.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:07:14 PM - Caring for young in nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:27:21 PM - Young in nest; Feeding young.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:55:03 PM - Feeding young.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:29:26 PM - Feathered nestlings close to fledge
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:08:28 PM - Active nestlings in nest. Look ready to fledge.
sjohnston - 6/20/2011 7:26:40 AM - Fledged.

5/13/2011 7001468 CATH Closed JVR 12kV - Pole 47 120 feet from wood 
pole; no staked work 

area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 kkilpatrick - 5/13/2011 10:15:45 AM - 1 fledgling observed with an adult about 100 feet from nest; 2 birds were 
flushed from the nest while giving alarm calls; 1 bird was flushed at 15 feet, the other at 3 feet. Later, 2 thrashers 
were seen foraging and singing near nest, and exhibiting aggressive behavior toward NOMOs.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - 1 adult and 1 fledgling active along dry wash throughout buffer area and west to large brush 
pile; fledgling has a noticeably shorter bill than the adult. Fledgling(s) are capable of flying and can move throughout 
area - closed.

5/20/2011 7001909 CORA Closed TL 639 - 171653 0 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 Date: 5/20/2011 - Adults observed on and near nest and at least two young observed in nest. 
imaunsell - 5/25/2011 1:22:31 PM
2 well-developed and feathered nestlings present in nest.
emorgan - 5/26/2011 6:10:46 PM
2 nestlings still present and they appear to be fully feathered.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 2:57:24 PM
Adult observed bringing food to 4 fully feathered fledglings/juveniles about 4 weeks old in nest. At least 1 (largest) 
capable of flight while others still testing wings.  Buffer flagged along access roads.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 12:17:31 PM
3 feathered fledglings perched near nest on tower. A 4th juvenile flushed from the ground nearby and flew up, 
awkwardly landing on pole directly to north. Adults not observed in a 15-minute period.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 12:25:05 PM
Correction to previous: 2 adults observed returning to nest vicinity and calling frequently. Feeding not observed.
bfischer - 6/7/2011 7:00:41 AM
During 1 hour of observation no activity was seen near nest. Close approach to nest area created no disturbance. No 
nestlings were seen in the nest. Nest closed.
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7/21/2011 7004668 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0; in Sycamore 

Substation
100 feet 20 feet This nest is located on the western side of the substation within the 230kV 

disconnect switch rack, about 20 feet above the ground on top of an insulator, 
just south of GCB 22N, in a very concealed location with no visibility to the 
ground. A Roel construction crew has been working about 30 feet west of the 
nest prior to its discovery by the bio-monitor.
A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 20 feet is requested for this nest and the 
breeding cycle of the birds is not anticipated to be substantially disturbed for the 
following reasons:
•The finches built this nest within the substation during construction activities as 
well as ongoing maintenance activities, clearly they are well acclimated to 
human activity in their chosen nesting area.
•The nest is located at the top of an insulator located on the 230kV disconnect 
switch rack about 20 feet above the ground, and it is completely enclosed and 
surrounded with no direct view to work activities.
•The nest has apparently large nestlings (based on the amount of noise 
generated), indicating nest progression has been undeterred by construction to 
date.
•The adult birds have a lot of energy invested in this nest and will not likely 
abandon it now.
•The presumed large size of the vocalizing nestlings suggest that they may soon 
fledge.
•A majority of house finch nests with previously approved buffer reductions to 20 
feet at the Sycamore substation have successfully fledged (8 of 14) and those 
that failed did so due to causes other than human activity.
•All future work in the area will not exceed the scope, intensity, and duration of 
the work exposure to date.
Based on the above, concurrence to a NBR to 20 feet is not expected to impact 
the successful fledging of this house finch nest.

1. FLEDGED. 8/1/2011 barnold - 7/21/2011 3:05:17 PM
Nestlings heard by biomonitor today and yesterday.
barnold - 8/2/2011 5:38:30 PM
Activity, consisting of adult flying to nest and loud nestling response vocalizations, was last heard 7/27 by biomonitor - 
no activity since then. This nest likely successfully fledged due to the loud response calls (presumably indicating 
large healthy nestlings) that were routinely heard.

7/22/2011 7004671 LEGO Closed CP83 AR 25 feet to AR 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/27/2011 rradd - 7/22/2011 12:11:53 PM
Male alarming and escorting, eventually female settles on nest 1204.
rradd - 7/27/2011 2:36:27 PM
Change to Closed.
The only LEGO activity observed during 30 min. obs is nearby feeding of juveniles. Presume this nest has fledged.

5/24/2011 7004673 HOWR Closed TL 6916 - Z973032 40 feet to work 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/27/2011 rradd - 5/24/2011 7:31:00 AM - HOWR singing and entering nest 0728.
rradd - 6/1/2011 5:58:57 PM - HOWR calls and enters nest 17:58.
rradd - 6/7/2011 4:16:33 PM - HOWR enters nest while construction in progress 1415.
rradd - 6/13/2011 4:03:30 PM - HOWR to and from nest 1602.
rradd - 6/20/2011 3:56:43 PM - HOWR to nest 1552, for 2 minutes.
rradd - 6/28/2011 1:24:27 PM
No HOWR detections during 30 min. survey. Monitoring timeline suggests nest has fledged.

3/17/2011 6002314 LOSH Closed EP234-1 80 feet from corner of 
tower site.

100 feet Focus of all activites to be away from the buffer at the NE corner to avoid 
working within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 4/18/2011 One shrike perched in nest tree. Nest contained 6 light blue eggs 3-17 (PK).
Shrike incubating 6 eggs 3-23 (PK).
One adult at nest, which contains medium-sized dark-colored unfeathered nestlings 4-4 (PK).
ahernandez, pkonrad - 4/12/2011 2:56:55 PM  - At least 5 feathered nestlings and 1 adult at nest.
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 10:53:32 AM  - All nestlings have left nest, which is flattened by nestling use, but fledglings still 
present in buffer area (1 nestling observed 70 feet from nest; flew back to nest tree) and 1 adult calling and 
protective during this post-fledging period. Will return later in the week.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 3 fledglings and 2 adults observed near nest; probably more fledglings but didn't want to 
disturb birds.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - At least 3 shrikes still present in buffer area. 
Closed, due to time since fledging - kalberts - 5/3/2011 4:04:07 PM.

3/5/2011 6002319 BUSH Closed CP57 AR 10 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/28/2011 Nest building and mating observed. Nest is 85% complete. 3/5/11
16 Mar - BUSH flew from nest @13:40 ACTIVE - RR
25 Mar - BUSH entered nest carrying food (small de-winged butterfly) 15:04.- RR
14 Apr - BUSH enters nest @1445 for 1 min. - RR
21 Apr - BUSH brings food to nest, departs without it 1344. - RR
28 Apr - No BUSH detected at or near nest for 30 minute observation. Nest has fledged; change to Closed. - RR

2/1/2011 5000521 CORA Closed EP250 AR 65 feet from access 
road.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 Nest first observed during surveyor monitoring (Chambers Group) 2/1/11
Raven incubating in stick nest on south arm of metal tower on 3-16 (Paul Konrad). 
Raven incubating 3-28 (PK).      
Incubating 4-6 (PK).  
Two ravens initially at nest; 1 at nest leaning into nest, possibly feeding young 4/12/11 (J&M Dicus).
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - 1 raven brooding.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Raven brooding with second adult perched near nest.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - Raven adult brought food to nest and fed feathered nestling(s).
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - At least 2 medium-sized nestlings lying in nest.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Large feathered nestlings in nest.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - 3 large feathered nestlings standing on nest; near fledging.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011 - 2 fledglings and 1 adult flushed from below tower; fledglings fly well to perch 100 yards 
northeast of tower. Other fledgling and other adult absent - closed.
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3/10/2011 5001260 HOWR Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within house 

area.
100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/15/2011 Nest material visible. Bird seen entering cavity with material.

10 Mar 2011- HOWR singing incessantly (3-5 sec intervals) at cavity. - RR
24 Mar - HOWR singing nearby.Nesting activity suppressed by stormy day. - RR
31 Mar - HOWR pair carrying food to upper cavity. RR
5 Apr - Female brings food to upper cavity while male sings and nest-guards. - RR
5 May - HOWR continues to feed this nest 1035. - RR
12 May - HOWR enters cavity 0911. - RR
19 May - Intense territoriality around this and lower cavity, HOWR singing at 3 second intervals. - RR

3/8/2011 6002387 RSHA Closed Alpine Underground - 
115+00

180 feet to Alpine Blvd. 500 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/4/2011 RSHA observed on nest and another observed vocalizing nearby. Nest building observed by biomonitor. - 3/8/11 
IM.
Red-shouldered Hawk incubating; best observed WNW of church across riparian area from Alpine Blvd 3-22 (PK).
One adult incubating, 1 calling nearby; leaves all but conceal  nest and hawk 4-5 (PK).
16 Apr - RSHA male on nest, apparently feeding young, 14:05 - RR.
22 Apr - RSHA male on nest 1455. - RR
30 Apr - RSHA male at nest 1421.- RR
6 May - RSHA male standing at nest, at least one downy chick visible 1437. - RR
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 9:23:13 AM. Three young standing on edge of nest. one adult had just left nest and was calling. 

rradd - 5/27/2011 6:55:43 AM
Adult male brings food to at least one extensively white juvenile in nest.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 12:22:06 PM
Nest empty, young have fledged. 
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

3/10/2011 6002805 OATI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

30 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. This plan to mitigate for potential construction impacts to 
the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce such impacts and 
improve the likelihood of nest success, provided that no stopping, standing, 
parking, or work occurs within new buffers.  In addition, this nest is in a cavity 
high above ground which provides natural buffering for the adults and nestlings.

1. FLEDGED. 5/16/2011 Active pair bonding and cavity nesting behavior observed, birds unconcered by my presence 25 feet from nest but 
no construction occurring at the time. - RR
17 Mar - As above, No nesting observed. - RR
23 March - No nesting behavior observed. Male vocalizing and pair present. IM
1 April - Pair of OATI occupying cavity. Pair bonding courtship behavior observed in the form of food presentation. 
IM
8 April - Adults back and forth to nest, likely feeding fledges.BL
16 Apr - OATI activity continues at this cavity. - RR
22 Apr - OATI pr making repeated trips, and bringing food to cavity 0745. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 8:49:54 AM - OATI observed carrying prey items into cavity.
6 May - OATI carrying food  to nest at 10 minute intervals 1034. - RR
13 May OATI exiting with fecal sac 0635. - RR

3/12/2011 6003220 BUSH Closed CP31-2 AR 20 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/3/2011 A pair of bushtits was observed making multiple trips to this location, carrying plant down and other nesting material, 
before the nest site was located. Less than 5% complete. B.Hart 3/12/11
100 foot buffer established. AR to CP29-1 and CP31-2 is closed as a result of this buffer.
18 Mar - 70% complete,still under construction.- RR.
24 Mar - BUSH exiting nest 10:20. - RR.
30 Mar - BUSH pair comes to nest, one bird enters carrying fluffy nest material 07:42 -RR.
5 Apr - BUSH nest exchange 0746 - RR.
11 Apr - BUSH exits nest 12:50 - RR.
19 Apr - BUSH enters nest 1342. - RR
25 Apr - BUSH pair seen foraging 50 feet away, but did not associate with nest during 30 minute observation - RR.
3 May - Nest intact and empty. Presume fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

3/12/2011 6003221 COHA Closed Helix Yard AR 120 feet from  AR. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 360 
feet.

Nest is in proximity to El Monte Road, rural residential, and is visually obscured.  
The proposed work is of a very short duration and requires no heavy machinery.  
In addition, this nest is already subjected to light vehicular passage, and has 
demonstrated no intolerance of this.

1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 16 Mar - Pair present, exhibiting territorial behavior; consider site active. Birds agitated by foot traffic, ground 
personnel should maintain maximum buffer. RR
25 Mar - Female COHA on nest, male carrying fresh greens. 0720. - RR
29 Mar - Female COHA on nest, male harassing CORA out of territory,- RR
5 Apr - Female COHA on nest 1620, - RR
13 Apr - Female COHA on nest 0700. Nest exchange 0740. - RR
20 Apr - COHA pr active on nest. Male brings food to fenale 0814. - RR
26 Apr COHA female on nest 1710. - RR
3 May COHA female diving at observer at 225'. Assume young in nest. 1556 -RR
10 May COHA male on nest 1806. - RR
18 May COHA (poss. juv.) on nest 1812 . probable fledged juv. female obs. 75' from nest 1832. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 5:45:26 PM - Nest has fledged. Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/3/2011 1:27:07 PM - COHA on nest... Change to Active.
rradd - 6/9/2011 9:04:50 AM - COHA male feeding juvenile away from nest 0710. Second COHA on nest 0745.
rradd - 6/15/2011 5:14:29 PM - COHA male perched near nest for 30 minutes of observation. No bird visible on nest. 
Fledged juvenile may be returning to nest to be fed. 1700.
rradd - 6/23/2011 2:34:53 PM - No COHA detected in vicinity during 30 minute observation. Change to Closed.
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3/11/2011 6003223 BUSH Closed EP89-1 55 feet from temporary 

ROW; 165 feet to legs.
100 feet Keep all personnel out of 100 foot buffer within temporary ROW, and ensure that 

other areas of the ROW are utilized instead.
1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 Almost complete nest with pair working on final stages of construction 3-11.

Active nest with a Bushtit in attendance 3-28 (PK). 
Adult at nest; calling territorially 4-7 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 - Adult brought food to nest; entered nest and left.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 - Adult present near nest, calling territorially.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Nest looks good but no adults during 20 minute nest check.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - Rechecked nest ,but still no birds; may have fledged or failed by now.
bfischer - 06/01/2011 - Both adults were seen coming into and leaving nest.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - Adult brought food to nest.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No Bushtits observed or heard during 25 minutes of observations.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - 2 adults in area; 1 entered nest and left after about a minute.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - 2 adults behaving and calling territorially when jay perched near nest. (Seems like this nest 
has been active a long time . . .).
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 9:50:53 AM
 2 adults behaving and calling territorially when scrub jay perched near nest
tcooper - 6/2/2011 10:30:25 AM  Both adults were seen entering and leaving nest.
tcooper - 6/2/2011 - 2 adults in and out of nest.
PKonrad - 6/8/2011 - No Bushtits during initial 30 minute check or susequent shorter follow-up; nest looks worn. 
Several territorial pairs in area including jays and Cal Towhees.
pkonrad - 6/8/2011 1:37:42 PM
No Bushtits during initial 30 minute nest check or subsequent short follow-up.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 10:28:10 AM
No Bushtits observed or heard in area; nest is deteriorating - appears inactive.
PKonrad - 6/15/2011 - No Bushtits observed or heard; nest looks even more worn - deteriorating - appears inactive. 

PKonrad - 6/23/2011 - No Bushtits; nest worn - closed.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 3:52:05 PM
No Bushtits; nest worn; nestlings appear to have fledged some time ago - closed.

3/25/2011 6003235 BLPH Closed Helix Yard 1240 feet from nearest 
part of yard.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 25 Mar - BLPH pair bringing mud to nest 0730 - RR.
29 Mar - Nest appears nearly complete. BLPH resting 90 feet away.
5 Apr - 3 eggs - RR.
13 Apr - Nest destroyed, pair rebuilding adjacent - RR.
20 Apr - Nest building continues 0810. - RR
26 Apr Nest has 1 egg 1630. - RR
3 May BLPH incubating 4 eggs 1605. - RR
11 May 4 eggs 1745, BLPH not detected. - RR
18 May BLPH feeding at least two fuzzy nestlings 1802. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 5:13:09 PM
BLPH feeding at least three feathered nestlings. 
rradd - 6/3/2011 12:51:55 PM
Nest is intact and empty - prev. obs indicate successfully fledged. 

3/17/2011 6003250 CORA Closed EP353 and AR 83 feet from AR. 100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 
Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 Pair of common ravens building a new nest 3-17 (PK).
100 foot nest buffer affects access road beyond structure site EP353; no access to SE. 
Raven incubating 3-25 (PK).      
Incubating 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/2011 5:56:57 PM - CORA incubating.
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - field notes missing; pentab problems? 
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Adult standing on nest (shading?).
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 1:06:30 PM - 2 adults present. 1 adult on nest with nestling observed.
sjohnston - 5/10/2011 12:02:52 PM - One adult observed at nest.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 1 adult perched above nest with 2 large active nestlings in nest.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - No ravens observed - nestlings apparently fledged and left area. [5-25:  High wind last week 
must have kept nestlings low and out of sight  (the potential of that is why Ididn't close nest then.)]
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - 1 adult and 3 nestlings/branchers active at nest and other end of tower.
pkonrad - 5/25/2011 1:03:10 PM
2 large feathered nestlings standing on nest with 1 brancher standing at other end of tower; 1 adult moving back and 
forth along tower.
imaunsell - 6/6/2011 7:57:01 AM
No activity observed at nest. No ravens observed in vicinity over 2.5 hours of observation on 4 June 2011 by Jim 
Pawlicki. Nest presumed fledged successfully based on previous comments.

3/23/2011 5003273 WEBL Closed EP90-1 AR 15 feet north of AR. 100 feet Buffer kept in place at 
100 feet, but vehicular 

passage is allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/8/2011 Pair repeatedly entering cavity. No incubation at this time 3-23.- RR
Pair entering cavity and flying in and out of area 3-31 (PK). 
No birds observed; cold & windy; will recheck; 4-7 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 - Male flew to nest cavity from west.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 - Male perched on tallest branch above nest cavity.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Male flew to cavity from west and left to north into eucalyptus grove.
barnold - 4/30/2011 11:50:15 AM - Male perched on branch outside cavity.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - No birds observed today.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - Male bluebird visited nest once during 40 minute nest visit.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Male bringing food to nest about every 4 minutes; left nest with fecal sac once. Female left 
nest during observations.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - 2 (yes two) adult males and female feeding nestlings in cavity!
barnold - 5/31/2011 12:59 PM Adults came to and left from nest cavity several times during 15-minute observation 
period.
barnold - 6/2/2011 9:04 AM - Adults (including two males and one female) making numerous nest visits (including 
bringing food to nest) during extensive (nearly two hours) observation period.
PKonrad - 6/8/2011 - No bluebirds; nestlings apparently fledged and family group dispersed - closed.
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3/24/2011 5003278 CATH Closed EP240 75 feet from tower. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 

feet.
Crew proposes to install 12KV pole 18, which is 102 feet NW of nest - beyond 
100 foot buffer - but 1 anchor is closer and will require 20 foot buffer reduction. 
Construction activities will take between 30 and 50 minutes, so affects on birds 
will be minimzed. Bio monitor will continuously monitor birds and construction 
activities. Construction equipment will include 2 trucks and all personnel and 
equipment will be required to stay west of buffer perimeter.

1. FLEDGED. 5/7/2011 3/24/11 TC- Adults lining nest, 95% complete. No work on access roads near nest.
3/25/11 BL- Checked status of this nest while in area, no activity, but poor weather. nest in good condition.
No birds or activity, but nest well-built (sage thrasher present; cactus wren calling nearby) 3-28 (PK).
One California thrasher territorial; 2 blue eggs in nest 4-6 (PK).
ahernandez, PKonrad - 4/12/2011 - Adult incubating 2 eggs.
barnold - 4/14/2011 2:35:22 PM  - Adult near nest, two eggs in nest.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 -  2 downy (brown-gray) nestlings; adult singing neaby S.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 2downy nestlings with pin feathers; 1 adult at nest joined second adult perched nearby. Nest is 
102 feet from 12KV pole 18.
sjohnston - 4/29/2011 10:34:34 AM - Nestlings observed in nest.
sjohnston - 5/7/2011 11:06:21 AM - Nest empty. Nestlings presumed to have fledged sucessfully.

3/28/2011 5003288 CATH Closed Alpine Yard 35 feet from imapct 
area.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 4/25/2011 Female observed incubating on nest. Did not flush when approached to 5 feet. 3/28/11 IM
imaunsell - 4/16/2011 9:42:47 AM - Female on nest incubating/brooding. tolerates foot traffic as close as ten feet.
emorgan - 4/25/2011 11:11:53 AM - Nest likely fledged. No thrashers were observed around the nest and the nest is 
empty. Monitor for activity as thrashers double brood.

3/29/2011 5003290 BUSH Closed TL 6924 - Z171690 70 feet from permanent 
work area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 BUSH observed entering nest w material. RF-3/29/11
BUSH observed entering nest w material. rradd - 4/11/2011 7:26:09 AM
BUSH pair material carrying  to nest 0724. rradd - 4/18/2011 8:02:59 AM
25 Apr - Considerable BUSH activity to and from this nest 0740- RR.
2 May BUSH to nest 0742.- RR
10 May BUSH to nest 0921, but activity level is low. - RR
17 May BUSH arrives to nest 1257, departs 1301.- RR
26 May- nest in disrepair, no BUSH tending. BUSH in area, but did not associate. blohstroh - 5/26/2011 10:34:43 AM

3/31/2011 5003305 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/10/2011 3/31/11. Observed female bring nest material to nest with male following closely. (D. Busby)
barnold - 4/12/2011 12:28:50 PM - Nest, on south side of transformer for Bank 60, has five eggs.
26 Apr No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 1:34:29 PM  Two nestlings (at least) in nest.  No adults in area.
2 May  HOFI adults continue to attend this nest. - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 11:21 AM Nest empty. Closed.

3/31/2011 5003313 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 3/31/11 Pair bonding observed in area and pair visited possible beginnings of nest.  Not flagged due to access issue 
(Cummings). 
No adults observed, possible move to southside where an active nest was observed 4-12 (FH/BA).
19 Apr - No HOFI detected using this structure.  - RR
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:27:40 AM - House finches on Transformer Bank 71, appears to be recent additions to nest.
25 Apr -Two HOFI pairs squabbling over this site 0738. - RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 2:15:07 PM - Nest has been much reduced and is now considered Closed.
barnold - 5/10/2011 1:56 PM  Nest now has four House Finch eggs with attentive female.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:41 AM Nest with very small nestlings and attentive female. 
barnold - 5/26/2011 10:21 AM Nest with five larger nestlings and attentive female.
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:24 PM Two young fledglings in concrete retention basin. Nest successfully fledged. Nest now 
Closed.

barnold - 6/1/2011 2:24:32 PM
Two young fledglings in concrete retaining basin. Nest successfully fledged.

3/31/2011 5003314 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 feet The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      following reasons:
 
            •             House finches are known to nest in proximity to
            human activity and exhibit a high tolerance towards human
            disturbances. They have relatively high rates of nest success
            within areas of high human activity.
            •             These nests are located high up in the steel,
            between 20 and 40 feet above the ground.
            •             Past NBMs of similar nature with house finch in
            structures have not effected the success of the nests.

1. FLEDGED. 7/6/2011 3/31/11 - Observed pair visiting the nest. Not flagged due to access issue ( Cummings). 
Pair observed, fresh material on nest, pair bringing in material, dead adult female next to nest 4-12 12 April - 
(FH/BA).
19 Apr - Unable to detect activity from outside SUB. - RR
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:43:11 AM - Nest still present, but no eggs and no activity.  Change to inactive.
26 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 12:42:45 PM - No activity at this nest. Nest has deteriorated.  Change status to closed.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:33:47 AM
4 eggs in this nest.
barnold - 6/16/2011 1:57:57 PM
Two recently hatched nestlings and two eggs in nest. Female flushed from nest on approach at 3 feet.
barnold - 6/23/2011 11:56:20 AM
Four nestlings.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:08:48 PM
At least three nestlings observed in nest.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:57:13 PM
Nest empty. Successfully fledged.

3/31/2011 5003315 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 3/31/11 Observed female of pair visiting nest. Flagged (Cummings).
barnold - 4/12/2011 11:28:52 AM - Pair with nesting material observed. Nest probably moved 12 feet south into 
western end of Breaker 23 S.
2 May - Nest material visible, but no nesting confirmed.-  RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 10:43 AM  Pair at this location, as well as other nearby locations. No definitive nesting, but 
observed feeding fledgling on same structure. Heard feeding nestlings in area, but could not locate exact location.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:11AM  No activity observed.  Change status to Inactive.
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3/31/2011 5003325 LEGO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; at and next to 

work area.
100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/23/2011 31 Mar - Female on nest 1215 - RR.

5 Apr - Incubation continues - RR.
11 Apr - Female LEGO on nest 16:19 - RR.
19 Apr - 2 well-feathered nestlings in nest 0739. - RR
27 Apr - Nest fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

3/31/2011 5003327 AMKE Closed TL 6924 - Z171688 0 feet, at tower/work 
site.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/26/2011 Bird arrived at this spot, disappeared, then left; likely feeding young.
7 April - Pair observed copulating on wire next to nest cavity. 
No activity observed. consider closing next week.-blohstroh - 4/14/2011
Male entered cavity in bottom west arm. Pair copulating at top of tower, fighting off second male. Male foraging and 
returning to tower, giving trill call, interaction call with female, fighting off EUST. blohstroh - 4/21/2011 11:39:44 AM
AMKE still entering and departing nest, pair interction calls. blohstroh - 4/28/2011
2 May - AMKE male provisioning nest 0848. - RR
10 May AMKE carrying rat to nest 0952. - RR
17 May No AMKE obs. associating with this pole during 60 min. obs. on cool wet day 0930. - RR
AMKE carrying mouse to nest. Nestlings heard. blohstroh - 5/19/2011 11:13:53 AM
No activity observed, nest apparently fledged. blohstroh - 5/26/2011 11:39:39 AM
blohstroh - 5/26/2011 11:40:51 AM - No activity observed, nest apparently fledged.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

4/1/2011 5003344 AMCR Closed EP85-2 AR 45 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular traffic not anticipated to impact this nest situated very close to Lake 
Morena Drive provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur 
within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/24/2011 1 April - No apparent activity - S. Hampton, S. Ritt
American crow incubating; second crow calling, perching and flying overhead territorially 4-8 (PK).
100 foot buffer affects access road within nearby long-eared owl nest's 500 foot buffer.
barnold - 4/13/2011  -  Bird on nest (BWA & FH). 
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 -  Cannot see bird in nest, but territorial crows calling nearby.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - No change, but a crow circled in flight from nest (did it flush from nest?). 
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 -  Crow flushed from branch near nest; no calling.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - 2 crows actively hunting in pasture to west; cannot see into nest.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - 1 fledgling crow in loer bach ofnest tree; 1 adult calling very territorially from tree tops. More 
nestlings in nest?
PKonrad - 5/24/2011 - 1 fledgling and 2 adults active in pasture west of nest. Fledgling can fly quite well; adults 
calling territorially - closed.
pkonrad - 5/24/2011 3:43:40 PM
1 fledgling and 2 adults active in pasture west of nest - closed.

4/5/2011 5003360 PHAI Closed CP50-1 AR 60 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/30/2011 5 Apr - Pair PHAI building nest - mostly complete, male on nest - RR
11 Apr - Male PHAI on nest 13:25 - R
19 Apr - Female PHAI feeding at least 3 nestlings 0826. - RR
27 Apr - Feathered nestlings visible 0946. - RR
5 May - No PHAI at this nest. Likely successful fledge. Change to Closed. - RR
19 May PHAI male rebuilding this nest with fresh material 0935,  Change to ACTIVE.- RR
25 May Nest no longer present. Change to Closed. - RR

4/5/2011 5003363 CORA Closed EP358 AR 40 feet from AR entry; 
270 feet to tower site.

100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 
Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 5/12/2011 Adult incubating on new nest 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/2011 5:41:50 PM - Raven incubating on nest. Kestrel was hunting from south arm of tower. 
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - Nest visited,but fild notes absent - pentan problems?
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - At least 3 large feathered nestlings standing in nest; 2 adults flew in to perch near nest. New 
nest material placed on north side of tower to NW with 2 adults perched on tower, then apparently flew to this nest 
tower.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 1:35:35 PM - Two adults present. One adult on nest with two fearhered nestlings observable.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - No ravens present at this nest tower (or surrounding towers and perch sites);  nestlings have 
fledged and left the area - closed.

4/6/2011 5003365 CORA Closed EP341 30 feet from AR entry; 
300 feet from tower 

area.

100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 
Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 04/06/11 -  1 adult on nest.  Buffer affects access road to EP341 (J&M Dicus, R. Abe).
sritt - 4/15/2011 9:41:26 AM - 1 bird incubating. Another perched 3 feet away.
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - Raven incubating.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Raven brooding/incubating.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 4:33:32 PM - 1 adult observed on nest.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 1 adult brooding.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - No raven activity seen at or near nest.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - At least 2 large feathered nestlings standing on nest.

pkonrad - 5/25/2011 12:21:57 PM
At least 2 large feathered nestlings standing on the nest.
barnold - 6/4/2011 3:19:21 PM
Nest empty, successfully fledged.
barnold - 6/4/2011 Nest empty, successfully fledged. Nest Inactive.

4/6/2011 5003371 BUSH Closed CP80-1 65 feet from existing AR; 
300 feet from tower site

100 feet Buffer kept, but vehicular 
passage allowed

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 4/6/11 - Observed adult carrying nest material to nest. 80% complete. Erected ESA signs for this nest and adjacent 
BEWR nest in gate. Candidate for nest buffer reduction since access road will only be used for brief thru-traffic.(D. 
Busby)
20 Apr - BUSH on nest 1600. - RR
28 Apr - BUSH exits nest and flies uphill 1024. - RR
5 May - BUSH present at nest 1745. - RR
14 May - No BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RR
20 May - Nest is intact, empty, presume fledged. Change to Closed. 1152. - RR
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4/6/2011 5003373 COHA Closed CP63-3 AR 100 feet from AR entry 

area.
500 feet AR improvement work consists of 2-3 person crew staking for one day, then 2-3 

person crew potholing for 2nd day.  Implement sound barriers for noise and 
visual protection.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 6 Apr - Male feeds female, incubates while female feeds, then nest guards following exchange. - RR
8 April - Adult COHA on nest.  Adult male observed feeding female off nest; copulated with female while she fed on 
prey item (M. Dicus, R. Abe).
13 Apr - Nest exchange @ 0848. - RR
barnold - 4/15/2011 2:07:41 PM - Nest exchange at 1:30 pm. Hawk on nest at end of survey (2:00 pm).
vnovak - 4/20/2011 10:06:17 AM - Male with prey item seen in area of nest. Female also seen in area. Nest 
exchange observed.
27 Apr - COHA female on nest, male brings partially consumed food 1525. - RR
4 May - COHA male incubating 1420 - RR
14 May COHA female on nest 0855. - RR
19 May COHA male increasingly agitated by obs presence @150', 1704 . - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 8:16:02 AM
Female COHA diving on observer at 75' from nest; probable indicator of juvenile being brooded 0712
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:06:58 PM
Female COHA brings food drop and departs nest 30 seconds later 1600.
rradd - 6/9/2011 10:43:36 AM
At least one large juvenile in nest. Does not appear flight-capable.
rradd - 6/17/2011 7:25:55 AM
Female COHA carries pret to two fledged juveniles perched under nest 0712. Young are returning to nest to be fed.
rradd - 6/24/2011 8:46:17 AM
Juvenile begging away from nest. 
Change to Closed.

4/8/2011 5003385 RSHA Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 
pullsite - driveway 

entry

480 feet to AR entry. 500 feet Traffic and recreationists associated with El Monte Road and El Monte Park are 
within the 500 foot buffer for this nest, and the nest is 480 feet from AR entry.  
No impact from construction vehicular ingress/egress from Yard is anticipated to 
affect this nest provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction 
occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/30/2011 04/08/11 - Adult RSHA on nest, vocalizing (M. Dicus, R. Abe).
13 Apr - RSHA female on nest 0955. - RR.
vnovak - 4/20/2011 10:09:53 AM - Female incubating
27 Apr - RSHA female on nest 1358. - RR
4 May - RSHA female on nest. 1310. - RR
12 May RSHA male on nest 1814. - RR
20 May  RSHA male on nest 0715. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 8:13:12 AM
Large fully-feathered juvenile in nest 0804.
rradd - 6/3/2011 3:26:33 PM
Preening juvenile visible on nest from El Monte Rd
rradd - 6/9/2011 11:39:37 AM
Adult RSHA on nest with juvenile 1132.
rradd - 6/17/2011 7:50:32 AM
Adult male RSHA on nest with feeding juvenile 0732.
rradd - 6/24/2011 8:39:16 AM
Juvenile on nest 0825.
rradd - 7/1/2011 6:57:30 AM
Young has fledged and nrest is empty 0650.

4/11/2011 5000777 ANHU Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; overhanging AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/10/2011 11 Apr - ANHU female building new nest, unconcerned by observer directly under nest. - RR
19 Apr - ANHU female on nest 0705 - RR
27 Apr - ANHU female on nest 0717 - RR
5 May - ANHU on nest 0655. - RR
12 May - Nest unoccupied, ANHU female feeding fledgling away from nest. Change to Closed. - RR

4/14/2011 5000817 CAGN Closed TL 639 - Z379519 8 feet from existing AR; 
65 feet to work area.

300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/21/2011 Male building cup. 2nd CAGN male immediately east of this pair, with overlapping territories - kalberts - 4/14/2011 
11:39:06 AM.
21 Apr - Male calling and active, flew into nest area 1010 and not seen again during 10 minute observation period - 
RR. 
kalberts - 4/22/2011 3:43:43 PM - 2 eggs observed on 4/21/2011.
kalberts - 4/28/2011 12:31:25 PM - Female incubating. 
imaunsell - 5/3/2011 2:12:02 PM - Female incubating.
kalberts - 5/12/2011 2:52:00 PM - Four nestlings being fed. Nestlings about 4 days old. 
dbusby - 5/19/2011 10:17:54 AM - Nestlings being fed. Approx 11 days old so did not approach nest to get a head 
count.
rradd - 5/23/2011 2:59:26 PM
Nest intact, clean and empty 1338. Surrounding vegetation is undisturbed. Presume successful fledge and Change 
to Closed. Buffer stakes removed.
imaunsell - 5/26/2011 2:27:23 PM - Family group located away from nest.  Successfully fledged, and nest closed.


3/12/2011 6003230 ANHU Closed Bartlett Yard 25 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

Vehicular passage along the AR is allowed through blanket exemption and is not 
anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, standing or work 
occurs along the AR within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 4/15/2011 Female incubating 3/28/2011 (PK).  
Female incubating or brooding in stormy weather 4/7/2011 (PK/FH).
3/12/2011 - Female observed bringing nest material and spider silk to nest location. Work activity is occurring within 
100 feet of nest as the water tank station is situated along western perimeter fence. Although not much work activity 
today, trucks were filling up water, a generator pump was very loud, but it did not affect bird behavior or nest building 
progress.  Anna's hummingbirds are known to be very tolerant of human activity. I staked 100 foot buffer but kept the 
area around water tank open so trucks can fill up tanks and work can resume normal activity in area. Nest buffer 
reduction to 50 feet will likely not disturb nesting activity.
rradd - 4/15/2011 - ANHU female feeding 2 large nestlings. - RR
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 - 2 large nestlings lying low in nest.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - Surprised to see 2 large nestlings still present in nest; wing feathers well-developed.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - Nestlings have fledged - closed.
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4/18/2011 5000841 CACW Closed JVR 12kV - P2466095 40 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 

limits.
Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 6/17/2011 RAbe - 4/18/2011 3:52:15 PM - New, active nest about 80% complete. Newest material consists of orange nylon 
rope and white, stringy material.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Nest compacted; no entrance hole; possible predator activity - closed.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Nest rebuilt, large with large entrance. Installed nest buffer signs along AR.  (pentab 
problems?)
jpawlicki - 5/13/2011 8:12:20 AM - Adult observed bringing nesting material to nest.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Adult flew from inside nest.
phoward - 5/19/2011 12:45:58 PM - nest buffer updated to allow thru traffic.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - 2 wrens active near nest.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 12:17:05 PM - Wren flushed from nest; probably incubating.
barnold - 6/3/2011 1:24:57 PM - Well used opening. No Cactus Wrens observed during brief visit.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 11:30:42 AM - Best nest in this territory; definitely well-used and active. Wren singing from 
exposed perches to north and east.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 11:16:51 AM - At least 1 medium-sized nestling with pin feathers in nest; probably more 
nestlings. Adults active in area.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 10:56:48 AM - Nestlings may have fledged, but will check back soon. No adults or fledglings 
observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 11:01:25 AM
Nest intact but no wrens in area; 2 or more nestlings apparently fledged about 10 days ago - closed.

4/19/2011 5000852 RCSP Closed EP85-2 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage is 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/6/2011 S. Hampton - 4/19/2011 - Observed pair of rufous-crowned sparrows which became agitated on approach to within 
15 feet.  Nestlings heard emitting begging calls from base of thicket.  Nest monitor advised to view nest from a 
distance due to how well hidden in the thicket the nest is and how much disturbance would be requred to obtain a 
view into nest.
6 May - RCSP adult present upslope, but no food carrying or other behavioral indication of an active nest, or recent 
fledglings detected during 30 minute observation. Presume fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

4/19/2011 5000853 HOWR Closed CP81-1 5 feet feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/8/2011 tcooper - 4/19/2011 - Adults singing and entering cavity.
28 Apr - HOWR stridently territorial at this cavity, but did not enter 1037. - RR
05 May - All quiet here for 30 minute observation, but large gopher snake climbing in next tree - RR
14 May HOWR pr alarming at this tree, not obs entering cavity 1403. - RR
20 May HOWR pr breeding activity continues.1223. 0 RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 1:03:34 PM - Singing and territorial HOWR continues, but whichever cavity is in use is obscured by 
vegetation.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:51:28 PM - HOWR pair continue activity here.
rradd - 6/10/2011 12:21:12 PM - HOWR feeding fledged young adjacent to nest. Change to Closed.

4/20/2011 5000858 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 0 feet; nest is inside 
yard.

100 feet Parking and acces to 
trailers allowed within 

buffer.

Nesting commenced at this location after construction activites and personnel 
occupied the area, and is therefore accustomed to the activities currently 
underway.  In addition, the location of the nest is partially hidden from view and 
sheltered from most vantage points.

1. FLEDGED. 5/24/2011 shampton - 4/20/2011 9:49:24 AM - Nest appears almost complete. Adults observed entering box with additional nest 
material.
26 Apr - HOFI incubating 2 eggs 1811. - RR
3 May HOFI incubating 3 eggs 1719. - RR
10 May Downy young in nest 1753. - RR
18 May HOFI pair tending multiple nestlings in nest 1822. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 5:25:05 PM
Nest is empty. Presumed successfully fledged.
Change to Close.

4/20/2011 5000859 ANHU Closed CP64-2 40 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 vnovik - 4/20/2011 8:41:41 AM - Female Anna's hummingbird seen feeding young in nest.
27 Apr - Nest appears intact but no ANHU detected during 30 minute observation. Presume fledged, and change to 
Closed. - RR

4/20/2011 5000861 AMKE Closed Encina Substation 0 feet; within substation. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 45 feet 
for one week, 100 feet 

thereafter.

Nest established while construction in progress. Nest faces away from 
construction area. Breeding birds observed roosting above the work area have 
showed no signs of distress or behavior alteration.

1. FLEDGED. 5/20/2011 Pair observed defending against common raven. Female entered hole. BWArnold 20 April 2011.
barnold - 5/20/2011 9:42 AM Last of four young fledged Monday 16 May.  From 16 to 19 May fledglings hung around 
general nest area. However, adults were not present. On 20 May, only one young bird in area, but flies away 
periodically. Successfully fledged.  Change status to Closed.

4/21/2011 5000863 OCWA Closed Alpine Underground - 
179+00l

50 feet from Alpine Blvd 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 4/29/2011 shampton - 4/21/2011 11:12:15 AM - 4 nestlings; adult observed bringing caterpillars and other invertebrates to 
nest.
4/302011 - No OCWA detected during 30 minute observation period. Presume fledged, change to closed. - RR

4/14/2011 5000872 BEWR Closed CP55 AR 12 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/25/2011 14 Apr - BEWR carries food to base of laurel sumac. 1455 - RR
21 Apr - BEWR carrying food and agitated by observer presence 1355. - RR
28 Apr No BEWR detected at or near nest area during 30 min obs. This nest has fledged, change to Closed. - RR

4/22/2011 5000878 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 50 feet from nearest 
conductor replacement.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

1. FLEDGED. 4/28/2011 emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:10:30 AM - Nest contained brooding female and at least three nestlings.
emorgan - 4/28/2011 11:12:34 AM - Nest has fledged. There were no birds in the nest.

4/22/2011 5000883 CORA Closed EP297 15 feet from SWPL 
access road.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic is allowed.

Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 
Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - 2 ravens present; 1 standing on nest rim apparently shading nest(lings).
       * Apparent pentab problem, with no 4/28 record of nest check.
sjohnston - 5/6/2011 10:54:30 AM - 2 ravens present. 1 adult present standing on nest with 2 nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 2 nestlings can be seen in nest.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - 1 raven, probably a large nestling, can be seen lying in nest.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - 1 large feathered nestling and 1 adult can be seen at nest and 1 adult perched on other side 
of tower.
shampton - 6/3/2011 8:00:51 AM
No ravens observed at nest.  One raven observed  near EP 296
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

4/16/2011 5000885 SOSP Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

13 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 4/29/2011 16 Apr - SOSP bringing food to same location repeatedly indicates nest. Location approximate. RR 
21 April - SOSP pair making trips with food at approximate 10 min intervals 0806. RR 
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:14:21 AM SOSP observed visiting nest.
6 May - No SOSP detections at this nest, and new nest of this species. 50 feet away. Presume fledged and change 
to Closed. - RR
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4/22/2011 5000886 HOWR Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
89 feet to staked work 

limits.
100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. This plan to mitigate for potential construction impacts to 
the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce such impacts and 
improve the likelihood of nest success, provided that no stopping, standing, 
parking, or work occurs within new buffers.  In addition, this nest is a cavity 
which provides natural buffering for the adults and nestlings. 

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 4/22 - HOWR carrying nest material to cavity 1008. - RR
4/30 - HOWR enters cavity, perches outside and sings 0752.- RR
5/6 - HOWR continues to enter this cavity 1105. - RR
5/13 - HOWR breeding use continues 1140. - RR


sjohnston - 5/17/2011 3:49:23 PM
HOWR obs. entering cavity.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:31:32 PM
HOWR obs. entering cavity with food.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:09:56 PM
HOWR observed entering cavity.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:04:13 AM
Obs entering and leaving nesting cavity.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:49:27 AM
Observed with food entering cavity.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:50:24 AM
Observed with food entering cavity. likely feeding young.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:59:02 AM
carrying food into cavity.
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 6:25:07 PM
sucessfully fledged

4/22/2011 5000887 MODO Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; nest within 
substation.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 2 nestlings in nest. barnold - 4/22/2011 2:04:06 PM
kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 11:29:22 AM - Nest has disintegrated and is no longer present. Bio monitor reported that she 
observed 2 nestlings fledge from the nest several days ago.

3/2/2011 5000468 ANHU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from driveway 
access.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 19 
feet.

It is the avian biologist’s opinion, both the Anna’s hummingbird and black 
phoebe nests will tolerate traffic through their buffers and no reduction of the 
100’ buffers will be needed to allow work to occur at the house. Trips up and 
down the driveway by trucks and people should be kept to a minimum. I would 
expect the house finch to tolerate activities required to secure the property 
around and inside the house.

1. FLEDGED. 4/13/2011 Female actively constructing nest 10% complete on 3/2/2011. -Ian Maunsell
16 Mar - Female incubating. - RR
22 Mar - Female on nest - RR
31 Mar - Female on nest @ 1429 - RR
1 April - Female on nest - IM
Nest empty, female feeding fledgling 30 feet south - imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:26:55 AM.
Nest closed due to last observation of feeding a fledgling. kalberts - 4/15/2011 9:35:58 PM

3/9/2011 6002393 ANHU Closed CP17-1 75 feet from tower site. 100 feet Emergency buffer 
reduced to 70 feet.

1. FLEDGED. 4/11/2011 Female incubating 2 eggs.
18 Mar - ANHU incubation continues. - RR
24 Mar - ANHU fem. brooding 2 young. - RR
30 Mar - 2 young with feather quills - RR
5 Apr - 2 well-feathered nestlings - RR
11 Apr - Nestlings fully fledged and departure is imminent 11:18. Closed. - RR

3/31/2011 5003317 AMKE Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 150 
feet.

- This is likely the second clutch for this pair, which has successfully fledged 
young under similar conditions this year.
- The nest is located 30 feet above ground.
- The nest is located within a steel arm of a tower. This provides a natural buffer 
by design from activities occuring within the sub.
- Site selection has occured during ongoing work activities.
- Pair has high site affintity and has used this nest location previously.

1. FLEDGED. 4/14/2011 3/31/11 - Pair observed foraging, perching, and copulating adjacent to tower. Adult observed entering opening in 
tower. Prey remains below nest. Flag tower and road outside gate where buffer crosses. (D. Busby)
barnold - 4/12/2011 12:37:53 PM  No falcons observed in area.
14 Apr - Adult AMKE feeding fledglings away from nest. Successfully fledged. Change to CLOSED. - RR

4/6/2011 5003367 BEWR Closed CP80-1 2 feet from existing AR; 
360 feet from tower 

area.

100 feet Buffer kept, but vehicular 
passage allowed.

Vehicular passage for construction is not anticipated to impact nest, and should 
be allowed, provided that this superfluous gate remains open, and is never 
locked or unlocked.

1. FLEDGED. 5/17/2011 4/6/11 - Observed adults bringing material to nest in gate column.  80% complete.  Erect ESA signs. No vehicular 
access through gate permitted. No nest buffer reduction.(T. Cooper)
kalberts - 4/14/2011 5:12:20 PM - Nest observed with 3 eggs during 2 observation periods today. Travis Cooper 
reported cold eggs and no BEWR activity over 1 hour observation period with Darin Busby. I also did not see or hear 
any BEWR from 1330-1430 in the area. Nest abandoned with 3 eggs?   
tcooper - 4/19/2011 - Nest w/ 5 eggs, adult incubating, another adult singing nearby. Gate in closed position but not 
bolted or locked. Opened gate and placed a sign advising not to close gate.
20 Apr - 5 eggs but no BEWR detected 30 minute observation. - RR
28 Apr - BEWR incubating 0958. - RR
5 May - Nestlings in nest 1525. - RR
14 May - BEWR carried winged insect to nest 1352. - RR
20 May - Nest empty, fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

4/1/2011 5003334 SOSP Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

5 feet from driveway. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/12/2011 Pair feeding 2+ nestlings in nest about 5 feet from road. Pair would not approach nest when bio present. Required 30 
minute passive observation from 30+ feet to locate nest. 4/1/2011 - IM
No nestlings or fledglings present in area. Nest intact and thistle intact. Appears to have fledged successfuly - 
imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:29:08 AM.

3/31/2011 5003326 AMKE Closed TL 6924 - Z171695 75 feet to TL AR, across 
paved road.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/14/2011 Bird arrived at this spot, disappeared, then left; likely feeding young.
7 April female perched at this tower arm.-BL
14 April - No activity at this nest, but pair and fledge observed to south.
No activity associated with nest cavity observed, male eating prey one tower north. Changed status to inactive. 
Appear to have fledged. blohstroh - 4/21/2011
No activity observed. blohstroh - 4/28/2011
29 Apr - This monopole is occupied by bees and EUST. AMKE nest is NID 7000944, 290 feet north. Change to 
closed. RR

4/4/2011 5003346 BUSH Closed TL 639 - Z171680 30 feet from AR; 85 feet 
from nearest pole.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/14/2011 4 April - Active. Pair entering nest and acting agitated, adult was observed taking food into nest. -S. Hampton, S. 
Skidmore
14 Apr - Nest appears to be falling from anchor. BUSH feeding caterpillars to young in family group 45 feet from 
nest. Consider successfully fledged. Change to CLOSED. Remove buffers and flags. - RR

3/31/2011 5003328 RSHA Closed Elliott Substation 240 feet to corner of 
substation.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 300 
feet.

Buffer should be reduced to 300 feet, since this bird is nesting within a 
residential area, and is accustomed to the presence of humans.  Homes are 150 
feet away, and the work area of the substation is approximately 350 feet away. 

1. FLEDGED. 4/21/2011 Female on nest on 3-31-11
12 Apr - No RSHA detected at nest 1200-1300. Pair seen 1800 feet west but did not come to this nest. - RR.
21 Apr - Fledged RSHA noted across this area begging from adults suggests successful nesting. - RR
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3/16/2011 6003233 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - 774824 85 feet from AR; 300 

feet from pole.
300 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 

stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.
1. FLEDGED. 4/14/2011 3/16/11  - D. Busby located nest. Female flushed off nest with 2 eggs when I approached. Female returned to nest. 

Erected ESA signs for 300 foot buffer on access road. Construction will be affected by nest because this will not 
likely be a candidate for a NBR due to proximity to road and work area.
3/22/11 -TC - Both adults present, male incubating, 3 eggs, nest in perfect condition, male returned to nest within 2 
minutes of nest check - photo 1
3/28/11 - Male incubating 3 eggs. Flushed as I approached but then returned to nest. Should be hatching in next few 
days (D. Busby).
4/7/11 TC - Female on nest, male present, contents not observed.
4/11/11 - 2 eggs, 1 nestling in nest, adults in vicinity (M. Dicus, S. Hampton).
4/14/11 TC - 1 fledgling out of nest. 2 addled eggs in nest.

2/25/2011 5000447 MODO Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-6

50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 4/8/2011 8 April - Nest intact, no activity observed, likely fledged by now. Changed status to inactive.BL
Closed, since last observation indicated fledging.  This nest was no longer in use by that time. kalberts - 4/15/2011 
9:05:28 PM

3/18/2011 6003255 BUSH Closed Suncrest Substation 10 feet from work limits. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if, during the 
course of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird 
contsructs a nest outside the project area but within the buffer around Suncrest 
Substation and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. 
Activity levels at this site are anticipated to remain relatively high.

1. FLEDGED. 5/7/2011 Nest 90% complete, being built by adults using material from failed nest 40 feet to the south. Suncrest appoved for 
no nest buffers - TC 3/18/11
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:02:08 AM - Nest complete; pair seen visiting nest with food. 
ahill - 5/8/2011 7:26:52 PM - Nest is complete, found nest below manzanita; nestlings have fledged.

4/12/2011 5000788 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finch nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator fan screen and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.  In addition, House Finches are 
extremely acclimated to human disturbance.

1. FLEDGED. 5/11/2011 2 nests on top of screen, 1 with 2 eggs.  Adults in area, and flying to nest.
4/19/2011 - HOFI adults repeatedly entering and leaving. - RR
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:33:17 AM - Nest now has 4 eggs.
4/26/2011 - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the substation.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 12:34:30 PM - Nestlings being brooded by female.
5/2/2011 - Nesting continues. - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 2:39PM - Nest with 4 very large fledglings, apparently on the verge of fledging.
barnold - 5/11/2011 12:29 PM - Female flushed from empty nest.

3/18/2011 6003253 ANHU Closed TL 6924 - 17+50 85 feet to work area. 100 feet Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of Reconductor lines, following 
same principles as Alpine Blvd exemption.

1. FLEDGED. 4/18/2011 imaunsell 3/18/2011
female incubating on nest during cement cutting work occuring approximately 25 feet away.
dbusby 3/28/11
female still sitting on nest.
12 Apr 2 large feathered young on nest. - RR
18 Apr Fledgling ANHU below nest. Successfully fledged. Change status to INACTIVE. - RR
25 Apr No indications of re-nesting. Change to closed. - RR

2/22/2011 5000014 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
26+25.16 MH-2L

20 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 4/20/2011 Nest looks complete, but Bushtits still bringing nesting material; may be incubating or egg laying - 1 bird entered nest 
without material and stayed 3-22 (PK).
Adults observed foraging and entering nest. 3/28 IM
8 April -  adults feeding nestlings, which can be heard inside nest.-BL
emorgan - 4/20/2011 1:34:30 PM - Nestlings have fledged and were observed begging for food from the adults in the 
same nest tree and in the tree next to it.

4/14/2011 5000826 CORA Closed EP292 Pullsite 65 feet to SWPL line 
road; 300 feet to pull 

site.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic is allowed.

Buffer reduced to 0'  through agency concurrence, following the premises of the 
Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 Raven observed in nest on 4-14-11 @ 10:15am by BAB. 
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - Raven incubating.
     * Apparent pentab problem - no record of 4-28 nest check.
sjohnston - 5/6/2011 11:31:22 AM - 1 raven on nest.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 2 nestlings can be seen in nest.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - 1 adult flew in to feed at least 1 large feathered nestling.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - 1 nestling perched next to nest and 1 adult perched in tower directly below nest and near 
"brancher."
barnold - 6/4/2011  Two Common Ravens on tower below nest upon approach. One flew off. Nest empty, 
successfully fledged. Inactive.

pkonrad - 5/25/2011 10:27:08 AM - 1 large feathered nestling perched next to nest with adult perched just below nest 
in tower.
barnold - 6/4/2011 4:28:53 PM - Two Common Ravens on tower below nest upon approach. One flew off. Nest 
empty, successfully fledged. Inactive.
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4/12/2011 5000782 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 

feet.
The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      following reasons:
 
            •             House finches are known to nest in proximity to
            human activity and exhibit a high tolerance towards human
            disturbances. They have relatively high rates of nest success
            within areas of high human activity.
            •             These nests are located high up in the steel,
            between 20 and 40 feet above the ground.
            •             Past NBMs of similar nature with house finch in
            structures have not effected the success of the nests.

1. FLEDGED. 7/6/2011 Adult repeatedly entering pipe 4-12 (FH/BA).
19 Apr - HOFI pr remain active here. - RR
26 Apr - No confirmation of nesting detected from outside the Sub 0930-1000.- RR
2 May - HOFI breeding activity continues. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:50 PM  No activity at this specific location, but House Finches active in general area.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:32  AM House Finches in area but not at this specific described location.
barnold - 6/1/2011 4:52:34 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:50:57 AM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:48:35 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:54:32 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:33:40 PM
No House Finches observed at this specific pipe, but singing male and single female observed in this bay.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:53:27 PM
Nest has apparently successfully fledged.

4/12/2011 5000784 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finch nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator fan screen and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.  In addition, House Finches are 
extremely acclimated to human disturbance.

1. FLEDGED. 6/23/2011 Female observed incubating, male in area 4-12 (FH/BA).
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:20:05 AM  Pair in immediate area of nest.
26 Apr - No confirmation of nesting detected from outside the substation.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 2:24:16 PM  Female on nest.
2 May - No detections. - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 1:46 PM  No activity observed at this nest, may be Inactive.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:38 AM No activity observed, change status to Inactive.
barnold - 5/26/2011 10:23 AM No activity during brief survey period.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:46:49 AM
Female sitting on nest.
barnold - 6/16/2011 7:32:16 AM
Female sitting on nest.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:43:01 PM
Appears that nestlings have successfully fledged.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed because nest fledged.

4/13/2011 5000804 CALT Closed TL 6916 - Z774815 260 feet to nearest pole 
work area.

100 feet Blanket exemption for residential areas of Reconductor lines may be applicable 
here.

1. FLEDGED. 4/21/2011 JDicus & MDicus 4/13/11
Adult feeding three nestlings.  Adult remained on nest when approached within 15 feet.
RRadd 4/18/2011
Nestlings well feathered.
TCooper 4/21/11
nest empty, chicks likley fledged successfully

4/13/2011 5000811 HOWR Closed CP64-2 AR 0 feet; within work area. 100 feet It is the biologist's opinjion that one day of preconstruction staking with 2-3 
crewmen, followed by one day of potholing with 2-3 crewmen, in conjunction with 
sound walls to reduce visual and noise impacts is not anticipated to impact this 
nest.

1. FLEDGED. 5/26/2011 13 Apr - HOWR carrying nest materials into pipe and singing from top. - RR
barnold - 4/15/2011 2:13:20 PM - Adult perched and singing on top of 6-foot gate post pipe north of the access road 
on and off for about six minutes total between 1:00 pm and 2:00 pm.  Oak titmouse pair foraging in live oak tree 
directly above pipe, one would occassionally hover over, perch upon, and briefly enter and exit pipe opening.
27 Apr - HOWR carrying food to nest 1500.
vnovak - 4/20/2011 8:10:21 AM HOWR seen entering upright pipe at gate.
4 May - HOWR female perched at top of pipe begging male for food 1412. - RR.
14 May HOWR exits nest 0851. - RR
19 May No HOWR detected during 30 min. obs. 1715. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 8:17:44 AM
No detections during 30 minute observation. Nest has fledged. 
Change to Closed.

4/13/2011 5000812 BUSH Closed CP81-1 0 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/25/2011 13 Apr - BUSH activly building nest - looks 90% complete. - RR
barnold - 4/19/2011 8:42:21 AM - Bushtit pair in tree around nest.
20 Apr - BUSH visits nest 1330. - RR
28 Apr - BUSH pair active at nest 1215. - RR
05 May - Nest may be predated; but BUSH carrying food nearby 1648. - RR
14 May BUSH carrying food to this nest 1549. - RR
20 May BUSH pr carrying items to nest 1344. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 2:42:20 PM
BUSH pr carrying food and entering nest 1432.
rradd - 6/4/2011 3:47:38 PM
No BUSH detections at or near this nest during 30 min obs. Nest has fledged.
Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:00:27 PM
BUSH enters nest 1558 with food item for 1 min. 
Change to Active...
rradd - 6/10/2011 12:30:14 PM
BUSH pr. continue to feed this nest 1042.
rradd - 6/18/2011 10:51:58 AM
BUSH carries item to nest 1042.
rradd - 6/25/2011 1:13:57 PM
BUSH feeding fledged young very near this nest. No BUSH detecteds entering nest during two -20 minute surveys. 
Nest is presumed successfully fledged and Changed to Closed.

4/14/2011 5000815 MODO Closed Thomas Yard 0 feet; within yard 
footprint.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 0 feet 
for access and parking; 

100 feet for construction.

Work outside buffer.  Vehicle access and parking may occur within buffer, per 
agency concurrence, that since this nest began after constructuion started, it is 
accustomed to the level of activity in the yard.

1. FLEDGED. 4/28/2011 sritt - 4/14/2011 1:04:20 PM - Adult brooding on nest with 2 nestlings that are well developed. Not flagged because 
corridor is blocked to through traffic.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Doves apparently fledged; closed.
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4/13/2011 5000818 NUWO Closed TL 6924 - 0120986 75 feet off paved road. 100 feet 0 feet Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of the Reconductor lines. 1. FLEDGED. 5/13/2011 

rabe - 4/13/2011 11:41:01 AM - Pair in area but never entered cavity during 40 minutes of observation. Cavity is 
freshly excavated and appears to be actively used. 
21 Apr - Nest exchange 11:10. Female NUWO foraging nearby, bringing food to nest 11:15 - RR
kalberts - 4/22/2011 2:55:13 PM - Blanket exemption for 69kv work in developed areas granted on 4/14/2011.
25 Apr - Male NUWO in cavity 1305-1315.- RR
2 May - Female NUWO brings food to nest 1604. - RR
11 May - Male NUWO on nest 1352. - RR
16 May - No NUWO detections 1730-1800. - RRrradd - 5/24/2011 9:54:41 AM
No NUWO detections at or near nest during 30 min. obs. 0920-0950. Based on prior obs. presume nest has 
successfully fledged.

4/13/2011 5000801 CALT Closed TL 6916 - Z244927 85 feet to existing AR; 
190 feet to nearest pole.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 4/30/2011 JDicus 4/13/2011
Adult flushed from vegetation and a quick search of the area it came from revealed nest.  Female returned to 
incubating shortly (4 eggs in nest).  Posted ESA signs and 10 mph speed limit, no stopping signs where buffer meets 
access road
RRadd 4/18/2011
Chicks in nest acquiring black down. CALT returned to nest promptly.
RRadd 4/25/2011
Nestlings still downy.
RRadd 5/2/2011
Nest neat intact and empty, presumed fledged. Change to Closed.

4/13/2011 5000803 BUSH Closed TL 6916 - Z771471 170 feet to nearest work 
area.

100 feet 0 feet Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of Reconductor lines is 
applicable here.

1. FLEDGED. 5/27/2011 04/13/2011 - Adults building nest.  Nest approx 20% complete.  Buffer does not impact poles, only paved access 
road (J&M Dicus).
18 Apr BUSH attending nest 14:57. Nest appears nearly complete. - RR
kalberts - 4/22/2011 3:08:04 PM NBM WLA concurence for buffer exemption for nests in developed areas on 69kv 
line.
25 Apr No BUSH detected during 30 min obs. - RR
RAbe - 4/26/2011 11:08:39 AM
Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest possibly complete.
barnold - 5/3/2011 11:19:42 AM  Adult enters nest after 25 minutes of observation.
11 May BUSH exits 1347. - RR
16 May BUSH comes to nest 1634. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 6:08:38 PM - 18:05 BUSH exits nest, flies into Alliant.
rradd - 5/31/2011 4:27:18 PM - No BUSH detected 1552 - 1622. Prior observations suggest nest has fledged. 
Change to Closed.

4/16/2011 5000831 CALT Closed CP25-2 20 feet to AR; 135 feet 
to work site.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 4/16/2011 - Nest discovered by bio monitor MKlein; 2 nestlings in nest (nest confirmed active by mdicus - 4/16/2011) 
- ESA signs installed at buffer allowing through traffic, no stopping.
4/26/2011 - CALT carrying food to nest per Bio (MKlein). - RR
imansuell - 4/27/2011 11:53:27 AM 
Nestlings successfully fledged today. No sign of disturbance to nest as a result of construction.  

1/31/2011 5000414 GHOW Closed EP228 260 feet from temporary 
ROW.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 300 
feet.

Buffer granted to 300 feet to allow work at permanent impact area.  Through 
agency approval process.

1. FLEDGED. 4/24/2011 Owl observed by biomonitor; confirmed by Ian Maunsell on 2-23-2011. 
Owl still incubating 3-10 (Paul Konrad). Second adult perced in tree 70 feet north of nest. 
Incubating 3-16 (PK). 
Adult probably brooding today - lying higher than usual 3-23 (PK).
Adult and downy nestling can be seen; later, 2 or 3 downy nestlings standing in nest 3-31 (PK).
Adult and 1 downy young can be seen in nest 4-6 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 12:42:21 PM  2 large downy nestlings in nest; adult female perched in tree N of nest.
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 10:14:13 AM   2 large feathered nestlings in nest.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 1 adult present but nestlings have fledged; no sign of fledglings now. Observed nestlings lying 
low in high wind 4-21, and neighboring landowner said they were still in nest on 4-23. Will check back.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - 1 adult owl flushed north of nest, but no fledglings found.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - No owls observed in area; closed.

2/24/2011 5000446 GHOW Closed EP207 430 feet from 
permanent impact area 

of tower.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 GHOW incubating in large stick nest. Old nest 45. Owl still incubating on 3-15 (Paul Konrad).
23 Mar - Adult GHOW on nest w/ at least 1 downy young. - RR
Adult and 2 downy nestlings in nest 3-30 (PK).
2 feathered nestlings low in nest 4-8 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 12:23:27 PM - 2 large feathered nestlings in nest. PKonrad 4/25/2011 - 2 fledglings in 
branches; 1 near nest and 1 about 10 feet above ground.  PKonrad 5/2/2011 - No fledglings or adults observed in the 
area - closed.
imaunsell - 5/23/2011 12:30:03 PM - Closed based on nesting chronology.

3/4/2011 6002308 GHOW Closed EP119-2 150 feet from tower site. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/18/2011 3/4/2011 - 2 downy nestlings in nest site.- RR
Downy nestlings sleeping; one adult perched above nest site 3-10 (Paul Konrad).
3/23/2011 - 3 owlets, aquiring feathers, gray coloration. - RR
3 large nestlings mobile; adult female perched nearby 3-30 (PK).
3 large nestlings in nest bowl; no adults 4-7 (PK/FH). 
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 9:40:10 AM - Youngest owl in nest bowl; 2 others are "branchers" on large northwest branch 20 
feet from nest site. 
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 10:20:10 AM  - No owls observed in nest, nest tree, or surrounding trees. Adults and fledglings 
appear to have left the area; hence, nest closed. Site should be resurveyed to check for new nests.

3/17/2011 6003239 GHOW Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; within substation. 500 feet Reduced to 100 feet. Buffer was reduced to 100 feet, since this bird began nesting inside the 
substation after work activites began, and exhibited no signs of distress with 
personnel, equipment, and activities underway.

1. FLEDGED. 4/22/2011 2 owlets in nest. kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:45:35 PM

barnold - 4/22/2011 2:09:28 PM  One owlet in A-frame north of nesting A-frame.  Confirmed nest is empty through 
use of lift from 100 foot distance, using binoculars.  Bio-monitor reports that adults no longer present during the day. 
This owlet flies between several A-frames and no longer seems directly associated with the nest.  This nest is now 
considered Closed.
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2/21/2011 5000024 RTHA Closed CP82-1 100 feet from existing 

access road.
500 feet Buffer remains, but 

vehicular passage 
allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/4/2011 29 Mar - RTHA brooding nest.  - RR
6 Apr - RTHA on nest 14:22 - RR
13 Apr - RTHA on nest 1502 - RR
20 Apr - RTHA on nest 1634. - RR
28 Apr - RTHA standing on nest 1410. - RR
5 May - Downy RTHA nestling visible 1652. -RR
14 May - Single white head visible in nest, mildly agitated adult guarding nearby 1533. - RR
20 May - Feathered nestling RTHA with white head in nest 1328. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 2:52:33 PM - Single RTHA nestling standing at edge if nest. Appears 2 wks to flight-ready.14:42
rradd - 6/4/2011 1:32:09 PM - Nest is empty, nestling has fledged.

2/21/2011 5000034 RTHA Closed EP247 and AR 140 feet from AR. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 No hawks observed at nest; 1 adult soaring near tower to W earlier.
Observed one adult incubating while another adult flew to nest with stick; possible copulation; 1 hawk flew E while 
other incubated. Located 160 feet from access road 3-1 (PK).
Adult incubating on nest.  BHart 3/11/2011. 
Hawk incubating 3-23 (PK).     
Incubating 3-30 (PK).      
Adult standing on edge of nest 4-6 (PK).
4/12/11 - Adult incubating; did not flush from nest when driving past 5 mph along access road approx 150 feet from 
nest (J&M Dicus).
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - Adult female perched at nest feeding nestlings with male perched above.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 2 adults perched near nest; cannot see nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - 1 adult lying low on nest during high wind.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - 1 downy-headed nestling lying low in nest; 1 adult soaring nearby.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - At least 2 feathered nestlings lying in nest; 1 adult glided away from perch near or at nest.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Large feathered nestling(s) lying in nest.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011 - 2 large feathered nestlings standing in nest, stretching wings.
barnold - 6/3/2011 2:48 PM - Nest appears empty. Nest successfully fledged. Inactive.
PKonrad - 6/7/2011 - No sign of adults or fledglings in area - closed.

2/23/2011 5000044 RTHA Closed TL 6916 - Z774818 310 feet from work area. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 300 
feet.

Buffer to 300 feet granted to allow work, based on biologist's observations of 
birds in relation to activity levels.

1. FLEDGED. 5/13/2011 Bird sitting on eggs in nest. 2/23/11
3/28/11 - Observe pair in area. observe adult catch and bring snake to nest to feed chicks. 3 downy chicks 
confirmed.(D. Busby)
12 Apr - Downy chick in nest 1500. - RR 
4/13/11 TC - Chicks present.
18 Apr - Large young moving around in nest 1130.- RR
4/21/11 TC - 3 chicks  in nest.
25 Apr - 2 RTHA chicks with wing feathers, standing on nest with adult 1525. - RR
2 May - RTHA young present and active 1535. - RR
tcooper - 5/5/2011 3 young in nest, mostly feathered
11 May - Two large juveniles in nest appear ready to fledge, adult guarding nearby 1302. -RR
16 May - Nest has fledged, juveniles circulating unsteadily nearby with adults 1414. Closed - RR

2/23/2011 5000045 RTHA Closed TL 6916 - Z774822 360 feet from pole. 500 feet Reduced to 300 feet. Granted through agency approval process, based on biologist's observations of 
the nest and stress levels.

1. FLEDGED. 5/16/2011 3/28/11 - Adult sitting on nest. (D. Busby)
12 Apr - At least 2 downy nestlings in nest. - RR
4/14/11 TC - 3 nestlings in nest
18 Apr - 2 unfledged RTHA on nest, adult guarding. 1227. - RR
4/21/11 TC - 3 nestlings in nest.
25 Apr - RTHA nestlings have wing feathers but downy heads. - RR
2 May - At least 2 feathered RTHA young visible on nest 1710. - RR
tcooper - 5/5/2011 - 3 nestlings in nest, mostly feathered.
11 May 1 adult and 2 feathered nestling RTHA on nest 1225. - RR
16 May 1 nestling RTHA on nest, 1 fledgling perched nearby 1523. - RR
tcooper - 5/19/2011 - Nest empty. At least 2 fledglings nearby. Closed nest.
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2/23/2011 5000047 RTHA Closed EP220-1 340 feet from nearest 

corner of temporary 
ROW.

500 feet Reduced to 300 feet. Granted through agency approval process, based on biologist's opinions of 
behavioral responses.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 No birds observed on the nest or flushed from the nest. Nest status uncertain. A pair of RTHA seen in courtship flight 
over EP220-1. Biologist, John Dicus reported mating and hunting over the flat open space 100 yards east of the nest 
site. Status left unchanged -- active. BHart 3/09/2011.
No hawks observed - inactive at this time. My impression is that no hawks were ever observed in direct association 
with this nest: no nest building, no incubating, etc. 3-17 (PK).
23 Mar - Adult RTHA on nest, 2nd adult approx 150' away. - RR
Red-tailed Hawk incubating - 3-30 (PK).
Hawk incubating 4-6 (PK).
phoward 4/7/11 - Pair of hawks seen in tree but never observed on nest.
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - Hawk incubating.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Adult incubating/brooding.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - 2 adults soaring overhead calling territorially; can't see nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Adult perched on tree next to nest tree; 2 adults soaring overhead and calling, but nestlings 
cannot be seen in nest.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - 1 adult flushed from nest and both adults soared overhead calling territorially, but couldn't see 
nestlings from below.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - 1 adult flying overhead calling moderately; can't see nest contents from below.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 1:50:50 PM - 1 downy nestling in nest; 2 adults soaring overhead, 1 very vocal and diving 
repeatedly.
barnold - 6/3/2011 10:54:16 AM - 2 downy nestlings in nest. Bio-monitor reports seeing adults flying in oak grove 
area every afternoon this week.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 11:23:35 AM - Nestlings out of sight, but 1 adult flying and calling territorially overhead.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 12:10:24 PM - 1 fledgling (brancher) perched 4 feet from nest; no adults observed.
pkonrad - 6/22/2011 2:11:35 PM - 1 fledgling and 1 adult initially standing on nest; both flew when they saw me - 
fledgling flies good but labored. Fledgling (male) flew 150 feet south to dead tree where it perched next to seecond 
fledgling (large female). Adults soaring high overhead calling. The family group is obviously in the early stage of the 
post-fledging period and are still using the nest as a centerpoint. Will check back again.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 3:48:28 PM - Male fledgling flew from perch near nest tree to same bare dead tree as last week 
(flew well); no adults in area. Will close nest during post-fledging because there is similar contiguous habitat that 
hawks can move to if displaced or disturbed - closed.

1/28/2011 5000403 RTHA Closed EP256 320 feet from temporary 
ROW.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/12/2011 A red-tailed hawk seen bringing sticks to nest and incubating on nest. 1/28/2011
Hawk on nest. Status unchanged. BHart 3/03/2011.
Hawk incubating 3-17 (PK).        
Same 3-22 (PK).
Adult feeding 2 or more medium-sized downy nestlings 4-4 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 -  Adult and 2 nestlings, possibly more.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 -  One large downy nestling observed.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 2 large nestlings with feathered bodies in nest.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - 2 large feathered nestlings in nest (heads now feathered).
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - No nestlings visible, but may be lying low in strong wind; checked surrounding area with 
binoculars in case there may be fledglings nearby. 1 adult soared close to tower for a short time. Will check back 
soon.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - 1 fledgling perched above nest; 1 adult perched in tower to south. Post-fledging period will 
require a number of additional days while fledglings and adults utilize the nest site. Will check back soon.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 1 adult soaring near nest tower; another adult hawk perched in tower to north. Will close this 
site because fledglings appear to be wide-ranging.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - No hawks observed in area.

2/8/2011 5000413 RTHA Closed EP90-1 and AR 30 feet from access 
road.

500 feet Buffer kept in place at 
500 feet, but vehicular 

passage is allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 Adult still incubating - 3-10-11 (PK).
3/25/11 - Adult still Incubating (D. Busby). 
Red-tailed Hawk incubating or brooding - 3-31 (PK). 
Adult brooding - 4-7 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011  -  Adult perched near nest; another adult flew in from north.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011  -  No aduults in area; no nestlings can be seen during 20 minute visit.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011  -  At least 1 downy nestling in nest with adult perched on edge of nest.
barnold - 4/30/2011 11:52 AM - 1 nestling observed with down on head in nest.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 1 feathered nestling with downy head standing in nest; adult perched on pole to north.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - 1 nestling standing on nest platform; adult hunting in area.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Nestling has fledged; is perched on short tree immediately south of nest . Actively flapping 
wings to shake rain from feathers (and exercise?).
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Adult red-tails in the area, but no fledgling observed.
barnold - 5/31/2011 12:43 PM No adults or fledglings observed during an hour of observation time. Nest is likely 
inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

2/25/2011 5000440 RTHA Closed CP70-3 75 feet from existing 
access road.

500 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/14/2011 Adult appears to be incubating. 2/25/11
17 Mar - RTHA in incubating posture on nest. - RR
25 Mar - RTHA in incubating posture on nest 11:48. - RR
28 Mar - still incubating 0832. - BL
6 Apr - RTHA on nest 1020, food drop @ 1645, brooding hawk feeding 2 downy nestlings. - RR
13 Apr - Adult RTHA on nest with at least 2 large white-headed young 1330. - RR
20 Apr - Two downy chicks observed in nest. - RR
28 Apr - RTHA adult on nest with two large young; still downy. - RR
5 May - Juvenile RTHA fills the nest and appear near flight-capable 1800 - RR.
14 May - 1 RTHA juvenile weak flight to tree adjacent to nest, adult carries gopher to juvenile remaining in nest 
1241. - RR
20 May - Nest empty, successfully fledged. Change to Closed. - RR
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2/25/2011 5000449 RTHA Closed EP210 370 feet from 

permanent ROW of 
tower site.

500 feet Reduced to 300 feet. Nesting activites were not affected at a distance of 300 feet per the avian 
biologist, Rob Fletcher.  A buffer reduction to 300 feet was granted through 
agency approval.

1. FLEDGED. 5/11/2011 Nest active 3/2/11.
3/3/2011 - Adult RTHA observed from McCain Valley Road, entering and leaving nest 4 times in 10 minutes. - RR.
Adult Red-tail flushed from nest and circled overhead calling on 3-17 (PK). 
Adult flying in and out of nest tree, soaring low over immediate area - hunting.  3-30 (PK).          
1 adult flying over nest and beyond 4-8 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 - At least 1 large downy nestling in nest.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Adult perched atop nest tree; can't see nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - 2 adults soaring low around nest tree; 1 fully feathered nestling perched in open on branch next 
to nest (brancher).
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No nestlings or fledglings observed in area; 1 adult perched in tower south of closest tower 
(from this nest?). Appears that young hawk(s) has/have fledged and may have left the area; will check back soon.
Closed, based on last few observations - kalberts - 5/23/2011 12:43:56 PM.

2/25/2011 5000452 RTHA Closed EP353 and AR 95 feet from access 
road entry to tower site.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 300 
feet.

Buffer approved through agency concurrence.  Vehicular passage is not 
anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or 
construction occur within the 300' buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 Apparent former common raven nest. 2/25/11
Red-tailed hawk incubating while second hawk brought a branch with leaves to nest, then perched high in north peak 
of tower 3-17 (PK).  
Bird incubating 3-25 (PK). 
Red-tail incubating 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/2011 - Field notes deleted; pentab problem?
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - Field notes deleted; pentab problems?
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Hawk shading nest.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 1:16:05 PM - 2 adults present initially circling above nest; 1 adult flew off to the north and 
second landed on nest and appeared to be shading nest (circa 100 feet). 
shampton - 5/10/2011 1:40:19 PM - Adult observed brooding/shading nest.
kkilpatrick - 5/16/2011 2:03:06 PM - Adult observed perching in nest and on tower structure. Nestling observed 
perching and wing-flapping over a 2-hour period.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - 1 large nestling standing in nest and beside nest.
jpawlicki - 6/4/2011 12:01:18 PM
No adults or juveniles observed at nest, on tower, or nearby towers after 2.5 hrs. of monitoring in area.  
pkonrad - Fledgling apparently left area successfully.

3/31/2011 6003242 RTHA Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 400 feet from AR; 1470 
feet from yard corner.

500 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/20/2011 PKonrad 3/31/2011
1 hawk seen leaving nest; second bird flushed from nest when approached on foot to about 100 feet. Buffer was not 
flagged due to exemption of AR in use.
Red-tailed hawk incubating.      
Adult observed incubating/brooding 4-7 (PK/FH). 
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - 1 adult and at least 2 downy nestlings in nest.
sjohnston - 4/26/2011 5:17:22 PM - Observed nest for 30 minutes. Did not see nestling/adult in nest from vantage 
point. Observed 1 adult foraging nearby nest, but did not see it visit nest.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Downy nestlings can be seen in nest.
kalberts - 5/10/2011 - 
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - 1 large nestling standing on nest.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Nestling has fledged; no hawks observed in area; apparently dispersed - closed.

3/18/2011 5003257 RTHA Closed CP6-1 500 feet to tower center. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/25/2011 3/18/11 IM - Female observed on nest and male seen coming to and from. not affected by foot traffic and pickup 
trucks along road. 
9 Apr RTHA on nest. - RR
14 Apr 2 eyass on nest, attaining wing feathers. - RR
shampton - 4/18/2011 11:01:23 AM Adults bringing food to nest. Large downy chick visible in nest from CP 3 area
19 Apr RTHA adult on nest with young. - RR
26 Apr Two large juv. RTHA standing on nest. Wing feathers and white heads. - RR
2 May Young RTHA still present on nest. - RR
rradd - 5/27/2011 9:10:43 AM
Nest is empty and young have fledged.
Change to Closed.

3/23/2011 5003274 RTHA Closed EP220-1 AR 470 feet to existing AR. 500 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 23 Mar - Pair RTHA at large stick nest. Not flagged due to AR @ 490', Hwy 80 @ 250'. - RR
Red-tailed hawk incubating 3-30 (PK).      
Hawk incubating 4-6 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - Hawk incubating.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Adult standing on nest; no nestlings can be seen.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - Adult and at least 2 downy nestlings in nest.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Adult flew from nest to perch along access road;  no nestlings can be seen.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - Adult and 2 medium-sized nestlings observed at nest
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - 2 adults perched along access road; no nestlings observable at nest.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 2:04:50 PM - 1 large feathered nestling standing on nest.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 1:43:35 PM - 1 fledgling perched in nest tree; 1 large nestling standing on nest.
barnold - 6/3/2011 10:58:56 AM - One fledgling perched in tree. Second hawk flew from tree north towards access 
road; not clear if this was the second fledgling or an adult as it was obscured from view by foliage. Nest has fledged, 
or nearly so.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 4:06:36 PM - 2 fledglings present initially, 1 standing on nest and 1 perched on highest branch of 
nest tree. Each fledgling flew to east at different times, as did 1 adult that flew over nest tree at 1 point. Nest site 
obviously still being used during post-fledging period.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 11:37:51 AM - Checked nest site twice while working in the area: first, no hawks were observed 
in the area, but 1 adult was observed perched along AR during second visit. Appears fledglings have dispersed 
enough to close this nest.
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3/2/2011 5000485 RTHA Closed EP78 - EP77 AR  and 

EP78
100 feet to nearest 

existing access road.
500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/16/2011 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating; other adult circling overhead and calling territorially 3-2 (PK).  

Still incubating 3-10 (PK).
Unable to determine status during walk beneath nest tree and half-hour observation from a distance; 1 hawk hunting 
along south ridge and 1 adult (same?) glided low over nest 3-28 (PK).
Adult brooding in cool weather 4-7 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/18/2011  -  Cannot see nestlings, but 1 adult perched to north and 1 hunting to south.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 -  At least 2 large downy nestlings in nest; 1 adult perched on pole to north.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 2 adults soaring low over area, but did not see nestlings this time.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - 2 fledglings standing on nest; 1 flew to top of oak tree 120 feet north of nest, then called as 
though food begging; second fledgling flushed from nest and circled twice overhead before proceeding east. Both 
adults soaring overhead calling during nest check; 1 adult initially met vehicle 1/4 mile northwest of nest. Biologist 
recommends waiting another several days before closing nest due to critical period just after leaving nest - will check 
back Monday.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - 2 fledglings perched atop neighboring oak trees; both gave food begging calls when adult 
soared low overhead calling territorially. The fledglings are expanding their range and will continue to move 
throughout the area with the adults. This nest can be closed.

3/31/2011 5003319 RTHA Closed TL 6916 - 774822 465 feet to AR; just over 
500 feet to work sites.

500 feet Access road is 465 feet from nest area, and vehicular passage is not anticipated 
to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction 
occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/3/2011 3/31/11 TC - At least 2 downy young in nest, adults nearby.
4/4/11 - 2 young still in nest - shampton - 4/11/2011.  
4/7/11 TC - At least 2 downy young in nest, adults nearby.
12 Apr - 3  RTHA eyass acquiring feathers 1640 - RR
4/13/11 TC - 2 young in nest, wings w/ coverts and primaries emerging.
18 Apr - RTHA adult on nest with 2 unfledged. 1224 - RR
4/21/11 TC - 2 young in nest.
25 Apr - 2 large RTHA juveniles standing on nest. Aquiring feathered heads. - RR
2 May - 1 RTHA juvenile standing on nest. 1 bird presumed fledged 1705.  - RR
tcooper - 5/5/2011 -  No young in in nest, at least 1 fledgling nearby, changed nest status to closed.

2/21/2011 5000043 RTHA Closed Alpine Underground - 
97+00L, MH-6L

385 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

500 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 5/27/2011 Likely a raptor nest. No nesting activity observed. 3/3/2011.
Pair of Red-tails bringing nesting material to nest and standing on nest 3-10  8:50-9:20 (PK).
One hawk flying next to nest; 1 incubating bird, but hard to see (9:50). Observed apparent change of incubating 
hawks (12:10) 3-23 (PK).
Two hawks active at nest; 1 incubating (second visit) 4-5 (PK).
16 Apr - RTHA adult on nest.13:45 - RR.
22 Apr - Nestling is downy but standing and exercising wings 1632. - RR
30 Apr - RTHA youngster moving about nest. 1114. - RR
6 May - Single RTHA juvenile standing on nest 1415. - RR
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 9:37:27 AM-Single young observed standing on and moving about nest. one adult observed 
leaving nest. Possible second chick in nest.  Keep an eye out.
rradd - 5/27/2011 6:44:22 AM - Nest is empty, young has fledged.

3/10/2011 6002803 WBNU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 feet to existing AR. 100 feet Although this nest will benefit from the proposed visual and acoustic barrier, due 
to the proximity of the nest to the bridge, approximately 15 feet, the actual work 
of installation of the barriers parallel to the bridge may have a short, negative 
impact. For that reason, the installation will be kept short in duration and without 
significant noise and activity levels.  To reduce potential impacts during sound 
barrier installation holes for blanket stabilization poles will be dug by hand.  
Additionally, a qualified biologist will be present during sound barrier installation 
to provide guidance to reduce potential impacts. 

1. FLEDGED. 4/16/2011 sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:05:46 PM
WBNU observed 3 feet from cavity but did not enter during observations.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:05:32 PM
No activity at cavity.
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:08:11 AM - Occupied by Western Bluebirds. Male and female observed carrying food items into 
nest.
4/30/2011 - WEBL pair carrying grass to this nest, but pair of NUWO also here 1055. - RR
5/6/2011 - WEBL pair remain active at this nest 1045. - RR
5/13/2011 WEBL pair carrying items to nest, defending against constant HOWR insurgency 0955. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 1:18:25 PM
WEBL bringing food items to nest. 
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:35:08 PM
WEBL bringing food to cavity.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:01:53 PM
No activity observed at nest; no bluebirds in the  area.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:56:07 AM
No activity; presumed sucessfully fledged.    
                          sjohnston - 6/3/2011 3:10:22 PM
WBNH observed clearing WEBL nest material and bringing in fresh nesting material.
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4/25/2011 7000897 WEBL Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within work area. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 

water usage permissible.
A condition of the approval to drive through the buffers would be that no foot or 
vehicle traffic unrelated to the water truck/tank process be allowed to stop within 
the buffers; this is requested for ingress/egress only.  Nesting commenced on 
this structure after construction activites began, and is therefore acclimated.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 Pair of WEBL seen repeatedly entering pipe. Female was carrying nesting material during one visit. - sritt - 
4/25/2011 5:58:41 PM
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - No bluebirds seen, but yard bio monitor noted that pair usually active nest building during 
afternoon.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - No bluebirds observed in area, but Chambers biomonitor Eric will watch the site for activity.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No bluebirds observed in nest area (again); yard biomonitor has not seen bluebirds in the 
area; appears nesting attempt has been deserted - closed.
emorgan - 5/23/2011 2:22:55 PM - Bluebirds again observed at nest. Female entered nest and did not leave for the 
15  minutes I observed the nest.. Male was chasing off House Finches near the nest.
barnold - 6/2/2011 11:42:38 AM
Western Bluebirds flew from water tank towards oak tree upon approach. 
phoward - 6/5/2011 7:49:59 AM
adult seen entering nest with food and coming out with no food. most likely feeding chicks, nest is still active
pkonrad - 6/8/2011 2:33:07 PM
Adult male bringing insects into pipe cavity repeatedly.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 1:36:54 PM
No bluebirds observed near nest cavity; nestlings apparently fledged and dispersed - closed.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 2:59:08 PM
Extended observations due to arrival of group of biologists on intro tour: An hour after I arrived, a male bluebird with 
insect food in beak flew to perch atop water tank while a water truck was pumping water into tank via pipe just 5 feet 
south of nesting cavity pipe. Male entered nest pipe with food and soon flew to oak tree to east - nest still active and 
nestling(s) apparently still developing in nest.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 2:32:29 PM
No bluebirds observed during extended period; appears the last of the nestlings fledged - closed.

4/26/2011 7000904 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - Z771472 10 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Nest tree occurs in landscaped strip between two large parking lots for ball 
fields, with daily vehicle and foot traffic. The adults tolerate a high degree of 
human activities without disturbance of nesting behavior. Due to the nest 
location on the outer crown, workers on the pole above may cause flushing 
behavior on part of the adult, which should be monitored by the onsite bio-
monitor to see adult bird returns quickly to the nest. If the work activity were to 
negatively impact nest, work would need to cease in order to ensure nest 
success. However, the pole top where work will occur is significantly higher than 
the than the nest site.  With a variance for limited, low-volume reconductor work 
on pre-existing pole under Bio-observation.  

1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 RAbe - 4/26/2011 9:21:40 AM - LEGO nest w/female incubating/brooding.
3 May - LEGO female incubating 0752. - RR
11 May LEGO on nest, while lineman on pole, biomonitor on duty 1328. - RR
16 May LEGO female arrives at nest 1347 and settles. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 6:16:50 PM
No LEGO detected during 20 min. obs 1618-1638, or 1800. Small whitewash on pine cones adjacent to nest suggest 
successful fledging.
rradd - 5/27/2011 12:29:07 PM
No LEGO at nest, male tending fledged young away from nest.
Change to Closed.

4/26/2011 7000906 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      following reasons:
 
            •             House finches are known to nest in proximity to
            human activity and exhibit a high tolerance towards human
            disturbances. They have relatively high rates of nest success
            within areas of high human activity.
            •             These nests are located high up in the steel,
            between 20 and 40 feet above the ground.
            •             Past NBMs of similar nature with house finch in
            structures have not effected the success of the nests.

1. FLEDGED. 7/6/2011 26 Apr - Female HOFI enters repeatedly, then stays, suggests nest. Access liimits verification. - RR
2 May HOFI breeding activity continues. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:42 PM  No activity observed at described location.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:34 AM House Finches in area but not at this specific described location.
barnold - 6/1/2011 4:53:14 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:49:56 AM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:49:17 PM
House Finch activity ingeneral area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:53:13 PM
House finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:35:45 PM
House Finch family group, singing males, and single females observed over survey period in this bay.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:54:37 PM
Nest has apparently successfully fledged.

4/26/2011 7000910 BEWR Closed Helix Yard 15 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 26 Apr - BEWR pair repeatedly carrying food to this location 1720 . - RR
3 May BEWR pair agitated by observer presence close to nest. Active. 1637- RR
11May - No BEWR detected 1735. Fledged? - RR
18 May - No BEWR associating with this nest. Change to Closed. - RR

4/27/2011 7000911 SOSP Closed TL 639 - 775593 75 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/3/2011 Birds seen carrying food into dense patch. - sritt - 4/27/2011 1:55:19 PM
3 May No detections during 30 min obs. Nest has fledged. Change to closed - IM

4/27/2011 7000913 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
138+00

10 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/4/2011 phoward - 4/27/2011 2:10:32 PM 
Female incubating nest.
fhoffman - 5/6/2011 2:29:54 PM 
Female observed in brooding/incubating posture, high on nest. Loud construction activity nearby.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 10:39:13 AM 
Adult off nest; rainy day. Appears to be 2 young in nest.
tfitanides - 5/27/2011 1:23:11 PM
2 nestlings in nest; adults not observed.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 12:33:12 PM
Nestings have fledged; nest is empty; 1 fledgling observed perched on shrub 6 feet from nest. Male observed 
feeding fledgling (same as mentioned previously) - closed.

4/27/2011 7000922 PHAI Closed CP50-1 AR 40 feet to house, over 
100 feet to AR.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/2/2011 27 Apr - PHAI pair nest building. Nest approximately 20% complete 1038. - RR
5 May - PHAI female incubating 1042. - RR
12 May PHAI pr agitated by obs. near nest, breeding activity continues 0855. - RR
19 May PHAI pr feeding at least 2 nestlings 1024. - RR
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:01:30 PM
25 May PHAI feeding 2 fuzzy black-faced nestlings 1449.
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:41:02 PM - Nest appears empty and has apparently fledged successfully. Change to Closed.
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4/28/2011 7000930 WESJ Closed EP228 50 feet south of AR; 270 

feet to work area.
100 feet Buffer remains; through 

access only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 barnold & fhoffman - 4/28/2011 10:46:54 AM - 3 nestlings in nest; adults in area.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - 3 medium downy nestlings; 4 adults 200 feet away.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - 3 larger nestlings; 2 adults attentive nearby.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No nestlings, fledglings, or adults at or near nest. Nestlings have fledged - closed.

4/28/2011 7000934 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - 774819 10 feet to work area, 54 
feet to TL 6916 - 

774819.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 50 
feet.

Adults were observed feeding nestlings while nest surveyors were standing 
approximately 15 feet away.  Presence of nestlings suggests high site affinity 
and the adults are unlikely to abandon at this stage of reproduction.  Adult birds 
have tolerated human encroachment as close as 5 feet without flushing from the 
nest.  Scope of work required at the pole site will be limited to hand work only, 
reducing potential impacts to the nest.

1. FLEDGED. 5/21/2011 tcooper - 4/28/2011 - Female sitting on 4 eggs.
2 May - Female LEGO incubating 1739. - RR
tcooper - 5/5/2011 - Female on nest.
11 May - LEGO female brooding 3 downy nestlings 1208. - RR
16 May - LEGO nestlings fill nest - visible from road 1427. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 4:29:58 PM - Nest has fledged, 1 unhatched egg remains in nest.

4/29/2011 7000944 AMKE Closed TL 6924 - Z171696 353 feet to TL AR, 
across paved road.

500 feet 0 feet Buffer not applicable since nest is inside of a highly urbanized area of the TL. 1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 29 Apr - AMKE pair are provisioning this nest with food 1400-1430. Both adults spending time off the nest likely 
indicates well-developed young. - RR
10 May AMKE pr remain active at this nest 1530-1600 - RR
17 May AMKE leaves nest 0808. - RR
eelias - 6/4/2011 1:27:16 PM
Arrived at 13:03. There was no kestrel activity at this tower nor anywhere in the area. 20 minutes of effort.
rradd - 6/7/2011 2:50:50 PM
Nest previously monitored and closed. Fledged young fed away from nest.

5/3/2011 7000967 LEGO Closed Elliott Substation 45 feet to substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/30/2011 3 May - LEGO pair nest-building 0944. - RR
11 May - LEGO still carrying nest material 1020. - RR
16 May - LEGO leaving nest 1033 - RR
23 May - Wind makes tracking birds in canopy difficult, but LEGO activity is regular at this general area and nest 
presumed active 1047. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 9:33:16 AM - LEGO adults feeding fledglings adjacent to nest 0900.

5/3/2011 7000968 ANHU Closed Helix Yard AR 30 feet to yard entry. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/15/2011 3 May - ANHU female incubating two eggs 1623. - RR
11 May - ANHU on nest 1723. - RR
18 May - Nest empty, small droppings in nest and at rim imply fledged nestlings. Closed.  - RR

5/3/2011 7000969 HOWR Closed Helix Yard AR 10 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 3 May - HOWR carrying nest material to cavity, singing on pole. - RR
11 May HOWR leaves nest 1752,whilemate sings nearby. - RR
18 May HOWR exits nest 1824, second wren enters 3 mins later. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 6:02:47 PM
HOWR exits cavity.
rradd - 6/3/2011 12:54:37 PM
HOWR detected nearby include recently fledged young following adults. No detections at nest site. Conclude 
successful fledge and Change to Closed.

5/3/2011 7000971 CALT Closed TL 6916 - 771471 30 feet from pole. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

1. FLEDGED. 5/3/2011 Pair of adults defending territory. Multiple fledglings, with partially grown feathers, flushed from area. Nest not 
searched for due to disturbance. - sritt - 5/3/2011 11:28:18 AM
11 May -  Initial observation appears to have been of recently fledged young, no suitable nesting habitat at the 
described location. Change to Closed. - RR

2/18/2011 5000007 RTHA Closed CP55 AR 170 feet from driveway 5-
5A permit.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 100 
feet.

The buffer should be reduced to 100 feet to allow turn around and AR roadway 
improvements. Nest is located 100' from an existing work yard not associated 
with Sunrise Powerlink. Other nest buffers have been approved for lesser 
amounts for this species, and this nest is well-concealed from the driveway 
entrance.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 No birds observed nearby or associated with nest. 
3/8/11 (Blohstroh) - RTHA in area, chased off raven, but no observed connection to this nest. Observed soaring 
overhead.
16 Mar - No activity change observed. - RR
25 Mar - RTHA prone on nest. Very hard to see from Willow Road, possibly undetected on prior survey.- RR
29 Mar - RTHA continues incubating 17:40. -  RR
7 Apr - Continuing to rotate nest duties.
08 April - RTHA still on nest (R. Abe, M.Dicus).
14 Apr - RTHA standing on nest. - RR
vnovik - 4/20/2011 10:49:19 AM - Nest active, 2 birds observed flying into nest.
21 Apr - At least 1 nestling present large enough to be seen moving around nest. - RR
29 Apr - RTHA young observed moving on nest 0844. - RR
10 Mar - 1 or 2 young RTHA visible on nest 1722. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 7:26:44 PM - Large nestling RTHA remains on this nest 1745.
eelias - 6/4/2011 3:39:42 PM - Arrived at 1459 and located nest. Began intently watching nest at 1513 for movement. 
Watched for 20 minutes. No activity at nest or in area.
rradd - 6/10/2011 2:17:25 PM - Nest is empty. Nestling has fledged.
Change to Closed.

2/25/2011 5000049 RTHA Closed Hartung Yard 240 feet from AR entry. 500 feet Reduced to 60 feet. Buffer should consider that hawk nest is located closer to El Monte Road and the 
County Park than it is to any construction activity.  Work should be allowed to 
occur at AR, and vehicular passage should be allowed, based on vegetative 
screening between AR area and the host tree, and the previous facts.

1. FLEDGED. 5/11/2011 Biomonitors observed RTHA carrying food to nest. Bird observed incubating on nest. Verified again by D. Busby on 
2/25/11.
Still active 3/10/2011. Bird observed incubating on nest. BHart.
25 Mar - RTHA incubating on nest. - RR
29 Mar - RTHA at nest 15:55. - RR
6 Apr - RTHA leaving nest 0815. CY bio-monitor observed regular prey carrying, feeding activity @ this nest. - RR
13 Apr - At least one large chick moving about on nest. - RR
20 Apr - RTHA on nest. Appears to be chick with feathered head. - RR
27 Apr - No RTHA detections 1630-1705. - RR
28 Apr - Downy RTHA visible on nest 1710. - RR
4 May - Single large juvenile RTHA standing on nest 0650. - RR
12 May - No RTHA detections during 30 minute observation. Fledged? Will revisit. - RR
20 May - No RTHA detections during 30 minute observation. Presume fledged 1755.  Change to Closed- RR
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3/5/2011 6002318 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
50 feet from access 

road.
100 feet Reduced to 40 feet. Nesting commenced during construction activities in this area (bridge 

replacement) and the pair of phoebes do not appear disturbed by foot traffic and 
light work; however, work activities within the 100-foot buffer were suspended 
when the bio-monitor determined that heavy machinery operating within the 100 
foot buffer was causing a decreased level of activity of the pair of phoebes. We 
understand that construction with heavy equipment may affect this nest, or 
cause the pair to nest elsewhere. However, we are requesting a nest buffer in 
order to finish work so that the property owners, who have left their home during 
construction, can return to their home on schedule.

1. FLEDGED. 5/6/2011 imaunsell - 6/28/2011 11:49:00 AM
Actively nest building on 3/5/11.  
17 Mar - Nest constuction continues - no site work in progress. Extra NIDs are redundant and should be deleted- 
RR
Nest appears complete. Pair present. IM
28 Mar - Adult on nest incubating- BL
1 April - 3 eggs observed in nest. IM
8 April - Adult back and forth to nest, likely feeding nestlings-BL
16 Apr - Black downy young in nest. - RR
22 Apr - BLPH pair continue to feed this nest 0837. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:17:26 AM - Adult observed at nest. Likely feeding nestlings.
6 May  - BLPH nest has fledged. 

4/14/2011 5000824 BUSH Closed CP25-2 20 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 75 
feet.

A reduction of the buffer size to 75 feet is necessary for performance of the 
work.  Foundation-drilling equipment creates noise levels that are over 60 
decibels. The nest is also situated on higher ground than the tower foundation 
and separated by a small access road for the 6917 power line and an area of 2-4 
foot tall vegetation. It is the biologist's opinion that due to these factors a nest 
buffer modification is appropriate for this Bushtit nest provided a noise specialist 
is present to ensure compliance with noise protocols.

1. FLEDGED. 4/20/2011 shampton - 4/14/2011 1:59:09 PM - Active; adult observed taking food into the nest.
mdicus - 4/18/2011 - Nest buffer reduction granted April 18, buffer staked in field at 75 feet.
kalberts - 4/22/2011 3:38:26 PM - Nest reported empty with down feathers by MKlein. No signs of predation. 
Nestlings fledged.
mdicus - 5/3/2011 - Adult BUSH observed making multiple trips to and from nest. Pair has started new clutch in 
same nest. Buffer re-staked at 75 feet, per previous NBR from 4/18/2011.  

3/2/2011 5000469 BLPH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from driveway 
access.

100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near Hwy 67, a very busy and noisy highway, 
illustrating normalized behaviors to this steady disturbance. The adult birds have 
tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other human acvities onsite have not 
deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated with work will be monitored, as 
will nest sites for any potential impacts.

1. FLEDGED. 5/4/2011 3/10/2010 - Nest intact; BLPH observed foraging nearby but not entering building. Changed to Inactive at this time 
and buffer removed. - RR
3/18/11 - DBusby verified Inactive. No eggs in nest or sign of recent use.
3/24/2011 - No change; BLPH pair present at site. - RR
3/31/2011 - BLPH on nest, and distraction display from mate at nearby presence of COHA. - RR
4/1/2011 - 4 eggs observed in nest. IM
Pair visiting nest. imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:29:40 AM
4/19/2011 - BLPH pair feeding nestlings 1103. - RR
4/27/2011 - BLPH bringing food to nest 1058. - RR
5/5/2011 - BLPH have fledged - at least 1 fledgling being fed away from this nest, which now appears reoccupied by 
HOWR? 

4/18/2011 5000839 BANO Closed CP2 0 feet; in substation. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 125 
feet

The biologist feels this NBM should not adversely affect the success of the nest 
for the following reasons:

• The nest is located in a hollow arm on a tall steel pole. It is completely 
enclosed and surrounded by steel, with no direct view to the proposed 
activities.

• This nest has produced nestlings, the adults have substantial investment in this 
nest and therefore abandonment is unlikely.

• All work activities will be conducted during daytime hours, which will not conflict 
with the nocturnal and crepuscular activity patterns of the barn owls.

1. FLEDGED. 7/11/2011 Many pellets below and whitewash on tower. Pale, barn owl-like feathers on base of tower - shampton - 4/18/2011 
12:36:19 PM.
26 Apr - No BAOW detected. Removed all pellets from monopole foundation. Check again.- RR
2 May  6 fresh pellets removed. Active. - RR
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:09 AM No change in status.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:24:21 PM
Eggshell fragments found under pole today.
barnold - 6/9/2011 11:32:10 AM
Pocket mouse at base of pole, apparently dropped from nest.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:52:45 PM
Barn owl nestling discovered dead at noon 6/13/2011 at base of pole by bio monitor.
barnold - 6/23/2011 1:45:26 PM
Numerous owl pellets at base of pole.
barnold - 6/27/2011 2:40:19 PM
Pellets at base of pole.
barnold - 7/6/2011 5:55:22 PM
Feather at base of pole.
barnold - 7/12/2011 9:09:11 PM
Bio monitor observed partly eaten vole at base of tower 7/11/2011. Nestling(s) likely still being fed.
barnold - 7/14/2011 5:02:29 PM
Fledgling (based on smaller size and feather condition) found dead inside Cono Roll stored upright and uncovered 
against the west-facing control house wall. This nest successfully fledged an owl, which likely tried to perch on the 
narrow edge of the upright Cono Roll and fell into the cylander to the ground. Due to the height of the upright Cono 
Roll cylander (about 10 to 12 feet) and its relatively narrow diameter, the owl apparently could not get out of the 
cylinder. The owl appeared to be dead for two to three days.

3/31/2011 5003318 AMKE Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within work area 
@ SW corner of 

substation

500 feet Buffer reduced to 250 
feet, with one day 

reduction to 65 feet.

NBR Submit Date: 04/25/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 04/26/2011

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. American Kestrel nest is 
located in tower arm, about 30 feet above ground level.  As such, they are not as 
likely to be disturbed by construction activities occurring at ground level.  In 
addition, this American Kestrel pair is highly acclimated to human presence at 
the substation.

1. FLEDGED. 5/1/2011 3/31/11 - Observed adult entering opening in arm. Same pair foraging nearby. ESA signs near southeast corner of 
substation. (D. Busby)
barnold - 4/12/2011 12:35:46 PM - Falcon observed sitting on wire nearby, but no interaction with nest observed.
14 Apr - Male catches mouse and brings pieces to opening at end of arm.- RR
19 Apr - No AMKE detected 1510-1710. - RR
barnold - 4/21/2011 10:38:26 PM Male brings mouse to wire, female emerges from nest and takes mouse from male.  
Male flies off.
26 Apr - AMKE male brings lizard to nest cavity 0744. - RR
2 May - AMKE male nest guarding but no nest visit made during 1 hour observation. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 2:10 PM No sign of activity.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:24 AM No sign of activity. This nest may have fledged earlier this month, and appears to be 
no longer active.
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4/1/2011 5003343 LEOW Closed EP85-2 160 feet from AR entry. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 165 

feet.
Vehicular passage not anticipated to impact nest that is closer to Lake Morena 
Drive than project elements, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or 
construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/16/2011 April 1 and 2 - Active. Bird incubating on nest.  S. Hampton, S. Ritt
Could not see bird on nest from any on-ground angle 4-8 (PK); will return.
PKonrad - 4/18/2011   Same situation as above, but talked with Scott Hampton and Steve Ritt about who noted how 
hard it is to find the bird from ground level. This may be a nest that we may not get good observation on until 
nestlings are a week or 2 old.
emorgan - 4/27/2011 9:56:41 AM - Adult on nest.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 1 large downy brancher with flight feathers half developed lying dead on ground 25 feet west of 
nest tree. No other nestlings,  branchers, or adults observed, but nest is hard to view from below. 
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - Large downy brancher on horizontal limb about 10 feet above ground (above sibling carcass). 
No other nestlings, branchers or adults observed in surrounding trees.
PKonrad - 5/16 and 5/20/2011 - No sign of adults, branchers, or fledglings at nest or surrounding trees. 
PKonrad - 5/24/2011 - No signs of owls in surrounding area - closed.
pkonrad - 5/24/2011 3:46:05 PM
No owls observed in area again - closed.

4/12/2011 5000790 CORA Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 10 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install a new 230kV Bay west of the Control House. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. Common Raven nest is well 
concealed in the top of an A-frame steel structure, about 25 feet above the 
ground.  As such, this nest is not likely to be disturbed by  ground level activities. 
In addition, Common Ravens are extremely acclimated to human disturbance.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 barnold - 6/1/2011 2:00:27 PM
One adult in area, but not at nest.
barnold - 6/1/2011 3:19:34 PM
Two Common Ravens sitting on I-beam above and about 25 feet west of nest. These are the two fledglings. Bio-
monitor has seen four ravens together in the substation. The two fledglings flew off. This nest successfully fledged 
and is now Closed.

3/28/2011 5003284 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet 15 feet Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

1. FLEDGED. 5/3/2011 Pair actively building nest. 3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:26:08 PM. Female incubating 5 eggs in nest. Female flushed when approached within 10 feet 
but quickly returned when moved out of area. ESA signs and rope installed at entrance to yard preventing access to 
this portion of yard. Thru traffic only on access road 80 feet to east. Adults seem tolerant of activity in area.
imaunsell - 4/16/2011 9:32:08 AM - NBR concurred 4/15/2011, buffer reduced in field to 15 feet.
emorgan - 4/25/2011 8:44:03 AM - Nest contains at least four chicks.
barnold - 5/4/2011 1:27:00 PM - According to bio-monitors, fledglings gone yesterday.  Adult observed bringing nest 
material today to nest immediately below nest used to fledge.  This lower nest had been identified as inactive, and 
the adults may be enhancing this nest as opposed to the fledged nest due to wear at fledged nest.  This pair may be 
preparing to double brood.

4/8/2011 5003389 MODO Closed EP324 AR 95 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage 
permissible, but buffer 

remains.

Nest site is 95 feet from edge of existing SWPL line, and is well-removed from 
any work area. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided 
that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/13/2011 4/8/2011 - 2 eggs observed.  Adult didn't flush until directly below nest.  (FH/DB) 
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 - Adult incubating.
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - Adult brooding; 2 eggshells on ground just north of nest.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Adult lying in nest with 2 large nestlings.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 3:46:34 PM - Dove flushed from nest and agitated. Backed off nest before being able to view 
any nestling to prevent stressing bird.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - Doves have fledged; heard 1 dove flush from top of tree - closed.

2/23/2011 5000037 RSHA Closed Alpine Underground - 
165+75.27 MH-10R

20 feet from Alpine Blvd. 500 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 RSHA observed building nest - 3/3/2011.
Red-shouldered Hawks nest building, calling occasionally. lying in nest -  forming nest? 3-22 (PK). 
Nest appears complete, but can't see bird incubating and no other activity 4-5 (PK) - will return.
4/16/2011 - RSHA nest exchange 14:30 - RR
4/22/2011 - RSHA to nest 15:20. - RR
4/30/2011 - RSHA adult on nest feeding at least one downy nestling. - RR
fhoffman - 5/6/2011 3:14:08 PM - Adult observed returning with snake for mate on nest. Mobbed by crows on return.  

rradd - 5/27/2011 7:40:07 AM - No RSHA detected during obs. 0704 - 0740
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 12:51:46 PM - Two fuzzy nestlings observed being fed by adult. Nest location is possibly the one 
previously reported as unused, although difficult to determine with gps accuracy being low.
rradd - 6/11/2011 10:35:56 AM - 2 large well-feathered juvenile RSHA on nest, one bounce/flapping into branches 
above and around nest. Should be fledging soon.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 10:03:48 AM - 1 nestling calling (food begging) regularly from nest; 1 adult perched nearby; 
other nestling appears to have fledged.
PKonrad - 6/24/2011 - Nestlings have fledged and dispersed - closed.

4/28/2011 7000976 HOWR Closed Elliott Substation 0 feet; within tower. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 Adult bringing food to nest. Nest buffer reduction likely for use cf access road but not for work on pole since  nest is 
located at base of 3 foot-long arm of pole. Did not have flagging or signs to flag buffer. dbusby - 4/28/2011 9:48:31 
AM
17 May HOWR brigs food item to nest 0950, departs 0952. Presume feeding nestlings. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 3:07:21 PM - HOWR carries long-legged insect to nest 13:44.
rradd - 5/31/2011 1:02:41 PM - HOWR to nest 1258, exits with fecal sac 1259.
rradd - 6/6/2011 2:34:56 PM - No detections at nest. HOWR adult feeding young with remnant down feathers on 
head 13:43 indicate this nest has fledged. 
Change to Closed.
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5/4/2011 7000977 WEKI Closed Hartung Yard 46 feet to AR. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 

limits and drive through 
access only on AR.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

Vehicular passage along the AR is allowed through blanket exemption and is not 
anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, standing or work 
occurs along the AR within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/8/2011 5/4/2011 - WEKI incubating and mate nest guarding 0645. - RR
5/12/2011 - WEKI incubating and mate nest guarding 1755. - RR
5/20/2011 - WEKI incubating and mate nest guarding 1758. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 4:22:24 PM - WEKI incubating 0828.
rradd - 6/3/2011 2:58:14 PM - WEKI on nest.
rradd - 6/9/2011 1:51:05 PM - No WEKI detections at this nest during 30 minute observation. Nest appears empty; 
observation timeline indicates likely fledged. Change to Closed.

5/4/2011 7000980 HOWR Closed CP70-3 AR 10 feet to AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 4 May - HOWR singing incessantly at, and defending this cavity 1645. - RR
14 May - HOWR carrying nest naterial to cavity 1040. - RR
20 May - HOWR pair carrying food to cavity 0818. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 9:26:19 AM
HOWR pr busy gathering food for this nest 0908.
rradd - 6/4/2011 8:27:58 AM
HOWR still defending site against others nearby and staying clise to cavity 0735.
rradd - 6/9/2011 4:33:34 PM
HOWR territorial at site but not obs. entering cavity. This male mayakso be maintaining nest to the W.
rradd - 6/17/2011 1:12:23 PM
No HOWR detections at this cavity during 30 min. mid-day obs. Will monitor once more to verify breeding has 
concluded at this nest.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:30:29 PM
HOWR present near cavity, but no food carry or interaction with nest.
Change to Closed.

5/5/2011 7000983 CAGN Closed TL 6924 - 171693 75 feet to proposed yard 
boundary.

300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 Male and female returning to this location repeatedly, bringing food. blohstroh - 5/5/2011
Nest found with three nestlings about 10 days old - kalberts - 5/13/2011 2:41:39 PM.
No nestlings present, family group nearby, adults feeding at least two fledglings. nest successfully fledged, nest 
inactive. blohstroh - 5/19/2011 8:12:10 AM

5/5/2011 7000989 RTHA Closed Alpine Underground 120 feet to Alpine Blvd. 500 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/2/2011 shampton - 5/5/2011 11:30:55 AM - Adult visited nest. Large nestling still with some down observed upright in nest.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 12:07:51 PM - Adult on another euc being mobbed and calling. Flew to euc with nest and was 
mobbed by a different pair.   
shampton - 5/26/2011 11:59:51 AM - Juvenile(s?) observed in eucalyptus trees around nest and on nest, laying down 
and sitting upright.
shampton - 6/2/2011 11:41:46 AM - At least one juvenile calling and flying around eucalyptus grove. Not observed 
landing on nest.
shampton - 6/9/2011 11:19:47 AM - Two juveniles flying around eucalyptus grove area, not observed landing on 
nest. No adults observed. Changed to Inactive.

4/30/2011 7000955 ANHU Closed CP83-1 57 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/4/2011 30 Apr - ANHU female building nest; approximately 50% complete. - RR
05 May - ANHU incubating 1705.- RR
14 May ANHU returns to nest 1602. Nestlings inferred by height of adult in nest. - RR
20 May ANHU female on nest 1404. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 3:09:03 PM
2 large young in nest with unfeathered heads.
rradd - 6/4/2011 1:35:38 PM
Young have fledged and nest is empty.

4/28/2011 7000956 HOWR Closed CP83-1 78 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/10/2011 28 Apr - HOWR exhibiting territorial behavior; singing entering and defending this cavity. - RR
05 May - HOWR singing near cavity 1505. - RR
14 May HOWR perched, singing at entrance 1623. - RR 
20 May HOWR enters nest 1428. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 3:00:10 PM
HOWR pr. carrying food to nest.
rradd - 6/4/2011 1:33:10 PM
HOWR pr bringing food to nest 1314.
rradd - 6/10/2011 9:32:06 AM
No HOWR detections at this nest during 30 min. obs. Nest has fledged. 
Change to Closed.

5/5/2011 7000994 BUOR Closed CP50-1 AR 16 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 5 May - BUOR female to nest, chasing away other species at 0750. - RR
12 May BUOR pr continue breeding activities at this nest 0740. - RR
19 May BUOR pr attending this nest at 15-20 min. intervals 0816. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 12:28:34 PM
BUOR female feeding young 1210
rradd - 6/2/2011 2:57:16 PM
BUOR at nest 14;07
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:10:33 PM
No BUOR detections during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:38:44 PM
No detections @ nest which is deteriorating. Presume fledged and Change to Closed.
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5/5/2011 7000996 BCHU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 

property
25 feet to driveway, 52 
feet to Wildcat Cyn Rd.

100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near Hwy 67, a very busy and noisy highway, 
illustrating normalized behaviors to this steady disturbance. The adult birds have 
tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other human acvities onsite have not 
deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated with work will be monitored, as 
will nest sites for anty potential impacts.   

1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 5/5/2011 - BCHU incubating 2 eggs 1200.- RR.
eelias - 5/12/2011 7:39:29 AM - 2 eggs; no female seen.
eelias - 5/12/2011 10:10:29 AM - Female flushed when biologist approached to within 60 feet. but was back on the 
nest within 2 minutes of bio sitting still 60 feet away.
eelias - 5/13/2011 8:57:18 AM - Female seen incubating; she still flushes off the nest from about 60 feet away but 
will return shortly if you sit tight and view nest with binoculars or ideally a spotting scope from a distance.
5/19/2011 - BCHU incubating/brooding 1 egg and 1 nestling1241. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:51:47 PM
BCHU brooding 2 young nestlings. 
rradd - 6/3/2011 7:13:49 AM
2 large feathered BCHU nestlings stretching nest.
rradd - 6/8/2011 1:33:07 PM
Nest is empty with a few droppings in the bowl. Observations suggest nest successfully fledged - closed.

4/28/2011 7000997 HOWR Closed CP83-1 40 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage OK.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.  Vehicular 
passage is already allowed through this road bypassing previously found nests.

1. FLEDGED. 6/2/2011 28 Apr - HOWR singing and entering cavity - RR 
06 May - HOWR active at this cavity 0838 - RR
14 May - HOWR exits cavity 1612. - RR
20 May - HOWR enters nest 1442. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 3:29:01 PM - HOWR pr bringing insects to nest.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:09:21 PM - HOWR active but did not enter cavity 1445-1515. Will monitor once more before 
closing.
rradd - 6/10/2011 10:11:35 AM - No HOWR detections during 30 minute observation. Nest has fledged. Change to 
Closed.

5/6/2011 7001000 SOSP Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge 

8 feet 100 feet The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and construction related activity are appropriate when 
considered along with the plan, providing type and duration of access is strictly 
regulated. 

1. FLEDGED. 5/17/2011 6 May - SOSP bringing food to nest 1139 - RR.
13 May Feeding activity 
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 4:05:09 PM
SOSP observed near nest location.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:30:04 PM
No activity at location.

5/5/2011 7001005 BRBL Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 30 feet From AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

1. FLEDGED. 6/10/2011 kkilpatrick - 5/5/2011 5:29:53 PM
Bird activity at this site is very high with approximately 10 or more species observed using this tree. There are 
probable additional nesting species in the same tree. The closest observed nest to the access road is a  Bullock's 
orioles nest located on the south side of the tree approximately 40 feet high hanging below the end of the branch. 
The nest is approximately 35 feet north of the access road, north of the orange gravel bags on the north side of the 
road. The nest is visible, but its status is undetermined. The tree is located along an access road and a 100-foot 
buffer was established to prevent foot traffic off of the road. Vehicles on the road are O.K.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Adult blackbids strongly territorial in area surrounding oak and area to south.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - Male and female blackbirds active; female observed carrying fecal sac from nest.
PKonrad - 6/1/2011 - At least 1 fledgling being fed by adults in east side of tree.
BRBL not observed entering tree from west. . Foliage below presumed nest (there are many in tree) freshly 
whitewashed. Will need another visit to confirm inactivity of ths specific nest.
PKonrad - 6/10/2011 - No fledglings in area; appears they have dispersed - closed.
     [but a pair is active in early nest building stage (renesting?); see new nest description]
tfitanides - 6/6/2011 3:15:59 PM

pkonrad - 6/10/2011 1:38:53 PM
Nest checked 6-1 when adults were observed feeding at least 1 fledgling near nest. 
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 1:42:54 PM
No fledglings observed; appears they have dispersed, so this nest is closed. 
However, pair in early stage of nest building (renesting?). A new nest report is prepared.

5/7/2011 7001010 CALT Closed TL 639 - Z171670 65 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 RAbe - 5/7/2011 9:58:56 AM - Adult observed feeding 3 nestlings. 100 foot buffer flagged w/yellow tape.
tfitanides - 5/19/2011 2:12:01 PM - Nest assumed to have fledged. CATO fledglings begging and being fed by adults 
in area.

5/5/2011 7001015 HOFI Closed Rough Acres Yard 30 feet from fill station. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/29/2011 sritt - 5/5/2011.
Female incubating.
RAbe - 5/23/2011 2:19:51 PM
Female observed feeding 3-4 nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011
Appears finches have fledged; no finch activity; no nestlings observed; fecal sacs partly line nest rim - closed.
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5/6/2011 7001017 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 

AR
11 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 

limits.
Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

1. FLEDGED. 6/12/2011 Nest is 40% complete. pair was observed building nest. Will not affect construction; 1 sign was put up near location.- 
ahill - 5/7/2011 10:53:59 AM.
tfitanides - 5/23/2011 4:41:31 PM
2 separate nests in wheel and brake line drum. No HOFI activity observed at nests for 35 minutes. Male singing in 
tree 60 feet to southeast.
ahill - 5/28/2011 9:11:23 PM
Female on nest incubating.
ahill - 5/31/2011 8:01:04 PM
Female was not seen on nest on separate occasions today; male was singing 15 feet to northeast.
tcooper - 6/3/2011 - At least 1 nestling in nest, about 8 days old.
ahill - 6/7/2011 6:26:46 AM
Pair observed in immediate area.
ahill - 6/7/2011 6:11:36 PM
2 nestlings in nest, should fledge in next few days.
ahill - 6/13/2011 10:25:16 AM
Nest is empty, nestlings have fledged - closed.

5/9/2011 7001020 SPTO Closed CP25-2 225 feet from CP 25-2; 
7 feet from access road.

100 feet Vehicular passage has been ongoing since foundation work began here, is not 
anticipated to impact this nest, as this nest was initiated during current 
construction conditions.

1. FLEDGED. 5/20/2011 mdicus - 5/9/2011 1:43:54 PM - Adult incubating 3 eggs. Adult did not flush until approached from southwest side 
from a distance of approximately 3 feet. Through traffic on access road does not appear to disturb nesting.  Access 
road buffer staked with standard ESA signs reading "through traffic only, no stopping."
blohstroh - 5/13/2011 8:43:06 AM - Checked nest; 3 eggs still present; female flushed and observed nearby.  
jdicus - 5/16/2011 8:26:28 PM - Observed while construction monitoring. Nestlings in nest - can be seen without 
lifting branches around mid-day when sun is high in the sky shining down through foliage into nest when viewed from 
south.
21 May - Nest is clean, intact and empty. Presume successfully fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

4/16/2011 5000836 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 80 
feet.

Nest is 6 feet up in the right side of the headlight box of a large piece of 
equipment (earthmover). The earthmover has remained inactive since the nest 
was observed (over a month). There are likely nestlings in the nest as of 5-6-11. 
Since the equipment is parked 80 feet north of a road through the substation 
pad, we are requesting a reduced buffer from 100 feet to 80 feet. 

In the biologist's opinion, the presence of eggs in the nest suggests a high level 
of site affinity by the nesting pair, and a reduction of the buffer to 80 feet is not 
anticipated to have adverse impacts on the nesting outcome.

1. FLEDGED. 5/22/2011 ahill - 4/16/2011 3:38:11 PM
Scraper had been parked for approximately a month. No eggs in nest. 100 foot buffer flagged. Pair actively going to 
and from nest.
imaunsell - 4/18/2011 12:19:51 PM - 2 eggs.
phoward - 4/25/2011 8:49:55 AM - Female incubating eggs.
ahill - 5/2/2011 9:51:05 PM-  First hatchling today; female observed carrying egg shell away. 4 more eggs total plus 
the first hatchling.
ahill - 5/8/2011 7:29:34 PM - All hatchlings have hatched. female on nest tending.
ahill - 5/16/2011 5:33:26 PM - All nestlings doing well, four.
ahill - 5/20/2011 6:35:16 PM - Nestlings still haven't fledged but they are flapping wings in nest; adults still feeding.
tfitanides - 5/23/2011 11:13:12 AM - Fledged successfully. Bio monitor has observed fledglings in bushes to north. 
Nest removed.

4/13/2011 5000799 WESJ Closed EP85-2 AR 12 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.   
It is the biologist's opinion that the reduced buffer will not impact the nest for the 
following reasons:  A) The nest is ~15' from the AR to EP85-2 and was built near 
a road that experiences daily non-project light traffic.  B) Nest is obscured by 
dense foliage.  C) Nest is by a lightly developed, residential area.  D) All 
construction is approximately 310' from nest location.  
Conditionally with this buffer reduction:  1) Monitor bird nest. 2) Dust control 
cannot hit nest.  3) No exceptionally loud noises.

1. FLEDGED. 5/24/2011 April 13 barnold
Nest with 1 egg, adult at and around nest. Buffer will overlap with active Bushtit nest across AR, and will effetively 
close access road 4-13 BA.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011   1 adult incubating 2 eggs ( light green, brown speckled); both adults territorial.
emorgan - 4/27/2011 8:49:01 AM Adult flushed off nest when we walked by. Still incubating.
fhoffman - 5/3/2011 11:45:10 AM  - 1 nestling observed; adult in immediate area.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 1 large unfeathered nestling in nest; 1 adult present but secretive.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - 1 large nestling with pin feathers in nest; pair of adults a couple feet from nest in 
undergrowth.
fhoffman - 5/19/2011 5:07:39 PM - Adult alarm calling nearby; 1 large nestling in nest.
pkonrad - 5/24/2011 - Nestling has fledged; no adults or fledgling observed in area - closed.

5/10/2011 7001023 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 Adults repeatedly visiting this nest during 30 minute observation period. barnold - 5/10/2011
barnold - 5/11/2011 3:01 PM - Female observed emerging from nest.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:05: AM - Female observed flying to nest after 15 minutes of watching.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:25 AM - No activity during brief observation period.
barnold - 6/1/2011 4:50:08 PM - No activity observed at this nest since 19 May. Nest appears to have fledged and is 
now considered inactive, but may be used again.

5/10/2011 7001024 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 20 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

1. FLEDGED. 5/13/2011 barnold - 5/10/2011 12:17 PM  Nest with three large nestlings in east-facing edge of stacked (four by four) crates of 
ceramic insulators bound by wire straps.  A second, newer empty nest is located just south of and adjacent to the 
nest with nestlings.  Female at nest regularly.
barnold - 5/11/2011 2:59 PM  Three nestlings still in nest.
barnold - 5/19/2011 8:42 AM  Nestlings successfully fledged 13 May. Nest empty.  Change status to Closed.
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5/2/2011 7000959 HASH Closed EP244 Pullsite 400 feet to AR; 470 feet 

to pull site.
500 feet 350 feet It is the biologist's opinion that a nest buffer reduction from 500 feet to 350 feet, 

to permit drive-through use of the access road to sites EP244 and EP245 will not 
adversely impact the nest outcome, for the following reasons;
A) even at this nest building stage, the female remained at the nest until the 
biologist approached within 70 feet. B) vehicles driving slowly 350 to 400 feet 
away should not be a factor, because the hawks selected this site with normal 
traffic speeding by on Corrizo Gorge Road (which remains outside the buffer). C)  
No stopping, standing, parking, or construction is to be permitted within 
designated buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 8/1/2011 pkonrad - 5/31/2011 10:10:51 AM
Male perched in creosote bush 80 feet east of nest; female presumed incubating, lying low in nest out of sight.
barnold - 6/3/2011 1:48:24 PM
Male perched on top of tall wooden post along wash, seen from Carrizo  Gorge Road.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 10:34:54 AM
Female incubating higher in nest; male perched nearby.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 10:39:44 AM
Female brooding (nestlings should be hatched/hatching); male not in area.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 10:33:38 AM
Female brooding/incubating; male not observed in area.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 10:27:17 AM
Female perched on side of nest feeding nestlings initially; later lying high in nest, brooding. Male perched low in 
nearby metal tower.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 10:23:36 AM
Female perched on side of nest. Male flew from ground south of EP243 with young cottontail prey; perched low on 
SWPL tower and fed.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 11:11:31 AM
 1 large downy nestling moving clumsily in nest (possibly another nestling lying low in nest?). Female perched on 
side of nest; male perched low in nearby SPFL metal tower.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 10:45:47 AM
Nestling lying low in nest; male perched on post northeast of nest and female perched on post southeast of nest.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 11:15:59 AM
Nestling lying low in nest; can see downy body. Adults perched on SWFL tower to northeast.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 11:02:04 AM
Nestling standing on nest, fully feathered and near fledging. Both adults perched on nearby metal tower to west.
pkonrad - 8/1/2011 10:04:46 AM
Nestling ready to fledge, standing high in nest. Both adults perched on nearby SWFL tower.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 10:11:17 AM
Nestling has fledged; left the nest during past 24 hours. Fledgling is perched 50 feet west of nest in shade of 
neighboring acacia with female perched next to it. Male perched in tower to west. Obviously, the post-fledging period 
will require isolation while the family group remains in the area.
pkonrad - 8/9/2011 1:00:23 PM
Fledgling observed perched with female in acacia at turn in AR to EP245; flies and soars fairly well for short 
distances, but has obvious balance problems  when perched in wind (it is learning to balance in wind). Doesn't have 
any white feathers on breast - resembles adults - but underwing plumage has a sprinkling of white feathers, as seen 
when in flight. Fledgling returned to nest tree, indicating this site is still a focus point for family group.
pkonrad - 8/15/2011 10:27:10 AM
Fledgling near same location as last week, near AR turn to EP245, Good flyer; better percher; flew to area of nest in 
flapping-soaring-flapping-soaring flight; appears more wary. No adults observed.
pkonrad - 8/15/2011 2:55:12 PM
Observed female and fledgling near AR turn to EP245 again - female was eating small mammal prey,  When female 
dropped part of prey, fledgling promptly flew to ground to get it, then flew to nearby shaded acacia perch to feed.

4/5/2011 5003356 HOWR Closed Elliott Substation 0 feet; inside substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 60 
feet.

60 feet buffer for construction:  A) Pair freely entered/exited the nest and did not 
appear disturbed by foot traffic occurring as close as 40 feet away during this 
observation period.  B) Scheduled work is to be done with hand tools and a 
small crew which will minimize visual and auditory impacts to the nest.  C) Nest 
is located within a substation indicating that this pair is accustomed to varying 
levels of disturbances and human activity.  D) Nest is located within a cavity in 
steel providing a buffer by design to visual and auditory disturbances.


1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 04/05/11 - Pair of house wrens carrying nest material to structure (J&M Dicus, R. Abe).
12 Apr - HOWR active and singing nearby but did not enter cavity. - RR
21 Apr - HOWR territorial singing, enters cavity 0804. - RR
26  Apr - HOWR territorial singing,  2nd bird enters cavity 1305. - RR
2 May HOWR bringing food to nest. - IM
11 May HOWR provisioning this nest @ 5 min.intervals 0718. - RR
16 May HOWR continue carrying items to nest 1004. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 11:22:04 AM
No detections at nest, HOWR feeding at least 4 fledglings 100' S, presume this nest has fledged, Change to Closed
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4/5/2011 5003355 COHA Closed Elliott Substation 210 feet to substation. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 450 

feet.
450 feet buffer for construction:  A) There is limited line-of-sight from the nest to 
the work area.  B) Nest is located 20' from a major roadway and regular foot 
traffic indicating the pair is acclimated to human activity.  C) Scheduled work is 
to be done with hand tools and small crew which will minimize visual and 
auditory impacts to the nest.

1. FLEDGED. 8/16/2011 4/05/2011 - Pair of Cooper's hawks observed at and around nest (RAbe, MDicus).
4/12/2011 - COHA flew from nest, calling at 12:00. Seems agitated by human voices, traffic OK.- RR
4/21/2011 - COHA at nest; agitated by observer and activity in parking lot 0715. - RR
4/26/2011 - Male COHA vocal at nest 1210. - RR
5/3/2011 - COHA on nest. - RR
5/11/2011 - COHA agitated by landscape utility crew working under nest 0700. - RR
5/16/2011 - COHA female at nest, male hunting in the fig trees 0855. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 11:19:27 AM
COHA visible on this well-obscured nest, male hunting nearby.
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:46:43 AM
Male COHA carried small bird to nest 0707.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:33:01 AM
Male COHA eating NOMO 0843, returned briefly to nest 0858 without food and departed quickly.
rradd - 6/14/2011 2:48:11 PM
Adult male COHA carrying prey to nest area 1140, Nestling standing on nest 1405.
rradd - 6/21/2011 8:31:39 AM
Adult male COHA carrying prey to nest area 0704, COHA on nest 0826.
rradd - 6/27/2011 2:09:08 PM
COHA on nest 1352.
rradd - 7/5/2011 3:06:40 PM
Adult COHA on nest with downy, partially feathered juvenile ...
rradd - 7/11/2011 6:13:44 PM
Nestling COHA brancher with short wings and tail not yet flight capable adjacent to nest. Adult male COHA alarm 
calling 10 feet away in response to observer.
rradd - 7/19/2011 2:00:21 PM
No COHA detected at nest tree; fledgling heard calling away from nest. Nestling has fledged - closed.

5/10/2011 7001429 OATI Closed EP91 10 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this cavity nest with nestlings, 
provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the 
buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/28/2011 pkonrad - 5/27/2011 11:28:00 AM
Adult(s) bringing food to nest regularly.
barnold - 5/31/2011 12:50:07 PM
No activity noted during 15-minute observation period.
barnold - 6/2/2011 9:03:55 AM
No activity noted during observation period approaching two hours. Nest appears to have fledged, as Oak Titmouse 
leaves nest at 17 days, and adults were first observed bringing food 10 May and last observed bringing food 27 May 
(there has typically been lots of activity during monitoring visits), then no activity recorded during brief (15 minute) 
and extensive (nearly 2 hours) observation periods on 31 May and 2 June, respectively.

5/10/2011 7001437 WEME Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet; within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/13/2011 10 May - Extremely agitated pair bringing food to nest 1235.- RR
17 May - No WEME detected in this area. Based on behavioural cues from previous observation, consider more 
likely fledged than depredated. Change to Closed.- RR

5/11/2011 7001440 BLPH Closed TL 6916 - 973035 40 feet to AR; 80 feet to 
staked work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/22/2011 11 May - BLPH pair carrying food to nest 1616. - RR
17 May - BLPH pair continue to provision this nest at 2-5 minute intervals 1055. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 8:59:36 AM - No detections during 30 minute observation. Prior observation (feeding interval) 
suggests successful fledging.

5/12/2011 7001450 AMKE Closed CP23 0 feet; within work limits; 
70 feet from TC.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 12 May Observed male bring in mouse to nest, heard nestlings loudly begging.  Nest is in actual arm, kestrels enter 
through gap between actual pole and arm.
18 May AMKE female enters nest with mouse 1326.- RR
eelias - 6/2/2011 4:07:55 PM
Elias monitored this nest on 5/31/2011. Biologist noted an adult female on tower. She was calling. She flew off and 
almost immediately after she departed a female plumage fledgling flew out of the nest cavity. This young bird gave 
begging vocs and was less than proficient in flight. After 5 minutes on the outside she returned to the cavity.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:06:17 AM
Two fledged immature AMKE perched clise to nest, being attended by adult.
Change to Closed.

5/12/2011 7001456 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - 774824 40 feet to AR; 510 feet 
to nearest pole.

300 feet NBR Submit Date: 05/17/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/17/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/26/2011 tcooper - 5/12/2011 - Female on nest, 2 eggs and 2 newly hatched nestlings.
tcooper - 5/19/2011 - Adults feeding 2 nestlings, 2 unhatched eggs.
tcooper - 5/26/2011 - 2 unhatched eggs in nest, adults feeding 2 fledglings nearby, nest closed; buffer removed.

5/12/2011 7001459 MODO Closed CP51-2 AR 85 feet to AR, but on 
house.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 12 May - MODO incubating and mate adjacent 0844. - RR
19 May - MODO incubating 0927.- RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 12:56:57 PM - MODO on nest 1251.
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:05:27 PM - MODO on nest 1444.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:27:52 AM - Well-protected nest is clean and empty. Presumed fledged. Change to Inactive.
rradd - 7/7/2011 9:06:13 AM
No re-nesting; change to Closed.
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5/12/2011 7001460 ANHU Closed CP51-2 AR 35 feet to AR, but within 

house area.
100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/18/2011 12 May - ANHU female incubating 1 egg 1037. - RR

19 May ANHU female incubating 2 eggs 0911. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 12:55:53 PM
ANHU incubating 2 eggs 1250
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:04:47 PM
Two naked hatched young in nest 1445.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:23:56 AM
One large quilled young visible in nest.
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:07:54 AM
One large juvenile in complete plumage on nest.
rradd - 6/23/2011 10:43:29 AM
Nest has fledged successfully.
Change to Closed

5/12/2011 7001462 ATFL Closed CP51-2 AR 90 feet to AR, but within 
house area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/7/2011 12 May - ATFL pair entering pipe 1103. - RR
19 May ATFL pr interaction, female returns to chimney pipe (which has transformed her into "Sooty Flycatcher") 
0949. - RR
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:56:30 PM
ATFL pr. observed away from nest, status unclear during 30 min. obs. Will monitor again.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:38:33 AM
Nest is built. Pair come to nest 0937, male guards, female to nest for only a minute. Egg laying?
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:10:48 AM
Female ATFL brings food to nest 1106.
rradd - 6/23/2011 10:45:50 AM
Female enters nest with small insect 10:38 and stays, male nest guarding @ 100'.
rradd - 6/30/2011 10:42:32 AM
ATFL pair carrying food to nest at 10 min intervals. Alarmed at 100'.
rradd - 7/7/2011 10:06:21 AM
Change to Closed. Nest is empty and nestlings successfully fledged. ATFL carrying food to at least 3 fledglings away 
from nest.

5/9/2011 7001019 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

34 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/19/2011  dbusby - 5/9/2011 12:15:16 PM
Observed female going to and from nest.
13 May BCHU female on nest 0734. - RR
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:35:51 PM
observed female on nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:00:25 PM
observed incubating on nest.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:48:45 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:43:03 AM
incubating,
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:04:15 AM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 3:22:31 PM
Nestlings observed in nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:49:35 AM
Observed female feeding nestling.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:26:43 AM
Feeding young in nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:05:00 PM
Feeding  young in nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:08:29 PM
Feeding young in nest.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:53:31 PM
Caring for young in nest.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:20:50 PM
nestling feathered and close.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:07:48 PM
Nestling looks near fledging.

5/12/2011 7001453 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet, nest is inside 
work limits.

100 feet The nest is on the bridge itself, and effectively means work cannot occur, even 
with approved construction plan with noise barriers. 

1. FLEDGED. 5/21/2011 emorgan - 5/12/2011 3:16:59 PM - Nest contains 2 hummingbird nestlings about a week old.  Adult came to the nest 
to feed the chicks.
5/13/2011 - Nesting activity continues 1150. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 1:12:51 PM
Observed two nestlings being feed while foot traffic was overhead. Birds appear unaffected by construction activity.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:34:00 PM
two nestlings in nest. female feeding young.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:01:01 PM
Nestlings have fledged and left the nest. Nest removed.

5/13/2011 7001470 CALT Closed CP25-2 15 feet to AR; 160 feet 
to pad.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 blohstroh - 5/13/2011 4:19:51 PM - 3 nestlings, week old+, female feeding and removing fecal sacks. Moved existing 
access road signage to reflect new buffer.
21 May Nest is empty, presumed fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

2/25/2011 5000434 MODO Closed TL 6916 - Z678467 30 feet from access 
road.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Buffer should be reduced to 30 feet to allow work.  Mourning Doves often nest in 
close proximity to human activities and disturbances.  The nest is concealed in a 
large, thick non-native shrub and is not visible from the ROW.  The adults 
showed no sensitivity to human activity remaining on the nest when approached 
to within five feet.  The nest will be isolated from visual and acoustic 
disturbances by construction activities by the surrounding  vegetation.

1. FLEDGED. 5/15/2011 Nest still active as of 2/25/2011. 
12 Apr - MODO pair on nest. No eggs. - RR
shampton - 4/13/2011 1:17:48 PM - Adult on nest. Possibly incubating. Bird did not flush.
18 Apr MODO incubating nest. No flush. 15:08. - RR
25 Apr - MODO incubating 2 eggs 1235. - RR
barnold - 4/26/2011 8:02:24 AM  Adult on nest, didnt flush.
2 May - Female MODO incubating 2 eggs 1540.- RR
imaunsell - 5/3/2011 2:14:02 PM - Female brooding on nest.
11 May - 2 feathered squabs on nest 1414. - RR
16 May - Nest is intact, empty. Presume fledged, change to Closed 1727. - RR
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5/3/2011 7000965 HUVI Closed Elliott Substation 5 feet to AR; 50 feet to 

substation.
100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 3 May - Both sexes actively constructing nest 0920. Appears 60% complete. - RR

11 May - HUVI on nest 0708. - RR
16 May - Nest incubation exchange 0746. - RR
23 May - HUVI on nest, wing stretch, tail-fan and settle 0804. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:49:10 AM - HUVI on nest 0655.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:33:56 AM - HUVI feeding nestlings 0705.
rradd - 6/14/2011 4:10:27 PM - No HUVI detected during 30 minute observation. Timelime suggests succesful 
fledge.

5/12/2011 7001489 SOSP Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

50 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 eelias - 5/12/2011 12:18:37 PM  Nest was found when female flew in and landed on nest. She was incubating. I 
never saw food carries so therefore I assume it was on eggs and not chicks. Watched for 15 minutes.
eelias - 5/13/2011 9:05:44 AM Nest was visited. Biologist walked slowly and carefully up to nest site. Female was not 
on nest. Biologist peered into nest. She has layed 3 eggs.
19 May SOSP incubating 1355. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:18:06 PM - 2 SOSP nestlings aged approximately 2 days, being fed by adults 1508.
rradd - 6/3/2011 9:07:19 AM - Nest has fallen sideways but cup appears intact and fledglings foraging within feet. 
Presumed successful fledge. Change to Closed.

5/17/2011 7001491 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

2 feet from staked work 
limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/17/2011 sjohnston - 5/17/2011 2:34:38 PM
Active nest building 10% complete. Birds began building nest during construction activities.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:46:33 PM
Active nest building.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:16:46 PM
Observed on nest; possibly incubating.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:00:19 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:50:35 AM
Female incubating.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:00:14 AM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 6:29:44 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:32:50 AM
On nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:09:50 PM
Incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:35:35 PM
Feeding and probably brooding .
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:59:58 PM
Brooding/ feeding.
vnovik - 6/14/2011 5:54:39 PM
Appears to be feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:11:34 PM
No nestlings in nest on 6/16/11. Likey fledged, nest appears to be falling apart now.

5/16/2011 7001493 CAGN Closed CP21 240 feet to work limits. 300 feet Buffer reduced to 240 
feet with drive through 

access only.

Candidate for NBR to 240 feet since nest is down steep slope and blocked by 
dense vegetation that will create a noise and visual barrier from work activitie 
and thru-traffic along access road. Placed ESA signs along east side of access 
road, approx 240 ft from nest. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this 
nest provided that no work occurs within the 240 foot buffer for this nest.

Per USFWS comments and in compliance with the BO, anytime construction 
activities occur (including drive through access) within 300 feet of a coastal 
California gnatcatcher a biologist must be present.  So this may take extra 
planning and grouping of vehicles driving through this portion of the access 
road.

1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 5/16/11 - 3 eggs; observed nest exchange. Candidate for NBR since nest is down steep slope and blocked by dense 
vegetation that will create a noise and visual barrier from temporary thru-traffic along access road. Placed ESA signs 
along east side of access road, approx 240 feet from nest. 
dbusby - 5/17/2011 7:12:33 AM
dbusby - 5/23/2011 3:48:18 PM - Female incubating on nest with male foraging nearby.
5/31/11 - dbusby - Adult pair feeding 3  7-day-old nestlings.
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:24:53 PM - Adult pair feeding 3 nestlings. Should be fledging by tomorrow.
dbusby - 6/13/2011 10:39:20 AM - At least 2 nestlings confirmed successfully fledged. Adults tending to 2 fledglings 
about 300 feet. northeast of nest site. Take down ESA signs and buffer.

4/12/2011 5000781 SAPH Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. Say's Phoebe nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator brace and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 Nest with two young. Adult observed bringing food. barnold - 4/12/2011 8:56:07 AM.
19 Apr - Feeding continues. - RR
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:21:28 AM - Nest with three young, adults on nest and in area.
26 Apr - SAPH pair continue food carrying to this site 0725. - RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 1:57:22 PM - Young out of nest and in immediate area of Transformer Bank 71. Adults still 
caring for these recently fledged young.  Buffer reduced to 70 feet.
2 May SAPH juveniles following adults off site. Change to Closed. - RR
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4/21/2011 5000874 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 

feet.
SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finch nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator fan screen and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.  In addition, House Finches are highly 
tolerant of human activity.

1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 barnold - 21 April 2011 9:04:54 AM - Three eggs in nest, adults in and around transformer unit.
barnold - 4/29/2011 12:41:55 PM  Female incubating four eggs.
2 May HOFI on nest. - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 2:25 PM  Nest has four small nestlings.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:27 AM At least two very large nestlings on nest, female and male in immediate area.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:51:51 AM
Nest successfully fledged two young.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:37:12 PM
Flushed female from nest, with four eggs.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:32:42 AM
5 eggs in nest.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:00:52 PM
At least four nestlings in nest.
barnold - 6/23/2011 11:55:01 AM
At least four well-feathered nestlings.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:08:08 PM
Nest with very large nestlings, apparently close to fledging.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:58:13 PM
Nest empty, successfully fledged.

4/21/2011 5000875 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finch nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator fan screen and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.  In addition, House Finches are highly 
tolerant of human activity.

1. FLEDGED. 5/25/2011 barnold - 21 April 2011 9:10:54 AM - Five eggs in nest.  Adults in and around transformer unit.
26 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the substation.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 12:37:43 PM  Female incubating fve eggs.
2 May - HOFI flushed from nest. - RR
tfitanides - 5/5/2011 2:48:01 PM - One downy nestling observed in nest; male observed flying to and from nest.
barnold - 5/10/2011 2:26 PM Nest has four or five nestlings.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:29 AM At least one very large nestling on nest, male and female in immediate area.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:48 AM Nest successfully fledged.  Adults in area. Inactive, but may be used again.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:34 PM Nest Closed.

4/30/2011 7000953 HOWR Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

5 feet  to AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 50 
feet.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. This plan to mitigate for potential construction impacts to 
the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce such impacts and 
improve the likelihood of nest success, provided that no stopping, standing, 
parking, or work occurs within new buffers.  In addition, this nest is a cavity high 
above ground which provides natural buffering for the adults and nestlings. The 
entrance to the cavity faces north-west, away from the work area, reducing 
potential for sound disturbance.

1. FLEDGED. 5/21/2011 4/30/2011 - HOWR singing and entering this cavity over several visits. - RR
5/6/2011 - HOWR remains active here 1125. - RR
5/13/2011 - HOWR pair observed carrying food to nest 0812. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 3:57:44 PM
HOWR observed bringing food items into cavity - begging calls heard.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 8:13:47 AM
HOWR beginning to fledge, though still hanging around nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 5:52:10 PM
HOWR singing outside of cavity; no observations of HOWR entering cavity.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:01:24 AM
No activity observed. 
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:38:16 AM
Closed.

5/12/2011 7001449 CALT Closed CP22-1 90 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 80 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
•The nest is located downslope from the construction work area which provides 
a natural sound and visual barrier for the nest.
•The nest is well hidden with the entrance facing east, away from proposed 
construction activities which further shields the neslings and adults.
•Nest progression is advanced (multiple nestlings) indicating high nest affinity 
which decreases the chance of the nest being abandoned by the adults.
•The adult bird was relatively tolerant of human and truck presence, flushing 
only after the biologist approached within 15 feet.
•It is recommended that once work commences, vehicles park at the south of the 
work area to provide an additional buffer

1. FLEDGED. 5/20/2011 tfitanides - 5/12/2011 7:47:49 AM - 2-3 naked nestlings. Parent flushed at 15 feet.
18 May 3 feathered nestlings 1308.- RR
barnold - 5/20/2011 3:51 PM Nest empty, no sign of adults.  No sign of depredation.  Change status to Closed.

5/11/2011 7001444 CALT Closed CP19-1 0 feet; within yard limits. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

The vegetation in this area should remain intact as long as this nest or others 
are within this patch. Vehicular access is not anticipated to impact this nest, 
provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the 
buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 tfitanides - 5/11/2011 9:32:44 AM - Three eggs on nest.
18 May CALT incubating 3 eggs 1048. - RR
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:19:48 PM - Nest is  empty. Birds assumed fledged. Buffer taken down.
rradd - 5/24/2011 2:20:54 PM
Food carrying CALT and agitation at 25' 
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:50:52 PM
CALT adults carrying food to 3 well-feathered nestlings with primary quills just opening.
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:39:41 PM
Nest is  empty. Birds assumed fledged. Buffer taken down.
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2/24/2011 5000431 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 30 feet to AR. 100 feet One time passage 

(4/26/2011).  Drive 
through access only 

(5/18/2011).

One-time allowance granted for vehicular passage to allow construction traffic to 
move the air track from CP22 area to CP25-2.  Level of construction traffic for 
this one event not viewed as significant enough to impact nest.

A permanent nest buffer reduction to accomodate thru-traffic would likely not 
disturb nest as long as traffic does not stop and the number  of trips are minimal. 
(May 11)

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 Adult CACW seen taking nest material to nest on 3/1/11; confirmation that nest is now being actively used.  Adult 
confirmed at nest on 3/7/11.
3/18/2011 - No CACW detected on this territory 1200 - 1245. Vehicle traffic noted. - RR
3/24/2011- No CACW detected on this territory 0830-0930 - RR
3/30/2011 - Pair CACW actively nest-building new nest 2' from existing. 13:10 -13:25 - RR
4/5/2011 - Nest building continues 1015-1030 - RR
4/11/2011 - CACW active at this nest 11:35 - RR
4/18/2011 - CACW nest guarding adjacent to these nests 1635 - RR
4/25/2011 - CACW on nest 1655. - RR
5/3/2011 - Third nest now built in this small patch. Adult nearby carrrying food 1235. - RR
5/10/2011 - At least 2 nestlings visible in nest. Adult observed carrying food 1325. - RR
5/17/2011 - Male at nest, female emerges 1455. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:19:19 PM - CACW carrying food to nest.1242.
rradd - 6/1/2011 10:45:50 AM - Nest empty, although juvenile GRRO perched at nest 0720, previous observations 
indicate this nest had time to fledge. Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/7/2011 1:02:06 PM - CACW pair are active at this nest again; maybe starting a second clutch. Change to 
Active.
rradd - 6/13/2011 9:58:16 AM - Nest in fine condition with clean tight opening, but no CACW detected during 0915-
0945 observation.
rradd - 6/20/2011 12:33:08 PM - CACW pair, fledgling occupying this territory 1145-1225.
rradd - 6/28/2011 10:36:16 AM - CACW group remains active at this nest.
rradd - 7/6/2011 3:39:43 PM - Change to Inactive. Nest opening beginning to collapse and no wrens associating 
during 30 mininute observation period. Apparently no second clutch initiated.

4/18/2011 5000845 GRRO Closed Sycamore Yard 25 feet to AR. 100 feet One-time reduction to 
allow air track drive 
through access only 

(5/18/11).

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer to allow air 
track to be transported from CP22 to CP25-2.  Construction traffic related to this 
one-time move is not significant. 

A permanent nest buffer reduction to accomodate thru-traffic would likely not 
disturb nest as long as traffic does not stop, stand, or park and the number of 
trips are minimal. (May 11)

1. FLEDGED. 5/28/2011 18 Apr - GRRO on nest with 4 eggs. Flushed at 8 feet when observed - 1644 - RR.
25 Apr - GRRO incubating 1650. - RR
3 May GRRO on nest 1225, mate foraging nearby. - RR
10 May GRRO brooding at least three nestlings with wing feathers 1316. - RR
17 May - Large feathered young in nest 1540. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:18:06 PM - At least one large GRRO nestling remains on nest 1230.
rradd - 6/1/2011 10:47:36 AM - Nest has fledged. Large unwary juvenile perched up nearby 0718.

5/11/2011 7001427 CALT Closed CP18 4 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
- Work at the site will occur 70 feet or more from the nest.
- A monitor will be present to prevent encroachment on the nest.
- Prescense of nestlings indicates high site affinity by the adults
- California Towhees frequently nest in urban and developed areas.

1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 kkilpatrick - 5/11/2011 10:18:33 AM - 3 young nestlings with new, sparse white down observed in nest. Adult 
California towhee in area behaved alarmed when biologists approached nest at approximately 50 feet.
5/18/2011 - CALT brooding 3 nestlings 1233. - RR
RAbe - 5/24/2011 8:16:31 AM
Nestlings fledged and status is changed to closed.

5/16/2011 7001475 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Staging Area N of I-8

60 feet from staging 
area.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 45 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
•This pair of bushtits clearly has a high tolerance for noise, and constant human 
activities nearby as demonstrated by the distance from the nest site to a major 
interstate highway.
•The nest is located immediately adjacent to the west bound on-ramp to 
Interstate 8 where high speed traffic frequently passes closer to the nest than 
any proposed Project work activities.
•Work proposed would be limited to staging of equipment for the Project. No 
heavy construction would occur in the area. 
•Similar instances of bushtits successfully nesting in close proximity to Project 
work activities demonstrates species acclimation to work activities within 45 feet 
of nest locations without perceived negative impacts.

1. FLEDGED. 6/23/2011 vnovik - 5/16/2011 10:30:52 AM - Observed bushtit flush from nest.
PKonrad - 6/9/2011 - Bushtit entered and left nest, probably bringing food, definitely leaving with a fecal sac.
emorgan - 5/27/2011 11:50:36 AM
Nest looks complete but male observed bringing nesting material to nest while female foraged nearby.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 1:37:51 PM
Two adults observed in nest area with prey items. Adults acting nervous with presence of juvenile western scrub-jay. 
Biologists refrained from approaching nest.
pkonrad - 6/9/2011 4:18:15 PM
Adult entered and left nest, probably brought food, definitely left with fecal sac.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 11:05:25 AM
Adults bringing food to nest and quickly leaving.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 12:20:03 PM
No Bushtit activity in area; nestlings appear to have fledged and dispersed - closed.

5/19/2011 7001498 SAPH Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
- Nest is located on a support bracket of a radiatior. This location is well 
concealed and provides a buffer by design from work activities within the sub.
- Nets is located on the far side of the transformer from work activities providing 
a partial visual buffer.
- Nesting pair chose the site location during ongoing work activities.
- Nest is located adjacent to a Say's Phoebe nest that recently fledged young 
under similar reduced buffer conditions.
- House Finches are well aclimated to human activity.

1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 barnold - 5/19/2011 9:51 AM Nest with one egg.
barnold - 5/26/2011 10:12 AM Nest with four eggs.  Adult Western Kingbird went to nest after examination. 
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:33 PM Say's Phoebe flushed from nest, with four eggs.
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:35:27 PM
Say's Phoebe flushed from nest, with four white eggs.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:43:41 AM
Nest with four nestlings.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:20:24 PM
Nest with four nestlings.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:39:38 PM
Nest with four very large nestlings. These appear to be ready to fledge.
barnold - 6/27/2011 12:49:10 PM
At 11:00am, observed two nestlings fledge from a distance of about 70 feet. Adult stayed with two nestlings, 
ultimately feeding them as they sat on the southern perimeter fence. 
barnold - 6/27/2011 5:00:35 PM
Adult also returned to nest, assume there are two nestlings remaining in nest.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:56:14 PM
Nest has successfully fledged.

5/19/2011 7001499 HOWR Closed TL 639 - 171628 35 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 mdicus - 5/19/2011 - Adult HOWR observed repeatedly carrying food into opening in top of pole.
rradd - 5/31/2011 2:53:05 PM - HOWR carries food to nest in pipe 1452.
rradd - 5/31/2011 3:00:31 PM - At least 4 young in nest approximately 1 week old.
rradd - 6/6/2011 4:29:00 PM - At least three feathered young in nest 1608.
rradd - 6/15/2011 11:27:15 AM - No HOWR detections at or near this empty nest. Presume successfuly fledged and 
change to Closed.
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5/19/2011 7001500 BHGR Closed TL 639 - 171760 90 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/9/2011 tfitanides 5/19/2011 2:00:08 PM Nest exchange observed; parents both incubating.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 12:28:54 PM
Male observed feeding at least one downy nestling in nest.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 12:03:34 PM
Nest empty, presumed to have fledged. No sign of predation; only a few scattered feces in center of nest. Closed.

5/19/2011 7001501 SOSP Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

60 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 5/19/2011 sjohnston
Observed SOSP bringing a large amount of nesting material into nest location. Exact nest location was not searched 
for. Possible second brooding for perviously recorded SOSP.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:08:45 PM - SOSP observed entering nest area.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:03:09 AM
SOSP obs. entering nest location.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:54:08 AM
SOSP near nest, not observed entering nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:55:30 AM - SOSP near nest, not observed entering nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 4:11:12 PM - Song Sparrow singing in area of nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:59:03 AM - Observed in area of nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:29:47 AM - Observed bird flying into area of nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:14:53 PM - Observed SOSP in area of nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:16:00 PM - SOSP in area of nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:18:36 PM - SOSP in nest area.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:02:22 PM - SOSP in area of nest location.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:20:04 PM - Fledglings observed, successfully fledged.

4/8/2011 5003372 WEBL Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 
pullsite - driveway 

entry

32 feet 100 feet Driveway improvement work consists of one day of survey staking with 2-3 
person crew, then one day of potholing with 2-3 person crew. Implement 
soundwalls to allow work in buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/14/2011 04/08/11 - Female carrying food item into cavity, male perching nearby (M. Dicus, R. Abe).
13 Apr - WEBL pair active, female enters cavity 0935. - RR
vnovak - 4/20/2011 7:06:34 AM - Male entering cavity, female with male. Both entering cavity.
27 Apr - WEBL pair defending cavity in ownership dispute with NUWO 1600. - RR
04 May - WEBL male defending cavity in dispute with ATFL. - 1435. - RR
14 May WEBL pr present but no cavity use during 30 min obs.0930 - RR
19 May WEBL pr active, female enters cavity 1802. - RR

5/19/2011 7001504 BUSH Closed CP50-1 AR 25 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/30/2011 5/19/2011 - BUSH to nest 0705, exiting 1211. - RR
rradd - 6/2/2011 2:56:13 PM
BUSH pair to and from nest 13:12
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:17:37 PM
No BUSH detections during 30 minutes of observations.
rradd - 6/16/2011 1:53:29 PM
BUSH feeding nest 1337, 1349 with (comparatively) large prey.
rradd - 6/23/2011 8:57:12 AM
BUSH making multiple trips to nest 0848.
rradd - 6/30/2011 12:12:02 PM
No BUSH detections during 30 minutes of observations. Nest appears in good condition; monitoring timeline 
indicates nest fledged successfully.

5/19/2011 7001505 BUOR Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

75 feet from ROW. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 19 May BUOR pr. entering and exiting at regular intervals 1510.  - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:19:12 PM - BUOR pair bringing food to this nest 1645
rradd - 6/3/2011 10:17:38 AM - No BUOR detections during 30 minute observation.
rradd - 6/8/2011 1:41:00 PM - No detections at nest; BUOR male feeding at least 2 fledglings away from site in 
nearby live oaks. Change to Closed.

5/20/2011 7001914 BUSH Closed CP70-3 AR 15 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/4/2011 20 May - BUSH pair making food carry trips at 10 minute intervals 0935. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 9:36:44 AM - BUSH pair bringing food to nest at 10 minute intervals.
rradd - 6/4/2011 10:57:26 AM - No detections at nest during 30 minute observation. Family group of 4 BUSH 
foraging nearby suggests nest successfully fledged.

5/20/2011 7001916 COYE Closed CP70-3 AR 25 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 20 May - Intense territoriality, pair chasing and multiple trips into this thicket at 5 minute intervals 0755. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 9:38:41 AM - COYE continue to sing from this thicket.
rradd - 6/4/2011 11:00:37 AM - COYE carrying food into this thicket 1009.
rradd - 6/9/2011 4:34:21 PM - COYE nesting activity continues.
rradd - 6/17/2011 2:01:21 PM - Several COYE detected, including immatures, though no food carry by parents 
noted. Observations and timeline suggest fledged nest. Change to Closed.

5/20/2011 7001919 SOSP Closed CP82-1 AR 12 feet from AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/30/2011 20 May - SOSP pair carrying items into thicket 1455. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 4:07:00 PM - SOSP detected foraging adjacent and apparently nest guarding, but did not enter 
nest during 30 minute observation 1540.
rradd - 6/4/2011 1:41:50 PM - SOSP no longer visiting this thicket. Observation timeline suggests nest has fledged. 
Change to Closed.
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5/14/2011 7001488 BUSH Closed CP29-1 7 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 Nest appears completed. Pair of BUSH in area. Adult observed flushing from nest site. -tfitanides - 5/14/2011 
12:58:20 PM
21 May - BUSH associated with nest repeatedly during 40 minutes of observation but did not enter 1210. - RR
tcooper - 5/31/2011  - Adult entered nest
28 Jun Closed. Buffers and stakes removed.
rradd - 5/24/2011 4:46:32 PM
Nest appears predated with extra large opening, but BUSH continues to visit. Under reconstruction?
rradd - 5/24/2011 5:00:41 PM
Pair remain closely associated with this site, but no item carry.
rradd - 6/2/2011 11:20:15 AM
BUSH exits nest 1006, mate loafs nearby. No food carry during 30 minute observations.
emorgan - 6/9/2011 11:46:40 AM
Adult carried food to nest.
rradd - 6/15/2011 1:08:51 PM
BUSH pair carrying insects to nest 1252.
rradd - 6/22/2011 4:23:31 PM
No BUSH detected at or near this nest during 40 minutes of observation 1540-1620.
rradd - 6/28/2011 4:16:43 PM
No BUSH detected. Nestlings have fledged and nest is empty.

5/23/2011 7001925 HOLA Closed CP17-1 700 feet from CP17-1; 5 
feet from AR.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 emorgan - 5/23/2011 11:06:18 AM
Nest contains 3 or 4 nestlings that are 3 to 4 days old. Adult observed bringing food to nest. 
tcooper - 6/1/2011 7:56:56 AM
Nest empty,  feather sheaths at bottom of nest.
rradd - 6/13/2011 12:24:42 PM
Nest presumed to have fledged prior to 6/1/2011 - closed.

5/23/2011 7001930 PHAI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

55 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 vnovik - 5/23/2011 12:54:14 PM
observed carrying nest material.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:06:27 AM
Obs. building nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:39:17 AM
Nest building
vnovik - 5/31/2011 11:52:03 AM
Active around nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:39:14 AM
Observed activity around nest. Male flew into nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:19:25 AM
Observed flying to nest site.  Entering and leaving nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:36:39 PM
Birds at nest, potentially incubating.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 6:06:21 PM
Activity observed at Nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:20:42 PM
Observed leaving nest.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:50:48 PM
Male flying out of nest site.
vnovik - 6/14/2011 5:44:45 PM
male flying to nest.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 4:58:41 PM
No activity at nest. Observed nest from 1440 to 1504.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 4:56:39 PM
No activity observed.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:13:02 PM
No activity.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 9:58:07 AM
No activity observed at nest Site.
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5/23/2011 7001931 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
15 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:15:07 PM
Observed pair building nest.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:02:05 AM
Nest appear complete. female incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:53:57 AM
Observed on nest, likely incubating.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:54:51 AM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 9:00:10 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:28:10 AM
incubating.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:16:31 PM
Incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 2:29:28 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:04:36 PM
Incubating and potentially feeding.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:21:41 PM
Nestling observed in nest.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:14:06 PM
Feeding nestling in nest.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:42:32 AM
Feeding nestling in nest.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:21:54 PM
Should fledge soon.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:13:14 AM
Fledged.

5/23/2011 7001933 HOFI Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet; inside yard. 100 feet Nest was built during current operations, and falls under the blanket exemption 
for yards.

1. FLEDGED. 6/23/2011 RAbe - 5/23/2011 11:29:47 AM - Female HOFI observed adding nesting material to nest (90% complete).
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 2:18:45 PM
Female incubating.
barnold - 6/8/2011 11:37:05 AM
Female flushed from nest. Nest with three very young nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 12:26:12 PM
 3 growing nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 6/22/2011 2:32:21 PM
 1 large feathered nestling in nest, ready to fledge; others probably already fledged.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 2:46:18 PM
Nestlings fledged prior to 6-25 - closed.

5/23/2011 7001934 ANHU Closed Elliott Substation 50 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/14/2011 23 May - ANHU female feeding gnats to young in nest, estimated at 1 week old, 0733. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:48:32 AM
Large ANHU nestlings present in nest 0706
rradd - 6/6/2011 12:40:54 PM
2 nestlings are large, fully feathered and perched on edge of nest.
rradd - 6/14/2011 2:45:35 PM
Nest no longer present 1432. Based on previous observations, likely fledged. 
Change to Closed. 

5/23/2011 7001935 NOMO Closed Elliott Substation 10 feet to substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 23 May - NOMO incubating 3 eggs 1036. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:52:16 AM - NOMO carrying food to nest 0726.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:36:09 AM - NOMO pair carrying food to nest 0740.
rradd - 6/14/2011 4:17:56 PM - Nest is empty with a clean intact cup. NOMO nestling period is 12-14 days, so likely a 
successful fledge. Change to Closed.

5/24/2011 7001940 GRRO Closed CP18 15 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

Drive through access only appoved through blanket exemption.

1. FLEDGED. 6/27/2011 tcooper - 5/24/2011 - 4 eggs, adult incubating
eelias - 6/2/2011 4:16:35 PM
Biologists checked this nest. There was 1 hatched nestling and unhatched eggs in this nest.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:10:41 AM
GRRO on nest.
rradd - 6/13/2011 7:40:13 AM
GRRO on nest 0720.
rradd - 6/20/2011 7:30:37 AM
At least 2 feathered nestlings in nest 0708.
rradd - 6/28/2011 8:46:41 AM
Nest is empty; presumed fledged.
rradd - 6/28/2011 8:51:44 AM
Change to Closed, buffers and stakes removed.

5/24/2011 7001941 CALT Closed CP22-1 50 feet from AR; 1500 
feet to CP22.

100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no 
stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 phoward - 5/24/2011 10:03:25 AM
nest found with two eggs. Adults seen incubating.
rradd - 6/1/2011 1:42:16 PM
 CALT brooding 1 near-naked nestling and 1 unhatched egg.
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:38:21 PM
Adult silting on nest with 2 nestlings.
rradd - 6/13/2011 7:38:37 AM
Appears successfully fledged; nest is intact and empty with a few small feces in the cup.
rradd - 6/13/2011 7:39:15 AM
Change to Closed. Buffers and stakes removed.
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5/23/2011 7001943 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 30 feet •Both pairs of House Finches exhibited a tolerance to human presence by 

building their nests in an area with moderately existing foot and vehicle traffic. 
•The nests are located behind/inside the attached signs which provide a visual 
and acoustic buffer against any foot and vehicle traffic and storage activities.
•House Finches are a species that is known to be tolerable of human 
disturbance and regularly nest in close proximity to human activity.
•House Finch nests that have been in close proximity to similar potential yard 
activities under similar buffers have successfully fledged within Sunrise 
Powerlink yards.

1. FLEDGED. 6/29/2011 jpawlicki - 5/23/2011 3:30:00 PM - Nest complete with obvious cup shape, fresh green vegetation, and containing no 
eggs or young. Adults observed flying from nest.
phoward - 5/31/2011 11:49:28 AM - Female flushed from nest, nest has 6 eggs.
tfitanides - 5/25/2011 12:24:17 PM
1 egg in nest.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 8:57:53 AM
Female flushed from nest. Incubating/brooding.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:48:07 PM
Female flushed from nest. Undetermined number of nestlings with downy feathers observed in nest.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:21:15 AM
1 nestling in nest, appears ready to fledge.
fhoffman - 6/29/2011 3:28:22 PM
Nestling became fledgling today.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:36:53 PM
Related to the above 6-26 and 6-29 observations, this nestling may have been the last of up to 6 fledglings total from 
this nest, considering 5-31 and 6-14 comments.

5/23/2011 7001944 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 30 feet •Both pairs of House Finches exhibited a tolerance to human presence by 
building their nests in an area with moderately existing foot and vehicle traffic. 
•The nests are located behind/inside the attached signs which provide a visual 
and acoustic buffer against any foot and vehicle traffic and storage activities.
•House Finches are a species that is known to be tolerable of human 
disturbance and regularly nest in close proximity to human activity.
•House Finch nests that have been in close proximity to similar potential yard 
activities under similar buffers have successfully fledged within Sunrise 
Powerlink yards.

1. FLEDGED. 7/7/2011 jpawlicki - 5/23/2011 3:27:53 PM - Nest about 50% complete and made primarily of dry grasses. Both adults 
observed at nest with female actively bringing nesting material.
phoward - 5/31/2011 11:51:47 AM - Female flushed from nest, nest has 5 eggs.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 8:59:18 AM
Female incubating/brooding.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:09:55 PM
Undetermined number of hatchlings with downy feathers.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:24:24 AM
1 fully feathered nestling in nest, appears ready to fledge.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:40:31 PM
Same nest as neighboring nest?

5/6/2011 7001001 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

44 feet to work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and construction related activity are appropriate when 
considered along with the plan, providing type and duration of access is strictly 
regulated. 

1. FLEDGED. 6/23/2011 5/6 - BUSH pair completing nest 1208. - RR 
5/13 - BUSH continue active at this nest 1012. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 12:50:09 PM
Observed BUSH carrying nesting material to the nest.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 8:16:17 AM - BUSH observed entering nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 12:58:38 PM - Observed carrying food items into nest.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:51:53 AM - BUSH observed entering and exiting nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 12:15:41 PM
Bushtits in the area, but no observations of them entering  the nest. Nest looks intact.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 11:53:23 AM
Observed Bushtit entering nest.
vnovik Bustit leaving nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:24:08 AM
Observed entering and leaving the nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:46:32 PM
Birds observed entering and leaving nest, likely feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:29:26 PM
Birds likely feeding nestlings; observed entering nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:02:56 PM
Feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:51:40 PM
Observed bird exiting nest.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:19:53 PM
No change.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:00:19 PM
No activity observed at nest.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:48:28 AM
No activity.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:14:36 PM
Closed, may have fledged.

1/29/2011 5000543 RTHA Closed EP32-1 AR 38 feet from AR. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 Didn't see any birds on nest. 1/29/11
Red-tailed Hawk incubating - 3-19 (RR).
Red-tailed hawk incubating 3-29 (PK).
Male brought small mammal to female at nest; at least 1 week-old nestling in nest 4-7 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 -  Adult brooding early, then standing on nest later.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 -  At least 4 large downy nestlings in nest with 1 adult perched in nest tree. Adult flew to nest 
with a 5 foot long snake and began feeding nestlings. 
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - 3 large downy nestlings visible in nest; 2 stood and spread wings in wind and flapped even tho 
their wing feathers are just beginning to grow. One adult flew by close to nest.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - 1 feathered nestling standing in nest.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - 3 well-feathered nestlings standing in nest feeding. 
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - 1 large nestling standing on nest; 1 nestling lying in nest; has third nestling fledged, or is it out 
of sight in nest?
PKonrad - 5/24/2011 - 1 fledgling perched in top of nearby tree; tested its wings in the light wind and flew tentatively 
to top of nest tree. 2 large nestlings standing on nest (ready to fledge).
PKonrad - 6/1/2011 - No nestlings, fledglings, or adults observed in area; appear to have left the area. Nestlings 
appear to have fledged successfully - closed.
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3/17/2011 6003245 RTHA Closed EP27-1 AR 270 feet from AR. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/30/2011 Red-tailed hawk incubating in large stick nest about 45 feet high in live oak 3-29 (PK).

Female flushed from nest; male vocalizing and circling nearby. Male is a black morph 4-7 (FH/PK).
sritt - 4/13/2011 11:30:09 AM - No change.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011   Both adults soaring overhead calling territorially; cannot see nest to check for nestlings due to 
thick foliage.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - 2 adults overhead soaring and calling; cannot view nestlings due to thick foliage.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - No change at nest site, but no adults present today.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - 2 adults soaring overhead calling territorially; nest (and nestlings?) obscured except can see 
nest from directly below.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - Same circumstances as last week.
PKonrad - 5/24/2011 - Hooray, can finally see 1 large feathered nestling standing at nest; 2 adults soaring overhead 
calling territorially. Nestling is normal-colored (adult male is a black morph).
PKonrad - 6/1/2011 - No sign of large nestling or normally vocal territorial adults. Expect that nestling fledged and 
family group has dispersed from the area.
eelias - 6/6/2011 10:09:16 AM
Arrived at site 1000.
eelias - 6/6/2011 10:30:06 AM
Flushed hawk (unknown age, unknown sex) from nest tree when I was 50m away. Located nest. Attempted to find a 
viewing angle where I could see into nest. I was not successful. Saw a dark variant (presumed male) lazily soar over 
@ 1018. No other activity. I monitored this nest for 30 minutes.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 10:41:11 AM
No fledgling(s) or adults observed or heard in area; they apparently have dispersed - closed.

4/13/2011 5000806 HOWR Closed EP27-1 AR 35 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/16/2011 sritt - 4/13/2011 10:25:18 AM - 2 males fighting over cavity. One bird defending nest from other bird that was 
removing nest material. One female also present.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Male singing 20 feet from a couple cavities that fit this desciption here.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Male singing throughout nest tree; visited suspected nest cavity briefly once.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Male singing actively, but no action at cavity(s).
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Adult perched in cavity entrance, facing outward; perched in a number of locations and 
chased another wren from area, then returned tonest tree; little singing.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - No wrens observed or heard at nest tree; only a neighboring wren singing to south.

4/15/2011 5000829 LASP Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

Nesting commenced  while construction activities were in progress, and is 
therefore accustomed to this site.  The buffer will remain in effect for 
construction activites, but may be reduced for parking and access purposes, if 
needed.

A follow-up visit confirmed that this nest had nestlings on 5-10-11, and was 
feeding the fledglings within 25 feet of four biologists.  The nest is hidden under 
steel, and the steel should remain in place for the nest to fledge.  However, the 
adults are highly tolerant of the current workload, and readily approach their nest 
in full observation of nearby people.  Therefore, a reduction to 20 feet is 
suitable.

1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 tcooper - 4/15/2011 - Adults visiting nest, which appears complete, contents not observed, probably laying.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 -  Couldn't find nest; no birds in area - will return.
shampton - 4/25/2011 11:23:02 AM  - Pair observed entering nest; 1 adult carried a bill-full of fine nesting material to 
nest.
sjohnston - 4/26/2011 12:53:02 PM - Nest located under steel lying on the ground; 1 egg observed but more eggs 
may be in nest; full view blocked by steel.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Adult incubating 3 eggs; second adult present.
kalberts - 5/10/2011 - Adult feeding nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - Yard biomonitor, Tyler Sears, observed adults feeding nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Nestlings appear to have fledged; no adults or nestlings present. nest somewhat flattened and 
empty.

4/30/2011 7000957 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/24/2011 barnold - 4/30/2011 4:15:54 PM
In water storage truck, elevated on rack. Nest about 11 feet off the ground in corner bracket. Adult finches attempted 
repeatedly to access nest, but were chased away by large black carpenter bee.
emorgan - 5/8/2011 11:03:48 AM - House finch pair observed around nest. No carpenter bees observed.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - No bird at large nest, but 3 pairs of finches are present.
pkonrad - 5/24/2011 1:24:30 PM
Nestlings appear to have fledged; no adults observed visiting nest, and rim of nest covered by mutes - closed.
PKonrad - 6/1/2011
Nest empty.
bfischer - 7/13/2011 12:55:36 PM
The nest was examined for the presence of nestlings using a mirror with light. Seeing no nestlings, the rest was 
removed and, again, no nestlings were found in nest. The nest was disposed of in a covered container to prevent 
reuse of material for a new nest. The water tank and vacinity was inspected for the presence any new nests; nothing 
was found.

5/24/2011 7002347 OATI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Loritz property

0 feet; within work pad. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 emorgan - 5/24/2011 2:08:33 PM - Observed adult bringing food to the cavity every 5 to 10 minutes and also 
removing a fecal sac.
emorgan - 5/31/2011 8:04:25 PM
Observed adult carrying food into cavity and I could hear nestlings calling.
jpawlicki - 6/10/2011 1:35:00 PM
Adults briefly observed and heard in vicinity, but no activity observed at nest after 40 mins. of monitoring - closed.

5/11/2011 7001432 WREN Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet; within yard limits. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

NBR granted through blanket exemption.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 Male territorial and female sitting on nest. A nest buffer reduction to accomodate thru-traffic would likely not disturb 
nest. dbusby - 5/11/2011 8:39:28 AM
18 May - WREN brooding 4 eggs, 1 hatched nestling 1024. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 2:12:12 PM - 3 naked young in nest.
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:42:47 PM - Nest is clean, intact and empty, presumed fledged. Change to Closed.
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5/25/2011 7002356 NOMO Closed TL 6916 - 973036 50 feet to work area; 60 

feet to AR & tower.
100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 

feet.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer. 

1. FLEDGED. 6/18/2011 phoward - 5/25/2011 11:13:52 AM - Nest found with 3 eggs, adult seen flushed from nest.
fhoffman - 5/31/2011 5:51:41 PM - 3 eggs still in nest, adults not observed.
tcooper - 6/6/2011 11:46:19 AM - 3 nestlings in nest; about 3 days old.
rradd - 6/13/2011 3:29:10 PM - 3 nestlings in nest are well-feathered with white wing bars.
rradd - 6/20/2011 4:10:07 PM - Nest is intact and empty, nestlings have fledged. Change to Closed.

5/25/2011 7002360 HOOR Closed Alpine Underground - 
Vault 3L

15 feet north of Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/21/2011 bfischer  5/25/2011.  Both orioles were observed driving House Finches away -  finches were carrying nesting 
material and were approaching same tree as the orioles were nesting in.  The nest was not seen prior to today; but 
appears to be nearly complete (80%),  A second oriole nest is attached to the adjacent palm frond.
fitanides - 6/4/2011 2:00:37 PM
Female observed entering nest with food and beginning to incubate.
rradd - 6/11/2011 8:42:08 AM
Female carrying food and 1st year male attending nest.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 11:57:32 AM
Female bringing food to nest regularly, removing fecal sacs sometimes. First year male feeding in and visiting nest 
tree, but not shadowing female like it did last week.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 12:21:31 PM
3 nearly fledged nestlings being fed in nest by female. Young male following female, even food-begging.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 10:11:12 AM
Nestlings have fledged; no orioles observed in area - closed. 

5/23/2011 7001936 LBVI Closed Elliott Substation 370 feet from 
substation.

300 feet Not needed; nest is beyond 300 foot buffer. 1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 23 May - Nest appears complete, but unable to determine if adult incubating from a distance. LBVI singing regularly 
and territorial within 20 feet of nest for duration of 1 hour observation. 1255. - RR
imaunsell - 5/26/2011 9:53:14 AM - 1 LBVI egg present. 1 BHCO egg removed. Male vocalizing and making nest 
visits.
31 May LBVI pair exchanging nest duties at approximately 15 minute intervals 1035 -1115.
rradd - 6/6/2011 12:34:59 PM - LBVI incubating, performing nest exchanges at approx 20 minute intervals, no food 
brought to nest.
rradd - 6/14/2011 2:42:06 PM - LBVI pair feeding nest at 2 minute intervals 1208. Nest contents unknown - nestling's 
head does not project above nest rim.
imaunsell - 6/18/2011 9:49:57 AM - One downy nestling.
rradd - 6/21/2011 9:19:57 PM - Nest is intact and empty, young has fledged.  Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/27/2011 2:16:13 PM
No LBVI detections1150-1220.

5/26/2011 7002375 HOWR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 15 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer. 

1. FLEDGED. 5/30/2011 vnovik - 5/26/2011 1:40:56 PM - Observed House Wren enter cavity when nestlings were heard calling in cavity; 
they may be near fledging.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 5:04:15 PM
Adult wren feeding vocal nestlings in live oak cavity.
PKonrad - 6/1/2011 - No activity at cavity or in area of nest site; nestlings apparently fledged and left area - closed 
eelias - 6/6/2011 4:26:05 PM
No activity at any of the potential nest cavities
eelias - 6/6/2011 4:27:23 PM
Status changed to closed due to prior comment regard hearing juvies and probably near fledging.

5/26/2011 7002377 HOWR Closed CP70-3 AR 82 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/9/2011 rradd - 5/26/2011 
HOWR repeatedly entering cavity 0905
rradd - 6/4/2011 8:26:37 AM
HOWR singing at adjacent song perch and entering cavity 0755.
rradd - 6/9/2011 3:34:40 PM
HOWR enters cavity 1515.
rradd - 6/17/2011 1:02:21 PM
HOWR enters cavity several times 1156-1238.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:33:01 PM
HOWR present near cavity, but no food carry or interaction with nest. Monitor once more prior to closing.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:09:12 PM
HOWR carrying food to cavity @ 15 min. intervals. No singing.
rradd - 7/8/2011 9:18:00 AM
HOWR female solicits food from male and re-enters cavity 0859. Juvenile begging at cavity entrance.
rradd - 7/14/2011 11:29:37 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest has fledged, no HOWR detected at or near nest during 30 min obs.

5/27/2011 7002385 LASP Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/21/2011 mkuehn - 5/27/2011 1:30:39 PM - Adult not present but flushed from nest earlier when found. 2 eggs present. 
Installed signs and flagging for 100-foot buffer. 
sritt - 6/1/2011 11:20:15 AM - One adult flushed from nest.
eelias - 6/6/2011 3:04:13 PM - One adult flushed from nest. This nest contained 3 eggs. Monitored nest for 3 
minutes.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 2:59:50 PM - 2 newly hatched nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 11:33:20 AM - 2 week-old nestlings in nest; adult perched nearby.
imaunsell - 6/22/2011 11:40:47 AM - Nest reported fledged by biological monitor.
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5/10/2011 7001428 BUSH Closed EP89-1 45 feet from work limits. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/22/2011 Adults bringing food to nest. dbusby - 5/10/2011 7:54:47 AM

PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Nest small but well-built; no birds observed.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 10:36:59 AM
 No activity at this nest during 35 minutes of observation.
barnold - 6/2/2011 9:53:30 AM
Nest in god shape, Bushtits in scrub oak tree. No sign of bringing food, etc. Nest may have fledged.
pkonrad - 6/8/2011 1:26:03 PM
Adult(s) visited nest periodically, sometimes with minute food.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 10:30:12 AM
 2 adults observed bringing food to nest.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 3:37:23 PM
No Bushtits observed or heard in area during extended period; nestlings may have fledged; will check status once 
more.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 11:36:29 PM
No Bushtits were observed or heard in the area; nestlings appear to fledged and dispersed from the area - closed.

5/28/2011 7002388 WREN Closed CP19-1 73 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 
passage allowed.

•No pedestrian traffic or vehicular stopping, standing or construction work will 
occur within the buffer.
•Signage restricting traffic to 10mph speed limit within the buffer will be posted.
•The road provides access to towers CP18 through CP24-1 and has been 
receiving light project use including several nest surveys, nest monitoring, 
SWPPP inspections, and other project uses while this nest was active and 
undiscovered; 
•The nest is located approximately 70-feet from the north edge of the access 
road, down a steep slope, in moderately dense chaparral scrub habitat. The 
location of the nest obscures passing vehicles from view of the nesting birds.
•The nearest construction site is more than 1700 feet away from the nest and not 
in line of sight.
•Several active nests along this access road have received similarly structured 
NBM/NBR's and continue to be viable or have fledged successfully.

1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 Two adults seen carrying food + feeding three nestlings. - sritt - 5/28/2011 12:08:47 PM
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:58:34 PM - Nest intact and empty with whitewash at lip, suggesting successful fledge. Change to 
Closed.
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:59:18 PM - Stakes and buffers removed.

5/31/2011 7002403 AMKE Closed TL 639 - 379525 40 feet from tower. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/10/2011 5/31/2011 AMKE female carries lizard to cavity 11:13. - RR
rradd - 6/6/2011 2:39:37 PM
No AMKE detection 1330-1430. Nest has likely fledged.
sdhall - 6/10/2011 2:25:52 PM
No activity near nest site.  One adult observed on line and one young observed on another pole. Both flew out of 
vicinity. Nest presumed closed.

5/31/2011 7002404 WEBL Closed TL 6916 - 774820 75 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no 
stopping standing or work occurs within the buffer.

Nest covered under Elimination of Nest Buffer Reduction Requests Under 
Certain Conditions for access roads currently in use for project activities.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 WEBL pair carrying food to nest. Female removes fecal sac 1725. - RR
rradd - 6/6/2011 5:25:56 PM - WEBL female enters nest with food 17:19, leaves with fecal sac 17:20.
rradd - 6/14/2011 10:17:14 AM - WEBL pair feeding 4 feathered juveniles in nest cavity 1015.
rradd - 6/22/2011 1:31:11 PM - No WEBL detected at this nest during 20 minute observation. Nest has fledged. 
Change to Closed.

6/1/2011 7002405 OCWA Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

35 feet from Alpine Blvd; 
48 feet from work limit.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 mkuehn - 6/1/2011 10:14:41 AM
Female to nest 3 times with food; brooding young nestlings; pair copulating frequently.
shampton - 6/9/2011 12:25:57 PM
Large feathered nestling(s) in nest.  Adults nearby.
shampton - 6/16/2011 12:05:24 PM
Nest empty, no OCWA nearby, nest undamaged, assume successfully fledged. Closed.
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6/1/2011 7002412 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet, within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 50 

feet.
Rock Wren nest ID#7002412 (Requested NBR to 50 feet):
The nest is located approximately 300 feet in from the eastern edge of the SPL 
Project work area. The nest is in a large boulder pile which consists of material 
that was recently blasted loose and piled up during construction and contains a 
large amount of loose silt.  The nest sits approximately two feet back in a rock 
crevice, and a mirror is required to observe the nest directly. The adults were 
observed adding nest material. The requested NBR should not adversely affect 
the current nesting behavior progression nor should it impact the successful 
outcome of the nest for the following reasons:
•This nesting pair is strongly attached to the territory and is unlikely to abandon 
the currently active nest due to construction disturbance. 
•The nest is under a large boulder which buffers visual and acoustic 
disturbances
•There is no direct line of sight to the nest from any part of the construction area. 

•The pair is very tolerant of construction disturbances, as shown by their 
selection of the nesting location amidst a high level of construction activity. 
Suncrest Substation construction site has many pieces of large, loud, heavy 
machinery used daily. The construction activity level in the work area has been 
consistent for months. 
•The adults did not show signs of disturbance until observers approached within 
30 feet and quickly resumed entering the nest cavity and adding nest material 
after observers retreated beyond 30 feet.
•The nest will be observed by the construction biomonitor and avian biologists to 
detect and evaluate any nesting behavior changes attributed to Project 
activities.

1. FLEDGED. 7/11/2011 shampton - 6/1/2011 2:40:55 PM  Adults observed bringing small stones for "porch" of nest. Very little vegetative 
nest material  (10-15 pieces) has been added. Less them 5% complete at 150O hrs
ahill - 6/6/2011 8:07:09 PM
2 eggs in nest; male singing in area in the morning; femake came to nest periodically.
ahill - 6/7/2011 6:13:30 PM
3 eggs in nest; did not hear male singing nor see female go to nest; the pair is being very cryptic. 
ahill - 6/13/2011 10:14:05 AM
Female is incubating.
ahill - 6/13/2011 8:06:48 PM
There are 5 eggs in nest, female flushed at 10 feet.
ahill - 6/14/2011 6:55:20 PM
Female incubating full time still, male bringing her food.
ahill - 6/17/2011 2:32:22 PM
Female is incubating full time despite 2 blasts 80-120 feet away from nest. Drilling is occuring at 55-100 feet from 
nest, noise is more than 65 dB at center of nest; there are 5 eggs in nest.
ahill - 6/18/2011 5:38:20 PM
Female is incubating despite blast 55-80 feet away from nest; big boulders, rocks, and dust entered into buffer zone. 
Pair is OK and nest crevice maintained integrity. 
ahill - 6/20/2011 5:31:30 PM
Female is still incubating; no eggs have hatched. Blasted 125-175 feet away from nest today; debris did not appear 
to enter buffer.
ahill - 6/21/2011 6:05:34 PM
Still incubating 5 eggs post todays blast 200 feet away.
ahill - 6/22/2011 5:32:29 PM
There are 3 hatchlings and 2 eggs in nest; female was seen foraging. Blast at 225 feet today.
shampton - 7/1/2011 12:06:27 PM at 1600 
Adult observed bringing food item and removing a fecal sac while construction activities were occurring throughout 
the substation.
ahill - 7/6/2011 9:38:46 AM
Nestlings have feathers and were at edge of nest entrance, adults came to nest; nestlings should fledge very soon.
Cemerson - 7/11/2011 3:21:02 PM - Nestlings successfully fledged on 7/9.  Fledglings remain in the general area 
and are still being attended  by adults.

6/1/2011 7002416 GRRO Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 rradd - 6/1/2011 at 0905
GRRO incubating 5 eggs.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:58:20 AM
Two hatched young approx 1, 2 days old and 2 unhatched eggs.
rradd - 6/13/2011 12:13:08 PM
GRRO brooding 3 black-skinned nestlings with coarse white hairs in nest 1130.
rradd - 6/20/2011 1:40:17 PM
3 medium-sized feathered young in nest - no tails yet 1322.
rradd - 6/28/2011 10:38:07 AM
Nest is empty; young have fledged.

6/1/2011 7002420 PHAI Closed CP21 38 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

vehicular traffic is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, 
standing, or work activities occur within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/19/2011 rradd - 6/1/2011 at 1425
Male carrying food and brooding.
phoward - 6/2/2011 1:33:48 PM
Female seen incubating 2 eggs
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:34:28 PM
Adult on nest.
rradd - 6/13/2011 7:44:15 AM
PHAI male brooding nest 0736.
rradd - 6/20/2011 9:41:00 AM
Nest is empty. Female PHAI carrying food near nest suggests recent successful fledge.
Change to Closed.

6/1/2011 7002421 HOWR Closed TL 639 - 379637 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/15/2011 tfitanides - 6/1/2011 3:15:43 PM - Male observed bringing food items to nest twice. No begging calls heard.
dbusby - 6/10/2011 2:33:34 PM - Adult bring food to cavity with begging calls heard.
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 10:31:44 AM - No HOWR activity in area for 35-minutes. No response to callback. Nest 
presumed to have fledged successfully.

6/1/2011 7002425 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet 15 feet •House finches are a species that is known to be tolerable of human disturbance 
and regularly nest in proximity to human activity.
•The pair of house finches exhibited a tolerance to human presence by building 
their nests in an area with already existing moderate foot and vehicle traffic.
•This pair tolerated biologist encroachment to 5 feet away without altering 
behavior. 
•The nest is located inside the spool bracket and is on the side of the spool 
facing away from areas that receive regular vehicular and foot traffic, providing a 
visual buffer to any yard activities.
•House finch nests exposed to similar activities and conditions in this CY under 
similar buffers remain viable nests with the adult birds continuing normal nesting 
behavior.

1. FLEDGED. 7/10/2011 imaunsell - 6/1/2011 10:17:42 AM
Pair nest building. Nest approximately 20% complete.
emorgan - 6/7/2011 8:55:31 AM
Nest contains 3 eggs. Female flushed from nest.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:11:04 PM
Female observed incubating on nest.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:15:39 AM
Nest contains 3 or more nestlings
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:29:42 PM
At least 2 large nestlings in nest.
bfischer - 7/11/2011 9:19:24 AM
Successfully fledged.

6/2/2011 7002427 RCSP Closed CP19-1 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticiapted to impact this nest provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or work activities occur within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/14/2011 fhoffman - 6/2/2011 1:26:20 PM
Adult flushed from nest. Incubating 2 solid light, bluish, gray eggs.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:09:39 AM - At least 2 downy young in nest 0804.
rradd - 6/13/2011 7:42:14 AM - Two feathered nestlings with only wisps of down remaining - anticipated to fledge 14 
Jun.
rradd - 6/20/2011 7:31:32 AM - Nest has fledged. Change to Closed.
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6/2/2011 7002428 HOWR Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 8 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided no stopping, 
standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

Exemption for ARs in use by project applies.

1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 jpawlicki - 6/2/2011 2:39:49 PM
Nest contains at least three partially feathered young. Both adults observed bringing food to young in nest.
rradd - 6/6/2011 4:25:43 PM - HOWR adult carrying food to nest 1618.
rradd - 6/15/2011 10:57:24 AM - Nest is empty, presumed fledged.
Change to Closed.

6/2/2011 7002430 BUOR Closed Alpine Underground - 
177+00l

70 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED.  7/7/2011 shampton - 6/2/2011 11:49:46 AM  
Female adding nest lining material.
shampton - 6/9/2011 11:40:01 AM
Incubating; tail and primary tips visible protruding from nest.
shampton - 6/16/2011 11:43:35 AM
Observed female adult arriving at nest at 1137.
shampton - 6/23/2011 11:08:32 AM
Female visited nest at 1106.
shampton - 6/30/2011 11:39:22 AM
Female was observed visiting nest at 1136; a male BUOR was seen mobbing a RTHA near nest tree about 1000.
bfischer - 7/11/2011 2:03:49 PM
Nest was observed for 1/2 hour and no oriole activity was seen in vicinity of nest.
shampton - 7/21/2011 2:10:34 PM
No activity at nest or BUOR observed near it during 30 minutes of observation (1145-1215) but 3 female/juvenile-
type BUOR's were seen 200-300 feet east earlier in the day during LBVI survey. Nest is still in good condition, does 
not appear to have been damaged by a predator. Assuming successfully fledged, around 7/7/2011 - closed.

3/12/2011 6003222 BUSH Closed Helix Yard AR 20 feet to AR boundary. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
First nesting attempt 
indeterminate from 
5/26/2011.

7/5/2011 Bushtits observed building nest, currently 30% complete (3/12/2011). 
16 Mar - Construction continues - RR.
29 Mar - Nest appears complete. BUSH enters @ 15:58 - RR.
5 Apr - BUSH enters nest 1625. ANHU stealing nest material. - RR.
13 Apr. No BUSH detected at this nest. - RR
20 Apr. Agitated adjacent COHA makes monitoring difficult. No detections. - RR
26 Apr. BUSH carrying items to nest 1745. - RR
3 May BUSH carrying food into this nest 1735. - RR
10 May BUSH carrying food to nest 1801. - RR
18 May No BUSH detected atnest, but pr. noted carrying material elsewhere - unable to follow due to proximity to 
COHA. Will monitor again 1755. - RR
26 May No BUSH detected during 30 min. obs. New nest found. Change to closed. - RR

5/7/2011 7001008 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 171663 0 feet; in pole. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed within approved 

limits.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Immature birds on 
5/31/2011 do not fit 
nesting chronology 
for nest. Nest 
monitoring date not 
complete enough to 
determine nest 
outcome.

6/18/2011 shampton - 5/7/2011 10:44:53 AM  Male singing near nest and borts adults repeatedly entering bracket. Nest 
material visible in bracket.
shampton - 5/19/2011 6:37:42 PM  Adults observed entering bracket and singing nearby.
imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:45:23 AM
Nest was checked by lineman at the direction of an avian biologist. No adults were observed. An incomplete clutch 
of 3 eggs was present.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 4:34:34 PM
Three House Finches (male and two female/immature types) perched on wires within 20 ft. of nest with one female 
flying around at briefly perching near, but not at nest. No other activity observed at nest after 30 mins. of 
monitoring.
kkilpatrick - 6/10/2011 2:10:56 PM
Nest was observed for 5O minutes, and no activity at the nest was observed. Four House Finches were observed 
flying by nest location. One adult male was observed as well as an adult female and two juveniles.  The female was 
observed feeding one  of the juveniles while the three birds were perched on the transmission line approximately 30 
feet from the nest site.
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 12:27:20 PM
No HOFI activity during 20-minute check. Closed.

6/2/2011 7002426 KILL Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Initial observation 
data unable to be 
located.

6/4/2011 phoward - 6/5/2011 11:21:50 AM
No eggs or nest were found; no birds seen in area. Nest likely failed from rain or preadation.

4/1/2011 5003337 ANHU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

25 feet from Londono's 
driveway.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Intact nest vacant; 
possibly fledged but 
period between 
observations is 
shorter than fledging 
period.

5/27/2011 Female on nest; Not disturbed by vehicle or foot traffic. 4/1/2011 - IM (gps not functioning, mapped by hand.)
Female on nest - imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:26:11 AM,
4/19/2011 - Female ANHU on nest 1028. - RR
4/27/2011 - No ANHU visiting this intact nest. Presumed fledged - closed. 1100. - RR
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6/28/2011 7002571 CACW Closed EP269-2 60 feet from TSAP. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 

It is unclear if the 
juvenile observed 
was from the 
observed nest or 
another nest in the 
area. 

6/28/2011 phoward - 6/28/2011 8:55:32 AM
Nest was found inactive. Likely a fledged nest from this year. Juvenile was observed closeby. No adults or nest visits 
were seen. 

4/14/2011 5000821 VERD Closed Thomas Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Lack of monitoring 
data between visits.

5/17/2011 J & M Dicus - 4/14/2011 - Adult carrying food to nest.
J & M Dicus - 5/17/2011 11:33:28 AM  Nest empty; no Verdins observed at or near nest; nest presumed complete 
due to duration since last check being long enough to hatch and fledge young, due to lack of eggs or nestlings in nest 
and no adults in vicinity of nest. Nest is also located outside of active portion of yard and does not affect 
construction.  Buffer signs removed - closed.

5/5/2011 7000986 HOWR Closed TL 639 - 171629 85 feet from pole, 80 
feet from east access 

road.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction will occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Lack of nest 
monitoring makes 
nest outcome 
questionable.

5/23/2011 mdicus, ghuffman - 5/5/2011 7:44:12 AM - HOWR observed bringing food to nest cavity in pole.
Nest site closed due to breeding chronology that this nest would have either fledged or failed by now - kalberts - 
5/23/2011 12:37:40 PM.

3/31/2011 5003312 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Male HOFIs 
occasionally bring 
nest material to 
nests, but unable to 
determine actual 
presence or location 
of nest.  

5/11/2011 3/31/11 Observed male binging nest material into hole and leaving without it. Flagged (Cummings).
Status unknown. no birds observed 4-12 (FH/BA). 
26 Apr - No confirmation of nesting detected from outside the Sub. No positive obs. since 31 Mar, change to 
Inactive. - RR
2 May - No change observed during substation construction. Change to Closed- RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:53 PM  No activity.  Closed.

4/27/2011 7000920 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
May have fledged 
but uncertain.

5/12/2011 27 Apr - MODO incubating 2 eggs 0710. - RR
5 May - MODO incubation continues 0658. - RR
12 May Nest empty 0654. No signs of predation in or under nest. Change to Closed. - RR

4/1/2011 5003335 ANHU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

55 feet from driveway. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
May have fledged or 
failed; nestlings were 
not observed.

5/4/2011 Female flushed when foot traffic approached within 15 feet of nest. Female on nest. 4/1/2011 - IM (gps not 
functioning, mapped by hand.)
Female on nest - imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:30:52 AM.
4/19/2011 - ANHU female on nest, did not flush from directly under, 1142. - RR
4/27/2011 - ANHU female on nest 1155. - RR
5/5/2011 - No ANHU detected during 30 minute observation 1355. Likely fledged. Change to closed. - RR

4/21/2011 5000868 EUCD Closed IV Substation 0 feet; in substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 40 
feet.

This nest is high up on man-made structures inside the yard; birds exhibit high 
tolerance of current human construction activity.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring ceased 
after determination 
that nest was 
occupied by EUCD, 
a species not 
protected by the 
MBTA.  Monitoring 
chronology suggests 
old nest visited by 
kingird and 
subsequently 
occupied by non-
protected species.

6/4/2011 vnovik - 4/21/2011 2:04:37 PM - kingbird flushed from nest area.
shampton - 5/10/2011 10:57:41 AM  Nest is empty, has a lot of scats on it and underneath it on the ground. appears 
to have fledged.  No birds observed near nest - Closed.
barnold - 6/3/2011 AM Nest in this area now has three or four Eurasian Collared Dove nestlings, a non-covered 
introduced species under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. Removed ESA.
barnold - 6/4/2011 7:12:40 AM
This area currently has an introduced Eurasian Collared Dove nest with 3 or 4 lightly feathered nestlings. Removed 
ESA.
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5/3/2011 7000970 MODO Closed TL 6916 - 771471 95 feet from ROW. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 

feet.
Mourning doves as a species are well adapted to human activities and 
urbanized settings similar to the location of this nest. The nest is under the eave 
and on top of a conduit box on the side of a regularly used building.  The nest 
was constructed in an area that is surrounded by development and regularly 
exposed to human and vehicular traffic.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring 
chronology suggests 
insufficient time for 
nest to fledge.

5/27/2011 One bird incubating. Pair seen. - sritt - 5/3/2011 11:10:03 AM
11 May - Unable to locate nest based on description. - RR
rradd - 5/27/2011 12:12:06 PM
Nest found unoccupied with HOFI removing nest materials.
Change to Closed.

4/13/2011 5000809 LAGO Closed EP27-1 35 feet from AR; 325 
feet from tower work 

area.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring 
chronology suggests 
nestlings possibly 
fledged (LAGO 
nestling period is 11 
days).

5/14/2011 sritt - 4/13/2011 11:01:39 AM - Male seen feeding female incubating on nest.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011  - Nest present; could not see bird until second visit when female observed incubating.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Bird incubating.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Adult brooding.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - No birds or activity at nest site during 25 minutes of observation.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - No birds observed. Appears to be a failed nesting attempt.

5/17/2011 7001492 LASP Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring 
chronology suggests 
successful fledging 
of nestlings was 
possible. Lark 
Sparrow incubation 
is 12 days and 
nestlings may leave 
nest at 6 days; also 
could have been 
predated.

6/8/2011 PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Lark Sparrow nest reported by yard biomonitor; nest on ground under steel bar with 3 eggs 
being incubated. Adult didn't flush until I was within15 feet (to position the nest on pentab). Pair returned to nest 
quickly after I vacated, while only 40 feet away. 100 foot buffer flagged.
pkonrad - 5/24/2011 4:10:33 PM
Adult perched near nest calling territorially loudly.
barnold - 6/2/2011 11:58:05 AM
Bio-monitor reported Lark Sparrow perched near nest.
pkonrad - 6/8/2011 2:51:24 PM
Nest empty and apparently abandoned; probably predated. No adults in area - closed.

4/21/2011 5000876 HOWR Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 50 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install a new 230kV Bay near the western perimeter fence. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Wren nest is well 
concealed in suspended vertical pole along fence and as such is surrounded by 
a 'built-in' material buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring 
chronology suggests 
wrens may have 
successfully fledged 
about 5/25/2011.

5/25/2011 barnold - 21 April 2011 9:17:54 AM - House wren pair observed bringing nesting material into upper, south-facing 
hole in pipe suspended from fence. Adjacent to electrical box and other components associated with fence security 
system.
26 Apr - HOWR exiting this location 0740, no other activity observed - RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 1:21 PM  No activity observed during 25 minutes of monitoring this feature.
2 May HOWR continues active at this nest 1015. - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 10:10 AM - Wren observed coming to pipe twice, after 10 minutes of observation.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:04 AM - Bio-monitor observed House Wren at pole on 17 May.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:10 AM - No activity observed during brief observation period.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:19 PM - No activity observed during brief period today, nor during 4 hours of observation time 
by bio-monitor since 27 May. Nest Closed.

6/23/2011 7004641 BUSH Closed Helix CY 20 feet to AR boundary. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring likely 
coincided with end of 
nest period. Nest is 
intact and in fine 
condition, so 
possibility of 
successfully fledged 
second brood is 
high.

7/13/2011 rradd - 6/23/2011 2:39:33 PM
BUSH have re-activated this nest for another brood. Pair bringing food to nest 1435.
rradd - 6/29/2011 9:16:02 AM
No detections 0810-0840.
rradd - 7/7/2011 2:04:44 PM
No BUSH detections at this nest 1332-1402.
rradd - 7/13/2011 12:59:46 PM
BUSH near but not entering nest. Timeline suggests this nest has finished.
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6/20/2011 7002525 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
3 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. See 

comments in 
previous tab.

6/20/2011

4/25/2011 7000891 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 7. REMOVED. WLA 
concurrence to 
remove nest. Nest 
was removed before 
completion of nest 
building.

4/25/2011 Observed house finch pair bringing nesting material 15 minutes after crane was moving around.
imaunsell - 4/25/2011 7:40:18 AM - WLA concurrence to remove nest on 4/25. Nest removed on 4/25. No eggs or 
nestlings present. Material removed from site.

2/1/2011 5000890 NONE Closed EP257 150 feet from temporary 
ROW of tower site.

8. OUTSIDE 
BUFFER AREA.

4/4/2011 Grass nest appears weathered and inactive. 2/1/2011
Nest material flattened and barely recognizable as a former nest - closed. 4/4/2011 (PK).

9/1/2011 7004739 BTPI Active Alpine Underground 
176+00l

90 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

N/A shampton - 9/1/2011 7:59:03 AM
adult observed bringing nest material. Both adults observed on nest
RAbe - 9/9/2011 5:26:07 PM
nest was monitored  from  Alpine Blvd. with an obstructed view. No activity was detected over a half hour period, but 
nest is on private property and difficult to properly monitor.
shampton - 9/15/2011 1:20:23 PM
No activity was detected at the nest while monitoring it from 1120 to 1150hrs.  However, 4 to 6 BTPI were observed 
in surrounding riparian area, including a pair at a nest 250 feet to the east, during LBVI survey (9-15-11 0620-0800).  
Eggs or nestlings, and possibly an incubating or brooding adult would not be visible due to height of nest and 
surrounding vegetation.

9/15/2011 7004744 BTPI Active Alpine Underground 
Stn 179+00l

40 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

N/A shampton - 9/15/2011 8:20:37 AM
Pair observed at nest, preening each other and rubbing their bills together. One adult stayed on nest at least 10 
minutes.
Construction activity occurring adjacent to nest during observation period.

6/2/2011 7002432 CALT Closed CP29-1 30 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

•The area surrounding the nest is heavily covered with chaparral brush which 
will help to provide a visual and acoustic barrier from the light, limited road 
activity.
•The ridgelines to the south and north of the nest block views of both the 
construction pad and a roadway gate where activity levels will be high.
•The nearest construction site is over 500 feet away.
•The adult bird tolerated human encroachment to 2 feet from the nest before 
taking flight and then immediately returned to the nest and nesting behaviors 
with persons still in close proximity.
•California Towhees routinely nest in urban areas, indicating that as a species 
they are tolerant of high levels of human activity in their environment.
•This stretch of road is already posted with signs indicating only through traffic is 
permitted with a 10 mph speed limit, and restrictions of no stopping, standing or 
construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/10/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 10:14:42 AM
CALT brooding 4 nearly naked nestlings, approximately 2 days old.
rradd - 6/8/2011 
Well-feathered nestlings with a few wispy down feathers remaining. Estimated to fledge in 2-3 days.
emorgan - 6/9/2011 11:25:56 AM
Nest still contains at least 3 nestlings, possibly 4.
rradd - 6/15/2011 1:07:37 PM
Nest is clean, intact and empty. Presume successfully fledged. Change to Closed.

6/4/2011 7002443 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground 
94+00r

58 feet from AR. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 tfitanides - 6/4/2011
Female incubating 4 eggs on a nest rimmed with feces.
rradd - 6/11/2011 7:49:19 AM
At least 2 dark downy young have hatched.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 12:43:43 PM
Nestlings present in nest; adults calling nearby.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 9:31:56 AM
Nestlings have fledged and dispersed - closed.
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6/3/2011 7002444 COHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
65 feet to staked work 

limits.
100 feet Buffer remains but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and

1. FLEDGED. 7/21/2011 vnovik - 6/6/2011 5:25:39 PM
Nest building, about 50% complete.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:03:20 PM
Nest compete with 1 egg.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:12:35 PM
1 egg; incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:04:50 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:59:23 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:25:40 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:13:02 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:42:02 AM
Incubating
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:19:17 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:04:34 AM
Appears to be Incubating.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:33:05 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:50:24 PM
Incubating.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:47:26 PM
Nestling observed in nest.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 12:03:58 PM
Nestling observed in nest.
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:43:36 AM
Female feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:09:16 PM
Observed on nest.
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:10:53 PM
Nestling near fledging; looks well feathered.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:17:58 PM
Based on splatter on nest, appears successful fledging.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:22:11 PM
Also past observations indicate success.

6/4/2011 7002448 ACWO Closed CP70-3 AR 19 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/20/2011 rradd - 6/4/2011 at 0946
ACWO entering cavity with food item.
rradd - 6/9/2011 3:47:13 PM
ACWO enters cavity with food item 1537, 1545.
rradd - 6/17/2011 1:13:47 PM
ACWO pair repeatedly enter cavity with items 1248-1310.
rradd - 6/24/2011 1:07:26 PM
ACWO feeding mate in cavity.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:10:14 PM
ACWO pair continue to feed this nest.
rradd - 7/8/2011 2:22:48 PM
ACWO at cavity briefly after 25 mins obs. Nest may have fledged. Monitor once more prior to close.
rradd - 7/14/2011 11:40:31 AM
Female ACWO emerges from cavity item carrying 1012.
rradd - 7/21/2011 2:32:58 PM
Several ACWO in this tree for long periods but no association with nest cavity. Presume fledged.

6/6/2011 7002450 CACW Closed EP231A  AR 90 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

This NBM should not adversely affect the success of these nests for the
following reasons:
            •                    No stopping, standing, or construction
            work will occur within the buffers and signage stating an ESA
            speed limit of 10mph will be posted within the buffers.
            •             Cactus Wrens build spherical nests, which are
            fully enclosed with a small entrance. This type of nest blocks
            direct line of sight/sound between the access road and the eggs
            or nestlings.
•             The entrances of both nests face away from the road.
            •             Both nests were built with pre-existing traffic
            using the access road and construction traffic will not
            significantly increase traffic volume.
            •             Distance to construction sites from both nests is
            significant, 1000+ feet and 300+ feet, respectively.
            •             Additionally, nest ID#7002450, is protected by a
            ridge and several large boulders that further buffer visual and
            acoustic disturbances associated with access road 90 feet away.

1. FLEDGED. 7/6/2011 sritt - 6/6/2011 11:41:53 AM
Bird flushed from nest; at least 1 egg in nest.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 3:24:41 PM
At least 2 eggs in nest , but no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 12:13:54 PM
At least 3 young nestlings in nest; adult active nearby and singing.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 2:14:16 PM
2 medium-sized nestlings can be seen inside nest; no adults obeerved or heard.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:30:10 PM
Nestlings have fledged and dispersed; no adults or fledglings observed or heard in area.
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6/6/2011 7002451 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 

Loritz property
0 feet, within staked 

work limits.
100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/14/2011 mkuehn - 6/6/2011 2:46:46 PM 

Female visited nest twice with food; nestlings begging very loudly - heard clearly from >30 feet. 
jpawlicki - 6/10/2011 4:08:20 PM
Adults observed at nest; at least 2 fully feathered nestlings in nest with 1 fledgling capable of flight observed flying 
from water truck to large shrub NW of truck.
sritt - 6/13/2011 5:45:33 PM
1 adult male seen repeatedly entering nest. No nestlings seen in nest or immediate vicinity, but bio-monitor observed 
juvenile/female  entering and exiting nest 5 minutes before my arrival.
kkilpatrick - 6/16/2011 7:40:09 PM
The nest was monitored for 45 minutes and no adult or juvenile House Finches were observed or heard at the nest or 
near the water tank. The biologist played recorded House Finch calls underneath the nest and did not detect any 
responses. 2 adult House Finches were observed  foraging in the adjacent field, and House Finch calls were heard in 
the surrounding vegetation.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 1:42:02 PM
No finches observed in area during extended period; nestlings apparently fledged some weeks ago - closed. 

Nest site and neighboring wheel and axel have many long pieces of reflective tape tied to them, blowing in the wind, 
that undoubtedly disturbs any birds inerested in visiting this part of the water tank.

6/6/2011 7002453 HOOR Closed EP27-1 AR 78 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/13/2011 eelias - 6/6/2011 10:58:11 AM - Female seen removing fecal sacs twice. Male seen bringing food to this nest.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 10:36:14 AM - Nestlings appear to have fledged and dispersed. No nestlings, fledglings, or 
adults observed or heard in area.

6/6/2011 7002458 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet within yard limits. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/29/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011
Nest is lined with fresh material. Female flushed from nest twice. No eggs observed in
nest.
barnold - 6/7/2011 12:20:10 PM
Nest between tires has 1 House Finch egg.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 11:40:58 AM
Female incubating.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 4:54:42 PM
Female flushed, but cannot see nest to check for eggs or nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 12:27:41 PM
No finch activity at this nest site; appears nestlings have fledged.

5/16/2011 7001484 YBCH Closed Elliott Substation 30 feet from substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 16 May - YBCH on territory - Nest just begun. Re-monitor to verify completion 1049. - RR
23 May - Windy morning makes difficulty following YBCH into this thicket 0949. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 11:54:09 AM - YBCH remains active and territorial here. Vegetation density prevents verifying nest 
status, but breeding presumed to be in progress 1018.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:38:13 AM - Nest vertex moved to correct location. YBCH pair carrying food to nest 0758, 0812.
rradd - 6/6/2011 12:37:37 PM - 4 nestlings unfeathered but with quills ready to open.
rradd - 6/14/2011 4:19:46 PM - Nest intact and empty. Presumed successfully fledged. Change to Closed.

6/6/2011 7002460 SAPH Closed TL 6916 - Z771473 75 feet from tower. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 rradd - 6/6/2011 at 1707
SAPH carrying food to nest atop plank nailed to underside of rafters.
rradd - 6/14/2011 10:58:20 AM - No SAPH detected during 30 minute oibservation. Based on feeding interval of 
previous observation, nest is likely to have fledged. Change to Closed.

6/7/2011 7002465 LASP Closed Wilson Yard 10 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 sritt - 6/7/2011 3:37:17 PM
Bird incubating 3 eggs.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 4:54:17 PM
3 week-old nestlings are in nest with adults calling closeby.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 2:14:32 PM
No nestlings in nest; nest bowl looks good; expect nestlings fledged; many Lark Sparrows in area - closed.

5/2/2011 7000961 RWBL Closed TL 6924 - 171690 75 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/14/2011 2 May - At least 2 pairs RWBL have established breeding territories. VIRA and COYE likely breeding here also. - 
RR
10 May - Female RWBL carrying food to cattails 0933. - RR
17 May - Water flow into this catchment is raising water levels. Nest impact unknown. RWBL activity continues in 
rainy weather. - RR
Fledges observed, being fed by adults. Other nests likely present, several adults returning with food. blohstroh - 
5/26/2011 10:36:46 AM
blohstroh - 5/26/2011 10:37:33 AM
fledges observed, being fed by adults
rradd - 6/1/2011 5:17:28 PM
Breeding activities continue for atleast 2 prs. RWBL females carrying food in, and male guarding.  
rradd - 6/7/2011 2:45:34 PM
2 prs agitated RWBL circulating over obs. head indicate breeding activity continues. 
rradd - 6/13/2011 1:40:00 PM
RWBL obs. consist of adults with 2 age classes of fledged young but no food carrying. Nests presumed to have 
fledged.

6/1/2011 7002470 HOWR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/9/2011 pkonrad - 6/8/2011 9:47:03 AM
Nest found 6/1 (pentab problems). Adult actively hunting and feeding chirping nestlings in cavity on 6/1/2011.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 1:10:20 PM
No wrens active in area; nestlings apparently fledged and dispersed - closed.

6/8/2011 7002471 LASP Closed EP54-1 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 tfitanides - 6/8/2011 7:36:54 AM - Male in area with food in bill. Female flushed when biologists slowly approached to 
within 4-feet. Three downy nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 11:53:30 AM
Nest intact but empty; nestlings apparently fledged and dispersed; no adults observed in area - closed.
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6/9/2011 7002478 CAGN Closed TL 6924 - 171693 3900 feet from tower. 300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/14/2011 blohstroh - 6/9/2011 8:00:20 AM

Nest 80 percent built, pair defending. Female observed bringing nest material.
blohstroh - 6/16/2011 1:08:37 PM - Female incubating, obseved nest exchange, then male incubating.
blohstroh - 6/23/2011 12:18:19 PM
Male incubating, female foraging nearby.
blohstroh - 6/30/2011 10:49:01 AM
4 nestlings, less than one week old, pair sharing nest tending duties.
blohstroh - 7/7/2011 10:34:50 AM
4 nestlings due to fledge in next few days, pair feeding.
blohstroh - 7/14/2011 11:00:25 AM
nest empty, pair feeding at least 3 confirmed fledglings nearby.

6/9/2011 7002479 ATFL Closed EP231A  AR 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 jpawlicki - 6/9/2011 11:04:51 AM
Adults observed bringing food into cavity and exiting with fecal sacs from nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 3:53:29 PM
Today, at least 1 nestling giving contact calls from inside nest cavity. No adults observed during 15 minute neet 
check.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 11:42:27 AM
Appears nestling(s) has fledged and dispersed; no fledglings or adults observed in area - closed.

6/9/2011 7002480 COHU Closed EP229-1 AR 63 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 7/3/2011 sritt - 6/9/2011 3:37:12 PM
Female flushed from nest containing 2 eggs.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 2:14:39 PM
Female hovering near nest with 2 tiny newly hatched black nestlings (smallest birds I've ever seen!).
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 10:28:14 AM
Female flushed from nest at about 40 feet; 2 nestlings growing; predominantly brown colored.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 12:45:21 PM
 2 partly feathered nestlings will fledge in less than a week; female flew from nest site when 50 feet away.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:42:23 PM
Nestlings have fledged and dispersed; no adult or fledglings observed or heard in area. Closed.

6/9/2011 7002481 CALT Closed CP29-1 8 feet from permanent 
construction pad.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/15/2011 emorgan - 6/9/2011 10:43:45 AM
Nest contains at least 2 naked nestlings about 2 days old.
rradd - 6/15/2011 1:27:03 PM
Nest is clean, intact and empty. Presumed successful clutch given CALT can fledge on the 8th day and alarming 
adult obs. Nearby - closed.

6/10/2011 7002485 VEFL Closed EP239-1 80 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

Drive through access only appoved through blanket exemption.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 shampton - 6/10/2011 10:00:27 AM  
Vermilion Flycatcher nest.  At least 2 nestlings. Pair bringing food regularly. Female removed a fecal sac.
tfitanides - 6/16/2011 12:39:18 PM
Three fully-feathered nestlings being fed by female. At least one nestling testing its wings. Male visited nest twice but 
for less than 5-seconds.
phoward - 6/20/2011 9:13:54 AM
chicks fledged, nest is empty. A pair of adults seen nearby nest as well as one fledgling outside of nest flying around.

6/10/2011 7002488 BRBL Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 50 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 pkonrad - 6/10/2011 1:51:34 PM
Pair of Brewer's Blackbirds nesting (renesting?). Female collecting grasses and flying to nest site repeatedly while 
male follows; male also chased Lark Sparrow several times from vicinity of nest site.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 12:33:15 PM
Pair active and male territorial when other birds approach east side of tree.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:32:58 PM
Pair regularly bringing food to nest.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 11:00:44 AM
No blackbirds active in nest tree; appears nestlings have fledged - closed.

6/11/2011 7002491 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet The biologist feels this NBM should not adversely affect the success of the nest 
for the following reasons:

·         An artificial visual barrier will be installed at the 20 foot buffer edge 
between the nest and construction will be done prior to construction.

·         House finches are a species that is known to be tolerable of high levels of 
human disturbance and regularly nest in proximity to human activity.

The pair of house finches exhibited a tolerance to human presence by building 
their nest in an area of the substation that has existing high levels of heavy 
construction and loud machinery. 
The nest is located at the base of the crevice and is surrounded by adjacent rock 
on three sides, providing a partial visual and acoustic buffer around the nest. 
This natural buffer would be in enhanced with the installation of the artificial 
visual barrier that would provide a complete buffer to the construction activities 
occurring around the nest.
Many house finch nests that have been exposed to construction activities under 
similar buffers have nested successfully within Sunrise Powerlink substations 
and yards.

1. FLEDGED. 7/18/2011 jpawlicki - 6/11/2011 9:28:39 AM
Adults observed at nest with female bringing in nesting material; nest mostly obscured but appears about 40-60% 
complete.
ahill - 6/14/2011 6:54:46 PM
no activity seen, no eggs in nest
ahill - 6/18/2011 5:40:30 PM
three eggs in nest as of 6.17.11, female has been laying daily. she started full time incubating on 6.17.11. she 
flushed during blast today at 200 ft away, she returned 10 minutes later to resume incubation.
ahill - 6/20/2011 5:37:28 PM
female incubating full time. was not affected by blast today at 325 ft away.
ahill - 6/26/2011 8:35:23 PM
female is incubating 4 eggs.
shampton - 7/2/2011 12:19:53 PM
Construction monitor reported 4 nestlings in nest on morning of 7/01/2011
nest should fledge between july 16th-23rd
ahill - 7/6/2011 9:40:38 AM
female was not on nest during check, nestlings alive post last nights rain
ahill - 7/18/2011 9:05:01 AM
female and male have been attending nest past week. today, checked nest, the birds have fledged, nest is empty.
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6/13/2011 7002493 MODO Closed TL 639 - 379520 30 feet from tower; 8 

feet from AR.
100 feet 20 feet A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 20 feet, as well as a restricted access 

nest buffer modification is requested. The purpose of the NBR is to permit 
ongoing pole top construction work to be completed at the adjacent site. This 
NBR/NBM combination should not adversely affect the successful outcome of 
this nest for the following reasons:
•The NBM is for drive through access with restrictions of no stopping, standing 
or construction work and an ESA speed limit of 10 mph on the access road 
within the buffer.  The NBM is requested to permit construction vehicles to pass 
through the buffer to access work areas beyond this nest.
•The Mourning Doves chose the site and brought material to the nest site 
indifferent to ongoing work just 25 feet away.
•The line of sight between the nest and construction work area is obscured by 
dense vegetation.
•The nest is downhill from the access road and the adults exhibited tolerance of 
all activity on the access road (e.g. the bird stayed on the nest while vehicles 
drove by and while biologists viewed the nest).  
•The access road is used often as a hiking and dog-walking trail by the public 
indicating the nesting pair is acclimated to human activity.

1. FLEDGED. 7/14/2011 imaunsell - 6/13/2011 12:10:47 PM
Pair nest building and lying on 5-10% complete nest.
rradd - 6/21/2011 9:13:39 PM
MODO on nest.
barnold - 6/28/2011 6:28:15 AM
Adult on nest.
rradd - 7/2/2011 2:54:44 PM
MODO adult on nest while crew working 10 feet away.
rradd - 7/5/2011 11:19:52 AM
MODO brooding 2 large unfeathered nestlings 1110.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:59:24 AM
MODO brooding 2 large well-feathered nestlings; short primaries and tails. Fledging appears imminent.
rradd - 7/19/2011 9:15:48 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest empty and young have fledged. 
Fresh material in nest - see seperate entry.

6/13/2011 7002495 MODO Closed Sycamore Yard 70 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/5/2011 rradd - 6/13/2011 at 1123
MODO incubating 2 eggs.
rradd - 6/20/2011 12:59:55 PM
MODO on nest 1237.
rradd - 6/28/2011 10:41:05 AM
MODO brooding 2 nestlings; eyes unopened.
rradd - 7/6/2011 3:36:01 PM
Change to Closed.
Nest is empty and intact; nestlings presumed successfully fledged.

6/15/2011 7002499 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 0 feet; in Alpine Yard, 
on equipment.

100 feet 15 feet The house finch pair is building a nest located 25 feet above ground level at the 
end of a boom arm of a crane. The nest is estimated to be 90-95% percent 
complete. A reduction of the nest buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to impact the 
likelihood for this nest to fledge successfully for the following reasons:
•With the buffer at 15 horizontal feet, added to the 25' nest height, a functional 
buffer of nearly 30 feet from yard activities would be in place.
•Similar instances of house finches nesting within this yard has demonstrated 
that this distance provides an adequate buffer from work for nests to fledge 
successfully.
•The nest is located with a cavity made of 1/4 and 1/2 inch steel. This location 
provides a buffer by design for the nest. Additionally, there is no line-of-site from 
the ground to the contents of the nest.
•The pair continued to nest build while observers were monitoring the nest 
progress and foot traffic passed directly under the nest. This behavior 
demonstrates a tolerance to human activity.
•The nest is located 20 feet horizontally from a well used road through the yard. 
Large trucks and heavy machinery operating within the yard have not deterred 
the birds from selecting this site.
•House finches are one of the most abundant birds in San Diego County and 
frequently nest in areas of high human activity.

1. FLEDGED. 7/22/2011 barnold - 6/15/2011 11:16:31 AM
Nest about 90% complete. Bio-monitor reports HOFI bringing nesting material.
sjohnston - 6/25/2011 4:02:54 PM
5 eggs.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:12:05 AM
Pair bringing food to nest.
imaunsell - 7/8/2011 10:38:25 AM
At least 3 downy nestlings with pin feathers.
imaunsell - 7/8/2011
3 well feathed nestlings in nest.
imaunsell - 7/16/2011 9:19:52 AM
Nestling still in nest. Should fledge shorlty.
kalberts - 7/22/2011 5:25:54 PM
Nest fledged.

6/15/2011 7002502 ANHU Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 0 feet; on yard limit. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limts. Also expanded 
into yard to prevent 

impacts.

Covered under existing blanket exemption for yard perimeter. 1. FLEDGED. 7/10/2011 RAbe - 6/15/2011 3:54:42 PM
Female incubating.
sjohnston - 6/25/2011 9:22:29 AM
1 egg, 1 nestling, adult brooding.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 3:49:58 PM
Large feathered nestling in nest.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 3:57:30 PM
Nestling has fledged; no hummingbirds in area - closed.

6/15/2011 7002503 LEGO Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 78 feet to AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage only. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.  Also, this AR 
is not the primary AR for this TL, rendering a NBR moot.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 rradd - 6/15/2011 at 0734
Female LEGO incubating 4 white eggs.
rradd - 6/22/2011 9:43:55 AM - LEGO female brooding hatched young 0744.
rradd - 6/29/2011 12:17:16 PM
LEGO on nest 1144.
rradd - 7/6/2011 10:26:46 AM
Change to Closed,
Nest is intact, soiled and empty. Young have fledged.

6/15/2011 7002504 LBVI Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 100 feet to AR. 300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 rradd - 6/15/2011 at 0822
LBVI copulating, female carrying nest material to nest. Incubation does appear to have commenced.
rradd - 6/22/2011 9:45:14 AM - LBVI male calling away from nest and no nest interaction observed, 0740-0840.
tcooper - 6/26/2011 8:37:32 PM
tcooper - 6/24/2011 - nest empty, w/ broken eggshell and ants in nest. Pair present w/ at least 2 fledglings. Nest 
closed.
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6/17/2011 7002507 LEGO Closed Sycamore Yard 20 feet 100 feet 15 feet It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 

Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 

Nest is located approximately five feet up within a laurel sumac that is 
immediately adjacent to an existing paved, public road.  Nest is in the early 
stages of creation (10% built at time of survey) and pair was actively leaving and 
returning with nest material while road was in active use.  Several large trucks 
carrying construction equipment passed through area while the birds continued 
nest building.  The birds also showed no signs of agitated behavior while we 
recorded location data at nest.  Installation of chain link fence will result in a 
temporary noise-related impact from hand augering and other hand tools.  Fence 
construction will not directly impact nest, as fence will be installed at least 10 
feet away. A biological monitor with knowledge of the nest location will be 
present during all construction activities in the area and will prevent construction-
related impacts on this nest. Monitor has the authority to stop work if 
construction appears to be adversely affecting nest.

1. FLEDGED. 7/20/2011 tcooper - 6/17/2011  
female building nest, 1% complete, just a few pieces of grass in place
blohstroh - 6/21/2011 4:34:26 PM
nest complete, one egg present.
rradd - 7/6/2011 3:46:19 PM
LEGO female brooding four nestlings; approx hatch date 4 Jul.
rradd - 7/12/2011 10:52:55 AM
Nest contains 4 mostly naked nestlings with wispy down on heads, feather quills appearing on wings.
rradd - 7/18/2011 8:52:25 AM
At least 3 well-feathered nestlings fill the nest, and should begin fledging in the next few days.
tcooper - 7/20/2011 9:50:21 AM
Nest empty, presumed fledged.
rradd - 7/25/2011 9:23:32 AM
Closed. [Second nest remains unimproved.]

6/17/2011 7002508 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Loritz property

0 feet, within work limits. 100 feet 30 feet A combination NBM/NBR is requested for this nest and nest location. First, a 
NBR from 100 to 30 feet. Second, a NBM to allow vehicle passage along the 
existing access road, and allow the water trucks ingress/egress to the water tank 
tower under the following restrictions:
•Only vehicle traffic is allowed, no pedestrian traffic.
•Vehicles may not stop or park within the buffer, with the exception of water 
trucks when at the water tank. The trucks should preform the required activities 
in a short a time as safely possible and depart immediately.
•10 mile per hour speed limit.
•No other project work within the buffer.
The combination NBM/NBR should not negatively impact the success of the 
house finch nest for the following reasons:
•House finches are known to nest in proximity to human activity and exhibit a 
high tolerance towards human disturbances. They have relatively high rates of 
nest success within areas of high human activity. 
•The female house finch did not flush from the nest when the biologist was just a 
few feet from the nest. When the female did flush in response to a loud noise, 
she returned to the nest within a few minutes with the biologist 30 feet away from 
the nest.
•The location of the nest within a wheel axle provides a buffer to external visual 
and acoustic disturbances for adults, eggs, and nestlings within the nest. The 
biggest concern will be the female flushing from the nest in response to acoustic 
disturbances (such as the one described above).
•Vehicle passage along the access road and the filling of water trucks and the 
water tower are activities of short duration, which should not impact the success 
of the nest.
•The biological monitor will observe the nest during construction activities. If the 
bird flushes from the nest, the biomonitor will have the authority to stop 
construction if the bird does not return to the nest within a sufficient amount of 
time, as determined by the monitor.

1. FLEDGED. 7/18/2011 emorgan - 6/17/2011 1:12:01 PM
Nest contains 5 eggs. Female observed incubating.
tfitanides - 6/22/2011 1:39:33 PM
Female incubating; flushed.
vnovik - 7/5/2011 4:16:24 PM
Observed bird enter nest locution. Heard begging calls from nestlings.
sjohnston - 7/16/2011 1:13:56 PM
Nestling fully feathered and very close to fledging. 
sritt - 7/21/2011 11:54:19 AM
No birds seen in nest or tending to nest. Biomonitor has not noticed activity over recent days - closed.

6/17/2011 7002509 SAPH Closed JVR Yard AR 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 7/1/2011 RAbe - 6/17/2011 12:42:14 PM - Male observed carrying prey items to nest. Female brooding at least 4 nestlings.
estrods - 6/21/2011 12:43:56 PM
4 nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 4:44:57 PM
Nestlings are near fledging; 2 adults bringing food and calling territorially.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 11:29:47 AM
Nestlings have fledged and dispersed from area; no fledglings or adults observed or heard. Closed.

6/17/2011 7002511 BUOR Closed TL 639  - 973035 12 feet from pole. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/22/2011 shampton - 6/17/2011 9:07:47 AM
Both adults visiting nest. Begging calls heard. Crew worked on this pole  yesterday for about 3 hours with a bucket 
truck. Observed nest 0900-1730, both adults bringing food  (insects and fruit)  and removing fecal sacs all day. 
Some fecal sacs were fairly large. Female visited nest eight times more frequently than male.
fhoffman - 6/18/2011 10:09:34 AM
Adults continued bringing in food items and vocalizing. Young heard upon adult arrival.
rradd - 6/20/2011 3:12:11 PM
Tail-less juvenile, with some down feathers still present, perched above nest entrance, begging BUOR male for food. 

rradd - 6/28/2011 12:34:28 PM
Nest has fledged, no BUOR present.

6/16/2011 7002512 HOWR Closed Hartung Yard 10 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 6/23/2011 rradd - 6/16/2011 at 0930
HOWR pair carrying food to cavity at 3-8 minute intervals.
rradd - 6/24/2011 10:35:59 AM
HOWR present but not entering cavity during 30 minute observation. Monitor once more prior to close.
rradd - 6/30/2011 4:00:35 PM
No HOWR detections at or near this cavity. Observations suggest this nest likely fledged successfully - closed.
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6/17/2011 7002513 LEGO Closed CP70-3 AR 60 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/13/2011 rradd 6/17/2011 at 1220

LEGO female finalizing construction with male attending.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:26:21 PM
Nest appears mostly complete; male LEGO accompanies female carrying lining material.
rradd - 7/1/2011 9:57:57 PM
Female LEGO on nest, male calling.
rradd - 7/8/2011 9:19:42 AM
Female LEGO comes to nest and settles 0847.
rradd - 7/14/2011 11:35:41 AM
Change to Closed. No detections during 30 minute observons - presumed fledged.

6/18/2011 7002515 CAKI Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation - Z222370

155 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/30/2011 sritt - 6/18/2011 12:54:11 PM
Two adults seen feeding nestlings (possibly 2?) and carrying fecal sacs.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 1:02:24 PM
observed Cassin's adult feeding recent fledgling on adjacent line. Irk. could not locate nest in  tower. Closed.

6/20/2011 7002519 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet from Suncrest. 100 feet 20 feet A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 20 feet is requested and should not 
adversely affect the successful outcome of this house finch nest for the following 
reasons:
•House Finches often nest successfully in close proximity to human activities 
and disturbances.
•This pair of nesting birds selected a nest site, built a complete nest and have 
begun laying a clutch of eggs in a location surrounded by an extremely high 
level of construction disturbance.
•The nest is enclosed within the thick metal of the bumper of the dump truck bed, 
this provides isolation from visual and acoustic disturbances of construction 
activity in the substation.
•The nest location is approximately 10 feet above the ground, providing further 
isolation from any nearby construction activity.
Additionally, a one-time temporary nest buffer modification to allow the removal 
from the buffer of another heavy construction vehicle parked adjacent to the nest 
site vehicle is requested.
This NBM should not negatively impact the nesting birds and their nest for the 
above reasons as well as the following:
•The start-up and subsequent removal of the vehicle will be a very brief 
disturbance that can possibly be timed with the nesting bird's patterns of 
behavior to minimize impact.
•If the birds do flush from the nest in response to the movement of the vehicle, 
the opportunity for them to return immediately should mitigate the brief, one-time 
disturbance.
•After the vehicle removal the normal buffer restrictions will prevent further 
disturbance in such close proximity to the nest.

1. FLEDGED. 7/25/2011 shampton - 6/20/2011 1:59:59 PM
Biomonitors AHill and CEmerson found nest and observed 3 eggs in nest  and adult perched on  dumptruck bed. 
Truck was parked in this location on 6/17/2011; nest was completed sometime between 6/17 and 6/20.
ahill - 6/21/2011 6:04:49 PM
female was coming in and out of nest in morning. started incubating for prolonged periods of time. 3 eggs in nest as 
of 2:30 pm.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 2:07:48 PM
Female returned to nest for a short time during observations.
ahill - 7/12/2011 4:33:58 PM
Female seen coming to nest, only 2 or 3 eggs have hatched.
ahill - 7/18/2011 9:20:07 AM
Checked nest on 7/16; 1 nestling has feathers and should be fledging within next several days.
ahill - 7/18/2011 5:01:44 PM
1 nestling was seen inside cavity but not in nest, was seen panting; very limited adult care; apart from being hot, 
nestling's feathers were well developed.
ahill - 7/20/2011 8:28:16 AM
Temperature in cavity was 110 degrees yesterday; nestling is still in nest as of this morning
ahill - 7/20/2011 2:59:44 PM
Nestling still in nest, observed male coming to nest. Nestling can be seen from ground with binos
ahill - 7/25/2011 5:24:08 PM; cemerson- 7/25/2011 
Nesting fledged. Nestling was absent from the nesting area. Nest was removed.

6/20/2011 7002520 RCSP Closed CP21 10 feet to AR; 120 feet 
to CP21.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/2/2011 6/20/2011
RCSP pair obs repeatedly at this site; 1 bird item-carrying suggests nest building. Nest not found and bees in 
flowering sumac somewhat aggressive, limiting the nest search. Should monitor again prior to construction.
rradd - 7/2/2011 10:25:12 AM
Change to Closed
RCSP adults and juveniles detected at this location; no food carrying or feeding of young observed 0650-0850.

6/18/2011 7002521 HOOR Closed TL 6916 - 973035 65 feet from pole. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/22/2011 fhoffman - 6/18/2011 2:18:34 PM
Female continued to build upper nest with material from palm. Male in area vocalizing.
rradd - 6/20/2011 3:27:28 PM - HOOR pair are intermittently present; female departs nest 1508, male nearby.
rradd - 6/28/2011 12:30:33 PM
Nest is complete; female incubating.
rradd - 7/5/2011 3:40:26 PM
HOOR pr. attending nest; male arrives and female departs 1534. 
rradd - 7/12/2011 10:21:46 AM
HOOR female comes to nest and stays.
rradd - 7/18/2011 11:41:22 AM
Female feeds young in nest 1136 then leaves immediately.
rradd - 7/25/2011 10:10:52 AM
Change to Closed.
No HOOR detected during 30 min. obs. Nest appears intact but empty; monitoring chronology suggests fledged 
successfully.
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6/21/2011 7002528 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 15 feet It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 15 feet is 

appropriate for this nest. Nest success should not be diminished for the following 
reasons: 
 
•House finches frequently nest successfully in proximity to human developments 
and, as a species, generally exhibit a high tolerance to human activities.
•This nesting pair has chosen to nest in a man-made structure located in an 
active construction yard.
•Nearly continuous vehicle and foot traffic on the yard road has occurred during 
nest building and the laying of three eggs, indicating strong affinity for this site.
•The reel is approximately 10 feet in diameter and the nest is within the hollow 
parts of the reel. This provides some visual and sound protection for the nest 
from yard activities.
•Within this yard there are 5 other house finch nests with NBRs between 10 and 
30 feet that remain active, progressing nests under the same conditions. 
•House finches are a common nesting bird species within Project construction 
and storage yards during this nesting season and are maintaining a high nesting 
success rate, raising multiple clutches the majority of the time.

1. FLEDGED. 7/22/2011 vnovik - 6/21/2011 5:24:28 PM
Two eggs
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:43:47 AM
three eggs
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:00:22 PM
Young nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 4:09:58 PM
Three well feathered nestlings in nest.
sritt - 7/23/2011 10:48:27 AM
Birds had previously fledged. Link Lead was aware of this + authorized reel to be moved.

6/21/2011 7002529 NOMO Closed TL 639 - 379520 3 feet from AR; 140 
from pole.

100 feet Drive through access 
only.

The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

1. FLEDGED. 7/19/2011 mdicus - 6/21/2011 7:41:35 AM
Female incubating 2 eggs. Incomplete clutch. Full clutch anticipated 6/23. Predicted hatch date around 7/5.
barnold - 6/28/2011 6:37:14 AM
3 eggs in nest.
rradd - 7/2/2011 4:00:53 PM
Nest contains 2 nestlings and 1 egg (SRitt).
rradd - 7/5/2011 10:57:06 AM
NOMO feeding 3 nestlings 0950.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:57:13 AM
NOMO attending 3 nestlings; feather quills appearing.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 11:12:32 AM
Adult feeding nestlings. Observed from distance; nest not approached.
rradd - 7/19/2011 9:12:25 AM
Fledgling mockingbirds with short tails and wisps of down on heads being attended by adults adjacent to nest - 
closed.

6/21/2011 7002531 LEGO Closed Elliott Substation 68 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/19/2011 rradd - 6/21/2011
LEGO pr attending nest.
rradd - 6/27/2011 2:13:16 PM
LEGO female making trips to nest in distant company of male 1355-1410.
rradd - 7/5/2011 3:08:25 PM
LEGO female continues to make trips to this site, male is guarding.
rradd - 7/11/2011 6:17:48 PM
Nest difficult to monitor but presumed active as LEGO male ballistic at COHA brancher nearby.
rradd - 7/19/2011 2:03:12 PM
LEGO feeding juveniles in neat tree and no associations with nest. Presume fledged and change to closed.

6/22/2011 7002540 VERD Closed EP262-4 55 feet NE of TSAP, 80 
feet SE of tower site.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/6/2011 shampton - 6/22/2011 3:25:20 PM
 1 adult observed visiting nest. Begging calls from inside nest were audible from 2 feet away.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 1:56:32 PM
Nest intact but no adults, nestlings, or fledglings observed or heard; nestlings may have fledged, but will check back 
once more.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 2:27:07 PM
Nestlings apparently fledged about 10 days ago; no fledglings or adults observed today - closed.

6/23/2011 7002548 BRBL Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 42 feet west of AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:20:38 PM
Male repeatedly bringing food to incubating female or nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 10:51:46 AM
Nestlings appear to have fledged; no more blackbird activity in this area. Closed.
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6/23/2011 7002554 HOWR Closed Alpine Underground - 

300+00r
75 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/30/2011 shampton - 6/23/2011 12:08:43 PM
Adults observed bringing food items to nest and carrying fecal sacs away. Begging calls audible.
shampton - 6/30/2011 12:52:03 PM
No HOWR's during 20 minute observation period. Nest limb undamaged, no signs of predation. Assuming 
successfully fledged - closed.

6/24/2011 7002555 HOOR Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

Approx 30-40 feet North 
of bridge and 20 feet 

west

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/26/2011 vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:34:56 AM
Nest building about 5-10% complete,
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:23:50 PM
Nest building; still looks like 2 females are building nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:02:17 PM
Nest appears 90%complete.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:55:02 PM
Nest complete; HOOR seen in close proximity to nest.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 11:45:49 AM
Nest complete but no activity at nest.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 8:54:41 AM
No activity.
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:48:47 AM
Female chased lesser goldfinch from nest area.
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:22:08 PM
Nest intact; oriole in area.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:39:36 PM
Observed no activity in 30 minute period.
imaunsell - 7/25/2011 10:09:52 AM
Pair feeding nestlings.
imaunsell - 7/26/2011 9:44:23 AM
No activity at nest. Pair feeding at least 1 fledgling in adjacent sycamore tree - successfully fledged. No work 
occuring on site.

6/24/2011 7002557 ATFL Closed Hartung Yard 45 feet to AR. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits and drive through 

access only on AR.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

Blanket exemption for nests built along ARs continuouly in use for project 
activities recieving agency concurrence that birds extablishing nests near ARs 
are accustomed to human activities and traffic and should not be impacted 
provided that no stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 7/8/2011 rradd - 6/24/2011 10:08:28 AM
ATFL carrying food to cavity and defending against CAKI.
rradd - 6/30/2011 4:02:27 PM
ATFL comes near cavity, making soft contact calls but no entry observed 1550.
rradd - 7/9/2011 8:33:17 AM
Change to Closed
No ATFL detections at this nest during 40 minute observation; pair with fledged young 150 east.

6/25/2011 7002558 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 15 feet This nest is located behind a metal plate on a large conductor reel and is along 
the northern edge of the yard limits. This nest site is approximately 20 feet north 
of a heavily used roadway/yard materials access route.  A nest buffer reduction 
from 100 feet to 20 feet is requested, and is not anticipated to negatively impact 
the likelihood for this nest to fledge successfully for the following reasons: 
•The nest is located on the side of a metal conductor reel that faces away from 
yard activities. The large size of the conductor reel provides a good physical, 
visual, and acoustic barrier for the nest. Furthermore, the nest is located behind 
a metal plate in a hollow area on the side of the reel, enhancing said barrier.
•The nest was built under existing construction yard activities along a heavily 
used access route for heavy equipment (haulers, front loaders, forklifts, and 
cranes) within the yard. Given the fact that the bird established a nest under the 
existing conditions of the yard and that the nest now contains eggs, a high 
disturbance tolerance exists and strong site affinity is established. These factors 
indicate that the nest will likely fledge successfully.
•Similar nesting sites are, or have been, occupied by house finches in this same 
yard which have experienced equal levels of surrounding disturbances, and 
these nests have either successfully fledged or continue with natural 
progression unhindered by Project activity. 
•House finches as a species have adapted to human disturbance and are 
commonly found successfully brooding young in close proximity to human 
activity at heavily developed locations.

1. FLEDGED. 7/28/2011 sjohnston - 6/25/2011 10:13:20 AM
1 egg in nest.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:47:36 AM
Nest has 2 eggs, female incubating
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:08:52 PM
Eggs in nest; no adults observed during short nest check.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 4:16:25 PM
Medium-sized nestlings in nest.
tfitanides - 7/22/2011 4:38:04 PM
sritt - 7/23/2011 10:12:06 AM
2 large nestlings in nest.

6/25/2011 7002559 HOWR Closed CP82-1 15 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within boundary.

1. FLEDGED. 7/7/2011 25 Jun HOWR carring food to cavity at 15 minute intervals 1006-1046.
rradd - 6/25/2011 10:16:06 AM
House Wrens carrying food at 15 minute intervals.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:25:10 PM
No HOWR detections during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 7/8/2011 3:09:30 PM
Change to Closed.
HOWR fledglings feeding with parents in Mexican elderberry 70' N.
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6/25/2011 7002562 COHU Closed Suncrest Substation 20 feet 100 feet ESA staked at work 

limits.
Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

1. FLEDGED. 7/26/2011 ahill - 6/25/2011 7:45:33 AM
Female incubating 2 eggs.
shampton - 7/01/2011 at 1630 hrs
2 eggs in nest, observed female return and incubate, very tolerant of observers and traffic.
ahill - 7/6/2011 9:41:51 AM
2 small nestlings in nest; female was not on nest initially, then came back and was brooding.
ahill - 7/12/2011 4:34:42 PM
2 nestlings doing well.
ahill - 7/18/2011 5:02:54 PM
2 nestlings growing; eyes open and alert, 
ahill - 7/20/2011 3:00:24 PM
Female observed feeding nestlings.
ahill - 7/27/2011 2:49:10 PM
cemerson- 7/27/ 2011 - The first nestling fledged Sunday, but was observed flying in the area on 7/25 and 7/26. The 
second nestling  was observed leaving the nest on 7/26 in the morning. Nest has been monitored intermittently since 
then and there has been no sign or the fledglings returning to the nest.

5/13/2011 7002566 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

40 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/15/2011 imaunsell - 6/28/2011 11:45:39 AM
13 May BLPH second clutch of 3 eggs in progress 1212. - RR
vnovik - 5/20/2011 8:30:12 AM
HOFI Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:07:28 PM
Observed incubating on nest.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:05:20 AM
incubating
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:48:06 AM
Incubating on nest.
imaunsell - 6/28/2011 11:46:28 AM
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:48:35 AM - Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:16:40 AM - Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:56:45 AM - Feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:32:01 AM - Female on nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:10:57 PM - Nestlings look feathered and should fledge soon.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:25:48 PM - Nestlings still look feathered and should fledge soon.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:58:25 PM - Feathered young.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:28:47 PM - HOFI fledged on 06/15/2011. 

6/16/2011 7002568 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

82 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/12/2011 sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:32:32 PM
HOFI rebuilding nest on top of old nest.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:12:43 PM
House Finch on nest.
sjohnston - 6/21/2011 1:44:44 PM
4 eggs.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:38:32 AM
female on nest.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:18:44 PM
on nest, likely incubating.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:04:06 AM
House Finches flying into nest site.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:32:48 PM
Female on nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:50:09 PM
on nest
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:47:55 PM
nestlings observed in nest.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 12:02:30 PM
3 nestlings obs. in nest.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 9:03:13 AM
No change
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:16:39 PM
Nest empty downy feathers in nest.. Fledglings in area begging. Fledged.
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6/28/2011 7002570 HOWR Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
5 feet from AR 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/4/2011 vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:24:09 AM

Observed house wren taking nesting material into cavity.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:55:25 AM
Observed calling at entrance to cavity. Obeserved entering cavity.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:38:53 AM
Entering cavity with food.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:58:18 PM
obs bringing nesting material into cavity
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:09:27 PM
entering cavity.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:54:12 PM
Observed singing in area and entering cavity.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:57:00 PM
Entering nest cavity.
vnovik - 6/14/2011 5:50:43 PM
Entering Cavity with food.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:09:41 PM
Observed entering cavity,
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:37:29 AM
observed carrying food items into cavity,
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:17:23 PM
No observation
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:05:11 PM
feeding and begging calls heard from Cavity,
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:46:07 PM
no activity at nest. assumed fledged.

6/29/2011 7002579 WREN Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 54 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/10/2011 rradd - 6/29/2011 1:56:49 PM
Nest contains one egg and one day-old altricial nestling.
rradd - 7/6/2011 11:51:19 AM
WREN brooding one unhatched egg and one small partially feathered nestling.
rradd - 7/13/2011 12:27:53 PM
Change to Closed.
Young has fledged, one egg present.

6/30/2011 7002580 CLSW Closed Alpine Underground - 
214+00r

50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 7/22/2011 shampton - 6/30/2011 12:48:07 PM
At least 1 nestling being fed by adult. Nestling at least several days old; was visible watching out entrance.
bfischer - 7/11/2011 2:07:19 PM
Nestling was seen at nest opening. Adult was seen flying into area of nest.
sritt - 7/23/2011 12:26:48 PM
no birds visiting or seen in nest during 45 minutes of observation.

6/30/2011 7002583 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

65 feet to staked work 
limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/21/2011 vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:53:26 PM
Nest was found on 6/28/11. Nest was approx 80% when found. is now complete. Bird sitting in nest.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:48:49 PM
Incubating
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 12:02:54 PM
incubating
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:43:06 AM
observed male bringing food to nest
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:09:34 PM
Incubating
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:21:14 PM
Based on splatter presence, observations and chronology. Appears successful fledging.

7/2/2011 7002585 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; nest is in yard. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/8/2011 shampton - 7/1/2011 15:12:06 PM
Adult(s) regularly bringing food and removing fecal sacs. 7 nestlings visible, noticeably larger than size at hatching 
but eyes mainly still closed, at least 1 appeared to have eyes partially opening.
ahill - 7/6/2011 9:37:33 AM
Nestlings have feathers, were seen and heard at nest entrance, are scared of humans, adult came to feed. Nestlings 
should be fledging in next few days.
cemerson - 7/11/2011 3:13:50 PM - Nestlings successfully fledged on 7/8. They have been observed in the area still 
being attended to by the adults.
ahill - 7/20/2011 3:02:18 PM
it took 10 days for the juveniles to leave the area

7/2/2011 7002586 LASP Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

5 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

1. FLEDGED. 7/24/2011 shampton - 7/1/2011 at 1700hrs
Nest contained 3 eggs, both adults in close attendance
ahill - 7/6/2011 9:42:39 AM
4 eggs, female was incubating.
ahill - 7/12/2011 4:35:32 PM
Female seen on nest
ahill - 7/20/2011 3:01:25 PM
Female near nest, heard nestlings from road.
ahill - 7/25/2011 5:20:24 PM
cemerson - 7/25/2011 - Nestlings fledged. Fledglings not observed in the area; nest removed.
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6/6/2011 7002590 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet; within yard 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/30/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011 8:02:47 PM

Female incubating, flushed from nest twice. Likely on a second clutch. [Nest was not closed in Pentab as previous 
nest check comment indicates].
barnold - 6/7/2011 12:18:57 PM
Female House Finch at nest area. Also observed House Finch activity in the nest area on Sunday 05 June 2011 but 
that entry overridden..
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 11:36:30 AM
Female incubating.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 4:51:58 PM
At least 2 downy nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 12:21:46 PM
Nestlings have fledged - closed.

7/5/2011 7002598 MODO Closed Alpine Underground. 90 feet to work accord 
My to Pen Tab.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 8/3/2011 vnovik - 7/5/2011 4:11:21 PM
Mourning Dove incubating.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 3:16:27 PM
Still incubating.
sritt - 7/23/2011 4:34:06 PM
Incubating - brooding.
pkonrad - 7/27/2011 1:25:28 PM
Dove is brooding at least 1 medium-sized nestling.
pkonrad - 8/4/2011 6:00:17 PM
Dove(s) has fledged; no doves in area - closed.

7/5/2011 7002599 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground Approx 95 feet to work 
on  Pen Tab

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 7/31/2011 vnovik - 7/5/2011 4:13:57 PM
Bird on nest incubating.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 3:20:53 PM
Female incubating.
sritt - 7/23/2011 4:39:08 PM
Female incubating. 
pkonrad - 7/27/2011 1:23:49 PM
At least 3 small nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 8/4/2011 5:57:38 PM
Nestlings have fledged; no goldfinches in area - closed.

7/1/2011 7002600 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet; Within Yard 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/13/2011 sritt - 7/1/2011 5:41:28 PM
at least two eggs in nest.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 2:40:47 PM
 2 nestlings in nest.
bfischer - 7/13/2011 1:56:26 PM
Nest was inspected using mirror with light; no nestlings were seen. The nest was removed and again inspected for 
the presence of nestlings - none were found. The nest was disposed of in a covered container to prevent the material 
from being used in a new nest. The water tank was inspected for the presence of any other nests - none were found.  
Nest closed.

7/7/2011 7002610 CALT Closed Alpine Yard 20 feet from impact 
area.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 7/16/2011 imaunsell - 7/7/2011 3:14:08 PM
2 partially downy young and 1 (likely non-viable) egg in nest. No adults observed, but observation time was only a 
couple minutes.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 4:33:50 PM
2 large feathered nestlings in nest; 1 adult walking and mock-foraging on the ground near nest.
imaunsell - 7/18/2011 1:03:41 PM
Nest empty. Presumed fledged based on nesting chronology.

5/19/2011 7002613 AMKE Closed Sycamore Sub 0 feet; within yard 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 barnold - 5/19/2011 10:42 AM American kestrel observed harrassing red-tailed hawk perched in the top of the steel 
pole at the northwestern corner of the property. Biomonitor reported seeing lizard brought to nest by adult that then 
entered lowest arm. This nest may be Active.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:02 AM - 2 dead American kestrel nestlings lying at base of pole, discovered by biomonitor on 
5/ 25/2011, and were already dessicated. Biomonitor had not been in that area since about 5/19. Unsure when these 
nestlings fell from nest. Adult observed today noisely entering nest.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:13:54 PM
Observed male quickly bring small mammal to nest. Biomonitor has observed adults at nest, including bringing food, 
since 5/27/2011. BArnold observed adults at nest 5/26.
fhoffman - 6/6/2011 7:23:08 PM
Adults observed in area vocalizing and carrying prey (lizard). 1 adult entered nest cavity, fledgling fell out other side 
of cavity. Fledgling was unharmed and vocalizing; moved into storage area. Fledgling was felt to be at risk in storage 
area and moving into areas of traffic. Onsite avian biologist removed nestling to rescue center. Close to flight ability, 
in a few more days, but adults were not returning to it. Adult observed entering nest cavity, followed by chatter inside 
cavity; 1 or more nestlings still in cavity. 
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:58:22 AM
Biomonitor observed adults bringing prey items to nest about 6 times on 6/8/2011. Today, observed adult nest 
defending against red-tailed h awk.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:36:56 PM
American kestrel pair nest defending against red-tail hawk on adjacent pole.
barnold - 6/23/2011 1:02:36 PM
Kestrels last observed in area last week.
barnold - 6/27/2011 2:45:09 PM
American kestrels last observed bringing prey items to nest on 6/8, and last seen near nest on 6/16. Assume that 
remaining nestlings have successfully fledged.
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4/30/2011 7000954 WEBL Closed Alpine Underground - 

97+00L, MH-6L
80 feet to work area. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 4/30/2011 - WEBL male feeding female, pair have been observed in area for 2 weeks. - RR
4/6/2011 - No WEBL detected during 30 minute observation. 1415 - RR
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 10:00:56 AM - Adult observed bringing food into nest, then left.
tfitanides - 5/27/2011 11:19:45 AM
Both male and female observed carrying food to nest and fecal sacs away.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 11:27:41 AM
Male and female observed feeding fledglings nearby in draw. Status changed to closed.


rradd - 6/11/2011 7:58:18 AM
Nest appears to have reactivated with second clutch. Territorial male continually challenging mirrors in parking lot.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 12:46:48 PM
No bluebirds observed or heard in vicinity of nesting cavity or in parking lot during 2 nest check periods. 
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 10:20:39 AM
No bluebirds observed or heard in area during 2 extended observation periods.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 10:13:04 AM
No bluebirds in area. Potential renesting unlikely - closed.

5/12/2011 7001455 HOOR Closed Alpine Underground - 
97+00L, MH-6L

40 feet south of AR. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 7/17/2011 RAbe - 5/12/2011 2:29:06 PM - Male and female HOORs going inside palm tree. Homeowner has observed signs of 
territoriality (they dive-bomb her). Bio-monitor called in nest.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 10:26:55 AM. Adult female observed exiting nest and vocalizing (agitated). Other vocalizations 
heard inside palm, although no other birds observed. 
tfitanides - 5/27/2011 11:06:24 AM
Male observed calling from palm perch. Female later observed calling from perch (both HOORs with a "veek" call). 
"chetetet" call heard from within tree foliage.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 10:58:56 AM
Male calling in vicinity but did not visit nest. Female/immature HOOR observed calling from palm perch (veek) and 
preening. Flew off across road to northeast.
rradd - 6/11/2011 9:42:38 AM
Female HOOR actively nest building - apparently installing interior lining - in company of immature  from previous 
brood.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 12:51:44 PM
No orioles observed or heard today during 2 nest observation periods, although female was active nest building 6-9 
and 6-11. Female may be incubating intently now.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 9:41:39 AM
Female active in area and making repeated visits to nest location.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 9:52:32 AM
Female observed periodically perching on southeast side of palm tree. 
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 10:03:53 AM
Female making food gathering forays from palm tree and returning to nest location under hanging green frond on 
north side.
pkonrad - 7/8/2011 4:29:24 PM
Male observed catching an insect and bringing it back to nest to feed at least 2 large feathered nestlings.
pkonrad - 7/15/2011 2:03:00 PM
Male making forays to and from nest, feeding at least 2 large nestlings in nest; nestlings should fledge soon.
pkonrad - 7/18/2011 1:22:22 PM
No orioles observed during extended period; nestlings have apparently fledged and dispersed - closed.
sritt - 7/23/2011 4:52:51 PM
Fledgling seen visiting palm only once during 45 minute observation period (after a RTHA passed through), but did 
not enter nest.  Adult male frequently seen nearby, but never in palm.

7/6/2011 7002621 ATFL Closed EP206 10 feet from AR, 80 feet 
to work area

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/13/2011 rquilley - 7/6/2011 10:07:50 PM - Nestlings heard calling and adult observed bringing food to nest. 
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 4:14:23 PM
Nestlings appear to have fledged and dispersed from the area; no adults observed and no nestlings heard at nest 
site - closed.

7/9/2011 7002622 HOOR Closed Hartung CY 55 feet from AR 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits and drive through 

access only on AR.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

Blanket exemption for nests built along ARs continuouly in use for project 
activities recieving agency concurrence that birds extablishing nests near ARs 
are accustomed to human activities and traffic and should not be impacted 
provided that no stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 7/26/2011 rradd - 7/9/2011 8:38:45 AM
HOOR female on nest for 20 minute intervals; male guards, chases off WEKI, follows female to and from nest.
rradd - 7/14/2011 9:26:22 AM
HOOR female departs nest 0712. Adult male carrying food chases subadult male away.
rradd - 7/21/2011 8:27:57 AM
Female HOOR departs nest; drops fecal sac approximately 120 feet from nest 0715. Male nest guarding.
rradd - 7/27/2011 11:25:33 AM
Change to Closed.
No HOOR detections during 30 minutes of observation. Nest has likely fledged.

7/8/2011 7002618 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - 100976 250 feet 300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/10/2011 tcooper - 7/8/2011 6:33:02 PM
adults feeding 4 nestlings  approximately 10days old
tcooper - 7/11/2011 6:04:36 PM
nest on ground, no CAGN observed in area.
tcooper - 7/15/2011 4:33:43 PM
 both adults observed feeding at least 3 fledglings. Nest on ground possible partial predation or possibly knocked off 
by passing mammal.
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5/12/2011 7003424 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet from house; 55 

feet form AR
100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 12 May Nest reoccupied, female incubating. 0900. - RR

19 May HOFI female incubating 3 eggs 1030. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 4:36:52 PM
HOFI female brooding 1358.
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:37:50 PM
At least 2 downy nestlings visible in nest 1610.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:19:41 AM
Nest is empty and young have fledged. Change to Inactive.

3/10/2011 7003425 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet from house; 55 
feet from AR

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/4/2011 10 Mar 2011 - HOFI entering nest. ACTIVE - RR
24 Mar - Nest appears vacant. - RR
31 Mar - Nest unoccupied. Change to inactive. 
5 Apr - Nest reoccupied by HOFI change to active. - RR
11 Apr - HOFI on nest 15:11. - RR
19 Apr - HOFI on nest 0757. - RR
5 May - Nest empty, presumed fledged. Change to closed. -RR

4/26/2011 7003823 HOFI Closed Helix Yard AR 45 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 26 Apr - HOFI incubating 6 eggs 1635. - RR
3 May - Downy young in nest 1600. - RR
11 May - Well feathered young with adults tending 1744. - RR
18 May - Nest has fledged 1738. Change to Closed. - RR

7/13/2011 7004627 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge.

30 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 8/19/2011 vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:03:26 PM
Adult observed on nest.
imaunsell - 7/25/2011 10:29:04 AM
Female adding material to nest and incubating.
imaunsell - 8/3/2011 12:23:00 PM
Female caring for nestlings with pin feathers coming in.
veurs - 8/8/2011 4:34:41 PM
monitored nest from 13:45-16:00 during excavation work that occurred approx 50 feet away on other side of sound 
blankets; female returned to nest every 25-35 mins to feed 2 nestlings; nestlings' bills beginning to elongate and 
feathers turning green; one nestling especially active, craning body and stretching neck over side of nest; other chick 
not as visible; both chicks blocked from view by mother when she came to feed
veurs - 8/10/2011 4:00:35 PM
record from 8/9/2011 not posted successfully-observed nest from 0630-1600; female returned to feed nestlings at 
regular intervals once fog burned off; steady attendance at nest despite continuous use of backhoe



veurs - 8/10/2011 4:06:12 PM
observed nest throughout day from  0700-1530; female returned to nest regularly to feed nestlings; both chicks still 
alive and moving about nest a little; female spent more time perched close to nest than on previous days; 
construction equip used untill approx 1330, then crew switched to hand tools  
veurs - 8/11/2011 4:44:08 PM
observed female returning to nest at regular intervals to feed 2 nestlings; at least one chick spent time exercising 
wings, but both remained in cup of nest; female stayed a little farther from the nest; construction activity not as 
heavy in vicinity of nest today
veurs - 8/15/2011 6:12:15 PM
obs nest from 0630-1645; 2 nestlings very large and have basically outgrown nest; nest is semi-disintegrated but 
chicks have yet to move from branch; chicks preened themselves throughout day and one turned around to face 
opposite direction; female returned to nest regularly to feed chicks-would often perch 2-3 feet from nest for a minute 
or two, then move to nest to feed 
veurs - 8/16/2011 4:50:01 PM
obs nest throughout day from 0630-1615; nest almost completely gone; chicks now separated by about 6 inches; 
female continued to feed during day; both chicks preened and exercised wings during the day; one chick lifted off 
from branch, but settled back down in same spot; fledging imminent
vnovik - 8/17/2011 9:07:14 AM
Adult observed feeling young on branch adjacent to nest.  Appears that nestlings are trying out  their wings on the 
branch.
kalberts - 8/19/2011 4:02:59 PM
Fledgling birds have vacated the immediate area of the nest, indicating that they are capabae of flight and are able 
to fly at will from impending danger.  Nest closed.  

7/14/2011 7004628 COHA Closed CP43 120 feet from was 
station centerpoint

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/9/2011 veurs - 7/14/2011 8:33:59 AM
The nest was detected by hearing the cries of at least one juvenile hawk. 
A juvenile was seen next to the nest, making alarm vocalizations before flying away. Another fledged juvenile was 
observed in the nest and moving about the surrounding vegetation. Below the nest a large amount of newly-emerged 
feathers were found, which suggests at least one juvenile was predated (See photos).

veurs - 7/14/2011 1:38:26 PM
Based on the flight mobility of the two fledglings, this nest is being considered closed. According to Cooper's Hawk 
nesting chronology, the young will remain near the nest, feeding from it, for up to ten days after fledging. Therefore, 
the biologists feel these young fledged between 4 July and 9 July 2011. This nest is located adjacent to a County 
Water District service yard that is actively in use. Additionally, extensive dam construction is occurring about a 
quarter mile away.  During the four hours of this survey alone, road work, blast whistles, truck loading/unloading and 
welding activities occurred. Given the successful fledging of the hawks with such a high level of disturbance, it is felt 
that no buffer required around this nest. Also, the nest is located behind a locked 9-foot chain link fence topped with 
barbed wire, so it would be difficult for anyone to get closer than 100 feet.
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7/14/2011 7004631 HOOR Closed Alpine Underground 

431-00l
20 feet from Alpine Blvd 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 8/1/2011 shampton - 7/14/2011 3:05:36 PM
Pair observed going to nest. Female incubating/brooding; flushed when observer was directly below nest, otherwise 
tolerant of human activity and construction (work inside nearby vault and  flaggers).
shampton - 7/14/2011 4:52:10 PM
Construction activities were occurring during bird behavioral observations on 7/14/11 (1400-1445 hrs). Activities 
consisted of  men working below ground inside vault. On surface were air conditioners (ventilating vault) and 
generators running, pickup trucks, tent, traffic control equipment, and flaggers. Nearest work was about 40 feet away.  

sritt - 7/23/2011 4:55:36 PM
Female repeatedly bringing food to nest.
pkonrad - 8/5/2011 11:13:21 AM
No orioles observed in areaduring 30 minutes of observation, but judging from the past reports it is assumed the 
nestlings fledged - closed.

7/14/2011 7004633 ROWR Closed Kreutzcamp Yard AR 10 feet west of AR 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 8/6/2011 pkonrad - 7/14/2011 11:29:35 AM
Rock Wren flushed from nest crevice during bio nest visits Monday and Tuesday. 2 wrens observed; 1 entered 
cavity.
pkonrad - 7/21/2011 11:08:20 AM
Adult with insect in bill standing on small twig nest at opening of nesting cavity among rocks.
pkonrad - 7/27/2011 10:11:53 AM
At least 3 young nestlings being fed in the nest by adults that make food gathering forays and return to the nest. A 
few pebbles have been assembled to form an entry 'porch.' 
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 4:22:27 PM
At least 2 large nestlings in nest.
pkonrad - 8/10/2011 10:53:46 AM
Nestlings have fledged and the wrens appear to have dispersed from the area.

5/3/2011 7004640 BUSH Closed CP25-2 20 feet from work limits. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 mdicus - 5/3/2011 - Adult BUSH observed making multiple trips to and from nest,  Pair has started  new clutch in 
same nest.  Buffer re-staked at 75 feet, per previous NBR from April 18.  
mdicus - 5/9/2011 2:09:15 PM - Adult still making multiple trips to and from nest.
blohstroh - 5/13/2011 8:36:22 AM-nest in good condition, adult making trips to nest, even during active 
construction:concrete pouring.
21 May BUSH exits nest 1448. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 7:41:32 AM
No BUSH detected during 20 min obs, then HOWR removing nest material unopposed. Nest feels empty. Presume 
fledged and Change to Closed. Stakes and buffers removed.
Note to bio-monitor - HOWR building nest nearby ...
tcooper - 5/31/2011 11:28:38 AM - no activity over 15 min, 

5/19/2011 7004642 HOFI Closed CP54 Londono 
property

0' to house. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/15/2011 19 May HOFI female on nest 1508, male guarding.- RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:20:06 PM
No HOFI detected during 30 min. obs. 
rradd - 6/3/2011 9:09:35 AM
HOFI on nest 0832
rradd - 6/8/2011 1:34:46 PM
HOFI pr. at nest 1307. 
rradd - 6/16/2011 4:19:47 PM
HOFI on nest 1537
rradd - 6/23/2011 8:40:17 AM
No HOFI detected at this nest during 30 min obs. 
Change to Closed.

7/16/2011 7004643 COYE Closed Access road to guard 
pole structure near 

CP71

95 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/20/2011 eelias - 7/16/2011 10:14:35 AM
JPawlicki observed a female delivering food to 2 partly feathered nestlings; their eyes were open and they had pin 
feathers on wings, back and head.
rradd - 7/21/2011 10:36:47 AM
Nest is intact and empty. Small feces in bottom of cup suggests successful fledge.

5/12/2011 7004649 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 5/12/2011 - MODO on nest 0937. - RR
5/19/2011 - MODO on nest 1012. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 1:03:10 PM - MODO brooding nestling(s) 1259.
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:21:32 PM - Nest appears empty; presume successfully fledged - closed.

4/5/2011 7004650 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 4/5/2011 - Nest reoccupied by MODO 
4/11/2011 - MODO incubating; 1 egg visible. - RR
4/19/2011 Apr - MODO on nest 0824. - RR
4/27/2011 - 2 MODO nestlings on nest 0938. - RR
5/5/2011 - Adult MODO on nest. Assume successful fledge and re-nest 0907. - RR

5/11/2011 7005052 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/19/2011 barnold - 5/11/2011 12:29 PM - Female flushed from empty nest.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:22  AM - Female flushed from nest with 3 eggs.
barnold - 5/26/2011 9:55 AM - Female flushed from nest with 4 eggs.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:27:01 AM - At least 2 nestlings in nest.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:13:51 PM - 3 very large nestlings in nest, looks like they are about to fledge.
barnold - 6/23/2011 11:53:24 AM - Nestlings successfully fledged - closed.
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7/19/2011 7004659 HOFI Closed San Luis Rey 

Substation
0 feet; in San Luis Rey 

Substation
100 feet 25 feet This nest is located within the 230kV rack, about 20 feet above the ground below 

an insulator. Currently, there is an SDG&E crew working in the second bay of 
the 230kV rack, about 45 feet east of the nest. Nestlings were heard several 
times loudly calling when a female arrived at the nest. The nestlings vocalize at 
a loud volume and with aggressiveness indicative of large well developed 
nestlings, suggesting they will fledge soon.
A nest buffer reduction from 100 to 25 feet is requested for this active house 
finch nest. The NBR should not adversely affect the nesting birds, nor should it 
inhibit the successful fledging of the young for the following reasons:
•The finches built this nest within the substation while daily Sunrise Power Link-
related construction activities and ongoing non-Project maintenance and 
operations activities were occurring. This clearly demonstrates the birds are 
acclimated to and tolerent of human activity in their nesting area.
•The nest is located at the bottom of an insulator located on the 230kV rack 
about 20 to 25 feet above the ground, and as such is completely enclosed with 
no direct view to future activities.
•Presumably, the nest has large nestlings (based on the amount of noise 
generated when competing for food), indicating the adult finches have a lot of 
energy invested in this nest and will not likely abandon it now.
•The work proposed near the nest is of the same intensity as the activity that has 
occured simultaneously with nest progression. The finches  tolerance of 
construction activites to date suggest the success of the birds will not be 
impacted by the proposed work.

Additionally, the presumably large size of the vocalizing nestlings suggests that 
these will soon fledge, perhaps in a matter of days.

1. FLEDGED. 7/26/2011 barnold - 7/19/2011 10:07:08 AM
Nestlings heard vocalizing when female approahes and enters nest. These nestlings sound fairly large, and as such 
will likely fledge within a week or so. Female came to nesr several times while work was occurring within 45 feet of 
nesr. As such, a 30-foot buffer will likely suffice.
pkonrad - 8/5/2011 10:14:16 AM
Biomonitor at substation verified the nestlings fledged - closed.

7/19/2011 7004660 MODO Closed EP291-1 87 feet to tower work 
area

100 feet 80 feet. A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 80 feet is requested and is not 
anticipated to impact the likelihood for this nest to fledge successfully for the 
following reasons:
•The nest is located over 80 feet from the work area. The majority of work 
activities at this site will take place outside of the original 100 foot buffer.
•Mourning doves are typically highly tolerant of disturbances and will remain on 
their nests even when approached to very close distances. This behavior makes 
it unlikely that the bird would flush from the nest due to work over 80 feet away. 
This particular bird did not flush from the nest until surveyors approached to 
within a few feet.
•The nest is located on the side of a brittle bush (Encilia ferenosa) facing away 
from the work area. This plant species is of moderate height and density, 
providing a natural visual buffer from potential disturbances at the work area.
•Other instances of mourning doves nesting in proximity to human disturbances 
on the Project have not been negatively impacted by buffer reductions of 
distances less than the proposed buffer for this nest.

1. FLEDGED. 8/12/2011 fhoffman - 7/19/2011 10:19:56 AM
Adult incubating 2 eggs.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 2:23:04 PM
Dove still incubating 2 white eggs in ground nest.
pkonrad - 8/1/2011 10:57:29 AM
Adult dove on nest, apparently brooding.
pkonrad - 8/8/2011 12:16:54 PM
Adult standing next to nest; cannot see nest contents (without flushing dove in heat).
pkonrad - 8/15/2011 11:36:41 AM
Fledgling observed about 100 feet northeast of nest; flushed twice but didn't fly well yet. Adult circled from 400 feet 
north of nest to 300 feet south-southeast of nest before fledgling showed its position. Nest  empty and flattened from 
use - closed.

7/13/2011 7004625 CAGN Closed CP13 575 feet northeast of 
Structure CP13-2

300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 8/4/2011 dbusby - 7/13/2011 4:14:22 PM - A previously unrecorded adult male was detected incubating an active nest with 3 
eggs approximately 575 feet northeast of Structure CP13-2. The adult female was never detected during my 
observations. No buffers were established since this nest is well beyond the requisite 300-foot construction buffer 
and it will not affect construction activities.
dbusby - 7/20/2011 11:56:16 AM - Adult pair feeding one 3-day-old nestling.
kalberts - 7/27/2011 3:02:53 PM
Parents continuing to feed one nestling. 
blohstroh - 8/4/2011 1:23:06 PM
Nest empty, male feeding fledgling 650 ft to the NE.

7/13/2011 7004666 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Loritz property

0 feet; in water tank 100 feet 30 feet and drive 
through access with 

access to water tank.

A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 30 feet with drive through access and 
access to a water reservoir is not anticipated to impact the likelihood for this nest 
to fledge successfully for the following reasons:
•This nest is located 6 feet high between wheels of a water reservoir. This 
location provides a natural buffer by design that shields the nest from visual and 
sound disturbances occurring due to continuous, nearby construction.
•The nest was discovered by the on-site biological monitor during work activities 
that included rock crushing and drilling. These activites are were occurring 
approximately 85 feet away and had no apparent impact upon nesting 
behavior.
•To date all typical work activities have been occuring at or near 30 feet from the 
nest with through traffic and access to the water tank allowed due to an existing 
NBR granted for adjacent, recently fledged house finch nest ID 7002508. This 
pair has chosen this nest location regardless of these activities, demonstrating 
that the propsed 30 foot buffer is adequate to allow all typical nesting behaviors 
to occur, and as shown by nest 7002508, successful fledging without impact.
•The nest contains nestlings indicating that a high level of site affinity is likely 
and the pair is not anticipated to abandon the nest at this stage.

1. FLEDGED. 8/3/2011 aayala - 7/13/2011
Biomonitor Michael Scaffidi first noticed activity in alternate set of wheels on 7/13/2011. Female left and returned to 
substrate in no less than 30 minute intervals, nothing observed in mouth.
aayala - 7/15/2011
Bio rechecked on 7/15/2011. Observed male entering nest at least once during an unknown interval; female not 
seen. 
aayala - 7/20/2011
During an unknown observation interval, bio detected begging calls as well as both the male and female making 
multiple trips to nest.
aayala - 7/21/2011 12:50:40 PM
At least 1 downy nestling with open eyes seen in substrate with nest-check mirror by sritt. No other activity observed 
(i.e. no adult activity).
emorgan - 8/3/2011 5:29:58 PM
Nest empty when checked with mirror. A lot of droppings are in and around nest. Successfully fledged.
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5/16/2011 7004676 COHA Closed Elliot Substation 210 feet to substation. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/18/2011 16 May - COHA female at nest, male hunting in the fig trees 0855. - RR

23 May - COHA visible on this well-obscured nest, adult male hunting nearby.
rradd - 5/23/2011 11:19:27 AM
COHA visible on this well-obscured nest, ad. male hunting nearby.
rradd - 5/31/2011 7:46:43 AM
 Male COHA carries small bird to nest 0707.
rradd - 6/6/2011 9:33:01 AM
Male COHA eating NOMO 0843, returns briefly to nest 0858 w/ no food and departs quickly.
rradd - 6/14/2011 2:48:11 PM
Adult male COHA carrying prey to nesr area 1140, juv. on nest 1405.
rradd - 6/21/2011 8:31:39 AM
Adult male COHA carrying prey to nest area 0704, COHA on nest 0826.
rradd - 6/27/2011 2:09:08 PM
COHA on nest 1352.
rradd - 7/5/2011 3:06:40 PM
Adult COHA on nest with downy, partially feathered juvenile ...
rradd - 7/11/2011 6:13:44 PM
Juvenile COHA brancher with short wings and tail; not yet flight capable adjacent to nest. Adult male COHA alarming 
10' away in response to observer.
rradd - 7/19/2011 2:00:21 PM
No COHA detected at nest tree; juvenile heard calling away from nest. Young has fledged, change to Closed.

7/26/2011 7004677 MODO Closed CP49-1 AR Hamlet 
property

50' to AR 100 feet 40 feet This nest is located 50 feet from access road at the top of an embankment and 
within the dense foliage of a Peruvian pepper. Approximately 9 feet above the 
ground in a branch fork from the trunk, the nest contains 2 nestlings, one is very 
large and well developed and should fledge within 4 days, the other a few days 
behind. A nest buffer reduction to 40 feet is not anticipated to negatively impact 
the likelihood for this nest to fledge successfully for the following reasons:
•The vegetation should provide a natural visual and sound buffer for the nest 
from disturbances occuring in the work area. 
•The nest is located on the west side of a Project access road. The work area is 
located 50 feet downslope and the slope creates a natural visual and sound 
buffer from the work area to the nest site.
•Mourning doves are frequently highly tolerant of human activity and nests in 
close proximity to work elsewhere on the Project have fledged successfully. The 
nestlings in this nest are very close to fledging and may have done so by the 
time work occurs.
•Although some activities will be required within 100 feet, the majority of work, 
staging, vehicle idling, and access will occur outside the 100 foot buffer. The 
majority of activities occuring between 40-100 feet from the nest will be limited to 
methods utilizing hand tools. 

1. FLEDGED. 7/30/2011 rradd - 7/26/2011 10:53:54 AM
2 nestlings in nest; largest 1 should fledge in 3 days.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 11:04:54 AM
Nestlings have apparently fledged; no doves in area, so they have probably already dispersed.

6/16/2011 7004678 LEGO Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

60 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/16/2011 rradd - 6/16/2011
LEGO female appears to be putting finishing touches on new nest 0700.
rradd - 6/23/2011 9:54:38 AM
Apparently incubating female LEGO settles onto nest 0912. 
rradd - 6/30/2011 9:24:11 AM
Male LEGO feeds female on nest 0653.
rradd - 7/7/2011 8:49:45 AM
LEGO female leaves nest to forage 0650, returns to nest 0718.
rradd - 7/15/2011 7:29:45 AM
LEGO female leaves nest to forage 0718.
sjohnston - 7/16/2011 9:26:07 AM
Observed LEGO visit old BUSH nest, then return to its nest.
rradd - 7/20/2011 7:14:23 PM
Change to closed.
LEGO female comes to nest; appears that new layer of material has been added and second nest is in progress. 
Nest presumed to have successfully fledged.

5/4/2011 7004679 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within work limits 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/10/2011 barnold - 5/4/2011 1:27:00 PM - According to bio-monitors, fledglings gone yesterday.  Adult observed bringing nest 
material today to nest immediately below nest used to fledge.  This lower nest had been identified as inactive, and 
the adults may be enhancing this nest as opposed to the fledged nest due to wear at fledged nest.  This pair may be 
preparing to double brood.
barnold - 5/15/2011 2:11 PM  Bottom nest still has eggs, and top nest with one egg that may not be viable.Adults in 
area.
phoward - 5/31/2011 11:45:06 AM
bottom nest has at least one chick, top nest still has one egg
jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 12:02:43 PM - Bottom nest contains at least 2 partially feathered nestlings with both male and 
female tending nest. 1 egg (presumed infertile) still present in top nest with no adults observed at nest.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 9:42:11 AM - Adult feeding at least 2 nestlings in bottom nest. Nest rimmed with feces.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:29:30 PM - Bio monitor reported that the nest fledged by 6/10. 1 fledgling was observed at 
the nest and it flew away. The nest was inspected and there were no other fledglings or eggs. Reel was subsequently 
removed.
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5/24/2011 7004680 HOWR Closed EP27-1 35' from AR 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/21/2011 pkonrad - 5/24/2011 12:50:42 PM

Wren singing incessantly at nest tree, but no activity observed at cavities.
eelias - 6/6/2011 11:48:05 AM
Arrived @ 1131. Nest cavity was located after locating two adults scolding me. These adults were holding food 
items. Both adults brought these items into the peeping young. Nest monitored for 15 minutes.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 11:04:56 AM
Adults feeding nestlings in nest cavity.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 1:07:15 PM
Nestlings appear to have fledged; no adults or fledglings observed or heard in the area - will check back..
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 11:52:34 AM
No wrens observed in area; nestlings apparently fledged and family group dispersed.

5/14/2011 7004683 WEBL Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 
pullsite - driveway 

entry

32 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 14 May WEBL pr present but no cavity use during 30 min obs.0930 - RR
19 May WEBL pr active, female enters cavity 1802. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 8:19:12 AM
WEBL pr feeding nest at 5 min intervals 0706
rradd - 6/3/2011 3:37:42 PM
County personnel cut tree down!
rradd - 6/3/2011 3:45:20 PM
Stump with nest cavity has been placed approx 2.5' AGL and (incredibly) WEBL pr continues to feed this nest.
rradd - 6/9/2011 11:24:34 AM
WEBL pr continue to feed at least two juv.s visible in nest entrance at 3-10 min intervals 1110.
rradd - 6/17/2011 7:48:00 AM
No WEBL detected using this stump. Fledged young being fed away from nest. Change to Closed.

7/27/2011 7004700 HOFI Closed Rough Acres Lodge 0 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/27/2011 fhoffman - 7/27/2011 12:22:11 PM
Appears to be successfully fledged based on nest splatter and shape.

7/27/2011 7004701 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 5 feet to AR 100 feet Drvie through access 
only.

Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 8/2/2011 rradd - 7/21/2011 4:05:29 PM
Change to Closed.
HOFI are visiting and have apparently taken over -  HOFI tail visible over rim of nest.
rradd - 7/27/2011 10:10:51 AM
Female HOFI enters nest 0922; at least 2 nestlings visible above rim plastered with feces.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 2:44:53 PM
No nestlings or adults observed, but nestlings could be in nest yet; check back again.
rradd - 8/10/2011 3:42:03 PM
Status unclear. No young visible in nest but adult female HOFI noted visiting at 30 minute intervals.
rradd - 8/17/2011 4:37:37 PM
Change to closed.
No HOFI activity at or near this nest. Observation chronology suggests successful fledge.

7/29/2011 7004702 HOOR Closed CP59-E-B 25 feet to AR 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/29/2011 rradd - 7/29/2011 3:53:58 PM
HOOR male with fledged young near nest. Male returned to nest then moved to a nest-guard position, contact 
calling. Unfledged young are possible within the nest.
veurs - 8/4/2011 4:00:36 PM
barnold & veurs-spent 45 minutes monitoring nest beginning at 9:30; no HOOR were observed in or around nest; 
birds have likely left the immediate area; nest closed

8/1/2011 7004705 MODO Closed Sycamore Yard 15 feet from AR 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Blanket exemption for nests built along ARs continuouly in use for project 
activities recieving agency concurrence that birds extablishing nests near ARs 
are accustomed to human activities and traffic and should not be impacted 
provided that no stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 8/11/2011 imaunsell - 8/1/2011 2:32:42 PM
Female flushed from nest with 2 young with pin feathers.
emorgan - 8/11/2011 11:09:08 AM
Nest empty; there are lots of droppings around nest and a few downy feathers. Presumed to have successfully 
fledged - closed.

8/4/2011 7004709 NOMO Closed CP59 35 feet 100 feet 35 feet. A Nest Buffer Reduction from 100 to 35 feet should not adversely affect nest 
progression and successful fledging of the nestlings for the following reasons:
•This nest was constructed 32 feet from a well traveled, public, unpaved road. 
Current traffic typically travels at a relatively high speed (such that copius 
amounts of dust are produced by each passing vehicle). Project traffic will be 
held to an ESA 10 mph speed limit.
•Nest site selection and construction by the adult pair, and subsequent nest 
progression to date has occurred undeterred by significant daily human 
disturbance (vehicle traffic).
•This nest was constructed on the far side, relative to the road, of a relatively 
dense blue elderberry shrub, creating a line of sight, sound and dust barrier 
apparently sufficient for the nest and birds.
•This nest has three nestlings, judged by the avian biologists to be within 7 to 10 
days of fledging, establishing strong site affinity for the adult birds, who have a 
lot of energy invested in this breeding effort, making potential abandonment from 
minor distrubances unlikely.
•Project traffic on the road will not create a significant increase in road traffic 
disturbance when traveling at 10 mph.
•The nest is less than 200 feet on 3 sides from a large, active farm with 
considerable un-buffered sight, sound, and dust disturbance.
•Northern mockingbirds are known to be extremely tolerant of human activity, 
and are among the most prolific breeders in urban, suburban and agricultural 
settings.
•No Project related construction will be occurring near the nest (the nearest 
actual construction site is nearly 3000 feet away) and potential Project 
disturbances are limited to intermittent, brief vehicular traffic.

1. FLEDGED. 8/10/2011 veurs - 8/4/2011 6:59:40 AM
Adult observed on wire carrying food in bill; entered Sambucus, heard nestlings calling; adult left; found nest with 3 
nearly fully feathered nestlings. Anticipated fledge date 7-10 days.
imaunsell - 8/10/2011 11:31:46 AM
Nest complete and empty with scat along rim of nest. Nesting chronology fits successfully fledged nest.
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8/4/2011 7004710 MODO Closed Alpine Blvd 99+00r 12 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 8/25/2011 shampton - 8/4/2011 3:40:23 PM
Adult on nest, brooding/incubating. Bird did not flush from vehicle or foot traffic on Alpine Blvd or when biologist 
approached to near underneath when GPSing nest.
pkonrad - 8/12/2011 2:15:53 PM
Dove incubating/brooding.
pkonrad - 8/16/2011 2:34:25 PM
Adult incubating or brooding on very small nest.
emorgan - 8/25/2011 3:58:09 PM
Nest empty. Appears to have successfully fledged.

8/4/2011 7004711 ACWO Closed Alpine Underground 0 - above work area. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 8/9/2011 pkonrad - 8/4/2011 6:08:43 PM
Large nestling food begging and being fed by adult(s) making periodic feeding trips to cavity.
pkonrad - 8/10/2011 3:04:23 PM
No activity at nest cavity; will check back tomorrow.
pkonrad - 8/11/2011 7:16:29 PM
No adult or nestling activity again - appears nestling(s) fledged and dispersed.

4/6/2011 5003376 RSHA Closed CP70-3 AR 300 feet from El Monte 
Road.

500 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/20/2011 6 Apr - Male brings pocket gopher to incubating female on nest @ 1725. - RR
13 Apr - RSHA female on nest 1220. - RR
20 Apr - RSHA pair on nest. - RR
28 Apr - Two downy RSHA on nest. - RR
4 May - RSHA male agitated by approaching observer, indicating nest remains viable. - RR
14 May - 2 well-feathered juvenile RSHA in nest 1140. - RR
20 May - Nest empty, successfully fledged. Change to Closed. - RR

8/12/2011 7004720 MODO Closed Sycamore Yard 15 feet from AR 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. rradd - 8/19/2011 2:11:08 PM
MODO brooding 2 hairy squabs; eyes unopened.
imaunsell - 8/31/2011 10:16:30 AM
Nest fledged.

5/10/2011 7004729 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation  feet; within substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/10/2011 barnold - 5/10/2011 1:29 PM  Nest with four House Finch eggs.  Nest once again Active.
barnold - 5/11/2011 12:55 PM  Nest now with five eggs.
barnold - 5/19/2011 9:45 AM Nest still with five eggs.  Female House Finch flushed.
barnold - 5/26/2011 10:11 AM Nest with five young nestlings
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:36 PM Nest with at least four House Finch nestlings.
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:38:40 PM
Nest with at least four House Finch nestlings.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:43:01 AM
Nest with one large nestling.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:22:43 PM
Nest empty.

6/27/2011 7002563 ATFL Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within Sycamore 
Substation.

100 feet 30 feet A Nest Buffer Reduction to allow work to occur under the superstructure will 
result in a minimum buffer of about 30 feet of the newly discovered Ash-throated 
Flycatcher nest (vertically), which will not likely result in nest failure.
The Ash-throated Flycatcher nest is not anticipated to be substantially disturbed 
by the Sycamore Substation work, due to the following:
•         The nest is located in a hollow pole on top of the 69kV rack, about 40 feet 
above the ground. It is completely enclosed and surrounded by steel, with no 
direct view to the proposed activities at ground level.
•      This nest was discovered during work activities were occurring nearby, yet 
the birds accessed the horizontal pole opening without regard to the on-the-
ground activites occurring nearby.

1. FLEDGED.  Based 
on nest chronology 
and reported times 
for incubation (15 
days)  and fledglings 
leaving nest at 16 to 
17 days, this nest 
likely fledged 22 July 
2011. As has been 
observed with other 
Ash-throated 
Flycatcher nests on 
the SRPL Project, 
Ash-throated 
Flycatcher family 
groups seem to 
move away from the 
nest to forage and 
feed fledglings in 
nearby appropriate 
habitat.

7/29/2011 barnold - 6/27/2011 2:15:58 PM
Adult observed entering pipe four times during the observation period (9 to 2). Also, pair seen at pipe, one standing 
by while other entered opening.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:55:32 PM
Adult observed entering pipe nest cavity.
barnold - 7/12/2011 9:06:13 PM
Adult brought food to nest twice during 10-minute observation period.
barnold - 7/13/2011 7:24:34 PM
Adult observed bringing food to nest, even during nearby front-end loader work.
barnold - 7/14/2011 4:51:00 PM
Adult flew to perch on 69kV superstructure above nest at 1:05, then flew to nest and briefly entered pipe at 1:07. This 
first adult sits at nest pipe entrance, looking around area until 1:13 when second adult flew into nest. First adult 
stands on top of nest pipe entrance, then flies off at 1:15, and immediately returns with food then leaves again.
barnold - 7/16/2011 4:27:08 PM
Friday 15 July 2011 Adult entered nest at 11:20. Both adults arrive, one with food at 11:48. Adult with food perched 
on vertical pipe west of nest pipe, enters one, then another, and finally into the pipe opening with the nest (nest is 
located in eastern-most pipe in row of six). This adult quickly flew off. An adult returned at 11:59 and displayed the 
same behavior of entering two other pipe openings before entering nest pipe. At 12:02 an adult flies down to 
transformer and perches till 12:08. A second adult flies to perch at 12:08, then enters nest at 12:09 and flies off at 
12:11. Both adults return at 12:17, both leave shortly thereafter. Both return at 12:25,  one briefly enters nest then 
flies off while other stays on vertical pipe perch two bays to the west and eventually flies off. At 1:32 both adulrs 
return to nest, and one immediately enters pipe opening. At 3:50 both adults at nest, one enters briefly then leaves.
barnold - 7/16/2011 9:08:32 PM
Adult at nest at 11:53.  At 12:27, adult brought food to nest, entered and departed after 12 seconds.  Adult broyght 
food at 2:15.  Adult at nest at 4:15.  Adult at vertical perch at 6:15.
barnold - 7/17/2011 4:31:09 PM
Adult incidentally observed at nest at 0722 and 1115. Adult brings food at 1224, enters then emerges without food.  
Adult brings food at 3:43, leaves shortly thereafter. At 3:52, both adults return to nest, one with food flies to vertical 
perch, other flies directly to nest pipe opening. Adult with food then flies into nest. In the meantime, a female House 
Finchperches atop the vertical nest pipe. The adult flycatcher, upon emerging from the opening, aggressively 
engages the HOFI and drives her off.
barnold - 7/21/2011 3:22:49 PM
Adult at nest pole entrance.
barnold - 8/2/2011 5:12:57 PM
Last activity observed 21 July. No adults seen on 28 July. This nest fledged, probably on 29 July according to 
reported incubation period of 15 days and fledglings leaving nest at 15 to 16 days.
barnold - 8/2/2011 5:33:39 PM
Correction, meant to say this nest likely fledged 22 July 2011.
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7/8/2011 7002616 LEGO Closed Alpine Yard 15 feet from impact 

area.
100 feet ESA staked at yard 

limits.
Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 1 
nestling appears to 
have fledged and 1 
feathered nestling 
died in nest, possibly 
while fledging.

7/12/2011 eelias - 7/8/2011 1:06:49 PM
This nest was found by hearing vocalizing nestlings. A visual inspection revealed 2 nestlings calling.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 4:56:59 PM
Unusual case: 1 dead fully plumaged fledging-aged nestling is hanging upside down from nest rim by 1 leg. There is 
an abundance of mutes on a flattened potion of nest - I think other nestling fledged, but the dead nestling appears to 
have been caught in nest material as it tried to leave nest. No sign of predation  - closed.

7/6/2011 7002604 LENI Closed TL6916 - 774842 20 feet to AR 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. Adult 
flushing but 
remaining in area 
inidcates recently 
fledged nest with 
semi-precocial young 
still in area.

8/4/2011 phoward - 7/6/2011 8:28:10 AM
Female incubating 2 eggs.
tcooper - 7/15/2011 - Female brooding 2 downy nestlings.
tcooper - 7/16/2011 2:22:05 PM
7/16/2011 10:00 AM - Female brooding 2 downy nestlings.
rradd - 7/18/2011 6:55:20 AM
LENI brooding 2 downy nestlings with feather quills just emerging on wings.
rradd - 7/25/2011 8:35:20 AM
Adult LENI flushed from nest area and remained nearby. Nest is empty and young could not be located within a 100 
foot radius during 30 minute search.

5/27/2011 7002386 LBVI Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 15 feet from AR. 300 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 06/01/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/02/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

Per USFWS comments and in compliance with the BO, anytime construction 
activities occur (including drive through access) within 300 feet of a least Bell’s 
vireo nest a biologist must be present. 

1. FLEDGED. Adults 
and fledglings 
observed away from 
nest.

6/4/2011 tcooper - 5/27/2011 10:53:43 AM - Pair with 3 nestlings approximately 3 days old. Male banded MPu:lbMDb; female 
unbanded.
dbusby - 6/3/2011 1:54:49 PM - Adult pair bringing food to nestlings.
rradd - 5/31/2011 2:36:48 PM - Adult LBVI feeding this nest 1415
imaunsell - 6/2/2011 11:59:14 AM - Adult LBVI feeding 3 nestlings. Down feathers still present. Nestlings still appear 
to be a couple days from fledging. Nest checked by Kris Alberts. Anticipated fledge date 6/4/2011.
rradd - 6/6/2011 4:27:37 PM - Nest is empty. Nestlings have fledged. Banded male remains singing on territory.
rradd - 6/15/2011 8:58:30 PM - Pair have re-nested nearby. Change to Closed.

5/26/2011 7002381 ATFL Closed CP70-3 AR 40 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. Adults 
feeding fledglings 
near nest.

7/8/2011 ATFL pair observed pair-bonding here 20 May have selected a nest cavity. Time spent away from nest by both birds 
presumed to indicate egg-laying phase in progress.
rradd - 6/4/2011 10:55:26 AM
ATFL nesting activity continues here.
rradd - 6/9/2011 4:36:42 PM
ATFK pair seen near cavity but not entering.
rradd - 6/17/2011 2:48:53 PM
Several visits by ATFL, but no cavity entry obs. An alternate site may have been selected, but activity level is very 
low (1400-1445). Will monitor once more before closing.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:24:49 PM
ATFL male escorts food-carrying female to nest cavity, departs after she enters 1056. Female remains on nest for 
duration of 20 min obs.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:13:58 PM
ATFL pr carrying food to nest at 10 min. intervals.
rradd - 7/8/2011 9:23:42 AM
Change to Closed
Nest has fledged. ATFL carrying food to fledglings in and around nest tree.

5/24/2011 7002351 WEBL Closed TL 6916 - 973035 90 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular pasage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping 
standing or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. Adults 
observed with 
fledglings away from 
nest.

6/1/2011 rradd - 5/24/2011 8:24:46 AM - 17 May WEBL foraging near pole, carrying food to this nest 1102.
rradd - 5/24/2011 8:25:30 AM - WEBL pair continue carrying food to nest.
rradd - 6/2/2011 8:18:13 AM - WEBL pair feeding fledgling away from nest 0731.
rradd - 6/2/2011 8:19:23 AM - Change to Closed.

5/31/2011 7002399 AMKE Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

190 feet from 
substation.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 100 
feet. Nest is 100 feet up, 
so horizontal buffer is 0.

•Non-Project work occurs within this substation on a daily basis, all of this work 
occurs between 100 and  500 feet from the nest, including wiring, switching and 
electrical testing, which are equipment, labor, and noise intensive. This nesting 
pair appear to be very tolerant of all such work.
•The loudest part of the Project related work (concrete sawing) has already been 
performed. Last week jackhammering occurred within 120 feet, and a concrete 
retaining wall 175 feet from the nest was demolished, and the birds tolerated this 
work, undeterred from their nesting behavior.
•This nest is a typical American Kestrel nest, constructed within a cavity, and by 
design cavity nests provide a natural visual and acoustic buffer for the adults 
and nestlings within.
•The nest is located 100 feet off the ground in an arm of an electrical pole 
structure. This arm extends northwest from the central pole, away from all 
proposed Project work. Therefore, the pole height and nest entrance orientation 
provides an additional visual and sound buffer from activities occurring in the 
work area.
•A pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks was seen being harassed by one of the 
Kestrels during this survey. Similar behavior toward these Red-tailed Hawks has 
been seen by the bio-monitor every day that she has been onsite. The Kestrel's 
defensive behavior exhibits strong nest affinity, illustrating that they continue to 
show normal nesting behaviors despite the man-made and natural 
disturbances.
•This tower is located 45 outside of the substation fenceline, less than 200 feet 
from a residential housing tract and all current daily substation traffic very rarely 
utilizes this area within 100 feet of the tower.

1. FLEDGED. Adults 
seen with young near 
nest cavity.

6/18/2011 sritt - 5/31/2011 5:35:46 PM
Adults seen nearby harassing RTHAs.  One adult seen entering arm. Fledglings heard giving begging calls.
sritt - 6/18/2011 1:29:47 PM
Two adults seen feeding + flying around w/ two juveniles.
sritt - 6/18/2011 1:32:03 PM
One juvenile briefly landed on tower arm containing nest, but never entered.  Birds otherwise showing no affinity 
towards nest. Nest closed.
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5/26/2011 7002359 WTSW Closed Alpine Underground - 

MH-18
50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. All 
nesting appears to 
be completed.

7/20/2011 shampton - 5/26/2011 3:06:53 PM
WTSW's active at holes.
emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:39:07 PM
Multiple pairs entering cavities.
shampton - 6/9/2011 12:15:59 PM
WTSW's active at holes.
shampton - 6/16/2011 12:24:09 PM
Multiple WTSW's entering and exiting multiple holes during 10 minute observation period.
shampton - 6/23/2011 11:31:24 AM
WTSW's observed entering holes at 0643.
shampton - 6/30/2011 3:26:39 PM
WTSW's entered and/or exited at least 7 different holes during 30 minute observation period (1305-1335); 2 of the 7 
holes were also used by NRWS.
bfischer - 7/11/2011 2:13:07 PM
Adults were seen flying into and out of nest.
shampton - 7/21/2011 5:37:39 PM
No WTSW's were observed entering holes or anywhere in the area during 25 minutes of observation (1040-1105). 
Today, during weekly Least Bell's Vireo survey of surrounding riparian area (0740-1010), only 1 WTSW was 
observed during a brief flyby, much higher than the bridge level.
pkonrad - 7/28/2011 11:25:37 AM
No swifts observed this morning (8:25-9:30) and yesterday afternoon (2:30-2:50) - closed.

3/24/2011 5003276 NRWS Closed Alpine Underground - 
302+00

65 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 
Appears all swallows 
have completed 
nesting.

7/20/2011 emorgan - 5/25/2011 10:06:41 AM
Multiple pairs entering cavities with some carrying nesting material.
shampton - 5/26/2011 3:05:21 PM
NRSW active at holes.
emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:37:48 PM
Multiple pairs entering cavities.
shampton - 6/9/2011 1:13:25 PM
NRWS observed entering hole.
shampton - 6/16/2011 12:25:21 PM
Multiple NRWS's entering multiple holes during 10 minute observation.
shampton - 6/23/2011 11:30:24 AM
NRWS observed entering hole at 0640.
shampton - 6/30/2011 3:29:24 PM
NRWS's entered and/or exited at least 7 different holes during 30 minute observation. (1305-1335); 2 of the 7 holes 
were also used by WTSW's
bfischer - 7/11/2011 2:15:19 PM
Adult was acting agitated when I was near nest. Adults made several trips into and from nest.
shampton - 7/21/2011 5:50:42 PM
No NRWS's observed during 25 minutes of observation (1040-1105).  Also, no NRWS's were detected during today's 
(7/21/2011) weekly Least Bell's Vireo survey of surrounding riparian area (0740-1010). No construction in Viejas 
Creek bridge area during observations.
pkonrad - 7/28/2011 11:20:53 AM
No swallows observed this morning (8:25-9:30), or yesterday afternoon (14:30-14:50) - closed.

3/31/2011 5003309 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation 
work area.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 feet The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      following reasons:
 
            •             House finches are known to nest in proximity to
            human activity and exhibit a high tolerance towards human
            disturbances. They have relatively high rates of nest success
            within areas of high human activity.
            •             These nests are located high up in the steel,
            between 20 and 40 feet above the ground.
            •             Past NBMs of similar nature with house finch in
            structures have not effected the success of the nests.

1. FLEDGED. 
Appears pair may 
have used a nest 
from previous 
nesting period.

7/6/2011 3/31/11  Inactive nest, not flagged (Cummings).
barnold - 4/12/2011 10:40:38 AM - Nest indeterminate. No birds observed.
26 Apr - No confirmation of nesting detected from outside the Sub. No positive observations since 31 Mar, change to 
Closed. - RR
2 May - HOFI incubating female visible 1036. Change to active. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 2:07 PM  House Finches in general area.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:28 AM House Finches in general area but not at this specific described area.

barnold - 6/1/2011 4:51:17 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:52:42 AM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:50:02 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:56:16 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:23:26 PM
No House Finches seen at this specific insulator structure. House Finch activity observed in this bay and adjacent 
bay to east, including family group and later single female.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:43:20 PM
Nest has successfully fledged.
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6/7/2011 7002594 WEBL Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
20' 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. Based 

on nesting 
chronology it is 
assumed that 
nestlings sucessfully 
fledged.

6/24/2011 sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:05:46 PM
WBNU obs. ca. 3 feet from cavity but did not enter during observations
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:05:32 PM
No activity at cavity.
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:08:11 AM - Occupied by Western Bluebirds. Male and female observed carrying prey items into 
nest.
30 Apr - WEBL pair carrying grass to this nest, but pair of NUWO also here 1055. - RR
6 May - WEBL pair remain active at this nest 1045. - RR
13 May WEBL pr carrying items to nest, defending against constant HOWR insurgency 0955. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 1:18:25 PM
WEBL bringing prey items to nest. 
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:35:08 PM
WEBL bringing food to cavity.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:01:53 PM
No activity observed at nest. No bluebirds in the  area.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:56:07 AM
No activity. presumed sucessful fledge. 
sjohnston - 6/3/2011 3:10:22 PM
WBNU observed clearing WEBL nest material and bringing in fresh nesting material.

3/31/2011 7004638 HOFI Closed CP54 Londono 0 feet  to house 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Chronology suggests 
fledging.

5/13/2011 31 Mar - HOFI reclaimed nest, pair actively rebuilding, bringing new material to nest 1525-1535. - RR
1 April - female house finch on nest. IM
female repeatedly visiting nest. imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:31:36 AM
19 Apr - No HOFI detected at nest 1144-1204. - RR
27 Apr - HOFI carrying food to at least 3 downy young 1340. - RR 
eelias - 5/12/2011 8:09:09 AM female observed incubating.
eelias - 5/13/2011 8:45:19 AM one adult was on nest.

5/15/2011 7001497 LEGO Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 6 feet from yard limits. 100 feet 15 feet Blanket exemption to reduce request for NBRs in effect for this nest, as nest was 
begun after construction activites had commenced outside of imapct areas within 
an active construction yard.

1. FLEDGED. 
Development level of 
nestling in 
combination with a 
second clutch being 
established in same 
nest indicate this 
nest likely fledged.

6/1/2011 barnold - 5/15/2011 1:20 PM
Bio-monitor observed female bring nesting material to nest, then drop to the ground and copulate with a male before 
flying off. Nest in good condition; marked a 15 foot buffer.
jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 9:46:00 AM
At least 1 fully feathered nestling observed in nest and being fed by adult female. Both male and female observed in 
and around nest tree with male singing over tree and nearby.
imaunsell - 6/4/2011
Second clutch being started in same nest. The nest is presumed to have fledged.

2/24/2011 5000051 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
240+94.47, MH-15L

0 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 
Difficult to monitor 
nest in high traffic 
location. Nest 
monitoring 
chronology suggests 
this nest probably 
fledged in early May.

6/13/2011 4/8/2011 - Adults foraging and returning to nest - feeding nestlings potentially.-BL
4/16/2011 - BUSH exiting nest 16:22. - RR
4/30/2011 - BUSH pair tending this nest with multiple trips 1440. - RR
tfitanides - 5/6/2011 3:31:28 PM - Pair of BUSH seen gleaning and at nest.
emorgan - 5/27/2011 1:33:15 PM
No birds observed at nest for 20 minutes.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 1:16:08 PM
Adult observed carrying food items into nest.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 2:53:08 PM
Nest site was monitored by 2 biologists for 30 minutes and no bushtit activity was observed.

6/3/2011 7002437 ANHU Closed Helix Yard AR 36 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 
Fledging observed 
out of nest.

6/23/2011 rradd - 6/3/2011
ANHU female brooding one small nestling and one unhatched egg.
rradd - 6/9/2011 9:00:31 AM - Female ANHU attending one unfeathered nestling.
rradd - 6/15/2011 9:24:13 PM - Female ANHU attending one large feathered nestling.
rradd - 6/23/2011 2:32:21 PM - Juvenile ANHU perched above nest.
Change to Closed.

6/21/2011 7002527 CAGN Closed CP17-1 350 feet 300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledgling observed 
being fed by adults 
away from nest.

6/28/2011 blohstroh - 6/21/2011 8:47:51 AM
4 pin feathered nestlings, pair feeding nestlings. pair defending intrusion by GRRO.
dbusby - 6/28/2011 8:42:10 PM
1 fledgling observed out of nest and being fed by adult pair. Didn't see any others in area. Couldn't locate nest to see 
if other nestlings fledged - closed.
blohstroh - 7/6/2011 4:16:58 PM
Nest empty.

6/22/2011 7002543 CALT Closed CP29-1 AR 25 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 
Fledgling observed 
nearby.

6/28/2011 rradd - 6/22/2011 8:17:32 AM
CALT entering thicket at 20 minutes intervals.
rradd - 7/6/2011 12:21:34 PM
6/28 - No food carrying detected during 30 min obs.
rradd - 7/6/2011 1:25:33 PM
Change to Closed.
Obs timeline indicates that if a nest was present here (and none was found) it would have likely fledged by this time. 
Fledgling CALT with short feathers present 1306.
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5/19/2011 7004639 HOWR Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within house area 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 

Fledglings being fed 
near nest.

6/30/2011 5/19/2011 - Intense territoriality around this and lower cavity, HOWR singing at 3 second intervals. - RR
5/25/2011 - HOWR singing territoriality at 3 second intervals. - RR
rradd - 6/3/2011 7:21:43 AM
6/2/2011 HOWR singing near cavity, but appears more territorial maintenance than nest in progress 1650.
rradd - 6/8/2011 11:14:01 AM - Very quiet at this nest, but HOWR exits cavity 11:11. Next brood in progress?
rradd - 6/16/2011 1:54:54 PM - No HOWR detected at or near nest during 30 minute observation period.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:23:08 AM - No HOWR detected at or near nest during 45 minute observation period - closed.
rradd - 6/30/2011 10:45:42 AM
Fledglings being fed near nest.

5/25/2011 7002362 CANW Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within 
construction limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 
away from nest.

6/4/2011 rradd - 5/25/2011 
CANW carrying food 1427.
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:11:33 PM - CANW present and singing under building 1508.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:46:05 AM - CANW present, foraging and teritorial, but no food carry observed.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:50:02 PM - No CAWR detections during 30 minute observation.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:20:56 AM - No CAWR detections near structures during 45 minute observation.
Change to Closed.

6/1/2011 7002413 LASP Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet, in tower. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 
away from nest.

6/27/2011 sritt - 6/1/2011 11:00:31 AM
Pair of birds nearby. One bird flew in and landed on nest.
eelias - 6/6/2011 3:06:23 PM
One bird was seen belly down on this nest. Watched nest for 2 minutes
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 3:36:16 PM
Lark Sparrow incubating. Biomonitor Tyler said there are 3 eggs in nest.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 11:29:15 AM
Lark Sparrow incubating or brooding.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 11:58:15 AM
Adult perched on side of nest filled with at least 2 large downy nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 1:15:50 PM
Nestlings fledged by 6-27, but Biomonitor Chris noted that today fledglings are clumsy fliers and adults are feeding 
them in buffer area. Will keep buffer intact until family group leaves area in next day or 2.

6/1/2011 7002415 MODO Closed Sycamore Yard 30 feet from staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 
away from nest.

6/7/2011 rradd - 6/1/2011 at 1055
2 squabs with quilled heads and open secondaries.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:44:04 AM -Nest empty, fledged MODO flushed from under this Opuntia. Change to Closed.

6/4/2011 7002446 BCHU Closed CP70-3 AR 42 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 
away from nest.

6/30/2011 rradd - 6/4/2011 at 0910
BCHU female sitting on an apparently complete yellow nest.
rradd - 6/9/2011 3:35:43 PM
BCHU female on nest 1532.
rradd - 6/17/2011 1:07:01 PM
BCHU female on nest 1148, leaving infrequently for short periods.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:27:08 PM
1 BCHU nestling visible in nest.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:04:24 PM
Change to closed.
Nest is intact and empty; observation timeline suggests nestlings successfuly fledged.

5/26/2011 7002382 BUOR Closed CP81-1 AR 12 feet from AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within boundary.

1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 
near nest.

6/7/2011 BUOR male carrying caterpillars from adjacent eucalyptus (Eucalyptus sp.) to nest 1432 -RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 2:40:52 PM - BUOR male carrying food to nest.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:06:19 PM - BUOR pair active here, male carrying food.
rradd - 6/10/2011 12:27:08 PM - No use of this nest detected in 45 minute observation. Likely fledged; immature 
orioles feeding in nearby eucalyptus.  Change to Closed.

4/5/2011 5000456 CORA Closed EP363-1 130 feet from 
permanant impact area 

of tower site.

100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0 feet through agency concurrence, following the premises of 
the Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 
out of nest.

6/3/2011 New nest; both ravens active at nest site on 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/2011 4:38:54 PM - one CORA incubating and another perched 4 feet away.
Multiple nest check reports are missing from this information: PKomrad
phoward - 5/2/2011 8:27:18 AM - Nest active, pair seen making visits to nest during survey period.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 1:58:43 PM - Adult observed sitting in nest (incubating?).
shampton - 5/10/2011 11:41:56 AM - Adult observed bringing food to nest.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - Adult standing on nest, possibly shading nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - At least 2 large nestlings in the nest.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - At least 2 large feathered nestlings in nest.
barnold - 6/3/2011 8:21 PM - 5 Common Ravens in tower, including what appear to be 3 fledglings. Nest has 
successfully fledged.

2/25/2011 5000455 CORA Closed EP331 AR 55 feet to SWPL access 
road; 335 feet to AR.

100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0 feet  through agency concurrence, following the premises of 
the Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 
out of nest.

6/4/2011 2 common ravens bringing nesting material (sticks) to nest in metal tower on 3-17 (PK).
Raven incubating 3-25 (PK).  
Raven still incubating 04/06/11 (R. Abe, M. Dicus).
sritt - 4/15/2011 12:45:46 PM - CORA incubating,
PKonrad - 4/22/2011 - 2 adults at nest; 1 seems to be feeding nestlings.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - Raven brooding.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 4:52:08 PM - 1 adult observed on nest.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 1 adult standing on the side of the nest shading a mound of nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - Adult flew to nest with food and fed at least 2 feathered nestlings that were also stretching and 
exercising wings. 
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 - 4 large nestlings perched on edge of nest and nearby tower steel (branchers).
barnold - 6/4/2011 Nest empty, successfully fledged. Inactive.
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4/15/2011 5000827 LEGO Closed Alpine Yard 25 feet from impact 

area.
100 feet ESA staked at yard 

limits.
NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. Intact 
nest and absence of 
eggs or dead 
nestlings suggests 
fledging. Timeline fits 
nesting chronology.

5/15/2011 dbusby - 4/15/2011 3:38:43 PM - Female incubating on nest with 1 egg. 
barnold - 5/15/2011 2:11 PM - Nest is empty. Many Lesser Goldfinches in area.

6/27/2011 7002606 HOWR Closed Sycamore Substation 0; in Sycamore 
Substation

100 feet 30 feet with drive 
through access.

NBR Submit Date: 07/07/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/12/2011

A Nest Buffer Reduction and Modification is being requested for the house wren 
nest to enable continuing Sunrise Powerlink associated work within the fenced 
Sycamore Substation to continue.  This nest is located within the 69kV 
superstructure, about 25 feet above the ground within an insulator. Currently, 
there is no nearby work occurring, with the exception of an occasional vehicle 
passing by and underneath the nest on an existing internal substation roadway.  
However, there are future plans to install a breaker transformer within about 60 
feet of the nest.
The house wren nest is not anticipated to be substantially disturbed by 
continuing Sunrise Powerlink work at the Sycamore Substation due to the 
following:
•The wrens built this nest in the southern portion of the Sycamore Substation 
near ongoing construction activities, and they have become acclimated to 
human activity in their nesting area.
•The nest is located within an insulator located on the south side of the 69kV 
rack about 25 feet above the ground, and it is completely enclosed and 
surrounded with no direct view to the proposed activities.
•The wren continued to bring food to nestlings while being observed by three 
biologists directly under the nest.
•The nest has nestlings, and these wrens have a lot of energy invested in this 
nest and will not likely abandon it now.

Based on the above, authorizing a Nest Buffer Reduction to 30 feet and allowing 
occasional drive-through of trucks within 20 feet of the nest is not expected to 
impact the successful fledging of this house wren nest, primarily based on the 
nest's location and the bird's demonstrated tolerance of human activities within 
the vicinity of the nest.

1. FLEDGED. Loud 
nestlings were heard 
by bio monitor on 
7/11.  Based on 
subsequent 
observations, the 
presumed fledge 
date for this nest was 
7/11.

7/11/2011 barnold - 7/6/2011 5:04:05 PM
Nestlings first heard by bio-monitor during afternoon of 27 June. Today, Adult House Wren brought food four times to 
loudly response calling nestlings.
barnold - 7/12/2011 9:07:37 PM
No activity observed today, but bio-monitor observed adult enter nest area on 11 July.
barnold - 7/13/2011 7:43:27 PM
No activity observed during nearly three hours of observation. Nest likely fledged. Closed.

5/15/2011 7001477 LASP Closed Wilson Yard 8 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 
Monitoring 
chronology suggests 
fledging.

5/31/2011 ghuffman - 5/15/2011 2:25:11 PM 
LASP female flushed from nest with 3 nestlings. Male observed nearby perched on fence.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 9:40:26 AM
Nest empty; presumed to have fledged successfully as per 5/15 observations.

6/18/2011 5003293 HOWR Closed CP81-1 AR 25 feet from existing AR; 
200 feet to tower site.

100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 
Monitoring 
chronology suggests 
nestlings probably 
fledged.

7/1/2011 rradd - 6/18/2011 9:16:10 AM
Nest is active again; second clutch; HOWR pair carrying food to cavity at 2-5 minute intervals 0832-0910.
rradd - 6/25/2011 9:30:07 AM
HOWR pair continues to quietly bring food to this nest - multiple arrivals and departures 0911-0929
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:23:00 PM
No detections during 30 minute observation.
rradd - 7/8/2011 2:30:58 PM
Change to Closed.
Single HOWR detection during 40 minute observation period; did not enter cavity.

6/25/2011 7002561 PHAI Closed CP83-1 AR 78 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within boundary.

1. FLEDGED. 
Monitoring 
chronology suggests 
successful fledging.

7/16/2011 rradd- 6/25/2011 13:46:37 PM
PHAI pair tending nest @ 10 min. intervals 1300-1320.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:26:58 PM
Female PHAI drops off nest in response to observer on AR, male alerts.
rradd - 7/8/2011 4:57:31 PM
Nest status uncertain, PHAI pr alarming at 2 juv. COHU and staying away from nest for duration of 30 min. obs.
rradd - 7/16/2011 10:43:42 AM
No PHAI detected at or near this nest during 30 min. obs. Monitoring chronology suggests fledging likely.

5/26/2011 7002372 BUSH Closed TL 639 - 171650 65 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 35 
feet.

•The proposed work activities are low impact, short in duration, will mainly occur 
175 feet away from the nest, and associated vehicle and foot traffic will be 
minimal. 
•Bushtits are known to be desensitized to human activity and often nest within 
close proximity of human activity.
•The nest location is 65 feet down slope of the AR and the vegetation 
surrounding the nest will block visual and acoustic disturbances of construction 
activities.
•A 35 foot buffer will provide adequate isolation for the bird and will not encroach 
on any AR’s or work areas.

1. FLEDGED. 
Monitoring 
observations suggest 
nestlings likely 
fledged.

6/10/2011 phoward - 5/26/2011 9:32:30 AM- Adults seen feeding young.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 1:08:02 PM
BUSH pair observed carrying prey items to nest. Begging calls heard.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 3:20:49 PM
Two BUSH obs. flying away from nest location when approached to within 20-feet. No activity at nest, inspected up-
close. Closed.
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6/1/2011 7002424 AMKE Closed TL 6916 - 100980 0 feet, within staked 

work limits.
500 feet Buffer reduced to 110 

feet.
Nest Buffer Reduction (NBR)
The nest buffer can be reduced from 500 feet to 145 feet to enable work within 
the fenced Sycamore Substation to continue, and to enable reconductoring of 
the TL639 69kV line.  This 145 foot NBR (actual line of sight buffer distance will 
be greater than this, given that the nest is about 60 to 65 feet above the ground), 
will begin at the existing
perimeter fence of the substation, which forms a barrier to work activity within 
the substation relative to the nest.
 
Nest Buffer Modification (NBM)
We have a one-day nest buffer modification to enable reconductoring work. This 
work will entail two people in a bucket truck temporarily installing rollers on the 
TL639 Structure 100981 (anticipated to require less than an hour to accomplish), 
and pulling wire through these rollers for about 6 to 8 hours.  Pulling the wire will 
be accomplished using a puller located inside the fenced Sycamore Substation 
or on the existing Access Road adjacent to the western perimeter
fence.  After the wire pull has been completed, the rollers would be removed. 
The structure which supports the American Kestrel nest is located approximately 
110 feet from Structure 100981, which will have the two crew members working 
at a height of about 60 feet, just about the same level as the nest on the other 
pole.  The puller will be located between 145 to 200 linear ground feet from the 
nest pole, with the resultant distance being larger due to the height of the nest.  
The wire being pulled will pass through the rollers at a distance of approximately 
110 feet from the nest, at about the same height.

The American Kestrel nest is not anticipated to be substantially disturbed by the 
underground cable replacement work at and adjacent to the Sycamore 
Substation due to the following:
•These kestrels were not disturbed by similar work being conducted for a day in 
the same location.
•These kestrels have successfully fledged a nest in a transmission line tower 
located even closer to the southwest corner of the Sycamore Substation, and 
they have become acclimated to human activity in their immediate nesting 
area.
•Their nest is located in a hollow arm on the western side of Pole 100980, on the 
far side away from activity.  In addition, it is completely enclosed and surrounded 
by steel, with no direct view to the proposed activities.
•The timing of the bucket truck activities will be agreed upon with input from the 
Avian Biologist, and will take into consideration the known feeding schedule at 
this nest.  Shortly after delivering food, the male typically leaves to continue 
hunting while the female typically feeds the noisily begging nestlings.
•This nest has produced nestlings, and the adults have substantial energy 
invested into this nest and as such will not likely abandon it.
•All work activities will be conducted with an Avian Biologist serving as a 
biological monitor, who will be able to provide insight and suggestions 
concerning the kestrel's 

1. FLEDGED. Nest 
fledged between late 
morning Friday 15 
July and 7:15 
Saturday morning 16 
July.

7/16/2011 barnold - 6/9/2011 11:15:50 AM - Observed male bringing food to nest. Female then flew out and joined male on 
wire.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:46:21 PM - Pair observed on wires near nest. Also observed taking two young House Finch 
fledglings.
barnold - 6/23/2011 1:00:30 PM - Adult observed by Theo entering nest.
barnold - 6/27/2011 12:59:55 PM
Adults observed on wires in morning by bio-monitor.
barnold - 7/6/2011 5:43:47 PM
Adults observed bringing food to nest. At least two nestlings heard response calling.
barnold - 7/12/2011 9:11:29 PM
Adults observed bringing food to nest numerous times today during 69kV construction activities, including when 
bucket was about 60 feet in air at Tower Z100981, about 110 feet from nest.
barnold - 7/13/2011 7:26:00 PM
Adult aggressively nest defending against Cooper's Hawk.
barnold - 7/14/2011 5:51:49 PM
Adults observed bringing food to nest numerous times today, including during times of heavy activity including when 
the buket was in the air.
barnold - 7/16/2011 4:32:57 PM
Friday 15 July, Adult brought food to nest at 9:00 and 10:07. Male observed displaying nest-defending behaviot 
towards Cooper's Hawk at 12:08.  No bucket work today.
barnold - 7/16/2011 9:12:48 PM
Adults in air and on wooden poles around paved road to the south for most of the day.  However, they did not hunt 
nor come to the nest. The nestling(s) may have fledged, or may be about to fledge, as the adult's behavior is 
markedly different from that of the past few days.
barnold - 7/17/2011 4:39:44 PM
Observed three AMKE together at noon, after seeing two perched on wooden poles to the south by the paved road 
and aggressively swooping on RTHAs during the morning. This nest had fledged sometime between the last food 
drop to the nest on Friday 15 July at 10:07 and Saturday morning 16 July 7:15. Behavior of adults on Saturday 
morning was completely different than it had been, and was likely in response to fledgling(s) on the ground 
somewhere in the brush to the west/southwest of the substation.

3/29/2011 7002603 HOWR Closed CP81-1 25 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. Nest 
fledged successfully.

6/4/2011 29 Mar - 12 feet above eye level, adjacent to, and visible from road. Pair repeatedly entering cavity. - RR
6 Apr - HOWR at cavity 14:05 - RR
13 Apr - Perched and singing at cavity 1430, but may be an alternate nest. - RR
20 Apr - Pair HOWR very active in poison-oak thicket, but not observed entering cavity. - RR.
30 Apr - HOWR strident and enters cavity 1108. - RR
05 May - HOWR carrying food to cavity nest 1551. - RR
14 May HOWR activity at this cavity continues. 1503. - RR
20 May HOWR removing fecal sac, returning with food 1230. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 1:01:07 PM
 HOWR continues carrying food, now at 5-10 min. intervals
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:52:39 PM
No HOWR activity here. Nest has fledged.
Change to Closed.

5/26/2011 7002379 HOWR Closed CP81-1 25 feet from AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within boundary.

1. FLEDGED. Nest 
monitoring 
osbervations suggest 
nestlings fledged.

6/14/2011 rradd 5/26/2011 2:05 PM - HOWR pair attending cavity 1355. - RR
rradd - 6/10/2011 12:30:58 PM - HOWR carrying food to nest 1140.
rradd - 6/18/2011 10:50:49 AM - HOWR still territorial but no food carry or cavity access during 30 minute 
observation. Change to Closed.
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6/27/2011 7002564 YBCH Closed TL 639 - 397518 55 feet to new pole. 100 feet 90 feet with drive 

through access allowed. 
No stopping, standing, 

or work.

A nest buffer modification for restricted access and a 10 foot buffer reduction is 
requested. The NBM and NBR would allow for reconductoring work to proceed 
at the pole location; yet should not negatively impact the likelihood for this nest 
to fledge successfully for the follow reasons: 

•Buffer access will be restricted to pass-through vehicle traffic only with no 
stopping, standing, or construction and an ESA speed limit of 10 mph on the 
access road portion within the buffer.
•The nest is concealed within the foliage and branches of a broom baccharis 
which provides a natural visual blind even at a very close distance.
•The nest is further naturally shielded by the thick brushy vegetation surrounding 
the nest. Head high brush continues from the nest point to both the pole location 
(110' away) and access road (60' away). The brush provides a natural visual 
barrier and offers a reduction of noise as sound filters.
•The nest location is located up slope from the proposed work and access road 
and is further obscured by being located in a small drainage which provides 
topographic shielding from the pole location and access road.
•The location of the nest provides for a good acoustic and visual barrier from 
equipment and workers accessing and staging at the pole.  Direct line of sight 
would only be made when the boom bucket is raised for work on the pole. 
•The work is of a limited duration (approximately 2hours), and entails the use of 
a bucket-truck and pickup truck and a five-man crew.  
•Field observations indicate that a reduction to 90 feet would still allow for 
passage through the riparian corridor which appears to be the bird’s preferred 
ingress/egress to the nest location.
•During nest observations the bird tolerated the avian biologist presence at 
approximately 50' away with direct line of sight to the nest.
•The nest location is less than 300 feet from a large apartment complex, so the 
birds are routinely subjected to human voices and sounds associated 
development.
•The work required on each arm for stringing and re-clipping wire will not entail 
any banging, pounding, or loud equipment.  The 90 foot buffer would create 
space for the truck on the nest facing side of the pole, which is the only feasible 
vehicle location. This level of work occurring at the pole located 100 feet away is 
unlikely to cause undue stress on the nesting birds.

1. FLEDGED. Nest 
successfully fledged.

7/11/2011 rradd - 6/27/2011 8:11:09 AM
YBCH incubating three whitish eggs with heavy brownish-purple necklaces
rradd - 7/2/2011 3:56:56 PM
Nest contains three altricial nestlings.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:49:24 AM
Nest is intact and empty, with no indications of disturbance, so presumed fledged.

5/17/2011 7002595 HOWR Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

35 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Nesting chronology 
appears to support 
assuption of 
nestlings sucessfully 
fledging.

7/2/2011 sjohnston - 5/17/2011 12:58:02 PM
HOWR obs. taking OATI material out of cavity, and bringing in twings and plant down into cavity. The previous day 
(5/16) obs. OATI vigorously feeding young and removing fecal sacs. Oak titmice nestlings likely fledged and cavity is 
now being used by HOWR
vnovik - 5/20/2011 5:10:07 PM
No activity observed at Nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 12:59:44 PM
House wren observed carrying nesting material into cavity.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:49:15 AM
HOWR building nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:42:00 AM
actively building nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:03:50 AM
Observed entering cavity.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:44:52 AM
Observed calling and leaving cavity.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:25:23 AM
observed entering cavity.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:41:06 PM
HOWR obs. using cavity
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:04:13 PM
Entering and exiting the Cavity.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 2:58:41 PM
Male singing outside nest entrance. Female obs. entering cavity.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:52:54 PM
Entering cavity.
sjohnston - 6/15/2011 8:07:52 PM
Using cavity
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:18:06 PM
no change
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:07:15 PM
Using cavity
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:47:37 AM
Carry food items into cavity begging calls can be heard.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:15:26 PM
feeding young.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:37:31 AM
feeding young in cavity.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:24:59 PM
Feeding young in cavity.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:03:30 PM
very near fledging. lots of feeding and begging.
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5/31/2011 7002396 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
40 feet from bridge. 100 feet Buffer remains but work 

allowed per apporved 
plan.

1. FLEDGED. 
Nesting chronology 
indicates successful 
fledging.

6/27/2011 vnovik - 5/31/2011 12:03:13 PM
Nest being built; about 50% complete.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:43:11 AM
Observed Lesser Goldfinch at nest potentially incubating.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:24:55 AM
Bird on nest, possibly incubating.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:44:27 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:03:31 PM
Male bringing food to female on nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 2:57:33 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:52:33 PM
On nest incubating.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:19:35 PM
Adult observed feeding nestlings on 6/15/2011
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:06:40 PM
On nest, possible feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:48:10 AM
On nest.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:15:06 PM
On nest, possibly feeding.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:37:03 AM
Male observed feeding female in nest.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:24:38 PM
On nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:02:54 PM
Not on nest - potentially fledged.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:54:17 PM
No activity observed; nest intacted; likely fledged.

6/7/2011 7002468 ATFL Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

20 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

1. FLEDGED. 
Nesting chronology 
suggests nestlings 
likely fledged.

8/20/2011 ahill - 6/7/2011
Observed pair actively bringing food to the nest.
ahill - 6/14/2011 6:57:42 PM
Bird seen carrying food to nest.
tcooper - 6/21/2011 5:18:05 PM
Nest empty, checked with mirror - closed.

5/25/2011 7002354 SPTO Closed TL 6916 - 973038 130 feet from tower; 70 
feet from AR.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 
Nesting chronology 
suggests nestlings 
successfully fledged.

6/17/2011 fhoffman - 5/25/2011 9:23:35 AM - Adult incubating. 3 eggs. Hard nest to see.
tcooper - 6/6/2011 11:53:08 AM - Adult on nest. 3eggs
tcooper - 6/6/2011 11:54:37 AM - Adult on nest, 3 eggs.
shampton - 6/17/2011 6:33:23 PM - Nest empty. No eggshells, nestlings, or adults observed in area. Nest in good 
condition.

5/27/2011 7002392 SOSP Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 feet from work limits 
and 3 feet from BMPs.

100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 
Nestlings assumed 
fledged based on 
nesting observations.

6/6/2011 sjohnston - 5/27/2011 10:39:03 AM - 2 nestlings.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:10:48 AM - Food being brought to nest.
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 8:31:55 AM - SOSP observed feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:40:15 AM - Observed bringing food to nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:23:03 AM - Nest empty; nestlings assumed fledged.

5/25/2011 7002358 PHAI Closed TL 639 - 171660 10 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

No impacts to this nest are anticipated due to vehicular traffic provided that no 
stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 
Nestlings 
successfully fledged.

6/18/2011 imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:41:10 AM - Pair was observed repeatedly entering the scrub oak and visiting the nest. Nest 
appears complete but no eggs are present.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 11:58:20 AM - Adult at nest; two downy nestlings in nest.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 12:16:28 PM - Adult flushed from nest. At least one young nestling begging agape.
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 1:07:34 PM - Nest empty. PHAI adult pair carrying food in area. Fledged.

5/31/2011 7002398 CALT Closed CP25-2 64 feet from tower; 0 
feet from work limits.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet, and drive through 

access permissible.

NBR Submit Date: 06/01/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/01/2011

The NBR is not anticipated to negatively impact the success of this active nest 
for the following reasons:                        
•Presence of eggs suggests higher site affinity and the adults are unlikely to 
abandon at this stage of reproduction.
•Site selection and nest building occurred while construction activities were 
taking place at CP25-2.
•The birds tolerated human encroachment as close as 5 feet without flushing 
from the nest.
•The nest in on the outer edge of the 100' x 100' tower pad and the road spur is 
a dead end outside of the normal access road traffic pattern.
•Vegetation has been previously cleared prior to the Project in the impact area 
and the structure is partially constructed but current work is expected to be 
limited to installation of BMPs.    

1. FLEDGED. 
Nestlings 
successfully fledged.

6/20/2011 tcooper - 5/31/2011 10:52:33 AM - Adults seen flying to nest; 2 eggs in nest.
tcooper - 6/6/2011 5:08:10 PM
Adult on nest.
tcooper - 6/13/2011 - 2 nestlings in nest about 6 days old.
rradd - 6/14/2011 7:30:41 AM
CALT adult feeding 2 large downy nestlings 0716.
tcooper - 6/20/2011 10:25:22 AM
Nest empty, likley fledged successfully, removed signs.
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6/1/2011 7002423 WEBL Closed Suncrest Substation 

AR
28 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 

limits.
Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

1. FLEDGED. 
Nestlings 
successfully fledged.

6/29/2011 ahill - 6/1/2011
Female seen bringing food to nest cavity several times while male was perched nearby.
ahill - 6/6/2011 8:07:52 PM
Female was seen bringing food to nest.
ahill - 6/7/2011 6:10:09 PM
Pair still bringing food to nest.
ahill - 6/13/2011 10:15:42 AM
Pair is bringing food to nest, can hear nestlings calling from 50 feet away.
ahill - 6/18/2011 5:41:08 PM
Pair is still feeding.
ahill - 6/22/2011 5:35:37 PM
Observed male WEBL foraging food and bringing to nest.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 2:32:56 PM
No bluebirds observed in area; appears nestlings have fledged and family group dispersed.

5/25/2011 7002363 SPTO Closed CP50-1 AR 45 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Observations 
indicate nestlings 
successfully fledged.

6/5/2011 rradd - 5/25/2011 - SPTO pair carrying food into tangles - nest unable to be located without vegetative damage 
1119.
rradd - 6/2/2011 5:14:18 PM - SPTO male carries food into thicket 1713.
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:12:24 PM - No SPTO detections during 30 minute observation. Timeline suggests likely 
successful fledge.

6/1/2011 7002422 HOWR Closed TL 639 - 379536 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Observations 
suggest nestlings 
likely fledged.

6/4/2011 tfitanides - 6/1/2011 3:37:56 PM
Noisy begging calls from nest. Adult seen leaving nest. Calls continue from nest but less urgently. Adult returned to 
feed nestlings a second time.
dbusby - 6/10/2011 2:31:42 PM
No adults observed coming or going from pole for 20 minutes. No begging calls heard. Nestling presumed 
successfully fledged.

6/18/2011 7002597 CAKI Closed TL 639 - 973035 0 feet; on pole 100 feet Nest is inside pole; not a candidate. 1. FLEDGED. 
Observations 
suggests nest 
successfully fledged.

7/17/2011 fhoffman - 6/18/2011 2:15:03 PM - Female and male observed on pole pair bonding. Female entered old cavity with 
material and removed item.
rradd - 6/20/2011 - CAKI pair again occupying nest. Female on nest. Male nest-gaurding.
rradd - 6/28/2011 12:33:50 PM - CAKI pair at nest. Female leaves to forage from time to time. Male accompanies.
rradd - 7/5/2011 3:30:14 PM - CAKI enters nest 1528, mate guarding on pole.
rradd - 7/18/2011 11:49:13 AM - Change to Closed. Nest is empty, young are presumed to have fledged. No CAKI 
detected at or near this nest.

6/14/2011 7002498 CAKI Closed TL 6916 - 774818 4 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Observed nesting 
chronology suggests 
fledging.

7/4/2011 rradd - 6/14/2011 10:03:36 AM
CAKI carrying food to mate on nest 0934.
rradd - 6/22/2011 1:34:17 PM
CAKI incubation continues. Female to nest 1251, male aggressively  chasing HOFI from controlled airspace.
rradd - 6/27/2011 3:44:30 PM
CAKI leaves nest 1537, mate checks nest, then guards. 
rradd - 7/5/2011 4:28:33 PM
CAKI pr active and defending nest, but absent for up to 15 min intervals.
rradd - 7/12/2011 8:28:48 AM
Change to Closed.
No detections and nest appears empty. Presume fledged, buffers and stakes removed. 

5/25/2011 5000884 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

82 feet to staked work 
limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and construction related activity are appropriate when 
considered along with the plan, providing type and duration of access is strictly 
regulated. 

1. FLEDGED. 
Original nest was 
removed.  
Nest rebuilt and 
nestlings 
subsequently fledged 
about 6/16.

6/16/2011 vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:49:11 AM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:16:18 AM
incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:57:22 AM
Feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:31:43 AM
Feeling nestlings.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:02:33 PM
feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:11:32 PM
Feeding young in nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:47:43 PM
Feeding nestlings.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:59:02 PM
Feeding young. look well developed.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 1:13:33 PM
nest empty. presumed successful fledged.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:32:32 PM

6/9/2011 7002482 GHOW Closed CP29-1 300 feet from AR. 500 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. Owls 
successfully fledged.

6/12/2011 emorgan - 6/9/2011 12:36:22 PM
Observed at least 1 adult and 2 fledglings in area around nest. The fledglings are making short flights.
rradd - 6/15/2011 2:59:42 PM
Nest is empty and no owls detected in this or any nearby tree during 30 min search.
Change to Closed.
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7/20/2011 7004681 LEGO Closed CP50-1 AR Hamlet 

property
0 feet to AR 100 feet 1.FLEDGED. 8/17/2011 rradd - 7/20/2011 7:21:22 AM

LEGO female building new nest; approx 50% complete.
rradd - 7/26/2011 4:27:39 PM
LEGO female on nest, apparently incubating 0710.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 10:35:21 AM
Female incubating.
pkonrad - 8/10/2011 1:08:29 PM
Female on nest; brooding?
rradd - 8/17/2011 4:02:12 PM
Change to Closed.
Nest appears empty and no LEGO detected at or in vicinity of nest during 30 min. obs. Nesting chronology suggests 
successful fledge.

6/8/2011 7002477 HOFI Closed CP54-1  Londono 
property

13 feet from evacuation 
route.

100 feet 2. FLEDGED. 8/3/2011 rradd - 6/8/2011 at 1345
HOFI forming cup in loose grass nest atop light fixture at front door.
rradd - 6/16/2011 4:20:25 PM
HOFI on nest 1548.
rradd - 6/23/2011 8:41:07 AM
Female HOFI brooding empty nest.
rradd - 6/30/2011 1:39:51 PM
Female HOFI continues to cover empty nest.
rradd - 7/7/2011 12:15:33 PM
Female HOFI incubating 4 eggs.
rradd - 7/15/2011 6:03:44 PM
HOFI continues to incubate 1050.
rradd - 7/20/2011 10:34:35 AM
4 downy nestlings present 1022; eyes still closed.
rradd - 7/26/2011 2:03:07 PM
No HOFI approaches nest during 30 minute observation period; at least 1 nestling present.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 12:26:10 PM
Large nest is in good shape; no nestlings, fledglings, or adults in area. Some mutes are on wall, but none can be 
seen on nest rim; judging from fecal material, at least 1 nestling may have fledged from this nest - closed.

7/15/2011 7004653 BTSP Closed EP 274-1 109 feet to work area; 
115 feet to TSAP 

100 feet 2. FLEDGED. 8/10/2011 jgalang - 7/15/2011 10:27:49 AM
Black-throated sparrow seen on the nest. Observer approached to within 2 feet of the nest and the bird did not flush. 
Contents unknown but an observer noted nest was empty on 7/8.
sritt - 7/22/2011 3:22:52 PM
2 eggs in nest. Adult singing + showing aggressive behavior.
sritt - 7/22/2011 4:21:19 PM
A helicopter spent about 3 minutes hovering 100 feet above the TSAP during the survey. It became apparent that 
the wind, dust, and noise disturbance caused by such activity  would most likely cause this nest to fail.
sritt - 7/26/2011 5:57:48 PM
2 young downy nestlings in nest. eyes still closed. Adult approached nest and was confronted by a shrike. Sparrow 
flushed and shrike perched on nest  for 15 seconds before leaving. 2 nestlings left in nest; adult eventually 
returned.
mkuehn - 8/2/2011 5:30:13 PM
Adulds made 10-plus trips to nest with food during survey; nest contained at least 1 nestling.
pkonrad - 8/17/2011 9:36:18 AM
Judging by the dateline of this nest report, the nestlings in this nest fledged soon after the 8/2 observations - closed.

3/4/2011 6002313 NONE Closed EP236-1 AR 230 feet from existing 
SWPL AR.

2. NEAST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

3/4/2011 Inactive (3/04/2011). Large stick nest needs to be checked for activity on a regular basis. 
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.
pkonrad - 8/17/2011 12:41:53 PM
Nest unused during 2011 nesting season.
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2/1/2011 5000418 CACW Closed EP257 50 feet from permanent 

impact area.
100 feet Not needed through avoidance of temporary impact area. 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

7/13/2011 A well-built grass nest including clean opening and fresh feathers lining the inside. Appears utilized and active.  
2/1/2011
Nest appears in good condition. Status left unchanged: active. BHart 3/11/2011.
No change, although this nest appears to be part of a larger nesting territory with the nest group to east as the nexus 
3/23/2011 (PK).      
No change, although wrens singing to E and N 4/4/2011 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - No changes.      
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - Nest in good shape with clear entrance.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - No change; wren observed in area.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - No change; wren observed to south.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - No change; no birds observed.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - No apparent changes.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Same 
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 1:01:44 PM
No change to this alternate nest.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 1:38:11 PM
No changes.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 1:15:53 PM
No change in nest for many weeks; entrance looks good. No wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/22/2011 1:02:03 PM
Thin twigs have been added across the top of the nest; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 1:15:40 PM
No apparent change in nest from last week; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 12:14:28 PM
Piece of down at entrance and small breast feather from wren in cholla spines adjacent to nest entrance, but no 
wrens found in area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 10:19:51 PM
Nest is flattened and entrance closed as a result; no wrens in area. This nest was probably an alternate nest - closed.

2/21/2011 5000029 CACW Closed EP245-1 AR 6 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. 

8/2/2011 Grass nest appears active 2/21/11
Nest appears in good condition. Opening of nest not obvious. pair of Cactus Wren seen perched together 50 ft. 
away. Nest status kept inactive but should be checked  periodically for status change. BHart 3/08/2011.
New nest appears most active among many found in area. Entrance is obvious and has newly added materials on 3-
16 (PK). 
Located on edge of access road near site.
No change 3-23 (PK).      
No change 4-5 (PK).  
Nest still in good condition; fresh material added - no change. 4/12/11 (J&M Dicus).
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - No apparent change.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Nest hasn't shown use for some time. questionable; changed to inactive.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - New grass material added to nest entrance; entrance hole appears recently used. Cactus wren 
active and calling territoially about 100 feet north of nest throughout the 10 minute nest check; reinstated active.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Nest appears unchanged since last check; no wrens noted.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Nest doesn't look like it has been used recently; entrance looks vertically compressed; 3 
wrens nearby, singing nearby, but no other obvious nests in area.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Nest unchanged; no wrens heard or seen.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 10:00:04 AM
Nest entrance has been opened and reconstructed with new grasses and small feathers; 1 wren observed 100 feet 
west of nest; wren calling and singing in the area.
barnold - 6/3/2011 2:22:49 PM
Nest appears as above. No Cactus Wrens observed during brief nest visit.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 10:10:41 AM
Checked nest 6-7 - No changes in nest status; no wrens observed or heard in area.  [apparent pentab problems]
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 10:15:16 AM
Entrance looks good; wren active 300 feet west, singing to the south.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 9:57:34 AM
Nest unchanged; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 10:01:39 AM
Nest unchanged; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 10:31:41 AM
No change to nest; wren sang once from a distant westward location.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 10:13:58 AM
Nest interior has been improved with downy feathers and plant material added; entrance enlarged by recent use. No 
birds seen or heard nearby.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 10:08:33 AM
No signs of additional recent use; downy feathers at entrance still evident. No birds in area.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 10:15:23 AM
Nest looks unused for some time; side of nest has open spot. No wrens in area, but 1 wren observed about 250 feet 
west; no calling. This appears to be a rarely attended alternate nest. Status changed to Inactive.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 10:05:23 AM
No changes - closed.
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3/10/2011 6003214 BUSH Closed CP49-51 AR 5 feet off existing AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

4/5/2011 2 birds in attendance sounding alarm notes.
3/242011 - Nest complete, but no birds detected during 2 - 30 minute visits; storrmy weather. - RR
3/31/2011 - No birds detected at this nest 0956-1026, though pairr BUSH active 150 feet away - abandoned? - RR
4/5/2011 - No BUSH detected during 2 x 30 minute surveys. Changed to inactive and removed buffer. - RR
4/11/2011 - No change observed. - RR
Closed due to inactivity over last several surveys.  kalberts - 4/17/2011 12:58:49 PM

2/25/2011 5000438 RTHA Closed TL 639 - Z379518 150 feet from existing 
access road.

500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. 

4/26/2011 2/25/11 - Hawk on nest.
3/28/11 - Nest appears empty and inactive. Ravens set up a nest 20 feet above nest in tree. Conclude nest is 
inactive. (D. Busby)
4/21/2011 - No change inactivity. - RR
4/26/2011 - No new raptor nesting activity has been observed at this nest. Change to closed. - RR

3/19/2011 5003270 RSHA Closed EP32 - 30 AR 450 feet from existing 
access road.

500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

4/20/2011 Pair RSHA present and territory guarding. Female tolerated close approach, refused to fly, male agitated, circling 
and driving off 3rd RSHA - 3-19 (RR).
Pair active north of present 500 foot buffer; male vocal and flight displying repeatedly to NE; apparent female has 
immature plumage; no apparent interest to this nest site today 3-29 (PK). 
No activity observed in immediate nest area; male noted calling far to the north 4-7 (FH/PK).
No activity in area 4-14 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/20/2011   No activity in area; Red-shouldered Hawk calling far to north; closed.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronlogy of species that would use 
the nest.

3/19/2011 5003272 NONE Closed EP31-2 45 feet from existing AR; 
340 feet to TSAP.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

4/20/2011 Raven bringing nest-lining materials; ownership of this nest is confused, with a RSHA stationed here also. Follow-up 
monitors should check if this remains CORA. Buffered 100 feet 3-19 RR.
No activity at nest; 2 ravens flew in initially as I drove up to site, but left area 3-29 (PK). 
No activity; no birds in area; can't ascertain status of nest from below or sides 4-7 (FH/PK).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011   No ravens or hawks in area; nest inactive; 1 large tan broken egg on ground 50 feet north of 
nest tree; unclear if associated with nest.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011   No ravens or hawks in area; no sign of activity at nest; closed.

4/1/2011 5003330 CACW Closed EP243 and 12 kV pole 62 feet from 12kv pole 
and AR.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

8/1/2011 New nest 50% complete; no activity at nest 4/1/2011 (TC).     
Doesn't look complete yet; lots of plastic twine on top 4/6/2011 (PK).
RAbe - 4/18/2011 3:26:58 PM - Nest within 100 foot buffer of 12 kV work limits and AR. Fresh, orange rope added to 
nest.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Nest destroyed; probably by predator; closed.
jpawlicki - 5/13/2011 8:05:06 AM - Nest appears complete and intact; adult observed in vicinity of nest.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - No change to nest from 4/26 observation; no entrance, collapsed.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - No change.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 12:20:18 PM - Nest has been rebuilt with large entrance hole; wren singing to south.
barnold - 6/3/2011 1:09:33 PM - Nest has been opened from the top. No Cactus Wren activity. Nest currently 
Inactive.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 11:24:33 AM - Nest has entrance hole on top; doesn't look predated (previous biologist may have 
mixed this nest up with nest a few feet south, which has been torn apart). Wren singing 60 feet southwest of nest.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 11:47:37 AM - Wren flushed from nest and perched in next bush where it was joined by female 
with food; male sang and displayed. Nest looks well-used.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 11:05:59 AM - Nest active with new material added to entry; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 11:20:09 AM
Nest freshly used but no nestlings can be seen inside nest and no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 12:52:45 PM
Some new material added to top of nest and entrance; entrance recently used; wren singing nearby; new nest built 
20 feet southwest.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 11:44:07 AM
Nest appears a bit beat-up; probably due to recent rain and inactivity at this nest. Wren calling to east.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 11:48:29 AM
Nest is in disrepair, as though a predator or another animal physically checked it out; no wrens nearby. Will change 
status to Inactive until nest is improved or abandoned; will re-evaluate next week.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 11:21:50 AM
Nest unchanged; 1 wren active nearby and called twice.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 11:55:20 AM
Nest has been collapsed; entrance closed (possibly small mammal actions) - closed.

2/28/2011 5000464 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

5 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet Reduced to 10 feet. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

4/14/2011 Nest determined abandoned (INACTIVE) 3/5/11 - IM
Status changed to closed after abandonment. kalberts - 4/15/2011 9:27:47 PM
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4/11/2011 5000792 CACW Closed EP231A 60 feet to edge of TSAP. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

7/12/2011 Nest looks fresh, but no birds seen entering it. 4/11 - SR
sritt - 4/15/2011 4:31:07 PM - No change.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Nice new nest with large entrance hole.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - Wren perched near nest and sang twice before flying to older nest to north.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Pair of wrens singing on bare branch near nest.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No change at nest; no signs of wrens.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No change; no wrens heard or seen.
PKonrad - 5/26/2011 - Same as last week.
PKonrad - 6/7/2011 - Grasses hanging over nest entrance; nest appears unused for some time.
PKonrad - 6/13/2011 - Entrance looks good; no wrens observed or heard in area.
PKonrad - 6/20/2011 - Nest entrance looks well-used; no wrens in area.
PKonrad - 6/27/2011 - Same.
PKonrad - 7/6/2011 - Same.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:17:10 PM
No changes to nest or nest site; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 2:32:44 PM
Grasses hanging over entrance, giving the appearance that this nest hasn't been used in some time.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 3:29:10 PM
Entrance looks good; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 12:18:41 PM
Nest entrance well-used; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 2:17:20 PM
Entrance and interior looks actively used; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:34:27 PM
Nest slightly rain damaged; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 1:38:30 PM
Like nearby nest, this nest is fading into disrepair due to lack of wren activity in this area. No wrens observed or 
heard in area.
Closed due to inactivity and disrepair.

4/11/2011 5000793 CACW Closed EP231A TSAP 0 feet; within TSAP. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

7/12/2011 Nest looks very fresh, with long grasses protruding, but no birds seen entering it.  CACW was seen carrying nesting 
material 50 feet northeast. 4/11/2011 - SR
sritt - 4/15/2011 4:33:58 PM - Female finally flew from nest. Male spent an hour skulking, singing, and calling 
nearby.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Wren flew from nest at 10 feet; large entrance hole.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - Perfect nest; wren foraging 30 feet south and visited nest  to southeat where it sang before 
visiting older nest to east.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Wrens singing nearby.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No change to nest; no wrens observed or heard in area.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - Same status; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:13:41 PM
No change; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 2:34:30 PM
No change; nest entrance looks active.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 3:26:40 PM
Same status; entrance looks active.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 12:16:22 PM
No change to nest; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 2:21:22 PM
Large entrance and interior of nest well-used; no wrens heard or seen.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:36:53 PM
Nest slightly rain damaged by yesterday's downfall; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 1:29:14 PM
Nest fading into disrepair from lack of recent wren activity; no wrens in area.

4/28/2011 7000928 CACW Closed EP229-1 AR 90 feet to AR; 790 feet 
to TSAP.

100 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

Vehicular passage not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no stopping, 
standing, parking, or construction occurs within buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

7/26/2011 pkonrad - 5/26/2011 1:02:59 PM
No changes; no wrens.
sritt - 6/6/2011 11:05:23 AM
Nest in good condition. CACW singing in area.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 5:01:12 PM
New nest built adjoining older nest in this yucca stalk; many small feathers added to half of new nest. Nest in next 
yucca stalk looks unchanged. No wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 10:38:28 AM
No changes to nests in adjacent yucca stalks; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 12:59:03 PM
No changes; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:46:15 PM
All 3 nests have been damaged by heavy rainfall yesterday; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 12:29:39 PM
Nests look better now that they are wind dried, but no indication of nest improvements; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 1:45:48 PM
Nests continue to look weathered after rain 2 weeks ago. No activity at this site for more than a month and no wrens 
have been recorded in this valley for many weeks. Will change status to inactive pending closing this nest report.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 10:20:58 AM
No changes - closed.
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4/28/2011 7000929 CACW Closed EP230-1 AR 65 feet to AR; 720 feet 

to TSAP.
100 feet Buffer remains; through 

access only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

7/26/2011 barnold & fhoffman - 4/28/2011 7:45:52 AM  No birds seen at nest, but male singing in area.  Nest in south side of 
jujuba shrub.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No change; nest is small and vertical with entrance hole at bottom.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No changes; no wrens.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 1:01:01 PM
New nest material added to top entrance; no wrens observed or heard.
sritt - 6/6/2011 9:43:26 AM
No changes, no wrens.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 4:53:02 PM
No apparent changes; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 10:40:16 AM
No changes to nest; no wrens heard or seen.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 12:57:33 PM
No apparent changes; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:53:31 PM
Exterior of nest is water-soaked from heavy rain yesterday; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 12:26:58 PM
Nest looks better now that it is dried out; possible addition of nesting material at top/entrance; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 1:40:53 PM
Bottom of nest has been pulled down, exposing interior opening; nest has not been improved for several weeks and 
no wrens have been seen or heard in this valley for a long time. Will change status to inactive with the potential of 
closing this nest next.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 10:17:47 AM
No change - closed.

5/6/2011 7001004 ACWO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Wood pole P78818

10 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

8/9/2011 tfitanides - 5/6/2011 4:21:16 PM - Three adult ACWO on Pole. One entered nest cavity.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 12:23:13 PM. Adult observed exiting cavity and re-entering repeatedly.
kkilpatrick - 5/31/2011 1:05:03 PM
6 ACWO were active around the wood pole and near the cavity at the top of the pole. 1 ACWO observed entering 
the cavity; 1 AcWo was aggressively chasing other bird species away that flew to within 30 feet of wood pole.
pkonrad - 6/9/2011 3:43:40 PM
3 woodpeckers on top of pole; 1 entered cavity and exited; other periodic woodpecker activity at this site.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 10:08:10 AM
Periodic Acorn Woodpecker activity at 2 nest cavities in adjoining poles; sometimes enter a cavity.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 12:01:11 PM
1 adult poking head out of cavity; others active in area, including at a pole on the south side of Alpine Blvd that is a 
grainery site.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 3:44:01 PM
1 adult inside cavity looking out at times; 2 others on pole.
pkonrad - 7/8/2011 4:37:17 PM
1 adult entered cavity; another was attentive at the entrance.
pkonrad - 7/15/2011 2:37:41 PM
Woodpeckers active at cavity; some entering and leaving cavity. At 1 time, an adult was throwing/spitting mouthfulls 
of excavated wood pieces out of cavity. 
sritt - 7/23/2011 1:41:18 PM
3 ACWOs entering and leaving cavity, and maintaining granary.
pkonrad - 7/27/2011 2:07:39 PM
1 woodpecker on pole or perched on crossarm near cavity; no birds observed at cavity entrance.
pkonrad - 7/28/2011 11:11:59 AM
4 Acorn Woodpeckers active at cavity.
pkonrad - 8/4/2011 6:26:15 PM
No woodpeckers observed in area during 20 minutes - will return tomorrow.
pkonrad - 8/5/2011 11:38:38 AM
2 adults active at nest pole and pole to west; collecting acorns and catching insects on the wing. 1 adult entered 
cavity and exited it and perched 2 feet away. 
pkonrad - 8/10/2011 3:05:35 PM
No activity during observation period; will check back tomorrow.
pkonrad - 8/11/2011 7:27:58 PM
2 woodpeckers perched at and near pole to west of cavity pole. Because no nestlings or evidence of adults feeding 
nestlings has been witnessed at this cavitysite, it is probably most accurate to describe this cavity as a roost site 
rather than a nest site - closed.

5/7/2011 7001011 BUSH Closed TL 639 - 171660 75 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

5/25/2011 RAbe - 5/7/2011 1:51:06 PM - Adult observed entering and exiting nest. 100 foot buffer flagged w/ yellow tape.
tfitanides - 5/19/2011 1:05:00 PM - BUSH nest observed for 30 mins. No BUSH seen. No activity.
imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:32:09 AM
Nest has been ripped down. Only 1/4 of nest remains. Status changed to closed.

5/10/2011 7001435 CATH Closed EP91 75 feet from AR; 180 
feet to perm pad ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

5/27/2011 RAbe - 5/10/2011 1:56:25 PM
Thrashers observed in area of nest acting agitated. Nest has lining and is almost complete. 
emorgan - 5/20/2011 2:01:42 PM
There has been no change in the appearance of the nest and there was no activity near the nest.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011
Nest unchanged; no thrashers in area - closed.
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5/3/2011 7000964 WESJ Closed TL 6916 - 678465 70 feet from access 

road.
100 feet Buffer reduced to 40 

feet.
Nest is located in a residential area. Work will be done with bucket trucks. 
Additionally, the area has moderate daily foot, bicycle, and dog traffic that did 
not deter the site selection of these nesting birds. A) Western Scrub-Jays often 
nest close to human activities and structures. B) Nest is on fenced private 
property, off the ROW. C) Adults were not disturbed when the homeowner was 
present in the yard near the nest. D) Nest is in a landscaped yard, inside a thick, 
shrub which, along with the backyard fences, blocks line of sight to the work 
area. E) The vegetation and fences will also buffer acoustic disturbances by 
construction activities. F) A buffer of 40 feet will provide adequate isolation for 
the bird's nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

6/7/2011 phoward - 5/3/2011 11:13:51 AM - Bird seen taking large twigs to nest site.
11 May Nest not monitored since acess is on private residential property. - RR
16 May Nest not monitored since acess is on private residential property. - RR
eelias - 6/4/2011 12:33:02 PM
Nest tree was monitored for 20 minutes. There was no activity at this site. 
rradd - 6/7/2011 3:43:38 PM
 Nest closed due to elapsed time, lack of detections and no nest ever confirmed.

6/3/2011 5003332 CACW Closed EP243 60 feet from 12kv AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.


A nest buffer modification to allow drive through vehicle passage only along the 
access road is requested for cactus wren nests ID#(s) 5003330, 5003331, 
5003332, 5000841. The NBM should not adversely affect the success of these 
nests for the following reasons:
•Vehicles may not stop or park within the 100 foot buffer.
•Signage showing a 10 mile per hour speed limit will be posted within the nest 
buffer.
•The Cactus Wren nests are located near a pre-existing produce storage yard, 
indicating the birds are accustomed to a high level of human disturbance, 
including frequent vehicle traffic, heavy machinery and dust when selecting the 
nest sites.
•Catus wren nests are constructed almost completely enclosed, creating a 
natural visual and acoustic buffer.
•An adult wren came into one of the nests to add material while an avian 
surveyor was within 15 feet of the nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

7/25/2011 barnold - 6/3/2011 1:12:35 PM
Nest is occupiable. No Cactus Wrens observed.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 10:03:01 AM
Checked this nest 5-31 and 6-7; no status changes; wren singing in area on 6-7.   [apparent pentab prolems]
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 11:24:26 AM
Nest unchanged; entrance looks good. Pair of wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 11:02:32 AM
No changes; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 11:22:50 AM
No changes; no wrens heard or seen.
pkonrad - 7/5/2011 12:49:15 PM
A minimum of new materal added to nest; wren singing in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 11:46:04 AM
Nest somewhat flattened and apparently unused since rainfall. Wren singing in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 11:54:46 AM
Nest has been unused for some time and remains unused today; no wrens nearby and wren activity in area appears 
to be centered on a new nest to the south and a new nest to the east-southest. Will re-evaluate status of this nest 
weekly but change status to Inactive now.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 11:19:37 AM
Nest unchanged; 1 wren observed and calling 50 feet north closer to other nests.

5/24/2011 7002349 NRWS Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

0 feet; within work area. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

5/25/2011 emorgan - 5/24/2011 6:08:24 PM
Starting April 25, biomonitor Katherine Vittum observed Northern Rough-winged Swallows entering the first hole 
towards the western end of the bridge on the south side. She observed them enter the cavity frequently on the days 
she was monitoring (April 25, April 27, April 29, May 10, May 16, May 19, May 24). According to her notes, the 
longest they were away from the nest in the morning was 5 minutes and in the afternoon was 30 minutes. The 
construction crew had previously been working on the north side of the bridge, but starting May 24th they began 
working on the south side of the bridge which is closer to the nest.  On May 24th, the construction crew was working 
in a bucket that was lowered just underneath the bridge and was about 5 feet from the nest. While the bucket was 5 
feet from the nest, biomonitor Michael Scaffidi observed the swallows flying around near the nest and landing on the 
barbed wire fence underneath the bridge, but they did not enter the nest from 0800 to 0948. At 0948 the bucket was 
lifted and moved about 20 feet from the nest. A swallow entered the nest at 0950 and left again 2 minutes later. I 
arrived at 1030 and did not observe any swallows entering that cavity until 1245. At 1245 one swallow entered and 
then left again two minutes later. I was unable to see if the swallow was carrying nesting material or had food in its 
crop.
emorgan - 5/25/2011 10:21:10 AM
There was no activity at cavity during the 3 hours of observation. I looked into cavity with a mirror and saw one 
whole egg and two eggshell halves in nest. There were three eggshell halves on ground.
shampton - 5/26/2011 3:08:34 PM
NRWS active in area and entering holes.
emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:30:13 PM
Nest closed as no swallows have been observed entering that specific cavity for a week and there are eggshells 
outside of cavity.

6/7/2011 7002449 CACW Closed EP232-1 AR 8 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

This NBM should not adversely affect the success of these nests for the
following reasons:
            •                    No stopping, standing, or construction
            work will occur within the buffers and signage stating an ESA
            speed limit of 10mph will be posted within the buffers.
            •             Cactus Wrens build spherical nests, which are
            fully enclosed with a small entrance. This type of nest blocks
            direct line of sight/sound between the access road and the eggs
            or nestlings.
•             The entrances of both nests face away from the road.
            •             Both nests were built with pre-existing traffic
            using the access road and construction traffic will not
            significantly increase traffic volume.
            •             Distance to construction sites from both nests is
            significant, 1000+ feet and 300+ feet, respectively.
            •             Additionally, nest ID#7002450, is protected by a
            ridge and several large boulders that further buffer visual and
            acoustic disturbances associated with access road 90 feet away.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

7/26/2011 sritt - 6/7/2011
New nest. fresh looking material, neat entrance hole; old faded remains of another CACW nest 10 inches away in 
same cholla.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 4:33:36 PM
Today, there is no obvious entrance hole in this new nest; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 10:51:13 AM
North-facing entrance not clear; no wrens heard or seen.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 1:17:22 PM
No change; entrance hasn't been used in some time.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 1:05:35 PM
Nest is rain-damaged; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 12:39:30 PM
Entrance hasn't been used recently; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 2:00:55 PM
No change; nest including entrance is in disrepair; no wrens have been seen in the area for many weeks. Will 
change status to Inactive.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 10:43:33 AM
Nest remains unused, although it looks good, being a new nest; grass remains across entrance. No wrens active in 
area - closed.

6/15/2011 7002501 CACW Closed EP226-1 20 feet from TSAP. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

6/15/2011 blohstroh - 6/15/2011 12:39:21 PM
Nest in good condition, but may have old whitewash inside.  No birds seen or heard in area during 30 minute period.
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6/22/2011 7002537 CACW Closed EP261A 60 feet from trail to 

tower site/TSAP.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

7/13/2011 emorgan - 6/22/2011 10:38:29 AM
Cactus Wren in area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 12:56:38 PM
Nest weathered; no wrens in area; not an active nest - closed.

6/22/2011 7002538 CACW Closed EP261A 5 feet from trail to tower 
site/TSAP.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

7/13/2011 emorgan - 6/22/2011 10:34:19 AM
Cactus Wren flushed from area around nest.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 1:00:24 PM
Neither nest appears active; no wrens in area - closed.

6/22/2011 7002544 CAKI Closed TL 6916 - 774820 0 feet to AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

7/24/2011 rradd - 6/22/2011
CAKI pair attending nest, no food carrying observed during 20 minute survey.
rradd - 6/27/2011 5:21:51 PM
Nest appears complete; no CAKI detected 1700-1515
rradd - 7/5/2011 5:03:43 PM
CAKI present for 15 minutes but did not enter nest, no bird visible on nest 1630-1700.
rradd - 7/12/2011 9:19:05 AM
CAKI pair come to nest 0914.
rradd - 7/18/2011 10:48:45 AM
CAKI foraging and preening away from nest for 43 minutes; ate 6 bees in 12 minutes; no food carrying, then 
apparently incubating 1044.
rradd - 7/25/2011 11:27:33 AM
No CAKI on nest nor detected near nest 1055 - 1125
pkonrad - 8/4/2011 1:38:56 PM
No kingbirds at nest site or in the area. Judging from past reports and today's observation period, birds appear to 
have ended this nesting attempt - closed.

6/23/2011 7002547 BUOR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 35 feet west of AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

6/29/2011 pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:12:32 PM
Pair active at nest, especially the  female that visited nest repeatedly, presumably with food;  male and female didn't 
interact, as they would during nest building. 
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 11:16:25 AM
Appears this nesting attempt has failed; a female oriole made repeated visits to this nest to take nesting material to a 
new nest she is building 20 feet south and 10 feet above this site; this nest is considerably pulled apart - closed.

6/28/2011 7002567 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

65 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

6/28/2011 imaunsell - 6/28/2011 12:03:05 PM
Nest empty. No activity observed at nest from 06/21/2011 to 06/23/2011. 

6/30/2011 7002582 ACWO Closed Hartung Yard 50 feet to yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

7/21/2011 rradd - 6/30/2011 3:30:08 PM
Yard monitor reports regular cavity use by ACWO, but no entry noted 1510--1530 despite birds nearby.
rradd - 7/9/2011 8:00:13 AM
Up to 4 ACWO interacting at the same time on this communal tree, but no cavity use or food carrying observations 
during 30 minute survey. ACWO nesting can initiate in August - monitor again.
rradd - 7/14/2011 9:28:41 AM
ACWO group nearby but no interaction with this tree 0748-0822 on cool overcast morning.
rradd - 7/21/2011 8:24:58 AM
No ACWO interactions with the cavities in this tree 0732 -0752. ACWO can nest in August, so yard bio should 
continue to monitor. Change to Closed. Any potential nest is outside yard and will not impact work.

7/8/2011 7002617 BTSP Closed EP270-2 50 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. 

7/25/2011 7/8/2011 - Nest is currently under construction.
phoward - 7/18/2011 11:55:44 AM
Nest appears inactive, no birds were seen visiting nest during 3 1/2 hour survey. Nest appears to be less than 50% 
complete (loose cup nest with openings on the bottom)
tfitanides - 7/25/2011 12:36:52 PM
Nesting material not present. No BTSP activity associated with this old nest location. Changed from inactive to 
closed.

7/8/2011 7002619 ACWO Closed CP 82-1 50 feet east of AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

8/10/2011 07/08/2011 - Adult ACWO pair using cavity; 1 went inside cavity and remained for 30 minute observation period.
rradd - 7/16/2011 11:31:09 AM
ACWO pair left this tree in response to observer and didn't return during 30 minute observation period. No bird 
visible in cavity.
rradd - 7/22/2011 10:48:26 AM
No ACWO activity at this cavity during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 7/27/2011 1:14:10 PM
Male ACWO in this cavity 1308-1312, then departs.
rradd - 8/10/2011 1:24:11 PM
ACWO vocal and active nearby, but no use of this cavity detected during 45 min. obs. No food carry has ever been 
noted; this is possibly a non-breeding roost site.
rradd - 8/19/2011 12:47:00 PM
Closed due to inactivity. No cavity use during 30 min. obs

7/13/2011 7004626 MODO Closed PAR yard w/in Alpine 
yard.

75 feet from impact 
area.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. 

7/20/2011 vnovik - 7/13/2011 10:10:16 AM
Nest building, 60% complete.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 12:43:41 PM
No birds observed. Nest missing except for a stick.
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7/14/2011 7004629 MODO Closed TL 639 - 872360 28 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

7/25/2011 mdicus - 7/14/2011 11:58:36 AM
2 doves flushed from nest area; well-built nest with fresh lining appears unused.
rradd - 7/19/2011 10:44:46 AM
Nest appears fresh and uncompacted.
rradd - 7/25/2011 1:49:58 PM
Fresh feathers in nest suggest recent use, but no eggs. MODO detected in nest vicinity, which is visually screened 
from AR, but not at nest . Drive-through and walk-through construction is occuring.
pkonrad - 8/4/2011 3:10:35 PM
No changes at the nest; no doves in area; judging from previous reports and today observation, change status to 
Inactive and check again.
rradd - 8/19/2011 4:15:51 PM
Change to Closed.
No indications this nest was ever used subsequent to completion.

7/15/2011 7004636 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 65' from mapped AR, 
20' to existing

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

7/21/2011 rradd - 7/15/2011 8:53:08 AM
MODO on nest, did not flush.
barnold - 7/21/2011 1:01:23 PM
Nesr empty.
rradd - 7/26/2011 10:26:56 AM
Change to Closed.
No change in this nest; apparently abandoned prior to egg-laying.

6/16/2011 7002506 LEGO Closed CP50-1 AR Hamlet 
property

60 feet to AR. 100 feet 25 feet. A Nest Buffer Reduction to 25 horizontal feet is being requested for the lesser 
goldfinch nest to enable installation of a gate at an access road off of Wildcat 
Canyon Road in Lakeside that will allow access to tower sites CP49 and CP50. 
The nest is located about 25 feet above the ground within a coast live oak tree 
about 35 feet from the proposed gate installation activities.
The lesser goldfinch nest is not anticipated to be substantially disturbed by the 
one-day  work activities at the CP49 and CP50 access road gate due to the 
following:
•The goldfinches built this nest within a large coast live oak tree within 85 feet of 
the very heavily traveled Wildcat Canyon Road, and they have become 
acclimated to human activity and noise within their nesting area.
•The nest is located on top of a large cluster of twigs and leaves located about 
25 feet above the ground, and it is completely surrounded by leaves with no 
direct view to the proposed activities.
•This nest site has successfully fledged once given the proximity to constant 
road disturbance.  The current activity is apparently a double clutch. 
Based on the above, authorizing a NBR from 100 to 25 horizontal feet is not 
expected to impact the successful fledging of this lesser goldfinch nest, primarily 
based on the nest's location and the bird's demonstrated tolerance of human-
related noise and activites within the vicinity of the nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

8/3/2011 LEGO female comes to nest; appears that new layer of material has been added and second nest is in progress.
barnold - 7/21/2011 1:04:31 PM
Bushtit activity in vicinity of nest, but unclear if entered nest. Family group with young fledglings observed in a 
smaller pepper tree up the road at the junction with the first residence 'drive way'.
rradd - 7/26/2011 7:58:20 AM
LEGO female apparently incubating 0705.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 11:50:28 AM
Could not find nest at this location during 2 extended, concerted searches. No goldfinches observed or heard during 
nest searches.
pkonrad - 8/10/2011 1:11:32 PM
No goldfinch activity in area during 30 minute observation period; no nest found; nesting attempt appears to have 
failed - closed.

8/3/2011 7004707 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.

8/4/2011 imaunsell - 8/3/2011 12:10:35 PM
Female observed bringing large ammount of willow down to nest location. Nest is in very early stages and only one 
trip was observed over 1.5 hours of continuous observation. Possibly in site selection stages.
imaunsell - 8/4/2011 9:50:41 AM
Nest site was monitored for 1.5 hours. No additionaly material was observed and no hummingbirds were active in the 
immidiate area. 'Nest' closed based on inactivty and the liklihood that the initial observation was part of the site 
selection process for this bird.
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4/4/2011 5003352 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 0 feet; on equipment 

within active yard.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.   The 
partially-constructed 
nest site was 
confirmed before 
deterrents were 
installed.  The 
deterrents kept the 
adult finches from 
accessing the nest, 
preventing the pair 
from completing the 
nest.  No eggs or 
nestlings were 
observed in the nest.

5/3/2011 RF - 4/4/11: Birds observed building nest in dozer.  The nest was located in a box-like metal housing at the top of the 
hydraulic piston for the blade. 
4/6/11 -  HOFI observed continuing nest construction in morning by yard monitor Tyler Sears. Bird deterrents, plastic 
mesh, and duct tape were installed at this nest in the early afternoon, successfully sealing this site from any 
continued bird activity. The edges of the mesh were sealed with duct tape. There were no openings through which 
the birds could get inside the mesh-covered area. No eggs or nestlings present at this time.  4/20/2011 - Not 
monitored. Yard biologist reports inactive and dozer OK'd to move. - RR
5/3/2011 - Nest (equipment) no longer present - closed.

5/5/2011 7000995 HOFI Closed CP50-1 100 feet from AR but 
within Hamlet residence.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  Nest 
appears to have 
been blow out of tree 
prior to completion.

6/8/2011 5 May - HOFI nest building and copulating. - RR
12 May - HOFI nesting activity continues. - RR
19 May - Veg growth impedes view, but HOFI carrying nest material to location. - RR
eelias - 6/4/2011 11:37:50 AM
At nest tree for 30 minutes; no house finch activity was noted in this pepper.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:44:02 AM
Nest no longer present. Change to Closed.

3/10/2011 6003211 ANHU Closed CP49-51 AR 0 feet from existing AR; 
overhanging branch.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  Nest 
damaged by storm, 
possibly before egg 
laying stage.

3/31/2011 Female ANHU building new nest with spider silk.
24 Mar - Nest appears complete, but unoccupied @ 12:20. - RR
31 Mar - Nest appears storm damaged 10:50. No activity, change to closed. - RR

5/10/2011 7001425 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 
301+001

0 feet; inside work area. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  Nest partly 
built but not 
completed.

5/25/2011 phoward - 5/10/2011 3:50:23 PM - Black phoebe pair seen building nest.
shampton - 5/26/2011 11:40:51 AM
emorgan - 5/27/2011 10:17:10 AM
No activity has been seen at nest for 2 weeks - closed.

5/24/2011 7002348 NRWS Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

0 feet; within work area. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  Nest was 
abandoned before 
completion.

6/1/2011 emorgan - 5/24/2011 12:19:56 PM - 0bserved swallows carrying nesting material into cavity every few minutes. 
emorgan - 5/25/2011 10:24:10 AM
Pair bringing nesting material to cavity every 2 to 4 minutes.
shampton - 5/26/2011 3:03:57 PM
Adults binging nesting material.
emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:26:12 PM
No swallows observed entering cavity. Kris Alberts looked in cavity with a mirror and saw nesting material but no 
eggs - closed.

6/1/2011 7002410 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

30 feet from work limit 
and 50 feet from bridge.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  Nest was 
probably an 
exploratory effort.

6/8/2011 emorgan - 6/1/2011 11:17:04 AM - Observed pair bringing spider webs to nest that is less than 5% complete.
shampton - 6/9/2011 12:55:57 PM
Did not find nest. LEGO's in area but not near tree. Broadleaf tree is probably a Toyon , is between a 2'  diameter 
Cottonwood and a 2' diameter Willow. The 5% nest attempt may have been abandoned. Tree is open enough that 
LEGO nest would likely be visible.
shampton - 6/16/2011 12:39:09 PM
Did not find nest again. LEGO's heard in area but not observed near tree.
shampton - 6/23/2011 12:32:17 PM
Did not find nest. No LEGO activity in described area during 20 minute observation - closed.
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4/14/2011 5000819 ACWO Closed Alpine Underground - 

Wood pole P78837
0 feet; along Alpine 

Blvd.
100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  No 
evidence of nesting 
this season.

5/16/2011 phoward - 4/14/2011 11:41:11 AM - Pair seen going in and out of nest. 
rradd - 4/16/2011 4:24:40 PM - Pair seen going in and out of nest. 
4/30/2011 - ACWO pair remain active at this pole but difficult to determine if nesting is in progress. - RR
tfitanides - 5/6/2011 3:45:37 PM - Seen by biomonitor at pole on 5/6.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 2:25:15 PM - No birds observed.
kkilpatrick - 5/31/2011 1:19:00 PM
The potential nest site was observed for 45 minutes. During the monitoring period 3 ACWO appeared briefly in the 
area and perched for 1 minute on the wooden pole that is on the north side of Alpine Blvd. This pole also has a 
potential nest cavity on the top west side  of the pole. An adult and a juvenile Western Scrub Jay were active in the 
area as well as 2 ravens. Their  presence did not cause any reaction from ACWO.

5/12/2011 7001452 ATFL Closed CP23 0 feet; within work limits; 
70 feet from TC.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  Observed 
activity was likely an 
exploratory foray. No 
definite nesting 
activity confirmed.

6/7/2011 eelias - 6/2/2011 3:16:42 PM
Elias watched this pole for 20 minutes while monitoring a kestrel nest in this same structure on 5/31/2011. There was 
no flycatc
eelias - 6/2/2011 4:01:55 PM
Elias watched this pole for 20 minutes while monitoring a kestrel nest in the same structure on 5/31/2011. There was 
no flycatcher activity noted. 
rradd - 6/7/2011 10:42:03 AM
No ATFL detections during 30 min. obs. 
No definitive breeding activity was confirmed here - Change to Closed.

2/17/2011 5000012 NONE Closed Alpine Underground - 
Vault 11

105 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

3/3/2011 Nest not determined to be active or attributeable to any species. RTHA pair seen soaring, perching, and collecting 
nest material in vicinity. Other raptors also observed in area include RSHA and SSHA. 3/3/2011.
Stick nest remains inactive 3-22 (PK).      
Still inactive 4-5 (PK).
emorgan - 4/20/2011 10:20:55 AM - Still inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

3/3/2011 5000488 NONE Closed Alpine Underground - 
299+00r

55 feet from Alpine Blvd. Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

4/20/2011 Nest appears to be inactive at this time. 3/3/11
Old nest remains unused 3-22 (PK).
emorgan - 4/20/2011 11:44:53 AM - Still inactive - closed.

1/13/2011 5000515 NONE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-10L

35 feet from Alpine Blvd. Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

3/22/2011 Old nest unused, near active hawk nest 3-22 (PK).

2/15/2011 5000526 NONE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

70 feet from Alpine Blvd. Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

2/15/2011 Did not see nest inhabited after several hours of observation. Droppings observed but could be from the previous 
year. 2/15/11
Closed, due to no activity, and blanket exemption. kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:28:52 AM

2/25/2011 5000534 NONE Closed Alpine Underground - 
46+00L, MH-3L

50 feet. Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

2/25/2011 Old passerine nest. 2/25/11
Closed, due to no raptor potential and no passerine activity. kalberts - 4/16/2011 10:19:27 AM

1/13/2011 5000538 NONE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-11L

5 feet from Alpine Blvd. Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

3/22/2011 Old nest remains inactive 3-22 (PK).
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

2/15/2011 5000900 NONE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

180 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

4/20/2011 Nest remains inactive 3-22 (PK).
emorgan - 4/20/2011 11:10:41 AM - Nest remains inactive.

2/15/2011 5000901 NONE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

200 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

3/22/2011 Large stick nest consistent with raptors. 2/15/11
Nest not active 3-22 (PK).
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.
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2/15/2011 5000525 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 

MH-18
0 feet; under Alpine Blvd 

bridge.
100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

5/6/2011 Did not see nest inhabited after several hours of observation. Droppings observed but could be from the previous 
year. Observed BLPH actively building nest, nest now ACTIVE-3/16/11-RF
8 April - Nest in good condition, but no eggs, or nestlings. Adult foraging in area, still building? BL
emorgan - 4/20/2011 12:33:59 PM - Adult foraging in area but it did not approach nest and nest is empty.
vnovik - 5/6/2011 8:26:16 AM - No activity at nest, material falling from nest.

5/24/2011 7002350 NONE Closed CP19-1 36 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

6/13/2011 kkilpatrick - 5/24/2011 2:10:56 PM
Fresh grass nest appeared completed. No eggs in nest. An adult California towhee was observed near nest site.
kkilpatrick - 5/25/2011 3:50:27 PM
Two biologists conducted focused observations of the nest for two hours and did not observe any activity at the nest.  
The nest was determined to be inactive; however, the nest should be rechecked again in approximately one week or 
more before it is closed.
rradd - 6/1/2011 12:47:50 PM
Nest appears clean and intact, but unimproved since last visit. Uncompacted interior suggests nest has not yet been 
used.
rradd - 6/13/2011 8:32:15 AM
Nest was apparently never used.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology.

8/10/2011 7004719 NONE Closed CP70-3 500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

8/10/2011 rradd 8/10/2011 Old stick nest appears to be a COHA nest from a prior nesting season.

6/1/2011 7002406 NONE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

290 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this nesting 
season.

6/1/2011 mkuehn - 6/1/2011 12:36:57 PM
Smaller stick nest; no activity observed; crows in vicinity all day.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

6/1/2011 7002407 NONE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

290 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  Old nest 
unused this nesting 
season.

6/1/2011 mkuehn - 6/1/2011 12:48:28 PM
Large stick nest; no activity observed; crows in vicinity all day.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

2/24/2011 5000432 NONE Closed CP25-2, CP26 and 
CP27

880 feet from temporary 
ROW of tower site.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  Old nest, 
unused this breeding 
season.

4/15/2011 Stick nest with only larger branches and no soft material. No sign of recent use. Some white wash on ground below 
nest. 2/24/11
18 Mar - Apparently a favored (TUVU) roost, but no indications of nest improvement.- RR
5 Apr - No indications of status change.
Closed due to its occurrence 880 feet from tower site - kalberts - 4/15/2011 8:29:59 PM.

2/25/2011 5000439 NONE Closed Alpine Underground - 
CP95-1,CP96-1, AR, & 

pullsite

225 feet from access 
road.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  Old nest, 
unused this breeding 
season.

No sign of recent use. No new nest material or sign of adult corvid or raptor activity.
Never occupied. Change to closed.

2/24/2011 5000050 NONE Closed Alpine Underground - 
Vault 15

0 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  Old nest, 
unused this breeding 
season.

4/30/2011 Nest inactive at this time. Stick nest consistent with small raptors or corvids - 3/3/2011.
emorgan - 4/20/2011 10:54:33 AM - Still inactive.
30 Apr - Change to closed due to inactivity. - RR

6/1/2011 7002409 NONE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

340 feet to Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  Old nest, 
unused this nesting 
season.

6/1/2011 emorgan - 6/1/2011 12:46:00 PM - Old stick nest; no activity observed near it.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.
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7/14/2011 7004632 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground 

43+00l
15 feet  from Alpine Blvd 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  Probably 
not have been active 
nest.

7/14/2011 shampton - 7/14/2011 2:50:12 PM
Pair seen entering opening in leaves. Male singing on elderberry to the west while female is inside; about half dozen 
such visits in 45 minutes. No nest material visible protruding from opening and no nest material carried in. It's 
possible the pair is still in site selection phase and has not built a nest or has eggs or nestlings here yet.
shampton - 7/14/2011 4:18:30 PM
Construction activities were occurring during bird behavioral observations on 7/14/2011 (1400-1445 hrs). Activities 
consisted of  men working below ground inside vault. On surface were air conditioners (ventilating vault) and 
generators running, pickup trucks, tent, traffic control equipment, and flaggers. Nearest work was about 40 feet 
away.
sritt - 7/23/2011 4:59:24 PM
No finches seen nearby during 45 minutes of observation. Old nest on east side of palm has blown out or fallen out - 
or was predated - closed.

6/14/2011 7002497 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Vault 2

18 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.  Stopped 
nest building for 
unknown reason.

6/14/2011 eelias - 6/14/2011 9:22:34 AM
Kevin Kilpatrick and E. Elias visited the nest site to log this nest found by construction monitor Ben Rosenbaum. This 
nest is 20% complete.

7/11/2011 7003028 WREN Closed TL 639 - 872360 40 feet to AR. 100 feet Limited reconductoring 
work and drive through 

access only.

The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Abandoned 
before nest 
completed for 
unknown reasons.

7/11/2011 rradd - 7/11/2011 10:59:21 AM
Nest under construction, appears 95% complete. WREN pair calling observed. Activity level should be verified as 
this is very late season to begin nesting.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 12:00:47 PM
No activity at nest site. No wrentits in area.
rradd - 7/19/2011 10:41:20 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest unimproved from first visit, bowl is clean and uncompacted, WREN wthin 100 feet. Possibly an abandoned late 
season nest.

5/20/2011 7001908 WREN Closed TL 639 - Z171660 50 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed. 

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Abandoned 
during nest building.

5/21/2011 5/20/2011
Nest partially (1/4) built; 2 adults observed in shrub; one adult observed bringing nesting material into shrub and then 
leaving without material.
imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:29:48 AM
Nest has had no progress since last visit. No adults observed in area. Material is old. Status changed to closed.

2/23/2011 5000046 NONE Closed EP84 5 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Abandoned 
prior to completion 
for unknown 
reasons.

3/28/2011 Nest is just started, but birds may continue to add to it. Possible SPTO nest. 2/23/11
No nest observed 3-10 by Paul Konrad.
3/15/11- Nest observed by Darin Busby. On west side of scrub oak at fork in road. Appears bird started nest but 
abandoned it as it is still a loose cup of sticks.
Nest incomplete and inactive - closed 3-28 (PK).

4/14/2011 5000825 HOFI Closed Wilson Yard 0 feet; within yard trailer. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Buffer should be reduced to 30 feet or less, as this species is highly tolerant of 
human activity, and nesting commenced at this site after the yard was 
established and operating.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Abandoned 
prior to egg laying for 
unknown reasons.

5/3/2011  ahill - 4/14/2011 9:56:14 PM
The pair of HOFI have been seen and heard in the area consistently and were observed entering the nest on 4-14-
11. There are no eggs in the nest. A 100 foot nest buffer was installed.
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:38 AM 
Birds seen entering nest by bio monitor; nest appears complete.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011
No birds observed in the area; no eggs in nests; appears deserted - closed.
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6/17/2011 7004682 HOFI Closed Bartlett CY 0 feet; within yard limits 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Abandoned 
prior to egg laying.

6/22/2011 phoward - 6/17/2011 2:30:09 PM
Nest is re-opened, new nest (75% complete), nest was found by biomonitor, pair was seen near nest.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 2:44:44 PM
No finches observed or heard in area; nest doesn't look complete; will check back.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 2:49:01 PM
No finches at nest or in area; this second nesting attempt failed - closed.

6/17/2011 7004665 HOFI Closed Bartlett CY 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Abandoned 
prior to nest 
completion.

6/23/2011 phoward - 6/17/2011 2:28:39 PM - Nest is re-opened, new nest (75% complete); nest was found by bio monitor; pair 
was seen near nest.
PKonrad - 6/23/2011 - No finches observed or heard in area; nest doesn't look complete; will check back.
PKonrad - 6/29/2011 - closed.

3/10/2011 5001261 HOWR Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Alternate 
nest for HOWR 
5001260.

7/14/2011 Nest material visible inside. likely HOWR.
10 Mar 2011 - HOWR singing at nest above. Likely a satellite nest, but should be checked with ea. survey to see 
which one fledges. RR
24 Mar - HOWR singing nearby. Nesting activity suppressed by stormy day. - RR
31 Mar - HOWR  pair active at cavities. RR
11 Apr - HOWR pair active at cavities.- RR
19  Apr - This nest is a dummy nest filled with sticks. Change to closed. -RR
5 May - This cavity has been reopened - RR
19 May Intense territoriality around this and upper cavity, HOWR singing at 3 sec. intervals. - RR
25 May Cavity does not appear to be in use. Change to Inactive. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology.

6/3/2011 7002596 WBNU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Although 
bird was observed 
visiting site on a few 
occassions, there 
was no strong affinity 
to this cavity or any 
other cavity in the 
nearby vicinity. No 
nest was ever 
established and 
observations 
probably represent 
exploritory efforts to 
find a nesting site.

6/8/2011 sjohnston - 6/3/2011 3:10:22 PM
WBNU observed clearing WEBL nest material and bringing in fresh nesting material.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:05:46 PM
WBNU obs. ca. 3' from cavity but did not enter cavity during obs.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:05:32 PM
No activity at cavity.

6/28/2011 7002572 CACW Closed EP269 AR 47 feet north of AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. An 
apparently unused 
nest destroyed by 
storm.

7/13/2011 eelias - 6/28/2011 2:38:20 PM
Complete nest; no eggs or nestlings in nest; no adults were active in this area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 1:30:29 PM
Nest destroyed; probably by storm last week - closed.

5/4/2011 7000978 ATFL Closed CP70-3 AR 15 feet to AR; 64 feet to 
entry gate.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Any attempt 
at nesting was likely 
exploratory and no 
nest was built.

5/20/2011 4 May - ATFL exits cavity and mate follows 1655. - RR
14 May - No birds obs using this cavity during 30 min. obs. Survey again. - RR
20 May No detections at this cavity. Change to Closed. - RR

3/28/2011 5003286 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Apparently 
abandoned before 
completion of nest 
building.

4/15/2011 Monitor has observed pair in area. Fresh material. Cannot see in nest. Monitor for activity. 3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:24:53 PM - Small amount of grass in spool cavity. Nest watched for 3 hours and no activity 
detected. ESA sign removed from spool.
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5/13/2011 7001473 BUOR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; overhangs AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; through 

access only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.
Blanket exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL 
work is applicable.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Apparently 
abandoned for a 
better location. 
Cause of failure 
unknown.

6/23/2011 Nest found on 5-13-2011 by Tyler.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Large round woven hanging nest; pair active in the area.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - Orioles active and singing near large nest. 
PKonrad - 6/1/2011 - 1 male observed near nest; made contact calls.  [apparent pentab problems]
eelias - 6/6/2011 3:52:37 PM
I was in neighborhood for 30 minutes while documenting House Finch nest. A male Bullock's oriole landed in tree 
and sang once. No other significant activity took place.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 3:50:01 PM
Llittle activity in area of this site during extended observation periods on 6-1 (apparent pentab problems) and 6-10. 
Male from nest built 230 feet southwest perched nearby once, 
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 11:23:23 AM
Although orioles occasionally visit this tree, none have used this nest for several weeks - closed.

4/27/2011 7000917 CACW Closed EP231A  AR 20 feet from AR;1300 
feet from EP 231 A.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 
passage allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction will occur within the buffer. The 
Agencies concurred to the following:
Traffic can pass through all three nest buffers since the road has pre-existing 
traffic and construction traffic will not significantly add to traffic volume.  A couple 
of conditions associated with this is that:  No work is allowed within the three 100-
foot nest buffers.  Traffic on the access road cannot stop or park within the three 
100-foot nest buffers.  Traffic will not exceed 10mph inside the three 100-foot 
nest buffers.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Apparently 
an alternate satellite 
nest at best; no 
wrens observed here 
since the nest was 
built many weeks 
ago.

7/19/2011 shampton - 4/27/2011 - Approximately 2/3 built, of grasses.  CACW heard singing in area.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No apparent change; no birds.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - Unusual smaller nest appears 90% complete; wren singing uphill to south.
vnovik - 5/13/2011 1:16:46 PM - Nest intact; wrens south of road calling.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No changes; no wrens.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:40:39 PM
No apparent changes to nest; no wrens in area.
sritt - 6/6/2011 10:42:40 AM
Nest in good condition. No CACW nearby
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 4:17:07 PM
No apparent change; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 11:19:02 AM
Nest material (dry grass) has been added to top of nest; entrance hard to find; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 1:34:17 PM
Entrance partly obstructed by nest material; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 1:00:53 PM
Nest exterior rain-soaked; no wrens seen or heard.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 12:53:52 PM
Nest apparently has not been used recently; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 2:37:06 PM
Nest remains in disrepair after heavy rainfall 2 weeks ago; looks inactive and no wrens have been documented in the 
area for many weeks, including today - closed.

4/8/2011 5003390 WEBL Closed Wilson Yard 0 feet; within yard trailer. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Nesting commenced in trailer after construction began, personnel were working, 
and structures and machinery were in use.  Buffer reduced to 15 feet based on 
these facts.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Apparently 
deserted; no birds 
observed or heard in 
area.

5/3/2011 Environmental monitor observed male building nest actively past 2 days. Biological monitor observed male flying to 
nest and female in immediate vicinity. The immediate area around nest was flagged, nest will not affect construction 
as there is no construction nest buffer at this site.
ahill - 4/14/2011 9:58:40 PM 
A 100 foot buffer was installed today.
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:39 AM - Birds flushed from nest; nest looks nearly complete; no eggs.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - No bluebirds observed or heard; no bird on nest; apparently deserted; closed.

3/17/2011 6003247 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - Z379523 13 feet from AR. 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Apparently 
failed due to rain 
damage. No sign of 
predation.

3/28/2011 3/17/11 - Scott Hampton of Chambers Group detected CAGN pair and nest while monitoring at Structure 379523.  D. 
Busby came to verify nest and record w/ pen tab. Nest still loose and not fully completed. 
3/28/11 - Nest failed, only remnants remain. Pair still in same area so probably set up another nest. 
3/31/11-RF: Pair active in area. Male very vocal, female only observed once in an hour, very quiet and secretive. No 
nest located but very likely another nest being built within territory. 

5/26/2011 7002371 CACW Closed EP226-1 58 feet from TSAP. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Apparently 
inactive nest.

5/26/2011

4/28/2011 7000945 LEGO Closed CP70-3 AR 80 feet to AR 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appeared 
abandoned before 
egg laying stage.

5/14/2011 28 Apr - LEGO female on complete nest 0745. RR 
4 May - LEGO female incubating 1614.- RR
14 May Nest clean and intact but empty, no LEGO at nest. Appears abandoned prior to laying. Change to Closed. - 
RR

5/20/2011 7001915 BCHU Closed CP70-3 AR 20 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 
abandoned for 
unknown reasons.

6/3/2011 20 May BCHU female sitting on complete nest 0956. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 9:27:13 AM
BCHU female on nest 0842
rradd - 6/4/2011 10:59:28 AM
Nest intact and showing no signs of use. No detections at this nest during 30+ min obs. suggests abandoned nest.
rradd - 6/9/2011 4:35:36 PM
No BCHU detections at this nest during 30 min. obs. Change to Inactive.

4/13/2011 5000810 BUSH Closed EP27-1 30 feet from AR; 320 
feet from tower work 

area.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 
nest was abandoned 
before it was 
completed.

4/21/2011 sritt - 4/13/2011 11:07:10 AM 
Only lowest 5 inches is complete. Pair likely abandoned, and using nest 65 feet to southwest.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 
No change; looks like nest building abandoned; closed.
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5/12/2011 7001451 WREN Closed CP23 60 feet to legs. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 
nestlings already 
fledged before nest 
was found.

5/18/2011 barnold & mkuehn - 5/12/2011 10:01 AM
Adult observed with nesting materal entering shrub.  Nest complete, at least 95%, and empty.  Nest on south side of 
mission manzanita shrub, concealed by the yarrow (Eriophyllum confertiflorum) and deerweed.  Find yellow flag in 
field for best view directions.
18 May  Nest is empty. Whirewash at edge of nest suggests this nest has already fledged. Will check once more 
before closing. Inactive. 1414 - RR

Obs. indicate this nesting attempt was complete when discovered.

4/15/2011 5000837 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; on fill slope of 
substation pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 
pair selected an 
alternate location.

4/25/2011 Nest description: a front porch of flat, small rocks has been built at nest entrance; a couple of twigs were visible just 
beyond rock porch; 5% complete.
Same pair as (5000835). 1 bird was seen actively bringing material to nest 4-15 in the early evening while the other 
ROWR was in the immediate area. No further nesting behavior has been observed at this nest location today, 4-16-
11. It is possible this site was prepared by the male for the female to choose and she selected a nearby alternate 
location instead. Further observation needed to confirm final nest location is being carried out by biomonitor. Birds 
were not observed going into that rock crevace on 4-16-11. A 100 foot buffer was installed.
imaunsell - 4/18/2011 12:51:30 PM - No further activity at nest since previous observation. Pair appears to have 
decided on alternate location. Nest status changed to inactive. Monitor for activity.
ahill - 4/19/2011 8:25:42 PM Pair observed going in and out of nest location. No nesting materials were observed 
being carried.
phoward - 4/25/2011 11:08:45 AM - No birds seen near nest, no new nest material.

6/2/2011 7002433 PHAI Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

110 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 
predated by 
Cooper's Hawk.

6/16/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011
PHAI scolding observer under this tree, eventually settling on nest.
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:09:19 PM
Attempted predation by male COHA, no subsequent PHAI detections at nest.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:46:55 PM
Nest has fallen to ground. Change to Closed.

5/10/2011 7001434 BUSH Closed EP91 AR 5 feet to AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 
predated.

5/27/2011 RAbe - 5/10/2011 1:48:34 PM - Pair of Bushtits observed building nest, which is approx. 15% done.
emorgan - 5/20/2011 1:56:50 PM - The nest looks complete, but it looks like it has been disturbed. The top of the 
nest is spread out. It needs to be monitored to see if there's still activity around the nest.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 1:00:47 PM
Top of nest has been torn into, with pieces of nest material hanging from nest and from some surrounding branches. 
No Bushtits observed during 30 minutes of observation - closed.

4/28/2011 7000935 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - 774822 110 feet to nearest work 
area.

300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 
that nest attempt was 
never completed. 

6/2/2011 tcooper - 4/28/2011 - Female carrying dried grasses repeatedly to same location, nest not observed directly, may be 
1st day of building, recheck to confirm location.
tcooper - 5/5/2011 - No nest at this location, no activity in area.
tcooper - 6/2/2011 - Inactive nest found 18ft NW of this location. Nest nearly completely dismantled but location size 
and composition (fur lining and grass exterior) consistant with CAGN. Unknown nest outcome.

4/15/2011 5000835 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 60 feet; on fill slope, 60 
ft to road through pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Appears 
that pair chose 
alternate location for 
nest site.

4/25/2011 ahill - 4/16/2011 3:29:27 PM - On 4-15, 1 ROWR was observed bringing rocks and sticks to this site with other 
ROWR flying in and out. Same behavior was observed on morning of 4-16. Pair is in the area inspecting various 
other rock crevices as well. 
Same pair as (5000837).
imaunsell - 4/18/2011 12:47:30 PM - Nest much more developed than previous observation by monitor. Stone 
"porch" well-formed; this is most likely the primary nest site.
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:14:40 AM - It appears pair is taking nest material from this nest and bringing it to different 
nest location (nest 5000877).
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

4/28/2011 7000926 CAGN Closed TL 639 - 379517 510 feet to nearest pole. 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Avian 
depredation; nest 
torn slightly from 
side, and bottom 
tugged upward.  
Could see daylight 
through its sides.

5/19/2011 kalberts - 4/28/2011 12:28:48 PM
Both birds building nest. About 85% complete.
imaunsell - 5/3/2011 2:10:34 PM
No adults on nest. No adults observed in area. No visual confirmation of nest contents.
dbusby - 5/5/2011 11:51:27 AM.
Nest was not observed. Adults observed foraging in area and also on other side of riparian area. Will wait until next 
week to confirm nest status, due to recent nest check 
kalberts - 5/12/2011 2:44:26 PM
Nest depredated by avian predator. Pair seen in area, and male observed once with new bark strips torn from a black 
sage (Salvia mellifera), then placed in same bush about 3 feet away.  This pair was actively nest-site searching, and 
no definitive re-nest exists yet. 
dbusby - 5/19/2011 10:21:57 AM - Still no nest detected. Pair observed foraging throughout their entire territory north 
and south cf riparian.  Observed male with strip of bark in beak just south of old nest location but then dropped it and 
flew off.

3/3/2011 6002315 GRRO Closed Alpine Yard 30 feet from impact 
area.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Birds never 
observed at nest; 
only nearby.

3/28/2011 Pair observed by bio-monitor Kari Kerwin. No activity seen during 1 hour. May become acitive in near future and 
should be monitored. Verified by I. Maunsell 3/3/2011
No progress in nest building since initial observation; nest not active. 3/28/2011 IM
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3/28/2011 5003285 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard 

boundary.
100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 

feet.
Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Birds 
stopped at nest 
building stage.

4/15/2011 10% complete. Monitor observed pair coming to and from nest site. 3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:25:34 PM - Small amount of grass in spool cavity. Nest watched for 3 hours and no activity 
detected. ESA sign removed from spool.

2/25/2011 5000454 NONE Closed EP355 72 feet from existing 
access road.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Blown out of 
tower by strong wind; 
inactive this breeding 
season.

2/25/2011 Nest apparently blown out of tower. No sticks left in tower; sticks scattered on ground.

6/28/2011 7002576 CACW Closed EP261-2 10 feet from trail to 
tower site.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Cactus 
Wrens may maintain 
nests year-round as 
roost sites. 

8/8/2011 emorgan - 6/28/2011 8:59:21 AM
Nest in good condition.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 12:27:35 PM
Nice nest with large open entrance built recently; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/20/2011 10:56:01 AM
Nest looks active but no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 2:33:46 PM
Nest looks unchanged; no wrens active in area.
jpawlicki - 8/4/2011 10:39:29 AM
Nest condition remains fair; 1 Cactus Wren observed within 300 feet of nest, although no nesting activity observed at 
or in vicinity of nest.
barnold - 8/9/2011 1:18:07 PM
No activity at nest during over 1 hour of observation; no eggs present. Latest Cactus Wren egg record in San Diego 
County is 7/10. Cactus Wrens may maintain nests as roosts year-round, but does not indicate actual nesting 
schedule - closed.

4/25/2011 7000900 MODO Closed Sycamore Yard 30 feet from yard edge. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Cause of 
failure indeterminate, 
but assumed 
predated.

5/3/2011 25 Apr - MODO incubating. Did not flush from foot traffic at 10 feet. - RR
3 May Nest empty and abandoned, presumed pedated. Change to Closed. - RR

4/30/2011 7000952 BUSH Closed CP88-1 AR 37 feet to AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage OK; 
construction not allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Cause of 
failure indeterminate, 
likely storm damaged 
or predated.

5/20/2011 30 Apr - BUSH pair tending to nest that appears complete 0840. - RR
20 May - Nest destroyed, with only fragments remaining 1707 - closed. - RR

5/26/2011 7002378 BUSH Closed Helix Yard 80 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Cause of 
failure is unknown.

6/2/2011 BUSH pair bringing items to large complete pensile nest 1546. - RR
phoward - 5/31/2011 12:48:57 PM
adults flushed from nest area when first approched nest. nest still looks active and 100% complete, entrance is well 
maintaned and there are no holes or structral defaults to the nest. nest is too high to check for eggs or chicks without 
mirror.
rradd - 6/3/2011 1:30:47 PM
No BUSH detections at this nest 1300 - 1330
rradd - 6/9/2011 8:59:35 AM
No BUSH detections at this nest 0750-0820 on a cold overcast day.
rradd - 6/15/2011 4:30:32 PM
Nest appears in good condition. No BUSH detections at or near nest. 
Change to Closed due to lack of activity.

3/10/2011 6003212 CALT Closed CP51-2 AR 0 feet; within work area 
around structures.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Damaged 
by storm, potentially 
before egg laying 
stage.

3/31/2011 Clean finely woven grass nest with no signs of aging or use. Looks ready to go. Check on next survey.
24 Mar - Nest is storm-damaged. Change to closed, if unimproved on next survey. - RR
31 Mar - Nest disintegrated. Closed. - RR
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5/23/2011 7001926 WEKI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 50 

feet.
A pair of Western Kingbirds is constructing a nest in the southwest leg of an 
assembled portion of a tower located in the construction yard, and the nest 
construction appears to be nearly complete.  The nest is located approximately 
25' above the ground and 15' from the side of the existing yard road.
It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 50 feet is 
appropriate for this nest. Nest success should not be diminished for the following 
reasons: 
•The work on the tower section is generally complete and any remaining work 
will require access by foot only.
•The nest is located on the tower leg opposite the current work activity so the 
tower structure will provide a partial visual barrier
•The current work activity is located more than 100' from the nest and the only 
activity occurring at less than 100' is through vehicular traffic.
•Western Kingbirds are tolerant of human disturbance.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Due to 
storm.

5/31/2011 sjohnston - 5/23/2011 7:12:28 AM - Nest building observed; nest about 10% complete.
Adult observed bringing in material, nest seems near completion - fhoffman - 5/23/2011 12:04:27 PM.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - Nest appears abandoned; nest is intact, but no kingbirds have been seen in area during 45 
minutes of observations. Re-assess status next work day (Tuesday).
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 4:21:16 PM
Nest intact, but may be abandoned. No kingbirds observed in area during 45 minutes of observations. Re-assess 
next work day (Tuesday).
tfitanides - 5/31/2011 9:30:31 AM
Nest apparently blown out over weekend. Bio monitor observation from 5-28-2011.

2/15/2011 5000528 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

22 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Duplicate 
inactive nest initially 
thought to be nearby 
active nest.

5/20/2011 2 BLPH seen very close to nests, but not actually seen using nests. Could be last year's nests that could be used this 
year.
Closed - duplicate nest.- RR
sjohnston - 5/19/2011 5:02:26 PM
BLPH actively nest building ca. 90%. complete.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 5:24:04 PM
This nest is not active; it was confused with other nest.

4/7/2011 5003382 RTHA Closed CP57 AR 230 feet from existing 
AR.

500 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Early 
interest in nest 
ended.

5/21/2011 7 Apr - RTHA display flight bringing materials to nest platform. - RR
14 Apr - RTHA perched at nest. - RR
21 Apr - No RTHA observed visting this nest 1530-1600. - RR
28 Apr - Distance to nest makes observation difficult when windy. No detections in 20 minute observation - RR
21 May - No RTHA obs. associating with this empty nest. Change to Inactive. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

3/2/2011 5000470 HOFI Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

0 feet; on subject house. 100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near Hwy 67, a very busy and noisy highway, 
illustrating normalized behaviors to this steady disturbance. The adult birds have 
tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other human acvities onsite have not 
deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated with work will be monitored, as 
will nest sites for any potential impacts.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Early 
season nest 
probably failed due 
to weather.

3/24/2011 Observed pair coming and going from nest
3/16/2011 - HOFI at nest 12:44 - RR
3/18/2011 - DBusby observed pair coming and going from nest. HOWR showed up and was at nest for 10 minutes, 
displacing the HOFI.
3/24/2011 - No activity at this nest - looks somewhat weathered following recent storms. - RR

5/26/2011 7002380 PSFL Closed CP70-3 AR 76 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Exploratory; 
site abandoned 
before any 
improvements made. 
Alternate location 
nearby appears to 
have been selected.

6/4/2011 26 May - PSFL pair in initial stages of nest building 0910 - RR
rradd - 6/4/2011 8:25:21 AM
This nest site apparently abandoned for new site 80' E (now under construction).
Change to Closed.

3/18/2011 5003259 HOFI Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from driveway. 100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near Hwy 67, a very busy and noisy highway, 
illustrating normalized behaviors to this steady disturbance. The adult birds have 
tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other human acvities onsite have not 
deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated with work will be monitored, as 
will nest sites for any potential impacts.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Failure due 
to natural causes - 
nest blown from tree 
by storm.

5/4/2011 3/18/2011 - DBusby observed HOFI pair collecting nest material and bringing it to nest.
4/1/2011 - Female on nest. IM
4/11/2011 - No activity. - imaunsell 
4/19/2011 - HOFI female bringing nest material 1155. - RR
4/27/2011 - HOFI pair working at this nest 1204. - RR
5/5/2011 - Nest destroyed; appears mostly blown out of tree. Change to Closed. - RR

3/18/2011 5003260 ANHU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

25 feet from driveway. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Incomplete 
nest apparently 
damaged by storm 
event.

3/23/2011 3/18/11 - DBusby - Observed female ANHU bringing material to half-built nest.
3/24/2011 - No bird detected. Maybe satellite nest for adjacent ANHU. Cold stormy weather. - RR
3/31/2011 - Nest destroyed by unknown force (probably weather). - RR
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5/19/2011 7001507 BCHU Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 

pullsite AR entry
60 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Likely 
abandoned prior to 
egg laying.

6/9/2011 19 May BCHU female on nearly complete nest 1742. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 4:43:52 PM
Nest appears neat, complete and intact, but no BCHU detected in association during 30 min. obs. Will resurvey.
rradd - 5/26/2011 4:52:34 PM
BCHU female comes briefly to nest then departs. Egg-laying?
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:53:06 PM
Nest appears neat, protected and intact. No BCHU detected during 30 min obs.
rradd - 6/9/2011 11:52:31 AM
No detections during 30 min obs. Change to Inactive.

5/2/2011 7000962 LEGO Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

0 feet; within mapped 
road area.

100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site are anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Likely 
predated.

5/21/2011 ahill - 7/19/2011 Pair observed building nest, no eggs, nest approximately 80% complete. Pair does not seem to be 
affected by construction traffic. Nest located about 2 feet inside of silt fencing, not within permanent ROW, but in 
temp road limits. Nest is not within a proposed construction area.
ahill - 5/8/2011 7:31:00 PM - two eggs in nest, female on nest
ahill - 5/13/2011 5:46:38 PM-4 eggs in nest, female incubating
cemerson- 5/21/11 Nest is no longer active. Fragments of nest found nearby, no eggs were found.  Most likely failed 
due to predation or high winds.
tfitanides - 5/23/2011 3:50:44 PM
Nest closed by data from previous nest monitoring.

5/24/2011 7001938 HOOR Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

70 feet 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. May have 
been first nesting 
attempt by immature 
birds. Nest 
constructed by 2 
females, or 1 female 
and a first-year male.

6/8/2011 sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:09:20 AM
Pair actively nest building. Nest approximately 10% complete.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:56:55 AM
Nest building. 10 % complete
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:55:36 AM
Nest building. 50% complete.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:59:33 AM
Nest building 70%+ complete.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:29:07 AM
Nest building 90% complete.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:14:23 PM
Nest building.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 3:39:37 PM
No activity at nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:17:53 PM
No activity at nest area.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:02:49 PM
No activity at nest.
sjohnston - 6/14/2011 4:16:09 PM
No activity for the past 4 days.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:55:33 PM
No activity at this nest has been observed for 7 days.

3/2/2011 5000477 NONE Closed EP244 AR 120 feet from driveway 
entrance.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 
causes - apparent 
predation.

3/24/2011 Nest constructed of fine grasses, entrance is facing northeast, with rabbit fur lining. South side of nest shows some 
weathering, but fresh whitewash atop. 3/2/11
No bird present. Nest weathered but still intact. Status left unchanged, still active. 3/08/2011. B.Hart.
Nest torn apart; possible predation; closed 3-24 (PK).

3/2/2011 5000478 NONE Closed EP244 10 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 
causes - appears to 
be blown out by 
wind.

3/24/2011 Old or incomplete pile of material includes shredded juniper bark, grasses and yucca fibers. 3/2/11
Still inactive 3/08/2011, B.Hart
Appears to have been blown out by wind? A few pieces of grass left in cholla; closed 3-24 (PK).

3/2/2011 5000484 BUSH Closed CP54-1 30 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 
causes - weather or 
predation presumed.

4/8/2011 Observed bushtit carrying nesting material and discovered nest through behavioral observation. Nest 20% complete 

16 Mar - BUSH carrying nest material to shrub 13:30. Consider ACTIVE - RR
22 Mar - No birds detected, nest not relocated. Revisit to verify activity. - RR
8 Apr - Nest no longer present. No BUSH re-nesting attempt detected near site during 30 minute observation period. 
Changed status to CLOSED. - RR

3/2/2011 5000479 CACW Closed EP243 105 feet from temporary 
ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 
causes apparent 
predation.

4/6/2011 Previous comments; a fresh grass nest including a clean opening and fresh feathers lining the inside. Appears active 
and utilized.  3/2/11
Well-built nest that's actively used; no birds in area 3-15 (PK).
Nest torn apart with large open holes; presently inactive 3-25 (PK). 
Nest remnants barely discernable; closed 4-6  (PK).
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5/25/2011 7002364 LEGO Closed CP50-1 AR 25 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 
causes, predation 
likely.

6/30/2011 5/25/2011
LEGO attending nest 1110.
rradd - 6/2/2011 5:41:12 PM
Nest no longer present. 
Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:08:48 AM
Nest refound. Change to Active. Male feeds incubating female at nest.
rradd - 6/16/2011 9:47:51 AM
LEGO female on nesr with male in close attendance 0723.
rradd - 6/23/2011 9:57:59 AM
Nest appears dissheveled from below, with light visible through side. LEGO pr. present, so will monitor once more 
prior to close.
rradd - 6/30/2011 12:08:59 PM
Change to Closed
Nest is no longer serviceable.

3/2/2011 5000483 BUSH Closed CP56-1 10 feet from proposed 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 
causes, probably 
weather related.

4/15/2011 Observed active construction of the nest. Nest is aproximately 10% complete (3/02/11 -BHart).
18 Mar - Pendulum type nest with outer materials held together by cobwebs. Nest complete. BUSH entered nest. - 
RR
7 Apr 1122-1222 - No BUSH detected at or near this nest. Change to inactive and remove buffer. - RR.
Nest closed due to last observation when no bird activity seen at the nest. kalberts - 4/15/2011 10:10:34 PM.

3/31/2011 5003322 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; on house. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 
causes, probably 
weather related.

4/5/2011 31 Mar - Under construction.
5 Apr - Nest destroyed and no longer present. Changed to closed and buffer removed. - RR

6/8/2011 7002476 MODO Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

100 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 
causes.

6/23/2011 rradd - 6/8/2011 11:22:25 AM
MODO on nest.
rradd - 6/18/2011 5:43:36 AM
Nest too high to see into, no MODO detected.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:33:18 AM
Nest has fallen apart.
Change to Closed.

5/14/2011 7001480 LEGO Closed CP82-1 0 feet; within AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
passage allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 
causes. Insufficent 
time to raise 
fledglings before 
falling.

6/4/2011 14 May - Female LEGO constructing nest, appears 40% complete 1554. - RR
20 May LEGO female comes to nest after 25 mins of obs. 1359. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 2:41:40 PM
LEGO female on nest 1432.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:07:57 PM
Nest has fallen from tree.

2/27/2011 5000463 NONE Closed EP243 100 feet from existing 
access road.

Reduced to 82 feet. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 
causes: destroyed by 
high winds.

3/24/2011 Calling bird perched at partially constructed nest of fresh fine grasses. This bird seems to occupy a large territory 
which covers the project site, so this could be an alternate nest.
No bird activity or signs of a nest detected. Recent high winds may have blown the nest away. Status changed to 
inactive B.Hart, 3/08/2011.  
No sign of nest; closed 3-24 (PK).

1/28/2011 5000406 CACW Closed EP245-1 160 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 
causes; early season 
nest damaged by 
weather or predation.

3/24/2011 Entry from 2-1-11: A fresh grass nest including clean opening and fresh feathers lining the inside. Appears utilized 
and active.  
Update 02-21-11: nest appears to have been blown or torn open and no evidence of recent repair.  Changed status 
to inactive for the time being, until recent activity is noted.     
Nest inactive.3/08/2011. B.Hart.
Nest collapsed and flattened; closed 3-24 (PK).

4/11/2011 5000779 BUSH Closed TL 6916 - 774824 25 feet from existing AR; 
60 feet to nearest pole.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 
causes; likely 
weather.

4/18/2011 11 April - Adults gathering nest material and adding it to nest   S. Hampton, M. Dicus
18 Apr - Only nest found near this location is old, dilapidated, sp. unknown. CLOSED, removed buffer & ESA signs. - 
RR
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5/12/2011 7001490 LEGO Closed CP54-1 - Londono 

property
110 feet to work limits. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Natural 
causes; nest 
destroyed, possibly 
by weather, before 
nesting complete.

5/16/2011 eelias - 5/12/2011 9:52:42 AM Female was seen carry spider webs to this 96% complete nest.
eelias - 5/13/2011 9:24:06 AM Viewed twice this morning. First time nest was unattended. Five minutes later female 
was sitting on it and reshaping it with her breast.
19 May Nest not found. GPS location is 40' from any willows. Will resurvey. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 4:59:39 PM
LEGO female on nezt.Vertex moved per Trimble.
rradd - 6/3/2011 10:21:05 AM
LEGO breeding activity continues.
rradd - 6/8/2011 1:36:25 PM
Nest destroyed - appears weather-beaten.
Change to Closed.

5/31/2011 7002397 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

5 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest 
abandonded prior to 
egg laying.

6/8/2011 vnovik - 5/31/2011 3:15:37 PM 
Building nest approximately 90% complete.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:53:21 AM
Building nest 90% or greater complete.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 5:24:49 PM
Observed on nest; no eggs in nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:51:32 PM
Observed bird briefly (less than 1 minute) on nest; nest appears complete; no eggs.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:09:02 PM
No activity at nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 3:41:47 PM
No activity all day; nest closed, no eggs.

4/4/2011 5003349 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 171674 0 feet; on pole. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest 
abandoned due to 
unknown causes.

4/26/2011 4/4/11 phoward - Female seen with nest material made; multiple visits to same site, pole was marked with yellow 
tape and ESA sign placed on road. 
14 Apr - No HOFI detected during 30 minute observation. - RR
26 Apr No HOFI detected during 30 minute observation. Change to Closed. - RR

4/4/2011 5003348 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 100977 0 feet; at pole. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest 
abandoned for 
unknown reasons.

4/14/2011 04/04/11 - Pair of house finches carrying nest material to base of insulator.  Multiple attempts were made to deposit 
material (M. Dicus, R. Abe)
9 Apr - HOFI male song post but no nest building. - RR
14 Apr - No HOFI associating with this pole and no nest. Change to CLOSED, remove buffers. - RR

4/22/2011 5000879 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 10 feet from nearest 
conductor replacement.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest 
abandoned prior to 
completion and egg 
laying.

4/28/2011 emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:58:19 AM - Nest looks near completion and has fresh material in it. No birds approached the 
nest during the hour we were observing it. 
emorgan - 4/28/2011 11:01:21 AM - Nest does not have any fresh material and no birds were observed near the nest 
during the 2 hours of observation.

6/1/2011 7002417 BLGR Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest 
abandoned prior to 
egg laying.

6/20/2011 rradd - 6/1/2011 at 0950
BLGR pr (female constructing) just beginning nest.
rradd - 6/7/2011 12:08:41 PM
Nest appears complete, no eggs.
rradd - 6/14/2011 7:43:48 PM
13 Jun BLGR make singing and on territory, no female detected. Nest remains empty.
rradd - 6/20/2011 1:35:52 PM
No BLGR detected, nest never occupied. Change to Closed.

3/25/2011 5003281 HOFI Closed Hartung Yard 20 feet from yard 
boundary.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest 
abandoned prior to 
egg-laying and new 
nest attempted 
elsewhere in this 
tree. 

4/5/2011 3/25/2011 - HOFI carrying nest materials; active nest building. - RR
3/28/2011 - Female flushed off nest upon my approach, possibly incubating.- BL
4/6/2011 - No use detected 0830-0915. Nearby activity suggests new nest in mistletoe 60 feet to west. - RR
4/13/2011 - No use detected. Change to Closed. - RR

4/18/2011 5000844 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 973032 95 feet to nearest pole. 100 feet Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of the Reconductor routes. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest 
abandoned prior to 
establishment.

4/25/2011 18 Apr - HOFI pair carrying nest material and defending nest site. 0950 - RR
25 Apr No HOFI detected on or associating with this nest. Behavioral indications are that this site was never fully 
developed and abandoned prior to egg-laying. No construction was in progress during this breeding attempt. Change 
to Closed.
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4/6/2011 5003374 HOFI Closed Hartung Yard 40 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 

limits.
Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest 
abandoned.

4/26/2011 4/6/2011 - New nest building by HOFI pair in mistletoe cluster. Male feeding female, carrying nest material, etc. - 
RR
4/13/2011 - HOFI pair active at this location.- RR
4/20/2011 - HOFI male singing adjacent to nest 1054.- RR
4/27/2011 - No detections 1630-1650. - RR
5/4/2011 - No HOFI detected associating with this nest during 20 minute observation. Will monitor once more. - RR
5/12/2011 - No HOFI detected - RR
5/20/2011 - Closed.

4/20/2011 5000862 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 1190 feet from yard 
boundary.

100 feet Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest 
abandoned.

4/26/2011 20 Apr - HOFI pair actively constructing nest; 50% complete. - RR
26 Apr - Nest abandoned before completion. New HOFI nest 40 feet away. - RR

6/10/2011 7002490 WEKI Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest 
apparently 
abandoned before 
egg laying began.

6/26/2011 tfitanides - 6/10/2011 9:59:27 AM - Nest appears complete or nearly so.
mkuehn - 6/14/2011 1:44:08 PM
see notes for nest ID 7002473 in adjacent tower (#65). That female sat in this nest as well today. Not sure which is 
active. Existing signage provides adequate buffering from disturbance for both nests.
tfitanides - 6/15/2011 3:23:02 PM
See notes for nest ID 7002473 in adjacent steel #65.
barnold - 6/26/2011 3:02:09 PM
Nest is empty, change to Closed.

3/16/2011 6003238 CAGN Closed CP63-3 450 feet from AR. 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest 
apparently blown out 
of place by high 
winds.

3/31/2011 31 Mar - Nest complete but appears blown out of place by wind. Pair rebuilding nearby. Closed. - RR

5/13/2011 7001464 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

10 feet to new structure. 100 feet Buffer should be reduced accordingly to approved nest buffer modifications for 
other nesting birds in this area, following same noise barrier procedures.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest 
appeared to be 
damaged by rain.

5/23/2011 13 May - LEGO female constructing nest with material from BUSH nest, appears complete 0650. - RR
vnovik - 5/20/2011 5:10:48 PM
NO activity at nest. Nest appears damaged from rains.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:02:55 PM
Nest inactive. Observed Other LEGO removing material from  nest.

3/18/2011 6003256 BUSH Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

15 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest 
appears destroyed 
by predator or 
weather.

4/24/2011 3/18/2011 4:14 PM
Adults building nest, 50% complete.
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:49:53 AM - No nest visits or birds heard nearby. Nest looks destroyed by natural causes; 
predator or weather.

5/11/2011 7001433 BUSH Closed CP17-1 70 feet to existing AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Nest Buffer Modification Request: A NBM is requested for nest that allows thru-
traffic through buffer on the access road to CP-17. This is appropriate because: 
(1) at 83 feet the nest is located a suitable distance from the road and is 
sufficiently bordered by dense coastal sage scrub that temporary traffic should 
not affect nest success and (2) adults showed little to no agitated behavior when 
temporary foot traffic was within 20 feet of nest.  Vehicular passage is not 
anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or 
construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest 
appears predated 
(hole in the platform) 
and dilapidated.

5/21/2011 jpawlicki - 5/11/2011 8:22:09 AM - Adults observed actively bringing food to nest.
21 May - Nest appears depredated (holed at the platform) and dilapidated. Status changed to Closed. - RR

3/31/2011 5003321 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - 774821 20 feet from AR; 290 
feet to nearest tower.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest 
appears predated.

5/1/2011 Looks complete.
3/31/11 TC - Adults seen visiting nest, possibly in laying stage.
4/7/11 TC - Female on nest.
12 Apr - Female LEGO incubating 1408 - RR
4/13/11 TC - Female on nest.
18 Apr - LEGO fem. on nest 1216. - RR
25 Apr - LEGO female incubating 1445. - RR
2 May - Nest destroyed. Remove buffers and change to Closed. - RR

4/8/2011 5003386 ANHU Closed CP64-1, CP65-2 - 
driveway entry

50 feet from AR entry. 100 feet Vehicular passage and light construction activity proposed for a 1 day period at 
the driveway entrance should not impact this nest, as nest is obscured visually 
through vegetative screening, and soundwalls may further protect the nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest 
appears to have 
been abandoned 
before egg laying.

4/27/2011 04/08/11 - Female ANHU incubating.  Nest affects driveway (M. Dicus, R. Abe).  
13 Apr - ANHU female adding nest material. 0920. - RR
vnovak - 4/20/2011 8:27:09 AM - No bird observed on nest, seen within the area.
27 Apr - No activity observed 30 minute observation. Change to Closed. - RR

4/26/2011 7000907 BUSH Closed Elliott Substation 35 feet to substation 
access gate.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest 
appears to have 
been predated.

5/11/2011 26 Apr - BUSH pair building nest, approximately 65% complete. - RR
3  May Nest appears complete but possibly damaged at bottom. No BUSH associating during 45 min obs - monitor 
again for conclusive outcome. - RR
11 May No BUSH detected during 30 min. obs., other bird spp removing nest materials unopposed. Change to 
Closed. - RR
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3/16/2011 6003236 RCSP Closed CP55 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest 
building ended 
before nest was 
completed.

3/29/2011 16 Mar Female carrying nest material while male singing 30 feet away. Construction appears to have just begun.
25 Mar - Nesting on hold or abandoned, nest incomplete. Check again - RR.
29 Mar - No sign of activity, no RCSP detected. Change to closed.- RR

3/28/2011 5003287 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest 
building terminated 
for unknown causes.

4/15/2011 Monitor has observed pair in area. Fresh material but cannot see in nest. Monitor for activity. 3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:20:55 PM - Small amount of grass in spool cavity. Nest watched for 3 hours and no activity 
detected. ESA sign removed from spool.

3/17/2011 6003252 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest 
building terminated 
for unknown 
reasons.

4/25/2011 Pair nest building. Flushed when foot traffic approached between reels about 15 feet away. Does not appear 
disturbed by yard activities 3-17 IM.
Fresh material has been added; no eggs present. 3/28/11 IM
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:15:18 PM. - Male in area but never entered nest cavity. Defined cup and fresh nest material. 
Continue to monitor nest to determine activity level. 
dbusby - 4/15/2011 4:15:18 PM. No ESA erected because yard driveway is blocked by ESA already for other HOFI 
nest.
imaunsell - 4/16/2011 9:32:08 AM - NBR concurred 4/15/2011 - Buffer reduced in field to 15 feet.
emorgan - 4/25/2011 8:15:47 AM - There are no eggs or nestlings in the nest and no signs of bird activity around the 
nest.
emorgan - 7/14/11 - Changed status to closed.

6/7/2011 7002466 LASP Closed Wilson Yard 25 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.ry.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest built 
but no eggs laid.

6/23/2011 sritt - 6/7/2011 3:34:29 PM
1 adult seen feeding another. Both birds seen building nest, Nest appears complete aside from fine duff material 
inside.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 5:01:22 PM
There are no eggs in nest, but nest looks complete and adults are calling territoially nearby.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 2:19:50 PM
Still no eggs in nest; nest not recently used - closed.

4/28/2011 7000927 CACW Closed EP229-1 75 feet to AR; 780 feet 
to TSAP.

100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest closed 
and combined with 
duplicate, adjacent 
point.

5/11/2011

3/24/2011 5003279 CALT Closed Sycamore Yard Approximately 50 feet 
from yard.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest could 
be not be relocated; 
may have been 
predated.

3/30/2011 blohstroh 3/24/2011
No eggs. 
rradd 3/30/2011
No nest found as described. Closed, and buffer removed, after discsussion with BLohstroh.

5/20/2011 7001917 HOFI Closed CP70-3 AR 30 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest 
destroyed by natural 
causes (wind and 
poor site selection).  

5/26/2011 20 May HOFI pr bringing and arranging grasses atthis cavity 1055. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 9:59:24 AM
Nest no longer present - presumed lost to weather.
Change to Closed

4/1/2011 5003333 BUSH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from Londono 
driveway.

100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near Hwy 67, a very busy and noisy highway, 
illustrating normalized behaviors to this steady disturbance. The adult birds have 
tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other human acvities onsite have not 
deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated with work will be monitored, as 
will nest sites for any potential impacts.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest 
destroyed; appears 
predated.

4/26/2011 Pair nest building, 90% complete. Tolerated foot traffic along driveway. 4/1/2011 - IM (gps not functioning, mapped 
by hand.)
Pair observed visiting nest - imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:27:43 AM.
4/19/2011 - BUSH pair actively nest building 1048. Trimbled and vertex moved. - RR
4/27/2011 - Nest destroyed - appears torn apart from above. Change to Closed. - RR
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3/29/2011 5003291 WEBL Closed TL 6916 - Z774819 75 feet from AR; 400 

feet to nearest pole.
100 feet Vehicular passage should not impact nest, provided that no stopping, standing, 

or construction occurs within buffer zone.
2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest failed 
for unknown reason, 
but HOWR (detected 
at this cavity) have 
been a factor in 
many bluebird nest 
failures.

5/22/2011 WEBL pair entering and exiting cavity multiple times.
12 Apr WEBL continue to visit cavity 15:15. - RR
18 Apr No WEBL detected in two 20 min obs. Possible nest predation by pr HOWR singing and resident at nest tree.- 
RR
25 Apr - No WEBL detected in  or around nest site during two 20 min obs. Change to Closed. - RR

4/19/2011 5000851 BUSH Closed CP88-1 35 feet from AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest gone 
during second visit; 
possible predation.

4/30/2011 shampton - 4/19/2011 8:20:38 AM - Pair observed nearby, carrying nest material to nest; 80% complete.
30 Apr - No BUSH or nest detected at the described location. BUSH building nest 200' SE maybe this pair. RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

4/4/2011 5003354 BUSH Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR Within 10 feet of AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest gone.

5/3/2011 Monitor observed pair and nest building on 4/4. Pair adding lining to nearly complete nest. Undeterred by traffic on 
road. Buffer flagged for no road improvements. - 4/5/2011 IM
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 -  Nest looks good, but no birds observed during 2 observation periods - will return.
sjohnston - 4/26/2011 3:48:20 PM - Nest not located; no bustit obs or heard in the area of the reported nest 
location.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Nest gone; appears nesting attempt failed.

6/13/2011 7002496 PHAI Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

20 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest gone; 
unknown reason.

6/14/2011 6/13/2011
Male is bringing material and nest building; female is shaping nest. Nest is approximately 75% complete.
ahill - 6/14/2011 6:56:50 PM
Nesting attempt failed; no sign of nest or nesting material nearby. Did not fail due to project activities.

4/12/2011 5000795 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 973033 35 feet from work area. 100 feet Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of Reconductor lines, following 
same principles as blanket exemption for Alpine Blvd.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest is on 
private property and 
unavailable for 
physical inspection, 
but observations 
implied this nesting 
attempt was 
abandoned early for 
unknown reasons.

4/25/2011 12 Apr HOFI pr carrying nest materials behind non-native planting against wall. - RR
18 Apr No HOFI detected at this location 0910-0930. Trenching crew at work nearby. - RR
25 Apr No HOFI detected at or near nest, suggests nest abandoned prior to incubation. - RR

4/21/2011 5000871 LEGO Closed Elliott Substation 40 feet to existing 
substation.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest likely 
destroyed by 
predation.

5/3/2011 21 Apr - LEGO female building nest, male guarding. 0800 - RR
26 Apr - LEGO female on nest 1220. - RR
3 May Nest destroyed - appears predated from above. 1020 . Change to Closed. - RR

7/21/2011 7004667 LEGO Closed Alpine Blvd 299+00r 35 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest likely 
never reached active 
stage or if it did and 
was predated.

8/4/2011 shampton - 7/21/2011 11:26:13 AM
Nest 1/4 lo 1/2 complete. Female actively nest building with male attending and defending territory. No construction 
at Viejas Creek bridge area during observations today.
shampton - 8/4/2011 2:33:38 PM
Nest empty; LEGO's in area but not associating with nest. Nest appears complete and undamaged -closed.
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4/12/2011 5000786 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest may 
have never been 
completed - behavior 
observed likely part 
of the site selection 
process.

4/21/2011 In hollowed black bridge above mast. Very few sprigs of vegetation being actively gathered, but no nest as of yet. 
Should be checked during nest survey for status.
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:12:34 AM - Nesting material gone. No sign of new attempt. This nest is closed.

4/12/2011 5000785 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest may 
have never been 
completed; behavior 
observed likely part 
of the site selection 
process.

5/11/2011 Adult entering pipe, splatter on pipe 4-12 (FH/BA).
19 Apr - Numerous courting HOFI, but no conclusive nesting. - RR
26 Apr - No confirmed nesting activity at this location. Change to Inactive. - RR
2 May - No change, no confirmed nesting during substation construction.- RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:27 PM  No activity at this pipe opening detected during 20 minute observation period, despite 
House Finch activity in general area.  Change to Closed.

4/16/2011 5000834 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
CP88-1 AR

35 feet from existing AR, 
on house.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 
passage allowed.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest may 
never have been 
completed; behavior 
observed likely part 
of selection process.

5/13/2011 4/16 - Nest building in progress - RR.
4/22 - Nest construction activities continue 0958. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:28:37AM - House finches observed at nest.
5/6 - HOFI continue to bring material here but no nest has formed 1127. - RR
5/13 - No nest has been constructed - closed. - RR

4/27/2011 7000921 BUSH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

Within 10 feet of 
driveway edge.

100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near Hwy 67, a very busy and noisy highway, 
illustrating normalized behaviors to this steady disturbance. The adult birds have 
tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other human acvities onsite have not 
deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated with work will be monitored, as 
will nest sites for any potential impacts.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest never 
completed; another 
species removing 
nest material from 
this nest.

5/4/2011 4/27/2011 - nest 10% complete; BUSH pair carrying material from predated Nest 50003336 1248. - RR
5/5/2011 - Nest never completed; LEGO removing material. Change to Closed. 

5/24/2011 7001939 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

40 feet 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and construction related activity are appropriate when 
considered along with the plan, providing type and duration of access is strictly 
regulated. 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest never 
completed; behavior 
may have been part 
of the site selection 
process.

7/7/2011 sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:15:01 AM
Nest building.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:38:42 AM
Nest building.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 11:56:09 AM
Nest is gone.
sjohnston - 6/18/2011 3:56:12 PM
Observed nest building by pair of HOFI.
sjohnston - 6/21/2011 1:46:21 PM
very small amount of nesting material. repeated trips to nest obs by HOFI
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:17:51 PM
Nest appears to be 2% done.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 9:11:05 AM
No activity since 6/24/2011 observed. 

4/22/2011 5000881 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 0 feet; inside substation. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest not 
completed and no 
eggs laid.

6/12/2011 emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:46:13 AM - Nest is approximately 50% complete and there is fresh material in the nest. No 
birds approached the nest during the hour we were observing it. 
emorgan - 4/28/2011 11:07:25 AM - Nest does not have any fresh material and no birds were observed near the nest 
during the 2 hours of observation.
rradd - 6/7/2011 5:11:12 PM
Nest appears to have reactivated; near constant activity here by HOFI pair.
rradd - 6/13/2011 5:01:31 PM
No HOFI detected during 30 minute observations. Change to Closed.

5/11/2011 7001445 RCSP Closed CP18 50-70 feet 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

The vegetation in this area should remain intact as long as this nest or others 
are within this patch. Vehicular access is not anticipated to impact this nest, 
provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the 
buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest not 
confirmed on 
multiple visits by 
multiple observers.

7/24/2011 tfitanides - 5/11/2011 4:12:45 PM - Pair seen gathering nesting material. Exact location of nest unknown. Nest in 
attached photo of undetermined status.
18 May No RCSP detected during 30 min. obs. on cold windy day. Will survey again. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:06:02 PM
 No detections by multiple obs. Change to Closed. 
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5/8/2011 7001016 BLPH Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet; nest is on boom 

truck within yard.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest 
partially built and 
then not completed.

5/8/2011 Female BLPH observed making multiple trips with nest material while male perched nearby.  Nest is just getting 
started - currently only consists of a dozen or so globs of mud placed by female in two spots along frame/cross-
bracing (1 percent built).  Discovered by monitor GHuffman, confirmed by jdicus and mdicus - 5/8/2011 12:57:31 
PM.  

imaunsell - 5/9/2011 8:50:49 AM Nest re-evaluated today to assess for further nest building activities. No further nest 
building attempts were observed on 5/8 and monitor on 5/9 saw no nest building for two hours. Nest status changed 
to closed and buffer removed in field.

3/29/2011 5003292 BUSH Closed TL 6924 - Z171691 25 feet from existing AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest 
predated.

5/17/2011 BUSH entering nest. rradd - 4/11/2011 8:07:26 AM
18 Apr - BUSH not detected 0750-0820. - RR
25 Apr - BUSH incubating. RR
02 May - No BUSH detected at or near nest during 30 min observation. 0825-0855.- RR
10 May No BUSH detected at or near nest during 30 min observation. - RR
17 May Nest depredated - hole observed through side. Change to Closed. - RR

4/18/2011 5000840 BUSH Closed CP42-1 5 feet from AR, 550 feet 
to tower area.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest 
predated.

5/9/2011 Pair of birds flew in. Female entered and remained in nest, male flew off and returned minutes later, and briefly 
entered nest - sritt - 4/18/2011 3:29:30 PM.

kkilpatrick - 5/9/2011 11:50:32 AM Nest damaged due to unknown causes. Empty.
Please recheck before closing.
BUSH will not repair a predated nest. Change to Closed. - RR

4/14/2011 5000816 CAGN Closed Elliott Substation 420 feet from corner of 
substation.

300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest 
predated. Nest torn 
to pieces from the 
lining bottom up.

4/21/2011 Female lining nest with white fluff and male periodically assisting. Buffer of 300 feet does not extend into any work 
area, so no ESA signage needed - kalberts - 4/14/2011 10:15:19 AM.
kalberts - 4/22/2011 3:42:20 PM - Nest observed depredated on 4/21/11.

6/20/2011 7002522 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

20 feet from traffic. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest seems 
to be still 
intact.7.18.11 AHILL

6/29/2011 ahill - 6/20/2011
Observed pair copulating and female bringing nesting material to nest (75% complete).
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 2:40:05 PM
No finches observed or heard during 2 observation periods.
kkilpatrick - 7/2/2011 2:54:35 PM
No activity at nest, nor were any HOFIs in area detected during check from 12:33 to 13:27. Nest appears intact. 
Flock of BUSHs in substrate did not elicit a HOFI response.
ahill - 7/18/2011 9:14:51 AM
No activity observed in past 10 days. 

3/16/2011 6003237 HOWR Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

35 feet from driveway. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest taken 
over by mice before 
HOWR could begin 
laying or after 
HOWR decided to 
abandon the nest.

4/1/2011 HOWR singing atop tank, nest visible under cover.
3/18/11 - HOWR not seen going to and from nest but still appears active. (DBusby)
24 Mar - HOWR singing, but not visting. Cold weather suppressing breeding activity. - RR
31 Mar - No HOWR detected during 30 minurte observation. Change to inactive. - RR
1 April - Nest taken over by 2 mice who now live under the cover on the tank. Closed. IM

4/26/2011 7000924 LEGO Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest torn 
apart by predator or 
high winds.

5/2/2011 sjohnston - 4/26/2011 3:35:09 PM 
Observed nest building; nest near complete. Bird not effected by foot or vehicle traffic. Placed ESA (no stopping 5 
mph speed limit) signed on access road.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011
Nest torn apart by predator or high winds - closed.

4/1/2011 5003336 BUSH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

60 feet from driveway. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest torn 
open from above, 
presumed predated.

4/25/2011 Pair building nest; about 10% complete. Pair was not disturbed by foot traffic 10-15 feet away. 4/1/2011 - IM (gps not 
functioning, mapped by hand.)
Pair visiting nest - imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:31:57 AM.
4/19/2011 - Nest appears complete but no BUSH detected.1125. Trimbled and vertex moved. - RR
4/26/2011 - Hole approximate 2 inches in diameter torn into north side of nest. Presume predated. Change to 
Closed. Pair building new nest 100 feet away with remnants of this nest. - RR
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4/1/2011 5003331 CACW Closed EP243 30 feet from 12kv AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest was 
apparently an 
alternate nest; 2 
'active' nests nearby 
to south and north.

6/27/2011 Nest 50% complete 4-1 TC.   Still incomplete; much orange plastc twine 4-6 (PK).
RAbe - 4/18/2011 3:30:30 PM Nest w/in 100' buffer of 12 kV work limits and AR. Fresh trash added to nest.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - Nest destroyed by predator; closed.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Nest rebuilt/being rebuilt.
jpawlicki - 5/13/2011 8:03:35 AM - Adult observed continually bringing nesting material to nest.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Nest rebuilt; entrance large and well-used.
phoward - 5/19/2011 12:43:39 PM  - Nest buffer updated to allow thru traffic.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Nest rebuilt.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011 - Nest status unchanged.
PKonrad - 6/7/2011 - Nest appears to be predated again; top torn away - closed.
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 11:15:30 AM - Nest has been torn apart on top; appears to be predated - again - closed.
PKonrad - 6/14/2011 - Yes, nest has been rebuilt again; entrance good; nest not top-notch. Pair of wrens active at 
nest a few feet south of this nest.
PKonrad - 6/21/2011 - Nest in disrepair; top and cavity exposed. No wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 - No change; nearby nests to south and north still 'active' - closed.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 11:16:02 AM
No changes; no wrens in area - closed.
barnold - 6/3/2011 1:05:05 PM - Nest appears inactive, no Cactus Wren observed.



4/21/2011 5000873 LASP Closed CP17-1 80 feet from tower 
center.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 25 
feet.

This request is contingent upon two conditions: (1) The impact limit zone that is 
closest to the nest be used solely for parking of vehicles, and not for any 
construction activities or loud equipment (ie., generators). (2) An angled physical 
buffer (ie., a large sheet of plywood with a frame) be constructed and placed 
next to and above the nest.  Additionally, the parked vehicles should provide for 
a visual and acoustic buffer that would protect the nest.  The angled physical 
buffer should provide a buffer against wind shear and acoustic disturbance that 
will result from any helo-associated activity.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest was 
initially observed in 
early nesting stage.

5/10/2011 sritt - 4/21/2011 7:34:51 PM - Pair of birds flushed from nest. Pair later seen feeding in grassy road.
3 May - No nest or LASP detected at described location during 30 minute observation. Re-survey. - RR
10 May.Unable to detect nest or LASP during 30 min area hand search - closed. - RR

4/19/2011 5000854 LEGO Closed CP40-2 34 feet from permanent 
construction pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest was 
never relocated after 
initial observation.

5/13/2011 Pair actively building new nest - sritt - 4/19/2011 1:13:35 PM.
kkilpatrick - 5/9/2011 1:14:10 PM. Nest was not found. Found another old nest nearby, but not the same?
13 May No LEGO nest at the described location. No LEGO detected in 30 min. obs 1611.  Change to Closed.  - RR

4/15/2011 5000830 ANHU Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 8 feet from road; 3,800 
feet from yard.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest was 
not relocated after 
original nest building 
report.

5/3/2011 tcooper - 4/15/2011 Fresh looking nest, bio monitor observed adult building this morning. Buffer flagged for no road 
improvements, but allows vehicle passage.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 12:53:37 PM   No bird observed, no nest found during 2 extensive searches - will return. 
sjohnston - 4/26/2011 3:51:36 PM - no bird observed. no reported nest found.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - No nest or birds observed; nest gone. Appears to be a failed nesting attempt.

4/19/2011 5000855 BUSH Closed CP40-2 0 feet; within permanent 
construction pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest was 
predated.

5/13/2011 Pair repeatedly observed building nest - sritt - 4/19/2011 5:26:59 PM.
kkilpatrick - 5/9/2011 12:18:03 PM .Nest observed  in manzanita, not sure if same.
Appears fairly complete, but no activity observed.
13 May Nest predated - torn open above nest bowl 1523. Change to  Closed. - RR

2/18/2011 5000013 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nest was 
unused this nesting 
season.

5/24/2011 Appears to be an old nest that might be present in pre-existing data. Out of 5 nests observed this is only nest that 
could become active. CACW heard vocalizing in area but not observed. Same adult vocalizing near nest to west was 
seen near this nest on 
18 Mar - No CACW detected on this territory 1200 - 1245. Vehicle traffic noted. - RR
24 Mar - No CACW detected on this territory 0830-0930 - RR
30 Mar - activity within territory, see 5000431 - RR
5 Apr - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
11 Apr - Nest not visited -- CACW occupying other end of this territory 11:00-11:30. - RR
25 Apr - No activity 1630-1650. CACW occupying other end of this territory. - RR
3 May - No improvements at this nest, now decrepit.Change to inactive. - RR
10 May - No change.
17 May - No change
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:04:27 PM
No change 1330 ... pair at south end of territory.

5/23/2011 7001927 LASP Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nesting 
attempt abandoned 
due to unknown 
causes.

5/26/2011 Bowl nest; adult observed by biomonitor on Thurs and Friday (5/20); adult observed - ffhoffman - 5/23/2011.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - Nest looks abandoned; north side of nest pulled away and interior hasn't been lined; no eggs. 
Nest should be re-evaluated next work day (Tuesday) morning with this information in mind.
sritt - 6/1/2011 11:18:51 AM - No change - closed.
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5/5/2011 7000985 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 872367 0 feet 100 feet Removal of insulator would compromise nest.  A buffer modification is not 

appropriate.
2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nesting 
attempt may have 
been detered by 
House Wrens, or 
original observation 
may have been part 
of the site selection 
process.

6/1/2011 mdicus, ghuffman - 5/5/2011 - HOFI female observed carrying nest material into base of insulator.  Several 
additional nests observed at base of other 5 insulators; one was visited by a House Wren.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 4:23:35 PM
A pair of HOFI entered insulator bracket but were readily flushed out by HOWR (nesting at 379536). HOWR 
continued to make territorial calls and aggressive postures. HOFI activity at insulator bracket of 872637 was not 
observed after. Status changed to inactive.
kalberts - 7/21/2011 10:29:28 PM

5/12/2011 7001457 BUSH Closed CP24-1 35 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nesting 
chronology and 
outcome of nest 
suggest predation.

6/7/2011 12 May Observed a pair of BUSH bringing small bits of nesting material into the nest. -SJ
18 May BUSH enters nest 1508 departs 1519. - RR
eelias - 6/2/2011 3:13:28 PM
Elias visited this nest for 20 minutes on 5/31/2011. There was no activity; however, I was not able to actually find this 
nest.
rradd - 6/7/2011 11:07:47 AM
Nest bottom is torn out.
Change to Closed.

5/25/2011 7002355 CALT Closed TL 6916 - 973036 10 feet to AR; 25 fet to 
work area; 95 ft to tower

100 feet Buffer reduced to 25 
feet.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer. 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nesting 
chronology indicates 
insufficient time for 
nest to successfully 
hatch. Abandonment 
prior to egg-laying or 
predation are 
possible causes.

6/13/2011 phoward - 5/25/2011 10:47:41 AM - Pair seen near nest, no nest visits.
fhoffman - 5/31/2011 5:09:15 PM
No adults observed, new material in nest. 5-31-11, FH
rradd - 6/13/2011 3:32:20 PM
Nest is clean, intact and empty.
Change to Closed

5/14/2011 7001918 RWBL Closed CP80-1 AR 30 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer kept, but vehicular 
passage allowed

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Nesting not 
initiated.

6/4/2011 5/14/2011 - Territorial RWBL male singing adjacent, and flying to this area, where female observed.- RR
5/20/2011 - RWBL alarm call, female flushed from 25 feet by observer in mustard. Location inferred 1154. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 4:47:13 PM - No RWBL detected associating within this location during 30 minute observation. 
1200. Will check once more before closing.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:49:57 PM - No detections. Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/4/2011 4:50:45 PM - Buffers and stakes removed.

2/7/2011 5000424 CACW Closed JVR 12kV - Pole 
P2466095

30 feet; 12kv AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Never any 
evidence of eggs or 
nestlings; apparently 
an alternate nest.

6/20/2011 Cactus wren pair duet called from 7 feet high perch 75 feet east of newly built nest - yellow buffer tape tied on yucca 
nest site.
Status unchanged; no birds in area 3/16/2011 (PK).     
Status same; Cactus wren singing nearby 3/25/2011 (PK).
New materials added including GHOW feathers 4/6/2011 (PK).
RAbe - 4/18/2011 2:59:29 PM - New feathers added to nest.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - No apparent changes.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - No change.
RAbe - 5/13/2011 10:59:06 AM - No apparent changes.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - New nesting material added; wren singing nearby to south.
PKonrad - 5/26/2011 - Entrance looks recently used. Wren calling and acting territoially 150 feet southeast.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011 - Entrance has some new white material; wren singing to south.
barnold - 6/3/2011 1:28:53 PM
Cactus Wren flew from general area of nest.
PKonrad - 6/7/2011 - Nest appears slightly compacted from the top; wren calling territorially to the south.
PKonrad - 6/14/2011 - Same as last week, including wren singing to south.
PKonrad - 6/21/2011 - Nest is in disrepair; changed to inactive; will check back.
PKonrad - 6/27/2011 - No changes; no wrens in area - closed.
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6/28/2011 7002573 CACW Closed EP269 AR 3 feet north of AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. New nest 
has large hole in top; 
probable predation..

8/15/2011 eelias - 6/28/2011 2:52:51 PM
No eggs or nestlings in nest; no adults were active in this area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 1:55:15 PM
Nest good with a clear entrance; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/20/2011 12:08:10 PM
No wrens in area; nest looks good but unchanged.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 1:33:49 PM
Nest looks good except what appears to be a second entrance has been opened on top of the south side; original 
entrance opens to northwest. Interior chamber is wide open; until improved or abandoned, closed.
pkonrad - 8/8/2011 1:16:29 PM
Since last week, nest has been repaired, although interior has only a limited amount of lining; will watch for more 
improvements and nesting behavior.
pkonrad - 8/15/2011 1:01:27 PM
Nest has large hole opened in top of nest - again. No wrens in area - closed.

6/30/2011 7002581 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. New partial 
nest blown out by 
wind.

7/7/2011 pkonrad - 6/30/2011 1:08:29 PM
Female House Finch bringing nesting material to site and lying on unfinished nest; nest about 40% complete.
sritt - 7/5/2011 5:32:52 PM
Nest found on ground below water tank axel - closed.

6/29/2011 7002578 BTSP Closed EP277 TSAP 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No activity 
detected since nest 
was documented; 
likely abandoned, 
possibly due to late 
season start.

6/30/2011 shampton - 6/29/2011 4:09:29 PM
Near complete nest. A pair of BTSP were observed foraging and singing on the TSAP around the nest. Not observed 
carrying material or going to nest.
tfitanides - 6/30/2011 1:53:39 PM
Nest appears not to have been used recently. Bottom of cup was thin and a twig laid over the top of the cup. Status 
changed to inactive.
tfitanides - 7/7/2011 6:06:17 PM
Nest appears un-altered since 6/30. No BTSP activity at nest during a 2 hour bird survey on site.
emorgan - 7/14/2011
Changed status to closed due to lack of activity during the last 2 nest checks.

4/30/2011 7000949 WESJ Closed EP92 25 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No birds 
were ever observed 
at this nest.

5/20/2011 shampton - 4/30/2011 11:31:11 AM - Pair close-by, watching us when we approached nest. No eggs.
RAbe - 5/10/2011 1:31:33 PM - Jays in the area. Nest has lots of lining and looks to be almost complete.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - Nice nest; no eggs or jays. (Apparent pentab problems on 5-6.)
emorgan - 5/20/2011 2:05:53 PM - There has been no change in the nest since last monitoring. consider closing nest 
if there has been no change at the next monitoring.      Pkonrad - 5/27/2011 - No change - closed.
imaunsell - 5/24/2011 7:50:21 AM
Nest status change to closed due to comments provided. An active nest should have eggs present within nearly a 
month of completion.

6/21/2011 7002534 HOOR Closed TL 639 - 397518 50 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No cause of 
failure was directly 
observed.

7/5/2011 imaunsell - 6/21/2011 7:26:02 AM
Pair attending nest.
rradd - 6/27/2011 11:35:36 AM
Nest appears fresh and complete - no orioles detected.
rradd - 7/5/2011 12:39:28 PM
Nest appears clean and intact - no HOOR detected during 45 mins of observation.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:55:07 AM
Change to Closed.
No change in activity at this nest indicates likely abandonment. HOOR may have renested 500 feet north.

6/3/2011 7002439 ATFL Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 
pullsite - driveway 

entry

45 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No 
detections following 
exploratory behavior; 
no confirmed nest 
established.

6/30/2011 rradd - 6/3/2011 at 1634
ATFL pair at cavity, (presumed) female entering with beak full of lining materials.
rradd - 6/9/2011 12:16:53 PM
No ATFL detections during 30 min. observation. Likely egg-laying period, continue to monitor.
rradd - 6/17/2011 8:56:25 AM
ATFL comes to tree and contact calls, but does not enter cavity before departing 0842.
rradd - 6/24/2011 2:42:08 PM
No ATFL detections at this cavity during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 6/30/2011 2:31:05 PM
No ATFL detections at this cavity 1300-1330.
Change to Closed. 

4/25/2011 7000899 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 57 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No egg 
laying activities 
observed at this nest 
location this season.

6/20/2011 25 Apr Large new CACW nest still being added to 17:25.- RR
3 May CACW calling from this location 1255. - RR
10 May CACW continues to advertise this territory with new material piles, but no food carry. - RR
17 May No CACW obs here during 30 min. obs 1650. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:16:42 PM
No CACW detected 1305-1335.
rradd - 6/1/2011 10:25:09 AM
CACW on this  territory, building new nests E and W of this nest 0945 - 1020.
rradd - 6/7/2011 1:34:54 PM
Nest in good condition, with fresh material atop a clean SW-facing opening.. 
rradd - 6/13/2011 12:09:32 PM
No CACW detections here during 45 min. obs.
rradd - 6/20/2011 1:37:03 PM
No CACW detections here during 30 min. obs. Change to Inactive
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5/25/2011 7002367 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within work limits. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No eggs 
ever detected, and 
observations suggest 
behavior at this site 
was exploratory.

6/16/2011 rradd - 5/25/2011 - MODO on nest, did not flush at 3 feet.
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:59:03 PM
No MODO on this empty nest during 30 min. obs. Will check once more before closing.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:40:56 AM
MODO pair copulating and occupying this gutter.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:53:36 PM
No MODO detected here. Presume abandoned as dumbest nest site ever.

5/10/2011 7001430 CATH Closed EP91 5-10 feet from pull site 
boundary.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No 
indication of reason.

5/27/2011 Female flushed from nest but then returned; 3 eggs; female very secretive. dbusby - 5/10/2011 
       RA, TC, EM checked this nest on  - 5/20/2011 
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - No nest or nest material found in scrub oak or on the ground below it. No sign of thrashers, 
eggs, egg shells, or nestlings - closed.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 1:39:37 PM
No nest or nest material found in this scrub oak or on the ground beneath or surrounding it. No sign of thrashers, 
eggs, egg shells, or nestlings - closed.

5/13/2011 7001469 BTGN Closed JVR 12 kV - P42226 50 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 45 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
•The female Gnatcatcher showed a tolerance to human disturbance by not 
flushing from the nest upon its discovery by the nest survey crew.
•A tolerance to human disturbance was also exhibited by the Gnatcatchers by 
performing a nest exchange in the presence of the nest survey crew.
•The nesting pair built their nest next to an active produce storage yard, despite 
a high level of disturbance in the form of noise and dust produced by heavy 
equipment use, vehicle traffic, and foot traffic.
•The birds  built their nest in a four-winged saltbush, which is a dense, woody, 
compact plant species that conceals the nest within it. Furthermore, a thick stand 
of four-winged saltbush exists between the nest and Pole P42226, provides a 
natural barrier.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No 
indication of reason.

5/31/2011 RAbe - 5/13/2011 10:42:19 AM - Female incubating.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No gnatcatchers found in the area; a new empty nest is present (but on the south side of 
bush). Will check back to check for future activity.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - No eggs; 1 gnatctcher observed 100 feet south.
PKonrad - 5/31/2011 - No eggs; no birds; appears abandoned - closed.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 12:13:48 PM
No eggs; no birds; appears inactive - closed.

6/23/2011 7002546 PHAI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 50 west of AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No 
indication.

6/29/2011 pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:17:59 PM
Pair is nest building at an almost complete bowl nest. Male very active in area of nest
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 10:49:04 AM
Pair appears to have abandoned this nesting attempt; female Bullock's Oriole taking nesting material from this nest 
(and others) repeatedly to build nest nearby; no Phainopeplas in area of nest during extended observations. Closed.

6/23/2011 7002551 CACW Closed EP259-2 AR 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No known 
activity at this nest 
this year; nest found 
late in nesting 
season (6-23).

7/13/2011 emorgan - 6/23/2011 3:36:45 PM
No Cactus Wrens observed in area around nest. Downy feathers present on outside of nest.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 11:53:19 AM
Inactive nest; entrance being used as a collection and feeding site for jujube seeds, probably by a small mammal - 
closed.

4/19/2011 5000850 MODO Closed CP88-1 55 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage is 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No nest 
found at location on 
follow-up visits.

4/30/2011 shampton - 4/19/2011 8:51:57 AM - Adult on nest and mate observed bringing additional nest material.
Apr 30 No nest or MODO could be detected at this location from a few feet away. Closed. - RR

4/5/2011 5003359 HOFI Closed TL 230 - 873078 15 feet horizontally, 100 
feet vertically.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No nest was 
established here.

4/21/2011 4/05 - Adult female HOFI observed carrying nest materials into small opening in tower (J&M Dicus, R. Abe).
12 Apr - No nest found in lattice tower; no HOFI detected at tihs location 1330-1400. - RR
21 Apr - No nest found, no HOFI associating with this location. Change to Closed. - RR
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3/7/2011 6002385 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 15 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No nesting 
activity observed at 
nest this season.

6/7/2011 3/7/11 - 1 nest appears old and weathered, the other in very good condition, with fresh material atop a clean 
southwest-facing opening.
18 Mar - CACW calling across this territory - at least 2 birds present. - RR
24 Mar - CACW calling from high perches across this territory. - RR
30 Mar - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
5 Apr - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
11 Apr - CACW calling from perches, and visting nests across this territory. - RR
18 Apr CACW calling from perches associated with this territory. 1444 - RR
25 Apr CACW calling from this location 1735. - RR
3 May CACW perched here and calling 1245. - RR
10 May CACW continues to advertise this territory with new material piles, but no food carry. - RR
17 May CACW perched here and calling briefly before moving W. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:16:23 PM - No CACW detected 1305-1335.
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:13:13 PM - One nest on east side of cactus patch with an east opening entrance appears 
inactive.  Top of nest is sunken and partly obstructing entrance to nest. Could not locate other nest. Will check again 
tomorrow. No CACW detected in area.
rradd - 6/7/2011 1:26:42 PM - No improvements. CACW pr are nesting at other end of territory. Change to Inactive.

2/7/2011 5000426 NONE Closed EP240 and 12kV JVR 0 feet; within alignment 
for access road.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No nesting 
activity was ever 
linked to this nest.

4/15/2011 Potential satellite nest for cactus wren, no bird observed tending nest (so will affect construction if brood is in nest). 
2/7/11
Update 3-8 -This nest is open from above, with daylight visible through the sides and contains much larger strands of 
twine than noted in any other CACW nest seen to date. 
No activity; top of nest is open like a bowl nest; questionable if this is still a cactus wren nest - Califomia thrasher in 
area 3-16 (PK).     
Update 3/18/11 - No activity. (B. Lo)      
Nest inactive 3-28 (PK). 
May be California thrasher satellite nest as adult from nearby nest perched next to it when bio checked active 
thrasher nest nearby 4-6 (PK).
barnold - 4/14/2011 11:52:35 AM - No activity at or near nest.
Closed due to no breeding activity observed at this nest throughout all periods. kalberts - 4/15/2011 8:22:36 PM.

3/31/2011 5003303 LBWO Closed EP254-3 15 feet from temp ROW, 
107 feet to tower center.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No nesting 
attempt was initiated 
at this  possible 
exploratory 
excavation.

4/28/2011 Male observed excavating cavity and vocalizing (rma) 3/31/2011.
4/12/11 - No woodpeckers observed in area.  Nest cavity excavated to depth of 2.5 inches (J&M Dicus).
RAbe - 4/19/2011 11:36:55 AM - Male observed within a few hundred feet during EP253-2 nest survey. Cavity has 
not been excavated post visit on 4/12/11. Still appears to be at depth of 2.5 inches. Nest status closed due to 
inactivity.
No change. No woodpeckers seen. - sritt - 4/20/2011 1:04:36 PM
No change. No woodpeckers seen nearby . - sritt - 4/28/2011 2:34:39 PM

3/18/2011 6002384 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 30 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No nesting 
behavior observed at 
this nest location.

6/7/2011 18 Mar - CACW calling across this territory - at least 2 birds present. - RR
24 Mar - CACW calling from high perches across this territory. - RR
30 Mar - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
5 Apr - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
11 Apr - CACW calling from perches, and visting nests across this territory. - RR
18 Apr CACW calling frim this location. - RR
3 May No CACW detected at this nest 1225-1305. - RR
10 May CACW continues to advertise this territory with new material piles, but no food carry. - RR
17 May No activity at this nest during 30 minutes of observation. 1640 - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:14:22 PM - CACW calling on this territory 1400
rradd - 6/1/2011 8:57:42 PM - No CACW detected on this territory during 30 min. obs 1030-1100. Nest appears 
weathered.
rradd - 6/7/2011 9:05:52 PM - No improvements and no CACW detected on this territory during 1 hr obs. Change to 
Inactive.

5/31/2011 7002402 HOWR Closed TL 639 - 379527 0 feet; on tower. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No 
observations to 
indicate a nest was 
ever initiated at this 
structure.

6/6/2011 5/31/2011 12:45 PM
HOWR singing incessantly and entering this cavity. Scolding at observer approach, then singing from adjacent 
brush. 1246. - RR
rradd - 6/6/2011 2:38:16 PM
No detections during 30 min.obs. Likely a second nest from pr @ ID 7000796. 
sdhall - 6/10/2011 2:32:32 PM
No activity for 45 min. Presume nest inactive.

4/27/2011 7000916 WESJ Closed EP85-2 30 feet from nearest 
work.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No reason 
for abandonment of 
partially built nest.

5/12/2011 emorgan - 4/27/2011 11:57:22 AM - Stick nest is about 25% complete. Pair of scrub jays observed near the nest.
fhoffman - 5/3/2011 11:41:53 AM - No further construction of nest, no adult activity in immediate vicinity of nest.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - Partial nest probably abandoned; no jays near site; only circle frame of twigs present - 
closed.
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4/18/2011 5000842 CACW Closed JVR 12kV - Pole 

P2466095
55 feet from yard limits. 

30 feet from AR.
100 feet ESA staked at yard 

lmits. Drive through 
access only on AR.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact the nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within the buffer zone. 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No wren 
activity at apparently 
old or alternate site 
this nesting season.

4/25/2011 RAbe - 4/18/2011 3:16:54 PM - Appears to be rebuilding old, beat-up nest. Fresh grass on top of base of old nest; 
15% complete. Within 10O foot buffer of 12 kV work limits and AR.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Any new material no longer present; remaining nest remnant very old and collapsed - 
reclosed.

4/27/2011 7000918 CACW Closed EP231A  AR 30 feet from AR; 1300 
feet from EP 231 A.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 
passage allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction will occur within the buffer. The 
Agencies concurred to the following:
Traffic can pass through all three nest buffers since the road has pre-existing 
traffic and construction traffic will not significantly add to traffic volume.  
Conditions associated:  No work is allowed within the three 100-foot nest 
buffers.  Traffic on the access road cannot stop or park within the three 100-foot 
nest buffers.  Traffic will not exceed 10mph inside the three 100-foot nest 
buffers.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. No wrens 
have been observed 
here since the nest 
was built; this 
appears to be an 
unused satellite nest 
at best.

7/19/2011 shampton - 4/27/2011 12:15:55 PM - Nest appears complete; CACW heard singing in area.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No apparent changes; no birds.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - Big, well built nest; wren singing from hill to southwest.
vnovik - 5/13/2011 1:11:26 PM - Cactus wrens calling in area. Nest appears well built.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No apparent change; no wrens.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:41:59 PM
No changes; no wrens.
sritt - 6/6/2011 10:46:56 AM
Nest in good condition. CACW calling in area.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 4:08:20 PM
Nice nest; no apparent changes; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 11:14:31 AM
Today, this nest has no changes and there are no wrens in the area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 1:36:11 PM
No change to nest; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:58:30 PM
Nest exterior rain-soaked; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 1:02:03 PM
Nest dry and looks unrepaired; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 2:45:38 PM
Nest is in disrepair and has been inactive for some time; no wrens have been active in the area since the nest was 
built many weeks ago - closed.

6/28/2011 7002575 CACW Closed EP269 AR 67 feet south of AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Not used 
this season.

7/13/2011 eelias - 6/28/2011 3:06:41 PM
Complete nest; no eggs or nestlings in nest; no adults were active in this area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 1:40:25 PM
Older nest not recently active; entrance blocked - closed.

5/10/2011 7001436 BUSH Closed CP31-2 AR 77 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. 
Observations 
suggest that nest 
was abandoned 
before egg laying.

5/24/2011 10 May - Nest appears complete with BUSH pair visiting but not yet incubating 0815. - RR
tfitanides - 5/14/2011 1:03:43 PM - BUSH in nearby oak but no activity observed with nest for 30 minutes.
21 May BUSH paired,. loafing nearby, but not entering nest during 20 min mid-day obs. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 7:22:00 PM
No BUSH detected at or near this location 1708-1738. Change to Closed.

3/31/2011 5003316 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Observed 
behavior was 
exploratory in nature 
and a nest was never 
constructed. 

4/21/2011 3/31/11 Observed pair bringing nesting material to opening. Flagged (Cummings).
barnold - 4/12/2011 11:37:11 AM - No birds observed in immediate area.
barnold - 4/21/2011 12:01:37 PM - No birds observed in immediate area.  Change status to inactive - closed

4/26/2011 7000905 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

The biologist feels this NBM
      should not adversely affect the success of these nest for the
      following reasons:
 
            •             House finches are known to nest in proximity to
            human activity and exhibit a high tolerance towards human
            disturbances. They have relatively high rates of nest success
            within areas of high human activity.
            •             These nests are located high up in the steel,
            between 20 and 40 feet above the ground.
            •             Past NBMs of similar nature with house finch in
            structures have not effected the success of the nests.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Observed 
behavior was 
exploratory in nature 
and a nest was never 
constructed. 

6/27/2011 6 Apr - Female HOFI arranging nest material and entering 0855. - RR
2 May HOFI breeding activity continues. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:56 PM  No activity at this specific location, but House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 5/19/2011 10:30 AM House Finch activity in area but not at this specific described location.
barnold - 6/1/2011 4:51:55 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:51:43 AM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:47:56 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 12:55:26 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/27/2011 1:27:54 PM
No activity at this specific insulator location, but House Finches in this bay and adjacent bays including family group, 
singing males, pair, and single female.
barnold - 7/6/2011 4:52:32 PM
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5/5/2011 7000982 CAKI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Observed 
behavior was 
exploratory in nature 
and a nest was never 
constructed. 

5/11/2011 tfitanides - 5/5/2011 12:40:32 PM - Nesting material brought by female; not fully constructed.
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:38 PM  - No nest in location as described and mapped.  Change to closed.

6/28/2011 7002608 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0; in Scamore 
Substation

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Observed 
behavior was 
exploratory in nature 
and a nest was never 
constructed. 

7/6/2011 barnold - 7/6/2011 5:54:16 PM
Adult House Finch observed by bio-monitor bringing nesting material on 28 June. No House Finch activity on 6 July.

5/14/2011 7001478 ATFL Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

30 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Observed 
behavior was likely 
exploratory in nature 
and no further 
nesting activity was 
linked to this cavity.

5/22/2011 ahill - 5/14/2011.
Saw pair going to nest location repeatedly; female brought material in.
tfitanides - 5/23/2011 3:47:27 PM
ATFL pair presumed to be nesting in the area. Pair is frequenting multiple potential nest sites. No activity observed 
with the specific cavity marked in pentab.
tfitanides - 6/6/2011 8:57:07 AM
Suitable cavity in tree covered with cobwebs. No ATFL activity observed at tree. Nest status changed to closed. It is 
likely that a full nesting attempt was not made by the pair in this tree.

3/4/2011 6002309 RTHA Closed EP119-2 450 feet 500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 
season.

4/18/2011 Inactive 3-4 (RR) and 3-10 (PK).
23 Mar - Inactive - RR
Inactive - 3-30 (PK).    
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 9:45:20 AM   Still inactive.
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 10:18:20 AM   Inactive; closed.

3/4/2011 6002310 RTHA Closed EP119-2 350 feet from temporary 
pad.

500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 
season.

3/23/2011 Bird perched near nest, and consuming prey nearby. Bird flushed by observer; pair soaring together (one light phase, 
one dark phase) revisted area repeatedly but did not enter nest. 3/4/11
GHOW nest nearby may be retarding egg laying. Follow-up observations required.
1 adult Red-tail perched in open pasture; did not stay in area; no activity near nest site during 1/2 hour observation 
period; question active status 3-16 (PK).
3/23/2011 - Inactive, with GHOW from adjacent nest perched underneath. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

3/29/2011 6002396 NONE Closed CP82-1 340 feet to tower site. Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 
season.

4/20/2011 29 Mar - Nest in good condition in cluster of green stems @ fork of trunk. COHA soaring nearby. - RR
6 Apr - No activity detected.- RR
13 Apr - No activity. - RR
20 Apr - No activity. Change to Closed.- RR

3/9/2011 6002397 NONE Closed CP82-1 240 feet to existing AR; 
480 feet to tower site.

Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 
season.

4/6/2011 6 Apr - Old and decrepit, rotted material falling to ground. Closed.- RR

3/12/2011 6003217 NONE Closed CP31-2 30 feet to work area. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 
season.

4/18/2011 Activity status uncertain. Ravens defending site. The other nest was marked as active. Nest is 8 feet from AR to 
CP31-2.
No activity. CORA using alternate nest in this tree. Closed.

3/12/2011 6003218 NONE Closed Helix Yard AR 1150 feet to yard 
boundary.

Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 
season.

3/25/2011 Old, Currently unused, stick nest.
16 Mar - status unchanged. RR
25 Mar - Adjacent to active COHA nest. Closed. - RR
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3/15/2011 6003231 NONE Closed EP83-1 Pullsite and 

AR
20 feet to AR. 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 
season.

3/28/2011 Found by Darin Busby on 3/15/11. Nest appears to be an inactive CALT nest. 
Nest incomplete and inactive 3-28. Closed - (PK).

3/17/2011 6003243 NONE Closed EP27-1 30 feet from AR; 380 
feet to tower site.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 
season.

4/7/2011 Still inactive; past nest function uncertain; status closed 4-7 (FH/PK).

3/17/2011 6003244 NONE Closed EP27-1 65 feet from AR; 275 
feet from tower site.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 
season.

4/21/2011 Nest inactive, but has good form and merits return 4-7 (PK/FH).
sritt - 4/13/2011 7:19:43 PM - No change.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Inactive; old nest or woodrat nest - closed.

3/9/2011 6002401 NONE Closed EP220-1 AR 25 feet from existing AR. Vehicular passage should not impact nesting activities, provided that no 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within area.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 
season.

4/17/2011 No birds observed. Nest origins unknown. Stick nesting materials on ground under nest indicate that this is an old 
nest. It should be checked periodically for activity.
Still inactive on 3-17 (PK).; probably an old raven nest.  
Inactive 3-30 and 4-6 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 12:44:42 PM   Still inactive.
Closed, due to disrepair and lack of activity. kalberts - 4/17/2011 11:24:11 AM

3/9/2011 6003229 NONE Closed CP44-1 AR 200 feet to AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 
season.

4/21/2011 Appears to be most recently used by ravens, as there is a dead raven fledgling on ground directly under nest. No 
white wash or prey remains beneath so no evidence of it being active. Outside of 100 foot buffer but within 500 foot 
buffer if used by raptors.
Update 3/23/11 - B. Lohstroh checked this nest, no change in status.
11 Apr - No indications of status change observed. - RR
21 Apr - Unimproved and unoccupied. Change to Closed. - RR

4/1/2011 5003345 NONE Closed EP85-2 AR 40 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 
season.

4/29/2011 1 April - No sign of activity.  Smaller than a large raptor nest, should be monitored for change in activity because it 
could affect use of access road.  S. Hampton, S. Ritt.
barnold - 4/13/2011  -  No activity observed near nest (BWA & FH).
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 - Remains inactive.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - No change; closed.

4/30/2011 7000948 WESJ Closed EP93 60 feet from work area 
and 80 feet from AR.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 60 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 60 feet is 
appropriate for this nest. Nest success should not be diminished for the following 
reasons: 
Western Scrub-Jays are generally tolerant of human activity and are known to 
nest in close proximity to human disturbances.
This nest is buffered by the high density of surrounding vegetation.
There is no direct line of sight from the nest to the work area or access road.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 
season.

5/20/2011 RAbe - 4/30/2011 10:33:06 AM - Probable Scrub Jay nest with fresh, green leaves on top of it. Lining material also 
looks fresh. No birds observed at nest, but Scrub Jays in area and on top of scrub oak.
RAbe - 5/10/2011 8:06:50 AM - New chamise stem added to nest.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - No new activity; may be last year's nest. Ryan and I agree that the nest should be closed.

5/6/2011 7001002 NONE Closed EP295 25 feet from AR; 380 
feet from EP295.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 
season.

5/18/2011 shampton - 5/6/2011 10:25:45 AM  - No birds observed associating with this nest.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 and 5/13/2011 - No birds present; unused nest and it is past the nest initiation period for large 
desert birds - closed.

5/6/2011 7001003 NONE Closed EP295 70 feet from AR; 430 
feet from EP 295.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 
season.

5/6/2011 shampton - 5/6/2011 10:29:28 AM  - No birds observed associating with this nest.

5/11/2011 7001441 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons:
Highly tolerant species for which project precedent has aready been set, and 
current construction is not anticipated to impact this nest on a reduced buffer of 
20 feet or less.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 
season.

5/27/2011 11 May - HOFI visible in northernmost cavity 1500. - RR
rradd - 5/27/2011 10:23:30 AM
 HOFI pr visit but do not enter. Behavioral obs. suggest this cavity is not currently in use.
 Change to Closed.

5/23/2011 7001928 WEKI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 40 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest not 
used this breeding 
season.

6/6/2011 Adult observed near nest - fhoffman - 5/23/2011.. 
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - No kingbird activity at this tree or oak to north.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 4:52:26 PM
No kingbird activity at this nest, this tree, or oak to north during extended period.
tfitanides - 6/6/2011 3:50:19 PM
Nest appears old or unused. No WEKI activity in tree or area. Status changed to closed.
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3/9/2011 6002398 NONE Closed CP82-1 230 feet to AR; 460 feet 

to tower site.
Blanket reduction 

granted for drive through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within boundary.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest not 
used this nesting 
season.

4/6/2011 4/6/2011 - Probable old CORA nest appears no longer useable -closed. -  RR

2/27/2011 5000460 CACW Closed EP243 250 feet from edge of 
JVR Yard boundary.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

3/25/2011 Collapsed, flattened nest remnant - closed 3-25 (PK).

2/27/2011 5000461 CACW Closed EP243 375 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

3/25/2011 Last year's nests? Collapsed and weathered and unusable; closed 3-25 (PK).

3/2/2011 5000471 NONE Closed Alpine Yard 120 feet from access to 
Alpine Headquarters 

Yard.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

3/25/2011 Still inactive 3-25 (PK).
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

3/2/2011 5000481 NONE Closed EP221A 360 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

4/15/2011 Nest appears to be a CORA nest built in crevice of boulder. Nest location too small and tight for RTHA. Biomomitor 
did not observe any activity at nest for over an hour. Some whitewash present, however it is likely nest inactive at 
this time.
No bird ever observed; whitewash only.
Nest officially closed as inactive corvid nest over 100 feet away from work area. kalberts - 4/15/2011 10:08:19 PM

3/3/2011 5000492 NONE Closed TL 639 - Z379537 0 feet, on 69 KV 
structure.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

3/3/2011 emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

2/1/2011 5000519 CACW Closed EP245-1 and AR 105 feet from 
permanent ROW of 

tower site.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 A grass nest that appears inactive. 2/1/11
Closed, due to no activity. kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:06:32 AM

2/25/2011 5000522 NONE Closed EP31-2 and AR 110 feet from existing 
access road.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 Copious whitewash illustrates recent habitual use as a Turkey Vulture roost. This nest is probaby an old nest not 
associated with roost, which appears to be above on adjacent sycamore 3-19 (RR).
No activity 3-29 (PK).        
Old nest; no signs of nesting activity 4-7 (PK/FH).
Closed, due to no sign of activity.  kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:15:59 AM

2/25/2011 5000523 NONE Closed EP31-2 and AR 120 feet away from 
access road.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 Probable old nest. Roosting site nearby with molted feathers and white-wash. Nest likely not associated with roost 
which appears to be above on adjacent sycamore. 3-19 (rr)
No activity at nest 3-29 (PK).      
Old nest; no birds associated with nest 4-7 (PK/FH).
Closed, due to no activity - kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:17:26 AM.

2/25/2011 5000524 NONE Closed EP363-1, IV Sub 105 feet from temporary 
ROW.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

2/25/2011 This stick nest is no longer present in the metal powerline tower. This inactive nest was apparently blown out of the 
tower by strong wind, although little sign of nest material can be seen in the area of the tower. This formerly inactive 
nest can be closed in the Nest Log. 2/25/11

2/17/2011 5000530 NONE Closed Helix Yard 1200 feet from 
construction yard limits.

Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 Old nest in disrepair. 2/17/11
Closed, due to distance of 1200 feet from work area. kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:43:49 AM
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2/25/2011 5000532 NONE Closed Rough Acres Yard 425 feet from yard 

boundary.
2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

3/30/2011 No bird activity in area; chance of raptor using this nest is reduced at this time. Nearby raven nest may become 
active-pair in area of well-built nest  3-15  (PK).
Nest remains inactive 3-30 (PK).
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

1/20/2011 5000540 NONE Closed EP236-1 and Pullsite 
AR

30 feet from SWPL 
access road.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

3/4/2011 A stick nest that appears to be in process of construction (using creosote bush branches with leaves) Potential raptor 
nest. 1/20/11
Inactive 3/04/2011. B. Hart.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

1/29/2011 5000542 NONE Closed EP32-1 AR 0 feet; along existing 
access road.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 Didn't see any birds on nest. 1/29/11
No birds were definitively associated with this nest. A pair of crows showing site fidelity may have been reacting 
simply to observer presence. Inactive at this time 3-19 (RR).
No sign of activity 3-29 (PK). 
Very old nest; no signs of activity 4-7 (FH/PK).
Closed to age of nest and no activity - kalberts - 4/16/2011 11:08:00 AM.

2/1/2011 5000893 NONE Closed EP258-3 490 feet from temporary 
pad.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 Constructed only with larger size sticks, no trash, potential raptor. 2/1/11
This nest appears to be inactive. A common raven is sitting on the other nest. Status unchanged; inactive. BHart. 
3/11/2011
Nest closed, due to occupancy of other nest on structure by ravens, and distance nearly 500 feet away from tower 
site. kalberts - 4/16/2011 11:18:53 AM

2/10/2011 5000894 NONE Closed EP32-1 AR 0 feet; along existing 
access road.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

3/19/2011 Found by biomonitor. 2/10/11
No nest found at this location - closed 3-19 (RR).

2/10/2011 5000895 NONE Closed CP47A-1 2800 feet from nearest 
structure.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

2/10/2011 Nest does not match description or location - CLOSED - RR

2/18/2011 5000903 NONE Closed CP82-1 110 feet from existing 
access road.

Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

3/29/2011 29 Mar - Nest is old and in disrepair. - RR

4/13/2011 5000798 NONE Closed EP85-2 AR 15 feet from AR. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

4/18/2011 Old bowl nest, inactive, with no sign of recent use. No bird activity in immediate area. Nest suitably sized for western 
scrub-jay, etc. Can check for future activity, but unlikely.
Closed, since nest was old passerine nest upon discovery. kalberts - 4/18/2011 1:08:12 PM

4/13/2011 5000800 NONE Closed TL 6916 - 678467 165 feet to work area. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

7/14/2011 No birds observed coming to/from nest. RSHA pair calling in neighborhood - shampton - 4/13/2011 1:49:59 PM.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

3/3/2011 5000486 NONE Closed Alpine Underground - 
289+00r

470 feet away from 
Alpine Blvd.

Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

3/3/2011 Nest appears inactive at this time. 3/3/11
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

3/3/2011 5000487 NONE Closed Alpine Underground - 
289+00r

480 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

3/22/2011 Nest appears inactive at this time. 3/3/2011.
Old nest inactive; closed 3-22 (PK).
Closed; small stick nest indicates non-raptor potential. kalberts - 4/16/2011 10:09:14 AM
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2/25/2011 5000533 NONE Closed Alpine Underground - 

117+00R, MH-7L
30 feet from Alpine Blvd. Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

2/25/2011 No longer exists 2/25/11
Closed.  kalberts - 4/16/2011 10:18:13 AM

1/12/2011 5000535 NONE Closed CP82-1 40 feet from access 
road.

Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

4/13/2011 On 3/9/11 B. Lohstroh checked this nest and still inactive.
29 Mar - No change in activity detected. - RR
13 Apr - No activity detected. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

7/18/2011 7004654 CACW Closed EP269-1 73 feet  from AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

7/18/2011 sritt 7/18/2011
Appears to be old nest with collapsed roof.

1/20/2011 5000518 CACW Closed EP245-1 and AR 100 feet from 
permanent ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 
unused this nesting 
season.

3/24/2011 1/20/2011 initial survey; a grass nest that appears inactive.  
1/28/2011 Resurveyed.
Opening is collapsed. No signs of recent use - Inactive. BHart 3/08/2011.
Collapsed; flattened - closed 3/24/2011 (PK).

1/24/2011 5000541 NONE Closed EP257 and AER Yard 40 feet from access 
road.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 
unused this nesting 
season.

4/19/2011 Clean, dried grass, a well-built nest with a clear opening. CACW observed during survey but did not see it visit nest. 
1/24/2011
Modified cactus wren nest has a bowl nest built wth sticks into the top of it. Uncertain of species using this location. 
Also uncertain status. Status inactive but changed to None. 3/11/2011 BHart. 
Modified to large bowl nest 3/23/2011 (PK).     
No changes but nest looks well-built and could be utilized 4/4/2011 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 3:41:38 PM   No change.    
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 12:45:59 PM    No change - closed.

2/1/2011 5000544 CACW Closed EP257 30 feet from temporary 
ROW; 80 ft from 

permanent.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 
unused this nesting 
season.

3/23/2011 Grass nest appears weathered and inactive.
Nest wall is blown out and cavity is exposed. Status left unchanged: inactive.BHart 3/11/2011
Closed 3/23/2011 (PK).

3/30/2011 5003296 CACW Closed EP226-1 35 feet from TSAP. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 
unused this nesting 
season.

4/12/2011 Nest mostly old and flattened. Potentially new material on top. No birds observed. 3/30/11 IM
shampton - 4/12/2011 4:10:03 PM - Nest looks unused. No new material.

3/30/2011 5003297 VERD Closed EP226-1 Pullsite AR 15 feet from AR; 600 
feet from tower.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 
unused this nesting 
season.

4/27/2011 Nest looks in good condition; no birds observed; may become active; monitor for activity. 3/30/11
Looks old, but has new nest materials including downy feathers; no birds 4-4 (PK).
shampton - 4/12/2011 4:32:43 PM - No new material. One downy feather clinging to lower outside twig, may be old.  
No birds.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Nest looks old, weathered and unused; could be closed.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No bird observed; nest looks old; closed - never any birds associated with this nest.

5/27/2011 7002387 NONE Closed TL 6916 - 774843 0 feet; on tower. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 
unused this nesting 
season.

5/27/2011 tcooper - 5/27/2011 7:09:35 AM - No activity.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

7/18/2011 7004656 CACW Closed EP269-1 45 feet from AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 
unused this nesting 
season.

7/18/2011 7/18/2011 12:21 PM
Appears to be old nest with collapsed roof.

3/29/2011 6002395 NONE Closed CP82-1 340 feet to corner of 
tower site.

Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 
unused this season.

4/20/2011 29 Mar - No activity detected.- RR
6 Apr - No activity detected.- RR
13 Apr - No activity.- RR
20 Apr - Nest fallen. CLOSED. - RR
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3/15/2011 6003232 NONE Closed EP81 45 feet from existing AR. 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest 
unused this season.

4/16/2011 Nest is inactive; has cobwebs and no new nest material 3-15 (DB).
Nest incomplete and inactive 3-28 (PK).
Closed, as first observation was indicative of old passerine nest. kalberts - 4/16/2011 7:50:30 PM

2/22/2011 5000031 CACW Closed EP231A TSAP 100 feet from tower site 
edge.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 
season.

5/26/2011 Active CACW nest. Fresh feathers and whitewash at clear nest entrance of grass nest which is in good condition. 
2/22/11
Nest discolored gray; no wrens in area or singing 3-16  (PK).
Nest looks recently visited; wren singing in distance 3-23 (PK). 
Nice nest; no change 3-31 (PK).
No change. 4/11- SR
sritt - 4/15/2011 4:32:41 PM No change.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Same; entrance recently used but smaller than the 2 newer nests to south.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No change; pair singing nearby.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No change at nest; no wrens in area during nest check.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - No changes.
PKonrad - 5/26/2011 - Nest collapsed; entrance blocked with grasses - closed.

4/19/2011 5000848 NONE Closed EP253-2 60 feet from AR. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 
season.

5/17/2011 RAbe - 4/19/2011 1:14:00 PM - Probable Verdin nest w/new, a piece of cotton-like synthetic material on top and 
looks to be fairly complete.  No Verdin observed in area. Not sure if active, but please monitior prior to 
construction.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - No birds; new nest, bulky, built with wide strips of bark; non-Verdin nest?
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - No changes; no birds.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Same.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - No change; no birds ever associated with nest; species that built nest is qestionable - closed.

2/22/2011 5000017 NONE Closed EP209-1 0 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 
season.

4/15/2011 Closed.  Old non-raptor nest from prior season - kalberts - 4/15/2011 6:25:11 PM.

2/22/2011 5000018 NONE Closed EP214 290 feet from temporary 
ROW.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 
season.

2/22/2011

2/21/2011 5000022 NONE Closed CP81-1 30 feet from existing 
access road.

Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 
season.

4/20/2011 Ravens in area. 2/21/11
29 Mar - Nest in fair condition - COHA alarm calls on approach, but not confirmed on nest. - RR
6 Apr - No activity detected 1410 to 1605. No fresh material added. - RR
13 Apr - Inactive.
20 Apr - Old and dilapidated. Change to Closed. - RR

2/21/2011 5000023 NONE Closed CP81-1 30 feet from existing 
access road.

Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 Ravens in area. 2/21/11
29 Mar - Nest appears old and decrepit with hole through center. Change to closed - RR
Officially changed to closed, based on 3-29-11 observation. kalberts - 4/16/2011 9:24:38 AM

2/21/2011 5000028 NONE Closed EP245-1 0 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 
season.

3/24/2011 Degraded, collapsed old grass nest 2/21/11
Inactive 3/08/2011 - B. Hart.
Old, flattened remnant of old nest - should be removed from list 3-16 (PK).
Closed 3-24 (PK).

2/22/2011 5000032 CACW Closed EP231A TSAP 310 feet from tower site. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 Grass nest partially lined. Entrance to nest not perfectly round and clean but still appears to have been in recent use 
by its structural integrity and partial lining. 2/22/11
Questionable active status - looks older than other 2 and entrance appears torn open 3-16 (PK).
Unchanged; shallow interior 3-23 (PK).
This nest looks inactive for some weeks 3-31 (PK).
sritt - 4/15/2011 4:25:02 PM - no change.
Closed due to occurrence outside of the 100 foot buffer zone. kalberts - 4/16/2011 9:32:07 AM

2/22/2011 5000041 NONE Closed EP85-2 190 feet from temporary 
ROW.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 
season.

4/13/2011 Stick nest of unknown species. Very old and unkempt. No sign of recent use.
23 Mar - Nest fallen apart. Closed - RR
1 April - No apparent change. No activity. S. Hampton, S. Ritt
barnold - 4/13/2011 1:17:13 PM  No activity.
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2/22/2011 5000042 NONE Closed EP85-2 205 feet from temporary 

ROW.
2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 
season.

4/13/2011 Stick nest of unknown species. Appears old with no sign of recent use. 2/22/11
23 Mar - No sign of activity. RR
1 April - No sign of activity - S. Hampton, S.Ritt
barnold - 4/13/2011 1:08:10 PM - No sign of activity.

2/23/2011 5000048 SPTO Closed EP84 25 feet from driveway 
entrance.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 
season.

4/15/2011 Cup nest of twigs 2/23/11. 
No nests observed in area 3-10 by Paul Konrad. 
3/15/11 - Nest observed by Darin Busby. Appears inactive as it is unkempt with leaves on top of  the nest and no 
defensive adult in area. Change to inactive status and monitor. 
Nest inactive 3-28 (PK).
Nest closed due to no activity - kalberts - 4/15/2011 7:40:57 PM.

2/25/2011 5000433 NONE Closed TL 6916 - Z771472 200 feet from nearest 
pole.

Blanket exemption allowed for Reconductor residential areas; this nest is within 
such an area. 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 
season.

2/25/2011 emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

2/24/2011 5000444 CACW Closed EP227 80 feet from tower 
impact area.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 
season.

4/21/2011 Nest worn and has deteriorated since initial observation. 
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Nest torn apart; interior exposed - closed.

1/20/2011 5000451 NONE Closed EP239-1 400 feet from temporary 
ROW at tower site.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 
season.

4/14/2011 First observed Jan 20, shows no new activity on Feb 23 - Large stick nest, probably common raven
Possibility of a raptor or raven using nest 3-8 - No new activity noted. 
Rechecked 3-16 - No activity.
Update 3/18/11 - No nest or even any sticks present, tower clean. Changed status to closed (B. Lohstroh).
4/1/11 phoward - Nest seen in top of structure behind square looking support hinge. Possible raven or raptor nest.
4/1/11 - Nest present, found behind square bracing plates on top south side of struture. Nest is made up of large 
twigs and sticks - could be raven or raptor. No nest activity observed during survey - (phoward 4-1-11).
barnold - 4/14/2011 11:32:18 AM - No activity at nest.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

2/22/2011 5000016 NONE Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

80 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 Stick nest consistent with corvid species. 2/22/11
No birds observed in area 3-22 (PK).
4/16/2011 - No activity. Closed as never associated with nesting activity of any bird species.- RR

2/25/2011 5000441 NONE Closed EP78 - EP77 AR 0 feet; along existing 
access road.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 
season.

4/29/2011 Still inactive 3-2-11 (Paul Konrad).  
Also 3-10-11 (PK). 
Inactive 3-28 and 4-7 and 4-18 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - Old nest; unused; closed.

2/25/2011 5000443 NONE Closed Alpine Underground - 
120+00R, MH-7L

155 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 
season.

4/30/2011 Still inactive 3-22 (PK).
emorgan - 4/20/2011 9:45:56 AM -Still inactive.
4/30/2011 - Closed due to prolonged inactivity and end of period for raptor nest initiation.- RR

8/9/2011 7004714 NONE Closed EP39-1 250 feet from AR. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 
season.

8/10/2011 emorgan - 8/10/2011 1:14:30 PM
No whitewash or other signs of activity located under nest. No raptors observed near nest.

2/18/2011 5000010 CACW Closed EP253-2 0 feet. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this nesting 
season.

5/23/2011 Nest found empty; last observation was in January when it was under construction. Back wall of nest looks intact, but 
entrance hole and roof look frayed. Nest was observed for 45 minutes and no Cactus Wrens were observed in the 
area during the duration.
Nest verified 2/18/11 by LLina.
Nest revisited 3-1 by Paul Konrad; no changes. Cactus Wren calling in area, but not nearby.
RAbe - 4/19/2011 12:38:39 PM - Still appears inactive.  No CAWRs observed in area.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Thought this nest was already closed - nest in poor condition,  weathered, no entrance hole 
open; no wrens in area - closed.
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2/21/2011 5000027 CACW Closed EP245-1 10 feet from 

permananent ROW.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this nesting 
season.

5/17/2011 Grass nest (unlined - appears as satellite nest) - 2/21/11
Still inactive. B.Hart 3/08/2011.
Best of 3 nests listed here; none very fresh looking; west entrance good; no wrens observed 3-16 (PK).     
Now second best nest; no indication of recent activity 3-24 (PK).     
No changes 4-5 (PK).  
No indication of recent activity; nest in poor condition 4/12/11 (J&M Dicus).
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - No apparent changes.
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Nest collapsed - closed.

2/21/2011 5000030 CACW Closed EP243 and Pullsite AR 
entrance off Carrizo 

Gorge

45 feet from temporary 
ROW; 95 feet from perm 

pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this nesting 
season.

3/5/2011 On 3/5/11 DBusby determined nest was inactive because it is partially collapsed and nest entrance is blocked by 
material indicating it has not been used recently. No sign of adults in immediate area. Adult pair observed building a 
new nest in cholla (Cylindropuntia sp.) approximately 200 feet northwest. 
Inactive grass nest. Nest remanant collapsed and weather-beaten; closed 3/25/2011 (PK).

2/21/2011 5000004 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet. 100 feet Signs posted at back 
door to use front 
entrance only.

MODO nests are in roof eaves above back door of mitigation property. Cleaning 
crews will not impact the nests if the front entrance is used. Signs will be placed 
in order to prevent access to the back.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Old nest, 
unused this nesting 
season.

3/31/2011 No sign of adults or recent nest use.  
No bird present on 3/3/11 - Status changed to INACTIVE. - I. Maunsell
3/10/2011 - Remains inactive - RR
3/31/2011 - No birds pesent - closed.

3/10/2011 6002400 WEBL Closed EP220-1 AR 40 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Pair 
appears to have 
been conducting 
exploratory activity 
only.

4/17/2011 Pair perched near cavity entrance and female looked in cavity entrance near top of south branch of snag 3-10 
(PK).
No bluebirds observed during several drive-by observations or during extended observations 15:00-15:30 on 3-15 
(PK). 
No bluebirds observed 3-17; appears they did not stay - closed (PK).
23 Mar -Territorial EUST observed at cavity. WEBL may have been evicted. - RR
Closed, due to lack of WEBL observations at cavity and new presence of EUST. kalberts - 4/17/2011 11:21:54 AM

5/12/2011 7001448 LBVI Closed Elliott Substation 360 feet to south corner 
of substation.

300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Pair 
probably abandoned 
nest building for a 
better location; 
recent storm may 
have destroyed 
evidence of nest.

5/19/2011 kalberts - 5/12/2011 2:50:13 PM - Pair observed together, building nest from 0640-0645. 
dbusby - 5/19/2011 10:26:27 AM - Pair not observed in nest location during hour of observation. Could not find nest 
or evidence of nest. Pair may have abandoned nest building and recent storm may have destroyed evidence. Pair 
heard in area but mainly further west.

4/1/2011 5003340 OATI Closed EP84 10 feet from tempROW; 
80 feet from perm 

impact.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Pair 
probably 
investigating area for 
nest site during initial 
observation.

4/20/2011 Pair of oak titmouse acted agitated, calling at observer's presence. Pair left the tree and came back after a few 
minutes.  Both were seen entering the cavity in the tree. 4-1-11 AMH and RMA
No birds observed 4-8 (PK); will recheck. 100 foot buffer extends into west side of EP84 site.
PKonrad - 4/18/2011 2:25:08 PM - Crew working at opposite side of site. No birds observed at nest site. Site monitor, 
Jennifer Edwards will observe to ascertain (in)active status.    
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 -  Jen Edwards reported seeing only 1 titmouse visit tree during a couple hours of observations 
over 2 days, but didn't exhibit any nesting activity or interest in cavities during its brief stop. Nest closed.

3/31/2011 5003304 HOWR Closed EP83 AR 20 feet off existing 
access road.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Poor site 
selection and 
probable alternate 
nest for short period.

4/29/2011 Pair seen carrying nesting material into cavity. Nest appears partially built.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011
Fine nest material protruding from cavity entrance; hole may not be very deep; no birds observed or heard during 20 
minutes or when nest checked.
PKonrad
4/29/2011 - No wrens observed or wren songs heard in area during 30 minutes. No change at nest, and entrance has 
not been used since last visit; closed.

3/25/2011 5003289 NONE Closed Alpine Yard 30 feet from impact 
area.

ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Possible 
nest building 
terminated after brief 
nest site exploration.

4/16/2011 Nest in very early stages of construction. Monitor said it has increased in size since 3/25/11 when first observed. 
Monitor for activity - 3/28/11 IM.
No progress has been made since initial observation. Nest closed - imaunsell - 4/16/2011 9:45:27 AM. 
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1/28/2011 5000407 CACW Closed EP245-1 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Possible 
predation.

4/19/2011 A new grass nest including fresh feathers lining the inside.  Appears utilized and active.  Within EP245 footprint. 
1/28/11
Nest opening is obscured. Status uncertain, left unchanged (active). No ESA buffer was in place, so one was 
established B.Hart 3/08/2011.
Top has been damaged, animals standing on it? Probably not active 3-16 (PK).
Entrance repaired with small feathers placed along entrance hole, which is located on the top of the nest - must let 
rain into nest. 
Cactus Wren present and singing nearby 3-24 (PK).
No change 4-5 (PK).  
Hole passes through bottom of nest; nest not usable in current condition 4/12/11 (J&M Dicus).
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 9:58:58 AM   Nest collapsed with hole from end to end; closed.

3/24/2011 5003277 CACW Closed EP243 30 feet from12kv AR. 100 feet 0 feet A) The nest has been monitored for more than one month and has had 
intermittent activity at best and has been completely unused in some surveys.  
B) Cactus wrens construct many roosting "nests" that are utilized intermittently 
year around.  C) Based on survey observations, it is possible that this nest is a 
secondary roosting nest.  D) The scope and duration of the proposed work for 
this site is small and limited, most likely involving a small crew and one day of 
work to replace the pole.  E) The work area is slightly more than 30 feet from this 
nest site, therefore the nest can be easily monitored during any construction to 
evaluate cactus wren presence and use.  D) Completing the proposed 
construction is unlikely to adversely affect the nest outcome.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Possible 
predation.

5/13/2011 3/24/11 LLina - Fresh grass with fresh feather linging 15 feet from staked 12Kv access road. AR is not in survey map 
however. 
4/1/11 phoward - more fresh grass and feathers. Buffer signs placed on access road.
Large nest entrance; interior well-lined; wren singing in area 4-6 (PK).
sritt - 4/15/2011 6:33:08 PM - 1 CACW flushed from nest w/ another bird in same cholla.  Pair of birds flushed from 
nest again later.
RAbe - 4/18/2011 1:36:00 PM - 1 CAWR flushed from nest. Nest is 30 feet from 12 kV AR. Buffer set up w/signs to 
allow through traffic at 10 mph with no stopping.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - 1 adult near nest initially; 2 adults later. This appears to be the primary nest site of this active 
pair.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - Nest recently used; no birds observed or heard.
jpawlicki - 5/13/2011 7:50:41 AM - No adults observed at nest. Nest appears empty with 1 dead fledgling lying at 
entrance to nest - closed.

5/13/2011 7001467 NOMO Closed JVR 12kV - Pole 47 20 feet from existing 12 
kVpole.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Possible 
predation; nest 
pulled apart during 
egg laying or pre-egg 
laying.

6/14/2011 kkilpatrick - 5/13/2011 10:26:55 AM - A pair of northern mockingbirds was observed in the area of the nest.  Male 
was persistently singing, including singing next to a singing California thrasher generally within 50 feet of the nest; 
thrasher aggressive toward mockingbird. The nest appears partially built, and the persistent singing is indicative of 
recent pair-bonding. Aggressive behavior was exhibited towards a GRRO that landed in a nearby tree.
PKonrad - 5/23/2011 - Nest may be disturbed; grass lining pulled to north side. No mockingbirds observed or heard 
in area, but 1 mockingbird observed about 300 feet north of nest. Adult and fledgling California Thrasher active in 
area (possibly other thrashers too); have mockingbirds been displaced? Will check back.
pkonrad - 5/31/2011 11:15:59 AM
Nest appears unused but territorial mockingbird flew to nearby pole and called from overhead. (No thrashers 
observed or heard in area).
pkonrad - 6/7/2011 12:33:07 PM
Nest has not been used or built on for 2+ weeks. No mockingbirds observed or heard in area. May no longer be 
active, but will check back 1 more time before changing status.
barnold - 6/10/2011 8:20:08 AM
Mockingbirds around tower site, but not near nest tree. Loggerhead Shrike perched in nest tree. Nest empty, and no 
longer appears active. Change to Inactive.
pkonrad - 6/14/2011 12:52:01 PM
No change at nest for a month. Mockingbird singing from metal powerline tower about 250 feet southwest of nest 
site; possibly renested to west - closed.
rradd - 8/11/2011 11:44:46 PM
Adult pr NOMO present with at least two recently fledged juveniles (streaked breasts, short tails) suggests this nest 
subsequently reactivated and successfully fledged.

3/19/2011 5003269 NONE Closed EP31-2 AR 30 feet from existing AR. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Possible 
territorial behavior 
near old nest. No 
confirmed nesting 
attempt observed 
during subsequent 
monitoring visits.

4/14/2011 Extremely vocal pair RSHA repeatedly returned to circle and scream, but unable to directly link these birds to this 
nest 3-19 (RR).
One red-shouldered hawk called infrquently; flew toward nest calling territorially once 3-29. Can see sky through 
openings in nest. (PK).
Still inactive 4-7 (FH/PK).
No large birds in area; Nest closed, due to no activity all season and nest disrepair - PKonrad - 4/14/2011.

3/18/2011 6003254 HOWR Closed Helix Yard AR 1,390 feet from yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Possibly an 
alternate nest in this 
territory.

4/20/2011 Birds observed actively building nest. RF-3/18/11.
25 Mar - HOWR singing from posts all over territory, entering  cavity repeatedly. - RR.
5 Apr - HOWR singing but no cavity use noted 1630-1700 - RR.
13 Apr - HOWR territorial but not using this cavity. 0730-0800. Change to INACTIVE. - RR.
20 Apr No change 0710. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

3/23/2011 5003271 BUSH Closed EP85-2 105 feet to tower impact 
area.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Predated; 
bottom of nest pulled 
apart and interior 
exposed.

4/8/2011 23 Mar - Pair BUSH entering complete nest.- RR
1 April - Bushtit entering rest. - S. Hampton
Nest appears to depredated with entire bottom of nest pulled apart and interior exposed 4-8 (PK).
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4/5/2011 5003361 BUSH Closed CP51-2 AR 15 feet from proposed 

AR.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Predation 
by House Wrens is 1 
possible cause.

5/5/2011 5 Apr - BUSH carrying material to apparently complete nest. - RR
11 Apr - BUSH enters nest 14:43. - RR
19 Apr - BUSH exits nest 0717. - RR
27 Apr - HOWR enters nest 0748, emerges wiping bill. - RR
5 May - No BUSH detections during 30 minute observation change to closed.  - RR

3/30/2011 5003301 BUSH Closed EP226-1 Pullsite AR 22 feet from access 
road; 300 feet to tower 

area.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Predation, 
probably avian; nest 
side and floor torn 
open.

4/12/2011 Bushtit seen entering nest; no buffer flagged due to lack of flagging. - smr 3/30/11
Adult perched above completed nest. Buffer staked along pull site access road 4-4 (PK).
Nest side and floor torn open. No adults nearby - shampton - 4/12/2011 3:34:39 PM

3/14/2011 6003228 BUSH Closed EP228 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Predation; 
bottom of nest was 
torn off, then rain-
damaged.

3/24/2011 Pair nest building; Nest 50% complete. - 3/14/2011 IM
Nest destroyed; bottom torn out; now rain damaged; no birds in area 3-24 (PK).

4/11/2011 5000778 BUSH Closed TL 6916 - 973032 55 feet to nearest pole. 100 feet 0 feet Blanket exemption approved for Reconductor line's residential areas, following 
the same principles as those for the Alpine Blvd exemption.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Presumed 
predated.

4/25/2011 11 April - Pair copulating and adding material to nest.   - S. Hampton, M. Dicus
shampton - 4/11/2011 
18 Apr - No BUSH activity detected 0945-1010. Nest appears complete. - RR
25 Apr - Nest appears abandoned and in disarray, suggesting predation. Change to closed. - RR

3/18/2011 5003258 NONE Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

10 feet; onsite structure. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Probably a 
rodent nest.

4/1/2011 3/18/11 -D. Busby finds nest built of grasses. Appears to be an entrance facing wall. No sign of adults in area but 
appears to be new based on condition of materials. 
31 Mar - Ball nest with no birds associated. Possibly rodent nest. - RR
1 April - No bird activity at this nest. IM

3/8/2011 6002390 CACW Closed EP245-1 AR 250 feet from work area; 
35 feet from dirt road.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Probably an 
unused alternate 
nest.

4/19/2011 Nest is in good condition, intact with well-established opening. Golden-colored dried grass on top of old (gray with 
age) fibrous plant material indicates recent improvements to an old nest. 3/8/2011
No change from above 3/23/2011 (PK).      
No changes 4/5/2011 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 2:04:04 PM - Entrance doesn't appear used during past couple weeks; may be inactive.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 10:06:50 AM  - Nest weathered and unused; inactive.

5/10/2011 7001022 VERD Closed EP353 80 feet from existing AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if, during the 
course of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird 
contsructs a nest outside the project area but within the buffer around Suncrest 
Substation and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. 
Activity levels at this site are anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Probably 
not successful 
judging from 
comments.

6/4/2011 Pair observed making multiple trips into nest with food items. Male exhibiting agitated behavior at around 30 feet 
away from nest
kkilpatrick - 5/16/2011 2:11:32 PM-- Adult verdin observed flying to nest.
PKonrad - 5/25/2011 Due to unsafe road conditions, could not stop in this area to check nest.
pkonrad - 5/25/2011 3:07:25 PM
Unable to check this nest due to unsafe road conditions and road construction activities today.
kkilpatrick - 5/27/2011 11:39:23 AM
 1 adult  verdin observed in area; no activity observed at nest; nest intact.
jpawlicki - 6/4/2011 12:09:30 PM
Nest intact; no adults or juveniles observed at nest, in tree, or in vicinity after 35 mins. of monitoring. Nest marked as 
inactive.

4/30/2011 7000947 BUSH Closed EP93 55 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 55 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 55 feet is 
appropriate for this Bushtit nest. Nest success should not be diminished for the 
following reasons:  A) Bushtits are generally tolerant of human activity and are 
known to nest in close proximity to human disturbances. B) The nest already 
contains nestlings, therefore the adult birds have a high investment in this nest 
and are less likely to abandon it.  C)  The nest is buffered by the high density of 
the surrounding vegetation.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Probably 
predated or blown 
out by wind.

5/27/2011 RAbe - 4/30/2011 10:18:36 AM Adult Bushtits observed carrying food to nestlings.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - Nest watched but no birds in area. (Apparent pentab problms.)
RAbe - 5/10/2011 8:05:57 AM - Adult observed adding material to nest.
PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - 2 adults active at nest.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - Nest no longer there; no sign of it on ground or in lower branches either - closed.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 12:17:21 PM
Nest is no longer in scrub oak, or below it - closed.

4/5/2011 5003357 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - Z774820 135 feet from nearest 
pole.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Probably 
predated, based on 
observations.

4/11/2011 R. Abe, J&M Dicus 04/05/2011
Female Lesser Goldfinch incubating on nest. Buffer affects access road east of pole 774820 but does not affect 
construction at pole.
rradd 4/12/2011
No nest at this location - closed.
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5/5/2011 7004647 BLPH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 

property
15 feet from driveway 

access.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Second 
BLPH nesting 
attempt terminated 
prior to egg laying for 
unknown reasons.

6/8/2011 Second nest;
5 May - Mud nest on wall close to ceiling has now been walled to the top with grasses, with a small opening 
remaining against the wall. Nest interior is clean but empty. 
Remains active, species not confirmed as nest no longer consistent with BLPH, possibly HOWR has taken over. - 
RR
eelias - 5/12/2011 6:47:33 PM BLPH:  One adult BLPH seen feeding no less than 4 fledged young away from nest 
site. Nest site was monitored throughout the day and no HOWR activity was detected in the vicinity of this nest 
site.
eelias - 5/13/2011 8:51:00 AM No HOWR activity at this site and appears as if nest is being dismantled.
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:54:56 PM - BLPH renovating this nest 1725
rradd - 6/3/2011 9:12:02 AM - Nest is rebuilt, clean but empty.
rradd - 6/8/2011 1:37:37 PM - No change in activity. Change status to Inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

4/7/2011 5003378 BTPI Closed Alpine Underground - 
238+00

10 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Territorial 
birds observed.

4/29/2011 Monitor observed pair at nest. No buffer flagged for Alpine Blvd ROW. - 4/7/2011 IM
4/16/2011 - BTPI active at this location 15:45. - RR
4/30/2011 - No BTPI detected, no nest found, change to Inactive unless a nest can be located. - RR
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

2/2/2011 5000411 AMKE Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 130 feet from AR. 500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Territorial 
kestrel at most.

4/15/2011 Checked 2/25/11, no birds/nest observed at mapped location - BLohstroh
Checked 3/01/11 no birds or nest observed at mapped location - BHart.
In light of multiple observations being unable to locate this nest, suggest it be closed 3-19 (RR).
Adult male hunting near metal barn; occasionally flying insde barn - 3-31 (PK).
Closed due to never actually locating a nest. kalberts - 4/15/2011 7:55:24 PM

2/22/2011 5000001 NONE Closed CP75-1 10 feet from existing 
access road.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. The nest 
was found inactive, 
and the successive 
monitoring check 
revealed that the 
nest was blown out 
of its location, most 
likely by high wind 
associated with 
storm events.

2/22/2011 CLOSED, nest no longer present. 2/22/11

7/11/2011 7003024 NOMO Closed TL 639 - 873260 5 feet to AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. This nest 
may have been 
considered active 
based on territorial 
behavior from other 
NOMO in area. 

7/13/2011 rradd - 7/11/2011 10:46:38 AM
Status of nest unclear, possibly under construction or recently fledged as nest bowl is not well formed. Territorial 
NOMO defending site, no juveniles observed. 
mdicus - 7/14/2011 11:48:48 AM
Fallen leaves and flowers inside. No NOMO activity associated with this nest and no birds scolded or alarmed when 
area was approached - closed nest.

7/11/2011 7003027 NOMO Closed TL 639 - 379519 5 feet to AR. 70 feet to 
pole.

100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. This nest 
may have been 
considered active 
based on territorial 
behavior from other 
NOMO in area. It 
was likely used 
earlier in the season 
but was not in use at 
the time it was 
recorded.

7/14/2011 rradd - 7/11/2011 3:58:40 PM
NOMO nest under construction.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 11:08:05 AM
Nest appears un-used with fallen leaves and flowers inside. No NOMO activity associated with this nest and no birds 
scolded or alarmed when area was approached.
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4/28/2011 7000932 CACW Closed EP235-1 42 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. This nest 
was barely attended 
and never finished 
being built - appears 
to be an abandoned 
alternate nest 
located near an 
active nest where 
nestlings were raised 
and fledged.

5/11/2011 jdicus - 4/28/2011 8:57:07 AM
Observed pair of cactus wrens duet calling and nest building; flagged buffer. 100-foot buffer encompases roughly the 
southern half of tower perm pad.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No material found.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No material in yucca; possibly blown away or recycled by mockingbird in area; closed.

6/20/2011 7005051 LEGO Closed Sycamore Yard 20 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. This nest 
was likely an earlier 
attempt by LEGO 
nesting 5 feet away.

7/18/2011 rradd - 6/20/2011 2:02:19 PM
Nest not yet @ 2% complete.
rradd - 6/28/2011 11:13:01 AM
2 nests present; 1 70% complete without a formed cup, and 1 with female LEGO incubating 4 eggs.
rradd - 7/6/2011 3:46:56 PM
Nest unchanged (incomplete).
rradd - 7/12/2011 10:52:55 AM
Nest unchanged.
rradd - 7/18/2011 8:52:25 AM
Nest closed for no activity This nest was likely an early attempt by LEGO nesting 5' away; about to fledge.

4/5/2011 5003364 RTHA Closed EP361 45 feet from AR entry; 
265 feet from tower 

area.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 300 
feet.

Blanket exemption allowed for Sunrise traffic along SWPL line.  Buffer reduced 
to 300 feet based on biologists' observations of tolerance.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. This nesting 
attempt appeared to 
be initiated by a 
young pair late in the 
season. The pair was 
territorial and built a 
small, poorly 
constructed nest, but 
it is doubtful that an 
egg was ever laid 
and the nesting 
attempt was 
abandoned before 
incubation was 
reported.

4/14/2011 Pair building new nest, copulating, and flight displaying (seems relatively late) 4-5 (PK).
sritt - 4/12/2011 4:54:55 PM
1 adult RTHA seen soaring above tower. Another was perched atop next tower west and first bird perched a few feet 
away. Both birds flew off to the ENE while circling each other; one bird landed on nest tower, and another bird landed 
on new nest with nesting material.
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 7:26:08 PM
2 adults soaring low near nest; 1 landed on nest. Repositioned ESA signs to reflect NBM reduction to 300 feet.
sritt - 4/22/2011 9:06:43 AM
2 adults seen perched on next tower to the east. Both birds then seen in flight. 1 bird then perched on tower with 
nest, and the other perched on the next tower to the west. Nest appears to be falling apart due to winds. No eggs or 
birds visible in nest. - 
PKonrad - 4/22/2011
1 hawk soaring near nest tower; nest is small and poorly built.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011
Hawk perched in tower above nest; cannot see second hawk.
barnold - 5/2/2011
No hawks observed at tower or in area during a 3.5-hour survey period.
jpawlicki - 5/9/2011 10:23:35 AM
No adults observed at nest between 0550 and 0732. Nest appeared unoccupied. Nest closed in conjunction with 
observations made on 5/2/2011 and 5/9/2011.

5/12/2011 7001454 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
299+50

20 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Unable to 
relocate previously 
10% completed nest - 
nest gone; unknown 
reason.

6/4/2011 RAbe - 5/12/2011 1:59:26 PM - Female ANHU building nest that is less than 10% Complete.
emorgan - 5/27/2011 10:42:25 AM
Unable to locate nest.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 1:23:34 PM
Nest is no longer present (confirmed by finder) - closed.
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5/31/2011 7002400 HOFI Closed TL 639 - Z171662 0 feet; in pole. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed within approved 
limits.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Unable to 
tell if nest was new 
or from a previous 
nesting season. A 
high percentage of 
brackets on this line 
have nests. This may 
have been part of the 
site selection 
process.

6/18/2011 shampton / jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 
Adult pair observed repeatedly entering and exiting from top opening in bracket. Completed nest visible looking up 
from east base of pole.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 1:48:38 PM
No HOFI activity observed near nest during a 30-minute period. 
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 12:28:26 PM
No HOFI activity during 20-minute check. Closed.

6/27/2011 7002565 LEGO Closed TL 639 - 397518 60 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Unknown 
causes.

7/11/2011 rradd - 6/27/2011 8:09:50 AM
Female LEGO building new nest while male accompanies
rradd - 7/5/2011 12:16:13 PM
LEGO on nest that appears complete 1215.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:56:09 AM
No LEGO detected at or near this nest 0800-0830.
rradd - 7/19/2011 12:14:16 PM
Change to Closed
No LEGO detected during 30 min. obs.

7/7/2011 7002609 CAGN Closed Elliot Sub 630 feet 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Unknown 
causes.

7/14/2011 imaunsell - 7/7/2011 11:31:21 AM
Female seen with nesting material. Nest is lop-sided and appears approximtely 40% complete.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 9:35:36 AM
No progress on nest since last week. Nest misshapen, not being used - closed.

2/18/2011 5000011 RTHA Closed Hartung Yard 105 feet from yard 
limits.

500 feet 100 feet. This nest is not anticipated to be impacted based on the birds apparent 
tolerance to arterial traffic on El Monte road, which is closer to the nest location.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Unknown 
causes: nest failure 
coincided with series 
of wet and cold 
spring storms.

4/15/2011 2/18/11 Adult hawk in low incubating posture on nest during 13:00 nest check. 
Verified again by D. Busby on 2/25/11.   
Observed 3-3-11 and 3-8-11 by PK.
3/16/2011 - RTHA nest incubation exchange @ 17:50 Male brings nest decoration, not food. - RR
3/25/2011 - RTHA on nest. - RR
3/29/2011 - No birds detected @ nest 14:15 - 15:00. Yard monitor reports no nest activity today. - RR
4/8/2011- No RTHA detected during 4 hours continuous obsservation. Changed to INACTIVE - RR
4/6/2011 - No activity detected 0900-1000. CY monitor reports no activity this week; suggests nest failure. - RR
4/8/2011 - No actvity 1000-1400. - RR
4/13/2011 - No activity. Change to inactive. - RR
Nest status changed to closed due to no activity over last several nest checks. kalberts - 4/15/2011 6:09:10 PM
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2/21/2011 5000038 RTHA Closed CP50-1 AR 210 feet from proposed 

access road.
500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Unknown 
causes; but perhaps 
storm related as nest  
is damaged with 
much nest material 
on the ground below 
the nest.

4/19/2011 Appears inactive. Recent storm appears to have partially broken it up as evident from pile of sticks on ground and 
nest is sagging on one side. Whitewash on ground appears weathered from rain. No sign of adults in area. 2/21/11 
10 Mar 2011 - Adult RTHA at nest today, Pair in flight display @ 10:50 - RR
24 Mar - Nest vacant, pair RTHA staying away. Pre-construction survey crew operating 200' away.- RR 
30 Mar - Nest vacant 1605 - 1705. No hawks visited closer than 1000m.- RR
5 Apr - No RTHA visited from 1216-1318. Obs. from 300m. - RR
8 Apr - RTHA pair copulating near nest. Apparent re-nest attempt in progress. - RR
19  Apr - Nest appears damaged with much debris on ground and notably reduced profile in tree. No RTHA 
associating with this nest 0900-0930. Change to CLOSED - RR 

4/30/2011 7000951 WBNU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

35 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. This plan to mitigate for potential construction impacts to 
the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce such impacts and 
improve the likelihood of nest success, provided that no stopping, standing, 
parking, or work occurs within new buffers.  In addition, this nest is a cavity high 
above ground which provides natural buffering for the adults and nestlings. 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Unknown 
reason after bird 
carrying nest 
material to cavity.

6/3/2011 30 Apr - WBNU pair bringing nest materials to this cavity 0738. - RR
6 May - WBNU exits cavity 1018. - RR
13 May WBNU pr in and out, defending against ATFL 0727. - RR
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 12:52:13 PM
Obs. WBNU entering/leaving the nesting cavity multiple times througout the day.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 1:36:35 PM
WBNU observed entering and leaving cavity.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 12:59:13 PM
WBNU Obs. entering cavity.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:50:46 AM
WBNU clearing nesting material from cavity
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:41:09 AM
Observed entering cavity
vnovik - 5/31/2011 3:21:41 PM
In area investigating cavities
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 6:37:29 PM
investigating multiple cavities, no evidence of caring for young.
sjohnston - 6/3/2011 2:20:08 PM
No affinity for specific cavity. Closed.

3/16/2011 6003241 CATH Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Unknown 
reason for adults to 
leave area.

3/27/2011 Biomonitors observed a pair of CATH in area as well as 1 of the birds entering shrub with nest in it. Active 
construction yard exclusion for nest built during use applies and no buffer flagged. 3/16/2011 - RF
No adults observed in area; no eggs present. Some debris appears to have fallen into nest bowl. 3/28/2011 - IM
Nest still vacant, with newer vegetative material that has fallen from flowering parts of the bush. Nest closed. - 
kalberts - 4/16/2011 8:53:04 PM

7/2/2011 7002587 LASP Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

0 feet; above AR 
shoulder.

100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Unknown 
reason for failure.

7/13/2011 shampton - 7/1/2011 at 1730 hrs
No eggs or nestlings. LASP heard singing nearby. Construction monitor reported seeing LASP visiting nest and on 
nest during afternoon of 7/1/2011.
ahill - 7/6/2011 10:00:00 AM
nest appears to be askew and sliding off crook, did not hear or see LASP in immediate vicinity. possible failure.
tcooper - 7/13/2011 7:28:51 AM
nest inactive, disturbed, hanging off limb.

4/13/2011 5000802 HOWR Closed TL 6916 - Z774815 320 feet to nearest pole; 
82 feet to AR.

100 feet Blanket exemption approved for developed areas of Reconductor lines is 
applicable here.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Unknown 
reason for nest 
failure. Possibly due 
to poor nest location 
(trash pile).

4/25/2011 04/13/11 - House Wren observed carrying nest material multiple times into trash pile (J&M Dicus).
18 Apr No HOWR detected. 1100-1115. Workers in material yard.- RR
kalberts - 4/22/2011 3:08:04 PM NBM WLA concurence for buffer exemption for nests in developed areas on 69kv 
line.
25 Apr - HOWR detected nearby, but not associating directly with described nest area, 1547. - RR
2 May - No HOWR detected associating with this area during 30 min obs. Change to Closed. - RR

6/6/2011 7002461 HOOR Closed TL 6916 - 774818 1 foot from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Unknown 
reason.

6/14/2011 rradd - 6/6/2011 at 1802
HOOR exits nest.
rradd - 6/14/2011 10:03:08 AM
No HOOR detections during 40 min. obs. Seems unlikely to be active in close proximity to CAKI nest.
Change to Closed.

3/10/2011 6003207 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Loritz property

40 feet from Loritz 
driveway.

100 feet Reduced to 40 feet. Buffer approved to 50 feet based on Star Valley Road being closer to nest than 
project ROW, ability of this species to tolerate human activities, and the fact that 
nest was found in association with residences.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Unknown 
reason; likely 
abandoned before 
egg laying began.

4/17/2011 Pair observed nest building and carrying lining. nest 85% complete. 3/10/2011 IM
3/28 - BUSH heard in area, but not specifically associated with this nest. No other activty observed. - BL
Reduced buffer to 50' 3/30/2011
4/8 - No activity observed, no adults detected, 1445. BL
Closed, due to last observation. kalberts - 4/17/2011 11:38:18 AM
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6/1/2011 7002469 BUOR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Unknown 
reason; pair may be 
renesting in east side 
of tree?

6/29/2011 pkonrad - 6/8/2011 9:38:38 AM
Nest found 6/1 (pentab problems); nest looked complete and pair was active displaying and singing in immediate 
area on 6/1/2011.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 4:06:43 PM
Female and male active and calling in vicinity of nest (15 feet), but show little interest in nest itself. Both calling 
periodically. Male also perched near nest in neighboring live oak 230 feet northeast.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 12:31:29 PM
No activity observed near nest, but male and female observed in tree; limited calling.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:44:09 PM
A female appoached nest once during 60 minute observation period in area; male strongly territorial at another nest 
located about 20 feet above this nest, including fighting beak to beak with with a pair of House Finches. However, no 
nesting behavior during this time.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 11:32:35 AM
This nesting attempt appears to have failed; no oriole activity in area during an hour of observations in the area; no 
less than 5 oriole nests have been initiated in the south and east sides of this tree, but none appear have had eggs 
laid in them. A pair is active and displaying, and female is building a new nest (is this the same pair?). Nonetheless, 
this nesting attempt is closed.

6/23/2011 7002545 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - 774824 5 feet from access road. 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Unknown. 
Nest abandoned 
prior to egg laying.

6/30/2011 tcooper - 6/23/2011 7:09:21 PM -Pair building nest, about 95% complete, adding lining material.
tcooper - 6/30/2011 7:04:09 PM
nest failed, only the base remains. Pair foraging together ~900ft to west

4/19/2011 5000849 CACW Closed EP253-2 45 feet to AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Unused this 
breeding season.

5/17/2011 Abe - 4/19/2011 12:45:05 PM - Potential new nest that is partially assembled. Nesting material looks fairly fresh, 
mostly grass, size is approximately 6 by 4 inches. Please monitor prior to construction.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - No apparent change; little material.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - Appears that a small amount of grass material may have been added to nest; no wrens 
observed or heard in area.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - No changes.   (Pair of strongly territorial Cactus Wrens at EP252A-1 site some distance to 
west.)
PKonrad - 5/17/2011 - Partial nest (10%) appears wind damaged - closed.

3/22/2011 5003261 NONE Closed EP238 0 feet; within work area. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Unusual 
looking, bulky 
medium-sized grass 
nest built on ground; 
no birds were ever 
observed near this 
nest.

4/18/2011 3/22/11 -D. Busby is notified by Garrett Huffman that there is a grass bowl on ground among rocks in the open. 
Yellow grass is dry but freshly collected. No feathers or evidence of adults in area. Return to monitor west to verify 
status. No ESA signs, so I flagged a 100 foot buffer on north side by TSAP and on the west side toward EP 237.
Apparently completed medium-sized grass nest, 8 inches wide with 3.5 inch interior bowl. No birds in attendance; 
only black-throated sparrows in area 4-4 (PK).
ahernandez, pkonrad - 4/12/2011 3:46:30 PM - Still inactive and shows signs of weathering.
RAbe - 4/18/2011 11:28:41 AM
Nest not refound. Contacted D. Busby and P. Konrad to confirm location; closed.

6/2/2011 5000870 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE. Wind 
damage or predation 
are possible reasons 
for failed nest; no 
sign of nestlings or 
eggs may suggest 
(avian) predation.

6/4/2011 barnold - 6/2/2011 11:53:45 AM
2 female House Finches on tower.
phoward - 6/5/2011 10:50:35 AM
Nest has been destroyed; trace material was found on ground and string was hanging were nest used to be; could 
see brown muddy spot on metal where nest used to be. Wind damage or predation are possible reasons for failed 
nest; no sign of nestlings or eggs may suggest (avian) predation.

3/18/2011 5000465 BUSH Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; within fill slope of 
substation pad.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.. 

4/24/2011 Nest appears only 10% built. Biomonitor observed 2 bushtits bringing nesting material to site and building nest - TC 
3/18/2011
phoward - 4/25/2011 9:00:11 AM - Nest appears inactive; bushtits seen taking material from nest to new location by 
biomonitor.

7/16/2011 7004648 LEGO Closed CP81-1 AR 15' to AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STAGE.Likely 
destroyed by natural 
causes prior to egg-
laying.

7/27/2011 rradd - 7/16/2011 10:12:33 AM
Female LEGO removing material from nearby BUSH nest to finish building this nest, which appears complete from 
below.
rradd - 7/22/2011 3:37:57 PM
Although location prevents direct observation of nest contents, activity level of LEGO pair suggests this nest remains 
active 1230.
rradd - 7/27/2011 1:40:29 PM
Change to Closed
Nest is blown out; by weather, predation, or both.
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5/20/2011 7001910 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STATE. Nest may 
never have been 
completed - behavior 
may be part of the 
site selection 
process.

5/24/2011

7/8/2011 7002620 LEGO Closed CP81-1 0 feet to AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATE. Nest was 
abandoned for 
unknown reasons.

7/22/2011 rradd - 7/8/2011 3:02:18 PM
LEGO female repeatedly gathering spider silk and carrying  to nest site. Male accompanies 1455.
rradd - 7/16/2011 11:29:54 AM
LEGO female leaves nest 1124, male calling.
rradd - 7/22/2011 10:47:05 AM
No LEGO detections at or near this nest during 30 minutes of observtion.
rradd - 7/27/2011 3:15:44 PM
Change to Closed.
Nest has been abandoned; no LEGO detections during 30 minutes of observation.

6/21/2011 7002533 AMRO Closed TL 639 - 397518 60 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATE. Nest was 
never established to 
be occupied.

7/11/2011 6/21/2011 at 1344.
Bulky grass nest of coarse grasses. AMRO at nest briefly. Monitor again to verify activity status.
rradd - 6/27/2011 12:36:43 PM
Obscure nest appears current, occupants difficult to detect. AMRO pair agitated nearby.
rradd - 7/5/2011 2:47:51 PM
Foliage obscures this nest and entry to it. No AMRO detected during 30 minutes of observation. Monitor once more 
before closing.
rradd - 7/11/2011 9:44:26 AM
Change to Closed
No activity detected at this nest during 30 minute observation.

6/23/2011 7002552 BGGN Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

50 feet to AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATE. No nest was 
confirmed.

7/7/2011 rradd - 6/23/2011
BGGN pr present for 2 wks. Male carrying food to thicket repeatedly, but flushes easily and does not return.
rradd - 6/30/2011 12:50:07 PM
BGGN heard but not seen near this location during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 7/7/2011 12:13:50 PM
Change to Closed.
No BGGN detections during 30 min. obs. 

2/21/2011 5000025 CACW Closed EP244 82 feet from corner of 
temporary ROW.

100 feet Avoid corner of temporary ROW that includes 100 foot buffer. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

5/2/2011 A fresh grass nest including a clean opening and fresh feathers lining the inside. Appears utilized and active. 
2/21/11
Visited 2/27/2011 - no birds present 11:00 AM.
Well-built nests status unchanged; grasses graying; no wrens observed 3/16/2011 (PK).
New nest material added recently 4/5/2011 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 4/19/2011 - Nice nest; good entrance; recently used.
PKonrad - 4/25/2011 - No change.
PKonrad - 5/2/2011 - Nest torn apart from top, exposing all of the interior; closed.

4/27/2011 7000919 CACW Closed EP231A  AR 90 feet from AR; 1400 
feet for EP231 A.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction will occur within the buffer. The 
Agencies concurred to the following:
Traffic can pass through all three nest buffers since the road has pre-existing 
traffic and construction traffic will not significantly add to traffic volume.  
Conditions associated:  No work is allowed within the three 100-foot nest 
buffers.  Traffic on the access road cannot stop or park within the three 100-foot 
nest buffers.  Traffic will not exceed 10mph inside the three 100-foot nest 
buffers.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

8/16/2011 shampton - 4/27/2011 12:45:22 PM - Nest appears complete. CACW heard singing in area.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Fresh nest; no birds.
PKonrad - 5/11/2011 - No changes.
vnovik - 5/13/2011 1:33:48 PM - Nest intact.
PKonrad - 5/19/2011 - Nest still looks fresh and new; no wrens.
pkonrad - 5/26/2011 12:38:44 PM
Grasses from nest  blocking entrance; no wrens observed or heard.
sritt - 6/6/2011 10:38:34 AM
Entrance hole appears to have been improved. No  wrens observed in area.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 4:24:23 PM
No apparent change to nest; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 11:00:21 AM
Nest entrance looks good; no wrens heard or seen in area.
pkonrad - 6/27/2011 1:25:52 PM
Entrance large and recently used; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 1:03:07 PM
Nest wet from rain but in good shape; no wrens observed or heard.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 12:50:01 PM
Nest entrance has not been used recently; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 2:22:32 PM
New nest has been built just above original nest since last week; looks complete with entrance facing southwest. 
Original nest looks good (entrance faces southeast). No wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 10:50:16 AM
New nest looks active with large open entrance. Original nest doesn't appear to be active recently, judging from 
grass across entrance. 1 wren called once from a distant location to the south.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 2:55:58 PM
No apparent changes; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 8/9/2011 4:17:48 PM
Nest looks good, but no wrens seen or heard.
pkonrad - 8/16/2011 11:56:06 AM
Newest nest doesn't look recently used; original nest is in disrepair. No wrens observed or heard in area - closed.
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7/23/2011 7004672 CACW Closed EP253-2 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

8/15/2011 mdicus - 7/23/2011 4:31:27 PM
2 adults were observed visiting the nest; 1 adult entered the nest, and both were observed calling. Nest has been 
repaired and appears complete, with a clean entrance. No eggs or nestlings; possibly a satellite or roost nest.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 11:16:15 AM
Nest entrance has grasses across ouside and interior is unlined, but nest looks new and active.
pkonrad - 8/9/2011 10:38:12 AM
Entrance is large and clear and interior chamber has some lining. No wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 8/15/2011 2:13:50 PM
No changes in nest; no wrens observed or heard in area - closed.

4/28/2011 7000931 CACW Closed EP235-1 8 feet from permanent 
pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

8/16/2011 pkonrad - 5/26/2011 11:35:29 AM
Nice nest looks unchanged; pair of wrens active 400 feet southwestt.
phoward - 6/6/2011 1:13:38 PM
group of three preconstruction workers were taking measurements 20 feet from nest when first arrived at site, 
informed them of buffer and they left. We found one egg inside the nest which was somewhat cold. no birds were 
seen entering nest but birds were heard over 100ft away towards top of hill
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 2:51:01 PM
No wrens observed or heard in area; nest looks used; can't see inside nest.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 1:19:06 PM
Many small downy feathers added to lower edge of nest entrance; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 2:59:11 PM
Wren obeerved and calling 75 feet southwest of nest; nest looks recently used.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:23:41 PM
Several wrens active in the area; yesterday's rain appears to have re-activated many birds. Nest is very slightly rain 
damaged.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 3:03:36 PM
Nest unused since last weeks' rain; no wrens in area, but several wrens are active about 400 feet southwest.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 1:24:50 PM
Nest looks good but may not have been recently used; wrens may have concentrated their activity on the improved 
nest to the west. No wrens in area, including to the southwest.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 12:30:59 PM
Nest looks unused with grasses laying across entrance hole.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 2:06:23 PM
No change except 2 small scats near entry; no wrens nearby but pair active and calling 300 feet to south-
southwest.
pkonrad - 8/9/2011 2:15:09 PM
Nest entrance looks small like it hasn't been used recently, but scats are no longer present. Wrens present 300 feet 
west-southwest.
pkonrad - 8/16/2011 11:42:42 AM
No wrens nearby and nest looks unused for some time - closed. 

4/28/2011 7000933 CACW Closed EP235-1 25 feet to TSAP; 55 feet 
to perm pad, as 

mapped.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

8/16/2011 pkonrad - 5/26/2011 11:32:11 AM
Nest unchanged except new feather added to entrance. Pair of wrens active 400 feet southwest of nest, but 
mockingbird singing next to this nest and active in this area.
phoward - 6/6/2011 1:10:16 PM
pair of wrens seen nearby nest, fresh feathers found inside nest. never saw pair enter nest but nest stll appears 
active and is in good condition
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 2:53:21 PM
Nest entrance looks freshly used; no wrens seen or heard in area.
pkonrad - 6/20/2011 1:24:09 PM
Several small downy feathers added to lower part of nest entrance; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 6/28/2011 3:01:17 PM
Nest looks recently used; wren active southest of other nearby wren nest.
pkonrad - 7/6/2011 12:26:19 PM
Several wrens active in area, singing and calling territorially. Nest very slightly rain damaged.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 3:01:06 PM
Nest has not been used since last weeks' rain; no wrens nearby, but wrens are active 400 feet southwest where there 
are several nests.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 1:21:33 PM
Nest is well-used with a large open entrance that has a layer of soft gray plant material added to the lower part of the 
entrance leading into the interior chamber, but no wrens active in the area, including to the southwest.
pkonrad - 7/26/2011 12:29:25 PM
Large entance allows a look into chamber, which is well-lined with plant down; 1 wren heard calling near this nest 
during approach.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 2:10:18 PM
Nest unchanged except 1 medium-sized downy feather added near entry. No wrens nearby, but a pair was active 
and calling 500 feet west-southwest and another pair was active and singing 300 feet south-sputhwest. 
pkonrad - 8/9/2011 2:18:57 PM
Nest looks active - entrance large and well-used (feather gone), but chamber very shallow. As I approached nest, 
wren acting territoially, calling and flying from perch to perch about 300 feet west-southwest.
pkonrad - 8/16/2011 11:37:15 AM
Nest probably hasn't been visited in more than a week; nest chamber is shallow with a large entrance. No wrens 
nearby, but 1 wren observed and calling once from about 300 feet south-southwest. This appears to be a roost site or 
alternate nest - closed.
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6/4/2011 7002447 PSFL Closed CP70-3 AR 38 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

6/9/2011 rradd - 6/4/2011 at 0818
PSFL bringing small twigs and forming nest bowl. Female on nest while male forages and calls from perches 
nearby.
rradd - 6/9/2011 3:42:47 PM
Nest now more substantial platform in bark cleft; draped with moss and lichen. PSFL heard but not seen.
rradd - 6/17/2011 1:05:38 PM
No occupant visible on nest, but PSFL nearby appears to be nest guarding; calling and perching quietly within 30 
feet.
rradd - 6/24/2011 12:35:58 PM
No occupant visible on obscured nest, and no PSFL detected in vicinity. Monitor again prior to closing.
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:06:20 PM
No PSFL detections during 30 minute observation.
rradd - 7/8/2011 9:21:28 AM
Numerous PSFL detections during 30 minute observation, but no movement at nest visible. New nest elsewhere?
rradd - 7/14/2011 11:39:23 AM
Change to Closed.
No bird visible at nest and no detections within 100 feet of nest. Nest presumed abandoned.

6/28/2011 7002574 CACW Closed EP269 AR 93 feet north of AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

7/25/2011 eelias - 6/28/2011 3:00:33 PM
Complete nest; no eggs or nestlings in nest; no adults were active in this area.
pkonrad - 7/13/2011 1:49:20 PM
New nest with large entrance; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 7/20/2011 12:16:40 PM
No wrens observed or heard; small fearhers added to interior and 1 on entrance.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 1:26:16 PM
No wrens observed or heard, but nest has been visited: Feathers no longer obvious, but a cholla botton is at the 
entry.
pkonrad - 8/1/2011 11:50:34 AM
Nest looks good; cholla button removed from entry; feathers line part of interior.
pkonrad - 8/8/2011 1:18:15 PM
Nest unchanged; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 8/15/2011 12:58:43 PM
No change at nest; no wrens in area - closed.

7/2/2011 7002588 CACW Closed EP266-2 0 feet; nest is on TSAP. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

8/3/2011 shampton - 7/2/2011 2:11:21 PM
Originally logged on 7/1/2011. Re-entered on 7/2/2011 due to IT malfunction. 
On 7/1/2011 11:30 AM - No CACW observed near nest in cholla. 1 CACW was singing 200 feet southwest of nest for 
a few minutes early in 4 hour survey of EP266-2 and TSAP. Nest was in good condition, complete. Lined, partially 
with white synthetic fluff. However, no CACW activity was associated with this nest. Check once more prior to 
close.
tdipaola - 8/3/2011 10:53:08 AM
Nest remains inactive with no Cacrus Wrens observed in vacinity of nest. Nest is in fair condition but in worse 
condition compared to last nest check update - closed.

7/5/2011 7002591 CACW Closed EP245 AR 15 feet southeast of AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

8/15/2011 pkonrad - 7/5/2011 10:45:05 AM
New nest; no wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 10:22:25 AM
 1 Cactus Wren near new nest; no contents in nest bowl.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 10:24:32 AM
Nest has a hole through bottom of chamber. No wrens active in area. Will change status to Inactive until nest is 
repaired or abandoned.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 10:26:20 AM
Nest has been repaired and improved and has 3 non-wren feathers added to entrance. No wrens in area, but 
observed 1 wren about 300 feet northeast of nest; no calling.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 10:24:12 AM
Nest looks good; new thin strip of bark positioned across entrance. Cactus wren observed 120 feet northeast of nest; 
no calling.
pkonrad - 8/8/2011 11:06:27 AM
Entrance open (bark moved away); no wrens near nest, but they are active at another nest about 390 feet northest 
along AR.
pkonrad - 8/15/2011 9:59:28 AM
No wrens observed or heard in area; nest chamber is shallow; egg laying unlikely at this late date in nesting season; 
probably an alternate nest or roost site - closed.

7/5/2011 7002593 CACW Closed EP243 and new 12kV 
pole and AR

80 feet south of new 
12kV pole and AR

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

8/8/2011 pkonrad - 7/5/2011 1:40:29 PM
New nest; wren calling territorially nearby.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 11:41:41 AM
Nest seemingly unchanged; no egg in nest; interior unlined. Wren calling to east.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 11:57:57 AM
Nest looks recently active; no wrens nearby; 1 of 2 nests active in area.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 11:17:19 AM
Nest looks a bit weathered; entrance doesn't look recently used and it is partly blocked by a cholla button, but nest in 
good shape overall. 1 wren observed 50 feet north and called twice.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 11:51:44 AM
No apparent changes; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 8/8/2011 2:24:42 PM
Nest looks unused in past couple weeks; no wrens in area - closed.
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7/7/2011 7002611 CACW Closed EP257 and AER Yard's 

AR
50 from south access 

road and 150 feet from 
100 feet Drive through access 

only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

8/15/2011 eelias - 7/7/2011 8:47:07 AM
Jean noted an adult Cactus Wren making frequent trips with nest material to this nest. This nest is 35% built.
mkuehn - 7/20/2011 11:55:49 AM
A pair of cactus wrens was observed; 1 wren was on a rock with nesting material near the nest, the other was flying 
around. The first wren put the material down and followed the other cactus wren into a bush; then, a third cactus 
wren followed the pair. The nest is mostly built but no eggs - Jean 7/20/2011 11:48 AM.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 2:07:48 PM
Nest complete and interior is totally covered with feathers; chamber is very shallow and exposed. No wrens observed 
or heard.
pkonrad - 8/1/2011 12:36:19 PM
Nest looks unchanged but good; very shallow; no wrens in area. New AER contruction yard built to west and fenced 
within past 5 days.
pkonrad - 8/9/2011 10:43:14 AM
Nest chamber has a thick layer of downy feathers. No wrens observed or heard in area.
pkonrad - 8/15/2011 1:31:02 PM
Even more feathers in nest, but chamber is too shallow for egg laying, etc.; no wrens in area. Appears this is a roost 
or alternate nest inspired by July rainstorms - closed.

7/7/2011 7002612 CACW Closed EP257 and AER Yard 0 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

7/7/2011 eelias - 7/7/2011 9:23:36 AM
Complete nest (100% built), partly lined with feathers; no activity - closed.

6/4/2011 7002442 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
90+00r

40 feet from AR. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

7/7/2011 tfitanides - 6/4/2011 10:39:29 AM
Female bringing nesting material to southern side of palm. Nest not visible. Male following female.
rradd - 6/11/2011 9:32:33 AM
HOFI pair continue nest building, Visiting at irregular intervals.
pkonrad - 6/17/2011 12:57:30 PM
No nesting activities observed at palm tree during 2 nest observation periods. Male singing in area; female may now 
be incubating.
pkonrad - 6/24/2011 9:44:42 AM
Pair of House Finches active in palm; male singing in area.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 9:57:09 AM
Pair active near bottom of lowest hanging dead palm fronds on south side. Female persistantly giving soliciting 
display to male. Male singing; seems like this pair is in early nesting stage.
pkonrad - 7/8/2011 4:30:32 PM
No finch activity observed  or heard in area.
pkonrad - 7/15/2011 2:07:25 PM
No finches observed during 30 minute observation period.
pkonrad - 7/18/2011 1:27:25 PM
No finches observed near palm tree during extended observation period; this nesting attempt was probably never 
active - closed.
sritt - 7/23/2011 4:44:52 PM
No finched observed in tree, but many nearby. Fledgling seen food begging from male.

7/12/2011 7004224 CACW Closed EP243 and 12kV AR 15 feet from 12Kv AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

8/15/2011 pkonrad - 7/12/2011 11:53:00 AM
Newly completed nest has wren calling to west.
pkonrad - 7/19/2011 11:42:04 AM
Nest looks similar to last week; pair of wrens 60 feet north of nest; calling low as though aggitated.
pkonrad - 7/25/2011 11:14:17 AM
Nest looks good. Wren observed and calling closer to nests located to west, or the wren may have followed biologist 
as he checked nests in the greater area and called twice at that time.
pkonrad - 8/2/2011 12:06:07 PM
Nest unchanged; no wrens in area.
pkonrad - 8/8/2011 2:20:47 PM
Nest unchanged; 1 wren calling low to northeast.
pkonrad - 8/15/2011 2:49:00 PM
Nest unchanged; looks unused for weeks; no wrens noted in area - closed.

7/19/2011 7004661 NOMO Closed TL 639 - 371519 3 feet form AR. 100 feet 90 feet. Concurrence from Debbie Leonard, Helix Environmental:

I reviewed SDG&E’s NBM/NBR Request that includes an NBR to 90 feet and an 
NBM to 8 feet for northern mockingbird nest ID 7004661. The NBR would be for 
reconductoring at one pole, and the NBM would be for drive-through access 
along the access road to multiple poles for reconductoring.
The NBR of 90 feet is consistent with Attachment B, Bird Buffer Reductions, of 
the July 2011 Draft Nesting Bird Management Plan as commented on by Erinn 
Wilson, which allows a buffer of 50 feet.

The NBM of 8 feet for drive-through access is acceptable because: 1) SDG&E 
would not allow stopping, standing, or work allowed within the modified buffer; 2) 
once access is permitted through the buffer, all poles along the road would be 
worked on within the same day; and 3) the nest was still in the nest-building 
phase as of July 25, 2011.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

8/3/2011 rradd - 7/19/2011 8:27:09 AM
Stick nest with fresh stems of bushmallow within but not yet formed into cup or lining. Territorial mockingird sings 
incessantly from nearest lattice tower and flies to song posts sourh and west but not north into territory of pair at Nest 
7002601.
rradd - 7/25/2011 3:21:37 PM
Material added to nest: still not ready for first egg.
pkonrad - 8/4/2011 2:41:07 PM
Partial nest bowl has not been completed; no lining; no mockingbirds in area - closed.

8/8/2011 7004712 CACW Closed EP245 AR 15 feet east of AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

8/15/2011 pkonrad - 8/8/2011 10:27:57 AM
Weathered-colored nest in good shape with clear opening recently lined with downy feathers. 2 adults present, both 
singing; 1 carrying nest-lining material.
pkonrad - 8/15/2011 10:10:59 AM
Nest unchanged but no wrens evident in area. Due to late date in season, no egg laying can be expected; this nest is 
probably a roost site or alternate nest used throughout the year - closed.
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3/7/2011 6002386 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 10 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Limited  
maintenance of nest 
occurred, although 
no egg laying this 
season.

6/1/2011 Entrance a little rough and unkempt though overall nest is in fair condition. 
Showery and cooler weather has somewhat suppressed territorial activity this afternoon.  Calling territorial bird was 
active across the area this morning but not seen using this nest. 3/7/11
18 Mar - CACW calling across this territory - at least 2 birds present. - RR
24 Mar - CACW calling from high perches across this territory. - RR
30 Mar - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
5 Apr - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RR
25 Apr CACW calling from this location 1736. - RR
11Apr - CACW carrying nest materials to nest 10:30. - RR 
18 Apr CACW calling from perches associated with this territory. 1444 - RR
03 May CACW calling from this location 1305. - RR
10 May CACW continues to advertise this territory with new material piles, but no food carry. - RR
17 May CACW adding nest material 1635-1645. Only 1 CACW observed.  - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 3:16:02 PM - No CACW detected 1305-1335.
rradd - 6/1/2011 10:40:24 AM -This nest now discolored, collapsing and unimproved. Change to Closed.

3/30/2011 5003295 CACW Closed EP226-1 95 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Monitoring 
chronology suggests 
this nest was built for 
uses other than egg 
laying.

6/3/2011 Pair of CACW observed adjacent to nest; nest appears to be the start of a new nest; monitor for activity and nest 
building 3/30/2011 IM.
No change in nest start; Cactus wren singing close by - 4/4/2011 (PK).
shampton - 4/12/2011 4:14:37 PM - No new material. No CACW nearby.
Closed, due to no activity and never completed nest-building. kalberts - 4/17/2011 3:56:07 PM
CACW observed in new nest directly above old nest in the same cholla. 100 foot buffer impacts temporary work 
area, but should not preclude construction since foundation type is micropile. (CA) - 05/07/2011 09:22 AM
RAbe - 5/23/2011 3:12:28 PM - Nest is nearly complete. No CAWR observed in area, but it is late afternoon and very 
windy.
barnold - 6/3/2011 - Nest inactive; no wrens.
barnold - 6/3/2011 12:00:51 PM
No Cactus Wren activity during 25 minute observation period. Other bird species seen and heard. Nest considered 
Inactive. .

7/16/2011 7004644 NONE Closed Access Road to guard 
pole structure near 

CP71

25 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. No 
observed nesting 
activity this season.

7/16/2011 eelias - 7/16/2011 9:47:39 AM
VEurs noticed this potential nesting cavity and she was in the area for about 30 minutes. She did not see any activity 
at this cavity.

6/29/2011 7002577 BUOR Closed Kruetzcamp Yard AR 30 feet west of AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTVIE 
STAGE. Appears 
nesting activities 
have been limited to 
nest building, 
repeatedly.

7/14/2011 pkonrad - 6/29/2011 12:32:55 PM
New nest being built by female oriole with male nearby; female collecting new material, plus taking material from 
oriole nest 20 feet north and below this nest that was active last week, and from abandoned Phainopepla nest  
farther north in tree. Female displays to male occasionally and male follows female during forays away from nest 
tree.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 12:03:24 PM
Female observed going into nest, not leaving during an extended period (incubating?). Male in area, calling 
periodically.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 12:03:01 PM
No orioles observed or heard during 45 minutes of observation; female could be incubating?
pkonrad - 7/21/2011 10:53:45 AM
No orioles observed or heard near nest or in this isolated tree or surrounding areas. My impression is that 1 or more 
pairs built multiple nests here (1 at a time), but there is no indication of other nesting activities. Orioles were very 
active here for the past 2 months, but no activity noted today during 40 minutes of observations - closed.

7/5/2011 7002592 CACW Closed EP243 6 feet west of EP243 
pad

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH CTIVE 
STATUS.

7/12/2011 pkonrad - 7/5/2011 1:23:52 PM
New but flimsy nest looks well-used; wren calling territorially from east.
pkonrad - 7/12/2011 11:36:12 AM
Nest has big hole in side; roadrunner in area. Wren calling to south - closed.

8/10/2011 7004715 NONE Closed CP70 About 450 feet from AR 2. NEST DID REACH 
ACTIVE STAGE. 
Nest is from previous 
nesting season and 
was not active while 
Sunrise activities 
occurred in the area.

8/10/2011 RAbe - 8/10/2011 5:22:12 PM
Old, inactive nest recorded during raptor survey.  Based on its physical condition and behavioral observations made 
throughout the 2011 nesting season, it appears this nest is from a previous years nesting season.
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5/3/2011 7000966 LEGO Closed Elliott Substation 70 feet to substation; 50 

feet to AR.
100 feet 2. NEST WITH 

EGGS AND YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Based 
on prior observations 
and projected 
fledging date of 
nearby LEGO nest, 
successful fledging 
seems improbable.

5/28/2011 3 May - LEGO nest still under construction - appears near complete 0956. - RR
11 May - Nest still incomplete, no LEGO detected 1015 during 30 minute observation. - RR 
16 May - LEGO pair active at this location, presumed incubating 1040. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 11:28:14 AM - Well-concealed nest difficult to locate in waving canopy foliage on windy morning. 
Pair LEGO busy here with much contact calling. Presume nesting activity continues.
rradd - 5/31/2011 9:38:44 AM - No detections during 30 minute observation. Nest may have fledged. Change to 
Closed.

5/24/2011 7001945 MODO Closed CP21 12 feet from AR, 270 
feet from CP-21.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.  

6/6/2011 shampton - 5/24/2011 11:50:30 AM - Adult flushed off of nest; 2 eggs present.
rradd - 6/1/2011 2:09:30 PM
Presumed described location and Garmin GPS location are 20 feet apart on brushy hillside. No MODO, nest or eggs 
found near either location.
Will survey once more before closing.
dbusby - 6/6/2011 2:32:42 PM
Nest empty; only feathers and grass as evidence of nest. No birds in area.

5/16/2011 7001496 ANHU Closed EP78 15 feet from AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Could not refind nest 
or adult after 2 
thorough searches of 
extended area; 
possible predation?

5/27/2011 Adult flushed upon arrival and stayed in the area; 1 egg observed in the nest. 05/16/2011 (CAllen).
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 6:06:42 PM
Did not find nest with questionable coordinates and description - or nest may be gone. See comments on first page. 
Should resurvey location with this nest in mind.
sritt - 6/8/2011 2:38:36 PM
No nest or hummingbirds found anywhere near described area. - sritt - 6/8/2011

3/31/2011 5001257 HOFI Closed CP50-1 80 feet from AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest not found 
during follow-up 
surveys; probably 
lost to natural 
causes.

4/11/2011 Female on nest.
3/31/2011 - Unable to find nest - RR.
4/11/2011 - Nest unable to be relocated - closed. - RR
4/11/2011 - Buffer removed.- RR

4/18/2011 5000847 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 0 feet; in crane within 
yard.

100 feet 100 feet for construction 
activities; 0 feet for 

parking and access; 

This nest was begun after construction activities had started, and is therefore 
accustomed to this site.  The buffer will remain in effect for construction activites, 
but may be reduced for parking and access purposes, if needed.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS.

5/10/2011 imaunsell - 4/18/2011 2:57:32 PM - Nest 40% complete with fresh nest material. Pair copulating adjacent to nest.
20  Apr - 1egg. - RR
26 Apr - HOFI flushed from nest 1758. - RR
3 May No eggs, no HOFI detections during 30 min. obs 1645-1715. Change to Inactive. - RR
10 May Crane has moved from CY. Change to Closed. - RR

4/22/2011 5000889 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
189+00

40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS.

5/17/2011 imaunsell - 4/22/2011 4:14:01 PM - Birds observed visiting nest.
4/30/2011 - LEGO on nest 1339. - RR
fhoffman - 5/6/2011 4:09:15 PM - Nest intact. No birds observed.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 12:18:28 PM - Cup lining appears to be strewn out; nest askew. Check once more before status 
change.
jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 1:17:07 PM
Nest appears dilapitated and damaged; no Lesser Goldfinches (adults or juveniles) heard or observed at nest or in 
vicinity - closed.

4/8/2011 5003387 HOWR Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 
pullsite - driveway 

entry

70 feet to AR entry. 100 feet One day of pre-construction survey staking is planned, followed by one day of 
potholing with a 2-3 person crew.  Soundwalls may be erected to not impact 
nests during potholing.  After this, construction traffic should be allowed, as the 
odds of impacting nest sites is low to non-existent, provided that no stopping, 
standing, or construction occurs within buffer zones.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS.

4/13/2011 04/08/11 - Probable house wren nest.  Wrens observed in nearby coast live oaks but none observed entering cavity 
(R. Abe, M. Dicus)
13 Apr - Nest predated - broken eggs inside + 1 below nest entrance. Closed. - RR

AR066571
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4/26/2011 7000902 BUOR Closed TL 6916 - Z771473 85 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 

feet.
Both the Cassin's Kingbird and Bullock's Oriole nests occur in the same 
eucalyptus tree (distance to pre-existing Pole Z771473 is approximately 85 feet). 
Based on the nests’ proximity to human activity and development and the adult 
birds’ lack of reaction to human presence, both pairs of adults appear to be 
habituated to nearby human activities. Therefore, a nest buffer modification 
(NBM) request for reduction to 30 feet from 100 feet would be appropriate. It is 
not anticipated that such a reduction would adversely affect the success of both 
nests.  Based on the nest location and previous exposure to vehicle traffic, foot 
traffic and equipment movement, the adults should tolerate this buffer 
modification.  

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS.

5/16/2011 RAbe - 4/26/2011 8:19:42 AM
Male and female observed at nest. Female adding blue string to nest, which is just barely started.
sritt - 5/3/2011 - 9:03:24 AM Female seen entering and remaining in nest for about 2 minutes. 
11 May Nest complete, stringing crew at work 1130. - RR
16 May  No oriole detected during 30 min. obs. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 6:22:43 PM
No BUOR detected during 30 min. obs. 1550-1610.
rradd - 5/24/2011 8:10:41 AM
No BUOR detected 0650-0710. Change to Closed.

5/11/2011 7001424 CALT Closed EP221A 60 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 45 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 45 feet is 
appropriate for this nest. Nest success should not be diminished for the following 
reasons: 
•Nest is visually and acoustically sheltered from construction as it is down below 
the work site in a rocky canyon with dense vegetation.
•nest is approximately 50 feet from the nearest edge of the permanent impact 
area and over 220 feet from the TSAP.
•Adult did not flush from nest until avian surveyors were within 20 feet of nest.
•The nest contains 3 eggs, increasing site affinity and decreasing likelihood of 
abandonment by the adult birds.
•California Towhees as a species show general tolerance for human activities.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS.

5/27/2011 phoward - 5/11/2011 12:11:45 PM - 3 eggs in nest, female seen brooding. 
3 young nestlings in nest, eyelids still closed; buffer flagged at 45 feet. - sritt - 5/18/2011 3:27:39 PM
mkuehn - 5/27/2011 3:47:29 PM
Nest empty; did not detect adults or young. No indication of fledging; no mutes on or near nest, rim of nest not 
depressed. All ESA signs and flagging removed - closed.

5/25/2011 7002365 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 

6/16/2011 rradd - 5/25/2011 
HOFI female on nest, male defending 1202.
rradd - 6/2/2011 2:58:49 PM
HOFI female on nest 14:08
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:10:58 AM
HOFI pr. come to nest 0824.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:41:57 PM
No HOFI at this nest during 30 min. obs. Change to Closed.

5/27/2011 7002395 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

70 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS.

6/8/2011 sjohnston - 5/27/2011 10:49:11 AM - Nest building 10% complete.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:56:46 AM - Observed on nest, potentially incubating.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:58:29 AM - Observed on nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:30:28 AM - Observed on nest.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:14:55 PM - No activity at nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:15:53 PM - No activity at nest area; nest itself not observed.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:01:32 PM - No activity.
sjohnston - 6/14/2011 4:21:27 PM - No activity for past 4 days.
vnovik - 6/14/2011 5:55:30 PM - No activity.

6/3/2011 7002445 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 feet from staked 
work limits.

100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS.

7/21/2011 sjohnston - 6/3/2011 12:31:43 PM - Nest building; 20% complete.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:07:09 PM - Nest building/potentially incubating; nest appears complete.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:17:16 PM - On nest, likely incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:20:26 PM - On nest incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:05:48 PM - On nest incubating.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:21:34 PM - Incubating.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:14:35 PM - Incubating.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:44:50 AM - Incubating.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:22:20 PM - On nest.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:18:36 AM - Observed on nest.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:34:11 PM - On nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:56:03 PM - Observed on nest.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:56:01 PM - Incubating.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 11:53:18 AM - No activity observed.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 8:55:15 AM - No activity.
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:47:56 AM- Possibly on nest; very difficult to tell.
vnovik - 7/13/2011 1:59:08 PM - No activity on nest.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:56:40 PM - No activity 7/6/2011. Closing nest.

6/6/2011 7002457 WEKI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 55 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular traffic should not impact this nest providing that no stopping standing 
or work occurs within the 100' buffer. Blanket exemption for AR currently in use 
prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is applicable.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS.

6/29/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011 2:10:44 PM
Male actively defending nest area (8-feet or so). Female incubating on nest.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 4:01:37 PM
No kingbirds active in this area during more than an hour in the zone (checking other nests too).
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 12:25:46 PM
Kingbirds active around nest and perching next to it; can't ascertain incubation or brooding.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 12:26:44 PM
No kingbirds observed near nest during 90 minutes of observations in the area; uncertain of status so will check 
back.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 11:05:12 AM
No kingbirds active in area of nest; judging from nest history, this nesting attempt appears to have failed - closed.
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Date Nest Monitoring Comment
6/8/2011 7002462 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
0 feet, within staked 

work limits.
100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS.

7/5/2011 vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:06:31 PM
Nest building approx 50% Complete.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:30:27 PM
Nest building, well formed.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:55:29 PM
Nest building 90% complete.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:32:22 PM
1 egg was observed on 06/11/2011, and observed incubating normally through 06/16/2011
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:08:49 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:16:24 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:46:53 AM
Appears to be incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:27:05 PM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:04:09 PM
Incubating.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:51:57 PM
No eggs or nestlings observed in the nest - closed.

6/8/2011 7002463 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS.

6/15/2011 vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:08:36 PM
Nest building about 60- 70% complete
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:28:59 PM
Nest complete or almost complete; no eggs.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:55:58 PM
Nest near complete.
sjohnston - 6/11/2011
1 egg in nest. Female incubating normally.
sjohnston - 6/14/2011
Nesting bird was observed to be sensitive to foot traffic along the path/work area adjacent to the mulberry, and the 
adult was observed to be off the nest for 30 minutes.
sjohnston - 6/15/2011
No activity was observed at the nest.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:42:17 PM
No activity was observed at the nest.

6/9/2011 7002484 ANHU Closed CP64-2 AR 65 feet from AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS.

6/17/2011 rradd - 6/9/2011 at 1036
ANHU female on nest.
rradd - 6/17/2011 8:54:37 AM
Nest no longer present, branch is broken. Change to Closed.

6/18/2011 7002517 PSFL Closed CP81-1 25 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer kept, but vehicular 
passage allowed

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS.

7/8/2011 rradd - 6/18/2011
PSFL male nest guarding, chasing HOWR, WBNU away from nest. Female emerges 0853, perches briefly and 
departs.
rradd - 6/25/2011 10:13:23 AM
Female PSFL incubating - on the nest for 10 mins, off for 5, 0923 - 0945. 
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:21:29 PM
Female PSFL on nest, male visits occasionally.
rradd - 7/8/2011 2:26:33 PM
Change to Closed.
No PSFL detected during 40 min obs. Nest is intact and well- protected but appears abandoned.

6/18/2011 7002518 LEGO Closed CP83-1 40 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS.

7/8/2011 rradd - 6/18/2011
LEGO pair building nest 1142.
rradd - 6/25/2011 11:46:48 AM
Nest complete, exterior clad in dry catkins. Too high to see into nest; agitated territorial male indicates incubation 
likely in progress 1125 - 1145 .
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:29:45 PM
LEGO female on nest, male nest guarding.
rradd - 7/8/2011 4:38:14 PM
Nest appears intact but no visits by LEGO during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 7/16/2011 10:50:14 AM
No LEGO detections at this nest during 30 min. obs despite numerous LEGO present indicate likely failure for 
unknown reasons as insufficient time has elapsed for complete cycle. 
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Date Nest Monitoring Comment
6/20/2011 7002526 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
5 feet from AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS.

7/20/2011 vnovik - 6/22/2011 5:08:48 PM
Nest 70% complete.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:16:53 PM
Nest building 90% completed.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:51:51 AM
Nest is still being built by Black-chinned Hummingbird. No construction has occurred while bird has been working on 
nest.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 5:40:35 PM
No observations of nest building later in the day.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:30:50 PM
1 egg in nest; birds active on nest. 
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:04:32 PM
2 eggs in nest.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:53:06 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 9:06:19 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:47:15 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:05:30 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:25:17 PM
No activity after 20 mins of observation. Nest appears inactive, but should be rechecked.
imaunsell - 7/26/2011 9:35:59 AM
Nest appears to have been raided for nesting material around top edges. No eggs present. Closed. No work was 
occuring during this or previous monitoring visits.

6/21/2011 7002532 LEGO Closed TL 639 - 397518 46 feet to TL639 - 
397518.

100 feet Drive through access 
only

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS.

7/5/2011 imaunsell - 6/21/2011 7:25:21 AM
Nest contains one egg and is swarming with ants. LEGO female attempting to return.
rradd - 6/27/2011 11:32:40 AM
Nest contains one broken egg and one intact egg. No LEGO observed at nest.
rradd - 7/5/2011 10:59:13 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest has been abandoned; no LEGO detections at this nest during 30 min obs, ants continue to visit eggs.

6/28/2011 7002607 LEGO Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

15 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 

7/7/2011 7/6/11 Female was seen incubating on 6/28/2011; female is still incubating.
ahill - 7/18/2011 9:07:51 AM - No activity has been seen in past 10 days. Have observed for an hour each interval on 
several days, and no activity was seen.

7/1/2011 7002602 LEGO Closed CP70-3 AR 15 feet  to AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 

7/14/2011 rradd - 7/1/2011 10:18:23 PM
Female LEGO incubating (15 mins. on, 5 mins. off) while male attends and alerts.
rradd - 7/8/2011 10:15:27 AM
Nest location moved per Trimble to replace lost data point.
LEGO pair continue to attend this nest.
rradd - 7/14/2011 9:31:47 AM
No LEGO at or near this nest during 30 mins of obs. suggests nesting has concluded.

AR066574
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7/11/2011 7003023 LEGO Closed TL639 - 397518 48 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS.

7/18/2011 rradd - 7/11/2011 4:22:02 PM
Female LEGO on nest.
rradd - 7/19/2011 1:57:49 PM
No LEGO detected; lining is blowing out of nest.

7/18/2011 7004658 BTSP Closed EP271-2 90 feet 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS.

7/22/2011 sjohnston - 7/18/2011 10:37:00 AM
Incubating 2 eggs.
tfitanides - 7/21/2011 2:25:06 PM
2 eggs in nest; eggs were in partial sun when uncovered. No BTSP activity seen from 1200-1235hrs. 1 BTSP heard 
calling in general area before nest was in sight. (Recommend a visit in morning, it was hot and windy today).
tfitanides - 7/23/2011 1:52:02 PM
2 eggs remain in nest. No BTSP visits to nest during observation period from 0720-0830. Eggs were warm to the 
touch. 3 BTSP observed foraging in TSAP area, but when biologists approached they left to the northeast. Adults 
remained in the general area but were scarce around observers. Another site visit is warranted to ensure nest is 
inactive before closing.
eelias - 7/25/2011 4:17:17 PM
2 biologists monitored this nest for 90 minutes (0840-1010). This nest was approached initially and contained 2 
unhatched eggs, which were warm and in the full morning sun. There was no sign of predation; nest was in good 
shape, no egg yolks around, or egg shell fragments were in the vicinity of nest. 2 biologists then positioned 
themselves 180 feet distant and 1 biologist viewed the nest through a 20x spotting scope for 90 minutes. There was 
no sparrow activity at this nest site. Due to this inactivity, buffer was removed and nest was closed.

7/29/2011 7004703 MODO Closed CP57 AR 70 feet from AR 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 

8/3/2011 vnovik - 7/29/2011 3:05:52 PM
1 egg in nest; 1 egg has fallen out of nest and is on ground below nest. No doves in area.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 1:49:26 PM
1 egg remains in small skimpy nest; no doves in area; appears this nesting attempt was abandoned - closed.

6/6/2011 7002455 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS.  Wind 
probably blew nest 
out of structure; 
possible predation; 
no sign of nest or 
contents. 

6/21/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011 10:20:42 AM - Nest building first observed on 05/24/11. Female observed building nest today 
(6/6).
PKonrad - 6/13/2011 - Female incubating.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 4:57:38 PM
Nest is gone; no sign of nest or contents - closed.
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3/30/2011 5003298 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

117+00
25 feet from Alpine Blvd 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 2 dead 
nestlings in nest; has 
female been killed 
away from nest?

4/7/2011 RF - 3/30/2011
Bird observed incubating on nest during high traffic, jackhammering, and other construction noise.
BL - 4/8/2011
No nest observed, taken out by storms? 
RR - 4/16/2011
No nest observed - closed.
emorgan - 4/20/2011 10:15:01 AM
Nest observed still on fan palm covered with cobwebs. There are 2 dead nestlings in nest that appear to have been 
about 5 days old at death.

5/13/2011 7001474 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet: within substation 
footprint on machinery.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 5 feet. It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
- The nest location is within a cavity providing a protective buffer from visual and 
acoustic disturbances.
- The pair selected the site regardless of ongoing work in the immidiate area.
- The birds have tolerated foot an vehicle traffic within a few feet.
- The birds have chosen a nest site within three feet of mylar flasher tape
- Rock breaking and cruching has occured within 250 feet of the nest. These 
activities are considered heavy construction and the sound impact have not 
detered the birds from nesting there.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 3 eggs 
cold and abandoned 
due to unknown 
factors.

5/20/2011 Nest 50% complete. No eggs or nestlings. Bird observed actively building nest 5-13-2011.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 4:43:31 PM - 3 eggs in nest.
ahill - 5/20/2011 6:32:38 PM - 3 cold eggs, no female incubating, no activity; eggs had cracks. Nest 
abandoned/failed; possible failure due to recent winds/rain (5-17 and 18).
tfitanides - 5/23/2011 3:25:48 PM
Nest closed due to info from previous nest monitoring.

6/6/2011 7002454 HOFI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 1 feet east of from AR; 9 
feet above road.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Blanket exemption already in place for existing construction traffic at the time of 
this nest's discovery.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Appears 
female abandoned 
nest during egg 
laying or early 
incubation.

6/29/2011 eelias - 6/6/2011 3:28:56 PM
Female is bringing in nesting material. Nest appears 80% complete. Male is in close attendance.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 1:14:17 PM
Female incubating; male nearby.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 12:41:10 PM
No incubating female during either of 2 nest checks; male perched nearby and singing during first check.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 1:04:43 PM
No sign of adult finches at nest or in area. May be inactive; will check status again.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 12:14:57 PM
No finches in area or visiting nest; nest intact - closed.

5/27/2011 7002394 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

80 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Bird 
appeared to 
abandon nest on or 
near  6/9/2011 or 
6/10/2011

6/10/2011 sjohnstone - 5/27/2011 
When found, female incubating.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:57:19 AM
Observed on nest incubating.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:58:01 AM
Observed on nest incubating.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:30:52 AM
On nest incubating.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:15:27 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:14:00 PM
Incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:02:23 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:01:05 PM
No activity on nest. Observed nest for 30 minutes with no activity.
sjohnston - 6/14/2011 4:14:55 PM
No activity for the past 4 days.
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7/25/2011 7004674 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
95 feet 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 
Depredated.  Most 
likely  western 
scrubjay.

8/15/2011 imaunsell - 7/25/2011 10:25:26 AM
Female bringing fine nesting material and spider silk to nest. Estmated to be 90% complete.
imaunsell - 7/26/2011 9:39:42 AM
Female nest building.
imaunsell - 8/3/2011 12:21:39 PM
No activity observed. Chronology would suggest incubation. Unable to see if bird is on nest.
veurs - 8/9/2011 4:37:20 PM
observed nest periodically from 11:00 to 15:00; female seen moving about in nest; at one point she performed 
begging display towards male; female would leave nest for prolonged periods but eventually returned to sit on nest 
for a short time; unable to tell if adults are feeding nestlings because area above nest often obscured by leaves
veurs - 8/10/2011 3:55:54 PM
monitored nest throughout day from 0700 to 1545; male and female both on nest for longer intervals than previous 
day; no food seen being brough to nestso hatchlings unlikely as yet; still incubating
veurs - 8/11/2011 4:34:08 PM
observed nest throughout day from 0645 to 1630; an adult on nest constantly all day; hatchlings still unlikely, never 
saw parents bring food to nest; mostly obs female on nest, but did see  male incubating on occasion
veurs - 8/15/2011 6:01:37 PM
nest obs from 0645-1700; approx 0830 a Western Scrub Jay flushed female and poked bill in nest several times-it 
did not appear to harm nest or possible contents; female returned after 40 mins and continued to sit on nest 
throughout the day; female performed begging display at one point when male came to nest; still no sign that food is 
being carried to nest for young
veurs - 8/16/2011 4:56:37 PM
obs nest from 0630-1600; WESC returned to nest at 0920 and poked inside numerous times; female returned after 
30 mins; sat on nest through morning & early afternoon; female made begging displays several times while on nest & 
was fed by male; about 1400, female left nest and was not seen to return-likely has abandoned nest
vnovik - 8/17/2011 5:06:26 PM
Observed no activity on nest today.

5/12/2011 7001447 LOSH Closed S2 Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Eggs 
were abandoned, 
although nest was 
built very close to 
existing paved road.

5/18/2011 phoward - 5/12/2011 7:36:38 AM - Nest found with 4 eggs; no nest visits but LOSH seen and heard nearby.
RAbe - 5/18/2011 1:54:00 PM - No LOSHs seen during previous 3 surveys. Just monitored nest for 90 minutes with 
no LOSHs detected at nest or adjacent areas - closed.
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5/7/2011 7001014 CAKI Closed TL 6916 - 973035 0 feet 100 feet Nest is inside pole; Not a candidate. 3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. First 
nest outcome is 
indeterminate but 
likely failed. CAKI 
require 2 weeks after 
hatching to fledge, 
and observations 
indicate incubation 
was still in progress 
on 6/4/2011. 
Nestlings may be fed 
near nest by adults 
for anotherr 2 weeks 
during post-fledging 
period, but no food 
carrying was 
observed.  Second 
nesting attempt at 
this site in progress 
6/20.

6/13/2011 rradd - 5/24/2011 9:01:24 AM
CAKI incubating, mate attending 0836.
rradd - 6/2/2011 8:27:02 AM
Nest exchange 0727, no food carry ...incubation continues.
shampton - 6/4/2011 12:33:04 PM
Observed 1 hr.  Female incubating/brooding, interrupted by short forays away from nest Male visited nest too. No 
visible food carried but  both appeared to pick things out of nest and eat them. Possibly small fecal sacs?
rradd - 6/7/2011 3:31:11 PM
CAKI on nest, mate guarding.
rradd - 6/13/2011 3:09:07 PM
Unable to detect if bird present on nest due to attached hardware. CAKI visited pole for several minutes but did not 
go to nest. No second CAKI observed. No item carry observed during 1 hr obs. NOMO perched and singing 10' away 
for several minutes was unchallenged.
rradd - 6/13/2011 9:48:11 PM
Obs. indicates this nest is no longer occupied. Change to Closed.
shampton - 6/13/2011 10:26:42 PM
Observed 1555-1715hrs, no nest visits. One CAKI perched near (1-3') nest and preened for 29 minutes, never went 
quite to nest

5/12/2011 7001463 LEGO Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

10 feet to driveway. 100 feet This nest should be treated like all others for which NBR was granted to allow 
brief period of veg maintenance and house boarding.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 
Indeterminate 
reason: Female 
incubating.

5/24/2011 12 May - LEGO female building nest, appears 50% complete 1446. - RR
19 May - LEGO incubating on nest 1419. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 5:47:20 PM
Nest appears intact, but no LEGO visible during 30 min obs
rradd - 6/3/2011 10:18:38 AM
No LEGO detections at this nest during 30 min obs. Change to Closed.

5/25/2011 7002357 MODO Closed TL 639 - 171660 9 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

No impacts to this nest are anticipated due to vehicular traffic, provided that no 
stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100' buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 
Insufficient time for 
nestlings to fledge.

6/10/2011 imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:37:36 AM
female incubating 2 eggs.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 12:02:55 PM
Adults in shrub around nest; two eggs in nest.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 12:20:26 PM
No eggs in nest. No MODO activity at nest. Closed.

6/6/2011 7002456 HOFI Closed EP27-1 AR 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Late-
season nesting 
attempt unsuccessful 
for unknown reason.

7/14/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011 11:23:31 AM
Female incubating. 
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 12:24:52 PM
A finch flushed from nest area, and a male is singing continuously.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 1:12:38 PM
Pair of finches flew from nest site; several finches singing in area, but no action observed at nest.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 11:49:34 AM
Female incubating.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 2:55:23 PM
Nest looks good, but no finches at nest.
pkonrad - 7/14/2011 1:43:11 PM
Nest intact but no sign of nestlings or adult finches; will check once again.
pkonrad - 7/20/2011 2:51:38 PM
No sign of finch activity; nest in like-new state; no mutes as obvious at nests that contain(ed) nestlings. It appears 
the finches observed at this nest started a late-season nesting attempt that was not successful.
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5/5/2011 7000984 CAGN Closed TL 6924 - 171693 660 feet to nearest pole. 300 feet 3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Likely 
failed due to 
inclement weather on 
preceding day. At 
least 3 dead 
nestlings present in 
nest, nest leaning 
over 45 degrees.

5/26/2011 Female incubating. blohstroh - 5/5/2011
Male incubating nest - kalberts - 5/13/2011 2:56:53 PM
nest unattended and leaning over ~45 degrees. At leasr 4 dead chicks present. Appears to have failed due to 
inclement weather on the day prior. blohstroh - 5/19/2011 11:05:31 AM
Ants eating dead chicks. blohstroh - 5/26/2011 2:28:28 PM

3/30/2011 5003299 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest  
with 2 eggs 
abandoned.

5/16/2011 Observed pair of HOFI on truck near nest. Construction occuring directly adjacent to nest. No eggs yet.
phoward - 4/14/2011 1:04:32 PM - No fresh material in nest, no nest visits observed, and no birds heard. It appears 
nest has been abandoned since first found 3 weeks ago. Nest has poor structural quailty (twigs look old and dry), 
made up of all large twigs and has no sign of cup for eggs. Birds have not been seen by bio monitor in over 2 weeks. 
Possible nest failures include poor site selection and/or the nest became wet, which caused it to lose structure and 
quailty.
rradd - 4/15/2011 2:21:01 PM - HOFI flushed from nest. Change to active. Buffered and staked. NBM requested.
MDicus - 04/16/2011 - Nest active, at least 1 egg. Female flushed within 10 feet of approach, returned 
immediately.
vnovik - 4/21/2011 10:06:05 AM - No activity observed at nest.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - Female incubating 2 eggs.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No finch observed at nest; 2 eggs are present among nesting material, but nest is disheveled 
with some material covering eggs; suggests this nest may be abandoned; will check back Monday.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - No finches present; 2 eggs are cold; nest deserted; closed.

4/14/2011 5000820 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 10 
feet.

Nest was built on the side of a dumpster, and previous NBRs have been granted 
for this species down to 15 feet.  This species is the most common bird species 
in San Diego County.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 
abandoned for 
unknown reasons 
during late 
incubation.

5/9/2011 phoward - 4/14/2011 1:57:11 PM - Fresh nesting material seen in nest; appears to be 2 near-complete nests side by 
side that have fresh material. House finches carrying nest material to nest (lining material).
04/16/2011 - Nest buffer modification approved 4/15; buffer staked in field at approved 10 feet.  Dumpster not to be 
used or moved (MDicus).
vnovik - 4/21/2011 10:31:41 AM - Female incubating on nest.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - Female incubating.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - No finches at nest; nest appears intact.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No finches at nest site during extended observations; yard biomonitor hasn't seen any activity 
here during 3 days on site; nest appears deserted - closed.

4/22/2011 5000888 MODO Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; nest within 
substation.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 
abandoned with 1 
egg.

4/29/2011 barnold - 4/22/2011 1:53:02 PM  Adult on nest.
kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 11:33:52 AM
Observed a stick nest with one egg.  Bio monitor reported that there has been no adult bird on the nest since 23 
April. Because there has been no incubation for over six days, the avian biologist determined that the nest is 
inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

6/1/2011 7002414 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

85 feet from work. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 
abandoned, possibly 
prior to egg laying, 
for unknown 
reasons.

6/9/2011 sjohnston - 6/1/2011 1:20:24 PM - Nest building about 60% complete.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 4:37:13 PM
Observed building nest, which is about 70-80% complete.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:31:14 AM
Observed on nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:15:52 PM
On nest likely incubating
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:13:25 PM
Observed on nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:14:14 PM
No LEGO activity but nest appears complete. A spotting scope would be handy.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 11:46:37 AM
Nest falling apart.

4/27/2011 7000914 HOFI Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet; inside yard. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 
abandoned.

4/28/2011 RAbe - 4/27/2011 8:37:08 AM
Nest w/eggs in forklift. Male and female observed on top of fortlift at approx. 0800. Birds not observed going to nest. 
Buffer flagged at 100' and biomonitor will monitor for activity.
vnovik - 4/28/2011 2:14:03 PM
Nest abandoned. No activity observed at or near nest. 
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4/4/2011 5003347 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 100979 0 feet. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 
chronology suggests 
insufficient time for 
successful fledging.

5/23/2011 04/04/11 - Pair of house finches carrying and depositing nest material to base of insulator (M. Dicus, R. Abe).
9 Apr - Nest building activity 0904. - RR
14 Apr - Nest building continues 1018. - RR
19 Apr - HOFI pair active on nest 1418. - RR
26 Apr - HOFI male singing on pole. Female not seen. - RR
2 May - No detections during 30 minute observation. - RR
imaunsell - 5/23/2011 12:37:47 PM
Status changed to closed due to nest chronology.

4/16/2011 7002614 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

82 feet from staked 
worked limits.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 
destroyed by 
unknown causes.

4/30/2011 16 Apr - HOFI on nest. - RR
22 Apr - HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RR
30 Apr - HOFI nest has been completely removed 0800. Change to closed. - RR

4/12/2011 5000794 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - 973033 10 feet from work area. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 
disturbance prior to 
incubation possibly a 
factor.

4/24/2011 12 Apr LEGO pr finalizing nest construction. - RR
18 Apr LEGO female incubating 0920 - RR
25 Apr No LEGO detected on nest or in vicinity. Nest appears intact. Construction in progress. - RR
2 May No LEGO detected, wind beginning to blow out nest lining. Change to Closed.- RR

6/10/2011 7002486 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 feet from work limits 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 
failed during 
incubation for 
unknown reasons.

6/23/2011 vnovik - 6/10/2011 11:38:01 AM
Nest building 2% complete.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:15:39 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:14:54 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:50:53 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 5:56:02 PM
No activity observed at nest today when checked.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:20:31 AM
No activity at nest.

5/6/2011 7000999 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

45 feet to edge of work 
area.

100 feet The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and construction related activity are appropriate when 
considered along with the plan, providing type and duration of access is strictly 
regulated. 

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 
intact, but cause of 
nesting termination 
unknown.

5/13/2011 5/6 - ANHU completing construction of nest 1105 - RR.
5/13 - Nest appears intact but unoccupied during 30 min obs. Predated? Change to Closed. - RR

6/25/2011 7002560 LEGO Closed CP82-1 0 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 
outcome is 
indeterminate.

7/8/2011 rradd - 6/25/2011 11:13:40 AM
LEGO female on nest
rradd - 7/1/2011 10:28:22 PM
LEGO female on nest, male guarding and feeding fledges from previous nest.
rradd - 7/8/2011 4:05:20 PM
Nest is intact, empty and abandoned. No LEGO detected at nest during 30 min. obs. Equipment tracks directly under 
nest on AR.
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4/26/2011 7000903 CAKI Closed TL 6916 - Z771473 85 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 

feet.
Both the Cassin's Kingbird and Bullock's Oriole nests occur in the same 
eucalyptus tree (distance to pre-existing Pole Z771473 is approximately 85 feet). 
Based on the nests’ proximity to human activity and development and the adult 
birds’ lack of reaction to human presence, both pairs of adults appear to be 
habituated to nearby human activities. Therefore, a nest buffer modification 
(NBM) request for reduction to 30 feet from 100 feet would be appropriate. It is 
not anticipated that such a reduction would adversely affect the success of both 
nests.  Based on the nest location and previous exposure to vehicle traffic, foot 
traffic and equipment movement, the adults should tolerate this buffer 
modification.  

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 
presumed destroyed 
by natural causes.

5/23/2011 RAbe - 4/26/2011 12:03:39 PM
Female Cassin's Kingbird observed carrying nesting material to almost complete nest.
Nest could be complete. Pair of birds actively defending territory. - sritt - 5/3/2011 9:05:13 AM
11 May CAKI likely incubating - coming and going to nest while stringing crew at work 1125. - RR
16 May CAKI continue to occupy this nest 1340. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 6:22:03 PM
No nest found, or CAKI detected during 30 min. obs. 1550-1610. Presume nest has fallen.

6/23/2011 7002549 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

4-5 feet south of fence 
on west side of bridge.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Nest 
shows signs of 
predation; 1 side of 
nest is ripped open 
and birds are gone.

7/7/2011 vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:27:53 PM
Nest building 5% complete.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:14:22 AM
Nest building observed.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:33:47 PM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:54:00 PM
On nest, possibly incubating.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:49:25 PM
Incubating.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:58:04 PM
No activity observed; unable to see nest due to leaves blocking view.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 11:53:47 AM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 8:58:51 AM
Nest appears torn apart on 1 side; no activity.

3/23/2011 5003266 BEWR Closed EP220-1 85 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 85 
feet.

Turnaround work area shown on maps actually faces the other direction, to east, 
so 85 feet is minimum distance construction.  Buffer approved for 85 feet due to 
hidden location of nest, and tenacity of species.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. No eggs 
remain although nest 
appears undisturbed. 
No wrens observed 
or heard for weeks.

5/5/2011 3/23/2011 -D. Busby observed individual go to tin can. Tin can appears to have grass and some feathers inside. Not 
a candidate for nest buffer reduction because its so close to road and probably not many cavities in area.
Completed nest with lined bowl inside can, but no wrens in area during nest check 4-5 (PK).
phoward 4/7/11; watched for 30 minute no wrens present.
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - No birds observed but 1 Bewick's wren singing nearby.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 -  At least 2 tiny white eggs in nest in rusty can on ground; no birds in area.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - 3 eggs; no birds observed.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No eggs but nest intact in can; no birds observed or heard; closed.

3/11/2011 6003224 WESJ Closed EP89-1 0 feet; within temporary 
ROW.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. No 
indication of reason: 
no nestlings, eggs, 
or eggshells present 
at nest.

4/14/2011 Nest approximately 65% complete; [California towhee] pair perched up nearby 3-11 DB.
Bird incubating in poorly built nest with 4 eggs (green with brown spotting at anterior end) 3-31 (PK)
Although formerly listed as a California towhee nest, it appears to have been taken over by a pair of western scrub-
jays, with 1 incubating in cool, windy weather; PK thought this might  be the case during 3-31 observations; 4-7 
(PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 6:59:05 PM - No birds or eggs or evidence of eggs at nest, which looks unchanged; 1 jay acted 
territorially as biologist left site. Nesting attempts at this site failed; nest status closed.

6/15/2011 7002510 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

95 feet north of bridge 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. No 
nestling activity ever 
observed; appears to 
have failed during 
incubation or early 
nestling stage.

6/23/2011 vnovik - 6/15/2011 4:01:21 PM
Observed nest building of nearly complete nest.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:03:40 PM
Nest appears complete.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 5:00:03 PM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:13:24 PM
Not observed on nest.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:32:57 AM
No activity observed @ nest.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:26:37 PM
No activity on nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:01:37 PM
No activity; difficult to see if bird is laying low in nest.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:56:57 PM
No activity observed at nest; nest intact.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 8:53:43 AM
No activity.
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5/11/2011 7001443 HOOR Closed TL 6916 - 973035 0 feet; inside staked 

limits. 50 feet from pole.
100 feet 30 feet A NBR from 100 feet to 30 feet is requested with the following restrictions:

•A qualified Avian Biologist should be onsite to monitor the nest during all 
construction activities and will be authorized to stop construction if deemed 
necessary to protect the nest.
•The bucket truck should be parked as far away from the nest as possible and, if 
feasible, the bucket should be positioned on the side of the pole that is furthest 
from the palm tree where the orioles are nesting.
With the above restrictions the requested NBR is appropriate for the following 
reasons:
•The nest tree is 50 feet from the pole where all work will take place.
•The birds did not flush from the nest until the biologists were 30 feet away and 
they returned within a few minutes to continue nest building while the biologists 
were still only 30 feet away.
•The nest is 20 feet above the ground on a palm frond and there is no direct line 
of site from the nest to the construction area. Furthermore, the woven bag-like 
structure of the hooded oriole nest provides a visual barrier to construction 
activities while the bird is within the nest.
•The orioles did not appear to be disturbed by high decibel construction 
activities occurring on the other side of Chantemar Rd, 200 feet from the nest.
•The nest is located in a residential neighborhood, which indicates that these 
orioles are accustomed to a certain level of human disturbance.
•The duration of work required at the pole is approximately 30 minutes. This 
short duration of work should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•An existing NBR to 30 feet (see above) under very similar circumstances at the 
next pole (973036) site was concurred to more than 2 weeks ago, has 
progressed successfully, and as of 06/13/2011 the nestlings there are nearly 
fledged.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment. All work can be accomplished with hand tools only, which will 
reduce disturbances to the nesting birds.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Orioles 
have abandoned 
nest with egg, and 
appear to be building 
a new nest.

6/20/2011 11 May HOOR pr entrring and leaving top of palm 1628. - RR
17 May HOOR female exits 1132, male exits 1140. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 9:03:34 AM
HOOR pr continue to enter and exit this tree. Male displays territorial animosity toward subadult HOOR nearby 
0838.
rradd - 6/2/2011 8:23:52 AM
Female to nest 0752, male guarding.
rradd - 6/7/2011 3:46:10 PM
No HOOR detections at nest during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 6/7/2011 3:50:11 PM
HOOR female exits nest 1546.
rradd - 6/13/2011 3:10:32 PM
1 egg obs in nest. No HOOR female detected during 30 min. obs.
emorgan - 6/14/2011 12:40:48 PM
Pair observed carrying nesting material and building third nest in palm tree which is about 15% complete. Did not 
observe orioles at the other two nests during the two hours of observation.
emorgan - 6/14/2011 12:41:40 PM
The oriole nest that is 8 feet above ground still only has 1 egg.
fhoffman - 6/18/2011 2:18:34 PM
Female continued to build upper nest with material from palm. Male in area vocalizing
rradd - 6/20/2011 3:14:07 PM
Nest abandoned with one egg. Change to Closed.

6/6/2011 7002452 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

25 feet from staked 
work limits.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 
Predation likely.

6/9/2011 vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:43:28 AM
Nest building approximately 40% complete.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:59:23 PM
Nest appears 60% complete.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:13:01 PM
Nest looks complete; on nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 4:11:33 PM
Nest shredded; unknown cause.

3/19/2011 5003268 RTHA Closed EP32-1 AR, 12kV pole 
571454

83 feet from AR. 500 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Probably 
failed when nestling 
was young - 
unknown cause.

5/24/2011 Red-tailed Hawk incubating; flushed from nest when observed from AR. Hawk returned with agitated calls to resettle - 
3-19 (RR).
Red-tailed Hawk incubating 3-29 (PK).     
Hawk incubating 4-7 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 - Adult standing on nest platform.
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 - No birds observed during 2 morning nest visits.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Large downy nestling raised head in nest.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Nestling can be seen in nest; adult perched in area.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - 1 adult calling overhead in flight; can't see nestling(s) at this time.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - No view of nestling(s) or adults during 2 nest checks a half hour apart.
PKonrad - 5/24/2011 - No sign of life at this nest during 2 morning nest visits; no birds here for weeks - nesting 
attempt may have failed. Will check back 1 more time.
PKonrad - 6/1/2011 - No hawks at nest or in area. Nestling has not been seen since it was downy; appears that this 
nesting attempt failed - closed.

4/5/2011 5003358 LEGO Closed TL 639 - 379517 15 feet. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 
Repeated searches 
failed to detect nest 
or nesting birds. 
Apparent failed 
nesting attempt after 
incubation initiated.

4/8/2011 04/05/2011 - Female lesser goldfinch observed on nest (R. Abe, J&M Dicus).
12 Apr - No nest found. - RR
21 Apr - No nest located or LEGO detected. Change to closed. - RR
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3/10/2011 6002804 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
15 feet to existing AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 
Undetermined 
reason for failure.

4/22/2011 ANHU actively building nest. Tree approximately 15 feet east of bridge. Bird unconcerned by my presence at 15 feet 
from base of tree, but no construction ocurring at the time.
No hummingbirds or nest observed - 3-22 (PK)
3/23 - ANHU female on nest - IM
3/28 - Nest difficult to find, but female observed incubating on nest on branch about 40 feet up; second main branch 
up, on bridge side of oak. - BL
4/1 - Female observed incubating. IM
4/1 - Female on nest - IM.
4/8 - No activity observed, no ANHU in area, HOFIs built nest very close by -BL
4/16 - No activity observed. - RR
4/22 - No activity observed, change to closed - RR

4/16/2011 5000832 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

16 feet from fencing. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 
Unknown but likely 
natural causes.

5/9/2011 16 Apr - Nest appears complete though under construction, with pair installing interior lining. -RR
22 Apr - BUSH bringing nest material 1030. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 8:37:59 AM - Bushtits in area, but not observed at nest. No adults in area or activity at nest during 
2 hours I monitored the nest.
dbusby - 5/9/2011 12:19:40 PM Nest appears unkempt.

2/14/2011 5000430 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
198+50, MH-12R

50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 
Unknown cause of 
failure.

3/22/2011 Active nest. 2/14/11
No nest found 3-22 (PK).
Closed, since no nest was found on 3-22.

5/13/2011 7001471 LENI Closed Dunaway Yard 30 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 
Unknown cause of 
failure.

5/18/2011 emorgan - 5/13/2011 2:45:44 PM - Adult is incubating 1 egg.
PKonrad - 5/18/2011 - Neither egg or bird observed in the area. This is 1 nest where construction activity could have 
been a factor, although high winds and predation could also be factors.

6/4/2011 7004634 LEGO Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 6 feet to yard limits. 100 feet 15 feet. Blanket exemption to reduce requests for NBRs in effect for this nest, as nest 
was begun after construction activites had commenced outside of imapct areas 
within an active construction yard. Buffer  flagged at edge of existing ESA.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 
Unknown cause of 
failure.

6/14/2011 tfitanides - 6/4/2011 9:54:57 AM
Female incubating 4 eggs. Male observed feeding female. Female did not flush when 1 biologist approached to nest 
but did flush when 2 biologists approached for a second look.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:55:11 PM
4 eggs observed in nest. Nest was monitored at a distance for 45 minutes. No adult observed at nest.
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5/17/2011 7001486 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
3 feet from work limit. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 
Unknown cause of 
failure. Nesting 
chronology does not 
fit successful 
fledging of nestlings. 
Bird was observed 
incubating during 
work activities early 
in the morning. Bird 
was not observed on 
nest after nest was 
checked at 1100 
when metal plates 
were delivered via 
front-loader. 
Unknown if delivery 
caused the bird to 
flush or if the female 
was absent prior to 
delivery

6/8/2011 sjohnston - 5/17/2011 3:54:14 PM
Nest building obervsed. Nest 60% complete.
sjohnston - 5/17/2011 3:54:14 PM
ANHU observed making several trips to nest site and sitting on nest.
vnovik - 5/20/2011 8:21:37 AM
ANHU observed building nest.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 1:16:13 PM
observed female ANHU on nest.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 10:58:58 AM
Obs. sitting on nest. 
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:52:09 AM
observed on nest. likely incubating.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:00:34 AM
incubating.
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 6:29:00 PM
incubating
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:32:31 AM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 4:57:15 PM
incubating
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:10:16 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/8/2011 4:44:15 PM
No activity in nest since 1341 today.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:42:29 PM
Broken eggshells in nest. No activity observed at nest.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:57:10 PM
Nest appeared to have had a nestling. Unknown if inactivity is due to depredation or fledging.

5/20/2011 7001912 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

75 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 
Unknown cause. 
Nestlings found dead 
in nest, which was 
infested with ants.

6/15/2011 vnovik - 5/20/2011 8:38:39 AM - BLPH observed with nesting material.
vnovik - 5/23/2011 5:50:39 PM
BLPH observed in area, nest appears in good condition.
sjohnston - 5/24/2011 11:05:37 AM
BLPH observed incubating on the nest.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:46:45 AM
Observed on nest, flushed on approach.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 8:59:29 AM
Incubating; 4 eggs.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 8:55:54 AM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:33:16 AM
Incubating,
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:04:19 PM
Incubating
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:12:09 PM
1 hatchling and 3 eggs.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 1:08:43 PM
3 hatchlings and 1 egg.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:57:58 PM
Caring for nestlings in nest.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:30:33 PM
All nestlings found dead in nest on 06/15/2011.

3/16/2011 6003234 MODO Closed TL 639 - Z973033 30 feet from work area. 100 feet In residential area, among houses and exotic landscaping; accustomed to 
human environments.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 
Unknown causes. 
Insufficient time has 
elapsed for breeding 
to complete.

4/12/2011 At least 2 eggs in nest.
3/28/11 - Adult still sitting on nest. (D. Busby)
12 Apr - No bird on nest, no eggs. Looks abandoned. Change to closed and remove buffer. - RR
18 Apr No change.
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6/9/2011 7002483 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
65 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 
Unknown reason for 
failure. No activity at 
nest since 
6/17/2011.

7/6/2011 tfitanides - 6/9/2011
Nest building; frequently making trips to nest; nest well-formed.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:03:46 PM
Observed entering nest.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:17:42 PM
Feeding nestlings. [?]
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:18:56 PM
No nestlings observed; likely incubating.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:21:54 PM
No activity at nest.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:43:18 AM
Observed entering nest site.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:21:35 PM
No activity observed.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 4:55:14 PM
No activity observed. Nest is hidden in foliage.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 11:54:32 AM
No activity observed.

6/8/2011 7002475 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. 
Unknown what 
caused nest failure. 
No activity for 
several days; nest 
appeared complete, 
although it was in an 
exposed location.

6/10/2011 vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:35:09 PM
Nest building, approximately 2% complete.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:37:38 PM
Nest building, about 70% complete. Female flushed from nest.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:54:21 PM
Nest building about 90% complete.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:28:24 PM
Nest observed to be inactive for 4 days (6/15/2011). On 06/16, nest was observed to be torn apart by a pair of 
LEGOs building a new nest in a sycamore in the drainage to the west of the bridge.

4/21/2011 5000867 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNDETERMINED 
REASONS. Wind or 
predation possible, 
but indeterminate 
reason for failure.

5/19/2011 vnovik - 4/21/2011 4:12:09 PM - Observed male and female carrying nest material.
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 -  Female incubating.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 3 eggs in nest but no adults observed.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 -  Female calling territorially; small nestlings in nest.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - Nestling present; no adults observed.
fhoffman - 5/19/2011 4:13:50 PM - 2 dead nestlings observed; 1 in nest and 1 outside nest; 1 egg observed outside 
nest. Nest, nestlings, and egg intact. Uncertain cause of failure.

4/30/2011 7000958 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED FOR 
UNKNOWN 
REASONS. 

7/5/2011 pkonrad - 5/24/2011 1:20:02 PM
Pair actively building nest above rear axle of tank. As many as 8 finches interacting near tank.
barnold - 6/5/2011 4:22:04 PM
Lots of House Finch activity around rear of tanks and fence.
pkonrad - 6/13/2011 12:02:07 PM
Female collecting material below nest sites and nest building in lower wheel hub of northern-most dual wheels. Male 
perched nearby displayed to female when she perched on fence.
pkonrad - 6/21/2011 5:02:04 PM
Female flushed from nest site, but cannot see nest to check for eggs or nestlings.
pkonrad - 6/30/2011 12:58:02 PM
No finches observed at or near nest site; appears nesting attempt failed - closed.
sritt - 7/5/2011 5:34:29 PM
Same as above.

6/23/2011 7002553 HOOR Closed Helix Yard 5 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
UNSUCCESSFUL 
DUE TO UNKNOWN 
CAUSES. 

7/12/2011 rradd - 6/29/2011 9:14:05 AM
Nest appears complete; female HOOR not visible in deep cup, seen away from nest.
rradd - 7/7/2011 1:50:45 PM
HOOR female incubating 1232, incubates when vehicles pass but flushes for foot traffic.
rradd - 7/13/2011 12:33:56 PM
Change to Closed.
HOOR have apparently abandoned this nest; HOFI are now using it.

7/15/2011 7004635 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR Hamlet 
Residence

140 feet to AR 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS FAILED - 
Natural causes. 
Presumed nest 
disturbance by 
predator.

8/3/2011 rradd - 7/15/2011 8:11:14 AM
MODO on nest - 1 egg visible.
barnold - 7/21/2011 12:33:31 PM
Female on nest.
rradd - 7/26/2011 10:29:11 AM
MODO on nest 0955; contents not visible.
pkonrad - 8/3/2011 11:23:28 AM
Nest appears to be abandoned with 1 prominant white egg visible - closed.
rradd - 8/10/2011 10:39:48 PM
Four eggs visible out of nest. ??
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7/21/2011 7004670 LEGO Closed Alpine underground - 

Bauer Bridge
2 ft 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

7/27/2011 7/22/2011 Both adults present. Female building nest
imaunsell - 7/26/2011 9:41:26 AM
No activtiy associated with nest or in immidiate area. 2 eggs in nest. Female is possibly between laying eggs. Should 
be rechecked in next day or two to determine activity level. No work occuring on site.
imaunsell - 7/27/2011 4:14:48 PM
2 eggs present in nest. No activity over one hour. If nest were active more eggs should have been laid between 
monitoring visits or female should be incubating. No work was occuring during nesting cycle. Failed due to natural 
causes. Closed.

3/29/2011 5003294 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
299+50

Within 10 feet of Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

4/29/2011 Pair bringing food to complete nest. No buffer flagged due to Alpine Blvd exemption. 3/29/2011 IM
4/8/2011 - Pair actively foraging around nest and returning to nest. - BL
emorgan - 4/20/2011 11:47:53 AM - Adults seen visiting nest.
4/30/2011 - BUSH nest appears predated with hole at bottom of northeast side of nest. Closed. - RR

4/26/2011 7000901 BUSH Closed TL 6916 - 678467 75 feet 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

5/3/2011 phoward - 4/26/2011 9:23:11 AM
Nest appears complete, pair seen visiting nest.
phoward - 5/3/2011 11:26:22 AM
nest closed due to predation

4/29/2011 7000943 MODO Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; in substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

In the biologist's opinion, the reduced buffer will not impact the nesting pair of 
mourning doves for the following reasons:  A) Mourning doves as a species have 
adapted readily to human environments and are known to acclimate to human 
activity proximal to nest sites.  B) This dove selected a nest location in a 
substation that has been actively used for Project construction for several 
weeks, as well as other ongoing SDG&E operations.  C) The nest is in a location 
that was exposed to a high level of activity during site selection.  D) The 
elevation of the nest site (7 feet) is located above the average height of people, 
and the enclosed nature of the nest site provides a visual buffer to/from the nest.  
E) Tolerates foor traffic to 3 feet.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

4/29/2011 kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 3:24:19 PM - Female observed incubating on nest. Biomonitor reported that she first observed 
the bird on the nest on 4/25. Bird does not flush from nest even when approached at less than 5 feet.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 1:34:31 PM
Nest is gone; fan likely blew nest off surface.

5/4/2011 7000979 PHAI Closed Hartung Yard 62 feet to AR. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits and drive through 

access only on AR.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

Blanket exemption for nests built along ARs continuouly in use for project 
activities recieving agency concurrence that birds extablishing nests near ARs 
are accustomed to human activities and traffic and should not be impacted 
provided that no stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

5/25/2011 5/4/2011 - PHAI female on nest, male attending. Nest appears just completed 0700. - RR
5/12/2011 - PHAI female on nest, male attending 1800. - RR
5/20/2011 - PHAI female on nest 1757. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 4:23:34 PM
HOWR in nest, no PHAI detected. Presume predated - closed.

5/7/2011 7001006 RCSP Closed TL 639 - 171668 247 feet from nearest 
pole; 66 feet from road.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

5/19/2011 fhoffman - 5/7/2011 11:20:39 AM Adult flushed from nest and returned. Grass cup nest with 4 white eggs. Sparrow 
probable Rufous-crowned
no eggs in nest. or egg fragments seen in area.  Nest appears to have been slightly moved, + possibly predated.No 
birds seen tending to nest. Nest closed. - sritt - 5/19/2011 6:05:30 PM

5/7/2011 7001012 NOMO Closed TL 639 - Z171660 50 feet to work area. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

5/19/2011 RAbe - 5/7/2011 1:29:42 PM - Northern Mockingbird nest with 2 eggs. 100 foot buffer flagged w/yellow tape.
tfitanides - 5/19/2011 1:06:48 PM - Two recently dead nestlings with ants crawling on them. No adults in area.

5/19/2011 7001502 LEGO Closed CP50-1 AR 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

6/1/2011 19 May LEGO female completing nest with male nearby 0841. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 12:30:44 PM
LEGO female on nest 1217.
rradd - 6/2/2011 5:13:20 PM
Sporadic LEGO activity here but nest does not appear complete despite large qty of material.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:13:05 AM
Nest appears to be coming apart. Change to Inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

5/28/2011 7002389 LASP Closed CP17-1 18 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

6/1/2011 Adult brooding 3 nestlings. - sritt - 5/28/2011 2:09:01 PM
rradd - 6/1/2011 7:43:31 AM
Nest empty. Change to Closed.
rradd - 6/1/2011 7:47:55 AM
Buffers and stakes removed.
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6/2/2011 7002435 MODO Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 

property
110 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

6/23/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 at 1547
MODO on nest, did not flush
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:47:33 AM
MODO on nest.
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:14:56 AM
MODO on nest.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:17:45 AM
Nest pulled to ground. Location suggests terrestrial predator.
Change to Closed.

6/10/2011 7002487 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

85 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

6/24/2011 vnovik - 6/10/2011 11:53:06 AM
Nest near complete.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 5:22:43 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 5:13:28 PM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:19:45 PM
Nest gone; possible predation.
sjohnston - 6/24/2011 5:31:53 AM
Nest appears to be gone.

6/24/2011 7002556 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

15-20 feet north of 
bridge.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

7/27/2011 vnovik - 6/24/2011 11:43:10 AM
Nest building appears 20% Complete or less.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:25:50 PM
Nest appears intact. No bird observed on nest. though observation time was brief.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:03:44 PM
on nest.
vnovik - 7/8/2011 11:51:36 AM
Observed on nest
vnovik - 7/13/2011 2:04:15 PM
incubating.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:52:02 PM
Appears to be caring for nestlings.
imaunsell - 7/27/2011 4:18:44 PM
No activity at nest over one hour of observation. During this period female should have visited nest if active. This 
information is absed on other BCHU nests observations in the area this nesting season. Average time away from 
nests during this stage was at most 15-20 minutes. No wrok has occured at the site during nesting period. Failed due 
to unknown, natural causes.

7/19/2011 7004662 MODO Closed TL 639 - 379520 30 feet from tower; 8 
feet from AR.

100 feet 20 feet A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 20 feet, as well as a restricted access 
nest buffer modification is requested. The purpose of the NBR is to permit 
ongoing pole top construction work to be completed at the adjacent site. This 
NBR/NBM combination should not adversely affect the successful outcome of 
this nest for the following reasons:
•The NBM is for drive through access with restrictions of no stopping, standing 
or construction work and an ESA speed limit of 10 mph on the access road 
within the buffer.  The NBM is requested to permit construction vehicles to pass 
through the buffer to access work areas beyond this nest.
•The Mourning Doves chose the site and brought material to the nest site 
indifferent to ongoing work just 25 feet away.
•The line of sight between the nest and construction work area is obscured by 
dense vegetation.
•The nest is downhill from the access road and the adults exhibited tolerance of 
all activity on the access road (e.g. the bird stayed on the nest while vehicles 
drove by and while biologists viewed the nest).  
•The access road is used often as a hiking and dog-walking trail by the public 
indicating the nesting pair is acclimated to human activity.

Additionally, this is a second clutch by the same pair that has already fledged a 
clutch successfully with work occurring at approximately 20 feet under the 
original NBR.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED due to 
natural causes.

8/18/2011 rradd - 7/19/2011 9:18:56 AM
Fresh layer of dry grass stems placed atop old nest platform; MODO pair observed copulating on adjacent wire, 
suggesting a new nest at this location is in progress.
rradd - 7/25/2011 12:49:41 PM
Nest material shows compression; contains no eggs. Drive-through and walk-through construction in progress.
pkonrad - 8/4/2011 2:52:18 PM
Female incubating on grass-covered nest permitted close approach without flushing.
emorgan - 8/11/2011 10:08:39 AM
Female incubating while male was singing nearby. Female did not flush from nest.
rradd - 8/19/2011 4:06:06 PM
Change to Closed.
Adult predated on nest. Large bark flake and feathers in nest, pile of adult feathers under nest suggests death from 
above.

7/25/2011 7004675 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer Bridge

82 feet 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

8/7/2011 imaunsell - 7/25/2011 11:41:26 AM
Nest contians 4 eggs, bird flushed from nest. 
imaunsell - 7/27/2011 4:19:36 PM
Female on nest with 4 eggs.
imaunsell - 8/3/2011 12:22:15 PM
At least 3 downy nestlings with eyes still closed.
imaunsell - 8/8/2011 12:48:40 PM
2 dead nestlings. Missing nestling indicates predation likely. No construction occurred bewteen monitoring and no 
work occurring presently.
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7/18/2011 7004657 BCHU Closed CP71 60 feet from AR. 100 feet 55 feet. NBR Submit Date: 07/20/2011

WLA Concurrence Date: 07/20/2011

This nest was found during a general nesting bird survey of the eastern portion 
of the access road to the proposed guard structure located off of El Monte Road 
and east of AR CP70-3-E-A.  This nest is located within the ROW approximately 
60 horizontal feet north of the access road at a point about 1100 feet east from 
where the start of the access road branches off of El Monte Road.
The nest is located about 10 feet from ground level on a low horizontal (north) 
branch of a 25 foot sycamore tree. The tree is growing near the bottom of a 45 
degree slope and in amongst a large boulder pile.  The nest contained two eggs, 
and the female was observed brooding on the nest and flying to and from the 
nest on three occasions.
A request to reduce the buffer from 100 feet to 55 feet should not adversely 
affect the successful outcome of this nest for the following reasons:
•The nest is located entirely out of view from the access road with no direct, level 
line of sight from the nest to the access road.
•The nest is on a branch facing away from the road and is entirely obscured from 
above by large leaves.
•Thick upslope vegetation and large rocks/boulders are present between the 
nest and the access road.
•The nest is located approximately 65 linear feet down slope at an angle of 45 
degrees from the access road.
•The female did not show signs of disturbance until the observer approached to 
within 8 feet of the nest. The biologist then moved back beyond that distance 
away and the bird resumed to brood and tends to the nest as usual.
•Potholing work is a short duration, low impact type of construction (in terms of 
sustained noise, activity level and time at each hole location), and will not take 
place immediately adjacent to the nest location. The work will only raise the 
human activity level in the buffer slightly above the norms for that high traffic 
general area.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.  
Eggs predated.

7/21/2011 jpawlicki - 7/18/2011 10:19:52 AM - Two eggs in nest; female observed flying to and from and brooding on nest.
rradd - 7/21/2011 12:28:28 PM - Nest is empty, but feces on adjacent leaves suggest fledged young. Same nest? 
Nest is 2.5' from end of sycamore branch; overhangs 4 inch dia. broken sycamore log and jumble of wild grape 
(Vitis), 20 feet east of Canary Island palm (Phoenix canariensis).

5/11/2011 7001439 BUSH Closed Elliott Substation 25 feet to AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.  
Nest was predated.

6/14/2011 11 May - BUSH pair actively building nest, appears 75% complete 1022. - RR
16 May - BUSH exits nest 0704. - RR
23 May - Still active, bringing food to nest - RR.
rradd - 5/31/2011 9:31:39 AM
BUSH to nest 0906
rradd - 6/6/2011 12:42:34 PM
No detections during 30 min. obs. 0845-0915.
rradd - 6/14/2011 4:13:06 PM
Nest predated; torn open at the breeding chamber.
Change to Closed.

2/21/2011 5000040 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet 100 feet Signs posted at back 
door to use front 
entrance only.

MODO nests are in roof eaves above back door of mitigation property. Cleaning 
crews will not impact the nests if the front entrance is used. Signs will be placed 
in order to prevent access to the back.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Abandoned and 
predated.

3/31/2011 No sign of adults or recent nest use. 2/21/11
female on nest 3/3/11 - I. Maunsell
10 Mar 2011; MODO present on nest. Appears to be renesting adjacent to 2 uncovered eggs. ACTIVE - RR
24 Mar - Nest vacant. Uncovered eggs still present. Survey crew settingup 50 feet away. RR
31 Mar - Nest predated (eggs no longer present). Change to closed. 
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4/12/2011 5000791 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Abandoned with 
eggs. Nest is located 
within a fully 
concealed and 
protected area of the 
substation that was 
not near active work 
areas. Predation of 
adults is the most 
plausible reason for 
nest failure, since 
nesting American 
Kestrels within and 
immediately adjacent 
to the Sycamore 
Substation have 
been observed 
preying on House 
Finches several 
times this season.

6/1/2011 barnold - 6/1/2011 2:45:52 PM
Nest with 4 eggs, but no female observed today, and 11, 19, and 26 May. Female last observed at nest on 3 May.
barnold - 6/1/2011 2:58:41 PM
Above mistaken, female last observed at nest 11 May. 4 eggs in nest first recorded 10 May. Since House Finches 
lay 4 to 5 eggs, 1 a day, and incubate for 12 to 14 days, this nest has been abandoned (10 May first discovered with 
eggs, 14 days for incubation would be 24 May, over a week ago) - Closed.

5/25/2011 7002368 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within work limits. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Abandonment of 
feathered nestlings 
suggests adult was 
possibly killed away 
from nest.

6/23/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 3:36:06 PM
MODO on nest 1526.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:36:31 AM
MODO on nest 1030.
rradd - 6/16/2011 12:33:34 PM
MODO on nest 1230.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:02:51 AM
1 dead nestling, has partly opened feather sheaths. Adult was possibly killed away from nest.
Change to Closed.

4/18/2011 5000846 CALT Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

35 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent nest 
destruction due to 
predation.

4/25/2011 The female CALT is incubating 3 eggs - ahill - 4/18/2011 10:46:00 PM.
phoward - 4/25/2011 8:38:11 AM - Nest has failed due to predation; nest appears to have been altered with but no 
egg shells found nearby.

3/23/2011 5003267 BUSH Closed EP220-1 70 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 
feet.

This human-tolerant species is nesting 70 feet from access road, and did not 
react adversely to a nest observer at 20 feet.   Vehicular passage is not 
anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or 
construction occur within 70 feet of the nest.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent nest 
predation; nest torn 
apart.

4/21/2011 3/23/2011 - D. Busby observes adult pair bringing nest material to nest. Nest appears nearly complete. Pair seemed 
agitated while I was at nest but I didn't seem to disturb them while I was entering data 20 feet away. Potential 
candidate for nest buffer reduction since species is fairly tolerant.
Completed nest with territorial bushtit calllng nearby 4-5 (PK).
phoward 4/7/11: pair seen going in and out of nest.  
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - Nest perfect; Bushtit calling nearby.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Nest torn apart; many feathers stuck in braches surrounding nest, probably from inner nest 
lining; apparrent nest depredation.
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4/12/2011 5000789 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 

feet.
SDG&E proposes stringing new wire from the 138kV yard to the new 230kV Bay. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finches are 
extremely acclimated to human disturbance.  Nest characterized as inactive prior 
to receipt of authorized Nest Buffer Reduction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent predation.

5/10/2011 Nest with three eggs.  Pair very vocal and active in area.
barnold - 4/21/2011 11:15:19 AM  Nest present, but no eggs, nestlings or adults.
26 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
barnold - 4/29/2011 1:27:23 PM - Nest deteriorated.  No activity.  Changed to Inactive.
barnold - 5/10/2011 11:29 AM  No activity - closed.

5/26/2011 7002374 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

•House Finches are generally tolerant of human activities near their nest sites. 
•House Finches nest in man-made structures on a regular basis.  
•This particular House Finch has chosen to nest in the steel lattice of a structure 
assembled in an active construction yard.
•The House Finch has nested in the lattice with a very active helicopter zone 
approximately 100 feet south of the nest. 
•The nest is enclosed in the steel within a section that forms walls on all sides, 
except the south side.
•Proposed work near the nest is to allow the application of water to ground to 
control dust. 

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent predation.

6/2/2011 vnovik - 5/26/2011 10:50:08 AM - Active nest with 2 eggs.
barnold - 6/2/2011 12:19 PM - Nest empty; eggs apparently predated - closed.

5/27/2011 7002393 SOSP Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 feet from bridge. 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent predation.

6/22/2011 sjohnston - 5/27/2011 4:16:27 PM
Nest 90% complete.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 11:57:39 AM
Observed song sparrow on nest; no eggs yet.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 9:00:36 AM
Sparrow observed on nest; no eggs.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 4:35:47 PM
At least 1 egg in nest.
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:27:48 AM
Female on nest.
sjohnston - 6/7/2011 5:09:59 PM
Bird was off nest for 30 minutes; asked PAR construction to stop work until the adult returned; bird returned 10 
minutes later. 
vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:36:58 PM
Incubating.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:23:04 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 1:05:01 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 6/16/2011 4:16:27 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 6/21/2011 1:47:29 PM
3 downy nestlings in nest.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 1:43:46 PM
Nest empty.

6/7/2011 7002467 LASP Closed Wilson Yard 20 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent predation; 
eggs gone and 
portion of nest pulled 
away.

6/16/2011 sritt - 6/7/2011 3:43:53 PM
Adult incubating 5 eggs.
PKonrad - 6/16/2011 4:48:00 PM
Eggs are gone; portion of nest pulled away - apparent predation. Adults still calling territorially nearby - closed.

5/23/2011 7001932 HOLA Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 
feet.

• Work within the 100 foot buffer will be limited to foot traffic and movement of 
steel                       components by hand.
•Nest site selection, construction of nest, and the successful progression to 
presence of nestlings occurred in proximity to daily high levels of yard activities, 
noise, and other disturbances.
•The female adult has tolerated of foot traffic to within 15 feet and vehicles to 
within 70 feet. 
•Vehicular use and work outside this 70 foot buffer will not likely affect this nest.
•Nest monitoring will be ongoing.  If adverse affects to nesting behaviors are 
observed then work will be stopped within the 100 foot buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent predation; 
nestlings were too 
young to have 
fledged by this time.

5/25/2011 RAbe - 5/23/2011 10:59:11 AM - Nest found 22 May by B. Arnold.  Intial observation described very young nestlings 
present. Today the nest appears to be complete, but no birds present near nest. Due to the early stages of 
development of these birds, it is unlikely that fledging occured. It is likely that this nest was depredated.
imaunsell - 5/25/2011 3:48:02 PM
Nest was checked again by biomonitor at Rough Acres. No nestlings were present and no juvenille birds were 
observed in the area. Nest status changed to closed.
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5/5/2011 7000990 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground 50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparently predated.

5/25/2011 shampton - 5/5/2011 12:00:14 PM - Female shading nest.   
vnovik - 5/6/2011 8:45:10 AM - Female flushed from nest.
shampton - 5/26/2011 11:30:20 AM - Nest torn apart. No adults, nestlings, or eggs present - closed.

6/2/2011 7002434 PHAI Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

53 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparently predated.

6/16/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 at 1522
PHAI male incubating 2 eggs.
rradd - 6/8/2011 10:35:38 AM
PHAI female incubating 2 eggs.
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:09:44 AM
Nest is empty and fallen - appearly predated. Change to Closed.

4/27/2011 7000895 BLPH Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Biomonitor reported 
that the phoebe has 
not been observed at 
the nest for over one 
day. Also, she found 
a broken eggshell 
below the nest, 
indicating that the 
nest may have been 
predated. No eggs in 
nest.

5/7/2011 RAbe - 4/27/2011 9:08:20 AM - Nest nearing completion. Bird observed adding nesting material.
4 May - BLPH carrying material to nest - looks 90% complete. - RR
kkilpatrick - 5/7/2011 12:10:53 PM - Biomonitor reported that the phoebe has not been observed at the nest for over 
one day. Also, she found a broken egg shell below the nest, indicating that the nest may have been predated.  No 
eggs in nest. No adults observed in area. Nest removed from structure, buffer removed, nest closed.

4/6/2011 5003375 BUSH Closed CP70-3 AR 0 feet from existing AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Blown out of place by 
wind.

4/28/2011 6 Apr - BUSH pair tending young - carrying food items to nest 1055. - RR
13 Apr - BUSH enters nest at 1105. - RR
20 Apr -BUSH tending nest.- RR
28 Apr - Nest destroyed - blown out of tree wth remnants on ground. Change to Closed. - RR
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6/8/2011 7002464 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
30 feet from staked 

work limits.
100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Broken eggshells 
found in nest 
suggest predation.

7/6/2011 vnovik - 6/8/2011 1:28:10 PM
Nest building.
tfitanides - 6/9/2011 3:12:33 PM
Visiting nest, likely nest building.
vnovik - 6/10/2011 12:51:15 PM
Nest building.
vnovik - 6/14/2011 5:45:38 PM
Observed at nest site.
vnovik - 6/17/2011 4:59:23 PM
On nest, possibly incubating.
vnovik - 6/22/2011 10:49:41 AM
On nest incubating.
vnovik - 6/23/2011 4:13:40 PM
Incubating.
vnovik - 6/24/2011 10:34:59 AM
On nest, possibly incubating. While bird was off nest witnessed Black-chinned Hummingbird steal nest material from 
this nest. Bird returned and settled on nest as if nothing was out of the ordinary.
vnovik - 6/27/2011 5:26:13 PM
Incubating on nest.
vnovik - 6/30/2011 5:01:54 PM
Incubating.
imaunsell - 7/5/2011 2:55:17 PM
Incubating.
sjohnston - 7/6/2011 11:52:06 AM
No activity; no eggs; no nestlings; broken eggshells in nest.
sjohnston - 7/21/2011 1:36:17 PM
incubating

5/14/2011 7001479 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 55 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
The Rock Wrens have nested within the rubble while active construction has 
occurred in the area. Construction has occurred on all sides of the spoils pile. 
•A construction road is currently located 60 feet from the nest on the southeast 
side. This road was well used prior to the establishment of the 100 foot buffer. 
•Active construction has occurred approximately 50 to 75 feet to the 
north/northwest of the nest on the opposite side of the spoil pile. 
•The nest is located within the spoil pile so the pile itself would shield the nest 
from work for a minimum of 180 degrees beginning from SW to NE which 
provides a visual and acoustic buffer. 
•A biological monitor will be onsite to monitor the birds’ behavior. If it is 
determined that the bird is agitated with work the monitor shall halt construction 
in the area until it is determined that work could commence again.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Cool rainy weather 
apparent reason for 
wet, dead nestlings.

5/31/2011 ahill - 5/14/2011 8:10:41 PM - Female is on nest for extended amounts of time. At least 1 egg in
nest. Observed female bringing nesting material to nest in morning and male brought food to female while she was 
on nest. A 100-foot buffer was installed.
ahill - 5/20/2011 6:36:13 PM - Still active. Male coming to nest with material. Female in nest for extended periods of 
time.
ahill - 5/24/2011 8:02:03 PM
Nestlings present, parents seen feeding.
ahill - 5/31/2011 3:32:57 PM
All 5 nestlings were found dead this morning in nest; adults not seen or heard in area. Nestlings were wet and have 
been dead for at least 1 full day. Sunday temps were very low and 0.5" of rain was received. seems the nestlings 
drowned/became hypothermic. buffer was taken down.

4/27/2011 7000915 LEGO Closed CP26 70 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 
feet.

A nest buffer modification to 70' is being requested for this nest for the following 
reasons:  A)The nesting pair chose the nest site during ongoing construction 
activity.  B) The female continued to add nesting material to the nest while 
concrete was being poured, and sound levels at the work site reached 
approximately 100dB.  C) The female added new material to the nest during nest 
verification with two biologists standing within one foot of the nest. D) The nest is 
naturally buffered by being down slope from the ongoing construction and is 
located in Chamise Chaparral, which is characterized by a high density of plants 
with thick foliage.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Damaged by storm.

5/9/2011 RAbe - 4/27/2011 11:51:38 AM - Female observed adding nesting material to nest w/male present. Nest 
approximately 55% complete. Buffer marked at 70 feet because concrete is being poured, which can't be stopped.
mdicus - 5/3/2011 10:21:06 AM - Nest structure damaged, likely due to high winds; however female LEGO was 
observed visiting nest.  No eggs or young.  Recommend additional monitoring until it can be determined that pair has 
abandoned or repaired nest.
mdicus - 5/9/2011 2:04:16 PM - Nest in worse condition than last week, falling out of shrub.  No evidence of repair or 
added material.  Nest is unusable in current condition.  Closed; ESA signs removed.

5/26/2011 7002370 WEKI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; in substation. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Due to Common 
Raven predation.

6/1/2011 Nest with three eggs. Adults attentive in area.
barnold - 6/1/2011 1:18:06 PM
Kingbird nesr on ground when returned from holiday on Tuesday 31 May. Eggshell fragments found in nest, possible 
Common Raven predation. Nest now Closed.

4/2/2011 5003350 BEWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; on substation fill 
slope footprint.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Eggs blown out of 
nest by high wind.

5/8/2011 Nest 95% to 100% complete. Pair observed by bio-monitor actively building nest 2 April 2011. 
Nest material again observed being brought to nest on 4 April - BWA.
tcooper - 4/15/2011 4:52:20 PM - 3 eggs in nest, no adults obseved.
phoward - 4/25/2011 9:54:00 AM - 2 more eggs, 5 total; female incubating in nest.
ahill - 5/2/2011 9:49:28 PM- female incubating eggs, should be hatching soon
Eggs blown out of nest by high wind.
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4/11/2011 5000776 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; on house. 66 feet 

from AR.
100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Eggs predated.

6/16/2011 11 Apr - HOFI pair building nest. - RR
19 Apr - Nesting activity continues. 1005. - RR
5 May - No eggs, no HOFI detected at nest. Change to Inactive. - RR
12 May HOFI pr continue to visit this nest and rearrange the furniture. Change to Active
19 May Continued building activty, no eggs 1122. - RR
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:10:45 PM
25 May Nest inactive and empty.
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:34:42 PM
Nest active with 4 eggs 1614.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:17:21 AM
4 eggs in nest.
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:59:23 AM
Nest has been predated and is empty.
Change to Closed.

5/12/2011 7001461 HOFI Closed CP51-2 AR 74 feet to AR, but within 
house area.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Evidence of nest 
predation.

6/8/2011 12 May - Female HOFI on nest 1057. - RR
19 May HOFI on nest 1007. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 1:02:20 PM
HOFI on nest 1256.
eelias - 6/4/2011 10:42:27 AM
Male feeding peeping nestlings.
rradd - 6/8/2011 12:05:13 PM
Nest no longer present - broken branches and lining remnants on ground. Change to Closed.

6/3/2011 7000909 HOFI Closed Helix Yard AR 45 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Failed due to nest 
predation.

6/9/2011 rradd - 6/3/2011 2:23:00 PM
Female HOFI incubating 4 eggs. Change to Active.
rradd - 6/9/2011 8:57:19 AM
Nest is clean and empty. Predation presumed. Change to Closed.

4/25/2011 7000894 HOFI Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Likely a combination 
of wind and 
predation (in 
unknown order).

5/4/2011 barnold - 4/25/2011 12:03:34 PM  In northwest leg of Tower 62.  In stacked corner brackets on first cross-bar, about 
five feet off of ground.  Four eggs in nest.
RAbe - 4/27/2011 9:06:03 AM - Female incubating.
4 May - Nest fallen to ground, no eggs. Change to Closed.- RR

5/25/2011 7003423 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; on house. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Likely due to 
predation.

7/16/2011 rradd - 5/25/2011
HOFI incubating 2 eggs 1456 - RR
rradd - 6/2/2011 4:33:58 PM
HOFI incubating 4 eggs 1612.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:21:22 AM
HOFI female brooding  2 eggs and 2 fresh hatchlings.
rradd - 6/16/2011 11:55:16 AM
Nest is empty. Observations indicate nest failure due to predation since HOFI require 14 days minimum to fledge. 
Change to Closed.

4/21/2011 5000866 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Likely failed prior to 
incubation; no 
finches observed 
and no eggs in nest.

4/26/2011 vnovik - 4/21/2011 9:37:08 AM - Observed male and female at nest. Female incubating on nest.
This nest was deserted on 4/29/2011 and thereafter.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No birds present.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - No finches present; no eggs in nest; apparently nesting attempt failed - closed.

5/24/2011 7001942 LAZB Closed CP22-1 15 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular traffic is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, 
standing or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Likely nest predation.

5/31/2011 rradd - 6/1/2011 1:17:09 PM
Nest is clean, intact and empty. Timeline indicates nest predation.
Change to Closed.
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4/22/2011 5000877 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; within substation 

pad fill slope.
100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural cause; rain 
flooded nest cavity, 
killing all nestlings.

5/17/2011 vnovik - 4/22/2011 12:36:33 PM - Rock Wren carrying nest material into nest site. On-site monitor reported 
observing pair utilizing this nest site for the past couple of days. 
phoward - 4/25/2011 9:43:37 AM - No nest visits; bowl is present at nest site with fresh feather lining seen; need a 
flashlight to see bowl; appears to be primary nest site.
ahill - 5/8/2011 7:28:02 PM - Male heard singing on 5-6; female incubating for extended periods of time; flushed at 
25-40 feet.
ahill - 5/10/2011 8:24:17 AM - Female incubating 2 eggs.
ahill - 5/16/2011 5:41:43 PM - Female brooding; observed nestlings that are at least 1 day old.
ahill - 5/20/2011 6:30:28 PM - Nest was flooded during recent rain on 5-17 and 18. Found all 3 nestlings dead.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

3/2/2011 5000480 ANHU Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

0 feet; within Bell Bluff 
Truck Trail alignment.

100 feet ESA staked at road 
limts.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes - 
apparent predation.

3/17/2011 Woven nest positioned almost directly above east side of AR. Biomonitor observed ANHU incubating in nest - 
3/2/2011.
Nest destroyed, probably predated - TC 3/18/2011.

4/11/2011 5000775 BLPH Closed TL 6924 - Z171690 0 feet; in culvert under 
the existing paved AR.

100 feet Vehicular passage should not impact nest, since nest is below road and 
completely out of view.  Buffer should be reduced to 0 feet without any 
reasonable fear of construction impact.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes - nest 
has fallen from 
place.

5/17/2011 BLPH carrying food into culvert. rradd - 4/11/2011 7:24:15 AM
BLPH flying from nest 0736. - rradd - 4/18/2011 8:04:29 AM
25 Apr - BLPH flushed from nest 0815 - RR
2 May - BLPH from nest 0755. - RR
10 May - BLPH to and from nest 0846. - RR
17 May - Nest no longer present, presumed fallen. No BLPH present. Change to Closed. - RR

4/13/2011 5000814 BUSH Closed TL 6916 - 774819 10 feet to existing AR; 
400 feet to nearest pole.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes - 
wind damage to host 
tree.

5/11/2011 4/13/11 TC - adults attending nest
18 Apr - Nest location reset with Trimble. BUSH pr. detected with food and nest materials 1408. - RR
25 Apr - BUSH exits nest 1512 after 15 mins of inactivity. Presumed incubating - RR
2 May - BUSH enters nest with food 1549. - RR
11 May Branch with nest fallen to ground. 3 intact eggs + 1 broken. Change to Closed. - RR

4/1/2011 5003339 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

7 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes, likely 
predation.

4/28/2011 Pair observed building nest. Nest is about 95% complete. Point entered by hand. 1 April - IM.
8 April - Adult sitting on nest - BL
16 Apr - LEGO pair still at work on this nest.
22 Apr - LEGO female appears to settle on eggs 0727. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 1:30:05 PM - Nest no longer present.

5/26/2011 7002376 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes: 
weather and poor 
site selection.

6/5/2011 vnovik - 5/26/2011 2:44:10 PM - Nest with 1 egg; monitor observed bird entering nest.
phoward - 6/5/2011 8:35:58 AM
no eggs present in nest, black plastic in arm supportun nest has started to come out and is close to becoming 
completely detacted from arm of tower. this movement of the plastic has caused the nest to now lay vertical which 
likely lead to the egg rolling out of the nest

6/3/2011 7002440 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - 973032 30 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

exemption request exemption applies for work allowed in residential areas of 
TL6916 for underground through agenecy concurrence process. Birds nesting in 
developed areas are anticipated to be habituate to human activity and therefore 
should tolerate work activities. 

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes; nest 
fallen from tree; 
possible wind loss.

6/6/2011 eloveless - 6/3/2011 9:28:39 AM - Obseved female incubating on nest. 
rradd - 6/7/2011 4:18:21 PM
Nest has fallen and is empty. Change to Closed
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4/13/2011 5000807 BUSH Closed EP27-1 60 feet to AR; 340 feet 

to tower work area.
100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 

stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.
4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes; nest 
probably blown out of 
tree; no indication of 
predation with 1 egg 
found inside nest.

5/16/2011 sritt - 4/13/2011 10:55:47 AM - Pair copulating; 1 bird entered nest,
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - No nest at this location; 2 single adults were observed but no nest revealed during 40 minute 
search.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 - Nest found 30 feet east of GPS location; GPS vertex moved. Adult(s) bringing food or nesting 
material; calling territorially. Nest chunky rather than long.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - Adult brought food to nest.
PKonrad - 5/10/2011 - Adult food gatherting and bringing food to nest.
PKonrad - 5/16/2011 - Nest found on ground below location where it was built; no indication of predation - wind 
probably blew nest out of tree. Biologist opened inner compartment of nest and found a single egg but no other sign.  
No birds observed or heard in area.

5/24/2011 7002352 ANHU Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; within pad area. 100 feet Parking and through 
traffic allowed.

Blanket exemption through agency concurrence that since nest built within 
trailers, storage bins, and stationary pieces of equipment were built after 
construction began, the birds are habituated to human disturbance, and 
accessing these structures is a benign activity.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes; poor 
site selection and 
stormy weather. 
Empty nest, broken 
egg found on ground 
below nest after 
stong wind storm on 
5/29.

6/27/2011 Female seen building nest, about 15% complete.
ahill - 5/28/2011 9:06:16 PM
Female incubating; at least 1 egg laid.

7/7/2011 7004637 HOWR Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within house area 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes; tree 
broke off at cavity.

7/7/2011 rradd - 6/30/2011 10:02:37 AM
Change to active.
HOWR surreptitiously carrying food to nest 1002-1022. No singing or overt territoriality obs.
rradd - 7/7/2011 10:02:37 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest tree snapped at cavity. No HOWR detected during 30 min. obs,

6/8/2011 7002474 COHU Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet Nest is on steel, and work on the steel cannot occur without impacting the nest. 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest and eggs gone; 
probable predation.

6/22/2011 barnold - 6/8/2011 10:14 AM
Female incubating. Yard biological monitor reported eggs in nest, but female never flushed from nest during pentab 
recording and GPS locating. Please confirm species identification when female is active and off the nest.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 1:09:07 PM
2 eggs in nest; female gone when I arrived, but returned with nest material and resumed incubating; she is very 
tolerant. As per previous biologist's request, I examined and photographed female to ascertain species, which was 
changed to Costa's Hummingbird.
pkonrad - 6/22/2011 2:58:38 PM
Nest gone; no sign of adult, nest, eggs, or nestlings in area. Probable predation - closed.

3/28/2011 6003248 BUSH Closed CP65-1 15 feet from driveway 
improvement area.

100 feet To encroach within buffer, temporary sound walls may be used during survey 
staking and potholing over 2 short-day periods to provide visual buffer and noise 
barrier for this human environment-acclimated species.  

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest appears 
predated - hole torn 
to expose contents.

4/27/2011 28 Mar - Nest in good condition, adults in area, but no interaction with this nest. - BL
6 Apr - Quick nest exchange @ 0744. - RR
8 April - Adut observed entering nest (M. Dicus, R. Abe).
13 Apr - BUSH exiting nest 0840 - RR
barnold - 4/15/2011 2:10:59 PM - Adult enters nest at 1:43 pm, again at 2:00 pm.
vnovak - 4/20/2011 8:50:27 AM Adult seen exiting nest.
27 Apr - Nest torn open on W side at bulb. Appears predated. Change to Closed. - RR
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5/3/2011 7000974 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 771470 85 feet from tower. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest appears to have 
been removed by a 
non-project source.

5/16/2011 barnold & sritt - 5/3/2011 9:53:11 AM  Well established nest.  Female continuously bringing new nest material, 
accompanied by male.  No eggs or nestlings in nest.
11 May HOFI female on nest 1352. - RR
16 May Nesthas been removed by others. Change to Closed. - RR

4/25/2011 7000893 HOFI Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest blown off 
structure by wind.  

4/27/2011 barnold - 4/25/2011 11:57:17 AM  Pair at nest, no eggs. Cup nest on stored corner brackets at first cross=bracket, 
about five feet off the ground.
imaunsell - 4/26/2011 7:24:50 AM monitor and verifying avian bio observed nest blown off structure by wind on 4/25. 
Change status to closed.

4/27/2011 7000912 CALT Closed TL 639 - 775593 20 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 feet 
for construction; 40 feet 

for thru-traffic.

70 ft buffer for construction:  A) Nearly 30 ft of dense vegetation occurs between 
the work site and the nest. This provides a natural buffer from work area.  B) 
Scheduled work is to be done with hand tools and small crew, minimizing visual 
and auditory impacts to the nest.  C) California towhees are well adapted to 
developed areas and frequently tolerate moderate to high levels of human 
disturbance; 70' is well within this species' tolerance threshold for human 
activity.
40 feet buffer for pass through access:  A) Ingress and egress to the site would 
be limited on a daily basis in trips and duration.  B)

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest destroyed by 
undetermined 
causes, but 
observation suggests 
predation.

5/23/2011 Female observed building nest. - sritt - 4/27/2011 12:17:30 PM
3 May - CALT nesting activity continues. - IM
11 May - CALT continues nest building 0839, cup is 85% complete. - RR 
16 May - CALT egg-laying. 2 eggs. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 11:20:48 AM
23 May Nest destroyed -. no eggs on ground. Presume predated and Change to Closed. Pair continue to make trips 
to this thicket and may re-nest. 0939. - RR

6/2/2011 7004664 HOFI Closed Bartlett CY 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest destroyed, wind 
or predation 
possible.

6/5/2011 NEW nest material in same location as before.
barnold - 6/2/2011 11:51 AM - 2 female House Finches on tower.
phoward - 6/5/2011 10:50:13 AM
Nest closed; nest has been destroyed; trace material was found on ground and string was hanging where nest was 
located. Can see brownish muddy spot on metal where nest was. Wind damage or predation are possible reasons for 
failed nest; no sign of nestlings or eggs may suggest (avian) predation

3/9/2011 6002402 BUSH Closed CP73-2 90 feet to tower legs. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest destroyed; 
possibly predator, or 
storm.

4/20/2011 3/9/2011 - Nest 60% complete, adults bringing material to nest.
28 Mar - Adults tending/repairing nest, nest still incomplete, no eggs or nestlings.- BL
20 Apr - Nest destroyed - hole torn in side - appears predated, but possibly storm damaged.

6/18/2011 7002514 LEGO Closed CP29-1 2 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest failed due to 
predation.

7/6/2011 phoward - 6/18/2011 11:10:14 AM
Nest found 100% complete with 4 white eggs. Female observed incubating; male was heard nearby.
rradd - 6/22/2011 3:48:27 PM
LEGO female on nest; did not flush at 5 feet.
rradd - 6/28/2011 4:19:28 PM
Nest contains 2 eggs. No LEGO detected during 30 minute observation.
rradd - 7/6/2011 1:30:27 PM
Nest no longer present, remains of 1 LEGO egg on ground. Nest apparently predated.
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3/17/2011 6003240 MODO Closed San Luis Rey 

Substation
0 feet, within substation. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest failed due to 
rainstorm; eggs 
abandoned and nest 
soaked.

3/25/2011 Female incubating.
Female not observed on nest for 3 days. Cold weather and rain will have made nest unsuccessful. Material is soaked 
from rain. No eggs present. 3/25/2011 IM

5/5/2011 7000993 CAGN Closed TL 639 - Z379523 6 feet from AR. 300 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction will occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest failed possibly 
due to depredation 
from snake or 
rodent. Nest 
relatively  intact 
except for small hole 
on north side of it. 
No evidence of nest 
contents in 
surrounding nest 
site.

5/26/2011 Female sitting on nest w/ male bringing food and territorial. Male perched on top of chamise - dbusby - 5/5/2011 
12:09:33 PM.
Observe one nest exchange between adults. Pair still incubating. Eggs estimated to hatch within next week. dbusby - 
5/12/2011 10:33:50 PM
mdicus - 5/19/2011 - Observed one nest exchange.  Male left nest prior to female returning.  No eggs or young in 
nest.
dbusby - 5/26/2011 3:05:15 PM
Nest failed possibly due to depredation from snake or rodent. Nest relatively  intact except for small hole on north 
side of it. No evidence of nest contents surrounding nest site. Adult pair briefly observed on east side cf Calle de 
Vida before disappearing and  remaining elusive and out of sight. Buffer left intact since pair is likely establishing 
new nest. Will modify buffer once a definitive nest is found.

4/18/2011 5000843 BUSH Closed CP25-2 20 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest failure due to 
predation.

5/25/2011 mdicus - 4/18/2011 - Nest observed during construction monitoring - female carrying food to nest.  Buffer only affects 
access road to CP 26, staked "through traffic only, no work or stopping."
26 Apr - Adult BUSH carrying food to nest (per M Klein : BIO). - RR
mdicus - 5/3/2011 - Adult observed at nest.
mdicus - 5/9/2011 2:48:17 PM - Adult carrying nesting material to same nest. Pair observed copulating last week 
after male fed female.  
blohstroh - 5/13/2011 8:33:50 AM nest in good condition, birds observed perched on nest, making trips back and 
forth.
jdicus - 5/16/2011 8:39:19 PM  Observed while construction monitoring.  Female observed carrying material into 
nest.  
21 May - BUSH carries food to nest 1428. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 8:11:34 AM
Nest on ground and torn to pieces from apparent mammalian predation. 
Closed, buffers and stakes removed.

4/19/2011 5000856 BLPH Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; on house, 56 feet 
from AR.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest fell due to 
natural causes and 
nestlings were 
predated.

6/8/2011 19 Apr - BLPH pr building nest. 10% complete. - RR
27 Apr - Nest appears almost complete, BLPH on nest agitated at 45'. - RR
5 May - 2 eggs in nest 1055. - RR
12 May BLPH ivncubating 4 eggs 0834. - RR
19 May BLPH feeding nest at 5 min. intervals 0838. - RR
25 May BLPH activity continues at this nest.
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:02:17 PM
BLPH nest has fallen to ground 14:37; 2 unfledged young with quilled wings survive in the nest wreckage!
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:16:34 AM
No BLPH present, at least 1 unfledged nestling predated at site. Change to Closed.

6/13/2011 7002492 WEKI Closed TL 639 - 379519 35 feet from tower. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
plan allowed per Buffer 

justification.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest gone; predation 
is the most likely 
cause.

7/7/2011 imaunsell - 6/13/2011 9:52:43 AM
Pair nest building, bringing fine lining material to nest in approximately 5 minute intervals. Nest appears to be 85-
90% complete.
rradd - 6/21/2011 9:29:08 AM
Female WEKI observed incubating on complete nest with male nest guarding 0918.
barnold - 6/28/2011 6:55:37 AM
Adult on nest.
rradd - 7/2/2011 2:57:31 PM
Female WEKI observed incubating while crews working nearby (RR), and returned to nest after pole work completed 
(S Ritt).
rradd - 7/5/2011 12:01:06 PM
No WEKI observed within 500 feet of this nest 1125-1200.
imaunsell - 7/7/2011 11:40:09 AM
Nest appears to be mostly removed; a small amount of material still remains - closed.
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4/13/2011 5000797 LEGO Closed CP54-1 - Londono 

property
8 feet from driveway. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest intact but empty 
just 7 days after 4 
eggs were being 
incubated; presumed 
predated.

4/25/2011 Well concealed nest; female observed nest building; nest 5% complete. imaunsell - 4/13/2011 9:49:04 AM.
4/19/2011 - LEGO female incubating 4 eggs 1058. Trimbled and moved vertex. - RR
4/26/2011 - Nest neat and intact but empty; presumed predated. Change to Closed - RR

6/16/2011 5001258 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet from house; 55 
feet from AR.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest likely predated 
based on condition 
of nest and nesting 
chronology.

7/7/2011 rradd - 6/16/2011 11:57:36 AM
New clutch in progress; HOFI female incubating 2 eggs. Change to Active.
rradd - 6/23/2011 11:13:25 AM
Nest contains 4 white eggs.
rradd - 6/30/2011 10:40:00 AM
At least 1 downy nestling and 1 unhatched egg visible in nest.
rradd - 7/7/2011 10:17:58 AM
Change to Closed.
Nest is empty and lining appears torn out. Nestlings were too young to fledge; presumed predated.

5/24/2011 7001937 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

6 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and 

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest possibly 
predated.

5/31/2011 sjohnston - 5/24/2011 8:30:15 AM
Nest activily being built. estimated at 10% complete.
vnovik - 5/25/2011 9:44:35 AM
Nest building 30% complete.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:04:45 AM
on nest potentially incubating.
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 8:48:15 AM
no activity observed since noon 5/31/2011, First observation of inactivity concurred with installation of a sound wall 
pole immediately south of the bridge. Bird was observed to be sitting on the nest in the morning hours. No indications 
of stress or flushing of this bird were made during previous monitoring, 
sjohnston - 6/1/2011 6:33:32 PM
nest was torn up from lesser goldfinch robbing nesting material. no activity obs. nest closed. Nest was inspected with 
an extending pole and mirror. No eggs were observed. 

5/5/2011 7000992 CAQU Closed TL 639 - Z379519 0 feet, at base of pole. 100 feet Within marked work area at base of pole.  Nest is too close to work area to 
justify a buffer reduction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest predation 
appears to be cause 
of failure.

5/17/2011 vnovik - 5/5/2011 5:51:30 PM - CA quail flushed from nest. 8 eggs in nest.
17 May - Nest appears predated - vegetation disturbed, broken eggshell adjacent to nest 0812. Change to Closed. - 
RR

5/24/2011 7002346 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest shows signs of 
disturbance by 
unknown agents.

6/9/2011 emorgan - 5/24/2011 8:26:03 AM - Nest appears to be about 75% complete with well defined cup. Female observed 
adding lining material to nest. Male singing near nest. Female did not flush until I was 30 feet from nest.
rradd - 6/3/2011 2:08:47 PM
Nest contains 4 eggs.
barnold - 6/7/2011 5:44:03 PM
2 eggs with broken shells-partially broken. Remaining 2 eggs unharmed. Monitor for activity. House Finches in 
area.
rradd - 6/9/2011 8:53:56 AM
No change in status. No HOFI detected 0655, eggs are cold.

7/7/2011 7002615 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH7

10 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest torn apart; 
predation likely.

7/15/2011 sjohnston - 7/7/2011 12:03:16 PM - Signs were posted to prevent vehicles from parking under the nest.
sjohnston - 7/7/2011 12:03:53 PM - Bird on nest.
sjohnston - 7/8/2011 12:05:35 PM - 3 eggs.
sjohnston - 7/16/2011 1:11:32 PM - Nest torn apart.

AR066598
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5/5/2011 7000991 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground 40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest torn up; 
probable predation.

5/16/2011 shampton - 5/5/2011 5:00:46 PM - Female observed adding material to nest and presumably incubating.
fhoffman - 5/17/2011 12:10:01 PM - No activity observed but rainy day. 
shampton - 5/26/2011 11:55:13 AM
Nest torn up. No sign of adult, eggs, or nestlings.

5/10/2011 7001438 LASP Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet; within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest was empty and 
had insufficient time 
to fledge - 
presumably 
predated.

5/17/2011 10 May - LASP incubating 3 eggs 1305 - RR
17 May Nest intact but empty - presumably predated. Status changed to Closed. - RR

4/6/2011 5003370 BUSH Closed CP81-1 10 feet from road; 200 
feet to tower area.

100 feet Buffer remains, to allow 
vehicular passage only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest was storm 
damaged or never 
completed.

5/14/2011 4/6/11- TC Adults carrying food to nest. Candidate for nest buffer reduction since access road will only be used for 
brief thru-traffic.
13 Apr - BUSH active at this location but not entering a nest. - RR 
20 Apr - BUSH exits nest area 1506. - RR
28 Apr - BUSH pair busily adding decorations to this nest 1115. - RR
05 May - No BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. 1710. - RR

3/12/2011 6003219 CORA Closed CP31-2 35 feet from work area. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nestling raven dead 
by natural causes in 
nest.

6/8/2011 Nest is 12 feet from AR to CP31-2. Birds not incubating yet and are spending extended periods away from nest. 
3/12/2011.
18 Mar - CORA pr sharing food @ site. Extremely wary of, and agitated by, human activity. ACTIVE - RR.
24 Mar - CORA prone on nest 1050 -1110. - RR.
30 Mar - CORA male settles on nest after pair-bonding behaviors 08:32 - RR.
5 Apr - CORA on nest 0721 - RR.
11 Apr - CORA pair roosting near nest 12:58 -1318.- RR.
19 Apr - No CORA detected on or around nest territory. CSC signage  installed under nest tree.- RR
25 Apr CORA flushed from nest at very first sight of observer (600') 0745. - RR
3 May CORA incubating, mate nest-guarding. 1505 - RR
10 May CORA pr. on nest 0737.- RR
18 May CORA on nest 1646. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 4:14:38 PM
One large weill-feathered, gray-faced  nestling visible on nest.
rradd - 6/2/2011 11:23:57 AM
One CORA juv. remains on nest 1058. Primaries almost full length.
rradd - 6/8/2011 5:06:12 PM
CORA juv. remains on nest 1650.
rradd - 6/15/2011 1:51:17 PM
CORA juv. dead in nest, presume predation as GHOW flushed here on 8 Jun.
Change to Closed.

5/23/2011 7001929 LASP Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

8 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nestlings covered 
with ants; nestlings 
probably died due to 
strong wind and rain 
5/29/2011.

5/29/2011 tfitanides - 5/23/2011 12:29:56 PM - Adult incubating 3 eggs. Tolerant of biologist presence within 15 feet. Concrete 
work approximately 60 feet from nest.
ahill - 5/24/2011 8:03:20 PM
2 nestlings present; female on nest.
ahill - 5/28/2011 9:08:15 PM
Female and male tending to 3 nestlings in nest.
ahill - 5/30/2011
Nestlings covered with ants; nestlings probably died due to strong wind and rain 5/29/2011.
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5/16/2011 7001476 BEWR Closed EP86-1 0 feet; on pad. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 

feet.
It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
•Bewick's Wrens as a species are known to nest in close proximity to human 
activity and will utilize the cavities of man-made structures.
•The nesting pair chose the platform of a micro-pile drilling rig as a nest site, and 
was actively building their nest while drilling for the micro-pile foundation was 
occurring. Clearly this behavior shows a tolerance to human disturbance and 
specifically the current scope of work. 
•The wren pair also continuously carried nesting material into the cavity, 
undeterred by the nest verification crew in close proximity inspecting the status 
of the nest. 
•The cavity location of this nest opens in a direction away from construction, thus 
there is no direct line of sight from the nest to construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
No apparent reason 
for failure.

6/8/2011 RAbe - 5/16/2011 1:04:34 PM - Pair of Bewick's Wrens adding nesting material to nest that is over 50% complete.  
phoward - 5/19/2011 2:10:54 PM - buffer reduced to 30 feet, pair seen entering nest.
barnold - 5/31/2011 2:39 PM - Adult flushed from pipe after approaching drilling platform. Nest checked an hour 
earlier, but couldn't see if bird on nest.  Nest appears complete.
PKonrad - 6/8/2011 - No wrens during 40 minute observation period, tapped "pipe" cavity when I arrived and before I 
left to ascertain no adults were in the pipe - closed. 

5/19/2011 7001506 BCHU Closed CP64-2 AR 4 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Observations 
indicate failure due 
to natural causes, 
likely abandoned 
before eggs hatched.

6/24/2011 19 May BCHU female on complete nest 1712. - RR
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:03:32 PM
26 May BCHU female on nest 0842.
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:05:34 PM
After at least 15 min. of absence. female comes to nest and settles.
rradd - 6/9/2011 11:21:42 AM
Fenale comes to nest 1043.
rradd - 6/17/2011 8:46:07 AM
No BCHU detections at this nest during 30 min. obs.
rradd - 6/24/2011 8:40:05 AM
No BCHU detections at this nest during 30 min. obs. 
Change to Closed.

5/28/2011 7002390 BUSH Closed Suncrest Substation 15 feet to work limits. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Observations 
indicate nest 
predation.

5/31/2011 Most likely 2nd brood of a pair that had a previously successful nest nearby. Observed female come to nest with 
food, nestlings heard calling vigorously. Nest does not affect construction.
ahill - 5/31/2011 3:27:41 PM
The nest is complete, was found partly torn apart ( consistent with previously completed BUSH nests). Heard BUSH 
in the area.

5/19/2011 7001503 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 65 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Observations 
suggest nest failure 
due to predation.

6/7/2011 5/19/2011 - MODO incubating 2 eggs 0913. - RR
rradd - 5/25/2011 12:56:21 PM
MODO on nest 1249.
rradd - 6/2/2011 3:03:38 PM
1 just-hatched nestling and 1 egg in nest.
rradd - 6/8/2011 
Nest empty and no MODO detected. Broken eggshells under nest, but insufficient time for nestlings to fledge 
indicates nest predation.

5/2/2011 7000960 LEGO Closed TL 6924 - Z171690 20 feet to work; 90 feet 
to TL6924 - Z171690.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Observations 
suggest predation.

5/17/2011 2 May - LEGO pair working on nest, appears 60% complete 0749. - RR
10 May Nest with one egg 0950. - RR
17 May  Nest intact but empty. Elapsed time from 1st egg obs. suggests predation. - RR

3/31/2011 5003324 ANHU Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; in work area. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predated nest.

4/27/2011 31 Mar - Nest complete, female on nest - RR
5 Apr - Female active at nest. - RR
11 Apr - ANHU female on nest at 15:15. - RR
19 Apr - ANHU female incubating 2 eggs 0742.- RR
27 Apr - Nest empty with 1 side torn out. Appears predated. Change to closed - RR
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4/25/2011 7000898 HOLA Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predated, eggs 
gone.

4/27/2011 shampton - 4/25/2011 2:19:51 PM
Female incubating and foraging near nest with 3 eggs. Female flushed repeatedly due to foot traffic at edge of and 
inside the 100 foot buffer.
kalberts - 4/27/2011 10:31:13 AM
Nest found predated with no eggs - closed.

4/7/2011 5003379 CAGN Closed TL 639 - Z379519 95 feet to nearest pole. 300 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predated; nest torn 
from side.

4/14/2011 4/7/11 - Observed male and female carrying nest material to nest. Nest is 90% complete. 
Nest predated, found torn from side with nest lining and cup pieces below. No sign of eggs found. kalberts - 
4/14/2011 10:54:17 AM

5/10/2011 7001021 ANHU Closed TL 6916 - 774819 50 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 
passage allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

5/31/2011 Female incubating 2 eggs. 
5/16/2011 - 2 very small ANHU nestlings attended by adult 1444. - RR
rradd - 5/23/2011 4:31:52 PM
Nest contains 2 nestlings covered with feather quills.
rradd - 5/31/2011 5:06:00 PM
Nest no longer present.  
Complete nest has been removed - no remains detected.  Prior observations suggest nestlings too young to fledge 
and predation is probable cause of nest failure.

5/13/2011 7001472 HOFI Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet, in yard, on 
flatbed; 10 feet from AR.

100 feet Had one egg upon discovery; not a candidate. 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

5/23/2011 Pair of HOFI copulating directly above nest and repeatedly visiting trailer; 1 egg in nest.
RAbe - 5/23/2011 2:40:58 PM - No eggs in nest and no HOFIs observed in area - nest closed.

5/25/2011 7002369 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 80 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

7/15/2011 rradd - 6/30/2011 10:38:36 AM
Second nest logged in same location for new nest attempt by pair. HOFI incubating 3 white eggs. 
rradd - 7/7/2011 10:24:59 AM
Female HOFI continues incubation of 3 eggs.
rradd - 7/15/2011 11:22:56 AM
Nest has been destroyed.
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7/5/2011 7002601 NOMO Closed TL 639 - 379521 5 feet to AR, 50 feet to 

work, 100' to pole
100 feet Drive through access 

only.
The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

7/24/2011 rradd - 7/11/11 - This pair flushes at 100 feet and is slow to return to the nest.
rradd - 7/5/2011 10:44:56 AM
Female NOMO building new nest, approx 50% complete, while male chases off territorial intruders. 
rradd - 7/11/2011 10:00:53 AM
NOMO pair attending 3 green speckled eggs 0923.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 12:08:00 PM
3 eggs.
rradd - 7/19/2011 9:44:40 AM
NOMO alarm calling near nest with 3 eggs.
rradd - 7/25/2011 12:56:12 PM
Nest lining has been upended. No eggs in or under nest - closed. 

4/4/2011 5003351 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
177.50l

15 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely; 
broken eggshells in 
nest.

4/20/2011 RF-4/4/11: Bird observed sitting in nest approximately 5 feet from Alpine Blvd.
4/16/2011 - Nest not found at this GPS location. - RR
emorgan - 4/20/2011 10:09:20 AM - Nest inactive with broken eggshells in nest. It was probably predated.

4/16/2011 5000833 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

Within 10 feet of work 
area.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation presumed, 
nest destroyed.

5/5/2011 4/16/2011 - LEGO female nearing completion of nest - RR.
4/22/2011 - LEGO female settled onto nest 0727. - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 8:32:27 AM - Female incubating.
5/6/2011 - Nest destroyed, predation presumed 1033. - RR

4/8/2011 5003384 KILL Closed Wilson Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation.

4/19/2011 3 eggs present. Birds flushed at 50 feet and distraction displayed at 20 feet.
imaunsell - 4/19/2011 2:51:16 PM - Monitor reported nest failure due to predation. No eggs present. No adults in 
area.

AR066602
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4/12/2011 5000796 BUSH Closed EP225-1 Pullsite 0 feet; within pull site. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation; nest torn 
in half, probably by 
mammalian predator; 
1 eggshell found in 
interior of nest.

5/5/2011 shampton - 4/12/2011 4:47:38 PM - Adults observed entering nest with food.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Adult territorial next to nest
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - No Bushtits near nest or calling.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - Nest torn in half; 1 eggshell found in interior; 1 Bushtit nearby; closed.

3/31/2011 5003320 ANHU Closed TL 6916 - 774820 20 feet from AR; 340 
feet from nearest pole.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Presumed 
depredation, with 
broken egg  in nest.

4/12/2011 3/31/11 TC - Female incubating 1 egg.
4/7/11 TC - Female on nest.
12 Apr - Nest presumed predated; broken contents 1550. Change to closed. - RR
4/13/11 TC - Nest failed, broken eggshell in nest.

7/16/2011 7004646 BCHU Closed Access road to guard 
pole structure near 

CP71

42 feet 100 feet 40 feet. This nest was found during a general nesting bird survey of an access road to a 
guard structure west of CP71. This nest is located approximately 42 horizontal 
feet (70 linear feet down slope) north of of the access road at a point about 185 
feet east from where the access road branches off of El Monte Rd. 
The nest is located about 12 feet high on the outer part of a branch (south 
facing) of a 35+ foot sycamore tree, about 2 feet from a large, sloped granite 
boulder. The nest contained one nestling a few days old, and the female was 
observed brooding on the nest and flying to and from the nest on two 
occasions.
A NBR from 100 to 40 feet should not adversely affect the natural nesting 
progression and successful outcome of this breeding event for the following 
reasons:
•There is no direct, level line of sight from the nest to the access road given that 
the nest is is entirely obscured from above by several large leaves and is 
located in thick vegetation approximately 70 feet downslope at an angle of 50 
degrees from the access road.
•The female did not show signs of disturbance until the observers approached to 
within 6 feet of the nest and when we retreated beyond that distance she 
continued to brood and tend to the nest as usual.
•The adult bird chose the site when daily vehicle traffic on this part of the road 
(Non-Project) was already occurring.
•Presence of a nestling indicates high reproductive investment by the brooding 
bird, creating strong site affinity and greatly diminishing chance of nest 
abandonment.
•Potholing work is a short duration, low impact type of construction (in terms of 
sustained noise, activity level and time at each hole location), and will not take 
place immediately adjacent to the nest location. The work will only raise the 
human activity level in the buffer slightly above the norms for that high traffic 
general area.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Presumed predated 
as nest was intact 
and clean.

7/20/2011 eelias - 7/16/2011 10:33:21 AM - J. Pawlicki found 1 young nestling in this nest; the eyes are closed and it is 
featherless. Female flushed at 6 feet when biologist was standing on large boulder.
rradd - 7/21/2011 1:55:27 PM - Nest is intact, clean and empty. Young presumed predated as insufficient elapsed 
time to fledge.

5/7/2011 7001018 MODO Closed TL 6916 - 678468 25 feet to work area. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons:  A) The nest 
progression is already advanced (incubation of 3 eggs), so nest affinity is high 
and the likelihood of abandonment low.  B) The adult is already habituated to 
human activity and is disturbed only when approached to less than 15 feet. The 
bird never flushed from the nest during construction activities or GPS locating, 
and was only discovered when the on-site biological monitor walked very closely 
past its location.  C) Further construction activities will be similar to what has 
occurred to date, light and short, using bucket trucks. D) Large eucalyptus tree 
provides screening. E) MODO is highly tolerant of humans.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Presumed predated. 

5/16/2011 MODO incubating 3 eggs. Bird did not flush from foot traffic at ca. 2 ft distance from nest. - SJohnston 5/7/2011.
16 May Broken white eggshell of suitable size but no MODO detected. Presume predation and Change to Closed 
1707.- RR
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6/13/2011 7002494 LASP Closed Sycamore Yard 50 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

Drive through access only appoved through blanket exemption.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Presumed predated.

6/20/2011 rradd - 6/13/2011
LASP male feeding female incubating 3 eggs and driving fledgling from earlier brood away from area 0840.
rradd - 6/20/2011 10:45:29 AM
Nest is empty, presumed predated. Change to Closed.

3/17/2011 6003251 BTSP Closed EP235-1 50 feet from TSAP. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Probable predation; 
broken pieces of 1 
egg was present 
inside the nest and 
the other broken egg 
was found below the 
nest.

4/12/2011 Black-throated sparrow pair collecting nest materials and carrying nest materials to grass nest in cholla.  Nest is 
about 78 feet from northeast corner of permanent pad and about 135 feet from nearest equipment onsite. The 100 
foot buffer extends about to the middle of TSAP 3-17 (JD). 
Nice nest built in cholla; unlined; no activity since Monday rain and hail (JD). John will continue monitoring 3-23 
(PK). 2 eggs in nest (incomplete clutch); should begin incubation in a couple days 4-4 (PK).
ahernandez, pkonrad - 4/12/2011 2:32:14 PM - Nest was predated; closed.  Remnants of two broken eggs.

4/21/2011 5000869 MODO Closed IV substation 80 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

The hidden area of this nest, combined with tolerance of human approach, 
justifies a smaller buffer to allow work to occur.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Probably failed due 
to poor nest site 
selection.

6/3/2011 vnovik - 4/21/2011 1:49:59 PM - Nest with eggs.
shampton - 5/10/2011 10:59:21 AM - 3 eggs in nest; 2 eggs have rolled around on fan, 1 is discolored. The nest has 
no fine material. Appears that fan kicked on and moved  the eggs. No birds observed near nest.
barnold - 6/3/2011 8:17:13 PM
Nest has been abandoned. Closed.

4/30/2011 7000950 WESJ Closed EP92 80 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Probably predated.

5/20/2011 shampton - 4/30/2011 12:13:20 PM  Bird flushed off nest. 3 eggs.  Possible western scrub-jay or California 
thrasher.
RAbe - 5/10/2011 1:42:24 PM - 1 nestling and no eggs in nest. Adults not observed.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - 3 eggs in nest. (Apparent pentab problems 5-6.)
emorgan - 5/20/2011 9:25:08 AM - No nestlings present and no adults observed near nest. Nest probably predated.

5/25/2011 7002353 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

50 feet to work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and 

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Raven predation.

6/5/2011 vnovik - 5/25/2011 10:05:34 AM - Building nest; 50% complete.
vnovik - 5/31/2011 9:21:17 AM
Observed on nest; male feeding female on nest.
vnovik - 6/2/2011 10:38:35 AM
Male observed arriving at nest, possibly bringing food. 
vnovik - 6/6/2011 11:20:30 AM
Ravens attacked nest and ate the eggs.

5/10/2011 7001423 KILL Closed Scripps Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 25 
feet.

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
A) Nest is shielded by a 3 foot high wall.  B) Placement of a sound barrier along 
the existing chain link fence will mitigate for sound and visual disturbances 
occurring without further encroaching on the nest.  C) Bird remained non-
agitated on nest while work was occurring in the yard, including demo of a 
retaining wall around the breaker to be replaced. D) The bird has chosen to nest 
within an active yard, showing acclimation to human activity.  E) The bird 
remained non-agitated in the nest while the surveyor approached to within 5 feet 
of the nest.  F) Monitor onsite will monitor nest to ensure that bird does not 
become agitated with the work. If the bird gets agitated, work will be halted and 
an increased buffer will be installed.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Related by crew that 
crows or ravens 
predated nest while 
killdeer adults tried to 
defend nest.

6/10/2011 rradd - 5/27/2011 11:32:58 AM
Unable to see into this area of substation from outside. KILL obs. flying overhead and landing in sub but no definitive 
nesting activity observed.
rradd - 6/2/2011 6:54:23 AM
KILL on apparent nest.
rradd - 6/7/2011 4:33:37 PM
KILL on nest 1633.
rradd - 6/7/2011 5:38:48 PM
KILL appears to be brooding one hatched young and at least one egg, under heavy predation pressure by CORA.
sdhall - 6/10/2011 2:11:16 PM
No evidence of birds or eggs in area. Crew related that they had witnessed crows (ravens ?) predating nests while 
killdeer attempted to fight them off. Buffer was removed. Nest closed.
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5/20/2011 7001911 BUOR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 2 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; through 

access only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Strong wind and rain 
apparently blew 2 
mostly feathered, 
near-fledging 
nestlings out of nest; 
found dead on 
ground beneath nest.

5/27/2011 PKonrad - 5/20/2011 - Drew found this oriole nest 5/14, but today we found 2 small feathered nestlings dead on the 
ground - probably as a result of the cold wind and rain storm Tuesday and Wednesday. Nestlings appear to be less 
than a week away from fledging. Did not close nest report because there may be more nestlings in the nest.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - No oriole activity; nest has not been refurbished - closed.
emorgan - 5/24/2011 9:17:08 AM
There has been no progress on the nest since it was last checked. No activity observed at or near nest. Nest closed.   
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 3:22:34 PM
No orioles in area; nest appears abandoned after wind and rain-caused nest failure last week.

4/14/2011 5000822 COGD Closed Thomas Yard 0 feet; at yard boundary. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Unknown cause of 
failure. Predation is 
likely the cause.

5/17/2011 J & M Dicus - 4/14/2011 - Adult incubating
J & M Dicus - 5/17/2011 11:33:28 AM  Nest empty; no doves observed at or near nest. Nest presumed complete 
because duration since last check is long enough to hatch and fledge young, due to lack of eggs or nestlings in nest, 
and due to no adults in vicinity of nest. Nest is also located outside of active portion of yard, so does not affect 
construction. Buffer signs removed - closed.

6/2/2011 7002431 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
303+00r

40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Unknown natural 
causes; likely 
predated.

6/8/2011 shampton - 6/2/2011 12:36:41 PM  
At about 0700 today a BHCO female removed 1 egg, leaving 2 LEGO eggs in nest. At 1230, female LEGO 
incubating 3 eggs, all LEGO.
shampton - 6/9/2011 12:12:38 PM
Nest is empty, no eggs, nestlings, or adults nearby. Nest contained 2 large dead leaves that fell into it - closed.

4/7/2011 5003381 CAGN Closed TL 639 - Z379523 30 feet from existing AR; 
90 ft from nearest pole.

300 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Unknown reason but 
looks like predated 
by a snake because 
nest is intact with 2 
dessicated dead 
nestlings remaining 
and 2 gone.

5/5/2011 Fresh nest located in ARTCAL shrub. Observed female on nest, prior to this observed 1 egg in nest, indicating this 
2nd attempt at a clutch has just begun. RF-4/7/11
rfletcher - 4/14/2011 6:46:25 AM - Male CAGN observed incubating eggs.
Adult pair observed carrying food to nest. Four 3-day-old nestlings observed while adults were away from nest. 
Estimated fledge date: May 9. dbusby - 4/28/2011 2:54:26 PM
Failed nest w/ 2 desiccated nestlings and no sign of other 2 nestlings. Nest intact. Adults observed foraging nearby. 
dbusby - 5/5/2011 11:56:31 AM

4/6/2011 5003366 BUSH Closed EP221A 20 feet to tower site 
permanent ROW.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 5/3/2011 4/6/11- Pair of bushtits seen carrying food into nest.- SR
kalberts - 5/3/2011 3:34:28 PM - Nest closed, since adult birds seen carrying food to nest almost a month ago.  Nest 
has either fledged or failed since then. 

4/11/2011 5000780 HOWR Closed TL 6916 - Z973032 40 feet from work 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

Blanket exemption for work occuring in residential areas of 69kV reconductor 6. INDETERMINATE. 5/17/2011 4/11/2011 - House Wren nest discovered by Gerhard Bombe while monitoring, BUSH nest 40 feet to west. Adult 
observed singing and carrying nest material into cavity. - SHampton, MDicus
shampton - 4/11/2011
4/18/2011 - HOWR continue to import material to this location under roof tile 9045.
4/25/2011 - HOWR nesting activity continues at this site. - RR
5/2/2011 - Nest material added, now visible under roof tile. - RR
5/11/2011 - HOWR singing at nest, and chasing away HOFI 1555. - RR
5/17/2011 - HOWR sings, enters nest during construction 1042. - RR

4/25/2011 7000890 NRWS Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

50 feet; on under side of 
bridge.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

6. INDETERMINATE. 5/25/2011 vnovik - 4/25/2011 10:28:49 AM - Observed NRWS carrying material into cavity, on underside of bridge.
vnovik - 5/6/2011 8:23:01 AM - NRWS observed in area, but no observations of birds entering hole.
phoward - 5/10/2011 3:24:40 PM - Observed bird entering cavity.
emorgan - 5/25/2011 2:27:17 PM
No swallows entered cavity for the 2 hours of observation and the biomonitor has not observed any activity at that 
cavity.
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4/27/2011 7000923 BUSH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 

property
40 feet to driveway 

entry.
100 feet Work allowed within 

buffer through agency 
concurrence.

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The nest is near Hwy 67, a very busy and noisy highway, 
illustrating normalized behaviors to this steady disturbance. The adult birds have 
tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other human acvities onsite have not 
deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated with work will be monitored, as 
will nest sites for any potential impacts.

6. INDETERMINATE. 5/11/2011 4/27/2011 - BUSH pair bringing food to nest at 10 minute intervals 13:46. - RR
5/5/2011 - BUSH perched close to nest, exchanged contact calls 11:50 - RR
eelias - 5/12/2011 8:07:24 AM - All quiet during 5 minute visit to nest.
5/19/2011 - Nest difficult to update without flushing adjacent BCHU. Activity low. - RR

4/29/2011 7000941 MODO Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; inside substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 5/16/2011 kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:53:01 PM- Stick nest is visible at the base of an insulator. The biomonitor observed a 
mourning dove entering and exiting the nest beginning on 27 April.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 4:10:07 PM Nest observed, no bird observed at nest.
sritt - 5/31/2011 5:46:40 PM - No birds seen near nest. Bio-monitor has not seen birds near nest in past few weeks.  
Nest closed.

6/21/2011 7002530 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 379521 0 feet 100 feet Drive through access 
and work allowed at pole 

per NBR above.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

NBR approved to allow one time work within 100 foot buffer associated with 
restringing and re-clipping wires.

6. INDETERMINATE. 7/5/2011 mdicus - 6/21/2011 10:39:55 AM
Female entering bracket and remaining there. Fresh material visible.
rradd - 7/2/2011 2:52:59 PM
No HOFI detected at or near this nest during 40 min. obs.while crews working nearby.
rradd - 7/5/2011 10:55:15 AM
Change to Closed.
No HOFI detected at or near this nest during 30 min. obs.

7/11/2011 7003025 BHGR Closed TL 639 - 872360 80 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

6. INDETERMINATE. 7/24/2011 rradd - 7/11/2011 12:01:11 PM
Female BHGR incubating/brooding well-hidden nest; contents unknown.
rradd - 7/19/2011 12:09:09 PM
Nest intact, no BHGR detected. Possibly fledged; cannot see into bottom of nest bowl. Monitor once more prior to 
closing.
rradd - 7/25/2011 2:06:20 PM
Change to Closed. Nest is clean and empty. No BHGR detected during 1 hour in vicinity.
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7/11/2011 7003026 NOMO Closed TL639 - 379522 80 feet to AR. 100 feet Drvie through access 

only.
The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:
•The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
•The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
•The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
•Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
•As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
•These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
•The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
oESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
o10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
oNo stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
•Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
•Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

6. INDETERMINATE. 7/19/2011 rradd - 7/11/2011 11:40:50 AM
Precautionary GPS point. Nest is complete, freshly lined and empty.This nest could be just fledged or just about to 
recieve eggs (the latter is suspected).
rradd - 7/19/2011 12:11:50 PM
No improverments. Change to Closed.

8/4/2011 7004708 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground 
301+00r

50 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

6. INDETERMINATE.   
Nest may not have 
reached active stage 
or if it did  it may 
have been predated.

8/18/2011 shampton - 8/4/2011 2:28:36 PM
At 0830, adults copulating near nest; male singing, female adding nest material. Nest appears complete.
shampton - 8/11/2011 3:09:44 PM
Adult LEGOs occasionally heard within about 100 feet of nest but no birds visited nest during 20 minute observation 
(1041-1101).
shampton - 8/18/2011 10:20:40 PM
No Lesser Goldfinches detected during 20 minute observation of the nest (1030-1050).   Nest appears undamaged. 
May not have reached active stage or may have been predated.   Closed.

8/10/2011 7004717 NONE Closed CP64-2 470 feet 6. INDETERMINATE.   
Unknown if nest was 
active this season or 
not.  Nest was 
discovered after what 
would have been the 
active period.

8/10/2011 shampton - 8/10/2011 8:23:51 AM
No activity.

8/10/2011 7004718 NONE Closed CP64-2-E 400 ft 6. INDETERMINATE.   
Unknown if nest was 
active this season or 
not.  Nest was 
discovered after what 
would have been the 
active period.

8/10/2011 shampton - 8/10/2011 8:17:15 AM
No activity.
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8/26/2011 7004737 NONE Closed EP192-2-E 50 feet from AR 6. INDETERMINATE.   

Unknown if nest was 
active this season or 
not.  Nest was 
discovered after what 
would have been the 
active period.

8/26/2011

3/31/2011 5003306 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Access issues 
prevented this nest 
from being 
monitored.

5/2/2011 3/31/11 - Observed female bring nest material to nest with male following closely. (DBusby) 
Nest complete but no eggs, status indeterminate 4-12 (FH/BA)
26 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
2 May - No nest present as described. CLOSED

5/11/2011 7001442 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 973035 50 feet from tower. 100 feet Blanket exemption for nesting birds already in place for this section of the 
Reconductor residential area lines and poles.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Adults subsequently 
seen feeding fledged 
young away from this 
location, but 
unknown if they are 
from this difficult to 
observe nest.

6/2/2011 11 May - HOFI female carrying nest material into palm 1632. - RR
17 May No HOFI detected during 30 min obs. - RR
rradd - 5/24/2011 9:04:53 AM
No HOFI detections coming to this tree during 30 min. obs, though present nearby.
rradd - 6/2/2011 8:20:34 AM
No HOFI detections during 30 min. obs.
Change to Closed.

3/17/2011 6003246 BUSH Closed EP26-1 AR 60 feet to AR; 580 feet 
to SWAT yard.

100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Although an 
especially large and 
long nest was built, 
this nesting attempt 
appears to have 
been ended for 
undetermined 
reasons.

5/3/2011 Buffer not flagged because along portion of road that is closed. 
Nest looks complete; no birds observed during short nest check 3/29/2011 (PK).
No birds observed during nest check; unusually long nest appears intact and active 4/7/2011 (PK/FH).
PKonrad - 4/20/2011 -  Long nest in good shape; no Bushtits observed during 3 nest visits today.
PKonrad - 4/26/2011 -  No birds observed at or near nest; questioning active status.
PKonrad - 5/3/2011 - No birds; appears this nesting attempt fledged young or failed; closed.

3/23/2011 5003263 BUSH Closed EP221-2 72 feet from tower 
center.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Appears nest is 
deserted; no Bushtits 
have been seen at 
this nest for several 
weeks.

5/5/2011 Well-concealed in new growth; nest is about 60% complete; pair observed nest building. Revisted nest with material 
6 times while I observed from 15-30 feet away 3-23 IM.
Nest looks complete and is remarkably well-hidden; Bushtits territorial 4-6 (PK).
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - Bushtit territorial at nest and calling.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - Nest intact and looks active; no birds observed.
PKonrad - 4/27/2011 - No change; no birds.
PKonrad - 5/5/2011 - No birds observed for weeks; appears nest is deserted; closed.
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5/7/2011 7001007 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 171664 0 feet; in pole. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed within approved 
limits.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Copulation on 
5/19/2011 suggests 
state of nesting 
chronology was 
either nest building 
or early incubation 
period, thus family 
group on 6/10/2011 
was not associated 
with this nest.

6/18/2011 shampton - 5/7/2011 10:50:49 AM  Male singing near nest, both adults entering bracket.
shampton - 5/19/2011 6:36:04 PM  Adults observed entering bracket and singing and copulating on insulator.
imaunsell - 5/25/2011 11:47:37 AM
Nest was checked by lineman at the direction of an avian biologist. Female flushed from nest when lineman began 
climbing the pole. A complete clutch of 5 eggs was present. Female returned to nest within a few minutes of trucks 
leaving the area.
jpawlicki - 5/31/2011 4:25:30 PM
Pair of House Finches observed and heard within 100 ft. of nest, but no activity observed at nest after 30 mins. of 
monitoring.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 1:43:50 PM
No HOFI activity at nest. Only HOFI activity was infrequent singing from afar and one sighting of a family group with 
two juveniles. Family group perched briefly on wire in between poles.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 2:12:02 PM
Wire pulling was occuring through insulator arm on west side.
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 12:26:24 PM
No HOFI activity during 20-minute check. Closed.

4/5/2011 5003362 WBNU Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

1 foot from fencing. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird contstucts a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around suncrest substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Could have fledged 
due to nesting 
chronology, but 
unsure of outcome.

5/22/2011 Observed pair bringing nesting material to cavity on 4-5-11 in morning. Afternoon of same day, observed male 
coming to and from nest while female remained inside [preparing nest] with the material the male was gathering - 
AHill.
phoward - 4/25/2011 10:56:31 AM - Female incubating.
tfitanides - 5/23/2011 12:32:29 PM - No activity at nest site during 45 minutes. No adults heard in area.

4/5/2011 5003353 RTHA Closed EP319  AR 135 feet to AR; 290 feet 
to temp ROW tower site.

500 feet Buffer was reduced to 
300 feet, then was 

moved back up to 500 
feet.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Downy nestling(s) 
not seen for 3 weeks; 
nesting attempt 
appears 
unsuccessful, or less 
likely, fledged.

5/16/2011 RTHA on nest another at nest, became alert at 500 feet; 1 hawk flushed when truck approached to 190 feet, other 
bird tolerated truck driving to about 150 feet away but flushed due to foot traffic - 4/5/2011 IM
4/7/11 - Hawk on nest in high winds. - SR
4/9/11 - Adult bird was on nest for at least an hour. - SR
PKonrad - 4/14/2011 - Large downy nestling stading high in nest. NBM to 300 feet.
fhoffman - 4/23/2011 3:14:18 PM. During surveys on Saturday, 4/23, adult flushed at 300 NB and became 
distressed. Adult gave distress calls from neighboring tower, while we were on foot and we were unable to complete 
surveys along pre-existing access road. Buffer moved back out to 500, with drive thru access only. Activity at EP 319 
restricted to outside 500 ft buffer. Nestling observed by RA.  
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - No nestlings or adults observed.
kkilpatrick - 5/6/2011 4:55:05 PM - No activity observed. Adult RTHA seen on adjacent SWPL tower two structure 
locations to the west.
PKonrad - 5/13/2011 - 1 adult observed perched in tower to west, but no young have been seen for 3 weeks. Makes 
this biologist believe nesting attempt was probably unsuccessful; lesser option would be that unseen nestling(s) has 
fledged. (Surrounding landscape is remarkably barren with very, very few plants.)
jpawlicki - 5/16/2011 12:50:58 PM - observed nest for 1.5 hours. No adults observed in vicinity of or on nest and no 
nestlings observed in nest. Nest determined to be inactive.

5/27/2011 7002384 NRWS Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

0 feet; within work area. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Due to inability to 
directly observe nest 
it is not possible to 
determine this nest's 
outcome.  

6/29/2011 emorgan - 5/27/2011 10:13:44 AM - Pair carrying nesting material into cavity.
emorgan - 6/1/2011 2:31:27 PM
Swallows observed entering cavity.
shampton - 6/9/2011 1:11:09 PM
NRWS observed entering hole.
jpawlicki - 6/10/2011 3:40:33 PM
Adult observed entering cavity and remaining in cavity for 20 minutes before flying out when observers walked by.
shampton - 6/16/2011 12:09:43 PM
NRWS entered hole at 0652.
shampton - 6/23/2011 11:36:52 AM
NRWS observed exiting nest hole at 1134.
shampton - 6/30/2011 1:06:14 PM
NRWS  was observed entering hole at 1304.
bfischer - 7/11/2011 3:38:43 PM
No activity was seen in vicinity of nest during half-hour observation. Inserting a minis (mirror?) into the opening 
created no reaction, nor were any nestlings visible in the nest.
shampton - 7/21/2011 4:56:35 PM
No NRWS's observed entering or exiting hole or anywhere in area during 25 minute observation of nest hole (1010-
1035), nor were any NRWS's detected anywhere in the surrounding riparian habitat during weekly Least Bell's Vireo 
survey (0740-1010) this morning (7/21/2011).  When hole was inspected with mirror no birds flushed or were visible 
inside. No construction was occurring on, under, or near the bridge on 7/21/2011 during these observations - closed.   
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5/26/2011 7002373 LENI Closed TL 639 - 171651 25 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; drive 

through access only.
•No pedestrian traffic or vehicular stopping, standing or construction work will 
occur within the buffer.
•Signage restricting traffic to 10mph speed limit within the buffer will be posted.
•The proposed work activities are low impact, short in duration, and will occur 
over 440 feet away from the nest. Additionally, associated vehicle and foot traffic 
will be minimal.  
•Although Lesser Nighthawks are ground nesters in open areas this nest is well 
hidden within vegetation blocking the visual and acoustic disturbances of 
construction activities.
•Nighthawks are known to tolerate close activity to nest sites. They rely on 
cryptic plumage patterning to camouflage the nest during incubation and this 
bird did not flush until approached closer than 10 feet.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Egg shells found but 
no nestlings ever 
observed. Since 
young are able to 
move short distances 
from Day 5 and are 
well-feathered at Day 
12, nesting 
chronolgy suggests 
successful fledging, 
but definitive proof 
not obtained.

6/18/2011 phoward - 5/26/2011 12:15:20 PM - Female flushed from nest. Incubating two eggs.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 12:41:40 PM - Female flushed from incubating two eggs when biologist approached on foot at 
12-feet.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 2:24:56 PM - Adult incubating; did not flush when biologists quietly approached to within 10-
feet.
tfitanides - 6/18/2011 11:55:16 AM - Nest empty. No LENI observed during 15-minute search of surrounding shrubs. 
Some LENI shell fragments located 12-feet from nest. Female was possibly brooding during 6/10 nest check. Nest 
presumed to have fledged successfully.

4/8/2011 5003388 ACWO Closed CP64-2, CP65-1 
pullsite - driveway 

entry

40 feet to AR entry. 100 feet One day of pre-construction survey staking is planned, followed by one day of 
potholing with a 2-3 person crew.  Soundwalls may be erected to not impact 
nests during potholing.  After this, construction traffic should be allowed, as the 
odds of impacting nest sites is low to non-existent, provided that no stopping, 
standing, or construction occurs within buffer zones.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
European Starlings 
occupy nest that was 
identified as an 
Acorn Woodpecker 
nest before.

4/20/2011 04/08/11 - Female and male ACWO observed entering nest cavity (R. Abe, M. Dicus).
13 Apr - ACWO at cavity but competition from EUST. - RR
vnovak - 4/20/2011 7:18:22 AM - Nest closed due to occupation of identified nest by starlings.

4/1/2011 5003338 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet; within work area. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest apparently 
never occupied. 
Cause 
indeterminate.

4/16/2011 Pair observed building nest. Nest is about 95% complete. Point entered by hand. 1April - IM
8 April - Pair bringing nest material to nest.-BL
16 Apr - No activity 0900-0930 - RR
22 Apr - No activity observed, nest appears large and complete, location makes incubating bird difficult to detect - 
RR 0800-0830 - RR
RAbe - 4/28/2011 10:04:46 AM - No activity observed, ,nest appears large and complete, location makes incubating 
bird difficult to detect. 
30 Apr - No activity detected for 2 weeks, nest now festooned with spider web. Change to Closed. - RR

4/25/2011 7000892 BUSH Closed Alpine Yard 50 feet from imapct 
area.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest complete and 
no signs of 
predation.

5/26/2011 emorgan - 4/25/2011 9:45:00 AM - Pair of bushtits bringing nest material to nest that appears to be almost 
complete.
jpawlicki - 5/27/2011 12:15:45 PM
Observed intact and complete nest from 25 feet for about 40 minutes. No adults observed at nest and no Bushtits 
(adults or fledglings) observed or heard in vicinity of nest or area. Nestlings presumed fledged or failed - closed.

8/10/2011 7004716 NONE Closed CP-64-2-E 320 ft 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest detected late in 
the season. 
Undetermined if nest 
was active this year.

8/10/2011 shampton - 8/10/2011 7:57:25 AM
No activity.

8/15/2011 7004721 NONE Closed EP130-1 350' to work area 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest detected late in 
the season. 
Undetermined if nest 
was active this year.

8/15/2011

5/4/2011 7000981 ANHU Closed CP63-3 AR 35 feet to AR gate. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest gone; unable to 
relocate nest.

6/3/2011 4 May - ANHU female sitting on complete nest. 1456
14 May No nest or ANHU detected ... cool overcast may be a factor. - RR
19 May Nest not found. - RR
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:34:39 PM
26 May Nest not re-found.
rradd - 6/3/2011 4:35:31 PM
Final 30 min search unable to relocate this nest. Change to Closed.
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6/16/2011 7002505 HOOR Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 

property
36 feet to AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 

Nest has been 
destroyed by 
unknown causes, but 
adult carrying food 
nearby suggests a 
suvivor.

7/15/2011 rradd - 6/16/2011 at 0915
HOOR female adding nest lining material in constant company of adult male 0915.
rradd - 6/23/2011 10:00:21 AM
Female departs nest 0947, returns without food 0959; likely incubating.
rradd - 6/30/2011 9:26:52 AM
Incubation continues; female HOOR on nest for 30 minute intervals, no food carrying observed.
rradd - 7/7/2011 8:52:04 AM
HOOR male carrying food to nest at 4-8 min. intervals, female not seen 0800-0830.
rradd - 7/15/2011 7:42:06 AM
Nest torn up, with lining materials exposed and fallen to ground. Male HOOR carrying large insect near destroyed 
nest 07:36 suggests at least 1 fledgling has survived.

2/14/2011 5000898 BUSH Closed EP223-1 and TSAP 55 feet from corner of 
work area.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest last observed 
past fledge date.

4/22/2011 Bushtit pair was observed bringing nesting material (lichen, spider web silk, etc.) to the nest. The nest is perceived to 
be greater than 90% complete at this time.  2/14/11
imaunsell - 4/22/2011 11:42:53 AM - Nest past fledge date. Unknown fledge date - closed.

4/21/2011 5000864 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - Z171693 850 feet east of tower. 300 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have been 
satellite nest. No 
activity at nest after 
nest was built. New 
nest observed 
elsewhere.

5/5/2011 Pair building nest, male made 6 visits to nest in 5 minutes, bringing nest material - blohstroh - 4/21/2011 12:01:59 
PM.
Pair apparenly not using nest, but nest still in OK condition, somewhat frayed. blohstroh - 4/28/2011
Nest not in use, new nest to NW. blohstroh - 5/5/2011

3/31/2011 5003307 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 
been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 
process.

7/14/2011 3/31/11 - Observed female bring nest material to nest with male following closely. (D. Busby)
barnold - 4/12/2011 11:42:01 AM - Nest observed, but no activity.
19 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
26 Apr - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
2 May - Nest material visible and HOFI nearby but no nest visits. Change to Inactive - RR
barnold - 5/10/2011 11:30 AM  This nest appears inactive.  Finches seem to be actively using nest on the western 
end of the same structure.
barnold - 5/19/2011 8:54 AM No activity at this nest.
emorgan - 7/14/11 - Changed status to closed.

3/31/2011 5003308 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 
been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 
process.

4/26/2011 3/31/11 - Pair bringing nest material to two left pipes. Collecting grass from adjacent habitat. Placed flagging around 
leg of structure.(Cummings).  
04/04/11 - Pair still bringing nesting material to left pipe (Dicus & Abe).  
Nesting material in west-facing pipe on western side of south eastern-facing bus. No other activity observed 4-12 
(FH/BA).
19 Apr - No HOFI detected. - RR
26 Apr - No nesting behavior observed at this cavity 0900-0930.  Change to Inactive. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:46 PM  No activity at this location.  Change to Closed.

3/31/2011 5003310 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 
been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 
process.

5/2/2011 3/31/11 - Pair observed copulating and then female entered pipe. Flagged (Cummings). 
No birds observed. Status unknown 4-12 (FH/BA).
2 May - No activity since 31 Mar. Change to Closed. - RR

4/29/2011 7000939 HOFI Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; in substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 25 
feet.

- House finches as a species are accustomed to human activity and frequently 
nest within man-made structures.
- Nesting commenced at this site during on-going work and maintenance at the 
substation
- The nest is located within a cavity providing a natural visual and acoustic 
buffer.
- Several insulators and busses are located between the nest and proposed 
work, providing an additional buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 
been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 
process.

5/31/2011 kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:28:31 PM - A pair of house finches were observed entering and exiting a small cavity.  
Biomonitor observed the birds entering the potential nest site for the first time on 29 April.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 4:13:46 PM
Male observed entering cavity.
sritt - 5/31/2011 5:52:11 PM - Pair of birds seen nearby but never entering cavity over 45min period.
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4/12/2011 5000783 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 

Nest may have never 
been completed - 
behavior observed 
likely a part of the 
site selection 
process.

5/2/2011 Adult observed entering repeatedly. 4-12 (FH/BA)
19 Apr - No active use of this cavity detected. - RR
26 Apr - No active use of this cavity detected. Change to Inactive. - RR
2 May - No change observed during substation construction. Change to Closed. - RR

4/29/2011 7000940 HOFI Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; in substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 
been completed - 
behavior observed 
may be part of the 
site selection 
process.

5/31/2011 kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:17:50 PM - Stick nest visible  at bottom of a breaker box. No bird on nest; however, 
Biomonitor has observed house finches fly in and out of nest.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 4:19:53 PM
Nest present, No bird observed
sritt - 5/31/2011 5:54:26 PM - Large amount of old fecal material on nest.   No birds seen near nest during 45 min of 
observation.   Nest closed.

4/25/2011 7000896 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within work area. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
water usage permissible. 

A condition of the approval to drive through the buffers would be that no foot or 
vehicle traffic unrelated to the water truck/tank process be allowed to stop within 
the buffers; this is requested for ingress/egress only. Nesting commenced on 
this structure after construction activites began, and is therefore acclimated.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 
been completed; 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 
process.

6/8/2011 Female seen repeatedly carrying nesting material into wheel housing. Male constantly singing within 10 feet. - sritt - 
4/25/2011 3:34:10 PM
PKonrad - 4/29/2011 - Did not observe birds during my visit, but yard bio monitor thinks female is incubating.
PKonrad - 5/6/2011 - No birds observed, but assigned Chambers monitor, Eric, will watch for activity.
PKonrad - 5/12/2011 - No finches observed during extended observations; biomonitor hasn't seen finches in area this 
week; appears desertedfor undetermined reasons - closed.
emorgan - 5/23/2011 2:16:10 PM - Female observed incubating and male singing outside of nest.
barnold - 6/2/2011 11:49 AM - Adult House Finches flew from nest area to oak tree upon approach.
phoward - 6/5/2011 12:22:07 PM - pair observed near nest location.
pkonrad - 6/8/2011 3:17:09 PM
No finches observed in area during 2 extended observation periods or during ground checks of elevated water 
tanks.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 1:55:57 PM
No finches observed in area today (30 minutes) or yesterday; biomonitor Drew observed no finches today - closed.

5/3/2011 7000975 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 771471 55 feet from AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may never have 
been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 
process.

5/31/2011 barnold  & sritt - 5/3/2011 9:14:54 AM  Adult female came to nest repeatedly bringing nest material, escorted by 
male. This nest is in preliminary stages of construction.  On Alliant University property.
16 May No HOFI detected at this location during 30 min.obs.1630 - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 4:35:21 PM
27 May No HOFI detected 1500-1515
31 May No HOFI detected 1620-1635
No complete nest was ever observed. Change to Closed.

5/5/2011 7000987 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 379637 0 feet, located on pole. 100 feet Removal of insulator would compromise nest.  A buffer reduction is not 
appropriate.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may never have 
been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 
process.

6/1/2011 mdicus, ghuffman - 5/5/2011 - Female HOFI observed carrying nest material into base of insulator.  
Possible House Wren nest in base of bottom insulator on east side of pole.
tfitanides - 6/1/2011 3:11:17 PM
No HOFI observed at pole for a 45-minute period. Status changed to closed.

5/7/2011 7001009 HOFI Closed TL 639 - Z171670 0 feet; on pole. 100 feet Not a candidate; nest is on the pole itself. 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may never have 
been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 
process.

5/19/2011 RAbe - 5/7/2011 9:46:23 AM - Female HOFI carrying nest material into bracket in presence of male. 100 foot buffer 
flagged w/yellow tape.
tfitanides - 5/19/2011 2:08:54 PM - Nest is no longer present. No HOFI activity associated with bracket.
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4/21/2011 5000865 HOFI Closed IV substation 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 10 

feet.
Nest is hidden from general work site, and other reductions for this species on 
this project illustrate that this species is tolerant of a high degree of human 
activity and presence.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may never have 
been completed - 
behavior observed 
likely part of the site 
selection process.

6/3/2011 vnovik - 4/21/2011 1:15:13 PM - Female carrying nest material.
NBM WLA concurence to reduce buffer to 10 feet on 4/26/2011
shampton - 5/10/2011 11:39:58 AM  No birds near nest, observed for 15 minutes and again for 10 minutes a half 
hour later.
barnold - 6/3/2011 8:20 PM No House Finches in area. Nest Inactive.
barnold - 6/3/2011 8:20:08 PM
No House Finch activity in area. Nest Inactive.

3/25/2011 5003280 HOFI Closed Encina Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Nesting commenced with all current work activities in place, therefore, buffer 
should be reduced to not impact nest, but still allow construction.  A 30 foot 
buffer is recommended.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may not have 
been completed; the 
behavior observed 
may be part of the 
site selection 
process.

5/20/2011 barnold - 5/20/2011 11:01 AM - No birds observed at this nest since shortly after its discovery. It has been 
reclassified to Closed.

2/25/2011 5000896 CALT Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet; within yard limits. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest not relocated; 
may have been 
predated.

4/16/2011 Could not be relocated on follow-up visit, and was assumed predated. kalberts - 4/16/2011 11:27:11 AM

4/7/2011 5003380 HOWR Closed CP83-1 AR 45 feet to existing AR; 
195 feet to tower area.

100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage is 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest outcome is 
indeterminate but 
possibly fledged.

6/6/2011 04/07/2011 - House wren repeatedly carrying nest material into cavity.  Buffer affects access road (J&M Dicus, R. 
Abe).
barnold - 4/19/2011 8:35:55 AM - House wren emerges from cavity in response to investigating Anna's hummingbird 
at about 0730.
28 Apr - HOWR continues to be active at this nest. - RR
05 May HOWR singing near this opening, but no entry or exit observed. - RR
14 May No HOWR detections here.
20 May Male HOWR brings food to female who re-enters nest 1542. - RR
rradd - 5/26/2011 3:45:20 PM - HOWR carries food item to cavity nest
rradd - 6/10/2011 12:34:05 PM - No HOWR activity detected at or near this cavity. Presume fledged. Change to 
Closed.

4/22/2011 5000882 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 100 feet from nearest 
conductor replacement.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest outcome 
unknown due to 
restricted access.

6/7/2011 emorgan - 4/22/2011 8:49:22 AM - Nest contains four eggs. We did not see any birds approach the nest during the 
hour we were observing it.
emorgan - 4/28/2011 11:10:48 AM - Female house finch approached and entered the nest while male sat on top of 
building.
11 May - Male HOFI nest guarding on top of bldg 1450. - RR
rradd - 5/27/2011 11:35:33 AM - HOFI fly in and out of this area 3 times during 30 minute observation, but nest not 
visible from outside substation.
rradd - 6/2/2011 7:02:01 AM - No HOFI detections at this nest 0640-0700.
rradd - 6/7/2011 5:03:53 PM - HOFI no longer visit this nest. Change to Closed.

4/22/2011 5000880 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 50 feet to nearest 
conductor replacement.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Highly tolerant species for which project precedent has aready been set. 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest outcome 
unknown.  

6/7/2011 emorgan - 4/22/2011 9:22:22 AM - House finch pair entering pipe and defending it from starlings. There is nesting 
material in the pipe.
emorgan - 4/28/2011 11:15:08 AM - Female house finch is incubating.
11 May Nest material visible in each of 3 short (E-W) conduits. No HOFI detected 1445-1515. - RR
rradd - 5/27/2011 10:18:08 AM
HOFI pr. continues breeding activity atop this structure.
rradd - 6/2/2011 7:05:14 AM
No HOFI detected at this cavity 0640-0705
rradd - 6/7/2011 5:14:05 PM
HOFI activity appears to have shifted to Bank 31.
Change to Inactive.
emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed.

3/31/2011 5003323 CAGN Closed CP63-3 375 feet from access 
road.

300 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest remained active 
for sufficient time for 
nestlings to fledge.

5/21/2011 31 Mar - In dense sage adjacent to chaparral broom on derelict fence-line.
7 Apr - Pair remain active at this site. Observation from 200' suggests incubation with nest exchange @ 0740. - RR
20 Apr - Pair active at general nest location per observations from access road (approx 200'). Presumed nest 
exchange, male food carry. 0910. - RR
14 May No CAGN detected during 1 hr. area search. - RR
21 May No CAGN detected during 1 hr. area search. Change to Closed. - RR
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6/7/2011 7002473 WEKI Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet 15 feet It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 

Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
            •             These western kingbirds have become well
            acclimated to the current, daily level of activities in the
            Hartung Construction Yard, as is illustrated by their
            undeterred, unchanged nesting behaviors.
            •             The nest site choice and nest construction
            efforts have taken place during activity levels that are
            consistent with future daily work in the yard.
            •             The nest is located approximately 20 feet above
            the ground, providing a vertical buffer from ground based
            activity.
            •             Observations of the bird's behavior in relation
            to proximity evaluation of the nest by biologists, to date,
            have not shown anything to suggest the nest success would be
            impeded by such a NBR.
            •             An ongoing assessment of potential impacts to the
            nesting birds will be conducted by the biological monitor, and
            any future activities that may possibly have a negative impact
            on nesting success will be acted upon immediately with nest
            success being the top priority.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest was initiated 
near the end of 
WEKI nesting 
season and multiple 
nests a possible 
indicator of weak 
nest fidelity.

6/26/2011 barnold - 6/7/2011 4:50 PM
Nest about 80% complete, about 18 feet above the ground. No eggs in nest. Western Kingbird bringing nest material 
to nearly completed nest.  
rradd - 6/9/2011 12:52:36 PM
WEKI feeding mate at nest suggests egg-laying is imminent. Birds flush easily and remain away from nest for 
extended periods.
Second nest has been constructed on corresponding leg of adjacent Tower 72.
tfitanides - 6/10/2011 9:31:33 AM
Observed in morning by biomonitor to be using Nest 65. Pair was using nest in tower base 72 when avian biologists 
arrived. Undetermined which is final nest for pair.
mkuehn - 6/14/2011 1:55:39 PM
This pair is now using only this nest in Tower 65 and the nest in adjacent Tower 72. According to biomonitor, female 
covers 1 nest for 1 hour, then forages several minutes before covering other nest for an hour, and so on. We 
observed female covering nest in Tower 65 from 1049 to 1150, then she was off until 1153 when she covered the 
nest in Tower 72 until we left at 1212. Existing 50 foot buffer adequately provides protection from disturbance at both 
nest sites. 
tfitanides - 6/15/2011 3:27:01 PM
Female covered nest in adjacent steel 72 for about 25 minutes before flying off for 7 minutes. Upon return she 
covered the nest in steel #65 for 5 minutes, then returned to covered nest of steel 72 for remainder of observation 
(25 minutes). Male observed briefly, hawking insects from nearby steel structure.
rradd - 6/17/2011 11:10:59 AM
WEKI on nest #72  from 1028-1054 without interruption, then left for only a few seconds to accept food from mate. 
Incubation appears to be in progress. Stayed tight while adjacent Porta-loo was serviced and water-truck operated at 
buffer limit. Mate perches several towers distant and gives soft contact calls from time to time when bringing food.
rradd - 6/24/2011 10:34:30 AM
No WEKI detections at or near this nest site during 1 hour of observation (RR, MDicus). Nesting attempt appears 
abandoned.
Change to Closed.
barnold - 6/26/2011 3:03:01 PM
Nest is empty.

4/6/2011 5003369 HOWR Closed CP82-1 20 feet off AR; 250 feet 
to tower area.

100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nesting chronology 
indicates brood could 
have been raised 
during monitoring 
period however there 
were no behavioral 
observations 
indicating fledging.

5/4/2011 4/6/11 - Adult observed bringing sticks to cavity. Buffer flagged, no ESA signs. Candidate for nest buffer reduction 
since access road will only be used for brief thru-traffic. (DBusby)
13 Apr - HOWR pair entering cavity 1530. - RR
barnold - 4/19/2011 8:33:10 AM - House wren enters cavity at 0830.
30 Apr - HOWR vigorously defending this nest. - RR
5 May - No HOWR detected associating with this nest - RR

5/11/2011 7001426 CALT Closed CP18 70 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nesting chronology 
indicates nestlings 
may have fledged 
before nest was 
damaged.

6/1/2011 imaunsell - 6/2/2011 9:35:33 AM
Status changed to closed due to monitoring comment
tcooper - 6/1/2011 11:26:23 AM
Nest empty, partialy destroyed.

3/10/2011 6003206 BUSH Closed Hartung Yard 30 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nesting chronology 
suggests fledging is 
possible, but cause 
of damage to nest 
unknown.

4/20/2011 16 Mar - BUSH enters nest @ 17:30 - RR
25 Mar - BUSH briefly in tree but not seen at nest. Rainy weather inhibits activity 1015-1100 - RR
28 Mar - BUSH heard near tree, but not seen near nest. - BL
6 Apr - BUSH detected carrying food (caterpillar) near nest 0935. - RR
13 Apr - BUSH making multiple visits to crown of tree at 1030. This nest is exremely difficult  to see. - RR 
20 Apr Nest appears damaged. BUSH present no longer associating. Change to Closed. - RR
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4/12/2011 5000787 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 

feet.
SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finch nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator fan screen and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.  In addition, House Finches are 
extremely acclimated to human disturbance.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nesting chronology 
suggests possible 
fledging.

6/27/2011 barnold - 6/1/2011 1:30:08 PM
Flushed female from nest, nestlings present.
barnold - 6/4/2011 8:22:02 AM
The above refers to another House Finch nest accidently entered here. This nest looks intact, but is located high up 
on the west endof a transformer block and can not be looked into. Assume it is still active.
barnold - 6/9/2011 10:28:01 AM
Female on nest with construction activity nearby.
barnold - 6/16/2011 2:02:25 PM
Female on nest, not much construction activity in area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 11:50:20 AM
Nest no longer present. Nest likely fledged young, then removed by others for material. Closed.
barnold - 6/27/2011 12:57:10 PM
Nest discovered in containment basin of transformer located well to the east. Probably relocated to this area by 
Common Raven. Unclear if nest successfully fledged prior to this.

5/25/2011 7002361 LENI Closed TL 6916 - 973039 20 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nestlings are cryptic 
and able to move 
away from nest at 5 
days age. Possibly 
undetected during 
monitoring.

6/18/2011 tcooper - 5/25/2011 - 2 eggs; female flushed off nest 20 feet from pedestrian.
fhoffman - 5/31/2011 4:27:49 PM - Adult flushed at about 30 feet. 2 eggs being incubated.
tcooper - 6/6/2011 12:06:35 PM - 2 semiprecocial downy nestlings on ground 10 feet south of original locaton. Now 
beneath chamise, 15 feet east of road in line with buffer sign and rock cairn. Monitors should be extremely carefull 
where they step, the nestlings can move and are very cryptic. Signs not pulled yet
shampton - 6/17/2011 7:37:02 PM
No nestlings found. Searched described location and surroundings for 45 minutes. No nighthawks flushed or seen 
flying in area.
fhoffman - 6/18/2011 2:19:59 PM
No nighthawks seen or heard.

6/1/2011 7002411 WEBL Closed Alpine Underground - 
196+00l

40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nestlings may have 
fledged, although 
nest may have been 
destroyed before 
fledging.

6/9/2011 shampton - 6/1/2011 12:33:09 PM - Both adults observed carrying food into the nest cavity.
shampton - 6/9/2011 2:01:40 PM
Someone (landowner?) cut off 2 large limbs from the oak tree with the nest. The nest was in 1 of the limbs that was 
cut off.  If the nestlings didn't fledged before the trimming the nest surely failed. Both adults were bringing  food 8 
days ago so it might have  been successful - closed.

6/3/2011 7002438 ANHU Closed Hartung Yard 10 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to acrtive 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nestlings possibly 
fledged.

6/16/2011 rradd - 6/3/2011
ANHU on nest (found by biomonitor) with some droppings at rim, suggesting nestlings.
rradd - 6/9/2011 1:42:25 PM
2 large nestlings in nest. 
rradd - 6/17/2011 10:02:47 AM
Nest was constructed on a dead hanging branch that is no longer present. Nestlings appeared close to fledging and 
possibly did so before nest vanished.

3/9/2011 6002394 RCSP Closed CP86 85 feet to corner of 
tower site.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Buffer may be left as 100 feet, but biomonitor should monitor within that area of 
tower site where buffer slightly extends. 

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nestlings were not 
observed though 
chronology 
appropriate  for 
fledging

4/22/2011 RCSP observed with nest material and gave pair interaction calls.
17 Mar - Pair present, calling territorially from song-posts 'til at least 17:30. - RR
28 Mar - Nest in good condition and pair calling nearby. Little activity observed near nest.
16 Apr - Could not inspect nest due to presence of large (annoyed) ruber rarrlesnake. RCSP agitated at site. Assume 
active at this moment. - RR
22 Apr - RCSP detected foraging in area, but not associating with nest or food carrying. Assume fledged or predated. 
Change to Closed, remove nest buffer. - RR

2/25/2011 5000457 BUOW Closed Thomas Yard 0 feet; within yard, but 
away from work areas.

250 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
No continued access 
allowed at site.

6/22/2011 One adult present. Originally found and documented in mid-December still occupied during nesting period. Sites are 
1/4 mile SE of active yard; will not affect yard or construction activities.
Adult present at burrow entrance 3-25 (PK).
JDicus 4/14/2011 - Pair observed at burrow entrance (both remained near nest entrance for 15 minutes, female went 
back inside nest).
PKonrad - 4/15/2011 - Adult pair present at burrow entrance;  buffer signs installed.
PKonrad - 4/28/2011 - No owls observed; lots of mutes just SE of burrow.
J&MDicus - 5/17/2011 - Male observed 15 feet southeast of burrow entrance.
barnold - 6/4/2011 1:47:07 PM - Burrowing Owl flushed while searching for sign.
pkonrad - 6/15/2011 3:15:38 PM - No owls observed above ground near burrow during 20 minutes of observation 
and burrow check.
pkonrad - 6/22/2011 10:39:15 AM - Female Burrowing Owl standing next to burrow entrance; male perched on metal 
fencepost 80 feet east of burrow.
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3/23/2011 5003265 OATI Closed EP220-1 90 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 90 

feet.
Vehicular traffic is 90 feet away, and should be allowed, considering the 
distance, and that this is a cavity nest, which provides a natural buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Not enough data to 
determine outcome 
because it is unclear 
how far along in 
breeding chronology 
pair was on initial 
observation.

4/21/2011 3/23/2011 - T. Cooper and D. Busby were following pair off and on for an hour and eventually saw adult carrying food 
into a small cavity in a scrub oak. Nest is candidate for nest buffer reduction since it is just within the 100 foot buffer. 
Pair was agitated by my presence but vehicle traffic 90 feet away shouldn't cause disturbance.
No titmice in area 20 minutes 4-5 (PK).
4/7/11 phoward: - titmice heard nearby; no nest visits after 20 mins.
PKonrad - 4/13/2011 - No birds in area during 15 minutes; may not be active anymore.
PKonrad - 4/21/2011 - No birds or sign of activity; status inactive - could be closed.

6/2/2011 7002436 NONE Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

6 feet from AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Not enough data to 
determine whether 
nest was active at 
time of detection and 
during monitoring. 
Nest was not 
completed.

6/16/2011 rradd - 6/2/2011 at 0730
Unknown species flushed.
rradd - 6/8/2011 9:09:35 AM
Nest unoccupied 0720.
rradd - 6/16/2011 9:51:34 AM
Nest unoccupied. Change to Closed due to lack of detections and nest appears incomplete.

4/29/2011 7000942 HOFI Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; inside substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 25 
feet.

- House finches as a species are accustomed to human activity and frequently 
nest within man-made structures.
- Nesting commenced at this site during on-going work and maintenance at the 
substation
- The nest is located within a cavity providing a natural visual and acustic 
buffer.
- Several insulators and busses are located between the nest and proposed 
work, providing an additional buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Not enough 
monitoring data.

5/31/2011 kkilpatrick - 4/29/2011 12:38:07 PM - A small stick nest can be seen inside a metal framework of the  breaker 
structure. A pair of house finches were observed entering and exiting the structure. Biomonitor first observed the pair 
entering the site or 28 April.
vnovik - 5/16/2011 4:08:34 PM
House finch observed near nest.
sritt - 5/31/2011 5:49:53 PM - Nest has large amount of old fecal material. No birds seen entering cavity. Nest 
closed.

6/6/2011 7002459 MODO Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 50 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Observations 
indicate possible 
fledging.

6/29/2011 tfitanides - 6/6/2011
Adult incubating.
pkonrad - 6/10/2011 4:08:53 PM
Nest found with incubating adult on 6-6; Still incubating today.
pkonrad - 6/16/2011 12:28:11 PM
Dove incubating or brooding; dove activity in area.
pkonrad - 6/23/2011 1:00:09 PM
No doves in area during 60 minute observation period in area; no sign of birds at nest. Will check status again.
pkonrad - 6/29/2011 12:50:00 PM
No doves observed during 90 minutes working in area; no activity at nest - closed.

6/1/2011 7002408 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 10 feet •House finches routinely nest in close proximity to man-made structures and are 
very tolerant of nearby human activity.
•This pair tolerates human encroachment to less than 10 feet of the nest.
•The portion of the yard where the nest is located is currently being used to store 
full and empty wire spools, and the full spools will not be needed for construction 
activity for several months.
•The spools will serve as both a visual and sound barrier between the nest and 
any activity in the yard.
•Three other currently active HOFI nests are in the same area in similar 
conditions and NBR's and continue to be viable nests with normal nest 
progression and adult nesting behaviors.
•Any activity near the 10 foot requested buffer would be intermittent and very 
brief in duration.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Outcome of nest 
unknown, but nesting 
chronology suggests 
fledging possible.

7/6/2011 eelias - 6/1/2011 2:33:38 PM
This nest does not appear complete. During a 30 minute observation, no activity was detected.
eelias - 6/1/2011 3:08:52 PM
After 40 minutes of observation, the male and female house finch landed on the nest spool. The female entered the 
nest site twice during the visit. Neither time did she have nesting material.
tfitanides - 6/4/2011 9:43:26 AM
Nest partially lined. No birds observed visiting nest during 30 minutes of observation.
jpawlicki - 6/6/2011 1:13:16 PM
Female on nest and male singing in vicinity. 10 foot buffer installed around nest.
kkilpatrick - 6/14/2011 12:33:24 PM
Female flushed from the nest; 3 eggs were observed in the nest.
phoward - 6/26/2011 7:29:54 AM
Nest has at least 1 nestling.
pkonrad - 7/7/2011 4:52:24 PM
No sign of nest or finches; mutes found below nest description locaction - closed.

4/26/2011 7000908 MODO Closed Elliott Substation 18 feet to AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Outcome unknown 
because biologist 
could not view nest 
contents.

5/31/2011 26 Apr - Probable nest in flat fork on east side of tree. Agitated AMRO in tree for 15 minute observation period - 
RR
03 May - Changed from AMRO to MODO incubating. - RR
11 May - MODO on nest 1038. - RR
16 May - MODO incubation continues 1135. - RR
23 May - No MODO visible on nest, but location obscures contents. - RR
rradd - 5/31/2011 11:56:16 AM - No MODO detected 1145. Change to Closed.
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2/25/2011 5000435 ANHU Closed TL 6916 - Z771472 3 feet from pole. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 

feet.
Buffer approved to 30 feet for vertical and horizontal buffers, as nest is fairly well-
concealed within exotic vegetation and human activites regularly occur 30 feet 
from nest everyday.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Presumed lost to 
natural causes, 
nestlings from this 
early-season nesting 
attempt potentially 
fledged prior to storm 
damage to nest.

3/28/2011 Nest remains active as of 2/25/2011. 
3/28/2011 - Nest appears unkempt and no longer in use. No adults active in area - DBusby

3/31/2011 5003311 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
State of nesting 
chronology during 
first observation is 
unknown. Nest may 
have fledged, but not 
observed.

5/11/2011 3/31/11 - Female of pair observed going to the nest. Flagged (Cummings).
barnold - 4/12/2011 10:32:14 AM - Status indeterminate.  No birds observed.
19 Apr - No HOFI observed using this opening. INACTIVE. - RR
2 May - No change observed. - RR
barnold - 5/11/2011 1:59 PM  No activity observed.  Change to Closed.

barnold - 6/16/2011 2:47:19 PM
House Finch activity in general area.
barnold - 6/23/2011 1:42:26 PM
House Finch activity in general area.

4/13/2011 5000813 LEGO Closed CP81-1 0 feet to AR; 230 feet to 
tower work area.

100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Success or failure 
unknown as nest 
was hidden by 
growing thick 
vegetation that it 
could not be 
relocated.

5/14/2011 13 Apr - LEGO female building nest. Directly above edge of road, easiest to see from N side. - RR
20 Apr - LEGO at nest 1338. - RR
28 Apr - Abundant foliage now obscures this nest. LEGO male actively territorial 1210-1240. RR
05 May - Territorial male LEGO present, but nest not found. 
14 May Nest not refound. Change to Closed. - RR

5/10/2011 7001431 CATH Closed EP90-1 AR 85 feet to AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Sufficient time 
elapsed for nest to 
fledge.

5/27/2011 Female flushed from nest but then returned; 3 eggs; very secretive. dbusby - 5/10/2011 5:15:10 PM
      nest checked 5/20/2011 by EM, RA, TC.
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - Nest in excellent shape, but it is abandoned. No sign of thrashers, egg shells, or nestlings; 
nest lining clean but pulled up a bit - probably predated - closed.
pkonrad - 5/27/2011 2:01:07 PM
No sign of thrashers, eggs, egg shells, or nestlings at nest, in bush, on ground, or in the surrounding area.

5/12/2011 7001458 MODO Closed CP51-2 AR 0 feet; within house 
area.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Unable to determine 
if nesting chronology 
suggests fledged or 
if nesting attempt 
failed before 
fledging.

5/25/2011 12 May - MODO brooding at least 1 small nestling 0948. - RR
19 May  MODO no longer present. 1012. - RR
25 May MODO not present. Change to Closed. - RR

3/17/2011 6003249 NONE Closed CP65-1 320 feet to TSAP; 400 
feet to tower site.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Unable to monitor 
due to land access 
issues.

3/17/2011 emorgan - 7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would 
use the nest.

3/10/2011 6003215 WBNU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from Londono 
driveway.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Unknown if fledged 
prior to being evicted 
by House Wren.

4/18/2011 WBNU Repeatedly entered cavity for a minute or so at a time. Pair calling and nest exchange, so likely incubating.
3/16/2011 - WBNU carrying food to cavity. - RR
3/18/2011 - DBusby observed male carrying food to cavity.
3/24/2011 - No detections. Cold weather possibly suppressing nesting activity. - RR
3/31/2011 - Pair present at cavity, 1 bird stationed at entry 1440-1505. - RR
Pair present near cavity. imaunsell - 4/13/2011 11:30:24 AM
4/19/2011 - Cavity contains many sticks, suggests predation by HOWR (present). 1114. - RR
4/26/2011 - HOWR pair appear to now be using this cavity 1154. Nest closed for WBNU.
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6/10/2011 7002489 ATFL Closed CP83-1 69 feet from AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 

granted for drive through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Unknown if this site 
was ever selected.

7/8/2011 rradd - 6/10/2011
ATFL pair bringing food to cavity 10:02.
rradd - 6/18/2011 11:31:21 AM
ATFL nest guarding and hawking insects near cavity, but not entering 1100-1130.
rradd - 6/25/2011 12:30:01 PM
No ATFL detections at or near this cavity 1145-1215
rradd - 7/5/2011 10:32:43 PM
No ATFL detections at or near this cavity during 30 minute observations. Monitor once more prior to closing.
rradd - 7/8/2011 4:35:20 PM
Change to Closed.
Multiple ATFL interactions away from this cavity suggest alternate nest site outside the 100 feet buffer was selected.

6/21/2011 7002535 BHGR Closed TL 639 - 579519 16 feet to AR; 100 feet 
to work.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Unknown whether 
nest was abandoned 
prior to egg laying or 
if nestlings fledged 
earlier in season.

7/14/2011 rradd - 6/21/2011 
BHGR pair attending this perhaps incomplete nest.
barnold - 6/28/2011 7:11:20 AM
Adult male in bush mallow, I didn't approach to search for nest. Male heard singing south of tower, and chasing 
female.
mdicus - 7/14/2011 12:15:43 PM
Dead leaves in nest. Closed.

4/19/2011 5000857 HOFI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet 7. REMOVED. 4/26/2011 Finches began building nest about 0830;  Nest location elevated about 10 feet high, about 25 feet from track that 
water trucks pull up to fill (takes about 20 minutes to fill truck). Finches in and out periodically. 100 foot buffer signs 
installed 360 degrees around nest.  PKonrad - 4/19/2011 
sjohnston - 4/26/2011 12:57:07 PM - Nest was removed and stretch wrap use to exclude birds.

6/20/2011 7002523 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

7 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. 6/20/2011

6/19/2011 7002524 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

3 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. 6/20/2011 6/20/2011 Nest removed when it was approximately 1% complete due to the high potential for an installation of a 
sound wall to cause failure, and the abundance of suitable nesting sites in the area. All information was supplied to 
SDGE  for review.

6/22/2011 7002539 HOFI Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. 6/22/2011 The nest was 10-20% complete (not yet formed into bowl) with no eggs. New nest was not there yesterday, but was 
discovered this morning (6/22/2011); no birds were seen near nest.  Alternate nesting sites are abundantly available. 
The nest was removed.  Pieces of wood were placed in the nest location to prevent reconstruction of the nest.

5/6/2011 7000998 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet; directly over work 
area.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

Agency concurrence to remove nest before completion of nest was obtained, as 
nest had no eggs, and would have definitely failed following the construction 
detail and installation of sound barriers.

7. REMOVED. Nest 
intentionally 
removed; see 
justification.

5/7/2011 5/6 - BCHU in final stages of nest construction. No eggs laid 1048. - RR
5/6 - Nest intentionally removed following concurrence procedures - kalberts - 5/7/2011 7:24:18 PM

4/29/2011 7000946 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard - East 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 0 feet Nest in early stages of construction; removal simply forces the HOFI pair to build 
on non-project materials/substrates.

7. REMOVED. Nest 
was physically 
removed from spool, 
following agency 
concurrence.

4/30/2011 barnold & shampton- 4/29/2011 9:15:13 AM  Adults active around nest.  Nest in preliminary stages of construction. 
Biological monitor observed nest material being brought by adults.  In spool marked L41-B29009.  Nest being built 
behind ABB sign.
barnold - 4/30/2011 1:28:21 PM - Nesting material removed with concurrence of Wildlife Agencies. Removed the 
afternoon this nest was discovered.

6/23/2011 7002550 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

2 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. Nest 
was removed (per 
SDGE request) prior 
to egg laying.

6/23/2011 vnovik 6/23/2011 4:33PM Nest removed 6/23/11 at direction of SDGE  after all information of nest location and 
Status was submitted.

4/29/2011 7000937 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet, nest is inside 
yard.

100 feet 7. REMOVED. Nest 
was removed 
following agency 
concurrence.

4/29/2011 shampton - 4/29/2011 10:38:08 AM  Nest is partially complete. Both adults observed with nest material; mostly 
bringing fine material, male bringing large material.
shampton - 4/29/2011 4:07:15 PM - Closed.  Removed nest with agency concurrence. Nest removal was not 
anticipated to impact any eggs or nestlings, as nest was in early stages of construction.

6/22/2011 7002541 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet; in staked work 
limits.

100 feet 7. REMOVED. Nest 
was removed prior to 
egg laying.

6/22/2011
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6/28/2011 7002569 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 

East
0 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. Nest 

was removed when 
5% complete 
following CDF&G 
acknowledgement. 
Nest was discovered 
on reel scheduled for 
immediate use. Nest 
was deemed a 
candidate for 
removal based on 
detection during 
early stages of nest 
building, and the 
abundance of 
suitable nesting sites 
in close vicinity.

7/28/2011

8/3/2011 7004706 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

2 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. Nest 
was rfemoved at the 
direction of SDGE 
after presenting % 
completion and 
confirming that no 
eggs or nestlings 
were present. The 
surrounding area 
provides numerous 
other suitable sites 
for nesting.

8/4/2011 imaunsell - 8/3/2011 11:58:02 AM
Female making trips with material in 1-2 minute intervals to an approximately 20% complete nest.
imaunsell - 8/4/2011 9:52:38 AM
Nest removed. Post-removal it was confirmed that no eggs or nestlings were present and the nest was 40% 
complete.

5/20/2011 7001913 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

6 feet from AR. 100 feet 7. REMOVED. Per 
agency concurrence.

5/20/2011 vnovik - 5/20/2011 5:22:35 PM
Nest is approx 15-20% built. Nest was removed at 1645 through agency concurrence process and SDGE direction. 
Information was submitted to SDGE; which included the location of the nest and status of the nest. Surrounding area 
provides numerous suitable alternate nest site locations.

7/6/2011 7002605 ROWR Closed Suncrest substation 0 feet in yard. 100 feet 7. REMOVED. Per 
SDGE request.

7/6/2011 7/6/11 Nest being built, located on 7/5/11. No eggs or nestlings wiithin cavity. 

vnovik - 7/6/2011 4:24:30 PM
Nest removed per SDGE request. Information on Status of nest sent to SDGE prior to removal.Nest building approx 
25% no eggs or nestlings present in nest. Material removed from nest and cavity filled in. Rock rubble to be covered 
with soil to prevent re-occupation.

5/31/2011 7002401 WEBL Closed Alpine Underground - 
Loritz property

0 feet; within work limits. 100 feet 7. REMOVED. 
Removed during 
early nest building 
stage.

6/6/2011 emorgan - 5/31/2011 8:02:22 PM - Pair observed carrying nesting material into cavity.
mkuehn - 6/6/2011 4:13:10 PM
Nest has been removed and screening placed over pipe entrance. All  signs removed from buffer.
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2/18/2011 5000008 CANW Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet: under house. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/25/2011 2/18/2011 - Fresh bird scat present, no bird on nest. Passerine. - IMaunsell

3/3/2011: CANW seen bringing nest material to building, updated sp from "other" to "CANW". - IMaunsell
3/10/2011 - Pair CANW present. - RRadd
3/24/2011 - No CANW detected. - RRadd
3/31/2011 - CANW singing and entering space under dwelling 11:35. - RRadd
4/5/2011 - CANW singing under and around house. - RRadd
4/11/2011 - CANW singing under house. - RRadd
4/19/2011 - CANW  foraging widely -- feeding fledglings? - RRadd
4/27/2011 - No CANW detections at house, singing 80' away from nest. - RRadd
5/5/2011 - No CANW detections at house, singing well away from nest. Change to Closed. - RRadd

3/12/2011 6003220 BUSH Closed CP31-2 AR 20 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/2/2011 3/12/2011 - A pair of bushtits was observed making multiple trips to this location, carrying plant down and other 
nesting material, before the nest site was located. Less than 5% complete. - BHart
3/18/2011 - 70% complete, still under construction. - RRadd
3/24/2011 - BUSH exiting nest 10:20. - RRadd
3/30/2011 - BUSH pair comes to nest, one bird enters carrying fluffy nest material 07:42 - RRadd
4/5/2011 - BUSH nest exchange 0746 - RRadd
4/11/2011 - BUSH exits nest 12:50 - RRadd
4/19/2011 - BUSH enters nest 13:42. - RRadd
4/25/2011 - BUSH pair seen foraging 50 feet away, but did not associate with nest during 30 minute observation - 
RRadd
5/3/2011 - Nest intact and empty. Presume fledged. Change to Closed. - RRadd

3/12/2011 6003221 COHA Closed Helix Yard AR 120 feet from  AR. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 360 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 05/05/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/05/2011

Nest is in proximity to El Monte Road, rural residential, and is visually obscured.  
The proposed work is of a very short duration and requires no heavy machinery.  
In addition, this nest is already subjected to light vehicular passage, and has 
demonstrated no intolerance of this.

1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 3/16 - Pair present, exhibiting territorial behavior; consider site active. Birds agitated by foot traffic, ground personnel 
should maintain maximum buffer. - RRadd
3/25/2011 - Female COHA on nest, male carrying fresh greens 07:20. - RRadd
3/29/2011 - Female COHA on nest, male harassing CORA out of territory. - RRadd
4/5/2011 - Female COHA on nest 16:20. - RRadd
4/13/2011 - Female COHA on nest 07:00. Nest exchange 07:40. - RRadd
4/20/2011- COHA pair active on nest. Male brings food to female 08:14. - RRadd
4/26/2011 - COHA female on nest 17:10. - RRadd
5/53/2011 - COHA female diving at observer at 225 feet, suggests hatched young in nest 15:56. - RRadd
5/10/2011 - COHA male on nest 18:06. - RRadd
5/18/2011 - COHA (poss. Juv.) on nest 18:12, probable fledged juv. Female obs. 75' from nest 18:32. - RRadd
5/26/2011 - Nest has fledged one young.  - RRadd
6/3/2011 - COHA on nest … remains active. - RRadd
6/9/2011 - COHA male feeding juvenile away from nest 07:10. Second COHA on nest 07:45. - RRadd
6/15/2011 - COHA male perched near nest for 30 minutes of observation. No bird visible on nest. Fledged juvenile 
may be returning to nest to be fed. 17:00. -  RRadd
6/23/2011 - No COHA detected in vicinity during 30 minute observation. Change to Closed. - RRadd

3/11/2011 6003223 BUSH Closed EP89-1 Pull Site 
(south)

55 feet from ROW; 165 
feet to legs.

100 feet Keep all personnel out of 100 foot buffer within temporary ROW, and ensure that 
other areas of the ROW are utilized instead.

1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 3/11/2011 - Almost complete nest with pair working on final stages of construction. - RRadd
3/28/2011 - Active nest with a bushtit in attendance. - PKonrad 
4/7/2011 - Adult at nest, calling territorially. - PKonrad and FHoffman
4/14/2011 - Adult brought food to nest; entered nest and left. - PKonrad
4/20/2011 - Adult present near nest, calling territorially. - PKonrad
4/26/2011 - Nest looks good but no bushtits during 20 minute nest check. - PKonrad
4/29/2011 - Rechecked nest, but still no birds; may have fledged or failed by now. - PKonrad
6/1/2011 - Both adults were seen coming into and leaving nest. - BFischer
5/6/2011 - Adult brought food to nest. - PKonrad
5/12/2011 - No Bushtits observed or heard during 25 minutes of observation. - PKonrad
5/20/2011 - 2 adults in area; 1 entered nest and left after about a minute. - PKonrad
5/27/2011 - 2 adults behaving and calling territorially when jay perched near nest. (Seems like this nest has been 
active a long time.) - PKonrad
5/27/2011 - 2 adults behaving and calling territorially when scrub jay perched near nest. - PKonrad
6/2/2011 - Both adults were seen entering and leaving nest. - TCooper
6/2/2011 - 2 adults in and out of nest. - TCooper
6/8/2011 - No Bushtits during initial 30 minute check or subsequent shorter follow-up; nest looks worn. - PKonrad
6/15/2011 - No Bushtits observed or heard; nest looks even more worn and deteriorating. Appears nestlings have 
fledged; closed. - PKonrad

4/13/2011 6003235 BLPH Closed Helix Yard 1240 feet from nearest 
part of yard.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 3/25/2011 - BLPH pair bringing mud to nest 07:30 - RRadd
3/29/2011 - Nest appears nearly complete. BLPH resting 90 feet away.
4/5/2011 - 3 eggs - RRadd
4/13/2011 - Nest destroyed, pair rebuilding adjacent - RRadd.
4/20/2011 - Nest building continues 08:10. - RRadd
4/26/2011 - Nest has 1 egg 16:30. - RRadd
5/3/2011 - BLPH incubating 4 eggs 16:05. - RRadd
5/11/2011 - 4 eggs 17:45, BLPH not detected. - RRadd
5/18/2011 - BLPH feeding at least two fuzzy nestlings 18:02. - RRadd
5/26/2011 - BLPH feeding at least three feathered nestlings. - RRadd
6/3/2011 - Nest is intact and empty - prev. observations indicate successfully fledged. - RRadd
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3/17/2011 6003250 CORA Closed EP353 and AR 83 feet from AR. 100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0 feet  through agency concurrence, following the premises of 

the Raven Control Plan.
1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 3/17/2011 - Pair of common ravens building a new nest. - PKonrad

3/25/2011 - Raven incubating. - PKonrad      
4/5/2011 - Adult incubating. - PKonrad
4/12/2011 - CORA incubating. - SRitt
4/22/2011 - Raven at nest. - PKonrad 
4/28/2011 - Adult standing on nest (shading?). - PKonrad
5/6/2011 - 2 adults present; 1 adult on nest with nestling. - KKilpatrick
5/10/2011 - 1 adult observed at nest. - SJohnston
5/13/2011 - 1 adult perched above nest with 2 large active nestlings in nest. - PKonrad
5/18/2011 - No ravens observed; high wind may be keeping nestlings lying low and out of sight. - PKonrad
5/25/2011 - 1 adult and 3 nestlings/branchers active at nest and other end of tower. - PKonrad
5/25/2011 - 2 large feathered nestlings standing on nest with 1 brancher standing at other end of tower; 1 adult 
moving back and forth along tower. - PKonrad
6/4/2011 - No activity observed at nest. No ravens observed in vicinity during more than 2 hours of observation while 
working in area. Nestlings presumed fledged successfully based on previous comments; closed. - JPawlicki

3/23/2011 5003273 WEBL Closed EP90-1 AR 15 feet north of AR. 100 feet Buffer kept in place at 
100 feet, but vehicular 

passage is allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 04/26/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 04/26/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 3/23/2011 - Pair repeatedly entering cavity. No incubation at this time.- RRadd
3/31/2011 - Pair entering cavity and flying in and out of area. - PKonrad 
4/7/2011 - No birds observed; cold & windy; will recheck. - PKonrad and FHoffman
4/14/2011 - Male flew to nesting cavity from west. - PKonrad
4/20/2011 - Male perched on tallest branch above nest cavity. - PKonrad
4/26/2011 - Male flew to cavity from west and left to north into eucalyptus grove. - PKonrad
4/30/2011 - Male perched on branch outside cavity. - BArnold
5/6/2011 - No birds observed today. - PKonrad
5/12/2011 - Male bluebird visited nest once during 40 minute observation period. - PKonrad
5/20/2011 - Male bringing food to nest about every 4 minutes; left nest with fecal sac once. Female left nest during 
observations. - PKonrad
5/27/2011 - 2 adult males and female feeding nestlings in cavity. - PKonrad
5/31/2011 - Adults came to and left nesting cavity several times during 15 minute observation period. - BArnold
6/2/2011 - Adults (including 2 males and 1 female) making numerous nest visits including bringing food to nest 
during extensive observation period (nearly 2 hours). - BArnold
6/8/2011 - No bluebirds; nestlings apparently fledged and family group dispersed; closed. - PKonrad

3/24/2011 5003278 CATH Closed EP240 75 feet from tower. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 04/28/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 04/29/2011

Crew proposes to install 12KV pole 18, which is 102 feet NW of nest - beyond 
100 foot buffer - but 1 anchor is closer and will require 20 foot buffer reduction. 
Construction activities will take between 30 and 50 minutes, so affects on birds 
will be minimized. Bio monitor will continuously monitor birds and construction 
activities. Construction equipment will include 2 trucks and all personnel and 
equipment will be required to stay west of buffer perimeter.

1. FLEDGED. 5/6/2011 3/24/2011 - Adult thrashers lining nest, 95% complete. No work on access roads near nest. - TCooper
3/25/2011 - No activity observed at nest, but poor weather. Nest in good condition. - BLohstroh
3/28/2011 - No birds in area of nest, but nest well-built (sage thrasher present). - PKonrad
4/6/2011 - 1 California thrasher territorial; 2 blue eggs in nest. - PKonrad
4/12/2011 - Adult incubating 2 eggs. - PKonrad and AHernandez
4/14/2011 - Adult near nest, 2 eggs in nest. - BArnold
4/19/2011 - 2 downy (brown-gray) nestlings; adult singing nearby to south. - PKonrad
4/25/2011 - 2 downy nestlings with pin feathers in nest; 1 adult at nest joined second adult that perched nearby. Nest 
is 102 feet from 12KV pole 18. - PKonrad
4/29/2011 - 2 nestlings observed in nest. - SJohnston
5/7/2011 - Nest empty; nestlings presumed to have fledged successfully. - SJohnston

3/29/2011 5003290 BUSH Closed TL 6924 - Z171690 70 feet from permanent 
work area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 3/29/2011 - BUSH observed entering nest w material. - RFletcher
4/11/2011 - BUSH observed entering nest w material. - RRadd
4/18/2011 - BUSH pair material carrying  to nest 07:24. - RRadd
4/25/2011 - Considerable BUSH activity to and from this nest 07:40 - RRadd
5/2/2011 -  BUSH to nest 07:42. - RRadd
5/10/2011 -  BUSH to nest 09:21, but activity level is low. - RRadd
5/17/2011 - BUSH arrives to nest 12:57, departs 13:01.- RRadd
5/26/2011 - nest in disrepair, no BUSH tending. BUSH in area, but did not associate. - BLohstroh

3/31/2011 5003305 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/10/2011 3/31/2011. Observed female bring nest material to nest with male following closely. -DBusby
4/12/2011 - Nest, on south side of transformer for Bank 60, has five eggs. - BArnold
4/26/2011 - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub. - RRadd
4/29/2011 - Two nestlings (at least) in nest.  No adults in area. - BArnold
5/2/2011 -  HOFI adults continue to attend this nest. - RRadd
5/10/2011 - Nest empty. Closed. - BArnold

3/31/2011 5003325 LEGO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; at and next to 
work area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/23/2011 3/31/2011 - Female on nest 12:15. RRadd
4/5/2011 - Incubation continues. - RRadd
4/11/2011 - Female LEGO on nest 16:19. - RRadd
4/19/2011 - 2 well-feathered nestlings in nest 07:39. - RRadd
4/27/2011 - Nest fledged. Change to Closed. - RRadd

3/31/2011 5003327 AMKE Closed TL 6924 - Z171688 0 feet, at tower/work 
site.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/26/2011 3/31/2011 - Bird arrived at this spot, disappeared into cavity, then left. - BLohstroh
4/7/2011 - Pair observed copulating on wire next to nest cavity. - BLohstroh
4/14/2011 - No activity observed. Consider closing next week. -BLohstroh
4/21/2011 - Male entered cavity in bottom west arm. Pair copulating at top of tower, fighting off second male. Male 
foraging and returning to tower, giving trill call, interaction call with female, fighting off EUST. - BLohstroh
4/28/2011 -AMKE still entering and departing nest, pair interaction calls. - BLohstroh
5/2/2011 - AMKE male provisioning nest 08:48. - RRadd
5/10/2011 - AMKE carrying rat to nest 09:52. - RRadd
5/17/2011 -  No AMKE obs. Associating with this pole during 60 min. obs. On cool wet day 09:30. - RRadd
5/19/2011 - AMKE carrying mouse to nest. Nestlings heard. - BLohstroh
5/26/2011 - No activity observed, nest apparently fledged. Closed. - BLohstroh
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4/8/2011 5003344 AMCR Closed EP85-2 AR 45 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular traffic not anticipated to impact this nest situated very close to Lake 

Morena Drive provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur 
within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 4/8/2011 - American crow incubating; 2nd crow calling, perching, and flying overhead territorially. - PKonrad
4/13/2011 - Bird on nest. - BArnold and FHoffman 
4/20/2011 - Cannot see bird in nest, but territorial crows calling nearby. - PKonrad
4/29/2011 - No change, but a crow circled in flight, originating from nest. - PKonrad 
5/6/2011 - Crow flushed from branch near nest; no calling. - PKonrad
5/12/2011 - 2 crows actively hunting in pasture to west; cannot see into nest. - PKonrad
5/20/2011 - 1 fledgling crow in lower branch of nest tree (brancher); 1 adult calling very territorially from tree tops. 
More nestlings in nest? - PKonrad
5/24/2011 - 1 fledgling and 2 adults active in pasture west of nest. Fledgling can fly quite well; adults calling 
territorially; closed. - PKonrad

4/5/2011 5003360 PHAI Closed CP50-1 AR 60 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/30/2011 4/5/2011 - Pair PHAI building nest - mostly complete, male on nest - RRadd
4/11/2011 - Male PHAI on nest 13:25 - RRadd
4/19/2011 - Female PHAI feeding at least 3 nestlings 08:26. - RRadd
4/27/2011 - Feathered nestlings visible 09:46. - RRadd
5/5/2011 - No PHAI at this nest. Likely successful fledge. Change to Closed. - RRadd
5/19/2011 PHAI male rebuilding this nest with fresh material 09:35,  Change to ACTIVE. - RRadd
5/25/2011 - Nest no longer present. Change to Closed. - RRadd

4/5/2011 5003363 CORA Closed EP358 AR 40 feet from AR entry; 
270 feet to tower site.

100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0 feet  through agency concurrence, following the premises of 
the Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 5/12/2011 4/5/2011 - Adult incubating on new nest. - PKonrad
4/12/2011 - Raven incubating on nest. (Kestrel was hunting from south arm of tower.) - SRitt 
4/22/2011 - Ravens present. - PKonrad
4/28/2011 - At least 3 large feathered nestlings standing on nest; 2 adults flew in to perch near nest. New nest 
material placed on north side of tower to northwest of this nest tower with 2 adults perched on that tower; then they 
flew to this nest tower. - PKonrad
5/6/2011 - 2 adults present; 1 adult on nest with 2 feathered nestlings. - KKilpatrick
5/13/2011 - No ravens present at this nest tower (or surrounding towers and perch sites); nestlings have fledged and 
left the area; closed. - PKonrad

4/6/2011 5003365 CORA Closed EP341 30 feet from AR entry; 
300 feet from tower 

area.

100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0 feet  through agency concurrence, following the premises of 
the Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 4/6/2011 - 1 adult on nest. - JDicus, MDicus, and RAbe
4/15/2011 - 1 raven incubating; another is perched 3 feet away. - SRitt
4/22/2011 - Raven incubating. - PKonrad
4/28/2011 - Raven brooding/incubating. - PKonrad
5/6/2011 - 1 adult observed on nest. - KKilpatrick
5/13/2011 - 1 adult brooding. - PKonrad
5/18/2011 - No raven activity seen at or near nest. - PKonrad
5/25/2011 - At least 2 large feathered nestlings standing on nest. - PKonrad
5/25/2011 - At least 2 large feathered nestlings standing on the nest. - PKonrad
6/4/2011 - Nest empty, successfully fledged; closed. - BArnold

4/6/2011 5003371 BUSH Closed CP80-1 65 feet from existing AR; 
300 feet from tower site

100 feet Buffer kept, but vehicular 
passage allowed

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 4/6/2011 - Observed adult carrying nest material to nest. 80% complete. - DBusby
4/20/2011 - BUSH on nest 16:00. - RRadd
4/28/2011 - BUSH exits nest and flies uphill 10:24. - RRadd
5/5/2011  - BUSH present at nest 17:45. - RRadd
5/14/2011 - No BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
5/20/2011 - Nest is intact, empty, presume fledged. Change to Closed. - RRadd

4/6/2011 5003373 COHA Closed CP64-2/CP65-1 Pull 
Site AR entry

100 feet from AR entry 
area.

500 feet AR improvement work consists of 2-3 person crew staking for one day, then 2-3 
person crew potholing for 2nd day.  Implement sound barriers for noise and 
visual protection.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 4/6/2011 - Male fed female, then incubated while female fed, then perched nearby following nest exchange. - 
RRadd
4/8/2011 - Adult COHA on nest. Adult male observed feeding female off nest; copulated with female while she fed on 
prey. - MDicus and RAbe.
4/13/2011 - Adults exchange positions incubating. - RRadd
4/15/2011 - Adults exchange positions at nest. Hawk incubating on nest at end of survey. - BArnold
4/20/2011 - Male with prey item observed in area of nest; female also seen in area. Exchange at nest observed. - 
VNovik 
4/27/2011 - COHA female on nest, male brings partially consumed food. - RRadd
5/4/2011 - COHA male incubating - RRadd 
5/14/2011 - COHA female on nest. - RRadd 
5/19/2011 - COHA male increasingly agitated by observer presence at 150 feet . - RRadd
5/26/2011 - Female COHA diving on observer when 75 feet from nest. - RRadd
6/3/2011 - Female COHA brought food to nest and departed 30 seconds later. - RRadd
6/9/2011 - At least 1 large nestling in nest. Does not appear flight-capable. - RRadd 
6/17/2011 - Female COHA carries prey to 2 branchers perched under nest. Fledglings are returning to nest to be fed. 
Continue to monitor.
6/24/2011 - Fledglings begging away from nest; closed. - RRadd

4/14/2011 5000817 CAGN Closed TL 639 - Z379519 8 feet from existing AR; 
65 feet to work area.

300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/21/2011 4/14/2011 - Male building nest cup; second CAGN male immediately east of this pair, with overlapping territories - 
KAlberts 
4/21/2011 - Male calling and active, flew into nest area and not seen again during 10 minute observation period. - 
RRadd 
4/22/2011 - 2 eggs observed. - KAlberts
4/28/2011 - Female incubating. - KAlberts 
5/5/2011 - Adult female incubating. - IMaunsell
5/12/2011 - 4 nestlings being fed. Nestlings about 4 days old. - KAlberts 
5/19/2011 - Nestlings being fed. Approximately 11 days old so did not approach nest to get a count. - DBusby
5/23/2011 - Nest intact, clean and empty. Surrounding vegetation is undisturbed. Presume nestlings successfully 
fledged. - RRadd
5/26/2011 - Family group located away from nest, successfully fledged; closed. - IMaunsell
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3/12/2011 6003230 ANHU Closed Bartlett Yard 25 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 

limits.
NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to active 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

Vehicular passage along the AR is allowed through blanket exemption and is not 
anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, standing or work 
occurs along the AR within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 4/15/2011 3/12/2011 - Female Anna's Hummingbird observed bringing nest material and spider silk to nest location. - 
PKonrad
3/28/2011 - Female incubating. - PKonrad  
4/7/2011 - Female incubating or brooding in stormy weather. - PKonrad and FHoffman.
4/15/2011 - ANHU female feeding 2 large nestlings. - RRadd
4/20/2011 - 2 large nestlings lying low in nest. - PKonrad
4/29/2011 - Surprised to see 2 large nestlings still present in nest; wing feathers well-developed. - PKonrad
5/6/2011 - Nestlings have fledged; closed. - PKonrad

4/18/2011 5000841 CACW Closed JVR 12kV - P2466095 40 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 05/18/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/19/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to active 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 4/18/2011 - New active nest about 80% complete. Newest material consists of orange nylon rope and white stringy 
material. - RAbe
4/25/2011 - Nest compacted; no entrance hole; possible predator activity; closed. - PKonrad
5/10/2011 - Nest rebuilt; large with large entrance. - PKonrad
5/13/2011 - Adult observed bringing nesting material to nest. - JPawlicki
5/17/2011 - Adult flew from inside nest. - PKonrad
5/19/2011 - Nest buffer updated to allow thru traffic. - PHoward
5/23/2011 - 2 wrens active near nest. - PKonrad
5/31/2011 - Wren flew from nest; probably incubating. - PKonrad
6/3/2011 - Well-used entrance, but no Cactus Wrens observed during brief visit. - BArnold
6/7/2011 - Best nest in this territory; definitely well-used and active. Wren singing from exposed perches to north and 
east. - PKonrad
6/14/2011 - At least 1 medium-sized nestling with pin feathers in nest; probably more nestlings. Adults active in area. 
- PKonrad
6/21/2011 - Nestlings may have fledged, but will check back soon. No adults or fledglings observed or heard in area. - 
PKonrad
6/27/2011 - Nest intact but no wrens in area; 2 or more nestlings apparently fledged about 10 days ago; closed. - 
PKonrad

4/8/2011 5003385 RSHA Closed CP64-2/CP65-1 Pull 
Site AR entry

480 feet to AR entry. 500 feet Traffic and recreationists associated with El Monte Road and El Monte Park are 
within the 500 foot buffer for this nest, and the nest is 480 feet from AR entry.  
No impact from construction vehicular ingress/egress from Yard is anticipated to 
affect this nest provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction 
occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/30/2011 4/8/2011 - Adult RSHA on nest, vocalizing. - MDicus and RAbe
4/13/2011 - RSHA female on nest. - RRadd
4/20/2011 - Female incubating. - VNovik
4/27/2011 - RSHA female on nest. - RRadd
5/4/2011 - RSHA female on nest. - RRadd
5/12/2011 - RSHA male on nest. - RRadd
5/20/2011 - RSHA male on nest. - RRadd
5/26/2011 - Large fully-feathered nestling in nest. - RRadd
6/3/2011 - Preening nestling visible on nest from El Monte Road. - RRadd
6/9/2011 - Adult RSHA standing on nest with nestling. - RRadd
6/17/2011 - Adult male RSHA standing nest with feeding nestling. - RRadd
6/24/2011 - Large nestling standing on nest. - RRadd
7/1/2011 - Nestling has fledged and nest is empty; closed. - RRadd

4/11/2011 5000777 ANHU Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; overhanging AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/10/2011 4/11/2011 - ANHU female building a new nest, unconcerned by observer directly under nest. - RRadd
4/19/2011 - ANHU female on nest. - RRadd
4/27/2011 - ANHU female on nest. - RRadd
5/5/2011 - ANHU on nest. - RRadd
5/12/2011 - Nest unoccupied, nestling has fledged; ANHU female feeding fledgling away from nest; closed. - RRadd

3/18/2011 6003255 BUSH Closed Suncrest Substation 10 feet from work limits. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if, during the 
course of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird 
constructs a nest outside the project area but within the buffer around Suncrest 
Substation and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. 
Activity levels at this site are anticipated to remain relatively high.

1. FLEDGED. 5/7/2011 3/18/2011 - Nest 90% complete, being built by adults using material from failed nest 40 feet to the south. Suncrest 
approved for no nest buffers - TCooper 
4/25/2011 - Nest complete; pair seen visiting nest with food. - PHoward
5/8/2011 - Nest is complete, found nest below manzanita; nestlings have fledged. - AHill

4/12/2011 5000788 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finch nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator fan screen and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.  In addition, House Finches are 
extremely acclimated to human disturbance.

1. FLEDGED. 5/11/2011 4/12/2011 - 2 nests on top of screen, 1 with 2 eggs. Adults in area and flying to nest. - BArnold
4/19/2011 - HOFI adults repeatedly entering and leaving nest site. - RRadd
4/21/2011 - Nest has clutch of 4 eggs. - BArnold
4/26/2011 - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the substation. - RRadd
4/29/2011 - Nestlings are being brooded by female. - BArnold 
5/2/2011 - Nesting continues. - RRadd
5/10/2011 - Nest contains 4 very large nestlings, apparently on the verge of fledging. - BArnold
5/11/2011 - Female flew from empty nest. - BArnold

4/14/2011 5000815 MODO Closed Thomas Yard 0 feet; within yard 
footprint.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 0 feet 
for access and parking; 

100 feet for construction.

Work outside buffer.  Vehicle access and parking may occur within buffer, per 
agency concurrence, that since this nest began after construction started, it is 
accustomed to the level of activity in the yard.

1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 4/14/2011 - Adult brooding 2 nestlings that are well developed. - SRitt
4/28/2011 - Doves apparently fledged; closed. - PKonrad
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4/13/2011 5000818 NUWO Closed TL 6924 - 0120986 75 feet off paved road. 100 feet 0 feet Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of the Reconductor lines. 1. FLEDGED. 5/13/2011 4/13/2011 - Pair in area but never entered cavity during 40 minutes of observation. Cavity is freshly excavated and 

appears to be actively used. - RAbe
4/21/2011 - Nest exchange observed. Female NUWO foraging nearby, bringing food to nesting cavity. - RRadd
4/25/2011 - Male NUWO entered nest cavity. - RRadd
5/2/2011 - Female NUWO brings food to nesting cavity. - RRadd
5/11/2011 - Male NUWO at nest cavity. - RRadd
5/16/2011 - No NUWO detections during 30 minutes. - RRadd 
5/24/2011 - No NUWO detections at or near nest during 30 minute observation period. Based on prior observations, 
presume these nestlings have successfully fledged; closed. - RRadd

4/13/2011 5000801 CALT Closed TL 6916 - Z244927 85 feet to existing AR; 
190 feet to nearest pole.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/1/2011 4/13/2011 - Adult flushed from vegetation and a quick search of the area it came from revealed the nest. Female 
soon returned to incubating 4 eggs in nest. - JDicus
4/18/2011 - Nestlings in nest acquiring black down. CALT adult returned to nest promptly. - RRadd
4/25/2011 - Nestlings still downy. - RRadd
5/2/2011 - Nest neat intact and empty, presumed fledged; closed. - RRadd

4/13/2011 5000803 BUSH Closed TL 6916 - Z771471 170 feet to nearest work 
area.

100 feet 0 feet Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of Reconductor lines is 
applicable here.

1. FLEDGED. 5/27/2011 4/13/2011 - Adults building nest; approximately 20% complete. - JDicus and MDicus.
4/18/2011 - BUSH attending nest. Nest appears nearly complete. - RRadd
4/25/2011 - No BUSH detected during 30 minute observation period. - RRadd
4/26/2011 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. - RAbe
5/3/2011 - Adult entered nest after 25 minutes of observation. - BArnold
5/11/2011 - BUSH exited nest. - RRadd
5/16/2011 - BUSH came to nest. - RRadd
5/23/2011 - BUSH exited nest, flew into Alliant. - RRadd
5/31/2011 - No BUSH detected during 30 minutes. Prior observations suggest nest has fledged; closed. - RRadd

4/16/2011 5000831 CALT Closed CP25-2 20 feet to AR; 135 feet 
to work site.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 4/16/2011 - Nest discovered by biomonitor M. Klein; 2 nestlings in nest (nest confirmed active by MDicus). - 
MDicus
4/26/2011 - CALT carrying food to nest per biomonitor M. Klein. - RRadd
4/27/2011 - Nestlings successfully fledged today. - IMaunsell

5/13/2011 7001470 CALT Closed CP25-2 15 feet to AR; 160 feet 
to pad.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 5/13/2011 - 3 nestlings, week old+, female feeding and removing fecal sacks. - BLohstroh
5/21/2011 - Nest is empty, presumed fledged. Change to Closed. - RRadd

6/4/2011 7002443 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground 
94+00r

58 feet from AR. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/23/2011 6/4/2011 - Female incubating 4 eggs on a nest rimmed with mutes. - TFitanides
6/11/2011 - At least 2 downy young have hatched. - RRadd
6/17/2011 - Nestlings present in nest; adults calling nearby. - PKonrad
6/24/2011 - Nestlings have fledged and dispersed; closed. - PKonrad

6/6/2011 7002444 COHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

65 feet to staked work 
limits.

100 feet NBR Submit Date: 06/20/2011


1. FLEDGED. 7/20/2011 6/6/2011 - Costa's hummingbird nest building, about 50% complete. - VNovik
6/7/2011 - Nest compete with 1 egg. - SJohnston
6/8/2011 - Female incubating 1 egg. - VNovik
6/9/2011 - Incubating. - TFitanides
6/10/2011 - Incubating. - VNovik
6/16/2011 - Incubating. - VNovik
6/17/2011 - Incubating. - VNovik
6/22/2011 - Incubating. - VNovik
6/23/2011 - Incubating. - VNovik
6/24/2011 - Appears to be Incubating. - VNovik
6/27/2011 - Incubating. - VNovik
6/30/2011 - Incubating. - VNovik
7/5/2011 - Nestling observed in nest.
7/6/2011 - Nestling observed in nest. - SJohnston
7/8/2011 - Female feeding nestlings. - VNovik
7/13/2011 - Female observed on nest. - VNovik
7/13/2011 - Nestling near fledging; looks well-feathered. - VNovik
7/21/2011 - Appears nestling fledged successfully. - SJohnston

6/4/2011 7002448 ACWO Closed CP70-3 AR 19 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/20/2011 6/4/2011 - 09:46 ACWO entering cavity with food item. - RRadd
6/9/2011 - ACWO enters cavity with food item 15:37, 15:45. - RRadd
6/17/2011 - ACWO pair repeatedly enter cavity with items 12:48-13:10. - RRadd
6/24/2011 - ACWO feeding mate in cavity. - RRadd
7/1/2011 - ACWO pair continue to feed this nest. - RRadd
7/8/2011 - ACWO at cavity briefly after 25 mins. obs. Nest may have fledged. Monitor once more prior to close. - 
RRadd
7/14/2011 - Female ACWO emerges from cavity item carrying 10:12. - RRadd
7/21/2011 - Several ACWO in this tree for long periods but no association with nest cavity. Presume fledged. - 
RRadd

4/19/2011 5000852 RCSP Closed EP85-2 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage is 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/5/2011 4/19/2011 - Observed pair of rufous-crowned sparrows that became agitated on approach to within 15 feet of nest. 
Nestlings heard emitting begging calls from base of thicket. - SHampton
5/6/2011 - RCSP adult present upslope, but no food carrying or other behavioral indication of an active nest; no 
recent fledglings detected during 30 minute observation. Presume fledged; closed. - RRadd

4/19/2011 5000853 HOWR Closed CP81-1 5 feet feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/9/2011 4/19/2011 - Adults singing and entering cavity. - TCooper
4/28/2011 - HOWR strongly territorial at this cavity, but did not enter. - RRadd
5/5/2011 - All quiet here during 30 minute observation, but large gopher snake climbing in next tree. - RRadd
5/14/2011 - HOWR pair alarm calling at this tree, but did not enter cavity. - RRadd
5/20/2011 - HOWR pair continues nesting activity. - RRadd
5/26/2011 - Singing and territorial HOWR behavior continues, but the cavity that is in use is obscured by vegetation. - 
RRadd
6/4/2011 - HOWR pair continue activity here. - RRadd
6/10/2011 - HOWR feeding fledglings adjacent to nest; closed. - RRadd
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4/20/2011 5000858 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 0 feet; nest is inside 

yard.
100 feet Parking and acces to 

trailers allowed within 
buffer.

Nesting commenced at this location after construction activities and personnel 
occupied the area, and is therefore accustomed to the activities currently 
underway.  In addition, the location of the nest is partially hidden from view and 
sheltered from most vantage points.

1. FLEDGED. 5/24/2011 4/20/2011 - Nest appears almost complete. Adults observed entering box with additional nest material. - SHampton
4/26/2011 - HOFI incubating 2 eggs. - RRadd
5/3/2011 - HOFI incubating 3 eggs. - RRadd
5/10/2011 - Downy nestlings in nest. - RRadd
5/18/2011 - HOFI pair tending nestlings in nest. - RRadd
5/26/2011- Nest is empty; nestlings presumed successfully fledged; closed. - RRadd

4/20/2011 5000859 ANHU Closed CP64-2/CP65-1 Pull 
Site AR entry

40 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 4/20/2011 - Female Anna's hummingbird feeding nestlings in nest. - VNovik 
4/27/2011 - Nest appears intact but no ANHU detected during 30 minute observation period. Presumed fledged; 
closed. - RRadd

4/20/2011 5000861 AMKE Closed Encina Substation 0 feet; within substation. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 45 feet 
for one week, 100 feet 

thereafter.

Nest established while construction in progress. Nest faces away from 
construction area. Breeding birds observed roosting above the work area have 
showed no signs of distress or behavior alteration.

1. FLEDGED. 5/16/2011 4/20/2011 - Kestrel pair observed defending territory against common raven. Female entered cavity. - BArnold
5/16/2011 - Last of 4 nestlings fledged. 
5/20/2011 - From 5/16 to 5/19 fledglings hung around general nest area, however, adults were not present. On 5/20, 
only 1 fledgling in area, but it flew away periodically; closed. - BArnold

4/21/2011 5000863 OCWA Closed Alpine Underground - 
179+00l

50 feet from Alpine Blvd 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 4/29/2011 4/21/2011 - 4 nestlings; adult observed bringing caterpillars and other invertebrates to nest. - SHampton
4/30/2011 - No OCWA detected during 30 minute observation period. Presumed fledged; closed. - RRadd

4/14/2011 5000872 BEWR Closed CP57 AR 12 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/25/2011 4/14/2011 - BEWR carried food to base of laurel sumac. - RRadd
4/21/2011 - BEWR carrying food and agitated by observer's presence. - RRadd
4/28/2011 - No BEWR detected at or near nest area during 30 minute observation period. This nest has fledged; 
closed. - RRadd

4/22/2011 5000878 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 50 feet from nearest 
conductor replacement.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

1. FLEDGED. 4/28/2011 4/22/2011 - Nest contained brooding female with at least 3 nestlings. - EMorgan 
4/28/2011 - Nest has fledged; there were no birds in the nest; closed. - EMorgan

4/22/2011 5000883 CORA Closed EP297 15 feet from SWPL 
access road.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic is allowed.

Buffer reduced to 0 feet  through agency concurrence, following the premises of 
the Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/2/2011 4/22/2011 - 2 ravens present; 1 standing on nest rim apparently shading nest(lings). - PKonrad
4/28/2011 - No change. - PKonrad
5/6/2011 - 2 ravens present. 1 adult present standing on nest with 2 nestlings. - SJohnston
5/13/2011 - 2 nestlings can be seen in nest. - PKonrad
5/18/2011 - 1 raven, probably a large nestling, can be seen lying in nest. - PKonrad
5/25/2011 - 1 large feathered nestling and 1 adult can be seen at nest and 1 adult perched on other side of tower. - 
PKonrad
6/3/2011 - No ravens observed at nest; nestlings apparently fledged; 1 raven observed near EP296. - SHampton

5/25/2011 5000884 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

82 feet to staked work 
limits.

100 feet NBR Submit Date: 06/20/2011


1. FLEDGED. 6/15/2011 5/25/2011 - House finch incubating on nest. - VNovik
5/31/2011 - Incubating on nest. - VNovik 
6/2/2011 - Feeding nestlings in nest. - VNovik 
6/6/2011 - Feeling nestlings. - VNovik 
6/7/2011 - Adult feeding nestlings. - SJohnston 
6/8/2011 - Feeding nestlings in nest. - VNovik 
6/9/2011 - Feeding nestlings. - TFitanides
6/10/2011 - Feeding nestlings that look well-developed. - VNovik 
6/16/2011 - Nest is empty; presumed nestlings successfully fledged; closed. - SJohnston

4/16/2011 5000885 SOSP Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

13 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 5/5/2011 4/16/2011 - SOSP bringing food to same location repeatedly indicates a nest site; the location is  approximate. - 
RRadd
4/21/2011 - SOSP pair making trips to and from nest area with food at approximately 10 minute intervals 8:06. - 
RRadd 
4/28/2011 - SOSP observed visiting nest. - RAbe
5/6/2011 - No SOSP detections at this nest, and new nest of this species 50 feet away. Nestlings from this nest 
presumed fledged; closed. - RRadd

4/22/2011 5000886 HOWR Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

89 feet to staked work 
limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. This plan to mitigate for potential construction impacts to 
the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce such impacts and 
improve the likelihood of nest success, provided that no stopping, standing, 
parking, or work occurs within new buffers.  In addition, this nest is a cavity 
which provides natural buffering for the adults and nestlings. 

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 4/22/2011 - HOWR carrying nest material to cavity. - RRadd
4/30/2011 - HOWR enters cavity, perches outside and sings.- RRadd
5/6/2011 - HOWR continues to enter this cavity. - RRadd
5/13/2011 - HOWR nesting activity continues. - RRadd
5/17/2011 - HOWR observed entering cavity. - SJohnston
5/20/2011 - HOWR observed entering nesting cavity with food. - VNovik 
5/23/2011 - HOWR observed entering cavity. - VNovik 
5/24/2011 - Observed entering and leaving nesting cavity. - SJohnston 
5/25/2011 - Adult observed with food entering cavity. - VNovik 
5/25/2011 - Adult observed with food entering cavity; apparently feeding nestlings. - VNovik 
5/31/2011 - Adult carrying food into nesting cavity. - VNovik 
6/1/2011 - Nestlings successfully fledged; closed. - SJohnston

4/22/2011 5000887 MODO Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; nest within 
substation.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 4/22/2011 - 2 nestlings in nest. - BArnold 
4/29/2011 - Nest has disintegrated and is no longer present. Biomonitor reported that she observed 2 nestlings fledge 
from the nest several days ago. - KKilpatrick

3/2/2011 5000468 ANHU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from driveway 
access.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 19 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 03/04/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/07/2011

It is the avian biologist’s opinion, both the Anna’s hummingbird and black 
phoebe nests will tolerate traffic through their buffers and no reduction of the 
100’ buffers will be needed to allow work to occur at the house. Trips up and 
down the driveway by trucks and people should be kept to a minimum. I would 
expect the house finch to tolerate activities required to secure the property 
around and inside the house.

1. FLEDGED. 4/13/2011 3/2/2011 - Female Anna's hummingbird is actively constructing nest; 10% complete. - IMaunsell
3/16/2011 - Female incubating. - RRadd
3/22/2011 - Female on nest. - RRadd
3/31/2011 - Female on nest. - RRadd
4/1/2011 - Female on nest. - IMaunsell
4/13/2011 - Nest empty, female feeding fledgling 30 feet south of nest; closed. - IMaunsell

3/17/2011 5001256 ANHU Closed CP50-1 30 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 3/30/2011 3/17/2011 - Female incubating and territorial to 2 LEGOs. - RRadd 
3/24/2011- ANHU on nest. - RRadd
3/31/2011- Female ANHU feeding fledgling 10 feet below nest; closed. - RRadd

AR066625
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3/17/2011 5001259 ANHU Closed CP50-1 AR 90 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/10/2011 3/17/2011 - Female observed incubating and adding lining to nest. - RRadd

3/24/2011 - ANHU on nest. - RRadd
3/31/2011 - ANHU feeding 2 feathered nestlings. - RRadd
4/5/2011 - Nestlings fill nest. - RRadd
4/11/2011 - 2 flight-capable fledglings returning to nest to be fed; closed. - RRadd

3/8/2011 6002391 BUSH Closed CP74-2 0 feet, within permanent 
pad.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 3/31/2011 3/8/2011 - Nest 90% complete; bushtits actively building nest, which is nearly complete. - RRadd
3/17/2011 - BUSH entering nest. - RRadd
3/28/2011 - 2 adults leaving and returning to nest and lingering in area, possibly feeding nestlings. - BLohstroh
4/6/2011 - No birds detected during 30 minutes, which suggests nestlings have fledged; closed. - RRadd

3/8/2011 6002392 CALT Closed CP70-3 70 feet from permanent 
pad.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/12/2011 3/8/2011 -  Adults building nest; nest nearly complete. - RRadd
3/17/2011 - CALT incubating. - RRadd
3/25/2011 - Incubating continues. - RRadd
3/28/2011 - Nestlings present. - BLohstroh
4/6/2011 - CALT carrying food to feathered nestlings. - RRadd
4/13/2011 - Nestlings fledged; closed. - RRadd

3/9/2011 6002393 ANHU Closed CP17-1 75 feet from tower site. 100 feet Emergency buffer 
reduced to 70 feet.

NBR Submit Date: 03/09/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/10/2011


1. FLEDGED. 4/11/2011 3/9/2011 - Female incubating 2 eggs. - RRadd
3/18/20111 - ANHU incubating. - RRadd
3/24/2011 - ANHU female brooding 2 nestlings. - RRadd
3/30/2011 - 2 nestlings with feather quills in nest. - RRadd
4/5/2011 - 2 well-feathered nestlings in nest. - RRadd
4/11/2011 - Nestlings fully fledged and departure is imminent; closed. - RRadd

3/31/2011 5003317 AMKE Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/14/2011 3/31/2011 - Pair observed foraging, perching, and copulating adjacent to tower. Adult observed entering opening in 
tower. Prey remains below nest. - DBusby
4/12/2011 - No kestrels observed in area. - BArnold
4/14/2011 - Adult AMKE feeding fledglings away from nest; nestlings successfully fledged; closed. - RRadd

4/6/2011 5003367 BEWR Closed CP80-1 2 feet from existing AR; 
360 feet from tower 

area.

100 feet Buffer kept, but vehicular 
passage allowed.

Vehicular passage for construction is not anticipated to impact nest, and should 
be allowed, provided that this superfluous gate remains open, and is never 
locked or unlocked.

1. FLEDGED. 5/17/2011 4/6/2011 - Observed adults bringing material to nest in gate column; 80% complete. - TCooper
4/14/2011 - Nest observed with 3 eggs during 2 observation periods today. Travis Cooper reported cold eggs and no 
BEWR activity during 1 hour observation period with Darin Busby. I also did not see or hear any BEWR during 1 
hour while observing the nest area. - KAlberts   
4/19/2011 - Nest has 5 eggs; adult incubating, another adult singing nearby. - TCooper
4/20/2011 - 5 eggs in nest but no BEWR detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
4/28/2011 - BEWR incubating. - RRadd
5/5/2011 - Nestlings in nest. - RRadd
5/14/2011 - BEWR carried winged insect to nest. - RRadd
5/20/2011 - Nest empty; nestlings fledged; closed. - RRadd

4/1/2011 5003334 SOSP Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

5 feet from driveway. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/12/2011 4/1/2011 - Pair feeding 2+ nestlings in nest about 5 feet from road. Pair would not approach nest when bio present. 
Required 30 minute passive observation from 30 feet to locate nest. - IMaunsell 
4/13/2011 - No nestlings or fledglings present in area. Nest intact and thistle intact. Appears nestlings to have 
fledged successfully; closed. - IMaunsell

3/31/2011 5003326 AMKE Closed TL 6924 - Z171695 75 feet to TL AR, across 
paved road.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/13/2011 3/31/2011 - Kestrel arrived at cavity location in tower, disappeared, then left; likely feeding nestlings. - BLohstroh
4/7/2011 - Female perched at tower arm. - BLohstroh
4/14/2011 - No activity at this nest, but pair and fledgling observed to south. No activity associated with nesting 
cavity observed; male eating prey 1 tower north. Nestling(s) appear to have fledged; closed. - BLohstroh

4/4/2011 5003346 BUSH Closed TL 639 - Z171680 30 feet from AR; 85 feet 
from nearest pole.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/14/2011 4/4/2011 - Pair entering nest and acting agitated; adult was observed taking food into nest. - SHampton and 
SSkidmore
4/14/2011 - Nest appears to be falling from anchor. Bushtits feeding caterpillars to fledglings in family group 45 feet 
from nest; nestlings successfully fledged; closed. - RRadd

3/31/2011 5003328 RSHA Closed Elliott Substation 240 feet to corner of 
substation.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 300 
feet.

Buffer should be reduced to 300 feet, since this bird is nesting within a 
residential area, and is accustomed to the presence of humans.  Homes are 150 
feet away, and the work area of the substation is approximately 350 feet away. 

1. FLEDGED. 4/20/2011 3/31/2011 - Female on nest. - KAlberts
4/12/2011 - No RSHA detected at nest during 1 hour. Pair observed 1,800 feet to west but they did not come to this 
nest. - RRadd
4/21/2011 - Fledged RSHA observed across this area begging from adults indicates successful fledging. - RRadd

3/16/2011 6003233 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - 774824 85 feet from AR; 300 
feet from pole.

300 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 4/14/2011 3/16/2011 - Female flew from nest with 2 eggs when approached and soon returned to nest. - DBusby
3/22/2011 - Both adults present, male incubating 3 eggs; nest in perfect condition, male returned to nest within 2 
minutes of nest check. - TCooper
3/28/2011 - Male incubating 3 eggs; flew as I approached but soon returned to nest. Eggs should be hatching in the 
next few days. - DBusby
3/31/2011 - Pair incubating. - TCooper
4/7/2011 - Female on nest (brooding), male present, contents not observed. - TCooper
4/11/2011 - 2 eggs and 1 nestling in nest; adults in vicinity. - MDicus and SHampton
4/14/2011 - Pair feeding 1 fledgling out of nest; 2 addled eggs in nest. - TCooper
4/21/2011 - Pair feeding 1 fledgling. - TCooper
4/28/2011 - Pair feeding 1 fledgling. - TCooper
5/5/2011 - Male observed with 1 (mostly independent) fledgling. - TCooper

3/17/2011 5000455 CORA Closed EP331 AR 55 feet to SWPL access 
road; 335 feet to AR.

100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0 feet  through agency concurrence, following the premises of 
the Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 3/17/2011 - 2 common ravens bringing nesting material (sticks) to nest in metal tower. - PKonrad
3/25/2011 - Raven incubating. - PKonrad 
4/6/2011 - Raven still incubating. - RAbe and MDicus.
4/15/2011 - CORA incubating. - SRitt
4/22/2011 - 2 adults at nest; 1 seems to be feeding nestlings. - PKonrad
4/28/2011 - Raven brooding. - PKonrad
5/6/2011 - 1 adult observed on nest. - KKilpatrick
5/13/2011 - 1 adult standing on the side of the nest, shading a number of nestlings. - PKonrad
5/18/2011 - Adult flew to nest with food and fed at least 2 feathered nestlings that were also stretching and exercising 
their wings. - PKonrad 
5/25/2011 - 4 large nestlings perched on edge of nest and nearby tower steel (branchers). - PKonrad
6/4/2011 - Nest empty; nestlings successfully fledged; closed. - BArnold

AR066626
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3/18/2011 6003253 ANHU Closed TL 6924 - 17+50 85 feet to work area. 100 feet Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of Reconductor lines, following 

same principles as Alpine Blvd exemption.
1. FLEDGED. 4/18/2011 3/18/2011 - Female incubating on nest during cement-cutting work occurring approximately 25 feet away. - IMaunsell 


3/28/2011 - Female still on nest. - DBusby 
4/12/2011 - 2 large feathered nestlings in nest. - RRadd
4/18/2011 - Fledgling ANHU perched below nest; successfully fledged; closed. - RRadd

4/11/2011 5000780 HOWR Closed TL 6916 - Z973032 40 feet from work 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

Blanket exemption for work occurring in residential areas of 69kV reconductor 1. FLEDGED. 5/17/2011 4/11/2011 - House Wren nest discovered by bio-monitor Gerhard Bombe, BUSH nest 40 feet to west. Adult observed 
singing and carrying nest material into cavity. - SHampton, MDicus
4/18/2011 - HOWR continue to import material to this location under roof tile 09:45. - RRadd
4/25/2011 - HOWR nesting activity continues at this site. - RRadd
5/2/2011 - Nest material added, now visible under roof tile.- RRadd
5/11/2011 - HOWR singing at nest, and chasing away HOFI 15:55. - RRadd
5/17/2011 - HOWR sings, enters nest while Sunrise construction in progress 10:42. - RRadd

3/22/2011 5000014 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
26+25.16 MH-2L

20 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 4/19/2011 3/22/2011 - Nest looks complete, but bushtits still bringing nesting material; may be incubating or egg laying; 1 bird 
entered nest without material and stayed. - PKonrad
3/28/2011 - Adults observed foraging and entering nest.  - IMaunsell
4/8/2011 -  Adults feeding nestlings, which can be heard inside nest. - BLohstroh
4/20/2011 - Nestlings have fledged and were observed begging for food from the adults in the same nest tree and in 
the tree next to it. - EMorgan

4/8/2011 5000051 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
240+94.47, MH-15L

0 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/01/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/13/2011 4/8/2011 - Adults foraging and returning to nest; feeding nestlings potentially. - BLohstroh
4/16/2011 - BUSH exiting nest. - RRadd
4/30/2011 - BUSH pair visiting this nest during multiple trips. - RRadd
5/6/2011 - Pair of BUSH seen gleaning food and visiting nest. - TFitanides
5/27/2011 - No birds observed at nest during 20 minutes. - EMorgan
6/4/2011 - Adult observed carrying food items into nest. - TFitanides
6/14/2011 - Nest site was monitored by 2 biologists for 30 minutes and no bushtit activity was observed. - KKilpatrick

5/25/2011 5003276 NRWS Closed Alpine Underground - 
302+00

65 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 7/20/2011 5/25/2011 - Multiple pairs entering cavities; some carrying nesting material.
5/26/2011 - NRSW active at holes in underside of bridge. - SHampton
6/1/2011 - Multiple pairs entering cavities. - EMorgan
6/9/2011 - NRWS observed entering hole. - SHampton
6/16/2011 - Multiple NRWS's entering multiple holes during 10 minute observation. - SHampton
6/23/2011 - NRWS observed entering hole. - SHampton
6/30/2011 - NRWS's entered and/or exited at least 7 different holes during 30 minute observation. 2 of the 7 holes 
were also used by WTSW's. - SHampton
7/11/2011 - Adult was acting agitated when I was near nest. Adults made several trips into and from hole. - 
BFischer
7/21/2011 - No NRWS's observed during 25 minutes of observation. Also, no NRWS's were detected during today's 
weekly least Bell's vireo survey of surrounding riparian area. No construction in the Viejas Creek bridge area during 
observations. - SHampton
7/28/2011 - No swallows observed this morning or yesterday afternoon; closed. - PKonrad

4/14/2011 5000826 CORA Closed EP292 Pull site 65 feet to SWPL line 
road; 300 feet to pull 

site.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic is allowed.

Buffer reduced to 0 feet  through agency concurrence, following the premises of 
the Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 4/14/2011 - Raven observed incubating on nest at 10:15. - BBergman
4/22/2011 - Raven incubating. - PKonrad
4/28/2011 - Raven incubating. - PKonrad
5/6/2011 - 1 raven on nest. - SJohnston
5/13/2011 - 2 nestlings can be seen in nest. - PKonrad
5/18/2011 - 1 adult flew in to feed at least 1 large feathered nestling. - PKonrad
5/25/2011 - 1 large feathered nestling perched next to nest with adult perched just below nest in tower. - PKonrad
6/4/2011 - 2 common ravens on tower below nest; 1 flew off. Nest empty, successfully fledged; closed. - BArnold

4/13/2011 5000804 CALT Closed TL 6916 - Z774815 260 feet to nearest pole 
work area.

100 feet Blanket exemption for residential areas of Reconductor lines may be applicable 
here.

1. FLEDGED. 4/20/2011 4/13/2011 - Adult feeding 3 nestlings.  Adult remained on nest when approached within 15 feet. - JDicus & MDicus 
4/18/2011 - Nestlings well-feathered. - RRadd 
4/21/2011 - Nest empty, nestlings likely fledged successfully. - TCooper

4/13/2011 5000811 HOWR Closed CP64-2/CP65-1 Pull 
Site AR entry

0 feet; within work area. 100 feet It is the biologist's opinion that one day of preconstruction staking with 2-3 
crewmen, followed by one day of potholing with 2-3 crewmen, in conjunction with 
sound walls to reduce visual and noise impacts is not anticipated to impact this 
nest.

1. FLEDGED. 5/25/2011 4/13/2011 - HOWR carrying nest materials into pipe and singing from top of pipe. - RRadd
4/15/2011 - Adult perched and singing on top of 6-foot gatepost pipe north of the access road periodically during 1 
hour. Oak titmouse pair foraging in live oak tree directly above pipe; 1 titmouse would occasionally hover over, perch 
upon, and briefly enter and exit pipe opening. - BArnold
4/27/2011 - HOWR carrying food to nest. - RRadd
4/20/2011 - HOWR seen entering upright pipe at gate. - VNovik
5/4/2011 - HOWR female perched at top of pipe begging male for food. - RRadd
5/14/2011 - HOWR exits nest. - RRadd
5/19/2011 - No HOWR detected during 30 minute observation period. - RRadd
5/26/2011 - No detections during 30 minute observation period. Nest has fledged; closed. - RRadd

4/13/2011 5000812 BUSH Closed CP81-1 0 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 4/13/2011 - BUSH actively building nest, which looks 90% complete. - RRadd
4/19/2011 - Bushtit pair in tree around nest. - BArnold
4/20/2011 - BUSH visited nest. - RRadd
4/28/2011 - BUSH pair active at nest. - RRadd
5/5/2011 - Nest may be predated; but BUSH carrying food nearby. - RRadd
5/14/2011 - BUSH carrying food to this nest. - RRadd
5/20/2011 - BUSH pair carrying items to nest. - RRadd
5/26/2011 - BUSH pair carrying food and entering nest. - RRadd
6/4/2011 - No BUSH detections at or near this nest during 30 minute observation period. - RRadd
6/4/2011 - BUSH entered nest with food item for 1 minute, then left. - RRadd
6/10/2011 - BUSH pair continue to feed nestlings in this nest. - RRadd
6/18/2011 - BUSH carried item to nest. - RRadd
6/25/2011 - BUSH feeding fledged young very near this nest. No BUSH detected entering nest during 2 20-minute 
surveys. Nestlings successfully fledged; closed. - RRadd
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2/23/2011 5000414 GHOW Closed EP228 260 feet from temporary 

ROW.
500 feet Buffer reduced to 300 

feet.
Buffer granted to 300 feet to allow work at permanent impact area.  Through 
agency approval process.

1. FLEDGED. 4/24/2011 2/23/2011 - Owl observed by biomonitor; confirmed by IMaunsell. 
3/10/2011 - Owl still incubating. Second adult perched in tree 70 feet north of nest. - PKonrad 
3/16/2011 - Incubating. - PKonrad. 
3/23/2011 - Adult probably brooding today - lying higher than usual. - PKonrad.
3/31/2011 - Adult and downy nestling can be seen; later, 2 or 3 downy nestlings standing in nest. - PKonrad.
4/6/2011 - Adult and 1 downy young can be seen in nest. - PKonrad.
4/13/2011 - 2 large downy nestlings in nest; adult female perched in tree north of nest. - PKonrad 
4/18/2011 -  2 large feathered nestlings in nest. - PKonrad
4/21/2011 - Observed nestlings lying low in high wind. - PKonrad
4/25/2011 - 1 adult present but nestlings have fledged; no sign of fledglings now. Neighboring landowner said 
nestlings were still in nest on 4/23; closed. - PKonrad

2/24/2011 5000446 GHOW Closed EP207 430 feet from 
permanent impact area 

of tower.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 2/24/2011 - GHOW incubating in large stick nest. - PKonrad
3/15/2011 - Owl still incubating. - PKonrad
3/23/2011 - Adult GHOW on nest with at least 1 downy nestling. - RRadd
3/30/2011 - Adult and 2 downy nestlings in nest. - PKonrad
4/8/2011 - 2 feathered nestlings low in nest. - PKonrad
4/18/2011 - 2 large feathered nestlings in nest. - PKonrad 
4/25/2011 - 2 fledglings in branches; 1 near nest and 1 about 10 feet above ground. - PKonrad
5/2/2011 - No fledglings or adults observed in the area; fledglings appear to have vacated nest area; closed. - 
PKonrad

3/4/2011 6002308 GHOW Closed EP119-2 150 feet from tower site. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/16/2011 3/4/2011 - 2 downy nestlings in nest site.- RRadd
3/23/2011 - Downy nestlings sleeping; 1 adult perched above nest site. - PKonrad
3/23/2011 - 3 owl nestlings acquiring feathers, gray coloration. - RRadd
3/30/2011 - 3 large nestlings mobile; adult female perched nearby. - PKonrad
4/7/2011 - 3 large nestlings in nest bowl; no adults. - PKonrad and FHoffman 
4/13/2011 - Youngest nestling in nest bowl; 2 others are "branchers" on large northwest branch 20 feet from nest site. 
- PKonrad
4/18/2011 - No owls observed in nest, nest tree, or surrounding trees. Adults and fledglings appear to have left the 
area; closed. - PKonrad

4/16/2011 6003239 GHOW Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; within substation. 500 feet Reduced to 100 feet. Buffer was reduced to 100 feet, since this bird began nesting inside the 
substation after work activities began, and exhibited no signs of distress with 
personnel, equipment, and activities underway.

1. FLEDGED. 4/20/2011 4/16/2011 - 2 nestlings in nest. - KAlberts
4/22/2011 - 1 fledgling in A-frame north of nesting A-frame. Confirmed nest is empty through use of lift from 100 foot 
distance using binoculars. Biomonitor reported that the adult owls are no longer present during the day. This fledgling 
flies between several A-frames and no longer seems directly associated with the nest; closed. - BArnold

3/29/2011 5000024 RTHA Closed CP82-1 100 feet from existing 
access road.

500 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 3/29/2011 - RTHA incubating on nest. - RRadd
4/6/2011 - RTHA on nest. - RRadd
4/13/2011 - RTHA on nest. - RRadd
4/20/2011 - RTHA on nest. - RRadd
4/28/2011 - RTHA standing on nest. - RRadd
5/5/2011 - Downy RTHA nestling visible. - RRadd
5/14/2011 - Single downy white head visible in nest, mildly agitated adult guarding nearby. - RRadd
5/20/2011 - Feathered nestling RTHA with downy head in nest. - RRadd
5/26/2011 - Single RTHA nestling standing at edge of nest. - RRadd
6/4/2011 - Nest is empty, nestling has fledged; closed. - RRadd

3/1/2011 5000034 RTHA Closed EP247 and AR 140 feet from AR. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 3/1/2011 - Observed 1 adult incubating while another adult flew to nest with stick; possible copulation; 1 hawk flew 
east while other incubated. - PKonrad
3/11/2011 - Adult incubating on nest. - BHart 
3/23/2011 - Hawk incubating. - PKonrad    
3/30/2011 - Incubating. - PKonrad      
4/6/2011 - Adult standing on edge of nest. - PKonrad
4/12/2011 - Adult incubating. - JDicus and MDicus
4/19/2011 - Adult female perched at nest feeding nestlings with male perched above. - PKonrad
4/25/2011 - 2 adults perched near nest; cannot see nestlings. - PKonrad
5/2/2011 - 1 adult lying low on nest during high wind. - PKonrad
5/10/2011 - 1 downy-headed nestling lying low in nest; 1 adult soaring nearby. - PKonrad
5/17/2011 - At least 2 feathered nestlings lying in nest; 1 adult glided away from perch near or at nest. - PKonrad
5/23/2011 - Large feathered nestling(s) lying in nest. - PKonrad
5/31/2011 - 2 large feathered nestlings standing in nest, stretching wings. - PKonrad
6/3/2011 - Nest appears empty. Nest successfully fledged; closed. - BArnold

2/23/2011 5000044 RTHA Closed TL 6916 - Z774818 310 feet from work area. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 300 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 03/04/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/07/2011

Buffer to 300 feet granted to allow work, based on biologist's observations of 
birds in relation to activity levels.

1. FLEDGED. 5/13/2011 2/23/2011 - Red-tailed hawk incubating in nest. 
3/28/2011 - Observed pair in area. Observed 1 adult catch and bring snake to nest to feed nestlings. 3 downy 
nestlings confirmed. - DBusby
4/12/2011 - Downy nestling visible in nest 15:00. - RRadd 
4/13/2011 - Nestlings present. - TCooper
4/18/2011 - Large young moving around in nest 1130. - RRadd
4/21/2011 - 3 nestlings in nest. - TCooper
4/25/2011 - 2 RTHA nestlings with wing feathers, standing on nest with adult. - RRadd
5/2/2011 - RTHA nestlings present and active. - RRadd
5/5/2011 - 3 nestlings in nest, mostly feathered. - TCooper
5/11/2011 - 2 large nestlings in nest appear ready to fledge, adult perched nearby. - RRadd
5/16/2011 - Nestlings have fledged; fledglings circulating unsteadily nearby with adults; closed - RRadd
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3/28/2011 5000045 RTHA Closed TL 6916 - Z774822 360 feet from pole. 500 feet Reduced to 300 feet. NBR Submit Date: 03/03/2011

WLA Concurrence Date: 03/03/2011

Granted through agency approval process, based on biologist's observations of 
the nest and stress levels.

1. FLEDGED. 5/17/2011 3/28/2011 - Adult incubating on nest. - DBusby
4/12/2011 - At least 2 downy nestlings in nest. - RRadd
4/14/2011 - 3 nestlings in nest
4/18/2011 - 2 RTHA nestlings on nest, adult guarding 12:27. - RRadd
4/21/2011 - 3 nestlings in nest. - TCooper
4/25/2011 - RTHA nestlings have wing feathers but downy heads. - RRadd
5/2/2011 - At least 2 feathered RTHA nestlings visible on nest. - RRadd
5/5/2011 - 3 nestlings in nest, mostly feathered. - TCooper
5/11/2011 - 1 adult and 2 feathered nestling RTHA on nest. - RRadd
5/16/2011 - 1 nestling RTHA on nest, 1 fledgling perched nearby. - RRadd
5/19/2011 - Nest empty; at least 2 fledglings nearby; closed. - RRadd

3/9/2011 5000047 RTHA Closed EP220-1 340 feet from nearest 
corner of temporary 

ROW.

500 feet Reduced to 300 feet. NBR Submit Date: 03/09/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/10/2011

Granted through agency approval process, based on biologist's opinions of 
behavioral responses.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 3/9/2011 - No birds observed on the nest or flushed from the nest. Nest status uncertain. A pair of RTHA seen in 
courtship flight over EP220-1. Biomonitor John Dicus reported mating and hunting over the flat open space 100 
yards east of the nest site. - BHart
3/17/2011 - No hawks observed. - PKonrad
3/23/2011 - Adult RTHA on nest, second adult approximately 150 feet away. - RRadd
3/30/2011 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating. - PKonrad
4/6/2011 - Hawk incubating. - PKonrad.
4/7/2011 - Pair of hawks seen in tree but never observed on nest. - PHoward
4/13/2011 - Hawk incubating. - PKonrad
4/21/2011 - Adult incubating/brooding. - PKonrad
4/27/2011 - 2 adults soaring overhead calling territorially; can't see nestlings. - PKonrad
5/5/2011 - Adult perched in tree next to nest tree; 2 adults soaring overhead and calling, but nestlings cannot be 
seen in nest. - PKonrad
5/11/2011 - 1 adult flushed from nest and both adults soared overhead calling territorially, but couldn't see nestlings 
from below. - PKonrad
5/19/2011 - 1 adult flying overhead calling moderately; can't see nest contents from below. - PKonrad
5/26/2011 - 1 downy nestling in nest; 2 adults soaring overhead, 1 very vocal and diving repeatedly. - PKonrad
6/3/2011 - 2 downy nestlings in nest. Biomonitor reports seeing adults flying in oak grove area every afternoon this 
week. - PKonrad
6/10/2011 - Nestlings out of sight, but 1 adult flying and calling territorially overhead. - BArnold
6/15/2011 - 1 fledgling (brancher) perched 4 feet from nest; no adults observed. - PKonrad
6/22/2011 - 1 fledgling and 1 adult initially standing on nest; both flew when they saw me - fledgling flies good but 
labored. Fledgling (male) flew 150 feet south to dead tree where it perched next to second fledgling (large female). 
Adults soaring high overhead calling. The family group is obviously in the early stage of the post-fledging period and 
are still using the nest as a center. Will close nest now during post-fledging because there is similar contiguous 
habitat that the hawks can move to if displaced or disturbed; closed. - PKonrad

1/28/2011 5000403 RTHA Closed EP256 320 feet from temporary 
ROW.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/12/2011 1/28/2011 - A red-tailed hawk was observed bringing sticks to nest and incubating. - PKonrad 
3/3/2011 - Hawk on nest. - BHart 
3/17/2011 - Hawk incubating. - PKonrad      
3/22/2011 - Adult incubating. - PKonrad
4/4/2011 - Adult feeding 2 or more medium-sized downy nestlings. - PKonrad
4/13/2011 - Adult and 2 nestlings, possibly more. - PKonrad
4/19/2011 - 1 large downy nestling observed. - PKonrad
4/25/2011 - 2 large nestlings with feathered bodies in nest. - PKonrad
5/2/2011 - 2 large feathered nestlings in nest (heads now feathered). - PKonrad
5/10/2011 - No nestlings visible, but may be lying low in strong wind; checked surrounding area with binoculars in 
case there may be fledglings nearby. 1 adult soared close to tower for a short time. - PKonrad
5/11/2011 - 1 fledgling perched above nest; 1 adult perched in tower to south. Post-fledging period will require a 
number of additional days while fledglings and adults utilize the nest site. - PKonrad
5/13/2011 - 1 adult soaring near nest tower; another adult hawk perched in tower to north; fledglings appear to be 
wide-ranging. - PKonrad

3/10/2011 5000413 RTHA Closed EP90-1 and AR 30 feet from access 
road.

500 feet Buffer kept in place at 
500 feet, but vehicular 

passage is allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/06/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/07/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/17/2011 3/10/2011 - Adult incubating. - PKonrad
3/25/2011 - Adult still Incubating. - DBusby 
3/31/2011 - Red-tailed hawk incubating or brooding. - PKonrad 
4/7/2011 - Adult brooding. - PKonrad and FHoffman
4/14/2011 - Adult perched near nest; another adult flew in from north. - PKonrad
4/20/2011 - No adults in area; no nestlings can be seen during 20 minute visit. - PKonrad
4/26/2011 - At least 1 downy nestling in nest with adult perched on edge of nest. - PKonrad
4/30/2011 - 1 nestling with down on head observed in nest. - BArnold
5/6/2011 - 1 feathered nestling with downy head standing in nest; adult perched on pole to north. - PKonrad
5/12/2011 - 1 nestling standing on nest platform; adult hunting in area. - PKonrad
5/17/2011 - Nestling has recently fledged. Fledgling is perched atop short tree immediately south of nest, actively 
flapping wings to shake rain from feathers and exercise. - PKonrad
5/20/2011 - Adult red-tails in the area, but no fledgling observed; closed. - PKonrad

2/25/2011 5000440 RTHA Closed CP70-3 75 feet from existing 
access road.

500 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 2/25/2011 - Adult appears to be incubating. - RRadd
3/17/2011 - RTHA in incubating posture on nest. - RRadd
3/25/2011 - RTHA in incubating posture on nest 11:48. - RRadd
3/28/2011 - Still incubating. - BLohstroh
4/6/2011 - RTHA brooding on nest, followed by an adult dropping food off; then brooding hawk fed 2 downy 
nestlings. - RRadd
4/13/2011 - Adult RTHA on nest with at least 2 large white-headed nestlings. - RRadd
4/20/2011 - 2 downy nestlings observed in nest. - RRadd
4/28/2011 - RTHA adult on nest with 2 large nestlings; still downy. - RRadd
5/5/2011 - Large nestling RTHA fill the nest and appear near flight-capable. - RRadd
5/14/2011 - 1 RTHA fledgling observed taking a weak flight to tree adjacent to nest; adult carried gopher to nestling 
remaining in nest. - RRadd
5/20/2011 - Nest empty; nestlings have successfully fledged; closed. - RRadd
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3/3/2011 5000449 RTHA Closed EP210 370 feet from 

permanent ROW of 
tower site.

500 feet Reduced to 300 feet. NBR Submit Date: 02/14/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Nesting activities were not affected at a distance of 300 feet per the avian 
biologist, Rob Fletcher.  A buffer reduction to 300 feet was granted through 
agency approval.

1. FLEDGED. 5/10/2011 3/3/2011 - Adult RTHA observed from McCain Valley Road, flying to and leaving nest 4 times in 10 minutes. - 
RRadd.
3/17/2011 - Adult red-tail flushed from nest and circled overhead calling. - PKonrad 
3/30/2011 - Adult flying in and out of nest tree, soaring low over immediate area, hunting. - PKonrad         
4/8/2011 - 1 adult flying over nest and beyond. - PKonrad
4/18/2011 - At least 1 large downy nestling in nest. - PKonrad
4/25/2011 - Adult perched atop nest tree; can't see nestlings. - PKonrad
5/2/2011 - 2 adults soaring low around nest tree; 1 fully feathered nestling perched in open on branch next to nest 
(brancher). - PKonrad
5/11/2011 - No nestlings or fledglings observed in area; 1 adult perched in tower south of closest tower (from this 
nest?). Appears that fledgling hawk(s) has/have fledged and have left the area; closed. - PKonrad

3/17/2011 5000452 RTHA Closed EP353 and AR 95 feet from access 
road entry to tower site.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 300 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 05/12/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/13/2011

Buffer approved through agency concurrence.  Vehicular passage is not 
anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or 
construction occur within the 300 feet buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 3/17/2011 - Red-tailed hawk incubating while second hawk brought a branch with leaves to nest, then perched high 
in north peak of tower. - PKonrad  
3/25/2011 - Bird incubating. - PKonrad 
4/5/2011 - Red-tail incubating. - PKonrad
4/12/2011 - Incubating - SRitt
4/22/2011 - Hawk brooding - PKonrad
4/28/2011 - Hawk standing on nest, shading nest and probably nestlings. - PKonrad
5/6/2011 - 2 adults present initially, circling above nest; 1 adult flew off to the north and second landed on nest and 
appeared to be shading nest. - KKilpatrick 
5/10/2011 - Adult observed brooding/shading nest. - SHampton
5/16/2011 - Adult observed perching on nest and on tower structure. Nestling observed perching on nest and wing-
flapping over a 2-hour period. - KKilpatrick
5/25/2011 - 1 large nestling standing on nest and beside nest, ready to fledge. - PKonrad
6/4/2011 - No adults or fledglings observed at nest, on tower, or nearby towers during 2+ hours of monitoring in area; 
fledgling and adults have dispersed from the area; closed. - JPawlicki

3/31/2011 6003242 RTHA Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 400 feet from AR; 1470 
feet from yard corner.

500 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 3/31/2011 - 1 hawk seen leaving nest; second bird flew from nest when approached to about 100 feet on foot. Red-
tailed hawk incubating. - PKonrad      
4/7/2011 - Adult observed incubating/brooding. - PKonrad
4/19/2011 - 1 adult and at least 2 downy nestlings in nest. - PKonrad
4/26/2011 - Observed nest for 30 minutes. Did not see nestling/adult in nest from vantage point. Observed 1 adult 
foraging nearby nest, but did not see it visit nest. - SJohnston
5/3/2011 - Downy nestlings can be seen in nest. - PKonrad
5/10/2011 - 1 nestling in nest. - KAlberts
5/16/2011 - 1 large nestling standing on nest. - PKonrad
5/20/2011 - Nestling has fledged; no hawks observed in area; apparently dispersed; closed. - PKonrad

5/5/2011 7000994 BUOR Closed CP50-1 AR 16 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 5/5/2011 - BUOR female flew to nest, chasing away other species. - RRadd
5/12/2011 - BUOR pair continue nesting activities at this nest site. - RRadd
5/19/2011 - BUOR pair attending this nest at 15 to 20 minute intervals 8:16. - RRadd
5/25/2011 - BUOR female feeding nestlings 12:10. - RRadd
6/2/2011 - BUOR at nest 14:07. - RRadd
6/8/2011 - No BUOR detections during 30 minute observation period. - RRadd
6/16/2011 - No detections at nest, which is deteriorating. Nestlings appear to have fledged and dispersed; closed. - 
RRadd

5/5/2011 7000996 BCHU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

25 feet to driveway, 52 
feet to Wildcat Cyn Rd.

100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The adult birds have tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other 
human activities onsite have not deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated 
with work will be monitored, as will nest sites for any potential impacts.

1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 5/5/2011 - BCHU incubating 2 eggs in nest 12:00. - RRadd.
5/12/2011 - 2 eggs in nest; no female seen. - EElias
5/12/2011 - Female incubating. - EElias
5/13/2011 - Female incubating on nest. - EElias
5/19/2011 - BCHU incubating/brooding 1 egg and 1 nestling 12:41. - RRadd
5/25/2011 - BCHU brooding 2 young nestlings. - RRadd
6/3/2011 - 2 large feathered BCHU nestlings stretching nest. - RRadd
6/8/2011 - Nest is empty with a few droppings in the bowl. Observations indicate nest successfully fledged; closed. - 
RRadd

4/28/2011 7000997 HOWR Closed CP83-1 40 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage OK.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.  Vehicular 
passage is already allowed through this road bypassing previously found nests.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 4/28/2011 - HOWR singing and entering cavity. - RRadd
5/6/2011 - HOWR active at this cavity. - RRadd
5/14/2011 - HOWR exited cavity. - RRadd
5/20/2011 - HOWR entered nest. - RRadd
5/26/2011 - HOWR pair bringing insects to nest. - RRadd
6/4/2011 - HOWR active but did not enter cavity during 30 minute observation period. Will monitor once more before 
closing. - RRadd
6/10/2011 - No HOWR detections during 30 minute observation period. Nestlings have fledged; closed. - RRadd

5/13/2011 7001468 CATH Closed JVR 12kV - Pole 47 120 feet from wood 
pole; no staked work 

area.

100 feet NBR Submit Date: 05/20/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/20/2011


1. FLEDGED. 5/22/2011 5/13/2011 - 1 fledgling observed with an adult about 100 feet from nest; 2 birds were flushed from the nest while 
giving alarm calls; 1 bird was flushed at 15 feet, the other at 3 feet. Later, 2 thrashers were seen foraging and singing 
near nest, and exhibiting aggressive behavior toward mockingbirds. - KKilpatrick
5/23/2011 - 1 adult and 1 fledgling active along dry wash throughout buffer area and west to large brush pile; 
fledgling has a noticeably shorter bill and tail than the adult. Fledgling(s) is capable of flying and can move 
throughout area; closed. - PKonrad

5/20/2011 7001909 CORA Closed TL 639 - 171653 0 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 05/31/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/31/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 5/20/2011 - Adult ravens observed on and near nest and at least 2 nestlings observed in nest. - JPawlicki 
5/25/2011 - 2 well-developed and feathered nestlings present in nest. - IMaunsell
5/26/2011 - 2 nestlings still present and they appear to be fully feathered. - EMorgan
5/31/2011 - Adult observed bringing food to 4 fully feathered nestlings in nest. At least 1 appears capable of flight 
while others still testing wings. - JPawlicki
6/1/2011 - 3 feathered fledglings perched near nest on tower (branchers). A 4th fledgling took flight from the ground 
nearby, awkwardly landing on a pole directly to north. 2 adults observed returning to nest vicinity and calling 
frequently. - TFitanides
6/7/2011 - During 1 hour of observation no activity was seen near nest. No nestlings were seen; all have fledged and 
dispersed; closed. - BFischer
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6/7/2011 7002465 LASP Closed Wilson Yard 10 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 

limits.
NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to active 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 6/7/2011 - Lark sparrow incubating 3 eggs. - SRitt
6/16/2011 - 3 young nestlings are in nest with adults calling close by. - PKonrad
6/24/2011 - No nestlings in nest; nest bowl looks good; expect nestlings fledged; many Lark Sparrows in area; 
closed. - PKonrad

6/7/2011 7002468 ATFL Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

20 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird constructs a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around Suncrest Substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

1. FLEDGED. 8/20/2011 6/7/2011 - Observed flycatcher pair actively bringing food to the nest. - AHill
6/14/2011 - Adult seen carrying food to nest. - AHill
6/21/2011 - Nest empty, checked with mirror; nestlings have fledged; closed. - TCooper

5/2/2011 7000961 RWBL Closed TL 6924 - 171690 75 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/12/2011 5/2/2011 - At least 2 pairs RWBL have established nesting territories. VIRA and COYE likely nesting here also. - 
RRadd
5/10/2011 - Female RWBL carrying food into cattails 09:33. - RRadd
5/17/2011 - Water flow into this catchment is raising water levels; impact to nest unknown. RWBL activity continues 
in rainy weather. - RRadd
5/26/2011 - Fledglings observed, being fed by adults. Other nests likely present, several adults returning with food. - 
BLohstroh
6/1/2011 - Nesting activities continue for at least 2 pairs. RWBL females carrying food in, and male guarding. - 
RRadd  
6/7/2011 - 2 pairs of agitated RWBL circulating over bio's head indicate nesting activity continues. - RRadd 
6/13/2011 - RWBL observations consist of adults with 2 age classes of fledglings, but no food carrying. Nests 
presumed to have fledged; closed. - RRadd

6/1/2011 7002470 HOWR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 10 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011


1. FLEDGED. 6/9/2011 6/1/2011- Adult actively hunting and feeding chirping nestlings in cavity. - PKonrad
6/10/2011 - No wrens active in area; nestlings apparently fledged and dispersed; closed. - PKonrad

3/18/2011 5003257 RTHA Closed CP6-1 500 feet to tower center. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/26/2011 3/18/2011 - Female red-tail observed on nest and male seen coming to and from nest. - IMaunsell
4/9/2011 - RTHA on nest. - RRadd
4/14/2011 - 2 nestlings attaining wing feathers observed on nest. - RRadd
4/18/2011 - Adults bringing food to nest. Large downy nestling visible in nest from CP3 area. - SHampton
4/19/2011 - RTHA adult on nest with nestlings. - RRadd
4/26/2011 - 2 large RTHA nestlings standing on nest; wing feathers evident with white downy heads. - RRadd
5/2/2011 - RTHA nestlings still present on nest. - RRadd
5/27/2011 - Nest is empty and nestlings have fledged; closed. - RRadd

3/23/2011 5003274 RTHA Closed EP220-1 AR 470 feet to existing AR. 500 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 3/23/2011 - Pair of RTHA at large stick nest. - RRadd
3/30/2011 - Red-tailed hawk incubating. - PKonrad      
4/6/2011 - Hawk incubating. - PKonrad
4/13/2011 - Hawk incubating. - PKonrad
4/21/2011 - Adult standing on nest; no nestlings can be seen. - PKonrad
4/27/2011 - Adult and at least 2 downy nestlings in nest. - PKonrad
5/5/2011 - Adult flew from nest to perch along access road;  no nestlings can be seen. - PKonrad
5/11/2011 - Adult and 2 medium-sized nestlings observed at nest. - PKonrad
5/19/2011 - 2 adults perched along access road; no nestlings observable at nest. - PKonrad
5/26/2011 - 1 large feathered nestling standing on nest. - PKonrad
5/31/2011 - 1 fledgling perched in nest tree; 1 large nestling standing on nest. - PKonrad
6/3/2011 - 1 fledgling perched in tree. Second hawk flew from tree north towards access road; not clear if this was 
the second fledgling or an adult as it was obscured from view by foliage. - BArnold
6/7/2011 - 2 fledglings present initially, 1 standing on nest and 1 perched on highest branch of nest tree. Each 
fledgling flew to east at different times, as did 1 adult that flew over nest tree at 1 point. Nest site obviously still being 
used during post-fledging period, but fledglings flying and dispersing; closed. - PKonrad

3/2/2011 5000485 RTHA Closed EP78 - EP77 AR  and 
EP78

100 feet to nearest 
existing access road.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/11/2011 3/2/2011 - 1 adult red-tailed hawk incubating; other adult circling overhead and calling territorially. - PKonrad
3/10/2011 - Hawk incubating. - PKonrad
3/28/2011 - Unable to determine status during walk beneath nest tree and half-hour observation from a distance; 1 
hawk hunting along south ridge and 1 adult (same?) glided low over nest. - PKonrad
4/7/2011 - Adult brooding during cool weather. - PKonrad and FHoffman
4/18/2011 - Cannot see nestlings, but 1 adult perched to north and 1 hunting to south. - PKonrad
4/29/2011 - At least 2 large downy nestlings in nest; 1 adult perched on pole to north. - PKonrad
5/6/2011 - 2 adults soaring low over area, but could not see nestlings this time. - PKonrad
5/12/2011 - 2 fledglings standing on nest; 1 flew to top of oak tree 120 feet north of nest, then called as though food 
begging; second fledgling flew from nest and circled twice overhead before proceeding east. Both adults soaring 
overhead calling during nest check; 1 adult initially met vehicle 1/4 mile northwest of nest; closed. - PKonrad
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3/31/2011 5003319 RTHA Closed TL 6916 - 774822 465 feet to AR; just over 

500 feet to work sites.
500 feet Access road is 465 feet from nest area, and vehicular passage is not anticipated 

to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction 
occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/3/2011 3/31/2011 - At least 2 downy young in nest, adults nearby. - TCooper
4/4/2011 - 2 nestlings in nest. - SHampton  
4/7/2011 - At least 2 downy young in nest, adults nearby. - TCooper
4/12/2011 - 3  RTHA nestlings in nest, acquiring feathers 16:40. - RRadd
4/13/2011 - 2 nestlings in nest, wings w/ coverts and primaries emerging. - TCooper
4/18/2011 - RTHA adult on nest with 2 nestlings 12:24. - RRadd
4/21/2011 - 2 nestlings in nest. - TCooper
4/25/2011 - 2 large RTHA nestlings standing on nest; acquiring feathered heads. - RRadd
5/2/2011 - 1 RTHA nestling standing on nest. 1 nestling presumed fledged 17:05. - RRadd
5/5/2011 -  No nestlings in nest; at least 1 fledgling nearby; closed. - TCooper

3/10/2011 5000043 RTHA Closed Alpine Underground - 
97+00L, MH-6L

385 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

500 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 5/27/2011 3/10/2011 - Pair of red-tails bringing nesting material to nest and standing on nest during 30 minute observation 
period. - PKonrad
3/23/2011 - 1 hawk flying next to nest; 1 incubating bird, but hard to see. Observed apparent change of incubating 
hawks. - PKonrad
4/5/2011 - 2 adult hawks active at nest; 1 settled into incubating. - PKonrad
4/16/2011 - RTHA adult on nest. - RRadd
4/22/2011 - Nestling is downy but standing and exercising wings. - RRadd
4/30/2011 - RTHA nestling moving about nest. - RRadd
5/6/2011 - Single RTHA nestling standing on nest. - RRadd
5/17/2011 - Single nestling observed standing on and moving about nest. 1 adult observed leaving nest. - 
FHoffman
5/27/2011 - Nest is empty, nestling has fledged; closed. - RRadd

3/10/2011 6002803 WBNU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 feet to existing AR. 100 feet Although this nest will benefit from the proposed visual and acoustic barrier, due 
to the proximity of the nest to the bridge, approximately 15 feet, the actual work 
of installation of the barriers parallel to the bridge may have a short, negative 
impact. For that reason, the installation will be kept short in duration and without 
significant noise and activity levels.  To reduce potential impacts during sound 
barrier installation holes for blanket stabilization poles will be dug by hand.  
Additionally, a qualified biologist will be present during sound barrier installation 
to provide guidance to reduce potential impacts. 

1. FLEDGED. 4/7/2011 3/10/2011 - Nuthatch actively building nest while I observed from 15 feet away; was not concerned by my presence. - 
BLohstroh
3/17/2011 - No birds observed at cavity, but pair of nuthatches active displaying 300 feet southwest. - BLohstroh
3/23/2011 - No nesting behavior observed. - IMaunsell
3/28/2011 - Adult feeding fledgling, which came out of nest cavity briefly; both adults in area foraging and returning 
to feed fledgling, which still has some down feathers, but many adult feathers. - BLohstroh
4/1/2011 - Pair observed adjacent to cavity, possibly entering cavity. - IMaunsell
4/8/2011 - Adult feeding 1 fledgling outside nest; no activity at nest; closed. - BLohstroh

4/25/2011 7000897 WEBL Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within work area. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
water usage permissible.

NBR Submit Date: 05/06/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/10/2011

A condition of the approval to drive through the buffers would be that no foot or 
vehicle traffic unrelated to the water truck/tank process be allowed to stop within 
the buffers; this is requested for ingress/egress only.  Nesting commenced on 
this structure after construction activities began, and is therefore acclimated.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 4/25/2011 - Pair of western bluebirds repeatedly entered metal pipe (cavity) on top of south water tank. Female was 
carrying nesting material during 1 visit to cavity. - SRitt
4/29/2011 - No bluebirds observed, but yard biomonitor noted that a pair is usually active nest building afternoons. - 
PKonrad
5/6/2011 - No bluebirds observed in area, but Chambers biomonitor Eric will watch the site for activity. - PKonrad
5/12/2011 - No bluebirds observed in nest area; yard biomonitor has not seen bluebirds in the area; appears nesting 
attempt has been deserted. - PKonrad
5/23/2011 - Bluebirds observed at nest. Female entered nest and did not leave for the 15  minutes I observed the 
nest. Male was chasing off House Finches near the nest. - EMorgan
6/2/2011 - Western bluebirds flew from water tank to oak tree upon my approach. - BArnold 
6/5/2011 - Adult entering nest (pipe) with food and coming out without food, apparently feeding nestlings inside. - 
PHoward
6/8/2011 - Adult male bringing insects into pipe cavity repeatedly. - PKonrad
6/16/2011 - An hour after I arrived, a male bluebird with insect in beak flew in to perch atop water tank, entered 
nesting pipe with food, and soon flew from cavity to oak tree to east. Nest still active and nestling(s) apparently still in 
cavity. - PKonrad
6/23/2011 - No bluebirds observed during extended period; appears the last of the nestlings fledged; closed. - 
PKonrad

4/26/2011 7000904 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - Z771472 10 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 05/03/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/04/2011

Nest tree occurs in landscaped strip between two large parking lots for ball 
fields, with daily vehicle and foot traffic. The adults tolerate a high degree of 
human activities without disturbance of nesting behavior. Due to the nest 
location on the outer crown, workers on the pole above may cause flushing 
behavior on part of the adult, which should be monitored by the onsite bio-
monitor to see adult bird returns quickly to the nest. If the work activity were to 
negatively impact nest, work would need to cease in order to ensure nest 
success. However, the pole top where work will occur is significantly higher than 
the than the nest site.  With a variance for limited, low-volume reconductor work 
on pre-existing pole under Bio-observation.  

1. FLEDGED. 5/22/2011 4/26/2011 - LEGO nest with female incubating/brooding. - RAbe
5/3/2011 - LEGO female incubating. - RRadd
5/11/2011 - LEGO on nest. - RRadd
5/16/2011 - LEGO female arrives at nest and settles in nest. - RRadd
5/23/2011 - No LEGO detected during 20 minute observation. Small whitewash on pine cones adjacent to nest 
suggests successful fledging. - RRadd
5/27/2011 - No LEGO at nest, male tending fledged young away from nest; closed. - RRadd

4/26/2011 7000910 BEWR Closed Helix Yard 15 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/10/2011 4/26/2011 - BEWR pair repeatedly carrying food to this location. - RRadd
5/3/2011 - BEWR pair agitated by observer presence close to nest. - RRadd
5/11/2011 - No BEWR detected. Appear to have fledged; closed - RRadd

4/27/2011 7000911 SOSP Closed TL 639 - 775593 75 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/2/2011 4/27/2011 - Birds seen carrying food into dense patch of vegetation, an apparent nest site. - SRitt 
5/3/2011 - No detections during 30 minute observation period. Nest has fledged; closed. - IMaunsell

4/27/2011 7000913 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
138+00

10 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 4/27/2011 - Female incubating on nest. - PHoward
5/6/2011 - Female observed in brooding posture, high on nest. - FHoffman
5/17/2011 - Adult off nest; rainy day. Appears to be 2 nestlings in nest. - FHoffman
5/27/2011 - 2 nestlings in nest; adults not observed. - TFitanides
 6/4/2011 - Nestlings have fledged; nest is empty; 1 fledgling observed perched on shrub 6 feet from nest. Male 
observed feeding fledgling (same as mentioned previously); closed. - TFitanides
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4/27/2011 7000920 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/12/2011 4/27/2011 - MODO incubating 2 eggs 07:10. - RRadd

5/5/82011 - MODO incubation / brooding continues 06:58. - RRadd
5/12/2011 - Nest empty 06:54. No signs of predation in or under nest. MODO requires minimum 13 days to fledge, 
so likely successful. Change to Closed. - RRadd

4/27/2011 7000922 PHAI Closed CP50-1 AR 40 feet to house, over 
100 feet to AR.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 4/27/2011 - PHAI pair nest building. Nest approximately 20% complete. - RRadd
5/5/2011 - PHAI female incubating. - RRadd
5/12/2011 - PHAI pair agitated by observer near nest; nesting activity continues. - RRadd
5/19/2011 - PHAI pair feeding at least 2 nestlings. - RRadd
5/25/2011 - PHAI feeding 2 downy black-faced nestlings. - RRadd
6/2/2011 - Nest appears empty and nestlings have apparently fledged successfully; closed. - RRadd

4/28/2011 7000925 ROWR Closed EP254-3 43 feet from temporary 
construction pad.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/9/2011 4/28/2011 - Rock Wren seen repeatedly delivering food to nest. Nest cavity has classic "porch" of rocks. Pair of 
wrens seen chasing off chipmunk. - SRitt & SJohnston
5/10/2011 - No Rock Wrens observed; have nestlings fledged?  Heard singing some distance to north. Will check 
back tomorrow. - PKonrad
5/11/2011 - Adult singing northeast of nest initially; no activity around nest entrance during 30 minutes of 
observations; wrens have probably fledged; nest closed. - PKonrad

4/28/2011 7000930 WESJ Closed EP228 50 feet south of AR; 270 
feet to work area.

100 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

NBR Submit Date: 05/18/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/18/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 4/28/2011 - 3 nestlings in nest; adults in area. - BArnold & FHoffman
5/5/2011 - 3 medium downy nestlings; 4 adults 200 feet away. - PKonrad
5/11/2011 - 3 larger nestlings; 2 adults attentive nearby. - PKonrad
5/19/2011 - No nestlings, fledglings, or adults at or near nest. Nestlings have fledged; closed. - PKonrad

4/28/2011 7000934 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - 774819 10 feet to work area, 54 
feet to TL 6916 - 

774819.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 50 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 05/12/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/13/2011

Adults were observed feeding nestlings while nest surveyors were standing 
approximately 15 feet away.  Presence of nestlings suggests high site affinity 
and the adults are unlikely to abandon at this stage of reproduction.  Adult birds 
have tolerated human encroachment as close as 5 feet without flushing from the 
nest.  Scope of work required at the pole site will be limited to hand work only, 
reducing potential impacts to the nest.

1. FLEDGED. 5/22/2011 4/28/2011 - Female incubating 4 eggs. - TCooper
5/2/2011 - Female LEGO incubating . - RRadd
5/5/2011 - Female on nest. - TCooper
5/11/2011 - LEGO female brooding 3 downy nestlings. - RRadd
5/16/2011 - LEGO nestlings fill nest - visible from road. - RRadd
5/23/2011 - Nest has fledged, 1 unhatched egg remains in nest. - RRadd

4/29/2011 7000944 AMKE Closed TL 6924 - Z171696 353 feet to TL AR, 
across paved road.

500 feet 0 feet Buffer not applicable since nest is inside of a highly urbanized area of the TL. 1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 4/29/2011 - AMKE pair are feeding nestlings. Both adults spending time off the nest, which probably indicates well-
developed nestlings. - RRadd
5/10/2011 - AMKE pair remain active at this nest. - RRadd
5/17/2011 - AMKE left nest. - RRadd
6/4/2011 - No kestrel activity at this tower or anywhere in the area during 20 minutes of observations. - EElias
6/7/2011 - Nest previously monitored and closed. Fledglings being fed away from nest. - RRadd

5/3/2011 7000967 LEGO Closed Elliott Substation 45 feet to substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/30/2011 5/3/2011 - LEGO pair nest building. - RRadd
5/11/2011 - LEGO still carrying nest material. - RRadd
5/16/2011 - LEGO leaving nest. - RRadd
5/23/2011 - Wind makes tracking birds in canopy difficult, but LEGO activity is regular at this general area and nest 
presumed active. - RRadd
5/31/2011 - LEGO adults feeding fledglings adjacent to nest; closed. - RRadd

5/3/2011 7000968 ANHU Closed Helix Yard AR 30 feet to yard entry. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/17/2011 5/3/2011 - ANHU female incubating 2 eggs. - RRadd
5/11/2011 - ANHU on nest. - RRadd
5/18/2011 - Nest empty, small droppings in nest and at rim indicate fledged nestlings; closed. - RRadd

5/3/2011 7000969 HOWR Closed Helix Yard AR 10 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/2/2011 5/3/2011 - HOWR carrying nest material to cavity and singing on pole. - RRadd
5/11/2011 - HOWR leaves nest while mate sings nearby. - RRadd
5/18/2011 - HOWR exited nest; second wren entered 3 minutes later. - RRadd
5/26/2011 - HOWR exited cavity. - RRadd
6/3/2011 - HOWR detected nearby include recent fledglings following adults. No detections at nest site. Conclude 
successful fledge; closed. - RRadd

5/3/2011 7000971 CALT Closed TL 6916 - 771471 30 feet from pole. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/3/2011 5/3/2011 - Pair of adults defending territory. Multiple fledglings, with partially grown feathers, flew from area. Nest not 
searched for due to disturbance. - SRitt
5/11/2011 -  Initial observation appears to have been of recent fledglings; no suitable nesting habitat at the described 
location; closed. - RRadd

4/15/2011 5000827 LEGO Closed Alpine Yard 25 feet from impact 
area.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 04/25/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/04/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to active 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 5/15/2011 4/15/2011 - Female incubating on nest with 1 egg.  - DBusby
5/15/2011 - Nest is empty. Many lesser goldfinches in area.  Intact nest and absence of eggs or dead nestlings 
suggests fledging. Timeline fits nesting chronology. - BArnold
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3/8/2011 5000007 RTHA Closed CP55/CP56-1 Pull Site 

AR
170 feet from driveway 5-

5A permit.
500 feet Buffer reduced to 100 

feet.
The buffer should be reduced to 100 feet to allow turn around and AR roadway 
improvements. Nest is located 100 feet from an existing work yard not 
associated with Sunrise Powerlink. Other nest buffers have been approved for 
lesser amounts for this species, and this nest is well-concealed from the 
driveway entrance.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 3/8/2011 - RTHA in area, chased off raven, but no observed connection to this nest. Observed soaring overhead. - 
BLohstroh
3/1/2011 - No activity change observed. - RRadd
3/25/2011 - RTHA incubating on nest. Very hard to see from Willow Road. - RRadd
3/29/2011 - RTHA continues incubating. - RRadd
4/7/2011 - Hawk incubating. - RRadd
5/8/2011 - RTHA still on nest. - RAbe and MDicus
5/14/2011 - RTHA standing on nest. - RRadd
4/20/2011 - 2 hawks observed flying into nest. - VNovik
4/21/2011 - At least 1 nestling present, large enough to be seen moving around nest. - RRadd
4/29/2011 - RTHA nestling observed moving on nest. - RRadd
3/10/2011 - 1 or 2 RTHA nestlings are visible on nest. - RRadd
5/24/2011 - Large nestling RTHA remains on this nest. - RRadd
6/4/2011 - During 20 minutes, no activity at nest or in area. - EElias
6/10/2011 - Nest is empty. Nestling has fledged; closed. - RRadd

2/25/2011 5000049 RTHA Closed Hartung Yard 240 feet from AR entry. 500 feet Reduced to 60 feet. NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/03/2011

Buffer should consider that hawk nest is located closer to El Monte Road and the 
County Park than it is to any construction activity.  Work should be allowed to 
occur at AR, and vehicular passage should be allowed, based on vegetative 
screening between AR area and the host tree, and the previous facts.

1. FLEDGED. 5/11/2011 2/25/2011 - Biomonitors observed RTHA carrying food to nest. Bird observed today incubating on nest. - DBusby 
3/10/2011. Hawk observed incubating on nest. - BHart
3/25/2011 - RTHA incubating on nest. - RRadd
3/29/2011 - RTHA at nest. - RRadd
4/6/2011 - RTHA leaving nest. Yard biomonitor observed regular prey carrying and feeding activity at this nest. - 
RRadd
4/13/2011 - At least 1 large nestling moving in nest. - RRadd
4/20/2011 - RTHA on nest. Appears to be nestling with feathered head. - RRadd
4/27/2011 - No RTHA detections during 30 minutes. - RRadd
4/28/2011 - Downy RTHA visible on nest. - RRadd
5/4/2011 - Single large nestling RTHA standing on nest. - RRadd
5/12/2011 - No RTHA observed on nest or in area during 30 minute observation. Presume fledged; closed. - RRadd

3/5/2011 6002318 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

50 feet from access 
road.

100 feet Reduced to 40 feet. NBR Submit Date: 03/07/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/10/2011

Nesting commenced during construction activities in this area (bridge 
replacement) and the pair of phoebes do not appear disturbed by foot traffic and 
light work; however, work activities within the 100-foot buffer were suspended 
when the bio-monitor determined that heavy machinery operating within the 100 
foot buffer was causing a decreased level of activity of the pair of phoebes. We 
understand that construction with heavy equipment may affect this nest, or 
cause the pair to nest elsewhere. However, we are requesting a nest buffer in 
order to finish work so that the property owners, who have left their home during 
construction, can return to their home on schedule.

1. FLEDGED. 5/5/2011 3/5/2011 - Actively nest building. - IMaunsell  
3/17/2011 - Nest construction continues. - RRadd
3/21/2011 - Nest appears complete; pair present. - IMaunsell
3/28/2011 - Adult on nest incubating. - BLohstroh
4/1/2011 - 3 eggs observed in nest. - IMaunsell
4/8/2011 - Adult back and forth at nest, likely feeding nestlings. - BLohstroh
4/16/2011 - Black downy nestlings in nest. - RRadd
4/22/2011 - BLPH pair continue to feed nestlings in this nest. - RRadd
4/28/2011 - Adult observed at nest; likely feeding nestlings. - RAbe
5/6/2011 - BLPH nest has fledged; closed. - IMaunsell

4/14/2011 5000824 BUSH Closed CP25-2 20 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 75 
feet.

A reduction of the buffer size to 75 feet is necessary for performance of the 
work.  Foundation-drilling equipment creates noise levels that are over 60 
decibels. The nest is also situated on higher ground than the tower foundation 
and separated by a small access road for the 6917 power line and an area of 2-4 
foot tall vegetation. It is the biologist's opinion that due to these factors a nest 
buffer modification is appropriate for this Bushtit nest provided a noise specialist 
is present to ensure compliance with noise protocols.

1. FLEDGED. 4/20/2011 4/14/2011 - Active; adult observed taking food into the nest. - SHampton
4/22/2011 - Nest reported empty with down feathers by biologist M. Klein. No signs of predation. Nestlings fledged; 
closed. - KAlberts

3/2/2011 5000469 BLPH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from driveway 
access.

100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

NBR Submit Date: 03/04/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/07/2011

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The adult birds have tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other 
human activities onsite have not deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated 
with work will be monitored, as will nest sites for any potential impacts.

1. FLEDGED. 5/4/2011 3/10/2010 - Nest intact; BLPH observed foraging nearby but not entering building. Changed to Inactive at this time 
and buffer removed. - RRadd
3/18/2011 - Verified Inactive. No eggs in nest or sign of recent use. - DBusby
3/24/2011 - No change; BLPH pair present at site. - RRadd
3/31/2011 - BLPH on nest, and distraction display from mate at nearby presence of COHA. - RRadd
4/1/2011 - 4 eggs observed in nest. -IMaunsell
4/13/2011 - Pair visiting nest. - IMaunsell
4/19/2011 - BLPH pair feeding nestlings 11:03. - RRadd
4/27/2011 - BLPH bringing food to nest 10:58. - RRadd
5/5/2011 - BLPH have fledged - at least 1 fledgling being fed away from this nest, which now appears reoccupied by 
HOWR? - RRadd
Follow-up note: Nest was not occupied by any species after BLPH fledged, but was likely built over by HOWR for 
territorial purposes. - RRadd
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4/18/2011 5000839 BANO Closed CP2 0 feet; in substation. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 125 

feet
NBR Submit Date: 06/21/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/29/2011

The biologist feels this NBM should not adversely affect the success of the nest 
for the following reasons:

• The nest is located in a hollow arm on a tall steel pole. It is completely 
enclosed and surrounded by steel, with no direct view to the proposed 
activities.

• This nest has produced nestlings, the adults have substantial investment in this 
nest and therefore abandonment is unlikely.

• All work activities will be conducted during daytime hours, which will not conflict 
with the nocturnal and crepuscular activity patterns of the barn owls.

1. FLEDGED. 7/11/2011 4/18/2011 - Many pellets below and whitewash on tower. Pale, barn owl-like feathers on base of tower - shampton
4/26/2011 - No BANO detected. Removed all pellets from monopole foundation. Check again.- RRadd
5/2/2011 -  6 fresh pellets removed. Active. - RRadd
5/26/2011 - No change in status. - BArnold
6/1/2011 - Eggshell fragments found under pole today. - BArnold
6/9/2011 - Pocket mouse at base of pole, apparently dropped from nest. - BArnold
6/16/2011 - Barn owl nestling discovered dead at noon 6/13/2011 at base of pole by bio monitor. - BArnold
6/23/2011 - Numerous owl pellets at base of pole. - BArnold
6/27/2011 - Pellets at base of pole. - BArnold
7/6/2011 - Feather at base of pole. - BArnold
7/12/2011 - Bio monitor observed partly eaten vole at base of tower.  - 7/11/2011 - Nestling(s) likely still being fed. - 
BArnold
7/14/2011 - Fledgling (based on smaller size and feather condition) found dead inside Cono Roll stored upright and 
uncovered against the west-facing control house wall. This nest successfully fledged an owl, which likely tried to 
perch on the narrow edge of the upright Cono Roll and fell into the cylinder to the ground. Due to the height of the 
upright Cono Roll cylinder (about 10 to 12 feet) and its relatively narrow diameter, the owl apparently could not get 
out of the cylinder. The owl appeared to be dead for two to three days. - BArnold

3/31/2011 5003318 AMKE Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within work area 
@ SW corner of 

substation

500 feet Buffer reduced to 250 
feet, with one day 

reduction to 65 feet.

NBR Submit Date: 04/25/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 04/26/2011

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. American Kestrel nest is 
located in tower arm, about 30 feet above ground level.  As such, they are not as 
likely to be disturbed by construction activities occurring at ground level.  In 
addition, this American Kestrel pair is highly acclimated to human presence at 
the substation.

1. FLEDGED. 5/3/2011 3/31/2011 - Observed adult entering opening in arm. Same pair foraging nearby. ESA signs near southeast corner of 
substation. - DBusby
4/12/2011  - Falcon observed sitting on wire nearby, but no interaction with nest observed. - BArnold
4/14/2011 - Male catches mouse and brings pieces to opening at end of arm.- RRadd
4/19/2011 - No AMKE detected 15:10-17:10. - RRadd
4/21/2011 - Male brings mouse to wire, female emerges from nest and takes mouse from male.  Male flies off. - 
BArnold
4/26/2011 - AMKE male brings lizard to nest cavity 07:44. - RRadd
5/2/2011 - AMKE male nest guarding but no nest visit made during 1 hour observation. - RRadd
5/11/2011 - No sign of activity. - BArnold
5/19/2011 - No sign of activity. This nest may have fledged earlier this month, and appears to be no longer active. - 
BArnold

4/1/2011 5003343 LEOW Closed EP85-2 160 feet from AR entry. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 165 
feet.

Vehicular passage not anticipated to impact nest that is closer to Lake Morena 
Drive than project elements, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or 
construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/15/2011 4/1/2011 - Long-eared owl incubating on nest. - SHampton, SRitt
4/8/2011 - Could not see bird on nest from any on-ground angle; will return. - PKonrad
4/18/2011 - Same situation as above, but talked with Scott Hampton and Steve Ritt, who explained how hard it is to 
find the bird from ground level. This may be a nest that we may not get a good observation on until nestlings are a 
week or 2 old. - PKonrad
4/27/2011 - Adult on nest. - EMorgan
5/6/2011 - 1 large downy brancher with flight feathers half-developed lying dead on ground 25 feet west of nest tree. 
No other nestlings, branchers, or adults observed, but nest is hard to view from below. - PKonrad
5/12/2011 - Large downy brancher on horizontal limb about 10 feet above ground (above sibling carcass). No other 
nestlings, branchers, or adults observed in surrounding trees. - PKonrad
5/16/2011 - No sign of adults, branchers, or fledglings at nest or surrounding trees. - PKonrad 
5/20/2011 - No signs of owls in surrounding area; closed. - PKonrad

4/12/2011 5000790 CORA Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 10 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install a new 230kV Bay west of the Control House. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. Common Raven nest is well 
concealed in the top of an A-frame steel structure, about 25 feet above the 
ground.  As such, this nest is not likely to be disturbed by  ground level activities. 
In addition, Common Ravens are extremely acclimated to human disturbance.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 4/12/2011 - Male observed feeding female on nest, female likely incubating. - BArnold
4/14/2011  - Nesting activity continues, male brings food to female at 10:40 - RRadd. 
4/19/2011 - CORA on nest. - RRadd
4/21/2011 - Female on nest. - BArnold
4/26/2011 - CORA on nest 07:55. - RRadd
4/29/2011 - Female on nest. - BArnold
5/10/2011 -  Female on and off nest during morning. - BArnold
5/19/2011 - Bio-monitor reports CORA at nest on 5/17/2011. Female present today. Heard young raven(s) vocalizing 
in response to adults today. - BArnold
5/26/2011 - Both adults present in area today. - BArnold
6/1/2011 - Two Common Ravens sitting on I-beam above and about 25 feet west of nest. These are the two 
fledglings. Bio-monitor has seen four ravens together in the substation. The two fledglings flew off. This nest 
successfully fledged and is now Closed. - BArnold

3/28/2011 5003284 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet 15 feet Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

1. FLEDGED. 5/3/2011 3/28/2011 - Pair actively building nest. - IMaunsell
4/15/2011 - Female incubating 5 eggs in nest. Female flushed when approached within 10 feet but quickly returned 
when I moved out of area. - DBusby
4/25/2011 - Nest contains at least 4 nestlings. - EMorgan
5/4/2011 - According to biomonitors, fledglings left yesterday. - BArnold

4/8/2011 5003389 MODO Closed EP324 AR 95 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage 
permissible, but buffer 

remains.

Nest site is 95 feet from edge of existing SWPL line, and is well-removed from 
any work area. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided 
that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/13/2011 4/8/2011 - Incubating dove didn't fly from nest until directly below nest; 2 eggs observed. - FHoffman and  BArnold
4/14/2011 - Adult incubating. - PKonrad
4/22/2011 - Adult brooding; 2 eggshells on ground just north of nest. - PKonrad
4/28/2011 - Adult lying in nest with 2 large nestlings. - PKonrad
5/6/2011 - Dove flushed from nest and acted agitated. I backed off nest before being able to view any nestlings to 
prevent stressing birds. - KKilpatrick
5/13/2011 - Doves have fledged; heard 1 dove flush from top of tree; closed. - PKonrad
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3/3/2011 5000037 RSHA Closed Alpine Underground - 

165+75.27 MH-10R
20 feet from Alpine Blvd. 500 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/23/2011 3/3/2011 - RSHA observed building nest.
3/22/2011 - Red-shouldered Hawks nest building, calling occasionally; lying in nest (forming nest). - PKonrad 
4/5/2011 - Nest appears complete, but can't see bird incubating and no other activity observed. - PKonrad
4/16/2011 - RSHA pair nest exchange. - RRadd
4/22/2011 - RSHA flew to nest. - RRadd
4/30/2011 - RSHA adult on nest feeding at least 1 downy nestling. - RRadd
5/6/201 - Adult observed returning with snake for mate on nest; mobbed by crows during flight. - FHoffman  
5/27/2011 - No RSHA detected during observations. - RRadd
6/4/2011 - 2 downy nestlings observed being fed by adult. - TFitanides
6/11/2011 - 2 large well-feathered nestling RSHA on nest, 1 bounce-flapping into branches above and around nest; 
should be fledging soon. - RRadd
6/17/2011 - 1 nestling calling (food begging) regularly from nest; 1 adult perched nearby; other nestling appears to 
have fledged. - PKonrad
6/24/2011 - Nestlings have fledged and dispersed; closed. - PKonrad

4/28/2011 7000976 HOWR Closed Elliott Substation 0 feet; within tower. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 4/28/2011 - Adult bringing food to nest. Nest buffer reduction likely for use of access road but not for work on pole 
since  nest is located at base of 3 foot-long arm of pole. Did not have flagging or signs to flag buffer. - DBusby
5/17/2011 - HOWR brings food item to nest 09:50, departs 09:52. Presume feeding nestlings. - RRadd
5/23/2011 - HOWR carries long-legged insect to nest 13:44. - RRadd
5/31/2011  - HOWR to nest 12:58, exits with fecal sac 12:59. - RRadd
6/6/2011  - No detections at nest. HOWR adult feeding young with remnant down feathers on head 13:43 indicate 
this nest has fledged. Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/4/2011 7000977 WEKI Closed Hartung Yard 46 feet to AR. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits and drive through 

access only on AR.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to active 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

Vehicular passage along the AR is allowed through blanket exemption and is not 
anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, standing or work 
occurs along the AR within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/8/2011 5/4/2011 - WEKI incubating and mate nest guarding 06:45. - RRadd
5/12/2011 - WEKI incubating and mate nest guarding 17:55. - RRadd
5/20/2011 - WEKI incubating and mate nest guarding 17:58. - RRadd
5/26/2011  - WEKI incubating 08:28. - RRadd
6/3/2011  - WEKI on nest. - RRadd
6/9/2011  - No WEKI detections at this nest during 30 minute observation. Nest appears empty; observation timeline 
indicates likely fledged. Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/4/2011 7000980 HOWR Closed CP70-3 AR 10 feet to AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/14/2011 5/4/2011 - HOWR singing incessantly at, and defending this cavity 16:45. - RRadd
5/14/2011 - HOWR carrying nest material to cavity 10:40. - RRadd
5/20/2011 - HOWR pair carrying food to cavity 08:18. - RRadd
5/26/2011 - HOWR pair busily gathering food for this nest 09:08.
6/4/2011 - HOWR still defending site against others nearby and staying close to cavity 07:35. - RRadd
6/9/2011 -  HOWR territorial at site but not obs. Entering cavity. This male may also be maintaining nest to the W. - 
RRadd
6/17/2011 - No HOWR detections at this cavity during 30 min. mid-day obs. Will monitor once more to verify 
breeding has concluded at this nest. - RRadd
6/24/2011 - HOWR present near cavity, but no food carry or interaction with nest. Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/5/2011 7000983 CAGN Closed TL 6924 - 171693 75 feet to proposed yard 
boundary.

300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 5/5/2011 - Male and female returning to this location repeatedly, bringing food. - BLohstroh
5/13/2011 - Nest found with three nestlings about 10 days old. - KAlberts
5/19/2011 - No nestlings present in nest, family group nearby; adults feeding at least two fledglings. Nest 
successfully fledged. Closed. - BLohstroh

5/5/2011 7000989 RTHA Closed Alpine Underground 120 feet to Alpine Blvd. 500 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 5/5/2011 - Adult visited nest. Large nestling with some down observed standing in nest. - SHampton
5/17/2011 - Adult on another eucalyptus tree being mobbed by a different pair. - FHoffman   
5/26/2011 - Nestlings and fledglings observed in eucalyptus trees around nest and on nest, lying down and standing 
upright. - SHampton
6/2/2011 - At least 1 fledgling calling and flying around eucalyptus grove; did not observe it landing on empty nest; 
closed. - SHampton

4/30/2011 7000955 ANHU Closed CP83-1 57 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/4/2011 4/30/2011 - ANHU female building nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
5/5/2011 - ANHU incubating 17:05.  - RRadd
5/14/2011 - ANHU returns to nest 16:02. Hatched young inferred by height of adult in nest.  - RRadd
5/20/2011 - ANHU female on nest 14:04.  - RRadd
5/26/2011 - 2 large young in nest with unfeathered heads. - RRadd
6/4/2011 - Young have fledged and nest is empty. - RRadd

5/6/2011 7001000 SOSP Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge 

8 feet 100 feet The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and construction related activity are appropriate when 
considered along with the plan, providing type and duration of access is strictly 
regulated. 

1. FLEDGED. 5/17/2011 5/6/2011 - SOSP bringing food to nest. - RRadd
5/13/2011 - Feeding activity. - RRadd 
5/17/2011 - SOSP observed near nest location. - SJohnston
5/20/2011 - No activity at location; closed. - VNovik
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5/5/2011 7001005 BRBL Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 30 feet From AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; through 

access only.
NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

1. FLEDGED. 6/2/2011 5/5/2011 - The nest is in a large lone live oak tree located approximately 35 feet west of the access road to 
Kreutzkamp Yard, north of the orange gravel bags on the north side of the road. Bird activity at this site is very high 
with approximately 10 or more species observed using this tree. - KKilpatrick
5/20/2011 - Adult blackbirds strongly territorial in area surrounding oak and area to south. - PKonrad
5/27/2011 - Male and female blackbirds active; female observed carrying fecal sac from nest. - PKonrad
6/1/2011 - At least 1 fledgling being fed by adults in east side of tree. BRBL not observed entering tree from west. 
Foliage below presumed nest (there are many nests in this tree) freshly whitewashed. Will need another visit to 
confirm inactivity of this specific nest. - PKonrad
6/10/2011 - No fledglings in area; appears they have dispersed; closed. - PKonrad

5/7/2011 7001010 CALT Closed TL 639 - Z171670 65 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 5/7/2011  - Adult observed feeding 3 nestlings. - RAbe
5/19/2011 - Nest assumed to have fledged. CALT fledglings begging and being fed by adults in area. -TFitanides

5/5/2011 7001015 HOFI Closed Rough Acres Yard 30 feet from fill station. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/29/2011 5/5/2011 - Female incubating. - SRitt
5/23/2011 - Female observed feeding 3-4 nestlings. - RAbe
5/31/2011 - Appears finches have fledged; no finch activity; no nestlings observed; fecal sacs partly line nest rim; 
closed. - PKonrad

5/7/2011 7001017 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

11 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits and drive through 

access only on AR.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird constructs a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around Suncrest Substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

1. FLEDGED. 6/12/2011 5/7/2011 - Nest is 40% complete; pair observed building nest. Will not affect construction; 1 sign was put up near 
location. - AHill 
5/23/2011 - 2 different nests in wheel and brake line drum. No HOFI activity observed at nests during 35 minutes of 
observations. Male singing in tree 60 feet to southeast. - AHill 
5/28/2011 - Female on nest incubating. - AHill
5/31/2011 - Female was not seen on nest during 2 separate observations today; male was singing 15 feet to 
northeast. - TFitanides
6/3/2011 - At least 1 nestling in nest, about 8 days old. - TCooper
6/7/2011 - Pair observed in immediate area. - AHill
6/7/2011 - 2 nestlings in nest, should fledge in next few days. - AHill
6/13/2011 - Nest is empty, nestlings have fledged; closed. - AHill

5/9/2011 7001020 SPTO Closed CP25-2 225 feet from CP 25-2; 
7 feet from access road.

100 feet Vehicular passage has been ongoing since foundation work began here, is not 
anticipated to impact this nest, as this nest was initiated during current 
construction conditions.

1. FLEDGED. 5/20/2011 5/9/2011 - Adult incubating 3 eggs. Adult did not flush until approached from southwest side from a distance of 
approximately 3 feet.  - MDicus
5/13/2011 - Checked nest; 3 eggs still present; female flushed and observed nearby.  - BLohstroh
5/16/2011 - Observed while construction monitoring. Nestlings in nest - can be seen without lifting branches around 
mid-day when sun is high in the sky shining down through foliage into nest when viewed from south. - JDicus
5/21/2011 - Nest is clean, intact and empty. Presume successfully fledged. Change to Closed. - RRadd

4/16/2011 5000836 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 80 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 05/05/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/05/2011

Nest is 6 feet up in the right side of the headlight box of a large piece of 
equipment (earthmover). The earthmover has remained inactive since the nest 
was observed (over a month). There are likely nestlings in the nest as of 5-6-11. 
Since the equipment is parked 80 feet north of a road through the substation 
pad, we are requesting a reduced buffer from 100 feet to 80 feet. 

In the biologist's opinion, the presence of eggs in the nest suggests a high level 
of site affinity by the nesting pair, and a reduction of the buffer to 80 feet is not 
anticipated to have adverse impacts on the nesting outcome.

1. FLEDGED. 5/22/2011 4/16/2011 - Nest built in scraper, which was parked at this location for approximately a month. No eggs in nest. Pair 
actively flying to and from nest. - AHill
4/18/2011 - 2 eggs in nest. - IMaunsell
4/25/2011 - Female incubating eggs. - PHoward 
5/2/2011 -  First nestling hatched today; female observed carrying eggshell away; 4 more eggs in nest (clutch was 5 
eggs). - AHill
5/8/2011 - All nestlings have hatched; female on nest brooding. - AHill
5/16/2011 - All 4 nestlings in nest. - AHill
5/20/2011 - Nestlings still haven't fledged but they are flapping wings in nest; adults are still feeding them. - AHill
5/23/2011 - Nestlings have fledged successfully. Biomonitor observed fledglings in bushes to north. - TFitanides

4/13/2011 5000799 WESJ Closed EP85-2 AR 12 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 
passage allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 05/06/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/06/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.   
It is the biologist's opinion that the reduced buffer will not impact the nest for the 
following reasons:  A) The nest is ~15 feet from the AR to EP85-2 and was built 
near a road that experiences daily non-project light traffic.  B) Nest is obscured 
by dense foliage.  C) Nest is by a lightly developed, residential area.  D) All 
construction is approximately 310 feet from nest location.  
Conditionally with this buffer reduction:  1) Monitor bird nest. 2) Dust control 
cannot hit nest.  3) No exceptionally loud noises.

1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 4/13/2011 - Nest with 1 egg, adult at and around nest. - BArnold
4/20/2011   1 adult incubating 2 eggs ( light green, brown speckled); both adults territorial. - PKonrad
4/27/2011 - Adult flushed off nest when we walked by. Still incubating. - EMorgan
5/3/2011 - 1 nestling observed; adult in immediate area. - FHoffman
5/6/2011 - 1 large unfeathered nestling in nest; 1 adult present but secretive. - PKonrad
5/12/2011 - 1 large nestling with pin feathers in nest; pair of adults a couple feet from nest in undergrowth. - 
PKonrad
5/19/2011 - Adult alarm calling nearby; 1 large nestling in nest. - FHoffman
5/24/2011 - Nestling has fledged; no adults or fledgling observed in area; closed. - PKonrad

5/10/2011 7001024 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 20 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

1. FLEDGED. 5/13/2011 5/10/2011 - Nest with three large nestlings in east-facing edge of stacked (four by four) crates of ceramic insulators 
bound by wire straps.  A second, newer empty nest is located just south of and adjacent to the nest with nestlings.  
Female at nest regularly. - BArnold
5/11/2011 - Three nestlings still in nest. - BArnold
5/13/2011 - Nestlings successfully fledged. Nest empty.  Change status to Closed. - BArnold
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5/31/2011 7000959 HASH Closed EP244 Pull site 400 feet to AR; 470 feet 

to pull site.
500 feet 350 feet NBR Submit Date: 05/05/2011

WLA Concurrence Date: 05/09/2011

It is the biologist's opinion that a nest buffer reduction from 500 feet to 350 feet, 
to permit drive-through use of the access road to sites EP244 and EP245 will not 
adversely impact the nest outcome, for the following reasons;
A) even at this nest building stage, the female remained at the nest until the 
biologist approached within 70 feet. B) vehicles driving slowly 350 to 400 feet 
away should not be a factor, because the hawks selected this site with normal 
traffic speeding by on Carrizo Gorge Road (which remains outside the buffer). C)  
No stopping, standing, parking, or construction is to be permitted within 
designated buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 8/1/2011 5/31/2011 - Male perched in creosote bush 80 feet east of nest; female presumed incubating, lying low in nest out of 
sight. - PKonrad
6/3/2011 - Male perched on top of tall wooden post along wash, seen from Carrizo Gorge Road. - BArnold
6/7/2011 - Female incubating higher in nest; male perched nearby. - PKonrad
6/10/2011 - Female brooding (nestlings should be hatched/hatching); male not in area. - PKonrad
6/14/2011 - Female brooding/incubating; male not observed in area. - PKonrad
6/21/2011 - Female perched on side of nest feeding nestling(s) initially; later lying high in nest, brooding. Male 
perched low in nearby metal tower. - PKonrad
6/27/2011 - Female perched on side of nest. Male flew from ground south of EP243 with young cottontail prey; 
perched low on SWPL tower and fed. - PKonrad
7/5/2011 - 1 large downy nestling moving clumsily in nest (possibly another nestling lying low in nest?). Female 
perched on side of nest; male perched low in nearby SPFL metal tower. - PKonrad
7/12/2011 - Nestling lying low in nest; male perched on post northeast of nest and female perched on post southeast 
of nest. - PKonrad
7/19/2011 - Nestling lying low in nest; can see downy body. Adults perched on SWFL tower to northeast. - PKonrad
7/25/2011 - Nestling standing on nest, fully feathered and near fledging. Both adults perched on nearby metal tower 
to west. - PKonrad
8/1/2011 - Nestling ready to fledge, standing high in nest. Both adults perched on nearby SWFL tower. - PKonrad
8/2/2011 - Nestling has fledged; left the nest during past 24 hours. Fledgling is perched 50 feet west of nest in shade 
of neighboring acacia with female perched next to it. Male perched in tower to west. Obviously, the post-fledging 
period will require isolation while the family group remains in the area. - PKonrad
8/9/2011 - Fledgling observed perched with female in acacia at turn in AR to EP245; flies and soars fairly well for 
short distances, but has obvious balance problems  when perched in wind (it is learning to balance in wind). Doesn't 
have any white feathers on breast - resembles adults - but underwing plumage has a sprinkling of white feathers, as 
seen when in flight. Fledgling returned to nest tree, indicating this site is still a focus point for family group; however, 
moving outside nest area at will; closed. - PKonrad

4/5/2011 5003356 HOWR Closed Elliott Substation 0 feet; inside substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 60 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 05/10/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/10/2011

60 feet buffer for construction:  A) Pair freely entered/exited the nest and did not 
appear disturbed by foot traffic occurring as close as 40 feet away during this 
observation period.  B) Scheduled work is to be done with hand tools and a 
small crew which will minimize visual and auditory impacts to the nest.  C) Nest 
is located within a substation indicating that this pair is accustomed to varying 
levels of disturbances and human activity.  D) Nest is located within a cavity in 
steel providing a buffer by design to visual and auditory disturbances.


1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 4/5/2011 - Pair of house wrens carrying nest material to structure. - JDicus, MDicus, RAbe
4/12/2011 - HOWR active and singing nearby but did not enter cavity. - RRadd
4/21/2011 - HOWR territorial singing, enters cavity 08:04. - RRadd
4/26/2011 - HOWR territorial singing,  2nd bird enters cavity 13:05. - RRadd
5/2/2011 HOWR bringing food to nest. - IMaunsell
5/11/2011 HOWR provisioning this nest @ 5 min. intervals 07:18. - RRadd
5/16/2011 HOWR continue carrying items to nest 10:04. - RRadd
5/23/2011 - No detections at nest, HOWR feeding at least 4 fledglings 100 feet south. This nest has fledged, change 
to Closed.  - RRadd

4/5/2011 5003355 COHA Closed Elliott Substation 210 feet to substation. 500 feet Buffer reduced to 450 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 05/10/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/10/2011

450 feet buffer for construction:  A) There is limited line-of-sight from the nest to 
the work area.  B) Nest is located 20 feet from a major roadway and regular foot 
traffic indicating the pair is acclimated to human activity.  C) Scheduled work is 
to be done with hand tools and small crew which will minimize visual and 
auditory impacts to the nest.

1. FLEDGED. 8/16/2011 4/5/2011 - Pair of Cooper's hawks observed at and around nest. - MDicus, RAbe
4/12/2011 - COHA flew from nest, calling at 12:00. Seems agitated by human voices, traffic OK. - RRadd
4/21/2011 - COHA at nest; agitated by observer and activity in parking lot 0715. - RRadd
4/26/2011 - Male COHA vocal at nest 12:10. - RRadd
5/3/2011 - COHA on nest. - RRadd
5/11/2011 - COHA vocalizing, agitated by landscape utility crew working under nest 07:00. - RRadd
5/16/2011 - COHA female at nest, male hunting in the fig trees 08:55. - RRadd
5/23/2011 - COHA visible on this well-obscured nest, male hunting nearby. - RRadd
5/31/2011 - Male COHA carried small bird to nest 07:07. - RRadd
6/6/2011- Male COHA eating NOMO 08:43, returned briefly to nest 08:58 without food and departed quickly. - 
RRadd
6/14/2011 - Adult male COHA carrying prey to nest area 11:40. Nestling standing on nest 14:05. - RRadd
6/21/2011 - Adult male COHA carrying prey to nest area 07:04, COHA on nest 08:26. - RRadd
6/27/2011 - COHA on nest 1352. - RRadd
7/5/2011 - Adult COHA on nest with downy, partially feathered juvenile.  - RRadd
7/11/2011 - Nestling COHA brancher with short wings and tail not yet flight capable adjacent to nest. Adult male 
COHA alarm calling 10 feet away in response to observer.
7/19/2011  - No COHA detected at nest tree; fledgling heard calling away from nest. Nestling has fledged - closed.  - 
RRadd

5/10/2011 7001429 OATI Closed EP91 10 feet from AR. 100 feet NBR Submit Date: 05/12/2011


1. FLEDGED. 5/29/2011 5/10/2011 - Adult bringing food to cavity. Did not see which cavity it entered but it exited elderberry without food. 
Very aggressive toward scrub jay. - DBusby
5/12/2011 - Adult brought food to nest 3 times during 40 minute observation period (visits timed at about every 10 
minutes). Hard to see nesting cavity seems to be in center of tree below 4 feet. - PKonrad
5/20/2011 - Adult bringing food to nest, leaving with fecal sac. Activity area is to north in eucalyptus grove. - 
PKonrad
5/27/2011 - Adult(s) bringing food to nest regularly. - PKonrad
5/31/2011 - No activity noted during 15 minute observation period. - BArnold
6/2/2011 - No activity observed during observation period approaching 2 hours. Nest appears to have fledged, as 
Oak Titmouse fledglings leave nest 17 days after hatching, and adults were first observed bringing food 5/10 and last 
observed bringing food 5/27 (there has typically been lots of activity during monitoring visits), then no activity 
recorded during brief (15 minute) and extensive (nearly 2 hours) observation periods on 5/31 and 6/2 respectively. - 
BArnold

5/10/2011 7001437 WEME Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet; within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/13/2011 5/10/2011 - Extremely agitated pair bringing food to nest 12:35.- RRadd
5/17/2011 - No WEME detected in this area. Based on behavioral cues from previous observation, consider more 
likely fledged than depredated. Change to Closed.- RRadd
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5/11/2011 7001440 BLPH Closed TL 6916 - 973035 40 feet to AR; 80 feet to 

staked work limits.
100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/22/2011 5/11/2011 - BLPH pair carrying food to nest 16:16. - RRadd

5/17/2011 - BLPH pair continue to provision this nest at 2-5 minute intervals 10:55. - RRadd
5/24/2011 - No detections during 30 minute observation. Prior observation (feeding interval) suggests successful 
fledging. - RRadd

5/12/2011 7001450 AMKE Closed CP23 0 feet; within work limits; 
70 feet from TC.

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 5/12/2011 - Observed male bring in mouse to nest, heard nestlings loudly begging.  Nest is in actual arm, kestrels 
enter through gap between actual pole and arm. - BArnold
5/18/2011 - AMKE female enters nest with mouse 13:26.- RRadd
5/31/2011 - Adult female vocalized and departed from tower, followed by female plumage fledgling from the nest 
cavity. Fledgling gave begging vocalizations, was less than proficient in flight and returned to the cavity after 5 
minutes of flight. - EElias
6/7/2011 - Two fledged immature MAKE perched close to nest, being attended by adult. Young are flight capable 
and no longer associating directly with nest cavity. Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/12/2011 7001456 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - 774824 40 feet to AR; 510 feet 
to nearest pole.

300 feet NBR Submit Date: 05/16/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/17/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/26/2011 5/12/2011 - Female on nest, 2 eggs and 2 newly hatched nestlings. - TCooper
5/19/2011 - Adults feeding 2 nestlings, 2 unhatched eggs. - TCooper
5/26/2011 - 2 unhatched eggs in nest, adults feeding 2 fledglings nearby, nest closed; buffer removed. - TCooper

5/12/2011 7001459 MODO Closed CP51-2 AR 85 feet to AR, but on 
house.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 5/12/2011 - MODO incubating and mate adjacent 08:44. - RRadd
5/19/2011 - MODO incubating 09:27. - RRadd
5/25/2011 - MODO on nest 12:51. - RRadd
6/2/2011 - MODO on nest 14:44. - RRadd
6/8/2011 - Well-protected nest is clean and empty. Presumed fledged. Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/12/2011 7001460 ANHU Closed CP51-2 AR 35 feet to AR, but within 
house area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/18/2011 5/12/2011 - ANHU female incubating 1 egg 10:37. - RRadd
5/19/2011 - ANHU female incubating 2 eggs 09:11. - RRadd
5/25/2011 - ANHU incubating 2 eggs 12:50. - RRadd
6/2/2011 - Two naked hatched young in nest 14:45.  - RRadd
6/8/2011 - One large, quilled, young visible in nest. - RRadd
6/16/2011 - One large juvenile in complete plumage on nest. - RRadd
6/23/2011 - Nest has fledged successfully. Change to Closed.  - RRadd

5/12/2011 7001462 ATFL Closed CP51-2 AR 90 feet to AR, but within 
house area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/7/2011 5/12/2011 - ATFL pair entering pipe 11:03. - RRadd
5/19/2011 - ATFL pair interaction, female returns to chimney pipe (which has transformed her into "Sooty 
Flycatcher") 09:49. - RRadd
6/2/2011 - ATFL pair observed away from nest, status unclear during 30 min. obs. Will monitor again. - RRadd
6/8/2011 - Nest is built. Pair come to nest 09:37, male guards, female to nest for only a minute. Egg laying? - 
RRadd
6/16/2011 - Female ATFL brings food to nest 11:06. - RRadd
6/23/2011 - Female enters nest with small insect 10:38 and stays, male nest guarding @ 100'. - RRadd
6/30/2011- ATFL pair carrying food to nest at 10 min intervals. Alarmed at 100'. - RRadd
7/7/2011 - Change to Closed. Nest is empty and nestlings successfully fledged. ATFL carrying food to at least 3 
fledglings away from nest. - RRadd

5/9/2011 7001019 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

34 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 5/9/2011 - Observed female going to and from nest. - DBusby
5/13/2011 - BCHU female on nest. - RRadd
5/20/2011 - Female incubating. - VNovik
5/23/2011 - Observed incubating on nest. - VNovik
5/24/2011 - Incubating. - SJohnston
5/25/2011 - Adult incubating. - VNovik
5/31/2011 - Incubating on nest. - VNovik
5/31/2011 - Nestlings observed in nest. - VNovik
6/2/2011 - Observed female feeding nestling. - VNovik
6/6/2011 - Feeding nestlings. - VNovik
6/8/2011 - Feeding nestlings in nest. - VNovik
6/9/2011 - Adult feeding nestlings. - TFitanides
6/10/2011 - Adult attending nestlings in nest. - VNovik
6/16/2011 - Nestling feathered and close to fledging; 1 likely already fledged. - SJohnston
6/17/2011 - Nestling looks near fledging. - VNovik

5/12/2011 7001453 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet, nest is inside 
work limits.

100 feet The nest is on the bridge itself, and effectively means work cannot occur, even 
with approved construction plan with noise barriers. 

1. FLEDGED. 5/22/2011 5/12/2011 - Nest contains 2 hummingbird nestlings about a week old. Adult came to the nest to feed the nestlings. - 
EMorgan
5/13/2011 - Nesting activity continues. - RRadd
5/17/2011 - Observed 2 nestlings being fed while foot traffic was overhead. Birds appear unaffected by construction 
activity. - SJohnston
5/20/2011 - Female feeding 2 nestlings in nest. - VNovik
5/23/2011 - Nestlings have fledged and left the nest; closed. - VNovik

5/25/2011 5000035 CORA Closed EP349 and AR 65 feet from SWPL line 
access road.

100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0 feet  through agency concurrence, following the premises of 
the Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 3/25/2011 - Nest built up; raven incubating. - PKonrad
4/5/2011 - Raven incubating. - PKonrad
4/12/2011 - CORA incubating. - SRitt
4/22/2011 - Adult brooding. - PKonrad
4/28/2011 - 2 medium-sized nestlings and 1 adult at nest. - PKonrad
5/6/2011 - 2 adults; 1 adult on nest with 2 nestlings. - KKilpatrick
5/13/2011 - 3 large feathered nestlings active in the nest. - PKonrad
5/18/2011 - No ravens observed in area - nestlings apparently fledged and left area. - PKonrad
5/25/2011 - No ravens in area; fledglings apparently dispersed with adults; closed. - PKonrad
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2/4/2011 5000412 AMKE Closed CP55/CP56-1 Pull Site 

AR
305 feet from access 

road.
500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 2/18/2011 - Nest as described in correct location, no birds observed due to inclement weather. Affects access road - 

BLohstroh
3/16/2011 - AMKE driving RTHA from area, entered nest  11:16 - RRadd
3/25/2011 - Food exchange, male delivered prey to female 16:04. Female consumed, returned to nest 16:12. - 
RRadd
3/29/2011 - Male harassing RTHA away from nest area 16:45, MERL at 17:12. Female off nest  17:17 - RRadd
4/7/2011 - Male catches mouse 13:52, eats head, carries body to nest 15:01 despite begging female.- RRadd
4/14/2011 - Male brings food item; female carries away and eats, returns to nest  13:41. - RRadd 
4/21/2011 - AMKE visits nest, second AMKE flies off with food 12:38. - RRadd
4/28/2011 - AMKE male carrying prey to female at nest 08:10.- RRadd
5/10/2011 - AMKE pair still actively defending, feeding this nest 17:07. - RRadd 
5/21/2011 - Fledged young observed away from nest. MAKE no longer using this cavity. Change to Closed. - RRadd

4/5/2011 5000456 CORA Closed EP363-1 130 feet from 
permanant impact area 

of tower site.

100 feet 0 feet Buffer reduced to 0 feet through agency concurrence, following the premises of 
the Raven Control Plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/2/2011 4/5/2011 - New nest; both ravens active at nest site. - PKonrad
4/12/2011 - 1 CORA incubating and another perched 4 feet away. - SRitt
4/21/2011 - Raven incubating. - PKonrad
5/2/2011 - Nest active, pair seen making visits to nest during survey period. - PHoward
5/6/2011 - Adult observed brooding. - KKilpatrick
5/10/2011 - Adult observed bringing food to nest. - SHampton
5/13/2011 - Adult standing on nest, possibly shading nestlings. - PKonrad
5/18/2011 - At least 2 large nestlings in the nest. - PKonrad
5/25/2011 - At least 2 large feathered nestlings in nest. - PKonrad
6/3/2011 - 5 Common Ravens in tower, including what appear to be 3 fledglings. Nest has successfully fledged; 
closed. - BArnold

3/3/2011 5000491 CORA Closed TL 639 - Z379538 0 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 3/3/2011 - Raven pair observed placing sticks in different locations on 3/1 and 3/3 final nest site location 
undetermined, could be same birds building near 379537.  - TCooper
3/28/2011 - Adult sitting on nest with other adult foraging nearby.  Flushed off nest when I approached within 150 ft. - 
DBusby
4/7/2011- Nest still active. - RFletcher
4/14/2011 - CORA observed incubating eggs. - RFletcher
4/28/2011 - Pair observed at nest feeding young. - MDicus
5/5/2011 - CORA observed in nest. - MDicus
5/19/2011 - Nest still active.  Young bird observed in nest. - MDicus
6/1/2011 - Only one nest found at location; there was significant stick litter at the tower base. Nest unoccupied. A 
CORA (possibly juvenile) flushed from the base of nesting tower and flew toward canyon to east where it struck a 
transmission line. The bird was not seen again but was heard calling once from canyon area. Another CORA 
remained perched on a pole to the south, preening for the duration of episode. Nest status changed to inactive. - 
TFitanides
7/14/2011 - Nest closed due to local raptor nesting chronology. No active raptor stick nests have been recorded in 
the Project area beyond the month of August (per Unitt; SD CBA). - EMorgan

3/17/2011 6002314 LOSH Closed EP234-1 80 feet from corner of 
tower site.

100 feet Focus of all activities to be away from the buffer at the NE corner to avoid 
working within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 4/17/2011 3/17/2011 - 1 shrike perched in nest tree. Nest contained 6 light blue eggs. - PKonrad
3/23/2011 - Shrike incubating 6 eggs. - PKonrad
4/4/2011 - 1 adult at nest, which contains medium-sized dark-colored unfeathered nestlings. - PKonrad
4/12/2011 - At least 5 feathered nestlings and 1 adult at nest. - PKonrad and AHernandez
4/18/2011 - All nestlings have left nest, which is flattened by nestling use, but fledglings still present in buffer area (1 
nestling observed 70 feet from nest; flew back to nest tree); 1 adult calling and protective during this post-fledging 
period. Will return later in the week. - PKonrad
4/25/2011 - 3 fledglings and 2 adults observed near nest; probably more fledglings but didn't want to disturb birds; 
closed. - PKonrad

3/5/2011 6002319 BUSH Closed CP57 AR 10 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/28/2011 3/5/2011 - Nest building and mating observed. Nest is 85% complete. - KAlberts
3/16/2011  - BUSH flew from nest @13:40 ACTIVE - RRadd
3/25/2011 - BUSH entered nest carrying food (small de-winged butterfly) 15:04.- RRadd
4/14/2011 - BUSH enters nest @14:45 for 1 min. - RRadd
4/21/2011 - BUSH brings food to nest, departs without it 13:44. - RRadd
4/25/2011 - No BUSH detected at or near nest for 30 minute observation. Nest has fledged; change to Closed. - 
RRadd

3/16/2011 5000521 CORA Closed EP250 AR 65 feet from access 
road.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/30/2011 3/16/2011 - Raven incubating in stick nest on south arm of metal tower. - PKonrad 
3/28/2011 - Raven incubating. - PKonrad      
4/6/2011 - Adult incubating. - PKonrad
4/12/2011 - 2 ravens initially at nest; 1 standing at nest leaning into nest, possibly feeding nestlings. - JDicus and 
MDicus.
4/19/2011 - 1 raven brooding. - PKonrad
4/25/2011 - Raven brooding with second adult perched near nest. - PKonrad
5/2/2011 - Adult raven brought food to nest and fed feathered nestling(s). - PKonrad
5/10/2011 - At least 2 medium-sized nestlings lying in nest. - PKonrad
5/17/2011 - Large feathered nestlings in nest. - PKonrad
5/23/2011 - 3 large feathered nestlings standing on nest; near fledging. - PKonrad
5/31/2011 - 2 fledglings and 1 adult flushed from below tower; fledglings flew well to perch 100 yards northeast of 
tower; closed. - PKonrad

3/10/2011 5001260 HOWR Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within house 
area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/15/2011 3/10/2011 - Nest material visible. Bird seen entering cavity with material. HOWR singing incessantly (3-5 sec 
intervals) at cavity. - RRadd
3/24/2011 - HOWR singing nearby. Nesting activity suppressed by stormy day. - RRadd
3/31/2011 - HOWR pair carrying food to upper cavity. - RRadd
4/5/2011 - Female brings food to upper cavity while male sings and nest-guards. - RRadd
5/5/2011 - HOWR continues to feed this nest 10:35. - RRadd
5/12/2011 - HOWR enters cavity 09:11. - RRadd
5/19/2011 - Intense territoriality around this and lower cavity, HOWR singing at 3 second intervals. - RRadd
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3/8/2011 6002387 RSHA Closed Alpine Underground - 

115+00
180 feet to Alpine Blvd. 500 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 3/8/2011 - RSHA observed on nest and another observed vocalizing nearby. Nest building observed by biomonitor. - 
IMaunsell
3/22/2011 - Red-shouldered Hawk incubating; best observed west-northwest of church across riparian area from 
Alpine Blvd. - PKonrad
4/5/2011 - 1 adult incubating, 1 calling nearby; leaves all but conceal nest and incubating hawk. - PKonrad
4/16/2011 - RSHA male on nest, apparently feeding nestlings. - RRadd
4/22/2011 - RSHA male on nest. - RRadd
4/30/2011 - RSHA male at nest. - RRadd
5/6/2011 - RSHA male standing at nest, at least 1 downy nestling visible. - RRadd
5/17/2011 - 3 nestlings standing on edge of nest; 1 adult left nest and was calling. - FHoffman 
5/27/2011 - Adult male brought food to at least 1 nestling in nest. - RRadd
6/4/2011 - Nest empty, nestlings have fledged; closed. - TFitanides

3/10/2011 6002805 OATI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

30 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. This plan to mitigate for potential construction impacts to 
the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce such impacts and 
improve the likelihood of nest success, provided that no stopping, standing, 
parking, or work occurs within new buffers.  In addition, this nest is in a cavity 
high above ground which provides natural buffering for the adults and nestlings.

1. FLEDGED. 5/16/2011 3/10/2011 - Active pair bonding and cavity investigating behavior observed; birds unconcerned by my presence 25 
feet from cavity; no nest construction occurring at this time. - RRadd
3/17/2011 - No nest building observed. - RRadd
3/23/2011 - No nesting behavior observed. Male vocalizing and pair present. - IMaunsell
4/1/2011 - Pair of OATI occupying cavity. Pair bonding courtship behavior observed in the form of food presentation. 
- IMaunsell
4/8/2011 - Adults back and forth to nest, likely feeding nestlings. - BLohstroh
4/16/2011 - OATI activity continues at this cavity. - RRadd
4/22/2011 - OATI pair making repeated trips to nesting cavity and bringing food to cavity. - RRadd
4/28/2011 - OATI carrying food into cavity. - RAbe
5/6/2011 - OATI carrying food to nest at 10 minute intervals. - RRadd
5/13/2011 - OATI exiting with fecal sac. - RRadd

2/25/2011 5000434 MODO Closed TL 6916 - Z678467 30 feet from access 
road.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 05/11/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/12/2011

Buffer should be reduced to 30 feet to allow work.  Mourning Doves often nest in 
close proximity to human activities and disturbances.  The nest is concealed in a 
large, thick non-native shrub and is not visible from the ROW.  The adults 
showed no sensitivity to human activity remaining on the nest when approached 
to within five feet.  The nest will be isolated from visual and acoustic 
disturbances by construction activities by the surrounding  vegetation.

1. FLEDGED. 5/15/2011 2/25/2011 Nest still active. - RFletcher 
4/12/2011 - MODO pair on nest. No eggs. - RRadd
4/13/2011 - Adult on nest. Possibly incubating. Bird did not flush. -SHampton
4/18/2011 - MODO incubating nest. No flush. 15:08. - RRadd
4/25/2011 - MODO incubating 2 eggs 12:35. - RRadd
4/26/2011 - Adult on nest, didn't flush. - BArnold
5/2/2011 - Female MODO incubating 2 eggs 15:40.- RRadd
5/3/2011 - Female brooding on nest. - IMaunsell
5/11/2011 - 2 feathered squabs on nest 14:14. - RRadd
5/16/2011 - Nest is intact, empty. Presume fledged, change to Closed 17:27. - RRadd

5/15/2011 7001477 LASP Closed Wilson Yard 8 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to active 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 5/15/2011 - LASP female attending nest with 3 nestlings. Male observed nearby perched on fence. - GHuffman
6/1/2011 - Nest empty; nestlings presumed to have fledged successfully as per 5/15 observations. - TFitanides

5/3/2011 7000965 HUVI Closed Elliott Substation 5 feet to AR; 50 feet to 
substation.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 5/3/2011 - Both sexes actively constructing nest 09:20. Appears 60% complete. - RRadd
5/11/2011 - HUVI on nest 07:08. - RRadd
5/16/2011 - Nest incubation exchange 07:46. - RRadd
5/23/2011 - HUVI on nest, wing stretch, tail-fan and settle 08:04. - RRadd
5/31/2011 - HUVI on nest 06:55. - RRadd
6/6/2011 - HUVI feeding nestlings 07:05. - RRadd
6/14/2011 - No HUVI detected during 30 minute observation. Obs. Timeline suggests successful fledge. - RRadd

5/16/2011 7001482 CALT Closed TL 6916 - 774820 10 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/21/2011 5/16/2011 - CALT carrying food to at least 2 altricial nestlings 15:57. - RRadd
5/23/2011 - Nest is empty with single dropping on floor. CALT capable of leaving nest @ 8 days, so potentially 
successful fledge. - RRadd

5/16/2011 7001483 ANHU Closed Elliott Substation 85 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 5/16/2011 - ANHU female on nest, only brief intervals away but no feeding. Presume incubation. - RRadd
23 May - ANHU young visible in nest 07:20. - RRadd
5/31/2011  - Large feathered young in nest 07:11.- RRadd
6/6/2011  - Nest is empty and presumed to have fledged. Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/17/2011 7001485 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

8 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/19/2011 5/17/2011 - Female incubating 2 eggs. - SJohnston
5/18/2011 - Female incubating 2 eggs. - SJohnston
5/20/2011 - Female on nest, left nest while visual barrier was installed; returned to nest. - VNovik 
5/23/2011 - Female observed on nest. - VNovik
5/24/2011 - Adult incubating. - SJohnston
5/25/2011 - Incubating on nest. - VNovik
5/31/2011 - 2 nestlings in nest. - VNovik
6/2/2011 - Female observed feeding nestlings. - VNovik
6/6/2011 - Adult feeding nestlings in nest. - VNovik
6/7/2011 - Feeding nestlings. - SJohnston
6/8/2011 - Tending nestlings in nest. - VNovik
6/9/2011 - Adult feeding nestlings in nest. - TFitanides
6/10/2011 - Feeding nestlings. - VNovik
6/16/2011 - Feathered nestlings close to fledging. SJohnston
6/17/2011 - Nestlings active in nest; they look ready to fledge. - VNovik
6/20/2011 - Fledged; closed. - SJohnston

5/12/2011 7001489 SOSP Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

50 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 5/12/2011 - Female on nest for 15 min obs. - EElias
5/13/2011 - Nest contains 3 eggs. - EElias
5/16/2011 - SOSP incubating 13:55. - RRadd
5/25/2011  - Two SOSP nestlings aged approximately 2 days, being fed by adults 15:08. - RRadd
6/3/2011 - Nest has fallen sideways but cup appears intact and fledglings foraging within feet. Presumed successful 
fledge. Change to Closed. - RRadd
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5/17/2011 7001491 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
2 feet from staked work 

limits.
100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/15/2011 5/17/2011 - Active nest building 10% complete. Goldfinches began building nest during construction activities. - 
SJohnston
5/20/2011 - Active nest building. - VNovik
5/23/2011 - Female observed on nest; possibly incubating. - VNovik
5/24/2011 - Female incubating. - SJohnston
5/25/2011 - Female incubating. - VNovik
5/31/2011 - Incubating. - VNovik
6/1/2011 - Incubating. - SJohnston
6/6/2011 - On nest. - VNovik
6/8/2011 - Incubating. - VNovik
6/9/2011 - Feeding nestlings. - TFitanides
6/10/2011 - Adult brooding and feeding nestlings. - VNovik
6/14/2011 - Adult appears to be feeding nestlings. - VNovik
6/16/2011 - No nestlings in nest. Nestlings apparently fledged; closed. - VNovik

5/16/2011 7001493 CAGN Closed CP21 240 feet to work limits. 300 feet Buffer reduced to 240 
feet with drive through 

access only.

Candidate for NBR to 240 feet since nest is down steep slope and blocked by 
dense vegetation that will create a noise and visual barrier from work activities 
and thru-traffic along access road. Placed ESA signs along east side of access 
road, approx 240 ft from nest. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this 
nest provided that no work occurs within the 240 foot buffer for this nest.

Per USFWS comments and in compliance with the BO, anytime construction 
activities occur (including drive through access) within 300 feet of a coastal 
California gnatcatcher a biologist must be present.  So this may take extra 
planning and grouping of vehicles driving through this portion of the access 
road.

1. FLEDGED. 6/8/2011 5/16/2011 - Three eggs; observed nest exchange. - DBusby
5/23/2011  - Female incubating on nest with male foraging nearby. - DBusby
5/31/2011 - - Adult pair feeding three week old nestlings. - DBusby
6/6/2011 - Adult pair feeding three nestlings. Should be fledging by tomorrow. - DBusby
6/13/2011  - At least 2 nestlings confirmed successfully fledged. Adults tending to 2 fledglings about 300 feet 
northeast of nest site. - DBusby

4/12/2011 5000781 SAPH Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. Say's Phoebe nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator brace and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 4/29/2011 4/12/2011 - Nest with two young. Adult observed bringing food. - BArnold
4/19/2011 - Feeding continues. - RRadd
4/21/2011 - Nest with three young, adults on nest and in area. - BArnold
4/26/2011 - SAPH pair continue food carrying to this site 07:25. - RRadd
4/29/2011  - Young out of nest and in immediate area of Transformer Bank 71. Adults still caring for these recently 
fledged young.  Buffer reduced to 70 feet. - BArnold
5/2/2011 SAPH juveniles following adults off site. Change to Closed. - RRadd

4/21/2011 5000874 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finch nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator fan screen and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.  In addition, House Finches are highly 
tolerant of human activity.

1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 4/21/2011  - Three eggs in nest, adults in and around transformer unit. - BArnold
4/29/2011 - Female incubating four eggs. - BArnold
5/2/2011  HOFI on nest. - RRadd
5/10/2011 -  Nest has four small nestlings. - BArnold
5/19/2011 - At least two very large nestlings on nest, female and male in immediate area. - BArnold
5/26/2011 - Nest successfully fledged two young. - BArnold
6/1/2011 - Flushed female from nest, with four eggs. - BArnold
6/9/2011 - Five eggs in nest. - BArnold
6/16/2011 - At least four nestlings in nest. - BArnold
6/23/2011 - At least four well-feathered nestlings. - BArnold
6/27/2011 - Nest with very large nestlings, apparently close to fledging. - BArnold
7/6/2011 - Nest empty, successfully fledged. - BArnold

4/21/2011 5000875 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finch nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator fan screen and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.  In addition, House Finches are highly 
tolerant of human activity.

1. FLEDGED. 5/25/2011 4/21/2011 - Five eggs in nest.  Adults in and around transformer unit. BArnold
4/26/2011 - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the substation.- RRadd
4/29/2011 -  Female incubating five eggs. - BArnold
5/2/2011 - HOFI flushed from nest. - RRadd
5/5/2011  - One downy nestling observed in nest; male observed flying to and from nest. - TFitanides
5/10/2011 - Nest has four or five nestlings. - BArnold
5/19/2011 - At least one very large nestling on nest, male and female in immediate area.  - BArnold
5/26/2011 - Nest successfully fledged.  Adults in area. Inactive, but may be used again.  - BArnold
6/1/2011 - Nest Closed.  - BArnold

4/30/2011 7000953 HOWR Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

5 feet  to AR. 100 feet NBR Submit Date: 06/20/2011


1. FLEDGED. 5/21/2011 4/30/2011 - HOWR singing and entering this cavity several times. - RRadd
5/6/2011 - HOWR remains active here. - RRadd
5/13/2011 - HOWR pair observed carrying food to nest cavity. - RRadd
5/17/2011 - HOWR observed bringing food items into cavity; begging calls heard. - SJohnston
5/20/2011 - Nestling HOWRs beginning to fledge, although they are staying near nest site. - VNovik
5/23/2011 - HOWR singing outside of nesting cavity; no observations of HOWR entering cavity. - VNovik
5/24/2011 - No activity observed; closed. - SJohnston

5/15/2011 7001497 LEGO Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 6 feet from yard limits. 100 feet 15 feet Blanket exemption to reduce request for NBRs in effect for this nest, as nest was 
begun after construction activities had commenced outside of impact areas 
within an active construction yard.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 5/15/2011 - Biomonitor observed female lesser goldfinch bring nesting material to nest, then drop to the ground and 
copulate with a male before flying off. Nest in good condition. - BArnold
5/27/2011- At least 1 fully feathered nestling observed in nest and being fed by adult female. Both male and female 
observed in and around nest tree with male singing over tree and nearby. - JPawlicki
6/4/2011 - Second clutch being started in same nest. The first nesting attempt's nestling is presumed to have 
fledged. - IMaunsell
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5/12/2011 7001449 CALT Closed CP22-1 90 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 80 

feet.
NBR Submit Date: 05/18/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/19/2011

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
• The nest is located down slope from the construction work area which provides 
a natural sound and visual barrier for the nest.
• The nest is well hidden with the entrance facing east, away from proposed 
construction activities which further shields the nestlings and adults.
• Nest progression is advanced (multiple nestlings) indicating high nest affinity 
which decreases the chance of the nest being abandoned by the adults.
• The adult bird was relatively tolerant of human and truck presence, flushing 
only after the biologist approached within 15 feet.
• It is recommended that once work commences, vehicles park at the south of 
the work area to provide an additional buffer

1. FLEDGED. 5/20/2011 5/12/2011 - Two or three naked nestlings. Parent flushed at 15 feet. - TFitanides
5/18/2011 - three feathered nestlings 13:08.- RRadd
5/20/2011 - Nest empty, no sign of adults.  No sign of depredation.  Change status to Closed. - BArnold

5/11/2011 7001444 CALT Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet; within yard limits. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 05/18/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/18/2011

The vegetation in this area should remain intact as long as this nest or others 
are within this patch. Vehicular access is not anticipated to impact this nest, 
provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the 
buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 5/11/2011 - Three eggs on nest. - TFitanides
5/18/2011 - CALT incubating three eggs 10:48. - RRadd
6/6/2011 - Nest is  empty. Birds assumed fledged. Buffer taken down. - DBusby
5/24/2011 - Food carrying CALT and agitation at 25'. - RRadd
6/1/2011 - CALT adults carrying food to three well-feathered nestlings with primary quills just opening. - RRadd
6/6/2011 - Nest is  empty. Birds assumed fledged. - DBusby

2/24/2011 5000431 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 30 feet to AR. 100 feet One time passage 
(4/26/2011).  Drive 

through access only 
(5/18/2011).

NBR Submit Date: 05/18/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/18/2011

One-time allowance granted for vehicular passage to allow construction traffic to 
move the air track from CP22 area to CP25-2.  Level of construction traffic for 
this one event not viewed as significant enough to impact nest.

A permanent nest buffer reduction to accommodate thru-traffic would likely not 
disturb nest as long as traffic does not stop and the number  of trips are minimal. 
(May 11)

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 3/1/2011 - Adult CACW seen taking nest material to nest on ; confirmation that nest is now being actively used. - 
PKonrad
3/7/2011 - Adult confirmed at nest.  - PKonrad
3/18/2011 - No CACW detected on this territory 12:00 - 12:45. Vehicle traffic noted. -  RRadd
3/24/2011- No CACW detected on this territory 08:30-09:30 - RRadd
3/30/2011 - Pair CACW actively building new nest 2' from existing. 13:10-13:25 - RRadd
4/5/2011 - Nest building continues 10:15-10:30 - RRadd
4/11/2011 - CACW active at this nest 11:35 - RRadd
4/18/2011 - CACW nest guarding adjacent to these nests 16:35 - RRadd
4/25/2011 - CACW on nest 16:55. - RRadd
5/3/2011 - Third nest now built in this small patch. Adult nearby carrying food 12:35. - RRadd
5/10/2011 - At least 2 nestlings visible in nest. Adult observed carrying food 13:25. - RRadd
5/17/2011 - Male at nest, female emerges 14:55. - RRadd
5/24/2011 - CACW carrying food to nest 12:42. - RRadd
6/1/2011 - Nest empty, although juvenile GRRO perched at nest 0720, previous observations indicate this nest had 
time to fledge. Change to Closed. - RRadd
6/7/2011  - CACW pair are active at this nest again; maybe starting a second clutch. Change to Active. - RRadd
6/13/2011 - Nest in fine condition with clean tight opening, but no CACW detected during 0915-0945 observation. - 
RRadd
6/20/2011 - CACW pair, fledgling occupying this territory 1145-1225. - RRadd
6/28/2011 - CACW group remains active at this nest. - RRadd
7/6/2011  - Change to Inactive. Nest opening beginning to collapse and no wrens associating during 30 minute 
observation period. Apparently no second clutch initiated. - RRadd

4/18/2011 5000845 GRRO Closed Sycamore Yard 25 feet to AR. 100 feet One-time reduction to 
allow air track drive 
through access only 

(5/18/11).

NBR Submit Date: 05/18/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/18/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer to allow air 
track to be transported from CP22 to CP25-2.  Construction traffic related to this 
one-time move is not significant. 

A permanent nest buffer reduction to accommodate thru-traffic would likely not 
disturb nest as long as traffic does not stop, stand, or park and the number of 
trips are minimal. (May 11)

1. FLEDGED. 5/28/2011 4/18/2011 - GRRO on nest with 4 eggs. Flushed at 8 feet when observed - 16:44 - RRadd.
4/25/2011 - GRRO incubating 16:50. - RRadd
5/3/2011 - GRRO on nest 12:25, mate foraging nearby. - RRadd
5/10/2011 - GRRO brooding at least three nestlings with wing feathers 13:16. - RRadd
5/17/2011 - Large feathered young in nest 15:40. - RRadd
5/24/2011 - At least one large GRRO nestling remains on nest 12:30. - RRadd
6/1/2011  - Nest has fledged. Large unwary juvenile perched up nearby 07:18. - RRadd

5/11/2011 7001427 CALT Closed CP18 4 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 05/18/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/18/2011

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
• Work at the site will occur 70 feet or more from the nest.
• A monitor will be present to prevent encroachment on the nest.
• Presence of nestlings indicates high site affinity by the adults
• California Towhees frequently nest in urban and developed areas.

1. FLEDGED. 5/19/2011 5/11/2011 - 3 young nestlings with new, sparse white down observed in nest. Adult California towhee in area 
behaved alarmed when biologists approached nest at approximately 50 feet. - KKilpatrick
5/18/2011 - CALT brooding 3 nestlings 12:33. - RRadd
5/24/2011 - Nestlings fledged and status is changed to closed. - RAbe
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5/16/2011 7001475 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 

Staging Area N of I-8
60 feet from staging 

area.
100 feet Buffer reduced to 45 

feet.
NBR Submit Date: 05/19/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/19/2011

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons:
 
• This pair of bushtits clearly has a high tolerance for noise, and constant human 
activities nearby as demonstrated by the distance from the nest site to a major 
interstate highway.
• The nest is located immediately adjacent to the west bound on-ramp to 
Interstate 8 where high speed traffic frequently passes closer to the nest than 
any proposed Project work activities.
• Work proposed would be limited to staging of equipment for the Project. No 
heavy construction would occur in the area. 
• Similar instances of bushtits successfully nesting in close proximity to Project 
work activities demonstrates species acclimation to work activities within 45 feet 
of nest locations without perceived negative impacts.

1. FLEDGED. 6/23/2011 5/16/2011 - Observed bushtit fly from nest. - VNovik
5/27/2011 - Nest looks complete 1 adult was observed bringing nesting material to nest while another adult foraged 
nearby. - EMorgan
6/4/2011 - 2 adults observed in nest area with food items. Adults acting nervous with presence of fledgling western 
scrub jay, so biologist refrained from approaching nest. - TFitanides
6/9/2011 - Adult entered and left nest, probably brought food and definitely left with fecal sac. - PKonrad
6/17/2011 - Adults bringing food to nest and quickly leaving. - PKonrad
6/24/2011 - No bushtit activity in area; nestlings appear to have fledged and dispersed; closed. - PKonrad

5/19/2011 7001498 SAPH Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 05/20/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/20/2011

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
• Nest is located on a support bracket of a radiation. This location is well 
concealed and provides a buffer by design from work activities within the sub.
• Nets is located on the far side of the transformer from work activities providing 
a partial visual buffer.
• Nesting pair chose the site location during ongoing work activities.
• Nest is located adjacent to a Say's Phoebe nest that recently fledged young 
under similar reduced buffer conditions.
• House Finches are well acclimated to human activity.

1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 5/19/2011 - Nest with one egg. - BArnold
5/26/2011 - Nest with four eggs.  Adult Western Kingbird went to nest after examination. - BArnold
6/1/2011- Say's Phoebe flushed from nest, with four white eggs. - BArnold
6/9/2011 - Nest with four nestlings. - BArnold
6/16/2011 - Nest with four nestlings. - BArnold
6/23/2011 - Nest with four very large nestlings. These appear to be ready to fledge. - BArnold
6/27/2011 - At 11:00am, observed two nestlings fledge from a distance of about 70 feet. Adult feeding two fledglings 
on the southern perimeter fence. Adult  returned to nest, assume there are two nestlings remaining in nest. - 
BArnold
7/6/2011 - Nest has successfully fledged. - BArnold

5/19/2011 7001499 HOWR Closed TL 639 - 171628 35 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 5/19/2011 - Adult HOWR observed repeatedly carrying food into opening in top of pole. - MDicus
5/31/2011 - HOWR carries food to nest in pipe 14:52. - RRadd
5/31/2011 - At least four young in nest approximately one week old. - RRadd
6/6/2011 - At least three feathered young in nest 16:08. - RRadd
6/15/2011 - No HOWR detections at or near this empty nest. Presume successfully fledged and change to Closed. - 
RRadd

5/19/2011 7001500 BHGR Closed TL 639 - 171760 90 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 05/20/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/20/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/9/2011 5/19/2011 - Nest exchange observed; parents both incubating.- TFitanides
5/31/2011 - Male observed feeding at least one downy nestling in nest. - JPawlicki
6/10/2011 - Nest empty, presumed to have fledged. No sign of predation; only a few scattered feces in center of 
nest. Closed. - TFitanides

5/19/2011 7001501 SOSP Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

60 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/15/2011 5/19/2011 - Observed SOSP bringing a large amount of nesting material into nest location. Did not search for exact 
nest location due to vegetation density of site. This is a possible second brood for previously recorded SOSP. - 
SJohnston
5/23/2011 - SOSP observed entering nest site. - VNovik
5/24/2011 - SOSP observed entering nest location. - SJohnston
5/25/2011 - SOSP near nest, did not observe bird entering nest. - VNovik
5/25/2011 - SOSP near nest, did not enter nest. - VNovik
5/31/2011 - Song sparrow singing in area of nest. - VNovik
6/2/2011 - Adult observed in area of nest. - VNovik
6/6/2011 - Observed bird flying into area of nest. - VNovik
6/7/2011 - Adult SOSP in area of nest. - SJohnston
6/8/2011 - SOSP in area of nest. - VNovik
6/9/2011 - SOSP in nest area. - TFitanides
6/10/2011 - SOSP in area of nest location. - VNovik
6/16/2011 - Fledglings observed; successfully fledged; closed. - SJohnston

4/8/2011 5003372 WEBL Closed CP64-2/CP65-1 Pull 
Site AR entry

32 feet 100 feet Driveway improvement work consists of one day of survey staking with 2-3 
person crew, then one day of potholing with 2-3 person crew. Implement sound 
walls to allow work in buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/14/2011 4/8/2011 - Female carrying food item into cavity, male perching nearby. - MDicus, RAbe
4/16/2011 - WEBL pair active, female enters cavity 09:35. - RRadd
4/20/2011 - Male entering cavity, female with male. Both entering cavity. - VNovik
4/27/2011 - WEBL pair defending cavity in ownership dispute with NUWO 16:00. - RRadd
5/4/2011 - WEBL male defending cavity in dispute with ATFL. - 14:35. - RRadd
5/14/2011 - WEBL pair present but no cavity use during 30 min obs. 09:30 - RRadd
5/19/2011 -  WEBL pair active, female enters cavity 18:02. - RRadd

5/19/2011 7001504 BUSH Closed CP50-1 AR 25 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/29/2011 5/19/2011 - BUSH enters nest 07:05. - RRadd
6/2/2011 - BUSH pair to and from nest 13:12. - RRadd
6/8/2011 - No BUSH detections during 30 minutes of observations. - RRadd
6/16/2011 - BUSH feeding nest 13:37, 13:49 with (comparatively) large prey.- RRadd
6/23/2011 - BUSH making multiple trips to nest 08:48.- RRadd
6/30/2011 - No BUSH detections during 30 minutes of observations. Nest appears in good condition; monitoring 
timeline indicates nest fledged successfully.- RRadd

5/19/2011 7001505 BUOR Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

75 feet from ROW. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 5/19/2011 - BUOR pair entering and exiting at regular intervals 15:10.  - RRadd
5/25/2011  - BUOR pair bringing food to this nest 16:45. - RRadd
6/3/2011 - No BUOR detections during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
6/8/2011 - No detections at nest; BUOR male feeding at least 2 fledglings away from site in nearby live oaks. 
Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/20/2011 7001914 BUSH Closed CP70-3 AR 15 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/4/2011 5/20/2011 - BUSH pair making food carry trips at 10 minute intervals 0935. - RRadd
5/26/2011 - BUSH pair bringing food to nest at 10 minute intervals. - RRadd
6/4/2011 - No detections at nest during 30 minute observation. Family group of 4 BUSH foraging nearby suggests 
nest successfully fledged. - RRadd
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5/20/2011 7001916 COYE Closed CP70-3 AR 25 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 5/20/2011 - Intense territoriality, pair chasing and multiple trips into this thicket at 5 minute intervals 07:55. - RRadd

5/26/2011 - COYE continue to sing from this thicket. - RRadd
6/4/2011  - COYE carrying food into this thicket 10:09. - RRadd
6/9/2011  - COYE nesting activity continues. - RRadd
6/17/2011  - Several COYE detected, including immatures, though no food carry by parents noted. Observations and 
timeline suggest fledged nest. Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/20/2011 7001919 SOSP Closed CP82-1 AR 12 feet from AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/30/2011 5/20/2011 - SOSP pair carrying items into thicket 14:55. - RRadd
5/26/2011 - SOSP detected foraging adjacent and apparently nest guarding, but did not enter nest during 30 minute 
observation 15:40. - RRadd
6/4/2011 - SOSP no longer visiting this thicket. Observation timeline suggests nest has fledged. Change to Closed. - 
RRadd

5/14/2011 7001488 BUSH Closed CP29-1 7 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 05/19/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/19/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/25/2011 5/14/2011 - Nest appears completed. Pair of BUSH in area. Adult observed flushing from nest site. - TFitanides
5/21/2011 - BUSH associated with nest repeatedly during 40 minutes of observation but did not enter 12:10. - 
RRadd
RRadd - 5/24/2011 - Nest appears damaged (extra large opening), but BUSH continues to visit. Pair remain closely 
associated with this site, but no item carry. Under reconstruction? - RRadd
5/31/2011 - Adult entered nest. - TCooper
6/2/2011 - BUSH exits nest 10:06, mate loafs nearby. No food carry during 30 minute observations. Incubating? - 
RRadd
6/9/2011 - Adult carried food to nest. - EMorgan
6/15/2011 - BUSH pair carrying insects to nest 12:52. - RRadd
6/22/2011 - No BUSH detected at or near this nest during 40 minutes of observation 15:40-16:20. - RRadd
6/28/2011 - No BUSH detected. Nestlings have fledged and nest is empty. - RRadd

5/23/2011 7001925 HOLA Closed CP17-1 700 feet from CP17-1; 5 
feet from AR.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 5/23/2011 - Nest contains 3 or 4 nestlings that are 3 to 4 days old. Adult observed bringing food to nest. - EMorgan
6/1/2011 - Nest empty,  feather sheaths at bottom of nest. Presumed fledged. Closed. - TCooper

5/23/2011 7001930 PHAI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

55 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 5/23/2011 - Adult observed carrying nest material. - VNovik
5/24/2011 - Phainopepla observed building nest. - SJohnston
5/25/2011 - Nest building. - VNovik 
5/31/2011 - PHAI active around nest. - VNovik
6/2/2011 - Observed activity around nest. Male flew into nest. - VNovik
6/6/2011 - PHAI observed flying to nest site, entering and leaving nest. - VNovik
6/7/2011 - Birds at nest, potentially incubating. - SJohnston
6/8/2011 - Activity observed at nest. - VNovik
6/9/2011 - Adult observed leaving nest. - TFitanides
6/10/2011 - Male flew away from nest site. - VNovik
6/14/2011 - Male flew to nest. - VNovik
6/17/2011 - No activity at nest while observing nest for 25 minutes. - VNovik
6/22/2011 - No activity observed; nestlings apparently fledged; closed. - VNovik

5/23/2011 7001931 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

15 feet 100 feet NBR Submit Date: 06/20/2011


1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 5/23/2011 - Observed Lesser Goldfinch pair building nest. - VNovik
5/24/2011 - Nest complete; female incubating on nest. - SJohnston
5/25/2011 - Female observed on nest, likely incubating. - VNovik
5/31/2011 - Incubating on nest. - VNovik
6/2/2011 - Female incubating. - VNovik
6/6/2011 - Incubating. - VNovik
6/8/2011 - Adult incubating. - VNovik
6/9/2011 - Incubating. - TFitanides
6/10/2011 - Incubating and potentially feeding. - VNovik
6/16/2011 - Nestling observed in nest. - SJohnston
6/17/2011 - Adult feeding nestling in nest. - VNovik
6/22/2011 - Feeding nestling in nest. - VNovik
6/23/2011 - Nestling is feathered and should fledge soon. - VNovik
6/24/2011 - Nestlings fledged. - VNovik

5/23/2011 7001933 HOFI Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet; inside yard. 100 feet Nest was built during current operations, and falls under the blanket exemption 
for yards.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 5/23/2011 - Female HOFI observed adding nesting material to nest; 90% complete. - RAbe
5/31/2011 - Female incubating. - PKonrad 
6/8/2011 - Female flew from nest that has a brood of 3 very young nestlings. - BArnold
6/15/2011 - 3 growing nestlings in nest. - PKonrad
6/22/2011 - 1 large feathered nestling in nest, ready to fledge; others probably already fledged. - PKonrad
6/27/2011 - Nestlings fledged prior to 6/25; closed. - PKonrad

5/23/2011 7001934 ANHU Closed Elliott Substation 50 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/8/2011 5/23/2011 - ANHU female feeding gnats to young in nest, estimated at 1 week old, 0733. - RRadd
5/31/2011- Large ANHU nestlings present in nest 07:06 - RRadd
6/6/2011 - 2 nestlings are large, fully feathered and perched on edge of nest.
6/14/2011 - Nest no longer present 14:32. Based on previous observations, likely fledged. Change to Closed. - 
RRadd

5/23/2011 7001935 NOMO Closed Elliott Substation 10 feet to substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 5/2/2011 - NOMO incubating 3 eggs 10:36. - RRadd
5/31/2011 - NOMO carrying food to nest 07:26. - RRadd
6/6/2011 - NOMO pair carrying food to nest 07:40. - RRadd
6/14/2011 - Nest is empty with a clean intact cup. NOMO nestling period is 12-14 days, so likely a successful fledge. 
Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/24/2011 7001940 GRRO Closed CP18 15 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 05/26/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/26/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

Drive through access only approved through blanket exemption.

1. FLEDGED. 6/27/2011 5/24/2011 - 4 eggs, adult incubating - TCooper
6/2/2011 - One hatched nestling and unhatched eggs in this nest. - EElias
6/7/2011 - GRRO on nest. - RRadd
6/13/2011 - GRRO on nest 07:20. - RRadd
6/20/2011 - At least 2 feathered nestlings in nest 07:08. - RRadd
6/28/2011 - Nest is empty; presumed fledged. Change to Closed - RRadd
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5/24/2011 7001941 CALT Closed CP22-1 50 feet from AR; 1500 

feet to CP22.
100 feet Drive through access 

only.
NBR Submit Date: 05/26/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/26/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no 
stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 5/24/2011 - Adult  incubating two eggs. - PHoward 
6/1/2011 -  CALT brooding 1 near-naked nestling and 1 unhatched egg. - RRadd
6/6/2011 - Adult sitting on nest with 2 nestlings. - DBusby
6/13/2011 - Appears successfully fledged; nest is intact and empty with a few small feces in the cup. - RRadd
6/13/2011 - Change to Closed. Buffers and stakes removed. - RRadd

5/23/2011 7001943 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 30 feet NBR Submit Date: 05/25/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/25/2011

• Both pairs of House Finches exhibited a tolerance to human presence by 
building their nests in an area with moderately existing foot and vehicle traffic. 
• The nests are located behind/inside the attached signs which provide a visual 
and acoustic buffer against any foot and vehicle traffic and storage activities.
• House Finches are a species that is known to be tolerable of human 
disturbance and regularly nest in close proximity to human activity.
• House Finch nests that have been inn proximity to similar potential yard 
activities under similar buffers have successfully fledged within Sunrise 
Powerlink yards.

1. FLEDGED. 6/29/2011 5/23/2011 - Nest complete with obvious bowl shape, fresh green vegetation, and containing no eggs or young. Adults 
observed flying from nest. - JPawlicki 
5/25/2011 - 1 egg in nest. - TFitanides
5/31/2011 - Female flew from nest, which has a clutch of 6 eggs. - PHoward
6/4/2011 - Incubating female flew from nest. - TFitanides
6/14/2011 - Female flew from nest. Undetermined number of nestlings with downy feathers observed in nest. - 
KKilpatrick
6/26/2011 - 1 nestling in nest, appears ready to fledge. - PHoward
6/29/2011 - Nestling became fledgling today; closed. - FHoffman

5/23/2011 7001944 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 30 feet NBR Submit Date: 05/25/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/25/2011

• Both pairs of House Finches exhibited a tolerance to human presence by 
building their nests in an area with moderately existing foot and vehicle traffic. 
• The nests are located behind/inside the attached signs which provide a visual 
and acoustic buffer against any foot and vehicle traffic and storage activities.
• House Finches are a species that is known to be tolerable of human 
disturbance and regularly nest in close proximity to human activity.
• House Finch nests that have been inn proximity to similar potential yard 
activities under similar buffers have successfully fledged within Sunrise 
Powerlink yards.

1. FLEDGED. 6/27/2011 5/23/2011 - Nest about 50% complete and made primarily of dry grasses. Both adult house finches observed at nest 
with female actively bringing nesting material and nest building. - JPawlicki
5/31/2011 - Female incubating; nest has clutch of 5 eggs. - PHoward
6/4/2011 - Female incubating/brooding. - TFitanides
6/14/2011 - Undetermined number of nestlings with downy feathers in nest. - KKilpatrick
6/26/2011 - 1 fully feathered nestling in nest, appears ready to fledge. - PHoward

5/6/2011 7001001 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

44 feet to work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and construction related activity are appropriate when 
considered along with the plan, providing type and duration of access is strictly 
regulated. 

1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 5/6/2011 - BUSH pair completing nest. - RRadd 
5/13/2011 - BUSH continue active at this nest. - RRadd
5/17/2011 - Observed BUSH carrying nesting material to the nest. - SJohnston
5/20/2011 - BUSH observed entering nest. - VNovik
5/23/2011 - Observed carrying food items into nest. - VNovik
5/24/2011 - BUSH observed entering and exiting nest. - SJohnston
5/25/2011 - Bushtits in the area, but no observations of them entering  the nest. Nest looks intact. - VNovik
5/31/2011 - Observed bushtit entering nest. bushtit leaving nest. - VNovik
6/6/2011 - Observed entering and leaving the nest. - VNovik
6/7/2011 - Birds observed entering and leaving nest, likely feeding nestlings. - SJohnston
6/8/2011 - Birds likely feeding nestlings; observed entering nest. - VNovik
6/9/2011 - Feeding nestlings. - VNovik
6/10/2011 - Observed bird exiting nest. - VNovik
6/16/2011 - No change. - SJohnston
6/17/2011 - No activity observed at nest. - VNovik
6/22/2011 - No activity. - VNovik
6/23/2011 - Closed, appears to have fledged. - VNovik

3/19/2011 5000543 RTHA Closed EP32-1 AR 38 feet from AR. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 3/19/2011 - Red-tailed hawk incubating. - RRadd
3/29/2011 - Red-tailed hawk incubating. - PKonrad
4/7/2011 - Male brought small mammal to female at nest; at least 1 week-old nestling in nest. - PKonrad, 
FHoffman
4/14/2011 -  Adult brooding early, then standing on nest later. - PKonrad
4/20/2011 -  At least 4 large downy nestlings in nest with 1 adult perched in nest tree. Adult flew to nest with a 5 foot 
long snake and began feeding nestlings. - PKonrad 
4/26/2011 - 3 large downy nestlings visible in nest; 2 stood and spread wings in wind and flapped even though their 
wing feathers are just beginning to grow. 1 adult flew by close to nest. - PKonrad
5/3/2011 - 1 feathered nestling standing in nest. - PKonrad
5/10/2011 - 3 well-feathered nestlings standing in nest feeding. - PKonrad 
5/16/2011 - 1 large nestling standing on nest; 1 nestling lying in nest; has 3rd nestling fledged, or is it out of sight in 
nest. - PKonrad
5/24/2011 - 1 fledgling perched in top of nearby tree; tested its wings in the light wind and flew tentatively to top of 
nest tree. 2 large nestlings standing on nest (ready to fledge). - PKonrad
6/1/2011 - No nestlings, fledglings, or adults observed in area. Nestlings appear to have fledged successfully; closed. 
- PKonrad
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3/29/2011 6003245 RTHA Closed EP27-1 AR 270 feet from AR. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 3/29/2011 - Red-tailed hawk incubating in large stick nest about 45 feet high in live oak. - PKonrad

4/7/2011 - Female flushed from nest; male vocalizing and circling nearby. Male is a black mph. - PKonrad and 
FHoffman
4/13/2011 - No change. - SRitt
4/20/2011 - Both adults soaring overhead calling territorially; cannot see nest to check for nestlings due to thick 
foliage. - PKonrad
4/26/2011 - 2 adults overhead soaring and calling; cannot view nestlings due to thick foliage. - PKonrad
5/3/2011 - No change at nest site, but no adults present today. - PKonrad
5/10/2011 - 2 adults soaring overhead calling territorially; nest (and nestlings?) obscured except can see nest from 
directly below. - PKonrad
5/16/2011 - Same circumstances as last week. - PKonrad
5/24/2011 - Can finally see 1 large feathered nestling standing at nest; 2 adults soaring overhead calling territorially. 
Nestling is normal-colored (adult male is a black morph). - PKonrad
6/1/2011 - No sign of large nestling or normally vocal territorial adults. Expect that nestling fledged and family group 
has dispersed from the area; closed. - PKonrad

4/13/2011 5000806 HOWR Closed EP27-1 AR 35 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/20/2011 4/13/2011 - 2 males fighting over cavity; 1 bird defending nest from other bird that was removing nest material. 1 
female also present. - SRitt
4/21/2011 - Male singing 20 feet from a couple cavities that fit this description. - PKonrad
4/26/2011 - Male singing throughout nest tree; visited suspected nest cavity once briefly. - PKonrad
5/3/2011 - Male singing actively, but no action at cavity(s). - PKonrad
5/10/2011 - Adult perched in cavity entrance, facing outward; perched in a number of locations and chased another 
wren from area, then returned to nest tree; little singing. - PKonrad
5/16/2011 - No wrens observed or heard at nest tree; only a neighboring wren singing to south. - PKonrad
5/24/2011 - Wren singing incessantly at nest tree, but no activity observed at cavities. - PKonrad
6/6/2011 - 2 adults calling territorially as I approached. These adults were holding food items. Both adults brought 
these food items into the cavity to calling nestlings. Nest monitored for 15 minutes. - EElias
6/13/2011 - Adults feeding nestlings in nest cavity. - PKonrad
6/21/2011 - Nestlings appear to have fledged; no adults or fledglings observed or heard in the area. Nestlings 
apparently fledged and family group dispersed; closed. - PKonrad

4/15/2011 5000829 LASP Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 05/11/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/11/2011

Nesting commenced  while construction activities were in progress, and is 
therefore accustomed to this site.  The buffer will remain in effect for 
construction activities, but may be reduced for parking and access purposes, if 
needed.

A follow-up visit confirmed that this nest had nestlings on 5-10-11, and was 
feeding the fledglings within 25 feet of four biologists.  The nest is hidden under 
steel, and the steel should remain in place for the nest to fledge.  However, the 
adults are highly tolerant of the current workload, and readily approach their nest 
in full observation of nearby people.  Therefore, a reduction to 20 feet is 
suitable.

1. FLEDGED. 5/22/2011 4/15/2011 - Adults visiting nest, which appears complete, contents not observed. - TCooper
4/25/2011 - Pair observed entering nest; 1 adult carried a bill full of fine nesting material to nest. - SHampton
4/26/2011 - Nest located under steel lying on the ground; 1 egg observed but more eggs may be in nest; full view 
blocked by steel. - SJohnston
5/3/2011 - Adult incubating 3 eggs; second adult present. - PKonrad
5/10/2011 - Adult feeding nestlings. - KAlberts
5/16/2011 - Yard biomonitor, Tyler Sears, observed adults feeding nestlings. - PKonrad
5/23/2011 - Nestlings appear to have fledged; no adults or nestlings present. Nest somewhat flattened and empty; 
closed. - PKonrad

4/30/2011 7000957 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 4/30/2011 - Nest in water storage tank elevated on rack. Nest about 11 feet off the ground in corner bracket. Adult 
finches attempted repeatedly to access nest, but were chased away by large black carpenter bee. - BArnold
5/8/2011 - House finch pair observed around nest. No carpenter bees observed. - EMorgan
5/16/2011 - No bird at large nest, but 3 pairs of finches are present. - PKonrad
5/24/2011 - Nestlings appear to have fledged; rim of nest covered by mutes and no adults observed visiting nest; 
closed. - PKonrad

5/24/2011 7002347 OATI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Loritz property

0 feet; within work pad. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/6/2011 5/24/2011 - Observed adult oak titmouse bringing food to the cavity every 5 to 10 minutes and also removing a fecal 
sac. - EMorgan 
5/31/2011 - Observed adult carrying food into cavity and I could hear nestlings calling. - EMorgan 
6/10/2011 - Adults briefly observed and heard in vicinity, but no activity observed at nest during 40 minutes of 
monitoring; closed. - JPawlicki

5/11/2011 7001432 WREN Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet; within yard limits. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 05/18/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/18/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

NBR granted through blanket exemption.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 5/11/2011 - Male territorial and female sitting on nest. - DBusby
5/18/2011 - WREN brooding 4 eggs, 1 hatched nestling 10:24. - RRadd
5/24/2011 - Three naked young in nest. - RRadd
6/1/2011 - Nest is clean, intact and empty, presumed fledged. Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/24/2011 7002351 WEBL Closed TL 6916 - 973035 90 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no 
stopping standing or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 5/17/2011 - WEBL foraging near pole, carrying food to this nest 11:02. - RRadd
5/24/2011 - WEBL pair continue carrying food to nest. - RRadd
6/2/2011  - WEBL pair feeding fledgling away from nest 07:31.  Change to Closed.- RRadd

5/25/2011 7002356 NOMO Closed TL 6916 - 973036 50 feet to work area; 60 
feet to AR & tower.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 05/27/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/27/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer. 

1. FLEDGED. 6/18/2011 5/25/2011 - Nest found with 3 eggs, adult seen flushed from nest. - PHoward
5/31/2011 - 3 eggs still in nest, adults not observed. - FHoffmann
6/6/2011 - 3 nestlings in nest; about 3 days old; adults nearby. - TCooper
6/13/2011 - 3 nestlings in nest are well-feathered with white wing bars. - RRadd
6/20/2011 - Nest is intact and empty, nestlings have fledged. Change to Closed. - RRadd
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5/26/2011 7002359 WTSW Closed Alpine Underground - 

MH-18
50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 7/20/2011 5/26/2011 - WTSW's active at holes in bottom of bridge. - SHampton
6/1/2011 - Multiple pairs entering cavities. - EMorgan
6/9/2011 - WTSW's active at holes. - SHampton
6/16/2011 - Multiple WTSW's entering and exiting multiple holes during 10 minute observation period. - SHampton
6/23/2011 - WTSW's observed entering holes. - SHampton
6/30/2011 - WTSW's entered and/or exited at least 7 different holes during 30 minute observation period; 2 of the 7 
holes were also used by NRWS. - SHampton
7/11/2011 - Adults were seen flying into and out of holes. - BFischer
7/21/2011 - No WTSW's were observed entering holes or anywhere in the area during 25 minutes of observation. 
Today, during weekly Least Bell's Vireo survey of surrounding riparian area, only 1 WTSW was observed during a 
brief flyby, much higher than the bridge level. - SHampton
7/28/2011 - No swifts observed during observations periods this morning or yesterday afternoon; closed. - PKonrad

5/25/2011 7002360 HOOR Closed Alpine Underground - 
Vault 3L

15 feet north of Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/21/2011 5/25/2011 - Both hooded orioles were observed driving House Finches away; finches were carrying nesting material 
and were approaching same tree as the orioles were nesting in. The nest was not seen prior to today; but appears to 
be nearly complete (80%). Another oriole nest is attached to the adjacent palm frond. - BFischer
6/4/2011 - Female observed entering nest with food and beginning to incubate. - TFitanides
6/11/2011 - Female carrying food and 1st-year male attending nest. - RRadd
6/17/2011 - Female bringing food to nest regularly, removing fecal sacs sometimes. 1st-year male feeding in and 
visiting nest tree, but not shadowing female like it did last week. - PKonrad
6/17/2011 - 3 nearly fledged nestlings being fed in nest by female. 1st-year male following female, even food-
begging. - PKonrad
6/24/2011 - Nestlings have fledged; no orioles observed in area; closed. - PKonrad

5/23/2011 7001936 LBVI Closed Elliott Substation 370 feet from 
substation.

300 feet Not needed; nest is beyond 300 foot buffer. 1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 5/23/2011 - Nest appears complete, but unable to determine if adult incubating from a distance. LBVI singing 
regularly and territorial within 20 feet of nest for duration of 1 hour observation. 12:55. - RRadd
5/26/2011 - 1 LBVI egg present. 1 BHCO egg removed (BHCO are nest parasites which reduce host productivity. 
BHCO eggs are routinely removed from nests of listed species.) Male vocalizing and making nest visits. - 
IMaunsell
5/30/2011 - LBVI pair exchanging nest duties at approximately 15 minute intervals 10:35 -11:15. - RRadd
6/6/2011 - LBVI incubating, performing nest exchanges at approx 20 minute intervals, no food brought to nest. - 
RRadd
6/14/2011 - LBVI pair feeding nest at 2 minute intervals 12:08. Nest contents unknown - nestling's head does not 
project above nest rim. - RRadd
6/18/2011 - One downy nestling. - IMaunsell
6/21/2011 - Nest is intact and empty, young has fledged.  Change to Closed. - RRadd
6/27/2011 - No LBVI detections 11:50-12:20. Obs. Suggest renesting unlikely. Closed. - RRadd

5/26/2011 7002375 HOWR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 15 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer. 

1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 5/26/2011 - Observed House Wren enter cavity when nestlings were calling from inside cavity; they may be near 
fledging. - VNovik 
5/27/2011 - Adult wren feeding vocal nestlings in live oak cavity. - PKonrad
6/1/2011 - No activity at cavity or in area of nest site; nestlings apparently fledged and left area; closed. - PKonrad

5/26/2011 7002377 HOWR Closed CP70-3 AR 82 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/9/2011 5/26/2011 - HOWR repeatedly entering cavity 09:05 - RRadd
6/4/2011 - HOWR singing at adjacent song perch and entering cavity 07:55. - RRadd
6/9/2011 - HOWR enters cavity 15:15. - RRadd
6/17/2011 - HOWR enters cavity several times 11:56-12:38. - RRadd
6/24/2011 - HOWR present near cavity, but no food carry or interaction with nest. Monitor once more prior to closing. 
- RRadd
7/1/2011 - HOWR carrying food to cavity @ 15 min. intervals. No singing. - RRadd
7/8/2011 - HOWR female solicits food from male and re-enters cavity 08:59. Juvenile begging at cavity entrance. - 
RRadd
7/14/2011 - Change to Closed.
Nest has fledged, no HOWR detected at or near nest during 30 min obs. - RRadd

5/26/2011 7002379 HOWR Closed CP81-1 25 feet from AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within boundary.

1. FLEDGED. 6/14/2011 5/26/2011 - HOWR pair attending cavity 1355. - RRadd
6/10/2011 - HOWR carrying food to nest 11:40. - RRadd
6/18/2011 - HOWR still territorial but no food carry or cavity access during 30 minute observation. Observations 
suggest nestlings fledged. Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/26/2011 7002382 BUOR Closed CP81-1 AR 12 feet from AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within boundary.

1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 5/26/2011 - BUOR male carrying caterpillars from adjacent eucalyptus to nest 14:32. - RRadd
5/26/2011 - BUOR male carrying food to nest. - RRadd
6/4/2011 - BUOR pair active here, male carrying food. - RRadd
6/10/2011 - No use of this nest detected in 45 minute observation. Likely fledged; immature orioles feeding in 
adjacent eucalyptus. Closed. - RRadd

5/27/2011 7002385 LASP Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/21/2011 5/27/2011 - Adult not present but flew from nest earlier when nest was found. 2 eggs present in nest. - MKuehn
6/1/2011 - 1 adult flew from nest. - SRitt
6/6/2011 - 1 adult flushed from nest, which contained 3 eggs. - EElias
6/10/2011 - 2 newly hatched nestlings in nest. - PKonrad
6/16/2011 - 2 week-old nestlings in nest; adult perched nearby. - PKonrad
6/22/2011 - Nest reported fledged by biomonitor; closed. - IMaunsell

5/27/2011 7002386 LBVI Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 15 feet from AR. 300 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 06/01/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/01/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

Per USFWS comments and in compliance with the BO, anytime construction 
activities occur (including drive through access) within 300 feet of a least Bell’s 
vireo nest a biologist must be present. 

1. FLEDGED. 6/4/2011 5/27/2011 - Pair with 3 nestlings approximately 3 days old. Male banded MPu:lbMDb; female unbanded. - TCooper
6/3/2011 - Adult pair bringing food to nestlings. - DBusby
5/31/2011 - Adult LBVI feeding this nest 14:15. - RRadd
6/2/2011 - Adult LBVI feeding 3 nestlings. Down feathers still present. Nestlings still appear to be a couple days from 
fledging. Anticipated fledge date 6/4/2011. - KAlberts
6/6/2011  - Nest is empty. Nestlings have fledged. Adults and fledglings observed away from nest. Banded male 
remains singing on territory. - RRadd
6/15/2011 - Pair have re-nested nearby. Change to Closed. - RRadd
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5/10/2011 7001428 BUSH Closed EP89-1 Pull Site 

(south)
0 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/22/2011 5/10/2011 - Adults bringing food to nest. - DBusby 

5/20/2011 - Nest small but well-built; no birds observed. - PKonrad
5/27/2011 - No activity at this nest during 35 minutes of observation. - PKonrad
6/2/2011 - Nest in god shape; bushtits in scrub oak tree. No sign of bringing food, etc. - BArnold
6/8/2011 - Adult(s) visited nest periodically, sometimes with food. - PKonrad
6/15/2011 - 2 adults observed bringing food to nest. - PKonrad
6/23/2011 - No bushtits observed or heard in area during extended period; nestlings appear to fledged and dispersed 
from the area; closed - PKonrad

5/28/2011 7002388 WREN Closed CP19-1 73 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/31/2011 5/28/2011 - Two adults seen carrying food and feeding three nestlings. - SRitt
6/1/2011 - Nest intact and empty with whitewash at lip, suggesting successful fledge. Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/27/2011 7002392 SOSP Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 feet from work limits 
and 3 feet from BMPs.

100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/5/2011 5/27/2011 - 2 song sparrow nestlings observed in nest. - SJohnston
5/31/2011 - Food being brought to nest by adult.
6/1/2011 - SOSP observed feeding nestlings. - VNovik
6/2/2011 - Observed adult bringing food to nest. - VNovik
6/6/2011 - Nest empty; nestlings assumed fledged; closed. - VNovik

5/31/2011 7002396 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

40 feet from bridge. 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per apporved 

plan.

1. FLEDGED. 6/29/2011 5/31/2011 - Nest being built; about 50% complete. - VNovik
6/2/2011 - Observed lesser goldfinch at nest, potentially incubating. - VNovik
6/6/2011 - Bird on nest, possibly incubating. - VNovik
6/7/2011 - Incubating. - SJohnston
6/8/2011 - Male bringing food to female on nest. - VNovik
6/9/2011 - Incubating. - TFitanides
6/10/2011 - On nest incubating. - VNovik
6/15/2011 - Adult observed feeding nestlings. - SJohnston
6/17/2011 - On nest, possibly feeding nestlings. - VNovik
6/22/2011 - On nest. - VNovik
6/23/2011 - On nest, possibly feeding nestlings. - VNovik
6/24/2011 - Male observed feeding female on nest. - VNovik
6/27/2011 - On nest. - VNovik
6/30/2011 - No adults or nestlings on nest; potentially fledged. - VNovik
7/5/2011 - No activity observed; nest intact; likely fledged; closed. - IMaunsell

5/31/2011 7002398 CALT Closed CP25-2 64 feet from tower; 0 
feet from work limits.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet, and drive through 

access permissible.

NBR Submit Date: 06/01/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/01/2011

The NBR is not anticipated to negatively impact the success of this active nest 
for the following reasons:                        
• Presence of eggs suggests higher site affinity and the adults are unlikely to 
abandon at this stage of reproduction.
• Site selection and nest building occurred while construction activities were 
taking place at CP25-2.
• The birds tolerated human encroachment as close as 5 feet without flushing 
from the nest.
• The nest in on the outer edge of the 100 feet x 100 feet tower pad and the road 
spur is a dead end outside of the normal access road traffic pattern.
• Vegetation has been previously cleared prior to the Project in the impact area 
and the structure is partially constructed but current work is expected to be 
limited to installation of BMPs.

1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 5/31/2011 - Adults seen flying to nest; two eggs in nest. - TCooper
6/6/2011 - Adult on nest. - TCooper
6/13/2011 - Two nestlings in nest about six days old. - TCooper
6/14/2011 - CALT adult feeding two large downy nestlings 07:16. - RRadd
6/20/2011 - Nest empty, likely fledged successfully. - TCooper

5/31/2011 7002399 AMKE Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

190 feet from 
substation.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 100 
feet. Nest is 100 feet up, 
so horizontal buffer is 0.

NBR Submit Date: 06/01/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/01/2011

• Non-Project work occurs within this substation on a daily basis, all of this work 
occurs between 100 and  500 feet from the nest, including wiring, switching and 
electrical testing, which are equipment, labor, and noise intensive. This nesting 
pair appear to be very tolerant of all such work.
• The loudest part of the Project related work (concrete sawing) has already 
been performed. Last week jack hammering occurred within 120 feet, and a 
concrete retaining wall 175 feet from the nest was demolished, and the birds 
tolerated this work, undeterred from their nesting behavior.
• This nest is a typical American Kestrel nest, constructed within a cavity, and by 
design cavity nests provide a natural visual and acoustic buffer for the adults 
and nestlings within.
• The nest is located 100 feet off the ground in an arm of an electrical pole 
structure. This arm extends northwest from the central pole, away from all 
proposed Project work. Therefore, the pole height and nest entrance orientation 
provides an additional visual and sound buffer from activities occurring in the 
work area.
• A pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks was seen being harassed by one of the 
Kestrels during this survey. Similar behavior toward these Red-tailed Hawks has 
been seen by the bio-monitor every day that she has been onsite. The Kestrel's 
defensive behavior exhibits strong nest affinity, illustrating that they continue to 
show normal nesting behaviors despite the man-made and natural 
disturbances.
• This tower is located 45 outside of the substation fence line, less than 200 feet 
from a residential housing tract and all current daily substation traffic very rarely 
utilizes this area within 100 feet of the tower.

1. FLEDGED. 6/18/2011 5/31/2011 - Adults obs. nearby harassing RTHAs.  One adult seen entering arm. Fledglings heard giving begging 
calls. - SRitt
6/18/2011 - Two adults obs. feeding and flying with two juveniles. One juvenile briefly landed on tower arm 
containing nest, but did not enter.  Birds otherwise showing no affinity towards nest. Nest closed. - SRitt

5/31/2011 7002403 AMKE Closed TL 639 - 379525 40 feet from tower. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/10/2011 5/31/2011 AMKE female carries lizard to cavity 11:13. - RRadd
6/6/2011 - No AMKE detection 13:30-14:30. Nest has likely fledged. - RRadd
6/10/2011 - No activity near nest site.  One adult observed on line and one young observed on another pole. Both 
flew out of vicinity. Nest presumed fledged. Closed. - SHall
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5/31/2011 7002404 WEBL Closed TL 6916 - 774820 75 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
NBR Submit Date: 06/03/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/07/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no 
stopping standing or work occurs within the buffer.

Nest covered under Elimination of Nest Buffer Reduction Requests Under 
Certain Conditions for access roads currently in use for project activities.

1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 5/31/2011 - WEBL pair carrying food to nest. Female removes fecal sac 17:25. - RRadd
6/6/2011 - WEBL female enters nest with food 17:19, leaves with fecal sac 17:20. - RRadd
6/14/2011 - WEBL pair feeding 4 feathered juveniles in nest cavity 10:15. - RRadd
6/22/2011 - No WEBL detected at this nest during 20 minute observation. Nest has fledged. Change to Closed. - 
RRadd

6/1/2011 7002405 OCWA Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

35 feet from Alpine Blvd; 
48 feet from work limit.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/15/2011 6/1/2011 - Female to nest 3 times with food; brooding young nestlings; pair copulating frequently. - MKuehn
6/9/2011 - Large feathered nestling(s) in nest. Adults nearby. - SHampton
6/16/2011 - Nest empty, no OCWA nearby, nest undamaged, assume nestlings successfully fledged; closed. - 
SHampton

6/1/2011 7002412 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet, within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 50 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 06/06/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/06/2011

Rock Wren nest ID#7002412 (Requested NBR to 50 feet):
The nest is located approximately 300 feet in from the eastern edge of the SPL 
Project work area. The nest is in a large boulder pile which consists of material 
that was recently blasted loose and piled up during construction and contains a 
large amount of loose silt.  The nest sits approximately two feet back in a rock 
crevice, and a mirror is required to observe the nest directly. The adults were 
observed adding nest material. The requested NBR should not adversely affect 
the current nesting behavior progression nor should it impact the successful 
outcome of the nest for the following reasons:
• This nesting pair is strongly attached to the territory and is unlikely to abandon 
the currently active nest due to construction disturbance. 
• The nest is under a large boulder which buffers visual and acoustic 
disturbances
• There is no direct line of sight to the nest from any part of the construction 
area. 
• The pair is very tolerant of construction disturbances, as shown by their 
selection of the nesting location amidst a high level of construction activity. 
Suncrest Substation construction site has many pieces of large, loud, heavy 
machinery used daily. The construction activity level in the work area has been 
consistent for months. 
• The adults did not show signs of disturbance until observers approached within 
30 feet and quickly resumed entering the nest cavity and adding nest material 
after observers retreated beyond 30 feet.
• The nest will be observed by the construction biomonitor and avian biologists 
to detect and evaluate any nesting behavior changes attributed to Project 
activities.

1. FLEDGED. 7/11/2011 6/1/2011 - Adults observed bringing small stones for "porch" of nest. Very little vegetative nest material  (10 to 15 
pieces) has been added. Less them 5% complete. - SHampton
6/6/2011 - 2 eggs in nest; male singing in area in the morning; female came to nest periodically. - AHill
6/7/2011 - 3 eggs in nest; did not hear male singing or see female go to nest; the pair is being very secretive. - AHill 

6/13/2011 - Female is incubating. - AHill
6/13/2011 - Female incubating 5 eggs in nest. - AHill
6/14/2011 - Female incubating; male bringing female food. - AHill
6/17/2011 - Female is incubating 5 eggs in nest. - AHill
6/18/2011 - Female incubating. - AHill 
6/20/2011 - Female is still incubating; no eggs have hatched. - AHill
6/21/2011 - Still incubating 5 eggs. - AHill
6/22/2011 - There are 3 newly hatched nestlings and 2 eggs in nest; female was seen foraging. - AHill
7/1/2011 - Adult observed bringing food item and removing a fecal sac. - SHampton
7/6/2011 - Nestlings have feathers and are positioned at the edge of the nest entrance; adults came to nest; nestlings 
should fledge very soon. - AHill
7/11/2011 - Nestlings successfully fledged on 7/9. Fledglings remained in the general area and are still being tended 
by adults during post-fledging period; closed. - CEmerson

6/1/2011 7002413 LASP Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet, in tower. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 50 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 06/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/03/2011


1. FLEDGED. 6/27/2011 6/1/2011 - Pair of lark sparrows nearby; 1 bird flew in and landed on nest. - SRitt
6/6/2011 - 1 lark sparrow was incubating on this nest. - EElias
6/10/2011 - Lark Sparrow incubating; biomonitor Tyler said there are 3 eggs in nest. - PKonrad
6/16/2011 - Lark Sparrow incubating or brooding. - PKonrad
6/23/2011 - Adult perched on side of nest filled with at least 2 large downy nestlings. - PKonrad
6/29/2011 - Nestlings fledged by 6/27, but biomonitor Chris noted that today fledglings are clumsy fliers and adults 
are feeding them in buffer area. Will keep buffer intact until family group leaves area in next day or 2. - PKonrad

6/1/2011 7002416 GRRO Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 6/1/2011 - GRRO incubating 5 eggs 09:05. - RRadd
6/7/2011 - Two hatched young approx 1-2 days old and 2 unhatched eggs. - RRadd
6/13/2011 - GRRO brooding 3 black-skinned nestlings with coarse white hairs in nest 11:30. - RRadd
6/20/2011 - Three medium-sized feathered young in nest - no tails yet 13:22. - RRadd
6/28/2011 - Nest is empty; young have fledged. - RRadd

6/1/2011 7002420 PHAI Closed CP21 38 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 06/06/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/06/2011

vehicular traffic is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, 
standing, or work activities occur within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/19/2011 6/1/2011 at 14:25 - Male carrying food and brooding. - RRadd
6/2/2011- Female seen incubating 2 eggs. - PHoward
6/6/2011 - Adult on nest. - DBusby
6/13/2011- PHAI male brooding nest 07:36. -RRadd
6/20/2011 - Nest is empty. Female PHAI carrying food near nest suggests recent successful fledge. Change to 
Closed. -RRadd

6/1/2011 7002421 HOWR Closed TL 639 - 379637 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/15/2011 6/1/2011 - Male observed bringing food items to nest twice. No begging calls heard. - TFitanides
6/10/2011 - Adult bring food to cavity with begging calls heard. - DBusby
6/18/2011 - No HOWR activity in area for 35-minutes. No response to callback. Nest presumed to have fledged 
successfully. - TFitanides

6/1/2011 7002422 HOWR Closed TL 639 - 379536 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/4/2011 6/1/2011 - Noisy begging calls from nest. Adult seen leaving nest. Calls continue from nest but less urgently. Adult 
returned to feed nestlings a second time. - TFitanides
6/10/2011 - No adults observed coming or going from pole for 20 minutes. No begging calls heard. Nestling 
presumed successfully fledged. - DBusby
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6/1/2011 7002423 WEBL Closed Suncrest Substation 

AR
28 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 

limits.
NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird constructs a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around Suncrest Substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

1. FLEDGED. 6/29/2011 6/1/2011 - Female bluebird bringing food to nest cavity several times while male perched nearby. - AHill
6/6/2011 - Female was seen bringing food to nest. - AHill
6/7/2011 - Pair still bringing food to nest. - AHill
6/13/2011 - Pair is bringing food to nest; can hear nestlings calling from 50 feet away. - AHill
6/18/2011 - Pair is still feeding. - AHill
6/22/2011 - Observed male WEBL foraging for food and bringing it to nest. - AHill
6/30/2011 - No bluebirds observed in area; appears nestlings have fledged and family group dispersed. - PKonrad

6/1/2011 7002424 AMKE Closed TL 6916 - 100980 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 110 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 07/07/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/11/2011

Nest Buffer Reduction (NBR)
The nest buffer can be reduced from 500 feet to 145 feet to enable work within 
the fenced Sycamore Substation to continue, and to enable reconductoring of 
the TL639 69kV line.  This 145 foot NBR (actual line of sight buffer distance will 
be greater than this, given that the nest is about 60 to 65 feet above the ground), 
will begin at the existing
perimeter fence of the substation, which forms a barrier to work activity within 
the substation relative to the nest.
 
Nest Buffer Modification (NBM)
We have a one-day nest buffer modification to enable reconductoring work. This 
work will entail two people in a bucket truck temporarily installing rollers on the 
TL639 Structure 100981 (anticipated to require less than an hour to accomplish), 
and pulling wire through these rollers for about 6 to 8 hours.  Pulling the wire will 
be accomplished using a puller located inside the fenced Sycamore Substation 
or on the existing Access Road adjacent to the western perimeter
fence.  After the wire pull has been completed, the rollers would be removed. 
The structure which supports the American Kestrel nest is located approximately 
110 feet from Structure 100981, which will have the two crew members working 
at a height of about 60 feet, just about the same level as the nest on the other 
pole.  The puller will be located between 145 to 200 linear ground feet from the 
nest pole, with the resultant distance being larger due to the height of the nest.  
The wire being pulled will pass through the rollers at a distance of approximately 
110 feet from the nest, at about the same height.

The American Kestrel nest is not anticipated to be substantially disturbed by the 
underground cable replacement work at and adjacent to the Sycamore 
Substation due to the following:
• These kestrels were not disturbed by similar work being conducted for a day in 
the same location.
• These kestrels have successfully fledged a nest in a transmission line tower 
located even closer to the southwest corner of the Sycamore Substation, and 
they have become acclimated to human activity in their immediate nesting 
area.
• Their nest is located in a hollow arm on the western side of Pole 100980, on 
the far side away from activity.  In addition, it is completely enclosed and 
surrounded by steel, with no direct view to the proposed activities.
• The timing of the bucket truck activities will be agreed upon with input from the 
Avian Biologist, and will take into consideration the known feeding schedule at 
this nest.  Shortly after delivering food, the male typically leaves to continue 
hunting while the female typically feeds the noisily begging nestlings.
• This nest has produced nestlings, and the adults have substantial energy 
invested into this nest and as such will not likely abandon it.
• All work activities will be conducted with an Avian Biologist serving as a 
biological monitor, who will be able to provide insight and suggestions 
concerning the kestrel's

1. FLEDGED. 7/16/2011 6/9/2011 - Observed male bringing food to nest. Female then flew out and joined male on wire. - BArnold
6/16/2011 - Pair observed on wires near nest. Also observed taking two young House Finch fledglings. - BArnold
6/23/2011 - Adult observed by Theo entering nest. - BArnold
6/27/2011 - Adults observed on wires in morning by bio-monitor. - BArnold
7/6/2011 - Adults observed bringing food to nest. At least two nestlings heard response calling. - BArnold
7/12/2011 - Adults observed bringing food to nest numerous times today during 69kV construction activities, 
including when bucket was about 60 feet in air at Tower Z100981, about 110 feet from nest. - BArnold
7/13/2011 - Adult aggressively nest defending against Cooper's Hawk. - BArnold
7/14/2011 - Adults observed bringing food to nest numerous times today, including during times of heavy activity 
including when the bucket was in the air. - BArnold
7/16/2011 - Friday 15 July, Adult brought food to nest at 9:00 and 10:07. Male observed displaying nest-defending 
behavior towards Cooper's Hawk at 12:08.  No bucket work today. - BArnold
7/16/2011 - Adults in air and on wooden poles around paved road to the south for most of the day.  However, they 
did not hunt nor come to the nest. The nestling(s) may have fledged, or may be about to fledge, as the adult's 
behavior is markedly different from that of the past few days. - BArnold
7/17/2011 - Observed three MAKE together at noon, after seeing two perched on wooden poles to the south by the 
paved road and aggressively swooping on RTHAs during the morning. This nest had fledged sometime between the 
last food drop to the nest on Friday 15 July at 10:07 and Saturday morning 16 July 7:15. Behavior of adults on 
Saturday morning was completely different than it had been, and was likely in response to fledgling(s) on the ground 
somewhere in the brush to the west/southwest of the substation. - BArnold

6/1/2011 7002425 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet 15 feet NBR Submit Date: 06/06/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/06/2011

• House finches are a species that is known to be tolerable of human 
disturbance and regularly nest in proximity to human activity.
• The pair of house finches exhibited a tolerance to human presence by building 
their nests in an area with already existing moderate foot and vehicle traffic.
• This pair tolerated biologist encroachment to 5 feet away without altering 
behavior. 
• The nest is located inside the spool bracket and is on the side of the spool 
facing away from areas that receive regular vehicular and foot traffic, providing a 
visual buffer to any yard activities.
• House finch nests exposed to similar activities and conditions in this CY under 
similar buffers remain viable nests with the adult birds continuing normal nesting 
behavior.

1. FLEDGED. 7/10/2011 6/1/2011 - House finch pair nest building. Nest approximately 20% complete. - IMaunsell
6/7/2011 - Female incubating 3 eggs in nest. - EMorgan
6/14/2011 - Female observed incubating on nest. - KKilpatrick
6/26/2011 - Nest contains 3 or more nestlings. - PHoward 
7/7/2011 - At least 2 large nestlings in nest. - PKonrad
7/11/2011 - Successfully fledged; closed. - BFischer

6/2/2011 7002427 RCSP Closed CP19-1 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 06/06/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/06/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or work activities occur within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/14/2011 6/2/2011 - Adult flushed from nest. Incubating 2 solid light, bluish, gray eggs. - FHoffmann
6/7/2011 - At least 2 downy young in nest 08:04. - RRadd
6/13/2011 - Two feathered nestlings with only wisps of down remaining - anticipated to fledge 14 Jun. - RRadd
6/20/2011 - Nest has fledged. Change to Closed. - RRadd
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6/2/2011 7002428 HOWR Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 8 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 

only
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest provided no stopping, 
standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

Exemption for ARs in use by project applies.

1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 6/2/2011 - Nest contains at least three partially feathered young. Both adults observed bringing food to young in nest. 
- JPawlicki
6/6/2011  - HOWR adult carrying food to nest 16:18. - RRadd
6/15/2011 - Nest is empty, presumed fledged. Change to Closed. - RRadd

6/2/2011 7002430 BUOR Closed Alpine Underground - 
177+00l

70 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 7/7/2011 6/2/2011 - Female oriole adding nest lining material. - SHampton
6/9/2011 - Incubating; tail and primary tips visibly protruding from nest. - SHampton
6/16/2011 - Observed female adult arriving at nest. - SHampton
6/23/2011 - Female visited nest. - SHampton
6/30/2011 - Female was observed visiting nest; a male BUOR was seen mobbing a RTHA near the oriole nest tree. - 
SHampton
7/11/2011 - Nest was observed for 30 minutes - no oriole activity was seen in vicinity of nest. - BFischer 
7/21/2011 - No activity at nest, no BUOR observed near it during 30 minutes of observation, but 3 fledgling BUOR's 
were seen 200 to 300 feet east. Nest is still in good condition. Assume nestlings successfully fledged around 
7/7/2011; closed. - SHampton

6/2/2011 7002432 CALT Closed CP29-1 30 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 06/06/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/06/2011

• The area surrounding the nest is heavily covered with chaparral brush which 
will help to provide a visual and acoustic barrier from the light, limited road 
activity.
• The ridgelines to the south and north of the nest block views of both the 
construction pad and a roadway gate where activity levels will be high.
• The nearest construction site is over 500 feet away.
• The adult bird tolerated human encroachment to 2 feet from the nest before 
taking flight and then immediately returned to the nest and nesting behaviors 
with persons still in close proximity.
• California Towhees routinely nest in urban areas, indicating that as a species 
they are tolerant of high levels of human activity in their environment.
• This stretch of road is already posted with signs indicating only through traffic 
is permitted with a 10 mph speed limit, and restrictions of no stopping, standing 
or construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/10/2011 6/2/2011 - CALT brooding 4 nearly naked nestlings, approximately 2 days old. - RRadd
6/8/2011 - Well-feathered nestlings with a few wispy down feathers remaining. Estimated to fledge in 2-3 days. - 
RRadd
6/9/2011 - Nest still contains at least 3 nestlings, possibly 4. - emorgan
6/15/2011 - Nest is clean, intact and empty. Presume successfully fledged. Change to Closed. - RRadd

6/3/2011 7002437 ANHU Closed Helix Yard AR 36 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/23/2011 6/3/2011 - ANHU female brooding one small nestling and one unhatched egg. - RRadd
6/9/2011 - Female ANHU attending one unfeathered nestling. - RRadd
6/15/2011 - Female ANHU attending one large feathered nestling. - RRadd
6/23/2011 - Juvenile ANHU perched above nest, sporadically fed by female. Change to Closed. - RRadd

6/6/2011 7002450 CACW Closed EP231A  AR 90 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 06/09/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/09/2011

This NBM should not adversely affect the success of these nests for the 
following reasons:

• No stopping, standing, or construction work will occur within the buffers and 
signage stating an ESA speed limit of 10 mph will be posted within the buffers.
• Cactus Wrens build spherical nests, which are fully enclosed with a small 
entrance. This type of nest blocks direct line of sight/sound between the access 
road and the eggs or nestlings.
• The nest entrance faces away from the road.
• The nest was built with pre-existing traffic using the access road and 
construction traffic will not significantly increase traffic volume.
• Distance to a construction site from the nest is significant, 300+ feet.
• Additionally, the nest is protected by a ridge and several large boulders that 
further buffer visual and acoustic disturbances associated with access road 90 
feet away.

1. FLEDGED. 7/5/2011 6/6/2011 - Cactus wren flew from nest with at least 1 egg in nest. - SRitt
6/13/2011 - At least 2 eggs in nest, but no wrens observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
6/20/2011 - At least 3 small nestlings in nest; adult active nearby and singing. - PKonrad
6/27/2011 - 2 medium-sized nestlings can be seen inside nest; no adults observed or heard. - PKonrad
7/6/2011 - Nestlings have fledged and dispersed; no adults or fledglings observed or heard in area. - PKonrad

6/6/2011 7002451 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Loritz property

0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet Drive through access 1. FLEDGED. 6/12/2011 6/6/2011 - Female House Finch visited nest twice with food; nestlings begging very loudly; heard clearly from 30 
feet. - MKuehn
6/10/2011 - Adults observed at nest; at least 2 fully feathered nestlings in nest with 1 fledgling capable of flight 
observed flying from water tank to large shrub northwest of tank. - JPawlicki
6/13/2011 - 1 adult male seen repeatedly entering nest. No nestlings seen in nest or immediate vicinity, but 
biomonitor observed female or juvenile finch entering and exiting nest 5 minutes before my arrival. - SRitt
6/16/2011 - The nest was monitored for 45 minutes and no adults or fledgling House Finches were observed or heard 
at the nest or near the water tank. The biologist played recorded House Finch calls underneath the nest and did not 
detect any responses. Appears nestlings fledged prior to 6/13; closed - KKilpatrick

6/6/2011 7002453 HOOR Closed EP27-1 AR 78 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/12/2011 6/6/2011 - Female hooded oriole removed fecal sacs twice. Male seen bringing food to this nest. - EElias
6/13/2011 - Nestlings appear to have fledged and dispersed. No nestlings, fledglings, or adults observed or heard in 
area; closed. - PKonrad

6/6/2011 7002458 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet within yard limits. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/29/2011 6/6/2011 - Nest is lined with fresh material. Female flew from nest and returned twice during observations. No eggs 
in nest. - TFitanides
6/7/2011 - Nest located between tires has 1 house finch egg. - BArnold 
6/13/2011 - Female incubating. - PKonrad
6/21/2011 - Female flushed, but cannot see nest to check for eggs or nestlings. - PKonrad  
6/30/2011 - No finch activity at this nest site; appears nestlings have fledged; closed. - PKonrad
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5/16/2011 7001484 YBCH Closed Elliott Substation 30 feet from substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 5/16/2011 - YBCH on territory - Nest just begun. Re-monitor to verify completion 10:49. - RRadd

5/23/2011 - Windy morning makes  following YBCH into this thistle thicket difficult 09:49. - RRadd
5/31/2011  - YBCH remains active and territorial here. Vegetation density prevents verifying nest status, but breeding 
presumed to be in progress 10:18. - RRadd
6/6/2011  - YBCH pair carrying food to nest 07:58, 08:12. - RRadd
6/6/2011  - 4 nestlings unfeathered but with quills ready to open. - RRadd
6/14/2011  - Nest intact and empty. Presumed successfully fledged. Change to Closed. - RRadd

6/6/2011 7002460 SAPH Closed TL 6916 - Z771473 75 feet from tower. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 6/6/2011 - 17:07 SAPH carrying food to nest atop plank nailed to underside of rafters. - RRadd
6/14/2011 - No SAPH detected during 30 minute observation. Based on feeding interval of previous observation, 
nest is likely to have fledged. Change to Closed. - RRadd

Note: This nest was on private property and the outcome could be affected by non-Sunrise management regime.

6/8/2011 7002471 LASP Closed EP54-1 Pull Site 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/15/2011 6/8/2011 - Male lark sparrow in area with food in bill. Female brooding 3 downy nestlings. - TFitanides
6/16/2011 - Nest intact but empty; nestlings apparently fledged and dispersed; no adults observed in area; closed. - 
PKonrad

6/9/2011 7002478 CAGN Closed TL 6924 - 171693 3900 feet from tower. 300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/14/2011 6/9/2011 - Nest 80 percent built, pair defending. Female observed bringing nest material. - BLohstroh
6/16/2011  - Female incubating, observed nest exchange, then male incubating. - BLohstroh
6/23/2011 - Male incubating, female foraging nearby. - BLohstroh
6/30/2011 - 4 nestlings, less than one week old, pair sharing nest tending duties. - BLohstroh
7/7/2011 - 4 nestlings due to fledge in next few days, pair feeding. - BLohstroh
7/14/2011 - nest empty, pair feeding at least 3 confirmed fledglings nearby. - BLohstroh

6/9/2011 7002479 ATFL Closed EP231A  AR 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only

NBR Submit Date: 06/14/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/14/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/19/2011 6/9/2011 - Adults observed bringing food into cavity and exiting with fecal sacs from nestlings in nesting cavity. - 
JPawlicki
6/13/2011 - At least 1 nestling giving contact calls from inside nest cavity. No adults observed during 15 minute nest 
check. - PKonrad
6/20/2011 - Appears nestling(s) has fledged and dispersed; no fledglings or adults observed in area; closed. - 
PKonrad

6/9/2011 7002480 COHU Closed EP229-1 AR 63 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 06/14/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/14/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 7/3/2011 6/9/2011 - Female Costa's hummingbird flew incubating 2 eggs in nest. - SRitt
6/14/2011 - Female hovering near nest with 2 tiny newly hatched black nestlings. - PKonrad
6/20/2011 - Female brooding 2 nestlings; nestlings growing and predominantly brown-colored. - PKonrad
6/27/2011 -  2 partly feathered nestlings will fledge in less than a week. - PKonrad
7/6/2011 - Nestlings have fledged and dispersed; no adult or fledglings observed or heard in area; closed. - PKonrad

6/9/2011 7002481 CALT Closed CP29-1 8 feet from permanent 
construction pad.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/15/2011 6/9/2011 - Nest contains at least 2 naked nestlings about 2 days old. - EMorgan
6/15/2011 - Nest is clean, intact and empty, with no indications of predation. Presumed successful clutch given CALT 
can fledge on the 8th day and alarming adult obs. nearby suggest fledged young being fed in proximity. Closed. - 
RRadd

6/9/2011 7002482 GHOW Closed CP29-1 300 feet from AR. 500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/12/2011 6/9/2011 - Observed at least 1 adult and 2 fledglings in area around nest. The fledglings are making short flights. - 
EMorgan
6/15/2011 - Nest is empty and no owls detected in this or any nearby tree during 30 min search. Nest was apparently 
fledging at first survey. Change to Closed. - RRadd

6/10/2011 7002485 VEFL Closed EP239-1 80 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

Drive through access only approved through blanket exemption.

1. FLEDGED. 6/19/2011 6/10/2011 - Vermilion Flycatcher nest with at least 2 nestlings. Pair bringing food regularly. Female removed a fecal 
sac. - SHampton
6/16/2011 - 3 fully-feathered nestlings being fed by female. At least 1 nestling testing its wings. Male visited nest 
twice for less than 5 seconds. - TFitanides
6/20/2011 - Nestlings have fledged, nest is empty. A pair of adults nearby nest as well as 1 fledgling  flying in area. - 
PHoward

6/10/2011 7002488 BRBL Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 50 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

1. FLEDGED. 6/29/2011 6/10/2011 - Pair of Brewer's blackbirds nesting (renesting?); female collecting grasses and flying to nest site 
repeatedly while male follows; male also chased lark sparrow several times from vicinity of nest site. - PKonrad
6/17/2011 - Pair active and male territorial when other birds approach east side of tree. - PKonrad
6/23/2011 - Pair regularly bringing food to nest. - PKonrad
6/30/2011 - No blackbirds active in nest tree; appears nestlings have fledged; closed. - PKonrad
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6/11/2011 7002491 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet NBR Submit Date: 06/21/2011


The biologist feels this NBM should not adversely affect the success of the nest 
for the following reasons:

• An artificial visual barrier will be installed at the 20 foot buffer edge between 
the nest and construction will be done prior to construction.

• House finches are a species that is known to be tolerable of high levels of 
human disturbance and regularly nest in proximity to human activity.

The pair of house finches exhibited a tolerance to human presence by building 
their nest in an area of the substation that has existing high levels of heavy 
construction and loud machinery. 

The nest is located at the base of the crevice and is surrounded by adjacent rock 
on three sides, providing a partial visual and acoustic buffer around the nest. 
This natural buffer would be in enhanced with the installation of the artificial 
visual barrier that would provide a complete buffer to the construction activities 
occurring around the nest.
Many house finch nests that have been exposed to construction activities under 
similar buffers have nested successfully within Sunrise Powerlink substations 
and yards.

1. FLEDGED. 7/18/2011 6/11/2011 - Adult house finches observed at nest with female bringing in nesting material; nest mostly obscured but 
appears about 50% complete. - JPawlicki
6/14/2011 - No activity seen; no eggs in nest. - AHill
6/18/2011 - 3 eggs in nest; female has been laying daily. She started incubating yesterday. - AHill
6/20/2011 - Female incubating. - AHill
6/26/2011 - Female is incubating clutch of 4 eggs. - AHill
7/2/2011 - Construction monitor reported 4 nestlings in nest on morning of 7/1. - SHampton
7/6/2011 - Female was not on nest during observations; nestlings alive after last night's rainfall. - AHill
7/18/2011 - Female and male have been attending nestlings during past week. Today, the nestlings have fledged, 
nest is empty; closed. - AHill

6/13/2011 7002493 MODO Closed TL 639 - 379520 30 feet from tower; 8 
feet from AR.

100 feet 20 feet NBR Submit Date: 06/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/15/2011

A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 20 feet, as well as a restricted access 
nest buffer modification is requested. The purpose of the NBR is to permit 
ongoing pole top construction work to be completed at the adjacent site. This 
NBR/NBM combination should not adversely affect the successful outcome of 
this nest for the following reasons:

• The NBM is for drive through access with restrictions of no stopping, standing 
or construction work and an ESA speed limit of 10 mph on the access road 
within the buffer.  The NBM is requested to permit construction vehicles to pass 
through the buffer to access work areas beyond this nest.
• The Mourning Doves chose the site and brought material to the nest site 
indifferent to ongoing work just 25 feet away.
• The line of sight between the nest and construction work area is obscured by 
dense vegetation.
• The nest is downhill from the access road and the adults exhibited tolerance of 
all activity on the access road (e.g. the bird stayed on the nest while vehicles 
drove by and while biologists viewed the nest).  
• The access road is used often as a hiking and dog-walking trail by the public 
indicating the nesting pair is acclimated to human activity.

1. FLEDGED. 7/14/2011 6/13/2011 - Pair nest building and lying on 5-10% complete nest. - IMaunsell
6/21/2011 - MODO on nest. - RRadd
6/28/2011 - Adult on nest. - BArnold
7/2/2011 - MODO adult on nest while crew working 10 feet away. - RRadd 
7/5/2011 - MODO brooding 2 large unfeathered nestlings 11:10. - RRadd
7/11/2011 - MODO brooding 2 large well-feathered nestlings; short primaries and tails. Fledging appears imminent. - 
RRadd
7/19/2011 - Change to Closed. Nest empty and young have fledged. 
Fresh material in nest - see NID 7004662. - RRadd

6/13/2011 7002495 MODO Closed Sycamore Yard 70 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/5/2011 6/13/2011 - MODO incubating 2 eggs 11:23. - RRadd
6/20/2011 - MODO on nest 12:37. - RRadd
6/28/2011 - MODO brooding 2 nestlings; eyes unopened. - RRadd
7/6/2011 - Change to Closed. Nest is empty and intact; nestlings presumed successfully fledged. - RRadd

6/15/2011 7002499 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 0 feet; in Alpine Yard, 
on equipment.

100 feet 15 feet NBR Submit Date: 06/16/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/16/2011

The house finch pair is building a nest located 25 feet above ground level at the 
end of a boom arm of a crane. The nest is estimated to be 90-95% percent 
complete. A reduction of the nest buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to impact the 
likelihood for this nest to fledge successfully for the following reasons:

• With the buffer at 15 horizontal feet, added to the 25 feet nest height, a 
functional buffer of nearly 30 feet from yard activities would be in place.

• Similar instances of house finches nesting within this yard has demonstrated 
that this distance provides an adequate buffer from work for nests to fledge 
successfully.

• The nest is located with a cavity made of 1/4 and 1/2 inch steel. This location 
provides a buffer by design for the nest. Additionally, there is no line-of-site from 
the ground to the contents of the nest.

• The pair continued to nest build while observers were monitoring the nest 
progress and foot traffic passed directly under the nest. This behavior 
demonstrates a tolerance to human activity.

• The nest is located 20 feet horizontally from a well used road through the yard. 
Large trucks and heavy machinery operating within the yard have not deterred 
the birds from selecting this site.

• House finches are one of the most abundant birds in San Diego County and 
frequently nest in areas of high human activity.

1. FLEDGED. 7/21/2011 6/15/2011 - Nest about 90% complete. Biomonitor reports HOFI bringing nesting material. - BArnold
6/25/2011 - Clutch of 5 eggs in nest. - SJohnston
6/26/2011 - Pair bringing food to nest. - PHoward
7/8/2011 - At least 3 downy nestlings with pin feathers. - IMaunsell
7/8/2011 - 3 well-feathered nestlings in nest. - IMaunsell
7/16/2011 - Nestling still in nest; should fledge soon. - IMaunsell
7/22/2011 - Nest fledged; closed. - KAlberts
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6/15/2011 7002502 ANHU Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 0 feet; on yard limit. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 

limts. Also expanded 
into yard to prevent 

impacts.

Covered under existing blanket exemption for yard perimeter. 1. FLEDGED. 7/10/2011 6/15/2011 - Female incubating. - RAbe
6/25/2011 - 1 egg, 1 nestling, adult brooding. - SJohnston
7/7/2011 - Large feathered nestling in nest. - PKonrad
7/14/2011 - Nestling has fledged; no hummingbirds in area; closed. - PKonrad

6/15/2011 7002503 LEGO Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 78 feet to AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage only. Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.  Also, this AR 
is not the primary AR for this TL, rendering a NBR moot.

1. FLEDGED. 6/24/2011 6/15/2011 at 07:34 female LEGO incubating 4 white eggs. - RRadd
6/22/2011 - LEGO female brooding hatched young 07:44. - RRadd
6/29/2011 - LEGO on nest 11:44. - RRadd
7/6/2011 - Change to Closed. Nest is intact, soiled and empty. Young have fledged. - RRadd

6/17/2011 7002507 LEGO Closed Sycamore Yard 20 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 

Nest is located approximately five feet up within a laurel sumac that is 
immediately adjacent to an existing paved, public road.  Nest is in the early 
stages of creation (10% built at time of survey) and pair was actively leaving and 
returning with nest material while road was in active use.  Several large trucks 
carrying construction equipment passed through area while the birds continued 
nest building.  The birds also showed no signs of agitated behavior while we 
recorded location data at nest.  Installation of chain link fence will result in a 
temporary noise-related impact from hand augering and other hand tools.  Fence 
construction will not directly impact nest, as fence will be installed at least 10 
feet away. A biological monitor with knowledge of the nest location will be 
present during all construction activities in the area and will prevent construction-
related impacts on this nest. Monitor has the authority to stop work if 
construction appears to be adversely affecting nest.

1. FLEDGED. 7/20/2011 6/17/2011 - female building nest, 1% complete, just a few pieces of grass in place. - TCooper
6/21/2011 - Nest complete, one egg present. - BLohstroh
7/6/2011 - LEGO female brooding four nestlings; approx hatch date 4 Jul. - RRadd
7/12/2011 - Nest contains four mostly naked nestlings with wispy down on heads, feather quills appearing on wings. - 
RRadd
7/18/2011 - At least three well-feathered nestlings fill the nest, and should fledge in the next few days. - RRadd
7/20/2011 - Nest empty, presumed fledged. Closed. - TCooper

6/17/2011 7002508 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Loritz property

0 feet, within work limits. 100 feet 30 feet NBR Submit Date: 06/20/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/21/2011

A combination NBM/NBR is requested for this nest and nest location. First, a 
NBR from 100 to 30 feet. Second, a NBM to allow vehicle passage along the 
existing access road, and allow the water trucks ingress/egress to the water tank 
tower under the following restrictions:

• Only vehicle traffic is allowed, no pedestrian traffic.
• Vehicles may not stop or park within the buffer, with the exception of water 
trucks when at the water tank. The trucks should perform the required activities 
in a short a time as safely possible and depart immediately.
• 10 mile per hour speed limit.
• No other project work within the buffer.

The combination NBM/NBR should not negatively impact the success of the 
house finch nest for the following reasons:
• House finches are known to nest in proximity to human activity and exhibit a 
high tolerance towards human disturbances. They have relatively high rates of 
nest success within areas of high human activity. 
• The female house finch did not flush from the nest when the biologist was just 
a few feet from the nest. When the female did flush in response to a loud noise, 
she returned to the nest within a few minutes with the biologist 30 feet away from 
the nest.
• The location of the nest within a wheel axle provides a buffer to external visual 
and acoustic disturbances for adults, eggs, and nestlings within the nest. The 
biggest concern will be the female flushing from the nest in response to acoustic 
disturbances (such as the one described above).
• Vehicle passage along the access road and the filling of water trucks and the 
water tower are activities of short duration, which should not impact the success 
of the nest.
• The biological monitor will observe the nest during construction activities. If the 
bird flushes from the nest, the biomonitor will have the authority to stop 
construction if the bird does not return to the nest within a sufficient amount of 
time, as determined by the monitor.

1. FLEDGED. 7/18/2011 6/17/2011 - Female house finch observed incubating 5 eggs. - EMorgan
6/22/2011 - Female incubating. - TFitanides
7/5/2011 - Observed bird enter nest location. Heard calls from nestlings. - VNovik
7/16/2011 - Nestling fully feathered and very close to fledging. - SJohnston
7/21/2011 - No birds seen in nest or tending to nest; appears nestlings have fledged. Biomonitor has not noticed 
activity during recent days; closed. - SRitt

6/17/2011 7002509 SAPH Closed JVR Yard AR 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 06/20/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/21/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 7/2/2011 6/17/2011 - Male Say's Phoebe observed carrying food items to nest. Female brooding at least 4 nestlings. - RAbe
6/21/2011 - 4 nestlings in nest. - EStrods
6/28/2011 - Nestlings are near fledging; 2 adults bringing food and calling territorially. - PKonrad
7/5/2011 - Nestlings have fledged and dispersed from area; no fledglings or adults observed or heard; closed. - 
PKonrad
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6/17/2011 7002511 BUOR Closed TL 639  - 973035 12 feet from pole. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/21/2011 6/17/2011 - Both adults visiting nest. Begging calls heard. Crew worked on this pole yesterday for about three hours 

with a bucket truck. Observed nest 09:00-17:30, both adults bringing food  (insects and fruit)  and removing fecal 
sacs all day. Some fecal sacs were fairly large. Female visited nest eight times more frequently than male. - 
shampton
6/18/2011 - Adults continued bringing in food items and vocalizing. Young heard upon adult arrival. - FHoffmann
6/20/2011 - Tail-less juvenile, with some down feathers still present, perched above nest entrance, begging BUOR 
male for food. - RRadd
6/28/2011 - Nest has fledged, no BUOR present. - RRadd

6/16/2011 7002512 HOWR Closed Hartung Yard 10 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to active 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 6/25/2011 6/16/2011 - HOWR pair carrying food to cavity at 3-8 minute intervals 09:30. - RRadd
6/24/2011 - HOWR present but not entering cavity during 30 minute observation. Monitor once more prior to close. - 
RRadd
6/30/2011 - No HOWR detections at or near this cavity. Observations suggest this nest likely fledged successfully. 
Closed. - RRadd

6/17/2011 7002513 LEGO Closed CP70-3 AR 60 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/13/2011 6/17/2011 -  LEGO female finalizing construction with male attending 12:20. - RRadd 
6/24/2011 - Nest appears mostly complete; male LEGO accompanies female carrying lining material. - RRadd 
7/1/2011 - Female LEGO on nest, male calling. - RRadd 
7/8/2011 - Female LEGO comes to nest and settles 08:47. - RRadd 
7/14/2011 - Change to Closed. No detections during 30 minute observation - presumed fledged. - RRadd

6/18/2011 7002515 CAKI Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation - Z222370

155 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/30/2011 6/18/2011 - Two adults seen feeding nestlings (possibly 2?) and carrying fecal sacs. - SRitt
6/30/2011 - observed Cassin's adult feeding recent fledgling on adjacent line. Irk. could not locate nest in  tower. 
Closed. - VNovik

6/20/2011 7002519 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet from Suncrest. 100 feet 20 feet NBR Submit Date: 06/21/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/21/2011

A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 20 feet is requested and should not 
adversely affect the successful outcome of this house finch nest for the following 
reasons:

• House Finches often nest successfully in close proximity to human activities 
and disturbances.
• This pair of nesting birds selected a nest site, built a complete nest and have 
begun laying a clutch of eggs in a location surrounded by an extremely high 
level of construction disturbance.
• The nest is enclosed within the thick metal of the bumper of the dump truck 
bed, this provides isolation from visual and acoustic disturbances of construction 
activity in the substation.
• The nest location is approximately 10 feet above the ground, providing further 
isolation from any nearby construction activity.
Additionally, a one-time temporary nest buffer modification to allow the removal 
from the buffer of another heavy construction vehicle parked adjacent to the nest 
site vehicle is requested.
This NBM should not negatively impact the nesting birds and their nest for the 
above reasons as well as the following:
• The start-up and subsequent removal of the vehicle will be a very brief 
disturbance that can possibly be timed with the nesting bird's patterns of 
behavior to minimize impact.
• If the birds do flush from the nest in response to the movement of the vehicle, 
the opportunity for them to return immediately should mitigate the brief, one-time 
disturbance.
• After the vehicle removal the normal buffer restrictions will prevent further 
disturbance in such close proximity to the nest.

1. FLEDGED. 7/24/2011 6/20/2011 - Biomonitors AHill and CEmerson found this house finch nest with 3 eggs; adult perched on dump truck 
bed. Truck was parked at this location on 6/17; nest was completed sometime between 6/17 and 6/20. - SHampton
6/21/2011 - Female was coming in and out of nest in morning. Started incubating 3 eggs in nest for prolonged 
periods of time. - AHill
6/30/2011 - Female returned to nest for a short time during observations. - PKonrad
7/12/2011 - Female seen coming to nest; 2 or 3 eggs have hatched. - AHill
7/16/2011 - 1 nestling has feathers and should be fledging within next several days. - AHill
7/18/2011 - 1 nestling was seen inside cavity but not in nest; nestling's feathers were well developed. - AHill
7/20/2011 - Nestling is still in nest this morning. - AHill
7/20/2011 - Nestling still in nest; observed male coming to nest. Nestling can be seen from ground with binoculars. - 
AHill
7/25/2011 - Nestling fledged. Nestling was absent from the nesting area; closed. - CEmerson

6/18/2011 7002521 HOOR Closed TL 6916 - 973035 65 feet from pole. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/22/2011 6/18/2011 - Female continued to build upper nest with material from palm. Male in area vocalizing. - FHoffmann
6/20/2011 - HOOR pair are intermittently present; female departs nest 15:08, male nearby. -  RRadd
6/28/2011 - Nest is complete; female incubating. - RRadd
7/5/2011 - HOOR pair Attending nest; male arrives and female departs 15:34. - RRadd 
7/12/2011 - HOOR female comes to nest and stays. - RRadd
7/18/2011 - Female feeds young in nest 11:36 then leaves immediately. - RRadd
7/25/2011 - No HOOR detected during 30 min. obs. Nest appears intact but empty; monitoring chronology suggests 
fledged successfully. Change to Closed. - RRadd

6/21/2011 7002527 CAGN Closed CP17-1 350 feet 300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 6/21/2011 - Four pin-feathered nestlings, pair feeding nestlings. Pair defending intrusion by GRRO. - BLohstroh
6/28/2011 - One fledgling observed out of nest and being fed by adult pair. Didn't see any others in area. Couldn't 
locate nest to see if other nestlings fledged - closed. - DBusby
7/6/2011 - Nest empty. - BLohstroh
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6/21/2011 7002528 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 10 feet NBR Submit Date: 06/22/2011

WLA Concurrence Date: 06/22/2011

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 15 feet is 
appropriate for this nest. Nest success should not be diminished for the following 
reasons: 
 
• House finches frequently nest successfully in proximity to human developments 
and, as a species, generally exhibit a high tolerance to human activities.
• This nesting pair has chosen to nest in a man-made structure located in an 
active construction yard.
• Nearly continuous vehicle and foot traffic on the yard road has occurred during 
nest building and the laying of three eggs, indicating strong affinity for this site.
• The reel is approximately 10 feet in diameter and the nest is within the hollow 
parts of the reel. This provides some visual and sound protection for the nest 
from yard activities.
• Within this yard there are 5 other house finch nests with NBRs between 10 and 
30 feet that remain active, progressing nests under the same conditions. 
• House finches are a common nesting bird species within Project construction 
and storage yards during this nesting season and are maintaining a high nesting 
success rate, raising multiple clutches the majority of the time.

1. FLEDGED. 7/22/2011 6/21/2011 - House finch nest with 2 eggs. - VNovik
6/26/2011 - Nest has clutch of 3 eggs. - PHoward
7/7/2011- Small nestlings in nest. - PKonrad
7/14/2011 - 3 well-feathered nestlings in nest. - PKonrad
7/23/2011 - Nestlings fledged; closed. - SRitt

6/21/2011 7002529 NOMO Closed TL 639 - 379520 3 feet from AR; 140 
from pole.

100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 07/14/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/19/2011

The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:

• The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
• The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
• The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
• Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
• As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
• These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
• The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
  1. ESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
  2. 10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
  3. No stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
• Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
• Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

1. FLEDGED. 7/19/2011 6/21/2011 - Female incubating 2 eggs. Incomplete clutch. Full clutch anticipated 6/23. Predicted hatch date around 
7/5. - MDicus
6/28/2011 - 3 eggs in nest. - BArnold
7/2/2011 - Nest contains 2 nestlings and 1 egg. - SRitt
7/5/2011 - NOMO feeding 3 nestlings 0950. - RRadd
7/11/2011 - NOMO attending 3 nestlings; feather quills appearing. - RRadd
7/14/2011 - Adult feeding nestlings. Observed from distance; nest not approached. - MDicus
7/19/2011 - Fledgling mockingbirds with short tails and wisps of down on heads being attended by adults adjacent to 
nest - closed. - RRadd

6/21/2011 7002531 LEGO Closed Elliott Substation 68 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/19/2011 6/21/2011 - LEGO pair attending nest. - RRadd
6/27/2011 - LEGO female making trips to nest in distant company of male 13:55-14:10. - RRadd
7/5/2011 - LEGO female continues to make trips to this site, male is guarding. - RRadd
7/11/2011 - Nest difficult to monitor but presumed active as LEGO male agitated at COHA brancher nearby. - 
RRadd
7/19/2011 - LEGO feeding juveniles in nest tree and not associating directly with nest. Chronology suggests fledged. 
Closed. - RRadd

6/22/2011 7002540 VERD Closed EP262-4 55 feet NE of TSAP, 80 
feet SE of tower site.

100 feet NBR Submit Date: 06/24/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/24/2011


1. FLEDGED. 7/6/2011 6/22/2011 - 1 adult observed visiting nest. Begging calls from inside nest were audible from 2 feet away. - 
SHampton
6/28/2011 - Nest intact but no adults, nestlings, or fledglings observed or heard; nestlings may have fledged, but will 
check back once more. - PKonrad
7/6/2011 - Nestlings apparently fledged about 10 days ago; no fledglings or adults observed today - closed. - 
PKonrad
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6/23/2011 7002548 BRBL Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 42 feet west of AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-

traffic allowed.
NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 6/28/2011 6/23/2011 - Male repeatedly bringing food to incubating female or nestlings. - PKonrad
6/29/2011 - Nestlings appear to have fledged; no more blackbird activity in this area. Closed. - PKonrad

6/23/2011 7002553 HOOR Closed Helix Yard 5 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 7/12/2011 6/29/2011 - Nest appears complete; female HOOR not visible in deep cup, seen away from nest. - RRadd
7/7/2011 - HOOR female incubating 12:32, incubates when vehicles pass but flushes at foot traffic. - RRadd
7/13/2011 - HOOR have apparently departed this nest; HOFI are now using it. Juveniles noted in the vicinity in the 
company of adults, are presumed from this nest. Change to Closed. - RRadd

6/23/2011 7002554 HOWR Closed Alpine Underground - 
300+00r

75 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/30/2011 6/23/2011 - Adults observed bringing food items to nest and carrying fecal sacs away. Begging calls audible. - 
SHampton
6/30/2011 - No HOWR's during 20 minute observation period. Nest limb undamaged, no signs of predation. 
Assuming successfully fledged - closed. - SHampton

6/24/2011 7002555 HOOR Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

Approx 30-40 feet North 
of bridge and 20 feet 

west

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/26/2011 6/24/2011 - Hooded oriole building nest; about 10% complete. - VNovik
6/27/2011 - Nest building; looks like 2 females are building nest. - VNovik
6/30/2011 - Nest appears 90% complete. - VNovik
7/5/2011 - Nest complete; HOOR seen in close proximity to nest. - IMaunsell
7/6/2011 - Nest complete but no activity at nest. - SJohnston
7/7/2011 - No activity. - SJohnston
7/8/2011 - Female chased lesser goldfinch from nest area. - VNovik
7/13/2011 - Nest intact; oriole in area. - VNovik
7/21/2011 - Observed no activity during 30 minute period. - SJohnston
7/25/2011 - Pair feeding nestlings. - IMaunsell
7/26/2011 - No activity at nest. Pair feeding at least 1 fledgling in adjacent sycamore tree; successfully fledged; 
closed. - IMaunsell

6/24/2011 7002557 ATFL Closed Hartung Yard 45 feet to AR. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits and drive through 

access only on AR.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to active 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

Blanket exemption for nests built along ARs continuously in use for project 
activities receiving agency concurrence that birds establishing nests near ARs 
are accustomed to human activities and traffic and should not be impacted 
provided that no stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 7/8/2011 6/24/2011 - ATFL carrying food to cavity and defending against CAKI. - RRadd
6/30/2011 - ATFL comes near cavity, making soft contact calls but no entry observed 15:50. - RRadd
7/9/2011 - No ATFL detections at this nest during 40 minute observation; pair with fledged young 150 east. Change 
to Closed. - RRadd

6/25/2011 7002558 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 20 feet NBR Submit Date: 07/01/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/01/2011

This nest is located behind a metal plate on a large conductor reel and is along 
the northern edge of the yard limits. This nest site is approximately 20 feet north 
of a heavily used roadway/yard materials access route.  A nest buffer reduction 
from 100 feet to 20 feet is requested, and is not anticipated to negatively impact 
the likelihood for this nest to fledge successfully for the following reasons:
 
• The nest is located on the side of a metal conductor reel that faces away from 
yard activities. The large size of the conductor reel provides a good physical, 
visual, and acoustic barrier for the nest. Furthermore, the nest is located behind 
a metal plate in a hollow area on the side of the reel, enhancing said barrier.
• The nest was built under existing construction yard activities along a heavily 
used access route for heavy equipment (haulers, front loaders, forklifts, and 
cranes) within the yard. Given the fact that the bird established a nest under the 
existing conditions of the yard and that the nest now contains eggs, a high 
disturbance tolerance exists and strong site affinity is established. These factors 
indicate that the nest will likely fledge successfully.
• Similar nesting sites are, or have been, occupied by house finches in this same 
yard which have experienced equal levels of surrounding disturbances, and 
these nests have either successfully fledged or continue with natural 
progression unhindered by Project activity. 
• House finches as a species have adapted to human disturbance and are 
commonly found successfully brooding young in close proximity to human 
activity at heavily developed locations.

1. FLEDGED. 7/28/2011 6/25/2011 - 1 egg in nest. - SJohnston 
6/26/2011 - Nest has 2 eggs, female house finch incubating. - PHoward
7/7/2011 - Eggs in nest; no adults observed during short nest check. - PKonrad
7/14/2011 - Medium-sized nestlings in nest. - PKonrad
7/23/2011 - 2 large nestlings in nest. - SRitt
7/29/2011 - Biomonitor reported nest is empty; nestlings have fledged. - IMaunsell

6/25/2011 7002559 HOWR Closed CP82-1 15 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within boundary.

1. FLEDGED. 7/7/2011 6/25/2011 - HOWR carrying food to cavity at 15 minute intervals 10:06-10:46. - RRadd
6/25/2011 - House Wrens carrying food at 15 minute intervals. - RRadd
7/1/2011 - No HOWR detections during 30 min. obs. - RRadd
7/8/2011 - Change to Closed. HOWR fledglings feeding with parents in Mexican elderberry 70' N. - RRadd
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6/25/2011 7002562 COHU Closed Suncrest Substation 20 feet 100 feet ESA staked at work 

limits.
NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird constructs a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around Suncrest Substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

1. FLEDGED. 7/26/2011 6/25/2011 - Female Costa's hummingbird incubating 2 eggs. - AHill 
7/1/2011 - 2 eggs in nest, observed female return and incubate. - SHampton
7/6/2011 - 2 small nestlings in nest; female was not on nest initially, then came back and was brooding. - AHill
7/12/2011 - 2 nestlings in nest. - AHill
7/18/2011 - 2 nestlings growing; eyes open and alert. - AHill 
7/20/2011 - Female observed feeding nestlings. - AHill
7/27/ 2011 - The first nestling fledged 7/24, but was observed flying in the area on 7/25 and 7/26. The second 
nestling was observed leaving the nest on 7/26 in the morning. Nest has been monitored intermittently since then 
and there has been no sign of the fledglings returning to the nest. - CEmerson

7/21/2011 7004668 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; in Sycamore 
Substation

100 feet 20 feet NBR Submit Date: 07/25/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/28/2011

This nest is located on the western side of the substation within the 230kV 
disconnect switch rack, about 20 feet above the ground on top of an insulator, 
just south of GCB 22N, in a very concealed location with no visibility to the 
ground. A Roel construction crew has been working about 30 feet west of the 
nest prior to its discovery by the bio-monitor.
A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 20 feet is requested for this nest and the 
breeding cycle of the birds is not anticipated to be substantially disturbed for the 
following reasons:

• The finches built this nest within the substation during construction activities as 
well as ongoing maintenance activities, clearly they are well acclimated to 
human activity in their chosen nesting area.
• The nest is located at the top of an insulator located on the 230kV disconnect 
switch rack about 20 feet above the ground, and it is completely enclosed and 
surrounded with no direct view to work activities.
• The nest has apparently large nestlings (based on the amount of noise 
generated), indicating nest progression has been undeterred by construction to 
date.
• The adult birds have a lot of energy invested in this nest and will not likely 
abandon it now.
• The presumed large size of the vocalizing nestlings suggest that they may 
soon fledge.
• A majority of house finch nests with previously approved buffer reductions to 20 
feet at the Sycamore substation have successfully fledged (8 of 14) and those 
that failed did so due to causes other than human activity.
• All future work in the area will not exceed the scope, intensity, and duration of 
the work exposure to date.

Based on the above, concurrence to a NBR to 20 feet is not expected to impact 
the successful fledging of this house finch nest.

1. FLEDGED. 7/27/2011 7/21/2011 - Nestlings heard by biomonitor today and yesterday. - BArnold
8/2/2011 - Activity, consisting of adult flying to nest and loud nestling response vocalizations, was last heard 7/27 by 
biomonitor - no activity since then. This nest likely successfully fledged due to the loud response calls (presumably 
indicating large healthy nestlings) that were routinely heard. - BArnold

7/22/2011 7004671 LEGO Closed CP83 AR 25 feet to AR 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/27/2011 7/22/2011 - Male alarming and escorting, eventually female settles on nest 12:04. - RRadd
7/27/2011 - The only LEGO activity observed during 30 min. observation was nearby feeding of juveniles. Presume 
this nest has fledged. Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/24/2011 7004673 HOWR Closed TL 6916 - Z973032 40 feet to work 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/27/2011 5/24/2011 - HOWR singing and entering nest 07:28. - RRadd
6/1/2011 - HOWR calls and enters nest 17:58. - RRadd
6/7/2011 - HOWR enters nest while construction in progress 14:15. - RRadd
6/13/2011 - HOWR to and from nest 16:02. - RRadd
6/20/2011 - HOWR to nest 15:52, for 2 minutes. - RRadd
6/28/2011 - No HOWR detections during 30 min. survey. Monitoring timeline suggests nest has fledged. - RRadd
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6/27/2011 7002563 ATFL Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within Sycamore 

Substation.
100 feet 30 feet NBR Submit Date: 06/28/2011

WLA Concurrence Date: 06/28/2011

A Nest Buffer Reduction to allow work to occur under the superstructure will 
result in a minimum buffer of about 30 feet of the newly discovered Ash-throated 
Flycatcher nest (vertically), which will not likely result in nest failure. The Ash-
throated Flycatcher nest is not anticipated to be substantially disturbed by the 
Sycamore Substation work, due to the following:

• The nest is located in a hollow pole on top of the 69kV rack, about 40 feet 
above the ground. It is completely enclosed and surrounded by steel, with no 
direct view to the proposed activities at ground level.

• This nest was discovered during work activities were occurring nearby, yet the 
birds accessed the horizontal pole opening without regard to the on-the-ground 
activities occurring nearby.

1. FLEDGED. 7/29/2011 6/27/2011 - Adult observed entering pipe four times during the observation period (09:00 to 14:00). Also, pair seen at 
pipe, one standing by while other entered opening. - BArnold
7/6/2011 - Adult observed entering pipe nest cavity. - BArnold
7/12/2011 - Adult brought food to nest twice during 10-minute observation period. - BArnold
7/13/2011 - Adult observed bringing food to nest, even during nearby front-end loader work. - BArnold
7/14/2011 - Adult flew to perch on 69kV superstructure above nest at 13:05, then flew to nest and briefly entered pipe 
at 13:07. This first adult perched at nest pipe entrance, looking around area until 13:13 when second adult flew into 
nest. First adult perched on top of nest pipe entrance, then flew off at 13:15, and immediately returned with food 
before departing again. - BArnold
7/15/2011 - Adult entered nest at 11:20. Both adults arrived, one with food at 11:48. Adult with food perched on 
vertical pipe west of nest pipe, enters one, then another, and finally into the pipe opening with the nest (nest is 
located in eastern-most pipe in row of six). This adult quickly flew off. An adult returned at 11:59 and displayed the 
same behavior of entering two other pipe openings before entering nest pipe. At 12:02 an adult flies down to 
transformer and perches till 12:08. A second adult flies to perch at 12:08, then enters nest at 12:09 and flies off at 
12:11. Both adults return at 12:17, both leave shortly thereafter. Both return at 12:25,  one briefly enters nest then 
flies off while other stays on vertical pipe perch two bays to the west and eventually flies off. At 13:32 both adults 
return to nest, and one immediately enters pipe opening. At 15:50 both adults at nest, one enters briefly then departs. 
- BArnold
7/16/2011 - Adult at nest at 11:53.  At 12:27, adult brought food to nest, entered and departed after 12 seconds.  
Adult brought food at 14:15.  Adult at nest at 16:15.  Adult at vertical perch at 18:15. - BArnold
7/17/2011 - Adult incidentally observed at nest at 07:22 and 11:15. Adult brought food at 12:24, enters then emerged 
without food.  Adult carried food at 15:43, departed shortly thereafter. At 15:52, both adults returned to nest, one with 
food flew to vertical perch, other flew directly to nest pipe opening. Adult with food then flew into nest. In the 
meantime, a female House Finch perched atop the vertical nest pipe. The adult flycatcher, upon emerging from the 
opening, aggressively engaged the HOFI and drove her away. - BArnold
7/21/2011 - Adult at nest pole entrance. - BArnold
8/2/2011 - Last activity observed 21 July. No adults seen on 28 July. This nest fledged, probably on 22 July 
according to reported incubation period of 15 days and fledglings departing nest at 15 to 16 days. - BArnold

5/13/2011 7002566 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

40 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/15/2011 5/13/2011 - Clutch of 3 eggs in nest. - RRadd
5/20/2011 - HOFI incubating on nest. - VNovik
5/23/2011 - Observed female incubating on nest. - VNovik
5/24/2011 - Incubating. - SJohnston
5/25/2011 - Incubating on nest. - VNovik
5/31/2011 - Incubating on nest. - VNovik
6/2/2011 - Feeding nestlings. - VNovik
6/6/2011 - Female on nest. - VNovik
6/8/2011 - Nestlings look feathered and should fledge soon. - VNovik
6/9/2011 - Nestlings still look feathered and should fledge soon. - TFitanides
6/10/2011 - Feathered young. - VNovik
6/16/2011 - HOFI fledged on 06/15; closed. - SJohnston

6/16/2011 7002568 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

82 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/12/2011 6/16/2011 - HOFI building new nest on top of old nest. - SJohnston
6/17/2011 - House Finch on nest. - VNovik
6/21/2011 - Clutch of 4 eggs in nest. - SJohnston
6/22/2011 - Female incubating on nest. - VNovik
6/23/2011 - Female Incubating. - VNovik
6/24/2011 - House Finches flying into nest site. - VNovik
6/27/2011 - Female on nest. - VNovik
6/30/2011 - Female on nest. - VNovik
7/5/2011 - Nestlings observed in nest. - IMaunsell
7/6/2011 - 3 nestlings in nest. - SJohnston
7/7/2011 - No change. - SJohnston
7/13/2011 - Nest empty; fledglings in area calling; closed. - VNovik

5/31/2011 7002570 HOWR Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

5 feet from AR 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/4/2011 5/31/2011 - Observed house wren taking nesting material into cavity. - VNovik
6/2/2011 - Observed calling at entrance to cavity. Observed entering cavity. - VNovik
6/6/2011 - Entering cavity with food. - VNovik
6/7/2011 - Observed adult bringing nesting material into cavity. - SJohnston
6/8/2011 - Wren entering cavity. - VNovik
6/9/2011 - Observed singing in area and entering cavity. - TFitanides
6/10/2011 - Entering nest cavity. - VNovik
6/14/2011 - Entering Cavity with food. - VNovik
6/17/2011 - Observed entering cavity. - VNovik
6/22/2011 - Observed carrying food items into cavity. - VNovik
6/23/2011 - No wrens observed. - VNovik
6/30/2011 - Calls heard from cavity. - VNovik
7/5/2011 - No activity at nest, assumed fledged; closed. - IMaunsell

6/29/2011 7002579 WREN Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 54 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/10/2011 6/29/2011 - Nest contains one egg and one day-old altricial nestling. - RRadd
7/6/2011 - WREN brooding one unhatched egg and one small partially feathered nestling. - RRadd
7/13/2011 - Young has fledged, one egg present. Change to Closed. - RRadd

6/30/2011 7002580 CLSW Closed Alpine Underground - 
214+00r

50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 7/22/2011 6/30/2011 - At least 1 nestling being fed by adult cliff swallow. Nestling several days old and visible watching out nest 
entrance. - SHampton
7/11/2011 - Nestling observed at nest opening. Adult flying into area of nest. - BFischer
7/23/2011 - No swallows visiting or seen in nest during 45 minutes of observation; nestling(s) apparently fledged; 
closed. - SRitt
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6/30/2011 7002583 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
65 feet to staked work 

limits.
100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/20/2011 6/30/2011 - Lesser goldfinch incubating in nest. Nest was found on 6/28; approximately 80% completed when found. 

but is now complete. - VNovik
7/5/2011 - Incubating. - IMaunsell
7/6/2011 - Incubating. - SJohnston
7/8/2011 - Observed male bringing food to nest. - VNovik
7/13/2011 - Brooding. - VNovik
7/21/2011 - Based on splatter presence, observations, and chronology, it appears nestlings fledged successfully; 
closed. - SJohnston

7/1/2011 7002585 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; nest is in yard. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/8/2011 7/1/2011 - Adult(s) regularly bringing food and removing fecal sacs. 7 nestlings visible, noticeably larger than size at 
hatching but eyes mainly still closed, at least 1 appeared to have eyes partly open. - SHampton
7/6/2011 - Nestlings have feathers; were seen and heard at nest entrance; adult came to feed. Nestlings should be 
fledging in next few days. - AHill
7/11/2011 - Nestlings successfully fledged on 7/8. They have been observed in the area still being tended by the 
adults. - CEmerson
7/20/2011 - It took 10 days for the fledglings to leave the area. - AHill

7/1/2011 7002586 LASP Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

5 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at work 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird constructs a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around Suncrest Substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

1. FLEDGED. 7/24/2011 7/1/2011 - Nest contained 3 eggs, both adults in close attendance. - SHampton
7/6/2011 - 4 eggs, female was incubating. - AHill
7/12/2011 - Female seen on nest. - AHill
7/20/2011 - Female near nest, heard nestlings from road. - AHill
7/25/2011 - Nestlings fledged. Fledglings not observed in the area; nest removed. - CEmerson

6/6/2011 7002590 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet; within yard 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/29/2011 6/6/2011 - Female incubating. Possibly on a second clutch. - TFitanides
6/7/2011 - Female house finch in nest area. Also observed house finch activity in the nest area 6/5/2011, but that 
entry overridden. - BArnold
6/13/2011 - Female incubating. - PKonrad
6/21/2011- At least 2 downy nestlings in nest. - PKonrad
6/30/2011 - Nestlings have fledged; closed. - PKonrad

4/28/2011 7002594 WEBL Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/22/2011 4/28/2011 - Cavity occupied by Western Bluebirds. Male and female observed carrying prey items into nest. - 
RAbe
4/30/2011 - WEBL pair carrying grass to this nest, but pair of NUWO also here. - RRadd
5/6/2011 - WEBL pair remain active at this nest. - RRadd
5/13/2011 - WEBL pair carrying food to nest, defending against constant HOWR insurgency. - RRadd
5/17/2011 - WEBL bringing food items to nest. - SJohnston 
5/20/2011 - WEBL bringing food to cavity. - VNovik
5/23/2011 - No activity observed at nest. No bluebirds in the area. - VNovik
5/24/2011 - No bluebird activity; presumed nestlings successfully fledged; closed. - SJohnston

4/26/2011 7000907 BUSH Closed Elliott Substation 35 feet to substation 
access gate.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest 
appears to have 
been predated.

5/3/2011 4/26/2011 - BUSH pair building nest, approximately 65% complete. - RRadd
5/3/2011 - Nest appears complete but possibly damaged at bottom. No BUSH associating during 45 min observation - 
monitor again for conclusive outcome. - RRadd
5/11/2011 - No BUSH detected during 30 min. obs., other bird sp. removing nest materials unopposed. Change to 
Closed. - RRadd

3/16/2011 6003236 RCSP Closed CP55/CP56-1 Pull Site 
AR

10 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest 
building ended 
before nest was 
completed.

3/29/2011 3/16/2011 - Female carrying nest material while male singing 30 feet away. Construction appears to have just begun. 
- RRadd
3/25/2011 - Nesting on hold or abandoned, nest incomplete. Check again - RRadd
3/29/2011 - No sign of activity, no RCSP detected. Apparently abandoned during nest-building as part of the site-
selection process. Change to closed. - RRadd

3/24/2011 5003279 CALT Closed Sycamore Yard Approximately 50 feet 
from yard.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest could 
be not be relocated; 
may have been 
predated.

3/30/2011 3/24/2011 - CALT associating with cavity under fountain grass. No eggs. - BLohstroh 
3/30/2011 - No nest found as described. Closed, and buffer removed, after discussion with B. Lohstroh. - RRadd

4/1/2011 5003333 BUSH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from Londono 
driveway.

100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The adult birds have tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other 
human activities onsite have not deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated 
with work will be monitored, as will nest sites for any potential impacts.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest 
destroyed; appears 
predated.

4/26/2011 4/1/2011 - Pair nest building, 90% complete. Tolerated foot traffic along driveway. GPS by hand. - IMaunsell
4/13/2011 - Pair observed visiting nest. - IMaunsell
4/19/2011 - BUSH pair actively nest building 10:48. - RRadd
4/27/2011 - Nest destroyed - appears torn apart from above. Change to Closed. - RRadd
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3/29/2011 5003291 WEBL Closed TL 6916 - Z774819 75 feet from AR; 400 

feet to nearest pole.
100 feet Vehicular passage should not impact nest, provided that no stopping, standing, 

or construction occurs within buffer zone.
2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest failed 
for unknown reason.

5/22/2011 3/29/2011 - WEBL pair entering and exiting cavity multiple times. - RRadd
4/15/2011 -WEBL continue to visit cavity 15:15. - RRadd
4/18/2011 - No WEBL detected in two 20 min obs. Possible nest predation by pair of HOWR. HOWR singing and 
resident at nest tree. - RRadd
4/25/2011 - No WEBL detected in or around nest site during two 20 min obs. Change to Closed. - RRadd
Nest failed for unknown reason, but HOWR (detected at this cavity) have been a factor in many bluebird nest 
failures.

4/19/2011 5000851 BUSH Closed CP88-1 35 feet from AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest gone 
during second visit; 
possible predation.

4/30/2011 4/19/2011 - Pair observed nearby, carrying nest material to nest; 80% complete. - shampton
4/30/2011 - No BUSH or nest detected at the described location. BUSH building nest 200' SE maybe this pair. 
Changed status to closed. - RRadd

3/10/2011 6003211 ANHU Closed CP49 AR 0 feet from existing AR; 
overhanging branch.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest likely 
abandoned prior to 
egg-laying.

3/31/2011 3/10/2011 - Female ANHU building new nest with spider silk. - RRadd
3/24/2011 - Nest appears complete, but unoccupied @ 12:20. - RRadd
3/31/2011 - Nest appears storm damaged 10:50. No activity, change to closed. - RRadd

4/21/2011 5000871 LEGO Closed Elliott Substation 40 feet to existing 
substation.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest likely 
destroyed by 
predation.

5/3/2011 4/21/2011 - LEGO female building nest, male guarding 08:00 - RRadd
4/26/2011 - LEGO female on nest 12:20. - RRadd
5/3/2011 - Nest destroyed - appears predated from above 10:20 . Change to Closed. - RRadd

4/12/2011 5000783 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest likely 
never completed - 
behavior observed 
likely a part of the 
site selection 
process.

5/2/2011 4/12/2011 - Adult observed entering repeatedly. - BArnold, FHoffmann
4/19/2011 - No active use of this cavity detected. - RRadd
4/26/2011 - No active use of this cavity detected. Change to Inactive. - RRadd
5/2/2011 - No change observed during substation construction. Change to Closed. - RRadd

4/12/2011 5000785 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest likely 
never completed - 
behavior observed 
likely a part of the 
site selection 
process.

5/11/2011 4/12/2011 - Adult entering pipe, splatter on pipe. - BArnold, FHoffmann
4/19/2011 - Numerous courting HOFI, but no conclusive nesting. - RRadd
4/26/2011 - No confirmed nesting activity at this location. Change to Inactive. - RRadd
5/2/2011 - No change, no confirmed nesting during substation construction. - RRadd
5/11/2011 - No activity at this pipe opening detected during 20 minute observation period, despite House Finch 
activity in general area.  Change to Closed. - BArnold

4/4/2011 5003349 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 171674 0 feet; on pole. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest may 
have never been 
completed - behavior 
may be part of the 
site selection 
process.

4/26/2011 4/4/2011  - Female seen with nest material made; multiple visits to same site. - PHoward
4/14/2011 - No HOFI detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
4/26/2011 - No HOFI detected during 30 minute observation. Change to Closed. - RRadd

4/4/2011 5003348 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 100977 0 feet; at pole. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest may 
have never been 
completed - behavior 
may be part of the 
site selection 
process.

4/14/2011 4/4/2011 - Pair of house finches carrying nest material to base of insulator.  Multiple attempts were made to deposit 
material. - MDicus, RAbe
4/9/2011 - HOFI male song post but no nest building. - RRadd
4/14/2011 - No HOFI associating with this pole and no nest. Change to CLOSED, remove buffers. - RRadd
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5/20/2011 7001910 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest may 
never have been 
completed - behavior 
may be part of the 
site selection 
process.

5/24/2011 5/20/2011 - A pair of house finches were observed carrying nest material to the tower arm. Nest is approximately 
20% complete. Biomonitor reported that nest building was initiated this morning. - KKilpatrick
5/25/2011 - Nest unchanged. No activity. Closed. - EMorgan

4/27/2011 7000921 BUSH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

Within 10 feet of 
driveway edge.

100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The adult birds have tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other 
human activities onsite have not deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated 
with work will be monitored, as will nest sites for any potential impacts.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest never 
completed; another 
species removing 
nest material from 
this nest.

5/4/2011 4/27/2011 - nest 10% complete; BUSH pair carrying material from predated Nest 50003336 12:48. - RRadd
5/5/2011 - Nest never completed; LEGO removing material. Change to Closed.

4/22/2011 5000881 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 0 feet; inside substation. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest not 
completed and no 
eggs laid.

6/12/2011 4/22/2011  - Nest is approximately 50% complete and there is fresh material in the nest. No birds approached the 
nest during the hour we were observing it. - emorgan
4/28/2011  - Nest does not have any fresh material and no birds were observed near the nest during the 2 hours of 
observation. - emorgan
6/7/2011 - Nest appears to have reactivated; near constant activity here by HOFI pair. - RRadd
6/13/2011 - No HOFI detected during 30 minute observations. Change to Closed. - RRadd

3/29/2011 5003292 BUSH Closed TL 6924 - Z171691 25 feet from existing AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest 
predated.

5/17/2011 4/11/2011 - BUSH entering nest. -  RRadd
4/18/2011 - BUSH not detected 07:50-08:20. - RRadd
4/25/2011 - BUSH incubating. - RRadd
5/2/2011 - No BUSH detected at or near nest during 30 min observation. 08:25-08:55. - RRadd
5/10/2011 - No BUSH detected at or near nest during 30 min observation. - RRadd
5/17/2011 - Nest predated - hole observed through side. Change to Closed. - RRadd

4/8/2011 5000447 MODO Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-6

50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

6. INDETERMINATE. 4/8/2011 - Nest intact, no activity observed, likely fledged by now. - BLohstroh
4/15/2011 - Closed, because first/last observation indicated fledging; this nest was no longer in use by that time. - 
KAlberts

4/12/2011 5000794 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - 973033 10 feet from work area. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 4/24/2011 4/12/2011 - LEGO pr. finalizing nest construction. - RRadd
4/18/2011 - LEGO female sitting on nest 09:20 - RRadd
4/25/2011 - No LEGO detected on nest or in vicinity. Nest appears intact. Construction in progress (trenching directly 
under nest). - RRadd
5/2/2011 - No LEGO detected, wind beginning to blow out nest lining. No eggs were ever confirmed in this nest. 
Abandonment due to disturbance (prior to egg-laying) seems likely. Change to Closed. - RRadd

4/12/2011 5000795 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 973033 35 feet from work area. 100 feet Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of Reconductor lines, following 
same principles as blanket exemption for Alpine Blvd.

6. INDETERMINATE. 4/25/2011 4/12/2011 - HOFI pair carrying nest materials behind non-native planting against wall. - RRadd
4/18/2011 - No HOFI detected at this location 0910-0930. Trenching crew at work nearby, and (non-Sunrise) workers 
at residence. - RRadd
4/25/2011 - No HOFI detected at or near nest, suggests nest abandoned prior to incubation. Nest is on private 
property and unavailable for physical inspection, but observations suggested this nesting attempt was abandoned 
early for unknown reasons. - RRadd

4/12/2011 5000782 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 06/21/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/29/2011

The biologist feels this NBM should not adversely affect the success of these 
nest for the following reasons:

• House finches are known to nest in proximity to human activity and exhibit a 
high tolerance towards human disturbances. They have relatively high rates of 
nest success within areas of high human activity.

• These nests are located high up in the steel, between 20 and 40 feet above the 
ground.

• Past NBMs of similar nature with house finch in structures have not affected 
the success of the nests.

6. INDETERMINATE. 6/27/2011 4/12/2011 - Adult repeatedly entering pipe. - BArnold and FHoffman
4/19/2011 - HOFI pair remains active. - RRadd
4/26/2011 - No confirmation of nesting detected from outside the substation during 30 minutes.- RRadd
5/2/2011 - HOFI nesting activity continues. - RRadd
5/11/2011 - No activity at this specific location, but House Finches active in general area. - BArnold
5/19/2011 - House Finches in area but not at this specific described location. - BArnold
6/1/2011 - House Finch activity in general area. - BArnold
6/9/2011 - House Finch activity in general area. - BArnold
6/16/2011 - House Finch activity in general area. - BArnold
6/23/2011 - House Finch activity in general area. - BArnold
6/27/2011 - No House Finches observed at this specific pipe; singing male and single female observed in this bay; 
closed. - BArnold

4/12/2011 5000784 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finch nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator fan screen and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.  In addition, House Finches are 
extremely acclimated to human disturbance.

6. INDETERMINATE. 6/22/2011 4/12/2011 - Female observed incubating, male in area. - BArnold and FHoffman
4/21/2011 - Pair in immediate area of nest. - BArnold
4/26/2011 - No confirmation of nesting detected from outside the substation. - RRadd
4/29/2011 - Female on nest. - BArnold
5/2/2011 - No house finches observed. - RRadd
5/10/2011 - No activity observed at this nest, may be Inactive. - BArnold
5/19/2011 - No activity observed, change status to Inactive. - BArnold
5/26/2011 - No activity during brief survey period. - BArnold
6/9/2011 - Female on nest. - BArnold
6/16/2011 - Female on nest. - BArnold
6/23/2011 - Appears that nestlings have fledged. - BArnold
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4/13/2011 5000802 HOWR Closed TL 6916 - Z774815 320 feet to nearest pole; 

82 feet to AR.
100 feet Blanket exemption approved for developed areas of Reconductor lines is 

applicable here.
6. INDETERMINATE. 4/25/2011 4/13/2011 - House Wren observed carrying nest material multiple times into trash pile. - MDicus, JDicus

4/18/2011 - No HOWR detected. 11:00-11:15. Workers in material yard.- RRadd
4/25/2011 - HOWR detected nearby, but not associating directly with described nest area, 15:47. - RRadd
5/2/2011 - No HOWR detected associating with this area during 30 min obs.  Unknown reason for nest failure or if 
this nest ever became active. Possibly abandoned due to poor nest location (trash pile in construction yard) or 
'dummy' nest. Change to Closed. - RRadd

4/13/2011 5000809 LAGO Closed EP27-1 35 feet from AR; 325 
feet from tower work 

area.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 5/14/2011 4/13/2011  - Male seen feeding female incubating on nest. - SRitt
4/21/2011  - Nest present; could not see bird until second visit when female observed incubating. - PKonrad
4/26/2011 - Bird incubating. - PKonrad
5/3/2011 - Adult brooding. - PKonrad
5/10/2011 - No birds or activity at nest site during 25 minutes of observation. - PKonrad
5/16/2011 - No birds observed. Monitoring chronology suggests nestlings possibly fledged (LAGO nestling period is 
11 days). - PKonrad

4/13/2011 5000813 LEGO Closed CP81-1 0 feet to AR; 230 feet to 
tower work area.

100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 5/14/2011 4/13/2011 - LEGO female building nest 25 feet AGL directly above edge of road, easiest to see from N. side. - 
RRadd
4/20/2011 - LEGO at nest 13:38. - RRadd
4/28/2011 - Abundant foliage now obscures this nest. LEGO male actively territorial 12:10-12:40.  - RRadd
5/5/2011 - Territorial male LEGO present, but nest not found.  - RRadd
5/14/2011 - Nest not refound. Success or failure unknown as nest was hidden by growing sycamore leaves and could 
not be relocated. Observations suggesting nest failure due to predation could not be confirmed. Change to Closed. - 
RRadd

4/26/2011 7000906 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 06/21/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/29/2011

The biologist feels this NBM should not adversely affect the success of these 
nest for the following reasons:

• House finches are known to nest in proximity to human activity and exhibit a 
high tolerance towards human disturbances. They have relatively high rates of 
nest success within areas of high human activity.

• These nests are located high up in the steel, between 20 and 40 feet above the 
ground.

• Past NBMs of similar nature with house finch in structures have not affected 
the success of the nests.

6. INDETERMINATE. 6/27/2011 4/26/2011 - Female HOFI enters repeatedly, then stays; suggests nest. - RRadd
5/2/2011 - HOFI nesting activity continues. - RRadd
5/11/2011 - No activity observed at described location. - BArnold
5/19/2011 - House Finches in area but not at this specific described location. - BArnold
6/1/2011 - House Finch activity in general area. - BArnold
6/9/2011 - House Finch activity in general area. - BArnold
6/16/2011 - House Finch activity in general area. - BArnold
6/23/2011 - House finch activity in general area. - BArnold
6/27/2011 - House Finch family group, singing males, and single females observed over survey period in this bay. - 
BArnold
   - No nesting activity was ever verified.

4/12/2011 5000787 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install new transformer before 5-year warranty expires. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finch nest is well 
concealed on transformer, located on top of radiator fan screen and as such 
surrounded by a 'built-in' material buffer.  In addition, House Finches are 
extremely acclimated to human disturbance.

6. INDETERMINATE. 6/27/2011 4/12/2011 - Nest appears incomplete, pair in area appears to be in construction. - BArnold, FHoffmann
4/19/2011 - Unable to detect activity from outside substation. - RRadd
4/21/2011  - House finches on transformer unit, including other nests with eggs.  No activity at this nest. - BArnold
4/29/2011 - Female on nest. - BArnold
5/2/2011 - Nesting continues. - RRadd
5/10/2011 - Female on nest, watching nearby construction activity but not flushing from nest. - BArnold
5/11/2011  Female on nest. - BArnold
5/19/2011 Female on nest, male in area. - BArnold
5/26/2011  No activity during brief observation period. - BArnold
5/26/2011  Female on nest during placement of new transformer onto new block pad, lots of construction activity in 
front of nest. - BArnold
6/4/2011 - This nest looks intact, but is located high up on the west end of a transformer block and can not be looked 
into. Assume still active. - BArnold 
6/9/2011- Female on nest with construction activity nearby. - BArnold
6/16/2011 - Female on nest, not much construction activity in area. - BArnold
6/23/2011 - Nest no longer present. Nest likely fledged young, then removed by others for material. Closed.  - 
BArnold
6/27/2011 - Nest re-discovered in containment basin of transformer located well to the east. Probably removed to 
this area by predating Common Raven. Unclear if nest successfully fledged prior to this. Nesting chronology 
suggests  fledging likely.- BArnold

5/10/2011 7001023 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 5/19/2011 5/10/2011 - Adults repeatedly visiting this nest during 30 minute observation period. - BArnold
5/11/2011 - Female observed emerging from nest. - BArnold
5/19/2011  - Female observed flying to nest after 15 minutes of watching. - BArnold
5/26/2011 - No activity during brief observation period. - BArnold
6/1/2011 - No activity observed at this nest since 19 May. Nest appears to have fledged and is now considered 
inactive, but may be used again. - BArnold

5/12/2011 7001458 MODO Closed CP51-2 AR 0 feet; within house 
area.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 5/25/2011 5/12/2011 - MODO brooding at least 1 small nestling 09:48. - RRadd
5/19/2011 -  MODO no longer present 10:12.  - RRadd
5/25/2011 -  MODO not present. MODO require minimum of 13 days to fledge. Given the nest location; fledging or 
predation are considered equally probable outcomes. Change to Closed.  - RRadd

5/11/2011 7001426 CALT Closed CP18 70 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 05/18/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/18/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 6/1/2011 5/11/2011 - Nest in sumac. - KKilpatrick
6/1/2011 - Nest empty, partially destroyed. - TCooper
6/2/2011 - Status changed to closed due to monitoring comment - IMaunsell
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4/10/2011 7002349 NRWS Closed Alpine Underground - 

MH-18
0 feet; within work area. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

6. INDETERMINATE. 5/25/2011 5/24/2011 - Starting 4/10, biomonitor Katherine Vittum observed northern rough-winged swallows entering the first 
hole at the west end of the bridge on the south side. She observed them enter the cavity frequently on the days she 
was monitoring (4/10, 4/16, 4/19, 4/24, 4/25, 4/27, 4/29). - EMorgan
5/25/2011 - There was no activity at the nesting hole during 3 hours of observation in area. I looked into cavity with a 
mirror and saw 1 whole egg and 2 eggshell halves in the nest; there were 3 eggshell halves on ground. - EMorgan
5/26/2011 - NRWS active in area and entering holes. - SHampton
6/1/2011 - No swallows have been observed entering the specific cavity for a week and there are eggshells outside 
of cavity; closed. - EMorgan

2/14/2011 5000898 BUSH Closed EP223-1 and TSAP 55 feet from corner of 
work area.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest last observed 
past fledge date.

4/22/2011 2/14/2011 - Bushtit pair was observed bringing nesting material (lichen, spider web silk, etc.) to the nest. The nest is 
appears 90+% complete at this time. - BClaxton
4/22/2011 - Nest past fledge date. Unknown fledge date. Closed. - IMaunsell

4/5/2011 5003357 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - Z774820 135 feet from nearest 
pole.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest lost to unknown 
natural causes.

4/11/2011 4/5/2011 - Female Lesser Goldfinch incubating on nest. Buffer affects access road east of pole 774820 but does not 
affect construction at pole. - JDicus, MDicus, RAbe
4/12/2011 - Nest no longer present at this location - closed. - RRadd

7/11/2011 7003023 LEGO Closed TL639 - 397518 48 feet to AR 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have been 
abandoned prior to 
egg-laying.

7/18/2011 7/11/2011 - Female LEGO on nest. - RRadd
7/19/2011 - No LEGO detected; lining is blowing out of nest.  Nest may have been abandoned prior to egg-laying. -
RRadd

4/21/2011 5000864 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - Z171693 850 feet east of tower. 300 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have been 
satellite nest.

5/5/2011 4/21/2011 - Pair building nest, male made 6 visits to nest in 5 minutes, bringing nest material - BLohstroh
4/28/2011 - Pair apparently not using nest, but nest still in OK condition, somewhat frayed. BLohstroh - 
5/5/2011 - Nest not in use, new nest to NW. Closed. - BLohstroh
No activity at nest after nest was built. New nest observed elsewhere.

3/31/2011 5003307 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 
been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 
process.

5/19/2011 3/31/2011 - Observed female bring nest material to nest with male following closely. -DBusby
4/12/2011 - Nest observed, but no activity. - BArnold
4/19/2011 - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RRadd
4/26/2011 - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RRadd
5/2/2011 - Nest material visible and HOFI nearby but no nest visits. Change to Inactive - RRadd
5/10/2011 - This nest appears inactive.  Finches seem to be actively using nest on the western end of the same 
structure. - BArnold
5/19/2011 - No activity at this nest. Closed. - BArnold

3/31/2011 5003308 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 
been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 
process.

4/26/2011 3/31/2011 - Pair bringing nest material to two left pipes. Collecting grass from adjacent habitat. - GCummings  
4/4/2011 - Pair still bringing nesting material to left pipe. - MDicus, RAbe  
4/12/2011 - Nesting material in west-facing pipe on western side of south eastern-facing bus. No other activity 
observed. - FHoffmann, RAbe
4/19/2011 - No HOFI detected. - RRadd
4/26/2011  - No nesting behavior observed at this cavity 09:00-09:30.  Change to Inactive. - RRadd
5/11/2011 - No activity at this location.  Change to Closed. - BArnold -

3/31/2011 5003310 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 
been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 
process.

4/12/2011 3/31/2011 - Pair observed copulating and then female entered pipe. -GCummings
4/12/2011 - No birds observed. Change to Closed. - FHoffmann, BArnold
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3/31/2011 5003311 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 

Nest may have never 
been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 
process.

5/11/2011 3/31/2011 - Female of pair observed going to the nest.  - GCummings
4/12/2011 - Status indeterminate.  No birds observed. - BArnold
4/19/2011 - No HOFI observed using this opening. INACTIVE. - RRadd
5/2/2011  - No change observed. - RRadd
5/11/2011 - No activity observed.  Change to Closed. - BArnold

3/31/2011 5003312 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 
been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 
process.

5/11/2011 3/31/2011 - Observed male binging nest material into hole and leaving without it. - GCummings
4/12/2011 - Status unknown. No birds observed. - FHoffmann, BArnold
4/26/2011 - No confirmation of nesting detected from outside the Sub. No positive obs. Since 31 Mar, change to 
Inactive. - RRadd
5/2/2011 - No change observed during substation construction. Male HOFIs occasionally bring nest material to nests, 
but unable to determine actual presence or location of nest.  Change to Closed. - RRadd

4/29/2011 7000939 HOFI Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; in substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 25 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 05/18/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/18/2011

• House finches as a species are accustomed to human activity and frequently 
nest within man-made structures.
• Nesting commenced at this site during on-going work and maintenance at the 
substation
• The nest is located within a cavity providing a natural visual and acoustic 
buffer.
• Several insulators and busses are located between the nest and proposed 
work, providing an additional buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 
been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 
process.

5/31/2011 4/29/2011 - A pair of house finches were observed entering and exiting a small cavity.  Biomonitor observed the 
birds entering the potential nest site for the first time on 29 April. - KKilpatrick
5/16/2011 - Male observed entering cavity. - VNovik
5/31/2011 - Pair of birds seen nearby but never entering cavity over 45 min period. Closed. - SRitt

4/29/2011 7000940 HOFI Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; in substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 
been completed - 
behavior observed 
may be part of the 
site selection 
process.

5/31/2011 4/29/2011 - Stick nest visible at bottom of a breaker box. No bird on nest; however, Biomonitor has observed house 
finches fly in and out of nest.  - KKilpatrick
5/16/2011 - Nest present, no bird observed. - VNovik
5/31/2011 - Large amount of old fecal material on nest.   No birds seen near nest during 45 min of observation. Nest 
closed. -  SRitt

4/25/2011 7000896 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within work area. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
water usage permissible. 

NBR Submit Date: 05/06/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/06/2011

A condition of the approval to drive through the buffers would be that no foot or 
vehicle traffic unrelated to the water truck/tank process be allowed to stop within 
the buffers; this is requested for ingress/egress only. Nesting commenced on 
this structure after construction activities began, and is therefore acclimated.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may have never 
been completed; 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 
process.

6/8/2011 4/25/2011 - Female seen repeatedly carrying nesting material into wheel housing. Male constantly singing within 10 
feet. - SRitt
 4/29/2011 - Did not observe birds during my visit, but yard bio monitor thinks female is incubating. - PKonrad
5/6/2011 - No birds observed, but assigned Chambers monitor, Eric, will watch for activity. -  - PKonrad
5/12/2011 - No finches observed during extended observations; biomonitor hasn't seen finches in area this week. - 
PKonrad
5/23/2011 - Female observed on nest and male singing outside of nest. - EMorgan
6/2/2011 - Adult House Finches flew from nest area to oak tree upon approach. - BArnold
6/5/2011 - Pair observed near nest location. - PHoward
6/8/2011 - No finches observed in area during 2 extended observation periods or during ground checks of elevated 
water tanks. - PKonrad
6/16/2011 - No finches observed in area today (30 minutes) or yesterday; biomonitor Drew observed no finches 
today. Closed. - PKonrad

5/3/2011 7000975 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 771471 55 feet from AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may never have 
been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 
process.

5/31/2011 5/3/2011 -  Adult female came to nest repeatedly bringing nest material, escorted by male. This nest is in preliminary 
stages of construction.  On Alliant University property. - BArnold, SRitt
5/16/2011 - No HOFI detected at this location during 30 min.obs. 16:30. - RRadd
5/27/2011 -7 May No HOFI detected 15:00-15:15.   - RRadd
5/31/2011 - No HOFI detected 16:20-16:35. No complete nest was ever observed. Change to Closed. - RRadd
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5/5/2011 7000987 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 379637 0 feet, located on pole. 100 feet Removal of insulator would compromise nest.  A buffer reduction is not 

appropriate.
6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may never have 
been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 
process.

6/1/2011 5/5/2011 - Female HOFI observed carrying nest material into base of insulator. Possible House Wren nest in base of 
bottom insulator on east side of pole. - MDicus, GHuffman
6/1/2011 - No HOFI observed at pole for a 45-minute period. Status changed to closed. - TFitanides
Note: HOWR actively discourage nearby nest attempts by filling alternate cavities with sticks and / or evicting 
tenants.

5/7/2011 7001009 HOFI Closed TL 639 - Z171670 0 feet; on pole. 100 feet Not a candidate; nest is on the pole itself. 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may never have 
been completed - 
behavior may be part 
of the site selection 
process.

5/19/2011 5/7/2011 - Female HOFI carrying nest material into bracket in presence of male. - RAbe
5/19/2011 - Nest is no longer present. No HOFI activity associated with bracket. - TFitanides

3/25/2011 5003280 HOFI Closed Encina Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Nesting commenced with all current work activities in place, therefore, buffer 
should be reduced to not impact nest, but still allow construction.  A 30 foot 
buffer is recommended.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest may not have 
been completed; the 
behavior observed 
may be part of the 
site selection 
process.

5/20/2011 3/25/2011 - First observation by monitor: Pair entering and leaving crevice frequently; tolerate substation activity - jet 
engine within building fires up and is extremely loud - birds return to nest after engine stops. Generator starts 
automatically. - IMaunsell
5/20/2011 - No birds observed at this nest since shortly after its discovery. It has been reclassified to Closed. - 
BArnold

6/22/2011 7002544 CAKI Closed TL 6916 - 774820 0 feet to AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest never confirmed 
as active.

7/24/2011 6/22/2011 - CAKI pair attending nest, no food carrying observed during 20 minute survey. - RRadd
6/27/2011 - Nest appears complete; no CAKI detected 17:00-15:15. - RRadd
7/5/2011 - CAKI present for 15 minutes but did not enter nest, no bird visible on nest 16:30-17:00. - RRadd
7/12/2011 - CAKI pair come to nest 09:14. - RRadd
7/18/2011 - CAKI foraging and preening away from nest for 43 minutes; ate 6 bees in 12 minutes; no food carrying, 
then sitting on the nest from 10:44 on. - RRadd
7/25/2011 - No CAKI on nest nor detected near nest 10:55 - 11:25
8/4/2011 - No kingbirds at nest site or in the area. Judging from past reports and today's observation period, birds 
appear to have ended this nesting attempt. Closed. - PKonrad

This late season attempt apparently lacked commitment from the pair. July 9 is the latest recorded unhatched egg 
date for San Diego Co. - RRadd

5/17/2011 7002595 HOWR Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

35 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/2/2011 5/17/2011 - HOWR observed taking OATI's nest material out of cavity, and bringing twigs and plant down into cavity. 
The previous day (5/16) observed OATI vigorously feeding young and removing fecal sacs. Oak titmice nestlings 
likely fledged and cavity is now being used by HOWR. - SJohnston
5/20/2011 - No activity observed at nest. - VNovik
5/23/2011 - House wren observed carrying nesting material into cavity. - VNovik
5/24/2011 - HOWR building nest. - SJohnston
5/25/2011  - Actively building nest. - VNovik
5/31/2011 - Observed entering cavity. - VNovik
6/2/2011 - Adult observed calling and leaving cavity. - VNovik
6/6/2011 - Observed entering cavity. - VNovik
6/7/2011 - HOWR observed using cavity. - SJohnston
6/8/2011 - Entering and exiting the cavity. - VNovik
6/9/2011 - Male singing outside nest entrance. Female observed entering cavity. - TFitanides
6/10/2011 - Entering cavity. - VNovik
6/15/2011 - Using cavity. - SJohnston
6/16/2011 - No change. - SJohnston
6/17/2011 - Using cavity.  - VNovik
6/22/2011 - Carrying food items into cavity; nestling calls can be heard. - VNovik
6/23/2011 - Feeding nestlings. - VNovik
6/24/2011 - Adults feeding nestlings in cavity. - VNovik
6/27/2011 - Feeding nestlings in cavity. - VNovik
6/30/2011 - Nestlings very near fledging; lots of feeding with nestlings calling. - VNovik

7/5/2011 7002598 MODO Closed Alpine Underground 90 feet to work accord 
My to Pen Tab.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 8/3/2011 7/5/2011 - Mourning dove incubating. - VNovik
7/14/2011 - Still incubating. - PKonrad
7/23/2011 - Incubating/brooding. - SRitt
7/27/2011 - Dove is brooding at least 1 medium-sized nestling. - PKonrad
8/4/2011 - Dove(s) has fledged; no doves in area; closed. - PKonrad
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7/5/2011 7002599 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground Approx 95 feet to work 

on  Pen Tab
100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 8/3/2011 7/5/2011 - Lesser goldfinch on nest incubating. - VNovik
7/14/2011 - Female incubating. - PKonrad
7/23/2011 - Female incubating. - SRitt
7/27/2011 - At least 3 small nestlings in nest. - PKonrad
8/4/2011 - Nestlings have fledged; no goldfinches in area; closed. - PKonrad

7/1/2011 7002600 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet; Within Yard 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/12/2011 7/1/2011 - At least 2 eggs in nest. - SRitt
7/7/2011 - 2 nestlings in house finch nest. - PKonrad
7/13/2011 - Nest was inspected using mirror with light; no nestlings were seen. The water tank was inspected for the 
presence of any other nests - none were found. Nestlings appear to have fledged; closed. - BFischer

7/6/2011 7002604 LENI Closed TL6916 - 774842 20 feet to AR 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 07/19/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/19/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 8/4/2011 7/6/2011 - Female incubating 2 eggs. - PHoward
7/15/2011 - Female brooding 2 downy nestlings. - TCooper
7/16/2011 - Female brooding 2 downy nestlings. - TCooper
7/18/2011 - LENI brooding 2 downy nestlings with feather quills emergent on wings. - RRadd
7/25/2011 - Adult LENI flushed from nest area and remained nearby. Nest is empty and young could not be located 
within a 100 foot radius during 30 minute search. - RRadd

Note: LENI capable of moving 30-60 feet per day after day 5 post-hatch.

6/27/2011 7002606 HOWR Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; in Sycamore 
Substation

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/11/2011 6/27/2011 - Nestlings first heard by bio-monitor during afternoon. - BArnold
7/6/2011 -  Adult House Wren brought food four times to loudly calling nestlings. - BArnold
7/11/2011 - Bio-monitor observed adult enter nest area. - BArnold
7/12/2011 - No activity observed today. - BArnold
7/13/2011 - No activity observed during nearly three hours of observation. Nest likely fledged 7/11. Closed. - BArnold

7/7/2011 7002610 CALT Closed Alpine Yard 20 feet from impact 
area.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to active 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 7/17/2011 7/7/2011 - 2 partially downy nestlings and 1 (likely non-viable) egg in nest. No adults observed, but observation time 
was only a couple minutes. - IMaunsell
7/14/2011 - 2 large feathered nestlings in nest; 1 adult walking and mock-foraging on the ground near nest. - 
PKonrad
7/18/2011 - Nest empty. Presumed fledged based on nesting chronology. - IMaunsell

5/19/2011 7002613 AMKE Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation 500 feet Buffer reduced to 150 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 05/20/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/20/2011

• This is likely the second clutch for this pair, which has successfully fledged 
young under similar conditions this year.
• The nest is located 30 feet above ground.
• The nest is located within a steel arm of a tower. This provides a natural buffer 
by design from activities occurring within the sub.
• Site selection has occurred during ongoing work activities.
• Pair has high site affinity and has used this nest location previously.

1. FLEDGED. 6/16/2011 5/19/2011 - AMKE observed harassing RTHA perched in the top of the steel pole at the northwestern corner of the 
property. Biomonitor reported seeing lizard brought to nest by adult that then entered lowest arm. This nest may be 
Active. - BArnold
5/25/2011 - Biomonitor discovered 2 dead AMKE nestlings lying at base of pole; already desiccated. Uncertain when 
these nestlings fell from nest, as area last checked 5/19/2011. - BArnold
5/26/2011 - Adult observed noisily entering nest. - BArnold
6/1/2011 - Observed male quickly bring small mammal to nest. Biomonitor has observed adults at nest, including 
bringing food, since 5/27/2011.
6/6/2011 - Adults observed in area vocalizing and carrying prey (lizard). 1 adult entered nest cavity, fledgling fell out 
other side of cavity. Fledgling was unharmed and vocalizing; moved into storage area. Fledgling was felt to be at risk 
in storage area and moving into areas of traffic. Onsite avian biologist removed nestling to rescue center. Close to 
flight ability, in a few more days, but adults were not returning to it. Adult observed entering nest cavity, followed by 
chatter inside cavity; 1 or more nestlings still in cavity. - FHoffmann
6/8/2011 - Biomonitor observed adults bringing prey items to nest about six times. BArnold
6/9/2011 -  Observed adult AMKE nest defending against Red-tailed Hawk. - BArnold
6/16/2011 - AMKE pair nest defending against RTHA on adjacent pole. - BArnold
6/23/2011 - Kestrels last observed in area last week. - BArnold
6/27/2011 - AMKE last observed bringing prey items to nest on 6/8, and last seen near nest on 6/16. Assume that 
remaining nestlings have successfully fledged. - BArnold

Note:  AMKE  fledglings will return to nest to be fed post-fledging,

7/8/2011 7002616 LEGO Closed Alpine Yard 15 feet from impact 
area.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to active 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

1. FLEDGED. 7/12/2011 7/8/2011 - This lesser goldfinch nest was found by hearing vocalizing nestlings. A visual inspection revealed 2 
nestlings calling. - EElias
7/14/2011 - Unusual case: 1 dead fully plumaged fledging-aged nestling is hanging upside down from nest rim by 1 
leg. There is an abundance of mutes on a flattened potion of nest - I think other nestling fledged, but the dead 
nestling appears to have been caught in nest material as it tried to leave nest. No sign of predation; closed. - 
PKonrad

4/30/2011 7000954 WEBL Closed Alpine Underground - 
97+00L, MH-6L

80 feet to work area. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 6/3/2011 4/30/2011 - WEBL male feeding female, pair have been observed in area for 2 weeks. - RRadd
4/6/2011 - No WEBL detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
5/17/2011 - Adult bluebird observed bringing food into nesting cavity, then left. - FHoffman
5/27/2011 - Both male and female observed carrying food to nesting cavity and flying away with fecal sacs. - 
TFitanides
6/4/2011 - Male and female observed feeding fledglings nearby in ravine; closed. - TFitanides
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5/12/2011 7001455 HOOR Closed Alpine Underground - 

97+00L, MH-6L
40 feet south of AR 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 7/17/2011 5/12/2011 - Male and female HOORs going inside palm tree. Homeowner has observed signs of territoriality (they 
dive-bomb her). Biomonitor called in nest. - RAbe
5/17/2011 - Adult female observed exiting nest and vocalizing (agitated). Other vocalizations heard inside palm, 
although no other birds observed. - FHoffman 
5/27/2011 - Male observed calling from palm perch. Female later observed calling from perch; also call heard from 
within palm tree foliage. - TFitanides
6/4/2011 - Male calling in vicinity but it did not visit nest. Female HOOR observed preening and calling from palm 
perch; flew off across road to northeast. - TFitanides
6/11/2011 - Female HOOR actively nest building - apparently installing interior lining - in company of immature 
hooded oriole. - RRadd
6/17/2011 - No orioles observed or heard today during 2 nest observation periods, although female was active nest 
building 6-9 and 6-11. Female may be incubating intently now. - PKonrad
6/24/2011 - Female active in area and making repeated visits to nest location. - PKonrad
6/30/2011 - Female observed periodically perching on southeast side of palm tree. - PKonrad 
6/30/2011 - Female making food gathering forays from palm tree and returning to nest location under hanging green 
frond on north side. - PKonrad
7/8/2011 - Male observed catching an insect and bringing it back to nest to feed at least 2 large feathered nestlings. - 
PKonrad
7/15/2011 - Male making forays to and from nest, feeding at least 2 large nestlings in nest; nestlings should fledge 
soon. - PKonrad
7/18/2011 - No orioles observed during extended period; nestlings have apparently fledged and dispersed; closed. - 
PKonrad

7/6/2011 7002621 ATFL Closed EP206 10 feet from AR, 80 feet 
to work area

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/12/2011 7/6/2011 - Ash-throated flycatcher nestlings heard calling and adult observed bringing food to nest. - RQuilley
7/13/2011 - Nestlings appear to have fledged and dispersed from the area; no adults observed and no nestlings 
heard at nest site; closed. - PKonrad

7/9/2011 7002622 HOOR Closed Hartung CY 55 feet from AR 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits and drive through 

access only on AR.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to active 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

Blanket exemption for nests built along ARs continuously in use for project 
activities receiving agency concurrence that birds establishing nests near ARs 
are accustomed to human activities and traffic and should not be impacted 
provided that no stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 7/26/2011 7/9/2011 - HOOR female on nest for 20 minute intervals; male guards, chases off WEKI, follows female to and from 
nest. - RRadd
7/14/2011 - HOOR female departs nest 07:12. Adult male carrying food chases subadult male away. - RRadd
7/21/2011 - Female HOOR departs nest; drops fecal sac approximately 120 feet from nest 07:15. Male nest 
guarding. - RRadd
7/27/2011 - No HOOR detections during 30 minutes of observation. Nest has likely fledged. Change to Closed. - 
RRadd

7/8/2011 7002618 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - 100976 250 feet 300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/10/2011 7/8/2011 - Adults feeding four nestlings of approximately 10 days age. - TCooper
7/11/2011 - Nest on ground, no CAGN observed in area. - TCooper
7/15/2011 - Both adults observed feeding at least three fledglings away from nest. Nest on ground; possibly knocked 
off by passing mammal. - TCooper

Nestlings were apparently at least 14 days old at discovery and fledged prior to nest disruption.

5/12/2011 7003424 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet from house; 55 
feet form AR

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/7/2011 5/12/2011 - Nest reoccupied, female incubating. 09:00. - RRadd
5/19/2011 - HOFI female incubating 3 eggs 10:30. - RRadd
5/25/2011 - HOFI female brooding 13:58. - RRadd
6/2/2011 - At least 2 downy nestlings visible in nest 16:10. - RRadd
6/8/2011 - Nest is empty and young have fledged. Change to Closed. - RRadd

3/10/2011 7003425 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet from house; 55 
feet from AR

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/4/2011 3/10/2011 - HOFI entering nest. ACTIVE - RRadd
3/24/2011 - Nest appears vacant. - RRadd
3/31/2011 - Nest unoccupied. Change to inactive. - RRadd
4/5/2011 - Nest reoccupied by HOFI change to active. - RRadd
4/11/2011 - HOFI on nest 15:11. - RRadd
4/19/2011 - HOFI on nest 07:57. - RRadd
5/5/2011 - Nest empty, presumed fledged. Change to closed. -RRadd

4/26/2011 7003823 HOFI Closed Helix Yard AR 45 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/18/2011 4/26/2011 - HOFI incubating 6 eggs 16:35. - RRadd
5/3/2011 - Downy young in nest 16:00. - RRadd
5/11/2011 - Well feathered young with adults tending 17:44. - RRadd
5/18/2011 - Nest has fledged 1738. Change to Closed. - RRadd
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7/13/2011 7004627 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge.
30 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 8/18/2011 7/13/2011 - Adult BCHB observed on nest. - VNovik

7/25/2011 - Female adding material to nest and incubating. - IMaunsell
8/3/2011 - Female caring for nestlings with pin feathers coming in. - IMaunsell
8/8/2011 - Female returned to nest at 25 to 35 minute intervals to feed 2 nestlings; nestlings' bills beginning to 
elongate and feathers green; 1 nestling especially active, moving body and stretching neck over side of nest; other 
nestling not as visible; both nestlings blocked from view by female when she came to feed them. - VEurs
8/9/2011 - Female was feeding nestlings at regular intervals after fog burned off. - VEurs
8/10/2011 - Female returned to nest regularly to feed nestlings; female perched close to nest. - VEurs 
8/11/2011 - Observed female returning to nest at regular intervals to feed 2 nestlings; at least 1 nestling spent time 
exercising wings, but both remained in bowl of nest; female perched near nest. - VEurs
8/15/2011 - Observed 2 nestlings that are very large and have basically outgrown nest; nest is semi-disintegrated; 
nestlings preened themselves throughout day; female returned to nest regularly to feed nestlings. - VEurs 
8/16/2011 - Nest almost completely gone; nestlings now separated by about 6 inches; female continued to feed 
nestlings during day; both nestlings preened and exercised wings during the day; 1 nestling lifted off from branch, but 
settled back down in same spot; fledging imminent. - VEurs
8/17/2011 - Adult observed feeding nestlings on branch adjacent to nest. Nestlings are trying out  their wings on the 
branch. - VNovik
8/19/2011 - Fledglings have vacated the immediate area of the nest, indicating that they are capable of flight and are 
able to fly; closed. - KAlberts

7/14/2011 7004631 HOOR Closed Alpine Underground 
431-00l

20 feet from Alpine Blvd 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 8/1/2011 7/14/2011 - Pair observed going to nest. Female incubating/brooding. - SHampton
7/23/2011 - Female repeatedly bringing food to nest. - SRitt
8/5/2011 - No orioles observed in area during 30 minutes of observation, but judging from the past reports it is 
assumed the nestlings fledged; closed. - PKonrad

7/14/2011 7004633 ROWR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 10 feet west of AR 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011


1. FLEDGED. 8/6/2011 7/14/2011 - Rock Wren was observed at nest crevice during biomonitor nest visits Monday and Tuesday. Today, 2 
wrens observed; 1 entered cavity. - PKonrad
7/21/2011 - Adult with insect in bill standing on small twig nest at opening of nesting cavity among rocks. - PKonrad
7/27/2011 - At least 3 young nestlings being fed in the nest by adults that make food gathering forays and return to 
the nest. A few pebbles have been assembled to form an entry 'porch.' - PKonrad
8/2/2011 - At least 2 large nestlings in nest. - PKonrad
8/10/2011 - Nestlings have fledged and the wrens appear to have dispersed from the area. - PKonrad

5/3/2011 7004640 BUSH Closed CP25-2 20 feet from work limits. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 5/23/2011 5/3/2011 - Adult BUSH observed making multiple trips to and from nest.  Pair has started new clutch in same nest. - 
MDicus
5/9/2011 - Adult still making multiple trips to and from nest. - MDicus
5/13/2011 - nest in good condition, adult making trips to nest, even during active construction (concrete pouring). - 
BLohstroh
5/21/2011 - BUSH exits nest 14:48. - RRadd
5/25/2011 - No BUSH detected during 20 min observation, then HOWR removing nest material unopposed. Nest 
feels empty. Presume fledged and Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/19/2011 7004642 HOFI Closed CP54 Londono 
property

0 feet to house. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/20/2011 5/12/2011 - Female observed incubating. - EElias
5/13/2011 - One adult was on nest. - EElias
5/19/2011 - HOFI female on nest 15:08, male guarding.- RRadd
5/25/2011 - No HOFI detected during 30 min. obs. - RRadd
6/3/2011 - HOFI on nest 08:32. - RRadd
6/8/2011 - HOFI pair to nest 13:07 - RRadd
6/16/2011 - Female on nest 15:37. - RRadd
6/23/2011 - No HOFI detections. Chronology suggest fledged. Closed. - RRadd

7/16/2011 7004643 COYE Closed AR to guard pole 
structure near CP71

95 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/20/2011 7/16/2011 - Observed a female delivering food to 2 partly feathered nestlings; eyes were open, pin feathers on 
wings, back and head. - JPawlicki
7/21/2011 - Nest is intact and empty. Small feces in bottom of cup suggests successful fledge. - RRadd

5/12/2011 7004649 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 5/12/2011 - MODO on nest 09:37. - RRadd
5/19/2011 - MODO on nest 10:12. - RRadd
5/25/2011 - MODO brooding nestling(s) 12:59. - RRadd
6/2/2011 - Nest appears empty; presume successfully fledged. Closed. - RRadd

4/5/2011 7004650 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 4/27/2011 4/5/2011 - Nest reoccupied by MODO. - RRadd 
4/11/2011 - MODO incubating; 1 egg visible. - RRadd
4/19/2011 Apr - MODO on nest 08:24. - RRadd
4/27/2011 - 2 MODO nestlings on nest 09:38. - RRadd
5/5/2011 - Adult MODO on nest. Assume successful fledge and re-nest 09:07. - RRadd

5/11/2011 7005052 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/19/2011 5/11/2011 - Female flushed from empty nest. - BArnold
5/19/2011 - Female flushed from nest with 3 eggs. - BArnold
5/26/2011 - Female flushed from nest with 4 eggs. - BArnold
6/9/2011 - At least 2 nestlings in nest. - BArnold
6/16/2011 - 3 very large nestlings in nest, looks like they are about to fledge. - BArnold
6/23/2011 - Nestlings successfully fledged - closed. - BArnold
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7/15/2011 7004653 BTSP Closed EP 274-1 109 feet to work area; 

115 feet to TSAP 
100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 8/10/2011 7/15/2011 - Black-throated sparrow incubating on the nest. Observer approached to within 2 feet of the nest and the 

bird did not flush. Contents unknown but an observer noted nest was empty on 7/8. - JGalang
7/22/2011 - 2 eggs in nest. Adult singing + showing aggressive behavior. - SRitt
7/26/2011 - 2 young downy nestlings in nest, eyes still closed. Adult approached nest and was confronted by a 
loggerhead shrike. Sparrow flushed and shrike perched on nest for 15 seconds before leaving. Adult eventually 
returned. - SRitt
8/2/2011 - Adults made 10-plus trips to nest with food during survey; nest contained at least 1 nestling. - MKuehn
8/17/2011 - Judging by the dateline of this nest report, the nestlings in this nest fledged soon after the 8/2 
observations; closed. - PKonrad

7/19/2011 7004659 HOFI Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; in San Luis Rey 
Substation

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/26/2011 7/19/2011 - Nestlings heard vocalizing when female approaches and enters nest. These nestlings sound fairly large, 
and as such will likely fledge within a week or so. Female came to nest several times while work was occurring within 
45 feet of nest. As such, a 30-foot buffer will likely suffice. - BArnold
8/5/2011 - Biomonitor at substation verified the nestlings fledged. Closed. - PKonrad

7/19/2011 7004660 MODO Closed EP291-1 87 feet to tower work 
area

100 feet 80 feet. NBR Submit Date: 07/27/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/28/2011

A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 80 feet is requested and is not 
anticipated to impact the likelihood for this nest to fledge successfully for the 
following reasons:
• The nest is located over 80 feet from the work area. The majority of work 
activities at this site will take place outside of the original 100 foot buffer.
• Mourning doves are typically highly tolerant of disturbances and will remain on 
their nests even when approached to very close distances. This behavior makes 
it unlikely that the bird would flush from the nest due to work over 80 feet away. 
This particular bird did not flush from the nest until surveyors approached to 
within a few feet.
• The nest is located on the side of a brittle bush (Encilia ferenosa) facing away 
from the work area. This plant species is of moderate height and density, 
providing a natural visual buffer from potential disturbances at the work area.
• Other instances of mourning doves nesting in proximity to human disturbances 
on the Project have not been negatively impacted by buffer reductions of 
distances less than the proposed buffer for this nest.

1. FLEDGED. 8/13/2011 7/19/2011 - Adult incubating 2 eggs. - FHoffman
7/26/2011 - Dove still incubating 2 white eggs in ground nest. - PKonrad
8/1/2011 - Adult dove on nest, apparently brooding. - PKonrad
8/8/2011 - Adult standing next to nest; cannot see nest contents (without flushing dove in heat). - PKonrad
8/15/2011 - Fledgling observed about 100 feet northeast of nest; flew from ground twice but didn't fly well yet. Adult 
circled from 400 feet north of nest to 300 feet south-southeast of nest before fledgling showed its position. Nest 
empty and flattened from use; closed. - PKonrad

6/9/2011 7004748 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation 
work area.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/6/2011 6/9/2011 - 4 eggs in this nest. - BArnold
6/16/2011 - Two recently hatched nestlings and two eggs in nest. Female flushed from nest on approach at 3 feet. - 
BArnold
6/23/2011 - Four nestlings. - BArnold
6/27/2011 - At least three nestlings observed in nest. - BArnold
7/6/2011 - Nest empty. Successfully fledged. - BArnold

4/20/2011 7004750 BLPH Closed Helix CY 20 feet to AR 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011


1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 4/20/2011 - Nest building continues 0810. - RRadd
4/26/2011 - Nest has 1 egg 1630. - RRadd
5/3/2011 - BLPH incubating 4 eggs 1605. - RRadd
5/11/2011 -  4 eggs 1745, BLPH not detected. - RRadd
5/18/2011 - BLPH feeding at least two fuzzy nestlings 1802. - RRadd
5/26/2011 - BLPH feeding at least three feathered nestlings. RRadd
6/3/2011 - Nest is intact and empty - previous observations indicate successfully fledged. - RRadd

5/10/2011 7004752 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/1/2011 5/10/2011 - Nest now has four House Finch eggs with attentive female. - BArnold
5/19/2011 - Nest with very small nestlings and attentive female. - BArnold
5/26/2011 - Nest with five larger nestlings and attentive female. - BArnold
6/1/2011 - Two young fledglings in concrete retention basin. Nest successfully fledged. Nest now Closed. - BArnold

6/9/2011 7004753 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/6/2011 6/9/2011 - 4 eggs in this nest. - BArnold
6/16/2011 - Two recently hatched nestlings and two eggs in nest. Female flushed from nest on approach at 3 feet. - 
BArnold
6/23/2011 - Four nestlings. - BArnold
6/27/2011 - At least three nestlings observed in nest. - BArnold
7/6/2011 - Nest empty. Successfully fledged. - BArnold

7/13/2011 7004625 CAGN Closed CP13 575 feet northeast of 
Structure CP13-2

300 feet 1. FLEDGED. 8/4/2011 7/13/2011 - A previously unrecorded adult male was detected incubating an active nest with 3 eggs approximately 
575 feet northeast of Structure CP13-2. The adult female was never detected during my observations. No buffers 
were established since this nest is well beyond the requisite 300-foot construction buffer and it will not affect 
construction activities. - DBusby
7/20/2011 - Adult pair feeding one 3-day-old nestling. - DBusby
7/27/2011 - Parents continuing to feed one nestling. - KAlberts
8/4/2011 - Nest empty, male feeding fledgling 650 feet to the NE. Closed. - BLohstroh
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7/13/2011 7004666 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 

Loritz property
0 feet; in water tank 100 feet 30 feet and drive 

through access with 
access to water tank.

NBR Submit Date: 07/25/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/27/2011

A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 30 feet with drive through access and 
access to a water reservoir is not anticipated to impact the likelihood for this nest 
to fledge successfully for the following reasons:

• This nest is located 6 feet high between wheels of a water reservoir. This 
location provides a natural buffer by design that shields the nest from visual and 
sound disturbances occurring due to continuous, nearby construction.
• The nest was discovered by the on-site biological monitor during work activities 
that included rock crushing and drilling. These activities are were occurring 
approximately 85 feet away and had no apparent impact upon nesting 
behavior.
• To date all typical work activities have been occurring at or near 30 feet from 
the nest with through traffic and access to the water tank allowed due to an 
existing NBR granted for adjacent, recently fledged house finch nest ID 
7002508. This pair has chosen this nest location regardless of these activities, 
demonstrating that the proposed 30 foot buffer is adequate to allow all typical 
nesting behaviors to occur, and as shown by nest 7002508, successful fledging 
without impact.
• The nest contains nestlings indicating that a high level of site affinity is likely 
and the pair is not anticipated to abandon the nest at this stage.

1. FLEDGED. 8/2/2011 7/13/2011 - Biomonitor Michael Scaffidi first noticed activity in alternate set of wheels of elevated water tank. Female 
house finch left and returned to substrate in no less than 30 minute intervals, nothing observed in mouth. - AAyala
7/15/2011 - Biomonitor observed male entering nest at during observation period; female not seen. - AAyala 
7/20/2011 - Bio detected nestling(s) calling and observed both the male and female making multiple trips to nest.
7/21/2011 - At least 1 downy nestling with open eyes observed in nest using mirror by SRitt. No other activity 
observed (i.e. no adult activity). - AAyala 
8/3/2011 - Nest empty when checked with mirror. A lot of droppings are in and around nest. Successfully fledged; 
closed.

7/26/2011 7004677 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR Hamlet 
property

50 feet to AR 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/30/2011 7/26/2011 - Two nestlings in nest; largest one should fledge in 3 days. - RRadd
8/3/2011 - Nestlings have apparently fledged; no doves in area, so they have probably already dispersed. - PKonrad

6/16/2011 7004678 LEGO Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

60 feet to AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/16/2011 6/16/2011 - LEGO female appears to be putting finishing touches on new nest 07:00. - RRadd
6/23/2011 - Apparently incubating female LEGO settles onto nest 09:12.  - RRadd
6/30/2011 - Male LEGO feeds female on nest 06:53. - RRadd
7/7/2011 - LEGO female leaves nest to forage 06:50, returns to nest 07:18. - RRadd
7/15/2011 - LEGO female leaves nest to forage 07:18. - RRadd
7/16/2011 - Observed LEGO visit old BUSH nest, then return to its nest. - sjohnston
7/20/2011 - LEGO female comes to nest; appears that new layer of material has been added and second nest is in 
progress. Nest presumed to have successfully fledged. Change to closed. - RRadd

5/4/2011 7004679 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within work limits 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/10/2011 5/4/2011 - Today, an adult house finch was observed bringing nest material to the nest immediately below the nest 
that the fledglings left. (According to biomonitors, fledglings from the nest above this nest left yesterday.) This lower 
nest has been identified as inactive until now. This may be the same pair renesting, or it may be another pair. - 
BArnold
5/15/2011 - Bottom nest still has eggs (top nest has 1 egg that may not be viable). Adults in area. - BArnold
5/31/2011 - Bottom nest has at least 1 nestling, top nest still has 1 egg. - PHoward
5/27/2011 - Bottom nest contains at least 2 partly feathered nestlings with both male and female tending nestlings. 1 
egg (presumed infertile) still present in top nest with no adults observed at this nest. - JPawlicki
6/4/2011 - Adult feeding at least 2 nestlings in bottom nest. Nest rimmed with feces. - TFitanides
6/14/2011 - Biomonitor reported that the nestlings fledged by 6/10. 1 fledgling was observed at the nest and it flew 
away. The nest was inspected and there were no other nestlings, fledglings, or eggs. - KKilpatrick

7/20/2011 7004681 LEGO Closed CP50-1 AR Hamlet 
property

0 feet to AR 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 8/17/2011 7/20/2011 - LEGO female building new nest; approx 50% complete. - RRadd
7/26/2011 - LEGO female on nest, apparently incubating 07:10. - RRadd
8/3/2011 - Female incubating. - PKonrad
8/10/2011 - Female on nest; brooding? - PKonrad
8/17/2011 - Change to Closed. Nest appears empty and no LEGO detected at or in vicinity of nest during 30 min. 
obs. Nesting chronology suggests successful fledge. - RRadd

5/14/2011 7004683 WEBL Closed CP64-2/CP65-1 Pull 
Site AR entry

32 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/11/2011 5/14/2011 - WEBL pair present but no cavity use during 30 min obs. 09:30 - RRadd
5/19/2011 - WEBL pair active, female enters cavity 18:02. - RRadd
5/26/2011 - WEBL pair feeding nest at 5 min intervals 07:06. - RRadd
6/3/2011 - County personnel cut tree down. Stump with nest cavity has been placed approx 2½ feet above ground 
level and (incredibly) WEBL pair continues to feed this nest. - RRadd
6/9/2011 - WEBL pair continue to feed at least two juveniles visible in nest entrance at 3-10 min intervals 11:10. - 
RRadd
6/17/2011 - No WEBL detected using this stump. Fledged young being fed away from nest. Change to Closed. - 
RRadd

7/27/2011 7004700 HOFI Closed Rough Acres Lodge 0 feet 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/27/2011 7/27/2011 - Appears to be successfully fledged based on nest splatter and shape. - FHoffman

7/27/2011 7004701 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 5 feet to AR 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 8/2/2011 7/21/2011 - HOFI are visiting and have apparently taken over HOOR nest ID 7002553 -  HOFI tail visible over rim of 
nest. - RRadd
7/27/2011 - Female HOFI enters nest 0922; at least 2 nestlings visible above rim plastered with feces. - RRadd
8/3/2011 - No nestlings or adults observed, but nestlings could be in nest yet; check back again. - PKonrad
8/10/2011 - Status unclear. No young visible in nest but adult female HOFI noted visiting at 30 minute intervals. - 
RRadd
8/17/2011 - No HOFI activity at or near this nest. Observation chronology suggests successful fledge. Change to 
closed.
 - RRadd

7/29/2011 7004702 HOOR Closed CP59-E-B 25 feet to AR 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 7/29/2011 7/29/2011 - HOOR male with fledged young near nest. Male returned to nest then moved to a nest-guard position, 
contact calling. Unfledged young are possible within the nest. - RRadd
8/4/2011 -  No HOOR were observed in or around nest during 45 min. obs.; birds have likely left the immediate area; 
nest closed. - VEurs, BArnold
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8/1/2011 7004705 MODO Closed Sycamore Yard 15 feet from AR 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption for nests built along ARs continuously in use for project 
activities receiving agency concurrence that birds establishing nests near ARs 
are accustomed to human activities and traffic and should not be impacted 
provided that no stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 8/11/2011 8/1/2011 - Female flushed from nest with 2 young with pin feathers. - IMaunsell
8/11/2011 - Nest empty; there are lots of droppings around nest and a few downy feathers. Presumed to have 
successfully fledged - closed. - emorgan

8/4/2011 7004709 NOMO Closed CP59 35 feet 100 feet 35 feet. NBR Submit Date: 08/08/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 08/10/2011

A Nest Buffer Reduction from 100 to 35 feet should not adversely affect nest 
progression and successful fledging of the nestlings for the following reasons:

• This nest was constructed 32 feet from a well traveled, public, unpaved road. 
Current traffic typically travels at a relatively high speed (such that copious 
amounts of dust are produced by each passing vehicle). Project traffic will be 
held to an ESA 10 mph speed limit.
• Nest site selection and construction by the adult pair, and subsequent nest 
progression to date has occurred undeterred by significant daily human 
disturbance (vehicle traffic).
• This nest was constructed on the far side, relative to the road, of a relatively 
dense blue elderberry shrub, creating a line of sight, sound and dust barrier 
apparently sufficient for the nest and birds.
• This nest has three nestlings, judged by the avian biologists to be within 7 to 
10 days of fledging, establishing strong site affinity for the adult birds, who have 
a lot of energy invested in this breeding effort, making potential abandonment 
from minor disturbances unlikely.
• Project traffic on the road will not create a significant increase in road traffic 
disturbance when traveling at 10 mph.
• The nest is less than 200 feet on 3 sides from a large, active farm with 
considerable un-buffered sight, sound, and dust disturbance.
• Northern mockingbirds are known to be extremely tolerant of human activity, 
and are among the most prolific breeders in urban, suburban and agricultural 
settings.
• No Project related construction will be occurring near the nest (the nearest 
actual construction site is nearly 3000 feet away) and potential Project 
disturbances are limited to intermittent, brief vehicular traffic.

1. FLEDGED. 8/10/2011 8/4/2011 - Adult observed on wire carrying food in bill; entered Sambucus, heard nestlings calling; adult left; found 
nest with 3 nearly fully feathered nestlings. Anticipated fledge date 7-10 days. - VEurs
8/10/2011 - Nest complete and empty with scat along rim of nest. Nesting chronology fits successfully fledged nest. - 
IMaunsell

8/4/2011 7004710 MODO Closed Alpine Blvd 99+00r 12 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 8/24/2011 8/4/2011 - Adult on nest, brooding/incubating. - SHampton
8/12/2011- Dove incubating/brooding. - PKonrad
8/16/2011 - Adult incubating or brooding on very small nest. - PKonrad
8/25/2011 - Nest empty; appears to have successfully fledged; closed. - EMorgan

8/4/2011 7004711 ACWO Closed Alpine Underground 0 feet - above work 
area.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

1. FLEDGED. 8/9/2011 8/4/2011 - Large acorn woodpecker nestling food begging and being fed by adult(s) that made periodic feeding trips 
to cavity. - PKonrad
8/10/2011 - No activity at nest cavity; will check back tomorrow. - PKonrad 
8/11/2011 - No adult or nestling activity again; it appears nestling(s) fledged and dispersed; closed. - PKonrad

4/6/2011 5003376 RSHA Closed CP70-3 AR 300 feet from El Monte 
Road.

500 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 5/20/2011 4/6/2011  - Male brings pocket gopher to incubating female on nest @ 17:25. - RRadd
4/13/2011 - RSHA female on nest 12:20. - RRadd
4/20/2011 - RSHA pair on nest. - RRadd
4/28/2011 - Two downy RSHA on nest. - RRadd
5/4/2011 - RSHA male agitated by approaching observer, indicating nest remains viable. - RRadd
5/14/2011 - 2 well-feathered juvenile RSHA in nest 11:40. - RRadd
5/20/2011 - Nest empty, fledged young nearby. Successfully fledged. Change to Closed. - RRadd

8/12/2011 7004720 MODO Closed Sycamore Yard 15 feet from AR 100 feet Buffer remains but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011


1. FLEDGED. 8/19/2011 - MODO brooding 2 hairy squabs; eyes unopened. - RRadd
8/31/2011 - Nest fledged. - IMaunsell

5/10/2011 7004729 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation  0 feet; within 
substation.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 6/10/2011 5/10/2011 -  Nest with four House Finch eggs.  Nest once again Active. - BArnold
5/11/2011 - Nest now with five eggs. - BArnold
5/19/2011- Nest still with five eggs.  Female House Finch flushed. - BArnold
5/26/2011 - Nest with five young nestlings.  - BArnold
6/1/2011 - Nest with at least four House Finch nestlings. - BArnold
6/1/2011 - Nest with at least four House Finch nestlings. - BArnold
6/9/2011 - Nest with one large nestling. - BArnold
6/16/2011 - Nest empty. - BArnold
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5/26/2011 7002381 ATFL Closed CP70-3 AR 40 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. Adults 

feeding fledglings 
near nest.

7/8/2011 5/26/2011 - ATFL pair observed pair-bonding here 5/20/2011 have selected a nest cavity. Intervals spent away from 
nest by both birds presumed to indicate egg-laying phase in progress. - RRadd
6/4/2011 - ATFL nesting activity continues here. - RRadd
6/9/2011 - ATFL pair seen near cavity but not entering. - RRadd
6/17/2011 - Several visits by ATFL, but no cavity entry obs. An alternate site may have been selected, but activity 
level is very low (14:00-14:45). Will monitor once more before closing. - RRadd
6/24/2011 - ATFL male escorts food-carrying female to nest cavity, departs after she enters 10:56. Female remains 
on nest for duration of 20 min obs. - RRadd
7/1/2011 - ATFL pair carrying food to nest at 10 min. intervals. - RRadd
7/8/2011 - Change to Closed. Nest has fledged. ATFL carrying food to fledglings in and around nest tree. - RRadd

3/31/2011 7004638 HOFI Closed CP54 Londono 0 feet  to house 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Chronology suggests 
fledging.

5/5/2011 3/31/2011 - HOFI reclaimed nest from HOFI, pair actively rebuilding, bringing new material to nest 15:25-15:35. - 
RRadd
4/1/2011 - Female house finch on nest. - RRadd
4/13/2011 - Female repeatedly visiting nest. - IMaunsell
4/19/2011 - No HOFI detected at nest 11:44 -12:04. - RRadd
4/27/2011 - HOFI carrying food to at least 3 downy young 13:40. - RRadd 
5/5/2011 -  HOFI have fledged and renested. (See ID 7004642) Closed. - RRadd

7/14/2011 7004628 COHA Closed CP43 120 feet from was 
station centerpoint

500 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledged at first 
observation.

7/9/2011 7/14/2011 - The nest was detected by hearing the cries of at least one juvenile COHA. A juvenile was seen next to 
the nest, making alarm vocalizations before flying away. Another fledged juvenile was observed in the nest and 
moving about the surrounding vegetation. Below the nest a large amount of newly-emerged feathers were found, 
suggesting at least one juvenile was predated (See photos).
Based on the flight mobility of the two fledglings, this nest is being considered closed. According to Cooper's Hawk 
nesting chronology, the young will remain near the nest, feeding from it, for up to ten days after fledging. Therefore, 
the biologists feel these young fledged between 4 July and 9 July 2011. This nest is located adjacent to a County 
Water District service yard that is actively in use. Additionally, extensive dam construction is occurring about a 
quarter mile away.  During the four hours of this survey alone, road work, blast whistles, truck loading/unloading and 
welding activities occurred. Given the successful fledging of the hawks with such a high level of disturbance, it is felt 
that no buffer required around this nest. Also, the nest is located behind a locked 9-foot chain link fence topped with 
barbed wire, so it would be difficult for anyone to get closer than 100 feet.  - VEurs

Young were fledged but returning to the nest for food drops by adults at the time the nest was discovered.

8/31/2011 7004738 NONE Closed CP47A-1 170 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledged at first 
observation.

8/31/2011 8/31/2011 - Three BANO observed in area.  One BANO flushed from cavity about 100' to north where there is no 
nest. 2 flushed from this cavity when biologist approached within 10'. Large amount of whitewash, pellets, and 
feathers present. Cavity smells bad. Some pellets  have not dried out yet.  No nest defense behavior observed and  
no nestlings or fledglings detected in cavity so nest is  not deemed active.  Presumed successful fledge. - SHampton

5/19/2011 7004639 HOWR Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within house area 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings being fed 
near nest.

6/30/2011 5/19/2011 - Intense territoriality around this and lower cavity, HOWR singing at 3 second intervals. - RRadd
5/25/2011 - HOWR singing territoriality at 3 second intervals. - RRadd
6/2/2011 HOWR singing near cavity, but appears more territorial maintenance than nest in progress 16:50. - 
RRadd
6/8/2011  - Very quiet at this nest, but HOWR exits cavity 11:11. Next brood in progress? - RRadd
6/16/2011 - No HOWR detected at or near nest during 30 minute observation period. - RRadd
6/23/2011 - No HOWR detected at or near nest during 45 minute observation period - closed.  - RRadd
6/30/2011 - Fledglings being fed near nest.  - RRadd

6/4/2011 7002446 BCHU Closed CP70-3 AR 42 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 
away from nest.

6/30/2011 6/4/2011 - 09:10 BCHU female sitting on an apparently complete yellow nest. - RRadd
6/9/2011 - BCHU female on nest 15:32. - RRadd
6/17/2011 - BCHU female on nest 11:48, leaving infrequently for short periods. - RRadd
6/24/2011 - One BCHU nestling visible in nest. - RRadd
7/1/2011 - Nest is intact and empty; observation timeline suggests nestlings successfully fledged. Change to closed. - 
RRadd

6/1/2011 7002415 MODO Closed Sycamore Yard 30 feet from staked 
work limits.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Fledglings observed 
away from nest.

6/7/2011 6/1/2011 - 2 squabs with quilled heads and open secondaries 10:55. - RRadd - 
6/7/2011 - Nest empty, fledged MODO flushed from under this Opuntia. Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/25/2011 7002363 SPTO Closed CP50-1 AR 45 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. Likely 
fledged.

6/5/2011 5/25/2011 - SPTO pair carrying food into tangles - nest unable to be located without vegetative damage 11:19. - 
RRadd
6/2/2011 - SPTO male carries food into thicket 17:13. - RRadd
6/8/2011 - No SPTO detections during 30 minute observation. Timeline suggests likely successful fledge.  - RRadd

6/18/2011 5003293 HOWR Closed CP81-1 AR 25 feet from existing AR; 
200 feet to tower site.

100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 
Monitoring 
chronology suggests 
nestlings probably 
fledged.

7/1/2011 6/18/2011 - Nest is active again; second clutch; HOWR pair carrying food to cavity at 2-5 minute intervals 08:32-
09:10. - RRadd
6/25/2011 - HOWR pair continues to quietly bring food to this nest - multiple arrivals and departures 09:11-09:29. - 
RRadd
7/1/2011 - No detections during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
7/8/2011 - Single HOWR detection during 40 minute observation period; did not enter cavity. Change to Closed.  - 
RRadd
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6/25/2011 7002561 PHAI Closed CP83-1 AR 78 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 

granted for drive through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within boundary.

1. FLEDGED. 
Monitoring 
chronology suggests 
successful fledging.

7/16/2011 6/25/2011 - PHAI pair tending nest at 10 min. intervals 13:00-13:20. - RRadd
7/1/2011 - Female PHAI drops off nest in response to observer on AR, male alerts. - RRadd
7/8/2011 - Nest status uncertain, PHAI pair alarming at 2 juv. COHU and staying away from nest for duration of 30 
min. obs. - RRadd
7/16/2011 - No PHAI detected at or near this nest during 30 min. obs. Monitoring chronology suggests fledging likely. 
- RRadd

5/26/2011 7002372 BUSH Closed TL 639 - 171650 65 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 35 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 05/31/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/01/2011

• The proposed work activities are low impact, short in duration, will mainly occur 
175 feet away from the nest, and associated vehicle and foot traffic will be 
minimal. 
• Bushtits are known to be desensitized to human activity and often nest within 
close proximity of human activity.
• The nest location is 65 feet down slope of the AR and the vegetation 
surrounding the nest will block visual and acoustic disturbances of construction 
activities.
• A 35 foot buffer will provide adequate isolation for the bird and will not 
encroach on any AR’s or work areas.

1. FLEDGED. 
Monitoring 
observations suggest 
nestlings likely 
fledged.

6/10/2011 5/26/2011 - Adults seen feeding young. - PHoward
6/1/2011 - BUSH pair observed carrying prey items to nest. Begging calls heard. - TFitanides
6/10/2011 - Two BUSH obs. flying away from nest location when approached to within 20-feet. No activity at nest, 
inspected up-close. Closed. - TFitanides

3/29/2011 7002603 HOWR Closed CP81-1 25 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 1. FLEDGED. Nest 
fledged successfully.

6/4/2011 3/29/2011 - 12 feet above eye level, adjacent to, and visible from road. Pair repeatedly entering cavity. - RRadd
4/6/2011 - HOWR at cavity 14:05 - RRadd
4/12/2011 - Perched and singing at cavity 14:30, but may be a satellite nest. - RRadd
4/20/2011 - Pair HOWR very active in poison-oak thicket, but not observed entering cavity. - RRadd
4/30/2011 - HOWR strident and enters cavity 11:08. - RRadd
5/5/2011 - HOWR carrying food to cavity nest 15:51. - RRadd
5/14/2011 - HOWR activity at this cavity continues. 15:03. - RRadd
5/20/2011 - HOWR removing fecal sac, returning with food 12:30. - RRadd
5/26/2011 -  HOWR continues carrying food, now at 5-10 min. intervals
6/4/2011 - No HOWR activity here. Nest has fledged. Change to Closed. - RRadd

6/27/2011 7002564 YBCH Closed TL 639 - 397518 55 feet to new pole. 100 feet 90 feet with drive 
through access allowed. 
No stopping, standing, 

or work.

NBR Submit Date: 07/01/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/06/2011

A nest buffer modification for restricted access and a 10 foot buffer reduction is 
requested. The NBM and NBR would allow for reconductoring work to proceed 
at the pole location; yet should not negatively impact the likelihood for this nest 
to fledge successfully for the follow reasons: 

• Buffer access will be restricted to pass-through vehicle traffic only with no 
stopping, standing, or construction and an ESA speed limit of 10 mph on the 
access road portion within the buffer.
• The nest is concealed within the foliage and branches of a broom baccharis 
which provides a natural visual blind even at a very close distance.
• The nest is further naturally shielded by the thick brushy vegetation 
surrounding the nest. Head high brush continues from the nest point to both the 
pole location (110 feet away) and access road (60 feet away). The brush 
provides a natural visual barrier and offers a reduction of noise as sound 
filters.
• The nest location is located up slope from the proposed work and access road 
and is further obscured by being located in a small drainage which provides 
topographic shielding from the pole location and access road.
• The location of the nest provides for a good acoustic and visual barrier from 
equipment and workers accessing and staging at the pole.  Direct line of sight 
would only be made when the boom bucket is raised for work on the pole. 
• The work is of a limited duration (approximately 2hours), and entails the use of 
a bucket-truck and pickup truck and a five-man crew.  
• Field observations indicate that a reduction to 90 feet would still allow for 
passage through the riparian corridor which appears to be the bird’s preferred 
ingress/egress to the nest location.
• During nest observations the bird tolerated the avian biologist presence at 
approximately 50 feet away with direct line of sight to the nest.
• The nest location is less than 300 feet from a large apartment complex, so the 
birds are routinely subjected to human voices and sounds associated 
development.
• The work required on each arm for stringing and re-clipping wire will not entail 
any banging, pounding, or loud equipment.  The 90 foot buffer would create 
space for the truck on the nest facing side of the pole, which is the only feasible 
vehicle location. This level of work occurring at the pole located 100 feet away is 
unlikely to cause undue stress on the nesting birds.

1. FLEDGED. Nest 
successfully fledged.

7/11/2011 6/27/2011 - YBCH incubating three whitish eggs with heavy brownish-purple necklaces . - RRadd
7/2/2011 - Nest contains three altricial nestlings. - RRadd
7/11/2011 - Nest is intact and empty, with no indications of disturbance;  presumed fledged. - RRadd
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5/25/2011 7002358 PHAI Closed TL 639 - 171660 10 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-

traffic allowed.
NBR Submit Date: 05/27/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/27/2011

No impacts to this nest are anticipated due to vehicular traffic provided that no 
stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 
Nestlings 
successfully fledged.

6/18/2011 5/25/2011 - Pair was observed repeatedly entering the scrub oak and visiting the nest. Nest appears complete but no 
eggs are present. - IMaunsell
5/31/2011 - Adult at nest; two downy nestlings in nest. - JPawlicki
6/10/2011 - Adult flushed from nest. At least one young nestling begging agape. - TFitanides
6/18/2011 - Nest empty. PHAI adult pair carrying food in area. Fledged. - TFitanides

3/12/2011 6003222 BUSH Closed Helix Yard AR 20 feet to AR boundary. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 
Observation 
chronology indicates 
likely successful 
fledge.

7/5/2011 3/12/2011 - Bushtits observed building nest, currently 30% complete. - RRadd
3/16/2011 - Construction continues. - RRadd
3/29/2011 - Nest appears complete. BUSH enters nest at 15:58 - RRadd
4/5/2011 - BUSH enters nest 16:25. ANHU stealing nest material. - RRadd
4/3/2011 - No BUSH detected at this nest. - RRadd
4/20/2011 - Agitated adjacent COHA (nesting 100 feet E) makes monitoring difficult. No detections. - RRadd
4/26/2011 - BUSH carrying items to nest 17:45. - RRadd
5/3/2011 - BUSH carrying food into this nest 17:35. - RRadd
5/10/2011 - BUSH carrying food to nest 18:01. - RRadd
5/18/2011 - No BUSH detected at nest, but pair noted carrying material elsewhere - unable to follow due to proximity 
to COHA. Will monitor again 17:55. - RRadd
5/26/2011 - No BUSH detected during 30 min. obs. This nest has probably fledged. New nest found 100 feet S. 
Change to closed. - RRadd

6/18/2011 7002597 CAKI Closed TL 639 - 973035 0 feet; on pole 100 feet Nest is inside pole; not a candidate. 1. FLEDGED. 
Observations 
suggests nest 
successfully fledged.

7/17/2011 6/18/2011 - Female and male observed on pole pair bonding. Female entered old cavity with material and removed 
item. - FHoffmann
6/20/2011 - CAKI pair again occupying nest. Female on nest. Male nest-guarding. - RRadd
6/28/2011 - CAKI pair at nest. Female leaves to forage from time to time. Male accompanies. - RRadd
7/5/2011 - CAKI enters nest 15:28, mate guarding on pole. - RRadd
7/18/2011 - Nest is empty, young are presumed to have fledged. No CAKI detected at or near this nest. Change to 
Closed. - RRadd

6/14/2011 7002498 CAKI Closed TL 6916 - 774818 4 feet from AR. 100 feet 1. FLEDGED. 
Observed nesting 
chronology suggests 
fledging.

7/4/2011 6/14/2011 - CAKI carrying food to mate on nest 09:34. - RRadd
6/22/2011 - CAKI incubation continues. Female to nest 12:51, male aggressively  chasing HOFI from controlled 
airspace. - RRadd
6/27/2011 - CAKI leaves nest 1537, mate checks nest, then guards.  - RRadd
7/5/2011 - CAKI pair active and defending nest, but absent for up to 15 min intervals. - RRadd
7/12/2011 - Change to Closed. No detections and nest appears empty. Presume fledged. - RRadd

5/25/2011 7002354 SPTO Closed TL 6916 - 973038 130 feet from tower; 70 
feet from AR.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 05/27/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/27/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

1. FLEDGED. 
Sufficient time to 
fledge.

6/17/2011 5/25/2011 - Adult incubating 3 eggs. Hard nest to see. - FHoffmann
6/6/2011 - Adult on nest. 3 eggs - TCooper
6/17/2011 - Nest empty. No eggshells, nestlings, or adults observed in area. Nest in good condition. Closed. - 
SHampton

3/17/2011 6003252 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/25/2011 3/17/2011 - House finch pair nest building. - IMaunsell
3/28/2011 - Fresh material has been added; no eggs present. - IMaunsell
4/15/2011 - Male in area but never entered nest cavity. Defined nest bowl and fresh nest material added. Continue to 
monitor nest to determine activity level. - DBusby 
4/25/2011 - There are no eggs or nestlings in the nest and no signs of finch activity around the nest; closed. - 
EMorgan

3/23/2011 5003263 BUSH Closed EP221-2 72 feet from tower 
center.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

5/5/2011 3/23/2011 - Well-concealed in new growth; nest is about 60% complete; pair observed nest building. Revisited nest 
with material 6 times during observation from 15-30 feet. - IMaunsell
4/6/2011 - Nest looks complete and is remarkably well-hidden; Bushtits territorial. - PKonrad
4/13/2011 - Bushtit territorial at nest and calling. - PKonrad
4/21/2011 - Nest intact and looks active; no birds observed. - PKonrad
4/27/2011 - No change; no birds. - PKonrad
5/5/2011 - No birds observed for weeks; appears nest is abandoned. Closed. - PKonrad

3/31/2011 5003303 LBWO Closed EP254-3 15 feet from temp ROW, 
107 feet to tower center.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/18/2011 3/31/2011 - Male ladder-backed woodpecker observed excavating cavity and vocalizing. - RAbe
4/12/2011 - No woodpeckers observed in area.  Nest cavity excavated to depth of 3 inches. - JDicus and MDicus
4/19/2011 - Male observed within a few hundred feet during EP253 nest survey. Cavity has not been excavated 
since 4/12 observation. Still appears to be at depth of 3 inches. Nest status closed due to inactivity. - RAbe
4/20/2011 - No change. No woodpeckers seen. - SRitt 
4/28/2011 - No change. No woodpeckers seen nearby. - SRitt

4/1/2011 5003340 OATI Closed EP84 10 feet from tempROW; 
80 feet from perm 

impact.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/20/2011 4/1/2011 - Pair of oak titmouse acted agitated, calling at observer's presence. Pair left the tree and came back after 
a few minutes. Both were seen entering the cavity in the tree. - RAbe and AHernandez
4/8/2011 - No birds observed; will recheck. - PKonrad
4/18/2011 - Construction crew working at opposite side of site. No birds observed at nest site. Biomonitor Jennifer 
Edwards will observe the site to ascertain (in)active status. - PKonrad    
4/20/2011 - Biomonitor J. Edwards reported seeing only 1 titmouse visit tree during a couple hours of observations 
over 2 days, but the reported titmouse didn't exhibit any nesting activity or interest in cavities during its brief stop; 
closed. - PKonrad

4/5/2011 5003354 BUSH Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR Within 10 feet of AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/25/2011 4/5/2011 - Biomonitor observed bushtit pair nest building on 4/4. Pair adding lining to nearly complete nest. - 
IMaunsell
4/19/2011 -  Nest looks good but no birds observed during 2 observation periods; will return. - PKonrad
4/26/2011 - Nest not located; no bushtit observed or heard in the area of the reported nest location. - SJohnston
5/3/2011 - Nest gone; appears nesting attempt failed; closed. - PKonrad

4/11/2011 5000779 BUSH Closed TL 6916 - 774824 25 feet from existing AR; 
60 feet to nearest pole.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/18/2011 4/11/2011 - Adults gathering nest material and adding it to nest   -MDicus, SHampton
4/18/2011 - Only nest found near this location is old, dilapidated, sp. unknown. BUSH in previous obs. potentially 
removing material for nest-building elsewhere. Change to Closed. - RRadd
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4/18/2011 5000842 CACW Closed JVR 12kV - Pole 

P2466095
55 feet from yard limits. 

30 feet from AR.
100 feet ESA staked at yard 

lmits. Drive through 
access only on AR.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to active 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact the nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within the buffer zone. 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/25/2011 4/18/2011 - Appears to be rebuilding old, beat-up nest. Fresh grass on top of base of old nest; 15% complete. - 
RAbe
4/26/2011 - Any new material no longer present; remaining nest remnant very old and collapsed; closed. - PKonrad

4/19/2011 5000849 CACW Closed EP253-2 45 feet to AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

5/17/2011 4/19/2011 - Potential new nest that is partly built. Nesting material looks fairly fresh, mostly grass; size is 
approximately 6 by 4 inches. - RAbe
4/25/2011 - No apparent change; little material. - PKonrad
5/2/2011 - Appears that a small amount of grass material may have been added to nest; no wrens observed or heard 
in area. - PKonrad
5/10/2011 - No changes. (Pair of strongly territorial cactus wrens at EP252A-1 site some distance to west.) - 
PKonrad
5/17/2011 - Partial nest (only 10% complete) appears wind damaged; closed. - PKonrad

3/16/2011 6003241 CATH Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to active 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

3/27/2011 3/16/2011 - Biomonitors observed a pair of CATH in area, including 1 of the thrashers entering shrub with nest in it. - 
RFletcher
3/28/2011 - No adults observed in area; no eggs present. Some debris appears to have fallen into nest bowl. - 
IMaunsell
4/16/2011 - Nest still vacant with newer vegetative material that has fallen from flowering parts of the bush; closed. - 
KAlberts

3/18/2011 6003256 BUSH Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

15 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird constructs a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around Suncrest Substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/24/2011 3/18/2011 - Adult bushtits building nest, 50% complete. - TCooper
4/25/2011 - No nest visits or birds heard nearby. Nest looks destroyed by natural causes; predator or weather. - 
PHoward

5/13/2011 7001467 NOMO Closed JVR 12kV - Pole 47 20 feet from existing 12 
kVpole.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

6/14/2011 5/13/2011 - A pair of northern mockingbirds was observed in the area of the nest. The male was persistently singing, 
including singing next to a singing California thrasher generally within 50 feet of the nest; the thrasher was 
aggressive toward the mockingbird. The nest appears partially built, and the persistent singing is indicative of recent 
pair-bonding. Aggressive behavior was exhibited toward a roadrunner that landed in a nearby tree. - KKilpatrick
5/23/2011 - Nest may be disturbed; grass lining pulled to north side. No mockingbirds observed or heard in area, but 
1 mockingbird observed about 300 feet north of nest. Adult and fledgling California thrasher are active in area 
(possibly other thrashers too); have mockingbirds been displaced? Will check back. - PKonrad
5/31/2011 - Nest appears unused but territorial mockingbird flew to nearby pole and called from overhead. (No 
thrashers observed or heard in area). - PKonrad
6/7/2011 - Nest has not been used or built on for 2+ weeks. No mockingbirds observed or heard in area. The nest 
appears to no longer be active, but will check back 1 more time before changing status. - PKonrad
6/10/2011 - Mockingbirds around tower site 300 feet north, but not near nest tree. Loggerhead shrike perched in nest 
tree. Nest empty, and no longer appears active; change status to inactive. - BArnold
6/14/2011 - No change at nest for a month. Mockingbird singing from metal powerline tower about 250 feet 
southwest of nest site; possibly renested to west; closed. - PKonrad

6/4/2011 7002447 PSFL Closed CP70-3 AR 38 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

6/17/2011 6/4/2011 -  08:18 PSFL bringing small twigs and forming nest bowl. Female on nest while male forages and calls 
from perches nearby. - RRadd
6/9/2011 - Nest now more substantial platform in bark cleft; draped with moss and lichen. PSFL heard but not seen. - 
RRadd
6/17/2011 - No occupant visible on nest, but PSFL nearby appears to be nest guarding; calling and perching quietly 
within 30 feet. - RRadd
6/24/2011 - No occupant visible on obscured nest, and no PSFL detected in vicinity. Monitor again prior to closing. - 
RRadd
7/1/2011 - No PSFL detections during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
7/8/2011 - Numerous PSFL detections during 30 minute observation, but no movement at nest visible. New nest 
elsewhere? - RRadd
7/14/2011 1- Change to Closed. No bird visible at nest and no detections within 100 feet of nest. Nest presumed 
abandoned. - RRadd

3/10/2011 6002400 WEBL Closed EP220-1 AR 40 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

3/17/2011 3/10/2011 - Pair of western bluebirds perched near cavity entrance and female looked in cavity entrance near top of 
south branch of snag. - PKonrad
3/15/2011 - No bluebirds observed during several drive-by observations or during 30 minute observations. - PKonrad 

3/17/2011 - No bluebirds observed; appears they did not stay at this site; closed. - PKonrad

2/22/2011 5000001 NONE Closed CP75-1 10 feet from existing 
access road.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

2/22/2011 2/22/2011 - CLOSED, nest no longer present. - IMaunsell

The nest was found inactive during preconstruction surveys, and the next monitoring check revealed that the nest 
was blown out of its location, most likely by high wind associated with storm events.

2/23/2011 5000046 NONE Closed EP84 5 feet from AR. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

3/28/2011 2/23/2011 - Nest is just started, but birds may continue to add to it; possible SPTO nest. - IMaunsell
3/10/2011 - No nest observed. - PKonrad
3/15/2011- Nest on west side of scrub oak at fork in road. Appears bird started nest but abandoned it as it is still a 
loose bowl of sticks. - DBusby
3/28/2011 - Nest incomplete and inactive; closed. - PKonrad
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2/1/2011 5000406 CACW Closed EP245-1 160 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

3/24/2011  2/1/2011 - A fresh grass nest including clean opening and fresh feathers lining the inside. Appears utilized and 
active.  
2/21/2011 - Cactus wren nest appears to have been blown or torn open and no evidence of recent repair. Changed 
status to inactive for the time being, until recent activity is noted.     
3/8/2011 - Nest inactive. - BHart
3/24/2011 - Nest collapsed and flattened; closed. - PKonrad

1/28/2011 5000407 CACW Closed EP245-1 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/11/2011 1/28/2011 - A new grass nest including fresh feathers lining the inside. Appears utilized and active. Within EP245 
footprint. 
3/8/2011 - Nest opening is obscured. Status uncertain, left unchanged (active). No ESA buffer was in place, so one 
was established - BHart 
3/16/2011 - Top has been damaged, animals standing on it? Probably not active. - PKonrad
3/24/2011 - Entrance repaired with small feathers placed along entrance hole, which is located on the top of the nest - 
must let rain into nest. Cactus wren present and singing nearby. - PKonrad
4/5/2011 - No changes. - PKonrad  
4/12/2011 - Hole passes through bottom of nest; nest unusable in current condition. - JDicus and MDicus
4/19/2011 - Nest collapsed with hole from end to end; closed. - PKonrad

2/25/2011 5000411 AMKE Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 130 feet from AR. 500 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011


2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/15/2011 2/25/2011 - No birds or nest observed at mapped location - BLohstroh
3/1/2011 - No birds or nest observed at mapped location - BHart
3/19/2011 - In light of multiple observations being unable to locate this nest, suggest it be closed. - RRadd
3/31/2011 - Adult male kestrel hunting near metal barn; occasionally flying inside barn. - PKonrad
4/15/2011 - Closed, due to never actually locating a nest. - KAlberts

3/8/2011 5000426 NONE Closed EP240 and 12kV JVR 0 feet; within alignment 
for access road.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/15/2011 3/8/2011 - This nest is open from above, with daylight visible through the sides and contains much larger strands of 
twine than noted in any other CACW nest seen to date. - PKonrad 
3/16/2011 - No activity; top of nest is open like a bowl nest; questionable if this is still a cactus wren nest - California 
thrasher in area. - PKonrad    
3/18/2011 - No activity. - BLohstroh      
3/28/2011 - Nest inactive. - PKonrad 
4/6/2011 - This nest may be a California thrasher satellite nest as adult from nearby nest perched next to it when 
biologist checked active thrasher nest nearby. - PKonrad
4/14/2011 - No activity at or near nest. - BArnold
4/15/2011 - Closed due to no nesting activity observed at this nest throughout spring period. - KAlberts

2/24/2011 5000432 NONE Closed CP25-2, CP26 and 
CP27

195 feet from access 
road.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/15/2011 2/24/2011 - Stick nest with only larger branches and no soft material. No sign of recent use. Some white wash on 
ground below nest. - RFletcher
3/18/2011 - Apparently a favored (TUVU?) roost, but no indications of nest improvement. - RRadd
4/15/2011 Apr - No indications of status change. - RRadd

2/25/2011 5000438 RTHA Closed TL 639 - Z379518 150 feet from existing 
access road.

500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/26/2011 2/25/2011 - Hawk on nest.  - RFletcher
3/28/2011 - Nest appears empty and inactive. Ravens set up a nest 20 feet above nest in tree. Conclude nest is 
inactive. - DBusby
4/21/2011 - No change inactivity. - RRadd
4/26/2011 - No new raptor nesting activity has been observed at this nest. Change to closed. - RRadd

2/25/2011 5000454 NONE Closed EP355 72 feet from existing 
access road.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

2/25/2011 2/25/2011 - Nest apparently blown out of tower. No sticks left in tower; sticks scattered on ground. - PKonrad

2/27/2011 5000463 NONE Closed EP243 100 feet from existing 
access road.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

3/24/2011 2/27/2011 - Calling bird perched at partially constructed nest of fresh fine grasses. This bird seems to occupy a large 
territory which covers the project site. - PKonrad
3/8/2011 - No bird activity or signs of a nest detected. Recent high winds may have blown the nest away. Status 
changed to inactive. - BHart 
3/24/2011 - No sign of nest; closed. - PKonrad

3/2/2011 5000477 NONE Closed EP244 AR 120 feet from driveway 
entrance.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

3/24/2011 3/2/2011 - Nest constructed of fine grasses, entrance is facing northeast, with rabbit fur lining. South side of nest 
shows some weathering, but fresh whitewash atop. - BHart 
3/8/2011 - No bird present. Nest weathered but still intact. Status left unchanged, still active. - BHart.
3/24/2011 - Nest torn apart; possible predation; closed. - PKonrad

3/2/2011 5000478 NONE Closed EP244 10 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

3/24/2011 3/2/2011 - Old or incomplete pile of material includes shredded juniper bark, grasses and yucca fibers. - IMaunsell
3/8/2011 - Still inactive - BHart
3/24/2011 - Appears to have been blown out by wind. A few pieces of grass left in cholla; closed. - PKonrad

3/2/2011 5000479 CACW Closed EP243 105 feet from temporary 
ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/6/2011 3/2/2011 - A fresh grass nest including a clean opening and fresh feathers lining the inside. Appears active and 
utilized. - IMaunsell  
3/5/2011 - Well-built nest that appears to be actively used, but no birds in area. - PKonrad
3/25/2011 - Nest torn apart with large open holes; presently inactive; will check back to see if it is rebuilt or 
abandoned. - PKonrad 
4/6/2011 - Nest remnants barely discernable; closed. - PKonrad

3/3/2011 6002315 GRRO Closed Alpine Yard 30 feet from impact 
area.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

3/28/2011 3/3/2011 - Roadrunner pair observed by biomonitor K. Kerwin. No activity seen during 1 hour. May become active in 
near future and should be monitored. - IMaunsell
3/28/2011 - No progress in nest building since initial observation; nest not active; closed. - IMaunsell

2/17/2011 5000530 NONE Closed Helix Yard 160 feet from access 
road.

Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/16/2011 2/17/2011 - Old nest in disrepair.  - RFletcher

2/10/2011 5000895 NONE Closed CP47A-1 2800 feet from nearest 
structure.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

2/10/2011 Nest description does not match location. - CLOSED - RRadd
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3/31/2011 5001257 HOFI Closed CP50-1 80 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/11/2011 Female on nest. - PKonrad
3/31/2011 - Unable to find nest. - RRadd
4/11/2011 - Nest unable to be relocated - closed. - RRadd
4/11/2011 - Buffer removed.- RRadd

3/10/2011 6003207 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Loritz property

40 feet from Loritz 
driveway.

100 feet Reduced to 50 feet. NBR Submit Date: 03/26/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/30/2011

Buffer approved to 50 feet based on Star Valley Road being closer to nest than 
project ROW, ability of this species to tolerate human activities, and the fact that 
nest was found in association with residences.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/7/2011 3/10/2011 - Pair observed nest building and carrying nest lining; nest 85% complete. - IMaunsell
3/28/2011 - Bushtit heard in area, but not specifically associated with this nest. No other activity observed. - 
BLohstroh
4/8/2011 - No activity observed, no adults detected. - BLohstroh
4/17/2011 - Closed, due to last observation. - KAlberts

3/14/2011 6003228 BUSH Closed EP228 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

3/24/2011 3/14/2011 - Pair nest building; nest 50% complete. - IMaunsell
3/24/2011 - Nest destroyed; bottom torn out; now rain damaged; no birds in area; apparent predation; closed. - 
PKonrad

3/19/2011 5003270 RSHA Closed EP32 - 30 AR 450 feet from existing 
access road.

500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/20/2011 3/19/2011 - Pair RSHA present and guarding territory. Female tolerated close approach, refused to fly; male 
agitated, circling and driving off 3rd RSHA. - RRadd
3/29/2011 - Pair active north of present 500 foot buffer; male vocal and flight displaying repeatedly to northeast; 
female present has immature plumage; no apparent interest in this nest site today. - PKonrad
4/7/2011 - No activity observed in immediate nest area; male noted calling far to the north. - PKonrad and 
FHoffman
4/14/2011 - No activity in area. - PKonrad
4/20/2011 - No activity in area; red-shouldered hawk calling far to north; closed. - PKonrad

3/23/2011 5003271 BUSH Closed EP85-2 105 feet to tower impact 
area.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/8/2011 3/23/2011 - Pair BUSH entering complete nest.- RRadd
4/1/2011 - Bushtit entering rest. - SHampton
4/8/2011 - Nest appears to depredated with entire bottom of nest pulled apart and interior exposed; predated, but no 
eggs, eggshells, or nestlings in nest or surrounding area; closed. - PKonrad

3/19/2011 5003272 NONE Closed EP31-2 45 feet from existing AR; 
340 feet to TSAP.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/20/2011 3/19/2011 - Raven bringing nest lining materials; ownership of this nest is confused, with a RSHA stationed here 
also. Follow-up monitors should check if this remains CORA. - RRadd
3/29/2011 - No activity at nest; 2 ravens flew in initially as I drove up to site, but left area. - PKonrad
4/7/2011 - No activity; no birds in area; can't ascertain status of nest from below or sides. - PKonrad and FHoffman
4/14/2011 -  No ravens or hawks in area; nest inactive; 1 large tan broken egg on ground 50 feet north of nest tree; 
unclear if associated with nest. - PKonrad
4/20/2011  - No ravens or hawks in area; no sign of activity at nest; closed. - PKonrad

3/28/2011 5003285 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/15/2011 3/28/2011 - Nest is 10% complete. Biomonitor observed pair coming to and from nest site. - IMaunsell
4/15/2011- Small amount of grass in spool cavity. Nest watched for 3 hours and no activity detected. ESA sign 
removed from spool. - DBusby

3/28/2011 5003286 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/15/2011 3/28/2011 - Biomonitor has observed house finch pair in area. Fresh material. Cannot see in nest. Monitor for 
activity. - IMaunsell
4/15/2011- Small amount of grass in spool cavity. Watched nest for 3 hours but no activity detected. - DBusby

3/28/2011 5003287 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Nesting commenced while yard activities were in progress, and is acclimated to 
current level. It is the biologist's opinion, based on observations of this nest that 
reducing the buffer to 15 feet is not anticipated to adversely impact this nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/15/2011 3/28/2011 - Monitor has observed pair in area. Fresh material but cannot see inside nest. Monitor for activity. - 
IMaunsell
4/15/2011 - Small amount of grass in spool cavity. Nest watched for 3 hours and no activity detected. ESA sign 
removed from spool. - DBusby

3/30/2011 5003301 BUSH Closed EP226-1 Pull site AR 22 feet from access 
road; 300 feet to tower 

area.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/12/2011 3/30/2011 - Bushtit seen entering nest. - SRitt
4/4/2011 - Adult perched above completed nest. - PKonrad
4/12/2011 - Nest side and floor torn open. No adults nearby; predated; closed. - SHampton

3/22/2011 5003261 NONE Closed EP238 0 feet; within work area. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/18/2011 3/22/2011 - DBusby was notified by Garrett Huffman that there is a grass bowl on the ground among rocks in the 
open. The yellow grass used to build nest is dry but freshly collected. No feathers or evidence of adults in area. - 
GHuffman
4/4/2011 - An apparently completed medium-sized grass nest, 8 inches wide with a 4 inch interior bowl. No birds in 
attendance; only black-throated sparrows in area. - PKonrad 
4/12/2011 - Still inactive and shows signs of weathering. - PKonrad and AHernandez 
4/18/2011- Nest not refound. Contacted DBusby and PKonrad to confirm location; closed. -  RAbe

3/19/2011 5003269 NONE Closed EP31-2 AR 30 feet from existing AR. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/14/2011 3/19/2011 - Extremely vocal pair RSHA repeatedly returned to circle and scream, but unable to directly link these 
birds to this nest. - RRadd
3/29/2011 - Red-shouldered hawk called infrequently; flew toward nest calling territorially once. Can see sky through 
openings in nest. - PKonrad
4/7/2011 - Still inactive. - PKonrad and FHoffman
4/14/2011 - No large birds in area; due to no activity all season and nest disrepair, closed. - PKonrad

3/28/2011 5003289 NONE Closed Alpine Yard 30 feet from impact 
area.

ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to active 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/16/2011 3/28/2011 - Nest in very early stages of construction. Biomonitor said nest has increased in size since 3/25 when first 
observed. Continue to monitor for nesting activity - IMaunsell.
4/16/2011 - No progress has been made since initial observation; closed. - IMaunsell

4/13/2011 5000810 BUSH Closed EP27-1 30 feet from AR; 320 
feet from tower work 

area.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/21/2011 4/13/2011 - Only lowest 5 inches is complete. Pair likely abandoned and using nest 65 feet to southwest. - SRitt
4/21/2011 - No change; looks like nest building abandoned; closed. - PKonrad
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3/3/2011 5000012 NONE Closed Alpine Underground - 

Vault 11
105 feet from Alpine 

Blvd.
Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

3/3/2011 3/3/2011 - Nest determined to be inactive; cannot attributable to any species. RTHA pair seen soaring, perching, and 
collecting nest material in vicinity. Other raptors also observed in area include RSHA. - PKonrad
3/22/2011 - Stick nest remains inactive. - PKonrad      
4/5/2011 - Nest still inactive. - PKonrad
4/20/2011 - Still inactive; closed. - EMorgan

3/5/2011 5000464 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

5 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet Reduced to 10 feet. NBR Submit Date: 03/01/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011


2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/14/2011 3/5/2011 - Nest determined inactive. - IMaunsell
4/15/2011 - Status changed to closed after abandonment. - KAlberts

4/14/2011 5003390 WEBL Closed Wilson Yard 0 feet; within yard trailer. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

Nesting commenced in trailer after construction began, personnel were working, 
and structures and machinery were in use.  Buffer reduced to 15 feet based on 
these facts.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

5/3/2011 4/14/2011 - Biomonitor observed male building nest actively during the past 2 days; observed male flying to nest and 
female in immediate vicinity. - AHill
4/25/2011 - Birds flushed from nest; nest looks nearly complete; no eggs. - PHoward
5/3/2011 - No bluebirds observed or heard; no bird on nest; apparently deserted; closed. - PKonrad

3/18/2011 5000465 BUSH Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; within fill slope of 
substation pad.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird constructs a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around Suncrest Substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/24/2011 3/18/2011 - Nest appears only 10% built. Biomonitor observed 2 bushtits bringing nesting material to site and 
building nest. - TCooper 
4/25/2011 - Nest appears inactive; bushtits seen taking material from nest to new location by biomonitor. - PHoward

3/31/2011 5003304 HOWR Closed EP83 AR 20 feet off existing 
access road.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/29/2011 3/31/2011 - Pair carrying nesting material into cavity. Nest appears partially built. - SRitt
4/20/2011 - Fine nest material protruding from cavity entrance; hole may not be very deep; no birds observed or 
heard during 20 minutes of observation or when nest was checked. - PKonrad
4/29/2011 - No wrens observed or wren songs heard in area during 30 minutes. No change at nest, and entrance has 
not been used since last visit; closed. - PKonrad

4/14/2011 5000819 ACWO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Wood pole P78837

0 feet; along Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

5/16/2011 4/14/2011 - Acorn woodpecker pair going in and out of nest. - PHoward
4/16/2011 - Pair seen going in and out of nest. - RRadd 4/30/2011 - ACWO pair remain active at this pole but 
difficult to determine if nesting is in progress. - RRadd
5/6/2011 - Woodpeckers observed by biomonitor at pole on 5/6. - TFitanides
5/17/2011 - No birds observed. - FHoffman
5/31/2011 - The potential nest site was observed for 45 minutes. During the monitoring period 3 ACWO appeared 
briefly in the area and perched for 1 minute on the wooden pole that is on the north side of Alpine Blvd. This pole 
also has a potential nest cavity on the top west side  of the pole. An adult and a juvenile western scrub jay were 
active in the area as well as 2 ravens. Their  presence did not cause any reaction from ACWO; Doubtful this cavity 
has been used for nesting; closed. - KKilpatrick

4/14/2011 5000825 HOFI Closed Wilson Yard 0 feet; within yard trailer. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

WLA Concurrence Date: 04/15/2011

Buffer should be reduced to 30 feet or less, as this species is highly tolerant of 
human activity, and nesting commenced at this site after the yard was 
established and operating.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

5/3/2011 4/14/2011 - The pair of HOFI have been seen and heard in the area consistently and were observed entering the 
nest. There are no eggs in the nest. - AHill 
4/25/2011 - Finches observed entering nest by biomonitor; nest appears complete. - PHoward
5/3/2011 - No birds observed in the area; no eggs in nest; appears deserted; closed. - PKonrad

4/15/2011 5000830 ANHU Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 8 feet from road; 3,800 
feet from yard.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

5/3/2011 4/15/2011 - Fresh looking nest; biomonitor observed adult hummingbird building this morning. - TCooper
4/19/2011 - No bird observed, no nest found during 2 extensive searches; will return. - PKonrad
4/26/2011 - No bird observed. No reported nest found. - SJohnston
5/3/2011 - No nest or birds observed; nest gone. Appears to be a failed nesting attempt; closed. - PKonrad

4/12/2011 5000786 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/21/2011 4/12/2011 - In hollowed black bridge above mast. Very few sprigs of vegetation being actively gathered, but no nest 
as of yet. Should be checked during nest survey for status. - IMaunsell
4/21/2011 - Nesting material gone. No sign of new attempt. This nest is closed. - BArnold

4/15/2011 5000835 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 60 feet; on fill slope, 60 
ft to road through pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/25/2011 4/15/2011 - 1 ROWR was observed bringing rocks and sticks to this site with other ROWR flying in and out. - AHill
4/16/2011 - Same behavior was observed this morning. Pair is in the area inspecting various other rock crevices as 
well. - AHill
4/18/2011 - Nest much more developed than previous observation by monitor. Stone "porch" well-formed; this is 
most likely the primary nest site. - IMaunsell
4/25/2011 - It appears pair is taking nest material from this nest and taking it to different nest location (Nest 
5000877). - PHoward
7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed. - EMorgan

4/15/2011 5000837 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; on fill slope of 
substation pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/25/2011 4/15/2011 - 1 rock wren was seen actively bringing material to nest in the early evening while the other ROWR was 
in the immediate area.
4/16/2011 - Nest site has a front porch of flat, small rocks built at nest entrance; a couple of twigs were visible just 
beyond rock porch; nest 5% complete. No wrens and no nesting behavior has been observed at this nest location 
today. It is possible this site was prepared by the male for the female to choose and she selected a nearby alternate 
location instead. Biomonitor is continuing observations to confirm final nest location. 
4/18/2011 - No further activity at nest since previous observation. Pair appears to have decided on alternate location. 
Nest status changed to inactive. Monitor for activity. - IMaunsell
4/19/2011 - Pair observed going in and out of nest location. No nesting materials were observed being carried. - 
AHill
4/25/2011 - No wrens seen near nest, no new nest material; closed. - PHoward
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4/7/2011 5003378 BTPI Closed Alpine Underground - 

238+00
10 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/29/2011 4/7/2011 - Monitor observed pair at nest. - IMaunsell
4/16/2011 - BTPI active at this location. - RRadd
4/30/2011 - No BTPI detected, no nest found, change to Inactive unless a nest can be located. - RRadd
7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed. - EMorgan

6/7/2011 7002466 LASP Closed Wilson Yard 25 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to active 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs..

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

6/23/2011 6/7/2011 - 1 adult lark sparrow feeding another. Both birds building nest. Nest appears nearly complete. - SRitt
6/16/2011 - There are no eggs in nest, but nest looks complete and adults are calling territorially nearby. - PKonrad
6/24/2011 - Still no eggs in nest; nest not recently used; closed. - PKonrad

6/1/2011 7002469 BUOR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 60 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

6/29/2011 6/1/2011 - Nest looked complete and Bullock's oriole pair was active displaying and singing in immediate area. - 
PKonrad
6/10/2011 - Female and male active and calling in vicinity of nest (15 feet), but show little interest in nest itself. Both 
calling periodically. Male also perched near nest in neighboring live oak 230 feet northeast.
6/16/2011 - No activity observed near nest, but male and female observed in tree; limited calling. - PKonrad
6/23/2011 - A female approached nest once during 60 minute observation period in area; male strongly territorial at 
another nest located about 20 feet above this nest, including fighting beak to beak with a pair of House Finches. 
However, no nesting behavior during this time. - PKonrad
6/29/2011 - This nesting attempt appears to have failed; no oriole activity in area during an hour of observations in 
the area; no less than 5 oriole nests have been initiated in the south and east sides of this tree, but none appear 
have had eggs laid in them. A pair is active and displaying, and female is building a new nest (is this the same 
pair?). Nonetheless, this nesting attempt is closed. - PKonrad

4/5/2011 5003364 RTHA Closed EP361 45 feet from AR entry; 
265 feet from tower 

area.

500 feet Buffer reduced to 300 
feet.

Blanket exemption allowed for Sunrise traffic along SWPL line.  Buffer reduced 
to 300 feet based on biologists' observations of tolerance.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/14/2011 4/5/2011 - Pair building new nest, copulating, and flight displaying (seems relatively late). - PKonrad
4/12/2011 - 1 adult RTHA seen soaring above tower. Another was perched atop next tower west and 1st bird perched 
a few feet away. Both birds flew off to the east-northeast while circling each other; 1 bird landed on nest tower, and 
another bird landed on new nest with nesting material. - SRitt
4/14/2011 - 2 adults soaring low near nest; 1 landed on nest. - PKonrad
4/22/2011 - 2 adults perched on next tower to the east. Both birds took flight, 1 bird then perched on tower with nest, 
the other perched on the next tower to the west. Nest appears to be falling apart due to wind. No eggs or birds visible 
in nest. - SRitt
4/22/2011 - 1 hawk soaring near nest tower; nest is small and poorly built. - PKonrad
4/28/2011 - Hawk perched in tower above nest; cannot see 2nd hawk. - PKonrad
5/2/2011 - No hawks observed at tower or in area during 3 hour survey period. - BArnold
5/9/2011 - No adults observed at nest during 90 minutes. Nest appeared unoccupied. Nest closed in conjunction with 
observations made on 5/2 and 5/9. - JPawlicki

4/16/2011 5000834 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
CP88-1 AR

35 feet from existing AR, 
on house.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 
passage allowed.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

5/13/2011 4/16/2011 - Nest building in progress. - RRadd
4/22/2011 - Nest construction activities continue. - RRadd
4/28/2011 - House finches observed at nest. - RAbe
5/6/2011 - HOFI continue to bring material here but no nest has been formed. - RRadd
5/13/2011 - No nest has been constructed; closed. - RRadd

4/25/2011 7000893 HOFI Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/26/2011 4/25/2011  -  Pair at nest, no eggs. Cup nest on stored corner brackets at first cross-bracket, about five feet off the 
ground. - BArnold
4/26/2011 - CY bio-monitor and verifying avian bio-monitor observed nest  below structure (presumed weather 
related) on 4/25/2011. Change status to closed. - IMaunsell

4/27/2011 7000916 WESJ Closed EP85-2 30 feet from nearest 
work.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

5/1/2011 4/27/2011 - Small stick nest is about 25% complete. Pair of scrub jays observed near the nest. - EMorgan
5/3/2011 - No further construction of nest, no jay activity in immediate vicinity of nest. - FHoffman
5/12/2011 - Partial nest probably abandoned; no jays near site; only circle frame of twigs present; closed. - PKonrad

4/26/2011 7000924 LEGO Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 10 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011


2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

5/2/2011 4/26/2011 - Observed lesser goldfinches nest building; nest nearly complete. Bird not effected by foot or vehicle 
traffic. - SJohnston
5/3/2011 - Nest torn apart by predator or high winds; closed. - PKonrad

4/28/2011 7000927 CACW Closed EP229-1 75 feet to AR; 780 feet 
to TSAP.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

5/11/2011 4/28/2011 - This weathered cactus wren nest is located adjacent to another cactus wren nest in the same yucca. - 
BArnold & FHoffman
5/11/2011 - This nest should be combined with nest found in same yucca, hence this nest report is closed and 
information about this adjacent nest will be provided in Nest 7000927; closed. - PKonrad

4/28/2011 7000932 CACW Closed EP235-1 42 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

5/11/2011 4/28/2011 - Observed pair of cactus wrens duet calling and nest building. - JDicus
5/5/2011 - No nest material found in yucca. - PKonrad
5/11/2011 - No material in yucca; possibly blown away or recycled by mockingbird in area; closed. - PKonrad
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4/30/2011 7000951 WBNU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
35 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. This plan to mitigate for potential construction impacts to 
the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce such impacts and 
improve the likelihood of nest success, provided that no stopping, standing, 
parking, or work occurs within new buffers.  In addition, this nest is a cavity high 
above ground which provides natural buffering for the adults and nestlings. 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

6/3/2011 4/30/2011 - WBNU pair bringing nest material to this cavity. - RRadd
5/6/2011 - Observed WBNU exit cavity. - RRadd
5/13/2011 - WBNU pair in and out of cavity, and defending site from ATFL. - RRadd
5/17/2011 - Observed WBNU entering and leaving the nesting cavity multiple times throughout the day. - 
SJohnston
5/20/2011 - WBNU observed entering and leaving cavity. - VNovik
5/23/2011 - WBNU observed entering cavity. - VNovik
5/24/2011 - WBNU clearing nesting material from cavity. - SJohnston
5/25/2011 - Observed bluebird entering cavity. - VNovik
5/31/2011 - Bluebirds in area investigating cavities. - VNovik
6/1/2011 - Investigating multiple cavities, no evidence of caring for young. - SJohnston
6/3/2011 - No affinity for specific cavity; closed. - SJohnston

4/21/2011 5000865 HOFI Closed IV substation 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 10 
feet.

Nest is hidden from general work site, and other reductions for this species on 
this project illustrate that this species is tolerant of a high degree of human 
activity and presence.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

6/3/2011 4/21/2011 - Female carrying nest material. - VNovik
5/10/2011 - No birds near nest, observed for 15 minutes and again for 10 minutes a half hour later. - SHampton
6/3/2011 - No House Finches in area. Nest Inactive. - BArnold
6/3/2011 - No House Finch activity in area. Nest may never have been completed - behavior observed likely part of 
the site selection process. - BArnold

5/10/2011 7001022 VERD Closed EP353 80 feet from existing AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

NBR Submit Date: 05/12/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/13/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if, during the 
course of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird 
constructs a nest outside the project area but within the buffer around Suncrest 
Substation and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. 
Activity levels at this site are anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

6/4/2011 5/10/2011 - Verdin pair observed making multiple trips into nest with food items. Male exhibiting territorial behavior 
when 30 feet away from nest. - SJohnston
5/16/2011 - Adult verdin observed flying to nest. - KKilpatrick
5/25/2011 - Unable to check this nest due to unsafe road conditions and road construction activities today. - 
PKonrad
5/27/2011 - 1 adult  verdin observed in area; no activity observed at nest; nest intact. - KKilpatrick
6/4/2011 - Nest intact; no adults or fledglings observed at nest, in tree, or in vicinity after 35 minutes of monitoring; 
closed - JPawlicki

5/10/2011 7001425 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 
301+001

0 feet; inside work area. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

5/27/2011 5/10/2011 - Black phoebe pair seen building nest. - PHoward
5/27/2011 - No activity has been seen at nest for 2 weeks; closed. - EMorgan

5/10/2011 7001434 BUSH Closed EP91 AR 5 feet to AR. 100 feet NBR Submit Date: 05/19/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/20/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

5/26/2011 5/10/2011 - Pair of Bushtits observed building nest, which is approximately 15% done. - RAbe
5/20/2011 - The nest looks complete, but it looks like it has been disturbed. The top of the nest is spread out. It 
needs to be monitored to see if there is still activity at this nest. - EMorgan
5/27/2011 - Top of nest has been torn into with pieces of nest material hanging from nest and from some surrounding 
branches. No Bushtits observed during 30 minutes of observation; appears predated; closed. - PKonrad

5/10/2011 7001435 CATH Closed EP91 75 feet from AR; 180 
feet to perm pad ROW.

100 feet NBR Submit Date: 05/19/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/20/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

5/27/2011 5/10/2011 - Thrashers observed in area of nest acting agitated. Nest has lining and is almost complete. - SRitt
5/20/2011 - There has been no change in the appearance of the nest and there was no activity near the nest. - 
EMorgan
5/27/2011 - Nest unchanged; no thrashers in area; closed. - PKonrad

5/12/2011 7001454 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
299+50

20 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

6/4/2011 5/12/2011 - Female ANHU building nest that is less than 10% complete. - RAbe
5/27/2011 - Unable to locate nest. - EMorgan
6/4/2011 - Nest is no longer present (confirmed by finder); closed. - TFitanides

5/13/2011 7001464 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

10 feet to new structure. 100 feet Buffer should be reduced accordingly to approved nest buffer modifications for 
other nesting birds in this area, following same noise barrier procedures.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

5/23/2011 5/13/2011 - LEGO female constructing nest with material from BUSH nest; appears complete. - RRadd
5/20/2011 - No activity at nest. Nest appears damaged from rains. - VNovik
5/23/2011 - Nest inactive. Observed another LEGO removing material from nest. - VNovik

5/19/2011 5000528 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

22 feet from existing 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

5/20/2011 5/19/2011 - BLPH actively nest building about 90% complete. - SJohnston
5/20/2011 - This nest is not active; it was confused with other nest. - VNovik

5/3/2011 7000964 WESJ Closed TL 6916 - 678465 70 feet from access 
road.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 40 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 05/11/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/12/2011

Nest is located in a residential area. Work will be done with bucket trucks. 
Additionally, the area has moderate daily foot, bicycle, and dog traffic that did 
not deter the site selection of these nesting birds. A) Western Scrub-Jays often 
nest close to human activities and structures. B) Nest is on fenced private 
property, off the ROW. C) Adults were not disturbed when the homeowner was 
present in the yard near the nest. D) Nest is in a landscaped yard, inside a thick, 
shrub which, along with the backyard fences, blocks line of sight to the work 
area. E) The vegetation and fences will also buffer acoustic disturbances by 
construction activities. F) A buffer of 40 feet will provide adequate isolation for 
the bird's nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

6/7/2011 5/3/2011 - Bird seen taking large twigs to nest site. - PHoward
5/11/2011 Nest not monitored since access is on private residential property. - RRadd
5/16/2011 - Nest not monitored since access is on private residential property. - RRadd
6/4/2011- Nest tree was monitored for 20 minutes. There was no activity at this site. - EElias
6/7/2011 - Nest closed due to elapsed time, lack of detections and no nest ever confirmed. - RRadd
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5/14/2011 7001478 ATFL Closed Suncrest Substation 

AR
30 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at work 

limits.
NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird constructs a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around Suncrest Substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

5/22/2011 5/14/2011 - Saw pair going to nest location repeatedly; female brought material into nest site. - AHill
5/23/2011 - ATFL pair presumed to be nesting in the area. Pair is frequenting multiple potential nest sites. No activity 
observed at the specific cavity marked in pentab. - TFitanides
6/6/2011 - Suitable cavity in tree covered with cobwebs. No ATFL activity observed at tree. Nest status changed to 
closed. It is likely that a full nesting attempt was not made  in this tree by the pair. - TFitanides

5/13/2011 7001469 BTGN Closed JVR 12 kV - P42226 50 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 45 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 05/19/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/19/2011

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons:

• The female gnatcatcher showed a tolerance to human disturbance by not 
flushing from the nest upon its discovery by the nest survey crew.
• A tolerance to human disturbance was also exhibited by the Gnatcatchers by 
performing a nest exchange in the presence of the nest survey crew.
• The nesting pair built their nest next to an active produce storage yard, despite 
a high level of disturbance in the form of noise and dust produced by heavy 
equipment use, vehicle traffic, and foot traffic.
• The birds  built their nest in a four-winged saltbush, which is a dense, woody, 
compact plant species that conceals the nest within it. Furthermore, a thick stand 
of four-winged saltbush exists between the nest and Pole P42226, provides a 
natural barrier.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

5/31/2011 5/13/2011 - Female on nest. - RAbe
5/19/2011 - No gnatcatchers found in the area; an empty nest in good condition is present but no eggs or nestlings 
are in nest. Will check back to check for future activity. - PKonrad
5/23/2011 - No eggs; 1 gnatcatcher observed 100 feet south. - PKonrad
5/31/2011 - No eggs; no birds; appears abandoned; closed. - PKonrad

5/19/2011 7001502 LEGO Closed CP50-1 AR 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

6/1/2011 5/19/2011 - LEGO female completing nest with male nearby 08:41. - RRadd
5/25/2011 - LEGO female on nest 12:17. - RRadd
6/2/2011 - Sporadic LEGO activity here but nest does not appear complete despite large qty of material. - RRadd
6/8/2011 - Nest appears to be coming apart. Obs. Suggest this pair selected an alternate site. Closed. - RRadd

4/30/2011 7000949 WESJ Closed EP92 25 feet 100 feet NBR Submit Date: 05/20/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/20/2011


2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

5/20/2011 4/30/2011 - Pair of jays close by, watching us when we approached nest. No eggs in nest. - SHampton
5/10/2011 - Jays in the area. Nest has lots of lining and looks almost complete. - RAbe
5/6/2011 - Nice nest; no eggs or jays. - PKonrad
5/20/2011 - There has been no change in the nest since last monitoring. Consider closing nest if there has been no 
change by the next monitoring visit. - EMorgan
5/27/2011 - No change; closed. - PKonrad

1/12/2011 5000535 NONE Closed CP82-1 40 feet from access 
road.

Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

4/13/2011 3/9/2011 - Checked and still inactive. - BLohstroh
3/29/2011 - No change in activity detected. - RRadd
4/13/2011 - No activity detected. - RRadd
7/14/2011 - Nest closed due to local raptor nesting chronology. No active raptor stick nests have been recorded in 
the Project area beyond the month of August (per Unitt; SD CBA). - emorgan

5/20/2011 7001917 HOFI Closed CP70-3 AR 30 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

5/25/2011 5/20/2011 - HOFI pair bringing and arranging grasses at this cavity 10:55. - RRadd
5/26/2011 - Nest no longer present - presumed lost to weather or part of the site selection process. Change to 
Closed.  - RRadd

5/23/2011 7001926 WEKI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 50 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 05/24/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/25/2011

A pair of Western Kingbirds is constructing a nest in the southwest leg of an 
assembled portion of a tower located in the construction yard, and the nest 
construction appears to be nearly complete.  The nest is located approximately 
25 feet above the ground and 15 feet from the side of the existing yard road.
It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 50 feet is 
appropriate for this nest. Nest success should not be diminished for the following 
reasons: 
• The work on the tower section is generally complete and any remaining work 
will require access by foot only.
• The nest is located on the tower leg opposite the current work activity so the 
tower structure will provide a partial visual barrier
• The current work activity is located more than 1100 feet from the nest and the 
only activity occurring at less than 100 feet is through vehicular traffic.
• Western Kingbirds are tolerant of human disturbance.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

5/26/2011 5/23/2011 - Nest building observed; nest about 10% complete. - SJohnston
5/23/2011 - Adult observed bringing in material, nest seems near completion - FHoffman
5/27/2011 - Nest intact, but may be abandoned. No kingbirds observed in area during 45 minutes of observations. - 
PKonrad
5/31/2011 - Nest apparently blown out over weekend, as per biomonitor observation from 5/28. - TFitanides

5/23/2011 7001927 LASP Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet NBR Submit Date: 05/24/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/25/2011


2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

5/26/2011 5/23/2011 - Bowl nest; adult lark sparrow observed by biomonitor on 5/19 and 5/20; today, adult also observed. - 
FHoffman
5/27/2011 - Nest looks abandoned; north side of nest pulled away and interior hasn't been lined; no eggs. Nest 
should be re-evaluated next work day (Tuesday) morning with this information in mind. - PKonrad
6/1/2011 - No change; closed. - SRitt
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5/24/2011 7001938 HOOR Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
70 feet 100 feet Buffer remains but work 

allowed per approved 
plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

6/8/2011 5/24/2011 - Pair actively nest building. Nest approximately 10% complete. - SJohnston
5/25/2011 - Nest building; 10 % complete. - VNovik
5/31/2011 - Nest building; 50% complete. - VNovik
6/2/2011 - Nest building; 70% complete. - VNovik
6/6/2011 - Nest building; 90% complete. - VNovik
6/7/2011 - Still nest building. - SJohnston
6/8/2011 - No activity at nest. - VNovik
6/9/2011 - No activity in nest area. - TFitanides
6/10/2011 - No activity at nest. - VNovik
6/14/2011 - No activity for the past 4 days. - SJohnston
6/16/2011 - No activity at this nest has been observed for 7 days; closed. - SJohnston

5/24/2011 7001939 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

40 feet 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and construction related activity are appropriate when 
considered along with the plan, providing type and duration of access is strictly 
regulated. 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

6/25/2011 5/24/2011 - House finches nest building. - SJohnston
5/25/2011 - Nest building observed. - VNovik
5/31/2011 - Nest is gone. - VNovik
6/18/2011 - Observed nest building by pair of HOFI. - VNovik
6/21/2011 - Very small amount of nesting material present; observed repeated trips to nest by HOFI. - SJohnston
6/23/2011 - Nest appears to be 2% done. - VNovik
7/7/2011 - No activity since 6/24 observed. - SJohnston

6/2/2011 5000870 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

6/4/2011 6/2/2011 - 2 female house finches on tower. - BArnold
6/5/2011 - Nest has been destroyed; trace material was found on ground and string was hanging where nest used to 
be; could see brown muddy spot on metal where nest was. Wind damage or predation are possible reasons for failed 
nest; no sign of nestlings or eggs may suggest (avian) predation. - PHoward

5/24/2011 7002348 NRWS Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

0 feet; within work area. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

6/1/2011 5/24/2011 - Observed swallows carrying nesting material into cavity every few minutes. - EMorgan 
5/25/2011 - Pair bringing nesting material to cavity every 2 to 4 minutes. - EMorgan 
5/26/2011 - Adults binging nesting material. - SHampton
6/1/2011 - No swallows observed entering cavity. Kris Alberts looked in cavity with a mirror and saw nesting material 
but no eggs; closed. - EMorgan

5/26/2011 7002371 CACW Closed EP226-1 58 feet from TSAP. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

5/26/2011 5/26/2011 - Nest appears inactive. No cactus wrens observed in or around nest. Large nest made of dry grasses, in 
functional condition. Nest should not be affected by construction due to its location - downhill from TSAP area; the 
hill creates a shelter feature. - CAllen

5/13/2011 7001473 BUOR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; overhangs AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.
Blanket exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL 
work is applicable.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

6/23/2011 5/13/2011 - Nest found by biomonitor. - PKonrad
5/20/2011 - Large round woven hanging nest; pair active in the area. - PKonrad
5/27/2011 - Orioles active and singing near large nest. - PKonrad 
6/1/2011 - 1 male observed near nest; made contact calls.  - PKonrad
6/6/2011 - I was in neighborhood for 30 minutes while documenting House Finch nest. A male Bullock's oriole landed 
in tree and sang once. No other significant activity took place. - EElias
6/10/2011 - Little activity in area of this site during extended observation periods on 6/1 and 6/10. Male from nest 
built 230 feet southwest perched nearby once. - PKonrad
6/23/2011 - Although orioles occasionally visit this tree, none have used this nest for several weeks; closed. - 
PKonrad

5/31/2011 7002397 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

5 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

6/8/2011 5/31/2011 - Hummingbird building nest, approximately 90% complete. - VNovik
6/2/2011 - Building nest, 95% complete. - VNovik
6/6/2011 - Female observed on nest; no eggs in nest. - VNovik
6/7/2011 - Observed bird briefly (less than 1 minute) on nest; nest appears complete; no eggs. - SJohnston
6/8/2011 - No activity all day; no eggs; closed. - VNovik

6/1/2011 7002410 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

30 feet from work limit 
and 50 feet from bridge.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

6/8/2011 6/1/2011 - Observed pair bringing spider webs to nest that is less than 5% complete. - EMorgan
6/9/2011 - Did not find nest. LEGO's in area but not near tree. Broadleaf tree is probably a toyon, located between a 
2 foot diameter cottonwood and a 2 foot diameter willow. The 5% nesting attempt may have been abandoned. Tree 
is open enough that LEGO nest would likely be visible. - SHampton
6/16/2011 - Did not find nest again. LEGO's heard in area but not observed near tree; closed. - SHampton

6/3/2011 7002439 ATFL Closed CP64-2/CP65-1 Pull 
Site AR entry

45 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

6/30/2011 6/3/2011 - 16:34 ATFL pair at cavity, (presumed) female entering with beak full of lining materials. - RRadd
6/9/2011 - No ATFL detections during 30 min. observation. Likely egg-laying period, continue to monitor. - RRadd
6/17/2011 - ATFL comes to tree and contact calls, but does not enter cavity before departing 08:42. - RRadd
6/24/2011 - No ATFL detections at this cavity during 30 min. obs. - RRadd
6/30/2011 - No ATFL detections at this cavity 13:00-13:30. No detections following exploratory behavior; no 
confirmed nest established. Change to Closed. - RRadd

AR066684
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6/7/2011 7002473 WEKI Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet 15 feet NBR Submit Date: 06/09/2011

WLA Concurrence Date: 06/09/2011

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 

• These western kingbirds have become well acclimated to the current, daily 
level of activities in the Hartung Construction Yard, as is illustrated by their 
undeterred, unchanged nesting behaviors.
• The nest site choice and nest construction efforts have taken place during 
activity levels that are consistent with future daily work in the yard.
• The nest is located approximately 20 feet above the ground, providing a 
vertical buffer from ground based activity.
• Observations of the bird's behavior in relation to proximity evaluation of the 
nest by biologists, to date, have not shown anything to suggest the nest success 
would be impeded by such a NBR.
• An ongoing assessment of potential impacts to the nesting birds will be 
conducted by the biological monitor, and any future activities that may possibly 
have a negative impact on nesting success will be acted upon immediately with 
nest success being the top priority.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

6/26/2011 6/7/2011 - Nest about 80% complete, about 18 feet above the ground. No eggs in nest. Western Kingbird bringing 
nest material to nearly completed nest. - BArnold
6/9/2011 - WEKI feeding mate at nest suggests egg-laying is imminent. Birds flush easily and remain away from nest 
for extended periods. Second nest has been constructed on corresponding leg of adjacent Tower 72. - RRadd
6/10/2011 - Observed in morning by biomonitor to be using Tower 65. Pair was using nest in Tower 72 when avian 
biologists arrived. Undetermined which is final nest for pair. - TFitanides
6/14/2011 - This pair continues using the nest in Tower 65 and the nest in adjacent Tower 72. According to 
biomonitor, female covers 1 nest for 1 hour, then forages several minutes before covering other nest for an hour, 
and so on. We observed female covering nest in Tower 65 from 10:49 to 11:50, then she was off until 11:53 when 
she covered the nest in Tower 72 until we left at 12:12. Existing 50 foot buffer adequately provides protection from 
disturbance at both nest sites. - MKuehn
6/15/2011 - Female covered nest in adjacent Tower 72 for about 25 minutes before flying off for 7 minutes. Upon 
return she covered the nest in Tower 65 for 5 minutes, then returned to covered nest of Tower 72 for remainder of 
observation (25 minutes). Male observed briefly, hawking insects from nearby steel structure. - TFitanides
6/17/2011 - WEKI on Tower 72  from 10:28-10:54 without interruption, then left for only a few seconds to accept food 
from mate. Incubation appears to be in progress. Female remained on nest while adjacent portable toilet was 
serviced and water-truck operated at buffer limit. Mate perches several towers distant and gives soft contact calls 
from time to time when bringing food. - RRadd
6/24/2011 - No WEKI detections at or near this nest site during 1 hour of observation. Nesting attempt appears 
abandoned. - RRadd, MDicus
6/26/2011 - Nest is empty. Change to Closed. -  BArnold

Nest was initiated near the end of WEKI nesting season (no egg dates recorded in SD Co. after July 9) and multiple 
nests were a possible indicator of weak nesting fidelity. Nests were abandoned for unknown reasons (e.g. WEKI 
breeding is highly dependent on insect availability) before any eggs were laid. - RRadd

6/10/2011 7002490 WEKI Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

6/26/2011 6/10/2011 - Nest appears complete or nearly so. - TFitanides
6/14/2011 - see notes for nest ID 7002473 in adjacent Tower 65. That female sat in this nest as well today. Not sure 
which is active. Existing signage provides adequate buffering from disturbance for both nests. - MKuehn
6/15/2011 - See notes for nest ID 7002473 in adjacent Tower 65. - TFitanides
6/26/2011 - Nest is empty. Nest apparently abandoned before egg laying began. Change to Closed. - BArnold

6/13/2011 7002496 PHAI Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

20 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird constructs a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around Suncrest Substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

6/14/2011 6/13/2011 - Male phainopepla is bringing material and nest building; female is shaping nest. Nest is approximately 
75% complete. - AHill
6/14/2011 - Nesting attempt failed; no sign of nest or nesting material nearby. Did not fail due to project activities; 
possible predation. - AHill

6/14/2011 7002497 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Vault 2

18 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

6/14/2011 6/14/2011 - KKilpatrick and EElias visited this hummingbird nest site to log this nest found by construction biomonitor 
B. Rosenbaum. This nest is 20% complete. - EElias

6/15/2011 7002501 CACW Closed EP226-1 20 feet from TSAP. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

6/15/2011 6/15/2011 - Nest in good condition, but may have old whitewash inside. No wrens seen or heard in area during 30 
minute period. - BLohstroh

6/15/2011 7002504 LBVI Closed TL 639 - Mast Blvd. AR 100 feet to AR. 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

6/24/2011 6/15/2011 - LBVI copulating, female carrying nest material to nest 08:22. Incubation does appear to have 
commenced. - RRadd
6/22/2011 - LBVI male calling away from nest and no nest interaction observed, 07:40-08:40. - RRadd
6/24/2011 - Nest empty. No nest interaction. Nest closed. - TCooper

6/20/2011 7002522 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

20 feet from traffic. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird constructs a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around Suncrest Substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

6/29/2011 6/20/2011 - Observed house finch pair copulating and female bringing nesting material to nest (75% complete). - 
AHill
6/30/2011 - No finches observed or heard during 2 observation periods. - PKonrad
7/2/2011 - No activity at nest, nor were any HOFIs in area during an hour of observation. Flock of BUSHs in 
substrate did not elicit a HOFI response. - KKilpatrick
7/18/2011 - No activity observed in past 10 days; closed. - AHill

6/21/2011 7002535 BHGR Closed TL 639 - 579519 16 feet to AR; 100 feet 
to work.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

7/14/2011 6/21/2011 - BHGR pair attending this perhaps incomplete nest. - RRadd
6/28/2011 - Adult male in bush mallow, I didn't approach to search for nest. Male heard singing south of tower, and 
chasing female. - BArnold
7/5/2011 - No BHGR interaction with this nest. Pair appear to have moved up-canyon. Nest is empty. Closed. - 
RRadd
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6/22/2011 7002537 CACW Closed EP261A 60 feet from trail to 

tower site/TSAP.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

7/13/2011 6/22/2011 - Cactus wren in area. - EMorgan
7/13/2011 - Nest weathered; no wrens in area; not an active nest; late in season; closed. - PKonrad

6/22/2011 7002538 CACW Closed EP261A 5 feet from trail to tower 
site/TSAP.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

7/13/2011 6/22/2011 - Cactus wren flushed from area around nest. - EMorgan
7/13/2011 - Neither nest appears active; no wrens in area; late in season; closed. - PKonrad

6/23/2011 7002546 PHAI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 50 feet west of AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

6/29/2011 6/23/2011 - Pair of phainopeplas is building nest on outer branch; almost complete bowl nest. Male very active in 
area of nest. - PKonrad
6/29/2011 - Pair appears to have abandoned this nesting attempt; a female Bullock's oriole is taking nesting material 
from this nest (and others) repeatedly to build nest nearby; no phainopeplas in area of nest during extended 
observations; closed. - PKonrad

6/23/2011 7002547 BUOR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 35 feet west of AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

6/29/2011 6/23/2011 - Bullock's oriole pair active at nest, especially the female that visited nest repeatedly, presumably with 
food; male and female didn't interact, as they would during nest building. - PKonrad 
6/29/2011 - Appears this nesting attempt has failed; a female oriole made repeated visits to this nest to take nesting 
material to a new nest she is building 20 feet south and 10 feet above this site; this nest is considerably pulled apart; 
closed. - PKonrad

6/23/2011 7002551 CACW Closed EP259-2 AR 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

7/13/2011 6/23/2011 - No cactus wrens observed in area around nest. Downy feathers present on outside of nest. - EMorgan
7/13/2011 - Inactive nest; entrance being used as a collection and feeding site for jujube seeds, probably by a small 
mammal; closed. - PKonrad

7/21/2011 7004667 LEGO Closed Alpine Blvd 299+00r 35 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

8/3/2011 7/21/2011 - Nest 1/4 to 1/2 complete. Female actively nest building with male nearby and defending territory. - 
SHampton
8/4/2011 - Nest empty; LEGO's in area but not associating with nest. Nest appears complete and undamaged; 
closed. - SHampton

6/28/2011 7002567 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

65 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

6/28/2011 6/28/2011 - Nest empty. No activity observed at nest from 6/21 to 6/23. - IMaunsell

6/28/2011 7002572 CACW Closed EP269 AR 47 feet north of AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

7/13/2011 6/28/2011 - Complete cactus wren nest; no eggs or nestlings in nest; no adults were active in this area. - EElias
7/13/2011 - Nest destroyed; probably by storm last week; closed. - PKonrad

6/28/2011 7002575 CACW Closed EP269 AR 67 feet south of AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

7/13/2011 6/28/2011 - Complete nest; no eggs or nestlings in nest; no adults were active in this area. - EElias
7/13/2011 - Older nest not recently active; entrance blocked; closed. - PKonrad

6/29/2011 7002577 BUOR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard AR 30 feet west of AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

7/13/2011 6/29/2011 - New nest being built by female oriole with male nearby; female collecting new material, plus taking 
material from oriole nest 20 feet north and below this nest that was active last week, and from abandoned 
phainopepla nest farther north in tree. Female displays to male occasionally and male follows female during forays 
away from nest tree. - PKonrad
7/7/2011 - Female observed going into nest, not leaving during an extended period (incubating?). Male in area, 
calling periodically. - PKonrad
7/14/2011 - No orioles observed or heard during 45 minutes of observation; female could be incubating? - PKonrad
7/21/2011 - No orioles observed or heard near nest or in this isolated tree or surrounding areas. My impression is that 
1 or more pairs built multiple nests here (1 at a time), but there is no indication of other nesting activities. Orioles 
were very active here for the past 2 months, but no activity noted today during 40 minutes of observations; closed. - 
PKonrad

6/29/2011 7002578 BTSP Closed EP277 TSAP 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

6/30/2011 6/29/2011 - Near complete nest. A pair of BTSP were observed foraging and singing on the TSAP around the nest. 
Not observed carrying material or going to nest. - SHampton
6/30/2011 - Nest appears unused. Bottom of bowl is thin and a twig is laid over the top of the cup. Status changed to 
inactive. - TFitanides
7/7/2011 - Nest appears unaltered since 6/30. No BTSP activity at nest during a 2 hour bird survey on site. - 
TFitanides 
7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to lack of activity during the last 2 nest checks. - EMorgan

6/30/2011 7002581 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

7/4/2011 6/30/2011 - Female house finch bringing nesting material to site and lying on unfinished nest; nest about 40% 
complete. - PKonrad
7/5/2011 - Nest found on ground below water tank axel; closed. - PKonrad

6/30/2011 7002582 ACWO Closed Hartung Yard 50 feet to yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to active 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

7/21/2011 6/30/2011 - Yard monitor reports regular cavity use by ACWO, but no entry noted 15:10--15:30 despite birds nearby. - 
RRadd
7/9/2011 - Up to four ACWO interacting at the same time on this communal tree, but no cavity use or food carrying 
observations during 30 minute survey. ACWO nesting can initiate in August - monitor again. - RRadd
7/14/2011 - ACWO group nearby but no interaction with this tree 07:48-08:22 on cool overcast morning. - RRadd
7/21/2011 - No ACWO interactions with the cavities in this tree 07:32 -07:52. ACWO can nest in August, so yard bio 
should continue to monitor. Change to Closed. Any potential nest is outside yard and will not impact work. - RRadd
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7/1/2011 7002587 LASP Closed Suncrest Substation 

AR
0 feet; above AR 

shoulder.
100 feet ESA staked at work 

limits.
NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird constructs a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around Suncrest Substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

7/13/2011 7/1/2011 - No eggs or nestlings. LASP heard singing nearby. Construction monitor reported seeing LASP visiting 
nest and on nest during afternoon. - SHampton
7/6/2011 - Nest appears to be askew and sliding off crook; did not hear or see LASP in immediate vicinity; possible 
nesting failure. - AHill
7/13/2011 - Nest inactive; looks disturbed, hanging off limb. - TCooper

7/1/2011 7002588 CACW Closed EP266-2 0 feet; nest is on TSAP. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

8/3/2011 7/1/2011 - No CACW observed near nest in cholla. 1 CACW was singing 200 feet southwest of nest for a few 
minutes early in 4 hour survey of EP266-2 and TSAP. Nest was in good condition, complete. Lined, partially with 
white synthetic fluff. However, no CACW activity was associated with this nest. Check once more prior to close. - 
SHampton
8/3/2011 - Nest remains inactive with no cactus wrens observed in vicinity of nest. Nest is in fair condition but in 
worse condition compared to last nest check update; closed. - TDipaola

7/5/2011 7002592 CACW Closed EP243 6 feet west of EP243 
pad

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

7/11/2011 7/5/2011 - New but flimsy nest looks well-used; wren calling territorially from east. - PKonrad
7/12/2011 - Nest has big hole in side; roadrunner in area. Wren calling to south; closed. - PKonrad

6/3/2011 7002596 WBNU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

6/8/2011 6/3/2011 - WBNU observed clearing WEBL nest material and bringing in fresh nesting material.
6/7/2011 - WBNU observed about 3 feet from cavity but did not enter cavity during observations. - SJohnston
6/8/2011 - No activity at cavity; closed. - VNovik

7/7/2011 7002609 CAGN Closed Elliot Sub 630 feet 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

7/14/2011 7/7/2011 - Female seen with nesting material. Nest is lop-sided and appears approximately 40% complete. - 
IMaunsell
7/14/2011 - No progress on nest since last week. Nest misshapen, not being used. Closed. - MDicus

7/7/2011 7002612 CACW Closed EP257 and AER Yard 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

7/7/2011 7/7/2011 - Complete nest (100% built), partly lined with feathers; no activity; closed. - EElias

7/18/2011 7002617 BTSP Closed EP270-2 50 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

7/25/2011 7/18/2011 - Nest appears inactive, no birds were seen visiting nest during 3 hour survey. Nest appears to be less 
than 50% complete (loose bowl nest with openings on the bottom). - PHoward
7/25/2011 - Nesting material not present. No BTSP activity associated with this old nest location; closed. - TFitanides

6/4/2011 7002442 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
90+00r

40 feet from AR 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

7/7/2011 6/4/2011 - Female bringing nesting material to south side of palm. Nest not visible. Male following female. - 
TFitanides
6/11/2011 - HOFI pair continue nest building, visiting site at irregular intervals. - EElias
6/17/2011 - No nesting activities observed at palm tree during 2 nest observation periods. Male singing in area; 
female may now be incubating. - PKonrad
6/24/2011 - Pair of house finches active in palm; male singing in area. - PKonrad
6/30/2011 - Pair active near bottom of lowest hanging dead palm fronds on south side. Female persistently giving 
soliciting display to male. Male singing; seems like this pair is in early nesting stage. - PKonrad
7/8/2011 - No finch activity observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
7/15/2011 - No finches observed during 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
7/18/2011 - No finches observed near palm tree during extended observation period; this nesting attempt was 
probably never active; closed. - PKonrad

7/11/2011 7003024 NOMO Closed TL 639 - 873260 5 feet to AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

7/13/2011 7/11/2011 - Status of nest unclear, possibly under construction or alternate nest. Territorial NOMO defending site, no 
juveniles observed. - RRadd
7/14/2011 - Fallen leaves and flowers inside. No NOMO activity associated with this nest and no birds scolded or 
alarmed when area was approached - closed nest. - MDicus

7/13/2011 7004626 MODO Closed PAR yard w/in Alpine 
yard.

75 feet from impact 
area.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to active 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

7/21/2011 7/13/2011 - Mourning dove nest building, 60% complete. - VNovik
7/21/2011 - No doves observed. Nest missing except for a stick; closed. - SJohnston
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7/14/2011 7004629 MODO Closed TL 639 - 872360 28 feet to AR 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
NBR Submit Date: 07/14/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/19/2011

The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:

• The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
• The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
• The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
• Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
• As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
• These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
• The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
  1. ESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
  2. 10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
  3. No stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
• Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
• Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

7/25/2011 7/14/2011 - 2 doves flushed from nest area; well-built nest with fresh lining appears unused. - MDicus
7/19/2011 - Nest appears fresh and uncompacted. - RRadd
7/25/2011 - Fresh feathers in nest suggest recent use, but no eggs. MODO detected in nest vicinity, which is visually 
screened from AR, but not at nest . Drive-through and walk-through construction is occurring. - RRadd
8/4/2011 - No changes at the nest; no doves in area; judging from previous reports and today observation, change 
status to Inactive and check again. - PKonrad
8/19/2011  - No indications this nest was ever used subsequent to completion. Change to Closed. - RRadd

7/14/2011 7004632 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground 
43+00l

15 feet  from Alpine Blvd 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

7/14/2011 7/14/2011 - House finch pair seen entering opening in leaves. Male singing on elderberry to the west while female is 
inside; about half-dozen site visits in 45 minutes. No nest material visible protruding from opening and no nest 
material carried in. It's possible the pair is still in site selection phase and has not built a nest or has eggs or nestlings 
here yet. - SHampton
7/23/2011 - No finches seen nearby during 45 minutes of observation. Old nest on east side of palm has blown out or 
fallen out - or was predated; closed. - SRitt

7/15/2011 7004636 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 65 feet from mapped AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

7/21/2011 7/15/2011 - MODO on nest, did not flush. - RRadd
7/21/2011 - Nest empty. - BArnold
7/26/2011 - No change in this nest; apparently abandoned prior to egg-laying. Change to Closed. - RRadd

7/19/2011 7004661 NOMO Closed TL 639 - 371519 3 feet form AR. 100 feet 90 feet. NBR Submit Date: 07/26/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/26/2011

Concurrence from Debbie Leonard, Helix Environmental:

I reviewed SDG&E’s NBM/NBR Request that includes an NBR to 90 feet and an 
NBM to 8 feet for northern mockingbird nest ID 7004661. The NBR would be for 
reconductoring at one pole, and the NBM would be for drive-through access 
along the access road to multiple poles for reconductoring.
The NBR of 90 feet is consistent with Attachment B, Bird Buffer Reductions, of 
the July 2011 Draft Nesting Bird Management Plan as commented on by Erinn 
Wilson, which allows a buffer of 50 feet.

The NBM of 8 feet for drive-through access is acceptable because: 1) SDG&E 
would not allow stopping, standing, or work allowed within the modified buffer; 2) 
once access is permitted through the buffer, all poles along the road would be 
worked on within the same day; and 3) the nest was still in the nest-building 
phase as of July 25, 2011.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

8/3/2011 RRadd - 7/19/2011 - Stick nest with fresh stems of bush mallow within but not yet formed into cup or lining. Territorial 
mockingbird sings incessantly from nearest lattice tower and flies to song posts south and west but not north into 
territory of pair at Nest 7002601.
RRadd - 7/25/2011 - Material added to nest: still not ready for first egg.
PKonrad - 8/4/2011 - Partial nest bowl has not been completed; no lining; no mockingbirds in area - closed.

6/17/2011 7004665 HOFI Closed Bartlett CY 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

6/22/2011 6/17/2011 - New nest (75% complete); nest was found by biomonitor; pair was near nest. - PHoward
6/23/2011 - No finches observed or heard in area; nest doesn't look complete; will check back. - PKonrad
6/29/2011 - Closed. - PKonrad

8/3/2011 7004707 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

8/4/2011 8/3/2011 - Female hummingbird observed bringing large amounts of willow down to nest location. Nest building is in 
very early stages and only 1 trip was observed during 90 minutes of continuous observation. Possibly in site 
selection stages. - IMaunsell
8/4/2011 - Nest site was monitored for 90 minutes. No additional material was observed and no hummingbirds were 
active in the immediate area. Based on inactivity at site and the likelihood that the initial observation was part of the 
site selection process for this bird, closed. - IMaunsell
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8/4/2011 7004708 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground 

301+00r
50 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

8/18/2011 8/4/2011 - At 08:30, adults copulating near nest; male singing, female adding nest material. Nest appears complete. - 
SHampton
8/11/2011 - Adult LEGOs occasionally heard within about 100 feet of nest but no birds visited nest during 20 min. 
obs. (10:41-11:01). - SHampton
8/18/2011 - No Lesser Goldfinches detected 10:30-10:50. Nest appears undamaged. May not have reached active 
stage.   Closed. - SHampton

8/10/2011 7004715 NONE Closed CP70 About 450 feet from AR 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS.

8/10/2011 8/10/2011 - Old, inactive nest recorded during raptor survey.  Based on its physical condition and behavioral 
observations made throughout the 2011 nesting season, it appears this nest is from a previous years nesting season. 
- RAbe

5/20/2011 7001908 WREN Closed TL 639 - Z171660 50 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. 
Abandoned during 
nest building.

5/21/2011 5/20/2011 - Nest partially (1/4) built; 2 adults observed in shrub; one adult observed bringing nesting material into 
shrub and then leaving without material. - JPawlicki
5/25/2011 - Nest has had no progress since last visit. No adults observed in area. Material is old. Status changed to 
closed. - IMaunsell

3/10/2011 6003214 BUSH Closed CP49 AR 5 feet off existing AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. 
Abandoned prior to 
egg-laying.

4/5/2011 3/10/2011 - 2 birds in attendance sounding alarm notes. - RRadd
3/24/011 - Nest complete, but no birds detected during 2 - 30 minute visits; stormy weather. - RRadd
3/31/2011 - No birds detected at this nest 09:56-10:26, though pair BUSH active 150 feet away - abandoned? - 
RRadd
4/5/2011 - No BUSH detected during 2 x 30 minute surveys. Changed to inactive and removed buffer. - RRadd
4/11/2011 - No change observed. Closed due to inactivity over last several surveys. - RRadd
New nest (ID 7001504) subsequently built on side of tree further from AR. - RRadd

5/12/2011 7001448 LBVI Closed Elliott Substation 360 feet to south corner 
of substation.

300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. 
Abandoned prior to 
egg-laying.

5/19/2011 5/12/2011 - Pair observed together, building nest from 06:40-06:45. - KAlberts
5/19/2011  - Pair not observed in nest location during hour of observation. Could not find nest or evidence of nest. 
Pair may have abandoned nest building and recent storm may have destroyed evidence. Pair heard in area but 
mainly further west. - DBusby

7/11/2011 7003028 WREN Closed TL 639 - 872360 40 feet to AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. 
Abandoned prior to 
egg-laying.

7/11/2011 7/11/2011 - Nest under construction, appears 95% complete. WREN pair calling observed. Activity level should be 
verified as this is very late season to begin nesting. - RRadd
7/14/2011 - No activity at nest site. No wrentits in area. - MDicus
7/19/2011 - Nest unimproved from first visit, bowl is clean and uncompacted, WREN within 100 feet. Possibly an 
abandoned late season nest. Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/25/2011 7002355 CALT Closed TL 6916 - 973036 10 feet to AR; 25 ft to 
work area; 95 ft to tower

100 feet Buffer reduced to 25 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 05/27/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/27/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer. 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. 
Abandonment prior 
to egg-laying.

6/13/2011 5/25/2011 - Pair seen near nest, no nest visits. - PHoward
5/31/2011 - No adults observed, new material in nest. - FHoffmann
6/13/2011 - Nest is clean, intact and empty. Change to Closed. - RRadd

3/10/2011 5001261 HOWR Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Alternate 
nest for HOWR 
5001260.

5/25/2011 Nest material visible inside. likely HOWR.
3/10/2011 - HOWR singing at nest above. Likely a satellite nest, but should be checked with ea. survey to see which 
one fledges. - RRadd
3/24/2011 - HOWR singing nearby. Nesting activity suppressed by stormy day. - RRadd
3/31/2011 - HOWR  pair active at cavities. - RRadd
4/11/2011 - HOWR pair active at cavities.- RRadd
4/19/2011 - This nest is a dummy nest filled with sticks. Change to closed. -RRadd
5/5/2011 - This cavity has been reopened - RRadd
5/19/2011 -  Intense territoriality around this and upper cavity, HOWR singing at 3 sec. intervals. - RRadd
5/25/2011 - Cavity does not appear to be in use. Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/4/2011 7000978 ATFL Closed CP70-3 AR 15 feet to AR; 64 feet to 
entry gate.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Any 
attempt at nesting 
was likely exploratory 
and no nest was 
built.

5/20/2011 5/4/2011 - ATFL exits cavity and mate follows 16:55. - RRadd
5/14/2011 - No birds observed using this cavity during 30 min. obs. Survey again. - RRadd
5/20/2011 - No detections at this cavity. Change to Closed. - RRadd

3/17/2011 6003247 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - Z379523 13 feet from AR. 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Apparently 
failed due to 
weather.

3/28/2011 3/17/2011 - Scott Hampton of Chambers Group detected CAGN pair and nest while monitoring at Structure 379523.  
Nest verified , geo-located in Pentab (D. Busby). Nest still loose and not fully completed. - RFletcher
3/22/2011 - Nest mostly gone, only remnants remain. - KAlberts
3/28/2011 - Nest failed, only remnants remain. No sign of predation - apparently failed due to weather. Pair still in 
same area so probably set up another nest. (Note: See NID 5003381)
3/31/2011 - Pair active in area. Male very vocal, female only observed once in an hour, very quiet and secretive. No 
nest located but very likely another nest being built within territory. - RFletcher
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5/20/2011 7001915 BCHU Closed CP70-3 AR 20 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Appears 
abandoned for 
unknown reasons.

6/3/2011 5/20/2011 - BCHU female sitting on complete nest 09:56. - RRadd
5/26/2011- BCHU female on nest 08:42.  - RRadd
6/4/2011 - Nest intact and showing no signs of use. No detections at this nest during 30+ min obs. Suggests 
abandoned nest. - RRadd
6/9/2011 - No BCHU detections at this nest during 30 min. obs. Change to Inactive. - RRadd

4/28/2011 7000926 CAGN Closed TL 639 - 379517 510 feet to nearest pole. 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Avian 
depredation; nest 
torn slightly from 
side, and bottom 
tugged upward. 
Could see daylight 
through its sides.

5/19/2011 4/28/2011 - Both birds building nest. About 85% complete. - KAlberts
5/3/2011 - No adults on nest. No adults observed in area. No visual confirmation of nest contents. - IMaunsell
5/5/2011 -  Nest was not observed. Adults observed foraging in area and also on other side of riparian area. Will wait 
until next week to confirm nest status, due to recent nest check. - DBusby 
5/12/2011 - Nest depredated by avian predator. Pair seen in area, and male observed once with new bark strips torn 
from a black sage (Salvia mellifera), then placed in same bush about 3 feet away.  This pair was actively nest-site 
searching, and no definitive re-nest exists yet. - KAlberts
5/19/2011 - Still no nest detected. Pair observed foraging throughout their entire territory north and south of riparian.  
Observed male with strip of bark in beak just south of old nest location but then dropped it and flew off. - DBusby

5/26/2011 7002378 BUSH Closed Helix Yard 80 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Cause of 
abandonment is 
unknown.

6/2/2011 5/26/2011 - BUSH pair bringing items to large complete pensile nest 15:46. - RRadd
5/31/2011 - Adults flushed from nest area when first approached. Nest still looks active and 100% complete, 
entrance is well maintained and there are no holes or structural defaults to the nest. Nest is too high to check for 
eggs or chicks without mirror. - PHoward
6/3/2011 - No BUSH detections at this nest 13:00 - 13:30.  - RRadd
6/9/2011 - No BUSH detections at this nest 07:50-08:20 on a cold overcast day.  - RRadd
6/15/2011- Nest appears in good condition. No BUSH detections at or near nest. Change to Closed due to lack of 
activity.  - RRadd

4/25/2011 7000900 MODO Closed Sycamore Yard 30 feet from yard edge. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Cause of 
failure indeterminate, 
but assumed 
predated.

5/3/2011 4/25/2011 - MODO incubating. Did not flush from foot traffic at 10 feet. - RRadd
5/3/2011 - Nest empty and abandoned, presumed predated. Change to Closed. - RRadd

3/10/2011 6003212 CALT Closed CP51-2 AR 0 feet; within work area 
around structures.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Damaged 
by storm, prior to egg-
laying.

3/31/2011 3/10/2011 - Clean finely woven grass nest with no signs of aging or use. Looks ready to go. Check on next survey. - 
RRadd
3/24/2011 - Nest is storm-damaged. Change to closed, if unimproved on next survey. - RRadd
3/31/2011 - Nest disintegrated. Closed. - RRadd

4/4/2011 5003352 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 0 feet; on equipment 
within active yard.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Deterrents 
installed prior to egg-
laying.

4/20/2011 4/4/2011 - Birds observed building nest in dozer.  The nest was located in a box-like metal housing at the top of the 
hydraulic piston for the blade. - RFletcher
4/6/2011 -  HOFI observed continuing nest construction in morning by yard monitor Tyler Sears. Bird deterrents, 
plastic mesh, and duct tape were installed at this nest in the early afternoon, successfully sealing this site from any 
continued bird activity. No eggs or nestlings present at this time. 
4/20/2011 - Not monitored. Yard biologist reports inactive and dozer OK'd to move. - RRadd
5/3/2011 - Nest (equipment) no longer present - closed. - RRadd

The partially-constructed nest site was confirmed before deterrents were installed.  The deterrents kept the adult 
finches from accessing the nest, preventing the pair from completing the nest.  No eggs or nestlings were ever 
present.

4/7/2011 5003382 RTHA Closed CP57 AR 230 feet from existing 
AR.

500 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Early 
interest in nest 
ended prior to egg-
laying.

5/21/2011 4/7/2011 - RTHA display flight bringing materials to nest platform. - RRadd
4/14/2011 - RTHA perched at nest. - RRadd
4/20/2011 - No RTHA observed visiting this nest 15:30-16:00. - RRadd
4/28/2011 - Distance to nest makes observation of this nest on private property difficult when windy. No detections in 
20 minute observation - RRadd
5/21/2011 - No RTHA obs. associating with this empty nest. Change to Closed. - RRadd

3/2/2011 5000470 HOFI Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

0 feet; on subject house. 100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

NBR Submit Date: 03/04/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/07/2011

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The adult birds have tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other 
human activities onsite have not deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated 
with work will be monitored, as will nest sites for any potential impacts.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Early 
season nest 
probably failed due 
to weather.

3/24/2011 3/2/2011 - Pair coming and going from nest. - PKonrad
3/16/2011 - HOFI at nest 12:44 - RRadd
3/18/2011 - Pair coming and going from nest. HOWR showed up and was at nest for 10 minutes, displacing the 
HOFI. - DBusby
3/24/2011 - No activity at this nest - looks somewhat weathered following recent storms. - RRadd
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5/26/2011 7002380 PSFL Closed CP70-3 AR 76 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. 
Exploratory; site 
abandoned before 
improvements made.

5/27/2011 5/26/2011 - PSFL pair in initial stages of nest building 09:10 - RRadd
6/4/2011 - This nest site apparently abandoned for new site 80' E (now under construction). Change to Closed. - 
RRadd

4/21/2011 5000866 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Failed prior 
to egg-laying.

4/29/2011 4/21/2011 - Observed male and female at nest. Female sitting on nest.
This nest was deserted on 4/29/2011 and thereafter. - VNovik
5/12/2011 - No birds present. - PKonrad
5/16/2011 - No finches present; no eggs in nest; apparently nesting attempt failed - closed. - PKonrad

3/18/2011 5003259 HOFI Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from driveway. 100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The adult birds have tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other 
human activities onsite have not deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated 
with work will be monitored, as will nest sites for any potential impacts.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Failure due 
to natural causes - 
nest blown from tree 
by storm.

5/4/2011 3/18/2011 - HOFI pair collecting nest material and bringing it to nest. - DBusby
4/1/2011 - Female on nest. - IMaunsell
4/11/2011 - No activity. - IMaunsell 
4/19/2011 - HOFI female bringing nest material 11:55. - RRadd
4/27/2011 - HOFI pair working at this nest 12:04. - RRadd
5/5/2011 - Nest destroyed; appears mostly blown out of tree. Change to Closed. - RRadd

3/18/2011 5003260 ANHU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

25 feet from driveway. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Incomplete 
nest apparently 
damaged by storm 
event.

3/23/2011 3/18/2011 - Female ANHU bringing material to half-built nest. - DBusby
3/24/2011 - No bird detected. Maybe satellite nest for adjacent ANHU. Cold stormy weather. - RRadd
3/31/2011 - Nest destroyed by unknown (probably weather). - RRadd

6/20/2011 7005051 LEGO Closed Sycamore Yard 20 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011


2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Incomplete 
nest.

7/18/2011 6/20/2011 - Nest not yet @ 2% complete. - RRadd
6/28/2011 - Nest 70% complete without a formed cup. - RRadd
7/6/2011 - Nest unchanged (incomplete). - RRadd
7/12/2011 - Nest unchanged. - RRadd
7/18/2011 - Nest closed for no activity This nest was likely an early attempt by LEGO nesting 5' away; about to 
fledge. - RRadd

3/18/2011 6002384 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 30 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Likely a 
satellite nest.

6/7/2011 3/18/2011 - CACW calling across this territory - at least 2 birds present. - RRadd
3/24/2011 - CACW calling from high perches across this territory. - RRadd
3/30/2011 - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RRadd
4/5/2011 - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RRadd
4/11/2011 - CACW calling from perches, and visiting nests across this territory. - RRadd
4/18/2011 -  CACW calling from this location. - RRadd
5/3/2011 - No CACW detected at this nest 12:25-13:05. - RRadd
5/10/2011 - CACW continues to advertise this territory with new material piles, but no food carry. - RRadd
5/17/2011 - No activity at this nest during 30 minutes of observation. 16:40 - RRadd
5/24/2011 - CACW calling on this territory 14:00. - RRadd
6/1/2011 - No CACW detected on this territory during 30 min. obs. 10:30-11:00. Nest appears weathered. - RRadd
6/7/2011 - No improvements and no CACW detected on this territory during 1 hr. obs. Change to Closed. - RRadd

3/7/2011 6002385 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 15 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Likely a 
satellite nest.

6/7/2011 3/7/2011 - 1 nest appears old and weathered, the other in very good condition, with fresh material atop a clean 
southwest-facing opening.
3/18/2011 - CACW calling across this territory - at least 2 birds present. - RRadd
3/24/2011 - CACW calling from high perches across this territory. - RRadd
3/30/2011 - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RRadd
4/5/2011 - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RRadd
4/11/2011 - CACW calling from perches, and visiting nests across this territory. - RRadd
4/18/2011 CACW calling from perches associated with this territory. 14:44 - RRadd
4/25/2011  - CACW calling from this location 17:35. - RRadd
5/3/2011 - CACW perched here and calling 12:45. - RRadd
5/10/2011 -  CACW continues to advertise this territory with new material piles, but no food carry. - RRadd
5/17/2011 -  CACW perched here and calling briefly before moving W. - RRadd
5/24/2011 - No CACW detected 13:05-13:35. - RRadd
6/6/2011 - One nest on east side of cactus patch with an east opening entrance appears inactive.  Top of nest is 
sunken and partly obstructing entrance to nest. Could not locate other nest. Will check again tomorrow. No CACW 
detected in area. - DBusby
RRadd - 6/7/2011 - No improvements. CACW pr. Are nesting at other end of territory. Change to Closed.
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3/7/2011 6002386 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 10 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Likely a 
satellite nest.

6/1/2011  3/7/2011 - Entrance a little rough and unkempt though overall nest is in fair condition. Showery and cooler weather 
has somewhat suppressed territorial activity this afternoon.  Calling territorial bird was active across the area this 
morning but not seen using this nest. -  RRadd
3/18/2011 - CACW calling across this territory - at least 2 birds present. - RRadd
3/24/2011 - CACW calling from high perches across this territory. - RRadd
3/30/2011 - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RRadd
4/5/2011 - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RRadd
4/11/2011- CACW carrying nest materials to nest 10:30. - RRadd
4/18/2011 - CACW calling from perches associated with this territory. 1444 - RRadd
4/25/2011 - CACW calling from this location 1736. - RRadd
5/3/2011 - CACW calling from this location 1305. - RRadd
5/10/2011 - CACW continues to advertise this territory with new material piles, but no food carry. - RRadd
5/17/2011 -  CACW adding nest material 16:35-16:45. Only 1 CACW observed.  - RRadd
5/24/2011 - No CACW detected 13:05-13:35. - RRadd
6/1/2011  -This nest now discolored, collapsing and unimproved. Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/19/2011 7001507 BCHU Closed CP64-2/CP65-1 Pull 
Site AR entry

60 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Likely 
abandoned prior to 
egg laying.

6/9/2011 5/19/2011 - BCHU female on nearly complete nest 17:42. - RRadd
5/26/2011 - Nest appears neat, complete and intact, but no BCHU detected in association during 30 min. obs. Will 
resurvey. - RRadd
5/26/2011 -BCHU female comes briefly to nest then departs. Egg-laying? - RRadd
6/3/2011 - Nest appears neat, protected and intact. No BCHU detected during 30 min obs. - RRadd
6/9/2011 - No detections during 30 min obs. Change to Inactive. - RRadd

5/25/2011 7002365 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Likely 
abandoned prior to 
egg-laying.

6/16/2011 5/25/2011 - HOFI female on nest, male defending 12:02. - RRadd
6/2/2011 - HOFI female on nest 14:08. - RRadd
6/8/2011 - HOFI pair come to nest 08:24, but female does not settle to nest. - RRadd
6/16/2011 - No HOFI at this nest during 30 min. obs. Late season nest that did not appear to come to fruition. 
Change to Closed. - RRadd

7/16/2011 7004648 LEGO Closed CP81-1 AR 15 feet to AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Likely 
destroyed by natural 
causes prior to egg-
laying.

7/27/2011 7/16/2011 - Female LEGO removing material from nearby BUSH nest to finish building this nest, which appears 
complete from below. - RRadd
7/22/2011 - Although location prevents direct observation of nest contents, activity level of LEGO pair suggests this 
nest remains active 12:30. - RRadd
7/27/2011 - Nest is blown out; by weather, predation, or both. Change to Closed. - RRadd

3/2/2011 5000484 BUSH Closed CP54-1 30 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Natural 
causes - weather or 
predation presumed.

4/8/2011 3/2/2011 - Observed bushtit carrying nesting material and discovered nest through behavioral observation. Nest 20% 
complete. - BHart
3/16/2011 - BUSH carrying nest material to shrub 13:30. Consider ACTIVE - RRadd
3/22/2011 - No birds detected, nest not relocated. Revisit to verify activity. - RRadd
4/8/2011 - Nest no longer present. No BUSH re-nesting attempt detected near site during 30 minute observation 
period. Changed status to CLOSED. - RRadd

3/2/2011 5000483 BUSH Closed CP56-1 10 feet from proposed 
access road.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Natural 
causes, probably 
weather related.

4/15/2011 3/2/2011 - Observed active construction of the nest. Nest is approximately 10% complete. - BHart
3/18/2011 - Pendulous nest with outer materials held together by cobwebs. Nest appears complete. BUSH entered 
nest. - RRadd
4/7/2011 - 11:22-12:22 - No BUSH detected at or near this nest. Change to inactive and remove buffer. - RRadd
4/15/2011 - Nest closed due to last observation when no bird activity seen at the nest. - KAlberts

3/31/2011 5003322 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; on house. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Natural 
causes, probably 
weather related.

4/5/2011 3/31/2011 - Under construction. - RRadd
4/5/2011 - Nest destroyed and no longer present. Changed to closed and buffer removed. - RRadd

6/8/2011 7002476 MODO Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

100 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Natural 
causes.

6/23/2011 6/8/2011 - MODO on nest. - RRadd
6/18/2011 - Nest too high to see into, no MODO detected. - RRadd
6/23/2011 - Nest has fallen apart. Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/14/2011 7001480 LEGO Closed CP82-1 0 feet; within AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
passage allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Natural 
causes. Insufficient 
time to fledge.

6/4/2011 5/14/2011 - Female LEGO constructing nest, appears 40% complete 15:54. - RRadd
5/20/2011 - LEGO female comes to nest after 25 mins. of obs. 13:59. - RRadd
5/26/2011 - LEGO female on nest 14:32. - RRadd
6/4/2011 - Nest has fallen from tree. - RRadd
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4/22/2011 5000879 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 10 feet from nearest 

conductor replacement.
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest 
abandoned prior to 
completion and egg 
laying.

4/28/2011 4/22/2011 - Nest looks near completion and has fresh material in it. No birds approached the nest during the hour we 
were observing it.  - emorgan
4/28/2011 - Nest does not have any fresh material and no birds were observed near the nest during the 2 hours of 
observation. - emorgan

5/8/2011 7001016 BLPH Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet; nest is on boom 
truck within yard.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest 
abandoned prior to 
completion.

5/8/2011 5/8/2011 - Female BLPH observed making multiple trips with nest material while male perched nearby.  Nest is just 
getting started - currently only consists of a dozen or so globs of mud placed by female in two spots along 
frame/cross-bracing (1 percent built).  Discovered by monitor Ghuffman. - JDicus, MDicus
5/9/2011 - Nest re-evaluated today to assess for further nest building activities. No further nest building attempts 
were observed on 5/8 and monitor on 5/9 saw no nest building for two hours. Nest status changed to closed and 
buffer removed in field. -IMaunsell

6/1/2011 7002417 BLGR Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest 
abandoned prior to 
egg laying.

6/20/2011 6/1/2011- 09:50 BLGR pair (female constructing) just beginning nest. - RRadd
6/7/2011 - Nest appears complete, no eggs. - RRadd
6/13/2011 - BLGR make singing and on territory, no female detected. Nest remains empty. - RRadd
6/20/2011 - No BLGR detected, nest never occupied. Change to Closed. - RRadd

6/23/2011 7002545 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - 774824 5 feet from access road. 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest 
abandoned prior to 
egg laying.

6/30/2011 6/23/2011 - Pair building nest, about 95% complete, adding lining material. - TCooper
6/30/2011 - Nest failed, only the base remains. Pair foraging together approximately 900ft to west. - TCooper

3/25/2011 5003281 HOFI Closed Hartung Yard 20 feet from yard 
boundary.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to active 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest 
abandoned prior to 
egg-laying and new 
nest attempted 
elsewhere in this 
tree.

4/5/2011 3/25/2011 - HOFI carrying nest materials; active nest building. - RRadd
3/28/2011 - Female flushed off nest upon my approach, possibly incubating.- BLohstroh
4/6/2011 - No use detected 08:30-09:15. Nearby activity suggests new nest in mistletoe 60 feet to west. - RRadd
4/13/2011 - No use detected. Change to Closed. - RRadd

4/18/2011 5000844 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 973032 95 feet to nearest pole. 100 feet Blanket exemption approved for residential areas of the Reconductor routes. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest 
abandoned prior to 
establishment.

4/25/2011 4/18/2011 - HOFI pair carrying nest material and defending nest site 09:50. - RRadd
4/25/2011 No HOFI detected on or associating with this nest. Behavioral indications are that this site was never fully 
developed and abandoned prior to egg-laying. No construction was in progress during this breeding attempt. Change 
to Closed. - RRadd

4/6/2011 5003374 HOFI Closed Hartung Yard 40 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to active 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest 
abandoned.

4/26/2011 4/6/2011 - New nest building by HOFI pair in mistletoe cluster. Male feeding female, carrying nest material, etc. - 
RRadd
4/13/2011 - HOFI pair active at this location.- RRadd
4/20/2011 - HOFI male singing adjacent to nest 10:54.- RRadd
4/27/2011 - No detections 16:30-16:50. - RRadd
5/4/2011 - No HOFI detected associating with this nest during 20 minute observation. Will monitor once more. - 
RRadd
5/12/2011 - No HOFI detected. Closed. - RRadd

4/20/2011 5000862 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 1190 feet from yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place for current level of construction traffic, provided that 
no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest 
abandoned.

4/26/2011 4/20/2011 - HOFI pair actively constructing nest; 50% complete. - RRadd
4/26/2011 - Nest abandoned before completion. New HOFI nest 40 feet away. - RRadd

3/16/2011 6003238 CAGN Closed CP63-3 450 feet from AR. 300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest 
apparently blown out 
of place by high 
winds.

3/31/2011 3/16/2011 - Adults building nest - 10% complete. - TCooper
3/31/2011 - Nest clean and complete but appears blown out of place by wind. No egg remnants under nest or other 
evidence of nest predation. Pair rebuilding nearby. Closed. - RRadd

4/8/2011 5003386 ANHU Closed CP64-2/CP65-1 Pull 
Site AR entry

50 feet from AR entry. 100 feet Vehicular passage and light construction activity proposed for a 1 day period at 
the driveway entrance should not impact this nest, as nest is obscured visually 
through vegetative screening, and sound walls may further protect the nest.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest 
appears to have 
been abandoned 
before egg laying.

4/27/2011 4/8/2011 - Female ANHU sitting on nest. - MDicus, RAbe
4/13/2011 - ANHU female adding nest material. 09:20. - RRadd
4/20/2011 - No bird observed on nest, seen within the area. - VNovik
4/27/2011 - No ANHU activity observed 30 minute observation. Change to Closed. - RRadd
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5/5/2011 7000993 CAGN Closed TL 639 - Z379523 6 feet from AR. 300 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 

stopping, standing, parking, or construction will occur within the buffer.
2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest 
appears to have 
been abandoned 
prior to egg-laying.

5/26/2011 5/5/2011 - Female sitting on nest with male bringing food and territorial. Male perched on top of chamise. - DBusby
5/12/2011 - Observe one nest exchange between adults. Nest contents not checked to avoid disturbance. - DBusby
5/19/2011 - Observed one nest exchange.  Male left nest prior to female returning.  No eggs or young in nest. - 
MDicus
5/26/2011 - Nest relatively intact except for small hole on north side of it. No evidence of nest contents surrounding 
nest site. Observations suggest prolonged nest-building attempt did not produce eggs. - DBusby

5/5/2011 7000995 HOFI Closed CP50-1 100 feet from AR but 
within Hamlet residence.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest 
appears to have 
been blown out of 
tree prior to 
completion.

6/8/2011 5/5/2011 - HOFI nest building and copulating. - RRadd
5/12/2011 - HOFI nesting activity continues. - RRadd
5/19/2011 - Vegetation impedes view, but HOFI carrying nest material to location. - RRadd
6/4/2011 - At nest tree for 30 minutes; no house finch activity was noted in this pepper. -  EElias
6/8/2011 - Nest no longer present. Change to Closed. - RRadd

4/14/2011 5000816 CAGN Closed Elliott Substation 420 feet from corner of 
substation.

300 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest 
predated.

4/21/2011 4/14/2011 - Female lining nest with white fluff and male periodically assisting. Buffer of 300 feet does not extend into 
any work area, so no ESA signage needed - KAlberts
4/21/2011 - Nest observed depredated. Nest torn to pieces from the lining, bottom up. - KAlberts

4/18/2011 5000840 BUSH Closed CP42-1 5 feet from AR, 550 feet 
to tower area.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest 
predated.

5/9/2011 4/18/2011 - Pair of birds flew in. Female entered and remained in nest, male flew off and returned minutes later, and 
briefly entered nest - SRitt 
5/9/2011 - Nest empty and damaged due to unknown causes. Please recheck before closing. - KKilpatrick
5/16/2011 - BUSH will not repair a predated nest. Change to Closed. - RRadd

4/1/2011 5003336 BUSH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

60 feet from driveway. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest torn 
open from above, 
presumed predated.

4/25/2011 4/1/2011 - Pair building nest; about 10% complete. Pair was not disturbed by foot traffic 10-15 feet away. - 
IMaunsell
4/13/2011 - Pair visiting nest. - IMaunsell
4/19/2011 - Nest appears complete but no BUSH detected 11:25. - RRadd
4/26/2011 - Hole approximate 2 inches in diameter torn into north side of nest. Presume predated. Change to 
Closed. Pair building new nest 100 feet away with remnants of this nest. - RRadd

7/8/2011 7002620 LEGO Closed CP81-1 0 feet to AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest was 
abandoned for 
unknown reasons.

7/22/2011 RRadd - 7/8/2011 - LEGO female repeatedly gathering spider silk and carrying  to nest site. Male accompanies 
14:55. - RRadd
RRadd - 7/16/2011 - LEGO female leaves nest 11:24, male calling. - RRadd
RRadd - 7/22/2011 - No LEGO detections at or near this nest during 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd
RRadd - 7/27/2011 - Nest has been abandoned; no LEGO detections during 30 minutes of observation. Change to 
Closed. - RRadd

5/10/2011 7001436 BUSH Closed CP31-2 AR 77 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 05/19/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/19/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest was 
abandoned prior to 
egg-laying.

5/24/2011 5/10/2011 - Nest appears complete with BUSH pair visiting but not yet incubating 08:15. - RRadd
5/14/2011 - BUSH in nearby oak but no activity observed with nest for 30 minutes. - TFitanides
5/21/2011 - BUSH paired, loafing nearby, but not entering nest during 20 min mid-day obs. - RRadd
5/24/2011 - No BUSH detected at or near this location 17:08-17:38. Change to Closed. - RRadd

4/21/2011 5000873 LASP Closed CP17-1 80 feet from tower 
center.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 25 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 04/28/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/04/2011

This request is contingent upon two conditions: (1) The impact limit zone that is 
closest to the nest be used solely for parking of vehicles, and not for any 
construction activities or loud equipment (i.e., generators). (2) An angled 
physical buffer (i.e., a large sheet of plywood with a frame) be constructed and 
placed next to and above the nest.  Additionally, the parked vehicles should 
provide for a visual and acoustic buffer that would protect the nest.  The angled 
physical buffer should provide a buffer against wind shear and acoustic 
disturbance that will result from any helo-associated activity.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest was 
initially observed in 
early nesting stage.

5/10/2011 4/21/2011 - Pair of birds flushed from nest. Pair later seen feeding in grassy road. - SRitt
5/3/2011 - No nest or LASP detected at described location during 30 minute observation. Will re-survey. - RRadd
5/10/2011 - Unable to detect nest or LASP during 30 min area hand search - closed. - RRadd

4/19/2011 5000854 LEGO Closed CP40-2 34 feet from permanent 
construction pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest was 
never relocated after 
initial observation.

5/13/2011 4/19/2011 - Pair actively building new nest. - SRitt
5/9/2011 - Nest was not found. Found another old nest nearby, but not the same? - KKilpatrick
5/13/2011 - No LEGO nest at the described location. No LEGO detected in 30 min. of observation, 16:11.  Change to 
Closed.  - RRadd

4/19/2011 5000855 BUSH Closed CP40-2 0 feet; within permanent 
construction pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest was 
predated.

5/13/2011 4/19/2011 - Pair repeatedly observed building nest. - SRitt
5/9/2011 - Nest observed  in manzanita, not sure if same. Appears fairly complete, but no activity observed. - 
KKilpatrick
5/13/82011 - Nest predated - torn open above nest bowl 15:23. Change to  Closed. - RRadd
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4/6/2011 5003370 BUSH Closed CP81-1 10 feet from road; 200 

feet to tower area.
100 feet Buffer remains, to allow 

vehicular passage only.
Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nest was 
storm damaged or 
never completed.

5/14/2011 4/6/2011 -  Adults carrying food to nest. - TCooper
4/13/2011 - BUSH active at this location but not entering a nest. - RRadd 
4/20/2011 - BUSH exits nest area 15:06. - RRadd 
4/28/2011  - BUSH pair busily adding decorations to this nest 11:15.- RRadd 
5/5/2011 - No BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. 17:10. - RRadd
5/14/2011 - Nest wrecked or never completed. Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/5/2011 7000985 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 872367 0 feet 100 feet Removal of insulator would compromise nest.  A buffer modification is not 
appropriate.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nesting 
attempt likely 
deterred by HOWR. 
Original observation 
may have been part 
of the site selection 
process.

6/1/2011 5/5/2011 - HOFI female observed carrying nest material into base of insulator.  Several additional nests observed at 
base of other 5 insulators; one was visited by a House Wren. - MDicus, GHuffman
6/1/2011 - A pair of HOFI entered insulator bracket but were readily flushed out by HOWR (nesting at 379536). 
HOWR continued to make territorial calls and aggressive postures. HOFI activity at insulator bracket of 872637 was 
not observed subsequently. Closed. - TFitanides
Note: HOWR actively discourage nearby nest attempts by filling alternate cavities with sticks and evicting tenants.

5/14/2011 7001918 RWBL Closed CP80-1 AR 30 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer kept, but vehicular 
passage allowed

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nesting 
not initiated.

5/25/2011 5/14/2011 - Territorial RWBL male singing adjacent, and flying to this area, where female observed. - RRadd
5/20/2011 - RWBL alarm call, female flushed from 25 feet by observer in mustard. Location inferred 11:54 - RRadd
5/26/2011  - No RWBL detected associating within this location during 30 minute observation. 12:00. Will check once 
more before closing. - RRadd
6/4/2011 - No detections. Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/12/2011 7001451 WREN Closed CP23 60 feet to legs. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Nestlings 
likely fledged prior to 
first survey.

5/18/2011 5/12/2011 - Adult observed with nesting material entering shrub.  Nest complete, at least 95%, and empty.  Nest on 
south side of mission manzanita shrub, concealed by the yarrow (Eriophyllum confertiflorum) and deerweed.  Find 
yellow flag in field for best view directions. - BArnold, MKuehn
5/18/2011 -  Nest is empty. Whitewash at edge of nest suggests this nest has already fledged. Will check once more 
before closing. Inactive. 14:14 - RRadd

Obs. Indicate this nesting attempt was complete when discovered.

3/31/2011 5003315 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. No active 
nest confirmed.

5/19/2011 3/31/2011 Observed female of pair visiting nest.  - GCummings
4/12/2011  - Pair with nesting material observed. Nest probably moved 12 feet south into western end of Breaker 23 
S. - BArnold
5/2/2011 - Nest material visible, but no nesting confirmed. - RRadd
5/10/2011 - Pair at this location, as well as other nearby locations. No definitive nesting, but observed feeding 
fledgling on same structure. Heard feeding nestlings in area, but could not locate exact location. - BArnold
5/19/2011 - No activity observed.  Change status to Closed. - BArnold

6/21/2011 7002534 HOOR Closed TL 639 - 397518 50 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. No cause 
of failure was directly 
observed.

7/5/2011 6/21/2011 - HOOR pair attending nest. - IMaunsell, RRadd
6/27/2011 - Nest appears fresh and complete - no orioles detected. - RRadd
7/5/2011 - Nest appears clean and intact - no HOOR detected during 45 mins. of observation. - RRadd
7/11/2011 - Nest is lined, empty and uncompacted (unused). This HOOR pair may have renested 500 feet north. 
Change to Closed. - RRadd

3/31/2011 5003313 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. No nest 
confirmed.

4/29/2011 3/31/11 - Pair bonding observed in area and pair visited possible beginnings of nest.  Not flagged due to access 
issue.  - GCummings
4/12/2011 -No adults observed, possible move to south side where an active nest was observed 4-12. - FHoffman, 
BArnold
4/16/2011 - No HOFI detected using this structure.  - RRadd
4/21/2011  - House finches on Transformer Bank 71, appears to be recent additions to nest. - BArnold
4/25/82011 -Two HOFI pairs squabbling over this site 0738. - RRadd
4/29/2011 - Nest has been much reduced and is now considered Closed. - BArnold

3/31/2011 5003314 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 feet NBR Submit Date: 06/21/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/29/2011

The biologist feels this NBM should not adversely affect the success of these 
nest for the following reasons:

• House finches are known to nest in proximity to human activity and exhibit a 
high tolerance towards human disturbances. They have relatively high rates of 
nest success within areas of high human activity.

• These nests are located high up in the steel, between 20 and 40 feet above the 
ground.

• Past NBMs of similar nature with house finch in structures have not affected 
the success of the nests.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. No nest 
confirmed.

4/26/2011 3/31/11 - Observed pair visiting the nest. Not flagged due to access issue. - GCummings
Pair observed, fresh material on nest, pair bringing in material, dead adult female next to nest 4-12 12 April. - 
FHoffman, BArnold
4/19/2011 - Unable to detect activity from outside SUB. - RRadd
4/21/2011  - Nest still present, but no eggs and no activity.  Change to inactive. - BArnold
4/26/2011 - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RR
4/29/2011  - No activity at this nest. Nest has deteriorated.  Change status to closed. - BArnold
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6/2/2011 7002426 KILL Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. No nest 
confirmed.

6/4/2011 6/2/2011 - KILL laying on ground. - TCooper
6/5/2011 - No eggs or nest were found; no birds seen in area. - PHoward

5/12/2011 7001452 ATFL Closed CP23 0 feet; within work limits; 
70 feet from TC.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. No nest 
detected.

6/7/2011 5/12/2011 - Adult seen around the area over the course of three hours.  Finally observed flying into opening.  Small 
amount of nest material can be seen in opening. - BArnold, MKuehn
5/18/2011 - No ATFL detected during 45 min obs. On cool windy day 14:15. - RRadd
6/2/2011 - No ATFL detected during 20 min. obs. - EElias
6/7/2011 - No ATFL detections during 30 min. obs. No definitive breeding activity was confirmed here. Change to 
Closed. - RRadd

4/19/2011 5000850 MODO Closed CP88-1 55 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage is 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. No nest 
found at location on 
follow-up visits.

4/30/2011 4/19/2011 - Adult on nest and mate observed bringing additional nest material. - shampton
4/30/2011 - No nest or MODO detected at this location from a few feet away. Closed. - RRadd

5/11/2011 7001445 RCSP Closed CP18 50-70 feet 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 05/18/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/18/2011

The vegetation in this area should remain intact as long as this nest or others 
are within this patch. Vehicular access is not anticipated to impact this nest, 
provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the 
buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. No nest 
found.

7/24/2011 5/11/2011 - Pair seen gathering nesting material. Exact location of nest unknown. Nest in attached photo of 
undetermined status. - TFitanides
5/18/2011 - No RCSP detected during 30 min. obs. on cold windy day. Will survey again. - RRadd
5/24/2011- No nest detections by multiple obs. Change to Closed.  -  RRadd

4/5/2011 5003359 HOFI Closed TL 230 - 873078 15 feet horizontally, 100 
feet vertically.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. No nest 
was established 
here.

4/12/2011 4/5/2011 - Adult female HOFI observed carrying nest materials into small opening in tower). - JDicus, MDicus, 
RAbe
4/12/2011 - No nest found in lattice tower; no HOFI detected at this location 13:30-14:00. - RRadd
4/21/2011 - No nest found, no HOFI associating with this location. Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/25/2011 7002367 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within work limits. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. 
Observations 
suggest behavior at 
this site was 
exploratory.

6/16/2011 5/25/2011 - MODO on nest, did not flush at 3 feet. - RRadd 
6/2/2011 - No MODO on this empty nest during 30 min. obs. Will check once more before closing. - RRadd
6/8/2011 - MODO pair copulating and occupying this gutter. - RRadd
6/16/2011 - No MODO detected here. Presume abandoned due to poor site selection.

3/31/2011 5003316 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Observed 
behavior was 
exploratory in nature 
and a nest was never 
constructed.

4/21/2011 3/31/2011 Observed pair bringing nesting material to opening. - GCummings
4/12/2011 - No birds observed in immediate area. - BArnold
4/21/2011 - No birds observed in immediate area.  Change status to closed. - BArnold

4/26/2011 7000905 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Observed 
behavior was 
exploratory in nature 
and a nest was never 
constructed.

6/27/2011 4/6/2011 - Female HOFI arranging nest material and entering 08:55. - RRadd
5/2/2011 - HOFI breeding activity continues. - RRadd
5/11/2011 -  No activity at this specific location, but House Finch activity in general area. - BArnold
5/19/2011 - House Finch activity in area but not at this specific described location. - BArnold
6/1/2011 - House Finch activity in general area. - BArnold
6/9/2011 - House Finch activity in general area. - BArnold
6/16/2011 - House Finch activity in general area. - BArnold
6/23/2011 - House Finch activity in general area. - BArnold
6/27/2011 - No activity at this specific insulator location, but House Finches in this bay and adjacent bays including 
family group, singing males, pair, and single female. - BArnold

5/5/2011 7000982 CAKI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Observed 
behavior was 
exploratory in nature 
and a nest was never 
constructed.

5/11/2011 5/5/2011 - Nesting material brought by female; not fully constructed. - TFitanides
5/11/2011 - No nest in location as described and mapped.  Change to closed. - BArnold
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6/28/2011 7002608 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; in Sycamore 

Substation
100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Observed 
behavior was 
exploratory in nature 
and a nest was never 
constructed.

7/6/2011 6/28/2011 - Adult House Finch observed by bio-monitor bringing nesting material. - BArnold
7/6/2011 - No House Finch activity on 6 July. Closed. - BArnold

3/29/2011 6002396 NONE Closed CP82-1 340 feet to tower site. Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this 
breeding season.

4/20/2011 3/29/2011 - Nest in good condition in cluster of green stems @ fork of trunk. COHA soaring nearby. - RRadd
4/6/2011 - No activity detected.- RRadd
4/13/2011 - No activity. - RRadd
4/20/2011 - No activity. Change to Closed.- RRadd

3/9/2011 6002397 NONE Closed CP82-1 240 feet to existing AR; 
480 feet to tower site.

Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this 
breeding season.

4/6/2011 3/9/2011  - Logged Inactive. - KAlberts
4/6/2011 - Old and decrepit, rotted material falling to ground. Closed.- RRadd

3/12/2011 6003217 NONE Closed CP31-2 30 feet to work area. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this 
breeding season.

4/18/2011 3/12/2011 - Activity status uncertain. Ravens defending site. The other nest was marked as active. Nest is 8 feet 
from AR to CP31-2. - BHart
4/18/2011 - No activity. CORA using alternate nest in this tree. Closed. - RRadd

3/9/2011 6003229 NONE Closed CP44-1 AR 200 feet to AR. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this 
breeding season.

4/21/2011 3/9/2011 - Appears to be most recently used by ravens, as there is a dead raven fledgling on ground directly under 
nest. No white wash or prey remains beneath so no evidence of it being active. - BLohstroh
3/23/2011 - No change in status. - BLohstroh
4/11/2011 - No indications of status change observed. - RRadd
4/21/2011 - Unimproved and unoccupied. Change to Closed. -  RRadd

5/11/2011 7001441 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons:
Highly tolerant species for which project precedent has already been set, and 
current construction is not anticipated to impact this nest on a reduced buffer of 
20 feet or less.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this 
breeding season.

5/27/2011 5/11/2011 - HOFI visible in northernmost cavity 15:00. - RRadd
5/27/2011 - HOFI pair visit but do not enter. Behavioral obs. Suggest this cavity is not currently in use.  Change to 
Closed. - RRadd

8/15/2011 7004721 NONE Closed EP130-1 350 feet to work area 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this 
breeding season.

8/15/2011 8/15/2011 - Smallish stick nest approx 30 inches in dia. Likely CORA, potential COHA, GHOW. Closed. - RRadd

8/26/2011 7004737 NONE Closed EP192-2-E 50 feet from AR 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this 
breeding season.

8/26/2011 8/26/2011 - Large inactive raptor-type stick nest. Closed. - SHampton

4/19/2011 5000848 NONE Closed EP253-2 60 feet from AR. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

5/17/2011 4/19/2011 - Old basket-shaped nest built 4 feet high in juniper. - RAbe
5/17/2011 - Closed; old nest from prior season - KAlberts

1/20/2011 5000540 NONE Closed EP236-1 and Pull site 
AR

30 feet from SWPL 
access road.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

3/4/2011 1/20/2011 - A large stick nest that appears to be in process of construction (using creosote bush branches with 
leaves). Potential raptor nest. - PKonrad 
3/4/2011 - Inactive. - BHart
7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would use the nest. - 
EMorgan
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1/24/2011 5000541 NONE Closed EP257 and AER Yard 40 feet from access 

road.
2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

4/19/2011 1/24/2011 - A well-built nest with a clear opening. Cactus wren observed during survey but did not see it visit nest. - 
PKonrad 
3/11/2011 - Modified cactus wren nest has a bowl nest built with sticks into the top of it. Uncertain of species using 
this location. Also uncertain status. Status inactive but changed to None. - BHart. 
3/23/2011 - Modified to large bowl nest. - PKonrad
4/4/2011 - No changes but nest looks well-built and could be utilized. - PKonrad
4/13/2011 - No change. - PKonrad    
4/19/2011 - No change; closed. - PKonrad

3/19/2011 5000542 NONE Closed EP32-1 AR 0 feet; along existing 
access road.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

4/16/2011 3/19/2011 - Didn't see any birds at nest. Inactive at this time. - RRadd
3/29/2011 - No sign of activity. - PKonrad 
4/7/2011 - Very old nest; no signs of activity. - PKonrad and FHoffman
4/16/2011- Closed due to age of nest and no activity - KAlberts

3/11/2011 5000544 CACW Closed EP257 30 feet from temporary 
ROW; 80 ft from 

permanent.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

3/23/2011 3/11/2011 - Grass nest appears weathered and inactive. Nest wall is blown out and cavity is exposed. Status left 
unchanged: inactive. - BHart 
3/23/2011 - Nest in disrepair; closed. - PKonrad

2/1/2011 5000893 NONE Closed EP258-3 490 feet from temporary 
pad.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

4/16/2011 2/1/2011 - Nest constructed with larger-sized sticks; potential raptor. 
3/11/2011 - This nest appears to be inactive. A common raven is incubating on the other nest. Status unchanged; 
inactive. - BHart. 
4/16/2011 - Closed, due to occupancy of other nest on this structure by ravens and distance of about 500 feet away 
from tower site. - KAlberts

2/10/2011 5000894 NONE Closed EP32-1 AR 0 feet; along existing 
access road.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

3/19/2011 2/10/2011 - Old nest found by biomonitor.  - RRadd
3/19/2011 - No nest found at this location; closed. - RRadd

4/7/2011 6003243 NONE Closed EP27-1 30 feet from AR; 380 
feet to tower site.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

4/7/2011 4/7/2011 - Still inactive; past nest function uncertain; closed. - PKonrad and FHoffman

4/7/2011 6003244 NONE Closed EP27-1 65 feet from AR; 275 
feet from tower site.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

4/21/2011 4/7/2011 - Nest inactive. - PKonrad and FHoffman
4/13/2011 - No change. - SRitt
4/21/2011 - Inactive; old nest or woodrat nest; closed. - PKonrad

3/9/2011 6002398 NONE Closed CP82-1 230 feet to AR; 460 feet 
to tower site.

Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within boundary.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

4/6/2011 3/9/2011  - Logged Inactive. - KAlberts
4/6/2011 - Probable old CORA nest appears no longer useable -closed. -  RRadd

2/18/2011 5000010 CACW Closed EP253-2 0 feet. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

5/23/2011 2/18/2011 - Nest found empty; first observation was in January when it was under construction. Back wall of nest 
looks intact, but entrance hole and roof look frayed. Nest was observed for 45 minutes and no cactus wrens were 
observed in the area during the duration. - LLina
3/1/2011 - Nest revisited; no changes. Cactus wren calling in area, but not nearby. - PKonrad
4/19/2011 - Nest still appears inactive. No CAWRs observed in area. - RAbe
5/23/2011 - Nest in poor condition,  weathered, no entrance hole open; no wrens in area; closed. - PKonrad

2/22/2011 5000017 NONE Closed EP209-1 0 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

4/15/2011 2/22/2011 - Old nest 5 feet high in scrub oak. - PKonrad
4/15/2011 - Closed; old non-raptor nest from prior season - KAlberts

2/22/2011 5000018 NONE Closed EP214 290 feet from temporary 
ROW.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

2/22/2011 2/22/2011 - Old non-raptor nest. - PKonrad
4/15/2011 - Closed; old non-raptor nest from prior season - KAlberts
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2/21/2011 5000028 NONE Closed EP245-1 0 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

3/16/2011 2/21/2011 - Degraded, collapsed old grass nest. -  PKonrad
3/08/2011 - Inactive. - BHart
3/16/2011 - Old, flattened remnant of old nest that should be removed from list; closed. - PKonrad

3/5/2011 5000030 CACW Closed EP243 45 feet from temporary 
ROW; 95 feet from perm 

pad.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

3/25/2011 3/5/2011 - Nest inactive; partially collapsed and nest entrance blocked by material, indicating it has not been used 
recently. No sign of cactus wrens in area. Adult pair observed building a new nest in cholla approximately 200 feet to 
northwest. - DBusby 
3/25/2011 - Inactive grass nest. Nest remnant collapsed and weather-beaten; closed. - PKonrad

2/22/2011 5000041 NONE Closed EP85-2 190 feet from temporary 
ROW.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

3/23/2011 2/22/2011 - Stick nest of unknown species; looks very old. No sign of recent use. - PKonrad
3/23/2011 - Nest has fallen apart.; closed - RRadd

2/22/2011 5000042 NONE Closed EP85-2 205 feet from temporary 
ROW.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

4/13/2011 2/22/2011 - Stick nest of unknown species. Appears old with no sign of recent use. - RFletcher 
3/23/2011 - No sign of activity. - RRadd
4/1/2011 - No sign of activity - SHampton and SRitt
4/13/2011 - No sign of activity; closed. - BArnold

2/23/2011 5000048 SPTO Closed EP84 25 feet from driveway 
entrance.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

4/15/2011 2/23/2011 - Old bowl nest of twigs. - PKonrad 
3/10/2011 - No nests observed in area. - PKonrad
3/15/2011 - Nest appears inactive as it is unkempt with leaves on top of  the nest and no territorial adult in area. 
Change to inactive status and monitor. - DBusby 
3/28/2011 - Nest inactive. - PKonrad
4/15/2011 - Closed due to inactivity. - KAlberts

2/25/2011 5000439 NONE Closed Alpine Underground - 
CP95-1,CP96-1, AR, & 

pull sit

225 feet from access 
road.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

2/25/2011 2/25/2011 - No sign of recent use. No new nest material or sign of adult corvid or raptor activity. - IMaunsell
7/13/2011 - Never occupied. Change to closed. - KAlberts

4/21/2011 5000444 CACW Closed EP227 80 feet from tower 
impact area.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

4/21/2011 Nest worn and has deteriorated since initial observation. - IMaunsell
4/21/2011 - Nest torn apart; interior exposed; closed. - PKonrad

3/8/2011 5000451 NONE Closed EP239-1 400 feet from temporary 
ROW at tower site.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

4/14/2011 3/8/2011 - Possibility of a raptor or raven using nest. No new activity noted. - PKonrad 
3/16/2011 - Rechecked, no activity. - PKonrad
3/18/2011 - No nest or even any sticks present, tower clean. Changed status to closed. - BLohstroh
4/1/2011 - Nest observed in top of structure behind square-looking support hinge. Possible raven or raptor nest. - 
PHoward
4/14/2011 - No activity at nest; closed. - BArnold

3/25/2011 5000460 CACW Closed EP243 250 feet from edge of 
JVR Yard boundary.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

3/25/2011 3/25/2011 - Collapsed, flattened nest remnant; closed. - PKonrad

3/25/2011 5000461 CACW Closed EP243 375 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

3/25/2011 3/25/2011 - Last year's nest. Collapsed, weathered and unusable; closed. - PKonrad

3/5/2011 5000471 NONE Closed Alpine Yard 120 feet from access to 
Alpine Headquarters 

Yard.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

3/5/2011 3/5/2011 - Nest still inactive. - PKonrad
7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would use the nest. - 
EMorgan
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3/2/2011 5000475 CACW Closed EP254-3 0 feet; within temporary 

ROW; 17 feet to perm 
ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

3/11/2011 3/2/2011 - Fine grasses woven into globular nest with entrance facing south. Nest appears almost fully constructed 
but without feather lining. 
3/11/2011 - Nesting material is old, faded grey. Nest without structure. Opening no longer obvious; closed. - BHart

3/2/2011 5000481 NONE Closed EP221A 360 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

4/15/2011 3/2/2011 - Nest appears to be a CORA nest built in crevice of boulder. Nest location too small and tight for RTHA. 
Biomonitor did not observe any activity at nest for more than 1 hour. Some whitewash present, however it is likely 
nest is inactive at this time. - unknown
4/15/2011 - Note: No bird ever observed; whitewash only. Nest officially closed as inactive corvid nest more than 100 
feet away from work area. - KAlberts

3/4/2011 6002309 RTHA Closed EP119-2 450 feet 500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

4/18/2011 3/4/2011 - Inactive. - RRadd
3/10/2011 - Inactive. - PKonrad
3/23/2011 - Inactive. - RRadd
3/30/2011 - Inactive. - PKonrad    
4/13/2011 - Still inactive. - PKonrad
4/18/2011 - Inactive; closed. - PKonrad

3/4/2011 6002310 RTHA Closed EP119-2 350 feet from temporary 
pad.

500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

3/23/2011 3/4/2011 - Hawk perched near nest, and another consuming prey nearby. Hawk took flight; pair soaring together (1 
normal morph, 1 dark morph); they revisited area repeatedly but did not enter nest. Follow-up observations required. - 
RRadd
3/16/2011 - 1 adult Red-tail perched in open pasture; did not stay in area; no activity near nest site during half-hour 
observation period.- PKonrad
3/23/2011 - Nest inactive; GHOW from adjacent nest perched underneath the nest; closed. - RRadd

3/4/2011 6002313 NONE Closed EP236-1 AR 230 feet from existing 
SWPL AR.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

3/4/2011 3/4/2011 - Large stick nest inactive, but should be rechecked for activity. - BHart 
7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would use the nest. - 
EMorgan

1/20/2011 5000518 CACW Closed EP245-1 and AR 100 feet from 
permanent ROW.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

3/24/2011 1/20/2011 - During the initial nest survey, biologist found a grass nest that appears inactive. - PKonrad 
3/08/2011 - Opening is collapsed. No signs of recent use; inactive. - BHart
3/24/2011 - Nest collapsed; flattened; closed. - PKonrad

2/1/2011 5000519 CACW Closed EP245-1 and AR 105 feet from 
permanent ROW of 

tower site.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

4/16/2011 2/1/2011 - A grass nest that appears inactive. - BClaxton
4/16/2011 - Closed, due to no activity. - KAlberts

3/19/2011 5000522 NONE Closed EP31-2 and AR 110 feet from existing 
access road.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

4/16/2011 3/19/2011 - Copious whitewash illustrates recent habitual use as a Turkey Vulture roost. This nest is undoubtedly an 
old nest not associated with the roost. - RRadd.
3/29/2011 - No activity. - PKonrad       
4/7/2011 - Old nest; no signs of nesting activity. - PKonrad and FHoffman
4/16/2011 - Closed, due to no sign of activity. - KAlberts

3/19/2011 5000523 NONE Closed EP31-2 and AR 120 feet away from 
access road.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

4/16/2011 3/19/2011 - Probable old nest. Roosting site nearby with molted feathers and whitewash. Nest likely not associated 
with roost. - RRadd
3/29/2011 - No activity at nest. - PKonrad      
4/7/2011 - Old nest; no birds associated with nest. - PKonrad and FHoffman
4/16/2011 - Closed, due to no activity - KAlberts

2/25/2011 5000524 NONE Closed EP363-1, IV Sub 105 feet from temporary 
ROW.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

2/25/2011 2/25/2011 - This stick nest is no longer present in the metal powerline tower. This inactive nest was apparently blown 
out of the tower by strong wind, although little sign of nest material can be seen in the area of the tower. This 
formerly inactive nest can be closed. - IMaunsell

3/15/2011 5000532 NONE Closed Rough Acres Yard 425 feet from yard 
boundary.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

3/30/2011 3/15/2011 - No bird activity in area; chance of raptor using this nest is reduced at this time. - PKonrad
3/30/2001 - Nest remains inactive. - PKonrad
7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would use the nest. - 
EMorgan
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1/20/2011 5000539 NONE Closed EP255-2 10 feet off access road. 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

4/25/2011 1/20/2011 - Stick nest appears intact; potential raven or raptor nest. - PKonrad
3/3/2011 - Still inactive. - PKonrad
3/17/2011 - Inactive. - PKonrad      
3/23/2011 - Still inactive. - PKonrad      
4/4/2011 - Inactive. - PKonrad
4/13/2011 - Inactive. - PKonrad    
4/19/2011 - Still inactive. - PKonrad
4/25/2011 - Inactive; closed. - PKonrad

2/22/2011 5000016 NONE Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

80 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

4/16/2011 2/22/2011 - Stick nest consistent with corvid species. - IMaunsell
3/22/2011 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
4/16/2011 - No activity; never associated with nesting activity of any bird species; closed. - RRadd

3/15/2011 6003231 NONE Closed EP83-1 Pull site (east) 
and AR

20 feet to AR. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

3/28/2011 3/15/2011 - Nest appears to be an inactive CALT nest. - DBusby
3/28/2011 - Nest incomplete and inactive; closed. - PKonrad

3/30/2011 5003296 CACW Closed EP226-1 35 feet from TSAP. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

4/12/2011 3/30/2011 - Nest mostly old and flattened. Potentially new material on top. No birds observed. - IMaunsell
4/12/2011 - Nest looks unused. No new material; closed. - SHampton

3/30/2011 5003297 VERD Closed EP226-1 Pull site AR 15 feet from AR; 600 
feet from tower.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

4/27/2011 3/30/2011 - Verdin nest looks in good condition; no birds observed; may become active; monitor for activity. - 
PKonrad
4/4/2011 - Looks old, but has new nest materials including downy feathers; no birds. - PKonrad
4/12/2011 - No new material; 1 downy feather clinging to lower outside twig, may be old. No birds. - SHampton
4/21/2011 - Nest looks old, weathered and unused; could be closed. - PKonrad
4/27/2011 - No change. - PKonrad
5/5/2011 - No verdins observed; nest looks old; never any birds associated with this nest; closed. - PKonrad

4/13/2011 5000798 NONE Closed EP85-2 AR 15 feet from AR. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

4/18/2011 4/13/2011 - Old bowl nest, inactive, with no sign of recent use. No bird activity in immediate area. Nest suitably sized 
for western scrub jay, etc. Can check for future activity, but unlikely. - BArnold
4/18/2011 - Closed, since nest was old passerine nest upon discovery. - KAlberts

3/2/2011 5000441 NONE Closed EP78 - EP77 AR 0 feet; along existing 
access road.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

4/29/2011 3/2/2011 - Still inactive. - PKonrad  
3/10/2011 - Still inactive. - PKonrad 
3/28/2011 - Inactive. - PKonrad
4/7/2011 - Nest inactive. - PKonrad
4/18/2011 - Inactive. - PKonrad
4/29/2011 - Old nest; unused; closed. - PKonrad

3/17/2011 6002401 NONE Closed EP220-1 AR 25 feet from existing AR. Vehicular passage should not impact nesting activities, provided that no 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within area.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

4/13/2011 3/17/2011 - Nest inactive; probably an old raven nest. - PKonrad  
3/30/2011 - Inactive. - PKonrad 
4/6/2011 - Inactive. - PKonrad
4/13/2011 - Still inactive; closed - PKonrad

3/15/2011 6003232 NONE Closed EP81 45 feet from existing AR. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

4/16/2011 3/15/2011 - Nest is inactive; has cobwebs and no new nest material. - DBusby
3/28/2011 - Nest incomplete and inactive. - PKonrad
4/16/2011 - Closed, as first observation was indicative of old passerine nest. - KAlberts

4/1/2011 5003345 NONE Closed EP85-2 AR 40 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

4/29/2011 4/1/2011 - No sign of activity. Nest is smaller than a large raptor nest; should be monitored for change in activity 
because it could affect use of access road. - SHampton and SRitt
4/13/2011 - No activity observed near nest. - BArnold and FHoffman
4/20/2011 - Remains inactive. - PKonrad
4/29/2011 - No change; closed. - PKonrad

3/3/2011 5000050 NONE Closed Alpine Underground - 
Vault 15

0 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

4/30/2011 3/3/2011 - Nest inactive at this time. Stick nest consistent with small raptors or corvids - RFletcher
4/20/2011 - Still inactive. - EMorgan
4/30/2011 - Change to closed due to inactivity. - RRadd
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3/22/2011 5000443 NONE Closed Alpine Underground - 

120+00R, MH-7L
155 feet from Alpine 

Blvd.
Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

4/20/2011 3/22/2011 - Inactive. - PKonrad 
4/20/2011 - Still inactive; closed. - EMorgan

3/3/2011 5000487 NONE Closed Alpine Underground - 
289+00r

480 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

3/22/2011 3/3/2011 - Nest appears inactive at this time. - PKonrad
3/22/2011 - Old nest inactive; closed. - PKonrad
4/16/2011 - Closed; small stick nest indicates no raptor potential. - KAlberts

3/3/2011 5000488 NONE Closed Alpine Underground - 
299+00r

55 feet from Alpine Blvd. Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

4/20/2011 3/3/2011 - Nest appears to be inactive at this time.   - PKonrad
3/22/2011 - Old nest remains unused. - PKonrad
4/20/2011 - Still inactive; closed. - EMorgan

3/22/2011 5000515 NONE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-10L

35 feet from Alpine Blvd. Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

3/22/2011 3/22/2011 - Old nest unused; near active hawk nest. - PKonrad
4/16/2011 - Closed; too late in season for raptor nesting potential. - KAlberts

2/15/2011 5000526 NONE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

70 feet from Alpine Blvd. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

2/15/2011 2/15/2011 - Did not see nest inhabited after several hours of observation. Droppings observed but could be from the 
previous year. - RFletcher
4/16/2011 - Closed, due to no activity, and blanket exemption. - KAlberts

2/25/2011 5000533 NONE Closed Alpine Underground - 
117+00R, MH-7L

30 feet from Alpine Blvd. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

2/25/2011 2/25/2011 - Nest no longer exists; closed. - PKonrad

2/25/2011 5000534 NONE Closed Alpine Underground - 
46+00L, MH-3L

50 feet. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

2/25/2011 2/25/2011 - Old passerine nest. - IMaunsell 
4/16/2011 - Closed, due to no raptor potential and no passerine activity. - KAlberts

3/22/2011 5000538 NONE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-11L

5 feet from Alpine Blvd. Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

3/22/2011 3/22/2011 - Old nest remains inactive. - PKonrad
7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would use the nest. - 
EMorgan

3/22/2011 5000900 NONE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

180 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

4/20/2011 3/22/2011 - Nest remains inactive. - PKonrad
4/20/2011 - Nest remains inactive; closed. - EMorgan

2/15/2011 5000901 NONE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

200 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

3/22/2011 2/15/2011 - Large stick nest consistent with raptors. - PKonrad
3/22/2011 - Nest not active. - PKonrad
7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would use the nest. - 
EMorgan

3/16/2011 5000525 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

0 feet; under Alpine Blvd 
bridge.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

5/6/2011 3/16/2011 - Observed BLPH actively building nest. - RFletcher
4/8/2011 - Nest in good condition, but no eggs or nestlings. Adult foraging in area; still building nest? - BLohstroh
4/20/2011 - Adult hunting in area but it did not approach nest and nest is empty. - EMorgan
5/6/2011 - No activity at nest; material falling from nest; closed. - VNovik
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4/30/2011 7000948 WESJ Closed EP93 60 feet from work area 

and 80 feet from AR.
100 feet Buffer reduced to 60 

feet.
NBR Submit Date: 05/12/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/12/2011

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 60 feet is 
appropriate for this nest. Nest success should not be diminished for the following 
reasons: 
Western Scrub-Jays are generally tolerant of human activity and are known to 
nest in close proximity to human disturbances.
This nest is buffered by the high density of surrounding vegetation.
There is no direct line of sight from the nest to the work area or access road.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

5/20/2011 4/30/2011 - Probable scrub jay nest with fresh green leaves on top of it. Lining material also looks fresh. No birds 
observed at nest, but scrub jays are in area and on top of scrub oak. - RAbe
5/10/2011 - New chamise stem added to nest. - RAbe
5/20/2011 - No new activity; may be last year's nest. Ryan and I agree that the nest should be closed. - PKonrad

5/6/2011 7001002 NONE Closed EP295 25 feet from AR; 380 
feet from EP295.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

5/18/2011 5/6/2011 - No birds observed associating with this nest. - SHampton
5/13/2011 - No birds observed. - PKonrad
5/18/2011 - No birds present; unused nest and it is past the nest initiation period for large desert birds; closed. - 
PKonrad

5/6/2011 7001003 NONE Closed EP295 70 feet from AR; 430 
feet from EP 295.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

5/6/2011 5/6/2011 - No birds observed associating with this nest. - SHampton

5/23/2011 7001928 WEKI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 40 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

6/6/2011 5/23/2011 - Adult observed near nest - FHoffman 
5/27/2011 - No kingbird activity at this tree or oak to north. - PKonrad
5/27/2011 - No kingbird activity at this nest, this tree, or oak to north during extended period. - PKonrad
6/6/2011 - Nest appears old or unused. No WEKI activity in tree or area; closed. - TFitanides

6/1/2011 7002406 NONE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

290 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

6/1/2011 6/1/2011 - Smaller stick nest; no activity observed; crows in vicinity all day. - MKuehn
7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would use the nest. - 
EMorgan

6/1/2011 7002407 NONE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

290 feet from Alpine 
Blvd.

Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

6/1/2011 6/1/2011 - Large stick nest; no activity observed; crows in vicinity all day. - MKuehn
7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would use the nest. - 
EMorgan

6/1/2011 7002409 NONE Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH-18

340 feet to Alpine Blvd. Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

6/1/2011 6/1/2011 - Old stick nest; no activity observed near it. - EMorgan
7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would use the nest. - 
EMorgan

7/18/2011 7004654 CACW Closed EP269-1 73 feet  from AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

7/18/2011 7/18/2011 - Appears to be old nest with collapsed roof; closed. - SRitt

7/18/2011 7004656 CACW Closed EP269-1 45 feet from AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

7/18/2011 7/18/2011 - Appears to be old nest with collapsed roof; closed. - SRitt

8/10/2011 7004714 NONE Closed EP39-1 250 feet from AR. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
not used this nesting 
season.

8/10/2011 8/10/2011 - No whitewash or other signs of activity located under nest. No raptors observed near nest. Beyond 
nesting season; closed. - EMorgan
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3/3/2011 5000492 NONE Closed TL 639 - Z379537 0 feet, on 69 KV 

structure.
2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

7/14/2011 3/3/2011 - Inactive nest. - TCooper.
7/14/2011 - Nest closed due to local raptor nesting chronology. No active raptor stick nests have been recorded in 
the Project area beyond the month of August (per Unitt; SD CBA). - emorgan

2/18/2011 5000903 NONE Closed CP82-1 110 feet from existing 
access road.

Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

3/29/2011 29 Mar - Nest is old and in disrepair. - RRadd

3/12/2011 6003218 NONE Closed Helix Yard AR 1150 feet to yard 
boundary.

Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

3/25/2011 3/12/2011 - Old, currently unused, stick nest. - KAlberts
3/16/2011 - status unchanged. - RRadd
3/25/2011 - Adjacent to active COHA nest. Closed. - RRadd

4/13/2011 5000800 NONE Closed TL 6916 - 678467 165 feet to work area. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

7/14/2011 4/13/2011 - No birds observed coming to/from nest. RSHA pair calling in neighborhood. - SHampton
7/14/2011 - Nest closed due to local raptor nesting chronology. No active raptor stick nests have been recorded in 
the Project area beyond the month of August (per Unitt; SD CBA). - EMorgan

5/24/2011 7002350 CALT Closed CP19-1 36 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

6/1/2011 5/24/2011 -Fresh grass nest appeared completed. No eggs in nest. An adult California towhee was observed near 
nest site. - KKilpatrick
5/25/2011 - Two biologists conducted focused observations of the nest for two hours and did not observe any activity 
at the nest.  The nest was determined to be inactive; however, the nest should be rechecked again in approximately 
one week or more before it is closed. - KKilpatrick
6/1/2011 - Nest appears clean, and intact but unimproved since last visit. Consistent with CALT. Uncompacted 
interior suggests nest has not yet been used. - RRadd
6/13/2011 - Nest was apparently never used. Closed. - RRadd

8/10/2011 7004716 NONE Closed CP-64-2-E 320 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

8/10/2011 8/10/2011 - Old, inactive nest recorded during raptor survey. No activity. - shampton

8/10/2011 7004717 NONE Closed CP64-2/CP65-1 Pull 
Site AR entry

470 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

8/10/2011 8/10/2011 - Old, inactive nest recorded during raptor survey. No activity. - shampton

8/10/2011 7004718 NONE Closed CP64-2/CP65-1 Pull 
Site AR entry

400 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

8/10/2011 8/10/2011 - Old, inactive nest recorded during raptor survey. No activity. - shampton

8/10/2011 7004719 NONE Closed CP70-3 40 feet from AR 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
unused this breeding 
season.

8/10/2011 8/10/2011 - Old stick nest appears to be a COHA nest from a prior nesting season. - RRadd

5/27/2011 7002387 NONE Closed TL 6916 - 774843 0 feet; on tower. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
unused this nesting 
season.

5/27/2011 5/27/2011 - No activity. - TCooper
7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would use the nest. - 
EMorgan

3/29/2011 6002395 NONE Closed CP82-1 340 feet to corner of 
tower site.

Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest 
unused this season.

4/20/2011 3/29/2011 - No activity detected.- RRadd
4/6/2011 - No activity detected.- RRadd
4/13/2011 - No activity.- RRadd
4/20/2011 - Nest fallen. CLOSED. - RRadd
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2/21/2011 5000022 NONE Closed CP81-1 30 feet from existing 

access road.
Blanket reduction 

granted for drive through 
access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 
season.

4/20/2011 2/21/2011 - Ravens in area. - DBusby
3/29/2011 - Nest in fair condition - COHA alarm calls on approach, but not confirmed on nest. -RRadd
4/6/2011 - No activity detected 14:10 to 16:05. No fresh material added. - RRadd
4/13/2011 - Change to Inactive. - RRadd
4/20/2011 - Old and dilapidated. Change to Closed. - RRadd

2/21/2011 5000023 NONE Closed CP81-1 30 feet from existing 
access road.

Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no vehicle 
stopping, standing, or construction occurs within buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 
season.

4/16/2011 2/21/2011 - Ravens in area. - RFletcher
3/29/2011 - Nest appears old and decrepit with hole through center. Change to closed - RRadd
4/16/2011 - Changed to Closed, based on 3-29-11 observation. - KAlberts

2/25/2011 5000433 NONE Closed TL 6916 - Z771472 200 feet from nearest 
pole.

Blanket exemption allowed for Reconductor residential areas; this nest is within 
such an area. 

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 
season.

7/14/2011 2/25/2011 - Logged Inactive. - BClaxton
7/14/2011 - Nest closed due to local raptor nesting chronology. No active raptor stick nests have been recorded in 
the Project area beyond the month of August (per Unitt; SD CBA). - EMorgan

2/18/2011 5000013 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest, 
unused this breeding 
season.

5/24/2011 2/18/2011 - Appears to be an old nest that might be present in pre-existing data. Out of 5 nests observed this is only 
nest that could become active. CACW heard vocalizing in area but not observed. - PKonrad
3/18/2011 - No CACW detected on this territory 12:00 - 12:45. Vehicle traffic noted. - RRadd
3/24/2011 - No CACW detected on this territory 08:30-09:30 - RRadd
3/30/2011 - activity within territory, see NID 5000431 - RRadd
4/5/2011 - CACW calling from various perches across this territory. - RRadd
4/11/2011 - Nest not visited -- CACW occupying other end of this territory 11:00-11:30. - RRadd
4/25/2011 - No activity 16:30-16:50. CACW occupying other end of this territory. - RRadd
5/3/2011 - No improvements at this nest, now decrepit. Change to inactive. - RRadd
5/10/2011 - No change. - RRadd
5/17/2011 - No change. - RRadd
5/24/2011 No change 1330 … pair at south end of territory. - RRadd

2/21/2011 5000004 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet. 100 feet Signs posted at back 
door to use front 
entrance only.

MODO nests are in roof eaves above back door of mitigation property. Cleaning 
crews will not impact the nests if the front entrance is used. Signs will be placed 
in order to prevent access to the back.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Old nest, 
unused this nesting 
season.

3/31/2011 2/21/2011 - No sign of adults or recent nest use.  - PKonrad
3/3/2011 - No bird present - Status changed to INACTIVE. - IMaunsell
3/10/2011 - Remains inactive - RRadd
3/31/2011 - No birds present - Closed. - RRadd

7/8/2011 7002619 ACWO Closed CP 82-1 50 feet east of AR 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Possible 
day roost only.

8/10/2011 07/08/2011 - Adult ACWO pair using cavity; 1 went inside cavity and remained for 30 minute observation period. - 
RRadd
7/16/2011  ACWO pair left this tree in response to observer and didn't return during 30 minute observation period. 
No bird visible in cavity. - RRadd
7/22/2011 - No ACWO activity at this cavity during 30 min. obs. - RRadd
7/27/2011 - Male ACWO in this cavity 13:08-13:12, then departs. - RRadd
8/10/2011 - ACWO vocal and active nearby, but no use of this cavity detected during 45 min. obs. No food carry has 
ever been noted; this is possibly a non-breeding roost site. - RRadd
8/19/2011 - No cavity use during 30 min. obs. Closed due to inactivity. - RRadd

3/18/2011 6003254 HOWR Closed Helix Yard AR 1,390 feet from yard 
boundary.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Possibly 
an alternate nest in 
this territory.

4/20/2011 3/18/2011 - Birds observed actively building nest. - RFletcher
3/25/2011 - HOWR singing from posts all over territory, entering  cavity repeatedly. - RRadd
4/5/2011 - HOWR singing but no cavity use noted 16:30-17:00 - RRadd
4/13/2011 - HOWR territorial but not using this cavity 07:30-08:00. Change to INACTIVE. - RRadd
4/20/2011 - No change 07:10. Closed. - RRadd

5/7/2011 7001011 BUSH Closed TL 639 - 171660 75 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 05/20/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/20/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Predation 
likely.

5/25/2011 5/7/2011 - Adult observed entering and exiting nest. - RAbe
5/19/2011 - BUSH nest observed for 30 mins. No BUSH seen. No activity. - TFitanides
5/25/2011 - Nest has been ripped down. Only 1/4 of nest remains. Status changed to closed. - IMaunsell

5/11/2011 7001433 BUSH Closed CP17-1 70 feet to existing AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 05/20/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/20/2011

Nest Buffer Modification Request: A NBM is requested for nest that allows thru-
traffic through buffer on the access road to CP-17. This is appropriate because: 
(1) at 83 feet the nest is located a suitable distance from the road and is 
sufficiently bordered by dense coastal sage scrub that temporary traffic should 
not affect nest success and (2) adults showed little to no agitated behavior when 
temporary foot traffic was within 20 feet of nest.  Vehicular passage is not 
anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or 
construction occurs within the buffer.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Predation 
likely.

5/21/2011 5/11/2011 - Adults observed actively bringing food to nest. - JPawlicki
5/21/2011 - Nest appears predated (holed at the platform) and dilapidated. Status changed to Closed. - RRadd

AR066705
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4/11/2011 5000778 BUSH Closed TL 6916 - 973032 55 feet to nearest pole. 100 feet 0 feet Blanket exemption approved for Reconductor line's residential areas, following 

the same principles as those for the Alpine Blvd exemption.
2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Presumed 
predated.

4/25/2011 4/11/2011 - Pair copulating and adding material to nest.  -MDicus, shampton
4/18/2011 - No BUSH activity detected 0945-1010. Nest appears complete. - RRadd
4/25/2011 - Nest appears abandoned and in disarray, suggesting predation. Change to closed. - RRadd

3/18/2011 5003258 NONE Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

10 feet; onsite structure. 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Probably a 
rodent nest.

4/1/2011 3/18/2011 - Nest built of grasses inside pump-house. There appears to be an entrance facing the wall. No sign of 
adults in area but appears to be new based on condition of materials. - DBusby
3/31/2011 - Ball nest with no birds associated. Possibly rodent nest. - RRadd
4/1/2011 - No bird activity at this nest. - IMaunsell

4/25/2011 7000899 CACW Closed Sycamore Yard 57 feet from AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Satellite 
nest within breeding 
territory.

6/20/2011 4/25/2011 - Large new CACW nest still being added to 17:25. - RRadd
5/3/2011 - CACW calling from this location 12:55. - RRadd
5/10/2011 - CACW continues to advertise this territory with new material piles, but no food carry. - RRadd
5/17/2011 - No CACW observed here during 30 min. observation 16:50. - RRadd
5/24/2011 - No CACW detected 13:05-13:35. - RRadd
6/1/2011 - CACW on this  territory, building new nests E and W of this nest 09:45 - 10:20. - RRadd
6/7/2011 - Nest in good condition, with fresh material atop a clean SW-facing opening. - RRadd
6/13/2011 - No CACW detections here during 45 min. obs. - RRadd
6/20/2011 - No CACW detections here during 30 min. obs. Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/5/2011 7004647 BLPH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from driveway 
access.

100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Second 
BLPH nesting 
attempt terminated 
prior to egg laying for 
unknown reasons.

6/8/2011 5/5/2011 - Mud nest on wall close to ceiling has now been walled to the top with grasses, with a small opening 
remaining against the wall. Nest interior is clean but empty. 
Remains active, species not confirmed as nest no longer consistent with BLPH, possibly HOWR has taken over. - 
RRadd
5/12/2011 -  One adult BLPH seen feeding no less than 4 fledged young away from nest site. Nest site was 
monitored throughout the day and no HOWR activity was detected in the vicinity of this nest site. - EElias
5/13/2011 -  No HOWR activity at this site and appears as if nest is being dismantled. - EElias
5/25/2011 - BLPH renovating this nest 17:25 - RRadd
6/3/2011 - Nest is rebuilt, clean but empty. - RRadd
6/8/2011 - No change in activity. Change status to Inactive. - RRadd
7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed. - EMorgan

3/16/2011 6003237 HOWR Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

35 feet from driveway. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Site 
usurped by mice.

4/1/2011 3/16/2011 - HOWR singing atop tank, nest visible under cover. - RRadd
3/18/2011 - HOWR not seen going to and from nest but still appears active. - DBusby
3/24/2011 - HOWR singing, but not visiting nest. Cold weather suppressing breeding activity. - RRadd
3/31/2011 - No HOWR detected during 30 minute observation. Change to inactive. - RRadd
4/1/2011 - Nest taken over by 2 mice who now live under the cover on the tank. Closed. - IMaunsell

5/31/2011 7002400 HOFI Closed TL 639 - Z171662 0 feet; in pole. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed within approved 

limits.

NBR Submit Date: 06/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/03/2011


2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. This may 
have been part of the 
site selection 
process.

6/9/2011 5/31/2011 - Adult pair observed repeatedly entering and exiting from top opening in bracket. Completed nest visible 
looking up from east base of pole.
6/10/2011 - No HOFI activity observed near nest during a 30-minute period. - TFitanides
6/18/2011 - No HOFI activity during 20-minute check. Closed. Unable to determine if nest was new or from a 
previous nesting season. A high percentage of brackets on this line have nests. - TFitanides

7/11/2011 7003027 NOMO Closed TL 639 - 379519 5 feet to AR. 70 feet to 
pole.

100 feet Drive through access 
only.

2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. This nest 
may have been 
considered active 
based on territorial 
behavior from other 
NOMO in area. It 
was likely used 
earlier in the season 
but was not in use at 
the time it was 
recorded.

7/14/2011 7/11/2011 - NOMO nest under construction. - RRadd
7/14/2011 - Nest appears un-used with fallen leaves and flowers inside. No NOMO activity associated with this nest 
and no birds scolded or alarmed when area was approached. - MDicus

2/21/2011 5000038 RTHA Closed CP50-1 AR 210 feet from proposed 
access road.

500 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 
REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Unknown 
causes.

4/19/2011 2/21/2011 - Appears inactive. - IMaunsell
3/10/2011 - Adult RTHA at nest today, Pair in flight display @ 10:50 - RRadd
3/24/2011 - Nest vacant, pair RTHA circling away from nest, calling loudly during light rain, pre-construction survey 
crew operating 200' away.- RRadd 
3/30/2011 - Nest vacant 16:05 - 17:05. No hawks visited closer than 1000m.- RRadd
4/5/2011 - No RTHA visited from 12:16-13:18. Obs. From 300m. - RRadd
4/8/2011 - RTHA pair copulating near nest. Apparent re-nest attempt in progress. - RRadd
4/19/2011 - Nest appears damaged with much debris on ground and notably reduced profile in tree. No RTHA 
associating with this nest 09:00-09:30. Change to CLOSED - RRadd

AR066706
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6/27/2011 7002565 LEGO Closed TL 639 - 397518 60 feet to AR. 100 feet 2. NEST DID NOT 

REACH ACTIVE 
STATUS. Unknown 
causes.

7/11/2011 6/27/2011 - Female LEGO building new nest while male accompanies. - RRadd
7/5/2011 - LEGO on nest that appears complete 12:15. - RRadd
7/11/2011 - No LEGO detected at or near this nest 08:00-08:30. - RRadd
7/19/2011 - No LEGO detected during 30 min. obs. Change to Closed. - RRadd

4/5/2011 5003361 BUSH Closed CP51-2 AR 15 feet from proposed 
AR.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

5/5/2011 4/5/2011 - BUSH carrying material to apparently complete nest. - RRadd
4/11/2011 - BUSH enters nest 14:43. - RRadd
4/19/2011- BUSH exits nest 07:17. - RRadd
4/27/2011 - HOWR enters nest 07:48, emerges wiping bill. - RRadd
5/5/2011 - No BUSH detections during 30 minute observation. Predation by House Wrens likely. Closed.  - RRadd

4/18/2011 5000847 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 0 feet; in crane within 
yard.

100 feet 100 feet for construction 
activities; 0 feet for 

parking and access; 

This nest was begun after construction activities had started, and is therefore 
accustomed to this site.  The buffer will remain in effect for construction 
activities, but may be reduced for parking and access purposes, if needed.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

5/10/2011 4/18/2011 - Nest 40% complete with fresh nest material. Pair copulating adjacent to nest. - IMaunsell
4/20/2011 - 1 egg. - RRadd
4/26/2011 - HOFI flushed from nest 17:58. - RRadd
5/3/2011 - No eggs, no HOFI detections during 30 min. of observation 16:45-17:15. Change to Inactive. - RRadd
5/10/2011 - Crane has moved from CY. Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/13/2011 7001471 LENI Closed Dunaway Yard 30 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to active 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

5/18/2011 5/13/2011 - Adult lesser nighthawk is incubating 1 egg. - EMorgan
5/18/2011 - Neither egg nor nighthawk was found in the area. Extremely high winds the afternoon of 5/13 most 
probably a factor, although predation could also be a factor. - PKonrad

6/3/2011 7002445 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 feet from staked 
work limits.

100 feet NBR Submit Date: 06/20/2011


3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

7/6/2011 6/3/2011 - Hummingbird nest building; 20% complete. - SJohnston
6/7/2011 - Nest building; potentially incubating; nest appears complete. - SJohnston
6/8/2011 - On nest, likely incubating. - VNovik
6/9/2011 - On nest incubating. - TFitanides
6/10/2011 - On nest incubating. - VNovik
6/16/2011 - Incubating. - SJohnston
6/17/2011 - Incubating. - VNovik
6/22/2011 - Incubating. - VNovik
6/23/2011 - On nest. - VNovik
6/24/2011 - Observed on nest. - VNovik
6/27/2011 - On nest. - VNovik
6/30/2011 - Observed on nest. - VNovik
7/5/2011 - Incubating. - IMaunsell
7/6/2011 - No activity observed. - SJohnston
7/7/2011 - No activity. - SJohnston
7/8/2011 - Possibly on nest; very difficult to tell. - VNovik
7/13/2011 - No activity on nest. - VNovik
7/21/2011 - No activity since 7/6; closed. - SJohnston

4/21/2011 5000867 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

5/18/2011 4/21/2011 - Observed male and female house finches carrying nest material. - VNovik
4/29/2011 -  Female incubating. - PKonrad
5/6/2011 - 3 eggs in nest but no adults observed. - PKonrad
5/12/2011 -  Female calling territorially; small nestlings in nest. - PKonrad
5/16/2011 - Nestling present; no adults observed. - PKonrad
5/19/2011 - 2 dead nestlings observed; 1 in nest and 1 outside nest; 1 egg observed outside nest. Nest, nestlings, 
and egg intact. Uncertain cause of failure. - FHoffman

4/22/2011 5000889 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
189+00

40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

5/16/2011 4/22/2011 - Lesser goldfinches observed visiting nest. - IMaunsell
4/30/2011 - LEGO on nest. - RRadd
5/6/2011 - Nest intact. No birds observed. - FHoffman
5/17/2011 - Nest lining appears to be strewn out; nest askew. Check once more before changing status. -  
FHoffman
5/27/2011 - Nest appears dilapidated and damaged; no lesser goldfinches heard or observed at nest or in vicinity; 
closed. - JPawlicki

3/11/2011 6003224 WESJ Closed EP89-1 Pull Site 
(south)

0 feet; within temporary 
ROW.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

4/13/2011 3/11/2011 - Nest approximately 65% complete; California towhee pair perched nearby. - DBusby
3/31/2011 - Bird incubating in poorly built nest with 4 eggs (eggs colored green with brown spotting at anterior end). - 
PKonrad
4/7/2011 - Although formerly listed as a California towhee nest, it appears to have been taken over by a pair of 
western scrub-jays, with 1 incubating in cool, windy weather; PKonrad thought this might be the case during 3/31 
observations. - PKonrad and FHoffman
4/14/2011 - No birds, eggs, or evidence of eggs at nest, which looks unchanged; 1 jay acted territorially as I left site. 
Nesting attempts at this site failed; closed. - PKonrad

3/23/2011 6002804 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

15 feet to existing AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

4/7/2011 3/23/2011 - ANHU female on nest. - IMaunsell
3/28/2011 - Nest difficult to find, but female observed incubating on nest on branch about 40 feet up; second main 
branch up, on bridge side of oak. - BLohstroh
4/1/2011 - Female observed incubating. - IMaunsell
4/8/2011 - No activity observed, no ANHU in area; HOFIs built nest very close. - BLohstroh
4/16/2011 - No activity observed. - RRadd
4/22/2011 - No activity observed; closed. - RRadd

AR066707
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3/24/2011 5003277 CACW Closed EP243 30 feet from12kv AR. 100 feet 0 feet NBR Submit Date: 05/12/2011

WLA Concurrence Date: 05/12/2011

A) The nest has been monitored for more than one month and has had 
intermittent activity at best and has been completely unused in some surveys.  
B) Cactus wrens construct many roosting "nests" that are utilized intermittently 
year around.  C) Based on survey observations, it is possible that this nest is a 
secondary roosting nest.  D) The scope and duration of the proposed work for 
this site is small and limited, most likely involving a small crew and one day of 
work to replace the pole.  E) The work area is slightly more than 30 feet from this 
nest site, therefore the nest can be easily monitored during any construction to 
evaluate cactus wren presence and use.  D) Completing the proposed 
construction is unlikely to adversely affect the nest outcome.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

5/13/2011 3/24/2011 - Fresh grass with fresh feather clinging to cactus wren nest. - LLina   
4/1/2011 - More fresh grass and feathers added to nest. - PHoward
4/8/2011 - Large nest entrance; interior well-lined; wren singing in area. - PKonrad
4/15/2011 - 1 CACW flew from nest with another wren perched in same cholla. Pair of birds flew from nest again 
later. - SRitt
4/18/2011 - 1 CAWR flew from nest. - RAbe
4/25/2011 - 1 adult near nest initially; 2 adults later. This appears to be the primary nest site of this active pair. - 
PKonrad
5/2/2011 - Nest recently used; no birds observed or heard. - PKonrad
5/13/2011 - No adults observed at nest. Nest appears empty with 1 dead fledgling lying at entrance to nest; closed. - 
JPawlicki

2/14/2011 5000430 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
198+50, MH-12R

50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

3/21/2011 2/14/2011 - Active bushtit nest. - PKonrad 
3/22/2011 - No bushtit nest found in this tree. - PKonrad
4/20/2011 - Closed; no nest was found on 3/22. - KAlberts

3/30/2011 5003298 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
117+00

25 feet from Alpine Blvd 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

4/7/2011 3/30/2011 - Hummingbird observed incubating on nest. - RFletcher
4/8/2011 - No nest observed, taken out by storms? - BLohstroh
4/16/2011 - No nest observed; closed. - RRadd
4/20/2011 - Nest observed on fan palm frond covered with cobwebs. There are 2 dead nestlings in nest that appear 
to have been about 5 days old at death. - EMorgan

4/15/2011 5003299 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

5/16/2011 4/15/2011 - HOFI flushed from nest. - RRadd
4/16/2011 - Nest active, at least 1 egg. Female flew from nest and returned immediately. - MDicus
4/21/2011 - No activity observed at nest. - VNovik
5/6/2011 - Female incubating 2 eggs. - PKonrad
5/12/2011 - No finch observed at nest; 2 eggs are present among nesting material, but nest is disheveled with some 
material covering eggs; suggests this nest may be abandoned; will check back Monday. - PKonrad
5/16/2011 - No finches present; 2 eggs are cold; nest deserted; closed. - PKonrad

4/16/2011 5000832 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

16 feet from fencing. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

5/9/2011 4/16/2011 - Nest appears complete, although still under construction, with pair installing interior lining. - RRadd
4/22/2011 - BUSH bringing nest material . - RRadd
4/28/2011 - No bushtits in area and no activity at nest during 2 hours I monitored the nest. - RAbe
5/9/2011 - Nest appears unkempt, no bushtits; closed. - DBusby

5/6/2011 7000999 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

45 feet to edge of work 
area.

100 feet The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and construction related activity are appropriate when 
considered along with the plan, providing type and duration of access is strictly 
regulated. 

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

5/12/2011 5/6/2011 - ANHU completing construction of nest.  - RRadd
5/13/2011 - Nest appears intact but unoccupied during 30 minute observation period. Predated? Closed. - RRadd

5/20/2011 7001912 BLPH Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

75 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

6/15/2011 5/20/2011 - BLPH observed with nesting material. - VNovik
5/23/2011 - BLPH observed in area, nest appears in good condition. - VNovik
5/24/2011 - BLPH observed incubating on the nest.
5/25/2011 - Observed incubating on nest. - VNovik
5/31/2011 - Incubating; 4 eggs. - VNovik
6/2/2011 - Incubating. - VNovik
6/6/2011 - Incubating. - VNovik
6/7/2011 - Incubating. - SJohnston
6/8/2011 - 1 hatchling and 3 eggs. - VNovik
6/9/2011 - 3 hatchlings and 1 egg. - TFitanides
6/10/2011 - Caring for nestlings in nest. - VNovik
6/16/2011 - All nestlings found dead in nest on 6/15. - SJohnston

6/8/2011 7002463 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

6/14/2011 6/8/2011 - Hummingbird nest building about 70% complete. - VNovik
6/9/2011 - Nest complete or almost complete; no eggs. - TFitanides
6/10/2011 - Nest nearly complete. - VNovik
6/11/2011 - 1 egg in nest; female incubating normally. - SJohnston
6/14/2011 - Nesting bird was observed off the nest for 30 minutes. - SJohnston
6/15/2011 - No activity was observed at the nest. - SJohnston
6/16/2011 - No activity was observed at the nest. - SJohnston

AR066708
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4/26/2011 7000902 BUOR Closed TL 6916 - Z771473 85 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 

feet.
NBR Submit Date: 05/03/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/04/2011

Both the Cassin's Kingbird and Bullock's Oriole nests occur in the same 
eucalyptus tree (distance to pre-existing Pole Z771473 is approximately 85 feet). 
Based on the nests’ proximity to human activity and development and the adult 
birds’ lack of reaction to human presence, both pairs of adults appear to be 
habituated to nearby human activities. Therefore, a nest buffer modification 
(NBM) request for reduction to 30 feet from 100 feet would be appropriate. It is 
not anticipated that such a reduction would adversely affect the success of both 
nests.  Based on the nest location and previous exposure to vehicle traffic, foot 
traffic and equipment movement, the adults should tolerate this buffer 
modification.  

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

5/16/2011 4/26/2011 -Male and female observed at nest. Female adding blue string to nest, which is just barely started. - 
RAbe
5/3/2011 - Female seen entering and remaining in nest for about 2 minutes. - SRitt
5/11/2011 Nest complete, stringing crew at work 11:30. - RRadd
5/16/2011  No oriole detected during 30 min. obs. - RRadd
5/23/2011 - No BUOR detected during 30 min. obs. 15:50-16:10. - RRadd
5/24/2011 - No BUOR detected 06:50-07:10. Change to Closed. - RRadd

4/28/2011 7000931 CACW Closed EP235-1 8 feet from permanent 
pad.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

8/16/2011 4/28/2011 - Observed pair of cactus wrens duet calling and nest building. - JDicus
5/5/2011 - Large fresh nest; no birds observed or heard. - PKonrad
5/11/2011 - No change. - PKonrad
5/26/2011 - Nice nest looks unchanged; pair of wrens active 400 feet southwest. - PKonrad
6/6/2011 - Group of 3 preconstruction workers were taking measurements 20 feet from nest when we first arrived at 
site; informed them of buffer and they left. We found 1 egg inside the nest, which was somewhat cold. No wrens 
were seen entering nest but wrens were heard more than 100 feet away toward top of hill. - PHoward
6/13/2011 - No wrens observed or heard in area; nest looks used; can't see inside nest. - PKonrad
6/20/2011 - Many small downy feathers added to lower edge of nest entrance; no wrens in area. - PKonrad
6/28/2011 - Wren observed and calling 75 feet southwest of nest; nest looks recently used. - PKonrad
7/6/2011 - Several wrens active in the area; yesterday's rain appears to have re-activated many birds. Nest is slightly 
rain-soaked. - PKonrad
7/13/2011 - Nest unused since last weeks' rain; no wrens in area, but several wrens are active about 400 feet 
southwest. - PKonrad
7/19/2011 - Nest looks good but may not have been recently used; wrens may have concentrated their activity on the 
improved nest to the west. No wrens in area, including to the southwest. - PKonrad
7/26/2011 - Nest looks unused with grasses laying across entrance hole. - PKonrad
8/2/2011 - No change except 2 small scats near entry; no wrens nearby but pair active and calling 300 feet to south-
southwest. - PKonrad
8/9/2011 - Nest entrance looks small like it hasn't been used recently, but scats are no longer present. Wrens present 
300 feet west-southwest. - PKonrad
8/16/2011 - No wrens nearby and nest looks unused for some time; closed. - PKonrad

4/14/2011 5000820 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 10 
feet.

Nest was built on the side of a dumpster, and previous NBRs have been granted 
for this species down to 15 feet.  This species is the most common bird species 
in San Diego County.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

5/9/2011 4/14/2011 - Fresh nesting material seen in nest; appears to be 2 near-complete nests side by side that have fresh 
material. House finches carrying nest lining material  to nest. - PHoward
4/21/2011 - Female incubating on nest. - VNovik
4/29/2011 - Female incubating. - PKonrad
5/6/2011 - No finches at nest; nest appears intact. - PKonrad
5/12/2011 - No finches at nest site during extended observations; yard biomonitor hasn't seen any activity here 
during 3 days on site; nest appears deserted; closed. - PKonrad

3/23/2011 5003266 BEWR Closed EP220-1 85 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 85 
feet.

Turnaround work area shown on maps actually faces the other direction, to east, 
so 85 feet is minimum distance construction.  Buffer approved for 85 feet due to 
hidden location of nest, and tenacity of species.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

5/4/2011 3/23/2011 - Observed Bewick's wren enter rusty empty soup-sized can on ground. Can appears to have grass and 
some feathers inside. - DBusby 
4/5/2011 - Completed nest with lined bowl inside rusty can, but no wrens in area during nest check. - PKonrad
4/7/2011 - Watched nest area for 30 minutes, but no wrens present. - PHoward 
4/13/2011 - No birds observed but 1 Bewick's wren singing nearby. - PKonrad
4/21/2011 -  At least 2 tiny white eggs in nest in rusty can on ground; no birds in area. - PKonrad
4/27/2011 - 3 eggs; no birds observed. - PKonrad
5/5/2011 - No eggs but nest intact in can; no birds observed or heard; closed. - PKonrad

5/5/2011 7000992 CAQU Closed TL 639 - Z379519 0 feet, at base of pole. 100 feet Within marked work area at base of pole.  Nest is too close to work area to 
justify a buffer reduction.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

5/17/2011 5/5/2011 - CAQU flushed from nest with 8 eggs. - VNovik
5/18/2011 - Nest appears abandoned and or predated (in unknown order)- vegetation disturbed, broken eggshell 
adjacent to nest 08:12. Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/7/2011 7001008 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 171663 0 feet; in pole. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed within approved 

limits.

NBR Submit Date: 06/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/06/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

6/18/2011 5/7/2011 - Male singing near nest and both adults repeatedly entering bracket. Nest material visible in bracket. - 
SHampton
5/19/2011 - Adults observed entering bracket and singing nearby. - SHampton
5/25/2011 - Nest was checked by lineman at the direction of an avian biologist. No adults were observed. An 
incomplete clutch of 3 eggs was present. -IMaunsell
5/31/2011 - Three House Finches (male and two female/immature types) perched on wires within 20 ft. of nest with 
one female flying around at briefly perching near, but not at nest. No other activity observed at nest after 30 min. 
obs. - JPawlicki
6/10/2011 - Nest was observed for 5O minutes during wire-pulling operations, and no activity at the nest was 
observed. Four House Finches were observed flying by nest location. One adult male was observed as well as an 
adult female and two juveniles.  The female was observed feeding one  of the juveniles while the three birds were 
perched on the transmission line approximately 30 feet from the nest site. - KKilpatrick
6/18/2011 - No HOFI activity during 20-minute check. Closed. -TFitanides

Note: HOFI require a minimum of 14 days from hatch to nest departure. Three eggs on 5/25/2011 did not have 
sufficient time to fledge by 5/31/2011. The on-site avian biologist detected no use of this nest on 6/10/2011, hence it 
appears this nest failed for unknown reasons, prior to wire-pulling operations.

AR066709
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5/7/2011 7001014 CAKI Closed TL 6916 - 973035 0 feet 100 feet Nest is inside pole; Not a candidate. 3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

6/13/2011 5/24/2011 - CAKI incubating, mate attending 08:36. - RRadd
6/2/2011 - Nest exchange 07:27, no food carry ...incubation continues.
6/4/2011 - Observed 1 hr.  Female incubating/brooding, interrupted by short forays away from nest Male visited nest 
too. No visible food carried but  both appeared to pick things out of nest and eat them. Possibly small fecal sacs? - 
SHampton
6/7/2011 - CAKI on nest, mate guarding. - RRadd
6/13/2011 - Unable to detect if bird present on nest due to newly attached hardware on monopole. CAKI visited pole 
for several minutes but did not go to nest. No second CAKI observed. No item carry observed during 1 hr obs. 14:09-
15:09 NOMO perched and singing 10' away for several minutes was unchallenged. Obs. Indicates this nest is no 
longer occupied. Change to Closed. - RRadd
6/13/2011 - Observed 15:55-17:15, no nest visits. One CAKI perched near (1-3') nest and preened for 29 minutes, 
never went quite to nest. - SHampton

Note: First nest outcome likely failed. CAKI require 2 weeks after hatching to fledge, and observations indicate 
incubation was still in progress on 6/4/2011. Nestlings may be fed near nest by adults for another 2 weeks post-
fledging, but no food carrying was observed.

5/10/2011 7001430 CATH Closed EP91 5-10 feet from pull site 
boundary.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

5/26/2011 5/10/2011 - Female flushed from nest but then returned; 3 eggs; female very secretive. - DBusby  
5/20/2011 - RAbe, TCooper, EMorgan checked this nest.
5/27/2011 - No nest or nest material found in scrub oak or on the ground below it. No sign of thrashers, eggs, egg 
shells, or nestlings; closed. - PKonrad

5/12/2011 7001447 LOSH Closed S2 Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

5/17/2011 5/12/2011 - Nest found with 4 eggs; no birds visited nest but LOSH seen and heard nearby. - PHoward
5/18/2011 - No LOSHs seen during 3 nest monitoring visits. Just monitored nest for 90 minutes with no LOSHs 
detected at nest or adjacent areas; closed. - RAbe

5/13/2011 7001474 HOFI Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet: within substation 
footprint on machinery.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 5 feet. NBR Submit Date: 05/18/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/18/2011

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
• The nest location is within a cavity providing a protective buffer from visual and 
acoustic disturbances.
• The pair selected the site regardless of ongoing work in the immediate area.
• The birds have tolerated foot an vehicle traffic within a few feet.
• The birds have chosen a nest site within three feet of Mylar flasher tape
• Rock breaking and crushing has occurred within 250 feet of the nest. These 
activities are considered heavy construction and the sound impact have not 
deterred the birds from nesting there.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

5/19/2011 5/13/2011 - House finches observed actively building nest. Nest 50% complete; no eggs or nestlings. - VNovik
5/16/2011 - 3 eggs in nest. - VNovik
5/20/2011 - 3 cold eggs, no female incubating, no activity; eggs had cracks. Nesting attempt failed; possibly due to 
recent rain and wind storm (5-17 and 5/18); closed. - AHill

5/17/2011 7001486 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

3 feet from work limit. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

6/8/2011 5/17/2011 - Nest building observed. Nest 60% complete. - SJohnston
5/17/2011 - ANHU observed making several trips to nest site and settling on nest. - SJohnston
5/20/2011 - ANHU observed building nest. - VNovik
5/23/2011 - Observed female ANHU on nest. - VNovik
5/24/2011 - Observed incubating on nest. - SJohnston 
5/25/2011 - Observed on nest, likely incubating. - VNovik
5/31/2011 - Incubating. - VNovik
6/1/2011 - Incubating. - SJohnston
6/6/2011 - Incubating. - VNovik
6/7/2011 - Incubating. - SJohnston
6/8/2011 - Incubating. - VNovik
6/8/2011 - No activity at nest. - VNovik
6/9/2011 - Broken eggshells in nest. No activity observed at nest. - TFitanides
6/9/2011 - Nest appeared to have had a nestling. Unknown if inactivity is due to predation or fledging. - TFitanides

5/16/2011 7001496 ANHU Closed EP78 Pull Site 15 feet from AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

5/26/2011 5/16/2011 - Adult flew upon arrival; stayed in the area; 1 egg observed in the nest. - CAllen
5/27/2011 - Did not find nest with questionable coordinates and description - or nest may be gone. Should resurvey 
location with this nest in mind. - PKonrad
6/8/2011 - No nest or hummingbirds found anywhere near described area. - SRitt

AR066710
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5/11/2011 7001424 CALT Closed EP221A 60 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 45 

feet.
NBR Submit Date: 05/18/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/18/2011

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 45 feet is 
appropriate for this nest. Nest success should not be diminished for the following 
reasons:

• Nest is visually and acoustically sheltered from construction as it is down below 
the work site in a rocky canyon with dense vegetation.
• Nest is approximately 50 feet from the nearest edge of the permanent impact 
area and over 220 feet from the TSAP.
• Adult did not flush from nest until avian surveyors were within 20 feet of nest.
• The nest contains 3 eggs, increasing site affinity and decreasing likelihood of 
abandonment by the adult birds.
• California Towhees as a species show general tolerance for human activities.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

5/26/2011 5/11/2011 - 3 eggs in nest, female thrasher incubating. - PHoward 
5/18/2011 - 3 young nestlings in nest, eyelids still closed. - SRitt
5/27/2011 - Nest empty; did not detect adults or fledglings. No indication of fledging; no mutes on or near nest, rim of 
nest not depressed; closed. - MKuehn

3/19/2011 5003268 RTHA Closed EP32-1 AR, 12kV pole 
571454

83 feet from AR. 500 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

5/14/2011 3/19/2011 - Red-tailed hawk incubating. - RRadd
3/29/2011 - Red-tail incubating. - PKonrad     
4/7/2011 - Hawk incubating. - PKonrad and FHoffman
4/14/2011 - Adult standing on nest platform. - PKonrad
4/20/2011 - No birds observed during 2 morning nest visits. - PKonrad
4/26/2011 - Large downy nestling raised head in nest. - PKonrad
5/3/2011 - Nestling can be seen in nest; adult perched in area. - PKonrad
5/10/2011 - 1 adult calling overhead in flight; can't see nestling(s) at this time. - PKonrad
5/16/2011 - No view of nestling(s) or adults during 2 nest checks 30 minutes apart. - PKonrad
5/24/2011 - No sign of life at this nest during 2 morning nest visits; no birds here for weeks - nesting attempt may 
have failed. Will check back 1 more time. - PKonrad
6/1/2011 - No hawks at nest or in area. Nestling has not been seen since it was downy; appears that this nesting 
attempt failed; closed. - PKonrad

5/24/2011 7000958 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

6/29/2011 5/24/2011 - Pair actively building nest above rear axle of water tank. As many as 8 finches interacting near tank. - 
PKonrad
6/5/2011 - Lots of house finch activity around rear of water tanks and fence. - BArnold 
6/13/2011 - Female collecting material below nest sites and nest building in lower wheel hub of northern-most dual 
wheels. Male perched nearby, displayed to female when she perched on fence. - PKonrad
6/21/2011 - Female flew from nest site, but cannot see nest to check for eggs or nestlings. - PKonrad
6/30/2011 - No finches observed at or near nest site; appears nesting attempt failed; closed. - PKonrad

5/27/2011 7002394 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

80 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

6/10/2011 5/27/2011 - When found, female hummingbird incubating. - SJohnston
5/31/2011 - Observed on nest incubating. - VNovik
6/2/2011 - Observed on nest incubating. - VNovik
6/6/2011 - On nest incubating. - VNovik
6/7/2011 - Incubating. - SJohnston
6/8/2011 - Incubating. - VNovik
6/9/2011 - Incubating.  TFitanides
6/10/2011 - No activity on nest. Observed nest for 30 minutes with no activity. - VNovik
6/14/2011 - No activity for the past 4 days. - SJohnston

5/27/2011 7002395 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

70 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

6/7/2011 5/27/2011 - Nest building 10% complete. - SJohnston
5/31/2011 - Observed on nest, potentially incubating. - VNovik
6/2/2011 - Observed on nest. - VNovik
6/6/2011 - Observed on nest. - VNovik
6/8/2011 - No activity at nest. - VNovik
6/9/2011 - No activity at nest area; nest itself not observed. - TFitanides
6/10/2011 - No activity. - VNovik
6/14/2011 - No activity for past 4 days; closed. - SJohnston

6/1/2011 7002414 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

85 feet from work. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

6/9/2011 6/1/2011 - Lesser goldfinch nest building, about 60% complete. - SJohnston
6/2/2011 - Observed building nest, which is about 80% complete. - VNovik
6/6/2011 - Observed on nest. - VNovik
6/7/2011 - On nest, likely incubating. - SJohnston
6/8/2011 - Observed on nest. - VNovik
6/9/2011 - No LEGO activity but nest appears complete. - TFitanides
6/10/2011 - Nest falling apart. - VNovik

6/6/2011 7002454 HOFI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 1 feet east of from AR; 9 
feet above road.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption already in place for existing construction traffic at the time of 
this nest's discovery.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

6/29/2011 6/6/2011 - Female house finch is bringing in nesting material to nest, which appears 80% complete. Male is in close 
attendance. - EElias
6/10/2011 - Female incubating; male nearby. - PKonrad
6/16/2011 - No incubating female during either of 2 nest checks; male perched nearby and singing during first check. 
- PKonrad
6/23/2011 - No sign of adult finches at nest or in area. May be inactive; will check status again. - PKonrad
6/29/2011 - No finches in area or visiting nest; nest intact - closed. - PKonrad

5/24/2011 7002455 HOFI Closed SWAT Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

6/20/2011 5/24/2011 - Nest building first observed. - TFitanides
6/6/2011 - Female house finch observed building nest today. - TFitanides
6/13/2011 - Female incubating. - PKonrad
6/21/2011 - Nest is gone; no sign of nest or contents; closed. - PKonrad

AR066711
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6/6/2011 7002456 HOFI Closed EP27-1 AR 10 feet from AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

7/6/2011 6/6/2011 - Female incubating. - TFitanides
6/13/2011 - A finch flushed from nest area, and a male is singing continuously. - PKonrad
6/21/2011 - Pair of finches flew from nest site; several finches singing in area, but no action observed at nest. - 
PKonrad
6/30/2011 - Female incubating. - PKonrad
7/7/2011 - Nest looks good, but no finches at nest. - PKonrad
7/14/2011 - Nest intact but no sign of nestlings or adult finches; will check once again. - PKonrad
7/20/2011 - No sign of finch activity; nest in like-new state; no mutes as obvious at nests that contain(ed) nestlings. It 
appears the finches observed at this nest started a late-season nesting attempt that was not successful; closed. - 
PKonrad

6/6/2011 7002457 WEKI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 55 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular traffic should not impact this nest providing that no stopping standing 
or work occurs within the 100 feet buffer. Blanket exemption for AR currently in 
use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is applicable.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

6/22/2011 6/6/2011 - Male kingbirds actively defending nest area (within 8 feet). Female incubating on nest. - TFitanides
6/10/2011 - No kingbirds active in this area during more than an hour in the area (checking other nests too). - 
PKonrad
6/16/2011 - Kingbirds active around nest and perching next to it; can't ascertain incubation or brooding. - PKonrad
6/23/2011 - No kingbirds observed near nest during 90 minutes of observations in the area; uncertain of status so will 
check back. - PKonrad
6/29/2011 - No kingbirds active in area of nest; judging from nest history, this nesting attempt appears to have failed; 
closed. - PKonrad

6/8/2011 7002462 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet NBR Submit Date: 06/20/2011


3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

7/4/2011 6/8/2011 - Hummingbird nest building approx 50% complete. - VNovik
6/9/2011 - Nest building, well formed. - TFitanides
6/10/2011 - Nest building 90% complete. - VNovik
6/16/2011 - 1 egg was observed on 6/11, and female observed incubating through 6/16. - SJohnston
6/17/2011 - Incubating. - VNovik
6/23/2011 - Female incubating. - VNovik
6/24/2011 - Appears to be incubating on nest. - VNovik
6/27/2011 - Incubating on nest. - VNovik
6/30/2011 - Incubating. - VNovik
7/5/2011 - No eggs or nestlings observed in the nest; closed. - IMaunsell

6/8/2011 7002475 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet, within staked 
work limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

6/10/2011 6/8/2011 - Lesser goldfinch nest building; approximately 2% complete. - VNovik
6/9/2011 - Nest building, about 70% complete. - TFitanides
6/10/2011 - Nest building about 90% complete. - VNovik
6/16/2011 - No activity at nest for 4 days (through 6/15). Today, nest was being torn apart by a pair of LEGOs that 
was using the material to build a new nest in a sycamore tree in the drainage to the west of the bridge; closed. - 
SJohnston

6/9/2011 7002483 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

65 feet from work limits. 100 feet NBR Submit Date: 06/20/2011


3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

7/6/2011 6/9/2011 - Nest building; lesser goldfinch frequently making trips to nest; nest well-formed. - TFitanides
6/10/2011 - Observed entering nest. - VNovik
6/16/2011 - Feeding nestlings. - SJohnston
6/16/2011 - No nestlings observed; likely incubating. - SJohnston
6/17/2011 - No activity at nest. - VNovik
6/22/2011  - Observed entering nest site. - VNovik
6/23/2011 - No activity observed. - VNovik
6/30/2011 - No activity observed. Nest is hidden in foliage. - VNovik
7/6/2011 - No activity observed; closed. - SJohnston

6/10/2011 7002486 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 feet from work limits 100 feet NBR Submit Date: 06/20/2011


3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

6/23/2011 6/10/2011 - Hummingbird nest building, 2% complete. - VNovik
6/16/2011 - Incubating. - SJohnston
6/17/2011 - Incubating. - VNovik
6/22/2011 - Incubating. - VNovik
6/23/2011 - No activity observed at nest today when checked. - VNovik
6/24/2011 - No activity at nest; closed. - VNovik

6/15/2011 7002510 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

95 feet north of bridge 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

6/23/2011 6/15/2011 - Observed lesser goldfinch building nearly complete nest. - VNovik
6/17/2011 - Nest appears complete. - VNovik
6/22/2011 - Incubating on nest. - VNovik
6/23/2011 - Not observed on nest. - VNovik
6/24/2011 - No activity observed at nest. - VNovik
6/27/2011 - No activity on nest. - VNovik
6/30/2011 - No activity; difficult to see if bird is laying low in nest. - VNovik
7/5/2011 - No activity observed at nest; nest intact. - IMaunsell
7/7/2011 - No activity; closed. - SJohnston

6/18/2011 7002517 PSFL Closed CP81-1 25 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer kept, but vehicular 
passage allowed

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

7/8/2011 6/18/2011 - PSFL male nest guarding, chasing HOWR, WBNU away from nest. Female emerges 08:53, perches 
briefly and departs. - RRadd
6/25/2011 - Female PSFL incubating - on the nest for 10 mins., off for 5, 09:23 - 09:45.  - RRadd
7/1/2011 - Female PSFL on nest, male visits occasionally. - RRadd
7/8/2011 - No PSFL detected during 40 min obs. Nest is intact and well- protected but appears abandoned. 
Potentially predated. Change to Closed. - RRadd
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6/22/2011 7002526 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
5 feet from AR. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

7/20/2011 6/22/2011 - Nest 70% complete. - VNovik
6/23/2011 - Nest building 90% completed. - VNovik
6/24/2011 - Nest is still being built by black-chinned hummingbird. - VNovik
6/27/2011 - 1 egg in nest; birds active on nest. - VNovik
6/30/2011 - 2 eggs in nest. - VNovik
7/5/2011 - Incubating. - IMaunsell
7/7/2011 - Incubating. - SJohnston
7/8/2011 - Incubating. - VNovik
7/13/2011 - Incubating. - VNovik
7/21/2011 - No activity after 20 minutes of observation. Nest appears inactive, but should be rechecked. - 
SJohnston
7/26/2011 - Nest appears to have been raided for nesting material around top edges. No eggs present; closed. No 
work was occurring during this or previous monitoring visits. - IMaunsell

6/23/2011 7002549 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

4-5 feet south of fence 
on west side of bridge.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

7/7/2011 6/23/2011 - Lesser goldfinch nest building 5% complete. - VNovik
6/24/2011 - Nest building observed. - VNovik
6/27/2011 - Incubating on nest. - VNovik
6/30/2011 - On nest, possibly incubating. - VNovik
7/5/2011 - Incubating. - IMaunsell
7/5/2011 - No activity observed; unable to see nest due to leaves blocking view. - IMaunsell
7/6/2011 - Incubating. - SJohnston
7/7/2011 - Nest appears torn apart on 1 side; no activity; closed. - SJohnston

7/25/2011 7004674 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

95 feet 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

8/16/2011 7/25/2011 - Female lesser goldfinch bringing fine nesting material and spider silk to nest. Nest is estimated to be 
90% complete. - IMaunsell
7/26/2011 - Female nest building. - IMaunsell
8/3/2011 - No activity observed. Chronology would suggest incubation, but unable to see if bird is on nest. - 
IMaunsell
8/9/2011 - Observed nest periodically throughout day; female seen moving about in nest; at 1 point she performed 
begging display to male; female would leave nest for prolonged periods but eventually returned to incubate on nest 
for a short time; unable to tell if adults are feeding nestlings because area above nest is often obscured by leaves. - 
VEurs
8/10/2011 - Monitored nest throughout day; male and female both on nest for longer intervals than previous day; no 
food seen being brought to nest so hatchlings unlikely as yet; still incubating. - VEurs
8/11/2011 - Observed nest throughout day; an adult on nest constantly all day; hatchlings still unlikely, never saw 
adults bring food to nest; mostly observed female on nest, but did see male incubating on occasion. - VEurs
8/15/2011 - Nest observed throughout day; a western scrub jay flushed female and poked bill inside nest several 
times; it did not appear to harm nest or contents. Female returned after 40 minutes and continued to incubate on 
nest throughout the day; female performed begging display at 1 point when male came to nest; still no sign that food 
is being carried to nest for nestlings. - VEurs
8/16/2011 - Observed nest throughout day; WESC returned to nest in morning and poked its bill inside nest 
numerous times. Female returned after 30 minutes; incubated on nest through morning and early afternoon. Female 
made begging displays several times while on nest and was fed by male; female left nest in late afternoon and did 
not return. - VEurs
8/17/2011 - Observed no activity at nest today; closed. - VNovik

6/28/2011 7002607 LEGO Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

15 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird constructs a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around Suncrest Substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

7/8/2011 6/28/2011 - Female lesser goldfinch is incubating. - AHill
7/6/2011 - Female incubating. - AHill
7/18/2011 - No activity has been seen during past 10 days. Have observed for an hour each interval on several days, 
and no activity was seen. - AHill

4/16/2011 7002614 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

82 feet from staked 
worked limits.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

4/30/2011 4/16/2011 - HOFI on nest. - RRadd
4/22/2011 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
4/30/2011 - HOFI nest has been completely removed; closed. - RRadd

6/4/2011 7004634 LEGO Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 6 feet to yard limits 100 feet 15 feet. Blanket exemption to reduce requests for NBRs in effect for this nest, as nest 
was begun after construction activities had commenced outside of impact areas 
within an active construction yard. Buffer  flagged at edge of existing ESA.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

6/14/2011 6/4/2011 - Female lesser goldfinch incubating 4 eggs. Male observed feeding female. - TFitanides
6/14/2011 - 4 eggs in nest. Nest was monitored from a distance for 45 minutes. No adult observed at nest; closed. - 
KKilpatrick

7/18/2011 7004658 BTSP Closed EP271-2 90 feet 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

7/22/2011 7/18/2011 - Incubating 2 eggs. - SJohnston
7/21/2011 - 2 eggs in nest; eggs were in partial sun when uncovered. No BTSP activity seen during 30 minute 
observation; 1 BTSP heard calling in general area before nest was in sight. - TFitanides
7/23/2011 - 2 eggs remain in nest. No BTSP visits to nest during 50 minute observation period. 3 BTSP observed 
foraging in TSAP area, but when biologists approached they left toward the northeast. Adults remained in the general 
area but were scarce around observers. Another site visit is warranted to ensure nest is (in)active before closing. - 
TFitanides
7/25/2011 - 2 biologists monitored this nest for 90 minutes; nest contained 2 eggs; nest was in good shape. There 
was no sparrow activity at this nest site during 90 minutes of observation. Due to this inactivity, buffer was removed 
and nest was closed. - EElias
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6/2/2011 7004664 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

6/5/2011 6/2/2011 - NEW nest material in same location as before. Two HOFI females on tower. - BArnold
6/5/2011 - Nest has been destroyed; trace material was found on ground and string was hanging where nest was 
located. Can see brownish muddy spot on metal where nest was. Closed. - PHoward

7/29/2011 7004703 MODO Closed CP57 AR 70 feet from AR 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES.

8/3/2011 7/29/2011 - One egg in nest; one egg has fallen out of nest and is on ground below nest. No doves in area. - 
VNovik
8/3/2011 - one egg remains in small skimpy nest; no doves in area; appears this nesting attempt was abandoned. 
Nest may have been abandoned when discovered. Adult was possibly predated. Closed. - PKonrad

5/3/2011 7000966 LEGO Closed Elliott Substation 70 feet to substation; 50 
feet to AR.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES. 
Chronology suggests 
insufficient time to 
fledge.

5/28/2011 5/3/2011 - LEGO nest still under construction - appears near complete 09:56. - RRadd
5/11/2011 - Nest still incomplete, no LEGO detected 10:15 during 30 minute observation. - RRadd 
5/16/2011 - LEGO pair active at this location, presumed incubating 10:40. - RRadd
5/23/2011 - Well-concealed nest difficult to locate in waving canopy foliage on windy morning. Pair LEGO busy here 
with much contact calling. Presume nesting activity continues. - RRadd
5/31/2011 - No detections during 30 minute observation. LEGO require a minimum nest period of 27 days, so 
chronology suggests insufficient time to fledge. Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/12/2011 7001463 LEGO Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

10 feet to driveway. 100 feet This nest should be treated like all others for which NBR was granted to allow 
brief period of vegetation maintenance and house boarding.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES. 
Indeterminate 
reason: Female 
incubating.

5/24/2011 5/12/2011 - LEGO female building nest, appears 50% complete 14:46. - RRadd
5/19/2011 - LEGO incubating on nest 14:19. - RRadd
5/25/2011 - Nest appears intact, but no LEGO visible during 30 min observation. - RRadd
6/3/2011 - No LEGO detections at this nest during 30 min obs. Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/25/2011 7002357 MODO Closed TL 639 - 171660 9 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 05/27/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/27/2011

No impacts to this nest are anticipated due to vehicular traffic, provided that no 
stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 feet buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES. Insufficient 
time for nestlings to 
fledge.

6/10/2011 5/25/2011 - female incubating 2 eggs. - IMaunsell
5/31/2011 - Adults in shrub around nest; two eggs in nest. - JPawlicki
6/10/2011 - No eggs in nest. No MODO activity at nest. Closed. - TFitanides

4/22/2011 5000888 MODO Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; nest within 
substation.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES. Nest 
abandoned with 1 
egg.

4/29/2011 4/22/2011 - Adult on nest. - BArnold
4/29/2011 - Observed a small stick nest with one egg.  Bio monitor reported that there has been no adult bird on the 
nest since 23 April. Because there has been no incubation for over six days, the avian biologist determined that the 
nest is Closed. - KKilpatrick

4/27/2011 7000914 HOFI Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet; inside yard. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES. Nest 
abandoned.

4/28/2011 4/27/2011  - Nest with eggs in forklift. Male and female observed on top of forklift at approx. 08:00. Birds not 
observed going to nest. - RAbe
4/28/2011 - Nest abandoned. No activity observed at or near nest. - VNovik
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4/4/2011 5003347 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 100979 0 feet. 100 feet 3. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES. Nest 
chronology suggests 
insufficient time for 
successful fledging.

5/2/2011 4/4/2011 - Pair of house finches carrying and depositing nest material to base of insulator. - MDicus, RAbe
4/9/2011 - Nest building activity 09:04. - RRadd
4/14/2011 - Nest building continues 10:18. - RRadd
4/19/2011 - HOFI pair active on nest 14:18. - RRadd
4/26/2011 - HOFI male singing on pole. Female not seen. - RRadd
5/2/2011 - No detections during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
5/23/2011 - Status changed to closed due to nest chronology. - IMaunsell

6/25/2011 7002560 LEGO Closed CP82-1 0 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES. Nest 
disturbance likely.

7/8/2011 6/25/2011 - LEGO female on nest. - RRadd
7/1/2011 - LEGO female on nest, male guarding and feeding fledges from previous nest. - RRadd
7/8/2011 - Nest is intact, empty and abandoned. No LEGO detected at nest during 30 min. obs. Equipment tracks 
directly under nest on AR. - RRadd

4/26/2011 7000903 CAKI Closed TL 6916 - Z771473 85 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 05/03/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/04/2011

Both the Cassin's Kingbird and Bullock's Oriole nests occur in the same 
eucalyptus tree (distance to pre-existing Pole Z771473 is approximately 85 feet). 
Based on the nests’ proximity to human activity and development and the adult 
birds’ lack of reaction to human presence, both pairs of adults appear to be 
habituated to nearby human activities. Therefore, a nest buffer modification 
(NBM) request for reduction to 30 feet from 100 feet would be appropriate. It is 
not anticipated that such a reduction would adversely affect the success of both 
nests.  Based on the nest location and previous exposure to vehicle traffic, foot 
traffic and equipment movement, the adults should tolerate this buffer 
modification.  

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES. Nest 
presumed destroyed 
by natural causes.

5/23/2011 4/26/2011 - Female Cassin's Kingbird observed carrying nesting material to almost complete nest. - RAbe
5/3/2011 - Nest could be complete. Pair of birds actively defending territory 09:05. - SRitt.
5/11/2011 - CAKI likely incubating - coming and going to nest while stringing crew at work 1125. - RRadd
5/16/2011 - CAKI continue to occupy this nest 13:40. - RRadd
5/23/2011 - No nest found, or CAKI detected during 30 min. obs. 15:50-16:10. Presume nest has fallen. - RRadd

6/21/2011 7002532 LEGO Closed TL 639 - 397518 46 feet to TL639 - 
397518.

100 feet Drive through access 
only

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES. No cause 
of failure was directly 
observed.

7/5/2011 6/21/2011 - Nest contains one broken egg and one intact egg and is swarming with ants. LEGO female agitated 
nearby. Work has taken place on pole TL 639 - 397518, 46 feet from this nest. - RRadd, IMaunsell
6/27/2011 - Nest contains one broken egg and one intact egg. No LEGO observed at nest. - RRadd
7/5/2011 - Nest has been abandoned; no LEGO detections at this nest during 30 min observation, ants continue to 
visit eggs. Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/7/2011 7001007 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 171664 0 feet; in pole. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed within approved 

limits.

NBR Submit Date: 06/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/06/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES. Obs. 
Suggest nest failed 
prior to work at pole.

6/18/2011 5/7/2011 - Male singing near nest, both adults entering bracket. - shampton
5/19/2011 - Adults observed entering bracket and singing and copulating on insulator. - shampton
5/25/2011 - Nest was checked by lineman at the direction of an avian biologist. Female flushed from nest when 
lineman began climbing the pole. A complete clutch of 5 eggs was present. Female returned to nest within a few 
minutes of trucks leaving the area. - IMaunsell
5/31/2011 - Pair of House Finches observed and heard within 100 ft. of nest, but no activity observed at nest after 30 
mins. of monitoring. - JPawlicki 
6/10/2011 -  No HOFI activity at nest. Only HOFI activity was infrequent singing from afar and one sighting of a 
family group with two juveniles. Family group perched briefly on wire in between poles 13:43. Wire pulling was 
occurring through insulator arm on west side 14:12.- TFitanides
6/18/2011 - No HOFI activity during 20-minute check. Closed. - TFitanides

Note: HOFI require a minimum of 28 days from incubation to nest departure. Five eggs on 5/25/2011 did not have 
sufficient time to fledge by 6/10/2011. The on-site avian biologist detected no use of this nest on 6/10/2011, hence it 
appears this nest failed for unknown reasons, prior to wire-pulling operations.

5/2/2011 7000960 LEGO Closed TL 6924 - Z171690 20 feet to work; 90 feet 
to TL6924 - Z171690.

100 feet 3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES. 
Observations 
suggest predation.

5/17/2011 5/2/2011 - LEGO pair working on nest, appears 60% complete 0:749. - RRadd
5/10/2011 - Nest with one egg 09:50. - RRadd
5/17/2011 - Nest intact but empty. Elapsed time from 1st egg obs. suggests desertion and/ or predation. - RRadd
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5/11/2011 7001443 HOOR Closed TL 6916 - 973035 0 feet; inside staked 

limits. 50 feet from pole.
100 feet 30 feet NBR Submit Date: 06/15/2011

WLA Concurrence Date: 06/15/2011

A NBR from 100 feet to 30 feet is requested with the following restrictions:
• A qualified Avian Biologist should be onsite to monitor the nest during all 
construction activities and will be authorized to stop construction if deemed 
necessary to protect the nest.
• The bucket truck should be parked as far away from the nest as possible and, if 
feasible, the bucket should be positioned on the side of the pole that is furthest 
from the palm tree where the orioles are nesting.
With the above restrictions the requested NBR is appropriate for the following 
reasons:
• The nest tree is 50 feet from the pole where all work will take place.
• The birds did not flush from the nest until the biologists were 30 feet away and 
they returned within a few minutes to continue nest building while the biologists 
were still only 30 feet away.
• The nest is 20 feet above the ground on a palm frond and there is no direct line 
of site from the nest to the construction area. Furthermore, the woven bag-like 
structure of the hooded oriole nest provides a visual barrier to construction 
activities while the bird is within the nest.
• The orioles did not appear to be disturbed by high decibel construction 
activities occurring on the other side of Chantemar Rd, 200 feet from the nest.
• The nest is located in a residential neighborhood, which indicates that these 
orioles are accustomed to a certain level of human disturbance.
• The duration of work required at the pole is approximately 30 minutes. This 
short duration of work should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
• An existing NBR to 30 feet (see above) under very similar circumstances at the 
next pole (973036) site was concurred to more than 2 weeks ago, has 
progressed successfully, and as of 06/13/2011 the nestlings there are nearly 
fledged.
• The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment. All work can be accomplished with hand tools only, which will 
reduce disturbances to the nesting birds.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES. Orioles 
have abandoned 
nest with egg, and 
appear to be building 
a new nest.

6/20/2011 5/11/2011 - HOOR pr entering and leaving top of palm 1628. - RRadd
5/17/2011 HOOR female exits 1132, male exits 1140. - RRadd
5/24/2011 - HOOR pr continue to enter and exit this tree. Male displays territorial animosity toward subadult HOOR 
nearby 0838. - RRadd
6/2/2011 - Female to nest 0752, male guarding. - RRadd
6/7/2011 - No HOOR detections at nest during 30 min. obs.
6/7/2011 - HOOR female exits nest 1546. - RRadd
6/13/2011 - 1 egg observed in nest. No HOOR female detected during 30 min. obs. - RRadd
6/14/2011 - Pair observed carrying nesting material and building third nest in palm tree which is about 15% 
complete. Did not observe orioles at the other two nests during the two hours of observation. - EMorgan
6/14/2011 - The oriole nest that is 8 feet above ground still only has 1 egg.- EMorgan
6/18/2011 - Female continued to build upper nest with material from palm. Male in area vocalizing - FHoffman
6/20/2011 - Nest abandoned with one egg. Change to Closed.- RRadd

5/16/2011 7001481 BCHU Closed Elliott Substation 45 feet from substation. 
60 feet from AR.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES. Predation 
likely.

6/14/2011 5/16/2011 - BCHU female finishing nest construction 07:00. Long intervals off nest, so no eggs yet. - RRadd
5/23/2011 - BCHU female on nest 07:22. - RRadd
5/31/2011 - Female BCHU on nest 07:12. - RRadd
6/6/2011 - BCHU returns to nest after 10 minute absence and settles 07:15. - RRadd
6/14/2011 - Nest appears intact, empty and unattended. This nest likely did not succeed; BCHU requires 13 days to 
incubate and 21 days to fledge.  Change to closed. - RRadd

5/24/2011 7001945 MODO Closed CP21 12 feet from AR, 270 
feet from CP-21.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 05/26/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/27/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES. Predation 
likely.

6/6/2011 5/24/2011 - Adult flushed off of nest; 2 eggs present. - shampton
6/1/2011 -  Presumed described location and Garmin GPS location are 20 feet apart on brushy hillside. No MODO, 
nest or eggs found near either location. Will survey once more before closing. - RRadd
6/6/2011 - Nest empty; only feathers and grass as evidence of nest. No birds in area. - DBusby

6/18/2011 7002518 LEGO Closed CP83-1 40 feet to AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES. Predation 
likely.

7/8/2011 6/18/2011 - LEGO pair building nest 11:42. - RRadd
6/25/2011 - Nest complete, exterior clad in dry catkins. Too high to see into nest; agitated territorial male indicates 
incubation likely in progress 11:25 - 11:45 . - RRadd
7/1/2011 - LEGO female on nest, male nest guarding. - RRadd
7/8/2011 - Nest appears intact but no visits by LEGO during 30 min. obs. - RRadd
7/16/2011 - No LEGO detections at this nest during 30 min. observation despite numerous LEGO present indicate 
likely failure for unknown reasons as insufficient time has elapsed for complete cycle. Predation likely.  - RRadd

3/16/2011 6003234 MODO Closed TL 639 - Z973033 30 feet from work area. 100 feet In residential area, among houses and exotic landscaping; accustomed to 
human environments.

3. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
UNDETERMINED 
CAUSES. Unknown 
causes.

4/12/2011 3/16/2011 - At least 2 eggs in nest. - DBusby
3/28/2011 - Adult still sitting on nest. - DBusby
4/12/2011 - No bird on nest, no eggs. Apparently abandoned/predated. Insufficient time has elapsed for breeding to 
complete. Change to closed. - RRadd

4/7/2011 5003381 CAGN Closed TL 639 - Z379523 30 feet from existing AR; 
90 ft from nearest pole.

300 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

5/5/2011 4/7/2011 - Fresh nest located in California sagebrush shrub. Observed female on nest, prior to this, observed 1 egg 
in nest; indicating this 2nd attempt at a clutch has just begun. -RFletcher
4/14/2011  - Male CAGN observed incubating eggs. - RFletcher
4/28/2011 - Adult pair observed carrying food to nest. Four 3-day-old nestlings observed while adults were away from 
nest. Estimated fledge date: May 9. - DBusby
5/5/2011 - Failed nest with two desiccated nestlings and no sign of other two nestlings. Nest intact. Adults observed 
foraging nearby. Snake predation? - DBusby
Note: CAGN require a minimum of 16 days between hatch and fledge, indicating no young fledged from this nest.
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4/18/2011 5000846 CALT Closed Suncrest Substation 35 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at work 

limits.
NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird constructs a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around Suncrest Substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 

4/24/2011 4/18/2011 - CALT is incubating 3 eggs. - AHill 
4/25/2011 - Nest has failed due to predation; nest appears to have been altered but no eggshells found nearby. - 
PHoward

3/23/2011 5003267 BUSH Closed EP220-1 70 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 
feet.

This human-tolerant species is nesting 70 feet from access road, and did not 
react adversely to a nest observer at 20 feet.   Vehicular passage is not 
anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no stopping, standing, parking, or 
construction occur within 70 feet of the nest.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 

4/20/2011 3/23/2011 - DBusby observed adult pair bringing nesting material to nest. Nest appears nearly complete. Pair was 
agitated while I was at nest but I didn't seem to disturb them when I was entering data 20 feet away. - RRadd
4/4/2011 - Completed nest with territorial bushtit calling nearby. - PKonrad
4/7/2011 - Pair seen going in and out of nest. - PHoward  
4/13/2011 - Nest perfect; Bushtit calling nearby. - PKonrad
4/21/2011 - Nest torn apart; many feathers stuck in branches surrounding nest, probably from inner nest lining; 
apparent nest predation; closed. - PKonrad

4/13/2011 5000797 LEGO Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

8 feet from driveway. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

4/25/2011 4/13/2011 - Well concealed nest; female observed nest building; nest 5% complete. - IMaunsell
4/19/2011 - LEGO female incubating 4 eggs 10:58. Trimbled and moved vertex. - RRadd
4/26/2011 - Nest neat and intact but empty; presumed predated.  Nest intact but empty just 7 days after 4 eggs were 
being incubated; presumed predated as insufficient time to hatch and fledge. Change to Closed - RRadd

3/29/2011 5003294 BUSH Closed Alpine Underground - 
299+50

Within 10 feet of Alpine 
Blvd.

100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

4/29/2011 3/29/2011 - Pair of bushtits bringing food to complete nest. - IMaunsell
4/8/2011 - Pair actively foraging around nest and returning to nest. - BLohstroh
4/20/2011 - Adults seen visiting nest. - EMorgan
4/30/2011 - BUSH nest appears predated with hole at bottom of northeast side of nest; closed. - RRadd

5/14/2011 7001911 BUOR Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 2 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

5/27/2011 5/14/2011 - Nest located 5/14  by biomonitor D. Angstrom. - PKonrad
5/20/2011 - Two small feathered nestlings dead on the ground - probably as a result of the cold wind and rain storm 
Tuesday and Wednesday. Nestlings appear to be less than a week away from fledging. - PKonrad
5/27/2011 - No oriole activity; nest has not been refurbished. Closed. - PKonrad
5/24/2011 - There has been no progress on the nest since it was last checked. No activity observed at or near nest. 
Nest closed. - EMorgan
PKonrad - 5/27/2011 - No orioles in area; nest appears abandoned after wind and rain-caused nest failure last week.

6/7/2011 7002467 LASP Closed Wilson Yard 20 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to active 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 

6/16/2011 6/7/2011 - Adult lark sparrow incubating 5 eggs. - SRitt
6/16/2011 - Eggs are gone; portion of nest pulled away - apparent predation. Adults still calling territorially nearby; 
closed. - PKonrad

4/26/2011 7000901 BUSH Closed TL 6916 - 678467 75 feet 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

5/3/2011 4/26/2011 - Nest appears complete, pair seen visiting nest. - PHoward
5/3/2011 - Nest closed due to predation. - PHoward

4/13/2011 5000807 BUSH Closed EP27-1 60 feet to AR; 340 feet 
to tower work area.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

5/16/2011 4/13/2011 - Pair copulating; one bird entered nest. - SRitt
4/21/2011 - Two single adults were observed but no nest detected. - PKonrad
4/26/2011 - Adult(s) bringing food or nesting material; calling territorially. Nest chunky rather than long. - PKonrad
5/3/2011 - Adult brought food to nest. - PKonrad
5/10/2011 - Adult food gathering and bringing food to nest. - PKonrad
5/16/2011 - Nest with one egg on ground below location where it was built; no indication of predation - wind likely 
blew nest out of tree. No BUSH observed or heard in area. Closed. - PKonrad

3/1/2011 7000935 CAGN Closed TL 6916 - 774822 110 feet to nearest work 
area.

300 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

5/1/2011 3/1/2011 - Pair of CAGN observed foraging together and moving to the 
southwest, no nest observed. This area is possibly on the edge of their territory. Area should be resurveyed 
thoroughly before any work is conducted. - TCooper
3/22/2011 - Pair observed foraging together, followed pair for 1.5 hrs. but no pattern observed, should have nest 
soon if not already.- TCooper
3/31/2011 - Male observed in SE portion of territory.- TCooper
4/07/2011 - No activity.- TCooper
4/14/2011 - No activity.- TCooper
4/14/2011 - No activity.- TCooper
4/21/2011 - No activity.- TCooper
4/28/2011 - Female carrying dried grasses repeatedly to same location, nest not observed directly, may be 1st day of 
building, recheck to confirm location. - TCooper
5/4/2011 - Inactive nest found 18ft NW of this location. Nest nearly completely dismantled but location size and 
composition (fur lining and grass exterior) consistant with CAGN. Presumed predated. Closed.
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5/2/2011 7000962 LEGO Closed Suncrest Substation 

AR
0 feet; within mapped 

road area.
100 feet ESA staked at road 

limits.
NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird constructs a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around Suncrest Substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site are anticipated to remain relatively high.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

5/20/2011 5/2/2011 - Pair observed building nest; no eggs, nest approximately 80% complete. - AHill 
5/8/2011 - 2 eggs in nest, female on nest. - AHill 
5/13/2011 - 4 eggs in nest, female incubating. - AHill 
5/21/2011 - Nest is no longer active. Fragments of nest found nearby, no eggs were found. Most likely failed due to 
predation or high winds; closed. - CEmerson

4/27/2011 7000895 BLPH Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 feet NBR Submit Date: 05/04/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/06/2011

• The adult birds chose the nest sites in an active construction yard with 
extensive noise, foot and vehicle traffic.
• The nests are constructed directly on man-made steel structures.
• The nesting behaviors of the adults has not been altered adversely or stopped 
by the ongoing activity.
• The majority of construction work in this area has already occurred.
• The remaining work will be done in short time periods by hand with no power 
tools or heavy equipment.
• The natural history of this species has well documented, extensive evidence of 
successful breeding in entirely developed urban and rural areas in proximity to 
human activity.
• The adult birds show little or no sign of disturbance by human activity well 
within the requested buffer distances and if disturbed the adults return 
immediately and resume nesting behavior.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

5/7/2011 4/27/2011  - Nest nearing completion. Bird observed adding nesting material. - RAbe
5/4/2011 - BLPH carrying material to nest - looks 90% complete. - RRadd
5/7/2011  - Biomonitor reported that the phoebe has not been observed at the nest for over one day. Also, she found 
a broken egg shell below the nest, indicating that the nest may have been predated.  No eggs in nest. No adults 
observed in area. Nest removed from structure, buffer removed, nest closed. - KKilpatrick

4/21/2011 5000869 MODO Closed IV substation 80 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

The hidden area of this nest, combined with tolerance of human approach, 
justifies a smaller buffer to allow work to occur.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

6/3/2011 4/21/2011 - Nest with eggs. - VNovik
5/10/2011 - 3 eggs in nest; 2 eggs have rolled around on fan, 1 is discolored. The nest has no fine material. Appears 
that fan kicked on and moved  the eggs. No birds observed near nest. - SHampton
6/3/2011 - Nest has been abandoned. Closed. - BArnold

5/5/2011 7000990 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground 50 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 

5/25/2011 5/5/2011 - Female lesser goldfinch shading nest. - SHampton  
5/6/2011 - Female flew from nest. - VNovik
5/26/2011 - Nest torn apart. No adults, nestlings, or eggs present; closed. - SHampton

4/2/2011 5003350 BEWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; on substation fill 
slope footprint.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

5/8/2011 4/2/2011 - Nest 95% to 100% complete. Pair observed by bio-monitor actively building nest. - BArnold
4/4/2011 - Nest material  observed being brought to nest. - BArnold
4/15/2011 - 3 eggs in nest, no adults observed. - TCooper
4/25/2011 - 2 more eggs, 5 total; female incubating in nest. - PHoward
5/2/2011 - female incubating eggs, should be hatching soon. - AHill
5/8/2011 - Eggs blown out of nest by high wind. - AHill

5/23/2011 7001929 LASP Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

8 feet from AR. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird constructs a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around Suncrest Substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

5/29/2011 5/23/2011 - Adult incubating 3 eggs. - TFitanides
5/24/2011 - 2 nestlings present; female on nest. - AHill
5/28/2011 - Female and male tending to 3 nestlings in nest. - AHill
5/30/2011 - Nestlings covered with ants. Strong wind and rain 5/29/2011. - AHill

5/23/2011 7001932 HOLA Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 05/25/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/25/2011

•  Work within the 100 foot buffer will be limited to foot traffic and movement of 
steel components by hand.
• Nest site selection, construction of nest, and the successful progression to 
presence of nestlings occurred in proximity to daily high levels of yard activities, 
noise, and other disturbances.
• The female adult has tolerated of foot traffic to within 15 feet and vehicles to 
within 70 feet. 
• Vehicular use and work outside this 70 foot buffer will not likely affect this nest.
• Nest monitoring will be ongoing.  If adverse affects to nesting behaviors are 
observed then work will be stopped within the 100 foot buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 

5/23/2011 5/23/2011 - Nest found 5/22 by BArnold. Initial observation described very young horned lark nestlings present. 
Today the nest appears to be complete, but no birds present near nest. Due to the early stages of development of 
these birds, it is unlikely that they fledged. It is likely that this nest was predated; closed. - RAbe
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5/16/2011 7001476 BEWR Closed EP86-1 0 feet; on pad. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 

feet.
NBR Submit Date: 05/18/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/18/2011

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 

• Bewick's Wrens as a species are known to nest in close proximity to human 
activity and will utilize the cavities of man-made structures.
• The nesting pair chose the platform of a micro-pile drilling rig as a nest site, 
and was actively building their nest while drilling for the micro-pile foundation 
was occurring. Clearly this behavior shows a tolerance to human disturbance 
and specifically the current scope of work. 
• The wren pair also continuously carried nesting material into the cavity, 
undeterred by the nest verification crew in close proximity inspecting the status 
of the nest. 
• The cavity location of this nest opens in a direction away from construction, 
thus there is no direct line of sight from the nest to construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

6/8/2011 5/16/2011 - Pair of Bewick's Wrens adding nesting material to nest that is over 50% complete.  - RAbe
5/19/2011 - buffer reduced to 30 feet, pair seen entering nest. - PHoward
5/31/2011 - Adult flushed from pipe after approaching drilling platform. Nest checked an hour earlier, but couldn't see 
if bird on nest.  Nest appears complete. - BArnold
6/8/2011 - No wrens detected during 40 minute obs. Closed. - PKonrad

5/24/2011 7002352 COHU Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; within pad area. 100 feet Parking and through 
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption through agency concurrence that since nest built within 
trailers, storage bins, and stationary pieces of equipment were built after 
construction began, the birds are habituated to human disturbance, and 
accessing these structures is a benign activity.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

5/29/2011 5/24/2011 - Female seen building nest, about 15% complete.
5/28/2011 - Female incubating; at least 1 egg laid. - AHill
5/29/2011 - Empty nest, broken egg found on ground below nest after strong wind storm on 5/29. - AHill

5/25/2011 7002368 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within work limits. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

6/23/2011 6/2/2011 - MODO on nest 15:26. - RRadd
6/8/2011 - MODO on nest 10:30. - RRadd
6/16/2011 - MODO on nest 12:30. - RRadd
6/23/2011 - One dead nestling, has partly opened feather sheaths. Abandonment of feathered nestlings suggests 
adult was possibly killed away from nest. Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/26/2011 7002374 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 15 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 05/31/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/01/2011

• House Finches are generally tolerant of human activities near their nest sites. 
• House Finches nest in man-made structures on a regular basis.  
• This particular House Finch has chosen to nest in the steel lattice of a structure 
assembled in an active construction yard.
• The House Finch has nested in the lattice with a very active helicopter zone 
approximately 100 feet south of the nest. 
• The nest is enclosed in the steel within a section that forms walls on all sides, 
except the south side.
• Proposed work near the nest is to allow the application of water to ground to 
control dust.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 

6/1/2011 5/26/2011 - Active house finch nest with 2 eggs.
6/2/2011 - Nest empty; eggs apparently predated; closed. - BArnold

5/27/2011 7002393 SOSP Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

20 feet from bridge. 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 

6/21/2011 5/27/2011 - Nest 90% complete. - SJohnston
5/31/2011 - Observed song sparrow on nest; no eggs yet. - VNovik
6/2/2011 - Sparrow observed on nest; no eggs. - VNovik
6/2/2011 - At least 1 egg in nest. - VNovik
6/6/2011 - Female on nest. - VNovik
6/7/2011 - Bird was off nest for 30 minutes; asked PAR construction to stop work until the adult returned; bird 
returned 10 minutes later. - SJohnston 
6/8/2011 - Incubating. - VNovik
6/9/2011 - Incubating. - TFitanides
6/10/2011 - Incubating. - VNovik
6/16/2011 - Incubating. - SJohnston
6/21/2011 - 3 downy nestlings in nest. - SJohnston
6/22/2011 - Nest empty; possible predation; closed. - VNovik

6/2/2011 7002435 MODO Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

110 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

6/23/2011 6/2/2011 -15:47 MODO on nest, did not flush. - RRadd
6/8/2011 - MODO on nest. - RRadd
6/16/2011 - MODO on nest. - RRadd
6/23/2011 - Nest pulled to ground. Location suggests terrestrial predator.
Change to Closed. - RRadd

6/6/2011 7002452 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

25 feet from staked 
work limits.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

6/9/2011 6/6/2011 - Lesser goldfinch nest building, approximately 40% complete. - VNovik
6/7/2011 - Nest appears 60% complete. - SJohnston
6/8/2011 - Nest looks complete; lesser goldfinch on nest. - VNovik
6/9/2011 - Nest shredded; unknown cause, likely predation; closed. - TFitanides

6/9/2011 7002484 ANHU Closed CP64-2/CP65-1 Pull 
Site AR entry

65 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

6/17/2011 6/9/2011 - ANHU female on nest 10:36. - RRadd
6/17/2011 - Nest no longer present, branch is broken. Presumed active, lost to unknown natural causes. Change to 
Closed. - RRadd
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6/10/2011 7002487 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
85 feet from work limits. 100 feet NBR Submit Date: 06/20/2011


4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

6/22/2011 6/10/2011 - Nest nearly complete. - VNovik
6/16/2011 - Lesser goldfinch incubating. - SJohnston
6/17/2011 - Incubating on nest. - VNovik
6/23/2011 - Nest gone; possible predation; closed. - VNovik

7/22/2011 7004670 LEGO Closed Alpine underground - 
Bauer Bridge

2 feet 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

7/26/2011 7/22/2011 - Both lesser goldfinch adults present. Female building nest. - IMaunsell
7/26/2011 - No activity associated with nest or in immediate area. 2 eggs in nest. Female is possibly between laying 
eggs. Should be rechecked in next day or 2 to determine activity level. No work occurring on site. - IMaunsell
7/27/2011 - 2 eggs present in nest. No activity during 1 hour. If nest were active more eggs should have been laid 
between monitoring visits or female should be incubating. Failed due to natural causes; closed. - IMaunsell

6/24/2011 7002556 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

15-20 feet north of 
bridge.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

7/26/2011 6/24/2011 - Nest building appears 20% complete. - VNovik
6/27/2011 - Nest appears intact. No bird observed on nest, although observation time was brief. - VNovik
6/30/2011 - Hummingbird on nest. - VNovik
7/8/2011 - Observed on nest. - VNovik
7/13/2011 - Incubating. - VNovik
7/21/2011 - Appears to be caring for nestlings. - SJohnston
7/27/2011 - No activity at nest more than 1 hour of observation. During this period female should have visited nest if 
active. This information is based on other BCHU nests observations in the area this nesting season. Average time 
away from nests during this stage was 15 to 20 minutes. Failed due to unknown, natural causes; closed. - IMaunsell

7/15/2011 7004635 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR Hamlet 
Residence

140 feet to AR 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

8/3/2011 7/15/2011 - MODO on nest, 1 egg visible. - RRadd
7/21/2011 - Female on nest. - BArnold
7/26/2011 - MODO on nest 09:55; contents not visible. - RRadd
8/3/2011 - Nest appears to be abandoned with 1 prominent white egg visible - closed. - PKonrad
8/10/2011 - Four eggs visible out of nest. No MODO present. - RRadd

5/3/2011 7004747 BUSH Closed CP25-2 20 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

5/3/2011 - Adult BUSH observed making multiple trips to and from nest. Pair has started a new clutch in the same 
nest.
5/9/2011  - Adult carrying nesting material to same nest. Pair observed copulating last week after male fed female.  - 
MDicus
5/13/2011 - Nest in good condition, birds observed perched on nest, making trips back and forth. - BLohstroh
5/16/2011 - Observed while construction monitoring.  Female observed carrying material into nest. - JDicus
5/21/2011 - BUSH carries food to nest 1428. - RRadd
5/25/2011 - Nest on ground and torn to pieces from apparent terrestrial predation. Closed.  - RRadd

7/19/2011 7004662 MODO Closed TL 639 - 379520 30 feet from tower; 8 
feet from AR.

100 feet 20 feet A nest buffer reduction from 100 feet to 20 feet, as well as a restricted access 
nest buffer modification is requested. The purpose of the NBR is to permit 
ongoing pole top construction work to be completed at the adjacent site. This 
NBR/NBM combination should not adversely affect the successful outcome of 
this nest for the following reasons:

• The NBM is for drive through access with restrictions of no stopping, standing 
or construction work and an ESA speed limit of 10 mph on the access road 
within the buffer.  The NBM is requested to permit construction vehicles to pass 
through the buffer to access work areas beyond this nest.
• The Mourning Doves chose the site and brought material to the nest site 
indifferent to ongoing work just 25 feet away.
• The line of sight between the nest and construction work area is obscured by 
dense vegetation.
• The nest is downhill from the access road and the adults exhibited tolerance of 
all activity on the access road (e.g. the bird stayed on the nest while vehicles 
drove by and while biologists viewed the nest).  
• The access road is used often as a hiking and dog-walking trail by the public 
indicating the nesting pair is acclimated to human activity.

Additionally, this is a second clutch by the same pair that has already fledged a 
clutch successfully with work occurring at approximately 20 feet under the 
original NBR.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED due to 
natural causes.

8/18/2011 7/19/2011 - Fresh layer of dry grass stems placed atop old nest platform; MODO pair observed copulating on 
adjacent wire, suggesting a new nest at this location is in progress. - RRadd
7/25/2011 - Nest material shows compression; contains no eggs. Drive-through and walk-through construction in 
progress. - RRadd
8/4/2011- Female incubating on grass-covered nest permitted close approach without flushing. - PKonrad
8/11/2011 - Female incubating while male was singing nearby. Female did not flush from nest. - EMorgan
8/19/2011 - Adult predated on nest. Large bark flake and feathers in nest, pile of adult feathers under nest suggests 
death from above. Change to Closed. - RRadd

7/25/2011 7004675 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer Bridge

82 feet 100 feet NBR Submit Date: 08/04/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 08/05/2011


4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES.

8/7/2011 7/25/2011 - Nest contains 4 eggs, house finch flew from nest. - IMaunsell 
7/27/2011 - Female on nest with 4 eggs.
8/3/2011 - At least 3 downy nestlings with eyes still closed in nest. - IMaunsell
8/8/2011 - 2 dead nestlings. Missing nestling suggests predation likely. No construction occurred between monitoring 
and no work occurring presently. - IMaunsell
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2/21/2011 5000040 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet 100 feet Signs posted at back 

door to use front 
entrance only.

MODO nests are in roof eaves above back door of mitigation property. Cleaning 
crews will not impact the nests if the front entrance is used. Signs will be placed 
in order to prevent access to the back.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Abandoned and 
predated.

3/31/2011 2/21/2011 - No sign of adults or recent nest use. - IMaunsell
3/3/2011 -female on nest  - IMaunsell
3/10/2011 - MODO present on nest. Appears to be renesting adjacent to 2 uncovered eggs. ACTIVE - RRadd
3/24/2011 - Nest vacant. Uncovered eggs still present. Survey crew setting up 50 feet away. - RRadd
3/31/2011 - Nest predated (eggs no longer present). Change to closed. - RRadd

4/12/2011 5000791 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Abandoned, possibly 
due to predation of 
adult.

5/11/2011 Recent nest material, but no sign of adults.
4/19/2011 - No HOFI detected using this structure. Change to Inactive. - RRadd
4/21/2011  House finches in general area, but no activity at nest. Recent nest material, but no sign of adults.
4/25/2011 - No confirmed nesting activity detected 07:20-07:50. Change to Inactive. - RRadd
5/10/2011  Nest now has female incubating four eggs.  Active. - BArnold
5/11/2011 -  Female flushed from nest. - BArnold
5/19/2011 - Nest with four eggs, but female not observed. - BArnold
5/26/2011 - Nest with four eggs, but female not observed. - BArnold
6/1/2011 - Nest with four eggs, but female not observed. 
Female last observed at nest 11 May. 4 eggs in nest first recorded 10 May. Since House Finches lay 4 to 5 eggs, 1 a 
day, and incubate for 12 to 14 days, this nest has been abandoned (10 May first discovered with eggs, 14 days for 
incubation would be 24 May, over a week ago).
Nest is located within a fully concealed and protected area of the substation that was not near active work areas. 
Predation of adults is the most plausible reason for nest fail. - Closed. - BArnold

4/12/2011 5000789 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

SDG&E proposes stringing new wire from the 138kV yard to the new 230kV Bay. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Finches are 
extremely acclimated to human disturbance.  Nest characterized as inactive prior 
to receipt of authorized Nest Buffer Reduction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparent predation.

5/10/2011 4/12/2011 - Nest with three eggs.  Pair very vocal and active in area. - RRadd
4/21/2011 -  Nest present, but no eggs, nestlings or adults. - BArnold
4/26/2011 - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub. - RRadd
4/29/2011  - Nest deteriorated.  No activity.  Changed to Inactive. - BArnold
5/10/2011 -  No activity. Closed. - BArnold

6/2/2011 7002434 PHAI Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

53 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Apparently predated.

6/16/2011 6/2/2011 - 15:22 PHAI male incubating 2 eggs. - RRadd
6/8/2011 - PHAI female incubating 2 eggs. - RRadd
6/16/2011 - Nest is empty and fallen - apparently predated. Change to Closed. - RRadd

4/6/2011 5003375 BUSH Closed CP70-3 AR 0 feet from existing AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Blown out of place by 
wind.

4/28/2011 4/6/2011 - BUSH pair tending young - carrying food items to nest 10:55. - RRadd
4/13/2011 - BUSH enters nest at 11:05. - RRadd
4/20/2011 - BUSH tending nest. - RRadd
4/28/2011 - Nest destroyed - blown out of tree with remnants on ground. Change to Closed. - RRadd

6/8/2011 7002464 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

30 feet from staked 
work limits.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Broken eggshells 
found in nest 
suggest predation.

7/6/2011 6/8/2011 - Nest building. - VNovik
6/9/2011 - Visiting nest, likely nest building. - TFitanides
6/10/2011 - Nest building. - VNovik
6/14/2011 - Observed at nest site. - VNovik
6/17/2011 - On nest, possibly incubating. - VNovik
6/22/2011 - On nest incubating. - VNovik
6/23/2011 - Incubating. - VNovik
6/24/2011 - On nest, possibly incubating. While bird was off nest witnessed BCHU steal nest material from this nest. 
Bird returned and settled on nest as if nothing was out of the ordinary. - VNovik
6/27/2011 - Incubating on nest. - VNovik
6/30/2011  - Incubating. - VNovik
7/5/2011 - Incubating. - IMaunsell
7/6/2011 - No activity; no eggs; no nestlings; broken eggshells in nest. - SJohnston

5/26/2011 7002370 WEKI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; in substation. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Common Raven 
predation.

6/1/2011 5/26/2011 - Nest with three eggs. Adults attentive in area. - BArnold
5/31/2011 - Kingbird nest on ground. Eggshell fragments found in nest, possible Common Raven predation. Nest 
now Closed. - BArnold
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5/14/2011 7001479 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 55 

feet.
NBR Submit Date: 05/20/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/20/2011

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 

The Rock Wrens have nested within the rubble while active construction has 
occurred in the area. Construction has occurred on all sides of the spoils pile. 
• A construction road is currently located 60 feet from the nest on the southeast 
side. This road was well used prior to the establishment of the 100 foot buffer. 
• Active construction has occurred approximately 50 to 75 feet to the 
north/northwest of the nest on the opposite side of the spoil pile. 
• The nest is located within the spoil pile so the pile itself would shield the nest 
from work for a minimum of 180 degrees beginning from SW to NE which 
provides a visual and acoustic buffer. 
• A biological monitor will be onsite to monitor the birds’ behavior. If it is 
determined that the bird is agitated with work the monitor shall halt construction 
in the area until it is determined that work could commence again.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Cool rainy weather 
apparent reason for 
wet, dead nestlings.

5/31/2011 5/14/2011 - Female is on nest for extended amounts of time. At least 1 egg in nest. Observed female bringing 
nesting material to nest in morning and male brought food to female while she was on nest. A 100-foot buffer was 
installed. - AHill
5/20/2011 - Still active. Male coming to nest with material. Female in nest for extended periods of time. - AHill
5/24/2011 - Nestlings present, parents seen feeding. - AHill
5/31/2011 - All 5 nestlings were found dead this morning in nest; adults not seen or heard in area. Nestlings were wet 
and have been dead for at least 1 full day. Sunday temps were very low and 0.5" of rain was received. - AHill

4/27/2011 7000915 LEGO Closed CP26 70 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 05/04/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/04/2011

A nest buffer modification to 70 feet is being requested for this nest for the 
following reasons:  A)The nesting pair chose the nest site during ongoing 
construction activity.  B) The female continued to add nesting material to the 
nest while concrete was being poured, and sound levels at the work site reached 
approximately 100dB.  C) The female added new material to the nest during nest 
verification with two biologists standing within one foot of the nest. D) The nest is 
naturally buffered by being down slope from the ongoing construction and is 
located in Chamise Chaparral, which is characterized by a high density of plants 
with thick foliage.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Damaged by storm.

5/5/2011  4/27/2011 - Female observed adding nesting material to nest with male present. Nest approximately 55% complete. 
Construction is ongoing. - RAbe
5/3/2011 - Nest structure damaged, likely due to high winds; however female LEGO was observed visiting nest.  No 
eggs or young.  Recommend additional monitoring until it can be determined that pair has abandoned or repaired 
nest. - MDicus
5/9/2011 - Nest in worse condition than last week, falling out of shrub.  No evidence of repair or added material.  
Nest is unusable in current condition.  Closed. - MDicus

4/11/2011 5000776 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; on house. 66 feet 
from AR.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Eggs predated.

6/16/2011 4/11/2011 - HOFI pair building nest. - RRadd
4/19/2011 - Nesting activity continues. 10:05.  - RRadd
5/5/2011 - No eggs, no HOFI detected at nest. Change to Inactive.  - RRadd
5/15/2011 - HOFI pair continue to visit this nest and rearrange nest material. Change to Active. - RRadd
5/19/2011 - Continued building activity, no eggs 11:22.  - RRadd
5/25/2011 -  Nest empty. - RRadd
6/2/2011 - Nest active with 4 eggs 16:14.  - RRadd
6/8/2011  - 4 eggs in nest. - RRadd
6/16/2011 - Nest has been predated and is empty. Change to Closed. - RRadd

7/18/2011 7004657 BCHU Closed CP71 60 feet from AR. 100 feet 55 feet. NBR Submit Date: 07/19/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/20/2011

This nest was found during a general nesting bird survey of the eastern portion 
of the access road to the proposed guard structure located off of El Monte Road 
and east of AR CP70-3-E-A.  This nest is located within the ROW approximately 
60 horizontal feet north of the access road at a point about 1100 feet east from 
where the start of the access road branches off of El Monte Road.

The nest is located about 10 feet from ground level on a low horizontal (north) 
branch of a 25 foot sycamore tree. The tree is growing near the bottom of a 45 
degree slope and in amongst a large boulder pile.  The nest contained two eggs, 
and the female was observed brooding on the nest and flying to and from the 
nest on three occasions.

A request to reduce the buffer from 100 feet to 55 feet should not adversely 
affect the successful outcome of this nest for the following reasons:

• The nest is located entirely out of view from the access road with no direct, 
level line of sight from the nest to the access road.
• The nest is on a branch facing away from the road and is entirely obscured 
from above by large leaves.
• Thick upslope vegetation and large rocks/boulders are present between the 
nest and the access road.
• The nest is located approximately 65 linear feet down slope at an angle of 45 
degrees from the access road.
• The female did not show signs of disturbance until the observer approached to 
within 8 feet of the nest. The biologist then moved back beyond that distance 
away and the bird resumed to brood and tends to the nest as usual.
• Potholing work is a short duration, low impact type of construction (in terms of 
sustained noise, activity level and time at each hole location), and will not take 
place immediately adjacent to the nest location. The work will only raise the 
human activity level in the buffer slightly above the norms for that high traffic 
general area.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Eggs predated.

7/21/2011 7/18/2011  - Two eggs in nest; female observed flying to and from and brooding on nest. - JPawlicki
7/21/2011  - Nest is empty, but feces on adjacent leaves suggest fledged young from a prior attempt. - RRadd
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4/25/2011 7000894 HOFI Closed Hartung Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Likely a combination 
of wind and 
predation (in 
unknown order).

5/4/2011 4/25/2011 -  In northwest leg of Tower 62.  In stacked corner brackets on first cross-bar, about five feet off of ground. 
Four eggs in nest. - BArnold
4/27/2011 - Female incubating. - RAbe
5/4/2011 - Nest fallen to ground, no eggs. Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/25/2011 7003423 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; on house. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Likely due to 
predation.

6/15/2011 5/25/2011 - HOFI incubating 2 eggs 14:56. - RRadd
6/2/2011 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs 16:12. - RRadd
6/8/2011 - HOFI female brooding  2 eggs and 2 fresh hatchlings. - RRadd
6/16/2011 - Nest is empty. Observations indicate nest failure due to predation since HOFI require 14 days minimum 
to fledge. Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/5/2011 7000984 CAGN Closed TL 6924 - 171693 660 feet to nearest pole. 300 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Likely failed due to 
adverse weather.

5/18/2011 5/5/2011 - Female incubating. - BLohstroh
5/13/2011 - Male incubating nest. - KAlberts
5/19/2011 - Nest unattended and leaning over at 45 degrees. At least 4 dead chicks present. Appears to have failed 
due to inclement weather on the day prior. - BLohstroh
5/26/2011 - Ants eating dead chicks. - BLohstroh

5/24/2011 7001942 LAZB Closed CP22-1 15 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 05/26/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/26/2011

Vehicular traffic is not anticipated to impact this nest provided that no stopping, 
standing or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Likely nest predation.

5/31/2011 5/24/2011 - Female flushed from nest with 3 white eggs with light blue tinge. - PHoward 
6/1/2011 - Nest is clean, intact and empty. Timeline indicates nest predation. Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/4/2011 7000979 PHAI Closed Hartung Yard 62 feet to AR. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits and drive through 

access only on AR.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to active 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

Blanket exemption for nests built along ARs continuously in use for project 
activities receiving agency concurrence that birds establishing nests near ARs 
are accustomed to human activities and traffic and should not be impacted 
provided that no stopping, standing, or work occurs within the 100 foot buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Likely predated.

5/25/2011 5/4/2011 - PHAI female on nest, male attending. Nest appears just completed 07:00. - RRadd
5/12/2011 - PHAI female on nest, male attending 1800. - RRadd
5/20/2011 - PHAI female on nest 17:57. - RRadd
5/26/2011 - HOWR in nest, no PHAI detected. Presume predated - closed. - RRadd

5/10/2011 7001438 LASP Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet; within staked 
work limits.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Likely predated.

5/17/2011 5/10/2011 - LASP incubating 3 eggs 13:05 - RRadd
5/17/2011 - Nest intact but empty and had insufficient time to fledge - presumed predated. Status changed to 
Closed. - RRadd
Nest was empty  - presumably predated.

4/11/2011 5000775 BLPH Closed TL 6924 - Z171690 0 feet; in culvert under 
the existing paved AR.

100 feet Vehicular passage should not impact nest, since nest is below road and 
completely out of view.  Buffer should be reduced to 0 feet without any 
reasonable fear of construction impact.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes - nest 
has fallen from 
place.

5/17/2011 4/11/2011 - BLPH carrying food into culvert.  - RRadd
4/18/2011 - BLPH flying from nest 07:36. - RRadd
4/25/2011 - BLPH flushed from nest 08:15  - RRadd
5/2/2011 - BLPH from nest 07:55. - RRadd
5/10/2011 - BLPH to and from nest 08:46. - RRadd
5/17/2011 - Nest no longer present, presumed fallen. No BLPH present. Change to Closed. - RRadd
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4/1/2011 5003339 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 

Bauer bridge
7 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes, likely 
predation.

4/28/2011 4/1/2011 - Pair observed building nest. Nest is about 95% complete. Point entered by hand.- IMaunsell
4/8/2011 - Adult sitting on nest - BLohstroh
4/16/2011 - LEGO pair still at work on this nest. - RRadd
4/22/2011 - LEGO female appears to settle on eggs 07:27. - RRadd
4/28/2011 - Nest no longer present. - RAbe

5/26/2011 7002376 HOFI Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes: 
weather and poor 
site selection.

6/5/2011 5/26/2011 - Nest with 1 egg; monitor observed bird entering nest. - VNovik
6/5/2011 - No eggs present in nest, black plastic in arm supporting nest has started to come out and is almost 
completely detached from arm of tower. This movement of the plastic has caused the nest to now lay vertical which 
likely lead to the egg rolling out of the nest. Closed - PHoward

6/3/2011 7002440 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - 973032 30 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

exemption request exemption applies for work allowed in residential areas of 
TL6916 for underground through agency concurrence process. Birds nesting in 
developed areas are anticipated to be habituate to human activity and therefore 
should tolerate work activities. 

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes; nest 
fallen from tree; 
possible wind loss.

6/6/2011 6/3/2011 - Observed female incubating on nest. - Eloveless
6/7/2011 - Nest has fallen and is empty. Change to Closed. - RRadd

7/7/2011 7004637 HOWR Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within house area 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Natural causes; tree 
broke off at cavity.

7/7/2011 6/30/2011 - HOWR surreptitiously carrying food to nest 10:02-10:22. No singing or overt territoriality obs. Change to 
active. - RRadd
7/7/2011 - Nest tree snapped at cavity. No HOWR detected during 30 min. obs. Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/7/2011 7001012 NOMO Closed TL 639 - Z171660 50 feet to work area. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest abandoned.

5/19/2011 5/7/2011 - Northern Mockingbird nest with 2 eggs. -RAbe
5/19/2011 - Two recently dead nestlings with ants crawling on them. No adults in area. - TFitanides

3/28/2011 6003248 BUSH Closed CP64-2/CP65-1 Pull 
Site AR entry

15 feet from driveway 
improvement area.

100 feet To encroach within buffer, temporary sound walls may be used during survey 
staking and potholing over 2 short-day periods to provide visual buffer and noise 
barrier for this human environment-acclimated species.  

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest appears 
predated - hole torn 
to expose contents.

4/27/2011 3/28/2011 - Nest in good condition, adults in area, but no interaction with this nest. - BLohstroh
4/6/2011 - Quick nest exchange @ 07:44. - RRadd
4/8/2011 - Adult observed entering nest). - MDicus, RAbe
4/13/2011 - BUSH exiting nest 08:40 - RRadd
4/15/2011 - Adult enters nest at 1:43 pm, again at 2:00 pm. - BArnold
4/20/2011 - Adult seen exiting nest. - VNovik
4/27/2011 - Nest torn open on W side at bulb. Appears predated. Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/3/2011 7000974 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 771470 85 feet from tower. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest appears to have 
been removed by a 
non-project source.

5/16/2011 5/3/2011 - Well established nest.  Female continuously bringing new nest material, accompanied by male.  No eggs 
or nestlings in nest. - BArnold, SRitt
5/11/2011 - HOFI female on nest 1352. - RRadd
5/16/2011 - Nest has been removed by others. Change to Closed. - RRadd
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6/18/2011 7002514 LEGO Closed CP29-1 2 feet from AR. 100 feet NBR Submit Date: 06/20/2011

WLA Concurrence Date: 06/24/2011


4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest failed due to 
predation.

7/6/2011 6/18/2011 - Nest found 100% complete with 4 white eggs. Female observed incubating; male was heard nearby. - 
PHoward
6/22/2011 - LEGO female on nest; did not flush at 5 feet. - RRadd
6/28/2011 - Nest contains 2 eggs. No LEGO detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
7/6/2011 - Nest no longer present, remains of 1 LEGO egg on ground. Nest apparently predated. -RRadd

3/17/2011 6003240 MODO Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet, within substation. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest failed due to 
weather.

3/25/2011 3/17/2011 - Female incubating. - IMaunsell
3/25/2011 - Female not observed on nest for 3 days. Cold weather and rain will have made nest unsuccessful. 
Material is soaked from rain. No eggs present. - IMaunsell

2/18/2011 5000011 RTHA Closed Hartung Yard 105 feet from yard 
limits.

500 feet 100 feet. NBR Submit Date: 03/09/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/10/2011

This nest is not anticipated to be impacted based on the birds apparent 
tolerance to arterial traffic on El Monte road, which is closer to the nest location.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest failure 
coincided with series 
of wet and cold 
spring storms.

4/15/2011 2/18/2011 - Adult hawk in low incubating posture on nest during 13:00 nest check. - RRadd
2/25/2011 - Verified again. - DBusby  
3/3/2011 - Checked  - PKonrad
3/8/2011 - Checked   - PKonrad.
3/16/2011 - RTHA incubation nest  exchange @ 17:50 Male brings nest decoration, not food. - RRadd
3/25/2011 - RTHA on nest. - RRadd
3/29/2011 - No birds detected @ nest 14:15 - 15:00. Yard bio-monitor reports no nest activity today. - RRadd
4/8/2011- No RTHA detected during 4 hours continuous observation. Changed to INACTIVE - RRadd
4/6/2011 - No activity detected 09:00-10:00. CY monitor reports no activity this week; suggests nest failure. - 
RRadd
4/8/2011 - No activity 10:00-14:00. - RRadd
4/13/2011 - No activity. Change to inactive. - RRadd
4/15/2011 - Nest status changed to closed due to no activity over last several nest checks. - KAlberts

4/18/2011 5000843 BUSH Closed CP25-2 20 feet from AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest failure due to 
predation.

5/25/2011 4/18/2011 - Nest observed during construction monitoring - female carrying food to nest.  Buffer only affects access 
road to CP 26, staked "through traffic only, no work or stopping." - MDicus
4/26/82011  - Adult BUSH carrying food to nest (per M Klein : BIO). - RRadd
5/3/2011 - Adult observed at nest.- MDicus
5/9/2011 - Adult carrying nesting material to same nest. Pair observed copulating last week after male fed female.  - 
MDicus
5/13/2011 - Nest in good condition; birds observed perched on nest, making trips back and forth. - BLohstroh
5/16/2011 - Observed while construction monitoring.  Female observed carrying material into nest. -  JDicus
5/21/2011 - BUSH carries food to nest 1428 hrs. - RRadd
5/25/2011 - Nest on ground and torn to pieces from apparent mammalian predation. Closed, buffers and stakes 
removed. - RRadd

4/19/2011 5000856 BLPH Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; on house, 56 feet 
from AR.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest fell due to 
natural causes and 
nestlings were 
predated.

6/8/2011 4/19/2011 - BLPH pair building nest. 10% complete. - RRadd
4/27/2011 - Nest appears almost complete, BLPH on nest agitated at 45'. - RRadd
5/5/2011 - 2 eggs in nest 10:55. - RRadd
5/12/2011 - BLPH incubating 4 eggs 08:34. - RRadd
5/19/2011 - BLPH feeding nest at 5 min. intervals 08:38. - RRadd
5/25/2011 - BLPH activity continues at this nest. - RRadd
6/2/2011 - BLPH nest has fallen to ground 14:37; 2 unfledged young with quilled wings survive in the nest wreckage. - 
RRadd
6/8/2011 - No BLPH present, at least one unfledged nestling predated at site. Change to Closed. - RRadd

4/22/2011 5000877 ROWR Closed Suncrest Substation 0 feet; within substation 
pad fill slope.

100 feet 50 feet NBR Submit Date: 05/05/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/05/2011

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 50 feet is 
appropriate for this Rock Wren nest. Nest success should not be diminished for 
the following reasons: 

•The nesting pair moved into the pad site area post demolition, indicating that it 
is desensitized to the level of work activity and noise occurring within the pad 
site.

•There is no line of sight from the nest to the construction area, and the location 
of the nest within a rock crevice provides concealment and a natural buffer.

•This nesting pair moved to this nest site from one that was further from the 
construction impact area during heavy construction activity.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest flooded.

5/17/2011 4/22/2011 - Rock Wren carrying nest material into nest site. On-site monitor reported observing pair utilizing this nest 
site for the past couple of days. - VNovik
4/25/2011  - No nest visits; bowl is present at nest site with fresh feather lining seen; need a flashlight to see bowl; 
appears to be primary nest site. - PHoward
5/8/2011  - Male heard singing on 5-6; female incubating for extended periods of time; flushed at 25-40 feet. - AHill
5/10/2011 - Female incubating 2 eggs. - AHill
5/16/2011 - Female brooding; observed nestlings that are at least 1 day old.
5/20/2011 - Nest was flooded during recent rain on 5-17 and 18. Found all 3 nestlings dead. Closed. - AHill
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6/13/2011 7002492 WEKI Closed TL 639 - 379519 35 feet from tower. 100 feet Buffer remains, but work 

plan allowed per Buffer 
justification.

NBR Submit Date: 06/21/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/29/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest gone; predation 
is the most likely 
cause.

7/7/2011 6/13/2011 - Pair nest building, bringing fine lining material to nest at approximately 5 minute intervals. Nest appears 
to be 85-90% complete. - IMaunsell
6/21/2011 - Female WEKI observed incubating on complete nest with male nest guarding 09:18. - RRadd
6/28/2011 - Adult on nest. - BArnold
7/2/2011 - Female WEKI observed incubating while crews working nearby (RRadd), and returned to nest after pole 
work completed (SRitt). - RRadd
7/5/2011 - No WEKI observed within 500 feet of this nest 11:25-12:00. - RRadd
7/7/2011 - Nest appears to be mostly removed; a small amount of material still remains - closed. - IMaunsell

6/16/2011 5001258 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet from house; 55 
feet from AR.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest likely predated 
based on condition 
of nest and nesting 
chronology.

7/7/2011 6/16/2011 - New clutch in progress; HOFI female incubating 2 eggs. Change to Active. - RRadd
6/23/2011 - Nest contains 4 white eggs. - RRadd
6/30/2011 - At least 1 downy nestling and 1 unhatched egg visible in nest. - RRadd
7/7/2011 - Nest is empty and lining appears torn out. Nestlings were too young to fledge; presumed predated. 
Change to Closed. - RRadd

4/27/2011 7000912 CALT Closed TL 639 - 775593 20 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 70 feet 
for construction; 40 feet 

for thru-traffic.

NBR Submit Date: 05/10/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/10/2011

70 ft buffer for construction:  A) Nearly 30 ft of dense vegetation occurs between 
the work site and the nest. This provides a natural buffer from work area.  B) 
Scheduled work is to be done with hand tools and small crew, minimizing visual 
and auditory impacts to the nest.  C) California towhees are well adapted to 
developed areas and frequently tolerate moderate to high levels of human 
disturbance; 70 feet is well within this species' tolerance threshold for human 
activity.
40 feet buffer for pass through access:  A) Ingress and egress to the site would 
be limited on a daily basis in trips and duration.  B)

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest likely predated.

5/23/2011 4/27/2011 - Female observed building nest. - SRitt
5/3/2011 - CALT nesting activity continues. -IMaunsell
5/11/2011 - CALT continues nest building 08:39, cup is 85% complete. - RRadd
5/16/2011 - CALT egg-laying. 2 eggs. - RRadd
5/23/2011 - Nest destroyed. No eggs on ground suggests terrestrial predation. Change to Closed. Pair continue to 
make trips through this thicket and may re-nest nearby 09:39. - RRadd

4/8/2011 5003387 HOWR Closed CP64-2/CP65-1 Pull 
Site AR entry

70 feet to AR entry. 100 feet One day of pre-construction survey staking is planned, followed by one day of 
potholing with a 2-3 person crew.  Sound walls may be erected to not impact 
nests during potholing.  After this, construction traffic should be allowed, as the 
odds of impacting nest sites is low to non-existent, provided that no stopping, 
standing, or construction occurs within buffer zones.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest predated.

4/13/2011 4/8/2011 - Probable house wren nest.  Wrens observed in nearby coast live oaks but none observed entering cavity. - 
RAbe, MDicus
4/13/2011 - Nest predated (terrestrial predator) - broken eggs inside plus one on ground below nest entrance. Closed. 
- RRadd

6/3/2011 7000909 HOFI Closed Helix Yard AR 45 feet to AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest predated.

6/9/2011 6/3/2011 - Female HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
6/9/2011 - Nest is empty. Predation presumed. Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/12/2011 7001461 HOFI Closed CP51-2 AR 74 feet to AR, but within 
house area.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest predation.

6/8/2011 5/12/2011 - Female HOFI on nest 10:57. - RRadd
5/19/2011 - HOFI on nest 10:07. - RRadd
5/25/2011 - HOFI on nest 12:56. - RRadd
6/4/2011 - Male feeding peeping nestlings. - EElias
6/8/2011 - Nest no longer present - broken branches and lining remnants on ground. Insufficient time to fledge. 
Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/24/2011 7002346 HOFI Closed Helix Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest shows signs of 
disturbance by 
unknown agents.

6/9/2011 5/24/2011 - Nest appears to be about 75% complete with well defined cup. Female observed adding lining material 
to nest. Male singing near nest. Female did not flush until I was 30 feet from nest. - EMorgan
6/3/2011 - Nest contains 4 eggs. - RRadd
6/7/2011 - 2 eggs with broken shells-partially broken. Remaining 2 eggs unharmed. Monitor for activity. House 
Finches in area. - BArnold
6/9/2011 - No change in status. No HOFI detected 06:55, eggs are cold. Closed. - RRadd
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5/5/2011 7000991 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground 40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest torn up; 
probable predation.

5/16/2011 5/5/2011 - Female observed adding material to nest and presumably incubating. - SHampton
5/17/2011 - No activity observed but rainy day. - FHoffman
5/26/2011 - Nest torn up. No sign of adult, eggs, or nestlings. - SHampton

4/8/2011 5003388 ACWO Closed CP64-2/CP65-1 Pull 
Site AR entry

40 feet to AR entry. 100 feet One day of pre-construction survey staking is planned, followed by one day of 
potholing with a 2-3 person crew.  Sound walls may be erected to not impact 
nests during potholing.  After this, construction traffic should be allowed, as the 
odds of impacting nest sites is low to non-existent, provided that no stopping, 
standing, or construction occurs within buffer zones.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest usurped by 
starlings.

4/20/2011 4/8/2011 - Female and male ACWO observed entering nest cavity. - RAbe, MDicus
4/13/2011 - ACWO at cavity but competition from EUST. - RRadd
4/20/2011 - Nest closed due to occupation of identified nest by starlings. - VNovik

5/11/2011 7001439 BUSH Closed Elliott Substation 25 feet to AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nest was predated.

6/14/2011 5/11/2011  - BUSH pair actively building nest, appears 75% complete 10:22. - RRadd
5/16/2011 - BUSH exits nest 07:04. - RRadd
5/23/2011 - Still active, bringing food to nest - RRadd
5/31/2011 - BUSH to nest 09:06. - RRadd
6/6/2011 - No detections during 30 min. obs. 08:45-09:15. - RRadd
6/14/2011- Nest predated; torn open at the breeding chamber.
Change to Closed. - RRadd

3/12/2011 6003219 CORA Closed CP31-2 35 feet from work area. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Nestling raven dead 
by natural causes in 
nest.

6/8/2011 3/12/2011 - Nest is 12 feet from AR to CP31-2. Birds not incubating yet and are spending extended periods away 
from nest. -BHart
3/18/2011 - CORA pair sharing food at site. Extremely wary of, and agitated by, human activity.  - RRadd
3/24/2011 - CORA prone on nest 10:50 -11:10. - RRadd
3/30/2011 - CORA male settles on nest after pair-bonding behaviors 08:32 - RRadd
4/5/2011- CORA on nest 07:21 - RRadd
4/11/2011 - CORA pair roosting near nest 12:58 -13:18.- RRadd
4/19/2011 - No CORA detected on or around nest territory. CSC signage  has been installed directly under nest tree 
by unknown. - RRadd
4/25/2011 - CORA departed from nest at very first sight of observer (600 feet) 07:45. - RRadd
5/3/2011 - CORA incubating, mate nest-guarding. 15:05 - RRadd
5/10/2011 - CORA pr. on nest 07:37.- RRadd
5/18/2011 - CORA on nest 16:46. - RRadd
5/24/2011 - One large well-feathered, gray-faced, nestling visible on nest. - RRadd
6/2/2011 - One CORA juv. Remains on nest 10:58. Primaries appear almost full length. - RRadd
6/8/2011 - CORA juv. remains on nest 16:50. Should have fledged by now. - RRadd
6/15/2011 - CORA juv. dead in nest. No evidence under nest of predation. Change to Closed. - RRadd

6/2/2011 7002433 PHAI Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

110 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predated by 
Cooper's Hawk.

6/16/2011 6/2/2011 - PHAI scolding observer under this tree, eventually settling on nest. - RRadd
6/8/2011 - Attempted predation by male COHA, no subsequent PHAI detections at nest. - RRadd
6/16/2011 - Nest has fallen to ground. Change to Closed. - RRadd

3/31/2011 5003324 ANHU Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; in work area. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predated nest.

4/27/2011 3/31/2011 - Nest complete, female on nest - RRadd
4/5/2011 - Female active at nest. - RRadd
4/11/2011 - ANHU female on nest at 15:15. - RRadd
4/19/2011 - ANHU female incubating 2 eggs 07:42.- RRadd
4/27/2011 - Nest empty with 1 side torn out. Appears predated. Change to closed - RRadd

3/17/2011 6003251 BTSP Closed EP235-1 50 feet from TSAP. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predated.

4/12/2011 3/17/2011 - Black-throated sparrow pair collecting nest materials and carrying nest materials to grass nest in cholla. - 
JDicus
3/23/2011 - Nest built in cholla; unlined; no activity since Monday rain and hail.- PKonrad
4/4/2011 -  2 eggs in nest (incomplete clutch); should begin incubation in a couple days.- PKonrad 
4/12/2011 - Nest was predated; remnants of two broken eggs. Closed. - PKonrad, AHernandez
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4/7/2011 5003379 CAGN Closed TL 639 - Z379519 95 feet to nearest pole. 300 feet 4. NEST WITH 

EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predated.

4/14/2011 4/7/2011 - Observed male and female carrying nest material to nest. Nest is 90% complete. - DBusby
4/14/2011 - Nest predated, found torn from side with nest lining and cup pieces below. No sign of eggs found. - 
KAlberts

4/25/2011 7000898 HOLA Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predated.

4/27/2011 4/25/2011 - Female incubating and foraging near nest with 3 eggs. Female flushed repeatedly due to foot traffic at 
edge of and inside the 100 foot buffer. - SHampton
4/27/2011 - Nest found predated with no eggs. Closed. -KAlberts

5/10/2011 7001423 KILL Closed Scripps Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 25 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 05/12/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/12/2011

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons: 
A) Nest is shielded by a 3 foot high wall.  B) Placement of a sound barrier along 
the existing chain link fence will mitigate for sound and visual disturbances 
occurring without further encroaching on the nest.  C) Bird remained non-
agitated on nest while work was occurring in the yard, including demo of a 
retaining wall around the breaker to be replaced. D) The bird has chosen to nest 
within an active yard, showing acclimation to human activity.  E) The bird 
remained non-agitated in the nest while the surveyor approached to within 5 feet 
of the nest.  F) Monitor onsite will monitor nest to ensure that bird does not 
become agitated with the work. If the bird gets agitated, work will be halted and 
an increased buffer will be installed.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predated.

6/10/2011 5/10/2011 - 1 egg in nest. Female observed incubating. Male in area also. - VNovik
5/27/2011 - Unable to see into this area of substation from outside. KILL obs. Flying overhead and landing in sub but 
no definitive nesting activity observed. - RRadd
6/2/2011 - KILL on apparent nest. - RRadd
6/7/2011 - KILL on nest 16:33. - RRadd
6/7/2011 - KILL appears to be brooding one hatched young and at least one egg, under heavy predation pressure by 
CORA. - RRadd
6/10/2011- No evidence of birds or eggs in area. Crew related that they had witnessed crows (ravens ?) predating 
nests while killdeer attempted to fight them off. Buffer was removed. Nest closed. - Shall

5/13/2011 7001472 HOFI Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet, in yard, on 
flatbed; 10 feet from AR.

100 feet Had one egg upon discovery; not a candidate. 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

5/23/2011 5/13/2011 - Pair of HOFI copulating directly above nest and repeatedly visiting trailer; 1 egg in nest. - SRitt
5/23/2011 - No eggs in nest and no HOFIs observed in area. Closed. - RAbe

4/4/2011 5003351 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
177.50l

15 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

4/20/2011 4/4/2011 - Bird observed sitting in nest approximately 5 feet from Alpine Blvd. - RFletcher
4/16/2011 - Nest not found at this GPS location. - RRadd
4/20/2011 - Nest inactive with broken eggshells in nest. It was probably predated. - EMorgan

3/2/2011 5000480 ANHU Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

0 feet; within Bell Bluff 
Truck Trail alignment.

100 feet 25 vertical feet. NBR Submit Date: 03/04/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/07/2011


4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

3/17/2011 3/2/2011 - Woven nest positioned almost directly above east side of access road. Biomonitor observed ANHU 
incubating in nest. - TCooper
3/18/2011 - Nest destroyed, probably predated. - TCooper

4/12/2011 5000796 BUSH Closed EP225-1 Pull site 0 feet; within pull site. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

5/5/2011 4/12/2011 - Adults observed entering nest with food. - SHampton
4/21/2011 - Adult territorial next to nest. - PKonrad
4/27/2011 - No Bushtits near nest or calling. - PKonrad
5/5/2011 - Nest torn in half, apparent terrestrial predation; 1 eggshell found in interior; one Bushtit nearby. Closed. - 
PKonrad

4/30/2011 7000950 WESJ Closed EP92 80 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 05/20/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/20/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

5/20/2011 4/30/2011 - Bird flushed off nest. Three eggs. - SHampton
5/10/2011 - One nestling and no eggs in nest. Adults not observed. - RAbe
5/6/2011 - Three eggs in nest.  - PKonrad
5/20/2011 - No nestlings present and no adults observed near nest. Nest likely predated. - EMorgan
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5/7/2011 7001006 RCSP Closed TL 639 - 171668 247 feet from nearest 

pole; 66 feet from road.
100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 

stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.
4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

5/19/2011 5/7/2011 - Adult flushed from nest and returned. Grass cup nest with 4 white eggs. Sparrow probable Rufous-
crowned. - FHoffmann
5/19/2011 - No eggs in nest. Or egg fragments seen in area.  Nest appears to have been slightly moved, and 
possibly predated. No birds seen tending to nest. Nest closed. - SRitt

5/10/2011 7001021 ANHU Closed TL 6916 - 774819 50 feet 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 
passage allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 05/12/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/13/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

5/31/2011 5/10/2011 - Female incubating two eggs. - IMaunsell
5/16/2011 - 2 very small ANHU nestlings attended by adult 14:44. - RRadd
5/23/2011 - Nest contains 2 nestlings covered with feather quills. - RRadd
5/31/2011 - Nest no longer present. Complete nest has been removed - no remains detected.  Prior observations 
suggest nestlings too young to fledge and predation is probable cause of nest failure. - RRadd
Note: ANHU require a minimum of 25 days post-hatching to depart the nest.

5/19/2011 7001503 MODO Closed CP50-1 AR 65 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

6/7/2011 5/19/2011 - MODO incubating 2 eggs 09:13. - RRadd
5/25/2011 - MODO on nest 12:49. - RRadd
6/2/2011 - One just-hatched nestling and one egg in nest. - RRadd
6/8/2011 - Nest empty and no MODO detected. Broken eggshells under nest, but insufficient time for nestlings to 
fledge suggests nest predation. Closed.  - RRadd

5/19/2011 7001506 BCHU Closed CP64-2/CP65-1 Pull 
Site AR entry

4 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

6/12/2011 5/19/2011 - BCHU female on complete nest 17:12. - RRadd
5/26/2011 - BCHU female on nest 08:42. - RRadd
6/3/2011 - After at least 15 min. of absence. female comes to nest and settles. - RRadd
6/9/2011 - Female comes to nest 10:43. - RRadd
6/17/2011 - No BCHU detections at this nest during 30 min. obs. - RRadd
6/24/2011 - No BCHU detections at this nest during 30 min. obs.  - RRadd
Change to Closed.

5/25/2011 7002364 LEGO Closed CP50-1 AR 25 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

6/30/2011 5/25/2011 - LEGO attending nest 11:10. - RRadd
6/2/2011 - Nest not found. - RRadd
6/8/2011 - Nest refound. Male feeds incubating female at nest. - RRadd
6/16/2011 - LEGO female on nest with male in close attendance 07:23. - RRadd
6/23/2011 - Nest appears disheveled from below, with light visible through side. LEGO pair present, so will monitor 
once more prior to close. - RRadd
6/30/2011 - Nest is no longer serviceable and unlikely to have had time to fledge young. Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/25/2011 7002369 HOFI Closed CP50-1 AR 80 feet from AR. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

7/15/2011 6/30/2011 - Second nest logged in same location for new nest attempt by pair. HOFI incubating 3 white eggs. - 
RRadd
7/7/2011 - Female HOFI continues incubation of 3 eggs. - RRadd
7/15/2011 - Nest has been destroyed - apparently by terrestrial predator. - RRadd

6/8/2011 7002474 COHU Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet, within yard limits. 100 feet Nest is on steel, and work on the steel cannot occur without impacting the nest. 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

6/22/2011 6/8/2011 - Female incubating. Yard biological monitor reported eggs in nest, but female did not flush during 
verification obs. - BArnold
6/15/2011 - 2 eggs in nest; female  returned with nest material and resumed incubating; she is very tolerant.  - 
PKonrad
6/22/2011 - Nest gone; no sign of adult, nest, eggs, or nestlings in area. Probable predation. Closed. - PKonrad
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7/5/2011 7002601 NOMO Closed TL 639 - 379521 5 feet to AR, 50 feet to 

work, 100' to pole
100 feet Drive through access 

only.
NBR Submit Date: 07/14/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/19/2011

The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:

• The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
• The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
• The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
• Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
• As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
• These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
• The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
  1. ESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
  2. 10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
  3. No stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
• Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
• Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

7/24/2011 7/5/2011 - Female NOMO building new nest, approx 50% complete, while male chases off territorial intruders. - 
RRadd
7/11/2011 - NOMO pair attending three green speckled eggs 09:23. - RRadd
7/14/2011 - Three eggs. - MDicus
7/19/2011 - NOMO alarm calling near nest with three eggs. - RRadd
7/25/2011 - Nest lining has been upended. No eggs in or under nest - Closed.  - RRadd

7/7/2011 7002615 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
MH7

25 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation likely.

7/15/2011 7/7/2011 - Bird on nest. - SJohnston
7/8/2011 - 3 eggs. - SJohnston
7/16/2011 - Nest torn apart. - SJohnston

4/16/2011 5000833 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

Within 10 feet of work 
area.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation presumed, 
nest destroyed.

5/5/2011 4/16/2011 - LEGO female nearing completion of nest. - RRadd
4/22/2011 - LEGO female settled onto nest 07:27. - RRadd
4/28/2011 - Female incubating. - RAbe
5/6/2011 - Nest destroyed, predation presumed 10:33. - RRadd

4/8/2011 5003384 KILL Closed Wilson Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Predation.

4/19/2011 4/8/2011 - Three eggs present. - IMaunsell
4/19/2011 - Monitor reported nest failure due to predation. No eggs present. No adults in area.  - IMaunsell

3/31/2011 5003320 ANHU Closed TL 6916 - 774820 20 feet from AR; 340 
feet from nearest pole.

100 feet 4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Presumed 
depredation, with 
broken egg in nest.

4/12/2011 3/31/2011 - Female incubating 1 egg. - TCooper
4/7/2011 - Female on nest. - TCooper
4/12/2011 - Nest presumed predated; broken contents 15:50. Change to closed. - RRadd
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7/16/2011 7004646 BCHU Closed Access road to guard 

pole structure near 
CP71

42 feet 100 feet 40 feet. NBR Submit Date: 07/19/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/20/2011

This nest was found during a general nesting bird survey of an access road to a 
guard structure west of CP71. This nest is located approximately 42 horizontal 
feet (70 linear feet down slope) north of the access road at a point about 185 
feet east from where the access road branches off of El Monte Rd. 
The nest is located about 12 feet high on the outer part of a branch (south 
facing) of a 35+ foot sycamore tree, about 2 feet from a large, sloped granite 
boulder. The nest contained one nestling a few days old, and the female was 
observed brooding on the nest and flying to and from the nest on two 
occasions.
A NBR from 100 to 40 feet should not adversely affect the natural nesting 
progression and successful outcome of this breeding event for the following 
reasons:
• There is no direct, level line of sight from the nest to the access road given that 
the nest I is entirely obscured from above by several large leaves and is located 
in thick vegetation approximately 70 feet down slope at an angle of 50 degrees 
from the access road.
• The female did not show signs of disturbance until the observers approached 
to within 6 feet of the nest and when we retreated beyond that distance she 
continued to brood and tend to the nest as usual.
• The adult bird chose the site when daily vehicle traffic on this part of the road 
(Non-Project) was already occurring.
• Presence of a nestling indicates high reproductive investment by the brooding 
bird, creating strong site affinity and greatly diminishing chance of nest 
abandonment.
• Potholing work is a short duration, low impact type of construction (in terms of 
sustained noise, activity level and time at each hole location), and will not take 
place immediately adjacent to the nest location. The work will only raise the 
human activity level in the buffer slightly above the norms for that high traffic 
general area.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Presumed predated 
as nest was intact 
and clean.

7/20/2011 7/16/2011 - J. Pawlicki found 1 young nestling in this nest; the eyes are closed and it is featherless. Female flushed 
at 6 feet when biologist was standing on large boulder. - EElias
7/21/2011 - Nest is intact, clean and empty. Young presumed predated as insufficient elapsed time to fledge. - 
RRadd

5/7/2011 7001018 MODO Closed TL 6916 - 678468 25 feet to work area. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 05/12/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/12/2011

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction is appropriate for this nest. 
Nest success should not be diminished for the following reasons:  A) The nest 
progression is already advanced (incubation of 3 eggs), so nest affinity is high 
and the likelihood of abandonment low.  B) The adult is already habituated to 
human activity and is disturbed only when approached to less than 15 feet. The 
bird never flushed from the nest during construction activities or GPS locating, 
and was only discovered when the on-site biological monitor walked very closely 
past its location.  C) Further construction activities will be similar to what has 
occurred to date, light and short, using bucket trucks. D) Large eucalyptus tree 
provides screening. E) MODO is highly tolerant of humans.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Presumed predated. 

5/16/2011 5/7/2011 - MODO incubating 3 eggs. Bird did not flush from foot traffic at approx. 2 ft distance from nest. - 
sjohnston
5/16/2011 - Broken white eggshell of suitable size but no MODO detected. Presume predation and Change to Closed 
17:07. - RRadd

MODO require a minimum of 13 days between hatch and nest departure - this nest did not have sufficient time to 
fledge.

6/13/2011 7002494 LASP Closed Sycamore Yard 50 feet from AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

Drive through access only approved through blanket exemption.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Presumed predated.

6/20/2011 6/13/2011 - LASP male feeding female incubating 3 eggs and driving fledgling from earlier brood away from area 
08:40. - RRadd
6/20/2011 - Nest is empty, presumed predated. Change to Closed. - RRadd

5/25/2011 7002353 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

50 feet to work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and 

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Raven predation.

6/5/2011 5/25/2011 - Building nest; 50% complete. - VNovik
5/31/2011 - Observed on nest; male feeding female on nest. - VNovik
6/2/2011 - Male observed arriving at nest, possibly bringing food.  - VNovik
6/6/2011 - Ravens attacked nest and ate the eggs. - VNovik

6/2/2011 7002431 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
303+00r

40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Unknown natural 
causes; likely 
predated.

6/8/2011 6/2/2011 - BHCO female removed 1 egg, leaving 2 LEGO eggs in nest 07:00. Female LEGO incubating 3 eggs, all 
LEGO, 12:30. - SHampton
6/9/2011 - Nest is empty, no eggs, nestlings, or adults nearby. Nest contained 2 large dead leaves that fell into it. 
Closed. - SHampton
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4/13/2011 5000814 BUSH Closed TL 6916 - 774819 10 feet to existing AR; 

400 feet to nearest pole.
100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 

stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.
4. NEST WITH 
EGGS OR YOUNG 
FAILED DUE TO 
NATURAL CAUSES. 
Wind damage to 
host tree.

5/11/2011 4/13/2011 - Adults attending nest. - TCooper
4/18/2011 - BUSH pr. Detected with food and nest materials 14:08. - RRadd
4/25/2011 - BUSH exits nest 15:12 after 15 minutes of inactivity. Presumed incubating. - RRadd
5/22/2011 - BUSH enters nest with food 15:49. - RRadd
5/11/2011 - Branch with nest fallen to ground. 3 intact eggs + 1 broken. Change to Closed. - RRadd

3/17/2011 6003246 BUSH Closed EP26-1 AR 60 feet to AR; 580 feet 
to SWAT yard.

100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 5/3/2011 3/29/2011 - Nest appears complete; no birds observed during short nest check. - PKonrad
4/7/2011 - No birds observed during nest check; unusually long nest appears intact and active. - PKonrad, 
FHoffman
4/20/2011 -  Long nest in good shape; no Bushtits observed during 3 nest visits today. - PKonrad
4/26/2011 -  No birds observed at or near nest. - PKonrad
5/3/2011 - No birds; appears this nesting attempt fledged young or failed; closed. - PKonrad

3/28/2011 5003288 CATH Closed Alpine Yard 35 feet from imapct 
area.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to active 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

6. INDETERMINATE. 4/25/2011 3/28/2011 - Female observed incubating on nest. Did not flush when approached to 5 feet. - IMaunsell
4/16/2011 - Female on nest incubating/brooding; tolerates foot traffic as close as 10 feet. - IMaunsell
4/25/2011 - Nestling(s) likely fledged. No thrashers were observed around the nest and the nest is empty. - EMorgan

4/6/2011 5003366 BUSH Closed EP221A 20 feet to tower site 
permanent ROW.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 5/3/2011 4/6/2011- Pair of bushtits seen carrying food into nest. - SRitt
5/3/2011 - Nest closed, since adult birds seen carrying food to nest almost a month ago.  Nest has either fledged or 
failed since then. - KAlberts

3/31/2011 5003309 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation 
work area.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 20 feet NBR Submit Date: 06/21/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/29/2011

The biologist feels this NBM should not adversely affect the success of these 
nest for the following reasons:

• House finches are known to nest in proximity to human activity and exhibit a 
high tolerance towards human disturbances. They have relatively high rates of 
nest success within areas of high human activity.

• These nests are located high up in the steel, between 20 and 40 feet above the 
ground.

• Past NBMs of similar nature with house finch in structures have not affected 
the success of the nests.

6. INDETERMINATE. 5/19/2011 3/31/11 - Inactive nest, not flagged - GCummings
4/12/2011 - Nest indeterminate. No birds observed. - BArnold
4/26/2011- No confirmation of nesting detected from outside the Sub. No positive observations since 3/31, change to 
Closed. - RRadd
5/2/2011 - HOFI incubating female visible 1036 hrs. Change to active. - RRadd
5/11/2011 -  House Finches in general area. - BArnold
5/19/2011 - House Finches in general area but not at this specific described area. - BArnold

2/25/2011 5000435 ANHU Closed TL 6916 - Z771472 3 feet from pole. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 03/03/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/03/2011

Buffer approved to 30 feet for vertical and horizontal buffers, as nest is fairly well-
concealed within exotic vegetation and human activities regularly occur 30 feet 
from nest everyday.

6. INDETERMINATE. 3/28/2011 2/25/2011 Nest remains active. - DBusby
3/28/2011 - Nest appears unkempt and no longer in use. No adults active in area. - DBusby
Presumed lost to natural causes, nestlings from this early-season nesting attempt potentially fledged prior to storm 
damage to nest.

5/3/2011 7000970 MODO Closed TL 6916 - 771471 95 feet from ROW. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 05/12/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/12/2011

Mourning doves as a species are well adapted to human activities and 
urbanized settings similar to the location of this nest. The nest is under the eave 
and on top of a conduit box on the side of a regularly used building.  The nest 
was constructed in an area that is surrounded by development and regularly 
exposed to human and vehicular traffic.

6. INDETERMINATE. 5/27/2011 5/3/2011 One bird incubating. Pair seen. - SRitt
5/11/2011  - Unable to locate nest based on description. - RRadd
5/27/2011 - Nest found unoccupied with HOFI removing nest materials.
Change to Closed. -RRadd

5/24/2011 7001937 ANHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

6 feet from work limits. 100 feet Buffer remains but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

The plan (summarized) is a proposal to install large acoustical noise blankets 
between nests and proposed bridge work. This will be accompanied by 
continuous nest monitoring and installation of two ANSI Type II Integrating 
Sound Level Meters. If implemented, the SDGE proposed plan to mitigate for 
construction impacts to the nesting birds at this site should significantly reduce 
such impacts and improve the likelihood of nest success. Therefore, NBM/NBR 
requests to allow controlled buffer access to pass through vehicle and foot 
activity, light construction and 

6. INDETERMINATE. 5/31/2011 5/24/2011 - Nest actively being built. estimated at 10% complete. - SJohnston
5/25/2011 - Nest building 30% complete. - VNovik
5/31/2011 - ANHU female on nest potentially incubating. - VNovik
6/1/2011 - No activity observed since noon 5/31/2011, First observation of inactivity concurred with installation of a 
sound wall pole immediately south of the bridge. Bird was observed to be sitting on the nest in the morning hours. No 
indications of stress or flushing of this bird were made during previous monitoring. - SJohnston
6/1/2011 - Nest was torn up from lesser goldfinch robbing nesting material. No activity obs. Closed. Nest was 
inspected with an extending pole and mirror. No eggs were observed. Possibly predated or abandoned prior to egg-
laying. - SJohnston

7/1/2011 7002602 LEGO Closed CP70-3 AR 15 feet  to AR 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 7/14/2011 7/1/2011 - Female LEGO incubating (15 mins. on, 5 mins. off) while male attends and alerts. - RRadd
7/8/2011 - LEGO pair continue to attend this nest. - RRadd
7/14/2011 - No LEGO at or near this nest during 30 mins. of obs. Suggests nesting has concluded. Sufficient time in 
nest chronology for this nest to fledge. - RRadd

Note: LEGO may depart nest day 11  post-hatch.
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7/11/2011 7003025 BHGR Closed TL 639 - 872360 80 feet to AR 100 feet Drive through access 

only.
NBR Submit Date: 07/14/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/19/2011

The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:

• The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
• The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
• The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
• Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
• As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
• These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
• The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
  1. ESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
  2. 10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
  3. No stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
• Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
• Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

6. INDETERMINATE. 7/24/2011 7/11/2011 - Female BHGR incubating/brooding well-hidden nest; contents unknown. - RRadd
7/19/2011 - Nest intact, no BHGR detected. Possibly fledged; cannot see into bottom of nest bowl. Monitor once 
more prior to closing. - RRadd
7/25/2011 - Change to Closed. Nest is clean and empty. No BHGR detected during 1 hour in vicinity. - RRadd

7/11/2011 7003026 NOMO Closed TL639 - 379522 80 feet to AR 100 feet Drvie through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 07/14/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/19/2011

The requested nest buffer modifications should not adversely affect the ability of 
these nests to progress naturally to successful fledging for the following 
reasons:

• The proposed construction is of short duration and scope with equipment and 
activity that does not escalate disturbance to the nesting birds beyond what is 
the daily norms for that area.
• The work required will not entail any banging, pounding, shaking, vibrating, or 
loud equipment and can be accomplished with hand tools only, reducing 
disturbances to the nesting birds.
• The work time length should not result in nest failure provided that the work is 
not conducted during periods of excess heat, cold, or precipitation as 
determined by a qualified biologist.
• Distances to actual work areas are greater than 80 feet for all nests and over 
100 feet for several.
• As a species and as individuals the birds involved are common suburban 
breeders and have an established tolerance for general human activity. Four of 
the five species involved (northern mockingbird, lesser goldfinch and mourning 
dove; 6 of the 7 nests) are aggressive year-around urban residents and common 
urban breeders.
• These nest sites were selected by the adult birds in an area of high human 
activity including daily pedestrian, bicycle, and dog traffic along the access road 
and various trails in proximity to the nests.
• The drive-through NBM conditions will be clearly delineated and strictly 
enforced by the onsite bio-monitor(s) and will include:
  1. ESA signage and flagging marking all buffers.
  2. 10 mph maximum ESA speed limit.
  3. No stopping, standing, loud noise, and construction.
• Intermittent, non-Project vehicle traffic already occurs along the access road 
and is a well established norm.
• Any disturbance to the breeding birds from drive-through access will possibly 
result in flushing from the nest site, which is a normal breeding behavioral 
response (similar to any distraction display, such as injury-feigning) to lead 
potential predators away from the nest site. Such a response is a normal 
occasional daily behavior even in natural conditions. Because drive-through 
disturbance will be very short and limited, the adult birds can return to the nest 
site and breeding behaviors quickly (time monitored by the biologists onsite).

6. INDETERMINATE. 7/19/2011 7/11/2011 - Precautionary GPS point. Nest is complete, freshly lined and empty. This nest could be just fledged or 
just about to receive eggs. - RRadd
7/19/2011 - No improvements. Change to Closed. - RRadd
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5/28/2011 7002390 BUSH Closed Suncrest Substation 15 feet to work limits. 100 feet ESA staked at work 

limits.
NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird constructs a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around Suncrest Substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

6. INDETERMINATE. 5/31/2011 5/28/2011 - Most likely 2nd brood of a pair that had a previously successful nest nearby. Observed female come to 
nest with food, nestlings heard calling vigorously. Nest does not affect construction. - AHill
5/31/2011 - The nest is complete, was found partly torn apart. Heard BUSH in the area. Fledged before nest damage 
or predated are equally likely outcomes. - AHill

8/25/2011 7004732 NONE Inactive EP119-2 290 feet from near edge 
of TSAP

6. INDETERMINATE.

4/28/2011 7000945 LEGO Closed CP70-3 AR 80 feet to AR 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Abandoned or 
predated.

5/14/2011 4/28/2011 - LEGO female on complete nest 07:45. - RRadd 
5/4/2011 - LEGO female sitting on nest 16:14.- RRadd 
5/14/2011 - Nest clean and intact but empty, no LEGO at nest. Appears abandoned or predated. Change to Closed. - 
RRadd

2/25/2011 5000457 BUOW Closed Thomas Yard 0 feet; within yard, but 
away from work areas.

250 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Access denied.

6/22/2011 2/25/2011 - One adult present. Originally found and documented in mid-December still occupied during nesting 
period. Sites are 1/4 mile SE of active yard; will not affect yard or construction activities. -KAlberts
3/25/2011 - Adult present at burrow entrance. - PKonrad
4/14/2011 - Pair observed at burrow entrance (both remained near nest entrance for 15 minutes, female went back 
inside nest). - JDicus
4/15/2011 - Adult pair present at burrow entrance;  buffer signs installed. - PKonrad
4/28/2011 - No owls observed; lots of mutes just SE of burrow. - PKonrad
5/17/2011 - Male observed 15 feet southeast of burrow entrance. - JDicus, MDicus
6/4/2011 - Burrowing Owl flushed while searching for sign. - BArnold
6/15/2011 - No owls observed above ground near burrow during 20 minutes of observation and burrow check. - 
PKonrad
6/22/2011 - Female Burrowing Owl standing next to burrow entrance; male perched on metal fencepost 80 feet east 
of burrow. - PKonrad

3/31/2011 5003306 HOFI Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Access issues 
impeded this nest in 
being monitored.

5/2/2011 3/31/2011 - Observed female bring nest material to nest with male following closely. - DBusby 
4/12/2011 -Nest complete but no eggs, status indeterminate. - FHoffmann, BArnold
4/26/2011 - No changes in this nest were detected from outside the Sub.- RRadd
5/2/2011 - No nest present as described. CLOSED - RRadd

6/21/2011 7002530 HOFI Closed TL 639 - 379521 0 feet 100 feet Drive through access 
and work allowed at pole 

per NBR above.

NBR Submit Date: 06/29/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/29/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

NBR approved to allow one time work within 100 foot buffer associated with 
restringing and re-clipping wires.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Active status never 
confirmed.

7/5/2011 6/21/2011 - Female entering bracket and remaining there. Fresh material visible. - MDicus
7/2/2011 - No HOFI detected at or near this nest during 40 min. obs. while crews working nearby. - RRadd
7/5/2011 - No HOFI detected at or near this nest during 30 min. obs. Status of this nest never confirmed. Change to 
Closed. - RRadd

6/21/2011 7002533 AMRO Closed TL 639 - 397518 60 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Activity level 
unconfirmed.

7/11/2011 6/21/2011 - 13:44 bulky grass nest of coarse grasses. AMRO at nest briefly. Monitor again to verify activity status. - 
RRadd
6/27/2011 - Obscure nest appears current, occupants difficult to detect. AMRO pair agitated nearby. - RRadd
7/5/2011 - Foliage obscures this nest and entry to it. No AMRO detected during 30 minutes of observation. Monitor 
once more before closing. - RRadd
7/11/2011 - No activity detected at this nest during 30 minute observation. Change to Closed. - RRadd
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6/16/2011 7002506 LEGO Closed CP50-1 AR Hamlet 

property
60 feet to AR. 100 feet 25 feet. NBR Submit Date: 07/26/2011

WLA Concurrence Date: 07/28/2011

A Nest Buffer Reduction to 25 horizontal feet is being requested for the lesser 
goldfinch nest to enable installation of a gate at an access road off of Wildcat 
Canyon Road in Lakeside that will allow access to tower sites CP49 and CP50. 
The nest is located about 25 feet above the ground within a coast live oak tree 
about 35 feet from the proposed gate installation activities.

The lesser goldfinch nest is not anticipated to be substantially disturbed by the 
one-day  work activities at the CP49 and CP50 access road gate due to the 
following:

• The goldfinches built this nest within a large coast live oak tree within 85 feet of 
the very heavily traveled Wildcat Canyon Road, and they have become 
acclimated to human activity and noise within their nesting area.
• The nest is located on top of a large cluster of twigs and leaves located about 
25 feet above the ground, and it is completely surrounded by leaves with no 
direct view to the proposed activities.
• This nest site has successfully fledged once given the proximity to constant 
road disturbance.  The current activity is apparently a double clutch. 

Based on the above, authorizing a NBR from 100 to 25 horizontal feet is not 
expected to impact the successful fledging of this lesser goldfinch nest, primarily 
based on the nest's location and the bird's demonstrated tolerance of human-
related noise and activities within the vicinity of the nest.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Activity level 
unconfirmed.

8/3/2011 7/20/2011 - LEGO female comes to nest; appears that new layer of material has been added and second nest is in 
progress. - RRadd
7/26/2011 - LEGO female sitting on nest (incubating?) 07:05. - RRadd 
8/3/2011 - Could not find nest at this location during two extended, concerted searches. No goldfinches observed or 
heard during nest searches. - PKonrad
8/10/2011 - No goldfinch activity in area during 30 minute observation period; no nest found; nesting attempt 
appears to have failed. Closed. - Pkonrad

4/1/2011 5003335 ANHU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

55 feet from driveway. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Chronology indicates 
sufficient time to 
fledge.

5/4/2011 4/1/2011 - Female flushed when foot traffic approached within 15 feet of nest. Female on nest. - IMaunsell
4/13/2011 - Female on nest. - IMaunsell
4/19/2011 - ANHU female on nest, did not flush from directly under, 11:42. - RRadd
4/27/2011 - ANHU female on nest 11:55. - RRadd
5/5/2011 - No ANHU detected during 30 minute observation 13:55. Likely fledged. Change to closed. - RRadd

5/25/2011 7002361 LENI Closed TL 6916 - 973039 20 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 05/27/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/27/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Cryptic young 
possibly undetected 
during follow-up 
surveys.

6/18/2011 5/25/2011 - 2 eggs; female flushed off nest 20 feet from pedestrian. - TCooper
5/31/2011 - Adult flushed at about 30 feet. 2 eggs being incubated. - FHoffmann
6/6/2011 - 2 semi-precocial downy nestlings on ground 10 feet south of original location. Now beneath chamise, 15 
feet east of road in line with buffer sign and rock cairn. - TCooper
6/17/2011- No nestlings found. Searched described location and surroundings for 45 minutes. No nighthawks flushed 
or seen flying in area. - SHampton
6/18/2011 - No nighthawks seen or heard. - FHoffmann

Note: Nestlings are cryptic and able to move 30-60 feet per day away from nest after 5 days age. Possibly 
undetected during monitoring.

4/6/2011 5003369 HOWR Closed CP82-1 20 feet off AR; 250 feet 
to tower area.

100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Fledge likely.

5/4/2011 4/6/2011 - Adult observed bringing sticks to cavity.  - DBusby
4/13/2011 -  HOWR pair entering cavity 15:30. - RRadd
4/19/2011  - House wren enters cavity at 08:30. - RRadd
4/30/2011 - HOWR vigorously defending this nest. - RRadd
5/5/2011 - No HOWR detected associating with this nest - RRadd

6/3/2011 7002438 ANHU Closed Hartung Yard 10 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to active 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Fledge possible .

6/16/2011 6/3/2011 - ANHU on nest (found by biomonitor) with some droppings at rim, suggesting nestlings. - RRadd
6/9/2011 - Two large nestlings in nest. - RRadd
6/17/2011 - Nest was constructed on a small, hanging, dead branch that is no longer present. Nestlings appeared 
close to fledging and possibly did so before nest vanished. - RRadd

4/5/2011 5003362 WBNU Closed Suncrest Substation 
AR

1 foot from fencing. 100 feet ESA staked at road 
limits.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption in place through agency concurrence that if during the course 
of construction activities (which includes driving vehicles), a bird constructs a 
nest outside the project area but within the buffer around Suncrest Substation 
and AR that nesting birds in these areas are accustomed to human environs, 
traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be affected by 
continued work provided that no change in activity levels occurs. Activity levels 
at this site is anticipated to remain relatively high.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Fledge possible.

5/22/2011 4/15/2011 - Observed pair bringing nesting material to cavity, and female remaining inside with the material the male 
was supplying. - AHill.
4/25/2011 - Female remaining in cavity. - PHoward
5/23/2011 - No activity at nest site during 45 minutes. No adults heard in area. - TFitanides

Note: WBNU require minimum 30 days for a complete nest cycle; sufficient time for this nest to fledge.

5/17/2011 7001492 LASP Closed Bartlett Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Fledge possible.

6/8/2011 5/17/2011 - Lark Sparrow nest reported by yard biomonitor; nest on ground under steel bar with 3 eggs being 
incubated. - PKonrad
5/24/2011 - Adult perched near nest calling territorially loudly. - PKonrad
6/2/2011 - Bio-monitor reported Lark Sparrow perched near nest. - BArnold
6/8/2011 - Nest empty and apparently abandoned; probably predated. No adults in area. Closed. 
Monitoring chronology suggests successful fledging of nestlings was possible. Lark Sparrow incubation is 12 days 
and nestlings may leave nest at 6 days. - PKonrad
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6/1/2011 7002408 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 10 feet NBR Submit Date: 06/02/2011

WLA Concurrence Date: 06/03/2011

• House finches routinely nest in close proximity to man-made structures and are 
very tolerant of nearby human activity.
• This pair tolerates human encroachment to less than 10 feet of the nest.
• The portion of the yard where the nest is located is currently being used to 
store full and empty wire spools, and the full spools will not be needed for 
construction activity for several months.
• The spools will serve as both a visual and sound barrier between the nest and 
any activity in the yard.
• Three other currently active HOFI nests are in the same area in similar 
conditions and NBR's and continue to be viable nests with normal nest 
progression and adult nesting behaviors.
• Any activity near the 10 foot requested buffer would be intermittent and very 
brief in duration.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Fledge possible.

7/6/2011 6/1/2011 - Nest appears incomplete. No activity during 30 min. obs. - EElias
6/1/2011 - HOFI pair landed on the nest spool. The female entered the nest site twice during the visit - no item carry - 
during 50 min. obs. - EElias
6/4/2011 - Nest partially lined. No birds observed visiting nest during 30 minutes of observation. - TFitanides
6/6/2011 - Female on nest and male singing in vicinity. 10 foot buffer installed around nest. - JPawlicki
6/14/2011 - Female flushed from the nest; 3 eggs were observed in the nest. -KKilpatrick
6/26/2011 - Nest has at least 1 nestling. - PHoward
7/7/2011 - No sign of nest or finches; mutes found below nest description location. Closed. - PKonrad

6/1/2011 7002411 WEBL Closed Alpine Underground - 
196+00l

40 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Fledge possible.

6/9/2011 6/1/2011 - Both adults observed carrying food into the nest cavity. - SHampton
6/9/2011 - Someone (landowner?) cut off 2 large limbs from the oak tree with the nest. The nest was in 1 of the limbs 
that was cut off.  If the nestlings didn't fledged before the trimming the nest surely failed. Both adults were bringing  
food 8 days ago so possibly successful. Closed. - SHampton

6/6/2011 7002461 HOOR Closed TL 6916 - 774818 1 foot from AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Fledge possible.

6/14/2011 6/6/2011 - 18:02 HOOR exits nest. - RRadd
6/14/2011 - No HOOR detections during 40 min. obs. Seems unlikely to be active in close proximity to CAKI nest, 
though nest potentially fledged as the CAKI nest became active. Change to Closed. - RRadd

6/8/2011 7002477 HOFI Closed CP54-1  Londono 
property

13 feet from evacuation 
route.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Fledge possible.

8/3/2011 6/8/2011 - 13:45 HOFI forming cup in loose grass nest atop light fixture at front door. - RRadd
6/16/2011 - HOFI on nest 15:48. - RRadd
6/23/2011 - Female HOFI brooding empty nest. - RRadd
6/30/2011 - Female HOFI continues to cover empty nest. - RRadd
7/7/2011 - Female HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
7/15/2011 - HOFI continues to incubate 10:50. - RRadd
7/20/2011 - 4 downy nestlings present 10:22; eyes still closed. - RRadd
7/26/2011 - No HOFI approaches nest during 30 minute observation period; at least 1 nestling present. - RRadd
8/3/2011 - Large nest is in good shape; no nestlings, fledglings, or adults in area. Some mutes are on wall, but none 
can be seen on nest rim; judging from fecal material, at least 1 nestling may have fledged from this nest - closed. - 
PKonrad

5/5/2011 7000986 HOWR Closed TL 639 - 171629 85 feet from pole, 80 
feet from east access 

road.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction will occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Insufficient data for 
conclusive outcome.

5/23/2011 5/5/2011 - HOWR observed bringing food to nest cavity in pole. - MDicus, GHuffman
5/23/2011 - Nest site closed due to breeding chronology that this nest would have either fledged or failed by now - 
KAlberts
Note: No Sunrise construction occurred during this breeding cycle.

5/28/2011 7002389 LASP Closed CP17-1 18 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 05/31/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/31/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Insufficient data to 
determine fledge or 
fail.

6/1/2011 5/28/2011 - Adult brooding three nestlings. - SRitt
6/1/2011 - Nest empty. Insufficient data to determine fledge or fail. Change to Closed. - RRadd

4/27/2011 7000941 MODO Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; inside substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Insufficient 
monitoring data. 
Observation 
chronology indicates 
fledge possible.

5/16/2011 4/29/2011 - Stick nest is visible at the base of an insulator. The biomonitor observed a mourning dove entering and 
exiting the nest beginning on 27 April. - KKilpatrick
5/16/2011 - Nest observed, no bird observed at nest. - VNovik
5/31/2011 - No birds seen near nest. Bio-monitor has not seen birds near nest in past few weeks.  Nest closed. - 
SRitt

4/25/2011 7000943 MODO Closed San Luis Rey 
Substation

0 feet; in substation. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Insufficient 
monitoring data. 
Observation 
chronology indicates 
fledge possible.

4/29/2011 4/29/2011 - Female observed incubating on nest. Biomonitor reported that she first observed the bird on the nest on 
4/25. Bird does not flush from nest even when approached at less than 5 feet.  - KKilpatrick
 5/16/2011 - Nest is gone; fan likely blew nest off surface. - VNovik
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4/28/2011 7000942 HOFI Closed San Luis Rey 

Substation
0 feet; inside substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 25 

feet.
NBR Submit Date: 05/18/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/18/2011

• House finches as a species are accustomed to human activity and frequently 
nest within man-made structures.
• Nesting commenced at this site during on-going work and maintenance at the 
substation
• The nest is located within a cavity providing a natural visual and acoustic 
buffer.
• Several insulators and busses are located between the nest and proposed 
work, providing an additional buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Insufficient 
monitoring data. 
Observation 
chronology indicates 
fledge possible.

5/31/2011 4/29/2011 - A small stick nest can be seen inside a metal framework of the  breaker structure. A pair of house 
finches were observed entering and exiting the structure. Biomonitor first observed the pair entering the site or 28 
April. - KKilpatrick
5/16/2011 - House finch observed near nest. - VNovik
5/31/2011 - Nest has large amount of old fecal material. No birds seen entering cavity. Nest closed. - SRitt

4/1/2011 5003337 ANHU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

25 feet from Londono's 
driveway.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Intact nest vacant; 
possibly fledged but 
period between 
observations is 
shorter than fledging 
period.

4/26/2011 4/1/2011 - Female on nest; Not disturbed by vehicle or foot traffic. 
4/13/2011 - Female on nest. - IMaunsell
4/19/2011 - Female ANHU on nest 10:28. - RRadd
4/27/2011 - No ANHU visiting this intact nest. Presumed fledged - closed. 11:00. - RRadd

4/5/2011 5003353 RTHA Closed EP319  AR 135 feet to AR; 290 feet 
to temp ROW tower site.

500 feet Buffer was reduced to 
300 feet, then was 

moved back up to 500 
feet.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Likely failed.

5/16/2011 4/5/2011 - RTHA sitting on nest another standing at nest, became alert at 500 feet; one hawk flushed when truck 
approached to 190 feet, other bird tolerated truck driving to about 150 feet away but flushed due to foot traffic. - 
IMaunsell
4/7/2011 - Hawk on nest in high winds. - SRitt
4/9/2011 - Adult bird was on nest for at least an hour. - SRitt
4/14/2011 - Large downy nestling standing high in nest. NBM to 300 feet. - PKonrad
4/23/2011 - Adult flushed at 300 feet and became distressed. Adult gave distress calls from neighboring tower, 
preventing complete surveys along access road. Buffer moved back out to 500 feet with drive thru access only. 
Activity at EP 319 restricted to outside 500 ft buffer. Nestling observed by RAbe. -FHoffman
4/28/2011 - No nestlings or adults observed. - PKonrad
5/6/2011 - No activity observed. Adult RTHA seen on adjacent SWPL tower two structure locations to the west. - 
KKilpatrick
5/13/2011 - 1 adult observed perched in tower to west, but no young have been seen for 3 weeks - suggests nesting 
attempt failed; lesser option would be that unseen nestling(s) has fledged. - PKonrad
5/16/2011 - No adults observed in vicinity of or on nest and no nestlings observed in nest during 1.5 hr. obs. Nest 
determined to be inactive. - JPawlicki

6/23/2011 7002552 BGGN Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

50 feet to AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Likely fledged at first 
observation.

7/7/2011 6/23/2011 - BGGN pair present for 2 wks. Nest not found, either due to thick vegetation or outside buffers. Male 
carrying food to thicket repeatedly, but flushes easily and does not return for extended periods. - RRadd
6/30/2011 - BGGN heard but not seen near this location during 30 min. obs. - RRadd
7/7/2011 - Change to Closed. No BGGN detections during 30 min. obs. - RRadd

4/21/2011 5000868 EUCD Closed IV Substation 0 feet; in substation. Buffer reduced to 40 
feet.

This nest is high up on man-made structures inside the yard; birds exhibit high 
tolerance of current human construction activity.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Likely fledged, 
subsequently 
occupied by non-
listed species.

6/4/2011 4/21/2011 - Kingbird flushed from nest area.  - VNovik
5/10/2011 - Nest is empty, has a lot of scat on it and underneath it on ground. Appears to have fledged.  No birds 
observed near nest. Closed. - SHampton
6/3/2011 - Nest in this area now has three or four Eurasian Collared Dove nestlings, a non-covered introduced 
species under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. Removed ESA. - BArnold

5/25/2011 7002362 CANW Closed CP50-1 AR 0 feet; within 
construction limits.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Likely fledged.

6/4/2011 5/25/2011 - CANW carrying food 14:27. - RRadd
6/2/2011 - CANW present and singing under building 15:08. - RRadd
6/8/2011 - CANW present, foraging and territorial, but no food carry observed. - RRadd
6/16/2011 - No CANW detections during 30 minute observation. Change to Closed. - RRadd
Fledglings subsequently observed away from nest with adults were presumed attributed to this territorial pair. - 
RRadd

5/26/2011 7002373 LENI Closed TL 639 - 171651 25 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains; drive 
through access only.

NBR Submit Date: 05/31/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/01/2011

• No pedestrian traffic or vehicular stopping, standing or construction work will 
occur within the buffer.
• Signage restricting traffic to 10mph speed limit within the buffer will be posted.
• The proposed work activities are low impact, short in duration, and will occur 
over 440 feet away from the nest. Additionally, associated vehicle and foot traffic 
will be minimal.  
• Although Lesser Nighthawks are ground nesters in open areas this nest is well 
hidden within vegetation blocking the visual and acoustic disturbances of 
construction activities.
• Nighthawks are known to tolerate close activity to nest sites. They rely on 
cryptic plumage patterning to camouflage the nest during incubation and this 
bird did not flush until approached closer than 10 feet.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Likely fledged.

6/18/2011 5/26/2011 - Female flushed from nest. Incubating two eggs. - PHoward
6/1/2011 - Female flushed from incubating two eggs when biologist approached on foot at 12-feet. - TFitanides
6/10/2011 - Adult incubating; did not flush when biologists quietly approached to within 10 feet. - TFitanides
6/18/2011 - Nest empty. No LENI observed during 15-minute search of surrounding shrubs. Some LENI shell 
fragments located 12-feet from nest. Female was possibly brooding during 6/10 nest check. Nest possibly fledged 
successfully. - TFitanides

Note: Since young are able to move 30-60 feet per day from Day 5, nesting chronology suggests successful fledging, 
but definitive proof not obtained.
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5/27/2011 7002384 NRWS Closed Alpine Underground - 

MH-18
0 feet; within work area. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Likely fledged.

7/6/2011 5/27/2011  - Pair carrying nesting material into cavity. - EMorgan
6/1/2011 - Swallows observed entering cavity. - EMorgan
6/9/2011 - NRWS observed entering hole. - SHampton
6/10/2011 - Adult observed entering cavity and remaining in cavity for 20 minutes before departing. - JPawlicki
6/16/2011 - NRWS entered hole at 06:52. - SHampton
6/23/2011 - NRWS observed exiting nest hole at 11:34. - SHampton
6/30/2011 - NRWS  was observed entering hole at 13:04. - SHampton
7/11/2011 - No activity was seen in vicinity of nest during half-hour observation. Inserting a mirror into the opening 
created no reaction, nor were any nestlings visible in the nest. - BFischer
7/21/2011 - No NRWS's observed entering or exiting hole or anywhere in area during 25 minute observation of nest 
hole (10:10-10:35), nor were any NRWS's detected anywhere in the surrounding riparian habitat during weekly LBVI 
survey (0740-1010) this morning (7/21/2011).  When hole was inspected with mirror no birds flushed or were visible 
inside. No construction was occurring on, under, or near the bridge on 7/21/2011 during these observations. Nest had 
sufficient time to fledge. Closed. - SHampton

5/12/2011 7001457 BUSH Closed CP24-1 35 feet 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Likely predated.

6/7/2011 5/12/2011 - Observed a pair of BUSH bringing small bits of nesting material into the nest. - sjohnston
5/18/2011 - BUSH enters nest 15:08 departs 15:19. - RRadd
6/2/2011 - No activity and no nest detected during 20 min. obs. - EElias
6/7/2011 - Nest bottom is torn out. Change to Closed. - RRadd

3/9/2011 6002394 RCSP Closed CP86 85 feet to corner of 
tower site.

100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Buffer may be left as 100 feet, but biomonitor should monitor within that area of 
tower site where buffer slightly extends. 

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Likely snake 
predated.

4/22/2011 3/9/2011 - RCSP observed with nest material and gave pair interaction calls. - BLohstroh
3/17/2011 - Pair present, calling territorially from song-posts 'til at least 17:30. - RRadd
3/28/2011 - Nest in good condition and pair calling nearby. Little activity observed near nest. - RRadd
4/16/2011 - Could not inspect nest due to presence of large (annoyed) red diamondback rattlesnake. RCSP agitated 
at site. Assume active at this moment. - RRadd
4/22/2011 - RCSP detected foraging in area, but not associating with nest or food carrying. Assume fledged or 
predated. Change to Closed, remove nest buffer. - RRadd

6/14/2011 7004751 HOOR Closed TL 6916 - 973035 65 feet from pole. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Likley never reached 
active status.

6/14/2011 - Pair observed carrying nesting material and building third nest in palm tree which is about 15% 
complete. Did not observe orioles at the other two nests during the two hours of observation. - EMorgan

This second nest was constructed and abandoned while third nest under construction. Unknown if this nest ever 
received an egg. - RRadd

6/23/2011 7004641 BUSH Closed Helix CY 20 feet to AR boundary. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011


6. INDETERMINATE. 
Monitoring likely 
coincided with end of 
nest period. Nest is 
intact and in fine 
condition, so 
possibility of 
successfully fledged 
second brood is 
high.

7/13/2011 6/23/2011 - BUSH have re-activated this nest for another brood. Pair bringing food to nest 14:35. - RRadd
6/29/2011 - No detections 08:10-08:40. - RRadd
7/7/2011 - No BUSH detections at this nest 13:32-14:02. - RRadd
7/13/2011 - BUSH near but not entering nest. Timeline suggests this nest has concluded. - RRadd

4/1/2011 5003338 HOFI Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet; within work area. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest apparently 
never occupied.

4/16/2011 4/1/2011 - Pair observed building nest. Nest is about 95% complete. - IMaunsell
4/8/2011 - Pair bringing nest material to nest.- BLohstroh
4/16/2011 - No activity 09:00-09:30 - RRadd
4/22/2011 - No activity observed, nest appears large and complete, location makes incubating bird difficult to detect 
08:00-08:30. - RRadd
4/28/2011 - No activity observed, nest appears large and complete, location makes incubating bird difficult to detect. - 
RAbe
4/30/2011 - No activity detected for 2 weeks, nest now festooned with spider web. Change to Closed. - RRadd

3/10/2011 6003215 WBNU Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

15 feet from Londono 
driveway.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest chronology 
suggests fledge 
unlikely prior to being 
evicted by House 
Wren.

4/18/2011 3/10/2011 - WBNU Repeatedly entered cavity for a minute or so at a time. Pair calling and nest exchange, so likely 
incubating. - RRadd
3/16/2011 - WBNU carrying food to cavity. - RRadd
3/18/2011 - Male carrying food to cavity. - DBusby
3/24/2011 - No detections. Cold weather possibly suppressing nesting activity. - RRadd
3/31/2011 - Pair present at cavity, 1 bird stationed at entry 14:40-15:05. - RRadd
4/13/2011 - Pair present near cavity. - IMaunsell
4/19/2011 - Cavity contains many sticks, suggests predation by HOWR (present). 1114. - RRadd
4/26/2011 - HOWR pair appear to now be using this cavity 1154. Nest closed for WBNU. - RRadd

4/27/2011 7000923 BUSH Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

40 feet to driveway 
entry.

100 feet Work allowed within 
buffer through agency 

concurrence.

Short-term work detail will allow temporary buffer reduction to allow work.  This 
species is known to nest successfully in dense human areas, and tolerates 
human activity. The adult birds have tolerated approach to within 10 feet. Other 
human activities onsite have not deterred nesting.  Short term noise associated 
with work will be monitored, as will nest sites for any potential impacts.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest chronology 
suggests potentially 
fledged.

5/11/2011 4/27/2011 - BUSH pair bringing food to nest at 10 minute intervals 13:46. - RRadd
5/5/2011 - BUSH perched close to nest, exchanged contact calls 11:50 - RRadd
5/12/2011 - All quiet during 5 minute visit to nest. - EElias
5/19/2011 - Nest difficult to update without flushing adjacent BCHU. Activity low. - RRadd
5/25/2011 - No detections 18:30. Nest chronology suggests potentially fledged. - RRadd
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3/9/2011 6002402 BUSH Closed CP73-2 90 feet to tower legs. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 

stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.
6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest destroyed 
before eggs or young 
confirmed.

4/20/2011 3/9/2011 - Nest 60% complete, adults bringing material to nest. - IMaunsell
3/28/2011  - Adults tending/repairing nest, nest still incomplete, no eggs or nestlings.- BLohstroh
4/20/2011 - Nest destroyed - hole torn in side - appears predated, but possibly storm damaged. - RRadd

6/16/2011 7002505 HOOR Closed CP50-1 Hamlet 
property

36 feet to AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest destroyed but 
possible survivor.

7/15/2011 6/16/2011 - HOOR female adding nest lining material in constant company of adult male 09:15. - RRadd
6/23/2011 - Female departs nest 09:47, returns without food 09:59; likely incubating. - RRadd
6/30/2011 - Incubation continues; female HOOR on nest for 30 minute intervals, no food carrying observed. - 
RRadd
7/7/2011 - HOOR male carrying food to nest at 4-8 min. intervals, female not seen 08:00-08:30. - RRadd
7/15/2011 - Nest torn up, with lining materials exposed and fallen to ground. Staking crew activity has taken place 
under nest since last monitored. Male HOOR carrying large insect near destroyed nest 07:36 suggests at least 1 
fledgling has survived. - RRadd

5/4/2011 7000981 ANHU Closed CP64-2/CP65-1 Pull 
Site AR entry

35 feet to AR gate. 100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest gone; unable to 
relocate nest.

6/3/2011 5/4/2011 - ANHU female sitting on complete nest. 14:56. - RRadd
5/14/2011 - No nest or ANHU detected ... cool overcast may be a factor.  - RRadd
5/19/2011 - Nest not found. - RRadd
5/26/2011 - Nest not re-found. - RRadd
6/3/2011 - Final 30 min search unable to relocate this nest.  Nest was difficult to locate when found, but repeated 
lack of ANHU detections suggests this nest is no longer present. Change to Closed. - RRadd

3/31/2011 5003321 LEGO Closed TL 6916 - 774821 20 feet from AR; 290 
feet to nearest tower.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest had sufficient 
time to fledge prior to 
closed.

5/1/2011 3/31/2011 - Looks complete. Adults seen visiting nest, possibly in laying stage. - TCooper
4/7/2011 - Female on nest. - TCooper
4/12/2011 - Female LEGO incubating 14:08. - RRadd
4/13/2011 - Female on nest. - TCooper
4/18/2011 - LEGO female on nest 12:16. - RRadd
4/25/2011 - LEGO female on nest 14:45. - RRadd
5/2/2011 - Nest destroyed. Sufficient time in nest chronology to fledge. Change to Closed. - RRadd

2/25/2011 5000896 CALT Closed Sycamore Yard 0 feet; within yard limits. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest not relocated; 
may have been 
predated.

4/16/2011 2/25/2011 - nest near ground level in broom baccharis. - DBusby
3/7/2011 - Nest found is dilapidated. - RRadd
4/16/2011 - Could not be relocated on follow-up visit, and was assumed predated or lost to weather. - KAlberts

4/7/2011 5003380 HOWR Closed CP83-1 AR 45 feet to existing AR; 
195 feet to tower area.

100 feet Buffer remains, but 
vehicular passage is 

allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest outcome is 
indeterminate but 
possibly fledged.

6/6/2011 04/07/2011 - House wren repeatedly carrying nest material into cavity.  Buffer affects access road. JDicus, MDicus, 
RAbe
4/19/2011 - House wren emerges from cavity in response to investigating Anna's hummingbird at about 07:30. - 
BArnold
4/28/2011 - HOWR continues to be active at this nest. - RRadd
5/5/2011 - HOWR singing near this opening, but no entry or exit observed. - RRadd
5/14/2011 - No HOWR detections here.
5/20/2011 - Male HOWR brings food to female who re-enters nest 15:42. - RRadd
5/26/2011  - HOWR carries food item to cavity nest.
6/10/2011  - No HOWR activity detected at or near this cavity. Presume fledged. Change to Closed.

4/22/2011 5000882 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 100 feet from nearest 
conductor replacement.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest outcome 
unknown due to 
restricted access.

6/7/2011 4/22/2011 - Nest contains four eggs. We did not see any birds approach the nest during the hour we were observing 
it. - emorgan
4/28/2011 - Female house finch approached and entered the nest while male sat on top of building. - emorgan
5/11/2011 HOFI - nest guarding on top of bldg 14:50. - RRadd
5/27/2011 - HOFI fly in and out of this area 3 times during 30 minute observation, but nest not visible from outside 
substation. - RRadd
6/2/2011 - No HOFI detections at this nest 06:40-07:00. - RRadd
6/7/2011 - HOFI no longer visit this nest. Change to Closed. - RRadd

4/22/2011 5000880 HOFI Closed Scripps Substation 50 feet to nearest 
conductor replacement.

100 feet Buffer reduced to 30 
feet.

Highly tolerant species for which project precedent has already been set. 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest outcome 
unknown.

6/7/2011 4/22/2011  - House finch pair entering pipe and defending it from starlings. There is nesting material in the pipe. - 
EMorgan
4/28/2011  - Female house finch is incubating. - EMorgan
5/5/2011 - Nest material visible in each of 3 short (E-W) conduits. No HOFI detected 14:45-15:15. - RRadd
5/27/2011 - HOFI pr. Continues breeding activity atop this structure. - RRadd
6/2/2011 - No HOFI detected at this cavity 06:40-07:05. - RRadd
6/7/2011 - HOFI activity appears to have shifted to Bank 31.
Change to Inactive. - RRadd 
7/14/2011 - Changed status to closed. - EMorgan

3/31/2011 5003323 CAGN Closed CP63-3 375 feet from access 
road.

300 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nest remained active 
for sufficient time for 
nestlings to fledge.

5/14/2011 3/31/2011 - In dense sage adjacent to chaparral broom on derelict fence-line. - RRadd
4/7/2011  - Pair remain active at this site. Observation from 200' suggests incubation with nest exchange @ 07:40. - 
RRadd
4/20/2011 - Pair active at general nest location per observations from access road (approx 200'). Presumed nest 
exchange, male food carry. 09:10. - RRadd
5/14/2011 -  No CAGN detected during 1 hr. area search. - RRadd
5/21/2011 - No CAGN detected during 1 hr. area search. Change to Closed. - RRadd
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3/10/2011 6003206 BUSH Closed Hartung Yard 30 feet from yard limits. 100 feet ESA staked at yard 

limits.
NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to active 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Nesting chronology 
suggests fledging is 
possible, but cause 
of damage to nest 
unknown.

4/20/2011 3/16/2011 - BUSH enters nest @ 17:30 - RRadd
3/25/2011 - BUSH briefly in tree but not seen at nest. Rainy weather inhibits activity 10:15-11:00 - RRadd
3/28/2011 - BUSH heard near tree, but not seen near nest. - BLohstroh
4/6/2011 - BUSH detected carrying food (caterpillar) near nest 09:35. - RRadd
4/13/2011 - BUSH making multiple visits to crown of tree at 10:30. This nest is extremely difficult  to see. - RRadd 
4/20/2011 - Nest appears damaged. BUSH present no longer associating. Change to Closed. - RRadd

6/22/2011 7002543 CALT Closed CP29-1 AR 25 feet to AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 06/27/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/27/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
No nest confirmed.

6/28/2011 6/22/2011 - CALT entering thicket at 20 minutes intervals. - RRadd
7/6/2011 - 6/28 - No food carrying detected during 30 min obs. - RRadd
7/6/2011 - Obs. Timeline indicates that if a nest was present here (and none was found) it would have likely fledged 
by this time. Fledgling CALT with short feathers present 13:06 potentially from outside the buffer. Change to Closed. - 
RRadd

6/20/2011 7002520 RCSP Closed CP21 10 feet to AR; 120 feet 
to CP21.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
No nest found.

7/2/2011 6/20/2011 - RCSP pair observed repeatedly at this site; one bird item-carrying suggests nest building. Nest not found 
and bees in flowering sumac somewhat aggressive, limiting the nest search. Should monitor again prior to 
construction. - RRadd
7/2/2011 - RCSP adults and juveniles detected at this location; no food carrying or feeding of young observed 06:50-
08:50. No nest found - 1st obs. Potentially of adults feeding fledged young from outside buffer. Change to Closed. - 
RRadd

5/11/2011 7001442 HOFI Closed TL 6916 - 973035 50 feet from tower. 100 feet Blanket exemption for nesting birds already in place for this section of the 
Reconductor residential area lines and poles.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Obs. Not conclusive.

6/2/2011 5/11/2011 - HOFI female carrying nest material into palm 16:32. - RRadd
5/17/2011 - No HOFI detected during 30 min. obs. - RRadd
5/24/2011 - No HOFI detections coming to this tree during 30 min. observation, though present nearby. - RRadd
6/2/2011 - No HOFI detections at nest during 30 min. obs. Adults subsequently seen feeding fledged young away 
from this location, but unknown if they are from this difficult to observe nest.
Change to Closed. - RRadd

6/6/2011 7002459 MODO Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 50 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 03/15/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/15/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer. Blanket 
exemption for AR currently in use prior to nest establishment  for SRPL work is 
applicable.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Observations 
indicate possible 
fledging.

6/29/2011 6/6/2011 - Adult incubating. - TFitanides 
6/10/2011 - Nest found with incubating adult on 6-6; Still incubating today. - PKonrad
6/16/2011 - Dove incubating or brooding; dove activity in area. - PKonrad
6/23/2011 - No doves in area during 60 minute observation period in area; no sign of birds at nest. Will check status 
again. - PKonrad
6/29/2011 - No doves observed during 90 minutes working in area; no activity at nest. Closed. - PKonrad

4/26/2011 7000908 MODO Closed Elliott Substation 18 feet to AR. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Outcome unknown 
because biologist 
could not view nest 
contents.

5/31/2011 4/26/2011 - Probable nest in flat fork on east side of tree. Agitated AMRO in tree for 15 minute observation period - 
RRadd
5/3/2011 - Changed from AMRO to MODO incubating. - RRadd
5/11/2011 - MODO on nest 1038. - RRadd
5/16/2011 - MODO incubation continues 1135. - RRadd
5/26/2011 - No MODO visible on nest, but location obscures contents. - RRadd
5/31/2011 - No MODO detected 1145. Change to Closed. - RRadd

4/21/2011 5000876 HOWR Closed Sycamore Substation 0 feet; within substation. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 50 
feet.

SDG&E proposes to install a new 230kV Bay near the western perimeter fence. 
Proposed work encroaches into buffer for this nest. House Wren nest is well 
concealed in suspended vertical pole along fence and as such is surrounded by 
a 'built-in' material buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Possible fledge.

5/25/2011 4/21/2011  - House wren pair observed bringing nesting material into upper, south-facing hole in pipe suspended 
from fence. Adjacent to electrical box and other components associated with fence security system.  - BArnold
4/26/2011 - HOWR exiting this location 07:40, no other activity observed - RRadd
4/29/2011 - No activity observed during 25 minutes of monitoring this feature.  - BArnold
5/2/2011 - HOWR continues active at this nest 10:15. - RRadd
5/10/2011  - Wren observed coming to pipe twice, after 10 minutes of observation. - BArnold
5/19/2011 - Bio-monitor observed House Wren at pole on 17 May. - BArnold
5/26/2011 - No activity observed during brief observation period. - BArnold
6/1/2011 - No activity observed during brief period today, nor during 4 hours of observation time by bio-monitor since 
27 May. Monitoring chronology suggests wrens may have successfully fledged about 5/25/2011. Nest Closed. - 
BArnold

6/28/2011 7002571 CACW Closed EP269-2 60 feet from TSAP. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Possible satellite 
nest.

6/28/2011 6/28/2011 - Nest was found inactive. Possibly a fledged nest from this year. Juvenile was observed close by. No 
adults or nest visits were seen. - PHoward

4/5/2011 5003358 LEGO Closed TL 639 - 379517 15 feet. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Repeated searches 
failed to detect nest 
or nesting birds.

4/8/2011 4/5/2011 - Female lesser goldfinch observed on nest.  - JDicus, MDicus, RAbe
4/12/2011 - No nest found. - RRadd
4/21/2011 - No nest located or LEGO detected. Change to closed. - RRadd

3/23/2011 5003265 OATI Closed EP220-1 90 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer reduced to 90 
feet.

Vehicular traffic is 90 feet away, and should be allowed, considering the 
distance, and that this is a cavity nest, which provides a natural buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Status at first 
observation 
unknown.

4/21/2011 3/23/2011 - Adult carrying food into a small cavity in a scrub oak. Pair was agitated by observer presence. - 
TCooper, DBusby
4/5/2011 - No titmice in area 20 minutes. - PKonrad
4/7/2011 - titmice heard nearby; no nest visits after 20 minutes. - PHoward
4/13/2011 - No birds in area during 15 minutes; may not be active anymore. - PKonrad
4/21/2011 - No birds or sign of activity; status inactive - could be closed. - PKonrad
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4/25/2011 7000890 NRWS Closed Alpine Underground - 

MH-18
50 feet; on under side of 

bridge.
100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Status of nest at first 
survey unknown.

5/25/2011 4/25/2011  - Observed NRWS carrying material into cavity, on underside of bridge. - VNovik
5/6/2011  - NRWS observed in area, but no observations of birds entering hole. - VNovik
5/10/2011  - Observed bird entering cavity. - PHoward
5/25/2011 - No swallows entered cavity for the 2 hours of observation and the biomonitor has not observed any 
activity at that cavity. - EMorgan

Note: NRWS require 36 days from laying to fledging, but status of nest at first survey unknown.

4/25/2011 7000892 BUSH Closed Alpine Yard 50 feet from imapct 
area.

100 feet ESA staked at yard 
limits.

Blanket exemption approved for birds establishing nests adjacent to active 
construction yards through agency concurrence that nesting birds in these areas 
are accustomed to human environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are 
not anticipated to be affected by continued work provided that no change in 
activity levels occurs.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Status of nest at first 
survey unknown.

5/26/2011 4/25/2011 - Pair of bushtits bringing nest material to nest that appears to be almost complete. - EMorgan
5/27/2011 - Observed intact and complete nest from 25 feet for about 40 minutes. No adults observed at nest and no 
Bushtits (adults or fledglings) observed or heard in vicinity of nest or area. Nestlings presumed fledged or failed. 
Closed. - JPawlicki

4/30/2011 7000952 BUSH Closed CP88-1 AR 37 feet to AR. 100 feet Vehicular passage OK; 
construction not allowed.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Storm damaged or 
predated.

5/20/2011 4/30/2011 - BUSH pair tending to nest that appears complete 08:40. - RRadd
5/20/2011 - Nest destroyed, with only fragments remaining 17:07. Appears damaged by weather and/or predation. 
Closed. - RRadd

5/10/2011 7001431 CATH Closed EP90-1 AR 85 feet to AR. 100 feet NBR Submit Date: 05/12/2011


6. INDETERMINATE. 
Sufficient time 
elapsed for nest to 
fledge.

5/27/2011 5/10/2011 - Female flushed from nest but then returned; 3 eggs; very secretive.  - DBusby
5/20/2011 - Nest active. - EMorgan, RAbe, TCooper
5/27/2011 - Nest in excellent shape, but empty. No sign of thrashers, egg shells, or nestlings; nest lining clean but 
pulled up a bit.  Closed. - PKonrad

Note: CATH require a minimum of 12 days from hatch to nest departure, sufficient time elapsed for nest to fledge. - 
RRadd

4/14/2011 5000821 VERD Closed Thomas Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Sufficient time to 
fledge.

5/17/2011 4/14/2011 - Adult carrying food to nest. - JDicus, MDicus
5/17/2011 - Nest empty; no Verdin observed at or near nest; nest presumed complete due to duration since last 
check being long enough to hatch and fledge young, due to lack of eggs or nestlings in nest and no adults in vicinity 
of nest. Closed. - JDicus, MDicus

4/14/2011 5000822 COGD Closed Thomas Yard 0 feet; at yard boundary. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Sufficient time to 
fledge.

5/17/2011 4/14/2011 - Adult incubating. -  - JDicus, MDicus
5/17/2011 -  Nest empty; no doves observed at or near nest. Nest presumed complete because duration since last 
check is long enough to hatch and fledge young, due to lack of eggs or nestlings in nest, and due to no adults in 
vicinity of nest. Closed. - JDicus, MDicus

Note: COGD nestlings can fly from nest 11 days post-hatch.

4/30/2011 7000947 BUSH Closed EP93 55 feet 100 feet Buffer reduced to 55 
feet.

NBR Submit Date: 05/12/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/12/2011

It is the biologist's opinion that a buffer reduction from 100 feet to 55 feet is 
appropriate for this Bushtit nest. Nest success should not be diminished for the 
following reasons:  A) Bushtits are generally tolerant of human activity and are 
known to nest in close proximity to human disturbances. B) The nest already 
contains nestlings, therefore the adult birds have a high investment in this nest 
and are less likely to abandon it.  C)  The nest is buffered by the high density of 
the surrounding vegetation.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Sufficient time to 
fledge.

5/27/2011 4/30/2011 - Adult bushtits observed carrying food to nestlings. - RAbe
5/6/2011 - Nest watched but no birds in area. - PKonrad
5/10/2011 - Adult observed adding material to nest. - RAbe
5/20/2011 - 2 adults active at nest. - PKonrad
5/27/2011 - Nest no longer there; no sign of it on ground or in lower branches either; closed. - PKonrad

5/12/2011 7001490 LEGO Closed CP54-1 - Londono 
property

110 feet to work limits. 100 feet 6. INDETERMINATE. 
Sufficient time to 
fledge.

6/6/2011 5/12/2011 - Female obs. carrying spider webs to this 96% complete nest. - EElias
5/13/2011 - Female  sitting on nest and reshaping it with her breast. - EElias
5/19/2011 -  Nest not found. GPS location is 40' from any willows. Will resurvey. - RRadd
5/25/2011 - LEGO female on nest. - RRadd
6/3/2011 - LEGO breeding activity continues. - RRadd
6/8/2011 - Nest destroyed - appears weather-beaten. Change to Closed. - RRadd
Note: LEGO depart the nest approx. 11 days after minimum 12 days of incubation - an egg laid on 5/14 could fledge 
on 6/4.

3/17/2011 6003249 NONE Closed CP65-1 320 feet to TSAP; 400 
feet to tower site.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Unable to monitor 
due to land access 
issues.

3/31/2011 3/17/2011 - Inactive stick nest. - TCooper
3/31/2011 - This nest currently inaccessible to monitoring due to land access issues. Update during pre-construction 
survey when access resolved. - RRadd
7/14/2011 - Nest status changed to closed due to time of year and nesting chronology of species that would use the 
nest. - EMorgan
Note: No construction activities commenced prior to 7/14/2011. - RRadd

6/10/2011 7002489 ATFL Closed CP83-1 69 feet from AR. 100 feet Blanket reduction 
granted for drive through 

access only.

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

6. INDETERMINATE. 
Unknown if this site 
was ever selected.

7/8/2011 6/10/2011 - ATFL pair bringing food to cavity 10:02. - RRadd
6/18/2011 - ATFL nest guarding and hawking insects near cavity, but not entering 11:00-11:30. - RRadd
6/25/2011 - No ATFL detections at or near this cavity 11:45-12:15 - RRadd
7/5/2011 - No ATFL detections at or near this cavity during 30 minute observations. Monitor once more prior to 
closing. - RRadd
RRadd - 7/8/2011 - Multiple ATFL interactions away from this cavity suggest alternate nest site outside the 100 feet 
buffer was selected. Change to Closed. - RRadd

7/5/2011 7002605 ROWR Closed Suncrest substation 0 feet in yard. 100 feet 7. REMOVED. Per 
SDGE request.

7/6/2011 7/6/2011 Nest being built, located on 7/5/11. No eggs or nestlings within cavity. 
7/6/2011 - Nest removed per SDGE request. - VNovik
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5/31/2011 7002401 WEBL Closed Alpine Underground - 

Loritz property
0 feet; within work limits. 100 feet 7. REMOVED. 

Removed during 
early nest building 
stage.

6/6/2011 5/31/2011 - Pair observed carrying nesting material into cavity. - EMorgan
6/6/2011 - Nest has been removed and screening placed over pipe entrance. - MKuehn

4/19/2011 5000857 HOFI Closed Kreutzkamp Yard 0 feet; within yard 
boundary.

100 feet 7. REMOVED. WLA 
concurrence to 
remove nest.

4/26/2011 4/19/2011 - Finches began building nest about 08:30, in and out periodically. - PKonrad
4/26/2011 - Nest was removed and stretch wrap use to exclude birds. - SJohnston

5/6/2011 7000998 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet; directly over work 
area.

100 feet Buffer remains, but work 
allowed per approved 

plan.

Agency concurrence to remove nest before completion of nest was obtained, as 
nest had no eggs, and would have definitely failed following the construction 
detail and installation of sound barriers.

7. REMOVED. WLA 
concurrence to 
remove nest.

5/7/2011 5/6/2011 - BCHU in final stages of nest construction. No eggs laid 10:48. - RRadd
5/7/2011 - Nest intentionally removed following concurrence procedures. - KAlberts

5/20/2011 7001913 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

6 feet from AR. 100 feet 7. REMOVED. WLA 
concurrence to 
remove nest.

5/20/2011 5/20/2011 - Nest is approx 15-20% built. Nest was removed at 16:45 through agency concurrence process and 
SDGE direction. Information was submitted to SDGE; which included the location of the nest and status of the nest. 
Surrounding area provides numerous suitable alternate nest site locations. - VNovik

4/25/2011 7000891 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet; in yard. 100 feet 7. REMOVED. WLA 
concurrence to 
remove nest.

4/25/2011 4/25/2011 - Observed house finch pair bringing nesting material 15 minutes after crane was moving around.
WLA concurrence to remove nest on 4/25. Nest removed on 4/25. No eggs or nestlings present. Material removed 
from site. - IMaunsell

4/29/2011 7000937 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard 0 feet, nest is inside 
yard.

100 feet 7. REMOVED. WLA 
concurrence to 
remove nest.

4/29/2011 4/29/2011 - Nest is partially complete. Both adults observed with nest material; mostly bringing fine material, male 
bringing large material. - SHampton
4/29/2011 - Closed.  Removed nest with agency concurrence. Nest removal was not anticipated to impact any eggs 
or nestlings, as nest was in early stages of construction. - SHampton

4/29/2011 7000946 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard - East 0 feet; within yard. 100 feet 0 feet Nest in early stages of construction; removal simply forces the HOFI pair to build 
on non-project materials/substrates.

7. REMOVED. WLA 
concurrence to 
remove nest.

4/30/2011 4/29/2011 - Adults active around nest.  Nest in preliminary stages of construction. Biological monitor observed nest 
material being brought by adults.  In spool marked L41-B29009.  Nest being built behind ABB sign. - SHampton, 
BArnold
4/30/2011 - Nesting material removed with concurrence of Wildlife Agencies. Removed the afternoon this nest was 
discovered. - BArnold

6/20/2011 7002523 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

7 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. WLA 
concurrence to 
remove nest.

6/20/2011 6/20/2011 - Nest removed when it was approximately 3% complete at direction of SDGE. - SJohnston

6/19/2011 7002524 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

3 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. WLA 
concurrence to 
remove nest.

6/20/2011 6/20/2011 - Nest removed when it was approximately 1% complete at direction of SDGE. - SJohnston

6/20/2011 7002525 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

3 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. WLA 
concurrence to 
remove nest.

6/20/2011 6/20/2011 - Nest was removed at approximately 5% complete at direction of SDGE. - SJohnston

6/22/2011 7002539 HOFI Closed Rough Acres Yard 0 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. WLA 
concurrence to 
remove nest.

6/22/2011 6/22/2011 - Nest was removed at approximately 10-20% complete at direction of SDGE. - BFischer

6/22/2011 7002541 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

0 feet; in staked work 
limits.

100 feet 7. REMOVED. WLA 
concurrence to 
remove nest.

6/22/2011 6/22/2011 - Nest removed via authorization of SDGE. - VNovik

6/23/2011 7002550 BCHU Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

2 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. WLA 
concurrence to 
remove nest.

6/23/2011 6/23/2011 - Nest removed at direction of SDGE. - VNovik

6/28/2011 7002569 HOFI Closed Alpine Yard - Upper 
East

0 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. WLA 
concurrence to 
remove nest.

7/28/2011 6/28/2011 - Nest was removed at 5% complete  at direction of SDGE. - SJohnston

8/3/2011 7004706 LEGO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Bauer bridge

2 feet 100 feet 7. REMOVED. WLA 
concurrence to 
remove nest.

8/4/2011 8/3/2011 - Female making trips with material in 1-2 minute intervals to an approximately 20% complete nest. - 
IMaunsell
8/4/2011 - Nest removed. Post-removal it was confirmed that no eggs or nestlings were present and the nest was 
40% complete. - IMaunsell

2/21/2011 5000027 CACW Closed EP245-1 10 feet from 
permananent ROW.

100 feet 9. SATELLITE 
NEST. Nest did not 
reach active status, 
never contained 
eggs or young.

5/17/2011 2/21/2011 - Grass nest, unlined - appears to be a cactus wren satellite nest.  - PKonrad
3/8/2011 - Still inactive. - BHart
3/16/2011 - Best of 3 nests reported from this area, none very fresh looking; west entrance good; no wrens observed. 
- PKonrad
3/24/2011 - Now second best nest; no indication of recent activity. - PKonrad     
4/5/2011 - No changes. - PKonrad  
4/12/2011 - No indication of recent activity; nest in poor condition. - JDicus and MDicus
4/19/2011 - No change. - PKonrad
5/2/2011 - No change. - PKonrad
5/10/2011 - No apparent changes. - PKonrad
5/17/2011 - Nest collapsed; closed. - PKonrad
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2/22/2011 5000032 CACW Closed EP231A TSAP 310 feet from tower site. 100 feet 9. SATELLITE 

NEST. Nest did not 
reach active status, 
never contained 
eggs or young.

4/16/2011 2/22/2011 - Grass nest, partly lined. Entrance to nest not perfectly round and clean but still appears to have been in 
recent use by its structural integrity and partial lining. - PKonrad 
3/16/2011 - Questionable active status - looks older than other 2 nests in area and entrance appears torn open. - 
PKonrad
3/23/2011 - Unchanged; shallow interior. - PKonrad
3/31/2011 - This nest looks inactive for some weeks. - PKonrad
4/15/2011 - No change. - SRitt
4/16/2011 - Closed, outside of the 100 foot buffer zone. - KAlberts

4/28/2011 5000474 CACW Closed EP254-3 45 feet from temp ROW; 
90 feet from permanent.

100 feet 9. SATELLITE 
NEST. Nest did not 
reach active status, 
never contained 
eggs or young.

5/23/2011 4/28/2011 - Good looking nest; 1 wren carrying nesting material; behaved territorially when we were near nest. - 
SRitt & SJohnston
5/10/2011 - New material added to old nest. No cactus wrens in area, but 1 singing far to the southeast. - PKonrad
5/17/2011 - No change to nest; no birds in area. - PKonrad
5/23/2011 - Nest is flattened by weather and entrances are not open; closed. - PKonrad

4/1/2011 5003331 CACW Closed EP243 30 feet from 12kv AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 05/18/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/19/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

9. SATELLITE 
NEST. Nest did not 
reach active status, 
never contained 
eggs or young.

6/27/2011 4/1/2011 - Nest 50% complete - TCooper
4/6/2011 - Cactus wren nest still incomplete; much orange plastic twine among nest materials. - PKonrad
4/18/2011 - Fresh material added to nest. - RAbe
4/25/2011 - Nest destroyed by predator; closed. - PKonrad
5/10/2011 - Nest rebuilt, or being rebuilt. - PKonrad
5/13/2011 - Adult observed periodically bringing nesting material to nest. - JPawlicki
5/17/2011 - Nest rebuilt; entrance large and well-used. - PKonrad
5/23/2011 - Nest rebuilt. - PKonrad
5/31/2011 - Nest status unchanged. - PKonrad
6/7/2011 - Nest has been torn apart on top; appears to be predated, again; closed. - PKonrad
6/14/2011 - Nest has been rebuilt again; entrance good; nest not top-notch. Pair of wrens active at nest a few feet 
south of this nest. - PKonrad
6/21/2011 - Nest in disrepair; top and cavity exposed. No wrens in area. - PKonrad
6/27/2011 - No change; nearby nests to south and north still 'active;' closed. - PKonrad
6/27/2011 - No changes; no wrens in area; closed. - PKonrad

3/30/2011 5003295 CACW Closed EP226-1 95 feet 100 feet 9. SATELLITE 
NEST. Nest did not 
reach active status, 
never contained 
eggs or young.

6/3/2011 3/30/2011 - Pair of CACWs observed adjacent to nest; appears to be the start of a new nest; monitor for activity and 
nest building. - IMaunsell
4/4/2011 - No change in nest start; cactus wren singing close by. - PKonrad
4/12/2011 - No new material; no CACW nearby. - SHampton
4/17/2011 - Closed, due to no activity and never completed nest building. - KAlberts 
5/7/2011 - CACW observed in new nest directly above old nest in the same cholla. - CAllen
5/23/2011 - Nest is nearly complete. No CAWRs observed in area, but it is late afternoon and very windy. - RAbe
6/3/2011 - Nest appears inactive; no wrens. - BArnold
6/3/2011 - No cactus wren activity during 25 minute observation period. Nest considered inactive; closed. - BArnold

4/1/2011 5003330 CACW Closed EP243 and 12 kV pole 62 feet from 12kv pole 
and AR.

100 feet 9. SATELLITE 
NEST. Nest did not 
reach active status, 
never contained 
eggs or young.

8/2/2011 4/1/2011 - New nest 50% complete; no activity at nest. - TCooper     
4/6/2011 - Nest doesn't look complete yet; lots of plastic twine on top. - PKonrad
4/18/2011 - Nest within 100 foot buffer of 12 kV work limits and AR. Fresh, orange rope added to nest. - RAbe
4/26/2011 - Nest destroyed, probably by predator; closed. - PKonrad
5/13/2011 - Nest appears complete and intact; adult observed in vicinity of nest. - JPawlicki
5/17/2011 - No change to nest from 4/26 observation; no entrance, collapsed. - PKonrad
5/23/2011 - No change. - PKonrad
5/31/2011 - Nest has been rebuilt with large entrance hole; wren singing to south. - PKonrad
6/3/2011 - Nest has been opened from the top. No Cactus Wren activity. Nest currently Inactive. - BArnold
 6/7/2011 - Nest has entrance hole on top; doesn't look predated (previous biologist may have mixed this nest up 
with nest a few feet south, which has been torn apart). Wren singing 60 feet southwest of nest. - PKonrad
6/14/2011 - Wren flushed from nest and perched in next bush where it was joined by female with food; male sang 
and displayed. Nest looks well-used. - PKonrad
6/21/2011 - Nest active with new material added to entry; no wrens in area. - PKonrad
6/27/2011 - Nest freshly used but no nestlings can be seen inside nest and no wrens observed or heard in area. - 
PKonrad
7/5/2011 - Some new material added to top of nest and entrance; entrance recently used; wren singing nearby; new 
nest built 20 feet southwest. - PKonrad
7/12/2011 - Nest appears a bit beat-up; probably due to recent rain and inactivity at this nest. Wren calling to east. - 
PKonrad
7/19/2011 - Nest is in disrepair, as though a predator or another animal physically checked it out; no wrens nearby. 
Will change status to Inactive until nest is improved or abandoned; will re-evaluate next week. - PKonrad
7/25/2011 - Nest unchanged; 1 wren active nearby and called twice. - PKonrad
8/2/2011 - Nest has been collapsed; entrance closed (possibly small mammal actions); closed. - PKonrad
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4/11/2011 5000792 CACW Closed EP231A 60 feet to edge of TSAP. 100 feet 9. SATELLITE 

NEST. Nest did not 
reach active status, 
never contained 
eggs or young.

7/12/2011 4/11/2011 - Nest looks fresh, but no birds seen entering it. - SRitt
4/15/2011 - No change. - SRitt
4/21/2011 - Nice new nest with large entrance hole. - PKonrad
4/27/2011 - Wren perched near nest and sang twice before flying to older nest to north. - PKonrad
5/5/2011 - Pair of wrens singing on bare branch near nest. - PKonrad
5/11/2011 - No change at nest; no sign of wrens. - PKonrad
5/19/2011 - No change; no wrens heard or seen. - PKonrad
5/26/2011 - Same as last week. - PKonrad
6/7/2011 - Grasses hanging over nest entrance; nest appears unused for some time. - PKonrad
6/13/2011 - Entrance looks good; no wrens observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
6/20/2011 - Nest entrance looks well-used; no wrens in area. - PKonrad
6/27/2011 - Same. - PKonrad
7/6/2011 - Same. - PKonrad
5/26/2011 - No changes to nest or nest site; no wrens observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
6/7/2011 - Grasses hanging over entrance, giving the appearance that this nest hasn't been used in some time. - 
PKonrad
6/13/2011 - Entrance looks good; no wrens observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
6/20/2011 - Nest entrance well-used; no wrens in area. - PKonrad
6/27/2011 - Entrance and interior looks actively used; no wrens observed or heard. - PKonrad
7/6/2011 - Nest slightly rain damaged; no wrens in area. - PKonrad
7/12/2011 - Like nearby nest, this nest is fading into disrepair due to lack of wren activity in this area. No wrens 
observed or heard in area; closed. - PKonrad

4/11/2011 5000793 CACW Closed EP231A TSAP 0 feet; within TSAP. 100 feet 9. SATELLITE 
NEST. Nest did not 
reach active status, 
never contained 
eggs or young.

7/12/2011 4/11/2011 - Nest looks very fresh with long grasses protruding, but no birds seen entering it. CACW was carrying 
nesting material 50 feet northeast. - SRitt
4/15/2011 - Female finally flew from nest. Male spent an hour skulking, singing, and calling nearby. - SRitt
4/21/2011 - Wren flew from nest as I approached at 10 feet; large entrance hole. - PKonrad
4/27/2011 - Perfect nest; wren foraging 30 feet south and visited nest to southeast where it sang before visiting older 
nest to east. - PKonrad
5/5/2011 - Wrens singing nearby. - PKonrad
5/11/2011 - No change to nest; no wrens observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
5/19/2011 - Same status; no wrens observed or heard. - PKonrad
5/26/2011 - No change; no wrens observed or heard. - PKonrad
6/7/2011 - No change; nest entrance looks active. - PKonrad
6/13/2011 - Same status; entrance looks active. - PKonrad
6/20/2011 - No change to nest; no wrens in area. - PKonrad
6/27/2011 - Large entrance and interior of nest well-used; no wrens heard or seen. - PKonrad
7/6/2011 - Nest slightly rain damaged by yesterday's downfall; no wrens in area. - PKonrad
7/12/2011 - Nest fading into disrepair from lack of recent wren activity; no wrens in area; closed. - PKonrad

4/27/2011 7000917 CACW Closed EP231A  AR 20 feet from AR;1300 
feet from EP 231 A.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 
passage allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 05/12/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/12/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction will occur within the buffer. The 
Agencies concurred to the following:
Traffic can pass through all three nest buffers since the road has pre-existing 
traffic and construction traffic will not significantly add to traffic volume.  A couple 
of conditions associated with this is that:  No work is allowed within the three 100-
foot nest buffers.  Traffic on the access road cannot stop or park within the three 
100-foot nest buffers.  Traffic will not exceed 10mph inside the three 100-foot 
nest buffers.

9. SATELLITE 
NEST. Nest did not 
reach active status, 
never contained 
eggs or young.

7/19/2011 4/27/2011 - Nest approximately 2/3 built, of grasses. CACW heard singing in area. - SHampton
5/5/2011 - No apparent change; no birds. - PKonrad
5/11/2011 - Unusual smaller nest appears 90% complete; wren singing uphill to south. - PKonrad
5/13/2011 - Nest intact; wrens south of road calling. - VNovik
5/19/2011 - No changes; no wrens. - PKonrad
5/26/2011 - No apparent changes to nest; no wrens in area. - PKonrad
6/6/2011 - Nest in good condition. No CACW nearby. - SRitt
6/13/2011 - No apparent change; no wrens observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
6/20/2011 - Nest material (dry grass) has been added to top of nest; entrance hard to find; no wrens in area. - 
PKonrad
6/27/2011 - Entrance partly obstructed by nest material; no wrens in area. - PKonrad
7/6/2011 - Nest exterior rain-soaked; no wrens seen or heard. - PKonrad
7/12/2011 - Nest apparently has not been used recently; no wrens in area. - PKonrad
7/19/2011 - Nest remains in disrepair after heavy rainfall 2 weeks ago; looks inactive and no wrens have been 
documented in the area for many weeks, including today; closed. - PKonrad

4/27/2011 7000918 CACW Closed EP231A  AR 30 feet from AR; 1300 
feet from EP 231 A.

100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 
passage allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 05/12/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/12/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction will occur within the buffer. The 
Agencies concurred to the following:
Traffic can pass through all three nest buffers since the road has pre-existing 
traffic and construction traffic will not significantly add to traffic volume.  
Conditions associated:  No work is allowed within the three 100-foot nest 
buffers.  Traffic on the access road cannot stop or park within the three 100-foot 
nest buffers.  Traffic will not exceed 10mph inside the three 100-foot nest 
buffers.

9. SATELLITE 
NEST. Nest did not 
reach active status, 
never contained 
eggs or young.

7/19/2011 4/27/2011 - Nest appears complete; CACW heard singing in area. - SHampton
5/5/2011 - No apparent changes; no birds. - PKonrad
5/11/2011 - Big, well built nest; wren singing from hill to southwest. - PKonrad
5/13/2011 - Cactus wrens calling in area. Nest appears well built. - VNovik
5/19/2011 - No apparent change; no wrens. - PKonrad
5/26/2011 - No changes; no wrens. - PKonrad
6/6/2011 - Nest in good condition. CACW calling in area. - SRitt
6/13/2011 - Nice nest; no apparent changes; no wrens observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
6/20/2011 - Today, this nest has no changes and there are no wrens in the area. - PKonrad
6/27/2011 - No change to nest; no wrens in area. - PKonrad
 7/6/2011 - Nest exterior rain-soaked; no wrens observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
7/12/2011 - Nest dry and looks unrepaired; no wrens in area. - PKonrad
7/19/2011 - Nest is in disrepair and has been inactive for some time; no wrens have been active in the area since the 
nest was built many weeks ago; closed. - PKonrad
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4/27/2011 7000919 CACW Closed EP231A  AR 90 feet from AR; 1400 

feet for EP231 A.
100 feet Buffer remains, but thru 

traffic allowed.
NBR Submit Date: 05/12/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/12/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction will occur within the buffer. The 
Agencies concurred to the following:
Traffic can pass through all three nest buffers since the road has pre-existing 
traffic and construction traffic will not significantly add to traffic volume.  
Conditions associated:  No work is allowed within the three 100-foot nest 
buffers.  Traffic on the access road cannot stop or park within the three 100-foot 
nest buffers.  Traffic will not exceed 10mph inside the three 100-foot nest 
buffers.

9. SATELLITE 
NEST. Nest did not 
reach active status, 
never contained 
eggs or young.

8/16/2011 4/27/2011 - Nest appears complete. CACW heard singing in area. - SHampton
5/5/2011 - Fresh nest; no wrens observed. - PKonrad
5/11/2011 - No changes. - PKonrad
5/13/2011 - Nest intact. - VNovik
5/19/2011 - Nest still looks fresh and new; no wrens in area. - PKonrad
5/26/2011 - Grasses from nest blocking entrance; no wrens observed or heard. - PKonrad
6/6/2011 - Entrance hole appears to have been improved. No wrens observed in area. - SRitt
6/13/2011 - No apparent change to nest; no wrens observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
6/20/2011 - Nest entrance looks good; no wrens heard or seen in area. - PKonrad
6/27/2011 - Entrance large and recently used; no wrens in area. - PKonrad
7/6/2011 - Nest wet from rain but in good shape; no wrens observed or heard. - PKonrad
7/12/2011 - Nest entrance has not been used recently; no wrens in area. - PKonrad
7/19/2011 - New nest has been built just above original nest since last week; looks complete with entrance facing 
southwest. Original nest looks good (entrance faces southeast). No wrens observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
7/26/2011 - New nest looks active with large open entrance. Original nest doesn't appear to be active recently, 
judging from grass across entrance. 1 wren called once from a distant location to the south. - PKonrad
8/2/2011 - No apparent changes; no wrens in area. - PKonrad
8/9/2011 - Nest looks good, but no wrens seen or heard. - PKonrad
8/16/2011 - Newest nest doesn't look recently used; original nest is in disrepair. No wrens observed or heard in area; 
closed. - PKonrad

4/28/2011 7000928 CACW Closed EP229-1 AR 90 feet to AR; 790 feet 
to TSAP.

100 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

NBR Submit Date: 05/18/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/18/2011

Vehicular passage not anticipated to impact nest, provided that no stopping, 
standing, parking, or construction occurs within buffer.

9. SATELLITE 
NEST. Nest did not 
reach active status, 
never contained 
eggs or young.

7/26/2011 4/28/2011 - Nest just less than 100 feet north of access road. Immediately adjacent to another cactus wren nest in 
yucca. No birds seen at nest, but male singing in area. - BArnold and FHoffman.
5/5/2011 - No apparent changes to nest; no wrens observed or heard. - PKonrad
5/11/2011 - No changes; wren singing nearby. - PKonrad
5/19/2011 - Newer nest looks built up with entrance on top. Older nest may be 2 nests as there are 2 entrances. No 
wrens observed or heard. - PKonrad
5/26/2011 - No changes; no wrens. - PKonrad
6/6/2011 - Nest in good condition. CACW singing in area. - SRitt
6/13/2011 - New nest built adjoining older nest in this yucca stalk; many small feathers added to half of new nest. 
Nest in next yucca stalk looks unchanged. No wrens observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
6/20/2011 - No changes to nests in adjacent yucca stalks; no wrens observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
6/27/2011 - No changes; no wrens in area. - PKonrad
7/6/2011 - All 3 nests have been damaged by heavy rainfall yesterday; no wrens observed or heard in area. - 
PKonrad
7/12/2011 - Nests look better now that they are wind dried, but no indication of nest improvements; no wrens in area. - 
PKonrad
7/19/2011 - Nests continue to look weathered after rain 2 weeks ago. No activity at this site for more than a month 
and no wrens have been recorded in this valley for many weeks. Will change status to inactive pending closing this 
nest report. - PKonrad
7/26/2011 - No changes; closed. - PKonrad

4/28/2011 7000929 CACW Closed EP230-1 AR 65 feet to AR; 720 feet 
to TSAP.

100 feet Buffer remains; through 
access only.

NBR Submit Date: 05/18/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/18/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

9. SATELLITE 
NEST. Nest did not 
reach active status, 
never contained 
eggs or young.

7/26/2011 4/28/2011 - No birds seen at nest, but male singing in area.  Nest in south side of jujube shrub. - BArnold & 
FHoffman
5/5/2011 - No change. - PKonrad
5/11/2011 - No change; nest is small and vertical with entrance hole at bottom. - PKonrad
5/19/2011 - No changes; no wrens. - PKonrad
5/26/2011 - New nest material added to top entrance; no wrens observed or heard. - PKonrad
6/6/2011 - No changes, no wrens. - SRitt
6/13/2011 - No apparent changes; no wrens observed or heard. - PKonrad
6/20/2011 - No changes to nest; no wrens heard or seen. - PKonrad
6/27/2011 - No apparent changes; no wrens in area. - PKonrad
7/6/2011 - Exterior of nest is water-soaked from heavy rain yesterday; no wrens observed or heard in area. - 
PKonrad
7/12/2011 - Nest looks better now that it is dried out; possible addition of nesting material at top/entrance; no wrens 
in area. - PKonrad
7/19/2011 - Bottom of nest has been pulled down, exposing interior opening; nest has not been improved for several 
weeks and no wrens have been seen or heard in this valley for a long time. Will change status to inactive with the 
potential of closing this nest next. - PKonrad
7/26/2011 - No change; closed. - PKonrad
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4/28/2011 7000933 CACW Closed EP235-1 25 feet to TSAP; 55 feet 

to perm pad, as 
mapped.

100 feet 9. SATELLITE 
NEST. Nest did not 
reach active status, 
never contained 
eggs or young.

8/16/2011 4/28/2011 - Observed adult cactus wren nest building. Flagged buffer; 100-foot buffer encompasses portion of tower 
perm pad and most of TSAP. - JDicus
5/5/2011 - Fresh nest looks complete; no wrens observed or heard nearby. - PKonrad
5/11/2011 - No changes. - PKonrad
5/19/2011 - Status unchanged. - PKonrad
5/26/2011 - Nest unchanged except new feather added to entrance. Pair of wrens active 400 feet southwest of nest, 
but mockingbird singing next to this nest and it is active in this area. - PKonrad
6/6/2011 - Pair of wrens observed near nest; fresh feathers found inside nest. Never saw pair enter nest but nest still 
appears active and is in good condition. - PHoward
6/13/2011 - Nest entrance looks freshly used; no wrens seen or heard in area. - PKonrad
6/20/2011 - Several small downy feathers added to lower part of nest entrance; no wrens in area. - PKonrad
6/28/2011 - Nest looks recently used; wren active southeast of other nearby wren nest. - PKonrad
7/6/2011 - Several wrens active in area, singing and calling territorially. Nest slightly rain-soaked. - PKonrad
7/13/2011 - Nest has not been used since last weeks' rain; no wrens nearby, but wrens are active 400 feet southwest 
where there are several nests. - PKonrad
7/19/2011 - Nest is well-used with a large open entrance that has a layer of soft gray plant material added to the 
lower part of the entrance leading into the interior chamber, but no wrens active in the area, including to the 
southwest. - PKonrad
7/26/2011 - Large entrance allows a look into chamber, which is well-lined with plant down; 1 wren heard calling near 
this nest during approach. - PKonrad
8/2/2011 - Nest unchanged except 1 medium-sized downy feather added near entry. No wrens nearby, but a pair was 
active and calling 500 feet west-southwest and another pair was active and singing 300 feet south-southwest. - 
PKonrad 
8/9/2011 - Nest looks active; entrance large and well-used (feather gone), but chamber is very shallow. As I 
approached nest, wren acting territorially, calling and flying from perch to perch about 300 feet west-southwest. - 
PKonrad
8/16/2011 - Nest probably hasn't been visited in more than a week; nest chamber is shallow with a large entrance. 
No wrens nearby, but 1 wren observed and calling once from about 300 feet south-southwest. This appears to be a 
roost site or alternate nest; closed. - PKonrad

5/6/2011 7001004 ACWO Closed Alpine Underground - 
Wood pole P78818

10 feet from Alpine Blvd. 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

9. SATELLITE 
NEST. Nest did not 
reach active status, 
never contained 
eggs or young.

8/11/2011 5/6/2011 - 3 adult ACWO on pole; 1 entered nest cavity. - TFitanides
5/17/2011 - Adult observed exiting and re-entering cavity repeatedly. - FHoffman
5/31/2011 - 6 ACWO were active around the wood pole and near the cavity at the top of the pole. 1 ACWO observed 
entering the cavity; 1 ACWO was aggressively chasing other bird species away that flew to within 30 feet of wood 
pole. - KKilpatrick
6/9/2011 - 3 woodpeckers on top of pole; 1 entered cavity and exited; other periodic woodpecker activity observed at 
this site. - PKonrad
6/17/2011 - Periodic acorn woodpecker activity at 2 nest cavities in adjoining poles; they sometimes enter a cavity. - 
PKonrad
6/24/2011 - 1 adult poking head out of cavity; others active in area, including at a pole on the south side of Alpine 
Blvd that is a granary site. - PKonrad
6/30/2011 - 1 adult inside cavity looking out at times; 2 others on pole. - PKonrad
7/8/2011 - 1 adult entered cavity; another was attentive at the entrance. - PKonrad
7/15/2011 - Woodpeckers active at cavity; some entering and leaving cavity. At 1 time, an adult was 
throwing/spitting mouthfuls of excavated wood pieces out of cavity. - PKonrad
7/23/2011 - 3 ACWOs entering and leaving cavity, and maintaining granary. - SRitt
7/27/2011 - 1 woodpecker on pole and perched on cross arm near cavity; no birds observed at cavity entrance. - 
PKonrad
7/28/2011 - 4 acorn woodpeckers active at cavity. - PKonrad
8/4/2011 - No woodpeckers observed in area during 20 minutes; will return tomorrow. - PKonrad
8/5/2011 - 2 adults active at nest pole and pole to west; collecting acorns and catching insects on the wing. 1 adult 
entered cavity and exited it, then perched 2 feet away. - PKonrad 
8/10/2011 - No activity during observation period; will check back tomorrow. - PKonrad
8/11/2011 - 2 woodpeckers perched at and near pole to west of cavity pole. Because no nestlings or evidence of 
adults feeding nestlings has been witnessed at this cavity site, it is probably most accurate to describe this cavity as 
a roost site rather than a nest site; closed. - PKonrad

3/16/2011 5000025 CACW Closed EP244 82 feet from corner of 
temporary ROW.

100 feet Avoid corner of temporary ROW that includes 100 foot buffer. 9. SATELLITE 
NEST. Nest did not 
reach active status, 
never contained 
eggs or young.

5/2/2011 3/16/2011 - Well-built nest; grasses graying; no wrens observed. - PKonrad
4/5/2011 - New nest material added recently. - PKonrad
4/13/2011 - No change. - PKonrad
4/19/2011 - Nice nest; good entrance; recently used. - PKonrad
4/25/2011 - No change. - PKonrad
5/2/2011 - Nest torn apart from top, exposing all of the interior; closed. - PKonrad
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3/8/2011 5000029 CACW Closed EP245-1 AR 6 feet from AR. 100 feet 9. SATELLITE 

NEST. Nest did not 
reach active status, 
never contained 
eggs or young.

8/2/2011 3/8/2011 - Nest appears in good condition, but entrance of nest not obvious. Pair of cactus wrens perched together 
50 feet away. Nest status inactive but should be checked periodically for status change. - BHart 
3/16/2011 - New nest appears to be the most active among many found in area. Entrance is obvious and has newly 
added materials. Located on edge of access road near site. - PKonrad
3/23/2011 - No change. - PKonrad      
4/5/2011 - No change. - PKonrad  
4/12/2011 - Nest still in good condition; fresh material added. - JDicus and MDicus
4/19/2011 - No apparent change. - PKonrad
4/25/2011 - Nest hasn't shown use for some time. Questionable; changed to inactive. - PKonrad
5/2/2011 - New grass material added to nest entrance; entrance hole appears recently used. Cactus wren active and 
calling territorially about 100 feet north of nest throughout the 10 minute nest check; reinstated active. - PKonrad
5/10/2011 - Nest appears unchanged since last check; no wrens noted. - PKonrad
5/17/2011 - Nest doesn't look like it has been used recently; entrance looks vertically compressed; 3 wrens nearby, 
singing nearby, but no other obvious nests in area. - PKonrad
5/23/2011 - Nest unchanged; no wrens heard or seen. - PKonrad
5/31/2011 - Nest entrance has been opened and reconstructed with new grasses and small feathers; 1 wren 
observed 100 feet west of nest; wren calling and singing in the area. - PKonrad
6/3/2011 - Nest appears as above. No Cactus Wrens observed during brief nest visit. - BArnold
6/7/2011 - No changes in nest status; no wrens observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
6/14/2011 - Entrance looks good; wren active 300 feet west; also singing to the south. - PKonrad
6/21/2011 - Nest unchanged; no wrens observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
6/27/2011 - Nest unchanged; no wrens observed or heard. - PKonrad
7/5/2011 - No change to nest; a wren sang once from a distant westward location. - PKonrad
7/12/2011 - Nest interior has been improved with downy feathers and plant material added; entrance enlarged by 
recent use. No birds seen or heard nearby. - PKonrad
7/19/2011 - No signs of additional recent use; downy feathers at entrance still evident. No birds in area. - PKonrad
7/25/2011 - Nest looks unused for some time; side of nest has open spot. No wrens in area, but 1 wren observed 
about 250 feet west; no calling. This appears to be a rarely attended alternate nest. Status changed to inactive. - 
PKonrad
8/2/2011 - No changes; closed. - PKonrad

2/22/2011 5000031 CACW Closed EP231A TSAP 100 feet from tower site 
edge.

100 feet 9. SATELLITE 
NEST. Nest did not 
reach active status, 
never contained 
eggs or young.

5/26/2011 2/22/2011 - Active CACW nest. Fresh feathers and whitewash at clear nest entrance of grass nest which is in good 
condition. - PKonrad 
3/16/2011 - Nest discolored gray; no wrens in area or singing. - PKonrad
3/23/2011 - Nest looks recently visited; wren singing in distance. - PKonrad 
3/31/2011 - Nice nest; no change. - PKonrad
4/11/2011 - No change. - SRitt
4/15/2011 - No change. - SRitt
4/21/2011 - Same; entrance recently used but smaller than the 2 newer nests to south. - PKonrad
4/27/2011 - No change. - PKonrad
5/11/2011 - No change at nest; no wrens in area during nest check. - PKonrad
5/19/2011 - No changes. - PKonrad
5/26/2011 - Nest collapsed; entrance blocked with grasses; closed. - PKonrad

2/1/2011 5000418 CACW Closed EP257 50 feet from permanent 
impact area.

100 feet Not needed through avoidance of temporary impact area. 9. SATELLITE 
NEST. Nest did not 
reach active status, 
never contained 
eggs or young.

7/13/2011 2/1/2011 - A well-built grass nest including clean opening and fresh feathers lining the inside. Appears utilized and 
active. - IMaunsell
3/11/2011 - Nest appears in good condition. Status left unchanged: active. - BHart
3/23/2011 - No change, although this nest appears to be part of a larger nesting territory with the nest group to east 
as the nexus. - PKonrad     
4/4/2011 - No change, although wrens singing to east and north. - PKonrad
4/13/2011 - No changes. - PKonrad      
4/19/2011 - Nest in good shape with clear entrance. - PKonrad
4/25/2011 - No change; wren observed in area. - PKonrad
5/2/2011 - No change; wren observed to south. - PKonrad
5/10/2011 - No change; no birds observed. - PKonrad
5/17/2011 - No apparent changes. - PKonrad
5/23/2011 - Same. - PKonrad 
5/31/2011 - No change to this alternate nest. - PKonrad
6/7/2011 - No changes. - PKonrad
6/14/2011 - No change in nest for many weeks; entrance looks good. No wrens observed or heard in area. - 
PKonrad
6/22/2011 - Thin twigs have been added across the top of the nest; no wrens in area. - PKonrad
6/28/2011 - No apparent change in nest from last week; no wrens observed or heard. - PKonrad
7/5/2011 - Piece of down at entrance and small breast feather from wren in cholla spines adjacent to nest entrance, 
but no wrens found in area. - PKonrad
7/13/2011 - Nest is flattened and entrance closed as a result; no wrens in area. This nest was probably an alternate 
nest; closed. - PKonrad

3/8/2011 6002390 CACW Closed EP245-1 AR 250 feet from work area; 
35 feet from dirt road.

100 feet Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

9. SATELLITE 
NEST. Nest did not 
reach active status, 
never contained 
eggs or young.

4/19/2011 3/8/2011 - Nest is in good condition, intact with well-established opening. Golden-colored dried grass on top of old 
(gray with age) fibrous plant material indicates recent improvements to an old nest. - PKonrad
3/23/2011 - No change from above. - PKonrad      
4/5/2011 - No changes. - PKonrad
4/13/2011 - Entrance doesn't appear used during past couple weeks; appears inactive. - PKonrad
4/19/2011 - Nest weathered and unused; closed. - PKonrad
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3/9/2011 5000424 CACW Closed JVR 12kV - Pole 

P2466095
30 feet; 12kv AR. 100 feet NBR Submit Date: 05/12/2011

WLA Concurrence Date: 05/12/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occurs within the buffer.

9. SATELLITE 
NEST. Nest did not 
reach active status, 
never contained 
eggs or young.

6/20/2011 3/9/2011 - Cactus wren pair duet called from 7 foot high perch 75 feet east of newly built nest. - PKonrad
3/16/2011 - Status unchanged; no birds in area. - PKonrad     
3/25/2011 - Status same; cactus wren singing nearby. - PKonrad
4/6/2011 - New materials added including GHOW feathers. - PKonrad
4/18/2011 - New feathers added to nest. - RAbe
4/25/2011 - No apparent changes. - PKonrad
5/2/2011 - No change. - PKonrad
5/13/2011 - No apparent changes. - RAbe
5/17/2011 - New nesting material added; wren singing nearby to south. - PKonrad
5/26/2011 - Entrance looks recently used. Wren calling and acting territorial 150 feet southeast. - PKonrad
5/31/2011 - Entrance has some new white material; wren singing to south. - PKonrad
6/3/2011 - Cactus wren flew from general area of nest. - BArnold
6/7/2011 - Nest appears slightly compacted from the top; wren calling territorially to the south. - PKonrad
6/14/2011 - Same as last week, including wren singing to south. - PKonrad
6/21/2011 - Nest is in disrepair; changed to inactive; will check back. - PKonrad
6/27/2011 - No changes; no wrens in area; closed. - PKonrad

6/3/2011 5003332 CACW Closed JVR 12kV P246610 60 feet from 12kv AR. 100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 05/18/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 05/19/2011

A nest buffer modification to allow drive through vehicle passage only along the 
access road is requested for cactus wren nests ID#(s) 5003330, 5003331, 
5003332, 5000841. The NBM should not adversely affect the success of these 
nests for the following reasons:

• Vehicles may not stop or park within the 100 foot buffer.
• Signage showing a 10 mile per hour speed limit will be posted within the nest 
buffer.
• The Cactus Wren nests are located near a pre-existing produce storage yard, 
indicating the birds are accustomed to a high level of human disturbance, 
including frequent vehicle traffic, heavy machinery and dust when selecting the 
nest sites.
• Cactus wren nests are constructed almost completely enclosed, creating a 
natural visual and acoustic buffer.
• An adult wren came into one of the nests to add material while an avian 
surveyor was within 15 feet of the nest.

9. SATELLITE 
NEST. Nest did not 
reach active status, 
never contained 
eggs or young.

7/25/2011 6/3/2011 - Nest is capable of being occupied. No Cactus Wrens observed. - BArnold
6/7/2011 - No status changes; wren singing in area. - PKonrad 
6/14/2011 - Nest unchanged; entrance looks good. Pair of wrens in area. - PKonrad
6/21/2011 - No changes; no wrens in area. - PKonrad
6/27/2011 - No changes; no wrens heard or seen. - PKonrad
7/5/2011 - A minimum of new material added to nest; wren singing in area. - PKonrad
7/12/2011 - Nest somewhat flattened and apparently unused since rainfall. Wren singing in area. - PKonrad
7/19/2011 - Nest has been unused for some time and remains unused today; no wrens nearby and wren activity in 
area appears to be centered on a nearby nest. - PKonrad 
7/25/2011 - Nest unchanged; 1 wren observed and calling 50 feet north, closer to other nests. Appears this is an 
alternate satellite nest; closed. - PKonrad

5/31/2011 7002402 HOWR Closed TL 639 - 379527 0 feet; on tower. 100 feet 9. SATELLITE 
NEST. Nest did not 
reach active status, 
never contained 
eggs or young.

6/6/2011 5/31/2011 - HOWR singing incessantly and entering this cavity. Scolding at observer approach, then singing from 
adjacent brush 12:46. - RRadd
6/6/2011 - No detections during 30 min.obs. Likely a second nest from pair at ID 7000796. - RRadd
6/10/2011 - No activity for 45 min. Presume nest inactive. - RRadd

6/7/2011 7002449 CACW Closed EP232-1 AR 8 feet from AR. 100 feet Buffer remains, but thru-
traffic allowed.

NBR Submit Date: 06/09/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 06/09/2011

This NBM should not adversely affect the success of these nests for the 
following reasons:

• No stopping, standing, or construction work will occur within the buffers and 
signage stating an ESA speed limit of 10 mph will be posted within the buffers.
• Cactus Wrens build spherical nests, which are fully enclosed with a small 
entrance. This type of nest blocks direct line of sight/sound between the access 
road and the eggs or nestlings.
• The nest entrance faces away from the road.
• The nest was built with pre-existing traffic using the access road, and 
construction traffic will not significantly increase traffic volume.
• Distance to a construction site from the nest is significant, 1000+ feet.

9. SATELLITE 
NEST. Nest did not 
reach active status, 
never contained 
eggs or young.

7/26/2011 6/7/2011 - New nest, fresh looking material, neat entrance hole; old faded remains of another CACW nest 10 inches 
away in same cholla. - SRitt
6/13/2011 - Today, there is no obvious entrance hole in this new nest; no wrens observed or heard in area. - 
PKonrad
6/20/2011 - North-facing entrance not clear; no wrens heard or seen. - PKonrad
6/27/2011 - No change; entrance hasn't been used in some time. - PKonrad
7/6/2011 - Nest is rain damaged; no wrens observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
7/12/2011 - Entrance hasn't been used recently; no wrens in area. - PKonrad
7/19/2011 - No change; nest including entrance is in disrepair; no wrens have been seen in the area for many weeks. 
Will change status to inactive. - PKonrad
7/26/2011 - Nest remains unused, although it looks good, being a new nest; grass remains across entrance. No 
wrens active in area; closed. - PKonrad

7/23/2011 7004672 CACW Closed EP253-2 0 feet 100 feet 9. SATELLITE 
NEST. Nest did not 
reach active status, 
never contained 
eggs or young.

8/15/2011 7/23/2011 - 2 adults were observed visiting the nest; 1 adult entered the nest, and both were observed calling. Nest 
has been repaired and appears complete, with a clean entrance. No eggs or nestlings; possibly a satellite or roost 
nest. - MDicus
8/2/2011 - Nest entrance has grasses across outside and interior is unlined, but nest looks new and active. - 
PKonrad
8/9/2011 - Entrance is large and clear and interior chamber has some lining. No wrens observed or heard in area. - 
PKonrad
8/15/2011 - No changes to nest; no wrens observed or heard in area; closed. - PKonrad

6/28/2011 7002573 CACW Closed EP269 AR 3 feet north of AR 100 feet 9. SATELLITE 
NEST. Nest did not 
reach active status, 
never contained 
eggs or young.

8/14/2011 6/28/2011 - No eggs or nestlings in nest; no cactus wrens were active in this area. - EElias
7/13/2011 - Nest looks good with a clear entrance; no wrens in area. - PKonrad
7/20/2011 - No wrens in area; nest looks good but unchanged. - PKonrad
7/25/2011 - Nest looks good except what appears to be a second entrance has been opened on top of the south side; 
original entrance opens to northwest. Interior chamber is wide open; until improved or abandoned, closed. - 
PKonrad
8/8/2011 - Since last week, nest has been repaired, although interior has only a limited amount of lining; will watch 
for more improvements and nesting behavior. - PKonrad
8/15/2011 - Nest has large hole opened in top of nest - again. No wrens in area; closed. - PKonrad
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6/28/2011 7002574 CACW Closed EP269 AR 93 feet north of AR 100 feet 9. SATELLITE 

NEST. Nest did not 
reach active status, 
never contained 
eggs or young.

7/25/2011 6/28/2011 - Complete nest; no eggs or nestlings in nest; no adults were active in this area. - EElias
7/13/2011 - New nest with large entrance; no wrens in area. - PKonrad
7/20/2011 - No wrens observed or heard; small feathers added to interior and 1 on entrance. - PKonrad
7/25/2011 - No wrens observed or heard, but nest has been visited by wrens: Feathers no longer obvious, but a 
cholla button is at the entry. - PKonrad
8/1/2011 - Nest looks good; cholla button removed from entry; feathers line part of interior. - PKonrad
8/8/2011 - Nest unchanged; no wrens observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
8/15/2011 - No change at nest; no wrens in area; closed. - PKonrad

6/28/2011 7002576 CACW Closed EP261-2 10 feet from trail to 
tower site.

100 feet 9. SATELLITE 
NEST. Nest did not 
reach active status, 
never contained 
eggs or young.

8/8/2011 6/28/2011 - Nest in good condition. - EMorgan
7/13/2011 - Nice nest with large open entrance built recently; no wrens observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
7/20/2011 - Nest looks active but no wrens observed or heard. - PKonrad
7/25/2011 - Nest looks unchanged; no wrens active in area. - PKonrad
8/4/2011 - Nest condition remains fair; 1 cactus wren observed within 300 feet of nest, although no nesting activity 
observed at or in vicinity of nest. - JPawlicki
8/9/2011 - No activity at nest during more than 1 hour of observation; no eggs present. Latest cactus wren egg 
record in San Diego County is 7/10. Cactus Wrens may maintain satellite nests as roosts year-round; closed. - 
BArnold

7/5/2011 7002591 CACW Closed EP245 AR 15 feet southeast of AR 100 feet 9. SATELLITE 
NEST. Nest did not 
reach active status, 
never contained 
eggs or young.

8/15/2011 7/5/2011 - New nest; no wrens observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
7/12/2011 - 1 cactus wren near new nest; no contents in nest bowl. - PKonrad
7/19/2011 - Nest has a hole through bottom of chamber. No wrens active in area. Will change status to Inactive until 
nest is repaired or abandoned. - PKonrad
7/25/2011 - Nest has been repaired and improved and has 3 non-wren feathers added to entrance. No wrens in area, 
but observed 1 wren about 300 feet northeast of nest; no calling. - PKonrad
8/2/2011 - Nest looks good; new thin strip of bark positioned across entrance. Cactus wren observed 120 feet 
northeast of nest; no calling. - PKonrad
8/8/2011 - Entrance open (bark moved away); no wrens near nest, but they are active at another nest about 390 feet 
northeast along the access road. - PKonrad
8/15/2011 - No wrens observed or heard in area; nest chamber is shallow; egg laying unlikely at this late date in 
nesting season; probably an alternate nest or roost site; closed. - PKonrad

7/5/2011 7002593 CACW Closed EP243 and new 12kV 
pole and AR

80 feet south of new 
12kV pole and AR

100 feet 9. SATELLITE 
NEST. Nest did not 
reach active status, 
never contained 
eggs or young.

8/8/2011 7/5/2011 - New nest; wren calling territorially nearby. - PKonrad
7/12/2011 - Nest seemingly unchanged; no egg in nest; interior unlined. Wren calling to east. - PKonrad
7/19/2011 - Nest looks recently active; no wrens nearby; 1 of 2 nests active in area. - PKonrad
7/25/2011 - Nest looks a bit weathered; entrance doesn't look recently used and it is partly blocked by a cholla 
button, but nest in good shape overall. 1 wren observed 50 feet north and called twice. - PKonrad
8/2/2011 - No apparent changes; no wrens in area. - PKonrad
8/8/2011 - Nest looks unused in past couple weeks; no wrens in area; closed. - PKonrad

7/7/2011 7002611 CACW Closed EP257 and AER Yard's 
AR

50 feet from south 
access road and 150 

feet from

100 feet Drive through access 
only.

NBR Submit Date: 07/08/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 07/11/2011

Vehicular passage is not anticipated to impact this nest, provided that no 
stopping, standing, parking, or construction occur within the buffer.

9. SATELLITE 
NEST. Nest did not 
reach active status, 
never contained 
eggs or young.

8/15/2011 7/7/2011 - An adult cactus wren was making frequent trips with nest material to this nest, which is 35% complete. - 
EElias
7/20/2011 - A pair of cactus wrens was observed; 1 wren was on a rock with nesting material near the nest, the other 
was flying in area. The first wren put the material down and followed the other cactus wren into a bush; then, a third 
cactus wren followed the pair. The nest is mostly built but no eggs are present. - MKuehn
7/25/2011 - Nest complete and interior is lined with feathers; chamber is very shallow and exposed. No wrens 
observed or heard. - PKonrad
8/1/2011 - Nest looks unchanged but good; chamber is very shallow; no wrens in area. New AER construction yard 
built to west and fenced within past 5 days. - PKonrad
8/9/2011 - Interior chamber has a thick layer of downy feathers. No wrens observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
8/15/2011 - Even more feathers in nest, but chamber is too shallow for egg laying, etc.; no wrens in area. Appears 
this is a roost or alternate nest inspired by July rainstorms; closed. - PKonrad

7/12/2011 7004224 CACW Closed EP243 and 12kV AR 15 feet from 12Kv AR 100 feet 9. SATELLITE 
NEST. Nest did not 
reach active status, 
never contained 
eggs or young.

8/15/2011 7/12/2011 - Newly completed nest; wren calling to west. - PKonrad
7/19/2011 - Nest looks similar to last week; pair of wrens 60 feet north of nest; calling low as though agitated. - 
PKonrad
7/25/2011 - Nest looks good. Wren observed and calling closer to nests located to west. - PKonrad
8/2/2011 - Nest unchanged; no wrens in area. - PKonrad
8/8/2011 - Nest unchanged; 1 wren calling low to northeast. - PKonrad
8/15/2011 - Nest unchanged; looks unused for weeks; no wrens noted in area; closed. - PKonrad

8/8/2011 7004712 CACW Closed EP245 AR 15 feet east of AR 100 feet 9. SATELLITE 
NEST. Nest did not 
reach active status, 
never contained 
eggs or young.

8/15/2011 8/8/2011 - Weathered nest in good shape with clear opening, recently lined with downy feathers. 2 adults present, 
both singing; 1 carrying nest lining material. - PKonrad
8/15/2011 - Nest unchanged but no wrens evident in area. Due to late date in season, no egg laying can be 
expected; this nest is probably a roost site or alternate nest used throughout the year; closed. - PKonrad

9/1/2011 7004739 BTPI Active Alpine Underground 
176+00l

90 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 
ROW per Alpine Blvd. 

exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

TBD 9/1/2011 - Adult observed bringing nest material. Both adults observed on nest. - SHampton
9/9/2011 - Nest was monitored  from  Alpine Blvd. with an obstructed view. No activity was detected over a half hour 
period, but nest is on private property and difficult to properly monitor. - RAbe
9/15/2011 - No activity was detected at the nest while monitoring it from 11:20 to 11:50hrs.  However, 4 to 6 BTPI 
were observed in surrounding riparian area, including a pair at a nest 250 feet to the east, during LBVI survey 
(9/15/2011 06:20-08:00).  Eggs or nestlings, and possibly an incubating or brooding adult would not be visible due to 
height of nest and surrounding vegetation. - SHampton
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Sunrise Powerlink
Nest Monitoring Log

131 of 131 2/19/2015

Initial 
Observation 

Date Nest ID Bird Code
Status of 

Nest StructureID
Distance To Nearest 

Project Feature

Original 
Buffer 

Distance
Reduced Buffer 

Distance/Modification Modified Buffer Notes Nest Outcome

Nest 
Outcome 

Date Nest Monitoring Comment
9/15/2011 7004744 BTPI Active Alpine Underground 

Stn 179+00l
40 feet 100 feet Reduced to edge of 

ROW per Alpine Blvd. 
exemption.

NBR Submit Date: 03/02/2011
WLA Concurrence Date: 03/02/2011

Blanket exemption approved for Alpine Blvd nesting birds through agency 
concurrence that nesting birds along the boulevard are accustomed to human 
environs, traffic, noise, and activity, and therefore are not anticipated to be 
affected by construction.

TBD 9/15/2011 - Pair observed at nest, preening each other and rubbing their bills together. One adult stayed on nest at 
least 10 minutes. - SHampton
Construction activity occurring adjacent to nest during observation period.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Power Engineers, Inc. (POWER) conducted a western burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia hypugaea) 
protocol-level survey for the Renewable Resources Group, LLC (RRG) as part of the proposed Blythe 
Mesa Solar Project (BMSP, Project). The primary purpose of the surveys was to determine the presence 
or absence of burrowing owls within the defined study area. The study area is located within Riverside 
County, California near the community of Blythe; on approximately 3,679 acres in the Palo Verde Mesa 
(Figure 1). The study area for the purposes of this document is delineated on Figure 2 and includes a 12S
foot proposed right-of-way along the transmission line. 

1.1 PROJECT OVERVIEW 

The proposed Project consists of construction and operation of a 48S megawatt (MW) alternating current 
solar photovoltaic (PV) electrical generating facility and associated infrastructure to provide site access 
and connection to the statewide electricity transmission grid. The Project footprint is proposed to be 
located on approximately 3,660 acres in the Palo Verde Mesa region of Riverside County-3,S87 for the 
solar field and 73 acres for the 230 kilovolt (kV) transmission line interconnect. POWER conducted the 
surveys within proposed Project transmission line footprint which included a SOO feet wide corridor 
centered on the 12S-foot wide project right-of-way. The survey area of array parcels included a SOO-foot 
(ISO-meter) wide buffer around the project limits. The proposed project would occupy a total of 3,660 
acres and consist of the following components: 

• Solar array field utilizing single axis solar PV trackers 
• System of interior collection power lines located between inverters and substations 
• Three on-site substations (approximately 300 feet long by 300 feet wide) 
• Two operation and maintenance (O&M) buildings (approximately 3,SOO square feet each) 
• Two primary off-site access roads and several interior access roads 
• 4.8 miles of230 kV double-circuit transmission line between the solar field and Colorado River 

Substation 

1.2 REGIONAL SETTING 

The 3,660-acre site is five miles west of Blythe and consists mostly of agricultural land, including lemon 
orchards. The location is depicted on the Roosevelt Mine, Ripley, and McCoy Wash 7.S' U.S. Geological 
Survey (USGS) Topographic Quadrangles (see Figure 1). The Project is located on: 

• Sections 11 and 12 of Township 7 South, Range 21East 
• Sections 3,4,5,6,8, 9 of Township 7S,South, Range 22 East 
• Sections 27, 28, 29, 32, 33, 34 of Township 6 South, Range 22 East, of the San Bernardino Base 

Meridian 

State Highway 10 bisects the Project area, which is bounded on the north and south by undeveloped open 
desert, on the east by agricultural lands and on the west by the Blythe City Airport and open desert lands. 

The Project area is located on the western mesa of the Palo Verde Valley. The topography is relatively 
flat and slopes toward the southeast; elevations range from 260 to 400 feet above mean sea level (AMSL). 
The subtropical climate of the Colorado Desert is currently characterized by dry, mild winters averaging 
4S degrees Fahrenheit CF) and dry, hot summers that average 104 "F. Summer highs are known to reach 
up to 120"F. Precipitation ranges between two and ten inches per year, with most of the precipitation 
occurring between November and March. Although rainfall occurs primarily in the winter months, the 
region is periodically influenced by tropical weather conditions, including sudden monsoonal summer 
storms which typically occur from July to later September. 
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FIGURE 1 - REGIONAL AREA PROJECT LOCATIO 
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1.3 EXISTING CONDITIONS 

The proposed project consists primarily of desert scrub and agricultural lands. Along the four mile 
transmission line route and eastern and southern ends of the project limits there are discrete areas of 
disturbed native creosote scrub and disturbed stabilized dune and blow sand habitats. Table 1 presents the 
estimated acreage observed for each habitat type within the study area. This data does not represent the 
actual proposed project disturbance footprint for the solar areas, transmission lines, substations, and 
facility buildings and roads. 

TABLE 1. OBSERVED HABITAT ACREAGE WITHIN THE STUDY AREA 

46.74 1.3% 

2.83 0.1% 

233.44 6.3% 

271.10 7.4% 

52.52 1.4% 

249.72 6.8% 

17.21 0.5% 

75.92 2.1% 

29.6% 

As listed above, the Project area comprises mainly agricultural land and desert scrub. Existing land 
consists of farmland, fallow farmland, creosote bush scrub, or stabilized desert dune and blowsand 
habitat. Active agricultural uses include citrus orchard and ornamental date palms, and wheat and alfalfa 
fields. Jojoba was previously grown for commercial purposes in some portions of the project area. The 
jojoba fields have been abandoned at some point in the recent past and are currently a mix of jojoba and 
reestablishing creosote bush scrub. 

The study area is also situated among energy generating facilities (i.e., solar and natural gas-fired), active 
transmission lines, and electrical substations. Given the extent of the existing human-influenced 
environment (e.g., active agricultural operations [harvesting, discing, and planting]; high levels of 
automobile traffic [Interstate 10 bisects the Project]; energy generation, distribution and maintenance 
facilities; and ongoing aviation related activities) within the study area, any animals currently using these 
lands are assumed to be acclimated to the disturbance regime present. 

2.0 SPECIES DESCRIPTION 

Western burrowing owl is designated as a Priority 2 Bird Species of Special Concern by the California 
Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) due to rapid habitat loss and degradation from urbanization. It is 
also designated as a U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Sensitive 
species and a U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) Bird of Conservation Concern. Its range extends 
through all states west of the Mississippi Valley and into Mexico, Central America, and South America. 
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In California, it typically inhabits lowlands, including those in the Central Valley, northeastern plateau, 
southeastern deserts, and coastal areas. For shelters, the burrowing owl uses rodent burrows in sparse 
grassland, desert, and agricultural habitats, as well as open areas of pinyon-juniper or ponderosa pine 
habitats (CDFG 2008). Breeding populations generally display greater site fidelity than winter 
populations, which tend to move about more, even taking refuge into vegetation instead of nearby 
burrows (Poulin et al. 2011). Individuals in California, particularly Southern California, are mostly 
residents (CDFG 2008). Nesting begins from late March to August, peaking in April and May (CDFG 
2008). While some pairs have been observed to have double broods within a single breeding season, it is 
considered to be uncommon and is not always successful (Poulin et al. 2011). Burrowing owls are 
typically active at dusk and dawn, but can sometimes be active at night, as well. 

3.0 SURVEY METHODOLOGY 

Collection of burrowing owl baseline data in the Project area included a review of the California Natural 
Diversity Database (CNDDB) records and of applicable biological documents, including several solar 
projects that have completed burrowing owl surveys. Additionally, a systematic pedestrian assessment of 
the study area to determine the habitat suitability for burrowing owls was conducted on the 5th and 6th of 
May 2011. 

Protocol surveys were started on May 6 and extended through July 23, 2011. Survey methods were 
derived from generally accepted professional standards, the 1993 California Burrowing Owl Consortium 
(CBOC) Burrowing Owl Survey Protocol and Mitigation Guidelines (CBOC 1993), and the 1995 CDFG 
Staff Report on Burrowing Owl Mitigation (CDFG 1995). In summary, a methodical pedestrian survey 
for owl burrows was conducted by walking through areas of suitable habitat within the study area, 
including man-made structures. In addition, biologists visited the Cibola National Wildlife Refuge 
(CNWR) 12 miles to the south of the Project limits to view the known burrowing owls there as a 
reference population; biologists saw six burrowing owls foraging near an agricultural field at the CNWR, 
which confirmed activity in middle to late July in this region ofthe owls' range. 

POWER biologists Tom Herzog, Steve Hicks, Ken McDonald, and Melissa Lippincott, and Garcia and 
Associates, Inc. biologists Andrew McCadden, Angelique Herman, and Laura Megill conducted 
pedestrian survey transects, spaced at approximately 100 feet to allow for 100% visual coverage of the 
study area. Where necessary, transect spacing was reduced or expanded to account for differences in 
terrain, vegetation density, and visibility. The locations of all potential owl burrows and sign were 
recorded and mapped using handheld global positioning devices and aerial imagery. Figure 2 presents the 
protocol burrowing owl survey areas for the Project area .. Incidental observations of other avian species, 
plants and other wildlife were also noted. The presence of each observed wildlife species was based on 
direct observation of individual( s), sign, and/or vocalization. 

Field surveys were conducted when weather conditions were conducive to observing owls and other avian 
species. The surveys were not performed during rain, high winds (greater than 20 mph), dense fog, or 
temperatures over 90 OF. Observations were made from the nearest appropriate vantage points with the 
use of binoculars when access to discrete portions of the study area were not possible due to private 
property, topographic relief, physical barriers, health and safety considerations, etc. 
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FIGURE 2 - FOCUSED BURROWING OWL SURVE' 
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4.0 SURVEY RESULTS 

A nine-quad search of the CNDOB (CNDDB, 20lla) including USGS quadrangles McCoy Peak, McCoy 
Wash, Blythe NE, Roosevelt Mine, Ripley, Blythe, Thumb Peak, Palo Verde, and Mule Wash identified 
46 occurrences of burrowing owls in the Blythe area, with two occurrences on the Project site. In addition 
to the CNODB records search, recent surveys and reports for similar projects near the Project area were 
also reviewed (Table 2). 

TABLE 2. ADJACENT PROJECT SURVEY INFORMATION 

Burrowing Owl 

Blythe Solar Power Project 

Genesis Solar Energy Project 

Devers-Palo Verde No.2 500 kV 
Transmission Line Project 

Devers-Palo Verde No.2 500 kV 
Transmission Line Project 
Telecommunications System 
Route 

Devers-Palo Verde No.2 500 kV 
Transmission Line Project 
Colorado River Substation 

First Solar Electric Blythe Solar 
1 Project 

Blythe Airport Solar Project 

4.1 FtEt.O RESULTS 

Yes, two within solar site, in 
transmission line and multiple sign. 
Not determined how sign was 
confirmed. 
Yes, three individuals detected 
around the generation tie line and 
one burrow around the main site. 
Burrow sites detected along project 
segment that encompasses 
Colorado River Substation, but 

locations not 

Yes, burrowing owls detected along 
southern telecom route. Three owls 
detected just east of Colorado 
River Substation. 

See Blythe Solar and Devers-Palo 
Verde Telecom survey results 
above. 

surveys conducted. olio loalcal 
analysis based on a desktop study 

information. 

No. 

Overlaps with BMSP transmission 
line and Colorado River Substation 
(CRS) survey areas. 

No overlap 

The project areas overlap at the 
CRS. 

Project areas overlap at and near 
the CRS but otherwise do not share 
the same corridors. Northern 
telecom route is approximately one 
mile from the BMSP transmission 
line corridor. 
BMSP would tie into this 

area is 
adjacent (north) to the BMSP 
transmission line. 
Project area is located directly 
adjacent (west) to the northeastern 
BMSP solar area. 

During the habitat assessment survey, biologists determined that the Project area contained suitable 
habitat conditions to support burrowing owls. Of the 3,679 acres in the study area, approximately 1,970 
acres (54%) of suitable burrowing owl habitat were identified (Figure 2). Suitable habitat consisted of 
both fallow and active agricultural fields, irrigation ponds and canals, and creosote bush scrub. Suitable 
habitat also occurred along the edges of orchards. The remaining 1,703 acres consisted of orchards and 
alfalfa fields. Orchards within the project area did not contain suitable habitat; burrowing owls prefer 
open areas and do not inhabit areas wjth dense vegetation (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2003). Alfalfa 
fields provide suitable forage areas for burrowing owls, but heavy and frequent disturbance of the fields 
by disking and harvesting decreases burrow availability. Burrows can occur along the edges of 
agricultural fields, orchards and road banks; all road banks, field edges and irrigation ditches along the 
agricultural areas throughout the Project site were surveyed. Six irrigation ponds located in the orchard 
area and irrigation channels throughout the agricultural area and to the east of the project limits provide 
accessible fresh water for wildlife. 
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The field data from the protocol surveys identified the presence of six burrowing owls during the May 
survey and eight owls during the July surveys, and an additional two owls were observed outside the 
project site but within the survey buffer. Since one owl can be observed at multiple burrows, or multiple 
owls can be observed at one burrow we refer to the burrowing owl sightings and burrows as occupied 
burrowing owl activity area (Figure 2). Nine suitable burrows or burrow complexes were observed in the 
northern portion of the site (Figure 2). No suitable burrows were observed in the southern portion of the 
site. Soil conditions in the southern half of the site within Project Parcels 4, 13-18 and the transmission 
corridor were very sandy and unstable. However, burrowing owl sign (white wash, pellets, feathers) was 
observed in five locations in the southern region ofthe Project area. Burrows observed in the southern 
half of the site belonged to either kit fox (Vu/pes macro tis) or kangaroo rat (Dipodomys sp.). No 
burrowing owl sign was observed near the kit fox burrows. Several of the kit fox burrows were recent and 
active kit fox sign was documented; however, most of the burrows were old and collapsed and would not 
support burrowing owl because the instability of the soil. 

During the July surveys (14-19 and 21-23) burrowing owl activity and use was determined to the extent 
possible. Burrows were monitored at sunrise or sunset on different days to ensure a complete activity 
period was evaluated for each observed bird. The northern end of the Project site was divided into three 
burrowing owl monitoring sites. Please refer to Figure 2 for the location of Areas 1,2, and 3. 

Area 1 supported four burrowing owls. The four burrowing owls were observed flying in and out of three 
separate concrete / brick lined cylindrical, man-made structures, which have concrete collars above 
ground level and are open to below ground level to a depth of approximately four feet. Appendix C 
includes site photographs and images of the well location burrows and these described elements. In Area 
1, Burrow #4 contained the greatest number of observed sign, including pellets, prey detritus, feathers, 
and white wash. Burrows # 5 and 6 also featured significant amounts of pellets, detritus, white wash, and 
feathers. Biologists were unable to determine if the owls were two separate pairs or one pair with two 
juveniles. Burrowing owls at Area 1 consistently exhibited social and foraging behavior. Several perch 
sites were favored in this area, including a metal rod with a rounded top, a fence post, a large pile of 
cleared vegetation and, most frequently, the edges of the concrete wells. Area 1 consisted of 
approximately five acres of disturbed creosote bush scrub dominated by creosote bush and bur sage; 
concrete rubble piles from old demolished barracks were scattered throughout the creosote bush scrub. 
Area 1 was bound on the south, west and north by recently tilled, non-irrigated wheat fields that have 
been farmed for approximately one year. This field is bound to the north by open space comprising 
creosote scrub habitat, and to the west by disturbed creosote scrub habitat within the area of the former 
military base and current Blythe Airport. 

In Area 2, two burrowing owls occupied a single burrow located in a concrete rubble pile. The two owls 
were observed consistently during morning and evening hours perched on top of the rubble pile. 
Burrowing owl tracks were identified around and into the rubble pile, with feathers and pellets near a 
small burrow entrance beneath the rubble. Sex and age of the two burrowing owls observed during the 
surveys was not established. The burrowing owls occupying Area 2 were easily distressed and would 
flush and call to one another whenever biologists entered the vicinity. Area 2 consisted of approximately 
two acres of disturbed creosote bush scrub dominated by creosote bush and bur sage. Concrete rubble 
piles and two concrete foundations were scattered throughout the creosote bush scrub. Area 2 was 
surrounded to the south, east and north by recently tilled, non-irrigated wheat fields and disturbed 
creosote bush scrub to the west. 

In Area 3, two burrowing owls occupied a burrow complex within a native Bajada area in the buffer study 
area. One burrow appeared to be a former canid burrow due to its size, shape, and location in an area of 
naturally formed earth mounds. Biologists identified three separate burrowing complexes on the earth 
mounds within an approximately ten-acre zone. Each burrow complex contained several burrows with 
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recent sign, including white wash, feathers, tracks, and pellets. The two burrowing owls were typically 
perched on top of earthen mounds when the biologists accessed the area. Biologists could not determine if 
the pair was nesting without additional harassment. 

4.2 WILDLIFE AND PLANTS OBSERVED DURING BURROWING OWL SURVEY 

Round-tailed ground squirrel (Spermophilus tereticaudus) and white-tailed antelope squirrel 
(Ammospermophilus leucurus) burrows where observed throughout the northern and eastern portions of 
the site along road sides, agricultural fields and disturbed areas with mounded soils or dump sites. 
Creosote bush (Larrea tridentata) was the dominant species in undisturbed portions of the site. Additional 
plants and wildlife species frequently observed within suitable habitat included bur sage (Ambrosia 
dumosa), wheat (Triticum sp.), mourning dove (Zenaida macroura), white-wing dove (Zenaida asiatica), 
homed lark (Eremophila alpestris), greater roadrunner (Geococcyx californianus), black-tailed jackrabbit 
(Lepus californicus), desert iguana (Dipsosaurus dorsalis), and western whiptail (Cnemidophorus tigris). 
Three CDFG Species of Special Concern, Le Conte's thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei), loggerhead shrike 
(Lanius ludovicianus) and Mohave fringe-toed lizard (Uma scoparia) were observed in multiple locations 
on both the northern and southern portions of the Project area. Complete plant and wildlife species 
observed are included in Appendices A and B. 

5.0 CONCLUSION 

The study area supports a relatively small population of burrowing owl, and based on the burrowing owl 
survey results from surrounding solar projects burrowing owl may occupy habitat outside of the study 
area limits (AECOM 2010, Aspen 2011 ). It was not determined if this population is increasing or 
decreasing in size or the length of occupancy. The surveys determined that in July 2011, eight individual 
~rrowing owls were present within the study area and may be directly or indirectly affected by the 
Project. This determination is valid for 12 months from the completion of this report (October 2011 
through October 2012). The number of owls or burrows affected at the time of ground disturbance may be 
greater than or less than this number because of the natural variation in the owl population in this region, 
and natural and man-made conditions that may occur prior to construction. 
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ApPENDIX A - OBSERVED PLANT LIST 
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Plant Species Observed During Surveys 

ScfentificName.' /0 ' ,,< . ,'/ :.;,,'. ':.:: ·:c.lY;:ommon N~: '.' " ----'-~ ~£ 
ANGIOSPERMS (DICOTYLEDONS) 

AMARANTHACEAE AMARANTH FAMILY 

Tidestromia oblongifolia honeysweet 

APIACEAE CARROT FAMILY 

Lomatium sp. lomatium 

ASCLEPIADACEAE MILKWEED FAMILY 

Asclepias sp. milkweed 

Asclepias subulata rush milkweed 

Sarcostemma cynanchoides ssp. hartwegii climbing milkweed 

ASTERACEAE SUNFLOWER FAMILY 

Ambrosia dumosa burro bush 

Baileya pauciradiata Colorado Desert marigold 

Bebbia juncea sweetbush 

Chaenactis sp. pincushion 

Chaenactis stevioides desert pinchushion 

Dicoria canescens bug seed 

Geraea canescens desert sunflower 

Hymenoclea salsola cheesebush 

Palafoxia arida Spanish needles 

Pluchea sericea arrow weed 

Stephanomeria pauciflora wire lettuce 

BORAGINACEAE BORAGE FAMILY 

Cryptantha sp. cryptantha 

Cryptantha angustifolium narrowleaf cryptantha 

Cryptantha costata ribbed cryptantha 

Cryptantha maritime Guadalupe cryptantha 

Cryptantha nevadensis cryptantha 

Cryptantha pterocarya wing nut cryptantha 

Nama demissum purple desert mat 

Pectocarya sp. pectocarya 

Tiqui/ia palmeri Palmer's tiquilia 

Tiquilia plicata plicate tiquilia 

BRASSICACEAE MUSTARD FAMILY 

Brassica tournefortii* Sahara mustard 

Buxus microphylla* Japanese box 

Lepidium sp. peppergrass 

Lepidium lasiocarpum peppergrass 

Simmondsia chinensis jojoba 

CASUARINACEAE SHE OAK FAMILY 

Casuarina sp. * she oak 

CACTACEAE CACTUS FAMILY 

Cylindropuntia echinocarpa golden cholla 

Mammillaria sp. fish-hook cactus 

CHENOPODIACEAE GOOSEFOOT FAMILY 

Atriplex canescens four-wing saltbush 

Atriplex lentiformis quail brush 
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r:?Lc> r:~fJ:>i ':;;>~~, ·l:~~x~~li.\> ~xk,;?~;;j }iJ·" ~,'r" ,'" i;}f~:fJ/;!StiJ;;;(~.;;·fA;f~d+; .• ~;\:~~ .. ;!:!fj5,~J%~!i~~ 
Bassia hyssopifolia* five-hooked bassia 

Salsola tragus Russian thistle 

CUCURBITACEAE GOURD FAMILY 

Cucurbita sp. * squash 

EUPHORBIACEAE SPURGE FAMILY 

Stillingia spinulosa annual stillingia 

FABACEAE LEGUME FAMILY 

Acacia greggii cat claw acacia 

Astragalus sp. astragalus 

Cercidium floridum palo verde 

Dallea mollissima downy dalea 

Medicago sativa* alfalfa 

Olneya tesota desert ironwood 

Prosopis sp. mesquite 

Prosopis glandulosa Honey mesquite 

Psorothamnus emoryi indigobush 

Psorothamnus schottii indigobush 

GERANIACEAE GERANIUM FAMILY 

Erodium cicutarium* red-stemmed filaree 

LOASACEAE LOASAFAMILY 

Eucnide urens rock nettle 

Mentzelia sp. blazing star 

Mentzelia multiflora blazing star 

Petalonyx thurberi ssp. thurberi sandpaper plant 

MARTYNIACEAE UNICORN PLANT FAMILY 

Proboscidea althaeifolia desert unicorn plant 

MYRTACEAE MYRTLE FAMILY 

Eucalyptus sp. * gum tree 

NYCTAGINACEAE FOUR O'CLOCK FAMILY 

Abronia villosa sand verbena 

ONAGRACEAE EVENING PRIMROSE FAMILY 

Camissonia booth;; bottlebrush primrose 

Oenothera deltoids ssp. deltoides bird-cage primrose 

PLANTAGINACEAE PLANTAIN FAMILY 

Plantago erecta western plantain 

Plantago ovata wooly plantain 

POLEMONIACEAE PHLOX FAMILY 

Eriastrum harwood;; Harwood's eriastrum 

Giliasp. 

Langloisia setosissima lilac sunbonnet 

POLYGONACEAE BUCKWHEAT FAMILY 

Chorizanthe brevicomu brittle spineflower 

Chorizanthe rigida rigid spineflower 

Eriogonum sp. 

RESDACEAE MIGNONETTE FAMILY 

Oligomeris linifolia Narrow-leaf oligomeris 

ROSACEAE ROSE FAMILY 
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$c:ieflttficName ... " CoRlmonName '"C ." 

Prunus persica* peach 
RUTACEAE RUE FAMILY 

Citrus limon* lemon 

Citrus sinensis* orange 

TAMARICACEAE TAMARISK FAMILY 

Tamarix ramosissima* Mediterranean tamarisk 

VISCACEAE MISTLETOE FAMILY 

Phoradendron californicum desert mistletoe 
ZYGOPHYLLACEAE CALTROP FAMILY 

Larrea tridentata creosote bush 

ANGIOSPERMS (MONOCOTYLEDONS) 

ARECACEAE PALM FAMILY 

Phoenix sp. * date palm 

LlLIACEAE LILY FAMILY 

Hesperocaulis undulata desert lily 

POACEAE GRASS FAMILY 

Pleuraphis rigida galleta grass 

Schism us barbatus* Mediterranean schismus 

Triticum aestivum* wheat 
* = non-native species 
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ApPENDIX B - OBSERVED WILDLIFE LIST 
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OBSERVED WILDLIFE LIST 

Arizona elegans occidental is Glossy snake 

Chinoactis occipitalis shovel-nosed snake 

VIPERIDAE VIPERS 

Crotalus cerastes sidewinder 
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OBSERVED WILDLIFE LIST 

Buteo jamaicensis 

FALCONIDAE 

Falco sparverius 

NEW WORLD QUAIL 

Gambel's quail 

PLOVERS 

PICjEC)NS & DOVES 

rock pigeon 

ringed turtle-dove 

white-winged dove 

CUCKOOS & ROADRUNNERS 

greater roadrunner 

TRUE OWLS 

burrowing owl 

SWIFTS 

white-throated swift 

TYRANT FLYCATCHERS 

Icterus cucullatus hooded oriole 

Xanthocephalus xanthocephalus yellow-headed blackbird 
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OBSERVED WILDLIFE LIST 

great-tailed grackle 

MOCKINGBIRDS & THRASHERS 

Le Conte's thrasher 

TANAGERS 

Western tanager 

GNATCATHERS 

EMBERIZIDS 

white-crowned sparrow 

FINCHES 

HETEROMYIDAE 

Dipodomys sp. 

CANIDAE 

bighQrn sheep (skull) 

CHIROPTERA BATS 

Myotis sp. Myotis 
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ApPENDIX C - SITE PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD 
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Burrow 1 

Burrow2 
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Burrow 3 

Burrow 4 
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Burrow 5 

Burrow 6 
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Burrow 7 Complex 

Burrow 8 
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Buffer Parcel 13 

IMG 0664 
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IMG 0674 
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IMG 0677 

IMG 0691 
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1.0	INTRODUCTION 

This section provides a brief summary of the project description for the Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC (Applicant) and Southern California Edison (SCE) project (jointly the “Applicants”). A complete description of the project is found in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project California Desert Conservation Area Plan Amendment and Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) (BLM 2011).



The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) issued of a right-of-way (ROW) grant authorizing the construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (Project). The Project covers less than 4,176 acres (ac) and is located in Riverside County, California, approximately 6 miles north of the rural community of Desert Center and approximately (10.5 kilometers or 6.5 miles north of the Interstate 10 corridor (Figure 1). The Project consists of three main components 1) a 550-megawatt (MW) solar photovoltaic (PV) generating facility (Solar Farm), 2) a 220-kilovolt (kV) generation interconnection line (Gen-tie line), and 3) a 500/220-kV substation and substation related components (the Red Bluff Substation) (Figure 2). While the Red Bluff substation is included as part of this project description for planning and environmental considerations, it would be constructed, owned, and operated by SCE, not by the Applicant.



The Applicant and SCE have prepared this Avian and Bat Protection Plan in accordance with regulatory agency guidance, including:

· Region8 Interim Guidelines for the Development of a Project Specific Avian and Bat Protection Plan for Solar Energy Plants and Related Transmission Facilities.   

· Avian and Bat Protection Plan Guidelines developed jointly by Edison Electric Institute’s Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) 

· Additional Interim Guidelines from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS 2000, 2003, 2010). 

· Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO Plan, BLM and the California Department of Fish and Game- CDFG 2002).



1.1	Purpose of the Avian and Bat Protection Plan

The Avian and Bat Protection Plan (ABPP) delineates a program designed to reduce the risks that result from bird and bat interactions due to actions performed by Sunlight in the construction and operation of the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line; and by SCE in the construction and operation of their project components (Red Bluff Substation and associated access road, distribution line and telecommunications site). The overall goal of this ABPP is to reduce, and ultimately eliminate bird and bat mortality to the extent possible. 



The objectives of this ABPP are as follows:

· Describe the process of surveys and siting decisions to date, including identifying baseline conditions for avian and bat species present in the area of the Project components. 

· Identify activities during construction and operational and maintenance (O&M) that may increase the potential of adverse effects to passerine, raptor, and bat species on and adjacent to the Project components.

· Specify steps that will be taken to avoid, minimize and mitigate any potential adverse effects to these species, including thresholds for adaptive management.

· Detail long-term monitoring and reporting goals for the Project.
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The following Applicant measures (AM) and mitigation measures (MM) from the FEIS are incorporated into this plan.



AM-WIL-3. Avian and Bat Protection Plan. This Plan will be prepared and implemented by the Applicant to specify necessary actions to be taken to protect nesting bird and bat species. The following measures will be implemented by the Applicant to protect burrowing owls in the Project locations during construction:



1. Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction area as recommended by the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG).



2. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 75 meters (250 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). Initial avoidance buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on the type of construction activity as approved by CDFG or USFWS. Outside nesting season or after determining that a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within one mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation.



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicants to protect nesting bird species in the Project locations during construction which are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and California Fish and Game Code Sections 3503 and 3513:



1. Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and in adjacent habitat areas and any nests observed will be identified and clearly marked. For passerines, an exclusion area where construction will not be allowed to commence will be established approximately 100 meters (330 feet) from any active nest. For raptors (other than golden eagles), the exclusion area will be established approximately 170 meters (500 feet) from any active nest (excluding nests of the common raven). For golden eagles, the exclusion area will be established approximately 1.6 kilometers (one mile) from any active nest. Initial protective buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on type of construction activity and bird species and per approval by CDFG or USFWS. Nests will be checked within one week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or young have fledged.



2. Vegetation clearing will be conducted outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

3. Biological monitors will be present on-site during all phases of construction and will be tasked with monitoring avian nesting in adjacent habitats. If nests are found, the same procedures would be used as discussed above for pre-construction surveys. 



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicant to protect roosting bats in the Project locations during construction: Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and adjacent habitat areas and any active bat colonies will be identified and clearly marked. An exclusion area will be established approximately 50 meters (165 feet) from any active colony, and whenever possible, these areas will be avoided during construction activities.



For five years post-construction, the Applicant will record incidental sightings of raptors and bats in the Project locations. In addition, the Applicant will conduct nest surveys within the Project locations at least twice each spring between March 1 and June 1, separated by at least 30 days where all project-related infrastructure will be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. The Applicant will submit quarterly status reports via email to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG. On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1st of each year. These reports may include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.



AM-WIL-4, Construction Water Storage Pond Design. The temporary construction water ponds shall be designed, constructed, and operated in compliance with all applicable regulatory requirements with respect to design, operation, and maintenance, protection of migratory waterfowl, and raven management. This includes following provisions in the FEIS under the common raven management plan and includes the following specific measures to discourage ravens:



· Using anti-perching devices around the perimeter of each pond to exclude ravens and other birds from accessing the edge of the ponds to drink.

· Lining the ponds and maintaining two feet of freeboard in the ponds at all times

· Designing the ponds with interior side slopes at a 33 percent slope (3:1, horizontal:vertical)

· Netting will be used to cover ponds when not in use to reduce avian access. Appropriate material will be used to ensure that nocturnal bird species and bats will not become entangled in the netting.

· At least 60 days prior to construction, the Applicant shall submit to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG, the proposed locations and design of the ponds, including how many ponds would be operational at a time, specific design features to discourage ravens, and a plan for immediately addressing problems with pond design. During construction, the ponds shall be monitored daily to ensure that anti-raven measures are successful. All ponds will be dismantled at the end of construction.



SCE does not have construction water storage ponds in its project components.






MM-WIL-5. Prepare and Implement a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. Prior to the issuance of a ROW retain a BLM-approved, qualified biologist to prepare a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan in consultation with CDFG and USFWS. This plan shall follow the Avian Protection Plan guidelines outlined by USFWS and APLIC. The plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such feeder/distribution lines and solar panels.  



The Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan shall include at a minimum: 

· Detailed specifications on data, 

· A carcass collection protocol, and 

· A rationale justifying the proposed schedule of carcass searches, and

· Seasonal trials to assess bias from carcass removal by scavengers as well as searcher bias.



During construction and for one year following the beginning of the solar farm operation the biologist shall submit annual reports to BLM, CDFG, and USFWS describing the dates, durations, and results of monitoring and data collection. The annual reports shall provide a detailed description of any project-related bird or wildlife deaths or injuries detected during the monitoring study or at any other time and data collected for the study of polarized light impacts on insectivorous birds. The report shall analyze any project-related bird fatalities or injuries detected, and provide recommendations for future monitoring and any adaptive management actions needed.



Thresholds will be determined in this ABPP and approved by BLM, CDFG and USFWS. If BLM determines that bird mortality caused by solar have been identified as key mortality features, or implement other appropriate actions approved by BLM and regulatory agencies based on the findings of the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. If mitigation actions are required, the annual reporting shall continue until BLM, in consultation with CDFG and USFWS, determines whether more years of monitoring are needed, and whether additional mitigation and adaptive management measures are necessary.



MM-WIL-6. Prepare and Implement Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring, and Adaptive Management. For each year during which construction will occur, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities shall be conducted to determine if whether any territory is active. Survey methods for the inventory shall be as described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. A nesting territory or shall be considered occupied or unoccupied based on criteria in Pagel (2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. Data collected during the inventory shall include at least the following: 

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan: If an occupied nest (as defined by Pagel et al. 2010) is detected within 10 miles of any project component, the Project owner or SCE shall prepare and implement a Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles. The monitoring methods shall be consistent with those described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall be prepared in consultation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). It shall be implemented by Desert Sunlight or SCE, according to project component; and each Applicant shall designate a biologist, to be approved by BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). Triggers for adaptive management shall include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, including but not limited to: agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall include a description of adaptive management actions, which shall include, but not be limited to, cessation of construction activities that are deemed by the Designated Biologist to be the source of golden eagle disturbance.



1.2	Legal Drivers

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA), National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) provide the primary legal bases for this ABPP. The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 703, et seq.) prohibits the taking, killing, possession, transportation and importation of migratory birds, their eggs, parts, and nests, except when authorized by the USFWS. Because MBTA does not provide a specific mechanism to authorize “incidental” take, proponents often work proactively with the Service to avoid and minimize the potential take of species. 



The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 668-668d) protects bald and golden eagles.  Through a new regulation (50 CFR § 22.26), the Service can authorize take of bald and golden eagles when the take is associated with, but not the purpose of, an otherwise lawful activity, and cannot practicably be avoided. Thus, these new regulations provide a mechanism where take of eagles can be legally authorized.  



Under the National Environmental Policy Act (42 USC §§ 4321-4370h), federal agencies such as BLM are required to prepare a detailed environmental impact statement (EIS) for any major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment. An EIS must include an examination of the environmental impacts of a proposed project, a reasonable range of alternatives for a project and other related matters. BLM authorization of a right-of-way (ROW) grant for the Project would require a land use plan amendment (PA) to the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan (BLM 1980), as amended. In addition, DOE will consider Sunlight’s application for a loan guarantee under Title XVII of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EPAct 05), as amended by Section 406 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Public Law (PL) 111-5 (the “Recovery Act”).



The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has discretionary authority to issue the Permit to Construct (PTC) for SCE’s Red Bluff Substation, a portion of the Project. As allowed by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15221, the CPUC intends to use this EIS to provide the environmental review required for its approval process. The CPUC and BLM have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that defines the relationship of the two agencies, and identifies CPUC as a cooperating agency with the BLM. 



The Applicant anticipates that construction and/or operation of the Project will not cause unauthorized “take” or prohibited “disturbance” of any species protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act or the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. However, it is voluntarily proposing this Avian and Bat Protection Plan to proactively implement measures to avoid, minimize and mitigate for any potential adverse effects of the Project on such species.  In addition, by utilizing the adaptive management approach in this plan, it is committing to evaluate data during the operation phase of the Project and make further adjustments to the plan, if necessary and appropriate. 



1.3	Corporate Policy

Sunlight and SCE have a commitment to work cooperatively towards the protection of migratory birds and bats.  These entities are committed to consistent coordination with agency personnel at BLM, USFWS, and the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) so that all parties and agencies understand the scope of the Project and can discuss project facilities and features that may require additional attention for avian species.




2.0	Coordination

Sunlight and SCE recognized that an essential element to developing a successful Project is the coordination between the project proponents and the appropriate agencies. As recommended by USFWS, the Applicants conducted early coordination on essential elements, such as wildlife surveys, project siting criteria, and operational limitations to ensure that all parties and agencies understood the scope of the project and potential issues could be identified early in the planning process (USFWS 2010). This coordination resulted in numerous improvements to project siting and design (discussed in Section 4.0), and the development of Applicant Measures designed to avoid and minimize potential effects to avian and bat species. 

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 

Sunlight evaluated a larger Project Study Area (PSA) when determining the siting of the Project. Areas of desert wash woodland were avoided in this siting to the extent possible, in part to avoid the potential roosting, nesting, and foraging areas for birds and bats within areas of greater vegetation structure. The process of reducing the Project footprint is discussed further in Section 4.0.



The Applicants have also incorporated design features into the Project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats, including:

· Limiting vegetation clearing to periods outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

· Limiting vegetation disturbance and grading to the smallest area practicable; and

· Placing electrical lines underground or transmission lines on existing structures to the extent practical to avoid collisions with lines. 



The Applicants further intends to utilize the Applicant Measures AM-WIL-3 and AM-WIL-4 from the FEIS (presented in Section 1.0) during the construction phase and O&M phase of the project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

SCE will also follow the above measures outlined in AM-WIL-3 (AM-WIL-4 is not applicable to SCE components) in the FEIS above to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.






3.0	Adaptive Management and Habitat Compensation

3.1	Adaptive Management Process

The Applicant has incorporated siting criteria, design features and best management practices into the Project that will provide significant avoidance and minimization measures that will reduce the potential for adverse effects on avian and bat species. Specifically, decisions were made to ensure that each phase of project development was evaluated with an eye to reducing potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats during the siting, design, construction, operation and maintenance (O&M), and post-operation phases of the Project. 



In additional to the specific Project measures described below, Sunlight and SCE are committed to using an adaptive management approach throughout the life of the Project that supports flexible decision making and can be adjusted as monitoring results or new regional data are received. In so doing, the protections in this plan are expected to have continued effectiveness throughout the life of the Project.



This adaptive management approach will include the following six key concepts described by Williams (2009) that are endorsed by the Service in its Interim Guidance for Solar Energy Facilities (USFWS 2010):

1. Problem Assessment

2. Design

3. Implementation

4. Monitoring

5. Evaluation

6. Adjustment



Adaptive Management is a keystone of the Sunlight and SCE program to avoid and reduce potential effects to avian and bat species throughout the construction, O&M, and decommissioning stages of the Project. In order to compensate for the loss of avian and bat habitat, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide habitat compensation. This approach is described further in the following sections.

3.2	Habitat Compensation

Habitat Compensation is discussed in detail in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar 2011) for the solar farm and gen-tie line. The Applicant and SCE are prepared to implement necessary mitigation and compensation for impacts to protected wildlife species as required by BLM, the CDFG, and USFWS as described in the FEIS and Habitat Compensation Plan. 




4.0	Pre-Siting Data Collection

The siting of the solar farm site, gen-tie line, and substation required detailed and individual evaluation. Although the area of Red Bluff Substation had been recently and repeatedly surveyed prior to this Project for numerous transmission projects, the solar farm site and immediately surrounding areas had not been previously surveyed. Thus, in an effort to place the Project components in locations that would yield the least risk of population impacts, a rigorous siting evaluation process was completed, including the following considerations recommended by the USFWS:

1. Coarse Site Assessment

2. Habitat Equivalency Analysis

3. Site Specific Wildlife Surveys

4. Risk Assessment

5. Reporting

4.1 Coarse Site Assessment

In accordance with USFWS guidance, a pre-siting assessment was conducted starting with a coarse site assessment of the potential environmental issues that might preclude the site from development based on its perceived or validated level of risk (USFWS 2010). This project conducted the equivalent of a Potential Impact Index (PII) (USFWS 2003) by taking a “first cut” analysis of the suitability of a site proposed for development and estimating use of the site by selected wildlife species as an indicator of potential impact (USFWS 2010).



Initial biological assessments conducted in 2007 recommended the avoidance of Pinto Wash as potential habitat for special status species, including avian and bat species. This was supported by an initial field assessment of the site conducted by Patricia Brown-Berry (Brown Berry 2010) for bat species. Between 2008 and 2011, several additional site reductions occurred that reduced the solar farm footprint and shifted the footprint away from areas that support better quality habitats with larger and more diverse vegetative structure.



Project components do not provide habitat for federally or state-listed avian or bat species, but do provide habitat for several special-status species, including those shown on Tables 1 and 2 (Ironwood Consulting 2010).

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 

The Solar farm site alternatives and Gen-tie line route alternatives are not within an Important Bird Area, a Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Network (WHSRN), or an area designated by the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance (Ramsar Convention). The solar farm site is not within an area designated as a critical habitat unit (CHU), or other Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC). The Gen-tie line is partially located within the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU designated as management areas for the desert tortoise. 

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are not within an Important Bird Area, WHSRN area, or Ramsar Convention area. The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are within the Chuckwalla CHU and DWMA.



Table 1.	Sensitive Avian Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Passerine Species

		



		Chaetura vauxi

Vaux’s swift (breeding sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Progne subis

purple martin

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Toxostoma lecontei

LeConte’s thrasher

		Federal:



State:

NECO:

		Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC)

SSC

covered



		Raptors 

		



		Aquila chrysaetos

golden eagle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		protected by BGEPA

SSC; fully protected

covered 



		Athene cunicularia

burrowing owl

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Buteo regalis

ferruginous hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

none

covered 



		Buteo swainsonii

Swainson’s hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

threatened

covered 



		Circus cyaneus

northern harrier

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Falco mexicanus

prairie falcon (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered












Table 2.	Sensitive Bat Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Antrozous pallidus

pallid bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eptesicus fuscus pallidus

big brown bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eumops perotis californicus

western mastiff bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Eumops perotis

pocketed free-tailed bat  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus cinereus

hoary bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus xanthinus

southern yellow bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Macrotus californicus

California leaf-nosed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Myotis californicus  

California myotis  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Parastrellus hesperus

western pipistrelle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Plecotus townsendii

Townsend’s big-eared bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Tadarida brasiliensis  

Mexican free-tailed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered








4.2	Habitat Equivalency Analysis

The Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide the habitat compensation process.



As recommended by the USFWS, the Applicants have looked for opportunities to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities. These opportunities may come in the form of voluntary habitat acquisition or conservation easements. In order to quantify the appropriate compensation acreage, the use of an HEA can be used to identify high quality habitat and calculate compensation for the development of high quality habitats for both permanent and temporary losses. The objective of an HEA is to replace lost habitat services with like services, providing a replacement ratio for interim and permanent injury. 



The most significant step First Solar has taken to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities is working with BLM to determine the suitability of habitat remaining within their solar application as an area to be excluded from future development due to biological concerns. The area that could be excluded supports more diverse habitats with greater vegetation structure than the majority of the Project site and provides better habitats for most bird and bat species than those habitats found on the solar farm site.

4.3	Site Specific Wildlife Surveys

Pre-siting survey data will become the baseline for project impacts to bird and bat populations. Thus, prior to conducting site-specific surveys of the Project components, appropriate survey questions were developed that included methods applicable for before-after control impacts studies. Survey questions included:

1. Which species of birds and bats use the project area and how do their numbers vary temporally?

2. How much time do birds/bats spend in potential risk zones and does this behavior vary by season?

3. What is the estimated range of bird/bat mortalities from the project?

4. Are there nesting raptors on site or within 3 miles of project footprint. For eagles, are there eagles nesting within 10 miles of project footprint?

4.3.1	Methods

As recommended by USFWS (2010), multiple survey techniques were used to ensure adequate data collection. Specific survey methods included:

1. Diurnal point counts including varying timing during the day, month and seasonally during migratory periods.

2. Raptor nest searches including golden eagle surveys (Pagel et al 2010)

3. Migration counts.

4. Incidental data collection conducted during all biological surveys conducted at the Project components, which spanned over four years at the site, thus also captured timing variation within days, months and seasons as well as under varying climatic conditions.




Point Counts

Point count surveys for all birds were conducted in April, May, and October 2010 by experienced desert avian biologists Kip Kermoian and Jake Molhman at a total of twelve locations, nine on the Solar farm site and three at control sites, using point count methodology as described in Monitoring Bird Populations by Point Counts (Ralph et al. 1995). The surveys identify bird species and their relative numbers at each fixed study point location (point counts). Point count methodology is well accepted and widely used in bird studies.  Each point is visited for a fixed amount of time and all birds detected within an often fixed radius are recorded. Research suggests that the amount of time spent at a sampling location increases standard error, especially at times greater than 10 minutes (Smith et al. 1997). Each count was limited to 10 minutes to minimize standard error introduced by double counting, flyovers, etc. Additionally, incidental flyovers were recorded separately from typical observations and each count was divided into three survey periods consisting of the first three minutes, minutes 3 to 5, and minutes 5 to 10. This time division was done to facilitate data analysis used to differentiate birds most likely to be permanent or temporary occupants of the study point from transients in the area surveyed.  



Golden Eagle Surveys

The Applicant participated in a joint program to conduct aerial surveys for golden eagles in and around Blythe and Desert Center, California. These surveys were conducted in two phases, with Phase 1 occurring on April 2-3, 2010 and Phase 2 occurring on May 14, 2010.  These surveys were conducted in accordance with applicable USFWS guidance and were designed to record and report occupancy (Phase I) and productivity (Phase II) of golden eagle nests within a ten-mile radius of four solar projects, including Sunlight’s Solar farm site. 



Although the primary purpose of the surveys was to conduct the first of two aerial surveys for golden eagles [Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (USFWS 2010)], the surveys also recorded data for other raptor species.  The data and results from these surveys are found in the Final Report, Golden Eagle Surveys Surrounding Four Proposed Energy Developments in the Mojave Desert Region, California (Wildlife Research Institute 2010). 



Raptor Nest Surveys

Surveys of the alternatives for all three main components of the Project site were conducted on April 23-24 and May 20, 2010 in accordance with draft State agency protocols for identifying raptor nests [California Energy Commission (CEC) and CDFG 2010].  These surveys include inspecting all potential structures and trees in the Project vicinity for the presence of raptor nests. The results from these nest surveys are incorporated in this document.



Bats

On February 17, 2010, Dr. Patricia Brown, desert bat expert who has conducted numerous bat surveys in the Project region, conducted a reconnaissance-level survey of the Project components. The purpose of this survey was to determine those bats species that might inhabit these project areas and to formulate avoidance and minimization measures for bat species to be used during the construction, O&M, and post-construction phases.




Incidental Sightings

During all Project biological surveys, all bird species were identified and/or tallied on standardized data forms (Ironwood Consulting 2010). These data were compiled in electronic databases and used to determine species present and variation throughout days, months and seasons.

4.3.2	Results

Results addressing the first 3 survey questions were compiled and are discussed below separately for passerines, raptors, and bats with a special discussion for special-status bird species listed on Table 1. The chart below shows those bird species that were recorded most frequently during all surveys of the solar farm site.

Passerines

Most detections of passerine species were recorded in the morning hours between 0600 and 0800 and in the months of March and April in each year. These results are likely affected by the higher numbers of surveyors recording data during those months of the year, and that point counts were conducted in the morning hours as described in Ralph et al 1995. All passerine species were found in habitats that are present both on the solar farm site and gen-tie line, and on the SCE components; therefore any of these species may inhabit each of these Project components. Habitat quality does differ throughout the area, with the gen-tie line and SCE components in areas of sheet flow and scattered desert dry wash woodland, thus providing greater vegetation diversity and structure. The solar farm site has approximately 1,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitats that provide greater density and structure favored by most species, with the remaining approximately 2,921 acres poorer quality habitat with few species present and wide spaces between shrubs of stunted growth.



Mortalities from the project are not expected with the inclusion of the avoidance and impact minimization measures required in the FEIS and discussed in Section 5.0 of this report and include protection of active nests until nest completion is documented. Avian species found on the solar farm site are highly mobile and were generally found in low numbers on the majority of the solar farm site. Thirty-eight passerine species have been recorded at the Project components (Table 3). The species indicated in bold type are special-status species discussed separately below.



Table 3.	Passerine Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		Common Name

		Scientific name



		American robin

		Turdus migratorius



		Anna's hummingbird

		Calypte anna



		ash-throated flycatcher

		Myiarchus cinerascens



		barn swallow

		Hirundo rustica



		black-crowned night heron

		Nycticorax nycticorax



		black-tailed gnatcatcher

		Polioptila melanura



		black-throated sparrow

		Amphispiza bilineata



		blue-gray gnatcatcher

		Polioptila caerulea



		Brewer's blackbird

		Euphagus cyanocephalus



		Brewer's sparrow

		Spizella breweri



		Bullock's oriole

		Icterus bullockii



		common poorwill

		Phalaenoptilus nuttallii



		Costa's hummingbird

		Calypte costae



		Gambel’s quail

		Callipepla gambelii



		greater roadrunner

		Geococcyx californianus



		great-tailed grackle

		Quiscalus mexicanus



		horned lark

		Eremophila alpestris



		house finch

		Carpodacus mexicanus



		house wren

		Troglodytes aedon



		killdeer

		Charadrius vociferous



		LeConte’s thrasher

		Toxostoma lecontei



		lesser goldfinch

		Carduelis psaltria



		lesser nighthawk

		Chordeiles minor



		mourning dove

		Zenaida macroura



		northern flicker

		Colaptes auratus



		northern mockingbird

		Mimus polyglottos



		phainopepla

		Phainopepla nitens



		rock wren

		Salpinctes obsoletus



		northern rough-winged swallow

		Stelgidopteryx serripennis



		Say’s phoebe

		Sayonaris nigricans



		tree swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		verdin

		Auriparus flaviceps



		violet-green swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		western kingbird

		Tyraannus verticalis



		western meadowlark

		Sturnella neglecta



		white-crowned sparrow

		Zonotrichia leucophrys



		white-throated swift 

		Aeronautes saxatalis



		yellow-rumped warbler

		Dendroica coronata






Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 1). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  

Raptors

Thirteen raptor species (excluding common raven) are known to occur at the Project components (Table 4). The species in bold type are special-status species as shown on Table 1 with locations shown on Figure 1 for all species except burrowing owl, shown on Figure 2. Because the solar farm site and gen-tie line are located in the valley floor of the Chuckwalla Valley, most raptor species were observed as flyovers of the components as indicated on Table 4.



Table 4.	Raptor Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		

Common Name

		

Scientific Name

		Approximate Number of Individuals



		

		

		Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		Red Bluff Substation and 

Related Components



		American kestrel

		Falco sparverius

		P

		P



		burrowing owl

		Athene cunicularia

		1*

		0*



		ferruginous hawk 

		Buteo regalis

		1 flyover

		0



		golden eagle

		Aquila chrysaetos

		0

		0



		loggerhead shrike

		Lanius ludovicianus

		23

		6



		merlin

		Falco columbarius

		P

		P



		northern harrier

		Circus cyaneus

		2 flyovers

		0



		prairie falcon

		Falco mexicanus

		4 flyovers

		0



		red-tailed hawk

		Buteo jamaicensis

		P

		P



		sharp-shinned hawk

		Accipiter striatus

		P

		P



		Swainson’s hawk

		Buteo swainsonii

		18 flyovers

		0



		turkey vulture

		Cathartes aura

		P

		P





P = present at Project component (non-special-status species were not recorded by location)

*see burrowing owl discussion for more information





Burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. It is also a BCC species for which the USFWS is very concerned about fragmentation and displacement effects. Burrowing owls inhabit open dry grasslands and desert scrubs, and typically nest in mammal burrows although they may use man-made structures including culverts and debris piles. In the Project region, they are resident species and exhibit strong nest site fidelity. Burrowing owls eat insects, small mammals and reptiles. 



The Phase 1 assessment for burrowing owls concluded that suitable habitat for burrowing owls existed throughout the study area. During the Phase 2 burrow surveys, numerous suitable burrows were recorded on the solar farm site; however, three records of burrowing owl sign (i.e., burrow, white wash and pellets) were observed. One group of observations, which included one individual owl and two burrows with white wash and pellets, occurred approximately 1,500 feet east of the intersection of Gen-Tie A1 and highway 177. The two other individual owl sightings occurred approximately one mile north and 0.8 mile west of the solar farm site. One owl was observed east of the Red Bluff substation.



Owls observed were all individual adults and observations occurred during both spring and fall seasons. It is expected that the owls reside within the area and there is a high potential for pairs to occur. Phase 3 surveys will be performed prior to ground disturbing activities to determine the exact number of resident owls potentially affected by construction immediately prior to these activities.



Ferruginous hawk (Buteo regalis) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. This species typically nests in northern latitudes of North America and overwinters in southern regions. Migrant ferruginous hawks are a regular but uncommon during spring and fall in the California desert regions. Within the NECO planning area, ferruginous hawks have been observed overwintering in low numbers in the lower Colorado River Valley, Yuma Basin, West Mesa, and the agricultural areas of Imperial Valley (BLM 2002). Two sightings of migrating ferruginous hawks were recorded, one within the Solar farm site and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. Both observations occurred in March 2010 and consisted of flyovers. The golden eagle surveys performed by helicopter in spring 2010 did not observe presence of this species. Based on data reviewed and observations, it is not expected that ferruginous hawks utilize the study area for nesting or overwintering. This species may forage within the study area during migration. 



Golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) is a State Species of Special Concern and Fully Protected Species, and it is addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. Golden eagles and their primary prey species, jackrabbits, have declined in the California desert regions due to prolonged drought conditions that have persisted since 1998 (WRI 2010). Breeding in Southern California starts in January, nest building and egg laying in February to March, and hatching and raising the young eagles occur from April through June. Once the young eagles are flying on their own, the adult eagles will continue to feed them and teach them to hunt until late November.





No golden eagle nests were found on or adjacent to the solar farm site or other Project components. Phase I occupancy surveys conducted in April 2010 detected 13 potentially-active nests within a ten mile radius of the Solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation, as shown on Figure 3. Of these, 4 nests were within Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP), with an additional three in steep hills west and above Eagle Mountain mine, nearly within the JTNP boundaries. These are located either on BLM lands or lands owned by Eagle Mountain Mine and the Kaiser Corporation. The remaining three potential nests were located south of Interstate 10 in the Chuckwalla Mountains, approximately 3 miles west and southwest from the proposed Red Bluff Substation. One observation of a golden eagle flyover of the Chuckwalla Valley was recorded during these surveys (WRI 2010).



Phase II productivity surveys determined that 12 of these 13 nests were inactive, with one active but non-reproductive nest located in the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area approximately 5 miles from the solar farm site boundary (Figure 3). No reproductive nests were located within the 10-mile radius of the solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation (WRI 2010).



During these surveys, there were additional raptor species observed within 10 miles of the solar farm site: turkey vultures, common ravens, prairie falcons, and Swainson’s hawks (WRI 2010).



Loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) is State Species of Special Concern and a year-round resident in parts of the Southern California desert. As a predatory bird its diet consists of insects, amphibians, small reptiles, small mammals, and other birds. One pair was observed approximately 0.2 miles northwest of the Solar farm site. Observations of adults were made in both spring and fall, and one individual with first-year plumage was recorded in the fall. Based on the amount and nature of observations made during the surveys, loggerhead shrikes are year-round residents within the study area. Loggerhead shrikes were often observed perching on palo verde and ironwood trees as well as larger creosote bush shrubs and other structures including utility poles. 



Northern harrier (Circus cyaneus), a State Species of Special Concern, is a raptor species that occurs in a wide range of habitats throughout North America. In Southern California, harriers typically nest and forage in open habitats that provide adequate vegetative cover, suitable prey base, and scattered perches such as shrubs or fence posts (Shuford 2008). This species is often found near bodies of water and wetlands (CDFG 2010). Harriers are ground-nesting birds with suitable nesting habitat limited in the southern California desert (Shuford 2008). Three harriers were recorded: two within the Solar farm site, and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. 



Prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus) is State Species of Special Concern that breeds throughout the arid West from southern Canada to central Mexico. The overall distribution appears to be stable. Prairie falcons are found in areas of the dry interior where cliffs provide secure nesting sites. In the desert they are found in all vegetation types, although sparse vegetation provides the best foraging habitat. Prairie falcons were observed in the southwest corner of the solar farm site and approximately 1 mile east of the eastern boundary as flyovers. Two additional observations were recorded along the Gen-tie line, but not south of Interstate 10 (I-10) near the Red Bluff Substation alternatives or related components. During aerial surveys for golden eagles, two prairie falcons were recorded within 10 miles of the Solar farm site near the boundary of Eagle Mountain Mine and Joshua Tree National Park (WRI 2010). One location was an active, reproductive nest in 2010 with unknown nest success (Figure 3). No prairie falcon nests were observed within any Project areas.



Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsonii) is state-listed (threatened) raptor species that breeds in much of western North America. Within California, nesting occurs primarily in the Central Valley and northern territories; however, regular nesting occurs in the high desert between the Tehachapi Mountains and Lancaster. This species winters in southern South America with a migration route of over 20,000 miles (Woodbridge 2008). Arrival at breeding areas generally occurs from late February to early May depending on geographical characteristics of the breeding area (Woodbridge 2008). Nest sites have not been documented in the Sonoran Desert of California. This species was observed within the study area during migration. Three incidental records were documented on April 9, 2010 during botanical and baseline surveys. Two observations were of individual Swainson’s hawks and the third observation consisted of a group of over ten birds. All individuals were seen in flight overhead within or near the Solar Farm boundaries. Additionally, Swainson’s hawks were observed during golden eagle surveys near Chuckwalla Mountains [two individuals (March 26 and April 3, 2010)], Coxcomb Mountains [fourteen individuals (April 2, 2010)], and Palen Mountains [four individuals (March 25, 2010)] (WRI 2010). This species is not expected to nest or overwinter within the study area.

Bats

Dr. Brown’s results indicate that pallid bats and western pipistrelles could roost in small rocks on the ground on the solar farm site alternatives. Radio-telemetry surveys have shown that hoary bats will roost in palo verde trees and ironwoods and that California leaf-nosed bats might roost in the limited areas of ironwood trees between foraging bouts. These tree species are found within the small areas of desert dry wash woodland on the gen-tie line and Red Bluff Substation and related components.



Desert dry wash woodland attracts foraging bats due to increased insect concentration.  This is especially true for California leaf-nosed bats and pallid bats that feed on large insects they glean off the foliage. Roosts for these species have been identified in mines in the Eagle and Coxcomb Mountains, both within 16 kilometers (10 miles) of the solar farm site.

4.4	Risk Assessment

Potential direct impacts could occur without the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures incorporated in to the Project through Applicant measures and mitigation measures as described in the FEIS (see Section 1.0). Some of the measures described in this document are in addition to those presented in the FEIS as the Applicants continue to address concerns regarding avian and bat species and meet changing requirements. With the incorporation of these measures, the Project is not expected to cause any prohibited “take” or “disturbance” of any species protected by the BGEPA or MBTA.



4.4.1	Site-Specific Threats

Based on the results of the site-specific surveys combined with additional regional surveys and information, the potential for take was assessed for the following site-specific threats (USFWS 2010):

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays;

2. Transmission line, power tower, meteorological tower, or guy line collision;

3. Electrocution potential;

4. Territory abandonment;

5. Nest and roost site disturbances;

6. Habitat loss and fragmentation; and

7. Disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility.



Due to the nature of the Project (as a photovoltaic solar facility) and its components, the following threats are not likely to occur:

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays,

2. Potential collisions from power towers, meterological towers, and guy lines 

3. Electrocution potential



Potential threats from direct transmission line collisions for avian species and bats could occur without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0.



Without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0, nest and roost site disturbances and territory abandonment could occur due to direct nest removal during vegetation removal activities; and indirect disturbance from construction-related noise, lighting, and dust. 

  

Although no nests would be directly taken with the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures for the Project, habitat loss and fragmentation would occur due to the loss of approximately 4,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitat, and up to 200 acres of desert wash woodland habitat. The loss of these habitats would prevent avian and bat species from using the Project areas for nesting or overwintering, and these species and habitat uses would likely remain in adjacent large habitat areas including those areas restricted from development between the Project and Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) and within the park itself (over 1,000,000 acres of protected adjacent similar habitats).



Potential disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility is likely to be extremely small because the Project is photovoltaic in nature and has no moving components. The estimated long-term human presence on the facility is estimated at 12-15 individuals related to security and maintenance activities, as described in the FEIS. The avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0 include measures for the O&M phase of the Project.



Impacts to bats include potential direct impacts to ground nesting species (pallid bats and western pipistrelles) and removal of trees with active bat colonies. Indirect impacts could potentially occur from removal of foraging habitat. Indirect impacts could also potentially occur from increased human activity, noise, nighttime lighting, and dust.

4.4.2	Cumulative Impacts

The FEIS lists those projects considered as part of the cumulative impact analysis. Cumulative effects discussed in this document include those which have been or will be carried out throughout the anticipated life of the project, and, where practicable and reasonable, should include the impacts from all threats for which the BLM and/or Applicants have some form of control. Potential long-term cumulative indirect effects include the potential removal of nesting, roosting, and foraging habitat for avian and bat species.



For passerine species, nesting and foraging habitats are focused on smaller home ranges near nest sites and available forage. As described above for site-specific threats, vegetation removal would occur within these home ranges, using avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0 to eliminate the take of these species or active nests. The Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide similar habitats and abundant nesting and foraging opportunities for these species, therefore, cumulative effects are unlikely to be significant.  



Raptor species (excluding golden eagles and ravens) have larger home ranges and forage over large distances. Due to the development of this Project and other regional projects there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat. This loss is not expected to be significant, or cause prohibited take because it represents a small percentage of the total foraging area regionally available for these species (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for raptors, and more suitable habitats for nesting for most raptor species.



Golden eagles forage in an area extending up to 225 kilometers (140 miles) from the Project boundaries. Although there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat from the development of alternative energy projects and other regional projects discussed in the FEIS, this loss is not expected to be significant, or to cause prohibited “disturbance” or “taking,” because it is only a small percentage of the total foraging area (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provides appropriate habitats for nesting (which the Project dies not), and appropriate habitats for foraging.



For bat species, potential cumulative impacts are discussed for an area 16 kilometers (10 miles) from the boundaries of the Proposed Project. These include the potential for combined direct effects of the removal of individuals and occupied nests of ground nesting species such as pallid bats and western pipistrelles from project construction. In addition, the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for bats, and many areas that are more suitable habitats for nesting for bat species.








5.0.	Project Design Conservation Measures

The Applicants have sited and designed the Project to avoid and minimize impacts to avian and bat species whenever possible. All discussions below of macro- and micro-siting considerations, nest site buffers and conservation measures during the construction and O&M phases of the Project will apply to both Applicants and all Project components.



The Applicants have worked to site Project components to have the least impacts to bird and bat populations with the goal of avoiding any take of migratory birds and bats and/or minimize the loss, destruction, or degradation of migratory bird and bat habitat by placing projects in areas of lower quality habitat to the maximum extent practicable. 

5.1	Project Siting

The process of siting of Project components included both macro- and micro-siting considerations.

5.1.1	Macro-Siting

Macro-siting considerations for the Project components were conducted in 2007 during initial surveys, and were refined in 2008 after the collection of the initial large data sets for the Project. In 2007, Pinto Wash, which bisects the requested Right-of-Way grant, was removed from development consideration. At this time, other larger areas of desert wash woodland were also removed from site consideration because these habitats support greater vegetation structure, density and diversity and are likely to support greater numbers of species and individuals than other habitats in the ROW area. Macro-siting considerations for the Project components also included the avoidance of:



· Locations with federally or state listed, or otherwise designated sensitive species, and areas managed for the conservation of listed species

Project components avoid DWMAs, CHU, and ACECs to the extent possible and were sited in the area of lowest known concentration for special-status species available.

· Areas frequently used for daily bird and bat movements (i.e., areas between roosting and feeding sites)

Areas of desert wash woodland were identified and avoided by Project components, particularly the larger expanses of this habitat found in the Pinto and Big Wash areas.

· Breeding and wintering eagle use areas

These areas were identified and avoided for all Project components. Valley floor areas such as the proposed Solar farm site do not provide wintering or breeding habitat for eagles.

· Known migration flyways for birds and bats

Pinto Wash is a known bat migration corridor with impacts to this area avoided by the siting of the Solar farm site.

· Areas near known bat hibernacula, breeding, and maternity/nursery colonies

No known areas are found with the footprint of the Project components.

· Fragmentation of large, contiguous tracts of wildlife habitat (Canadian Wildlife Service 2006a and 2006b)



Many desert special status avian and bat species require large undisturbed areas that are highly sensitive to fragmentation effects. In siting the Project components, all areas with greater vegetation structure, density and diversity were avoided or reduced to the extent possible. These areas included desert wash woodlands and areas of creosote bush scrub that overlay stabilized geological features and support greater density and diversity of vegetation.

5.1.2	Micro-Siting

Micro-siting considerations for the Project components were begun in 2008 and actively continued as further wildlife surveys were conducted and through informal meetings with the BLM, USFWS and CDFG throughout the Project’s planning process. The siting of the solar farm was further reduced between the Draft EIS and FEIS in response to concerns from the public and agencies involved in the process. Beyond continuing to refine the boundaries of the solar farm, additional considerations of micro-siting included:

· Avoiding features that attract raptors (areas supporting tall perching structures including trees, utility poles, etc.)



By avoiding desert wash woodland areas, the Project avoided areas with tree layers. The Applicants have designed features to reduce perching by raptors whenever possible.

· Avoiding features that attract migrant birds (e.g., water sources, riparian vegetation) Minimize the potential for enhancing habitats suitable for raptor prey species such as rodents that would likely attract raptors to the project site



Project components are not adjacent to landscape features that attract migrant birds such as water sources. Project construction and O&M phases will minimize the potential for creating habitats suitable for rodents, such as rock piles, that could attract raptors.

5.2	Buffer Zones

Buffer zones have been established through the FEIS Applicant and Mitigation Measures to protect raptor and other bird nests, areas of high bird and bat use, and known bat roosts from disturbance related to the construction of the solar farm. 



Clearance surveys will be conducted within 30 days prior to vegetation removal in project areas to locate any active nests, burrowing owl burrows, or bat roosts. Vegetation removal will occur outside of the breeding season for special-status bird and bats species to the extent possible. If any active nests, roosts or burrows are located during these surveys, buffer zones will be established as described in the FEIS to protect these areas.



A Lead Avian and Bat Biologist, working under the Designated Biologist, will be assigned to ensure all buffer zones are correctly established and to monitor nest activity and determine when each nest or burrowing owl burrow has fledged or failed. This individual will also be responsible for all data collected for these buffer zones, nests, roosts and burrows.




5.2.1	Passerines

Buffer distances for passerine nests will consider species, terrain, habitat type, and activity level as these features relate to the bird alert distance and bird flight initiation distance (Whitfield et al. 2008). Buffer size distance was coordinated throughout the FEIS process and is established in the FEIS as established at approximately 100 meters from any active nest (330 feet). The Lead Avian Biologist will may determine that a smaller or larger distance is necessary under individual circumstances such as topography and type of construction activities.



The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the Lead Avian Biologist has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.

5.2.2	Raptors and Eagles

Project-related disturbances such as construction noise, lighting and dust will be avoided within 500 feet from the solar farm site for an active raptor nest and one mile for an active eagle nest (excluding common ravens). Any nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.



For the Red Bluff substation and related components, the specific landscape features of steep terrain and ridgelines between construction activities and nest sites may dictate reduced buffers (Richardson and Miller 1997).



Surveys for golden eagle nests will be conducted during each year of construction that occurs within the nesting season. These surveys will be completed in accordance with current USFWS guidance and protocols (currently Pagel 2010) under the Golden Eagle Surveys and Nest Site Monitoring Plan discussed below in Section 7.0.

5.2.3	Burrowing Owls

For burrowing owls, Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction unit and within a 150-meter (500 foot) buffer area. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 100 meters (330 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged. Outside the nesting season or after determining a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within 1 mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation.

5.2.4	Bats

Construction activities will avoid any bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula found during clearance surveys. No bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula have been located during surveys conducted at the Project components between 2008 and 2011. Appropriate buffer distances will be established by the Lead Avian Biologist in consideration of the disturbance type, distance to roost or hibernacula, time of year of, and the duration of the disturbance.

5.3	Appropriate Facility Design

Many conservation measures have been incorporated into the design of Project facilities, as suggested in USFWS 2010, in an attempt to reduce the potential effects of Project on avian and bat populations, including:



1. Avoid using lattice-type structures, placing external ladders and platforms on towers to minimize perching and nesting.

The use of lattice towers, platforms, and ladders will be minimized to the extent practicable. The use of lattice structures will only be used on the solar farm site for a lookout tower, which will be frequently used (this deterring use by raptors and other birds), and will be frequently checked for the presence of nests. 



Although lattice structures will be used by SCE for their Project components, these will be in an area designated as a utility corridor that currently supports numerous transmission lines, including those on lattice towers, such as DPV1. The Project would not cause a significant increase on the number of lattice towers within this corridor.



2. Implement measures to reduce or buffer adverse noise effects associated with operation of the facility on surrounding wildlife habitat. Noise impacts to birds (Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008) have generally been found to be negative; therefore facility design should take this fact into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats.

The Project utilizes photovoltaic panel technology which has little potential for noise impacts. Noise effects have been extensively studies and include in the FEIS, and continued noise monitoring will be conducted during construction. The O&M phase of the Project would have little or no noise.



3. Avoid the use of guy wires for all meteorological towers and do not light them unless the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requires them to be lit, which is generally >60 meters (>199 ft) AGL in height. Any necessary guy wires should be marked with recommended bird deterrent devices (APLIC 1994, USFWS 2000).

No meteorological towers or guy wires or line are included in the Project.



4. If structures (>60 meters [>199 ft] AGL) require lights for aviation safety, the minimum amount of pilot warning and obstruction avoidance lighting specified by the FAA should be used (FAA 2007). All lights within the facility should illuminate synchronously. Lighting of the boundary of the facility is most important as an aviation safety warning. Unless otherwise requested by the FAA, use only the minimum number of strobed, strobe-like or blinking red incandescent lights of minimum intensity. No steady burning lights should be used on facility infrastructures (Gehring et al. 2009).

Any such lighting at the Project facilities would follow this guidance. SCE facilities are not planned greater than 185 feet in height.



5. Facility lights should be focused downward to reduce skyward illumination. Lights should be equipped with motion detectors to reduce continuous illumination. 

All lighting used at Project facilities will be downcast and would be used only when necessary, when appropriate by installing motion detectors, depending on safety concerns. The project has prepared a Lighting Mitigation Plan in consultation with the Night Sky Program Manager for the National Park Service in order to limit skyward illumination. 



6. Where feasible, place electric power lines underground or on the surface as insulated, shielded wire to avoid electrocution of birds. Use recommendations of the Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) for any required above-ground lines, transformers, or conductors.

Power lines will be in accordance with Avian Power Line Interaction Committee guidelines. 



7. Avoiding the creation of roads to minimize further loss and fragmentation of migratory bird habitat.

New roads associated with Project activities will be kept to a minimum. Roads associated with the solar farm site will be within the Project fence. Roads associated with the gen-tie line have been designed to be the shortest distance possible, such as using spur roads to tower sites from Kaiser Road instead of the creation of a new road along the gen-tie line. Red Bluff substation and related components will use existing roads to the maximum extent possible.



8. If evaporation ponds are required for the operation of the facility, placement of netting over the surface of the ponds is encouraged to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface.

Temporary construction ponds will be used only during the construction phase and will be covered with netting to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface. These ponds are not used for evaporation.  



9. Reducing the attractiveness of solar reflectors to polarotactic water insects (those attracted to polarized light) (Horvath et al. 2010) will help reduce the attractiveness of these facilities to birds and bats. 

Monitoring conducted during the construction and O&M phases of the Project is discussed in Section 7.0 and will assist in determining whether the Project’s photovoltaic panels attract water insects, which in turn could attract birds and bats. If it is determined that water insect are attracted to these facilities, BLM, USFWS, and CDFG will be contacted to determine appropriate adaptive management techniques to reduce this threat.


6.0	Conservation Measures

The conservation measures discussed in this section include those in the FEIS and those presented in USFWS guidance (2010).

6.1	Construction Phase Conservation Measures

Conservation measures that will be implemented by the Project that relate to bird conservation include:

1. Minimize permanent disturbance area such as creating unneeded access roads. Construction of the gen-tie line and other linear Project features will avoid vegetation clearing, and grading whenever possible.

2. All vegetation within the Project footprint that will be disturbed will be cleared outside of the bird breeding season to the maximum extent practicable. If the Project plans vegetation removal within the bird breeding season, it would be because desert (a federally and state threatened species) tortoise protection measures and timing may take precedence, or that reason for work to be completed during the breeding season were beyond the Applicant’s control. If such an occurrence happened, the Applicants would communicate with BLM, USFWS, and CDFG that all reasonable and practicable efforts to complete work outside the bird breeding season were attempted.

When vegetation removal cannot take place outside of the breeding season and a reasonable explanation was provided to BLM, USFWS and CDFG, the Lead Avian Biologist or a person under their direct supervision would be on site during construction activities to locate active nests, establish avoidance buffers around active nests, watch for new nesting activity, and if necessary stop construction when noise and general activity threaten to disturb an active nest.  All active nests of protected birds (e.g., MBTA, ESA, state protected) would not be disturbed until after nest outcome is complete.

3. During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active nest locations would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 330 feet (100 meters) as discussed in the Project’s FEIS. Buffer areas may be larger if the Project’s lead Avian Biologist determines the need for a larger buffer area due to type of activity, species, or habitat considerations. Regardless of seasonal timing of construction, active nests will be flagged and nests avoided, with special attention paid to the nesting season of most avian species (February 15 – May 15). Avoidance areas will remain in place until it is determined that nest outcome is complete.

During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active bat colonies would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 165 feet (50 meters). Whenever possible, these areas will be avoided by construction activities. 

4. Discussions of nest avoidance for passerines, raptors, and golden eagles will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will be included in the Worker Environmental Awareness Plan (WEAP) training briefings. Bat colony avoidance discussions will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will also be included in WEAP training briefings. Training will include identification of avoidance areas and requirements for these areas.

5. The Project will follow APLIC guidelines for overhead utilities (APLIC 1994) to the extent practicable. SCE structures will be built with sufficient conductor separation and other protection devices.

6. Construction activities will be conducted in a manner consistent with reducing fire danger.

7. During construction, all trash will be removed promptly and disposed of properly to avoid creating attractive nuisances for birds and bats.

8. Appropriate control measures will be implemented to prevent the introduction and spread of invasive plant species with and surrounding the project area (see the Project’s Integrated Weed Management Plan – Ironwood Consulting, 2010).

9. Only plants native to the area for will be used seeding or planting during habitat revegetation and/or restoration efforts.

10. As part of this document, a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan (Section 7.1.2) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-5 in the FEIS. This plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such overhead power lines and solar panels. 

11. As part of this document, a Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan (Section 7.1.3) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-6 in the FEIS. 

6.2	Operations and Maintenance Conservation Measures

During the O&M phase of the Project, conservation measures will be used to reduce the attractiveness of the facility to breeding, migrating, and wintering birds and bats to ensure mortality is minimized:

1. The Project will not create or maintain attraction features for birds and /or bats by removing and disposing of road kills near the Project of carrion that attracts raptors and other scavengers to the site, regularly removing vegetation around larger facilities such as substations to reduce raptor foraging, and eliminating open water sources after the construction phase of the Project. 

2. The Project will minimize the use of lighting that could attract migrating birds and bats (feeding on concentrations of insects at lights). All nighttime lighting will be within 800 meters (0.5 mile) of the Project facilities. Lighting will be kept to the minimum level necessary for safety and security. High intensity, steady burning, bright lights such as sodium vapor or spotlights will not be used on Project facilities.

3. The Project will minimize anthrogenic noise which been found to be negative for birds (e.g., Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008), though not all species are affected to the same degree (Brumm 2004). Therefore facility design should take this into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats. During the operation of these energy facilities, means to buffer, muffle, or otherwise dampen any anthropogenic noise pollution that exceeds ambient noise should be fully explored.


7.0	Post-Construction Monitoring 

The objective of post-construction monitoring is to validate the pre-construction risk assessment and to provide data for the Applicants to use in implementing adaptive management based on the monitoring results.  All of the measures in this section apply to both Applicants.



Monitoring objectives include:

1. Estimating bird and bat fatalities due to Project related activities.

2. Assessing bird use of evaporation ponds.

3. Assessing changes in bird and bat behavior due to all aspects of facility operation (noise, lighting, etc.).

4. Assessing territorial abandonment, nest avoidance, and changes in population status within and adjacent to the project footprint.

5. Assessing whether conservation measures implemented for the project were adequate.

7.1	Monitoring Design

7.1.1	Duration and Timing

This program will be conducted during construction and for at least 3 years post-construction during the operations and maintenance phase of the Proposed Project to attempt to capture differences in parameters due to seasonal and annual variability. The monitoring program will be extended to 5 years post-construction if

1. Mortality level triggers are reached or 

2. The Project results in the mortality of a listed species or eagle. 



Monitoring will include data collection during breeding, wintering, and migration periods because bird and bat use of areas will vary seasonally.

7.1.2	Study Components

The long-term monitoring program for measuring raptor and bat incidence at the Project site will consist of:

1. Recording incidental sightings, 

2. Mortality studies by implementing the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan

3. Conducting seasonal point counts, and 

4. Conducting annual nest surveys. 

Incidental Sightings

Throughout the construction and operation phases of the Proposed Project, all incidental sightings of special-status bird species, and all raptors and bats will be logged. During construction, all sightings will be recorded by biological monitors. The Lead Avian Biologist will be tasked with keeping records and reporting these results (as described in Section 7.4).

Mortality Studies (Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan)

Mortality Studies will be conducted within all Project components to determine any monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such the gen-tie line and solar panels. Mortality surveys will be completed weekly post-construction in each Project phase for a period of 1 year. After one year, these studies will be conducted monthly for at least an additional two years, completing the 3-year post-construction monitoring period. These studies will be conducted at a minimum of 12 sites within all Project components and within a minimum of 3 control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the Project areas.



These studies will follow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and will include:

· An assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, 

· A carcass collection protocol and an assessment of carcass scavenger rates, and 

· Detailed specifications on data (see data collection flow charts and example data sheets submitted to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG), 



If monitoring determines that bird mortality caused by solar facilities may be having potentially adverse impacts on special-status bird populations the Applicant will implement adaptive management strategies such as installing additional bird flight diverters alterations to project components that have been identified as key mortality features. If adaptive management actions are implemented, mortality studies will continue for an additional year post-construction until a reduction in mortality to a level comparable to control sites is documented.

Seasonal Point Counts

Point Counts will continue to be conducted using the same methods that were used in baseline point counts (Section 3.0). These point counts will be conducted once during each season of each year (excluding summer) during construction and for the 3-year post-construction period.

Nest Surveys

Annual nest surveys will be conducted each spring during construction between March 15 and June 1, using two surveys separated by at least 30 days. All Project-related infrastructure (e.g.; fence posts, transmission towers, and buildings) would be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. Nest locations may also be detected via incidental sightings or during point count surveys.



During nest surveys, the ground under all raptor and raven nests will be inspected for the presence shells of juvenile tortoises or other evidence or predation of desert tortoise. 

7.1.3	Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan 

In addition to project-specific mortality monitoring studies the Project will monitor golden eagles separately to ensure that golden eagle mortality is adequately assessed. For each year during construction, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities will be conducted to determine whether any territory is active (Pagel et al. 2010). Data collected during the inventory shall include: 

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



If an occupied nest is detected during construction within 10 miles of any Project component, the Applicant for that component will implement adaptive management strategies in cooperation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG (and CPUC if an SCE component) for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles (Pagel et al. 2010). Triggers for additional adaptive management requirements will include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, such as agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment.

7.2	Nest Management

Project facilities will manage nests established on any part of the facility as described throughout this document. Eagle nests will be addressed as described in Section 7.1 above.

7.3	Risk Assessment Validation

Using data collected throughout this process, the Project will attempt to validate the identified risks of the project. The validation process will consider:

1. Whether the documented mortality rate post-construction is higher, lower, or as expected, compared to the pre-construction risk assessment.

2. Whether conservation measures are adequate to minimize bird and/or bat mortality to the maximum extent practicable? 

3. Would additional conservation measures be likely to reduce mortality rates?

4. Do documented mortality rates trigger adaptive management actions?



The results of this validation assessment would be discussed in Project reporting, described in Section 7.4 below.

7.4	Reporting

Quarterly e-mail summaries of all biological monitoring activities will be submitted to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG by the Designated Biologist. One section of these summaries will focus on reporting for the long-term monitoring program for raptors (including owls) and bats. This section will include results of the study components of monitoring conducted during the previous quarter, and a discussion of any unusual circumstances noted. These reports may also include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.

 

On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to the BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for the BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1 of each year. This annual report will summarize all quarterly reports and be submitted via e-mail by the Designated Biologist. After this report is submitted, an annual meeting will be held between the BLM, USFWS, Applicants, and CDFG to review the annual monitoring report and discuss monitoring results and conservation measures, including any adaptive management implemented or recommended.






8.0	Key Resources and References

8.1	Key Resources

Key resources include the team of proponent personnel, biological monitors and agency personnel who will work together to ensure the success of the protection, avoidance, and minimization of impacts to bird and bat species during the construction and operations and maintenance phases of the Project. The names and contact information for key personnel are provided below.



Project Proponents

Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC

1111 Broadway St, 4th Floor

Oakland, CA 94607

(510) 625-7400

Contact:  Amanda Beck

ABeck@firstsolar.com



Southern California Edison

1218 South 5th Avenue

Monrovia, CA 91016

(626) 260-6040

Contact: Paul Yamazaki

Paul.Yamazaki@sce.com


Biological Monitoring

Ironwood Consulting

1412 S. Center St.

Redlands, CA 92373

(909) 798-0330

Contact: Kathy Simon

Kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com



Bureau of Land Management

California Desert District Office

22835 Calle San Juan De Los Lagos

Moreno Valley, CA 92553-9046

(951) 697-5223

Contact: Kim Marsden

Kim_Marsden@BLM.gov 





U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office

6010 Hidden Valley Rd., 101

Carlsbad, CA 92011

760.431.9440 x 354 phone

Contact: Jody Fraser

jody_fraser@fws.gov



California Department of Fish and Game

Inland Deserts Region

3602 Inland Empire Blvd Suite C220

Ontario, CA 91764

(909) 484-0167

Contact: Magdalena Rodriguez

mcrodriguez@dfg.ca.gov
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1.0	INTRODUCTION 

This section provides a brief summary of the project description for the Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC (Applicant) and Southern California Edison (SCE) project (jointly the “Applicants”). A complete description of the project is found in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project California Desert Conservation Area Plan Amendment and Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) (BLM 2011).



The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) issued of a right-of-way (ROW) grant authorizing the construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (Project). The Project covers less than 4,176 acres (ac) and is located in Riverside County, California, approximately 6 miles north of the rural community of Desert Center and approximately (10.5 kilometers or 6.5 miles north of the Interstate 10 corridor (Figure 1). The Project consists of three main components 1) a 550-megawatt (MW) solar photovoltaic (PV) generating facility (Solar Farm), 2) a 220-kilovolt (kV) generation interconnection line (Gen-tie line), and 3) a 500/220-kV substation and substation related components (the Red Bluff Substation) (Figure 2). While the Red Bluff substation is included as part of this project description for planning and environmental considerations, it would be constructed, owned, and operated by SCE, not by the Applicant.



The Applicant and SCE have prepared this Avian and Bat Protection Plan in accordance with regulatory agency guidance, including:

· Region8 Interim Guidelines for the Development of a Project Specific Avian and Bat Protection Plan for Solar Energy Plants and Related Transmission Facilities.   

· Avian and Bat Protection Plan Guidelines developed jointly by Edison Electric Institute’s Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) 

· Additional Interim Guidelines from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS 2000, 2003, 2010). 

· Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO Plan, BLM and the California Department of Fish and Game- CDFG 2002).



1.1	Purpose of the Avian and Bat Protection Plan

The Avian and Bat Protection Plan (ABPP) delineates a program designed to reduce the risks that result from bird and bat interactions due to actions performed by Sunlight in the construction and operation of the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line; and by SCE in the construction and operation of their project components (Red Bluff Substation and associated access road, distribution line and telecommunications site). The overall goal of this ABPP is to reduce, and ultimately eliminate bird and bat mortality to the extent possible. 



The objectives of this ABPP are as follows:

· Describe the process of surveys and siting decisions to date, including identifying baseline conditions for avian and bat species present in the area of the Project components. 

· Identify activities during construction and operational and maintenance (O&M) that may increase the potential of adverse effects to passerine, raptor, and bat species on and adjacent to the Project components.

· Specify steps that will be taken to avoid, minimize and mitigate any potential adverse effects to these species, including thresholds for adaptive management.

· Detail long-term monitoring and reporting goals for the Project.



Ironwood Consulting, Inc.	3







The following Applicant measures (AM) and mitigation measures (MM) from the FEIS are incorporated into this plan.



AM-WIL-3. Avian and Bat Protection Plan. This Plan will be prepared and implemented by the Applicant to specify necessary actions to be taken to protect nesting bird and bat species. The following measures will be implemented by the Applicant to protect burrowing owls in the Project locations during construction:



1. Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction area as recommended by the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG).



2. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 75 meters (250 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). Initial avoidance buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on the type of construction activity as approved by CDFG or USFWS. Outside nesting season or after determining that a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within one mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation.



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicants to protect nesting bird species in the Project locations during construction which are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and California Fish and Game Code Sections 3503 and 3513:



1. Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and in adjacent habitat areas and any nests observed will be identified and clearly marked. For passerines, an exclusion area where construction will not be allowed to commence will be established approximately 100 meters (330 feet) from any active nest. For raptors (other than golden eagles), the exclusion area will be established approximately 170 meters (500 feet) from any active nest (excluding nests of the common raven). For golden eagles, the exclusion area will be established approximately 1.6 kilometers (one mile) from any active nest. Initial protective buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on type of construction activity and bird species and per approval by CDFG or USFWS. Nests will be checked within one week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or young have fledged.



2. Vegetation clearing will be conducted outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

3. Biological monitors will be present on-site during all phases of construction and will be tasked with monitoring avian nesting in adjacent habitats. If nests are found, the same procedures would be used as discussed above for pre-construction surveys. 



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicant to protect roosting bats in the Project locations during construction: Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and adjacent habitat areas and any active bat colonies will be identified and clearly marked. An exclusion area will be established approximately 50 meters (165 feet) from any active colony, and whenever possible, these areas will be avoided during construction activities.



For five years post-construction, the Applicant will record incidental sightings of raptors and bats in the Project locations. In addition, the Applicant will conduct nest surveys within the Project locations at least twice each spring between March 1 and June 1, separated by at least 30 days where all project-related infrastructure will be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. The Applicant will submit quarterly status reports via email to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG. On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1st of each year. These reports may include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.



AM-WIL-4, Construction Water Storage Pond Design. The temporary construction water ponds shall be designed, constructed, and operated in compliance with all applicable regulatory requirements with respect to design, operation, and maintenance, protection of migratory waterfowl, and raven management. This includes following provisions in the FEIS under the common raven management plan and includes the following specific measures to discourage ravens:



· Using anti-perching devices around the perimeter of each pond to exclude ravens and other birds from accessing the edge of the ponds to drink.

· Lining the ponds and maintaining two feet of freeboard in the ponds at all times

· Designing the ponds with interior side slopes at a 33 percent slope (3:1, horizontal:vertical)

· Netting will be used to cover ponds when not in use to reduce avian access. Appropriate material will be used to ensure that nocturnal bird species and bats will not become entangled in the netting.

· At least 60 days prior to construction, the Applicant shall submit to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG, the proposed locations and design of the ponds, including how many ponds would be operational at a time, specific design features to discourage ravens, and a plan for immediately addressing problems with pond design. During construction, the ponds shall be monitored daily to ensure that anti-raven measures are successful. All ponds will be dismantled at the end of construction.



SCE does not have construction water storage ponds in its project components.






MM-WIL-5. Prepare and Implement a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. Prior to the issuance of a ROW retain a BLM-approved, qualified biologist to prepare a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan in consultation with CDFG and USFWS. This plan shall follow the Avian Protection Plan guidelines outlined by USFWS and APLIC. The plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such feeder/distribution lines and solar panels.  



The Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan shall include at a minimum: 

· Detailed specifications on data, 

· A carcass collection protocol, and 

· A rationale justifying the proposed schedule of carcass searches, and

· Seasonal trials to assess bias from carcass removal by scavengers as well as searcher bias.



During construction and for one year following the beginning of the solar farm operation the biologist shall submit annual reports to BLM, CDFG, and USFWS describing the dates, durations, and results of monitoring and data collection. The annual reports shall provide a detailed description of any project-related bird or wildlife deaths or injuries detected during the monitoring study or at any other time and data collected for the study of polarized light impacts on insectivorous birds. The report shall analyze any project-related bird fatalities or injuries detected, and provide recommendations for future monitoring and any adaptive management actions needed.



Thresholds will be determined in this ABPP and approved by BLM, CDFG and USFWS. If BLM determines that bird mortality caused by solar have been identified as key mortality features, or implement other appropriate actions approved by BLM and regulatory agencies based on the findings of the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. If mitigation actions are required, the annual reporting shall continue until BLM, in consultation with CDFG and USFWS, determines whether more years of monitoring are needed, and whether additional mitigation and adaptive management measures are necessary.



MM-WIL-6. Prepare and Implement Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring, and Adaptive Management. For each year during which construction will occur, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities shall be conducted to determine if whether any territory is active. Survey methods for the inventory shall be as described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. A nesting territory or shall be considered occupied or unoccupied based on criteria in Pagel (2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. Data collected during the inventory shall include at least the following: 

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan: If an occupied nest (as defined by Pagel et al. 2010) is detected within 10 miles of any project component, the Project owner or SCE shall prepare and implement a Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles. The monitoring methods shall be consistent with those described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall be prepared in consultation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). It shall be implemented by Desert Sunlight or SCE, according to project component; and each Applicant shall designate a biologist, to be approved by BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). Triggers for adaptive management shall include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, including but not limited to: agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall include a description of adaptive management actions, which shall include, but not be limited to, cessation of construction activities that are deemed by the Designated Biologist to be the source of golden eagle disturbance.



1.2	Legal Drivers

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA), National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) provide the primary legal bases for this ABPP. The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 703, et seq.) prohibits the taking, killing, possession, transportation and importation of migratory birds, their eggs, parts, and nests, except when authorized by the USFWS. Because MBTA does not provide a specific mechanism to authorize “incidental” take, proponents often work proactively with the Service to avoid and minimize the potential take of species. 



The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 668-668d) protects bald and golden eagles.  Through a new regulation (50 CFR § 22.26), the Service can authorize take of bald and golden eagles when the take is associated with, but not the purpose of, an otherwise lawful activity, and cannot practicably be avoided. Thus, these new regulations provide a mechanism where take of eagles can be legally authorized.  



Under the National Environmental Policy Act (42 USC §§ 4321-4370h), federal agencies such as BLM are required to prepare a detailed environmental impact statement (EIS) for any major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment. An EIS must include an examination of the environmental impacts of a proposed project, a reasonable range of alternatives for a project and other related matters. BLM authorization of a right-of-way (ROW) grant for the Project would require a land use plan amendment (PA) to the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan (BLM 1980), as amended. In addition, DOE will consider Sunlight’s application for a loan guarantee under Title XVII of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EPAct 05), as amended by Section 406 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Public Law (PL) 111-5 (the “Recovery Act”).



The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has discretionary authority to issue the Permit to Construct (PTC) for SCE’s Red Bluff Substation, a portion of the Project. As allowed by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15221, the CPUC intends to use this EIS to provide the environmental review required for its approval process. The CPUC and BLM have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that defines the relationship of the two agencies, and identifies CPUC as a cooperating agency with the BLM. 



The Applicant anticipates that construction and/or operation of the Project will not cause unauthorized “take” or prohibited “disturbance” of any species protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act or the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. However, it is voluntarily proposing this Avian and Bat Protection Plan to proactively implement measures to avoid, minimize and mitigate for any potential adverse effects of the Project on such species.  In addition, by utilizing the adaptive management approach in this plan, it is committing to evaluate data during the operation phase of the Project and make further adjustments to the plan, if necessary and appropriate. 



1.3	Corporate Policy

Sunlight and SCE have a commitment to work cooperatively towards the protection of migratory birds and bats.  These entities are committed to consistent coordination with agency personnel at BLM, USFWS, and the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) so that all parties and agencies understand the scope of the Project and can discuss project facilities and features that may require additional attention for avian species.




2.0	Coordination

Sunlight and SCE recognized that an essential element to developing a successful Project is the coordination between the project proponents and the appropriate agencies. As recommended by USFWS, the Applicants conducted early coordination on essential elements, such as wildlife surveys, project siting criteria, and operational limitations to ensure that all parties and agencies understood the scope of the project and potential issues could be identified early in the planning process (USFWS 2010). This coordination resulted in numerous improvements to project siting and design (discussed in Section 4.0), and the development of Applicant Measures designed to avoid and minimize potential effects to avian and bat species. 

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 

Sunlight evaluated a larger Project Study Area (PSA) when determining the siting of the Project. Areas of desert wash woodland were avoided in this siting to the extent possible, in part to avoid the potential roosting, nesting, and foraging areas for birds and bats within areas of greater vegetation structure. The process of reducing the Project footprint is discussed further in Section 4.0.



The Applicants have also incorporated design features into the Project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats, including:

· Limiting vegetation clearing to periods outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

· Limiting vegetation disturbance and grading to the smallest area practicable; and

· Placing electrical lines underground or transmission lines on existing structures to the extent practical to avoid collisions with lines. 



The Applicants further intends to utilize the Applicant Measures AM-WIL-3 and AM-WIL-4 from the FEIS (presented in Section 1.0) during the construction phase and O&M phase of the project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

SCE will also follow the above measures outlined in AM-WIL-3 (AM-WIL-4 is not applicable to SCE components) in the FEIS above to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.






3.0	Adaptive Management and Habitat Compensation

3.1	Adaptive Management Process

The Applicant has incorporated siting criteria, design features and best management practices into the Project that will provide significant avoidance and minimization measures that will reduce the potential for adverse effects on avian and bat species. Specifically, decisions were made to ensure that each phase of project development was evaluated with an eye to reducing potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats during the siting, design, construction, operation and maintenance (O&M), and post-operation phases of the Project. 



In additional to the specific Project measures described below, Sunlight and SCE are committed to using an adaptive management approach throughout the life of the Project that supports flexible decision making and can be adjusted as monitoring results or new regional data are received. In so doing, the protections in this plan are expected to have continued effectiveness throughout the life of the Project.



This adaptive management approach will include the following six key concepts described by Williams (2009) that are endorsed by the Service in its Interim Guidance for Solar Energy Facilities (USFWS 2010):

1. Problem Assessment

2. Design

3. Implementation

4. Monitoring

5. Evaluation

6. Adjustment



Adaptive Management is a keystone of the Sunlight and SCE program to avoid and reduce potential effects to avian and bat species throughout the construction, O&M, and decommissioning stages of the Project. In order to compensate for the loss of avian and bat habitat, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide habitat compensation. This approach is described further in the following sections.

3.2	Habitat Compensation

Habitat Compensation is discussed in detail in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar 2011) for the solar farm and gen-tie line. The Applicant and SCE are prepared to implement necessary mitigation and compensation for impacts to protected wildlife species as required by BLM, the CDFG, and USFWS as described in the FEIS and Habitat Compensation Plan. 




4.0	Pre-Siting Data Collection

The siting of the solar farm site, gen-tie line, and substation required detailed and individual evaluation. Although the area of Red Bluff Substation had been recently and repeatedly surveyed prior to this Project for numerous transmission projects, the solar farm site and immediately surrounding areas had not been previously surveyed. Thus, in an effort to place the Project components in locations that would yield the least risk of population impacts, a rigorous siting evaluation process was completed, including the following considerations recommended by the USFWS:

1. Coarse Site Assessment

2. Habitat Equivalency Analysis

3. Site Specific Wildlife Surveys

4. Risk Assessment

5. Reporting

4.1 Coarse Site Assessment

In accordance with USFWS guidance, a pre-siting assessment was conducted starting with a coarse site assessment of the potential environmental issues that might preclude the site from development based on its perceived or validated level of risk (USFWS 2010). This project conducted the equivalent of a Potential Impact Index (PII) (USFWS 2003) by taking a “first cut” analysis of the suitability of a site proposed for development and estimating use of the site by selected wildlife species as an indicator of potential impact (USFWS 2010).



Initial biological assessments conducted in 2007 recommended the avoidance of Pinto Wash as potential habitat for special status species, including avian and bat species. This was supported by an initial field assessment of the site conducted by Patricia Brown-Berry (Brown Berry 2010) for bat species. Between 2008 and 2011, several additional site reductions occurred that reduced the solar farm footprint and shifted the footprint away from areas that support better quality habitats with larger and more diverse vegetative structure.



Project components do not provide habitat for federally or state-listed avian or bat species, but do provide habitat for several special-status species, including those shown on Tables 1 and 2 (Ironwood Consulting 2010).

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 

The Solar farm site alternatives and Gen-tie line route alternatives are not within an Important Bird Area, a Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Network (WHSRN), or an area designated by the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance (Ramsar Convention). The solar farm site is not within an area designated as a critical habitat unit (CHU), or other Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC). The Gen-tie line is partially located within the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU designated as management areas for the desert tortoise. 

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are not within an Important Bird Area, WHSRN area, or Ramsar Convention area. The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are within the Chuckwalla CHU and DWMA.



Table 1.	Sensitive Avian Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Passerine Species

		



		Chaetura vauxi

Vaux’s swift (breeding sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Progne subis

purple martin

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Toxostoma lecontei

LeConte’s thrasher

		Federal:



State:

NECO:

		Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC)

SSC

covered



		Raptors 

		



		Aquila chrysaetos

golden eagle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		protected by BGEPA

SSC; fully protected

covered 



		Athene cunicularia

burrowing owl

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Buteo regalis

ferruginous hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

none

covered 



		Buteo swainsonii

Swainson’s hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

threatened

covered 



		Circus cyaneus

northern harrier

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Falco mexicanus

prairie falcon (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered












Table 2.	Sensitive Bat Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Antrozous pallidus

pallid bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eptesicus fuscus pallidus

big brown bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eumops perotis californicus

western mastiff bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Eumops perotis

pocketed free-tailed bat  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus cinereus

hoary bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus xanthinus

southern yellow bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Macrotus californicus

California leaf-nosed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Myotis californicus  

California myotis  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Parastrellus hesperus

western pipistrelle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Plecotus townsendii

Townsend’s big-eared bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Tadarida brasiliensis  

Mexican free-tailed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered








4.2	Habitat Equivalency Analysis

The Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide the habitat compensation process.



As recommended by the USFWS, the Applicants have looked for opportunities to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities. These opportunities may come in the form of voluntary habitat acquisition or conservation easements. In order to quantify the appropriate compensation acreage, the use of an HEA can be used to identify high quality habitat and calculate compensation for the development of high quality habitats for both permanent and temporary losses. The objective of an HEA is to replace lost habitat services with like services, providing a replacement ratio for interim and permanent injury. 



The most significant step First Solar has taken to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities is working with BLM to determine the suitability of habitat remaining within their solar application as an area to be excluded from future development due to biological concerns. The area that could be excluded supports more diverse habitats with greater vegetation structure than the majority of the Project site and provides better habitats for most bird and bat species than those habitats found on the solar farm site.

4.3	Site Specific Wildlife Surveys

Pre-siting survey data will become the baseline for project impacts to bird and bat populations. Thus, prior to conducting site-specific surveys of the Project components, appropriate survey questions were developed that included methods applicable for before-after control impacts studies. Survey questions included:

1. Which species of birds and bats use the project area and how do their numbers vary temporally?

2. How much time do birds/bats spend in potential risk zones and does this behavior vary by season?

3. What is the estimated range of bird/bat mortalities from the project?

4. Are there nesting raptors on site or within 3 miles of project footprint. For eagles, are there eagles nesting within 10 miles of project footprint?

4.3.1	Methods

As recommended by USFWS (2010), multiple survey techniques were used to ensure adequate data collection. Specific survey methods included:

1. Diurnal point counts including varying timing during the day, month and seasonally during migratory periods.

2. Raptor nest searches including golden eagle surveys (Pagel et al 2010)

3. Migration counts.

4. Incidental data collection conducted during all biological surveys conducted at the Project components, which spanned over four years at the site, thus also captured timing variation within days, months and seasons as well as under varying climatic conditions.




Point Counts

Point count surveys for all birds were conducted in April, May, and October 2010 by experienced desert avian biologists Kip Kermoian and Jake Molhman at a total of twelve locations, nine on the Solar farm site and three at control sites, using point count methodology as described in Monitoring Bird Populations by Point Counts (Ralph et al. 1995). The surveys identify bird species and their relative numbers at each fixed study point location (point counts). Point count methodology is well accepted and widely used in bird studies.  Each point is visited for a fixed amount of time and all birds detected within an often fixed radius are recorded. Research suggests that the amount of time spent at a sampling location increases standard error, especially at times greater than 10 minutes (Smith et al. 1997). Each count was limited to 10 minutes to minimize standard error introduced by double counting, flyovers, etc. Additionally, incidental flyovers were recorded separately from typical observations and each count was divided into three survey periods consisting of the first three minutes, minutes 3 to 5, and minutes 5 to 10. This time division was done to facilitate data analysis used to differentiate birds most likely to be permanent or temporary occupants of the study point from transients in the area surveyed.  



Golden Eagle Surveys

The Applicant participated in a joint program to conduct aerial surveys for golden eagles in and around Blythe and Desert Center, California. These surveys were conducted in two phases, with Phase 1 occurring on April 2-3, 2010 and Phase 2 occurring on May 14, 2010.  These surveys were conducted in accordance with applicable USFWS guidance and were designed to record and report occupancy (Phase I) and productivity (Phase II) of golden eagle nests within a ten-mile radius of four solar projects, including Sunlight’s Solar farm site. 



Although the primary purpose of the surveys was to conduct the first of two aerial surveys for golden eagles [Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (USFWS 2010)], the surveys also recorded data for other raptor species.  The data and results from these surveys are found in the Final Report, Golden Eagle Surveys Surrounding Four Proposed Energy Developments in the Mojave Desert Region, California (Wildlife Research Institute 2010). 



Raptor Nest Surveys

Surveys of the alternatives for all three main components of the Project site were conducted on April 23-24 and May 20, 2010 in accordance with draft State agency protocols for identifying raptor nests [California Energy Commission (CEC) and CDFG 2010].  These surveys include inspecting all potential structures and trees in the Project vicinity for the presence of raptor nests. The results from these nest surveys are incorporated in this document.



Bats

On February 17, 2010, Dr. Patricia Brown, desert bat expert who has conducted numerous bat surveys in the Project region, conducted a reconnaissance-level survey of the Project components. The purpose of this survey was to determine those bats species that might inhabit these project areas and to formulate avoidance and minimization measures for bat species to be used during the construction, O&M, and post-construction phases.




Incidental Sightings

During all Project biological surveys, all bird species were identified and/or tallied on standardized data forms (Ironwood Consulting 2010). These data were compiled in electronic databases and used to determine species present and variation throughout days, months and seasons.

4.3.2	Results

Results addressing the first 3 survey questions were compiled and are discussed below separately for passerines, raptors, and bats with a special discussion for special-status bird species listed on Table 1. The chart below shows those bird species that were recorded most frequently during all surveys of the solar farm site.

Passerines

Most detections of passerine species were recorded in the morning hours between 0600 and 0800 and in the months of March and April in each year. These results are likely affected by the higher numbers of surveyors recording data during those months of the year, and that point counts were conducted in the morning hours as described in Ralph et al 1995. All passerine species were found in habitats that are present both on the solar farm site and gen-tie line, and on the SCE components; therefore any of these species may inhabit each of these Project components. Habitat quality does differ throughout the area, with the gen-tie line and SCE components in areas of sheet flow and scattered desert dry wash woodland, thus providing greater vegetation diversity and structure. The solar farm site has approximately 1,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitats that provide greater density and structure favored by most species, with the remaining approximately 2,921 acres poorer quality habitat with few species present and wide spaces between shrubs of stunted growth.



Mortalities from the project are not expected with the inclusion of the avoidance and impact minimization measures required in the FEIS and discussed in Section 5.0 of this report and include protection of active nests until nest completion is documented. Avian species found on the solar farm site are highly mobile and were generally found in low numbers on the majority of the solar farm site. Thirty-eight passerine species have been recorded at the Project components (Table 3). The species indicated in bold type are special-status species discussed separately below.



Table 3.	Passerine Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		Common Name

		Scientific name



		American robin

		Turdus migratorius



		Anna's hummingbird

		Calypte anna



		ash-throated flycatcher

		Myiarchus cinerascens



		barn swallow

		Hirundo rustica



		black-crowned night heron

		Nycticorax nycticorax



		black-tailed gnatcatcher

		Polioptila melanura



		black-throated sparrow

		Amphispiza bilineata



		blue-gray gnatcatcher

		Polioptila caerulea



		Brewer's blackbird

		Euphagus cyanocephalus



		Brewer's sparrow

		Spizella breweri



		Bullock's oriole

		Icterus bullockii



		common poorwill

		Phalaenoptilus nuttallii



		Costa's hummingbird

		Calypte costae



		Gambel’s quail

		Callipepla gambelii



		greater roadrunner

		Geococcyx californianus



		great-tailed grackle

		Quiscalus mexicanus



		horned lark

		Eremophila alpestris



		house finch

		Carpodacus mexicanus



		house wren

		Troglodytes aedon



		killdeer

		Charadrius vociferous



		LeConte’s thrasher

		Toxostoma lecontei



		lesser goldfinch

		Carduelis psaltria



		lesser nighthawk

		Chordeiles minor



		mourning dove

		Zenaida macroura



		northern flicker

		Colaptes auratus



		northern mockingbird

		Mimus polyglottos



		phainopepla

		Phainopepla nitens



		rock wren

		Salpinctes obsoletus



		northern rough-winged swallow

		Stelgidopteryx serripennis



		Say’s phoebe

		Sayonaris nigricans



		tree swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		verdin

		Auriparus flaviceps



		violet-green swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		western kingbird

		Tyraannus verticalis



		western meadowlark

		Sturnella neglecta



		white-crowned sparrow

		Zonotrichia leucophrys



		white-throated swift 

		Aeronautes saxatalis



		yellow-rumped warbler

		Dendroica coronata






Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 1). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  

Raptors

Thirteen raptor species (excluding common raven) are known to occur at the Project components (Table 4). The species in bold type are special-status species as shown on Table 1 with locations shown on Figure 1 for all species except burrowing owl, shown on Figure 2. Because the solar farm site and gen-tie line are located in the valley floor of the Chuckwalla Valley, most raptor species were observed as flyovers of the components as indicated on Table 4.



Table 4.	Raptor Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		

Common Name

		

Scientific Name

		Approximate Number of Individuals



		

		

		Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		Red Bluff Substation and 

Related Components



		American kestrel

		Falco sparverius

		P

		P



		burrowing owl

		Athene cunicularia

		1*

		0*



		ferruginous hawk 

		Buteo regalis

		1 flyover

		0



		golden eagle

		Aquila chrysaetos

		0

		0



		loggerhead shrike

		Lanius ludovicianus

		23

		6



		merlin

		Falco columbarius

		P

		P



		northern harrier

		Circus cyaneus

		2 flyovers

		0



		prairie falcon

		Falco mexicanus

		4 flyovers

		0



		red-tailed hawk

		Buteo jamaicensis

		P

		P



		sharp-shinned hawk

		Accipiter striatus

		P

		P



		Swainson’s hawk

		Buteo swainsonii

		18 flyovers

		0



		turkey vulture

		Cathartes aura

		P

		P





P = present at Project component (non-special-status species were not recorded by location)

*see burrowing owl discussion for more information





Burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. It is also a BCC species for which the USFWS is very concerned about fragmentation and displacement effects. Burrowing owls inhabit open dry grasslands and desert scrubs, and typically nest in mammal burrows although they may use man-made structures including culverts and debris piles. In the Project region, they are resident species and exhibit strong nest site fidelity. Burrowing owls eat insects, small mammals and reptiles. 



The Phase 1 assessment for burrowing owls concluded that suitable habitat for burrowing owls existed throughout the study area. During the Phase 2 burrow surveys, numerous suitable burrows were recorded on the solar farm site; however, three records of burrowing owl sign (i.e., burrow, white wash and pellets) were observed. One group of observations, which included one individual owl and two burrows with white wash and pellets, occurred approximately 1,500 feet east of the intersection of Gen-Tie A1 and highway 177. The two other individual owl sightings occurred approximately one mile north and 0.8 mile west of the solar farm site. One owl was observed east of the Red Bluff substation.



Owls observed were all individual adults and observations occurred during both spring and fall seasons. It is expected that the owls reside within the area and there is a high potential for pairs to occur. Phase 3 surveys will be performed prior to ground disturbing activities to determine the exact number of resident owls potentially affected by construction immediately prior to these activities.



Ferruginous hawk (Buteo regalis) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. This species typically nests in northern latitudes of North America and overwinters in southern regions. Migrant ferruginous hawks are a regular but uncommon during spring and fall in the California desert regions. Within the NECO planning area, ferruginous hawks have been observed overwintering in low numbers in the lower Colorado River Valley, Yuma Basin, West Mesa, and the agricultural areas of Imperial Valley (BLM 2002). Two sightings of migrating ferruginous hawks were recorded, one within the Solar farm site and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. Both observations occurred in March 2010 and consisted of flyovers. The golden eagle surveys performed by helicopter in spring 2010 did not observe presence of this species. Based on data reviewed and observations, it is not expected that ferruginous hawks utilize the study area for nesting or overwintering. This species may forage within the study area during migration. 



Golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) is a State Species of Special Concern and Fully Protected Species, and it is addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. Golden eagles and their primary prey species, jackrabbits, have declined in the California desert regions due to prolonged drought conditions that have persisted since 1998 (WRI 2010). Breeding in Southern California starts in January, nest building and egg laying in February to March, and hatching and raising the young eagles occur from April through June. Once the young eagles are flying on their own, the adult eagles will continue to feed them and teach them to hunt until late November.





No golden eagle nests were found on or adjacent to the solar farm site or other Project components. Phase I occupancy surveys conducted in April 2010 detected 13 potentially-active nests within a ten mile radius of the Solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation, as shown on Figure 3. Of these, 4 nests were within Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP), with an additional three in steep hills west and above Eagle Mountain mine, nearly within the JTNP boundaries. These are located either on BLM lands or lands owned by Eagle Mountain Mine and the Kaiser Corporation. The remaining three potential nests were located south of Interstate 10 in the Chuckwalla Mountains, approximately 3 miles west and southwest from the proposed Red Bluff Substation. One observation of a golden eagle flyover of the Chuckwalla Valley was recorded during these surveys (WRI 2010).



Phase II productivity surveys determined that 12 of these 13 nests were inactive, with one active but non-reproductive nest located in the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area approximately 5 miles from the solar farm site boundary (Figure 3). No reproductive nests were located within the 10-mile radius of the solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation (WRI 2010).



During these surveys, there were additional raptor species observed within 10 miles of the solar farm site: turkey vultures, common ravens, prairie falcons, and Swainson’s hawks (WRI 2010).



Loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) is State Species of Special Concern and a year-round resident in parts of the Southern California desert. As a predatory bird its diet consists of insects, amphibians, small reptiles, small mammals, and other birds. One pair was observed approximately 0.2 miles northwest of the Solar farm site. Observations of adults were made in both spring and fall, and one individual with first-year plumage was recorded in the fall. Based on the amount and nature of observations made during the surveys, loggerhead shrikes are year-round residents within the study area. Loggerhead shrikes were often observed perching on palo verde and ironwood trees as well as larger creosote bush shrubs and other structures including utility poles. 



Northern harrier (Circus cyaneus), a State Species of Special Concern, is a raptor species that occurs in a wide range of habitats throughout North America. In Southern California, harriers typically nest and forage in open habitats that provide adequate vegetative cover, suitable prey base, and scattered perches such as shrubs or fence posts (Shuford 2008). This species is often found near bodies of water and wetlands (CDFG 2010). Harriers are ground-nesting birds with suitable nesting habitat limited in the southern California desert (Shuford 2008). Three harriers were recorded: two within the Solar farm site, and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. 



Prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus) is State Species of Special Concern that breeds throughout the arid West from southern Canada to central Mexico. The overall distribution appears to be stable. Prairie falcons are found in areas of the dry interior where cliffs provide secure nesting sites. In the desert they are found in all vegetation types, although sparse vegetation provides the best foraging habitat. Prairie falcons were observed in the southwest corner of the solar farm site and approximately 1 mile east of the eastern boundary as flyovers. Two additional observations were recorded along the Gen-tie line, but not south of Interstate 10 (I-10) near the Red Bluff Substation alternatives or related components. During aerial surveys for golden eagles, two prairie falcons were recorded within 10 miles of the Solar farm site near the boundary of Eagle Mountain Mine and Joshua Tree National Park (WRI 2010). One location was an active, reproductive nest in 2010 with unknown nest success (Figure 3). No prairie falcon nests were observed within any Project areas.



Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsonii) is state-listed (threatened) raptor species that breeds in much of western North America. Within California, nesting occurs primarily in the Central Valley and northern territories; however, regular nesting occurs in the high desert between the Tehachapi Mountains and Lancaster. This species winters in southern South America with a migration route of over 20,000 miles (Woodbridge 2008). Arrival at breeding areas generally occurs from late February to early May depending on geographical characteristics of the breeding area (Woodbridge 2008). Nest sites have not been documented in the Sonoran Desert of California. This species was observed within the study area during migration. Three incidental records were documented on April 9, 2010 during botanical and baseline surveys. Two observations were of individual Swainson’s hawks and the third observation consisted of a group of over ten birds. All individuals were seen in flight overhead within or near the Solar Farm boundaries. Additionally, Swainson’s hawks were observed during golden eagle surveys near Chuckwalla Mountains [two individuals (March 26 and April 3, 2010)], Coxcomb Mountains [fourteen individuals (April 2, 2010)], and Palen Mountains [four individuals (March 25, 2010)] (WRI 2010). This species is not expected to nest or overwinter within the study area.

Bats

Dr. Brown’s results indicate that pallid bats and western pipistrelles could roost in small rocks on the ground on the solar farm site alternatives. Radio-telemetry surveys have shown that hoary bats will roost in palo verde trees and ironwoods and that California leaf-nosed bats might roost in the limited areas of ironwood trees between foraging bouts. These tree species are found within the small areas of desert dry wash woodland on the gen-tie line and Red Bluff Substation and related components.



Desert dry wash woodland attracts foraging bats due to increased insect concentration.  This is especially true for California leaf-nosed bats and pallid bats that feed on large insects they glean off the foliage. Roosts for these species have been identified in mines in the Eagle and Coxcomb Mountains, both within 16 kilometers (10 miles) of the solar farm site.

4.4	Risk Assessment

Potential direct impacts could occur without the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures incorporated in to the Project through Applicant measures and mitigation measures as described in the FEIS (see Section 1.0). Some of the measures described in this document are in addition to those presented in the FEIS as the Applicants continue to address concerns regarding avian and bat species and meet changing requirements. With the incorporation of these measures, the Project is not expected to cause any prohibited “take” or “disturbance” of any species protected by the BGEPA or MBTA.



4.4.1	Site-Specific Threats

Based on the results of the site-specific surveys combined with additional regional surveys and information, the potential for take was assessed for the following site-specific threats (USFWS 2010):

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays;

2. Transmission line, power tower, meteorological tower, or guy line collision;

3. Electrocution potential;

4. Territory abandonment;

5. Nest and roost site disturbances;

6. Habitat loss and fragmentation; and

7. Disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility.



Due to the nature of the Project (as a photovoltaic solar facility) and its components, the following threats are not likely to occur:

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays,

2. Potential collisions from power towers, meterological towers, and guy lines 

3. Electrocution potential



Potential threats from direct transmission line collisions for avian species and bats could occur without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0.



Without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0, nest and roost site disturbances and territory abandonment could occur due to direct nest removal during vegetation removal activities; and indirect disturbance from construction-related noise, lighting, and dust. 

  

Although no nests would be directly taken with the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures for the Project, habitat loss and fragmentation would occur due to the loss of approximately 4,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitat, and up to 200 acres of desert wash woodland habitat. The loss of these habitats would prevent avian and bat species from using the Project areas for nesting or overwintering, and these species and habitat uses would likely remain in adjacent large habitat areas including those areas restricted from development between the Project and Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) and within the park itself (over 1,000,000 acres of protected adjacent similar habitats).



Potential disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility is likely to be extremely small because the Project is photovoltaic in nature and has no moving components. The estimated long-term human presence on the facility is estimated at 12-15 individuals related to security and maintenance activities, as described in the FEIS. The avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0 include measures for the O&M phase of the Project.



Impacts to bats include potential direct impacts to ground nesting species (pallid bats and western pipistrelles) and removal of trees with active bat colonies. Indirect impacts could potentially occur from removal of foraging habitat. Indirect impacts could also potentially occur from increased human activity, noise, nighttime lighting, and dust.

4.4.2	Cumulative Impacts

The FEIS lists those projects considered as part of the cumulative impact analysis. Cumulative effects discussed in this document include those which have been or will be carried out throughout the anticipated life of the project, and, where practicable and reasonable, should include the impacts from all threats for which the BLM and/or Applicants have some form of control. Potential long-term cumulative indirect effects include the potential removal of nesting, roosting, and foraging habitat for avian and bat species.



For passerine species, nesting and foraging habitats are focused on smaller home ranges near nest sites and available forage. As described above for site-specific threats, vegetation removal would occur within these home ranges, using avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0 to eliminate the take of these species or active nests. The Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide similar habitats and abundant nesting and foraging opportunities for these species, therefore, cumulative effects are unlikely to be significant.  



Raptor species (excluding golden eagles and ravens) have larger home ranges and forage over large distances. Due to the development of this Project and other regional projects there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat. This loss is not expected to be significant, or cause prohibited take because it represents a small percentage of the total foraging area regionally available for these species (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for raptors, and more suitable habitats for nesting for most raptor species.



Golden eagles forage in an area extending up to 225 kilometers (140 miles) from the Project boundaries. Although there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat from the development of alternative energy projects and other regional projects discussed in the FEIS, this loss is not expected to be significant, or to cause prohibited “disturbance” or “taking,” because it is only a small percentage of the total foraging area (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provides appropriate habitats for nesting (which the Project dies not), and appropriate habitats for foraging.



For bat species, potential cumulative impacts are discussed for an area 16 kilometers (10 miles) from the boundaries of the Proposed Project. These include the potential for combined direct effects of the removal of individuals and occupied nests of ground nesting species such as pallid bats and western pipistrelles from project construction. In addition, the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for bats, and many areas that are more suitable habitats for nesting for bat species.








5.0.	Project Design Conservation Measures

The Applicants have sited and designed the Project to avoid and minimize impacts to avian and bat species whenever possible. All discussions below of macro- and micro-siting considerations, nest site buffers and conservation measures during the construction and O&M phases of the Project will apply to both Applicants and all Project components.



The Applicants have worked to site Project components to have the least impacts to bird and bat populations with the goal of avoiding any take of migratory birds and bats and/or minimize the loss, destruction, or degradation of migratory bird and bat habitat by placing projects in areas of lower quality habitat to the maximum extent practicable. 

5.1	Project Siting

The process of siting of Project components included both macro- and micro-siting considerations.

5.1.1	Macro-Siting

Macro-siting considerations for the Project components were conducted in 2007 during initial surveys, and were refined in 2008 after the collection of the initial large data sets for the Project. In 2007, Pinto Wash, which bisects the requested Right-of-Way grant, was removed from development consideration. At this time, other larger areas of desert wash woodland were also removed from site consideration because these habitats support greater vegetation structure, density and diversity and are likely to support greater numbers of species and individuals than other habitats in the ROW area. Macro-siting considerations for the Project components also included the avoidance of:



· Locations with federally or state listed, or otherwise designated sensitive species, and areas managed for the conservation of listed species

Project components avoid DWMAs, CHU, and ACECs to the extent possible and were sited in the area of lowest known concentration for special-status species available.

· Areas frequently used for daily bird and bat movements (i.e., areas between roosting and feeding sites)

Areas of desert wash woodland were identified and avoided by Project components, particularly the larger expanses of this habitat found in the Pinto and Big Wash areas.

· Breeding and wintering eagle use areas

These areas were identified and avoided for all Project components. Valley floor areas such as the proposed Solar farm site do not provide wintering or breeding habitat for eagles.

· Known migration flyways for birds and bats

Pinto Wash is a known bat migration corridor with impacts to this area avoided by the siting of the Solar farm site.

· Areas near known bat hibernacula, breeding, and maternity/nursery colonies

No known areas are found with the footprint of the Project components.

· Fragmentation of large, contiguous tracts of wildlife habitat (Canadian Wildlife Service 2006a and 2006b)



Many desert special status avian and bat species require large undisturbed areas that are highly sensitive to fragmentation effects. In siting the Project components, all areas with greater vegetation structure, density and diversity were avoided or reduced to the extent possible. These areas included desert wash woodlands and areas of creosote bush scrub that overlay stabilized geological features and support greater density and diversity of vegetation.

5.1.2	Micro-Siting

Micro-siting considerations for the Project components were begun in 2008 and actively continued as further wildlife surveys were conducted and through informal meetings with the BLM, USFWS and CDFG throughout the Project’s planning process. The siting of the solar farm was further reduced between the Draft EIS and FEIS in response to concerns from the public and agencies involved in the process. Beyond continuing to refine the boundaries of the solar farm, additional considerations of micro-siting included:

· Avoiding features that attract raptors (areas supporting tall perching structures including trees, utility poles, etc.)



By avoiding desert wash woodland areas, the Project avoided areas with tree layers. The Applicants have designed features to reduce perching by raptors whenever possible.

· Avoiding features that attract migrant birds (e.g., water sources, riparian vegetation) Minimize the potential for enhancing habitats suitable for raptor prey species such as rodents that would likely attract raptors to the project site



Project components are not adjacent to landscape features that attract migrant birds such as water sources. Project construction and O&M phases will minimize the potential for creating habitats suitable for rodents, such as rock piles, that could attract raptors.

5.2	Buffer Zones

Buffer zones have been established through the FEIS Applicant and Mitigation Measures to protect raptor and other bird nests, areas of high bird and bat use, and known bat roosts from disturbance related to the construction of the solar farm. 



Clearance surveys will be conducted within 30 days prior to vegetation removal in project areas to locate any active nests, burrowing owl burrows, or bat roosts. Vegetation removal will occur outside of the breeding season for special-status bird and bats species to the extent possible. If any active nests, roosts or burrows are located during these surveys, buffer zones will be established as described in the FEIS to protect these areas.



A Lead Avian and Bat Biologist, working under the Designated Biologist, will be assigned to ensure all buffer zones are correctly established and to monitor nest activity and determine when each nest or burrowing owl burrow has fledged or failed. This individual will also be responsible for all data collected for these buffer zones, nests, roosts and burrows.




5.2.1	Passerines

Buffer distances for passerine nests will consider species, terrain, habitat type, and activity level as these features relate to the bird alert distance and bird flight initiation distance (Whitfield et al. 2008). Buffer size distance was coordinated throughout the FEIS process and is established in the FEIS as established at approximately 100 meters from any active nest (330 feet). The Lead Avian Biologist will may determine that a smaller or larger distance is necessary under individual circumstances such as topography and type of construction activities.



The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the Lead Avian Biologist has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.

5.2.2	Raptors and Eagles

Project-related disturbances such as construction noise, lighting and dust will be avoided within 500 feet from the solar farm site for an active raptor nest and one mile for an active eagle nest (excluding common ravens). Any nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.



For the Red Bluff substation and related components, the specific landscape features of steep terrain and ridgelines between construction activities and nest sites may dictate reduced buffers (Richardson and Miller 1997).



Surveys for golden eagle nests will be conducted during each year of construction that occurs within the nesting season. These surveys will be completed in accordance with current USFWS guidance and protocols (currently Pagel 2010) under the Golden Eagle Surveys and Nest Site Monitoring Plan discussed below in Section 7.0.

5.2.3	Burrowing Owls

For burrowing owls, Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction unit and within a 150-meter (500 foot) buffer area. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 100 meters (330 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged. Outside the nesting season or after determining a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within 1 mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation.

5.2.4	Bats

Construction activities will avoid any bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula found during clearance surveys. No bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula have been located during surveys conducted at the Project components between 2008 and 2011. Appropriate buffer distances will be established by the Lead Avian Biologist in consideration of the disturbance type, distance to roost or hibernacula, time of year of, and the duration of the disturbance.

5.3	Appropriate Facility Design

Many conservation measures have been incorporated into the design of Project facilities, as suggested in USFWS 2010, in an attempt to reduce the potential effects of Project on avian and bat populations, including:



1. Avoid using lattice-type structures, placing external ladders and platforms on towers to minimize perching and nesting.

The use of lattice towers, platforms, and ladders will be minimized to the extent practicable. The use of lattice structures will only be used on the solar farm site for a lookout tower, which will be frequently used (this deterring use by raptors and other birds), and will be frequently checked for the presence of nests. 



Although lattice structures will be used by SCE for their Project components, these will be in an area designated as a utility corridor that currently supports numerous transmission lines, including those on lattice towers, such as DPV1. The Project would not cause a significant increase on the number of lattice towers within this corridor.



2. Implement measures to reduce or buffer adverse noise effects associated with operation of the facility on surrounding wildlife habitat. Noise impacts to birds (Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008) have generally been found to be negative; therefore facility design should take this fact into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats.

The Project utilizes photovoltaic panel technology which has little potential for noise impacts. Noise effects have been extensively studies and include in the FEIS, and continued noise monitoring will be conducted during construction. The O&M phase of the Project would have little or no noise.



3. Avoid the use of guy wires for all meteorological towers and do not light them unless the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requires them to be lit, which is generally >60 meters (>199 ft) AGL in height. Any necessary guy wires should be marked with recommended bird deterrent devices (APLIC 1994, USFWS 2000).

No meteorological towers or guy wires or line are included in the Project.



4. If structures (>60 meters [>199 ft] AGL) require lights for aviation safety, the minimum amount of pilot warning and obstruction avoidance lighting specified by the FAA should be used (FAA 2007). All lights within the facility should illuminate synchronously. Lighting of the boundary of the facility is most important as an aviation safety warning. Unless otherwise requested by the FAA, use only the minimum number of strobed, strobe-like or blinking red incandescent lights of minimum intensity. No steady burning lights should be used on facility infrastructures (Gehring et al. 2009).

Any such lighting at the Project facilities would follow this guidance. SCE facilities are not planned greater than 185 feet in height.



5. Facility lights should be focused downward to reduce skyward illumination. Lights should be equipped with motion detectors to reduce continuous illumination. 

All lighting used at Project facilities will be downcast and would be used only when necessary, when appropriate by installing motion detectors, depending on safety concerns. The project has prepared a Lighting Mitigation Plan in consultation with the Night Sky Program Manager for the National Park Service in order to limit skyward illumination. 



6. Where feasible, place electric power lines underground or on the surface as insulated, shielded wire to avoid electrocution of birds. Use recommendations of the Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) for any required above-ground lines, transformers, or conductors.

Power lines will be in accordance with Avian Power Line Interaction Committee guidelines. 



7. Avoiding the creation of roads to minimize further loss and fragmentation of migratory bird habitat.

New roads associated with Project activities will be kept to a minimum. Roads associated with the solar farm site will be within the Project fence. Roads associated with the gen-tie line have been designed to be the shortest distance possible, such as using spur roads to tower sites from Kaiser Road instead of the creation of a new road along the gen-tie line. Red Bluff substation and related components will use existing roads to the maximum extent possible.



8. If evaporation ponds are required for the operation of the facility, placement of netting over the surface of the ponds is encouraged to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface.

Temporary construction ponds will be used only during the construction phase and will be covered with netting to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface. These ponds are not used for evaporation.  



9. Reducing the attractiveness of solar reflectors to polarotactic water insects (those attracted to polarized light) (Horvath et al. 2010) will help reduce the attractiveness of these facilities to birds and bats. 

Monitoring conducted during the construction and O&M phases of the Project is discussed in Section 7.0 and will assist in determining whether the Project’s photovoltaic panels attract water insects, which in turn could attract birds and bats. If it is determined that water insect are attracted to these facilities, BLM, USFWS, and CDFG will be contacted to determine appropriate adaptive management techniques to reduce this threat.


6.0	Conservation Measures

The conservation measures discussed in this section include those in the FEIS and those presented in USFWS guidance (2010).

6.1	Construction Phase Conservation Measures

Conservation measures that will be implemented by the Project that relate to bird conservation include:

1. Minimize permanent disturbance area such as creating unneeded access roads. Construction of the gen-tie line and other linear Project features will avoid vegetation clearing, and grading whenever possible.

2. All vegetation within the Project footprint that will be disturbed will be cleared outside of the bird breeding season to the maximum extent practicable. If the Project plans vegetation removal within the bird breeding season, it would be because desert (a federally and state threatened species) tortoise protection measures and timing may take precedence, or that reason for work to be completed during the breeding season were beyond the Applicant’s control. If such an occurrence happened, the Applicants would communicate with BLM, USFWS, and CDFG that all reasonable and practicable efforts to complete work outside the bird breeding season were attempted.

When vegetation removal cannot take place outside of the breeding season and a reasonable explanation was provided to BLM, USFWS and CDFG, the Lead Avian Biologist or a person under their direct supervision would be on site during construction activities to locate active nests, establish avoidance buffers around active nests, watch for new nesting activity, and if necessary stop construction when noise and general activity threaten to disturb an active nest.  All active nests of protected birds (e.g., MBTA, ESA, state protected) would not be disturbed until after nest outcome is complete.

3. During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active nest locations would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 330 feet (100 meters) as discussed in the Project’s FEIS. Buffer areas may be larger if the Project’s lead Avian Biologist determines the need for a larger buffer area due to type of activity, species, or habitat considerations. Regardless of seasonal timing of construction, active nests will be flagged and nests avoided, with special attention paid to the nesting season of most avian species (February 15 – May 15). Avoidance areas will remain in place until it is determined that nest outcome is complete.

During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active bat colonies would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 165 feet (50 meters). Whenever possible, these areas will be avoided by construction activities. 

4. Discussions of nest avoidance for passerines, raptors, and golden eagles will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will be included in the Worker Environmental Awareness Plan (WEAP) training briefings. Bat colony avoidance discussions will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will also be included in WEAP training briefings. Training will include identification of avoidance areas and requirements for these areas.

5. The Project will follow APLIC guidelines for overhead utilities (APLIC 1994) to the extent practicable. SCE structures will be built with sufficient conductor separation and other protection devices.

6. Construction activities will be conducted in a manner consistent with reducing fire danger.

7. During construction, all trash will be removed promptly and disposed of properly to avoid creating attractive nuisances for birds and bats.

8. Appropriate control measures will be implemented to prevent the introduction and spread of invasive plant species with and surrounding the project area (see the Project’s Integrated Weed Management Plan – Ironwood Consulting, 2010).

9. Only plants native to the area for will be used seeding or planting during habitat revegetation and/or restoration efforts.

10. As part of this document, a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan (Section 7.1.2) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-5 in the FEIS. This plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such overhead power lines and solar panels. 

11. As part of this document, a Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan (Section 7.1.3) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-6 in the FEIS. 

6.2	Operations and Maintenance Conservation Measures

During the O&M phase of the Project, conservation measures will be used to reduce the attractiveness of the facility to breeding, migrating, and wintering birds and bats to ensure mortality is minimized:

1. The Project will not create or maintain attraction features for birds and /or bats by removing and disposing of road kills near the Project of carrion that attracts raptors and other scavengers to the site, regularly removing vegetation around larger facilities such as substations to reduce raptor foraging, and eliminating open water sources after the construction phase of the Project. 

2. The Project will minimize the use of lighting that could attract migrating birds and bats (feeding on concentrations of insects at lights). All nighttime lighting will be within 800 meters (0.5 mile) of the Project facilities. Lighting will be kept to the minimum level necessary for safety and security. High intensity, steady burning, bright lights such as sodium vapor or spotlights will not be used on Project facilities.

3. The Project will minimize anthrogenic noise which been found to be negative for birds (e.g., Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008), though not all species are affected to the same degree (Brumm 2004). Therefore facility design should take this into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats. During the operation of these energy facilities, means to buffer, muffle, or otherwise dampen any anthropogenic noise pollution that exceeds ambient noise should be fully explored.


7.0	Post-Construction Monitoring 

The objective of post-construction monitoring is to validate the pre-construction risk assessment and to provide data for the Applicants to use in implementing adaptive management based on the monitoring results.  All of the measures in this section apply to both Applicants.



Monitoring objectives include:

1. Estimating bird and bat fatalities due to Project related activities.

2. Assessing bird use of evaporation ponds.

3. Assessing changes in bird and bat behavior due to all aspects of facility operation (noise, lighting, etc.).

4. Assessing territorial abandonment, nest avoidance, and changes in population status within and adjacent to the project footprint.

5. Assessing whether conservation measures implemented for the project were adequate.

7.1	Monitoring Design

7.1.1	Duration and Timing

This program will be conducted during construction and for at least 3 years post-construction during the operations and maintenance phase of the Proposed Project to attempt to capture differences in parameters due to seasonal and annual variability. The monitoring program will be extended to 5 years post-construction if

1. Mortality level triggers are reached or 

2. The Project results in the mortality of a listed species or eagle. 



Monitoring will include data collection during breeding, wintering, and migration periods because bird and bat use of areas will vary seasonally.

7.1.2	Study Components

The long-term monitoring program for measuring raptor and bat incidence at the Project site will consist of:

1. Recording incidental sightings, 

2. Mortality studies by implementing the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan

3. Conducting seasonal point counts, and 

4. Conducting annual nest surveys. 

Incidental Sightings

Throughout the construction and operation phases of the Proposed Project, all incidental sightings of special-status bird species, and all raptors and bats will be logged. During construction, all sightings will be recorded by biological monitors. The Lead Avian Biologist will be tasked with keeping records and reporting these results (as described in Section 7.4).

Mortality Studies (Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan)

Mortality Studies will be conducted within all Project components to determine any monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such the gen-tie line and solar panels. Mortality surveys will be completed weekly post-construction in each Project phase for a period of 1 year. After one year, these studies will be conducted monthly for at least an additional two years, completing the 3-year post-construction monitoring period. These studies will be conducted at a minimum of 12 sites within all Project components and within a minimum of 3 control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the Project areas.



These studies will follow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and will include:

· An assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, 

· A carcass collection protocol and an assessment of carcass scavenger rates, and 

· Detailed specifications on data (see data collection flow charts and example data sheets submitted to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG), 



If monitoring determines that bird mortality caused by solar facilities may be having potentially adverse impacts on special-status bird populations the Applicant will implement adaptive management strategies such as installing additional bird flight diverters alterations to project components that have been identified as key mortality features. If adaptive management actions are implemented, mortality studies will continue for an additional year post-construction until a reduction in mortality to a level comparable to control sites is documented.

Seasonal Point Counts

Point Counts will continue to be conducted using the same methods that were used in baseline point counts (Section 3.0). These point counts will be conducted once during each season of each year (excluding summer) during construction and for the 3-year post-construction period.

Nest Surveys

Annual nest surveys will be conducted each spring during construction between March 15 and June 1, using two surveys separated by at least 30 days. All Project-related infrastructure (e.g.; fence posts, transmission towers, and buildings) would be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. Nest locations may also be detected via incidental sightings or during point count surveys.



During nest surveys, the ground under all raptor and raven nests will be inspected for the presence shells of juvenile tortoises or other evidence or predation of desert tortoise. 

7.1.3	Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan 

In addition to project-specific mortality monitoring studies the Project will monitor golden eagles separately to ensure that golden eagle mortality is adequately assessed. For each year during construction, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities will be conducted to determine whether any territory is active (Pagel et al. 2010). Data collected during the inventory shall include: 

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



If an occupied nest is detected during construction within 10 miles of any Project component, the Applicant for that component will implement adaptive management strategies in cooperation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG (and CPUC if an SCE component) for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles (Pagel et al. 2010). Triggers for additional adaptive management requirements will include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, such as agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment.

7.2	Nest Management

Project facilities will manage nests established on any part of the facility as described throughout this document. Eagle nests will be addressed as described in Section 7.1 above.

7.3	Risk Assessment Validation

Using data collected throughout this process, the Project will attempt to validate the identified risks of the project. The validation process will consider:

1. Whether the documented mortality rate post-construction is higher, lower, or as expected, compared to the pre-construction risk assessment.

2. Whether conservation measures are adequate to minimize bird and/or bat mortality to the maximum extent practicable? 

3. Would additional conservation measures be likely to reduce mortality rates?

4. Do documented mortality rates trigger adaptive management actions?



The results of this validation assessment would be discussed in Project reporting, described in Section 7.4 below.

7.4	Reporting

Quarterly e-mail summaries of all biological monitoring activities will be submitted to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG by the Designated Biologist. One section of these summaries will focus on reporting for the long-term monitoring program for raptors (including owls) and bats. This section will include results of the study components of monitoring conducted during the previous quarter, and a discussion of any unusual circumstances noted. These reports may also include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.

 

On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to the BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for the BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1 of each year. This annual report will summarize all quarterly reports and be submitted via e-mail by the Designated Biologist. After this report is submitted, an annual meeting will be held between the BLM, USFWS, Applicants, and CDFG to review the annual monitoring report and discuss monitoring results and conservation measures, including any adaptive management implemented or recommended.






8.0	Key Resources and References

8.1	Key Resources

Key resources include the team of proponent personnel, biological monitors and agency personnel who will work together to ensure the success of the protection, avoidance, and minimization of impacts to bird and bat species during the construction and operations and maintenance phases of the Project. The names and contact information for key personnel are provided below.



Project Proponents

Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC

1111 Broadway St, 4th Floor

Oakland, CA 94607

(510) 625-7400

Contact:  Amanda Beck

ABeck@firstsolar.com



Southern California Edison

1218 South 5th Avenue

Monrovia, CA 91016

(626) 260-6040

Contact: Paul Yamazaki

Paul.Yamazaki@sce.com


Biological Monitoring

Ironwood Consulting

1412 S. Center St.

Redlands, CA 92373

(909) 798-0330

Contact: Kathy Simon

Kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com



Bureau of Land Management

California Desert District Office

22835 Calle San Juan De Los Lagos

Moreno Valley, CA 92553-9046

(951) 697-5223

Contact: Kim Marsden

Kim_Marsden@BLM.gov 





U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office

6010 Hidden Valley Rd., 101

Carlsbad, CA 92011

760.431.9440 x 354 phone

Contact: Jody Fraser

jody_fraser@fws.gov



California Department of Fish and Game

Inland Deserts Region

3602 Inland Empire Blvd Suite C220

Ontario, CA 91764

(909) 484-0167

Contact: Magdalena Rodriguez

mcrodriguez@dfg.ca.gov
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November 16, 2011 
SDG&E Sunrise Powerlink 

Donald E. Haines, AICP 
Environmental Mitigation Manager 
San Diego Gas & Electric 
Sunrise Powerlink 
1010 Tavern Road 
Alpine, CA 91901 
  
Subject:   Sunrise Powerlink Arroyo Toad Monthly Progress Report #3 – October 8 to November 6, 2011 

Dear Mr. Haines: 

The San Diego Gas & Electric  (SDG&E)  Sunrise Powerlink project has  several protective measures  in place  to 
avoid, minimize,  and/or mitigate  for  impacts  to  the  federally‐endangered  arroyo  toad  (Anaxyrus  californicus; 
ARTO).  SDG&E is required to submit monthly progress reports detailing ARTO activities to the wildlife agencies 
and other parties as necessary or requested. SDG&E commenced ARTO monitoring and surveys on August 18, 
2011 on the existing access road  in McAlmond Canyon that runs between structures EP53‐3 and EP49  (MS‐09 
and  MS‐10;  attached).  During  the  period  covered  in  this  report,  ARTO‐associated  fence  installation  work 
occurred at tower sites EP50 and 52‐1 as well as their associated spur roads, and construction traffic continued 
to use the access road in McAlmond Canyon. In addition to the McAlmond Canyon work, EP78 in Hauser Canyon 
was fenced for ARTO exclusion purposes, and fence  installation work on the access road between EP65‐1 and 
EP69, as well as tower sites EP66 and EP69,  in Long Potrero began  (MS‐05, MS‐07 and MS‐08; attached). This 
report  is  the  third monthly  report, and  summarizes ARTO monitoring,  surveys and  fence  installation  for  said 
areas between October 8 and November 6, 2011.  

In  addition  to  ground  disturbance  construction  activity  and  toad  exclusion  fence  installation work  that  has 
occurred  in arroyo toad occupied habitat, SDG&E has  initiated tree‐trimming  in the Hauser Canyon area.   The 
tree  trimming  activities  are  related  to meeting Mitigation Measure  F‐2a  that  requires maintaining  adequate 
conductor  line  clearances.  Further  details  on  tree  trimming work  and ARTO  impact  avoidance measures  are 
below. 

No  other  ARTO‐occupied  areas  were  subject  to  vegetation  clearing,  fence  installation  and/or  construction 
activities over this time period. 

Installation and Inspection of Exclusion Fencing 

McAlmond Canyon: ARTO exclusion  fencing  and  vegetation  clearing was  completed  according  to  the Arroyo 
Toad Relocation Plan (Plan) at tower sites EP50 and EP52‐1 as well as their spur roads. Helo‐reinforced fencing 
(fabric  fence with wire backing) was  installed at  the EP50 and EP52‐1  tower sites  in order  to ensure  integrity 
during helicopter operations and construction activities. 

The installation of ARTO exclusion fencing along the primary access road concluded on August 31, as described 
in a previous report. Since completion, daily inspections of the fence at all areas within McAlmond Canyon were 
conducted by approved biological monitors, ARTO biologists, and/or PAR Electric environmental personnel, and 
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repairs  were  made  by  Warren  James  Construction  and/or  PAR  Electric  personnel  with  the  assistance  of 
biological monitors and ARTO biologists, as available and/or necessary,  in order  to remain  in compliance with 
project mitigation measures.  

Currently, EP53‐3 and  its Tower Staging Access Pad (TSAP) are the only project features that still require ARTO 
fencing in this area. 

Hauser Canyon:  Vegetation clearing activities were completed, and helo‐reinforced ARTO exclusion fencing was 
installed at tower site EP78 in order to ensure integrity during helicopter operations and construction activities. 
No other ARTO fence installation or construction occurred in Hauser Canyon during this period. 

Long  Potrero:    Vegetation  clearing  activities  occurred  within  EP69  and  its  TSAP,  as  well  as  EP66. Minimal 
vegetation  clearing  along  the  existing  access  road  ARTO  fencelines  between  EP65‐1  and  EP67  was  also 
completed,  as well  as  the  installation  of wooden  stakes.  No  other  ARTO  fence  installation  or  construction 
occurred in Long Potrero during this period. 

All mitigation measures  relevant  for  the  protection  of  arroyo  toad  and  all  other  biological  resources were 
adhered  to  throughout  the  vegetation  clearing  and  fence  installation  procedures. No  remedial measures  to 
avoid, minimize, or mitigate for any potential  impacts to arroyo toad were necessary during the  installation or 
inspection activities. 

Simulated Rain Events 

McAlmond Canyon:  Simulated rain events occurred each afternoon of October 10th though 12th at EP52‐1 and 
its spur road before conducting ARTO surveys. Approximately 2500 gallons were used on the tower site, and up 
to 2000 gallons were used on the spur road each day, soaking the soils suitably to depths of at least 1‐2 inches, 
per the Plan. One water truck with a hose attachment was used for approximately and hour and a half in the late 
afternoon to water the sites. The timing of the watering was  intended to minimize evaporation and maximize 
soil penetration before nightfall. Water applications were  concentrated on  the  looser  soils within  the  fenced 
areas suitable for toad burrowing capabilities, such as leaf litter, churned soils and mammal burrows. A biologist 
worked with the truck driver to direct the water applications to the most prime burrowing areas. 

A simulated rain event conducted in this same manner also occurred at EP50 and its spur road on November 3rd. 
Approximately 2000 gallons were used on the tower site, and approximately 3500 gallons were used on the spur 
road each day,  soaking  the  soils  suitably  to depths of  at  least 1‐2  inches, per  the Plan. A natural  rain  event 
occurred on November 4th during Survey 2 of EP50 that saturated the soils to appropriate levels for conducting 
toad surveys. Soils were saturated up to five inches deep in some areas by the end of the survey. No additional 
rain occurred on Survey 3, but soils were sufficiently saturated from the previous day’s rain to not necessitate a 
simulated rain event, so surveys were completed that night.  

Since  the  primary  access  road  between  EP49  and  EP53‐3  had  been  previously  surveyed  and  cleared,  no 
simulated rain event was required along the access road before fence inspections. Nevertheless, the access road 
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was surveyed to assess the effectiveness of the exclusion fencing following the rain event on November 4th as 
well as during daily construction traffic to the EP47 pullsite. 

Hauser Canyon:  No simulated rain events occurred. 

Long Potrero:  No simulated rain events occurred. 

Nocturnal Surveys 

McAlmond  Canyon:    Nocturnal  surveys  of  EP52‐1  and  its  spur  road  were  conducted  by  a  team  of  ARTO 
biologists over three consecutive nights from October 10th through 12th, as well as EP50 and its spur road from 
November 3rd through 5th  (Table 1). The surveys were conducted  following current USFWS protocol, Declining 
Amphibian Task Force guidelines, and Sunrise Powerlink documents and mitigation measures relevant  for this 
species. 

Surveys began approximately 45 minutes after sunset, and occurred within 2‐hour time frames. The biologists 
slowly walked within  the  fenced  area  and  searched  for  toad  presence with  head  lamps  and/or  flashlights, 
looking for eyeshine, toads, and/or toad movement. Satisfactory visual access was obtained within the fenced 
areas, characterized largely by the open ground of the vegetatively cleared tower sites and spur roads, but also 
included small mammal burrows and some areas of leaf litter. 

Results:   All surveys were conducted on structure sites EP52‐1 and EP50 as well as their spur roads. No ARTO 
were observed within the exclusion fencing or observed in the adjacent surroundings during this monitoring and 
survey period. Wildlife species observed onsite were documented each day and night of ARTO monitoring and 
surveying, and are shown  in Table 2. Wildlife species found within the fenced areas were translocated outside 
the  fenced area or allowed  to exit via  their own means. On some survey nights, several wildlife species were 
removed from within the fenced area to the surrounding slopes in appropriate habitats.  Relocated toads were 
all placed into small burrows and wetted before release. Results included: 

EP52‐1,  Survey  2  (10‐11‐2011):    One  California  toad  (Anaxyrus  boreas  halophilus)  and  one  subadult 
California kingsnake (Lampropeltis getula californiae) were relocated from within the EP52‐1 spur road.  

EP52‐1, Survey 3 (10‐12‐2011):   The same California toad (verified from photographs) found the previous 
night within the EP52‐1 spur road, was found within the spur road again, and subsequently relocated. It was 
determined  that  the  probable  port  of  re‐entry  was  a  shallow  Dulzura  kangaroo  rat  (Dipodomys  agilis 
simulans) burrow. 

EP50,  Survey  1  (11‐3‐2011):    Two  California  toads were  found within  the  spur  road,  and  subsequently 
relocated.  

Incidental Observations  (11‐3‐2011):   A western  spadefoot  toad  (Spea hammondii) was observed within 
the EP51‐1 tower site, and subsequently relocated. 
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Incidental Observations  (11‐4‐2011):   A western  spadefoot  toad was observed within  the EP52‐1  tower 
site, and subsequently relocated. A California toad was observed and relocated from the EP52‐1 spur road. 

Hauser Canyon:  No nocturnal surveys occurred. 

Long Potrero:  No nocturnal surveys occurred. 

Tree Trimming in Hauser Canyon 

Tree  trimming crews have  initiated work  in Hauser Canyon between EP77 and EP78. The work  involves crew 
members climbing trees, removing upper branches and lowering wood to the ground. The wood is then hauled 
offsite. Other than minor surface disturbances, the work does not  impact the ground. The crew has a full time 
biological  monitor  who  has  been  coordinating  with  SDG&E’s  arroyo  toad  lead  (A.  Borcher).  All  work  and 
vehicular use of access road has occurred between the hours of two hours after sunrise and two hours before 
sunset.  Tree  trimming  crews were working  in  Hauser  Canyon  on  October  10,  28,  29,  31  and  November  4. 
SDG&E’s ARTO resource lead met with crews on site on October 10 and October 29. Tree trimming activity will 
continue in November.   

Discussion and Recommendations 

The  complete  absence  of  toads  within  the  exclusion  fencing  from  the  previously  surveyed  and  cleared 
McAlmond Canyon access road portion indicated that the fencing and maintenance procedures were effective in 
preventing  toad  species  from  entering  the  access  road  at  this  time.  Except  for  construction  traffic  and  the 
placement  of  some  Class  II  base  gravel  in  selected  low  areas,  no  construction  activities  occurred within  the 
exclusion  fencing  of  the McAlmond  Canyon  access  road  during  the  period  covered  in  this  report.  The main 
function  of  the  existing  exclusion  fencing  of  the  access  road  serves  as  access  to  the  EP47  pullsite.  Site 
inspections are ongoing at this time to ensure fence integrity, and no significant breaches have occurred to date. 
The fence should be closely monitored as the winter rainy season approaches and amphibian activity levels rise 
to ensure a 100% exclusion rate. 

Other wildlife  sign  observed within  the  fenced  areas  included  side‐blotched  lizard  (Uta  stansburiana),  fence 
lizard  (Sceloporus  occidentalis),  Botta’s  pocket  gopher  (Thomomys  bottae),  desert  cottontail  (Sylvilagus 
audobonii), Dulzura kangaroo rat, mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus), coyote (Canis latrans) and raccoon (Procyon 
lotor); all of  these species are able to escape the  fenced area unaided. A  juvenile southern Pacific rattlesnake 
(Crotalus oreganus helleri) was also found along the access road, and was relocated using snake tongs. 

Since a western  spadefoot  toad was observed  inside  the EP52‐1  tower  site after a  simulated  rain event and 
three consecutive nocturnal surveys were completed, this indicates that the simulated rain events are not 100% 
effective for toad emergence.  Although not intended to be 100% effective, this brings to light the importance of 
spot checks during natural rain events and daily sweeps to ensure that all sensitive amphibian species, including 
ARTO, remain clear from all fenced work areas.   
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Please  let me know  if you have any questions or concerns regarding this progress report.    I can be reached at 
kalberts@chambersgroupinc.com or 949‐933‐6505.  

Respectfully, 

CHAMBERS GROUP, INC. 

 

Kris Alberts 
Senior Biologist / Project Manager 
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Table 1. Survey Conditions 
Survey 
No. 

Date  Site  Simulated 
Rain 

Start‐
End 
Time 

Start‐
End 
Temp
(˚F) 

Avg. 
Relative 
Humidity 

Avg. 
Wind 
Speed 

Avg. Sky 
Condition 

Precip. Sunset Moonset Moon 
Phase 

Surveyors

1  10/10/11  EP52‐1 
& Spur 
Road 

Yes  1937
‐

2045 

62 ‐ 
54 

N/A  0‐5 
mph 

3% cloud 
cover 

None  1821  0629 
(10/11/11)

waxing 
gibbous 

Brian 
Lohstroh, 
Travis 
Cooper, 
Alicia Hill 

2  10/11/11  EP52‐1 
& Spur 
Road 

Yes  1935
‐

2100 

64 ‐ 
63 

60%  0‐2 
mph 

0% cloud 
cover 

None  1820  0724 
(10/12/11)

Full  Brian 
Lohstroh, 
Alicia Hill, 
Jared 
Taylor 

3  10/12/11  EP52‐1 
& Spur 
Road 

Yes  1940
‐

2045 

85 ‐ 
70 

24%  0‐5 
mph 

0% cloud 
cover 

None  1819  0818 
(10/13/11)

Full  Travis 
Cooper, 
Alicia Hill 

1  11/3/11  EP50 & 
Spur 
Road 

Yes  1900
‐

2045 

57 – 
53 

76%  1 – 3 
mph 

0% cloud 
cover 

None  1757  0142 
(11/4/11) 

waxing 
gibbous 

Travis 
Cooper, 
Alicia Hill 

2  11/4/11  EP50 & 
Spur 
Road 

No 
(natural 
rain event 

was 
sufficient) 

1945
‐

2045 

49 ‐ 
47 

99%  1 – 3 
mph 

100% 
cloud 
cover 

Rain  1756  0237 
(11/5/11) 

waxing 
gibbous 

Travis 
Cooper, 
Alicia Hill 

3  11/5/11  EP50 & 
Spur 
Road 

No 
(retained 
moisture 
from 

yesterday) 

1910
‐

2000 

49 ‐ 
45 

77%  0 – 3 
mph 

50% 
cloud 
cover 

None  1755  0231 
(11/6/11, 
note time 
change) 

waxing 
gibbous 

Travis 
Cooper, 
Alicia Hill 
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TABLE 2.  WILDLIFE SPECIES LIST 

INVERTEBRATES 

Adelpha californica  California sister 

Apis mellifera  European honeybee 

Camponotus vicinus  carpenter ant 

Danaus plexippus  monarch 

Daphnia sp.  water flea 

Eleodes sp.    stink beetle 

Fannia canicularis  little house fly 

Gryllus sp.  field cricket 

Junonia coenia grisea  gray buckeye 

Latrodectus hesperus  western black widow 

Melanoplus devastator  devastating grasshopper 

Paruroctonus silvestrii  stripe‐tailed scorpion 

Pieris rapae  cabbage white 

Pogonomyrmex californicus  California harvester ant 

Polistes fuscatus  golden paper wasp 

Pontia protodice  common white 

Sympetrun curruptum  variegated meadowhawk dragonfly 

Tranea lacerate  black saddlebags dragonfly 

Tricocorixa sp.  water boatman 

Vejovis sp.  common scorpion 

Vespula germanica  German yellow jacket 
 
FISHES 

Carassius auratus  goldfish 
 
AMPHIBIANS 

Anaxyrus boreas halophilus  California toad 

Spea hammondii  western spadefoot 
 
REPTILES 

Coluber lateralis lateralis  California striped racer 

Cnemidophorus tigris tigris  western tiger whiptail 

Crotalus ruber ruber  northern red‐diamond rattlesnake 

Crotalus oreganus helleri  southern Pacific rattlesnake 

Lampropeltis getula californiae  California kingsnake 

Phrynosoma blainvillii  coast horned lizard 

Pituophis catenifer catenifer  Pacific gopher snake 

Plestidon skiltonianus interparietalis  Coronado skink 

Sceloporus occidentalis  western fence lizard 
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Sceloporus orcutti  granite spiny lizard 

Thamnophis hammondii  two‐striped garter snake 

Uta stansburiana     side‐blotched lizard 
 
BIRDS 

Accipiter striatus  Cooper’s hawk 

Agelaius phoeniceus  red‐winged blackbird 

Aimophila ruficeps canescens  southern California rufous‐crowned sparrow 

Anas platyrhynchos  mallard 

Aphelocoma californica  western scrub‐jay 

Aquila chrysaetos  golden eagle 

Ardea alba  great egret 

Ardea herodias  great blue heron 

Baelophus inornatus  oak titmouse 

Bubo virginianus  great horned owl 

Buteo jamaicensis  red‐tailed hawk 

Buteo lineatus  red‐shouldered hawk 

Calidris mauri  western sandpiper 

Callipepla californica  California quail 

Calypte anna  Anna’s hummingbird 

Carduelis psaltria  lesser goldfinch 

Carpodacus mexicanus  house finch 

Cathartes aura  turkey vulture 

Chamaea fasciata  wrentit 

Charadrius vociferous  killdeer  

Chondestes grammacus  lark sparrow 

Circus cyaneus  northern harrier 

Colaptes auratus  northern flicker 

Columba livia  rock pigeon 

Corvus brachyrhynchos  American crow 

Corvus corax  common raven 

Egretta thula  snowy egret 

Elanus leucurus  white‐tailed kite 

Eremophila alpestris  horned lark 

Euphagus cyanocephalus  Brewer’s blackbird 

Falco peregrinus  peregrine falcon 

Falco sparverius  American kestrel 

Fulica americana  American coot 

Geococcyx californianus  greater roadrunner 

Junco hyemalis  dark‐eyed junco 
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Lanius ludovicianus  loggerhead shrike 

Melanerpes formicivorus  acorn woodpecker 

Melospiza melodia  song sparrow 

Melozone crissalis  California towhee 

Molothrus ater  brown‐headed cowbird 

Parabuteo unicinctus  Harris’s hawk 

Passerculus sandwichensis  savannah sparrow 

Phalaenoptilus nuttallii  common poorwill 

Picoides nuttallii  Nuttall’s woodpecker 

Pipilo maculatus  spotted towhee 

Podiceps nigricollis  eared grebe 

Pooecetes gramineus  vesper sparrow 

Psaltriparus minimus  bushtit 

Regulus calendula   ruby‐crowned kinglet 

Salpinctes obsoletus  rock wren 

Sayornis nigricans  black phoebe 

Sayornis saya  Say’s phoebe 

Setophaga coronata  yellow‐rumped warbler 

Sitta carolinensis  white‐breasted nuthatch 

Sturnella neglecta  western meadowlark 

Sturnus vulgaris  European starling 

Thryomanes bewickii  Bewick’s wren 

Toxostoma redivivum  California thrasher 

Troglodytes aedon  house wren 

Tyto alba  barn owl 

Zenaida macroura  mourning dove 

Zonotrichia leucophrys  white‐crowned sparrow 
 
MAMMALS 

Bos taurus  cattle 

Canis familiaris  domestic dog 

Canis latrans  coyote 

Chaetodipus fallax  San Diego pocket mouse 

Dipodomys agilis simulans  Dulzura kangaroo rat 

Lynx rufus  bobcat 

Mephitis mephitis  striped skunk 

Neotoma fuscipes  dusky‐footed woodrat 

Odocoileus hemionus fuliginatus  southern mule deer 

Procyon lotor  raccoon  

Spermophilus beecheyi  California ground squirrel 

Sylvilagus audobonii  desert cottontail 
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Thomomys bottae  Botta's pocket gopher 

Urocyon cinereoargenteus  gray fox 
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Photo 1.  Helo‐reinforced ARTO exclusion fence installation activities at EP78 (Alberts). 

 

Photo 2.  Chipped vegetation removal activities from within EP78 (Alberts). 
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Photo 3.  EP66 with vegetation cleared and wooden stakes installed (Alberts). 

 

Photo 4.  Vegetation trimming activities along ARTO fence line between EP66 and EP67 (Alberts). 
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Photo 5.  Wooden stake installation along the existing access road near EP66 (Alberts). 

 

Photo 6.  EP69 prior to fence completion (Alberts). 
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Photo 7.  Gravel bag installation activities at EP69 (Alberts). 

 

Photo 8.  EP50 following vegetation clearing and fence completion (Alberts). 
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Photo 9.  EP50 spur road after vegetation clearing. The gap was opened for the footpath between the 

spur road and the tower site (Alberts). 

 

Photo 10.  EP50 fence line showing gravel bags and angled helo‐reinforcement staking (Alberts). 
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Photo 11.  Tree trimming work in Hauser Canyon north of Hauser Creek (Borcher).  Trimmed branches 

are piled adjacent to road edge prior to removal. 

Photo 12.  California toad found on November 4th inside the EP52‐1 spur road (Cooper). 
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Photo 13. Western spadefoot toad found on November 4th inside the EP52‐1 tower site (Cooper). 

 

   
Photo 14. Western spadefoot toad found on November 3rd inside the EP51‐1 tower site (Cooper). 
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1.0	Introduction 

This section provides a brief summary of the project description for the Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC (Sunlight) and Southern California Edison (SCE) project (jointly the “Applicants”). A complete description of the project is found in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project California Desert Conservation Area Plan Amendment and Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) (BLM 2011).



The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) issued of a right-of-way (ROW) grant authorizing the construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (Project). The Project covers less than 4,176 acres (ac) and is located in Riverside County, California, approximately 6 miles north of the rural community of Desert Center and approximately (10.5 kilometers or 6.5 miles north of the Interstate 10 corridor (Figure 1). The Project consists of three main components 1) a 550-megawatt (MW) solar photovoltaic (PV) generating facility (Solar Farm), 2) a 220-kilovolt (kV) generation interconnection line (Gen-tie line), and 3) a 500/220-kV substation and substation related components (the Red Bluff Substation) (Figure 2). While the Red Bluff substation is included as part of this project description for planning and environmental considerations, it would be constructed, owned, and operated by SCE, not by Sunlight.



The Applicants have prepared this Avian and Bat Protection Plan in accordance with regulatory agency guidance, including:

· Region8 Interim Guidelines for the Development of a Project Specific Avian and Bat Protection Plan for Solar Energy Plants and Related Transmission Facilities.   

· Avian and Bat Protection Plan Guidelines developed jointly by Edison Electric Institute’s Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) 

· Additional Interim Guidelines from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS 2000, 2003, 2010). 

· Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO Plan, BLM and the California Department of Fish and Game- CDFG 2002).



1.1	Purpose of the Avian and Bat Protection Plan

The Avian and Bat Protection Plan (ABPP) delineates a program designed to reduce the risks that result from bird and bat interactions due to actions performed by Sunlight in the construction and operation of the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line; and by SCE in the construction and operation of their project components (Red Bluff Substation and associated access road, distribution line and telecommunications site). The overall goal of this ABPP is to reduce, and ultimately eliminate bird and bat mortality to the extent possible. 



The objectives of this ABPP are as follows:

· Describe the process of surveys and siting decisions to date, including identifying baseline conditions for avian and bat species present in the area of the Project components. 

· Identify activities during construction and operational and maintenance (O&M) that may increase the potential of adverse effects to passerine, raptor, and bat species on and adjacent to the Project components.

· Specify steps that will be taken to avoid, minimize and mitigate any potential adverse effects to these species, including thresholds for adaptive management.

· Detail long-term monitoring and reporting goals for the Project.



Ironwood Consulting, Inc.	1







The following Applicant measures (AM) and mitigation measures (MM) from the FEIS are incorporated into this plan.



AM-WIL-3. Avian and Bat Protection Plan. This Plan will be prepared and implemented by the Applicant to specify necessary actions to be taken to protect nesting bird and bat species. The following measures will be implemented by the Applicant to protect burrowing owls in the Project locations during construction:



1. Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction area as recommended by the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG).



2. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 75 meters (250 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). Initial avoidance buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on the type of construction activity as approved by CDFG or USFWS. Outside nesting season or after determining that a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within one mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation.



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicants to protect nesting bird species in the Project locations during construction which are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and California Fish and Game Code Sections 3503 and 3513:



1. Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and in adjacent habitat areas and any nests observed will be identified and clearly marked. For passerines, an exclusion area where construction will not be allowed to commence will be established approximately 100 meters (330 feet) from any active nest. For raptors (other than golden eagles), the exclusion area will be established approximately 170 meters (500 feet) from any active nest (excluding nests of the common raven). For golden eagles, the exclusion area will be established approximately 1.6 kilometers (one mile) from any active nest. Initial protective buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on type of construction activity and bird species and per approval by CDFG or USFWS. Nests will be checked within one week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or young have fledged.

2. Vegetation clearing will be conducted outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

3. Biological monitors will be present on-site during all phases of construction and will be tasked with monitoring avian nesting in adjacent habitats. If nests are found, the same procedures would be used as discussed above for pre-construction surveys. 



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicant to protect roosting bats in the Project locations during construction: Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and adjacent habitat areas and any active bat colonies will be identified and clearly marked. An exclusion area will be established approximately 50 meters (165 feet) from any active colony, and whenever possible, these areas will be avoided during construction activities.



For five years post-construction, the Applicant will record incidental sightings of raptors and bats in the Project locations. In addition, the Applicant will conduct nest surveys within the Project locations at least twice each spring between March 1 and June 1, separated by at least 30 days where all project-related infrastructure will be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. The Applicant will submit quarterly status reports via email to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG. On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1st of each year. These reports may include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.



AM-WIL-4, Construction Water Storage Pond Design. The temporary construction water ponds shall be designed, constructed, and operated in compliance with all applicable regulatory requirements with respect to design, operation, and maintenance, protection of migratory waterfowl, and raven management. This includes following provisions in the FEIS under the common raven management plan and includes the following specific measures to discourage ravens:



· Using anti-perching devices around the perimeter of each pond to exclude ravens and other birds from accessing the edge of the ponds to drink.

· Lining the ponds and maintaining two feet of freeboard in the ponds at all times

· Designing the ponds with interior side slopes at a 33 percent slope (3:1, horizontal:vertical)

· Netting will be used to cover ponds when not in use to reduce avian access. Appropriate material will be used to ensure that nocturnal bird species and bats will not become entangled in the netting.

· At least 60 days prior to construction, the Applicant shall submit to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG, the proposed locations and design of the ponds, including how many ponds would be operational at a time, specific design features to discourage ravens, and a plan for immediately addressing problems with pond design. During construction, the ponds shall be monitored daily to ensure that anti-raven measures are successful. All ponds will be dismantled at the end of construction.



SCE does not have construction water storage ponds in its project components.

MM-WIL-5. Prepare and Implement a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. Prior to the issuance of a ROW retain a BLM-approved, qualified biologist to prepare a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan in consultation with CDFG and USFWS. This plan shall follow the Avian Protection Plan guidelines outlined by USFWS and APLIC. The plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such feeder/distribution lines and solar panels.  



The Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan shall include at a minimum: 

· Detailed specifications on data, 

· A carcass collection protocol, and 

· A rationale justifying the proposed schedule of carcass searches, and

· Seasonal trials to assess bias from carcass removal by scavengers as well as searcher bias.



During construction and for one year following the beginning of the solar farm operation the biologist shall submit annual reports to BLM, CDFG, and USFWS describing the dates, durations, and results of monitoring and data collection. The annual reports shall provide a detailed description of any project-related bird or wildlife deaths or injuries detected during the monitoring study or at any other time and data collected for the study of polarized light impacts on insectivorous birds. The report shall analyze any project-related bird fatalities or injuries detected, and provide recommendations for future monitoring and any adaptive management actions needed.



Thresholds will be determined in this ABPP and approved by BLM, CDFG and USFWS. If BLM determines that bird mortality caused by solar have been identified as key mortality features, or implement other appropriate actions approved by BLM and regulatory agencies based on the findings of the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. If mitigation actions are required, the annual reporting shall continue until BLM, in consultation with CDFG and USFWS, determines whether more years of monitoring are needed, and whether additional mitigation and adaptive management measures are necessary.



MM-WIL-6. Prepare and Implement Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring, and Adaptive Management. For each year after commencement of construction \, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities shall be conducted to determine if whether any territory is active. Survey methods for the inventory shall be as described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. A nesting territory or shall be considered occupied or unoccupied based on criteria in Pagel (2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. Data collected during the inventory shall include at least the following: 

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan: If an occupied nest (as defined by Pagel et al. 2010) is detected within 10 miles of any project component, the Project owner or SCE shall prepare and implement a Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles. The monitoring methods shall be consistent with those described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall be prepared in consultation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). It shall be implemented by Desert Sunlight or SCE, according to project component; and each Applicant shall designate a biologist, to be approved by BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). Triggers for adaptive management shall include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, including but not limited to: agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall include a description of adaptive management actions, which shall include, but not be limited to, cessation of construction activities that are deemed by the Designated Biologist to be the source of golden eagle disturbance.



1.2	Legal Drivers

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA), National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) provide the primary legal bases for this ABPP. The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 703, et seq.) prohibits the taking, killing, possession, transportation and importation of migratory birds, their eggs, parts, and nests, except when authorized by the USFWS. Because MBTA does not provide a specific mechanism to authorize “incidental” take, proponents often work proactively with the Service to avoid and minimize the potential take of species. 



The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 668-668d) protects bald and golden eagles.  Through a new regulation (50 CFR § 22.26), the Service can authorize take of bald and golden eagles when the take is associated with, but not the purpose of, an otherwise lawful activity, and cannot practicably be avoided. Thus, these new regulations provide a mechanism where take of eagles can be legally authorized.  



Under the National Environmental Policy Act (42 USC §§ 4321-4370h), federal agencies such as BLM are required to prepare a detailed environmental impact statement (EIS) for any major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment. An EIS must include an examination of the environmental impacts of a proposed project, a reasonable range of alternatives for a project and other related matters. BLM authorization of a right-of-way (ROW) grant for the Project would require a land use plan amendment (PA) to the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan (BLM 1980), as amended. In addition, DOE will consider Sunlight’s application for a loan guarantee under Title XVII of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EPAct 05), as amended by Section 406 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Public Law (PL) 111-5 (the “Recovery Act”).



The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has discretionary authority to issue the Permit to Construct (PTC) for SCE’s Red Bluff Substation, a portion of the Project. As allowed by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15221, the CPUC intends to use this EIS to provide the environmental review required for its approval process. The CPUC and BLM have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that defines the relationship of the two agencies, and identifies CPUC as a cooperating agency with the BLM. 



The Applicants anticipate that construction and/or operation of the Project will not cause unauthorized “take” or prohibited “disturbance” of any species protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act or the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. However, it is voluntarily proposing this Avian and Bat Protection Plan to proactively implement measures to avoid, minimize and mitigate for any potential adverse effects of the Project on such species.  In addition, by utilizing the adaptive management approach in this plan, it is committing to evaluate data during the operation phase of the Project and make further adjustments to the plan, if necessary and appropriate. 



1.3	Corporate Policy

Sunlight and SCE have a commitment to work cooperatively towards the protection of migratory birds and bats.  These entities are committed to consistent coordination with agency personnel at BLM, USFWS, and the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) so that all parties and agencies understand the scope of the Project and can discuss project facilities and features that may require additional attention for avian species.




2.0	Coordination

Sunlight and SCE recognized that an essential element to developing a successful Project is the coordination between the project proponents and the appropriate agencies. As recommended by USFWS, the Applicants conducted early coordination on essential elements, such as wildlife surveys, project siting criteria, and operational limitations to ensure that all parties and agencies understood the scope of the project and potential issues could be identified early in the planning process (USFWS 2010). This coordination resulted in numerous improvements to project siting and design (discussed in Section 4.0), and the development of Applicant Measures designed to avoid and minimize potential effects to avian and bat species. 

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 

Sunlight evaluated a larger Project Study Area (PSA) when determining the siting of the Project. Areas of desert wash woodland were avoided in this siting to the extent possible, in part to avoid the potential roosting, nesting, and foraging areas for birds and bats within areas of greater vegetation structure. The process of reducing the Project footprint is discussed further in Section 4.0.



The Applicants have also incorporated design features into the Project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats, including:

· Limiting vegetation clearing to periods outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

· Limiting vegetation disturbance and grading to the smallest area practicable; and

· Placing electrical lines underground or transmission lines on existing structures to the extent practical to avoid collisions with lines. 



The Applicants further intend to utilize the Applicant Measures AM-WIL-3 and AM-WIL-4 from the FEIS (presented in Section 1.0) during the construction phase and O&M phase of the project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

SCE will also follow the above measures outlined in AM-WIL-3 (AM-WIL-4 is not applicable to SCE components) in the FEIS above to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.






3.0	Adaptive Management and Habitat Compensation

3.1	Adaptive Management Process

The Applicants have incorporated siting criteria, design features and best management practices into the Project that will provide significant avoidance and minimization measures that will reduce the potential for adverse effects on avian and bat species. Specifically, decisions were made to ensure that each phase of project development was evaluated with an eye to reducing potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats during the siting, design, construction, operation and maintenance (O&M), and post-operation phases of the Project. 



In additional to the specific Project measures described below, Sunlight and SCE are committed to using an adaptive management approach throughout the life of the Project that supports flexible decision making and can be adjusted as monitoring results or new regional data are received. In so doing, the protections in this plan are expected to have continued effectiveness throughout the life of the Project.



This adaptive management approach will include the following six key concepts described by Williams (2009) that are endorsed by the Service in its Interim Guidance for Solar Energy Facilities (USFWS 2010):

1. Problem Assessment

2. Design

3. Implementation

4. Monitoring

5. Evaluation

6. Adjustment



Adaptive Management is a keystone of the Sunlight and SCE program to avoid and reduce potential effects to avian and bat species throughout the construction, O&M, and decommissioning stages of the Project. In order to compensate for the loss of avian and bat habitat, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide habitat compensation. This approach is described further in the following sections.

3.2	Habitat Compensation

Habitat Compensation is discussed in detail in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar 2011) for the solar farm and gen-tie line, and in the Red Bluff Substation Habitat Compensation Plan (SCE 2011) for the Red Bluff Substation and related components,. The Applicants are prepared to implement necessary mitigation and compensation for impacts to protected wildlife species as required by BLM, the CDFG, and USFWS as described in the FEIS and Habitat Compensation Plans. 




4.0	Pre-Siting Data Collection

The siting of the solar farm site, gen-tie line, and substation required detailed and individual evaluation. Although the area of Red Bluff Substation had been recently and repeatedly surveyed prior to this Project for numerous transmission projects, the solar farm site and immediately surrounding areas had not been previously surveyed. Thus, in an effort to place the Project components in locations that would yield the least risk of population impacts, a rigorous siting evaluation process was completed, including the following considerations recommended by the USFWS:

1. Coarse Site Assessment

2. Habitat Equivalency Analysis

3. Site Specific Wildlife Surveys

4. Risk Assessment

5. Reporting

4.1 Coarse Site Assessment

In accordance with USFWS guidance, a pre-siting assessment was conducted starting with a coarse site assessment of the potential environmental issues that might preclude the site from development based on its perceived or validated level of risk (USFWS 2010). This project conducted the equivalent of a Potential Impact Index (PII) (USFWS 2003) by taking a “first cut” analysis of the suitability of a site proposed for development and estimating use of the site by selected wildlife species as an indicator of potential impact (USFWS 2010).



Initial biological assessments conducted in 2007 recommended the avoidance of Pinto Wash as potential habitat for special status species, including avian and bat species. This was supported by an initial field assessment of the site conducted by Patricia Brown-Berry (Brown Berry 2010) for bat species. Between 2008 and 2011, several additional site reductions occurred that reduced the solar farm footprint and shifted the footprint away from areas that support better quality habitats with larger and more diverse vegetative structure.



Project components do not provide habitat for federally or state-listed avian or bat species, but do provide habitat for several special-status species, including those shown on Tables 1 and 2 (Ironwood Consulting 2010). All species in Tables 1 and 2 are species addressed and covered under the Species is covered under the Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO).

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 

The Solar farm site alternatives and Gen-tie line route alternatives are not within an Important Bird Area, a Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Network (WHSRN), or an area designated by the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance (Ramsar Convention). The solar farm site is not within an area designated as a critical habitat unit (CHU), or other Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC). The Gen-tie line is partially located within the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU designated as management areas for the desert tortoise. 

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are not within an Important Bird Area, WHSRN area, or Ramsar Convention area. The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are within the Chuckwalla CHU and DWMA.
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Table 1.	Sensitive Avian Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Passerine Species

		



		Chaetura vauxi

Vaux’s swift (breeding sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Progne subis

purple martin

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Toxostoma lecontei

LeConte’s thrasher

		Federal:

State:

		Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC)

SSC 



		Raptors 

		



		Aquila chrysaetos

golden eagle

		Federal:

State:

		protected by BGEPA

SSC; fully protected



		Athene cunicularia

burrowing owl

		Federal:

State:

		BCC

SSC 



		Buteo regalis

ferruginous hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

		none

none 



		Buteo swainsonii

Swainson’s hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

		BCC

threatened 



		Circus cyaneus

northern harrier

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Falco mexicanus

prairie falcon (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

		BCC

SSC







Table 2.	Sensitive Bat Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Antrozous pallidus

pallid bat

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Eptesicus fuscus pallidus

big brown bat

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Eumops perotis californicus

western mastiff bat

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Eumops perotis

pocketed free-tailed bat  

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Lasiurus cinereus

hoary bat

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Lasiurus xanthinus

southern yellow bat

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Macrotus californicus

California leaf-nosed bat

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Myotis californicus  

California myotis  

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Parastrellus hesperus

western pipistrelle

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Plecotus townsendii

Townsend’s big-eared bat

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Tadarida brasiliensis  

Mexican free-tailed bat

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC







4.2	Habitat Equivalency Analysis

As requested by USFWS, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide the habitat compensation process. Permanent habitat losses and with the process that will be used to compensate for this habitat loss have been quantified and are described in the Project’s Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar and SCE 2011).



In addition, as recommended by the USFWS, the Applicants have looked for opportunities to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities. These opportunities may come in the form of voluntary habitat acquisition or conservation easements. In order to quantify the appropriate compensation acreage, the use of an HEA can be used to identify high quality habitat and calculate compensation for the development of high quality habitats for both permanent and temporary losses. The objective of an HEA is to replace lost habitat services with like services, providing a replacement ratio for interim and permanent injury. 



The most significant step First Solar has taken to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities is working with BLM to determine the suitability of habitat remaining within their solar application as an area to be excluded from future development due to biological concerns. The area that could be excluded supports more diverse habitats with greater vegetation structure than the majority of the Project site and provides better habitats for most bird and bat species than those habitats found on the solar farm site.

4.3	Site Specific Wildlife Surveys

Pre-siting survey data will become the baseline for project impacts to bird and bat populations. Thus, prior to conducting site-specific surveys of the Project components, appropriate survey questions were developed that included methods applicable for before-after control impacts studies. Survey questions included:

1. Which species of birds and bats use the project area and how do their numbers vary temporally?

2. How much time do birds/bats spend in potential risk zones and does this behavior vary by season?

3. What is the estimated range of bird/bat mortalities from the project?

4. Are there nesting raptors on site or within 3 miles of project footprint. For eagles, are there eagles nesting within 10 miles of project footprint?

4.3.1	Methods

As recommended by USFWS (2010), multiple survey techniques were used to ensure adequate data collection. Specific survey methods included:

1. Diurnal point counts including varying timing during the day, month and seasonally during migratory periods.

2. Raptor nest searches including golden eagle surveys (Pagel et al 2010)

3. Migration counts.

4. Incidental data collection conducted during all biological surveys conducted at the Project components, which spanned over four years at the site, thus also captured timing variation within days, months and seasons as well as under varying climatic conditions.

5. Surveys for burrowing owl following Phase I and II surveys as directed by CDFG (California Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993).



Point Counts

Point count surveys for all birds were conducted in April, May, and October 2010 by experienced desert avian biologists Kip Kermoian and Jake Molhman at a total of twelve locations, nine on the Solar farm site and three at control sites, using point count methodology as described in Monitoring Bird Populations by Point Counts (Ralph et al. 1995). The surveys identify bird species and their relative numbers at each fixed study point location (point counts). Point count methodology is well accepted and widely used in bird studies.  Each point is visited for a fixed amount of time and all birds detected within an often fixed radius are recorded. Research suggests that the amount of time spent at a sampling location increases standard error, especially at times greater than 10 minutes (Smith et al. 1997). Each count was limited to 10 minutes to minimize standard error introduced by double counting, flyovers, etc. Additionally, incidental flyovers were recorded separately from typical observations and each count was divided into three survey periods consisting of the first three minutes, minutes 3 to 5, and minutes 5 to 10. This time division was done to facilitate data analysis used to differentiate birds most likely to be permanent or temporary occupants of the study point from transients in the area surveyed.  

Golden Eagle Surveys

The Applicants participated in a joint program to conduct aerial surveys for golden eagles in and around Blythe and Desert Center, California. These surveys were conducted in two phases, with Phase 1 occurring on April 2-3, 2010 and Phase 2 occurring on May 14, 2010.  These surveys were conducted in accordance with applicable USFWS guidance and were designed to record and report occupancy (Phase I) and productivity (Phase II) of golden eagle nests within a ten-mile radius of four solar projects, including Sunlight’s Solar farm site. 



Although the primary purpose of the surveys was to conduct the first of two aerial surveys for golden eagles [Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (USFWS 2010)], the surveys also recorded data for other raptor species.  The data and results from these surveys are found in the Final Report, Golden Eagle Surveys Surrounding Four Proposed Energy Developments in the Mojave Desert Region, California (Wildlife Research Institute 2010). 

Raptor Nest Surveys

Surveys of the alternatives for all three main components of the Project site were conducted on April 23-24 and May 20, 2010 in accordance with draft State agency protocols for identifying raptor nests [California Energy Commission (CEC) and CDFG 2010].  These surveys include inspecting all potential structures and trees in the Project vicinity for the presence of raptor nests. The results from these nest surveys are incorporated in this document.




Bats

On February 17, 2010, Dr. Patricia Brown, desert bat expert who has conducted numerous bat surveys in the Project region, conducted a reconnaissance-level survey of the Project components. The purpose of this survey was to determine those bats species that might inhabit these project areas and to formulate avoidance and minimization measures for bat species to be used during the construction, O&M, and post-construction phases.

Incidental Sightings

During all Project biological surveys, all bird species were identified and/or tallied on standardized data forms (Ironwood Consulting 2010). These data were compiled in electronic databases and used to determine species present and variation throughout days, months and seasons.

Burrowing Owl

Phase I burrowing owl surveys were conducted in 2007 on the First Solar project components, and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Phase II focused surveys were conducted in 2008 and 2010 on the First Solar project components and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Results of these surveys are compiled in the Biological Resources Technical Report (Ironwood 2010). In addition, pre-construction surveys in September 2011 were conducted on both the solar farm and Red Bluff substation sites, following the Phase II and III protocols (Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993). 

4.3.2	Results

Results addressing the first three survey questions were compiled and are discussed below separately for passerines, raptors, and bats with a special discussion for special-status bird species listed on Table 1. The chart below shows those bird species that were recorded most frequently during all surveys of the solar farm site.








Passerines

Most detections of passerine species were recorded in the morning hours between 0600 and 0800 and in the months of March and April in each year. These results are likely affected by the higher numbers of surveyors recording data during those months of the year, and that point counts were conducted in the morning hours as described in Ralph et al 1995. All passerine species were found in habitats that are present both on the solar farm site and gen-tie line, and on the SCE components; therefore any of these species may inhabit each of these Project components. Habitat quality does differ throughout the area, with the gen-tie line and SCE components in areas of sheet flow and scattered desert dry wash woodland, thus providing greater vegetation diversity and structure. The solar farm site has approximately 1,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitats that provide greater density and structure favored by most species, with the remaining approximately 2,921 acres poorer quality habitat with few species present and wide spaces between shrubs of stunted growth.



Mortalities from the project are not expected with the inclusion of the avoidance and impact minimization measures required in the FEIS and discussed in Section 5.0 of this report and include protection of active nests until nest completion is documented. Avian species found on the solar farm site are highly mobile and were generally found in low numbers on the majority of the solar farm site. Thirty-eight passerine species have been recorded at the Project components (Table 3). The species indicated in bold type are special-status species discussed separately below.



Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. ’Costa's hummingbirds feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 3). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  




Table 3.	Passerine Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		Common Name

		Scientific name



		American robin

		Turdus migratorius



		Anna's hummingbird

		Calypte anna



		ash-throated flycatcher

		Myiarchus cinerascens



		barn swallow

		Hirundo rustica



		black-crowned night heron

		Nycticorax nycticorax



		black-tailed gnatcatcher

		Polioptila melanura



		black-throated sparrow

		Amphispiza bilineata



		blue-gray gnatcatcher

		Polioptila caerulea



		Brewer's blackbird

		Euphagus cyanocephalus



		Brewer's sparrow

		Spizella breweri



		Bullock's oriole

		Icterus bullockii



		common poorwill

		Phalaenoptilus nuttallii



		Costa's hummingbird

		Calypte costae



		Gambel’s quail

		Callipepla gambelii



		greater roadrunner

		Geococcyx californianus



		great-tailed grackle

		Quiscalus mexicanus



		horned lark

		Eremophila alpestris



		house finch

		Carpodacus mexicanus



		house wren

		Troglodytes aedon



		killdeer

		Charadrius vociferous



		LeConte’s thrasher

		Toxostoma lecontei



		lesser goldfinch

		Carduelis psaltria



		lesser nighthawk

		Chordeiles minor



		mourning dove

		Zenaida macroura



		northern flicker

		Colaptes auratus



		northern mockingbird

		Mimus polyglottos



		phainopepla

		Phainopepla nitens



		rock wren

		Salpinctes obsoletus



		northern rough-winged swallow

		Stelgidopteryx serripennis



		Say’s phoebe

		Sayonaris nigricans



		tree swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		verdin

		Auriparus flaviceps



		violet-green swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		western kingbird

		Tyraannus verticalis



		western meadowlark

		Sturnella neglecta



		white-crowned sparrow

		Zonotrichia leucophrys



		white-throated swift 

		Aeronautes saxatalis



		yellow-rumped warbler

		Dendroica coronata








Raptors

Thirteen raptor species (excluding common raven) are known to occur at the Project components (Table 4). The species in bold type are special-status species as shown on Table 1 with locations shown on Figure 3 for all species except burrowing owl, shown on Figure 4. Because the solar farm site and gen-tie line are located in the valley floor of the Chuckwalla Valley, most raptor species were observed as flyovers of the components as indicated on Table 4.



Table 4.	Raptor Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		

Common Name

		

Scientific Name

		Approximate Number of Individuals



		

		

		Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		Red Bluff Substation and 

Related Components



		American kestrel

		Falco sparverius

		P

		P



		burrowing owl

		Athene cunicularia

		7

		0



		ferruginous hawk 

		Buteo regalis

		1 flyover

		0



		golden eagle

		Aquila chrysaetos

		0

		0



		loggerhead shrike

		Lanius ludovicianus

		23

		6



		merlin

		Falco columbarius

		P

		P



		northern harrier

		Circus cyaneus

		2 flyovers

		0



		prairie falcon

		Falco mexicanus

		4 flyovers

		0



		red-tailed hawk

		Buteo jamaicensis

		P

		P



		sharp-shinned hawk

		Accipiter striatus

		P

		P



		Swainson’s hawk

		Buteo swainsonii

		18 flyovers

		0



		turkey vulture

		Cathartes aura

		P

		P





P = present at Project component (non-special-status species were not recorded by location)



Burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. It is also a BCC species for which the USFWS is very concerned about fragmentation and displacement effects. Burrowing owls inhabit open dry grasslands and desert scrubs, and typically nest in mammal burrows although they may use man-made structures including culverts and debris piles. In the Project region, they are resident species and exhibit strong nest site fidelity. Burrowing owls eat insects, small mammals and reptiles. 



The Phase I assessment for burrowing owls concluded that suitable habitat for burrowing owls existed throughout the study area. During the Phase II burrow surveys, numerous suitable burrows were recorded on the solar farm site; however, three records of burrowing owl sign (i.e., burrow, white wash and pellets) were observed. One group of observations, which included one individual owl and two burrows with white wash and pellets, occurred approximately 1,500 feet east of the intersection of Gen-Tie A1 and highway 177. The two other individual owl sightings occurred approximately one mile north and 0.8 mile west of the solar farm site. One owl was observed east of the Red Bluff substation.



Phase II and III pre-construction surveys found one potential burrowing owl burrow on the Red Bluff substation site, and seven individual single owls on the solar farm site. The burrow on the Red Bluff substation site was determined to be unoccupied and collapsed in a storm event on September 13, 2011.





Ferruginous hawk (Buteo regalis) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. This species typically nests in northern latitudes of North America and overwinters in southern regions. Migrant ferruginous hawks are a regular but uncommon during spring and fall in the California desert regions. Within the NECO planning area, ferruginous hawks have been observed overwintering in low numbers in the lower Colorado River Valley, Yuma Basin, West Mesa, and the agricultural areas of Imperial Valley (BLM 2002). Two sightings of migrating ferruginous hawks were recorded, one within the Solar farm site and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. Both observations occurred in March 2010 and consisted of flyovers. The golden eagle surveys performed by helicopter in spring 2010 did not observe presence of this species. Based on data reviewed and observations, it is not expected that ferruginous hawks utilize the study area for nesting or overwintering. This species may forage within the study area during migration. 



Golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) is a State Species of Special Concern and Fully Protected Species, is covered under the federal Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (described in Section 1.2), and is addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. Golden eagles and their primary prey species, jackrabbits, have declined in the California desert regions due to prolonged drought conditions that have persisted since 1998 (WRI 2010). Breeding in Southern California starts in January, nest building and egg laying in February to March, and hatching and raising the young eagles occur from April through June. Once the young eagles are flying on their own, the adult eagles will continue to feed them and teach them to hunt until late November.



No golden eagle nests were found on or adjacent to the solar farm site or other Project components. Phase I occupancy surveys conducted in April 2010 detected 13 potentially-active nests within a ten mile radius of the Solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation, as shown on Figure 5. Of these, 4 nests were within Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP), with an additional three in steep hills west and above Eagle Mountain mine, nearly within the JTNP boundaries. These are located either on BLM lands or lands owned by Eagle Mountain Mine and the Kaiser Corporation. The remaining three potential nests were located south of Interstate 10 in the Chuckwalla Mountains, approximately 3 miles west and southwest from the proposed Red Bluff Substation. One observation of a golden eagle flyover of the Chuckwalla Valley was recorded during these surveys (WRI 2010).



Phase II productivity surveys determined that 12 of these 13 nests were inactive, with one active but non-reproductive nest located in the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area approximately 5 miles from the solar farm site boundary (Figure 5). No reproductive nests were located within the 10-mile radius of the solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation (WRI 2010).



During these surveys, there were additional raptor species observed within 10 miles of the solar farm site: turkey vultures, common ravens, prairie falcons, and Swainson’s hawks (WRI 2010).







Loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) is State Species of Special Concern and a year-round resident in parts of the Southern California desert. As a predatory bird its diet consists of insects, amphibians, small reptiles, small mammals, and other birds. One pair was observed approximately 0.2 miles northwest of the solar farm site. Observations of adults were made in both spring and fall, and one individual with first-year plumage was recorded in the fall. Based on the amount and nature of observations made during the surveys, loggerhead shrikes are year-round residents within the study area. Loggerhead shrikes were often observed perching on palo verde and ironwood trees as well as larger creosote bush shrubs and other structures including utility poles. 



Northern harrier (Circus cyaneus), a State Species of Special Concern, is a raptor species that occurs in a wide range of habitats throughout North America. In Southern California, harriers typically nest and forage in open habitats that provide adequate vegetative cover, suitable prey base, and scattered perches such as shrubs or fence posts (Shuford 2008). This species is often found near bodies of water and wetlands (CDFG 2010). Harriers are ground-nesting birds with suitable nesting habitat limited in the southern California desert (Shuford 2008). Three harriers were recorded: two within the Solar farm site, and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. 



Prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus) is State Species of Special Concern that breeds throughout the arid West from southern Canada to central Mexico. The overall distribution appears to be stable. Prairie falcons are found in areas of the dry interior where cliffs provide secure nesting sites. In the desert they are found in all vegetation types, although sparse vegetation provides the best foraging habitat. Prairie falcons were observed in the southwest corner of the solar farm site and approximately 1 mile east of the eastern boundary as flyovers. Two additional observations were recorded along the Gen-tie line, but not south of Interstate 10 (I-10) near the Red Bluff Substation alternatives or related components. During aerial surveys for golden eagles, two prairie falcons were recorded within 10 miles of the Solar farm site near the boundary of Eagle Mountain Mine and Joshua Tree National Park (WRI 2010). One location was an active, reproductive nest in 2010 with unknown nest success (Figure 3). No prairie falcon nests were observed within any Project areas.



Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsonii) is state-listed (threatened) raptor species that breeds in much of western North America. Within California, nesting occurs primarily in the Central Valley and northern Counties; however, regular nesting also occurs in the high desert between the Tehachapi Mountains and Lancaster. This species winters in southern South America with a migration route of over 20,000 miles (Woodbridge 2008). Arrival at breeding areas generally occurs from late February to early May depending on geographical characteristics of the breeding area (Woodbridge 2008). Nest sites have not been documented in the Sonoran Desert of California. This species was observed within the study area during migration. Three incidental records were documented on April 9, 2010 during botanical and baseline surveys. Two observations were of individual Swainson’s hawks and the third observation consisted of a group of over ten birds. All individuals were seen in flight overhead within or near the Solar Farm boundaries. Additionally, Swainson’s hawks were observed during golden eagle surveys near Chuckwalla Mountains [two individuals (March 26 and April 3, 2010)], Coxcomb Mountains [fourteen individuals (April 2, 2010)], and Palen Mountains [four individuals (March 25, 2010)] (WRI 2010). This species is not expected to nest or overwinter within the study area.

Bats

Dr. Brown’s results indicate that pallid bats and western pipistrelles could roost in small rocks on the ground on the solar farm site alternatives. Radio-telemetry surveys have shown that hoary bats will roost in palo verde trees and ironwoods and that California leaf-nosed bats might roost in the limited areas of ironwood trees between foraging bouts. These tree species are found within the small areas of desert dry wash woodland on the gen-tie line and Red Bluff Substation and related components.



Desert dry wash woodland attracts foraging bats due to increased insect concentration. This is especially true for California leaf-nosed bats and pallid bats that feed on large insects they glean off the foliage. Roosts for these species have been identified in mines in the Eagle and Coxcomb Mountains, both within 16 kilometers (10 miles) of the solar farm site.

4.4	Risk Assessment

Potential direct impacts could occur without the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures incorporated in to the Project through Applicant Measures and Mitigation Measures as described in the FEIS (see Section 1.0). Some of the measures described in this document are in addition to those presented in the FEIS as the Applicants continue to address concerns regarding avian and bat species and meet changing requirements. With the incorporation of these measures, the Project is not expected to cause any prohibited “take” or “disturbance” of any species protected by the BGEPA or MBTA.

4.4.1	Site-Specific Threats

Based on the results of the site-specific surveys combined with additional regional surveys and information, the potential for take was assessed for the following site-specific threats (USFWS 2010):

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays;

2. Transmission line, power tower, meteorological tower, or guy line collision;

3. Electrocution potential;

4. Territory abandonment;

5. Nest and roost site disturbances;

6. Habitat loss and fragmentation; and

7. Disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility.



Due to the nature of the Project (as a photovoltaic solar facility) and its components, the following threats are not likely to occur:

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays,

2. Potential collisions from power towers, meterological towers, and guy lines 

3. Electrocution potential



Potential threats from direct transmission line collisions for avian species and bats could occur without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0.



Without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0, nest and roost site disturbances and territory abandonment could occur due to direct nest removal during vegetation removal activities; and indirect disturbance from construction-related noise, lighting, and dust. 

  

Although no nests would be directly taken with the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures for the Project, habitat loss and fragmentation would occur due to the loss of approximately 4,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitat, and up to 200 acres of desert wash woodland habitat. The loss of these habitats would prevent avian and bat species from using the Project areas for nesting or overwintering, and these species and habitat uses would likely remain in adjacent large habitat areas including those areas restricted from development between the Project and Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) and within the park itself (over 1,000,000 acres of protected adjacent similar habitats).



Potential disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility is likely to be extremely small because the Project is photovoltaic in nature and has no moving components. The estimated long-term human presence on the facility is estimated at 12-15 individuals related to security and maintenance activities, as described in the FEIS. The avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0 include measures for the O&M phase of the Project.



Impacts to bats include potential direct impacts to ground nesting species (pallid bats and western pipistrelles) and the potential for the removal of trees that could support bat colonies at the solar farm site and/or Red Bluff Substation. Indirect impacts could occur from removal of foraging habitat, or from increased human activity, noise, nighttime lighting, and dust. 



Although temporary construction ponds will be constructed at the solar farm site, these ponds will have netting secured around the top of the pond fencing to discourage bats and birds from using water at these ponds.

4.4.2	Cumulative Impacts

The FEIS lists those projects considered as part of the cumulative impact analysis. Cumulative effects discussed in this document include those which have been or will be carried out throughout the anticipated life of the project, and, where practicable and reasonable, should include the impacts from all threats for which the BLM and/or Applicants have some form of control. Potential long-term cumulative indirect effects include the potential removal of nesting, roosting, and foraging habitat for avian and bat species.



For passerine species, nesting and foraging habitats are focused on smaller home ranges near nest sites and available forage. As described above for site-specific threats, vegetation removal would occur within these home ranges, using avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0 to eliminate the take of these species or active nests. The Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide similar habitats and abundant nesting and foraging opportunities for these species, therefore, cumulative effects are unlikely to be significant.  



Raptor species (excluding golden eagles and ravens) have larger home ranges and forage over large distances. Due to the development of this Project and other regional projects there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat. This loss is not expected to be significant, or cause prohibited take because it represents a small percentage of the total foraging area regionally available for these species (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for raptors, and more suitable habitats for nesting for most raptor species.



Golden eagles forage in an area extending up to 225 kilometers (140 miles) their nest sites. Although there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat from the development of alternative energy projects and other regional projects discussed in the FEIS, this loss is not expected to be significant, or to cause prohibited “disturbance” or “taking,” because it is only a small percentage of the total foraging area (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provides appropriate habitats for nesting (which the Project dies not), and appropriate habitats for foraging.



For bat species, potential cumulative impacts are discussed for an area 16 kilometers (10 miles) from the boundaries of the Proposed Project. These include the potential for combined direct effects of the removal of individuals and occupied nests of ground nesting species such as pallid bats and western pipistrelles from project construction. In addition, the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for bats, and many areas that are more suitable habitats for nesting for bat species.








5.0.	Project Design Conservation Measures

The Applicants have sited and designed the Project components to avoid and minimize impacts to avian and bat species whenever possible. All discussions below of macro- and micro-siting considerations, nest site buffers and conservation measures during the construction and O&M phases of the Project will apply to both Applicants and all Project components.



The Applicants have worked to site Project components to have the least impacts to bird and bat populations with the goal of avoiding any take of migratory birds and bats and/or minimize the loss, destruction, or degradation of migratory bird and bat habitat by placing projects in areas of lower quality habitat to the maximum extent practicable. 

5.1	Project Siting

The process of siting of Project components included both macro- and micro-siting considerations.

5.1.1	Macro-Siting

Macro-siting considerations for the Project components were conducted in 2007 during initial surveys, and were refined in 2008 after the collection of the initial large data sets for the Project. In 2007, Pinto Wash, which bisects the requested Right-of-Way grant, was removed from development consideration. At this time, other larger areas of desert wash woodland were also removed from site consideration because these habitats support greater vegetation structure, density and diversity and are likely to support greater numbers of species and individuals than other habitats in the ROW area. Macro-siting considerations for the Project components also included the avoidance of:



· Locations with federally or state listed, or otherwise designated sensitive species, and areas managed for the conservation of listed species

Project components avoid DWMAs, CHU, and ACECs to the extent possible and were sited in the area of lowest known concentration for special-status species available.

· Areas frequently used for daily bird and bat movements (i.e., areas between roosting and feeding sites)

Areas of desert wash woodland were identified and avoided by Project components to the greatest extent possible, particularly the avoidance of larger expanses of this habitat found in the Pinto and Big Wash areas.

· Breeding and wintering eagle use areas

These areas were identified and avoided for all Project components. Valley floor areas such as the proposed Solar farm site do not provide wintering or breeding nest or roost sites for eagles.

· Known migration flyways for birds and bats

Pinto Wash is a known bat migration corridor with impacts to this area avoided by the siting of the Solar farm site.

· Areas near known bat hibernacula, breeding, and maternity/nursery colonies

No known areas are found with the footprint of the Project components.

· Fragmentation of large, contiguous tracts of wildlife habitat (Canadian Wildlife Service 2006a and 2006b)



Many desert special status avian and bat species require large undisturbed areas that are highly sensitive to fragmentation effects. In siting the Project components, all areas with greater vegetation structure, density and diversity were avoided or reduced to the extent possible. These areas included desert wash woodlands and areas of creosote bush scrub that overlay stabilized geological features and support greater density and diversity of vegetation.

5.1.2	Micro-Siting

Micro-siting considerations for the Project components were begun in 2008 and actively continued as further wildlife surveys were conducted and through informal meetings with the BLM, USFWS and CDFG throughout the Project’s planning process. The siting of the solar farm was further reduced between the Draft EIS and FEIS in response to concerns from the public and agencies involved in the process. Beyond continuing to refine the boundaries of the solar farm, additional considerations of micro-siting included:

· Avoiding features that attract raptors (areas supporting tall perching structures including trees, utility poles, etc.)

+By minimizing impacts to desert wash woodland areas and avoiding Pinto Wash, the solar farm avoided areas with tree layers. In addition, the Applicants have designed features to reduce perching by raptors whenever possible.

· Avoiding features that attract migrant birds (e.g., water sources, riparian vegetation) Minimize the potential for enhancing habitats suitable for raptor prey species such as rodents that would likely attract raptors to the project site

Project components are not adjacent to water sources. Project construction and O&M phases will minimize the potential for creating habitats suitable for rodents, such as rock piles, that could attract raptors.

5.2	Buffer Zones

Buffer zones have been established through the FEIS Applicant and Mitigation Measures to protect raptor and other bird nests, areas of high bird and bat use, and known bat roosts from disturbance related to the construction of the solar farm. 



Clearance surveys will be conducted within 30 days prior to vegetation removal in project areas to locate any active nests, burrowing owl burrows, or bat roosts. Vegetation removal will occur outside of the breeding season for special-status bird and bats species to the extent possible. If any active nests, roosts or burrows are located during these surveys, buffer zones will be established as described in the FEIS to protect these areas.



A Lead Avian and Bat Biologist, working under the Designated Biologist, will be assigned to ensure all buffer zones are correctly established and to monitor nest activity and determine when each nest or burrowing owl burrow has fledged or failed. This individual will also be responsible for all data collected for these buffer zones, nests, roosts and burrows.




5.2.1	Passerines

Buffer distances for passerine nests will consider species, terrain, habitat type, and activity level as these features relate to the bird alert distance and bird flight initiation distance (Whitfield et al. 2008). Buffer size distance was coordinated throughout the FEIS process and is established in the FEIS as established at approximately 100 meters from any active nest (330 feet). The Lead Avian Biologist will may determine that a smaller or larger distance is necessary under individual circumstances such as topography and type of construction activities. 



The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the Lead Avian Biologist has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.

5.2.2	Raptors and Eagles

Project-related disturbances such as construction noise, lighting and dust will be avoided within 500 feet of an active raptor nest and within one mile for an active eagle nest (excluding common ravens). Any changes in this buffer distance would be determine by the Lead Avian Biologist for the Project and submitted to USFWS, BLM, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components) for approval. Any nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.



For the Red Bluff substation and related components, the specific landscape features of steep terrain and ridgelines between construction activities and nest sites may dictate reduced buffers (Richardson and Miller 1997).



Surveys for golden eagle nests will be conducted during each year of construction that occurs within the nesting season. These surveys will be completed in accordance with current USFWS guidance and protocols (currently Pagel 2010) under the Golden Eagle Surveys and Nest Site Monitoring Plan discussed below in Section 7.0.

5.2.3	Burrowing Owls

For burrowing owls, Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction unit and within a 150-meter (500 foot) buffer area. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 100 meters (330 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged. Outside the nesting season or after determining a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within 1 mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls using accepted methods for excluding owls from burrows such as one-way doors or otherwise ensuring owls are not in burrows while burrows are collapsed; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation, including the number and original location of each owl, and known additional locations for each individual.

5.2.4	Bats

Construction activities will avoid any bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula found during clearance surveys. No bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula have been located during surveys conducted at the Project components between 2008 and 2011. Appropriate buffer distances will be established by the Lead Avian Biologist in consideration of the disturbance type, distance to roost or hibernacula, time of year of, and the duration of the disturbance.

5.3	Appropriate Facility Design

Many conservation measures have been incorporated into the design of Project facilities, as suggested in USFWS 2010, in an attempt to reduce the potential effects of Project on avian and bat populations, including:



1. Avoid using lattice-type structures, placing external ladders and platforms on towers to minimize perching and nesting.

The use of lattice towers, platforms, and ladders will be minimized to the extent practicable. The use of lattice structures will only be used on the solar farm site for a lookout tower, which will be frequently used (this deterring use by raptors and other birds), and will be frequently checked for the presence of nests. 



Although lattice structures will be used by SCE for their Project components, these will be in an area designated as a utility corridor that currently supports numerous transmission lines, including those on lattice towers, such as DPV1. The Project would not cause a significant increase on the number of lattice towers within this corridor.



2. Implement measures to reduce or buffer adverse noise effects associated with operation of the facility on surrounding wildlife habitat. Noise impacts to birds (Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008) have generally been found to be negative; therefore facility design should take this fact into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats.

The Project utilizes photovoltaic panel technology which has little potential for noise impacts. Noise effects have been extensively studied and included in the FEIS, and continued noise monitoring will be conducted during construction. Noise impacts during construction would include noise generated from the operation of construction equipment and construction vehicles. The O&M phase of the Project would have little or no noise for both the solar farm and SCE components.



3. Avoid the use of guy wires for all meteorological towers and do not light them unless the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requires them to be lit, which is generally >60 meters (>199 ft) AGL in height. Any necessary guy wires should be marked with recommended bird deterrent devices (APLIC 1994, USFWS 2000).

No meteorological towers or guy wires or line are included in the Project.



4. If structures (>60 meters [>199 ft] AGL) require lights for aviation safety, the minimum amount of pilot warning and obstruction avoidance lighting specified by the FAA should be used (FAA 2007). All lights within the facility should illuminate synchronously. Lighting of the boundary of the facility is most important as an aviation safety warning. Unless otherwise requested by the FAA, use only the minimum number of strobed, strobe-like or blinking red incandescent lights of minimum intensity. No steady burning lights should be used on facility infrastructures (Gehring et al. 2009).

Any such lighting at the Project facilities would follow this guidance. SCE facilities are not planned greater than 185 feet in height.



5. Facility lights should be focused downward to reduce skyward illumination. Lights should be equipped with motion detectors to reduce continuous illumination. 

All lighting used at both the solar farm and SCE project facilities will be downcast and would be used only when necessary, when appropriate by installing motion detectors, depending on safety concerns. The solar farm has prepared a Lighting Mitigation Plan in consultation with the Night Sky Program Manager for the National Park Service in order to limit skyward illumination. 



6. Where feasible, place electric power lines underground or on the surface as insulated, shielded wire to avoid electrocution of birds. Use recommendations of the Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) for any required above-ground lines, transformers, or conductors.

Power lines will be in accordance with Avian Power Line Interaction Committee guidelines. 



7. Avoiding the creation of roads to minimize further loss and fragmentation of migratory bird habitat.

New roads associated with Project activities will be kept to a minimum. Roads associated with the solar farm site will be within the Project fence. Roads associated with the gen-tie line have been designed to be the shortest distance possible, such as using spur roads to tower sites from Kaiser Road instead of the creation of a new road along the gen-tie line. Red Bluff substation and related components will use existing roads to the maximum extent possible.



8. If evaporation ponds are required for the operation of the facility, placement of netting over the surface of the ponds is encouraged to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface.

Temporary construction ponds will be used only during the construction phase and will be covered with netting to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface. These ponds are not used for evaporation.  



9. Reducing the attractiveness of solar reflectors to polarotactic water insects (those attracted to polarized light) (Horvath et al. 2010) will help reduce the attractiveness of these facilities to birds and bats. 

Monitoring conducted during the construction and O&M phases of the Project is discussed in Section 7.0 and will assist in determining whether the Project’s photovoltaic panels attract water insects, which in turn could attract birds and bats. If it is determined that water insect are attracted to these facilities, BLM, USFWS, and CDFG will be contacted to determine appropriate adaptive management techniques to reduce this threat.

6.0	Conservation Measures

The conservation measures discussed in this section include those in the FEIS and those presented in USFWS guidance (2010).

6.1	Construction Phase Conservation Measures

Conservation measures that will be implemented by the Project that relate to bird conservation include:

1. Minimize permanent disturbance area such as creating unneeded access roads. Construction of the gen-tie line and other linear Project features will avoid vegetation clearing, and grading whenever possible.

2. Vegetation within the Project footprint that will be disturbed will be cleared outside of the bird breeding season to the maximum extent practicable. If the Project plans vegetation removal within the bird breeding season, it would be because desert tortoise (a federally and state threatened species) protection measures and timing may take precedence, or that reason for work to be completed during the breeding season were beyond the Applicant's’ control. If such an occurrence happens, the Applicants will communicate with BLM, USFWS, and CDFG that all reasonable and practicable efforts to complete work outside the bird breeding season were attempted.

When vegetation removal cannot take place outside of the breeding season and a reasonable explanation was provided to BLM, USFWS and CDFG, the Lead Avian Biologist or a person under their direct supervision would be on site during construction activities to locate active nests, establish avoidance buffers around active nests, watch for new nesting activity, and if necessary stop construction when noise and general activity threaten to disturb an active nest.  All active nests of protected birds (e.g., MBTA, ESA, state protected) would not be disturbed until after nest outcome is complete.

3. During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active nest locations would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 330 feet (100 meters) as discussed in the Project’s FEIS. Buffer areas may be larger if the Project’s lead Avian Biologist determines the need for a larger buffer area due to type of activity, species, or habitat considerations. Regardless of seasonal timing of construction, active nests will be flagged and nests avoided, with special attention paid to the nesting season of most avian species (February 15 – May 15). Avoidance areas will remain in place until it is determined that nest outcome is complete.

During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active bat colonies would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 165 feet (50 meters). Whenever possible, these areas will be avoided by construction activities. 

4. Discussions of nest avoidance for passerines, raptors, and golden eagles will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will be included in the Worker Environmental Awareness Plan (WEAP) training briefings. Bat colony avoidance discussions will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will also be included in WEAP training briefings. Training will include identification of avoidance areas and requirements for these areas.

5. The Project will follow APLIC guidelines for overhead utilities (APLIC 1994). SCE structures will be built with sufficient conductor separation and other protection devices.

6. Construction activities will be conducted in a manner consistent with reducing fire danger.

7. During construction, all trash will be removed promptly and disposed of properly to avoid creating attractive nuisances for birds and bats.

8. Appropriate control measures will be implemented to prevent the introduction and spread of invasive plant species with and surrounding the project area (see the Project’s Integrated Weed Management Plan – Ironwood Consulting, 2010).

9. Only plants native to the area for will be used seeding or planting during habitat revegetation and/or restoration efforts.

10. As part of this document, a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan (Section 7.1.2) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-5 in the FEIS. This plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such overhead power lines and solar panels. 

11. As part of this document, a Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan (Section 7.1.3) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-6 in the FEIS. 

6.2	Operations and Maintenance Conservation Measures

During the O&M phase of the Project, conservation measures will be used to reduce the attractiveness of the facility to breeding, migrating, and wintering birds and bats to ensure mortality is minimized:

1. The Project will not create or maintain attraction features for birds and /or bats by removing and disposing of road kills near the Project of carrion that attracts raptors and other scavengers to the site, regularly removing vegetation around larger facilities such as substations to reduce raptor foraging, and eliminating open water sources after the construction phase of the Project. 

2. The Project will minimize the use of lighting that could attract migrating birds and bats (feeding on concentrations of insects at lights). All nighttime lighting will be within 800 meters (0.5 mile) of the Project facilities. Lighting will be kept to the minimum level necessary for safety and security. High intensity, steady burning, bright lights such as sodium vapor or spotlights will not be used on Project facilities.

3. The Project will minimize anthropogenic noise which been found to be negative for birds (e.g., Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008), though not all species are affected to the same degree (Brumm 2004). Therefore facility design should take this into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats. During the operation of these energy facilities, means to buffer, muffle, or otherwise dampen any anthropogenic noise pollution that exceeds ambient noise should be fully explored.


7.0	Post-Construction Monitoring 

The objective of post-construction monitoring is to validate the pre-construction risk assessment and to provide data for the Applicants to use in implementing adaptive management based on the monitoring results.  All of the measures in this section apply to both Applicants.



Monitoring objectives include:

1. Estimating bird and bat fatalities due to Project related activities.

2. Assessing bird use of evaporation ponds.

3. Assessing changes in bird and bat behavior due to all aspects of facility operation (noise, lighting, etc.).

4. Assessing territorial abandonment, nest avoidance, and changes in population status within and adjacent to the project footprint.

5. Assessing whether conservation measures implemented for the project were adequate.

7.1	Monitoring Design

7.1.1	Duration and Timing

This program will be conducted during construction and for at least 3 years post-construction during the operations and maintenance phase of the Proposed Project to attempt to capture differences in parameters due to seasonal and annual variability. The monitoring program will be extended to 5 years post-construction if

1. Mortality level triggers are reached (more than 40 individual birds have been killed or injured that were attributable to activities at the solar farm and related components, or 10 at SCE project components) or 

2. Any project activities result in the mortality of a listed species or eagle. 



Monitoring will include data collection during breeding, wintering, and migration periods because bird and bat use of areas will vary seasonally.

7.1.2	Study Components

The long-term monitoring program for measuring raptor and bat incidence at the Project site will consist of:

1. Recording incidental sightings, 

2. Mortality studies by implementing the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan

3. Conducting seasonal point counts, and 

4. Conducting annual nest surveys. 

Incidental Sightings

Throughout the construction and operation phases of the Proposed Project, all incidental sightings of special-status bird species, and all raptors and bats will be logged. During construction, all sightings will be recorded by biological monitors. The Lead Avian Biologist will be tasked with keeping records and reporting these results (as described in Section 7.4).




Mortality Studies (Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan)

Mortality Studies will be conducted within all solar farm and SCE project components to determine any monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such the gen-tie line, solar panels, or SCE facilities. 



Study methodology includes:

1. Selection of study sites for both solar farm and SCE project components,

2. Mortality searches at each study site, including accepted methodology and frequency

3. Reporting and adaptive management

Selection of Study Sites

These studies will be conducted at a minimum of twelve study sites within solar farm and related components and within a minimum of three control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the study area. All areas of the Red Bluff Substation accessible will be included, as well as two sites selected along the access road and loop-in area; and two along the distribution line, with one control site related to the SCE project components.

Mortality Searches

Mortality surveys will be completed bi-monthly post-construction in each study site for a period of one year. After one year, these studies will be conducted monthly for at least an additional two years, completing the three-year post-construction monitoring period. These studies will follow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and will include an assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, and a carcass collection protocol and an assessment of carcass scavenger rates.

Reporting and Adaptive Management

Data will be collected using handheld data recorders and/or paper data sheets. All data will be scanned and entered into the Project database that will be submitted as part of the annual reporting for both the solar farm and the SCE project components. Reporting will be conducted as described in Section 7.4 below.



If monitoring determines that bird mortality caused by solar facilities may be having potentially adverse impacts on  avian populations (by exceeding mortality triggers discussed above), the Applicants will implement adaptive management strategies such as installing additional bird flight diverters alterations to project components that have been identified as key mortality features. If adaptive management actions are implemented, mortality studies will continue for an additional year post-construction until a reduction in mortality to a level comparable to control sites is documented.

Seasonal Point Counts

Point Counts will continue to be conducted using the same methods that were used in baseline point counts (Section 3.0). These point counts will be conducted once during each season of each year (excluding summer) during construction and for the 3-year post-construction period.




Nest Surveys

Annual nest surveys will be conducted each spring during construction between March 15 and June 1, using two surveys separated by at least 30 days. All Project-related infrastructure (e.g.; fence posts, transmission towers, and buildings) would be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. Nest locations may also be detected via incidental sightings or during point count surveys.



During nest surveys, the ground under all raptor and raven nests will be inspected for the presence shells of juvenile tortoises or other evidence or predation of desert tortoise. 

7.1.3	Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan 

In addition to project-specific mortality monitoring studies the Applicants will monitor golden eagles separately to ensure that golden eagle mortality is adequately assessed. For each year during construction, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities will be conducted to determine whether any territory is active (Pagel et al. 2010). Data collected during the inventory shall include: 

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



If an occupied nest is detected during construction within 10 miles of any Project component, the Applicant for that component will implement adaptive management strategies in cooperation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG (and CPUC if an SCE component) for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles (Pagel et al. 2010). Triggers for additional adaptive management requirements will include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, such as agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment.

7.2	Nest Management

Project facilities will manage nests established on any part of the facility as described throughout this document. Eagle nests will be addressed as described in Section 7.1 above.

7.3	Risk Assessment Validation

Using data collected throughout this process, the Applicants will attempt to validate the identified risks of the project. The validation process will consider:

1. Whether the documented mortality rate post-construction is higher, lower, or as expected, compared to the pre-construction risk assessment.

2. Whether conservation measures are adequate to minimize bird and/or bat mortality to the maximum extent practicable? 

3. Would additional conservation measures be likely to reduce mortality rates?

4. Do documented mortality rates trigger adaptive management actions?



The results of this validation assessment would be discussed in Project reporting, described in Section 7.4 below.

7.4	Reporting

Quarterly e-mail summaries of all biological monitoring activities will be submitted to BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE project components) by the Designated Biologist. One section of these summaries will focus on reporting for the long-term monitoring program for raptors (including owls) and bats. This section will include results of the study components of monitoring conducted during the previous quarter, and a discussion of any unusual circumstances noted. These reports may also include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.

 

On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to the BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for the BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS,CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE project components) in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1 of each year. This annual report will summarize all quarterly reports and be submitted via e-mail by the Designated Biologist. After this report is submitted, an annual meeting will be held between the BLM, USFWS, Applicants, CDFG, and CPUC to review the annual monitoring report and discuss monitoring results and conservation measures, including any adaptive management implemented or recommended.






8.0	Key Resources and References

8.1	Key Resources

Key resources include the team of proponent personnel, biological monitors and agency personnel who will work together to ensure the success of the protection, avoidance, and minimization of impacts to bird and bat species during the construction and operations and maintenance phases of the Project. The names and contact information for key personnel are provided below.



Project Proponents

Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC

1111 Broadway St, 4th Floor

Oakland, CA 94607

(510) 625-7400

Contact:  Amanda Beck

ABeck@firstsolar.com



Southern California Edison

1218 South 5th Avenue

Monrovia, CA 91016

(626) 260-6040

Contact: Paul Yamazaki

Paul.Yamazaki@sce.com


Biological Monitoring

Ironwood Consulting

1412 S. Center St.

Redlands, CA 92373

(909) 798-0330

Contact: Kathy Simon

Kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com



Bureau of Land Management

California Desert District Office

22835 Calle San Juan De Los Lagos

Moreno Valley, CA 92553-9046

(951) 697-5223

Contact: Kim Marsden

Kim_Marsden@BLM.gov 





U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office

6010 Hidden Valley Rd., 101

Carlsbad, CA 92011

760.431.9440 x 354 phone

Contact: Jody Fraser

jody_fraser@fws.gov



California Department of Fish and Game

Inland Deserts Region

3602 Inland Empire Blvd Suite C220

Ontario, CA 91764

(909) 484-0167

Contact: Magdalena Rodriguez

mcrodriguez@dfg.ca.gov
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From: Kathy Buescher Simon

To: Linda.Robb@sce.com

cc: jody_fraser@fws.gov

Subject: RE: plans
Date: 11/23/2011 03:00 PM
Attachments: Raven Management Plan  110911.docx 

Avian and Bat Protection Plan 102611.docx 

Here you go – I am updating the HCP with Scott’s comment right now and will 
send that one ASAP.
 
Jody, I know you might be as tired of looking at these as I am. Do you want me to 
run a comparison with the latest version you looked at so you can see what CPUC/
Aspen wants changed?
 
 
Kathy Buescher Simon
Ironwood Consulting, Inc
1412 S. Center St., Redlands, CA 92373
(909) 798-0330 phone and fax
www.ironwoodconsultinginc.com

 
 
 
 
 
 
From: Linda.Robb@sce.com [mailto:Linda.Robb@sce.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, November 23, 2011 11:05 AM 
To: kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com 
Cc: jody_fraser@fws.gov 
Subject: plans
 
Hey Kathy,  
 

AR066809

Additional Documentation Attachment to Comment 2-F1 
Attachment I-9

mailto:kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com
mailto:Linda.Robb@sce.com
mailto:jody_fraser@fws.gov
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This section provides a brief summary of the project description for the Southern California Edison (SCE) Red Bluff Substation project (Project). A complete description of the Project is found in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project California Desert Conservation Area Plan Amendment and Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) (BLM 2011).



The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) issued of a right-of-way (ROW) grant authorizing the construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the Red Bluff Substation which will be constructed, owned, and operated by SCE. A ROW was issued for the Red Bluff project on September 19, 2011 (BLM 2011).  This Raven Control Plan will be implemented throughout construction, to five years post-construction, and during decommissioning.



SCE has prepared this Raven Management Plan (RMP) in accordance with regulatory agency guidance, including the Project’s FEIS, Common Raven Management Plan Template (USFWS 2010a), Renewable Energy Development in the California Desert, Common Raven Predation on the Desert Tortoise (USFWS 2010b); Final Environmental Assessment to Implement a Desert Tortoise Recovery Plan Task:  Reduce Common Raven Predation on the Desert Tortoise (USFWS 2008a); and planning documents from the nearby Solar Millennium Palen and Genesis projects. 



Purpose and Objectives

The purpose of the RMP is to address direct impacts to desert tortoise by eliminating and minimizing subsidies to the maximum extent practicable. This Project-specific plan will protect juvenile and hatchling desert tortoises in the Project vicinity (within the immediate area of the Chuckwalla Valley) from increased predation by common ravens by eliminating or minimizing raven attractants and subsidies (e.g., surface water, trash and animal and plant waste materials; perching, nesting, and roosting sites) during construction, O&M, and decommissioning of the Project.

The objectives of this RMP include:

1. Identifying the Project-specific conditions of concern that may attract ravens to the Project site and vicinity.

2. Providing specific management and control measures intended to avoid, minimize, and/or mitigate impacts. 

3. Monitoring raven activity to measure the effectiveness of these measures. The monitoring effort is intended to provide qualitative and quantitative data that can be interpreted by the Project’s Environmental Compliance Manager (ECM) and/or Designated Biologist (DB) to determine if existing Project design features to reduce raven subsidies are effective or if adaptive management is needed to meet these RMP objectives.





 Figure 1 Regional Location
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2.0 COMMON RAVEN BIOLOGY 

The common raven is resourceful and adaptable. It has a world-wide range that covers almost the entirety of North America, Europe, Siberia and Eastern Asia. Food sources vary greatly and the raven eats everything from grains to young livestock (Larsen 1970). The common raven population has soared over the last half-century with an estimated population increase in the Mojave and Colorado Deserts ranges from 700 to 1,500 percent (Boarman 1993; USFWS 2008a). The most widely accepted cause of this population growth is from human infrastructure expanding into the desert and a dependency on easy food sources found at landfills, illegal dump sites, and agricultural land (Boarman 1993). 

The common raven in California has a unique genetic clade (ancestral grouping) that separates it from the other common ravens of North America and the world (USGS 2000). Although there are no superficial differences in appearance between the two populations, the California clade is actually a closer relative to the Chihuahuan Raven. In contrast, the Holarctic clade, the more common northern hemisphere raven, is more related to the Pied Crow (USGS 2000), which is not present in the Project region. The ranges of the two raven clades overlap but they do not interbreed. This indicates that the California clade is endemic (USGS 2000) to the state and requires strategic management versus an exotic invader, which in most cases could be eradicated where it is becoming a problem to native wildlife. Common raven management must conform to the federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act and California Fish and Game Code 3503 and 3513.

The raven overpopulation at the edges of human settlements has resulted in ravens learning to identify food sources in desert areas, which they historically avoided, including preying on juvenile desert tortoises. Studies of the desert tortoise population indicate that uneven age classes exist within desert tortoise populations and very little recruitment (young entering the population) is occurring (USFWS 2008). Common ravens are known to prey on juvenile desert tortoises and an increase in the raven populations has had a negative effect on the number of young tortoises recruited into the population. The predation of juvenile tortoises by ravens led to creation of a plan to reduce raven predation, which was included and analyzed in the Final Environmental Assessment to Implement a Desert Tortoise Recovery Plan Task:  Reduce Common Raven Predation on the Desert Tortoise (USFWS 2008a). The purpose of this document is to outline measures that would reduce raven predation on hatchling and juvenile desert tortoises thereby increasing hatchling and juvenile desert tortoise survivorship and recruitment into the adult population, which is expected to contribute to the recovery of the species (USFWS 2008b). 

Human subsidies that attract ravens include roads (where vehicles cause road kills or litter accumulates that provide forage), open water sources, trash, and structures suitable for sheltering and nesting (trees, radar towers, power poles, telephone poles, and buildings) or perch sites (security fencing). In addition, at the Project site, ground disturbance during construction, decommissioning, and site restoration would likely result in unearthing of natural food sources for ravens such as rodents and insects. Increased subsidies lead to an increase in the raven population in the immediate area. The establishment of new raven nests can have dire effects on the local juvenile tortoise population because nesting ravens spend 75 percent of their foraging time within 400 meters of their nest (Boarman 2002). Reducing human subsidies is a key element in the Final Environmental Assessment to Implement a Desert Tortoise Recovery Plan Task:  Reduce Common Raven Predation on the Desert Tortoise (USFWS 2008a) and this goal should be incorporated into all projects that would likely provide such subsidies within desert tortoise habitat.



3.0	BASELINE CONDITIONS

3.1	Existing Raven Subsidies

Existing raven subsidies near the Red Bluff Substation components include roads and human developments, and open water sources. There are several existing paved roads (e.g., Interstate 10, Highway 177, and Kaiser Road) in the vicinity of the Red Bluff Substation components, which potentially attract ravens because they may provide food from litter and road-kill. There are several other human settlements within the project area including Desert Center northeast of the Project, and several homes and farms along Highway 177. These settlements have small human populations which likely provide food and shelter opportunities for ravens. Open water sources include three artificial lakes at the Lake Tamarisk Golf Club, located northeast of the Project. Four ravens were detected during these surveys (two individual birds and one pair), all as flyovers. These are shown on Figure 3.

3.2	Raven Presence 

Common ravens are known to occur at all areas of the Red Bluff Substation components, including near the site of the Red Bluff Substation, along the access road and distribution line, and at the telecommunications site. Several methods have been used to determine the presence and quantify approximate abundance of common raven at the Project, including tallying incidental sightings and conducting nest surveys. Figure 3 shows baseline raven presence at the Red Bluff Substation components. Four ravens were detected during these surveys (two individual birds and one pair), all as flyovers. 

Incidental Sightings

During all Project biological surveys, common ravens were tallied on standardized data forms with approximately 55 individuals counted (Ironwood Consulting 2010). Aerial surveys were conducted for golden eagle in April and May 2010 following draft protocols (USFWS 2010). These surveys also recorded common ravens and nests observed by helicopter and are included on Figure 3. Six common ravens were observed on or within three miles of the SCE project components and several more within five miles (Figure 3).

Nest Surveys

Surveys were conducted on April 23-24 and May 20, 2010 following draft protocols for identifying raptor nests (CEC and CDFG, 2010) to look for existing raven nests within and adjacent to the SCE Project components. Nests located during this survey included those found on existing transmission lines and within trees. The survey confirmed presence of two existing active nests and seven potential raven nests observed without ravens present (Figure 3).





4.0	POTENTIAL PROJECT-SPECIFIC RAVEN SUBSIDIESFigure 3 Common Raven and Nest Sites



The Project could result in additional opportunities for raven attractants and subsidies, including those during the construction, O&M, and decommissioning phases of the Project.

SCE project components that may serve as attractants to ravens include security fencing, loop-in structures (transmission lines and towers), communication site towers, and electrical equipment. No construction ponds will be utilized, and water will be utilized from an on-site well and enclosed water tanks. The distribution line component of the project is already in existence and approximately twenty poles will be replaced in order to upgrade this line to provide power to the substation. Project staff will be at its greatest numbers during construction and decommissioning and the number of personnel will vary depending on the construction activity. During operations and maintenance the substation will be unmanned with one staff member visiting the substation for routine maintenance two or three times per month. Transplanted cacti may need to be watered during the monitoring period; however, no landscaping vegetation will be planted, and water usage during operations and maintenance will be minimal. The following activities associated with the construction, O&M, and decommissioning of the SCE Project components could provide raven attractants or subsidies.

Construction

· Ponding water from incidental flooding due to leaking water tanks or trucks

· Surface disturbance unearthing food sources such as rodent remains

· Additional traffic increasing road kills on local and Project roads

· Increased trash availability from increased human presence

· Additional temporary and permanent nesting, perching, and roosting sites created by project components, such as the Red Bluff Substation wall and structures, and associated distribution line, transmission connection lines, and telecommunications tower and structures.



Operations and Maintenance

During operations and maintenance, project features that may act as raven attractants include security fencing, loop-in structures (transmission lines and towers), communication site towers, and electrical equipment. Since the substation will be unmanned activities that may act as raven attractants (increased traffic increasing road kills, increased trash, etc.) will be minimal.

Decommissioning

· Ponding water from incidental flooding due to leaking water tanks or trucks;

· Ponding water associated with revegetation efforts;

· Surface disturbance unearthing food sources such as rodent remains;

· Additional traffic increasing road kills on local and Project roads; and

· Increased trash availability from increased human presence.



5.0	ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

SCE will each appoint an Environmental Compliance Manager and Designated Biologist who will be responsible for the implementation of this Raven Management Plan, including monitoring and reporting (Section 6.0). These roles and responsibilities are discussed in detail in the Environmental Inspection and Compliance Monitoring Plan. 




6.0	COMMON RAVEN CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT

6.1	Construction

SCE proposes the following minimization and avoidance measures during Project design and construction:

1. Minimize or eliminate food and water subsidies 

2. Provide training to on-site personnel

3. Monitor common raven presence

6.1.1	Minimize or Eliminate Food and Water Subsidies

Raven food subsidies generated by the project will be avoided and/or minimized by maintaining a clean construction site, minimizing road kill due to project vehicle traffic, minimizing dead animals present on the Project, and eliminating open water sources. The following measures will be implemented:



· Traffic speeds on all project-related dirt roads will be limited to 15 miles per hour on dirt roads and 25 miles per hour on paved roads to reduce the potential for road-killed animals. Biological monitors will be monitoring vehicle speeds during construction activities.

· Road-killed animals will be removed on project access roads and, when observed, on public roads (i.e. Corm Springs Road) where project construction traffic makes up a significant proportion of overall traffic.

· Construction methods for the substation will be strip mining in that soil will be dug from the south end of the site and deposited on the north end of the site in order to raise the north end by approximately 25 feet and lower the south end by approximately 30 feet. Construction equipment will travel in a circular pattern and transfer approximately ten cubic yards per trip. Wildlife will be moved out of harm’s way during construction activities to the maximum extent practicable to minimize fatalities. Non-sensitive wildlife species that suffer mortalities during the grading process will be buried or removed so as to not attract ravens.

· Refuse management will be an integral part of the construction process. A sufficient number of refuse containers will be supplied and all containers will have sealable and lockable lids with the goal of preventing strong winds from blowing garbage around, wildlife from entering refuse containers, and unauthorized people from tampering with refuse. On a daily basis biological monitors will check refuse containers to ensure they are not overflowing and are being closed properly. The number of refuse containers will vary depending on the construction activities occurring; however, an adequate number of containers will be used in order to accommodate trash.

· All work vehicles will have a sufficient supply of strong garbage bags to aid in collection and of any refuse found onsite. At the end of each day, bagged refuse will be placed into the large containers discussed above. 

· An adequate number of portable toilets will be provided to promote a hygienic environment. It is estimated that six portable toilets will be present during the majority of construction activities. 



The following measures will be implemented to reduce incidental ponding during construction:

· Water will be used to prevent fugitive dust generation during the decommissioning phase of the Project, but will be applied at a minimal amount to control dust but not create ponding.

· Water sources for the project (such as wells) will be checked regularly by biological monitors to ensure they are not creating open water sources by leaking or consistently overfilling trucks. 

· Water trucks will apply the minimal amount of water to ensure dust control but to not create ponds.

· Transplanted cacti will be given sufficient water but not enough to create ponding.

6.1.2	Provide Training to On-Site Personnel

All Project-related personnel that enter any component of the Project site during construction will be required to complete a Worker Education and Awareness Program (WEAP) that includes Biological Resources. Page 2 and 12 of the SCE WEAP provide details regarding the harm ravens can have on desert tortoise populations and the necessity of avoiding and minimizing the creation of new raven subsidies as part of the approved Terms and Conditions of Project permits.

6.1.3	Monitor Common Raven Presence

During construction of the Project, biological monitors will continue to record raven sightings incidentally, during follow-up surveys of baseline point count locations, and during annual nest surveys. Annual nest surveys will record the location of any raven nests, the duration that the nest is active, the number of fledglings, and any evidence of desert tortoise predation.  In addition, any raven subsidies directly related to the project (e.g. trash, water ponding) that have been observed will be noted and corrective actions will be taken to remove the subsidy. The need for further adaptive management will be triggered if monitoring data from annual nest surveys show a substantial (more than a 25 percent increase in the number of raven nests from the baseline data) and sustained (e.g. over several consecutive years) increase in nesting by common ravens at or near the Red Bluff Substation and other SCE components that could lead to increased desert tortoise predation or any direct evidence of desert tortoise predation.

The goals of this monitoring are to:

1. Measure any potential increase or decrease in the numbers of common raven sighted within a 1-mile radius of the Project components 

2. Identify offending ravens (those who are preying on desert tortoise), to include the removal of problem raven nests and reporting to USFWS and request raven removal of individual birds as required by wildlife agencies.\

3. Identify any additional raven subsidies and take corrective actions to remove them.

4. Identify any substantial and/or sustained increases in raven nests and (if monitoring data shows the need for adaptive management), coordinate with the resource agencies regarding the implementation of additional raven control measures including the potential to use methods to discourage roosting and nesting or the removal of problem ravens.



Incidental Sightings

During construction, all common ravens sighted by biological monitors will be recorded on standardized data forms during regular daily monitoring activities. 

Point Counts

Point count surveys for all birds will continue to be conducted by an experienced desert avian biologist at the same locations on the Solar Farm Site and controls using the same methods employed in baseline surveys (Ralph et al. 1995). These point counts will be conducted twice every year (fall and spring) during Project construction. Baseline point count surveys will be conducted in the fall 2011 prior to main site grading and the majority of project construction.

Nest Surveys

Driving surveys according to current raptor protocols (CDFG 2010) will be conducted during construction at least twice yearly between March 15  and June 1, and separated by at least 30 days to look for existing raven nests within and adjacent to the Project components. The ground beneath confirmed raven nests will be inspected for any desert tortoise remains. If the DB recommends nest or problem raven removal, the DB will contact the project personnel at BLM, USFWS, CPUC and CDFG for guidance as discussed in Section 7.0. In addition, raven nest removal shall be conducted on project structures throughout monitoring during construction and five years of operations and maintenance activities.

6.2	Operations and Maintenance

SCE proposes the following minimization and avoidance measures during the O&M phase of the Project during which time the project facilities will be unmanned (project personnel will come to the site two or three times per month for routine maintenance visits):

1. Minimize or eliminate food and water subsidies

2. Long-term monitoring of common raven presence

6.2.1	Minimize or Eliminate Food and Water Subsidies

Raven food subsidies generated by the project will be avoided and/or minimized by implementing the following measures:

· Traffic speeds on all project-related dirt roads will be limited to 15 miles per hour for dirt roads and 25 miles per hour for paved roads to reduce the potential for road-killed animals. Biological monitors will be monitoring vehicle speeds during construction activities.

· A sufficient number of refuse containers will be supplied and all containers will have sealable and lockable lids with the goal of preventing strong winds from blowing garbage around, wildlife from entering refuse containers, and unauthorized people from tampering with refuse. Project personnel will check refuse containers to ensure they are not overflowing and are closed properly.

· All work vehicles will have a sufficient supply of strong garbage bags to aid in collection and of any refuse found onsite. Bagged refuse will be placed into the large containers discussed above. 

· Permanent restroom facilities will be present at the substation. 



Water usage on site during the O&M phase of the project will be minimal and limited to use for sanitary facilities for project personnel and visitors, washing insulators, and other incidental needs.

6.2.2	Long-Term Monitoring of Common Raven Presence

For the first five years of the O&M phase of the Project, biological monitors will continue to record raven sightings incidentally, during follow-up surveys of baseline point count locations, and during nest surveys.  Since the substation will be unmanned, incidental sightings will only be recorded by biological monitors.

Point Counts

Point count surveys for all birds will continue to be conducted by an experienced desert avian biologist using the same methods employed in baseline surveys (Ralph et al. 1995). These point counts will be conducted annually during the first five years of the O&M phase of the Project.

Nest Surveys

Driving surveys according to current raptor protocols (CDFG 2010) will be conducted during the first five years of the O&M phase of the Project to look for existing raven nests within and adjacent to the Project components. In addition, any increases in raven subsidies such as trash or ponded water will be noted and corrected. The ground beneath confirmed raven nests will be inspected for any desert tortoise remains. If the DB recommends nest or problem raven removal, the DB will contact the project personnel at BLM, USFWS, CPUC and CDFG for guidance as discussed in Section 7.0.

These nest surveys will be conducted twice yearly between March 15  and June 1, and separated by at least 30 days during the first five years post-construction, (also the first five years of O&M).

6.3	Decommissioning

SCE proposes the following minimization and avoidance measures during the decommissioning phase of the Project: 

1. Minimize or eliminate food and water subsidies, 

2. Provide training to on-site personnel, and

3. Monitor common raven presence

6.3.1	Minimize or Eliminate Food and Water Subsidies

Raven food subsidies generated by the project will be avoided and/or minimized by implementing the following measures:

· Traffic speeds on all project-related dirt roads will be limited to 15 miles per hour on dirt roads and 25 miles per hour on paved roads to reduce the potential for road-killed animals. Biological monitors will be monitoring vehicle speeds during construction activities.

· Road-kill will be removed from project access roads by biological monitors.

· Refuse management will be an integral part of the decommissioning process. A sufficient number of refuse containers will be supplied and all containers will have sealable and lockable lids with the goal of preventing strong winds from blowing garbage around, wildlife from entering refuse containers, and unauthorized people from tampering with refuse. On a daily basis, Project personnel including biological monitors will check refuse containers to ensure they are not overflowing and are closed properly.

· All work vehicles will have a sufficient supply of strong garbage bags to aid in collection and of any refuse found onsite. At the end of each day, bagged refuse will be placed into the large containers discussed above. 

· An adequate number of portable toilets will be provided to promote a hygienic environment.  



· Water will be used to prevent fugitive dust generation during the decommissioning phase of the Project, with the following measures implemented to avoid or minimize creating additional raven subsidies:

· Water sources for the project (such as wells) will be checked regularly by biological monitors to ensure they are not creating open water sources by leaking or consistently overfilling trucks.

6.3.2	Provide Training to On-Site Personnel

All Project-related personnel that enter any component of the Project site during the decommissioning phase of the Project will be required to complete the same WEAP discussed above for the construction phase.

6.3.3	Monitor Common Raven Presence

During the decommissioning phase of the Project, biological monitors will record raven sightings incidentally, during follow-up surveys of baseline point count locations, and during annual nest surveys. 

Incidental Sightings

During the decommissioning phase of the Project, all common ravens sighted by biological monitors will be recorded on standardized data forms during their daily activities. 




Point Counts

Point count surveys for all birds will continue to be conducted by an experienced desert avian biologist at the same locations on the Red Bluff Project components and controls using the same methods employed in baseline surveys (Ralph et al. 1995). These point counts will be twice a year (fall and spring) during the decommissioning phase of the Project.

Nest Surveys

Driving surveys, according to current raptor protocols (CDFG 2010), will be conducted during the decommissioning phase of the Project to look for existing raven nests within and adjacent to the Project components. In addition, raven subsidies such as trash and ponded water will be noted and corrected. The ground beneath confirmed raven nests will be inspected for any desert tortoise remains. If the DB recommends nest or problem raven removal, the DB will contact the project personnel at BLM, USFWS, and CDFG for guidance as discussed in Section 7.0. These nest surveys will be conducted twice yearly during decommissioning between March 15 and June 1, and separated by at least 30 days.

6.4	Reporting

Results from all monitoring activities will be recorded on standardized reporting forms and included in the annual raven monitoring report to be submitted to BLM on or before January 15th.This will provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG in their annual permitting report, which is due on or before February 1st of each year. The annual report shall summarize the activities and results of the monitoring conducted during the year and include an assessment of the effectiveness of the monitoring and the potential need to incorporate adaptive management measures (Section 7.0) into the monitoring program. 

This annual report will also include a section reporting on the long-term monitoring program for common raven. This section will include number of ravens observed incidentally, results of nest surveys conducted during that year, a discussion of whether these observations represent an increase or decrease in raven activity and associated theories of cause, and a recommendation to employ adaptive management if needed.  In addition, the annual report will include a discussion of any raven management measures that have been implemented and the effectiveness of those measures. Should evidence of desert tortoise predation be observed, such as tortoise carcasses or fragments beneath a raven nest or observations of ravens preying on desert tortoises, the USFWS will be notified within three business days.




7.0	REGIONWIDE RAVEN MANAGEMENT AND MONITORING PROGRAM

SCE will participate in the regional raven management and monitoring program as specified by the October 2010 Draft Summary Renewable Energy Development in the California Desert: Common Raven Predation on the Desert Tortoise. This document describes the regional raven management and monitoring program that includes agreements with state and local governments as well as private project applicants. Pursuant to this program, SCE will contribute to the region-wide effort in an amount related to the anticipated level of the Project’s adverse impacts to desert tortoise populations from predation by ravens. The amount to be contributed are summarized below in Table 1 and discussed in further detail in the Project’s Habitat Compensation Plan (SCE 2011). 

Table 1		Raven Mitigation for SCE Project Components					

		Total Acres

		Cost Per Acre (based on 30-year lease)

		Total Cost



		172

		$105

		$18,060









8.0	ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT 

Adaptive management will be implemented as necessary to continually improve upon previous decision-making. Any adaptive management strategies will be proposed by SCE and approved by BLM, USFWS, CPUC and CDFG prior to implementation. If monitoring data suggest the need for adaptive management, several additional measures may be implemented to minimize the attractiveness of the Project site to this species, to include devices to discourage roosting or nesting on project-related structures.

If monitoring data show a substantial (more than 25 percent increase in the number of raven nests from the baseline data) and sustained (e.g. over several consecutive years) increase in nesting by common ravens near the Red Bluff Substation and other SCE components that could lead to increased desert tortoise predation, SCE shall coordinate with the resource agencies on the appropriateness of implementing additional common raven control measures that will be conducted by SCE within the adjacent to DPV 1, including the potential to use methods to discourage roosting and nesting, or the removal of problem ravens by non-lethal (preferred) or lethal means as discussed above.
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1.0	INTRODUCTION 

This section provides a brief summary of the project description for the Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC (ApplicantSunlight) and Southern California Edison (SCE) project (jointly the “Applicants”). A complete description of the project is found in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project California Desert Conservation Area Plan Amendment and Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) (BLM 2011).



The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) issued of a right-of-way (ROW) grant authorizing the construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (Project). The Project covers less than 4,176 acres (ac) and is located in Riverside County, California, approximately 6 miles north of the rural community of Desert Center and approximately (10.5 kilometers or 6.5 miles north of the Interstate 10 corridor (Figure 1). The Project consists of three main components 1) a 550-megawatt (MW) solar photovoltaic (PV) generating facility (Solar Farm), 2) a 220-kilovolt (kV) generation interconnection line (Gen-tie line), and 3) a 500/220-kV substation and substation related components (the Red Bluff Substation) (Figure 2). While the Red Bluff substation is included as part of this project description for planning and environmental considerations, it would be constructed, owned, and operated by SCE, not by the ApplicantSunlight.



The Applicant and SCEs have prepared this Avian and Bat Protection Plan in accordance with regulatory agency guidance, including:

· Region8 Interim Guidelines for the Development of a Project Specific Avian and Bat Protection Plan for Solar Energy Plants and Related Transmission Facilities.   

· Avian and Bat Protection Plan Guidelines developed jointly by Edison Electric Institute’s Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) 

· Additional Interim Guidelines from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS 2000, 2003, 2010). 

· Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO Plan, BLM and the California Department of Fish and Game- CDFG 2002).



1.1	Purpose of the Avian and Bat Protection Plan

The Avian and Bat Protection Plan (ABPP) delineates a program designed to reduce the risks that result from bird and bat interactions due to actions performed by Sunlight in the construction and operation of the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line; and by SCE in the construction and operation of their project components (Red Bluff Substation and associated access road, distribution line and telecommunications site). The overall goal of this ABPP is to reduce, and ultimately eliminate bird and bat mortality to the extent possible. 



The objectives of this ABPP are as follows:

· Describe the process of surveys and siting decisions to date, including identifying baseline conditions for avian and bat species present in the area of the Project components. 

· Identify activities during construction and operational and maintenance (O&M) that may increase the potential of adverse effects to passerine, raptor, and bat species on and adjacent to the Project components.

· Specify steps that will be taken to avoid, minimize and mitigate any potential adverse effects to these species, including thresholds for adaptive management.

· Detail long-term monitoring and reporting goals for the Project.
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The following Applicant measures (AM) and mitigation measures (MM) from the FEIS are incorporated into this plan.



AM-WIL-3. Avian and Bat Protection Plan. This Plan will be prepared and implemented by the Applicant to specify necessary actions to be taken to protect nesting bird and bat species. The following measures will be implemented by the Applicant to protect burrowing owls in the Project locations during construction:



1. Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction area as recommended by the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG).



2. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 75 meters (250 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). Initial avoidance buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on the type of construction activity as approved by CDFG or USFWS. Outside nesting season or after determining that a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within one mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation.



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicants to protect nesting bird species in the Project locations during construction which are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and California Fish and Game Code Sections 3503 and 3513:



1. Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and in adjacent habitat areas and any nests observed will be identified and clearly marked. For passerines, an exclusion area where construction will not be allowed to commence will be established approximately 100 meters (330 feet) from any active nest. For raptors (other than golden eagles), the exclusion area will be established approximately 170 meters (500 feet) from any active nest (excluding nests of the common raven). For golden eagles, the exclusion area will be established approximately 1.6 kilometers (one mile) from any active nest. Initial protective buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on type of construction activity and bird species and per approval by CDFG or USFWS. Nests will be checked within one week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or young have fledged.



2. Vegetation clearing will be conducted outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

3. Biological monitors will be present on-site during all phases of construction and will be tasked with monitoring avian nesting in adjacent habitats. If nests are found, the same procedures would be used as discussed above for pre-construction surveys. 



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicant to protect roosting bats in the Project locations during construction: Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and adjacent habitat areas and any active bat colonies will be identified and clearly marked. An exclusion area will be established approximately 50 meters (165 feet) from any active colony, and whenever possible, these areas will be avoided during construction activities.



For five years post-construction, the Applicant will record incidental sightings of raptors and bats in the Project locations. In addition, the Applicant will conduct nest surveys within the Project locations at least twice each spring between March 1 and June 1, separated by at least 30 days where all project-related infrastructure will be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. The Applicant will submit quarterly status reports via email to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG. On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1st of each year. These reports may include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.



AM-WIL-4, Construction Water Storage Pond Design. The temporary construction water ponds shall be designed, constructed, and operated in compliance with all applicable regulatory requirements with respect to design, operation, and maintenance, protection of migratory waterfowl, and raven management. This includes following provisions in the FEIS under the common raven management plan and includes the following specific measures to discourage ravens:



· Using anti-perching devices around the perimeter of each pond to exclude ravens and other birds from accessing the edge of the ponds to drink.

· Lining the ponds and maintaining two feet of freeboard in the ponds at all times

· Designing the ponds with interior side slopes at a 33 percent slope (3:1, horizontal:vertical)

· Netting will be used to cover ponds when not in use to reduce avian access. Appropriate material will be used to ensure that nocturnal bird species and bats will not become entangled in the netting.

· At least 60 days prior to construction, the Applicant shall submit to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG, the proposed locations and design of the ponds, including how many ponds would be operational at a time, specific design features to discourage ravens, and a plan for immediately addressing problems with pond design. During construction, the ponds shall be monitored daily to ensure that anti-raven measures are successful. All ponds will be dismantled at the end of construction.



SCE does not have construction water storage ponds in its project components.






MM-WIL-5. Prepare and Implement a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. Prior to the issuance of a ROW retain a BLM-approved, qualified biologist to prepare a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan in consultation with CDFG and USFWS. This plan shall follow the Avian Protection Plan guidelines outlined by USFWS and APLIC. The plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such feeder/distribution lines and solar panels.  



The Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan shall include at a minimum: 

· Detailed specifications on data, 

· A carcass collection protocol, and 

· A rationale justifying the proposed schedule of carcass searches, and

· Seasonal trials to assess bias from carcass removal by scavengers as well as searcher bias.



During construction and for one year following the beginning of the solar farm operation the biologist shall submit annual reports to BLM, CDFG, and USFWS describing the dates, durations, and results of monitoring and data collection. The annual reports shall provide a detailed description of any project-related bird or wildlife deaths or injuries detected during the monitoring study or at any other time and data collected for the study of polarized light impacts on insectivorous birds. The report shall analyze any project-related bird fatalities or injuries detected, and provide recommendations for future monitoring and any adaptive management actions needed.



Thresholds will be determined in this ABPP and approved by BLM, CDFG and USFWS. If BLM determines that bird mortality caused by solar have been identified as key mortality features, or implement other appropriate actions approved by BLM and regulatory agencies based on the findings of the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. If mitigation actions are required, the annual reporting shall continue until BLM, in consultation with CDFG and USFWS, determines whether more years of monitoring are needed, and whether additional mitigation and adaptive management measures are necessary.



MM-WIL-6. Prepare and Implement Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring, and Adaptive Management. For each year after commencement of construction during which construction will occur\, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities shall be conducted to determine if whether any territory is active. Survey methods for the inventory shall be as described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. A nesting territory or shall be considered occupied or unoccupied based on criteria in Pagel (2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. Data collected during the inventory shall include at least the following: 

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan: If an occupied nest (as defined by Pagel et al. 2010) is detected within 10 miles of any project component, the Project owner or SCE shall prepare and implement a Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles. The monitoring methods shall be consistent with those described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall be prepared in consultation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). It shall be implemented by Desert Sunlight or SCE, according to project component; and each Applicant shall designate a biologist, to be approved by BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). Triggers for adaptive management shall include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, including but not limited to: agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall include a description of adaptive management actions, which shall include, but not be limited to, cessation of construction activities that are deemed by the Designated Biologist to be the source of golden eagle disturbance.



1.2	Legal Drivers

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA), National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) provide the primary legal bases for this ABPP. The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 703, et seq.) prohibits the taking, killing, possession, transportation and importation of migratory birds, their eggs, parts, and nests, except when authorized by the USFWS. Because MBTA does not provide a specific mechanism to authorize “incidental” take, proponents often work proactively with the Service to avoid and minimize the potential take of species. 



The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 668-668d) protects bald and golden eagles.  Through a new regulation (50 CFR § 22.26), the Service can authorize take of bald and golden eagles when the take is associated with, but not the purpose of, an otherwise lawful activity, and cannot practicably be avoided. Thus, these new regulations provide a mechanism where take of eagles can be legally authorized.  



Under the National Environmental Policy Act (42 USC §§ 4321-4370h), federal agencies such as BLM are required to prepare a detailed environmental impact statement (EIS) for any major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment. An EIS must include an examination of the environmental impacts of a proposed project, a reasonable range of alternatives for a project and other related matters. BLM authorization of a right-of-way (ROW) grant for the Project would require a land use plan amendment (PA) to the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan (BLM 1980), as amended. In addition, DOE will consider Sunlight’s application for a loan guarantee under Title XVII of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EPAct 05), as amended by Section 406 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Public Law (PL) 111-5 (the “Recovery Act”).



The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has discretionary authority to issue the Permit to Construct (PTC) for SCE’s Red Bluff Substation, a portion of the Project. As allowed by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15221, the CPUC intends to use this EIS to provide the environmental review required for its approval process. The CPUC and BLM have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that defines the relationship of the two agencies, and identifies CPUC as a cooperating agency with the BLM. 



The Applicants anticipates that construction and/or operation of the Project will not cause unauthorized “take” or prohibited “disturbance” of any species protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act or the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. However, it is voluntarily proposing this Avian and Bat Protection Plan to proactively implement measures to avoid, minimize and mitigate for any potential adverse effects of the Project on such species.  In addition, by utilizing the adaptive management approach in this plan, it is committing to evaluate data during the operation phase of the Project and make further adjustments to the plan, if necessary and appropriate. 



1.3	Corporate Policy

Sunlight and SCE have a commitment to work cooperatively towards the protection of migratory birds and bats.  These entities are committed to consistent coordination with agency personnel at BLM, USFWS, and the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) so that all parties and agencies understand the scope of the Project and can discuss project facilities and features that may require additional attention for avian species.




2.0	Coordination

Sunlight and SCE recognized that an essential element to developing a successful Project is the coordination between the project proponents and the appropriate agencies. As recommended by USFWS, the Applicants conducted early coordination on essential elements, such as wildlife surveys, project siting criteria, and operational limitations to ensure that all parties and agencies understood the scope of the project and potential issues could be identified early in the planning process (USFWS 2010). This coordination resulted in numerous improvements to project siting and design (discussed in Section 4.0), and the development of Applicant Measures designed to avoid and minimize potential effects to avian and bat species. 

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 

Sunlight evaluated a larger Project Study Area (PSA) when determining the siting of the Project. Areas of desert wash woodland were avoided in this siting to the extent possible, in part to avoid the potential roosting, nesting, and foraging areas for birds and bats within areas of greater vegetation structure. The process of reducing the Project footprint is discussed further in Section 4.0.



The Applicants have also incorporated design features into the Project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats, including:

· Limiting vegetation clearing to periods outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

· Limiting vegetation disturbance and grading to the smallest area practicable; and

· Placing electrical lines underground or transmission lines on existing structures to the extent practical to avoid collisions with lines. 



The Applicants further intends to utilize the Applicant Measures AM-WIL-3 and AM-WIL-4 from the FEIS (presented in Section 1.0) during the construction phase and O&M phase of the project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

SCE will also follow the above measures outlined in AM-WIL-3 (AM-WIL-4 is not applicable to SCE components) in the FEIS above to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.






3.0	Adaptive Management and Habitat Compensation

3.1	Adaptive Management Process

The Applicants haves incorporated siting criteria, design features and best management practices into the Project that will provide significant avoidance and minimization measures that will reduce the potential for adverse effects on avian and bat species. Specifically, decisions were made to ensure that each phase of project development was evaluated with an eye to reducing potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats during the siting, design, construction, operation and maintenance (O&M), and post-operation phases of the Project. 



In additional to the specific Project measures described below, Sunlight and SCE are committed to using an adaptive management approach throughout the life of the Project that supports flexible decision making and can be adjusted as monitoring results or new regional data are received. In so doing, the protections in this plan are expected to have continued effectiveness throughout the life of the Project.



This adaptive management approach will include the following six key concepts described by Williams (2009) that are endorsed by the Service in its Interim Guidance for Solar Energy Facilities (USFWS 2010):

1. Problem Assessment

2. Design

3. Implementation

4. Monitoring

5. Evaluation

6. Adjustment



Adaptive Management is a keystone of the Sunlight and SCE program to avoid and reduce potential effects to avian and bat species throughout the construction, O&M, and decommissioning stages of the Project. In order to compensate for the loss of avian and bat habitat, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide habitat compensation. This approach is described further in the following sections.

3.2	Habitat Compensation

Habitat Compensation is discussed in detail in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar 2011) for the solar farm and gen-tie line. The Applicants and SCE  are prepared to implement necessary mitigation and compensation for impacts to protected wildlife species as required by BLM, the CDFG, and USFWS as described in the FEIS and Habitat Compensation Plan. 




4.0	Pre-Siting Data Collection

The siting of the solar farm site, gen-tie line, and substation required detailed and individual evaluation. Although the area of Red Bluff Substation had been recently and repeatedly surveyed prior to this Project for numerous transmission projects, the solar farm site and immediately surrounding areas had not been previously surveyed. Thus, in an effort to place the Project components in locations that would yield the least risk of population impacts, a rigorous siting evaluation process was completed, including the following considerations recommended by the USFWS:

1. Coarse Site Assessment

2. Habitat Equivalency Analysis

3. Site Specific Wildlife Surveys

4. Risk Assessment

5. Reporting

4.1 Coarse Site Assessment

In accordance with USFWS guidance, a pre-siting assessment was conducted starting with a coarse site assessment of the potential environmental issues that might preclude the site from development based on its perceived or validated level of risk (USFWS 2010). This project conducted the equivalent of a Potential Impact Index (PII) (USFWS 2003) by taking a “first cut” analysis of the suitability of a site proposed for development and estimating use of the site by selected wildlife species as an indicator of potential impact (USFWS 2010).



Initial biological assessments conducted in 2007 recommended the avoidance of Pinto Wash as potential habitat for special status species, including avian and bat species. This was supported by an initial field assessment of the site conducted by Patricia Brown-Berry (Brown Berry 2010) for bat species. Between 2008 and 2011, several additional site reductions occurred that reduced the solar farm footprint and shifted the footprint away from areas that support better quality habitats with larger and more diverse vegetative structure.



Project components do not provide habitat for federally or state-listed avian or bat species, but do provide habitat for several special-status species, including those shown on Tables 1 and 2 (Ironwood Consulting 2010).

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 

The Solar farm site alternatives and Gen-tie line route alternatives are not within an Important Bird Area, a Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Network (WHSRN), or an area designated by the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance (Ramsar Convention). The solar farm site is not within an area designated as a critical habitat unit (CHU), or other Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC). The Gen-tie line is partially located within the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU designated as management areas for the desert tortoise. 

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are not within an Important Bird Area, WHSRN area, or Ramsar Convention area. The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are within the Chuckwalla CHU and DWMA.



Table 1.	Sensitive Avian Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Passerine Species

		



		Chaetura vauxi

Vaux’s swift (breeding sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Progne subis

purple martin

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Toxostoma lecontei

LeConte’s thrasher

		Federal:



State:

NECO:

		Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC)

SSC

Covered* 



		Raptors 

		



		Aquila chrysaetos

golden eagle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		protected by BGEPA

SSC; fully protected

covered 



		Athene cunicularia

burrowing owl

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Buteo regalis

ferruginous hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

none

covered 



		Buteo swainsonii

Swainson’s hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

threatened

covered 



		Circus cyaneus

northern harrier

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Falco mexicanus

prairie falcon (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered





*Species is covered under the Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO).






Table 2.	Sensitive Bat Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Antrozous pallidus

pallid bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Ccovered



		Eptesicus fuscus pallidus

big brown bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

cCovered



		Eumops perotis californicus

western mastiff bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Eumops perotis

pocketed free-tailed bat  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus cinereus

hoary bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus xanthinus

southern yellow bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Macrotus californicus

California leaf-nosed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Myotis californicus  

California myotis  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Parastrellus hesperus

western pipistrelle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Plecotus townsendii

Townsend’s big-eared bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Tadarida brasiliensis  

Mexican free-tailed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered






*Species is covered under the Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO).



4.2	Habitat Equivalency Analysis

As requested by USFWS, tThe Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide the habitat compensation process. Permanent habitat losses have been quantified and are described in the Project’s Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar and SCE 2011), along with the process that will be used to compensate for this habitat loss.



In addition, Aas recommended by the USFWS, the Applicants have looked for opportunities to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities. These opportunities may come in the form of voluntary habitat acquisition or conservation easements. In order to quantify the appropriate compensation acreage, the use of an HEA can be used to identify high quality habitat and calculate compensation for the development of high quality habitats for both permanent and temporary losses. The objective of an HEA is to replace lost habitat services with like services, providing a replacement ratio for interim and permanent injury. 



The most significant step First Solar has taken to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities is working with BLM to determine the suitability of habitat remaining within their solar application as an area to be excluded from future development due to biological concerns. The area that could be excluded supports more diverse habitats with greater vegetation structure than the majority of the Project site and provides better habitats for most bird and bat species than those habitats found on the solar farm site.

4.3	Site Specific Wildlife Surveys

Pre-siting survey data will become the baseline for project impacts to bird and bat populations. Thus, prior to conducting site-specific surveys of the Project components, appropriate survey questions were developed that included methods applicable for before-after control impacts studies. Survey questions included:

1. Which species of birds and bats use the project area and how do their numbers vary temporally?

2. How much time do birds/bats spend in potential risk zones and does this behavior vary by season?

3. What is the estimated range of bird/bat mortalities from the project?

4. Are there nesting raptors on site or within 3 miles of project footprint. For eagles, are there eagles nesting within 10 miles of project footprint?

4.3.1	Methods

As recommended by USFWS (2010), multiple survey techniques were used to ensure adequate data collection. Specific survey methods included:

1. Diurnal point counts including varying timing during the day, month and seasonally during migratory periods.

2. Raptor nest searches including golden eagle surveys (Pagel et al 2010)

3. Migration counts.

4. Incidental data collection conducted during all biological surveys conducted at the Project components, which spanned over four years at the site, thus also captured timing variation within days, months and seasons as well as under varying climatic conditions.




Point Counts

Point count surveys for all birds were conducted in April, May, and October 2010 by experienced desert avian biologists Kip Kermoian and Jake Molhman at a total of twelve locations, nine on the Solar farm site and three at control sites, using point count methodology as described in Monitoring Bird Populations by Point Counts (Ralph et al. 1995). The surveys identify bird species and their relative numbers at each fixed study point location (point counts). Point count methodology is well accepted and widely used in bird studies.  Each point is visited for a fixed amount of time and all birds detected within an often fixed radius are recorded. Research suggests that the amount of time spent at a sampling location increases standard error, especially at times greater than 10 minutes (Smith et al. 1997). Each count was limited to 10 minutes to minimize standard error introduced by double counting, flyovers, etc. Additionally, incidental flyovers were recorded separately from typical observations and each count was divided into three survey periods consisting of the first three minutes, minutes 3 to 5, and minutes 5 to 10. This time division was done to facilitate data analysis used to differentiate birds most likely to be permanent or temporary occupants of the study point from transients in the area surveyed.  



Golden Eagle Surveys

The Applicants participated in a joint program to conduct aerial surveys for golden eagles in and around Blythe and Desert Center, California. These surveys were conducted in two phases, with Phase 1 occurring on April 2-3, 2010 and Phase 2 occurring on May 14, 2010.  These surveys were conducted in accordance with applicable USFWS guidance and were designed to record and report occupancy (Phase I) and productivity (Phase II) of golden eagle nests within a ten-mile radius of four solar projects, including Sunlight’s Solar farm site. 



Although the primary purpose of the surveys was to conduct the first of two aerial surveys for golden eagles [Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (USFWS 2010)], the surveys also recorded data for other raptor species.  The data and results from these surveys are found in the Final Report, Golden Eagle Surveys Surrounding Four Proposed Energy Developments in the Mojave Desert Region, California (Wildlife Research Institute 2010). 



Raptor Nest Surveys

Surveys of the alternatives for all three main components of the Project site were conducted on April 23-24 and May 20, 2010 in accordance with draft State agency protocols for identifying raptor nests [California Energy Commission (CEC) and CDFG 2010].  These surveys include inspecting all potential structures and trees in the Project vicinity for the presence of raptor nests. The results from these nest surveys are incorporated in this document.



Bats

On February 17, 2010, Dr. Patricia Brown, desert bat expert who has conducted numerous bat surveys in the Project region, conducted a reconnaissance-level survey of the Project components. The purpose of this survey was to determine those bats species that might inhabit these project areas and to formulate avoidance and minimization measures for bat species to be used during the construction, O&M, and post-construction phases.




Incidental Sightings

During all Project biological surveys, all bird species were identified and/or tallied on standardized data forms (Ironwood Consulting 2010). These data were compiled in electronic databases and used to determine species present and variation throughout days, months and seasons.

4.3.2	Results

Results addressing the first 3 survey questions were compiled and are discussed below separately for passerines, raptors, and bats with a special discussion for special-status bird species listed on Table 1. The chart below shows those bird species that were recorded most frequently during all surveys of the solar farm site.

Passerines

Most detections of passerine species were recorded in the morning hours between 0600 and 0800 and in the months of March and April in each year. These results are likely affected by the higher numbers of surveyors recording data during those months of the year, and that point counts were conducted in the morning hours as described in Ralph et al 1995. All passerine species were found in habitats that are present both on the solar farm site and gen-tie line, and on the SCE components; therefore any of these species may inhabit each of these Project components. Habitat quality does differ throughout the area, with the gen-tie line and SCE components in areas of sheet flow and scattered desert dry wash woodland, thus providing greater vegetation diversity and structure. The solar farm site has approximately 1,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitats that provide greater density and structure favored by most species, with the remaining approximately 2,921 acres poorer quality habitat with few species present and wide spaces between shrubs of stunted growth.



Mortalities from the project are not expected with the inclusion of the avoidance and impact minimization measures required in the FEIS and discussed in Section 5.0 of this report and include protection of active nests until nest completion is documented. Avian species found on the solar farm site are highly mobile and were generally found in low numbers on the majority of the solar farm site. Thirty-eight passerine species have been recorded at the Project components (Table 3). The species indicated in bold type are special-status species discussed separately below.



Table 3.	Passerine Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		Common Name

		Scientific name



		American robin

		Turdus migratorius



		Anna's hummingbird

		Calypte anna



		ash-throated flycatcher

		Myiarchus cinerascens



		barn swallow

		Hirundo rustica



		black-crowned night heron

		Nycticorax nycticorax



		black-tailed gnatcatcher

		Polioptila melanura



		black-throated sparrow

		Amphispiza bilineata



		blue-gray gnatcatcher

		Polioptila caerulea



		Brewer's blackbird

		Euphagus cyanocephalus



		Brewer's sparrow

		Spizella breweri



		Bullock's oriole

		Icterus bullockii



		common poorwill

		Phalaenoptilus nuttallii



		Costa's hummingbird

		Calypte costae



		Gambel’s quail

		Callipepla gambelii



		greater roadrunner

		Geococcyx californianus



		great-tailed grackle

		Quiscalus mexicanus



		horned lark

		Eremophila alpestris



		house finch

		Carpodacus mexicanus



		house wren

		Troglodytes aedon



		killdeer

		Charadrius vociferous



		LeConte’s thrasher

		Toxostoma lecontei



		lesser goldfinch

		Carduelis psaltria



		lesser nighthawk

		Chordeiles minor



		mourning dove

		Zenaida macroura



		northern flicker

		Colaptes auratus



		northern mockingbird

		Mimus polyglottos



		phainopepla

		Phainopepla nitens



		rock wren

		Salpinctes obsoletus



		northern rough-winged swallow

		Stelgidopteryx serripennis



		Say’s phoebe

		Sayonaris nigricans



		tree swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		verdin

		Auriparus flaviceps



		violet-green swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		western kingbird

		Tyraannus verticalis



		western meadowlark

		Sturnella neglecta



		white-crowned sparrow

		Zonotrichia leucophrys



		white-throated swift 

		Aeronautes saxatalis



		yellow-rumped warbler

		Dendroica coronata






Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 1). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  

Raptors

Thirteen raptor species (excluding common raven) are known to occur at the Project components (Table 4). The species in bold type are special-status species as shown on Table 1 with locations shown on Figure 1 for all species except burrowing owl, shown on Figure 2. Because the solar farm site and gen-tie line are located in the valley floor of the Chuckwalla Valley, most raptor species were observed as flyovers of the components as indicated on Table 4.



Table 4.	Raptor Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		

Common Name

		

Scientific Name

		Approximate Number of Individuals



		

		

		Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		Red Bluff Substation and 

Related Components



		American kestrel

		Falco sparverius

		P

		P



		burrowing owl

		Athene cunicularia

		1*

		0*



		ferruginous hawk 

		Buteo regalis

		1 flyover

		0



		golden eagle

		Aquila chrysaetos

		0

		0



		loggerhead shrike

		Lanius ludovicianus

		23

		6



		merlin

		Falco columbarius

		P

		P



		northern harrier

		Circus cyaneus

		2 flyovers

		0



		prairie falcon

		Falco mexicanus

		4 flyovers

		0



		red-tailed hawk

		Buteo jamaicensis

		P

		P



		sharp-shinned hawk

		Accipiter striatus

		P

		P



		Swainson’s hawk

		Buteo swainsonii

		18 flyovers

		0



		turkey vulture

		Cathartes aura

		P

		P





P = present at Project component (non-special-status species were not recorded by location)

*see burrowing owl discussion for more information





Burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. It is also a BCC species for which the USFWS is very concerned about fragmentation and displacement effects. Burrowing owls inhabit open dry grasslands and desert scrubs, and typically nest in mammal burrows although they may use man-made structures including culverts and debris piles. In the Project region, they are resident species and exhibit strong nest site fidelity. Burrowing owls eat insects, small mammals and reptiles. 



The Phase 1 assessment for burrowing owls concluded that suitable habitat for burrowing owls existed throughout the study area. During the Phase 2 burrow surveys, numerous suitable burrows were recorded on the solar farm site; however, three records of burrowing owl sign (i.e., burrow, white wash and pellets) were observed. One group of observations, which included one individual owl and two burrows with white wash and pellets, occurred approximately 1,500 feet east of the intersection of Gen-Tie A1 and highway 177. The two other individual owl sightings occurred approximately one mile north and 0.8 mile west of the solar farm site. One owl was observed east of the Red Bluff substation.



Owls observed were all individual adults and observations occurred during both spring and fall seasons. It is expected that the owls reside within the area and there is a high potential for pairs to occur. Phase 3 surveys will be performed prior to ground disturbing activities to determine the exact number of resident owls potentially affected by construction immediately prior to these activities.



Ferruginous hawk (Buteo regalis) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. This species typically nests in northern latitudes of North America and overwinters in southern regions. Migrant ferruginous hawks are a regular but uncommon during spring and fall in the California desert regions. Within the NECO planning area, ferruginous hawks have been observed overwintering in low numbers in the lower Colorado River Valley, Yuma Basin, West Mesa, and the agricultural areas of Imperial Valley (BLM 2002). Two sightings of migrating ferruginous hawks were recorded, one within the Solar farm site and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. Both observations occurred in March 2010 and consisted of flyovers. The golden eagle surveys performed by helicopter in spring 2010 did not observe presence of this species. Based on data reviewed and observations, it is not expected that ferruginous hawks utilize the study area for nesting or overwintering. This species may forage within the study area during migration. 



Golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) is a State Species of Special Concern and Fully Protected Species, and it is addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. Golden eagles and their primary prey species, jackrabbits, have declined in the California desert regions due to prolonged drought conditions that have persisted since 1998 (WRI 2010). Breeding in Southern California starts in January, nest building and egg laying in February to March, and hatching and raising the young eagles occur from April through June. Once the young eagles are flying on their own, the adult eagles will continue to feed them and teach them to hunt until late November.





No golden eagle nests were found on or adjacent to the solar farm site or other Project components. Phase I occupancy surveys conducted in April 2010 detected 13 potentially-active nests within a ten mile radius of the Solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation, as shown on Figure 3. Of these, 4 nests were within Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP), with an additional three in steep hills west and above Eagle Mountain mine, nearly within the JTNP boundaries. These are located either on BLM lands or lands owned by Eagle Mountain Mine and the Kaiser Corporation. The remaining three potential nests were located south of Interstate 10 in the Chuckwalla Mountains, approximately 3 miles west and southwest from the proposed Red Bluff Substation. One observation of a golden eagle flyover of the Chuckwalla Valley was recorded during these surveys (WRI 2010).



Phase II productivity surveys determined that 12 of these 13 nests were inactive, with one active but non-reproductive nest located in the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area approximately 5 miles from the solar farm site boundary (Figure 3). No reproductive nests were located within the 10-mile radius of the solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation (WRI 2010).



During these surveys, there were additional raptor species observed within 10 miles of the solar farm site: turkey vultures, common ravens, prairie falcons, and Swainson’s hawks (WRI 2010).



Loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) is State Species of Special Concern and a year-round resident in parts of the Southern California desert. As a predatory bird its diet consists of insects, amphibians, small reptiles, small mammals, and other birds. One pair was observed approximately 0.2 miles northwest of the Solar farm site. Observations of adults were made in both spring and fall, and one individual with first-year plumage was recorded in the fall. Based on the amount and nature of observations made during the surveys, loggerhead shrikes are year-round residents within the study area. Loggerhead shrikes were often observed perching on palo verde and ironwood trees as well as larger creosote bush shrubs and other structures including utility poles. 



Northern harrier (Circus cyaneus), a State Species of Special Concern, is a raptor species that occurs in a wide range of habitats throughout North America. In Southern California, harriers typically nest and forage in open habitats that provide adequate vegetative cover, suitable prey base, and scattered perches such as shrubs or fence posts (Shuford 2008). This species is often found near bodies of water and wetlands (CDFG 2010). Harriers are ground-nesting birds with suitable nesting habitat limited in the southern California desert (Shuford 2008). Three harriers were recorded: two within the Solar farm site, and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. 



Prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus) is State Species of Special Concern that breeds throughout the arid West from southern Canada to central Mexico. The overall distribution appears to be stable. Prairie falcons are found in areas of the dry interior where cliffs provide secure nesting sites. In the desert they are found in all vegetation types, although sparse vegetation provides the best foraging habitat. Prairie falcons were observed in the southwest corner of the solar farm site and approximately 1 mile east of the eastern boundary as flyovers. Two additional observations were recorded along the Gen-tie line, but not south of Interstate 10 (I-10) near the Red Bluff Substation alternatives or related components. During aerial surveys for golden eagles, two prairie falcons were recorded within 10 miles of the Solar farm site near the boundary of Eagle Mountain Mine and Joshua Tree National Park (WRI 2010). One location was an active, reproductive nest in 2010 with unknown nest success (Figure 3). No prairie falcon nests were observed within any Project areas.



Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsonii) is state-listed (threatened) raptor species that breeds in much of western North America. Within California, nesting occurs primarily in the Central Valley and northern territories; however, regular nesting occurs in the high desert between the Tehachapi Mountains and Lancaster. This species winters in southern South America with a migration route of over 20,000 miles (Woodbridge 2008). Arrival at breeding areas generally occurs from late February to early May depending on geographical characteristics of the breeding area (Woodbridge 2008). Nest sites have not been documented in the Sonoran Desert of California. This species was observed within the study area during migration. Three incidental records were documented on April 9, 2010 during botanical and baseline surveys. Two observations were of individual Swainson’s hawks and the third observation consisted of a group of over ten birds. All individuals were seen in flight overhead within or near the Solar Farm boundaries. Additionally, Swainson’s hawks were observed during golden eagle surveys near Chuckwalla Mountains [two individuals (March 26 and April 3, 2010)], Coxcomb Mountains [fourteen individuals (April 2, 2010)], and Palen Mountains [four individuals (March 25, 2010)] (WRI 2010). This species is not expected to nest or overwinter within the study area.

Bats

Dr. Brown’s results indicate that pallid bats and western pipistrelles could roost in small rocks on the ground on the solar farm site alternatives. Radio-telemetry surveys have shown that hoary bats will roost in palo verde trees and ironwoods and that California leaf-nosed bats might roost in the limited areas of ironwood trees between foraging bouts. These tree species are found within the small areas of desert dry wash woodland on the gen-tie line and Red Bluff Substation and related components.



Desert dry wash woodland attracts foraging bats due to increased insect concentration.  This is especially true for California leaf-nosed bats and pallid bats that feed on large insects they glean off the foliage. Roosts for these species have been identified in mines in the Eagle and Coxcomb Mountains, both within 16 kilometers (10 miles) of the solar farm site.

4.4	Risk Assessment

Potential direct impacts could occur without the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures incorporated in to the Project through Applicant Mmeasures and Mmitigation Mmeasures as described in the FEIS (see Section 1.0). Some of the measures described in this document are in addition to those presented in the FEIS as the Applicants continue to address concerns regarding avian and bat species and meet changing requirements. With the incorporation of these measures, the Project is not expected to cause any prohibited “take” or “disturbance” of any species protected by the BGEPA or MBTA.



4.4.1	Site-Specific Threats

Based on the results of the site-specific surveys combined with additional regional surveys and information, the potential for take was assessed for the following site-specific threats (USFWS 2010):

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays;

2. Transmission line, power tower, meteorological tower, or guy line collision;

3. Electrocution potential;

4. Territory abandonment;

5. Nest and roost site disturbances;

6. Habitat loss and fragmentation; and

7. Disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility.



Due to the nature of the Project (as a photovoltaic solar facility) and its components, the following threats are not likely to occur:

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays,

2. Potential collisions from power towers, meterological towers, and guy lines 

3. Electrocution potential



Potential threats from direct transmission line collisions for avian species and bats could occur without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0.



Without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0, nest and roost site disturbances and territory abandonment could occur due to direct nest removal during vegetation removal activities; and indirect disturbance from construction-related noise, lighting, and dust. 

  

Although no nests would be directly taken with the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures for the Project, habitat loss and fragmentation would occur due to the loss of approximately 4,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitat, and up to 200 acres of desert wash woodland habitat. The loss of these habitats would prevent avian and bat species from using the Project areas for nesting or overwintering, and these species and habitat uses would likely remain in adjacent large habitat areas including those areas restricted from development between the Project and Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) and within the park itself (over 1,000,000 acres of protected adjacent similar habitats).



Potential disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility is likely to be extremely small because the Project is photovoltaic in nature and has no moving components. The estimated long-term human presence on the facility is estimated at 12-15 individuals related to security and maintenance activities, as described in the FEIS. The avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0 include measures for the O&M phase of the Project.



Impacts to bats include potential direct impacts to ground nesting species (pallid bats and western pipistrelles) and removal of trees with active bat colonies. Indirect impacts could potentially occur from removal of foraging habitat. Indirect impacts could also potentially occur from increased human activity, noise, nighttime lighting, and dust.

4.4.2	Cumulative Impacts

The FEIS lists those projects considered as part of the cumulative impact analysis. Cumulative effects discussed in this document include those which have been or will be carried out throughout the anticipated life of the project, and, where practicable and reasonable, should include the impacts from all threats for which the BLM and/or Applicants have some form of control. Potential long-term cumulative indirect effects include the potential removal of nesting, roosting, and foraging habitat for avian and bat species.



For passerine species, nesting and foraging habitats are focused on smaller home ranges near nest sites and available forage. As described above for site-specific threats, vegetation removal would occur within these home ranges, using avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0 to eliminate the take of these species or active nests. The Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide similar habitats and abundant nesting and foraging opportunities for these species, therefore, cumulative effects are unlikely to be significant.  



Raptor species (excluding golden eagles and ravens) have larger home ranges and forage over large distances. Due to the development of this Project and other regional projects there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat. This loss is not expected to be significant, or cause prohibited take because it represents a small percentage of the total foraging area regionally available for these species (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for raptors, and more suitable habitats for nesting for most raptor species.



Golden eagles forage in an area extending up to 225 kilometers (140 miles) from the Project boundaries. Although there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat from the development of alternative energy projects and other regional projects discussed in the FEIS, this loss is not expected to be significant, or to cause prohibited “disturbance” or “taking,” because it is only a small percentage of the total foraging area (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provides appropriate habitats for nesting (which the Project dies not), and appropriate habitats for foraging.



For bat species, potential cumulative impacts are discussed for an area 16 kilometers (10 miles) from the boundaries of the Proposed Project. These include the potential for combined direct effects of the removal of individuals and occupied nests of ground nesting species such as pallid bats and western pipistrelles from project construction. In addition, the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for bats, and many areas that are more suitable habitats for nesting for bat species.








5.0.	Project Design Conservation Measures

The Applicants have sited and designed the Project components to avoid and minimize impacts to avian and bat species whenever possible. All discussions below of macro- and micro-siting considerations, nest site buffers and conservation measures during the construction and O&M phases of the Project will apply to both Applicants and all Project components.



The Applicants have worked to site Project components to have the least impacts to bird and bat populations with the goal of avoiding any take of migratory birds and bats and/or minimize the loss, destruction, or degradation of migratory bird and bat habitat by placing projects in areas of lower quality habitat to the maximum extent practicable. 

5.1	Project Siting

The process of siting of Project components included both macro- and micro-siting considerations.

5.1.1	Macro-Siting

Macro-siting considerations for the Project components were conducted in 2007 during initial surveys, and were refined in 2008 after the collection of the initial large data sets for the Project. In 2007, Pinto Wash, which bisects the requested Right-of-Way grant, was removed from development consideration. At this time, other larger areas of desert wash woodland were also removed from site consideration because these habitats support greater vegetation structure, density and diversity and are likely to support greater numbers of species and individuals than other habitats in the ROW area. Macro-siting considerations for the Project components also included the avoidance of:



· Locations with federally or state listed, or otherwise designated sensitive species, and areas managed for the conservation of listed species

Project components avoid DWMAs, CHU, and ACECs to the extent possible and were sited in the area of lowest known concentration for special-status species available.

· Areas frequently used for daily bird and bat movements (i.e., areas between roosting and feeding sites)

Areas of desert wash woodland were identified and avoided by Project components, particularly the larger expanses of this habitat found in the Pinto and Big Wash areas.

· Breeding and wintering eagle use areas

These areas were identified and avoided for all Project components. Valley floor areas such as the proposed Solar farm site do not provide wintering or breeding habitat for eagles.

· Known migration flyways for birds and bats

Pinto Wash is a known bat migration corridor with impacts to this area avoided by the siting of the Solar farm site.

· Areas near known bat hibernacula, breeding, and maternity/nursery colonies

No known areas are found with the footprint of the Project components.

· Fragmentation of large, contiguous tracts of wildlife habitat (Canadian Wildlife Service 2006a and 2006b)



Many desert special status avian and bat species require large undisturbed areas that are highly sensitive to fragmentation effects. In siting the Project components, all areas with greater vegetation structure, density and diversity were avoided or reduced to the extent possible. These areas included desert wash woodlands and areas of creosote bush scrub that overlay stabilized geological features and support greater density and diversity of vegetation.

5.1.2	Micro-Siting

Micro-siting considerations for the Project components were begun in 2008 and actively continued as further wildlife surveys were conducted and through informal meetings with the BLM, USFWS and CDFG throughout the Project’s planning process. The siting of the solar farm was further reduced between the Draft EIS and FEIS in response to concerns from the public and agencies involved in the process. Beyond continuing to refine the boundaries of the solar farm, additional considerations of micro-siting included:

· Avoiding features that attract raptors (areas supporting tall perching structures including trees, utility poles, etc.)



By avoiding desert wash woodland areas, the Project avoided areas with tree layers. The Applicants have designed features to reduce perching by raptors whenever possible.

· Avoiding features that attract migrant birds (e.g., water sources, riparian vegetation) Minimize the potential for enhancing habitats suitable for raptor prey species such as rodents that would likely attract raptors to the project site



Project components are not adjacent to landscape features that attract migrant birds such as water sources. Project construction and O&M phases will minimize the potential for creating habitats suitable for rodents, such as rock piles, that could attract raptors.

5.2	Buffer Zones

Buffer zones have been established through the FEIS Applicant and Mitigation Measures to protect raptor and other bird nests, areas of high bird and bat use, and known bat roosts from disturbance related to the construction of the solar farm. 



Clearance surveys will be conducted within 30 days prior to vegetation removal in project areas to locate any active nests, burrowing owl burrows, or bat roosts. Vegetation removal will occur outside of the breeding season for special-status bird and bats species to the extent possible. If any active nests, roosts or burrows are located during these surveys, buffer zones will be established as described in the FEIS to protect these areas.



A Lead Avian and Bat Biologist, working under the Designated Biologist, will be assigned to ensure all buffer zones are correctly established and to monitor nest activity and determine when each nest or burrowing owl burrow has fledged or failed. This individual will also be responsible for all data collected for these buffer zones, nests, roosts and burrows.




5.2.1	Passerines

Buffer distances for passerine nests will consider species, terrain, habitat type, and activity level as these features relate to the bird alert distance and bird flight initiation distance (Whitfield et al. 2008). Buffer size distance was coordinated throughout the FEIS process and is established in the FEIS as established at approximately 100 meters from any active nest (330 feet). The Lead Avian Biologist will may determine that a smaller or larger distance is necessary under individual circumstances such as topography and type of construction activities.



The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the Lead Avian Biologist has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.

5.2.2	Raptors and Eagles

Project-related disturbances such as construction noise, lighting and dust will be avoided within 500 feet from the solar farm site for an active raptor nest and one mile for an active eagle nest (excluding common ravens). Any nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.



For the Red Bluff substation and related components, the specific landscape features of steep terrain and ridgelines between construction activities and nest sites may dictate reduced buffers (Richardson and Miller 1997).



Surveys for golden eagle nests will be conducted during each year of construction that occurs within the nesting season. These surveys will be completed in accordance with current USFWS guidance and protocols (currently Pagel 2010) under the Golden Eagle Surveys and Nest Site Monitoring Plan discussed below in Section 7.0.

5.2.3	Burrowing Owls

For burrowing owls, Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction unit and within a 150-meter (500 foot) buffer area. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 100 meters (330 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged. Outside the nesting season or after determining a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within 1 mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation.

5.2.4	Bats

Construction activities will avoid any bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula found during clearance surveys. No bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula have been located during surveys conducted at the Project components between 2008 and 2011. Appropriate buffer distances will be established by the Lead Avian Biologist in consideration of the disturbance type, distance to roost or hibernacula, time of year of, and the duration of the disturbance.

5.3	Appropriate Facility Design

Many conservation measures have been incorporated into the design of Project facilities, as suggested in USFWS 2010, in an attempt to reduce the potential effects of Project on avian and bat populations, including:



1. Avoid using lattice-type structures, placing external ladders and platforms on towers to minimize perching and nesting.

The use of lattice towers, platforms, and ladders will be minimized to the extent practicable. The use of lattice structures will only be used on the solar farm site for a lookout tower, which will be frequently used (this deterring use by raptors and other birds), and will be frequently checked for the presence of nests. 



Although lattice structures will be used by SCE for their Project components, these will be in an area designated as a utility corridor that currently supports numerous transmission lines, including those on lattice towers, such as DPV1. The Project would not cause a significant increase on the number of lattice towers within this corridor.



2. Implement measures to reduce or buffer adverse noise effects associated with operation of the facility on surrounding wildlife habitat. Noise impacts to birds (Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008) have generally been found to be negative; therefore facility design should take this fact into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats.

The Project utilizes photovoltaic panel technology which has little potential for noise impacts. Noise effects have been extensively studies and include in the FEIS, and continued noise monitoring will be conducted during construction. The O&M phase of the Project would have little or no noise.



3. Avoid the use of guy wires for all meteorological towers and do not light them unless the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requires them to be lit, which is generally >60 meters (>199 ft) AGL in height. Any necessary guy wires should be marked with recommended bird deterrent devices (APLIC 1994, USFWS 2000).

No meteorological towers or guy wires or line are included in the Project.



4. If structures (>60 meters [>199 ft] AGL) require lights for aviation safety, the minimum amount of pilot warning and obstruction avoidance lighting specified by the FAA should be used (FAA 2007). All lights within the facility should illuminate synchronously. Lighting of the boundary of the facility is most important as an aviation safety warning. Unless otherwise requested by the FAA, use only the minimum number of strobed, strobe-like or blinking red incandescent lights of minimum intensity. No steady burning lights should be used on facility infrastructures (Gehring et al. 2009).

Any such lighting at the Project facilities would follow this guidance. SCE facilities are not planned greater than 185 feet in height.



5. Facility lights should be focused downward to reduce skyward illumination. Lights should be equipped with motion detectors to reduce continuous illumination. 

All lighting used at Project facilities will be downcast and would be used only when necessary, when appropriate by installing motion detectors, depending on safety concerns. The project has prepared a Lighting Mitigation Plan in consultation with the Night Sky Program Manager for the National Park Service in order to limit skyward illumination. 



6. Where feasible, place electric power lines underground or on the surface as insulated, shielded wire to avoid electrocution of birds. Use recommendations of the Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) for any required above-ground lines, transformers, or conductors.

Power lines will be in accordance with Avian Power Line Interaction Committee guidelines. 



7. Avoiding the creation of roads to minimize further loss and fragmentation of migratory bird habitat.

New roads associated with Project activities will be kept to a minimum. Roads associated with the solar farm site will be within the Project fence. Roads associated with the gen-tie line have been designed to be the shortest distance possible, such as using spur roads to tower sites from Kaiser Road instead of the creation of a new road along the gen-tie line. Red Bluff substation and related components will use existing roads to the maximum extent possible.



8. If evaporation ponds are required for the operation of the facility, placement of netting over the surface of the ponds is encouraged to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface.

Temporary construction ponds will be used only during the construction phase and will be covered with netting to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface. These ponds are not used for evaporation.  



9. Reducing the attractiveness of solar reflectors to polarotactic water insects (those attracted to polarized light) (Horvath et al. 2010) will help reduce the attractiveness of these facilities to birds and bats. 

Monitoring conducted during the construction and O&M phases of the Project is discussed in Section 7.0 and will assist in determining whether the Project’s photovoltaic panels attract water insects, which in turn could attract birds and bats. If it is determined that water insect are attracted to these facilities, BLM, USFWS, and CDFG will be contacted to determine appropriate adaptive management techniques to reduce this threat.


6.0	Conservation Measures

The conservation measures discussed in this section include those in the FEIS and those presented in USFWS guidance (2010).

6.1	Construction Phase Conservation Measures

Conservation measures that will be implemented by the Project that relate to bird conservation include:

1. Minimize permanent disturbance area such as creating unneeded access roads. Construction of the gen-tie line and other linear Project features will avoid vegetation clearing, and grading whenever possible.

2. All vegetation within the Project footprint that will be disturbed will be cleared outside of the bird breeding season to the maximum extent practicable. If the Project plans vegetation removal within the bird breeding season, it would be because desert (a federally and state threatened species) tortoise protection measures and timing may take precedence, or that reason for work to be completed during the breeding season were beyond the Applicant’'s’ control. If such an occurrence happened, the Applicants would communicate with BLM, USFWS, and CDFG that all reasonable and practicable efforts to complete work outside the bird breeding season were attempted.

When vegetation removal cannot take place outside of the breeding season and a reasonable explanation was provided to BLM, USFWS and CDFG, the Lead Avian Biologist or a person under their direct supervision would be on site during construction activities to locate active nests, establish avoidance buffers around active nests, watch for new nesting activity, and if necessary stop construction when noise and general activity threaten to disturb an active nest.  All active nests of protected birds (e.g., MBTA, ESA, state protected) would not be disturbed until after nest outcome is complete.

3. During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active nest locations would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 330 feet (100 meters) as discussed in the Project’s FEIS. Buffer areas may be larger if the Project’s lead Avian Biologist determines the need for a larger buffer area due to type of activity, species, or habitat considerations. Regardless of seasonal timing of construction, active nests will be flagged and nests avoided, with special attention paid to the nesting season of most avian species (February 15 – May 15). Avoidance areas will remain in place until it is determined that nest outcome is complete.

During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active bat colonies would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 165 feet (50 meters). Whenever possible, these areas will be avoided by construction activities. 

4. Discussions of nest avoidance for passerines, raptors, and golden eagles will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will be included in the Worker Environmental Awareness Plan (WEAP) training briefings. Bat colony avoidance discussions will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will also be included in WEAP training briefings. Training will include identification of avoidance areas and requirements for these areas.

5. The Project will follow APLIC guidelines for overhead utilities (APLIC 1994) to the extent practicable. SCE structures will be built with sufficient conductor separation and other protection devices.

6. Construction activities will be conducted in a manner consistent with reducing fire danger.

7. During construction, all trash will be removed promptly and disposed of properly to avoid creating attractive nuisances for birds and bats.

8. Appropriate control measures will be implemented to prevent the introduction and spread of invasive plant species with and surrounding the project area (see the Project’s Integrated Weed Management Plan – Ironwood Consulting, 2010).

9. Only plants native to the area for will be used seeding or planting during habitat revegetation and/or restoration efforts.

10. As part of this document, a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan (Section 7.1.2) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-5 in the FEIS. This plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such overhead power lines and solar panels. 

11. As part of this document, a Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan (Section 7.1.3) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-6 in the FEIS. 

6.2	Operations and Maintenance Conservation Measures

During the O&M phase of the Project, conservation measures will be used to reduce the attractiveness of the facility to breeding, migrating, and wintering birds and bats to ensure mortality is minimized:

1. The Project will not create or maintain attraction features for birds and /or bats by removing and disposing of road kills near the Project of carrion that attracts raptors and other scavengers to the site, regularly removing vegetation around larger facilities such as substations to reduce raptor foraging, and eliminating open water sources after the construction phase of the Project. 

2. The Project will minimize the use of lighting that could attract migrating birds and bats (feeding on concentrations of insects at lights). All nighttime lighting will be within 800 meters (0.5 mile) of the Project facilities. Lighting will be kept to the minimum level necessary for safety and security. High intensity, steady burning, bright lights such as sodium vapor or spotlights will not be used on Project facilities.

3. The Project will minimize anthrogenic noise which been found to be negative for birds (e.g., Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008), though not all species are affected to the same degree (Brumm 2004). Therefore facility design should take this into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats. During the operation of these energy facilities, means to buffer, muffle, or otherwise dampen any anthropogenic noise pollution that exceeds ambient noise should be fully explored.


7.0	Post-Construction Monitoring 

The objective of post-construction monitoring is to validate the pre-construction risk assessment and to provide data for the Applicants to use in implementing adaptive management based on the monitoring results.  All of the measures in this section apply to both Applicants.



Monitoring objectives include:

1. Estimating bird and bat fatalities due to Project related activities.

2. Assessing bird use of evaporation ponds.

3. Assessing changes in bird and bat behavior due to all aspects of facility operation (noise, lighting, etc.).

4. Assessing territorial abandonment, nest avoidance, and changes in population status within and adjacent to the project footprint.

5. Assessing whether conservation measures implemented for the project were adequate.

7.1	Monitoring Design

7.1.1	Duration and Timing

This program will be conducted during construction and for at least 3 years post-construction during the operations and maintenance phase of the Proposed Project to attempt to capture differences in parameters due to seasonal and annual variability. The monitoring program will be extended to 5 years post-construction if

1. Mortality level triggers are reached or 

2. The Project results in the mortality of a listed species or eagle. 



Monitoring will include data collection during breeding, wintering, and migration periods because bird and bat use of areas will vary seasonally.

7.1.2	Study Components

The long-term monitoring program for measuring raptor and bat incidence at the Project site will consist of:

1. Recording incidental sightings, 

2. Mortality studies by implementing the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan

3. Conducting seasonal point counts, and 

4. Conducting annual nest surveys. 

Incidental Sightings

Throughout the construction and operation phases of the Proposed Project, all incidental sightings of special-status bird species, and all raptors and bats will be logged. During construction, all sightings will be recorded by biological monitors. The Lead Avian Biologist will be tasked with keeping records and reporting these results (as described in Section 7.4).

Mortality Studies (Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan)

Mortality Studies will be conducted within all Project components to determine any monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such the gen-tie line and solar panels. Mortality surveys will be completed weekly post-construction in each Project phase for a period of 1 year. After one year, these studies will be conducted monthly for at least an additional two years, completing the 3-year post-construction monitoring period. These studies will be conducted at a minimum of 12 sites within all Project components and within a minimum of 3 control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the Project areas.



These studies will follow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and will include:

· An assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, 

· A carcass collection protocol and an assessment of carcass scavenger rates, and 

· Detailed specifications on data (see data collection flow charts and example data sheets submitted to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG), 



If monitoring determines that bird mortality caused by solar facilities may be having potentially adverse impacts on special-status bird populations the Applicant will implement adaptive management strategies such as installing additional bird flight diverters alterations to project components that have been identified as key mortality features. If adaptive management actions are implemented, mortality studies will continue for an additional year post-construction until a reduction in mortality to a level comparable to control sites is documented.

Seasonal Point Counts

Point Counts will continue to be conducted using the same methods that were used in baseline point counts (Section 3.0). These point counts will be conducted once during each season of each year (excluding summer) during construction and for the 3-year post-construction period.

Nest Surveys

Annual nest surveys will be conducted each spring during construction between March 15 and June 1, using two surveys separated by at least 30 days. All Project-related infrastructure (e.g.; fence posts, transmission towers, and buildings) would be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. Nest locations may also be detected via incidental sightings or during point count surveys.



During nest surveys, the ground under all raptor and raven nests will be inspected for the presence shells of juvenile tortoises or other evidence or predation of desert tortoise. 

7.1.3	Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan 

In addition to project-specific mortality monitoring studies the Project will monitor golden eagles separately to ensure that golden eagle mortality is adequately assessed. For each year during construction, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities will be conducted to determine whether any territory is active (Pagel et al. 2010). Data collected during the inventory shall include: 

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



If an occupied nest is detected during construction within 10 miles of any Project component, the Applicant for that component will implement adaptive management strategies in cooperation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG (and CPUC if an SCE component) for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles (Pagel et al. 2010). Triggers for additional adaptive management requirements will include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, such as agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment.

7.2	Nest Management

Project facilities will manage nests established on any part of the facility as described throughout this document. Eagle nests will be addressed as described in Section 7.1 above.

7.3	Risk Assessment Validation

Using data collected throughout this process, the Project will attempt to validate the identified risks of the project. The validation process will consider:

1. Whether the documented mortality rate post-construction is higher, lower, or as expected, compared to the pre-construction risk assessment.

2. Whether conservation measures are adequate to minimize bird and/or bat mortality to the maximum extent practicable? 

3. Would additional conservation measures be likely to reduce mortality rates?

4. Do documented mortality rates trigger adaptive management actions?



The results of this validation assessment would be discussed in Project reporting, described in Section 7.4 below.

7.4	Reporting

Quarterly e-mail summaries of all biological monitoring activities will be submitted to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG by the Designated Biologist. One section of these summaries will focus on reporting for the long-term monitoring program for raptors (including owls) and bats. This section will include results of the study components of monitoring conducted during the previous quarter, and a discussion of any unusual circumstances noted. These reports may also include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.

 

On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to the BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for the BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1 of each year. This annual report will summarize all quarterly reports and be submitted via e-mail by the Designated Biologist. After this report is submitted, an annual meeting will be held between the BLM, USFWS, Applicants, and CDFG to review the annual monitoring report and discuss monitoring results and conservation measures, including any adaptive management implemented or recommended.






8.0	Key Resources and References

8.1	Key Resources

Key resources include the team of proponent personnel, biological monitors and agency personnel who will work together to ensure the success of the protection, avoidance, and minimization of impacts to bird and bat species during the construction and operations and maintenance phases of the Project. The names and contact information for key personnel are provided below.



Project Proponents

Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC

1111 Broadway St, 4th Floor

Oakland, CA 94607

(510) 625-7400

Contact:  Amanda Beck

ABeck@firstsolar.com



Southern California Edison

1218 South 5th Avenue

Monrovia, CA 91016

(626) 260-6040

Contact: Paul Yamazaki

Paul.Yamazaki@sce.com


Biological Monitoring

Ironwood Consulting

1412 S. Center St.

Redlands, CA 92373

(909) 798-0330

Contact: Kathy Simon

Kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com



Bureau of Land Management

California Desert District Office

22835 Calle San Juan De Los Lagos

Moreno Valley, CA 92553-9046

(951) 697-5223

Contact: Kim Marsden

Kim_Marsden@BLM.gov 





U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office

6010 Hidden Valley Rd., 101

Carlsbad, CA 92011

760.431.9440 x 354 phone

Contact: Jody Fraser

jody_fraser@fws.gov



California Department of Fish and Game

Inland Deserts Region

3602 Inland Empire Blvd Suite C220

Ontario, CA 91764

(909) 484-0167

Contact: Magdalena Rodriguez

mcrodriguez@dfg.ca.gov
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1.0	Introduction 

This section provides a brief summary of the project description for the Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC (Sunlight) and Southern California Edison (SCE) project (jointly the “Applicants”). A complete description of the project is found in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project California Desert Conservation Area Plan Amendment and Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) (BLM 2011).



The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) issued of a right-of-way (ROW) grant authorizing the construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (Project). The Project covers less than 4,176 acres (ac) and is located in Riverside County, California, approximately 6 miles north of the rural community of Desert Center and approximately (10.5 kilometers or 6.5 miles north of the Interstate 10 corridor (Figure 1). The Project consists of three main components 1) a 550-megawatt (MW) solar photovoltaic (PV) generating facility (Solar Farm), 2) a 220-kilovolt (kV) generation interconnection line (Gen-tie line), and 3) a 500/220-kV substation and substation related components (the Red Bluff Substation) (Figure 2). While the Red Bluff substation is included as part of this project description for planning and environmental considerations, it would be constructed, owned, and operated by SCE, not by Sunlight.



The Applicants have prepared this Avian and Bat Protection Plan in accordance with regulatory agency guidance, including:

· Region8 Interim Guidelines for the Development of a Project Specific Avian and Bat Protection Plan for Solar Energy Plants and Related Transmission Facilities.   

· Avian and Bat Protection Plan Guidelines developed jointly by Edison Electric Institute’s Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) 

· Additional Interim Guidelines from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS 2000, 2003, 2010). 

· Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO Plan, BLM and the California Department of Fish and Game- CDFG 2002).



1.1	Purpose of the Avian and Bat Protection Plan

The Avian and Bat Protection Plan (ABPP) delineates a program designed to reduce the risks that result from bird and bat interactions due to actions performed by Sunlight in the construction and operation of the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line; and by SCE in the construction and operation of their project components (Red Bluff Substation and associated access road, distribution line and telecommunications site). The overall goal of this ABPP is to reduce, and ultimately eliminate bird and bat mortality to the extent possible. 



The objectives of this ABPP are as follows:

· Describe the process of surveys and siting decisions to date, including identifying baseline conditions for avian and bat species present in the area of the Project components. 

· Identify activities during construction and operational and maintenance (O&M) that may increase the potential of adverse effects to passerine, raptor, and bat species on and adjacent to the Project components.

· Specify steps that will be taken to avoid, minimize and mitigate any potential adverse effects to these species, including thresholds for adaptive management.

· Detail long-term monitoring and reporting goals for the Project.



Ironwood Consulting, Inc.	1







The following Applicant measures (AM) and mitigation measures (MM) from the FEIS are incorporated into this plan.



AM-WIL-3. Avian and Bat Protection Plan. This Plan will be prepared and implemented by the Applicant to specify necessary actions to be taken to protect nesting bird and bat species. The following measures will be implemented by the Applicant to protect burrowing owls in the Project locations during construction:



1. Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction area as recommended by the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG).



2. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 75 meters (250 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). Initial avoidance buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on the type of construction activity as approved by CDFG or USFWS. Outside nesting season or after determining that a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within one mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation.



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicants to protect nesting bird species in the Project locations during construction which are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and California Fish and Game Code Sections 3503 and 3513:



1. Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and in adjacent habitat areas and any nests observed will be identified and clearly marked. For passerines, an exclusion area where construction will not be allowed to commence will be established approximately 100 meters (330 feet) from any active nest. For raptors (other than golden eagles), the exclusion area will be established approximately 170 meters (500 feet) from any active nest (excluding nests of the common raven). For golden eagles, the exclusion area will be established approximately 1.6 kilometers (one mile) from any active nest. Initial protective buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on type of construction activity and bird species and per approval by CDFG or USFWS. Nests will be checked within one week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or young have fledged.

2. Vegetation clearing will be conducted outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

3. Biological monitors will be present on-site during all phases of construction and will be tasked with monitoring avian nesting in adjacent habitats. If nests are found, the same procedures would be used as discussed above for pre-construction surveys. 



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicant to protect roosting bats in the Project locations during construction: Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and adjacent habitat areas and any active bat colonies will be identified and clearly marked. An exclusion area will be established approximately 50 meters (165 feet) from any active colony, and whenever possible, these areas will be avoided during construction activities.



For five years post-construction, the Applicant will record incidental sightings of raptors and bats in the Project locations. In addition, the Applicant will conduct nest surveys within the Project locations at least twice each spring between March 1 and June 1, separated by at least 30 days where all project-related infrastructure will be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. The Applicant will submit quarterly status reports via email to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG. On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1st of each year. These reports may include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.



AM-WIL-4, Construction Water Storage Pond Design. The temporary construction water ponds shall be designed, constructed, and operated in compliance with all applicable regulatory requirements with respect to design, operation, and maintenance, protection of migratory waterfowl, and raven management. This includes following provisions in the FEIS under the common raven management plan and includes the following specific measures to discourage ravens:



· Using anti-perching devices around the perimeter of each pond to exclude ravens and other birds from accessing the edge of the ponds to drink.

· Lining the ponds and maintaining two feet of freeboard in the ponds at all times

· Designing the ponds with interior side slopes at a 33 percent slope (3:1, horizontal:vertical)

· Netting will be used to cover ponds when not in use to reduce avian access. Appropriate material will be used to ensure that nocturnal bird species and bats will not become entangled in the netting.

· At least 60 days prior to construction, the Applicant shall submit to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG, the proposed locations and design of the ponds, including how many ponds would be operational at a time, specific design features to discourage ravens, and a plan for immediately addressing problems with pond design. During construction, the ponds shall be monitored daily to ensure that anti-raven measures are successful. All ponds will be dismantled at the end of construction.



SCE does not have construction water storage ponds in its project components.

MM-WIL-5. Prepare and Implement a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. Prior to the issuance of a ROW retain a BLM-approved, qualified biologist to prepare a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan in consultation with CDFG and USFWS. This plan shall follow the Avian Protection Plan guidelines outlined by USFWS and APLIC. The plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such feeder/distribution lines and solar panels.  



The Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan shall include at a minimum: 

· Detailed specifications on data, 

· A carcass collection protocol, and 

· A rationale justifying the proposed schedule of carcass searches, and

· Seasonal trials to assess bias from carcass removal by scavengers as well as searcher bias.



During construction and for one year following the beginning of the solar farm operation the biologist shall submit annual reports to BLM, CDFG, and USFWS describing the dates, durations, and results of monitoring and data collection. The annual reports shall provide a detailed description of any project-related bird or wildlife deaths or injuries detected during the monitoring study or at any other time and data collected for the study of polarized light impacts on insectivorous birds. The report shall analyze any project-related bird fatalities or injuries detected, and provide recommendations for future monitoring and any adaptive management actions needed.



Thresholds will be determined in this ABPP and approved by BLM, CDFG and USFWS. If BLM determines that bird mortality caused by solar have been identified as key mortality features, or implement other appropriate actions approved by BLM and regulatory agencies based on the findings of the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. If mitigation actions are required, the annual reporting shall continue until BLM, in consultation with CDFG and USFWS, determines whether more years of monitoring are needed, and whether additional mitigation and adaptive management measures are necessary.



MM-WIL-6. Prepare and Implement Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring, and Adaptive Management. For each year after commencement of construction \, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities shall be conducted to determine if whether any territory is active. Survey methods for the inventory shall be as described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. A nesting territory or shall be considered occupied or unoccupied based on criteria in Pagel (2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. Data collected during the inventory shall include at least the following: 

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan: If an occupied nest (as defined by Pagel et al. 2010) is detected within 10 miles of any project component, the Project owner or SCE shall prepare and implement a Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles. The monitoring methods shall be consistent with those described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall be prepared in consultation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). It shall be implemented by Desert Sunlight or SCE, according to project component; and each Applicant shall designate a biologist, to be approved by BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). Triggers for adaptive management shall include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, including but not limited to: agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall include a description of adaptive management actions, which shall include, but not be limited to, cessation of construction activities that are deemed by the Designated Biologist to be the source of golden eagle disturbance.



1.2	Legal Drivers

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA), National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) provide the primary legal bases for this ABPP. The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 703, et seq.) prohibits the taking, killing, possession, transportation and importation of migratory birds, their eggs, parts, and nests, except when authorized by the USFWS. Because MBTA does not provide a specific mechanism to authorize “incidental” take, proponents often work proactively with the Service to avoid and minimize the potential take of species. 



The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 668-668d) protects bald and golden eagles.  Through a new regulation (50 CFR § 22.26), the Service can authorize take of bald and golden eagles when the take is associated with, but not the purpose of, an otherwise lawful activity, and cannot practicably be avoided. Thus, these new regulations provide a mechanism where take of eagles can be legally authorized.  



Under the National Environmental Policy Act (42 USC §§ 4321-4370h), federal agencies such as BLM are required to prepare a detailed environmental impact statement (EIS) for any major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment. An EIS must include an examination of the environmental impacts of a proposed project, a reasonable range of alternatives for a project and other related matters. BLM authorization of a right-of-way (ROW) grant for the Project would require a land use plan amendment (PA) to the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan (BLM 1980), as amended. In addition, DOE will consider Sunlight’s application for a loan guarantee under Title XVII of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EPAct 05), as amended by Section 406 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Public Law (PL) 111-5 (the “Recovery Act”).



The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has discretionary authority to issue the Permit to Construct (PTC) for SCE’s Red Bluff Substation, a portion of the Project. As allowed by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15221, the CPUC intends to use this EIS to provide the environmental review required for its approval process. The CPUC and BLM have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that defines the relationship of the two agencies, and identifies CPUC as a cooperating agency with the BLM. 



The Applicants anticipate that construction and/or operation of the Project will not cause unauthorized “take” or prohibited “disturbance” of any species protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act or the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. However, it is voluntarily proposing this Avian and Bat Protection Plan to proactively implement measures to avoid, minimize and mitigate for any potential adverse effects of the Project on such species.  In addition, by utilizing the adaptive management approach in this plan, it is committing to evaluate data during the operation phase of the Project and make further adjustments to the plan, if necessary and appropriate. 



1.3	Corporate Policy

Sunlight and SCE have a commitment to work cooperatively towards the protection of migratory birds and bats.  These entities are committed to consistent coordination with agency personnel at BLM, USFWS, and the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) so that all parties and agencies understand the scope of the Project and can discuss project facilities and features that may require additional attention for avian species.




2.0	Coordination

Sunlight and SCE recognized that an essential element to developing a successful Project is the coordination between the project proponents and the appropriate agencies. As recommended by USFWS, the Applicants conducted early coordination on essential elements, such as wildlife surveys, project siting criteria, and operational limitations to ensure that all parties and agencies understood the scope of the project and potential issues could be identified early in the planning process (USFWS 2010). This coordination resulted in numerous improvements to project siting and design (discussed in Section 4.0), and the development of Applicant Measures designed to avoid and minimize potential effects to avian and bat species. 

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 

Sunlight evaluated a larger Project Study Area (PSA) when determining the siting of the Project. Areas of desert wash woodland were avoided in this siting to the extent possible, in part to avoid the potential roosting, nesting, and foraging areas for birds and bats within areas of greater vegetation structure. The process of reducing the Project footprint is discussed further in Section 4.0.



The Applicants have also incorporated design features into the Project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats, including:

· Limiting vegetation clearing to periods outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

· Limiting vegetation disturbance and grading to the smallest area practicable; and

· Placing electrical lines underground or transmission lines on existing structures to the extent practical to avoid collisions with lines. 



The Applicants further intend to utilize the Applicant Measures AM-WIL-3 and AM-WIL-4 from the FEIS (presented in Section 1.0) during the construction phase and O&M phase of the project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

SCE will also follow the above measures outlined in AM-WIL-3 (AM-WIL-4 is not applicable to SCE components) in the FEIS above to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.






3.0	Adaptive Management and Habitat Compensation

3.1	Adaptive Management Process

The Applicants have incorporated siting criteria, design features and best management practices into the Project that will provide significant avoidance and minimization measures that will reduce the potential for adverse effects on avian and bat species. Specifically, decisions were made to ensure that each phase of project development was evaluated with an eye to reducing potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats during the siting, design, construction, operation and maintenance (O&M), and post-operation phases of the Project. 



In additional to the specific Project measures described below, Sunlight and SCE are committed to using an adaptive management approach throughout the life of the Project that supports flexible decision making and can be adjusted as monitoring results or new regional data are received. In so doing, the protections in this plan are expected to have continued effectiveness throughout the life of the Project.



This adaptive management approach will include the following six key concepts described by Williams (2009) that are endorsed by the Service in its Interim Guidance for Solar Energy Facilities (USFWS 2010):

1. Problem Assessment

2. Design

3. Implementation

4. Monitoring

5. Evaluation

6. Adjustment



Adaptive Management is a keystone of the Sunlight and SCE program to avoid and reduce potential effects to avian and bat species throughout the construction, O&M, and decommissioning stages of the Project. In order to compensate for the loss of avian and bat habitat, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide habitat compensation. This approach is described further in the following sections.

3.2	Habitat Compensation

Habitat Compensation is discussed in detail in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar 2011) for the solar farm and gen-tie line, and in the Red Bluff Substation Habitat Compensation Plan (SCE 2011) for the Red Bluff Substation and related components,. The Applicants are prepared to implement necessary mitigation and compensation for impacts to protected wildlife species as required by BLM, the CDFG, and USFWS as described in the FEIS and Habitat Compensation Plans. 




4.0	Pre-Siting Data Collection

The siting of the solar farm site, gen-tie line, and substation required detailed and individual evaluation. Although the area of Red Bluff Substation had been recently and repeatedly surveyed prior to this Project for numerous transmission projects, the solar farm site and immediately surrounding areas had not been previously surveyed. Thus, in an effort to place the Project components in locations that would yield the least risk of population impacts, a rigorous siting evaluation process was completed, including the following considerations recommended by the USFWS:

1. Coarse Site Assessment

2. Habitat Equivalency Analysis

3. Site Specific Wildlife Surveys

4. Risk Assessment

5. Reporting

4.1 Coarse Site Assessment

In accordance with USFWS guidance, a pre-siting assessment was conducted starting with a coarse site assessment of the potential environmental issues that might preclude the site from development based on its perceived or validated level of risk (USFWS 2010). This project conducted the equivalent of a Potential Impact Index (PII) (USFWS 2003) by taking a “first cut” analysis of the suitability of a site proposed for development and estimating use of the site by selected wildlife species as an indicator of potential impact (USFWS 2010).



Initial biological assessments conducted in 2007 recommended the avoidance of Pinto Wash as potential habitat for special status species, including avian and bat species. This was supported by an initial field assessment of the site conducted by Patricia Brown-Berry (Brown Berry 2010) for bat species. Between 2008 and 2011, several additional site reductions occurred that reduced the solar farm footprint and shifted the footprint away from areas that support better quality habitats with larger and more diverse vegetative structure.



Project components do not provide habitat for federally or state-listed avian or bat species, but do provide habitat for several special-status species, including those shown on Tables 1 and 2 (Ironwood Consulting 2010). All species in Tables 1 and 2 are species addressed and covered under the Species is covered under the Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO).

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 

The Solar farm site alternatives and Gen-tie line route alternatives are not within an Important Bird Area, a Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Network (WHSRN), or an area designated by the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance (Ramsar Convention). The solar farm site is not within an area designated as a critical habitat unit (CHU), or other Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC). The Gen-tie line is partially located within the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU designated as management areas for the desert tortoise. 

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are not within an Important Bird Area, WHSRN area, or Ramsar Convention area. The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are within the Chuckwalla CHU and DWMA.
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Table 1.	Sensitive Avian Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Passerine Species

		



		Chaetura vauxi

Vaux’s swift (breeding sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Progne subis

purple martin

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Toxostoma lecontei

LeConte’s thrasher

		Federal:

State:

		Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC)

SSC 



		Raptors 

		



		Aquila chrysaetos

golden eagle

		Federal:

State:

		protected by BGEPA

SSC; fully protected



		Athene cunicularia

burrowing owl

		Federal:

State:

		BCC

SSC 



		Buteo regalis

ferruginous hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

		none

none 



		Buteo swainsonii

Swainson’s hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

		BCC

threatened 



		Circus cyaneus

northern harrier

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Falco mexicanus

prairie falcon (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

		BCC

SSC







Table 2.	Sensitive Bat Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Antrozous pallidus

pallid bat

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Eptesicus fuscus pallidus

big brown bat

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Eumops perotis californicus

western mastiff bat

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Eumops perotis

pocketed free-tailed bat  

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Lasiurus cinereus

hoary bat

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Lasiurus xanthinus

southern yellow bat

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Macrotus californicus

California leaf-nosed bat

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Myotis californicus  

California myotis  

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Parastrellus hesperus

western pipistrelle

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Plecotus townsendii

Townsend’s big-eared bat

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Tadarida brasiliensis  

Mexican free-tailed bat

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC







4.2	Habitat Equivalency Analysis

As requested by USFWS, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide the habitat compensation process. Permanent habitat losses and with the process that will be used to compensate for this habitat loss have been quantified and are described in the Project’s Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar and SCE 2011).



In addition, as recommended by the USFWS, the Applicants have looked for opportunities to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities. These opportunities may come in the form of voluntary habitat acquisition or conservation easements. In order to quantify the appropriate compensation acreage, the use of an HEA can be used to identify high quality habitat and calculate compensation for the development of high quality habitats for both permanent and temporary losses. The objective of an HEA is to replace lost habitat services with like services, providing a replacement ratio for interim and permanent injury. 



The most significant step First Solar has taken to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities is working with BLM to determine the suitability of habitat remaining within their solar application as an area to be excluded from future development due to biological concerns. The area that could be excluded supports more diverse habitats with greater vegetation structure than the majority of the Project site and provides better habitats for most bird and bat species than those habitats found on the solar farm site.

4.3	Site Specific Wildlife Surveys

Pre-siting survey data will become the baseline for project impacts to bird and bat populations. Thus, prior to conducting site-specific surveys of the Project components, appropriate survey questions were developed that included methods applicable for before-after control impacts studies. Survey questions included:

1. Which species of birds and bats use the project area and how do their numbers vary temporally?

2. How much time do birds/bats spend in potential risk zones and does this behavior vary by season?

3. What is the estimated range of bird/bat mortalities from the project?

4. Are there nesting raptors on site or within 3 miles of project footprint. For eagles, are there eagles nesting within 10 miles of project footprint?

4.3.1	Methods

As recommended by USFWS (2010), multiple survey techniques were used to ensure adequate data collection. Specific survey methods included:

1. Diurnal point counts including varying timing during the day, month and seasonally during migratory periods.

2. Raptor nest searches including golden eagle surveys (Pagel et al 2010)

3. Migration counts.

4. Incidental data collection conducted during all biological surveys conducted at the Project components, which spanned over four years at the site, thus also captured timing variation within days, months and seasons as well as under varying climatic conditions.

5. Surveys for burrowing owl following Phase I and II surveys as directed by CDFG (California Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993).



Point Counts

Point count surveys for all birds were conducted in April, May, and October 2010 by experienced desert avian biologists Kip Kermoian and Jake Molhman at a total of twelve locations, nine on the Solar farm site and three at control sites, using point count methodology as described in Monitoring Bird Populations by Point Counts (Ralph et al. 1995). The surveys identify bird species and their relative numbers at each fixed study point location (point counts). Point count methodology is well accepted and widely used in bird studies.  Each point is visited for a fixed amount of time and all birds detected within an often fixed radius are recorded. Research suggests that the amount of time spent at a sampling location increases standard error, especially at times greater than 10 minutes (Smith et al. 1997). Each count was limited to 10 minutes to minimize standard error introduced by double counting, flyovers, etc. Additionally, incidental flyovers were recorded separately from typical observations and each count was divided into three survey periods consisting of the first three minutes, minutes 3 to 5, and minutes 5 to 10. This time division was done to facilitate data analysis used to differentiate birds most likely to be permanent or temporary occupants of the study point from transients in the area surveyed.  

Golden Eagle Surveys

The Applicants participated in a joint program to conduct aerial surveys for golden eagles in and around Blythe and Desert Center, California. These surveys were conducted in two phases, with Phase 1 occurring on April 2-3, 2010 and Phase 2 occurring on May 14, 2010.  These surveys were conducted in accordance with applicable USFWS guidance and were designed to record and report occupancy (Phase I) and productivity (Phase II) of golden eagle nests within a ten-mile radius of four solar projects, including Sunlight’s Solar farm site. 



Although the primary purpose of the surveys was to conduct the first of two aerial surveys for golden eagles [Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (USFWS 2010)], the surveys also recorded data for other raptor species.  The data and results from these surveys are found in the Final Report, Golden Eagle Surveys Surrounding Four Proposed Energy Developments in the Mojave Desert Region, California (Wildlife Research Institute 2010). 

Raptor Nest Surveys

Surveys of the alternatives for all three main components of the Project site were conducted on April 23-24 and May 20, 2010 in accordance with draft State agency protocols for identifying raptor nests [California Energy Commission (CEC) and CDFG 2010].  These surveys include inspecting all potential structures and trees in the Project vicinity for the presence of raptor nests. The results from these nest surveys are incorporated in this document.




Bats

On February 17, 2010, Dr. Patricia Brown, desert bat expert who has conducted numerous bat surveys in the Project region, conducted a reconnaissance-level survey of the Project components. The purpose of this survey was to determine those bats species that might inhabit these project areas and to formulate avoidance and minimization measures for bat species to be used during the construction, O&M, and post-construction phases.

Incidental Sightings

During all Project biological surveys, all bird species were identified and/or tallied on standardized data forms (Ironwood Consulting 2010). These data were compiled in electronic databases and used to determine species present and variation throughout days, months and seasons.

Burrowing Owl

Phase I burrowing owl surveys were conducted in 2007 on the First Solar project components, and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Phase II focused surveys were conducted in 2008 and 2010 on the First Solar project components and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Results of these surveys are compiled in the Biological Resources Technical Report (Ironwood 2010). In addition, pre-construction surveys in September 2011 were conducted on both the solar farm and Red Bluff substation sites, following the Phase II and III protocols (Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993). 

4.3.2	Results

Results addressing the first three survey questions were compiled and are discussed below separately for passerines, raptors, and bats with a special discussion for special-status bird species listed on Table 1. The chart below shows those bird species that were recorded most frequently during all surveys of the solar farm site.








Passerines

Most detections of passerine species were recorded in the morning hours between 0600 and 0800 and in the months of March and April in each year. These results are likely affected by the higher numbers of surveyors recording data during those months of the year, and that point counts were conducted in the morning hours as described in Ralph et al 1995. All passerine species were found in habitats that are present both on the solar farm site and gen-tie line, and on the SCE components; therefore any of these species may inhabit each of these Project components. Habitat quality does differ throughout the area, with the gen-tie line and SCE components in areas of sheet flow and scattered desert dry wash woodland, thus providing greater vegetation diversity and structure. The solar farm site has approximately 1,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitats that provide greater density and structure favored by most species, with the remaining approximately 2,921 acres poorer quality habitat with few species present and wide spaces between shrubs of stunted growth.



Mortalities from the project are not expected with the inclusion of the avoidance and impact minimization measures required in the FEIS and discussed in Section 5.0 of this report and include protection of active nests until nest completion is documented. Avian species found on the solar farm site are highly mobile and were generally found in low numbers on the majority of the solar farm site. Thirty-eight passerine species have been recorded at the Project components (Table 3). The species indicated in bold type are special-status species discussed separately below.



Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. ’Costa's hummingbirds feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 3). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  




Table 3.	Passerine Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		Common Name

		Scientific name



		American robin

		Turdus migratorius



		Anna's hummingbird

		Calypte anna



		ash-throated flycatcher

		Myiarchus cinerascens



		barn swallow

		Hirundo rustica



		black-crowned night heron

		Nycticorax nycticorax



		black-tailed gnatcatcher

		Polioptila melanura



		black-throated sparrow

		Amphispiza bilineata



		blue-gray gnatcatcher

		Polioptila caerulea



		Brewer's blackbird

		Euphagus cyanocephalus



		Brewer's sparrow

		Spizella breweri



		Bullock's oriole

		Icterus bullockii



		common poorwill

		Phalaenoptilus nuttallii



		Costa's hummingbird

		Calypte costae



		Gambel’s quail

		Callipepla gambelii



		greater roadrunner

		Geococcyx californianus



		great-tailed grackle

		Quiscalus mexicanus



		horned lark

		Eremophila alpestris



		house finch

		Carpodacus mexicanus



		house wren

		Troglodytes aedon



		killdeer

		Charadrius vociferous



		LeConte’s thrasher

		Toxostoma lecontei



		lesser goldfinch

		Carduelis psaltria



		lesser nighthawk

		Chordeiles minor



		mourning dove

		Zenaida macroura



		northern flicker

		Colaptes auratus



		northern mockingbird

		Mimus polyglottos



		phainopepla

		Phainopepla nitens



		rock wren

		Salpinctes obsoletus



		northern rough-winged swallow

		Stelgidopteryx serripennis



		Say’s phoebe

		Sayonaris nigricans



		tree swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		verdin

		Auriparus flaviceps



		violet-green swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		western kingbird

		Tyraannus verticalis



		western meadowlark

		Sturnella neglecta



		white-crowned sparrow

		Zonotrichia leucophrys



		white-throated swift 

		Aeronautes saxatalis



		yellow-rumped warbler

		Dendroica coronata








Raptors

Thirteen raptor species (excluding common raven) are known to occur at the Project components (Table 4). The species in bold type are special-status species as shown on Table 1 with locations shown on Figure 3 for all species except burrowing owl, shown on Figure 4. Because the solar farm site and gen-tie line are located in the valley floor of the Chuckwalla Valley, most raptor species were observed as flyovers of the components as indicated on Table 4.



Table 4.	Raptor Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		

Common Name

		

Scientific Name

		Approximate Number of Individuals



		

		

		Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		Red Bluff Substation and 

Related Components



		American kestrel

		Falco sparverius

		P

		P



		burrowing owl

		Athene cunicularia

		7

		0



		ferruginous hawk 

		Buteo regalis

		1 flyover

		0



		golden eagle

		Aquila chrysaetos

		0

		0



		loggerhead shrike

		Lanius ludovicianus

		23

		6



		merlin

		Falco columbarius

		P

		P



		northern harrier

		Circus cyaneus

		2 flyovers

		0



		prairie falcon

		Falco mexicanus

		4 flyovers

		0



		red-tailed hawk

		Buteo jamaicensis

		P

		P



		sharp-shinned hawk

		Accipiter striatus

		P

		P



		Swainson’s hawk

		Buteo swainsonii

		18 flyovers

		0



		turkey vulture

		Cathartes aura

		P

		P





P = present at Project component (non-special-status species were not recorded by location)



Burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. It is also a BCC species for which the USFWS is very concerned about fragmentation and displacement effects. Burrowing owls inhabit open dry grasslands and desert scrubs, and typically nest in mammal burrows although they may use man-made structures including culverts and debris piles. In the Project region, they are resident species and exhibit strong nest site fidelity. Burrowing owls eat insects, small mammals and reptiles. 



The Phase I assessment for burrowing owls concluded that suitable habitat for burrowing owls existed throughout the study area. During the Phase II burrow surveys, numerous suitable burrows were recorded on the solar farm site; however, three records of burrowing owl sign (i.e., burrow, white wash and pellets) were observed. One group of observations, which included one individual owl and two burrows with white wash and pellets, occurred approximately 1,500 feet east of the intersection of Gen-Tie A1 and highway 177. The two other individual owl sightings occurred approximately one mile north and 0.8 mile west of the solar farm site. One owl was observed east of the Red Bluff substation.



Phase II and III pre-construction surveys found one potential burrowing owl burrow on the Red Bluff substation site, and seven individual single owls on the solar farm site. The burrow on the Red Bluff substation site was determined to be unoccupied and collapsed in a storm event on September 13, 2011.





Ferruginous hawk (Buteo regalis) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. This species typically nests in northern latitudes of North America and overwinters in southern regions. Migrant ferruginous hawks are a regular but uncommon during spring and fall in the California desert regions. Within the NECO planning area, ferruginous hawks have been observed overwintering in low numbers in the lower Colorado River Valley, Yuma Basin, West Mesa, and the agricultural areas of Imperial Valley (BLM 2002). Two sightings of migrating ferruginous hawks were recorded, one within the Solar farm site and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. Both observations occurred in March 2010 and consisted of flyovers. The golden eagle surveys performed by helicopter in spring 2010 did not observe presence of this species. Based on data reviewed and observations, it is not expected that ferruginous hawks utilize the study area for nesting or overwintering. This species may forage within the study area during migration. 



Golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) is a State Species of Special Concern and Fully Protected Species, is covered under the federal Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (described in Section 1.2), and is addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. Golden eagles and their primary prey species, jackrabbits, have declined in the California desert regions due to prolonged drought conditions that have persisted since 1998 (WRI 2010). Breeding in Southern California starts in January, nest building and egg laying in February to March, and hatching and raising the young eagles occur from April through June. Once the young eagles are flying on their own, the adult eagles will continue to feed them and teach them to hunt until late November.



No golden eagle nests were found on or adjacent to the solar farm site or other Project components. Phase I occupancy surveys conducted in April 2010 detected 13 potentially-active nests within a ten mile radius of the Solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation, as shown on Figure 5. Of these, 4 nests were within Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP), with an additional three in steep hills west and above Eagle Mountain mine, nearly within the JTNP boundaries. These are located either on BLM lands or lands owned by Eagle Mountain Mine and the Kaiser Corporation. The remaining three potential nests were located south of Interstate 10 in the Chuckwalla Mountains, approximately 3 miles west and southwest from the proposed Red Bluff Substation. One observation of a golden eagle flyover of the Chuckwalla Valley was recorded during these surveys (WRI 2010).



Phase II productivity surveys determined that 12 of these 13 nests were inactive, with one active but non-reproductive nest located in the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area approximately 5 miles from the solar farm site boundary (Figure 5). No reproductive nests were located within the 10-mile radius of the solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation (WRI 2010).



During these surveys, there were additional raptor species observed within 10 miles of the solar farm site: turkey vultures, common ravens, prairie falcons, and Swainson’s hawks (WRI 2010).







Loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) is State Species of Special Concern and a year-round resident in parts of the Southern California desert. As a predatory bird its diet consists of insects, amphibians, small reptiles, small mammals, and other birds. One pair was observed approximately 0.2 miles northwest of the solar farm site. Observations of adults were made in both spring and fall, and one individual with first-year plumage was recorded in the fall. Based on the amount and nature of observations made during the surveys, loggerhead shrikes are year-round residents within the study area. Loggerhead shrikes were often observed perching on palo verde and ironwood trees as well as larger creosote bush shrubs and other structures including utility poles. 



Northern harrier (Circus cyaneus), a State Species of Special Concern, is a raptor species that occurs in a wide range of habitats throughout North America. In Southern California, harriers typically nest and forage in open habitats that provide adequate vegetative cover, suitable prey base, and scattered perches such as shrubs or fence posts (Shuford 2008). This species is often found near bodies of water and wetlands (CDFG 2010). Harriers are ground-nesting birds with suitable nesting habitat limited in the southern California desert (Shuford 2008). Three harriers were recorded: two within the Solar farm site, and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. 



Prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus) is State Species of Special Concern that breeds throughout the arid West from southern Canada to central Mexico. The overall distribution appears to be stable. Prairie falcons are found in areas of the dry interior where cliffs provide secure nesting sites. In the desert they are found in all vegetation types, although sparse vegetation provides the best foraging habitat. Prairie falcons were observed in the southwest corner of the solar farm site and approximately 1 mile east of the eastern boundary as flyovers. Two additional observations were recorded along the Gen-tie line, but not south of Interstate 10 (I-10) near the Red Bluff Substation alternatives or related components. During aerial surveys for golden eagles, two prairie falcons were recorded within 10 miles of the Solar farm site near the boundary of Eagle Mountain Mine and Joshua Tree National Park (WRI 2010). One location was an active, reproductive nest in 2010 with unknown nest success (Figure 3). No prairie falcon nests were observed within any Project areas.



Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsonii) is state-listed (threatened) raptor species that breeds in much of western North America. Within California, nesting occurs primarily in the Central Valley and northern Counties; however, regular nesting also occurs in the high desert between the Tehachapi Mountains and Lancaster. This species winters in southern South America with a migration route of over 20,000 miles (Woodbridge 2008). Arrival at breeding areas generally occurs from late February to early May depending on geographical characteristics of the breeding area (Woodbridge 2008). Nest sites have not been documented in the Sonoran Desert of California. This species was observed within the study area during migration. Three incidental records were documented on April 9, 2010 during botanical and baseline surveys. Two observations were of individual Swainson’s hawks and the third observation consisted of a group of over ten birds. All individuals were seen in flight overhead within or near the Solar Farm boundaries. Additionally, Swainson’s hawks were observed during golden eagle surveys near Chuckwalla Mountains [two individuals (March 26 and April 3, 2010)], Coxcomb Mountains [fourteen individuals (April 2, 2010)], and Palen Mountains [four individuals (March 25, 2010)] (WRI 2010). This species is not expected to nest or overwinter within the study area.

Bats

Dr. Brown’s results indicate that pallid bats and western pipistrelles could roost in small rocks on the ground on the solar farm site alternatives. Radio-telemetry surveys have shown that hoary bats will roost in palo verde trees and ironwoods and that California leaf-nosed bats might roost in the limited areas of ironwood trees between foraging bouts. These tree species are found within the small areas of desert dry wash woodland on the gen-tie line and Red Bluff Substation and related components.



Desert dry wash woodland attracts foraging bats due to increased insect concentration. This is especially true for California leaf-nosed bats and pallid bats that feed on large insects they glean off the foliage. Roosts for these species have been identified in mines in the Eagle and Coxcomb Mountains, both within 16 kilometers (10 miles) of the solar farm site.

4.4	Risk Assessment

Potential direct impacts could occur without the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures incorporated in to the Project through Applicant Measures and Mitigation Measures as described in the FEIS (see Section 1.0). Some of the measures described in this document are in addition to those presented in the FEIS as the Applicants continue to address concerns regarding avian and bat species and meet changing requirements. With the incorporation of these measures, the Project is not expected to cause any prohibited “take” or “disturbance” of any species protected by the BGEPA or MBTA.

4.4.1	Site-Specific Threats

Based on the results of the site-specific surveys combined with additional regional surveys and information, the potential for take was assessed for the following site-specific threats (USFWS 2010):

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays;

2. Transmission line, power tower, meteorological tower, or guy line collision;

3. Electrocution potential;

4. Territory abandonment;

5. Nest and roost site disturbances;

6. Habitat loss and fragmentation; and

7. Disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility.



Due to the nature of the Project (as a photovoltaic solar facility) and its components, the following threats are not likely to occur:

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays,

2. Potential collisions from power towers, meterological towers, and guy lines 

3. Electrocution potential



Potential threats from direct transmission line collisions for avian species and bats could occur without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0.



Without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0, nest and roost site disturbances and territory abandonment could occur due to direct nest removal during vegetation removal activities; and indirect disturbance from construction-related noise, lighting, and dust. 

  

Although no nests would be directly taken with the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures for the Project, habitat loss and fragmentation would occur due to the loss of approximately 4,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitat, and up to 200 acres of desert wash woodland habitat. The loss of these habitats would prevent avian and bat species from using the Project areas for nesting or overwintering, and these species and habitat uses would likely remain in adjacent large habitat areas including those areas restricted from development between the Project and Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) and within the park itself (over 1,000,000 acres of protected adjacent similar habitats).



Potential disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility is likely to be extremely small because the Project is photovoltaic in nature and has no moving components. The estimated long-term human presence on the facility is estimated at 12-15 individuals related to security and maintenance activities, as described in the FEIS. The avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0 include measures for the O&M phase of the Project.



Impacts to bats include potential direct impacts to ground nesting species (pallid bats and western pipistrelles) and the potential for the removal of trees that could support bat colonies at the solar farm site and/or Red Bluff Substation. Indirect impacts could occur from removal of foraging habitat, or from increased human activity, noise, nighttime lighting, and dust. 



Although temporary construction ponds will be constructed at the solar farm site, these ponds will have netting secured around the top of the pond fencing to discourage bats and birds from using water at these ponds.

4.4.2	Cumulative Impacts

The FEIS lists those projects considered as part of the cumulative impact analysis. Cumulative effects discussed in this document include those which have been or will be carried out throughout the anticipated life of the project, and, where practicable and reasonable, should include the impacts from all threats for which the BLM and/or Applicants have some form of control. Potential long-term cumulative indirect effects include the potential removal of nesting, roosting, and foraging habitat for avian and bat species.



For passerine species, nesting and foraging habitats are focused on smaller home ranges near nest sites and available forage. As described above for site-specific threats, vegetation removal would occur within these home ranges, using avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0 to eliminate the take of these species or active nests. The Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide similar habitats and abundant nesting and foraging opportunities for these species, therefore, cumulative effects are unlikely to be significant.  



Raptor species (excluding golden eagles and ravens) have larger home ranges and forage over large distances. Due to the development of this Project and other regional projects there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat. This loss is not expected to be significant, or cause prohibited take because it represents a small percentage of the total foraging area regionally available for these species (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for raptors, and more suitable habitats for nesting for most raptor species.



Golden eagles forage in an area extending up to 225 kilometers (140 miles) their nest sites. Although there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat from the development of alternative energy projects and other regional projects discussed in the FEIS, this loss is not expected to be significant, or to cause prohibited “disturbance” or “taking,” because it is only a small percentage of the total foraging area (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provides appropriate habitats for nesting (which the Project dies not), and appropriate habitats for foraging.



For bat species, potential cumulative impacts are discussed for an area 16 kilometers (10 miles) from the boundaries of the Proposed Project. These include the potential for combined direct effects of the removal of individuals and occupied nests of ground nesting species such as pallid bats and western pipistrelles from project construction. In addition, the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for bats, and many areas that are more suitable habitats for nesting for bat species.








5.0.	Project Design Conservation Measures

The Applicants have sited and designed the Project components to avoid and minimize impacts to avian and bat species whenever possible. All discussions below of macro- and micro-siting considerations, nest site buffers and conservation measures during the construction and O&M phases of the Project will apply to both Applicants and all Project components.



The Applicants have worked to site Project components to have the least impacts to bird and bat populations with the goal of avoiding any take of migratory birds and bats and/or minimize the loss, destruction, or degradation of migratory bird and bat habitat by placing projects in areas of lower quality habitat to the maximum extent practicable. 

5.1	Project Siting

The process of siting of Project components included both macro- and micro-siting considerations.

5.1.1	Macro-Siting

Macro-siting considerations for the Project components were conducted in 2007 during initial surveys, and were refined in 2008 after the collection of the initial large data sets for the Project. In 2007, Pinto Wash, which bisects the requested Right-of-Way grant, was removed from development consideration. At this time, other larger areas of desert wash woodland were also removed from site consideration because these habitats support greater vegetation structure, density and diversity and are likely to support greater numbers of species and individuals than other habitats in the ROW area. Macro-siting considerations for the Project components also included the avoidance of:



· Locations with federally or state listed, or otherwise designated sensitive species, and areas managed for the conservation of listed species

Project components avoid DWMAs, CHU, and ACECs to the extent possible and were sited in the area of lowest known concentration for special-status species available.

· Areas frequently used for daily bird and bat movements (i.e., areas between roosting and feeding sites)

Areas of desert wash woodland were identified and avoided by Project components to the greatest extent possible, particularly the avoidance of larger expanses of this habitat found in the Pinto and Big Wash areas.

· Breeding and wintering eagle use areas

These areas were identified and avoided for all Project components. Valley floor areas such as the proposed Solar farm site do not provide wintering or breeding nest or roost sites for eagles.

· Known migration flyways for birds and bats

Pinto Wash is a known bat migration corridor with impacts to this area avoided by the siting of the Solar farm site.

· Areas near known bat hibernacula, breeding, and maternity/nursery colonies

No known areas are found with the footprint of the Project components.

· Fragmentation of large, contiguous tracts of wildlife habitat (Canadian Wildlife Service 2006a and 2006b)



Many desert special status avian and bat species require large undisturbed areas that are highly sensitive to fragmentation effects. In siting the Project components, all areas with greater vegetation structure, density and diversity were avoided or reduced to the extent possible. These areas included desert wash woodlands and areas of creosote bush scrub that overlay stabilized geological features and support greater density and diversity of vegetation.

5.1.2	Micro-Siting

Micro-siting considerations for the Project components were begun in 2008 and actively continued as further wildlife surveys were conducted and through informal meetings with the BLM, USFWS and CDFG throughout the Project’s planning process. The siting of the solar farm was further reduced between the Draft EIS and FEIS in response to concerns from the public and agencies involved in the process. Beyond continuing to refine the boundaries of the solar farm, additional considerations of micro-siting included:

· Avoiding features that attract raptors (areas supporting tall perching structures including trees, utility poles, etc.)

+By minimizing impacts to desert wash woodland areas and avoiding Pinto Wash, the solar farm avoided areas with tree layers. In addition, the Applicants have designed features to reduce perching by raptors whenever possible.

· Avoiding features that attract migrant birds (e.g., water sources, riparian vegetation) Minimize the potential for enhancing habitats suitable for raptor prey species such as rodents that would likely attract raptors to the project site

Project components are not adjacent to water sources. Project construction and O&M phases will minimize the potential for creating habitats suitable for rodents, such as rock piles, that could attract raptors.

5.2	Buffer Zones

Buffer zones have been established through the FEIS Applicant and Mitigation Measures to protect raptor and other bird nests, areas of high bird and bat use, and known bat roosts from disturbance related to the construction of the solar farm. 



Clearance surveys will be conducted within 30 days prior to vegetation removal in project areas to locate any active nests, burrowing owl burrows, or bat roosts. Vegetation removal will occur outside of the breeding season for special-status bird and bats species to the extent possible. If any active nests, roosts or burrows are located during these surveys, buffer zones will be established as described in the FEIS to protect these areas.



A Lead Avian and Bat Biologist, working under the Designated Biologist, will be assigned to ensure all buffer zones are correctly established and to monitor nest activity and determine when each nest or burrowing owl burrow has fledged or failed. This individual will also be responsible for all data collected for these buffer zones, nests, roosts and burrows.




5.2.1	Passerines

Buffer distances for passerine nests will consider species, terrain, habitat type, and activity level as these features relate to the bird alert distance and bird flight initiation distance (Whitfield et al. 2008). Buffer size distance was coordinated throughout the FEIS process and is established in the FEIS as established at approximately 100 meters from any active nest (330 feet). The Lead Avian Biologist will may determine that a smaller or larger distance is necessary under individual circumstances such as topography and type of construction activities. 



The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the Lead Avian Biologist has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.

5.2.2	Raptors and Eagles

Project-related disturbances such as construction noise, lighting and dust will be avoided within 500 feet of an active raptor nest and within one mile for an active eagle nest (excluding common ravens). Any changes in this buffer distance would be determine by the Lead Avian Biologist for the Project and submitted to USFWS, BLM, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components) for approval. Any nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.



For the Red Bluff substation and related components, the specific landscape features of steep terrain and ridgelines between construction activities and nest sites may dictate reduced buffers (Richardson and Miller 1997).



Surveys for golden eagle nests will be conducted during each year of construction that occurs within the nesting season. These surveys will be completed in accordance with current USFWS guidance and protocols (currently Pagel 2010) under the Golden Eagle Surveys and Nest Site Monitoring Plan discussed below in Section 7.0.

5.2.3	Burrowing Owls

For burrowing owls, Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction unit and within a 150-meter (500 foot) buffer area. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 100 meters (330 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged. Outside the nesting season or after determining a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within 1 mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls using accepted methods for excluding owls from burrows such as one-way doors or otherwise ensuring owls are not in burrows while burrows are collapsed; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation, including the number and original location of each owl, and known additional locations for each individual.

5.2.4	Bats

Construction activities will avoid any bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula found during clearance surveys. No bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula have been located during surveys conducted at the Project components between 2008 and 2011. Appropriate buffer distances will be established by the Lead Avian Biologist in consideration of the disturbance type, distance to roost or hibernacula, time of year of, and the duration of the disturbance.

5.3	Appropriate Facility Design

Many conservation measures have been incorporated into the design of Project facilities, as suggested in USFWS 2010, in an attempt to reduce the potential effects of Project on avian and bat populations, including:



1. Avoid using lattice-type structures, placing external ladders and platforms on towers to minimize perching and nesting.

The use of lattice towers, platforms, and ladders will be minimized to the extent practicable. The use of lattice structures will only be used on the solar farm site for a lookout tower, which will be frequently used (this deterring use by raptors and other birds), and will be frequently checked for the presence of nests. 



Although lattice structures will be used by SCE for their Project components, these will be in an area designated as a utility corridor that currently supports numerous transmission lines, including those on lattice towers, such as DPV1. The Project would not cause a significant increase on the number of lattice towers within this corridor.



2. Implement measures to reduce or buffer adverse noise effects associated with operation of the facility on surrounding wildlife habitat. Noise impacts to birds (Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008) have generally been found to be negative; therefore facility design should take this fact into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats.

The Project utilizes photovoltaic panel technology which has little potential for noise impacts. Noise effects have been extensively studied and included in the FEIS, and continued noise monitoring will be conducted during construction. Noise impacts during construction would include noise generated from the operation of construction equipment and construction vehicles. The O&M phase of the Project would have little or no noise for both the solar farm and SCE components.



3. Avoid the use of guy wires for all meteorological towers and do not light them unless the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requires them to be lit, which is generally >60 meters (>199 ft) AGL in height. Any necessary guy wires should be marked with recommended bird deterrent devices (APLIC 1994, USFWS 2000).

No meteorological towers or guy wires or line are included in the Project.



4. If structures (>60 meters [>199 ft] AGL) require lights for aviation safety, the minimum amount of pilot warning and obstruction avoidance lighting specified by the FAA should be used (FAA 2007). All lights within the facility should illuminate synchronously. Lighting of the boundary of the facility is most important as an aviation safety warning. Unless otherwise requested by the FAA, use only the minimum number of strobed, strobe-like or blinking red incandescent lights of minimum intensity. No steady burning lights should be used on facility infrastructures (Gehring et al. 2009).

Any such lighting at the Project facilities would follow this guidance. SCE facilities are not planned greater than 185 feet in height.



5. Facility lights should be focused downward to reduce skyward illumination. Lights should be equipped with motion detectors to reduce continuous illumination. 

All lighting used at both the solar farm and SCE project facilities will be downcast and would be used only when necessary, when appropriate by installing motion detectors, depending on safety concerns. The solar farm has prepared a Lighting Mitigation Plan in consultation with the Night Sky Program Manager for the National Park Service in order to limit skyward illumination. 



6. Where feasible, place electric power lines underground or on the surface as insulated, shielded wire to avoid electrocution of birds. Use recommendations of the Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) for any required above-ground lines, transformers, or conductors.

Power lines will be in accordance with Avian Power Line Interaction Committee guidelines. 



7. Avoiding the creation of roads to minimize further loss and fragmentation of migratory bird habitat.

New roads associated with Project activities will be kept to a minimum. Roads associated with the solar farm site will be within the Project fence. Roads associated with the gen-tie line have been designed to be the shortest distance possible, such as using spur roads to tower sites from Kaiser Road instead of the creation of a new road along the gen-tie line. Red Bluff substation and related components will use existing roads to the maximum extent possible.



8. If evaporation ponds are required for the operation of the facility, placement of netting over the surface of the ponds is encouraged to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface.

Temporary construction ponds will be used only during the construction phase and will be covered with netting to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface. These ponds are not used for evaporation.  



9. Reducing the attractiveness of solar reflectors to polarotactic water insects (those attracted to polarized light) (Horvath et al. 2010) will help reduce the attractiveness of these facilities to birds and bats. 

Monitoring conducted during the construction and O&M phases of the Project is discussed in Section 7.0 and will assist in determining whether the Project’s photovoltaic panels attract water insects, which in turn could attract birds and bats. If it is determined that water insect are attracted to these facilities, BLM, USFWS, and CDFG will be contacted to determine appropriate adaptive management techniques to reduce this threat.

6.0	Conservation Measures

The conservation measures discussed in this section include those in the FEIS and those presented in USFWS guidance (2010).

6.1	Construction Phase Conservation Measures

Conservation measures that will be implemented by the Project that relate to bird conservation include:

1. Minimize permanent disturbance area such as creating unneeded access roads. Construction of the gen-tie line and other linear Project features will avoid vegetation clearing, and grading whenever possible.

2. Vegetation within the Project footprint that will be disturbed will be cleared outside of the bird breeding season to the maximum extent practicable. If the Project plans vegetation removal within the bird breeding season, it would be because desert tortoise (a federally and state threatened species) protection measures and timing may take precedence, or that reason for work to be completed during the breeding season were beyond the Applicant's’ control. If such an occurrence happens, the Applicants will communicate with BLM, USFWS, and CDFG that all reasonable and practicable efforts to complete work outside the bird breeding season were attempted.

When vegetation removal cannot take place outside of the breeding season and a reasonable explanation was provided to BLM, USFWS and CDFG, the Lead Avian Biologist or a person under their direct supervision would be on site during construction activities to locate active nests, establish avoidance buffers around active nests, watch for new nesting activity, and if necessary stop construction when noise and general activity threaten to disturb an active nest.  All active nests of protected birds (e.g., MBTA, ESA, state protected) would not be disturbed until after nest outcome is complete.

3. During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active nest locations would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 330 feet (100 meters) as discussed in the Project’s FEIS. Buffer areas may be larger if the Project’s lead Avian Biologist determines the need for a larger buffer area due to type of activity, species, or habitat considerations. Regardless of seasonal timing of construction, active nests will be flagged and nests avoided, with special attention paid to the nesting season of most avian species (February 15 – May 15). Avoidance areas will remain in place until it is determined that nest outcome is complete.

During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active bat colonies would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 165 feet (50 meters). Whenever possible, these areas will be avoided by construction activities. 

4. Discussions of nest avoidance for passerines, raptors, and golden eagles will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will be included in the Worker Environmental Awareness Plan (WEAP) training briefings. Bat colony avoidance discussions will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will also be included in WEAP training briefings. Training will include identification of avoidance areas and requirements for these areas.

5. The Project will follow APLIC guidelines for overhead utilities (APLIC 1994). SCE structures will be built with sufficient conductor separation and other protection devices.

6. Construction activities will be conducted in a manner consistent with reducing fire danger.

7. During construction, all trash will be removed promptly and disposed of properly to avoid creating attractive nuisances for birds and bats.

8. Appropriate control measures will be implemented to prevent the introduction and spread of invasive plant species with and surrounding the project area (see the Project’s Integrated Weed Management Plan – Ironwood Consulting, 2010).

9. Only plants native to the area for will be used seeding or planting during habitat revegetation and/or restoration efforts.

10. As part of this document, a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan (Section 7.1.2) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-5 in the FEIS. This plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such overhead power lines and solar panels. 

11. As part of this document, a Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan (Section 7.1.3) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-6 in the FEIS. 

6.2	Operations and Maintenance Conservation Measures

During the O&M phase of the Project, conservation measures will be used to reduce the attractiveness of the facility to breeding, migrating, and wintering birds and bats to ensure mortality is minimized:

1. The Project will not create or maintain attraction features for birds and /or bats by removing and disposing of road kills near the Project of carrion that attracts raptors and other scavengers to the site, regularly removing vegetation around larger facilities such as substations to reduce raptor foraging, and eliminating open water sources after the construction phase of the Project. 

2. The Project will minimize the use of lighting that could attract migrating birds and bats (feeding on concentrations of insects at lights). All nighttime lighting will be within 800 meters (0.5 mile) of the Project facilities. Lighting will be kept to the minimum level necessary for safety and security. High intensity, steady burning, bright lights such as sodium vapor or spotlights will not be used on Project facilities.

3. The Project will minimize anthropogenic noise which been found to be negative for birds (e.g., Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008), though not all species are affected to the same degree (Brumm 2004). Therefore facility design should take this into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats. During the operation of these energy facilities, means to buffer, muffle, or otherwise dampen any anthropogenic noise pollution that exceeds ambient noise should be fully explored.


7.0	Post-Construction Monitoring 

The objective of post-construction monitoring is to validate the pre-construction risk assessment and to provide data for the Applicants to use in implementing adaptive management based on the monitoring results.  All of the measures in this section apply to both Applicants.



Monitoring objectives include:

1. Estimating bird and bat fatalities due to Project related activities.

2. Assessing bird use of evaporation ponds.

3. Assessing changes in bird and bat behavior due to all aspects of facility operation (noise, lighting, etc.).

4. Assessing territorial abandonment, nest avoidance, and changes in population status within and adjacent to the project footprint.

5. Assessing whether conservation measures implemented for the project were adequate.

7.1	Monitoring Design

7.1.1	Duration and Timing

This program will be conducted during construction and for at least 3 years post-construction during the operations and maintenance phase of the Proposed Project to attempt to capture differences in parameters due to seasonal and annual variability. The monitoring program will be extended to 5 years post-construction if

1. Mortality level triggers are reached (more than 40 individual birds have been killed or injured that were attributable to activities at the solar farm and related components, or 10 at SCE project components) or 

2. Any project activities result in the mortality of a listed species or eagle. 



Monitoring will include data collection during breeding, wintering, and migration periods because bird and bat use of areas will vary seasonally.

7.1.2	Study Components

The long-term monitoring program for measuring raptor and bat incidence at the Project site will consist of:

1. Recording incidental sightings, 

2. Mortality studies by implementing the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan

3. Conducting seasonal point counts, and 

4. Conducting annual nest surveys. 

Incidental Sightings

Throughout the construction and operation phases of the Proposed Project, all incidental sightings of special-status bird species, and all raptors and bats will be logged. During construction, all sightings will be recorded by biological monitors. The Lead Avian Biologist will be tasked with keeping records and reporting these results (as described in Section 7.4).




Mortality Studies (Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan)

Mortality Studies will be conducted within all solar farm and SCE project components to determine any monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such the gen-tie line, solar panels, or SCE facilities. 



Study methodology includes:

1. Selection of study sites for both solar farm and SCE project components,

2. Mortality searches at each study site, including accepted methodology and frequency

3. Reporting and adaptive management

Selection of Study Sites

These studies will be conducted at a minimum of twelve study sites within solar farm and related components and within a minimum of three control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the study area. All areas of the Red Bluff Substation accessible will be included, as well as two sites selected along the access road and loop-in area; and two along the distribution line, with one control site related to the SCE project components.

Mortality Searches

Mortality surveys will be completed bi-monthly post-construction in each study site for a period of one year. After one year, these studies will be conducted monthly for at least an additional two years, completing the three-year post-construction monitoring period. These studies will follow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and will include an assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, and a carcass collection protocol and an assessment of carcass scavenger rates.

Reporting and Adaptive Management

Data will be collected using handheld data recorders and/or paper data sheets. All data will be scanned and entered into the Project database that will be submitted as part of the annual reporting for both the solar farm and the SCE project components. Reporting will be conducted as described in Section 7.4 below.



If monitoring determines that bird mortality caused by solar facilities may be having potentially adverse impacts on  avian populations (by exceeding mortality triggers discussed above), the Applicants will implement adaptive management strategies such as installing additional bird flight diverters alterations to project components that have been identified as key mortality features. If adaptive management actions are implemented, mortality studies will continue for an additional year post-construction until a reduction in mortality to a level comparable to control sites is documented.

Seasonal Point Counts

Point Counts will continue to be conducted using the same methods that were used in baseline point counts (Section 3.0). These point counts will be conducted once during each season of each year (excluding summer) during construction and for the 3-year post-construction period.




Nest Surveys

Annual nest surveys will be conducted each spring during construction between March 15 and June 1, using two surveys separated by at least 30 days. All Project-related infrastructure (e.g.; fence posts, transmission towers, and buildings) would be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. Nest locations may also be detected via incidental sightings or during point count surveys.



During nest surveys, the ground under all raptor and raven nests will be inspected for the presence shells of juvenile tortoises or other evidence or predation of desert tortoise. 

7.1.3	Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan 

In addition to project-specific mortality monitoring studies the Applicants will monitor golden eagles separately to ensure that golden eagle mortality is adequately assessed. For each year during construction, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities will be conducted to determine whether any territory is active (Pagel et al. 2010). Data collected during the inventory shall include: 

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



If an occupied nest is detected during construction within 10 miles of any Project component, the Applicant for that component will implement adaptive management strategies in cooperation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG (and CPUC if an SCE component) for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles (Pagel et al. 2010). Triggers for additional adaptive management requirements will include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, such as agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment.

7.2	Nest Management

Project facilities will manage nests established on any part of the facility as described throughout this document. Eagle nests will be addressed as described in Section 7.1 above.

7.3	Risk Assessment Validation

Using data collected throughout this process, the Applicants will attempt to validate the identified risks of the project. The validation process will consider:

1. Whether the documented mortality rate post-construction is higher, lower, or as expected, compared to the pre-construction risk assessment.

2. Whether conservation measures are adequate to minimize bird and/or bat mortality to the maximum extent practicable? 

3. Would additional conservation measures be likely to reduce mortality rates?

4. Do documented mortality rates trigger adaptive management actions?



The results of this validation assessment would be discussed in Project reporting, described in Section 7.4 below.

7.4	Reporting

Quarterly e-mail summaries of all biological monitoring activities will be submitted to BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE project components) by the Designated Biologist. One section of these summaries will focus on reporting for the long-term monitoring program for raptors (including owls) and bats. This section will include results of the study components of monitoring conducted during the previous quarter, and a discussion of any unusual circumstances noted. These reports may also include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.

 

On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to the BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for the BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS,CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE project components) in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1 of each year. This annual report will summarize all quarterly reports and be submitted via e-mail by the Designated Biologist. After this report is submitted, an annual meeting will be held between the BLM, USFWS, Applicants, CDFG, and CPUC to review the annual monitoring report and discuss monitoring results and conservation measures, including any adaptive management implemented or recommended.






8.0	Key Resources and References

8.1	Key Resources

Key resources include the team of proponent personnel, biological monitors and agency personnel who will work together to ensure the success of the protection, avoidance, and minimization of impacts to bird and bat species during the construction and operations and maintenance phases of the Project. The names and contact information for key personnel are provided below.



Project Proponents

Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC

1111 Broadway St, 4th Floor

Oakland, CA 94607

(510) 625-7400

Contact:  Amanda Beck

ABeck@firstsolar.com



Southern California Edison

1218 South 5th Avenue

Monrovia, CA 91016

(626) 260-6040

Contact: Paul Yamazaki

Paul.Yamazaki@sce.com


Biological Monitoring

Ironwood Consulting

1412 S. Center St.

Redlands, CA 92373

(909) 798-0330

Contact: Kathy Simon

Kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com



Bureau of Land Management

California Desert District Office

22835 Calle San Juan De Los Lagos

Moreno Valley, CA 92553-9046

(951) 697-5223

Contact: Kim Marsden

Kim_Marsden@BLM.gov 





U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office

6010 Hidden Valley Rd., 101

Carlsbad, CA 92011

760.431.9440 x 354 phone

Contact: Jody Fraser

jody_fraser@fws.gov



California Department of Fish and Game

Inland Deserts Region

3602 Inland Empire Blvd Suite C220

Ontario, CA 91764

(909) 484-0167

Contact: Magdalena Rodriguez

mcrodriguez@dfg.ca.gov
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1.0	Introduction 

This section provides a brief summary of the project description for the Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC (Sunlight) and Southern California Edison (SCE) project (jointly the “Applicants”). A complete description of the project is found in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project California Desert Conservation Area Plan Amendment and Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) (BLM 2011).



The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) issued of a right-of-way (ROW) grant authorizing the construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (Project). The Project covers less than 4,176 acres (ac) and is located in Riverside County, California, approximately 6 miles north of the rural community of Desert Center and approximately (10.5 kilometers or 6.5 miles north of the Interstate 10 corridor (Figure 1). The Project consists of three main components 1) a 550-megawatt (MW) solar photovoltaic (PV) generating facility (Solar Farm), 2) a 220-kilovolt (kV) generation interconnection line (Gen-tie line), and 3) a 500/220-kV substation and substation related components (the Red Bluff Substation) (Figure 2). While the Red Bluff substation is included as part of this project description for planning and environmental considerations, it would be constructed, owned, and operated by SCE, not by Sunlight.



The Applicants have prepared this Avian and Bat Protection Plan in accordance with regulatory agency guidance, including:

· Region8 Interim Guidelines for the Development of a Project Specific Avian and Bat Protection Plan for Solar Energy Plants and Related Transmission Facilities.   

· Avian and Bat Protection Plan Guidelines developed jointly by Edison Electric Institute’s Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) 

· Additional Interim Guidelines from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS 2000, 2003, 2010). 

· Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO Plan, BLM and the California Department of Fish and Game- CDFG 2002).



1.1	Purpose of the Avian and Bat Protection Plan

The Avian and Bat Protection Plan (ABPP) delineates a program designed to reduce the risks that result from bird and bat interactions due to actions performed by Sunlight in the construction and operation of the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line; and by SCE in the construction and operation of their project components (Red Bluff Substation and associated access road, distribution line and telecommunications site). The overall goal of this ABPP is to reduce, and ultimately eliminate bird and bat mortality to the extent possible. 



The objectives of this ABPP are as follows:

· Describe the process of surveys and siting decisions to date, including identifying baseline conditions for avian and bat species present in the area of the Project components. 

· Identify activities during construction and operational and maintenance (O&M) that may increase the potential of adverse effects to passerine, raptor, and bat species on and adjacent to the Project components.

· Specify steps that will be taken to avoid, minimize and mitigate any potential adverse effects to these species, including thresholds for adaptive management.

· Detail long-term monitoring and reporting goals for the Project.



Ironwood Consulting, Inc.	1







The following Applicant measures (AM) and mitigation measures (MM) from the FEIS are incorporated into this plan.



AM-WIL-3. Avian and Bat Protection Plan. This Plan will be prepared and implemented by the Applicant to specify necessary actions to be taken to protect nesting bird and bat species. The following measures will be implemented by the Applicant to protect burrowing owls in the Project locations during construction:



1. Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction area as recommended by the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG).



2. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 75 meters (250 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). Initial avoidance buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on the type of construction activity as approved by CDFG or USFWS. Outside nesting season or after determining that a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within one mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation.



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicants to protect nesting bird species in the Project locations during construction which are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and California Fish and Game Code Sections 3503 and 3513:



1. Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and in adjacent habitat areas and any nests observed will be identified and clearly marked. For passerines, an exclusion area where construction will not be allowed to commence will be established approximately 100 meters (330 feet) from any active nest. For raptors (other than golden eagles), the exclusion area will be established approximately 170 meters (500 feet) from any active nest (excluding nests of the common raven). For golden eagles, the exclusion area will be established approximately 1.6 kilometers (one mile) from any active nest. Initial protective buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on type of construction activity and bird species and per approval by CDFG or USFWS. Nests will be checked within one week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or young have fledged.

2. Vegetation clearing will be conducted outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

3. Biological monitors will be present on-site during all phases of construction and will be tasked with monitoring avian nesting in adjacent habitats. If nests are found, the same procedures would be used as discussed above for pre-construction surveys. 



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicant to protect roosting bats in the Project locations during construction: Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and adjacent habitat areas and any active bat colonies will be identified and clearly marked. An exclusion area will be established approximately 50 meters (165 feet) from any active colony, and whenever possible, these areas will be avoided during construction activities.



For five years post-construction, the Applicant will record incidental sightings of raptors and bats in the Project locations. In addition, the Applicant will conduct nest surveys within the Project locations at least twice each spring between March 1 and June 1, separated by at least 30 days where all project-related infrastructure will be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. The Applicant will submit quarterly status reports via email to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG. On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1st of each year. These reports may include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.



AM-WIL-4, Construction Water Storage Pond Design. The temporary construction water ponds shall be designed, constructed, and operated in compliance with all applicable regulatory requirements with respect to design, operation, and maintenance, protection of migratory waterfowl, and raven management. This includes following provisions in the FEIS under the common raven management plan and includes the following specific measures to discourage ravens:



· Using anti-perching devices around the perimeter of each pond to exclude ravens and other birds from accessing the edge of the ponds to drink.

· Lining the ponds and maintaining two feet of freeboard in the ponds at all times

· Designing the ponds with interior side slopes at a 33 percent slope (3:1, horizontal:vertical)

· Netting will be used to cover ponds when not in use to reduce avian access. Appropriate material will be used to ensure that nocturnal bird species and bats will not become entangled in the netting.

· At least 60 days prior to construction, the Applicant shall submit to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG, the proposed locations and design of the ponds, including how many ponds would be operational at a time, specific design features to discourage ravens, and a plan for immediately addressing problems with pond design. During construction, the ponds shall be monitored daily to ensure that anti-raven measures are successful. All ponds will be dismantled at the end of construction.



SCE does not have construction water storage ponds in its project components.

MM-WIL-5. Prepare and Implement a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. Prior to the issuance of a ROW retain a BLM-approved, qualified biologist to prepare a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan in consultation with CDFG and USFWS. This plan shall follow the Avian Protection Plan guidelines outlined by USFWS and APLIC. The plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such feeder/distribution lines and solar panels.  



The Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan shall include at a minimum: 

· Detailed specifications on data, 

· A carcass collection protocol, and 

· A rationale justifying the proposed schedule of carcass searches, and

· Seasonal trials to assess bias from carcass removal by scavengers as well as searcher bias.



During construction and for one year following the beginning of the solar farm operation the biologist shall submit annual reports to BLM, CDFG, and USFWS describing the dates, durations, and results of monitoring and data collection. The annual reports shall provide a detailed description of any project-related bird or wildlife deaths or injuries detected during the monitoring study or at any other time and data collected for the study of polarized light impacts on insectivorous birds. The report shall analyze any project-related bird fatalities or injuries detected, and provide recommendations for future monitoring and any adaptive management actions needed.



Thresholds will be determined in this ABPP and approved by BLM, CDFG and USFWS. If BLM determines that bird mortality caused by solar have been identified as key mortality features, or implement other appropriate actions approved by BLM and regulatory agencies based on the findings of the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. If mitigation actions are required, the annual reporting shall continue until BLM, in consultation with CDFG and USFWS, determines whether more years of monitoring are needed, and whether additional mitigation and adaptive management measures are necessary.



MM-WIL-6. Prepare and Implement Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring, and Adaptive Management. For each year after commencement of construction \, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities shall be conducted to determine if whether any territory is active. Survey methods for the inventory shall be as described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. A nesting territory or shall be considered occupied or unoccupied based on criteria in Pagel (2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. Data collected during the inventory shall include at least the following: 

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan: If an occupied nest (as defined by Pagel et al. 2010) is detected within 10 miles of any project component, the Project owner or SCE shall prepare and implement a Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles. The monitoring methods shall be consistent with those described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall be prepared in consultation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). It shall be implemented by Desert Sunlight or SCE, according to project component; and each Applicant shall designate a biologist, to be approved by BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). Triggers for adaptive management shall include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, including but not limited to: agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall include a description of adaptive management actions, which shall include, but not be limited to, cessation of construction activities that are deemed by the Designated Biologist to be the source of golden eagle disturbance.



1.2	Legal Drivers

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA), National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) provide the primary legal bases for this ABPP. The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 703, et seq.) prohibits the taking, killing, possession, transportation and importation of migratory birds, their eggs, parts, and nests, except when authorized by the USFWS. Because MBTA does not provide a specific mechanism to authorize “incidental” take, proponents often work proactively with the Service to avoid and minimize the potential take of species. 



The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 668-668d) protects bald and golden eagles.  Through a new regulation (50 CFR § 22.26), the Service can authorize take of bald and golden eagles when the take is associated with, but not the purpose of, an otherwise lawful activity, and cannot practicably be avoided. Thus, these new regulations provide a mechanism where take of eagles can be legally authorized.  



Under the National Environmental Policy Act (42 USC §§ 4321-4370h), federal agencies such as BLM are required to prepare a detailed environmental impact statement (EIS) for any major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment. An EIS must include an examination of the environmental impacts of a proposed project, a reasonable range of alternatives for a project and other related matters. BLM authorization of a right-of-way (ROW) grant for the Project would require a land use plan amendment (PA) to the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan (BLM 1980), as amended. In addition, DOE will consider Sunlight’s application for a loan guarantee under Title XVII of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EPAct 05), as amended by Section 406 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Public Law (PL) 111-5 (the “Recovery Act”).



The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has discretionary authority to issue the Permit to Construct (PTC) for SCE’s Red Bluff Substation, a portion of the Project. As allowed by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15221, the CPUC intends to use this EIS to provide the environmental review required for its approval process. The CPUC and BLM have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that defines the relationship of the two agencies, and identifies CPUC as a cooperating agency with the BLM. 



The Applicants anticipate that construction and/or operation of the Project will not cause unauthorized “take” or prohibited “disturbance” of any species protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act or the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. However, it is voluntarily proposing this Avian and Bat Protection Plan to proactively implement measures to avoid, minimize and mitigate for any potential adverse effects of the Project on such species.  In addition, by utilizing the adaptive management approach in this plan, it is committing to evaluate data during the operation phase of the Project and make further adjustments to the plan, if necessary and appropriate. 



1.3	Corporate Policy

Sunlight and SCE have a commitment to work cooperatively towards the protection of migratory birds and bats.  These entities are committed to consistent coordination with agency personnel at BLM, USFWS, and the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) so that all parties and agencies understand the scope of the Project and can discuss project facilities and features that may require additional attention for avian species.




2.0	Coordination

Sunlight and SCE recognized that an essential element to developing a successful Project is the coordination between the project proponents and the appropriate agencies. As recommended by USFWS, the Applicants conducted early coordination on essential elements, such as wildlife surveys, project siting criteria, and operational limitations to ensure that all parties and agencies understood the scope of the project and potential issues could be identified early in the planning process (USFWS 2010). This coordination resulted in numerous improvements to project siting and design (discussed in Section 4.0), and the development of Applicant Measures designed to avoid and minimize potential effects to avian and bat species. 

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 

Sunlight evaluated a larger Project Study Area (PSA) when determining the siting of the Project. Areas of desert wash woodland were avoided in this siting to the extent possible, in part to avoid the potential roosting, nesting, and foraging areas for birds and bats within areas of greater vegetation structure. The process of reducing the Project footprint is discussed further in Section 4.0.



The Applicants have also incorporated design features into the Project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats, including:

· Limiting vegetation clearing to periods outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

· Limiting vegetation disturbance and grading to the smallest area practicable; and

· Placing electrical lines underground or transmission lines on existing structures to the extent practical to avoid collisions with lines. 



The Applicants further intend to utilize the Applicant Measures AM-WIL-3 and AM-WIL-4 from the FEIS (presented in Section 1.0) during the construction phase and O&M phase of the project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

SCE will also follow the above measures outlined in AM-WIL-3 (AM-WIL-4 is not applicable to SCE components) in the FEIS above to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.






3.0	Adaptive Management and Habitat Compensation

3.1	Adaptive Management Process

The Applicants have incorporated siting criteria, design features and best management practices into the Project that will provide significant avoidance and minimization measures that will reduce the potential for adverse effects on avian and bat species. Specifically, decisions were made to ensure that each phase of project development was evaluated with an eye to reducing potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats during the siting, design, construction, operation and maintenance (O&M), and post-operation phases of the Project. 



In additional to the specific Project measures described below, Sunlight and SCE are committed to using an adaptive management approach throughout the life of the Project that supports flexible decision making and can be adjusted as monitoring results or new regional data are received. In so doing, the protections in this plan are expected to have continued effectiveness throughout the life of the Project.



This adaptive management approach will include the following six key concepts described by Williams (2009) that are endorsed by the Service in its Interim Guidance for Solar Energy Facilities (USFWS 2010):

1. Problem Assessment

2. Design

3. Implementation

4. Monitoring

5. Evaluation

6. Adjustment



Adaptive Management is a keystone of the Sunlight and SCE program to avoid and reduce potential effects to avian and bat species throughout the construction, O&M, and decommissioning stages of the Project. In order to compensate for the loss of avian and bat habitat, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide habitat compensation. This approach is described further in the following sections.

3.2	Habitat Compensation

Habitat Compensation is discussed in detail in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar 2011) for the solar farm and gen-tie line, and in the Red Bluff Substation Habitat Compensation Plan (SCE 2011) for the Red Bluff Substation and related components,. The Applicants are prepared to implement necessary mitigation and compensation for impacts to protected wildlife species as required by BLM, the CDFG, and USFWS as described in the FEIS and Habitat Compensation Plans. 




4.0	Pre-Siting Data Collection

The siting of the solar farm site, gen-tie line, and substation required detailed and individual evaluation. Although the area of Red Bluff Substation had been recently and repeatedly surveyed prior to this Project for numerous transmission projects, the solar farm site and immediately surrounding areas had not been previously surveyed. Thus, in an effort to place the Project components in locations that would yield the least risk of population impacts, a rigorous siting evaluation process was completed, including the following considerations recommended by the USFWS:

1. Coarse Site Assessment

2. Habitat Equivalency Analysis

3. Site Specific Wildlife Surveys

4. Risk Assessment

5. Reporting

4.1 Coarse Site Assessment

In accordance with USFWS guidance, a pre-siting assessment was conducted starting with a coarse site assessment of the potential environmental issues that might preclude the site from development based on its perceived or validated level of risk (USFWS 2010). This project conducted the equivalent of a Potential Impact Index (PII) (USFWS 2003) by taking a “first cut” analysis of the suitability of a site proposed for development and estimating use of the site by selected wildlife species as an indicator of potential impact (USFWS 2010).



Initial biological assessments conducted in 2007 recommended the avoidance of Pinto Wash as potential habitat for special status species, including avian and bat species. This was supported by an initial field assessment of the site conducted by Patricia Brown-Berry (Brown Berry 2010) for bat species. Between 2008 and 2011, several additional site reductions occurred that reduced the solar farm footprint and shifted the footprint away from areas that support better quality habitats with larger and more diverse vegetative structure.



Project components do not provide habitat for federally or state-listed avian or bat species, but do provide habitat for several special-status species, including those shown on Tables 1 and 2 (Ironwood Consulting 2010). All species in Tables 1 and 2 are species addressed and covered under the Species is covered under the Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO).

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 

The Solar farm site alternatives and Gen-tie line route alternatives are not within an Important Bird Area, a Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Network (WHSRN), or an area designated by the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance (Ramsar Convention). The solar farm site is not within an area designated as a critical habitat unit (CHU), or other Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC). The Gen-tie line is partially located within the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU designated as management areas for the desert tortoise. 

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are not within an Important Bird Area, WHSRN area, or Ramsar Convention area. The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are within the Chuckwalla CHU and DWMA.
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Table 1.	Sensitive Avian Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Passerine Species

		



		Chaetura vauxi

Vaux’s swift (breeding sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Progne subis

purple martin

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Toxostoma lecontei

LeConte’s thrasher

		Federal:

State:

		Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC)

SSC 



		Raptors 

		



		Aquila chrysaetos

golden eagle

		Federal:

State:

		protected by BGEPA

SSC; fully protected



		Athene cunicularia

burrowing owl

		Federal:

State:

		BCC

SSC 



		Buteo regalis

ferruginous hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

		none

none 



		Buteo swainsonii

Swainson’s hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

		BCC

threatened 



		Circus cyaneus

northern harrier

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Falco mexicanus

prairie falcon (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

		BCC

SSC







Table 2.	Sensitive Bat Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Antrozous pallidus

pallid bat

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Eptesicus fuscus pallidus

big brown bat

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Eumops perotis californicus

western mastiff bat

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Eumops perotis

pocketed free-tailed bat  

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Lasiurus cinereus

hoary bat

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Lasiurus xanthinus

southern yellow bat

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Macrotus californicus

California leaf-nosed bat

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Myotis californicus  

California myotis  

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Parastrellus hesperus

western pipistrelle

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Plecotus townsendii

Townsend’s big-eared bat

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Tadarida brasiliensis  

Mexican free-tailed bat

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC







4.2	Habitat Equivalency Analysis

As requested by USFWS, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide the habitat compensation process. Permanent habitat losses and with the process that will be used to compensate for this habitat loss have been quantified and are described in the Project’s Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar and SCE 2011).



In addition, as recommended by the USFWS, the Applicants have looked for opportunities to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities. These opportunities may come in the form of voluntary habitat acquisition or conservation easements. In order to quantify the appropriate compensation acreage, the use of an HEA can be used to identify high quality habitat and calculate compensation for the development of high quality habitats for both permanent and temporary losses. The objective of an HEA is to replace lost habitat services with like services, providing a replacement ratio for interim and permanent injury. 



The most significant step First Solar has taken to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities is working with BLM to determine the suitability of habitat remaining within their solar application as an area to be excluded from future development due to biological concerns. The area that could be excluded supports more diverse habitats with greater vegetation structure than the majority of the Project site and provides better habitats for most bird and bat species than those habitats found on the solar farm site.

4.3	Site Specific Wildlife Surveys

Pre-siting survey data will become the baseline for project impacts to bird and bat populations. Thus, prior to conducting site-specific surveys of the Project components, appropriate survey questions were developed that included methods applicable for before-after control impacts studies. Survey questions included:

1. Which species of birds and bats use the project area and how do their numbers vary temporally?

2. How much time do birds/bats spend in potential risk zones and does this behavior vary by season?

3. What is the estimated range of bird/bat mortalities from the project?

4. Are there nesting raptors on site or within 3 miles of project footprint. For eagles, are there eagles nesting within 10 miles of project footprint?

4.3.1	Methods

As recommended by USFWS (2010), multiple survey techniques were used to ensure adequate data collection. Specific survey methods included:

1. Diurnal point counts including varying timing during the day, month and seasonally during migratory periods.

2. Raptor nest searches including golden eagle surveys (Pagel et al 2010)

3. Migration counts.

4. Incidental data collection conducted during all biological surveys conducted at the Project components, which spanned over four years at the site, thus also captured timing variation within days, months and seasons as well as under varying climatic conditions.

5. Surveys for burrowing owl following Phase I and II surveys as directed by CDFG (California Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993).



Point Counts

Point count surveys for all birds were conducted in April, May, and October 2010 by experienced desert avian biologists Kip Kermoian and Jake Molhman at a total of twelve locations, nine on the Solar farm site and three at control sites, using point count methodology as described in Monitoring Bird Populations by Point Counts (Ralph et al. 1995). The surveys identify bird species and their relative numbers at each fixed study point location (point counts). Point count methodology is well accepted and widely used in bird studies.  Each point is visited for a fixed amount of time and all birds detected within an often fixed radius are recorded. Research suggests that the amount of time spent at a sampling location increases standard error, especially at times greater than 10 minutes (Smith et al. 1997). Each count was limited to 10 minutes to minimize standard error introduced by double counting, flyovers, etc. Additionally, incidental flyovers were recorded separately from typical observations and each count was divided into three survey periods consisting of the first three minutes, minutes 3 to 5, and minutes 5 to 10. This time division was done to facilitate data analysis used to differentiate birds most likely to be permanent or temporary occupants of the study point from transients in the area surveyed.  

Golden Eagle Surveys

The Applicants participated in a joint program to conduct aerial surveys for golden eagles in and around Blythe and Desert Center, California. These surveys were conducted in two phases, with Phase 1 occurring on April 2-3, 2010 and Phase 2 occurring on May 14, 2010.  These surveys were conducted in accordance with applicable USFWS guidance and were designed to record and report occupancy (Phase I) and productivity (Phase II) of golden eagle nests within a ten-mile radius of four solar projects, including Sunlight’s Solar farm site. 



Although the primary purpose of the surveys was to conduct the first of two aerial surveys for golden eagles [Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (USFWS 2010)], the surveys also recorded data for other raptor species.  The data and results from these surveys are found in the Final Report, Golden Eagle Surveys Surrounding Four Proposed Energy Developments in the Mojave Desert Region, California (Wildlife Research Institute 2010). 

Raptor Nest Surveys

Surveys of the alternatives for all three main components of the Project site were conducted on April 23-24 and May 20, 2010 in accordance with draft State agency protocols for identifying raptor nests [California Energy Commission (CEC) and CDFG 2010].  These surveys include inspecting all potential structures and trees in the Project vicinity for the presence of raptor nests. The results from these nest surveys are incorporated in this document.




Bats

On February 17, 2010, Dr. Patricia Brown, desert bat expert who has conducted numerous bat surveys in the Project region, conducted a reconnaissance-level survey of the Project components. The purpose of this survey was to determine those bats species that might inhabit these project areas and to formulate avoidance and minimization measures for bat species to be used during the construction, O&M, and post-construction phases.

Incidental Sightings

During all Project biological surveys, all bird species were identified and/or tallied on standardized data forms (Ironwood Consulting 2010). These data were compiled in electronic databases and used to determine species present and variation throughout days, months and seasons.

Burrowing Owl

Phase I burrowing owl surveys were conducted in 2007 on the First Solar project components, and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Phase II focused surveys were conducted in 2008 and 2010 on the First Solar project components and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Results of these surveys are compiled in the Biological Resources Technical Report (Ironwood 2010). In addition, pre-construction surveys in September 2011 were conducted on both the solar farm and Red Bluff substation sites, following the Phase II and III protocols (Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993). 

4.3.2	Results

Results addressing the first three survey questions were compiled and are discussed below separately for passerines, raptors, and bats with a special discussion for special-status bird species listed on Table 1. The chart below shows those bird species that were recorded most frequently during all surveys of the solar farm site.








Passerines

Most detections of passerine species were recorded in the morning hours between 0600 and 0800 and in the months of March and April in each year. These results are likely affected by the higher numbers of surveyors recording data during those months of the year, and that point counts were conducted in the morning hours as described in Ralph et al 1995. All passerine species were found in habitats that are present both on the solar farm site and gen-tie line, and on the SCE components; therefore any of these species may inhabit each of these Project components. Habitat quality does differ throughout the area, with the gen-tie line and SCE components in areas of sheet flow and scattered desert dry wash woodland, thus providing greater vegetation diversity and structure. The solar farm site has approximately 1,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitats that provide greater density and structure favored by most species, with the remaining approximately 2,921 acres poorer quality habitat with few species present and wide spaces between shrubs of stunted growth.



Mortalities from the project are not expected with the inclusion of the avoidance and impact minimization measures required in the FEIS and discussed in Section 5.0 of this report and include protection of active nests until nest completion is documented. Avian species found on the solar farm site are highly mobile and were generally found in low numbers on the majority of the solar farm site. Thirty-eight passerine species have been recorded at the Project components (Table 3). The species indicated in bold type are special-status species discussed separately below.



Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. ’Costa's hummingbirds feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 3). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  




Table 3.	Passerine Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		Common Name

		Scientific name



		American robin

		Turdus migratorius



		Anna's hummingbird

		Calypte anna



		ash-throated flycatcher

		Myiarchus cinerascens



		barn swallow

		Hirundo rustica



		black-crowned night heron

		Nycticorax nycticorax



		black-tailed gnatcatcher

		Polioptila melanura



		black-throated sparrow

		Amphispiza bilineata



		blue-gray gnatcatcher

		Polioptila caerulea



		Brewer's blackbird

		Euphagus cyanocephalus



		Brewer's sparrow

		Spizella breweri



		Bullock's oriole

		Icterus bullockii



		common poorwill

		Phalaenoptilus nuttallii



		Costa's hummingbird

		Calypte costae



		Gambel’s quail

		Callipepla gambelii



		greater roadrunner

		Geococcyx californianus



		great-tailed grackle

		Quiscalus mexicanus



		horned lark

		Eremophila alpestris



		house finch

		Carpodacus mexicanus



		house wren

		Troglodytes aedon



		killdeer

		Charadrius vociferous



		LeConte’s thrasher

		Toxostoma lecontei



		lesser goldfinch

		Carduelis psaltria



		lesser nighthawk

		Chordeiles minor



		mourning dove

		Zenaida macroura



		northern flicker

		Colaptes auratus



		northern mockingbird

		Mimus polyglottos



		phainopepla

		Phainopepla nitens



		rock wren

		Salpinctes obsoletus



		northern rough-winged swallow

		Stelgidopteryx serripennis



		Say’s phoebe

		Sayonaris nigricans



		tree swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		verdin

		Auriparus flaviceps



		violet-green swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		western kingbird

		Tyraannus verticalis



		western meadowlark

		Sturnella neglecta



		white-crowned sparrow

		Zonotrichia leucophrys



		white-throated swift 

		Aeronautes saxatalis



		yellow-rumped warbler

		Dendroica coronata








Raptors

Thirteen raptor species (excluding common raven) are known to occur at the Project components (Table 4). The species in bold type are special-status species as shown on Table 1 with locations shown on Figure 3 for all species except burrowing owl, shown on Figure 4. Because the solar farm site and gen-tie line are located in the valley floor of the Chuckwalla Valley, most raptor species were observed as flyovers of the components as indicated on Table 4.



Table 4.	Raptor Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		

Common Name

		

Scientific Name

		Approximate Number of Individuals



		

		

		Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		Red Bluff Substation and 

Related Components



		American kestrel

		Falco sparverius

		P

		P



		burrowing owl

		Athene cunicularia

		7

		0



		ferruginous hawk 

		Buteo regalis

		1 flyover

		0



		golden eagle

		Aquila chrysaetos

		0

		0



		loggerhead shrike

		Lanius ludovicianus

		23

		6



		merlin

		Falco columbarius

		P

		P



		northern harrier

		Circus cyaneus

		2 flyovers

		0



		prairie falcon

		Falco mexicanus

		4 flyovers

		0



		red-tailed hawk

		Buteo jamaicensis

		P

		P



		sharp-shinned hawk

		Accipiter striatus

		P

		P



		Swainson’s hawk

		Buteo swainsonii

		18 flyovers

		0



		turkey vulture

		Cathartes aura

		P

		P





P = present at Project component (non-special-status species were not recorded by location)



Burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. It is also a BCC species for which the USFWS is very concerned about fragmentation and displacement effects. Burrowing owls inhabit open dry grasslands and desert scrubs, and typically nest in mammal burrows although they may use man-made structures including culverts and debris piles. In the Project region, they are resident species and exhibit strong nest site fidelity. Burrowing owls eat insects, small mammals and reptiles. 



The Phase I assessment for burrowing owls concluded that suitable habitat for burrowing owls existed throughout the study area. During the Phase II burrow surveys, numerous suitable burrows were recorded on the solar farm site; however, three records of burrowing owl sign (i.e., burrow, white wash and pellets) were observed. One group of observations, which included one individual owl and two burrows with white wash and pellets, occurred approximately 1,500 feet east of the intersection of Gen-Tie A1 and highway 177. The two other individual owl sightings occurred approximately one mile north and 0.8 mile west of the solar farm site. One owl was observed east of the Red Bluff substation.



Phase II and III pre-construction surveys found one potential burrowing owl burrow on the Red Bluff substation site, and seven individual single owls on the solar farm site. The burrow on the Red Bluff substation site was determined to be unoccupied and collapsed in a storm event on September 13, 2011.





Ferruginous hawk (Buteo regalis) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. This species typically nests in northern latitudes of North America and overwinters in southern regions. Migrant ferruginous hawks are a regular but uncommon during spring and fall in the California desert regions. Within the NECO planning area, ferruginous hawks have been observed overwintering in low numbers in the lower Colorado River Valley, Yuma Basin, West Mesa, and the agricultural areas of Imperial Valley (BLM 2002). Two sightings of migrating ferruginous hawks were recorded, one within the Solar farm site and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. Both observations occurred in March 2010 and consisted of flyovers. The golden eagle surveys performed by helicopter in spring 2010 did not observe presence of this species. Based on data reviewed and observations, it is not expected that ferruginous hawks utilize the study area for nesting or overwintering. This species may forage within the study area during migration. 



Golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) is a State Species of Special Concern and Fully Protected Species, is covered under the federal Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (described in Section 1.2), and is addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. Golden eagles and their primary prey species, jackrabbits, have declined in the California desert regions due to prolonged drought conditions that have persisted since 1998 (WRI 2010). Breeding in Southern California starts in January, nest building and egg laying in February to March, and hatching and raising the young eagles occur from April through June. Once the young eagles are flying on their own, the adult eagles will continue to feed them and teach them to hunt until late November.



No golden eagle nests were found on or adjacent to the solar farm site or other Project components. Phase I occupancy surveys conducted in April 2010 detected 13 potentially-active nests within a ten mile radius of the Solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation, as shown on Figure 5. Of these, 4 nests were within Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP), with an additional three in steep hills west and above Eagle Mountain mine, nearly within the JTNP boundaries. These are located either on BLM lands or lands owned by Eagle Mountain Mine and the Kaiser Corporation. The remaining three potential nests were located south of Interstate 10 in the Chuckwalla Mountains, approximately 3 miles west and southwest from the proposed Red Bluff Substation. One observation of a golden eagle flyover of the Chuckwalla Valley was recorded during these surveys (WRI 2010).



Phase II productivity surveys determined that 12 of these 13 nests were inactive, with one active but non-reproductive nest located in the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area approximately 5 miles from the solar farm site boundary (Figure 5). No reproductive nests were located within the 10-mile radius of the solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation (WRI 2010).



During these surveys, there were additional raptor species observed within 10 miles of the solar farm site: turkey vultures, common ravens, prairie falcons, and Swainson’s hawks (WRI 2010).







Loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) is State Species of Special Concern and a year-round resident in parts of the Southern California desert. As a predatory bird its diet consists of insects, amphibians, small reptiles, small mammals, and other birds. One pair was observed approximately 0.2 miles northwest of the solar farm site. Observations of adults were made in both spring and fall, and one individual with first-year plumage was recorded in the fall. Based on the amount and nature of observations made during the surveys, loggerhead shrikes are year-round residents within the study area. Loggerhead shrikes were often observed perching on palo verde and ironwood trees as well as larger creosote bush shrubs and other structures including utility poles. 



Northern harrier (Circus cyaneus), a State Species of Special Concern, is a raptor species that occurs in a wide range of habitats throughout North America. In Southern California, harriers typically nest and forage in open habitats that provide adequate vegetative cover, suitable prey base, and scattered perches such as shrubs or fence posts (Shuford 2008). This species is often found near bodies of water and wetlands (CDFG 2010). Harriers are ground-nesting birds with suitable nesting habitat limited in the southern California desert (Shuford 2008). Three harriers were recorded: two within the Solar farm site, and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. 



Prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus) is State Species of Special Concern that breeds throughout the arid West from southern Canada to central Mexico. The overall distribution appears to be stable. Prairie falcons are found in areas of the dry interior where cliffs provide secure nesting sites. In the desert they are found in all vegetation types, although sparse vegetation provides the best foraging habitat. Prairie falcons were observed in the southwest corner of the solar farm site and approximately 1 mile east of the eastern boundary as flyovers. Two additional observations were recorded along the Gen-tie line, but not south of Interstate 10 (I-10) near the Red Bluff Substation alternatives or related components. During aerial surveys for golden eagles, two prairie falcons were recorded within 10 miles of the Solar farm site near the boundary of Eagle Mountain Mine and Joshua Tree National Park (WRI 2010). One location was an active, reproductive nest in 2010 with unknown nest success (Figure 3). No prairie falcon nests were observed within any Project areas.



Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsonii) is state-listed (threatened) raptor species that breeds in much of western North America. Within California, nesting occurs primarily in the Central Valley and northern Counties; however, regular nesting also occurs in the high desert between the Tehachapi Mountains and Lancaster. This species winters in southern South America with a migration route of over 20,000 miles (Woodbridge 2008). Arrival at breeding areas generally occurs from late February to early May depending on geographical characteristics of the breeding area (Woodbridge 2008). Nest sites have not been documented in the Sonoran Desert of California. This species was observed within the study area during migration. Three incidental records were documented on April 9, 2010 during botanical and baseline surveys. Two observations were of individual Swainson’s hawks and the third observation consisted of a group of over ten birds. All individuals were seen in flight overhead within or near the Solar Farm boundaries. Additionally, Swainson’s hawks were observed during golden eagle surveys near Chuckwalla Mountains [two individuals (March 26 and April 3, 2010)], Coxcomb Mountains [fourteen individuals (April 2, 2010)], and Palen Mountains [four individuals (March 25, 2010)] (WRI 2010). This species is not expected to nest or overwinter within the study area.

Bats

Dr. Brown’s results indicate that pallid bats and western pipistrelles could roost in small rocks on the ground on the solar farm site alternatives. Radio-telemetry surveys have shown that hoary bats will roost in palo verde trees and ironwoods and that California leaf-nosed bats might roost in the limited areas of ironwood trees between foraging bouts. These tree species are found within the small areas of desert dry wash woodland on the gen-tie line and Red Bluff Substation and related components.



Desert dry wash woodland attracts foraging bats due to increased insect concentration. This is especially true for California leaf-nosed bats and pallid bats that feed on large insects they glean off the foliage. Roosts for these species have been identified in mines in the Eagle and Coxcomb Mountains, both within 16 kilometers (10 miles) of the solar farm site.

4.4	Risk Assessment

Potential direct impacts could occur without the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures incorporated in to the Project through Applicant Measures and Mitigation Measures as described in the FEIS (see Section 1.0). Some of the measures described in this document are in addition to those presented in the FEIS as the Applicants continue to address concerns regarding avian and bat species and meet changing requirements. With the incorporation of these measures, the Project is not expected to cause any prohibited “take” or “disturbance” of any species protected by the BGEPA or MBTA.

4.4.1	Site-Specific Threats

Based on the results of the site-specific surveys combined with additional regional surveys and information, the potential for take was assessed for the following site-specific threats (USFWS 2010):

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays;

2. Transmission line, power tower, meteorological tower, or guy line collision;

3. Electrocution potential;

4. Territory abandonment;

5. Nest and roost site disturbances;

6. Habitat loss and fragmentation; and

7. Disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility.



Due to the nature of the Project (as a photovoltaic solar facility) and its components, the following threats are not likely to occur:

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays,

2. Potential collisions from power towers, meterological towers, and guy lines 

3. Electrocution potential



Potential threats from direct transmission line collisions for avian species and bats could occur without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0.



Without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0, nest and roost site disturbances and territory abandonment could occur due to direct nest removal during vegetation removal activities; and indirect disturbance from construction-related noise, lighting, and dust. 

  

Although no nests would be directly taken with the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures for the Project, habitat loss and fragmentation would occur due to the loss of approximately 4,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitat, and up to 200 acres of desert wash woodland habitat. The loss of these habitats would prevent avian and bat species from using the Project areas for nesting or overwintering, and these species and habitat uses would likely remain in adjacent large habitat areas including those areas restricted from development between the Project and Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) and within the park itself (over 1,000,000 acres of protected adjacent similar habitats).



Potential disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility is likely to be extremely small because the Project is photovoltaic in nature and has no moving components. The estimated long-term human presence on the facility is estimated at 12-15 individuals related to security and maintenance activities, as described in the FEIS. The avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0 include measures for the O&M phase of the Project.



Impacts to bats include potential direct impacts to ground nesting species (pallid bats and western pipistrelles) and the potential for the removal of trees that could support bat colonies at the solar farm site and/or Red Bluff Substation. Indirect impacts could occur from removal of foraging habitat, or from increased human activity, noise, nighttime lighting, and dust. 



Although temporary construction ponds will be constructed at the solar farm site, these ponds will have netting secured around the top of the pond fencing to discourage bats and birds from using water at these ponds.

4.4.2	Cumulative Impacts

The FEIS lists those projects considered as part of the cumulative impact analysis. Cumulative effects discussed in this document include those which have been or will be carried out throughout the anticipated life of the project, and, where practicable and reasonable, should include the impacts from all threats for which the BLM and/or Applicants have some form of control. Potential long-term cumulative indirect effects include the potential removal of nesting, roosting, and foraging habitat for avian and bat species.



For passerine species, nesting and foraging habitats are focused on smaller home ranges near nest sites and available forage. As described above for site-specific threats, vegetation removal would occur within these home ranges, using avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0 to eliminate the take of these species or active nests. The Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide similar habitats and abundant nesting and foraging opportunities for these species, therefore, cumulative effects are unlikely to be significant.  



Raptor species (excluding golden eagles and ravens) have larger home ranges and forage over large distances. Due to the development of this Project and other regional projects there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat. This loss is not expected to be significant, or cause prohibited take because it represents a small percentage of the total foraging area regionally available for these species (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for raptors, and more suitable habitats for nesting for most raptor species.



Golden eagles forage in an area extending up to 225 kilometers (140 miles) their nest sites. Although there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat from the development of alternative energy projects and other regional projects discussed in the FEIS, this loss is not expected to be significant, or to cause prohibited “disturbance” or “taking,” because it is only a small percentage of the total foraging area (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provides appropriate habitats for nesting (which the Project dies not), and appropriate habitats for foraging.



For bat species, potential cumulative impacts are discussed for an area 16 kilometers (10 miles) from the boundaries of the Proposed Project. These include the potential for combined direct effects of the removal of individuals and occupied nests of ground nesting species such as pallid bats and western pipistrelles from project construction. In addition, the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for bats, and many areas that are more suitable habitats for nesting for bat species.








5.0.	Project Design Conservation Measures

The Applicants have sited and designed the Project components to avoid and minimize impacts to avian and bat species whenever possible. All discussions below of macro- and micro-siting considerations, nest site buffers and conservation measures during the construction and O&M phases of the Project will apply to both Applicants and all Project components.



The Applicants have worked to site Project components to have the least impacts to bird and bat populations with the goal of avoiding any take of migratory birds and bats and/or minimize the loss, destruction, or degradation of migratory bird and bat habitat by placing projects in areas of lower quality habitat to the maximum extent practicable. 

5.1	Project Siting

The process of siting of Project components included both macro- and micro-siting considerations.

5.1.1	Macro-Siting

Macro-siting considerations for the Project components were conducted in 2007 during initial surveys, and were refined in 2008 after the collection of the initial large data sets for the Project. In 2007, Pinto Wash, which bisects the requested Right-of-Way grant, was removed from development consideration. At this time, other larger areas of desert wash woodland were also removed from site consideration because these habitats support greater vegetation structure, density and diversity and are likely to support greater numbers of species and individuals than other habitats in the ROW area. Macro-siting considerations for the Project components also included the avoidance of:



· Locations with federally or state listed, or otherwise designated sensitive species, and areas managed for the conservation of listed species

Project components avoid DWMAs, CHU, and ACECs to the extent possible and were sited in the area of lowest known concentration for special-status species available.

· Areas frequently used for daily bird and bat movements (i.e., areas between roosting and feeding sites)

Areas of desert wash woodland were identified and avoided by Project components to the greatest extent possible, particularly the avoidance of larger expanses of this habitat found in the Pinto and Big Wash areas.

· Breeding and wintering eagle use areas

These areas were identified and avoided for all Project components. Valley floor areas such as the proposed Solar farm site do not provide wintering or breeding nest or roost sites for eagles.

· Known migration flyways for birds and bats

Pinto Wash is a known bat migration corridor with impacts to this area avoided by the siting of the Solar farm site.

· Areas near known bat hibernacula, breeding, and maternity/nursery colonies

No known areas are found with the footprint of the Project components.

· Fragmentation of large, contiguous tracts of wildlife habitat (Canadian Wildlife Service 2006a and 2006b)



Many desert special status avian and bat species require large undisturbed areas that are highly sensitive to fragmentation effects. In siting the Project components, all areas with greater vegetation structure, density and diversity were avoided or reduced to the extent possible. These areas included desert wash woodlands and areas of creosote bush scrub that overlay stabilized geological features and support greater density and diversity of vegetation.

5.1.2	Micro-Siting

Micro-siting considerations for the Project components were begun in 2008 and actively continued as further wildlife surveys were conducted and through informal meetings with the BLM, USFWS and CDFG throughout the Project’s planning process. The siting of the solar farm was further reduced between the Draft EIS and FEIS in response to concerns from the public and agencies involved in the process. Beyond continuing to refine the boundaries of the solar farm, additional considerations of micro-siting included:

· Avoiding features that attract raptors (areas supporting tall perching structures including trees, utility poles, etc.)

+By minimizing impacts to desert wash woodland areas and avoiding Pinto Wash, the solar farm avoided areas with tree layers. In addition, the Applicants have designed features to reduce perching by raptors whenever possible.

· Avoiding features that attract migrant birds (e.g., water sources, riparian vegetation) Minimize the potential for enhancing habitats suitable for raptor prey species such as rodents that would likely attract raptors to the project site

Project components are not adjacent to water sources. Project construction and O&M phases will minimize the potential for creating habitats suitable for rodents, such as rock piles, that could attract raptors.

5.2	Buffer Zones

Buffer zones have been established through the FEIS Applicant and Mitigation Measures to protect raptor and other bird nests, areas of high bird and bat use, and known bat roosts from disturbance related to the construction of the solar farm. 



Clearance surveys will be conducted within 30 days prior to vegetation removal in project areas to locate any active nests, burrowing owl burrows, or bat roosts. Vegetation removal will occur outside of the breeding season for special-status bird and bats species to the extent possible. If any active nests, roosts or burrows are located during these surveys, buffer zones will be established as described in the FEIS to protect these areas.



A Lead Avian and Bat Biologist, working under the Designated Biologist, will be assigned to ensure all buffer zones are correctly established and to monitor nest activity and determine when each nest or burrowing owl burrow has fledged or failed. This individual will also be responsible for all data collected for these buffer zones, nests, roosts and burrows.




5.2.1	Passerines

Buffer distances for passerine nests will consider species, terrain, habitat type, and activity level as these features relate to the bird alert distance and bird flight initiation distance (Whitfield et al. 2008). Buffer size distance was coordinated throughout the FEIS process and is established in the FEIS as established at approximately 100 meters from any active nest (330 feet). The Lead Avian Biologist will may determine that a smaller or larger distance is necessary under individual circumstances such as topography and type of construction activities. 



The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the Lead Avian Biologist has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.

5.2.2	Raptors and Eagles

Project-related disturbances such as construction noise, lighting and dust will be avoided within 500 feet of an active raptor nest and within one mile for an active eagle nest (excluding common ravens). Any changes in this buffer distance would be determine by the Lead Avian Biologist for the Project and submitted to USFWS, BLM, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components) for approval. Any nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.



For the Red Bluff substation and related components, the specific landscape features of steep terrain and ridgelines between construction activities and nest sites may dictate reduced buffers (Richardson and Miller 1997).



Surveys for golden eagle nests will be conducted during each year of construction that occurs within the nesting season. These surveys will be completed in accordance with current USFWS guidance and protocols (currently Pagel 2010) under the Golden Eagle Surveys and Nest Site Monitoring Plan discussed below in Section 7.0.

5.2.3	Burrowing Owls

For burrowing owls, Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction unit and within a 150-meter (500 foot) buffer area. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 100 meters (330 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged. Outside the nesting season or after determining a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within 1 mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls using accepted methods for excluding owls from burrows such as one-way doors or otherwise ensuring owls are not in burrows while burrows are collapsed; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation, including the number and original location of each owl, and known additional locations for each individual.

5.2.4	Bats

Construction activities will avoid any bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula found during clearance surveys. No bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula have been located during surveys conducted at the Project components between 2008 and 2011. Appropriate buffer distances will be established by the Lead Avian Biologist in consideration of the disturbance type, distance to roost or hibernacula, time of year of, and the duration of the disturbance.

5.3	Appropriate Facility Design

Many conservation measures have been incorporated into the design of Project facilities, as suggested in USFWS 2010, in an attempt to reduce the potential effects of Project on avian and bat populations, including:



1. Avoid using lattice-type structures, placing external ladders and platforms on towers to minimize perching and nesting.

The use of lattice towers, platforms, and ladders will be minimized to the extent practicable. The use of lattice structures will only be used on the solar farm site for a lookout tower, which will be frequently used (this deterring use by raptors and other birds), and will be frequently checked for the presence of nests. 



Although lattice structures will be used by SCE for their Project components, these will be in an area designated as a utility corridor that currently supports numerous transmission lines, including those on lattice towers, such as DPV1. The Project would not cause a significant increase on the number of lattice towers within this corridor.



2. Implement measures to reduce or buffer adverse noise effects associated with operation of the facility on surrounding wildlife habitat. Noise impacts to birds (Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008) have generally been found to be negative; therefore facility design should take this fact into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats.

The Project utilizes photovoltaic panel technology which has little potential for noise impacts. Noise effects have been extensively studied and included in the FEIS, and continued noise monitoring will be conducted during construction. Noise impacts during construction would include noise generated from the operation of construction equipment and construction vehicles. The O&M phase of the Project would have little or no noise for both the solar farm and SCE components.



3. Avoid the use of guy wires for all meteorological towers and do not light them unless the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requires them to be lit, which is generally >60 meters (>199 ft) AGL in height. Any necessary guy wires should be marked with recommended bird deterrent devices (APLIC 1994, USFWS 2000).

No meteorological towers or guy wires or line are included in the Project.



4. If structures (>60 meters [>199 ft] AGL) require lights for aviation safety, the minimum amount of pilot warning and obstruction avoidance lighting specified by the FAA should be used (FAA 2007). All lights within the facility should illuminate synchronously. Lighting of the boundary of the facility is most important as an aviation safety warning. Unless otherwise requested by the FAA, use only the minimum number of strobed, strobe-like or blinking red incandescent lights of minimum intensity. No steady burning lights should be used on facility infrastructures (Gehring et al. 2009).

Any such lighting at the Project facilities would follow this guidance. SCE facilities are not planned greater than 185 feet in height.



5. Facility lights should be focused downward to reduce skyward illumination. Lights should be equipped with motion detectors to reduce continuous illumination. 

All lighting used at both the solar farm and SCE project facilities will be downcast and would be used only when necessary, when appropriate by installing motion detectors, depending on safety concerns. The solar farm has prepared a Lighting Mitigation Plan in consultation with the Night Sky Program Manager for the National Park Service in order to limit skyward illumination. 



6. Where feasible, place electric power lines underground or on the surface as insulated, shielded wire to avoid electrocution of birds. Use recommendations of the Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) for any required above-ground lines, transformers, or conductors.

Power lines will be in accordance with Avian Power Line Interaction Committee guidelines. 



7. Avoiding the creation of roads to minimize further loss and fragmentation of migratory bird habitat.

New roads associated with Project activities will be kept to a minimum. Roads associated with the solar farm site will be within the Project fence. Roads associated with the gen-tie line have been designed to be the shortest distance possible, such as using spur roads to tower sites from Kaiser Road instead of the creation of a new road along the gen-tie line. Red Bluff substation and related components will use existing roads to the maximum extent possible.



8. If evaporation ponds are required for the operation of the facility, placement of netting over the surface of the ponds is encouraged to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface.

Temporary construction ponds will be used only during the construction phase and will be covered with netting to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface. These ponds are not used for evaporation.  



9. Reducing the attractiveness of solar reflectors to polarotactic water insects (those attracted to polarized light) (Horvath et al. 2010) will help reduce the attractiveness of these facilities to birds and bats. 

Monitoring conducted during the construction and O&M phases of the Project is discussed in Section 7.0 and will assist in determining whether the Project’s photovoltaic panels attract water insects, which in turn could attract birds and bats. If it is determined that water insect are attracted to these facilities, BLM, USFWS, and CDFG will be contacted to determine appropriate adaptive management techniques to reduce this threat.

6.0	Conservation Measures

The conservation measures discussed in this section include those in the FEIS and those presented in USFWS guidance (2010).

6.1	Construction Phase Conservation Measures

Conservation measures that will be implemented by the Project that relate to bird conservation include:

1. Minimize permanent disturbance area such as creating unneeded access roads. Construction of the gen-tie line and other linear Project features will avoid vegetation clearing, and grading whenever possible.

2. Vegetation within the Project footprint that will be disturbed will be cleared outside of the bird breeding season to the maximum extent practicable. If the Project plans vegetation removal within the bird breeding season, it would be because desert tortoise (a federally and state threatened species) protection measures and timing may take precedence, or that reason for work to be completed during the breeding season were beyond the Applicant's’ control. If such an occurrence happens, the Applicants will communicate with BLM, USFWS, and CDFG that all reasonable and practicable efforts to complete work outside the bird breeding season were attempted.

When vegetation removal cannot take place outside of the breeding season and a reasonable explanation was provided to BLM, USFWS and CDFG, the Lead Avian Biologist or a person under their direct supervision would be on site during construction activities to locate active nests, establish avoidance buffers around active nests, watch for new nesting activity, and if necessary stop construction when noise and general activity threaten to disturb an active nest.  All active nests of protected birds (e.g., MBTA, ESA, state protected) would not be disturbed until after nest outcome is complete.

3. During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active nest locations would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 330 feet (100 meters) as discussed in the Project’s FEIS. Buffer areas may be larger if the Project’s lead Avian Biologist determines the need for a larger buffer area due to type of activity, species, or habitat considerations. Regardless of seasonal timing of construction, active nests will be flagged and nests avoided, with special attention paid to the nesting season of most avian species (February 15 – May 15). Avoidance areas will remain in place until it is determined that nest outcome is complete.

During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active bat colonies would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 165 feet (50 meters). Whenever possible, these areas will be avoided by construction activities. 

4. Discussions of nest avoidance for passerines, raptors, and golden eagles will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will be included in the Worker Environmental Awareness Plan (WEAP) training briefings. Bat colony avoidance discussions will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will also be included in WEAP training briefings. Training will include identification of avoidance areas and requirements for these areas.

5. The Project will follow APLIC guidelines for overhead utilities (APLIC 1994). SCE structures will be built with sufficient conductor separation and other protection devices.

6. Construction activities will be conducted in a manner consistent with reducing fire danger.

7. During construction, all trash will be removed promptly and disposed of properly to avoid creating attractive nuisances for birds and bats.

8. Appropriate control measures will be implemented to prevent the introduction and spread of invasive plant species with and surrounding the project area (see the Project’s Integrated Weed Management Plan – Ironwood Consulting, 2010).

9. Only plants native to the area for will be used seeding or planting during habitat revegetation and/or restoration efforts.

10. As part of this document, a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan (Section 7.1.2) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-5 in the FEIS. This plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such overhead power lines and solar panels. 

11. As part of this document, a Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan (Section 7.1.3) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-6 in the FEIS. 

6.2	Operations and Maintenance Conservation Measures

During the O&M phase of the Project, conservation measures will be used to reduce the attractiveness of the facility to breeding, migrating, and wintering birds and bats to ensure mortality is minimized:

1. The Project will not create or maintain attraction features for birds and /or bats by removing and disposing of road kills near the Project of carrion that attracts raptors and other scavengers to the site, regularly removing vegetation around larger facilities such as substations to reduce raptor foraging, and eliminating open water sources after the construction phase of the Project. 

2. The Project will minimize the use of lighting that could attract migrating birds and bats (feeding on concentrations of insects at lights). All nighttime lighting will be within 800 meters (0.5 mile) of the Project facilities. Lighting will be kept to the minimum level necessary for safety and security. High intensity, steady burning, bright lights such as sodium vapor or spotlights will not be used on Project facilities.

3. The Project will minimize anthropogenic noise which been found to be negative for birds (e.g., Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008), though not all species are affected to the same degree (Brumm 2004). Therefore facility design should take this into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats. During the operation of these energy facilities, means to buffer, muffle, or otherwise dampen any anthropogenic noise pollution that exceeds ambient noise should be fully explored.


7.0	Post-Construction Monitoring 

The objective of post-construction monitoring is to validate the pre-construction risk assessment and to provide data for the Applicants to use in implementing adaptive management based on the monitoring results.  All of the measures in this section apply to both Applicants.



Monitoring objectives include:

1. Estimating bird and bat fatalities due to Project related activities.

2. Assessing bird use of evaporation ponds.

3. Assessing changes in bird and bat behavior due to all aspects of facility operation (noise, lighting, etc.).

4. Assessing territorial abandonment, nest avoidance, and changes in population status within and adjacent to the project footprint.

5. Assessing whether conservation measures implemented for the project were adequate.

7.1	Monitoring Design

7.1.1	Duration and Timing

This program will be conducted during construction and for at least 3 years post-construction during the operations and maintenance phase of the Proposed Project to attempt to capture differences in parameters due to seasonal and annual variability. The monitoring program will be extended to 5 years post-construction if

1. Mortality level triggers are reached (more than 40 individual birds have been killed or injured that were attributable to activities at the solar farm and related components, or 10 at SCE project components) or 

2. Any project activities result in the mortality of a listed species or eagle. 



Monitoring will include data collection during breeding, wintering, and migration periods because bird and bat use of areas will vary seasonally.

7.1.2	Study Components

The long-term monitoring program for measuring raptor and bat incidence at the Project site will consist of:

1. Recording incidental sightings, 

2. Mortality studies by implementing the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan

3. Conducting seasonal point counts, and 

4. Conducting annual nest surveys. 

Incidental Sightings

Throughout the construction and operation phases of the Proposed Project, all incidental sightings of special-status bird species, and all raptors and bats will be logged. During construction, all sightings will be recorded by biological monitors. The Lead Avian Biologist will be tasked with keeping records and reporting these results (as described in Section 7.4).




Mortality Studies (Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan)

Mortality Studies will be conducted within all solar farm and SCE project components to determine any monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such the gen-tie line, solar panels, or SCE facilities. 



Study methodology includes:

1. Selection of study sites for both solar farm and SCE project components,

2. Mortality searches at each study site, including accepted methodology and frequency

3. Reporting and adaptive management

Selection of Study Sites

These studies will be conducted at a minimum of twelve study sites within solar farm and related components and within a minimum of three control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the study area. All areas of the Red Bluff Substation accessible will be included, as well as two sites selected along the access road and loop-in area; and two along the distribution line, with one control site related to the SCE project components.

Mortality Searches

Mortality surveys will be completed bi-monthly post-construction in each study site for a period of one year. After one year, these studies will be conducted monthly for at least an additional two years, completing the three-year post-construction monitoring period. These studies will follow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and will include an assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, and a carcass collection protocol and an assessment of carcass scavenger rates.

Reporting and Adaptive Management

Data will be collected using handheld data recorders and/or paper data sheets. All data will be scanned and entered into the Project database that will be submitted as part of the annual reporting for both the solar farm and the SCE project components. Reporting will be conducted as described in Section 7.4 below.



If monitoring determines that bird mortality caused by solar facilities may be having potentially adverse impacts on  avian populations (by exceeding mortality triggers discussed above), the Applicants will implement adaptive management strategies such as installing additional bird flight diverters alterations to project components that have been identified as key mortality features. If adaptive management actions are implemented, mortality studies will continue for an additional year post-construction until a reduction in mortality to a level comparable to control sites is documented.

Seasonal Point Counts

Point Counts will continue to be conducted using the same methods that were used in baseline point counts (Section 3.0). These point counts will be conducted once during each season of each year (excluding summer) during construction and for the 3-year post-construction period.




Nest Surveys

Annual nest surveys will be conducted each spring during construction between March 15 and June 1, using two surveys separated by at least 30 days. All Project-related infrastructure (e.g.; fence posts, transmission towers, and buildings) would be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. Nest locations may also be detected via incidental sightings or during point count surveys.



During nest surveys, the ground under all raptor and raven nests will be inspected for the presence shells of juvenile tortoises or other evidence or predation of desert tortoise. 

7.1.3	Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan 

In addition to project-specific mortality monitoring studies the Applicants will monitor golden eagles separately to ensure that golden eagle mortality is adequately assessed. For each year during construction, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities will be conducted to determine whether any territory is active (Pagel et al. 2010). Data collected during the inventory shall include: 

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



If an occupied nest is detected during construction within 10 miles of any Project component, the Applicant for that component will implement adaptive management strategies in cooperation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG (and CPUC if an SCE component) for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles (Pagel et al. 2010). Triggers for additional adaptive management requirements will include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, such as agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment.

7.2	Nest Management

Project facilities will manage nests established on any part of the facility as described throughout this document. Eagle nests will be addressed as described in Section 7.1 above.

7.3	Risk Assessment Validation

Using data collected throughout this process, the Applicants will attempt to validate the identified risks of the project. The validation process will consider:

1. Whether the documented mortality rate post-construction is higher, lower, or as expected, compared to the pre-construction risk assessment.

2. Whether conservation measures are adequate to minimize bird and/or bat mortality to the maximum extent practicable? 

3. Would additional conservation measures be likely to reduce mortality rates?

4. Do documented mortality rates trigger adaptive management actions?



The results of this validation assessment would be discussed in Project reporting, described in Section 7.4 below.

7.4	Reporting

Quarterly e-mail summaries of all biological monitoring activities will be submitted to BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE project components) by the Designated Biologist. One section of these summaries will focus on reporting for the long-term monitoring program for raptors (including owls) and bats. This section will include results of the study components of monitoring conducted during the previous quarter, and a discussion of any unusual circumstances noted. These reports may also include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.

 

On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to the BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for the BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS,CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE project components) in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1 of each year. This annual report will summarize all quarterly reports and be submitted via e-mail by the Designated Biologist. After this report is submitted, an annual meeting will be held between the BLM, USFWS, Applicants, CDFG, and CPUC to review the annual monitoring report and discuss monitoring results and conservation measures, including any adaptive management implemented or recommended.






8.0	Key Resources and References

8.1	Key Resources

Key resources include the team of proponent personnel, biological monitors and agency personnel who will work together to ensure the success of the protection, avoidance, and minimization of impacts to bird and bat species during the construction and operations and maintenance phases of the Project. The names and contact information for key personnel are provided below.



Project Proponents

Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC

1111 Broadway St, 4th Floor

Oakland, CA 94607

(510) 625-7400

Contact:  Amanda Beck

ABeck@firstsolar.com



Southern California Edison

1218 South 5th Avenue

Monrovia, CA 91016

(626) 260-6040

Contact: Paul Yamazaki

Paul.Yamazaki@sce.com


Biological Monitoring

Ironwood Consulting

1412 S. Center St.

Redlands, CA 92373

(909) 798-0330

Contact: Kathy Simon

Kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com



Bureau of Land Management

California Desert District Office

22835 Calle San Juan De Los Lagos

Moreno Valley, CA 92553-9046

(951) 697-5223

Contact: Kim Marsden

Kim_Marsden@BLM.gov 





U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office

6010 Hidden Valley Rd., 101

Carlsbad, CA 92011

760.431.9440 x 354 phone

Contact: Jody Fraser

jody_fraser@fws.gov



California Department of Fish and Game

Inland Deserts Region

3602 Inland Empire Blvd Suite C220

Ontario, CA 91764

(909) 484-0167

Contact: Magdalena Rodriguez

mcrodriguez@dfg.ca.gov
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From: Kathy Buescher Simon

To: Jody_Fraser@fws.gov; linda.robb@sce.com

cc: hkoczwara@aspeneg.com; 'Marsden, Kim L'; lisa.amador@ch2m.com; 
mcrodriguez@dfg.ca.gov; 'Massar, Mark T'; sheree.james@sce.com; 'Scott 
White'

Subject: RE: plans
Date: 12/06/2011 01:32 PM
Attachments: Avian and Bat Protection Plan - comparison for USFWS 121611.docx 

OK, here’s the ABPP compared from the last one I sent you guys with the CPUC 
changes, which went around a few times. I can also send their actual comments and 
the responses if that would help you guys, but it also might just be more confusion 
too, so let me know.
 
From: Jody_Fraser@fws.gov [mailto:Jody_Fraser@fws.gov]  
Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2011 1:22 PM 
To: linda.robb@sce.com; kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com 
Cc: hkoczwara@aspeneg.com; Marsden, Kim L; lisa.amador@ch2m.com; 
mcrodriguez@dfg.ca.gov; Massar, Mark T; sheree.james@sce.com; Scott White 
Subject: RE: plans
 
 
Linda and Kathy,  
Regarding the plans, I still have not received from Kathy the comparison docs for review. 
I'm having our raptor ecologist review the ABPP now.  
Thanks,  
Jody 
 
************************************************************** 
Jody Fraser, Biologist 
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office 
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, #208 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 
760.322.2070 x207 ph 
760.322.4648 fax 
jody_fraser@fws.gov 
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1.0	INTRODUCTIONIntroduction 

This section provides a brief summary of the project description for the Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC (ApplicantSunlight) and Southern California Edison (SCE) project (jointly the “Applicants”). A complete description of the project is found in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project California Desert Conservation Area Plan Amendment and Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) (BLM 2011).



The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) issued of a right-of-way (ROW) grant authorizing the construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (Project). The Project covers less than 4,176 acres (ac) and is located in Riverside County, California, approximately 6 miles north of the rural community of Desert Center and approximately (10.5 kilometers or 6.5 miles north of the Interstate 10 corridor (Figure 1). The Project consists of three main components 1) a 550-megawatt (MW) solar photovoltaic (PV) generating facility (Solar Farm), 2) a 220-kilovolt (kV) generation interconnection line (Gen-tie line), and 3) a 500/220-kV substation and substation related components (the Red Bluff Substation) (Figure 2). While the Red Bluff substation is included as part of this project description for planning and environmental considerations, it would be constructed, owned, and operated by SCE, not by the ApplicantSunlight.



The Applicant and SCEApplicants have prepared this Avian and Bat Protection Plan in accordance with regulatory agency guidance, including:

· Region8 Interim Guidelines for the Development of a Project Specific Avian and Bat Protection Plan for Solar Energy Plants and Related Transmission Facilities.   

· Avian and Bat Protection Plan Guidelines developed jointly by Edison Electric Institute’s Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) 

· Additional Interim Guidelines from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS 2000, 2003, 2010). 

· Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO Plan, BLM and the California Department of Fish and Game- CDFG 2002).



1.1	Purpose of the Avian and Bat Protection Plan

The Avian and Bat Protection Plan (ABPP) delineates a program designed to reduce the risks that result from bird and bat interactions due to actions performed by Sunlight in the construction and operation of the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line; and by SCE in the construction and operation of their project components (Red Bluff Substation and associated access road, distribution line and telecommunications site). The overall goal of this ABPP is to reduce, and ultimately eliminate bird and bat mortality to the extent possible. 



The objectives of this ABPP are as follows:

· Describe the process of surveys and siting decisions to date, including identifying baseline conditions for avian and bat species present in the area of the Project components. 

· Identify activities during construction and operational and maintenance (O&M) that may increase the potential of adverse effects to passerine, raptor, and bat species on and adjacent to the Project components.

· Specify steps that will be taken to avoid, minimize and mitigate any potential adverse effects to these species, including thresholds for adaptive management.

· Detail long-term monitoring and reporting goals for the Project.



Ironwood Consulting, Inc.	3







The following Applicant measures (AM) and mitigation measures (MM) from the FEIS are incorporated into this plan.



AM-WIL-3. Avian and Bat Protection Plan. This Plan will be prepared and implemented by the Applicant to specify necessary actions to be taken to protect nesting bird and bat species. The following measures will be implemented by the Applicant to protect burrowing owls in the Project locations during construction:



1. Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction area as recommended by the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG).



2. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 75 meters (250 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). Initial avoidance buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on the type of construction activity as approved by CDFG or USFWS. Outside nesting season or after determining that a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within one mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation.



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicants to protect nesting bird species in the Project locations during construction which are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and California Fish and Game Code Sections 3503 and 3513:



1. Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and in adjacent habitat areas and any nests observed will be identified and clearly marked. For passerines, an exclusion area where construction will not be allowed to commence will be established approximately 100 meters (330 feet) from any active nest. For raptors (other than golden eagles), the exclusion area will be established approximately 170 meters (500 feet) from any active nest (excluding nests of the common raven). For golden eagles, the exclusion area will be established approximately 1.6 kilometers (one mile) from any active nest. Initial protective buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on type of construction activity and bird species and per approval by CDFG or USFWS. Nests will be checked within one week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or young have fledged.



2. Vegetation clearing will be conducted outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

3. Biological monitors will be present on-site during all phases of construction and will be tasked with monitoring avian nesting in adjacent habitats. If nests are found, the same procedures would be used as discussed above for pre-construction surveys. 



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicant to protect roosting bats in the Project locations during construction: Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and adjacent habitat areas and any active bat colonies will be identified and clearly marked. An exclusion area will be established approximately 50 meters (165 feet) from any active colony, and whenever possible, these areas will be avoided during construction activities.



For five years post-construction, the Applicant will record incidental sightings of raptors and bats in the Project locations. In addition, the Applicant will conduct nest surveys within the Project locations at least twice each spring between March 1 and June 1, separated by at least 30 days where all project-related infrastructure will be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. The Applicant will submit quarterly status reports via email to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG. On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1st of each year. These reports may include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.



AM-WIL-4, Construction Water Storage Pond Design. The temporary construction water ponds shall be designed, constructed, and operated in compliance with all applicable regulatory requirements with respect to design, operation, and maintenance, protection of migratory waterfowl, and raven management. This includes following provisions in the FEIS under the common raven management plan and includes the following specific measures to discourage ravens:



· Using anti-perching devices around the perimeter of each pond to exclude ravens and other birds from accessing the edge of the ponds to drink.

· Lining the ponds and maintaining two feet of freeboard in the ponds at all times

· Designing the ponds with interior side slopes at a 33 percent slope (3:1, horizontal:vertical)

· Netting will be used to cover ponds when not in use to reduce avian access. Appropriate material will be used to ensure that nocturnal bird species and bats will not become entangled in the netting.

· At least 60 days prior to construction, the Applicant shall submit to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG, the proposed locations and design of the ponds, including how many ponds would be operational at a time, specific design features to discourage ravens, and a plan for immediately addressing problems with pond design. During construction, the ponds shall be monitored daily to ensure that anti-raven measures are successful. All ponds will be dismantled at the end of construction.



SCE does not have construction water storage ponds in its project components.






MM-WIL-5. Prepare and Implement a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. Prior to the issuance of a ROW retain a BLM-approved, qualified biologist to prepare a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan in consultation with CDFG and USFWS. This plan shall follow the Avian Protection Plan guidelines outlined by USFWS and APLIC. The plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such feeder/distribution lines and solar panels.  



The Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan shall include at a minimum: 

· Detailed specifications on data, 

· A carcass collection protocol, and 

· A rationale justifying the proposed schedule of carcass searches, and

· Seasonal trials to assess bias from carcass removal by scavengers as well as searcher bias.



During construction and for one year following the beginning of the solar farm operation the biologist shall submit annual reports to BLM, CDFG, and USFWS describing the dates, durations, and results of monitoring and data collection. The annual reports shall provide a detailed description of any project-related bird or wildlife deaths or injuries detected during the monitoring study or at any other time and data collected for the study of polarized light impacts on insectivorous birds. The report shall analyze any project-related bird fatalities or injuries detected, and provide recommendations for future monitoring and any adaptive management actions needed.



Thresholds will be determined in this ABPP and approved by BLM, CDFG and USFWS. If BLM determines that bird mortality caused by solar have been identified as key mortality features, or implement other appropriate actions approved by BLM and regulatory agencies based on the findings of the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. If mitigation actions are required, the annual reporting shall continue until BLM, in consultation with CDFG and USFWS, determines whether more years of monitoring are needed, and whether additional mitigation and adaptive management measures are necessary.



MM-WIL-6. Prepare and Implement Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring, and Adaptive Management. For each year after commencement of construction \, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities shall be conducted to determine if whether any territory is active. Survey methods for the inventory shall be as described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. A nesting territory or shall be considered occupied or unoccupied based on criteria in Pagel (2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. Data collected during the inventory shall include at least the following: 

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan: If an occupied nest (as defined by Pagel et al. 2010) is detected within 10 miles of any project component, the Project owner or SCE shall prepare and implement a Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles. The monitoring methods shall be consistent with those described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall be prepared in consultation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). It shall be implemented by Desert Sunlight or SCE, according to project component; and each Applicant shall designate a biologist, to be approved by BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). Triggers for adaptive management shall include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, including but not limited to: agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall include a description of adaptive management actions, which shall include, but not be limited to, cessation of construction activities that are deemed by the Designated Biologist to be the source of golden eagle disturbance.



1.2	Legal Drivers

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA), National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) provide the primary legal bases for this ABPP. The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 703, et seq.) prohibits the taking, killing, possession, transportation and importation of migratory birds, their eggs, parts, and nests, except when authorized by the USFWS. Because MBTA does not provide a specific mechanism to authorize “incidental” take, proponents often work proactively with the Service to avoid and minimize the potential take of species. 



The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 668-668d) protects bald and golden eagles.  Through a new regulation (50 CFR § 22.26), the Service can authorize take of bald and golden eagles when the take is associated with, but not the purpose of, an otherwise lawful activity, and cannot practicably be avoided. Thus, these new regulations provide a mechanism where take of eagles can be legally authorized.  



Under the National Environmental Policy Act (42 USC §§ 4321-4370h), federal agencies such as BLM are required to prepare a detailed environmental impact statement (EIS) for any major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment. An EIS must include an examination of the environmental impacts of a proposed project, a reasonable range of alternatives for a project and other related matters. BLM authorization of a right-of-way (ROW) grant for the Project would require a land use plan amendment (PA) to the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan (BLM 1980), as amended. In addition, DOE will consider Sunlight’s application for a loan guarantee under Title XVII of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EPAct 05), as amended by Section 406 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Public Law (PL) 111-5 (the “Recovery Act”).



The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has discretionary authority to issue the Permit to Construct (PTC) for SCE’s Red Bluff Substation, a portion of the Project. As allowed by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15221, the CPUC intends to use this EIS to provide the environmental review required for its approval process. The CPUC and BLM have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that defines the relationship of the two agencies, and identifies CPUC as a cooperating agency with the BLM. 



The Applicant anticipatesApplicants anticipate that construction and/or operation of the Project will not cause unauthorized “take” or prohibited “disturbance” of any species protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act or the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. However, it is voluntarily proposing this Avian and Bat Protection Plan to proactively implement measures to avoid, minimize and mitigate for any potential adverse effects of the Project on such species.  In addition, by utilizing the adaptive management approach in this plan, it is committing to evaluate data during the operation phase of the Project and make further adjustments to the plan, if necessary and appropriate. 



1.3	Corporate Policy

Sunlight and SCE have a commitment to work cooperatively towards the protection of migratory birds and bats.  These entities are committed to consistent coordination with agency personnel at BLM, USFWS, and the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) so that all parties and agencies understand the scope of the Project and can discuss project facilities and features that may require additional attention for avian species.




2.0	Coordination

Sunlight and SCE recognized that an essential element to developing a successful Project is the coordination between the project proponents and the appropriate agencies. As recommended by USFWS, the Applicants conducted early coordination on essential elements, such as wildlife surveys, project siting criteria, and operational limitations to ensure that all parties and agencies understood the scope of the project and potential issues could be identified early in the planning process (USFWS 2010). This coordination resulted in numerous improvements to project siting and design (discussed in Section 4.0), and the development of Applicant Measures designed to avoid and minimize potential effects to avian and bat species. 

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 

Sunlight evaluated a larger Project Study Area (PSA) when determining the siting of the Project. Areas of desert wash woodland were avoided in this siting to the extent possible, in part to avoid the potential roosting, nesting, and foraging areas for birds and bats within areas of greater vegetation structure. The process of reducing the Project footprint is discussed further in Section 4.0.



The Applicants have also incorporated design features into the Project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats, including:

· Limiting vegetation clearing to periods outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

· Limiting vegetation disturbance and grading to the smallest area practicable; and

· Placing electrical lines underground or transmission lines on existing structures to the extent practical to avoid collisions with lines. 



The Applicants further intendsintend to utilize the Applicant Measures AM-WIL-3 and AM-WIL-4 from the FEIS (presented in Section 1.0) during the construction phase and O&M phase of the project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

SCE will also follow the above measures outlined in AM-WIL-3 (AM-WIL-4 is not applicable to SCE components) in the FEIS above to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.






3.0	Adaptive Management and Habitat Compensation

3.1	Adaptive Management Process

The Applicant hasApplicants have incorporated siting criteria, design features and best management practices into the Project that will provide significant avoidance and minimization measures that will reduce the potential for adverse effects on avian and bat species. Specifically, decisions were made to ensure that each phase of project development was evaluated with an eye to reducing potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats during the siting, design, construction, operation and maintenance (O&M), and post-operation phases of the Project. 



In additional to the specific Project measures described below, Sunlight and SCE are committed to using an adaptive management approach throughout the life of the Project that supports flexible decision making and can be adjusted as monitoring results or new regional data are received. In so doing, the protections in this plan are expected to have continued effectiveness throughout the life of the Project.



This adaptive management approach will include the following six key concepts described by Williams (2009) that are endorsed by the Service in its Interim Guidance for Solar Energy Facilities (USFWS 2010):

1. Problem Assessment

2. Design

3. Implementation

4. Monitoring

5. Evaluation

6. Adjustment



Adaptive Management is a keystone of the Sunlight and SCE program to avoid and reduce potential effects to avian and bat species throughout the construction, O&M, and decommissioning stages of the Project. In order to compensate for the loss of avian and bat habitat, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide habitat compensation. This approach is described further in the following sections.

3.2	Habitat Compensation

Habitat Compensation is discussed in detail in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar 2011) for the solar farm and gen-tie line. The Applicant and SCE, and in the Red Bluff Substation Habitat Compensation Plan (SCE 2011) for the Red Bluff Substation and related components,. The Applicants are prepared to implement necessary mitigation and compensation for impacts to protected wildlife species as required by BLM, the CDFG, and USFWS as described in the FEIS and Habitat Compensation PlanPlans. 




4.0	Pre-Siting Data Collection

The siting of the solar farm site, gen-tie line, and substation required detailed and individual evaluation. Although the area of Red Bluff Substation had been recently and repeatedly surveyed prior to this Project for numerous transmission projects, the solar farm site and immediately surrounding areas had not been previously surveyed. Thus, in an effort to place the Project components in locations that would yield the least risk of population impacts, a rigorous siting evaluation process was completed, including the following considerations recommended by the USFWS:

1. Coarse Site Assessment

2. Habitat Equivalency Analysis

3. Site Specific Wildlife Surveys

4. Risk Assessment

5. Reporting

4.1 Coarse Site Assessment

In accordance with USFWS guidance, a pre-siting assessment was conducted starting with a coarse site assessment of the potential environmental issues that might preclude the site from development based on its perceived or validated level of risk (USFWS 2010). This project conducted the equivalent of a Potential Impact Index (PII) (USFWS 2003) by taking a “first cut” analysis of the suitability of a site proposed for development and estimating use of the site by selected wildlife species as an indicator of potential impact (USFWS 2010).



Initial biological assessments conducted in 2007 recommended the avoidance of Pinto Wash as potential habitat for special status species, including avian and bat species. This was supported by an initial field assessment of the site conducted by Patricia Brown-Berry (Brown Berry 2010) for bat species. Between 2008 and 2011, several additional site reductions occurred that reduced the solar farm footprint and shifted the footprint away from areas that support better quality habitats with larger and more diverse vegetative structure.



Project components do not provide habitat for federally or state-listed avian or bat species, but do provide habitat for several special-status species, including those shown on Tables 1 and 2 (Ironwood Consulting 2010). All species in Tables 1 and 2 are species addressed and covered under the Species is covered under the Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO).

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 

The Solar farm site alternatives and Gen-tie line route alternatives are not within an Important Bird Area, a Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Network (WHSRN), or an area designated by the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance (Ramsar Convention). The solar farm site is not within an area designated as a critical habitat unit (CHU), or other Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC). The Gen-tie line is partially located within the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU designated as management areas for the desert tortoise. 

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are not within an Important Bird Area, WHSRN area, or Ramsar Convention area. The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are within the Chuckwalla CHU and DWMA.
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Table 1.	Sensitive Avian Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Passerine Species

		



		Chaetura vauxi

Vaux’s swift (breeding sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Progne subis

purple martin

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Toxostoma lecontei

LeConte’s thrasher

		Federal:



State:

NECO:

		Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC)

SSC

covered 



		Raptors 

		



		Aquila chrysaetos

golden eagle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		protected by BGEPA

SSC; fully protected

covered 



		Athene cunicularia

burrowing owl

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Buteo regalis

ferruginous hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

none

covered 



		Buteo swainsonii

Swainson’s hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

threatened

covered 



		Circus cyaneus

northern harrier

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Falco mexicanus

prairie falcon (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered












Table 2.	Sensitive Bat Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Antrozous pallidus

pallid bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eptesicus fuscus pallidus

big brown bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eumops perotis californicus

western mastiff bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Eumops perotis

pocketed free-tailed bat  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus cinereus

hoary bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus xanthinus

southern yellow bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Macrotus californicus

California leaf-nosed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Myotis californicus  

California myotis  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Parastrellus hesperus

western pipistrelle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Plecotus townsendii

Townsend’s big-eared bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Tadarida brasiliensis  

Mexican free-tailed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered










4.2	Habitat Equivalency Analysis

TheAs requested by USFWS, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide the habitat compensation process. Permanent habitat losses and with the process that will be used to compensate for this habitat loss have been quantified and are described in the Project’s Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar and SCE 2011).



AsIn addition, as recommended by the USFWS, the Applicants have looked for opportunities to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities. These opportunities may come in the form of voluntary habitat acquisition or conservation easements. In order to quantify the appropriate compensation acreage, the use of an HEA can be used to identify high quality habitat and calculate compensation for the development of high quality habitats for both permanent and temporary losses. The objective of an HEA is to replace lost habitat services with like services, providing a replacement ratio for interim and permanent injury. 



The most significant step First Solar has taken to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities is working with BLM to determine the suitability of habitat remaining within their solar application as an area to be excluded from future development due to biological concerns. The area that could be excluded supports more diverse habitats with greater vegetation structure than the majority of the Project site and provides better habitats for most bird and bat species than those habitats found on the solar farm site.

4.3	Site Specific Wildlife Surveys

Pre-siting survey data will become the baseline for project impacts to bird and bat populations. Thus, prior to conducting site-specific surveys of the Project components, appropriate survey questions were developed that included methods applicable for before-after control impacts studies. Survey questions included:

1. Which species of birds and bats use the project area and how do their numbers vary temporally?

2. How much time do birds/bats spend in potential risk zones and does this behavior vary by season?

3. What is the estimated range of bird/bat mortalities from the project?

4. Are there nesting raptors on site or within 3 miles of project footprint. For eagles, are there eagles nesting within 10 miles of project footprint?

4.3.1	Methods

As recommended by USFWS (2010), multiple survey techniques were used to ensure adequate data collection. Specific survey methods included:

1. Diurnal point counts including varying timing during the day, month and seasonally during migratory periods.

2. Raptor nest searches including golden eagle surveys (Pagel et al 2010)

3. Migration counts.

4. Incidental data collection conducted during all biological surveys conducted at the Project components, which spanned over four years at the site, thus also captured timing variation within days, months and seasons as well as under varying climatic conditions.

5. 
Surveys for burrowing owl following Phase I and II surveys as directed by CDFG (California Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993).



Point Counts

Point count surveys for all birds were conducted in April, May, and October 2010 by experienced desert avian biologists Kip Kermoian and Jake Molhman at a total of twelve locations, nine on the Solar farm site and three at control sites, using point count methodology as described in Monitoring Bird Populations by Point Counts (Ralph et al. 1995). The surveys identify bird species and their relative numbers at each fixed study point location (point counts). Point count methodology is well accepted and widely used in bird studies.  Each point is visited for a fixed amount of time and all birds detected within an often fixed radius are recorded. Research suggests that the amount of time spent at a sampling location increases standard error, especially at times greater than 10 minutes (Smith et al. 1997). Each count was limited to 10 minutes to minimize standard error introduced by double counting, flyovers, etc. Additionally, incidental flyovers were recorded separately from typical observations and each count was divided into three survey periods consisting of the first three minutes, minutes 3 to 5, and minutes 5 to 10. This time division was done to facilitate data analysis used to differentiate birds most likely to be permanent or temporary occupants of the study point from transients in the area surveyed.  



Golden Eagle Surveys

The ApplicantApplicants participated in a joint program to conduct aerial surveys for golden eagles in and around Blythe and Desert Center, California. These surveys were conducted in two phases, with Phase 1 occurring on April 2-3, 2010 and Phase 2 occurring on May 14, 2010.  These surveys were conducted in accordance with applicable USFWS guidance and were designed to record and report occupancy (Phase I) and productivity (Phase II) of golden eagle nests within a ten-mile radius of four solar projects, including Sunlight’s Solar farm site. 



Although the primary purpose of the surveys was to conduct the first of two aerial surveys for golden eagles [Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (USFWS 2010)], the surveys also recorded data for other raptor species.  The data and results from these surveys are found in the Final Report, Golden Eagle Surveys Surrounding Four Proposed Energy Developments in the Mojave Desert Region, California (Wildlife Research Institute 2010). 



Raptor Nest Surveys

Surveys of the alternatives for all three main components of the Project site were conducted on April 23-24 and May 20, 2010 in accordance with draft State agency protocols for identifying raptor nests [California Energy Commission (CEC) and CDFG 2010].  These surveys include inspecting all potential structures and trees in the Project vicinity for the presence of raptor nests. The results from these nest surveys are incorporated in this document.




Bats

On February 17, 2010, Dr. Patricia Brown, desert bat expert who has conducted numerous bat surveys in the Project region, conducted a reconnaissance-level survey of the Project components. The purpose of this survey was to determine those bats species that might inhabit these project areas and to formulate avoidance and minimization measures for bat species to be used during the construction, O&M, and post-construction phases.




Incidental Sightings

During all Project biological surveys, all bird species were identified and/or tallied on standardized data forms (Ironwood Consulting 2010). These data were compiled in electronic databases and used to determine species present and variation throughout days, months and seasons.

Burrowing Owl

Phase I burrowing owl surveys were conducted in 2007 on the First Solar project components, and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Phase II focused surveys were conducted in 2008 and 2010 on the First Solar project components and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Results of these surveys are compiled in the Biological Resources Technical Report (Ironwood 2010). In addition, pre-construction surveys in September 2011 were conducted on both the solar farm and Red Bluff substation sites, following the Phase II and III protocols (Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993). 

4.3.2	Results

Results addressing the first 3three survey questions were compiled and are discussed below separately for passerines, raptors, and bats with a special discussion for special-status bird species listed on Table 1. The chart below shows those bird species that were recorded most frequently during all surveys of the solar farm site.








Passerines

Most detections of passerine species were recorded in the morning hours between 0600 and 0800 and in the months of March and April in each year. These results are likely affected by the higher numbers of surveyors recording data during those months of the year, and that point counts were conducted in the morning hours as described in Ralph et al 1995. All passerine species were found in habitats that are present both on the solar farm site and gen-tie line, and on the SCE components; therefore any of these species may inhabit each of these Project components. Habitat quality does differ throughout the area, with the gen-tie line and SCE components in areas of sheet flow and scattered desert dry wash woodland, thus providing greater vegetation diversity and structure. The solar farm site has approximately 1,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitats that provide greater density and structure favored by most species, with the remaining approximately 2,921 acres poorer quality habitat with few species present and wide spaces between shrubs of stunted growth.



Mortalities from the project are not expected with the inclusion of the avoidance and impact minimization measures required in the FEIS and discussed in Section 5.0 of this report and include protection of active nests until nest completion is documented. Avian species found on the solar farm site are highly mobile and were generally found in low numbers on the majority of the solar farm site. Thirty-eight passerine species have been recorded at the Project components (Table 3). The species indicated in bold type are special-status species discussed separately below.



Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. ’Costa's hummingbirds feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 3). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  




Table 3.	Passerine Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		Common Name

		Scientific name



		American robin

		Turdus migratorius



		Anna's hummingbird

		Calypte anna



		ash-throated flycatcher

		Myiarchus cinerascens



		barn swallow

		Hirundo rustica



		black-crowned night heron

		Nycticorax nycticorax



		black-tailed gnatcatcher

		Polioptila melanura



		black-throated sparrow

		Amphispiza bilineata



		blue-gray gnatcatcher

		Polioptila caerulea



		Brewer's blackbird

		Euphagus cyanocephalus



		Brewer's sparrow

		Spizella breweri



		Bullock's oriole

		Icterus bullockii



		common poorwill

		Phalaenoptilus nuttallii



		Costa's hummingbird

		Calypte costae



		Gambel’s quail

		Callipepla gambelii



		greater roadrunner

		Geococcyx californianus



		great-tailed grackle

		Quiscalus mexicanus



		horned lark

		Eremophila alpestris



		house finch

		Carpodacus mexicanus



		house wren

		Troglodytes aedon



		killdeer

		Charadrius vociferous



		LeConte’s thrasher

		Toxostoma lecontei



		lesser goldfinch

		Carduelis psaltria



		lesser nighthawk

		Chordeiles minor



		mourning dove

		Zenaida macroura



		northern flicker

		Colaptes auratus



		northern mockingbird

		Mimus polyglottos



		phainopepla

		Phainopepla nitens



		rock wren

		Salpinctes obsoletus



		northern rough-winged swallow

		Stelgidopteryx serripennis



		Say’s phoebe

		Sayonaris nigricans



		tree swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		verdin

		Auriparus flaviceps



		violet-green swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		western kingbird

		Tyraannus verticalis



		western meadowlark

		Sturnella neglecta



		white-crowned sparrow

		Zonotrichia leucophrys



		white-throated swift 

		Aeronautes saxatalis



		yellow-rumped warbler

		Dendroica coronata








Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 1). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  

Raptors

Thirteen raptor species (excluding common raven) are known to occur at the Project components (Table 4). The species in bold type are special-status species as shown on Table 1 with locations shown on Figure 13 for all species except burrowing owl, shown on Figure 24. Because the solar farm site and gen-tie line are located in the valley floor of the Chuckwalla Valley, most raptor species were observed as flyovers of the components as indicated on Table 4.



Table 4.	Raptor Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		

Common Name

		

Scientific Name

		Approximate Number of Individuals



		

		

		Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		Red Bluff Substation and 

Related Components



		American kestrel

		Falco sparverius

		P

		P



		burrowing owl

		Athene cunicularia

		1*7

		0*



		ferruginous hawk 

		Buteo regalis

		1 flyover

		0



		golden eagle

		Aquila chrysaetos

		0

		0



		loggerhead shrike

		Lanius ludovicianus

		23

		6



		merlin

		Falco columbarius

		P

		P



		northern harrier

		Circus cyaneus

		2 flyovers

		0



		prairie falcon

		Falco mexicanus

		4 flyovers

		0



		red-tailed hawk

		Buteo jamaicensis

		P

		P



		sharp-shinned hawk

		Accipiter striatus

		P

		P



		Swainson’s hawk

		Buteo swainsonii

		18 flyovers

		0



		turkey vulture

		Cathartes aura

		P

		P





P = present at Project component (non-special-status species were not recorded by location)

*see burrowing owl discussion for more information







Burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. It is also a BCC species for which the USFWS is very concerned about fragmentation and displacement effects. Burrowing owls inhabit open dry grasslands and desert scrubs, and typically nest in mammal burrows although they may use man-made structures including culverts and debris piles. In the Project region, they are resident species and exhibit strong nest site fidelity. Burrowing owls eat insects, small mammals and reptiles. 



The Phase 1I assessment for burrowing owls concluded that suitable habitat for burrowing owls existed throughout the study area. During the Phase 2II burrow surveys, numerous suitable burrows were recorded on the solar farm site; however, three records of burrowing owl sign (i.e., burrow, white wash and pellets) were observed. One group of observations, which included one individual owl and two burrows with white wash and pellets, occurred approximately 1,500 feet east of the intersection of Gen-Tie A1 and highway 177. The two other individual owl sightings occurred approximately one mile north and 0.8 mile west of the solar farm site. One owl was observed east of the Red Bluff substation.



Owls observed were all individual adults and observations occurred during both spring and fall seasons. It is expected that the owls reside within the area and there is a high potential for pairs to occur. Phase 3 surveys will be performed prior to ground disturbing activities to determine the exact number of resident owls potentially affected by construction immediately prior to these activities.



Phase II and III pre-construction surveys found one potential burrowing owl burrow on the Red Bluff substation site, and seven individual single owls on the solar farm site. The burrow on the Red Bluff substation site was determined to be unoccupied and collapsed in a storm event on September 13, 2011.





Ferruginous hawk (Buteo regalis) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. This species typically nests in northern latitudes of North America and overwinters in southern regions. Migrant ferruginous hawks are a regular but uncommon during spring and fall in the California desert regions. Within the NECO planning area, ferruginous hawks have been observed overwintering in low numbers in the lower Colorado River Valley, Yuma Basin, West Mesa, and the agricultural areas of Imperial Valley (BLM 2002). Two sightings of migrating ferruginous hawks were recorded, one within the Solar farm site and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. Both observations occurred in March 2010 and consisted of flyovers. The golden eagle surveys performed by helicopter in spring 2010 did not observe presence of this species. Based on data reviewed and observations, it is not expected that ferruginous hawks utilize the study area for nesting or overwintering. This species may forage within the study area during migration. 



Golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) is a State Species of Special Concern and Fully Protected Species, is covered under the federal Bald and itGolden Eagle Protection Act (described in Section 1.2), and is addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. Golden eagles and their primary prey species, jackrabbits, have declined in the California desert regions due to prolonged drought conditions that have persisted since 1998 (WRI 2010). Breeding in Southern California starts in January, nest building and egg laying in February to March, and hatching and raising the young eagles occur from April through June. Once the young eagles are flying on their own, the adult eagles will continue to feed them and teach them to hunt until late November.





No golden eagle nests were found on or adjacent to the solar farm site or other Project components. Phase I occupancy surveys conducted in April 2010 detected 13 potentially-active nests within a ten mile radius of the Solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation, as shown on Figure 35. Of these, 4 nests were within Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP), with an additional three in steep hills west and above Eagle Mountain mine, nearly within the JTNP boundaries. These are located either on BLM lands or lands owned by Eagle Mountain Mine and the Kaiser Corporation. The remaining three potential nests were located south of Interstate 10 in the Chuckwalla Mountains, approximately 3 miles west and southwest from the proposed Red Bluff Substation. One observation of a golden eagle flyover of the Chuckwalla Valley was recorded during these surveys (WRI 2010).



Phase II productivity surveys determined that 12 of these 13 nests were inactive, with one active but non-reproductive nest located in the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area approximately 5 miles from the solar farm site boundary (Figure 35). No reproductive nests were located within the 10-mile radius of the solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation (WRI 2010).



During these surveys, there were additional raptor species observed within 10 miles of the solar farm site: turkey vultures, common ravens, prairie falcons, and Swainson’s hawks (WRI 2010).







Loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) is State Species of Special Concern and a year-round resident in parts of the Southern California desert. As a predatory bird its diet consists of insects, amphibians, small reptiles, small mammals, and other birds. One pair was observed approximately 0.2 miles northwest of the Solarsolar farm site. Observations of adults were made in both spring and fall, and one individual with first-year plumage was recorded in the fall. Based on the amount and nature of observations made during the surveys, loggerhead shrikes are year-round residents within the study area. Loggerhead shrikes were often observed perching on palo verde and ironwood trees as well as larger creosote bush shrubs and other structures including utility poles. 



Northern harrier (Circus cyaneus), a State Species of Special Concern, is a raptor species that occurs in a wide range of habitats throughout North America. In Southern California, harriers typically nest and forage in open habitats that provide adequate vegetative cover, suitable prey base, and scattered perches such as shrubs or fence posts (Shuford 2008). This species is often found near bodies of water and wetlands (CDFG 2010). Harriers are ground-nesting birds with suitable nesting habitat limited in the southern California desert (Shuford 2008). Three harriers were recorded: two within the Solar farm site, and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. 



Prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus) is State Species of Special Concern that breeds throughout the arid West from southern Canada to central Mexico. The overall distribution appears to be stable. Prairie falcons are found in areas of the dry interior where cliffs provide secure nesting sites. In the desert they are found in all vegetation types, although sparse vegetation provides the best foraging habitat. Prairie falcons were observed in the southwest corner of the solar farm site and approximately 1 mile east of the eastern boundary as flyovers. Two additional observations were recorded along the Gen-tie line, but not south of Interstate 10 (I-10) near the Red Bluff Substation alternatives or related components. During aerial surveys for golden eagles, two prairie falcons were recorded within 10 miles of the Solar farm site near the boundary of Eagle Mountain Mine and Joshua Tree National Park (WRI 2010). One location was an active, reproductive nest in 2010 with unknown nest success (Figure 3). No prairie falcon nests were observed within any Project areas.



Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsonii) is state-listed (threatened) raptor species that breeds in much of western North America. Within California, nesting occurs primarily in the Central Valley and northern territoriesCounties; however, regular nesting also occurs in the high desert between the Tehachapi Mountains and Lancaster. This species winters in southern South America with a migration route of over 20,000 miles (Woodbridge 2008). Arrival at breeding areas generally occurs from late February to early May depending on geographical characteristics of the breeding area (Woodbridge 2008). Nest sites have not been documented in the Sonoran Desert of California. This species was observed within the study area during migration. Three incidental records were documented on April 9, 2010 during botanical and baseline surveys. Two observations were of individual Swainson’s hawks and the third observation consisted of a group of over ten birds. All individuals were seen in flight overhead within or near the Solar Farm boundaries. Additionally, Swainson’s hawks were observed during golden eagle surveys near Chuckwalla Mountains [two individuals (March 26 and April 3, 2010)], Coxcomb Mountains [fourteen individuals (April 2, 2010)], and Palen Mountains [four individuals (March 25, 2010)] (WRI 2010). This species is not expected to nest or overwinter within the study area.

Bats

Dr. Brown’s results indicate that pallid bats and western pipistrelles could roost in small rocks on the ground on the solar farm site alternatives. Radio-telemetry surveys have shown that hoary bats will roost in palo verde trees and ironwoods and that California leaf-nosed bats might roost in the limited areas of ironwood trees between foraging bouts. These tree species are found within the small areas of desert dry wash woodland on the gen-tie line and Red Bluff Substation and related components.



Desert dry wash woodland attracts foraging bats due to increased insect concentration.  This is especially true for California leaf-nosed bats and pallid bats that feed on large insects they glean off the foliage. Roosts for these species have been identified in mines in the Eagle and Coxcomb Mountains, both within 16 kilometers (10 miles) of the solar farm site.

4.4	Risk Assessment

Potential direct impacts could occur without the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures incorporated in to the Project through Applicant measuresMeasures and mitigation measuresMitigation Measures as described in the FEIS (see Section 1.0). Some of the measures described in this document are in addition to those presented in the FEIS as the Applicants continue to address concerns regarding avian and bat species and meet changing requirements. With the incorporation of these measures, the Project is not expected to cause any prohibited “take” or “disturbance” of any species protected by the BGEPA or MBTA.



4.4.1	Site-Specific Threats

Based on the results of the site-specific surveys combined with additional regional surveys and information, the potential for take was assessed for the following site-specific threats (USFWS 2010):

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays;

2. Transmission line, power tower, meteorological tower, or guy line collision;

3. Electrocution potential;

4. Territory abandonment;

5. Nest and roost site disturbances;

6. Habitat loss and fragmentation; and

7. Disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility.



Due to the nature of the Project (as a photovoltaic solar facility) and its components, the following threats are not likely to occur:

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays,

2. Potential collisions from power towers, meterological towers, and guy lines 

3. Electrocution potential



Potential threats from direct transmission line collisions for avian species and bats could occur without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0.



Without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0, nest and roost site disturbances and territory abandonment could occur due to direct nest removal during vegetation removal activities; and indirect disturbance from construction-related noise, lighting, and dust. 

  

Although no nests would be directly taken with the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures for the Project, habitat loss and fragmentation would occur due to the loss of approximately 4,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitat, and up to 200 acres of desert wash woodland habitat. The loss of these habitats would prevent avian and bat species from using the Project areas for nesting or overwintering, and these species and habitat uses would likely remain in adjacent large habitat areas including those areas restricted from development between the Project and Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) and within the park itself (over 1,000,000 acres of protected adjacent similar habitats).



Potential disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility is likely to be extremely small because the Project is photovoltaic in nature and has no moving components. The estimated long-term human presence on the facility is estimated at 12-15 individuals related to security and maintenance activities, as described in the FEIS. The avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0 include measures for the O&M phase of the Project.



Impacts to bats include potential direct impacts to ground nesting species (pallid bats and western pipistrelles) and the potential for the removal of trees with activethat could support bat colonies. at the solar farm site and/or Red Bluff Substation. Indirect impacts could potentially occur from removal of foraging habitat. Indirect impacts could also potentially occur, or from increased human activity, noise, nighttime lighting, and dust. 



Although temporary construction ponds will be constructed at the solar farm site, these ponds will have netting secured around the top of the pond fencing to discourage bats and birds from using water at these ponds.

4.4.2	Cumulative Impacts

The FEIS lists those projects considered as part of the cumulative impact analysis. Cumulative effects discussed in this document include those which have been or will be carried out throughout the anticipated life of the project, and, where practicable and reasonable, should include the impacts from all threats for which the BLM and/or Applicants have some form of control. Potential long-term cumulative indirect effects include the potential removal of nesting, roosting, and foraging habitat for avian and bat species.



For passerine species, nesting and foraging habitats are focused on smaller home ranges near nest sites and available forage. As described above for site-specific threats, vegetation removal would occur within these home ranges, using avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0 to eliminate the take of these species or active nests. The Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide similar habitats and abundant nesting and foraging opportunities for these species, therefore, cumulative effects are unlikely to be significant.  



Raptor species (excluding golden eagles and ravens) have larger home ranges and forage over large distances. Due to the development of this Project and other regional projects there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat. This loss is not expected to be significant, or cause prohibited take because it represents a small percentage of the total foraging area regionally available for these species (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for raptors, and more suitable habitats for nesting for most raptor species.



Golden eagles forage in an area extending up to 225 kilometers (140 miles) from the Project boundaries.their nest sites. Although there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat from the development of alternative energy projects and other regional projects discussed in the FEIS, this loss is not expected to be significant, or to cause prohibited “disturbance” or “taking,” because it is only a small percentage of the total foraging area (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provides appropriate habitats for nesting (which the Project dies not), and appropriate habitats for foraging.



For bat species, potential cumulative impacts are discussed for an area 16 kilometers (10 miles) from the boundaries of the Proposed Project. These include the potential for combined direct effects of the removal of individuals and occupied nests of ground nesting species such as pallid bats and western pipistrelles from project construction. In addition, the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for bats, and many areas that are more suitable habitats for nesting for bat species.








5.0.	Project Design Conservation Measures

The Applicants have sited and designed the Project components to avoid and minimize impacts to avian and bat species whenever possible. All discussions below of macro- and micro-siting considerations, nest site buffers and conservation measures during the construction and O&M phases of the Project will apply to both Applicants and all Project components.



The Applicants have worked to site Project components to have the least impacts to bird and bat populations with the goal of avoiding any take of migratory birds and bats and/or minimize the loss, destruction, or degradation of migratory bird and bat habitat by placing projects in areas of lower quality habitat to the maximum extent practicable. 

5.1	Project Siting

The process of siting of Project components included both macro- and micro-siting considerations.

5.1.1	Macro-Siting

Macro-siting considerations for the Project components were conducted in 2007 during initial surveys, and were refined in 2008 after the collection of the initial large data sets for the Project. In 2007, Pinto Wash, which bisects the requested Right-of-Way grant, was removed from development consideration. At this time, other larger areas of desert wash woodland were also removed from site consideration because these habitats support greater vegetation structure, density and diversity and are likely to support greater numbers of species and individuals than other habitats in the ROW area. Macro-siting considerations for the Project components also included the avoidance of:



· Locations with federally or state listed, or otherwise designated sensitive species, and areas managed for the conservation of listed species

Project components avoid DWMAs, CHU, and ACECs to the extent possible and were sited in the area of lowest known concentration for special-status species available.

· Areas frequently used for daily bird and bat movements (i.e., areas between roosting and feeding sites)

Areas of desert wash woodland were identified and avoided by Project components to the greatest extent possible, particularly the avoidance of larger expanses of this habitat found in the Pinto and Big Wash areas.

· Breeding and wintering eagle use areas

These areas were identified and avoided for all Project components. Valley floor areas such as the proposed Solar farm site do not provide wintering or breeding habitatnest or roost sites for eagles.

· Known migration flyways for birds and bats

Pinto Wash is a known bat migration corridor with impacts to this area avoided by the siting of the Solar farm site.

· Areas near known bat hibernacula, breeding, and maternity/nursery colonies

No known areas are found with the footprint of the Project components.

· Fragmentation of large, contiguous tracts of wildlife habitat (Canadian Wildlife Service 2006a and 2006b)



Many desert special status avian and bat species require large undisturbed areas that are highly sensitive to fragmentation effects. In siting the Project components, all areas with greater vegetation structure, density and diversity were avoided or reduced to the extent possible. These areas included desert wash woodlands and areas of creosote bush scrub that overlay stabilized geological features and support greater density and diversity of vegetation.

5.1.2	Micro-Siting

Micro-siting considerations for the Project components were begun in 2008 and actively continued as further wildlife surveys were conducted and through informal meetings with the BLM, USFWS and CDFG throughout the Project’s planning process. The siting of the solar farm was further reduced between the Draft EIS and FEIS in response to concerns from the public and agencies involved in the process. Beyond continuing to refine the boundaries of the solar farm, additional considerations of micro-siting included:

· Avoiding features that attract raptors (areas supporting tall perching structures including trees, utility poles, etc.)



+By avoiding minimizing impacts to desert wash woodland areas and avoiding Pinto Wash, the Projectsolar farm avoided areas with tree layers. TheIn addition, the Applicants have designed features to reduce perching by raptors whenever possible.

· Avoiding features that attract migrant birds (e.g., water sources, riparian vegetation) Minimize the potential for enhancing habitats suitable for raptor prey species such as rodents that would likely attract raptors to the project site



Project components are not adjacent to landscape features that attract migrant birds such as water sources. Project construction and O&M phases will minimize the potential for creating habitats suitable for rodents, such as rock piles, that could attract raptors.

5.2	Buffer Zones

Buffer zones have been established through the FEIS Applicant and Mitigation Measures to protect raptor and other bird nests, areas of high bird and bat use, and known bat roosts from disturbance related to the construction of the solar farm. 



Clearance surveys will be conducted within 30 days prior to vegetation removal in project areas to locate any active nests, burrowing owl burrows, or bat roosts. Vegetation removal will occur outside of the breeding season for special-status bird and bats species to the extent possible. If any active nests, roosts or burrows are located during these surveys, buffer zones will be established as described in the FEIS to protect these areas.



A Lead Avian and Bat Biologist, working under the Designated Biologist, will be assigned to ensure all buffer zones are correctly established and to monitor nest activity and determine when each nest or burrowing owl burrow has fledged or failed. This individual will also be responsible for all data collected for these buffer zones, nests, roosts and burrows.




5.2.1	Passerines

Buffer distances for passerine nests will consider species, terrain, habitat type, and activity level as these features relate to the bird alert distance and bird flight initiation distance (Whitfield et al. 2008). Buffer size distance was coordinated throughout the FEIS process and is established in the FEIS as established at approximately 100 meters from any active nest (330 feet). The Lead Avian Biologist will may determine that a smaller or larger distance is necessary under individual circumstances such as topography and type of construction activities. 



The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the Lead Avian Biologist has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.

5.2.2	Raptors and Eagles

Project-related disturbances such as construction noise, lighting and dust will be avoided within 500 feet from the solar farm site forof an active raptor nest and within one mile for an active eagle nest (excluding common ravens). Any changes in this buffer distance would be determine by the Lead Avian Biologist for the Project and submitted to USFWS, BLM, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components) for approval. Any nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.



For the Red Bluff substation and related components, the specific landscape features of steep terrain and ridgelines between construction activities and nest sites may dictate reduced buffers (Richardson and Miller 1997).



Surveys for golden eagle nests will be conducted during each year of construction that occurs within the nesting season. These surveys will be completed in accordance with current USFWS guidance and protocols (currently Pagel 2010) under the Golden Eagle Surveys and Nest Site Monitoring Plan discussed below in Section 7.0.

5.2.3	Burrowing Owls

For burrowing owls, Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction unit and within a 150-meter (500 foot) buffer area. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 100 meters (330 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged. Outside the nesting season or after determining a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within 1 mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls using accepted methods for excluding owls from burrows such as one-way doors or otherwise ensuring owls are not in burrows while burrows are collapsed; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation, including the number and original location of each owl, and known additional locations for each individual.

5.2.4	Bats

Construction activities will avoid any bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula found during clearance surveys. No bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula have been located during surveys conducted at the Project components between 2008 and 2011. Appropriate buffer distances will be established by the Lead Avian Biologist in consideration of the disturbance type, distance to roost or hibernacula, time of year of, and the duration of the disturbance.

5.3	Appropriate Facility Design

Many conservation measures have been incorporated into the design of Project facilities, as suggested in USFWS 2010, in an attempt to reduce the potential effects of Project on avian and bat populations, including:



1. Avoid using lattice-type structures, placing external ladders and platforms on towers to minimize perching and nesting.

The use of lattice towers, platforms, and ladders will be minimized to the extent practicable. The use of lattice structures will only be used on the solar farm site for a lookout tower, which will be frequently used (this deterring use by raptors and other birds), and will be frequently checked for the presence of nests. 



Although lattice structures will be used by SCE for their Project components, these will be in an area designated as a utility corridor that currently supports numerous transmission lines, including those on lattice towers, such as DPV1. The Project would not cause a significant increase on the number of lattice towers within this corridor.



2. Implement measures to reduce or buffer adverse noise effects associated with operation of the facility on surrounding wildlife habitat. Noise impacts to birds (Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008) have generally been found to be negative; therefore facility design should take this fact into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats.

The Project utilizes photovoltaic panel technology which has little potential for noise impacts. Noise effects have been extensively studiesstudied and includeincluded in the FEIS, and continued noise monitoring will be conducted during construction. Noise impacts during construction would include noise generated from the operation of construction equipment and construction vehicles. The O&M phase of the Project would have little or no noise for both the solar farm and SCE components.



3. Avoid the use of guy wires for all meteorological towers and do not light them unless the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requires them to be lit, which is generally >60 meters (>199 ft) AGL in height. Any necessary guy wires should be marked with recommended bird deterrent devices (APLIC 1994, USFWS 2000).

No meteorological towers or guy wires or line are included in the Project.



4. If structures (>60 meters [>199 ft] AGL) require lights for aviation safety, the minimum amount of pilot warning and obstruction avoidance lighting specified by the FAA should be used (FAA 2007). All lights within the facility should illuminate synchronously. Lighting of the boundary of the facility is most important as an aviation safety warning. Unless otherwise requested by the FAA, use only the minimum number of strobed, strobe-like or blinking red incandescent lights of minimum intensity. No steady burning lights should be used on facility infrastructures (Gehring et al. 2009).

Any such lighting at the Project facilities would follow this guidance. SCE facilities are not planned greater than 185 feet in height.



5. Facility lights should be focused downward to reduce skyward illumination. Lights should be equipped with motion detectors to reduce continuous illumination. 

All lighting used at Projectboth the solar farm and SCE project facilities will be downcast and would be used only when necessary, when appropriate by installing motion detectors, depending on safety concerns. The projectsolar farm has prepared a Lighting Mitigation Plan in consultation with the Night Sky Program Manager for the National Park Service in order to limit skyward illumination. 



6. Where feasible, place electric power lines underground or on the surface as insulated, shielded wire to avoid electrocution of birds. Use recommendations of the Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) for any required above-ground lines, transformers, or conductors.

Power lines will be in accordance with Avian Power Line Interaction Committee guidelines. 



7. Avoiding the creation of roads to minimize further loss and fragmentation of migratory bird habitat.

New roads associated with Project activities will be kept to a minimum. Roads associated with the solar farm site will be within the Project fence. Roads associated with the gen-tie line have been designed to be the shortest distance possible, such as using spur roads to tower sites from Kaiser Road instead of the creation of a new road along the gen-tie line. Red Bluff substation and related components will use existing roads to the maximum extent possible.



8. If evaporation ponds are required for the operation of the facility, placement of netting over the surface of the ponds is encouraged to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface.

Temporary construction ponds will be used only during the construction phase and will be covered with netting to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface. These ponds are not used for evaporation.  



9. Reducing the attractiveness of solar reflectors to polarotactic water insects (those attracted to polarized light) (Horvath et al. 2010) will help reduce the attractiveness of these facilities to birds and bats. 

Monitoring conducted during the construction and O&M phases of the Project is discussed in Section 7.0 and will assist in determining whether the Project’s photovoltaic panels attract water insects, which in turn could attract birds and bats. If it is determined that water insect are attracted to these facilities, BLM, USFWS, and CDFG will be contacted to determine appropriate adaptive management techniques to reduce this threat.


6.0	Conservation Measures

The conservation measures discussed in this section include those in the FEIS and those presented in USFWS guidance (2010).

6.1	Construction Phase Conservation Measures

Conservation measures that will be implemented by the Project that relate to bird conservation include:

1. Minimize permanent disturbance area such as creating unneeded access roads. Construction of the gen-tie line and other linear Project features will avoid vegetation clearing, and grading whenever possible.

2. All vegetationVegetation within the Project footprint that will be disturbed will be cleared outside of the bird breeding season to the maximum extent practicable. If the Project plans vegetation removal within the bird breeding season, it would be because desert tortoise (a federally and state threatened species) tortoise protection measures and timing may take precedence, or that reason for work to be completed during the breeding season were beyond the Applicant’sApplicant's’ control. If such an occurrence happenedhappens, the Applicants wouldwill communicate with BLM, USFWS, and CDFG that all reasonable and practicable efforts to complete work outside the bird breeding season were attempted.

When vegetation removal cannot take place outside of the breeding season and a reasonable explanation was provided to BLM, USFWS and CDFG, the Lead Avian Biologist or a person under their direct supervision would be on site during construction activities to locate active nests, establish avoidance buffers around active nests, watch for new nesting activity, and if necessary stop construction when noise and general activity threaten to disturb an active nest.  All active nests of protected birds (e.g., MBTA, ESA, state protected) would not be disturbed until after nest outcome is complete.

3. During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active nest locations would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 330 feet (100 meters) as discussed in the Project’s FEIS. Buffer areas may be larger if the Project’s lead Avian Biologist determines the need for a larger buffer area due to type of activity, species, or habitat considerations. Regardless of seasonal timing of construction, active nests will be flagged and nests avoided, with special attention paid to the nesting season of most avian species (February 15 – May 15). Avoidance areas will remain in place until it is determined that nest outcome is complete.

During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active bat colonies would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 165 feet (50 meters). Whenever possible, these areas will be avoided by construction activities. 

4. Discussions of nest avoidance for passerines, raptors, and golden eagles will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will be included in the Worker Environmental Awareness Plan (WEAP) training briefings. Bat colony avoidance discussions will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will also be included in WEAP training briefings. Training will include identification of avoidance areas and requirements for these areas.

5. The Project will follow APLIC guidelines for overhead utilities (APLIC 1994) to the extent practicable.). SCE structures will be built with sufficient conductor separation and other protection devices.

6. Construction activities will be conducted in a manner consistent with reducing fire danger.

7. During construction, all trash will be removed promptly and disposed of properly to avoid creating attractive nuisances for birds and bats.

8. Appropriate control measures will be implemented to prevent the introduction and spread of invasive plant species with and surrounding the project area (see the Project’s Integrated Weed Management Plan – Ironwood Consulting, 2010).

9. Only plants native to the area for will be used seeding or planting during habitat revegetation and/or restoration efforts.

10. As part of this document, a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan (Section 7.1.2) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-5 in the FEIS. This plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such overhead power lines and solar panels. 

11. As part of this document, a Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan (Section 7.1.3) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-6 in the FEIS. 

6.2	Operations and Maintenance Conservation Measures

During the O&M phase of the Project, conservation measures will be used to reduce the attractiveness of the facility to breeding, migrating, and wintering birds and bats to ensure mortality is minimized:

1. The Project will not create or maintain attraction features for birds and /or bats by removing and disposing of road kills near the Project of carrion that attracts raptors and other scavengers to the site, regularly removing vegetation around larger facilities such as substations to reduce raptor foraging, and eliminating open water sources after the construction phase of the Project. 

2. The Project will minimize the use of lighting that could attract migrating birds and bats (feeding on concentrations of insects at lights). All nighttime lighting will be within 800 meters (0.5 mile) of the Project facilities. Lighting will be kept to the minimum level necessary for safety and security. High intensity, steady burning, bright lights such as sodium vapor or spotlights will not be used on Project facilities.

3. The Project will minimize anthrogenicanthropogenic noise which been found to be negative for birds (e.g., Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008), though not all species are affected to the same degree (Brumm 2004). Therefore facility design should take this into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats. During the operation of these energy facilities, means to buffer, muffle, or otherwise dampen any anthropogenic noise pollution that exceeds ambient noise should be fully explored.


7.0	Post-Construction Monitoring 

The objective of post-construction monitoring is to validate the pre-construction risk assessment and to provide data for the Applicants to use in implementing adaptive management based on the monitoring results.  All of the measures in this section apply to both Applicants.



Monitoring objectives include:

1. Estimating bird and bat fatalities due to Project related activities.

2. Assessing bird use of evaporation ponds.

3. Assessing changes in bird and bat behavior due to all aspects of facility operation (noise, lighting, etc.).

4. Assessing territorial abandonment, nest avoidance, and changes in population status within and adjacent to the project footprint.

5. Assessing whether conservation measures implemented for the project were adequate.

7.1	Monitoring Design

7.1.1	Duration and Timing

This program will be conducted during construction and for at least 3 years post-construction during the operations and maintenance phase of the Proposed Project to attempt to capture differences in parameters due to seasonal and annual variability. The monitoring program will be extended to 5 years post-construction if

1. Mortality level triggers are reached or (more than 40 individual birds have been killed or injured that were attributable to activities at the solar farm and related components, or 10 at SCE project components) or 

2. The Project resultsAny project activities result in the mortality of a listed species or eagle. 



Monitoring will include data collection during breeding, wintering, and migration periods because bird and bat use of areas will vary seasonally.

7.1.2	Study Components

The long-term monitoring program for measuring raptor and bat incidence at the Project site will consist of:

1. Recording incidental sightings, 

2. Mortality studies by implementing the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan

3. Conducting seasonal point counts, and 

4. Conducting annual nest surveys. 

Incidental Sightings

Throughout the construction and operation phases of the Proposed Project, all incidental sightings of special-status bird species, and all raptors and bats will be logged. During construction, all sightings will be recorded by biological monitors. The Lead Avian Biologist will be tasked with keeping records and reporting these results (as described in Section 7.4).




Mortality Studies (Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan)

Mortality Studies will be conducted within all Projectsolar farm and SCE project components to determine any monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such the gen-tie line and, solar panels. , or SCE facilities. 



Study methodology includes:

1. Selection of study sites for both solar farm and SCE project components,

2. Mortality searches at each study site, including accepted methodology and frequency

3. Reporting and adaptive management

Selection of Study Sites

These studies will be conducted at a minimum of twelve study sites within solar farm and related components and within a minimum of three control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the study area. All areas of the Red Bluff Substation accessible will be included, as well as two sites selected along the access road and loop-in area; and two along the distribution line, with one control site related to the SCE project components.

Mortality Searches

Mortality surveys will be completed weeklybi-monthly post-construction in each Project phasestudy site for a period of 1one year. After one year, these studies will be conducted monthly for at least an additional two years, completing the 3three-year post-construction monitoring period. These studies will be conducted at a minimum of 12 sites within all Project componentsfollow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and within a minimumwill include an assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, and a carcass collection protocol and an assessment of 3 control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the Project areascarcass scavenger rates.



These studies will follow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and will include:

· An assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, 

· A carcass collection protocol and an assessment of carcass scavenger rates, and 

· Detailed specifications on data (see data collection flow charts and example data sheets submitted to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG), 



Reporting and Adaptive Management

Data will be collected using handheld data recorders and/or paper data sheets. All data will be scanned and entered into the Project database that will be submitted as part of the annual reporting for both the solar farm and the SCE project components. Reporting will be conducted as described in Section 7.4 below.



If monitoring determines that bird mortality caused by solar facilities may be having potentially adverse impacts on special-status bird avian populations (by exceeding mortality triggers discussed above), the ApplicantApplicants will implement adaptive management strategies such as installing additional bird flight diverters alterations to project components that have been identified as key mortality features. If adaptive management actions are implemented, mortality studies will continue for an additional year post-construction until a reduction in mortality to a level comparable to control sites is documented.

Seasonal Point Counts

Point Counts will continue to be conducted using the same methods that were used in baseline point counts (Section 3.0). These point counts will be conducted once during each season of each year (excluding summer) during construction and for the 3-year post-construction period.




Nest Surveys

Annual nest surveys will be conducted each spring during construction between March 15 and June 1, using two surveys separated by at least 30 days. All Project-related infrastructure (e.g.; fence posts, transmission towers, and buildings) would be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. Nest locations may also be detected via incidental sightings or during point count surveys.



During nest surveys, the ground under all raptor and raven nests will be inspected for the presence shells of juvenile tortoises or other evidence or predation of desert tortoise. 

7.1.3	Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan 

In addition to project-specific mortality monitoring studies the ProjectApplicants will monitor golden eagles separately to ensure that golden eagle mortality is adequately assessed. For each year during construction, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities will be conducted to determine whether any territory is active (Pagel et al. 2010). Data collected during the inventory shall include: 

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



If an occupied nest is detected during construction within 10 miles of any Project component, the Applicant for that component will implement adaptive management strategies in cooperation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG (and CPUC if an SCE component) for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles (Pagel et al. 2010). Triggers for additional adaptive management requirements will include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, such as agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment.

7.2	Nest Management

Project facilities will manage nests established on any part of the facility as described throughout this document. Eagle nests will be addressed as described in Section 7.1 above.

7.3	Risk Assessment Validation

Using data collected throughout this process, the ProjectApplicants will attempt to validate the identified risks of the project. The validation process will consider:

1. Whether the documented mortality rate post-construction is higher, lower, or as expected, compared to the pre-construction risk assessment.

2. Whether conservation measures are adequate to minimize bird and/or bat mortality to the maximum extent practicable? 

3. Would additional conservation measures be likely to reduce mortality rates?

4. Do documented mortality rates trigger adaptive management actions?



The results of this validation assessment would be discussed in Project reporting, described in Section 7.4 below.

7.4	Reporting

Quarterly e-mail summaries of all biological monitoring activities will be submitted to BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CDFGCPUC (for SCE project components) by the Designated Biologist. One section of these summaries will focus on reporting for the long-term monitoring program for raptors (including owls) and bats. This section will include results of the study components of monitoring conducted during the previous quarter, and a discussion of any unusual circumstances noted. These reports may also include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.

 

On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to the BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for the BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG,CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE project components) in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1 of each year. This annual report will summarize all quarterly reports and be submitted via e-mail by the Designated Biologist. After this report is submitted, an annual meeting will be held between the BLM, USFWS, Applicants, CDFG, and CDFGCPUC to review the annual monitoring report and discuss monitoring results and conservation measures, including any adaptive management implemented or recommended.






8.0	Key Resources and References

8.1	Key Resources

Key resources include the team of proponent personnel, biological monitors and agency personnel who will work together to ensure the success of the protection, avoidance, and minimization of impacts to bird and bat species during the construction and operations and maintenance phases of the Project. The names and contact information for key personnel are provided below.



Project Proponents

Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC

1111 Broadway St, 4th Floor

Oakland, CA 94607

(510) 625-7400

Contact:  Amanda Beck

ABeck@firstsolar.com



Southern California Edison

1218 South 5th Avenue

Monrovia, CA 91016

(626) 260-6040

Contact: Paul Yamazaki

Paul.Yamazaki@sce.com


Biological Monitoring

Ironwood Consulting

1412 S. Center St.

Redlands, CA 92373

(909) 798-0330

Contact: Kathy Simon

Kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com



Bureau of Land Management

California Desert District Office

22835 Calle San Juan De Los Lagos

Moreno Valley, CA 92553-9046

(951) 697-5223

Contact: Kim Marsden

Kim_Marsden@BLM.gov 





U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office

6010 Hidden Valley Rd., 101

Carlsbad, CA 92011

760.431.9440 x 354 phone

Contact: Jody Fraser

jody_fraser@fws.gov



California Department of Fish and Game

Inland Deserts Region

3602 Inland Empire Blvd Suite C220

Ontario, CA 91764

(909) 484-0167

Contact: Magdalena Rodriguez

mcrodriguez@dfg.ca.gov
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December 13, 2011 
SDG&E Sunrise Powerlink 

Donald E. Haines, AICP 
Environmental Mitigation Manager 
San Diego Gas & Electric 
Sunrise Powerlink 
1010 Tavern Road 
Alpine, CA 91901 
  
Subject:   Sunrise Powerlink Arroyo Toad Monthly Progress Report #4  

November 6 to December 9, 2011 
 

Dear Mr. Haines: 

The San Diego Gas & Electric  (SDG&E)  Sunrise Powerlink project has  several protective measures  in place  to 
avoid, minimize,  and/or mitigate  for  impacts  to  the  federally‐endangered  arroyo  toad  (Anaxyrus  californicus; 
ARTO). SDG&E is required to submit monthly progress reports detailing ARTO activities to the wildlife agencies 
and other parties as necessary or requested. SDG&E commenced ARTO monitoring and surveys on August 18, 
2011 on the existing access road  in McAlmond Canyon that runs between structures EP53‐3 and EP49  (MS‐09 
and  MS‐10;  attached).  During  the  period  covered  in  this  report,  ARTO‐associated  fence  installation  work 
occurred  at  tower  site  EP53‐3  as well  as  its  associated  tower  staging  access pad  (TSAP). Construction  traffic 
continued to use the access road in McAlmond Canyon, and grading activities and site preparation occurred at 
EP50  and  EP51‐1.  In  addition  to  the McAlmond Canyon work,  EP78  in Hauser Canyon was  fenced  for ARTO 
exclusion  purposes,  and  fence  installation work  on  the  eastern  end  of  the Hauser  Canyon  access  road was 
initiated. In Long Potrero, fence installation work continued on the access road between EP65‐1 and EP69, was 
completed at EP69, and  initiated at EP67‐1 and  its pull  site  (MS‐05, MS‐07 and MS‐08; attached). This  is  the 
fourth monthly  Sunrise  Powerlink Arroyo  Toad Monthly  Progress Report,  and  summarizes ARTO monitoring, 
surveys and fence installation for said areas between November 6 and December 9, 2011.  

No  other  ARTO‐occupied  areas  were  subject  to  vegetation  clearing,  fence  installation  and/or  construction 
activities over this time period. 

Installation and Inspection of Exclusion Fencing 

McAlmond Canyon: ARTO exclusion  fencing  and  vegetation  clearing was  completed  according  to  the Arroyo 
Toad Relocation Plan  (Plan) at tower site EP53‐3. Following negative  findings of previous arroyo toad surveys, 
grading  and  site  preparation  activities  occurred  at  the  EP50  and  EP51‐1  tower  sites.  Surveys  are  yet  to  be 
conducted at EP53‐3.  

The installation of ARTO exclusion fencing along the primary access road concluded on August 31, as described 
in a previous report. Tower sites were subsequently completed. Since completion, daily inspections of the fence 
at all areas within McAlmond Canyon were conducted by approved biological monitors, ARTO biologists, and/or 
PAR  Electric  environmental  personnel,  and  repairs  were made  by Warren  James  Construction  and/or  PAR 
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Electric personnel with the assistance of biological monitors and ARTO biologists, as available and/or necessary, 
in order to remain in compliance with project mitigation measures.  

Hauser Canyon:  Vegetation clearing activities were completed, and helo‐reinforced ARTO exclusion fencing was 
installed at tower site EP78 in order to ensure integrity during helicopter operations and construction activities. 
Installation procedures also commenced on the eastern end of the Hauser Canyon access road toward the pull 
site. No other ARTO  fence  installation or  construction occurred  in Hauser Canyon during  this period, and no 
arroyo toad surveys occurred. 

Long Potrero:   Vegetation clearing activities and  fence  installation procedures occurred within EP67‐1 and  its 
pull site. Fence installation was completed at EP69 and its TSAP. Minimal vegetation clearing along the existing 
access  road  ARTO  fencelines  between  EP65‐1  and  EP67  was  also  completed,  as  well  as  the  installation  of 
wooden stakes. No other ARTO  fence  installation or construction occurred  in Long Potrero during this period, 
and no arroyo toad surveys occurred. 

All mitigation measures  relevant  for  the  protection  of  arroyo  toad  and  all  other  biological  resources were 
adhered  to  throughout  the  vegetation  clearing  and  fence  installation  procedures. No  remedial measures  to 
avoid, minimize, or mitigate for any potential  impacts to arroyo toad were necessary during the  installation or 
inspection activities. 

Simulated Rain Events 

McAlmond Canyon:  No arroyo toad surveys occurred, so no simulated rain events were necessary.  

Hauser Canyon:  No arroyo toad surveys occurred, so no simulated rain events were necessary.  

Long Potrero:  No arroyo toad surveys occurred, so no simulated rain events were necessary.  

Nocturnal Surveys 

McAlmond Canyon:  No surveys occurred. 

Hauser Canyon:  No surveys occurred. 

Long Potrero:  No surveys occurred.  

Discussion and Recommendations 

The  complete  absence  of  toads  within  the  exclusion  fencing  from  the  previously  surveyed  and  cleared 
McAlmond Canyon access road portion indicated that the fencing and maintenance procedures were effective in 
preventing toad species from entering the access road at this time. Site inspections are ongoing at this time to 
ensure  fence  integrity,  and  no  significant  breaches  have  occurred  to  date.  The  fence  should  be  closely 
monitored as the winter rainy season approaches and amphibian activity levels rise to ensure a 100% exclusion 
rate. 
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Other wildlife  sign  observed within  the  fenced  areas  included  side‐blotched  lizard  (Uta  stansburiana),  fence 
lizard  (Sceloporus  occidentalis),  Botta’s  pocket  gopher  (Thomomys  bottae),  desert  cottontail  (Sylvilagus 
audobonii), Dulzura kangaroo rat, mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus), coyote (Canis latrans) and raccoon (Procyon 
lotor); all of these species are able to escape the fenced area unaided.   

Amphibian  species observed during monitoring activities  included western  toad  (Anaxyrus boreas halophilus), 
Baja  California  treefrog  (Pseudacris  hypochondriaca  hypochondriaca)  and  California  treefrog  (Pseudacris 
cadaverina). Egg masses and/or tadpoles were not observed. No arroyo toads were observed.   

Please  let me know  if you have any questions or concerns regarding this progress report.    I can be reached at 
kalberts@chambersgroupinc.com or 949‐933‐6505.  

Respectfully, 

CHAMBERS GROUP, INC. 

 

Kris Alberts 
Senior Biologist / Project Manager / Arroyo Toad Resource Lead 

 

 

ATTACHMENTS 

Arroyo Toad Exclusion Fence Maps:  MS‐05, MS‐07 to MS‐10 
Photographs
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     Photo 1.  Suitable arroyo toad breeding habitat in Cottonwood Creek between EP42 and EP43‐1 (Alberts). 

 

         Photo 2.  Restringing the 12kV line between EP42 and EP43‐1 (Alberts). 
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         Photo 3.  EP67‐1 pullsite with vegetation partially cleared and wooden stakes installed (Alberts). 

 

         Photo 4.  Fence installation activities along ARTO fence line between EP66 and EP65‐1 (Alberts). 
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         Photo 5.  Willow trees trimmed in Hauser Canyon between EP77 and EP78 (Borcher). 

 

Photo 6.  Crewmember with mower removing non‐native vegetation in the Long Potrero HMMP       

Enhancement/Restoration area (Borcher). 
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Photo 7.  Non‐native vegetation removed adjacent to Potrero Creek in the Long Potrero HMMP                

Enhancement/Restoration area (Borcher). 

 

 

         Photo 8.  Fence installation procedures underway along the Hauser canyon access road (Borcher). 
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         Photo 9.  Helicopter delivering ARTO fence materials and personnel to EP53‐3 (Lohstroh). 
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From: Joel Pagel

To: Jody Fraser

cc: Pete Sorensen

Subject: Re: Desert Sunlight revised ABPP
Date: 12/20/2011 05:34 PM
Attachments: Desert Sunlight Avian and Bat Protection Plan - comparison for USFWS 14 Dec 

2011 pagel.docx 

 
 
Jody,  
 
I found this plan, in its current form, to be inadequate to provide robust 
risk characterization for GOEA.  The scant data which they made available 
to us (which appears to be only two aerial overflights conducted late in 
the season for only 2010) does not have the depth to support a 
determination that their project will not "take" GOEA territories or have an 
impact on non-nesting GOEA through loss of foraging habitat.  The project 
proponent also fails to provide a clear analysis that their proposed activity 
will not contribute to cumulative effects of loss of habitat for GOEA within 
140 air miles of the project footprint during the life of the project (30+ 
years).      
 
Per your request, I would make myself available if you wish to have a 
meeting with the project proponent, and speak with regard to GOEA 
ecology and surveys.   I would encourage you to gain additional input 
from Migratory Birds, as in no way are my comments intended to address 
MB issues.   
 
jeep 
Joel E. Pagel, Ph.D. 
Raptor Ecologist  
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1.0	INTRODUCTIONIntroduction 

This section provides a brief summary of the project description for the Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC (ApplicantSunlight) and Southern California Edison (SCE) project (jointly the “Applicants”). A complete description of the project is found in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project California Desert Conservation Area Plan Amendment and Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) (BLM 2011).



The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) issued of a right-of-way (ROW) grant authorizing the construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (Project). The Project covers less than 4,176 acres (ac) and is located in Riverside County, California, approximately 6 miles north of the rural community of Desert Center and approximately (10.5 kilometers or 6.5 miles north of the Interstate 10 corridor (Figure 1). The Project consists of three main components 1) a 550-megawatt (MW) solar photovoltaic (PV) generating facility (Solar Farm), 2) a 220-kilovolt (kV) generation interconnection line (Gen-tie line), and 3) a 500/220-kV substation and substation related components (the Red Bluff Substation) (Figure 2). While the Red Bluff substation is included as part of this project description for planning and environmental considerations, it would be constructed, owned, and operated by SCE, not by the ApplicantSunlight.



The Applicant and SCEApplicants have prepared this Avian and Bat Protection Plan in accordance with regulatory agency guidance, including:

· Region8 Interim Guidelines for the Development of a Project Specific Avian and Bat Protection Plan for Solar Energy Plants and Related Transmission Facilities.   

· Avian and Bat Protection Plan Guidelines developed jointly by Edison Electric Institute’s Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) 

· Additional Interim Guidelines from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS 2000, 2003, 2010). 

· Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO Plan, BLM and the California Department of Fish and Game- CDFG 2002).



1.1	Purpose of the Avian and Bat Protection Plan

The Avian and Bat Protection Plan (ABPP) delineates a program designed to reduce the risks that result from bird and bat interactions due to actions performed by Sunlight in the construction and operation of the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line; and by SCE in the construction and operation of their project components (Red Bluff Substation and associated access road, distribution line and telecommunications site). The overall goal of this ABPP is to reduce, and ultimately eliminate bird and bat mortality to the extent possible. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These plans are now called Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These plans are intended to do more than simply reduce risks; the strategy should also show avoidance, reduction (minimization), and mitigation, as well as short and long term monitoring associated with a proposed activity.



The objectives of this ABPP are as follows:

· Describe the process of surveys and siting decisions to date, including identifying baseline conditions for avian and bat species present in the area of the Project components. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: include survey methods, techniques, and qualifications of surveyors, as well as a thorough analysis of data leading to risk characterization of direct, indirect and cumulative effects.   

· Identify activities during construction and operational and maintenance (O&M) that may increase the potential of adverse effects to passerine, raptor, and bat species on and adjacent to the Project components.

· Specify steps that will be taken to avoid, minimize and mitigate any potential adverse effects to these species, including thresholds for adaptive management.

· Detail long-term monitoring and reporting goals for the Project.



Ironwood Consulting, Inc.	3







The following Applicant measures (AM) and mitigation measures (MM) from the FEIS are incorporated into this plan.



AM-WIL-3. Avian and Bat Protection Plan. This Plan will be prepared and implemented by the Applicant to specify necessary actions to be taken to protect nesting bird and bat species. The following measures will be implemented by the Applicant to protect burrowing owls in the Project locations during construction:



1. Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction area as recommended by the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What methods will the project proponent use to detect nesting and wintering BUOW?   



2. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 75 meters (250 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). Initial avoidance buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on the type of construction activity as approved by CDFG or USFWS. Outside nesting season or after determining that a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within one mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation.



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicants to protect nesting bird species in the Project locations during construction which are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and California Fish and Game Code Sections 3503 and 3513:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Will there be special efforts to detect State and federally listed bird species which may be using habitat within and near the project footprint?   Please detail.  



1. Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and in adjacent habitat areas and any nests observed will be identified and clearly marked. For passerines, an exclusion area where construction will not be allowed to commence will be established approximately 100 meters (330 feet) from any active nest. For raptors (other than golden eagles), the exclusion area will be established approximately 170 meters (500 feet) from any active nest (excluding nests of the common raven). For golden eagles, the exclusion area will be established approximately 1.6 kilometers (one mile) from any active nest. Initial protective buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on type of construction activity and bird species and per approval by CDFG or USFWS. Nests will be checked within one week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or young have fledged.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What reference(s) is being used to support this distance?	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: define.   



2. Vegetation clearing will be conducted outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

3. Biological monitors will be present on-site during all phases of construction and will be tasked with monitoring avian nesting in adjacent habitats. If nests are found, the same procedures would be used as discussed above for pre-construction surveys. 



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicant to protect roosting bats in the Project locations during construction: Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and adjacent habitat areas and any active bat colonies will be identified and clearly marked. An exclusion area will be established approximately 50 meters (165 feet) from any active colony, and whenever possible, these areas will be avoided during construction activities.



For five years post-construction, the Applicant will record incidental sightings of raptors and bats in the Project locations. In addition, the Applicant will conduct nest surveys within the Project locations at least twice each spring between March 1 and June 1, separated by at least 30 days where all project-related infrastructure will be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. The Applicant will submit quarterly status reports via email to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG. On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1st of each year. These reports may include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Is this for raptors?   If so, why was 01 March – 01 June selected, when in the area of the project, earlier nesting chronologies are probably more relevant.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define.   How will this information be used?   If it is incidental, what inferences may be gained from this ‘data.’



AM-WIL-4, Construction Water Storage Pond Design. The temporary construction water ponds shall be designed, constructed, and operated in compliance with all applicable regulatory requirements with respect to design, operation, and maintenance, protection of migratory waterfowl, and raven management. This includes following provisions in the FEIS under the common raven management plan and includes the following specific measures to discourage ravens:



· Using anti-perching devices around the perimeter of each pond to exclude ravens and other birds from accessing the edge of the ponds to drink.

· Lining the ponds and maintaining two feet of freeboard in the ponds at all times

· Designing the ponds with interior side slopes at a 33 percent slope (3:1, horizontal:vertical)

· Netting will be used to cover ponds when not in use to reduce avian access. Appropriate material will be used to ensure that nocturnal bird species and bats will not become entangled in the netting.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: describe in detail the type of netting which  will be used.

· At least 60 days prior to construction, the Applicant shall submit to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG, the proposed locations and design of the ponds, including how many ponds would be operational at a time, specific design features to discourage ravens, and a plan for immediately addressing problems with pond design. During construction, the ponds shall be monitored daily to ensure that anti-raven measures are successful. All ponds will be dismantled at the end of construction.



SCE does not have construction water storage ponds in its project components.






MM-WIL-5. Prepare and Implement a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. Prior to the issuance of a ROW retain a BLM-approved, qualified biologist to prepare a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan in consultation with CDFG and USFWS. This plan shall follow the Avian Protection Plan guidelines outlined by USFWS and APLIC. The plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such feeder/distribution lines and solar panels.  



The Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan shall include at a minimum: 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: shouldn’t the full plan be detailed here?   It seems like there are large ‘gaps’ left to fill in prior to this document being final.   The BBCS should leave little room for misinterpretation, and it would be beneficial if the project proponent detailed the specific type of data, specific monitoring protocol, specific carcass collection (with proper permits, of course) protocol, and a quantification of scavenger bias PRIOR to the project being implemented.  

· Detailed specifications on data, 

· A carcass collection protocol, and 

· A rationale justifying the proposed schedule of carcass searches, and

· Seasonal trials to assess bias from carcass removal by scavengers as well as searcher bias.



During construction and for one year following the beginning of the solar farm operation the biologist shall submit annual reports to BLM, CDFG, and USFWS describing the dates, durations, and results of monitoring and data collection. The annual reports shall provide a detailed description of any project-related bird or wildlife deaths or injuries detected during the monitoring study or at any other time and data collected for the study of polarized light impacts on insectivorous birds. The report shall analyze any project-related bird fatalities or injuries detected, and provide recommendations for future monitoring and any adaptive management actions needed.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Only one year?	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Reporting to regulatory agencies of avian mortality should be within 24 hours -5 days of mortality; take of birds is not a permitted activity.  



Thresholds will be determined in this ABPP and approved by BLM, CDFG and USFWS. If BLM determines that bird mortality caused by solar have been identified as key mortality features, or implement other appropriate actions approved by BLM and regulatory agencies based on the findings of the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. If mitigation actions are required, the annual reporting shall continue until BLM, in consultation with CDFG and USFWS, determines whether more years of monitoring are needed, and whether additional mitigation and adaptive management measures are necessary.



MM-WIL-6. Prepare and Implement Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring, and Adaptive Management. For each year after commencement of construction \, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities shall be conducted to determine if whether any territory is active. Survey methods for the inventory shall be as described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. A nesting territory or shall be considered occupied or unoccupied based on criteria in Pagel (2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. Data collected during the inventory shall include at least the following: 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Is this for the life of the project?	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: how will non-breeding eagles (juveniles, subadults, floaters during breeding and non-breeding season be monitored and addressed?

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan: If an occupied nest (as defined by Pagel et al. 2010) is detected within 10 miles of any project component, the Project owner or SCE shall prepare and implement a Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles. The monitoring methods shall be consistent with those described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall be prepared in consultation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). It shall be implemented by Desert Sunlight or SCE, according to project component; and each Applicant shall designate a biologist, to be approved by BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). Triggers for adaptive management shall include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, including but not limited to: agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall include a description of adaptive management actions, which shall include, but not be limited to, cessation of construction activities that are deemed by the Designated Biologist to be the source of golden eagle disturbance.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Important.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will those activities be indentified independently from other non-project related occurrances (i.e. territorial eagle disputes, anthropogenic recreation, research/monitoring effects, etc.?



1.2	Legal Drivers

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA), National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) provide the primary legal bases for this ABPP. The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 703, et seq.) prohibits the taking, killing, possession, transportation and importation of migratory birds, their eggs, parts, and nests, except when authorized by the USFWS. Because MBTA does not provide a specific mechanism to authorize “incidental” take, proponents often must work proactively with the Service to avoid and minimize the potential take of species. 



The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 668-668d) protects bald and golden eagles.  Through a new regulation (50 CFR § 22.26), the Service can authorize take of bald and golden eagles when the take is associated with, but not the purpose of, an otherwise lawful activity, and cannot practicably be avoided. Thus, these new regulations provide a mechanism where take of eagles can be legally authorized.  



Under the National Environmental Policy Act (42 USC §§ 4321-4370h), federal agencies such as BLM are required to prepare a detailed environmental impact statement (EIS) for any major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment. An EIS must include an examination of the environmental impacts of a proposed project, a reasonable range of alternatives for a project and other related matters. BLM authorization of a right-of-way (ROW) grant for the Project would require a land use plan amendment (PA) to the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan (BLM 1980), as amended. In addition, DOE will consider Sunlight’s application for a loan guarantee under Title XVII of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EPAct 05), as amended by Section 406 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Public Law (PL) 111-5 (the “Recovery Act”).



The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has discretionary authority to issue the Permit to Construct (PTC) for SCE’s Red Bluff Substation, a portion of the Project. As allowed by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15221, the CPUC intends to use this EIS to provide the environmental review required for its approval process. The CPUC and BLM have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that defines the relationship of the two agencies, and identifies CPUC as a cooperating agency with the BLM. 



The Applicant anticipatesApplicants anticipate that construction and/or operation of the Project will not cause unauthorized “take” or prohibited “disturbance” of any species protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act or the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. However, it is voluntarily proposing this Avian and Bat Protection Plan to proactively implement measures to avoid, minimize and mitigate for any potential adverse effects of the Project on such species.  In addition, by utilizing the adaptive management approach in this plan, it is committing to evaluate data during the operation phase of the Project and make further adjustments to the plan, if necessary and appropriate. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How?   What data are being used to justify this determination?   The project proponent should describe the data, discuss the biology and ecology, characterize the risk, and assign a determination.



1.3	Corporate Policy

Sunlight and SCE have a commitment to work cooperatively towards the protection of migratory birds and bats.  These entities are committed to consistent coordination with agency personnel at BLM, USFWS, and the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) so that all parties and agencies understand the scope of the Project and can discuss project facilities and features that may require additional attention for avian species.




2.0	Coordination

Sunlight and SCE recognized that an essential element to developing a successful Project is the coordination between the project proponents and the appropriate agencies. As recommended by USFWS, the Applicants conducted early coordination on essential elements, such as wildlife surveys, project siting criteria, and operational limitations to ensure that all parties and agencies understood the scope of the project and potential issues could be identified early in the planning process (USFWS 2010). This coordination resulted in numerous improvements to project siting and design (discussed in Section 4.0), and the development of Applicant Measures designed to avoid and minimize potential effects to avian and bat species. 

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 

Sunlight evaluated a larger Project Study Area (PSA) when determining the siting of the Project. Areas of desert wash woodland were avoided in this siting to the extent possible, in part to avoid the potential roosting, nesting, and foraging areas for birds and bats within areas of greater vegetation structure. The process of reducing the Project footprint is discussed further in Section 4.0.



The Applicants have also incorporated design features into the Project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats, including:

· Limiting vegetation clearing to periods outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

· Limiting vegetation disturbance and grading to the smallest area practicable; and

· Placing electrical lines underground or transmission lines on existing structures to the extent practical to avoid collisions with lines. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Project proponent should use APLIC guidance for any above ground transmission lines.



The Applicants further intendsintend to utilize the Applicant Measures AM-WIL-3 and AM-WIL-4 from the FEIS (presented in Section 1.0) during the construction phase and O&M phase of the project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

SCE will also follow the above measures outlined in AM-WIL-3 (AM-WIL-4 is not applicable to SCE components) in the FEIS above to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.






3.0	Adaptive Management and Habitat Compensation

3.1	Adaptive Management Process

The Applicant hasApplicants have incorporated siting criteria, design features and best management practices into the Project that will provide significant avoidance and minimization measures that will reduce the potential for adverse effects on avian and bat species. Specifically, decisions were made to ensure that each phase of project development was evaluated with an eye to reducing potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats during the siting, design, construction, operation and maintenance (O&M), and post-operation phases of the Project. 



In additional to the specific Project measures described below, Sunlight and SCE are committed to using an adaptive management approach throughout the life of the Project that supports flexible decision making and can be adjusted as monitoring results or new regional data are received. In so doing, the protections in this plan are expected to have continued effectiveness throughout the life of the Project.



This adaptive management approach will include the following six key concepts described by Williams (2009) that are endorsed by the Service in its Interim Guidance for Solar Energy Facilities (USFWS 2010):

1. Problem Assessment

2. Design

3. Implementation

4. Monitoring

5. Evaluation

6. Adjustment



Adaptive Management is a keystone of the Sunlight and SCE program to avoid and reduce potential effects to avian and bat species throughout the construction, O&M, and decommissioning stages of the Project. In order to compensate for the loss of avian and bat habitat, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide habitat compensation. This approach is described further in the following sections.

3.2	Habitat Compensation

Habitat Compensation is discussed in detail in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar 2011) for the solar farm and gen-tie line. The Applicant and SCE, and in the Red Bluff Substation Habitat Compensation Plan (SCE 2011) for the Red Bluff Substation and related components,. The Applicants are prepared to implement necessary mitigation and compensation for impacts to protected wildlife species as required by BLM, the CDFG, and USFWS as described in the FEIS and Habitat Compensation PlanPlans. 




4.0	Pre-Siting Data Collection

The siting of the solar farm site, gen-tie line, and substation required detailed and individual evaluation. Although the area of Red Bluff Substation had been recently and repeatedly surveyed prior to this Project for numerous transmission projects, the solar farm site and immediately surrounding areas had not been previously surveyed. Thus, in an effort to place the Project components in locations that would yield the least risk of population impacts, a rigorous siting evaluation process was completed, including the following considerations recommended by the USFWS:

1. Coarse Site Assessment

2. Habitat Equivalency Analysis

3. Site Specific Wildlife Surveys

4. Risk Assessment

5. Reporting

4.1 Coarse Site Assessment

In accordance with USFWS guidance, a pre-siting assessment was conducted starting with a coarse site assessment of the potential environmental issues that might preclude the site from development based on its perceived or validated level of risk (USFWS 2010). This project conducted the equivalent of a Potential Impact Index (PII) (USFWS 2003) by taking a “first cut” analysis of the suitability of a site proposed for development and estimating use of the site by selected wildlife species as an indicator of potential impact (USFWS 2010).



Initial biological assessments conducted in 2007 recommended the avoidance of Pinto Wash as potential habitat for special status species, including avian and bat species. This was supported by an initial field assessment of the site conducted by Patricia Brown-Berry (Brown Berry 2010) for bat species. Between 2008 and 2011, several additional site reductions occurred that reduced the solar farm footprint and shifted the footprint away from areas that support better quality habitats with larger and more diverse vegetative structure.



Project components do not provide habitat for federally or state-listed avian or bat species, but do provide habitat for several special-status species, including those shown on Tables 1 and 2 (Ironwood Consulting 2010). All species in Tables 1 and 2 are species addressed and covered under the Species is covered under the Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO).

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 

The Solar farm site alternatives and Gen-tie line route alternatives are not within an Important Bird Area, a Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Network (WHSRN), or an area designated by the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance (Ramsar Convention). The solar farm site is not within an area designated as a critical habitat unit (CHU), or other Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC). The Gen-tie line is partially located within the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU designated as management areas for the desert tortoise. 

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are not within an Important Bird Area, WHSRN area, or Ramsar Convention area. The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are within the Chuckwalla CHU and DWMA.
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Table 1.	Sensitive Avian Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Passerine Species

		



		Chaetura vauxi

Vaux’s swift (breeding sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Progne subis

purple martin

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Toxostoma lecontei

LeConte’s thrasher

		Federal:



State:

NECO:

		Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC)

SSC

covered 



		Raptors 

		



		Aquila chrysaetos

golden eagle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		protected by BGEPA

SSC; fully protected

covered 



		Athene cunicularia

burrowing owl

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Buteo regalis

ferruginous hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

none

covered 



		Buteo swainsonii

Swainson’s hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

threatened

covered 



		Circus cyaneus

northern harrier (nesting sites are protected (i.e. MBTA)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Falco mexicanus

prairie falcon (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered












Table 2.	Sensitive Bat Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Antrozous pallidus

pallid bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eptesicus fuscus pallidus

big brown bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eumops perotis californicus

western mastiff bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Eumops perotis

pocketed free-tailed bat  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus cinereus

hoary bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus xanthinus

southern yellow bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Macrotus californicus

California leaf-nosed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Myotis californicus  

California myotis  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Parastrellus hesperus

western pipistrelle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Plecotus townsendii

Townsend’s big-eared bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Tadarida brasiliensis  

Mexican free-tailed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered










4.2	Habitat Equivalency Analysis

TheAs requested by USFWS, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide the habitat compensation process. Permanent habitat losses and with the process that will be used to compensate for this habitat loss have been quantified and are described in the Project’s Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar and SCE 2011).



AsIn addition, as recommended by the USFWS, the Applicants have looked for opportunities to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities. These opportunities may come in the form of voluntary habitat acquisition or conservation easements. In order to quantify the appropriate compensation acreage, the use of an HEA can be used to identify high quality habitat and calculate compensation for the development of high quality habitats for both permanent and temporary losses. The objective of an HEA is to replace lost habitat services with like services, providing a replacement ratio for interim and permanent injury. 



The most significant step First Solar has taken to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities is working with BLM to determine the suitability of habitat remaining within their solar application as an area to be excluded from future development due to biological concerns. The area that could be excluded supports more diverse habitats with greater vegetation structure than the majority of the Project site and provides better habitats for most bird and bat species than those habitats found on the solar farm site.

4.3	Site Specific Wildlife Surveys

Pre-siting survey data will become the baseline for project impacts to bird and bat populations. Thus, prior to conducting site-specific surveys of the Project components, appropriate survey questions were developed that included methods applicable for before-after control impacts studies. Survey questions included:

1. Which species of birds and bats use the project area and how do their numbers vary temporally?

2. How much time do birds/bats spend in potential risk zones and does this behavior vary by season?

3. What is the estimated range of bird/bat mortalities from the project?

4. Are there nesting raptors on site or within 3 miles of project footprint. For eagles, are there eagles nesting within 10 miles of project footprint?

4.3.1	Methods

As recommended by USFWS (2010), multiple survey techniques were used to ensure adequate data collection. Specific survey methods included:

1. Diurnal point counts including varying timing during the day, month and seasonally during migratory periods.

2. Raptor nest searches including golden eagle surveys (Pagel et al 2010)

3. Migration counts.

4. Incidental data collection conducted during all biological surveys conducted at the Project components, which spanned over four years at the site, thus also captured timing variation within days, months and seasons as well as under varying climatic conditions.

5. 
Surveys for burrowing owl following Phase I and II surveys as directed by CDFG (California Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993).



Point Counts

Point count surveys for all birds were conducted in April, May, and October 2010 by experienced desert avian biologists Kip Kermoian and Jake Molhman at a total of twelve locations, nine on the Solar farm site and three at control sites, using point count methodology as described in Monitoring Bird Populations by Point Counts (Ralph et al. 1995). The surveys identify bird species and their relative numbers at each fixed study point location (point counts). Point count methodology is well accepted and widely used in bird studies.  Each point is visited for a fixed amount of time and all birds detected within an often fixed radius are recorded. Research suggests that the amount of time spent at a sampling location increases standard error, especially at times greater than 10 minutes (Smith et al. 1997). Each count was limited to 10 minutes to minimize standard error introduced by double counting, flyovers, etc. Additionally, incidental flyovers were recorded separately from typical observations and each count was divided into three survey periods consisting of the first three minutes, minutes 3 to 5, and minutes 5 to 10. This time division was done to facilitate data analysis used to differentiate birds most likely to be permanent or temporary occupants of the study point from transients in the area surveyed.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Only one year of data?   The dates selected may migrants and wintering birds.  



Golden Eagle Surveys

The ApplicantApplicants participated in a joint program to conduct aerial surveys for golden eagles in and around Blythe and Desert Center, California. These surveys were conducted in two phases, with Phase 1 occurring on April 2-3, 2010 and Phase 2 occurring on May 14, 2010.  These surveys were conducted in accordance with applicable USFWS guidance and were designed to record and report occupancy (Phase I) and productivity (Phase II) of golden eagle nests within a ten-mile radius of four solar projects, including Sunlight’s Solar farm site. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These dates do not correlate with recommended time periods for survey; the latter aerial survey (14 may 2010) may be too late to be of service for breeding GOEA in xeric habitat.   Further these dates are divergent than those reported by WRI (25-26 march and 2-3 April).   This also suggests that only one year of data were collected; no data from 2011 was reported here?  



Although the primary purpose of the surveys was to conduct the first of two aerial surveys for golden eagles [Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (USFWS 2010)], the surveys also recorded data for other raptor species.  The data and results from these surveys are found in the Final Report, Golden Eagle Surveys Surrounding Four Proposed Energy Developments in the Mojave Desert Region, California (Wildlife Research Institute 2010). 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The number of aerial overflights was recommended to be AT LEAST two flights; however in most instances more survey work would be necessary.  Further, ground observation was also recommended to augment data.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This document should have been appended to this report, as well as the findings.    I only have the Phase 1 report (05 May 2010) which I found to have numerous inconsistencies, and errors.  



Raptor Nest Surveys

Surveys of the alternatives for all three main components of the Project site were conducted on April 23-24 and May 20, 2010 in accordance with draft State agency protocols for identifying raptor nests [California Energy Commission (CEC) and CDFG 2010].  These surveys include inspecting all potential structures and trees in the Project vicinity for the presence of raptor nests. The results from these nest surveys are incorporated in this document.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Again, from a chronology standpoint for desert habitat, this may be too late to be of service.




Bats

On February 17, 2010, Dr. Patricia Brown, desert bat expert who has conducted numerous bat surveys in the Project region, conducted a reconnaissance-level survey of the Project components. The purpose of this survey was to determine those bats species that might inhabit these project areas and to formulate avoidance and minimization measures for bat species to be used during the construction, O&M, and post-construction phases.




Incidental Sightings

During all Project biological surveys, all bird species were identified and/or tallied on standardized data forms (Ironwood Consulting 2010). These data were compiled in electronic databases and used to determine species present and variation throughout days, months and seasons.

Burrowing Owl

Phase I burrowing owl surveys were conducted in 2007 on the First Solar project components, and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Phase II focused surveys were conducted in 2008 and 2010 on the First Solar project components and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Results of these surveys are compiled in the Biological Resources Technical Report (Ironwood 2010). In addition, pre-construction surveys in September 2011 were conducted on both the solar farm and Red Bluff substation sites, following the Phase II and III protocols (Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993). 

4.3.2	Results

Results addressing the first 3three survey questions were compiled and are discussed below separately for passerines, raptors, and bats with a special discussion for special-status bird species listed on Table 1. The chart below shows those bird species that were recorded most frequently during all surveys of the solar farm site.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Really?  this table is not legible.  








Passerines

Most detections of passerine species were recorded in the morning hours between 0600 and 0800 and in the months of March and April in each year. These results are likely affected by the higher numbers of surveyors recording data during those months of the year, and that point counts were conducted in the morning hours as described in Ralph et al 1995. All passerine species were found in habitats that are present both on the solar farm site and gen-tie line, and on the SCE components; therefore any of these species may inhabit each of these Project components. Habitat quality does differ throughout the area, with the gen-tie line and SCE components in areas of sheet flow and scattered desert dry wash woodland, thus providing greater vegetation diversity and structure. The solar farm site has approximately 1,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitats that provide greater density and structure favored by most species, with the remaining approximately 2,921 acres poorer quality habitat with few species present and wide spaces between shrubs of stunted growth.



Mortalities from the project are not expected with the inclusion of the avoidance and impact minimization measures required in the FEIS and discussed in Section 5.0 of this report and include protection of active nests until nest completion is documented. Avian species found on the solar farm site are highly mobile and were generally found in low numbers on the majority of the solar farm site. Thirty-eight passerine species have been recorded at the Project components (Table 3). The species indicated in bold type are special-status species discussed separately below.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What does this mean?   Are mortalities caused by displacement factored into this statement?   



Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. ’Costa's hummingbirds feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 3). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  




Table 3.	Passerine Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This is just a list!?   Shouldn’t/couldn’t there be more data associated with this in a table?   Also, observations appear to have a road-bias; per the map below (figure 3); is this a correct observation?

		Common Name

		Scientific name



		American robin

		Turdus migratorius



		Anna's hummingbird

		Calypte anna



		ash-throated flycatcher

		Myiarchus cinerascens



		barn swallow

		Hirundo rustica



		black-crowned night heron

		Nycticorax nycticorax



		black-tailed gnatcatcher

		Polioptila melanura



		black-throated sparrow

		Amphispiza bilineata



		blue-gray gnatcatcher

		Polioptila caerulea



		Brewer's blackbird

		Euphagus cyanocephalus



		Brewer's sparrow

		Spizella breweri



		Bullock's oriole

		Icterus bullockii



		common poorwill

		Phalaenoptilus nuttallii



		Costa's hummingbird

		Calypte costae



		Gambel’s quail

		Callipepla gambelii



		greater roadrunner

		Geococcyx californianus



		great-tailed grackle

		Quiscalus mexicanus



		horned lark

		Eremophila alpestris



		house finch

		Carpodacus mexicanus



		house wren

		Troglodytes aedon



		killdeer

		Charadrius vociferous



		LeConte’s thrasher

		Toxostoma lecontei



		lesser goldfinch

		Carduelis psaltria



		lesser nighthawk

		Chordeiles minor



		mourning dove

		Zenaida macroura



		northern flicker

		Colaptes auratus



		northern mockingbird

		Mimus polyglottos



		phainopepla

		Phainopepla nitens



		rock wren

		Salpinctes obsoletus



		northern rough-winged swallow

		Stelgidopteryx serripennis



		Say’s phoebe

		Sayonaris nigricans



		tree swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		verdin

		Auriparus flaviceps



		violet-green swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		western kingbird

		Tyraannus verticalis



		western meadowlark

		Sturnella neglecta



		white-crowned sparrow

		Zonotrichia leucophrys



		white-throated swift 

		Aeronautes saxatalis



		yellow-rumped warbler

		Dendroica coronata








Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 1). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  

Raptors

Thirteen raptor species (excluding common raven) are known to occur at the Project components (Table 4). The species in bold type are special-status species as shown on Table 1 with locations shown on Figure 13 for all species except burrowing owl, shown on Figure 24. Because the solar farm site and gen-tie line are located in the valley floor of the Chuckwalla Valley, most raptor species were observed as flyovers of the components as indicated on Table 4.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: ravens are passerine; not raptors.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Describe.   While they flew over the project footprint, it does not mean that they were not hunting over the habitat when they passed by.   Loss of the project area could impact nesting raptors.  Is this to suggest that none of these raptors nested within three air miles of the project footpring?  Curiously, Cooper’s Hawk and other nocturnal species are missing from this list.  



Table 4.	Raptor Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		

Common Name

		

Scientific Name

		Approximate Number of Individuals



		

		

		Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		Red Bluff Substation and 

Related Components



		American kestrel

		Falco sparverius

		P

		P



		burrowing owl

		Athene cunicularia

		1*7

		0*



		ferruginous hawk 

		Buteo regalis

		1 flyover	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define flyover.  

		0



		golden eagle

		Aquila chrysaetos

		0

		0



		loggerhead shrike

		Lanius ludovicianus

		23

		6



		merlin

		Falco columbarius

		P

		P



		northern harrier

		Circus cyaneus

		2 flyovers

		0



		prairie falcon

		Falco mexicanus

		4 flyovers

		0



		red-tailed hawk

		Buteo jamaicensis

		P

		P



		sharp-shinned hawk

		Accipiter striatus

		P

		P



		Swainson’s hawk

		Buteo swainsonii

		18 flyovers	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Was this a single kettle?   

		0



		turkey vulture

		Cathartes aura

		P

		P





P = present at Project component (non-special-status species were not recorded by location)	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Huh?   It says above that incidental observations were recorded.   Does this mean that the observer saw the bird but did not document any data associated with the observation?   

*see burrowing owl discussion for more information







Burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. It is also a BCC species for which the USFWS is very concerned about fragmentation and displacement effects. Burrowing owls inhabit open dry grasslands and desert scrubs, and typically nest in mammal burrows although they may use man-made structures including culverts and debris piles. In the Project region, they are resident species and exhibit strong nest site fidelity. Burrowing owls eat insects, small mammals and reptiles. 



The Phase 1I assessment for burrowing owls concluded that suitable habitat for burrowing owls existed throughout the study area. During the Phase 2II burrow surveys, numerous suitable burrows were recorded on the solar farm site; however, three records of burrowing owl sign (i.e., burrow, white wash and pellets) were observed. One group of observations, which included one individual owl and two burrows with white wash and pellets, occurred approximately 1,500 feet east of the intersection of Gen-Tie A1 and highway 177. The two other individual owl sightings occurred approximately one mile north and 0.8 mile west of the solar farm site. One owl was observed east of the Red Bluff substation.



Owls observed were all individual adults and observations occurred during both spring and fall seasons. It is expected that the owls reside within the area and there is a high potential for pairs to occur. Phase 3 surveys will be performed prior to ground disturbing activities to determine the exact number of resident owls potentially affected by construction immediately prior to these activities.



Phase II and III pre-construction surveys found one potential burrowing owl burrow on the Red Bluff substation site, and seven individual single owls on the solar farm site. The burrow on the Red Bluff substation site was determined to be unoccupied and collapsed in a storm event on September 13, 2011.





Ferruginous hawk (Buteo regalis) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. This species typically nests in northern latitudes of North America and overwinters in southern regions. Migrant ferruginous hawks are a regular but uncommon during spring and fall in the California desert regions. Within the NECO planning area, ferruginous hawks have been observed overwintering in low numbers in the lower Colorado River Valley, Yuma Basin, West Mesa, and the agricultural areas of Imperial Valley (BLM 2002). Two sightings of migrating ferruginous hawks were recorded, one within the Solar farm site and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. Both observations occurred in March 2010 and consisted of flyovers. The golden eagle surveys performed by helicopter in spring 2010 did not observe presence of this species. Based on data reviewed and observations, it is not expected that ferruginous hawks utilize the study area for nesting or overwintering. This species may forage within the study area during migration. 



Golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) is a State Species of Special Concern and Fully Protected Species, is covered under the federal Bald and itGolden Eagle Protection Act (described in Section 1.2), and is addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. Golden eagles and their primary prey species, jackrabbits, have declined in the California desert regions due to prolonged drought conditions that have persisted since 1998 (WRI 2010). Breeding in Southern California starts in December and January, nest building and egg laying in February to March, and hatching and raising the young eagles occur from April through June. Once the young eagles are flying on their own, the adult eagles will continue to feed them and teach them to hunt until late November.





No golden eagle nests were found on or adjacent to the solar farm site or other Project components. Phase I occupancy surveys conducted in April 2010 detected 13 potentially-active nests within a ten mile radius of the Solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation, as shown on Figure 35. Of these, 4 nests were within Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP), with an additional three in steep hills west and above Eagle Mountain mine, nearly within the JTNP boundaries. These are located either on BLM lands or lands owned by Eagle Mountain Mine and the Kaiser Corporation. The remaining three potential nests were located south of Interstate 10 in the Chuckwalla Mountains, approximately 3 miles west and southwest from the proposed Red Bluff Substation. One observation of a golden eagle flyover of the Chuckwalla Valley was recorded during these surveys (WRI 2010).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define.  



Phase II productivity surveys determined that 12 of these 13 nests were inactive, with one active but non-reproductive nest located in the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area approximately 5 miles from the solar farm site boundary (Figure 35). No reproductive nests were located within the 10-mile radius of the solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation (WRI 2010).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Two late-season aerial surveys are insufficient to make this conclusion with any level of accuracy.  



During these surveys, there were additional raptor species observed within 10 miles of the solar farm site: turkey vultures, common ravens, prairie falcons, and Swainson’s hawks (WRI 2010).







Loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) is State Species of Special Concern and a year-round resident in parts of the Southern California desert. As a predatory bird its diet consists of insects, amphibians, small reptiles, small mammals, and other birds. One pair was observed approximately 0.2 miles northwest of the Solarsolar farm site. Observations of adults were made in both spring and fall, and one individual with first-year plumage was recorded in the fall. Based on the amount and nature of observations made during the surveys, loggerhead shrikes are year-round residents within the study area. Loggerhead shrikes were often observed perching on palo verde and ironwood trees as well as larger creosote bush shrubs and other structures including utility poles. 



Northern harrier (Circus cyaneus), a State Species of Special Concern, is a raptor species that occurs in a wide range of habitats throughout North America. In Southern California, harriers typically nest and forage in open habitats that provide adequate vegetative cover, suitable prey base, and scattered perches such as shrubs or fence posts (Shuford 2008). This species is often found near bodies of water and wetlands (CDFG 2010). Harriers are ground-nesting birds with suitable nesting habitat limited in the southern California desert (Shuford 2008). Three harriers were recorded: two within the Solar farm site, and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What sex were the Harriers which were reported; what time of year?  What were they doing?



Prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus) is State Species of Special Concern that breeds throughout the arid West from southern Canada to central Mexico. The overall distribution appears to be stable. Prairie falcons are found in areas of the dry interior where cliffs provide secure nesting sites. In the desert they are found in all vegetation types, although sparse vegetation provides the best foraging habitat. Prairie falcons were observed in the southwest corner of the solar farm site and approximately 1 mile east of the eastern boundary as flyovers. Two additional observations were recorded along the Gen-tie line, but not south of Interstate 10 (I-10) near the Red Bluff Substation alternatives or related components. During aerial surveys for golden eagles, two prairie falcons were recorded within 10 miles of the Solar farm site near the boundary of Eagle Mountain Mine and Joshua Tree National Park (WRI 2010). One location was an active, reproductive nest in 2010 with unknown nest success (Figure 3). No prairie falcon nests were observed within any Project areas.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Prairie falcons, or prairie falcon territories?  Were prairie falcons detected during any of the point counts?    Where were prairie falcons detected hunting?



Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsonii) is state-listed (threatened) raptor species that breeds in much of western North America. Within California, nesting occurs primarily in the Central Valley and northern territoriesCounties; however, regular nesting also occurs in the high desert between the Tehachapi Mountains and Lancaster. This species winters in southern South America with a migration route of over 20,000 miles (Woodbridge 2008). Arrival at breeding areas generally occurs from late February to early May depending on geographical characteristics of the breeding area (Woodbridge 2008). Nest sites have not been documented in the Sonoran Desert of California. This species was observed within the study area during migration. Three incidental records were documented on April 9, 2010 during botanical and baseline surveys. Two observations were of individual Swainson’s hawks and the third observation consisted of a group of over ten birds. All individuals were seen in flight overhead within or near the Solar Farm boundaries. Additionally, Swainson’s hawks were observed during golden eagle surveys near Chuckwalla Mountains [two individuals (March 26 and April 3, 2010)], Coxcomb Mountains [fourteen individuals (April 2, 2010)], and Palen Mountains [four individuals (March 25, 2010)] (WRI 2010). This species is not expected to nest or overwinter within the study area.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Were any fall observations reported, recorded, or even sought?

Bats

Dr. Brown’s results indicate that pallid bats and western pipistrelles could roost in small rocks on the ground on the solar farm site alternatives. Radio-telemetry surveys have shown that hoary bats will roost in palo verde trees and ironwoods and that California leaf-nosed bats might roost in the limited areas of ironwood trees between foraging bouts. These tree species are found within the small areas of desert dry wash woodland on the gen-tie line and Red Bluff Substation and related components.



Desert dry wash woodland attracts foraging bats due to increased insect concentration.  This is especially true for California leaf-nosed bats and pallid bats that feed on large insects they glean off the foliage. Roosts for these species have been identified in mines in the Eagle and Coxcomb Mountains, both within 16 kilometers (10 miles) of the solar farm site.

4.4	Risk Assessment

Potential direct impacts could occur without the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures incorporated in to the Project through Applicant measuresMeasures and mitigation measuresMitigation Measures as described in the FEIS (see Section 1.0). Some of the measures described in this document are in addition to those presented in the FEIS as the Applicants continue to address concerns regarding avian and bat species and meet changing requirements. With the incorporation of these measures, the Project is not expected to cause any prohibited “take” or “disturbance” of any species protected by the BGEPA or MBTA.



4.4.1	Site-Specific Threats

Based on the results of the site-specific surveys combined with additional regional surveys and information, the potential for take was assessed for the following site-specific threats (USFWS 2010):

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays;

2. Transmission line, power tower, meteorological tower, or guy line collision;

3. Electrocution potential;

4. Territory abandonment;

5. Nest and roost site disturbances;

6. Habitat loss and fragmentation; and

7. Disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility.



Due to the nature of the Project (as a photovoltaic solar facility) and its components, the following threats are not likely to occur:

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays,

2. Potential collisions from power towers, meterological towers, and guy lines 

3. Electrocution potential



Potential threats from direct transmission line collisions for avian species and bats could occur without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0.



Without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0, nest and roost site disturbances and territory abandonment could occur due to direct nest removal during vegetation removal activities; and indirect disturbance from construction-related noise, lighting, and dust. 

  

Although no nests would be directly taken with the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures for the Project, habitat loss and fragmentation would occur due to the loss of approximately 4,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitat, and up to 200 acres of desert wash woodland habitat. The loss of these habitats would prevent avian and bat species from using the Project areas for nesting or overwintering, and these species and habitat uses would likely remain in adjacent large habitat areas including those areas restricted from development between the Project and Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) and within the park itself (over 1,000,000 acres of protected adjacent similar habitats).



Potential disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility is likely to be extremely small because the Project is photovoltaic in nature and has no moving components. The estimated long-term human presence on the facility is estimated at 12-15 individuals related to security and maintenance activities, as described in the FEIS. The avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0 include measures for the O&M phase of the Project.



Impacts to bats include potential direct impacts to ground nesting species (pallid bats and western pipistrelles) and the potential for the removal of trees with activethat could support bat colonies. at the solar farm site and/or Red Bluff Substation. Indirect impacts could potentially occur from removal of foraging habitat. Indirect impacts could also potentially occur, or from increased human activity, noise, nighttime lighting, and dust. 



Although temporary construction ponds will be constructed at the solar farm site, these ponds will have netting secured around the top of the pond fencing to discourage bats and birds from using water at these ponds.

4.4.2	Cumulative Impacts

The FEIS lists those projects considered as part of the cumulative impact analysis. Cumulative effects discussed in this document include those which have been or will be carried out throughout the anticipated life of the project, and, where practicable and reasonable, should include the impacts from all threats for which the BLM and/or Applicants have some form of control. Potential long-term cumulative indirect effects include the potential removal of nesting, roosting, and foraging habitat for avian and bat species.



For passerine species, nesting and foraging habitats are focused on smaller home ranges near nest sites and available forage. As described above for site-specific threats, vegetation removal would occur within these home ranges, using avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0 to eliminate the take of these species or active nests. The Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide similar habitats and abundant nesting and foraging opportunities for these species, therefore, cumulative effects are unlikely to be significant.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The project proponent fails to analyze the impact of the cumulative effects of this project, in addition to other projects and activities which are extant or planned in the project area.   Further, cumulative effects for GOEA are to be analyzed out to at least 140 miles from the project footprint.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: what cumulative effects exist with regard to JTNP?  



Raptor species (excluding golden eagles and ravens) have larger home ranges and forage over large distances. Due to the development of this Project and other regional projects there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat. This loss is not expected to be significant, or cause prohibited take because it represents a small percentage of the total foraging area regionally available for these species (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for raptors, and more suitable habitats for nesting for most raptor species.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This is not an appropriate argument, and should be recast with actual data, versus guesses.  



Golden eagles forage in an area extending up to 225 kilometers (140 miles) from the Project boundaries.their territory centroids. Although there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat from the development of alternative energy projects and other regional projects discussed in the FEIS, this loss is not expected to be significant, or to cause prohibited “disturbance” or “taking,” because it is only a small percentage of the total foraging area (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provides appropriate habitats for nesting (which the Project dies not), and appropriate habitats for foraging.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This is absolutely incorrect.  140 miles is considered to be the average dispersal distance of young, and does not in any way indicate the forage distance from a nest site.    In xeric habitat, GOEA are believed to forage out to 10 miles from their territory centroid.   In instances of higher quality, undisturbed habitat that has presence of rabbits/hares/scurids, the forage distance may be less.   	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This may be incorrect; the project proponent should analyze the amount of habitat which will be usurped by proposed projects using FWS guidance; i.e. within 140 air miles.   The list of proposed ground-disturbing projects, in addition to extant sources of mortality/disturbance is extensive, and should be considered in light of extant GOEA habitat availability.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define.  GOEA are particular about their 



For bat species, potential cumulative impacts are discussed for an area 16 kilometers (10 miles) from the boundaries of the Proposed Project. These include the potential for combined direct effects of the removal of individuals and occupied nests of ground nesting species such as pallid bats and western pipistrelles from project construction. In addition, the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for bats, and many areas that are more suitable habitats for nesting for bat species.








5.0.	Project Design Conservation Measures

The Applicants have sited and designed the Project components to avoid and minimize impacts to avian and bat species whenever possible. All discussions below of macro- and micro-siting considerations, nest site buffers and conservation measures during the construction and O&M phases of the Project will apply to both Applicants and all Project components.



The Applicants have worked to site Project components to have the least impacts to bird and bat populations with the goal of avoiding any take of migratory birds and bats and/or minimize the loss, destruction, or degradation of migratory bird and bat habitat by placing projects in areas of lower quality habitat to the maximum extent practicable. 

5.1	Project Siting

The process of siting of Project components included both macro- and micro-siting considerations.

5.1.1	Macro-Siting

Macro-siting considerations for the Project components were conducted in 2007 during initial surveys, and were refined in 2008 after the collection of the initial large data sets for the Project. In 2007, Pinto Wash, which bisects the requested Right-of-Way grant, was removed from development consideration. At this time, other larger areas of desert wash woodland were also removed from site consideration because these habitats support greater vegetation structure, density and diversity and are likely to support greater numbers of species and individuals than other habitats in the ROW area. Macro-siting considerations for the Project components also included the avoidance of:



· Locations with federally or state listed, or otherwise designated sensitive species, and areas managed for the conservation of listed species

Project components avoid DWMAs, CHU, and ACECs to the extent possible and were sited in the area of lowest known concentration for special-status species available.

· Areas frequently used for daily bird and bat movements (i.e., areas between roosting and feeding sites)

Areas of desert wash woodland were identified and avoided by Project components to the greatest extent possible, particularly the avoidance of larger expanses of this habitat found in the Pinto and Big Wash areas.

· Breeding and wintering eagle use areas

These areas were identified and avoided for all Project components. Valley floor areas such as the proposed Solar farm site do not provide wintering or breeding habitatnest or roost sites for eagles.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: However, the project area does not appear to have been analyzed as foraging habitat for resident and non-resident GOEA, and other species of raptors.   

· Known migration flyways for birds and bats

Pinto Wash is a known bat migration corridor with impacts to this area avoided by the siting of the Solar farm site.

· Areas near known bat hibernacula, breeding, and maternity/nursery colonies

No known areas are found with the footprint of the Project components.

· Fragmentation of large, contiguous tracts of wildlife habitat (Canadian Wildlife Service 2006a and 2006b)



Many desert special status avian and bat species require large undisturbed areas that are highly sensitive to fragmentation effects. In siting the Project components, all areas with greater vegetation structure, density and diversity were avoided or reduced to the extent possible. These areas included desert wash woodlands and areas of creosote bush scrub that overlay stabilized geological features and support greater density and diversity of vegetation.

5.1.2	Micro-Siting

Micro-siting considerations for the Project components were begun in 2008 and actively continued as further wildlife surveys were conducted and through informal meetings with the BLM, USFWS and CDFG throughout the Project’s planning process. The siting of the solar farm was further reduced between the Draft EIS and FEIS in response to concerns from the public and agencies involved in the process. Beyond continuing to refine the boundaries of the solar farm, additional considerations of micro-siting included:

· Avoiding features that attract raptors (areas supporting tall perching structures including trees, utility poles, etc.)



+By avoiding minimizing impacts to desert wash woodland areas and avoiding Pinto Wash, the Projectsolar farm avoided areas with tree layers. TheIn addition, the Applicants have designed features to reduce perching by raptors whenever possible.

· Avoiding features that attract migrant birds (e.g., water sources, riparian vegetation) Minimize the potential for enhancing habitats suitable for raptor prey species such as rodents that would likely attract raptors to the project site



Project components are not adjacent to landscape features that attract migrant birds such as water sources. Project construction and O&M phases will minimize the potential for creating habitats suitable for rodents, such as rock piles, that could attract raptors.

5.2	Buffer Zones

Buffer zones have been established through the FEIS Applicant and Mitigation Measures to protect raptor and other bird nests, areas of high bird and bat use, and known bat roosts from disturbance related to the construction of the solar farm. 



Clearance surveys will be conducted within 30 days prior to vegetation removal in project areas to locate any active nests, burrowing owl burrows, or bat roosts. Vegetation removal will occur outside of the breeding season for special-status bird and bats species to the extent possible. If any active nests, roosts or burrows are located during these surveys, buffer zones will be established as described in the FEIS to protect these areas.



A Lead Avian and Bat Biologist, working under the Designated Biologist, will be assigned to ensure all buffer zones are correctly established and to monitor nest activity and determine when each nest or burrowing owl burrow has fledged or failed. This individual will also be responsible for all data collected for these buffer zones, nests, roosts and burrows.




5.2.1	Passerines

Buffer distances for passerine nests will consider species, terrain, habitat type, and activity level as these features relate to the bird alert distance and bird flight initiation distance (Whitfield et al. 2008). Buffer size distance was coordinated throughout the FEIS process and is established in the FEIS as established at approximately 100 meters from any active nest (330 feet). The Lead Avian Biologist will may determine that a smaller or larger distance is necessary under individual circumstances such as topography and type of construction activities. 



The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the Lead Avian Biologist has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.

5.2.2	Raptors and Eagles

Project-related disturbances such as construction noise, lighting and dust will be avoided within 500 feet from the solar farm site forof an active raptor nest and within one mile for an active eagle nest (excluding common ravens). Any changes in this buffer distance would be determined by the Lead Avian Biologist for the Project and submitted to USFWS, BLM, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components) for approval. Any nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.



For the Red Bluff substation and related components, the specific landscape features of steep terrain and ridgelines between construction activities and nest sites may dictate reduced buffers (Richardson and Miller 1997).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How?   This should be explained more; as it currently stands, one mile may be too close to an occupied territory and anthropogenic activity of the scale of this project may cause disturbance to an occupied nest.  Further, this paper is not primary source, but a compilation of multiple other papers, which, should be noted, are quite old and may not reflect current scientific understanding of eagles and disturbance. 



Surveys for golden eagle nests will be conducted during each year of construction that occurs within the nesting season. These surveys will be completed in accordance with current USFWS guidance and protocols (currently Pagel 2010) under the Golden Eagle Surveys and Nest Site Monitoring Plan discussed below in Section 7.0.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will monitoring occur for non-breeding eagles outside of the nesting season?   Will monitoring of documented territories continue post project construction to determine if nesting territories continue to be occupied, or are abandoned due to direct, indirect or cumulative effects of the project implementation?	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Surveys for GOEA for 2011 were lacking.   One season of data, and at that only several days of surveys in a helicopter, do not make a data set robust.    It is disheartening that the project proponent seems to misinterpret Pagel et al. 2010 with regard to eagle surveys.  The project proponent is lacking additional breeding information, knowledge of non-breeding goea, and habitat use at or near the project area, in addition to reasonable information leading to direct, indirect, and cumulative effects analysis and a well described risk characterization for GOEA.

5.2.3	Burrowing Owls

For burrowing owls, Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction unit and within a 150-meter (500 foot) buffer area. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 100 meters (330 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged. Outside the nesting season or after determining a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within 1 mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls using accepted methods for excluding owls from burrows such as one-way doors or otherwise ensuring owls are not in burrows while burrows are collapsed; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation, including the number and original location of each owl, and known additional locations for each individual.

5.2.4	Bats

Construction activities will avoid any bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula found during clearance surveys. No bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula have been located during surveys conducted at the Project components between 2008 and 2011. Appropriate buffer distances will be established by the Lead Avian Biologist in consideration of the disturbance type, distance to roost or hibernacula, time of year of, and the duration of the disturbance.

5.3	Appropriate Facility Design

Many conservation measures have been incorporated into the design of Project facilities, as suggested in USFWS 2010, in an attempt to reduce the potential effects of Project on avian and bat populations, including:



1. Avoid using lattice-type structures, placing external ladders and platforms on towers to minimize perching and nesting.

The use of lattice towers, platforms, and ladders will be minimized to the extent practicable. The use of lattice structures will only be used on the solar farm site for a lookout tower, which will be frequently used (this deterring use by raptors and other birds), and will be frequently checked for the presence of nests. 



Although lattice structures will be used by SCE for their Project components, these will be in an area designated as a utility corridor that currently supports numerous transmission lines, including those on lattice towers, such as DPV1. The Project would not cause a significant increase on the number of lattice towers within this corridor.



2. Implement measures to reduce or buffer adverse noise effects associated with operation of the facility on surrounding wildlife habitat. Noise impacts to birds (Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008) have generally been found to be negative; therefore facility design should take this fact into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats.

The Project utilizes photovoltaic panel technology which has little potential for noise impacts. Noise effects have been extensively studiesstudied and includeincluded in the FEIS, and continued noise monitoring will be conducted during construction. Noise impacts during construction would include noise generated from the operation of construction equipment and construction vehicles. The O&M phase of the Project would have little or no noise for both the solar farm and SCE components.



3. Avoid the use of guy wires for all meteorological towers and do not light them unless the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requires them to be lit, which is generally >60 meters (>199 ft) AGL in height. Any necessary guy wires should be marked with recommended bird deterrent devices (APLIC 1994, USFWS 2000).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: towers or guy wires?

No meteorological towers or guy wires or line are included in the Project.



4. If structures (>60 meters [>199 ft] AGL) require lights for aviation safety, the minimum amount of pilot warning and obstruction avoidance lighting specified by the FAA should be used (FAA 2007). All lights within the facility should illuminate synchronously. Lighting of the boundary of the facility is most important as an aviation safety warning. Unless otherwise requested by the FAA, use only the minimum number of strobed, strobe-like or blinking red incandescent lights of minimum intensity. No steady burning lights should be used on facility infrastructures (Gehring et al. 2009).

Any such lighting at the Project facilities would follow this guidance. SCE facilities are not planned greater than 185 feet in height.



5. Facility lights should be focused downward to reduce skyward illumination. Lights should be equipped with motion detectors to reduce continuous illumination. 

All lighting used at Projectboth the solar farm and SCE project facilities will be downcast and would be used only when necessary, when appropriate by installing motion detectors, depending on safety concerns. The projectsolar farm has prepared a Lighting Mitigation Plan in consultation with the Night Sky Program Manager for the National Park Service in order to limit skyward illumination. 



6. Where feasible, place electric power lines underground or on the surface as insulated, shielded wire to avoid electrocution of birds. Use recommendations of the Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) for any required above-ground lines, transformers, or conductors.

Power lines will be in accordance with Avian Power Line Interaction Committee guidelines. 



7. Avoiding the creation of roads to minimize further loss and fragmentation of migratory bird habitat.

New roads associated with Project activities will be kept to a minimum. Roads associated with the solar farm site will be within the Project fence. Roads associated with the gen-tie line have been designed to be the shortest distance possible, such as using spur roads to tower sites from Kaiser Road instead of the creation of a new road along the gen-tie line. Red Bluff substation and related components will use existing roads to the maximum extent possible.



8. If evaporation ponds are required for the operation of the facility, placement of netting over the surface of the ponds is encouraged to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface.

Temporary construction ponds will be used only during the construction phase and will be covered with netting to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface. These ponds are not used for evaporation.  



9. Reducing the attractiveness of solar reflectors to polarotactic water insects (those attracted to polarized light) (Horvath et al. 2010) will help reduce the attractiveness of these facilities to birds and bats. 

Monitoring conducted during the construction and O&M phases of the Project is discussed in Section 7.0 and will assist in determining whether the Project’s photovoltaic panels attract water insects, which in turn could attract birds and bats. If it is determined that water insect are attracted to these facilities, BLM, USFWS, and CDFG will be contacted to determine appropriate adaptive management techniques to reduce this threat.


6.0	Conservation Measures

The conservation measures discussed in this section include those in the FEIS and those presented in USFWS guidance (2010).

6.1	Construction Phase Conservation Measures

Conservation measures that will be implemented by the Project that relate to bird conservation include:

1. Minimize permanent disturbance area such as creating unneeded access roads. Construction of the gen-tie line and other linear Project features will avoid vegetation clearing, and grading whenever possible.

2. All vegetationVegetation within the Project footprint that will be disturbed will be cleared outside of the bird breeding season to the maximum extent practicable. If the Project plans vegetation removal within the bird breeding season, it would be because desert tortoise (a federally and state threatened species) tortoise protection measures and timing may take precedence, or that reason for work to be completed during the breeding season were beyond the Applicant’sApplicant's’ control. If such an occurrence happenedhappens, the Applicants wouldwill communicate with BLM, USFWS, and CDFG that all reasonable and practicable efforts to complete work outside the bird breeding season were attempted.

When vegetation removal cannot take place outside of the breeding season and a reasonable explanation was provided to BLM, USFWS and CDFG, the Lead Avian Biologist or a person under their direct supervision would be on site during construction activities to locate active nests, establish avoidance buffers around active nests, watch for new nesting activity, and if necessary stop construction when noise and general activity threaten to disturb an active nest.  All active nests of protected birds (e.g., MBTA, ESA, state protected) would not be disturbed until after nest outcome is complete.

3. During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active nest locations would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 330 feet (100 meters) as discussed in the Project’s FEIS. Buffer areas may be larger if the Project’s lead Avian Biologist determines the need for a larger buffer area due to type of activity, species, or habitat considerations. Regardless of seasonal timing of construction, active nests will be flagged and nests avoided, with special attention paid to the nesting season of most avian species (February 15 – May 15). Avoidance areas will remain in place until it is determined that nest outcome is complete.

During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active bat colonies would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 165 feet (50 meters). Whenever possible, these areas will be avoided by construction activities. 

4. Discussions of nest avoidance for passerines, raptors, and golden eagles will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will be included in the Worker Environmental Awareness Plan (WEAP) training briefings. Bat colony avoidance discussions will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will also be included in WEAP training briefings. Training will include identification of avoidance areas and requirements for these areas.

5. The Project will follow APLIC guidelines for overhead utilities (APLIC 1994) to the extent practicable.). SCE structures will be built with sufficient conductor separation and other protection devices.

6. Construction activities will be conducted in a manner consistent with reducing fire danger.

7. During construction, all trash will be removed promptly and disposed of properly to avoid creating attractive nuisances for birds and bats.

8. Appropriate control measures will be implemented to prevent the introduction and spread of invasive plant species with and surrounding the project area (see the Project’s Integrated Weed Management Plan – Ironwood Consulting, 2010).

9. Only plants native to the area for will be used seeding or planting during habitat revegetation and/or restoration efforts.

10. As part of this document, a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan (Section 7.1.2) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-5 in the FEIS. This plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such overhead power lines and solar panels. 

11. As part of this document, a Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan (Section 7.1.3) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-6 in the FEIS. 

6.2	Operations and Maintenance Conservation Measures

During the O&M phase of the Project, conservation measures will be used to reduce the attractiveness of the facility to breeding, migrating, and wintering birds and bats to ensure mortality is minimized:

1. The Project will not create or maintain attraction features for birds and /or bats by removing and disposing of road kills near the Project of carrion that attracts raptors and other scavengers to the site, regularly removing vegetation around larger facilities such as substations to reduce raptor foraging, and eliminating open water sources after the construction phase of the Project. 

2. The Project will minimize the use of lighting that could attract migrating birds and bats (feeding on concentrations of insects at lights). All nighttime lighting will be within 800 meters (0.5 mile) of the Project facilities. Lighting will be kept to the minimum level necessary for safety and security. High intensity, steady burning, bright lights such as sodium vapor or spotlights will not be used on Project facilities.

3. The Project will minimize anthrogenicanthropogenic noise which been found to be negative for birds (e.g., Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008), though not all species are affected to the same degree (Brumm 2004). Therefore facility design should take this into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats. During the operation of these energy facilities, means to buffer, muffle, or otherwise dampen any anthropogenic noise pollution that exceeds ambient noise should be fully explored.


7.0	Post-Construction Monitoring 

The objective of post-construction monitoring is to validate the pre-construction risk assessment and to provide data for the Applicants to use in implementing adaptive management based on the monitoring results.  All of the measures in this section apply to both Applicants.



Monitoring objectives include:

1. Estimating bird and bat fatalities due to Project related activities.

2. Assessing bird use of evaporation ponds.

3. Assessing changes in bird and bat behavior due to all aspects of facility operation (noise, lighting, etc.).

4. Assessing territorial abandonment, nest avoidance, and changes in population status within and adjacent to the project footprint.

5. Assessing whether conservation measures implemented for the project were adequate.

7.1	Monitoring Design

7.1.1	Duration and Timing

This program will be conducted during construction and for at least 3 years post-construction during the operations and maintenance phase of the Proposed Project to attempt to capture differences in parameters due to seasonal and annual variability. The monitoring program will be extended to 5 years post-construction if

1. Mortality level triggers are reached or (more than 40 individual birds have been killed or injured that were attributable to activities at the solar farm and related components, or 10 at SCE project components) or 

2. The Project resultsAny project activities result in the mortality otake of a listed species or eagle. 



Monitoring will include data collection during breeding, wintering, and migration periods because bird and bat use of areas will vary seasonally.

7.1.2	Study Components

The long-term monitoring program for measuring raptor and bat incidence at the Project site will consist of:

1. Recording incidental sightings, 

2. Mortality studies by implementing the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan

3. Conducting seasonal point counts, and 

4. Conducting annual nest surveys. 

Incidental Sightings

Throughout the construction and operation phases of the Proposed Project, all incidental sightings of special-status bird species, and all raptors and bats will be During construction, all sightings will be recorded by biological monitors. The Lead Avian Biologist will be tasked with keeping records and reporting these results (as described in Section 7.4).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Why?   Won’t there be data inconsistency, as this is not a robust method to acquire data.  




Mortality Studies (Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan)

Mortality Studies will be conducted within all Projectsolar farm and SCE project components to determine any monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such the gen-tie line and, solar panels. , or SCE facilities. 



Study methodology includes:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This section should be more detailed including specific methods, sample sizes, and quantification to ascertain searcher efficiency and inherent survey bias’

1. Selection of study sites for both solar farm and SCE project components,

2. Mortality searches at each study site, including accepted methodology and frequency

3. Reporting and adaptive management

Selection of Study Sites

These studies will be conducted at a minimum of twelve study sites within solar farm and related components and within a minimum of three control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the study area. All areas of the Red Bluff Substation accessible will be included, as well as two sites selected along the access road and loop-in area; and two along the distribution line, with one control site related to the SCE project components.

Mortality Searches

Mortality surveys will be completed weeklybi-monthly post-construction in each Project phasestudy site for a period of 1one year. After one year, these studies will be conducted monthly for at least an additional two years, completing the 3three-year post-construction monitoring period. These studies will be conducted at a minimum of 12 sites within all Project componentsfollow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and within a minimumwill include an assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, and a carcass collection protocol and an assessment of 3 control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the Project areascarcass scavenger rates.



These studies will follow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and will include:

· An assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, 

· A carcass collection protocol and an assessment of carcass scavenger rates, and 

· Detailed specifications on data (see data collection flow charts and example data sheets submitted to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG), 



Reporting and Adaptive Management

Data will be collected using handheld data recorders and/or paper data sheets. All data will be scanned and entered into the Project database that will be submitted as part of the annual reporting for both the solar farm and the SCE project components. Reporting will be conducted as described in Section 7.4 below.



If monitoring determines that bird mortality caused by solar facilities may be having potentially adverse impacts on special-status bird avian populations (by exceeding mortality triggers discussed above), the ApplicantApplicants will implement adaptive management strategies such as installing additional bird flight diverters alterations to project components that have been identified as key mortality features. If adaptive management actions are implemented, mortality studies will continue for an additional year post-construction until a reduction in mortality to a level comparable to control sites is documented.

Seasonal Point Counts

Point Counts will continue to be conducted using the same methods that were used in baseline point counts (Section 3.0). These point counts will be conducted once during each season of each year (excluding summer) during construction and for the 3-year post-construction period.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This method should be updated; point counts as currently described have no utility for GOEA or raptor observation, and should not be used for these species.




Nest Surveys

Annual nest surveys will be conducted each spring during construction between March 15 and June 1, using two surveys separated by at least 30 days. All Project-related infrastructure (e.g.; fence posts, transmission towers, and buildings) would be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. Nest locations may also be detected via incidental sightings or during point count surveys.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Is this appropriate timing for the Desert?  If so, please provide data which suggests that most passerines are attending their nests during this time period.  



During nest surveys, the ground under all raptor and raven nests will be inspected for the presence shells of juvenile tortoises or other evidence or predation of desert tortoise. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These surveys should also include utility poles.

7.1.3	Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan 

In addition to project-specific mortality monitoring studies the ProjectApplicants will monitor golden eagles separately to ensure that golden eagle mortality is adequately assessed. For each year during construction, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities will be conducted to determine whether any territory is active (Pagel et al. 2010). Data collected during the inventory shall include: 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: take; not mortality.   Take also includes disturbance.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: occupied; not active.

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



If an occupied nest is detected during construction within 10 miles of any Project component, the Applicant for that component will implement adaptive management strategies in cooperation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG (and CPUC if an SCE component) for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles (Pagel et al. 2010). Triggers for additional adaptive management requirements will include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, such as agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define and describe.  

7.2	Nest Management

Project facilities will manage nests established on any part of the facility as described throughout this document. Eagle nests will be addressed as described in Section 7.1 above.

7.3	Risk Assessment Validation

Using data collected throughout this process, the ProjectApplicants will attempt to validate the identified risks of the project. The validation process will consider:

1. Whether the documented mortality rate post-construction is higher, lower, or as expected, compared to the pre-construction risk assessment.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will this be determined?  The initial data is fraught with problems.

2. Whether conservation measures are adequate to minimize bird and/or bat mortality to the maximum extent practicable? 

3. Would additional conservation measures be likely to reduce mortality rates?

4. Do documented mortality rates trigger adaptive management actions?



The results of this validation assessment would be discussed in Project reporting, described in Section 7.4 below.

7.4	Reporting

Quarterly e-mail summaries of all biological monitoring activities will be submitted to BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CDFGCPUC (for SCE project components) by the Designated Biologist. One section of these summaries will focus on reporting for the long-term monitoring program for raptors (including owls) and bats. This section will include results of the study components of monitoring conducted during the previous quarter, and a discussion of any unusual circumstances noted. These reports may also include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.

 

On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to the BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for the BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG,CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE project components) in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1 of each year. This annual report will summarize all quarterly reports and be submitted via e-mail by the Designated Biologist. After this report is submitted, an annual meeting will be held between the BLM, USFWS, Applicants, CDFG, and CDFGCPUC to review the annual monitoring report and discuss monitoring results and conservation measures, including any adaptive management implemented or recommended.






8.0	Key Resources and References

8.1	Key Resources

Key resources include the team of proponent personnel, biological monitors and agency personnel who will work together to ensure the success of the protection, avoidance, and minimization of impacts to bird and bat species during the construction and operations and maintenance phases of the Project. The names and contact information for key personnel are provided below.



Project Proponents

Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC

1111 Broadway St, 4th Floor

Oakland, CA 94607

(510) 625-7400

Contact:  Amanda Beck

ABeck@firstsolar.com



Southern California Edison

1218 South 5th Avenue

Monrovia, CA 91016

(626) 260-6040

Contact: Paul Yamazaki

Paul.Yamazaki@sce.com


Biological Monitoring

Ironwood Consulting

1412 S. Center St.

Redlands, CA 92373

(909) 798-0330

Contact: Kathy Simon

Kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com



Bureau of Land Management

California Desert District Office

22835 Calle San Juan De Los Lagos

Moreno Valley, CA 92553-9046

(951) 697-5223

Contact: Kim Marsden

Kim_Marsden@BLM.gov 





U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office

6010 Hidden Valley Rd., 101

Carlsbad, CA 92011

760.431.9440 x 354 phone

Contact: Jody Fraser

jody_fraser@fws.gov



California Department of Fish and Game

Inland Deserts Region

3602 Inland Empire Blvd Suite C220

Ontario, CA 91764

(909) 484-0167

Contact: Magdalena Rodriguez

mcrodriguez@dfg.ca.gov
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1.0	INTRODUCTIONIntroduction 

This section provides a brief summary of the project description for the Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC (ApplicantSunlight) and Southern California Edison (SCE) project (jointly the “Applicants”). A complete description of the project is found in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project California Desert Conservation Area Plan Amendment and Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) (BLM 2011).



The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) issued of a right-of-way (ROW) grant authorizing the construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (Project). The Project covers less than 4,176 acres (ac) and is located in Riverside County, California, approximately 6 miles north of the rural community of Desert Center and approximately (10.5 kilometers or 6.5 miles north of the Interstate 10 corridor (Figure 1). The Project consists of three main components 1) a 550-megawatt (MW) solar photovoltaic (PV) generating facility (Solar Farm), 2) a 220-kilovolt (kV) generation interconnection line (Gen-tie line), and 3) a 500/220-kV substation and substation related components (the Red Bluff Substation) (Figure 2). While the Red Bluff substation is included as part of this project description for planning and environmental considerations, it would be constructed, owned, and operated by SCE, not by the ApplicantSunlight.



The Applicant and SCEApplicants have prepared this Avian and Bat Protection Plan in accordance with regulatory agency guidance, including:

· Region8 Interim Guidelines for the Development of a Project Specific Avian and Bat Protection Plan for Solar Energy Plants and Related Transmission Facilities.   

· Avian and Bat Protection Plan Guidelines developed jointly by Edison Electric Institute’s Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) 

· Additional Interim Guidelines from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS 2000, 2003, 2010). 

· Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO Plan, BLM and the California Department of Fish and Game- CDFG 2002).



1.1	Purpose of the Avian and Bat Protection Plan

The Avian and Bat Protection Plan (ABPP) delineates a program designed to reduce the risks that result from bird and bat interactions due to actions performed by Sunlight in the construction and operation of the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line; and by SCE in the construction and operation of their project components (Red Bluff Substation and associated access road, distribution line and telecommunications site). The overall goal of this ABPP is to reduce, and ultimately eliminate bird and bat mortality to the extent possible. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These plans are now called Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These plans are intended to do more than simply reduce risks; the strategy should also show avoidance, reduction (minimization), and mitigation, as well as short and long term monitoring associated with a proposed activity.



The objectives of this ABPP are as follows:

· Describe the process of surveys and siting decisions to date, including identifying baseline conditions for avian and bat species present in the area of the Project components. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: include survey methods, techniques, and qualifications of surveyors, as well as a thorough analysis of data leading to risk characterization of direct, indirect and cumulative effects.   

· Identify activities during construction and operational and maintenance (O&M) that may increase the potential of adverse effects to passerine, raptor, and bat species on and adjacent to the Project components.

· Specify steps that will be taken to avoid, minimize and mitigate any potential adverse effects to these species, including thresholds for adaptive management.

· Detail long-term monitoring and reporting goals for the Project.



Ironwood Consulting, Inc.	3







The following Applicant measures (AM) and mitigation measures (MM) from the FEIS are incorporated into this plan.



AM-WIL-3. Avian and Bat Protection Plan. This Plan will be prepared and implemented by the Applicant to specify necessary actions to be taken to protect nesting bird and bat species. The following measures will be implemented by the Applicant to protect burrowing owls in the Project locations during construction:



1. Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction area as recommended by the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What methods will the project proponent use to detect nesting and wintering BUOW?   



2. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 75 meters (250 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). Initial avoidance buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on the type of construction activity as approved by CDFG or USFWS. Outside nesting season or after determining that a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within one mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation.



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicants to protect nesting bird species in the Project locations during construction which are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and California Fish and Game Code Sections 3503 and 3513:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Will there be special efforts to detect State and federally listed bird species which may be using habitat within and near the project footprint?   Please detail.  



1. Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and in adjacent habitat areas and any nests observed will be identified and clearly marked. For passerines, an exclusion area where construction will not be allowed to commence will be established approximately 100 meters (330 feet) from any active nest. For raptors (other than golden eagles), the exclusion area will be established approximately 170 meters (500 feet) from any active nest (excluding nests of the common raven). For golden eagles, the exclusion area will be established approximately 1.6 kilometers (one mile) from any active nest. Initial protective buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on type of construction activity and bird species and per approval by CDFG or USFWS. Nests will be checked within one week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or young have fledged.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What reference(s) is being used to support this distance?	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: define.   



2. Vegetation clearing will be conducted outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

3. Biological monitors will be present on-site during all phases of construction and will be tasked with monitoring avian nesting in adjacent habitats. If nests are found, the same procedures would be used as discussed above for pre-construction surveys. 



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicant to protect roosting bats in the Project locations during construction: Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and adjacent habitat areas and any active bat colonies will be identified and clearly marked. An exclusion area will be established approximately 50 meters (165 feet) from any active colony, and whenever possible, these areas will be avoided during construction activities.



For five years post-construction, the Applicant will record incidental sightings of raptors and bats in the Project locations. In addition, the Applicant will conduct nest surveys within the Project locations at least twice each spring between March 1 and June 1, separated by at least 30 days where all project-related infrastructure will be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. The Applicant will submit quarterly status reports via email to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG. On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1st of each year. These reports may include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Is this for raptors?   If so, why was 01 March – 01 June selected, when in the area of the project, earlier nesting chronologies are probably more relevant.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define.   How will this information be used?   If it is incidental, what inferences may be gained from this ‘data.’



AM-WIL-4, Construction Water Storage Pond Design. The temporary construction water ponds shall be designed, constructed, and operated in compliance with all applicable regulatory requirements with respect to design, operation, and maintenance, protection of migratory waterfowl, and raven management. This includes following provisions in the FEIS under the common raven management plan and includes the following specific measures to discourage ravens:



· Using anti-perching devices around the perimeter of each pond to exclude ravens and other birds from accessing the edge of the ponds to drink.

· Lining the ponds and maintaining two feet of freeboard in the ponds at all times

· Designing the ponds with interior side slopes at a 33 percent slope (3:1, horizontal:vertical)

· Netting will be used to cover ponds when not in use to reduce avian access. Appropriate material will be used to ensure that nocturnal bird species and bats will not become entangled in the netting.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: describe in detail the type of netting which  will be used.

· At least 60 days prior to construction, the Applicant shall submit to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG, the proposed locations and design of the ponds, including how many ponds would be operational at a time, specific design features to discourage ravens, and a plan for immediately addressing problems with pond design. During construction, the ponds shall be monitored daily to ensure that anti-raven measures are successful. All ponds will be dismantled at the end of construction.



SCE does not have construction water storage ponds in its project components.






MM-WIL-5. Prepare and Implement a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. Prior to the issuance of a ROW retain a BLM-approved, qualified biologist to prepare a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan in consultation with CDFG and USFWS. This plan shall follow the Avian Protection Plan guidelines outlined by USFWS and APLIC. The plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such feeder/distribution lines and solar panels.  



The Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan shall include at a minimum: 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: shouldn’t the full plan be detailed here?   It seems like there are large ‘gaps’ left to fill in prior to this document being final.   The BBCS should leave little room for misinterpretation, and it would be beneficial if the project proponent detailed the specific type of data, specific monitoring protocol, specific carcass collection (with proper permits, of course) protocol, and a quantification of scavenger bias PRIOR to the project being implemented.  

· Detailed specifications on data, 

· A carcass collection protocol, and 

· A rationale justifying the proposed schedule of carcass searches, and

· Seasonal trials to assess bias from carcass removal by scavengers as well as searcher bias.



During construction and for one year following the beginning of the solar farm operation the biologist shall submit annual reports to BLM, CDFG, and USFWS describing the dates, durations, and results of monitoring and data collection. The annual reports shall provide a detailed description of any project-related bird or wildlife deaths or injuries detected during the monitoring study or at any other time and data collected for the study of polarized light impacts on insectivorous birds. The report shall analyze any project-related bird fatalities or injuries detected, and provide recommendations for future monitoring and any adaptive management actions needed.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Only one year?	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Reporting to regulatory agencies of avian mortality should be within 24 hours -5 days of mortality; take of birds is not a permitted activity.  



Thresholds will be determined in this ABPP and approved by BLM, CDFG and USFWS. If BLM determines that bird mortality caused by solar have been identified as key mortality features, or implement other appropriate actions approved by BLM and regulatory agencies based on the findings of the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. If mitigation actions are required, the annual reporting shall continue until BLM, in consultation with CDFG and USFWS, determines whether more years of monitoring are needed, and whether additional mitigation and adaptive management measures are necessary.



MM-WIL-6. Prepare and Implement Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring, and Adaptive Management. For each year after commencement of construction \, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities shall be conducted to determine if whether any territory is active. Survey methods for the inventory shall be as described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. A nesting territory or shall be considered occupied or unoccupied based on criteria in Pagel (2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. Data collected during the inventory shall include at least the following: 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Is this for the life of the project?	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: how will non-breeding eagles (juveniles, subadults, floaters during breeding and non-breeding season be monitored and addressed?

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan: If an occupied nest (as defined by Pagel et al. 2010) is detected within 10 miles of any project component, the Project owner or SCE shall prepare and implement a Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles. The monitoring methods shall be consistent with those described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall be prepared in consultation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). It shall be implemented by Desert Sunlight or SCE, according to project component; and each Applicant shall designate a biologist, to be approved by BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). Triggers for adaptive management shall include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, including but not limited to: agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall include a description of adaptive management actions, which shall include, but not be limited to, cessation of construction activities that are deemed by the Designated Biologist to be the source of golden eagle disturbance.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Important.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will those activities be indentified independently from other non-project related occurrances (i.e. territorial eagle disputes, anthropogenic recreation, research/monitoring effects, etc.?



1.2	Legal Drivers

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA), National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) provide the primary legal bases for this ABPP. The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 703, et seq.) prohibits the taking, killing, possession, transportation and importation of migratory birds, their eggs, parts, and nests, except when authorized by the USFWS. Because MBTA does not provide a specific mechanism to authorize “incidental” take, proponents often must work proactively with the Service to avoid and minimize the potential take of species. 



The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 668-668d) protects bald and golden eagles.  Through a new regulation (50 CFR § 22.26), the Service can authorize take of bald and golden eagles when the take is associated with, but not the purpose of, an otherwise lawful activity, and cannot practicably be avoided. Thus, these new regulations provide a mechanism where take of eagles can be legally authorized.  



Under the National Environmental Policy Act (42 USC §§ 4321-4370h), federal agencies such as BLM are required to prepare a detailed environmental impact statement (EIS) for any major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment. An EIS must include an examination of the environmental impacts of a proposed project, a reasonable range of alternatives for a project and other related matters. BLM authorization of a right-of-way (ROW) grant for the Project would require a land use plan amendment (PA) to the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan (BLM 1980), as amended. In addition, DOE will consider Sunlight’s application for a loan guarantee under Title XVII of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EPAct 05), as amended by Section 406 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Public Law (PL) 111-5 (the “Recovery Act”).



The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has discretionary authority to issue the Permit to Construct (PTC) for SCE’s Red Bluff Substation, a portion of the Project. As allowed by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15221, the CPUC intends to use this EIS to provide the environmental review required for its approval process. The CPUC and BLM have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that defines the relationship of the two agencies, and identifies CPUC as a cooperating agency with the BLM. 



The Applicant anticipatesApplicants anticipate that construction and/or operation of the Project will not cause unauthorized “take” or prohibited “disturbance” of any species protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act or the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. However, it is voluntarily proposing this Avian and Bat Protection Plan to proactively implement measures to avoid, minimize and mitigate for any potential adverse effects of the Project on such species.  In addition, by utilizing the adaptive management approach in this plan, it is committing to evaluate data during the operation phase of the Project and make further adjustments to the plan, if necessary and appropriate. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How?   What data are being used to justify this determination?   The project proponent should describe the data, discuss the biology and ecology, characterize the risk, and assign a determination.



1.3	Corporate Policy

Sunlight and SCE have a commitment to work cooperatively towards the protection of migratory birds and bats.  These entities are committed to consistent coordination with agency personnel at BLM, USFWS, and the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) so that all parties and agencies understand the scope of the Project and can discuss project facilities and features that may require additional attention for avian species.




2.0	Coordination

Sunlight and SCE recognized that an essential element to developing a successful Project is the coordination between the project proponents and the appropriate agencies. As recommended by USFWS, the Applicants conducted early coordination on essential elements, such as wildlife surveys, project siting criteria, and operational limitations to ensure that all parties and agencies understood the scope of the project and potential issues could be identified early in the planning process (USFWS 2010). This coordination resulted in numerous improvements to project siting and design (discussed in Section 4.0), and the development of Applicant Measures designed to avoid and minimize potential effects to avian and bat species. 

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 

Sunlight evaluated a larger Project Study Area (PSA) when determining the siting of the Project. Areas of desert wash woodland were avoided in this siting to the extent possible, in part to avoid the potential roosting, nesting, and foraging areas for birds and bats within areas of greater vegetation structure. The process of reducing the Project footprint is discussed further in Section 4.0.



The Applicants have also incorporated design features into the Project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats, including:

· Limiting vegetation clearing to periods outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

· Limiting vegetation disturbance and grading to the smallest area practicable; and

· Placing electrical lines underground or transmission lines on existing structures to the extent practical to avoid collisions with lines. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Project proponent should use APLIC guidance for any above ground transmission lines.



The Applicants further intendsintend to utilize the Applicant Measures AM-WIL-3 and AM-WIL-4 from the FEIS (presented in Section 1.0) during the construction phase and O&M phase of the project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

SCE will also follow the above measures outlined in AM-WIL-3 (AM-WIL-4 is not applicable to SCE components) in the FEIS above to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.






3.0	Adaptive Management and Habitat Compensation

3.1	Adaptive Management Process

The Applicant hasApplicants have incorporated siting criteria, design features and best management practices into the Project that will provide significant avoidance and minimization measures that will reduce the potential for adverse effects on avian and bat species. Specifically, decisions were made to ensure that each phase of project development was evaluated with an eye to reducing potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats during the siting, design, construction, operation and maintenance (O&M), and post-operation phases of the Project. 



In additional to the specific Project measures described below, Sunlight and SCE are committed to using an adaptive management approach throughout the life of the Project that supports flexible decision making and can be adjusted as monitoring results or new regional data are received. In so doing, the protections in this plan are expected to have continued effectiveness throughout the life of the Project.



This adaptive management approach will include the following six key concepts described by Williams (2009) that are endorsed by the Service in its Interim Guidance for Solar Energy Facilities (USFWS 2010):

1. Problem Assessment

2. Design

3. Implementation

4. Monitoring

5. Evaluation

6. Adjustment



Adaptive Management is a keystone of the Sunlight and SCE program to avoid and reduce potential effects to avian and bat species throughout the construction, O&M, and decommissioning stages of the Project. In order to compensate for the loss of avian and bat habitat, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide habitat compensation. This approach is described further in the following sections.

3.2	Habitat Compensation

Habitat Compensation is discussed in detail in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar 2011) for the solar farm and gen-tie line. The Applicant and SCE, and in the Red Bluff Substation Habitat Compensation Plan (SCE 2011) for the Red Bluff Substation and related components,. The Applicants are prepared to implement necessary mitigation and compensation for impacts to protected wildlife species as required by BLM, the CDFG, and USFWS as described in the FEIS and Habitat Compensation PlanPlans. 




4.0	Pre-Siting Data Collection

The siting of the solar farm site, gen-tie line, and substation required detailed and individual evaluation. Although the area of Red Bluff Substation had been recently and repeatedly surveyed prior to this Project for numerous transmission projects, the solar farm site and immediately surrounding areas had not been previously surveyed. Thus, in an effort to place the Project components in locations that would yield the least risk of population impacts, a rigorous siting evaluation process was completed, including the following considerations recommended by the USFWS:

1. Coarse Site Assessment

2. Habitat Equivalency Analysis

3. Site Specific Wildlife Surveys

4. Risk Assessment

5. Reporting

4.1 Coarse Site Assessment

In accordance with USFWS guidance, a pre-siting assessment was conducted starting with a coarse site assessment of the potential environmental issues that might preclude the site from development based on its perceived or validated level of risk (USFWS 2010). This project conducted the equivalent of a Potential Impact Index (PII) (USFWS 2003) by taking a “first cut” analysis of the suitability of a site proposed for development and estimating use of the site by selected wildlife species as an indicator of potential impact (USFWS 2010).



Initial biological assessments conducted in 2007 recommended the avoidance of Pinto Wash as potential habitat for special status species, including avian and bat species. This was supported by an initial field assessment of the site conducted by Patricia Brown-Berry (Brown Berry 2010) for bat species. Between 2008 and 2011, several additional site reductions occurred that reduced the solar farm footprint and shifted the footprint away from areas that support better quality habitats with larger and more diverse vegetative structure.



Project components do not provide habitat for federally or state-listed avian or bat species, but do provide habitat for several special-status species, including those shown on Tables 1 and 2 (Ironwood Consulting 2010). All species in Tables 1 and 2 are species addressed and covered under the Species is covered under the Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO).

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 

The Solar farm site alternatives and Gen-tie line route alternatives are not within an Important Bird Area, a Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Network (WHSRN), or an area designated by the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance (Ramsar Convention). The solar farm site is not within an area designated as a critical habitat unit (CHU), or other Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC). The Gen-tie line is partially located within the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU designated as management areas for the desert tortoise. 

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are not within an Important Bird Area, WHSRN area, or Ramsar Convention area. The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are within the Chuckwalla CHU and DWMA.
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Table 1.	Sensitive Avian Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Passerine Species

		



		Chaetura vauxi

Vaux’s swift (breeding sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Progne subis

purple martin

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Toxostoma lecontei

LeConte’s thrasher

		Federal:



State:

NECO:

		Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC)

SSC

covered 



		Raptors 

		



		Aquila chrysaetos

golden eagle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		protected by BGEPA

SSC; fully protected

covered 



		Athene cunicularia

burrowing owl

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Buteo regalis

ferruginous hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

none

covered 



		Buteo swainsonii

Swainson’s hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

threatened

covered 



		Circus cyaneus

northern harrier (nesting sites are protected (i.e. MBTA)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Falco mexicanus

prairie falcon (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered












Table 2.	Sensitive Bat Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Antrozous pallidus

pallid bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eptesicus fuscus pallidus

big brown bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eumops perotis californicus

western mastiff bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Eumops perotis

pocketed free-tailed bat  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus cinereus

hoary bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus xanthinus

southern yellow bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Macrotus californicus

California leaf-nosed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Myotis californicus  

California myotis  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Parastrellus hesperus

western pipistrelle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Plecotus townsendii

Townsend’s big-eared bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Tadarida brasiliensis  

Mexican free-tailed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered










4.2	Habitat Equivalency Analysis

TheAs requested by USFWS, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide the habitat compensation process. Permanent habitat losses and with the process that will be used to compensate for this habitat loss have been quantified and are described in the Project’s Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar and SCE 2011).



AsIn addition, as recommended by the USFWS, the Applicants have looked for opportunities to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities. These opportunities may come in the form of voluntary habitat acquisition or conservation easements. In order to quantify the appropriate compensation acreage, the use of an HEA can be used to identify high quality habitat and calculate compensation for the development of high quality habitats for both permanent and temporary losses. The objective of an HEA is to replace lost habitat services with like services, providing a replacement ratio for interim and permanent injury. 



The most significant step First Solar has taken to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities is working with BLM to determine the suitability of habitat remaining within their solar application as an area to be excluded from future development due to biological concerns. The area that could be excluded supports more diverse habitats with greater vegetation structure than the majority of the Project site and provides better habitats for most bird and bat species than those habitats found on the solar farm site.

4.3	Site Specific Wildlife Surveys

Pre-siting survey data will become the baseline for project impacts to bird and bat populations. Thus, prior to conducting site-specific surveys of the Project components, appropriate survey questions were developed that included methods applicable for before-after control impacts studies. Survey questions included:

1. Which species of birds and bats use the project area and how do their numbers vary temporally?

2. How much time do birds/bats spend in potential risk zones and does this behavior vary by season?

3. What is the estimated range of bird/bat mortalities from the project?

4. Are there nesting raptors on site or within 3 miles of project footprint. For eagles, are there eagles nesting within 10 miles of project footprint?

4.3.1	Methods

As recommended by USFWS (2010), multiple survey techniques were used to ensure adequate data collection. Specific survey methods included:

1. Diurnal point counts including varying timing during the day, month and seasonally during migratory periods.

2. Raptor nest searches including golden eagle surveys (Pagel et al 2010)

3. Migration counts.

4. Incidental data collection conducted during all biological surveys conducted at the Project components, which spanned over four years at the site, thus also captured timing variation within days, months and seasons as well as under varying climatic conditions.

5. 
Surveys for burrowing owl following Phase I and II surveys as directed by CDFG (California Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993).



Point Counts

Point count surveys for all birds were conducted in April, May, and October 2010 by experienced desert avian biologists Kip Kermoian and Jake Molhman at a total of twelve locations, nine on the Solar farm site and three at control sites, using point count methodology as described in Monitoring Bird Populations by Point Counts (Ralph et al. 1995). The surveys identify bird species and their relative numbers at each fixed study point location (point counts). Point count methodology is well accepted and widely used in bird studies.  Each point is visited for a fixed amount of time and all birds detected within an often fixed radius are recorded. Research suggests that the amount of time spent at a sampling location increases standard error, especially at times greater than 10 minutes (Smith et al. 1997). Each count was limited to 10 minutes to minimize standard error introduced by double counting, flyovers, etc. Additionally, incidental flyovers were recorded separately from typical observations and each count was divided into three survey periods consisting of the first three minutes, minutes 3 to 5, and minutes 5 to 10. This time division was done to facilitate data analysis used to differentiate birds most likely to be permanent or temporary occupants of the study point from transients in the area surveyed.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Only one year of data?   The dates selected may migrants and wintering birds.  



Golden Eagle Surveys

The ApplicantApplicants participated in a joint program to conduct aerial surveys for golden eagles in and around Blythe and Desert Center, California. These surveys were conducted in two phases, with Phase 1 occurring on April 2-3, 2010 and Phase 2 occurring on May 14, 2010.  These surveys were conducted in accordance with applicable USFWS guidance and were designed to record and report occupancy (Phase I) and productivity (Phase II) of golden eagle nests within a ten-mile radius of four solar projects, including Sunlight’s Solar farm site. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These dates do not correlate with recommended time periods for survey; the latter aerial survey (14 may 2010) may be too late to be of service for breeding GOEA in xeric habitat.   Further these dates are divergent than those reported by WRI (25-26 march and 2-3 April).   This also suggests that only one year of data were collected; no data from 2011 was reported here?  



Although the primary purpose of the surveys was to conduct the first of two aerial surveys for golden eagles [Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (USFWS 2010)], the surveys also recorded data for other raptor species.  The data and results from these surveys are found in the Final Report, Golden Eagle Surveys Surrounding Four Proposed Energy Developments in the Mojave Desert Region, California (Wildlife Research Institute 2010). 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The number of aerial overflights was recommended to be AT LEAST two flights; however in most instances more survey work would be necessary.  Further, ground observation was also recommended to augment data.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This document should have been appended to this report, as well as the findings.    I only have the Phase 1 report (05 May 2010) which I found to have numerous inconsistencies, and errors.  



Raptor Nest Surveys

Surveys of the alternatives for all three main components of the Project site were conducted on April 23-24 and May 20, 2010 in accordance with draft State agency protocols for identifying raptor nests [California Energy Commission (CEC) and CDFG 2010].  These surveys include inspecting all potential structures and trees in the Project vicinity for the presence of raptor nests. The results from these nest surveys are incorporated in this document.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Again, from a chronology standpoint for desert habitat, this may be too late to be of service.




Bats

On February 17, 2010, Dr. Patricia Brown, desert bat expert who has conducted numerous bat surveys in the Project region, conducted a reconnaissance-level survey of the Project components. The purpose of this survey was to determine those bats species that might inhabit these project areas and to formulate avoidance and minimization measures for bat species to be used during the construction, O&M, and post-construction phases.




Incidental Sightings

During all Project biological surveys, all bird species were identified and/or tallied on standardized data forms (Ironwood Consulting 2010). These data were compiled in electronic databases and used to determine species present and variation throughout days, months and seasons.

Burrowing Owl

Phase I burrowing owl surveys were conducted in 2007 on the First Solar project components, and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Phase II focused surveys were conducted in 2008 and 2010 on the First Solar project components and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Results of these surveys are compiled in the Biological Resources Technical Report (Ironwood 2010). In addition, pre-construction surveys in September 2011 were conducted on both the solar farm and Red Bluff substation sites, following the Phase II and III protocols (Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993). 

4.3.2	Results

Results addressing the first 3three survey questions were compiled and are discussed below separately for passerines, raptors, and bats with a special discussion for special-status bird species listed on Table 1. The chart below shows those bird species that were recorded most frequently during all surveys of the solar farm site.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Really?  this table is not legible.  








Passerines

Most detections of passerine species were recorded in the morning hours between 0600 and 0800 and in the months of March and April in each year. These results are likely affected by the higher numbers of surveyors recording data during those months of the year, and that point counts were conducted in the morning hours as described in Ralph et al 1995. All passerine species were found in habitats that are present both on the solar farm site and gen-tie line, and on the SCE components; therefore any of these species may inhabit each of these Project components. Habitat quality does differ throughout the area, with the gen-tie line and SCE components in areas of sheet flow and scattered desert dry wash woodland, thus providing greater vegetation diversity and structure. The solar farm site has approximately 1,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitats that provide greater density and structure favored by most species, with the remaining approximately 2,921 acres poorer quality habitat with few species present and wide spaces between shrubs of stunted growth.



Mortalities from the project are not expected with the inclusion of the avoidance and impact minimization measures required in the FEIS and discussed in Section 5.0 of this report and include protection of active nests until nest completion is documented. Avian species found on the solar farm site are highly mobile and were generally found in low numbers on the majority of the solar farm site. Thirty-eight passerine species have been recorded at the Project components (Table 3). The species indicated in bold type are special-status species discussed separately below.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What does this mean?   Are mortalities caused by displacement factored into this statement?   



Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. ’Costa's hummingbirds feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 3). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  




Table 3.	Passerine Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This is just a list!?   Shouldn’t/couldn’t there be more data associated with this in a table?   Also, observations appear to have a road-bias; per the map below (figure 3); is this a correct observation?

		Common Name

		Scientific name



		American robin

		Turdus migratorius



		Anna's hummingbird

		Calypte anna



		ash-throated flycatcher

		Myiarchus cinerascens



		barn swallow

		Hirundo rustica



		black-crowned night heron

		Nycticorax nycticorax



		black-tailed gnatcatcher

		Polioptila melanura



		black-throated sparrow

		Amphispiza bilineata



		blue-gray gnatcatcher

		Polioptila caerulea



		Brewer's blackbird

		Euphagus cyanocephalus



		Brewer's sparrow

		Spizella breweri



		Bullock's oriole

		Icterus bullockii



		common poorwill

		Phalaenoptilus nuttallii



		Costa's hummingbird

		Calypte costae



		Gambel’s quail

		Callipepla gambelii



		greater roadrunner

		Geococcyx californianus



		great-tailed grackle

		Quiscalus mexicanus



		horned lark

		Eremophila alpestris



		house finch

		Carpodacus mexicanus



		house wren

		Troglodytes aedon



		killdeer

		Charadrius vociferous



		LeConte’s thrasher

		Toxostoma lecontei



		lesser goldfinch

		Carduelis psaltria



		lesser nighthawk

		Chordeiles minor



		mourning dove

		Zenaida macroura



		northern flicker

		Colaptes auratus



		northern mockingbird

		Mimus polyglottos



		phainopepla

		Phainopepla nitens



		rock wren

		Salpinctes obsoletus



		northern rough-winged swallow

		Stelgidopteryx serripennis



		Say’s phoebe

		Sayonaris nigricans



		tree swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		verdin

		Auriparus flaviceps



		violet-green swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		western kingbird

		Tyraannus verticalis



		western meadowlark

		Sturnella neglecta



		white-crowned sparrow

		Zonotrichia leucophrys



		white-throated swift 

		Aeronautes saxatalis



		yellow-rumped warbler

		Dendroica coronata








Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 1). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  

Raptors

Thirteen raptor species (excluding common raven) are known to occur at the Project components (Table 4). The species in bold type are special-status species as shown on Table 1 with locations shown on Figure 13 for all species except burrowing owl, shown on Figure 24. Because the solar farm site and gen-tie line are located in the valley floor of the Chuckwalla Valley, most raptor species were observed as flyovers of the components as indicated on Table 4.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: ravens are passerine; not raptors.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Describe.   While they flew over the project footprint, it does not mean that they were not hunting over the habitat when they passed by.   Loss of the project area could impact nesting raptors.  Is this to suggest that none of these raptors nested within three air miles of the project footpring?  Curiously, Cooper’s Hawk and other nocturnal species are missing from this list.  



Table 4.	Raptor Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		

Common Name

		

Scientific Name

		Approximate Number of Individuals



		

		

		Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		Red Bluff Substation and 

Related Components



		American kestrel

		Falco sparverius

		P

		P



		burrowing owl

		Athene cunicularia

		1*7

		0*



		ferruginous hawk 

		Buteo regalis

		1 flyover	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define flyover.  

		0



		golden eagle

		Aquila chrysaetos

		0

		0



		loggerhead shrike

		Lanius ludovicianus

		23

		6



		merlin

		Falco columbarius

		P

		P



		northern harrier

		Circus cyaneus

		2 flyovers

		0



		prairie falcon

		Falco mexicanus

		4 flyovers

		0



		red-tailed hawk

		Buteo jamaicensis

		P

		P



		sharp-shinned hawk

		Accipiter striatus

		P

		P



		Swainson’s hawk

		Buteo swainsonii

		18 flyovers	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Was this a single kettle?   

		0



		turkey vulture

		Cathartes aura

		P

		P





P = present at Project component (non-special-status species were not recorded by location)	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Huh?   It says above that incidental observations were recorded.   Does this mean that the observer saw the bird but did not document any data associated with the observation?   

*see burrowing owl discussion for more information







Burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. It is also a BCC species for which the USFWS is very concerned about fragmentation and displacement effects. Burrowing owls inhabit open dry grasslands and desert scrubs, and typically nest in mammal burrows although they may use man-made structures including culverts and debris piles. In the Project region, they are resident species and exhibit strong nest site fidelity. Burrowing owls eat insects, small mammals and reptiles. 



The Phase 1I assessment for burrowing owls concluded that suitable habitat for burrowing owls existed throughout the study area. During the Phase 2II burrow surveys, numerous suitable burrows were recorded on the solar farm site; however, three records of burrowing owl sign (i.e., burrow, white wash and pellets) were observed. One group of observations, which included one individual owl and two burrows with white wash and pellets, occurred approximately 1,500 feet east of the intersection of Gen-Tie A1 and highway 177. The two other individual owl sightings occurred approximately one mile north and 0.8 mile west of the solar farm site. One owl was observed east of the Red Bluff substation.



Owls observed were all individual adults and observations occurred during both spring and fall seasons. It is expected that the owls reside within the area and there is a high potential for pairs to occur. Phase 3 surveys will be performed prior to ground disturbing activities to determine the exact number of resident owls potentially affected by construction immediately prior to these activities.



Phase II and III pre-construction surveys found one potential burrowing owl burrow on the Red Bluff substation site, and seven individual single owls on the solar farm site. The burrow on the Red Bluff substation site was determined to be unoccupied and collapsed in a storm event on September 13, 2011.





Ferruginous hawk (Buteo regalis) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. This species typically nests in northern latitudes of North America and overwinters in southern regions. Migrant ferruginous hawks are a regular but uncommon during spring and fall in the California desert regions. Within the NECO planning area, ferruginous hawks have been observed overwintering in low numbers in the lower Colorado River Valley, Yuma Basin, West Mesa, and the agricultural areas of Imperial Valley (BLM 2002). Two sightings of migrating ferruginous hawks were recorded, one within the Solar farm site and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. Both observations occurred in March 2010 and consisted of flyovers. The golden eagle surveys performed by helicopter in spring 2010 did not observe presence of this species. Based on data reviewed and observations, it is not expected that ferruginous hawks utilize the study area for nesting or overwintering. This species may forage within the study area during migration. 



Golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) is a State Species of Special Concern and Fully Protected Species, is covered under the federal Bald and itGolden Eagle Protection Act (described in Section 1.2), and is addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. Golden eagles and their primary prey species, jackrabbits, have declined in the California desert regions due to prolonged drought conditions that have persisted since 1998 (WRI 2010). Breeding in Southern California starts in December and January, nest building and egg laying in February to March, and hatching and raising the young eagles occur from April through June. Once the young eagles are flying on their own, the adult eagles will continue to feed them and teach them to hunt until late November.





No golden eagle nests were found on or adjacent to the solar farm site or other Project components. Phase I occupancy surveys conducted in April 2010 detected 13 potentially-active nests within a ten mile radius of the Solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation, as shown on Figure 35. Of these, 4 nests were within Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP), with an additional three in steep hills west and above Eagle Mountain mine, nearly within the JTNP boundaries. These are located either on BLM lands or lands owned by Eagle Mountain Mine and the Kaiser Corporation. The remaining three potential nests were located south of Interstate 10 in the Chuckwalla Mountains, approximately 3 miles west and southwest from the proposed Red Bluff Substation. One observation of a golden eagle flyover of the Chuckwalla Valley was recorded during these surveys (WRI 2010).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define.  



Phase II productivity surveys determined that 12 of these 13 nests were inactive, with one active but non-reproductive nest located in the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area approximately 5 miles from the solar farm site boundary (Figure 35). No reproductive nests were located within the 10-mile radius of the solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation (WRI 2010).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Two late-season aerial surveys are insufficient to make this conclusion with any level of accuracy.  



During these surveys, there were additional raptor species observed within 10 miles of the solar farm site: turkey vultures, common ravens, prairie falcons, and Swainson’s hawks (WRI 2010).







Loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) is State Species of Special Concern and a year-round resident in parts of the Southern California desert. As a predatory bird its diet consists of insects, amphibians, small reptiles, small mammals, and other birds. One pair was observed approximately 0.2 miles northwest of the Solarsolar farm site. Observations of adults were made in both spring and fall, and one individual with first-year plumage was recorded in the fall. Based on the amount and nature of observations made during the surveys, loggerhead shrikes are year-round residents within the study area. Loggerhead shrikes were often observed perching on palo verde and ironwood trees as well as larger creosote bush shrubs and other structures including utility poles. 



Northern harrier (Circus cyaneus), a State Species of Special Concern, is a raptor species that occurs in a wide range of habitats throughout North America. In Southern California, harriers typically nest and forage in open habitats that provide adequate vegetative cover, suitable prey base, and scattered perches such as shrubs or fence posts (Shuford 2008). This species is often found near bodies of water and wetlands (CDFG 2010). Harriers are ground-nesting birds with suitable nesting habitat limited in the southern California desert (Shuford 2008). Three harriers were recorded: two within the Solar farm site, and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What sex were the Harriers which were reported; what time of year?  What were they doing?



Prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus) is State Species of Special Concern that breeds throughout the arid West from southern Canada to central Mexico. The overall distribution appears to be stable. Prairie falcons are found in areas of the dry interior where cliffs provide secure nesting sites. In the desert they are found in all vegetation types, although sparse vegetation provides the best foraging habitat. Prairie falcons were observed in the southwest corner of the solar farm site and approximately 1 mile east of the eastern boundary as flyovers. Two additional observations were recorded along the Gen-tie line, but not south of Interstate 10 (I-10) near the Red Bluff Substation alternatives or related components. During aerial surveys for golden eagles, two prairie falcons were recorded within 10 miles of the Solar farm site near the boundary of Eagle Mountain Mine and Joshua Tree National Park (WRI 2010). One location was an active, reproductive nest in 2010 with unknown nest success (Figure 3). No prairie falcon nests were observed within any Project areas.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Prairie falcons, or prairie falcon territories?  Were prairie falcons detected during any of the point counts?    Where were prairie falcons detected hunting?



Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsonii) is state-listed (threatened) raptor species that breeds in much of western North America. Within California, nesting occurs primarily in the Central Valley and northern territoriesCounties; however, regular nesting also occurs in the high desert between the Tehachapi Mountains and Lancaster. This species winters in southern South America with a migration route of over 20,000 miles (Woodbridge 2008). Arrival at breeding areas generally occurs from late February to early May depending on geographical characteristics of the breeding area (Woodbridge 2008). Nest sites have not been documented in the Sonoran Desert of California. This species was observed within the study area during migration. Three incidental records were documented on April 9, 2010 during botanical and baseline surveys. Two observations were of individual Swainson’s hawks and the third observation consisted of a group of over ten birds. All individuals were seen in flight overhead within or near the Solar Farm boundaries. Additionally, Swainson’s hawks were observed during golden eagle surveys near Chuckwalla Mountains [two individuals (March 26 and April 3, 2010)], Coxcomb Mountains [fourteen individuals (April 2, 2010)], and Palen Mountains [four individuals (March 25, 2010)] (WRI 2010). This species is not expected to nest or overwinter within the study area.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Were any fall observations reported, recorded, or even sought?

Bats

Dr. Brown’s results indicate that pallid bats and western pipistrelles could roost in small rocks on the ground on the solar farm site alternatives. Radio-telemetry surveys have shown that hoary bats will roost in palo verde trees and ironwoods and that California leaf-nosed bats might roost in the limited areas of ironwood trees between foraging bouts. These tree species are found within the small areas of desert dry wash woodland on the gen-tie line and Red Bluff Substation and related components.



Desert dry wash woodland attracts foraging bats due to increased insect concentration.  This is especially true for California leaf-nosed bats and pallid bats that feed on large insects they glean off the foliage. Roosts for these species have been identified in mines in the Eagle and Coxcomb Mountains, both within 16 kilometers (10 miles) of the solar farm site.

4.4	Risk Assessment

Potential direct impacts could occur without the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures incorporated in to the Project through Applicant measuresMeasures and mitigation measuresMitigation Measures as described in the FEIS (see Section 1.0). Some of the measures described in this document are in addition to those presented in the FEIS as the Applicants continue to address concerns regarding avian and bat species and meet changing requirements. With the incorporation of these measures, the Project is not expected to cause any prohibited “take” or “disturbance” of any species protected by the BGEPA or MBTA.



4.4.1	Site-Specific Threats

Based on the results of the site-specific surveys combined with additional regional surveys and information, the potential for take was assessed for the following site-specific threats (USFWS 2010):

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays;

2. Transmission line, power tower, meteorological tower, or guy line collision;

3. Electrocution potential;

4. Territory abandonment;

5. Nest and roost site disturbances;

6. Habitat loss and fragmentation; and

7. Disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility.



Due to the nature of the Project (as a photovoltaic solar facility) and its components, the following threats are not likely to occur:

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays,

2. Potential collisions from power towers, meterological towers, and guy lines 

3. Electrocution potential



Potential threats from direct transmission line collisions for avian species and bats could occur without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0.



Without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0, nest and roost site disturbances and territory abandonment could occur due to direct nest removal during vegetation removal activities; and indirect disturbance from construction-related noise, lighting, and dust. 

  

Although no nests would be directly taken with the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures for the Project, habitat loss and fragmentation would occur due to the loss of approximately 4,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitat, and up to 200 acres of desert wash woodland habitat. The loss of these habitats would prevent avian and bat species from using the Project areas for nesting or overwintering, and these species and habitat uses would likely remain in adjacent large habitat areas including those areas restricted from development between the Project and Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) and within the park itself (over 1,000,000 acres of protected adjacent similar habitats).



Potential disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility is likely to be extremely small because the Project is photovoltaic in nature and has no moving components. The estimated long-term human presence on the facility is estimated at 12-15 individuals related to security and maintenance activities, as described in the FEIS. The avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0 include measures for the O&M phase of the Project.



Impacts to bats include potential direct impacts to ground nesting species (pallid bats and western pipistrelles) and the potential for the removal of trees with activethat could support bat colonies. at the solar farm site and/or Red Bluff Substation. Indirect impacts could potentially occur from removal of foraging habitat. Indirect impacts could also potentially occur, or from increased human activity, noise, nighttime lighting, and dust. 



Although temporary construction ponds will be constructed at the solar farm site, these ponds will have netting secured around the top of the pond fencing to discourage bats and birds from using water at these ponds.

4.4.2	Cumulative Impacts

The FEIS lists those projects considered as part of the cumulative impact analysis. Cumulative effects discussed in this document include those which have been or will be carried out throughout the anticipated life of the project, and, where practicable and reasonable, should include the impacts from all threats for which the BLM and/or Applicants have some form of control. Potential long-term cumulative indirect effects include the potential removal of nesting, roosting, and foraging habitat for avian and bat species.



For passerine species, nesting and foraging habitats are focused on smaller home ranges near nest sites and available forage. As described above for site-specific threats, vegetation removal would occur within these home ranges, using avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0 to eliminate the take of these species or active nests. The Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide similar habitats and abundant nesting and foraging opportunities for these species, therefore, cumulative effects are unlikely to be significant.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The project proponent fails to analyze the impact of the cumulative effects of this project, in addition to other projects and activities which are extant or planned in the project area.   Further, cumulative effects for GOEA are to be analyzed out to at least 140 miles from the project footprint.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: what cumulative effects exist with regard to JTNP?  



Raptor species (excluding golden eagles and ravens) have larger home ranges and forage over large distances. Due to the development of this Project and other regional projects there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat. This loss is not expected to be significant, or cause prohibited take because it represents a small percentage of the total foraging area regionally available for these species (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for raptors, and more suitable habitats for nesting for most raptor species.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This is not an appropriate argument, and should be recast with actual data, versus guesses.  



Golden eagles forage in an area extending up to 225 kilometers (140 miles) from the Project boundaries.their territory centroids. Although there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat from the development of alternative energy projects and other regional projects discussed in the FEIS, this loss is not expected to be significant, or to cause prohibited “disturbance” or “taking,” because it is only a small percentage of the total foraging area (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provides appropriate habitats for nesting (which the Project dies not), and appropriate habitats for foraging.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This is absolutely incorrect.  140 miles is considered to be the average dispersal distance of young, and does not in any way indicate the forage distance from a nest site.    In xeric habitat, GOEA are believed to forage out to 10 miles from their territory centroid.   In instances of higher quality, undisturbed habitat that has presence of rabbits/hares/scurids, the forage distance may be less.   	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This may be incorrect; the project proponent should analyze the amount of habitat which will be usurped by proposed projects using FWS guidance; i.e. within 140 air miles.   The list of proposed ground-disturbing projects, in addition to extant sources of mortality/disturbance is extensive, and should be considered in light of extant GOEA habitat availability.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define.  GOEA are particular about their 



For bat species, potential cumulative impacts are discussed for an area 16 kilometers (10 miles) from the boundaries of the Proposed Project. These include the potential for combined direct effects of the removal of individuals and occupied nests of ground nesting species such as pallid bats and western pipistrelles from project construction. In addition, the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for bats, and many areas that are more suitable habitats for nesting for bat species.








5.0.	Project Design Conservation Measures

The Applicants have sited and designed the Project components to avoid and minimize impacts to avian and bat species whenever possible. All discussions below of macro- and micro-siting considerations, nest site buffers and conservation measures during the construction and O&M phases of the Project will apply to both Applicants and all Project components.



The Applicants have worked to site Project components to have the least impacts to bird and bat populations with the goal of avoiding any take of migratory birds and bats and/or minimize the loss, destruction, or degradation of migratory bird and bat habitat by placing projects in areas of lower quality habitat to the maximum extent practicable. 

5.1	Project Siting

The process of siting of Project components included both macro- and micro-siting considerations.

5.1.1	Macro-Siting

Macro-siting considerations for the Project components were conducted in 2007 during initial surveys, and were refined in 2008 after the collection of the initial large data sets for the Project. In 2007, Pinto Wash, which bisects the requested Right-of-Way grant, was removed from development consideration. At this time, other larger areas of desert wash woodland were also removed from site consideration because these habitats support greater vegetation structure, density and diversity and are likely to support greater numbers of species and individuals than other habitats in the ROW area. Macro-siting considerations for the Project components also included the avoidance of:



· Locations with federally or state listed, or otherwise designated sensitive species, and areas managed for the conservation of listed species

Project components avoid DWMAs, CHU, and ACECs to the extent possible and were sited in the area of lowest known concentration for special-status species available.

· Areas frequently used for daily bird and bat movements (i.e., areas between roosting and feeding sites)

Areas of desert wash woodland were identified and avoided by Project components to the greatest extent possible, particularly the avoidance of larger expanses of this habitat found in the Pinto and Big Wash areas.

· Breeding and wintering eagle use areas

These areas were identified and avoided for all Project components. Valley floor areas such as the proposed Solar farm site do not provide wintering or breeding habitatnest or roost sites for eagles.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: However, the project area does not appear to have been analyzed as foraging habitat for resident and non-resident GOEA, and other species of raptors.   

· Known migration flyways for birds and bats

Pinto Wash is a known bat migration corridor with impacts to this area avoided by the siting of the Solar farm site.

· Areas near known bat hibernacula, breeding, and maternity/nursery colonies

No known areas are found with the footprint of the Project components.

· Fragmentation of large, contiguous tracts of wildlife habitat (Canadian Wildlife Service 2006a and 2006b)



Many desert special status avian and bat species require large undisturbed areas that are highly sensitive to fragmentation effects. In siting the Project components, all areas with greater vegetation structure, density and diversity were avoided or reduced to the extent possible. These areas included desert wash woodlands and areas of creosote bush scrub that overlay stabilized geological features and support greater density and diversity of vegetation.

5.1.2	Micro-Siting

Micro-siting considerations for the Project components were begun in 2008 and actively continued as further wildlife surveys were conducted and through informal meetings with the BLM, USFWS and CDFG throughout the Project’s planning process. The siting of the solar farm was further reduced between the Draft EIS and FEIS in response to concerns from the public and agencies involved in the process. Beyond continuing to refine the boundaries of the solar farm, additional considerations of micro-siting included:

· Avoiding features that attract raptors (areas supporting tall perching structures including trees, utility poles, etc.)



+By avoiding minimizing impacts to desert wash woodland areas and avoiding Pinto Wash, the Projectsolar farm avoided areas with tree layers. TheIn addition, the Applicants have designed features to reduce perching by raptors whenever possible.

· Avoiding features that attract migrant birds (e.g., water sources, riparian vegetation) Minimize the potential for enhancing habitats suitable for raptor prey species such as rodents that would likely attract raptors to the project site



Project components are not adjacent to landscape features that attract migrant birds such as water sources. Project construction and O&M phases will minimize the potential for creating habitats suitable for rodents, such as rock piles, that could attract raptors.

5.2	Buffer Zones

Buffer zones have been established through the FEIS Applicant and Mitigation Measures to protect raptor and other bird nests, areas of high bird and bat use, and known bat roosts from disturbance related to the construction of the solar farm. 



Clearance surveys will be conducted within 30 days prior to vegetation removal in project areas to locate any active nests, burrowing owl burrows, or bat roosts. Vegetation removal will occur outside of the breeding season for special-status bird and bats species to the extent possible. If any active nests, roosts or burrows are located during these surveys, buffer zones will be established as described in the FEIS to protect these areas.



A Lead Avian and Bat Biologist, working under the Designated Biologist, will be assigned to ensure all buffer zones are correctly established and to monitor nest activity and determine when each nest or burrowing owl burrow has fledged or failed. This individual will also be responsible for all data collected for these buffer zones, nests, roosts and burrows.




5.2.1	Passerines

Buffer distances for passerine nests will consider species, terrain, habitat type, and activity level as these features relate to the bird alert distance and bird flight initiation distance (Whitfield et al. 2008). Buffer size distance was coordinated throughout the FEIS process and is established in the FEIS as established at approximately 100 meters from any active nest (330 feet). The Lead Avian Biologist will may determine that a smaller or larger distance is necessary under individual circumstances such as topography and type of construction activities. 



The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the Lead Avian Biologist has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.

5.2.2	Raptors and Eagles

Project-related disturbances such as construction noise, lighting and dust will be avoided within 500 feet from the solar farm site forof an active raptor nest and within one mile for an active eagle nest (excluding common ravens). Any changes in this buffer distance would be determined by the Lead Avian Biologist for the Project and submitted to USFWS, BLM, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components) for approval. Any nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.



For the Red Bluff substation and related components, the specific landscape features of steep terrain and ridgelines between construction activities and nest sites may dictate reduced buffers (Richardson and Miller 1997).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How?   This should be explained more; as it currently stands, one mile may be too close to an occupied territory and anthropogenic activity of the scale of this project may cause disturbance to an occupied nest.  Further, this paper is not primary source, but a compilation of multiple other papers, which, should be noted, are quite old and may not reflect current scientific understanding of eagles and disturbance. 



Surveys for golden eagle nests will be conducted during each year of construction that occurs within the nesting season. These surveys will be completed in accordance with current USFWS guidance and protocols (currently Pagel 2010) under the Golden Eagle Surveys and Nest Site Monitoring Plan discussed below in Section 7.0.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will monitoring occur for non-breeding eagles outside of the nesting season?   Will monitoring of documented territories continue post project construction to determine if nesting territories continue to be occupied, or are abandoned due to direct, indirect or cumulative effects of the project implementation?	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Surveys for GOEA for 2011 were lacking.   One season of data, and at that only several days of surveys in a helicopter, do not make a data set robust.    It is disheartening that the project proponent seems to misinterpret Pagel et al. 2010 with regard to eagle surveys.  The project proponent is lacking additional breeding information, knowledge of non-breeding goea, and habitat use at or near the project area, in addition to reasonable information leading to direct, indirect, and cumulative effects analysis and a well described risk characterization for GOEA.

5.2.3	Burrowing Owls

For burrowing owls, Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction unit and within a 150-meter (500 foot) buffer area. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 100 meters (330 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged. Outside the nesting season or after determining a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within 1 mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls using accepted methods for excluding owls from burrows such as one-way doors or otherwise ensuring owls are not in burrows while burrows are collapsed; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation, including the number and original location of each owl, and known additional locations for each individual.

5.2.4	Bats

Construction activities will avoid any bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula found during clearance surveys. No bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula have been located during surveys conducted at the Project components between 2008 and 2011. Appropriate buffer distances will be established by the Lead Avian Biologist in consideration of the disturbance type, distance to roost or hibernacula, time of year of, and the duration of the disturbance.

5.3	Appropriate Facility Design

Many conservation measures have been incorporated into the design of Project facilities, as suggested in USFWS 2010, in an attempt to reduce the potential effects of Project on avian and bat populations, including:



1. Avoid using lattice-type structures, placing external ladders and platforms on towers to minimize perching and nesting.

The use of lattice towers, platforms, and ladders will be minimized to the extent practicable. The use of lattice structures will only be used on the solar farm site for a lookout tower, which will be frequently used (this deterring use by raptors and other birds), and will be frequently checked for the presence of nests. 



Although lattice structures will be used by SCE for their Project components, these will be in an area designated as a utility corridor that currently supports numerous transmission lines, including those on lattice towers, such as DPV1. The Project would not cause a significant increase on the number of lattice towers within this corridor.



2. Implement measures to reduce or buffer adverse noise effects associated with operation of the facility on surrounding wildlife habitat. Noise impacts to birds (Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008) have generally been found to be negative; therefore facility design should take this fact into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats.

The Project utilizes photovoltaic panel technology which has little potential for noise impacts. Noise effects have been extensively studiesstudied and includeincluded in the FEIS, and continued noise monitoring will be conducted during construction. Noise impacts during construction would include noise generated from the operation of construction equipment and construction vehicles. The O&M phase of the Project would have little or no noise for both the solar farm and SCE components.



3. Avoid the use of guy wires for all meteorological towers and do not light them unless the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requires them to be lit, which is generally >60 meters (>199 ft) AGL in height. Any necessary guy wires should be marked with recommended bird deterrent devices (APLIC 1994, USFWS 2000).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: towers or guy wires?

No meteorological towers or guy wires or line are included in the Project.



4. If structures (>60 meters [>199 ft] AGL) require lights for aviation safety, the minimum amount of pilot warning and obstruction avoidance lighting specified by the FAA should be used (FAA 2007). All lights within the facility should illuminate synchronously. Lighting of the boundary of the facility is most important as an aviation safety warning. Unless otherwise requested by the FAA, use only the minimum number of strobed, strobe-like or blinking red incandescent lights of minimum intensity. No steady burning lights should be used on facility infrastructures (Gehring et al. 2009).

Any such lighting at the Project facilities would follow this guidance. SCE facilities are not planned greater than 185 feet in height.



5. Facility lights should be focused downward to reduce skyward illumination. Lights should be equipped with motion detectors to reduce continuous illumination. 

All lighting used at Projectboth the solar farm and SCE project facilities will be downcast and would be used only when necessary, when appropriate by installing motion detectors, depending on safety concerns. The projectsolar farm has prepared a Lighting Mitigation Plan in consultation with the Night Sky Program Manager for the National Park Service in order to limit skyward illumination. 



6. Where feasible, place electric power lines underground or on the surface as insulated, shielded wire to avoid electrocution of birds. Use recommendations of the Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) for any required above-ground lines, transformers, or conductors.

Power lines will be in accordance with Avian Power Line Interaction Committee guidelines. 



7. Avoiding the creation of roads to minimize further loss and fragmentation of migratory bird habitat.

New roads associated with Project activities will be kept to a minimum. Roads associated with the solar farm site will be within the Project fence. Roads associated with the gen-tie line have been designed to be the shortest distance possible, such as using spur roads to tower sites from Kaiser Road instead of the creation of a new road along the gen-tie line. Red Bluff substation and related components will use existing roads to the maximum extent possible.



8. If evaporation ponds are required for the operation of the facility, placement of netting over the surface of the ponds is encouraged to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface.

Temporary construction ponds will be used only during the construction phase and will be covered with netting to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface. These ponds are not used for evaporation.  



9. Reducing the attractiveness of solar reflectors to polarotactic water insects (those attracted to polarized light) (Horvath et al. 2010) will help reduce the attractiveness of these facilities to birds and bats. 

Monitoring conducted during the construction and O&M phases of the Project is discussed in Section 7.0 and will assist in determining whether the Project’s photovoltaic panels attract water insects, which in turn could attract birds and bats. If it is determined that water insect are attracted to these facilities, BLM, USFWS, and CDFG will be contacted to determine appropriate adaptive management techniques to reduce this threat.


6.0	Conservation Measures

The conservation measures discussed in this section include those in the FEIS and those presented in USFWS guidance (2010).

6.1	Construction Phase Conservation Measures

Conservation measures that will be implemented by the Project that relate to bird conservation include:

1. Minimize permanent disturbance area such as creating unneeded access roads. Construction of the gen-tie line and other linear Project features will avoid vegetation clearing, and grading whenever possible.

2. All vegetationVegetation within the Project footprint that will be disturbed will be cleared outside of the bird breeding season to the maximum extent practicable. If the Project plans vegetation removal within the bird breeding season, it would be because desert tortoise (a federally and state threatened species) tortoise protection measures and timing may take precedence, or that reason for work to be completed during the breeding season were beyond the Applicant’sApplicant's’ control. If such an occurrence happenedhappens, the Applicants wouldwill communicate with BLM, USFWS, and CDFG that all reasonable and practicable efforts to complete work outside the bird breeding season were attempted.

When vegetation removal cannot take place outside of the breeding season and a reasonable explanation was provided to BLM, USFWS and CDFG, the Lead Avian Biologist or a person under their direct supervision would be on site during construction activities to locate active nests, establish avoidance buffers around active nests, watch for new nesting activity, and if necessary stop construction when noise and general activity threaten to disturb an active nest.  All active nests of protected birds (e.g., MBTA, ESA, state protected) would not be disturbed until after nest outcome is complete.

3. During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active nest locations would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 330 feet (100 meters) as discussed in the Project’s FEIS. Buffer areas may be larger if the Project’s lead Avian Biologist determines the need for a larger buffer area due to type of activity, species, or habitat considerations. Regardless of seasonal timing of construction, active nests will be flagged and nests avoided, with special attention paid to the nesting season of most avian species (February 15 – May 15). Avoidance areas will remain in place until it is determined that nest outcome is complete.

During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active bat colonies would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 165 feet (50 meters). Whenever possible, these areas will be avoided by construction activities. 

4. Discussions of nest avoidance for passerines, raptors, and golden eagles will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will be included in the Worker Environmental Awareness Plan (WEAP) training briefings. Bat colony avoidance discussions will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will also be included in WEAP training briefings. Training will include identification of avoidance areas and requirements for these areas.

5. The Project will follow APLIC guidelines for overhead utilities (APLIC 1994) to the extent practicable.). SCE structures will be built with sufficient conductor separation and other protection devices.

6. Construction activities will be conducted in a manner consistent with reducing fire danger.

7. During construction, all trash will be removed promptly and disposed of properly to avoid creating attractive nuisances for birds and bats.

8. Appropriate control measures will be implemented to prevent the introduction and spread of invasive plant species with and surrounding the project area (see the Project’s Integrated Weed Management Plan – Ironwood Consulting, 2010).

9. Only plants native to the area for will be used seeding or planting during habitat revegetation and/or restoration efforts.

10. As part of this document, a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan (Section 7.1.2) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-5 in the FEIS. This plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such overhead power lines and solar panels. 

11. As part of this document, a Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan (Section 7.1.3) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-6 in the FEIS. 

6.2	Operations and Maintenance Conservation Measures

During the O&M phase of the Project, conservation measures will be used to reduce the attractiveness of the facility to breeding, migrating, and wintering birds and bats to ensure mortality is minimized:

1. The Project will not create or maintain attraction features for birds and /or bats by removing and disposing of road kills near the Project of carrion that attracts raptors and other scavengers to the site, regularly removing vegetation around larger facilities such as substations to reduce raptor foraging, and eliminating open water sources after the construction phase of the Project. 

2. The Project will minimize the use of lighting that could attract migrating birds and bats (feeding on concentrations of insects at lights). All nighttime lighting will be within 800 meters (0.5 mile) of the Project facilities. Lighting will be kept to the minimum level necessary for safety and security. High intensity, steady burning, bright lights such as sodium vapor or spotlights will not be used on Project facilities.

3. The Project will minimize anthrogenicanthropogenic noise which been found to be negative for birds (e.g., Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008), though not all species are affected to the same degree (Brumm 2004). Therefore facility design should take this into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats. During the operation of these energy facilities, means to buffer, muffle, or otherwise dampen any anthropogenic noise pollution that exceeds ambient noise should be fully explored.


7.0	Post-Construction Monitoring 

The objective of post-construction monitoring is to validate the pre-construction risk assessment and to provide data for the Applicants to use in implementing adaptive management based on the monitoring results.  All of the measures in this section apply to both Applicants.



Monitoring objectives include:

1. Estimating bird and bat fatalities due to Project related activities.

2. Assessing bird use of evaporation ponds.

3. Assessing changes in bird and bat behavior due to all aspects of facility operation (noise, lighting, etc.).

4. Assessing territorial abandonment, nest avoidance, and changes in population status within and adjacent to the project footprint.

5. Assessing whether conservation measures implemented for the project were adequate.

7.1	Monitoring Design

7.1.1	Duration and Timing

This program will be conducted during construction and for at least 3 years post-construction during the operations and maintenance phase of the Proposed Project to attempt to capture differences in parameters due to seasonal and annual variability. The monitoring program will be extended to 5 years post-construction if

1. Mortality level triggers are reached or (more than 40 individual birds have been killed or injured that were attributable to activities at the solar farm and related components, or 10 at SCE project components) or 

2. The Project resultsAny project activities result in the mortality otake of a listed species or eagle. 



Monitoring will include data collection during breeding, wintering, and migration periods because bird and bat use of areas will vary seasonally.

7.1.2	Study Components

The long-term monitoring program for measuring raptor and bat incidence at the Project site will consist of:

1. Recording incidental sightings, 

2. Mortality studies by implementing the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan

3. Conducting seasonal point counts, and 

4. Conducting annual nest surveys. 

Incidental Sightings

Throughout the construction and operation phases of the Proposed Project, all incidental sightings of special-status bird species, and all raptors and bats will be During construction, all sightings will be recorded by biological monitors. The Lead Avian Biologist will be tasked with keeping records and reporting these results (as described in Section 7.4).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Why?   Won’t there be data inconsistency, as this is not a robust method to acquire data.  




Mortality Studies (Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan)

Mortality Studies will be conducted within all Projectsolar farm and SCE project components to determine any monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such the gen-tie line and, solar panels. , or SCE facilities. 



Study methodology includes:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This section should be more detailed including specific methods, sample sizes, and quantification to ascertain searcher efficiency and inherent survey bias’

1. Selection of study sites for both solar farm and SCE project components,

2. Mortality searches at each study site, including accepted methodology and frequency

3. Reporting and adaptive management

Selection of Study Sites

These studies will be conducted at a minimum of twelve study sites within solar farm and related components and within a minimum of three control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the study area. All areas of the Red Bluff Substation accessible will be included, as well as two sites selected along the access road and loop-in area; and two along the distribution line, with one control site related to the SCE project components.

Mortality Searches

Mortality surveys will be completed weeklybi-monthly post-construction in each Project phasestudy site for a period of 1one year. After one year, these studies will be conducted monthly for at least an additional two years, completing the 3three-year post-construction monitoring period. These studies will be conducted at a minimum of 12 sites within all Project componentsfollow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and within a minimumwill include an assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, and a carcass collection protocol and an assessment of 3 control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the Project areascarcass scavenger rates.



These studies will follow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and will include:

· An assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, 

· A carcass collection protocol and an assessment of carcass scavenger rates, and 

· Detailed specifications on data (see data collection flow charts and example data sheets submitted to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG), 



Reporting and Adaptive Management

Data will be collected using handheld data recorders and/or paper data sheets. All data will be scanned and entered into the Project database that will be submitted as part of the annual reporting for both the solar farm and the SCE project components. Reporting will be conducted as described in Section 7.4 below.



If monitoring determines that bird mortality caused by solar facilities may be having potentially adverse impacts on special-status bird avian populations (by exceeding mortality triggers discussed above), the ApplicantApplicants will implement adaptive management strategies such as installing additional bird flight diverters alterations to project components that have been identified as key mortality features. If adaptive management actions are implemented, mortality studies will continue for an additional year post-construction until a reduction in mortality to a level comparable to control sites is documented.

Seasonal Point Counts

Point Counts will continue to be conducted using the same methods that were used in baseline point counts (Section 3.0). These point counts will be conducted once during each season of each year (excluding summer) during construction and for the 3-year post-construction period.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This method should be updated; point counts as currently described have no utility for GOEA or raptor observation, and should not be used for these species.




Nest Surveys

Annual nest surveys will be conducted each spring during construction between March 15 and June 1, using two surveys separated by at least 30 days. All Project-related infrastructure (e.g.; fence posts, transmission towers, and buildings) would be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. Nest locations may also be detected via incidental sightings or during point count surveys.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Is this appropriate timing for the Desert?  If so, please provide data which suggests that most passerines are attending their nests during this time period.  



During nest surveys, the ground under all raptor and raven nests will be inspected for the presence shells of juvenile tortoises or other evidence or predation of desert tortoise. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These surveys should also include utility poles.

7.1.3	Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan 

In addition to project-specific mortality monitoring studies the ProjectApplicants will monitor golden eagles separately to ensure that golden eagle mortality is adequately assessed. For each year during construction, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities will be conducted to determine whether any territory is active (Pagel et al. 2010). Data collected during the inventory shall include: 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: take; not mortality.   Take also includes disturbance.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: occupied; not active.

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



If an occupied nest is detected during construction within 10 miles of any Project component, the Applicant for that component will implement adaptive management strategies in cooperation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG (and CPUC if an SCE component) for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles (Pagel et al. 2010). Triggers for additional adaptive management requirements will include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, such as agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define and describe.  

7.2	Nest Management

Project facilities will manage nests established on any part of the facility as described throughout this document. Eagle nests will be addressed as described in Section 7.1 above.

7.3	Risk Assessment Validation

Using data collected throughout this process, the ProjectApplicants will attempt to validate the identified risks of the project. The validation process will consider:

1. Whether the documented mortality rate post-construction is higher, lower, or as expected, compared to the pre-construction risk assessment.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will this be determined?  The initial data is fraught with problems.

2. Whether conservation measures are adequate to minimize bird and/or bat mortality to the maximum extent practicable? 

3. Would additional conservation measures be likely to reduce mortality rates?

4. Do documented mortality rates trigger adaptive management actions?



The results of this validation assessment would be discussed in Project reporting, described in Section 7.4 below.

7.4	Reporting

Quarterly e-mail summaries of all biological monitoring activities will be submitted to BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CDFGCPUC (for SCE project components) by the Designated Biologist. One section of these summaries will focus on reporting for the long-term monitoring program for raptors (including owls) and bats. This section will include results of the study components of monitoring conducted during the previous quarter, and a discussion of any unusual circumstances noted. These reports may also include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.

 

On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to the BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for the BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG,CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE project components) in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1 of each year. This annual report will summarize all quarterly reports and be submitted via e-mail by the Designated Biologist. After this report is submitted, an annual meeting will be held between the BLM, USFWS, Applicants, CDFG, and CDFGCPUC to review the annual monitoring report and discuss monitoring results and conservation measures, including any adaptive management implemented or recommended.






8.0	Key Resources and References

8.1	Key Resources

Key resources include the team of proponent personnel, biological monitors and agency personnel who will work together to ensure the success of the protection, avoidance, and minimization of impacts to bird and bat species during the construction and operations and maintenance phases of the Project. The names and contact information for key personnel are provided below.



Project Proponents

Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC

1111 Broadway St, 4th Floor

Oakland, CA 94607

(510) 625-7400

Contact:  Amanda Beck

ABeck@firstsolar.com



Southern California Edison

1218 South 5th Avenue

Monrovia, CA 91016

(626) 260-6040

Contact: Paul Yamazaki

Paul.Yamazaki@sce.com


Biological Monitoring

Ironwood Consulting

1412 S. Center St.

Redlands, CA 92373

(909) 798-0330

Contact: Kathy Simon

Kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com



Bureau of Land Management

California Desert District Office

22835 Calle San Juan De Los Lagos

Moreno Valley, CA 92553-9046

(951) 697-5223

Contact: Kim Marsden

Kim_Marsden@BLM.gov 





U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office

6010 Hidden Valley Rd., 101

Carlsbad, CA 92011

760.431.9440 x 354 phone

Contact: Jody Fraser

jody_fraser@fws.gov



California Department of Fish and Game

Inland Deserts Region

3602 Inland Empire Blvd Suite C220

Ontario, CA 91764

(909) 484-0167

Contact: Magdalena Rodriguez

mcrodriguez@dfg.ca.gov
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1.0	INTRODUCTIONIntroduction 

This section provides a brief summary of the project description for the Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC (ApplicantSunlight) and Southern California Edison (SCE) project (jointly the “Applicants”). A complete description of the project is found in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project California Desert Conservation Area Plan Amendment and Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) (BLM 2011).



The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) issued of a right-of-way (ROW) grant authorizing the construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (Project). The Project covers less than 4,176 acres (ac) and is located in Riverside County, California, approximately 6 miles north of the rural community of Desert Center and approximately (10.5 kilometers or 6.5 miles north of the Interstate 10 corridor (Figure 1). The Project consists of three main components 1) a 550-megawatt (MW) solar photovoltaic (PV) generating facility (Solar Farm), 2) a 220-kilovolt (kV) generation interconnection line (Gen-tie line), and 3) a 500/220-kV substation and substation related components (the Red Bluff Substation) (Figure 2). While the Red Bluff substation is included as part of this project description for planning and environmental considerations, it would be constructed, owned, and operated by SCE, not by the ApplicantSunlight.



The Applicant and SCEApplicants have prepared this Avian and Bat Protection Plan in accordance with regulatory agency guidance, including:

· Region8 Interim Guidelines for the Development of a Project Specific Avian and Bat Protection Plan for Solar Energy Plants and Related Transmission Facilities.   

· Avian and Bat Protection Plan Guidelines developed jointly by Edison Electric Institute’s Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) 

· Additional Interim Guidelines from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS 2000, 2003, 2010). 

· Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO Plan, BLM and the California Department of Fish and Game- CDFG 2002).



1.1	Purpose of the Avian and Bat Protection Plan

The Avian and Bat Protection Plan (ABPP) delineates a program designed to reduce the risks that result from bird and bat interactions due to actions performed by Sunlight in the construction and operation of the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line; and by SCE in the construction and operation of their project components (Red Bluff Substation and associated access road, distribution line and telecommunications site). The overall goal of this ABPP is to reduce, and ultimately eliminate bird and bat mortality to the extent possible. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These plans are now called Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These plans are intended to do more than simply reduce risks; the strategy should also show avoidance, reduction (minimization), and mitigation, as well as short and long term monitoring associated with a proposed activity.



The objectives of this ABPP are as follows:

· Describe the process of surveys and siting decisions to date, including identifying baseline conditions for avian and bat species present in the area of the Project components. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: include survey methods, techniques, and qualifications of surveyors, as well as a thorough analysis of data leading to risk characterization of direct, indirect and cumulative effects.   

· Identify activities during construction and operational and maintenance (O&M) that may increase the potential of adverse effects to passerine, raptor, and bat species on and adjacent to the Project components.

· Specify steps that will be taken to avoid, minimize and mitigate any potential adverse effects to these species, including thresholds for adaptive management.

· Detail long-term monitoring and reporting goals for the Project.



Ironwood Consulting, Inc.	3







The following Applicant measures (AM) and mitigation measures (MM) from the FEIS are incorporated into this plan.



AM-WIL-3. Avian and Bat Protection Plan. This Plan will be prepared and implemented by the Applicant to specify necessary actions to be taken to protect nesting bird and bat species. The following measures will be implemented by the Applicant to protect burrowing owls in the Project locations during construction:



1. Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction area as recommended by the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What methods will the project proponent use to detect nesting and wintering BUOW?   



2. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 75 meters (250 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). Initial avoidance buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on the type of construction activity as approved by CDFG or USFWS. Outside nesting season or after determining that a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within one mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation.



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicants to protect nesting bird species in the Project locations during construction which are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and California Fish and Game Code Sections 3503 and 3513:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Will there be special efforts to detect State and federally listed bird species which may be using habitat within and near the project footprint?   Please detail.  



1. Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and in adjacent habitat areas and any nests observed will be identified and clearly marked. For passerines, an exclusion area where construction will not be allowed to commence will be established approximately 100 meters (330 feet) from any active nest. For raptors (other than golden eagles), the exclusion area will be established approximately 170 meters (500 feet) from any active nest (excluding nests of the common raven). For golden eagles, the exclusion area will be established approximately 1.6 kilometers (one mile) from any active nest. Initial protective buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on type of construction activity and bird species and per approval by CDFG or USFWS. Nests will be checked within one week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or young have fledged.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What reference(s) is being used to support this distance?	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: define.   



2. Vegetation clearing will be conducted outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

3. Biological monitors will be present on-site during all phases of construction and will be tasked with monitoring avian nesting in adjacent habitats. If nests are found, the same procedures would be used as discussed above for pre-construction surveys. 



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicant to protect roosting bats in the Project locations during construction: Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and adjacent habitat areas and any active bat colonies will be identified and clearly marked. An exclusion area will be established approximately 50 meters (165 feet) from any active colony, and whenever possible, these areas will be avoided during construction activities.



For five years post-construction, the Applicant will record incidental sightings of raptors and bats in the Project locations. In addition, the Applicant will conduct nest surveys within the Project locations at least twice each spring between March 1 and June 1, separated by at least 30 days where all project-related infrastructure will be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. The Applicant will submit quarterly status reports via email to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG. On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1st of each year. These reports may include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Is this for raptors?   If so, why was 01 March – 01 June selected, when in the area of the project, earlier nesting chronologies are probably more relevant.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define.   How will this information be used?   If it is incidental, what inferences may be gained from this ‘data.’



AM-WIL-4, Construction Water Storage Pond Design. The temporary construction water ponds shall be designed, constructed, and operated in compliance with all applicable regulatory requirements with respect to design, operation, and maintenance, protection of migratory waterfowl, and raven management. This includes following provisions in the FEIS under the common raven management plan and includes the following specific measures to discourage ravens:



· Using anti-perching devices around the perimeter of each pond to exclude ravens and other birds from accessing the edge of the ponds to drink.

· Lining the ponds and maintaining two feet of freeboard in the ponds at all times

· Designing the ponds with interior side slopes at a 33 percent slope (3:1, horizontal:vertical)

· Netting will be used to cover ponds when not in use to reduce avian access. Appropriate material will be used to ensure that nocturnal bird species and bats will not become entangled in the netting.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: describe in detail the type of netting which  will be used.

· At least 60 days prior to construction, the Applicant shall submit to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG, the proposed locations and design of the ponds, including how many ponds would be operational at a time, specific design features to discourage ravens, and a plan for immediately addressing problems with pond design. During construction, the ponds shall be monitored daily to ensure that anti-raven measures are successful. All ponds will be dismantled at the end of construction.



SCE does not have construction water storage ponds in its project components.






MM-WIL-5. Prepare and Implement a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. Prior to the issuance of a ROW retain a BLM-approved, qualified biologist to prepare a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan in consultation with CDFG and USFWS. This plan shall follow the Avian Protection Plan guidelines outlined by USFWS and APLIC. The plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such feeder/distribution lines and solar panels.  



The Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan shall include at a minimum: 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: shouldn’t the full plan be detailed here?   It seems like there are large ‘gaps’ left to fill in prior to this document being final.   The BBCS should leave little room for misinterpretation, and it would be beneficial if the project proponent detailed the specific type of data, specific monitoring protocol, specific carcass collection (with proper permits, of course) protocol, and a quantification of scavenger bias PRIOR to the project being implemented.  

· Detailed specifications on data, 

· A carcass collection protocol, and 

· A rationale justifying the proposed schedule of carcass searches, and

· Seasonal trials to assess bias from carcass removal by scavengers as well as searcher bias.



During construction and for one year following the beginning of the solar farm operation the biologist shall submit annual reports to BLM, CDFG, and USFWS describing the dates, durations, and results of monitoring and data collection. The annual reports shall provide a detailed description of any project-related bird or wildlife deaths or injuries detected during the monitoring study or at any other time and data collected for the study of polarized light impacts on insectivorous birds. The report shall analyze any project-related bird fatalities or injuries detected, and provide recommendations for future monitoring and any adaptive management actions needed.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Only one year?	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Reporting to regulatory agencies of avian mortality should be within 24 hours -5 days of mortality; take of birds is not a permitted activity.  



Thresholds will be determined in this ABPP and approved by BLM, CDFG and USFWS. If BLM determines that bird mortality caused by solar have been identified as key mortality features, or implement other appropriate actions approved by BLM and regulatory agencies based on the findings of the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. If mitigation actions are required, the annual reporting shall continue until BLM, in consultation with CDFG and USFWS, determines whether more years of monitoring are needed, and whether additional mitigation and adaptive management measures are necessary.



MM-WIL-6. Prepare and Implement Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring, and Adaptive Management. For each year after commencement of construction \, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities shall be conducted to determine if whether any territory is active. Survey methods for the inventory shall be as described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. A nesting territory or shall be considered occupied or unoccupied based on criteria in Pagel (2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. Data collected during the inventory shall include at least the following: 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Is this for the life of the project?	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: how will non-breeding eagles (juveniles, subadults, floaters during breeding and non-breeding season be monitored and addressed?

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan: If an occupied nest (as defined by Pagel et al. 2010) is detected within 10 miles of any project component, the Project owner or SCE shall prepare and implement a Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles. The monitoring methods shall be consistent with those described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall be prepared in consultation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). It shall be implemented by Desert Sunlight or SCE, according to project component; and each Applicant shall designate a biologist, to be approved by BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). Triggers for adaptive management shall include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, including but not limited to: agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall include a description of adaptive management actions, which shall include, but not be limited to, cessation of construction activities that are deemed by the Designated Biologist to be the source of golden eagle disturbance.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Important.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will those activities be indentified independently from other non-project related occurrances (i.e. territorial eagle disputes, anthropogenic recreation, research/monitoring effects, etc.?



1.2	Legal Drivers

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA), National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) provide the primary legal bases for this ABPP. The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 703, et seq.) prohibits the taking, killing, possession, transportation and importation of migratory birds, their eggs, parts, and nests, except when authorized by the USFWS. Because MBTA does not provide a specific mechanism to authorize “incidental” take, proponents often must work proactively with the Service to avoid and minimize the potential take of species. 



The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 668-668d) protects bald and golden eagles.  Through a new regulation (50 CFR § 22.26), the Service can authorize take of bald and golden eagles when the take is associated with, but not the purpose of, an otherwise lawful activity, and cannot practicably be avoided. Thus, these new regulations provide a mechanism where take of eagles can be legally authorized.  



Under the National Environmental Policy Act (42 USC §§ 4321-4370h), federal agencies such as BLM are required to prepare a detailed environmental impact statement (EIS) for any major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment. An EIS must include an examination of the environmental impacts of a proposed project, a reasonable range of alternatives for a project and other related matters. BLM authorization of a right-of-way (ROW) grant for the Project would require a land use plan amendment (PA) to the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan (BLM 1980), as amended. In addition, DOE will consider Sunlight’s application for a loan guarantee under Title XVII of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EPAct 05), as amended by Section 406 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Public Law (PL) 111-5 (the “Recovery Act”).



The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has discretionary authority to issue the Permit to Construct (PTC) for SCE’s Red Bluff Substation, a portion of the Project. As allowed by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15221, the CPUC intends to use this EIS to provide the environmental review required for its approval process. The CPUC and BLM have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that defines the relationship of the two agencies, and identifies CPUC as a cooperating agency with the BLM. 



The Applicant anticipatesApplicants anticipate that construction and/or operation of the Project will not cause unauthorized “take” or prohibited “disturbance” of any species protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act or the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. However, it is voluntarily proposing this Avian and Bat Protection Plan to proactively implement measures to avoid, minimize and mitigate for any potential adverse effects of the Project on such species.  In addition, by utilizing the adaptive management approach in this plan, it is committing to evaluate data during the operation phase of the Project and make further adjustments to the plan, if necessary and appropriate. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How?   What data are being used to justify this determination?   The project proponent should describe the data, discuss the biology and ecology, characterize the risk, and assign a determination.



1.3	Corporate Policy

Sunlight and SCE have a commitment to work cooperatively towards the protection of migratory birds and bats.  These entities are committed to consistent coordination with agency personnel at BLM, USFWS, and the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) so that all parties and agencies understand the scope of the Project and can discuss project facilities and features that may require additional attention for avian species.




2.0	Coordination

Sunlight and SCE recognized that an essential element to developing a successful Project is the coordination between the project proponents and the appropriate agencies. As recommended by USFWS, the Applicants conducted early coordination on essential elements, such as wildlife surveys, project siting criteria, and operational limitations to ensure that all parties and agencies understood the scope of the project and potential issues could be identified early in the planning process (USFWS 2010). This coordination resulted in numerous improvements to project siting and design (discussed in Section 4.0), and the development of Applicant Measures designed to avoid and minimize potential effects to avian and bat species. 

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 

Sunlight evaluated a larger Project Study Area (PSA) when determining the siting of the Project. Areas of desert wash woodland were avoided in this siting to the extent possible, in part to avoid the potential roosting, nesting, and foraging areas for birds and bats within areas of greater vegetation structure. The process of reducing the Project footprint is discussed further in Section 4.0.



The Applicants have also incorporated design features into the Project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats, including:

· Limiting vegetation clearing to periods outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

· Limiting vegetation disturbance and grading to the smallest area practicable; and

· Placing electrical lines underground or transmission lines on existing structures to the extent practical to avoid collisions with lines. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Project proponent should use APLIC guidance for any above ground transmission lines.



The Applicants further intendsintend to utilize the Applicant Measures AM-WIL-3 and AM-WIL-4 from the FEIS (presented in Section 1.0) during the construction phase and O&M phase of the project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

SCE will also follow the above measures outlined in AM-WIL-3 (AM-WIL-4 is not applicable to SCE components) in the FEIS above to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.






3.0	Adaptive Management and Habitat Compensation

3.1	Adaptive Management Process

The Applicant hasApplicants have incorporated siting criteria, design features and best management practices into the Project that will provide significant avoidance and minimization measures that will reduce the potential for adverse effects on avian and bat species. Specifically, decisions were made to ensure that each phase of project development was evaluated with an eye to reducing potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats during the siting, design, construction, operation and maintenance (O&M), and post-operation phases of the Project. 



In additional to the specific Project measures described below, Sunlight and SCE are committed to using an adaptive management approach throughout the life of the Project that supports flexible decision making and can be adjusted as monitoring results or new regional data are received. In so doing, the protections in this plan are expected to have continued effectiveness throughout the life of the Project.



This adaptive management approach will include the following six key concepts described by Williams (2009) that are endorsed by the Service in its Interim Guidance for Solar Energy Facilities (USFWS 2010):

1. Problem Assessment

2. Design

3. Implementation

4. Monitoring

5. Evaluation

6. Adjustment



Adaptive Management is a keystone of the Sunlight and SCE program to avoid and reduce potential effects to avian and bat species throughout the construction, O&M, and decommissioning stages of the Project. In order to compensate for the loss of avian and bat habitat, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide habitat compensation. This approach is described further in the following sections.

3.2	Habitat Compensation

Habitat Compensation is discussed in detail in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar 2011) for the solar farm and gen-tie line. The Applicant and SCE, and in the Red Bluff Substation Habitat Compensation Plan (SCE 2011) for the Red Bluff Substation and related components,. The Applicants are prepared to implement necessary mitigation and compensation for impacts to protected wildlife species as required by BLM, the CDFG, and USFWS as described in the FEIS and Habitat Compensation PlanPlans. 




4.0	Pre-Siting Data Collection

The siting of the solar farm site, gen-tie line, and substation required detailed and individual evaluation. Although the area of Red Bluff Substation had been recently and repeatedly surveyed prior to this Project for numerous transmission projects, the solar farm site and immediately surrounding areas had not been previously surveyed. Thus, in an effort to place the Project components in locations that would yield the least risk of population impacts, a rigorous siting evaluation process was completed, including the following considerations recommended by the USFWS:

1. Coarse Site Assessment

2. Habitat Equivalency Analysis

3. Site Specific Wildlife Surveys

4. Risk Assessment

5. Reporting

4.1 Coarse Site Assessment

In accordance with USFWS guidance, a pre-siting assessment was conducted starting with a coarse site assessment of the potential environmental issues that might preclude the site from development based on its perceived or validated level of risk (USFWS 2010). This project conducted the equivalent of a Potential Impact Index (PII) (USFWS 2003) by taking a “first cut” analysis of the suitability of a site proposed for development and estimating use of the site by selected wildlife species as an indicator of potential impact (USFWS 2010).



Initial biological assessments conducted in 2007 recommended the avoidance of Pinto Wash as potential habitat for special status species, including avian and bat species. This was supported by an initial field assessment of the site conducted by Patricia Brown-Berry (Brown Berry 2010) for bat species. Between 2008 and 2011, several additional site reductions occurred that reduced the solar farm footprint and shifted the footprint away from areas that support better quality habitats with larger and more diverse vegetative structure.



Project components do not provide habitat for federally or state-listed avian or bat species, but do provide habitat for several special-status species, including those shown on Tables 1 and 2 (Ironwood Consulting 2010). All species in Tables 1 and 2 are species addressed and covered under the Species is covered under the Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO).

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 

The Solar farm site alternatives and Gen-tie line route alternatives are not within an Important Bird Area, a Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Network (WHSRN), or an area designated by the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance (Ramsar Convention). The solar farm site is not within an area designated as a critical habitat unit (CHU), or other Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC). The Gen-tie line is partially located within the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU designated as management areas for the desert tortoise. 

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are not within an Important Bird Area, WHSRN area, or Ramsar Convention area. The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are within the Chuckwalla CHU and DWMA.
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Table 1.	Sensitive Avian Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Passerine Species

		



		Chaetura vauxi

Vaux’s swift (breeding sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Progne subis

purple martin

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Toxostoma lecontei

LeConte’s thrasher

		Federal:



State:

NECO:

		Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC)

SSC

covered 



		Raptors 

		



		Aquila chrysaetos

golden eagle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		protected by BGEPA

SSC; fully protected

covered 



		Athene cunicularia

burrowing owl

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Buteo regalis

ferruginous hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

none

covered 



		Buteo swainsonii

Swainson’s hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

threatened

covered 



		Circus cyaneus

northern harrier (nesting sites are protected (i.e. MBTA)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Falco mexicanus

prairie falcon (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered












Table 2.	Sensitive Bat Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Antrozous pallidus

pallid bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eptesicus fuscus pallidus

big brown bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eumops perotis californicus

western mastiff bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Eumops perotis

pocketed free-tailed bat  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus cinereus

hoary bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus xanthinus

southern yellow bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Macrotus californicus

California leaf-nosed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Myotis californicus  

California myotis  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Parastrellus hesperus

western pipistrelle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Plecotus townsendii

Townsend’s big-eared bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Tadarida brasiliensis  

Mexican free-tailed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered










4.2	Habitat Equivalency Analysis

TheAs requested by USFWS, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide the habitat compensation process. Permanent habitat losses and with the process that will be used to compensate for this habitat loss have been quantified and are described in the Project’s Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar and SCE 2011).



AsIn addition, as recommended by the USFWS, the Applicants have looked for opportunities to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities. These opportunities may come in the form of voluntary habitat acquisition or conservation easements. In order to quantify the appropriate compensation acreage, the use of an HEA can be used to identify high quality habitat and calculate compensation for the development of high quality habitats for both permanent and temporary losses. The objective of an HEA is to replace lost habitat services with like services, providing a replacement ratio for interim and permanent injury. 



The most significant step First Solar has taken to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities is working with BLM to determine the suitability of habitat remaining within their solar application as an area to be excluded from future development due to biological concerns. The area that could be excluded supports more diverse habitats with greater vegetation structure than the majority of the Project site and provides better habitats for most bird and bat species than those habitats found on the solar farm site.

4.3	Site Specific Wildlife Surveys

Pre-siting survey data will become the baseline for project impacts to bird and bat populations. Thus, prior to conducting site-specific surveys of the Project components, appropriate survey questions were developed that included methods applicable for before-after control impacts studies. Survey questions included:

1. Which species of birds and bats use the project area and how do their numbers vary temporally?

2. How much time do birds/bats spend in potential risk zones and does this behavior vary by season?

3. What is the estimated range of bird/bat mortalities from the project?

4. Are there nesting raptors on site or within 3 miles of project footprint. For eagles, are there eagles nesting within 10 miles of project footprint?

4.3.1	Methods

As recommended by USFWS (2010), multiple survey techniques were used to ensure adequate data collection. Specific survey methods included:

1. Diurnal point counts including varying timing during the day, month and seasonally during migratory periods.

2. Raptor nest searches including golden eagle surveys (Pagel et al 2010)

3. Migration counts.

4. Incidental data collection conducted during all biological surveys conducted at the Project components, which spanned over four years at the site, thus also captured timing variation within days, months and seasons as well as under varying climatic conditions.

5. 
Surveys for burrowing owl following Phase I and II surveys as directed by CDFG (California Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993).



Point Counts

Point count surveys for all birds were conducted in April, May, and October 2010 by experienced desert avian biologists Kip Kermoian and Jake Molhman at a total of twelve locations, nine on the Solar farm site and three at control sites, using point count methodology as described in Monitoring Bird Populations by Point Counts (Ralph et al. 1995). The surveys identify bird species and their relative numbers at each fixed study point location (point counts). Point count methodology is well accepted and widely used in bird studies.  Each point is visited for a fixed amount of time and all birds detected within an often fixed radius are recorded. Research suggests that the amount of time spent at a sampling location increases standard error, especially at times greater than 10 minutes (Smith et al. 1997). Each count was limited to 10 minutes to minimize standard error introduced by double counting, flyovers, etc. Additionally, incidental flyovers were recorded separately from typical observations and each count was divided into three survey periods consisting of the first three minutes, minutes 3 to 5, and minutes 5 to 10. This time division was done to facilitate data analysis used to differentiate birds most likely to be permanent or temporary occupants of the study point from transients in the area surveyed.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Only one year of data?   The dates selected may migrants and wintering birds.  



Golden Eagle Surveys

The ApplicantApplicants participated in a joint program to conduct aerial surveys for golden eagles in and around Blythe and Desert Center, California. These surveys were conducted in two phases, with Phase 1 occurring on April 2-3, 2010 and Phase 2 occurring on May 14, 2010.  These surveys were conducted in accordance with applicable USFWS guidance and were designed to record and report occupancy (Phase I) and productivity (Phase II) of golden eagle nests within a ten-mile radius of four solar projects, including Sunlight’s Solar farm site. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These dates do not correlate with recommended time periods for survey; the latter aerial survey (14 may 2010) may be too late to be of service for breeding GOEA in xeric habitat.   Further these dates are divergent than those reported by WRI (25-26 march and 2-3 April).   This also suggests that only one year of data were collected; no data from 2011 was reported here?  



Although the primary purpose of the surveys was to conduct the first of two aerial surveys for golden eagles [Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (USFWS 2010)], the surveys also recorded data for other raptor species.  The data and results from these surveys are found in the Final Report, Golden Eagle Surveys Surrounding Four Proposed Energy Developments in the Mojave Desert Region, California (Wildlife Research Institute 2010). 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The number of aerial overflights was recommended to be AT LEAST two flights; however in most instances more survey work would be necessary.  Further, ground observation was also recommended to augment data.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This document should have been appended to this report, as well as the findings.    I only have the Phase 1 report (05 May 2010) which I found to have numerous inconsistencies, and errors.  



Raptor Nest Surveys

Surveys of the alternatives for all three main components of the Project site were conducted on April 23-24 and May 20, 2010 in accordance with draft State agency protocols for identifying raptor nests [California Energy Commission (CEC) and CDFG 2010].  These surveys include inspecting all potential structures and trees in the Project vicinity for the presence of raptor nests. The results from these nest surveys are incorporated in this document.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Again, from a chronology standpoint for desert habitat, this may be too late to be of service.




Bats

On February 17, 2010, Dr. Patricia Brown, desert bat expert who has conducted numerous bat surveys in the Project region, conducted a reconnaissance-level survey of the Project components. The purpose of this survey was to determine those bats species that might inhabit these project areas and to formulate avoidance and minimization measures for bat species to be used during the construction, O&M, and post-construction phases.




Incidental Sightings

During all Project biological surveys, all bird species were identified and/or tallied on standardized data forms (Ironwood Consulting 2010). These data were compiled in electronic databases and used to determine species present and variation throughout days, months and seasons.

Burrowing Owl

Phase I burrowing owl surveys were conducted in 2007 on the First Solar project components, and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Phase II focused surveys were conducted in 2008 and 2010 on the First Solar project components and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Results of these surveys are compiled in the Biological Resources Technical Report (Ironwood 2010). In addition, pre-construction surveys in September 2011 were conducted on both the solar farm and Red Bluff substation sites, following the Phase II and III protocols (Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993). 

4.3.2	Results

Results addressing the first 3three survey questions were compiled and are discussed below separately for passerines, raptors, and bats with a special discussion for special-status bird species listed on Table 1. The chart below shows those bird species that were recorded most frequently during all surveys of the solar farm site.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Really?  this table is not legible.  








Passerines

Most detections of passerine species were recorded in the morning hours between 0600 and 0800 and in the months of March and April in each year. These results are likely affected by the higher numbers of surveyors recording data during those months of the year, and that point counts were conducted in the morning hours as described in Ralph et al 1995. All passerine species were found in habitats that are present both on the solar farm site and gen-tie line, and on the SCE components; therefore any of these species may inhabit each of these Project components. Habitat quality does differ throughout the area, with the gen-tie line and SCE components in areas of sheet flow and scattered desert dry wash woodland, thus providing greater vegetation diversity and structure. The solar farm site has approximately 1,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitats that provide greater density and structure favored by most species, with the remaining approximately 2,921 acres poorer quality habitat with few species present and wide spaces between shrubs of stunted growth.



Mortalities from the project are not expected with the inclusion of the avoidance and impact minimization measures required in the FEIS and discussed in Section 5.0 of this report and include protection of active nests until nest completion is documented. Avian species found on the solar farm site are highly mobile and were generally found in low numbers on the majority of the solar farm site. Thirty-eight passerine species have been recorded at the Project components (Table 3). The species indicated in bold type are special-status species discussed separately below.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What does this mean?   Are mortalities caused by displacement factored into this statement?   



Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. ’Costa's hummingbirds feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 3). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  




Table 3.	Passerine Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This is just a list!?   Shouldn’t/couldn’t there be more data associated with this in a table?   Also, observations appear to have a road-bias; per the map below (figure 3); is this a correct observation?

		Common Name

		Scientific name



		American robin

		Turdus migratorius



		Anna's hummingbird

		Calypte anna



		ash-throated flycatcher

		Myiarchus cinerascens



		barn swallow

		Hirundo rustica



		black-crowned night heron

		Nycticorax nycticorax



		black-tailed gnatcatcher

		Polioptila melanura



		black-throated sparrow

		Amphispiza bilineata



		blue-gray gnatcatcher

		Polioptila caerulea



		Brewer's blackbird

		Euphagus cyanocephalus



		Brewer's sparrow

		Spizella breweri



		Bullock's oriole

		Icterus bullockii



		common poorwill

		Phalaenoptilus nuttallii



		Costa's hummingbird

		Calypte costae



		Gambel’s quail

		Callipepla gambelii



		greater roadrunner

		Geococcyx californianus



		great-tailed grackle

		Quiscalus mexicanus



		horned lark

		Eremophila alpestris



		house finch

		Carpodacus mexicanus



		house wren

		Troglodytes aedon



		killdeer

		Charadrius vociferous



		LeConte’s thrasher

		Toxostoma lecontei



		lesser goldfinch

		Carduelis psaltria



		lesser nighthawk

		Chordeiles minor



		mourning dove

		Zenaida macroura



		northern flicker

		Colaptes auratus



		northern mockingbird

		Mimus polyglottos



		phainopepla

		Phainopepla nitens



		rock wren

		Salpinctes obsoletus



		northern rough-winged swallow

		Stelgidopteryx serripennis



		Say’s phoebe

		Sayonaris nigricans



		tree swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		verdin

		Auriparus flaviceps



		violet-green swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		western kingbird

		Tyraannus verticalis



		western meadowlark

		Sturnella neglecta



		white-crowned sparrow

		Zonotrichia leucophrys



		white-throated swift 

		Aeronautes saxatalis



		yellow-rumped warbler

		Dendroica coronata








Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 1). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  

Raptors

Thirteen raptor species (excluding common raven) are known to occur at the Project components (Table 4). The species in bold type are special-status species as shown on Table 1 with locations shown on Figure 13 for all species except burrowing owl, shown on Figure 24. Because the solar farm site and gen-tie line are located in the valley floor of the Chuckwalla Valley, most raptor species were observed as flyovers of the components as indicated on Table 4.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: ravens are passerine; not raptors.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Describe.   While they flew over the project footprint, it does not mean that they were not hunting over the habitat when they passed by.   Loss of the project area could impact nesting raptors.  Is this to suggest that none of these raptors nested within three air miles of the project footpring?  Curiously, Cooper’s Hawk and other nocturnal species are missing from this list.  



Table 4.	Raptor Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		

Common Name

		

Scientific Name

		Approximate Number of Individuals



		

		

		Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		Red Bluff Substation and 

Related Components



		American kestrel

		Falco sparverius

		P

		P



		burrowing owl

		Athene cunicularia

		1*7

		0*



		ferruginous hawk 

		Buteo regalis

		1 flyover	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define flyover.  

		0



		golden eagle

		Aquila chrysaetos

		0

		0



		loggerhead shrike

		Lanius ludovicianus

		23

		6



		merlin

		Falco columbarius

		P

		P



		northern harrier

		Circus cyaneus

		2 flyovers

		0



		prairie falcon

		Falco mexicanus

		4 flyovers

		0



		red-tailed hawk

		Buteo jamaicensis

		P

		P



		sharp-shinned hawk

		Accipiter striatus

		P

		P



		Swainson’s hawk

		Buteo swainsonii

		18 flyovers	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Was this a single kettle?   

		0



		turkey vulture

		Cathartes aura

		P

		P





P = present at Project component (non-special-status species were not recorded by location)	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Huh?   It says above that incidental observations were recorded.   Does this mean that the observer saw the bird but did not document any data associated with the observation?   

*see burrowing owl discussion for more information







Burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. It is also a BCC species for which the USFWS is very concerned about fragmentation and displacement effects. Burrowing owls inhabit open dry grasslands and desert scrubs, and typically nest in mammal burrows although they may use man-made structures including culverts and debris piles. In the Project region, they are resident species and exhibit strong nest site fidelity. Burrowing owls eat insects, small mammals and reptiles. 



The Phase 1I assessment for burrowing owls concluded that suitable habitat for burrowing owls existed throughout the study area. During the Phase 2II burrow surveys, numerous suitable burrows were recorded on the solar farm site; however, three records of burrowing owl sign (i.e., burrow, white wash and pellets) were observed. One group of observations, which included one individual owl and two burrows with white wash and pellets, occurred approximately 1,500 feet east of the intersection of Gen-Tie A1 and highway 177. The two other individual owl sightings occurred approximately one mile north and 0.8 mile west of the solar farm site. One owl was observed east of the Red Bluff substation.



Owls observed were all individual adults and observations occurred during both spring and fall seasons. It is expected that the owls reside within the area and there is a high potential for pairs to occur. Phase 3 surveys will be performed prior to ground disturbing activities to determine the exact number of resident owls potentially affected by construction immediately prior to these activities.



Phase II and III pre-construction surveys found one potential burrowing owl burrow on the Red Bluff substation site, and seven individual single owls on the solar farm site. The burrow on the Red Bluff substation site was determined to be unoccupied and collapsed in a storm event on September 13, 2011.





Ferruginous hawk (Buteo regalis) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. This species typically nests in northern latitudes of North America and overwinters in southern regions. Migrant ferruginous hawks are a regular but uncommon during spring and fall in the California desert regions. Within the NECO planning area, ferruginous hawks have been observed overwintering in low numbers in the lower Colorado River Valley, Yuma Basin, West Mesa, and the agricultural areas of Imperial Valley (BLM 2002). Two sightings of migrating ferruginous hawks were recorded, one within the Solar farm site and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. Both observations occurred in March 2010 and consisted of flyovers. The golden eagle surveys performed by helicopter in spring 2010 did not observe presence of this species. Based on data reviewed and observations, it is not expected that ferruginous hawks utilize the study area for nesting or overwintering. This species may forage within the study area during migration. 



Golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) is a State Species of Special Concern and Fully Protected Species, is covered under the federal Bald and itGolden Eagle Protection Act (described in Section 1.2), and is addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. Golden eagles and their primary prey species, jackrabbits, have declined in the California desert regions due to prolonged drought conditions that have persisted since 1998 (WRI 2010). Breeding in Southern California starts in December and January, nest building and egg laying in February to March, and hatching and raising the young eagles occur from April through June. Once the young eagles are flying on their own, the adult eagles will continue to feed them and teach them to hunt until late November.





No golden eagle nests were found on or adjacent to the solar farm site or other Project components. Phase I occupancy surveys conducted in April 2010 detected 13 potentially-active nests within a ten mile radius of the Solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation, as shown on Figure 35. Of these, 4 nests were within Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP), with an additional three in steep hills west and above Eagle Mountain mine, nearly within the JTNP boundaries. These are located either on BLM lands or lands owned by Eagle Mountain Mine and the Kaiser Corporation. The remaining three potential nests were located south of Interstate 10 in the Chuckwalla Mountains, approximately 3 miles west and southwest from the proposed Red Bluff Substation. One observation of a golden eagle flyover of the Chuckwalla Valley was recorded during these surveys (WRI 2010).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define.  



Phase II productivity surveys determined that 12 of these 13 nests were inactive, with one active but non-reproductive nest located in the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area approximately 5 miles from the solar farm site boundary (Figure 35). No reproductive nests were located within the 10-mile radius of the solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation (WRI 2010).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Two late-season aerial surveys are insufficient to make this conclusion with any level of accuracy.  



During these surveys, there were additional raptor species observed within 10 miles of the solar farm site: turkey vultures, common ravens, prairie falcons, and Swainson’s hawks (WRI 2010).







Loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) is State Species of Special Concern and a year-round resident in parts of the Southern California desert. As a predatory bird its diet consists of insects, amphibians, small reptiles, small mammals, and other birds. One pair was observed approximately 0.2 miles northwest of the Solarsolar farm site. Observations of adults were made in both spring and fall, and one individual with first-year plumage was recorded in the fall. Based on the amount and nature of observations made during the surveys, loggerhead shrikes are year-round residents within the study area. Loggerhead shrikes were often observed perching on palo verde and ironwood trees as well as larger creosote bush shrubs and other structures including utility poles. 



Northern harrier (Circus cyaneus), a State Species of Special Concern, is a raptor species that occurs in a wide range of habitats throughout North America. In Southern California, harriers typically nest and forage in open habitats that provide adequate vegetative cover, suitable prey base, and scattered perches such as shrubs or fence posts (Shuford 2008). This species is often found near bodies of water and wetlands (CDFG 2010). Harriers are ground-nesting birds with suitable nesting habitat limited in the southern California desert (Shuford 2008). Three harriers were recorded: two within the Solar farm site, and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What sex were the Harriers which were reported; what time of year?  What were they doing?



Prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus) is State Species of Special Concern that breeds throughout the arid West from southern Canada to central Mexico. The overall distribution appears to be stable. Prairie falcons are found in areas of the dry interior where cliffs provide secure nesting sites. In the desert they are found in all vegetation types, although sparse vegetation provides the best foraging habitat. Prairie falcons were observed in the southwest corner of the solar farm site and approximately 1 mile east of the eastern boundary as flyovers. Two additional observations were recorded along the Gen-tie line, but not south of Interstate 10 (I-10) near the Red Bluff Substation alternatives or related components. During aerial surveys for golden eagles, two prairie falcons were recorded within 10 miles of the Solar farm site near the boundary of Eagle Mountain Mine and Joshua Tree National Park (WRI 2010). One location was an active, reproductive nest in 2010 with unknown nest success (Figure 3). No prairie falcon nests were observed within any Project areas.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Prairie falcons, or prairie falcon territories?  Were prairie falcons detected during any of the point counts?    Where were prairie falcons detected hunting?



Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsonii) is state-listed (threatened) raptor species that breeds in much of western North America. Within California, nesting occurs primarily in the Central Valley and northern territoriesCounties; however, regular nesting also occurs in the high desert between the Tehachapi Mountains and Lancaster. This species winters in southern South America with a migration route of over 20,000 miles (Woodbridge 2008). Arrival at breeding areas generally occurs from late February to early May depending on geographical characteristics of the breeding area (Woodbridge 2008). Nest sites have not been documented in the Sonoran Desert of California. This species was observed within the study area during migration. Three incidental records were documented on April 9, 2010 during botanical and baseline surveys. Two observations were of individual Swainson’s hawks and the third observation consisted of a group of over ten birds. All individuals were seen in flight overhead within or near the Solar Farm boundaries. Additionally, Swainson’s hawks were observed during golden eagle surveys near Chuckwalla Mountains [two individuals (March 26 and April 3, 2010)], Coxcomb Mountains [fourteen individuals (April 2, 2010)], and Palen Mountains [four individuals (March 25, 2010)] (WRI 2010). This species is not expected to nest or overwinter within the study area.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Were any fall observations reported, recorded, or even sought?

Bats

Dr. Brown’s results indicate that pallid bats and western pipistrelles could roost in small rocks on the ground on the solar farm site alternatives. Radio-telemetry surveys have shown that hoary bats will roost in palo verde trees and ironwoods and that California leaf-nosed bats might roost in the limited areas of ironwood trees between foraging bouts. These tree species are found within the small areas of desert dry wash woodland on the gen-tie line and Red Bluff Substation and related components.



Desert dry wash woodland attracts foraging bats due to increased insect concentration.  This is especially true for California leaf-nosed bats and pallid bats that feed on large insects they glean off the foliage. Roosts for these species have been identified in mines in the Eagle and Coxcomb Mountains, both within 16 kilometers (10 miles) of the solar farm site.

4.4	Risk Assessment

Potential direct impacts could occur without the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures incorporated in to the Project through Applicant measuresMeasures and mitigation measuresMitigation Measures as described in the FEIS (see Section 1.0). Some of the measures described in this document are in addition to those presented in the FEIS as the Applicants continue to address concerns regarding avian and bat species and meet changing requirements. With the incorporation of these measures, the Project is not expected to cause any prohibited “take” or “disturbance” of any species protected by the BGEPA or MBTA.



4.4.1	Site-Specific Threats

Based on the results of the site-specific surveys combined with additional regional surveys and information, the potential for take was assessed for the following site-specific threats (USFWS 2010):

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays;

2. Transmission line, power tower, meteorological tower, or guy line collision;

3. Electrocution potential;

4. Territory abandonment;

5. Nest and roost site disturbances;

6. Habitat loss and fragmentation; and

7. Disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility.



Due to the nature of the Project (as a photovoltaic solar facility) and its components, the following threats are not likely to occur:

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays,

2. Potential collisions from power towers, meterological towers, and guy lines 

3. Electrocution potential



Potential threats from direct transmission line collisions for avian species and bats could occur without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0.



Without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0, nest and roost site disturbances and territory abandonment could occur due to direct nest removal during vegetation removal activities; and indirect disturbance from construction-related noise, lighting, and dust. 

  

Although no nests would be directly taken with the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures for the Project, habitat loss and fragmentation would occur due to the loss of approximately 4,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitat, and up to 200 acres of desert wash woodland habitat. The loss of these habitats would prevent avian and bat species from using the Project areas for nesting or overwintering, and these species and habitat uses would likely remain in adjacent large habitat areas including those areas restricted from development between the Project and Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) and within the park itself (over 1,000,000 acres of protected adjacent similar habitats).



Potential disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility is likely to be extremely small because the Project is photovoltaic in nature and has no moving components. The estimated long-term human presence on the facility is estimated at 12-15 individuals related to security and maintenance activities, as described in the FEIS. The avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0 include measures for the O&M phase of the Project.



Impacts to bats include potential direct impacts to ground nesting species (pallid bats and western pipistrelles) and the potential for the removal of trees with activethat could support bat colonies. at the solar farm site and/or Red Bluff Substation. Indirect impacts could potentially occur from removal of foraging habitat. Indirect impacts could also potentially occur, or from increased human activity, noise, nighttime lighting, and dust. 



Although temporary construction ponds will be constructed at the solar farm site, these ponds will have netting secured around the top of the pond fencing to discourage bats and birds from using water at these ponds.

4.4.2	Cumulative Impacts

The FEIS lists those projects considered as part of the cumulative impact analysis. Cumulative effects discussed in this document include those which have been or will be carried out throughout the anticipated life of the project, and, where practicable and reasonable, should include the impacts from all threats for which the BLM and/or Applicants have some form of control. Potential long-term cumulative indirect effects include the potential removal of nesting, roosting, and foraging habitat for avian and bat species.



For passerine species, nesting and foraging habitats are focused on smaller home ranges near nest sites and available forage. As described above for site-specific threats, vegetation removal would occur within these home ranges, using avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0 to eliminate the take of these species or active nests. The Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide similar habitats and abundant nesting and foraging opportunities for these species, therefore, cumulative effects are unlikely to be significant.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The project proponent fails to analyze the impact of the cumulative effects of this project, in addition to other projects and activities which are extant or planned in the project area.   Further, cumulative effects for GOEA are to be analyzed out to at least 140 miles from the project footprint.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: what cumulative effects exist with regard to JTNP?  



Raptor species (excluding golden eagles and ravens) have larger home ranges and forage over large distances. Due to the development of this Project and other regional projects there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat. This loss is not expected to be significant, or cause prohibited take because it represents a small percentage of the total foraging area regionally available for these species (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for raptors, and more suitable habitats for nesting for most raptor species.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This is not an appropriate argument, and should be recast with actual data, versus guesses.  



Golden eagles forage in an area extending up to 225 kilometers (140 miles) from the Project boundaries.their territory centroids. Although there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat from the development of alternative energy projects and other regional projects discussed in the FEIS, this loss is not expected to be significant, or to cause prohibited “disturbance” or “taking,” because it is only a small percentage of the total foraging area (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provides appropriate habitats for nesting (which the Project dies not), and appropriate habitats for foraging.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This is absolutely incorrect.  140 miles is considered to be the average dispersal distance of young, and does not in any way indicate the forage distance from a nest site.    In xeric habitat, GOEA are believed to forage out to 10 miles from their territory centroid.   In instances of higher quality, undisturbed habitat that has presence of rabbits/hares/scurids, the forage distance may be less.   	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This may be incorrect; the project proponent should analyze the amount of habitat which will be usurped by proposed projects using FWS guidance; i.e. within 140 air miles.   The list of proposed ground-disturbing projects, in addition to extant sources of mortality/disturbance is extensive, and should be considered in light of extant GOEA habitat availability.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define.  GOEA are particular about their 



For bat species, potential cumulative impacts are discussed for an area 16 kilometers (10 miles) from the boundaries of the Proposed Project. These include the potential for combined direct effects of the removal of individuals and occupied nests of ground nesting species such as pallid bats and western pipistrelles from project construction. In addition, the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for bats, and many areas that are more suitable habitats for nesting for bat species.








5.0.	Project Design Conservation Measures

The Applicants have sited and designed the Project components to avoid and minimize impacts to avian and bat species whenever possible. All discussions below of macro- and micro-siting considerations, nest site buffers and conservation measures during the construction and O&M phases of the Project will apply to both Applicants and all Project components.



The Applicants have worked to site Project components to have the least impacts to bird and bat populations with the goal of avoiding any take of migratory birds and bats and/or minimize the loss, destruction, or degradation of migratory bird and bat habitat by placing projects in areas of lower quality habitat to the maximum extent practicable. 

5.1	Project Siting

The process of siting of Project components included both macro- and micro-siting considerations.

5.1.1	Macro-Siting

Macro-siting considerations for the Project components were conducted in 2007 during initial surveys, and were refined in 2008 after the collection of the initial large data sets for the Project. In 2007, Pinto Wash, which bisects the requested Right-of-Way grant, was removed from development consideration. At this time, other larger areas of desert wash woodland were also removed from site consideration because these habitats support greater vegetation structure, density and diversity and are likely to support greater numbers of species and individuals than other habitats in the ROW area. Macro-siting considerations for the Project components also included the avoidance of:



· Locations with federally or state listed, or otherwise designated sensitive species, and areas managed for the conservation of listed species

Project components avoid DWMAs, CHU, and ACECs to the extent possible and were sited in the area of lowest known concentration for special-status species available.

· Areas frequently used for daily bird and bat movements (i.e., areas between roosting and feeding sites)

Areas of desert wash woodland were identified and avoided by Project components to the greatest extent possible, particularly the avoidance of larger expanses of this habitat found in the Pinto and Big Wash areas.

· Breeding and wintering eagle use areas

These areas were identified and avoided for all Project components. Valley floor areas such as the proposed Solar farm site do not provide wintering or breeding habitatnest or roost sites for eagles.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: However, the project area does not appear to have been analyzed as foraging habitat for resident and non-resident GOEA, and other species of raptors.   

· Known migration flyways for birds and bats

Pinto Wash is a known bat migration corridor with impacts to this area avoided by the siting of the Solar farm site.

· Areas near known bat hibernacula, breeding, and maternity/nursery colonies

No known areas are found with the footprint of the Project components.

· Fragmentation of large, contiguous tracts of wildlife habitat (Canadian Wildlife Service 2006a and 2006b)



Many desert special status avian and bat species require large undisturbed areas that are highly sensitive to fragmentation effects. In siting the Project components, all areas with greater vegetation structure, density and diversity were avoided or reduced to the extent possible. These areas included desert wash woodlands and areas of creosote bush scrub that overlay stabilized geological features and support greater density and diversity of vegetation.

5.1.2	Micro-Siting

Micro-siting considerations for the Project components were begun in 2008 and actively continued as further wildlife surveys were conducted and through informal meetings with the BLM, USFWS and CDFG throughout the Project’s planning process. The siting of the solar farm was further reduced between the Draft EIS and FEIS in response to concerns from the public and agencies involved in the process. Beyond continuing to refine the boundaries of the solar farm, additional considerations of micro-siting included:

· Avoiding features that attract raptors (areas supporting tall perching structures including trees, utility poles, etc.)



+By avoiding minimizing impacts to desert wash woodland areas and avoiding Pinto Wash, the Projectsolar farm avoided areas with tree layers. TheIn addition, the Applicants have designed features to reduce perching by raptors whenever possible.

· Avoiding features that attract migrant birds (e.g., water sources, riparian vegetation) Minimize the potential for enhancing habitats suitable for raptor prey species such as rodents that would likely attract raptors to the project site



Project components are not adjacent to landscape features that attract migrant birds such as water sources. Project construction and O&M phases will minimize the potential for creating habitats suitable for rodents, such as rock piles, that could attract raptors.

5.2	Buffer Zones

Buffer zones have been established through the FEIS Applicant and Mitigation Measures to protect raptor and other bird nests, areas of high bird and bat use, and known bat roosts from disturbance related to the construction of the solar farm. 



Clearance surveys will be conducted within 30 days prior to vegetation removal in project areas to locate any active nests, burrowing owl burrows, or bat roosts. Vegetation removal will occur outside of the breeding season for special-status bird and bats species to the extent possible. If any active nests, roosts or burrows are located during these surveys, buffer zones will be established as described in the FEIS to protect these areas.



A Lead Avian and Bat Biologist, working under the Designated Biologist, will be assigned to ensure all buffer zones are correctly established and to monitor nest activity and determine when each nest or burrowing owl burrow has fledged or failed. This individual will also be responsible for all data collected for these buffer zones, nests, roosts and burrows.




5.2.1	Passerines

Buffer distances for passerine nests will consider species, terrain, habitat type, and activity level as these features relate to the bird alert distance and bird flight initiation distance (Whitfield et al. 2008). Buffer size distance was coordinated throughout the FEIS process and is established in the FEIS as established at approximately 100 meters from any active nest (330 feet). The Lead Avian Biologist will may determine that a smaller or larger distance is necessary under individual circumstances such as topography and type of construction activities. 



The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the Lead Avian Biologist has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.

5.2.2	Raptors and Eagles

Project-related disturbances such as construction noise, lighting and dust will be avoided within 500 feet from the solar farm site forof an active raptor nest and within one mile for an active eagle nest (excluding common ravens). Any changes in this buffer distance would be determined by the Lead Avian Biologist for the Project and submitted to USFWS, BLM, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components) for approval. Any nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.



For the Red Bluff substation and related components, the specific landscape features of steep terrain and ridgelines between construction activities and nest sites may dictate reduced buffers (Richardson and Miller 1997).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How?   This should be explained more; as it currently stands, one mile may be too close to an occupied territory and anthropogenic activity of the scale of this project may cause disturbance to an occupied nest.  Further, this paper is not primary source, but a compilation of multiple other papers, which, should be noted, are quite old and may not reflect current scientific understanding of eagles and disturbance. 



Surveys for golden eagle nests will be conducted during each year of construction that occurs within the nesting season. These surveys will be completed in accordance with current USFWS guidance and protocols (currently Pagel 2010) under the Golden Eagle Surveys and Nest Site Monitoring Plan discussed below in Section 7.0.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will monitoring occur for non-breeding eagles outside of the nesting season?   Will monitoring of documented territories continue post project construction to determine if nesting territories continue to be occupied, or are abandoned due to direct, indirect or cumulative effects of the project implementation?	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Surveys for GOEA for 2011 were lacking.   One season of data, and at that only several days of surveys in a helicopter, do not make a data set robust.    It is disheartening that the project proponent seems to misinterpret Pagel et al. 2010 with regard to eagle surveys.  The project proponent is lacking additional breeding information, knowledge of non-breeding goea, and habitat use at or near the project area, in addition to reasonable information leading to direct, indirect, and cumulative effects analysis and a well described risk characterization for GOEA.

5.2.3	Burrowing Owls

For burrowing owls, Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction unit and within a 150-meter (500 foot) buffer area. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 100 meters (330 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged. Outside the nesting season or after determining a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within 1 mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls using accepted methods for excluding owls from burrows such as one-way doors or otherwise ensuring owls are not in burrows while burrows are collapsed; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation, including the number and original location of each owl, and known additional locations for each individual.

5.2.4	Bats

Construction activities will avoid any bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula found during clearance surveys. No bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula have been located during surveys conducted at the Project components between 2008 and 2011. Appropriate buffer distances will be established by the Lead Avian Biologist in consideration of the disturbance type, distance to roost or hibernacula, time of year of, and the duration of the disturbance.

5.3	Appropriate Facility Design

Many conservation measures have been incorporated into the design of Project facilities, as suggested in USFWS 2010, in an attempt to reduce the potential effects of Project on avian and bat populations, including:



1. Avoid using lattice-type structures, placing external ladders and platforms on towers to minimize perching and nesting.

The use of lattice towers, platforms, and ladders will be minimized to the extent practicable. The use of lattice structures will only be used on the solar farm site for a lookout tower, which will be frequently used (this deterring use by raptors and other birds), and will be frequently checked for the presence of nests. 



Although lattice structures will be used by SCE for their Project components, these will be in an area designated as a utility corridor that currently supports numerous transmission lines, including those on lattice towers, such as DPV1. The Project would not cause a significant increase on the number of lattice towers within this corridor.



2. Implement measures to reduce or buffer adverse noise effects associated with operation of the facility on surrounding wildlife habitat. Noise impacts to birds (Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008) have generally been found to be negative; therefore facility design should take this fact into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats.

The Project utilizes photovoltaic panel technology which has little potential for noise impacts. Noise effects have been extensively studiesstudied and includeincluded in the FEIS, and continued noise monitoring will be conducted during construction. Noise impacts during construction would include noise generated from the operation of construction equipment and construction vehicles. The O&M phase of the Project would have little or no noise for both the solar farm and SCE components.



3. Avoid the use of guy wires for all meteorological towers and do not light them unless the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requires them to be lit, which is generally >60 meters (>199 ft) AGL in height. Any necessary guy wires should be marked with recommended bird deterrent devices (APLIC 1994, USFWS 2000).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: towers or guy wires?

No meteorological towers or guy wires or line are included in the Project.



4. If structures (>60 meters [>199 ft] AGL) require lights for aviation safety, the minimum amount of pilot warning and obstruction avoidance lighting specified by the FAA should be used (FAA 2007). All lights within the facility should illuminate synchronously. Lighting of the boundary of the facility is most important as an aviation safety warning. Unless otherwise requested by the FAA, use only the minimum number of strobed, strobe-like or blinking red incandescent lights of minimum intensity. No steady burning lights should be used on facility infrastructures (Gehring et al. 2009).

Any such lighting at the Project facilities would follow this guidance. SCE facilities are not planned greater than 185 feet in height.



5. Facility lights should be focused downward to reduce skyward illumination. Lights should be equipped with motion detectors to reduce continuous illumination. 

All lighting used at Projectboth the solar farm and SCE project facilities will be downcast and would be used only when necessary, when appropriate by installing motion detectors, depending on safety concerns. The projectsolar farm has prepared a Lighting Mitigation Plan in consultation with the Night Sky Program Manager for the National Park Service in order to limit skyward illumination. 



6. Where feasible, place electric power lines underground or on the surface as insulated, shielded wire to avoid electrocution of birds. Use recommendations of the Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) for any required above-ground lines, transformers, or conductors.

Power lines will be in accordance with Avian Power Line Interaction Committee guidelines. 



7. Avoiding the creation of roads to minimize further loss and fragmentation of migratory bird habitat.

New roads associated with Project activities will be kept to a minimum. Roads associated with the solar farm site will be within the Project fence. Roads associated with the gen-tie line have been designed to be the shortest distance possible, such as using spur roads to tower sites from Kaiser Road instead of the creation of a new road along the gen-tie line. Red Bluff substation and related components will use existing roads to the maximum extent possible.



8. If evaporation ponds are required for the operation of the facility, placement of netting over the surface of the ponds is encouraged to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface.

Temporary construction ponds will be used only during the construction phase and will be covered with netting to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface. These ponds are not used for evaporation.  



9. Reducing the attractiveness of solar reflectors to polarotactic water insects (those attracted to polarized light) (Horvath et al. 2010) will help reduce the attractiveness of these facilities to birds and bats. 

Monitoring conducted during the construction and O&M phases of the Project is discussed in Section 7.0 and will assist in determining whether the Project’s photovoltaic panels attract water insects, which in turn could attract birds and bats. If it is determined that water insect are attracted to these facilities, BLM, USFWS, and CDFG will be contacted to determine appropriate adaptive management techniques to reduce this threat.


6.0	Conservation Measures

The conservation measures discussed in this section include those in the FEIS and those presented in USFWS guidance (2010).

6.1	Construction Phase Conservation Measures

Conservation measures that will be implemented by the Project that relate to bird conservation include:

1. Minimize permanent disturbance area such as creating unneeded access roads. Construction of the gen-tie line and other linear Project features will avoid vegetation clearing, and grading whenever possible.

2. All vegetationVegetation within the Project footprint that will be disturbed will be cleared outside of the bird breeding season to the maximum extent practicable. If the Project plans vegetation removal within the bird breeding season, it would be because desert tortoise (a federally and state threatened species) tortoise protection measures and timing may take precedence, or that reason for work to be completed during the breeding season were beyond the Applicant’sApplicant's’ control. If such an occurrence happenedhappens, the Applicants wouldwill communicate with BLM, USFWS, and CDFG that all reasonable and practicable efforts to complete work outside the bird breeding season were attempted.

When vegetation removal cannot take place outside of the breeding season and a reasonable explanation was provided to BLM, USFWS and CDFG, the Lead Avian Biologist or a person under their direct supervision would be on site during construction activities to locate active nests, establish avoidance buffers around active nests, watch for new nesting activity, and if necessary stop construction when noise and general activity threaten to disturb an active nest.  All active nests of protected birds (e.g., MBTA, ESA, state protected) would not be disturbed until after nest outcome is complete.

3. During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active nest locations would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 330 feet (100 meters) as discussed in the Project’s FEIS. Buffer areas may be larger if the Project’s lead Avian Biologist determines the need for a larger buffer area due to type of activity, species, or habitat considerations. Regardless of seasonal timing of construction, active nests will be flagged and nests avoided, with special attention paid to the nesting season of most avian species (February 15 – May 15). Avoidance areas will remain in place until it is determined that nest outcome is complete.

During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active bat colonies would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 165 feet (50 meters). Whenever possible, these areas will be avoided by construction activities. 

4. Discussions of nest avoidance for passerines, raptors, and golden eagles will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will be included in the Worker Environmental Awareness Plan (WEAP) training briefings. Bat colony avoidance discussions will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will also be included in WEAP training briefings. Training will include identification of avoidance areas and requirements for these areas.

5. The Project will follow APLIC guidelines for overhead utilities (APLIC 1994) to the extent practicable.). SCE structures will be built with sufficient conductor separation and other protection devices.

6. Construction activities will be conducted in a manner consistent with reducing fire danger.

7. During construction, all trash will be removed promptly and disposed of properly to avoid creating attractive nuisances for birds and bats.

8. Appropriate control measures will be implemented to prevent the introduction and spread of invasive plant species with and surrounding the project area (see the Project’s Integrated Weed Management Plan – Ironwood Consulting, 2010).

9. Only plants native to the area for will be used seeding or planting during habitat revegetation and/or restoration efforts.

10. As part of this document, a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan (Section 7.1.2) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-5 in the FEIS. This plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such overhead power lines and solar panels. 

11. As part of this document, a Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan (Section 7.1.3) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-6 in the FEIS. 

6.2	Operations and Maintenance Conservation Measures

During the O&M phase of the Project, conservation measures will be used to reduce the attractiveness of the facility to breeding, migrating, and wintering birds and bats to ensure mortality is minimized:

1. The Project will not create or maintain attraction features for birds and /or bats by removing and disposing of road kills near the Project of carrion that attracts raptors and other scavengers to the site, regularly removing vegetation around larger facilities such as substations to reduce raptor foraging, and eliminating open water sources after the construction phase of the Project. 

2. The Project will minimize the use of lighting that could attract migrating birds and bats (feeding on concentrations of insects at lights). All nighttime lighting will be within 800 meters (0.5 mile) of the Project facilities. Lighting will be kept to the minimum level necessary for safety and security. High intensity, steady burning, bright lights such as sodium vapor or spotlights will not be used on Project facilities.

3. The Project will minimize anthrogenicanthropogenic noise which been found to be negative for birds (e.g., Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008), though not all species are affected to the same degree (Brumm 2004). Therefore facility design should take this into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats. During the operation of these energy facilities, means to buffer, muffle, or otherwise dampen any anthropogenic noise pollution that exceeds ambient noise should be fully explored.


7.0	Post-Construction Monitoring 

The objective of post-construction monitoring is to validate the pre-construction risk assessment and to provide data for the Applicants to use in implementing adaptive management based on the monitoring results.  All of the measures in this section apply to both Applicants.



Monitoring objectives include:

1. Estimating bird and bat fatalities due to Project related activities.

2. Assessing bird use of evaporation ponds.

3. Assessing changes in bird and bat behavior due to all aspects of facility operation (noise, lighting, etc.).

4. Assessing territorial abandonment, nest avoidance, and changes in population status within and adjacent to the project footprint.

5. Assessing whether conservation measures implemented for the project were adequate.

7.1	Monitoring Design

7.1.1	Duration and Timing

This program will be conducted during construction and for at least 3 years post-construction during the operations and maintenance phase of the Proposed Project to attempt to capture differences in parameters due to seasonal and annual variability. The monitoring program will be extended to 5 years post-construction if

1. Mortality level triggers are reached or (more than 40 individual birds have been killed or injured that were attributable to activities at the solar farm and related components, or 10 at SCE project components) or 

2. The Project resultsAny project activities result in the mortality otake of a listed species or eagle. 



Monitoring will include data collection during breeding, wintering, and migration periods because bird and bat use of areas will vary seasonally.

7.1.2	Study Components

The long-term monitoring program for measuring raptor and bat incidence at the Project site will consist of:

1. Recording incidental sightings, 

2. Mortality studies by implementing the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan

3. Conducting seasonal point counts, and 

4. Conducting annual nest surveys. 

Incidental Sightings

Throughout the construction and operation phases of the Proposed Project, all incidental sightings of special-status bird species, and all raptors and bats will be During construction, all sightings will be recorded by biological monitors. The Lead Avian Biologist will be tasked with keeping records and reporting these results (as described in Section 7.4).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Why?   Won’t there be data inconsistency, as this is not a robust method to acquire data.  




Mortality Studies (Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan)

Mortality Studies will be conducted within all Projectsolar farm and SCE project components to determine any monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such the gen-tie line and, solar panels. , or SCE facilities. 



Study methodology includes:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This section should be more detailed including specific methods, sample sizes, and quantification to ascertain searcher efficiency and inherent survey bias’

1. Selection of study sites for both solar farm and SCE project components,

2. Mortality searches at each study site, including accepted methodology and frequency

3. Reporting and adaptive management

Selection of Study Sites

These studies will be conducted at a minimum of twelve study sites within solar farm and related components and within a minimum of three control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the study area. All areas of the Red Bluff Substation accessible will be included, as well as two sites selected along the access road and loop-in area; and two along the distribution line, with one control site related to the SCE project components.

Mortality Searches

Mortality surveys will be completed weeklybi-monthly post-construction in each Project phasestudy site for a period of 1one year. After one year, these studies will be conducted monthly for at least an additional two years, completing the 3three-year post-construction monitoring period. These studies will be conducted at a minimum of 12 sites within all Project componentsfollow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and within a minimumwill include an assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, and a carcass collection protocol and an assessment of 3 control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the Project areascarcass scavenger rates.



These studies will follow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and will include:

· An assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, 

· A carcass collection protocol and an assessment of carcass scavenger rates, and 

· Detailed specifications on data (see data collection flow charts and example data sheets submitted to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG), 



Reporting and Adaptive Management

Data will be collected using handheld data recorders and/or paper data sheets. All data will be scanned and entered into the Project database that will be submitted as part of the annual reporting for both the solar farm and the SCE project components. Reporting will be conducted as described in Section 7.4 below.



If monitoring determines that bird mortality caused by solar facilities may be having potentially adverse impacts on special-status bird avian populations (by exceeding mortality triggers discussed above), the ApplicantApplicants will implement adaptive management strategies such as installing additional bird flight diverters alterations to project components that have been identified as key mortality features. If adaptive management actions are implemented, mortality studies will continue for an additional year post-construction until a reduction in mortality to a level comparable to control sites is documented.

Seasonal Point Counts

Point Counts will continue to be conducted using the same methods that were used in baseline point counts (Section 3.0). These point counts will be conducted once during each season of each year (excluding summer) during construction and for the 3-year post-construction period.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This method should be updated; point counts as currently described have no utility for GOEA or raptor observation, and should not be used for these species.




Nest Surveys

Annual nest surveys will be conducted each spring during construction between March 15 and June 1, using two surveys separated by at least 30 days. All Project-related infrastructure (e.g.; fence posts, transmission towers, and buildings) would be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. Nest locations may also be detected via incidental sightings or during point count surveys.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Is this appropriate timing for the Desert?  If so, please provide data which suggests that most passerines are attending their nests during this time period.  



During nest surveys, the ground under all raptor and raven nests will be inspected for the presence shells of juvenile tortoises or other evidence or predation of desert tortoise. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These surveys should also include utility poles.

7.1.3	Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan 

In addition to project-specific mortality monitoring studies the ProjectApplicants will monitor golden eagles separately to ensure that golden eagle mortality is adequately assessed. For each year during construction, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities will be conducted to determine whether any territory is active (Pagel et al. 2010). Data collected during the inventory shall include: 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: take; not mortality.   Take also includes disturbance.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: occupied; not active.

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



If an occupied nest is detected during construction within 10 miles of any Project component, the Applicant for that component will implement adaptive management strategies in cooperation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG (and CPUC if an SCE component) for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles (Pagel et al. 2010). Triggers for additional adaptive management requirements will include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, such as agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define and describe.  

7.2	Nest Management

Project facilities will manage nests established on any part of the facility as described throughout this document. Eagle nests will be addressed as described in Section 7.1 above.

7.3	Risk Assessment Validation

Using data collected throughout this process, the ProjectApplicants will attempt to validate the identified risks of the project. The validation process will consider:

1. Whether the documented mortality rate post-construction is higher, lower, or as expected, compared to the pre-construction risk assessment.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will this be determined?  The initial data is fraught with problems.

2. Whether conservation measures are adequate to minimize bird and/or bat mortality to the maximum extent practicable? 

3. Would additional conservation measures be likely to reduce mortality rates?

4. Do documented mortality rates trigger adaptive management actions?



The results of this validation assessment would be discussed in Project reporting, described in Section 7.4 below.

7.4	Reporting

Quarterly e-mail summaries of all biological monitoring activities will be submitted to BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CDFGCPUC (for SCE project components) by the Designated Biologist. One section of these summaries will focus on reporting for the long-term monitoring program for raptors (including owls) and bats. This section will include results of the study components of monitoring conducted during the previous quarter, and a discussion of any unusual circumstances noted. These reports may also include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.

 

On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to the BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for the BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG,CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE project components) in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1 of each year. This annual report will summarize all quarterly reports and be submitted via e-mail by the Designated Biologist. After this report is submitted, an annual meeting will be held between the BLM, USFWS, Applicants, CDFG, and CDFGCPUC to review the annual monitoring report and discuss monitoring results and conservation measures, including any adaptive management implemented or recommended.






8.0	Key Resources and References

8.1	Key Resources

Key resources include the team of proponent personnel, biological monitors and agency personnel who will work together to ensure the success of the protection, avoidance, and minimization of impacts to bird and bat species during the construction and operations and maintenance phases of the Project. The names and contact information for key personnel are provided below.



Project Proponents

Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC

1111 Broadway St, 4th Floor

Oakland, CA 94607

(510) 625-7400

Contact:  Amanda Beck

ABeck@firstsolar.com



Southern California Edison

1218 South 5th Avenue

Monrovia, CA 91016

(626) 260-6040

Contact: Paul Yamazaki

Paul.Yamazaki@sce.com


Biological Monitoring

Ironwood Consulting

1412 S. Center St.

Redlands, CA 92373

(909) 798-0330

Contact: Kathy Simon

Kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com



Bureau of Land Management

California Desert District Office

22835 Calle San Juan De Los Lagos

Moreno Valley, CA 92553-9046

(951) 697-5223

Contact: Kim Marsden

Kim_Marsden@BLM.gov 





U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office

6010 Hidden Valley Rd., 101

Carlsbad, CA 92011

760.431.9440 x 354 phone

Contact: Jody Fraser

jody_fraser@fws.gov



California Department of Fish and Game

Inland Deserts Region

3602 Inland Empire Blvd Suite C220

Ontario, CA 91764

(909) 484-0167

Contact: Magdalena Rodriguez

mcrodriguez@dfg.ca.gov
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From: Jody Fraser

To: Joel Pagel

cc: Pete Sorensen

Subject: FS ABPP
Date: 12/27/2011 02:00 PM
Attachments: 20111227_Desert Sunlight ABPP - comparison for USFWS 14Dec2011 FWS 

comments.docx 

Hi Jeep, 
I've gone through and commented on your comments. I know it feels like 
we're doing their work for them, and we are to some degree, but I think it 
is best if we drive the process, whether it be what, when, and how the data 
are collected or how the monitoring is conducted. If we want to get out of 
these documents meaningful information, we cannot rely on them to simply 
answer the questions you pose -- even though they are good questions, 
undoubtedly, they'll give us a substandard answer. 
 
I guess my suggestion would be to revise the text appropriately vs. 
responding in the comment bubble. That way, it's integrated into the 
document. When you're done, please send back to me and I'll forward to 
BLM and cc Mig Birds to let them know their comments are still welcome 
(in short order). Most notable about this document is that is was NOT 
written by a qualified bird biologist and that is largely comprised of our 
guidance regurgitated without filling in any of the details. 
Thanks a bunch, 
Jody 

 
************************************************************** 
Jody Fraser, Biologist 
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office 
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, #208 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 
760.322.2070 x207 ph 
760.322.4648 fax 
jody_fraser@fws.gov 
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   AVIAN AND BAT PROTECTION PLAN	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Overall the document is fragmented relative to the avoidance, minimization, mitigation, and conservation measures. These measures should be consolidated into one section and any redundancies omitted or merged.

Also, this document is largely the FWS guidance cut and pasted without any of the necessary details. Providing project-specific data, analysis (risk assessment), and procedures for validating risk is recommended.
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1.0	INTRODUCTIONIntroduction 

This section provides a brief summary of the project description for the Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC (ApplicantSunlight) and Southern California Edison (SCE) project (jointly the “Applicants”). A complete description of the project is found in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project California Desert Conservation Area Plan Amendment and Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) (BLM 2011).



The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) issued of a right-of-way (ROW) grant authorizing the construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (Project). The Project covers less than 4,176 acres (ac) and is located in Riverside County, California, approximately 6 miles north of the rural community of Desert Center and approximately (10.5 kilometers or 6.5 miles north of the Interstate 10 corridor (Figure 1). The Project consists of three main components 1) a 550-megawatt (MW) solar photovoltaic (PV) generating facility (Solar Farm), 2) a 220-kilovolt (kV) generation interconnection line (Gen-tie line), and 3) a 500/220-kV substation and substation related components (the Red Bluff Substation) (Figure 2). While the Red Bluff substation is included as part of this project description for planning and environmental considerations, it would be constructed, owned, and operated by SCE, not by the ApplicantSunlight.



The Applicant and SCEApplicants have prepared this Avian and Bat Protection Plan in accordance with regulatory agency guidance, including:

· U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Pacific Southwest Region’s Region8 Interim Guidelines for the Development of a Project Specific Avian and Bat Protection Plan for Solar Energy Plants and Related Transmission Facilities.   

· Avian and Bat Protection Plan Guidelines developed jointly by Edison Electric Institute’s Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) 

· Additional Interim Guidelines from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS 2000, 2003, 2010). 

· Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO Plan, BLM and the California Department of Fish and Game- CDFG 2002).



1.1	Purpose of the Avian and Bat Protection Plan

The Avian and Bat Protection Plan (ABPP) delineates a program designed to reduce the risks that result from bird and bat interactions due to actions performed by Sunlight in the construction and operation of the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line; and by SCE in the construction and operation of their project components (Red Bluff Substation and associated access road, distribution line and telecommunications site). The ABPP also identifies the avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures that will be implemented over the life of the project, as well as long-term monitoring strategies and an adaptive management program. The overall goal of this ABPP is to avoid, reduce, and ultimately eliminate bird and bat mortality to the extent possible. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: For informational purposes, this plan is now called “Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy”; if the applicant intends to pursue a GOEA permit, an Eagle Conservation Plan would also be necessary.



The objectives of this ABPP are as follows:

· Describe the process of surveys and siting decisions to date, including identifying baseline conditions for avian and bat species present in the area of the Project components. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Survey methods, techniques, and qualifications of surveyors, as well as a thorough analysis of data leading to risk characterization of direct, indirect and cumulative effects is an integral part of this plan and should be included or expanded upon in each respective section.

· Identify activities during construction and operationsal and maintenance (O&M) that may increase the potential of adverse effects to passerine, raptor, and bat species on and adjacent to the Project components.

· Specify steps that will be taken to avoid, minimize and mitigate any potential adverse effects to these species, including thresholds for adaptive management.

· Detail long-term monitoring and reporting goals for the Project.



Ironwood Consulting, Inc.	4







The following Applicant measures (AM) and mitigation measures (MM) from the FEIS are incorporated into this plan.



AM-WIL-3. Avian and Bat Protection Plan. This Plan will be prepared and implemented by the Applicants to specify necessary actions to be taken to protect nesting bird and bat species. The following measures will be implemented by the Applicants to protect burrowing owls in the Project locations during construction:



1. Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction area as recommended by the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please include methods that will be used to detect nesting and wintering BUOW.

Jeep, can we provide appropriate methods?



2. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 75 meters (250 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). Initial avoidance buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on the type of construction activity as approved by CDFG or USFWS. Outside nesting season or after determining that a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within one mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation.



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicants to protect nesting bird species in the Project locations during construction which are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and California Fish and Game Code Sections 3503 and 3513:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Any efforts to detect state and federally listed bird species that may utilize habitats within and near the project footprint should be articulated.



1. Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and in adjacent habitat areas and any nests observed will be identified and clearly marked. For passerines, an exclusion area where construction will not be allowed to commence will be established approximately 100 meters (330 feet) from any active nest. For raptors (other than golden eagles), the exclusion area will be established approximately 170 meters (500 feet) from any active nest (excluding nests of the common raven). For golden eagles, the exclusion area will be established approximately 1.6 kilometers (one mile) from any active nest. Initial protective buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on type of construction activity and bird species and per approval by CDFG or USFWS. Nests will be checked within one week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or young have fledged.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Include citation.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please define methodology and frequency.

Jeep, can we provide appropriate methods and frequency?



2. Vegetation clearing will be conducted outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

3. Biological monitors will be present on-site during all phases of construction and will be tasked with monitoring avian nesting in adjacent habitats. If nests are found, the same procedures would be used as discussed above for pre-construction surveys. 



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicant to protect roosting bats in the Project locations during construction: Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and adjacent habitat areas and any active bat colonies will be identified and clearly marked. An exclusion area will be established approximately 50 meters (165 feet) from any active colony, and whenever possible, these areas will be avoided during construction activities.



For five years post-construction, the Applicant will record incidental sightings of raptors and bats in the Project locations. In addition, the Applicant will conduct nest surveys within the Project locations at least twice each spring between March 1 and June 1, separated by at least 30 days where all project-related infrastructure will be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. The Applicant will submit quarterly status reports via email to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG. On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1st of each year. These reports may include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Is this for raptors?   If so, why was 01 March – 01 June selected, when in the area of the project, earlier nesting chronologies are probably more relevant.

Again, we should clarify below. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define. How will this information be used? If it is incidental, what inferences may be gained from this ‘data.’

Jeep, we should tell them how to use the data. These are measures straight out of the FEIS, so we should drive the process.



AM-WIL-4, Construction Water Storage Pond Design. The temporary construction water ponds shall be designed, constructed, and operated in compliance with all applicable regulatory requirements with respect to design, operation, and maintenance, protection of migratory waterfowl, and raven management. This includes following provisions in the FEIS under the common raven management plan and includes the following specific measures to discourage ravens:



· Using anti-perching devices around the perimeter of each pond to exclude ravens and other birds from accessing the edge of the ponds to drink.

· Lining the ponds and maintaining two feet of freeboard in the ponds at all times

· Designing the ponds with interior side slopes at a 33 percent slope (3:1, horizontal:vertical)

· Netting will be used to cover ponds when not in use to reduce avian access. Appropriate material will be used to ensure that nocturnal bird species and bats will not become entangled in the netting.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please describe what type of netting will be used and ensure that it has proven effective for similar purposes.

Jeep, we should tell them acceptable specs.

· At least 60 days prior to construction, the Applicant shall submit to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG, the proposed locations and design of the ponds, including how many ponds would be operational at a time, specific design features to discourage ravens, and a plan for immediately addressing problems with pond design. During construction, the ponds shall be monitored daily to ensure that anti-raven measures are successful. All ponds will be dismantled at the end of construction.



SCE does not have construction water storage ponds in its project components.






MM-WIL-5. Prepare and Implement a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. Prior to the issuance of a ROW retain a BLM-approved, qualified biologist to prepare a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan in consultation with CDFG and USFWS. This plan shall follow the Avian Protection Plan guidelines outlined by USFWS and APLIC. The plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such feeder/distribution lines and solar panels.  



The Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan shall include at a minimum: 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: shouldn’t the full plan be detailed here?   It seems like there are large ‘gaps’ left to fill in prior to this document being final.   The BBCS should leave little room for misinterpretation, and it would be beneficial if the project proponent detailed the specific type of data, specific monitoring protocol, specific carcass collection (with proper permits, of course) protocol, and a quantification of scavenger bias PRIOR to the project being implemented. 

· Detailed specifications on data, 

· A carcass collection protocol, and 

· A rationale justifying the proposed schedule of carcass searches, and

· Seasonal trials to assess bias from carcass removal by scavengers as well as searcher bias.



During construction and for one year following the beginning of the solar farm operation the biologist shall submit annual reports to BLM, CDFG, and USFWS describing the dates, durations, and results of monitoring and data collection. The annual reports shall provide a detailed description of any project-related bird or wildlife deaths or injuries detected during the monitoring study or at any other time and data collected for the study of polarized light impacts on insectivorous birds. The report shall analyze any project-related bird fatalities or injuries detected, and provide recommendations for future monitoring and any adaptive management actions needed.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Only one year?	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Reporting to regulatory agencies of avian mortality should be within 24 hours -5 days of mortality; take of birds is not a permitted activity.  



Thresholds will be determined in this ABPP and approved by BLM, CDFG and USFWS. If BLM determines that bird mortality caused by solar have been identified as key mortality features, or implement other appropriate actions approved by BLM and regulatory agencies based on the findings of the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. If mitigation actions are required, the annual reporting shall continue until BLM, in consultation with CDFG and USFWS, determines whether more years of monitoring are needed, and whether additional mitigation and adaptive management measures are necessary.



MM-WIL-6. Prepare and Implement Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring, and Adaptive Management. For each year after commencement of construction \, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities shall be conducted to determine if whether any territory is active. Survey methods for the inventory shall be as described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. A nesting territory or shall be considered occupied or unoccupied based on criteria in Pagel et al. (2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. Data collected during the inventory shall include at least the following: 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Is this for the life of the project?	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: how will non-breeding eagles (juveniles, subadults, floaters during breeding and non-breeding season be monitored and addressed?

Jeep, are you asking for a year-round monitoring strategy?

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan: If an occupied nest (as defined by Pagel et al. 2010) is detected within 10 miles of any project component, the Project owner or SCE shall prepare and implement a Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles. The monitoring methods shall be consistent with those described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall be prepared in consultation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). It shall be implemented by Desert Sunlight or SCE, according to project component; and each Applicant shall designate a biologist, to be approved by BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). Triggers for adaptive management shall include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, including but not limited to: agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall include a description of adaptive management actions, which shall include, but not be limited to, cessation of construction activities that are deemed by the Designated Biologist to be the source of golden eagle disturbance.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will those activities be identified independently from other non-project related occurrences (i.e. territorial eagle disputes, anthropogenic recreation, research/monitoring effects, etc.?



1.2	Legal Drivers

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA), National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) provide the primary legal bases for this ABPP. The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 703, et seq.) prohibits the taking, killing, possession, transportation and importation of migratory birds, their eggs, parts, and nests, except when authorized by the USFWS. Because MBTA does not provide a specific mechanism to authorize “incidental” take, proponents often should work proactively with the Service to avoid and minimize the potential take of species. 



The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 668-668d) protects bald and golden eagles.  Through a new regulation (50 CFR § 22.26), the Service can authorize take of bald and golden eagles when the take is associated with, but not the purpose of, an otherwise lawful activity, and cannot practicably be avoided. Thus, these new regulations provide a mechanism where take of eagles can be legally authorized.  



Under the National Environmental Policy Act (42 USC §§ 4321-4370h), federal agencies such as BLM are required to prepare a detailed environmental impact statement (EIS) for any major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment. An EIS must include an examination of the environmental impacts of a proposed project, a reasonable range of alternatives for a project and other related matters. BLM authorization of a right-of-way (ROW) grant for the Project would require a land use plan amendment (PA) to the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan (BLM 1980), as amended. In addition, DOE will consider Sunlight’s application for a loan guarantee under Title XVII of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EP Act 05), as amended by Section 406 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Public Law (PL) 111-5 (the “Recovery Act”).



The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has discretionary authority to issue the Permit to Construct (PTC) for SCE’s Red Bluff Substation, a portion of the Project. As allowed by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15221, the CPUC intends to use this EIS to provide the environmental review required for its approval process. The CPUC and BLM have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that defines the relationship of the two agencies, and identifies CPUC as a cooperating agency with the BLM. 



The Applicant anticipatesApplicants anticipate that construction and/or operation of the Project will not cause unauthorized “take” or prohibited “disturbance” of any species protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act or the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. However, it is voluntarily proposing this Avian and Bat Protection Plan to proactively implement measures to avoid, minimize and mitigate for any potential adverse effects of the Project on such species.  In addition, by utilizing the adaptive management approach in this plan, it is committing to evaluate data during the operation phase of the Project and make further adjustments to the plan, if necessary and appropriate. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This determination precedes the presentation of the data and the analysis. It is not a “Legal Driver” and no data are provided here for the reader to connect to the conclusion. Please move to the appropriate section and provide rationale.



1.3	Corporate Policy

Sunlight and SCE have a commitment to work cooperatively towards the protection of migratory birds and bats.  These entities are committed to consistent coordination with agency personnel at BLM, USFWS, and the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) so that all parties and agencies understand the scope of the Project and can discuss project facilities and features that may require additional attention for avian species.




2.0	Coordination

Sunlight and SCE recognized that an essential element to developing a successful Project is the coordination between the project proponents and the appropriate agencies. As recommended by USFWS, the Applicants conducted early coordination on essential elements, such as wildlife surveys, project siting criteria, and operational limitations to ensure that all parties and agencies understood the scope of the project and potential issues could be identified early in the planning process (USFWS 2010). This coordination resulted in numerous improvements to project siting and design (discussed in Section 4.0), and the development of Applicant Measures designed to avoid and minimize potential effects to avian and bat species. 

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This and the paragraphs below are not part of coordination but more minimization measures to reduce project impacts; therefore, should be moved to the appropriate section and consolidated with other measures.

Sunlight evaluated a larger Project Study Area (PSA) when determining the siting of the Project. Areas of desert wash woodland were avoided in this siting to the extent possible, in part to avoid the potential roosting, nesting, and foraging areas for birds and bats within areas of greater vegetation structure. The process of reducing the Project footprint is discussed further in Section 4.0.



The Applicants have also incorporated design features into the Project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats, including:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These measures should be consolidated with other conservation, avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures into a single section.

· Limiting vegetation clearing to periods outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

· Limiting vegetation disturbance and grading to the smallest area practicable; and

· Placing electrical lines underground or transmission lines on existing structures to the extent practical to avoid collisions with lines. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please adhere to APLIC guidance for any above ground transmission lines.



The Applicants further intendsintend to utilize the Applicant Measures AM-WIL-3 and AM-WIL-4 from the FEIS (presented in Section 1.0) during the construction phase and O&M phase of the project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These measures are required per the ROD and identified above. See comment 20 above.

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

SCE will also follow the above measures outlined in AM-WIL-3 (AM-WIL-4 is not applicable to SCE components) in the FEIS above to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.






3.0	Adaptive Management and Habitat Compensation	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This section should come last as future monitoring will inform the adaptive management needs.

3.1	Adaptive Management Process

The Applicant has incorporated siting criteria, design features and best management practices into the Project that will provide significant avoidance and minimization measures that will reduce the potential for adverse effects on avian and bat species. Specifically, decisions were made to ensure that each phase of project development was evaluated with an eye to reducing potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats during the siting, design, construction, operation and maintenance (O&M), and post-operation phases of the Project. 



In additional to the specific Project measures described below, Sunlight and SCE are committed to using an adaptive management approach throughout the life of the Project that supports flexible decision making and can be adjusted as monitoring results or new regional data are received. In so doing, the protections in this plan are expected to have continued effectiveness throughout the life of the Project.



This adaptive management approach will include the following six key concepts described by Williams (2009) that are endorsed by the Service in its Interim Guidance for Solar Energy Facilities (USFWS 2010):

1. Problem Assessment

2. Design

3. Implementation

4. Monitoring

5. Evaluation

6. Adjustment



Adaptive Management is a keystone of the Sunlight and SCE program to avoid and reduce potential effects to avian and bat species throughout the construction, O&M, and decommissioning stages of the Project. In order to compensate for the loss of avian and bat habitat, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide habitat compensation. This approach is described further in the following sections.

3.2	Habitat Compensation

Habitat Ccompensation is discussed in detail in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar 2011) for the solar farm and gen-tie line. The Applicant and SCE, and in the Red Bluff Substation Habitat Compensation Plan (SCE 2011) for the Red Bluff Substation and related components, The Applicants are prepared to implement necessary mitigation and compensation for impacts to protected wildlife species as required by BLM, the CDFG, and USFWS as described in the FEIS and Habitat Compensation PlanPlans. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: If you’re going to include this section, recommend adding a sentence that summarizes how impacts to avian and bat species are being compensated as stated in the hab comp plan.




4.0	Pre-Siting Data Collection

The siting of the solar farm site, gen-tie line, and substation required detailed and individual evaluation. Although the area of Red Bluff Substation had been recently and repeatedly surveyed prior to this Project for numerous transmission projects, the solar farm site and immediately surrounding areas had not been previously surveyed. Thus, in an effort to place the Project components in locations that would yield the least risk of population impacts, a rigorous siting evaluation process was completed, including the following considerations recommended by the USFWS:

1. Coarse Site Assessment

2. Habitat Equivalency Analysis

3. Site Specific Wildlife Surveys

4. Risk Assessment

5. Reporting

4.1 Coarse Site Assessment

In accordance with USFWS guidance, a pre-siting assessment was conducted starting with a coarse site assessment of the potential environmental issues that might preclude the site from development based on its perceived or validated level of risk (USFWS 2010). This project conducted the equivalent of a Potential Impact Index (PII) (USFWS 2003) by taking a “first cut” analysis of the suitability of a site proposed for development and estimating use of the site by selected wildlife species as an indicator of potential impact (USFWS 2010).



Initial biological assessments conducted in 2007 recommended the avoidance of Pinto Wash as potential habitat for special status species, including avian and bat species. This was supported by an initial field assessment of the site conducted by Patricia Brown-Berry (Brown Berry 2010) for bat species. Between 2008 and 2011, several additional site reductions occurred that reduced the solar farm footprint and shifted the footprint away from areas that support better quality habitats with larger and more diverse vegetative structure.



Project components do not provide habitat for federally or state-listed avian or bat species, but do provide habitat for several special-status species, including those shown on Tables 1 and 2 (Ironwood Consulting 2010). All species in Tables 1 and 2 are species addressed and covered under the Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO).

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 

The Solar farm site alternatives and Gen-tie line route alternatives are not within an Important Bird Area, a Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Network (WHSRN), or an area designated by the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance (Ramsar Convention). The solar farm site is not within an area designated as a critical habitat unit (CHU), or other Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC); however, the Solar Farm site is immediately adjacent to the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU. The Gen-tie line is partially located within the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU designated as management areas for the desert tortoise. 

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are not within an Important Bird Area, WHSRN area, or Ramsar Convention area. The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are within the Chuckwalla CHU and DWMA.
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Table 1.	Sensitive Avian Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Passerine Species

		



		Chaetura vauxi

Vaux’s swift (breeding sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Progne subis

purple martin

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Toxostoma lecontei

LeConte’s thrasher

		Federal:



State:

NECO:

		Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC)

SSC

covered 



		Raptors 

		



		Aquila chrysaetos

golden eagle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		protected by BGEPA

SSC; fully protected

covered 



		Athene cunicularia

burrowing owl

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Buteo regalis

ferruginous hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

none

covered 



		Buteo swainsonii

Swainson’s hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

threatened

covered 



		Circus cyaneus

northern harrier (nesting sites are protected (i.e. MBTA)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Falco mexicanus

prairie falcon (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered












Table 2.	Sensitive Bat Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Antrozous pallidus

pallid bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eptesicus fuscus pallidus

big brown bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eumops perotis californicus

western mastiff bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Eumops perotis

pocketed free-tailed bat  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus cinereus

hoary bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus xanthinus

southern yellow bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Macrotus californicus

California leaf-nosed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Myotis californicus  

California myotis  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Parastrellus hesperus

western pipistrelle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Plecotus townsendii

Townsend’s big-eared bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Tadarida brasiliensis  

Mexican free-tailed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered










4.2	Habitat Equivalency Analysis

TheAs recommended by USFWS, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide the habitat compensation process. Permanent habitat losses and compensation put forward to offset project impacts have been quantified and are described in the Project’s Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar and SCE 2011).



AsIn addition, as recommended by the USFWS, the Applicants have looked for opportunities to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities. These opportunities may come in the form of voluntary habitat acquisition or conservation easements. In order to quantify the appropriate compensation acreage, the use of an HEA can be used to identify high quality habitat and calculate compensation for the development of high quality habitats for both permanent and temporary losses. The objective of an HEA is to replace lost habitat services with like services, providing a replacement ratio for interim and permanent injury. 



The most significant step First Solar has taken to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities is working with BLM to determine the suitability of habitat remaining within their solar application as an area to be excluded from future development due to biological concerns. The area that could be excluded supports more diverse habitats with greater vegetation structure than the majority of the Project site and provides better habitats for most bird and bat species than those habitats found on the solar farm site.

4.3	Site- Sspecific Wildlife Surveys

Pre-siting survey data will becomeserve as the baseline for project impacts to biological resources, including birds and bats populations. Thus, prior to conducting site-specific surveys of the Project components, appropriate survey questions were developed that included methods applicable for before-after control impacts studies. Survey questions included:

1. Which species of birds and bats use the project area and how do their numbers vary temporally?

2. How much time do birds/bats spend in potential risk zones and does this behavior vary by season?

3. What is the estimated range of bird/bat mortalities from the project?

4. Are there nesting raptors on site or within 3 miles of project footprint. For eagles, are there eagles nesting within 10 miles of project footprint?

4.3.1	Methods

As recommended by USFWS (2010), multiple survey techniques were used to ensure adequate data collection. Specific survey methods included:

1. Diurnal point counts including varying timing during the day, month and seasonally during migratory periods.

2. Raptor nest searches including golden eagle surveys (Pagel et al. 2010)

3. Migration counts.

4. Incidental data collection conducted during all biological surveys conducted at the Project components, which spanned over four years at the site, thus also captured timing variation within days, months and seasons as well as under varying climatic conditions.

5. 
Surveys for burrowing owl following Phase I and II surveys as directed by CDFG (California Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993).



Point Counts

Point count surveys for all birds were conducted in April, May, and October 2010 by experienced desert avian biologists Kip Kermoian and Jake Molhman at a total of twelve locations, nine on the Solar farm site and three at control sites, using point count methodology as described in Monitoring Bird Populations by Point Counts (Ralph et al. 1995). The surveys identify bird species and their relative numbers at each fixed study point location (point counts). Point count methodology is well accepted and widely used in bird studies.  Each point is visited for a fixed amount of time and all birds detected within an often fixed radius are recorded. Research suggests that the amount of time spent at a sampling location increases standard error, especially at times greater than 10 minutes (Smith et al. 1997). Each count was limited to 10 minutes to minimize standard error introduced by double counting, flyovers, etc. Additionally, incidental flyovers were recorded separately from typical observations and each count was divided into three survey periods consisting of the first three minutes, minutes 3 to 5, and minutes 5 to 10. This time division was done to facilitate data analysis used to differentiate birds most likely to be permanent or temporary occupants of the study point from transients in the area surveyed.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service:  The dates selected may exclude migrants and wintering birds.  



Golden Eagle Surveys

The ApplicantApplicants participated in a joint program to conduct aerial surveys for golden eagles in and around Blythe and Desert Center, California. These surveys were conducted in two phases, with Phase 1 occurring on April 2-3, 2010 and Phase 2 occurring on May 14, 2010.  These surveys were conducted in accordance with applicable USFWS guidance and were designed to record and report occupancy (Phase I) and productivity (Phase II) of golden eagle nests within a ten-mile radius of four solar projects, including Sunlight’s Solar farm site. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These dates do not correlate with recommended time periods for surveys; the latter aerial survey (14 May 2010) is late to detect breeding GOEA in xeric habitats. Further, these dates are inconsistent with those reported by WRI (25-26 March and 2-3 April). Please reconcile. This also suggests that only one year of data were collected; at least 3 years of data are recommended.  



Although the primary purpose of the surveys was to conduct the first of two aerial surveys for golden eagles [Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (USFWS 2010)], the surveys also recorded data for other raptor species.  The data and results from these surveys are found in the Final Report, Golden Eagle Surveys Surrounding Four Proposed Energy Developments in the Mojave Desert Region, California (Wildlife Research Institute 2010). 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The number of aerial over-flights was recommended to be AT LEAST two flights; however, in most instances more survey work would be necessary to assess risk. Additionally, ground observations are recommended to augment data.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This document should be appended to the final ABPP. 



Raptor Nest Surveys

Surveys of the alternatives for all three main components of the Project site were conducted on April 23-24 and May 20, 2010 in accordance with draft State agency protocols for identifying raptor nests [California Energy Commission (CEC) and CDFG 2010].  These surveys include inspecting all potential structures and trees in the Project vicinity for the presence of raptor nests. The results from these nest surveys are incorporated in this document.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Again, from a chronology standpoint for desert habitat, this may be too late to be meaningful.




Bats

On February 17, 2010, Dr. Patricia Brown, desert bat expert who has conducted numerous bat surveys in the Project region, conducted a reconnaissance-level survey of the Project components. The purpose of this survey was to determine those bats species that might inhabit these project areas and to formulate avoidance and minimization measures for bat species to be used during the construction, O&M, and post-construction phases.




Incidental Sightings

During all Project biological surveys, all bird species were identified and/or tallied on standardized data forms (Ironwood Consulting 2010). These data were compiled in electronic databases and used to determine species present and variation throughout days, months and seasons.

Burrowing Owl

Phase I burrowing owl surveys were conducted in 2007 on the First Solar project components, and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Phase II focused surveys were conducted in 2008 and 2010 on the First Solar project components and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Results of these surveys are compiled in the Biological Resources Technical Report (Ironwood 2010). In addition, pre-construction surveys in September 2011 were conducted on both the solar farm and Red Bluff substation sites, following the Phase II and III protocols (Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993). 

4.3.2	Results

Results addressing the first 3three survey questions were compiled and are discussed below separately for passerines, raptors, and bats with a special discussion for special-status bird species listed on Table 1. The chart below shows those bird species that were recorded most frequently during all surveys of the solar farm site.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This table is illegible.  








Passerines

Most detections of passerine species were recorded in the morning hours between 0600 and 0800 and in the months of March and April in each year. These results are likely affected by the higher numbers of surveyors recording data during those months of the year, and that point counts were conducted in the morning hours as described in Ralph et al 1995. All passerine species were found in habitats that are present both on the solar farm site and gen-tie line, and on the SCE components; therefore any of these species may inhabit each of these Project components. Habitat quality does differ throughout the area, with the gen-tie line and SCE components in areas of sheet flow and scattered desert dry wash woodland, thus providing greater vegetation diversity and structure. The solar farm site has approximately 1,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitats that provide greater density and structure favored by most species, with the remaining approximately 2,921 acres poorer quality habitat with few species present and wide spaces between shrubs of stunted growth.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: According to the methods, surveys were only conducted in 2010. Correct?



Mortalities from the project are not expected with the inclusion of the avoidance and impact minimization measures required in the FEIS and discussed in Section 5.0 of this report and include protection of active nests until nest completion is documented. Avian species found on the solar farm site are highly mobile and were generally found in low numbers on the majority of the solar farm site. Thirty-eight passerine species have been recorded at the Project components (Table 3). The species indicated in bold type are special-status species discussed separately below.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Direct mortalities? Need to assess the risk of indirect effects from loss of foraging, nesting habitat and potential reproductive failure.



Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. ’Costa's hummingbirds feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 3). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  




Table 3.	Passerine Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Shouldn’t/couldn’t there be more data associated with this in a table? Also, observations appear to have some road-bias; per the map below (figure 3); is this a correct observation?

Jeep, what data do you want?

		Common Name

		Scientific name



		American robin

		Turdus migratorius



		Anna's hummingbird

		Calypte anna



		ash-throated flycatcher

		Myiarchus cinerascens



		barn swallow

		Hirundo rustica



		black-crowned night heron

		Nycticorax nycticorax



		black-tailed gnatcatcher

		Polioptila melanura



		black-throated sparrow

		Amphispiza bilineata



		blue-gray gnatcatcher

		Polioptila caerulea



		Brewer's blackbird

		Euphagus cyanocephalus



		Brewer's sparrow

		Spizella breweri



		Bullock's oriole

		Icterus bullockii



		common poorwill

		Phalaenoptilus nuttallii



		Costa's hummingbird

		Calypte costae



		Gambel’s quail

		Callipepla gambelii



		greater roadrunner

		Geococcyx californianus



		great-tailed grackle

		Quiscalus mexicanus



		horned lark

		Eremophila alpestris



		house finch

		Carpodacus mexicanus



		house wren

		Troglodytes aedon



		killdeer

		Charadrius vociferous



		LeConte’s thrasher

		Toxostoma lecontei



		lesser goldfinch

		Carduelis psaltria



		lesser nighthawk

		Chordeiles minor



		mourning dove

		Zenaida macroura



		northern flicker

		Colaptes auratus



		northern mockingbird

		Mimus polyglottos



		phainopepla

		Phainopepla nitens



		rock wren

		Salpinctes obsoletus



		northern rough-winged swallow

		Stelgidopteryx serripennis



		Say’s phoebe

		Sayonaris nigricans



		tree swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		verdin

		Auriparus flaviceps



		violet-green swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		western kingbird

		Tyraannus verticalis



		western meadowlark

		Sturnella neglecta



		white-crowned sparrow

		Zonotrichia leucophrys



		white-throated swift 

		Aeronautes saxatalis



		yellow-rumped warbler

		Dendroica coronata








Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 1). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  

Raptors

Thirteen raptor species (excluding common raven) are known to occur at the Project components (Table 4). The species in bold type are special-status species as shown on Table 1 with locations shown on Figure 13 for all species except burrowing owl, shown on Figure 24. Because the solar farm site and gen-tie line are located in the valley floor of the Chuckwalla Valley, most raptor species were observed as flyovers of the components as indicated on Table 4.



Table 4.	Raptor Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Cooper’s hawk and other nocturnal species are missing from this list and are likely to occur in the area.

		

Common Name

		

Scientific Name

		Approximate Number of Individuals



		

		

		Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		Red Bluff Substation and 

Related Components



		American kestrel

		Falco sparverius

		P

		P



		burrowing owl

		Athene cunicularia

		1*7

		0*



		ferruginous hawk 

		Buteo regalis

		1 flyover	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define flyover. 

Jeep, is there a definition of flyover? Is it commonly used when describing observations? 

		0



		golden eagle

		Aquila chrysaetos

		0

		0



		loggerhead shrike

		Lanius ludovicianus

		23

		6



		merlin

		Falco columbarius

		P

		P



		northern harrier

		Circus cyaneus

		2 flyovers

		0



		prairie falcon

		Falco mexicanus

		4 flyovers

		0



		red-tailed hawk

		Buteo jamaicensis

		P

		P



		sharp-shinned hawk

		Accipiter striatus

		P

		P



		Swainson’s hawk

		Buteo swainsonii

		18 flyovers	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Was this a single kettle or separate observations?

		0



		turkey vulture

		Cathartes aura

		P

		P





P = present at Project component (non-special-status species were not recorded by location)	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: It says above that incidental observations were recorded, where are the data if not here? Does this mean that observations were not documented?

*see burrowing owl discussion for more information







Burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. It is also a BCC species for which the USFWS is very concerned about fragmentation and displacement effects. Burrowing owls inhabit open dry grasslands and desert scrubs, and typically nest in mammal burrows although they may use man-made structures including culverts and debris piles. In the Project region, they are resident species and exhibit strong nest site fidelity. Burrowing owls eat insects, small mammals and reptiles. 



The Phase 1I assessment for burrowing owls concluded that suitable habitat for burrowing owls existed throughout the study area. During the Phase 2II burrow surveys, numerous suitable burrows were recorded on the solar farm site; however, three records of burrowing owl sign (i.e., burrow, white wash and pellets) were observed. One group of observations, which included one individual owl and two burrows with white wash and pellets, occurred approximately 1,500 feet east of the intersection of Gen-Tie A1 and highway 177. The two other individual owl sightings occurred approximately one mile north and 0.8 mile west of the solar farm site. One owl was observed east of the Red Bluff substation.



Owls observed were all individual adults and observations occurred during both spring and fall seasons. It is expected that the owls reside within the area and there is a high potential for pairs to occur. Phase 3 surveys will be performed prior to ground disturbing activities to determine the exact number of resident owls potentially affected by construction immediately prior to these activities.



Phase II and III pre-construction surveys found one potential burrowing owl burrow on the Red Bluff substation site, and seven individual single owls on the solar farm site. The burrow on the Red Bluff substation site was determined to be unoccupied and collapsed in a storm event on September 13, 2011.





Ferruginous hawk (Buteo regalis) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. This species typically nests in northern latitudes of North America and overwinters in southern regions. Migrant ferruginous hawks are a regular but uncommon during spring and fall in the California desert regions. Within the NECO planning area, ferruginous hawks have been observed overwintering in low numbers in the lower Colorado River Valley, Yuma Basin, West Mesa, and the agricultural areas of Imperial Valley (BLM 2002). Two sightings of migrating ferruginous hawks were recorded, one within the Solar farm site and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. Both observations occurred in March 2010 and consisted of flyovers. The golden eagle surveys performed by helicopter in spring 2010 did not observe presence of this species. Based on data reviewed and observations, it is not expected that ferruginous hawks utilize the study area for nesting or overwintering. This species may forage within the study area during migration. 



Golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) is a State Species of Special Concern and Fully Protected Species, is covered under the federal Bald and itGolden Eagle Protection Act (described in Section 1.2), and is addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. Golden eagles and their primary prey species, jackrabbits, have declined in the California desert regions due to prolonged drought conditions that have persisted since 1998 (WRI 2010). Breeding in Southern California starts in December and January, nest building and egg laying in February to March, and hatching and raising the young eagles occur from April through June. Once the young eagles are flying on their own, the adult eagles will continue to feed them and teach them to hunt until late November.





No golden eagle nests were found on or adjacent to the solar farm site or other Project components. Phase I occupancy surveys conducted in April 2010 detected 13 potentially-active nests within a ten mile radius of the Solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation, as shown on Figure 35. Of these, 4 nests were within Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP), with an additional three in steep hills west and above Eagle Mountain mine, nearly within the JTNP boundaries. These are located either on BLM lands or lands owned by Eagle Mountain Mine and the Kaiser Corporation. The remaining three potential nests were located south of Interstate 10 in the Chuckwalla Mountains, approximately 3 miles west and southwest from the proposed Red Bluff Substation. One observation of a golden eagle flyover of the Chuckwalla Valley was recorded during these surveys (WRI 2010).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define.  



Phase II productivity surveys determined that 12 of these 13 nests were inactive, with one active but non-reproductive nest located in the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area approximately 5 miles from the solar farm site boundary (Figure 35). No reproductive nests were located within the 10-mile radius of the solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation (WRI 2010).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Two late-season aerial surveys are insufficient to make this conclusion with any level of accuracy.  



During these surveys, there were additional raptor species observed within 10 miles of the solar farm site: turkey vultures, common ravens, prairie falcons, and Swainson’s hawks (WRI 2010).







Loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) is State Species of Special Concern and a year-round resident in parts of the Southern California desert. As a predatory bird its diet consists of insects, amphibians, small reptiles, small mammals, and other birds. One pair was observed approximately 0.2 miles northwest of the Solarsolar farm site. Observations of adults were made in both spring and fall, and one individual with first-year plumage was recorded in the fall. Based on the amount and nature of observations made during the surveys, loggerhead shrikes are year-round residents within the study area. Loggerhead shrikes were often observed perching on palo verde and ironwood trees as well as larger creosote bush shrubs and other structures including utility poles. 



Northern harrier (Circus cyaneus), a State Species of Special Concern, is a raptor species that occurs in a wide range of habitats throughout North America. In Southern California, harriers typically nest and forage in open habitats that provide adequate vegetative cover, suitable prey base, and scattered perches such as shrubs or fence posts (Shuford 2008). This species is often found near bodies of water and wetlands (CDFG 2010). Harriers are ground-nesting birds with suitable nesting habitat limited in the southern California desert (Shuford 2008). Three harriers were recorded: two within the Solar farm site, and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What sex were the Harriers which were reported; what time of year?  What were they doing?

Jeep, do we really expect them to sex the birds? If we ask for behavioral descriptions for this species, do we want them for all species?



Prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus) is State Species of Special Concern that breeds throughout the arid West from southern Canada to central Mexico. The overall distribution appears to be stable. Prairie falcons are found in areas of the dry interior where cliffs provide secure nesting sites. In the desert they are found in all vegetation types, although sparse vegetation provides the best foraging habitat. Prairie falcons were observed in the southwest corner of the solar farm site and approximately 1 mile east of the eastern boundary as flyovers. Two additional observations were recorded along the Gen-tie line, but not south of Interstate 10 (I-10) near the Red Bluff Substation alternatives or related components. During aerial surveys for golden eagles, two prairie falcons were recorded within 10 miles of the Solar farm site near the boundary of Eagle Mountain Mine and Joshua Tree National Park (WRI 2010). One location was an active, reproductive nest in 2010 with unknown nest success (Figure 3). No prairie falcon nests were observed within any Project areas.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Prairie falcons, or prairie falcon territories?  Were prairie falcons detected during any of the point counts?    Where were prairie falcons detected hunting?

Jeep, it doesn’t say they were hunting…



Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsonii) is state-listed (threatened) raptor species that breeds in much of western North America. Within California, nesting occurs primarily in the Central Valley and northern territoriesCounties; however, regular nesting also occurs in the high desert between the Tehachapi Mountains and Lancaster. This species winters in southern South America with a migration route of over 20,000 miles (Woodbridge 2008). Arrival at breeding areas generally occurs from late February to early May depending on geographical characteristics of the breeding area (Woodbridge 2008). Nest sites have not been documented in the Sonoran Desert of California. This species was observed within the study area during migration. Three incidental records were documented on April 9, 2010 during botanical and baseline surveys. Two observations were of individual Swainson’s hawks and the third observation consisted of a group of over ten birds. All individuals were seen in flight overhead within or near the Solar Farm boundaries. Additionally, Swainson’s hawks were observed during golden eagle surveys near Chuckwalla Mountains [two individuals (March 26 and April 3, 2010)], Coxcomb Mountains [fourteen individuals (April 2, 2010)], and Palen Mountains [four individuals (March 25, 2010)] (WRI 2010). This species is not expected to nest or overwinter within the study area.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Were any fall surveys conducted?

Bats

Dr. Brown’s results indicate that pallid bats and western pipistrelles could roost in small rocks on the ground on the solar farm site alternatives. Radio-telemetry surveys have shown that hoary bats will roost in palo verde trees and ironwoods and that California leaf-nosed bats might roost in the limited areas of ironwood trees between foraging bouts. These tree species are found within the small areas of desert dry wash woodland on the gen-tie line and Red Bluff Substation and related components.



Desert dry wash woodland attracts foraging bats due to increased insect concentration.  This is especially true for California leaf-nosed bats and pallid bats that feed on large insects they glean off the foliage. Roosts for these species have been identified in mines in the Eagle and Coxcomb Mountains, both within 16 kilometers (10 miles) of the solar farm site.

4.4	Risk Assessment

Potential direct impacts could occur without the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures incorporated in to the Project through Applicant measuresMeasures and mitigation measuresMitigation Measures as described in the FEIS (see Section 1.0). Some of the measures described in this document are in addition to those presented in the FEIS as the Applicants continue to address concerns regarding avian and bat species and meet changing requirements. With the incorporation of these measures, the Project is not expected to cause any prohibited “take” or “disturbance” of any species protected by the BGEPA or MBTA.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: A more thorough analysis should support this conclusion. How will AM/MMs reduce the likelihood of take or disturbance and loss of foraging habitat? Explanations of how the applicant expects the measures to be effective in reducing take should be articulated for each section below.



4.4.1	Site-Specific Threats

Based on the results of the site-specific surveys combined with additional regional surveys and information, the potential for take was assessed for the following site-specific threats (USFWS 2010):

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays;

2. Transmission line, power tower, meteorological tower, or guy line collision;

3. Electrocution potential;

4. Territory abandonment;

5. Nest and roost site disturbances;

6. Habitat loss and fragmentation; and

7. Disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility.



Due to the nature of the Project (as a photovoltaic solar facility) and its components, the following threats are not likely to occur:

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays,

2. Potential collisions from power towers, meterological towers, and guy lines 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Birds have been documented colliding with heliostats per McCrary et al., so the potential certainly exists here.

3. Electrocution potential	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This could occur on the gen-tie.



Potential threats from direct transmission line collisions for avian species and bats could occur without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0.



Without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0, nest and roost site disturbances and territory abandonment could occur due to direct nest removal during vegetation removal activities; and indirect disturbance from construction-related noise, lighting, and dust. 

  

Although no nests would be directly taken with the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures for the Project, habitat loss and fragmentation would occur due to the loss of approximately 4,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitat, and up to 200 acres of desert wash woodland habitat. The loss of these habitats would prevent avian and bat species from using the Project areas for foraging, nesting, or overwintering, and these species and habitat uses would likely remain in adjacent large habitat areas including those areas restricted from development between the Project and Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) and within the park itself (over 1,000,000 acres of protected adjacent similar habitats).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Potential indirect impacts from the loss of foraging habitat, such as reduced reproductive output/success should be addressed in this risk assessment.



Potential disturbance due to ongoing human activity presence at the facility is likely to be extremely small because the Project is photovoltaic in nature and has no moving components. The estimatedwould be attributed to long-term human presence on the facility, which is estimated at 12-15 individuals related to security and maintenance activities, as described in the FEIS. The avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0 include measures for the O&M phase of the Project.



Impacts to bats include potential direct impacts to ground nesting species (pallid bats and western pipistrelles) and the potential for the removal of trees with activethat could support bat colonies. at the solar farm site and/or Red Bluff Substation. Indirect impacts could potentially occur from removal of foraging habitat. Indirect impacts could also potentially occur, or from increased human activity, noise, nighttime lighting, and dust. 



Although temporary construction ponds will be constructed at the solar farm site, these ponds will have netting secured around the top of the pond fencing to discourage bats and birds from using water at these ponds.

4.4.2	Cumulative Impacts

The FEIS lists those projects considered as part of the cumulative impact analysis. Cumulative effects discussed in this document include those which have been or will be carried out throughout the anticipated life of the project, and, where practicable and reasonable, should include the impacts from all threats for which the BLM and/or Applicants have some form of control. Potential long-term cumulative indirect effects include the potential removal of nesting, roosting, and foraging habitat for avian and bat species.



For passerine species, nesting and foraging habitats are focused on smaller home ranges near nest sites and available forage. As described above for site-specific threats, vegetation removal would occur within these home ranges, using avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0 to eliminate the take of these species or active nests. The Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide similar habitats and abundant nesting and foraging opportunities for these species, therefore, cumulative effects are unlikely to be significant.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This fails to analyze the impact of the cumulative effects of this project in addition to other projects and activities that are extant or planned in the project area and relies upon the adjacent JTNP as a “refuge”.

Cumulative effects for GOEA should be analyzed out to at least 140 miles from the project footprint.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What cumulative effects exist with regard to JTNP?  



Raptor species (excluding golden eagles and ravens) have larger home ranges and forage over large distances. Due to the development of this Project and other regional projects there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat. This loss is not expected to be significant, or cause prohibited take because it represents a small percentage of the total foraging area regionally available for these species (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for raptors, and more suitable habitats for nesting for most raptor species.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This conclusion should include a discussion of the data and what is known about raptor use in JTNP. Is it feasible that the Park can support displaced individuals and nesting pairs of various species of raptors?  



Golden eagles forage in an area extending up to 225 kilometers (140 miles) from the Project boundaries.their territory centroids. Although there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat from the development of alternative energy projects and other regional projects discussed in the FEIS, this loss is not expected to be significant, or to cause prohibited “disturbance” or “taking,” because it is only a small percentage of the total foraging area (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provides appropriate habitats for nesting (which the Project dies not), and appropriate habitats for foraging.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This is incorrect; 140 miles is considered to be the average dispersal distance of young, and does not indicate the forage distance from a nest site.    In xeric habitat, GOEA are believed to forage out to 10 miles from their territory centroid.   In instances of higher quality, undisturbed habitat that has presence of rabbits/hares/scurids, the forage distance may be less.   	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The document should include an analyze of the amount of habitat that will be lost to construction of proposed projects using FWS guidance; i.e. within 140 air miles. The list of proposed ground-disturbing projects, in addition to extant sources of mortality/disturbance is extensive, and should be considered in light of extant GOEA habitat availability. Additionally, GOEA are more sensitive to human disturbance; therefore, fragmentation of habitats may have a more pronounced effect on individuals and populations.

Jeep, after our discussion, it sounds like not even we have a good idea about what these kinds of losses mean to the species. Certainly, the numbers should be provided, but we should ask for an explanation of what it means right now.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define; GOEA have particular habitat preferences.

Jeep, we should provide info on hab preferences.



For bat species, potential cumulative impacts are discussed for an area 16 kilometers (10 miles) from the boundaries of the Proposed Project. These include the potential for combined direct effects of the removal of individuals and occupied nests of ground nesting species such as pallid bats and western pipistrelles from project construction. In addition, the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for bats, and many areas that are more suitable habitats for nesting for bat species.








5.0.	Project Design Conservation Measures	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Suggest moving any applicable FEIS mitigation measures each respective section below so that the statements made herein are substantiated.

The Applicants have sited and designed the Project components to avoid and minimize impacts to avian and bat species whenever possible. All discussions below of macro- and micro-siting considerations, nest site buffers and conservation measures during the construction and O&M phases of the Project will apply to both Applicants and all Project components.



The Applicants have worked to site Project components to have the least impacts to bird and bat populations with the goal of avoiding any take of migratory birds and bats and/or minimize the loss, destruction, or degradation of migratory bird and bat habitat by placing projects in areas of lower quality habitat to the maximum extent practicable. 

5.1	Project Siting

The process of siting of Project components included both macro- and micro-siting considerations.

5.1.1	Macro-Siting

Macro-siting considerations for the Project components were conducted in 2007 during initial surveys, and were refined in 2008 after the collection of the initial large data sets for the Project. In 2007, Pinto Wash, which bisects the requested Right-of-Way grant, was removed from development consideration. At this time, other larger areas of desert wash woodland were also removed from site consideration because these habitats support greater vegetation structure, density and diversity and are likely to support greater numbers of species and individuals than other habitats in the ROW area. Macro-siting considerations for the Project components also included the avoidance of:



· Locations with federally or state listed, or otherwise designated sensitive species, and areas managed for the conservation of listed species

Project components avoid DWMAs, CHU, and ACECs to the extent possible and were sited in the area of lowest known concentration for special-status species available.

· Areas frequently used for daily bird and bat movements (i.e., areas between roosting and feeding sites)

Areas of desert wash woodland were identified and avoided by Project components to the greatest extent possible, particularly the avoidance of larger expanses of this habitat found in the Pinto and Big Wash areas.

· Breeding and wintering eagle use areas

These areas were identified and avoided for all Project components. Valley floor areas such as the proposed Solar farm site do not provide wintering or breeding habitatnest or roost sites for eagles, but may provide foraging habitat for resident and non-resident golden eagles and other raptor species.

· Known migration flyways for birds and bats

Pinto Wash is a known bat migration corridor with impacts to this area avoided by the siting of the Solar farm site.

· Areas near known bat hibernacula, breeding, and maternity/nursery colonies

No known areas are found with the footprint of the Project components.

· Fragmentation of large, contiguous tracts of wildlife habitat (Canadian Wildlife Service 2006a and 2006b)



Many desert special status avian and bat species require large undisturbed areas that are highly sensitive to fragmentation effects. In siting the Project components, all areas with greater vegetation structure, density and diversity were avoided or reduced to the extent possible. These areas included desert wash woodlands and areas of creosote bush scrub that overlay stabilized geological features and support greater density and diversity of vegetation.

5.1.2	Micro-Siting

Micro-siting considerations for the Project components were begun in 2008 and actively continued as further wildlife surveys were conducted and through informal meetings with the BLM, USFWS and CDFG throughout the Project’s planning process. The siting of the solar farm was further reduced between the Draft EIS and FEIS in response to concerns from the public and agencies involved in the process. Beyond continuing to refine the boundaries of the solar farm, additional considerations of micro-siting included:

· Avoiding features that attract raptors (areas supporting tall perching structures including trees, utility poles, etc.)



+By avoiding minimizing impacts to desert wash woodland areas and avoiding Pinto Wash, the Projectsolar farm avoided areas with tree layers. TheIn addition, the Applicants have designed features to reduce perching by raptors whenever possible.

· Avoiding features that attract migrant birds (e.g., water sources, riparian vegetation) Minimize the potential for enhancing habitats suitable for raptor prey species such as rodents that would likely attract raptors to the project site



Project components are not adjacent to landscape features that attract migrant birds such as water sources. Project construction and O&M phases will minimize the potential for creating habitats suitable for rodents, such as rock piles, that could attract raptors.

5.2	Buffer Zones

Buffer zones have been established through the FEIS Applicant and Mitigation Measures to protect raptor and other bird nests, areas of high bird and bat use, and known bat roosts from disturbance related to the construction of the solar farm. 



Clearance surveys will be conducted within 30 days prior to vegetation removal in project areas to locate any active nests, burrowing owl burrows, or bat roosts. Vegetation removal will occur outside of the breeding season for special-status bird and bats species to the extent possible. If any active nests, roosts or burrows are located during these surveys, buffer zones will be established as described in the FEIS to protect these areas.



A Lead Avian and Bat Biologist, working under the Designated Biologist, will be assigned to ensure all buffer zones are correctly established and to monitor nest activity and determine when each nest or burrowing owl burrow has fledged or failed. This individual will also be responsible for all data collected for these buffer zones, nests, roosts and burrows.




5.2.1	Passerines

Buffer distances for passerine nests will consider species, terrain, habitat type, and activity level as these features relate to the bird alert distance and bird flight initiation distance (Whitfield et al. 2008). Buffer size distance was coordinated throughout the FEIS process and is established in the FEIS as established at approximately 100 meters from any active nest (330 feet). The Lead Avian Biologist will may determine that a smaller or larger distance is necessary under individual circumstances such as topography and type of construction activities. 



The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the Lead Avian Biologist has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.

5.2.2	Raptors and Eagles

Project-related disturbances such as construction noise, lighting and dust will be avoided within 500 feet from the solar farm site forof an active raptor nest and within one mile for an active eagle nest (excluding common ravens). Any changes in this buffer distance would be determined by the Lead Avian Biologist for the Project and submitted to USFWS, BLM, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components) for approval. Any nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.



For the Red Bluff substation and related components, the specific landscape features of steep terrain and ridgelines between construction activities and nest sites may dictate reduced buffers (Richardson and Miller 1997).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please clarify how this reference justifies a reduced buffer; 1-mile buffers may be insufficient to ensure reproductive success given the anthropogenic activity at the scale of this project.

Also, this paper is not primary source, but a compilation of multiple other papers are dated and may not reflect current scientific understanding of eagles and sensitivity to disturbance. 



Surveys for golden eagle nests will be conducted during each year of construction that occurs within the nesting season. These surveys will be completed in accordance with current USFWS guidance and protocols (currently Pagel et al. 2010) under the Golden Eagle Surveys and Nest Site Monitoring Plan discussed below in Section 7.0.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Monitoring of non-breeding eagles outside of the nesting season should also be conducted. Monitoring of documented territories should continue post project construction to determine if nesting territories continue to be occupied, or are abandoned due to direct, indirect or cumulative effects of the project implementation.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: It is our understanding that surveys for GOEA were not conducted in 2011; one season of limited survey days does not provide a robust data set. Pagel et al. 2010 appears to have been misinterpreted with regard to eagle surveys.  The existing data lack additional breeding information, knowledge of non-breeding GOEA, and habitat use at or near the project area, thereby making the analysis of direct, indirect, and cumulative effects and risk characterization for GOEA suspect.

5.2.3	Burrowing Owls

For burrowing owls, Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction unit and within a 150-meter (500 foot) buffer area. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 100 meters (330 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged. Outside the nesting season or after determining a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within 1 mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls using accepted methods for excluding owls from burrows such as one-way doors or otherwise ensuring owls are not in burrows while burrows are collapsed; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation, including the number and original location of each owl, and known additional locations for each individual.

5.2.4	Bats

Construction activities will avoid any bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula found during clearance surveys. No bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula have been located during surveys conducted at the Project components between 2008 and 2011. Appropriate buffer distances will be established by the Lead Avian Biologist in consideration of the disturbance type, distance to roost or hibernacula, time of year of, and the duration of the disturbance.

5.3	Appropriate Facility Design	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Again, applicable FEIS measures should be incorporated here for better readability of the document.

Many conservation measures have been incorporated into the design of Project facilities, as suggested in USFWS 2010, in an attempt to reduce the potential effects of Project on avian and bat populations, including:



1. Avoid using lattice-type structures, placing external ladders and platforms on towers to minimize perching and nesting.

The use of lattice towers, platforms, and ladders will be minimized to the extent practicable. The use of lattice structures will only be used on the solar farm site for a lookout tower, which will be frequently used (this deterring use by raptors and other birds), and will be frequently checked for the presence of nests. 



Although lattice structures will be used by SCE for their Project components, these will be in an area designated as a utility corridor that currently supports numerous transmission lines, including those on lattice towers, such as DPV1. The Project would not cause a significant increase on the number of lattice towers within this corridor.



2. Implement measures to reduce or buffer adverse noise effects associated with operation of the facility on surrounding wildlife habitat. Noise impacts to birds (Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008) have generally been found to be negative; therefore facility design should take this fact into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats.

The Project utilizes photovoltaic panel technology which has little potential for noise impacts. Noise effects have been extensively studiesstudied and includeincluded in the FEIS, and continued noise monitoring will be conducted during construction. Noise impacts during construction would include noise generated from the operation of construction equipment and construction vehicles. The O&M phase of the Project would have little or no noise for both the solar farm and SCE components.



3. Avoid the use of guy wires for all meteorological towers and do not light them unless the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requires them to be lit, which is generally >60 meters (>199 ft) AGL in height. Any necessary guy wires should be marked with recommended bird deterrent devices (APLIC 1994, USFWS 2000).

No meteorological towers or guy wires or line are included in the Project.



4. If structures (>60 meters [>199 ft] AGL) require lights for aviation safety, the minimum amount of pilot warning and obstruction avoidance lighting specified by the FAA should be used (FAA 2007). All lights within the facility should illuminate synchronously. Lighting of the boundary of the facility is most important as an aviation safety warning. Unless otherwise requested by the FAA, use only the minimum number of strobed, strobe-like or blinking red incandescent lights of minimum intensity. No steady burning lights should be used on facility infrastructures (Gehring et al. 2009).

Any such lighting at the Project facilities would follow this guidance. SCE facilities are not planned greater than 185 feet in height.



5. Facility lights should be focused downward to reduce skyward illumination. Lights should be equipped with motion detectors to reduce continuous illumination. 

All lighting used at Projectboth the solar farm and SCE project facilities will be downcast and would be used only when necessary, when appropriate by installing motion detectors, depending on safety concerns. The projectsolar farm has prepared a Lighting Mitigation Plan in consultation with the Night Sky Program Manager for the National Park Service in order to limit skyward illumination. 



6. Where feasible, place electric power lines underground or on the surface as insulated, shielded wire to avoid electrocution of birds. Use recommendations of the Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) for any required above-ground lines, transformers, or conductors.

Power lines will be in accordance with Avian Power Line Interaction Committee guidelines. 



7. Avoiding the creation of roads to minimize further loss and fragmentation of migratory bird habitat.

New roads associated with Project activities will be kept to a minimum. Roads associated with the solar farm site will be within the Project fence. Roads associated with the gen-tie line have been designed to be the shortest distance possible, such as using spur roads to tower sites from Kaiser Road instead of the creation of a new road along the gen-tie line. Red Bluff substation and related components will use existing roads to the maximum extent possible.



8. If evaporation ponds are required for the operation of the facility, placement of netting over the surface of the ponds is encouraged to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface.

Temporary construction ponds will be used only during the construction phase and will be covered with netting to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface. These ponds are not used for evaporation.  



9. Reducing the attractiveness of solar reflectors to polarotactic water insects (those attracted to polarized light) (Horvath et al. 2010) will help reduce the attractiveness of these facilities to birds and bats. 

Monitoring conducted during the construction and O&M phases of the Project is discussed in Section 7.0 and will assist in determining whether the Project’s photovoltaic panels attract water insects, which in turn could attract birds and bats. If it is determined that water insect are attracted to these facilities, BLM, USFWS, and CDFG will be contacted to determine appropriate adaptive management techniques to reduce this threat.


6.0	Conservation Measures

The conservation measures discussed in this section include those in the FEIS and those presented in USFWS guidance (2010).

6.1	Construction Phase Conservation Measures

Conservation measures that will be implemented by the Project that relate to bird conservation include:

1. Minimize permanent disturbance area such as creating unneeded access roads. Construction of the gen-tie line and other linear Project features will avoid vegetation clearing, and grading whenever possible.

2. All vegetationVegetation within the Project footprint that will be disturbed will be cleared outside of the bird breeding season to the maximum extent practicable. If the Project plans vegetation removal within the bird breeding season, it would be because desert tortoise (a federally and state threatened species) tortoise protection measures and timing may take precedence, or that reason for work to be completed during the breeding season were beyond the Applicant’sApplicant's’ control. If such an occurrence happenedhappens, the Applicants wouldwill communicate with BLM, USFWS, and CDFG that all reasonable and practicable efforts to complete work outside the bird breeding season were attempted.

When vegetation removal cannot take place outside of the breeding season and a reasonable explanation was provided to BLM, USFWS and CDFG, the Lead Avian Biologist or a person under their direct supervision would be on site during construction activities to locate active nests, establish avoidance buffers around active nests, watch for new nesting activity, and if necessary stop construction when noise and general activity threaten to disturb an active nest.  All active nests of protected birds (e.g., MBTA, ESA, state protected) would not be disturbed until after nest outcome is complete.

3. During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active nest locations would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 330 feet (100 meters) as discussed in the Project’s FEIS. Buffer areas may be larger if the Project’s lead Avian Biologist determines the need for a larger buffer area due to type of activity, species, or habitat considerations. Regardless of seasonal timing of construction, active nests will be flagged and nests avoided, with special attention paid to the nesting season of most avian species (February 15 – May 15). Avoidance areas will remain in place until it is determined that nest outcome is complete.

During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active bat colonies would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 165 feet (50 meters). Whenever possible, these areas will be avoided by construction activities. 

4. Discussions of nest avoidance for passerines, raptors, and golden eagles will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will be included in the Worker Environmental Awareness Plan (WEAP) training briefings. Bat colony avoidance discussions will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will also be included in WEAP training briefings. Training will include identification of avoidance areas and requirements for these areas.

5. The Project will follow APLIC guidelines for overhead utilities (APLIC 1994) to the extent practicable.). SCE structures will be built with sufficient conductor separation and other protection devices.

6. Construction activities will be conducted in a manner consistent with reducing fire danger.

7. During construction, all trash will be removed promptly and disposed of properly to avoid creating attractive nuisances for birds and bats.

8. Appropriate control measures will be implemented to prevent the introduction and spread of invasive plant species with and surrounding the project area (see the Project’s Integrated Weed Management Plan – Ironwood Consulting, 2010).

9. Only plants native to the area for will be used seeding or planting during habitat revegetation and/or restoration efforts.

10. As part of this document, a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan (Section 7.1.2) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-5 in the FEIS. This plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such overhead power lines and solar panels. 

11. As part of this document, a Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan (Section 7.1.3) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-6 in the FEIS. 

6.2	Operations and Maintenance Conservation Measures

During the O&M phase of the Project, conservation measures will be used to reduce the attractiveness of the facility to breeding, migrating, and wintering birds and bats to ensure mortality is minimized:

1. The Project will not create or maintain attraction features for birds and /or bats by removing and disposing of road kills near the Project of carrion that attracts raptors and other scavengers to the site, regularly removing vegetation around larger facilities such as substations to reduce raptor foraging, and eliminating open water sources after the construction phase of the Project. 

2. The Project will minimize the use of lighting that could attract migrating birds and bats (feeding on concentrations of insects at lights). All nighttime lighting will be within 800 meters (0.5 mile) of the Project facilities. Lighting will be kept to the minimum level necessary for safety and security. High intensity, steady burning, bright lights such as sodium vapor or spotlights will not be used on Project facilities.

3. The Project will minimize anthrogenicanthropogenic noise which been found to be negative for birds (e.g., Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008), though not all species are affected to the same degree (Brumm 2004). Therefore facility design should take this into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats. During the operation of these energy facilities, means to buffer, muffle, or otherwise dampen any anthropogenic noise pollution that exceeds ambient noise should be fully explored.


7.0	Post-Construction Monitoring 

The objective of post-construction monitoring is to validate the pre-construction risk assessment and to provide data for the Applicants to use in implementing adaptive management based on the monitoring results.  All of the measures in this section apply to both Applicants.



Monitoring objectives include:

1. Estimating bird and bat fatalities due to Project related activities.

2. Assessing bird use of evaporation ponds.

3. Assessing changes in bird and bat behavior due to all aspects of facility operation (noise, lighting, etc.).

4. Assessing territorial abandonment, nest avoidance, and changes in population status within and adjacent to the project footprint.

5. Assessing whether conservation measures implemented for the project were adequate.

7.1	Monitoring Design

7.1.1	Duration and Timing

This program will be conducted during construction and for at least 3 years post-construction during the operations and maintenance phase of the Proposed Project to attempt to capture differences in parameters due to seasonal and annual variability. The monitoring program will be extended to 5 years post-construction or longer, if:

1. Mortality level triggers are reached or (more than 40 individual birds have been killed or injured that were attributable to activities at the solar farm and related components, or 10 at SCE project components); or 

2. The Project resultsAny project activities result in the mortality otake of a listed species or eagle. 



Monitoring will include data collection during breeding, wintering, and migration periods because bird and bat use of areas will vary seasonally.

7.1.2	Study Components

The long-term monitoring program for measuring raptor and bat incidence at the Project site will consist of:

1. Recording incidental sightings, 

2. Mortality studies by implementing the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan

3. Conducting seasonal point counts, and 

4. Conducting annual nest surveys. 

Incidental Sightings

Throughout the construction and operation phases of the Proposed Project, all incidental sightings of special-status bird species, and all raptors and bats will be recorded. During construction, all sightings will be recorded by biological monitors. The Lead Avian Biologist will be tasked with keeping records and reporting these results (as described in Section 7.4).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please clarify how data from incidental sightings will be used (or not).




Mortality Studies (Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan)

Mortality Studies will be conducted within all Projectsolar farm and SCE project components to determine any monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such the gen-tie line and, solar panels. , or SCE facilities. 



Study methodology includes:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This section should be more detailed including specific methods, sample sizes, and quantification to ascertain searcher efficiency and inherent survey bias’.

1. Selection of study sites for both solar farm and SCE project components,

2. Mortality searches at each study site, including accepted methodology and frequency

3. Reporting and adaptive management

Selection of Study Sites

These studies will be conducted at a minimum of twelve study sites within solar farm and related components and within a minimum of three control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the study area. All areas of the Red Bluff Substation accessible will be included, as well as two sites selected along the access road and loop-in area; and two along the distribution line, with one control site related to the SCE project components.

Mortality Searches

Mortality surveys will be completed weeklybi-monthly post-construction in each Project phasestudy site for a period of 1one year. After one year, these studies will be conducted monthly for at least an additional two years, completing the 3three-year post-construction monitoring period. These studies will be conducted at a minimum of 12 sites within all Project componentsfollow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and within a minimumwill include an assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, and a carcass collection protocol and an assessment of 3 control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the Project areascarcass scavenger rates.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This is unclear. Please revise. Also, see USFWS mortality monitoring protocol.



These studies will follow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and will include:

· An assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, 

· A carcass collection protocol and an assessment of carcass scavenger rates, and 

· Detailed specifications on data (see data collection flow charts and example data sheets submitted to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG), 





Data will be collected using handheld data recorders and/or paper data sheets. All data will be scanned and entered into the Project database that will be submitted as part of the annual reporting for both the solar farm and the SCE project components. Reporting will be conducted as described in Section 7.4 below.



If monitoring determines that bird mortality caused by solar facilities may be having potentially adverse impacts on special-status bird avian populations (by exceeding mortality triggers discussed above), the ApplicantApplicants will implement adaptive management strategies such as installing additional bird flight diverters alterations to project components that have been identified as key mortality features. If adaptive management actions are implemented, mortality studies will continue for an additional year post-construction until a reduction in mortality to a level comparable to control sites is documented.

Seasonal Point Counts

Point Counts will continue to be conducted using the same methods that were used in baseline point counts (Section 3.0). These point counts will be conducted once during each season of each year (excluding summer) during construction and for the 3-year post-construction period.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This method should be updated; point counts as currently described have no utility for GOEA or raptor observation, and should not be used for these species.

Jeep, we should tell them how to collect the monitoring data. Can we?




Nest Surveys

Annual nest surveys will be conducted each spring during construction between March 15 and June 1, using two surveys separated by at least 30 days. All Project-related infrastructure (e.g.; fence posts, transmission towers, and buildings) would be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. Nest locations may also be detected via incidental sightings or during point count surveys.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Is this appropriate timing for the Desert?  If so, please provide data which suggests that most passerines are attending their nests during this time period.

Jeep, we should provide appropriate dates.



During nest surveys, the ground under all raptor and raven nests will be inspected for the presence shells of juvenile tortoises or other evidence or predation of desert tortoise. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These surveys should also include utility poles.

7.1.3	Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan 

In addition to project-specific mortality monitoring studies the ProjectApplicants will monitor golden eagles separately to ensure that potential take (e.g., mortality and habitat disturbance) golden eagles mortality is adequately assessed. For each year during construction, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities will be conducted to determine whether any territory is active occupied (Pagel et al. 2010). Data collected during the inventory shall include: 

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



If an occupied nest is detected during construction within 10 miles of any Project component, the Applicant for that component will implement adaptive management strategies in cooperation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG (and CPUC if an SCE component) for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles (Pagel et al. 2010). Triggers for additional adaptive management requirements will include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, such as agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define and describe.  

7.2	Nest Management	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Per the guidance, “Each facility should have protocols in place on how to manage nests established on any part of the facility (see APLIC 2006). Eagle nests should be addressed per the Service’s 2007 National Bald Eagle Management Guidelines” This is not articulated here or in section 7.1.

Project facilities will manage nests established on any part of the facility as described throughout this document. Eagle nests will be addressed as described in Section 7.1 above.

7.3	Risk Assessment Validation

Using data collected throughout this process, the ProjectApplicants will attempt to validate the identified risks of the project. The validation process will consider:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: But how will these questions be answered?

1. Whether the documented mortality rate post-construction is higher, lower, or as expected, compared to the pre-construction risk assessment.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will this be determined?  The initial data is fraught with problems.

Jeep, can we say how it should be determined?

2. Whether conservation measures are adequate to minimize bird and/or bat mortality to the maximum extent practicable? 

3. Would additional conservation measures be likely to reduce mortality rates?

4. Do documented mortality rates trigger adaptive management actions?



The results of this validation assessment would be discussed in Project reporting, described in Section 7.4 below.

7.4	Reporting

Quarterly e-mail summaries of all biological monitoring activities will be submitted to BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CDFGCPUC (for SCE project components) by the Designated Biologist. One section of these summaries will focus on reporting for the long-term monitoring program for raptors (including owls) and bats. This section will include results of the study components of monitoring conducted during the previous quarter, and a discussion of any unusual circumstances noted. These reports may also include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.

 

On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to the BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for the BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG,CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE project components) in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1 of each year. This annual report will summarize all quarterly reports and be submitted via e-mail by the Designated Biologist. After this report is submitted, an annual meeting will be held between the BLM, USFWS, Applicants, CDFG, and CDFGCPUC to review the annual monitoring report and discuss monitoring results and conservation measures, including any adaptive management implemented or recommended.






8.0	Key Resources and References

8.1	Key Resources

Key resources include the team of proponent personnel, biological monitors and agency personnel who will work together to ensure the success of the protection, avoidance, and minimization of impacts to bird and bat species during the construction and operations and maintenance phases of the Project. The names and contact information for key personnel are provided below.



Project Proponents

Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC

1111 Broadway St, 4th Floor

Oakland, CA 94607

(510) 625-7400

Contact:  Amanda Beck

ABeck@firstsolar.com



Southern California Edison

1218 South 5th Avenue

Monrovia, CA 91016

(626) 260-6040

Contact: Paul Yamazaki

Paul.Yamazaki@sce.com


Biological Monitoring

Ironwood Consulting

1412 S. Center St.

Redlands, CA 92373

(909) 798-0330

Contact: Kathy Simon

Kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com



Bureau of Land Management

California Desert District Office

22835 Calle San Juan De Los Lagos

Moreno Valley, CA 92553-9046

(951) 697-5223

Contact: Kim Marsden

Kim_Marsden@BLM.gov 





U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office

6010 Hidden Valley Rd., 101

Carlsbad, CA 92011

760.431.9440 x 354 phone

Contact: Jody Fraser

jody_fraser@fws.gov



California Department of Fish and Game

Inland Deserts Region

3602 Inland Empire Blvd Suite C220

Ontario, CA 91764

(909) 484-0167

Contact: Magdalena Rodriguez

mcrodriguez@dfg.ca.gov
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1.0	INTRODUCTIONIntroduction 

This section provides a brief summary of the project description for the Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC (ApplicantSunlight) and Southern California Edison (SCE) project (jointly the “Applicants”). A complete description of the project is found in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project California Desert Conservation Area Plan Amendment and Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) (BLM 2011).



The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) issued of a right-of-way (ROW) grant authorizing the construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (Project). The Project covers less than 4,176 acres (ac) and is located in Riverside County, California, approximately 6 miles north of the rural community of Desert Center and approximately (10.5 kilometers or 6.5 miles north of the Interstate 10 corridor (Figure 1). The Project consists of three main components 1) a 550-megawatt (MW) solar photovoltaic (PV) generating facility (Solar Farm), 2) a 220-kilovolt (kV) generation interconnection line (Gen-tie line), and 3) a 500/220-kV substation and substation related components (the Red Bluff Substation) (Figure 2). While the Red Bluff substation is included as part of this project description for planning and environmental considerations, it would be constructed, owned, and operated by SCE, not by the ApplicantSunlight.



The Applicant and SCEApplicants have prepared this Avian and Bat Protection Plan in accordance with regulatory agency guidance, including:

· U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Pacific Southwest Region’s Region8 Interim Guidelines for the Development of a Project Specific Avian and Bat Protection Plan for Solar Energy Plants and Related Transmission Facilities.   

· Avian and Bat Protection Plan Guidelines developed jointly by Edison Electric Institute’s Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) 

· Additional Interim Guidelines from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS 2000, 2003, 2010). 

· Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO Plan, BLM and the California Department of Fish and Game- CDFG 2002).



1.1	Purpose of the Avian and Bat Protection Plan

The Avian and Bat Protection Plan (ABPP) delineates a program designed to reduce the risks that result from bird and bat interactions due to actions performed by Sunlight in the construction and operation of the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line; and by SCE in the construction and operation of their project components (Red Bluff Substation and associated access road, distribution line and telecommunications site). The ABPP also identifies the avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures that will be implemented over the life of the project, as well as long-term monitoring strategies and an adaptive management program. The overall goal of this ABPP is to avoid, reduce, and ultimately eliminate bird and bat mortality to the extent possible. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: For informational purposes, this plan is now called “Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy”; if the applicant intends to pursue a GOEA permit, an Eagle Conservation Plan would also be necessary.



The objectives of this ABPP are as follows:

· Describe the process of surveys and siting decisions to date, including identifying baseline conditions for avian and bat species present in the area of the Project components. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Survey methods, techniques, and qualifications of surveyors, as well as a thorough analysis of data leading to risk characterization of direct, indirect and cumulative effects is an integral part of this plan and should be included or expanded upon in each respective section.

· Identify activities during construction and operationsal and maintenance (O&M) that may increase the potential of adverse effects to passerine, raptor, and bat species on and adjacent to the Project components.

· Specify steps that will be taken to avoid, minimize and mitigate any potential adverse effects to these species, including thresholds for adaptive management.

· Detail long-term monitoring and reporting goals for the Project.



Ironwood Consulting, Inc.	4







The following Applicant measures (AM) and mitigation measures (MM) from the FEIS are incorporated into this plan.



AM-WIL-3. Avian and Bat Protection Plan. This Plan will be prepared and implemented by the Applicants to specify necessary actions to be taken to protect nesting bird and bat species. The following measures will be implemented by the Applicants to protect burrowing owls in the Project locations during construction:



1. Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction area as recommended by the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please include methods that will be used to detect nesting and wintering BUOW.

Jeep, can we provide appropriate methods?



2. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 75 meters (250 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). Initial avoidance buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on the type of construction activity as approved by CDFG or USFWS. Outside nesting season or after determining that a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within one mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation.



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicants to protect nesting bird species in the Project locations during construction which are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and California Fish and Game Code Sections 3503 and 3513:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Any efforts to detect state and federally listed bird species that may utilize habitats within and near the project footprint should be articulated.



1. Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and in adjacent habitat areas and any nests observed will be identified and clearly marked. For passerines, an exclusion area where construction will not be allowed to commence will be established approximately 100 meters (330 feet) from any active nest. For raptors (other than golden eagles), the exclusion area will be established approximately 170 meters (500 feet) from any active nest (excluding nests of the common raven). For golden eagles, the exclusion area will be established approximately 1.6 kilometers (one mile) from any active nest. Initial protective buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on type of construction activity and bird species and per approval by CDFG or USFWS. Nests will be checked within one week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or young have fledged.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Include citation.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please define methodology and frequency.

Jeep, can we provide appropriate methods and frequency?



2. Vegetation clearing will be conducted outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

3. Biological monitors will be present on-site during all phases of construction and will be tasked with monitoring avian nesting in adjacent habitats. If nests are found, the same procedures would be used as discussed above for pre-construction surveys. 



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicant to protect roosting bats in the Project locations during construction: Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and adjacent habitat areas and any active bat colonies will be identified and clearly marked. An exclusion area will be established approximately 50 meters (165 feet) from any active colony, and whenever possible, these areas will be avoided during construction activities.



For five years post-construction, the Applicant will record incidental sightings of raptors and bats in the Project locations. In addition, the Applicant will conduct nest surveys within the Project locations at least twice each spring between March 1 and June 1, separated by at least 30 days where all project-related infrastructure will be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. The Applicant will submit quarterly status reports via email to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG. On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1st of each year. These reports may include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Is this for raptors?   If so, why was 01 March – 01 June selected, when in the area of the project, earlier nesting chronologies are probably more relevant.

Again, we should clarify below. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define. How will this information be used? If it is incidental, what inferences may be gained from this ‘data.’

Jeep, we should tell them how to use the data. These are measures straight out of the FEIS, so we should drive the process.



AM-WIL-4, Construction Water Storage Pond Design. The temporary construction water ponds shall be designed, constructed, and operated in compliance with all applicable regulatory requirements with respect to design, operation, and maintenance, protection of migratory waterfowl, and raven management. This includes following provisions in the FEIS under the common raven management plan and includes the following specific measures to discourage ravens:



· Using anti-perching devices around the perimeter of each pond to exclude ravens and other birds from accessing the edge of the ponds to drink.

· Lining the ponds and maintaining two feet of freeboard in the ponds at all times

· Designing the ponds with interior side slopes at a 33 percent slope (3:1, horizontal:vertical)

· Netting will be used to cover ponds when not in use to reduce avian access. Appropriate material will be used to ensure that nocturnal bird species and bats will not become entangled in the netting.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please describe what type of netting will be used and ensure that it has proven effective for similar purposes.

Jeep, we should tell them acceptable specs.

· At least 60 days prior to construction, the Applicant shall submit to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG, the proposed locations and design of the ponds, including how many ponds would be operational at a time, specific design features to discourage ravens, and a plan for immediately addressing problems with pond design. During construction, the ponds shall be monitored daily to ensure that anti-raven measures are successful. All ponds will be dismantled at the end of construction.



SCE does not have construction water storage ponds in its project components.






MM-WIL-5. Prepare and Implement a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. Prior to the issuance of a ROW retain a BLM-approved, qualified biologist to prepare a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan in consultation with CDFG and USFWS. This plan shall follow the Avian Protection Plan guidelines outlined by USFWS and APLIC. The plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such feeder/distribution lines and solar panels.  



The Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan shall include at a minimum: 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: shouldn’t the full plan be detailed here?   It seems like there are large ‘gaps’ left to fill in prior to this document being final.   The BBCS should leave little room for misinterpretation, and it would be beneficial if the project proponent detailed the specific type of data, specific monitoring protocol, specific carcass collection (with proper permits, of course) protocol, and a quantification of scavenger bias PRIOR to the project being implemented. 

· Detailed specifications on data, 

· A carcass collection protocol, and 

· A rationale justifying the proposed schedule of carcass searches, and

· Seasonal trials to assess bias from carcass removal by scavengers as well as searcher bias.



During construction and for one year following the beginning of the solar farm operation the biologist shall submit annual reports to BLM, CDFG, and USFWS describing the dates, durations, and results of monitoring and data collection. The annual reports shall provide a detailed description of any project-related bird or wildlife deaths or injuries detected during the monitoring study or at any other time and data collected for the study of polarized light impacts on insectivorous birds. The report shall analyze any project-related bird fatalities or injuries detected, and provide recommendations for future monitoring and any adaptive management actions needed.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Only one year?	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Reporting to regulatory agencies of avian mortality should be within 24 hours -5 days of mortality; take of birds is not a permitted activity.  



Thresholds will be determined in this ABPP and approved by BLM, CDFG and USFWS. If BLM determines that bird mortality caused by solar have been identified as key mortality features, or implement other appropriate actions approved by BLM and regulatory agencies based on the findings of the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. If mitigation actions are required, the annual reporting shall continue until BLM, in consultation with CDFG and USFWS, determines whether more years of monitoring are needed, and whether additional mitigation and adaptive management measures are necessary.



MM-WIL-6. Prepare and Implement Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring, and Adaptive Management. For each year after commencement of construction \, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities shall be conducted to determine if whether any territory is active. Survey methods for the inventory shall be as described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. A nesting territory or shall be considered occupied or unoccupied based on criteria in Pagel et al. (2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. Data collected during the inventory shall include at least the following: 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Is this for the life of the project?	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: how will non-breeding eagles (juveniles, subadults, floaters during breeding and non-breeding season be monitored and addressed?

Jeep, are you asking for a year-round monitoring strategy?

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan: If an occupied nest (as defined by Pagel et al. 2010) is detected within 10 miles of any project component, the Project owner or SCE shall prepare and implement a Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles. The monitoring methods shall be consistent with those described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall be prepared in consultation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). It shall be implemented by Desert Sunlight or SCE, according to project component; and each Applicant shall designate a biologist, to be approved by BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). Triggers for adaptive management shall include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, including but not limited to: agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall include a description of adaptive management actions, which shall include, but not be limited to, cessation of construction activities that are deemed by the Designated Biologist to be the source of golden eagle disturbance.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will those activities be identified independently from other non-project related occurrences (i.e. territorial eagle disputes, anthropogenic recreation, research/monitoring effects, etc.?



1.2	Legal Drivers

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA), National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) provide the primary legal bases for this ABPP. The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 703, et seq.) prohibits the taking, killing, possession, transportation and importation of migratory birds, their eggs, parts, and nests, except when authorized by the USFWS. Because MBTA does not provide a specific mechanism to authorize “incidental” take, proponents often should work proactively with the Service to avoid and minimize the potential take of species. 



The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 668-668d) protects bald and golden eagles.  Through a new regulation (50 CFR § 22.26), the Service can authorize take of bald and golden eagles when the take is associated with, but not the purpose of, an otherwise lawful activity, and cannot practicably be avoided. Thus, these new regulations provide a mechanism where take of eagles can be legally authorized.  



Under the National Environmental Policy Act (42 USC §§ 4321-4370h), federal agencies such as BLM are required to prepare a detailed environmental impact statement (EIS) for any major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment. An EIS must include an examination of the environmental impacts of a proposed project, a reasonable range of alternatives for a project and other related matters. BLM authorization of a right-of-way (ROW) grant for the Project would require a land use plan amendment (PA) to the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan (BLM 1980), as amended. In addition, DOE will consider Sunlight’s application for a loan guarantee under Title XVII of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EP Act 05), as amended by Section 406 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Public Law (PL) 111-5 (the “Recovery Act”).



The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has discretionary authority to issue the Permit to Construct (PTC) for SCE’s Red Bluff Substation, a portion of the Project. As allowed by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15221, the CPUC intends to use this EIS to provide the environmental review required for its approval process. The CPUC and BLM have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that defines the relationship of the two agencies, and identifies CPUC as a cooperating agency with the BLM. 



The Applicant anticipatesApplicants anticipate that construction and/or operation of the Project will not cause unauthorized “take” or prohibited “disturbance” of any species protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act or the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. However, it is voluntarily proposing this Avian and Bat Protection Plan to proactively implement measures to avoid, minimize and mitigate for any potential adverse effects of the Project on such species.  In addition, by utilizing the adaptive management approach in this plan, it is committing to evaluate data during the operation phase of the Project and make further adjustments to the plan, if necessary and appropriate. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This determination precedes the presentation of the data and the analysis. It is not a “Legal Driver” and no data are provided here for the reader to connect to the conclusion. Please move to the appropriate section and provide rationale.



1.3	Corporate Policy

Sunlight and SCE have a commitment to work cooperatively towards the protection of migratory birds and bats.  These entities are committed to consistent coordination with agency personnel at BLM, USFWS, and the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) so that all parties and agencies understand the scope of the Project and can discuss project facilities and features that may require additional attention for avian species.




2.0	Coordination

Sunlight and SCE recognized that an essential element to developing a successful Project is the coordination between the project proponents and the appropriate agencies. As recommended by USFWS, the Applicants conducted early coordination on essential elements, such as wildlife surveys, project siting criteria, and operational limitations to ensure that all parties and agencies understood the scope of the project and potential issues could be identified early in the planning process (USFWS 2010). This coordination resulted in numerous improvements to project siting and design (discussed in Section 4.0), and the development of Applicant Measures designed to avoid and minimize potential effects to avian and bat species. 

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This and the paragraphs below are not part of coordination but more minimization measures to reduce project impacts; therefore, should be moved to the appropriate section and consolidated with other measures.

Sunlight evaluated a larger Project Study Area (PSA) when determining the siting of the Project. Areas of desert wash woodland were avoided in this siting to the extent possible, in part to avoid the potential roosting, nesting, and foraging areas for birds and bats within areas of greater vegetation structure. The process of reducing the Project footprint is discussed further in Section 4.0.



The Applicants have also incorporated design features into the Project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats, including:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These measures should be consolidated with other conservation, avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures into a single section.

· Limiting vegetation clearing to periods outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

· Limiting vegetation disturbance and grading to the smallest area practicable; and

· Placing electrical lines underground or transmission lines on existing structures to the extent practical to avoid collisions with lines. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please adhere to APLIC guidance for any above ground transmission lines.



The Applicants further intendsintend to utilize the Applicant Measures AM-WIL-3 and AM-WIL-4 from the FEIS (presented in Section 1.0) during the construction phase and O&M phase of the project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These measures are required per the ROD and identified above. See comment 20 above.

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

SCE will also follow the above measures outlined in AM-WIL-3 (AM-WIL-4 is not applicable to SCE components) in the FEIS above to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.






3.0	Adaptive Management and Habitat Compensation	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This section should come last as future monitoring will inform the adaptive management needs.

3.1	Adaptive Management Process

The Applicant has incorporated siting criteria, design features and best management practices into the Project that will provide significant avoidance and minimization measures that will reduce the potential for adverse effects on avian and bat species. Specifically, decisions were made to ensure that each phase of project development was evaluated with an eye to reducing potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats during the siting, design, construction, operation and maintenance (O&M), and post-operation phases of the Project. 



In additional to the specific Project measures described below, Sunlight and SCE are committed to using an adaptive management approach throughout the life of the Project that supports flexible decision making and can be adjusted as monitoring results or new regional data are received. In so doing, the protections in this plan are expected to have continued effectiveness throughout the life of the Project.



This adaptive management approach will include the following six key concepts described by Williams (2009) that are endorsed by the Service in its Interim Guidance for Solar Energy Facilities (USFWS 2010):

1. Problem Assessment

2. Design

3. Implementation

4. Monitoring

5. Evaluation

6. Adjustment



Adaptive Management is a keystone of the Sunlight and SCE program to avoid and reduce potential effects to avian and bat species throughout the construction, O&M, and decommissioning stages of the Project. In order to compensate for the loss of avian and bat habitat, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide habitat compensation. This approach is described further in the following sections.

3.2	Habitat Compensation

Habitat Ccompensation is discussed in detail in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar 2011) for the solar farm and gen-tie line. The Applicant and SCE, and in the Red Bluff Substation Habitat Compensation Plan (SCE 2011) for the Red Bluff Substation and related components, The Applicants are prepared to implement necessary mitigation and compensation for impacts to protected wildlife species as required by BLM, the CDFG, and USFWS as described in the FEIS and Habitat Compensation PlanPlans. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: If you’re going to include this section, recommend adding a sentence that summarizes how impacts to avian and bat species are being compensated as stated in the hab comp plan.




4.0	Pre-Siting Data Collection

The siting of the solar farm site, gen-tie line, and substation required detailed and individual evaluation. Although the area of Red Bluff Substation had been recently and repeatedly surveyed prior to this Project for numerous transmission projects, the solar farm site and immediately surrounding areas had not been previously surveyed. Thus, in an effort to place the Project components in locations that would yield the least risk of population impacts, a rigorous siting evaluation process was completed, including the following considerations recommended by the USFWS:

1. Coarse Site Assessment

2. Habitat Equivalency Analysis

3. Site Specific Wildlife Surveys

4. Risk Assessment

5. Reporting

4.1 Coarse Site Assessment

In accordance with USFWS guidance, a pre-siting assessment was conducted starting with a coarse site assessment of the potential environmental issues that might preclude the site from development based on its perceived or validated level of risk (USFWS 2010). This project conducted the equivalent of a Potential Impact Index (PII) (USFWS 2003) by taking a “first cut” analysis of the suitability of a site proposed for development and estimating use of the site by selected wildlife species as an indicator of potential impact (USFWS 2010).



Initial biological assessments conducted in 2007 recommended the avoidance of Pinto Wash as potential habitat for special status species, including avian and bat species. This was supported by an initial field assessment of the site conducted by Patricia Brown-Berry (Brown Berry 2010) for bat species. Between 2008 and 2011, several additional site reductions occurred that reduced the solar farm footprint and shifted the footprint away from areas that support better quality habitats with larger and more diverse vegetative structure.



Project components do not provide habitat for federally or state-listed avian or bat species, but do provide habitat for several special-status species, including those shown on Tables 1 and 2 (Ironwood Consulting 2010). All species in Tables 1 and 2 are species addressed and covered under the Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO).

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 

The Solar farm site alternatives and Gen-tie line route alternatives are not within an Important Bird Area, a Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Network (WHSRN), or an area designated by the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance (Ramsar Convention). The solar farm site is not within an area designated as a critical habitat unit (CHU), or other Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC); however, the Solar Farm site is immediately adjacent to the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU. The Gen-tie line is partially located within the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU designated as management areas for the desert tortoise. 

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are not within an Important Bird Area, WHSRN area, or Ramsar Convention area. The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are within the Chuckwalla CHU and DWMA.
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Table 1.	Sensitive Avian Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Passerine Species

		



		Chaetura vauxi

Vaux’s swift (breeding sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Progne subis

purple martin

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Toxostoma lecontei

LeConte’s thrasher

		Federal:



State:

NECO:

		Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC)

SSC

covered 



		Raptors 

		



		Aquila chrysaetos

golden eagle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		protected by BGEPA

SSC; fully protected

covered 



		Athene cunicularia

burrowing owl

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Buteo regalis

ferruginous hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

none

covered 



		Buteo swainsonii

Swainson’s hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

threatened

covered 



		Circus cyaneus

northern harrier (nesting sites are protected (i.e. MBTA)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Falco mexicanus

prairie falcon (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered












Table 2.	Sensitive Bat Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Antrozous pallidus

pallid bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eptesicus fuscus pallidus

big brown bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eumops perotis californicus

western mastiff bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Eumops perotis

pocketed free-tailed bat  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus cinereus

hoary bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus xanthinus

southern yellow bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Macrotus californicus

California leaf-nosed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Myotis californicus  

California myotis  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Parastrellus hesperus

western pipistrelle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Plecotus townsendii

Townsend’s big-eared bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Tadarida brasiliensis  

Mexican free-tailed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered










4.2	Habitat Equivalency Analysis

TheAs recommended by USFWS, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide the habitat compensation process. Permanent habitat losses and compensation put forward to offset project impacts have been quantified and are described in the Project’s Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar and SCE 2011).



AsIn addition, as recommended by the USFWS, the Applicants have looked for opportunities to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities. These opportunities may come in the form of voluntary habitat acquisition or conservation easements. In order to quantify the appropriate compensation acreage, the use of an HEA can be used to identify high quality habitat and calculate compensation for the development of high quality habitats for both permanent and temporary losses. The objective of an HEA is to replace lost habitat services with like services, providing a replacement ratio for interim and permanent injury. 



The most significant step First Solar has taken to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities is working with BLM to determine the suitability of habitat remaining within their solar application as an area to be excluded from future development due to biological concerns. The area that could be excluded supports more diverse habitats with greater vegetation structure than the majority of the Project site and provides better habitats for most bird and bat species than those habitats found on the solar farm site.

4.3	Site- Sspecific Wildlife Surveys

Pre-siting survey data will becomeserve as the baseline for project impacts to biological resources, including birds and bats populations. Thus, prior to conducting site-specific surveys of the Project components, appropriate survey questions were developed that included methods applicable for before-after control impacts studies. Survey questions included:

1. Which species of birds and bats use the project area and how do their numbers vary temporally?

2. How much time do birds/bats spend in potential risk zones and does this behavior vary by season?

3. What is the estimated range of bird/bat mortalities from the project?

4. Are there nesting raptors on site or within 3 miles of project footprint. For eagles, are there eagles nesting within 10 miles of project footprint?

4.3.1	Methods

As recommended by USFWS (2010), multiple survey techniques were used to ensure adequate data collection. Specific survey methods included:

1. Diurnal point counts including varying timing during the day, month and seasonally during migratory periods.

2. Raptor nest searches including golden eagle surveys (Pagel et al. 2010)

3. Migration counts.

4. Incidental data collection conducted during all biological surveys conducted at the Project components, which spanned over four years at the site, thus also captured timing variation within days, months and seasons as well as under varying climatic conditions.

5. 
Surveys for burrowing owl following Phase I and II surveys as directed by CDFG (California Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993).



Point Counts

Point count surveys for all birds were conducted in April, May, and October 2010 by experienced desert avian biologists Kip Kermoian and Jake Molhman at a total of twelve locations, nine on the Solar farm site and three at control sites, using point count methodology as described in Monitoring Bird Populations by Point Counts (Ralph et al. 1995). The surveys identify bird species and their relative numbers at each fixed study point location (point counts). Point count methodology is well accepted and widely used in bird studies.  Each point is visited for a fixed amount of time and all birds detected within an often fixed radius are recorded. Research suggests that the amount of time spent at a sampling location increases standard error, especially at times greater than 10 minutes (Smith et al. 1997). Each count was limited to 10 minutes to minimize standard error introduced by double counting, flyovers, etc. Additionally, incidental flyovers were recorded separately from typical observations and each count was divided into three survey periods consisting of the first three minutes, minutes 3 to 5, and minutes 5 to 10. This time division was done to facilitate data analysis used to differentiate birds most likely to be permanent or temporary occupants of the study point from transients in the area surveyed.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service:  The dates selected may exclude migrants and wintering birds.  



Golden Eagle Surveys

The ApplicantApplicants participated in a joint program to conduct aerial surveys for golden eagles in and around Blythe and Desert Center, California. These surveys were conducted in two phases, with Phase 1 occurring on April 2-3, 2010 and Phase 2 occurring on May 14, 2010.  These surveys were conducted in accordance with applicable USFWS guidance and were designed to record and report occupancy (Phase I) and productivity (Phase II) of golden eagle nests within a ten-mile radius of four solar projects, including Sunlight’s Solar farm site. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These dates do not correlate with recommended time periods for surveys; the latter aerial survey (14 May 2010) is late to detect breeding GOEA in xeric habitats. Further, these dates are inconsistent with those reported by WRI (25-26 March and 2-3 April). Please reconcile. This also suggests that only one year of data were collected; at least 3 years of data are recommended.  



Although the primary purpose of the surveys was to conduct the first of two aerial surveys for golden eagles [Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (USFWS 2010)], the surveys also recorded data for other raptor species.  The data and results from these surveys are found in the Final Report, Golden Eagle Surveys Surrounding Four Proposed Energy Developments in the Mojave Desert Region, California (Wildlife Research Institute 2010). 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The number of aerial over-flights was recommended to be AT LEAST two flights; however, in most instances more survey work would be necessary to assess risk. Additionally, ground observations are recommended to augment data.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This document should be appended to the final ABPP. 



Raptor Nest Surveys

Surveys of the alternatives for all three main components of the Project site were conducted on April 23-24 and May 20, 2010 in accordance with draft State agency protocols for identifying raptor nests [California Energy Commission (CEC) and CDFG 2010].  These surveys include inspecting all potential structures and trees in the Project vicinity for the presence of raptor nests. The results from these nest surveys are incorporated in this document.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Again, from a chronology standpoint for desert habitat, this may be too late to be meaningful.




Bats

On February 17, 2010, Dr. Patricia Brown, desert bat expert who has conducted numerous bat surveys in the Project region, conducted a reconnaissance-level survey of the Project components. The purpose of this survey was to determine those bats species that might inhabit these project areas and to formulate avoidance and minimization measures for bat species to be used during the construction, O&M, and post-construction phases.




Incidental Sightings

During all Project biological surveys, all bird species were identified and/or tallied on standardized data forms (Ironwood Consulting 2010). These data were compiled in electronic databases and used to determine species present and variation throughout days, months and seasons.

Burrowing Owl

Phase I burrowing owl surveys were conducted in 2007 on the First Solar project components, and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Phase II focused surveys were conducted in 2008 and 2010 on the First Solar project components and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Results of these surveys are compiled in the Biological Resources Technical Report (Ironwood 2010). In addition, pre-construction surveys in September 2011 were conducted on both the solar farm and Red Bluff substation sites, following the Phase II and III protocols (Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993). 

4.3.2	Results

Results addressing the first 3three survey questions were compiled and are discussed below separately for passerines, raptors, and bats with a special discussion for special-status bird species listed on Table 1. The chart below shows those bird species that were recorded most frequently during all surveys of the solar farm site.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This table is illegible.  








Passerines

Most detections of passerine species were recorded in the morning hours between 0600 and 0800 and in the months of March and April in each year. These results are likely affected by the higher numbers of surveyors recording data during those months of the year, and that point counts were conducted in the morning hours as described in Ralph et al 1995. All passerine species were found in habitats that are present both on the solar farm site and gen-tie line, and on the SCE components; therefore any of these species may inhabit each of these Project components. Habitat quality does differ throughout the area, with the gen-tie line and SCE components in areas of sheet flow and scattered desert dry wash woodland, thus providing greater vegetation diversity and structure. The solar farm site has approximately 1,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitats that provide greater density and structure favored by most species, with the remaining approximately 2,921 acres poorer quality habitat with few species present and wide spaces between shrubs of stunted growth.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: According to the methods, surveys were only conducted in 2010. Correct?



Mortalities from the project are not expected with the inclusion of the avoidance and impact minimization measures required in the FEIS and discussed in Section 5.0 of this report and include protection of active nests until nest completion is documented. Avian species found on the solar farm site are highly mobile and were generally found in low numbers on the majority of the solar farm site. Thirty-eight passerine species have been recorded at the Project components (Table 3). The species indicated in bold type are special-status species discussed separately below.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Direct mortalities? Need to assess the risk of indirect effects from loss of foraging, nesting habitat and potential reproductive failure.



Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. ’Costa's hummingbirds feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 3). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  




Table 3.	Passerine Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Shouldn’t/couldn’t there be more data associated with this in a table? Also, observations appear to have some road-bias; per the map below (figure 3); is this a correct observation?

Jeep, what data do you want?

		Common Name

		Scientific name



		American robin

		Turdus migratorius



		Anna's hummingbird

		Calypte anna



		ash-throated flycatcher

		Myiarchus cinerascens



		barn swallow

		Hirundo rustica



		black-crowned night heron

		Nycticorax nycticorax



		black-tailed gnatcatcher

		Polioptila melanura



		black-throated sparrow

		Amphispiza bilineata



		blue-gray gnatcatcher

		Polioptila caerulea



		Brewer's blackbird

		Euphagus cyanocephalus



		Brewer's sparrow

		Spizella breweri



		Bullock's oriole

		Icterus bullockii



		common poorwill

		Phalaenoptilus nuttallii



		Costa's hummingbird

		Calypte costae



		Gambel’s quail

		Callipepla gambelii



		greater roadrunner

		Geococcyx californianus



		great-tailed grackle

		Quiscalus mexicanus



		horned lark

		Eremophila alpestris



		house finch

		Carpodacus mexicanus



		house wren

		Troglodytes aedon



		killdeer

		Charadrius vociferous



		LeConte’s thrasher

		Toxostoma lecontei



		lesser goldfinch

		Carduelis psaltria



		lesser nighthawk

		Chordeiles minor



		mourning dove

		Zenaida macroura



		northern flicker

		Colaptes auratus



		northern mockingbird

		Mimus polyglottos



		phainopepla

		Phainopepla nitens



		rock wren

		Salpinctes obsoletus



		northern rough-winged swallow

		Stelgidopteryx serripennis



		Say’s phoebe

		Sayonaris nigricans



		tree swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		verdin

		Auriparus flaviceps



		violet-green swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		western kingbird

		Tyraannus verticalis



		western meadowlark

		Sturnella neglecta



		white-crowned sparrow

		Zonotrichia leucophrys



		white-throated swift 

		Aeronautes saxatalis



		yellow-rumped warbler

		Dendroica coronata








Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 1). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  

Raptors

Thirteen raptor species (excluding common raven) are known to occur at the Project components (Table 4). The species in bold type are special-status species as shown on Table 1 with locations shown on Figure 13 for all species except burrowing owl, shown on Figure 24. Because the solar farm site and gen-tie line are located in the valley floor of the Chuckwalla Valley, most raptor species were observed as flyovers of the components as indicated on Table 4.



Table 4.	Raptor Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Cooper’s hawk and other nocturnal species are missing from this list and are likely to occur in the area.

		

Common Name

		

Scientific Name

		Approximate Number of Individuals



		

		

		Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		Red Bluff Substation and 

Related Components



		American kestrel

		Falco sparverius

		P

		P



		burrowing owl

		Athene cunicularia

		1*7

		0*



		ferruginous hawk 

		Buteo regalis

		1 flyover	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define flyover. 

Jeep, is there a definition of flyover? Is it commonly used when describing observations? 

		0



		golden eagle

		Aquila chrysaetos

		0

		0



		loggerhead shrike

		Lanius ludovicianus

		23

		6



		merlin

		Falco columbarius

		P

		P



		northern harrier

		Circus cyaneus

		2 flyovers

		0



		prairie falcon

		Falco mexicanus

		4 flyovers

		0



		red-tailed hawk

		Buteo jamaicensis

		P

		P



		sharp-shinned hawk

		Accipiter striatus

		P

		P



		Swainson’s hawk

		Buteo swainsonii

		18 flyovers	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Was this a single kettle or separate observations?

		0



		turkey vulture

		Cathartes aura

		P

		P





P = present at Project component (non-special-status species were not recorded by location)	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: It says above that incidental observations were recorded, where are the data if not here? Does this mean that observations were not documented?

*see burrowing owl discussion for more information







Burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. It is also a BCC species for which the USFWS is very concerned about fragmentation and displacement effects. Burrowing owls inhabit open dry grasslands and desert scrubs, and typically nest in mammal burrows although they may use man-made structures including culverts and debris piles. In the Project region, they are resident species and exhibit strong nest site fidelity. Burrowing owls eat insects, small mammals and reptiles. 



The Phase 1I assessment for burrowing owls concluded that suitable habitat for burrowing owls existed throughout the study area. During the Phase 2II burrow surveys, numerous suitable burrows were recorded on the solar farm site; however, three records of burrowing owl sign (i.e., burrow, white wash and pellets) were observed. One group of observations, which included one individual owl and two burrows with white wash and pellets, occurred approximately 1,500 feet east of the intersection of Gen-Tie A1 and highway 177. The two other individual owl sightings occurred approximately one mile north and 0.8 mile west of the solar farm site. One owl was observed east of the Red Bluff substation.



Owls observed were all individual adults and observations occurred during both spring and fall seasons. It is expected that the owls reside within the area and there is a high potential for pairs to occur. Phase 3 surveys will be performed prior to ground disturbing activities to determine the exact number of resident owls potentially affected by construction immediately prior to these activities.



Phase II and III pre-construction surveys found one potential burrowing owl burrow on the Red Bluff substation site, and seven individual single owls on the solar farm site. The burrow on the Red Bluff substation site was determined to be unoccupied and collapsed in a storm event on September 13, 2011.





Ferruginous hawk (Buteo regalis) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. This species typically nests in northern latitudes of North America and overwinters in southern regions. Migrant ferruginous hawks are a regular but uncommon during spring and fall in the California desert regions. Within the NECO planning area, ferruginous hawks have been observed overwintering in low numbers in the lower Colorado River Valley, Yuma Basin, West Mesa, and the agricultural areas of Imperial Valley (BLM 2002). Two sightings of migrating ferruginous hawks were recorded, one within the Solar farm site and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. Both observations occurred in March 2010 and consisted of flyovers. The golden eagle surveys performed by helicopter in spring 2010 did not observe presence of this species. Based on data reviewed and observations, it is not expected that ferruginous hawks utilize the study area for nesting or overwintering. This species may forage within the study area during migration. 



Golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) is a State Species of Special Concern and Fully Protected Species, is covered under the federal Bald and itGolden Eagle Protection Act (described in Section 1.2), and is addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. Golden eagles and their primary prey species, jackrabbits, have declined in the California desert regions due to prolonged drought conditions that have persisted since 1998 (WRI 2010). Breeding in Southern California starts in December and January, nest building and egg laying in February to March, and hatching and raising the young eagles occur from April through June. Once the young eagles are flying on their own, the adult eagles will continue to feed them and teach them to hunt until late November.





No golden eagle nests were found on or adjacent to the solar farm site or other Project components. Phase I occupancy surveys conducted in April 2010 detected 13 potentially-active nests within a ten mile radius of the Solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation, as shown on Figure 35. Of these, 4 nests were within Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP), with an additional three in steep hills west and above Eagle Mountain mine, nearly within the JTNP boundaries. These are located either on BLM lands or lands owned by Eagle Mountain Mine and the Kaiser Corporation. The remaining three potential nests were located south of Interstate 10 in the Chuckwalla Mountains, approximately 3 miles west and southwest from the proposed Red Bluff Substation. One observation of a golden eagle flyover of the Chuckwalla Valley was recorded during these surveys (WRI 2010).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define.  



Phase II productivity surveys determined that 12 of these 13 nests were inactive, with one active but non-reproductive nest located in the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area approximately 5 miles from the solar farm site boundary (Figure 35). No reproductive nests were located within the 10-mile radius of the solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation (WRI 2010).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Two late-season aerial surveys are insufficient to make this conclusion with any level of accuracy.  



During these surveys, there were additional raptor species observed within 10 miles of the solar farm site: turkey vultures, common ravens, prairie falcons, and Swainson’s hawks (WRI 2010).







Loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) is State Species of Special Concern and a year-round resident in parts of the Southern California desert. As a predatory bird its diet consists of insects, amphibians, small reptiles, small mammals, and other birds. One pair was observed approximately 0.2 miles northwest of the Solarsolar farm site. Observations of adults were made in both spring and fall, and one individual with first-year plumage was recorded in the fall. Based on the amount and nature of observations made during the surveys, loggerhead shrikes are year-round residents within the study area. Loggerhead shrikes were often observed perching on palo verde and ironwood trees as well as larger creosote bush shrubs and other structures including utility poles. 



Northern harrier (Circus cyaneus), a State Species of Special Concern, is a raptor species that occurs in a wide range of habitats throughout North America. In Southern California, harriers typically nest and forage in open habitats that provide adequate vegetative cover, suitable prey base, and scattered perches such as shrubs or fence posts (Shuford 2008). This species is often found near bodies of water and wetlands (CDFG 2010). Harriers are ground-nesting birds with suitable nesting habitat limited in the southern California desert (Shuford 2008). Three harriers were recorded: two within the Solar farm site, and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What sex were the Harriers which were reported; what time of year?  What were they doing?

Jeep, do we really expect them to sex the birds? If we ask for behavioral descriptions for this species, do we want them for all species?



Prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus) is State Species of Special Concern that breeds throughout the arid West from southern Canada to central Mexico. The overall distribution appears to be stable. Prairie falcons are found in areas of the dry interior where cliffs provide secure nesting sites. In the desert they are found in all vegetation types, although sparse vegetation provides the best foraging habitat. Prairie falcons were observed in the southwest corner of the solar farm site and approximately 1 mile east of the eastern boundary as flyovers. Two additional observations were recorded along the Gen-tie line, but not south of Interstate 10 (I-10) near the Red Bluff Substation alternatives or related components. During aerial surveys for golden eagles, two prairie falcons were recorded within 10 miles of the Solar farm site near the boundary of Eagle Mountain Mine and Joshua Tree National Park (WRI 2010). One location was an active, reproductive nest in 2010 with unknown nest success (Figure 3). No prairie falcon nests were observed within any Project areas.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Prairie falcons, or prairie falcon territories?  Were prairie falcons detected during any of the point counts?    Where were prairie falcons detected hunting?

Jeep, it doesn’t say they were hunting…



Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsonii) is state-listed (threatened) raptor species that breeds in much of western North America. Within California, nesting occurs primarily in the Central Valley and northern territoriesCounties; however, regular nesting also occurs in the high desert between the Tehachapi Mountains and Lancaster. This species winters in southern South America with a migration route of over 20,000 miles (Woodbridge 2008). Arrival at breeding areas generally occurs from late February to early May depending on geographical characteristics of the breeding area (Woodbridge 2008). Nest sites have not been documented in the Sonoran Desert of California. This species was observed within the study area during migration. Three incidental records were documented on April 9, 2010 during botanical and baseline surveys. Two observations were of individual Swainson’s hawks and the third observation consisted of a group of over ten birds. All individuals were seen in flight overhead within or near the Solar Farm boundaries. Additionally, Swainson’s hawks were observed during golden eagle surveys near Chuckwalla Mountains [two individuals (March 26 and April 3, 2010)], Coxcomb Mountains [fourteen individuals (April 2, 2010)], and Palen Mountains [four individuals (March 25, 2010)] (WRI 2010). This species is not expected to nest or overwinter within the study area.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Were any fall surveys conducted?

Bats

Dr. Brown’s results indicate that pallid bats and western pipistrelles could roost in small rocks on the ground on the solar farm site alternatives. Radio-telemetry surveys have shown that hoary bats will roost in palo verde trees and ironwoods and that California leaf-nosed bats might roost in the limited areas of ironwood trees between foraging bouts. These tree species are found within the small areas of desert dry wash woodland on the gen-tie line and Red Bluff Substation and related components.



Desert dry wash woodland attracts foraging bats due to increased insect concentration.  This is especially true for California leaf-nosed bats and pallid bats that feed on large insects they glean off the foliage. Roosts for these species have been identified in mines in the Eagle and Coxcomb Mountains, both within 16 kilometers (10 miles) of the solar farm site.

4.4	Risk Assessment

Potential direct impacts could occur without the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures incorporated in to the Project through Applicant measuresMeasures and mitigation measuresMitigation Measures as described in the FEIS (see Section 1.0). Some of the measures described in this document are in addition to those presented in the FEIS as the Applicants continue to address concerns regarding avian and bat species and meet changing requirements. With the incorporation of these measures, the Project is not expected to cause any prohibited “take” or “disturbance” of any species protected by the BGEPA or MBTA.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: A more thorough analysis should support this conclusion. How will AM/MMs reduce the likelihood of take or disturbance and loss of foraging habitat? Explanations of how the applicant expects the measures to be effective in reducing take should be articulated for each section below.



4.4.1	Site-Specific Threats

Based on the results of the site-specific surveys combined with additional regional surveys and information, the potential for take was assessed for the following site-specific threats (USFWS 2010):

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays;

2. Transmission line, power tower, meteorological tower, or guy line collision;

3. Electrocution potential;

4. Territory abandonment;

5. Nest and roost site disturbances;

6. Habitat loss and fragmentation; and

7. Disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility.



Due to the nature of the Project (as a photovoltaic solar facility) and its components, the following threats are not likely to occur:

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays,

2. Potential collisions from power towers, meterological towers, and guy lines 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Birds have been documented colliding with heliostats per McCrary et al., so the potential certainly exists here.

3. Electrocution potential	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This could occur on the gen-tie.



Potential threats from direct transmission line collisions for avian species and bats could occur without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0.



Without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0, nest and roost site disturbances and territory abandonment could occur due to direct nest removal during vegetation removal activities; and indirect disturbance from construction-related noise, lighting, and dust. 

  

Although no nests would be directly taken with the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures for the Project, habitat loss and fragmentation would occur due to the loss of approximately 4,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitat, and up to 200 acres of desert wash woodland habitat. The loss of these habitats would prevent avian and bat species from using the Project areas for foraging, nesting, or overwintering, and these species and habitat uses would likely remain in adjacent large habitat areas including those areas restricted from development between the Project and Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) and within the park itself (over 1,000,000 acres of protected adjacent similar habitats).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Potential indirect impacts from the loss of foraging habitat, such as reduced reproductive output/success should be addressed in this risk assessment.



Potential disturbance due to ongoing human activity presence at the facility is likely to be extremely small because the Project is photovoltaic in nature and has no moving components. The estimatedwould be attributed to long-term human presence on the facility, which is estimated at 12-15 individuals related to security and maintenance activities, as described in the FEIS. The avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0 include measures for the O&M phase of the Project.



Impacts to bats include potential direct impacts to ground nesting species (pallid bats and western pipistrelles) and the potential for the removal of trees with activethat could support bat colonies. at the solar farm site and/or Red Bluff Substation. Indirect impacts could potentially occur from removal of foraging habitat. Indirect impacts could also potentially occur, or from increased human activity, noise, nighttime lighting, and dust. 



Although temporary construction ponds will be constructed at the solar farm site, these ponds will have netting secured around the top of the pond fencing to discourage bats and birds from using water at these ponds.

4.4.2	Cumulative Impacts

The FEIS lists those projects considered as part of the cumulative impact analysis. Cumulative effects discussed in this document include those which have been or will be carried out throughout the anticipated life of the project, and, where practicable and reasonable, should include the impacts from all threats for which the BLM and/or Applicants have some form of control. Potential long-term cumulative indirect effects include the potential removal of nesting, roosting, and foraging habitat for avian and bat species.



For passerine species, nesting and foraging habitats are focused on smaller home ranges near nest sites and available forage. As described above for site-specific threats, vegetation removal would occur within these home ranges, using avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0 to eliminate the take of these species or active nests. The Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide similar habitats and abundant nesting and foraging opportunities for these species, therefore, cumulative effects are unlikely to be significant.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This fails to analyze the impact of the cumulative effects of this project in addition to other projects and activities that are extant or planned in the project area and relies upon the adjacent JTNP as a “refuge”.

Cumulative effects for GOEA should be analyzed out to at least 140 miles from the project footprint.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What cumulative effects exist with regard to JTNP?  



Raptor species (excluding golden eagles and ravens) have larger home ranges and forage over large distances. Due to the development of this Project and other regional projects there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat. This loss is not expected to be significant, or cause prohibited take because it represents a small percentage of the total foraging area regionally available for these species (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for raptors, and more suitable habitats for nesting for most raptor species.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This conclusion should include a discussion of the data and what is known about raptor use in JTNP. Is it feasible that the Park can support displaced individuals and nesting pairs of various species of raptors?  



Golden eagles forage in an area extending up to 225 kilometers (140 miles) from the Project boundaries.their territory centroids. Although there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat from the development of alternative energy projects and other regional projects discussed in the FEIS, this loss is not expected to be significant, or to cause prohibited “disturbance” or “taking,” because it is only a small percentage of the total foraging area (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provides appropriate habitats for nesting (which the Project dies not), and appropriate habitats for foraging.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This is incorrect; 140 miles is considered to be the average dispersal distance of young, and does not indicate the forage distance from a nest site.    In xeric habitat, GOEA are believed to forage out to 10 miles from their territory centroid.   In instances of higher quality, undisturbed habitat that has presence of rabbits/hares/scurids, the forage distance may be less.   	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The document should include an analyze of the amount of habitat that will be lost to construction of proposed projects using FWS guidance; i.e. within 140 air miles. The list of proposed ground-disturbing projects, in addition to extant sources of mortality/disturbance is extensive, and should be considered in light of extant GOEA habitat availability. Additionally, GOEA are more sensitive to human disturbance; therefore, fragmentation of habitats may have a more pronounced effect on individuals and populations.

Jeep, after our discussion, it sounds like not even we have a good idea about what these kinds of losses mean to the species. Certainly, the numbers should be provided, but we should ask for an explanation of what it means right now.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define; GOEA have particular habitat preferences.

Jeep, we should provide info on hab preferences.



For bat species, potential cumulative impacts are discussed for an area 16 kilometers (10 miles) from the boundaries of the Proposed Project. These include the potential for combined direct effects of the removal of individuals and occupied nests of ground nesting species such as pallid bats and western pipistrelles from project construction. In addition, the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for bats, and many areas that are more suitable habitats for nesting for bat species.








5.0.	Project Design Conservation Measures	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Suggest moving any applicable FEIS mitigation measures each respective section below so that the statements made herein are substantiated.

The Applicants have sited and designed the Project components to avoid and minimize impacts to avian and bat species whenever possible. All discussions below of macro- and micro-siting considerations, nest site buffers and conservation measures during the construction and O&M phases of the Project will apply to both Applicants and all Project components.



The Applicants have worked to site Project components to have the least impacts to bird and bat populations with the goal of avoiding any take of migratory birds and bats and/or minimize the loss, destruction, or degradation of migratory bird and bat habitat by placing projects in areas of lower quality habitat to the maximum extent practicable. 

5.1	Project Siting

The process of siting of Project components included both macro- and micro-siting considerations.

5.1.1	Macro-Siting

Macro-siting considerations for the Project components were conducted in 2007 during initial surveys, and were refined in 2008 after the collection of the initial large data sets for the Project. In 2007, Pinto Wash, which bisects the requested Right-of-Way grant, was removed from development consideration. At this time, other larger areas of desert wash woodland were also removed from site consideration because these habitats support greater vegetation structure, density and diversity and are likely to support greater numbers of species and individuals than other habitats in the ROW area. Macro-siting considerations for the Project components also included the avoidance of:



· Locations with federally or state listed, or otherwise designated sensitive species, and areas managed for the conservation of listed species

Project components avoid DWMAs, CHU, and ACECs to the extent possible and were sited in the area of lowest known concentration for special-status species available.

· Areas frequently used for daily bird and bat movements (i.e., areas between roosting and feeding sites)

Areas of desert wash woodland were identified and avoided by Project components to the greatest extent possible, particularly the avoidance of larger expanses of this habitat found in the Pinto and Big Wash areas.

· Breeding and wintering eagle use areas

These areas were identified and avoided for all Project components. Valley floor areas such as the proposed Solar farm site do not provide wintering or breeding habitatnest or roost sites for eagles, but may provide foraging habitat for resident and non-resident golden eagles and other raptor species.

· Known migration flyways for birds and bats

Pinto Wash is a known bat migration corridor with impacts to this area avoided by the siting of the Solar farm site.

· Areas near known bat hibernacula, breeding, and maternity/nursery colonies

No known areas are found with the footprint of the Project components.

· Fragmentation of large, contiguous tracts of wildlife habitat (Canadian Wildlife Service 2006a and 2006b)



Many desert special status avian and bat species require large undisturbed areas that are highly sensitive to fragmentation effects. In siting the Project components, all areas with greater vegetation structure, density and diversity were avoided or reduced to the extent possible. These areas included desert wash woodlands and areas of creosote bush scrub that overlay stabilized geological features and support greater density and diversity of vegetation.

5.1.2	Micro-Siting

Micro-siting considerations for the Project components were begun in 2008 and actively continued as further wildlife surveys were conducted and through informal meetings with the BLM, USFWS and CDFG throughout the Project’s planning process. The siting of the solar farm was further reduced between the Draft EIS and FEIS in response to concerns from the public and agencies involved in the process. Beyond continuing to refine the boundaries of the solar farm, additional considerations of micro-siting included:

· Avoiding features that attract raptors (areas supporting tall perching structures including trees, utility poles, etc.)



+By avoiding minimizing impacts to desert wash woodland areas and avoiding Pinto Wash, the Projectsolar farm avoided areas with tree layers. TheIn addition, the Applicants have designed features to reduce perching by raptors whenever possible.

· Avoiding features that attract migrant birds (e.g., water sources, riparian vegetation) Minimize the potential for enhancing habitats suitable for raptor prey species such as rodents that would likely attract raptors to the project site



Project components are not adjacent to landscape features that attract migrant birds such as water sources. Project construction and O&M phases will minimize the potential for creating habitats suitable for rodents, such as rock piles, that could attract raptors.

5.2	Buffer Zones

Buffer zones have been established through the FEIS Applicant and Mitigation Measures to protect raptor and other bird nests, areas of high bird and bat use, and known bat roosts from disturbance related to the construction of the solar farm. 



Clearance surveys will be conducted within 30 days prior to vegetation removal in project areas to locate any active nests, burrowing owl burrows, or bat roosts. Vegetation removal will occur outside of the breeding season for special-status bird and bats species to the extent possible. If any active nests, roosts or burrows are located during these surveys, buffer zones will be established as described in the FEIS to protect these areas.



A Lead Avian and Bat Biologist, working under the Designated Biologist, will be assigned to ensure all buffer zones are correctly established and to monitor nest activity and determine when each nest or burrowing owl burrow has fledged or failed. This individual will also be responsible for all data collected for these buffer zones, nests, roosts and burrows.




5.2.1	Passerines

Buffer distances for passerine nests will consider species, terrain, habitat type, and activity level as these features relate to the bird alert distance and bird flight initiation distance (Whitfield et al. 2008). Buffer size distance was coordinated throughout the FEIS process and is established in the FEIS as established at approximately 100 meters from any active nest (330 feet). The Lead Avian Biologist will may determine that a smaller or larger distance is necessary under individual circumstances such as topography and type of construction activities. 



The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the Lead Avian Biologist has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.

5.2.2	Raptors and Eagles

Project-related disturbances such as construction noise, lighting and dust will be avoided within 500 feet from the solar farm site forof an active raptor nest and within one mile for an active eagle nest (excluding common ravens). Any changes in this buffer distance would be determined by the Lead Avian Biologist for the Project and submitted to USFWS, BLM, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components) for approval. Any nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.



For the Red Bluff substation and related components, the specific landscape features of steep terrain and ridgelines between construction activities and nest sites may dictate reduced buffers (Richardson and Miller 1997).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please clarify how this reference justifies a reduced buffer; 1-mile buffers may be insufficient to ensure reproductive success given the anthropogenic activity at the scale of this project.

Also, this paper is not primary source, but a compilation of multiple other papers are dated and may not reflect current scientific understanding of eagles and sensitivity to disturbance. 



Surveys for golden eagle nests will be conducted during each year of construction that occurs within the nesting season. These surveys will be completed in accordance with current USFWS guidance and protocols (currently Pagel et al. 2010) under the Golden Eagle Surveys and Nest Site Monitoring Plan discussed below in Section 7.0.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Monitoring of non-breeding eagles outside of the nesting season should also be conducted. Monitoring of documented territories should continue post project construction to determine if nesting territories continue to be occupied, or are abandoned due to direct, indirect or cumulative effects of the project implementation.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: It is our understanding that surveys for GOEA were not conducted in 2011; one season of limited survey days does not provide a robust data set. Pagel et al. 2010 appears to have been misinterpreted with regard to eagle surveys.  The existing data lack additional breeding information, knowledge of non-breeding GOEA, and habitat use at or near the project area, thereby making the analysis of direct, indirect, and cumulative effects and risk characterization for GOEA suspect.

5.2.3	Burrowing Owls

For burrowing owls, Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction unit and within a 150-meter (500 foot) buffer area. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 100 meters (330 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged. Outside the nesting season or after determining a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within 1 mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls using accepted methods for excluding owls from burrows such as one-way doors or otherwise ensuring owls are not in burrows while burrows are collapsed; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation, including the number and original location of each owl, and known additional locations for each individual.

5.2.4	Bats

Construction activities will avoid any bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula found during clearance surveys. No bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula have been located during surveys conducted at the Project components between 2008 and 2011. Appropriate buffer distances will be established by the Lead Avian Biologist in consideration of the disturbance type, distance to roost or hibernacula, time of year of, and the duration of the disturbance.

5.3	Appropriate Facility Design	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Again, applicable FEIS measures should be incorporated here for better readability of the document.

Many conservation measures have been incorporated into the design of Project facilities, as suggested in USFWS 2010, in an attempt to reduce the potential effects of Project on avian and bat populations, including:



1. Avoid using lattice-type structures, placing external ladders and platforms on towers to minimize perching and nesting.

The use of lattice towers, platforms, and ladders will be minimized to the extent practicable. The use of lattice structures will only be used on the solar farm site for a lookout tower, which will be frequently used (this deterring use by raptors and other birds), and will be frequently checked for the presence of nests. 



Although lattice structures will be used by SCE for their Project components, these will be in an area designated as a utility corridor that currently supports numerous transmission lines, including those on lattice towers, such as DPV1. The Project would not cause a significant increase on the number of lattice towers within this corridor.



2. Implement measures to reduce or buffer adverse noise effects associated with operation of the facility on surrounding wildlife habitat. Noise impacts to birds (Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008) have generally been found to be negative; therefore facility design should take this fact into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats.

The Project utilizes photovoltaic panel technology which has little potential for noise impacts. Noise effects have been extensively studiesstudied and includeincluded in the FEIS, and continued noise monitoring will be conducted during construction. Noise impacts during construction would include noise generated from the operation of construction equipment and construction vehicles. The O&M phase of the Project would have little or no noise for both the solar farm and SCE components.



3. Avoid the use of guy wires for all meteorological towers and do not light them unless the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requires them to be lit, which is generally >60 meters (>199 ft) AGL in height. Any necessary guy wires should be marked with recommended bird deterrent devices (APLIC 1994, USFWS 2000).

No meteorological towers or guy wires or line are included in the Project.



4. If structures (>60 meters [>199 ft] AGL) require lights for aviation safety, the minimum amount of pilot warning and obstruction avoidance lighting specified by the FAA should be used (FAA 2007). All lights within the facility should illuminate synchronously. Lighting of the boundary of the facility is most important as an aviation safety warning. Unless otherwise requested by the FAA, use only the minimum number of strobed, strobe-like or blinking red incandescent lights of minimum intensity. No steady burning lights should be used on facility infrastructures (Gehring et al. 2009).

Any such lighting at the Project facilities would follow this guidance. SCE facilities are not planned greater than 185 feet in height.



5. Facility lights should be focused downward to reduce skyward illumination. Lights should be equipped with motion detectors to reduce continuous illumination. 

All lighting used at Projectboth the solar farm and SCE project facilities will be downcast and would be used only when necessary, when appropriate by installing motion detectors, depending on safety concerns. The projectsolar farm has prepared a Lighting Mitigation Plan in consultation with the Night Sky Program Manager for the National Park Service in order to limit skyward illumination. 



6. Where feasible, place electric power lines underground or on the surface as insulated, shielded wire to avoid electrocution of birds. Use recommendations of the Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) for any required above-ground lines, transformers, or conductors.

Power lines will be in accordance with Avian Power Line Interaction Committee guidelines. 



7. Avoiding the creation of roads to minimize further loss and fragmentation of migratory bird habitat.

New roads associated with Project activities will be kept to a minimum. Roads associated with the solar farm site will be within the Project fence. Roads associated with the gen-tie line have been designed to be the shortest distance possible, such as using spur roads to tower sites from Kaiser Road instead of the creation of a new road along the gen-tie line. Red Bluff substation and related components will use existing roads to the maximum extent possible.



8. If evaporation ponds are required for the operation of the facility, placement of netting over the surface of the ponds is encouraged to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface.

Temporary construction ponds will be used only during the construction phase and will be covered with netting to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface. These ponds are not used for evaporation.  



9. Reducing the attractiveness of solar reflectors to polarotactic water insects (those attracted to polarized light) (Horvath et al. 2010) will help reduce the attractiveness of these facilities to birds and bats. 

Monitoring conducted during the construction and O&M phases of the Project is discussed in Section 7.0 and will assist in determining whether the Project’s photovoltaic panels attract water insects, which in turn could attract birds and bats. If it is determined that water insect are attracted to these facilities, BLM, USFWS, and CDFG will be contacted to determine appropriate adaptive management techniques to reduce this threat.


6.0	Conservation Measures

The conservation measures discussed in this section include those in the FEIS and those presented in USFWS guidance (2010).

6.1	Construction Phase Conservation Measures

Conservation measures that will be implemented by the Project that relate to bird conservation include:

1. Minimize permanent disturbance area such as creating unneeded access roads. Construction of the gen-tie line and other linear Project features will avoid vegetation clearing, and grading whenever possible.

2. All vegetationVegetation within the Project footprint that will be disturbed will be cleared outside of the bird breeding season to the maximum extent practicable. If the Project plans vegetation removal within the bird breeding season, it would be because desert tortoise (a federally and state threatened species) tortoise protection measures and timing may take precedence, or that reason for work to be completed during the breeding season were beyond the Applicant’sApplicant's’ control. If such an occurrence happenedhappens, the Applicants wouldwill communicate with BLM, USFWS, and CDFG that all reasonable and practicable efforts to complete work outside the bird breeding season were attempted.

When vegetation removal cannot take place outside of the breeding season and a reasonable explanation was provided to BLM, USFWS and CDFG, the Lead Avian Biologist or a person under their direct supervision would be on site during construction activities to locate active nests, establish avoidance buffers around active nests, watch for new nesting activity, and if necessary stop construction when noise and general activity threaten to disturb an active nest.  All active nests of protected birds (e.g., MBTA, ESA, state protected) would not be disturbed until after nest outcome is complete.

3. During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active nest locations would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 330 feet (100 meters) as discussed in the Project’s FEIS. Buffer areas may be larger if the Project’s lead Avian Biologist determines the need for a larger buffer area due to type of activity, species, or habitat considerations. Regardless of seasonal timing of construction, active nests will be flagged and nests avoided, with special attention paid to the nesting season of most avian species (February 15 – May 15). Avoidance areas will remain in place until it is determined that nest outcome is complete.

During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active bat colonies would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 165 feet (50 meters). Whenever possible, these areas will be avoided by construction activities. 

4. Discussions of nest avoidance for passerines, raptors, and golden eagles will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will be included in the Worker Environmental Awareness Plan (WEAP) training briefings. Bat colony avoidance discussions will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will also be included in WEAP training briefings. Training will include identification of avoidance areas and requirements for these areas.

5. The Project will follow APLIC guidelines for overhead utilities (APLIC 1994) to the extent practicable.). SCE structures will be built with sufficient conductor separation and other protection devices.

6. Construction activities will be conducted in a manner consistent with reducing fire danger.

7. During construction, all trash will be removed promptly and disposed of properly to avoid creating attractive nuisances for birds and bats.

8. Appropriate control measures will be implemented to prevent the introduction and spread of invasive plant species with and surrounding the project area (see the Project’s Integrated Weed Management Plan – Ironwood Consulting, 2010).

9. Only plants native to the area for will be used seeding or planting during habitat revegetation and/or restoration efforts.

10. As part of this document, a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan (Section 7.1.2) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-5 in the FEIS. This plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such overhead power lines and solar panels. 

11. As part of this document, a Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan (Section 7.1.3) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-6 in the FEIS. 

6.2	Operations and Maintenance Conservation Measures

During the O&M phase of the Project, conservation measures will be used to reduce the attractiveness of the facility to breeding, migrating, and wintering birds and bats to ensure mortality is minimized:

1. The Project will not create or maintain attraction features for birds and /or bats by removing and disposing of road kills near the Project of carrion that attracts raptors and other scavengers to the site, regularly removing vegetation around larger facilities such as substations to reduce raptor foraging, and eliminating open water sources after the construction phase of the Project. 

2. The Project will minimize the use of lighting that could attract migrating birds and bats (feeding on concentrations of insects at lights). All nighttime lighting will be within 800 meters (0.5 mile) of the Project facilities. Lighting will be kept to the minimum level necessary for safety and security. High intensity, steady burning, bright lights such as sodium vapor or spotlights will not be used on Project facilities.

3. The Project will minimize anthrogenicanthropogenic noise which been found to be negative for birds (e.g., Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008), though not all species are affected to the same degree (Brumm 2004). Therefore facility design should take this into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats. During the operation of these energy facilities, means to buffer, muffle, or otherwise dampen any anthropogenic noise pollution that exceeds ambient noise should be fully explored.


7.0	Post-Construction Monitoring 

The objective of post-construction monitoring is to validate the pre-construction risk assessment and to provide data for the Applicants to use in implementing adaptive management based on the monitoring results.  All of the measures in this section apply to both Applicants.



Monitoring objectives include:

1. Estimating bird and bat fatalities due to Project related activities.

2. Assessing bird use of evaporation ponds.

3. Assessing changes in bird and bat behavior due to all aspects of facility operation (noise, lighting, etc.).

4. Assessing territorial abandonment, nest avoidance, and changes in population status within and adjacent to the project footprint.

5. Assessing whether conservation measures implemented for the project were adequate.

7.1	Monitoring Design

7.1.1	Duration and Timing

This program will be conducted during construction and for at least 3 years post-construction during the operations and maintenance phase of the Proposed Project to attempt to capture differences in parameters due to seasonal and annual variability. The monitoring program will be extended to 5 years post-construction or longer, if:

1. Mortality level triggers are reached or (more than 40 individual birds have been killed or injured that were attributable to activities at the solar farm and related components, or 10 at SCE project components); or 

2. The Project resultsAny project activities result in the mortality otake of a listed species or eagle. 



Monitoring will include data collection during breeding, wintering, and migration periods because bird and bat use of areas will vary seasonally.

7.1.2	Study Components

The long-term monitoring program for measuring raptor and bat incidence at the Project site will consist of:

1. Recording incidental sightings, 

2. Mortality studies by implementing the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan

3. Conducting seasonal point counts, and 

4. Conducting annual nest surveys. 

Incidental Sightings

Throughout the construction and operation phases of the Proposed Project, all incidental sightings of special-status bird species, and all raptors and bats will be recorded. During construction, all sightings will be recorded by biological monitors. The Lead Avian Biologist will be tasked with keeping records and reporting these results (as described in Section 7.4).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please clarify how data from incidental sightings will be used (or not).




Mortality Studies (Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan)

Mortality Studies will be conducted within all Projectsolar farm and SCE project components to determine any monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such the gen-tie line and, solar panels. , or SCE facilities. 



Study methodology includes:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This section should be more detailed including specific methods, sample sizes, and quantification to ascertain searcher efficiency and inherent survey bias’.

1. Selection of study sites for both solar farm and SCE project components,

2. Mortality searches at each study site, including accepted methodology and frequency

3. Reporting and adaptive management

Selection of Study Sites

These studies will be conducted at a minimum of twelve study sites within solar farm and related components and within a minimum of three control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the study area. All areas of the Red Bluff Substation accessible will be included, as well as two sites selected along the access road and loop-in area; and two along the distribution line, with one control site related to the SCE project components.

Mortality Searches

Mortality surveys will be completed weeklybi-monthly post-construction in each Project phasestudy site for a period of 1one year. After one year, these studies will be conducted monthly for at least an additional two years, completing the 3three-year post-construction monitoring period. These studies will be conducted at a minimum of 12 sites within all Project componentsfollow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and within a minimumwill include an assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, and a carcass collection protocol and an assessment of 3 control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the Project areascarcass scavenger rates.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This is unclear. Please revise. Also, see USFWS mortality monitoring protocol.



These studies will follow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and will include:

· An assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, 

· A carcass collection protocol and an assessment of carcass scavenger rates, and 

· Detailed specifications on data (see data collection flow charts and example data sheets submitted to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG), 





Data will be collected using handheld data recorders and/or paper data sheets. All data will be scanned and entered into the Project database that will be submitted as part of the annual reporting for both the solar farm and the SCE project components. Reporting will be conducted as described in Section 7.4 below.



If monitoring determines that bird mortality caused by solar facilities may be having potentially adverse impacts on special-status bird avian populations (by exceeding mortality triggers discussed above), the ApplicantApplicants will implement adaptive management strategies such as installing additional bird flight diverters alterations to project components that have been identified as key mortality features. If adaptive management actions are implemented, mortality studies will continue for an additional year post-construction until a reduction in mortality to a level comparable to control sites is documented.

Seasonal Point Counts

Point Counts will continue to be conducted using the same methods that were used in baseline point counts (Section 3.0). These point counts will be conducted once during each season of each year (excluding summer) during construction and for the 3-year post-construction period.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This method should be updated; point counts as currently described have no utility for GOEA or raptor observation, and should not be used for these species.

Jeep, we should tell them how to collect the monitoring data. Can we?




Nest Surveys

Annual nest surveys will be conducted each spring during construction between March 15 and June 1, using two surveys separated by at least 30 days. All Project-related infrastructure (e.g.; fence posts, transmission towers, and buildings) would be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. Nest locations may also be detected via incidental sightings or during point count surveys.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Is this appropriate timing for the Desert?  If so, please provide data which suggests that most passerines are attending their nests during this time period.

Jeep, we should provide appropriate dates.



During nest surveys, the ground under all raptor and raven nests will be inspected for the presence shells of juvenile tortoises or other evidence or predation of desert tortoise. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These surveys should also include utility poles.

7.1.3	Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan 

In addition to project-specific mortality monitoring studies the ProjectApplicants will monitor golden eagles separately to ensure that potential take (e.g., mortality and habitat disturbance) golden eagles mortality is adequately assessed. For each year during construction, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities will be conducted to determine whether any territory is active occupied (Pagel et al. 2010). Data collected during the inventory shall include: 

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



If an occupied nest is detected during construction within 10 miles of any Project component, the Applicant for that component will implement adaptive management strategies in cooperation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG (and CPUC if an SCE component) for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles (Pagel et al. 2010). Triggers for additional adaptive management requirements will include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, such as agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define and describe.  

7.2	Nest Management	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Per the guidance, “Each facility should have protocols in place on how to manage nests established on any part of the facility (see APLIC 2006). Eagle nests should be addressed per the Service’s 2007 National Bald Eagle Management Guidelines” This is not articulated here or in section 7.1.

Project facilities will manage nests established on any part of the facility as described throughout this document. Eagle nests will be addressed as described in Section 7.1 above.

7.3	Risk Assessment Validation

Using data collected throughout this process, the ProjectApplicants will attempt to validate the identified risks of the project. The validation process will consider:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: But how will these questions be answered?

1. Whether the documented mortality rate post-construction is higher, lower, or as expected, compared to the pre-construction risk assessment.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will this be determined?  The initial data is fraught with problems.

Jeep, can we say how it should be determined?

2. Whether conservation measures are adequate to minimize bird and/or bat mortality to the maximum extent practicable? 

3. Would additional conservation measures be likely to reduce mortality rates?

4. Do documented mortality rates trigger adaptive management actions?



The results of this validation assessment would be discussed in Project reporting, described in Section 7.4 below.

7.4	Reporting

Quarterly e-mail summaries of all biological monitoring activities will be submitted to BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CDFGCPUC (for SCE project components) by the Designated Biologist. One section of these summaries will focus on reporting for the long-term monitoring program for raptors (including owls) and bats. This section will include results of the study components of monitoring conducted during the previous quarter, and a discussion of any unusual circumstances noted. These reports may also include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.

 

On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to the BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for the BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG,CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE project components) in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1 of each year. This annual report will summarize all quarterly reports and be submitted via e-mail by the Designated Biologist. After this report is submitted, an annual meeting will be held between the BLM, USFWS, Applicants, CDFG, and CDFGCPUC to review the annual monitoring report and discuss monitoring results and conservation measures, including any adaptive management implemented or recommended.






8.0	Key Resources and References

8.1	Key Resources

Key resources include the team of proponent personnel, biological monitors and agency personnel who will work together to ensure the success of the protection, avoidance, and minimization of impacts to bird and bat species during the construction and operations and maintenance phases of the Project. The names and contact information for key personnel are provided below.



Project Proponents

Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC

1111 Broadway St, 4th Floor

Oakland, CA 94607

(510) 625-7400

Contact:  Amanda Beck

ABeck@firstsolar.com



Southern California Edison

1218 South 5th Avenue

Monrovia, CA 91016

(626) 260-6040

Contact: Paul Yamazaki

Paul.Yamazaki@sce.com


Biological Monitoring

Ironwood Consulting

1412 S. Center St.

Redlands, CA 92373

(909) 798-0330

Contact: Kathy Simon

Kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com



Bureau of Land Management

California Desert District Office

22835 Calle San Juan De Los Lagos

Moreno Valley, CA 92553-9046

(951) 697-5223

Contact: Kim Marsden

Kim_Marsden@BLM.gov 





U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office

6010 Hidden Valley Rd., 101

Carlsbad, CA 92011

760.431.9440 x 354 phone

Contact: Jody Fraser

jody_fraser@fws.gov



California Department of Fish and Game

Inland Deserts Region

3602 Inland Empire Blvd Suite C220

Ontario, CA 91764

(909) 484-0167

Contact: Magdalena Rodriguez

mcrodriguez@dfg.ca.gov
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1.0	INTRODUCTIONIntroduction 

This section provides a brief summary of the project description for the Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC (ApplicantSunlight) and Southern California Edison (SCE) project (jointly the “Applicants”). A complete description of the project is found in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project California Desert Conservation Area Plan Amendment and Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) (BLM 2011).



The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) issued of a right-of-way (ROW) grant authorizing the construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (Project). The Project covers less than 4,176 acres (ac) and is located in Riverside County, California, approximately 6 miles north of the rural community of Desert Center and approximately (10.5 kilometers or 6.5 miles north of the Interstate 10 corridor (Figure 1). The Project consists of three main components 1) a 550-megawatt (MW) solar photovoltaic (PV) generating facility (Solar Farm), 2) a 220-kilovolt (kV) generation interconnection line (Gen-tie line), and 3) a 500/220-kV substation and substation related components (the Red Bluff Substation) (Figure 2). While the Red Bluff substation is included as part of this project description for planning and environmental considerations, it would be constructed, owned, and operated by SCE, not by the ApplicantSunlight.



The Applicant and SCEApplicants have prepared this Avian and Bat Protection Plan in accordance with regulatory agency guidance, including:

· U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Pacific Southwest Region’s Region8 Interim Guidelines for the Development of a Project Specific Avian and Bat Protection Plan for Solar Energy Plants and Related Transmission Facilities.   

· Avian and Bat Protection Plan Guidelines developed jointly by Edison Electric Institute’s Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) 

· Additional Interim Guidelines from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS 2000, 2003, 2010). 

· Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO Plan, BLM and the California Department of Fish and Game- CDFG 2002).



1.1	Purpose of the Avian and Bat Protection Plan

The Avian and Bat Protection Plan (ABPP) delineates a program designed to reduce the risks that result from bird and bat interactions due to actions performed by Sunlight in the construction and operation of the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line; and by SCE in the construction and operation of their project components (Red Bluff Substation and associated access road, distribution line and telecommunications site). The ABPP also identifies the avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures that will be implemented over the life of the project, as well as long-term monitoring strategies and an adaptive management program. The overall goal of this ABPP is to avoid, reduce, and ultimately eliminate bird and bat mortality to the extent possible. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: For informational purposes, this plan is now called “Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy”; if the applicant intends to pursue a GOEA permit, an Eagle Conservation Plan would also be necessary.



The objectives of this ABPP are as follows:

· Describe the process of surveys and siting decisions to date, including identifying baseline conditions for avian and bat species present in the area of the Project components. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Survey methods, techniques, and qualifications of surveyors, as well as a thorough analysis of data leading to risk characterization of direct, indirect and cumulative effects is an integral part of this plan and should be included or expanded upon in each respective section.

· Identify activities during construction and operationsal and maintenance (O&M) that may increase the potential of adverse effects to passerine, raptor, and bat species on and adjacent to the Project components.

· Specify steps that will be taken to avoid, minimize and mitigate any potential adverse effects to these species, including thresholds for adaptive management.

· Detail long-term monitoring and reporting goals for the Project.



Ironwood Consulting, Inc.	4







The following Applicant measures (AM) and mitigation measures (MM) from the FEIS are incorporated into this plan.



AM-WIL-3. Avian and Bat Protection Plan. This Plan will be prepared and implemented by the Applicants to specify necessary actions to be taken to protect nesting bird and bat species. The following measures will be implemented by the Applicants to protect burrowing owls in the Project locations during construction:



1. Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction area as recommended by the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please include methods that will be used to detect nesting and wintering BUOW.

Jeep, can we provide appropriate methods?



2. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 75 meters (250 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). Initial avoidance buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on the type of construction activity as approved by CDFG or USFWS. Outside nesting season or after determining that a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within one mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation.



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicants to protect nesting bird species in the Project locations during construction which are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and California Fish and Game Code Sections 3503 and 3513:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Any efforts to detect state and federally listed bird species that may utilize habitats within and near the project footprint should be articulated.



1. Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and in adjacent habitat areas and any nests observed will be identified and clearly marked. For passerines, an exclusion area where construction will not be allowed to commence will be established approximately 100 meters (330 feet) from any active nest. For raptors (other than golden eagles), the exclusion area will be established approximately 170 meters (500 feet) from any active nest (excluding nests of the common raven). For golden eagles, the exclusion area will be established approximately 1.6 kilometers (one mile) from any active nest. Initial protective buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on type of construction activity and bird species and per approval by CDFG or USFWS. Nests will be checked within one week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or young have fledged.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Include citation.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please define methodology and frequency.

Jeep, can we provide appropriate methods and frequency?



2. Vegetation clearing will be conducted outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

3. Biological monitors will be present on-site during all phases of construction and will be tasked with monitoring avian nesting in adjacent habitats. If nests are found, the same procedures would be used as discussed above for pre-construction surveys. 



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicant to protect roosting bats in the Project locations during construction: Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and adjacent habitat areas and any active bat colonies will be identified and clearly marked. An exclusion area will be established approximately 50 meters (165 feet) from any active colony, and whenever possible, these areas will be avoided during construction activities.



For five years post-construction, the Applicant will record incidental sightings of raptors and bats in the Project locations. In addition, the Applicant will conduct nest surveys within the Project locations at least twice each spring between March 1 and June 1, separated by at least 30 days where all project-related infrastructure will be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. The Applicant will submit quarterly status reports via email to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG. On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1st of each year. These reports may include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Is this for raptors?   If so, why was 01 March – 01 June selected, when in the area of the project, earlier nesting chronologies are probably more relevant.

Again, we should clarify below. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define. How will this information be used? If it is incidental, what inferences may be gained from this ‘data.’

Jeep, we should tell them how to use the data. These are measures straight out of the FEIS, so we should drive the process.



AM-WIL-4, Construction Water Storage Pond Design. The temporary construction water ponds shall be designed, constructed, and operated in compliance with all applicable regulatory requirements with respect to design, operation, and maintenance, protection of migratory waterfowl, and raven management. This includes following provisions in the FEIS under the common raven management plan and includes the following specific measures to discourage ravens:



· Using anti-perching devices around the perimeter of each pond to exclude ravens and other birds from accessing the edge of the ponds to drink.

· Lining the ponds and maintaining two feet of freeboard in the ponds at all times

· Designing the ponds with interior side slopes at a 33 percent slope (3:1, horizontal:vertical)

· Netting will be used to cover ponds when not in use to reduce avian access. Appropriate material will be used to ensure that nocturnal bird species and bats will not become entangled in the netting.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please describe what type of netting will be used and ensure that it has proven effective for similar purposes.

Jeep, we should tell them acceptable specs.

· At least 60 days prior to construction, the Applicant shall submit to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG, the proposed locations and design of the ponds, including how many ponds would be operational at a time, specific design features to discourage ravens, and a plan for immediately addressing problems with pond design. During construction, the ponds shall be monitored daily to ensure that anti-raven measures are successful. All ponds will be dismantled at the end of construction.



SCE does not have construction water storage ponds in its project components.






MM-WIL-5. Prepare and Implement a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. Prior to the issuance of a ROW retain a BLM-approved, qualified biologist to prepare a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan in consultation with CDFG and USFWS. This plan shall follow the Avian Protection Plan guidelines outlined by USFWS and APLIC. The plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such feeder/distribution lines and solar panels.  



The Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan shall include at a minimum: 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: shouldn’t the full plan be detailed here?   It seems like there are large ‘gaps’ left to fill in prior to this document being final.   The BBCS should leave little room for misinterpretation, and it would be beneficial if the project proponent detailed the specific type of data, specific monitoring protocol, specific carcass collection (with proper permits, of course) protocol, and a quantification of scavenger bias PRIOR to the project being implemented. 

· Detailed specifications on data, 

· A carcass collection protocol, and 

· A rationale justifying the proposed schedule of carcass searches, and

· Seasonal trials to assess bias from carcass removal by scavengers as well as searcher bias.



During construction and for one year following the beginning of the solar farm operation the biologist shall submit annual reports to BLM, CDFG, and USFWS describing the dates, durations, and results of monitoring and data collection. The annual reports shall provide a detailed description of any project-related bird or wildlife deaths or injuries detected during the monitoring study or at any other time and data collected for the study of polarized light impacts on insectivorous birds. The report shall analyze any project-related bird fatalities or injuries detected, and provide recommendations for future monitoring and any adaptive management actions needed.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Only one year?	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Reporting to regulatory agencies of avian mortality should be within 24 hours -5 days of mortality; take of birds is not a permitted activity.  



Thresholds will be determined in this ABPP and approved by BLM, CDFG and USFWS. If BLM determines that bird mortality caused by solar have been identified as key mortality features, or implement other appropriate actions approved by BLM and regulatory agencies based on the findings of the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. If mitigation actions are required, the annual reporting shall continue until BLM, in consultation with CDFG and USFWS, determines whether more years of monitoring are needed, and whether additional mitigation and adaptive management measures are necessary.



MM-WIL-6. Prepare and Implement Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring, and Adaptive Management. For each year after commencement of construction \, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities shall be conducted to determine if whether any territory is active. Survey methods for the inventory shall be as described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. A nesting territory or shall be considered occupied or unoccupied based on criteria in Pagel et al. (2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. Data collected during the inventory shall include at least the following: 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Is this for the life of the project?	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: how will non-breeding eagles (juveniles, subadults, floaters during breeding and non-breeding season be monitored and addressed?

Jeep, are you asking for a year-round monitoring strategy?

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan: If an occupied nest (as defined by Pagel et al. 2010) is detected within 10 miles of any project component, the Project owner or SCE shall prepare and implement a Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles. The monitoring methods shall be consistent with those described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall be prepared in consultation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). It shall be implemented by Desert Sunlight or SCE, according to project component; and each Applicant shall designate a biologist, to be approved by BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). Triggers for adaptive management shall include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, including but not limited to: agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall include a description of adaptive management actions, which shall include, but not be limited to, cessation of construction activities that are deemed by the Designated Biologist to be the source of golden eagle disturbance.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will those activities be identified independently from other non-project related occurrences (i.e. territorial eagle disputes, anthropogenic recreation, research/monitoring effects, etc.?



1.2	Legal Drivers

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA), National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) provide the primary legal bases for this ABPP. The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 703, et seq.) prohibits the taking, killing, possession, transportation and importation of migratory birds, their eggs, parts, and nests, except when authorized by the USFWS. Because MBTA does not provide a specific mechanism to authorize “incidental” take, proponents often should work proactively with the Service to avoid and minimize the potential take of species. 



The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 668-668d) protects bald and golden eagles.  Through a new regulation (50 CFR § 22.26), the Service can authorize take of bald and golden eagles when the take is associated with, but not the purpose of, an otherwise lawful activity, and cannot practicably be avoided. Thus, these new regulations provide a mechanism where take of eagles can be legally authorized.  



Under the National Environmental Policy Act (42 USC §§ 4321-4370h), federal agencies such as BLM are required to prepare a detailed environmental impact statement (EIS) for any major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment. An EIS must include an examination of the environmental impacts of a proposed project, a reasonable range of alternatives for a project and other related matters. BLM authorization of a right-of-way (ROW) grant for the Project would require a land use plan amendment (PA) to the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan (BLM 1980), as amended. In addition, DOE will consider Sunlight’s application for a loan guarantee under Title XVII of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EP Act 05), as amended by Section 406 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Public Law (PL) 111-5 (the “Recovery Act”).



The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has discretionary authority to issue the Permit to Construct (PTC) for SCE’s Red Bluff Substation, a portion of the Project. As allowed by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15221, the CPUC intends to use this EIS to provide the environmental review required for its approval process. The CPUC and BLM have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that defines the relationship of the two agencies, and identifies CPUC as a cooperating agency with the BLM. 



The Applicant anticipatesApplicants anticipate that construction and/or operation of the Project will not cause unauthorized “take” or prohibited “disturbance” of any species protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act or the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. However, it is voluntarily proposing this Avian and Bat Protection Plan to proactively implement measures to avoid, minimize and mitigate for any potential adverse effects of the Project on such species.  In addition, by utilizing the adaptive management approach in this plan, it is committing to evaluate data during the operation phase of the Project and make further adjustments to the plan, if necessary and appropriate. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This determination precedes the presentation of the data and the analysis. It is not a “Legal Driver” and no data are provided here for the reader to connect to the conclusion. Please move to the appropriate section and provide rationale.



1.3	Corporate Policy

Sunlight and SCE have a commitment to work cooperatively towards the protection of migratory birds and bats.  These entities are committed to consistent coordination with agency personnel at BLM, USFWS, and the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) so that all parties and agencies understand the scope of the Project and can discuss project facilities and features that may require additional attention for avian species.




2.0	Coordination

Sunlight and SCE recognized that an essential element to developing a successful Project is the coordination between the project proponents and the appropriate agencies. As recommended by USFWS, the Applicants conducted early coordination on essential elements, such as wildlife surveys, project siting criteria, and operational limitations to ensure that all parties and agencies understood the scope of the project and potential issues could be identified early in the planning process (USFWS 2010). This coordination resulted in numerous improvements to project siting and design (discussed in Section 4.0), and the development of Applicant Measures designed to avoid and minimize potential effects to avian and bat species. 

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This and the paragraphs below are not part of coordination but more minimization measures to reduce project impacts; therefore, should be moved to the appropriate section and consolidated with other measures.

Sunlight evaluated a larger Project Study Area (PSA) when determining the siting of the Project. Areas of desert wash woodland were avoided in this siting to the extent possible, in part to avoid the potential roosting, nesting, and foraging areas for birds and bats within areas of greater vegetation structure. The process of reducing the Project footprint is discussed further in Section 4.0.



The Applicants have also incorporated design features into the Project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats, including:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These measures should be consolidated with other conservation, avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures into a single section.

· Limiting vegetation clearing to periods outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

· Limiting vegetation disturbance and grading to the smallest area practicable; and

· Placing electrical lines underground or transmission lines on existing structures to the extent practical to avoid collisions with lines. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please adhere to APLIC guidance for any above ground transmission lines.



The Applicants further intendsintend to utilize the Applicant Measures AM-WIL-3 and AM-WIL-4 from the FEIS (presented in Section 1.0) during the construction phase and O&M phase of the project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These measures are required per the ROD and identified above. See comment 20 above.

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

SCE will also follow the above measures outlined in AM-WIL-3 (AM-WIL-4 is not applicable to SCE components) in the FEIS above to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.






3.0	Adaptive Management and Habitat Compensation	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This section should come last as future monitoring will inform the adaptive management needs.

3.1	Adaptive Management Process

The Applicant has incorporated siting criteria, design features and best management practices into the Project that will provide significant avoidance and minimization measures that will reduce the potential for adverse effects on avian and bat species. Specifically, decisions were made to ensure that each phase of project development was evaluated with an eye to reducing potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats during the siting, design, construction, operation and maintenance (O&M), and post-operation phases of the Project. 



In additional to the specific Project measures described below, Sunlight and SCE are committed to using an adaptive management approach throughout the life of the Project that supports flexible decision making and can be adjusted as monitoring results or new regional data are received. In so doing, the protections in this plan are expected to have continued effectiveness throughout the life of the Project.



This adaptive management approach will include the following six key concepts described by Williams (2009) that are endorsed by the Service in its Interim Guidance for Solar Energy Facilities (USFWS 2010):

1. Problem Assessment

2. Design

3. Implementation

4. Monitoring

5. Evaluation

6. Adjustment



Adaptive Management is a keystone of the Sunlight and SCE program to avoid and reduce potential effects to avian and bat species throughout the construction, O&M, and decommissioning stages of the Project. In order to compensate for the loss of avian and bat habitat, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide habitat compensation. This approach is described further in the following sections.

3.2	Habitat Compensation

Habitat Ccompensation is discussed in detail in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar 2011) for the solar farm and gen-tie line. The Applicant and SCE, and in the Red Bluff Substation Habitat Compensation Plan (SCE 2011) for the Red Bluff Substation and related components, The Applicants are prepared to implement necessary mitigation and compensation for impacts to protected wildlife species as required by BLM, the CDFG, and USFWS as described in the FEIS and Habitat Compensation PlanPlans. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: If you’re going to include this section, recommend adding a sentence that summarizes how impacts to avian and bat species are being compensated as stated in the hab comp plan.




4.0	Pre-Siting Data Collection

The siting of the solar farm site, gen-tie line, and substation required detailed and individual evaluation. Although the area of Red Bluff Substation had been recently and repeatedly surveyed prior to this Project for numerous transmission projects, the solar farm site and immediately surrounding areas had not been previously surveyed. Thus, in an effort to place the Project components in locations that would yield the least risk of population impacts, a rigorous siting evaluation process was completed, including the following considerations recommended by the USFWS:

1. Coarse Site Assessment

2. Habitat Equivalency Analysis

3. Site Specific Wildlife Surveys

4. Risk Assessment

5. Reporting

4.1 Coarse Site Assessment

In accordance with USFWS guidance, a pre-siting assessment was conducted starting with a coarse site assessment of the potential environmental issues that might preclude the site from development based on its perceived or validated level of risk (USFWS 2010). This project conducted the equivalent of a Potential Impact Index (PII) (USFWS 2003) by taking a “first cut” analysis of the suitability of a site proposed for development and estimating use of the site by selected wildlife species as an indicator of potential impact (USFWS 2010).



Initial biological assessments conducted in 2007 recommended the avoidance of Pinto Wash as potential habitat for special status species, including avian and bat species. This was supported by an initial field assessment of the site conducted by Patricia Brown-Berry (Brown Berry 2010) for bat species. Between 2008 and 2011, several additional site reductions occurred that reduced the solar farm footprint and shifted the footprint away from areas that support better quality habitats with larger and more diverse vegetative structure.



Project components do not provide habitat for federally or state-listed avian or bat species, but do provide habitat for several special-status species, including those shown on Tables 1 and 2 (Ironwood Consulting 2010). All species in Tables 1 and 2 are species addressed and covered under the Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO).

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 

The Solar farm site alternatives and Gen-tie line route alternatives are not within an Important Bird Area, a Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Network (WHSRN), or an area designated by the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance (Ramsar Convention). The solar farm site is not within an area designated as a critical habitat unit (CHU), or other Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC); however, the Solar Farm site is immediately adjacent to the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU. The Gen-tie line is partially located within the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU designated as management areas for the desert tortoise. 

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are not within an Important Bird Area, WHSRN area, or Ramsar Convention area. The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are within the Chuckwalla CHU and DWMA.
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Table 1.	Sensitive Avian Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Passerine Species

		



		Chaetura vauxi

Vaux’s swift (breeding sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Progne subis

purple martin

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Toxostoma lecontei

LeConte’s thrasher

		Federal:



State:

NECO:

		Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC)

SSC

covered 



		Raptors 

		



		Aquila chrysaetos

golden eagle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		protected by BGEPA

SSC; fully protected

covered 



		Athene cunicularia

burrowing owl

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Buteo regalis

ferruginous hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

none

covered 



		Buteo swainsonii

Swainson’s hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

threatened

covered 



		Circus cyaneus

northern harrier (nesting sites are protected (i.e. MBTA)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Falco mexicanus

prairie falcon (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered












Table 2.	Sensitive Bat Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Antrozous pallidus

pallid bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eptesicus fuscus pallidus

big brown bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eumops perotis californicus

western mastiff bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Eumops perotis

pocketed free-tailed bat  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus cinereus

hoary bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus xanthinus

southern yellow bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Macrotus californicus

California leaf-nosed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Myotis californicus  

California myotis  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Parastrellus hesperus

western pipistrelle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Plecotus townsendii

Townsend’s big-eared bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Tadarida brasiliensis  

Mexican free-tailed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered










4.2	Habitat Equivalency Analysis

TheAs recommended by USFWS, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide the habitat compensation process. Permanent habitat losses and compensation put forward to offset project impacts have been quantified and are described in the Project’s Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar and SCE 2011).



AsIn addition, as recommended by the USFWS, the Applicants have looked for opportunities to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities. These opportunities may come in the form of voluntary habitat acquisition or conservation easements. In order to quantify the appropriate compensation acreage, the use of an HEA can be used to identify high quality habitat and calculate compensation for the development of high quality habitats for both permanent and temporary losses. The objective of an HEA is to replace lost habitat services with like services, providing a replacement ratio for interim and permanent injury. 



The most significant step First Solar has taken to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities is working with BLM to determine the suitability of habitat remaining within their solar application as an area to be excluded from future development due to biological concerns. The area that could be excluded supports more diverse habitats with greater vegetation structure than the majority of the Project site and provides better habitats for most bird and bat species than those habitats found on the solar farm site.

4.3	Site- Sspecific Wildlife Surveys

Pre-siting survey data will becomeserve as the baseline for project impacts to biological resources, including birds and bats populations. Thus, prior to conducting site-specific surveys of the Project components, appropriate survey questions were developed that included methods applicable for before-after control impacts studies. Survey questions included:

1. Which species of birds and bats use the project area and how do their numbers vary temporally?

2. How much time do birds/bats spend in potential risk zones and does this behavior vary by season?

3. What is the estimated range of bird/bat mortalities from the project?

4. Are there nesting raptors on site or within 3 miles of project footprint. For eagles, are there eagles nesting within 10 miles of project footprint?

4.3.1	Methods

As recommended by USFWS (2010), multiple survey techniques were used to ensure adequate data collection. Specific survey methods included:

1. Diurnal point counts including varying timing during the day, month and seasonally during migratory periods.

2. Raptor nest searches including golden eagle surveys (Pagel et al. 2010)

3. Migration counts.

4. Incidental data collection conducted during all biological surveys conducted at the Project components, which spanned over four years at the site, thus also captured timing variation within days, months and seasons as well as under varying climatic conditions.

5. 
Surveys for burrowing owl following Phase I and II surveys as directed by CDFG (California Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993).



Point Counts

Point count surveys for all birds were conducted in April, May, and October 2010 by experienced desert avian biologists Kip Kermoian and Jake Molhman at a total of twelve locations, nine on the Solar farm site and three at control sites, using point count methodology as described in Monitoring Bird Populations by Point Counts (Ralph et al. 1995). The surveys identify bird species and their relative numbers at each fixed study point location (point counts). Point count methodology is well accepted and widely used in bird studies.  Each point is visited for a fixed amount of time and all birds detected within an often fixed radius are recorded. Research suggests that the amount of time spent at a sampling location increases standard error, especially at times greater than 10 minutes (Smith et al. 1997). Each count was limited to 10 minutes to minimize standard error introduced by double counting, flyovers, etc. Additionally, incidental flyovers were recorded separately from typical observations and each count was divided into three survey periods consisting of the first three minutes, minutes 3 to 5, and minutes 5 to 10. This time division was done to facilitate data analysis used to differentiate birds most likely to be permanent or temporary occupants of the study point from transients in the area surveyed.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service:  The dates selected may exclude migrants and wintering birds.  



Golden Eagle Surveys

The ApplicantApplicants participated in a joint program to conduct aerial surveys for golden eagles in and around Blythe and Desert Center, California. These surveys were conducted in two phases, with Phase 1 occurring on April 2-3, 2010 and Phase 2 occurring on May 14, 2010.  These surveys were conducted in accordance with applicable USFWS guidance and were designed to record and report occupancy (Phase I) and productivity (Phase II) of golden eagle nests within a ten-mile radius of four solar projects, including Sunlight’s Solar farm site. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These dates do not correlate with recommended time periods for surveys; the latter aerial survey (14 May 2010) is late to detect breeding GOEA in xeric habitats. Further, these dates are inconsistent with those reported by WRI (25-26 March and 2-3 April). Please reconcile. This also suggests that only one year of data were collected; at least 3 years of data are recommended.  



Although the primary purpose of the surveys was to conduct the first of two aerial surveys for golden eagles [Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (USFWS 2010)], the surveys also recorded data for other raptor species.  The data and results from these surveys are found in the Final Report, Golden Eagle Surveys Surrounding Four Proposed Energy Developments in the Mojave Desert Region, California (Wildlife Research Institute 2010). 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The number of aerial over-flights was recommended to be AT LEAST two flights; however, in most instances more survey work would be necessary to assess risk. Additionally, ground observations are recommended to augment data.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This document should be appended to the final ABPP. 



Raptor Nest Surveys

Surveys of the alternatives for all three main components of the Project site were conducted on April 23-24 and May 20, 2010 in accordance with draft State agency protocols for identifying raptor nests [California Energy Commission (CEC) and CDFG 2010].  These surveys include inspecting all potential structures and trees in the Project vicinity for the presence of raptor nests. The results from these nest surveys are incorporated in this document.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Again, from a chronology standpoint for desert habitat, this may be too late to be meaningful.




Bats

On February 17, 2010, Dr. Patricia Brown, desert bat expert who has conducted numerous bat surveys in the Project region, conducted a reconnaissance-level survey of the Project components. The purpose of this survey was to determine those bats species that might inhabit these project areas and to formulate avoidance and minimization measures for bat species to be used during the construction, O&M, and post-construction phases.




Incidental Sightings

During all Project biological surveys, all bird species were identified and/or tallied on standardized data forms (Ironwood Consulting 2010). These data were compiled in electronic databases and used to determine species present and variation throughout days, months and seasons.

Burrowing Owl

Phase I burrowing owl surveys were conducted in 2007 on the First Solar project components, and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Phase II focused surveys were conducted in 2008 and 2010 on the First Solar project components and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Results of these surveys are compiled in the Biological Resources Technical Report (Ironwood 2010). In addition, pre-construction surveys in September 2011 were conducted on both the solar farm and Red Bluff substation sites, following the Phase II and III protocols (Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993). 

4.3.2	Results

Results addressing the first 3three survey questions were compiled and are discussed below separately for passerines, raptors, and bats with a special discussion for special-status bird species listed on Table 1. The chart below shows those bird species that were recorded most frequently during all surveys of the solar farm site.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This table is illegible.  








Passerines

Most detections of passerine species were recorded in the morning hours between 0600 and 0800 and in the months of March and April in each year. These results are likely affected by the higher numbers of surveyors recording data during those months of the year, and that point counts were conducted in the morning hours as described in Ralph et al 1995. All passerine species were found in habitats that are present both on the solar farm site and gen-tie line, and on the SCE components; therefore any of these species may inhabit each of these Project components. Habitat quality does differ throughout the area, with the gen-tie line and SCE components in areas of sheet flow and scattered desert dry wash woodland, thus providing greater vegetation diversity and structure. The solar farm site has approximately 1,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitats that provide greater density and structure favored by most species, with the remaining approximately 2,921 acres poorer quality habitat with few species present and wide spaces between shrubs of stunted growth.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: According to the methods, surveys were only conducted in 2010. Correct?



Mortalities from the project are not expected with the inclusion of the avoidance and impact minimization measures required in the FEIS and discussed in Section 5.0 of this report and include protection of active nests until nest completion is documented. Avian species found on the solar farm site are highly mobile and were generally found in low numbers on the majority of the solar farm site. Thirty-eight passerine species have been recorded at the Project components (Table 3). The species indicated in bold type are special-status species discussed separately below.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Direct mortalities? Need to assess the risk of indirect effects from loss of foraging, nesting habitat and potential reproductive failure.



Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. ’Costa's hummingbirds feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 3). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  




Table 3.	Passerine Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Shouldn’t/couldn’t there be more data associated with this in a table? Also, observations appear to have some road-bias; per the map below (figure 3); is this a correct observation?

Jeep, what data do you want?

		Common Name

		Scientific name



		American robin

		Turdus migratorius



		Anna's hummingbird

		Calypte anna



		ash-throated flycatcher

		Myiarchus cinerascens



		barn swallow

		Hirundo rustica



		black-crowned night heron

		Nycticorax nycticorax



		black-tailed gnatcatcher

		Polioptila melanura



		black-throated sparrow

		Amphispiza bilineata



		blue-gray gnatcatcher

		Polioptila caerulea



		Brewer's blackbird

		Euphagus cyanocephalus



		Brewer's sparrow

		Spizella breweri



		Bullock's oriole

		Icterus bullockii



		common poorwill

		Phalaenoptilus nuttallii



		Costa's hummingbird

		Calypte costae



		Gambel’s quail

		Callipepla gambelii



		greater roadrunner

		Geococcyx californianus



		great-tailed grackle

		Quiscalus mexicanus



		horned lark

		Eremophila alpestris



		house finch

		Carpodacus mexicanus



		house wren

		Troglodytes aedon



		killdeer

		Charadrius vociferous



		LeConte’s thrasher

		Toxostoma lecontei



		lesser goldfinch

		Carduelis psaltria



		lesser nighthawk

		Chordeiles minor



		mourning dove

		Zenaida macroura



		northern flicker

		Colaptes auratus



		northern mockingbird

		Mimus polyglottos



		phainopepla

		Phainopepla nitens



		rock wren

		Salpinctes obsoletus



		northern rough-winged swallow

		Stelgidopteryx serripennis



		Say’s phoebe

		Sayonaris nigricans



		tree swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		verdin

		Auriparus flaviceps



		violet-green swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		western kingbird

		Tyraannus verticalis



		western meadowlark

		Sturnella neglecta



		white-crowned sparrow

		Zonotrichia leucophrys



		white-throated swift 

		Aeronautes saxatalis



		yellow-rumped warbler

		Dendroica coronata








Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 1). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  

Raptors

Thirteen raptor species (excluding common raven) are known to occur at the Project components (Table 4). The species in bold type are special-status species as shown on Table 1 with locations shown on Figure 13 for all species except burrowing owl, shown on Figure 24. Because the solar farm site and gen-tie line are located in the valley floor of the Chuckwalla Valley, most raptor species were observed as flyovers of the components as indicated on Table 4.



Table 4.	Raptor Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Cooper’s hawk and other nocturnal species are missing from this list and are likely to occur in the area.

		

Common Name

		

Scientific Name

		Approximate Number of Individuals



		

		

		Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		Red Bluff Substation and 

Related Components



		American kestrel

		Falco sparverius

		P

		P



		burrowing owl

		Athene cunicularia

		1*7

		0*



		ferruginous hawk 

		Buteo regalis

		1 flyover	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define flyover. 

Jeep, is there a definition of flyover? Is it commonly used when describing observations? 

		0



		golden eagle

		Aquila chrysaetos

		0

		0



		loggerhead shrike

		Lanius ludovicianus

		23

		6



		merlin

		Falco columbarius

		P

		P



		northern harrier

		Circus cyaneus

		2 flyovers

		0



		prairie falcon

		Falco mexicanus

		4 flyovers

		0



		red-tailed hawk

		Buteo jamaicensis

		P

		P



		sharp-shinned hawk

		Accipiter striatus

		P

		P



		Swainson’s hawk

		Buteo swainsonii

		18 flyovers	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Was this a single kettle or separate observations?

		0



		turkey vulture

		Cathartes aura

		P

		P





P = present at Project component (non-special-status species were not recorded by location)	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: It says above that incidental observations were recorded, where are the data if not here? Does this mean that observations were not documented?

*see burrowing owl discussion for more information







Burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. It is also a BCC species for which the USFWS is very concerned about fragmentation and displacement effects. Burrowing owls inhabit open dry grasslands and desert scrubs, and typically nest in mammal burrows although they may use man-made structures including culverts and debris piles. In the Project region, they are resident species and exhibit strong nest site fidelity. Burrowing owls eat insects, small mammals and reptiles. 



The Phase 1I assessment for burrowing owls concluded that suitable habitat for burrowing owls existed throughout the study area. During the Phase 2II burrow surveys, numerous suitable burrows were recorded on the solar farm site; however, three records of burrowing owl sign (i.e., burrow, white wash and pellets) were observed. One group of observations, which included one individual owl and two burrows with white wash and pellets, occurred approximately 1,500 feet east of the intersection of Gen-Tie A1 and highway 177. The two other individual owl sightings occurred approximately one mile north and 0.8 mile west of the solar farm site. One owl was observed east of the Red Bluff substation.



Owls observed were all individual adults and observations occurred during both spring and fall seasons. It is expected that the owls reside within the area and there is a high potential for pairs to occur. Phase 3 surveys will be performed prior to ground disturbing activities to determine the exact number of resident owls potentially affected by construction immediately prior to these activities.



Phase II and III pre-construction surveys found one potential burrowing owl burrow on the Red Bluff substation site, and seven individual single owls on the solar farm site. The burrow on the Red Bluff substation site was determined to be unoccupied and collapsed in a storm event on September 13, 2011.





Ferruginous hawk (Buteo regalis) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. This species typically nests in northern latitudes of North America and overwinters in southern regions. Migrant ferruginous hawks are a regular but uncommon during spring and fall in the California desert regions. Within the NECO planning area, ferruginous hawks have been observed overwintering in low numbers in the lower Colorado River Valley, Yuma Basin, West Mesa, and the agricultural areas of Imperial Valley (BLM 2002). Two sightings of migrating ferruginous hawks were recorded, one within the Solar farm site and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. Both observations occurred in March 2010 and consisted of flyovers. The golden eagle surveys performed by helicopter in spring 2010 did not observe presence of this species. Based on data reviewed and observations, it is not expected that ferruginous hawks utilize the study area for nesting or overwintering. This species may forage within the study area during migration. 



Golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) is a State Species of Special Concern and Fully Protected Species, is covered under the federal Bald and itGolden Eagle Protection Act (described in Section 1.2), and is addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. Golden eagles and their primary prey species, jackrabbits, have declined in the California desert regions due to prolonged drought conditions that have persisted since 1998 (WRI 2010). Breeding in Southern California starts in December and January, nest building and egg laying in February to March, and hatching and raising the young eagles occur from April through June. Once the young eagles are flying on their own, the adult eagles will continue to feed them and teach them to hunt until late November.





No golden eagle nests were found on or adjacent to the solar farm site or other Project components. Phase I occupancy surveys conducted in April 2010 detected 13 potentially-active nests within a ten mile radius of the Solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation, as shown on Figure 35. Of these, 4 nests were within Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP), with an additional three in steep hills west and above Eagle Mountain mine, nearly within the JTNP boundaries. These are located either on BLM lands or lands owned by Eagle Mountain Mine and the Kaiser Corporation. The remaining three potential nests were located south of Interstate 10 in the Chuckwalla Mountains, approximately 3 miles west and southwest from the proposed Red Bluff Substation. One observation of a golden eagle flyover of the Chuckwalla Valley was recorded during these surveys (WRI 2010).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define.  



Phase II productivity surveys determined that 12 of these 13 nests were inactive, with one active but non-reproductive nest located in the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area approximately 5 miles from the solar farm site boundary (Figure 35). No reproductive nests were located within the 10-mile radius of the solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation (WRI 2010).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Two late-season aerial surveys are insufficient to make this conclusion with any level of accuracy.  



During these surveys, there were additional raptor species observed within 10 miles of the solar farm site: turkey vultures, common ravens, prairie falcons, and Swainson’s hawks (WRI 2010).







Loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) is State Species of Special Concern and a year-round resident in parts of the Southern California desert. As a predatory bird its diet consists of insects, amphibians, small reptiles, small mammals, and other birds. One pair was observed approximately 0.2 miles northwest of the Solarsolar farm site. Observations of adults were made in both spring and fall, and one individual with first-year plumage was recorded in the fall. Based on the amount and nature of observations made during the surveys, loggerhead shrikes are year-round residents within the study area. Loggerhead shrikes were often observed perching on palo verde and ironwood trees as well as larger creosote bush shrubs and other structures including utility poles. 



Northern harrier (Circus cyaneus), a State Species of Special Concern, is a raptor species that occurs in a wide range of habitats throughout North America. In Southern California, harriers typically nest and forage in open habitats that provide adequate vegetative cover, suitable prey base, and scattered perches such as shrubs or fence posts (Shuford 2008). This species is often found near bodies of water and wetlands (CDFG 2010). Harriers are ground-nesting birds with suitable nesting habitat limited in the southern California desert (Shuford 2008). Three harriers were recorded: two within the Solar farm site, and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What sex were the Harriers which were reported; what time of year?  What were they doing?

Jeep, do we really expect them to sex the birds? If we ask for behavioral descriptions for this species, do we want them for all species?



Prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus) is State Species of Special Concern that breeds throughout the arid West from southern Canada to central Mexico. The overall distribution appears to be stable. Prairie falcons are found in areas of the dry interior where cliffs provide secure nesting sites. In the desert they are found in all vegetation types, although sparse vegetation provides the best foraging habitat. Prairie falcons were observed in the southwest corner of the solar farm site and approximately 1 mile east of the eastern boundary as flyovers. Two additional observations were recorded along the Gen-tie line, but not south of Interstate 10 (I-10) near the Red Bluff Substation alternatives or related components. During aerial surveys for golden eagles, two prairie falcons were recorded within 10 miles of the Solar farm site near the boundary of Eagle Mountain Mine and Joshua Tree National Park (WRI 2010). One location was an active, reproductive nest in 2010 with unknown nest success (Figure 3). No prairie falcon nests were observed within any Project areas.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Prairie falcons, or prairie falcon territories?  Were prairie falcons detected during any of the point counts?    Where were prairie falcons detected hunting?

Jeep, it doesn’t say they were hunting…



Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsonii) is state-listed (threatened) raptor species that breeds in much of western North America. Within California, nesting occurs primarily in the Central Valley and northern territoriesCounties; however, regular nesting also occurs in the high desert between the Tehachapi Mountains and Lancaster. This species winters in southern South America with a migration route of over 20,000 miles (Woodbridge 2008). Arrival at breeding areas generally occurs from late February to early May depending on geographical characteristics of the breeding area (Woodbridge 2008). Nest sites have not been documented in the Sonoran Desert of California. This species was observed within the study area during migration. Three incidental records were documented on April 9, 2010 during botanical and baseline surveys. Two observations were of individual Swainson’s hawks and the third observation consisted of a group of over ten birds. All individuals were seen in flight overhead within or near the Solar Farm boundaries. Additionally, Swainson’s hawks were observed during golden eagle surveys near Chuckwalla Mountains [two individuals (March 26 and April 3, 2010)], Coxcomb Mountains [fourteen individuals (April 2, 2010)], and Palen Mountains [four individuals (March 25, 2010)] (WRI 2010). This species is not expected to nest or overwinter within the study area.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Were any fall surveys conducted?

Bats

Dr. Brown’s results indicate that pallid bats and western pipistrelles could roost in small rocks on the ground on the solar farm site alternatives. Radio-telemetry surveys have shown that hoary bats will roost in palo verde trees and ironwoods and that California leaf-nosed bats might roost in the limited areas of ironwood trees between foraging bouts. These tree species are found within the small areas of desert dry wash woodland on the gen-tie line and Red Bluff Substation and related components.



Desert dry wash woodland attracts foraging bats due to increased insect concentration.  This is especially true for California leaf-nosed bats and pallid bats that feed on large insects they glean off the foliage. Roosts for these species have been identified in mines in the Eagle and Coxcomb Mountains, both within 16 kilometers (10 miles) of the solar farm site.

4.4	Risk Assessment

Potential direct impacts could occur without the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures incorporated in to the Project through Applicant measuresMeasures and mitigation measuresMitigation Measures as described in the FEIS (see Section 1.0). Some of the measures described in this document are in addition to those presented in the FEIS as the Applicants continue to address concerns regarding avian and bat species and meet changing requirements. With the incorporation of these measures, the Project is not expected to cause any prohibited “take” or “disturbance” of any species protected by the BGEPA or MBTA.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: A more thorough analysis should support this conclusion. How will AM/MMs reduce the likelihood of take or disturbance and loss of foraging habitat? Explanations of how the applicant expects the measures to be effective in reducing take should be articulated for each section below.



4.4.1	Site-Specific Threats

Based on the results of the site-specific surveys combined with additional regional surveys and information, the potential for take was assessed for the following site-specific threats (USFWS 2010):

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays;

2. Transmission line, power tower, meteorological tower, or guy line collision;

3. Electrocution potential;

4. Territory abandonment;

5. Nest and roost site disturbances;

6. Habitat loss and fragmentation; and

7. Disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility.



Due to the nature of the Project (as a photovoltaic solar facility) and its components, the following threats are not likely to occur:

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays,

2. Potential collisions from power towers, meterological towers, and guy lines 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Birds have been documented colliding with heliostats per McCrary et al., so the potential certainly exists here.

3. Electrocution potential	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This could occur on the gen-tie.



Potential threats from direct transmission line collisions for avian species and bats could occur without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0.



Without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0, nest and roost site disturbances and territory abandonment could occur due to direct nest removal during vegetation removal activities; and indirect disturbance from construction-related noise, lighting, and dust. 

  

Although no nests would be directly taken with the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures for the Project, habitat loss and fragmentation would occur due to the loss of approximately 4,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitat, and up to 200 acres of desert wash woodland habitat. The loss of these habitats would prevent avian and bat species from using the Project areas for foraging, nesting, or overwintering, and these species and habitat uses would likely remain in adjacent large habitat areas including those areas restricted from development between the Project and Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) and within the park itself (over 1,000,000 acres of protected adjacent similar habitats).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Potential indirect impacts from the loss of foraging habitat, such as reduced reproductive output/success should be addressed in this risk assessment.



Potential disturbance due to ongoing human activity presence at the facility is likely to be extremely small because the Project is photovoltaic in nature and has no moving components. The estimatedwould be attributed to long-term human presence on the facility, which is estimated at 12-15 individuals related to security and maintenance activities, as described in the FEIS. The avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0 include measures for the O&M phase of the Project.



Impacts to bats include potential direct impacts to ground nesting species (pallid bats and western pipistrelles) and the potential for the removal of trees with activethat could support bat colonies. at the solar farm site and/or Red Bluff Substation. Indirect impacts could potentially occur from removal of foraging habitat. Indirect impacts could also potentially occur, or from increased human activity, noise, nighttime lighting, and dust. 



Although temporary construction ponds will be constructed at the solar farm site, these ponds will have netting secured around the top of the pond fencing to discourage bats and birds from using water at these ponds.

4.4.2	Cumulative Impacts

The FEIS lists those projects considered as part of the cumulative impact analysis. Cumulative effects discussed in this document include those which have been or will be carried out throughout the anticipated life of the project, and, where practicable and reasonable, should include the impacts from all threats for which the BLM and/or Applicants have some form of control. Potential long-term cumulative indirect effects include the potential removal of nesting, roosting, and foraging habitat for avian and bat species.



For passerine species, nesting and foraging habitats are focused on smaller home ranges near nest sites and available forage. As described above for site-specific threats, vegetation removal would occur within these home ranges, using avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0 to eliminate the take of these species or active nests. The Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide similar habitats and abundant nesting and foraging opportunities for these species, therefore, cumulative effects are unlikely to be significant.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This fails to analyze the impact of the cumulative effects of this project in addition to other projects and activities that are extant or planned in the project area and relies upon the adjacent JTNP as a “refuge”.

Cumulative effects for GOEA should be analyzed out to at least 140 miles from the project footprint.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What cumulative effects exist with regard to JTNP?  



Raptor species (excluding golden eagles and ravens) have larger home ranges and forage over large distances. Due to the development of this Project and other regional projects there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat. This loss is not expected to be significant, or cause prohibited take because it represents a small percentage of the total foraging area regionally available for these species (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for raptors, and more suitable habitats for nesting for most raptor species.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This conclusion should include a discussion of the data and what is known about raptor use in JTNP. Is it feasible that the Park can support displaced individuals and nesting pairs of various species of raptors?  



Golden eagles forage in an area extending up to 225 kilometers (140 miles) from the Project boundaries.their territory centroids. Although there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat from the development of alternative energy projects and other regional projects discussed in the FEIS, this loss is not expected to be significant, or to cause prohibited “disturbance” or “taking,” because it is only a small percentage of the total foraging area (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provides appropriate habitats for nesting (which the Project dies not), and appropriate habitats for foraging.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This is incorrect; 140 miles is considered to be the average dispersal distance of young, and does not indicate the forage distance from a nest site.    In xeric habitat, GOEA are believed to forage out to 10 miles from their territory centroid.   In instances of higher quality, undisturbed habitat that has presence of rabbits/hares/scurids, the forage distance may be less.   	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The document should include an analyze of the amount of habitat that will be lost to construction of proposed projects using FWS guidance; i.e. within 140 air miles. The list of proposed ground-disturbing projects, in addition to extant sources of mortality/disturbance is extensive, and should be considered in light of extant GOEA habitat availability. Additionally, GOEA are more sensitive to human disturbance; therefore, fragmentation of habitats may have a more pronounced effect on individuals and populations.

Jeep, after our discussion, it sounds like not even we have a good idea about what these kinds of losses mean to the species. Certainly, the numbers should be provided, but we should ask for an explanation of what it means right now.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define; GOEA have particular habitat preferences.

Jeep, we should provide info on hab preferences.



For bat species, potential cumulative impacts are discussed for an area 16 kilometers (10 miles) from the boundaries of the Proposed Project. These include the potential for combined direct effects of the removal of individuals and occupied nests of ground nesting species such as pallid bats and western pipistrelles from project construction. In addition, the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for bats, and many areas that are more suitable habitats for nesting for bat species.








5.0.	Project Design Conservation Measures	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Suggest moving any applicable FEIS mitigation measures each respective section below so that the statements made herein are substantiated.

The Applicants have sited and designed the Project components to avoid and minimize impacts to avian and bat species whenever possible. All discussions below of macro- and micro-siting considerations, nest site buffers and conservation measures during the construction and O&M phases of the Project will apply to both Applicants and all Project components.



The Applicants have worked to site Project components to have the least impacts to bird and bat populations with the goal of avoiding any take of migratory birds and bats and/or minimize the loss, destruction, or degradation of migratory bird and bat habitat by placing projects in areas of lower quality habitat to the maximum extent practicable. 

5.1	Project Siting

The process of siting of Project components included both macro- and micro-siting considerations.

5.1.1	Macro-Siting

Macro-siting considerations for the Project components were conducted in 2007 during initial surveys, and were refined in 2008 after the collection of the initial large data sets for the Project. In 2007, Pinto Wash, which bisects the requested Right-of-Way grant, was removed from development consideration. At this time, other larger areas of desert wash woodland were also removed from site consideration because these habitats support greater vegetation structure, density and diversity and are likely to support greater numbers of species and individuals than other habitats in the ROW area. Macro-siting considerations for the Project components also included the avoidance of:



· Locations with federally or state listed, or otherwise designated sensitive species, and areas managed for the conservation of listed species

Project components avoid DWMAs, CHU, and ACECs to the extent possible and were sited in the area of lowest known concentration for special-status species available.

· Areas frequently used for daily bird and bat movements (i.e., areas between roosting and feeding sites)

Areas of desert wash woodland were identified and avoided by Project components to the greatest extent possible, particularly the avoidance of larger expanses of this habitat found in the Pinto and Big Wash areas.

· Breeding and wintering eagle use areas

These areas were identified and avoided for all Project components. Valley floor areas such as the proposed Solar farm site do not provide wintering or breeding habitatnest or roost sites for eagles, but may provide foraging habitat for resident and non-resident golden eagles and other raptor species.

· Known migration flyways for birds and bats

Pinto Wash is a known bat migration corridor with impacts to this area avoided by the siting of the Solar farm site.

· Areas near known bat hibernacula, breeding, and maternity/nursery colonies

No known areas are found with the footprint of the Project components.

· Fragmentation of large, contiguous tracts of wildlife habitat (Canadian Wildlife Service 2006a and 2006b)



Many desert special status avian and bat species require large undisturbed areas that are highly sensitive to fragmentation effects. In siting the Project components, all areas with greater vegetation structure, density and diversity were avoided or reduced to the extent possible. These areas included desert wash woodlands and areas of creosote bush scrub that overlay stabilized geological features and support greater density and diversity of vegetation.

5.1.2	Micro-Siting

Micro-siting considerations for the Project components were begun in 2008 and actively continued as further wildlife surveys were conducted and through informal meetings with the BLM, USFWS and CDFG throughout the Project’s planning process. The siting of the solar farm was further reduced between the Draft EIS and FEIS in response to concerns from the public and agencies involved in the process. Beyond continuing to refine the boundaries of the solar farm, additional considerations of micro-siting included:

· Avoiding features that attract raptors (areas supporting tall perching structures including trees, utility poles, etc.)



+By avoiding minimizing impacts to desert wash woodland areas and avoiding Pinto Wash, the Projectsolar farm avoided areas with tree layers. TheIn addition, the Applicants have designed features to reduce perching by raptors whenever possible.

· Avoiding features that attract migrant birds (e.g., water sources, riparian vegetation) Minimize the potential for enhancing habitats suitable for raptor prey species such as rodents that would likely attract raptors to the project site



Project components are not adjacent to landscape features that attract migrant birds such as water sources. Project construction and O&M phases will minimize the potential for creating habitats suitable for rodents, such as rock piles, that could attract raptors.

5.2	Buffer Zones

Buffer zones have been established through the FEIS Applicant and Mitigation Measures to protect raptor and other bird nests, areas of high bird and bat use, and known bat roosts from disturbance related to the construction of the solar farm. 



Clearance surveys will be conducted within 30 days prior to vegetation removal in project areas to locate any active nests, burrowing owl burrows, or bat roosts. Vegetation removal will occur outside of the breeding season for special-status bird and bats species to the extent possible. If any active nests, roosts or burrows are located during these surveys, buffer zones will be established as described in the FEIS to protect these areas.



A Lead Avian and Bat Biologist, working under the Designated Biologist, will be assigned to ensure all buffer zones are correctly established and to monitor nest activity and determine when each nest or burrowing owl burrow has fledged or failed. This individual will also be responsible for all data collected for these buffer zones, nests, roosts and burrows.




5.2.1	Passerines

Buffer distances for passerine nests will consider species, terrain, habitat type, and activity level as these features relate to the bird alert distance and bird flight initiation distance (Whitfield et al. 2008). Buffer size distance was coordinated throughout the FEIS process and is established in the FEIS as established at approximately 100 meters from any active nest (330 feet). The Lead Avian Biologist will may determine that a smaller or larger distance is necessary under individual circumstances such as topography and type of construction activities. 



The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the Lead Avian Biologist has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.

5.2.2	Raptors and Eagles

Project-related disturbances such as construction noise, lighting and dust will be avoided within 500 feet from the solar farm site forof an active raptor nest and within one mile for an active eagle nest (excluding common ravens). Any changes in this buffer distance would be determined by the Lead Avian Biologist for the Project and submitted to USFWS, BLM, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components) for approval. Any nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.



For the Red Bluff substation and related components, the specific landscape features of steep terrain and ridgelines between construction activities and nest sites may dictate reduced buffers (Richardson and Miller 1997).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please clarify how this reference justifies a reduced buffer; 1-mile buffers may be insufficient to ensure reproductive success given the anthropogenic activity at the scale of this project.

Also, this paper is not primary source, but a compilation of multiple other papers are dated and may not reflect current scientific understanding of eagles and sensitivity to disturbance. 



Surveys for golden eagle nests will be conducted during each year of construction that occurs within the nesting season. These surveys will be completed in accordance with current USFWS guidance and protocols (currently Pagel et al. 2010) under the Golden Eagle Surveys and Nest Site Monitoring Plan discussed below in Section 7.0.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Monitoring of non-breeding eagles outside of the nesting season should also be conducted. Monitoring of documented territories should continue post project construction to determine if nesting territories continue to be occupied, or are abandoned due to direct, indirect or cumulative effects of the project implementation.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: It is our understanding that surveys for GOEA were not conducted in 2011; one season of limited survey days does not provide a robust data set. Pagel et al. 2010 appears to have been misinterpreted with regard to eagle surveys.  The existing data lack additional breeding information, knowledge of non-breeding GOEA, and habitat use at or near the project area, thereby making the analysis of direct, indirect, and cumulative effects and risk characterization for GOEA suspect.

5.2.3	Burrowing Owls

For burrowing owls, Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction unit and within a 150-meter (500 foot) buffer area. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 100 meters (330 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged. Outside the nesting season or after determining a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within 1 mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls using accepted methods for excluding owls from burrows such as one-way doors or otherwise ensuring owls are not in burrows while burrows are collapsed; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation, including the number and original location of each owl, and known additional locations for each individual.

5.2.4	Bats

Construction activities will avoid any bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula found during clearance surveys. No bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula have been located during surveys conducted at the Project components between 2008 and 2011. Appropriate buffer distances will be established by the Lead Avian Biologist in consideration of the disturbance type, distance to roost or hibernacula, time of year of, and the duration of the disturbance.

5.3	Appropriate Facility Design	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Again, applicable FEIS measures should be incorporated here for better readability of the document.

Many conservation measures have been incorporated into the design of Project facilities, as suggested in USFWS 2010, in an attempt to reduce the potential effects of Project on avian and bat populations, including:



1. Avoid using lattice-type structures, placing external ladders and platforms on towers to minimize perching and nesting.

The use of lattice towers, platforms, and ladders will be minimized to the extent practicable. The use of lattice structures will only be used on the solar farm site for a lookout tower, which will be frequently used (this deterring use by raptors and other birds), and will be frequently checked for the presence of nests. 



Although lattice structures will be used by SCE for their Project components, these will be in an area designated as a utility corridor that currently supports numerous transmission lines, including those on lattice towers, such as DPV1. The Project would not cause a significant increase on the number of lattice towers within this corridor.



2. Implement measures to reduce or buffer adverse noise effects associated with operation of the facility on surrounding wildlife habitat. Noise impacts to birds (Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008) have generally been found to be negative; therefore facility design should take this fact into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats.

The Project utilizes photovoltaic panel technology which has little potential for noise impacts. Noise effects have been extensively studiesstudied and includeincluded in the FEIS, and continued noise monitoring will be conducted during construction. Noise impacts during construction would include noise generated from the operation of construction equipment and construction vehicles. The O&M phase of the Project would have little or no noise for both the solar farm and SCE components.



3. Avoid the use of guy wires for all meteorological towers and do not light them unless the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requires them to be lit, which is generally >60 meters (>199 ft) AGL in height. Any necessary guy wires should be marked with recommended bird deterrent devices (APLIC 1994, USFWS 2000).

No meteorological towers or guy wires or line are included in the Project.



4. If structures (>60 meters [>199 ft] AGL) require lights for aviation safety, the minimum amount of pilot warning and obstruction avoidance lighting specified by the FAA should be used (FAA 2007). All lights within the facility should illuminate synchronously. Lighting of the boundary of the facility is most important as an aviation safety warning. Unless otherwise requested by the FAA, use only the minimum number of strobed, strobe-like or blinking red incandescent lights of minimum intensity. No steady burning lights should be used on facility infrastructures (Gehring et al. 2009).

Any such lighting at the Project facilities would follow this guidance. SCE facilities are not planned greater than 185 feet in height.



5. Facility lights should be focused downward to reduce skyward illumination. Lights should be equipped with motion detectors to reduce continuous illumination. 

All lighting used at Projectboth the solar farm and SCE project facilities will be downcast and would be used only when necessary, when appropriate by installing motion detectors, depending on safety concerns. The projectsolar farm has prepared a Lighting Mitigation Plan in consultation with the Night Sky Program Manager for the National Park Service in order to limit skyward illumination. 



6. Where feasible, place electric power lines underground or on the surface as insulated, shielded wire to avoid electrocution of birds. Use recommendations of the Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) for any required above-ground lines, transformers, or conductors.

Power lines will be in accordance with Avian Power Line Interaction Committee guidelines. 



7. Avoiding the creation of roads to minimize further loss and fragmentation of migratory bird habitat.

New roads associated with Project activities will be kept to a minimum. Roads associated with the solar farm site will be within the Project fence. Roads associated with the gen-tie line have been designed to be the shortest distance possible, such as using spur roads to tower sites from Kaiser Road instead of the creation of a new road along the gen-tie line. Red Bluff substation and related components will use existing roads to the maximum extent possible.



8. If evaporation ponds are required for the operation of the facility, placement of netting over the surface of the ponds is encouraged to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface.

Temporary construction ponds will be used only during the construction phase and will be covered with netting to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface. These ponds are not used for evaporation.  



9. Reducing the attractiveness of solar reflectors to polarotactic water insects (those attracted to polarized light) (Horvath et al. 2010) will help reduce the attractiveness of these facilities to birds and bats. 

Monitoring conducted during the construction and O&M phases of the Project is discussed in Section 7.0 and will assist in determining whether the Project’s photovoltaic panels attract water insects, which in turn could attract birds and bats. If it is determined that water insect are attracted to these facilities, BLM, USFWS, and CDFG will be contacted to determine appropriate adaptive management techniques to reduce this threat.


6.0	Conservation Measures

The conservation measures discussed in this section include those in the FEIS and those presented in USFWS guidance (2010).

6.1	Construction Phase Conservation Measures

Conservation measures that will be implemented by the Project that relate to bird conservation include:

1. Minimize permanent disturbance area such as creating unneeded access roads. Construction of the gen-tie line and other linear Project features will avoid vegetation clearing, and grading whenever possible.

2. All vegetationVegetation within the Project footprint that will be disturbed will be cleared outside of the bird breeding season to the maximum extent practicable. If the Project plans vegetation removal within the bird breeding season, it would be because desert tortoise (a federally and state threatened species) tortoise protection measures and timing may take precedence, or that reason for work to be completed during the breeding season were beyond the Applicant’sApplicant's’ control. If such an occurrence happenedhappens, the Applicants wouldwill communicate with BLM, USFWS, and CDFG that all reasonable and practicable efforts to complete work outside the bird breeding season were attempted.

When vegetation removal cannot take place outside of the breeding season and a reasonable explanation was provided to BLM, USFWS and CDFG, the Lead Avian Biologist or a person under their direct supervision would be on site during construction activities to locate active nests, establish avoidance buffers around active nests, watch for new nesting activity, and if necessary stop construction when noise and general activity threaten to disturb an active nest.  All active nests of protected birds (e.g., MBTA, ESA, state protected) would not be disturbed until after nest outcome is complete.

3. During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active nest locations would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 330 feet (100 meters) as discussed in the Project’s FEIS. Buffer areas may be larger if the Project’s lead Avian Biologist determines the need for a larger buffer area due to type of activity, species, or habitat considerations. Regardless of seasonal timing of construction, active nests will be flagged and nests avoided, with special attention paid to the nesting season of most avian species (February 15 – May 15). Avoidance areas will remain in place until it is determined that nest outcome is complete.

During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active bat colonies would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 165 feet (50 meters). Whenever possible, these areas will be avoided by construction activities. 

4. Discussions of nest avoidance for passerines, raptors, and golden eagles will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will be included in the Worker Environmental Awareness Plan (WEAP) training briefings. Bat colony avoidance discussions will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will also be included in WEAP training briefings. Training will include identification of avoidance areas and requirements for these areas.

5. The Project will follow APLIC guidelines for overhead utilities (APLIC 1994) to the extent practicable.). SCE structures will be built with sufficient conductor separation and other protection devices.

6. Construction activities will be conducted in a manner consistent with reducing fire danger.

7. During construction, all trash will be removed promptly and disposed of properly to avoid creating attractive nuisances for birds and bats.

8. Appropriate control measures will be implemented to prevent the introduction and spread of invasive plant species with and surrounding the project area (see the Project’s Integrated Weed Management Plan – Ironwood Consulting, 2010).

9. Only plants native to the area for will be used seeding or planting during habitat revegetation and/or restoration efforts.

10. As part of this document, a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan (Section 7.1.2) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-5 in the FEIS. This plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such overhead power lines and solar panels. 

11. As part of this document, a Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan (Section 7.1.3) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-6 in the FEIS. 

6.2	Operations and Maintenance Conservation Measures

During the O&M phase of the Project, conservation measures will be used to reduce the attractiveness of the facility to breeding, migrating, and wintering birds and bats to ensure mortality is minimized:

1. The Project will not create or maintain attraction features for birds and /or bats by removing and disposing of road kills near the Project of carrion that attracts raptors and other scavengers to the site, regularly removing vegetation around larger facilities such as substations to reduce raptor foraging, and eliminating open water sources after the construction phase of the Project. 

2. The Project will minimize the use of lighting that could attract migrating birds and bats (feeding on concentrations of insects at lights). All nighttime lighting will be within 800 meters (0.5 mile) of the Project facilities. Lighting will be kept to the minimum level necessary for safety and security. High intensity, steady burning, bright lights such as sodium vapor or spotlights will not be used on Project facilities.

3. The Project will minimize anthrogenicanthropogenic noise which been found to be negative for birds (e.g., Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008), though not all species are affected to the same degree (Brumm 2004). Therefore facility design should take this into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats. During the operation of these energy facilities, means to buffer, muffle, or otherwise dampen any anthropogenic noise pollution that exceeds ambient noise should be fully explored.


7.0	Post-Construction Monitoring 

The objective of post-construction monitoring is to validate the pre-construction risk assessment and to provide data for the Applicants to use in implementing adaptive management based on the monitoring results.  All of the measures in this section apply to both Applicants.



Monitoring objectives include:

1. Estimating bird and bat fatalities due to Project related activities.

2. Assessing bird use of evaporation ponds.

3. Assessing changes in bird and bat behavior due to all aspects of facility operation (noise, lighting, etc.).

4. Assessing territorial abandonment, nest avoidance, and changes in population status within and adjacent to the project footprint.

5. Assessing whether conservation measures implemented for the project were adequate.

7.1	Monitoring Design

7.1.1	Duration and Timing

This program will be conducted during construction and for at least 3 years post-construction during the operations and maintenance phase of the Proposed Project to attempt to capture differences in parameters due to seasonal and annual variability. The monitoring program will be extended to 5 years post-construction or longer, if:

1. Mortality level triggers are reached or (more than 40 individual birds have been killed or injured that were attributable to activities at the solar farm and related components, or 10 at SCE project components); or 

2. The Project resultsAny project activities result in the mortality otake of a listed species or eagle. 



Monitoring will include data collection during breeding, wintering, and migration periods because bird and bat use of areas will vary seasonally.

7.1.2	Study Components

The long-term monitoring program for measuring raptor and bat incidence at the Project site will consist of:

1. Recording incidental sightings, 

2. Mortality studies by implementing the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan

3. Conducting seasonal point counts, and 

4. Conducting annual nest surveys. 

Incidental Sightings

Throughout the construction and operation phases of the Proposed Project, all incidental sightings of special-status bird species, and all raptors and bats will be recorded. During construction, all sightings will be recorded by biological monitors. The Lead Avian Biologist will be tasked with keeping records and reporting these results (as described in Section 7.4).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please clarify how data from incidental sightings will be used (or not).




Mortality Studies (Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan)

Mortality Studies will be conducted within all Projectsolar farm and SCE project components to determine any monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such the gen-tie line and, solar panels. , or SCE facilities. 



Study methodology includes:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This section should be more detailed including specific methods, sample sizes, and quantification to ascertain searcher efficiency and inherent survey bias’.

1. Selection of study sites for both solar farm and SCE project components,

2. Mortality searches at each study site, including accepted methodology and frequency

3. Reporting and adaptive management

Selection of Study Sites

These studies will be conducted at a minimum of twelve study sites within solar farm and related components and within a minimum of three control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the study area. All areas of the Red Bluff Substation accessible will be included, as well as two sites selected along the access road and loop-in area; and two along the distribution line, with one control site related to the SCE project components.

Mortality Searches

Mortality surveys will be completed weeklybi-monthly post-construction in each Project phasestudy site for a period of 1one year. After one year, these studies will be conducted monthly for at least an additional two years, completing the 3three-year post-construction monitoring period. These studies will be conducted at a minimum of 12 sites within all Project componentsfollow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and within a minimumwill include an assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, and a carcass collection protocol and an assessment of 3 control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the Project areascarcass scavenger rates.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This is unclear. Please revise. Also, see USFWS mortality monitoring protocol.



These studies will follow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and will include:

· An assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, 

· A carcass collection protocol and an assessment of carcass scavenger rates, and 

· Detailed specifications on data (see data collection flow charts and example data sheets submitted to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG), 





Data will be collected using handheld data recorders and/or paper data sheets. All data will be scanned and entered into the Project database that will be submitted as part of the annual reporting for both the solar farm and the SCE project components. Reporting will be conducted as described in Section 7.4 below.



If monitoring determines that bird mortality caused by solar facilities may be having potentially adverse impacts on special-status bird avian populations (by exceeding mortality triggers discussed above), the ApplicantApplicants will implement adaptive management strategies such as installing additional bird flight diverters alterations to project components that have been identified as key mortality features. If adaptive management actions are implemented, mortality studies will continue for an additional year post-construction until a reduction in mortality to a level comparable to control sites is documented.

Seasonal Point Counts

Point Counts will continue to be conducted using the same methods that were used in baseline point counts (Section 3.0). These point counts will be conducted once during each season of each year (excluding summer) during construction and for the 3-year post-construction period.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This method should be updated; point counts as currently described have no utility for GOEA or raptor observation, and should not be used for these species.

Jeep, we should tell them how to collect the monitoring data. Can we?




Nest Surveys

Annual nest surveys will be conducted each spring during construction between March 15 and June 1, using two surveys separated by at least 30 days. All Project-related infrastructure (e.g.; fence posts, transmission towers, and buildings) would be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. Nest locations may also be detected via incidental sightings or during point count surveys.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Is this appropriate timing for the Desert?  If so, please provide data which suggests that most passerines are attending their nests during this time period.

Jeep, we should provide appropriate dates.



During nest surveys, the ground under all raptor and raven nests will be inspected for the presence shells of juvenile tortoises or other evidence or predation of desert tortoise. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These surveys should also include utility poles.

7.1.3	Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan 

In addition to project-specific mortality monitoring studies the ProjectApplicants will monitor golden eagles separately to ensure that potential take (e.g., mortality and habitat disturbance) golden eagles mortality is adequately assessed. For each year during construction, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities will be conducted to determine whether any territory is active occupied (Pagel et al. 2010). Data collected during the inventory shall include: 

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



If an occupied nest is detected during construction within 10 miles of any Project component, the Applicant for that component will implement adaptive management strategies in cooperation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG (and CPUC if an SCE component) for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles (Pagel et al. 2010). Triggers for additional adaptive management requirements will include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, such as agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define and describe.  

7.2	Nest Management	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Per the guidance, “Each facility should have protocols in place on how to manage nests established on any part of the facility (see APLIC 2006). Eagle nests should be addressed per the Service’s 2007 National Bald Eagle Management Guidelines” This is not articulated here or in section 7.1.

Project facilities will manage nests established on any part of the facility as described throughout this document. Eagle nests will be addressed as described in Section 7.1 above.

7.3	Risk Assessment Validation

Using data collected throughout this process, the ProjectApplicants will attempt to validate the identified risks of the project. The validation process will consider:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: But how will these questions be answered?

1. Whether the documented mortality rate post-construction is higher, lower, or as expected, compared to the pre-construction risk assessment.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will this be determined?  The initial data is fraught with problems.

Jeep, can we say how it should be determined?

2. Whether conservation measures are adequate to minimize bird and/or bat mortality to the maximum extent practicable? 

3. Would additional conservation measures be likely to reduce mortality rates?

4. Do documented mortality rates trigger adaptive management actions?



The results of this validation assessment would be discussed in Project reporting, described in Section 7.4 below.

7.4	Reporting

Quarterly e-mail summaries of all biological monitoring activities will be submitted to BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CDFGCPUC (for SCE project components) by the Designated Biologist. One section of these summaries will focus on reporting for the long-term monitoring program for raptors (including owls) and bats. This section will include results of the study components of monitoring conducted during the previous quarter, and a discussion of any unusual circumstances noted. These reports may also include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.

 

On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to the BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for the BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG,CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE project components) in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1 of each year. This annual report will summarize all quarterly reports and be submitted via e-mail by the Designated Biologist. After this report is submitted, an annual meeting will be held between the BLM, USFWS, Applicants, CDFG, and CDFGCPUC to review the annual monitoring report and discuss monitoring results and conservation measures, including any adaptive management implemented or recommended.






8.0	Key Resources and References

8.1	Key Resources

Key resources include the team of proponent personnel, biological monitors and agency personnel who will work together to ensure the success of the protection, avoidance, and minimization of impacts to bird and bat species during the construction and operations and maintenance phases of the Project. The names and contact information for key personnel are provided below.



Project Proponents

Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC

1111 Broadway St, 4th Floor

Oakland, CA 94607

(510) 625-7400

Contact:  Amanda Beck

ABeck@firstsolar.com



Southern California Edison

1218 South 5th Avenue

Monrovia, CA 91016

(626) 260-6040

Contact: Paul Yamazaki

Paul.Yamazaki@sce.com


Biological Monitoring

Ironwood Consulting

1412 S. Center St.

Redlands, CA 92373

(909) 798-0330

Contact: Kathy Simon

Kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com



Bureau of Land Management

California Desert District Office

22835 Calle San Juan De Los Lagos

Moreno Valley, CA 92553-9046

(951) 697-5223

Contact: Kim Marsden

Kim_Marsden@BLM.gov 





U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office

6010 Hidden Valley Rd., 101

Carlsbad, CA 92011

760.431.9440 x 354 phone

Contact: Jody Fraser

jody_fraser@fws.gov



California Department of Fish and Game

Inland Deserts Region

3602 Inland Empire Blvd Suite C220

Ontario, CA 91764

(909) 484-0167

Contact: Magdalena Rodriguez

mcrodriguez@dfg.ca.gov
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From: Jody Fraser

To: Amedee Brickey

cc: Ashleigh Blackford; Pete Sorensen; Erin McCarthy

Subject: Desert Sunlight ABPP
Date: 12/27/2011 05:30 PM
Importance: High
Attachments: 20111227_Desert Sunlight ABPP - comparison for USFWS 14Dec2011 FWS 

comments.docx 

Hi Amedee, 
I hope you enjoyed your holiday...now it's back to the grind. We completed 
our second (Eric Kershner reviewed an early draft last year) field-level 
review of the attached document and wanted to run our comments by Mig 
Birds before transmitting to the BLM/applicant. We are asking for quite a 
bit more detail than they provide -- it appears to me that Ironwood mostly 
cut and paste our guidance template into their document without filling it in 
with any substantive information. Incidentally, the project description 
includes the mitigation measure that requires drafting of an ABPP by a 
"qualified" biologist; it is my understanding that Kathy Simon of Ironwood 
Consulting does not specialize in avian species, but more on desert tortoise 
and Mohave ground squirrel, which may explain why there are so many 
gaps in the plan.  
 
We remain confused about how hard to push solar developers/applicants 
for a substantive plan that will truly result in conservation given we still 
don't know how to address the large losses of foraging habitat from solar 
project either via a take (disturbance) permit for GOEA or compensation 
that is not nested with dt or BUOW. We thought we'd try to set the bar a 
bit higher for this plan even though the project is already under 
construction -- but since we're no longer under the fast-track gun on this 
one, it seems appropriate to make the plan what we really want it to be. It 
may be appropriate to call a meeting with the agencies, FS, and their 
consultant to clearly articulate where the plan is lacking and how to bring it 
up to snuff. Please let me know what you think as soon as possible. There 
is nothing in the August 2010 ROD relative to timeline of an accepted ABPP 
(it simply states FS has drafted one), but the 2010 BLM IM states that one 
would come prior to the ROD. 
Thanks, Amedee. 
Jody 
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   AVIAN AND BAT PROTECTION PLAN	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Overall the document is fragmented relative to the avoidance, minimization, mitigation, and conservation measures. These measures should be consolidated into one section and any redundancies omitted or merged.

Also, this document is largely the FWS guidance cut and pasted without any of the necessary details. Providing project-specific data, analysis (risk assessment) including how minimization measures reduce risk, and procedures for validating risk is recommended. Also, inclusion of a more substantive adaptive management strategy is recommended.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Finally, we recommend that an ornithologist with relevant expertise in avian species, particularly raptor biology and conservation, be consulted on the technical aspects of the plan, particularly regarding mortality monitoring, statistical validation of any monitoring strategy, and the adaptive management component.
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1.0	INTRODUCTIONIntroduction 

This section provides a brief summary of the project description for the Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC (ApplicantSunlight) and Southern California Edison (SCE) project (jointly the “Applicants”). A complete description of the project is found in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project California Desert Conservation Area Plan Amendment and Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) (BLM 2011).



The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) issued of a right-of-way (ROW) grant authorizing the construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (Project). The Project covers less than 4,176 acres (ac) and is located in Riverside County, California, approximately 6 miles north of the rural community of Desert Center and approximately (10.5 kilometers or 6.5 miles north of the Interstate 10 corridor (Figure 1). The Project consists of three main components 1) a 550-megawatt (MW) solar photovoltaic (PV) generating facility (Solar Farm), 2) a 220-kilovolt (kV) generation interconnection line (Gen-tie line), and 3) a 500/220-kV substation and substation related components (the Red Bluff Substation) (Figure 2). While the Red Bluff substation is included as part of this project description for planning and environmental considerations, it would be constructed, owned, and operated by SCE, not by the ApplicantSunlight.



The Applicant and SCEApplicants have prepared this Avian and Bat Protection Plan in accordance with regulatory agency guidance, including:

· U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Pacific Southwest Region’s Region8 Interim Guidelines for the Development of a Project Specific Avian and Bat Protection Plan for Solar Energy Plants and Related Transmission Facilities.   

· Avian and Bat Protection Plan Guidelines developed jointly by Edison Electric Institute’s Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) 

· Additional Interim Guidelines from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS 2000, 2003, 2010). 

· Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO Plan, BLM and the California Department of Fish and Game- CDFG 2002).



1.1	Purpose of the Avian and Bat Protection Plan

The Avian and Bat Protection Plan (ABPP) delineates a program designed to reduce the risks that result from bird and bat interactions due to actions performed by Sunlight in the construction and operation of the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line; and by SCE in the construction and operation of their project components (Red Bluff Substation and associated access road, distribution line and telecommunications site). The ABPP also identifies the avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures that will be implemented over the life of the project, as well as long-term monitoring strategies and an adaptive management program. The overall goal of this ABPP is to avoid, reduce, and ultimately eliminate bird and bat mortality to the extent possible. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: For informational purposes, this plan is now called “Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy”; if the applicant intends to pursue a GOEA permit, an Eagle Conservation Plan would also be necessary.



The objectives of this ABPP are as follows:

· Describe the process of surveys and siting decisions to date, including identifying baseline conditions for avian and bat species present in the area of the Project components. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Survey methods, techniques, and qualifications of surveyors, as well as a thorough analysis of data leading to risk characterization of direct, indirect and cumulative effects is an integral part of this plan and should be included or expanded upon in each respective section.

· Identify activities during construction and operationsal and maintenance (O&M) that may increase the potential of adverse effects to passerine, raptor, and bat species on and adjacent to the Project components.

· Specify steps that will be taken to avoid, minimize and mitigate any potential adverse effects to these species, including thresholds for adaptive management.

· Detail long-term monitoring and reporting goals for the Project.



Ironwood Consulting, Inc.	4







The following Applicant measures (AM) and mitigation measures (MM) from the FEIS are incorporated into this plan.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Per previous comment, all of these measures should be integrated into the body of the plan below. Consolidating the measures would make the document easier to read.



AM-WIL-3. Avian and Bat Protection Plan. This Plan will be prepared and implemented by the Applicants to specify necessary actions to be taken to protect nesting bird and bat species. The following measures will be implemented by the Applicants to protect burrowing owls in the Project locations during construction:



1. Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction area as recommended by the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The same methods should be used to detect nesting and wintering BUOW.



2. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 75 meters (250 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). Initial avoidance buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on the type of construction activity as approved by CDFG or USFWS. Outside nesting season or after determining that a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within one mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation.



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicants to protect nesting bird species in the Project locations during construction which are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and California Fish and Game Code Sections 3503 and 3513:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Any efforts to detect state and federally listed bird species that may utilize habitats within and near the project footprint should be articulated.



1. Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and in adjacent habitat areas and any nests observed will be identified and clearly marked. For passerines, an exclusion area where construction will not be allowed to commence will be established approximately 100 meters (330 feet) from any active nest. For raptors (other than golden eagles), the exclusion area will be established approximately 170 meters (500 feet) from any active nest (excluding nests of the common raven). For golden eagles, the exclusion area will be established approximately 1.6 kilometers (one mile) from any active nest. Initial protective buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on type of construction activity and bird species and per approval by CDFG or USFWS. Nests will be checked within one week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or young have fledged.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Include citation.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please define methodology and frequency.



2. Vegetation clearing will be conducted outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

3. Biological monitors will be present on-site during all phases of construction and will be tasked with monitoring avian nesting in adjacent habitats. If nests are found, the same procedures would be used as discussed above for pre-construction surveys. 



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicant to protect roosting bats in the Project locations during construction: Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and adjacent habitat areas and any active bat colonies will be identified and clearly marked. An exclusion area will be established approximately 50 meters (165 feet) from any active colony, and whenever possible, these areas will be avoided during construction activities.



For five years post-construction, the Applicant will record incidental sightings of raptors and bats in the Project locations. In addition, the Applicant will conduct nest surveys within the Project locations at least twice each spring between March 1 and June 1, separated by at least 30 days where all project-related infrastructure will be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. The Applicant will submit quarterly status reports via email to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG. On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1st of each year. These reports may include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Is this for raptors?   If so, 01 March – 01 June in xeric habitats is too late; earlier nesting chronologies are probably more relevant. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define. How will this information be used? If it is incidental, what inferences may be gained from these ‘data.’



AM-WIL-4, Construction Water Storage Pond Design. The temporary construction water ponds shall be designed, constructed, and operated in compliance with all applicable regulatory requirements with respect to design, operation, and maintenance, protection of migratory waterfowl, and raven management. This includes following provisions in the FEIS under the common raven management plan and includes the following specific measures to discourage ravens:



· Using anti-perching devices around the perimeter of each pond to exclude ravens and other birds from accessing the edge of the ponds to drink.

· Lining the ponds and maintaining two feet of freeboard in the ponds at all times

· Designing the ponds with interior side slopes at a 33 percent slope (3:1, horizontal:vertical)

· Netting will be used to cover ponds when not in use to reduce avian access. Appropriate material will be used to ensure that nocturnal bird species and bats will not become entangled in the netting.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please describe what type of netting will be used and ensure that it has proven effective for similar purposes.

· At least 60 days prior to construction, the Applicant shall submit to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG, the proposed locations and design of the ponds, including how many ponds would be operational at a time, specific design features to discourage ravens, and a plan for immediately addressing problems with pond design. During construction, the ponds shall be monitored daily to ensure that anti-raven measures are successful. All ponds will be dismantled at the end of construction.



SCE does not have construction water storage ponds in its project components.






MM-WIL-5. Prepare and Implement a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. Prior to the issuance of a ROW retain a BLM-approved, qualified biologist to prepare a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan in consultation with CDFG and USFWS. This plan shall follow the Avian Protection Plan guidelines outlined by USFWS and APLIC. The plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such feeder/distribution lines and solar panels.  



The Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan shall include at a minimum: 

· Detailed specifications on data, 

· A carcass collection protocol, and 

· A rationale justifying the proposed schedule of carcass searches, and

· Seasonal trials to assess bias from carcass removal by scavengers as well as searcher bias.



During construction and for one year following the beginning of the solar farm operation the biologist shall submit annual reports to BLM, CDFG, and USFWS describing the dates, durations, and results of monitoring and data collection. The annual reports shall provide a detailed description of any project-related bird or wildlife deaths or injuries detected during the monitoring study or at any other time and data collected for the study of polarized light impacts on insectivorous birds. The report shall analyze any project-related bird fatalities or injuries detected, and provide recommendations for future monitoring and any adaptive management actions needed.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Reporting requirements should be consistent throughout the document. Below, reporting is required beyond one year.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Reporting to regulatory agencies of avian mortality should be within 24 hours -5 days of mortality; take of birds is not a permitted activity.  



Thresholds will be determined in this ABPP and approved by BLM, CDFG and USFWS. If BLM determines that bird mortality caused by solar have been identified as key mortality features, or implement other appropriate actions approved by BLM and regulatory agencies based on the findings of the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. If mitigation actions are required, the annual reporting shall continue until BLM, in consultation with CDFG and USFWS, determines whether more years of monitoring are needed, and whether additional mitigation and adaptive management measures are necessary.



MM-WIL-6. Prepare and Implement Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring, and Adaptive Management. For each year after commencement of construction \, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities shall be conducted to determine if whether any territory is active. Survey methods for the inventory shall be as described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. A nesting territory or shall be considered occupied or unoccupied based on criteria in Pagel et al. (2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. Data collected during the inventory shall include at least the following: 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will non-breeding eagles (juveniles, subadults, floaters during breeding and non-breeding season be monitored and addressed?

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan: If an occupied nest (as defined by Pagel et al. 2010) is detected within 10 miles of any project component, the Project owner or SCE shall prepare and implement a Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles. The monitoring methods shall be consistent with those described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall be prepared in consultation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). It shall be implemented by Desert Sunlight or SCE, according to project component; and each Applicant shall designate a biologist, to be approved by BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). Triggers for adaptive management shall include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, including but not limited to: agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall include a description of adaptive management actions, which shall include, but not be limited to, cessation of construction activities that are deemed by the Designated Biologist to be the source of golden eagle disturbance.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will those activities be identified independently from other non-project related occurrences (i.e. territorial eagle disputes, anthropogenic recreation, research/monitoring effects, etc.?



1.2	Legal Drivers

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA), National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) provide the primary legal bases for this ABPP. The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 703, et seq.) prohibits the taking, killing, possession, transportation and importation of migratory birds, their eggs, parts, and nests, except when authorized by the USFWS. Because MBTA does not provide a specific mechanism to authorize “incidental” take, proponents often should work proactively with the Service to avoid and minimize the potential take of species. 



The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 668-668d) protects bald and golden eagles.  Through a new regulation (50 CFR § 22.26), the Service can authorize take of bald and golden eagles when the take is associated with, but not the purpose of, an otherwise lawful activity, and cannot practicably be avoided. Thus, these new regulations provide a mechanism where take of eagles can be legally authorized.  



Under the National Environmental Policy Act (42 USC §§ 4321-4370h), federal agencies such as BLM are required to prepare a detailed environmental impact statement (EIS) for any major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment. An EIS must include an examination of the environmental impacts of a proposed project, a reasonable range of alternatives for a project and other related matters. BLM authorization of a right-of-way (ROW) grant for the Project would require a land use plan amendment (PA) to the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan (BLM 1980), as amended. In addition, DOE will consider Sunlight’s application for a loan guarantee under Title XVII of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EP Act 05), as amended by Section 406 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Public Law (PL) 111-5 (the “Recovery Act”).



The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has discretionary authority to issue the Permit to Construct (PTC) for SCE’s Red Bluff Substation, a portion of the Project. As allowed by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15221, the CPUC intends to use this EIS to provide the environmental review required for its approval process. The CPUC and BLM have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that defines the relationship of the two agencies, and identifies CPUC as a cooperating agency with the BLM. 



The Applicant anticipatesApplicants anticipate that construction and/or operation of the Project will not cause unauthorized “take” or prohibited “disturbance” of any species protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act or the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. However, it is voluntarily proposing this Avian and Bat Protection Plan to proactively implement measures to avoid, minimize and mitigate for any potential adverse effects of the Project on such species.  In addition, by utilizing the adaptive management approach in this plan, it is committing to evaluate data during the operation phase of the Project and make further adjustments to the plan, if necessary and appropriate. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This determination precedes the presentation of the data and the analysis. It is not a “Legal Driver” and no data are provided here for the reader to connect to the conclusion. Please move to the appropriate section and provide rationale.



1.3	Corporate Policy

Sunlight and SCE have a commitment to work cooperatively towards the protection of migratory birds and bats.  These entities are committed to consistent coordination with agency personnel at BLM, USFWS, and the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) so that all parties and agencies understand the scope of the Project and can discuss project facilities and features that may require additional attention for avian species.




2.0	Coordination

Sunlight and SCE recognized that an essential element to developing a successful Project is the coordination between the project proponents and the appropriate agencies. As recommended by USFWS, the Applicants conducted early coordination on essential elements, such as wildlife surveys, project siting criteria, and operational limitations to ensure that all parties and agencies understood the scope of the project and potential issues could be identified early in the planning process (USFWS 2010). This coordination resulted in numerous improvements to project siting and design (discussed in Section 4.0), and the development of Applicant Measures designed to avoid and minimize potential effects to avian and bat species. 

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This and the paragraphs below are not part of coordination but more minimization measures to reduce project impacts; therefore, should be moved to the appropriate section and consolidated with other measures.

Sunlight evaluated a larger Project Study Area (PSA) when determining the siting of the Project. Areas of desert wash woodland were avoided in this siting to the extent possible, in part to avoid the potential roosting, nesting, and foraging areas for birds and bats within areas of greater vegetation structure. The process of reducing the Project footprint is discussed further in Section 4.0.



The Applicants have also incorporated design features into the Project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats, including:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These measures should be consolidated with other conservation, avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures into a single section.

· Limiting vegetation clearing to periods outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

· Limiting vegetation disturbance and grading to the smallest area practicable; and

· Placing electrical lines underground or transmission lines on existing structures to the extent practical to avoid collisions with lines. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please adhere to APLIC guidance for any above ground transmission lines.



The Applicants further intendsintend to utilize the Applicant Measures AM-WIL-3 and AM-WIL-4 from the FEIS (presented in Section 1.0) during the construction phase and O&M phase of the project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These measures are required per the ROD and identified above. See comment 20 above.

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

SCE will also follow the above measures outlined in AM-WIL-3 (AM-WIL-4 is not applicable to SCE components) in the FEIS above to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.






3.0	Adaptive Management and Habitat Compensation	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This section should come last as future monitoring will inform the adaptive management needs.

Also, please provide the details of the adaptive management framework.

3.1	Adaptive Management Process

The Applicant has incorporated siting criteria, design features and best management practices into the Project that will provide significant avoidance and minimization measures that will reduce the potential for adverse effects on avian and bat species. Specifically, decisions were made to ensure that each phase of project development was evaluated with an eye to reducing potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats during the siting, design, construction, operation and maintenance (O&M), and post-operation phases of the Project. 



In additional to the specific Project measures described below, Sunlight and SCE are committed to using an adaptive management approach throughout the life of the Project that supports flexible decision making and can be adjusted as monitoring results or new regional data are received. In so doing, the protections in this plan are expected to have continued effectiveness throughout the life of the Project.



This adaptive management approach will include the following six key concepts described by Williams (2009) that are endorsed by the Service in its Interim Guidance for Solar Energy Facilities (USFWS 2010):

1. Problem Assessment

2. Design

3. Implementation

4. Monitoring

5. Evaluation

6. Adjustment



Adaptive Management is a keystone of the Sunlight and SCE program to avoid and reduce potential effects to avian and bat species throughout the construction, O&M, and decommissioning stages of the Project. In order to compensate for the loss of avian and bat habitat, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide habitat compensation. This approach is described further in the following sections.

3.2	Habitat Compensation

Habitat Ccompensation is discussed in detail in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar 2011) for the solar farm and gen-tie line. The Applicant and SCE, and in the Red Bluff Substation Habitat Compensation Plan (SCE 2011) for the Red Bluff Substation and related components, The Applicants are prepared to implement necessary mitigation and compensation for impacts to protected wildlife species as required by BLM, the CDFG, and USFWS as described in the FEIS and Habitat Compensation PlanPlans. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: If you’re going to include this section, recommend adding a sentence that summarizes how impacts to avian and bat species are being compensated as stated in the hab comp plan.




4.0	Pre-Siting Data Collection

The siting of the solar farm site, gen-tie line, and substation required detailed and individual evaluation. Although the area of Red Bluff Substation had been recently and repeatedly surveyed prior to this Project for numerous transmission projects, the solar farm site and immediately surrounding areas had not been previously surveyed. Thus, in an effort to place the Project components in locations that would yield the least risk of population impacts, a rigorous siting evaluation process was completed, including the following considerations recommended by the USFWS:

1. Coarse Site Assessment

2. Habitat Equivalency Analysis

3. Site Specific Wildlife Surveys

4. Risk Assessment

5. Reporting

4.1 Coarse Site Assessment

In accordance with USFWS guidance, a pre-siting assessment was conducted starting with a coarse site assessment of the potential environmental issues that might preclude the site from development based on its perceived or validated level of risk (USFWS 2010). This project conducted the equivalent of a Potential Impact Index (PII) (USFWS 2003) by taking a “first cut” analysis of the suitability of a site proposed for development and estimating use of the site by selected wildlife species as an indicator of potential impact (USFWS 2010).



Initial biological assessments conducted in 2007 recommended the avoidance of Pinto Wash as potential habitat for special status species, including avian and bat species. This was supported by an initial field assessment of the site conducted by Patricia Brown-Berry (Brown Berry 2010) for bat species. Between 2008 and 2011, several additional site reductions occurred that reduced the solar farm footprint and shifted the footprint away from areas that support better quality habitats with larger and more diverse vegetative structure.



Project components do not provide habitat for federally or state-listed avian or bat species, but do provide habitat for several special-status species, including those shown on Tables 1 and 2 (Ironwood Consulting 2010). All species in Tables 1 and 2 are species addressed and covered under the Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO).

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 

The Solar farm site alternatives and Gen-tie line route alternatives are not within an Important Bird Area, a Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Network (WHSRN), or an area designated by the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance (Ramsar Convention). The solar farm site is not within an area designated as a critical habitat unit (CHU), or other Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC); however, the Solar Farm site is immediately adjacent to the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU. The Gen-tie line is partially located within the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU designated as management areas for the desert tortoise. 

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are not within an Important Bird Area, WHSRN area, or Ramsar Convention area. The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are within the Chuckwalla CHU and DWMA.
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Table 1.	Sensitive Avian Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Passerine Species

		



		Chaetura vauxi

Vaux’s swift (breeding sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Progne subis

purple martin

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Toxostoma lecontei

LeConte’s thrasher

		Federal:



State:

NECO:

		Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC)

SSC

covered 



		Raptors 

		



		Aquila chrysaetos

golden eagle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		protected by BGEPA

SSC; fully protected

covered 



		Athene cunicularia

burrowing owl

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Buteo regalis

ferruginous hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

none

covered 



		Buteo swainsonii

Swainson’s hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

threatened

covered 



		Circus cyaneus

northern harrier (nesting sites are protected (i.e. MBTA)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Falco mexicanus

prairie falcon (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered












Table 2.	Sensitive Bat Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Antrozous pallidus

pallid bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eptesicus fuscus pallidus

big brown bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eumops perotis californicus

western mastiff bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Eumops perotis

pocketed free-tailed bat  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus cinereus

hoary bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus xanthinus

southern yellow bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Macrotus californicus

California leaf-nosed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Myotis californicus  

California myotis  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Parastrellus hesperus

western pipistrelle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Plecotus townsendii

Townsend’s big-eared bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Tadarida brasiliensis  

Mexican free-tailed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered










4.2	Habitat Equivalency Analysis

TheAs recommended by USFWS, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide the habitat compensation process. Permanent habitat losses and compensation put forward to offset project impacts have been quantified and are described in the Project’s Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar and SCE 2011).



AsIn addition, as recommended by the USFWS, the Applicants have looked for opportunities to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities. These opportunities may come in the form of voluntary habitat acquisition or conservation easements. In order to quantify the appropriate compensation acreage, the use of an HEA can be used to identify high quality habitat and calculate compensation for the development of high quality habitats for both permanent and temporary losses. The objective of an HEA is to replace lost habitat services with like services, providing a replacement ratio for interim and permanent injury. 



The most significant step First Solar has taken to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities is working with BLM to determine the suitability of habitat remaining within their solar application as an area to be excluded from future development due to biological concerns. The area that could be excluded supports more diverse habitats with greater vegetation structure than the majority of the Project site and provides better habitats for most bird and bat species than those habitats found on the solar farm site.

4.3	Site- Sspecific Wildlife Surveys

Pre-siting survey data will becomeserve as the baseline for project impacts to biological resources, including birds and bats populations. Thus, prior to conducting site-specific surveys of the Project components, appropriate survey questions were developed that included methods applicable for before-after control impacts studies. Survey questions included:

1. Which species of birds and bats use the project area and how do their numbers vary temporally?

2. How much time do birds/bats spend in potential risk zones and does this behavior vary by season?

3. What is the estimated range of bird/bat mortalities from the project?

4. Are there nesting raptors on site or within 3 miles of project footprint. For eagles, are there eagles nesting within 10 miles of project footprint?

4.3.1	Methods

As recommended by USFWS (2010), multiple survey techniques were used to ensure adequate data collection. Specific survey methods included:

1. Diurnal point counts including varying timing during the day, month and seasonally during migratory periods.

2. Raptor nest searches including golden eagle surveys (Pagel et al. 2010)

3. Migration counts.

4. Incidental data collection conducted during all biological surveys conducted at the Project components, which spanned over four years at the site, thus also captured timing variation within days, months and seasons as well as under varying climatic conditions.

5. 
Surveys for burrowing owl following Phase I and II surveys as directed by CDFG (California Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993).



Point Counts

Point count surveys for all birds were conducted in April, May, and October 2010 by experienced desert avian biologists Kip Kermoian and Jake Molhman at a total of twelve locations, nine on the Solar farm site and three at control sites, using point count methodology as described in Monitoring Bird Populations by Point Counts (Ralph et al. 1995). The surveys identify bird species and their relative numbers at each fixed study point location (point counts). Point count methodology is well accepted and widely used in bird studies.  Each point is visited for a fixed amount of time and all birds detected within an often fixed radius are recorded. Research suggests that the amount of time spent at a sampling location increases standard error, especially at times greater than 10 minutes (Smith et al. 1997). Each count was limited to 10 minutes to minimize standard error introduced by double counting, flyovers, etc. Additionally, incidental flyovers were recorded separately from typical observations and each count was divided into three survey periods consisting of the first three minutes, minutes 3 to 5, and minutes 5 to 10. This time division was done to facilitate data analysis used to differentiate birds most likely to be permanent or temporary occupants of the study point from transients in the area surveyed.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service:  The dates selected may exclude migrants and wintering birds.  



Golden Eagle Surveys

The ApplicantApplicants participated in a joint program to conduct aerial surveys for golden eagles in and around Blythe and Desert Center, California. These surveys were conducted in two phases, with Phase 1 occurring on April 2-3, 2010 and Phase 2 occurring on May 14, 2010.  These surveys were conducted in accordance with applicable USFWS guidance and were designed to record and report occupancy (Phase I) and productivity (Phase II) of golden eagle nests within a ten-mile radius of four solar projects, including Sunlight’s Solar farm site. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These dates do not correlate with recommended time periods for surveys; the latter aerial survey (14 May 2010) is late to detect breeding GOEA in xeric habitats. Further, these dates are inconsistent with those reported by WRI (25-26 March and 2-3 April). Please reconcile. This also suggests that only one year of data were collected; at least 3 years of data are recommended.  



Although the primary purpose of the surveys was to conduct the first of two aerial surveys for golden eagles [Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (USFWS 2010)], the surveys also recorded data for other raptor species.  The data and results from these surveys are found in the Final Report, Golden Eagle Surveys Surrounding Four Proposed Energy Developments in the Mojave Desert Region, California (Wildlife Research Institute 2010). 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The number of aerial over-flights was recommended to be AT LEAST two flights; however, in most instances more survey work would be necessary to assess risk. Additionally, ground observations are recommended to augment data.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This document should be appended to the final ABPP. 



Raptor Nest Surveys

Surveys of the alternatives for all three main components of the Project site were conducted on April 23-24 and May 20, 2010 in accordance with draft State agency protocols for identifying raptor nests [California Energy Commission (CEC) and CDFG 2010].  These surveys include inspecting all potential structures and trees in the Project vicinity for the presence of raptor nests. The results from these nest surveys are incorporated in this document.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Again, from a chronology standpoint for desert habitat, this may be too late to be meaningful.




Bats

On February 17, 2010, Dr. Patricia Brown, desert bat expert who has conducted numerous bat surveys in the Project region, conducted a reconnaissance-level survey of the Project components. The purpose of this survey was to determine those bats species that might inhabit these project areas and to formulate avoidance and minimization measures for bat species to be used during the construction, O&M, and post-construction phases.




Incidental Sightings

During all Project biological surveys, all bird species were identified and/or tallied on standardized data forms (Ironwood Consulting 2010). These data were compiled in electronic databases and used to determine species present and variation throughout days, months and seasons.

Burrowing Owl

Phase I burrowing owl surveys were conducted in 2007 on the First Solar project components, and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Phase II focused surveys were conducted in 2008 and 2010 on the First Solar project components and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Results of these surveys are compiled in the Biological Resources Technical Report (Ironwood 2010). In addition, pre-construction surveys in September 2011 were conducted on both the solar farm and Red Bluff substation sites, following the Phase II and III protocols (Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993). 

4.3.2	Results

Results addressing the first 3three survey questions were compiled and are discussed below separately for passerines, raptors, and bats with a special discussion for special-status bird species listed on Table 1. The chart below shows those bird species that were recorded most frequently during all surveys of the solar farm site.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This table is illegible.  








Passerines

Most detections of passerine species were recorded in the morning hours between 0600 and 0800 and in the months of March and April in each year. These results are likely affected by the higher numbers of surveyors recording data during those months of the year, and that point counts were conducted in the morning hours as described in Ralph et al 1995. All passerine species were found in habitats that are present both on the solar farm site and gen-tie line, and on the SCE components; therefore any of these species may inhabit each of these Project components. Habitat quality does differ throughout the area, with the gen-tie line and SCE components in areas of sheet flow and scattered desert dry wash woodland, thus providing greater vegetation diversity and structure. The solar farm site has approximately 1,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitats that provide greater density and structure favored by most species, with the remaining approximately 2,921 acres poorer quality habitat with few species present and wide spaces between shrubs of stunted growth.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: According to the methods, surveys were only conducted in 2010. Correct?



Mortalities from the project are not expected with the inclusion of the avoidance and impact minimization measures required in the FEIS and discussed in Section 5.0 of this report and include protection of active nests until nest completion is documented. Avian species found on the solar farm site are highly mobile and were generally found in low numbers on the majority of the solar farm site. Thirty-eight passerine species have been recorded at the Project components (Table 3). The species indicated in bold type are special-status species discussed separately below.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Direct mortalities? Need to assess the risk of indirect effects from loss of foraging, nesting habitat and potential reproductive failure.



Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. ’Costa's hummingbirds feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 3). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  




Table 3.	Passerine Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Shouldn’t/couldn’t there be more data associated with this in a table, such as numbers of observations, behaviors, etc.? Also, observations appear to have some road-bias; per the map below (figure 3); is this a correct observation?

		Common Name

		Scientific name



		American robin

		Turdus migratorius



		Anna's hummingbird

		Calypte anna



		ash-throated flycatcher

		Myiarchus cinerascens



		barn swallow

		Hirundo rustica



		black-crowned night heron

		Nycticorax nycticorax



		black-tailed gnatcatcher

		Polioptila melanura



		black-throated sparrow

		Amphispiza bilineata



		blue-gray gnatcatcher

		Polioptila caerulea



		Brewer's blackbird

		Euphagus cyanocephalus



		Brewer's sparrow

		Spizella breweri



		Bullock's oriole

		Icterus bullockii



		common poorwill

		Phalaenoptilus nuttallii



		Costa's hummingbird

		Calypte costae



		Gambel’s quail

		Callipepla gambelii



		greater roadrunner

		Geococcyx californianus



		great-tailed grackle

		Quiscalus mexicanus



		horned lark

		Eremophila alpestris



		house finch

		Carpodacus mexicanus



		house wren

		Troglodytes aedon



		killdeer

		Charadrius vociferous



		LeConte’s thrasher

		Toxostoma lecontei



		lesser goldfinch

		Carduelis psaltria



		lesser nighthawk

		Chordeiles minor



		mourning dove

		Zenaida macroura



		northern flicker

		Colaptes auratus



		northern mockingbird

		Mimus polyglottos



		phainopepla

		Phainopepla nitens



		rock wren

		Salpinctes obsoletus



		northern rough-winged swallow

		Stelgidopteryx serripennis



		Say’s phoebe

		Sayonaris nigricans



		tree swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		verdin

		Auriparus flaviceps



		violet-green swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		western kingbird

		Tyraannus verticalis



		western meadowlark

		Sturnella neglecta



		white-crowned sparrow

		Zonotrichia leucophrys



		white-throated swift 

		Aeronautes saxatalis



		yellow-rumped warbler

		Dendroica coronata








Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 1). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  

Raptors

Thirteen raptor species (excluding common raven) are known to occur at the Project components (Table 4). The species in bold type are special-status species as shown on Table 1 with locations shown on Figure 13 for all species except burrowing owl, shown on Figure 24. Because the solar farm site and gen-tie line are located in the valley floor of the Chuckwalla Valley, most raptor species were observed as flyovers of the components as indicated on Table 4.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define flyover.



Table 4.	Raptor Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Cooper’s hawk and other nocturnal species are missing from this list and are likely to occur in the area.

		

Common Name

		

Scientific Name

		Approximate Number of Individuals



		

		

		Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		Red Bluff Substation and 

Related Components



		American kestrel

		Falco sparverius

		P

		P



		burrowing owl

		Athene cunicularia

		1*7

		0*



		ferruginous hawk 

		Buteo regalis

		1 flyover

		0



		golden eagle

		Aquila chrysaetos

		0

		0



		loggerhead shrike

		Lanius ludovicianus

		23

		6



		merlin

		Falco columbarius

		P

		P



		northern harrier

		Circus cyaneus

		2 flyovers

		0



		prairie falcon

		Falco mexicanus

		4 flyovers

		0



		red-tailed hawk

		Buteo jamaicensis

		P

		P



		sharp-shinned hawk

		Accipiter striatus

		P

		P



		Swainson’s hawk

		Buteo swainsonii

		18 flyovers	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Was this a single kettle or separate observations?

		0



		turkey vulture

		Cathartes aura

		P

		P





P = present at Project component (non-special-status species were not recorded by location)	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: It says above that incidental observations were recorded, where are the data if not here? Does this mean that observations were not documented?

*see burrowing owl discussion for more information







Burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. It is also a BCC species for which the USFWS is very concerned about fragmentation and displacement effects. Burrowing owls inhabit open dry grasslands and desert scrubs, and typically nest in mammal burrows although they may use man-made structures including culverts and debris piles. In the Project region, they are resident species and exhibit strong nest site fidelity. Burrowing owls eat insects, small mammals and reptiles. 



The Phase 1I assessment for burrowing owls concluded that suitable habitat for burrowing owls existed throughout the study area. During the Phase 2II burrow surveys, numerous suitable burrows were recorded on the solar farm site; however, three records of burrowing owl sign (i.e., burrow, white wash and pellets) were observed. One group of observations, which included one individual owl and two burrows with white wash and pellets, occurred approximately 1,500 feet east of the intersection of Gen-Tie A1 and highway 177. The two other individual owl sightings occurred approximately one mile north and 0.8 mile west of the solar farm site. One owl was observed east of the Red Bluff substation.



Owls observed were all individual adults and observations occurred during both spring and fall seasons. It is expected that the owls reside within the area and there is a high potential for pairs to occur. Phase 3 surveys will be performed prior to ground disturbing activities to determine the exact number of resident owls potentially affected by construction immediately prior to these activities.



Phase II and III pre-construction surveys found one potential burrowing owl burrow on the Red Bluff substation site, and seven individual single owls on the solar farm site. The burrow on the Red Bluff substation site was determined to be unoccupied and collapsed in a storm event on September 13, 2011.





Ferruginous hawk (Buteo regalis) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. This species typically nests in northern latitudes of North America and overwinters in southern regions. Migrant ferruginous hawks are a regular but uncommon during spring and fall in the California desert regions. Within the NECO planning area, ferruginous hawks have been observed overwintering in low numbers in the lower Colorado River Valley, Yuma Basin, West Mesa, and the agricultural areas of Imperial Valley (BLM 2002). Two sightings of migrating ferruginous hawks were recorded, one within the Solar farm site and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. Both observations occurred in March 2010 and consisted of flyovers. The golden eagle surveys performed by helicopter in spring 2010 did not observe presence of this species. Based on data reviewed and observations, it is not expected that ferruginous hawks utilize the study area for nesting or overwintering. This species may forage within the study area during migration. 



Golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) is a State Species of Special Concern and Fully Protected Species, is covered under the federal Bald and itGolden Eagle Protection Act (described in Section 1.2), and is addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. Golden eagles and their primary prey species, jackrabbits, have declined in the California desert regions due to prolonged drought conditions that have persisted since 1998 (WRI 2010). Breeding in Southern California starts in December and January, nest building and egg laying in February to March, and hatching and raising the young eagles occur from April through June. Once the young eagles are flying on their own, the adult eagles will continue to feed them and teach them to hunt until late November.





No golden eagle nests were found on or adjacent to the solar farm site or other Project components. Phase I occupancy surveys conducted in April 2010 detected 13 potentially-active nests within a ten mile radius of the Solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation, as shown on Figure 35. Of these, 4 nests were within Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP), with an additional three in steep hills west and above Eagle Mountain mine, nearly within the JTNP boundaries. These are located either on BLM lands or lands owned by Eagle Mountain Mine and the Kaiser Corporation. The remaining three potential nests were located south of Interstate 10 in the Chuckwalla Mountains, approximately 3 miles west and southwest from the proposed Red Bluff Substation. One observation of a golden eagle flyover of the Chuckwalla Valley was recorded during these surveys (WRI 2010).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define.  



Phase II productivity surveys determined that 12 of these 13 nests were inactive, with one active but non-reproductive nest located in the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area approximately 5 miles from the solar farm site boundary (Figure 35). No reproductive nests were located within the 10-mile radius of the solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation (WRI 2010).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Two late-season aerial surveys are insufficient to make this conclusion with any level of accuracy.  



During these surveys, there were additional raptor species observed within 10 miles of the solar farm site: turkey vultures, common ravens, prairie falcons, and Swainson’s hawks (WRI 2010).







Loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) is State Species of Special Concern and a year-round resident in parts of the Southern California desert. As a predatory bird its diet consists of insects, amphibians, small reptiles, small mammals, and other birds. One pair was observed approximately 0.2 miles northwest of the Solarsolar farm site. Observations of adults were made in both spring and fall, and one individual with first-year plumage was recorded in the fall. Based on the amount and nature of observations made during the surveys, loggerhead shrikes are year-round residents within the study area. Loggerhead shrikes were often observed perching on palo verde and ironwood trees as well as larger creosote bush shrubs and other structures including utility poles. 



Northern harrier (Circus cyaneus), a State Species of Special Concern, is a raptor species that occurs in a wide range of habitats throughout North America. In Southern California, harriers typically nest and forage in open habitats that provide adequate vegetative cover, suitable prey base, and scattered perches such as shrubs or fence posts (Shuford 2008). This species is often found near bodies of water and wetlands (CDFG 2010). Harriers are ground-nesting birds with suitable nesting habitat limited in the southern California desert (Shuford 2008). Three harriers were recorded: two within the Solar farm site, and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What sex were the Harriers which were reported; what time of year?  What were they doing?



Prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus) is State Species of Special Concern that breeds throughout the arid West from southern Canada to central Mexico. The overall distribution appears to be stable. Prairie falcons are found in areas of the dry interior where cliffs provide secure nesting sites. In the desert they are found in all vegetation types, although sparse vegetation provides the best foraging habitat. Prairie falcons were observed in the southwest corner of the solar farm site and approximately 1 mile east of the eastern boundary as flyovers. Two additional observations were recorded along the Gen-tie line, but not south of Interstate 10 (I-10) near the Red Bluff Substation alternatives or related components. During aerial surveys for golden eagles, two prairie falcons were recorded within 10 miles of the Solar farm site near the boundary of Eagle Mountain Mine and Joshua Tree National Park (WRI 2010). One location was an active, reproductive nest in 2010 with unknown nest success (Figure 3). No prairie falcon nests were observed within any Project areas.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Prairie falcons, or prairie falcon territories?  Were prairie falcons detected during any of the point counts?



Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsonii) is state-listed (threatened) raptor species that breeds in much of western North America. Within California, nesting occurs primarily in the Central Valley and northern territoriesCounties; however, regular nesting also occurs in the high desert between the Tehachapi Mountains and Lancaster. This species winters in southern South America with a migration route of over 20,000 miles (Woodbridge 2008). Arrival at breeding areas generally occurs from late February to early May depending on geographical characteristics of the breeding area (Woodbridge 2008). Nest sites have not been documented in the Sonoran Desert of California. This species was observed within the study area during migration. Three incidental records were documented on April 9, 2010 during botanical and baseline surveys. Two observations were of individual Swainson’s hawks and the third observation consisted of a group of over ten birds. All individuals were seen in flight overhead within or near the Solar Farm boundaries. Additionally, Swainson’s hawks were observed during golden eagle surveys near Chuckwalla Mountains [two individuals (March 26 and April 3, 2010)], Coxcomb Mountains [fourteen individuals (April 2, 2010)], and Palen Mountains [four individuals (March 25, 2010)] (WRI 2010). This species is not expected to nest or overwinter within the study area.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Were any fall surveys conducted?

Bats

Dr. Brown’s results indicate that pallid bats and western pipistrelles could roost in small rocks on the ground on the solar farm site alternatives. Radio-telemetry surveys have shown that hoary bats will roost in palo verde trees and ironwoods and that California leaf-nosed bats might roost in the limited areas of ironwood trees between foraging bouts. These tree species are found within the small areas of desert dry wash woodland on the gen-tie line and Red Bluff Substation and related components.



Desert dry wash woodland attracts foraging bats due to increased insect concentration.  This is especially true for California leaf-nosed bats and pallid bats that feed on large insects they glean off the foliage. Roosts for these species have been identified in mines in the Eagle and Coxcomb Mountains, both within 16 kilometers (10 miles) of the solar farm site.

4.4	Risk Assessment

Potential direct impacts could occur without the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures incorporated in to the Project through Applicant measuresMeasures and mitigation measuresMitigation Measures as described in the FEIS (see Section 1.0). Some of the measures described in this document are in addition to those presented in the FEIS as the Applicants continue to address concerns regarding avian and bat species and meet changing requirements. With the incorporation of these measures, the Project is not expected to cause any prohibited “take” or “disturbance” of any species protected by the BGEPA or MBTA.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: A more thorough analysis should support this conclusion. How will AM/MMs reduce the likelihood of take or disturbance and loss of foraging habitat? Explanations of how the applicant expects the measures to be effective in reducing take should be articulated for each section below.



4.4.1	Site-Specific Threats

Based on the results of the site-specific surveys combined with additional regional surveys and information, the potential for take was assessed for the following site-specific threats (USFWS 2010):

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays;

2. Transmission line, power tower, meteorological tower, or guy line collision;

3. Electrocution potential;

4. Territory abandonment;

5. Nest and roost site disturbances;

6. Habitat loss and fragmentation; and

7. Disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility.



Due to the nature of the Project (as a photovoltaic solar facility) and its components, the following threats are not likely to occur:

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays,

2. Potential collisions from power towers, meterological towers, and guy lines 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Birds have been documented colliding with heliostats per McCrary et al., so the potential certainly exists here.

3. Electrocution potential	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This could occur on the gen-tie.



Potential threats from direct transmission line collisions for avian species and bats could occur without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0.



Without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0, nest and roost site disturbances and territory abandonment could occur due to direct nest removal during vegetation removal activities; and indirect disturbance from construction-related noise, lighting, and dust. 

  

Although no nests would be directly taken with the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures for the Project, habitat loss and fragmentation would occur due to the loss of approximately 4,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitat, and up to 200 acres of desert wash woodland habitat. The loss of these habitats would prevent avian and bat species from using the Project areas for foraging, nesting, or overwintering, and these species and habitat uses would likely remain in adjacent large habitat areas including those areas restricted from development between the Project and Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) and within the park itself (over 1,000,000 acres of protected adjacent similar habitats).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Potential indirect impacts from the loss of 4K acres of foraging habitat, such as reduced reproductive output/success should be addressed in this risk assessment.



Potential disturbance due to ongoing human activity presence at the facility is likely to be extremely small because the Project is photovoltaic in nature and has no moving components. The estimatedwould be attributed to long-term human presence on the facility, which is estimated at 12-15 individuals related to security and maintenance activities, as described in the FEIS. The avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0 include measures for the O&M phase of the Project.



Impacts to bats include potential direct impacts to ground nesting species (pallid bats and western pipistrelles) and the potential for the removal of trees with activethat could support bat colonies. at the solar farm site and/or Red Bluff Substation. Indirect impacts could potentially occur from removal of foraging habitat. Indirect impacts could also potentially occur, or from increased human activity, noise, nighttime lighting, and dust. 



Although temporary construction ponds will be constructed at the solar farm site, these ponds will have netting secured around the top of the pond fencing to discourage bats and birds from using water at these ponds.

4.4.2	Cumulative Impacts

The FEIS lists those projects considered as part of the cumulative impact analysis. Cumulative effects discussed in this document include those which have been or will be carried out throughout the anticipated life of the project, and, where practicable and reasonable, should include the impacts from all threats for which the BLM and/or Applicants have some form of control. Potential long-term cumulative indirect effects include the potential removal of nesting, roosting, and foraging habitat for avian and bat species.



For passerine species, nesting and foraging habitats are focused on smaller home ranges near nest sites and available forage. As described above for site-specific threats, vegetation removal would occur within these home ranges, using avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0 to eliminate the take of these species or active nests. The Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide similar habitats and abundant nesting and foraging opportunities for these species, therefore, cumulative effects are unlikely to be significant.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This fails to analyze the impact of the cumulative effects of this project in addition to other projects and activities that are extant or planned in the project area and relies upon the adjacent JTNP as a “refuge”.

Cumulative effects for GOEA should be analyzed out to at least 140 miles from the project footprint.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What cumulative effects exist with regard to JTNP?  



Raptor species (excluding golden eagles and ravens) have larger home ranges and forage over large distances. Due to the development of this Project and other regional projects there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat. This loss is not expected to be significant, or cause prohibited take because it represents a small percentage of the total foraging area regionally available for these species (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for raptors, and more suitable habitats for nesting for most raptor species.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This conclusion should include a discussion of the data and what is known about raptor use in JTNP. Is it feasible that the Park can support displaced individuals and nesting pairs of various species of raptors?  



Golden eagles forage in an area extending up to 225 kilometers (140 miles) from the Project boundaries.their territory centroids. Although there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat from the development of alternative energy projects and other regional projects discussed in the FEIS, this loss is not expected to be significant, or to cause prohibited “disturbance” or “taking,” because it is only a small percentage of the total foraging area (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provides appropriate habitats for nesting (which the Project dies not), and appropriate habitats for foraging.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This is incorrect; 140 miles is considered to be the average dispersal distance of young, and does not indicate the forage distance from a nest site.    In xeric habitat, GOEA are believed to forage out to 10 miles from their territory centroid.   In instances of higher quality, undisturbed habitat that has presence of rabbits/hares/scurids, the forage distance may be less.   	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The document should include an analysis of the amount of habitat that will be lost to construction of proposed projects using FWS guidance; i.e. within 140 air miles. The list of proposed ground-disturbing projects, in addition to extant sources of mortality/disturbance is extensive, and should be considered in light of extant GOEA habitat availability. Additionally, GOEA are more sensitive to human disturbance; therefore, fragmentation of habitats may have a more pronounced effect on individuals and populations.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define; GOEA have particular habitat preferences.



For bat species, potential cumulative impacts are discussed for an area 16 kilometers (10 miles) from the boundaries of the Proposed Project. These include the potential for combined direct effects of the removal of individuals and occupied nests of ground nesting species such as pallid bats and western pipistrelles from project construction. In addition, the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for bats, and many areas that are more suitable habitats for nesting for bat species.








5.0.	Project Design Conservation Measures	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Suggest moving any applicable FEIS mitigation measures each respective section below so that the statements made herein are substantiated.

The Applicants have sited and designed the Project components to avoid and minimize impacts to avian and bat species whenever possible. All discussions below of macro- and micro-siting considerations, nest site buffers and conservation measures during the construction and O&M phases of the Project will apply to both Applicants and all Project components.



The Applicants have worked to site Project components to have the least impacts to bird and bat populations with the goal of avoiding any take of migratory birds and bats and/or minimize the loss, destruction, or degradation of migratory bird and bat habitat by placing projects in areas of lower quality habitat to the maximum extent practicable. 

5.1	Project Siting

The process of siting of Project components included both macro- and micro-siting considerations.

5.1.1	Macro-Siting

Macro-siting considerations for the Project components were conducted in 2007 during initial surveys, and were refined in 2008 after the collection of the initial large data sets for the Project. In 2007, Pinto Wash, which bisects the requested Right-of-Way grant, was removed from development consideration. At this time, other larger areas of desert wash woodland were also removed from site consideration because these habitats support greater vegetation structure, density and diversity and are likely to support greater numbers of species and individuals than other habitats in the ROW area. Macro-siting considerations for the Project components also included the avoidance of:



· Locations with federally or state listed, or otherwise designated sensitive species, and areas managed for the conservation of listed species

Project components avoid DWMAs, CHU, and ACECs to the extent possible and were sited in the area of lowest known concentration for special-status species available.

· Areas frequently used for daily bird and bat movements (i.e., areas between roosting and feeding sites)

Areas of desert wash woodland were identified and avoided by Project components to the greatest extent possible, particularly the avoidance of larger expanses of this habitat found in the Pinto and Big Wash areas.

· Breeding and wintering eagle use areas

These areas were identified and avoided for all Project components. Valley floor areas such as the proposed Solar farm site do not provide wintering or breeding habitatnest or roost sites for eagles, but may provide foraging habitat for resident and non-resident golden eagles and other raptor species.

· Known migration flyways for birds and bats

Pinto Wash is a known bat migration corridor with impacts to this area avoided by the siting of the Solar farm site.

· Areas near known bat hibernacula, breeding, and maternity/nursery colonies

No known areas are found with the footprint of the Project components.

· Fragmentation of large, contiguous tracts of wildlife habitat (Canadian Wildlife Service 2006a and 2006b)



Many desert special status avian and bat species require large undisturbed areas that are highly sensitive to fragmentation effects. In siting the Project components, all areas with greater vegetation structure, density and diversity were avoided or reduced to the extent possible. These areas included desert wash woodlands and areas of creosote bush scrub that overlay stabilized geological features and support greater density and diversity of vegetation.

5.1.2	Micro-Siting

Micro-siting considerations for the Project components were begun in 2008 and actively continued as further wildlife surveys were conducted and through informal meetings with the BLM, USFWS and CDFG throughout the Project’s planning process. The siting of the solar farm was further reduced between the Draft EIS and FEIS in response to concerns from the public and agencies involved in the process. Beyond continuing to refine the boundaries of the solar farm, additional considerations of micro-siting included:

· Avoiding features that attract raptors (areas supporting tall perching structures including trees, utility poles, etc.)



+By avoiding minimizing impacts to desert wash woodland areas and avoiding Pinto Wash, the Projectsolar farm avoided areas with tree layers. TheIn addition, the Applicants have designed features to reduce perching by raptors whenever possible.

· Avoiding features that attract migrant birds (e.g., water sources, riparian vegetation) Minimize the potential for enhancing habitats suitable for raptor prey species such as rodents that would likely attract raptors to the project site



Project components are not adjacent to landscape features that attract migrant birds such as water sources. Project construction and O&M phases will minimize the potential for creating habitats suitable for rodents, such as rock piles, that could attract raptors.

5.2	Buffer Zones

Buffer zones have been established through the FEIS Applicant and Mitigation Measures to protect raptor and other bird nests, areas of high bird and bat use, and known bat roosts from disturbance related to the construction of the solar farm. 



Clearance surveys will be conducted within 30 days prior to vegetation removal in project areas to locate any active nests, burrowing owl burrows, or bat roosts. Vegetation removal will occur outside of the breeding season for special-status bird and bats species to the extent possible. If any active nests, roosts or burrows are located during these surveys, buffer zones will be established as described in the FEIS to protect these areas.



A Lead Avian and Bat Biologist, working under the Designated Biologist, will be assigned to ensure all buffer zones are correctly established and to monitor nest activity and determine when each nest or burrowing owl burrow has fledged or failed. This individual will also be responsible for all data collected for these buffer zones, nests, roosts and burrows.




5.2.1	Passerines

Buffer distances for passerine nests will consider species, terrain, habitat type, and activity level as these features relate to the bird alert distance and bird flight initiation distance (Whitfield et al. 2008). Buffer size distance was coordinated throughout the FEIS process and is established in the FEIS as established at approximately 100 meters from any active nest (330 feet). The Lead Avian Biologist will may determine that a smaller or larger distance is necessary under individual circumstances such as topography and type of construction activities. 



The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the Lead Avian Biologist has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.

5.2.2	Raptors and Eagles

Project-related disturbances such as construction noise, lighting and dust will be avoided within 500 feet from the solar farm site forof an active raptor nest and within one mile for an active eagle nest (excluding common ravens). Any changes in this buffer distance would be determined by the Lead Avian Biologist for the Project and submitted to USFWS, BLM, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components) for approval. Any nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.



For the Red Bluff substation and related components, the specific landscape features of steep terrain and ridgelines between construction activities and nest sites may dictate reduced buffers (Richardson and Miller 1997).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please clarify how this reference justifies a reduced buffer; 1-mile buffers may be insufficient to ensure reproductive success given the anthropogenic activity at the scale of this project.

Also, this paper is not primary source, but a compilation of multiple other papers are dated and may not reflect current scientific understanding of eagles and sensitivity to disturbance. 



Surveys for golden eagle nests will be conducted during each year of construction that occurs within the nesting season. These surveys will be completed in accordance with current USFWS guidance and protocols (currently Pagel et al. 2010) under the Golden Eagle Surveys and Nest Site Monitoring Plan discussed below in Section 7.0.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Monitoring of non-breeding eagles outside of the nesting season should also be conducted. Monitoring of documented territories should continue post project construction to determine if nesting territories continue to be occupied, or are abandoned due to direct, indirect or cumulative effects of the project implementation.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: It is our understanding that surveys for GOEA were not conducted in 2011; one season of limited survey days does not provide a robust data set. Pagel et al. 2010 appears to have been misinterpreted with regard to eagle surveys.  The existing data lack additional breeding information, knowledge of non-breeding GOEA, and habitat use at or near the project area, thereby making the analysis of direct, indirect, and cumulative effects and risk characterization for GOEA suspect.

5.2.3	Burrowing Owls

For burrowing owls, Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction unit and within a 150-meter (500 foot) buffer area. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 100 meters (330 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged. Outside the nesting season or after determining a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within 1 mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls using accepted methods for excluding owls from burrows such as one-way doors or otherwise ensuring owls are not in burrows while burrows are collapsed; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation, including the number and original location of each owl, and known additional locations for each individual.

5.2.4	Bats

Construction activities will avoid any bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula found during clearance surveys. No bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula have been located during surveys conducted at the Project components between 2008 and 2011. Appropriate buffer distances will be established by the Lead Avian Biologist in consideration of the disturbance type, distance to roost or hibernacula, time of year of, and the duration of the disturbance.

5.3	Appropriate Facility Design	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Again, applicable FEIS measures should be incorporated here for better readability of the document.

Many conservation measures have been incorporated into the design of Project facilities, as suggested in USFWS 2010, in an attempt to reduce the potential effects of Project on avian and bat populations, including:



1. Avoid using lattice-type structures, placing external ladders and platforms on towers to minimize perching and nesting.

The use of lattice towers, platforms, and ladders will be minimized to the extent practicable. The use of lattice structures will only be used on the solar farm site for a lookout tower, which will be frequently used (this deterring use by raptors and other birds), and will be frequently checked for the presence of nests. 



Although lattice structures will be used by SCE for their Project components, these will be in an area designated as a utility corridor that currently supports numerous transmission lines, including those on lattice towers, such as DPV1. The Project would not cause a significant increase on the number of lattice towers within this corridor.



2. Implement measures to reduce or buffer adverse noise effects associated with operation of the facility on surrounding wildlife habitat. Noise impacts to birds (Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008) have generally been found to be negative; therefore facility design should take this fact into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats.

The Project utilizes photovoltaic panel technology which has little potential for noise impacts. Noise effects have been extensively studiesstudied and includeincluded in the FEIS, and continued noise monitoring will be conducted during construction. Noise impacts during construction would include noise generated from the operation of construction equipment and construction vehicles. The O&M phase of the Project would have little or no noise for both the solar farm and SCE components.



3. Avoid the use of guy wires for all meteorological towers and do not light them unless the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requires them to be lit, which is generally >60 meters (>199 ft) AGL in height. Any necessary guy wires should be marked with recommended bird deterrent devices (APLIC 1994, USFWS 2000).

No meteorological towers or guy wires or line are included in the Project.



4. If structures (>60 meters [>199 ft] AGL) require lights for aviation safety, the minimum amount of pilot warning and obstruction avoidance lighting specified by the FAA should be used (FAA 2007). All lights within the facility should illuminate synchronously. Lighting of the boundary of the facility is most important as an aviation safety warning. Unless otherwise requested by the FAA, use only the minimum number of strobed, strobe-like or blinking red incandescent lights of minimum intensity. No steady burning lights should be used on facility infrastructures (Gehring et al. 2009).

Any such lighting at the Project facilities would follow this guidance. SCE facilities are not planned greater than 185 feet in height.



5. Facility lights should be focused downward to reduce skyward illumination. Lights should be equipped with motion detectors to reduce continuous illumination. 

All lighting used at Projectboth the solar farm and SCE project facilities will be downcast and would be used only when necessary, when appropriate by installing motion detectors, depending on safety concerns. The projectsolar farm has prepared a Lighting Mitigation Plan in consultation with the Night Sky Program Manager for the National Park Service in order to limit skyward illumination. 



6. Where feasible, place electric power lines underground or on the surface as insulated, shielded wire to avoid electrocution of birds. Use recommendations of the Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) for any required above-ground lines, transformers, or conductors.

Power lines will be in accordance with Avian Power Line Interaction Committee guidelines. 



7. Avoiding the creation of roads to minimize further loss and fragmentation of migratory bird habitat.

New roads associated with Project activities will be kept to a minimum. Roads associated with the solar farm site will be within the Project fence. Roads associated with the gen-tie line have been designed to be the shortest distance possible, such as using spur roads to tower sites from Kaiser Road instead of the creation of a new road along the gen-tie line. Red Bluff substation and related components will use existing roads to the maximum extent possible.



8. If evaporation ponds are required for the operation of the facility, placement of netting over the surface of the ponds is encouraged to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface.

Temporary construction ponds will be used only during the construction phase and will be covered with netting to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface. These ponds are not used for evaporation.  



9. Reducing the attractiveness of solar reflectors to polarotactic water insects (those attracted to polarized light) (Horvath et al. 2010) will help reduce the attractiveness of these facilities to birds and bats. 

Monitoring conducted during the construction and O&M phases of the Project is discussed in Section 7.0 and will assist in determining whether the Project’s photovoltaic panels attract water insects, which in turn could attract birds and bats. If it is determined that water insect are attracted to these facilities, BLM, USFWS, and CDFG will be contacted to determine appropriate adaptive management techniques to reduce this threat.


6.0	Conservation Measures

The conservation measures discussed in this section include those in the FEIS and those presented in USFWS guidance (2010).

6.1	Construction Phase Conservation Measures

Conservation measures that will be implemented by the Project that relate to bird conservation include:

1. Minimize permanent disturbance area such as creating unneeded access roads. Construction of the gen-tie line and other linear Project features will avoid vegetation clearing, and grading whenever possible.

2. All vegetationVegetation within the Project footprint that will be disturbed will be cleared outside of the bird breeding season to the maximum extent practicable. If the Project plans vegetation removal within the bird breeding season, it would be because desert tortoise (a federally and state threatened species) tortoise protection measures and timing may take precedence, or that reason for work to be completed during the breeding season were beyond the Applicant’sApplicant's’ control. If such an occurrence happenedhappens, the Applicants wouldwill communicate with BLM, USFWS, and CDFG that all reasonable and practicable efforts to complete work outside the bird breeding season were attempted.

When vegetation removal cannot take place outside of the breeding season and a reasonable explanation was provided to BLM, USFWS and CDFG, the Lead Avian Biologist or a person under their direct supervision would be on site during construction activities to locate active nests, establish avoidance buffers around active nests, watch for new nesting activity, and if necessary stop construction when noise and general activity threaten to disturb an active nest.  All active nests of protected birds (e.g., MBTA, ESA, state protected) would not be disturbed until after nest outcome is complete.

3. During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active nest locations would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 330 feet (100 meters) as discussed in the Project’s FEIS. Buffer areas may be larger if the Project’s lead Avian Biologist determines the need for a larger buffer area due to type of activity, species, or habitat considerations. Regardless of seasonal timing of construction, active nests will be flagged and nests avoided, with special attention paid to the nesting season of most avian species (February 15 – May 15). Avoidance areas will remain in place until it is determined that nest outcome is complete.

During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active bat colonies would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 165 feet (50 meters). Whenever possible, these areas will be avoided by construction activities. 

4. Discussions of nest avoidance for passerines, raptors, and golden eagles will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will be included in the Worker Environmental Awareness Plan (WEAP) training briefings. Bat colony avoidance discussions will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will also be included in WEAP training briefings. Training will include identification of avoidance areas and requirements for these areas.

5. The Project will follow APLIC guidelines for overhead utilities (APLIC 1994) to the extent practicable.). SCE structures will be built with sufficient conductor separation and other protection devices.

6. Construction activities will be conducted in a manner consistent with reducing fire danger.

7. During construction, all trash will be removed promptly and disposed of properly to avoid creating attractive nuisances for birds and bats.

8. Appropriate control measures will be implemented to prevent the introduction and spread of invasive plant species with and surrounding the project area (see the Project’s Integrated Weed Management Plan – Ironwood Consulting, 2010).

9. Only plants native to the area for will be used seeding or planting during habitat revegetation and/or restoration efforts.

10. As part of this document, a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan (Section 7.1.2) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-5 in the FEIS. This plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such overhead power lines and solar panels. 

11. As part of this document, a Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan (Section 7.1.3) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-6 in the FEIS. 

6.2	Operations and Maintenance Conservation Measures

During the O&M phase of the Project, conservation measures will be used to reduce the attractiveness of the facility to breeding, migrating, and wintering birds and bats to ensure mortality is minimized:

1. The Project will not create or maintain attraction features for birds and /or bats by removing and disposing of road kills near the Project of carrion that attracts raptors and other scavengers to the site, regularly removing vegetation around larger facilities such as substations to reduce raptor foraging, and eliminating open water sources after the construction phase of the Project. 

2. The Project will minimize the use of lighting that could attract migrating birds and bats (feeding on concentrations of insects at lights). All nighttime lighting will be within 800 meters (0.5 mile) of the Project facilities. Lighting will be kept to the minimum level necessary for safety and security. High intensity, steady burning, bright lights such as sodium vapor or spotlights will not be used on Project facilities.

3. The Project will minimize anthrogenicanthropogenic noise which been found to be negative for birds (e.g., Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008), though not all species are affected to the same degree (Brumm 2004). Therefore facility design should take this into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats. During the operation of these energy facilities, means to buffer, muffle, or otherwise dampen any anthropogenic noise pollution that exceeds ambient noise should be fully explored.


7.0	Post-Construction Monitoring 

The objective of post-construction monitoring is to validate the pre-construction risk assessment and to provide data for the Applicants to use in implementing adaptive management based on the monitoring results.  All of the measures in this section apply to both Applicants.



Monitoring objectives include:

1. Estimating bird and bat fatalities due to Project related activities.

2. Assessing bird use of evaporation ponds.

3. Assessing changes in bird and bat behavior due to all aspects of facility operation (noise, lighting, etc.).

4. Assessing territorial abandonment, nest avoidance, and changes in population status within and adjacent to the project footprint.

5. Assessing whether conservation measures implemented for the project were adequate.

7.1	Monitoring Design

7.1.1	Duration and Timing

This program will be conducted during construction and for at least 3 years post-construction during the operations and maintenance phase of the Proposed Project to attempt to capture differences in parameters due to seasonal and annual variability. The monitoring program will be extended to 5 years post-construction or longer, if:

1. Mortality level triggers are reached or (more than 40 individual birds have been killed or injured that were attributable to activities at the solar farm and related components, or 10 at SCE project components); or 

2. The Project resultsAny project activities result in the mortality otake of a listed species or eagle. 



Monitoring will include data collection during breeding, wintering, and migration periods because bird and bat use of areas will vary seasonally.

7.1.2	Study Components

The long-term monitoring program for measuring raptor and bat incidence at the Project site will consist of:

1. Recording incidental sightings, 

2. Mortality studies by implementing the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan

3. Conducting seasonal point counts, and 

4. Conducting annual nest surveys. 

Incidental Sightings

Throughout the construction and operation phases of the Proposed Project, all incidental sightings of special-status bird species, and all raptors and bats will be recorded. During construction, all sightings will be recorded by biological monitors. The Lead Avian Biologist will be tasked with keeping records and reporting these results (as described in Section 7.4).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please clarify how data from incidental sightings will be used (or not used).




Mortality Studies (Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan)

Mortality Studies will be conducted within all Projectsolar farm and SCE project components to determine any monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such the gen-tie line and, solar panels. , or SCE facilities. 



Study methodology includes:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This section should be more detailed including specific methods, sample sizes, and quantification to ascertain searcher efficiency and inherent survey bias’.

1. Selection of study sites for both solar farm and SCE project components,

2. Mortality searches at each study site, including accepted methodology and frequency

3. Reporting and adaptive management

Selection of Study Sites

These studies will be conducted at a minimum of twelve study sites within solar farm and related components and within a minimum of three control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the study area. All areas of the Red Bluff Substation accessible will be included, as well as two sites selected along the access road and loop-in area; and two along the distribution line, with one control site related to the SCE project components.

Mortality Searches

Mortality surveys will be completed weeklybi-monthly post-construction in each Project phasestudy site for a period of 1one year. After one year, these studies will be conducted monthly for at least an additional two years, completing the 3three-year post-construction monitoring period. These studies will be conducted at a minimum of 12 sites within all Project componentsfollow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and within a minimumwill include an assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, and a carcass collection protocol and an assessment of 3 control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the Project areascarcass scavenger rates.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This is unclear. Please revise. Also, see USFWS mortality monitoring protocol.



These studies will follow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and will include:

· An assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, 

· A carcass collection protocol and an assessment of carcass scavenger rates, and 

· Detailed specifications on data (see data collection flow charts and example data sheets submitted to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG), 





Data will be collected using handheld data recorders and/or paper data sheets. All data will be scanned and entered into the Project database that will be submitted as part of the annual reporting for both the solar farm and the SCE project components. Reporting will be conducted as described in Section 7.4 below.



If monitoring determines that bird mortality caused by solar facilities may be having potentially adverse impacts on special-status bird avian populations (by exceeding mortality triggers discussed above), the ApplicantApplicants will implement adaptive management strategies such as installing additional bird flight diverters alterations to project components that have been identified as key mortality features. If adaptive management actions are implemented, mortality studies will continue for an additional year post-construction until a reduction in mortality to a level comparable to control sites is documented.

Seasonal Point Counts

Point Counts will continue to be conducted using the same methods that were used in baseline point counts (Section 3.0). These point counts will be conducted once during each season of each year (excluding summer) during construction and for the 3-year post-construction period.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This method should be updated; point counts as currently described have no utility for GOEA or raptor observation, and should not be used for these species.




Nest Surveys

Annual nest surveys will be conducted each spring during construction between March 15 and June 1, using two surveys separated by at least 30 days. All Project-related infrastructure (e.g.; fence posts, transmission towers, and buildings) would be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. Nest locations may also be detected via incidental sightings or during point count surveys.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please provide data which suggests that most passerines are attending their nests during this time period; include citation.



During nest surveys, the ground under all raptor and raven nests will be inspected for the presence shells of juvenile tortoises or other evidence or predation of desert tortoise. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These surveys should also include utility poles.

7.1.3	Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan 

In addition to project-specific mortality monitoring studies the ProjectApplicants will monitor golden eagles separately to ensure that potential take (e.g., mortality and habitat disturbance) golden eagles mortality is adequately assessed. For each year during construction, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities will be conducted to determine whether any territory is active occupied (Pagel et al. 2010). Data collected during the inventory shall include: 

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



If an occupied nest is detected during construction within 10 miles of any Project component, the Applicant for that component will implement adaptive management strategies in cooperation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG (and CPUC if an SCE component) for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles (Pagel et al. 2010). Triggers for additional adaptive management requirements will include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, such as agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define and describe.  

7.2	Nest Management	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Per the guidance, “Each facility should have protocols in place on how to manage nests established on any part of the facility (see APLIC 2006). Eagle nests should be addressed per the Service’s 2007 National Bald Eagle Management Guidelines” This is not articulated here or in section 7.1.

Project facilities will manage nests established on any part of the facility as described throughout this document. Eagle nests will be addressed as described in Section 7.1 above.

7.3	Risk Assessment Validation

Using data collected throughout this process, the ProjectApplicants will attempt to validate the identified risks of the project. The validation process will consider:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: But how will these questions be answered?

1. Whether the documented mortality rate post-construction is higher, lower, or as expected, compared to the pre-construction risk assessment.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will this be determined?  The initial data were collected late in the season; therefore, the baseline is not well established.

2. Whether conservation measures are adequate to minimize bird and/or bat mortality to the maximum extent practicable? 

3. Would additional conservation measures be likely to reduce mortality rates?

4. Do documented mortality rates trigger adaptive management actions?



The results of this validation assessment would be discussed in Project reporting, described in Section 7.4 below.

7.4	Reporting

Quarterly e-mail summaries of all biological monitoring activities will be submitted to BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CDFGCPUC (for SCE project components) by the Designated Biologist. One section of these summaries will focus on reporting for the long-term monitoring program for raptors (including owls) and bats. This section will include results of the study components of monitoring conducted during the previous quarter, and a discussion of any unusual circumstances noted. These reports may also include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.

 

On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to the BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for the BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG,CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE project components) in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1 of each year. This annual report will summarize all quarterly reports and be submitted via e-mail by the Designated Biologist. After this report is submitted, an annual meeting will be held between the BLM, USFWS, Applicants, CDFG, and CDFGCPUC to review the annual monitoring report and discuss monitoring results and conservation measures, including any adaptive management implemented or recommended.






8.0	Key Resources and References

8.1	Key Resources

Key resources include the team of proponent personnel, biological monitors and agency personnel who will work together to ensure the success of the protection, avoidance, and minimization of impacts to bird and bat species during the construction and operations and maintenance phases of the Project. The names and contact information for key personnel are provided below.



Project Proponents

Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC

1111 Broadway St, 4th Floor

Oakland, CA 94607

(510) 625-7400

Contact:  Amanda Beck

ABeck@firstsolar.com



Southern California Edison

1218 South 5th Avenue

Monrovia, CA 91016

(626) 260-6040

Contact: Paul Yamazaki

Paul.Yamazaki@sce.com


Biological Monitoring

Ironwood Consulting

1412 S. Center St.

Redlands, CA 92373

(909) 798-0330

Contact: Kathy Simon

Kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com



Bureau of Land Management

California Desert District Office

22835 Calle San Juan De Los Lagos

Moreno Valley, CA 92553-9046

(951) 697-5223

Contact: Kim Marsden

Kim_Marsden@BLM.gov 





U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office

6010 Hidden Valley Rd., 101

Carlsbad, CA 92011

760.431.9440 x 354 phone

Contact: Jody Fraser

jody_fraser@fws.gov



California Department of Fish and Game

Inland Deserts Region

3602 Inland Empire Blvd Suite C220

Ontario, CA 91764

(909) 484-0167

Contact: Magdalena Rodriguez

mcrodriguez@dfg.ca.gov
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   AVIAN AND BAT PROTECTION PLAN	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Overall the document is fragmented relative to the avoidance, minimization, mitigation, and conservation measures. These measures should be consolidated into one section and any redundancies omitted or merged.

Also, this document is largely the FWS guidance cut and pasted without any of the necessary details. Providing project-specific data, analysis (risk assessment) including how minimization measures reduce risk, and procedures for validating risk is recommended. Also, inclusion of a more substantive adaptive management strategy is recommended.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Finally, we recommend that an ornithologist with relevant expertise in avian species, particularly raptor biology and conservation, be consulted on the technical aspects of the plan, particularly regarding mortality monitoring, statistical validation of any monitoring strategy, and the adaptive management component.
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1.0	INTRODUCTIONIntroduction 

This section provides a brief summary of the project description for the Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC (ApplicantSunlight) and Southern California Edison (SCE) project (jointly the “Applicants”). A complete description of the project is found in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project California Desert Conservation Area Plan Amendment and Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) (BLM 2011).



The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) issued of a right-of-way (ROW) grant authorizing the construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (Project). The Project covers less than 4,176 acres (ac) and is located in Riverside County, California, approximately 6 miles north of the rural community of Desert Center and approximately (10.5 kilometers or 6.5 miles north of the Interstate 10 corridor (Figure 1). The Project consists of three main components 1) a 550-megawatt (MW) solar photovoltaic (PV) generating facility (Solar Farm), 2) a 220-kilovolt (kV) generation interconnection line (Gen-tie line), and 3) a 500/220-kV substation and substation related components (the Red Bluff Substation) (Figure 2). While the Red Bluff substation is included as part of this project description for planning and environmental considerations, it would be constructed, owned, and operated by SCE, not by the ApplicantSunlight.



The Applicant and SCEApplicants have prepared this Avian and Bat Protection Plan in accordance with regulatory agency guidance, including:

· U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Pacific Southwest Region’s Region8 Interim Guidelines for the Development of a Project Specific Avian and Bat Protection Plan for Solar Energy Plants and Related Transmission Facilities.   

· Avian and Bat Protection Plan Guidelines developed jointly by Edison Electric Institute’s Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) 

· Additional Interim Guidelines from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS 2000, 2003, 2010). 

· Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO Plan, BLM and the California Department of Fish and Game- CDFG 2002).



1.1	Purpose of the Avian and Bat Protection Plan

The Avian and Bat Protection Plan (ABPP) delineates a program designed to reduce the risks that result from bird and bat interactions due to actions performed by Sunlight in the construction and operation of the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line; and by SCE in the construction and operation of their project components (Red Bluff Substation and associated access road, distribution line and telecommunications site). The ABPP also identifies the avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures that will be implemented over the life of the project, as well as long-term monitoring strategies and an adaptive management program. The overall goal of this ABPP is to avoid, reduce, and ultimately eliminate bird and bat mortality to the extent possible. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: For informational purposes, this plan is now called “Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy”; if the applicant intends to pursue a GOEA permit, an Eagle Conservation Plan would also be necessary.



The objectives of this ABPP are as follows:

· Describe the process of surveys and siting decisions to date, including identifying baseline conditions for avian and bat species present in the area of the Project components. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Survey methods, techniques, and qualifications of surveyors, as well as a thorough analysis of data leading to risk characterization of direct, indirect and cumulative effects is an integral part of this plan and should be included or expanded upon in each respective section.

· Identify activities during construction and operationsal and maintenance (O&M) that may increase the potential of adverse effects to passerine, raptor, and bat species on and adjacent to the Project components.

· Specify steps that will be taken to avoid, minimize and mitigate any potential adverse effects to these species, including thresholds for adaptive management.

· Detail long-term monitoring and reporting goals for the Project.



Ironwood Consulting, Inc.	4







The following Applicant measures (AM) and mitigation measures (MM) from the FEIS are incorporated into this plan.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Per previous comment, all of these measures should be integrated into the body of the plan below. Consolidating the measures would make the document easier to read.



AM-WIL-3. Avian and Bat Protection Plan. This Plan will be prepared and implemented by the Applicants to specify necessary actions to be taken to protect nesting bird and bat species. The following measures will be implemented by the Applicants to protect burrowing owls in the Project locations during construction:



1. Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction area as recommended by the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The same methods should be used to detect nesting and wintering BUOW.



2. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 75 meters (250 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). Initial avoidance buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on the type of construction activity as approved by CDFG or USFWS. Outside nesting season or after determining that a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within one mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation.



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicants to protect nesting bird species in the Project locations during construction which are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and California Fish and Game Code Sections 3503 and 3513:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Any efforts to detect state and federally listed bird species that may utilize habitats within and near the project footprint should be articulated.



1. Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and in adjacent habitat areas and any nests observed will be identified and clearly marked. For passerines, an exclusion area where construction will not be allowed to commence will be established approximately 100 meters (330 feet) from any active nest. For raptors (other than golden eagles), the exclusion area will be established approximately 170 meters (500 feet) from any active nest (excluding nests of the common raven). For golden eagles, the exclusion area will be established approximately 1.6 kilometers (one mile) from any active nest. Initial protective buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on type of construction activity and bird species and per approval by CDFG or USFWS. Nests will be checked within one week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or young have fledged.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Include citation.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please define methodology and frequency.



2. Vegetation clearing will be conducted outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

3. Biological monitors will be present on-site during all phases of construction and will be tasked with monitoring avian nesting in adjacent habitats. If nests are found, the same procedures would be used as discussed above for pre-construction surveys. 



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicant to protect roosting bats in the Project locations during construction: Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and adjacent habitat areas and any active bat colonies will be identified and clearly marked. An exclusion area will be established approximately 50 meters (165 feet) from any active colony, and whenever possible, these areas will be avoided during construction activities.



For five years post-construction, the Applicant will record incidental sightings of raptors and bats in the Project locations. In addition, the Applicant will conduct nest surveys within the Project locations at least twice each spring between March 1 and June 1, separated by at least 30 days where all project-related infrastructure will be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. The Applicant will submit quarterly status reports via email to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG. On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1st of each year. These reports may include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Is this for raptors?   If so, 01 March – 01 June in xeric habitats is too late; earlier nesting chronologies are probably more relevant. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define. How will this information be used? If it is incidental, what inferences may be gained from these ‘data.’



AM-WIL-4, Construction Water Storage Pond Design. The temporary construction water ponds shall be designed, constructed, and operated in compliance with all applicable regulatory requirements with respect to design, operation, and maintenance, protection of migratory waterfowl, and raven management. This includes following provisions in the FEIS under the common raven management plan and includes the following specific measures to discourage ravens:



· Using anti-perching devices around the perimeter of each pond to exclude ravens and other birds from accessing the edge of the ponds to drink.

· Lining the ponds and maintaining two feet of freeboard in the ponds at all times

· Designing the ponds with interior side slopes at a 33 percent slope (3:1, horizontal:vertical)

· Netting will be used to cover ponds when not in use to reduce avian access. Appropriate material will be used to ensure that nocturnal bird species and bats will not become entangled in the netting.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please describe what type of netting will be used and ensure that it has proven effective for similar purposes.

· At least 60 days prior to construction, the Applicant shall submit to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG, the proposed locations and design of the ponds, including how many ponds would be operational at a time, specific design features to discourage ravens, and a plan for immediately addressing problems with pond design. During construction, the ponds shall be monitored daily to ensure that anti-raven measures are successful. All ponds will be dismantled at the end of construction.



SCE does not have construction water storage ponds in its project components.






MM-WIL-5. Prepare and Implement a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. Prior to the issuance of a ROW retain a BLM-approved, qualified biologist to prepare a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan in consultation with CDFG and USFWS. This plan shall follow the Avian Protection Plan guidelines outlined by USFWS and APLIC. The plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such feeder/distribution lines and solar panels.  



The Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan shall include at a minimum: 

· Detailed specifications on data, 

· A carcass collection protocol, and 

· A rationale justifying the proposed schedule of carcass searches, and

· Seasonal trials to assess bias from carcass removal by scavengers as well as searcher bias.



During construction and for one year following the beginning of the solar farm operation the biologist shall submit annual reports to BLM, CDFG, and USFWS describing the dates, durations, and results of monitoring and data collection. The annual reports shall provide a detailed description of any project-related bird or wildlife deaths or injuries detected during the monitoring study or at any other time and data collected for the study of polarized light impacts on insectivorous birds. The report shall analyze any project-related bird fatalities or injuries detected, and provide recommendations for future monitoring and any adaptive management actions needed.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Reporting requirements should be consistent throughout the document. Below, reporting is required beyond one year.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Reporting to regulatory agencies of avian mortality should be within 24 hours -5 days of mortality; take of birds is not a permitted activity.  



Thresholds will be determined in this ABPP and approved by BLM, CDFG and USFWS. If BLM determines that bird mortality caused by solar have been identified as key mortality features, or implement other appropriate actions approved by BLM and regulatory agencies based on the findings of the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. If mitigation actions are required, the annual reporting shall continue until BLM, in consultation with CDFG and USFWS, determines whether more years of monitoring are needed, and whether additional mitigation and adaptive management measures are necessary.



MM-WIL-6. Prepare and Implement Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring, and Adaptive Management. For each year after commencement of construction \, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities shall be conducted to determine if whether any territory is active. Survey methods for the inventory shall be as described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. A nesting territory or shall be considered occupied or unoccupied based on criteria in Pagel et al. (2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. Data collected during the inventory shall include at least the following: 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will non-breeding eagles (juveniles, subadults, floaters during breeding and non-breeding season be monitored and addressed?

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan: If an occupied nest (as defined by Pagel et al. 2010) is detected within 10 miles of any project component, the Project owner or SCE shall prepare and implement a Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles. The monitoring methods shall be consistent with those described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall be prepared in consultation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). It shall be implemented by Desert Sunlight or SCE, according to project component; and each Applicant shall designate a biologist, to be approved by BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). Triggers for adaptive management shall include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, including but not limited to: agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall include a description of adaptive management actions, which shall include, but not be limited to, cessation of construction activities that are deemed by the Designated Biologist to be the source of golden eagle disturbance.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will those activities be identified independently from other non-project related occurrences (i.e. territorial eagle disputes, anthropogenic recreation, research/monitoring effects, etc.?



1.2	Legal Drivers

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA), National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) provide the primary legal bases for this ABPP. The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 703, et seq.) prohibits the taking, killing, possession, transportation and importation of migratory birds, their eggs, parts, and nests, except when authorized by the USFWS. Because MBTA does not provide a specific mechanism to authorize “incidental” take, proponents often should work proactively with the Service to avoid and minimize the potential take of species. 



The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 668-668d) protects bald and golden eagles.  Through a new regulation (50 CFR § 22.26), the Service can authorize take of bald and golden eagles when the take is associated with, but not the purpose of, an otherwise lawful activity, and cannot practicably be avoided. Thus, these new regulations provide a mechanism where take of eagles can be legally authorized.  



Under the National Environmental Policy Act (42 USC §§ 4321-4370h), federal agencies such as BLM are required to prepare a detailed environmental impact statement (EIS) for any major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment. An EIS must include an examination of the environmental impacts of a proposed project, a reasonable range of alternatives for a project and other related matters. BLM authorization of a right-of-way (ROW) grant for the Project would require a land use plan amendment (PA) to the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan (BLM 1980), as amended. In addition, DOE will consider Sunlight’s application for a loan guarantee under Title XVII of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EP Act 05), as amended by Section 406 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Public Law (PL) 111-5 (the “Recovery Act”).



The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has discretionary authority to issue the Permit to Construct (PTC) for SCE’s Red Bluff Substation, a portion of the Project. As allowed by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15221, the CPUC intends to use this EIS to provide the environmental review required for its approval process. The CPUC and BLM have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that defines the relationship of the two agencies, and identifies CPUC as a cooperating agency with the BLM. 



The Applicant anticipatesApplicants anticipate that construction and/or operation of the Project will not cause unauthorized “take” or prohibited “disturbance” of any species protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act or the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. However, it is voluntarily proposing this Avian and Bat Protection Plan to proactively implement measures to avoid, minimize and mitigate for any potential adverse effects of the Project on such species.  In addition, by utilizing the adaptive management approach in this plan, it is committing to evaluate data during the operation phase of the Project and make further adjustments to the plan, if necessary and appropriate. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This determination precedes the presentation of the data and the analysis. It is not a “Legal Driver” and no data are provided here for the reader to connect to the conclusion. Please move to the appropriate section and provide rationale.



1.3	Corporate Policy

Sunlight and SCE have a commitment to work cooperatively towards the protection of migratory birds and bats.  These entities are committed to consistent coordination with agency personnel at BLM, USFWS, and the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) so that all parties and agencies understand the scope of the Project and can discuss project facilities and features that may require additional attention for avian species.




2.0	Coordination

Sunlight and SCE recognized that an essential element to developing a successful Project is the coordination between the project proponents and the appropriate agencies. As recommended by USFWS, the Applicants conducted early coordination on essential elements, such as wildlife surveys, project siting criteria, and operational limitations to ensure that all parties and agencies understood the scope of the project and potential issues could be identified early in the planning process (USFWS 2010). This coordination resulted in numerous improvements to project siting and design (discussed in Section 4.0), and the development of Applicant Measures designed to avoid and minimize potential effects to avian and bat species. 

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This and the paragraphs below are not part of coordination but more minimization measures to reduce project impacts; therefore, should be moved to the appropriate section and consolidated with other measures.

Sunlight evaluated a larger Project Study Area (PSA) when determining the siting of the Project. Areas of desert wash woodland were avoided in this siting to the extent possible, in part to avoid the potential roosting, nesting, and foraging areas for birds and bats within areas of greater vegetation structure. The process of reducing the Project footprint is discussed further in Section 4.0.



The Applicants have also incorporated design features into the Project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats, including:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These measures should be consolidated with other conservation, avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures into a single section.

· Limiting vegetation clearing to periods outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

· Limiting vegetation disturbance and grading to the smallest area practicable; and

· Placing electrical lines underground or transmission lines on existing structures to the extent practical to avoid collisions with lines. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please adhere to APLIC guidance for any above ground transmission lines.



The Applicants further intendsintend to utilize the Applicant Measures AM-WIL-3 and AM-WIL-4 from the FEIS (presented in Section 1.0) during the construction phase and O&M phase of the project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These measures are required per the ROD and identified above. See comment 20 above.

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

SCE will also follow the above measures outlined in AM-WIL-3 (AM-WIL-4 is not applicable to SCE components) in the FEIS above to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.






3.0	Adaptive Management and Habitat Compensation	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This section should come last as future monitoring will inform the adaptive management needs.

Also, please provide the details of the adaptive management framework.

3.1	Adaptive Management Process

The Applicant has incorporated siting criteria, design features and best management practices into the Project that will provide significant avoidance and minimization measures that will reduce the potential for adverse effects on avian and bat species. Specifically, decisions were made to ensure that each phase of project development was evaluated with an eye to reducing potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats during the siting, design, construction, operation and maintenance (O&M), and post-operation phases of the Project. 



In additional to the specific Project measures described below, Sunlight and SCE are committed to using an adaptive management approach throughout the life of the Project that supports flexible decision making and can be adjusted as monitoring results or new regional data are received. In so doing, the protections in this plan are expected to have continued effectiveness throughout the life of the Project.



This adaptive management approach will include the following six key concepts described by Williams (2009) that are endorsed by the Service in its Interim Guidance for Solar Energy Facilities (USFWS 2010):

1. Problem Assessment

2. Design

3. Implementation

4. Monitoring

5. Evaluation

6. Adjustment



Adaptive Management is a keystone of the Sunlight and SCE program to avoid and reduce potential effects to avian and bat species throughout the construction, O&M, and decommissioning stages of the Project. In order to compensate for the loss of avian and bat habitat, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide habitat compensation. This approach is described further in the following sections.

3.2	Habitat Compensation

Habitat Ccompensation is discussed in detail in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar 2011) for the solar farm and gen-tie line. The Applicant and SCE, and in the Red Bluff Substation Habitat Compensation Plan (SCE 2011) for the Red Bluff Substation and related components, The Applicants are prepared to implement necessary mitigation and compensation for impacts to protected wildlife species as required by BLM, the CDFG, and USFWS as described in the FEIS and Habitat Compensation PlanPlans. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: If you’re going to include this section, recommend adding a sentence that summarizes how impacts to avian and bat species are being compensated as stated in the hab comp plan.




4.0	Pre-Siting Data Collection

The siting of the solar farm site, gen-tie line, and substation required detailed and individual evaluation. Although the area of Red Bluff Substation had been recently and repeatedly surveyed prior to this Project for numerous transmission projects, the solar farm site and immediately surrounding areas had not been previously surveyed. Thus, in an effort to place the Project components in locations that would yield the least risk of population impacts, a rigorous siting evaluation process was completed, including the following considerations recommended by the USFWS:

1. Coarse Site Assessment

2. Habitat Equivalency Analysis

3. Site Specific Wildlife Surveys

4. Risk Assessment

5. Reporting

4.1 Coarse Site Assessment

In accordance with USFWS guidance, a pre-siting assessment was conducted starting with a coarse site assessment of the potential environmental issues that might preclude the site from development based on its perceived or validated level of risk (USFWS 2010). This project conducted the equivalent of a Potential Impact Index (PII) (USFWS 2003) by taking a “first cut” analysis of the suitability of a site proposed for development and estimating use of the site by selected wildlife species as an indicator of potential impact (USFWS 2010).



Initial biological assessments conducted in 2007 recommended the avoidance of Pinto Wash as potential habitat for special status species, including avian and bat species. This was supported by an initial field assessment of the site conducted by Patricia Brown-Berry (Brown Berry 2010) for bat species. Between 2008 and 2011, several additional site reductions occurred that reduced the solar farm footprint and shifted the footprint away from areas that support better quality habitats with larger and more diverse vegetative structure.



Project components do not provide habitat for federally or state-listed avian or bat species, but do provide habitat for several special-status species, including those shown on Tables 1 and 2 (Ironwood Consulting 2010). All species in Tables 1 and 2 are species addressed and covered under the Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO).

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 

The Solar farm site alternatives and Gen-tie line route alternatives are not within an Important Bird Area, a Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Network (WHSRN), or an area designated by the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance (Ramsar Convention). The solar farm site is not within an area designated as a critical habitat unit (CHU), or other Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC); however, the Solar Farm site is immediately adjacent to the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU. The Gen-tie line is partially located within the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU designated as management areas for the desert tortoise. 

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are not within an Important Bird Area, WHSRN area, or Ramsar Convention area. The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are within the Chuckwalla CHU and DWMA.
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Table 1.	Sensitive Avian Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Passerine Species

		



		Chaetura vauxi

Vaux’s swift (breeding sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Progne subis

purple martin

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Toxostoma lecontei

LeConte’s thrasher

		Federal:



State:

NECO:

		Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC)

SSC

covered 



		Raptors 

		



		Aquila chrysaetos

golden eagle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		protected by BGEPA

SSC; fully protected

covered 



		Athene cunicularia

burrowing owl

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Buteo regalis

ferruginous hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

none

covered 



		Buteo swainsonii

Swainson’s hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

threatened

covered 



		Circus cyaneus

northern harrier (nesting sites are protected (i.e. MBTA)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Falco mexicanus

prairie falcon (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered












Table 2.	Sensitive Bat Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Antrozous pallidus

pallid bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eptesicus fuscus pallidus

big brown bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eumops perotis californicus

western mastiff bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Eumops perotis

pocketed free-tailed bat  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus cinereus

hoary bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus xanthinus

southern yellow bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Macrotus californicus

California leaf-nosed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Myotis californicus  

California myotis  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Parastrellus hesperus

western pipistrelle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Plecotus townsendii

Townsend’s big-eared bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Tadarida brasiliensis  

Mexican free-tailed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered










4.2	Habitat Equivalency Analysis

TheAs recommended by USFWS, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide the habitat compensation process. Permanent habitat losses and compensation put forward to offset project impacts have been quantified and are described in the Project’s Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar and SCE 2011).



AsIn addition, as recommended by the USFWS, the Applicants have looked for opportunities to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities. These opportunities may come in the form of voluntary habitat acquisition or conservation easements. In order to quantify the appropriate compensation acreage, the use of an HEA can be used to identify high quality habitat and calculate compensation for the development of high quality habitats for both permanent and temporary losses. The objective of an HEA is to replace lost habitat services with like services, providing a replacement ratio for interim and permanent injury. 



The most significant step First Solar has taken to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities is working with BLM to determine the suitability of habitat remaining within their solar application as an area to be excluded from future development due to biological concerns. The area that could be excluded supports more diverse habitats with greater vegetation structure than the majority of the Project site and provides better habitats for most bird and bat species than those habitats found on the solar farm site.

4.3	Site- Sspecific Wildlife Surveys

Pre-siting survey data will becomeserve as the baseline for project impacts to biological resources, including birds and bats populations. Thus, prior to conducting site-specific surveys of the Project components, appropriate survey questions were developed that included methods applicable for before-after control impacts studies. Survey questions included:

1. Which species of birds and bats use the project area and how do their numbers vary temporally?

2. How much time do birds/bats spend in potential risk zones and does this behavior vary by season?

3. What is the estimated range of bird/bat mortalities from the project?

4. Are there nesting raptors on site or within 3 miles of project footprint. For eagles, are there eagles nesting within 10 miles of project footprint?

4.3.1	Methods

As recommended by USFWS (2010), multiple survey techniques were used to ensure adequate data collection. Specific survey methods included:

1. Diurnal point counts including varying timing during the day, month and seasonally during migratory periods.

2. Raptor nest searches including golden eagle surveys (Pagel et al. 2010)

3. Migration counts.

4. Incidental data collection conducted during all biological surveys conducted at the Project components, which spanned over four years at the site, thus also captured timing variation within days, months and seasons as well as under varying climatic conditions.

5. 
Surveys for burrowing owl following Phase I and II surveys as directed by CDFG (California Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993).



Point Counts

Point count surveys for all birds were conducted in April, May, and October 2010 by experienced desert avian biologists Kip Kermoian and Jake Molhman at a total of twelve locations, nine on the Solar farm site and three at control sites, using point count methodology as described in Monitoring Bird Populations by Point Counts (Ralph et al. 1995). The surveys identify bird species and their relative numbers at each fixed study point location (point counts). Point count methodology is well accepted and widely used in bird studies.  Each point is visited for a fixed amount of time and all birds detected within an often fixed radius are recorded. Research suggests that the amount of time spent at a sampling location increases standard error, especially at times greater than 10 minutes (Smith et al. 1997). Each count was limited to 10 minutes to minimize standard error introduced by double counting, flyovers, etc. Additionally, incidental flyovers were recorded separately from typical observations and each count was divided into three survey periods consisting of the first three minutes, minutes 3 to 5, and minutes 5 to 10. This time division was done to facilitate data analysis used to differentiate birds most likely to be permanent or temporary occupants of the study point from transients in the area surveyed.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service:  The dates selected may exclude migrants and wintering birds.  



Golden Eagle Surveys

The ApplicantApplicants participated in a joint program to conduct aerial surveys for golden eagles in and around Blythe and Desert Center, California. These surveys were conducted in two phases, with Phase 1 occurring on April 2-3, 2010 and Phase 2 occurring on May 14, 2010.  These surveys were conducted in accordance with applicable USFWS guidance and were designed to record and report occupancy (Phase I) and productivity (Phase II) of golden eagle nests within a ten-mile radius of four solar projects, including Sunlight’s Solar farm site. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These dates do not correlate with recommended time periods for surveys; the latter aerial survey (14 May 2010) is late to detect breeding GOEA in xeric habitats. Further, these dates are inconsistent with those reported by WRI (25-26 March and 2-3 April). Please reconcile. This also suggests that only one year of data were collected; at least 3 years of data are recommended.  



Although the primary purpose of the surveys was to conduct the first of two aerial surveys for golden eagles [Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (USFWS 2010)], the surveys also recorded data for other raptor species.  The data and results from these surveys are found in the Final Report, Golden Eagle Surveys Surrounding Four Proposed Energy Developments in the Mojave Desert Region, California (Wildlife Research Institute 2010). 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The number of aerial over-flights was recommended to be AT LEAST two flights; however, in most instances more survey work would be necessary to assess risk. Additionally, ground observations are recommended to augment data.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This document should be appended to the final ABPP. 



Raptor Nest Surveys

Surveys of the alternatives for all three main components of the Project site were conducted on April 23-24 and May 20, 2010 in accordance with draft State agency protocols for identifying raptor nests [California Energy Commission (CEC) and CDFG 2010].  These surveys include inspecting all potential structures and trees in the Project vicinity for the presence of raptor nests. The results from these nest surveys are incorporated in this document.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Again, from a chronology standpoint for desert habitat, this may be too late to be meaningful.




Bats

On February 17, 2010, Dr. Patricia Brown, desert bat expert who has conducted numerous bat surveys in the Project region, conducted a reconnaissance-level survey of the Project components. The purpose of this survey was to determine those bats species that might inhabit these project areas and to formulate avoidance and minimization measures for bat species to be used during the construction, O&M, and post-construction phases.




Incidental Sightings

During all Project biological surveys, all bird species were identified and/or tallied on standardized data forms (Ironwood Consulting 2010). These data were compiled in electronic databases and used to determine species present and variation throughout days, months and seasons.

Burrowing Owl

Phase I burrowing owl surveys were conducted in 2007 on the First Solar project components, and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Phase II focused surveys were conducted in 2008 and 2010 on the First Solar project components and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Results of these surveys are compiled in the Biological Resources Technical Report (Ironwood 2010). In addition, pre-construction surveys in September 2011 were conducted on both the solar farm and Red Bluff substation sites, following the Phase II and III protocols (Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993). 

4.3.2	Results

Results addressing the first 3three survey questions were compiled and are discussed below separately for passerines, raptors, and bats with a special discussion for special-status bird species listed on Table 1. The chart below shows those bird species that were recorded most frequently during all surveys of the solar farm site.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This table is illegible.  








Passerines

Most detections of passerine species were recorded in the morning hours between 0600 and 0800 and in the months of March and April in each year. These results are likely affected by the higher numbers of surveyors recording data during those months of the year, and that point counts were conducted in the morning hours as described in Ralph et al 1995. All passerine species were found in habitats that are present both on the solar farm site and gen-tie line, and on the SCE components; therefore any of these species may inhabit each of these Project components. Habitat quality does differ throughout the area, with the gen-tie line and SCE components in areas of sheet flow and scattered desert dry wash woodland, thus providing greater vegetation diversity and structure. The solar farm site has approximately 1,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitats that provide greater density and structure favored by most species, with the remaining approximately 2,921 acres poorer quality habitat with few species present and wide spaces between shrubs of stunted growth.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: According to the methods, surveys were only conducted in 2010. Correct?



Mortalities from the project are not expected with the inclusion of the avoidance and impact minimization measures required in the FEIS and discussed in Section 5.0 of this report and include protection of active nests until nest completion is documented. Avian species found on the solar farm site are highly mobile and were generally found in low numbers on the majority of the solar farm site. Thirty-eight passerine species have been recorded at the Project components (Table 3). The species indicated in bold type are special-status species discussed separately below.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Direct mortalities? Need to assess the risk of indirect effects from loss of foraging, nesting habitat and potential reproductive failure.



Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. ’Costa's hummingbirds feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 3). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  




Table 3.	Passerine Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Shouldn’t/couldn’t there be more data associated with this in a table, such as numbers of observations, behaviors, etc.? Also, observations appear to have some road-bias; per the map below (figure 3); is this a correct observation?

		Common Name

		Scientific name



		American robin

		Turdus migratorius



		Anna's hummingbird

		Calypte anna



		ash-throated flycatcher

		Myiarchus cinerascens



		barn swallow

		Hirundo rustica



		black-crowned night heron

		Nycticorax nycticorax



		black-tailed gnatcatcher

		Polioptila melanura



		black-throated sparrow

		Amphispiza bilineata



		blue-gray gnatcatcher

		Polioptila caerulea



		Brewer's blackbird

		Euphagus cyanocephalus



		Brewer's sparrow

		Spizella breweri



		Bullock's oriole

		Icterus bullockii



		common poorwill

		Phalaenoptilus nuttallii



		Costa's hummingbird

		Calypte costae



		Gambel’s quail

		Callipepla gambelii



		greater roadrunner

		Geococcyx californianus



		great-tailed grackle

		Quiscalus mexicanus



		horned lark

		Eremophila alpestris



		house finch

		Carpodacus mexicanus



		house wren

		Troglodytes aedon



		killdeer

		Charadrius vociferous



		LeConte’s thrasher

		Toxostoma lecontei



		lesser goldfinch

		Carduelis psaltria



		lesser nighthawk

		Chordeiles minor



		mourning dove

		Zenaida macroura



		northern flicker

		Colaptes auratus



		northern mockingbird

		Mimus polyglottos



		phainopepla

		Phainopepla nitens



		rock wren

		Salpinctes obsoletus



		northern rough-winged swallow

		Stelgidopteryx serripennis



		Say’s phoebe

		Sayonaris nigricans



		tree swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		verdin

		Auriparus flaviceps



		violet-green swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		western kingbird

		Tyraannus verticalis



		western meadowlark

		Sturnella neglecta



		white-crowned sparrow

		Zonotrichia leucophrys



		white-throated swift 

		Aeronautes saxatalis



		yellow-rumped warbler

		Dendroica coronata








Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 1). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  

Raptors

Thirteen raptor species (excluding common raven) are known to occur at the Project components (Table 4). The species in bold type are special-status species as shown on Table 1 with locations shown on Figure 13 for all species except burrowing owl, shown on Figure 24. Because the solar farm site and gen-tie line are located in the valley floor of the Chuckwalla Valley, most raptor species were observed as flyovers of the components as indicated on Table 4.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define flyover.



Table 4.	Raptor Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Cooper’s hawk and other nocturnal species are missing from this list and are likely to occur in the area.

		

Common Name

		

Scientific Name

		Approximate Number of Individuals



		

		

		Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		Red Bluff Substation and 

Related Components



		American kestrel

		Falco sparverius

		P

		P



		burrowing owl

		Athene cunicularia

		1*7

		0*



		ferruginous hawk 

		Buteo regalis

		1 flyover

		0



		golden eagle

		Aquila chrysaetos

		0

		0



		loggerhead shrike

		Lanius ludovicianus

		23

		6



		merlin

		Falco columbarius

		P

		P



		northern harrier

		Circus cyaneus

		2 flyovers

		0



		prairie falcon

		Falco mexicanus

		4 flyovers

		0



		red-tailed hawk

		Buteo jamaicensis

		P

		P



		sharp-shinned hawk

		Accipiter striatus

		P

		P



		Swainson’s hawk

		Buteo swainsonii

		18 flyovers	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Was this a single kettle or separate observations?

		0



		turkey vulture

		Cathartes aura

		P

		P





P = present at Project component (non-special-status species were not recorded by location)	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: It says above that incidental observations were recorded, where are the data if not here? Does this mean that observations were not documented?

*see burrowing owl discussion for more information







Burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. It is also a BCC species for which the USFWS is very concerned about fragmentation and displacement effects. Burrowing owls inhabit open dry grasslands and desert scrubs, and typically nest in mammal burrows although they may use man-made structures including culverts and debris piles. In the Project region, they are resident species and exhibit strong nest site fidelity. Burrowing owls eat insects, small mammals and reptiles. 



The Phase 1I assessment for burrowing owls concluded that suitable habitat for burrowing owls existed throughout the study area. During the Phase 2II burrow surveys, numerous suitable burrows were recorded on the solar farm site; however, three records of burrowing owl sign (i.e., burrow, white wash and pellets) were observed. One group of observations, which included one individual owl and two burrows with white wash and pellets, occurred approximately 1,500 feet east of the intersection of Gen-Tie A1 and highway 177. The two other individual owl sightings occurred approximately one mile north and 0.8 mile west of the solar farm site. One owl was observed east of the Red Bluff substation.



Owls observed were all individual adults and observations occurred during both spring and fall seasons. It is expected that the owls reside within the area and there is a high potential for pairs to occur. Phase 3 surveys will be performed prior to ground disturbing activities to determine the exact number of resident owls potentially affected by construction immediately prior to these activities.



Phase II and III pre-construction surveys found one potential burrowing owl burrow on the Red Bluff substation site, and seven individual single owls on the solar farm site. The burrow on the Red Bluff substation site was determined to be unoccupied and collapsed in a storm event on September 13, 2011.





Ferruginous hawk (Buteo regalis) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. This species typically nests in northern latitudes of North America and overwinters in southern regions. Migrant ferruginous hawks are a regular but uncommon during spring and fall in the California desert regions. Within the NECO planning area, ferruginous hawks have been observed overwintering in low numbers in the lower Colorado River Valley, Yuma Basin, West Mesa, and the agricultural areas of Imperial Valley (BLM 2002). Two sightings of migrating ferruginous hawks were recorded, one within the Solar farm site and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. Both observations occurred in March 2010 and consisted of flyovers. The golden eagle surveys performed by helicopter in spring 2010 did not observe presence of this species. Based on data reviewed and observations, it is not expected that ferruginous hawks utilize the study area for nesting or overwintering. This species may forage within the study area during migration. 



Golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) is a State Species of Special Concern and Fully Protected Species, is covered under the federal Bald and itGolden Eagle Protection Act (described in Section 1.2), and is addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. Golden eagles and their primary prey species, jackrabbits, have declined in the California desert regions due to prolonged drought conditions that have persisted since 1998 (WRI 2010). Breeding in Southern California starts in December and January, nest building and egg laying in February to March, and hatching and raising the young eagles occur from April through June. Once the young eagles are flying on their own, the adult eagles will continue to feed them and teach them to hunt until late November.





No golden eagle nests were found on or adjacent to the solar farm site or other Project components. Phase I occupancy surveys conducted in April 2010 detected 13 potentially-active nests within a ten mile radius of the Solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation, as shown on Figure 35. Of these, 4 nests were within Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP), with an additional three in steep hills west and above Eagle Mountain mine, nearly within the JTNP boundaries. These are located either on BLM lands or lands owned by Eagle Mountain Mine and the Kaiser Corporation. The remaining three potential nests were located south of Interstate 10 in the Chuckwalla Mountains, approximately 3 miles west and southwest from the proposed Red Bluff Substation. One observation of a golden eagle flyover of the Chuckwalla Valley was recorded during these surveys (WRI 2010).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define.  



Phase II productivity surveys determined that 12 of these 13 nests were inactive, with one active but non-reproductive nest located in the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area approximately 5 miles from the solar farm site boundary (Figure 35). No reproductive nests were located within the 10-mile radius of the solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation (WRI 2010).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Two late-season aerial surveys are insufficient to make this conclusion with any level of accuracy.  



During these surveys, there were additional raptor species observed within 10 miles of the solar farm site: turkey vultures, common ravens, prairie falcons, and Swainson’s hawks (WRI 2010).







Loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) is State Species of Special Concern and a year-round resident in parts of the Southern California desert. As a predatory bird its diet consists of insects, amphibians, small reptiles, small mammals, and other birds. One pair was observed approximately 0.2 miles northwest of the Solarsolar farm site. Observations of adults were made in both spring and fall, and one individual with first-year plumage was recorded in the fall. Based on the amount and nature of observations made during the surveys, loggerhead shrikes are year-round residents within the study area. Loggerhead shrikes were often observed perching on palo verde and ironwood trees as well as larger creosote bush shrubs and other structures including utility poles. 



Northern harrier (Circus cyaneus), a State Species of Special Concern, is a raptor species that occurs in a wide range of habitats throughout North America. In Southern California, harriers typically nest and forage in open habitats that provide adequate vegetative cover, suitable prey base, and scattered perches such as shrubs or fence posts (Shuford 2008). This species is often found near bodies of water and wetlands (CDFG 2010). Harriers are ground-nesting birds with suitable nesting habitat limited in the southern California desert (Shuford 2008). Three harriers were recorded: two within the Solar farm site, and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What sex were the Harriers which were reported; what time of year?  What were they doing?



Prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus) is State Species of Special Concern that breeds throughout the arid West from southern Canada to central Mexico. The overall distribution appears to be stable. Prairie falcons are found in areas of the dry interior where cliffs provide secure nesting sites. In the desert they are found in all vegetation types, although sparse vegetation provides the best foraging habitat. Prairie falcons were observed in the southwest corner of the solar farm site and approximately 1 mile east of the eastern boundary as flyovers. Two additional observations were recorded along the Gen-tie line, but not south of Interstate 10 (I-10) near the Red Bluff Substation alternatives or related components. During aerial surveys for golden eagles, two prairie falcons were recorded within 10 miles of the Solar farm site near the boundary of Eagle Mountain Mine and Joshua Tree National Park (WRI 2010). One location was an active, reproductive nest in 2010 with unknown nest success (Figure 3). No prairie falcon nests were observed within any Project areas.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Prairie falcons, or prairie falcon territories?  Were prairie falcons detected during any of the point counts?



Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsonii) is state-listed (threatened) raptor species that breeds in much of western North America. Within California, nesting occurs primarily in the Central Valley and northern territoriesCounties; however, regular nesting also occurs in the high desert between the Tehachapi Mountains and Lancaster. This species winters in southern South America with a migration route of over 20,000 miles (Woodbridge 2008). Arrival at breeding areas generally occurs from late February to early May depending on geographical characteristics of the breeding area (Woodbridge 2008). Nest sites have not been documented in the Sonoran Desert of California. This species was observed within the study area during migration. Three incidental records were documented on April 9, 2010 during botanical and baseline surveys. Two observations were of individual Swainson’s hawks and the third observation consisted of a group of over ten birds. All individuals were seen in flight overhead within or near the Solar Farm boundaries. Additionally, Swainson’s hawks were observed during golden eagle surveys near Chuckwalla Mountains [two individuals (March 26 and April 3, 2010)], Coxcomb Mountains [fourteen individuals (April 2, 2010)], and Palen Mountains [four individuals (March 25, 2010)] (WRI 2010). This species is not expected to nest or overwinter within the study area.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Were any fall surveys conducted?

Bats

Dr. Brown’s results indicate that pallid bats and western pipistrelles could roost in small rocks on the ground on the solar farm site alternatives. Radio-telemetry surveys have shown that hoary bats will roost in palo verde trees and ironwoods and that California leaf-nosed bats might roost in the limited areas of ironwood trees between foraging bouts. These tree species are found within the small areas of desert dry wash woodland on the gen-tie line and Red Bluff Substation and related components.



Desert dry wash woodland attracts foraging bats due to increased insect concentration.  This is especially true for California leaf-nosed bats and pallid bats that feed on large insects they glean off the foliage. Roosts for these species have been identified in mines in the Eagle and Coxcomb Mountains, both within 16 kilometers (10 miles) of the solar farm site.

4.4	Risk Assessment

Potential direct impacts could occur without the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures incorporated in to the Project through Applicant measuresMeasures and mitigation measuresMitigation Measures as described in the FEIS (see Section 1.0). Some of the measures described in this document are in addition to those presented in the FEIS as the Applicants continue to address concerns regarding avian and bat species and meet changing requirements. With the incorporation of these measures, the Project is not expected to cause any prohibited “take” or “disturbance” of any species protected by the BGEPA or MBTA.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: A more thorough analysis should support this conclusion. How will AM/MMs reduce the likelihood of take or disturbance and loss of foraging habitat? Explanations of how the applicant expects the measures to be effective in reducing take should be articulated for each section below.



4.4.1	Site-Specific Threats

Based on the results of the site-specific surveys combined with additional regional surveys and information, the potential for take was assessed for the following site-specific threats (USFWS 2010):

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays;

2. Transmission line, power tower, meteorological tower, or guy line collision;

3. Electrocution potential;

4. Territory abandonment;

5. Nest and roost site disturbances;

6. Habitat loss and fragmentation; and

7. Disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility.



Due to the nature of the Project (as a photovoltaic solar facility) and its components, the following threats are not likely to occur:

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays,

2. Potential collisions from power towers, meterological towers, and guy lines 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Birds have been documented colliding with heliostats per McCrary et al., so the potential certainly exists here.

3. Electrocution potential	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This could occur on the gen-tie.



Potential threats from direct transmission line collisions for avian species and bats could occur without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0.



Without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0, nest and roost site disturbances and territory abandonment could occur due to direct nest removal during vegetation removal activities; and indirect disturbance from construction-related noise, lighting, and dust. 

  

Although no nests would be directly taken with the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures for the Project, habitat loss and fragmentation would occur due to the loss of approximately 4,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitat, and up to 200 acres of desert wash woodland habitat. The loss of these habitats would prevent avian and bat species from using the Project areas for foraging, nesting, or overwintering, and these species and habitat uses would likely remain in adjacent large habitat areas including those areas restricted from development between the Project and Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) and within the park itself (over 1,000,000 acres of protected adjacent similar habitats).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Potential indirect impacts from the loss of 4K acres of foraging habitat, such as reduced reproductive output/success should be addressed in this risk assessment.



Potential disturbance due to ongoing human activity presence at the facility is likely to be extremely small because the Project is photovoltaic in nature and has no moving components. The estimatedwould be attributed to long-term human presence on the facility, which is estimated at 12-15 individuals related to security and maintenance activities, as described in the FEIS. The avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0 include measures for the O&M phase of the Project.



Impacts to bats include potential direct impacts to ground nesting species (pallid bats and western pipistrelles) and the potential for the removal of trees with activethat could support bat colonies. at the solar farm site and/or Red Bluff Substation. Indirect impacts could potentially occur from removal of foraging habitat. Indirect impacts could also potentially occur, or from increased human activity, noise, nighttime lighting, and dust. 



Although temporary construction ponds will be constructed at the solar farm site, these ponds will have netting secured around the top of the pond fencing to discourage bats and birds from using water at these ponds.

4.4.2	Cumulative Impacts

The FEIS lists those projects considered as part of the cumulative impact analysis. Cumulative effects discussed in this document include those which have been or will be carried out throughout the anticipated life of the project, and, where practicable and reasonable, should include the impacts from all threats for which the BLM and/or Applicants have some form of control. Potential long-term cumulative indirect effects include the potential removal of nesting, roosting, and foraging habitat for avian and bat species.



For passerine species, nesting and foraging habitats are focused on smaller home ranges near nest sites and available forage. As described above for site-specific threats, vegetation removal would occur within these home ranges, using avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0 to eliminate the take of these species or active nests. The Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide similar habitats and abundant nesting and foraging opportunities for these species, therefore, cumulative effects are unlikely to be significant.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This fails to analyze the impact of the cumulative effects of this project in addition to other projects and activities that are extant or planned in the project area and relies upon the adjacent JTNP as a “refuge”.

Cumulative effects for GOEA should be analyzed out to at least 140 miles from the project footprint.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What cumulative effects exist with regard to JTNP?  



Raptor species (excluding golden eagles and ravens) have larger home ranges and forage over large distances. Due to the development of this Project and other regional projects there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat. This loss is not expected to be significant, or cause prohibited take because it represents a small percentage of the total foraging area regionally available for these species (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for raptors, and more suitable habitats for nesting for most raptor species.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This conclusion should include a discussion of the data and what is known about raptor use in JTNP. Is it feasible that the Park can support displaced individuals and nesting pairs of various species of raptors?  



Golden eagles forage in an area extending up to 225 kilometers (140 miles) from the Project boundaries.their territory centroids. Although there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat from the development of alternative energy projects and other regional projects discussed in the FEIS, this loss is not expected to be significant, or to cause prohibited “disturbance” or “taking,” because it is only a small percentage of the total foraging area (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provides appropriate habitats for nesting (which the Project dies not), and appropriate habitats for foraging.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This is incorrect; 140 miles is considered to be the average dispersal distance of young, and does not indicate the forage distance from a nest site.    In xeric habitat, GOEA are believed to forage out to 10 miles from their territory centroid.   In instances of higher quality, undisturbed habitat that has presence of rabbits/hares/scurids, the forage distance may be less.   	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The document should include an analysis of the amount of habitat that will be lost to construction of proposed projects using FWS guidance; i.e. within 140 air miles. The list of proposed ground-disturbing projects, in addition to extant sources of mortality/disturbance is extensive, and should be considered in light of extant GOEA habitat availability. Additionally, GOEA are more sensitive to human disturbance; therefore, fragmentation of habitats may have a more pronounced effect on individuals and populations.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define; GOEA have particular habitat preferences.



For bat species, potential cumulative impacts are discussed for an area 16 kilometers (10 miles) from the boundaries of the Proposed Project. These include the potential for combined direct effects of the removal of individuals and occupied nests of ground nesting species such as pallid bats and western pipistrelles from project construction. In addition, the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for bats, and many areas that are more suitable habitats for nesting for bat species.








5.0.	Project Design Conservation Measures	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Suggest moving any applicable FEIS mitigation measures each respective section below so that the statements made herein are substantiated.

The Applicants have sited and designed the Project components to avoid and minimize impacts to avian and bat species whenever possible. All discussions below of macro- and micro-siting considerations, nest site buffers and conservation measures during the construction and O&M phases of the Project will apply to both Applicants and all Project components.



The Applicants have worked to site Project components to have the least impacts to bird and bat populations with the goal of avoiding any take of migratory birds and bats and/or minimize the loss, destruction, or degradation of migratory bird and bat habitat by placing projects in areas of lower quality habitat to the maximum extent practicable. 

5.1	Project Siting

The process of siting of Project components included both macro- and micro-siting considerations.

5.1.1	Macro-Siting

Macro-siting considerations for the Project components were conducted in 2007 during initial surveys, and were refined in 2008 after the collection of the initial large data sets for the Project. In 2007, Pinto Wash, which bisects the requested Right-of-Way grant, was removed from development consideration. At this time, other larger areas of desert wash woodland were also removed from site consideration because these habitats support greater vegetation structure, density and diversity and are likely to support greater numbers of species and individuals than other habitats in the ROW area. Macro-siting considerations for the Project components also included the avoidance of:



· Locations with federally or state listed, or otherwise designated sensitive species, and areas managed for the conservation of listed species

Project components avoid DWMAs, CHU, and ACECs to the extent possible and were sited in the area of lowest known concentration for special-status species available.

· Areas frequently used for daily bird and bat movements (i.e., areas between roosting and feeding sites)

Areas of desert wash woodland were identified and avoided by Project components to the greatest extent possible, particularly the avoidance of larger expanses of this habitat found in the Pinto and Big Wash areas.

· Breeding and wintering eagle use areas

These areas were identified and avoided for all Project components. Valley floor areas such as the proposed Solar farm site do not provide wintering or breeding habitatnest or roost sites for eagles, but may provide foraging habitat for resident and non-resident golden eagles and other raptor species.

· Known migration flyways for birds and bats

Pinto Wash is a known bat migration corridor with impacts to this area avoided by the siting of the Solar farm site.

· Areas near known bat hibernacula, breeding, and maternity/nursery colonies

No known areas are found with the footprint of the Project components.

· Fragmentation of large, contiguous tracts of wildlife habitat (Canadian Wildlife Service 2006a and 2006b)



Many desert special status avian and bat species require large undisturbed areas that are highly sensitive to fragmentation effects. In siting the Project components, all areas with greater vegetation structure, density and diversity were avoided or reduced to the extent possible. These areas included desert wash woodlands and areas of creosote bush scrub that overlay stabilized geological features and support greater density and diversity of vegetation.

5.1.2	Micro-Siting

Micro-siting considerations for the Project components were begun in 2008 and actively continued as further wildlife surveys were conducted and through informal meetings with the BLM, USFWS and CDFG throughout the Project’s planning process. The siting of the solar farm was further reduced between the Draft EIS and FEIS in response to concerns from the public and agencies involved in the process. Beyond continuing to refine the boundaries of the solar farm, additional considerations of micro-siting included:

· Avoiding features that attract raptors (areas supporting tall perching structures including trees, utility poles, etc.)



+By avoiding minimizing impacts to desert wash woodland areas and avoiding Pinto Wash, the Projectsolar farm avoided areas with tree layers. TheIn addition, the Applicants have designed features to reduce perching by raptors whenever possible.

· Avoiding features that attract migrant birds (e.g., water sources, riparian vegetation) Minimize the potential for enhancing habitats suitable for raptor prey species such as rodents that would likely attract raptors to the project site



Project components are not adjacent to landscape features that attract migrant birds such as water sources. Project construction and O&M phases will minimize the potential for creating habitats suitable for rodents, such as rock piles, that could attract raptors.

5.2	Buffer Zones

Buffer zones have been established through the FEIS Applicant and Mitigation Measures to protect raptor and other bird nests, areas of high bird and bat use, and known bat roosts from disturbance related to the construction of the solar farm. 



Clearance surveys will be conducted within 30 days prior to vegetation removal in project areas to locate any active nests, burrowing owl burrows, or bat roosts. Vegetation removal will occur outside of the breeding season for special-status bird and bats species to the extent possible. If any active nests, roosts or burrows are located during these surveys, buffer zones will be established as described in the FEIS to protect these areas.



A Lead Avian and Bat Biologist, working under the Designated Biologist, will be assigned to ensure all buffer zones are correctly established and to monitor nest activity and determine when each nest or burrowing owl burrow has fledged or failed. This individual will also be responsible for all data collected for these buffer zones, nests, roosts and burrows.




5.2.1	Passerines

Buffer distances for passerine nests will consider species, terrain, habitat type, and activity level as these features relate to the bird alert distance and bird flight initiation distance (Whitfield et al. 2008). Buffer size distance was coordinated throughout the FEIS process and is established in the FEIS as established at approximately 100 meters from any active nest (330 feet). The Lead Avian Biologist will may determine that a smaller or larger distance is necessary under individual circumstances such as topography and type of construction activities. 



The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the Lead Avian Biologist has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.

5.2.2	Raptors and Eagles

Project-related disturbances such as construction noise, lighting and dust will be avoided within 500 feet from the solar farm site forof an active raptor nest and within one mile for an active eagle nest (excluding common ravens). Any changes in this buffer distance would be determined by the Lead Avian Biologist for the Project and submitted to USFWS, BLM, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components) for approval. Any nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.



For the Red Bluff substation and related components, the specific landscape features of steep terrain and ridgelines between construction activities and nest sites may dictate reduced buffers (Richardson and Miller 1997).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please clarify how this reference justifies a reduced buffer; 1-mile buffers may be insufficient to ensure reproductive success given the anthropogenic activity at the scale of this project.

Also, this paper is not primary source, but a compilation of multiple other papers are dated and may not reflect current scientific understanding of eagles and sensitivity to disturbance. 



Surveys for golden eagle nests will be conducted during each year of construction that occurs within the nesting season. These surveys will be completed in accordance with current USFWS guidance and protocols (currently Pagel et al. 2010) under the Golden Eagle Surveys and Nest Site Monitoring Plan discussed below in Section 7.0.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Monitoring of non-breeding eagles outside of the nesting season should also be conducted. Monitoring of documented territories should continue post project construction to determine if nesting territories continue to be occupied, or are abandoned due to direct, indirect or cumulative effects of the project implementation.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: It is our understanding that surveys for GOEA were not conducted in 2011; one season of limited survey days does not provide a robust data set. Pagel et al. 2010 appears to have been misinterpreted with regard to eagle surveys.  The existing data lack additional breeding information, knowledge of non-breeding GOEA, and habitat use at or near the project area, thereby making the analysis of direct, indirect, and cumulative effects and risk characterization for GOEA suspect.

5.2.3	Burrowing Owls

For burrowing owls, Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction unit and within a 150-meter (500 foot) buffer area. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 100 meters (330 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged. Outside the nesting season or after determining a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within 1 mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls using accepted methods for excluding owls from burrows such as one-way doors or otherwise ensuring owls are not in burrows while burrows are collapsed; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation, including the number and original location of each owl, and known additional locations for each individual.

5.2.4	Bats

Construction activities will avoid any bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula found during clearance surveys. No bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula have been located during surveys conducted at the Project components between 2008 and 2011. Appropriate buffer distances will be established by the Lead Avian Biologist in consideration of the disturbance type, distance to roost or hibernacula, time of year of, and the duration of the disturbance.

5.3	Appropriate Facility Design	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Again, applicable FEIS measures should be incorporated here for better readability of the document.

Many conservation measures have been incorporated into the design of Project facilities, as suggested in USFWS 2010, in an attempt to reduce the potential effects of Project on avian and bat populations, including:



1. Avoid using lattice-type structures, placing external ladders and platforms on towers to minimize perching and nesting.

The use of lattice towers, platforms, and ladders will be minimized to the extent practicable. The use of lattice structures will only be used on the solar farm site for a lookout tower, which will be frequently used (this deterring use by raptors and other birds), and will be frequently checked for the presence of nests. 



Although lattice structures will be used by SCE for their Project components, these will be in an area designated as a utility corridor that currently supports numerous transmission lines, including those on lattice towers, such as DPV1. The Project would not cause a significant increase on the number of lattice towers within this corridor.



2. Implement measures to reduce or buffer adverse noise effects associated with operation of the facility on surrounding wildlife habitat. Noise impacts to birds (Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008) have generally been found to be negative; therefore facility design should take this fact into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats.

The Project utilizes photovoltaic panel technology which has little potential for noise impacts. Noise effects have been extensively studiesstudied and includeincluded in the FEIS, and continued noise monitoring will be conducted during construction. Noise impacts during construction would include noise generated from the operation of construction equipment and construction vehicles. The O&M phase of the Project would have little or no noise for both the solar farm and SCE components.



3. Avoid the use of guy wires for all meteorological towers and do not light them unless the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requires them to be lit, which is generally >60 meters (>199 ft) AGL in height. Any necessary guy wires should be marked with recommended bird deterrent devices (APLIC 1994, USFWS 2000).

No meteorological towers or guy wires or line are included in the Project.



4. If structures (>60 meters [>199 ft] AGL) require lights for aviation safety, the minimum amount of pilot warning and obstruction avoidance lighting specified by the FAA should be used (FAA 2007). All lights within the facility should illuminate synchronously. Lighting of the boundary of the facility is most important as an aviation safety warning. Unless otherwise requested by the FAA, use only the minimum number of strobed, strobe-like or blinking red incandescent lights of minimum intensity. No steady burning lights should be used on facility infrastructures (Gehring et al. 2009).

Any such lighting at the Project facilities would follow this guidance. SCE facilities are not planned greater than 185 feet in height.



5. Facility lights should be focused downward to reduce skyward illumination. Lights should be equipped with motion detectors to reduce continuous illumination. 

All lighting used at Projectboth the solar farm and SCE project facilities will be downcast and would be used only when necessary, when appropriate by installing motion detectors, depending on safety concerns. The projectsolar farm has prepared a Lighting Mitigation Plan in consultation with the Night Sky Program Manager for the National Park Service in order to limit skyward illumination. 



6. Where feasible, place electric power lines underground or on the surface as insulated, shielded wire to avoid electrocution of birds. Use recommendations of the Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) for any required above-ground lines, transformers, or conductors.

Power lines will be in accordance with Avian Power Line Interaction Committee guidelines. 



7. Avoiding the creation of roads to minimize further loss and fragmentation of migratory bird habitat.

New roads associated with Project activities will be kept to a minimum. Roads associated with the solar farm site will be within the Project fence. Roads associated with the gen-tie line have been designed to be the shortest distance possible, such as using spur roads to tower sites from Kaiser Road instead of the creation of a new road along the gen-tie line. Red Bluff substation and related components will use existing roads to the maximum extent possible.



8. If evaporation ponds are required for the operation of the facility, placement of netting over the surface of the ponds is encouraged to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface.

Temporary construction ponds will be used only during the construction phase and will be covered with netting to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface. These ponds are not used for evaporation.  



9. Reducing the attractiveness of solar reflectors to polarotactic water insects (those attracted to polarized light) (Horvath et al. 2010) will help reduce the attractiveness of these facilities to birds and bats. 

Monitoring conducted during the construction and O&M phases of the Project is discussed in Section 7.0 and will assist in determining whether the Project’s photovoltaic panels attract water insects, which in turn could attract birds and bats. If it is determined that water insect are attracted to these facilities, BLM, USFWS, and CDFG will be contacted to determine appropriate adaptive management techniques to reduce this threat.


6.0	Conservation Measures

The conservation measures discussed in this section include those in the FEIS and those presented in USFWS guidance (2010).

6.1	Construction Phase Conservation Measures

Conservation measures that will be implemented by the Project that relate to bird conservation include:

1. Minimize permanent disturbance area such as creating unneeded access roads. Construction of the gen-tie line and other linear Project features will avoid vegetation clearing, and grading whenever possible.

2. All vegetationVegetation within the Project footprint that will be disturbed will be cleared outside of the bird breeding season to the maximum extent practicable. If the Project plans vegetation removal within the bird breeding season, it would be because desert tortoise (a federally and state threatened species) tortoise protection measures and timing may take precedence, or that reason for work to be completed during the breeding season were beyond the Applicant’sApplicant's’ control. If such an occurrence happenedhappens, the Applicants wouldwill communicate with BLM, USFWS, and CDFG that all reasonable and practicable efforts to complete work outside the bird breeding season were attempted.

When vegetation removal cannot take place outside of the breeding season and a reasonable explanation was provided to BLM, USFWS and CDFG, the Lead Avian Biologist or a person under their direct supervision would be on site during construction activities to locate active nests, establish avoidance buffers around active nests, watch for new nesting activity, and if necessary stop construction when noise and general activity threaten to disturb an active nest.  All active nests of protected birds (e.g., MBTA, ESA, state protected) would not be disturbed until after nest outcome is complete.

3. During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active nest locations would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 330 feet (100 meters) as discussed in the Project’s FEIS. Buffer areas may be larger if the Project’s lead Avian Biologist determines the need for a larger buffer area due to type of activity, species, or habitat considerations. Regardless of seasonal timing of construction, active nests will be flagged and nests avoided, with special attention paid to the nesting season of most avian species (February 15 – May 15). Avoidance areas will remain in place until it is determined that nest outcome is complete.

During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active bat colonies would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 165 feet (50 meters). Whenever possible, these areas will be avoided by construction activities. 

4. Discussions of nest avoidance for passerines, raptors, and golden eagles will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will be included in the Worker Environmental Awareness Plan (WEAP) training briefings. Bat colony avoidance discussions will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will also be included in WEAP training briefings. Training will include identification of avoidance areas and requirements for these areas.

5. The Project will follow APLIC guidelines for overhead utilities (APLIC 1994) to the extent practicable.). SCE structures will be built with sufficient conductor separation and other protection devices.

6. Construction activities will be conducted in a manner consistent with reducing fire danger.

7. During construction, all trash will be removed promptly and disposed of properly to avoid creating attractive nuisances for birds and bats.

8. Appropriate control measures will be implemented to prevent the introduction and spread of invasive plant species with and surrounding the project area (see the Project’s Integrated Weed Management Plan – Ironwood Consulting, 2010).

9. Only plants native to the area for will be used seeding or planting during habitat revegetation and/or restoration efforts.

10. As part of this document, a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan (Section 7.1.2) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-5 in the FEIS. This plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such overhead power lines and solar panels. 

11. As part of this document, a Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan (Section 7.1.3) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-6 in the FEIS. 

6.2	Operations and Maintenance Conservation Measures

During the O&M phase of the Project, conservation measures will be used to reduce the attractiveness of the facility to breeding, migrating, and wintering birds and bats to ensure mortality is minimized:

1. The Project will not create or maintain attraction features for birds and /or bats by removing and disposing of road kills near the Project of carrion that attracts raptors and other scavengers to the site, regularly removing vegetation around larger facilities such as substations to reduce raptor foraging, and eliminating open water sources after the construction phase of the Project. 

2. The Project will minimize the use of lighting that could attract migrating birds and bats (feeding on concentrations of insects at lights). All nighttime lighting will be within 800 meters (0.5 mile) of the Project facilities. Lighting will be kept to the minimum level necessary for safety and security. High intensity, steady burning, bright lights such as sodium vapor or spotlights will not be used on Project facilities.

3. The Project will minimize anthrogenicanthropogenic noise which been found to be negative for birds (e.g., Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008), though not all species are affected to the same degree (Brumm 2004). Therefore facility design should take this into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats. During the operation of these energy facilities, means to buffer, muffle, or otherwise dampen any anthropogenic noise pollution that exceeds ambient noise should be fully explored.


7.0	Post-Construction Monitoring 

The objective of post-construction monitoring is to validate the pre-construction risk assessment and to provide data for the Applicants to use in implementing adaptive management based on the monitoring results.  All of the measures in this section apply to both Applicants.



Monitoring objectives include:

1. Estimating bird and bat fatalities due to Project related activities.

2. Assessing bird use of evaporation ponds.

3. Assessing changes in bird and bat behavior due to all aspects of facility operation (noise, lighting, etc.).

4. Assessing territorial abandonment, nest avoidance, and changes in population status within and adjacent to the project footprint.

5. Assessing whether conservation measures implemented for the project were adequate.

7.1	Monitoring Design

7.1.1	Duration and Timing

This program will be conducted during construction and for at least 3 years post-construction during the operations and maintenance phase of the Proposed Project to attempt to capture differences in parameters due to seasonal and annual variability. The monitoring program will be extended to 5 years post-construction or longer, if:

1. Mortality level triggers are reached or (more than 40 individual birds have been killed or injured that were attributable to activities at the solar farm and related components, or 10 at SCE project components); or 

2. The Project resultsAny project activities result in the mortality otake of a listed species or eagle. 



Monitoring will include data collection during breeding, wintering, and migration periods because bird and bat use of areas will vary seasonally.

7.1.2	Study Components

The long-term monitoring program for measuring raptor and bat incidence at the Project site will consist of:

1. Recording incidental sightings, 

2. Mortality studies by implementing the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan

3. Conducting seasonal point counts, and 

4. Conducting annual nest surveys. 

Incidental Sightings

Throughout the construction and operation phases of the Proposed Project, all incidental sightings of special-status bird species, and all raptors and bats will be recorded. During construction, all sightings will be recorded by biological monitors. The Lead Avian Biologist will be tasked with keeping records and reporting these results (as described in Section 7.4).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please clarify how data from incidental sightings will be used (or not used).




Mortality Studies (Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan)

Mortality Studies will be conducted within all Projectsolar farm and SCE project components to determine any monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such the gen-tie line and, solar panels. , or SCE facilities. 



Study methodology includes:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This section should be more detailed including specific methods, sample sizes, and quantification to ascertain searcher efficiency and inherent survey bias’.

1. Selection of study sites for both solar farm and SCE project components,

2. Mortality searches at each study site, including accepted methodology and frequency

3. Reporting and adaptive management

Selection of Study Sites

These studies will be conducted at a minimum of twelve study sites within solar farm and related components and within a minimum of three control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the study area. All areas of the Red Bluff Substation accessible will be included, as well as two sites selected along the access road and loop-in area; and two along the distribution line, with one control site related to the SCE project components.

Mortality Searches

Mortality surveys will be completed weeklybi-monthly post-construction in each Project phasestudy site for a period of 1one year. After one year, these studies will be conducted monthly for at least an additional two years, completing the 3three-year post-construction monitoring period. These studies will be conducted at a minimum of 12 sites within all Project componentsfollow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and within a minimumwill include an assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, and a carcass collection protocol and an assessment of 3 control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the Project areascarcass scavenger rates.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This is unclear. Please revise. Also, see USFWS mortality monitoring protocol.



These studies will follow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and will include:

· An assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, 

· A carcass collection protocol and an assessment of carcass scavenger rates, and 

· Detailed specifications on data (see data collection flow charts and example data sheets submitted to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG), 





Data will be collected using handheld data recorders and/or paper data sheets. All data will be scanned and entered into the Project database that will be submitted as part of the annual reporting for both the solar farm and the SCE project components. Reporting will be conducted as described in Section 7.4 below.



If monitoring determines that bird mortality caused by solar facilities may be having potentially adverse impacts on special-status bird avian populations (by exceeding mortality triggers discussed above), the ApplicantApplicants will implement adaptive management strategies such as installing additional bird flight diverters alterations to project components that have been identified as key mortality features. If adaptive management actions are implemented, mortality studies will continue for an additional year post-construction until a reduction in mortality to a level comparable to control sites is documented.

Seasonal Point Counts

Point Counts will continue to be conducted using the same methods that were used in baseline point counts (Section 3.0). These point counts will be conducted once during each season of each year (excluding summer) during construction and for the 3-year post-construction period.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This method should be updated; point counts as currently described have no utility for GOEA or raptor observation, and should not be used for these species.




Nest Surveys

Annual nest surveys will be conducted each spring during construction between March 15 and June 1, using two surveys separated by at least 30 days. All Project-related infrastructure (e.g.; fence posts, transmission towers, and buildings) would be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. Nest locations may also be detected via incidental sightings or during point count surveys.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please provide data which suggests that most passerines are attending their nests during this time period; include citation.



During nest surveys, the ground under all raptor and raven nests will be inspected for the presence shells of juvenile tortoises or other evidence or predation of desert tortoise. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These surveys should also include utility poles.

7.1.3	Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan 

In addition to project-specific mortality monitoring studies the ProjectApplicants will monitor golden eagles separately to ensure that potential take (e.g., mortality and habitat disturbance) golden eagles mortality is adequately assessed. For each year during construction, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities will be conducted to determine whether any territory is active occupied (Pagel et al. 2010). Data collected during the inventory shall include: 

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



If an occupied nest is detected during construction within 10 miles of any Project component, the Applicant for that component will implement adaptive management strategies in cooperation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG (and CPUC if an SCE component) for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles (Pagel et al. 2010). Triggers for additional adaptive management requirements will include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, such as agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define and describe.  

7.2	Nest Management	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Per the guidance, “Each facility should have protocols in place on how to manage nests established on any part of the facility (see APLIC 2006). Eagle nests should be addressed per the Service’s 2007 National Bald Eagle Management Guidelines” This is not articulated here or in section 7.1.

Project facilities will manage nests established on any part of the facility as described throughout this document. Eagle nests will be addressed as described in Section 7.1 above.

7.3	Risk Assessment Validation

Using data collected throughout this process, the ProjectApplicants will attempt to validate the identified risks of the project. The validation process will consider:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: But how will these questions be answered?

1. Whether the documented mortality rate post-construction is higher, lower, or as expected, compared to the pre-construction risk assessment.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will this be determined?  The initial data were collected late in the season; therefore, the baseline is not well established.

2. Whether conservation measures are adequate to minimize bird and/or bat mortality to the maximum extent practicable? 

3. Would additional conservation measures be likely to reduce mortality rates?

4. Do documented mortality rates trigger adaptive management actions?



The results of this validation assessment would be discussed in Project reporting, described in Section 7.4 below.

7.4	Reporting

Quarterly e-mail summaries of all biological monitoring activities will be submitted to BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CDFGCPUC (for SCE project components) by the Designated Biologist. One section of these summaries will focus on reporting for the long-term monitoring program for raptors (including owls) and bats. This section will include results of the study components of monitoring conducted during the previous quarter, and a discussion of any unusual circumstances noted. These reports may also include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.

 

On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to the BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for the BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG,CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE project components) in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1 of each year. This annual report will summarize all quarterly reports and be submitted via e-mail by the Designated Biologist. After this report is submitted, an annual meeting will be held between the BLM, USFWS, Applicants, CDFG, and CDFGCPUC to review the annual monitoring report and discuss monitoring results and conservation measures, including any adaptive management implemented or recommended.






8.0	Key Resources and References

8.1	Key Resources

Key resources include the team of proponent personnel, biological monitors and agency personnel who will work together to ensure the success of the protection, avoidance, and minimization of impacts to bird and bat species during the construction and operations and maintenance phases of the Project. The names and contact information for key personnel are provided below.



Project Proponents

Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC

1111 Broadway St, 4th Floor

Oakland, CA 94607

(510) 625-7400

Contact:  Amanda Beck

ABeck@firstsolar.com



Southern California Edison

1218 South 5th Avenue

Monrovia, CA 91016

(626) 260-6040

Contact: Paul Yamazaki

Paul.Yamazaki@sce.com


Biological Monitoring

Ironwood Consulting

1412 S. Center St.

Redlands, CA 92373

(909) 798-0330

Contact: Kathy Simon

Kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com



Bureau of Land Management

California Desert District Office

22835 Calle San Juan De Los Lagos

Moreno Valley, CA 92553-9046

(951) 697-5223

Contact: Kim Marsden

Kim_Marsden@BLM.gov 





U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office

6010 Hidden Valley Rd., 101

Carlsbad, CA 92011

760.431.9440 x 354 phone

Contact: Jody Fraser

jody_fraser@fws.gov



California Department of Fish and Game

Inland Deserts Region

3602 Inland Empire Blvd Suite C220

Ontario, CA 91764

(909) 484-0167

Contact: Magdalena Rodriguez

mcrodriguez@dfg.ca.gov
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   AVIAN AND BAT PROTECTION PLAN	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Overall the document is fragmented relative to the avoidance, minimization, mitigation, and conservation measures. These measures should be consolidated into one section and any redundancies omitted or merged.

Also, this document is largely the FWS guidance cut and pasted without any of the necessary details. Providing project-specific data, analysis (risk assessment) including how minimization measures reduce risk, and procedures for validating risk is recommended. Also, inclusion of a more substantive adaptive management strategy is recommended.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Finally, we recommend that an ornithologist with relevant expertise in avian species, particularly raptor biology and conservation, be consulted on the technical aspects of the plan, particularly regarding mortality monitoring, statistical validation of any monitoring strategy, and the adaptive management component.
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1.0	INTRODUCTIONIntroduction 

This section provides a brief summary of the project description for the Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC (ApplicantSunlight) and Southern California Edison (SCE) project (jointly the “Applicants”). A complete description of the project is found in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project California Desert Conservation Area Plan Amendment and Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) (BLM 2011).



The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) issued of a right-of-way (ROW) grant authorizing the construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (Project). The Project covers less than 4,176 acres (ac) and is located in Riverside County, California, approximately 6 miles north of the rural community of Desert Center and approximately (10.5 kilometers or 6.5 miles north of the Interstate 10 corridor (Figure 1). The Project consists of three main components 1) a 550-megawatt (MW) solar photovoltaic (PV) generating facility (Solar Farm), 2) a 220-kilovolt (kV) generation interconnection line (Gen-tie line), and 3) a 500/220-kV substation and substation related components (the Red Bluff Substation) (Figure 2). While the Red Bluff substation is included as part of this project description for planning and environmental considerations, it would be constructed, owned, and operated by SCE, not by the ApplicantSunlight.



The Applicant and SCEApplicants have prepared this Avian and Bat Protection Plan in accordance with regulatory agency guidance, including:

· U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Pacific Southwest Region’s Region8 Interim Guidelines for the Development of a Project Specific Avian and Bat Protection Plan for Solar Energy Plants and Related Transmission Facilities.   

· Avian and Bat Protection Plan Guidelines developed jointly by Edison Electric Institute’s Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) 

· Additional Interim Guidelines from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS 2000, 2003, 2010). 

· Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO Plan, BLM and the California Department of Fish and Game- CDFG 2002).



1.1	Purpose of the Avian and Bat Protection Plan

The Avian and Bat Protection Plan (ABPP) delineates a program designed to reduce the risks that result from bird and bat interactions due to actions performed by Sunlight in the construction and operation of the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line; and by SCE in the construction and operation of their project components (Red Bluff Substation and associated access road, distribution line and telecommunications site). The ABPP also identifies the avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures that will be implemented over the life of the project, as well as long-term monitoring strategies and an adaptive management program. The overall goal of this ABPP is to avoid, reduce, and ultimately eliminate bird and bat mortality to the extent possible. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: For informational purposes, this plan is now called “Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy”; if the applicant intends to pursue a GOEA permit, an Eagle Conservation Plan would also be necessary.



The objectives of this ABPP are as follows:

· Describe the process of surveys and siting decisions to date, including identifying baseline conditions for avian and bat species present in the area of the Project components. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Survey methods, techniques, and qualifications of surveyors, as well as a thorough analysis of data leading to risk characterization of direct, indirect and cumulative effects is an integral part of this plan and should be included or expanded upon in each respective section.

· Identify activities during construction and operationsal and maintenance (O&M) that may increase the potential of adverse effects to passerine, raptor, and bat species on and adjacent to the Project components.

· Specify steps that will be taken to avoid, minimize and mitigate any potential adverse effects to these species, including thresholds for adaptive management.

· Detail long-term monitoring and reporting goals for the Project.



Ironwood Consulting, Inc.	4







The following Applicant measures (AM) and mitigation measures (MM) from the FEIS are incorporated into this plan.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Per previous comment, all of these measures should be integrated into the body of the plan below. Consolidating the measures would make the document easier to read.



AM-WIL-3. Avian and Bat Protection Plan. This Plan will be prepared and implemented by the Applicants to specify necessary actions to be taken to protect nesting bird and bat species. The following measures will be implemented by the Applicants to protect burrowing owls in the Project locations during construction:



1. Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction area as recommended by the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The same methods should be used to detect nesting and wintering BUOW.



2. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 75 meters (250 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). Initial avoidance buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on the type of construction activity as approved by CDFG or USFWS. Outside nesting season or after determining that a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within one mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation.



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicants to protect nesting bird species in the Project locations during construction which are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and California Fish and Game Code Sections 3503 and 3513:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Any efforts to detect state and federally listed bird species that may utilize habitats within and near the project footprint should be articulated.



1. Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and in adjacent habitat areas and any nests observed will be identified and clearly marked. For passerines, an exclusion area where construction will not be allowed to commence will be established approximately 100 meters (330 feet) from any active nest. For raptors (other than golden eagles), the exclusion area will be established approximately 170 meters (500 feet) from any active nest (excluding nests of the common raven). For golden eagles, the exclusion area will be established approximately 1.6 kilometers (one mile) from any active nest. Initial protective buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on type of construction activity and bird species and per approval by CDFG or USFWS. Nests will be checked within one week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or young have fledged.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Include citation.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please define methodology and frequency.



2. Vegetation clearing will be conducted outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

3. Biological monitors will be present on-site during all phases of construction and will be tasked with monitoring avian nesting in adjacent habitats. If nests are found, the same procedures would be used as discussed above for pre-construction surveys. 



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicant to protect roosting bats in the Project locations during construction: Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and adjacent habitat areas and any active bat colonies will be identified and clearly marked. An exclusion area will be established approximately 50 meters (165 feet) from any active colony, and whenever possible, these areas will be avoided during construction activities.



For five years post-construction, the Applicant will record incidental sightings of raptors and bats in the Project locations. In addition, the Applicant will conduct nest surveys within the Project locations at least twice each spring between March 1 and June 1, separated by at least 30 days where all project-related infrastructure will be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. The Applicant will submit quarterly status reports via email to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG. On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1st of each year. These reports may include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Is this for raptors?   If so, 01 March – 01 June in xeric habitats is too late; earlier nesting chronologies are probably more relevant. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define. How will this information be used? If it is incidental, what inferences may be gained from these ‘data.’



AM-WIL-4, Construction Water Storage Pond Design. The temporary construction water ponds shall be designed, constructed, and operated in compliance with all applicable regulatory requirements with respect to design, operation, and maintenance, protection of migratory waterfowl, and raven management. This includes following provisions in the FEIS under the common raven management plan and includes the following specific measures to discourage ravens:



· Using anti-perching devices around the perimeter of each pond to exclude ravens and other birds from accessing the edge of the ponds to drink.

· Lining the ponds and maintaining two feet of freeboard in the ponds at all times

· Designing the ponds with interior side slopes at a 33 percent slope (3:1, horizontal:vertical)

· Netting will be used to cover ponds when not in use to reduce avian access. Appropriate material will be used to ensure that nocturnal bird species and bats will not become entangled in the netting.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please describe what type of netting will be used and ensure that it has proven effective for similar purposes.

· At least 60 days prior to construction, the Applicant shall submit to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG, the proposed locations and design of the ponds, including how many ponds would be operational at a time, specific design features to discourage ravens, and a plan for immediately addressing problems with pond design. During construction, the ponds shall be monitored daily to ensure that anti-raven measures are successful. All ponds will be dismantled at the end of construction.



SCE does not have construction water storage ponds in its project components.






MM-WIL-5. Prepare and Implement a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. Prior to the issuance of a ROW retain a BLM-approved, qualified biologist to prepare a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan in consultation with CDFG and USFWS. This plan shall follow the Avian Protection Plan guidelines outlined by USFWS and APLIC. The plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such feeder/distribution lines and solar panels.  



The Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan shall include at a minimum: 

· Detailed specifications on data, 

· A carcass collection protocol, and 

· A rationale justifying the proposed schedule of carcass searches, and

· Seasonal trials to assess bias from carcass removal by scavengers as well as searcher bias.



During construction and for one year following the beginning of the solar farm operation the biologist shall submit annual reports to BLM, CDFG, and USFWS describing the dates, durations, and results of monitoring and data collection. The annual reports shall provide a detailed description of any project-related bird or wildlife deaths or injuries detected during the monitoring study or at any other time and data collected for the study of polarized light impacts on insectivorous birds. The report shall analyze any project-related bird fatalities or injuries detected, and provide recommendations for future monitoring and any adaptive management actions needed.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Reporting requirements should be consistent throughout the document. Below, reporting is required beyond one year.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Reporting to regulatory agencies of avian mortality should be within 24 hours -5 days of mortality; take of birds is not a permitted activity.  



Thresholds will be determined in this ABPP and approved by BLM, CDFG and USFWS. If BLM determines that bird mortality caused by solar have been identified as key mortality features, or implement other appropriate actions approved by BLM and regulatory agencies based on the findings of the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. If mitigation actions are required, the annual reporting shall continue until BLM, in consultation with CDFG and USFWS, determines whether more years of monitoring are needed, and whether additional mitigation and adaptive management measures are necessary.



MM-WIL-6. Prepare and Implement Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring, and Adaptive Management. For each year after commencement of construction \, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities shall be conducted to determine if whether any territory is active. Survey methods for the inventory shall be as described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. A nesting territory or shall be considered occupied or unoccupied based on criteria in Pagel et al. (2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. Data collected during the inventory shall include at least the following: 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will non-breeding eagles (juveniles, subadults, floaters during breeding and non-breeding season be monitored and addressed?

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan: If an occupied nest (as defined by Pagel et al. 2010) is detected within 10 miles of any project component, the Project owner or SCE shall prepare and implement a Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles. The monitoring methods shall be consistent with those described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall be prepared in consultation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). It shall be implemented by Desert Sunlight or SCE, according to project component; and each Applicant shall designate a biologist, to be approved by BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). Triggers for adaptive management shall include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, including but not limited to: agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall include a description of adaptive management actions, which shall include, but not be limited to, cessation of construction activities that are deemed by the Designated Biologist to be the source of golden eagle disturbance.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will those activities be identified independently from other non-project related occurrences (i.e. territorial eagle disputes, anthropogenic recreation, research/monitoring effects, etc.?



1.2	Legal Drivers

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA), National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) provide the primary legal bases for this ABPP. The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 703, et seq.) prohibits the taking, killing, possession, transportation and importation of migratory birds, their eggs, parts, and nests, except when authorized by the USFWS. Because MBTA does not provide a specific mechanism to authorize “incidental” take, proponents often should work proactively with the Service to avoid and minimize the potential take of species. 



The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 668-668d) protects bald and golden eagles.  Through a new regulation (50 CFR § 22.26), the Service can authorize take of bald and golden eagles when the take is associated with, but not the purpose of, an otherwise lawful activity, and cannot practicably be avoided. Thus, these new regulations provide a mechanism where take of eagles can be legally authorized.  



Under the National Environmental Policy Act (42 USC §§ 4321-4370h), federal agencies such as BLM are required to prepare a detailed environmental impact statement (EIS) for any major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment. An EIS must include an examination of the environmental impacts of a proposed project, a reasonable range of alternatives for a project and other related matters. BLM authorization of a right-of-way (ROW) grant for the Project would require a land use plan amendment (PA) to the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan (BLM 1980), as amended. In addition, DOE will consider Sunlight’s application for a loan guarantee under Title XVII of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EP Act 05), as amended by Section 406 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Public Law (PL) 111-5 (the “Recovery Act”).



The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has discretionary authority to issue the Permit to Construct (PTC) for SCE’s Red Bluff Substation, a portion of the Project. As allowed by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15221, the CPUC intends to use this EIS to provide the environmental review required for its approval process. The CPUC and BLM have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that defines the relationship of the two agencies, and identifies CPUC as a cooperating agency with the BLM. 



The Applicant anticipatesApplicants anticipate that construction and/or operation of the Project will not cause unauthorized “take” or prohibited “disturbance” of any species protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act or the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. However, it is voluntarily proposing this Avian and Bat Protection Plan to proactively implement measures to avoid, minimize and mitigate for any potential adverse effects of the Project on such species.  In addition, by utilizing the adaptive management approach in this plan, it is committing to evaluate data during the operation phase of the Project and make further adjustments to the plan, if necessary and appropriate. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This determination precedes the presentation of the data and the analysis. It is not a “Legal Driver” and no data are provided here for the reader to connect to the conclusion. Please move to the appropriate section and provide rationale.



1.3	Corporate Policy

Sunlight and SCE have a commitment to work cooperatively towards the protection of migratory birds and bats.  These entities are committed to consistent coordination with agency personnel at BLM, USFWS, and the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) so that all parties and agencies understand the scope of the Project and can discuss project facilities and features that may require additional attention for avian species.




2.0	Coordination

Sunlight and SCE recognized that an essential element to developing a successful Project is the coordination between the project proponents and the appropriate agencies. As recommended by USFWS, the Applicants conducted early coordination on essential elements, such as wildlife surveys, project siting criteria, and operational limitations to ensure that all parties and agencies understood the scope of the project and potential issues could be identified early in the planning process (USFWS 2010). This coordination resulted in numerous improvements to project siting and design (discussed in Section 4.0), and the development of Applicant Measures designed to avoid and minimize potential effects to avian and bat species. 

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This and the paragraphs below are not part of coordination but more minimization measures to reduce project impacts; therefore, should be moved to the appropriate section and consolidated with other measures.

Sunlight evaluated a larger Project Study Area (PSA) when determining the siting of the Project. Areas of desert wash woodland were avoided in this siting to the extent possible, in part to avoid the potential roosting, nesting, and foraging areas for birds and bats within areas of greater vegetation structure. The process of reducing the Project footprint is discussed further in Section 4.0.



The Applicants have also incorporated design features into the Project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats, including:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These measures should be consolidated with other conservation, avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures into a single section.

· Limiting vegetation clearing to periods outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

· Limiting vegetation disturbance and grading to the smallest area practicable; and

· Placing electrical lines underground or transmission lines on existing structures to the extent practical to avoid collisions with lines. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please adhere to APLIC guidance for any above ground transmission lines.



The Applicants further intendsintend to utilize the Applicant Measures AM-WIL-3 and AM-WIL-4 from the FEIS (presented in Section 1.0) during the construction phase and O&M phase of the project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These measures are required per the ROD and identified above. See comment 20 above.

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

SCE will also follow the above measures outlined in AM-WIL-3 (AM-WIL-4 is not applicable to SCE components) in the FEIS above to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.






3.0	Adaptive Management and Habitat Compensation	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This section should come last as future monitoring will inform the adaptive management needs.

Also, please provide the details of the adaptive management framework.

3.1	Adaptive Management Process

The Applicant has incorporated siting criteria, design features and best management practices into the Project that will provide significant avoidance and minimization measures that will reduce the potential for adverse effects on avian and bat species. Specifically, decisions were made to ensure that each phase of project development was evaluated with an eye to reducing potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats during the siting, design, construction, operation and maintenance (O&M), and post-operation phases of the Project. 



In additional to the specific Project measures described below, Sunlight and SCE are committed to using an adaptive management approach throughout the life of the Project that supports flexible decision making and can be adjusted as monitoring results or new regional data are received. In so doing, the protections in this plan are expected to have continued effectiveness throughout the life of the Project.



This adaptive management approach will include the following six key concepts described by Williams (2009) that are endorsed by the Service in its Interim Guidance for Solar Energy Facilities (USFWS 2010):

1. Problem Assessment

2. Design

3. Implementation

4. Monitoring

5. Evaluation

6. Adjustment



Adaptive Management is a keystone of the Sunlight and SCE program to avoid and reduce potential effects to avian and bat species throughout the construction, O&M, and decommissioning stages of the Project. In order to compensate for the loss of avian and bat habitat, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide habitat compensation. This approach is described further in the following sections.

3.2	Habitat Compensation

Habitat Ccompensation is discussed in detail in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar 2011) for the solar farm and gen-tie line. The Applicant and SCE, and in the Red Bluff Substation Habitat Compensation Plan (SCE 2011) for the Red Bluff Substation and related components, The Applicants are prepared to implement necessary mitigation and compensation for impacts to protected wildlife species as required by BLM, the CDFG, and USFWS as described in the FEIS and Habitat Compensation PlanPlans. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: If you’re going to include this section, recommend adding a sentence that summarizes how impacts to avian and bat species are being compensated as stated in the hab comp plan.




4.0	Pre-Siting Data Collection

The siting of the solar farm site, gen-tie line, and substation required detailed and individual evaluation. Although the area of Red Bluff Substation had been recently and repeatedly surveyed prior to this Project for numerous transmission projects, the solar farm site and immediately surrounding areas had not been previously surveyed. Thus, in an effort to place the Project components in locations that would yield the least risk of population impacts, a rigorous siting evaluation process was completed, including the following considerations recommended by the USFWS:

1. Coarse Site Assessment

2. Habitat Equivalency Analysis

3. Site Specific Wildlife Surveys

4. Risk Assessment

5. Reporting

4.1 Coarse Site Assessment

In accordance with USFWS guidance, a pre-siting assessment was conducted starting with a coarse site assessment of the potential environmental issues that might preclude the site from development based on its perceived or validated level of risk (USFWS 2010). This project conducted the equivalent of a Potential Impact Index (PII) (USFWS 2003) by taking a “first cut” analysis of the suitability of a site proposed for development and estimating use of the site by selected wildlife species as an indicator of potential impact (USFWS 2010).



Initial biological assessments conducted in 2007 recommended the avoidance of Pinto Wash as potential habitat for special status species, including avian and bat species. This was supported by an initial field assessment of the site conducted by Patricia Brown-Berry (Brown Berry 2010) for bat species. Between 2008 and 2011, several additional site reductions occurred that reduced the solar farm footprint and shifted the footprint away from areas that support better quality habitats with larger and more diverse vegetative structure.



Project components do not provide habitat for federally or state-listed avian or bat species, but do provide habitat for several special-status species, including those shown on Tables 1 and 2 (Ironwood Consulting 2010). All species in Tables 1 and 2 are species addressed and covered under the Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO).

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 

The Solar farm site alternatives and Gen-tie line route alternatives are not within an Important Bird Area, a Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Network (WHSRN), or an area designated by the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance (Ramsar Convention). The solar farm site is not within an area designated as a critical habitat unit (CHU), or other Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC); however, the Solar Farm site is immediately adjacent to the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU. The Gen-tie line is partially located within the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU designated as management areas for the desert tortoise. 

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are not within an Important Bird Area, WHSRN area, or Ramsar Convention area. The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are within the Chuckwalla CHU and DWMA.
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Table 1.	Sensitive Avian Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Passerine Species

		



		Chaetura vauxi

Vaux’s swift (breeding sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Progne subis

purple martin

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Toxostoma lecontei

LeConte’s thrasher

		Federal:



State:

NECO:

		Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC)

SSC

covered 



		Raptors 

		



		Aquila chrysaetos

golden eagle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		protected by BGEPA

SSC; fully protected

covered 



		Athene cunicularia

burrowing owl

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Buteo regalis

ferruginous hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

none

covered 



		Buteo swainsonii

Swainson’s hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

threatened

covered 



		Circus cyaneus

northern harrier (nesting sites are protected (i.e. MBTA)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Falco mexicanus

prairie falcon (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered












Table 2.	Sensitive Bat Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Antrozous pallidus

pallid bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eptesicus fuscus pallidus

big brown bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eumops perotis californicus

western mastiff bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Eumops perotis

pocketed free-tailed bat  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus cinereus

hoary bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus xanthinus

southern yellow bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Macrotus californicus

California leaf-nosed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Myotis californicus  

California myotis  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Parastrellus hesperus

western pipistrelle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Plecotus townsendii

Townsend’s big-eared bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Tadarida brasiliensis  

Mexican free-tailed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered










4.2	Habitat Equivalency Analysis

TheAs recommended by USFWS, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide the habitat compensation process. Permanent habitat losses and compensation put forward to offset project impacts have been quantified and are described in the Project’s Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar and SCE 2011).



AsIn addition, as recommended by the USFWS, the Applicants have looked for opportunities to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities. These opportunities may come in the form of voluntary habitat acquisition or conservation easements. In order to quantify the appropriate compensation acreage, the use of an HEA can be used to identify high quality habitat and calculate compensation for the development of high quality habitats for both permanent and temporary losses. The objective of an HEA is to replace lost habitat services with like services, providing a replacement ratio for interim and permanent injury. 



The most significant step First Solar has taken to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities is working with BLM to determine the suitability of habitat remaining within their solar application as an area to be excluded from future development due to biological concerns. The area that could be excluded supports more diverse habitats with greater vegetation structure than the majority of the Project site and provides better habitats for most bird and bat species than those habitats found on the solar farm site.

4.3	Site- Sspecific Wildlife Surveys

Pre-siting survey data will becomeserve as the baseline for project impacts to biological resources, including birds and bats populations. Thus, prior to conducting site-specific surveys of the Project components, appropriate survey questions were developed that included methods applicable for before-after control impacts studies. Survey questions included:

1. Which species of birds and bats use the project area and how do their numbers vary temporally?

2. How much time do birds/bats spend in potential risk zones and does this behavior vary by season?

3. What is the estimated range of bird/bat mortalities from the project?

4. Are there nesting raptors on site or within 3 miles of project footprint. For eagles, are there eagles nesting within 10 miles of project footprint?

4.3.1	Methods

As recommended by USFWS (2010), multiple survey techniques were used to ensure adequate data collection. Specific survey methods included:

1. Diurnal point counts including varying timing during the day, month and seasonally during migratory periods.

2. Raptor nest searches including golden eagle surveys (Pagel et al. 2010)

3. Migration counts.

4. Incidental data collection conducted during all biological surveys conducted at the Project components, which spanned over four years at the site, thus also captured timing variation within days, months and seasons as well as under varying climatic conditions.

5. 
Surveys for burrowing owl following Phase I and II surveys as directed by CDFG (California Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993).



Point Counts

Point count surveys for all birds were conducted in April, May, and October 2010 by experienced desert avian biologists Kip Kermoian and Jake Molhman at a total of twelve locations, nine on the Solar farm site and three at control sites, using point count methodology as described in Monitoring Bird Populations by Point Counts (Ralph et al. 1995). The surveys identify bird species and their relative numbers at each fixed study point location (point counts). Point count methodology is well accepted and widely used in bird studies.  Each point is visited for a fixed amount of time and all birds detected within an often fixed radius are recorded. Research suggests that the amount of time spent at a sampling location increases standard error, especially at times greater than 10 minutes (Smith et al. 1997). Each count was limited to 10 minutes to minimize standard error introduced by double counting, flyovers, etc. Additionally, incidental flyovers were recorded separately from typical observations and each count was divided into three survey periods consisting of the first three minutes, minutes 3 to 5, and minutes 5 to 10. This time division was done to facilitate data analysis used to differentiate birds most likely to be permanent or temporary occupants of the study point from transients in the area surveyed.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service:  The dates selected may exclude migrants and wintering birds.  



Golden Eagle Surveys

The ApplicantApplicants participated in a joint program to conduct aerial surveys for golden eagles in and around Blythe and Desert Center, California. These surveys were conducted in two phases, with Phase 1 occurring on April 2-3, 2010 and Phase 2 occurring on May 14, 2010.  These surveys were conducted in accordance with applicable USFWS guidance and were designed to record and report occupancy (Phase I) and productivity (Phase II) of golden eagle nests within a ten-mile radius of four solar projects, including Sunlight’s Solar farm site. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These dates do not correlate with recommended time periods for surveys; the latter aerial survey (14 May 2010) is late to detect breeding GOEA in xeric habitats. Further, these dates are inconsistent with those reported by WRI (25-26 March and 2-3 April). Please reconcile. This also suggests that only one year of data were collected; at least 3 years of data are recommended.  



Although the primary purpose of the surveys was to conduct the first of two aerial surveys for golden eagles [Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (USFWS 2010)], the surveys also recorded data for other raptor species.  The data and results from these surveys are found in the Final Report, Golden Eagle Surveys Surrounding Four Proposed Energy Developments in the Mojave Desert Region, California (Wildlife Research Institute 2010). 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The number of aerial over-flights was recommended to be AT LEAST two flights; however, in most instances more survey work would be necessary to assess risk. Additionally, ground observations are recommended to augment data.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This document should be appended to the final ABPP. 



Raptor Nest Surveys

Surveys of the alternatives for all three main components of the Project site were conducted on April 23-24 and May 20, 2010 in accordance with draft State agency protocols for identifying raptor nests [California Energy Commission (CEC) and CDFG 2010].  These surveys include inspecting all potential structures and trees in the Project vicinity for the presence of raptor nests. The results from these nest surveys are incorporated in this document.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Again, from a chronology standpoint for desert habitat, this may be too late to be meaningful.




Bats

On February 17, 2010, Dr. Patricia Brown, desert bat expert who has conducted numerous bat surveys in the Project region, conducted a reconnaissance-level survey of the Project components. The purpose of this survey was to determine those bats species that might inhabit these project areas and to formulate avoidance and minimization measures for bat species to be used during the construction, O&M, and post-construction phases.




Incidental Sightings

During all Project biological surveys, all bird species were identified and/or tallied on standardized data forms (Ironwood Consulting 2010). These data were compiled in electronic databases and used to determine species present and variation throughout days, months and seasons.

Burrowing Owl

Phase I burrowing owl surveys were conducted in 2007 on the First Solar project components, and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Phase II focused surveys were conducted in 2008 and 2010 on the First Solar project components and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Results of these surveys are compiled in the Biological Resources Technical Report (Ironwood 2010). In addition, pre-construction surveys in September 2011 were conducted on both the solar farm and Red Bluff substation sites, following the Phase II and III protocols (Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993). 

4.3.2	Results

Results addressing the first 3three survey questions were compiled and are discussed below separately for passerines, raptors, and bats with a special discussion for special-status bird species listed on Table 1. The chart below shows those bird species that were recorded most frequently during all surveys of the solar farm site.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This table is illegible.  








Passerines

Most detections of passerine species were recorded in the morning hours between 0600 and 0800 and in the months of March and April in each year. These results are likely affected by the higher numbers of surveyors recording data during those months of the year, and that point counts were conducted in the morning hours as described in Ralph et al 1995. All passerine species were found in habitats that are present both on the solar farm site and gen-tie line, and on the SCE components; therefore any of these species may inhabit each of these Project components. Habitat quality does differ throughout the area, with the gen-tie line and SCE components in areas of sheet flow and scattered desert dry wash woodland, thus providing greater vegetation diversity and structure. The solar farm site has approximately 1,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitats that provide greater density and structure favored by most species, with the remaining approximately 2,921 acres poorer quality habitat with few species present and wide spaces between shrubs of stunted growth.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: According to the methods, surveys were only conducted in 2010. Correct?



Mortalities from the project are not expected with the inclusion of the avoidance and impact minimization measures required in the FEIS and discussed in Section 5.0 of this report and include protection of active nests until nest completion is documented. Avian species found on the solar farm site are highly mobile and were generally found in low numbers on the majority of the solar farm site. Thirty-eight passerine species have been recorded at the Project components (Table 3). The species indicated in bold type are special-status species discussed separately below.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Direct mortalities? Need to assess the risk of indirect effects from loss of foraging, nesting habitat and potential reproductive failure.



Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. ’Costa's hummingbirds feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 3). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  




Table 3.	Passerine Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Shouldn’t/couldn’t there be more data associated with this in a table, such as numbers of observations, behaviors, etc.? Also, observations appear to have some road-bias; per the map below (figure 3); is this a correct observation?

		Common Name

		Scientific name



		American robin

		Turdus migratorius



		Anna's hummingbird

		Calypte anna



		ash-throated flycatcher

		Myiarchus cinerascens



		barn swallow

		Hirundo rustica



		black-crowned night heron

		Nycticorax nycticorax



		black-tailed gnatcatcher

		Polioptila melanura



		black-throated sparrow

		Amphispiza bilineata



		blue-gray gnatcatcher

		Polioptila caerulea



		Brewer's blackbird

		Euphagus cyanocephalus



		Brewer's sparrow

		Spizella breweri



		Bullock's oriole

		Icterus bullockii



		common poorwill

		Phalaenoptilus nuttallii



		Costa's hummingbird

		Calypte costae



		Gambel’s quail

		Callipepla gambelii



		greater roadrunner

		Geococcyx californianus



		great-tailed grackle

		Quiscalus mexicanus



		horned lark

		Eremophila alpestris



		house finch

		Carpodacus mexicanus



		house wren

		Troglodytes aedon



		killdeer

		Charadrius vociferous



		LeConte’s thrasher

		Toxostoma lecontei



		lesser goldfinch

		Carduelis psaltria



		lesser nighthawk

		Chordeiles minor



		mourning dove

		Zenaida macroura



		northern flicker

		Colaptes auratus



		northern mockingbird

		Mimus polyglottos



		phainopepla

		Phainopepla nitens



		rock wren

		Salpinctes obsoletus



		northern rough-winged swallow

		Stelgidopteryx serripennis



		Say’s phoebe

		Sayonaris nigricans



		tree swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		verdin

		Auriparus flaviceps



		violet-green swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		western kingbird

		Tyraannus verticalis



		western meadowlark

		Sturnella neglecta



		white-crowned sparrow

		Zonotrichia leucophrys



		white-throated swift 

		Aeronautes saxatalis



		yellow-rumped warbler

		Dendroica coronata








Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 1). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  

Raptors

Thirteen raptor species (excluding common raven) are known to occur at the Project components (Table 4). The species in bold type are special-status species as shown on Table 1 with locations shown on Figure 13 for all species except burrowing owl, shown on Figure 24. Because the solar farm site and gen-tie line are located in the valley floor of the Chuckwalla Valley, most raptor species were observed as flyovers of the components as indicated on Table 4.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define flyover.



Table 4.	Raptor Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Cooper’s hawk and other nocturnal species are missing from this list and are likely to occur in the area.

		

Common Name

		

Scientific Name

		Approximate Number of Individuals



		

		

		Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		Red Bluff Substation and 

Related Components



		American kestrel

		Falco sparverius

		P

		P



		burrowing owl

		Athene cunicularia

		1*7

		0*



		ferruginous hawk 

		Buteo regalis

		1 flyover

		0



		golden eagle

		Aquila chrysaetos

		0

		0



		loggerhead shrike

		Lanius ludovicianus

		23

		6



		merlin

		Falco columbarius

		P

		P



		northern harrier

		Circus cyaneus

		2 flyovers

		0



		prairie falcon

		Falco mexicanus

		4 flyovers

		0



		red-tailed hawk

		Buteo jamaicensis

		P

		P



		sharp-shinned hawk

		Accipiter striatus

		P

		P



		Swainson’s hawk

		Buteo swainsonii

		18 flyovers	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Was this a single kettle or separate observations?

		0



		turkey vulture

		Cathartes aura

		P

		P





P = present at Project component (non-special-status species were not recorded by location)	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: It says above that incidental observations were recorded, where are the data if not here? Does this mean that observations were not documented?

*see burrowing owl discussion for more information







Burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. It is also a BCC species for which the USFWS is very concerned about fragmentation and displacement effects. Burrowing owls inhabit open dry grasslands and desert scrubs, and typically nest in mammal burrows although they may use man-made structures including culverts and debris piles. In the Project region, they are resident species and exhibit strong nest site fidelity. Burrowing owls eat insects, small mammals and reptiles. 



The Phase 1I assessment for burrowing owls concluded that suitable habitat for burrowing owls existed throughout the study area. During the Phase 2II burrow surveys, numerous suitable burrows were recorded on the solar farm site; however, three records of burrowing owl sign (i.e., burrow, white wash and pellets) were observed. One group of observations, which included one individual owl and two burrows with white wash and pellets, occurred approximately 1,500 feet east of the intersection of Gen-Tie A1 and highway 177. The two other individual owl sightings occurred approximately one mile north and 0.8 mile west of the solar farm site. One owl was observed east of the Red Bluff substation.



Owls observed were all individual adults and observations occurred during both spring and fall seasons. It is expected that the owls reside within the area and there is a high potential for pairs to occur. Phase 3 surveys will be performed prior to ground disturbing activities to determine the exact number of resident owls potentially affected by construction immediately prior to these activities.



Phase II and III pre-construction surveys found one potential burrowing owl burrow on the Red Bluff substation site, and seven individual single owls on the solar farm site. The burrow on the Red Bluff substation site was determined to be unoccupied and collapsed in a storm event on September 13, 2011.





Ferruginous hawk (Buteo regalis) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. This species typically nests in northern latitudes of North America and overwinters in southern regions. Migrant ferruginous hawks are a regular but uncommon during spring and fall in the California desert regions. Within the NECO planning area, ferruginous hawks have been observed overwintering in low numbers in the lower Colorado River Valley, Yuma Basin, West Mesa, and the agricultural areas of Imperial Valley (BLM 2002). Two sightings of migrating ferruginous hawks were recorded, one within the Solar farm site and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. Both observations occurred in March 2010 and consisted of flyovers. The golden eagle surveys performed by helicopter in spring 2010 did not observe presence of this species. Based on data reviewed and observations, it is not expected that ferruginous hawks utilize the study area for nesting or overwintering. This species may forage within the study area during migration. 



Golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) is a State Species of Special Concern and Fully Protected Species, is covered under the federal Bald and itGolden Eagle Protection Act (described in Section 1.2), and is addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. Golden eagles and their primary prey species, jackrabbits, have declined in the California desert regions due to prolonged drought conditions that have persisted since 1998 (WRI 2010). Breeding in Southern California starts in December and January, nest building and egg laying in February to March, and hatching and raising the young eagles occur from April through June. Once the young eagles are flying on their own, the adult eagles will continue to feed them and teach them to hunt until late November.





No golden eagle nests were found on or adjacent to the solar farm site or other Project components. Phase I occupancy surveys conducted in April 2010 detected 13 potentially-active nests within a ten mile radius of the Solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation, as shown on Figure 35. Of these, 4 nests were within Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP), with an additional three in steep hills west and above Eagle Mountain mine, nearly within the JTNP boundaries. These are located either on BLM lands or lands owned by Eagle Mountain Mine and the Kaiser Corporation. The remaining three potential nests were located south of Interstate 10 in the Chuckwalla Mountains, approximately 3 miles west and southwest from the proposed Red Bluff Substation. One observation of a golden eagle flyover of the Chuckwalla Valley was recorded during these surveys (WRI 2010).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define.  



Phase II productivity surveys determined that 12 of these 13 nests were inactive, with one active but non-reproductive nest located in the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area approximately 5 miles from the solar farm site boundary (Figure 35). No reproductive nests were located within the 10-mile radius of the solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation (WRI 2010).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Two late-season aerial surveys are insufficient to make this conclusion with any level of accuracy.  



During these surveys, there were additional raptor species observed within 10 miles of the solar farm site: turkey vultures, common ravens, prairie falcons, and Swainson’s hawks (WRI 2010).







Loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) is State Species of Special Concern and a year-round resident in parts of the Southern California desert. As a predatory bird its diet consists of insects, amphibians, small reptiles, small mammals, and other birds. One pair was observed approximately 0.2 miles northwest of the Solarsolar farm site. Observations of adults were made in both spring and fall, and one individual with first-year plumage was recorded in the fall. Based on the amount and nature of observations made during the surveys, loggerhead shrikes are year-round residents within the study area. Loggerhead shrikes were often observed perching on palo verde and ironwood trees as well as larger creosote bush shrubs and other structures including utility poles. 



Northern harrier (Circus cyaneus), a State Species of Special Concern, is a raptor species that occurs in a wide range of habitats throughout North America. In Southern California, harriers typically nest and forage in open habitats that provide adequate vegetative cover, suitable prey base, and scattered perches such as shrubs or fence posts (Shuford 2008). This species is often found near bodies of water and wetlands (CDFG 2010). Harriers are ground-nesting birds with suitable nesting habitat limited in the southern California desert (Shuford 2008). Three harriers were recorded: two within the Solar farm site, and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What sex were the Harriers which were reported; what time of year?  What were they doing?



Prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus) is State Species of Special Concern that breeds throughout the arid West from southern Canada to central Mexico. The overall distribution appears to be stable. Prairie falcons are found in areas of the dry interior where cliffs provide secure nesting sites. In the desert they are found in all vegetation types, although sparse vegetation provides the best foraging habitat. Prairie falcons were observed in the southwest corner of the solar farm site and approximately 1 mile east of the eastern boundary as flyovers. Two additional observations were recorded along the Gen-tie line, but not south of Interstate 10 (I-10) near the Red Bluff Substation alternatives or related components. During aerial surveys for golden eagles, two prairie falcons were recorded within 10 miles of the Solar farm site near the boundary of Eagle Mountain Mine and Joshua Tree National Park (WRI 2010). One location was an active, reproductive nest in 2010 with unknown nest success (Figure 3). No prairie falcon nests were observed within any Project areas.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Prairie falcons, or prairie falcon territories?  Were prairie falcons detected during any of the point counts?



Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsonii) is state-listed (threatened) raptor species that breeds in much of western North America. Within California, nesting occurs primarily in the Central Valley and northern territoriesCounties; however, regular nesting also occurs in the high desert between the Tehachapi Mountains and Lancaster. This species winters in southern South America with a migration route of over 20,000 miles (Woodbridge 2008). Arrival at breeding areas generally occurs from late February to early May depending on geographical characteristics of the breeding area (Woodbridge 2008). Nest sites have not been documented in the Sonoran Desert of California. This species was observed within the study area during migration. Three incidental records were documented on April 9, 2010 during botanical and baseline surveys. Two observations were of individual Swainson’s hawks and the third observation consisted of a group of over ten birds. All individuals were seen in flight overhead within or near the Solar Farm boundaries. Additionally, Swainson’s hawks were observed during golden eagle surveys near Chuckwalla Mountains [two individuals (March 26 and April 3, 2010)], Coxcomb Mountains [fourteen individuals (April 2, 2010)], and Palen Mountains [four individuals (March 25, 2010)] (WRI 2010). This species is not expected to nest or overwinter within the study area.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Were any fall surveys conducted?

Bats

Dr. Brown’s results indicate that pallid bats and western pipistrelles could roost in small rocks on the ground on the solar farm site alternatives. Radio-telemetry surveys have shown that hoary bats will roost in palo verde trees and ironwoods and that California leaf-nosed bats might roost in the limited areas of ironwood trees between foraging bouts. These tree species are found within the small areas of desert dry wash woodland on the gen-tie line and Red Bluff Substation and related components.



Desert dry wash woodland attracts foraging bats due to increased insect concentration.  This is especially true for California leaf-nosed bats and pallid bats that feed on large insects they glean off the foliage. Roosts for these species have been identified in mines in the Eagle and Coxcomb Mountains, both within 16 kilometers (10 miles) of the solar farm site.

4.4	Risk Assessment

Potential direct impacts could occur without the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures incorporated in to the Project through Applicant measuresMeasures and mitigation measuresMitigation Measures as described in the FEIS (see Section 1.0). Some of the measures described in this document are in addition to those presented in the FEIS as the Applicants continue to address concerns regarding avian and bat species and meet changing requirements. With the incorporation of these measures, the Project is not expected to cause any prohibited “take” or “disturbance” of any species protected by the BGEPA or MBTA.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: A more thorough analysis should support this conclusion. How will AM/MMs reduce the likelihood of take or disturbance and loss of foraging habitat? Explanations of how the applicant expects the measures to be effective in reducing take should be articulated for each section below.



4.4.1	Site-Specific Threats

Based on the results of the site-specific surveys combined with additional regional surveys and information, the potential for take was assessed for the following site-specific threats (USFWS 2010):

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays;

2. Transmission line, power tower, meteorological tower, or guy line collision;

3. Electrocution potential;

4. Territory abandonment;

5. Nest and roost site disturbances;

6. Habitat loss and fragmentation; and

7. Disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility.



Due to the nature of the Project (as a photovoltaic solar facility) and its components, the following threats are not likely to occur:

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays,

2. Potential collisions from power towers, meterological towers, and guy lines 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Birds have been documented colliding with heliostats per McCrary et al., so the potential certainly exists here.

3. Electrocution potential	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This could occur on the gen-tie.



Potential threats from direct transmission line collisions for avian species and bats could occur without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0.



Without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0, nest and roost site disturbances and territory abandonment could occur due to direct nest removal during vegetation removal activities; and indirect disturbance from construction-related noise, lighting, and dust. 

  

Although no nests would be directly taken with the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures for the Project, habitat loss and fragmentation would occur due to the loss of approximately 4,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitat, and up to 200 acres of desert wash woodland habitat. The loss of these habitats would prevent avian and bat species from using the Project areas for foraging, nesting, or overwintering, and these species and habitat uses would likely remain in adjacent large habitat areas including those areas restricted from development between the Project and Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) and within the park itself (over 1,000,000 acres of protected adjacent similar habitats).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Potential indirect impacts from the loss of 4K acres of foraging habitat, such as reduced reproductive output/success should be addressed in this risk assessment.



Potential disturbance due to ongoing human activity presence at the facility is likely to be extremely small because the Project is photovoltaic in nature and has no moving components. The estimatedwould be attributed to long-term human presence on the facility, which is estimated at 12-15 individuals related to security and maintenance activities, as described in the FEIS. The avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0 include measures for the O&M phase of the Project.



Impacts to bats include potential direct impacts to ground nesting species (pallid bats and western pipistrelles) and the potential for the removal of trees with activethat could support bat colonies. at the solar farm site and/or Red Bluff Substation. Indirect impacts could potentially occur from removal of foraging habitat. Indirect impacts could also potentially occur, or from increased human activity, noise, nighttime lighting, and dust. 



Although temporary construction ponds will be constructed at the solar farm site, these ponds will have netting secured around the top of the pond fencing to discourage bats and birds from using water at these ponds.

4.4.2	Cumulative Impacts

The FEIS lists those projects considered as part of the cumulative impact analysis. Cumulative effects discussed in this document include those which have been or will be carried out throughout the anticipated life of the project, and, where practicable and reasonable, should include the impacts from all threats for which the BLM and/or Applicants have some form of control. Potential long-term cumulative indirect effects include the potential removal of nesting, roosting, and foraging habitat for avian and bat species.



For passerine species, nesting and foraging habitats are focused on smaller home ranges near nest sites and available forage. As described above for site-specific threats, vegetation removal would occur within these home ranges, using avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0 to eliminate the take of these species or active nests. The Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide similar habitats and abundant nesting and foraging opportunities for these species, therefore, cumulative effects are unlikely to be significant.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This fails to analyze the impact of the cumulative effects of this project in addition to other projects and activities that are extant or planned in the project area and relies upon the adjacent JTNP as a “refuge”.

Cumulative effects for GOEA should be analyzed out to at least 140 miles from the project footprint.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What cumulative effects exist with regard to JTNP?  



Raptor species (excluding golden eagles and ravens) have larger home ranges and forage over large distances. Due to the development of this Project and other regional projects there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat. This loss is not expected to be significant, or cause prohibited take because it represents a small percentage of the total foraging area regionally available for these species (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for raptors, and more suitable habitats for nesting for most raptor species.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This conclusion should include a discussion of the data and what is known about raptor use in JTNP. Is it feasible that the Park can support displaced individuals and nesting pairs of various species of raptors?  



Golden eagles forage in an area extending up to 225 kilometers (140 miles) from the Project boundaries.their territory centroids. Although there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat from the development of alternative energy projects and other regional projects discussed in the FEIS, this loss is not expected to be significant, or to cause prohibited “disturbance” or “taking,” because it is only a small percentage of the total foraging area (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provides appropriate habitats for nesting (which the Project dies not), and appropriate habitats for foraging.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This is incorrect; 140 miles is considered to be the average dispersal distance of young, and does not indicate the forage distance from a nest site.    In xeric habitat, GOEA are believed to forage out to 10 miles from their territory centroid.   In instances of higher quality, undisturbed habitat that has presence of rabbits/hares/scurids, the forage distance may be less.   	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The document should include an analysis of the amount of habitat that will be lost to construction of proposed projects using FWS guidance; i.e. within 140 air miles. The list of proposed ground-disturbing projects, in addition to extant sources of mortality/disturbance is extensive, and should be considered in light of extant GOEA habitat availability. Additionally, GOEA are more sensitive to human disturbance; therefore, fragmentation of habitats may have a more pronounced effect on individuals and populations.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define; GOEA have particular habitat preferences.



For bat species, potential cumulative impacts are discussed for an area 16 kilometers (10 miles) from the boundaries of the Proposed Project. These include the potential for combined direct effects of the removal of individuals and occupied nests of ground nesting species such as pallid bats and western pipistrelles from project construction. In addition, the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for bats, and many areas that are more suitable habitats for nesting for bat species.








5.0.	Project Design Conservation Measures	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Suggest moving any applicable FEIS mitigation measures each respective section below so that the statements made herein are substantiated.

The Applicants have sited and designed the Project components to avoid and minimize impacts to avian and bat species whenever possible. All discussions below of macro- and micro-siting considerations, nest site buffers and conservation measures during the construction and O&M phases of the Project will apply to both Applicants and all Project components.



The Applicants have worked to site Project components to have the least impacts to bird and bat populations with the goal of avoiding any take of migratory birds and bats and/or minimize the loss, destruction, or degradation of migratory bird and bat habitat by placing projects in areas of lower quality habitat to the maximum extent practicable. 

5.1	Project Siting

The process of siting of Project components included both macro- and micro-siting considerations.

5.1.1	Macro-Siting

Macro-siting considerations for the Project components were conducted in 2007 during initial surveys, and were refined in 2008 after the collection of the initial large data sets for the Project. In 2007, Pinto Wash, which bisects the requested Right-of-Way grant, was removed from development consideration. At this time, other larger areas of desert wash woodland were also removed from site consideration because these habitats support greater vegetation structure, density and diversity and are likely to support greater numbers of species and individuals than other habitats in the ROW area. Macro-siting considerations for the Project components also included the avoidance of:



· Locations with federally or state listed, or otherwise designated sensitive species, and areas managed for the conservation of listed species

Project components avoid DWMAs, CHU, and ACECs to the extent possible and were sited in the area of lowest known concentration for special-status species available.

· Areas frequently used for daily bird and bat movements (i.e., areas between roosting and feeding sites)

Areas of desert wash woodland were identified and avoided by Project components to the greatest extent possible, particularly the avoidance of larger expanses of this habitat found in the Pinto and Big Wash areas.

· Breeding and wintering eagle use areas

These areas were identified and avoided for all Project components. Valley floor areas such as the proposed Solar farm site do not provide wintering or breeding habitatnest or roost sites for eagles, but may provide foraging habitat for resident and non-resident golden eagles and other raptor species.

· Known migration flyways for birds and bats

Pinto Wash is a known bat migration corridor with impacts to this area avoided by the siting of the Solar farm site.

· Areas near known bat hibernacula, breeding, and maternity/nursery colonies

No known areas are found with the footprint of the Project components.

· Fragmentation of large, contiguous tracts of wildlife habitat (Canadian Wildlife Service 2006a and 2006b)



Many desert special status avian and bat species require large undisturbed areas that are highly sensitive to fragmentation effects. In siting the Project components, all areas with greater vegetation structure, density and diversity were avoided or reduced to the extent possible. These areas included desert wash woodlands and areas of creosote bush scrub that overlay stabilized geological features and support greater density and diversity of vegetation.

5.1.2	Micro-Siting

Micro-siting considerations for the Project components were begun in 2008 and actively continued as further wildlife surveys were conducted and through informal meetings with the BLM, USFWS and CDFG throughout the Project’s planning process. The siting of the solar farm was further reduced between the Draft EIS and FEIS in response to concerns from the public and agencies involved in the process. Beyond continuing to refine the boundaries of the solar farm, additional considerations of micro-siting included:

· Avoiding features that attract raptors (areas supporting tall perching structures including trees, utility poles, etc.)



+By avoiding minimizing impacts to desert wash woodland areas and avoiding Pinto Wash, the Projectsolar farm avoided areas with tree layers. TheIn addition, the Applicants have designed features to reduce perching by raptors whenever possible.

· Avoiding features that attract migrant birds (e.g., water sources, riparian vegetation) Minimize the potential for enhancing habitats suitable for raptor prey species such as rodents that would likely attract raptors to the project site



Project components are not adjacent to landscape features that attract migrant birds such as water sources. Project construction and O&M phases will minimize the potential for creating habitats suitable for rodents, such as rock piles, that could attract raptors.

5.2	Buffer Zones

Buffer zones have been established through the FEIS Applicant and Mitigation Measures to protect raptor and other bird nests, areas of high bird and bat use, and known bat roosts from disturbance related to the construction of the solar farm. 



Clearance surveys will be conducted within 30 days prior to vegetation removal in project areas to locate any active nests, burrowing owl burrows, or bat roosts. Vegetation removal will occur outside of the breeding season for special-status bird and bats species to the extent possible. If any active nests, roosts or burrows are located during these surveys, buffer zones will be established as described in the FEIS to protect these areas.



A Lead Avian and Bat Biologist, working under the Designated Biologist, will be assigned to ensure all buffer zones are correctly established and to monitor nest activity and determine when each nest or burrowing owl burrow has fledged or failed. This individual will also be responsible for all data collected for these buffer zones, nests, roosts and burrows.




5.2.1	Passerines

Buffer distances for passerine nests will consider species, terrain, habitat type, and activity level as these features relate to the bird alert distance and bird flight initiation distance (Whitfield et al. 2008). Buffer size distance was coordinated throughout the FEIS process and is established in the FEIS as established at approximately 100 meters from any active nest (330 feet). The Lead Avian Biologist will may determine that a smaller or larger distance is necessary under individual circumstances such as topography and type of construction activities. 



The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the Lead Avian Biologist has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.

5.2.2	Raptors and Eagles

Project-related disturbances such as construction noise, lighting and dust will be avoided within 500 feet from the solar farm site forof an active raptor nest and within one mile for an active eagle nest (excluding common ravens). Any changes in this buffer distance would be determined by the Lead Avian Biologist for the Project and submitted to USFWS, BLM, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components) for approval. Any nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.



For the Red Bluff substation and related components, the specific landscape features of steep terrain and ridgelines between construction activities and nest sites may dictate reduced buffers (Richardson and Miller 1997).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please clarify how this reference justifies a reduced buffer; 1-mile buffers may be insufficient to ensure reproductive success given the anthropogenic activity at the scale of this project.

Also, this paper is not primary source, but a compilation of multiple other papers are dated and may not reflect current scientific understanding of eagles and sensitivity to disturbance. 



Surveys for golden eagle nests will be conducted during each year of construction that occurs within the nesting season. These surveys will be completed in accordance with current USFWS guidance and protocols (currently Pagel et al. 2010) under the Golden Eagle Surveys and Nest Site Monitoring Plan discussed below in Section 7.0.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Monitoring of non-breeding eagles outside of the nesting season should also be conducted. Monitoring of documented territories should continue post project construction to determine if nesting territories continue to be occupied, or are abandoned due to direct, indirect or cumulative effects of the project implementation.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: It is our understanding that surveys for GOEA were not conducted in 2011; one season of limited survey days does not provide a robust data set. Pagel et al. 2010 appears to have been misinterpreted with regard to eagle surveys.  The existing data lack additional breeding information, knowledge of non-breeding GOEA, and habitat use at or near the project area, thereby making the analysis of direct, indirect, and cumulative effects and risk characterization for GOEA suspect.

5.2.3	Burrowing Owls

For burrowing owls, Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction unit and within a 150-meter (500 foot) buffer area. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 100 meters (330 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged. Outside the nesting season or after determining a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within 1 mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls using accepted methods for excluding owls from burrows such as one-way doors or otherwise ensuring owls are not in burrows while burrows are collapsed; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation, including the number and original location of each owl, and known additional locations for each individual.

5.2.4	Bats

Construction activities will avoid any bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula found during clearance surveys. No bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula have been located during surveys conducted at the Project components between 2008 and 2011. Appropriate buffer distances will be established by the Lead Avian Biologist in consideration of the disturbance type, distance to roost or hibernacula, time of year of, and the duration of the disturbance.

5.3	Appropriate Facility Design	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Again, applicable FEIS measures should be incorporated here for better readability of the document.

Many conservation measures have been incorporated into the design of Project facilities, as suggested in USFWS 2010, in an attempt to reduce the potential effects of Project on avian and bat populations, including:



1. Avoid using lattice-type structures, placing external ladders and platforms on towers to minimize perching and nesting.

The use of lattice towers, platforms, and ladders will be minimized to the extent practicable. The use of lattice structures will only be used on the solar farm site for a lookout tower, which will be frequently used (this deterring use by raptors and other birds), and will be frequently checked for the presence of nests. 



Although lattice structures will be used by SCE for their Project components, these will be in an area designated as a utility corridor that currently supports numerous transmission lines, including those on lattice towers, such as DPV1. The Project would not cause a significant increase on the number of lattice towers within this corridor.



2. Implement measures to reduce or buffer adverse noise effects associated with operation of the facility on surrounding wildlife habitat. Noise impacts to birds (Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008) have generally been found to be negative; therefore facility design should take this fact into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats.

The Project utilizes photovoltaic panel technology which has little potential for noise impacts. Noise effects have been extensively studiesstudied and includeincluded in the FEIS, and continued noise monitoring will be conducted during construction. Noise impacts during construction would include noise generated from the operation of construction equipment and construction vehicles. The O&M phase of the Project would have little or no noise for both the solar farm and SCE components.



3. Avoid the use of guy wires for all meteorological towers and do not light them unless the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requires them to be lit, which is generally >60 meters (>199 ft) AGL in height. Any necessary guy wires should be marked with recommended bird deterrent devices (APLIC 1994, USFWS 2000).

No meteorological towers or guy wires or line are included in the Project.



4. If structures (>60 meters [>199 ft] AGL) require lights for aviation safety, the minimum amount of pilot warning and obstruction avoidance lighting specified by the FAA should be used (FAA 2007). All lights within the facility should illuminate synchronously. Lighting of the boundary of the facility is most important as an aviation safety warning. Unless otherwise requested by the FAA, use only the minimum number of strobed, strobe-like or blinking red incandescent lights of minimum intensity. No steady burning lights should be used on facility infrastructures (Gehring et al. 2009).

Any such lighting at the Project facilities would follow this guidance. SCE facilities are not planned greater than 185 feet in height.



5. Facility lights should be focused downward to reduce skyward illumination. Lights should be equipped with motion detectors to reduce continuous illumination. 

All lighting used at Projectboth the solar farm and SCE project facilities will be downcast and would be used only when necessary, when appropriate by installing motion detectors, depending on safety concerns. The projectsolar farm has prepared a Lighting Mitigation Plan in consultation with the Night Sky Program Manager for the National Park Service in order to limit skyward illumination. 



6. Where feasible, place electric power lines underground or on the surface as insulated, shielded wire to avoid electrocution of birds. Use recommendations of the Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) for any required above-ground lines, transformers, or conductors.

Power lines will be in accordance with Avian Power Line Interaction Committee guidelines. 



7. Avoiding the creation of roads to minimize further loss and fragmentation of migratory bird habitat.

New roads associated with Project activities will be kept to a minimum. Roads associated with the solar farm site will be within the Project fence. Roads associated with the gen-tie line have been designed to be the shortest distance possible, such as using spur roads to tower sites from Kaiser Road instead of the creation of a new road along the gen-tie line. Red Bluff substation and related components will use existing roads to the maximum extent possible.



8. If evaporation ponds are required for the operation of the facility, placement of netting over the surface of the ponds is encouraged to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface.

Temporary construction ponds will be used only during the construction phase and will be covered with netting to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface. These ponds are not used for evaporation.  



9. Reducing the attractiveness of solar reflectors to polarotactic water insects (those attracted to polarized light) (Horvath et al. 2010) will help reduce the attractiveness of these facilities to birds and bats. 

Monitoring conducted during the construction and O&M phases of the Project is discussed in Section 7.0 and will assist in determining whether the Project’s photovoltaic panels attract water insects, which in turn could attract birds and bats. If it is determined that water insect are attracted to these facilities, BLM, USFWS, and CDFG will be contacted to determine appropriate adaptive management techniques to reduce this threat.


6.0	Conservation Measures

The conservation measures discussed in this section include those in the FEIS and those presented in USFWS guidance (2010).

6.1	Construction Phase Conservation Measures

Conservation measures that will be implemented by the Project that relate to bird conservation include:

1. Minimize permanent disturbance area such as creating unneeded access roads. Construction of the gen-tie line and other linear Project features will avoid vegetation clearing, and grading whenever possible.

2. All vegetationVegetation within the Project footprint that will be disturbed will be cleared outside of the bird breeding season to the maximum extent practicable. If the Project plans vegetation removal within the bird breeding season, it would be because desert tortoise (a federally and state threatened species) tortoise protection measures and timing may take precedence, or that reason for work to be completed during the breeding season were beyond the Applicant’sApplicant's’ control. If such an occurrence happenedhappens, the Applicants wouldwill communicate with BLM, USFWS, and CDFG that all reasonable and practicable efforts to complete work outside the bird breeding season were attempted.

When vegetation removal cannot take place outside of the breeding season and a reasonable explanation was provided to BLM, USFWS and CDFG, the Lead Avian Biologist or a person under their direct supervision would be on site during construction activities to locate active nests, establish avoidance buffers around active nests, watch for new nesting activity, and if necessary stop construction when noise and general activity threaten to disturb an active nest.  All active nests of protected birds (e.g., MBTA, ESA, state protected) would not be disturbed until after nest outcome is complete.

3. During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active nest locations would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 330 feet (100 meters) as discussed in the Project’s FEIS. Buffer areas may be larger if the Project’s lead Avian Biologist determines the need for a larger buffer area due to type of activity, species, or habitat considerations. Regardless of seasonal timing of construction, active nests will be flagged and nests avoided, with special attention paid to the nesting season of most avian species (February 15 – May 15). Avoidance areas will remain in place until it is determined that nest outcome is complete.

During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active bat colonies would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 165 feet (50 meters). Whenever possible, these areas will be avoided by construction activities. 

4. Discussions of nest avoidance for passerines, raptors, and golden eagles will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will be included in the Worker Environmental Awareness Plan (WEAP) training briefings. Bat colony avoidance discussions will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will also be included in WEAP training briefings. Training will include identification of avoidance areas and requirements for these areas.

5. The Project will follow APLIC guidelines for overhead utilities (APLIC 1994) to the extent practicable.). SCE structures will be built with sufficient conductor separation and other protection devices.

6. Construction activities will be conducted in a manner consistent with reducing fire danger.

7. During construction, all trash will be removed promptly and disposed of properly to avoid creating attractive nuisances for birds and bats.

8. Appropriate control measures will be implemented to prevent the introduction and spread of invasive plant species with and surrounding the project area (see the Project’s Integrated Weed Management Plan – Ironwood Consulting, 2010).

9. Only plants native to the area for will be used seeding or planting during habitat revegetation and/or restoration efforts.

10. As part of this document, a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan (Section 7.1.2) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-5 in the FEIS. This plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such overhead power lines and solar panels. 

11. As part of this document, a Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan (Section 7.1.3) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-6 in the FEIS. 

6.2	Operations and Maintenance Conservation Measures

During the O&M phase of the Project, conservation measures will be used to reduce the attractiveness of the facility to breeding, migrating, and wintering birds and bats to ensure mortality is minimized:

1. The Project will not create or maintain attraction features for birds and /or bats by removing and disposing of road kills near the Project of carrion that attracts raptors and other scavengers to the site, regularly removing vegetation around larger facilities such as substations to reduce raptor foraging, and eliminating open water sources after the construction phase of the Project. 

2. The Project will minimize the use of lighting that could attract migrating birds and bats (feeding on concentrations of insects at lights). All nighttime lighting will be within 800 meters (0.5 mile) of the Project facilities. Lighting will be kept to the minimum level necessary for safety and security. High intensity, steady burning, bright lights such as sodium vapor or spotlights will not be used on Project facilities.

3. The Project will minimize anthrogenicanthropogenic noise which been found to be negative for birds (e.g., Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008), though not all species are affected to the same degree (Brumm 2004). Therefore facility design should take this into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats. During the operation of these energy facilities, means to buffer, muffle, or otherwise dampen any anthropogenic noise pollution that exceeds ambient noise should be fully explored.


7.0	Post-Construction Monitoring 

The objective of post-construction monitoring is to validate the pre-construction risk assessment and to provide data for the Applicants to use in implementing adaptive management based on the monitoring results.  All of the measures in this section apply to both Applicants.



Monitoring objectives include:

1. Estimating bird and bat fatalities due to Project related activities.

2. Assessing bird use of evaporation ponds.

3. Assessing changes in bird and bat behavior due to all aspects of facility operation (noise, lighting, etc.).

4. Assessing territorial abandonment, nest avoidance, and changes in population status within and adjacent to the project footprint.

5. Assessing whether conservation measures implemented for the project were adequate.

7.1	Monitoring Design

7.1.1	Duration and Timing

This program will be conducted during construction and for at least 3 years post-construction during the operations and maintenance phase of the Proposed Project to attempt to capture differences in parameters due to seasonal and annual variability. The monitoring program will be extended to 5 years post-construction or longer, if:

1. Mortality level triggers are reached or (more than 40 individual birds have been killed or injured that were attributable to activities at the solar farm and related components, or 10 at SCE project components); or 

2. The Project resultsAny project activities result in the mortality otake of a listed species or eagle. 



Monitoring will include data collection during breeding, wintering, and migration periods because bird and bat use of areas will vary seasonally.

7.1.2	Study Components

The long-term monitoring program for measuring raptor and bat incidence at the Project site will consist of:

1. Recording incidental sightings, 

2. Mortality studies by implementing the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan

3. Conducting seasonal point counts, and 

4. Conducting annual nest surveys. 

Incidental Sightings

Throughout the construction and operation phases of the Proposed Project, all incidental sightings of special-status bird species, and all raptors and bats will be recorded. During construction, all sightings will be recorded by biological monitors. The Lead Avian Biologist will be tasked with keeping records and reporting these results (as described in Section 7.4).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please clarify how data from incidental sightings will be used (or not used).




Mortality Studies (Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan)

Mortality Studies will be conducted within all Projectsolar farm and SCE project components to determine any monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such the gen-tie line and, solar panels. , or SCE facilities. 



Study methodology includes:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This section should be more detailed including specific methods, sample sizes, and quantification to ascertain searcher efficiency and inherent survey bias’.

1. Selection of study sites for both solar farm and SCE project components,

2. Mortality searches at each study site, including accepted methodology and frequency

3. Reporting and adaptive management

Selection of Study Sites

These studies will be conducted at a minimum of twelve study sites within solar farm and related components and within a minimum of three control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the study area. All areas of the Red Bluff Substation accessible will be included, as well as two sites selected along the access road and loop-in area; and two along the distribution line, with one control site related to the SCE project components.

Mortality Searches

Mortality surveys will be completed weeklybi-monthly post-construction in each Project phasestudy site for a period of 1one year. After one year, these studies will be conducted monthly for at least an additional two years, completing the 3three-year post-construction monitoring period. These studies will be conducted at a minimum of 12 sites within all Project componentsfollow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and within a minimumwill include an assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, and a carcass collection protocol and an assessment of 3 control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the Project areascarcass scavenger rates.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This is unclear. Please revise. Also, see USFWS mortality monitoring protocol.



These studies will follow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and will include:

· An assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, 

· A carcass collection protocol and an assessment of carcass scavenger rates, and 

· Detailed specifications on data (see data collection flow charts and example data sheets submitted to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG), 





Data will be collected using handheld data recorders and/or paper data sheets. All data will be scanned and entered into the Project database that will be submitted as part of the annual reporting for both the solar farm and the SCE project components. Reporting will be conducted as described in Section 7.4 below.



If monitoring determines that bird mortality caused by solar facilities may be having potentially adverse impacts on special-status bird avian populations (by exceeding mortality triggers discussed above), the ApplicantApplicants will implement adaptive management strategies such as installing additional bird flight diverters alterations to project components that have been identified as key mortality features. If adaptive management actions are implemented, mortality studies will continue for an additional year post-construction until a reduction in mortality to a level comparable to control sites is documented.

Seasonal Point Counts

Point Counts will continue to be conducted using the same methods that were used in baseline point counts (Section 3.0). These point counts will be conducted once during each season of each year (excluding summer) during construction and for the 3-year post-construction period.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This method should be updated; point counts as currently described have no utility for GOEA or raptor observation, and should not be used for these species.




Nest Surveys

Annual nest surveys will be conducted each spring during construction between March 15 and June 1, using two surveys separated by at least 30 days. All Project-related infrastructure (e.g.; fence posts, transmission towers, and buildings) would be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. Nest locations may also be detected via incidental sightings or during point count surveys.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please provide data which suggests that most passerines are attending their nests during this time period; include citation.



During nest surveys, the ground under all raptor and raven nests will be inspected for the presence shells of juvenile tortoises or other evidence or predation of desert tortoise. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These surveys should also include utility poles.

7.1.3	Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan 

In addition to project-specific mortality monitoring studies the ProjectApplicants will monitor golden eagles separately to ensure that potential take (e.g., mortality and habitat disturbance) golden eagles mortality is adequately assessed. For each year during construction, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities will be conducted to determine whether any territory is active occupied (Pagel et al. 2010). Data collected during the inventory shall include: 

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



If an occupied nest is detected during construction within 10 miles of any Project component, the Applicant for that component will implement adaptive management strategies in cooperation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG (and CPUC if an SCE component) for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles (Pagel et al. 2010). Triggers for additional adaptive management requirements will include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, such as agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define and describe.  

7.2	Nest Management	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Per the guidance, “Each facility should have protocols in place on how to manage nests established on any part of the facility (see APLIC 2006). Eagle nests should be addressed per the Service’s 2007 National Bald Eagle Management Guidelines” This is not articulated here or in section 7.1.

Project facilities will manage nests established on any part of the facility as described throughout this document. Eagle nests will be addressed as described in Section 7.1 above.

7.3	Risk Assessment Validation

Using data collected throughout this process, the ProjectApplicants will attempt to validate the identified risks of the project. The validation process will consider:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: But how will these questions be answered?

1. Whether the documented mortality rate post-construction is higher, lower, or as expected, compared to the pre-construction risk assessment.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will this be determined?  The initial data were collected late in the season; therefore, the baseline is not well established.

2. Whether conservation measures are adequate to minimize bird and/or bat mortality to the maximum extent practicable? 

3. Would additional conservation measures be likely to reduce mortality rates?

4. Do documented mortality rates trigger adaptive management actions?



The results of this validation assessment would be discussed in Project reporting, described in Section 7.4 below.

7.4	Reporting

Quarterly e-mail summaries of all biological monitoring activities will be submitted to BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CDFGCPUC (for SCE project components) by the Designated Biologist. One section of these summaries will focus on reporting for the long-term monitoring program for raptors (including owls) and bats. This section will include results of the study components of monitoring conducted during the previous quarter, and a discussion of any unusual circumstances noted. These reports may also include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.

 

On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to the BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for the BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG,CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE project components) in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1 of each year. This annual report will summarize all quarterly reports and be submitted via e-mail by the Designated Biologist. After this report is submitted, an annual meeting will be held between the BLM, USFWS, Applicants, CDFG, and CDFGCPUC to review the annual monitoring report and discuss monitoring results and conservation measures, including any adaptive management implemented or recommended.






8.0	Key Resources and References

8.1	Key Resources

Key resources include the team of proponent personnel, biological monitors and agency personnel who will work together to ensure the success of the protection, avoidance, and minimization of impacts to bird and bat species during the construction and operations and maintenance phases of the Project. The names and contact information for key personnel are provided below.



Project Proponents

Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC

1111 Broadway St, 4th Floor

Oakland, CA 94607

(510) 625-7400

Contact:  Amanda Beck

ABeck@firstsolar.com



Southern California Edison

1218 South 5th Avenue

Monrovia, CA 91016

(626) 260-6040

Contact: Paul Yamazaki

Paul.Yamazaki@sce.com


Biological Monitoring

Ironwood Consulting

1412 S. Center St.

Redlands, CA 92373

(909) 798-0330

Contact: Kathy Simon

Kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com



Bureau of Land Management

California Desert District Office

22835 Calle San Juan De Los Lagos

Moreno Valley, CA 92553-9046

(951) 697-5223

Contact: Kim Marsden

Kim_Marsden@BLM.gov 





U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office

6010 Hidden Valley Rd., 101

Carlsbad, CA 92011

760.431.9440 x 354 phone

Contact: Jody Fraser

jody_fraser@fws.gov



California Department of Fish and Game

Inland Deserts Region

3602 Inland Empire Blvd Suite C220

Ontario, CA 91764

(909) 484-0167

Contact: Magdalena Rodriguez

mcrodriguez@dfg.ca.gov
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From: Erin McCarthy
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cc: Amedee Brickey

Subject: ABPP (BBCS) comments
Date: 01/18/2012 04:28 PM
Attachments: 20111227_Desert Sunlight ABPP - comparison for USFWS 14Dec2011 

FWScomments_MB.docx 

Hi Jody,  
 
I finished up my review of the ABPP comments, thanks for giving me the 
chance to look at them.  I think what y'all suggested looks good.  I added 
a few of my own, but they basically support the comments already made 
(mine are the MB ones).   
 
I did notice that they did not include "nocturnal bird use" in any of their 
proposed surveying or monitoring.  This would seem important to me, 
perhaps to be included in point count surveys?  I think their surveys need 
to better capture wintering, breeding, and migrant bird use (diurnal and 
nocturnal).  It seems like they are focusing on breeding bird use.  Please 
let me know if you want to discuss any of my comments.  I'd see that as 
an opportunity to learn, as you've been at this for a while. 
 
Also, are you going to send a comment letter to the applicant?  I wasn't 
sure if you were going to provide the comments back to them via email or 
in an official letter.  If a letter goes out, it'd be great if Mig Birds could 
take a look at it prior.   
 
Talk to you soon, 
Erin 
 

 
 
Erin (McCarthy) Chandler 
Regional Migratory Bird Biologist 
US Fish & Wildlife Service, Region 8 
6010 Hidden Valley Rd, Suite 100 
Carlsbad, CA 92011 
 
Tel:  760-431-9440 ext 252  Fax:  760-431-5901 
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   AVIAN AND BAT PROTECTION PLAN	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Overall the document is fragmented relative to the avoidance, minimization, mitigation, and conservation measures. These measures should be consolidated into one section and any redundancies omitted or merged.

Also, this document is largely the FWS guidance cut and pasted without any of the necessary details. Providing project-specific data, analysis (risk assessment) including how minimization measures reduce risk, and procedures for validating risk is recommended. Also, inclusion of a more substantive adaptive management strategy is recommended.	Comment by Migratory Birds: BBCS	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Finally, we recommend that an ornithologist with relevant expertise in avian species, particularly raptor biology and conservation, be consulted on the technical aspects of the plan, particularly regarding mortality monitoring, statistical validation of any monitoring strategy, and the adaptive management component.
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1.0	INTRODUCTIONIntroduction 

This section provides a brief summary of the project description for the Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC (ApplicantSunlight) and Southern California Edison (SCE) project (jointly the “Applicants”). A complete description of the project is found in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project California Desert Conservation Area Plan Amendment and Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) (BLM 2011).



The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) issued of a right-of-way (ROW) grant authorizing the construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (Project). The Project covers less than 4,176 acres (ac) and is located in Riverside County, California, approximately 6 miles north of the rural community of Desert Center and approximately (10.5 kilometers or 6.5 miles north of the Interstate 10 corridor (Figure 1). The Project consists of three main components 1) a 550-megawatt (MW) solar photovoltaic (PV) generating facility (Solar Farm), 2) a 220-kilovolt (kV) generation interconnection line (Gen-tie line), and 3) a 500/220-kV substation and substation related components (the Red Bluff Substation) (Figure 2). While the Red Bluff substation is included as part of this project description for planning and environmental considerations, it would be constructed, owned, and operated by SCE, not by the ApplicantSunlight.



The Applicant and SCEApplicants have prepared this Avian and Bat Protection Plan in accordance with regulatory agency guidance, including:

· U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Pacific Southwest Region’s Region8 Interim Guidelines for the Development of a Project Specific Avian and Bat Protection Plan for Solar Energy Plants and Related Transmission Facilities.   

· Avian and Bat Protection Plan Guidelines developed jointly by Edison Electric Institute’s Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) 

· Additional Interim Guidelines from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS 2000, 2003, 2010). 

· Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO Plan, BLM and the California Department of Fish and Game- CDFG 2002).



1.1	Purpose of the Avian and Bat Protection Plan

The Avian and Bat Protection Plan (ABPP) delineates a program designed to reduce the risks that result from bird and bat interactions due to actions performed by Sunlight in the construction and operation of the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line; and by SCE in the construction and operation of their project components (Red Bluff Substation and associated access road, distribution line and telecommunications site). The ABPP also identifies the avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures that will be implemented over the life of the project, as well as long-term monitoring strategies and an adaptive management program. The overall goal of this ABPP is to avoid, reduce, and ultimately eliminate bird and bat mortality to the extent possible. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: For informational purposes, this plan is now called “Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy”; if the applicant intends to pursue a GOEA permit, an Eagle Conservation Plan would also be necessary.



The objectives of this ABPP are as follows:

· Describe the process of surveys and siting decisions to date, including identifying baseline conditions for avian and bat species present in the area of the Project components. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Survey methods, techniques, and qualifications of surveyors, as well as a thorough analysis of data leading to risk characterization of direct, indirect and cumulative effects is an integral part of this plan and should be included or expanded upon in each respective section.

· Identify activities during construction and operationsal and maintenance (O&M) that may increase the potential of adverse effects to passerine, raptor, and bat species on and adjacent to the Project components.

· Specify steps that will be taken to avoid, minimize and mitigate any potential adverse effects to these species, including thresholds for adaptive management.

· Detail long-term monitoring and reporting goals for the Project.



Ironwood Consulting, Inc.	4







The following Applicant measures (AM) and mitigation measures (MM) from the FEIS are incorporated into this plan.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Per previous comment, all of these measures should be integrated into the body of the plan below. Consolidating the measures would make the document easier to read.



AM-WIL-3. Avian and Bat Protection Plan. This Plan will be prepared and implemented by the Applicants to specify necessary actions to be taken to protect nesting bird and bat species. The following measures will be implemented by the Applicants to protect burrowing owls in the Project locations during construction:



1. Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction area as recommended by the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The same methods should be used to detect nesting and wintering BUOW.



2. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 75 meters (250 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). Initial avoidance buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on the type of construction activity as approved by CDFG or USFWS. Outside nesting season or after determining that a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within one mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation.



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicants to protect nesting bird species in the Project locations during construction which are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and California Fish and Game Code Sections 3503 and 3513:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Any efforts to detect state and federally listed bird species that may utilize habitats within and near the project footprint should be articulated.



1. Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and in adjacent habitat areas and any nests observed will be identified and clearly marked. For passerines, an exclusion area where construction will not be allowed to commence will be established approximately 100 meters (330 feet) from any active nest. For raptors (other than golden eagles), the exclusion area will be established approximately 170 meters (500 feet) from any active nest (excluding nests of the common raven). For golden eagles, the exclusion area will be established approximately 1.6 kilometers (one mile) from any active nest. Initial protective buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on type of construction activity and bird species and per approval by CDFG or USFWS. Nests will be checked within one week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or young have fledged.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Include citation.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please define methodology and frequency.



2. Vegetation clearing will be conducted outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

3. Biological monitors will be present on-site during all phases of construction and will be tasked with monitoring avian nesting in adjacent habitats. If nests are found, the same procedures would be used as discussed above for pre-construction surveys. 



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicant to protect roosting bats in the Project locations during construction: Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and adjacent habitat areas and any active bat colonies will be identified and clearly marked. An exclusion area will be established approximately 50 meters (165 feet) from any active colony, and whenever possible, these areas will be avoided during construction activities.



For five years post-construction, the Applicant will record incidental sightings of raptors and bats in the Project locations. In addition, the Applicant will conduct nest surveys within the Project locations at least twice each spring between March 1 and June 1, separated by at least 30 days where all project-related infrastructure will be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. The Applicant will submit quarterly status reports via email to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG. On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1st of each year. These reports may include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Is this for raptors?   If so, 01 March – 01 June in xeric habitats is too late; earlier nesting chronologies are probably more relevant. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define. How will this information be used? If it is incidental, what inferences may be gained from these ‘data.’



AM-WIL-4, Construction Water Storage Pond Design. The temporary construction water ponds shall be designed, constructed, and operated in compliance with all applicable regulatory requirements with respect to design, operation, and maintenance, protection of migratory waterfowl, and raven management. This includes following provisions in the FEIS under the common raven management plan and includes the following specific measures to discourage ravens:



· Using anti-perching devices around the perimeter of each pond to exclude ravens and other birds from accessing the edge of the ponds to drink.

· Lining the ponds and maintaining two feet of freeboard in the ponds at all times

· Designing the ponds with interior side slopes at a 33 percent slope (3:1, horizontal:vertical)

· Netting will be used to cover ponds when not in use to reduce avian access. Appropriate material will be used to ensure that nocturnal bird species and bats will not become entangled in the netting.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please describe what type of netting will be used and ensure that it has proven effective for similar purposes.	Comment by Migratory Birds: Describe netting.  Will entanglement in net be an issue?

· At least 60 days prior to construction, the Applicant shall submit to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG, the proposed locations and design of the ponds, including how many ponds would be operational at a time, specific design features to discourage ravens, and a plan for immediately addressing problems with pond design. During construction, the ponds shall be monitored daily to ensure that anti-raven measures are successful. All ponds will be dismantled at the end of construction.



SCE does not have construction water storage ponds in its project components.






MM-WIL-5. Prepare and Implement a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. Prior to the issuance of a ROW retain a BLM-approved, qualified biologist to prepare a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan in consultation with CDFG and USFWS. This plan shall follow the Avian Protection Plan guidelines outlined by USFWS and APLIC. The plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such feeder/distribution lines and solar panels.  



The Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan shall include at a minimum: 

· Detailed specifications on data, 

· A carcass collection protocol, and 

· A rationale justifying the proposed schedule of carcass searches, and

· Seasonal trials to assess bias from carcass removal by scavengers as well as searcher bias.



During construction and for one year following the beginning of the solar farm operation the biologist shall submit annual reports to BLM, CDFG, and USFWS describing the dates, durations, and results of monitoring and data collection. The annual reports shall provide a detailed description of any project-related bird or wildlife deaths or injuries detected during the monitoring study or at any other time and data collected for the study of polarized light impacts on insectivorous birds. The report shall analyze any project-related bird fatalities or injuries detected, and provide recommendations for future monitoring and any adaptive management actions needed.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Reporting requirements should be consistent throughout the document. Below, reporting is required beyond one year.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Reporting to regulatory agencies of avian mortality should be within 24 hours -5 days of mortality; take of birds is not a permitted activity.  



Thresholds will be determined in this ABPP and approved by BLM, CDFG and USFWS. If BLM determines that bird mortality caused by solar have been identified as key mortality features, or implement other appropriate actions approved by BLM and regulatory agencies based on the findings of the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. If mitigation actions are required, the annual reporting shall continue until BLM, in consultation with CDFG and USFWS, determines whether more years of monitoring are needed, and whether additional mitigation and adaptive management measures are necessary.



MM-WIL-6. Prepare and Implement Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring, and Adaptive Management. For each year after commencement of construction \, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities shall be conducted to determine if whether any territory is active. Survey methods for the inventory shall be as described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. A nesting territory or shall be considered occupied or unoccupied based on criteria in Pagel et al. (2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. Data collected during the inventory shall include at least the following: 	Comment by Migratory Birds: Please specify how many years inventory will be conducted.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will non-breeding eagles (juveniles, subadults, floaters during breeding and non-breeding season be monitored and addressed?

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan: If an occupied nest (as defined by Pagel et al. 2010) is detected within 10 miles of any project component, the Project owner or SCE shall prepare and implement a Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles. The monitoring methods shall be consistent with those described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall be prepared in consultation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). It shall be implemented by Desert Sunlight or SCE, according to project component; and each Applicant shall designate a biologist, to be approved by BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). Triggers for adaptive management shall include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, including but not limited to: agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall include a description of adaptive management actions, which shall include, but not be limited to, cessation of construction activities that are deemed by the Designated Biologist to be the source of golden eagle disturbance.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will those activities be identified independently from other non-project related occurrences (i.e. territorial eagle disputes, anthropogenic recreation, research/monitoring effects, etc.?



1.2	Legal Drivers

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA), National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) provide the primary legal bases for this ABPP. The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 703, et seq.) prohibits the taking, killing, possession, transportation and importation of migratory birds, their eggs, parts, and nests, except when authorized by the USFWS. Because MBTA does not provide a specific mechanism to authorize “incidental” take, proponents often should work proactively with the Service to avoid and minimize the potential take of species. 



The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 668-668d) protects bald and golden eagles.  Through a new regulation (50 CFR § 22.26), the Service can authorize take of bald and golden eagles when the take is associated with, but not the purpose of, an otherwise lawful activity, and cannot practicably be avoided. Thus, these new regulations provide a mechanism where take of eagles can be legally authorized.  



Under the National Environmental Policy Act (42 USC §§ 4321-4370h), federal agencies such as BLM are required to prepare a detailed environmental impact statement (EIS) for any major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment. An EIS must include an examination of the environmental impacts of a proposed project, a reasonable range of alternatives for a project and other related matters. BLM authorization of a right-of-way (ROW) grant for the Project would require a land use plan amendment (PA) to the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan (BLM 1980), as amended. In addition, DOE will consider Sunlight’s application for a loan guarantee under Title XVII of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EP Act 05), as amended by Section 406 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Public Law (PL) 111-5 (the “Recovery Act”).



The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has discretionary authority to issue the Permit to Construct (PTC) for SCE’s Red Bluff Substation, a portion of the Project. As allowed by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15221, the CPUC intends to use this EIS to provide the environmental review required for its approval process. The CPUC and BLM have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that defines the relationship of the two agencies, and identifies CPUC as a cooperating agency with the BLM. 



The Applicant anticipatesApplicants anticipate that construction and/or operation of the Project will not cause unauthorized “take” or prohibited “disturbance” of any species protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act or the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. However, it is voluntarily proposing this Avian and Bat Protection Plan to proactively implement measures to avoid, minimize and mitigate for any potential adverse effects of the Project on such species.  In addition, by utilizing the adaptive management approach in this plan, it is committing to evaluate data during the operation phase of the Project and make further adjustments to the plan, if necessary and appropriate. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This determination precedes the presentation of the data and the analysis. It is not a “Legal Driver” and no data are provided here for the reader to connect to the conclusion. Please move to the appropriate section and provide rationale.



1.3	Corporate Policy

Sunlight and SCE have a commitment to work cooperatively towards the protection of migratory birds and bats.  These entities are committed to consistent coordination with agency personnel at BLM, USFWS, and the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) so that all parties and agencies understand the scope of the Project and can discuss project facilities and features that may require additional attention for avian species.




2.0	Coordination

Sunlight and SCE recognized that an essential element to developing a successful Project is the coordination between the project proponents and the appropriate agencies. As recommended by USFWS, the Applicants conducted early coordination on essential elements, such as wildlife surveys, project siting criteria, and operational limitations to ensure that all parties and agencies understood the scope of the project and potential issues could be identified early in the planning process (USFWS 2010). This coordination resulted in numerous improvements to project siting and design (discussed in Section 4.0), and the development of Applicant Measures designed to avoid and minimize potential effects to avian and bat species. 

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This and the paragraphs below are not part of coordination but more minimization measures to reduce project impacts; therefore, should be moved to the appropriate section and consolidated with other measures.

Sunlight evaluated a larger Project Study Area (PSA) when determining the siting of the Project. Areas of desert wash woodland were avoided in this siting to the extent possible, in part to avoid the potential roosting, nesting, and foraging areas for birds and bats within areas of greater vegetation structure. The process of reducing the Project footprint is discussed further in Section 4.0.



The Applicants have also incorporated design features into the Project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats, including:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These measures should be consolidated with other conservation, avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures into a single section.

· Limiting vegetation clearing to periods outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

· Limiting vegetation disturbance and grading to the smallest area practicable; and

· Placing electrical lines underground or transmission lines on existing structures to the extent practical to avoid collisions with lines. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please adhere to APLIC guidance for any above ground transmission lines.



The Applicants further intendsintend to utilize the Applicant Measures AM-WIL-3 and AM-WIL-4 from the FEIS (presented in Section 1.0) during the construction phase and O&M phase of the project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These measures are required per the ROD and identified above. See comment 20 above.

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

SCE will also follow the above measures outlined in AM-WIL-3 (AM-WIL-4 is not applicable to SCE components) in the FEIS above to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.






3.0	Adaptive Management and Habitat Compensation	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This section should come last as future monitoring will inform the adaptive management needs.

Also, please provide the details of the adaptive management framework.

3.1	Adaptive Management Process

The Applicant has incorporated siting criteria, design features and best management practices into the Project that will provide significant avoidance and minimization measures that will reduce the potential for adverse effects on avian and bat species. Specifically, decisions were made to ensure that each phase of project development was evaluated with an eye to reducing potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats during the siting, design, construction, operation and maintenance (O&M), and post-operation phases of the Project. 



In additional to the specific Project measures described below, Sunlight and SCE are committed to using an adaptive management approach throughout the life of the Project that supports flexible decision making and can be adjusted as monitoring results or new regional data are received. In so doing, the protections in this plan are expected to have continued effectiveness throughout the life of the Project.



This adaptive management approach will include the following six key concepts described by Williams (2009) that are endorsed by the Service in its Interim Guidance for Solar Energy Facilities (USFWS 2010):

1. Problem Assessment

2. Design

3. Implementation

4. Monitoring

5. Evaluation

6. Adjustment



Adaptive Management is a keystone of the Sunlight and SCE program to avoid and reduce potential effects to avian and bat species throughout the construction, O&M, and decommissioning stages of the Project. In order to compensate for the loss of avian and bat habitat, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide habitat compensation. This approach is described further in the following sections.

3.2	Habitat Compensation

Habitat Ccompensation is discussed in detail in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar 2011) for the solar farm and gen-tie line. The Applicant and SCE, and in the Red Bluff Substation Habitat Compensation Plan (SCE 2011) for the Red Bluff Substation and related components, The Applicants are prepared to implement necessary mitigation and compensation for impacts to protected wildlife species as required by BLM, the CDFG, and USFWS as described in the FEIS and Habitat Compensation PlanPlans. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: If you’re going to include this section, recommend adding a sentence that summarizes how impacts to avian and bat species are being compensated as stated in the hab comp plan.




4.0	Pre-Siting Data Collection

The siting of the solar farm site, gen-tie line, and substation required detailed and individual evaluation. Although the area of Red Bluff Substation had been recently and repeatedly surveyed prior to this Project for numerous transmission projects, the solar farm site and immediately surrounding areas had not been previously surveyed. Thus, in an effort to place the Project components in locations that would yield the least risk of population impacts, a rigorous siting evaluation process was completed, including the following considerations recommended by the USFWS:

1. Coarse Site Assessment

2. Habitat Equivalency Analysis

3. Site Specific Wildlife Surveys

4. Risk Assessment

5. Reporting

4.1 Coarse Site Assessment

In accordance with USFWS guidance, a pre-siting assessment was conducted starting with a coarse site assessment of the potential environmental issues that might preclude the site from development based on its perceived or validated level of risk (USFWS 2010). This project conducted the equivalent of a Potential Impact Index (PII) (USFWS 2003) by taking a “first cut” analysis of the suitability of a site proposed for development and estimating use of the site by selected wildlife species as an indicator of potential impact (USFWS 2010).



Initial biological assessments conducted in 2007 recommended the avoidance of Pinto Wash as potential habitat for special status species, including avian and bat species. This was supported by an initial field assessment of the site conducted by Patricia Brown-Berry (Brown Berry 2010) for bat species. Between 2008 and 2011, several additional site reductions occurred that reduced the solar farm footprint and shifted the footprint away from areas that support better quality habitats with larger and more diverse vegetative structure.



Project components do not provide habitat for federally or state-listed avian or bat species, but do provide habitat for several special-status species, including those shown on Tables 1 and 2 (Ironwood Consulting 2010). All species in Tables 1 and 2 are species addressed and covered under the Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO).

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 

The Solar farm site alternatives and Gen-tie line route alternatives are not within an Important Bird Area, a Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Network (WHSRN), or an area designated by the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance (Ramsar Convention). The solar farm site is not within an area designated as a critical habitat unit (CHU), or other Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC); however, the Solar Farm site is immediately adjacent to the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU. The Gen-tie line is partially located within the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU designated as management areas for the desert tortoise. 

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are not within an Important Bird Area, WHSRN area, or Ramsar Convention area. The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are within the Chuckwalla CHU and DWMA.
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Table 1.	Sensitive Avian Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Passerine Species

		



		Chaetura vauxi

Vaux’s swift (breeding sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Progne subis

purple martin

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Toxostoma lecontei

LeConte’s thrasher

		Federal:



State:

NECO:

		Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC)

SSC

covered 



		Raptors 

		



		Aquila chrysaetos

golden eagle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		protected by BGEPA

SSC; fully protected

covered 



		Athene cunicularia

burrowing owl

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Buteo regalis

ferruginous hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

none

covered 



		Buteo swainsonii

Swainson’s hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

threatened

covered 



		Circus cyaneus

northern harrier (nesting sites are protected (i.e. MBTA)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Falco mexicanus

prairie falcon (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered












Table 2.	Sensitive Bat Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Antrozous pallidus

pallid bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eptesicus fuscus pallidus

big brown bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eumops perotis californicus

western mastiff bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Eumops perotis

pocketed free-tailed bat  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus cinereus

hoary bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus xanthinus

southern yellow bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Macrotus californicus

California leaf-nosed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Myotis californicus  

California myotis  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Parastrellus hesperus

western pipistrelle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Plecotus townsendii

Townsend’s big-eared bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Tadarida brasiliensis  

Mexican free-tailed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered










4.2	Habitat Equivalency Analysis

TheAs recommended by USFWS, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide the habitat compensation process. Permanent habitat losses and compensation put forward to offset project impacts have been quantified and are described in the Project’s Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar and SCE 2011).



AsIn addition, as recommended by the USFWS, the Applicants have looked for opportunities to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities. These opportunities may come in the form of voluntary habitat acquisition or conservation easements. In order to quantify the appropriate compensation acreage, the use of an HEA can be used to identify high quality habitat and calculate compensation for the development of high quality habitats for both permanent and temporary losses. The objective of an HEA is to replace lost habitat services with like services, providing a replacement ratio for interim and permanent injury. 



The most significant step First Solar has taken to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities is working with BLM to determine the suitability of habitat remaining within their solar application as an area to be excluded from future development due to biological concerns. The area that could be excluded supports more diverse habitats with greater vegetation structure than the majority of the Project site and provides better habitats for most bird and bat species than those habitats found on the solar farm site.	Comment by Migratory Birds: Is this area identified in another document?

4.3	Site- Sspecific Wildlife Surveys

Pre-siting survey data will becomeserve as the baseline for project impacts to biological resources, including birds and bats populations. Thus, prior to conducting site-specific surveys of the Project components, appropriate survey questions were developed that included methods applicable for before-after control impacts studies. Survey questions included:

1. Which species of birds and bats use the project area and how do their numbers vary temporally?

2. How much time do birds/bats spend in potential risk zones and does this behavior vary by season?

3. What is the estimated range of bird/bat mortalities from the project?

4. Are there nesting raptors on site or within 3 miles of project footprint. For eagles, are there eagles nesting within 10 miles of project footprint?

4.3.1	Methods

As recommended by USFWS (2010), multiple survey techniques were used to ensure adequate data collection. Specific survey methods included:	Comment by Migratory Birds: For how many years?  One?  Is this enough data?  BBCS recommends multi year preconstruction surveys (up to 3 years).  Explain how many years pre-construction surveys will be conducted.  If only one year, need to justify.

1. Diurnal point counts including varying timing during the day, month and seasonally during migratory periods.	Comment by Migratory Birds: BBCS guidance also recommends that both diurnal and nocturnal bird use data be collected.  Do not see mention of nocturnal bird use data being collected on or adjacent to project site.  

2. Raptor nest searches including golden eagle surveys (Pagel et al. 2010)

3. Migration counts.

4. Incidental data collection conducted during all biological surveys conducted at the Project components, which spanned over four years at the site, thus also captured timing variation within days, months and seasons as well as under varying climatic conditions.

5. 
Surveys for burrowing owl following Phase I and II surveys as directed by CDFG (California Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993).



Point Counts

Point count surveys for all birds were conducted in April, May, and October 2010 by experienced desert avian biologists Kip Kermoian and Jake Molhman at a total of twelve locations, nine on the Solar farm site and three at control sites, using point count methodology as described in Monitoring Bird Populations by Point Counts (Ralph et al. 1995). The surveys identify bird species and their relative numbers at each fixed study point location (point counts). Point count methodology is well accepted and widely used in bird studies.  Each point is visited for a fixed amount of time and all birds detected within an often fixed radius are recorded. Research suggests that the amount of time spent at a sampling location increases standard error, especially at times greater than 10 minutes (Smith et al. 1997). Each count was limited to 10 minutes to minimize standard error introduced by double counting, flyovers, etc. Additionally, incidental flyovers were recorded separately from typical observations and each count was divided into three survey periods consisting of the first three minutes, minutes 3 to 5, and minutes 5 to 10. This time division was done to facilitate data analysis used to differentiate birds most likely to be permanent or temporary occupants of the study point from transients in the area surveyed.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service:  The dates selected may exclude migrants and wintering birds.  	Comment by Migratory Birds: Should capture diurnal and nocturnal bird use.  What time of day were point counts conducted?  Also, need to capture wintering and migrant birds.



Golden Eagle Surveys

The ApplicantApplicants participated in a joint program to conduct aerial surveys for golden eagles in and around Blythe and Desert Center, California. These surveys were conducted in two phases, with Phase 1 occurring on April 2-3, 2010 and Phase 2 occurring on May 14, 2010.  These surveys were conducted in accordance with applicable USFWS guidance and were designed to record and report occupancy (Phase I) and productivity (Phase II) of golden eagle nests within a ten-mile radius of four solar projects, including Sunlight’s Solar farm site. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These dates do not correlate with recommended time periods for surveys; the latter aerial survey (14 May 2010) is late to detect breeding GOEA in xeric habitats. Further, these dates are inconsistent with those reported by WRI (25-26 March and 2-3 April). Please reconcile. This also suggests that only one year of data were collected; at least 3 years of data are recommended.  



Although the primary purpose of the surveys was to conduct the first of two aerial surveys for golden eagles [Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (USFWS 2010)], the surveys also recorded data for other raptor species.  The data and results from these surveys are found in the Final Report, Golden Eagle Surveys Surrounding Four Proposed Energy Developments in the Mojave Desert Region, California (Wildlife Research Institute 2010). 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The number of aerial over-flights was recommended to be AT LEAST two flights; however, in most instances more survey work would be necessary to assess risk. Additionally, ground observations are recommended to augment data.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This document should be appended to the final ABPP. 



Raptor Nest Surveys

Surveys of the alternatives for all three main components of the Project site were conducted on April 23-24 and May 20, 2010 in accordance with draft State agency protocols for identifying raptor nests [California Energy Commission (CEC) and CDFG 2010].  These surveys include inspecting all potential structures and trees in the Project vicinity for the presence of raptor nests. The results from these nest surveys are incorporated in this document.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Again, from a chronology standpoint for desert habitat, this may be too late to be meaningful.




Bats

On February 17, 2010, Dr. Patricia Brown, desert bat expert who has conducted numerous bat surveys in the Project region, conducted a reconnaissance-level survey of the Project components. The purpose of this survey was to determine those bats species that might inhabit these project areas and to formulate avoidance and minimization measures for bat species to be used during the construction, O&M, and post-construction phases.




Incidental Sightings

During all Project biological surveys, all bird species were identified and/or tallied on standardized data forms (Ironwood Consulting 2010). These data were compiled in electronic databases and used to determine species present and variation throughout days, months and seasons.

Burrowing Owl

Phase I burrowing owl surveys were conducted in 2007 on the First Solar project components, and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Phase II focused surveys were conducted in 2008 and 2010 on the First Solar project components and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Results of these surveys are compiled in the Biological Resources Technical Report (Ironwood 2010). In addition, pre-construction surveys in September 2011 were conducted on both the solar farm and Red Bluff substation sites, following the Phase II and III protocols (Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993). 

4.3.2	Results

Results addressing the first 3three survey questions were compiled and are discussed below separately for passerines, raptors, and bats with a special discussion for special-status bird species listed on Table 1. The chart below shows those bird species that were recorded most frequently during all surveys of the solar farm site.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This table is illegible.  	Comment by Migratory Birds: What units are represented in the y-axis?  Individuals observed?  Number of observations of single birds?








Passerines

Most detections of passerine species were recorded in the morning hours between 0600 and 0800 and in the months of March and April in each year. These results are likely affected by the higher numbers of surveyors recording data during those months of the year, and that point counts were conducted in the morning hours as described in Ralph et al 1995. All passerine species were found in habitats that are present both on the solar farm site and gen-tie line, and on the SCE components; therefore any of these species may inhabit each of these Project components. Habitat quality does differ throughout the area, with the gen-tie line and SCE components in areas of sheet flow and scattered desert dry wash woodland, thus providing greater vegetation diversity and structure. The solar farm site has approximately 1,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitats that provide greater density and structure favored by most species, with the remaining approximately 2,921 acres poorer quality habitat with few species present and wide spaces between shrubs of stunted growth.	Comment by Migratory Birds: How were surveys conducted?  On foot?  From a vehicle?	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: According to the methods, surveys were only conducted in 2010. Correct?	Comment by Migratory Birds: Thought that earlier in the document, stated point counts would be taken at different times of the day.  Also, need to capture nocturnal bird use.	Comment by Migratory Birds: How was this quantified?  Aerial imagery?



Mortalities from the project are not expected with the inclusion of the avoidance and impact minimization measures required in the FEIS and discussed in Section 5.0 of this report and include protection of active nests until nest completion is documented. Avian species found on the solar farm site are highly mobile and were generally found in low numbers on the majority of the solar farm site. Thirty-eight passerine species have been recorded at the Project components (Table 3). The species indicated in bold type are special-status species discussed separately below.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Direct mortalities? Need to assess the risk of indirect effects from loss of foraging, nesting habitat and potential reproductive failure.



Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. ’Costa's hummingbirds feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 3). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  




Table 3.	Passerine Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Shouldn’t/couldn’t there be more data associated with this in a table, such as numbers of observations, behaviors, etc.? Also, observations appear to have some road-bias; per the map below (figure 3); is this a correct observation?

		Common Name

		Scientific name



		American robin

		Turdus migratorius



		Anna's hummingbird

		Calypte anna



		ash-throated flycatcher

		Myiarchus cinerascens



		barn swallow

		Hirundo rustica



		black-crowned night heron

		Nycticorax nycticorax



		black-tailed gnatcatcher

		Polioptila melanura



		black-throated sparrow

		Amphispiza bilineata



		blue-gray gnatcatcher

		Polioptila caerulea



		Brewer's blackbird

		Euphagus cyanocephalus



		Brewer's sparrow

		Spizella breweri



		Bullock's oriole

		Icterus bullockii



		common poorwill

		Phalaenoptilus nuttallii



		Costa's hummingbird

		Calypte costae



		Gambel’s quail

		Callipepla gambelii



		greater roadrunner

		Geococcyx californianus



		great-tailed grackle

		Quiscalus mexicanus



		horned lark

		Eremophila alpestris



		house finch

		Carpodacus mexicanus



		house wren

		Troglodytes aedon



		killdeer

		Charadrius vociferous



		LeConte’s thrasher

		Toxostoma lecontei



		lesser goldfinch

		Carduelis psaltria



		lesser nighthawk

		Chordeiles minor



		mourning dove

		Zenaida macroura



		northern flicker

		Colaptes auratus



		northern mockingbird

		Mimus polyglottos



		phainopepla

		Phainopepla nitens



		rock wren

		Salpinctes obsoletus



		northern rough-winged swallow

		Stelgidopteryx serripennis



		Say’s phoebe

		Sayonaris nigricans



		tree swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		verdin

		Auriparus flaviceps



		violet-green swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		western kingbird

		Tyraannus verticalis



		western meadowlark

		Sturnella neglecta



		white-crowned sparrow

		Zonotrichia leucophrys



		white-throated swift 

		Aeronautes saxatalis



		yellow-rumped warbler

		Dendroica coronata








Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 1). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  

Raptors

Thirteen raptor species (excluding common raven) are known to occur at the Project components (Table 4). The species in bold type are special-status species as shown on Table 1 with locations shown on Figure 13 for all species except burrowing owl, shown on Figure 24. Because the solar farm site and gen-tie line are located in the valley floor of the Chuckwalla Valley, most raptor species were observed as flyovers of the components as indicated on Table 4.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define flyover.



Table 4.	Raptor Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Cooper’s hawk and other nocturnal species are missing from this list and are likely to occur in the area.	Comment by Migratory Birds: Agree, need to capture nocturnal bird use.	Comment by Migratory Birds: Were these incidental observations or part of the point count data?

		

Common Name

		

Scientific Name

		Approximate Number of Individuals



		

		

		Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		Red Bluff Substation and 

Related Components



		American kestrel

		Falco sparverius

		P

		P



		burrowing owl

		Athene cunicularia

		1*7

		0*



		ferruginous hawk 

		Buteo regalis

		1 flyover

		0



		golden eagle

		Aquila chrysaetos

		0

		0



		loggerhead shrike

		Lanius ludovicianus

		23

		6



		merlin

		Falco columbarius

		P

		P



		northern harrier

		Circus cyaneus

		2 flyovers

		0



		prairie falcon

		Falco mexicanus

		4 flyovers

		0



		red-tailed hawk

		Buteo jamaicensis

		P

		P



		sharp-shinned hawk

		Accipiter striatus

		P

		P



		Swainson’s hawk

		Buteo swainsonii

		18 flyovers	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Was this a single kettle or separate observations?

		0



		turkey vulture

		Cathartes aura

		P

		P





P = present at Project component (non-special-status species were not recorded by location)	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: It says above that incidental observations were recorded, where are the data if not here? Does this mean that observations were not documented?

*see burrowing owl discussion for more information







Burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. It is also a BCC species for which the USFWS is very concerned about fragmentation and displacement effects. Burrowing owls inhabit open dry grasslands and desert scrubs, and typically nest in mammal burrows although they may use man-made structures including culverts and debris piles. In the Project region, they are resident species and exhibit strong nest site fidelity. Burrowing owls eat insects, small mammals and reptiles. 



The Phase 1I assessment for burrowing owls concluded that suitable habitat for burrowing owls existed throughout the study area. During the Phase 2II burrow surveys, numerous suitable burrows were recorded on the solar farm site; however, three records of burrowing owl sign (i.e., burrow, white wash and pellets) were observed. One group of observations, which included one individual owl and two burrows with white wash and pellets, occurred approximately 1,500 feet east of the intersection of Gen-Tie A1 and highway 177. The two other individual owl sightings occurred approximately one mile north and 0.8 mile west of the solar farm site. One owl was observed east of the Red Bluff substation.



Owls observed were all individual adults and observations occurred during both spring and fall seasons. It is expected that the owls reside within the area and there is a high potential for pairs to occur. Phase 3 surveys will be performed prior to ground disturbing activities to determine the exact number of resident owls potentially affected by construction immediately prior to these activities.



Phase II and III pre-construction surveys found one potential burrowing owl burrow on the Red Bluff substation site, and seven individual single owls on the solar farm site. The burrow on the Red Bluff substation site was determined to be unoccupied and collapsed in a storm event on September 13, 2011.





Ferruginous hawk (Buteo regalis) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. This species typically nests in northern latitudes of North America and overwinters in southern regions. Migrant ferruginous hawks are a regular but uncommon during spring and fall in the California desert regions. Within the NECO planning area, ferruginous hawks have been observed overwintering in low numbers in the lower Colorado River Valley, Yuma Basin, West Mesa, and the agricultural areas of Imperial Valley (BLM 2002). Two sightings of migrating ferruginous hawks were recorded, one within the Solar farm site and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. Both observations occurred in March 2010 and consisted of flyovers. The golden eagle surveys performed by helicopter in spring 2010 did not observe presence of this species. Based on data reviewed and observations, it is not expected that ferruginous hawks utilize the study area for nesting or overwintering. This species may forage within the study area during migration. 



Golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) is a State Species of Special Concern and Fully Protected Species, is covered under the federal Bald and itGolden Eagle Protection Act (described in Section 1.2), and is addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. Golden eagles and their primary prey species, jackrabbits, have declined in the California desert regions due to prolonged drought conditions that have persisted since 1998 (WRI 2010). Breeding in Southern California starts in December and January, nest building and egg laying in February to March, and hatching and raising the young eagles occur from April through June. Once the young eagles are flying on their own, the adult eagles will continue to feed them and teach them to hunt until late November.





No golden eagle nests were found on or adjacent to the solar farm site or other Project components. Phase I occupancy surveys conducted in April 2010 detected 13 potentially-active nests within a ten mile radius of the Solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation, as shown on Figure 35. Of these, 4 nests were within Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP), with an additional three in steep hills west and above Eagle Mountain mine, nearly within the JTNP boundaries. These are located either on BLM lands or lands owned by Eagle Mountain Mine and the Kaiser Corporation. The remaining three potential nests were located south of Interstate 10 in the Chuckwalla Mountains, approximately 3 miles west and southwest from the proposed Red Bluff Substation. One observation of a golden eagle flyover of the Chuckwalla Valley was recorded during these surveys (WRI 2010).	Comment by Migratory Birds: Is adjacent defined?	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define.  



Phase II productivity surveys determined that 12 of these 13 nests were inactive, with one active but non-reproductive nest located in the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area approximately 5 miles from the solar farm site boundary (Figure 35). No reproductive nests were located within the 10-mile radius of the solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation (WRI 2010).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Two late-season aerial surveys are insufficient to make this conclusion with any level of accuracy.  



During these surveys, there were additional raptor species observed within 10 miles of the solar farm site: turkey vultures, common ravens, prairie falcons, and Swainson’s hawks (WRI 2010).







Loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) is State Species of Special Concern and a year-round resident in parts of the Southern California desert. As a predatory bird its diet consists of insects, amphibians, small reptiles, small mammals, and other birds. One pair was observed approximately 0.2 miles northwest of the Solarsolar farm site. Observations of adults were made in both spring and fall, and one individual with first-year plumage was recorded in the fall. Based on the amount and nature of observations made during the surveys, loggerhead shrikes are year-round residents within the study area. Loggerhead shrikes were often observed perching on palo verde and ironwood trees as well as larger creosote bush shrubs and other structures including utility poles. 	Comment by Migratory Birds: Somewhat confused.  Table 4 states that 29 LOSH individuals were observed on the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line.  But only one pair was observed?  Are observations listed here incidental or were they made on point counts?  Was there any other observed breeding behavior?



Northern harrier (Circus cyaneus), a State Species of Special Concern, is a raptor species that occurs in a wide range of habitats throughout North America. In Southern California, harriers typically nest and forage in open habitats that provide adequate vegetative cover, suitable prey base, and scattered perches such as shrubs or fence posts (Shuford 2008). This species is often found near bodies of water and wetlands (CDFG 2010). Harriers are ground-nesting birds with suitable nesting habitat limited in the southern California desert (Shuford 2008). Three harriers were recorded: two within the Solar farm site, and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What sex were the Harriers which were reported; what time of year?  What were they doing?



Prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus) is State Species of Special Concern that breeds throughout the arid West from southern Canada to central Mexico. The overall distribution appears to be stable. Prairie falcons are found in areas of the dry interior where cliffs provide secure nesting sites. In the desert they are found in all vegetation types, although sparse vegetation provides the best foraging habitat. Prairie falcons were observed in the southwest corner of the solar farm site and approximately 1 mile east of the eastern boundary as flyovers. Two additional observations were recorded along the Gen-tie line, but not south of Interstate 10 (I-10) near the Red Bluff Substation alternatives or related components. During aerial surveys for golden eagles, two prairie falcons were recorded within 10 miles of the Solar farm site near the boundary of Eagle Mountain Mine and Joshua Tree National Park (WRI 2010). One location was an active, reproductive nest in 2010 with unknown nest success (Figure 3). No prairie falcon nests were observed within any Project areas.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Prairie falcons, or prairie falcon territories?  Were prairie falcons detected during any of the point counts?



Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsonii) is state-listed (threatened) raptor species that breeds in much of western North America. Within California, nesting occurs primarily in the Central Valley and northern territoriesCounties; however, regular nesting also occurs in the high desert between the Tehachapi Mountains and Lancaster. This species winters in southern South America with a migration route of over 20,000 miles (Woodbridge 2008). Arrival at breeding areas generally occurs from late February to early May depending on geographical characteristics of the breeding area (Woodbridge 2008). Nest sites have not been documented in the Sonoran Desert of California. This species was observed within the study area during migration. Three incidental records were documented on April 9, 2010 during botanical and baseline surveys. Two observations were of individual Swainson’s hawks and the third observation consisted of a group of over ten birds. All individuals were seen in flight overhead within or near the Solar Farm boundaries. Additionally, Swainson’s hawks were observed during golden eagle surveys near Chuckwalla Mountains [two individuals (March 26 and April 3, 2010)], Coxcomb Mountains [fourteen individuals (April 2, 2010)], and Palen Mountains [four individuals (March 25, 2010)] (WRI 2010). This species is not expected to nest or overwinter within the study area.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Were any fall surveys conducted?

Bats

Dr. Brown’s results indicate that pallid bats and western pipistrelles could roost in small rocks on the ground on the solar farm site alternatives. Radio-telemetry surveys have shown that hoary bats will roost in palo verde trees and ironwoods and that California leaf-nosed bats might roost in the limited areas of ironwood trees between foraging bouts. These tree species are found within the small areas of desert dry wash woodland on the gen-tie line and Red Bluff Substation and related components.



Desert dry wash woodland attracts foraging bats due to increased insect concentration.  This is especially true for California leaf-nosed bats and pallid bats that feed on large insects they glean off the foliage. Roosts for these species have been identified in mines in the Eagle and Coxcomb Mountains, both within 16 kilometers (10 miles) of the solar farm site.

4.4	Risk Assessment

Potential direct impacts could occur without the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures incorporated in to the Project through Applicant measuresMeasures and mitigation measuresMitigation Measures as described in the FEIS (see Section 1.0). Some of the measures described in this document are in addition to those presented in the FEIS as the Applicants continue to address concerns regarding avian and bat species and meet changing requirements. With the incorporation of these measures, the Project is not expected to cause any prohibited “take” or “disturbance” of any species protected by the BGEPA or MBTA.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: A more thorough analysis should support this conclusion. How will AM/MMs reduce the likelihood of take or disturbance and loss of foraging habitat? Explanations of how the applicant expects the measures to be effective in reducing take should be articulated for each section below.	Comment by Migratory Birds: Seems like disturbance would still be an issue.



4.4.1	Site-Specific Threats

Based on the results of the site-specific surveys combined with additional regional surveys and information, the potential for take was assessed for the following site-specific threats (USFWS 2010):

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays;

2. Transmission line, power tower, meteorological tower, or guy line collision;

3. Electrocution potential;

4. Territory abandonment;

5. Nest and roost site disturbances;

6. Habitat loss and fragmentation; and

7. Disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility.



Due to the nature of the Project (as a photovoltaic solar facility) and its components, the following threats are not likely to occur:

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays,

2. Potential collisions from power towers, meterological towers, and guy lines 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Birds have been documented colliding with heliostats per McCrary et al., so the potential certainly exists here.

3. Electrocution potential	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This could occur on the gen-tie.



Potential threats from direct transmission line collisions for avian species and bats could occur without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0.



Without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0, nest and roost site disturbances and territory abandonment could occur due to direct nest removal during vegetation removal activities; and indirect disturbance from construction-related noise, lighting, and dust. 

  

Although no nests would be directly taken with the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures for the Project, habitat loss and fragmentation would occur due to the loss of approximately 4,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitat, and up to 200 acres of desert wash woodland habitat. The loss of these habitats would prevent avian and bat species from using the Project areas for foraging, nesting, or overwintering, and these species and habitat uses would likely remain in adjacent large habitat areas including those areas restricted from development between the Project and Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) and within the park itself (over 1,000,000 acres of protected adjacent similar habitats).	Comment by Migratory Birds: Yes, there is adjacent land, but that does not prevent the loss of the 4200 acres in the project areas.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Potential indirect impacts from the loss of 4K acres of foraging habitat, such as reduced reproductive output/success should be addressed in this risk assessment.



Potential disturbance due to ongoing human activity presence at the facility is likely to be extremely small because the Project is photovoltaic in nature and has no moving components. The estimatedwould be attributed to long-term human presence on the facility, which is estimated at 12-15 individuals related to security and maintenance activities, as described in the FEIS. The avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0 include measures for the O&M phase of the Project.



Impacts to bats include potential direct impacts to ground nesting species (pallid bats and western pipistrelles) and the potential for the removal of trees with activethat could support bat colonies. at the solar farm site and/or Red Bluff Substation. Indirect impacts could potentially occur from removal of foraging habitat. Indirect impacts could also potentially occur, or from increased human activity, noise, nighttime lighting, and dust. 



Although temporary construction ponds will be constructed at the solar farm site, these ponds will have netting secured around the top of the pond fencing to discourage bats and birds from using water at these ponds.

4.4.2	Cumulative Impacts

The FEIS lists those projects considered as part of the cumulative impact analysis. Cumulative effects discussed in this document include those which have been or will be carried out throughout the anticipated life of the project, and, where practicable and reasonable, should include the impacts from all threats for which the BLM and/or Applicants have some form of control. Potential long-term cumulative indirect effects include the potential removal of nesting, roosting, and foraging habitat for avian and bat species.



For passerine species, nesting and foraging habitats are focused on smaller home ranges near nest within these home ranges, using avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0 to eliminate the take of these species or active nests. The Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide similar habitats and abundant nesting and foraging opportunities for these species, therefore, cumulative effects are unlikely to be significant.   sites and available forage. As described above for site-specific threats, vegetation removal would occur	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This fails to analyze the impact of the cumulative effects of this project in addition to other projects and activities that are extant or planned in the project area and relies upon the adjacent JTNP as a “refuge”.

Cumulative effects for GOEA should be analyzed out to at least 140 miles from the project footprint.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What cumulative effects exist with regard to JTNP?  



Raptor species (excluding golden eagles and ravens) have larger home ranges and forage over large distances. Due to the development of this Project and other regional projects there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat. This loss is not expected to be significant, or cause prohibited take because it represents a small percentage of the total foraging area regionally available for these species (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for raptors, and more suitable habitats for nesting for most raptor species.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This conclusion should include a discussion of the data and what is known about raptor use in JTNP. Is it feasible that the Park can support displaced individuals and nesting pairs of various species of raptors?  



Golden eagles forage in an area extending up to 225 kilometers (140 miles) from the Project boundaries.their territory centroids. Although there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat from the development of alternative energy projects and other regional projects discussed in the FEIS, this loss is not expected to be significant, or to cause prohibited “disturbance” or “taking,” because it is only a small percentage of the total foraging area (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provides appropriate habitats for nesting (which the Project dies not), and appropriate habitats for foraging.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This is incorrect; 140 miles is considered to be the average dispersal distance of young, and does not indicate the forage distance from a nest site.    In xeric habitat, GOEA are believed to forage out to 10 miles from their territory centroid.   In instances of higher quality, undisturbed habitat that has presence of rabbits/hares/scurids, the forage distance may be less.   	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The document should include an analysis of the amount of habitat that will be lost to construction of proposed projects using FWS guidance; i.e. within 140 air miles. The list of proposed ground-disturbing projects, in addition to extant sources of mortality/disturbance is extensive, and should be considered in light of extant GOEA habitat availability. Additionally, GOEA are more sensitive to human disturbance; therefore, fragmentation of habitats may have a more pronounced effect on individuals and populations.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define; GOEA have particular habitat preferences.



For bat species, potential cumulative impacts are discussed for an area 16 kilometers (10 miles) from the boundaries of the Proposed Project. These include the potential for combined direct effects of the removal of individuals and occupied nests of ground nesting species such as pallid bats and western pipistrelles from project construction. In addition, the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for bats, and many areas that are more suitable habitats for nesting for bat species.








5.0.	Project Design Conservation Measures	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Suggest moving any applicable FEIS mitigation measures each respective section below so that the statements made herein are substantiated.

The Applicants have sited and designed the Project components to avoid and minimize impacts to avian and bat species whenever possible. All discussions below of macro- and micro-siting considerations, nest site buffers and conservation measures during the construction and O&M phases of the Project will apply to both Applicants and all Project components.



The Applicants have worked to site Project components to have the least impacts to bird and bat populations with the goal of avoiding any take of migratory birds and bats and/or minimize the loss, destruction, or degradation of migratory bird and bat habitat by placing projects in areas of lower quality habitat to the maximum extent practicable. 

5.1	Project Siting

The process of siting of Project components included both macro- and micro-siting considerations.

5.1.1	Macro-Siting

Macro-siting considerations for the Project components were conducted in 2007 during initial surveys, and were refined in 2008 after the collection of the initial large data sets for the Project. In 2007, Pinto Wash, which bisects the requested Right-of-Way grant, was removed from development consideration. At this time, other larger areas of desert wash woodland were also removed from site consideration because these habitats support greater vegetation structure, density and diversity and are likely to support greater numbers of species and individuals than other habitats in the ROW area. Macro-siting considerations for the Project components also included the avoidance of:



· Locations with federally or state listed, or otherwise designated sensitive species, and areas managed for the conservation of listed species

Project components avoid DWMAs, CHU, and ACECs to the extent possible and were sited in the area of lowest known concentration for special-status species available.

· Areas frequently used for daily bird and bat movements (i.e., areas between roosting and feeding sites)

Areas of desert wash woodland were identified and avoided by Project components to the greatest extent possible, particularly the avoidance of larger expanses of this habitat found in the Pinto and Big Wash areas.

· Breeding and wintering eagle use areas

These areas were identified and avoided for all Project components. Valley floor areas such as the proposed Solar farm site do not provide wintering or breeding habitatnest or roost sites for eagles, but may provide foraging habitat for resident and non-resident golden eagles and other raptor species.

· Known migration flyways for birds and bats

Pinto Wash is a known bat migration corridor with impacts to this area avoided by the siting of the Solar farm site.

· Areas near known bat hibernacula, breeding, and maternity/nursery colonies

No known areas are found with the footprint of the Project components.

· Fragmentation of large, contiguous tracts of wildlife habitat (Canadian Wildlife Service 2006a and 2006b)



Many desert special status avian and bat species require large undisturbed areas that are highly sensitive to fragmentation effects. In siting the Project components, all areas with greater vegetation structure, density and diversity were avoided or reduced to the extent possible. These areas included desert wash woodlands and areas of creosote bush scrub that overlay stabilized geological features and support greater density and diversity of vegetation.

5.1.2	Micro-Siting

Micro-siting considerations for the Project components were begun in 2008 and actively continued as further wildlife surveys were conducted and through informal meetings with the BLM, USFWS and CDFG throughout the Project’s planning process. The siting of the solar farm was further reduced between the Draft EIS and FEIS in response to concerns from the public and agencies involved in the process. Beyond continuing to refine the boundaries of the solar farm, additional considerations of micro-siting included:

· Avoiding features that attract raptors (areas supporting tall perching structures including trees, utility poles, etc.)



+By avoiding minimizing impacts to desert wash woodland areas and avoiding Pinto Wash, the Projectsolar farm avoided areas with tree layers. TheIn addition, the Applicants have designed features to reduce perching by raptors whenever possible.

· Avoiding features that attract migrant birds (e.g., water sources, riparian vegetation) Minimize the potential for enhancing habitats suitable for raptor prey species such as rodents that would likely attract raptors to the project site



Project components are not adjacent to landscape features that attract migrant birds such as water sources. Project construction and O&M phases will minimize the potential for creating habitats suitable for rodents, such as rock piles, that could attract raptors.

5.2	Buffer Zones

Buffer zones have been established through the FEIS Applicant and Mitigation Measures to protect raptor and other bird nests, areas of high bird and bat use, and known bat roosts from disturbance related to the construction of the solar farm. 



Clearance surveys will be conducted within 30 days prior to vegetation removal in project areas to locate any active nests, burrowing owl burrows, or bat roosts. Vegetation removal will occur outside of the breeding season for special-status bird and bats species to the extent possible. If any active nests, roosts or burrows are located during these surveys, buffer zones will be established as described in the FEIS to protect these areas.



A Lead Avian and Bat Biologist, working under the Designated Biologist, will be assigned to ensure all buffer zones are correctly established and to monitor nest activity and determine when each nest or burrowing owl burrow has fledged or failed. This individual will also be responsible for all data collected for these buffer zones, nests, roosts and burrows.




5.2.1	Passerines

Buffer distances for passerine nests will consider species, terrain, habitat type, and activity level as these features relate to the bird alert distance and bird flight initiation distance (Whitfield et al. 2008). Buffer size distance was coordinated throughout the FEIS process and is established in the FEIS as established at approximately 100 meters from any active nest (330 feet). The Lead Avian Biologist will may determine that a smaller or larger distance is necessary under individual circumstances such as topography and type of construction activities. 



The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the Lead Avian Biologist has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.

5.2.2	Raptors and Eagles

Project-related disturbances such as construction noise, lighting and dust will be avoided within 500 feet from the solar farm site forof an active raptor nest and within one mile for an active eagle nest (excluding common ravens). Any changes in this buffer distance would be determined by the Lead Avian Biologist for the Project and submitted to USFWS, BLM, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components) for approval. Any nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.



For the Red Bluff substation and related components, the specific landscape features of steep terrain and ridgelines between construction activities and nest sites may dictate reduced buffers (Richardson and Miller 1997).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please clarify how this reference justifies a reduced buffer; 1-mile buffers may be insufficient to ensure reproductive success given the anthropogenic activity at the scale of this project.

Also, this paper is not primary source, but a compilation of multiple other papers are dated and may not reflect current scientific understanding of eagles and sensitivity to disturbance. 



Surveys for golden eagle nests will be conducted during each year of construction that occurs within the nesting season. These surveys will be completed in accordance with current USFWS guidance and protocols (currently Pagel et al. 2010) under the Golden Eagle Surveys and Nest Site Monitoring Plan discussed below in Section 7.0.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Monitoring of non-breeding eagles outside of the nesting season should also be conducted. Monitoring of documented territories should continue post project construction to determine if nesting territories continue to be occupied, or are abandoned due to direct, indirect or cumulative effects of the project implementation.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: It is our understanding that surveys for GOEA were not conducted in 2011; one season of limited survey days does not provide a robust data set. Pagel et al. 2010 appears to have been misinterpreted with regard to eagle surveys.  The existing data lack additional breeding information, knowledge of non-breeding GOEA, and habitat use at or near the project area, thereby making the analysis of direct, indirect, and cumulative effects and risk characterization for GOEA suspect.

5.2.3	Burrowing Owls

For burrowing owls, Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction unit and within a 150-meter (500 foot) buffer area. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 100 meters (330 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged. Outside the nesting season or after determining a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within 1 mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls using accepted methods for excluding owls from burrows such as one-way doors or otherwise ensuring owls are not in burrows while burrows are collapsed; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation, including the number and original location of each owl, and known additional locations for each individual.

5.2.4	Bats

Construction activities will avoid any bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula found during clearance surveys. No bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula have been located during surveys conducted at the Project components between 2008 and 2011. Appropriate buffer distances will be established by the Lead Avian Biologist in consideration of the disturbance type, distance to roost or hibernacula, time of year of, and the duration of the disturbance.

5.3	Appropriate Facility Design	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Again, applicable FEIS measures should be incorporated here for better readability of the document.

Many conservation measures have been incorporated into the design of Project facilities, as suggested in USFWS 2010, in an attempt to reduce the potential effects of Project on avian and bat populations, including:



1. Avoid using lattice-type structures, placing external ladders and platforms on towers to minimize perching and nesting.

The use of lattice towers, platforms, and ladders will be minimized to the extent practicable. The use of lattice structures will only be used on the solar farm site for a lookout tower, which will be frequently used (this deterring use by raptors and other birds), and will be frequently checked for the presence of nests. 



Although lattice structures will be used by SCE for their Project components, these will be in an area designated as a utility corridor that currently supports numerous transmission lines, including those on lattice towers, such as DPV1. The Project would not cause a significant increase on the number of lattice towers within this corridor.



2. Implement measures to reduce or buffer adverse noise effects associated with operation of the facility on surrounding wildlife habitat. Noise impacts to birds (Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008) have generally been found to be negative; therefore facility design should take this fact into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats.

The Project utilizes photovoltaic panel technology which has little potential for noise impacts. Noise effects have been extensively studiesstudied and includeincluded in the FEIS, and continued noise monitoring will be conducted during construction. Noise impacts during construction would include noise generated from the operation of construction equipment and construction vehicles. The O&M phase of the Project would have little or no noise for both the solar farm and SCE components.



3. Avoid the use of guy wires for all meteorological towers and do not light them unless the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requires them to be lit, which is generally >60 meters (>199 ft) AGL in height. Any necessary guy wires should be marked with recommended bird deterrent devices (APLIC 1994, USFWS 2000).

No meteorological towers or guy wires or line are included in the Project.



4. If structures (>60 meters [>199 ft] AGL) require lights for aviation safety, the minimum amount of pilot warning and obstruction avoidance lighting specified by the FAA should be used (FAA 2007). All lights within the facility should illuminate synchronously. Lighting of the boundary of the facility is most important as an aviation safety warning. Unless otherwise requested by the FAA, use only the minimum number of strobed, strobe-like or blinking red incandescent lights of minimum intensity. No steady burning lights should be used on facility infrastructures (Gehring et al. 2009).

Any such lighting at the Project facilities would follow this guidance. SCE facilities are not planned greater than 185 feet in height.



5. Facility lights should be focused downward to reduce skyward illumination. Lights should be equipped with motion detectors to reduce continuous illumination. 

All lighting used at Projectboth the solar farm and SCE project facilities will be downcast and would be used only when necessary, when appropriate by installing motion detectors, depending on safety concerns. The projectsolar farm has prepared a Lighting Mitigation Plan in consultation with the Night Sky Program Manager for the National Park Service in order to limit skyward illumination. 



6. Where feasible, place electric power lines underground or on the surface as insulated, shielded wire to avoid electrocution of birds. Use recommendations of the Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) for any required above-ground lines, transformers, or conductors.

Power lines will be in accordance with Avian Power Line Interaction Committee guidelines. 



7. Avoiding the creation of roads to minimize further loss and fragmentation of migratory bird habitat.

New roads associated with Project activities will be kept to a minimum. Roads associated with the solar farm site will be within the Project fence. Roads associated with the gen-tie line have been designed to be the shortest distance possible, such as using spur roads to tower sites from Kaiser Road instead of the creation of a new road along the gen-tie line. Red Bluff substation and related components will use existing roads to the maximum extent possible.



8. If evaporation ponds are required for the operation of the facility, placement of netting over the surface of the ponds is encouraged to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface.

Temporary construction ponds will be used only during the construction phase and will be covered with netting to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface. These ponds are not used for evaporation.  



9. Reducing the attractiveness of solar reflectors to polarotactic water insects (those attracted to polarized light) (Horvath et al. 2010) will help reduce the attractiveness of these facilities to birds and bats. 

Monitoring conducted during the construction and O&M phases of the Project is discussed in Section 7.0 and will assist in determining whether the Project’s photovoltaic panels attract water insects, which in turn could attract birds and bats. If it is determined that water insect are attracted to these facilities, BLM, USFWS, and CDFG will be contacted to determine appropriate adaptive management techniques to reduce this threat.


6.0	Conservation Measures

The conservation measures discussed in this section include those in the FEIS and those presented in USFWS guidance (2010).

6.1	Construction Phase Conservation Measures

Conservation measures that will be implemented by the Project that relate to bird conservation include:

1. Minimize permanent disturbance area such as creating unneeded access roads. Construction of the gen-tie line and other linear Project features will avoid vegetation clearing, and grading whenever possible.

2. All vegetationVegetation within the Project footprint that will be disturbed will be cleared outside of the bird breeding season to the maximum extent practicable. If the Project plans vegetation removal within the bird breeding season, it would be because desert tortoise (a federally and state threatened species) tortoise protection measures and timing may take precedence, or that reason for work to be completed during the breeding season were beyond the Applicant’sApplicant's’ control. If such an occurrence happenedhappens, the Applicants wouldwill communicate with BLM, USFWS, and CDFG that all reasonable and practicable efforts to complete work outside the bird breeding season were attempted.

When vegetation removal cannot take place outside of the breeding season and a reasonable explanation was provided to BLM, USFWS and CDFG, the Lead Avian Biologist or a person under their direct supervision would be on site during construction activities to locate active nests, establish avoidance buffers around active nests, watch for new nesting activity, and if necessary stop construction when noise and general activity threaten to disturb an active nest.  All active nests of protected birds (e.g., MBTA, ESA, state protected) would not be disturbed until after nest outcome is complete.

3. During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active nest locations would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 330 feet (100 meters) as discussed in the Project’s FEIS. Buffer areas may be larger if the Project’s lead Avian Biologist determines the need for a larger buffer area due to type of activity, species, or habitat considerations. Regardless of seasonal timing of construction, active nests will be flagged and nests avoided, with special attention paid to the nesting season of most avian species (February 15 – May 15). Avoidance areas will remain in place until it is determined that nest outcome is complete.

During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active bat colonies would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 165 feet (50 meters). Whenever possible, these areas will be avoided by construction activities. 

4. Discussions of nest avoidance for passerines, raptors, and golden eagles will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will be included in the Worker Environmental Awareness Plan (WEAP) training briefings. Bat colony avoidance discussions will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will also be included in WEAP training briefings. Training will include identification of avoidance areas and requirements for these areas.

5. The Project will follow APLIC guidelines for overhead utilities (APLIC 1994) to the extent practicable.). SCE structures will be built with sufficient conductor separation and other protection devices.

6. Construction activities will be conducted in a manner consistent with reducing fire danger.

7. During construction, all trash will be removed promptly and disposed of properly to avoid creating attractive nuisances for birds and bats.

8. Appropriate control measures will be implemented to prevent the introduction and spread of invasive plant species with and surrounding the project area (see the Project’s Integrated Weed Management Plan – Ironwood Consulting, 2010).

9. Only plants native to the area for will be used seeding or planting during habitat revegetation and/or restoration efforts.

10. As part of this document, a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan (Section 7.1.2) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-5 in the FEIS. This plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such overhead power lines and solar panels. 

11. As part of this document, a Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan (Section 7.1.3) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-6 in the FEIS. 

6.2	Operations and Maintenance Conservation Measures

During the O&M phase of the Project, conservation measures will be used to reduce the attractiveness of the facility to breeding, migrating, and wintering birds and bats to ensure mortality is minimized:

1. The Project will not create or maintain attraction features for birds and /or bats by removing and disposing of road kills near the Project of carrion that attracts raptors and other scavengers to the site, regularly removing vegetation around larger facilities such as substations to reduce raptor foraging, and eliminating open water sources after the construction phase of the Project. 

2. The Project will minimize the use of lighting that could attract migrating birds and bats (feeding on concentrations of insects at lights). All nighttime lighting will be within 800 meters (0.5 mile) of the Project facilities. Lighting will be kept to the minimum level necessary for safety and security. High intensity, steady burning, bright lights such as sodium vapor or spotlights will not be used on Project facilities.

3. The Project will minimize anthrogenicanthropogenic noise which been found to be negative for birds (e.g., Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008), though not all species are affected to the same degree (Brumm 2004). Therefore facility design should take this into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats. During the operation of these energy facilities, means to buffer, muffle, or otherwise dampen any anthropogenic noise pollution that exceeds ambient noise should be fully explored.


7.0	Post-Construction Monitoring 

The objective of post-construction monitoring is to validate the pre-construction risk assessment and to provide data for the Applicants to use in implementing adaptive management based on the monitoring results.  All of the measures in this section apply to both Applicants.



Monitoring objectives include:

1. Estimating bird and bat fatalities due to Project related activities.

2. Assessing bird use of evaporation ponds.

3. Assessing changes in bird and bat behavior due to all aspects of facility operation (noise, lighting, etc.).

4. Assessing territorial abandonment, nest avoidance, and changes in population status within and adjacent to the project footprint.

5. Assessing whether conservation measures implemented for the project were adequate.

7.1	Monitoring Design

7.1.1	Duration and Timing

This program will be conducted during construction and for at least 3 years post-construction during the operations and maintenance phase of the Proposed Project to attempt to capture differences in parameters due to seasonal and annual variability. The monitoring program will be extended to 5 years post-construction or longer, if:

1. Mortality level triggers are reached or (more than 40 individual birds have been killed or injured that were attributable to activities at the solar farm and related components, or 10 at SCE project components); or 	Comment by Migratory Birds: How was this determined?

2. The Project resultsAny project activities result in the mortality otake of a listed species or eagle. 



Monitoring will include data collection during breeding, wintering, and migration periods because bird and bat use of areas will vary seasonally.	Comment by Migratory Birds: should capture nocturnal bird use

7.1.2	Study Components

The long-term monitoring program for measuring raptor and bat incidence at the Project site will consist of:

1. Recording incidental sightings, 

2. Mortality studies by implementing the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan

3. Conducting seasonal point counts, and 	Comment by Migratory Birds: should capture wintering, breeding, and migrant bird use

4. Conducting annual nest surveys. 

Incidental Sightings

Throughout the construction and operation phases of the Proposed Project, all incidental sightings of special-status bird species, and all raptors and bats will be recorded. During construction, all sightings will be recorded by biological monitors. The Lead Avian Biologist will be tasked with keeping records and reporting these results (as described in Section 7.4).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please clarify how data from incidental sightings will be used (or not used).




Mortality Studies (Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan)

Mortality Studies will be conducted within all Projectsolar farm and SCE project components to determine any monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such the gen-tie line and, solar panels. , or SCE facilities. 



Study methodology includes:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This section should be more detailed including specific methods, sample sizes, and quantification to ascertain searcher efficiency and inherent survey bias’.

1. Selection of study sites for both solar farm and SCE project components,

2. Mortality searches at each study site, including accepted methodology and frequency

3. Reporting and adaptive management

Selection of Study Sites

These studies will be conducted at a minimum of twelve study sites within solar farm and related components and within a minimum of three control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the study area. All areas of the Red Bluff Substation accessible will be included, as well as two sites selected along the access road and loop-in area; and two along the distribution line, with one control site related to the SCE project components.

Mortality Searches

Mortality surveys will be completed weeklybi-monthly post-construction in each Project phasestudy site for a period of 1one year. After one year, these studies will be conducted monthly for at least an additional two years, completing the 3three-year post-construction monitoring period. These studies will be conducted at a minimum of 12 sites within all Project componentsfollow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and within a minimumwill include an assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, and a carcass collection protocol and an assessment of 3 control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the Project areascarcass scavenger rates.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This is unclear. Please revise. Also, see USFWS mortality monitoring protocol.



These studies will follow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and will include:

· An assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, 

· A carcass collection protocol and an assessment of carcass scavenger rates, and 

· Detailed specifications on data (see data collection flow charts and example data sheets submitted to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG), 





Data will be collected using handheld data recorders and/or paper data sheets. All data will be scanned and entered into the Project database that will be submitted as part of the annual reporting for both the solar farm and the SCE project components. Reporting will be conducted as described in Section 7.4 below.



If monitoring determines that bird mortality caused by solar facilities may be having potentially adverse impacts on special-status bird avian populations (by exceeding mortality triggers discussed above), the ApplicantApplicants will implement adaptive management strategies such as installing additional bird flight diverters alterations to project components that have been identified as key mortality features. If adaptive management actions are implemented, mortality studies will continue for an additional year post-construction until a reduction in mortality to a level comparable to control sites is documented.

Seasonal Point Counts

Point Counts will continue to be conducted using the same methods that were used in baseline point counts (Section 3.0). These point counts will be conducted once during each season of each year (excluding summer) during construction and for the 3-year post-construction period.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This method should be updated; point counts as currently described have no utility for GOEA or raptor observation, and should not be used for these species.	Comment by Migratory Birds: As noted in previous comments, should capture wintering, breeding, and migrant bird use, as well as nocturnal and diurnal bird use.




Nest Surveys

Annual nest surveys will be conducted each spring during construction between March 15 and June 1, using two surveys separated by at least 30 days. All Project-related infrastructure (e.g.; fence posts, transmission towers, and buildings) would be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. Nest locations may also be detected via incidental sightings or during point count surveys.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please provide data which suggests that most passerines are attending their nests during this time period; include citation.



During nest surveys, the ground under all raptor and raven nests will be inspected for the presence shells of juvenile tortoises or other evidence or predation of desert tortoise. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These surveys should also include utility poles.

7.1.3	Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan 

In addition to project-specific mortality monitoring studies the ProjectApplicants will monitor golden eagles separately to ensure that potential take (e.g., mortality and habitat disturbance) golden eagles mortality is adequately assessed. For each year during construction, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities will be conducted to determine whether any territory is active occupied (Pagel et al. 2010). Data collected during the inventory shall include: 

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



If an occupied nest is detected during construction within 10 miles of any Project component, the Applicant for that component will implement adaptive management strategies in cooperation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG (and CPUC if an SCE component) for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles (Pagel et al. 2010). Triggers for additional adaptive management requirements will include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, such as agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define and describe.  

7.2	Nest Management	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Per the guidance, “Each facility should have protocols in place on how to manage nests established on any part of the facility (see APLIC 2006). Eagle nests should be addressed per the Service’s 2007 National Bald Eagle Management Guidelines” This is not articulated here or in section 7.1.

Project facilities will manage nests established on any part of the facility as described throughout this document. Eagle nests will be addressed as described in Section 7.1 above.

7.3	Risk Assessment Validation

Using data collected throughout this process, the ProjectApplicants will attempt to validate the identified risks of the project. The validation process will consider:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: But how will these questions be answered?

1. Whether the documented mortality rate post-construction is higher, lower, or as expected, compared to the pre-construction risk assessment.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will this be determined?  The initial data were collected late in the season; therefore, the baseline is not well established.

2. Whether conservation measures are adequate to minimize bird and/or bat mortality to the maximum extent practicable? 

3. Would additional conservation measures be likely to reduce mortality rates?

4. Do documented mortality rates trigger adaptive management actions?



The results of this validation assessment would be discussed in Project reporting, described in Section 7.4 below.

7.4	Reporting

Quarterly e-mail summaries of all biological monitoring activities will be submitted to BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CDFGCPUC (for SCE project components) by the Designated Biologist. One section of these summaries will focus on reporting for the long-term monitoring program for raptors (including owls) and bats. This section will include results of the study components of monitoring conducted during the previous quarter, and a discussion of any unusual circumstances noted. These reports may also include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.

 

On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to the BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for the BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG,CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE project components) in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1 of each year. This annual report will summarize all quarterly reports and be submitted via e-mail by the Designated Biologist. After this report is submitted, an annual meeting will be held between the BLM, USFWS, Applicants, CDFG, and CDFGCPUC to review the annual monitoring report and discuss monitoring results and conservation measures, including any adaptive management implemented or recommended.






8.0	Key Resources and References

8.1	Key Resources

Key resources include the team of proponent personnel, biological monitors and agency personnel who will work together to ensure the success of the protection, avoidance, and minimization of impacts to bird and bat species during the construction and operations and maintenance phases of the Project. The names and contact information for key personnel are provided below.



Project Proponents

Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC

1111 Broadway St, 4th Floor

Oakland, CA 94607

(510) 625-7400

Contact:  Amanda Beck

ABeck@firstsolar.com



Southern California Edison

1218 South 5th Avenue

Monrovia, CA 91016

(626) 260-6040

Contact: Paul Yamazaki

Paul.Yamazaki@sce.com


Biological Monitoring

Ironwood Consulting

1412 S. Center St.

Redlands, CA 92373

(909) 798-0330

Contact: Kathy Simon

Kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com



Bureau of Land Management

California Desert District Office

22835 Calle San Juan De Los Lagos

Moreno Valley, CA 92553-9046

(951) 697-5223

Contact: Kim Marsden

Kim_Marsden@BLM.gov 





U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office

6010 Hidden Valley Rd., 101

Carlsbad, CA 92011

760.431.9440 x 354 phone

Contact: Jody Fraser

jody_fraser@fws.gov



California Department of Fish and Game

Inland Deserts Region

3602 Inland Empire Blvd Suite C220

Ontario, CA 91764

(909) 484-0167

Contact: Magdalena Rodriguez

mcrodriguez@dfg.ca.gov
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   AVIAN AND BAT PROTECTION PLAN	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Overall the document is fragmented relative to the avoidance, minimization, mitigation, and conservation measures. These measures should be consolidated into one section and any redundancies omitted or merged.

Also, this document is largely the FWS guidance cut and pasted without any of the necessary details. Providing project-specific data, analysis (risk assessment) including how minimization measures reduce risk, and procedures for validating risk is recommended. Also, inclusion of a more substantive adaptive management strategy is recommended.	Comment by Migratory Birds: BBCS	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Finally, we recommend that an ornithologist with relevant expertise in avian species, particularly raptor biology and conservation, be consulted on the technical aspects of the plan, particularly regarding mortality monitoring, statistical validation of any monitoring strategy, and the adaptive management component.
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1.0	INTRODUCTIONIntroduction 

This section provides a brief summary of the project description for the Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC (ApplicantSunlight) and Southern California Edison (SCE) project (jointly the “Applicants”). A complete description of the project is found in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project California Desert Conservation Area Plan Amendment and Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) (BLM 2011).



The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) issued of a right-of-way (ROW) grant authorizing the construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (Project). The Project covers less than 4,176 acres (ac) and is located in Riverside County, California, approximately 6 miles north of the rural community of Desert Center and approximately (10.5 kilometers or 6.5 miles north of the Interstate 10 corridor (Figure 1). The Project consists of three main components 1) a 550-megawatt (MW) solar photovoltaic (PV) generating facility (Solar Farm), 2) a 220-kilovolt (kV) generation interconnection line (Gen-tie line), and 3) a 500/220-kV substation and substation related components (the Red Bluff Substation) (Figure 2). While the Red Bluff substation is included as part of this project description for planning and environmental considerations, it would be constructed, owned, and operated by SCE, not by the ApplicantSunlight.



The Applicant and SCEApplicants have prepared this Avian and Bat Protection Plan in accordance with regulatory agency guidance, including:

· U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Pacific Southwest Region’s Region8 Interim Guidelines for the Development of a Project Specific Avian and Bat Protection Plan for Solar Energy Plants and Related Transmission Facilities.   

· Avian and Bat Protection Plan Guidelines developed jointly by Edison Electric Institute’s Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) 

· Additional Interim Guidelines from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS 2000, 2003, 2010). 

· Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO Plan, BLM and the California Department of Fish and Game- CDFG 2002).



1.1	Purpose of the Avian and Bat Protection Plan

The Avian and Bat Protection Plan (ABPP) delineates a program designed to reduce the risks that result from bird and bat interactions due to actions performed by Sunlight in the construction and operation of the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line; and by SCE in the construction and operation of their project components (Red Bluff Substation and associated access road, distribution line and telecommunications site). The ABPP also identifies the avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures that will be implemented over the life of the project, as well as long-term monitoring strategies and an adaptive management program. The overall goal of this ABPP is to avoid, reduce, and ultimately eliminate bird and bat mortality to the extent possible. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: For informational purposes, this plan is now called “Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy”; if the applicant intends to pursue a GOEA permit, an Eagle Conservation Plan would also be necessary.



The objectives of this ABPP are as follows:

· Describe the process of surveys and siting decisions to date, including identifying baseline conditions for avian and bat species present in the area of the Project components. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Survey methods, techniques, and qualifications of surveyors, as well as a thorough analysis of data leading to risk characterization of direct, indirect and cumulative effects is an integral part of this plan and should be included or expanded upon in each respective section.

· Identify activities during construction and operationsal and maintenance (O&M) that may increase the potential of adverse effects to passerine, raptor, and bat species on and adjacent to the Project components.

· Specify steps that will be taken to avoid, minimize and mitigate any potential adverse effects to these species, including thresholds for adaptive management.

· Detail long-term monitoring and reporting goals for the Project.



Ironwood Consulting, Inc.	4







The following Applicant measures (AM) and mitigation measures (MM) from the FEIS are incorporated into this plan.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Per previous comment, all of these measures should be integrated into the body of the plan below. Consolidating the measures would make the document easier to read.



AM-WIL-3. Avian and Bat Protection Plan. This Plan will be prepared and implemented by the Applicants to specify necessary actions to be taken to protect nesting bird and bat species. The following measures will be implemented by the Applicants to protect burrowing owls in the Project locations during construction:



1. Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction area as recommended by the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The same methods should be used to detect nesting and wintering BUOW.



2. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 75 meters (250 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). Initial avoidance buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on the type of construction activity as approved by CDFG or USFWS. Outside nesting season or after determining that a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within one mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation.



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicants to protect nesting bird species in the Project locations during construction which are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and California Fish and Game Code Sections 3503 and 3513:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Any efforts to detect state and federally listed bird species that may utilize habitats within and near the project footprint should be articulated.



1. Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and in adjacent habitat areas and any nests observed will be identified and clearly marked. For passerines, an exclusion area where construction will not be allowed to commence will be established approximately 100 meters (330 feet) from any active nest. For raptors (other than golden eagles), the exclusion area will be established approximately 170 meters (500 feet) from any active nest (excluding nests of the common raven). For golden eagles, the exclusion area will be established approximately 1.6 kilometers (one mile) from any active nest. Initial protective buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on type of construction activity and bird species and per approval by CDFG or USFWS. Nests will be checked within one week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or young have fledged.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Include citation.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please define methodology and frequency.



2. Vegetation clearing will be conducted outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

3. Biological monitors will be present on-site during all phases of construction and will be tasked with monitoring avian nesting in adjacent habitats. If nests are found, the same procedures would be used as discussed above for pre-construction surveys. 



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicant to protect roosting bats in the Project locations during construction: Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and adjacent habitat areas and any active bat colonies will be identified and clearly marked. An exclusion area will be established approximately 50 meters (165 feet) from any active colony, and whenever possible, these areas will be avoided during construction activities.



For five years post-construction, the Applicant will record incidental sightings of raptors and bats in the Project locations. In addition, the Applicant will conduct nest surveys within the Project locations at least twice each spring between March 1 and June 1, separated by at least 30 days where all project-related infrastructure will be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. The Applicant will submit quarterly status reports via email to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG. On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1st of each year. These reports may include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Is this for raptors?   If so, 01 March – 01 June in xeric habitats is too late; earlier nesting chronologies are probably more relevant. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define. How will this information be used? If it is incidental, what inferences may be gained from these ‘data.’



AM-WIL-4, Construction Water Storage Pond Design. The temporary construction water ponds shall be designed, constructed, and operated in compliance with all applicable regulatory requirements with respect to design, operation, and maintenance, protection of migratory waterfowl, and raven management. This includes following provisions in the FEIS under the common raven management plan and includes the following specific measures to discourage ravens:



· Using anti-perching devices around the perimeter of each pond to exclude ravens and other birds from accessing the edge of the ponds to drink.

· Lining the ponds and maintaining two feet of freeboard in the ponds at all times

· Designing the ponds with interior side slopes at a 33 percent slope (3:1, horizontal:vertical)

· Netting will be used to cover ponds when not in use to reduce avian access. Appropriate material will be used to ensure that nocturnal bird species and bats will not become entangled in the netting.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please describe what type of netting will be used and ensure that it has proven effective for similar purposes.	Comment by Migratory Birds: Describe netting.  Will entanglement in net be an issue?

· At least 60 days prior to construction, the Applicant shall submit to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG, the proposed locations and design of the ponds, including how many ponds would be operational at a time, specific design features to discourage ravens, and a plan for immediately addressing problems with pond design. During construction, the ponds shall be monitored daily to ensure that anti-raven measures are successful. All ponds will be dismantled at the end of construction.



SCE does not have construction water storage ponds in its project components.






MM-WIL-5. Prepare and Implement a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. Prior to the issuance of a ROW retain a BLM-approved, qualified biologist to prepare a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan in consultation with CDFG and USFWS. This plan shall follow the Avian Protection Plan guidelines outlined by USFWS and APLIC. The plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such feeder/distribution lines and solar panels.  



The Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan shall include at a minimum: 

· Detailed specifications on data, 

· A carcass collection protocol, and 

· A rationale justifying the proposed schedule of carcass searches, and

· Seasonal trials to assess bias from carcass removal by scavengers as well as searcher bias.



During construction and for one year following the beginning of the solar farm operation the biologist shall submit annual reports to BLM, CDFG, and USFWS describing the dates, durations, and results of monitoring and data collection. The annual reports shall provide a detailed description of any project-related bird or wildlife deaths or injuries detected during the monitoring study or at any other time and data collected for the study of polarized light impacts on insectivorous birds. The report shall analyze any project-related bird fatalities or injuries detected, and provide recommendations for future monitoring and any adaptive management actions needed.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Reporting requirements should be consistent throughout the document. Below, reporting is required beyond one year.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Reporting to regulatory agencies of avian mortality should be within 24 hours -5 days of mortality; take of birds is not a permitted activity.  



Thresholds will be determined in this ABPP and approved by BLM, CDFG and USFWS. If BLM determines that bird mortality caused by solar have been identified as key mortality features, or implement other appropriate actions approved by BLM and regulatory agencies based on the findings of the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. If mitigation actions are required, the annual reporting shall continue until BLM, in consultation with CDFG and USFWS, determines whether more years of monitoring are needed, and whether additional mitigation and adaptive management measures are necessary.



MM-WIL-6. Prepare and Implement Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring, and Adaptive Management. For each year after commencement of construction \, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities shall be conducted to determine if whether any territory is active. Survey methods for the inventory shall be as described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. A nesting territory or shall be considered occupied or unoccupied based on criteria in Pagel et al. (2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. Data collected during the inventory shall include at least the following: 	Comment by Migratory Birds: Please specify how many years inventory will be conducted.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will non-breeding eagles (juveniles, subadults, floaters during breeding and non-breeding season be monitored and addressed?

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan: If an occupied nest (as defined by Pagel et al. 2010) is detected within 10 miles of any project component, the Project owner or SCE shall prepare and implement a Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles. The monitoring methods shall be consistent with those described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall be prepared in consultation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). It shall be implemented by Desert Sunlight or SCE, according to project component; and each Applicant shall designate a biologist, to be approved by BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). Triggers for adaptive management shall include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, including but not limited to: agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall include a description of adaptive management actions, which shall include, but not be limited to, cessation of construction activities that are deemed by the Designated Biologist to be the source of golden eagle disturbance.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will those activities be identified independently from other non-project related occurrences (i.e. territorial eagle disputes, anthropogenic recreation, research/monitoring effects, etc.?



1.2	Legal Drivers

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA), National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) provide the primary legal bases for this ABPP. The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 703, et seq.) prohibits the taking, killing, possession, transportation and importation of migratory birds, their eggs, parts, and nests, except when authorized by the USFWS. Because MBTA does not provide a specific mechanism to authorize “incidental” take, proponents often should work proactively with the Service to avoid and minimize the potential take of species. 



The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 668-668d) protects bald and golden eagles.  Through a new regulation (50 CFR § 22.26), the Service can authorize take of bald and golden eagles when the take is associated with, but not the purpose of, an otherwise lawful activity, and cannot practicably be avoided. Thus, these new regulations provide a mechanism where take of eagles can be legally authorized.  



Under the National Environmental Policy Act (42 USC §§ 4321-4370h), federal agencies such as BLM are required to prepare a detailed environmental impact statement (EIS) for any major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment. An EIS must include an examination of the environmental impacts of a proposed project, a reasonable range of alternatives for a project and other related matters. BLM authorization of a right-of-way (ROW) grant for the Project would require a land use plan amendment (PA) to the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan (BLM 1980), as amended. In addition, DOE will consider Sunlight’s application for a loan guarantee under Title XVII of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EP Act 05), as amended by Section 406 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Public Law (PL) 111-5 (the “Recovery Act”).



The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has discretionary authority to issue the Permit to Construct (PTC) for SCE’s Red Bluff Substation, a portion of the Project. As allowed by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15221, the CPUC intends to use this EIS to provide the environmental review required for its approval process. The CPUC and BLM have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that defines the relationship of the two agencies, and identifies CPUC as a cooperating agency with the BLM. 



The Applicant anticipatesApplicants anticipate that construction and/or operation of the Project will not cause unauthorized “take” or prohibited “disturbance” of any species protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act or the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. However, it is voluntarily proposing this Avian and Bat Protection Plan to proactively implement measures to avoid, minimize and mitigate for any potential adverse effects of the Project on such species.  In addition, by utilizing the adaptive management approach in this plan, it is committing to evaluate data during the operation phase of the Project and make further adjustments to the plan, if necessary and appropriate. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This determination precedes the presentation of the data and the analysis. It is not a “Legal Driver” and no data are provided here for the reader to connect to the conclusion. Please move to the appropriate section and provide rationale.



1.3	Corporate Policy

Sunlight and SCE have a commitment to work cooperatively towards the protection of migratory birds and bats.  These entities are committed to consistent coordination with agency personnel at BLM, USFWS, and the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) so that all parties and agencies understand the scope of the Project and can discuss project facilities and features that may require additional attention for avian species.




2.0	Coordination

Sunlight and SCE recognized that an essential element to developing a successful Project is the coordination between the project proponents and the appropriate agencies. As recommended by USFWS, the Applicants conducted early coordination on essential elements, such as wildlife surveys, project siting criteria, and operational limitations to ensure that all parties and agencies understood the scope of the project and potential issues could be identified early in the planning process (USFWS 2010). This coordination resulted in numerous improvements to project siting and design (discussed in Section 4.0), and the development of Applicant Measures designed to avoid and minimize potential effects to avian and bat species. 

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This and the paragraphs below are not part of coordination but more minimization measures to reduce project impacts; therefore, should be moved to the appropriate section and consolidated with other measures.

Sunlight evaluated a larger Project Study Area (PSA) when determining the siting of the Project. Areas of desert wash woodland were avoided in this siting to the extent possible, in part to avoid the potential roosting, nesting, and foraging areas for birds and bats within areas of greater vegetation structure. The process of reducing the Project footprint is discussed further in Section 4.0.



The Applicants have also incorporated design features into the Project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats, including:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These measures should be consolidated with other conservation, avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures into a single section.

· Limiting vegetation clearing to periods outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

· Limiting vegetation disturbance and grading to the smallest area practicable; and

· Placing electrical lines underground or transmission lines on existing structures to the extent practical to avoid collisions with lines. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please adhere to APLIC guidance for any above ground transmission lines.



The Applicants further intendsintend to utilize the Applicant Measures AM-WIL-3 and AM-WIL-4 from the FEIS (presented in Section 1.0) during the construction phase and O&M phase of the project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These measures are required per the ROD and identified above. See comment 20 above.

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

SCE will also follow the above measures outlined in AM-WIL-3 (AM-WIL-4 is not applicable to SCE components) in the FEIS above to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.






3.0	Adaptive Management and Habitat Compensation	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This section should come last as future monitoring will inform the adaptive management needs.

Also, please provide the details of the adaptive management framework.

3.1	Adaptive Management Process

The Applicant has incorporated siting criteria, design features and best management practices into the Project that will provide significant avoidance and minimization measures that will reduce the potential for adverse effects on avian and bat species. Specifically, decisions were made to ensure that each phase of project development was evaluated with an eye to reducing potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats during the siting, design, construction, operation and maintenance (O&M), and post-operation phases of the Project. 



In additional to the specific Project measures described below, Sunlight and SCE are committed to using an adaptive management approach throughout the life of the Project that supports flexible decision making and can be adjusted as monitoring results or new regional data are received. In so doing, the protections in this plan are expected to have continued effectiveness throughout the life of the Project.



This adaptive management approach will include the following six key concepts described by Williams (2009) that are endorsed by the Service in its Interim Guidance for Solar Energy Facilities (USFWS 2010):

1. Problem Assessment

2. Design

3. Implementation

4. Monitoring

5. Evaluation

6. Adjustment



Adaptive Management is a keystone of the Sunlight and SCE program to avoid and reduce potential effects to avian and bat species throughout the construction, O&M, and decommissioning stages of the Project. In order to compensate for the loss of avian and bat habitat, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide habitat compensation. This approach is described further in the following sections.

3.2	Habitat Compensation

Habitat Ccompensation is discussed in detail in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar 2011) for the solar farm and gen-tie line. The Applicant and SCE, and in the Red Bluff Substation Habitat Compensation Plan (SCE 2011) for the Red Bluff Substation and related components, The Applicants are prepared to implement necessary mitigation and compensation for impacts to protected wildlife species as required by BLM, the CDFG, and USFWS as described in the FEIS and Habitat Compensation PlanPlans. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: If you’re going to include this section, recommend adding a sentence that summarizes how impacts to avian and bat species are being compensated as stated in the hab comp plan.




4.0	Pre-Siting Data Collection

The siting of the solar farm site, gen-tie line, and substation required detailed and individual evaluation. Although the area of Red Bluff Substation had been recently and repeatedly surveyed prior to this Project for numerous transmission projects, the solar farm site and immediately surrounding areas had not been previously surveyed. Thus, in an effort to place the Project components in locations that would yield the least risk of population impacts, a rigorous siting evaluation process was completed, including the following considerations recommended by the USFWS:

1. Coarse Site Assessment

2. Habitat Equivalency Analysis

3. Site Specific Wildlife Surveys

4. Risk Assessment

5. Reporting

4.1 Coarse Site Assessment

In accordance with USFWS guidance, a pre-siting assessment was conducted starting with a coarse site assessment of the potential environmental issues that might preclude the site from development based on its perceived or validated level of risk (USFWS 2010). This project conducted the equivalent of a Potential Impact Index (PII) (USFWS 2003) by taking a “first cut” analysis of the suitability of a site proposed for development and estimating use of the site by selected wildlife species as an indicator of potential impact (USFWS 2010).



Initial biological assessments conducted in 2007 recommended the avoidance of Pinto Wash as potential habitat for special status species, including avian and bat species. This was supported by an initial field assessment of the site conducted by Patricia Brown-Berry (Brown Berry 2010) for bat species. Between 2008 and 2011, several additional site reductions occurred that reduced the solar farm footprint and shifted the footprint away from areas that support better quality habitats with larger and more diverse vegetative structure.



Project components do not provide habitat for federally or state-listed avian or bat species, but do provide habitat for several special-status species, including those shown on Tables 1 and 2 (Ironwood Consulting 2010). All species in Tables 1 and 2 are species addressed and covered under the Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO).

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 

The Solar farm site alternatives and Gen-tie line route alternatives are not within an Important Bird Area, a Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Network (WHSRN), or an area designated by the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance (Ramsar Convention). The solar farm site is not within an area designated as a critical habitat unit (CHU), or other Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC); however, the Solar Farm site is immediately adjacent to the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU. The Gen-tie line is partially located within the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU designated as management areas for the desert tortoise. 

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are not within an Important Bird Area, WHSRN area, or Ramsar Convention area. The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are within the Chuckwalla CHU and DWMA.
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Table 1.	Sensitive Avian Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Passerine Species

		



		Chaetura vauxi

Vaux’s swift (breeding sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Progne subis

purple martin

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Toxostoma lecontei

LeConte’s thrasher

		Federal:



State:

NECO:

		Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC)

SSC

covered 



		Raptors 

		



		Aquila chrysaetos

golden eagle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		protected by BGEPA

SSC; fully protected

covered 



		Athene cunicularia

burrowing owl

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Buteo regalis

ferruginous hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

none

covered 



		Buteo swainsonii

Swainson’s hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

threatened

covered 



		Circus cyaneus

northern harrier (nesting sites are protected (i.e. MBTA)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Falco mexicanus

prairie falcon (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered












Table 2.	Sensitive Bat Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Antrozous pallidus

pallid bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eptesicus fuscus pallidus

big brown bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eumops perotis californicus

western mastiff bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Eumops perotis

pocketed free-tailed bat  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus cinereus

hoary bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus xanthinus

southern yellow bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Macrotus californicus

California leaf-nosed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Myotis californicus  

California myotis  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Parastrellus hesperus

western pipistrelle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Plecotus townsendii

Townsend’s big-eared bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Tadarida brasiliensis  

Mexican free-tailed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered










4.2	Habitat Equivalency Analysis

TheAs recommended by USFWS, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide the habitat compensation process. Permanent habitat losses and compensation put forward to offset project impacts have been quantified and are described in the Project’s Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar and SCE 2011).



AsIn addition, as recommended by the USFWS, the Applicants have looked for opportunities to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities. These opportunities may come in the form of voluntary habitat acquisition or conservation easements. In order to quantify the appropriate compensation acreage, the use of an HEA can be used to identify high quality habitat and calculate compensation for the development of high quality habitats for both permanent and temporary losses. The objective of an HEA is to replace lost habitat services with like services, providing a replacement ratio for interim and permanent injury. 



The most significant step First Solar has taken to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities is working with BLM to determine the suitability of habitat remaining within their solar application as an area to be excluded from future development due to biological concerns. The area that could be excluded supports more diverse habitats with greater vegetation structure than the majority of the Project site and provides better habitats for most bird and bat species than those habitats found on the solar farm site.	Comment by Migratory Birds: Is this area identified in another document?

4.3	Site- Sspecific Wildlife Surveys

Pre-siting survey data will becomeserve as the baseline for project impacts to biological resources, including birds and bats populations. Thus, prior to conducting site-specific surveys of the Project components, appropriate survey questions were developed that included methods applicable for before-after control impacts studies. Survey questions included:

1. Which species of birds and bats use the project area and how do their numbers vary temporally?

2. How much time do birds/bats spend in potential risk zones and does this behavior vary by season?

3. What is the estimated range of bird/bat mortalities from the project?

4. Are there nesting raptors on site or within 3 miles of project footprint. For eagles, are there eagles nesting within 10 miles of project footprint?

4.3.1	Methods

As recommended by USFWS (2010), multiple survey techniques were used to ensure adequate data collection. Specific survey methods included:	Comment by Migratory Birds: For how many years?  One?  Is this enough data?  BBCS recommends multi year preconstruction surveys (up to 3 years).  Explain how many years pre-construction surveys will be conducted.  If only one year, need to justify.

1. Diurnal point counts including varying timing during the day, month and seasonally during migratory periods.	Comment by Migratory Birds: BBCS guidance also recommends that both diurnal and nocturnal bird use data be collected.  Do not see mention of nocturnal bird use data being collected on or adjacent to project site.  

2. Raptor nest searches including golden eagle surveys (Pagel et al. 2010)

3. Migration counts.

4. Incidental data collection conducted during all biological surveys conducted at the Project components, which spanned over four years at the site, thus also captured timing variation within days, months and seasons as well as under varying climatic conditions.

5. 
Surveys for burrowing owl following Phase I and II surveys as directed by CDFG (California Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993).



Point Counts

Point count surveys for all birds were conducted in April, May, and October 2010 by experienced desert avian biologists Kip Kermoian and Jake Molhman at a total of twelve locations, nine on the Solar farm site and three at control sites, using point count methodology as described in Monitoring Bird Populations by Point Counts (Ralph et al. 1995). The surveys identify bird species and their relative numbers at each fixed study point location (point counts). Point count methodology is well accepted and widely used in bird studies.  Each point is visited for a fixed amount of time and all birds detected within an often fixed radius are recorded. Research suggests that the amount of time spent at a sampling location increases standard error, especially at times greater than 10 minutes (Smith et al. 1997). Each count was limited to 10 minutes to minimize standard error introduced by double counting, flyovers, etc. Additionally, incidental flyovers were recorded separately from typical observations and each count was divided into three survey periods consisting of the first three minutes, minutes 3 to 5, and minutes 5 to 10. This time division was done to facilitate data analysis used to differentiate birds most likely to be permanent or temporary occupants of the study point from transients in the area surveyed.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service:  The dates selected may exclude migrants and wintering birds.  	Comment by Migratory Birds: Should capture diurnal and nocturnal bird use.  What time of day were point counts conducted?  Also, need to capture wintering and migrant birds.



Golden Eagle Surveys

The ApplicantApplicants participated in a joint program to conduct aerial surveys for golden eagles in and around Blythe and Desert Center, California. These surveys were conducted in two phases, with Phase 1 occurring on April 2-3, 2010 and Phase 2 occurring on May 14, 2010.  These surveys were conducted in accordance with applicable USFWS guidance and were designed to record and report occupancy (Phase I) and productivity (Phase II) of golden eagle nests within a ten-mile radius of four solar projects, including Sunlight’s Solar farm site. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These dates do not correlate with recommended time periods for surveys; the latter aerial survey (14 May 2010) is late to detect breeding GOEA in xeric habitats. Further, these dates are inconsistent with those reported by WRI (25-26 March and 2-3 April). Please reconcile. This also suggests that only one year of data were collected; at least 3 years of data are recommended.  



Although the primary purpose of the surveys was to conduct the first of two aerial surveys for golden eagles [Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (USFWS 2010)], the surveys also recorded data for other raptor species.  The data and results from these surveys are found in the Final Report, Golden Eagle Surveys Surrounding Four Proposed Energy Developments in the Mojave Desert Region, California (Wildlife Research Institute 2010). 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The number of aerial over-flights was recommended to be AT LEAST two flights; however, in most instances more survey work would be necessary to assess risk. Additionally, ground observations are recommended to augment data.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This document should be appended to the final ABPP. 



Raptor Nest Surveys

Surveys of the alternatives for all three main components of the Project site were conducted on April 23-24 and May 20, 2010 in accordance with draft State agency protocols for identifying raptor nests [California Energy Commission (CEC) and CDFG 2010].  These surveys include inspecting all potential structures and trees in the Project vicinity for the presence of raptor nests. The results from these nest surveys are incorporated in this document.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Again, from a chronology standpoint for desert habitat, this may be too late to be meaningful.




Bats

On February 17, 2010, Dr. Patricia Brown, desert bat expert who has conducted numerous bat surveys in the Project region, conducted a reconnaissance-level survey of the Project components. The purpose of this survey was to determine those bats species that might inhabit these project areas and to formulate avoidance and minimization measures for bat species to be used during the construction, O&M, and post-construction phases.




Incidental Sightings

During all Project biological surveys, all bird species were identified and/or tallied on standardized data forms (Ironwood Consulting 2010). These data were compiled in electronic databases and used to determine species present and variation throughout days, months and seasons.

Burrowing Owl

Phase I burrowing owl surveys were conducted in 2007 on the First Solar project components, and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Phase II focused surveys were conducted in 2008 and 2010 on the First Solar project components and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Results of these surveys are compiled in the Biological Resources Technical Report (Ironwood 2010). In addition, pre-construction surveys in September 2011 were conducted on both the solar farm and Red Bluff substation sites, following the Phase II and III protocols (Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993). 

4.3.2	Results

Results addressing the first 3three survey questions were compiled and are discussed below separately for passerines, raptors, and bats with a special discussion for special-status bird species listed on Table 1. The chart below shows those bird species that were recorded most frequently during all surveys of the solar farm site.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This table is illegible.  	Comment by Migratory Birds: What units are represented in the y-axis?  Individuals observed?  Number of observations of single birds?








Passerines

Most detections of passerine species were recorded in the morning hours between 0600 and 0800 and in the months of March and April in each year. These results are likely affected by the higher numbers of surveyors recording data during those months of the year, and that point counts were conducted in the morning hours as described in Ralph et al 1995. All passerine species were found in habitats that are present both on the solar farm site and gen-tie line, and on the SCE components; therefore any of these species may inhabit each of these Project components. Habitat quality does differ throughout the area, with the gen-tie line and SCE components in areas of sheet flow and scattered desert dry wash woodland, thus providing greater vegetation diversity and structure. The solar farm site has approximately 1,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitats that provide greater density and structure favored by most species, with the remaining approximately 2,921 acres poorer quality habitat with few species present and wide spaces between shrubs of stunted growth.	Comment by Migratory Birds: How were surveys conducted?  On foot?  From a vehicle?	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: According to the methods, surveys were only conducted in 2010. Correct?	Comment by Migratory Birds: Thought that earlier in the document, stated point counts would be taken at different times of the day.  Also, need to capture nocturnal bird use.	Comment by Migratory Birds: How was this quantified?  Aerial imagery?



Mortalities from the project are not expected with the inclusion of the avoidance and impact minimization measures required in the FEIS and discussed in Section 5.0 of this report and include protection of active nests until nest completion is documented. Avian species found on the solar farm site are highly mobile and were generally found in low numbers on the majority of the solar farm site. Thirty-eight passerine species have been recorded at the Project components (Table 3). The species indicated in bold type are special-status species discussed separately below.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Direct mortalities? Need to assess the risk of indirect effects from loss of foraging, nesting habitat and potential reproductive failure.



Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. ’Costa's hummingbirds feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 3). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  




Table 3.	Passerine Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Shouldn’t/couldn’t there be more data associated with this in a table, such as numbers of observations, behaviors, etc.? Also, observations appear to have some road-bias; per the map below (figure 3); is this a correct observation?

		Common Name

		Scientific name



		American robin

		Turdus migratorius



		Anna's hummingbird

		Calypte anna



		ash-throated flycatcher

		Myiarchus cinerascens



		barn swallow

		Hirundo rustica



		black-crowned night heron

		Nycticorax nycticorax



		black-tailed gnatcatcher

		Polioptila melanura



		black-throated sparrow

		Amphispiza bilineata



		blue-gray gnatcatcher

		Polioptila caerulea



		Brewer's blackbird

		Euphagus cyanocephalus



		Brewer's sparrow

		Spizella breweri



		Bullock's oriole

		Icterus bullockii



		common poorwill

		Phalaenoptilus nuttallii



		Costa's hummingbird

		Calypte costae



		Gambel’s quail

		Callipepla gambelii



		greater roadrunner

		Geococcyx californianus



		great-tailed grackle

		Quiscalus mexicanus



		horned lark

		Eremophila alpestris



		house finch

		Carpodacus mexicanus



		house wren

		Troglodytes aedon



		killdeer

		Charadrius vociferous



		LeConte’s thrasher

		Toxostoma lecontei



		lesser goldfinch

		Carduelis psaltria



		lesser nighthawk

		Chordeiles minor



		mourning dove

		Zenaida macroura



		northern flicker

		Colaptes auratus



		northern mockingbird

		Mimus polyglottos



		phainopepla

		Phainopepla nitens



		rock wren

		Salpinctes obsoletus



		northern rough-winged swallow

		Stelgidopteryx serripennis



		Say’s phoebe

		Sayonaris nigricans



		tree swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		verdin

		Auriparus flaviceps



		violet-green swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		western kingbird

		Tyraannus verticalis



		western meadowlark

		Sturnella neglecta



		white-crowned sparrow

		Zonotrichia leucophrys



		white-throated swift 

		Aeronautes saxatalis



		yellow-rumped warbler

		Dendroica coronata








Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 1). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  

Raptors

Thirteen raptor species (excluding common raven) are known to occur at the Project components (Table 4). The species in bold type are special-status species as shown on Table 1 with locations shown on Figure 13 for all species except burrowing owl, shown on Figure 24. Because the solar farm site and gen-tie line are located in the valley floor of the Chuckwalla Valley, most raptor species were observed as flyovers of the components as indicated on Table 4.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define flyover.



Table 4.	Raptor Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Cooper’s hawk and other nocturnal species are missing from this list and are likely to occur in the area.	Comment by Migratory Birds: Agree, need to capture nocturnal bird use.	Comment by Migratory Birds: Were these incidental observations or part of the point count data?

		

Common Name

		

Scientific Name

		Approximate Number of Individuals



		

		

		Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		Red Bluff Substation and 

Related Components



		American kestrel

		Falco sparverius

		P

		P



		burrowing owl

		Athene cunicularia

		1*7

		0*



		ferruginous hawk 

		Buteo regalis

		1 flyover

		0



		golden eagle

		Aquila chrysaetos

		0

		0



		loggerhead shrike

		Lanius ludovicianus

		23

		6



		merlin

		Falco columbarius

		P

		P



		northern harrier

		Circus cyaneus

		2 flyovers

		0



		prairie falcon

		Falco mexicanus

		4 flyovers

		0



		red-tailed hawk

		Buteo jamaicensis

		P

		P



		sharp-shinned hawk

		Accipiter striatus

		P

		P



		Swainson’s hawk

		Buteo swainsonii

		18 flyovers	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Was this a single kettle or separate observations?

		0



		turkey vulture

		Cathartes aura

		P

		P





P = present at Project component (non-special-status species were not recorded by location)	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: It says above that incidental observations were recorded, where are the data if not here? Does this mean that observations were not documented?

*see burrowing owl discussion for more information







Burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. It is also a BCC species for which the USFWS is very concerned about fragmentation and displacement effects. Burrowing owls inhabit open dry grasslands and desert scrubs, and typically nest in mammal burrows although they may use man-made structures including culverts and debris piles. In the Project region, they are resident species and exhibit strong nest site fidelity. Burrowing owls eat insects, small mammals and reptiles. 



The Phase 1I assessment for burrowing owls concluded that suitable habitat for burrowing owls existed throughout the study area. During the Phase 2II burrow surveys, numerous suitable burrows were recorded on the solar farm site; however, three records of burrowing owl sign (i.e., burrow, white wash and pellets) were observed. One group of observations, which included one individual owl and two burrows with white wash and pellets, occurred approximately 1,500 feet east of the intersection of Gen-Tie A1 and highway 177. The two other individual owl sightings occurred approximately one mile north and 0.8 mile west of the solar farm site. One owl was observed east of the Red Bluff substation.



Owls observed were all individual adults and observations occurred during both spring and fall seasons. It is expected that the owls reside within the area and there is a high potential for pairs to occur. Phase 3 surveys will be performed prior to ground disturbing activities to determine the exact number of resident owls potentially affected by construction immediately prior to these activities.



Phase II and III pre-construction surveys found one potential burrowing owl burrow on the Red Bluff substation site, and seven individual single owls on the solar farm site. The burrow on the Red Bluff substation site was determined to be unoccupied and collapsed in a storm event on September 13, 2011.





Ferruginous hawk (Buteo regalis) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. This species typically nests in northern latitudes of North America and overwinters in southern regions. Migrant ferruginous hawks are a regular but uncommon during spring and fall in the California desert regions. Within the NECO planning area, ferruginous hawks have been observed overwintering in low numbers in the lower Colorado River Valley, Yuma Basin, West Mesa, and the agricultural areas of Imperial Valley (BLM 2002). Two sightings of migrating ferruginous hawks were recorded, one within the Solar farm site and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. Both observations occurred in March 2010 and consisted of flyovers. The golden eagle surveys performed by helicopter in spring 2010 did not observe presence of this species. Based on data reviewed and observations, it is not expected that ferruginous hawks utilize the study area for nesting or overwintering. This species may forage within the study area during migration. 



Golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) is a State Species of Special Concern and Fully Protected Species, is covered under the federal Bald and itGolden Eagle Protection Act (described in Section 1.2), and is addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. Golden eagles and their primary prey species, jackrabbits, have declined in the California desert regions due to prolonged drought conditions that have persisted since 1998 (WRI 2010). Breeding in Southern California starts in December and January, nest building and egg laying in February to March, and hatching and raising the young eagles occur from April through June. Once the young eagles are flying on their own, the adult eagles will continue to feed them and teach them to hunt until late November.





No golden eagle nests were found on or adjacent to the solar farm site or other Project components. Phase I occupancy surveys conducted in April 2010 detected 13 potentially-active nests within a ten mile radius of the Solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation, as shown on Figure 35. Of these, 4 nests were within Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP), with an additional three in steep hills west and above Eagle Mountain mine, nearly within the JTNP boundaries. These are located either on BLM lands or lands owned by Eagle Mountain Mine and the Kaiser Corporation. The remaining three potential nests were located south of Interstate 10 in the Chuckwalla Mountains, approximately 3 miles west and southwest from the proposed Red Bluff Substation. One observation of a golden eagle flyover of the Chuckwalla Valley was recorded during these surveys (WRI 2010).	Comment by Migratory Birds: Is adjacent defined?	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define.  



Phase II productivity surveys determined that 12 of these 13 nests were inactive, with one active but non-reproductive nest located in the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area approximately 5 miles from the solar farm site boundary (Figure 35). No reproductive nests were located within the 10-mile radius of the solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation (WRI 2010).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Two late-season aerial surveys are insufficient to make this conclusion with any level of accuracy.  



During these surveys, there were additional raptor species observed within 10 miles of the solar farm site: turkey vultures, common ravens, prairie falcons, and Swainson’s hawks (WRI 2010).







Loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) is State Species of Special Concern and a year-round resident in parts of the Southern California desert. As a predatory bird its diet consists of insects, amphibians, small reptiles, small mammals, and other birds. One pair was observed approximately 0.2 miles northwest of the Solarsolar farm site. Observations of adults were made in both spring and fall, and one individual with first-year plumage was recorded in the fall. Based on the amount and nature of observations made during the surveys, loggerhead shrikes are year-round residents within the study area. Loggerhead shrikes were often observed perching on palo verde and ironwood trees as well as larger creosote bush shrubs and other structures including utility poles. 	Comment by Migratory Birds: Somewhat confused.  Table 4 states that 29 LOSH individuals were observed on the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line.  But only one pair was observed?  Are observations listed here incidental or were they made on point counts?  Was there any other observed breeding behavior?



Northern harrier (Circus cyaneus), a State Species of Special Concern, is a raptor species that occurs in a wide range of habitats throughout North America. In Southern California, harriers typically nest and forage in open habitats that provide adequate vegetative cover, suitable prey base, and scattered perches such as shrubs or fence posts (Shuford 2008). This species is often found near bodies of water and wetlands (CDFG 2010). Harriers are ground-nesting birds with suitable nesting habitat limited in the southern California desert (Shuford 2008). Three harriers were recorded: two within the Solar farm site, and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What sex were the Harriers which were reported; what time of year?  What were they doing?



Prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus) is State Species of Special Concern that breeds throughout the arid West from southern Canada to central Mexico. The overall distribution appears to be stable. Prairie falcons are found in areas of the dry interior where cliffs provide secure nesting sites. In the desert they are found in all vegetation types, although sparse vegetation provides the best foraging habitat. Prairie falcons were observed in the southwest corner of the solar farm site and approximately 1 mile east of the eastern boundary as flyovers. Two additional observations were recorded along the Gen-tie line, but not south of Interstate 10 (I-10) near the Red Bluff Substation alternatives or related components. During aerial surveys for golden eagles, two prairie falcons were recorded within 10 miles of the Solar farm site near the boundary of Eagle Mountain Mine and Joshua Tree National Park (WRI 2010). One location was an active, reproductive nest in 2010 with unknown nest success (Figure 3). No prairie falcon nests were observed within any Project areas.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Prairie falcons, or prairie falcon territories?  Were prairie falcons detected during any of the point counts?



Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsonii) is state-listed (threatened) raptor species that breeds in much of western North America. Within California, nesting occurs primarily in the Central Valley and northern territoriesCounties; however, regular nesting also occurs in the high desert between the Tehachapi Mountains and Lancaster. This species winters in southern South America with a migration route of over 20,000 miles (Woodbridge 2008). Arrival at breeding areas generally occurs from late February to early May depending on geographical characteristics of the breeding area (Woodbridge 2008). Nest sites have not been documented in the Sonoran Desert of California. This species was observed within the study area during migration. Three incidental records were documented on April 9, 2010 during botanical and baseline surveys. Two observations were of individual Swainson’s hawks and the third observation consisted of a group of over ten birds. All individuals were seen in flight overhead within or near the Solar Farm boundaries. Additionally, Swainson’s hawks were observed during golden eagle surveys near Chuckwalla Mountains [two individuals (March 26 and April 3, 2010)], Coxcomb Mountains [fourteen individuals (April 2, 2010)], and Palen Mountains [four individuals (March 25, 2010)] (WRI 2010). This species is not expected to nest or overwinter within the study area.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Were any fall surveys conducted?

Bats

Dr. Brown’s results indicate that pallid bats and western pipistrelles could roost in small rocks on the ground on the solar farm site alternatives. Radio-telemetry surveys have shown that hoary bats will roost in palo verde trees and ironwoods and that California leaf-nosed bats might roost in the limited areas of ironwood trees between foraging bouts. These tree species are found within the small areas of desert dry wash woodland on the gen-tie line and Red Bluff Substation and related components.



Desert dry wash woodland attracts foraging bats due to increased insect concentration.  This is especially true for California leaf-nosed bats and pallid bats that feed on large insects they glean off the foliage. Roosts for these species have been identified in mines in the Eagle and Coxcomb Mountains, both within 16 kilometers (10 miles) of the solar farm site.

4.4	Risk Assessment

Potential direct impacts could occur without the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures incorporated in to the Project through Applicant measuresMeasures and mitigation measuresMitigation Measures as described in the FEIS (see Section 1.0). Some of the measures described in this document are in addition to those presented in the FEIS as the Applicants continue to address concerns regarding avian and bat species and meet changing requirements. With the incorporation of these measures, the Project is not expected to cause any prohibited “take” or “disturbance” of any species protected by the BGEPA or MBTA.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: A more thorough analysis should support this conclusion. How will AM/MMs reduce the likelihood of take or disturbance and loss of foraging habitat? Explanations of how the applicant expects the measures to be effective in reducing take should be articulated for each section below.	Comment by Migratory Birds: Seems like disturbance would still be an issue.



4.4.1	Site-Specific Threats

Based on the results of the site-specific surveys combined with additional regional surveys and information, the potential for take was assessed for the following site-specific threats (USFWS 2010):

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays;

2. Transmission line, power tower, meteorological tower, or guy line collision;

3. Electrocution potential;

4. Territory abandonment;

5. Nest and roost site disturbances;

6. Habitat loss and fragmentation; and

7. Disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility.



Due to the nature of the Project (as a photovoltaic solar facility) and its components, the following threats are not likely to occur:

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays,

2. Potential collisions from power towers, meterological towers, and guy lines 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Birds have been documented colliding with heliostats per McCrary et al., so the potential certainly exists here.

3. Electrocution potential	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This could occur on the gen-tie.



Potential threats from direct transmission line collisions for avian species and bats could occur without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0.



Without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0, nest and roost site disturbances and territory abandonment could occur due to direct nest removal during vegetation removal activities; and indirect disturbance from construction-related noise, lighting, and dust. 

  

Although no nests would be directly taken with the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures for the Project, habitat loss and fragmentation would occur due to the loss of approximately 4,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitat, and up to 200 acres of desert wash woodland habitat. The loss of these habitats would prevent avian and bat species from using the Project areas for foraging, nesting, or overwintering, and these species and habitat uses would likely remain in adjacent large habitat areas including those areas restricted from development between the Project and Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) and within the park itself (over 1,000,000 acres of protected adjacent similar habitats).	Comment by Migratory Birds: Yes, there is adjacent land, but that does not prevent the loss of the 4200 acres in the project areas.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Potential indirect impacts from the loss of 4K acres of foraging habitat, such as reduced reproductive output/success should be addressed in this risk assessment.



Potential disturbance due to ongoing human activity presence at the facility is likely to be extremely small because the Project is photovoltaic in nature and has no moving components. The estimatedwould be attributed to long-term human presence on the facility, which is estimated at 12-15 individuals related to security and maintenance activities, as described in the FEIS. The avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0 include measures for the O&M phase of the Project.



Impacts to bats include potential direct impacts to ground nesting species (pallid bats and western pipistrelles) and the potential for the removal of trees with activethat could support bat colonies. at the solar farm site and/or Red Bluff Substation. Indirect impacts could potentially occur from removal of foraging habitat. Indirect impacts could also potentially occur, or from increased human activity, noise, nighttime lighting, and dust. 



Although temporary construction ponds will be constructed at the solar farm site, these ponds will have netting secured around the top of the pond fencing to discourage bats and birds from using water at these ponds.

4.4.2	Cumulative Impacts

The FEIS lists those projects considered as part of the cumulative impact analysis. Cumulative effects discussed in this document include those which have been or will be carried out throughout the anticipated life of the project, and, where practicable and reasonable, should include the impacts from all threats for which the BLM and/or Applicants have some form of control. Potential long-term cumulative indirect effects include the potential removal of nesting, roosting, and foraging habitat for avian and bat species.



For passerine species, nesting and foraging habitats are focused on smaller home ranges near nest within these home ranges, using avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0 to eliminate the take of these species or active nests. The Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide similar habitats and abundant nesting and foraging opportunities for these species, therefore, cumulative effects are unlikely to be significant.   sites and available forage. As described above for site-specific threats, vegetation removal would occur	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This fails to analyze the impact of the cumulative effects of this project in addition to other projects and activities that are extant or planned in the project area and relies upon the adjacent JTNP as a “refuge”.

Cumulative effects for GOEA should be analyzed out to at least 140 miles from the project footprint.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What cumulative effects exist with regard to JTNP?  



Raptor species (excluding golden eagles and ravens) have larger home ranges and forage over large distances. Due to the development of this Project and other regional projects there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat. This loss is not expected to be significant, or cause prohibited take because it represents a small percentage of the total foraging area regionally available for these species (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for raptors, and more suitable habitats for nesting for most raptor species.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This conclusion should include a discussion of the data and what is known about raptor use in JTNP. Is it feasible that the Park can support displaced individuals and nesting pairs of various species of raptors?  



Golden eagles forage in an area extending up to 225 kilometers (140 miles) from the Project boundaries.their territory centroids. Although there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat from the development of alternative energy projects and other regional projects discussed in the FEIS, this loss is not expected to be significant, or to cause prohibited “disturbance” or “taking,” because it is only a small percentage of the total foraging area (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provides appropriate habitats for nesting (which the Project dies not), and appropriate habitats for foraging.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This is incorrect; 140 miles is considered to be the average dispersal distance of young, and does not indicate the forage distance from a nest site.    In xeric habitat, GOEA are believed to forage out to 10 miles from their territory centroid.   In instances of higher quality, undisturbed habitat that has presence of rabbits/hares/scurids, the forage distance may be less.   	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The document should include an analysis of the amount of habitat that will be lost to construction of proposed projects using FWS guidance; i.e. within 140 air miles. The list of proposed ground-disturbing projects, in addition to extant sources of mortality/disturbance is extensive, and should be considered in light of extant GOEA habitat availability. Additionally, GOEA are more sensitive to human disturbance; therefore, fragmentation of habitats may have a more pronounced effect on individuals and populations.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define; GOEA have particular habitat preferences.



For bat species, potential cumulative impacts are discussed for an area 16 kilometers (10 miles) from the boundaries of the Proposed Project. These include the potential for combined direct effects of the removal of individuals and occupied nests of ground nesting species such as pallid bats and western pipistrelles from project construction. In addition, the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for bats, and many areas that are more suitable habitats for nesting for bat species.








5.0.	Project Design Conservation Measures	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Suggest moving any applicable FEIS mitigation measures each respective section below so that the statements made herein are substantiated.

The Applicants have sited and designed the Project components to avoid and minimize impacts to avian and bat species whenever possible. All discussions below of macro- and micro-siting considerations, nest site buffers and conservation measures during the construction and O&M phases of the Project will apply to both Applicants and all Project components.



The Applicants have worked to site Project components to have the least impacts to bird and bat populations with the goal of avoiding any take of migratory birds and bats and/or minimize the loss, destruction, or degradation of migratory bird and bat habitat by placing projects in areas of lower quality habitat to the maximum extent practicable. 

5.1	Project Siting

The process of siting of Project components included both macro- and micro-siting considerations.

5.1.1	Macro-Siting

Macro-siting considerations for the Project components were conducted in 2007 during initial surveys, and were refined in 2008 after the collection of the initial large data sets for the Project. In 2007, Pinto Wash, which bisects the requested Right-of-Way grant, was removed from development consideration. At this time, other larger areas of desert wash woodland were also removed from site consideration because these habitats support greater vegetation structure, density and diversity and are likely to support greater numbers of species and individuals than other habitats in the ROW area. Macro-siting considerations for the Project components also included the avoidance of:



· Locations with federally or state listed, or otherwise designated sensitive species, and areas managed for the conservation of listed species

Project components avoid DWMAs, CHU, and ACECs to the extent possible and were sited in the area of lowest known concentration for special-status species available.

· Areas frequently used for daily bird and bat movements (i.e., areas between roosting and feeding sites)

Areas of desert wash woodland were identified and avoided by Project components to the greatest extent possible, particularly the avoidance of larger expanses of this habitat found in the Pinto and Big Wash areas.

· Breeding and wintering eagle use areas

These areas were identified and avoided for all Project components. Valley floor areas such as the proposed Solar farm site do not provide wintering or breeding habitatnest or roost sites for eagles, but may provide foraging habitat for resident and non-resident golden eagles and other raptor species.

· Known migration flyways for birds and bats

Pinto Wash is a known bat migration corridor with impacts to this area avoided by the siting of the Solar farm site.

· Areas near known bat hibernacula, breeding, and maternity/nursery colonies

No known areas are found with the footprint of the Project components.

· Fragmentation of large, contiguous tracts of wildlife habitat (Canadian Wildlife Service 2006a and 2006b)



Many desert special status avian and bat species require large undisturbed areas that are highly sensitive to fragmentation effects. In siting the Project components, all areas with greater vegetation structure, density and diversity were avoided or reduced to the extent possible. These areas included desert wash woodlands and areas of creosote bush scrub that overlay stabilized geological features and support greater density and diversity of vegetation.

5.1.2	Micro-Siting

Micro-siting considerations for the Project components were begun in 2008 and actively continued as further wildlife surveys were conducted and through informal meetings with the BLM, USFWS and CDFG throughout the Project’s planning process. The siting of the solar farm was further reduced between the Draft EIS and FEIS in response to concerns from the public and agencies involved in the process. Beyond continuing to refine the boundaries of the solar farm, additional considerations of micro-siting included:

· Avoiding features that attract raptors (areas supporting tall perching structures including trees, utility poles, etc.)



+By avoiding minimizing impacts to desert wash woodland areas and avoiding Pinto Wash, the Projectsolar farm avoided areas with tree layers. TheIn addition, the Applicants have designed features to reduce perching by raptors whenever possible.

· Avoiding features that attract migrant birds (e.g., water sources, riparian vegetation) Minimize the potential for enhancing habitats suitable for raptor prey species such as rodents that would likely attract raptors to the project site



Project components are not adjacent to landscape features that attract migrant birds such as water sources. Project construction and O&M phases will minimize the potential for creating habitats suitable for rodents, such as rock piles, that could attract raptors.

5.2	Buffer Zones

Buffer zones have been established through the FEIS Applicant and Mitigation Measures to protect raptor and other bird nests, areas of high bird and bat use, and known bat roosts from disturbance related to the construction of the solar farm. 



Clearance surveys will be conducted within 30 days prior to vegetation removal in project areas to locate any active nests, burrowing owl burrows, or bat roosts. Vegetation removal will occur outside of the breeding season for special-status bird and bats species to the extent possible. If any active nests, roosts or burrows are located during these surveys, buffer zones will be established as described in the FEIS to protect these areas.



A Lead Avian and Bat Biologist, working under the Designated Biologist, will be assigned to ensure all buffer zones are correctly established and to monitor nest activity and determine when each nest or burrowing owl burrow has fledged or failed. This individual will also be responsible for all data collected for these buffer zones, nests, roosts and burrows.




5.2.1	Passerines

Buffer distances for passerine nests will consider species, terrain, habitat type, and activity level as these features relate to the bird alert distance and bird flight initiation distance (Whitfield et al. 2008). Buffer size distance was coordinated throughout the FEIS process and is established in the FEIS as established at approximately 100 meters from any active nest (330 feet). The Lead Avian Biologist will may determine that a smaller or larger distance is necessary under individual circumstances such as topography and type of construction activities. 



The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the Lead Avian Biologist has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.

5.2.2	Raptors and Eagles

Project-related disturbances such as construction noise, lighting and dust will be avoided within 500 feet from the solar farm site forof an active raptor nest and within one mile for an active eagle nest (excluding common ravens). Any changes in this buffer distance would be determined by the Lead Avian Biologist for the Project and submitted to USFWS, BLM, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components) for approval. Any nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.



For the Red Bluff substation and related components, the specific landscape features of steep terrain and ridgelines between construction activities and nest sites may dictate reduced buffers (Richardson and Miller 1997).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please clarify how this reference justifies a reduced buffer; 1-mile buffers may be insufficient to ensure reproductive success given the anthropogenic activity at the scale of this project.

Also, this paper is not primary source, but a compilation of multiple other papers are dated and may not reflect current scientific understanding of eagles and sensitivity to disturbance. 



Surveys for golden eagle nests will be conducted during each year of construction that occurs within the nesting season. These surveys will be completed in accordance with current USFWS guidance and protocols (currently Pagel et al. 2010) under the Golden Eagle Surveys and Nest Site Monitoring Plan discussed below in Section 7.0.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Monitoring of non-breeding eagles outside of the nesting season should also be conducted. Monitoring of documented territories should continue post project construction to determine if nesting territories continue to be occupied, or are abandoned due to direct, indirect or cumulative effects of the project implementation.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: It is our understanding that surveys for GOEA were not conducted in 2011; one season of limited survey days does not provide a robust data set. Pagel et al. 2010 appears to have been misinterpreted with regard to eagle surveys.  The existing data lack additional breeding information, knowledge of non-breeding GOEA, and habitat use at or near the project area, thereby making the analysis of direct, indirect, and cumulative effects and risk characterization for GOEA suspect.

5.2.3	Burrowing Owls

For burrowing owls, Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction unit and within a 150-meter (500 foot) buffer area. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 100 meters (330 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged. Outside the nesting season or after determining a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within 1 mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls using accepted methods for excluding owls from burrows such as one-way doors or otherwise ensuring owls are not in burrows while burrows are collapsed; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation, including the number and original location of each owl, and known additional locations for each individual.

5.2.4	Bats

Construction activities will avoid any bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula found during clearance surveys. No bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula have been located during surveys conducted at the Project components between 2008 and 2011. Appropriate buffer distances will be established by the Lead Avian Biologist in consideration of the disturbance type, distance to roost or hibernacula, time of year of, and the duration of the disturbance.

5.3	Appropriate Facility Design	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Again, applicable FEIS measures should be incorporated here for better readability of the document.

Many conservation measures have been incorporated into the design of Project facilities, as suggested in USFWS 2010, in an attempt to reduce the potential effects of Project on avian and bat populations, including:



1. Avoid using lattice-type structures, placing external ladders and platforms on towers to minimize perching and nesting.

The use of lattice towers, platforms, and ladders will be minimized to the extent practicable. The use of lattice structures will only be used on the solar farm site for a lookout tower, which will be frequently used (this deterring use by raptors and other birds), and will be frequently checked for the presence of nests. 



Although lattice structures will be used by SCE for their Project components, these will be in an area designated as a utility corridor that currently supports numerous transmission lines, including those on lattice towers, such as DPV1. The Project would not cause a significant increase on the number of lattice towers within this corridor.



2. Implement measures to reduce or buffer adverse noise effects associated with operation of the facility on surrounding wildlife habitat. Noise impacts to birds (Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008) have generally been found to be negative; therefore facility design should take this fact into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats.

The Project utilizes photovoltaic panel technology which has little potential for noise impacts. Noise effects have been extensively studiesstudied and includeincluded in the FEIS, and continued noise monitoring will be conducted during construction. Noise impacts during construction would include noise generated from the operation of construction equipment and construction vehicles. The O&M phase of the Project would have little or no noise for both the solar farm and SCE components.



3. Avoid the use of guy wires for all meteorological towers and do not light them unless the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requires them to be lit, which is generally >60 meters (>199 ft) AGL in height. Any necessary guy wires should be marked with recommended bird deterrent devices (APLIC 1994, USFWS 2000).

No meteorological towers or guy wires or line are included in the Project.



4. If structures (>60 meters [>199 ft] AGL) require lights for aviation safety, the minimum amount of pilot warning and obstruction avoidance lighting specified by the FAA should be used (FAA 2007). All lights within the facility should illuminate synchronously. Lighting of the boundary of the facility is most important as an aviation safety warning. Unless otherwise requested by the FAA, use only the minimum number of strobed, strobe-like or blinking red incandescent lights of minimum intensity. No steady burning lights should be used on facility infrastructures (Gehring et al. 2009).

Any such lighting at the Project facilities would follow this guidance. SCE facilities are not planned greater than 185 feet in height.



5. Facility lights should be focused downward to reduce skyward illumination. Lights should be equipped with motion detectors to reduce continuous illumination. 

All lighting used at Projectboth the solar farm and SCE project facilities will be downcast and would be used only when necessary, when appropriate by installing motion detectors, depending on safety concerns. The projectsolar farm has prepared a Lighting Mitigation Plan in consultation with the Night Sky Program Manager for the National Park Service in order to limit skyward illumination. 



6. Where feasible, place electric power lines underground or on the surface as insulated, shielded wire to avoid electrocution of birds. Use recommendations of the Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) for any required above-ground lines, transformers, or conductors.

Power lines will be in accordance with Avian Power Line Interaction Committee guidelines. 



7. Avoiding the creation of roads to minimize further loss and fragmentation of migratory bird habitat.

New roads associated with Project activities will be kept to a minimum. Roads associated with the solar farm site will be within the Project fence. Roads associated with the gen-tie line have been designed to be the shortest distance possible, such as using spur roads to tower sites from Kaiser Road instead of the creation of a new road along the gen-tie line. Red Bluff substation and related components will use existing roads to the maximum extent possible.



8. If evaporation ponds are required for the operation of the facility, placement of netting over the surface of the ponds is encouraged to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface.

Temporary construction ponds will be used only during the construction phase and will be covered with netting to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface. These ponds are not used for evaporation.  



9. Reducing the attractiveness of solar reflectors to polarotactic water insects (those attracted to polarized light) (Horvath et al. 2010) will help reduce the attractiveness of these facilities to birds and bats. 

Monitoring conducted during the construction and O&M phases of the Project is discussed in Section 7.0 and will assist in determining whether the Project’s photovoltaic panels attract water insects, which in turn could attract birds and bats. If it is determined that water insect are attracted to these facilities, BLM, USFWS, and CDFG will be contacted to determine appropriate adaptive management techniques to reduce this threat.


6.0	Conservation Measures

The conservation measures discussed in this section include those in the FEIS and those presented in USFWS guidance (2010).

6.1	Construction Phase Conservation Measures

Conservation measures that will be implemented by the Project that relate to bird conservation include:

1. Minimize permanent disturbance area such as creating unneeded access roads. Construction of the gen-tie line and other linear Project features will avoid vegetation clearing, and grading whenever possible.

2. All vegetationVegetation within the Project footprint that will be disturbed will be cleared outside of the bird breeding season to the maximum extent practicable. If the Project plans vegetation removal within the bird breeding season, it would be because desert tortoise (a federally and state threatened species) tortoise protection measures and timing may take precedence, or that reason for work to be completed during the breeding season were beyond the Applicant’sApplicant's’ control. If such an occurrence happenedhappens, the Applicants wouldwill communicate with BLM, USFWS, and CDFG that all reasonable and practicable efforts to complete work outside the bird breeding season were attempted.

When vegetation removal cannot take place outside of the breeding season and a reasonable explanation was provided to BLM, USFWS and CDFG, the Lead Avian Biologist or a person under their direct supervision would be on site during construction activities to locate active nests, establish avoidance buffers around active nests, watch for new nesting activity, and if necessary stop construction when noise and general activity threaten to disturb an active nest.  All active nests of protected birds (e.g., MBTA, ESA, state protected) would not be disturbed until after nest outcome is complete.

3. During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active nest locations would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 330 feet (100 meters) as discussed in the Project’s FEIS. Buffer areas may be larger if the Project’s lead Avian Biologist determines the need for a larger buffer area due to type of activity, species, or habitat considerations. Regardless of seasonal timing of construction, active nests will be flagged and nests avoided, with special attention paid to the nesting season of most avian species (February 15 – May 15). Avoidance areas will remain in place until it is determined that nest outcome is complete.

During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active bat colonies would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 165 feet (50 meters). Whenever possible, these areas will be avoided by construction activities. 

4. Discussions of nest avoidance for passerines, raptors, and golden eagles will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will be included in the Worker Environmental Awareness Plan (WEAP) training briefings. Bat colony avoidance discussions will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will also be included in WEAP training briefings. Training will include identification of avoidance areas and requirements for these areas.

5. The Project will follow APLIC guidelines for overhead utilities (APLIC 1994) to the extent practicable.). SCE structures will be built with sufficient conductor separation and other protection devices.

6. Construction activities will be conducted in a manner consistent with reducing fire danger.

7. During construction, all trash will be removed promptly and disposed of properly to avoid creating attractive nuisances for birds and bats.

8. Appropriate control measures will be implemented to prevent the introduction and spread of invasive plant species with and surrounding the project area (see the Project’s Integrated Weed Management Plan – Ironwood Consulting, 2010).

9. Only plants native to the area for will be used seeding or planting during habitat revegetation and/or restoration efforts.

10. As part of this document, a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan (Section 7.1.2) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-5 in the FEIS. This plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such overhead power lines and solar panels. 

11. As part of this document, a Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan (Section 7.1.3) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-6 in the FEIS. 

6.2	Operations and Maintenance Conservation Measures

During the O&M phase of the Project, conservation measures will be used to reduce the attractiveness of the facility to breeding, migrating, and wintering birds and bats to ensure mortality is minimized:

1. The Project will not create or maintain attraction features for birds and /or bats by removing and disposing of road kills near the Project of carrion that attracts raptors and other scavengers to the site, regularly removing vegetation around larger facilities such as substations to reduce raptor foraging, and eliminating open water sources after the construction phase of the Project. 

2. The Project will minimize the use of lighting that could attract migrating birds and bats (feeding on concentrations of insects at lights). All nighttime lighting will be within 800 meters (0.5 mile) of the Project facilities. Lighting will be kept to the minimum level necessary for safety and security. High intensity, steady burning, bright lights such as sodium vapor or spotlights will not be used on Project facilities.

3. The Project will minimize anthrogenicanthropogenic noise which been found to be negative for birds (e.g., Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008), though not all species are affected to the same degree (Brumm 2004). Therefore facility design should take this into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats. During the operation of these energy facilities, means to buffer, muffle, or otherwise dampen any anthropogenic noise pollution that exceeds ambient noise should be fully explored.


7.0	Post-Construction Monitoring 

The objective of post-construction monitoring is to validate the pre-construction risk assessment and to provide data for the Applicants to use in implementing adaptive management based on the monitoring results.  All of the measures in this section apply to both Applicants.



Monitoring objectives include:

1. Estimating bird and bat fatalities due to Project related activities.

2. Assessing bird use of evaporation ponds.

3. Assessing changes in bird and bat behavior due to all aspects of facility operation (noise, lighting, etc.).

4. Assessing territorial abandonment, nest avoidance, and changes in population status within and adjacent to the project footprint.

5. Assessing whether conservation measures implemented for the project were adequate.

7.1	Monitoring Design

7.1.1	Duration and Timing

This program will be conducted during construction and for at least 3 years post-construction during the operations and maintenance phase of the Proposed Project to attempt to capture differences in parameters due to seasonal and annual variability. The monitoring program will be extended to 5 years post-construction or longer, if:

1. Mortality level triggers are reached or (more than 40 individual birds have been killed or injured that were attributable to activities at the solar farm and related components, or 10 at SCE project components); or 	Comment by Migratory Birds: How was this determined?

2. The Project resultsAny project activities result in the mortality otake of a listed species or eagle. 



Monitoring will include data collection during breeding, wintering, and migration periods because bird and bat use of areas will vary seasonally.	Comment by Migratory Birds: should capture nocturnal bird use

7.1.2	Study Components

The long-term monitoring program for measuring raptor and bat incidence at the Project site will consist of:

1. Recording incidental sightings, 

2. Mortality studies by implementing the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan

3. Conducting seasonal point counts, and 	Comment by Migratory Birds: should capture wintering, breeding, and migrant bird use

4. Conducting annual nest surveys. 

Incidental Sightings

Throughout the construction and operation phases of the Proposed Project, all incidental sightings of special-status bird species, and all raptors and bats will be recorded. During construction, all sightings will be recorded by biological monitors. The Lead Avian Biologist will be tasked with keeping records and reporting these results (as described in Section 7.4).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please clarify how data from incidental sightings will be used (or not used).




Mortality Studies (Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan)

Mortality Studies will be conducted within all Projectsolar farm and SCE project components to determine any monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such the gen-tie line and, solar panels. , or SCE facilities. 



Study methodology includes:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This section should be more detailed including specific methods, sample sizes, and quantification to ascertain searcher efficiency and inherent survey bias’.

1. Selection of study sites for both solar farm and SCE project components,

2. Mortality searches at each study site, including accepted methodology and frequency

3. Reporting and adaptive management

Selection of Study Sites

These studies will be conducted at a minimum of twelve study sites within solar farm and related components and within a minimum of three control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the study area. All areas of the Red Bluff Substation accessible will be included, as well as two sites selected along the access road and loop-in area; and two along the distribution line, with one control site related to the SCE project components.

Mortality Searches

Mortality surveys will be completed weeklybi-monthly post-construction in each Project phasestudy site for a period of 1one year. After one year, these studies will be conducted monthly for at least an additional two years, completing the 3three-year post-construction monitoring period. These studies will be conducted at a minimum of 12 sites within all Project componentsfollow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and within a minimumwill include an assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, and a carcass collection protocol and an assessment of 3 control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the Project areascarcass scavenger rates.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This is unclear. Please revise. Also, see USFWS mortality monitoring protocol.



These studies will follow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and will include:

· An assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, 

· A carcass collection protocol and an assessment of carcass scavenger rates, and 

· Detailed specifications on data (see data collection flow charts and example data sheets submitted to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG), 





Data will be collected using handheld data recorders and/or paper data sheets. All data will be scanned and entered into the Project database that will be submitted as part of the annual reporting for both the solar farm and the SCE project components. Reporting will be conducted as described in Section 7.4 below.



If monitoring determines that bird mortality caused by solar facilities may be having potentially adverse impacts on special-status bird avian populations (by exceeding mortality triggers discussed above), the ApplicantApplicants will implement adaptive management strategies such as installing additional bird flight diverters alterations to project components that have been identified as key mortality features. If adaptive management actions are implemented, mortality studies will continue for an additional year post-construction until a reduction in mortality to a level comparable to control sites is documented.

Seasonal Point Counts

Point Counts will continue to be conducted using the same methods that were used in baseline point counts (Section 3.0). These point counts will be conducted once during each season of each year (excluding summer) during construction and for the 3-year post-construction period.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This method should be updated; point counts as currently described have no utility for GOEA or raptor observation, and should not be used for these species.	Comment by Migratory Birds: As noted in previous comments, should capture wintering, breeding, and migrant bird use, as well as nocturnal and diurnal bird use.




Nest Surveys

Annual nest surveys will be conducted each spring during construction between March 15 and June 1, using two surveys separated by at least 30 days. All Project-related infrastructure (e.g.; fence posts, transmission towers, and buildings) would be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. Nest locations may also be detected via incidental sightings or during point count surveys.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please provide data which suggests that most passerines are attending their nests during this time period; include citation.



During nest surveys, the ground under all raptor and raven nests will be inspected for the presence shells of juvenile tortoises or other evidence or predation of desert tortoise. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These surveys should also include utility poles.

7.1.3	Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan 

In addition to project-specific mortality monitoring studies the ProjectApplicants will monitor golden eagles separately to ensure that potential take (e.g., mortality and habitat disturbance) golden eagles mortality is adequately assessed. For each year during construction, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities will be conducted to determine whether any territory is active occupied (Pagel et al. 2010). Data collected during the inventory shall include: 

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



If an occupied nest is detected during construction within 10 miles of any Project component, the Applicant for that component will implement adaptive management strategies in cooperation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG (and CPUC if an SCE component) for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles (Pagel et al. 2010). Triggers for additional adaptive management requirements will include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, such as agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define and describe.  

7.2	Nest Management	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Per the guidance, “Each facility should have protocols in place on how to manage nests established on any part of the facility (see APLIC 2006). Eagle nests should be addressed per the Service’s 2007 National Bald Eagle Management Guidelines” This is not articulated here or in section 7.1.

Project facilities will manage nests established on any part of the facility as described throughout this document. Eagle nests will be addressed as described in Section 7.1 above.

7.3	Risk Assessment Validation

Using data collected throughout this process, the ProjectApplicants will attempt to validate the identified risks of the project. The validation process will consider:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: But how will these questions be answered?

1. Whether the documented mortality rate post-construction is higher, lower, or as expected, compared to the pre-construction risk assessment.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will this be determined?  The initial data were collected late in the season; therefore, the baseline is not well established.

2. Whether conservation measures are adequate to minimize bird and/or bat mortality to the maximum extent practicable? 

3. Would additional conservation measures be likely to reduce mortality rates?

4. Do documented mortality rates trigger adaptive management actions?



The results of this validation assessment would be discussed in Project reporting, described in Section 7.4 below.

7.4	Reporting

Quarterly e-mail summaries of all biological monitoring activities will be submitted to BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CDFGCPUC (for SCE project components) by the Designated Biologist. One section of these summaries will focus on reporting for the long-term monitoring program for raptors (including owls) and bats. This section will include results of the study components of monitoring conducted during the previous quarter, and a discussion of any unusual circumstances noted. These reports may also include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.

 

On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to the BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for the BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG,CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE project components) in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1 of each year. This annual report will summarize all quarterly reports and be submitted via e-mail by the Designated Biologist. After this report is submitted, an annual meeting will be held between the BLM, USFWS, Applicants, CDFG, and CDFGCPUC to review the annual monitoring report and discuss monitoring results and conservation measures, including any adaptive management implemented or recommended.






8.0	Key Resources and References

8.1	Key Resources

Key resources include the team of proponent personnel, biological monitors and agency personnel who will work together to ensure the success of the protection, avoidance, and minimization of impacts to bird and bat species during the construction and operations and maintenance phases of the Project. The names and contact information for key personnel are provided below.



Project Proponents

Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC

1111 Broadway St, 4th Floor

Oakland, CA 94607

(510) 625-7400

Contact:  Amanda Beck

ABeck@firstsolar.com



Southern California Edison

1218 South 5th Avenue

Monrovia, CA 91016

(626) 260-6040

Contact: Paul Yamazaki

Paul.Yamazaki@sce.com


Biological Monitoring

Ironwood Consulting

1412 S. Center St.

Redlands, CA 92373

(909) 798-0330

Contact: Kathy Simon

Kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com



Bureau of Land Management

California Desert District Office

22835 Calle San Juan De Los Lagos

Moreno Valley, CA 92553-9046

(951) 697-5223

Contact: Kim Marsden

Kim_Marsden@BLM.gov 





U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office

6010 Hidden Valley Rd., 101

Carlsbad, CA 92011

760.431.9440 x 354 phone

Contact: Jody Fraser

jody_fraser@fws.gov



California Department of Fish and Game

Inland Deserts Region

3602 Inland Empire Blvd Suite C220

Ontario, CA 91764

(909) 484-0167

Contact: Magdalena Rodriguez

mcrodriguez@dfg.ca.gov
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   AVIAN AND BAT PROTECTION PLAN	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Overall the document is fragmented relative to the avoidance, minimization, mitigation, and conservation measures. These measures should be consolidated into one section and any redundancies omitted or merged.

Also, this document is largely the FWS guidance cut and pasted without any of the necessary details. Providing project-specific data, analysis (risk assessment) including how minimization measures reduce risk, and procedures for validating risk is recommended. Also, inclusion of a more substantive adaptive management strategy is recommended.	Comment by Migratory Birds: BBCS	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Finally, we recommend that an ornithologist with relevant expertise in avian species, particularly raptor biology and conservation, be consulted on the technical aspects of the plan, particularly regarding mortality monitoring, statistical validation of any monitoring strategy, and the adaptive management component.
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1.0	INTRODUCTIONIntroduction 

This section provides a brief summary of the project description for the Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC (ApplicantSunlight) and Southern California Edison (SCE) project (jointly the “Applicants”). A complete description of the project is found in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project California Desert Conservation Area Plan Amendment and Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) (BLM 2011).



The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) issued of a right-of-way (ROW) grant authorizing the construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (Project). The Project covers less than 4,176 acres (ac) and is located in Riverside County, California, approximately 6 miles north of the rural community of Desert Center and approximately (10.5 kilometers or 6.5 miles north of the Interstate 10 corridor (Figure 1). The Project consists of three main components 1) a 550-megawatt (MW) solar photovoltaic (PV) generating facility (Solar Farm), 2) a 220-kilovolt (kV) generation interconnection line (Gen-tie line), and 3) a 500/220-kV substation and substation related components (the Red Bluff Substation) (Figure 2). While the Red Bluff substation is included as part of this project description for planning and environmental considerations, it would be constructed, owned, and operated by SCE, not by the ApplicantSunlight.



The Applicant and SCEApplicants have prepared this Avian and Bat Protection Plan in accordance with regulatory agency guidance, including:

· U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Pacific Southwest Region’s Region8 Interim Guidelines for the Development of a Project Specific Avian and Bat Protection Plan for Solar Energy Plants and Related Transmission Facilities.   

· Avian and Bat Protection Plan Guidelines developed jointly by Edison Electric Institute’s Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) 

· Additional Interim Guidelines from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS 2000, 2003, 2010). 

· Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO Plan, BLM and the California Department of Fish and Game- CDFG 2002).



1.1	Purpose of the Avian and Bat Protection Plan

The Avian and Bat Protection Plan (ABPP) delineates a program designed to reduce the risks that result from bird and bat interactions due to actions performed by Sunlight in the construction and operation of the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line; and by SCE in the construction and operation of their project components (Red Bluff Substation and associated access road, distribution line and telecommunications site). The ABPP also identifies the avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures that will be implemented over the life of the project, as well as long-term monitoring strategies and an adaptive management program. The overall goal of this ABPP is to avoid, reduce, and ultimately eliminate bird and bat mortality to the extent possible. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: For informational purposes, this plan is now called “Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy”; if the applicant intends to pursue a GOEA permit, an Eagle Conservation Plan would also be necessary.



The objectives of this ABPP are as follows:

· Describe the process of surveys and siting decisions to date, including identifying baseline conditions for avian and bat species present in the area of the Project components. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Survey methods, techniques, and qualifications of surveyors, as well as a thorough analysis of data leading to risk characterization of direct, indirect and cumulative effects is an integral part of this plan and should be included or expanded upon in each respective section.

· Identify activities during construction and operationsal and maintenance (O&M) that may increase the potential of adverse effects to passerine, raptor, and bat species on and adjacent to the Project components.

· Specify steps that will be taken to avoid, minimize and mitigate any potential adverse effects to these species, including thresholds for adaptive management.

· Detail long-term monitoring and reporting goals for the Project.



Ironwood Consulting, Inc.	4







The following Applicant measures (AM) and mitigation measures (MM) from the FEIS are incorporated into this plan.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Per previous comment, all of these measures should be integrated into the body of the plan below. Consolidating the measures would make the document easier to read.



AM-WIL-3. Avian and Bat Protection Plan. This Plan will be prepared and implemented by the Applicants to specify necessary actions to be taken to protect nesting bird and bat species. The following measures will be implemented by the Applicants to protect burrowing owls in the Project locations during construction:



1. Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction area as recommended by the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The same methods should be used to detect nesting and wintering BUOW.



2. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 75 meters (250 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). Initial avoidance buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on the type of construction activity as approved by CDFG or USFWS. Outside nesting season or after determining that a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within one mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation.



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicants to protect nesting bird species in the Project locations during construction which are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and California Fish and Game Code Sections 3503 and 3513:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Any efforts to detect state and federally listed bird species that may utilize habitats within and near the project footprint should be articulated.



1. Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and in adjacent habitat areas and any nests observed will be identified and clearly marked. For passerines, an exclusion area where construction will not be allowed to commence will be established approximately 100 meters (330 feet) from any active nest. For raptors (other than golden eagles), the exclusion area will be established approximately 170 meters (500 feet) from any active nest (excluding nests of the common raven). For golden eagles, the exclusion area will be established approximately 1.6 kilometers (one mile) from any active nest. Initial protective buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on type of construction activity and bird species and per approval by CDFG or USFWS. Nests will be checked within one week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or young have fledged.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Include citation.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please define methodology and frequency.



2. Vegetation clearing will be conducted outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

3. Biological monitors will be present on-site during all phases of construction and will be tasked with monitoring avian nesting in adjacent habitats. If nests are found, the same procedures would be used as discussed above for pre-construction surveys. 



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicant to protect roosting bats in the Project locations during construction: Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and adjacent habitat areas and any active bat colonies will be identified and clearly marked. An exclusion area will be established approximately 50 meters (165 feet) from any active colony, and whenever possible, these areas will be avoided during construction activities.



For five years post-construction, the Applicant will record incidental sightings of raptors and bats in the Project locations. In addition, the Applicant will conduct nest surveys within the Project locations at least twice each spring between March 1 and June 1, separated by at least 30 days where all project-related infrastructure will be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. The Applicant will submit quarterly status reports via email to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG. On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1st of each year. These reports may include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Is this for raptors?   If so, 01 March – 01 June in xeric habitats is too late; earlier nesting chronologies are probably more relevant. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define. How will this information be used? If it is incidental, what inferences may be gained from these ‘data.’



AM-WIL-4, Construction Water Storage Pond Design. The temporary construction water ponds shall be designed, constructed, and operated in compliance with all applicable regulatory requirements with respect to design, operation, and maintenance, protection of migratory waterfowl, and raven management. This includes following provisions in the FEIS under the common raven management plan and includes the following specific measures to discourage ravens:



· Using anti-perching devices around the perimeter of each pond to exclude ravens and other birds from accessing the edge of the ponds to drink.

· Lining the ponds and maintaining two feet of freeboard in the ponds at all times

· Designing the ponds with interior side slopes at a 33 percent slope (3:1, horizontal:vertical)

· Netting will be used to cover ponds when not in use to reduce avian access. Appropriate material will be used to ensure that nocturnal bird species and bats will not become entangled in the netting.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please describe what type of netting will be used and ensure that it has proven effective for similar purposes.	Comment by Migratory Birds: Describe netting.  Will entanglement in net be an issue?

· At least 60 days prior to construction, the Applicant shall submit to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG, the proposed locations and design of the ponds, including how many ponds would be operational at a time, specific design features to discourage ravens, and a plan for immediately addressing problems with pond design. During construction, the ponds shall be monitored daily to ensure that anti-raven measures are successful. All ponds will be dismantled at the end of construction.



SCE does not have construction water storage ponds in its project components.






MM-WIL-5. Prepare and Implement a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. Prior to the issuance of a ROW retain a BLM-approved, qualified biologist to prepare a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan in consultation with CDFG and USFWS. This plan shall follow the Avian Protection Plan guidelines outlined by USFWS and APLIC. The plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such feeder/distribution lines and solar panels.  



The Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan shall include at a minimum: 

· Detailed specifications on data, 

· A carcass collection protocol, and 

· A rationale justifying the proposed schedule of carcass searches, and

· Seasonal trials to assess bias from carcass removal by scavengers as well as searcher bias.



During construction and for one year following the beginning of the solar farm operation the biologist shall submit annual reports to BLM, CDFG, and USFWS describing the dates, durations, and results of monitoring and data collection. The annual reports shall provide a detailed description of any project-related bird or wildlife deaths or injuries detected during the monitoring study or at any other time and data collected for the study of polarized light impacts on insectivorous birds. The report shall analyze any project-related bird fatalities or injuries detected, and provide recommendations for future monitoring and any adaptive management actions needed.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Reporting requirements should be consistent throughout the document. Below, reporting is required beyond one year.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Reporting to regulatory agencies of avian mortality should be within 24 hours -5 days of mortality; take of birds is not a permitted activity.  



Thresholds will be determined in this ABPP and approved by BLM, CDFG and USFWS. If BLM determines that bird mortality caused by solar have been identified as key mortality features, or implement other appropriate actions approved by BLM and regulatory agencies based on the findings of the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. If mitigation actions are required, the annual reporting shall continue until BLM, in consultation with CDFG and USFWS, determines whether more years of monitoring are needed, and whether additional mitigation and adaptive management measures are necessary.



MM-WIL-6. Prepare and Implement Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring, and Adaptive Management. For each year after commencement of construction \, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities shall be conducted to determine if whether any territory is active. Survey methods for the inventory shall be as described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. A nesting territory or shall be considered occupied or unoccupied based on criteria in Pagel et al. (2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. Data collected during the inventory shall include at least the following: 	Comment by Migratory Birds: Please specify how many years inventory will be conducted.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will non-breeding eagles (juveniles, subadults, floaters during breeding and non-breeding season be monitored and addressed?

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan: If an occupied nest (as defined by Pagel et al. 2010) is detected within 10 miles of any project component, the Project owner or SCE shall prepare and implement a Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles. The monitoring methods shall be consistent with those described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall be prepared in consultation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). It shall be implemented by Desert Sunlight or SCE, according to project component; and each Applicant shall designate a biologist, to be approved by BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). Triggers for adaptive management shall include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, including but not limited to: agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall include a description of adaptive management actions, which shall include, but not be limited to, cessation of construction activities that are deemed by the Designated Biologist to be the source of golden eagle disturbance.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will those activities be identified independently from other non-project related occurrences (i.e. territorial eagle disputes, anthropogenic recreation, research/monitoring effects, etc.?



1.2	Legal Drivers

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA), National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) provide the primary legal bases for this ABPP. The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 703, et seq.) prohibits the taking, killing, possession, transportation and importation of migratory birds, their eggs, parts, and nests, except when authorized by the USFWS. Because MBTA does not provide a specific mechanism to authorize “incidental” take, proponents often should work proactively with the Service to avoid and minimize the potential take of species. 



The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 668-668d) protects bald and golden eagles.  Through a new regulation (50 CFR § 22.26), the Service can authorize take of bald and golden eagles when the take is associated with, but not the purpose of, an otherwise lawful activity, and cannot practicably be avoided. Thus, these new regulations provide a mechanism where take of eagles can be legally authorized.  



Under the National Environmental Policy Act (42 USC §§ 4321-4370h), federal agencies such as BLM are required to prepare a detailed environmental impact statement (EIS) for any major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment. An EIS must include an examination of the environmental impacts of a proposed project, a reasonable range of alternatives for a project and other related matters. BLM authorization of a right-of-way (ROW) grant for the Project would require a land use plan amendment (PA) to the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan (BLM 1980), as amended. In addition, DOE will consider Sunlight’s application for a loan guarantee under Title XVII of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EP Act 05), as amended by Section 406 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Public Law (PL) 111-5 (the “Recovery Act”).



The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has discretionary authority to issue the Permit to Construct (PTC) for SCE’s Red Bluff Substation, a portion of the Project. As allowed by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15221, the CPUC intends to use this EIS to provide the environmental review required for its approval process. The CPUC and BLM have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that defines the relationship of the two agencies, and identifies CPUC as a cooperating agency with the BLM. 



The Applicant anticipatesApplicants anticipate that construction and/or operation of the Project will not cause unauthorized “take” or prohibited “disturbance” of any species protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act or the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. However, it is voluntarily proposing this Avian and Bat Protection Plan to proactively implement measures to avoid, minimize and mitigate for any potential adverse effects of the Project on such species.  In addition, by utilizing the adaptive management approach in this plan, it is committing to evaluate data during the operation phase of the Project and make further adjustments to the plan, if necessary and appropriate. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This determination precedes the presentation of the data and the analysis. It is not a “Legal Driver” and no data are provided here for the reader to connect to the conclusion. Please move to the appropriate section and provide rationale.



1.3	Corporate Policy

Sunlight and SCE have a commitment to work cooperatively towards the protection of migratory birds and bats.  These entities are committed to consistent coordination with agency personnel at BLM, USFWS, and the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) so that all parties and agencies understand the scope of the Project and can discuss project facilities and features that may require additional attention for avian species.




2.0	Coordination

Sunlight and SCE recognized that an essential element to developing a successful Project is the coordination between the project proponents and the appropriate agencies. As recommended by USFWS, the Applicants conducted early coordination on essential elements, such as wildlife surveys, project siting criteria, and operational limitations to ensure that all parties and agencies understood the scope of the project and potential issues could be identified early in the planning process (USFWS 2010). This coordination resulted in numerous improvements to project siting and design (discussed in Section 4.0), and the development of Applicant Measures designed to avoid and minimize potential effects to avian and bat species. 

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This and the paragraphs below are not part of coordination but more minimization measures to reduce project impacts; therefore, should be moved to the appropriate section and consolidated with other measures.

Sunlight evaluated a larger Project Study Area (PSA) when determining the siting of the Project. Areas of desert wash woodland were avoided in this siting to the extent possible, in part to avoid the potential roosting, nesting, and foraging areas for birds and bats within areas of greater vegetation structure. The process of reducing the Project footprint is discussed further in Section 4.0.



The Applicants have also incorporated design features into the Project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats, including:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These measures should be consolidated with other conservation, avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures into a single section.

· Limiting vegetation clearing to periods outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

· Limiting vegetation disturbance and grading to the smallest area practicable; and

· Placing electrical lines underground or transmission lines on existing structures to the extent practical to avoid collisions with lines. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please adhere to APLIC guidance for any above ground transmission lines.



The Applicants further intendsintend to utilize the Applicant Measures AM-WIL-3 and AM-WIL-4 from the FEIS (presented in Section 1.0) during the construction phase and O&M phase of the project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These measures are required per the ROD and identified above. See comment 20 above.

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

SCE will also follow the above measures outlined in AM-WIL-3 (AM-WIL-4 is not applicable to SCE components) in the FEIS above to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.






3.0	Adaptive Management and Habitat Compensation	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This section should come last as future monitoring will inform the adaptive management needs.

Also, please provide the details of the adaptive management framework.

3.1	Adaptive Management Process

The Applicant has incorporated siting criteria, design features and best management practices into the Project that will provide significant avoidance and minimization measures that will reduce the potential for adverse effects on avian and bat species. Specifically, decisions were made to ensure that each phase of project development was evaluated with an eye to reducing potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats during the siting, design, construction, operation and maintenance (O&M), and post-operation phases of the Project. 



In additional to the specific Project measures described below, Sunlight and SCE are committed to using an adaptive management approach throughout the life of the Project that supports flexible decision making and can be adjusted as monitoring results or new regional data are received. In so doing, the protections in this plan are expected to have continued effectiveness throughout the life of the Project.



This adaptive management approach will include the following six key concepts described by Williams (2009) that are endorsed by the Service in its Interim Guidance for Solar Energy Facilities (USFWS 2010):

1. Problem Assessment

2. Design

3. Implementation

4. Monitoring

5. Evaluation

6. Adjustment



Adaptive Management is a keystone of the Sunlight and SCE program to avoid and reduce potential effects to avian and bat species throughout the construction, O&M, and decommissioning stages of the Project. In order to compensate for the loss of avian and bat habitat, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide habitat compensation. This approach is described further in the following sections.

3.2	Habitat Compensation

Habitat Ccompensation is discussed in detail in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar 2011) for the solar farm and gen-tie line. The Applicant and SCE, and in the Red Bluff Substation Habitat Compensation Plan (SCE 2011) for the Red Bluff Substation and related components, The Applicants are prepared to implement necessary mitigation and compensation for impacts to protected wildlife species as required by BLM, the CDFG, and USFWS as described in the FEIS and Habitat Compensation PlanPlans. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: If you’re going to include this section, recommend adding a sentence that summarizes how impacts to avian and bat species are being compensated as stated in the hab comp plan.




4.0	Pre-Siting Data Collection

The siting of the solar farm site, gen-tie line, and substation required detailed and individual evaluation. Although the area of Red Bluff Substation had been recently and repeatedly surveyed prior to this Project for numerous transmission projects, the solar farm site and immediately surrounding areas had not been previously surveyed. Thus, in an effort to place the Project components in locations that would yield the least risk of population impacts, a rigorous siting evaluation process was completed, including the following considerations recommended by the USFWS:

1. Coarse Site Assessment

2. Habitat Equivalency Analysis

3. Site Specific Wildlife Surveys

4. Risk Assessment

5. Reporting

4.1 Coarse Site Assessment

In accordance with USFWS guidance, a pre-siting assessment was conducted starting with a coarse site assessment of the potential environmental issues that might preclude the site from development based on its perceived or validated level of risk (USFWS 2010). This project conducted the equivalent of a Potential Impact Index (PII) (USFWS 2003) by taking a “first cut” analysis of the suitability of a site proposed for development and estimating use of the site by selected wildlife species as an indicator of potential impact (USFWS 2010).



Initial biological assessments conducted in 2007 recommended the avoidance of Pinto Wash as potential habitat for special status species, including avian and bat species. This was supported by an initial field assessment of the site conducted by Patricia Brown-Berry (Brown Berry 2010) for bat species. Between 2008 and 2011, several additional site reductions occurred that reduced the solar farm footprint and shifted the footprint away from areas that support better quality habitats with larger and more diverse vegetative structure.



Project components do not provide habitat for federally or state-listed avian or bat species, but do provide habitat for several special-status species, including those shown on Tables 1 and 2 (Ironwood Consulting 2010). All species in Tables 1 and 2 are species addressed and covered under the Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO).

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 

The Solar farm site alternatives and Gen-tie line route alternatives are not within an Important Bird Area, a Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Network (WHSRN), or an area designated by the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance (Ramsar Convention). The solar farm site is not within an area designated as a critical habitat unit (CHU), or other Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC); however, the Solar Farm site is immediately adjacent to the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU. The Gen-tie line is partially located within the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU designated as management areas for the desert tortoise. 

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are not within an Important Bird Area, WHSRN area, or Ramsar Convention area. The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are within the Chuckwalla CHU and DWMA.
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Table 1.	Sensitive Avian Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Passerine Species

		



		Chaetura vauxi

Vaux’s swift (breeding sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Progne subis

purple martin

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Toxostoma lecontei

LeConte’s thrasher

		Federal:



State:

NECO:

		Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC)

SSC

covered 



		Raptors 

		



		Aquila chrysaetos

golden eagle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		protected by BGEPA

SSC; fully protected

covered 



		Athene cunicularia

burrowing owl

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Buteo regalis

ferruginous hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

none

covered 



		Buteo swainsonii

Swainson’s hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

threatened

covered 



		Circus cyaneus

northern harrier (nesting sites are protected (i.e. MBTA)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Falco mexicanus

prairie falcon (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered












Table 2.	Sensitive Bat Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Antrozous pallidus

pallid bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eptesicus fuscus pallidus

big brown bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eumops perotis californicus

western mastiff bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Eumops perotis

pocketed free-tailed bat  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus cinereus

hoary bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus xanthinus

southern yellow bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Macrotus californicus

California leaf-nosed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Myotis californicus  

California myotis  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Parastrellus hesperus

western pipistrelle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Plecotus townsendii

Townsend’s big-eared bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Tadarida brasiliensis  

Mexican free-tailed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered










4.2	Habitat Equivalency Analysis

TheAs recommended by USFWS, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide the habitat compensation process. Permanent habitat losses and compensation put forward to offset project impacts have been quantified and are described in the Project’s Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar and SCE 2011).



AsIn addition, as recommended by the USFWS, the Applicants have looked for opportunities to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities. These opportunities may come in the form of voluntary habitat acquisition or conservation easements. In order to quantify the appropriate compensation acreage, the use of an HEA can be used to identify high quality habitat and calculate compensation for the development of high quality habitats for both permanent and temporary losses. The objective of an HEA is to replace lost habitat services with like services, providing a replacement ratio for interim and permanent injury. 



The most significant step First Solar has taken to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities is working with BLM to determine the suitability of habitat remaining within their solar application as an area to be excluded from future development due to biological concerns. The area that could be excluded supports more diverse habitats with greater vegetation structure than the majority of the Project site and provides better habitats for most bird and bat species than those habitats found on the solar farm site.	Comment by Migratory Birds: Is this area identified in another document?

4.3	Site- Sspecific Wildlife Surveys

Pre-siting survey data will becomeserve as the baseline for project impacts to biological resources, including birds and bats populations. Thus, prior to conducting site-specific surveys of the Project components, appropriate survey questions were developed that included methods applicable for before-after control impacts studies. Survey questions included:

1. Which species of birds and bats use the project area and how do their numbers vary temporally?

2. How much time do birds/bats spend in potential risk zones and does this behavior vary by season?

3. What is the estimated range of bird/bat mortalities from the project?

4. Are there nesting raptors on site or within 3 miles of project footprint. For eagles, are there eagles nesting within 10 miles of project footprint?

4.3.1	Methods

As recommended by USFWS (2010), multiple survey techniques were used to ensure adequate data collection. Specific survey methods included:	Comment by Migratory Birds: For how many years?  One?  Is this enough data?  BBCS recommends multi year preconstruction surveys (up to 3 years).  Explain how many years pre-construction surveys will be conducted.  If only one year, need to justify.

1. Diurnal point counts including varying timing during the day, month and seasonally during migratory periods.	Comment by Migratory Birds: BBCS guidance also recommends that both diurnal and nocturnal bird use data be collected.  Do not see mention of nocturnal bird use data being collected on or adjacent to project site.  

2. Raptor nest searches including golden eagle surveys (Pagel et al. 2010)

3. Migration counts.

4. Incidental data collection conducted during all biological surveys conducted at the Project components, which spanned over four years at the site, thus also captured timing variation within days, months and seasons as well as under varying climatic conditions.

5. 
Surveys for burrowing owl following Phase I and II surveys as directed by CDFG (California Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993).



Point Counts

Point count surveys for all birds were conducted in April, May, and October 2010 by experienced desert avian biologists Kip Kermoian and Jake Molhman at a total of twelve locations, nine on the Solar farm site and three at control sites, using point count methodology as described in Monitoring Bird Populations by Point Counts (Ralph et al. 1995). The surveys identify bird species and their relative numbers at each fixed study point location (point counts). Point count methodology is well accepted and widely used in bird studies.  Each point is visited for a fixed amount of time and all birds detected within an often fixed radius are recorded. Research suggests that the amount of time spent at a sampling location increases standard error, especially at times greater than 10 minutes (Smith et al. 1997). Each count was limited to 10 minutes to minimize standard error introduced by double counting, flyovers, etc. Additionally, incidental flyovers were recorded separately from typical observations and each count was divided into three survey periods consisting of the first three minutes, minutes 3 to 5, and minutes 5 to 10. This time division was done to facilitate data analysis used to differentiate birds most likely to be permanent or temporary occupants of the study point from transients in the area surveyed.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service:  The dates selected may exclude migrants and wintering birds.  	Comment by Migratory Birds: Should capture diurnal and nocturnal bird use.  What time of day were point counts conducted?  Also, need to capture wintering and migrant birds.



Golden Eagle Surveys

The ApplicantApplicants participated in a joint program to conduct aerial surveys for golden eagles in and around Blythe and Desert Center, California. These surveys were conducted in two phases, with Phase 1 occurring on April 2-3, 2010 and Phase 2 occurring on May 14, 2010.  These surveys were conducted in accordance with applicable USFWS guidance and were designed to record and report occupancy (Phase I) and productivity (Phase II) of golden eagle nests within a ten-mile radius of four solar projects, including Sunlight’s Solar farm site. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These dates do not correlate with recommended time periods for surveys; the latter aerial survey (14 May 2010) is late to detect breeding GOEA in xeric habitats. Further, these dates are inconsistent with those reported by WRI (25-26 March and 2-3 April). Please reconcile. This also suggests that only one year of data were collected; at least 3 years of data are recommended.  



Although the primary purpose of the surveys was to conduct the first of two aerial surveys for golden eagles [Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (USFWS 2010)], the surveys also recorded data for other raptor species.  The data and results from these surveys are found in the Final Report, Golden Eagle Surveys Surrounding Four Proposed Energy Developments in the Mojave Desert Region, California (Wildlife Research Institute 2010). 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The number of aerial over-flights was recommended to be AT LEAST two flights; however, in most instances more survey work would be necessary to assess risk. Additionally, ground observations are recommended to augment data.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This document should be appended to the final ABPP. 



Raptor Nest Surveys

Surveys of the alternatives for all three main components of the Project site were conducted on April 23-24 and May 20, 2010 in accordance with draft State agency protocols for identifying raptor nests [California Energy Commission (CEC) and CDFG 2010].  These surveys include inspecting all potential structures and trees in the Project vicinity for the presence of raptor nests. The results from these nest surveys are incorporated in this document.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Again, from a chronology standpoint for desert habitat, this may be too late to be meaningful.




Bats

On February 17, 2010, Dr. Patricia Brown, desert bat expert who has conducted numerous bat surveys in the Project region, conducted a reconnaissance-level survey of the Project components. The purpose of this survey was to determine those bats species that might inhabit these project areas and to formulate avoidance and minimization measures for bat species to be used during the construction, O&M, and post-construction phases.




Incidental Sightings

During all Project biological surveys, all bird species were identified and/or tallied on standardized data forms (Ironwood Consulting 2010). These data were compiled in electronic databases and used to determine species present and variation throughout days, months and seasons.

Burrowing Owl

Phase I burrowing owl surveys were conducted in 2007 on the First Solar project components, and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Phase II focused surveys were conducted in 2008 and 2010 on the First Solar project components and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Results of these surveys are compiled in the Biological Resources Technical Report (Ironwood 2010). In addition, pre-construction surveys in September 2011 were conducted on both the solar farm and Red Bluff substation sites, following the Phase II and III protocols (Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993). 

4.3.2	Results

Results addressing the first 3three survey questions were compiled and are discussed below separately for passerines, raptors, and bats with a special discussion for special-status bird species listed on Table 1. The chart below shows those bird species that were recorded most frequently during all surveys of the solar farm site.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This table is illegible.  	Comment by Migratory Birds: What units are represented in the y-axis?  Individuals observed?  Number of observations of single birds?








Passerines

Most detections of passerine species were recorded in the morning hours between 0600 and 0800 and in the months of March and April in each year. These results are likely affected by the higher numbers of surveyors recording data during those months of the year, and that point counts were conducted in the morning hours as described in Ralph et al 1995. All passerine species were found in habitats that are present both on the solar farm site and gen-tie line, and on the SCE components; therefore any of these species may inhabit each of these Project components. Habitat quality does differ throughout the area, with the gen-tie line and SCE components in areas of sheet flow and scattered desert dry wash woodland, thus providing greater vegetation diversity and structure. The solar farm site has approximately 1,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitats that provide greater density and structure favored by most species, with the remaining approximately 2,921 acres poorer quality habitat with few species present and wide spaces between shrubs of stunted growth.	Comment by Migratory Birds: How were surveys conducted?  On foot?  From a vehicle?	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: According to the methods, surveys were only conducted in 2010. Correct?	Comment by Migratory Birds: Thought that earlier in the document, stated point counts would be taken at different times of the day.  Also, need to capture nocturnal bird use.	Comment by Migratory Birds: How was this quantified?  Aerial imagery?



Mortalities from the project are not expected with the inclusion of the avoidance and impact minimization measures required in the FEIS and discussed in Section 5.0 of this report and include protection of active nests until nest completion is documented. Avian species found on the solar farm site are highly mobile and were generally found in low numbers on the majority of the solar farm site. Thirty-eight passerine species have been recorded at the Project components (Table 3). The species indicated in bold type are special-status species discussed separately below.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Direct mortalities? Need to assess the risk of indirect effects from loss of foraging, nesting habitat and potential reproductive failure.



Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. ’Costa's hummingbirds feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 3). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  




Table 3.	Passerine Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Shouldn’t/couldn’t there be more data associated with this in a table, such as numbers of observations, behaviors, etc.? Also, observations appear to have some road-bias; per the map below (figure 3); is this a correct observation?

		Common Name

		Scientific name



		American robin

		Turdus migratorius



		Anna's hummingbird

		Calypte anna



		ash-throated flycatcher

		Myiarchus cinerascens



		barn swallow

		Hirundo rustica



		black-crowned night heron

		Nycticorax nycticorax



		black-tailed gnatcatcher

		Polioptila melanura



		black-throated sparrow

		Amphispiza bilineata



		blue-gray gnatcatcher

		Polioptila caerulea



		Brewer's blackbird

		Euphagus cyanocephalus



		Brewer's sparrow

		Spizella breweri



		Bullock's oriole

		Icterus bullockii



		common poorwill

		Phalaenoptilus nuttallii



		Costa's hummingbird

		Calypte costae



		Gambel’s quail

		Callipepla gambelii



		greater roadrunner

		Geococcyx californianus



		great-tailed grackle

		Quiscalus mexicanus



		horned lark

		Eremophila alpestris



		house finch

		Carpodacus mexicanus



		house wren

		Troglodytes aedon



		killdeer

		Charadrius vociferous



		LeConte’s thrasher

		Toxostoma lecontei



		lesser goldfinch

		Carduelis psaltria



		lesser nighthawk

		Chordeiles minor



		mourning dove

		Zenaida macroura



		northern flicker

		Colaptes auratus



		northern mockingbird

		Mimus polyglottos



		phainopepla

		Phainopepla nitens



		rock wren

		Salpinctes obsoletus



		northern rough-winged swallow

		Stelgidopteryx serripennis



		Say’s phoebe

		Sayonaris nigricans



		tree swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		verdin

		Auriparus flaviceps



		violet-green swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		western kingbird

		Tyraannus verticalis



		western meadowlark

		Sturnella neglecta



		white-crowned sparrow

		Zonotrichia leucophrys



		white-throated swift 

		Aeronautes saxatalis



		yellow-rumped warbler

		Dendroica coronata








Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 1). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  

Raptors

Thirteen raptor species (excluding common raven) are known to occur at the Project components (Table 4). The species in bold type are special-status species as shown on Table 1 with locations shown on Figure 13 for all species except burrowing owl, shown on Figure 24. Because the solar farm site and gen-tie line are located in the valley floor of the Chuckwalla Valley, most raptor species were observed as flyovers of the components as indicated on Table 4.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define flyover.



Table 4.	Raptor Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Cooper’s hawk and other nocturnal species are missing from this list and are likely to occur in the area.	Comment by Migratory Birds: Agree, need to capture nocturnal bird use.	Comment by Migratory Birds: Were these incidental observations or part of the point count data?

		

Common Name

		

Scientific Name

		Approximate Number of Individuals



		

		

		Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		Red Bluff Substation and 

Related Components



		American kestrel

		Falco sparverius

		P

		P



		burrowing owl

		Athene cunicularia

		1*7

		0*



		ferruginous hawk 

		Buteo regalis

		1 flyover

		0



		golden eagle

		Aquila chrysaetos

		0

		0



		loggerhead shrike

		Lanius ludovicianus

		23

		6



		merlin

		Falco columbarius

		P

		P



		northern harrier

		Circus cyaneus

		2 flyovers

		0



		prairie falcon

		Falco mexicanus

		4 flyovers

		0



		red-tailed hawk

		Buteo jamaicensis

		P

		P



		sharp-shinned hawk

		Accipiter striatus

		P

		P



		Swainson’s hawk

		Buteo swainsonii

		18 flyovers	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Was this a single kettle or separate observations?

		0



		turkey vulture

		Cathartes aura

		P

		P





P = present at Project component (non-special-status species were not recorded by location)	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: It says above that incidental observations were recorded, where are the data if not here? Does this mean that observations were not documented?

*see burrowing owl discussion for more information







Burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. It is also a BCC species for which the USFWS is very concerned about fragmentation and displacement effects. Burrowing owls inhabit open dry grasslands and desert scrubs, and typically nest in mammal burrows although they may use man-made structures including culverts and debris piles. In the Project region, they are resident species and exhibit strong nest site fidelity. Burrowing owls eat insects, small mammals and reptiles. 



The Phase 1I assessment for burrowing owls concluded that suitable habitat for burrowing owls existed throughout the study area. During the Phase 2II burrow surveys, numerous suitable burrows were recorded on the solar farm site; however, three records of burrowing owl sign (i.e., burrow, white wash and pellets) were observed. One group of observations, which included one individual owl and two burrows with white wash and pellets, occurred approximately 1,500 feet east of the intersection of Gen-Tie A1 and highway 177. The two other individual owl sightings occurred approximately one mile north and 0.8 mile west of the solar farm site. One owl was observed east of the Red Bluff substation.



Owls observed were all individual adults and observations occurred during both spring and fall seasons. It is expected that the owls reside within the area and there is a high potential for pairs to occur. Phase 3 surveys will be performed prior to ground disturbing activities to determine the exact number of resident owls potentially affected by construction immediately prior to these activities.



Phase II and III pre-construction surveys found one potential burrowing owl burrow on the Red Bluff substation site, and seven individual single owls on the solar farm site. The burrow on the Red Bluff substation site was determined to be unoccupied and collapsed in a storm event on September 13, 2011.





Ferruginous hawk (Buteo regalis) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. This species typically nests in northern latitudes of North America and overwinters in southern regions. Migrant ferruginous hawks are a regular but uncommon during spring and fall in the California desert regions. Within the NECO planning area, ferruginous hawks have been observed overwintering in low numbers in the lower Colorado River Valley, Yuma Basin, West Mesa, and the agricultural areas of Imperial Valley (BLM 2002). Two sightings of migrating ferruginous hawks were recorded, one within the Solar farm site and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. Both observations occurred in March 2010 and consisted of flyovers. The golden eagle surveys performed by helicopter in spring 2010 did not observe presence of this species. Based on data reviewed and observations, it is not expected that ferruginous hawks utilize the study area for nesting or overwintering. This species may forage within the study area during migration. 



Golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) is a State Species of Special Concern and Fully Protected Species, is covered under the federal Bald and itGolden Eagle Protection Act (described in Section 1.2), and is addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. Golden eagles and their primary prey species, jackrabbits, have declined in the California desert regions due to prolonged drought conditions that have persisted since 1998 (WRI 2010). Breeding in Southern California starts in December and January, nest building and egg laying in February to March, and hatching and raising the young eagles occur from April through June. Once the young eagles are flying on their own, the adult eagles will continue to feed them and teach them to hunt until late November.





No golden eagle nests were found on or adjacent to the solar farm site or other Project components. Phase I occupancy surveys conducted in April 2010 detected 13 potentially-active nests within a ten mile radius of the Solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation, as shown on Figure 35. Of these, 4 nests were within Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP), with an additional three in steep hills west and above Eagle Mountain mine, nearly within the JTNP boundaries. These are located either on BLM lands or lands owned by Eagle Mountain Mine and the Kaiser Corporation. The remaining three potential nests were located south of Interstate 10 in the Chuckwalla Mountains, approximately 3 miles west and southwest from the proposed Red Bluff Substation. One observation of a golden eagle flyover of the Chuckwalla Valley was recorded during these surveys (WRI 2010).	Comment by Migratory Birds: Is adjacent defined?	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define.  



Phase II productivity surveys determined that 12 of these 13 nests were inactive, with one active but non-reproductive nest located in the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area approximately 5 miles from the solar farm site boundary (Figure 35). No reproductive nests were located within the 10-mile radius of the solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation (WRI 2010).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Two late-season aerial surveys are insufficient to make this conclusion with any level of accuracy.  



During these surveys, there were additional raptor species observed within 10 miles of the solar farm site: turkey vultures, common ravens, prairie falcons, and Swainson’s hawks (WRI 2010).







Loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) is State Species of Special Concern and a year-round resident in parts of the Southern California desert. As a predatory bird its diet consists of insects, amphibians, small reptiles, small mammals, and other birds. One pair was observed approximately 0.2 miles northwest of the Solarsolar farm site. Observations of adults were made in both spring and fall, and one individual with first-year plumage was recorded in the fall. Based on the amount and nature of observations made during the surveys, loggerhead shrikes are year-round residents within the study area. Loggerhead shrikes were often observed perching on palo verde and ironwood trees as well as larger creosote bush shrubs and other structures including utility poles. 	Comment by Migratory Birds: Somewhat confused.  Table 4 states that 29 LOSH individuals were observed on the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line.  But only one pair was observed?  Are observations listed here incidental or were they made on point counts?  Was there any other observed breeding behavior?



Northern harrier (Circus cyaneus), a State Species of Special Concern, is a raptor species that occurs in a wide range of habitats throughout North America. In Southern California, harriers typically nest and forage in open habitats that provide adequate vegetative cover, suitable prey base, and scattered perches such as shrubs or fence posts (Shuford 2008). This species is often found near bodies of water and wetlands (CDFG 2010). Harriers are ground-nesting birds with suitable nesting habitat limited in the southern California desert (Shuford 2008). Three harriers were recorded: two within the Solar farm site, and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What sex were the Harriers which were reported; what time of year?  What were they doing?



Prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus) is State Species of Special Concern that breeds throughout the arid West from southern Canada to central Mexico. The overall distribution appears to be stable. Prairie falcons are found in areas of the dry interior where cliffs provide secure nesting sites. In the desert they are found in all vegetation types, although sparse vegetation provides the best foraging habitat. Prairie falcons were observed in the southwest corner of the solar farm site and approximately 1 mile east of the eastern boundary as flyovers. Two additional observations were recorded along the Gen-tie line, but not south of Interstate 10 (I-10) near the Red Bluff Substation alternatives or related components. During aerial surveys for golden eagles, two prairie falcons were recorded within 10 miles of the Solar farm site near the boundary of Eagle Mountain Mine and Joshua Tree National Park (WRI 2010). One location was an active, reproductive nest in 2010 with unknown nest success (Figure 3). No prairie falcon nests were observed within any Project areas.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Prairie falcons, or prairie falcon territories?  Were prairie falcons detected during any of the point counts?



Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsonii) is state-listed (threatened) raptor species that breeds in much of western North America. Within California, nesting occurs primarily in the Central Valley and northern territoriesCounties; however, regular nesting also occurs in the high desert between the Tehachapi Mountains and Lancaster. This species winters in southern South America with a migration route of over 20,000 miles (Woodbridge 2008). Arrival at breeding areas generally occurs from late February to early May depending on geographical characteristics of the breeding area (Woodbridge 2008). Nest sites have not been documented in the Sonoran Desert of California. This species was observed within the study area during migration. Three incidental records were documented on April 9, 2010 during botanical and baseline surveys. Two observations were of individual Swainson’s hawks and the third observation consisted of a group of over ten birds. All individuals were seen in flight overhead within or near the Solar Farm boundaries. Additionally, Swainson’s hawks were observed during golden eagle surveys near Chuckwalla Mountains [two individuals (March 26 and April 3, 2010)], Coxcomb Mountains [fourteen individuals (April 2, 2010)], and Palen Mountains [four individuals (March 25, 2010)] (WRI 2010). This species is not expected to nest or overwinter within the study area.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Were any fall surveys conducted?

Bats

Dr. Brown’s results indicate that pallid bats and western pipistrelles could roost in small rocks on the ground on the solar farm site alternatives. Radio-telemetry surveys have shown that hoary bats will roost in palo verde trees and ironwoods and that California leaf-nosed bats might roost in the limited areas of ironwood trees between foraging bouts. These tree species are found within the small areas of desert dry wash woodland on the gen-tie line and Red Bluff Substation and related components.



Desert dry wash woodland attracts foraging bats due to increased insect concentration.  This is especially true for California leaf-nosed bats and pallid bats that feed on large insects they glean off the foliage. Roosts for these species have been identified in mines in the Eagle and Coxcomb Mountains, both within 16 kilometers (10 miles) of the solar farm site.

4.4	Risk Assessment

Potential direct impacts could occur without the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures incorporated in to the Project through Applicant measuresMeasures and mitigation measuresMitigation Measures as described in the FEIS (see Section 1.0). Some of the measures described in this document are in addition to those presented in the FEIS as the Applicants continue to address concerns regarding avian and bat species and meet changing requirements. With the incorporation of these measures, the Project is not expected to cause any prohibited “take” or “disturbance” of any species protected by the BGEPA or MBTA.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: A more thorough analysis should support this conclusion. How will AM/MMs reduce the likelihood of take or disturbance and loss of foraging habitat? Explanations of how the applicant expects the measures to be effective in reducing take should be articulated for each section below.	Comment by Migratory Birds: Seems like disturbance would still be an issue.



4.4.1	Site-Specific Threats

Based on the results of the site-specific surveys combined with additional regional surveys and information, the potential for take was assessed for the following site-specific threats (USFWS 2010):

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays;

2. Transmission line, power tower, meteorological tower, or guy line collision;

3. Electrocution potential;

4. Territory abandonment;

5. Nest and roost site disturbances;

6. Habitat loss and fragmentation; and

7. Disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility.



Due to the nature of the Project (as a photovoltaic solar facility) and its components, the following threats are not likely to occur:

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays,

2. Potential collisions from power towers, meterological towers, and guy lines 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Birds have been documented colliding with heliostats per McCrary et al., so the potential certainly exists here.

3. Electrocution potential	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This could occur on the gen-tie.



Potential threats from direct transmission line collisions for avian species and bats could occur without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0.



Without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0, nest and roost site disturbances and territory abandonment could occur due to direct nest removal during vegetation removal activities; and indirect disturbance from construction-related noise, lighting, and dust. 

  

Although no nests would be directly taken with the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures for the Project, habitat loss and fragmentation would occur due to the loss of approximately 4,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitat, and up to 200 acres of desert wash woodland habitat. The loss of these habitats would prevent avian and bat species from using the Project areas for foraging, nesting, or overwintering, and these species and habitat uses would likely remain in adjacent large habitat areas including those areas restricted from development between the Project and Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) and within the park itself (over 1,000,000 acres of protected adjacent similar habitats).	Comment by Migratory Birds: Yes, there is adjacent land, but that does not prevent the loss of the 4200 acres in the project areas.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Potential indirect impacts from the loss of 4K acres of foraging habitat, such as reduced reproductive output/success should be addressed in this risk assessment.



Potential disturbance due to ongoing human activity presence at the facility is likely to be extremely small because the Project is photovoltaic in nature and has no moving components. The estimatedwould be attributed to long-term human presence on the facility, which is estimated at 12-15 individuals related to security and maintenance activities, as described in the FEIS. The avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0 include measures for the O&M phase of the Project.



Impacts to bats include potential direct impacts to ground nesting species (pallid bats and western pipistrelles) and the potential for the removal of trees with activethat could support bat colonies. at the solar farm site and/or Red Bluff Substation. Indirect impacts could potentially occur from removal of foraging habitat. Indirect impacts could also potentially occur, or from increased human activity, noise, nighttime lighting, and dust. 



Although temporary construction ponds will be constructed at the solar farm site, these ponds will have netting secured around the top of the pond fencing to discourage bats and birds from using water at these ponds.

4.4.2	Cumulative Impacts

The FEIS lists those projects considered as part of the cumulative impact analysis. Cumulative effects discussed in this document include those which have been or will be carried out throughout the anticipated life of the project, and, where practicable and reasonable, should include the impacts from all threats for which the BLM and/or Applicants have some form of control. Potential long-term cumulative indirect effects include the potential removal of nesting, roosting, and foraging habitat for avian and bat species.



For passerine species, nesting and foraging habitats are focused on smaller home ranges near nest within these home ranges, using avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0 to eliminate the take of these species or active nests. The Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide similar habitats and abundant nesting and foraging opportunities for these species, therefore, cumulative effects are unlikely to be significant.   sites and available forage. As described above for site-specific threats, vegetation removal would occur	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This fails to analyze the impact of the cumulative effects of this project in addition to other projects and activities that are extant or planned in the project area and relies upon the adjacent JTNP as a “refuge”.

Cumulative effects for GOEA should be analyzed out to at least 140 miles from the project footprint.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What cumulative effects exist with regard to JTNP?  



Raptor species (excluding golden eagles and ravens) have larger home ranges and forage over large distances. Due to the development of this Project and other regional projects there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat. This loss is not expected to be significant, or cause prohibited take because it represents a small percentage of the total foraging area regionally available for these species (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for raptors, and more suitable habitats for nesting for most raptor species.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This conclusion should include a discussion of the data and what is known about raptor use in JTNP. Is it feasible that the Park can support displaced individuals and nesting pairs of various species of raptors?  



Golden eagles forage in an area extending up to 225 kilometers (140 miles) from the Project boundaries.their territory centroids. Although there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat from the development of alternative energy projects and other regional projects discussed in the FEIS, this loss is not expected to be significant, or to cause prohibited “disturbance” or “taking,” because it is only a small percentage of the total foraging area (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provides appropriate habitats for nesting (which the Project dies not), and appropriate habitats for foraging.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This is incorrect; 140 miles is considered to be the average dispersal distance of young, and does not indicate the forage distance from a nest site.    In xeric habitat, GOEA are believed to forage out to 10 miles from their territory centroid.   In instances of higher quality, undisturbed habitat that has presence of rabbits/hares/scurids, the forage distance may be less.   	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The document should include an analysis of the amount of habitat that will be lost to construction of proposed projects using FWS guidance; i.e. within 140 air miles. The list of proposed ground-disturbing projects, in addition to extant sources of mortality/disturbance is extensive, and should be considered in light of extant GOEA habitat availability. Additionally, GOEA are more sensitive to human disturbance; therefore, fragmentation of habitats may have a more pronounced effect on individuals and populations.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define; GOEA have particular habitat preferences.



For bat species, potential cumulative impacts are discussed for an area 16 kilometers (10 miles) from the boundaries of the Proposed Project. These include the potential for combined direct effects of the removal of individuals and occupied nests of ground nesting species such as pallid bats and western pipistrelles from project construction. In addition, the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for bats, and many areas that are more suitable habitats for nesting for bat species.








5.0.	Project Design Conservation Measures	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Suggest moving any applicable FEIS mitigation measures each respective section below so that the statements made herein are substantiated.

The Applicants have sited and designed the Project components to avoid and minimize impacts to avian and bat species whenever possible. All discussions below of macro- and micro-siting considerations, nest site buffers and conservation measures during the construction and O&M phases of the Project will apply to both Applicants and all Project components.



The Applicants have worked to site Project components to have the least impacts to bird and bat populations with the goal of avoiding any take of migratory birds and bats and/or minimize the loss, destruction, or degradation of migratory bird and bat habitat by placing projects in areas of lower quality habitat to the maximum extent practicable. 

5.1	Project Siting

The process of siting of Project components included both macro- and micro-siting considerations.

5.1.1	Macro-Siting

Macro-siting considerations for the Project components were conducted in 2007 during initial surveys, and were refined in 2008 after the collection of the initial large data sets for the Project. In 2007, Pinto Wash, which bisects the requested Right-of-Way grant, was removed from development consideration. At this time, other larger areas of desert wash woodland were also removed from site consideration because these habitats support greater vegetation structure, density and diversity and are likely to support greater numbers of species and individuals than other habitats in the ROW area. Macro-siting considerations for the Project components also included the avoidance of:



· Locations with federally or state listed, or otherwise designated sensitive species, and areas managed for the conservation of listed species

Project components avoid DWMAs, CHU, and ACECs to the extent possible and were sited in the area of lowest known concentration for special-status species available.

· Areas frequently used for daily bird and bat movements (i.e., areas between roosting and feeding sites)

Areas of desert wash woodland were identified and avoided by Project components to the greatest extent possible, particularly the avoidance of larger expanses of this habitat found in the Pinto and Big Wash areas.

· Breeding and wintering eagle use areas

These areas were identified and avoided for all Project components. Valley floor areas such as the proposed Solar farm site do not provide wintering or breeding habitatnest or roost sites for eagles, but may provide foraging habitat for resident and non-resident golden eagles and other raptor species.

· Known migration flyways for birds and bats

Pinto Wash is a known bat migration corridor with impacts to this area avoided by the siting of the Solar farm site.

· Areas near known bat hibernacula, breeding, and maternity/nursery colonies

No known areas are found with the footprint of the Project components.

· Fragmentation of large, contiguous tracts of wildlife habitat (Canadian Wildlife Service 2006a and 2006b)



Many desert special status avian and bat species require large undisturbed areas that are highly sensitive to fragmentation effects. In siting the Project components, all areas with greater vegetation structure, density and diversity were avoided or reduced to the extent possible. These areas included desert wash woodlands and areas of creosote bush scrub that overlay stabilized geological features and support greater density and diversity of vegetation.

5.1.2	Micro-Siting

Micro-siting considerations for the Project components were begun in 2008 and actively continued as further wildlife surveys were conducted and through informal meetings with the BLM, USFWS and CDFG throughout the Project’s planning process. The siting of the solar farm was further reduced between the Draft EIS and FEIS in response to concerns from the public and agencies involved in the process. Beyond continuing to refine the boundaries of the solar farm, additional considerations of micro-siting included:

· Avoiding features that attract raptors (areas supporting tall perching structures including trees, utility poles, etc.)



+By avoiding minimizing impacts to desert wash woodland areas and avoiding Pinto Wash, the Projectsolar farm avoided areas with tree layers. TheIn addition, the Applicants have designed features to reduce perching by raptors whenever possible.

· Avoiding features that attract migrant birds (e.g., water sources, riparian vegetation) Minimize the potential for enhancing habitats suitable for raptor prey species such as rodents that would likely attract raptors to the project site



Project components are not adjacent to landscape features that attract migrant birds such as water sources. Project construction and O&M phases will minimize the potential for creating habitats suitable for rodents, such as rock piles, that could attract raptors.

5.2	Buffer Zones

Buffer zones have been established through the FEIS Applicant and Mitigation Measures to protect raptor and other bird nests, areas of high bird and bat use, and known bat roosts from disturbance related to the construction of the solar farm. 



Clearance surveys will be conducted within 30 days prior to vegetation removal in project areas to locate any active nests, burrowing owl burrows, or bat roosts. Vegetation removal will occur outside of the breeding season for special-status bird and bats species to the extent possible. If any active nests, roosts or burrows are located during these surveys, buffer zones will be established as described in the FEIS to protect these areas.



A Lead Avian and Bat Biologist, working under the Designated Biologist, will be assigned to ensure all buffer zones are correctly established and to monitor nest activity and determine when each nest or burrowing owl burrow has fledged or failed. This individual will also be responsible for all data collected for these buffer zones, nests, roosts and burrows.




5.2.1	Passerines

Buffer distances for passerine nests will consider species, terrain, habitat type, and activity level as these features relate to the bird alert distance and bird flight initiation distance (Whitfield et al. 2008). Buffer size distance was coordinated throughout the FEIS process and is established in the FEIS as established at approximately 100 meters from any active nest (330 feet). The Lead Avian Biologist will may determine that a smaller or larger distance is necessary under individual circumstances such as topography and type of construction activities. 



The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the Lead Avian Biologist has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.

5.2.2	Raptors and Eagles

Project-related disturbances such as construction noise, lighting and dust will be avoided within 500 feet from the solar farm site forof an active raptor nest and within one mile for an active eagle nest (excluding common ravens). Any changes in this buffer distance would be determined by the Lead Avian Biologist for the Project and submitted to USFWS, BLM, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components) for approval. Any nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.



For the Red Bluff substation and related components, the specific landscape features of steep terrain and ridgelines between construction activities and nest sites may dictate reduced buffers (Richardson and Miller 1997).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please clarify how this reference justifies a reduced buffer; 1-mile buffers may be insufficient to ensure reproductive success given the anthropogenic activity at the scale of this project.

Also, this paper is not primary source, but a compilation of multiple other papers are dated and may not reflect current scientific understanding of eagles and sensitivity to disturbance. 



Surveys for golden eagle nests will be conducted during each year of construction that occurs within the nesting season. These surveys will be completed in accordance with current USFWS guidance and protocols (currently Pagel et al. 2010) under the Golden Eagle Surveys and Nest Site Monitoring Plan discussed below in Section 7.0.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Monitoring of non-breeding eagles outside of the nesting season should also be conducted. Monitoring of documented territories should continue post project construction to determine if nesting territories continue to be occupied, or are abandoned due to direct, indirect or cumulative effects of the project implementation.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: It is our understanding that surveys for GOEA were not conducted in 2011; one season of limited survey days does not provide a robust data set. Pagel et al. 2010 appears to have been misinterpreted with regard to eagle surveys.  The existing data lack additional breeding information, knowledge of non-breeding GOEA, and habitat use at or near the project area, thereby making the analysis of direct, indirect, and cumulative effects and risk characterization for GOEA suspect.

5.2.3	Burrowing Owls

For burrowing owls, Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction unit and within a 150-meter (500 foot) buffer area. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 100 meters (330 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged. Outside the nesting season or after determining a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within 1 mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls using accepted methods for excluding owls from burrows such as one-way doors or otherwise ensuring owls are not in burrows while burrows are collapsed; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation, including the number and original location of each owl, and known additional locations for each individual.

5.2.4	Bats

Construction activities will avoid any bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula found during clearance surveys. No bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula have been located during surveys conducted at the Project components between 2008 and 2011. Appropriate buffer distances will be established by the Lead Avian Biologist in consideration of the disturbance type, distance to roost or hibernacula, time of year of, and the duration of the disturbance.

5.3	Appropriate Facility Design	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Again, applicable FEIS measures should be incorporated here for better readability of the document.

Many conservation measures have been incorporated into the design of Project facilities, as suggested in USFWS 2010, in an attempt to reduce the potential effects of Project on avian and bat populations, including:



1. Avoid using lattice-type structures, placing external ladders and platforms on towers to minimize perching and nesting.

The use of lattice towers, platforms, and ladders will be minimized to the extent practicable. The use of lattice structures will only be used on the solar farm site for a lookout tower, which will be frequently used (this deterring use by raptors and other birds), and will be frequently checked for the presence of nests. 



Although lattice structures will be used by SCE for their Project components, these will be in an area designated as a utility corridor that currently supports numerous transmission lines, including those on lattice towers, such as DPV1. The Project would not cause a significant increase on the number of lattice towers within this corridor.



2. Implement measures to reduce or buffer adverse noise effects associated with operation of the facility on surrounding wildlife habitat. Noise impacts to birds (Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008) have generally been found to be negative; therefore facility design should take this fact into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats.

The Project utilizes photovoltaic panel technology which has little potential for noise impacts. Noise effects have been extensively studiesstudied and includeincluded in the FEIS, and continued noise monitoring will be conducted during construction. Noise impacts during construction would include noise generated from the operation of construction equipment and construction vehicles. The O&M phase of the Project would have little or no noise for both the solar farm and SCE components.



3. Avoid the use of guy wires for all meteorological towers and do not light them unless the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requires them to be lit, which is generally >60 meters (>199 ft) AGL in height. Any necessary guy wires should be marked with recommended bird deterrent devices (APLIC 1994, USFWS 2000).

No meteorological towers or guy wires or line are included in the Project.



4. If structures (>60 meters [>199 ft] AGL) require lights for aviation safety, the minimum amount of pilot warning and obstruction avoidance lighting specified by the FAA should be used (FAA 2007). All lights within the facility should illuminate synchronously. Lighting of the boundary of the facility is most important as an aviation safety warning. Unless otherwise requested by the FAA, use only the minimum number of strobed, strobe-like or blinking red incandescent lights of minimum intensity. No steady burning lights should be used on facility infrastructures (Gehring et al. 2009).

Any such lighting at the Project facilities would follow this guidance. SCE facilities are not planned greater than 185 feet in height.



5. Facility lights should be focused downward to reduce skyward illumination. Lights should be equipped with motion detectors to reduce continuous illumination. 

All lighting used at Projectboth the solar farm and SCE project facilities will be downcast and would be used only when necessary, when appropriate by installing motion detectors, depending on safety concerns. The projectsolar farm has prepared a Lighting Mitigation Plan in consultation with the Night Sky Program Manager for the National Park Service in order to limit skyward illumination. 



6. Where feasible, place electric power lines underground or on the surface as insulated, shielded wire to avoid electrocution of birds. Use recommendations of the Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) for any required above-ground lines, transformers, or conductors.

Power lines will be in accordance with Avian Power Line Interaction Committee guidelines. 



7. Avoiding the creation of roads to minimize further loss and fragmentation of migratory bird habitat.

New roads associated with Project activities will be kept to a minimum. Roads associated with the solar farm site will be within the Project fence. Roads associated with the gen-tie line have been designed to be the shortest distance possible, such as using spur roads to tower sites from Kaiser Road instead of the creation of a new road along the gen-tie line. Red Bluff substation and related components will use existing roads to the maximum extent possible.



8. If evaporation ponds are required for the operation of the facility, placement of netting over the surface of the ponds is encouraged to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface.

Temporary construction ponds will be used only during the construction phase and will be covered with netting to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface. These ponds are not used for evaporation.  



9. Reducing the attractiveness of solar reflectors to polarotactic water insects (those attracted to polarized light) (Horvath et al. 2010) will help reduce the attractiveness of these facilities to birds and bats. 

Monitoring conducted during the construction and O&M phases of the Project is discussed in Section 7.0 and will assist in determining whether the Project’s photovoltaic panels attract water insects, which in turn could attract birds and bats. If it is determined that water insect are attracted to these facilities, BLM, USFWS, and CDFG will be contacted to determine appropriate adaptive management techniques to reduce this threat.


6.0	Conservation Measures

The conservation measures discussed in this section include those in the FEIS and those presented in USFWS guidance (2010).

6.1	Construction Phase Conservation Measures

Conservation measures that will be implemented by the Project that relate to bird conservation include:

1. Minimize permanent disturbance area such as creating unneeded access roads. Construction of the gen-tie line and other linear Project features will avoid vegetation clearing, and grading whenever possible.

2. All vegetationVegetation within the Project footprint that will be disturbed will be cleared outside of the bird breeding season to the maximum extent practicable. If the Project plans vegetation removal within the bird breeding season, it would be because desert tortoise (a federally and state threatened species) tortoise protection measures and timing may take precedence, or that reason for work to be completed during the breeding season were beyond the Applicant’sApplicant's’ control. If such an occurrence happenedhappens, the Applicants wouldwill communicate with BLM, USFWS, and CDFG that all reasonable and practicable efforts to complete work outside the bird breeding season were attempted.

When vegetation removal cannot take place outside of the breeding season and a reasonable explanation was provided to BLM, USFWS and CDFG, the Lead Avian Biologist or a person under their direct supervision would be on site during construction activities to locate active nests, establish avoidance buffers around active nests, watch for new nesting activity, and if necessary stop construction when noise and general activity threaten to disturb an active nest.  All active nests of protected birds (e.g., MBTA, ESA, state protected) would not be disturbed until after nest outcome is complete.

3. During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active nest locations would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 330 feet (100 meters) as discussed in the Project’s FEIS. Buffer areas may be larger if the Project’s lead Avian Biologist determines the need for a larger buffer area due to type of activity, species, or habitat considerations. Regardless of seasonal timing of construction, active nests will be flagged and nests avoided, with special attention paid to the nesting season of most avian species (February 15 – May 15). Avoidance areas will remain in place until it is determined that nest outcome is complete.

During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active bat colonies would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 165 feet (50 meters). Whenever possible, these areas will be avoided by construction activities. 

4. Discussions of nest avoidance for passerines, raptors, and golden eagles will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will be included in the Worker Environmental Awareness Plan (WEAP) training briefings. Bat colony avoidance discussions will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will also be included in WEAP training briefings. Training will include identification of avoidance areas and requirements for these areas.

5. The Project will follow APLIC guidelines for overhead utilities (APLIC 1994) to the extent practicable.). SCE structures will be built with sufficient conductor separation and other protection devices.

6. Construction activities will be conducted in a manner consistent with reducing fire danger.

7. During construction, all trash will be removed promptly and disposed of properly to avoid creating attractive nuisances for birds and bats.

8. Appropriate control measures will be implemented to prevent the introduction and spread of invasive plant species with and surrounding the project area (see the Project’s Integrated Weed Management Plan – Ironwood Consulting, 2010).

9. Only plants native to the area for will be used seeding or planting during habitat revegetation and/or restoration efforts.

10. As part of this document, a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan (Section 7.1.2) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-5 in the FEIS. This plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such overhead power lines and solar panels. 

11. As part of this document, a Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan (Section 7.1.3) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-6 in the FEIS. 

6.2	Operations and Maintenance Conservation Measures

During the O&M phase of the Project, conservation measures will be used to reduce the attractiveness of the facility to breeding, migrating, and wintering birds and bats to ensure mortality is minimized:

1. The Project will not create or maintain attraction features for birds and /or bats by removing and disposing of road kills near the Project of carrion that attracts raptors and other scavengers to the site, regularly removing vegetation around larger facilities such as substations to reduce raptor foraging, and eliminating open water sources after the construction phase of the Project. 

2. The Project will minimize the use of lighting that could attract migrating birds and bats (feeding on concentrations of insects at lights). All nighttime lighting will be within 800 meters (0.5 mile) of the Project facilities. Lighting will be kept to the minimum level necessary for safety and security. High intensity, steady burning, bright lights such as sodium vapor or spotlights will not be used on Project facilities.

3. The Project will minimize anthrogenicanthropogenic noise which been found to be negative for birds (e.g., Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008), though not all species are affected to the same degree (Brumm 2004). Therefore facility design should take this into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats. During the operation of these energy facilities, means to buffer, muffle, or otherwise dampen any anthropogenic noise pollution that exceeds ambient noise should be fully explored.


7.0	Post-Construction Monitoring 

The objective of post-construction monitoring is to validate the pre-construction risk assessment and to provide data for the Applicants to use in implementing adaptive management based on the monitoring results.  All of the measures in this section apply to both Applicants.



Monitoring objectives include:

1. Estimating bird and bat fatalities due to Project related activities.

2. Assessing bird use of evaporation ponds.

3. Assessing changes in bird and bat behavior due to all aspects of facility operation (noise, lighting, etc.).

4. Assessing territorial abandonment, nest avoidance, and changes in population status within and adjacent to the project footprint.

5. Assessing whether conservation measures implemented for the project were adequate.

7.1	Monitoring Design

7.1.1	Duration and Timing

This program will be conducted during construction and for at least 3 years post-construction during the operations and maintenance phase of the Proposed Project to attempt to capture differences in parameters due to seasonal and annual variability. The monitoring program will be extended to 5 years post-construction or longer, if:

1. Mortality level triggers are reached or (more than 40 individual birds have been killed or injured that were attributable to activities at the solar farm and related components, or 10 at SCE project components); or 	Comment by Migratory Birds: How was this determined?

2. The Project resultsAny project activities result in the mortality otake of a listed species or eagle. 



Monitoring will include data collection during breeding, wintering, and migration periods because bird and bat use of areas will vary seasonally.	Comment by Migratory Birds: should capture nocturnal bird use

7.1.2	Study Components

The long-term monitoring program for measuring raptor and bat incidence at the Project site will consist of:

1. Recording incidental sightings, 

2. Mortality studies by implementing the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan

3. Conducting seasonal point counts, and 	Comment by Migratory Birds: should capture wintering, breeding, and migrant bird use

4. Conducting annual nest surveys. 

Incidental Sightings

Throughout the construction and operation phases of the Proposed Project, all incidental sightings of special-status bird species, and all raptors and bats will be recorded. During construction, all sightings will be recorded by biological monitors. The Lead Avian Biologist will be tasked with keeping records and reporting these results (as described in Section 7.4).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please clarify how data from incidental sightings will be used (or not used).




Mortality Studies (Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan)

Mortality Studies will be conducted within all Projectsolar farm and SCE project components to determine any monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such the gen-tie line and, solar panels. , or SCE facilities. 



Study methodology includes:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This section should be more detailed including specific methods, sample sizes, and quantification to ascertain searcher efficiency and inherent survey bias’.

1. Selection of study sites for both solar farm and SCE project components,

2. Mortality searches at each study site, including accepted methodology and frequency

3. Reporting and adaptive management

Selection of Study Sites

These studies will be conducted at a minimum of twelve study sites within solar farm and related components and within a minimum of three control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the study area. All areas of the Red Bluff Substation accessible will be included, as well as two sites selected along the access road and loop-in area; and two along the distribution line, with one control site related to the SCE project components.

Mortality Searches

Mortality surveys will be completed weeklybi-monthly post-construction in each Project phasestudy site for a period of 1one year. After one year, these studies will be conducted monthly for at least an additional two years, completing the 3three-year post-construction monitoring period. These studies will be conducted at a minimum of 12 sites within all Project componentsfollow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and within a minimumwill include an assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, and a carcass collection protocol and an assessment of 3 control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the Project areascarcass scavenger rates.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This is unclear. Please revise. Also, see USFWS mortality monitoring protocol.



These studies will follow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and will include:

· An assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, 

· A carcass collection protocol and an assessment of carcass scavenger rates, and 

· Detailed specifications on data (see data collection flow charts and example data sheets submitted to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG), 





Data will be collected using handheld data recorders and/or paper data sheets. All data will be scanned and entered into the Project database that will be submitted as part of the annual reporting for both the solar farm and the SCE project components. Reporting will be conducted as described in Section 7.4 below.



If monitoring determines that bird mortality caused by solar facilities may be having potentially adverse impacts on special-status bird avian populations (by exceeding mortality triggers discussed above), the ApplicantApplicants will implement adaptive management strategies such as installing additional bird flight diverters alterations to project components that have been identified as key mortality features. If adaptive management actions are implemented, mortality studies will continue for an additional year post-construction until a reduction in mortality to a level comparable to control sites is documented.

Seasonal Point Counts

Point Counts will continue to be conducted using the same methods that were used in baseline point counts (Section 3.0). These point counts will be conducted once during each season of each year (excluding summer) during construction and for the 3-year post-construction period.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This method should be updated; point counts as currently described have no utility for GOEA or raptor observation, and should not be used for these species.	Comment by Migratory Birds: As noted in previous comments, should capture wintering, breeding, and migrant bird use, as well as nocturnal and diurnal bird use.




Nest Surveys

Annual nest surveys will be conducted each spring during construction between March 15 and June 1, using two surveys separated by at least 30 days. All Project-related infrastructure (e.g.; fence posts, transmission towers, and buildings) would be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. Nest locations may also be detected via incidental sightings or during point count surveys.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please provide data which suggests that most passerines are attending their nests during this time period; include citation.



During nest surveys, the ground under all raptor and raven nests will be inspected for the presence shells of juvenile tortoises or other evidence or predation of desert tortoise. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These surveys should also include utility poles.

7.1.3	Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan 

In addition to project-specific mortality monitoring studies the ProjectApplicants will monitor golden eagles separately to ensure that potential take (e.g., mortality and habitat disturbance) golden eagles mortality is adequately assessed. For each year during construction, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities will be conducted to determine whether any territory is active occupied (Pagel et al. 2010). Data collected during the inventory shall include: 

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



If an occupied nest is detected during construction within 10 miles of any Project component, the Applicant for that component will implement adaptive management strategies in cooperation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG (and CPUC if an SCE component) for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles (Pagel et al. 2010). Triggers for additional adaptive management requirements will include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, such as agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define and describe.  

7.2	Nest Management	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Per the guidance, “Each facility should have protocols in place on how to manage nests established on any part of the facility (see APLIC 2006). Eagle nests should be addressed per the Service’s 2007 National Bald Eagle Management Guidelines” This is not articulated here or in section 7.1.

Project facilities will manage nests established on any part of the facility as described throughout this document. Eagle nests will be addressed as described in Section 7.1 above.

7.3	Risk Assessment Validation

Using data collected throughout this process, the ProjectApplicants will attempt to validate the identified risks of the project. The validation process will consider:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: But how will these questions be answered?

1. Whether the documented mortality rate post-construction is higher, lower, or as expected, compared to the pre-construction risk assessment.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will this be determined?  The initial data were collected late in the season; therefore, the baseline is not well established.

2. Whether conservation measures are adequate to minimize bird and/or bat mortality to the maximum extent practicable? 

3. Would additional conservation measures be likely to reduce mortality rates?

4. Do documented mortality rates trigger adaptive management actions?



The results of this validation assessment would be discussed in Project reporting, described in Section 7.4 below.

7.4	Reporting

Quarterly e-mail summaries of all biological monitoring activities will be submitted to BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CDFGCPUC (for SCE project components) by the Designated Biologist. One section of these summaries will focus on reporting for the long-term monitoring program for raptors (including owls) and bats. This section will include results of the study components of monitoring conducted during the previous quarter, and a discussion of any unusual circumstances noted. These reports may also include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.

 

On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to the BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for the BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG,CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE project components) in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1 of each year. This annual report will summarize all quarterly reports and be submitted via e-mail by the Designated Biologist. After this report is submitted, an annual meeting will be held between the BLM, USFWS, Applicants, CDFG, and CDFGCPUC to review the annual monitoring report and discuss monitoring results and conservation measures, including any adaptive management implemented or recommended.






8.0	Key Resources and References

8.1	Key Resources

Key resources include the team of proponent personnel, biological monitors and agency personnel who will work together to ensure the success of the protection, avoidance, and minimization of impacts to bird and bat species during the construction and operations and maintenance phases of the Project. The names and contact information for key personnel are provided below.



Project Proponents

Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC

1111 Broadway St, 4th Floor

Oakland, CA 94607

(510) 625-7400

Contact:  Amanda Beck

ABeck@firstsolar.com



Southern California Edison

1218 South 5th Avenue

Monrovia, CA 91016

(626) 260-6040

Contact: Paul Yamazaki

Paul.Yamazaki@sce.com


Biological Monitoring

Ironwood Consulting

1412 S. Center St.

Redlands, CA 92373

(909) 798-0330

Contact: Kathy Simon

Kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com



Bureau of Land Management

California Desert District Office

22835 Calle San Juan De Los Lagos

Moreno Valley, CA 92553-9046

(951) 697-5223

Contact: Kim Marsden

Kim_Marsden@BLM.gov 





U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office

6010 Hidden Valley Rd., 101

Carlsbad, CA 92011

760.431.9440 x 354 phone

Contact: Jody Fraser

jody_fraser@fws.gov



California Department of Fish and Game

Inland Deserts Region

3602 Inland Empire Blvd Suite C220

Ontario, CA 91764

(909) 484-0167

Contact: Magdalena Rodriguez

mcrodriguez@dfg.ca.gov
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From: Jody Fraser

To: Linda.Robb@sce.com

cc: kathy; Magdalena Rodriguez; mmassar; Scott White; Joel Pagel; Erin Chandler; 
Pete Sorensen; kmarsden@blm.gov

Subject: Re: FS DSSF/SCE Red Bluff ABPP
Date: 01/19/2012 03:21 PM
Attachments: 20120119_08B0789-12TA0142 DSSF SCE ABPP 14Dec2011 FWS MB comments.

docx 

Reference Number: FWS-ERIV-08B0789-12TA0142 
 
Linda and Kathy, 
Attached please find the FWS comments on the First Solar Desert Sunlight/
SCE Red Bluff Substation Avian and Bat Protection Plan (now Bird and Bat 
Conservation Strategy). We have reviewed this document carefully and 
comments reflect input by our Ecological Services and Migratory Bird 
divisions. We recognize that our comments are late in coming; however, 
given the adaptive nature of all management plans for this project, please 
consider these recommendations as a way to move forward for both the 
solar field and substation components. 
 
Regarding raven management for the Red Bluff Substation, I am in the 
process of coordinating internally with the biologist working on DPV-1, 2 to 
ensure consistency across projects. We will contact you as soon as possible 
on those issues. 
Thank you for your patience. 
Jody 

 
************************************************************** 
Jody Fraser, Biologist 
Palm Springs Fish and Wildlife Office 
777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, #208 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 
760.322.2070 x207 ph 
760.322.4648 fax 
jody_fraser@fws.gov 
 
 
▼ Linda.Robb@sce.com 
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   AVIAN AND BAT PROTECTION PLAN	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Overall the document is fragmented relative to the avoidance, minimization, mitigation, and conservation measures. These measures should be consolidated into one section and any redundancies omitted or merged.

Also, this document is largely the FWS guidance cut and pasted without any of the necessary details. Providing project-specific data, analysis (risk assessment) including how minimization measures reduce risk, and procedures for validating risk is recommended. Also, inclusion of a more substantive adaptive management strategy is recommended.	Comment by Migratory Birds: BBCS	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Finally, we recommend that an ornithologist with relevant expertise in avian species, particularly raptor biology and conservation, be consulted on the technical aspects of the plan, particularly regarding mortality monitoring, statistical validation of any monitoring strategy, and the adaptive management component.
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1.0	INTRODUCTIONIntroduction 

This section provides a brief summary of the project description for the Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC (ApplicantSunlight) and Southern California Edison (SCE) project (jointly the “Applicants”). A complete description of the project is found in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project California Desert Conservation Area Plan Amendment and Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) (BLM 2011).



The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) issued of a right-of-way (ROW) grant authorizing the construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (Project). The Project covers less than 4,176 acres (ac) and is located in Riverside County, California, approximately 6 miles north of the rural community of Desert Center and approximately (10.5 kilometers or 6.5 miles north of the Interstate 10 corridor (Figure 1). The Project consists of three main components 1) a 550-megawatt (MW) solar photovoltaic (PV) generating facility (Solar Farm), 2) a 220-kilovolt (kV) generation interconnection line (Gen-tie line), and 3) a 500/220-kV substation and substation related components (the Red Bluff Substation) (Figure 2). While the Red Bluff substation is included as part of this project description for planning and environmental considerations, it would be constructed, owned, and operated by SCE, not by the ApplicantSunlight.



The Applicant and SCEApplicants have prepared this Avian and Bat Protection Plan in accordance with regulatory agency guidance, including:

· U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Pacific Southwest Region’s Region8 Interim Guidelines for the Development of a Project Specific Avian and Bat Protection Plan for Solar Energy Plants and Related Transmission Facilities.   

· Avian and Bat Protection Plan Guidelines developed jointly by Edison Electric Institute’s Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) 

· Additional Interim Guidelines from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS 2000, 2003, 2010). 

· Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO Plan, BLM and the California Department of Fish and Game- CDFG 2002).



1.1	Purpose of the Avian and Bat Protection Plan

The Avian and Bat Protection Plan (ABPP) delineates a program designed to reduce the risks that result from bird and bat interactions due to actions performed by Sunlight in the construction and operation of the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line; and by SCE in the construction and operation of their project components (Red Bluff Substation and associated access road, distribution line and telecommunications site). The ABPP also identifies the avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures that will be implemented over the life of the project, as well as long-term monitoring strategies and an adaptive management program. The overall goal of this ABPP is to avoid, reduce, and ultimately eliminate bird and bat mortality to the extent possible. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: For informational purposes, this plan is now called “Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy”; if the applicant intends to pursue a GOEA permit, an Eagle Conservation Plan would also be necessary.



The objectives of this ABPP are as follows:

· Describe the process of surveys and siting decisions to date, including identifying baseline conditions for avian and bat species present in the area of the Project components. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Survey methods, techniques, and qualifications of surveyors, as well as a thorough analysis of data leading to risk characterization of direct, indirect and cumulative effects is an integral part of this plan and should be included or expanded upon in each respective section.

· Identify activities during construction and operationsal and maintenance (O&M) that may increase the potential of adverse effects to passerine, raptor, and bat species on and adjacent to the Project components.

· Specify steps that will be taken to avoid, minimize and mitigate any potential adverse effects to these species, including thresholds for adaptive management.

· Detail long-term monitoring and reporting goals for the Project.



Ironwood Consulting, Inc.	4







The following Applicant measures (AM) and mitigation measures (MM) from the FEIS are incorporated into this plan.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Per previous comment, all of these measures should be integrated into the body of the plan below. Consolidating the measures would make the document easier to read.



AM-WIL-3. Avian and Bat Protection Plan. This Plan will be prepared and implemented by the Applicants to specify necessary actions to be taken to protect nesting bird and bat species. The following measures will be implemented by the Applicants to protect burrowing owls in the Project locations during construction:



1. Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction area as recommended by the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The same methods should be used to detect nesting and wintering BUOW.



2. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 75 meters (250 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). Initial avoidance buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on the type of construction activity as approved by CDFG or USFWS. Outside nesting season or after determining that a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within one mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation.



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicants to protect nesting bird species in the Project locations during construction which are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and California Fish and Game Code Sections 3503 and 3513:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Any efforts to detect state and federally listed bird species that may utilize habitats within and near the project footprint should be articulated.



1. Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and in adjacent habitat areas and any nests observed will be identified and clearly marked. For passerines, an exclusion area where construction will not be allowed to commence will be established approximately 100 meters (330 feet) from any active nest. For raptors (other than golden eagles), the exclusion area will be established approximately 170 meters (500 feet) from any active nest (excluding nests of the common raven). For golden eagles, the exclusion area will be established approximately 1.6 kilometers (one mile) from any active nest. Initial protective buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on type of construction activity and bird species and per approval by CDFG or USFWS. Nests will be checked within one week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or young have fledged.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Include citation.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please define methodology and frequency.



2. Vegetation clearing will be conducted outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

3. Biological monitors will be present on-site during all phases of construction and will be tasked with monitoring avian nesting in adjacent habitats. If nests are found, the same procedures would be used as discussed above for pre-construction surveys. 



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicant to protect roosting bats in the Project locations during construction: Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and adjacent habitat areas and any active bat colonies will be identified and clearly marked. An exclusion area will be established approximately 50 meters (165 feet) from any active colony, and whenever possible, these areas will be avoided during construction activities.



For five years post-construction, the Applicant will record incidental sightings of raptors and bats in the Project locations. In addition, the Applicant will conduct nest surveys within the Project locations at least twice each spring between March 1 and June 1, separated by at least 30 days where all project-related infrastructure will be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. The Applicant will submit quarterly status reports via email to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG. On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1st of each year. These reports may include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Is this for raptors?   If so, 01 March – 01 June in xeric habitats is too late; earlier nesting chronologies are probably more relevant. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define. How will this information be used? If it is incidental, what inferences may be gained from these ‘data.’



AM-WIL-4, Construction Water Storage Pond Design. The temporary construction water ponds shall be designed, constructed, and operated in compliance with all applicable regulatory requirements with respect to design, operation, and maintenance, protection of migratory waterfowl, and raven management. This includes following provisions in the FEIS under the common raven management plan and includes the following specific measures to discourage ravens:



· Using anti-perching devices around the perimeter of each pond to exclude ravens and other birds from accessing the edge of the ponds to drink.

· Lining the ponds and maintaining two feet of freeboard in the ponds at all times

· Designing the ponds with interior side slopes at a 33 percent slope (3:1, horizontal:vertical)

· Netting will be used to cover ponds when not in use to reduce avian access. Appropriate material will be used to ensure that nocturnal bird species and bats will not become entangled in the netting.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please describe what type of netting will be used and ensure that it has proven effective for similar purposes. Demonstrate that entanglement in the net by birds and other wildlife will not be an issue.

· At least 60 days prior to construction, the Applicant shall submit to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG, the proposed locations and design of the ponds, including how many ponds would be operational at a time, specific design features to discourage ravens, and a plan for immediately addressing problems with pond design. During construction, the ponds shall be monitored daily to ensure that anti-raven measures are successful. All ponds will be dismantled at the end of construction.



SCE does not have construction water storage ponds in its project components.






MM-WIL-5. Prepare and Implement a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. Prior to the issuance of a ROW retain a BLM-approved, qualified biologist to prepare a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan in consultation with CDFG and USFWS. This plan shall follow the Avian Protection Plan guidelines outlined by USFWS and APLIC. The plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such feeder/distribution lines and solar panels.  



The Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan shall include at a minimum: 

· Detailed specifications on data, 

· A carcass collection protocol, and 

· A rationale justifying the proposed schedule of carcass searches, and

· Seasonal trials to assess bias from carcass removal by scavengers as well as searcher bias.



During construction and for one year following the beginning of the solar farm operation the biologist shall submit annual reports to BLM, CDFG, and USFWS describing the dates, durations, and results of monitoring and data collection. The annual reports shall provide a detailed description of any project-related bird or wildlife deaths or injuries detected during the monitoring study or at any other time and data collected for the study of polarized light impacts on insectivorous birds. The report shall analyze any project-related bird fatalities or injuries detected, and provide recommendations for future monitoring and any adaptive management actions needed.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Reporting requirements should be consistent throughout the document. Below, reporting is required beyond one year.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Reporting to regulatory agencies of avian mortality should be within 24 hours -5 days of mortality; take of birds is not a permitted activity.  



Thresholds will be determined in this ABPP and approved by BLM, CDFG and USFWS. If BLM determines that bird mortality caused by solar have been identified as key mortality features, or implement other appropriate actions approved by BLM and regulatory agencies based on the findings of the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. If mitigation actions are required, the annual reporting shall continue until BLM, in consultation with CDFG and USFWS, determines whether more years of monitoring are needed, and whether additional mitigation and adaptive management measures are necessary.



MM-WIL-6. Prepare and Implement Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring, and Adaptive Management. For each year after commencement of construction \, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities shall be conducted to determine if whether any territory is active. Survey methods for the inventory shall be as described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. A nesting territory or shall be considered occupied or unoccupied based on criteria in Pagel et al. (2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. Data collected during the inventory shall include at least the following: 	Comment by Migratory Birds: Please specify how many years inventory will be conducted.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will non-breeding eagles (juveniles, subadults, floaters during breeding and non-breeding season be monitored and addressed?

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan: If an occupied nest (as defined by Pagel et al. 2010) is detected within 10 miles of any project component, the Project owner or SCE shall prepare and implement a Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles. The monitoring methods shall be consistent with those described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall be prepared in consultation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). It shall be implemented by Desert Sunlight or SCE, according to project component; and each Applicant shall designate a biologist, to be approved by BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). Triggers for adaptive management shall include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, including but not limited to: agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall include a description of adaptive management actions, which shall include, but not be limited to, cessation of construction activities that are deemed by the Designated Biologist to be the source of golden eagle disturbance.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will those activities be identified independently from other non-project related occurrences (i.e. territorial eagle disputes, anthropogenic recreation, research/monitoring effects, etc.?



1.2	Legal Drivers

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA), National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) provide the primary legal bases for this ABPP. The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 703, et seq.) prohibits the taking, killing, possession, transportation and importation of migratory birds, their eggs, parts, and nests, except when authorized by the USFWS. Because MBTA does not provide a specific mechanism to authorize “incidental” take, proponents often should work proactively with the Service to avoid and minimize the potential take of species. 



The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 668-668d) protects bald and golden eagles.  Through a new regulation (50 CFR § 22.26), the Service can authorize take of bald and golden eagles when the take is associated with, but not the purpose of, an otherwise lawful activity, and cannot practicably be avoided. Thus, these new regulations provide a mechanism where take of eagles can be legally authorized.  



Under the National Environmental Policy Act (42 USC §§ 4321-4370h), federal agencies such as BLM are required to prepare a detailed environmental impact statement (EIS) for any major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment. An EIS must include an examination of the environmental impacts of a proposed project, a reasonable range of alternatives for a project and other related matters. BLM authorization of a right-of-way (ROW) grant for the Project would require a land use plan amendment (PA) to the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan (BLM 1980), as amended. In addition, DOE will consider Sunlight’s application for a loan guarantee under Title XVII of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EP Act 05), as amended by Section 406 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Public Law (PL) 111-5 (the “Recovery Act”).



The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has discretionary authority to issue the Permit to Construct (PTC) for SCE’s Red Bluff Substation, a portion of the Project. As allowed by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15221, the CPUC intends to use this EIS to provide the environmental review required for its approval process. The CPUC and BLM have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that defines the relationship of the two agencies, and identifies CPUC as a cooperating agency with the BLM. 



The Applicant anticipatesApplicants anticipate that construction and/or operation of the Project will not cause unauthorized “take” or prohibited “disturbance” of any species protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act or the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. However, it is voluntarily proposing this Avian and Bat Protection Plan to proactively implement measures to avoid, minimize and mitigate for any potential adverse effects of the Project on such species.  In addition, by utilizing the adaptive management approach in this plan, it is committing to evaluate data during the operation phase of the Project and make further adjustments to the plan, if necessary and appropriate. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This determination precedes the presentation of the data and the analysis. It is not a “Legal Driver” and no data are provided here for the reader to connect to the conclusion. Please move to the appropriate section and provide rationale.



1.3	Corporate Policy

Sunlight and SCE have a commitment to work cooperatively towards the protection of migratory birds and bats.  These entities are committed to consistent coordination with agency personnel at BLM, USFWS, and the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) so that all parties and agencies understand the scope of the Project and can discuss project facilities and features that may require additional attention for avian species.




2.0	Coordination

Sunlight and SCE recognized that an essential element to developing a successful Project is the coordination between the project proponents and the appropriate agencies. As recommended by USFWS, the Applicants conducted early coordination on essential elements, such as wildlife surveys, project siting criteria, and operational limitations to ensure that all parties and agencies understood the scope of the project and potential issues could be identified early in the planning process (USFWS 2010). This coordination resulted in numerous improvements to project siting and design (discussed in Section 4.0), and the development of Applicant Measures designed to avoid and minimize potential effects to avian and bat species. 

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This and the paragraphs below are not part of coordination but more minimization measures to reduce project impacts; therefore, should be moved to the appropriate section and consolidated with other measures.

Sunlight evaluated a larger Project Study Area (PSA) when determining the siting of the Project. Areas of desert wash woodland were avoided in this siting to the extent possible, in part to avoid the potential roosting, nesting, and foraging areas for birds and bats within areas of greater vegetation structure. The process of reducing the Project footprint is discussed further in Section 4.0.



The Applicants have also incorporated design features into the Project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats, including:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These measures should be consolidated with other conservation, avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures into a single section.

· Limiting vegetation clearing to periods outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

· Limiting vegetation disturbance and grading to the smallest area practicable; and

· Placing electrical lines underground or transmission lines on existing structures to the extent practical to avoid collisions with lines. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Adhere to APLIC guidance for any above ground transmission lines.



The Applicants further intendsintend to utilize the Applicant Measures AM-WIL-3 and AM-WIL-4 from the FEIS (presented in Section 1.0) during the construction phase and O&M phase of the project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These measures are required per the ROD and identified above. See comment 20 above.

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

SCE will also follow the above measures outlined in AM-WIL-3 (AM-WIL-4 is not applicable to SCE components) in the FEIS above to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.






3.0	Adaptive Management and Habitat Compensation	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This section should come last as future monitoring will inform the adaptive management needs.

Also, please provide the details of the adaptive management framework.

3.1	Adaptive Management Process

The Applicant has incorporated siting criteria, design features and best management practices into the Project that will provide significant avoidance and minimization measures that will reduce the potential for adverse effects on avian and bat species. Specifically, decisions were made to ensure that each phase of project development was evaluated with an eye to reducing potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats during the siting, design, construction, operation and maintenance (O&M), and post-operation phases of the Project. 



In additional to the specific Project measures described below, Sunlight and SCE are committed to using an adaptive management approach throughout the life of the Project that supports flexible decision making and can be adjusted as monitoring results or new regional data are received. In so doing, the protections in this plan are expected to have continued effectiveness throughout the life of the Project.



This adaptive management approach will include the following six key concepts described by Williams (2009) that are endorsed by the Service in its Interim Guidance for Solar Energy Facilities (USFWS 2010):

1. Problem Assessment

2. Design

3. Implementation

4. Monitoring

5. Evaluation

6. Adjustment



Adaptive Management is a keystone of the Sunlight and SCE program to avoid and reduce potential effects to avian and bat species throughout the construction, O&M, and decommissioning stages of the Project. In order to compensate for the loss of avian and bat habitat, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide habitat compensation. This approach is described further in the following sections.

3.2	Habitat Compensation

Habitat Ccompensation is discussed in detail in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar 2011) for the solar farm and gen-tie line. The Applicant and SCE, and in the Red Bluff Substation Habitat Compensation Plan (SCE 2011) for the Red Bluff Substation and related components, The Applicants are prepared to implement necessary mitigation and compensation for impacts to protected wildlife species as required by BLM, the CDFG, and USFWS as described in the FEIS and Habitat Compensation PlanPlans. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: If you’re going to include this section, recommend adding a sentence that summarizes how impacts to avian and bat species are being compensated as stated in the hab comp plan.




4.0	Pre-Siting Data Collection

The siting of the solar farm site, gen-tie line, and substation required detailed and individual evaluation. Although the area of Red Bluff Substation had been recently and repeatedly surveyed prior to this Project for numerous transmission projects, the solar farm site and immediately surrounding areas had not been previously surveyed. Thus, in an effort to place the Project components in locations that would yield the least risk of population impacts, a rigorous siting evaluation process was completed, including the following considerations recommended by the USFWS:

1. Coarse Site Assessment

2. Habitat Equivalency Analysis

3. Site Specific Wildlife Surveys

4. Risk Assessment

5. Reporting

4.1 Coarse Site Assessment

In accordance with USFWS guidance, a pre-siting assessment was conducted starting with a coarse site assessment of the potential environmental issues that might preclude the site from development based on its perceived or validated level of risk (USFWS 2010). This project conducted the equivalent of a Potential Impact Index (PII) (USFWS 2003) by taking a “first cut” analysis of the suitability of a site proposed for development and estimating use of the site by selected wildlife species as an indicator of potential impact (USFWS 2010).



Initial biological assessments conducted in 2007 recommended the avoidance of Pinto Wash as potential habitat for special status species, including avian and bat species. This was supported by an initial field assessment of the site conducted by Patricia Brown-Berry (Brown Berry 2010) for bat species. Between 2008 and 2011, several additional site reductions occurred that reduced the solar farm footprint and shifted the footprint away from areas that support better quality habitats with larger and more diverse vegetative structure.



Project components do not provide habitat for federally or state-listed avian or bat species, but do provide habitat for several special-status species, including those shown on Tables 1 and 2 (Ironwood Consulting 2010). All species in Tables 1 and 2 are species addressed and covered under the Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO).

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 

The Solar farm site alternatives and Gen-tie line route alternatives are not within an Important Bird Area, a Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Network (WHSRN), or an area designated by the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance (Ramsar Convention). The solar farm site is not within an area designated as a critical habitat unit (CHU), or other Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC); however, the Solar Farm site is immediately adjacent to the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU. The Gen-tie line is partially located within the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU designated as management areas for the desert tortoise. 

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are not within an Important Bird Area, WHSRN area, or Ramsar Convention area. The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are within the Chuckwalla CHU and DWMA.
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Table 1.	Sensitive Avian Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Passerine Species

		



		Chaetura vauxi

Vaux’s swift (breeding sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Progne subis

purple martin

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Toxostoma lecontei

LeConte’s thrasher

		Federal:



State:

NECO:

		Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC)

SSC

covered 



		Raptors 

		



		Aquila chrysaetos

golden eagle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		protected by BGEPA

SSC; fully protected

covered 



		Athene cunicularia

burrowing owl

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Buteo regalis

ferruginous hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

none

covered 



		Buteo swainsonii

Swainson’s hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

threatened

covered 



		Circus cyaneus

northern harrier (nesting sites are protected (i.e. MBTA)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Falco mexicanus

prairie falcon (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered












Table 2.	Sensitive Bat Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Antrozous pallidus

pallid bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eptesicus fuscus pallidus

big brown bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eumops perotis californicus

western mastiff bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Eumops perotis

pocketed free-tailed bat  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus cinereus

hoary bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus xanthinus

southern yellow bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Macrotus californicus

California leaf-nosed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Myotis californicus  

California myotis  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Parastrellus hesperus

western pipistrelle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Plecotus townsendii

Townsend’s big-eared bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Tadarida brasiliensis  

Mexican free-tailed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered










4.2	Habitat Equivalency Analysis

TheAs recommended by USFWS, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide the habitat compensation process. Permanent habitat losses and compensation put forward to offset project impacts have been quantified and are described in the Project’s Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar and SCE 2011).



AsIn addition, as recommended by the USFWS, the Applicants have looked for opportunities to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities. These opportunities may come in the form of voluntary habitat acquisition or conservation easements. In order to quantify the appropriate compensation acreage, the use of an HEA can be used to identify high quality habitat and calculate compensation for the development of high quality habitats for both permanent and temporary losses. The objective of an HEA is to replace lost habitat services with like services, providing a replacement ratio for interim and permanent injury. 



The most significant step First Solar has taken to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities is working with BLM to determine the suitability of habitat remaining within their solar application as an area to be excluded from future development due to biological concerns. The area that could be excluded supports more diverse habitats with greater vegetation structure than the majority of the Project site and provides better habitats for most bird and bat species than those habitats found on the solar farm site.	Comment by Migratory Birds: Is this area identified in another document?

4.3	Site- Sspecific Wildlife Surveys

Pre-siting survey data will becomeserve as the baseline for project impacts to biological resources, including birds and bats populations. Thus, prior to conducting site-specific surveys of the Project components, appropriate survey questions were developed that included methods applicable for before-after control impacts studies. Survey questions included:

1. Which species of birds and bats use the project area and how do their numbers vary temporally?

2. How much time do birds/bats spend in potential risk zones and does this behavior vary by season?

3. What is the estimated range of bird/bat mortalities from the project?

4. Are there nesting raptors on site or within 3 miles of project footprint. For eagles, are there eagles nesting within 10 miles of project footprint?

4.3.1	Methods

As recommended by USFWS (2010), multiple survey techniques were used to ensure adequate data collection. Specific survey methods included:	Comment by Migratory Birds: For how many years?  One?  Is this enough data?  BBCS recommends multi year preconstruction surveys (up to 3 years).  Explain how many years pre-construction surveys will be conducted.  If only one year, need to justify.

1. Diurnal point counts including varying timing during the day, month and seasonally during migratory periods.	Comment by Migratory Birds: BBCS guidance also recommends that both diurnal and nocturnal bird use data be collected.  Do not see mention of nocturnal bird use data being collected on or adjacent to project site.  

2. Raptor nest searches including golden eagle surveys (Pagel et al. 2010)

3. Migration counts.

4. Incidental data collection conducted during all biological surveys conducted at the Project components, which spanned over four years at the site, thus also captured timing variation within days, months and seasons as well as under varying climatic conditions.

5. 
Surveys for burrowing owl following Phase I and II surveys as directed by CDFG (California Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993).



Point Counts

Point count surveys for all birds were conducted in April, May, and October 2010 by experienced desert avian biologists Kip Kermoian and Jake Molhman at a total of twelve locations, nine on the Solar farm site and three at control sites, using point count methodology as described in Monitoring Bird Populations by Point Counts (Ralph et al. 1995). The surveys identify bird species and their relative numbers at each fixed study point location (point counts). Point count methodology is well accepted and widely used in bird studies.  Each point is visited for a fixed amount of time and all birds detected within an often fixed radius are recorded. Research suggests that the amount of time spent at a sampling location increases standard error, especially at times greater than 10 minutes (Smith et al. 1997). Each count was limited to 10 minutes to minimize standard error introduced by double counting, flyovers, etc. Additionally, incidental flyovers were recorded separately from typical observations and each count was divided into three survey periods consisting of the first three minutes, minutes 3 to 5, and minutes 5 to 10. This time division was done to facilitate data analysis used to differentiate birds most likely to be permanent or temporary occupants of the study point from transients in the area surveyed.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service:  The dates selected may exclude migrants and wintering birds.  	Comment by Migratory Birds: Should capture diurnal and nocturnal bird use.  What time of day were point counts conducted?  Also, need to capture wintering and migrant birds.



Golden Eagle Surveys

The ApplicantApplicants participated in a joint program to conduct aerial surveys for golden eagles in and around Blythe and Desert Center, California. These surveys were conducted in two phases, with Phase 1 occurring on April 2-3, 2010 and Phase 2 occurring on May 14, 2010.  These surveys were conducted in accordance with applicable USFWS guidance and were designed to record and report occupancy (Phase I) and productivity (Phase II) of golden eagle nests within a ten-mile radius of four solar projects, including Sunlight’s Solar farm site. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These dates do not correlate with recommended time periods for surveys; the latter aerial survey (14 May 2010) is late to detect breeding GOEA in xeric habitats. Further, these dates are inconsistent with those reported by WRI (25-26 March and 2-3 April). Please reconcile. This also suggests that only one year of data were collected; at least 3 years of data are recommended.  



Although the primary purpose of the surveys was to conduct the first of two aerial surveys for golden eagles [Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (USFWS 2010)], the surveys also recorded data for other raptor species.  The data and results from these surveys are found in the Final Report, Golden Eagle Surveys Surrounding Four Proposed Energy Developments in the Mojave Desert Region, California (Wildlife Research Institute 2010). 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The number of aerial over-flights was recommended to be AT LEAST two flights; however, in most instances more survey work would be necessary to assess risk. Additionally, ground observations are recommended to augment data.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This document should be appended to the final ABPP. 



Raptor Nest Surveys

Surveys of the alternatives for all three main components of the Project site were conducted on April 23-24 and May 20, 2010 in accordance with draft State agency protocols for identifying raptor nests [California Energy Commission (CEC) and CDFG 2010].  These surveys include inspecting all potential structures and trees in the Project vicinity for the presence of raptor nests. The results from these nest surveys are incorporated in this document.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Again, from a chronology standpoint for desert habitat, this may be too late to be meaningful.




Bats

On February 17, 2010, Dr. Patricia Brown, desert bat expert who has conducted numerous bat surveys in the Project region, conducted a reconnaissance-level survey of the Project components. The purpose of this survey was to determine those bats species that might inhabit these project areas and to formulate avoidance and minimization measures for bat species to be used during the construction, O&M, and post-construction phases.




Incidental Sightings

During all Project biological surveys, all bird species were identified and/or tallied on standardized data forms (Ironwood Consulting 2010). These data were compiled in electronic databases and used to determine species present and variation throughout days, months and seasons.

Burrowing Owl

Phase I burrowing owl surveys were conducted in 2007 on the First Solar project components, and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Phase II focused surveys were conducted in 2008 and 2010 on the First Solar project components and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Results of these surveys are compiled in the Biological Resources Technical Report (Ironwood 2010). In addition, pre-construction surveys in September 2011 were conducted on both the solar farm and Red Bluff substation sites, following the Phase II and III protocols (Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993). 

4.3.2	Results

Results addressing the first 3three survey questions were compiled and are discussed below separately for passerines, raptors, and bats with a special discussion for special-status bird species listed on Table 1. The chart below shows those bird species that were recorded most frequently during all surveys of the solar farm site.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This table is illegible.  	Comment by Migratory Birds: What units are represented in the y-axis?  Individuals observed?  Number of observations of single birds?








Passerines

Most detections of passerine species were recorded in the morning hours between 0600 and 0800 and in the months of March and April in each year. These results are likely affected by the higher numbers of surveyors recording data during those months of the year, and that point counts were conducted in the morning hours as described in Ralph et al 1995. All passerine species were found in habitats that are present both on the solar farm site and gen-tie line, and on the SCE components; therefore any of these species may inhabit each of these Project components. Habitat quality does differ throughout the area, with the gen-tie line and SCE components in areas of sheet flow and scattered desert dry wash woodland, thus providing greater vegetation diversity and structure. The solar farm site has approximately 1,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitats that provide greater density and structure favored by most species, with the remaining approximately 2,921 acres poorer quality habitat with few species present and wide spaces between shrubs of stunted growth.	Comment by Migratory Birds: How were surveys conducted?  On foot?  From a vehicle?	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: According to the methods, surveys were only conducted in 2010. Correct?	Comment by Migratory Birds: Thought that earlier in the document, stated point counts would be taken at different times of the day.  Also, need to capture nocturnal bird use.	Comment by Migratory Birds: How was this quantified?  Aerial imagery?



Mortalities from the project are not expected with the inclusion of the avoidance and impact minimization measures required in the FEIS and discussed in Section 5.0 of this report and include protection of active nests until nest completion is documented. Avian species found on the solar farm site are highly mobile and were generally found in low numbers on the majority of the solar farm site. Thirty-eight passerine species have been recorded at the Project components (Table 3). The species indicated in bold type are special-status species discussed separately below.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Direct mortalities? Need to assess the risk of indirect effects from loss of foraging, nesting habitat and potential reproductive failure.



Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. ’Costa's hummingbirds feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 3). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  




Table 3.	Passerine Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Shouldn’t/couldn’t there be more data associated with this in a table, such as numbers of observations, behaviors, etc.? Also, observations appear to have some road-bias; per the map below (figure 3); is this a correct observation?

		Common Name

		Scientific name



		American robin

		Turdus migratorius



		Anna's hummingbird

		Calypte anna



		ash-throated flycatcher

		Myiarchus cinerascens



		barn swallow

		Hirundo rustica



		black-crowned night heron

		Nycticorax nycticorax



		black-tailed gnatcatcher

		Polioptila melanura



		black-throated sparrow

		Amphispiza bilineata



		blue-gray gnatcatcher

		Polioptila caerulea



		Brewer's blackbird

		Euphagus cyanocephalus



		Brewer's sparrow

		Spizella breweri



		Bullock's oriole

		Icterus bullockii



		common poorwill

		Phalaenoptilus nuttallii



		Costa's hummingbird

		Calypte costae



		Gambel’s quail

		Callipepla gambelii



		greater roadrunner

		Geococcyx californianus



		great-tailed grackle

		Quiscalus mexicanus



		horned lark

		Eremophila alpestris



		house finch

		Carpodacus mexicanus



		house wren

		Troglodytes aedon



		killdeer

		Charadrius vociferous



		LeConte’s thrasher

		Toxostoma lecontei



		lesser goldfinch

		Carduelis psaltria



		lesser nighthawk

		Chordeiles minor



		mourning dove

		Zenaida macroura



		northern flicker

		Colaptes auratus



		northern mockingbird

		Mimus polyglottos



		phainopepla

		Phainopepla nitens



		rock wren

		Salpinctes obsoletus



		northern rough-winged swallow

		Stelgidopteryx serripennis



		Say’s phoebe

		Sayonaris nigricans



		tree swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		verdin

		Auriparus flaviceps



		violet-green swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		western kingbird

		Tyraannus verticalis



		western meadowlark

		Sturnella neglecta



		white-crowned sparrow

		Zonotrichia leucophrys



		white-throated swift 

		Aeronautes saxatalis



		yellow-rumped warbler

		Dendroica coronata








Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 1). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  

Raptors

Thirteen raptor species (excluding common raven) are known to occur at the Project components (Table 4). The species in bold type are special-status species as shown on Table 1 with locations shown on Figure 13 for all species except burrowing owl, shown on Figure 24. Because the solar farm site and gen-tie line are located in the valley floor of the Chuckwalla Valley, most raptor species were observed as flyovers of the components as indicated on Table 4.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define flyover.



Table 4.	Raptor Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Cooper’s hawk and other nocturnal species are missing from this list and are likely to occur in the area.	Comment by Migratory Birds: Agree, need to capture nocturnal bird use.	Comment by Migratory Birds: Were these incidental observations or part of the point count data?

		

Common Name

		

Scientific Name

		Approximate Number of Individuals



		

		

		Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		Red Bluff Substation and 

Related Components



		American kestrel

		Falco sparverius

		P

		P



		burrowing owl

		Athene cunicularia

		1*7

		0*



		ferruginous hawk 

		Buteo regalis

		1 flyover

		0



		golden eagle

		Aquila chrysaetos

		0

		0



		loggerhead shrike

		Lanius ludovicianus

		23

		6



		merlin

		Falco columbarius

		P

		P



		northern harrier

		Circus cyaneus

		2 flyovers

		0



		prairie falcon

		Falco mexicanus

		4 flyovers

		0



		red-tailed hawk

		Buteo jamaicensis

		P

		P



		sharp-shinned hawk

		Accipiter striatus

		P

		P



		Swainson’s hawk

		Buteo swainsonii

		18 flyovers	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Was this a single kettle or separate observations?

		0



		turkey vulture

		Cathartes aura

		P

		P





P = present at Project component (non-special-status species were not recorded by location)	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: It says above that incidental observations were recorded, where are the data if not here? Does this mean that observations were not documented?

*see burrowing owl discussion for more information







Burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. It is also a BCC species for which the USFWS is very concerned about fragmentation and displacement effects. Burrowing owls inhabit open dry grasslands and desert scrubs, and typically nest in mammal burrows although they may use man-made structures including culverts and debris piles. In the Project region, they are resident species and exhibit strong nest site fidelity. Burrowing owls eat insects, small mammals and reptiles. 



The Phase 1I assessment for burrowing owls concluded that suitable habitat for burrowing owls existed throughout the study area. During the Phase 2II burrow surveys, numerous suitable burrows were recorded on the solar farm site; however, three records of burrowing owl sign (i.e., burrow, white wash and pellets) were observed. One group of observations, which included one individual owl and two burrows with white wash and pellets, occurred approximately 1,500 feet east of the intersection of Gen-Tie A1 and highway 177. The two other individual owl sightings occurred approximately one mile north and 0.8 mile west of the solar farm site. One owl was observed east of the Red Bluff substation.



Owls observed were all individual adults and observations occurred during both spring and fall seasons. It is expected that the owls reside within the area and there is a high potential for pairs to occur. Phase 3 surveys will be performed prior to ground disturbing activities to determine the exact number of resident owls potentially affected by construction immediately prior to these activities.



Phase II and III pre-construction surveys found one potential burrowing owl burrow on the Red Bluff substation site, and seven individual single owls on the solar farm site. The burrow on the Red Bluff substation site was determined to be unoccupied and collapsed in a storm event on September 13, 2011.





Ferruginous hawk (Buteo regalis) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. This species typically nests in northern latitudes of North America and overwinters in southern regions. Migrant ferruginous hawks are a regular but uncommon during spring and fall in the California desert regions. Within the NECO planning area, ferruginous hawks have been observed overwintering in low numbers in the lower Colorado River Valley, Yuma Basin, West Mesa, and the agricultural areas of Imperial Valley (BLM 2002). Two sightings of migrating ferruginous hawks were recorded, one within the Solar farm site and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. Both observations occurred in March 2010 and consisted of flyovers. The golden eagle surveys performed by helicopter in spring 2010 did not observe presence of this species. Based on data reviewed and observations, it is not expected that ferruginous hawks utilize the study area for nesting or overwintering. This species may forage within the study area during migration. 



Golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) is a State Species of Special Concern and Fully Protected Species, is covered under the federal Bald and itGolden Eagle Protection Act (described in Section 1.2), and is addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. Golden eagles and their primary prey species, jackrabbits, have declined in the California desert regions due to prolonged drought conditions that have persisted since 1998 (WRI 2010). Breeding in Southern California starts in December and January, nest building and egg laying in February to March, and hatching and raising the young eagles occur from April through June. Once the young eagles are flying on their own, the adult eagles will continue to feed them and teach them to hunt until late November.





No golden eagle nests were found on or adjacent to the solar farm site or other Project components. Phase I occupancy surveys conducted in April 2010 detected 13 potentially-active nests within a ten mile radius of the Solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation, as shown on Figure 35. Of these, 4 nests were within Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP), with an additional three in steep hills west and above Eagle Mountain mine, nearly within the JTNP boundaries. These are located either on BLM lands or lands owned by Eagle Mountain Mine and the Kaiser Corporation. The remaining three potential nests were located south of Interstate 10 in the Chuckwalla Mountains, approximately 3 miles west and southwest from the proposed Red Bluff Substation. One observation of a golden eagle flyover of the Chuckwalla Valley was recorded during these surveys (WRI 2010).	Comment by Migratory Birds: Is adjacent defined?	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define.  



Phase II productivity surveys determined that 12 of these 13 nests were inactive, with one active but non-reproductive nest located in the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area approximately 5 miles from the solar farm site boundary (Figure 35). No reproductive nests were located within the 10-mile radius of the solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation (WRI 2010).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Two late-season aerial surveys are insufficient to make this conclusion with any level of accuracy.  



During these surveys, there were additional raptor species observed within 10 miles of the solar farm site: turkey vultures, common ravens, prairie falcons, and Swainson’s hawks (WRI 2010).







Loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) is State Species of Special Concern and a year-round resident in parts of the Southern California desert. As a predatory bird its diet consists of insects, amphibians, small reptiles, small mammals, and other birds. One pair was observed approximately 0.2 miles northwest of the Solarsolar farm site. Observations of adults were made in both spring and fall, and one individual with first-year plumage was recorded in the fall. Based on the amount and nature of observations made during the surveys, loggerhead shrikes are year-round residents within the study area. Loggerhead shrikes were often observed perching on palo verde and ironwood trees as well as larger creosote bush shrubs and other structures including utility poles. 	Comment by Migratory Birds: Somewhat confused.  Table 4 states that 29 LOSH individuals were observed on the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line.  But only one pair was observed?  Are observations listed here incidental or were they made on point counts?  Was there any other observed breeding behavior?



Northern harrier (Circus cyaneus), a State Species of Special Concern, is a raptor species that occurs in a wide range of habitats throughout North America. In Southern California, harriers typically nest and forage in open habitats that provide adequate vegetative cover, suitable prey base, and scattered perches such as shrubs or fence posts (Shuford 2008). This species is often found near bodies of water and wetlands (CDFG 2010). Harriers are ground-nesting birds with suitable nesting habitat limited in the southern California desert (Shuford 2008). Three harriers were recorded: two within the Solar farm site, and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What sex were the Harriers which were reported; what time of year?  What were they doing?



Prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus) is State Species of Special Concern that breeds throughout the arid West from southern Canada to central Mexico. The overall distribution appears to be stable. Prairie falcons are found in areas of the dry interior where cliffs provide secure nesting sites. In the desert they are found in all vegetation types, although sparse vegetation provides the best foraging habitat. Prairie falcons were observed in the southwest corner of the solar farm site and approximately 1 mile east of the eastern boundary as flyovers. Two additional observations were recorded along the Gen-tie line, but not south of Interstate 10 (I-10) near the Red Bluff Substation alternatives or related components. During aerial surveys for golden eagles, two prairie falcons were recorded within 10 miles of the Solar farm site near the boundary of Eagle Mountain Mine and Joshua Tree National Park (WRI 2010). One location was an active, reproductive nest in 2010 with unknown nest success (Figure 3). No prairie falcon nests were observed within any Project areas.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Prairie falcons, or prairie falcon territories?  Were prairie falcons detected during any of the point counts?



Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsonii) is state-listed (threatened) raptor species that breeds in much of western North America. Within California, nesting occurs primarily in the Central Valley and northern territoriesCounties; however, regular nesting also occurs in the high desert between the Tehachapi Mountains and Lancaster. This species winters in southern South America with a migration route of over 20,000 miles (Woodbridge 2008). Arrival at breeding areas generally occurs from late February to early May depending on geographical characteristics of the breeding area (Woodbridge 2008). Nest sites have not been documented in the Sonoran Desert of California. This species was observed within the study area during migration. Three incidental records were documented on April 9, 2010 during botanical and baseline surveys. Two observations were of individual Swainson’s hawks and the third observation consisted of a group of over ten birds. All individuals were seen in flight overhead within or near the Solar Farm boundaries. Additionally, Swainson’s hawks were observed during golden eagle surveys near Chuckwalla Mountains [two individuals (March 26 and April 3, 2010)], Coxcomb Mountains [fourteen individuals (April 2, 2010)], and Palen Mountains [four individuals (March 25, 2010)] (WRI 2010). This species is not expected to nest or overwinter within the study area.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Were any fall surveys conducted?

Bats

Dr. Brown’s results indicate that pallid bats and western pipistrelles could roost in small rocks on the ground on the solar farm site alternatives. Radio-telemetry surveys have shown that hoary bats will roost in palo verde trees and ironwoods and that California leaf-nosed bats might roost in the limited areas of ironwood trees between foraging bouts. These tree species are found within the small areas of desert dry wash woodland on the gen-tie line and Red Bluff Substation and related components.



Desert dry wash woodland attracts foraging bats due to increased insect concentration.  This is especially true for California leaf-nosed bats and pallid bats that feed on large insects they glean off the foliage. Roosts for these species have been identified in mines in the Eagle and Coxcomb Mountains, both within 16 kilometers (10 miles) of the solar farm site.

4.4	Risk Assessment

Potential direct impacts could occur without the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures incorporated in to the Project through Applicant measuresMeasures and mitigation measuresMitigation Measures as described in the FEIS (see Section 1.0). Some of the measures described in this document are in addition to those presented in the FEIS as the Applicants continue to address concerns regarding avian and bat species and meet changing requirements. With the incorporation of these measures, the Project is not expected to cause any prohibited “take” or “disturbance” of any species protected by the BGEPA or MBTA.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: A more thorough analysis should support this conclusion. How will AM/MMs reduce the likelihood of take or disturbance and loss of foraging habitat? Explanations of how the applicant expects the measures to be effective in reducing take should be articulated for each section below.	Comment by Migratory Birds: Disturbance would still be an issue.



4.4.1	Site-Specific Threats

Based on the results of the site-specific surveys combined with additional regional surveys and information, the potential for take was assessed for the following site-specific threats (USFWS 2010):

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays;

2. Transmission line, power tower, meteorological tower, or guy line collision;

3. Electrocution potential;

4. Territory abandonment;

5. Nest and roost site disturbances;

6. Habitat loss and fragmentation; and

7. Disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility.



Due to the nature of the Project (as a photovoltaic solar facility) and its components, the following threats are not likely to occur:

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays,

2. Potential collisions from power towers, meterological towers, and guy lines 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Birds have been documented colliding with heliostats per McCrary et al., so the potential certainly exists here.

3. Electrocution potential	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This could occur on the gen-tie.



Potential threats from direct transmission line collisions for avian species and bats could occur without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0.



Without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0, nest and roost site disturbances and territory abandonment could occur due to direct nest removal during vegetation removal activities; and indirect disturbance from construction-related noise, lighting, and dust. 

  

Although no nests would be directly taken with the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures for the Project, habitat loss and fragmentation would occur due to the loss of approximately 4,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitat, and up to 200 acres of desert wash woodland habitat. The loss of these habitats would prevent avian and bat species from using the Project areas for foraging, nesting, or overwintering, and these species and habitat uses would likely remain in adjacent large habitat areas including those areas restricted from development between the Project and Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) and within the park itself (over 1,000,000 acres of protected adjacent similar habitats).	Comment by Migratory Birds: Yes, there is adjacent land, but that does not prevent the loss of the 4200 acres in the project areas.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Potential indirect impacts from the loss of 4K acres of foraging habitat, such as reduced reproductive output/success should be addressed in this risk assessment.



Potential disturbance due to ongoing human activity presence at the facility is likely to be extremely small because the Project is photovoltaic in nature and has no moving components. The estimatedwould be attributed to long-term human presence on the facility, which is estimated at 12-15 individuals related to security and maintenance activities, as described in the FEIS. The avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0 include measures for the O&M phase of the Project.



Impacts to bats include potential direct impacts to ground nesting species (pallid bats and western pipistrelles) and the potential for the removal of trees with activethat could support bat colonies. at the solar farm site and/or Red Bluff Substation. Indirect impacts could potentially occur from removal of foraging habitat. Indirect impacts could also potentially occur, or from increased human activity, noise, nighttime lighting, and dust. 



Although temporary construction ponds will be constructed at the solar farm site, these ponds will have netting secured around the top of the pond fencing to discourage bats and birds from using water at these ponds.

4.4.2	Cumulative Impacts

The FEIS lists those projects considered as part of the cumulative impact analysis. Cumulative effects discussed in this document include those which have been or will be carried out throughout the anticipated life of the project, and, where practicable and reasonable, should include the impacts from all threats for which the BLM and/or Applicants have some form of control. Potential long-term cumulative indirect effects include the potential removal of nesting, roosting, and foraging habitat for avian and bat species.



For passerine species, nesting and foraging habitats are focused on smaller home ranges near nest within these home ranges, using avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0 to eliminate the take of these species or active nests. The Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide similar habitats and abundant nesting and foraging opportunities for these species, therefore, cumulative effects are unlikely to be significant.   sites and available forage. As described above for site-specific threats, vegetation removal would occur	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This fails to analyze the impact of the cumulative effects of this project in addition to other projects and activities that are extant or planned in the project area and relies upon the adjacent JTNP as a “refuge”.

Cumulative effects for GOEA should be analyzed out to at least 140 miles from the project footprint.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What cumulative effects exist with regard to JTNP?  



Raptor species (excluding golden eagles and ravens) have larger home ranges and forage over large distances. Due to the development of this Project and other regional projects there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat. This loss is not expected to be significant, or cause prohibited take because it represents a small percentage of the total foraging area regionally available for these species (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for raptors, and more suitable habitats for nesting for most raptor species.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This conclusion should include a discussion of the data and what is known about raptor use in JTNP. Is it feasible that the Park can support displaced individuals and nesting pairs of various species of raptors?  



Golden eagles forage in an area extending up to 225 kilometers (140 miles) from the Project boundaries.their territory centroids. Although there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat from the development of alternative energy projects and other regional projects discussed in the FEIS, this loss is not expected to be significant, or to cause prohibited “disturbance” or “taking,” because it is only a small percentage of the total foraging area (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provides appropriate habitats for nesting (which the Project dies not), and appropriate habitats for foraging.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This is incorrect; 140 miles is considered to be the average dispersal distance of young, and does not indicate the forage distance from a nest site.    In xeric habitat, GOEA are believed to forage out to 10 miles from their territory centroid.   In instances of higher quality, undisturbed habitat that has presence of rabbits/hares/scurids, the forage distance may be less.   	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The document should include an analysis of the amount of habitat that will be lost to construction of proposed projects using FWS guidance; i.e. within 140 air miles. The list of proposed ground-disturbing projects, in addition to extant sources of mortality/disturbance is extensive, and should be considered in light of extant GOEA habitat availability. Additionally, GOEA are more sensitive to human disturbance; therefore, fragmentation of habitats may have a more pronounced effect on individuals and populations.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define; GOEA have particular habitat preferences.



For bat species, potential cumulative impacts are discussed for an area 16 kilometers (10 miles) from the boundaries of the Proposed Project. These include the potential for combined direct effects of the removal of individuals and occupied nests of ground nesting species such as pallid bats and western pipistrelles from project construction. In addition, the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for bats, and many areas that are more suitable habitats for nesting for bat species.








5.0.	Project Design Conservation Measures	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Suggest moving any applicable FEIS mitigation measures each respective section below so that the statements made herein are substantiated.

The Applicants have sited and designed the Project components to avoid and minimize impacts to avian and bat species whenever possible. All discussions below of macro- and micro-siting considerations, nest site buffers and conservation measures during the construction and O&M phases of the Project will apply to both Applicants and all Project components.



The Applicants have worked to site Project components to have the least impacts to bird and bat populations with the goal of avoiding any take of migratory birds and bats and/or minimize the loss, destruction, or degradation of migratory bird and bat habitat by placing projects in areas of lower quality habitat to the maximum extent practicable. 

5.1	Project Siting

The process of siting of Project components included both macro- and micro-siting considerations.

5.1.1	Macro-Siting

Macro-siting considerations for the Project components were conducted in 2007 during initial surveys, and were refined in 2008 after the collection of the initial large data sets for the Project. In 2007, Pinto Wash, which bisects the requested Right-of-Way grant, was removed from development consideration. At this time, other larger areas of desert wash woodland were also removed from site consideration because these habitats support greater vegetation structure, density and diversity and are likely to support greater numbers of species and individuals than other habitats in the ROW area. Macro-siting considerations for the Project components also included the avoidance of:



· Locations with federally or state listed, or otherwise designated sensitive species, and areas managed for the conservation of listed species

Project components avoid DWMAs, CHU, and ACECs to the extent possible and were sited in the area of lowest known concentration for special-status species available.

· Areas frequently used for daily bird and bat movements (i.e., areas between roosting and feeding sites)

Areas of desert wash woodland were identified and avoided by Project components to the greatest extent possible, particularly the avoidance of larger expanses of this habitat found in the Pinto and Big Wash areas.

· Breeding and wintering eagle use areas

These areas were identified and avoided for all Project components. Valley floor areas such as the proposed Solar farm site do not provide wintering or breeding habitatnest or roost sites for eagles, but may provide foraging habitat for resident and non-resident golden eagles and other raptor species.

· Known migration flyways for birds and bats

Pinto Wash is a known bat migration corridor with impacts to this area avoided by the siting of the Solar farm site.

· Areas near known bat hibernacula, breeding, and maternity/nursery colonies

No known areas are found with the footprint of the Project components.

· Fragmentation of large, contiguous tracts of wildlife habitat (Canadian Wildlife Service 2006a and 2006b)



Many desert special status avian and bat species require large undisturbed areas that are highly sensitive to fragmentation effects. In siting the Project components, all areas with greater vegetation structure, density and diversity were avoided or reduced to the extent possible. These areas included desert wash woodlands and areas of creosote bush scrub that overlay stabilized geological features and support greater density and diversity of vegetation.

5.1.2	Micro-Siting

Micro-siting considerations for the Project components were begun in 2008 and actively continued as further wildlife surveys were conducted and through informal meetings with the BLM, USFWS and CDFG throughout the Project’s planning process. The siting of the solar farm was further reduced between the Draft EIS and FEIS in response to concerns from the public and agencies involved in the process. Beyond continuing to refine the boundaries of the solar farm, additional considerations of micro-siting included:

· Avoiding features that attract raptors (areas supporting tall perching structures including trees, utility poles, etc.)



+By avoiding minimizing impacts to desert wash woodland areas and avoiding Pinto Wash, the Projectsolar farm avoided areas with tree layers. TheIn addition, the Applicants have designed features to reduce perching by raptors whenever possible.

· Avoiding features that attract migrant birds (e.g., water sources, riparian vegetation) Minimize the potential for enhancing habitats suitable for raptor prey species such as rodents that would likely attract raptors to the project site



Project components are not adjacent to landscape features that attract migrant birds such as water sources. Project construction and O&M phases will minimize the potential for creating habitats suitable for rodents, such as rock piles, that could attract raptors.

5.2	Buffer Zones

Buffer zones have been established through the FEIS Applicant and Mitigation Measures to protect raptor and other bird nests, areas of high bird and bat use, and known bat roosts from disturbance related to the construction of the solar farm. 



Clearance surveys will be conducted within 30 days prior to vegetation removal in project areas to locate any active nests, burrowing owl burrows, or bat roosts. Vegetation removal will occur outside of the breeding season for special-status bird and bats species to the extent possible. If any active nests, roosts or burrows are located during these surveys, buffer zones will be established as described in the FEIS to protect these areas.



A Lead Avian and Bat Biologist, working under the Designated Biologist, will be assigned to ensure all buffer zones are correctly established and to monitor nest activity and determine when each nest or burrowing owl burrow has fledged or failed. This individual will also be responsible for all data collected for these buffer zones, nests, roosts and burrows.




5.2.1	Passerines

Buffer distances for passerine nests will consider species, terrain, habitat type, and activity level as these features relate to the bird alert distance and bird flight initiation distance (Whitfield et al. 2008). Buffer size distance was coordinated throughout the FEIS process and is established in the FEIS as established at approximately 100 meters from any active nest (330 feet). The Lead Avian Biologist will may determine that a smaller or larger distance is necessary under individual circumstances such as topography and type of construction activities. 



The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the Lead Avian Biologist has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.

5.2.2	Raptors and Eagles

Project-related disturbances such as construction noise, lighting and dust will be avoided within 500 feet from the solar farm site forof an active raptor nest and within one mile for an active eagle nest (excluding common ravens). Any changes in this buffer distance would be determined by the Lead Avian Biologist for the Project and submitted to USFWS, BLM, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components) for approval. Any nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.



For the Red Bluff substation and related components, the specific landscape features of steep terrain and ridgelines between construction activities and nest sites may dictate reduced buffers (Richardson and Miller 1997).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please clarify how this reference justifies a reduced buffer; 1-mile buffers may be insufficient to ensure reproductive success given the anthropogenic activity at the scale of this project.

Also, this paper is not primary source, but a compilation of multiple other papers are dated and may not reflect current scientific understanding of eagles and sensitivity to disturbance. 



Surveys for golden eagle nests will be conducted during each year of construction that occurs within the nesting season. These surveys will be completed in accordance with current USFWS guidance and protocols (currently Pagel et al. 2010) under the Golden Eagle Surveys and Nest Site Monitoring Plan discussed below in Section 7.0.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Monitoring of non-breeding eagles outside of the nesting season should also be conducted. Monitoring of documented territories should continue post project construction to determine if nesting territories continue to be occupied, or are abandoned due to direct, indirect or cumulative effects of the project implementation.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: It is our understanding that surveys for GOEA were not conducted in 2011; one season of limited survey days does not provide a robust data set. Pagel et al. 2010 appears to have been misinterpreted with regard to eagle surveys.  The existing data lack additional breeding information, knowledge of non-breeding GOEA, and habitat use at or near the project area, thereby making the analysis of direct, indirect, and cumulative effects and risk characterization for GOEA suspect.

5.2.3	Burrowing Owls

For burrowing owls, Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction unit and within a 150-meter (500 foot) buffer area. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 100 meters (330 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged. Outside the nesting season or after determining a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within 1 mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls using accepted methods for excluding owls from burrows such as one-way doors or otherwise ensuring owls are not in burrows while burrows are collapsed; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation, including the number and original location of each owl, and known additional locations for each individual.

5.2.4	Bats

Construction activities will avoid any bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula found during clearance surveys. No bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula have been located during surveys conducted at the Project components between 2008 and 2011. Appropriate buffer distances will be established by the Lead Avian Biologist in consideration of the disturbance type, distance to roost or hibernacula, time of year of, and the duration of the disturbance.

5.3	Appropriate Facility Design	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Again, applicable FEIS measures should be incorporated here for better readability of the document.

Many conservation measures have been incorporated into the design of Project facilities, as suggested in USFWS 2010, in an attempt to reduce the potential effects of Project on avian and bat populations, including:



1. Avoid using lattice-type structures, placing external ladders and platforms on towers to minimize perching and nesting.

The use of lattice towers, platforms, and ladders will be minimized to the extent practicable. The use of lattice structures will only be used on the solar farm site for a lookout tower, which will be frequently used (this deterring use by raptors and other birds), and will be frequently checked for the presence of nests. 



Although lattice structures will be used by SCE for their Project components, these will be in an area designated as a utility corridor that currently supports numerous transmission lines, including those on lattice towers, such as DPV1. The Project would not cause a significant increase on the number of lattice towers within this corridor.



2. Implement measures to reduce or buffer adverse noise effects associated with operation of the facility on surrounding wildlife habitat. Noise impacts to birds (Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008) have generally been found to be negative; therefore facility design should take this fact into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats.

The Project utilizes photovoltaic panel technology which has little potential for noise impacts. Noise effects have been extensively studiesstudied and includeincluded in the FEIS, and continued noise monitoring will be conducted during construction. Noise impacts during construction would include noise generated from the operation of construction equipment and construction vehicles. The O&M phase of the Project would have little or no noise for both the solar farm and SCE components.



3. Avoid the use of guy wires for all meteorological towers and do not light them unless the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requires them to be lit, which is generally >60 meters (>199 ft) AGL in height. Any necessary guy wires should be marked with recommended bird deterrent devices (APLIC 1994, USFWS 2000).

No meteorological towers or guy wires or line are included in the Project.



4. If structures (>60 meters [>199 ft] AGL) require lights for aviation safety, the minimum amount of pilot warning and obstruction avoidance lighting specified by the FAA should be used (FAA 2007). All lights within the facility should illuminate synchronously. Lighting of the boundary of the facility is most important as an aviation safety warning. Unless otherwise requested by the FAA, use only the minimum number of strobed, strobe-like or blinking red incandescent lights of minimum intensity. No steady burning lights should be used on facility infrastructures (Gehring et al. 2009).

Any such lighting at the Project facilities would follow this guidance. SCE facilities are not planned greater than 185 feet in height.



5. Facility lights should be focused downward to reduce skyward illumination. Lights should be equipped with motion detectors to reduce continuous illumination. 

All lighting used at Projectboth the solar farm and SCE project facilities will be downcast and would be used only when necessary, when appropriate by installing motion detectors, depending on safety concerns. The projectsolar farm has prepared a Lighting Mitigation Plan in consultation with the Night Sky Program Manager for the National Park Service in order to limit skyward illumination. 



6. Where feasible, place electric power lines underground or on the surface as insulated, shielded wire to avoid electrocution of birds. Use recommendations of the Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) for any required above-ground lines, transformers, or conductors.

Power lines will be in accordance with Avian Power Line Interaction Committee guidelines. 



7. Avoiding the creation of roads to minimize further loss and fragmentation of migratory bird habitat.

New roads associated with Project activities will be kept to a minimum. Roads associated with the solar farm site will be within the Project fence. Roads associated with the gen-tie line have been designed to be the shortest distance possible, such as using spur roads to tower sites from Kaiser Road instead of the creation of a new road along the gen-tie line. Red Bluff substation and related components will use existing roads to the maximum extent possible.



8. If evaporation ponds are required for the operation of the facility, placement of netting over the surface of the ponds is encouraged to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface.

Temporary construction ponds will be used only during the construction phase and will be covered with netting to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface. These ponds are not used for evaporation.  



9. Reducing the attractiveness of solar reflectors to polarotactic water insects (those attracted to polarized light) (Horvath et al. 2010) will help reduce the attractiveness of these facilities to birds and bats. 

Monitoring conducted during the construction and O&M phases of the Project is discussed in Section 7.0 and will assist in determining whether the Project’s photovoltaic panels attract water insects, which in turn could attract birds and bats. If it is determined that water insect are attracted to these facilities, BLM, USFWS, and CDFG will be contacted to determine appropriate adaptive management techniques to reduce this threat.


6.0	Conservation Measures

The conservation measures discussed in this section include those in the FEIS and those presented in USFWS guidance (2010).

6.1	Construction Phase Conservation Measures

Conservation measures that will be implemented by the Project that relate to bird conservation include:

1. Minimize permanent disturbance area such as creating unneeded access roads. Construction of the gen-tie line and other linear Project features will avoid vegetation clearing, and grading whenever possible.

2. All vegetationVegetation within the Project footprint that will be disturbed will be cleared outside of the bird breeding season to the maximum extent practicable. If the Project plans vegetation removal within the bird breeding season, it would be because desert tortoise (a federally and state threatened species) tortoise protection measures and timing may take precedence, or that reason for work to be completed during the breeding season were beyond the Applicant’sApplicant's’ control. If such an occurrence happenedhappens, the Applicants wouldwill communicate with BLM, USFWS, and CDFG that all reasonable and practicable efforts to complete work outside the bird breeding season were attempted.

When vegetation removal cannot take place outside of the breeding season and a reasonable explanation was provided to BLM, USFWS and CDFG, the Lead Avian Biologist or a person under their direct supervision would be on site during construction activities to locate active nests, establish avoidance buffers around active nests, watch for new nesting activity, and if necessary stop construction when noise and general activity threaten to disturb an active nest.  All active nests of protected birds (e.g., MBTA, ESA, state protected) would not be disturbed until after nest outcome is complete.

3. During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active nest locations would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 330 feet (100 meters) as discussed in the Project’s FEIS. Buffer areas may be larger if the Project’s lead Avian Biologist determines the need for a larger buffer area due to type of activity, species, or habitat considerations. Regardless of seasonal timing of construction, active nests will be flagged and nests avoided, with special attention paid to the nesting season of most avian species (February 15 – May 15). Avoidance areas will remain in place until it is determined that nest outcome is complete.

During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active bat colonies would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 165 feet (50 meters). Whenever possible, these areas will be avoided by construction activities. 

4. Discussions of nest avoidance for passerines, raptors, and golden eagles will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will be included in the Worker Environmental Awareness Plan (WEAP) training briefings. Bat colony avoidance discussions will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will also be included in WEAP training briefings. Training will include identification of avoidance areas and requirements for these areas.

5. The Project will follow APLIC guidelines for overhead utilities (APLIC 1994) to the extent practicable.). SCE structures will be built with sufficient conductor separation and other protection devices.

6. Construction activities will be conducted in a manner consistent with reducing fire danger.

7. During construction, all trash will be removed promptly and disposed of properly to avoid creating attractive nuisances for birds and bats.

8. Appropriate control measures will be implemented to prevent the introduction and spread of invasive plant species with and surrounding the project area (see the Project’s Integrated Weed Management Plan – Ironwood Consulting, 2010).

9. Only plants native to the area for will be used seeding or planting during habitat revegetation and/or restoration efforts.

10. As part of this document, a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan (Section 7.1.2) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-5 in the FEIS. This plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such overhead power lines and solar panels. 

11. As part of this document, a Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan (Section 7.1.3) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-6 in the FEIS. 

6.2	Operations and Maintenance Conservation Measures

During the O&M phase of the Project, conservation measures will be used to reduce the attractiveness of the facility to breeding, migrating, and wintering birds and bats to ensure mortality is minimized:

1. The Project will not create or maintain attraction features for birds and /or bats by removing and disposing of road kills near the Project of carrion that attracts raptors and other scavengers to the site, regularly removing vegetation around larger facilities such as substations to reduce raptor foraging, and eliminating open water sources after the construction phase of the Project. 

2. The Project will minimize the use of lighting that could attract migrating birds and bats (feeding on concentrations of insects at lights). All nighttime lighting will be within 800 meters (0.5 mile) of the Project facilities. Lighting will be kept to the minimum level necessary for safety and security. High intensity, steady burning, bright lights such as sodium vapor or spotlights will not be used on Project facilities.

3. The Project will minimize anthrogenicanthropogenic noise which been found to be negative for birds (e.g., Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008), though not all species are affected to the same degree (Brumm 2004). Therefore facility design should take this into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats. During the operation of these energy facilities, means to buffer, muffle, or otherwise dampen any anthropogenic noise pollution that exceeds ambient noise should be fully explored.


7.0	Post-Construction Monitoring 

The objective of post-construction monitoring is to validate the pre-construction risk assessment and to provide data for the Applicants to use in implementing adaptive management based on the monitoring results.  All of the measures in this section apply to both Applicants.



Monitoring objectives include:

1. Estimating bird and bat fatalities due to Project related activities.

2. Assessing bird use of evaporation ponds.

3. Assessing changes in bird and bat behavior due to all aspects of facility operation (noise, lighting, etc.).

4. Assessing territorial abandonment, nest avoidance, and changes in population status within and adjacent to the project footprint.

5. Assessing whether conservation measures implemented for the project were adequate.

7.1	Monitoring Design

7.1.1	Duration and Timing

This program will be conducted during construction and for at least 3 years post-construction during the operations and maintenance phase of the Proposed Project to attempt to capture differences in parameters due to seasonal and annual variability. The monitoring program will be extended to 5 years post-construction or longer, if:

1. Mortality level triggers are reached or (more than 40 individual birds have been killed or injured that were attributable to activities at the solar farm and related components, or 10 at SCE project components); or 	Comment by Migratory Birds: How was this determined?

2. The Project resultsAny project activities result in the mortality otake of a listed species or eagle. 



Monitoring will include data collection during breeding, wintering, and migration periods because bird and bat use of areas will vary seasonally.	Comment by Migratory Birds: Should capture nocturnal bird use

7.1.2	Study Components

The long-term monitoring program for measuring raptor and bat incidence at the Project site will consist of:

1. Recording incidental sightings, 

2. Mortality studies by implementing the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan

3. Conducting seasonal point counts, and 	Comment by Migratory Birds: Should capture wintering, breeding, and migrant bird use

4. Conducting annual nest surveys. 

Incidental Sightings

Throughout the construction and operation phases of the Proposed Project, all incidental sightings of special-status bird species, and all raptors and bats will be recorded. During construction, all sightings will be recorded by biological monitors. The Lead Avian Biologist will be tasked with keeping records and reporting these results (as described in Section 7.4).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please clarify how data from incidental sightings will be used (or not used).




Mortality Studies (Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan)

Mortality Studies will be conducted within all Projectsolar farm and SCE project components to determine any monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such the gen-tie line and, solar panels. , or SCE facilities. 



Study methodology includes:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This section should be more detailed including specific methods, sample sizes, and quantification to ascertain searcher efficiency and inherent survey bias’.

1. Selection of study sites for both solar farm and SCE project components,

2. Mortality searches at each study site, including accepted methodology and frequency

3. Reporting and adaptive management

Selection of Study Sites

These studies will be conducted at a minimum of twelve study sites within solar farm and related components and within a minimum of three control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the study area. All areas of the Red Bluff Substation accessible will be included, as well as two sites selected along the access road and loop-in area; and two along the distribution line, with one control site related to the SCE project components.

Mortality Searches

Mortality surveys will be completed weeklybi-monthly post-construction in each Project phasestudy site for a period of 1one year. After one year, these studies will be conducted monthly for at least an additional two years, completing the 3three-year post-construction monitoring period. These studies will be conducted at a minimum of 12 sites within all Project componentsfollow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and within a minimumwill include an assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, and a carcass collection protocol and an assessment of 3 control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the Project areascarcass scavenger rates.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This is unclear. Please revise. Also, see USFWS mortality monitoring protocol.



These studies will follow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and will include:

· An assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, 

· A carcass collection protocol and an assessment of carcass scavenger rates, and 

· Detailed specifications on data (see data collection flow charts and example data sheets submitted to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG), 





Data will be collected using handheld data recorders and/or paper data sheets. All data will be scanned and entered into the Project database that will be submitted as part of the annual reporting for both the solar farm and the SCE project components. Reporting will be conducted as described in Section 7.4 below.



If monitoring determines that bird mortality caused by solar facilities may be having potentially adverse impacts on special-status bird avian populations (by exceeding mortality triggers discussed above), the ApplicantApplicants will implement adaptive management strategies such as installing additional bird flight diverters alterations to project components that have been identified as key mortality features. If adaptive management actions are implemented, mortality studies will continue for an additional year post-construction until a reduction in mortality to a level comparable to control sites is documented.

Seasonal Point Counts

Point Counts will continue to be conducted using the same methods that were used in baseline point counts (Section 3.0). These point counts will be conducted once during each season of each year (excluding summer) during construction and for the 3-year post-construction period.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This method should be updated; point counts as currently described have no utility for GOEA or raptor observation, and should not be used for these species.	Comment by Migratory Birds: As noted in previous comments, should capture wintering, breeding, and migrant bird use, as well as nocturnal and diurnal bird use.




Nest Surveys

Annual nest surveys will be conducted each spring during construction between March 15 and June 1, using two surveys separated by at least 30 days. All Project-related infrastructure (e.g.; fence posts, transmission towers, and buildings) would be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. Nest locations may also be detected via incidental sightings or during point count surveys.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please provide data which suggests that most passerines are attending their nests during this time period; include citation.



During nest surveys, the ground under all raptor and raven nests will be inspected for the presence shells of juvenile tortoises or other evidence or predation of desert tortoise. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These surveys should also include utility poles.

7.1.3	Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan 

In addition to project-specific mortality monitoring studies the ProjectApplicants will monitor golden eagles separately to ensure that potential take (e.g., mortality and habitat disturbance) golden eagles mortality is adequately assessed. For each year during construction, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities will be conducted to determine whether any territory is active occupied (Pagel et al. 2010). Data collected during the inventory shall include: 

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



If an occupied nest is detected during construction within 10 miles of any Project component, the Applicant for that component will implement adaptive management strategies in cooperation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG (and CPUC if an SCE component) for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles (Pagel et al. 2010). Triggers for additional adaptive management requirements will include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, such as agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define and describe.  

7.2	Nest Management	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Per the guidance, “Each facility should have protocols in place on how to manage nests established on any part of the facility (see APLIC 2006). Eagle nests should be addressed per the Service’s 2007 National Bald Eagle Management Guidelines” This is not articulated here or in section 7.1.

Project facilities will manage nests established on any part of the facility as described throughout this document. Eagle nests will be addressed as described in Section 7.1 above.

7.3	Risk Assessment Validation

Using data collected throughout this process, the ProjectApplicants will attempt to validate the identified risks of the project. The validation process will consider:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: But how will these questions be answered?

1. Whether the documented mortality rate post-construction is higher, lower, or as expected, compared to the pre-construction risk assessment.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will this be determined?  The initial data were collected late in the season; therefore, the baseline is not well established.

2. Whether conservation measures are adequate to minimize bird and/or bat mortality to the maximum extent practicable? 

3. Would additional conservation measures be likely to reduce mortality rates?

4. Do documented mortality rates trigger adaptive management actions?



The results of this validation assessment would be discussed in Project reporting, described in Section 7.4 below.

7.4	Reporting

Quarterly e-mail summaries of all biological monitoring activities will be submitted to BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CDFGCPUC (for SCE project components) by the Designated Biologist. One section of these summaries will focus on reporting for the long-term monitoring program for raptors (including owls) and bats. This section will include results of the study components of monitoring conducted during the previous quarter, and a discussion of any unusual circumstances noted. These reports may also include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.

 

On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to the BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for the BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG,CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE project components) in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1 of each year. This annual report will summarize all quarterly reports and be submitted via e-mail by the Designated Biologist. After this report is submitted, an annual meeting will be held between the BLM, USFWS, Applicants, CDFG, and CDFGCPUC to review the annual monitoring report and discuss monitoring results and conservation measures, including any adaptive management implemented or recommended.






8.0	Key Resources and References

8.1	Key Resources

Key resources include the team of proponent personnel, biological monitors and agency personnel who will work together to ensure the success of the protection, avoidance, and minimization of impacts to bird and bat species during the construction and operations and maintenance phases of the Project. The names and contact information for key personnel are provided below.



Project Proponents

Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC

1111 Broadway St, 4th Floor

Oakland, CA 94607

(510) 625-7400

Contact:  Amanda Beck

ABeck@firstsolar.com



Southern California Edison

1218 South 5th Avenue

Monrovia, CA 91016

(626) 260-6040

Contact: Paul Yamazaki

Paul.Yamazaki@sce.com


Biological Monitoring

Ironwood Consulting

1412 S. Center St.

Redlands, CA 92373

(909) 798-0330

Contact: Kathy Simon

Kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com



Bureau of Land Management

California Desert District Office

22835 Calle San Juan De Los Lagos

Moreno Valley, CA 92553-9046

(951) 697-5223

Contact: Kim Marsden

Kim_Marsden@BLM.gov 





U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office

6010 Hidden Valley Rd., 101

Carlsbad, CA 92011

760.431.9440 x 354 phone

Contact: Jody Fraser

jody_fraser@fws.gov



California Department of Fish and Game

Inland Deserts Region

3602 Inland Empire Blvd Suite C220

Ontario, CA 91764

(909) 484-0167

Contact: Magdalena Rodriguez

mcrodriguez@dfg.ca.gov
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1.0	INTRODUCTIONIntroduction 

This section provides a brief summary of the project description for the Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC (ApplicantSunlight) and Southern California Edison (SCE) project (jointly the “Applicants”). A complete description of the project is found in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project California Desert Conservation Area Plan Amendment and Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) (BLM 2011).



The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) issued of a right-of-way (ROW) grant authorizing the construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (Project). The Project covers less than 4,176 acres (ac) and is located in Riverside County, California, approximately 6 miles north of the rural community of Desert Center and approximately (10.5 kilometers or 6.5 miles north of the Interstate 10 corridor (Figure 1). The Project consists of three main components 1) a 550-megawatt (MW) solar photovoltaic (PV) generating facility (Solar Farm), 2) a 220-kilovolt (kV) generation interconnection line (Gen-tie line), and 3) a 500/220-kV substation and substation related components (the Red Bluff Substation) (Figure 2). While the Red Bluff substation is included as part of this project description for planning and environmental considerations, it would be constructed, owned, and operated by SCE, not by the ApplicantSunlight.



The Applicant and SCEApplicants have prepared this Avian and Bat Protection Plan in accordance with regulatory agency guidance, including:

· U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Pacific Southwest Region’s Region8 Interim Guidelines for the Development of a Project Specific Avian and Bat Protection Plan for Solar Energy Plants and Related Transmission Facilities.   

· Avian and Bat Protection Plan Guidelines developed jointly by Edison Electric Institute’s Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) 

· Additional Interim Guidelines from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS 2000, 2003, 2010). 

· Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO Plan, BLM and the California Department of Fish and Game- CDFG 2002).



1.1	Purpose of the Avian and Bat Protection Plan

The Avian and Bat Protection Plan (ABPP) delineates a program designed to reduce the risks that result from bird and bat interactions due to actions performed by Sunlight in the construction and operation of the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line; and by SCE in the construction and operation of their project components (Red Bluff Substation and associated access road, distribution line and telecommunications site). The ABPP also identifies the avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures that will be implemented over the life of the project, as well as long-term monitoring strategies and an adaptive management program. The overall goal of this ABPP is to avoid, reduce, and ultimately eliminate bird and bat mortality to the extent possible. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: For informational purposes, this plan is now called “Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy”; if the applicant intends to pursue a GOEA permit, an Eagle Conservation Plan would also be necessary.



The objectives of this ABPP are as follows:

· Describe the process of surveys and siting decisions to date, including identifying baseline conditions for avian and bat species present in the area of the Project components. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Survey methods, techniques, and qualifications of surveyors, as well as a thorough analysis of data leading to risk characterization of direct, indirect and cumulative effects is an integral part of this plan and should be included or expanded upon in each respective section.

· Identify activities during construction and operationsal and maintenance (O&M) that may increase the potential of adverse effects to passerine, raptor, and bat species on and adjacent to the Project components.

· Specify steps that will be taken to avoid, minimize and mitigate any potential adverse effects to these species, including thresholds for adaptive management.

· Detail long-term monitoring and reporting goals for the Project.



Ironwood Consulting, Inc.	4







The following Applicant measures (AM) and mitigation measures (MM) from the FEIS are incorporated into this plan.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Per previous comment, all of these measures should be integrated into the body of the plan below. Consolidating the measures would make the document easier to read.



AM-WIL-3. Avian and Bat Protection Plan. This Plan will be prepared and implemented by the Applicants to specify necessary actions to be taken to protect nesting bird and bat species. The following measures will be implemented by the Applicants to protect burrowing owls in the Project locations during construction:



1. Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction area as recommended by the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The same methods should be used to detect nesting and wintering BUOW.



2. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 75 meters (250 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). Initial avoidance buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on the type of construction activity as approved by CDFG or USFWS. Outside nesting season or after determining that a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within one mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation.



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicants to protect nesting bird species in the Project locations during construction which are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and California Fish and Game Code Sections 3503 and 3513:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Any efforts to detect state and federally listed bird species that may utilize habitats within and near the project footprint should be articulated.



1. Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and in adjacent habitat areas and any nests observed will be identified and clearly marked. For passerines, an exclusion area where construction will not be allowed to commence will be established approximately 100 meters (330 feet) from any active nest. For raptors (other than golden eagles), the exclusion area will be established approximately 170 meters (500 feet) from any active nest (excluding nests of the common raven). For golden eagles, the exclusion area will be established approximately 1.6 kilometers (one mile) from any active nest. Initial protective buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on type of construction activity and bird species and per approval by CDFG or USFWS. Nests will be checked within one week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or young have fledged.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Include citation.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please define methodology and frequency.



2. Vegetation clearing will be conducted outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

3. Biological monitors will be present on-site during all phases of construction and will be tasked with monitoring avian nesting in adjacent habitats. If nests are found, the same procedures would be used as discussed above for pre-construction surveys. 



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicant to protect roosting bats in the Project locations during construction: Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and adjacent habitat areas and any active bat colonies will be identified and clearly marked. An exclusion area will be established approximately 50 meters (165 feet) from any active colony, and whenever possible, these areas will be avoided during construction activities.



For five years post-construction, the Applicant will record incidental sightings of raptors and bats in the Project locations. In addition, the Applicant will conduct nest surveys within the Project locations at least twice each spring between March 1 and June 1, separated by at least 30 days where all project-related infrastructure will be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. The Applicant will submit quarterly status reports via email to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG. On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1st of each year. These reports may include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Is this for raptors?   If so, 01 March – 01 June in xeric habitats is too late; earlier nesting chronologies are probably more relevant. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define. How will this information be used? If it is incidental, what inferences may be gained from these ‘data.’



AM-WIL-4, Construction Water Storage Pond Design. The temporary construction water ponds shall be designed, constructed, and operated in compliance with all applicable regulatory requirements with respect to design, operation, and maintenance, protection of migratory waterfowl, and raven management. This includes following provisions in the FEIS under the common raven management plan and includes the following specific measures to discourage ravens:



· Using anti-perching devices around the perimeter of each pond to exclude ravens and other birds from accessing the edge of the ponds to drink.

· Lining the ponds and maintaining two feet of freeboard in the ponds at all times

· Designing the ponds with interior side slopes at a 33 percent slope (3:1, horizontal:vertical)

· Netting will be used to cover ponds when not in use to reduce avian access. Appropriate material will be used to ensure that nocturnal bird species and bats will not become entangled in the netting.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please describe what type of netting will be used and ensure that it has proven effective for similar purposes. Demonstrate that entanglement in the net by birds and other wildlife will not be an issue.

· At least 60 days prior to construction, the Applicant shall submit to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG, the proposed locations and design of the ponds, including how many ponds would be operational at a time, specific design features to discourage ravens, and a plan for immediately addressing problems with pond design. During construction, the ponds shall be monitored daily to ensure that anti-raven measures are successful. All ponds will be dismantled at the end of construction.



SCE does not have construction water storage ponds in its project components.






MM-WIL-5. Prepare and Implement a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. Prior to the issuance of a ROW retain a BLM-approved, qualified biologist to prepare a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan in consultation with CDFG and USFWS. This plan shall follow the Avian Protection Plan guidelines outlined by USFWS and APLIC. The plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such feeder/distribution lines and solar panels.  



The Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan shall include at a minimum: 

· Detailed specifications on data, 

· A carcass collection protocol, and 

· A rationale justifying the proposed schedule of carcass searches, and

· Seasonal trials to assess bias from carcass removal by scavengers as well as searcher bias.



During construction and for one year following the beginning of the solar farm operation the biologist shall submit annual reports to BLM, CDFG, and USFWS describing the dates, durations, and results of monitoring and data collection. The annual reports shall provide a detailed description of any project-related bird or wildlife deaths or injuries detected during the monitoring study or at any other time and data collected for the study of polarized light impacts on insectivorous birds. The report shall analyze any project-related bird fatalities or injuries detected, and provide recommendations for future monitoring and any adaptive management actions needed.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Reporting requirements should be consistent throughout the document. Below, reporting is required beyond one year.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Reporting to regulatory agencies of avian mortality should be within 24 hours -5 days of mortality; take of birds is not a permitted activity.  



Thresholds will be determined in this ABPP and approved by BLM, CDFG and USFWS. If BLM determines that bird mortality caused by solar have been identified as key mortality features, or implement other appropriate actions approved by BLM and regulatory agencies based on the findings of the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. If mitigation actions are required, the annual reporting shall continue until BLM, in consultation with CDFG and USFWS, determines whether more years of monitoring are needed, and whether additional mitigation and adaptive management measures are necessary.



MM-WIL-6. Prepare and Implement Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring, and Adaptive Management. For each year after commencement of construction \, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities shall be conducted to determine if whether any territory is active. Survey methods for the inventory shall be as described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. A nesting territory or shall be considered occupied or unoccupied based on criteria in Pagel et al. (2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. Data collected during the inventory shall include at least the following: 	Comment by Migratory Birds: Please specify how many years inventory will be conducted.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will non-breeding eagles (juveniles, subadults, floaters during breeding and non-breeding season be monitored and addressed?

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan: If an occupied nest (as defined by Pagel et al. 2010) is detected within 10 miles of any project component, the Project owner or SCE shall prepare and implement a Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles. The monitoring methods shall be consistent with those described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall be prepared in consultation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). It shall be implemented by Desert Sunlight or SCE, according to project component; and each Applicant shall designate a biologist, to be approved by BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). Triggers for adaptive management shall include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, including but not limited to: agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall include a description of adaptive management actions, which shall include, but not be limited to, cessation of construction activities that are deemed by the Designated Biologist to be the source of golden eagle disturbance.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will those activities be identified independently from other non-project related occurrences (i.e. territorial eagle disputes, anthropogenic recreation, research/monitoring effects, etc.?



1.2	Legal Drivers

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA), National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) provide the primary legal bases for this ABPP. The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 703, et seq.) prohibits the taking, killing, possession, transportation and importation of migratory birds, their eggs, parts, and nests, except when authorized by the USFWS. Because MBTA does not provide a specific mechanism to authorize “incidental” take, proponents often should work proactively with the Service to avoid and minimize the potential take of species. 



The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 668-668d) protects bald and golden eagles.  Through a new regulation (50 CFR § 22.26), the Service can authorize take of bald and golden eagles when the take is associated with, but not the purpose of, an otherwise lawful activity, and cannot practicably be avoided. Thus, these new regulations provide a mechanism where take of eagles can be legally authorized.  



Under the National Environmental Policy Act (42 USC §§ 4321-4370h), federal agencies such as BLM are required to prepare a detailed environmental impact statement (EIS) for any major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment. An EIS must include an examination of the environmental impacts of a proposed project, a reasonable range of alternatives for a project and other related matters. BLM authorization of a right-of-way (ROW) grant for the Project would require a land use plan amendment (PA) to the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan (BLM 1980), as amended. In addition, DOE will consider Sunlight’s application for a loan guarantee under Title XVII of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EP Act 05), as amended by Section 406 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Public Law (PL) 111-5 (the “Recovery Act”).



The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has discretionary authority to issue the Permit to Construct (PTC) for SCE’s Red Bluff Substation, a portion of the Project. As allowed by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15221, the CPUC intends to use this EIS to provide the environmental review required for its approval process. The CPUC and BLM have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that defines the relationship of the two agencies, and identifies CPUC as a cooperating agency with the BLM. 



The Applicant anticipatesApplicants anticipate that construction and/or operation of the Project will not cause unauthorized “take” or prohibited “disturbance” of any species protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act or the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. However, it is voluntarily proposing this Avian and Bat Protection Plan to proactively implement measures to avoid, minimize and mitigate for any potential adverse effects of the Project on such species.  In addition, by utilizing the adaptive management approach in this plan, it is committing to evaluate data during the operation phase of the Project and make further adjustments to the plan, if necessary and appropriate. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This determination precedes the presentation of the data and the analysis. It is not a “Legal Driver” and no data are provided here for the reader to connect to the conclusion. Please move to the appropriate section and provide rationale.



1.3	Corporate Policy

Sunlight and SCE have a commitment to work cooperatively towards the protection of migratory birds and bats.  These entities are committed to consistent coordination with agency personnel at BLM, USFWS, and the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) so that all parties and agencies understand the scope of the Project and can discuss project facilities and features that may require additional attention for avian species.




2.0	Coordination

Sunlight and SCE recognized that an essential element to developing a successful Project is the coordination between the project proponents and the appropriate agencies. As recommended by USFWS, the Applicants conducted early coordination on essential elements, such as wildlife surveys, project siting criteria, and operational limitations to ensure that all parties and agencies understood the scope of the project and potential issues could be identified early in the planning process (USFWS 2010). This coordination resulted in numerous improvements to project siting and design (discussed in Section 4.0), and the development of Applicant Measures designed to avoid and minimize potential effects to avian and bat species. 

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This and the paragraphs below are not part of coordination but more minimization measures to reduce project impacts; therefore, should be moved to the appropriate section and consolidated with other measures.

Sunlight evaluated a larger Project Study Area (PSA) when determining the siting of the Project. Areas of desert wash woodland were avoided in this siting to the extent possible, in part to avoid the potential roosting, nesting, and foraging areas for birds and bats within areas of greater vegetation structure. The process of reducing the Project footprint is discussed further in Section 4.0.



The Applicants have also incorporated design features into the Project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats, including:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These measures should be consolidated with other conservation, avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures into a single section.

· Limiting vegetation clearing to periods outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

· Limiting vegetation disturbance and grading to the smallest area practicable; and

· Placing electrical lines underground or transmission lines on existing structures to the extent practical to avoid collisions with lines. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Adhere to APLIC guidance for any above ground transmission lines.



The Applicants further intendsintend to utilize the Applicant Measures AM-WIL-3 and AM-WIL-4 from the FEIS (presented in Section 1.0) during the construction phase and O&M phase of the project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These measures are required per the ROD and identified above. See comment 20 above.

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

SCE will also follow the above measures outlined in AM-WIL-3 (AM-WIL-4 is not applicable to SCE components) in the FEIS above to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.






3.0	Adaptive Management and Habitat Compensation	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This section should come last as future monitoring will inform the adaptive management needs.

Also, please provide the details of the adaptive management framework.

3.1	Adaptive Management Process

The Applicant has incorporated siting criteria, design features and best management practices into the Project that will provide significant avoidance and minimization measures that will reduce the potential for adverse effects on avian and bat species. Specifically, decisions were made to ensure that each phase of project development was evaluated with an eye to reducing potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats during the siting, design, construction, operation and maintenance (O&M), and post-operation phases of the Project. 



In additional to the specific Project measures described below, Sunlight and SCE are committed to using an adaptive management approach throughout the life of the Project that supports flexible decision making and can be adjusted as monitoring results or new regional data are received. In so doing, the protections in this plan are expected to have continued effectiveness throughout the life of the Project.



This adaptive management approach will include the following six key concepts described by Williams (2009) that are endorsed by the Service in its Interim Guidance for Solar Energy Facilities (USFWS 2010):

1. Problem Assessment

2. Design

3. Implementation

4. Monitoring

5. Evaluation

6. Adjustment



Adaptive Management is a keystone of the Sunlight and SCE program to avoid and reduce potential effects to avian and bat species throughout the construction, O&M, and decommissioning stages of the Project. In order to compensate for the loss of avian and bat habitat, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide habitat compensation. This approach is described further in the following sections.

3.2	Habitat Compensation

Habitat Ccompensation is discussed in detail in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar 2011) for the solar farm and gen-tie line. The Applicant and SCE, and in the Red Bluff Substation Habitat Compensation Plan (SCE 2011) for the Red Bluff Substation and related components, The Applicants are prepared to implement necessary mitigation and compensation for impacts to protected wildlife species as required by BLM, the CDFG, and USFWS as described in the FEIS and Habitat Compensation PlanPlans. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: If you’re going to include this section, recommend adding a sentence that summarizes how impacts to avian and bat species are being compensated as stated in the hab comp plan.




4.0	Pre-Siting Data Collection

The siting of the solar farm site, gen-tie line, and substation required detailed and individual evaluation. Although the area of Red Bluff Substation had been recently and repeatedly surveyed prior to this Project for numerous transmission projects, the solar farm site and immediately surrounding areas had not been previously surveyed. Thus, in an effort to place the Project components in locations that would yield the least risk of population impacts, a rigorous siting evaluation process was completed, including the following considerations recommended by the USFWS:

1. Coarse Site Assessment

2. Habitat Equivalency Analysis

3. Site Specific Wildlife Surveys

4. Risk Assessment

5. Reporting

4.1 Coarse Site Assessment

In accordance with USFWS guidance, a pre-siting assessment was conducted starting with a coarse site assessment of the potential environmental issues that might preclude the site from development based on its perceived or validated level of risk (USFWS 2010). This project conducted the equivalent of a Potential Impact Index (PII) (USFWS 2003) by taking a “first cut” analysis of the suitability of a site proposed for development and estimating use of the site by selected wildlife species as an indicator of potential impact (USFWS 2010).



Initial biological assessments conducted in 2007 recommended the avoidance of Pinto Wash as potential habitat for special status species, including avian and bat species. This was supported by an initial field assessment of the site conducted by Patricia Brown-Berry (Brown Berry 2010) for bat species. Between 2008 and 2011, several additional site reductions occurred that reduced the solar farm footprint and shifted the footprint away from areas that support better quality habitats with larger and more diverse vegetative structure.



Project components do not provide habitat for federally or state-listed avian or bat species, but do provide habitat for several special-status species, including those shown on Tables 1 and 2 (Ironwood Consulting 2010). All species in Tables 1 and 2 are species addressed and covered under the Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO).

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 

The Solar farm site alternatives and Gen-tie line route alternatives are not within an Important Bird Area, a Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Network (WHSRN), or an area designated by the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance (Ramsar Convention). The solar farm site is not within an area designated as a critical habitat unit (CHU), or other Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC); however, the Solar Farm site is immediately adjacent to the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU. The Gen-tie line is partially located within the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU designated as management areas for the desert tortoise. 

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are not within an Important Bird Area, WHSRN area, or Ramsar Convention area. The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are within the Chuckwalla CHU and DWMA.
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Table 1.	Sensitive Avian Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Passerine Species

		



		Chaetura vauxi

Vaux’s swift (breeding sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Progne subis

purple martin

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Toxostoma lecontei

LeConte’s thrasher

		Federal:



State:

NECO:

		Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC)

SSC

covered 



		Raptors 

		



		Aquila chrysaetos

golden eagle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		protected by BGEPA

SSC; fully protected

covered 



		Athene cunicularia

burrowing owl

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Buteo regalis

ferruginous hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

none

covered 



		Buteo swainsonii

Swainson’s hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

threatened

covered 



		Circus cyaneus

northern harrier (nesting sites are protected (i.e. MBTA)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Falco mexicanus

prairie falcon (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered












Table 2.	Sensitive Bat Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Antrozous pallidus

pallid bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eptesicus fuscus pallidus

big brown bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eumops perotis californicus

western mastiff bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Eumops perotis

pocketed free-tailed bat  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus cinereus

hoary bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus xanthinus

southern yellow bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Macrotus californicus

California leaf-nosed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Myotis californicus  

California myotis  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Parastrellus hesperus

western pipistrelle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Plecotus townsendii

Townsend’s big-eared bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Tadarida brasiliensis  

Mexican free-tailed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered










4.2	Habitat Equivalency Analysis

TheAs recommended by USFWS, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide the habitat compensation process. Permanent habitat losses and compensation put forward to offset project impacts have been quantified and are described in the Project’s Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar and SCE 2011).



AsIn addition, as recommended by the USFWS, the Applicants have looked for opportunities to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities. These opportunities may come in the form of voluntary habitat acquisition or conservation easements. In order to quantify the appropriate compensation acreage, the use of an HEA can be used to identify high quality habitat and calculate compensation for the development of high quality habitats for both permanent and temporary losses. The objective of an HEA is to replace lost habitat services with like services, providing a replacement ratio for interim and permanent injury. 



The most significant step First Solar has taken to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities is working with BLM to determine the suitability of habitat remaining within their solar application as an area to be excluded from future development due to biological concerns. The area that could be excluded supports more diverse habitats with greater vegetation structure than the majority of the Project site and provides better habitats for most bird and bat species than those habitats found on the solar farm site.	Comment by Migratory Birds: Is this area identified in another document?

4.3	Site- Sspecific Wildlife Surveys

Pre-siting survey data will becomeserve as the baseline for project impacts to biological resources, including birds and bats populations. Thus, prior to conducting site-specific surveys of the Project components, appropriate survey questions were developed that included methods applicable for before-after control impacts studies. Survey questions included:

1. Which species of birds and bats use the project area and how do their numbers vary temporally?

2. How much time do birds/bats spend in potential risk zones and does this behavior vary by season?

3. What is the estimated range of bird/bat mortalities from the project?

4. Are there nesting raptors on site or within 3 miles of project footprint. For eagles, are there eagles nesting within 10 miles of project footprint?

4.3.1	Methods

As recommended by USFWS (2010), multiple survey techniques were used to ensure adequate data collection. Specific survey methods included:	Comment by Migratory Birds: For how many years?  One?  Is this enough data?  BBCS recommends multi year preconstruction surveys (up to 3 years).  Explain how many years pre-construction surveys will be conducted.  If only one year, need to justify.

1. Diurnal point counts including varying timing during the day, month and seasonally during migratory periods.	Comment by Migratory Birds: BBCS guidance also recommends that both diurnal and nocturnal bird use data be collected.  Do not see mention of nocturnal bird use data being collected on or adjacent to project site.  

2. Raptor nest searches including golden eagle surveys (Pagel et al. 2010)

3. Migration counts.

4. Incidental data collection conducted during all biological surveys conducted at the Project components, which spanned over four years at the site, thus also captured timing variation within days, months and seasons as well as under varying climatic conditions.

5. 
Surveys for burrowing owl following Phase I and II surveys as directed by CDFG (California Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993).



Point Counts

Point count surveys for all birds were conducted in April, May, and October 2010 by experienced desert avian biologists Kip Kermoian and Jake Molhman at a total of twelve locations, nine on the Solar farm site and three at control sites, using point count methodology as described in Monitoring Bird Populations by Point Counts (Ralph et al. 1995). The surveys identify bird species and their relative numbers at each fixed study point location (point counts). Point count methodology is well accepted and widely used in bird studies.  Each point is visited for a fixed amount of time and all birds detected within an often fixed radius are recorded. Research suggests that the amount of time spent at a sampling location increases standard error, especially at times greater than 10 minutes (Smith et al. 1997). Each count was limited to 10 minutes to minimize standard error introduced by double counting, flyovers, etc. Additionally, incidental flyovers were recorded separately from typical observations and each count was divided into three survey periods consisting of the first three minutes, minutes 3 to 5, and minutes 5 to 10. This time division was done to facilitate data analysis used to differentiate birds most likely to be permanent or temporary occupants of the study point from transients in the area surveyed.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service:  The dates selected may exclude migrants and wintering birds.  	Comment by Migratory Birds: Should capture diurnal and nocturnal bird use.  What time of day were point counts conducted?  Also, need to capture wintering and migrant birds.



Golden Eagle Surveys

The ApplicantApplicants participated in a joint program to conduct aerial surveys for golden eagles in and around Blythe and Desert Center, California. These surveys were conducted in two phases, with Phase 1 occurring on April 2-3, 2010 and Phase 2 occurring on May 14, 2010.  These surveys were conducted in accordance with applicable USFWS guidance and were designed to record and report occupancy (Phase I) and productivity (Phase II) of golden eagle nests within a ten-mile radius of four solar projects, including Sunlight’s Solar farm site. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These dates do not correlate with recommended time periods for surveys; the latter aerial survey (14 May 2010) is late to detect breeding GOEA in xeric habitats. Further, these dates are inconsistent with those reported by WRI (25-26 March and 2-3 April). Please reconcile. This also suggests that only one year of data were collected; at least 3 years of data are recommended.  



Although the primary purpose of the surveys was to conduct the first of two aerial surveys for golden eagles [Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (USFWS 2010)], the surveys also recorded data for other raptor species.  The data and results from these surveys are found in the Final Report, Golden Eagle Surveys Surrounding Four Proposed Energy Developments in the Mojave Desert Region, California (Wildlife Research Institute 2010). 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The number of aerial over-flights was recommended to be AT LEAST two flights; however, in most instances more survey work would be necessary to assess risk. Additionally, ground observations are recommended to augment data.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This document should be appended to the final ABPP. 



Raptor Nest Surveys

Surveys of the alternatives for all three main components of the Project site were conducted on April 23-24 and May 20, 2010 in accordance with draft State agency protocols for identifying raptor nests [California Energy Commission (CEC) and CDFG 2010].  These surveys include inspecting all potential structures and trees in the Project vicinity for the presence of raptor nests. The results from these nest surveys are incorporated in this document.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Again, from a chronology standpoint for desert habitat, this may be too late to be meaningful.




Bats

On February 17, 2010, Dr. Patricia Brown, desert bat expert who has conducted numerous bat surveys in the Project region, conducted a reconnaissance-level survey of the Project components. The purpose of this survey was to determine those bats species that might inhabit these project areas and to formulate avoidance and minimization measures for bat species to be used during the construction, O&M, and post-construction phases.




Incidental Sightings

During all Project biological surveys, all bird species were identified and/or tallied on standardized data forms (Ironwood Consulting 2010). These data were compiled in electronic databases and used to determine species present and variation throughout days, months and seasons.

Burrowing Owl

Phase I burrowing owl surveys were conducted in 2007 on the First Solar project components, and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Phase II focused surveys were conducted in 2008 and 2010 on the First Solar project components and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Results of these surveys are compiled in the Biological Resources Technical Report (Ironwood 2010). In addition, pre-construction surveys in September 2011 were conducted on both the solar farm and Red Bluff substation sites, following the Phase II and III protocols (Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993). 

4.3.2	Results

Results addressing the first 3three survey questions were compiled and are discussed below separately for passerines, raptors, and bats with a special discussion for special-status bird species listed on Table 1. The chart below shows those bird species that were recorded most frequently during all surveys of the solar farm site.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This table is illegible.  	Comment by Migratory Birds: What units are represented in the y-axis?  Individuals observed?  Number of observations of single birds?








Passerines

Most detections of passerine species were recorded in the morning hours between 0600 and 0800 and in the months of March and April in each year. These results are likely affected by the higher numbers of surveyors recording data during those months of the year, and that point counts were conducted in the morning hours as described in Ralph et al 1995. All passerine species were found in habitats that are present both on the solar farm site and gen-tie line, and on the SCE components; therefore any of these species may inhabit each of these Project components. Habitat quality does differ throughout the area, with the gen-tie line and SCE components in areas of sheet flow and scattered desert dry wash woodland, thus providing greater vegetation diversity and structure. The solar farm site has approximately 1,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitats that provide greater density and structure favored by most species, with the remaining approximately 2,921 acres poorer quality habitat with few species present and wide spaces between shrubs of stunted growth.	Comment by Migratory Birds: How were surveys conducted?  On foot?  From a vehicle?	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: According to the methods, surveys were only conducted in 2010. Correct?	Comment by Migratory Birds: Thought that earlier in the document, stated point counts would be taken at different times of the day.  Also, need to capture nocturnal bird use.	Comment by Migratory Birds: How was this quantified?  Aerial imagery?



Mortalities from the project are not expected with the inclusion of the avoidance and impact minimization measures required in the FEIS and discussed in Section 5.0 of this report and include protection of active nests until nest completion is documented. Avian species found on the solar farm site are highly mobile and were generally found in low numbers on the majority of the solar farm site. Thirty-eight passerine species have been recorded at the Project components (Table 3). The species indicated in bold type are special-status species discussed separately below.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Direct mortalities? Need to assess the risk of indirect effects from loss of foraging, nesting habitat and potential reproductive failure.



Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. ’Costa's hummingbirds feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 3). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  




Table 3.	Passerine Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Shouldn’t/couldn’t there be more data associated with this in a table, such as numbers of observations, behaviors, etc.? Also, observations appear to have some road-bias; per the map below (figure 3); is this a correct observation?

		Common Name

		Scientific name



		American robin

		Turdus migratorius



		Anna's hummingbird

		Calypte anna



		ash-throated flycatcher

		Myiarchus cinerascens



		barn swallow

		Hirundo rustica



		black-crowned night heron

		Nycticorax nycticorax



		black-tailed gnatcatcher

		Polioptila melanura



		black-throated sparrow

		Amphispiza bilineata



		blue-gray gnatcatcher

		Polioptila caerulea



		Brewer's blackbird

		Euphagus cyanocephalus



		Brewer's sparrow

		Spizella breweri



		Bullock's oriole

		Icterus bullockii



		common poorwill

		Phalaenoptilus nuttallii



		Costa's hummingbird

		Calypte costae



		Gambel’s quail

		Callipepla gambelii



		greater roadrunner

		Geococcyx californianus



		great-tailed grackle

		Quiscalus mexicanus



		horned lark

		Eremophila alpestris



		house finch

		Carpodacus mexicanus



		house wren

		Troglodytes aedon



		killdeer

		Charadrius vociferous



		LeConte’s thrasher

		Toxostoma lecontei



		lesser goldfinch

		Carduelis psaltria



		lesser nighthawk

		Chordeiles minor



		mourning dove

		Zenaida macroura



		northern flicker

		Colaptes auratus



		northern mockingbird

		Mimus polyglottos



		phainopepla

		Phainopepla nitens



		rock wren

		Salpinctes obsoletus



		northern rough-winged swallow

		Stelgidopteryx serripennis



		Say’s phoebe

		Sayonaris nigricans



		tree swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		verdin

		Auriparus flaviceps



		violet-green swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		western kingbird

		Tyraannus verticalis



		western meadowlark

		Sturnella neglecta



		white-crowned sparrow

		Zonotrichia leucophrys



		white-throated swift 

		Aeronautes saxatalis



		yellow-rumped warbler

		Dendroica coronata








Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 1). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  

Raptors

Thirteen raptor species (excluding common raven) are known to occur at the Project components (Table 4). The species in bold type are special-status species as shown on Table 1 with locations shown on Figure 13 for all species except burrowing owl, shown on Figure 24. Because the solar farm site and gen-tie line are located in the valley floor of the Chuckwalla Valley, most raptor species were observed as flyovers of the components as indicated on Table 4.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define flyover.



Table 4.	Raptor Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Cooper’s hawk and other nocturnal species are missing from this list and are likely to occur in the area.	Comment by Migratory Birds: Agree, need to capture nocturnal bird use.	Comment by Migratory Birds: Were these incidental observations or part of the point count data?

		

Common Name

		

Scientific Name

		Approximate Number of Individuals



		

		

		Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		Red Bluff Substation and 

Related Components



		American kestrel

		Falco sparverius

		P

		P



		burrowing owl

		Athene cunicularia

		1*7

		0*



		ferruginous hawk 

		Buteo regalis

		1 flyover

		0



		golden eagle

		Aquila chrysaetos

		0

		0



		loggerhead shrike

		Lanius ludovicianus

		23

		6



		merlin

		Falco columbarius

		P

		P



		northern harrier

		Circus cyaneus

		2 flyovers

		0



		prairie falcon

		Falco mexicanus

		4 flyovers

		0



		red-tailed hawk

		Buteo jamaicensis

		P

		P



		sharp-shinned hawk

		Accipiter striatus

		P

		P



		Swainson’s hawk

		Buteo swainsonii

		18 flyovers	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Was this a single kettle or separate observations?

		0



		turkey vulture

		Cathartes aura

		P

		P





P = present at Project component (non-special-status species were not recorded by location)	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: It says above that incidental observations were recorded, where are the data if not here? Does this mean that observations were not documented?

*see burrowing owl discussion for more information







Burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. It is also a BCC species for which the USFWS is very concerned about fragmentation and displacement effects. Burrowing owls inhabit open dry grasslands and desert scrubs, and typically nest in mammal burrows although they may use man-made structures including culverts and debris piles. In the Project region, they are resident species and exhibit strong nest site fidelity. Burrowing owls eat insects, small mammals and reptiles. 



The Phase 1I assessment for burrowing owls concluded that suitable habitat for burrowing owls existed throughout the study area. During the Phase 2II burrow surveys, numerous suitable burrows were recorded on the solar farm site; however, three records of burrowing owl sign (i.e., burrow, white wash and pellets) were observed. One group of observations, which included one individual owl and two burrows with white wash and pellets, occurred approximately 1,500 feet east of the intersection of Gen-Tie A1 and highway 177. The two other individual owl sightings occurred approximately one mile north and 0.8 mile west of the solar farm site. One owl was observed east of the Red Bluff substation.



Owls observed were all individual adults and observations occurred during both spring and fall seasons. It is expected that the owls reside within the area and there is a high potential for pairs to occur. Phase 3 surveys will be performed prior to ground disturbing activities to determine the exact number of resident owls potentially affected by construction immediately prior to these activities.



Phase II and III pre-construction surveys found one potential burrowing owl burrow on the Red Bluff substation site, and seven individual single owls on the solar farm site. The burrow on the Red Bluff substation site was determined to be unoccupied and collapsed in a storm event on September 13, 2011.





Ferruginous hawk (Buteo regalis) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. This species typically nests in northern latitudes of North America and overwinters in southern regions. Migrant ferruginous hawks are a regular but uncommon during spring and fall in the California desert regions. Within the NECO planning area, ferruginous hawks have been observed overwintering in low numbers in the lower Colorado River Valley, Yuma Basin, West Mesa, and the agricultural areas of Imperial Valley (BLM 2002). Two sightings of migrating ferruginous hawks were recorded, one within the Solar farm site and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. Both observations occurred in March 2010 and consisted of flyovers. The golden eagle surveys performed by helicopter in spring 2010 did not observe presence of this species. Based on data reviewed and observations, it is not expected that ferruginous hawks utilize the study area for nesting or overwintering. This species may forage within the study area during migration. 



Golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) is a State Species of Special Concern and Fully Protected Species, is covered under the federal Bald and itGolden Eagle Protection Act (described in Section 1.2), and is addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. Golden eagles and their primary prey species, jackrabbits, have declined in the California desert regions due to prolonged drought conditions that have persisted since 1998 (WRI 2010). Breeding in Southern California starts in December and January, nest building and egg laying in February to March, and hatching and raising the young eagles occur from April through June. Once the young eagles are flying on their own, the adult eagles will continue to feed them and teach them to hunt until late November.





No golden eagle nests were found on or adjacent to the solar farm site or other Project components. Phase I occupancy surveys conducted in April 2010 detected 13 potentially-active nests within a ten mile radius of the Solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation, as shown on Figure 35. Of these, 4 nests were within Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP), with an additional three in steep hills west and above Eagle Mountain mine, nearly within the JTNP boundaries. These are located either on BLM lands or lands owned by Eagle Mountain Mine and the Kaiser Corporation. The remaining three potential nests were located south of Interstate 10 in the Chuckwalla Mountains, approximately 3 miles west and southwest from the proposed Red Bluff Substation. One observation of a golden eagle flyover of the Chuckwalla Valley was recorded during these surveys (WRI 2010).	Comment by Migratory Birds: Is adjacent defined?	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define.  



Phase II productivity surveys determined that 12 of these 13 nests were inactive, with one active but non-reproductive nest located in the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area approximately 5 miles from the solar farm site boundary (Figure 35). No reproductive nests were located within the 10-mile radius of the solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation (WRI 2010).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Two late-season aerial surveys are insufficient to make this conclusion with any level of accuracy.  



During these surveys, there were additional raptor species observed within 10 miles of the solar farm site: turkey vultures, common ravens, prairie falcons, and Swainson’s hawks (WRI 2010).







Loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) is State Species of Special Concern and a year-round resident in parts of the Southern California desert. As a predatory bird its diet consists of insects, amphibians, small reptiles, small mammals, and other birds. One pair was observed approximately 0.2 miles northwest of the Solarsolar farm site. Observations of adults were made in both spring and fall, and one individual with first-year plumage was recorded in the fall. Based on the amount and nature of observations made during the surveys, loggerhead shrikes are year-round residents within the study area. Loggerhead shrikes were often observed perching on palo verde and ironwood trees as well as larger creosote bush shrubs and other structures including utility poles. 	Comment by Migratory Birds: Somewhat confused.  Table 4 states that 29 LOSH individuals were observed on the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line.  But only one pair was observed?  Are observations listed here incidental or were they made on point counts?  Was there any other observed breeding behavior?



Northern harrier (Circus cyaneus), a State Species of Special Concern, is a raptor species that occurs in a wide range of habitats throughout North America. In Southern California, harriers typically nest and forage in open habitats that provide adequate vegetative cover, suitable prey base, and scattered perches such as shrubs or fence posts (Shuford 2008). This species is often found near bodies of water and wetlands (CDFG 2010). Harriers are ground-nesting birds with suitable nesting habitat limited in the southern California desert (Shuford 2008). Three harriers were recorded: two within the Solar farm site, and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What sex were the Harriers which were reported; what time of year?  What were they doing?



Prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus) is State Species of Special Concern that breeds throughout the arid West from southern Canada to central Mexico. The overall distribution appears to be stable. Prairie falcons are found in areas of the dry interior where cliffs provide secure nesting sites. In the desert they are found in all vegetation types, although sparse vegetation provides the best foraging habitat. Prairie falcons were observed in the southwest corner of the solar farm site and approximately 1 mile east of the eastern boundary as flyovers. Two additional observations were recorded along the Gen-tie line, but not south of Interstate 10 (I-10) near the Red Bluff Substation alternatives or related components. During aerial surveys for golden eagles, two prairie falcons were recorded within 10 miles of the Solar farm site near the boundary of Eagle Mountain Mine and Joshua Tree National Park (WRI 2010). One location was an active, reproductive nest in 2010 with unknown nest success (Figure 3). No prairie falcon nests were observed within any Project areas.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Prairie falcons, or prairie falcon territories?  Were prairie falcons detected during any of the point counts?



Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsonii) is state-listed (threatened) raptor species that breeds in much of western North America. Within California, nesting occurs primarily in the Central Valley and northern territoriesCounties; however, regular nesting also occurs in the high desert between the Tehachapi Mountains and Lancaster. This species winters in southern South America with a migration route of over 20,000 miles (Woodbridge 2008). Arrival at breeding areas generally occurs from late February to early May depending on geographical characteristics of the breeding area (Woodbridge 2008). Nest sites have not been documented in the Sonoran Desert of California. This species was observed within the study area during migration. Three incidental records were documented on April 9, 2010 during botanical and baseline surveys. Two observations were of individual Swainson’s hawks and the third observation consisted of a group of over ten birds. All individuals were seen in flight overhead within or near the Solar Farm boundaries. Additionally, Swainson’s hawks were observed during golden eagle surveys near Chuckwalla Mountains [two individuals (March 26 and April 3, 2010)], Coxcomb Mountains [fourteen individuals (April 2, 2010)], and Palen Mountains [four individuals (March 25, 2010)] (WRI 2010). This species is not expected to nest or overwinter within the study area.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Were any fall surveys conducted?

Bats

Dr. Brown’s results indicate that pallid bats and western pipistrelles could roost in small rocks on the ground on the solar farm site alternatives. Radio-telemetry surveys have shown that hoary bats will roost in palo verde trees and ironwoods and that California leaf-nosed bats might roost in the limited areas of ironwood trees between foraging bouts. These tree species are found within the small areas of desert dry wash woodland on the gen-tie line and Red Bluff Substation and related components.



Desert dry wash woodland attracts foraging bats due to increased insect concentration.  This is especially true for California leaf-nosed bats and pallid bats that feed on large insects they glean off the foliage. Roosts for these species have been identified in mines in the Eagle and Coxcomb Mountains, both within 16 kilometers (10 miles) of the solar farm site.

4.4	Risk Assessment

Potential direct impacts could occur without the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures incorporated in to the Project through Applicant measuresMeasures and mitigation measuresMitigation Measures as described in the FEIS (see Section 1.0). Some of the measures described in this document are in addition to those presented in the FEIS as the Applicants continue to address concerns regarding avian and bat species and meet changing requirements. With the incorporation of these measures, the Project is not expected to cause any prohibited “take” or “disturbance” of any species protected by the BGEPA or MBTA.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: A more thorough analysis should support this conclusion. How will AM/MMs reduce the likelihood of take or disturbance and loss of foraging habitat? Explanations of how the applicant expects the measures to be effective in reducing take should be articulated for each section below.	Comment by Migratory Birds: Disturbance would still be an issue.



4.4.1	Site-Specific Threats

Based on the results of the site-specific surveys combined with additional regional surveys and information, the potential for take was assessed for the following site-specific threats (USFWS 2010):

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays;

2. Transmission line, power tower, meteorological tower, or guy line collision;

3. Electrocution potential;

4. Territory abandonment;

5. Nest and roost site disturbances;

6. Habitat loss and fragmentation; and

7. Disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility.



Due to the nature of the Project (as a photovoltaic solar facility) and its components, the following threats are not likely to occur:

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays,

2. Potential collisions from power towers, meterological towers, and guy lines 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Birds have been documented colliding with heliostats per McCrary et al., so the potential certainly exists here.

3. Electrocution potential	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This could occur on the gen-tie.



Potential threats from direct transmission line collisions for avian species and bats could occur without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0.



Without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0, nest and roost site disturbances and territory abandonment could occur due to direct nest removal during vegetation removal activities; and indirect disturbance from construction-related noise, lighting, and dust. 

  

Although no nests would be directly taken with the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures for the Project, habitat loss and fragmentation would occur due to the loss of approximately 4,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitat, and up to 200 acres of desert wash woodland habitat. The loss of these habitats would prevent avian and bat species from using the Project areas for foraging, nesting, or overwintering, and these species and habitat uses would likely remain in adjacent large habitat areas including those areas restricted from development between the Project and Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) and within the park itself (over 1,000,000 acres of protected adjacent similar habitats).	Comment by Migratory Birds: Yes, there is adjacent land, but that does not prevent the loss of the 4200 acres in the project areas.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Potential indirect impacts from the loss of 4K acres of foraging habitat, such as reduced reproductive output/success should be addressed in this risk assessment.



Potential disturbance due to ongoing human activity presence at the facility is likely to be extremely small because the Project is photovoltaic in nature and has no moving components. The estimatedwould be attributed to long-term human presence on the facility, which is estimated at 12-15 individuals related to security and maintenance activities, as described in the FEIS. The avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0 include measures for the O&M phase of the Project.



Impacts to bats include potential direct impacts to ground nesting species (pallid bats and western pipistrelles) and the potential for the removal of trees with activethat could support bat colonies. at the solar farm site and/or Red Bluff Substation. Indirect impacts could potentially occur from removal of foraging habitat. Indirect impacts could also potentially occur, or from increased human activity, noise, nighttime lighting, and dust. 



Although temporary construction ponds will be constructed at the solar farm site, these ponds will have netting secured around the top of the pond fencing to discourage bats and birds from using water at these ponds.

4.4.2	Cumulative Impacts

The FEIS lists those projects considered as part of the cumulative impact analysis. Cumulative effects discussed in this document include those which have been or will be carried out throughout the anticipated life of the project, and, where practicable and reasonable, should include the impacts from all threats for which the BLM and/or Applicants have some form of control. Potential long-term cumulative indirect effects include the potential removal of nesting, roosting, and foraging habitat for avian and bat species.



For passerine species, nesting and foraging habitats are focused on smaller home ranges near nest within these home ranges, using avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0 to eliminate the take of these species or active nests. The Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide similar habitats and abundant nesting and foraging opportunities for these species, therefore, cumulative effects are unlikely to be significant.   sites and available forage. As described above for site-specific threats, vegetation removal would occur	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This fails to analyze the impact of the cumulative effects of this project in addition to other projects and activities that are extant or planned in the project area and relies upon the adjacent JTNP as a “refuge”.

Cumulative effects for GOEA should be analyzed out to at least 140 miles from the project footprint.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What cumulative effects exist with regard to JTNP?  



Raptor species (excluding golden eagles and ravens) have larger home ranges and forage over large distances. Due to the development of this Project and other regional projects there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat. This loss is not expected to be significant, or cause prohibited take because it represents a small percentage of the total foraging area regionally available for these species (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for raptors, and more suitable habitats for nesting for most raptor species.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This conclusion should include a discussion of the data and what is known about raptor use in JTNP. Is it feasible that the Park can support displaced individuals and nesting pairs of various species of raptors?  



Golden eagles forage in an area extending up to 225 kilometers (140 miles) from the Project boundaries.their territory centroids. Although there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat from the development of alternative energy projects and other regional projects discussed in the FEIS, this loss is not expected to be significant, or to cause prohibited “disturbance” or “taking,” because it is only a small percentage of the total foraging area (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provides appropriate habitats for nesting (which the Project dies not), and appropriate habitats for foraging.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This is incorrect; 140 miles is considered to be the average dispersal distance of young, and does not indicate the forage distance from a nest site.    In xeric habitat, GOEA are believed to forage out to 10 miles from their territory centroid.   In instances of higher quality, undisturbed habitat that has presence of rabbits/hares/scurids, the forage distance may be less.   	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The document should include an analysis of the amount of habitat that will be lost to construction of proposed projects using FWS guidance; i.e. within 140 air miles. The list of proposed ground-disturbing projects, in addition to extant sources of mortality/disturbance is extensive, and should be considered in light of extant GOEA habitat availability. Additionally, GOEA are more sensitive to human disturbance; therefore, fragmentation of habitats may have a more pronounced effect on individuals and populations.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define; GOEA have particular habitat preferences.



For bat species, potential cumulative impacts are discussed for an area 16 kilometers (10 miles) from the boundaries of the Proposed Project. These include the potential for combined direct effects of the removal of individuals and occupied nests of ground nesting species such as pallid bats and western pipistrelles from project construction. In addition, the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for bats, and many areas that are more suitable habitats for nesting for bat species.








5.0.	Project Design Conservation Measures	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Suggest moving any applicable FEIS mitigation measures each respective section below so that the statements made herein are substantiated.

The Applicants have sited and designed the Project components to avoid and minimize impacts to avian and bat species whenever possible. All discussions below of macro- and micro-siting considerations, nest site buffers and conservation measures during the construction and O&M phases of the Project will apply to both Applicants and all Project components.



The Applicants have worked to site Project components to have the least impacts to bird and bat populations with the goal of avoiding any take of migratory birds and bats and/or minimize the loss, destruction, or degradation of migratory bird and bat habitat by placing projects in areas of lower quality habitat to the maximum extent practicable. 

5.1	Project Siting

The process of siting of Project components included both macro- and micro-siting considerations.

5.1.1	Macro-Siting

Macro-siting considerations for the Project components were conducted in 2007 during initial surveys, and were refined in 2008 after the collection of the initial large data sets for the Project. In 2007, Pinto Wash, which bisects the requested Right-of-Way grant, was removed from development consideration. At this time, other larger areas of desert wash woodland were also removed from site consideration because these habitats support greater vegetation structure, density and diversity and are likely to support greater numbers of species and individuals than other habitats in the ROW area. Macro-siting considerations for the Project components also included the avoidance of:



· Locations with federally or state listed, or otherwise designated sensitive species, and areas managed for the conservation of listed species

Project components avoid DWMAs, CHU, and ACECs to the extent possible and were sited in the area of lowest known concentration for special-status species available.

· Areas frequently used for daily bird and bat movements (i.e., areas between roosting and feeding sites)

Areas of desert wash woodland were identified and avoided by Project components to the greatest extent possible, particularly the avoidance of larger expanses of this habitat found in the Pinto and Big Wash areas.

· Breeding and wintering eagle use areas

These areas were identified and avoided for all Project components. Valley floor areas such as the proposed Solar farm site do not provide wintering or breeding habitatnest or roost sites for eagles, but may provide foraging habitat for resident and non-resident golden eagles and other raptor species.

· Known migration flyways for birds and bats

Pinto Wash is a known bat migration corridor with impacts to this area avoided by the siting of the Solar farm site.

· Areas near known bat hibernacula, breeding, and maternity/nursery colonies

No known areas are found with the footprint of the Project components.

· Fragmentation of large, contiguous tracts of wildlife habitat (Canadian Wildlife Service 2006a and 2006b)



Many desert special status avian and bat species require large undisturbed areas that are highly sensitive to fragmentation effects. In siting the Project components, all areas with greater vegetation structure, density and diversity were avoided or reduced to the extent possible. These areas included desert wash woodlands and areas of creosote bush scrub that overlay stabilized geological features and support greater density and diversity of vegetation.

5.1.2	Micro-Siting

Micro-siting considerations for the Project components were begun in 2008 and actively continued as further wildlife surveys were conducted and through informal meetings with the BLM, USFWS and CDFG throughout the Project’s planning process. The siting of the solar farm was further reduced between the Draft EIS and FEIS in response to concerns from the public and agencies involved in the process. Beyond continuing to refine the boundaries of the solar farm, additional considerations of micro-siting included:

· Avoiding features that attract raptors (areas supporting tall perching structures including trees, utility poles, etc.)



+By avoiding minimizing impacts to desert wash woodland areas and avoiding Pinto Wash, the Projectsolar farm avoided areas with tree layers. TheIn addition, the Applicants have designed features to reduce perching by raptors whenever possible.

· Avoiding features that attract migrant birds (e.g., water sources, riparian vegetation) Minimize the potential for enhancing habitats suitable for raptor prey species such as rodents that would likely attract raptors to the project site



Project components are not adjacent to landscape features that attract migrant birds such as water sources. Project construction and O&M phases will minimize the potential for creating habitats suitable for rodents, such as rock piles, that could attract raptors.

5.2	Buffer Zones

Buffer zones have been established through the FEIS Applicant and Mitigation Measures to protect raptor and other bird nests, areas of high bird and bat use, and known bat roosts from disturbance related to the construction of the solar farm. 



Clearance surveys will be conducted within 30 days prior to vegetation removal in project areas to locate any active nests, burrowing owl burrows, or bat roosts. Vegetation removal will occur outside of the breeding season for special-status bird and bats species to the extent possible. If any active nests, roosts or burrows are located during these surveys, buffer zones will be established as described in the FEIS to protect these areas.



A Lead Avian and Bat Biologist, working under the Designated Biologist, will be assigned to ensure all buffer zones are correctly established and to monitor nest activity and determine when each nest or burrowing owl burrow has fledged or failed. This individual will also be responsible for all data collected for these buffer zones, nests, roosts and burrows.




5.2.1	Passerines

Buffer distances for passerine nests will consider species, terrain, habitat type, and activity level as these features relate to the bird alert distance and bird flight initiation distance (Whitfield et al. 2008). Buffer size distance was coordinated throughout the FEIS process and is established in the FEIS as established at approximately 100 meters from any active nest (330 feet). The Lead Avian Biologist will may determine that a smaller or larger distance is necessary under individual circumstances such as topography and type of construction activities. 



The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the Lead Avian Biologist has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.

5.2.2	Raptors and Eagles

Project-related disturbances such as construction noise, lighting and dust will be avoided within 500 feet from the solar farm site forof an active raptor nest and within one mile for an active eagle nest (excluding common ravens). Any changes in this buffer distance would be determined by the Lead Avian Biologist for the Project and submitted to USFWS, BLM, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components) for approval. Any nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.



For the Red Bluff substation and related components, the specific landscape features of steep terrain and ridgelines between construction activities and nest sites may dictate reduced buffers (Richardson and Miller 1997).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please clarify how this reference justifies a reduced buffer; 1-mile buffers may be insufficient to ensure reproductive success given the anthropogenic activity at the scale of this project.

Also, this paper is not primary source, but a compilation of multiple other papers are dated and may not reflect current scientific understanding of eagles and sensitivity to disturbance. 



Surveys for golden eagle nests will be conducted during each year of construction that occurs within the nesting season. These surveys will be completed in accordance with current USFWS guidance and protocols (currently Pagel et al. 2010) under the Golden Eagle Surveys and Nest Site Monitoring Plan discussed below in Section 7.0.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Monitoring of non-breeding eagles outside of the nesting season should also be conducted. Monitoring of documented territories should continue post project construction to determine if nesting territories continue to be occupied, or are abandoned due to direct, indirect or cumulative effects of the project implementation.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: It is our understanding that surveys for GOEA were not conducted in 2011; one season of limited survey days does not provide a robust data set. Pagel et al. 2010 appears to have been misinterpreted with regard to eagle surveys.  The existing data lack additional breeding information, knowledge of non-breeding GOEA, and habitat use at or near the project area, thereby making the analysis of direct, indirect, and cumulative effects and risk characterization for GOEA suspect.

5.2.3	Burrowing Owls

For burrowing owls, Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction unit and within a 150-meter (500 foot) buffer area. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 100 meters (330 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged. Outside the nesting season or after determining a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within 1 mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls using accepted methods for excluding owls from burrows such as one-way doors or otherwise ensuring owls are not in burrows while burrows are collapsed; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation, including the number and original location of each owl, and known additional locations for each individual.

5.2.4	Bats

Construction activities will avoid any bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula found during clearance surveys. No bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula have been located during surveys conducted at the Project components between 2008 and 2011. Appropriate buffer distances will be established by the Lead Avian Biologist in consideration of the disturbance type, distance to roost or hibernacula, time of year of, and the duration of the disturbance.

5.3	Appropriate Facility Design	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Again, applicable FEIS measures should be incorporated here for better readability of the document.

Many conservation measures have been incorporated into the design of Project facilities, as suggested in USFWS 2010, in an attempt to reduce the potential effects of Project on avian and bat populations, including:



1. Avoid using lattice-type structures, placing external ladders and platforms on towers to minimize perching and nesting.

The use of lattice towers, platforms, and ladders will be minimized to the extent practicable. The use of lattice structures will only be used on the solar farm site for a lookout tower, which will be frequently used (this deterring use by raptors and other birds), and will be frequently checked for the presence of nests. 



Although lattice structures will be used by SCE for their Project components, these will be in an area designated as a utility corridor that currently supports numerous transmission lines, including those on lattice towers, such as DPV1. The Project would not cause a significant increase on the number of lattice towers within this corridor.



2. Implement measures to reduce or buffer adverse noise effects associated with operation of the facility on surrounding wildlife habitat. Noise impacts to birds (Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008) have generally been found to be negative; therefore facility design should take this fact into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats.

The Project utilizes photovoltaic panel technology which has little potential for noise impacts. Noise effects have been extensively studiesstudied and includeincluded in the FEIS, and continued noise monitoring will be conducted during construction. Noise impacts during construction would include noise generated from the operation of construction equipment and construction vehicles. The O&M phase of the Project would have little or no noise for both the solar farm and SCE components.



3. Avoid the use of guy wires for all meteorological towers and do not light them unless the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requires them to be lit, which is generally >60 meters (>199 ft) AGL in height. Any necessary guy wires should be marked with recommended bird deterrent devices (APLIC 1994, USFWS 2000).

No meteorological towers or guy wires or line are included in the Project.



4. If structures (>60 meters [>199 ft] AGL) require lights for aviation safety, the minimum amount of pilot warning and obstruction avoidance lighting specified by the FAA should be used (FAA 2007). All lights within the facility should illuminate synchronously. Lighting of the boundary of the facility is most important as an aviation safety warning. Unless otherwise requested by the FAA, use only the minimum number of strobed, strobe-like or blinking red incandescent lights of minimum intensity. No steady burning lights should be used on facility infrastructures (Gehring et al. 2009).

Any such lighting at the Project facilities would follow this guidance. SCE facilities are not planned greater than 185 feet in height.



5. Facility lights should be focused downward to reduce skyward illumination. Lights should be equipped with motion detectors to reduce continuous illumination. 

All lighting used at Projectboth the solar farm and SCE project facilities will be downcast and would be used only when necessary, when appropriate by installing motion detectors, depending on safety concerns. The projectsolar farm has prepared a Lighting Mitigation Plan in consultation with the Night Sky Program Manager for the National Park Service in order to limit skyward illumination. 



6. Where feasible, place electric power lines underground or on the surface as insulated, shielded wire to avoid electrocution of birds. Use recommendations of the Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) for any required above-ground lines, transformers, or conductors.

Power lines will be in accordance with Avian Power Line Interaction Committee guidelines. 



7. Avoiding the creation of roads to minimize further loss and fragmentation of migratory bird habitat.

New roads associated with Project activities will be kept to a minimum. Roads associated with the solar farm site will be within the Project fence. Roads associated with the gen-tie line have been designed to be the shortest distance possible, such as using spur roads to tower sites from Kaiser Road instead of the creation of a new road along the gen-tie line. Red Bluff substation and related components will use existing roads to the maximum extent possible.



8. If evaporation ponds are required for the operation of the facility, placement of netting over the surface of the ponds is encouraged to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface.

Temporary construction ponds will be used only during the construction phase and will be covered with netting to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface. These ponds are not used for evaporation.  



9. Reducing the attractiveness of solar reflectors to polarotactic water insects (those attracted to polarized light) (Horvath et al. 2010) will help reduce the attractiveness of these facilities to birds and bats. 

Monitoring conducted during the construction and O&M phases of the Project is discussed in Section 7.0 and will assist in determining whether the Project’s photovoltaic panels attract water insects, which in turn could attract birds and bats. If it is determined that water insect are attracted to these facilities, BLM, USFWS, and CDFG will be contacted to determine appropriate adaptive management techniques to reduce this threat.


6.0	Conservation Measures

The conservation measures discussed in this section include those in the FEIS and those presented in USFWS guidance (2010).

6.1	Construction Phase Conservation Measures

Conservation measures that will be implemented by the Project that relate to bird conservation include:

1. Minimize permanent disturbance area such as creating unneeded access roads. Construction of the gen-tie line and other linear Project features will avoid vegetation clearing, and grading whenever possible.

2. All vegetationVegetation within the Project footprint that will be disturbed will be cleared outside of the bird breeding season to the maximum extent practicable. If the Project plans vegetation removal within the bird breeding season, it would be because desert tortoise (a federally and state threatened species) tortoise protection measures and timing may take precedence, or that reason for work to be completed during the breeding season were beyond the Applicant’sApplicant's’ control. If such an occurrence happenedhappens, the Applicants wouldwill communicate with BLM, USFWS, and CDFG that all reasonable and practicable efforts to complete work outside the bird breeding season were attempted.

When vegetation removal cannot take place outside of the breeding season and a reasonable explanation was provided to BLM, USFWS and CDFG, the Lead Avian Biologist or a person under their direct supervision would be on site during construction activities to locate active nests, establish avoidance buffers around active nests, watch for new nesting activity, and if necessary stop construction when noise and general activity threaten to disturb an active nest.  All active nests of protected birds (e.g., MBTA, ESA, state protected) would not be disturbed until after nest outcome is complete.

3. During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active nest locations would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 330 feet (100 meters) as discussed in the Project’s FEIS. Buffer areas may be larger if the Project’s lead Avian Biologist determines the need for a larger buffer area due to type of activity, species, or habitat considerations. Regardless of seasonal timing of construction, active nests will be flagged and nests avoided, with special attention paid to the nesting season of most avian species (February 15 – May 15). Avoidance areas will remain in place until it is determined that nest outcome is complete.

During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active bat colonies would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 165 feet (50 meters). Whenever possible, these areas will be avoided by construction activities. 

4. Discussions of nest avoidance for passerines, raptors, and golden eagles will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will be included in the Worker Environmental Awareness Plan (WEAP) training briefings. Bat colony avoidance discussions will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will also be included in WEAP training briefings. Training will include identification of avoidance areas and requirements for these areas.

5. The Project will follow APLIC guidelines for overhead utilities (APLIC 1994) to the extent practicable.). SCE structures will be built with sufficient conductor separation and other protection devices.

6. Construction activities will be conducted in a manner consistent with reducing fire danger.

7. During construction, all trash will be removed promptly and disposed of properly to avoid creating attractive nuisances for birds and bats.

8. Appropriate control measures will be implemented to prevent the introduction and spread of invasive plant species with and surrounding the project area (see the Project’s Integrated Weed Management Plan – Ironwood Consulting, 2010).

9. Only plants native to the area for will be used seeding or planting during habitat revegetation and/or restoration efforts.

10. As part of this document, a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan (Section 7.1.2) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-5 in the FEIS. This plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such overhead power lines and solar panels. 

11. As part of this document, a Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan (Section 7.1.3) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-6 in the FEIS. 

6.2	Operations and Maintenance Conservation Measures

During the O&M phase of the Project, conservation measures will be used to reduce the attractiveness of the facility to breeding, migrating, and wintering birds and bats to ensure mortality is minimized:

1. The Project will not create or maintain attraction features for birds and /or bats by removing and disposing of road kills near the Project of carrion that attracts raptors and other scavengers to the site, regularly removing vegetation around larger facilities such as substations to reduce raptor foraging, and eliminating open water sources after the construction phase of the Project. 

2. The Project will minimize the use of lighting that could attract migrating birds and bats (feeding on concentrations of insects at lights). All nighttime lighting will be within 800 meters (0.5 mile) of the Project facilities. Lighting will be kept to the minimum level necessary for safety and security. High intensity, steady burning, bright lights such as sodium vapor or spotlights will not be used on Project facilities.

3. The Project will minimize anthrogenicanthropogenic noise which been found to be negative for birds (e.g., Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008), though not all species are affected to the same degree (Brumm 2004). Therefore facility design should take this into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats. During the operation of these energy facilities, means to buffer, muffle, or otherwise dampen any anthropogenic noise pollution that exceeds ambient noise should be fully explored.


7.0	Post-Construction Monitoring 

The objective of post-construction monitoring is to validate the pre-construction risk assessment and to provide data for the Applicants to use in implementing adaptive management based on the monitoring results.  All of the measures in this section apply to both Applicants.



Monitoring objectives include:

1. Estimating bird and bat fatalities due to Project related activities.

2. Assessing bird use of evaporation ponds.

3. Assessing changes in bird and bat behavior due to all aspects of facility operation (noise, lighting, etc.).

4. Assessing territorial abandonment, nest avoidance, and changes in population status within and adjacent to the project footprint.

5. Assessing whether conservation measures implemented for the project were adequate.

7.1	Monitoring Design

7.1.1	Duration and Timing

This program will be conducted during construction and for at least 3 years post-construction during the operations and maintenance phase of the Proposed Project to attempt to capture differences in parameters due to seasonal and annual variability. The monitoring program will be extended to 5 years post-construction or longer, if:

1. Mortality level triggers are reached or (more than 40 individual birds have been killed or injured that were attributable to activities at the solar farm and related components, or 10 at SCE project components); or 	Comment by Migratory Birds: How was this determined?

2. The Project resultsAny project activities result in the mortality otake of a listed species or eagle. 



Monitoring will include data collection during breeding, wintering, and migration periods because bird and bat use of areas will vary seasonally.	Comment by Migratory Birds: Should capture nocturnal bird use

7.1.2	Study Components

The long-term monitoring program for measuring raptor and bat incidence at the Project site will consist of:

1. Recording incidental sightings, 

2. Mortality studies by implementing the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan

3. Conducting seasonal point counts, and 	Comment by Migratory Birds: Should capture wintering, breeding, and migrant bird use

4. Conducting annual nest surveys. 

Incidental Sightings

Throughout the construction and operation phases of the Proposed Project, all incidental sightings of special-status bird species, and all raptors and bats will be recorded. During construction, all sightings will be recorded by biological monitors. The Lead Avian Biologist will be tasked with keeping records and reporting these results (as described in Section 7.4).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please clarify how data from incidental sightings will be used (or not used).




Mortality Studies (Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan)

Mortality Studies will be conducted within all Projectsolar farm and SCE project components to determine any monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such the gen-tie line and, solar panels. , or SCE facilities. 



Study methodology includes:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This section should be more detailed including specific methods, sample sizes, and quantification to ascertain searcher efficiency and inherent survey bias’.

1. Selection of study sites for both solar farm and SCE project components,

2. Mortality searches at each study site, including accepted methodology and frequency

3. Reporting and adaptive management

Selection of Study Sites

These studies will be conducted at a minimum of twelve study sites within solar farm and related components and within a minimum of three control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the study area. All areas of the Red Bluff Substation accessible will be included, as well as two sites selected along the access road and loop-in area; and two along the distribution line, with one control site related to the SCE project components.

Mortality Searches

Mortality surveys will be completed weeklybi-monthly post-construction in each Project phasestudy site for a period of 1one year. After one year, these studies will be conducted monthly for at least an additional two years, completing the 3three-year post-construction monitoring period. These studies will be conducted at a minimum of 12 sites within all Project componentsfollow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and within a minimumwill include an assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, and a carcass collection protocol and an assessment of 3 control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the Project areascarcass scavenger rates.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This is unclear. Please revise. Also, see USFWS mortality monitoring protocol.



These studies will follow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and will include:

· An assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, 

· A carcass collection protocol and an assessment of carcass scavenger rates, and 

· Detailed specifications on data (see data collection flow charts and example data sheets submitted to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG), 





Data will be collected using handheld data recorders and/or paper data sheets. All data will be scanned and entered into the Project database that will be submitted as part of the annual reporting for both the solar farm and the SCE project components. Reporting will be conducted as described in Section 7.4 below.



If monitoring determines that bird mortality caused by solar facilities may be having potentially adverse impacts on special-status bird avian populations (by exceeding mortality triggers discussed above), the ApplicantApplicants will implement adaptive management strategies such as installing additional bird flight diverters alterations to project components that have been identified as key mortality features. If adaptive management actions are implemented, mortality studies will continue for an additional year post-construction until a reduction in mortality to a level comparable to control sites is documented.

Seasonal Point Counts

Point Counts will continue to be conducted using the same methods that were used in baseline point counts (Section 3.0). These point counts will be conducted once during each season of each year (excluding summer) during construction and for the 3-year post-construction period.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This method should be updated; point counts as currently described have no utility for GOEA or raptor observation, and should not be used for these species.	Comment by Migratory Birds: As noted in previous comments, should capture wintering, breeding, and migrant bird use, as well as nocturnal and diurnal bird use.




Nest Surveys

Annual nest surveys will be conducted each spring during construction between March 15 and June 1, using two surveys separated by at least 30 days. All Project-related infrastructure (e.g.; fence posts, transmission towers, and buildings) would be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. Nest locations may also be detected via incidental sightings or during point count surveys.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please provide data which suggests that most passerines are attending their nests during this time period; include citation.



During nest surveys, the ground under all raptor and raven nests will be inspected for the presence shells of juvenile tortoises or other evidence or predation of desert tortoise. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These surveys should also include utility poles.

7.1.3	Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan 

In addition to project-specific mortality monitoring studies the ProjectApplicants will monitor golden eagles separately to ensure that potential take (e.g., mortality and habitat disturbance) golden eagles mortality is adequately assessed. For each year during construction, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities will be conducted to determine whether any territory is active occupied (Pagel et al. 2010). Data collected during the inventory shall include: 

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



If an occupied nest is detected during construction within 10 miles of any Project component, the Applicant for that component will implement adaptive management strategies in cooperation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG (and CPUC if an SCE component) for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles (Pagel et al. 2010). Triggers for additional adaptive management requirements will include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, such as agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define and describe.  

7.2	Nest Management	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Per the guidance, “Each facility should have protocols in place on how to manage nests established on any part of the facility (see APLIC 2006). Eagle nests should be addressed per the Service’s 2007 National Bald Eagle Management Guidelines” This is not articulated here or in section 7.1.

Project facilities will manage nests established on any part of the facility as described throughout this document. Eagle nests will be addressed as described in Section 7.1 above.

7.3	Risk Assessment Validation

Using data collected throughout this process, the ProjectApplicants will attempt to validate the identified risks of the project. The validation process will consider:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: But how will these questions be answered?

1. Whether the documented mortality rate post-construction is higher, lower, or as expected, compared to the pre-construction risk assessment.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will this be determined?  The initial data were collected late in the season; therefore, the baseline is not well established.

2. Whether conservation measures are adequate to minimize bird and/or bat mortality to the maximum extent practicable? 

3. Would additional conservation measures be likely to reduce mortality rates?

4. Do documented mortality rates trigger adaptive management actions?



The results of this validation assessment would be discussed in Project reporting, described in Section 7.4 below.

7.4	Reporting

Quarterly e-mail summaries of all biological monitoring activities will be submitted to BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CDFGCPUC (for SCE project components) by the Designated Biologist. One section of these summaries will focus on reporting for the long-term monitoring program for raptors (including owls) and bats. This section will include results of the study components of monitoring conducted during the previous quarter, and a discussion of any unusual circumstances noted. These reports may also include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.

 

On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to the BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for the BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG,CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE project components) in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1 of each year. This annual report will summarize all quarterly reports and be submitted via e-mail by the Designated Biologist. After this report is submitted, an annual meeting will be held between the BLM, USFWS, Applicants, CDFG, and CDFGCPUC to review the annual monitoring report and discuss monitoring results and conservation measures, including any adaptive management implemented or recommended.






8.0	Key Resources and References

8.1	Key Resources

Key resources include the team of proponent personnel, biological monitors and agency personnel who will work together to ensure the success of the protection, avoidance, and minimization of impacts to bird and bat species during the construction and operations and maintenance phases of the Project. The names and contact information for key personnel are provided below.



Project Proponents

Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC

1111 Broadway St, 4th Floor

Oakland, CA 94607

(510) 625-7400

Contact:  Amanda Beck

ABeck@firstsolar.com



Southern California Edison

1218 South 5th Avenue

Monrovia, CA 91016

(626) 260-6040

Contact: Paul Yamazaki

Paul.Yamazaki@sce.com


Biological Monitoring

Ironwood Consulting

1412 S. Center St.

Redlands, CA 92373

(909) 798-0330

Contact: Kathy Simon

Kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com



Bureau of Land Management

California Desert District Office

22835 Calle San Juan De Los Lagos

Moreno Valley, CA 92553-9046

(951) 697-5223

Contact: Kim Marsden

Kim_Marsden@BLM.gov 





U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office

6010 Hidden Valley Rd., 101

Carlsbad, CA 92011

760.431.9440 x 354 phone

Contact: Jody Fraser

jody_fraser@fws.gov



California Department of Fish and Game

Inland Deserts Region

3602 Inland Empire Blvd Suite C220

Ontario, CA 91764

(909) 484-0167

Contact: Magdalena Rodriguez

mcrodriguez@dfg.ca.gov
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   AVIAN AND BAT PROTECTION PLAN	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Overall the document is fragmented relative to the avoidance, minimization, mitigation, and conservation measures. These measures should be consolidated into one section and any redundancies omitted or merged.

Also, this document is largely the FWS guidance cut and pasted without any of the necessary details. Providing project-specific data, analysis (risk assessment) including how minimization measures reduce risk, and procedures for validating risk is recommended. Also, inclusion of a more substantive adaptive management strategy is recommended.	Comment by Migratory Birds: BBCS	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Finally, we recommend that an ornithologist with relevant expertise in avian species, particularly raptor biology and conservation, be consulted on the technical aspects of the plan, particularly regarding mortality monitoring, statistical validation of any monitoring strategy, and the adaptive management component.
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1.0	INTRODUCTIONIntroduction 

This section provides a brief summary of the project description for the Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC (ApplicantSunlight) and Southern California Edison (SCE) project (jointly the “Applicants”). A complete description of the project is found in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project California Desert Conservation Area Plan Amendment and Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) (BLM 2011).



The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) issued of a right-of-way (ROW) grant authorizing the construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Project (Project). The Project covers less than 4,176 acres (ac) and is located in Riverside County, California, approximately 6 miles north of the rural community of Desert Center and approximately (10.5 kilometers or 6.5 miles north of the Interstate 10 corridor (Figure 1). The Project consists of three main components 1) a 550-megawatt (MW) solar photovoltaic (PV) generating facility (Solar Farm), 2) a 220-kilovolt (kV) generation interconnection line (Gen-tie line), and 3) a 500/220-kV substation and substation related components (the Red Bluff Substation) (Figure 2). While the Red Bluff substation is included as part of this project description for planning and environmental considerations, it would be constructed, owned, and operated by SCE, not by the ApplicantSunlight.



The Applicant and SCEApplicants have prepared this Avian and Bat Protection Plan in accordance with regulatory agency guidance, including:

· U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Pacific Southwest Region’s Region8 Interim Guidelines for the Development of a Project Specific Avian and Bat Protection Plan for Solar Energy Plants and Related Transmission Facilities.   

· Avian and Bat Protection Plan Guidelines developed jointly by Edison Electric Institute’s Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) 

· Additional Interim Guidelines from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS 2000, 2003, 2010). 

· Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO Plan, BLM and the California Department of Fish and Game- CDFG 2002).



1.1	Purpose of the Avian and Bat Protection Plan

The Avian and Bat Protection Plan (ABPP) delineates a program designed to reduce the risks that result from bird and bat interactions due to actions performed by Sunlight in the construction and operation of the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line; and by SCE in the construction and operation of their project components (Red Bluff Substation and associated access road, distribution line and telecommunications site). The ABPP also identifies the avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures that will be implemented over the life of the project, as well as long-term monitoring strategies and an adaptive management program. The overall goal of this ABPP is to avoid, reduce, and ultimately eliminate bird and bat mortality to the extent possible. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: For informational purposes, this plan is now called “Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy”; if the applicant intends to pursue a GOEA permit, an Eagle Conservation Plan would also be necessary.



The objectives of this ABPP are as follows:

· Describe the process of surveys and siting decisions to date, including identifying baseline conditions for avian and bat species present in the area of the Project components. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Survey methods, techniques, and qualifications of surveyors, as well as a thorough analysis of data leading to risk characterization of direct, indirect and cumulative effects is an integral part of this plan and should be included or expanded upon in each respective section.

· Identify activities during construction and operationsal and maintenance (O&M) that may increase the potential of adverse effects to passerine, raptor, and bat species on and adjacent to the Project components.

· Specify steps that will be taken to avoid, minimize and mitigate any potential adverse effects to these species, including thresholds for adaptive management.

· Detail long-term monitoring and reporting goals for the Project.



Ironwood Consulting, Inc.	4







The following Applicant measures (AM) and mitigation measures (MM) from the FEIS are incorporated into this plan.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Per previous comment, all of these measures should be integrated into the body of the plan below. Consolidating the measures would make the document easier to read.



AM-WIL-3. Avian and Bat Protection Plan. This Plan will be prepared and implemented by the Applicants to specify necessary actions to be taken to protect nesting bird and bat species. The following measures will be implemented by the Applicants to protect burrowing owls in the Project locations during construction:



1. Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction area as recommended by the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The same methods should be used to detect nesting and wintering BUOW.



2. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 75 meters (250 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). Initial avoidance buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on the type of construction activity as approved by CDFG or USFWS. Outside nesting season or after determining that a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within one mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation.



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicants to protect nesting bird species in the Project locations during construction which are protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and California Fish and Game Code Sections 3503 and 3513:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Any efforts to detect state and federally listed bird species that may utilize habitats within and near the project footprint should be articulated.



1. Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and in adjacent habitat areas and any nests observed will be identified and clearly marked. For passerines, an exclusion area where construction will not be allowed to commence will be established approximately 100 meters (330 feet) from any active nest. For raptors (other than golden eagles), the exclusion area will be established approximately 170 meters (500 feet) from any active nest (excluding nests of the common raven). For golden eagles, the exclusion area will be established approximately 1.6 kilometers (one mile) from any active nest. Initial protective buffers may be modified per the direction of a biological monitor based on type of construction activity and bird species and per approval by CDFG or USFWS. Nests will be checked within one week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or young have fledged.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Include citation.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please define methodology and frequency.



2. Vegetation clearing will be conducted outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

3. Biological monitors will be present on-site during all phases of construction and will be tasked with monitoring avian nesting in adjacent habitats. If nests are found, the same procedures would be used as discussed above for pre-construction surveys. 



The following measures will be implemented by the Applicant to protect roosting bats in the Project locations during construction: Pre-construction surveys will be completed in the Project locations and adjacent habitat areas and any active bat colonies will be identified and clearly marked. An exclusion area will be established approximately 50 meters (165 feet) from any active colony, and whenever possible, these areas will be avoided during construction activities.



For five years post-construction, the Applicant will record incidental sightings of raptors and bats in the Project locations. In addition, the Applicant will conduct nest surveys within the Project locations at least twice each spring between March 1 and June 1, separated by at least 30 days where all project-related infrastructure will be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. The Applicant will submit quarterly status reports via email to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG. On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1st of each year. These reports may include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Is this for raptors?   If so, 01 March – 01 June in xeric habitats is too late; earlier nesting chronologies are probably more relevant. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define. How will this information be used? If it is incidental, what inferences may be gained from these ‘data.’



AM-WIL-4, Construction Water Storage Pond Design. The temporary construction water ponds shall be designed, constructed, and operated in compliance with all applicable regulatory requirements with respect to design, operation, and maintenance, protection of migratory waterfowl, and raven management. This includes following provisions in the FEIS under the common raven management plan and includes the following specific measures to discourage ravens:



· Using anti-perching devices around the perimeter of each pond to exclude ravens and other birds from accessing the edge of the ponds to drink.

· Lining the ponds and maintaining two feet of freeboard in the ponds at all times

· Designing the ponds with interior side slopes at a 33 percent slope (3:1, horizontal:vertical)

· Netting will be used to cover ponds when not in use to reduce avian access. Appropriate material will be used to ensure that nocturnal bird species and bats will not become entangled in the netting.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please describe what type of netting will be used and ensure that it has proven effective for similar purposes. Demonstrate that entanglement in the net by birds and other wildlife will not be an issue.

· At least 60 days prior to construction, the Applicant shall submit to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG, the proposed locations and design of the ponds, including how many ponds would be operational at a time, specific design features to discourage ravens, and a plan for immediately addressing problems with pond design. During construction, the ponds shall be monitored daily to ensure that anti-raven measures are successful. All ponds will be dismantled at the end of construction.



SCE does not have construction water storage ponds in its project components.






MM-WIL-5. Prepare and Implement a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. Prior to the issuance of a ROW retain a BLM-approved, qualified biologist to prepare a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan in consultation with CDFG and USFWS. This plan shall follow the Avian Protection Plan guidelines outlined by USFWS and APLIC. The plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such feeder/distribution lines and solar panels.  



The Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan shall include at a minimum: 

· Detailed specifications on data, 

· A carcass collection protocol, and 

· A rationale justifying the proposed schedule of carcass searches, and

· Seasonal trials to assess bias from carcass removal by scavengers as well as searcher bias.



During construction and for one year following the beginning of the solar farm operation the biologist shall submit annual reports to BLM, CDFG, and USFWS describing the dates, durations, and results of monitoring and data collection. The annual reports shall provide a detailed description of any project-related bird or wildlife deaths or injuries detected during the monitoring study or at any other time and data collected for the study of polarized light impacts on insectivorous birds. The report shall analyze any project-related bird fatalities or injuries detected, and provide recommendations for future monitoring and any adaptive management actions needed.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Reporting requirements should be consistent throughout the document. Below, reporting is required beyond one year.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Reporting to regulatory agencies of avian mortality should be within 24 hours -5 days of mortality; take of birds is not a permitted activity.  



Thresholds will be determined in this ABPP and approved by BLM, CDFG and USFWS. If BLM determines that bird mortality caused by solar have been identified as key mortality features, or implement other appropriate actions approved by BLM and regulatory agencies based on the findings of the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan. If mitigation actions are required, the annual reporting shall continue until BLM, in consultation with CDFG and USFWS, determines whether more years of monitoring are needed, and whether additional mitigation and adaptive management measures are necessary.



MM-WIL-6. Prepare and Implement Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring, and Adaptive Management. For each year after commencement of construction \, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities shall be conducted to determine if whether any territory is active. Survey methods for the inventory shall be as described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. A nesting territory or shall be considered occupied or unoccupied based on criteria in Pagel et al. (2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. Data collected during the inventory shall include at least the following: 	Comment by Migratory Birds: Please specify how many years inventory will be conducted.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will non-breeding eagles (juveniles, subadults, floaters during breeding and non-breeding season be monitored and addressed?

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan: If an occupied nest (as defined by Pagel et al. 2010) is detected within 10 miles of any project component, the Project owner or SCE shall prepare and implement a Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles. The monitoring methods shall be consistent with those described in the Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (Pagel et al. 2010) or more current guidance from the USFWS. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall be prepared in consultation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). It shall be implemented by Desert Sunlight or SCE, according to project component; and each Applicant shall designate a biologist, to be approved by BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components). Triggers for adaptive management shall include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, including but not limited to: agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment. The Golden Eagle Monitoring and Management Plan shall include a description of adaptive management actions, which shall include, but not be limited to, cessation of construction activities that are deemed by the Designated Biologist to be the source of golden eagle disturbance.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will those activities be identified independently from other non-project related occurrences (i.e. territorial eagle disputes, anthropogenic recreation, research/monitoring effects, etc.?



1.2	Legal Drivers

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA), National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) provide the primary legal bases for this ABPP. The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 703, et seq.) prohibits the taking, killing, possession, transportation and importation of migratory birds, their eggs, parts, and nests, except when authorized by the USFWS. Because MBTA does not provide a specific mechanism to authorize “incidental” take, proponents often should work proactively with the Service to avoid and minimize the potential take of species. 



The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 668-668d) protects bald and golden eagles.  Through a new regulation (50 CFR § 22.26), the Service can authorize take of bald and golden eagles when the take is associated with, but not the purpose of, an otherwise lawful activity, and cannot practicably be avoided. Thus, these new regulations provide a mechanism where take of eagles can be legally authorized.  



Under the National Environmental Policy Act (42 USC §§ 4321-4370h), federal agencies such as BLM are required to prepare a detailed environmental impact statement (EIS) for any major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment. An EIS must include an examination of the environmental impacts of a proposed project, a reasonable range of alternatives for a project and other related matters. BLM authorization of a right-of-way (ROW) grant for the Project would require a land use plan amendment (PA) to the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) Plan (BLM 1980), as amended. In addition, DOE will consider Sunlight’s application for a loan guarantee under Title XVII of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EP Act 05), as amended by Section 406 of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Public Law (PL) 111-5 (the “Recovery Act”).



The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has discretionary authority to issue the Permit to Construct (PTC) for SCE’s Red Bluff Substation, a portion of the Project. As allowed by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15221, the CPUC intends to use this EIS to provide the environmental review required for its approval process. The CPUC and BLM have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that defines the relationship of the two agencies, and identifies CPUC as a cooperating agency with the BLM. 



The Applicant anticipatesApplicants anticipate that construction and/or operation of the Project will not cause unauthorized “take” or prohibited “disturbance” of any species protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act or the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. However, it is voluntarily proposing this Avian and Bat Protection Plan to proactively implement measures to avoid, minimize and mitigate for any potential adverse effects of the Project on such species.  In addition, by utilizing the adaptive management approach in this plan, it is committing to evaluate data during the operation phase of the Project and make further adjustments to the plan, if necessary and appropriate. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This determination precedes the presentation of the data and the analysis. It is not a “Legal Driver” and no data are provided here for the reader to connect to the conclusion. Please move to the appropriate section and provide rationale.



1.3	Corporate Policy

Sunlight and SCE have a commitment to work cooperatively towards the protection of migratory birds and bats.  These entities are committed to consistent coordination with agency personnel at BLM, USFWS, and the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) so that all parties and agencies understand the scope of the Project and can discuss project facilities and features that may require additional attention for avian species.




2.0	Coordination

Sunlight and SCE recognized that an essential element to developing a successful Project is the coordination between the project proponents and the appropriate agencies. As recommended by USFWS, the Applicants conducted early coordination on essential elements, such as wildlife surveys, project siting criteria, and operational limitations to ensure that all parties and agencies understood the scope of the project and potential issues could be identified early in the planning process (USFWS 2010). This coordination resulted in numerous improvements to project siting and design (discussed in Section 4.0), and the development of Applicant Measures designed to avoid and minimize potential effects to avian and bat species. 

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This and the paragraphs below are not part of coordination but more minimization measures to reduce project impacts; therefore, should be moved to the appropriate section and consolidated with other measures.

Sunlight evaluated a larger Project Study Area (PSA) when determining the siting of the Project. Areas of desert wash woodland were avoided in this siting to the extent possible, in part to avoid the potential roosting, nesting, and foraging areas for birds and bats within areas of greater vegetation structure. The process of reducing the Project footprint is discussed further in Section 4.0.



The Applicants have also incorporated design features into the Project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats, including:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These measures should be consolidated with other conservation, avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures into a single section.

· Limiting vegetation clearing to periods outside of the bird breeding season (approximately February 1 to August 31) to the maximum extent practicable, taking into account the necessary timing of conservation measures for other species, including the desert tortoise.

· Limiting vegetation disturbance and grading to the smallest area practicable; and

· Placing electrical lines underground or transmission lines on existing structures to the extent practical to avoid collisions with lines. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Adhere to APLIC guidance for any above ground transmission lines.



The Applicants further intendsintend to utilize the Applicant Measures AM-WIL-3 and AM-WIL-4 from the FEIS (presented in Section 1.0) during the construction phase and O&M phase of the project to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These measures are required per the ROD and identified above. See comment 20 above.

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

SCE will also follow the above measures outlined in AM-WIL-3 (AM-WIL-4 is not applicable to SCE components) in the FEIS above to reduce potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats.






3.0	Adaptive Management and Habitat Compensation	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This section should come last as future monitoring will inform the adaptive management needs.

Also, please provide the details of the adaptive management framework.

3.1	Adaptive Management Process

The Applicant has incorporated siting criteria, design features and best management practices into the Project that will provide significant avoidance and minimization measures that will reduce the potential for adverse effects on avian and bat species. Specifically, decisions were made to ensure that each phase of project development was evaluated with an eye to reducing potential adverse effects to migratory birds and bats during the siting, design, construction, operation and maintenance (O&M), and post-operation phases of the Project. 



In additional to the specific Project measures described below, Sunlight and SCE are committed to using an adaptive management approach throughout the life of the Project that supports flexible decision making and can be adjusted as monitoring results or new regional data are received. In so doing, the protections in this plan are expected to have continued effectiveness throughout the life of the Project.



This adaptive management approach will include the following six key concepts described by Williams (2009) that are endorsed by the Service in its Interim Guidance for Solar Energy Facilities (USFWS 2010):

1. Problem Assessment

2. Design

3. Implementation

4. Monitoring

5. Evaluation

6. Adjustment



Adaptive Management is a keystone of the Sunlight and SCE program to avoid and reduce potential effects to avian and bat species throughout the construction, O&M, and decommissioning stages of the Project. In order to compensate for the loss of avian and bat habitat, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide habitat compensation. This approach is described further in the following sections.

3.2	Habitat Compensation

Habitat Ccompensation is discussed in detail in the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar 2011) for the solar farm and gen-tie line. The Applicant and SCE, and in the Red Bluff Substation Habitat Compensation Plan (SCE 2011) for the Red Bluff Substation and related components, The Applicants are prepared to implement necessary mitigation and compensation for impacts to protected wildlife species as required by BLM, the CDFG, and USFWS as described in the FEIS and Habitat Compensation PlanPlans. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: If you’re going to include this section, recommend adding a sentence that summarizes how impacts to avian and bat species are being compensated as stated in the hab comp plan.




4.0	Pre-Siting Data Collection

The siting of the solar farm site, gen-tie line, and substation required detailed and individual evaluation. Although the area of Red Bluff Substation had been recently and repeatedly surveyed prior to this Project for numerous transmission projects, the solar farm site and immediately surrounding areas had not been previously surveyed. Thus, in an effort to place the Project components in locations that would yield the least risk of population impacts, a rigorous siting evaluation process was completed, including the following considerations recommended by the USFWS:

1. Coarse Site Assessment

2. Habitat Equivalency Analysis

3. Site Specific Wildlife Surveys

4. Risk Assessment

5. Reporting

4.1 Coarse Site Assessment

In accordance with USFWS guidance, a pre-siting assessment was conducted starting with a coarse site assessment of the potential environmental issues that might preclude the site from development based on its perceived or validated level of risk (USFWS 2010). This project conducted the equivalent of a Potential Impact Index (PII) (USFWS 2003) by taking a “first cut” analysis of the suitability of a site proposed for development and estimating use of the site by selected wildlife species as an indicator of potential impact (USFWS 2010).



Initial biological assessments conducted in 2007 recommended the avoidance of Pinto Wash as potential habitat for special status species, including avian and bat species. This was supported by an initial field assessment of the site conducted by Patricia Brown-Berry (Brown Berry 2010) for bat species. Between 2008 and 2011, several additional site reductions occurred that reduced the solar farm footprint and shifted the footprint away from areas that support better quality habitats with larger and more diverse vegetative structure.



Project components do not provide habitat for federally or state-listed avian or bat species, but do provide habitat for several special-status species, including those shown on Tables 1 and 2 (Ironwood Consulting 2010). All species in Tables 1 and 2 are species addressed and covered under the Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO).

Solar Farm and Gen-tie line 

The Solar farm site alternatives and Gen-tie line route alternatives are not within an Important Bird Area, a Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Network (WHSRN), or an area designated by the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance (Ramsar Convention). The solar farm site is not within an area designated as a critical habitat unit (CHU), or other Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC); however, the Solar Farm site is immediately adjacent to the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU. The Gen-tie line is partially located within the Chuckwalla DWMA and CHU designated as management areas for the desert tortoise. 

Red Bluff Substation and Related Components

The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are not within an Important Bird Area, WHSRN area, or Ramsar Convention area. The Red Bluff Substation alternatives and related components are within the Chuckwalla CHU and DWMA.
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Table 1.	Sensitive Avian Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Passerine Species

		



		Chaetura vauxi

Vaux’s swift (breeding sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

		none

SSC



		Progne subis

purple martin

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Toxostoma lecontei

LeConte’s thrasher

		Federal:



State:

NECO:

		Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC)

SSC

covered 



		Raptors 

		



		Aquila chrysaetos

golden eagle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		protected by BGEPA

SSC; fully protected

covered 



		Athene cunicularia

burrowing owl

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Buteo regalis

ferruginous hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

none

covered 



		Buteo swainsonii

Swainson’s hawk (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

threatened

covered 



		Circus cyaneus

northern harrier (nesting sites are protected (i.e. MBTA)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered 



		Falco mexicanus

prairie falcon (nesting sites are protected)

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		BCC

SSC

covered 



		Lanius ludovicianus

loggerhead shrike 

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered












Table 2.	Sensitive Bat Species with the Potential to Inhabit the Proposed Project Area 

		Scientific Name

Common Name

		Status



		

		



		Antrozous pallidus

pallid bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eptesicus fuscus pallidus

big brown bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

Covered



		Eumops perotis californicus

western mastiff bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Eumops perotis

pocketed free-tailed bat  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus cinereus

hoary bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Lasiurus xanthinus

southern yellow bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Macrotus californicus

California leaf-nosed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Myotis californicus  

California myotis  

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Parastrellus hesperus

western pipistrelle

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Plecotus townsendii

Townsend’s big-eared bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered



		Tadarida brasiliensis  

Mexican free-tailed bat

		Federal:

State:

NECO:

		none

SSC

covered










4.2	Habitat Equivalency Analysis

TheAs recommended by USFWS, the Applicants have conducted a Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA) to quantify potential temporary disturbance vs. permanent loss of habitat for these species. This process began in the earliest phases of the Project and continues to guide the habitat compensation process. Permanent habitat losses and compensation put forward to offset project impacts have been quantified and are described in the Project’s Habitat Compensation Plan (First Solar and SCE 2011).



AsIn addition, as recommended by the USFWS, the Applicants have looked for opportunities to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities. These opportunities may come in the form of voluntary habitat acquisition or conservation easements. In order to quantify the appropriate compensation acreage, the use of an HEA can be used to identify high quality habitat and calculate compensation for the development of high quality habitats for both permanent and temporary losses. The objective of an HEA is to replace lost habitat services with like services, providing a replacement ratio for interim and permanent injury. 



The most significant step First Solar has taken to promote bird, bat, and other wildlife conservation when planning their facilities is working with BLM to determine the suitability of habitat remaining within their solar application as an area to be excluded from future development due to biological concerns. The area that could be excluded supports more diverse habitats with greater vegetation structure than the majority of the Project site and provides better habitats for most bird and bat species than those habitats found on the solar farm site.	Comment by Migratory Birds: Is this area identified in another document?

4.3	Site- Sspecific Wildlife Surveys

Pre-siting survey data will becomeserve as the baseline for project impacts to biological resources, including birds and bats populations. Thus, prior to conducting site-specific surveys of the Project components, appropriate survey questions were developed that included methods applicable for before-after control impacts studies. Survey questions included:

1. Which species of birds and bats use the project area and how do their numbers vary temporally?

2. How much time do birds/bats spend in potential risk zones and does this behavior vary by season?

3. What is the estimated range of bird/bat mortalities from the project?

4. Are there nesting raptors on site or within 3 miles of project footprint. For eagles, are there eagles nesting within 10 miles of project footprint?

4.3.1	Methods

As recommended by USFWS (2010), multiple survey techniques were used to ensure adequate data collection. Specific survey methods included:	Comment by Migratory Birds: For how many years?  One?  Is this enough data?  BBCS recommends multi year preconstruction surveys (up to 3 years).  Explain how many years pre-construction surveys will be conducted.  If only one year, need to justify.

1. Diurnal point counts including varying timing during the day, month and seasonally during migratory periods.	Comment by Migratory Birds: BBCS guidance also recommends that both diurnal and nocturnal bird use data be collected.  Do not see mention of nocturnal bird use data being collected on or adjacent to project site.  

2. Raptor nest searches including golden eagle surveys (Pagel et al. 2010)

3. Migration counts.

4. Incidental data collection conducted during all biological surveys conducted at the Project components, which spanned over four years at the site, thus also captured timing variation within days, months and seasons as well as under varying climatic conditions.

5. 
Surveys for burrowing owl following Phase I and II surveys as directed by CDFG (California Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993).



Point Counts

Point count surveys for all birds were conducted in April, May, and October 2010 by experienced desert avian biologists Kip Kermoian and Jake Molhman at a total of twelve locations, nine on the Solar farm site and three at control sites, using point count methodology as described in Monitoring Bird Populations by Point Counts (Ralph et al. 1995). The surveys identify bird species and their relative numbers at each fixed study point location (point counts). Point count methodology is well accepted and widely used in bird studies.  Each point is visited for a fixed amount of time and all birds detected within an often fixed radius are recorded. Research suggests that the amount of time spent at a sampling location increases standard error, especially at times greater than 10 minutes (Smith et al. 1997). Each count was limited to 10 minutes to minimize standard error introduced by double counting, flyovers, etc. Additionally, incidental flyovers were recorded separately from typical observations and each count was divided into three survey periods consisting of the first three minutes, minutes 3 to 5, and minutes 5 to 10. This time division was done to facilitate data analysis used to differentiate birds most likely to be permanent or temporary occupants of the study point from transients in the area surveyed.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service:  The dates selected may exclude migrants and wintering birds.  	Comment by Migratory Birds: Should capture diurnal and nocturnal bird use.  What time of day were point counts conducted?  Also, need to capture wintering and migrant birds.



Golden Eagle Surveys

The ApplicantApplicants participated in a joint program to conduct aerial surveys for golden eagles in and around Blythe and Desert Center, California. These surveys were conducted in two phases, with Phase 1 occurring on April 2-3, 2010 and Phase 2 occurring on May 14, 2010.  These surveys were conducted in accordance with applicable USFWS guidance and were designed to record and report occupancy (Phase I) and productivity (Phase II) of golden eagle nests within a ten-mile radius of four solar projects, including Sunlight’s Solar farm site. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These dates do not correlate with recommended time periods for surveys; the latter aerial survey (14 May 2010) is late to detect breeding GOEA in xeric habitats. Further, these dates are inconsistent with those reported by WRI (25-26 March and 2-3 April). Please reconcile. This also suggests that only one year of data were collected; at least 3 years of data are recommended.  



Although the primary purpose of the surveys was to conduct the first of two aerial surveys for golden eagles [Interim Golden Eagle Inventory and Monitoring Protocols; and Other Recommendations (USFWS 2010)], the surveys also recorded data for other raptor species.  The data and results from these surveys are found in the Final Report, Golden Eagle Surveys Surrounding Four Proposed Energy Developments in the Mojave Desert Region, California (Wildlife Research Institute 2010). 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The number of aerial over-flights was recommended to be AT LEAST two flights; however, in most instances more survey work would be necessary to assess risk. Additionally, ground observations are recommended to augment data.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This document should be appended to the final ABPP. 



Raptor Nest Surveys

Surveys of the alternatives for all three main components of the Project site were conducted on April 23-24 and May 20, 2010 in accordance with draft State agency protocols for identifying raptor nests [California Energy Commission (CEC) and CDFG 2010].  These surveys include inspecting all potential structures and trees in the Project vicinity for the presence of raptor nests. The results from these nest surveys are incorporated in this document.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Again, from a chronology standpoint for desert habitat, this may be too late to be meaningful.




Bats

On February 17, 2010, Dr. Patricia Brown, desert bat expert who has conducted numerous bat surveys in the Project region, conducted a reconnaissance-level survey of the Project components. The purpose of this survey was to determine those bats species that might inhabit these project areas and to formulate avoidance and minimization measures for bat species to be used during the construction, O&M, and post-construction phases.




Incidental Sightings

During all Project biological surveys, all bird species were identified and/or tallied on standardized data forms (Ironwood Consulting 2010). These data were compiled in electronic databases and used to determine species present and variation throughout days, months and seasons.

Burrowing Owl

Phase I burrowing owl surveys were conducted in 2007 on the First Solar project components, and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Phase II focused surveys were conducted in 2008 and 2010 on the First Solar project components and in 2010 on the SCE project components. Results of these surveys are compiled in the Biological Resources Technical Report (Ironwood 2010). In addition, pre-construction surveys in September 2011 were conducted on both the solar farm and Red Bluff substation sites, following the Phase II and III protocols (Burrowing Owl Consortium 1993). 

4.3.2	Results

Results addressing the first 3three survey questions were compiled and are discussed below separately for passerines, raptors, and bats with a special discussion for special-status bird species listed on Table 1. The chart below shows those bird species that were recorded most frequently during all surveys of the solar farm site.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This table is illegible.  	Comment by Migratory Birds: What units are represented in the y-axis?  Individuals observed?  Number of observations of single birds?








Passerines

Most detections of passerine species were recorded in the morning hours between 0600 and 0800 and in the months of March and April in each year. These results are likely affected by the higher numbers of surveyors recording data during those months of the year, and that point counts were conducted in the morning hours as described in Ralph et al 1995. All passerine species were found in habitats that are present both on the solar farm site and gen-tie line, and on the SCE components; therefore any of these species may inhabit each of these Project components. Habitat quality does differ throughout the area, with the gen-tie line and SCE components in areas of sheet flow and scattered desert dry wash woodland, thus providing greater vegetation diversity and structure. The solar farm site has approximately 1,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitats that provide greater density and structure favored by most species, with the remaining approximately 2,921 acres poorer quality habitat with few species present and wide spaces between shrubs of stunted growth.	Comment by Migratory Birds: How were surveys conducted?  On foot?  From a vehicle?	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: According to the methods, surveys were only conducted in 2010. Correct?	Comment by Migratory Birds: Thought that earlier in the document, stated point counts would be taken at different times of the day.  Also, need to capture nocturnal bird use.	Comment by Migratory Birds: How was this quantified?  Aerial imagery?



Mortalities from the project are not expected with the inclusion of the avoidance and impact minimization measures required in the FEIS and discussed in Section 5.0 of this report and include protection of active nests until nest completion is documented. Avian species found on the solar farm site are highly mobile and were generally found in low numbers on the majority of the solar farm site. Thirty-eight passerine species have been recorded at the Project components (Table 3). The species indicated in bold type are special-status species discussed separately below.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Direct mortalities? Need to assess the risk of indirect effects from loss of foraging, nesting habitat and potential reproductive failure.



Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. ’Costa's hummingbirds feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 3). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  




Table 3.	Passerine Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Shouldn’t/couldn’t there be more data associated with this in a table, such as numbers of observations, behaviors, etc.? Also, observations appear to have some road-bias; per the map below (figure 3); is this a correct observation?

		Common Name

		Scientific name



		American robin

		Turdus migratorius



		Anna's hummingbird

		Calypte anna



		ash-throated flycatcher

		Myiarchus cinerascens



		barn swallow

		Hirundo rustica



		black-crowned night heron

		Nycticorax nycticorax



		black-tailed gnatcatcher

		Polioptila melanura



		black-throated sparrow

		Amphispiza bilineata



		blue-gray gnatcatcher

		Polioptila caerulea



		Brewer's blackbird

		Euphagus cyanocephalus



		Brewer's sparrow

		Spizella breweri



		Bullock's oriole

		Icterus bullockii



		common poorwill

		Phalaenoptilus nuttallii



		Costa's hummingbird

		Calypte costae



		Gambel’s quail

		Callipepla gambelii



		greater roadrunner

		Geococcyx californianus



		great-tailed grackle

		Quiscalus mexicanus



		horned lark

		Eremophila alpestris



		house finch

		Carpodacus mexicanus



		house wren

		Troglodytes aedon



		killdeer

		Charadrius vociferous



		LeConte’s thrasher

		Toxostoma lecontei



		lesser goldfinch

		Carduelis psaltria



		lesser nighthawk

		Chordeiles minor



		mourning dove

		Zenaida macroura



		northern flicker

		Colaptes auratus



		northern mockingbird

		Mimus polyglottos



		phainopepla

		Phainopepla nitens



		rock wren

		Salpinctes obsoletus



		northern rough-winged swallow

		Stelgidopteryx serripennis



		Say’s phoebe

		Sayonaris nigricans



		tree swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		verdin

		Auriparus flaviceps



		violet-green swallow

		Tachycineta bicolor



		western kingbird

		Tyraannus verticalis



		western meadowlark

		Sturnella neglecta



		white-crowned sparrow

		Zonotrichia leucophrys



		white-throated swift 

		Aeronautes saxatalis



		yellow-rumped warbler

		Dendroica coronata








Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) is a USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern (BCC) and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows forage on or close to the ground and feed mostly on insects and seeds. This species is found in the Project area during wintering when they move south and inland and favor low, dry vegetation during this time. 



Costa’s hummingbird (Calypte costae) is a BCC and neotropical migrant. Brewer’s sparrows feed mostly on insects and nectar. This species is likely to breed in the Project area and moves to more southern and coastal areas in the winter. 



Le Conte’s thrasher (Toxostoma lecontei) is a BCC and State Species of Special Concern and year-round desert resident. The USFWS has concerns about fragmentation and displacement effects to this species. This species inhabit various desert scrub and wash habitats and typically breeds in desert areas that support cactus and large thorny shrubs such as Lycium spp. This species is distributed from the Mojave Desert east into southern Utah and northern Arizona, and south into northern Mexico (BLM 2002). Four observations of this species were recorded during the surveys (Figure 1). Two were located on current layout of the solar farm site with no records of Le Conte’s thrasher located along the gen-tie line, Red Bluff Substation or its related components.  

Raptors

Thirteen raptor species (excluding common raven) are known to occur at the Project components (Table 4). The species in bold type are special-status species as shown on Table 1 with locations shown on Figure 13 for all species except burrowing owl, shown on Figure 24. Because the solar farm site and gen-tie line are located in the valley floor of the Chuckwalla Valley, most raptor species were observed as flyovers of the components as indicated on Table 4.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define flyover.



Table 4.	Raptor Species Recorded at the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Cooper’s hawk and other nocturnal species are missing from this list and are likely to occur in the area.	Comment by Migratory Birds: Agree, need to capture nocturnal bird use.	Comment by Migratory Birds: Were these incidental observations or part of the point count data?

		

Common Name

		

Scientific Name

		Approximate Number of Individuals



		

		

		Solar Farm and Gen-tie line

		Red Bluff Substation and 

Related Components



		American kestrel

		Falco sparverius

		P

		P



		burrowing owl

		Athene cunicularia

		1*7

		0*



		ferruginous hawk 

		Buteo regalis

		1 flyover

		0



		golden eagle

		Aquila chrysaetos

		0

		0



		loggerhead shrike

		Lanius ludovicianus

		23

		6



		merlin

		Falco columbarius

		P

		P



		northern harrier

		Circus cyaneus

		2 flyovers

		0



		prairie falcon

		Falco mexicanus

		4 flyovers

		0



		red-tailed hawk

		Buteo jamaicensis

		P

		P



		sharp-shinned hawk

		Accipiter striatus

		P

		P



		Swainson’s hawk

		Buteo swainsonii

		18 flyovers	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Was this a single kettle or separate observations?

		0



		turkey vulture

		Cathartes aura

		P

		P





P = present at Project component (non-special-status species were not recorded by location)	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: It says above that incidental observations were recorded, where are the data if not here? Does this mean that observations were not documented?

*see burrowing owl discussion for more information







Burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. It is also a BCC species for which the USFWS is very concerned about fragmentation and displacement effects. Burrowing owls inhabit open dry grasslands and desert scrubs, and typically nest in mammal burrows although they may use man-made structures including culverts and debris piles. In the Project region, they are resident species and exhibit strong nest site fidelity. Burrowing owls eat insects, small mammals and reptiles. 



The Phase 1I assessment for burrowing owls concluded that suitable habitat for burrowing owls existed throughout the study area. During the Phase 2II burrow surveys, numerous suitable burrows were recorded on the solar farm site; however, three records of burrowing owl sign (i.e., burrow, white wash and pellets) were observed. One group of observations, which included one individual owl and two burrows with white wash and pellets, occurred approximately 1,500 feet east of the intersection of Gen-Tie A1 and highway 177. The two other individual owl sightings occurred approximately one mile north and 0.8 mile west of the solar farm site. One owl was observed east of the Red Bluff substation.



Owls observed were all individual adults and observations occurred during both spring and fall seasons. It is expected that the owls reside within the area and there is a high potential for pairs to occur. Phase 3 surveys will be performed prior to ground disturbing activities to determine the exact number of resident owls potentially affected by construction immediately prior to these activities.



Phase II and III pre-construction surveys found one potential burrowing owl burrow on the Red Bluff substation site, and seven individual single owls on the solar farm site. The burrow on the Red Bluff substation site was determined to be unoccupied and collapsed in a storm event on September 13, 2011.





Ferruginous hawk (Buteo regalis) is a State Species of Special Concern and addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. This species typically nests in northern latitudes of North America and overwinters in southern regions. Migrant ferruginous hawks are a regular but uncommon during spring and fall in the California desert regions. Within the NECO planning area, ferruginous hawks have been observed overwintering in low numbers in the lower Colorado River Valley, Yuma Basin, West Mesa, and the agricultural areas of Imperial Valley (BLM 2002). Two sightings of migrating ferruginous hawks were recorded, one within the Solar farm site and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. Both observations occurred in March 2010 and consisted of flyovers. The golden eagle surveys performed by helicopter in spring 2010 did not observe presence of this species. Based on data reviewed and observations, it is not expected that ferruginous hawks utilize the study area for nesting or overwintering. This species may forage within the study area during migration. 



Golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) is a State Species of Special Concern and Fully Protected Species, is covered under the federal Bald and itGolden Eagle Protection Act (described in Section 1.2), and is addressed in the NECO Plan/EIS. Golden eagles and their primary prey species, jackrabbits, have declined in the California desert regions due to prolonged drought conditions that have persisted since 1998 (WRI 2010). Breeding in Southern California starts in December and January, nest building and egg laying in February to March, and hatching and raising the young eagles occur from April through June. Once the young eagles are flying on their own, the adult eagles will continue to feed them and teach them to hunt until late November.





No golden eagle nests were found on or adjacent to the solar farm site or other Project components. Phase I occupancy surveys conducted in April 2010 detected 13 potentially-active nests within a ten mile radius of the Solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation, as shown on Figure 35. Of these, 4 nests were within Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP), with an additional three in steep hills west and above Eagle Mountain mine, nearly within the JTNP boundaries. These are located either on BLM lands or lands owned by Eagle Mountain Mine and the Kaiser Corporation. The remaining three potential nests were located south of Interstate 10 in the Chuckwalla Mountains, approximately 3 miles west and southwest from the proposed Red Bluff Substation. One observation of a golden eagle flyover of the Chuckwalla Valley was recorded during these surveys (WRI 2010).	Comment by Migratory Birds: Is adjacent defined?	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define.  



Phase II productivity surveys determined that 12 of these 13 nests were inactive, with one active but non-reproductive nest located in the Joshua Tree Wilderness Area approximately 5 miles from the solar farm site boundary (Figure 35). No reproductive nests were located within the 10-mile radius of the solar farm site and Red Bluff Substation (WRI 2010).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Two late-season aerial surveys are insufficient to make this conclusion with any level of accuracy.  



During these surveys, there were additional raptor species observed within 10 miles of the solar farm site: turkey vultures, common ravens, prairie falcons, and Swainson’s hawks (WRI 2010).







Loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) is State Species of Special Concern and a year-round resident in parts of the Southern California desert. As a predatory bird its diet consists of insects, amphibians, small reptiles, small mammals, and other birds. One pair was observed approximately 0.2 miles northwest of the Solarsolar farm site. Observations of adults were made in both spring and fall, and one individual with first-year plumage was recorded in the fall. Based on the amount and nature of observations made during the surveys, loggerhead shrikes are year-round residents within the study area. Loggerhead shrikes were often observed perching on palo verde and ironwood trees as well as larger creosote bush shrubs and other structures including utility poles. 	Comment by Migratory Birds: Somewhat confused.  Table 4 states that 29 LOSH individuals were observed on the Solar Farm and Gen-tie line.  But only one pair was observed?  Are observations listed here incidental or were they made on point counts?  Was there any other observed breeding behavior?



Northern harrier (Circus cyaneus), a State Species of Special Concern, is a raptor species that occurs in a wide range of habitats throughout North America. In Southern California, harriers typically nest and forage in open habitats that provide adequate vegetative cover, suitable prey base, and scattered perches such as shrubs or fence posts (Shuford 2008). This species is often found near bodies of water and wetlands (CDFG 2010). Harriers are ground-nesting birds with suitable nesting habitat limited in the southern California desert (Shuford 2008). Three harriers were recorded: two within the Solar farm site, and one east of the Red Bluff Substation. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What sex were the Harriers which were reported; what time of year?  What were they doing?



Prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus) is State Species of Special Concern that breeds throughout the arid West from southern Canada to central Mexico. The overall distribution appears to be stable. Prairie falcons are found in areas of the dry interior where cliffs provide secure nesting sites. In the desert they are found in all vegetation types, although sparse vegetation provides the best foraging habitat. Prairie falcons were observed in the southwest corner of the solar farm site and approximately 1 mile east of the eastern boundary as flyovers. Two additional observations were recorded along the Gen-tie line, but not south of Interstate 10 (I-10) near the Red Bluff Substation alternatives or related components. During aerial surveys for golden eagles, two prairie falcons were recorded within 10 miles of the Solar farm site near the boundary of Eagle Mountain Mine and Joshua Tree National Park (WRI 2010). One location was an active, reproductive nest in 2010 with unknown nest success (Figure 3). No prairie falcon nests were observed within any Project areas.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Prairie falcons, or prairie falcon territories?  Were prairie falcons detected during any of the point counts?



Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsonii) is state-listed (threatened) raptor species that breeds in much of western North America. Within California, nesting occurs primarily in the Central Valley and northern territoriesCounties; however, regular nesting also occurs in the high desert between the Tehachapi Mountains and Lancaster. This species winters in southern South America with a migration route of over 20,000 miles (Woodbridge 2008). Arrival at breeding areas generally occurs from late February to early May depending on geographical characteristics of the breeding area (Woodbridge 2008). Nest sites have not been documented in the Sonoran Desert of California. This species was observed within the study area during migration. Three incidental records were documented on April 9, 2010 during botanical and baseline surveys. Two observations were of individual Swainson’s hawks and the third observation consisted of a group of over ten birds. All individuals were seen in flight overhead within or near the Solar Farm boundaries. Additionally, Swainson’s hawks were observed during golden eagle surveys near Chuckwalla Mountains [two individuals (March 26 and April 3, 2010)], Coxcomb Mountains [fourteen individuals (April 2, 2010)], and Palen Mountains [four individuals (March 25, 2010)] (WRI 2010). This species is not expected to nest or overwinter within the study area.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Were any fall surveys conducted?

Bats

Dr. Brown’s results indicate that pallid bats and western pipistrelles could roost in small rocks on the ground on the solar farm site alternatives. Radio-telemetry surveys have shown that hoary bats will roost in palo verde trees and ironwoods and that California leaf-nosed bats might roost in the limited areas of ironwood trees between foraging bouts. These tree species are found within the small areas of desert dry wash woodland on the gen-tie line and Red Bluff Substation and related components.



Desert dry wash woodland attracts foraging bats due to increased insect concentration.  This is especially true for California leaf-nosed bats and pallid bats that feed on large insects they glean off the foliage. Roosts for these species have been identified in mines in the Eagle and Coxcomb Mountains, both within 16 kilometers (10 miles) of the solar farm site.

4.4	Risk Assessment

Potential direct impacts could occur without the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures incorporated in to the Project through Applicant measuresMeasures and mitigation measuresMitigation Measures as described in the FEIS (see Section 1.0). Some of the measures described in this document are in addition to those presented in the FEIS as the Applicants continue to address concerns regarding avian and bat species and meet changing requirements. With the incorporation of these measures, the Project is not expected to cause any prohibited “take” or “disturbance” of any species protected by the BGEPA or MBTA.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: A more thorough analysis should support this conclusion. How will AM/MMs reduce the likelihood of take or disturbance and loss of foraging habitat? Explanations of how the applicant expects the measures to be effective in reducing take should be articulated for each section below.	Comment by Migratory Birds: Disturbance would still be an issue.



4.4.1	Site-Specific Threats

Based on the results of the site-specific surveys combined with additional regional surveys and information, the potential for take was assessed for the following site-specific threats (USFWS 2010):

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays;

2. Transmission line, power tower, meteorological tower, or guy line collision;

3. Electrocution potential;

4. Territory abandonment;

5. Nest and roost site disturbances;

6. Habitat loss and fragmentation; and

7. Disturbance due to ongoing human presence at the facility.



Due to the nature of the Project (as a photovoltaic solar facility) and its components, the following threats are not likely to occur:

1. Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays,

2. Potential collisions from power towers, meterological towers, and guy lines 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Birds have been documented colliding with heliostats per McCrary et al., so the potential certainly exists here.

3. Electrocution potential	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This could occur on the gen-tie.



Potential threats from direct transmission line collisions for avian species and bats could occur without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0.



Without the inclusion of avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0, nest and roost site disturbances and territory abandonment could occur due to direct nest removal during vegetation removal activities; and indirect disturbance from construction-related noise, lighting, and dust. 

  

Although no nests would be directly taken with the inclusion of the avoidance and minimization measures for the Project, habitat loss and fragmentation would occur due to the loss of approximately 4,000 acres of creosote bush scrub habitat, and up to 200 acres of desert wash woodland habitat. The loss of these habitats would prevent avian and bat species from using the Project areas for foraging, nesting, or overwintering, and these species and habitat uses would likely remain in adjacent large habitat areas including those areas restricted from development between the Project and Joshua Tree National Park (JTNP) and within the park itself (over 1,000,000 acres of protected adjacent similar habitats).	Comment by Migratory Birds: Yes, there is adjacent land, but that does not prevent the loss of the 4200 acres in the project areas.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Potential indirect impacts from the loss of 4K acres of foraging habitat, such as reduced reproductive output/success should be addressed in this risk assessment.



Potential disturbance due to ongoing human activity presence at the facility is likely to be extremely small because the Project is photovoltaic in nature and has no moving components. The estimatedwould be attributed to long-term human presence on the facility, which is estimated at 12-15 individuals related to security and maintenance activities, as described in the FEIS. The avoidance and minimization measures in Section 5.0 include measures for the O&M phase of the Project.



Impacts to bats include potential direct impacts to ground nesting species (pallid bats and western pipistrelles) and the potential for the removal of trees with activethat could support bat colonies. at the solar farm site and/or Red Bluff Substation. Indirect impacts could potentially occur from removal of foraging habitat. Indirect impacts could also potentially occur, or from increased human activity, noise, nighttime lighting, and dust. 



Although temporary construction ponds will be constructed at the solar farm site, these ponds will have netting secured around the top of the pond fencing to discourage bats and birds from using water at these ponds.

4.4.2	Cumulative Impacts

The FEIS lists those projects considered as part of the cumulative impact analysis. Cumulative effects discussed in this document include those which have been or will be carried out throughout the anticipated life of the project, and, where practicable and reasonable, should include the impacts from all threats for which the BLM and/or Applicants have some form of control. Potential long-term cumulative indirect effects include the potential removal of nesting, roosting, and foraging habitat for avian and bat species.



For passerine species, nesting and foraging habitats are focused on smaller home ranges near nest within these home ranges, using avoidance and minimization measures described in Section 5.0 to eliminate the take of these species or active nests. The Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide similar habitats and abundant nesting and foraging opportunities for these species, therefore, cumulative effects are unlikely to be significant.   sites and available forage. As described above for site-specific threats, vegetation removal would occur	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This fails to analyze the impact of the cumulative effects of this project in addition to other projects and activities that are extant or planned in the project area and relies upon the adjacent JTNP as a “refuge”.

Cumulative effects for GOEA should be analyzed out to at least 140 miles from the project footprint.  	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: What cumulative effects exist with regard to JTNP?  



Raptor species (excluding golden eagles and ravens) have larger home ranges and forage over large distances. Due to the development of this Project and other regional projects there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat. This loss is not expected to be significant, or cause prohibited take because it represents a small percentage of the total foraging area regionally available for these species (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for raptors, and more suitable habitats for nesting for most raptor species.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This conclusion should include a discussion of the data and what is known about raptor use in JTNP. Is it feasible that the Park can support displaced individuals and nesting pairs of various species of raptors?  



Golden eagles forage in an area extending up to 225 kilometers (140 miles) from the Project boundaries.their territory centroids. Although there will be a cumulative loss of foraging habitat from the development of alternative energy projects and other regional projects discussed in the FEIS, this loss is not expected to be significant, or to cause prohibited “disturbance” or “taking,” because it is only a small percentage of the total foraging area (less than 2% of the total area). In addition the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in area between the solar farm site and JTNP, and within JTNP that provides appropriate habitats for nesting (which the Project dies not), and appropriate habitats for foraging.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This is incorrect; 140 miles is considered to be the average dispersal distance of young, and does not indicate the forage distance from a nest site.    In xeric habitat, GOEA are believed to forage out to 10 miles from their territory centroid.   In instances of higher quality, undisturbed habitat that has presence of rabbits/hares/scurids, the forage distance may be less.   	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: The document should include an analysis of the amount of habitat that will be lost to construction of proposed projects using FWS guidance; i.e. within 140 air miles. The list of proposed ground-disturbing projects, in addition to extant sources of mortality/disturbance is extensive, and should be considered in light of extant GOEA habitat availability. Additionally, GOEA are more sensitive to human disturbance; therefore, fragmentation of habitats may have a more pronounced effect on individuals and populations.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define; GOEA have particular habitat preferences.



For bat species, potential cumulative impacts are discussed for an area 16 kilometers (10 miles) from the boundaries of the Proposed Project. These include the potential for combined direct effects of the removal of individuals and occupied nests of ground nesting species such as pallid bats and western pipistrelles from project construction. In addition, the Project is adjacent to over 1,000,000 acres of protected habitats in the solar exclusion area and JTNP that provide abundant foraging habitat for bats, and many areas that are more suitable habitats for nesting for bat species.








5.0.	Project Design Conservation Measures	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Suggest moving any applicable FEIS mitigation measures each respective section below so that the statements made herein are substantiated.

The Applicants have sited and designed the Project components to avoid and minimize impacts to avian and bat species whenever possible. All discussions below of macro- and micro-siting considerations, nest site buffers and conservation measures during the construction and O&M phases of the Project will apply to both Applicants and all Project components.



The Applicants have worked to site Project components to have the least impacts to bird and bat populations with the goal of avoiding any take of migratory birds and bats and/or minimize the loss, destruction, or degradation of migratory bird and bat habitat by placing projects in areas of lower quality habitat to the maximum extent practicable. 

5.1	Project Siting

The process of siting of Project components included both macro- and micro-siting considerations.

5.1.1	Macro-Siting

Macro-siting considerations for the Project components were conducted in 2007 during initial surveys, and were refined in 2008 after the collection of the initial large data sets for the Project. In 2007, Pinto Wash, which bisects the requested Right-of-Way grant, was removed from development consideration. At this time, other larger areas of desert wash woodland were also removed from site consideration because these habitats support greater vegetation structure, density and diversity and are likely to support greater numbers of species and individuals than other habitats in the ROW area. Macro-siting considerations for the Project components also included the avoidance of:



· Locations with federally or state listed, or otherwise designated sensitive species, and areas managed for the conservation of listed species

Project components avoid DWMAs, CHU, and ACECs to the extent possible and were sited in the area of lowest known concentration for special-status species available.

· Areas frequently used for daily bird and bat movements (i.e., areas between roosting and feeding sites)

Areas of desert wash woodland were identified and avoided by Project components to the greatest extent possible, particularly the avoidance of larger expanses of this habitat found in the Pinto and Big Wash areas.

· Breeding and wintering eagle use areas

These areas were identified and avoided for all Project components. Valley floor areas such as the proposed Solar farm site do not provide wintering or breeding habitatnest or roost sites for eagles, but may provide foraging habitat for resident and non-resident golden eagles and other raptor species.

· Known migration flyways for birds and bats

Pinto Wash is a known bat migration corridor with impacts to this area avoided by the siting of the Solar farm site.

· Areas near known bat hibernacula, breeding, and maternity/nursery colonies

No known areas are found with the footprint of the Project components.

· Fragmentation of large, contiguous tracts of wildlife habitat (Canadian Wildlife Service 2006a and 2006b)



Many desert special status avian and bat species require large undisturbed areas that are highly sensitive to fragmentation effects. In siting the Project components, all areas with greater vegetation structure, density and diversity were avoided or reduced to the extent possible. These areas included desert wash woodlands and areas of creosote bush scrub that overlay stabilized geological features and support greater density and diversity of vegetation.

5.1.2	Micro-Siting

Micro-siting considerations for the Project components were begun in 2008 and actively continued as further wildlife surveys were conducted and through informal meetings with the BLM, USFWS and CDFG throughout the Project’s planning process. The siting of the solar farm was further reduced between the Draft EIS and FEIS in response to concerns from the public and agencies involved in the process. Beyond continuing to refine the boundaries of the solar farm, additional considerations of micro-siting included:

· Avoiding features that attract raptors (areas supporting tall perching structures including trees, utility poles, etc.)



+By avoiding minimizing impacts to desert wash woodland areas and avoiding Pinto Wash, the Projectsolar farm avoided areas with tree layers. TheIn addition, the Applicants have designed features to reduce perching by raptors whenever possible.

· Avoiding features that attract migrant birds (e.g., water sources, riparian vegetation) Minimize the potential for enhancing habitats suitable for raptor prey species such as rodents that would likely attract raptors to the project site



Project components are not adjacent to landscape features that attract migrant birds such as water sources. Project construction and O&M phases will minimize the potential for creating habitats suitable for rodents, such as rock piles, that could attract raptors.

5.2	Buffer Zones

Buffer zones have been established through the FEIS Applicant and Mitigation Measures to protect raptor and other bird nests, areas of high bird and bat use, and known bat roosts from disturbance related to the construction of the solar farm. 



Clearance surveys will be conducted within 30 days prior to vegetation removal in project areas to locate any active nests, burrowing owl burrows, or bat roosts. Vegetation removal will occur outside of the breeding season for special-status bird and bats species to the extent possible. If any active nests, roosts or burrows are located during these surveys, buffer zones will be established as described in the FEIS to protect these areas.



A Lead Avian and Bat Biologist, working under the Designated Biologist, will be assigned to ensure all buffer zones are correctly established and to monitor nest activity and determine when each nest or burrowing owl burrow has fledged or failed. This individual will also be responsible for all data collected for these buffer zones, nests, roosts and burrows.




5.2.1	Passerines

Buffer distances for passerine nests will consider species, terrain, habitat type, and activity level as these features relate to the bird alert distance and bird flight initiation distance (Whitfield et al. 2008). Buffer size distance was coordinated throughout the FEIS process and is established in the FEIS as established at approximately 100 meters from any active nest (330 feet). The Lead Avian Biologist will may determine that a smaller or larger distance is necessary under individual circumstances such as topography and type of construction activities. 



The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the Lead Avian Biologist has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.

5.2.2	Raptors and Eagles

Project-related disturbances such as construction noise, lighting and dust will be avoided within 500 feet from the solar farm site forof an active raptor nest and within one mile for an active eagle nest (excluding common ravens). Any changes in this buffer distance would be determined by the Lead Avian Biologist for the Project and submitted to USFWS, BLM, CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE components) for approval. Any nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged.



For the Red Bluff substation and related components, the specific landscape features of steep terrain and ridgelines between construction activities and nest sites may dictate reduced buffers (Richardson and Miller 1997).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please clarify how this reference justifies a reduced buffer; 1-mile buffers may be insufficient to ensure reproductive success given the anthropogenic activity at the scale of this project.

Also, this paper is not primary source, but a compilation of multiple other papers are dated and may not reflect current scientific understanding of eagles and sensitivity to disturbance. 



Surveys for golden eagle nests will be conducted during each year of construction that occurs within the nesting season. These surveys will be completed in accordance with current USFWS guidance and protocols (currently Pagel et al. 2010) under the Golden Eagle Surveys and Nest Site Monitoring Plan discussed below in Section 7.0.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Monitoring of non-breeding eagles outside of the nesting season should also be conducted. Monitoring of documented territories should continue post project construction to determine if nesting territories continue to be occupied, or are abandoned due to direct, indirect or cumulative effects of the project implementation.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: It is our understanding that surveys for GOEA were not conducted in 2011; one season of limited survey days does not provide a robust data set. Pagel et al. 2010 appears to have been misinterpreted with regard to eagle surveys.  The existing data lack additional breeding information, knowledge of non-breeding GOEA, and habitat use at or near the project area, thereby making the analysis of direct, indirect, and cumulative effects and risk characterization for GOEA suspect.

5.2.3	Burrowing Owls

For burrowing owls, Phase III burrow surveys will be completed within 30 days prior to planned construction in each construction unit and within a 150-meter (500 foot) buffer area. All active burrowing owl nests will be avoided with a buffer of 100 meters (330 feet) during the nesting season (February 1 – August 31st). The nest will be checked within a week prior to planned construction to determine nest success and whether young have fledged. The exclusion area boundary will not be removed until the biological monitor has determined that the nest has failed or the young have fledged. Outside the nesting season or after determining a nest has failed or young have fledged, owls will be passively relocated after concurrence of specific methods by CDFG. Passive relocation will include:

· Identifying suitable relocation sites within 1 mile of the Project area;

· Creating or enhancing at least two natural or artificial burrows per relocated owl;

· Passively relocating burrowing owls using accepted methods for excluding owls from burrows such as one-way doors or otherwise ensuring owls are not in burrows while burrows are collapsed; and

· Monitoring and reporting the results of the passive relocation, including the number and original location of each owl, and known additional locations for each individual.

5.2.4	Bats

Construction activities will avoid any bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula found during clearance surveys. No bat roost sites, maternity colonies, or hibernacula have been located during surveys conducted at the Project components between 2008 and 2011. Appropriate buffer distances will be established by the Lead Avian Biologist in consideration of the disturbance type, distance to roost or hibernacula, time of year of, and the duration of the disturbance.

5.3	Appropriate Facility Design	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Again, applicable FEIS measures should be incorporated here for better readability of the document.

Many conservation measures have been incorporated into the design of Project facilities, as suggested in USFWS 2010, in an attempt to reduce the potential effects of Project on avian and bat populations, including:



1. Avoid using lattice-type structures, placing external ladders and platforms on towers to minimize perching and nesting.

The use of lattice towers, platforms, and ladders will be minimized to the extent practicable. The use of lattice structures will only be used on the solar farm site for a lookout tower, which will be frequently used (this deterring use by raptors and other birds), and will be frequently checked for the presence of nests. 



Although lattice structures will be used by SCE for their Project components, these will be in an area designated as a utility corridor that currently supports numerous transmission lines, including those on lattice towers, such as DPV1. The Project would not cause a significant increase on the number of lattice towers within this corridor.



2. Implement measures to reduce or buffer adverse noise effects associated with operation of the facility on surrounding wildlife habitat. Noise impacts to birds (Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008) have generally been found to be negative; therefore facility design should take this fact into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats.

The Project utilizes photovoltaic panel technology which has little potential for noise impacts. Noise effects have been extensively studiesstudied and includeincluded in the FEIS, and continued noise monitoring will be conducted during construction. Noise impacts during construction would include noise generated from the operation of construction equipment and construction vehicles. The O&M phase of the Project would have little or no noise for both the solar farm and SCE components.



3. Avoid the use of guy wires for all meteorological towers and do not light them unless the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requires them to be lit, which is generally >60 meters (>199 ft) AGL in height. Any necessary guy wires should be marked with recommended bird deterrent devices (APLIC 1994, USFWS 2000).

No meteorological towers or guy wires or line are included in the Project.



4. If structures (>60 meters [>199 ft] AGL) require lights for aviation safety, the minimum amount of pilot warning and obstruction avoidance lighting specified by the FAA should be used (FAA 2007). All lights within the facility should illuminate synchronously. Lighting of the boundary of the facility is most important as an aviation safety warning. Unless otherwise requested by the FAA, use only the minimum number of strobed, strobe-like or blinking red incandescent lights of minimum intensity. No steady burning lights should be used on facility infrastructures (Gehring et al. 2009).

Any such lighting at the Project facilities would follow this guidance. SCE facilities are not planned greater than 185 feet in height.



5. Facility lights should be focused downward to reduce skyward illumination. Lights should be equipped with motion detectors to reduce continuous illumination. 

All lighting used at Projectboth the solar farm and SCE project facilities will be downcast and would be used only when necessary, when appropriate by installing motion detectors, depending on safety concerns. The projectsolar farm has prepared a Lighting Mitigation Plan in consultation with the Night Sky Program Manager for the National Park Service in order to limit skyward illumination. 



6. Where feasible, place electric power lines underground or on the surface as insulated, shielded wire to avoid electrocution of birds. Use recommendations of the Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC 1994, 2006) for any required above-ground lines, transformers, or conductors.

Power lines will be in accordance with Avian Power Line Interaction Committee guidelines. 



7. Avoiding the creation of roads to minimize further loss and fragmentation of migratory bird habitat.

New roads associated with Project activities will be kept to a minimum. Roads associated with the solar farm site will be within the Project fence. Roads associated with the gen-tie line have been designed to be the shortest distance possible, such as using spur roads to tower sites from Kaiser Road instead of the creation of a new road along the gen-tie line. Red Bluff substation and related components will use existing roads to the maximum extent possible.



8. If evaporation ponds are required for the operation of the facility, placement of netting over the surface of the ponds is encouraged to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface.

Temporary construction ponds will be used only during the construction phase and will be covered with netting to prevent birds and bats from contacting the water’s surface. These ponds are not used for evaporation.  



9. Reducing the attractiveness of solar reflectors to polarotactic water insects (those attracted to polarized light) (Horvath et al. 2010) will help reduce the attractiveness of these facilities to birds and bats. 

Monitoring conducted during the construction and O&M phases of the Project is discussed in Section 7.0 and will assist in determining whether the Project’s photovoltaic panels attract water insects, which in turn could attract birds and bats. If it is determined that water insect are attracted to these facilities, BLM, USFWS, and CDFG will be contacted to determine appropriate adaptive management techniques to reduce this threat.


6.0	Conservation Measures

The conservation measures discussed in this section include those in the FEIS and those presented in USFWS guidance (2010).

6.1	Construction Phase Conservation Measures

Conservation measures that will be implemented by the Project that relate to bird conservation include:

1. Minimize permanent disturbance area such as creating unneeded access roads. Construction of the gen-tie line and other linear Project features will avoid vegetation clearing, and grading whenever possible.

2. All vegetationVegetation within the Project footprint that will be disturbed will be cleared outside of the bird breeding season to the maximum extent practicable. If the Project plans vegetation removal within the bird breeding season, it would be because desert tortoise (a federally and state threatened species) tortoise protection measures and timing may take precedence, or that reason for work to be completed during the breeding season were beyond the Applicant’sApplicant's’ control. If such an occurrence happenedhappens, the Applicants wouldwill communicate with BLM, USFWS, and CDFG that all reasonable and practicable efforts to complete work outside the bird breeding season were attempted.

When vegetation removal cannot take place outside of the breeding season and a reasonable explanation was provided to BLM, USFWS and CDFG, the Lead Avian Biologist or a person under their direct supervision would be on site during construction activities to locate active nests, establish avoidance buffers around active nests, watch for new nesting activity, and if necessary stop construction when noise and general activity threaten to disturb an active nest.  All active nests of protected birds (e.g., MBTA, ESA, state protected) would not be disturbed until after nest outcome is complete.

3. During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active nest locations would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 330 feet (100 meters) as discussed in the Project’s FEIS. Buffer areas may be larger if the Project’s lead Avian Biologist determines the need for a larger buffer area due to type of activity, species, or habitat considerations. Regardless of seasonal timing of construction, active nests will be flagged and nests avoided, with special attention paid to the nesting season of most avian species (February 15 – May 15). Avoidance areas will remain in place until it is determined that nest outcome is complete.

During pre-construction clearance surveys, all active bat colonies would be identified and clearly marked with an avoidance buffer of at least 165 feet (50 meters). Whenever possible, these areas will be avoided by construction activities. 

4. Discussions of nest avoidance for passerines, raptors, and golden eagles will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will be included in the Worker Environmental Awareness Plan (WEAP) training briefings. Bat colony avoidance discussions will be part of mandatory site training for all construction personnel and will also be included in WEAP training briefings. Training will include identification of avoidance areas and requirements for these areas.

5. The Project will follow APLIC guidelines for overhead utilities (APLIC 1994) to the extent practicable.). SCE structures will be built with sufficient conductor separation and other protection devices.

6. Construction activities will be conducted in a manner consistent with reducing fire danger.

7. During construction, all trash will be removed promptly and disposed of properly to avoid creating attractive nuisances for birds and bats.

8. Appropriate control measures will be implemented to prevent the introduction and spread of invasive plant species with and surrounding the project area (see the Project’s Integrated Weed Management Plan – Ironwood Consulting, 2010).

9. Only plants native to the area for will be used seeding or planting during habitat revegetation and/or restoration efforts.

10. As part of this document, a Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan (Section 7.1.2) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-5 in the FEIS. This plan will require monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such overhead power lines and solar panels. 

11. As part of this document, a Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan (Section 7.1.3) will be adopted as described in MM-WIL-6 in the FEIS. 

6.2	Operations and Maintenance Conservation Measures

During the O&M phase of the Project, conservation measures will be used to reduce the attractiveness of the facility to breeding, migrating, and wintering birds and bats to ensure mortality is minimized:

1. The Project will not create or maintain attraction features for birds and /or bats by removing and disposing of road kills near the Project of carrion that attracts raptors and other scavengers to the site, regularly removing vegetation around larger facilities such as substations to reduce raptor foraging, and eliminating open water sources after the construction phase of the Project. 

2. The Project will minimize the use of lighting that could attract migrating birds and bats (feeding on concentrations of insects at lights). All nighttime lighting will be within 800 meters (0.5 mile) of the Project facilities. Lighting will be kept to the minimum level necessary for safety and security. High intensity, steady burning, bright lights such as sodium vapor or spotlights will not be used on Project facilities.

3. The Project will minimize anthrogenicanthropogenic noise which been found to be negative for birds (e.g., Rheindt 2003, Brumm 2004, Parris and Schneider 2009) and bats (Schaub et al. 2008), though not all species are affected to the same degree (Brumm 2004). Therefore facility design should take this into consideration when selecting the type of solar technology (such as photovoltaic panels vs. parabolic dish engines) to be used and the placement of the solar power plant within bird and bat habitats. During the operation of these energy facilities, means to buffer, muffle, or otherwise dampen any anthropogenic noise pollution that exceeds ambient noise should be fully explored.


7.0	Post-Construction Monitoring 

The objective of post-construction monitoring is to validate the pre-construction risk assessment and to provide data for the Applicants to use in implementing adaptive management based on the monitoring results.  All of the measures in this section apply to both Applicants.



Monitoring objectives include:

1. Estimating bird and bat fatalities due to Project related activities.

2. Assessing bird use of evaporation ponds.

3. Assessing changes in bird and bat behavior due to all aspects of facility operation (noise, lighting, etc.).

4. Assessing territorial abandonment, nest avoidance, and changes in population status within and adjacent to the project footprint.

5. Assessing whether conservation measures implemented for the project were adequate.

7.1	Monitoring Design

7.1.1	Duration and Timing

This program will be conducted during construction and for at least 3 years post-construction during the operations and maintenance phase of the Proposed Project to attempt to capture differences in parameters due to seasonal and annual variability. The monitoring program will be extended to 5 years post-construction or longer, if:

1. Mortality level triggers are reached or (more than 40 individual birds have been killed or injured that were attributable to activities at the solar farm and related components, or 10 at SCE project components); or 	Comment by Migratory Birds: How was this determined?

2. The Project resultsAny project activities result in the mortality otake of a listed species or eagle. 



Monitoring will include data collection during breeding, wintering, and migration periods because bird and bat use of areas will vary seasonally.	Comment by Migratory Birds: Should capture nocturnal bird use

7.1.2	Study Components

The long-term monitoring program for measuring raptor and bat incidence at the Project site will consist of:

1. Recording incidental sightings, 

2. Mortality studies by implementing the Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan

3. Conducting seasonal point counts, and 	Comment by Migratory Birds: Should capture wintering, breeding, and migrant bird use

4. Conducting annual nest surveys. 

Incidental Sightings

Throughout the construction and operation phases of the Proposed Project, all incidental sightings of special-status bird species, and all raptors and bats will be recorded. During construction, all sightings will be recorded by biological monitors. The Lead Avian Biologist will be tasked with keeping records and reporting these results (as described in Section 7.4).	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please clarify how data from incidental sightings will be used (or not used).




Mortality Studies (Bird Monitoring and Avoidance Plan)

Mortality Studies will be conducted within all Projectsolar farm and SCE project components to determine any monitoring of the death and injury of birds from collisions with facility features such the gen-tie line and, solar panels. , or SCE facilities. 



Study methodology includes:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This section should be more detailed including specific methods, sample sizes, and quantification to ascertain searcher efficiency and inherent survey bias’.

1. Selection of study sites for both solar farm and SCE project components,

2. Mortality searches at each study site, including accepted methodology and frequency

3. Reporting and adaptive management

Selection of Study Sites

These studies will be conducted at a minimum of twelve study sites within solar farm and related components and within a minimum of three control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the study area. All areas of the Red Bluff Substation accessible will be included, as well as two sites selected along the access road and loop-in area; and two along the distribution line, with one control site related to the SCE project components.

Mortality Searches

Mortality surveys will be completed weeklybi-monthly post-construction in each Project phasestudy site for a period of 1one year. After one year, these studies will be conducted monthly for at least an additional two years, completing the 3three-year post-construction monitoring period. These studies will be conducted at a minimum of 12 sites within all Project componentsfollow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and within a minimumwill include an assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, and a carcass collection protocol and an assessment of 3 control sites on BLM-managed lands supporting similar habitats to ensure representation across the Project areascarcass scavenger rates.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This is unclear. Please revise. Also, see USFWS mortality monitoring protocol.



These studies will follow an accepted methodology such as Erickson et al. 2004 and will include:

· An assessment of search efficiency to determine any possible observer bias, 

· A carcass collection protocol and an assessment of carcass scavenger rates, and 

· Detailed specifications on data (see data collection flow charts and example data sheets submitted to BLM, USFWS, and CDFG), 





Data will be collected using handheld data recorders and/or paper data sheets. All data will be scanned and entered into the Project database that will be submitted as part of the annual reporting for both the solar farm and the SCE project components. Reporting will be conducted as described in Section 7.4 below.



If monitoring determines that bird mortality caused by solar facilities may be having potentially adverse impacts on special-status bird avian populations (by exceeding mortality triggers discussed above), the ApplicantApplicants will implement adaptive management strategies such as installing additional bird flight diverters alterations to project components that have been identified as key mortality features. If adaptive management actions are implemented, mortality studies will continue for an additional year post-construction until a reduction in mortality to a level comparable to control sites is documented.

Seasonal Point Counts

Point Counts will continue to be conducted using the same methods that were used in baseline point counts (Section 3.0). These point counts will be conducted once during each season of each year (excluding summer) during construction and for the 3-year post-construction period.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: This method should be updated; point counts as currently described have no utility for GOEA or raptor observation, and should not be used for these species.	Comment by Migratory Birds: As noted in previous comments, should capture wintering, breeding, and migrant bird use, as well as nocturnal and diurnal bird use.




Nest Surveys

Annual nest surveys will be conducted each spring during construction between March 15 and June 1, using two surveys separated by at least 30 days. All Project-related infrastructure (e.g.; fence posts, transmission towers, and buildings) would be inspected for active and inactive raptor nests. Nest locations may also be detected via incidental sightings or during point count surveys.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Please provide data which suggests that most passerines are attending their nests during this time period; include citation.



During nest surveys, the ground under all raptor and raven nests will be inspected for the presence shells of juvenile tortoises or other evidence or predation of desert tortoise. 	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: These surveys should also include utility poles.

7.1.3	Golden Eagle Nesting Surveys, Nest Site Monitoring Plan 

In addition to project-specific mortality monitoring studies the ProjectApplicants will monitor golden eagles separately to ensure that potential take (e.g., mortality and habitat disturbance) golden eagles mortality is adequately assessed. For each year during construction, an inventory of all golden eagle territories within ten miles of project facilities will be conducted to determine whether any territory is active occupied (Pagel et al. 2010). Data collected during the inventory shall include: 

· Territory status (unknown, vacant, occupied, breeding successful, breeding unsuccessful);

· Nest location, 

· Nest elevation; 

· Age class of golden eagles observed; 

· Nesting chronology; number of young at each visit; 

· Digital photographs; and 

· Substrate upon which nest is placed.



If an occupied nest is detected during construction within 10 miles of any Project component, the Applicant for that component will implement adaptive management strategies in cooperation with BLM, USFWS, CDFG (and CPUC if an SCE component) for the duration of construction to ensure that Project construction activities do not result in injury or disturbance to golden eagles (Pagel et al. 2010). Triggers for additional adaptive management requirements will include any evidence of Project-related disturbance to nesting golden eagles, such as agitation behavior (displacement, avoidance, and defense); increased vigilance behavior at nest sites; changes in foraging and feeding behavior, or nest site abandonment.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Define and describe.  

7.2	Nest Management	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Per the guidance, “Each facility should have protocols in place on how to manage nests established on any part of the facility (see APLIC 2006). Eagle nests should be addressed per the Service’s 2007 National Bald Eagle Management Guidelines” This is not articulated here or in section 7.1.

Project facilities will manage nests established on any part of the facility as described throughout this document. Eagle nests will be addressed as described in Section 7.1 above.

7.3	Risk Assessment Validation

Using data collected throughout this process, the ProjectApplicants will attempt to validate the identified risks of the project. The validation process will consider:	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: But how will these questions be answered?

1. Whether the documented mortality rate post-construction is higher, lower, or as expected, compared to the pre-construction risk assessment.	Comment by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: How will this be determined?  The initial data were collected late in the season; therefore, the baseline is not well established.

2. Whether conservation measures are adequate to minimize bird and/or bat mortality to the maximum extent practicable? 

3. Would additional conservation measures be likely to reduce mortality rates?

4. Do documented mortality rates trigger adaptive management actions?



The results of this validation assessment would be discussed in Project reporting, described in Section 7.4 below.

7.4	Reporting

Quarterly e-mail summaries of all biological monitoring activities will be submitted to BLM, USFWS, CDFG, and CDFGCPUC (for SCE project components) by the Designated Biologist. One section of these summaries will focus on reporting for the long-term monitoring program for raptors (including owls) and bats. This section will include results of the study components of monitoring conducted during the previous quarter, and a discussion of any unusual circumstances noted. These reports may also include recommendations for future adaptive management actions.

 

On or before January 15th of each calendar year, an annual report will be submitted to the BLM that summarizes all monitoring activities sufficient for the BLM to provide necessary reporting to the USFWS and CDFG,CDFG, and CPUC (for SCE project components) in their annual permitting report, due on or before February 1 of each year. This annual report will summarize all quarterly reports and be submitted via e-mail by the Designated Biologist. After this report is submitted, an annual meeting will be held between the BLM, USFWS, Applicants, CDFG, and CDFGCPUC to review the annual monitoring report and discuss monitoring results and conservation measures, including any adaptive management implemented or recommended.






8.0	Key Resources and References

8.1	Key Resources

Key resources include the team of proponent personnel, biological monitors and agency personnel who will work together to ensure the success of the protection, avoidance, and minimization of impacts to bird and bat species during the construction and operations and maintenance phases of the Project. The names and contact information for key personnel are provided below.



Project Proponents

Desert Sunlight Holdings, LLC

1111 Broadway St, 4th Floor

Oakland, CA 94607

(510) 625-7400

Contact:  Amanda Beck

ABeck@firstsolar.com



Southern California Edison

1218 South 5th Avenue

Monrovia, CA 91016

(626) 260-6040

Contact: Paul Yamazaki

Paul.Yamazaki@sce.com


Biological Monitoring

Ironwood Consulting

1412 S. Center St.

Redlands, CA 92373

(909) 798-0330

Contact: Kathy Simon

Kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com



Bureau of Land Management

California Desert District Office

22835 Calle San Juan De Los Lagos

Moreno Valley, CA 92553-9046

(951) 697-5223

Contact: Kim Marsden

Kim_Marsden@BLM.gov 





U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office

6010 Hidden Valley Rd., 101

Carlsbad, CA 92011

760.431.9440 x 354 phone

Contact: Jody Fraser

jody_fraser@fws.gov



California Department of Fish and Game

Inland Deserts Region

3602 Inland Empire Blvd Suite C220

Ontario, CA 91764

(909) 484-0167

Contact: Magdalena Rodriguez

mcrodriguez@dfg.ca.gov
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Linda.Robb@sce.
com  
 
 
01/05/2012 01:49 
PM 

 
To "Magdalena Rodriguez" <MCRodriguez@dfg.ca.gov>, 

"mmassar" <mmassar@blm.gov>, "Jody Fraser" 
<jody_fraser@fws.gov> 

cc "Scott White" <swhite@aspeneg.com>, "kathy" 
<kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.com> 

Subject Re: plans 
 
  

 
 
Great!  
 
Kathy-Scott just wanted us to include one sentence saying that the table 
was reflective of guidance from the BO and CD. Then this one should be 
good, and I can have Ryana post it. 
 
Then we only have the Raven and ABPP! 
 
Thanks everyone, 
 
Linda 
Linda Robb 
SCE Contingent Biologist (BonTerra Consulting) 
Corporate Environment Health & Safety 
Southern California Edison 
GO3, 3rd Floor 
2131 Walnut Grove Ave. 
Rosemead, CA 91770 
626.807.8667 

 
 
 
  From: Magdalena Rodriguez [MCRodriguez@dfg.ca.gov] 
  Sent: 01/05/2012 12:16 PM PST 
  To: <mmassar@blm.gov>; <jody_fraser@fws.gov>; Linda Robb 
  Cc: Scott White <swhite@aspeneg.com>; <kathy@ironwoodconsultinginc.
com> 
  Subject: Re: plans 
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Linda, 
  
I reviewed the HCP and did not have any additional comments. I 
noticed that Scott had mentioned the difference in amounts for the 
HCP and the Environmental document, but the amount in the HCP 
matches the BO and CD which is what I had put down as security to 
meet CDFG's fully mitigated standard. So I'm fine with the dollar 
amount in the HCP.  
  
Thanks, 
Magdalena  
  
Magdalena Rodriguez 
California Department of Fish and Game  
Staff Environmental Scientist  
Inland Deserts Region 
3602 Inland Empire Blvd Suite C220 
Ontario, CA 91764 
 
Office 909 945 3294   
Fax 909 481 2945   
mcrodriguez@dfg.ca.gov  
 
 
 
>>> <Linda.Robb@sce.com> 1/4/2012 1:51 PM >>> 
Hi Jody,  
 
I just saw your email from December 13th, so sorry for the last email!  It 
looks like the Raven Plan is in Mark's court now to incorporate all 
comments, and that Magdalena was reviewing the HCP for CDFG and 
USFWS.  I know Magdalena said she was finishing the HCP comments a 
few weeks ago - so maybe that one is ready?  
 
Mark - we have the CPUC comments, so if it would help to just forward 
Jody's comments as well we can work with that (trying to make your life 
easier!).  
 
Linda Robb  
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SCE Contingent Biologist (BonTerra Consulting) 
Corporate Environment, Health & Safety 
Southern California Edison 
1218 S. 5th Avenue 
Monrovia, CA 91016 
626.807.8667 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
McCoy Solar LLC, a subsidiary of NextEra Energy Resources LLC, proposes to construct, 
operate, maintain, and decommission an up to 750 megawatt (MW) photovoltaic (PV) solar 
energy generating facility, the McCoy Solar Energy Project (MSEP or Project), in unincorporated 
Riverside County, California. McCoy Solar LLC has requested a 7,700 right-of-way grant from 
the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) for this Project. The Project, including Linear Facilities, 
would disturb approximately 4,961 acres, of which 22.7 acres is already disturbed. Of the 
remaining 4,938 acres, 4,898 is deemed to be Mojave desert tortoise habitat. The majority of 
the MSEP would be developed on public land administered by the Bureau of Land Management 
(BLM). Approximately 477 acres of privately owned land would be included in the proposed 
Solar Plant Site boundary (Figure 2).  

The purpose and need of this Project is to create a clean, renewable source of electricity that 
helps meet California’s growing demand for power and helps fulfill national and State renewable 
energy and reduction of greenhouse gas emissions goals. 

The Project would generate and deliver solar-generated power to the California electrical grid 
through an interconnection at the Colorado River Substation (CRS) proposed by Southern 
California Edison (SCE). Environmental review for the MSEP will consist of a joint National 
Environmental Policy Act/California Environmental Quality Act (NEPA/CEQA) process. The BLM 
will be the lead NEPA agency; Riverside County will be the CEQA lead. As the lead federal 
agency, BLM will oversee compliance with laws, ordinances, regulations, and standards (LORS) 
required for the Project, as well as conservation and mitigation measures. 

1.1 Project Terminology 
For the purposes of this document, the following terminology applies: 

• “Action Area” refers to the area within which tortoises may be directly and indirectly 
affected by the proposed action.  

• “Project” refers to the MSEP. 

• “Project Area” is the footprint of all Project components, which includes the Solar 
Plant Site and Linear Facilities. 

• “Solar Plant Site” is the 4,792-acre area that includes the Unit 1 and Unit 2 solar 
fields, two substations, evaporation ponds, access road, operations and maintenance 
(O&M) building, and other support facilities, water storage tanks, auxiliary systems, 
and open areas. 

• “Solar Plant Site ROW Application Boundary” is the approximately 7,700-acre area 
included in the Right-of-Way (ROW) grant requested from the BLM for the Solar Plant 
Site. 

•  “Linear Facilities” includes the generation-tie (gen-tie) line, access road, primary and 
secondary telecommunication lines, and distribution line. With the exception of the 
switchyard and a portion of the access road, the Linear Facilities will be mostly co-
located inside the Linear ROW. The switchyard will lie at the southern terminus of the 
Linear ROW; a portion of the access road north of Interstate 10 (I-10) will be shared 
with Solar Trust of America’s Blythe Solar Power Project (BSPP) and other potential 
solar projects in the vicinity. 
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• “Linear ROW” is the legal designation of the area that BLM would define in the final 
ROW grant for the Linear Facilities. 

• “Survey Area” is the total area that was surveyed for tortoise (Figures 10A, 10B). This 
area was larger than the final Project Area to accommodate earlier Project design 
considerations. 

• “Linear Corridor” is the area that was surveyed and within which all the Linear 
Facilities will ultimately be located. The Linear Corridor is substantially wider than 
what will ultimately become the Linear ROW to accommodate flexibility in the micro 
siting of the Linear Facilities. The Linear Corridor is within the Survey Area. 

• “Project vicinity” is intended to be a general term to describe the broader, surrounding 
area. 

1.2 Purpose of the Biological Assessment 

The purpose of this Biological Assessment (BA) is to satisfy requirements for initiation of formal 
Section 7 consultation under the Endangered Species Act (ESA) between BLM and the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS). This BA has been prepared in accordance with legal 
requirements set forth under regulations implementing Section 7 of the ESA (50 CFR 402; 16 
United States Code Section 1536(c)), and adheres to the standards established in the ESA 
Consultation Handbook (FWS 1998). Formal Section 7 consultation with the FWS is required for 
any federal action that may affect a listed species or a candidate species, or its designated 
critical habitat. This BA presents an analysis of the effects of the MSEP on the Mojave desert 
tortoise (Gopherus agassizii), a federally listed threatened species under the ESA and a 
California state threatened species. Desert tortoises and their sign were observed in the Project 
Area during spring 2011 tortoise surveys, and additional sign of recent occupation was detected 
incidentally during fall 2011 botany surveys 

1.3 Determination of Effects 

The BLM has determined that the proposed Project may affect, is likely to adversely affect the 
desert tortoise. The Project is not located within critical habitat for the desert tortoise, therefore 
none will be affected. 

1.3 Consultation History 

The FWS initially was contacted by McCoy Solar via letter on October 5, 2007, and again on 
February 11, 2011, to request information on sensitive species and habitats in the Project Area 
and vicinity. The FWS responded to the original request via letter on October 25, 2007. The 
letter identified the Mojave desert tortoise as the only federally listed species that may occur 
within the Project Vicinity. The letter request sent to FWS on February 11, 2011, also included a 
copy of comprehensive survey methods proposed for field surveys in Spring 2011 and 
requested review and approval of these methods. The FWS commented on the methods via 
email on February 22, 2011. The methods were further discussed with FWS on a site visit on 
February 23, 2011, and FWS emailed remaining comments on the biological survey protocols 
on March 17, 2011. A second site visit with FWS and BLM took place on September 13, 2011. 
Copies of written correspondence are included in Appendix A. 
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2.0 PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
2.1 Description of the Action and Action Area 

The proposed Action is the BLM’s issuance of a right-of-way grant that would authorize 
construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of a commercial solar power-
generating facility on BLM-managed land. The proposed project is located in a rural area of the 
Sonoran Desert in unincorporated Riverside County, California, approximately 13 miles 
northwest of the City of Blythe, California and approximately six miles north of I-10 (Figures 1, 
2). 

The Project Action Area includes the Project footprint as well as areas where desert tortoises 
may be indirectly affected by Project construction and operation. For MSEP, indirect effects that 
were considered are described in Section 5.0, but in summary include Project offsite hydrologic 
effects, lighting, fugitive dust, predation, and recreation. Each has been minimized by Project 
design, mitigation measures, and best management practices (BMPs) to the point where they 
are expected to be negligible to non-existent. For some, it is difficult to define an exact 
geographic edge for these indirect effects because too little is known, including how they may 
change over time. However, FWS defined the Project Action Area prior to our conducting 
surveys by directing that desert tortoise surveys of the Action Area would include the Project 
footprint and the potential Translocation Area (see Section 4.4, below). For purposes of this BA, 
the Action Area will be so defined.  

Power generated by the MSEP is expected to be delivered to the electric grid in accordance 
with the terms of a power purchase agreement. It is expected that the term of the power 
purchase agreement would be 25 years from the MSEP commercial operations date. 

2.2 Special Management Areas 
2.2.1 BLM Special Management Areas 

In 1976, Congress designated the 25-million-acre California Desert Conservation Area. Since 
then, the BLM has completed a series of regional plan amendments. Among these was the 
Northern and Eastern Colorado Desert Coordinated Management Plan (NECO Plan) (BLM and 
California Department of Fish and Game [CDFG] 2002), which encompasses 5.5 million acres 
in the southeastern California desert, including the entire Project Area. The NECO Plan 
provides for conservation and management of several special-status species, in large part 
through a system of broad management areas including: 

• Desert Wildlife Management Areas (DWMAs) for desert tortoises, 

• Wildlife Habitat Management Areas (WHMAs) for other special-status species and 
natural communities, 

• Areas of Critical Environmental Concern and Wilderness Areas. 

The Project is not located within a DWMA or any Area of Critical Environmental Concern, 
although the switchyard and 1,100 feet of the gen-tie are within the Mule Mountains Multiple-
species WHMA (Figure 4). The closest DWMA, the Chuckwalla DWMA, is south of I-10, more 
than eight miles southwest of the Solar Plant Site and more than four miles west of the 
switchyard. At the closest point, the Solar Plant Site is located approximately one-half mile from 
the boundary of a bighorn sheep WHMA. 
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BLM Desert Tortoise Land Category Designations 

BLM habitat categories, ranging in decreasing importance from Category I to Category III, were 
designed as management tools to insure future protection and management of desert tortoise 
habitat and its populations (BLM 1988 and 1992). These designations were based on tortoise 
density, estimated local tortoise population trends, habitat quality, and other land-use conflicts. 
Category I areas are considered essential to the maintenance of large, viable populations and 
all DWMAs are designated as Category I. Outside of desert tortoise DWMAs, the NECO Plan 
treats all areas previously categorized as Category I, II, or III, as Category III for purposes of 
compensation. The Solar Plant Site and the northernmost portion of the Linear Corridor are 
within Category III. The remainder of the Linear Corridor is uncategorized, although 
uncategorized lands are treated as Category III where tortoises are shown to be present. 

2.2.2 FWS Special Management Areas 

In June 1994, the final Desert Tortoise (Mojave Population) Recovery Plan (Recovery Plan) was 
released (FWS 1994a), with a revised version released in May 2011 (FWS 2011). The revised 
Recovery Plan identifies five evolutionarily significant units of the desert tortoise in the Mojave 
region, termed recovery units, based on differences in tortoise behavior, ecology, physiology 
and genetics, geographic barriers, vegetation, and climate. Within those recovery units, 
suggested DWMAs act as reserves in which recovery actions are implemented. The Recovery 
Plan works in concert with critical habitat, designated for the desert tortoise in 1994 (FWS 
1994b), by prescribing management actions to aid recovery, with critical habitat providing legal 
protection for areas that are considered to have essential features for tortoise survival. The 
Project is not within critical habitat; the closest critical habitat is located approximately 2.5 miles 
west of the point where the gen-tie connects into the CRS. 

2.3 Project Acreage Disturbed 
Temporary and Permanent Impacts 

The Project (Solar Plant Site and Linear Facilities) Area would disturb approximately 4,961 
acres, of which 22.7 is already disturbed, and 4,898 acres is deemed desert tortoise habitat 
(Table 1, Figure 7). The total disturbance to desert tortoise habitat within the fenced Solar Plant 
Site is estimated to be 4,792 acres, all of which is considered “permanent” for purposes of 
habitat compensation calculations. The Linear Facilities would have 59 acres of permanent 
disturbance and 87 acres of temporary disturbance for a total of 146 acres of new disturbance, 
of which 105.7 acres are within desert tortoise habitat. Due to long vegetation recovery times in 
the desert, any areas that would be temporarily disturbed will be considered semi-permanent for 
habitat quality and be considered a permanent impact for the purposes of habitat compensation. 

Table 1. Estimated Acres of Temporary and Permanent Disturbance 

Solar Plant Site Unit 1 Permanent 
(Ac) Note 1 

Unit 2 Permanent 
(Ac) Note 1 

Solar Field (includes all acreage within the solar plant site covered by the solar 
panels and trackers, the inverter pad areas, the maintenance roads between the 
solar arrays, any engineered drainage features and the gen-tie area within the solar 
plant) 

2,142 2,006 

Perimeter / Fence Maintenance Road (assumes 24 feet wide, approximately 
22 miles) 17.6 43.4 

On-site Substations 2.8 2.8 
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Solar Plant Site Unit 1 Permanent 
(Ac) Note 1 

Unit 2 Permanent 
(Ac) Note 1 

Shared Water Treatment Area 3 0 
Shared O&M Building (approximately 3,000 square feet) and Parking Area 
(approximately 10,000 square feet) 0.3 0 

Area in and around natural drainages that will remain ungraded but are currently 
within fence line 24 541 

Note 5 
Main Access Road within solar plant site boundary (assumes improved, 24 feet wide 
with 3 feet shoulders, approximately 2.6 miles) 4.6 4.8 

Temporary Laydown Area, Unit 1/Unit 2 (converted to permanent solar field area at 
end of construction) Note 2 

15 
Note 2 

13 
Note 2 

Subtotal for Solar Plant Site Disturbance Acreage 2,194 2,598 
TOTAL SOLAR PLANT SITE PERMANENT DISTURBANCE ACREAGE  
(ALL CONSIDERED DESERT TORTOISE HABITAT) 4,792 

Linear Facilities Outside the Solar Plant Site Boundary Permanent (Ac) Temporary (Ac) 
Main Access Road outside of the solar plant site boundary (assumes improved, 24 
feet wide road with 3 feet shoulders, 50 feet wide temporary disturbance, 
approximately 5.5 miles, not including the 22.7-acre portion of shared access road 
already constructed by Blythe Solar Power Project) Note 3, Note 6 

20.0 13.3 

Gen-tie Support Poles (assumes 57 monopoles and 52 H-frame poles to be spaced 
about 800 feet apart, each foundation requiring 50 feet by 50 feet temporary 
disturbance and 12 feet by 12 feet permanent disturbance) Note 4 

0.5 8.7 

Gen-tie Maintenance Road (assumes 24 feet wide with 3 feet shoulders, 50 feet wide 
temporary disturbance, approximately 7.75 miles (approximately 5.5 miles access is 
provided by the Main Access Road), Note 3 

28.2 18.8 

Gen-tie Spur Roads (assumes 15 feet wide permanent disturbance, 50 feet wide 
temporary disturbance, 26 spur roads 220 feet long near airport, 24 spur roads 100 
feet long near CRS, no spur roads assumed along main access road north of the 
Solar Trust of America gen-tie crossing) 

2.8 6.5 

Gen-tie Construction Laydown/Assembly Areas 0 3 
String Pulling Sites (assumes 54 pulling sites 100 feet by 300 feet, not including pole 
disturbances listed previously) 0 34.5 

Switchyard adjacent to CRS 2 0 
Telecommunications Lines 0 0 
Distribution Line Poles (assumes 135 poles to be spaced about 150 feet apart, each 
requiring 25 feet by 25 feet temporary disturbance and 3 feet by 3 feet permanent 
disturbance) 

0.0 1.9 

Distribution Line Spur Roads (assumes 135 spur roads corresponding to every pole, 
12 feet wide and approximately 50 feet long) Note 4 1.9 0 

Distribution Line Maintenance Road (assumes 24 feet wide with 3 feet shoulders, 
1.0 miles (approximately 3 miles access is provided by the Main Access Road) 

3.6 0 

Subtotals for Permanent and Temporary Linear Facility Disturbance  59 87 
Total Linear Facility Disturbance  146 

Total Linear Facility Disturbance Desert Tortoise Habitat  
(excludes 38 acres of Stabilized and Partially Stabilized Sand Dunes and 2.3 

acres of Agricultural, see Table 4 ) 

105.7 

TOTAL MSEP DESERT TORTOISE DISTURBANCE ACREAGE 
 (UNITS 1 AND 2 PLUS LINEAR FACILITIES)  

2,194 + 2,598 +105.7 = 4,897.7 

SOURCE: Worley Parsons and ECI   
Note 1: These estimated acreage calculations are based on the thin film tracking configuration as shown in Figure 3 and the best available 
Project plans. Actual acreage of disturbance will be based on pre- and post-construction aerial photographs. Compensation will be adjusted 
accordingly. 
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Solar Plant Site Unit 1 Permanent 
(Ac) Note 1 

Unit 2 Permanent 
(Ac) Note 1 

Note 2: These acreages are not included in totals because area is within land that will be impacted by other Solar Plant Site facilities. 

Note 3: Disturbance may be accounted for in disturbance road acreage of other projects and may be adjusted at a later date if already 
mitigated for by other projects. 
Note 4: The temporary disturbance for gen-tie and distribution line poles does not include the permanent disturbance or the portion of the spur 
road that is coincident with the pole construction area. 
Note 5: The 541 acres in and around drainages within Unit 2 that will remain undisturbed are depicted in Figure 3. Because this area is 
currently shown between the fence of the Unit 2 Solar Plant Site boundary, it is considered permanently disturbed for purposes of determining 
impacts and calculating compensation. However, upon final design, McCoy Solar intends to wrap the fence more tightly around the western-
most solar panels such that all or a portion of the 541 acres will be outside of the fence. At that time, impact and compensation calculations will 
be reduced accordingly.  
Note 6: The total Project disturbance, including 22.7 acres of land that is currently developed, is 4,961 acres (see Table 4) 

 
2.4 Project Facilities 

The general arrangement of the facility and the overall site plan is presented in Figure 3. Project 
details are explained below, but in summary, the MSEP includes the following components: 

• The Solar Plant Site, which would include all facilities that create a footprint in and 
around the field of solar panels, including facilities such as: 

– The solar field (consisting of two solar power plants identified as Unit 1 and Unit 2); 

– Two on-site substations (Unit 1 and Unit 2 Substations); 

– Shared (Unit 1 and Unit 2) O&M facility; and 

– Other site improvements such as a temporary laydown area, perimeter and access 
roads, fencing and site security, drainage improvements, water treatment, two 
groundwater wells, and lighting. 

• A new 13.5-mile (measured from the Solar Plant Site boundary), double-circuit, 
overhead 230 kilovolt (kV) gen-tie line; 

• 230-kV switchyard located near the CRS to connect the MSEP with the 230-kV CRS 
proposed by SCE; 

• Two telecommunications lines (primary and redundant); 

• A new SCE-owned and operated distribution line; and 

• A new main access road. 

The CRS is not part of the MSEP. Rather, it is a separate project that SCE is permitting and will 
construct and operate (SCE has already received a separate ROW Grant from the BLM). 

2.4.1 Solar Plant Site 
2.4.1.1 Plant Site Arrangement 

The MSEP will comprise two units. Unit 1 is expected to have a 250 MW capacity comprising an 
estimated 125 complete or equivalent partial two MW blocks. Unit 2 would have an up to 500 
MW capacity comprising up to 250 complete or equivalent partial two MW blocks. Structures 
inside the Solar Plant Site will include the power blocks, Unit 1 and Unit 2 substations, up to 
eight acres of evaporation ponds (netted), access road, O&M building and other support 
facilities, water storage tanks, auxiliary systems, and open areas. Unit 1 will be located on the 
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eastern side of the Solar Plant Site and Unit 2 will be located west of Unit 1. Linear Facilities 
that will originate within and extend beyond the Solar Plant Site include the main access road, 
gen-tie line, telecommunication lines, and distribution line. Unit 1 will occupy approximately 
2,194 acres and Unit 2 will occupy approximately 2,598 acres. 

2.4.1.2 Solar Fields 

The MSEP would convert sunlight directly into direct current electrical energy within PV modules 
(also referred to as “panels”). PV modules can be mounted together in different configurations 
(also referred to “arrays”) depending on the equipment selected. Solar energy technologies are 
continuing to advance at a rapid rate, and McCoy Solar is continuing to evaluate the evolving 
benefits of various options at this time. However, MSEP arrays would primarily be organized 
into two MW blocks, with some additional arrays configured in one MW or half-megawatt blocks 
to efficiently utilize land space. The acreage of each block is dependent on the technology, 
spacing, mounting equipment, and other design criteria subject to change in detailed 
engineering, but each block will be up to 15 acres. Each block would consist of PV modules and 
a power conversion station that includes inverters and transformers to convert the direct current 
electricity to alternating current electricity for transmission across the grid. 

Water demands for Project construction and operation would be met by using groundwater from 
at least two, possibly three on-site wells that will be created for the Project (Figure 3). 
Groundwater in the MSEP area is approximately 250 feet below mean sea level and is 
contained within the Palo Verde Mesa Groundwater Basin of the Colorado River Hydrologic 
Region. The Project does not require water to generate electricity and therefore water 
requirements are significantly lower than other solar energy technologies. Relatively low Project 
water requirements combined with the distance to groundwater indicate that groundwater use 
will not indirectly impact vegetation used by tortoise for forage and cover in areas adjacent to or 
near the Project. See Section 2.5 for additional information on water usage.  

2.4.1.3 Evaporation Ponds 

Onsite water treatment will discharge minimal wastewater (less than one gallon per minute). 
Depending on the water quality and the need for on-site regeneration of the water treatment 
system, two or three netted evaporation ponds totaling up to eight acres could be required. If 
required, the evaporation ponds would be located near the water treatment system within the 
water treatment area. The environmental analysis in this document assumes that the 
evaporation ponds would be constructed, operated, maintained and ultimately decommissioned 
as part of the Project. 

2.4.1.4 Access, Fencing, Security, and Lighting 

Solar Plant Site access during construction and operation would be via the Mesa Drive/Airport 
exit from I-10 by heading west onto Black Rock Road. Approximately 1.5 miles west of Mesa 
Drive along Black Rock Road, the MSEP and BSPP would share BSPP’s access road from 
Black Rock Road north to a point just south of the southern edge of the BSPP. At that point, 
MSEP would extend the access road around the eastern boundary of the BSPP and would 
terminate in the Solar Plant Site. 

For public safety and site security, McCoy Solar would fence the site and control access. 
Security fencing would be installed around the Solar Plant Site perimeter, substations, and 
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around the evaporation ponds. The security fencing would be chain link, approximately eight 
feet tall, with three-strand barbed wire. It would be constructed at least 12 feet inside the Solar 
Plant Site boundary to allow room for on-foot fence maintenance on the outside of the fence if 
necessary. Two-inch corner posts and 1.5-inch line posts would be buried three feet deep and 
anchored in concrete. Poles would be spaced approximately 10 feet apart. Tortoise fencing (0.5 
inch mesh) would be installed one foot below the ground surface and two feet above ground 
surface on the perimeter fence. 

Security lighting would be installed to provide safe access to the Project facilities as well as 
visual surveillance. Lighting would be installed at the O&M building, MSEP Substation, site 
entrance, and switchyard. During operations, some portable lighting also could be required for 
maintenance activities that must be performed at night. All lighting would be kept to the 
minimum required for safety and security; sensors, motion detectors, and switches would be 
used to keep lighting turned off when not required, and all lights would be hooded and directed 
to minimize backscatter and off-site light. Construction, operation and maintenance activities will 
be limited to daylight hours to the extent possible. 

2.4.1.5 Site Drainage 

The topography of much of the Solar Plant Site is relatively flat (the natural slope is approximately 
one percent or less). The majority of the site has an elevation between approximately 480 and 
800 feet above mean sea level. The preliminary storm water drainage for the Solar Plant Site has 
been designed to maintain near predevelopment hydraulic conditions in all offsite natural 
watercourses and to minimize the generation of non-point source pollutants. The design and 
layout of the solar arrays is to generally place them outside the large, established channels (to the 
extent practical) and to utilize equipment and protective measures that would allow existing 
drainage patterns to be maintained where possible. The analysis of State Waters for MSEP (Tetra 
Tech 2011) concluded that “sheetflood processes and swales are expected to continue to function 
in the same capacity as they currently do,” and “Examination of the geomorphic and biological 
evidence indicates that the functions of the ephemeral washes and swales [that occur on MSEP] 
contribute only locally to the adjoining habitat. These washes rarely show a significant connection 
to other waters and are dependent on flood magnitude.”  

Electrical components within the solar arrays, such as inverters, would be placed out of main 
drainage channels and weather/water proofed to the extent required. 

2.4.2 Linear Facilities 
2.4.2.1 Generation Tie Line 

In the substation of each Unit, the voltage would be stepped up to 230 kV to match the voltage 
of the gen-tie line that would interconnect Project generation output with the CRS. The gen-tie 
line will generally use a single set of support towers and a separate circuit for each Unit, 
resulting in a total of two transmission circuits from the MSEP to the CRS. 

The MSEP gen-tie will extend south from the Solar Plant Site, around the east side of the BSPP 
site and will continue to the proposed SCE CRS south of I-10. The MSEP gen-tie, estimated to 
be approximately 15.5-miles long including two miles within the Solar Plant Site boundary, will 
be parallel to the proposed BSPP gen-tie for nearly half of the length, with the two pole lines 
approximately 50-100 feet apart. The gen-tie line north and immediately south of I-10 would be 
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located where there currently are no poles or roads; the majority of the gen-tie and associated 
maintenance road south of I-10 would be adjacent to existing transmission lines. 

McCoy Solar proposes to generally use concrete or non-reflective steel, self-weathering 
monopoles and/or H-frames for the gen-tie line; structures will not be lattice design. The first half 
of the route exiting the MSEP will consist of all transmission lines strung on a single pole and 
will be parallel to the proposed BSPP boundary. Once the route enters airport zoning south of 
the BSPP solar plant site, the Unit 1 and Unit 2 transmission lines will be strung on H-frame 
structures to maintain a minimum line height. The gen-tie support towers are expected to be 
approximately 80 to 120 feet tall, depending on the location and local terrain, with final heights 
determined during detailed design. Typical double-circuit 230-kV monopoles designed with a 
vertical string configuration are shown in Figure 5.The final transmission tower design, including 
tangent, angle, dead end, and pull-off structures and associated hardware, will be determined 
during the final engineering of the proposed interconnection. The towers will be reinforced as 
necessary to withstand design loads. 

2.4.2.2 Distribution Line 

During construction, electricity demand will be necessary for lighting the construction trailers, air 
conditioning or space heating, water heating and small appliances, temporary site lighting, and 
machinery operation. Power during construction, estimated at a peak demand of 10,000 kilowatt 
hours per year, would be supplied by extending an existing SCE distribution line that would be 
constructed, operated, maintained, and decommissioned by SCE. The distribution line will be 
directed from the east. The approximate 20,000 foot length of 2,000 kV ampere distribution line 
would be strung on wooden poles approximately 50 feet high and approximately 150 feet apart, 
ending at a 12 kV metering pole at the Solar Plant Site boundary. There would be a total of 130 
to 140 new poles along the route of the distribution line. 

Existing roads will be used to the extent possible; no spur roads are anticipated to access each 
tower site. The distribution line would be located partially along an agricultural operation and 
partially in an area currently devoid of poles.  

During operation and maintenance of the Project, this distribution power circuit also could 
provide a backup power supply for the low voltage tracker motors, various monitoring 
instruments, computer, access gates, and other low voltage equipment. 

2.4.2.3 Telecommunications Line 

A Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system will be included for remote control 
and monitoring of inverters, trackers, and other equipment within the MSEP. As part of the 
SCADA, new telecommunications lines will connect the Project substation with the electrical grid 
through SCE’s proposed CRS. As required for connection and interaction with the electrical grid, 
there will be two independent telecommunication lines provided. The primary telecommunication 
line will be hung at the top of the gen-tie support structures (i.e., towers) and the secondary 
telecommunication line will be located within the disturbance area of the access or maintenance 
roads. As an alternate, the Project may elect for supervisory control by SCE at the switchyard at 
the CRS for Unit 1, avoiding the need to run this telecommunication line all the way back to the 
Solar Plant Site. These lines would be installed as part of the gen-tie construction for Unit 1. 
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Figure 5 Typical Double-circuit, 230 kV Pole 

 
Source: Electrical Consultants, Inc. 
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2.4.2.4 Access Roads and Gates 

A new 30-foot wide paved access road (24-foot wide paved area with an unpaved three-foot 
wide shoulder on each side) would be constructed, operated, maintained, and decommissioned 
on BLM land from the BSPP access road to the Solar Plant Site. There is currently no paved 
access to the Project Area; however, there are currently several two track dirt roads that provide 
access to the Project Area. The asphalt concrete surface would overlie Class 2 aggregate base 
and compacted subgrade, and would be designed to meet the Riverside County Fire 
Department requirements. 

A controlled access gate will be located at the entrances to the Solar Plant Site. The main site 
gate will likely be either a motor-operated swing or rolling-type security access gate, and will be 
monitored through a security camera, swipe card or other mechanism that would control and 
monitor access. Access through the main gate will be controlled during construction and 
operations to prevent unauthorized access to the Solar Plant Site. All facility personnel, 
contractors, and visitors will be logged in and out of the facility through the main gate. A 
secondary access gate, similar in construction to the main gate, will be used for emergency 
purposes only. A Fire Department Lock Box will be provided at the main gate and secondary 
access gate to provide emergency access. 

Access roads would be developed within the Solar Plant Site, between the solar array rows to 
facilitate installation, maintenance, and cleaning of the solar panels. Within the Solar Plant Site, 
a 24-feet-wide paved road would lead from the front gate to the temporary lay-down area, O&M 
building, Unit 1 Substation, and water treatment area. Another 24-feet wide paved road will 
occupy a 50-feet wide corridor between the Unit 1 and Unit 2 Substation areas. An 
approximately 24-feet wide gravel perimeter road would be constructed within the perimeter 
fence line primarily for security inspections and fence maintenance. During decommissioning of 
the facility, it is anticipated that the same access roads would be used for removal of the facility 
components. 

2.4.2.5 Switchyard 

The Unit 1 transmission line circuit will tie into the CRS via a switchyard. This switchyard would 
consist of three 230kV, 1200A circuit breakers on a low profile rigid bus configuration. The 
switchyard will allow for the Unit 1 gen-tie to be merged with the Genesis Solar Energy Project 
gen-tie so that the power from both the Genesis Solar Energy Project and Unit 1 of the MSEP 
can enter the CRS as a single circuit in accordance with the Project’s interconnection 
agreement with SCE. The line from the switchyard to connect to the CRS will be less than 100 
feet long. 

The switchyard would occupy an approximate two-acre fenced area with the southern fence line 
of the switchyard located approximately 25 feet from the northern fence line of the CRS. Once 
operational, the switchyard will be accessible only to authorized personnel and contractors. It 
will contain parallel sets of internal power distribution systems, including buses and circuit 
breakers that will act as protective relays, disconnect switches, and main step-up transformers. 
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2.5 Project Construction 
2.5.1 Schedule and Workforce 

Site construction activities of the MSEP would occur over 46 consecutive months. The Notice to 
Proceed is expected to be issued in December 2012 and the initiation of preconstruction 
activities (including site mobilization, and installation of desert tortoise fencing) is anticipated to 
be in March 2013. Construction of the Project would occur in two sequential stages. 
Construction of Unit 1 and the Linear Facilities would occur first in Spring 2013. Construction of 
Unit 2 would begin in Spring 2015. Commercial operation of Unit 2 is anticipated in December 
2016. The preliminary construction schedule is shown in Table 2. 

The total number of construction workers (consisting of laborers, craftsmen, supervisory 
personnel, support personnel, and construction management personnel) is expected to range 
between 43 and 600, with the peak number of workers (600) on-site during August, September, 
and October of 2015. Experience has shown that special circumstances could arise that warrant 
an increased number of on-site workers for a short period of time. It is anticipated that up to 750 
workers could be on site for a few weeks at a time. Otherwise, the average on-site construction 
workforce would consist of approximately 340 construction, supervisory, support, and 
construction management personnel. 

Table 2. Preliminary Construction Schedule 

Month Construction Activities 
YEAR 1 
Month 1 Fence Construction - Unit 1 
Month 2 Fence Construction, Tortoise Clearance – Unit 1 
Month 3-4 Clear & Grub, Water supply construction, project delineation, entrance, parking and staging 

area, materials storage area, concrete washout construction, grading – Unit 1 
Month 5-6 Clear & Grub, Water supply construction, project delineation, entrance, parking and staging 

area, materials storage area, concrete washout construction, grading, road construction, PV 
construction – Unit 1 

Month 6 Clear & Grub, Water supply construction, project delineation, entrance, parking and staging 
area, materials storage area, concrete washout construction, grading, road construction, PV 
construction – Unit 1; Construct Gen-Tie Line 

Month 7-10 Clear & Grub, grading, road construction, PV construction – Unit 1; Construct Gen-Tie Line 
Month 11 Grading, road construction, PV construction – Unit 1; Construct Gen-Tie Line 
Month 12 Grading, road construction, PV construction, construction substation, construction ops 

building, construction water storage tank – Unit 1; Construct Gen-Tie Line 
YEAR 2 
Month 1 PV construction, construction substation, construction ops building, construction water 

storage tank – Unit 1; Construct Gen-Tie Line 
Month 2 PV construction, construction substation, construction ops building, construction water 

storage tank – Unit 1 
Month 3-9 PV construction - Unit 1 
Month 10 PV construction, commissioning & testing - Unit 1 
Month11-12 Commissioning & testing - Unit 1 
YEAR 3 
Month 1 Commissioning & testing - Unit 1; Fence construction – Unit 2 
Month 2 Fence construction, tortoise clearance – Unit 2 
Month 3 Clear & grub, grading – Unit 2 
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Month Construction Activities 
Month 4 Clear & grub, grading, road construction – Unit 2 
Month 5 Clear & grub, grading, road construction, PV construction – Unit 2 
Month 6-8 Clear & grub, grading, road construction, PV construction, construct substation – Unit 2 
Month 9-10 Clear & grub, grading, road construction, PV construction – Unit 2 
Month 11-12 Grading, road construction, PV construction – Unit 2 
YEAR 4 
Month 1-2 Grading, PV construction – Unit 2 
Month 3-7 PV construction – Unit 2 
Month 8-10 PV construction, commissioning & testing – Unit 2 
 

2.5.2 Construction Equipment 

A variety of equipment and vehicles would be used during Project construction. Table 3 
provides a list of the type and number of equipment and vehicles expected to be required to 
construct each of component of the Project. 

Table 3. Estimated Requirements for Construction Equipment by Project Component 

Estimated 
Equipment 

Project Construction Component 

Site  
Preparation Unit 1 Unit 2 

Gen-tie 
Line, 
Poles 

Telecom 
Lines 

Substation 
and O&M 
Building Switchyard 

Backhoes 2 1 1   1 1 
Cranes  2 2 2 2 2 1 
Vibratory Post 
Drivers 

 2 2 2 2   

Fork Lifts 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 
Dozers 2 1 1     
Excavator 2     1  
Grader 2 1 1   1 1 
Loaders 5 5 5 2 2 2 2 
Rollers 1       
Scrapers 2 2 2     
Trenchers 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 
Dump Truck        
Water Truck  3 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Portable 
Generators 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Concrete Truck  10 10 5 10 10 1 
Flatbed Truck 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
Heavy Duty 
Delivery Truck 

31 110 110 25 25 15 15 

Light Weight Truck 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 
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2.5.3 Solar Plant Site 

Construction of the Solar Plant Site facilities will take place within the fenced Solar Plant Site, 
after the site is fenced with tortoise-proof fencing and cleared of tortoises. The construction 
sequence for civil works includes the following general steps: 

Site Disturbance: Grading activities will occur once all areas are appropriately staked and 
signed and access to the Solar Plant Site has been established. The use of either tracker 
technology or a fixed tilt mount would allow the existing topography to be essentially left in the 
existing (ungraded) condition because the height of the supports could be adjusted to level the 
PV modules. Also, because the site is nearly flat (the natural slope within the Solar Plant Site is 
approximately one percent or less), localized grading would occur only where there are gullies 
or sections that are otherwise impassable by vehicles. Grading activities at the Solar Plant Site 
are expected to result in a balanced cut and fill quantity of earthwork to maintain the existing 
conditions to the extent practical. 

Temporary construction laydown and parking areas will be located within the Solar Plant Site. 
One additional approximately 3-acre laydown area will also be required for construction of the 
gen-tie, the location of which will be determined at the onset of the gen-tie construction. To the 
extent feasible it will be located in an area that has been previously disturbed. 

Site Drainage:  On-site run-on to the proposed solar field follows natural grade to the 
southeast. Minimal grading is proposed within the solar field, thereby maintaining anticipated 
on-site runoff and infiltration close to the existing conditions. No hardscape drainage control is 
planned. Although not anticipated, the disc and roll technique, which is based on conventional 
farming practices using tractors to till and level the soil and then drum rollers to compact the 
soil, may be used. This technique minimizes the impact of conventional cut and fill grading. 
Grading activities within the fenced Solar Plant Site are expected to result in a balanced cut and 
fill quantity of earthwork to maintain the existing conditions to the extent practical. However, all 
site grading will occur within the solar field after it has been fenced and tortoises translocated, 
so there should be no effects to desert tortoises. 

2.5.4 Gen-tie Line 

Gen-tie construction would involve the following activities: 

Laydown Areas: Preparation of the laydown areas would involve a pre-construction 
reconnaissance of the area, staking of the laydown boundaries, clearing and grubbing of the 
laydown area, light grading, construction of parking area, installation and construction of 
temporary construction buildings or trailers and construction and installation of storage areas 
and facilities. Construction of the laydown area would take a period of up to one month and a 
peak of 38 onsite personnel. 

Roads: The construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the gen-tie line 
would require that heavy vehicles be able to access the tower sites along a maintenance road. 
Existing roads will be used to the extent possible; new spur roads will be required to access 
each tower site. Construction of the maintenance road will involve a pre-construction 
reconnaissance of the road ways, staking of the road boundaries, clearing and grubbing of the 
roadways, light grading, installation of rock road base, and installation of asphalt paving. The 
gen-tie maintenance road will not be paved where it deviates from the main access road north 
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of I-10, continuing south to the CRS. Where and if appropriate, drainages will be crossed using 
Arizona-type crossings, including the paved portions of the road. While unexpected, box 
culverts could be used in some locations. These techniques will result in negligible effects to 
stream flow. Construction of the roadways would take a period of up to 18 alternating months 
and a peak of 24 onsite personnel. 

Pole Site Work and Installation: At each tower site, a work area would be required for the 
tower footing location, structure assembly, and the necessary crane maneuvers. Each work 
area (one per pole) would be approximately 400 square feet (20 feet by 20 feet). Each area 
would be cleared of vegetation only to the extent necessary, and graded only to the extent 
necessary to facilitate the safe operation of heavy equipment, such as construction cranes. 

Installation of new steel or concrete tower structures to support the 230-kV circuit would begin 
with the excavation of foundations approximately six feet in diameter and 20 feet in depth. A 
vehicle-mounted power auger or backhoe would be used to excavate the structure foundation. 
The construction temporary disturbance for each tower by using an auger would be 
approximately 50 feet by 50 feet while the permanent disturbance would be less than 12 feet by 
12 feet, plus spur roads (see Table 1). Although not expected, the use of blasting could be 
necessary in some instances because of specific geologic conditions. In the unlikely event 
blasting is necessary, conventional or plastic explosives would be used. Industry standard 
safeguards, such as blasting mats, would be employed when adjacent areas require protection. 
If blasting is used, the temporary disturbance area would be isolated and minimized to disturb 
only the area required to construct. Once the foundation holes have been cleaned, the towers 
with preassembled insulators, hardware, and stringing sheaves would be lifted into position, 
inserted into the foundation holes, and gravel or concrete would be poured in to backfill the hole 
and create a foundation. 

Conductor Stringing: Transmission conductor stringing consists of the installation of the 
circuits and ground wires needed to connect the electricity generated at the MSEP to the grid. It 
begins at the onsite MSEP substations, where circuits are strung aboveground from the step-up 
transformer. Gen-tie line conductor stringing activities are illustrated in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Conductor Pull Site Schematic 

 
Source: ESA, 2009 

Pilot lines would be pulled from structure to structure and threaded through the stringing 
sheaves at each structure. This phase of work would be assisted with the use of a helicopter to 
position linemen on each structure for hanging stringing wheels and guide rope. Helicopters will 
land within the construction ROW only when necessary and only in designated areas of existing 
disturbance (i.e., within the access road, pole construction pads, laydown areas, etc.). Prior to 
landing, the landing area will be cleared of biological resources by a biological monitor and 
watered to minimize fugitive dust. The conductors are then pulled back through the stringing 
wheels using a machine located on the ground. This process would be repeated until all of the 
conductors are pulled through all sheaves. During the Unit 2 construction, the second circuit 
would be strung in a similar manner on the same towers that were installed for the Unit 1 gen-
tie. 

Approximately 54 pulling sites would be required to install the conductors along the gen-tie 
route. These sites would be accessed from the access road or spur roads and would be located 
within the Linear Corridor. Where possible, pulling sites would be located in previously disturbed 
areas. The shield wire and conductors would be strung using powered pulling equipment at one 
end and powered braking or tensioning equipment at the other end, approximately one mile 
apart. The tensioner, in concert with the puller, would maintain tension on the shield wires or 
conductors while they are pulled through the structures. Tensioners and/or pullers, line trucks, 
wire trailers, and tractors will be needed for stringing and anchoring ground wire or conductor at 
each pulling site. 

For public safety and existing lines during wire installation, temporary crossing structures will be 
erected. Temporary crossing structures would consist of H-frame wood poles placed on either 
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side of an obstacle. These structures will prevent ground wire, conductors, or equipment from 
falling on an obstacle and will be removed following the completion of conductor installation. 
Equipment for erecting the temporary crossing structures would be the same as the equipment 
discussed above for gen-tie tower installation. Temporary crossing structures may not be 
required for small roads or other areas where suitable safety measures such as barriers, 
flagmen, or other traffic controls could be used. 

2.5.5 O&M Building and Substation Construction 

The O&M building would be a metal building with metal siding and roof. The building will be 
supported on reinforced concrete mat foundations or individual spread footings as determined 
during detailed design. The floor will consist of a reinforced 3,000-square-foot concrete slab 
corresponding to the dimensions of the building. The prefabricated steel building structure would 
then be assembled. The exterior finishes would be constructed as the mechanical and electrical 
systems are being built inside. Interior finishing work would follow, and final fixtures and 
equipment would be installed. The O&M building foundation and framework would be put in 
place as construction progresses. 

The two MSEP substations will take approximately four months each to construct. Construction 
work within the substations will include site preparation and installation of substructures and 
electrical equipment. Substation materials and equipment will be delivered to and stored at the 
substation site, as required, during construction. Crushed rock will cover the substation for 
grounding and employee safety purposes. 

2.5.6 Switchyard Construction 

Construction work within the switchyard site will include site preparation and installation of 
substructures and electrical equipment. Switchyard construction would be staged from the gen-
tie laydown area and the switchyard site. Following pre-construction activities, the switchyard 
site will be fenced for security. Underground Service Alert would be contacted to mark the 
locations of existing buried utilities in the vicinity. Switchyard materials and equipment would be 
delivered to and stored at the switchyard site, as required, during construction. 

The switchyard would be constructed with conventional grading and construction equipment. 
Minor excavation would provide concrete footings for the switchyard equipment. The switchyard 
site would be graveled with crushed rock for grounding and employee safety purposes. 

2.5.7 Telecommunications Line Construction 

As required for connection and interaction with the electrical grid, two independent 
telecommunication lines would be installed. The primary telecommunication line would be 
strung at the top of the gen-tie support towers and would run to each Unit’s substation. The 
secondary line would be installed underground within the disturbance area of the access or 
maintenance roads. The primary telecommunication lines would be installed as part of the gen-
tie construction for Unit 1. The secondary line may be installed with either Unit. The total 
duration required to install these lines is estimated to be three months. 

2.5.8 Distribution Line Construction 

Power during the construction period, estimated at a peak demand of 10,000 kilowatt hours per 
year, would be supplied by extending an existing SCE distribution line that would be 
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constructed, operated, maintained, and decommissioned by SCE. This distribution power circuit 
may be utilized to provide the low voltage supply for operating the various monitoring 
instruments, computer, access gates, and other low voltage equipment. The exact center line of 
the distribution line to the Solar Plant Site will be finalized in consultation with SCE, but the 
proposed route is shown on Figure 2. 

2.6 Facility Operations & Maintenance 

The Project will require routine inspections and maintenance to remain in operation. Existing 
facilities may be repaired, upgraded, or retrofitted to ensure peak performance of the facility. 
Approximately 20 permanent, full-time personnel would be employed at the Solar Plant Site 
during daytime working hours. Some operations personnel would be present seven days per 
week to provide monitoring and support. Temporary personnel would be employed, as needed, 
during seasonal periods when panel washing is required. 

The majority of the maintenance is expected to take place within the permanently fenced Solar 
Plant Site and therefore would avoid potential impacts to desert tortoise. Within the fenced Solar 
Plant Site, routine O&M will include maintenance and repair of the perimeter fence, access 
gates, solar array components; vegetation maintenance, and PV panel washing. 

The primary use of water during operation and maintenance-related activities would be for panel 
washing and dust control (the proposed PV technology requires no water for the generation of 
electricity). Based on the anticipated uses (including drinking water, showers, restroom facilities, 
panel washing, dust suppression, and 3,000-gallon dedicated fire supply, among other uses), 
the estimated quantity of water needed for operation and maintenance of the MSEP would be 
approximately 16 to 23 acre feet (AF) per year per Unit (31 to 45 AF per year for the entire 
Project).  

PV panel washing would likely be performed by seasonal maintenance crews, and would occur 
in the fall and spring, taking approximately 35 days to complete per Unit. It is estimated that 
panel washes would take a total of approximately 70 to 75 days per year to complete per Unit 
for two annual washes. Approximately 60,000 gallons per day would be required to wash the 
panels. Several types of systems are currently available; most involve spraying filtered water 
onto the modules from a portable tank mounted in the bed of a pickup truck. Sometimes 
brushes, rods, or circular cleaning heads are used to remove debris. Surfactants are not used in 
these procedures. The water would be allowed to run off the modules and evaporate or 
percolate into the ground; runoff would not be allowed to pond. 

Outside of the fenced Solar Plant Site, O&M activities will be conducted within the Linear 
Facilities ROW. Routine activities associated with the gen-tie line, distribution line, and access 
road will include repair or replacement of equipment damaged by wind, dust, or accident; 
access road grading and repairs to drainage structures to maintain a drivable surface, repair of 
the perimeter security fence, and desert tortoise exclusion fence. These activities are expected 
to occur throughout the year, as needed. O&M activities will be performed using Project roads. 

2.7 Facility Closure 

Facility closure can occur on either a temporary or permanent basis. Temporary closure is a 
cessation of facility operations for a period of time greater than would be required for routine 
maintenance, overhaul, or replacement of major plant equipment. Temporary closures may be 
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caused by damage to the facility from events such as fire, earthquake, or other natural 
occurrences, or by short-term economic considerations. Permanent closure is a cessation of 
facility operations with no intent to restart. Permanent closure may result from a combination of 
facility age and economic considerations, or from damage considered beyond repair or other 
reasons. Temporary and permanent facility closures are both addressed below. 

2.7.1 Temporary Closure 

In the case of a temporary closure, security for the Project will continue on a 24-hour basis and 
BLM, the County, and other responsible agencies will be notified. The course of action that will 
be followed will depend on whether or not the temporary closure involves a release of 
hazardous materials. 

If there is no actual or threatened release of hazardous materials, a contingency plan will be 
implemented. The purpose of this contingency plan, to be developed prior to the beginning of 
operations, is to ensure compliance with all applicable LORS and appropriate protection of 
public health, safety, and the environment. Depending on the expected duration of the 
temporary shutdown, the contingency plan may include the draining and proper disposal of 
chemicals from storage tanks and other facility equipment, the safe shutdown of all plant 
equipment, and various other measures to protect onsite workers, the public, and the 
environment. 

If the temporary closure involves an actual or threatened release of hazardous materials to the 
environment, procedures will be implemented as provided in a Hazardous Materials Business 
Plan that will be developed for the Project. Procedures will include, but not be limited to, the 
following: 

• Measures to control the release of hazardous materials. 

• Requirements for notifying the appropriate agencies and the public. 

• Emergency response procedures. 

• Training requirements for Project personnel in hazardous materials release response 
and control. 

Once the hazardous materials release has been resolved, temporary closure will proceed as 
described above for temporary closure without a hazardous materials release. 

2.7.2 Permanent Closure 

The planned operational life of the Project is 30 years, but the Project could conceivably operate 
for a longer or shorter period depending upon economic considerations or other circumstances. 
A decommissioning plan specifying the appropriate closure procedures will be developed and 
implemented. During permanent closure, BLM, the County and other responsible agencies will 
be notified of the decommissioning schedule and plans. 

Decommissioning activities based on today’s approaches would be expected to require 
approximately 6,000 truck trips, a workforce of approximately 300 workers, and would take 
approximately 24 months to complete. Activities would consist of: 
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• Dismantling and removal of all aboveground equipment (solar panels, tracker units, 
transformers, MSEP substations, O&M building, switchyard, etc.) 

• Excavation and removal of all belowground cabling 

• Removal of posts 

• Removal of roads (both graveled and paved, including the aggregate base) 

• Break-up and removal of concrete pads and foundations 

• Removal of septic system and leach field 

• Removal of evaporation ponds 

• Scarification of compacted areas 

Decommissioning will be competed using traditional heavy construction equipment, including 
but not limited to front end loaders, cranes, track mounted and rubber tired excavators, and 
motor graders. Although various types of decommissioning and demolition equipment will be 
utilized to dismantle each type of structure or equipment, dismantling will proceed according to 
the following general staging process. The first stage consists of dismantling and demolition of 
above-ground structures to be removed. The second stage consists of concrete removal as 
needed to ensure that no concrete structure remains within three feet of final grade (i.e., pole 
foundations) as appropriate. The third stage is excavation and removal of soils and broken 
concrete, and the final stage is site contouring to return the originally disturbed area of the site 
to near original conditions while disturbing as little of the other site areas as is practical. 

2.8 Desert Tortoise Protection Measures 

The following section describes the protection measures proposed by McCoy Solar that are 
intended to avoid, minimize, and mitigate for potential adverse Project impacts to desert tortoise 
and its habitat (see Section 5.0 for a list of potential impacts). The protection measures, as 
agreed to by BLM and FWS, will become requirements of the ROW Grant and Conditional Use 
Permit issued by the BLM and the County respectively, as well as any permits issued by other 
federal and state agencies. Typical protection measures (PM), separated into general measures 
and desert tortoise specific measures, for each aspect of the Project are described below. 

2.8.1 Construction Protection Measures 
Desert Tortoise Specific Protection Measures 
2.8.1.1 PM1: Environmental Compliance Personnel 

Environmental compliance personnel will be employed to oversee the implementation of all 
desert tortoise protection measures in accordance with the FWS’ Biological Opinion (BO). An 
Environmental Compliance Manager (ECM) will be assigned to the Project who will be an on-
site staff member of the Project. The ECM is responsible for facilitating implementation of the 
environmental conditions of the Project and for coordinating compliance with the BLM and FWS. 
A Project Lead Biologist and alternate Lead Biologists with demonstrated expertise with desert 
tortoise will oversee compliance with the protection measures for the desert tortoise and other 
special-status species. There also will be Authorized Biologists (ABs) that have demonstrated 
expertise to conduct specific activities for desert tortoise protection; the Lead Biologist will also 
be an AB. Additionally, qualified Biological Monitors (BM) will assist the AB in enforcing PMs. 
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McCoy Solar will submit the names and qualifications of the proposed Lead Biologist(s) and all 
ABs to the FWS and BLM for review and approval prior to pre-construction clearance surveys. 
Project activities involving ground disturbance will not begin until the Lead Biologist and ABs are 
approved by the aforementioned agencies. Replacement of Lead Biologist and ABs will require 
FWS and BLM approval. 

The ECM, ABs, and BMs will have the authority to halt all non-emergency activities that are in 
violation of the protection measures, or if a desert tortoise wanders into a work site. Work will 
proceed only after hazards to the desert tortoise are removed, the species is no longer at risk, 
or the animal has been moved from harm’s way by the AB. 

The ABs will document any incident occurring during Project activities which is in non-
compliance with the protection measures stated in the BO. The Lead Biologist and ECM shall 
ensure that appropriate corrective action is taken. Corrective actions shall be documented by 
the AB or BM. The following incidents shall require immediate cessation of the Project activities 
causing the incident: 

• Imminent threat of injury or death to a desert tortoise. 

• Unauthorized handling of a desert tortoise, regardless of intent. 

• Operation of construction equipment or vehicles outside of areas secured with desert 
tortoise fencing without a BM present, except on designated roads. 

• Conducting any construction activity without an AB or BM present where one is 
required. 

2.8.1.2 PM2: Desert Tortoise Exclusion Fencing 

Prior to the onset of ground disturbing activities, the entire Solar Plant Site will be fenced with 
permanent tortoise exclusion fence per current FWS requirements (FWS 2009) to keep tortoises 
from entering the Solar Plant Site during construction and operations phases. The fencing type 
will be one-inch by two-inch vertical mesh galvanized fence material, extending at least two feet 
above the ground and buried at least one foot. Where burial is impossible, the mesh will be bent 
at a right angle toward the outside of the fence and covered with dirt, rocks, or gravel to prevent 
tortoises from digging under the fence. Tortoise-proof gates will be established at all site entry 
points. Fence construction may be completed during any time of the year (FWS 2010). 

As an alternative to monitoring, Linear Facilities may be temporarily fenced to prevent tortoise 
entry into construction areas where temporary fencing would be more efficient than monitoring 
(e.g., where tortoise activity and construction activity is high, or a specific, persistent tortoise 
requires exclusion). Temporary fencing will essentially follow guidelines for permanent fencing 
with appropriate changes (e.g., depth of burial, staking materials) to accommodate the specific 
situations. All fence construction will be monitored by an AB or BMs to ensure that no desert 
tortoises are harmed. 

Following installation, all permanent exclusion fencing will be inspected monthly and during all 
major rainfall events; temporary fencing will be inspected at least weekly, or more often as 
necessary. Any damage to the fencing will be repaired immediately. All fencing erected during a 
tortoise activity period will be inspected at least three times each day for a minimum of two 
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weeks, to search for any tortoises that might be fence-walking; at least one search will occur 
immediately prior to lethal ambient temperatures. 

2.8.1.3 PM3: Pre-Construction Clearance Surveys 

Within one week prior to fence installation, the AB and/or approved BMs will survey the staked 
fence line location for all desert tortoise burrows and tortoises, covering a swath of at least 
90 feet centered on the fence line, using 15-foot-wide transects. All potential desert tortoise 
burrows or pallets will be searched. Burrows along the fence line that must be disturbed will be 
excavated by ABs or approved BMs using hand tools. Tortoise burrows will be mapped using 
Global Positioning System (GPS), and the size and age identified. Where flagging would not 
attract poaching, burrows will also be flagged. All fence construction then will be monitored by 
BMs. 

A clearance survey for tortoises will be conducted inside all fenced areas. Consistent with the 
McCoy Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan (PM4), a minimum of two consecutive clearance 
passes without finding any new tortoises must be completed and these must coincide with 
heightened tortoise activity from mid-March through May and September through October, or as 
otherwise agreed to by FWS and CDFG. This will maximize the probability of finding all 
tortoises. Clearance transects will be a maximum of 15 feet (five meters) apart per FWS 
approved protocols (FWS 2009), except on broad patches of unvegetated, well-developed 
desert pavement, where the width may be increased to a maximum of 30 feet (nine meters). 
Once the Solar Plant Site is deemed free of tortoises, then heavy equipment will be allowed to 
enter the site to perform construction activities. It is anticipated that very few tortoises will be 
found during clearance or monitoring activities; if tortoises are observed, the biologists will 
implement the McCoy Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan. 

The AB and BMs will also conduct clearance surveys of construction areas outside of the Solar 
Plant Site. Burrows will be avoided if at all possible (especially if this is temporary fencing). But, 
if a burrow must be destroyed for fencing to occur, then it will be visually and tactilely examined 
for occupancy by tortoises and other wildlife. If occupancy is negative or cannot be established, 
the burrow will be carefully excavated with hand tools, using standardized techniques approved 
by FWS (2009) and the Desert Tortoise Council (1994), including disinfection techniques for all 
tools. No burrows that can be avoided will be collapsed during perimeter fence construction. 
Other tortoise burrows will be flagged judiciously to avoid attraction of tortoise predators or 
people to the burrow. All BMs, the AB, and relevant construction personnel will be informed of 
all potential tortoise activity adjacent to an unfenced construction area. 

Following Project Area clearance, a report will be prepared by the Project Lead Biologist to 
document the clearance surveys, the capture and release locations of all desert tortoises found, 
post-release monitoring, individual tortoise data, and other relevant data, consistent with the 
McCoy Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan. This report will be submitted to the BLM and FWS. 

2.8.1.4 PM4: Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan 

McCoy Solar has prepared a Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan (Appendix F) that will be 
approved by FWS prior to construction. 
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2.8.1.5 PM5: Construction Monitoring 

No construction will occur in unfenced areas (see PM2, Desert Tortoise Exclusion Fencing, 
above) or on the Linear Facilities without BMs present. An adequate number of trained and 
experienced monitors must be present during all construction activities in unfenced areas, 
depending on the various construction tasks, locations, and season. 

2.8.1.6 PM6: Dead, Injured, and Sick Desert Tortoises 

The Lead Biologist will notify the BLM and FWS immediately if a dead or injured desert tortoise 
is observed. Written notification must be made within two days of the date of the finding or 
incident (if known) and must include: Location of the tortoise, photographs, cause of death (if 
known), and other pertinent information. The AB will ensure that all tortoises injured by Project 
activities receive prompt veterinary care at the expense of McCoy Solar. If an injured animal 
recovers, the BLM and FWS will be contacted by McCoy Solar for final disposition of the animal. 
However, if efforts to keep the injured animal separate from other tortoises and turtles are 
successful during the tortoise’s treatment, then it is recommended that it be released at or near 
its capture point to continue to contribute to the persistence of the local tortoise population. 

Tortoises killed from Project-related activities will be submitted for necropsy as outlined in 
Salvaging Injured, Recently Dead, Ill, and Dying Wild, Free-Roaming Desert Tortoises 
(Gopherus agassizii) (Berry 2001) at the expense of McCoy Solar. Care will be taken by the AB 
in handling dead specimens to preserve biological material in the best possible state. 

General Protection Measures 
2.8.1.7 PM7: Biological Resources Mitigation and Monitoring Plan (BRMMP) 

The BRMMP will outline steps to implement the protection measures; document their 
implementation; and monitor their effectiveness. The BRMMP will identify the terms and 
conditions of any permits associated with the Project, including, but not limited to, the FWS 
Biological Opinion, CDFG Section 2081 Incidental Take Permit, and CDFG Streambed 
Alteration Agreement. The BRMMP will be submitted to the BLM and FWS for approval prior to 
the start of ground disturbance. 

2.8.1.8 PM8: Reporting 

As part of implementing protection measures, regular reports will be submitted to the relevant 
resource agencies to document the Project activities, mitigation implemented and mitigation 
effectiveness, and provide recommendations as needed. A schedule of reporting will be specific 
to individual plans. However, the Lead Biologist will submit monthly reports to the ECM during 
construction, annual comprehensive reports, and special-incident reports. The Lead Biologist 
will be responsible for reviewing and signing reports prior to submittal to the agencies. 

In addition to a regular reporting schedule, all encounters with desert tortoises will be reported 
to the Lead Biologist, who will report the following information in Monthly and Annual Reports: 

• Location (narrative and maps) and dates of observations; 

• General condition and health, including injuries and state of healing; 
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• Diagnostic markings, including identification numbers or markers; and 

• Disposition (if moved). 

2.8.1.9 PM9: Worker Environmental Training 

McCoy Solar will prepare and implement a site-specific Worker Environmental Awareness 
Program (WEAP) training to inform Project personnel about the biological constraints of the 
Project. The training will be included in the BRMMP and will be developed and presented by a 
qualified Project biologist prior to the commencement of construction activity. All Project 
personnel must attend the training. The training will include information regarding the sensitive 
biological resources, restrictions, protection measures, and individual responsibilities associated 
with the Project. Special emphasis will be placed on protection measures developed for the 
desert tortoise and the consequences of non-compliance. Written material and photos will be 
provided to employees at orientation and participants will sign an attendance sheet 
documenting their participation. 

2.8.1.10 PM10: Construction-related Activities 

Existing roads will be utilized wherever possible to avoid unnecessary impacts. New and 
existing roads that are planned for either construction or widening will not extend beyond the 
planned impact area and will minimize surface disturbance in native habitats. All vehicles 
passing or turning around will do so within the planned impact area or in previously disturbed 
areas. Along the Linear Facilities, the anticipated impact zones, including staging areas, 
equipment access, and disposal or temporary placement of spoils, will be delineated with stakes 
and/or flagging prior to construction to avoid impacts to natural resources. .Outside the Project 
boundaries, personnel will utilize established roadways (paved or unpaved) for traveling to and 
from the Project Area, including for transmission line construction. No work in unfenced and 
uncleared habitat will occur except under the direct supervision of a BM. Cross-country vehicle 
and equipment use outside designated work areas will be prohibited. 

Best Management Practices will be employed to prevent loss of habitat due to erosion caused 
by Project-related impacts (i.e., grading or clearing for new roads). All detected erosion will be 
remedied within two days of discovery. Additionally, fueling of equipment will take place within 
existing paved roads and not within or adjacent to drainages or native desert habitats. 
Contractor equipment will be checked for leaks prior to operation and repaired as necessary. All 
vehicles and equipment will be in proper working condition to minimize the potential for fugitive 
emissions of motor oil, antifreeze, hydraulic fluid, grease, or other hazardous materials. The AB 
and BM will be informed of any hazardous spills within 24 hours. Hazardous spills will be 
immediately cleaned up and the contaminated soil will be properly disposed of at a licensed 
facility. 

Employees and contractors will look under vehicles and equipment for the presence of desert 
tortoises prior to movement. No equipment will be moved until the animal has left voluntarily or 
an AB  moves it out of harm’s way. 

2.8.1.11 PM11: Construction Speed Limits 

To minimize the likelihood for vehicle strikes of tortoises and other species during construction, 
a speed limit of 25 miles per hour will be established for travel on all dirt Project access roads. 
Signs will be posted at appropriate locations (for example, at Arizona crossings of drainages) to 
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remind drivers to be aware of the potential for desert tortoise and other wildlife occurring on the 
roadways. 

2.8.1.12 PM12: Ground Excavations 

McCoy Solar will ensure that Project features located outside the permanently fenced sites, 
such as open trenches, pits, bores and other excavations that might trap, entangle, or constitute 
as pitfalls to desert tortoises and other wildlife, be filled in, fenced, covered, or otherwise 
modified at the end of each work day so they are no longer a hazard to desert tortoises and 
other wildlife. All excavations in tortoise habitat outside the permanently fenced sites will be 
inspected for trapped desert tortoises at the beginning, middle, and end of the work day, at a 
minimum, but will also be continuously monitored by BMs as part of monitoring construction 
outside of fenced areas. Should a tortoise become entrapped, the AB will remove it 
immediately. These Project features will not need to be inspected if they are located within the 
permanently fenced Plant Site after the clearance surveys have been completed. However, any 
such Project features inside temporarily fenced locations that have been cleared of tortoises will 
be inspected daily for other wildlife. 

2.8.1.13 PM13: Construction Material Storage 

McCoy Solar will ensure that any construction pipe, culvert, or similar structure stored less than 
eight inches above the ground, stored for one or more nights, and within desert tortoise habitat 
outside the permanently fenced sites, will be inspected for tortoises before the material is 
moved, buried or capped. As an alternative, all such structures may be capped before being 
stored on the construction site or placed on pipe racks. These materials will not need to be 
inspected or capped if they are stored within the permanently fenced Plant Site after the 
clearance surveys have been completed or inside temporarily fenced locations. 

2.8.1.14 PM14: Hazardous Materials 

McCoy Solar will ensure all vehicles and equipment are in proper working condition to ensure 
that there is no potential for fugitive emissions of motor oil, fuel, antifreeze, hydraulic fluid, 
grease, or other hazardous materials. Contractor equipment will be checked for leaks prior to 
operation and repaired as necessary. Fueling of equipment will take place within existing paved 
roads, where possible, and not within or adjacent to drainages. Hazardous spills will be 
immediately cleaned up and the contaminated soil will be properly disposed of at a licensed 
facility. The ECM, Lead Biologist, and BLM will be informed of any significant hazardous spills 
within 24 hours. 

2.8.1.15 PM15: Trash Abatement 

Trash and food items will be contained in secure, closed lid (raven- and coyote-proof) 
containers to reduce the attractiveness to the site to opportunistic tortoise predators such as 
common ravens (Corvus corax) and coyotes (Canis latrans). Securing trash will also reduce the 
possibility of animals ingesting or becoming entangled in foreign matter. Trash that cannot be 
secured in a raven- or coyote-proof container will be removed daily. 

2.8.1.16 PM16: Roadkill Removal 

To preclude providing food to scavengers, including potential tortoise predators, such as ravens 
and coyotes, all road kills on construction entry roads will be collected, bagged, and put in a 
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secure trash bin, daily. All personnel will be required to report road kills to a BM or AB daily, to 
ensure timely removal. 

2.8.1.17 PM17: Pets and Firearms 

McCoy Solar will prohibit workers from bringing pets or firearms to the Project. 

2.8.1.18 PM18: Plant and Wildlife Collection 

McCoy Solar will prohibit the intentional killing or collection of all native plant or native wildlife 
species, including, but not limited to desert tortoise. Workers will not disturb, capture, handle, or 
move animals, or their nests/burrows. Violations will be immediately reported to the AB and 
included in the monthly and annual reports. 

2.8.1.19 PM19: Raven Management 

McCoy Solar will provide funds to the FWS’ range-wide raven monitoring and control program to 
support the more comprehensive goals of that program. The amount will be determined through 
negotiation with FWS. 

In addition, the Project’s Raven Management and Control Plan (Appendix G) identifies the 
conditions of concern specific to the Project that may attract ravens to the Project, defines how 
the Project will monitor raven activity, and specifies management and control measures. The 
monitoring effort is intended to provide qualitative and quantitative data to ensure that ravens do 
not pose a threat to desert tortoises from the Project. 

2.8.1.20 PM 20: Weed Management Plan 

McCoy Solar will prepare and implement a Weed Management Plan to prevent the spread of 
existing weeds and the introduction of new weeds to the Project Area. 

2.8.1.21 PM 21: Water Application for Dust Control 

McCoy Solar will ensure water is applied to the construction area, dirt roads, trenches, spoil 
piles, and other areas where ground disturbance has taken place to minimize dust emissions 
and topsoil erosion. A BM will patrol these areas to ensure water does not pool for long periods 
of time and potentially attract desert tortoises, common ravens, and other wildlife. 

2.8.1.22 PM22: Cleanup and Restoration; Revegetation Plan 

McCoy Solar will ensure that all unused material and equipment will be removed upon 
completion of construction activities or maintenance activities conducted outside the 
permanently fenced sites (this includes non-emergency and emergency repairs). Upon 
completion, all construction equipment and refuse, including, but not limited to wrapping 
material, cables, cords, wire, boxes, rope, broken equipment parts, twine, strapping, buckets, 
metal or plastic containers will be removed from the site and disposed of properly. Any unused 
or leftover hazardous products will be properly disposed of offsite. 

McCoy Solar will prepare and implement a Revegetation Plan to restore temporarily disturbed 
areas. 
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2.8.2 Operations and Maintenance 
2.8.2.1 PM23: O&M Activities 

Road, transmission line, and pipeline maintenance activities are expected to occur during the 
life of the Project. To the extent possible, major road surface maintenance activities outside the 
Solar Plant Site will be scheduled for the season with the least desert tortoise activity (typically 
November 1 through February 28), unless accompanied by an AB. 

During operation, all personnel who encounter a desert tortoise will immediately report the 
encounter to the ECM. Only an AB may move tortoises during the operations phase and only if 
necessary. If feasible, all tortoises will be allowed to move into a safe area on their own. In order 
to prevent roadkills, any tortoise observed on the Project access road will be watched until it is 
safely off the road before the personnel can continue. If a desert tortoise is found inside the 
fenced Solar Plant Site, an AB will be contacted immediately to translocate the desert tortoise 
from the Solar Plant Site; in the interim, the tortoise will be captured, enclosed in a clean 
cardboard box with a lid, and held in a climate controlled situation, in accordance with details 
described in the McCoy Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan. The ECM or AB will document the 
location (narrative and maps), date of observations, general condition and health (if known), 
including injuries and state of healing; diagnostic markings, including identification numbers or 
markers; and disposition, in the annual report. 

Speed limits on the paved main access road will be 45 mph during operations. Speed limits will 
be posted. 

2.8.3 Desert Tortoise Compensation 
2.8.3.1 PM24: Desert Tortoise Compensation 

To fully mitigate for habitat loss and potential take of desert tortoise, McCoy Solar will provide 
compensatory mitigation at a 1:1 ratio for impacts to all Category 3 desert tortoise habitat in 
accordance with the NECO Plan. Approximately 4,900 acres of Category 3 habitat would be 
disturbed (see Table 1 and Figure 7). This excludes 38 acres of sand dunes, agricultural areas, 
and areas that are currently developed or disturbed along the access road (Figure 7). Acreage 
of disturbance was based on the best available Project plans and would be adjusted, based on 
pre- and post-construction aerial photography, to reflect the final Project disturbance footprint. 

Because the construction of Unit 1, Unit 2, and the Linear Facilities would be phased, 
compensation obligations (e.g., security deposits and the actual funding or acquisition of 
mitigation land) should be apportioned as follows (see Table 1): 

• Unit 1: 2,194 acres at a 1:1 ratio;  

• Unit 2: 2,598 acres at a 1:1 ratio; and 

• Linear Facilities: 108 acres at a 1:1 ratio. 

The following qualitative criteria would be used to select compensation lands to ensure that they 
provide mitigation for the incidental take of desert tortoises: 

• Compensation lands should be part of a larger block of lands that are either already 
protected or planned for protection, or feasibly could be protected by a public 
resource agency or a private biological reserve organization. 
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• Parcels should provide habitat that is of the same or higher quality for desert tortoise 
than the habitat being impacted by the Project. Preferably, the lands would comprise 
sufficiently good habitat that they are either currently occupied or could be occupied 
by the desert tortoise once they are protected from anthropogenic impacts and/or 
otherwise enhanced. 

• Parcels should not be subject to such intensive recreational, grazing, or other uses 
that recovery is rendered unlikely or lengthy. Nor should those invasive species that 
are likely to jeopardize habitat recovery (e.g., Sahara mustard be present in 
uncontrollable numbers, either on or immediately adjacent to the parcels under 
consideration. 

• The parcels should be connected to occupied desert tortoise habitat or in sufficiently 
close proximity to known occupied tortoise habitat such that an unencumbered 
genetic flow is possible. Preferably, the existing populations of desert tortoise on 
these lands would represent populations that are stable, recovering, or likely to 
recover. 

• The parcels should be consistent with the goals, objectives, and recovery actions of 
an accepted recovery strategy (e.g., recovery plan) for the desert tortoise if possible. 

2.8.4 Decommissioning/Closure 
2.8.4.1 PM25: Project Decommissioning 

The planned operating life of the Project is 30 years. In the event the Project permanently shuts 
down, and no other project will occupy the same industrial space, McCoy Solar will prepare and 
implement a Decommissioning Plan to ensure that the environment is protected during the 
decommissioning phase. Prior to decommissioning, a plan will be finalized and approved by the 
BLM. 

McCoy Solar shall retain an AB for the decommissioning phase of the Project to ensure that all 
environmental protection measures are implemented. McCoy Solar will submit the names and 
qualifications of all proposed biologists to the FWS and BLM for review and approval at least 45 
days prior to decommissioning activities and prior to initiation of any tortoise handling. 
Decommissioning activities will not begin until the ABs are approved by the aforementioned 
agencies. 

3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 
The Project Area lies along the bajada sloping out of the eastern side of the McCoy Mountains. 
McCoy Wash, a broad wash system flowing into Palo Verde Valley, lies immediately east of the 
Project Area. Elevations range from 390 to 735 feet above mean sea level. Representative site 
photographs are located in Appendix B. 

Section 3.2 describes the vegetation communities that are present within the Project Area. 
Vegetation communities (Figures 8A and 8B) are often used as a surrogate to describe habitat. 
However, habitat is much more than vegetation alone, especially the upper story vegetation 
typically used as a descriptor of desert habitats. When discussed in the context of wildlife and 
plants, habitat is best described by vegetation (structure, dominants, common [important] 
species, cover), topography, substrates (coarse particle size, density and evenness), soils 
(texture and consistence), and drainage type. Section 3.3 provides a more fine-grained 
description of the mosaic of habitats on site. 
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3.1 Vegetation Communities and other Cover Types 

The following sections provide descriptions of the vegetation communities and other cover types 
that are present within the Project Area. Table X presents Project impacts and proposed 
mitigation acreage for each community or cover type. 

Table 4. Compensation Acreage for Vegetation Communities and other Cover Types in 
the Project Area  

Solar Plant Site 

Vegetation Community/Land Cover 
Unit 1 Unit 2 

Proposed 
Mitigation Ratio 

Mitigation Acres 
Permanent Impacts1 

(acres) 
Unit 1 Unit 2 Total 

Ephemeral “Riparian” Drainages  
Desert Dry Wash Woodland  
(Blue Palo Verde-Ironwood Woodland Alliance) 0 1.5 3:1 0 4.5 4.5 

Mesquite Bosque  0 0 3:1 0 0 0 

Vegetated Ephemeral Channels  
(Wash-dependent Vegetation with Sparsely Scattered Trees) 2.8 42.2 1.5:1 4.2 63.3 67.5 

Vegetated Ephemeral Channels  
(Vegetated with No Trees) 44.8 61.1 1:1 44.8 61.1 105.9 

Unvegetated (approximately less than or equal to 5% cover) 8.8 20.3 1:1 8.8 20.3 29.1 

Subtotal Ephemeral “Riparian” Drainages 56.4 125.1 - 57.8 149.2 207.0 

Upland Vegetation 
Sonoran Creosote Bush Scrub 2138.0 2473.0 1:1 2138.0 2473.0 4611.0 

Stabilized and Partially Stabilized Desert Dunes   
(Sand Sheets and Dunes: Creosote Bush-White Burr Sage-
Galleta Grass) 

0 0 3:1 0 0 0 

Subtotal Upland Vegetation 2138.0 2473.0  2138.0 2473.0 4611.0 

Other Cover Types 
Agricultural Land (Crops, Ruderal Vegetation, or Bare 
Ground) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Developed (No Vegetation) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Subtotal Other Cover Types 0 0 - 0 0 0 

Subtotals Solar Plant Site 2194.4 2598.1 - 
 

2195.8 2622.
2 4818.0 

4792.5 
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Linear Facilities 

Vegetation Community/Land 
Cover 

Gen-tie and Access Rd Impacts2 
(ac) 

Distribution Line Impacts (ac) Proposed 
Mitigation 

Ratio 

Mitigation 
Acres 

Temporary Permanent Temporary Permanent 

Ephemeral “Riparian” Drainages  
Desert Dry Wash Woodland  
(Blue Palo Verde-Ironwood 
Woodland Alliance) 

0.7 1.1 0.1 0.8 3:1 8.1 

Mesquite Bosque  0.2 0.3 0.0 0.0 3:1 1.5 

Vegetated Ephemeral Channels  
(Wash-dependent Vegetation with 
Sparsely Scattered Trees) 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.5:1 0.0 

Vegetated Ephemeral Channels  
(Vegetated with No Trees) 0.3 0.5 0.0 0.0 1:1 0.8 

Unvegetated (approximately less 
than or equal to 5% cover) 0.2 0.3 0.0 0.0 1:1 0.5 

Upland Vegetation 
Sonoran Creosote Bush Scrub 64.6 31.8 1.5 2.6 1:1 100.5 

Stabilized and Partially Stabilized 
Desert Dunes   

(Sand Sheets and Dunes: Creosote 
Bush-White Burr Sage-Galleta 
Grass) 

19.0 19.0 0.0 0.0 3:1 114 

Other Cover Types 
Agricultural Land (Crops, Ruderal 
Vegetation, or Bare Ground) 0.0 0.0 0.3 2.0 0.0 0.0 

Developed (No Vegetation) 21.4 1.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Subtotal for Linear Facilities 106.4 54.3 1.9 5.4 - 225.4 

Grand Total 
(Solar Plant Site and Linear 

Facilities) 
4960.5 - 5043.4 

Grand Total without Developed 
Area3 4937.8 - 5043.4 

Source: Worley Parsons and ECI 
1 Upon final design, McCoy Solar intends to wrap the fence more tightly around the western-most solar panels such that some 
drainages or portions thereof will be outside of the fence and therefore not affected by Project development. At that time, impact and 
compensation calculations will be reduced accordingly. 
2 Includes impacts associated with poles, spur roads, gen-tie maintenance road, pull sites, laydown yard, and the main access road. 
3 The developed area refers to a portion of the main access road 
 

3.1.1 Ephemeral “Riparian” Drainages 
Desert Dry Wash Woodland (Blue Palo Verde-Ironwood Woodland Alliance) 
Desert Dry Wash Woodland (Blue Palo Verde-Ironwood Woodland Alliance as defined by 
Sawyer, Keeler-Wolf and Evens [2009]) is present in one drainage within the Solar Plant Site 
and within several drainages along the Linear Corridor. This vegetation community is dominated 
by blue palo verde (Cercidium floridum (=Parkinsonia florida) and ironwood (Olneya tesota). 
Dominant to common understory shrubs include desert lavender (Hyptis emoryi), catclaw acacia 
(Senegalia greggii), creosote bush (Larrea tridentata), brittlebush (Encelia farinosa), chuckwalla 
bush (Bebbia juncea), white burr sage (Ambrosia dumosa), white rhatany (Krameria grayi), little-
leaf rhatany (K. erecta) and big galleta grass (Pleuraphis rigida). 
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Mesquite Bosque 
Mesquite Bosque, as defined by Holland (1986), is present within the Project Area in a borrow 
pit on the Linear Corridor that was developed during freeway construction. This depression 
hosts a dense honey mesquite (Prosopis glandulosa)-palo verde bosque-ironwood bosque. 
(Note: Because of the artificial development of this bosque, it does not fall into the Sawyer, 
Keeler-Wolf and Evens’ [2009] Mesquite Woodland Alliance; the latter is located where 
groundwater is naturally available and hosts a suite of different species, in addition to honey 
mesquite.) 

Vegetated Ephemeral Channels (Wash-dependent Vegetation with Sparsely Scattered 
Trees) 
These drainages within the Project Area are characterized by the same vegetation as Desert 
Dry Wash Woodland, but without the overstory of trees. In the eastern portion of the Solar Plant 
Site, washes are characterized by typically upland vegetation: creosote bush, white burr sage, 
brittlebush, and white rhatany; big galleta grass is patchily common to co-dominant. Washes in 
the western portion of the Solar Plant Site are more well-developed with the vegetation 
characterized by the Desert Lavender Scrub and Catclaw Acacia Thorn Scrub Alliances. Desert 
lavender, Anderson boxthorn (Lycium andersonii), catclaw acacia, creosote bush, white burr 
sage, brittlebush, chuckwalla bush, white rhatany and/or little-leaf rhatany (mostly upslope) are 
typical dominants or common species; galleta grass is intermittently co-dominant. An occasional 
palo verde or ironwood, or patches of either a few individuals or small, mostly sapling, trees can 
be found in the more well-developed parts of some runnels where water volume is probably 
higher or water is more consistently available. These trees are generally relatively short (mostly 
under approximately 15 feet in height), with occasional larger individuals. Trees are neither a 
common feature of these drainages nor, with a few sparsely scattered exceptions, do they attain 
the mature, robust size of individuals found in the Desert Dry Wash Woodland vegetation 
community (i.e., in drainages with higher flow volumes, such as McCoy Wash). 

Vegetated Ephemeral Channels (Vegetated with No Trees) 
This vegetation community has been defined for the purposes of the MSEP to better describe 
and differentiate between the various drainages present within the Project Area. These 
channels typically contain the same shrubs found in the Wash-dependent Vegetation with 
Sparsely Scattered Trees vegetation community but trees are not present. 

Unvegetated Channels (approximately less than or equal to 5% cover) 
This vegetation community has been defined for the purposes of the MSEP to better describe 
and differentiate between the various drainages present within the Project Area. Channels 
within the Project Area generally transition from compound to discontinuous from west to east 
and vegetation decreases significantly. These drainages are nearly absent of vegetation 
containing approximately less than or equal to 5% cover of scrub species; typically creosote 
bush and white burr sage. The lack of vegetation is indicative of very low levels of surface and 
subsurface hydrology. 

3.1.2 Upland 
Sonoran Creosote Bush Scrub (Creosote Bush-White Burr Sage Scrub Alliance) 
The majority of the Project Area is located within Sonoran Creosote Bush Scrub (Creosote 
Bush-White Burr Sage Scrub Alliance as defined by Sawyer, Keeler-Wolf and Evens [2009] and 
used by the California Natural Diversity Data Base [CDFG] 2010). This vegetation community is 
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dominated by creosote bush, and co-dominants include white burr sage, brittlebush and white 
rhatany; galleta grass is common in the swales. Within the Project Area, even typical upland 
vegetation is largely confined to drainages, likely because most of the available water is in the 
drainages due to the low regional rainfall and qualities of both substrate and soil. Within this 
plant community and in the Project Area are large patches of desert pavement where there are 
essentially no shrubs outside of water courses.  

Stabilized and Partially Stabilized Desert Dunes (Sand Sheets and Dunes: Creosote 
Bush-White Burr Sage-Galleta Grass) 
South of I-10, the Linear Corridor intersects intermittent, loose, shallow sand sheets and dunes 
(as defined by Holland [1986]). This community contains widely spaced perennial shrubs (2-
5 percent cover), with the dominant species including creosote bush, white burr sage, and 
galleta grass. Several sand-associates and other annuals are also abundant such as sand 
verbena (Abronia villosa), birdcage primrose (Oenothera deltoides), desert marigold (Baileya 
pauciradiata) and narrow-leaved forget-me-not (Cryptantha angustifolia). Sahara mustard 
(Brassica tournefortii) and, often, Russian thistle (Salsola tragus) are also dense throughout 
much of the sand dunes. 

3.1.3 Other Cover Types 
Agricultural Land (Crops, Ruderal Vegetation, or Bare Ground) 
An agricultural operation is located north of I-10 along the Linear Corridor. This area has been 
actively tilled within the last year and, at the time of surveys, was mostly bare ground with 
ruderal vegetation (e.g., Sahara mustard and Russian thistle) 

Developed (No Vegetation) 
Portions of the Project Area are currently developed and do not contain any vegetation. 
Developed areas are restricted to portions of the access road already graded for BSPP. 

3.1.4 CNDDB Vegetation Communities of Special Concern 

Four CNDDB vegetation communities that occur on the Project Area are globally or state ranked 
as communities of special concern (G or S rank 1-3): 

• Palo Verde-Ironwood Woodland Alliance – G4S3 
• Mesquite Bosque Alliance – G5S3 
• Desert Lavender Scrub Alliance – G4S3 
• Big Galleta Shrub Steppe Alliance – G3S2 

 
CNDDB guidelines direct project proponents to determine if project-affected stands of these 
vegetation types represent high-quality occurrences of the given community to determine if 
there would be significant impacts to the vegetation type1. The Palo Verde-Ironwood Woodland 
Alliance occurs in one segment of one wash on the Solar Plant Site and in several washes that 
cross the Linear Corridor. McCoy Solar expects that the Palo Verde-Ironwood Woodland 
Alliance will be compensated at 3:1 ratio.  

                                            
 
1 http://www.dfg.ca.gov/bigeographicaldata/vegcamp/natural_comm_background.asp.  
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While the Mesquite Bosque Alliance that was artificially created in a borrow pit (BRTR: 4) is 
small and is degraded by trash and recreational use of the borrow pit and adjacent area, it is 
unusual in the area and will be compensated at a 3:1 ratio.  

The Desert Lavender Scrub Alliance is found in many incised drainages, often with Catclaw 
Acacia Thorn Scrub Alliance. (Note: Catclaw Acacia - Desert Lavender Association is G5S4 and 
is not considered a community of special concern, although Desert Lavender Scrub Alliance 
alone is G4S3 and thus considered to be of potential special concern.)  Desert lavender is a 
common to dominant species in washes in this region that carry sufficient water. While the 
washes at MSEP could not be considered unusually high quality or unique, they nonetheless 
represent channels that provide increased cover, structure, and forage for wildlife, including 
tortoises. They are considered Wash Dependent Vegetation with Sparsely Scattered Trees and 
will be compensated at 1.5:1 except where Desert Lavender Scrub Alliance occurs as 
understory to Palo Verde-Ironwood Woodland Alliance, in which case the washes will be 
compensated at 3:1. 

Big Galleta Shrub Steppe Alliance occurs on the sand sheets south of I-10. Dunes are a 
relatively uncommon feature in the desert and they are being compensated at the ratio of 3:1 at 
MSEP. Where galleta grass occurs in the drainages on the Project Area, it is patchily common 
to co-dominant with other species, including typically upland species (creosote bush, brittle 
bush, white burr sage) or, in the more well-developed drainages and swales, wash-dependent 
species (desert lavender, catclaw acacia, chuckwalla bush, Anderson boxthorn, white rhatany, 
little-leaf rhatany) (BRTR: 3-4). As such, these washes cannot be considered Big Galleta 
Alliances, but are, instead, associations that are dominated more typically by other species. 
Nonetheless, the importance of higher quality washes is indisputable and they are being 
compensated at 1.5:1, or 3:1 if Palo Verde-Ironwood Woodland Alliance comprises the 
overstory. The lesser quality washes that support primarily upland vegetation, even those with 
patchy galleta grass, are typically low-quality drainages with too little water flow to support 
wash-dependent vegetation. Therefore, they offer marginal increased forage and cover 
opportunities, and cannot be considered high quality occurrences of galleta grass. 

3.2 General Site Characteristics 
Solar Plant Site and Proposed Translocation Area 

The western portion of the Solar Plant Site is dominated by gently undulating terrain with broad 
patches of largely unvegetated, well-developed, highly oxidized gravel desert pavement 
(Figure 9). Widely spaced washes, generally less than approx. 10 feet deep, flow through the 
pavement plain; associated small runnels flow into these washes. The exception to this is in the 
southwestern corner of the Solar Plant Site, where there are several 20-25 feet deep drainages. 
As the bajada flattens to the east, drainages become shallow, braided runnels with a few swales 
(especially along Black Creek Road). There are patches of sheet flow near McCoy Wash. 
Consistent with the hydrology and distance from the mountains, substrates become finer toward 
the eastern portion of the Solar Plant Site, becoming only scattered fine and very fine gravels 
over soft to slightly hard sandy loam along the eastern side. There are scattered patches of fine 
gravel- and coarse gravel-desert pavement throughout the eastern, and especially the 
southeastern, portion of the Solar Plant Site. 
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The proposed desert tortoise translocation area west of the Solar Plant Site has similar features 
to the western Solar Plant Site, except near the McCoy Mountains. Substrates there are cobbly 
and bouldery, with rills and outflows of these larger particles flowing out from the mountain 
canyons. There are several major arroyos, incised to approximately 30 feet, exiting the 
mountains along northwestern and southwestern borders of the proposed translocation area. 

Vegetation on the Solar Plant Site and in the proposed translocation area is described in this 
report using alliances developed by Sawyer, Keeler-Wolf and Evens (2009) and used by the 
California Natural Diversity Data Base (CDFG 2010). Upland vegetation is characterized by 
associations (i.e., subsets) of the Creosote Bush-White Burr Sage Scrub Alliance. However, 
even typical upland vegetation is largely confined to drainages on the Project Area, probably 
because most of the available water is in the drainages due to the low regional rainfall and 
substrate and soil quality. On the desert pavement plains in the west, there are essentially no 
shrubs outside of water courses. In the eastern approximately half of the site, the interstices 
have moderately low vegetation cover of mostly creosote bush – approximately seven-eight 
percent cover, but lower in several broad patches. This low cover and the small stature of the 
plants again points to low available water. Where sheet flow predominates, shrub cover is a little 
higher (<10 percent), and co-dominants include white burr sage, brittlebush, and white rhatany. 

Runnels and very small washes on the Solar Plant Site, including over most of the eastern Solar 
Plant Site, are dominated by creosote bush, white burr sage, brittlebush, and white rhatany; 
galleta grass is patchily common to co-dominant. An occasional palo verde  or ironwood, or 
patches of a few individuals, can also be found in some swales or in the more well-developed 
parts of some runnels where water volume is probably higher or water is more consistently 
available. In the more well-developed washes in the western portion of the site, the vegetation is 
characterized by the Desert Lavender Scrub and Catclaw Acacia Thorn Scrub Alliances. Desert 
lavender, Anderson boxthorn, catclaw acacia, creosote bush, white burr sage, brittlebush, 
chuckwalla bush and white rhatany and/or little-leaf rhatany (the latter mostly upslope) are 
typical dominants; galleta grass is intermittently co-dominant. 

In some of these washes, there are occasional, generally relatively short (mostly under 
approximately 15 feet in height) palo verde and ironwood. There are rare patches of a few of 
these moderately sized trees that may also have a couple of larger trees. There are also a 
couple of several hundred foot stretches where palo verde is common, although many of the 
trees are only saplings. The most well-developed of these is an approximately 1,500-foot 
segment of one wash in the western half of the Solar Plant Site. It is dominated by relatively 
large palo verde, along with the common wash-shrub species and could be considered a Palo 
Verde-Ironwood Woodland Alliance. In total, while important to wildlife because of their elevated 
structure, trees are neither a common feature of the Solar Plant Site’s washes nor, with a few 
exceptions, attain the mature, robust size of individuals found in drainages with higher flow 
volumes, such as McCoy Wash. 

McCoy Wash is a broad wash system east of the Solar Plant Site, the main channel of which is 
approximately a mile from the Solar Plant Site border. A small distributary lies just east of the 
Solar Plant Site border. This wash system is characterized by multiple broad, sandy arboreal 
washes as well as numerous smaller washes and runnels. Large, robust ironwood is the aspect-
dominant species; palo verde is a common subdominant tree. Dominant shrubs include 
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creosote bush and white burr sage; white rhatany, big galleta, and Anderson boxthorn are 
common. 

Linear Corridor 

The Linear Corridor exits the southeastern corner of the Solar Plant Site onto a barren, densely 
fine-gravelly, flat plain with little vegetation. As the corridor turns south, it travels through a 
relatively flat lower bajada with numerous small swales. Soils are generally fine, soft to 
consolidated loams lightly covered by fine to very fine gravels or none. The shrub cover is 
dominated by an approximately 10 percent cover of creosote bush and white burr sage; galleta 
grass is common in the swales, along with occasional ironwood trees. Much of this northern 
portion of the Linear Corridor runs along or over the edge of a distinctive alluvial deposit of 
rounded riverine gravel on a long, low ballena. This south-tending pebble terrace, standing 
30-75 feet above the surrounding bajadas, is the result of one or more aggradational events 
when the ancestral Colorado River flowed across the area (Stone 2006). Aeolian sand is 
deposited in many small patches along this western edge of the pebble terrace. 

A well-developed, large-arboreal wash resulting from the coalescence of several small washes 
meets and crosses the Linear Corridor just south of the pebble terrace. There, it becomes re-
routed against a long east-west agricultural berm, where it forms a long swale of dense palo 
verde and ironwood infested with dense Russian thistle and Sahara mustard. The Linear 
Corridor and adjacent area north and south of this swale is cleared for agriculture (currently not 
in crops), except in the northwestern half, where native creosote bush and white burr sage 
vegetation, with brittlebush-white burr sage-galleta grass runnels, remains. An actively farmed 
citrus orchard lies at the eastern end of this portion of the Linear Corridor. 

As the Linear Corridor travels west out of the agriculturally developed area, it continues across a 
flat bajada with features similar to that in the southeastern Solar Plant Site. Desert pavement 
patches and a second pebble terrace intersect the Linear Corridor as it nears the mountains and 
the substrates generally become more gravelly. Heavy sheeting and well-developed arboreal 
washes begin to cross the Linear Corridor southwest of the pebble terrace, with numerous 
arboreal washes where the Linear Corridor travels over the toeslopes of the McCoy Mountains. 
Vegetation in the interfluves is generally very sparse creosote bush-white burr sage scrub. Near 
I-10, the Linear Corridor crosses a low depression adjacent to a mesa. Both this depression and 
a nearby borrow pit on the Linear Corridor that was developed during freeway construction have 
been very disturbed in the past by grading and stockpiling dirt, gravel and concrete. Soils are 
fine and hard and there is potential for pockets of standing water. The borrow pit hosts a dense 
honey mesquite-palo verde bosque-ironwood bosque. (Note: Because of the artificial 
development of this bosque, it does not fall into the Sawyer, Keeler-Wolf and Evens’ [2009] 
Mesquite Woodland Alliance; the latter is located where groundwater is naturally available and 
hosts a suite of different species, in addition to honey mesquite.) 

South of I-10, the Linear Corridor traverses a flat bajada of low plant diversity (creosote bush 
and white burr sage) and cover (eight percent). West of the existing PV solar facility, 
intermittent, loose, shallow sand sheets and dunes and small, exposed basins intersect the 
Linear Corridor, and ponding water is a potential in some of the basins. Well-developed, low 
dunes enter the route at the bend and remain characteristic of the ROW through and including 
most of the switchyard. This area contains widely spaced perennial shrubs (two-five percent 
cover), with the dominant species including creosote bush, white burr sage, and galleta grass. 
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Several sand-associates and other annuals are also abundant (e.g., sand verbena, birdcage 
primrose, desert marigold, and narrow-leaved forget-me-not). Although there are no coarse 
particles in the substrate of the dunes, small areas between the dunes that contain more shrubs 
are partially stabilized by a light gravel layer. In the southern portion of the switchyard and 
south, the soil remains finely sandy, but fine gravel lightly covers the soil; creosote bush is 
dominant with white burr sage. Drainage is via sheet flow, small swales and runnels. 

3.3 Existing Anthropogenic Impacts 

The Solar Plant Site and surrounding area show evidence of military training activities in the 
mid-1900s and old mining activities. Tank tracks are common throughout and especially visible 
on the desert pavement. There are several old roads to the mountains that were graded for 
access to mines, but all are at least partially degraded. Otherwise, there is negligible current use 
of the site. Recreational activity appears to be negligible. 

The Solar Plant Site is located immediately north of Solar Trust of America’s recently permitted 
BSPP and immediately south of the BLM ROW application filed by EnXco McCoy (EnXco  
Project). The BSPP began construction in 2011 and completed grading of a portion of their 
access road and solar facility; however, construction was put on hold because of a switch in 
technology. The EnXco site is not yet permitted or under construction. 

The Linear Corridor crosses I-10, and there is a borrow pit and extensive grading adjacent to 
the freeway, probably associated with freeway construction. South of I-10, the Linear Corridor 
passes by an existing solar facility (NRG Solar’s PV solar facility).The Project switchyard is 
adjacent to the Devers-Palo Verde I 500 kV transmission line and the Blythe Energy Project 
230kV Transmission Line. 

In addition to these hardscape features, the noxious, exotic weeds in some portions of the 
Linear Corridor are a result of human activity. South of I-10 on the Linear Corridor, Sahara 
mustard is abundant, and grows under most creosote bushes, probably due to the proximity of 
the town of Mesa Verde and agricultural development to the east and south of the town. Sahara 
mustard and, often, Russian thistle is also dense throughout much of the sand dunes south of I-
10. This is on the Linear Corridor north of I-10 and on the Solar Plant Site, Sahara mustard is 
generally intermittently and sparsely present and confined to washes and runnels. The major 
exception is the agricultural operation, where both Sahara mustard and Russian thistle are 
dense in the swales, and common along both the field edges and in tilled fields. 

3.4 Field Surveys 

Comprehensive biological resource surveys designed to meet all applicable FWS, BLM, and 
CDFG requirements were conducted in April 2011. Survey methods were reviewed and agreed 
to by the BLM, FWS, and CDFG prior to conducting surveys. Detailed survey methods and 
results are located in the McCoy Solar Energy Project Biological Resources Technical Report 
(Tetra Tech and Karl 2011).The surveys conducted are as follows: 

• Biological reconnaissance survey 
• Focused desert tortoise surveys (discussed in detail in Section 4.0) 
• Special-status wildlife surveys 
• General floristic and habitat surveys 
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• Special-status plant surveys 
• Avian point count surveys 
• Raptor point count surveys 
• Golden eagle helicopter surveys 
• Burrowing owl surveys 
• Gila woodpecker and gilded flicker surveys 
• Jurisdictional waters survey 

At the time of the Spring 2011 surveys, the Solar Plant Site and Linear Corridor had not been 
finalized. The Spring 2011 Survey Area encompassed 5,738 acres for the Solar Plant Site, plus 
buffer surveys extending to 1,980-foot (600 meter) from the Project Area. In September 2011, 
supplemental tortoise surveys were conducted of the revised interconnection point into the CRS 
and an alternate linear route at the western turn in the gen-tie south of I-10. In October 2011, 
plant surveys were conducted for summer annuals, during which surveyors recorded recent 
tortoise sign as incidental observations. Later in October 2011, in coordination with Solar Trust 
of America and EnXco, McCoy Solar determined that the Linear Corridor would be 180 feet 
wide where it travels along the eastern boundary of the BSPP, and would allow room for 
EnXco’s proposed facilities. This resulted in a minor shift of the Linear Corridor to the west, into 
Solar Trust’s BSPP ROW, which was surveyed for desert tortoise in 2009 and 2010 (see 
AECOM 2010), and approved for development by the BLM and California Energy Commission 
in late 2010. An overview of the Survey Area is shown in Figures 9A and 9B. 

4.0 DESERT TORTOISE 
This section describes the status, natural history, distribution, abundance, and habitat of the 
desert tortoise. Additionally, this section describes the methods and findings of the focused 
desert tortoise surveys. 

4.1 Desert Tortoise Status 

On August 4, 1989, the FWS published an emergency rule listing the Mojave population of the 
desert tortoise as endangered. The FWS final rule, dated April 2, 1990, determined the Mojave 
population of the desert tortoise to be threatened. This species was listed in response to 
population decreases and loss, degradation, and fragmentation of habitat caused by numerous 
human activities including urbanization, agricultural development, military training, recreational 
use, mining, and livestock grazing. Increased predation by common ravens (Corvus corax), 
collection by humans, and mortality resulting from diseases also contributed to the listing of this 
species. 

The FWS designated critical habitat for the desert tortoise in portions of California, Nevada, 
Arizona, and Utah in a final rule published February 8, 1994. Critical habitat is designated by the 
FWS to identify the key biological and physical needs of the species and key areas for recovery, 
and focuses conservation actions on those areas. 

The original and revised Desert Tortoise (Mojave Population) Recovery Plans (Recovery Plans) 
outline the key strategy for recovery and delisting of the desert tortoise (FWS 1994a, 2011). The 
revised Recovery Plan divides the range of the desert tortoise into five distinct population 
segments or recovery units and recommends establishment of 14 DWMAs throughout the 
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recovery units. The revised Recovery Plan further addresses threats and implementation of 
management strategies to improve recovery potential (FWS 2011). 

4.2 Desert Tortoise Description and Natural History 

The desert tortoise is an herbivorous terrestrial reptile that is widely distributed across the 
Mojave and Sonoran deserts of California, Nevada, Utah, and Arizona; it also occurs in Sonora 
and Sinaloa, Mexico. In California, desert tortoises occur in the Mojave and Sonoran deserts 
(including the Colorado Desert subdivision in California), generally below about 5,000 feet 
above mean sea level. In California, desert tortoises occur in northeastern Los Angeles, eastern 
Kern, and southeastern Inyo counties, and over most of San Bernardino, Riverside, and 
Imperial Counties. 

The desert tortoise can be divided into two distinct races, the Mojave and Sonoran, based on 
morphological and genetic characteristics. The Mojave population of the desert tortoise includes 
those animals living north and west of the Colorado River in the Mojave Desert of California, 
Nevada and Arizona, southwestern Utah, and in the Colorado Desert in California. The Mojave 
population is the race of concern addressed in this BA. 

The Mojave desert tortoise occurs in several desert scrub habitats including creosote bush 
scrub, saltbush scrub, ironwood-palo verde-dominated woodlands and scrubs, Joshua tree 
woodland, and mixed scrubs associated with these major plant communities. Generally, 
characteristic soils range from loamy sands to gravelly soils, although rock outcrops are also 
occupied. Major topographical features used by tortoises include flats, valleys, bajadas, and 
rolling hills. Playas, lava fields, the interior of sand dunes, sheer slopes, and other areas that 
limit travel and sheltering are avoided. 

Desert tortoises may be active at any time of the year, but most activity takes place during the 
spring and early summer (March through June) and to a lesser extent in fall (September through 
October). They are most active when forage is present and ambient temperatures are below 
lethal levels. In early spring, tortoises may be active all day, foraging on a wide variety of 
herbaceous plants, including cactus, grasses, and annual flowering plants (FWS 1994a). 
Tortoises obtain water both from green plants and free water during rainfall events. By late 
spring, activity is reduced to less than an hour in the early morning, and by November, most 
tortoises have begun their winter hibernation. During the winter months, tortoises are normally 
dormant in underground burrows (Luckenbach 1982). 

During inactive periods, tortoises brumate or rest in subterranean burrows, rock shelters or 
caliche caves, spending as much as 98 percent of their time underground (Marlow 1979; Nagy 
and Medica 1986). They use burrows for shelter against extreme temperatures, since burrows 
stay relatively cool in the summer and relatively warm in the winter. The burrows are often 
crucial for survival, especially in hot weather. Short tunnels afford temporary shelter, longer 
ones (dens), are used for estivation and hibernation (Stebbins 2003). During active periods, 
tortoises usually spend nights and the hotter portion of the day in their burrow. A tortoise will 
commonly take cover under a bush or any natural shelter during the warm part of days when 
temperatures are not lethal (e.g., parts of April and October). 

Generally, males have been shown to have larger home ranges than females in studies of 
sufficient length and sample size (O’Connor et al. 1994; TRW 1999), approximately 43.5 acres 
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(range: 4.7–143.3 acres) (17.6 ha; range: 1.9–58.0 ha) for adult females and 111.6 acres 
(range: 10.4–487.8 acres) (45.2 ha; range: 4.2–197.5 ha) for males, in a three-year study when 
tortoises were recaptured at least 50 times/year (TRW 1999).Studies of shorter duration or with 
a smaller sample size found smaller home ranges (e.g., Burge 1977, Barrett 1990, O’Connor et 
al. 1994, Duda et al. 1999).Home ranges for both genders (Duda et al. 1999) or for males only 
(TRW 1999) decreased significantly in drought years. 

Desert tortoises may live beyond 80 years and have a relatively slow rate of reproduction. 
Sexual maturity is reached at 15 to 20 years of age. Mating generally occurs in the spring (mid-
March to late-May), with nesting and egg-laying occurring from May to July (Rostal et al. 1994). 
The female tortoise lays her eggs in a hole approximately 2.7 to 3.9 inches deep dug near the 
mouth of a burrow (Woodbury and Hardy 1948). The eggs resemble ping-pong balls in color, 
shape, and size. Desert tortoise eggs typically hatch from August through October. The 
hatchlings’ food source is in the form of a yolk-sac that is assimilated into the underside of the 
shell. This yolk- sac will sustain the animal for up to six months. The hatchlings are only 1.4 
inches in length and have a very thin shell, which makes them vulnerable to predators; the most 
common are ravens. The hatchlings will go into hibernation in the late fall, but can be active on 
warm sunny or rainy days (Luckenbach 1982). 

4.3 Desert Tortoise Protocol Survey Methods 

Qualified biologists (Appendix C) conducted presence-absence desert tortoise surveys from 
April 7 through April 21, 2011. Biologists followed the timing and temperature requirements in 
the FWS (2010) survey protocols. Surveys were conducted according to direction provided by 
FWS for surveying projects in California that was applied to the MSEP (T. Engelhard pers. 
comm. to Tetra Tech 2011), and were designed to ensure that adequate desert tortoise surveys 
were conducted for the entire Project “Action Area2." This included surveying the Solar Plant 
Site using 30-foot-wide, contiguous transects to achieve 100 percent coverage. In addition, a 
single, 30-foot-wide buffer transect was walked at 655 feet (200 meters), 1,310 feet (400 
meters), and 1,970 feet (600 meters) from the Solar Plant Site boundary, except south into 
Solar Trust of America’s BSPP (where protocol surveys had already been completed and 
construction was already underway in some areas) and west into the potential tortoise 
translocation area, which was surveyed at 100 percent coverage (see below). Biologists also 
walked buffer transects at 100-foot intervals out to 500 feet from the Project Area per burrowing 
owl survey protocols, simultaneously recording all tortoise sign observed. (Note: the tortoise 
buffer transect at 655 feet was replaced by the burrowing owl transect at 500 feet) Transects 
were pre-programmed into GPS units to ensure accurate and complete site coverage. Survey 
teams were generally limited to three people, including an experienced navigator who could 
simultaneously look for special species, to minimize the searching and focus inefficiencies that 
are common with larger teams. 

The Linear Corridor was surveyed to achieve 100 percent coverage. Although the final Linear 
ROW width will be approximately 100 feet, surveys covered at least a 240-foot-wide corridor to 
allow for flexibility in siting the Linear Facilities. Biologists walked transects spaced 
approximately 30 feet apart within this corridor. In addition, biologists walked a single 30-foot-
                                            
 
2 “Action Area” is a term used by FWS to denote all areas in which a listed species may be directly and 
indirectly affected by project activities. 
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wide buffer transect at 655 feet (200 meters), 1,310 feet (400 meters), and 1,970 feet (600 
meters) parallel to both boundaries of the 240-foot-wide Linear Corridor, as well as five 
transects at 100-foot intervals from the Linear Corridor boundaries, corresponding to burrowing 
owl protocol transects. (Note: the transect at 655 feet was replaced by the burrowing owl 
transect at 500 feet.) Where the Linear Corridor abutted the BSPP, no buffer transect was 
walked on the BSPP side because that area had been previously surveyed for the BSPP. 

A potential tortoise translocation area to the west of the Solar Plant Site was surveyed in Spring 
2011 to determine tortoise habitat and density and to evaluate the suitability of this area for 
translocation. Surveys were conducted at 30-foot intervals throughout the 1,733–acre area, 
except in densely vegetated washes, where they were narrowed. In the highly marginal habitat 
along the talus slopes at the potential translocation area’s outer, western edge, the most likely 
habitats (drainages) were all thoroughly searched for tortoise sign, and the surrounding talus 
was sampled. 

On all transects, including buffer transects for burrowing owls, all tortoise sign (tortoises, 
burrows, shells, scat, tracks, drinking depressions) observed was measured, mapped, and 
described relative to condition, age (using a key to sign classes; Appendix E of the McCoy Solar 
Energy Project Biological Resources Technical Report [Tetra Tech and Karl 2011]) and, if 
possible, gender; coversite locations were additionally described relative to location and 
associated sign. No tortoises were touched. Tortoises were photographed only if that could be 
achieved without touching or otherwise harassing the tortoise. Tortoise location (e.g., 
aboveground, visible in burrow, not visible in burrow) was recorded. Shells and shell parts also 
were evaluated relative to the cause of death, if possible. Current and recent weather conditions 
were recorded and the topography, drainage patterns, soils, substrates, plant cover, and 
aspect-dominant, common and occasional plant species described and mapped. All incidental 
sightings of common ravens, other known tortoise predators, and other site features (e.g., 
anthropogenic influences) that could assist in the analysis of tortoise population impacts were 
recorded and mapped. Mapping was achieved using a GPS unit. All transect data were 
recorded on specially-designed data forms and representative areas photographed. 

4.4 Desert Tortoise Protocol Survey Results 

Two live tortoises were found within the Project Area during Spring 2011 protocol surveys, one 
within the western Solar Plant Site and one along the Linear Corridor north of I-10. Sign of 
recent tortoise occupation (burrows, scat and carcasses <four years old) was observed within 
the Project Area, and was generally more concentrated nearer the McCoy Mountains. A 
summary of results is presented in Table 5 and in Figures 10A and 10B; results are discussed in 
detail for the Solar Plant Site and Linear Corridor, below, and comprehensive tortoise results are 
located in Appendix D. A comprehensive list of all plant and wildlife species detected during 
surveys is included in Appendix E. 

When the Linear Facilities route was shifted slightly to the west where it travels around the 
eastern edge of the BSPP, portions were shifted into areas that were not covered during the 
MSEP’s Spring 2011 surveys; however, these areas were surveyed in 2010 by AECOM on 
behalf of Solar Trust of America for the BSPP (AECOM 2010; Figures 9A and 9B). AECOM’s 
results included several tortoise bone fragments and three possible, but unconfirmed, tortoise 
burrows within 1,970 feet (600 meters) to the west of the new Linear Facilities route (Figure 17 
in AECOM 2010). In general, AECOM found little tortoise sign and no scat, definite burrows, or 
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tortoises along this eastern edge of the BSPP. Because AECOM’s results were similar to those 
of the MSEP, and because the Linear Corridor remains within the same quality desert tortoise 
habitat, their results do not change the Project’s potential effects on the desert tortoise. 

Table 5. Summary of Desert Tortoise Sign Observed Spring and Fall 2011 

Tortoise Sign Type 

Number of Observations 

Solar 
Plant Site 

Linear 
Corridor 

Within 600 Meters 
of Solar Plant Site 

and Linear 
Corridor2 

Potential 
Translocation 

Area 
Total 

Individual 1 1 0 3 5 

Burrow 3 2 0 18 23 

Potential Burrow 6 0 1 13 20 
Scat (not associated with 
burrow)1 7 0 0 14 21 

Carcass < 4 years old 1 0 1 8 10 

Carcass > 4 years old 23 0 0 17 40 

Shell Fragment < 4 years old 2 0 1 1 4 

Shell Fragment > 4 years old 160 0 12 19 191 
Permineralized Shell 
Fragment 36 1 13 0 50 

 

1 Sixteen scat were observed in Spring 2011 and five in Fall 2011 (four of which were within Solar Plant Site and one was within the 
potential translocation site). 
2 Not including sign observed within the potential translocation site.  
 

Solar Plant Site 

One tortoise, an adult male, was observed on the Solar Plant Site in the northwestern corner 
(Figure 11A, Table 5). With the exception of two recent scat found during the fall plant surveys, 
all of the observed scat and freshly used burrows were also in the vicinity of this tortoise, and 
the few other burrows (which apparently had not been used since winter) were almost 
exclusively located in the northwestern corner of the Solar Plant Site, continuing west into the 
proposed translocation area. Current tortoise usage of the remainder of the Solar Plant Site, 
which would be indicated by burrows, scat, and tortoises, was negligible and probably transient, 
including the two recent scat near the center of the Solar Plant Site. There were no 
concentrations of sign or well-used burrows that would suggest continued use. However, two 
relatively recent burrows and two recent scat (observed incidentally to fall plant surveys) were 
found in the eastern half of the Solar Plant Site, which support the supposition of minor transient 
use in portions of the site. Although the entire Solar Plant Site could be considered tortoise 
habitat, few tortoises are expected in most of the site because of the poor vegetation cover both 
in and out of the washes and the suggestion from such low species richness and stature that 
the forage base may be similarly depauperate. Instead, tortoises are associated with incised 
drainages and/or sheet flow, which offer cover via the relatively dense shrub and grass 
vegetation, as well as natural cavities in the banks. Forage potential is also somewhat higher 
here than in the flatter portions of the site because of water flow. The drainages, then, are the 
best habitat that this site has to offer tortoises, but are not high quality habitat in and of 
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themselves. This is because coversites there are prone to flooding, and forage, while higher in 
the drainages than in the interfluves, is still limited. 

Although tortoises are associated with the more richly vegetated, incised drainages in the west, 
there is ample similar habitat elsewhere on the Solar Plant Site that is not occupied (i.e., no 
scat, burrows, or tortoises) (Figures 7 and 10A) supporting the observation that tortoise 
densities are simply very low on the Solar Plant Site and in the immediately adjacent area and 
not all suitable habitat is occupied. Two methods are used to estimate density on the Solar Plant 
Site. The first is from the FWS (2010) protocols. This method calculates density using live 
tortoises observed as the metric for that estimate. Table 3 of the FWS protocols provides a 
spreadsheet wherein visible tortoises seen per transect and the number of kilometers of 
transects walked are used to calculate a point estimate for density and 95 percent confidence 
interval. The following variables are also taken into account: 

Pa–  The probability that a tortoise will be aboveground is based on precipitation levels 
the previous October through March. If total precipitation equals or exceeds 40 
millimeters (approx. 1.5 in), FWS has determined that the Pa =0.8. For Blythe, the 
rainfall from October 2010 through March 2011 was 2.03 in. 

Action Area – The Action Area is that area within which a project will affect the listed 
species. This generally extends beyond a project footprint and includes all areas of 
indirect impacts to tortoises. FWS specifically directed McCoy Solar to survey the current 
Solar Plant Site footprint at 100 percent coverage, with three buffer transects 
(T. Engelhard, Carlsbad Field Office, pers. comm. to Tetra Tech 2011). FWS (2010) 
protocols require identical coverage throughout the Action Area, not 100 percent in some 
parts and sampling in others. By default, then, the Carlsbad Field Office designated the 
MSEP Solar Plant Site footprint as the Action Area. The MSEP Solar Plant Site was 
5,738 acres at the time of the survey. 

Transect Length and Number – Sixty, 30-foot-wide, 0.5 mile-long transects were 
completed in each survey cell. In the revised Solar Plant Site boundary, there are 43.5 
survey cells, so 2,610 half-mile long transects were walked. 

Using the above values, the FWS method calculates that 1.8 adult tortoises (range: 0.34-10.0) 
occupy the Solar Plant Site. This translates into a point density estimate of 0.24 adult tortoises 
per square mile. 

An alternative method for estimating density uses the type and distribution of sign, plus home 
range sizes. Recent tortoise sign (scat and burrows) on the site is grouped almost exclusively 
into two areas of relatively low concentrations in the northwestern portion of the Solar Plant Site. 
One group is obviously associated with the observed tortoise; the second concentration, which 
consists of adult-sized burrows, may be this tortoise’s as well or a second adult tortoise’s. If a 
1,970-foot (600 meter) home range radius3 is assumed, then one of the tortoises observed in 

                                            
 
3 Using Minimum Convex Polygon techniques, home ranges were calculated as 43.5 acres (range: 4.7 to 
143.3 acres) for adult females and 111.6 acres (range: 10.4 to 487.8 acres) for males, in a 3-year study 
when tortoises were recaptured at least 50 times per year (TRW 1999). Home ranges were substantially 
smaller in studies with sample sizes of <21 tortoises and/or short study length (Burge 1977; Barrett 1990; 
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the proposed translocation area might also occupy the Solar Plant Site. Assuming two tortoises 
in the Solar Plant Site yields an estimated density of approximately 0.27 adult tortoises per 
square mile. 

These very low densities and uneven use of the Solar Plant Site, with nearly all use 
concentrated in the western portion of the Solar Plant Site and west to the mountains, are 
consistent with the results from the BSPP surveys in 2009 and 2010 (AECOM 2010). Those 
surveys found only three adult tortoises in 2009 surveys and four adult tortoises in 2010 
surveys. Tortoise sign indicating use (i.e., burrows, scat, tortoises) was all in the western portion 
of the project and further west to the McCoy Mountains. This western strip between the Project’s 
western borders and the McCoy Mountains comprises a continuous area of occupied habitat. 

Although the many shell fragments found on the Solar Plant Site certainly indicate that tortoises 
inhabit(ed) the area, they do not suggest a prior density nor indicate that tortoises lived where 
the fragments currently are. Predators move carcasses and shells disarticulate into over 35 
small bones, which can subsequently (or prior to disarticulation) be broken. The small, 
disarticulated fragments are easily transported by water flows. A total of 36 permineralized shell 
fragments also were observed on the Solar Plant Site (Table 5, Figure 11A). Similar fragments 
were found on the Genesis Solar Energy Project, west of the McCoy Mountains, in 2009 and 
2010 (Tetra Tech and Karl 2009, 2010b) and are estimated to be between 3,000 and 5,000 
years old (William Orr, pers. comm.). They show evidence of permineralization, a process in 
which minerals are deposited into cells of organisms, usually by way of water. These fragments 
can be easily distinguished from the recent bone fragments because they are heavier, more 
solid, and most have a slight orange/brown color as opposed to the younger fragments, which 
are whiter and lightweight. 

Carcasses are sometimes used to evaluate past tortoise density, although this is very difficult 
for shells that are over about four years in age. It is simply too difficult to age those shells 
accurately, and many have disarticulated to the point that an accurate count of dead tortoises is 
not possible. Even more recent shells may be accompanied by factors that render a recent 
mortality rate difficult. For the MSEP survey, for example, McCoy Solar called a group of shell 
fragments a carcass (i.e., equivalent to one tortoise) based on the presence of at least 
approximately 20 to 30 percent of the shell or a large proportion of the plastron and/or carapace. 
Gender, size, condition and age of the bones were further compared to nearby partial carcasses 
and shell fragment groups to help refine the actual number of dead tortoises. Even so, this 
conservative approach probably overestimated the number of dead tortoises on the MSEP. 
Without actually collecting all carcass parts across the site and comparing them, it is impossible 
to know how many actually represented separate tortoises. Furthermore, many shells could 
come from or be taken off the site by predators. Although tortoise mortality was not the objective 
of the MSEP survey, these data are presented with the caveat that mortality rate cannot be 
calculated accurately. 

Four tortoise carcasses represented tortoises dying within the last four years. All were adults 
and one was identifiable as a male. None was sufficiently intact to evaluate a cause of death. Of 

                                                                                                                                             
 
O’Connor et al. 1994, Duda et al. 1999). Using the longer-term study as a conservative estimate, the 
mean radius of a male’s home range would be 1,980 feet (600 meters). 
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the 26 carcasses representing tortoises that died at least four years ago, at least 20 were 
adults, with at least nine males and two females (see Appendix D). Two were relatively intact 
(Map Nos. 96 and 279 in Appendix D), but there was no obvious cause of death in either. One 
adult male along the southwestern border (No. 343, see in Appendix D) may have been 
depredated by a large carnivore (mountain lion or coyote), based on the shell breakage. 

One tortoise carcass represented an adult tortoise dying within the last four years (Table 4). Of 
the 23 carcasses representing tortoises that died four or more years ago, at least 17 were 
adults, with at least eight males and two females (see Appendix D). Two were relatively intact 
(Map Nos. 96 and 279 in Appendix D), but there was no obvious cause of death in either. 

Linear Corridor and Linear Facility 

Little tortoise sign was observed on the Linear Corridor (Table 5, Figures 10A and 10B). 
Burrows were found in one small group, with a tortoise, at the southern end of the McCoy 
Mountains. Although the occupied burrow was on an open hillside, the habitat in this area is 
consistent with the values found elsewhere where tortoises are present in the MSEP – i.e., 
undulating topographical relief and incised washes (conducive for burrowing), and higher 
volumes of flow in the washes, which translate into cover and forage. There were also a few 
shell fragments elsewhere on the Linear Corridor north of I-10, especially near the pebble plain. 

BSPP surveys had similar results, relative to type and amount of sign found and location. Along 
the Linear Corridor south of the BSPP, AECOM found a few bone fragments, mostly near the 
pebble plain, and a tortoise with burrows at the south end of the McCoy Mountains (AECOM 
2010). Along the eastern boundary of the BSPP solar plant site, within 1,970 feet (600 meters) 
of the currently location of the Linear Corridor, AECOM found several bone fragments, some 
permineralized, and three burrows that were possibly tortoise, but not confirmed. 

Most of the remainder of the Linear Corridor north of I-10 has habitat similar to that in the 
eastern Solar Plant Site, so tortoises are possible, but not expected. There is also a low 
possibility that tortoises may be associated with the agricultural berm because of the adjoined 
habitat, but the berm offers very poor, degraded habitat that is choked with Russian thistle. 

South of I-10, there is poor habitat near the freeway, but it gradually diminishes to non-habitat 
as the Linear Corridor travels south to and through the dunes. The switchyard is poor habitat as 
well. Intersecting washes offer low-quality habitat near the freeway and in the bend west of the 
existing PV solar facility. Only six shell fragments, three in the Linear Corridor and switchyard 
and three on buffer transects, were observed south of the freeway during MSEP surveys (Figure 
11B). Surveys for BSPP found similar results south of I-10 - a few, mostly permineralized shell 
fragments were found near the freeway (AECOM 2010). 

Estimating tortoise density on a linear facility may not be particularly meaningful relative to 
tortoise protection. This is because a linear facility is a narrow strip that travels a long distance, 
often through a variety of habitat types and therefore likely a variety of tortoise densities. 
Therefore, a single tortoise density estimated for an entire linear facility does not illuminate 
strategies for conservation planning. By contrast, determining which stretches of line may have 
better habitat and higher relative tortoise numbers will assist in determining impacts and 
planning construction monitoring, translocation and other protection measures. 
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Because project activities, impacts, and species protection measures are different on linear 
portions of a solar facility than on the plant site of a solar project, tortoise density on the MSEP 
Linear Facility was calculated separately from the Solar Plant Site. It was then calculated 
together with the Solar Plant Site because both are part of the same project and a single take 
estimate will be requested. The FWS (2010) method was used to calculate density, based on 
the following values: 

Area – The Linear Facility is approximately 13.5 mi long, from the edge of the Solar 
Plant Site through the switchyard. The total area is 108 acres. 

Transect Length and Number – Transects were 30 feet wide, so there were two 
transects in the Linear Facility, each 13.5 miles long. 

Pa remains the same as for the Solar Plant Site, so the final FWS estimate for the surveyed 
Linear Facility alone would be 2.0 adult tortoises (range 0.37 – 10.89).  

For the combined Solar Plant Site and Linear Facility, tortoise density would be 3.7 tortoises 
(range: 0.78 – 17.50). 

 Potential Translocation Area 

Three adult tortoises, 18 burrows, and 14 scat were found in the potential translocation area 
(Table 5, Figure 11A). Although sign was found throughout the area, the greatest amount was in 
the northern half. This makes sense because much of the southern area and base of the 
mountains was dominated by a dense boulder field that constricts, although does not eliminate, 
tortoise mobility (Figure 9). 

While tortoise sign was found in the entire potential translocation area, the habitat in the boulder 
field is sufficiently poor that translocation to that area is not recommended. The area outside this 
field is approximately 1,061 acres and is where all three tortoises and most of the sign indicating 
occupation were observed (Figure 11A). Using that acreage, the FWS (2010) calculation would 
yield 5.5 adult tortoises (range: 1.70 - 18.04), a reasonable estimate in light of the sign 
observed. This translates into a point density of 3.31 tortoises per square mile. 

In the potential translocation area, eight carcasses were found that represented tortoise 
mortalities within the past four years. Two were juveniles found in coyote scat and the remaining 
six were adults (three males, one female, and two of unknown gender). Four exhibited shell 
breakage suggestive of depredation by a large carnivore (mountain lion or coyote). The 
remaining 17 carcasses represented tortoises dying at least four years prior to the survey; all 
were adults and at least five were males and five were females. 

4.5  Summary and Conclusion 

Tortoise density in the Project Area is low at an estimated 3.7 tortoises present within the Solar 
Plant Site and Linear Corridor. Because of the low estimated density, the proposed take of 
desert tortoise is expected to be few, and is not likely to have a biologically significant impact on 
the local population or species. 

Although the entirety of the Solar Plant Site and Linear Corridor north of I-10 can be considered 
tortoise habitat, the quality varies throughout the Project Area. Closer to the McCoy Mountains 
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there are incised drainages that offer forage and cover; habitat on the eastern Solar Plant Site is 
flat and relatively sparsely vegetated, with few vegetated drainages. The Linear Corridor 
contains creosote bush scrub and ephemeral drainages north of I-10; however, the sand dunes 
south of I-10 and agricultural or other developed areas are not considered tortoise habitat.  

Both the MSEP and BSPP Projects observed that the greatest tortoise occupancy in both 
project vicinities was nearer the McCoy Mountains, rather than on the lower bajada that 
comprised their respective solar plant sites. Both projects left this more occupied area, with its 
higher quality habitat, as an undisturbed buffer, thereby maintaining a continuous corridor of 
occupied habitat linking tortoises north of MSEP to those south of BSPP. This would maintain 
the existing genetic integrity of the relatively low density population in this area. The Linear 
Facilities would not present an impediment to normal movements. 

The majority of the potential translocation area west of the Solar Plant Site contains suitable, 
occupied habitat and is considered a logical and viable option for a tortoise recipient site, should 
tortoises require translocation from the Solar Plant Site. The site would be further evaluated for 
suitability prior to translocation, details of which will be included in the Project’s translocation 
plan. The FWS Upper McCoy Recipient Site (located north of McCoy Wash), may be used as a 
secondary translocation site or as a control site (in the event a statistically viable number of 
tortoises are translocated). Alternatively, a separate control site will be identified, as necessary. 

5.0 EFFECTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ON THE DESERT TORTOISE 
The Project Action Area includes the Project Area (footprint) plus an extended area around the 
Project Area in which tortoises may be directly or indirectly affected by Project activities. 
Tortoises are present within the Project Area and vicinity and take of desert tortoises could 
result from direct mortality, injury, or relocation during construction, operation, and 
decommissioning of the Project. 

This section analyzes the potential direct, indirect, and cumulative effects on the desert tortoise 
that could result from Project activities without implementing the PMs described in Section 2.8. 
By implementing the PMs and habitat compensation proposed by McCoy Solar, Project effects 
would be successfully avoided, minimized, and mitigated. 

5.1 Potential Direct Effects 

Direct effects are the direct or immediate effects of the Project on the desert tortoise or its 
habitat. 

5.1.1 Potential Direct Effects to the Desert Tortoise 

Direct impacts such as mortality, injury, or harassment could potentially occur during Project 
activities. However, implementation of the PMs will avoid, minimize, and mitigate the following 
potential direct impacts: 

• Tortoises may be harmed or killed during clearing of vegetation (e.g., may become 
crushed or entombed in their burrows). 

• Tortoises may become trapped within open trenches and pipes. 

• Tortoises may be harmed or killed by vehicles or heavy equipment. This includes 
transit to the site by construction personnel, as the potential for the most severe 
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impacts is along paved roads where vehicle frequency and speed is greatest tortoises 
on dirt roads may also be affected depending on vehicle frequency and speed. 

• Breaches in the desert tortoise exclusionary fencing may occur, allowing tortoises to 
pass through the barrier and into harm’s way. 

• Materials and equipment left behind following construction and maintenance activities 
may entrap or entangle tortoises, attract desert tortoise predators such as common 
ravens and coyotes, or provide shelter for tortoises, which when removed may result 
in injury. 

• Tortoises may be collected or vandalized by Project personnel. 

• Tortoises may take shelter under parked vehicles and be killed, injured, or harassed 
when the vehicle is moved. 

• Tortoises may die or become injured by improperly conducted capture, blood 
sampling or relocation, during extreme temperatures, or if tortoises void their 
bladders, for instance. Averill-Murray (2001) determined that tortoises that voided 
their bladders during handling had significantly lower overall survival rates (0.81-0.88) 
than those that did not void (0.96). 

• Tortoise habitat will be lost for the Project footprint and semi-permanently lost during 
temporary disturbance of the linear facilities. 

5.2 Potential Indirect Effects 

Indirect effects are those that are caused by, or result from, the proposed Project action, but 
occur later in time or outside the Project footprint and are reasonably certain to occur. In 
contrast to direct effects, indirect effects are more subtle, and may affect populations and 
habitat quality over an extended period of time, long after construction activities have been 
completed. Indirect effects are of particular concern for long-lived species such as the desert 
tortoise because Project-related effects may not become evident in individuals or populations 
until years later. 

The tortoise density in the Project Area and vicinity is very low, especially east of the Solar Plant 
Site, and a solar project is being built immediately south. Therefore the indirect effects listed 
below are expected to be minimal and largely avoided, minimized or mitigated by Project PMs 
and BMPs: 

• Habitat offsite may be lost due to hydrological disruption or groundwater drawdown - 
Relatively low Project water requirements combined with the distance to groundwater 
indicate that groundwater will not indirectly impact vegetation used by tortoise for 
forage and cover in areas adjacent to or near the Project (see Section 2.3.1.2, 
above). Project design will avoid disruption of natural drainages, which contribute 
minimally to the adjacent habitat.  

• Tortoises that are adjacent to the Project Area may be affected by loud noise and 
vibrations caused by Project activities, but it is doubtful that noise or vibration would 
be a deterrent or that there would be much noise or vibration above background 
levels very far outside the Project border. In a noise analysis for the Genesis Solar 
Energy Project an average construction noise of 93 dBA (the upper range of noise 
levels for construction equipment) was projected to attenuate to 60 dBA (the sound of 
normal conversation) at approximately 2,300 feet from the noise center of 
construction activities (California Energy Commission 2010). This distance is 
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approximately the average maximum home range diameter of a male tortoise (2,481 
feet), based on home range values of 111 acres (see Section 4.2, above). (Female 
tortoises have smaller home ranges.) So, a tortoise whose home range overlaps the 
Project boundary could hear construction noise, but this is equivalent to or only 
slightly greater than conversational levels and it is doubtful that a tortoise would be 
negatively affected. Bowles et al. (1999) tested responses of tortoises at 94.6 to 
114.2 dB and observed no startle response (muscular flinching, increases in heart 
rate, abrupt movements). Tortoises are also known to inhabit railroad berms and the 
slopes adjacent to roads and freeways, so it is unlikely that conversational or 
expected construction noise levels would affect nearby tortoises. 

• Habitat quality within the Project vicinity may be reduced as a result of the spread of 
existing invasive species and/or the potential introduction of invasive plant species. 
Increased weed populations may lead to increased wildfire frequency (Brooks et al. 
2003) or decreased forage production due to competition between native forage 
species and introduced weed species. The MSEP Weed Management Plan will 
ensure that existing weed populations do not increase in abundance or spread as a 
result of the Project. 

• Unauthorized impacts use may occur from public use of the Project access roads, 
including trail creation and off-highway vehicle use. Access to the site already exists 
and there is negligible off-highway vehicle use, so it is unlikely that recreational   use 
will increase following road improvements. 

• Fugitive dust will be controlled by water application during construction and soil 
stabilization during operations. 

• Predation rates may be altered or increased when natural habitats are disturbed or 
modified. Human activities in the Project Area may provide subsidies in the form of 
trash and water for tortoise predators such as the common raven, kit fox, and coyote 
(Berry 1985; BLM 1990). Roadkills on the access roads could attract ravens, which 
could then prey on local tortoises. Lights used for night-time construction and/or 
security may also alter predator and prey populations in the Project vicinity by 
attracting predators to easily visible prey. However, PMs 15, 16, and 21 specifically 
address and eliminate these potential indirect effects. Further, nighttime lighting will 
be used only when necessary and then will be directed inward into the fenced 
Project. Only nocturnal avian predators such as owls and nighthawks, which do not 
prey on diurnally active desert tortoises, could take advantage of these lights.  

Transmission line poles will be installed in areas with no transmission lines, thereby 
providing new perching and nesting sites for avian predators. North of I-10 there are 
ample existing perching and nest sites because of the ironwood and palo verde trees 
in the washes and rock substrates in the adjacent McCoy Mts., so additional perches 
are unlikely to attract ravens over current levels. South of I-10, very little tortoise sign 
was observed, even in buffer transects; most was around the existing 500 kV Devers-
Palo Verde I Transmission Line. So, densities are very low in the area with no existing 
transmission line and would probably provide only a rare food resource for ravens. 
Despite these anticipated results, a modified raven management plan (PM19) will 
identify any increased use and raven control options resulting from the Project. 

5.3 Interrelated and Interdependent Actions 

Interrelated actions are those that arise out of and are part of a larger action and depend on the 
larger action for their justification. There are no interrelated actions associated with the Project. 
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Interdependent actions are those that have no independent utility apart from the main action 
under consideration. There are no interdependent actions associated with the Project. 

5.4 Cumulative Effects 

To be inserted by BLM/ESA 
5.5 Conclusion and Effects Determination 

The BLM has determined that the proposed Project may affect and is likely to adversely affect 
the desert tortoise.  

6.0 LIST OF DOCUMENTS 
The following is a list of documents that are relevant to the Project and Section 7 consultation: 

• McCoy Solar Energy Project Biological Resources Technical Report (Tetra Tech and 
Karl 2011) 

• Draft Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report – pending 
release February 2012 
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Dr. Alice Karl, Senior Biologist Alice E. Karl and Associates (530) 304-4121 
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REPRESENTATIVE SITE PHOTOS 

 
Broad patches of well-developed desert pavement with small intersecting runnels in the western portion 
of the Solar Plant Site. Photo is taken from Survey Cell 80 in the southwestern Solar Plant Site, facing 
west toward the McCoy Mountains. 
 

 
Another view of the western Solar Plant Site, taken from the northwestern area (SurveyCell 06). 
Note the small stature and rarity of trees in most washes. 
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One of a few small areas in the northwestern portion of the Solar Plant Site with more drainages.  
Facing North. 
 
 
 

 
The most well-developed wash on the Solar Plant Site, located in the western portion of the site, 
approximately midway north to south. This section of the wash is dominated by relatively large paloverde, 
along with the common wash-shrub species.  
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Typical habitat in the eastern portion of the Solar Plant Site, taken in Cell 41 along the eastern edge of the 
Solar Plant Site. 
 
 
 

 
Another view of habitat on the eastern portion of the Solar Plant Site, taken from Survey Cell 39 near the 
center of the eastern half of the Solar Plant Site. 
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Typical runnels and swales on the eastern portion of the Solar Plant Site, dominated by typically upland 
species. 
 
 

 
Another view of typical runnels in the Solar Plant Site. Note the common presence of big galleta grass and 
common upland shrubs and the small, occasional palo verde in the upper drainage. Photo is taken from 
Survey Cell 67, west of midway in the Solar Plant Site. The McCoy Mountains are in the background. 
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Eastern border of Solar Plant Site, showing sheeting hydrology. A small branch of McCoy Wash travels 
along the eastern border of the Solar Plant Site. Photo is from northwest corner of Survey Cell 41, facing 
east. 
 
 

 
Open habitat where the Linear Corridor exits the Solar Plant Site. Photo taken in Survey Segment 1. 
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Typical lower bajadas habitat with shallow runnels and swales in most of the Linear Corridor north of I-10. 
Note the elevated pebble terrace in the background. 
 
 

 
View from the pebble terrace, facing southwest, in the northern Linear Corridor. This is a point where 
several small channels coalesce to form an arboreal wash that travels adjacent to the Linear Corridor, 
crossing it near the farmed fields to the south. Photo taken in Survey Segment 8. 
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Linear Corridor north of I-10 near southern end of McCoy Mountains. The habitat is open, with little plant 
cover, but also with several arboreal washes that cross the Linear Corridor. Photo taken in Survey 
Segment 19. 
 
 

 
Borrow pit just north of I-10 with a dense honey mesquite-palo verde bosque-ironwood bosque. 
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Aeolian sand sheets along the long east-west portion of the Linear Corridor south of I-10. Note abundant 
Sahara mustard. Photo taken in Survey Segment 32. 
 
 

 
Potential Translocation Site: boulder outflow in the southwestern and far western portion. Photo taken 
facing and near the McCoy Mountains 
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APPENDIX C 

DESERT TORTOISE FIELD BIOLOGISTS 

Field Biologists 
October 2010 
Constraints 

Surveys 

Spring 2011 Fall 2011 
Wildlife 
Surveys 

Plant 
Surveys 

Wildlife 
Surveys 

Plant 
Surveys 

Alexis Watts  X    
Alice Karl, Ph.D. X X X X X 
Art Schaub X X X X X 
Bill Hasskamp  X    
Bret Blosser, Ph.D.  X    
Brian Sandstrom  X    
Carrie Warman  X    
Corey Mitchell  X    
Dave Focardi  X    
Emily Mix  X X  X X 
Glenn Rink X  X  X 
Jake Mohlmann X X    
Jennifer Weidensee  X    
Jim Toney  X    
Joel Cosper  X    
Kent Hughes X  X  X 
Kevin Walsh  X    
Laura Pavliscak  X    
Liz (Jacqueline) Smith  X    
Lehong Chow X X    
Marc Baker X  X  X 
Mark Bagsley   X   
Mary Ann Hasskamp  X    
Michelle Cloud Hughes     X 
Michael Honer X X X  X 
Nathan Mudry (eGIS) X X    
Neal Kramer     X 
Paul Frank X X  X X 
Rachael Woodard  X X   
Shawn Lindey  X    
Tasya Herskovits     X 
Tim Thomas X X X X X 
Tina Poole   X    
Tsegaye Mengistu  X    
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APPENDIX D 

COMPREHENSIVE DESERT TORTOISE FIELD SURVEY RESULTS 
DESERT TORTOISE SIGN FOUND DURING  
SPRING AND FALL 2011 FIELD SURVEYS 

 
Table 1. Spring 2011 Desert Tortoise Survey Results 

Number 
Corresponding 

to Figure 

UTM NAD 83 
Sign Type Age Comments E N 

1 703357 3732758 Tortoise  Adult male located outside of burrow. Looks healthy, no evidence of disease. 
2 701562 3732138 Tortoise  Tortoise inside caliche burrow, in wash bank. Burrow is <1 m deep. 
3 707872 3721761 Tortoise  Tortoise in burrow found at sunset during Phase III burrowing owl surveys. Same burrow as Sign MS22B4. 

147 701555 3731682 Tortoise See 
comments 

250 mm tortoise, 2 m inside 280 mm caliche cave (Class 1) in 2 m wash wall. Two other good caves nearby 
with no sign. 

148 701634 3731540 Tortoise Adult 245 mm male walking out in open, face looks good. 
5 700500 3732689 Burrow Class 3 370 mm; > 3 m deep (can't see back); in caliche edge of incised wash (5 m). Flat plastron mark on burrow 

floor, three scat (NTY 3). 
6 700568 3733077 Burrow Class 3 Class 3 caliche cave, 1 m wide (narrows inside) by 1.5 m deep; at edge of incised wash. One scat (25 mm). 
7 700487 3733042 Burrow Class 4 400 mm; > 1.5 m deep; caliche, very clean, flat floor; in wall of incised wash. 
8 700452 3732687 Burrow Class 3 Two burrows. Class 3 caliche caves, 300 mm. Tracked up by rodents. One burrow 1.5 m deep with two 

scats (NTY, 22 mm and 23 mm), other burrow 1 m deep. 
9 701313 3733012 Burrow Class 4 360 mm. Located in incised wash. 1.2 m deep. Clean. No other tortoise sign. 

11 701982 3732921 Burrow Class 4 300 mm. Caliche cave. No scat, clean. 
12 701818 3732876 Burrow Class 4 500 mm. Caliche cave. Good soil apron. Flat and clean. No scat. Five nice caves within 30 m. 
14 703189 3732601 Burrow Class 4 600 mm. High on caliche cutback. >2.5 m deep. Pack rat midden excavated. No tracks or scat. 
15 702552 3732905 Burrow Class 4 200-300 mm. Burrow located in deeply incised wash with two nice caliche caves. 
16 702851 3732766 Burrow Class 1 260 mm wide burrow. Dirt burrow in soil under Larrea tridentata near desert pavement; > three m in length. 

Very large mound. Scat TY1 (still moist) 2 m from entrance. 
17 702927 3732660 Burrow Class 2 490 mm. Large caliche cave near top edge of 5 m deep, large incised wash. No scat but clear footprints 

inside/near entrance. Distinct trail from rim down to burrow entrance. Burrow is 2.5 m deep. 
26 703930 3732852 Burrow Class 4 Side of shallow wash under Bebbia juncea. 
45 706170 3732743 Burrow Class 3 Located under Encelia farinosa. Nice shape, less than 0.5 m deep. 
76 699924 3732151 Burrow Class 3 Class 3, 280 mm-wide burrow; northwest facing on hillside. Two scat (NTY 3). 
77 700044 3732164 Burrow Class 2 Class 2 burrow (400 mm, 1 m deep). Seven scat: four are (NTY 3), three (NTY 2), average 23 cm. 
78 701084 3732275 Burrow Class 1 390 mm. Wash bank caliche cave. > 1 m deep (back not seen). Very recent tracks - 200 mm wide. 
79 700867 3732269 Burrow Class 1 410 mm. Wash bank caliche cave. >1 m deep (back not seen). Two scat (TY2). Floor entrance flat. 
80 700924 3732187 Burrow Class 2 Class 2 burrow; 510 mm; > 1 m deep; located in wash bank upper. Also second caliche burrow 5 m away 

with good cover; >10 scat on burrow and bib (19-22 mm wide). Possible tracks but substrate not good for 
tracks. 

81 700846 3732163 Burrow Class 2 Class 2 burrow 450 mm wide, 2 m deep (back seen). Caliche burrow with 7 scat (NTY and TY 2). 
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Number 
Corresponding 

to Figure 

UTM NAD 83 
Sign Type Age Comments E N 

90 701758 3732124 Burrow Class 4 360 mm. by 1.5 m deep. Caliche, clean, tortoise shaped. 
91 701998 3732040 Burrow Class 4 Two burrows. 310 mm. One burrow 1400 mm deep, other burrow 900 mm deep. Caliche, clean, tortoise 

shaped. 
92 702378 3732464 Burrow Class 3 340 mm wide by 360 mm deep; in incised wash. 
93 702335 3732440 Burrow Class 3 340 mm by > 800mm deep. Located under Lycium sp. in deep, incised wash. 
94 702381 3732267 Burrow Class 3 1 m caliche burrow in incised wash, one scat in burrow. Pack rat midden inside. 
95 702342 3732130 Burrow Class 4 360 mm. by 1.5 m deep. Caliche, clean, tortoise shaped. 
98 703104 3732049 Burrow Class 4 39 cm, caliche cave. No tracks or scat. 
99 702951 3732064 Burrow Class 4 35 cm, caliche cave. No tracks or scat. 

101 703616 3732539 Burrow Class 1 55 cm. Caliche cave in incised vegetated wash. 80 cm deep. Distinct, fresh, plastron track at back. Freshly 
scuffed soil of appropriate size for an adult tortoise as well as a few divots which might be tortoise tracks 
near front. An active Class 4 caliche cave is 3 m away. 

131 707969 3732497 Burrow Class 4 280 mm. In kit fox natal den. 
145 700916 3731570 Burrow Class 2 Class 2 burrow, 600 mm by > 1 m deep. Caliche wall 2 m tall above wash. One scat. 
146 701245 3731653 Burrow Class 2  270 mm pallet located in soil on side of runnel. 
218 702306 3731083 Burrow Class 4 290 mm. In incised, bouldery wash. Nice looking caliche cave, flat bottom. No scat. 
258 701569 3730411 Burrow Class 3 Class 3 burrow with two entrances, larger is 750 mm, 3.5 m deep in caliche, broad overhang. Obvious 

rodent use. Two scat on mound, four inside (largest scat 23 mm, NTY 3). 10 m west, more caliche 
complexes on wash wall. 

259 701138 3730789 Burrow Class 3 Class 3 burrow, 0.5 m by 1.5 m deep in caliche. Two scat on apron (NTY3), dark scat. 
273 703826 3730439 Burrow Class 4 340 mm. Burrow located in wash bank, caliche gravel, north-facing. Depth >1 m, cannot see end. Classic 

tortoise shape. Only rodent scat inside. No recent activity. 
274 703238 3730806 Burrow Class 4 340 mm. Burrow located in wash bank, caliche, north-facing. Depth 0.5 m. No tortoise sign. 
281 704325 3730664 Burrow Class 4 280 mm. Burrow located in wash bank. 400 mm deep. Perfect tortoise shape but rodent tracks inside. 
282 704308 3730588 Burrow Class 4 380 mm. Burrow located in incipient wash. Round bottom trench at mouth of burrow may suggest nest. 

Deeper within the tunnel the bottom flattens out; much more tortoise shaped. 
340 703943 3729993 Burrow Class 4 270 mm., 1 m deep. In north bank of small wash connecting to larger wash. Caliche cave very tortoise 

shaped, flat floor. No other tortoise sign. (Inactive). 
380 709140 3730475 Burrow Class 3 230 mm. Located under Pleuraphis rigida. 
403 707903 3722230 Burrow Class 3 Two burrows: 316 mm, 350 mm. Under Olneya tesota; no scat, small amount of debris from O. tesota. 
404 707858 3722103 Burrow Class 1 294 mm; in gentle slope; no vegetation. Fresh tracks and digging. 
405 707790 3721901 Burrow Class 4 410 mm; in north bank of small wash; gravelly substrate; 0.8 m deep. Excellent form and clean but no 

recent use and no other sign. 
13 703201 3733199 Carcass 2-3 275 mm, male. 
18 702970 3733081 Carcass >4 Adult. Evidence of cutaneous dyskeratosis. Plastron bone mostly intact. Several scutes, other fragments 

within 50 m. 
29 704540 3732891 Carcass >4 85 percent of plastron intact. >25 bones disarticulated. 
30 704127 3732877 Carcass >4 50 percent of plastron intact. >20 bones disarticulated. 
36 704476 3732868 Carcass >4 Adult. Scattered shell fragments, 1/2 plastron, and 1/4 carapace within a 30 m radius. Gular chewed when 

alive. 
37 704333 3732787 Carcass >4 Adult. Half plastron and disarticulated shell fragments and scutes. Gular chewed when alive. 
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UTM NAD 83 
Sign Type Age Comments E N 

82 701557 3732387 Carcass >4 Adult male. 265 mm. 75 percent of carcass. Bullet hole in shell. 
96 702268 3732515 Carcass >4 240 mm. Female, 80 percent of shell intact. 

100 703067 3732083 Carcass 2-3 Large adult male. Several large fragments, about 40 percent. 
114 705648 3732464 Carcass >4 Adult. Significant portion of disarticulated plastron. 
143 700766 3731544 Carcass >4 Adult. 65 percent of plastron. 
151 702521 3731502 Carcass >4 Adult. Male, 85 percent of shell, plastron intact, carapace partially disarticulated. 
154 704134 3731761 Carcass >4 Adult. Very large, just off road. 
155 704732 3731976 Carcass >4 Adult. Large plastron piece 70 m to west. 
161 704765 3731823 Carcass 2-4 Adult. Half plastron, one scute. Remaining carcass disarticulated within approximately 20 m. 
188 706947 3731586 Carcass >4 Adult. 30 percent disarticulated. 
213 700673 3731025 Carcass >4 230 mm female. 60 percent disarticulated carcass in boulder field. 
216 701417 3731322 Carcass >4 Adult female, disarticulated. In runnel bottom. 
226 703064 3731467 Carcass >4 Adult. One half of carcass. Fragments scattered over approximately 40 meters. 
231 703473 3731476 Carcass >4 Adult; half tortoise. 
235 704054 3731129 Carcass >4 Adult. Disarticulated carcass. 
236 704608 3731144 Carcass >4 Adult. 75 percent of plastron. 
239 705263 3731197 Carcass >4 Adult male. Disarticulated. 
255 708586 3731191 Carcass >4 Adult. Most likely male. Old shell and plastron and old scutes (50 percent of carcass). 
261 701556 3730445 Carcass >4 Adult female; nearly 100 percent of shell present but disarticulated, scutes present. 
262 701257 3730763 Carcass >4 Adult female; 70 percent of shell remains, disarticulated. 
263 701241 3730828 Carcass >4 Adult; 30 percent of shell remains. 
264 701116 3730873 Carcass >4 Adult; 50 percent of plastron intact. 
265 701205 3730917 Carcass >4 Adult; 50 percent; disarticulated. 
266 701724 3730470 Carcass >4 Adult male; 30 percent of carcass on desert pavement. 
268 702344 3730605 Carcass >4 Adult male; 50 percent of carcass in wash/cobble. 
270 702761 3730711 Carcass >4 Adult; 15-20 percent of carcass. In runnel/wash. 
271 702501 3730706 Carcass >4 Adult female; 15-20 percent of carcass. In cobble outflow. 
275 703951 3730924 Carcass >4 Adult male; < 5 percent of carcass. Fragments also found up wash. 
276 703400 3730865 Carcass >4 Adult male; 60 percent of carcass. Fragment also found 70 m down wash. 
278 704458 3730499 Carcass >4 Adult, female. Disarticulated and scattered shell, most of plastron, many other bones. 
279 704804 3730479 Carcass >4 300 mm male. No obvious cause of death: intact, right side up, slight chewing on anterior right marginals 

and nuchal. 
286 704649 3730702 Carcass >4 Adult; 20 percent present; three scutes and fragments scattered over approximately 30 m. 
291 705531 3730943 Carcass >4 Adult male; 20 percent of carcass present. Three to four other pieces found in a 20 m radius. Gular present. 
292 705481 3730903 Carcass >4 Adult; 20 percent of carcass present. Gular present. 
299 706308 3730589 Carcass >4 Adult male. Approximately 30 fragments, 20 percent of shell. Fragments in runnel within 40 m. 
304 706186 3730636 Carcass >4 Adult. 25 percent of entire shell and two attached scutes. On desert pavement, scattered over 20 m. 
305 706069 3730616 Carcass >4 Small adult. 35 fragments, 20 percent of shell. 
330 702352 3729996 Carcass >1 Several juvenile scutes in coyote scat. 
331 702297 3730029 Carcass 4 PLN 250 mm. Partially disarticulated male; shell broken in several pieces. Likely depredated. 
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Number 
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UTM NAD 83 
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334 701892 3730087 Carcass 4 230 MCL. Mostly intact carcass. Female, plastron intact. Carapace disarticulating. Carapace broken - likely 
cause of death depredation. 

335 701712 3730093 Carcass 2-4 Probably male. Five plates disarticulated or broken. 
337 702895 3730134 Carcass >1 Hatchling scutes in >1 yr. old kit fox scat (or small coyote). 
342 703886 3730265 Carcass 2-4 Plastron. PLN = 190 mm in wash bottom. 
343 704574 3729938 Carcass >4 Adult. Likely male. 60 percent shell bones, 40 percent scutes. Possible depredation (possibly mountain lion) 

or shell broken apart and spread around. 
345 704475 3730194 Carcass 2-4 Adult. Six scutes, seven bones scattered over 20 m in wash bottom. 
179 705646 3731899 Scute >4 Several fragments spread over 60 m 
19 702510 3732685 Shell fragment >>4 One fragment. 
33 704611 3733014 Shell fragment >4 One fragment. 
34 704774 3732989 Shell fragment >4 One adult fragment. 
38 705480 3733277 Shell fragment >4 One adult fragment. 
39 704966 3732914 Shell fragment >>4 One adult fragment. 
40 705498 3732918 Shell fragment >4 One immature fragment. 
41 705276 3732963 Shell fragment >4 One fragment. 
42 705218 3732684 Shell fragment >4 One fragment. 
46 706082 3733100 Shell fragment >4 One fragment. 
47 705773 3733054 Shell fragment >4 One fragment. 
48 705774 3732965 Shell fragment >4 One fragment. 
49 706212 3732704 Shell fragment >>4 One adult fragment. 
50 707124 3233342 Shell fragment <4 One fragment. 
52 707115 3733120 Shell fragment >4 One disarticulated piece. 
54 706673 3732831 Shell fragment >4 One disarticulated piece. 
55 706765 3732896 Shell fragment >4 One disarticulated piece. 
56 706525 3732931 Shell fragment >4 One disarticulated piece. 
58 706916 3733061 Shell fragment >4 One disarticulated piece. 
59 707012 3733107 Shell fragment >4 One disarticulated piece. 
60 707532 3733242 Shell fragment >4 Subadult, one small fragment. 
63 707934 3732716 Shell fragment >4 Subadult, one plastron fragment. 
64 707467 3732693 Shell fragment >4 One disarticulated piece. 
67 707282 3732947 Shell fragment >4 One disarticulated piece. 
68 707417 3733181 Shell fragment >4 One disarticulated piece. 
70 707291 3732756 Shell fragment >4 Disarticulated piece; probably part of Sign 69. 
72 707755 3732873 Shell fragment >4 One disarticulated piece. 
73 707442 3732870 Shell fragment >4 One disarticulated piece; probably part of Sign 61. 
74 707290 3732851 Shell fragment >4 One disarticulated piece. 
75 708108 3733023 Shell fragment >4 One disarticulated piece. 
97 702372 3732176 Shell fragment >4 Adult. One marginal found in incised wash. 

103 704738 3732277 Shell fragment >4 One fragment. 
105 704953 3732372 Shell fragment >4 One adult fragment. 
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106 704824 3732263 Shell fragment >4 One adult fragment. 
107 705309 3732372 Shell fragment >4 One fragment. 
109 705804 3732634 Shell fragment >4 One adult fragment. 
111 706291 3732501 Shell fragment >4 One fragment. 
113 706184 3732467 Shell fragment >4 One fragment. 
115 706138 3732358 Shell fragment >4 Juvenile; one fragment. 
116 706160 3732334 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
117 706061 3732275 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
120 706799 3732475 Shell fragment >>4 Subadult or greater; one fragment. 
121 706958 3732183 Shell fragment >>4 Adult; one fragment. 
122 706846 3732148 Shell fragment >>4 One fragment. 
124 707087 3732114 Shell fragment >>4 One fragment. 
127 706587 3732275 Shell fragment >>4 Probably adult; one fragment. 
128 706928 3732252 Shell fragment >>4 Adult; one fragment. 
130 707259 3732562 Shell fragment >>4 Adult; one fragment. Probable plastron fragment - may not be tortoise. 
133 707690 3732252 Shell fragment >4 One fragment. 
134 707904 3732215 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
135 707713 3732218 Shell fragment >>4 Adult; one fragment. 
136 707921 3732575 Shell fragment >4 One fragment. 
139 707322 3732431 Shell fragment >4 One fragment. 
140 707604 3732242 Shell fragment >4 One fragment. 
141 708788 3732563 Shell fragment >>4 One fragment. 
142 708268 3732218 Shell fragment >>4 Adult; one fragment. 
157 704236 3731896 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
160 704486 3731841 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
163 704845 3731633 Shell fragment >4 Adult. Many fragments in a tight cluster. 
166 704947 3731981 Shell fragment >4 Adult. Single plastron fragment. 
167 704952 3731646 Shell fragment >4 Adult. One fragment n shallow wash. 
169 704851 3731980 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
170 704816 3732041 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment; may be from same tortoise as Sign 169. 
171 705237 3731693 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment in shallow wash. 
174 705247 3731730 Shell fragment >4 Adult; two fragments in shallow runnel. Probably part of Sign 171. 
177 705092 3731767 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment in shallow runnel. 
178 705416 3731846 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment in shallow runnel. 
184 706520 3731975 Shell fragment >4 Small adult; one fragment. 
186 706889 3731961 Shell fragment >>4 Adult; one fragment. 
187 707203 3731915 Shell fragment >>4 Adult; one fragment. 
190 707593 3731595 Shell fragment >4 One fragment. 
192 707623 3731888 Shell fragment >4 One fragment. 
195 707252 3732019 Shell fragment >4 One fragment. 
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196 707307 3732107 Shell fragment >4 One fragment. 
201 707854 3731838 Shell fragment >>4 One fragment. 
204 708325 3731724 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
205 708723 3731824 Shell fragment >4 Immature; one fragment. 
206 708747 3731949 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
207 708046 3732058 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
208 709420 3731645 Shell fragment >>4 Adult; one fragment. 
209 709644 3731715 Shell fragment >>4 Adult; one fragment. 
210 709570 3731807 Shell fragment >>4 Adult; one fragment. 
211 709029 3731848 Shell fragment >>4 Adult; one fragment. 
212 709320 3732258 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
225 702761 3731473 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
227 703072 3730964 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
229 703807 3731094 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
230 703485 3731164 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
233 704753 3731247 Shell fragment >4 One fragment. 
237 704674 3730997 Shell fragment >4 Small piece of plastron; likely part of Sign 238. 
238 704620 3730979 Shell fragment >4 Adult. Large piece plastron bridge. 
241 705125 3731088 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
242 705989 3731416 Shell fragment >4 One vertebral shell piece. 
247 706860 3731040 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
250 707898 3731238 Shell fragment >4 Subadult; one fragment. 
252 707378 3731100 Shell fragment >4 One fragment. 
260 701573 3730406 Shell fragment >4  Adult; one fragment. 
267 702009 3730542 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment in cobble outflow. 
269 701823 3730622 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment on ledge of wash. 
272 702537 3730427 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment in wash. 
285 704068 3730716 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
290 705353 3730530 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
293 705080 3730922 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
294 705232 3730831 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
295 705211 3730560 Shell fragment >4 One fragment. 
300 705853 3730569 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
301 706176 3730955 Shell fragment >4 Adult; three fragments over 60m. 
302 705836 3730882 Shell fragment >4 Adult; several broken and buried fragments. Very old. 
306 706789 3730493 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
307 706629 3730735 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
308 707138 3730978 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
309 706984 3730554 Shell fragment >4 One fragment. 
312 706454 3730672 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
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313 706858 3730681 Shell fragment >4 Adult; three fragments. 
315 707678 3730727 Shell fragment >4 Small adult; one fragment. 
317 708404 3730813 Shell fragment >4 One fragment. 
318 708153 3730764 Shell fragment >4 One fragment. 
319 708532 3730741 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
321 708929 3730945 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
322 709189 3730861 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
323 709627 3730873 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
324 708871 3730837 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
325 708953 3730805 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
326 710199 3730801 Shell fragment >4 One fragment. 
327 709853 3730583 Shell fragment >>4 Adult; one fragment. 
328 709965 3730569 Shell fragment >>4 Adult; one fragment. 
336 702652 3729946 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
338 702945 3730206 Shell fragment >4 One vertebral bone fragment. 
341 703923 3729952 Shell fragment >1 Adult, probably male. One pygalscute. 
347 704950 3730235 Shell fragment >4 One fragment on edge of wash. 
348 705885 3730023 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
350 705867 3730338 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
351 706486 3730138 Shell fragment >4 Immature; one fragment. 
353 706586 3729976 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment; may be part of Sign 56. 
354 706606 3730051 Shell fragment >>4 Adult; one fragment. 
355 707181 3730041 Shell fragment >>4 Adult; one fragment. 
356 706509 3730063 Shell fragment >>4 Adult; one fragment. 
357 706882 3730105 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
358 706636 3730364 Shell fragment >>4 Adult; one fragment. 
359 707556 3730404 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
360 707581 3730382 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
361 707740 3730387 Shell fragment >>4 Adult; one fragment. 
362 707881 3730381 Shell fragment >4  Adult; one fragment. 
364 707845 3730415 Shell fragment >>4 Adult; one fragment. 
365 707674 3730397 Shell fragment >>4 One fragment. 
368 707336 3730449 Shell fragment >>4 Adult; one fragment. 
369 707620 3729983 Shell fragment >>4 Adult; one fragment. 
370 707904 3730067 Shell fragment >4 Immature; one fragment. 
373 708072 3730295 Shell fragment >4 One fragment. 
374 707878 3730306 Shell fragment >4 One very old fragment. 
375 707386 3730383 Shell fragment >4 One very old fragment 
378 708877 3730085 Shell fragment >4 Immature; one small plastron fragment (anal area) 3 x 4 cm. 
381 708885 3730150 Shell fragment 3 Subadult / immature; one fragment. Part of gular. 
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383 709932 3730311 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
384 710019 3730332 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
385 710252 3730050 Shell fragment >4 One fragment. 
386 710059 3730048 Shell fragment >4 Adult; one fragment. 
388 710015 3730220 Shell fragment >4 One fragment. 
389 710372 3730353 Shell fragment >>4 Adult; one fragment. 
390 702207 3717909 Shell fragment >>4 Adult; one fragment. 
391 702225 3717798 Shell fragment >>4 Adult; one fragment. 
392 711603 3729070 Shell fragment >>4 Adult; one fragment. 
393 711605 3728525 Shell fragment >>4 One fragment. 
395 711373 3728748 Shell fragment >>4 One fragment. 
396 711341 3728913 Shell fragment >>4 One fragment. 
398 703665 3733550 Shell fragment >4 One fragment. 
400 707554 3733813 Shell fragment >>4 Adult; one fragment. 
401 707554 3733813 Shell fragment >>4 Adult; one fragment. 
402 708373 3725453 Shell fragment >4  Adult; one fragment. 
406 708471 3720227 Shell fragment >>4 Adult; one fragment. 
408 702025 3718795 Shell fragment >4 One fragment. 

4 708350 3730581 Shell fragments >4 Adult; three fragments. 
27 703833 3732654 Shell fragments >4 Several fragments of adult tortoise. 
32 704337 3732667 Shell fragments >4 Three fragments. 
53 706791 3732737 Shell fragments >4 Four disarticulated pieces. 
57 706717 3732965 Shell fragments >4 Adult; two disarticulated pieces. 
61 707473 3732865 Shell fragments >4 Adult; two fragments. 
62 707690 3732812 Shell fragments >4 Adult, one plastron fragment and another fragment. 
65 707463 3732903 Shell fragments >4 Three disarticulated pieces over 30 m; may be part of Sign 61. 
69 707340 3732717 Shell fragments >4 Two disarticulated pieces. 
83 701251 3732290 Shell fragments >4 Adult. 10 pieces. 

102 704007 3732251 Shell fragments >4 >10 small fragments. 
108 706053 3732476 Shell fragments >4 Adult; five fragments. 
112 706358 3732464 Shell fragments >>4 Adult; two fragments. 
119 706461 3732526 Shell fragments >4  Adult; several fragments. 
123 707160 3732147 Shell fragments >4 Adult. > 10 small to medium fragments. 
125 707194 3732363 Shell fragments >4 Large adult female. Several pieces of bone, very thin (osteoporotic). 
126 706522 3732322 Shell fragments >4 Adult; several fragments. 
132 707307 3732617 Shell fragments >4 Two fragments. 
138 707928 3732496 Shell fragments >4 Immature or subadult; five fragments over 40 m. 
152 703594 3731508 Shell fragments >4 Adult; three fragments scattered within 50 foot radius. 
156 704651 3731952 Shell fragments >4 Adult; four fragments spread over 30 m. 
158 704655 3731871 Shell fragments >4 Two fragments. 
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159 704545 3731860 Shell fragments >4 Two fragments. 
162 704761 3731702 Shell fragments >4 Adult; three fragments. 
172 705544 3731681 Shell fragments >4  Adult; several fragments out of wash. Very possibly part of Sign 175. 
175 705493 3731734 Shell fragments >4 Adult; several fragments out of runnel. Probably same tortoise as Sign 175. 
183 707158 3731755 Shell fragments >4 Adult. >15 highly disarticulated pieces. One marginal. 
185 706815 3731931 Shell fragments 4 Adult; seven fragments. 
191 707437 3731886 Shell fragments >4 > 1 fragment scattered down runnel. 
193 707874 3731875 Shell fragments >4 Large adult; more than 10 years old; >1 fragment. 
194 707940 3731998 Shell fragments >4 >1 fragment. 
197 707634 3731588 Shell fragments >>4 >1 fragment. 
198 707549 3731653 Shell fragments >4 Several fragments within 20 m. 
199 707366 3731688 Shell fragments >4 >1 fragment. 
202 707776 3731836 Shell fragments >4 Adult; two fragments. 
203 708380 3731695 Shell fragments >4 Adult; approximately 20 fragments. 
219 702132 3731035 Shell fragments >4 Several fragments found in debris pile that had been pulled from caliche cave. Appears to be coyote 

excavation and fragments were brought in by pack rat. 
228 703390 3731366 Shell fragments >4 Several shell segments and fragments. 
232 704382 3731187 Shell fragments >4 Two fragments 10 m apart. 
240 704967 3731151 Shell fragments >4 Adult; two fragments. 
245 706645 3731065 Shell fragments >4 Adult; four fragments within 50 m. 
246 706467 3731039 Shell fragments >4 Adult. Three fragments within 20 m. One fragment was bridge piece. 
248 707047 3731052 Shell fragments >4 Three fragments. 
249 707902 3731424 Shell fragments >4 Adult; eight fragments. 
251 707321 3731123 Shell fragments >4 Subadult; three fragments. 
253 708282 3731476 Shell fragments >4 Very old tortoise shell pieces; eight fragments (5 percent of carcass). 
256 708795 3731288 Shell fragments >4 Adult. Very old. Ten fragments (5 percent of carcass). 
280 704458 3730700 Shell fragments >>4 Several fragments at active kit fox natal den. 
288 705479 3730909 Shell fragments >>4 >1 fragment; 3-10 cm. 
298 705972 3730558 Shell fragments >4 Subadult; several fragments. 
303 706076 3730873 Shell fragments >4 Two fragments in runnel. 
310 706740 3730627 Shell fragments >4 Adult; three fragments. 
311 707159 3730666 Shell fragments >4 Four fragments. 
314 707222 3730701 Shell fragments >4 Adult; three fragments 
320 708468 3731020 Shell fragments >4 Adult; two fragments, 30 m apart. 
329 709860 3730521 Shell fragments >4 Adult; two fragments. 
332 702416 3730040 Shell fragments >4 Adult, probably female (shell is thin); several fragments. 
333 702311 3730128 Shell fragments >4 Adult; several fragments. 
344 704823 3730171 Shell fragments >4 Three fragments within 20 m. 
346 705498 3730366 Shell fragments >>4 Adult. Four pieces within 2 m, 5th piece 20 m west in shallow swale of desert pavement. 
349 706284 3730067 Shell fragments >4 Adult; two fragments in 30 m. 
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352 706980 3730127 Shell fragments >4 Adult; ten fragments. 
363 707978 3730373 Shell fragments >>4 Adult; three fragments within 50 m. 
366 707438 3730433 Shell fragments >4 Two fragments within 50 m. 
367 707526 3730468 Shell fragments >4 Three fragments within 5 m. 
371 707444 3730097 Shell fragments >4 Several fragments. 
372 707709 3730120 Shell fragments >>4 Adult. Two pieces within 40 m. 
376 708785 3730076 Shell fragments >4 Adult; five small fragments. 
379 708573 3730180 Shell fragments >4 Two fragments, <5 cm. 
382 709389 3730075 Shell fragments >>4 Adult; two fragments. 
387 710100 3730199 Shell fragments >4 Adult; four fragments. 
394 711497 3728632 Shell fragments 3-4 Juvenile; two fragments. 
397 711321 3728578 Shell fragments >>4 Two fragments. 
407 707526 3719050 Shell fragments >4 Several scattered fragments. 
409 702652 3717658 Shell fragments >4 Small immature tortoise, about 15 percent of plastron. 
10 701248 3733034 Scat TY2 20 mm 
20 703057 3732618 Scat NTY3 Two dried scat; 22 mm. 
21 702725 3733021 Scat NTY4 20 mm. Large and mostly white. 
22 702839 3732728 Scat TY1 18 mm. Still moist. 
23 702957 3732683 Scat TY2 18 mm. 
24 702852 3732638 Scat NTY4 23 mm. Very old, almost white. 
25 703200 3733032 Scat NTY4 In open. 
28 703187 3733032 Scat NTY4 23 mm; located in runnel. 
84 701016 3732096 Scat NTY3 17 mm. One piece located on pavement. White, no odor. 
85 700901 3732256 Scat NTY2 22 mm; eight scat. 
86 701094 3732239 Scat TY2  19 mm; four scat. 
87 701004 3732146 Scat TY2 12 mm; one scat. 

214 700402 3730910 Scat TY2 18 mm. One scat in small runnel. 
215 700704 3730897 Scat TY1 17 mm. Two scat, still soft with sheen. 
217 700899 3731160 Scat  NTY3 20 mm. In small runnel (Chaenactis sp., Plantago ovata). 
144 700001 3731782 Scat  NTY4 19 mm; one scat. 
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420 705514 3731942 Scat TY2 16 mm; new since spring 
421 707693 3731287 Scat TY2 16 mm 
422 702309 3732405 Scat TY2  25 mm on pavement edge 
423 702019 3732161 Scat TY1 10 mm; in incised wash bottom 
424 702345 3732452 Scat TY2 15 mm; in incised wash bottom 
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APPENDIX E 

COMPREHENSIVE LIST OF PLANT AND WILDLIFE SPECIES OBSERVED DURING 
BIOLOGICAL FIELD SURVEYS 

Wildlife and Plant Species Observed at the McCoy Solar Energy Project, including the Proposed 
Translocation Area, during Spring and Fall 2011 Surveys  

INVERTEBRATES 
Acmaeodera tuta (Buprestidae) Jewel beetle 

Asbolus verrucosus (Tenebrionidae) darkling beetle 
Bombyllidae bee-fly 
Cryptoglossa muricata (Tenebrionidae) death-feigning beetle 
Cysteodemus armatus (Meloidae) inflated beetle 
Eremarionta sp.  desert snail 
Lytta morrisoni ( Meloidae ) blister beetle 
Pepsis sp. (Pompilidae ) tarantula hawk 
Phodaga alticeps (Meloidae) blister beetle 
Pleuropasta mirabilis (Meloidae) blister beetle 
Sympetrum corruptum (Libelluidae) variegated meadowhawk 
Trichodes ornatus tmuosus (Cleridae) ornate checkered beetle 
REPTILES 
Callisaurus draconoides zebra-tail lizard 
Cnemidophorus (=Aspidoscelis) tigris western whiptail 
Crotalus atrox western diamond-backed rattlesnake 
Crotalus cerastes sidewinder 
Crotalus mitchelli speckled rattlesnake 
Crotalus scutulatus Mojave green rattlesnake 
Crotaphytus collaris collared lizard 
Dipsosaurus dorsalis desert iguana 
Gambelia wislizenii leopard lizard 
Gopherus agassizii desert tortoise 
Phyllorhynchus decurtatus spotted leaf-nosed snake 
Phrynosoma platyrhinos desert horned lizard 
Salvadora hexalepis hexalepis desert patch-nosed snake 
Sauromalus ater (=obesus) common chuckwalla 
Uma scoparia Mojave fringe-toed lizard 
Urosaurus graciosus brush lizard 
Uta stansburiana side-blotched lizard 
BIRDS 
Aeronautes saxatalis white-throated swift 
Accipiter cooperii Cooper’s hawk 
Agelaius phoeniceus red-winged blackbird 
Amphispiza bilineata black-throated sparrow 
Aquila chrysaetos golden eagle 
Auriparus flaviceps verdin 
Athene cunicularia burrowing owl 
Bubo virginianus great-horned owl (off-site in McCoy Wash) 
Buteo jamaicensis red-tailed hawk 
Buteo swainsoni Swainson’s hawk 
Callipepla gambelii Gambel’s quail 
Calypte costae Costa’s hummingbird 
Campylorhynchus brunneicapillus cactus wren 
Carpodacus mexicanus house finch 
Cathartes aura turkey vulture 
Chaetura vauxi Vaux’s swift 
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Wildlife and Plant Species Observed at the McCoy Solar Energy Project, including the Proposed 
Translocation Area, during Spring and Fall 2011 Surveys  

Chordeiles acutipennis lesser nighthawk 
Circus cyaneus northern harrier 
Columba livia rock pigeon 
Corvus corax common raven 
Dendroica coronata yellow-rumped warbler 
Dendroica petechia yellow warbler 
Empidonax oberholseri dusky flycatcher 
Eremophila alpestris California horned lark 
Falco mexicanus prairie falcon 
Falco peregrinus peregrine falcon 
Falco sparverius American kestrel 
Geococcyx californianus greater roadrunner 
Hirundo rustica barn swallow 
Hirundo pyrrhonota cliff swallow 
Icterus parisorum Scott’s oriole (off-site in McCoy Wash) 
Lanius ludovicianus loggerhead shrike 
Mimus polyglottos northern mockingbird 
Myiarchus cinerascens ash-throated flycatcher 
Pandion haliaetus osprey 
Passer domesticus house sparrow 
Phainopepla nitens phainopepla 
Phalaenoptilus nuttallii common poor-will 
Pheucticus melanocephalus black-headed grosbeak 
Picoides scalaris ladder-backed woodpecker 
Piranga ludoviciana western tanager 
Polioptila melanura black-tailed gnatcatcher 
Quiscalus mexicanus great-tailed grackle 
Sayornis saya Say’s phoebe 
Spinus psaltria lesser goldfinch 
Spizella breweri Brewer’s sparrow 
Spizella passerina chipping sparrow (off site in McCoy Wash) 
Stelgidopteryx serripennis northern rough-winged swallow 
Streptopelia decaocto Eurasian collared dove 
Sturnella neglecta western meadowlark 
Sturnus vulgaris European starling 
Tachycineta bicolor tree swallow 
Tachycineta thalassina violet-green swallow 
Toxostoma lecontei Le Conte’s thrasher 
Tyrannus verticalis western kingbird 
Vermivora luciae Lucy’s warbler (off site in McCoy Wash) 
Wilsonia pusilla Wilson’s warbler 
Zenaida asiatica white-winged dove 
Zenaida macroura mourning dove 
Zonotrichia albicollis white-crowned sparrow 
MAMMALS 
Ammospermophilus leucurus antelope ground squirrel 
Canis latrans coyote (scat) 
Chaetodipus formosus long-tailed pocket mouse 
Chaetodipus penicillatus desert pocket mouse 
Dipodomys deserti desert kangaroo rat 
Dipodomys merriami Merriam’s kangaroo rat  
Equus asinus wild burro (scat; tracks on previous survey) 
Felis concolor mountain lion (tracks and scat in translocation area) 
Lepus californicus black-tailed hare 
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Wildlife and Plant Species Observed at the McCoy Solar Energy Project, including the Proposed 
Translocation Area, during Spring and Fall 2011 Surveys  

Neotoma lepida desert woodrat (midden) 
Taxidea taxus American badger (claw marks; individual seen off-site) 
Spermophilus tereticaudus round-tailed ground squirrel  
Sylvilagus audubonii desert cottontail 
Vulpes macrotis desert kit fox (individuals, natal dens) 
PLANTS  
Abronia villosa var. villosa sand verbena 
Achyronychia cooperi frost-mat 
Adenophyllum porophylloides adenophyllum 
Allionia incarnata windmills 
Ambrosia dumosa white bursage 
A. (=Hymenoclea) salsola cheesebush 
Amsinckia menziesii var. intermedia fiddleneck 
Aristida adscencionis three-awn 
A. purpurea purple three-awn 
Asclepias albicans buggywhip milkweed 
A. subulata rush milkweed 
Astragalus acutirostris keel-beak 
Astragalusaridus astragalus 
A. insularis var. harwoodii Harwood’s milkvetch 
A. nuttallianus Nuttall locoweed 
Atrichoseris platyphylla gravel-ghost 
Atriplex elegans wheelscale 
Baileya pauciradiata desert marigold 
Baccharis brachyphylla short-leaved baccharis 
Bahiopsis (= Viguiera) parishii viguiera 
Bebbia juncea chuckwalla bush 
Brandegea bigelovii desert starvine 
*Brassica tournefortii Sahara mustard 
Bromus madritensis var. rubescens red brome 
Calycoseris wrightii white tackstem 
Camissonia boothii ssp. condensata bottlebrush primrose 
C. boothi issp. desertorum bottlebrush primrose 
C. brevipes yellow-cups 
C. cardiophylla heart-leaved primrose 
C. claviformiss sp. aurantiaca brown-eyed primrose 
C. refracta narrow-leaved primrose 
Cercidium floridum (=Parkinsonia florida) blue paloverde 
Chaenactis carphoclinia pebble pincushion 
C. stevioides desert pincushion 
Chamaesyce abramsiana Abram’s spurge 
C, micromera spurge 
C. polycarpa spurge 
C. setiloba spurge 
*Chenopodium album pigweed 
*C. murale goosefoot 
Chorizanthe brevicornu brittle spine-flower 
C. corrugate spineflower 
C. rigida rigid spinyherb 
Colubrina californica Las Animas colubrina 
Crossidiium seriatum moss 
Cryptantha angustifolia narrow-leaved forget-me-not 
C. barbigera bearded cryptantha 
C. costata ribbed cryptantha 
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Wildlife and Plant Species Observed at the McCoy Solar Energy Project, including the Proposed 
Translocation Area, during Spring and Fall 2011 Surveys  

C. dumetorum flexuous forget-me-not 
C. maritima white-haired forget-me-not 
C. micrantha purple-rooted forget-me-not 
C. nevadensis Nevada forget-me-not 
C. pterocarya wing-nut forget-me-not 
C. (=Opuntia) echinocarpa silver cholla 
C. (=Opuntia) ramosissima pencil cholla 
Daleamollis silk dalea 
D. mollissima silk dalea 
Dicoria canescens desert dicoria 
Ditaxis lanceolata lance-leafed ditaxis 
D. neomexicana ditaxis 
Dithyrea californica spectacle-pod 
Echinocactus polycephalus cottontop cactus 
Encelia farinose var. farinosa brittlebush 
E. farinose var. phenicodonta brittlebush 
E. frutescens rayless encelia 
Ephedra aspera joint fir 
E. californica California joint fir 
Eremalche rotundifolia desert five-spot 
Eriastrum diffusum phlox 
E. harwoodii Harwood’s phlox 
Eriogonum deflexum skeleton-weed 
E. inflatum desert trumpet 
E. reniforme kidney-leaved buckwheat 
E. thomasii Thomas’ buckwheat 
E. trichopes little trumpet 
Erodium texanum storksbill 
Erioneuron pulchellum fluff grass 
Eschscholtzia glyptosperma gold-poppy 
E. minutiflora small-flowered gold-poppy 
Eucrypta micrantha small-flowered eucrypta 
Euphorbia eriantha beetle spurge 
Fagonia laevis California fagonbush 
Ferocactus cylindraceus barrel cactus 
Funastrum (=Sarcostemma) hirtellum hairy milkweed 
F. (=S.) cyanchoides hartwegii climbing milkweed 
F. (= Cynanchum) utahense Utah cynanchum 
Fouquieria splendens ocotillo 
Geraea canescens desert sunflower 
Gilia latifolia broad-leaved gilia 
G. stellata star gilia 
Grayia spinosa spiny hopsage 
Guillenia (=Thelypodium) lasiophylla California mustard 
Hesperocallis undulata desert lily 
Hibiscus denudatus rock hibiscus 
Hyptis emoryi desert lavender 
Krameria erecta little-leaf rhatany 
K. grayi white rhatany 
Lactuca serriola prickly lettuce 
Langloisia setosissima ssp. setosissima bristly langloisia 
Larrea tridentata creosote bush 
Lepidium lasiocarpum pepper grass 
Linanthus jonesii Jones' linanthus 
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Wildlife and Plant Species Observed at the McCoy Solar Energy Project, including the Proposed 
Translocation Area, during Spring and Fall 2011 Surveys  

Loeseliastrum mathewsii desert calico 
L. schottii Schott gilia 
Logfia (= Filago) arizonica Arizona filago 
L. depressa dwarf filago 
Lotus strigosus hairy lotus 
Lupinus arizonicus Arizona lupine 
Lycium andersonii Anderson boxthorn 
L. pallidum var. oligospermum boxthorn 
Malacothrix glabrata desert dandelion 
*Malva parviflora cheeseweed 
Mammillaria tetrancistra fish-hook cactus 
Marina parryi parry dalea 
Mentzelia affinis blazing star 
M. albicaulis white-stemmed blazing star 
M. involucrata sand blazing star 
M. multiflora var. longiloba blazing star 
Mirabilis bigelovii var. retrorsa four-o’clock 
Mohavea confertifolia ghost flower 
Monoptilon bellioides Mojave desert-star 
Nama demissum purple mat 
N. hispidum var. spathulatum hispid nama 
Nicotiana obtusifolia tobacco 
Oenothera deltoides dune primrose 
O. primiveris yellow desert primrose 
Oligomeris linifolia mignonette 
Olneya tesota ironwood 
Opuntia basilaris beavertail cactus 
Orobanche cooperi broom-rape 
Palafoxia arida (= linearis) Spanish needle 
*Panicum antidotale blue panicgrass 
Pectis papposa chinchweed 
Pectocarya heterocarpa hairy-leaved comb-bur 
P. platycarpa broad-nutted comb-bur 
P. recurvate arch-nutted comb-bur 
Perityle emoryi Emory rock daisy 
Peucephyllum schottii desert fir 
Phacelia crenulata var. ambigua notchleafphacelia 
P.crenulata var. minutiflora notchleafphacelia 
P. neglecta alkali phacelia 
Phoradendron californicum mistletoe 
Physalis crassifolia ground cherry 
Plagiobothrys jonesii Jones’ popcornflower 
Plantago ovata plantain 
Pleuraphis (=Hilaria) rigida big galleta grass 
Pleurocoronis pluriseta arrow-leaf 
Pluchea sericea arrow weed 
Porophyllum gracile odora 
Prenanthella (= Lygodesmia) exigua brightwhite 
Proboscidea althaeifolia desert unicorn plant 
Prosopis glandulosa honey mesquite 
Psathyrotes ramosissima turtleback 
Psorothamnus emoryi Emory dalea 
P. spinosus smoke tree (immediately adjacent to plant site) 
Rafinesquia neomexicana desert chicory 
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Wildlife and Plant Species Observed at the McCoy Solar Energy Project, including the Proposed 
Translocation Area, during Spring and Fall 2011 Surveys  

*Salsola tragus Russian thistle, tumbleweed 
*Schismus arabicus Mediterranean grass 
Senecio mohavensis Mojave ragwort 
Senegalia (= Acacia) greggii catclaw acacia 
*Sisymbrium irio London rocket 
Sonchus oleraceous sow thistle 
Sphaeralcea ambigua globe mallow 
S. emoryi Emory globe mallow 
Stephanomeria exigua annual mitra 
S. parryi Parry rock-pink 
S. pauciflora Wire-lettuce 
Stillingia spinulosa broad-leaved stillingia 
Streptanthella longirostris mustard 
*Tamarixa phylla tamarisk 
Tidestromia oblongifolia Arizona honeysweet 
Tiquilia plicata plicate coldenia 
Tortula acaulon moss 
*Tribulus terrestris caltrops, puncture vine 
Trichoptilium incisum yellow-head 
Trixis californica trixis 
Vulpia octoflora vulpia 
Ziziphus obtusifolia var. canescens graythorn 
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APPENDIX F 

McCoy Solar Energy Project Desert Tortoise Translocation Plan 
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Notes:
(a) UTM Zone 11, NAD 1983 Projection.  
(b) Source data: A. Karl, USDA.
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March 9, 2012 
SDG&E Sunrise Powerlink 

Dayle Cheever  
Environmental Mitigation Manager 
San Diego Gas & Electric 
Sunrise Powerlink 
1010 Tavern Road 
Alpine, CA 91901 
  
Subject:  Sunrise Powerlink Arroyo Toad Monthly Progress Report #7 

February 10, 2012 to March 7, 2012 
 

Dear Mrs. Cheever: 

The San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E) Sunrise Powerlink project has several protective measures in place to 
avoid, minimize, and/or mitigate for impacts to the federally-endangered arroyo toad (Anaxyrus californicus; 
ARTO). ARTO exclusion fencing, vegetation clearing, survey procedures, reporting requirements and relocation 
procedures follow the “Arroyo Toad Relocation Plan” (Plan; RECON 2010), United States Fish & Wildlife Service 
(USFWS) protocols, SDG&E Sunrise Powerlink Special-Status Species Construction Monitoring Approaches 
(SSCMA; SDG&E, Version 9, updated January 18, 2012), guidelines presented in the “Declining Amphibian Task 
Force Fieldwork Code of Practice” document, and additional superseding agency-approved modifications to said 
documents and procedures. SDG&E is required to submit monthly progress reports detailing ARTO activities to 
the wildlife agencies and other parties as necessary or requested. SDG&E commenced ARTO monitoring and 
surveys on August 18, 2011 on the existing access road in McAlmond Canyon that runs between structures 
EP53-3 and EP49 (MS-09 and MS-10; attached). Since that time, ARTO fencing work, construction activities, 
and/or ARTO surveys have occurred at all three required occupied ARTO areas: McAlmond Canyon, Long Potrero 
and Hauser Canyon (figures attached).  

During the period covered in this report, construction traffic continued to use the access roads in McAlmond 
Canyon and Long Potrero, and Best Management Practice (BMP) installation/maintenance, site preparation, 
grading, drilling, foundation pouring activities and/or other construction activities occurred at EP50, EP51-1, 
EP52-1, EP53-3, EP66, EP67 and EP68. In Hauser Canyon, fence and toad guard (description of toad guards at the 
end of this document) installation work was completed at all work sites and access roads that require ARTO 
fencing. In Hauser Canyon, surveys were completed at EP78, EP78A, EP76-2 and the access road between the 
east entry point and the EP78 pullsite; other surveys in Hauser Canyon were initiated but not completed. 

This is the seventh monthly Sunrise Powerlink Arroyo Toad Monthly Progress Report, and summarizes ARTO 
monitoring, surveys, construction, and fence installation for said areas between February 10, 2012 and March 7, 
2012. To date no ARTO have been observed during construction fencing, surveys or monitoring. 

Installation and Inspection of Exclusion Fencing 

McAlmond Canyon: The installation of ARTO exclusion fencing along the primary access road concluded on 
August 31, as described in a previous report. Tower sites were subsequently completed, and ARTO surveys have 
been completed in all areas. Daily inspections of the fence at all areas within McAlmond Canyon were conducted 
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by approved biological monitors, ARTO biologists, and/or PAR Electric environmental personnel, and repairs 
were made by Warren James Construction and/or PAR Electric personnel with the assistance of biological 
monitors and ARTO biologists, as available and/or necessary, in order to remain in compliance with project 
mitigation measures.  

Long Potrero: Vegetation clearing activities associated with fence installation and ARTO fence installation is 
complete. All required fence and toad guards have been installed. The EP67 tower site was separated with 
exclusion fencing from the EP67/EP68 pull site due to the large size of the pull site and the lack of enough 
available water for simulating rain. Daily inspections of the fence at all areas within Long Potrero were 
conducted by approved biological monitors, ARTO biologists, and/or PAR Electric environmental personnel, and 
repairs were made by Warren James Construction and/or PAR Electric personnel with the assistance of 
biological monitors and ARTO biologists, as available and/or necessary, in order to remain in compliance with 
project mitigation measures. Repairs and the reconfiguration of fencing near the toad guard between EP66 and 
EP67 were monitored by an approved ARTO handler.  

Hauser Canyon:  Vegetation clearing activities are complete, and helo-reinforced ARTO exclusion fencing has 
been installed at all tower sites to ensure integrity during helicopter operations and construction activities. All 
required fence and toad guards have been installed. Inspections have been completed by various biological 
monitors present in the area. 

All mitigation measures relevant for the protection of ARTO and all other biological resources were adhered to 
throughout the vegetation clearing and fence installation procedures in all three areas. No remedial measures to 
avoid, minimize, or mitigate for any potential impacts to ARTO were necessary during the installation or 
inspection activities. 

Simulated Rain Events and Nocturnal Surveys 

Please see the Table at the bottom of this section for survey conditions including simulated rain event 
performed. 
 
McAlmond Canyon:  No ARTO surveys or simulated rain events occurred during the time covered by this report.  
 
Long Potrero:  No ARTO surveys or simulated rain events occurred during the time covered by this report.  
 
Hauser Canyon: Simulated rain events occurred each afternoon of February 10, 11, and 22 at EP76-2, EP78, 
EP78A and the access road portions from the east entry point to the EP78 pullsite (EP79-E-C, EP78-E and EP78-A-
E) before conducting ARTO surveys. Simulated events also occurred for the remainder of Hauser Canyon and the 
access roads on February  23, 24 and 25. The sites were soaked to depths of at least 1‐2 inches, per the Plan. 
Two water trucks, each with a hose attachment, were used for approximately one and a half to two hours in the 
late afternoon to water the sites. The timing of the watering was intended to minimize evaporation and 
maximize soil penetration before nightfall. Water applications were concentrated on the looser soils within the 
fenced areas suitable for toad burrowing, such as leaf litter, churned soils and mammal burrows. A biologist 
worked with the truck driver to direct the water applications to the most prime burrowing areas.  
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A team of ARTO biologists conducted nocturnal surveys of the above sites after each simulated rain event. 
(Table 1). The surveys were conducted following current USFWS protocol, Declining Amphibian Task Force 
guidelines, and Sunrise Powerlink documents and mitigation measures relevant for this species. Surveys began 
approximately 45 minutes after sunset, and occurred within 2‐hour time frames. The biologists slowly walked 
within the fenced areas and searched for toad presence with headlamps and/or flashlights, looking for eyeshine, 
toads, and/or toad movement. Satisfactory visual access was obtained within the fenced areas, characterized 
largely by the open ground of the vegetatively cleared tower sites and spur roads, but also included small 
mammal burrows and some areas of leaf litter. 
 
No ARTO were observed within the exclusion fencing or observed in the adjacent surroundings during this 
monitoring and survey period. Wildlife species found within the fenced areas were translocated outside the 
fenced area or allowed to exit via their own means. On some survey nights, several wildlife species were 
removed from within the fenced area to the surrounding slopes in appropriate habitats. Relocated toads were 
all placed into small burrows and wetted if necessary before release.  
 
The surveys on February 23rd and 25th were not considered adequate and will not be included toward ARTO 
clearance. The temperatures were too cool on the 25th and there were three large fence gaps present along the 
access road between EP77 and EP76-2 at the bases of three of the hardware cloth fence sections.  
 
Results included:  
 
EP76-2, EP78, EP78A, and EP79-E-C, EP78-E and EP78-A-E access roads (2/10/12): 1 California toad (Anaxyrus 
boreas halophilus) detected on EP78, 5 California toads and 1 Baja California treefrog (Pseudacris 
hypochondriaca hypochondriaca) found on access road EP78-A-E. 
 
EP76-2, EP78, EP78A, and EP79-E-C, EP78-E and EP78-A-E access roads (2/11/12): 1 California toad detected on 
EP77, and 1 California toad detected on access road EP76-2-E. 
 
EP76-2, EP78, EP78A, and EP79-E-C, EP78-E and EP78-A-E roads (2/22/12): 2 California toads and 2 Baja 
California treefrogs observed. 
 
EP77, access road between EP76-2 and EP78, EP78 pull site (2/23/12): 13 Baja California treefrogs and 7 
California toads were observed on the access road between EP76-2 and the EP78 pull site. 
 
EP78 pull site, access roads next to EP78 between cattle guards (2/24/12): 2 California toads within the pull site, 
1 California toad on the access road, and one additional California toad observed outside the fenced area on the 
access road. 
 
EP78 pull site, access roads next to EP78 between cattle guards (2/25/12): 1 Baja California treefrog found on 
the pull site. 
 
(For survey conditions see Table on next page.) 
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Table 1.  Survey Conditions 

Date Site 
Survey 

No. 
Simulated 

Rain 

Start‐
End 

Time 

Start‐
End 

Temp. 
(˚F) 

Avg. 
Relative 

Humidity 

Avg. 
Wind 
Speed 

Avg. Sky 
Condition 

(Cloud 
Cover %) 

Precip. Sunset Moonset 
Moon 
Phase 

Surveyors 

2/10/2012 

EP76-2, EP78, 
EP78A, and 
EP79-E-C, 

EP78-E and 
EP78-A-E 

roads 

1 Yes 
1850-
2010 

58-47 N/A 0 mph 0% None 1729 
0802 

(2/11/12) 
waning 
gibbous 

Drew Stokes, Kris 
Alberts 

2/11/2012 

EP76-2, EP78, 
EP78A, and 
EP79-E-C, 

EP78-E and 
EP78-A-E 

roads 

2 Yes 
1810-
1930 

45-45 75% 
1-10 
mph 

0% None 1730 
0839 

(2/12/12) 
waning 
gibbous 

Drew Stokes, Scott 
Trageser 

2/22/2012 

EP76-2, EP78, 
EP78A, and 
EP79-E-C, 

EP78-E and 
EP78-A-E 

roads 

3 Yes 
1835-
2115 

50-43 60% 
0-2 

mph 
0% None 1740 1844 

waning 
crescent 

Andrew Borcher, 
Travis Cooper 

2/23/2012* 

EP77, Access 
Road 

between 
EP76 and 

EP78, EP78 
Pullsites 

1 Yes 
1915-
2115 

60-55 40% 0-5 0% None 1741 1940 
waxing 

crescent 

Alicia Hill, Travis 
Cooper, Ryan Quilley, 

Anna Bryant 

2/24/2012 

EP78 
Pullsites, 

Access roads 
next to EP78 

between 
cattle guards 

1 Yes 
1846-
1955 

47-45 80% 0 0% None 1741 2035 
waxing 

crescent 

Alicia Hill, Travis 
Cooper, Ryan Quilley, 

Anna Bryant 
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Table 1.  Survey Conditions 

2/25/2012* 

EP78 
Pullsites, 

Access roads 
next to EP78 

between 
cattle guards 

2 Yes 
1845-
2030 

45-39 80% 0-1 0% None 1742 2130 
waxing 

crescent 

Brian Arnold, Lara 
Thoreson, Anna 

Bryant 

*Surveys invalidated due to fence breaches on 2/23 and cold temperatures on 2/25 
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Discussion and Recommendations 

The complete absence of toads from within the exclusion fencing from areas previously surveyed and cleared 
indicate that the fencing and maintenance procedures are effective in preventing toad species from entering 
project areas. Daily site inspections are ongoing at this time to ensure fence integrity, and no significant 
breaches have occurred to date. The fence should be closely monitored throughout the winter rainy season as 
amphibian activity levels rise to ensure a 100% exclusion rate. 

Other wildlife sign observed within the fenced areas included side-blotched lizard (Uta stansburiana), fence 
lizard (Sceloporus occidentalis), Botta’s pocket gopher (Thomomys bottae), desert cottontail (Sylvilagus 
audobonii), Dulzura kangaroo rat (Dipodomys agilis simulans), mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus), gray fox 
(Urocyon cinereoargenteus), coyote (Canis latrans), bobcat (Lynx rufus) and raccoon (Procyon lotor); all of these 
species are able to escape the fenced area unaided.   

Amphibian species observed during monitoring activities included western toad and Baja California treefrog. Egg 
masses and/or tadpoles were not observed. No ARTO were observed in the construction area or adjacent 
habitat.   

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns regarding this progress report. I can be reached at 
kalberts@chambersgroupinc.com or 949-933-6505.  

Respectfully, 

CHAMBERS GROUP, INC. 

 

Kris Alberts 
Senior Biologist / Project Manager / Arroyo Toad Resource Lead 

 

ATTACHMENTS 

Arroyo Toad Exclusion Fence Maps:  McAlmond Canyon, Long Potrero and Hauser Canyon 
Photographs 
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     Photo 1.  A California toad found on February 24, 2012 (Bryant) 

 

Photo 2. A green morph Baja California treefrog observed February 23, 2012 (Bryant). 
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Photo 3.  Improperly installed fence along an access road in the Hauser Canyon area on February 7, 2012 
(Alberts).  This fence had not been repaired by the February 23rd survey and the survey was invalidated. 

 

  Photo 4.  Simulated rain event at EP76-2 on February 10, 2012 (Alberts). 
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April 6, 2012 
SDG&E Sunrise Powerlink 

Dayle Cheever  
Environmental Mitigation Manager 
San Diego Gas & Electric 
Sunrise Powerlink 
1010 Tavern Road 
Alpine, CA 91901 
  
Subject:  Sunrise Powerlink Arroyo Toad Monthly Progress Report #8 

March 9, 2012 to April 6, 2012 
 

Dear Mrs. Cheever: 

The San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E) Sunrise Powerlink project has several protective measures in place to 
avoid, minimize, and/or mitigate for impacts to the federally-endangered arroyo toad (Anaxyrus californicus; 
ARTO). ARTO exclusion fencing, vegetation clearing, survey procedures, reporting requirements and relocation 
procedures follow the “Arroyo Toad Relocation Plan” (Plan; RECON 2010), United States Fish & Wildlife Service 
(USFWS) protocols, SDG&E Sunrise Powerlink Special-Status Species Construction Monitoring Approaches 
(SSCMA; SDG&E, Version 9, updated January 18, 2012), guidelines presented in the “Declining Amphibian Task 
Force Fieldwork Code of Practice” document, and additional superseding agency-approved modifications to said 
documents and procedures. SDG&E is required to submit monthly progress reports detailing ARTO activities to 
the wildlife agencies and other parties as necessary or requested. SDG&E commenced ARTO monitoring and 
surveys on August 18, 2011 on the existing access road in McAlmond Canyon that runs between structures 
EP53-3 and EP49. Since that time, ARTO fencing work, construction activities, and/or ARTO surveys have 
occurred at all three required occupied ARTO areas: McAlmond Canyon, Long Potrero and Hauser Canyon (maps 
attached).  

During the period covered in this report, construction traffic continued to use the access roads in McAlmond 
Canyon and Long Potrero, and Best Management Practice (BMP) installation/maintenance, site preparation, 
grading, drilling, foundation pouring, and wire stringing activities and/or other construction activities occurred at 
all locations. 

This is the eighth monthly Sunrise Powerlink Arroyo Toad Monthly Progress Report, and summarizes monitoring, 
construction, and ARTO fence installation and maintenance for said areas between March 9, 2012 and April 6, 
2012. No new ARTO surveys have occurred since the previous report, and the EP67 pull site is the last area that 
needs surveys. To date, no ARTO have been observed during construction fencing, surveys or monitoring.  

Installation and Inspection of Exclusion Fencing 

McAlmond Canyon: The installation of ARTO exclusion fencing along the primary access road concluded on 
August 31, as previously detailed. Tower site fencing was subsequently completed, and ARTO surveys have been 
completed in all areas. Daily inspections of the fence at all areas within McAlmond Canyon were conducted by 
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approved biological monitors, ARTO biologists, and/or PAR Electric environmental personnel, and repairs were 
made by Warren James Construction and/or PAR Electric personnel with the assistance of biological monitors 
and ARTO biologists, as available and/or necessary, in order to remain in compliance with project mitigation 
measures.  

In addition, toad guards have been installed at the east and west ends of the access road, replacing the silt fence 
gates in those areas. 

Long Potrero: Vegetation clearing activities associated with fence installation and ARTO fence installation is 
complete, as detailed in a previous report. All required fence and toad guards have been installed. Daily 
inspections of the fence at all areas within Long Potrero were conducted by approved biological monitors, ARTO 
biologists, and/or PAR Electric environmental personnel, and repairs were made by Warren James Construction 
and/or PAR Electric personnel with the assistance of biological monitors and ARTO biologists, as available and/or 
necessary, in order to remain in compliance with project mitigation measures. Repairs were monitored by an 
approved ARTO handler.  

Hauser Canyon:  Vegetation clearing activities are complete, and helo-reinforced ARTO exclusion fencing has 
been installed at all tower sites to ensure integrity during helicopter operations and construction activities, as 
previously detailed. All required fence and toad guards have been installed. Inspections have been completed by 
various biological monitors present in the area. 

All mitigation measures relevant for the protection of ARTO and all other biological resources were adhered to 
throughout the vegetation clearing and fence installation procedures in all three areas. No remedial measures to 
avoid, minimize, or mitigate for any potential impacts to ARTO were necessary during the installation or 
inspection activities. 

Toad Guards 

In Hauser Canyon, toad guards are installed on the access roads at all fence area entrances and exits, and at the 
edge of the fencing where non-project use roads intersect the exclusion area, as previously described. Toad 
guards are also in place in Long Potrero, as well as McAlmond Canyon. The design includes varying lengths 
(depending on road width) 8-inch deep steel cattle guards with rounded slats. The guards are placed on the 
ground surface and have class 2 base gravel ramped up to both ends. The exclusion fencing is installed up to the 
edges on the exclusion side of the guard. The guard is left open to the sides outside of the fenced area so that 
wildlife can escape (see photo below). Any herpetiles that approach the guard from the surrounding non-
excluded area will fall into the guard and can escape to either side. The depth of the cattle guards is sufficient to 
prevent all toads and most frogs from jumping up through the guard and being able to enter the exclusion area.    

Vehicles and other equipment can travel over the guards without having to remove and reinstall a fenced 
entrance. This design is particularity effective for areas that are exposed to other off-road vehicular activity, 
including U.S. Border Patrol traffic. Non-project related traffic can cross through the excluded area without 
removing or smashing fencing. This design is also unique because it allows wildlife to escape the excluded area 
unaided by biologists.   
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The guards are inspected daily during fence inspections to ensure wildlife does not remain under the guard and 
sediment does not accumulate under the guard. If sediment is allowed to accumulate, the guard area may 
become attractive to burrowing wildlife or accumulate enough material to allow wildlife to climb into the 
exclusion area. 

Toad guards were designed through collaboration between ARTO biologists Kris Alberts and Andrew Borcher, 
and PAR Electrical engineers. Guard design and installation was approved via email by USFWS for this project.  

Discussion and Recommendations 

The complete absence of toads from within the exclusion fencing from areas previously surveyed and cleared 
indicate that the fencing and maintenance procedures are effective in preventing toad species from entering 
project areas. Daily site inspections are ongoing at this time to ensure fence integrity, and no significant 
breaches have occurred to date. The fence should be closely monitored throughout the winter rainy season as 
amphibian activity levels rise to ensure a 100% exclusion rate. 

Wildlife sign observed thus far within the fenced areas has included side-blotched lizard (Uta stansburiana), 
fence lizard (Sceloporus occidentalis), Botta’s pocket gopher (Thomomys bottae), desert cottontail (Sylvilagus 
audobonii), Dulzura kangaroo rat (Dipodomys agilis simulans), mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus), gray fox 
(Urocyon cinereoargenteus), coyote (Canis latrans), bobcat (Lynx rufus) and raccoon (Procyon lotor); all of these 
species are able to escape the fenced area unaided.   

Amphibian species observed during monitoring activities included western toad (Anaxyrus boreas halophilus) 
and Baja California treefrog (Pseudacris hypochodriaca hypochondriaca). Egg masses and/or tadpoles were not 
observed. No ARTO were observed in the construction area or adjacent habitat.   

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns regarding this progress report. I can be reached at 
kalberts@chambersgroupinc.com or 949-933-6505.  

Respectfully, 

CHAMBERS GROUP, INC. 

 

Kris Alberts 
Senior Biologist / Project Manager / Arroyo Toad Resource Lead 

ATTACHMENTS: 
MAPS
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  Least Bell’s Vireo Daily Monitoring Report 

 
Date: 23 April 2012 

Surveyor: Travis Cooper  

Survey Area and Structure List: LBVI Territory near EP77 

Environmental Data: 
Observation Time (24hr): 0730 - 1400 
Temperature (F˚): 54-55 
Wind Speed (mph): 1-3 
Cloud Cover (%): 100, low clouds 
Precipitation: None 

# of Vireo Observed: 2         Pairs Observed: 1   

Construction Actives: Occasional vehicle and bulldozer traffic along AR to EP77 and beyond. No 
construction activity observed at EP77. No helo flight during survey period. 

Observations: A pair of LBVI was observed foraging throughout their territory and remained 
together throughout the observation period, but remained near western end of the territory for 
approximately 80% of the period observed. In this area, adults were briefly observed adding 
material to an approximately 60% completed nest  4 feet above the ground in a patch of poison 
oak along the creek approximately 600ft from structure EP77 and 300ft from the access road to 
structure EP76 (photo 1, 2). The nest location is blocked visually from on ground operations at 
the tower sites as well as access road (photo 3).  

 
Aerial Imagery of Territory and Nest Location for Reference: 
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Photographs: 

 

Photo 1: Adult Least Bell’s Vireo at nest. 
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Photo 2: Nesting Location 
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Photo 3: View from nest location toward EP77 and associated access roads. 

Additional Notes: None  

Recommendations: Continuous monitoring of construction activities adjacent to vireo 
territory. 
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Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

1 of 131 2/20/2015

Min.

Species 
Code Common Name Nest ID ID Type Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew, 
heavy machinery, vehicle access)

 Distance 
from 

Construction 
to Nest (ft.)

Initial 
Buffer 

Distance 
(ft.)

Nest Outcome 
Buffer 

Distance (ft.)

Smallest 
Buffer 

Distance  (ft.) Nest Outcome
Date Nest 

Found

Nest 
Outcome 

Date Survey Dates and Observations Fledged
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010312_imll_01 CP6-1-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/3/2012 TBD 01/03/2012 - Pair was observed occupying nest areas between 1200 and 1330 on 12/30/2011. One hawk brought 

nesting material to the nest and perched on the nest on multiple occasions. The other hawk of the pair perched 
adjacent to the nest on the tower. Neither bird appeared deterred by continuing conventional foundation work 
occurring at the site. - IMaunsell
01/12/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship display, followed by one hawk bringing decorations to the nest and standing 
in the nest. - RRadd
01/20/2012 - Female bringing nest material and periodically lying on nest, male attends less often. Considerable 
fresh eucalyptus greens on nest since last monitoring, but pair still spending long periods away from tower. - 
RRadd
01/23/2012 - RTHA female lying on nest and male adjacent on tower - 0730-0745. K-Max arrives at 0746 and 
female departs, returning briefly at 0749 to perch next to male (who remains on tower). Helicopter activities 
continue. Female departs again - 0750. Male departs 0751. Both birds leave the area and do not return. 
Helicopter continues through 0802. Link Lead and Avian Team Lead notified.  Helicopter subsequently returns and 
construction activity continues; RTHAs not observed again. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No RTHAs associating with nest or tower site during one hour observation. A pair of RTHA was 
observed approximately 1000 feet north of CP6 but these birds did not approach the nest area. - RRadd
01/27/2012 - Male RTHA noted briefly on nest tower prior to construction activity, but no hawks observed with 
1500 feet of nest while work occurring. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - RTHA pair generally staying away from nest during work activity. Copulation observed 350 feet 
south-west of nest at 10:17 during period of low work activity, followed by pair moving away from nest area. 
Avian Biologist (M. Dicus) reports female returned to nest at 12:23. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - Nesting activities were monitored continuously between 0710 and 1720 during wire pulling 
operations.  Observations include:
0710 - Adult female RTHA observed on nest, adult male soaring overhead.  0715 - Pair leave nest and fly out of 
view.  0720 - UPC construction crew arrive at CP6 for wire pulling.  0915 - Pair observed perching on Sunrise tower 
CP6 for approximately 5 minutes before flying out of view.  0930 - Helicopter began flying sock line between CP15 
and CP3.  1015 - Pair observed copulating on existing lattice tower east of nest.  1030-1215 - Intermittent 
courtship displays, soaring, and perching in vicinity of CP6, CP7, nest tower, and lattice structure to east.  1215 - 
Adult female returned to nest.  Construction activities at this time were minimal--no helicopters.  1230 - Adult 
female left nest.  No change in construction activity. - JDicus
01/30/2012 - 1445 - Adult female perched on edge of nest for 30 seconds before leaving again.  No change in 
construction activity.  1610 - Adult perched on lattice tower above nest.  1630 - Adult landed at nest.  1632 - Adult 
left nest and flew to northwest out of view.  No change in construction activity at this time. - JDicus
01/31/2012  The nest was monitored continuously between 0700 and 1740 during wire pulling activities  

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010312_pkad_04 EP32-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/3/2012 TBD 01/03/2012 - Nest looks built up since last observed in dilapidated shape in September (may be active); 1 adult 
Red-tailed Hawk perched in tree 200 feet west, hunting. - PKonrad
01/09/2012 - No apparent changes at nest. Pair of Red-tailed Hawks soaring low over nest and higher to west of 
nest; female is missing secondary feathers on both wings. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched on highest pole 300 feet southeast of nest site; male soon begins 
soaring over area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - No hawks observed in area; no indication of recent activity at nest. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - No hawks observed in area and no recent activity apparent at nest. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - No apparent activity at nest; 1 Red-tailed Hawk flew in to perch on pole 400 feet northeast of the 
nest site after 15 minutes of observing the area (no indication of attachment to the nest during another 15 
minute period). - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - No activity observed at nest over a 45 minute period. - AHill
02/15/2012 - No hawks observed in area, although nest may be built up more than last week. Rare slow Sunrise, 
City, and Border Patrol drive-by vehicles. - PKonrad
02/15/2012 - No activity observed over an hour span in morning. - AHill
02/22/2012 - Adult female Red-tailed Hawk standing on nest, bending over twice during 40 minute period. Male 
initially perched on pole 250 feet north of nest; eventually soared low over nest, then soared higher and out of 
area. After leaving for 15 minutes, the biologist returned to find female in incubating (or egg laying) position. 
Some slow Sunrise, City, and Border Patrol traffic passes along access road, but no response by female on nest. - 
PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Observed an adult incubating on nest. Installed additional nest buffer signs for drive through only 
Sunrise use. - AHill
02/27/2012 - Adult on nest incubating. Not disturbed by light, slow drive through traffic. - AHill
02/29/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on nest. Periodic slow, Sunrise, City, and Border Patrol drive-by 
vehicles.
 - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Female seen on nest incubating and shading. Male was observed perched and preening on a nearby 
tree. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
03/10/2012 - Adult on nest incubating. - AHill
03/12/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tree nest; another adult perched on pole to northwest. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest did not flush as biologist drove past. Nest is intact after storm event. - VEurs
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest incubating. - AHill
03/23/2012  Adult Red tailed Hawk standing over nest with head down  then settled into brooding position with 

TBD

Nearest Project Feature
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Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

2 of 131 2/20/2015

Min.

Species 
Code Common Name Nest ID ID Type Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew, 
heavy machinery, vehicle access)

 Distance 
from 

Construction 
to Nest (ft.)

Initial 
Buffer 

Distance 
(ft.)

Nest Outcome 
Buffer 

Distance (ft.)

Smallest 
Buffer 

Distance  (ft.) Nest Outcome
Date Nest 

Found

Nest 
Outcome 

Date Survey Dates and Observations Fledged

Nearest Project Feature

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010412_imll_02 EP236-1/EP237-1 PS-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/4/2012 TBD 01/04/2012 - No activity was observed at the nest. Nest is old and continues to be unoccupied. This nest was 
monitored throughout the 2011 season. No whitewash, fresh material, or prey remains were observed. - 
IMaunsell
01/10/2012 - No raptor or raven activity in area. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No birds observed in area of nest. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No raptors, owls, or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No change to nest; no ravens or raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - No raptors, ravens, or owls observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Nest looks unchanged and unused. No raptors or ravens in area. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area (except kestrel); nest unchanged. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - No sign of activity at nest, no raptors or ravens in area. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - No raptors or ravens were observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk is incubating on tower nest that appears to be slightly built up since the last 
nest visit. Rare slow Sunrise and Border Patrol traffic along access road to EP236 - EP237 PS-E pullsite. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - An adult flew to nest and began to incubate when biologist was 1800 feet away. The adult remained 
on the nest for the next 25 minutes while biologist drove by twice on access road and parked 300 feet away to 
make signs and mark buffer. Another adult visited nest and fed incubating mate with biologist outside of parked 
vehicle 300 feet away. A 300-foot, drive-through only buffer was established and marked with signs. - MKuehn
04/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating low, so only the very top of its head is visible on the tower nest. - 
PKonrad
04/13/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on side of the nest, presumably exposing downy nestlings to the 
ambient weather and sunshine, while another adult is soaring low over the area south of the nest. - PKonrad

TBD

GHOW Great Horned Owl 010412_kwer_01 EP228 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 258 500 250 250 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

1/4/2012 3/20/2012 01/04/2012 - No activity, no new material, and no whitewash observed. - KWeber
01/11/2012 - No owls or raptors observed in area and sign of activity at old nest. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No owls or raptors in area, even though avian biologist walked among non-native trees in area to 
check for any perched large species. Crew working on tower EP227 about 1,100 feet to west. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No owls or raptors observed, and no sign of activity at old nest. - PKonrad
02/02/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating on nest. - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - Great Horned Owl is incubating. - PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on nest. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Great Horned Owl brooding low in nest - eggs should be hatched now. Micropile drilling with low 
noise and some dust at site. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding low in nest in wind. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Owl observed lying on nest. - BArnold
03/15/2012 - The owl was observed on the nest. K-max flew in the four legs for the tower. The owl remained in 
the nest when the K-max was over the tower site. It appeared that the owl would get lower in the nest when the K-
max was over the site. When the first leg was delivered to the site, there was some rotor wash that visibly shook 
the tree that the nest is located in. However, it appeared that the owl was ultimately tolerant of all the 
construction activities today. Remained incubating. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - No owls were present in the nest, and an egg was on the ground below the nest. The nest appeared 
to be sliding out of the tree slightly, and the past 3 days have been characterized by low temperatures, high 
winds, heavy rain, and snow. - VNovik
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010412_pkad_02 EP220-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/4/2012 TBD 01/04/2012 - No sign of raptors in area or activity at the nest. - PKonrad
01/10/2012 - No apparent activity at nest, but 1 Red-tailed Hawk perched in new Sunrise metal tower to south 
and another perched on rock outcrop to north; neither reacted to my approach to the nest. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No activity noted at nest, but 1 hawk perched on new Sunrise tower called twice as bio approached 
nest. Earlier, a pair of RTHA was soaring low over area. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was soaring very high above nest site when I arrived near nest. - PKonrad
01/31/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched atop Sunrise tower to south of nest site; soared to east. No hawk or 
activity apparent at nest. - PKonrad
02/02/2012 - 2 Red-tailed Hawks were observed soaring east of EP219. They did not associate with the nest. - 
KWeber
02/07/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - No change at nest and no raptors in area. - PKonrad
02/24/2012 - No raptors in area; nest unchanged and unused. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - No hawks observed in area; nest unattended. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew from nest. Nest looks built up, but could not discern if the hawk was 
loafing, nest building, or incubating. Because hawk flew without hesitation as avian biologist came into view, it 
suggests the raptor was not incubating. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk observed on nest. Nest looks complete. - VNovik
03/27/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating low in tree nest. Crews in position to pull wire. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest, lying very low. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - No Red-tailed Hawks observed initially, so the nest was re-checked several hours later when an 
adult Red-tailed Hawk was incubating. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk soared overhead, calling periodically as another Red-tailed Hawk was incubating on 
the tree nest. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Both adult Red-tailed Hawks near nest, calling territorially; 1 perched on new power line while 
another flew in from the south and landed on the nearby Sunrise tower. It is expected that the nest contains small 
downy nestlings at this time. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - At least 2 small downy nestlings can be seen in the nest. The pair of adults flew in and soared 
overhead, calling territorially. When the avian biologist returned to his vehicle, the adult hawks perched on 1 of 
the new power lines, between the yellow and orange balls, and called territorially. - PKonrad

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010412_pkad_04 EP219-1/EP220-1 PS-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/4/2012 TBD 01/04/2012 - A pair of Red-tailed Hawks soared overhead while we approached nest, then perched on pole 600 
feet west-southwest of nest. - PKonrad
01/10/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was flying over the area, and eventually perched 15 feet above the nest. - 
PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No raptors observed in area during 3 nest site observations while working in the area. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched above nest, after initially seeing a pair of Red-tails perched 
on a pole along access road northeast of nest. - PKonrad
01/31/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - No apparent activity at nest, but an adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on pole to southwest. A pair of 
Red-tailed Hawks is perched on next pole to west. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk with 'orange'-colored underside perched in tree above nest. No apparent 
change to nest. - PKonrad
02/24/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk soaring high near nest; no apparent change to nest.  During return drive-
by,  a Red-tail was perched in tree next to nest tree. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Initially, 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on pole along access road north of nest. Didn't see any 
hawks in area during return to area. Very rare slow Sunrise traffic (2 pickups) along access road. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew to nest from the east and perched on the nest rim. Yesterday, a Red-tail 
was observed standing on the nest, seemingly arranging nest material. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was observed soaring low near the nest site, but no activity was observed 
at the nest during 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
03/27/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tree nest. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest that looks like it has been built up appreciably in the past 
week. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk is incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on the side of the nest, periodically bending over a mass of small 
downy white nestlings. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - No adult Red-tailed Hawks or nestlings were observed initially, but 4 hours later, 1 adult and at least 
2 downy nestlings could be seen on the nest platform. - PKonrad

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_pkad_02 EP256 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/5/2012 TBD 01/05/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
01/10/2012 - No raptors observed in the area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk dived down to nest where it perched for a few minutes before moving to structure 
metal adjacent to nest. After several minutes, the well-fed adult flew west. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - No apparent activity at nest; 1 Red-tailed Hawk observed soaring low 400 feet northwest of site for 
a short time. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but it appears that a lot of new nesting material has been added to this 
nest during the past week. - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk flew to nest and remained for 5 minutes before flying along slope and landing 400 
feet from nest. Due to wind, unable to determine if it had a stick. Nest is built up; hawk(s) are probably in nest 
building stage, therefore may be active by definition. Status unclear and will continue to monitor. 45 minute 
observation period. - PKonrad
02/20/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating, while second hawk soared overhead, then landed on slope to 
southeast of nest. Incubating hawk stood up for a few minutes, then resumed its incubation position on the nest. - 
PKonrad
02/24/2012 - Both adults observed at nest with one on the nest. Appeared to be adjusting itself on the nest. 
Observed flushing from nest when Border Patrol vehicle drove up the access road to the tower twice. - VNovik
02/27/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on SWPL tower nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Adult observed incubating on nest in windy, snowy conditions. - JPawlicki
03/05/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk initially incubating on tower nest. At 14:15 an adult Red-tail landed on the side of 
the nest and soon both adults soared to the north for a few hundred feet before the female soared back to the 
nest while the male continued to soar along the mountain slope. Female resumed incubating. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tower nest, and adult Red-tailed Hawk soared low over area west of 
nest tower. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk is on nest, probably brooding newly hatched nestlings at this time, judging 
from the nest chronology that has been documented to date. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on side of nest, probably exposing young downy nestlings to the 
ambient sun and weather. - PKonrad
04/14/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - At least 2 medium-sized nestlings being fed by adult Red-tailed Hawk. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - A medium-sized downy nestling can be seen standing upright in the nest; no Red-tailed Hawk adults 
were observed in the area   PKonrad

TBD

RSHA Red-shouldered Hawk 010512_rrdd_01 Alpine Underground Ductbank Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 157 500 130 130 Nest did not reach active stage 1/5/2012 4/23/2012 01/05/2012 - No occupants in attendance during initial 15-minute observation period, RSHA perched and calling a 
hundred feet away. - RRadd
01/05/2012 - No occupants in attendance during initial 15-minute observation period. - KAlberts
01/13/2012 - No raptors observed near or at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/18/2012 - No visible improvements to nest and no raptors observed in association. - RRadd
01/28/2012 - RSHA pair vocal on territory but not associating with nest or exhibiting explicit breeding behaviors. 
No additions visible in nest. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - Calling RSHA was 300 feet from nest remained distant during 30 minute observation. No visible 
improvements have been made to nest. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - Cool and rainy day; RSHA on territory but nest has not been improved. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - No RSHA detected during 30 minute observation. No improvements to nest. Sycamore has yet to 
foliate. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - CORA pair removing sticks from this nest. Agitated RSHA nearby does not intervene. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - Nest inactive, as a raptor has not yet occupied it, and a CORA was observed dismantling it. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - Nest remains substantial and is likely to become active as RSHA elsewhere are still commencing 
nesting. RSHA remain vocal and active on this territory. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - RSHA pair copulate at 0807, and then fly to nest under AMCR harassment at 0811. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - RSHA male on territory, but female not detected during 20 minute observation. Wet and windy 
morning is suppressing all breeding activity today. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Upon arrival, pair was perched in oak about 200 feet west of nest, with a crow. Nest appears intact 
after storm event. After about 10 minutes, one adult flew to nest with a small branch, pursued by crow. Second 
hawk remained in the oak tree. - VEurs
03/24/2012 - No RSHA detected from 0708-0742. Second visit 0845-0852; RSHA heard calling in dense fog on 
territory. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed at 1200-1215. - HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1100 to 1145. RSHA heard calling in area once. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No activity observed at nest, and no RSHA detected in area. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity at nest and no RSHA detected in area. Nest is easily visible from above and does not 
appear to contain eggs. No incubating adult has been observed at this nest. Evidence indicates that this nest did 
not reach active nesting stage this year and is unlikely to become active. Nest closed. - HWinfrey
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_rrdd_03 Alpine Underground Ductbank Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/5/2012 TBD 01/05/2012 - RTHA perched nearby in attendance throughout initial 15-minute observation indicates nest may 
become active. - RRadd
01/05/2012 - RTHA perched nearby in attendance throughout initial 15-minute observation indicates nest may 
become active. - KAlberts
01/13/2012 - RTHA display flights in vicinity but no direct interaction with nest. - RRadd
01/18/2012 - No indications of any changes in activity level at this nest. No raptors approached nest during 30-
minute observation. - RRadd
01/28/2012 - RTHA breaking branches from host tree and carrying sticks to nest at 0746. Changed status to active. 
The occupants of this residential nest are obviously well acclimated to traffic and residential noise. Due to the 
distance from work and height above ground, Project activity is not anticipated to impact this nest. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - RTHA pair soaring high over nest tree, but did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
02/11/2012 - RTHA pair perched above nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - No RTHA observed during 25-minute observation. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - No visible activity at this nest 0715 - 0750. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - No detections, but foliage renders nest very difficult to see into. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - RTHA comes to nest 0652, and there appears to be a second bird on the nest. First hawk departs 
immediately and some nest material re-arrangements follow. Potentially, this was a food drop. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - Unable to detect movement in this nest on windy and rainy morning during 20-minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/20/2012 - One bird flushed from nest tree as biologist pulled into parking lot. Second bird moved from perch 
on tree to nest, where it remained for more than 10 minutes. Nest is intact after storm event and still in use. First 
bird returned as biologist was preparing to leave. It was out of view, but most likely flew to nest. - VEurs
03/28/2012 - RTHA visible lying on nest. 2nd RTHA observed flying and perching in area. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1008. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - RTHA goes to nest at 1253. 2nd RTHA observed in flight within 300 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Adult RTHA lying on nest at 0616. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Adult RTHA flies to nest and perches on rim at 1257. Bird's posture indicates that it is feeding 
nestlings, but nestlings are not yet big enough to be visible. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1020. - HWinfrey

TBD

COHA Cooper's Hawk 010512_rrdd_06 CP64-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 100 500 500 500 Nest did not reach active stage 1/5/2012 3/2/2012 01/05/2012 - During initial observation, no recent improvements were visible, but fresh whitewash under nest 
may be indicator of territorial use. - KAlberts
01/09/2012 - No raptors detected associating with this nest during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - No activity detected at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - No birds detected associating with this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - Fresh whitewash and bone pellet under nest but no raptors detected in vicinity. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - Adult male COHA at nest calling, flushed by observer at 0658 and returning at 0739. The male 
perched nearby making alarm calls. No fresh fallen material detected under nest. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - Male still present and agitated by observer at gate at 0940. Female observed nearby carrying small 
stick at 1145. Changed nest status to active. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - No COHA detections during 2 x 20 minute visits. Rain yesterday may be delaying activity. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - COHA pair actively breaking twigs from nearby oaks and carrying to nest 0829. Cease vesting nest 
when observer detected at gate. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - Status unclear; CORA have potentially taken over this, and COHA pair are building nearby, but 
evidence is conflicting on cold rainy day. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - This nest has been abandoned and a new nest is being constructed 120 feet east. - RRadd
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_rrdd_07 Hartung CY-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/5/2012 TBD 01/05/2012 - RTHA pair observed in territorial display flight over El Monte CY at 1500 during initial observation. - 
KAlberts
01/09/2012 - RTHAs observed in territory appeared to be avoiding CY activity and did not approach nest during 30-
minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - No activity detected at this nest during 30 minute observation, and all raptors remained distant. - 
RRadd
01/24/2012 - No raptors approached this nest during 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - CY monitor reports RTHA pair making at least 2 trips to this nest on 7 February, 0900-1000. Changed 
status to active. Buffer staked at 500 feet with drive-thru access OK. This nest successfully fledged in 2011 with 
greater levels of AR traffic than that which currently occurs, so drive-through access should not negatively affect 
the nest. Buffer should be re-evaluated if air traffic is to resume. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - CY monitor reports nest visit by RTHA 13 February at 1030 for a few minutes. RTHA pair nearby did 
not approach nest during 30 minute observation period today. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA flies from nest at 0809 to nearby pole and remains there for duration of 30 minute 
observation. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Nest monitored between 0745 and 1045. Adult RTHA observed intermittently soaring over territory. 
Pair observed engaged in aerial courtship display before flying out of view. Neither adult was observed visiting the 
nest or carrying nest material. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation is likely incubating. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation beginning at 1544. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - RTHA lying on nest at 1422. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - RTHA observed in flight from 1310 to 1325. RTHA flies in to nest at 1340. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest. 2 RTHAs in flight within 500 feet. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - RTHA adult comes to nest at 0741 and remains. Adult tearing food into small pieces and feeding 
nestling at 0922. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Adults visit nest infrequently but remain in vicinity. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - 2 active nestlings visible at 1548. - RRadd

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_rrdd_10 CP70-3-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/5/2012 TBD 01/05/2012 - RTHA pair perched 400 feet away did not approach nest during initial 15-minute observation period. 
- KAlberts
01/09/2012 - No breeding activity during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - RTHA pair soaring overhead did not approach this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship flight over and around this tree did not alight at nest during 30 minute 
observation. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - RTHA on nest arranging fresh material at 0932, then joins mate in courtship flight. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA pair driving third hawk away from territory at 1427, followed by aerial courtship displays in 
unison. Pair did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - RTHA pair at nest, bringing materials, arranging and forming nest bowl from 1022-1027. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - More material added to nest but no RTHA observed associating during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation - presumed incubating. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation -  incubation continues. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - RTHA in nest for duration of 30 minute observation, mate perched nearby. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1059. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1050. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA at nest shredding prey. Mate visits briefly and appears to present food to nestling too small 
for heads to appear above nest cup from 0945-0950. Adult eventually settles on nest. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - Young now capable of auto-thermoregulation; adults spend much time away from nest. Adult 
tearing prey item and feeding small pieces to young at 1456. - RRadd
04/29/2012 - 2 nestlings are active in nest at 1010. - RRadd

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_rrdd_11 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/5/2012 TBD 01/05/2012 - No raptors showing site fidelity during initial 15-minute observation period. - KAlberts
01/09/2012 - RTHA on territory, but no nesting activity observed during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - No raptor activity at this nest during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship flight did not approach this site. Sycamore is just beginning to leaf out. - 
RRadd
01/31/2012 - No change in activity during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - Several hours spent within sight of nest and no activity at nest. Pair of RSHA in area but staying west 
of this nest most of the time. Could see green leaves on rim of nest - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - No change in activity at this nest. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched on rim of nest as avian biologist approached to within 150 feet, 
with second adult perched within 25 feet of nest in nearest sycamore tree to west. First adult remained and 
inspected the stick nest for 30 seconds, then hopped down into nest, turned around inside nest while looking 
down at nest and hopped back onto rim where it remained another 2 minutes before flying to nearest sycamore 
to perch within 5 feet of second adult Red-tailed hawk. Pair remained there perched together while avian 
biologist watched for 20 minutes without revisiting nest. Avian biologist not see any fresh greenery or obvious 
recent nest improvements. Nest is in good condition. Changed nest status to active and marked 500-foot buffer 
along access road.  Nest is on United States Forest Service land. - JDicus
02/14/2012 - RTHA pair at nest, RTHA standing in nest 1000 - 1022. Changed status to active on 14 February, as 
RTHA occupies nest. Hawk does not flush to drive by traffic. Therefore, buffer was staked at 500 feet. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - No hawks detected at this nest during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation - presumed incubating. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation -  incubation continues. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Incubation continues, RTHA in nest for all 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA lying on nest at 1056. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1055. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA prone in nest shows no sign of hatched young at 1108. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - RTHA on nest with small hatched young. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Young are auto-thermoregulatory, and adults are now leaving nest for extended periods. Adult 
tearing food into small pieces and feeding 3 young. - RRadd

TBD

GHOW Great Horned Owl 010512_rrdd_12 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/5/2012 TBD 01/09/2012 - RSHA pair in area did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/13/2012 - RSHA exhibiting site fidelity on perches within 250 feet during initial 20-minute observation period. - 
KAlberts
01/17/2012 - RSHA perched 50 feet from nest for 15 minutes, flushed at 100 feet. Unable to see nest well enough 
to determine if fresh material has been added. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RSHA pair on territory with contact calls, but not at this nest. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - RSHA on territory did not interact with this nest. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - RSHA pair active and calling in area but never seen near nest. - MKuehn
02/14/2012 - GHOW lying in nest does not flush for agitated RSHA pair. Staked at 500 feet. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Owl lying on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - GHOW lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - GHOW lying in nest for duration of observation. No young observed. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - GHOW lying in nest for duration of observation - no nestlings detected. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - GHOW posture on nest suggests hatched young. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - GHOW observed on nest in upright posture at 1115. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Adult on nest at 1106. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest with at least 2 downy owlets; head feathers emerging. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - Large downy nestlings acquiring feathers fill the nest. Adult guards at edge of platform at 1414. - 
RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nestlings are well feathered, brown with ear tufts beginning to show, and appear capable of 
branching. - RRadd

TBD
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GHOW Great Horned Owl 010512_sjon_01 EP90-1-N Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 62 500 375 375 Presumed Fledged 1/5/2012 4/5/2012 01/05/2012 - Great Horned Owl observed incubating on nest. - SJohnston
01/10/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating; facing east. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl is incubating. - PKonrad
02/01/2012 - Adult incubating. - PKonrad
02/14/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl presumably brooding nestlings now. No access road traffic. 
Nest was also monitored on 2/7/2012, when a Great Horned Owl was incubating on the nest (unable to input 
monitoring information). - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding. Rare slow drive-through by Sunrise traffic. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding (positioned much higher than when incubating). Rare slow drive-
through Sunrise traffic. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Report of vehicle stuck in the mud w/in buffer prompted visit. Visit was  at 1140 am temp was 
approximately 40 degrees. All vehicles were absent from  buffer. Bird was on nest and appeared to be aware of 
surroundings. IE vehicles  near water buffalo at EP  91. Observed for approximately 30 minutes. - VNovik
02/29/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl standing on nest; leaned over , presumably to attend to 1 week old 
nestling(s). No traffic during observations. - PKonrad
03/04/2012 - Adult observed on nest. - BArnold
03/06/2012 - Adult was seen standing high on the nest and moving around. Its eyes followed the larger helicopter 
traffic outside buffer, but the bird was not distressed by it. One nestling was observed moving around and giving a 
slight wing flap. Its eyes were open, it exhibited some down, but some mature feathers and adult coloration were 
also observed. Another nestling was most likely under the adult, causing her to shift around. - FHoffman
03/07/2012 - At least 1 nestling and adult observed while driving by on access road. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - Adult and 2 downy nestlings in nest; nestlings about 2 weeks old. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - At 1406, a helicopter dropped off 2 workers at EP90 on the bridge of the tower. Both rollers were 
delivered and installed at 1411. Workers were removed from the tower at 1415. The owls were observed to 
remain in the nest and appeared to "hunker down" at one point, though overall, they did not react in an agitated 
manner that was obvious to the observer. At approximately 1618, the first sock line was strung across the span 
from EP90 - EP89. This was done with the helicopter pulling the line. The second sock line was pulled at 1446. 
During these pulls, the owls remained within the nest and appeared aware of the construction activities, though  
unfazed. At 1742, the wire was hauled back from EP89-EP90 by the sock line pulling the wire. The owls appeared 
to not even notice this activity as it occurred. - VNovik
03/13/2012 - Monitored nest while work occurred nearby. At 1545, second fiber line "haul back" occurred. This 
entailed the "gator" passing between EP89 and EP90. The "gator" is comprised of 3 hanging guides from the wire 
that aid the line to pass through the rollers   The gator passed between spans in approximately 3 minutes  The 

Yes

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_vnik_01 EP62A-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 420 500 400 400 Nest did not reach active stage 1/5/2012 4/2/2012 01/05/2012 - Large stick nest in canopy of Eucalyptus tree, possibly an old unused Red-tailed Hawk nest. No 
raptors in area of nest during 40 minute survey. - VNovik
01/13/2012 - No raptor or corvid activity in area of nest. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - No raptors observed in area and no indication of any activity at nest. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - No raptors observed in area; no apparent activity at old nest. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - Pair of RTHA in area; 1 RTHA was perched on same eucalyptus as nest. Did not see hawks visit nest 
during 2 hours of passive observations. - SJohnston
02/01/2012 - A pair of Red-tails was soaring low 800 feet north of nest site, flew higher on other side of hill, then 
far to northeast. No action near nest during nest 40 minutes. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - No hawks observed in area; nest remains the same. - PKonrad
02/08/2012 - No hawks observed in area during 45 minute observation period. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - RHTA observed on nest rearranging sticks. - SJohnston
02/14/2012 - No activity at nest; Red-tailed Hawk hunting (even hovering) along hilltop south of access road for 
short time. A pair was soaring a half-mile southeast of nest for a short time during 40 minute observation period. - 
PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No activity at nest, and pair of RTHA observed perched in trees 2000 feet from nest. - PHoward
02/23/2012 - No activity at nest; no hawks observed in area. Minor slow Sunrise traffic on access road 420 feet 
north of nest. - PKonrad
03/02/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but nest appears to have been built up somewhat on top. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - No activity observed. - AHill
03/09/2012 - No hawks observed at nest or in area. 'Active' status of nest becoming more questionable since a 
Red-tail was observed standing on the nest a month ago. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No hawks observed in area; no changes at the nest. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - A pair of Red-tailed Hawks were seen displaying aerial courtship behavior over the access road and 
general power line corridor. The pair was not seen utilizing the nest. - LThoreson
03/23/2012 - Nest unchanged; no hawks in area. - PKonrad
04/02/2012 - No hawks in area; no change at nest. Considering the history of this nest this season, and the late 
timing in the nesting season, there is very little chance this nest will be utilized this year. Nest closed. - PKonrad

No
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GHOW Great Horned Owl 010612_pkad_01 EP119-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 150 500 150 150 Fledged 1/6/2012 4/13/2012 01/06/2012 - No indications of nest being used, but male Great Horned Owl flew from east branch of tree. - 
PKonrad
01/13/2012 - An adult Great Horned Owl flew from a branch on the east side of the nest tree. No indication the 
nest site has been used. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating in tree crotch. - PKonrad
01/19/2012 - Owl flushed from nest at 160 feet. 2 eggs in nest. Adult returned within 40 minutes.
 - KWeber
01/24/2012 - Incubating owl flushed from the nest when biologist approached to 100 feet, but returned within 5 
minutes. 2 eggs were seen. 4 Western-Scrub Jays were observed within and adjacent to the nest tree, but never 
approached nest while the owl was absent. 3 jays in the area during the 30-minute observation period. When the 
owl returned, it faced the TSAP where observers were positioned; owl peered from behind the oak trunk to look 
at the 2 biologists monitoring the nest, on 6 occasions over 3 minutes. Once acclimated, the owl did not look at 
the biologists. The owl did not flinch during the helicopter flights. Several minutes after the helicopters vacated, 
the biologists experimented with the owl's potential tolerance to humans by talking loudly with 1 another 
approximately 200 feet from the site, simulating potential communications from the TSAP to the tower site, or 
across the tower site during work. The owl immediately alerted, but did not flush. - KAlberts
01/31/2012 - Adult incubating, but flew from nest when avian biologist was 150 feet from nest. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - Avian biologists conducted nesting bird survey in area from 0737 to 1030. Adult Great Horned Owl 
incubating; observed once from TSAP observation point outside 150-foot buffer and did not exhibit signs of 
distress. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating; was not visible until observer approached to 100 feet; owl continued 
incubating during observations. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - The owl nest, which is approximately 150 to 180 feet away from the sound barrier construction, was 
monitored continually throughout the day, with no noticeable change in behavior. The owl remained on the nest 
incubating. - MBahn
02/13/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. A micropile drilling crew is present awaiting K-Max equipment 
deliveries in advance of micropile drilling behind sound wall. Avian biomonitor Jared Taylor on site to watch the 
owl's behavior during delivery and construction activities. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - According to daily avian monitor, Great Horned Owl brooding at nest (eggs present 1/18). Owl 
watches K-Max when it approaches site, but doesn't react otherwise to helicopters or other construction activities 
behind sound wall. Micropile drilling crew working within sound barrier. Periodic K-Max equipment deliveries. - 
PKonrad
02/23/2012 - The Great Horned Owl was observed lying on nest throughout the day and specifically during the 
arrival of the K Max helicopter to the tower site  The owl watched as the helicopter approached during several 

Yes

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_pkad_02 EP319-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - Pair building nest. - KAlberts
01/09/2012 - Hawk observed flying to nest site and perched on nest for more than 1 hour between 0910 and 
1030. Pair was observed perched on adjacent SRPL tower EP319 earlier. No work occurring. - IMaunsell
01/11/2012 - Pair observed perched on tower during entire 2 hour nesting survey. - VNovik
01/11/2012 - 2 adults perched next to nest in tower. Nest much smaller than last week, and upon later inspection, 
most or all of nest was apparently blown out of tower and is lying on ground below and west of nest site. Some 
branches either remain in tower or they have been brought in by hawks since the nest damage. 1 hawk eventually 
flew south, and when second hawk flew from tower, both soared in a tight circle for some minutes to southwest. 
Male is missing a tail feather on right side. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks observed in area; only a few sticks remain and no apparent additional nest material has 
been added to remaining sticks at nest site. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but seems as though more sticks have been added to the nest remnant. - 
PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but windy. Difficult to discern if more sticks have been added in past 3 
days, but looks possible. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - No hawks observed, and no recent activity apparent at partial nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area, but nest is built up as much as twice as large as it was 5 days 
ago. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - Pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks at nest initially; 1 hawk flew from nest to perch on other side of 
tower. Nest looks more built up. After a couple minutes, hawk at nest began soaring to south and was joined by 
mate, eventually soaring high and gliding out of sight. Male is missing a retrice on right side of tail. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk is incubating on rebuilt nest. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest while adult male with missing tail feather soared low to 
north. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating low in nest. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. Seemed a bit nervous when I stopped vehicle to 
view the nest and hawk with binoculars from 800 feet, looking over its shoulder at the pickup. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk positioned higher than before, probably indicating it is brooding newly 
hatched nestlings. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk brooding nestlings in short tower nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is standing on the nest that should contain small downy nestlings. - 
PKonrad
04/11/2012  Adult Red tailed Hawk brooding on tower nest   PKonrad

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_pkad_03 EP353-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - No apparent activity during initial observation. - KAlberts
01/11/2012 - No raptors observed in area. Nest appears in poor condition. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched in highest point of the SWPL tower immediately southeast of  the 
nest tower. Nest contains some orange material, as seen from the northwest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area. Nest appears unchanged and unused. No whitewash below 
tower. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - Nest appears to have new material added recently. Initially, a Red-tailed Hawk was soaring east of 
nest. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - Nest looks built up; adult Red-tailed Hawk perched midway up SWPL tower to northwest (that 
contains 2011 raven nest). - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk perched on top of north side of tower;  During return trip, hawk perched 10 feet 
above nest in tower crossarm. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No hawks or other birds observed in nest area. - PKonrad
03/02/2012 - Nest was determined active while scheduled road crew construction was occurring 200 feet away, 
and NBJ submitted later that evening. Biological monitor H. Herrera reported pair of Red-tailed Hawks bringing 
nesting material to the nest and perching on nest while road grading crew was working approximately 200 feet 
from the nest. A hawk remained standing on the nest while the crew was operating machinery. - KAlberts
03/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawks made multiple trips to nest while buffer signs were being installed - observed by E. 
Loveless. - SJohnston
03/08/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was soaring above the nest tower initially and perched in the north side of 
the crossarm of the new Sunrise tower north of nest tower. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest, with another adult Red-tail perched in new Sunrise tower 
to north. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating or brooding newly hatched nestlings, positioned low on tower nest. - 
PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on nest, probably shading the small nestlings, as a second adult flew 
toward the tower nest with prey from about 1/2 mile south. Second hawk briefly delivered prey to nest, then 
resumed flight while the first hawk began delicately feeding unseen presumed small nestlings for about 10 
minutes before brooding the unseen brood   PKonrad

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_pkad_04 EP361-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - No indications of activity during initial observation, but 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched in next 
tower to the northwest. - KAlberts
01/11/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area, but nest may be built up a bit. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in the area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks or other birds in area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks were observed in area and 1 individual was perched on tower directly 
above nest for at least 10 minutes. No birds were exhibiting nesting behavior. - VNovik
01/27/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is perched high on the next SWPL tower to southeast of nest tower, but 
no activity apparent at nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks near nest - 1 adult is perched in top of new Sunrise tower EP361 and 
second adult soaring about 200 feet high to southeast near EP362, then glided to nest tower where it perched in 
the 'waist bar' below the nest for about 5 minutes, then soared south of nest tower, where other hawk joined it 
soaring, eventually out of sight to south (20 minute episode). - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No hawks observed in area. After initial observations of site and area, 2-person habitat restoration 
crew arrived and began work near site. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area; no apparent change to nest. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - No hawks in area initially, but after 15 minutes 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk flew in to perch on top of 
new Sunrise tower to north of nest tower. About 5 minutes later, a second adult Red-tailed Hawk flew in and 
perched in SWPL tower next to nest for about 4 minutes. On 2/18/2012, biomonitor Clay Schudy reported seeing 
Red-tailed Hawks making a number of flights to the nest adding nesting material to the existing nest. With this 
information, this nest is deemed active and appropriate buffer signs were installed. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No hawks observed initially, but an adult Red-tailed Hawk landed on nest where it stood for 10 
minutes before soaring to the new Sunrise tower to the north, where it perched on the highest point on the north 
side. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was standing on nest while a second adult Red-tail perched midway up on 
the new Sunrise tower. After about 5 minutes both hawks took flight, soaring to the southeast. After about 5 
minutes, 1 hawk flew to nest, (no nesting material noted), where it stood on the nest for a minute, then stood 
next to it. Other hawk flew to Sunrise tower, where it perched on the highest northern  point of the tower. - 
PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Adult observed delivering prey item to second adult which was lying on nest. The adult that 
delivered the prey item then flew off to the north. - JDicus
03/16/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks soaring in area; 1 hawk perched in tower to northwest, then flew to nest 
tower. One hawk perched on nest, then flew to other hawk to copulate, then 1 hawk flew to nest where it stood. - 
PKonrad

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_pkad_05 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched near the EP78 tower site, but no activity at the nest site. - 
PKonrad
01/12/2012 - No raptors observed in the area during nest monitoring. However, later in the day, Darin Busby 
observed an adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on nest for a few minutes, but did not see hawk activity during rest of 
day. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - No activity at nest, but 1 adult perched on pole on north side of EP78 site. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk glided and soared along the ridge to the south of the nest above tree 
level, elevating to the mountain ridge top. - PKonrad
02/01/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on low snag about 400 feet east of nest site. No activity apparent 
at old nest. - PKonrad
02/08/2012 - No hawks observed in area and no apparent activity at nest. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk soared low from northwest to nest, perching on nest a couple minutes, 
then gliding below treetops to southeast. Hawk did not have nesting material, and nest appears unchanged. - 
PKonrad
02/24/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks near nest, male perched on pole north of nest adjacent to EP78 while 
female was soaring low nearby. As female eventually soared high overhead, male took flight and joined her aloft. 
Nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/29/2012 - No hawk activity apparent at nest; After about 15 minutes of observing valley, 1 adult Red-tailed 
Hawk soared upward from unknown perch in area of nest, and another adult was hunting along valley canopy 
southwest of nest site. No traffic during nest monitoring today. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk feeding on rear half of cottontail atop large dead oak 250 feet north of 
nest for half hour, then it soared far to the west, where another adult met it and the pair soared high to the 
northwest. No sign of activity at the nest. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - No hawks observed in area; no material has been added to nest; can see blue sky throughout nest 
remnant. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Nest unchanged; no hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - The change to nest, and no hawks observed in area. This site will soon be closed if activity does not 
begin. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 - No change to nest; no hawks observed in the area. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Observed hawk flying to nest multiple times and lying on nest. Once observed carrying a stick. - 
VNovik
04/12/2012 - Adult could not be seen on nest from any angle. Passively observed nest for 20 minutes from 130 
feet away. After 17 minutes, 1 adult flew within 100 feet of nest, calling. Incubating adult flew from nest shortly 
thereafter and did not return within next 3 minutes   MKuehn

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_rrdd_14 CP83-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - No indications of current use upon initial observation. - KAlberts
01/10/2012 - No raptors observed. Intense helicopter activity within 500 feet. - RRadd
01/18/2012 - No change in activity level at this nest observed. - RRadd
01/25/2012 - No raptors observed associating with this nest during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - No change in activity level observed. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - No change in activity status and no new materials in this nest. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - No change in status detected. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - No improvements made to this nest since last visit. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - RTHA perched near nest, but no noticeable improvements to nest. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - No raptor activity detected in vicinity during 30 minute observations. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - RTHA lying in nest incubating for duration of 30 minute observation during light rain. Buffer staked 
at 400 feet to provide maximum protection to nest below eye-level from AR without impeding work. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - RTHA lying in nest appeared alerted by 1 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 RTHAs flying in area at 1305. No activity at nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity at nest. RTHA in flight about 500 feet above nest. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - RTHA prone on nest for duration of 20 minute observation beginning at 1742. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - RTHA lying on nest at 0710. - RRadd

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_rrdd_15 CP76-1-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 5 500 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 1/6/2012 4/2/2012 01/06/2012 - Many sticks beneath nest suggest nesting may be in progress, but there were no nest visits during 
the initial 20-minute observation period. - KAlberts
01/10/2012 - Appears to be a fresh layer of sticks in nest, but no RTHA at nest during 30-minute observation 
period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - RTHA on territory but did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/25/2012 - Male RTHA on nest and female 60 feet away in nearby tree. Male leaves nest to copulate with 
female at 0746. Changed nest status to active. These hawks have initiated nesting during typical background 
activities which include recreational vehicle traffic 4 days per week directly under the nest; accordingly, SRPL drive-
through traffic is not anticipated to impact this nest. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - Much fresh greenery piled onto nest but no hawks present during observation period. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - RTHA pair perched together adjacent to nest at 0735, fresh eucalyptus sprigs on platform. No birds 
present at 1600. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA pair remaining 1000 - 1500 feet from nest for duration of work. Male RTHA lures female to 
nest 1710 with pocket gopher - 15 minutes after cessation of helicopter activities. Female takes prey to adjacent 
tree, but is put to flight by crew banging on CP77, 660 feet SSW, and eventually flies 2000 feet away and out of 
sight with prey. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - No RTHA detections at or near nest. No new material apparent. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - RTHA pair remain 1000 feet from nest during helicopter activities. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - No RTHA detected in vicinity of nest during 40 minute observation. Previously added material now 
desiccated and bleached with no new additions evident. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA pair staying 400 - 600 feet from nest. No new material appears to have been added since last 
observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - No RTHA has been observed at this nest for one month and this nest attempt appears to have been 
abandoned. However, weekly nest monitoring will continue as a new attempt could still initiate. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - No raptors associating with this nest during 45 minutes of observation and no new materials added. 
HOFI appear to be nesting within nest structure. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - No additions have been made to this nest. Changed status to inactive. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - The only activity observed at this nest were two HOFIs adding nesting material. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - Closed, due to no activity at this nest in well over a month, and HOFI building nest inside the 
inactive raptor nest. - KAlberts
04/15/2012 - No change in raptor activity at this nest. - RRadd

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_rrdd_16 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - No raptor activity observed near this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/11/2012 - RTHA perched above nest for duration of 45 minute observation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No raptors associating with this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA pair soaring nearby did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - No raptors observed associating with this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/03/2012 - RTHA pair perched up near nest at 0720. RTHA flying to nearby willow, breaking off stems and 
carrying in bill to nest at 0828. Changed status to active. Initial buffer set at 300 feet to allow access to AR, and 
candidate for reduction to 200 feet if required due to proximity to adjacent noisy industrial facility. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - RTHA pair standing on nest. Male departs at 0702 while female remains on nest arranging materials. 
- RRadd
02/16/2012 - No RTHA detected here during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - RTHA departs nest at 1140 . No hawks in attendance at 1630. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - RTHA comes to nest 1418, arranges nest material, then perches adjacent. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship display but not at nest 1040. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - RTHA on nest for duration of 20 minute observation beginning at 1800. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm. No RTHA observed on nest during brief observation while driving by. - 
IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1005. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - RTHA on nest at 0957. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA on nest for duration of 30 minute observation. Posture and actions suggest small young 
present at 1700. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Adult RTHA feeding young in nest 1800. - RRadd
04/29/2012 - Adult RTHA on nest at 1750, young not visible. - RRadd

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_rrdd_18 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 200 500 500 500 Nest did not reach active stage 1/6/2012 2/28/2012 01/06/2012 - No raptors associating with this site. Nest mostly fallen and not in usable condition when 
discovered. - RRadd
01/11/2012 - No nest improvements visible. RTHA perched 250 feet west during entire 30-minute observation 
period. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No nest improvements visible. RTHA pair soaring overhead did not associate with nest during 30-
minute observation period. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - Nest unimproved. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - Bio-monitor T. Gunter observed 2 RTHA perched on Eucalyptus trees and soaring. 1 individual was 
observed flying to the nest tree with large stick of green Eucalyptus and landed approximately 10 feet above nest. 
Site biomonitor also observed RTHA carrying sticks to nest. No improvements to nest were obvious to avian 
monitor. Changed status to active. - KWeber
02/07/2012 - RTHA moving well away from nest area during helicopter activity. Monitor reports hawks flying with 
nest material, but not settling at nest and eventually dropping the material away from nest. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Nest is not substantially improved. No RTHA observed associating with nest during 45 minute 
observation. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - No visible nest improvements visible. No RTHA associating with this area or nest. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - No activity at this nest since prior to 7 February. No RTHA associating with this nest and no material 
added. Remains of nest are no longer viable. Changed status to Closed. - RRadd

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_vnik_01 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - Nest is inactive. During the initial observation period, a pair of Red-tailed Hawks were in the area, 
but nest did not look complete, and there were no fresh sticks on nest. - VNovik
01/11/2012 - Nest appears to contain fresh green sprig. RTHA on territory did not approach nest during 30 
minute observation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - Nest appears to contain greens. RTHA pair in courtship flight above nest, perched together but away 
from the site. Nest is difficult to view without potentially disturbance. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - No new material has been added to nest since yesterday's storm and no potential occupants in 
immediate vicinity during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - Fresh green sprigs in nest, but no raptors observed at or near nest. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Fresh eucalyptus greenery piled in nest. RTHA pair did not approach nest during observation. 
Changed status to active. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - More fresh eucalyptus greens piled in nest cup. RTHA perched nearby. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - RTHA prone on nest 1140. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - RTHA lying in nest 1138. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - RTHA lying in nest at 1100. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - RTHA incubating at 1146. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA on nest at 0954. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - 2 downy white nestlings visible moving in nest. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Large downy nestlings remain unfeathered. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - 3 large active downy nestlings acquiring wing quills. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nestlings have downy heads and feathered backs. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Young in the nest are fully feathered, save for white faces. - RRadd

TBD
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GHOW Great Horned Owl 010712_rrdd_01 CP29-1-N Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 90 500 300 300 Fledged 1/7/2012 4/30/2012 01/07/2012 - GHOW flushed from adjacent oak, but no birds were visible at nest. - RRadd
01/12/2012 - No raptors observed associating with nest and no indicators of improvement or occupation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - GHOW pair in live oak adjacent (approximately 60 feet east) to nest. Male flushed at 100 feet, 
female remained. No raptors of any specie approached nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No GHOW or other raptors observed during 30 minute monitoring period. No signs of nest 
improvement. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - CORA pair perched in nest area did not interact directly with nest. No GHOW detected. - RRadd
02/07/2012 - GHOW on nest at 0851. Changed status to active. Buffer staked as drive-through only at 300 feet to 
permit Project use of access gate, but deter standing or work on axis of maximum visibility. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Incubation continues. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - Incubation continues - GHOW on nest. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - GHOW on nest 1340. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - GHOW lying on nest 0914. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - GHOW on nest, possibly one downy owlet under wing. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - GHOW brooding nestlings. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - Adult perched on edge of nest with wings spread over nest in protective posture. Nestlings not 
visible but presumed present. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - GHOW on nest at 0758. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - 3 large owlets with downy bodies and opening wing quills observed moving around on nest and 
exercising wing muscles. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Adult present at nest and 1 owlet visible on the nest. A second owlet showing primaries was 
perched in the branches about 6 feet above the nest. The third was owlet not visible, most likely obscured by 
foliage. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - Avian biologist was dispatched to the site to monitor the weekly status of this nest per the NBMMP. 
From a distance of 150 feet, 3 feathered fledglings and 1 adult Great Horned Owl were observed perched 4 trees 
away from the tree containing the nest. This nest has successfully fledged at least 3 fledgling owls, which are now 
capable of flight. This nest is now fledged and will therefore be closed. - JDicus

Yes

CORA Common Raven 010712_rrdd_02 CP31-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 1/7/2012 TBD 01/07/2012 - No indications of improvement or occupancy. No evidence of current use upon initial observation. - 
RRadd
01/12/2012 - No indications of improvement or occupancy. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No birds associating with this nest during 30 minute observation and no indicators of recent 
occupancy observed. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No change in activity status detected. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - CORA pair perched in nest area did not interact directly with nest. - RRadd
02/07/2012 - No change in activity at this nest. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - CORA pair continue to associate with this nest, but have not brought any new material. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - No changes in activity at this nest. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - No changes at this nest detected. CORA continue in area but do not approach this nest during 1 
hour observation. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - 2 CORA observed adding nesting material to nest interior, appeared to be paper or bark. Nest status 
changed to active and initial buffer set at 100 feet. - HWinfrey
03/20/2012 - CORA perched up away from nest. New materials in nest visible; various fibers and decorations 
woven into surrounding branches and some fallen to ground. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - CORA lying on nest from 0800 through 0815. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - CORA on nest at 0750. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - CORA on nest and mate nest-guarding at 1748. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - A raven was on the nest as the biologist approached the buffer, but took off almost immediately. 
While away from the nest, a water truck maneuvered, backed up the road and then drove forward, dispensing 
water. Within 10 minutes of this activity, the raven pair returned. Nestlings were heard vocalizing in the nest, and 
the adults fed them briefly. The adults took off again and the biologist decided to leave the area. - VEurs
04/25/2012 - Observed pair making a couple trips to nest with food, and nestling begging calls were heard when 
adults arrived. Adults observed leaving nest when vehicles pass through established buffer. - GHuffman
04/27/2012 - Avian biologist arrived on site before crews to observe Raven activity at nest during morning setup 
and prep for continuation of wire pulling activities. No agitated behavior was observed. Adult remained on nest 
during 45-minute observation period while crews drove through buffer area along access road and set up to 
commence work at distances of 60 feet and greater. Raven not visibly affected by construction activities, 
remained quiet in nest throughout. - JDicus

TBD
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CORA Common Raven 010712_rrdd_04 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 1/7/2012 TBD 01/07/2012 - RTHA perched in vicinity did not approach nest during initial 20-minute observation period. - 
KAlberts
01/12/2012 - No indications of nest improvement or change in activity level of this nest. - RRadd
01/19/2012 - No fresh material added and no potential occupants associating with nest. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No change in activity status detected. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - Fresh material added to nest, but no birds associating during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/06/2012 - Decorations in nest suggest ravens may be active on this nest, but no breeding bird activity detected 
during observation. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - No obvious changes in activity. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - Common Ravens are carrying material to this nest. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - Ownership of this nest is still not clear. RTHA perched nearby on cold windy day. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Material continues to be added to this nest. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - CORA carrying lining material to nest and forming cup. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - CORA pair perching near nest heavily decorated with trash, possibly from yard. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - Female lying on nest for duration of visit. Male perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - CORA on nest with second CORA perched nearby from 0630 to 0730. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - CORA lying in nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - An adult CORA was on the nest for the majority of the observation period. The pair was perched 
together on a snag about 20 feet from the nest for approximately 5 minutes. One raven flew away, and the 
second raven returned to settle on the nest. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Adult CORA on nest from 0755 to 0820. - VEurs

TBD

AMKE American Kestrel 010712_rrdd_07 CP31-2 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/7/2012 TBD 01/07/2012 - Kestrel pair observed copulating 4 times in 30 minutes (0900-0930) on wire adjacent to marker ball. 
Male appeared to attempt to coax female into cavity between copulations. Both birds flushed when observers 
approached within 300 feet, but female was later observed entering cavity (observed by Dicus / Loveless). - RRadd
01/11/2012 - Two pairs of AMKE frequently copulating in the nest vicinity; neither of which entered any cavities 
during a 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - AMKE pair copulating repeatedly and perched near, but did not enter cavity during 1-hour 
observation period. Unmated male present may be retarding nest progress. - RRadd
01/20/2012 - Buffer re-staked at 350 feet. AMKE pair observed away from nest site but not entering nest. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - AMKE pair observed copulating twice during 40 minute observation. Female emerged from cavity in 
marker ball, but male investigating monopole. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - No AMKE detected near nest during observation. Male kestrel observed 1000 feet NW of site did 
not approach nest. Unable to determine if female is incubating or absent. - RRadd
02/07/2012 - AMKE pair copulating at 0730, female flies to cavity and remains at entrance looking into nest from 
0735 to 0737, then returns to perch on adjacent wire. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - AMKE pair copulating and entering cavity 0802. Male in cavity 0818-0823. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Observations were made during a general avian/raptor nest survey. Female observed entering cavity 
at lowest arm of nearest monopole twice during survey. Male nearby also investigated same cavity in monopole. 
Not clear at this time whether pair is nesting in marker ball or monopole. - JDicus
02/20/2012 - Female AMKE observed hunting on territory then perching between marker ball and monopole. Not 
seen entering either, but subsequently not seen after. Incubating? - RRadd
03/01/2012 - Female AMKE appears after 1.5 hour observation. Male appears 15 minutes later and prolonged 
copulation ensues. Female investigates cavities on monopole arms, male goes to marker ball. Negotiations 
continue. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - After an hour of observation, male emerges from lower monopole arm, further suggesting this is 
the true nest location. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - AMKE pair continue to be active at marker ball. Female solicits food from male, suggesting 
incubation is in progress. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - AMKE pair adjacent to nest during 40 minutes of observation. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - Female observed circling monopole, then perching on east side of highway 67 for duration of visit. - 
HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - Male AMKE feeds female while both are perched on wire near monopole. Both remain perched 
from 0800 to 0830. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - No AMKE detections 1750-1820. - RRadd
04/19/2012  The kestrel pair flew in from the southeast  the male carrying prey  Both landed on the wire  and the 

TBD
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GHOW Great Horned Owl 011012_pkad_02 EP192-2-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 75 500 250 250 Fledged 1/10/2012 4/23/2012 01/10/2012 - No raptor activity in the area. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No raptors or other birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - No sign of raptors in area or recent activities at nest. - PKonrad
01/26/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on nest. Nest is too high to check for eggs. - PHoward
02/02/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. Daily periodic public and SRPL traffic along access road 75 feet 
east of nest tree. - PKonrad
02/24/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating. Daily periodic public and SRPL traffic along access road 75 feet east of 
nest tree. - PKonrad
03/01/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating. Periodic public and Sunrise traffic along access road 75 feet east of 
nest tree. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl observed brooding in nest (owl positioned higher than when incubating); 
nestling(s) could be about 10 days old. - PKonrad
03/15/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl standing on nest; downy nestling(s) below adult in nest. Daily periodic 
public and Sunrise traffic along access road 75 feet east of nest tree. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Adult upright on edge of nest next to 1, possibly 2, small downy nestlings. - PKonrad
03/27/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl on nest with 3 active medium-sized downy nestlings. Later, the adult was 
feeding nestlings and itself at 1400. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl on nest with 2 large partly feathered nestlings (another nestling may be out 
of sight). Campers active near nest tree. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl perched on branch 3 feet east of nest; 2 large nestlings are standing nearby 
on the east side of the nest. Nestlings are probably close to branching and fledging. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Greenstone entered buffer temporarily with 1 person to remove oil drippings from road by hand. 
Owl remained on nest and did not appear to notice this brief work activity. - VNovik
04/14/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl perched on branch above nest with 2 large downy nestlings standing on 
nest platform; 1 nestling took a flying leap to branch west of nest, flapping its wings after landing; returned to 
nest in flapping leap, walked to branch tip east of nest where adult relocated to, flapping and exercising its wings 
in the wind. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - 1 large nestling Great Horned Owl still in nest, but other nestling has apparently fledged and not 
observed at nest or in surrounding area, including the nest tree, nearby trees, on nearby boulders, or on the 
ground. Nestlings were near fledging 3 days ago, and the most active 1 appears to have fledged and moved out of 
the area since then. No adults observed in area. - PKonrad
04/23/2012  Second nestling appears to have fledged during the weekend; no sign of fledglings or adults in nest 

Yes

CORA Common Raven 011112_pkad_01 EP297-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 1/11/2012 TBD 01/11/2012 - No birds that could utilize this nest were observed in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No avian activity at or near nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area, but unusual additions to nest showing above bowl - a large dark gray 
football-sized form on south side and a larger basketball-sized white cotton-like substance that is located on the 
north side but can be seen from all sides. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area. Material in nest appears compacted in nest (not as fluffy or 
prominent as last week). - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No change at nest apparent; no hawks or ravens in area. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area; no apparent change in nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed; cotton-like nest contents described earlier appears to be pressed 
down into existing nest (by weather elements or animal activity). - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - No apparent change to nest and no raptors or ravens observed in the area. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed, and no change to nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Nest is large and well-built, but no raven or raptor has been observed at this site this year. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Nest looks good, but no sign of raptors or ravens in area during 30 minute observation period. - 
PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating on tower nest that has been built up since last week. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Adult Common raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - Raven incubating while another adult is flying between towers. - PKonrad

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 011112_pkad_03 EP331-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/11/2012 TBD 01/11/2012 - No bird activity observed in area by any species that could utilize this nest. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No bird activity observed at nest or in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area; no sign of activity at the nest. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area; no apparent changes to nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Adult male Red-tailed Hawk brought nesting material to nest and arranged material while standing 
on nest, while female soared low around nest tower. Female joined male at nest, then male began collecting nest 
material in the area and bringing them to the nest with female calling periodically. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Initially, an adult Red-tailed Hawk was standing on nest and was soon joined by joined by another 
adult Red-tailed Hawk that flew in from southwest. Soon thereafter 1 hawk dove to ground 150 feet north of nest, 
collected a small branch and flew up the north. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk initially soaring low near nest tower, then perched on tower a moment 
before flying to west in reaction to loud, fast off-road vehicle speeding down road 250 feet west of tower. Other 
similar off-road vehicles rampaging to north, immediately north of highway. About 45 minutes later, during return 
trip to highway (and after off-road group on south side of highway left the area), observed adult Red-tailed Hawk 
fly to nest, where it stood for a time. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - No hawks observed on nest or in area during 2 nest checks over a 1 hour period. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew into the nest from the south with long-tailed prey in talons, probably a 
Desert Iguana. Stood on nest a short time, then flew to Sunrise tower to northeast to perch on north cross arm. 
Eventually, hawk soared half-mile northwest and a half-mile southeast of nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - No hawks observed during a 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing over nest with wings partly open as if shading eggs from direct sun. - 
PKonrad
04/26/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad

TBD

CORA Common Raven 011112_pkad_05 EP350-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 1/11/2012 TBD 01/11/2012 - No raptor or raven activity in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No sign of bird activity in area or at nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No birds in area and no apparent activity at nest. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in the area. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks, owls, or ravens observed in the area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Nest unchanged; no ravens or raptors in area. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area; nest appears unchanged. Two pieces of equipment grading 
road and pad at neighboring EP349. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - A Common Raven was standing on the nest while another raven flew to the nest site and perched 
next to the nest. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - No ravens observed in area; nest in good shape. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - A raven was observed perched on the tower near the nest. It left when the avian biologist parked 
nearby to examine another nest in the area. It returned once and perched at the nest in the 45 minutes the 
biologist was there. It flew off again after this, but was not observed to land again. - LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest while another raven was flying and soaring nearby. - 
PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Incubating Common Raven barely discernible as it lies very low in the tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - A Common Raven is incubating on the tower nest, while a second raven is active around the nest 
tower. At 1 time, the second raven brought a small food item to the nest with the first raven standing and 
interacting at the nest, probably mate feeding. Incubating raven resumed incubating and other raven perched on 
opposite side of tower bridge. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - Raven incubating or brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad

TBD
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CORA Common Raven 011112_pkad_06 EP353-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 1/11/2012 TBD 01/11/2012 - No ravens observed in the area. Nest is in poor condition. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area, but nest appears to be built up somewhat with an unusual piece of 
material on top. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No birds in area; nest looks inactive. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No raptors or ravens near nest. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - Nest looks unchanged and unused, but 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk is perched in this nest tower 60 feet 
below nest. (This hawk could be associated with the 2011 hawk nest on next tower to southeast, or it could be a 
wintering hawk.) - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Nest unchanged; no ravens observed in area; 1 hawk perched in top of neighboring tower with 2011 
Red-tailed Hawk nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - No sign of change to former raven nest. No ravens observed in area; Red-tailed Hawks are using the 
nest in the next tower to the south. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Nest looks unchanged; no ravens observed in area; but Red-tailed Hawks are nesting in adjacent 
tower to southeast. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Nest continues to exhibit poor condition with no ravens or raptors in area. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Nest looks unchanged; no birds observed in area; although Red-tailed Hawks are present where they 
are nesting in adjacent tower to the southeast. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - No ravens in area, no raptors near nest; nest unchanged and unused. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - No birds near unchanged, unused nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area, but a nest survey crew that worked in the area yesterday, including E. 
Strods, observed a raven fly from the vicinity of the tower nest, but did not see if it came from the nest or near it. 
Strods also reported a few sticks placed in the northeast side of the new Sunrise tower EP252 (2 sticks can easily 
be seen today). Hence, these sites will be monitored closely in coming weeks. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - Adult raven observed on nest shading/incubating for approximately 20 minutes. Did not react to 
vehicle traffic along SWPL access road. - IMaunsell
04/26/2012 - No ravens observed at or near nest or broad surrounding region. - An hour later, a raven was 
perched on the top of the nest tower on the side opposite of the nest for about 5 minutes, then flew south. About 
5 minutes later, an adult Red-tailed Hawk, probably an adult from the hawk nest at the neighboring tower to the 
southeast, flew low to the west of this 'raven tower,' then north, apparently hunting but possibly a territorial 
flight. - PKonrad

TBD

CORA Common Raven 011112_pkad_07 EP358-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 1/11/2012 TBD 01/11/2012 - No birds that could potentially utilize this nest were in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - No activity at nest and no ravens observed during avian survey. - MKuehn
01/27/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No apparent activity at nest and no whitewash below nest tower, but a pair of Common Ravens is 
perched on the next SWPL tower northwest of nest tower. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Nest unchanged; no ravens or raptors in area during initial nest check, but during second 'drive-by', 
2 ravens present, 1 on ground beneath nest and 1 perched nearby in tower 8 feet above ground. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens in area, and no apparent change at the nest. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - A Common Raven is in incubating position on the nest with a second raven perched nearby, midway 
along the crossarm. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Common Raven is incubating on tower nest; another adult perched and preened on low part of 
SWPL tower to northwest. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Common Raven is incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven is incubating on its tower nest with a second adult perched on the northeast side of 
the bridge, near the nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - No adult Common Raven at the nest, but 1 adult raven is perched on the top of the Sunrise tower to 
the north. Nestlings are probably lying low in the nest, unseen. - PKonrad

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 011312_rrdd_02 CP59-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/13/2012 TBD 01/13/2012 - RTHA perched near nest did not interact directly during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No raptors present during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA perched adjacent to nest but no new material visible. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - RTHA perched adjacent to nest for duration of observation. No new material visible. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA perched near nest but not at nest, which shows no sign of recent additions. Sycamore 
beginning to leaf out. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - RTHA present at nest, drying out following a wet night. No visible changes to nest. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - RTHA standing at nest 0709, mate nearby. Changed status to active 20 February. This pair is well-
acclimated to traffic and nearby mechanized farming activity. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - RTHA standing adjacent to nest, drying out from recent rain. Nest appears to contain fresh greens. - 
RRadd
03/14/2012 - RTHA perched under nest for duration of 30 minute observation did not appear concerned by 
traffic. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No RTHA observed near nest during brief drive-by observation. - IMaunsell
03/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which remains in good condition. 2 RTHAs observed soaring 1000 feet 
directly above nest. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - RTHA perched near nest from 0930 to 1000 remained in area despite being harassed by a pair of 
Cassin's Kingbirds. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA perched adjacent to nest, but no bird visible in cup. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - RTHA carries stick to nest at 1114 and arranges into place. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No visible activity at this nest following night of rainfall. Adult female RTHA perched on territory. - 
RRadd
05/01/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 20-minute observation is very low in nest and hard to see. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 011412_bald_01 Alpine Underground - 
Bauer Bridge

Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Grading 53 100 50 50 Fledged 1/14/2012 2/21/2012 01/14/2012 - Nest found by bio-monitor Rod Haller, recorded by Brian Arnold and Ryan Abe. Arnold and Abe 
observed female on nest for about 30 minutes during construction activity, bird left for several minutes, returned 
to nest and immediately sat down, all indicative of an undisturbed bird incubating eggs. - BArnold
01/18/2012 - ANHU female observed at top of nest tree sunning and preening from 1500 - 1505. Nest not found. - 
RRadd
01/19/2012 - ANHU was not on nest upon initial observation, but return to nest within 10 minutes to incubate. - 
BArnold
01/28/2012 - Female ANHU feeding two young at 0712; short bills visible above rim of nest cup. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - Two young are large, downy and acquiring pin feathers. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - 2 nestlings are well feathered and fill the nest. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - 1 large nestling remains in nest and is anticipated to fledge tomorrow 18 February. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Female feeding recent fledgling on branch of coast live oak tree approximately 20 feet from nest 
location. - IMaunsell

Yes

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 011812_pkad_02 EP119-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/18/2012 TBD 01/18/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched near new nest after male brought branch to nest. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - One hawk was observed bringing nesting material to the nest, while the other perched in the host 
tree. Multiple trips were observed to the nest. - KAlberts
01/31/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks low in flight south of nest, then soared directly above nest to height of 
1,200 feet. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - 0730 to 1030. Adult hawk perched in nest tree approximately 10 feet from nest at 0740. Adults 
observed in area throughout bird nesting survey period but did not go to nest. An adult was observed tearing 
apart prey at inactive 2011 stick nest 6002310. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk hovering/hunting above grassland 200 feet south of nest; flew to west, 
where a second hawk flew from a perch on the hillside to join in flight. No association with nest observed. - 
PKonrad
02/14/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched on pole 1/4 mile southeast of nest. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks initially observed soaring south of nest site. Natural conditions; micropile 
drilling and K-Max deliveries at EP119 about 420 feet west-northwest. During subsequent Great Horned Owl nest 
check, Red-tailed Hawk was observed incubating in nest from hilltop above nest from location south of EP119 
TSAP - PKonrad
03/01/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk brooding on nest. [Biomonitor Mark Bahn reported 1 adult hawk feeding 
newly hatched nestlings a week ago on 2/24/2012.] - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - A hawk is lying on the nest, presumably brooding. Micropile work at EP118 to south, including 
helicopter deliveries. - PKonrad
03/15/2012 - Observed nest during portion of sound wall removal activities. Hiked to elevated vantage point 
along ridgeline to west and observed adult Red-tailed Hawk lying on nest facing northwest for 20 minute 
observation period. Second adult returns to rim of nest from north for nest exchange. Initial adult carefully stood 
up from inside nest and lowered wings while stepping up onto rim of nest, then flew off to south while second 
adult immediately and carefully settled down into nest in same position facing northwest. No eggs or nestlings 
visible from observation point and no other activity was observed. Presume nest to be in incubating/brooding 
stage based on today's observations and the care with which both adults entered/exited the inner portion of the 
nest. - JDicus
03/20/2012 - No adults observed, but looks like a medium-sized nestling with tan down and erupting feathers 
lying in sun on nest platform. - PKonrad
03/27/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk lying on nest, apparently brooding. Regular helicopter noise 1200 feet away 
from EP120. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Can see 2 medium-sized downy Red-tailed Hawks in nest (there may be more) and 1 adult perched 
on a rock on the hilltop 1/4 mile southwest of nest   PKonrad

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 011912_imll_02 EP255-2-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 71 500 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 1/19/2012 3/5/2012 01/19/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material to the nest in the morning by the avian biologist in a 
helicopter conducting a sweep of the Sunrise transmission line. Fresh material, potentially grass, is visible on top 
of nest. - IMaunsell
01/24/2012 - No hawks observed near this site, but 1 Red-tailed Hawk flew to the nest at the neighboring tower 
where a pair raised 2 fledglings in 2011. No indication of nest building apparent from ground-level observation 
locations. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - Several new thin branches can be seen added to the top of the existing old raven nest. An adult Red-
tail was observed making an unsuccessful predatory strike on unidentified prey animal on ground between 2 
'nest' towers, then flew to soar above mountain to the west. (Historic 2011 Red-tailed Hawk tower nest to north 
was visited by an adult hawk during observations 4 days ago.) Micropile drilling and occasional helicopter 
deliveries 1,050 feet west of this nest at EP254. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - Thin branches built up loosely where an inactive raptor nest was removed from SWPL tower 50183 
per SDG&E reliability and maintenance practices. The location of the nest was determined to be a potential 
reliability threat by a TCM inspection. Ron Freeman, SDG&E Environmental Services, contacted Dave Mayer 
(CDFG) and Lisa Nichols (USFWS) to notify them of this activity. The nest removal was not affiliated with the 
Sunrise Powerlink Project. - KAlberts
 - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - No hawks observed in area; appears a few new thin branches have been added to small 'starter' 
nest. (2011 nest in neighboring tower has been built up quite a bit during the past week.) - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - No apparent activity at small partial nest. A hawk visited the nearby 2011 nest, and that nest may 
now be the preferred active nest; at this time it appears this site may be inactive by definition, but will confirm in 
the coming weeks before making a conclusive decision. - PKonrad
02/20/2012 - Nest unchanged; remains a small nest where hawks began building a new nest, but have not 
attended in 2-plus weeks. In the meantime, the nest in the next tower to the north (SWPL tower 214) has been 
built up and occupied, with a pair of hawks in attendance with 1 of these incubating. It appears this nest has been 
abandoned and is now inactive, and the neighboring hawk nest site is now active. Nest buffer signs removed. - 
PKonrad
02/27/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area. Partial nest appears unchanged. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - No raptors or ravens in area. Nest unchanged for several weeks; appears hawks changed interest to 
nest site closer to EP256. - closed. - PKonrad

No

GHOW Great Horned Owl 012312_rrdd_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 350 500 70 70 Fledged 1/23/2012 4/13/2012 01/23/2012 - Reports and photographic evidence indicate GHOW is incubating 3 eggs. Bird did not flush on this 
cold rainy morning during 2 hours of observation. Buffer established at 200 feet based on communication with 
Avian Team leads, and that bird tolerated light foot and vehicle traffic in close proximity to nest structure. 
Substation construction management indicate work is scheduled to occur on eye-level with this nest and higher. 
Observations and comments from yard monitor (Clay Schudy) suggest owl is undisturbed by pass-through traffic 
inside buffer. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - GHOW Female remains on nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - GHOW remains incubating on nest. - RRadd
02/09/2012 - GHOW female on nest 1327. Biomonitor reports no changes in behavior. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Incubation continues uninterrupted. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - Incubation continues. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - GHOW sitting tight. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - GHOW sitting higher on nest. Biomonitor reports seeing one hatched young late in the morning. - 
RRadd
03/12/2012 - One large nestling visible with adult. Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports female off nest mid-morning 
revealing 3 owlets. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - GHOW with 3 nestlings. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - Three owlets still in down. One adult in nest. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest at 0851. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Two nestlings have fledged. Observed and photo-documented on the ground in the substation on 3 
and 4 April, as they attempted to fly over the substation fence on 4 April, and in low shrubs outside the substation 
on 5 April. Third nestling remains in nest. - BArnold
04/10/2012 - One nestling continues. - RRadd
04/10/2012 - Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports that 1 nestling is still present in the A-frame. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - Third nestling fledged from A-frame nest today. Was in A-frame yesterday, 11 April 12. Fledgling 
remained in southwest corner of the substation for the day. There is no further owl activity associated with the A-
frame. A 'temporary ' 100-foot buffer was established around the southwest corner where the fledgling is 
temporarily located. - BArnold
04/13/2012 - On 4/12/12, biomonitor observed last fledgling outside of construction yard. Nest is closed. - 
HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Last of the 3 fledglings left the A-frame nest on 12 April 2012. This fledgling stayed within the 
fenced substation for the night, and flew over the fence today, 13 April 2012. - BArnold

Yes
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 012312_rrdd_02 CP11-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 0 500 500 500 Nest did not reach active stage 1/23/2012 2/18/2012 01/23/2012 - RTHAs have been bringing fresh greens at regular intervals during ongoing construction at CP11. No 
construction activity observed today, but location directly under ROW means this nest could potentially be 
impacted by wire-stringing operations and helicopter activity. - RRadd
01/25/2012 - A single Red-tailed Hawk was perched on top of 69 KV pole above nest when I arrived. It remained 
there for 5 minutes and then flew away out of sight. No hawks were observed for the remaining 20 minutes I was 
at the site. - EMorgan
01/26/2012 - Avian biologist supervised all installation of owl decoy in nest with the intent of deterring the pair of 
hawks from continuing nesting at this site. The crew was advised that the nest should not be damaged, removed, 
or destroyed. Nest monitored from 1205-1230 prior to installation. 1 hawk perched above nest and another 
soared overhead. 2 crewmen climbed the pole; photographed nest contents. No eggs or young were present. 
Crew installed owl on the nest with wire. Once installed, deterrent was photographed on the nest. Installation 
completed without destroying or removing nest. 2-4 sticks dislodged during installation. Nest was monitored from 
1245-1330. The pair quickly returned and dive bombed deterrent for ~40 minutes, occasionally striking it with 
talons. Pair briefly halted to courtship display before continuing aggressive behavior. ~1330 pair retreated to 
perches ~1000 from the nest. Closed due to inability for the pair to use site due to the deterrent being in the nest. 
- IMaunsell
01/26/2012 - RTHA pair engaged in screaming dive bomb attacks on plastic owl wired in to center of nest by 
Sunrise construction personnel for most of the duration of this 30-minute observation. Occasional strikes by 
hawks on the owl could be heard up to 650 feet away. - RRadd
01/27/2012 - Nest did not reach active stage (i.e., containing eggs or young) due to owl decoy placed in nest as a 
deterrent prior to egg laying. The intent is to remove the decoy once work is completed in the area. Wire-stringing 
operations will be monitored by an avian biologist at this location to assess any nesting activity. The nest will 
continue to be monitored for avian activity after construction is completed, and the status may then be re-
opened and changed to inactive or active, as appropriate. - KAlberts
02/09/2012 - Plastic owl now faces forward as nest appears to be losing integrity. Considerable debris on ground 
below. No RTHA detected within 4000 foot radius during 90 minute observation. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Pole is being monitored for potential nesting activity prior to removal of owl decoy. Between 1325 
and 1450, a pair of American Kestrels (or 1 of the adults from the pair) were observed perching on the top of the 
pole containing the owl decoy. The pair was observed copulating at 1345 and 1425, and each bird looked once 
into the cavity at the base of the top tower arm. Neither adult entered the cavity; apparently they are not 
incubating eggs at this point. - MDicus
02/18/2012 - The avian monitor monitored the nest pole prior to crew arrival. A pair of European Starlings was 
observed on the pole. One of the starlings entered the cavity at the base of the tower arm and pulled out a piece 
of plant material  The pair departed prior to the crew's arrival  The only raptor activity observed in the area was a 

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 012412_rrdd_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Scrubs TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/24/2012 TBD 01/24/2012 - RTHA pair carrying sticks to nest. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - Large amount of green material in nest but no RTHA observed. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA carrying small item to nest 0906. Unable to determine if item is decoration or prey. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - RTHA present away from nest, drying out following a wet night. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - RTHA pair copulating 0809, tearing bark strips and carrying sticks to nest 0814. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - Cold with 100% overcast, no RTHA detected, but nest is obscured. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - No RTHA observed at this nest, which is difficult to see into due to height. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No RTHA was observed near the nest during brief drive-by observation. Nest appears intact after 
storm. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - RTHA on nest not observed but likely incubating, just out of view; mate on territory. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - RTHA sitting upright within well-concealed nest, unable to determine if bird was rearranging eggs or 
feeding nestlings. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - RTHA observed in nest from 0915 to 0945. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation on rainy morning. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - RTHA comes to nest at 1041 and interacts with hatched young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No activity visible in nest observed after night of rainfall. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Two nestlings observed occasionally stretching partially feathered wings at 1051, still mostly white. - 
RRadd

TBD
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AMKE American Kestrel 012712_rrdd_01 TL 6924 - 171694 69kV Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/27/2012 TBD 01/27/2012 - AMKE pair perched together at top of monopole for duration of 45 minutes of observation, female 
enters cavity repeatedly from  0812- 0815. No construction activities occurring at the time. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - RTHA perched at monopole and AMKE did not approach during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/09/2012 - AMKE pair copulating atop this pole at 0727 and 0820. Female subsequently entered cavity for 
approximately 2 minutes, and again from 0937-0939. Male perched on top of pole throughout. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - No change in activity observed during 15 minute observation on cold rainy day. RTHA perched on 
nest structure. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - AMKE pair copulating on this monopole 0740, and remain through 0755. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair copulate on pole 0717, male defends cavity against EUST intrusion. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - No AMKE detected during 2x20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - No activity observed at this pole during 4 hour survey period on 5 March, nor during 5 hour survey 
period in general area plus one hour focused observation period on 6 March, nor during 30 minute focused 
observation period on 7 March. Recommend characterizing this as Inactive and continue to monitor. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE male on tower, nest guarding and foraging. Female appears and solicits copulation at 1555. 
Male enters cavity briefly. Female solicits and the pair copulate again at 1610. Female enters cavity. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation under cool and wet conditions. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - The pair was observed at the cavity on and off all morning. Both male and female entered the 
cavity, a total of about 5 times. Each time one entered, begging sounds were heard from inside the cavity. The 
pair was also observed copulating on top of the pole once. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Adult female was observed perching atop nest pole and chasing a nearby Red-tailed Hawk; no male 
in sight. 1 hour later, both adults were perched on pole; vocalizations were heard from the nest area while the 
female leaned over for several minutes, watching the base of the west arm. - MDicus
04/06/2012 - Kestrel pair arrived at pole around 1435, the male carrying a prey item. Both sat atop the pole 
eating for a short period. The male then entered the nest cavity, but it wasn't clear if he took food in, as well. 
Female continued to perch on pole. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - No AMKE activity after an hour of observation. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - The female was quietly perched on a rung just below the nest cavity for about 30 minutes. She 
looked very damp. When a European Starling landed on the upper arm of the pole, the female kestrel made brief 
vocalizations and chased off the starling. Shortly after this, she entered the nest cavity and remained there 
through the end of the observation period (another 15-20 minutes). The male kestrel was not seen during this 
time. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - About 20 minutes after the start of observations, the male kestrel flew in from the north carrying 
prey. He landed atop the monopole and the female arrived from the west. She took the prey from him and 
perched partially within the bracket  where she could be seen feeding the nestlings (although nestlings were not 

TBD

AMKE American Kestrel 012712_rrdd_02 TL 6924 - 171687 69kV Structure Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 500 150 115 Indeterminate 1/27/2012 4/26/2012 01/27/2012 - Bio-monitor (G. Huffman) observed AMKE copulating on adjacent pole and entering cavity on steel 
monopole at 0900. - RRadd
01/27/2012 - Observed pair while bio-monitoring over a span of 9 hours on multiple occasions copulating and 
female entering cavity.  Nearest construction activities occurred at 350 feet, and the pair appeared undisturbed. - 
GHuffman
01/30/2012 - No AMKE observed at this nest site during work activities. AMKE female observed flying around 
helicopter at CP3 at approximate 300-foot radius at 1035, then away from site. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - Female AMKE remained 500-1,000 feet away from cavity throughout 30 minute observation. 
Personnel walked repeatedly through buffer to conduct BMP maintenance and within 25 feet of pole. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - Buffer stakes repositioned at 150 feet. - RRadd
02/09/2012 - Biomonitors report AMKE on nest pole several time this morning. No AMKE detected from 1340-
1420. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - 1030 to 1100: Kestrels observed copulating and perched together on adjacent poles within 30 to 50 
feet of nest cavity. - GHuffman
02/13/2012 - Biomonitor reports vigorous pair defense against interloper AMKE this morning. Male-only detected 
during afternoon observation. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair copulate on monopole 1226 and remain. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - Male nest-guarding, no female seen. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - AMKE pair on wood pole adjacent, copulate at 1058 and 1107. Female stays off nest for 20 minutes 
of observation. - RRadd
03/09/2012 - Pair observed copulating on monopole near nest. Pair actively defended area around nest. Both 
birds seen entering nest location but left nest unattended for long periods. They do not appear to be incubating. - 
TCooper
03/12/2012 - Male foraging around territory, female not observed. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation. Showery and cold. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - AMKE in area observed flying and foraging, but no activity near cavity. Starlings building nest in 
same pole. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed at nest. 2 AMKEs foraging in area. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Male AMKE appears to be nest guarding, subsequently catches lizard. Female begs then takes prey 
and carries to wood pole adjacent to nest, but is reluctant to enter and caches prey on pole, apparently in 
response to observer outside buffer. Observer moves to 250 and female moves to next wood pole and preens. 
Existing buffer may not be adequate if construction is imminent. - RRadd
04/18/2012 - No activity observed over a 45-minute period. - BArnold
04/25/2012  No AMKE activity at pole after 60 minutes of observation  AMKE vocalizations heard downslope to 

N/A
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 013012_pkad_01 EP248-1-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/30/2012 TBD 01/30/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk flew from the nest and the pair soared to the northwest. The hawk was not 
observed incubating, but the observer may have missed that opportunity while writing field notes and 
approaching the nest. - PKonrad
01/31/2012 - Pair is actively nest building, bringing sticks to nest every 5 or 10 minutes - until K-max helicopter 
visited site 1 mile west, when pair perched in Sunrise tower and remained for 15 minutes after helicopter left, 
occasionally preening. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched high in nest tower. - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - No hawks observed at nest or in area during a windy period (30 minutes). - PKonrad
02/20/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk brought nesting material to nest 3 times during 40 minute observation 
period. - PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Observed nest site for 40 minutes; after 30 minutes an adult Red-tailed Hawk soared low overhead 
in strong wind, then soared out of sight to the northwest. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk initially standing on nest, then lying on nest incubating. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk has initiated incubating at this tower nest. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest; another adult soaring west of nest site, then perched on 
tower EP246. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating; eggs should be hatching soon. - PKonrad
04/13/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating soon stood up in nest and began feeding on a snake. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - M. Alfaro reported on 4/17/2012 helicopter flights in the area were constant and regular. An adult 
RTHA was incubating/brooding in the morning and clearly lying in the nest during work activities. However, during 
late morning and through the afternoon, the hawk was observed standing at the nest or on a metal beam 
immediately adjacent to the nest (potentially shading). Hawk looked in the nest throughout the day. The second 
adult was observed flying to nest every few hours; however, no exchange of food items was observed. In the 
evening, both adults flew away from the nest and continued until completely out of sight. After approximately 15 
minutes, 1 adult returned to the nest, again standing in the nest. Later in the evening, both adults flew away again 
for about 15 minutes. When the monitor left at approximately 1830, 1 adult was back at the nest, standing, not 
brooding. - IMaunsell
04/20/2012 - Pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks standing on rim of nest; when 1 hawk takes flight, the remaining 
adult begins feeding at least 1 small downy nestling. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was standing on the nest feeding 2 medium-sized downy nestlings. - 
PKonrad

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 013112_dbby_02 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 80 80 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

1/31/2012 2/13/2012 01/31/2012 - Observed at least 2 Bushtits carrying nest material to a partly constructed nest on south side of live 
oak tree. Birds don't seem disturbed by avian biologist standing below nest. - PKonrad
02/01/2012 - More permanent ESA buffer signs installed. - KWeber
02/01/2012 - Observed at least 2 Bushtits carrying nest material to a partially constructed nest on the south side 
of a coast live oak. Nest approximately 25% complete, as entire nest skeleton is complete, but can still be seen 
through. Nest building activity at nest is sporadic. Individuals don't seem disturbed by my presence standing 
below nest. 100-foot buffer flagged at east side of cleaned site with temporary orange flagging. More permanent 
signage will be installed. - KAlberts
02/06/2012 - Pair active around described nest site for 10 minutes, foraged in area near ground another 5 
minutes, then left to southeast. No other observations during an additional 40 minutes. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - Nest is approximately 45% built. Distance to tower site (limit of vegetation clearance) where straw 
wattle is placed is 25 feet.  Distance to leg B anchor point is 145 feet. Distance to leg A anchor point is 85 feet. 
Avian biologist observed over a dozen trips to nest by pair carrying nest material. Nest building/nest 
improvements were being made inside the nest and around nest entrance at top east side of pendulous nest. Nest 
is now taking shape, with entrance obvious when viewed from east, but is still thin enough to allow sunlight to 
pass through in several places. Pair was most active early in the morning, making far less frequent trips to nest by 
9:15. Pair was tolerant of approach to within 25 feet. - JDicus
02/13/2012 - Nest appears to be physically disfigured. The nest was seen dangling in wind, and part of it torn off. 
It appeared to be 90% complete based on remaining shape and amount of nest material left. No Bushtits were 
seen or heard during the 45 minute observation period. Photos available to show current condition of nest. - AHill
02/15/2012 - West side of mostly completed nest has been torn out; probable predation. No Bushtits observed or 
heard during 30 minute observation period  in area. - PKonrad
02/15/2012 - No activity was observed at nest over an hour. Nest is unchanged since 2/13/2012, when it was first 
observed to be inactive. The birds are not refurbishing nest and not re-using material. The pair was not seen or 
heard. Buffer signs were removed and nest is now closed due to failure. Nest appears to have failed due to an 
animal dismantling the nest to obtain the contents, and not due to Sunrise work activities. - AHill
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 013112_phrd_02 GS-NF-20 Pad Areas-Work Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/31/2012 TBD 01/31/2012 - A Red-tailed Hawk was seen flushing from an area near the nest multiple times during the survey. 
The pair was seen flying over the nest with nest material, with the intent of adding material to this nest, but 
helicopter operations or other activity may have altered that regime. No raptors were seen in the nest proper. - 
PHoward
02/01/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was seen soaring just east of the nest site. No nest visits were observed 
during 40-minute observation period. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - No sign of activity at nest and no hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
02/08/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched in tree 150 feet northwest of nest. Hawks unconcerned about light 
traffic on Sunrise access road 600 feet south of nest and regular low helicopter flights within 1000 feet. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - Observed the pair copulate in nearby bare tree and bring nesting material on 2 occasions. Observed 
these behaviors from near EP56 guard structure at 500 feet. - AHill
02/13/2012 - Observed pair perched on nearby tree together. Soaring in area. Pair is still attending to nest. - AHill
02/14/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk on nest, either standing low on nest or, more likely, lying on nest during initial 
observation. During return visit, no hawks at nest or observed in area. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Cannot see a hawk on nest during concerted effort to ascertain a hawk is/is not incubating yet. No 
hawks observed near nest, but 1 adult Red-tail perched on pole 1,800 feet north of nest. - PKonrad
02/29/2012 - Observed nest exchange at 1110. Pair is incubating. - AHill
03/08/2012 - Observed adult on nest incubating and mate perched nearby on tree. - AHill
03/09/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating, mostly on west portion of nest. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Observed nest exchange at 1500. - AHill
03/16/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - A Red-tailed Hawk was seen flying/hovering within 500 feet of the tree with the nest in it. Later in 
the afternoon around 1540, a Red-tailed Hawk flew to the cluster of eucalyptus trees and made a call. Moments 
later, a Red-tailed Hawk was seen flying out of the back of the cluster of eucalyptus trees. No other activity was 
observed. It is not clear if the pair is still incubating, and will continue to monitor to ascertain status. - LThoreson
03/23/2012 - No hawks observed at nest during nest checks during 1 hour period. An adult Red-tailed Hawk was 
observed soaring in area to far north and near southeast. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Observed a nest exchange between adults. Previously incubating adult flew off away from nest. - 
AHill
04/02/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tree nest. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on east side of nest facing 2 downy nestlings, aged 10 days to 2 
weeks (may be more nestlings). - PKonrad
04/24/2012  Adult Red tailed Hawk standing in nest with at least 2 medium sized downy nestlings   PKonrad

TBD

CACW Cactus Wren 020112_rrdd_01 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 200 100 100 100 Satellite nest 2/1/2012 4/19/2012 02/01/2012 - Fresh nest with small tight entrance and CACW pair in attendance, but not observed entering nest. - 
RRadd
02/06/2012 - Nest looks well tended, though CACW pair together 300 feet west. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Nest shows signs of maintenance, but no CACW detected. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Nest appears maintained, but no CACW detected today. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - No change in activity observed. Biomonitor reports CACW carrying nest material. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - No CACW detected on cold rainy day. Biomonitor reports consistent activity across this territory. - 
RRadd
03/05/2012 - Nest remains intact and kempt. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - Nest appears maintained, with freshly manicured entrance. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest looks well-maintained, but no CACW detected on cold windy day. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest. CACW calling 500 feet west of nest. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - 2 CACWs observed in area from 0630 to 0730. These birds did not approach nest. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - At start of observation, CACW heard calling 100-150 feet from nests. At 1345, an adult perched on 
cactus between the 2 nests before flying off to the north. At 1420, wren gave vocalizations briefly near the nests. 
At 1426, adult CACW entered upper nest. Wren never directly approached this nest during 70-minute observation 
period. - VEurs
04/19/2012 - It has been determined that this is a satellite nest for this CACW pair, as both adults were seen 
taking food into the upper nest. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Changed status from "closed" to "inactive" because it is possible this nest may be utilized as a roost 
for adults or fledglings, or for a second clutch later in the season. No activity at this nest today. - VEurs

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 020212_mkhn_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Other 22 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/2/2012 2/21/2012 02/02/2012 - Adults made several trips to nest with material. Nest is approximately 40% complete. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete. BUSH making occasional trips to nest. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Bird at nest, undisturbed by PAR personnel at gate. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Nest appears complete and intact following storm. No BUSH activity detected. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Nest is torn apart consistent with predation. Nesting chronology shows that eggs were present at 
the time of predation. Closed and buffer removed. - RRadd
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 020212_mkhn_03 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 32 100 100 100 Indeterminate 2/2/2012 3/8/2012 02/02/2012 - Nesting stage uncertain. Female went to the nest 6+ times and was on nest for 1-2 minutes per visit. 
Female observed collecting spider silk at least once. Nest rim looks completely formed, but could not view nest 
contents. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Did not locate. The only nest located at the presumed location appears to be an old goldfinch or 
vireo nest consisting of fibers. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Activity (project personnel standing at gate, talking to visitors) and through traffic did not flush 
female from nest.  Observed female ANHU on nest for 20-minute observation period, then female flew to road 
edge to nectar on tree tobacco (Nicotiana glauca) and returned immediately to nest. - JDicus
02/21/2012 - ANHU on nest, flushes in response to WESJ presence, ignores traffic. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Female ANHU approaches nest and perches close to, but does not alight on it during 20 minute 
observation. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - During 15-minute observation period, no activity observed at the nest. No nestlings in the nest; no 
adult or fledglings observed in the vicinity. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - No detections at this nest, which appears abandoned. - RRadd

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 020212_phrd_01 CP73-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 2/2/2012 2/6/2012 02/02/2012 - Nest has two fully feathered chicks ready to fledge in next few days. Female seen feeding young. - 
PHoward
02/08/2012 - The nest is intact and empty. It is presumed the nestlings fledged. - MDicus

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 020312_rrdd_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 50 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/3/2012 4/13/2012 02/03/2012 - BUSH pair actively building nest, approximately 50% complete, with numerous trips during 30 
minute observation. Nest is partially visually screened from pull site by adjacent chaparral whitethorn (Ceanothus 
leucodermis). BUSH absent from nest during helicopter operations. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Nest appears 90% complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - Nest intact following recent storms. BUSH pair observed away from nest, did not approach this site 
during observation. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - Adult seen bringing lining material to nest. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears stout, well insulated and complete, with a tidy entrance facing north. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest remains in fine condition, no BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest appears intact. No bushtit  observed at nest. Nest monitored 30 minutes 840 -910. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - One bushtit observed entering and exiting nest. stayed inside nest for 10-15 minutes and outside of 
nest for 2-5 minutes, three times during observation - ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Female observed exiting nest. Monitoring was stopped due to Western Scrub-jay in area. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest after 10 minutes of observation. Nest monitoring was ended due to 
occupation of Western Scrub-jays in immediate area. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting and entering nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to 15 minutes due to 
occupation of Western Scrub-Jays in immediate area. Minor damage at bottom of nest is likely due to major storm 
event over last two days. - RAbe
03/29/2012 - No activity observed in 5 minutes of observation. Visit curtailed by WESJ activity in area. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0710 to 0740. Nest appears in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest has been destroyed by unknown cause, presumably weather influenced. - RRadd

No

CATH California Thrasher 020312_rrdd_02 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 115 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/3/2012 3/13/2012 02/03/2012 - No birds seen at nest, but appears fresh and under construction. WESJ pair alarming at observer at 
100 feet. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Deep basket of twigs with partial lining of finer material. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - CATH observed carrying nest materials to this site. Pair at this site for duration of 20 minute 
observation. No WESJ detected. Changed species to California Thrasher. - RRadd
02/24/2012 - Nest in good condition with well woven grass lining and appears complete. No birds observed 
visiting nest, although CATH heard singing in immediate vicinity following vehicle traffic and parking 150 south of 
nest within the pullsite. Pair potentially egg laying. - IMaunsell
02/29/2012 - Nest in fine condition. CATH singing intermittently nearby but not at nest. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears complete and sound. No occupants detected, CATH singing nearby. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest is in good shape. No CATH near nest, though heard signing in area and observed flying over 
shrub once. Two Scrub-jays were observed on shrub and in area. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - Thrasher was observed near nest but not at the nest. Nest appears to be in good condition - 
ELoveless
03/13/2012 - Observed nest over 3 days for activity on 3/10, 3/12 and 3/13. Birds have not been observed at this 
nest or within proximity. Nest has been monitored for a minimum of a few hours each day at varying distances. 
Conclusion reached that nest is no longer active. - GHuffman

No

CATH California Thrasher 020312_rrdd_03 CP55/CP56-1 PS-N Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/3/2012 3/6/2012 02/03/2012 - CATH giving alarm calls from this thicket, but not observed on nest. Nest should be monitored again 
to verify current activity. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Appears to have some material added, but progress is slow. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - No change in activity detected. Recent storms are delaying breeding activity. - RRadd
02/29/2012 - Nest is unimproved and deteriorating. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest is no longer viable. Closed. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 020312_rrdd_04 CP55/CP56-1 PS-N Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 100 100 Indeterminate 2/3/2012 3/6/2012 02/03/2012 - BUSH pair making trips at 5 minute intervals, building nest. Flushed from observer at edge of AR, 
but returned when observer was within 50 feet and within 100 feet with noise. Nest is candidate for drive-
through buffer, due to exhibited resilience to helicopter activity and intermittent AR activity. No indications of any 
recent BMP activity within 100 feet. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Exterior of nest appears substantially complete. BUSH are wary, but continue to make occasional 
trips carrying material. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - R. Radd observed exterior of nest that appeared substantially complete. BUSH are wary, but 
continue to make occasional trips carrying material. - KAlberts
02/16/2012 - Nest is intact following recent storms, but no BUSH observed. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - R. Radd reported nest is intact following recent storms, but no BUSH observed. - KAlberts
02/29/2012 - R. Radd observed nest in fine condition looks near complete. BUSH nearby in foraging flock did not 
associate with nest. - KAlberts
02/29/2012 - Nest in fine condition looks near complete. BUSH nearby in foraging flock did not associate with 
nest. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - R. Radd observed BUSH pair making trips at 5 minute intervals, building nest. Flushed from observer 
at edge of AR, but returned when observer was within 50 feet and within 100 feet with noise. Nest is candidate 
for drive-through buffer, due to exhibited resilience to helicopter activity and intermittent AR activity. No 
indications of any recent BMP activity within 100 feet. - KAlberts
03/06/2012 - Nest destroyed by unknown cause. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - R. Radd reported that the nest was destroyed by an unknown cause. - KAlberts

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 020312_rrdd_05 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/3/2012 3/29/2012 02/03/2012 - Nest is 1% complete, consisting of a thumbnail-sized collection of white fluff bound into fork of 
laurel sumac (Malosma laurina). - KAlberts
02/10/2012 - Nest is now 4 inches long, 10% complete and composed of white silk and fibers. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Avian monitor arrived prior to bmp crew; helicopters were passing overhead (outside 100-foot 
overhead buffer) every 1-5 minutes.  No activity at nest during 2 hours of monitoring (approximately 08:00 to 
10:00), and nest remains approximately 10% complete.  Buffer is still staked at 100 feet but signs were added to 
allow drive through access only.  Continued monitoring is recommended to determine whether lack of activity is 
due to recent inclement weather or whether nest is abandoned and should be closed - MDicus
02/16/2012 - Material has been added since 10 February - nest building assumed to be continuing. - RRadd
02/24/2012 - Adults observed coming to nest. Nest appears complete. - BArnold
02/29/2012 - Nest appears large and complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest remains in good condition, no BUSH detected on cold day. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - Pair added nest material three times during 45 minute observation period. - RAbe
03/14/2012 - BUSH pair departed nest at 1344 in possible response to observer at 80 feet. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appeared intact after storm. BUSH pair near, but not at nest during approximate 10 minute 
observation period. Nest building is presumably still going on. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - BUSH made 3 nest trips in 10 minutes and then did not reappear. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Nest was found in a fragmentary condition, indicating predation of eggs. There was no evidence of 
construction activities affecting this nest, and it was determined to have failed due to natural causes. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 020612_phrd_02 EP206-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 93 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/6/2012 2/17/2012 02/06/2012 - Adult Bushtit bringing nest material to nest and building. Nest is roughly 30% complete. - PHoward
02/14/2012 - Observed nest for approximately 45 minutes. A pair of BUSH was seen foraging and visited the scrub 
oak with the nest 3 times but no nest building or item carrying was observed. Nest looked to be approximately 30 
percent complete (Myers, S.J.). - SJohnston
02/17/2012 - Top of small light-colored well-built nest torn open at top; apparent avian predation attempt. No 
Bushtits observed or heard. Sunrise and public vehicle traffic on McCain Valley Road 250 feet west of nest site. - 
PKonrad

No

CALT California Towhee 020612_rrdd_02 CP25-2-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 34 100 60 60 Nest did not reach active stage 2/6/2012 2/22/2012 02/06/2012 - No avian activity at this nest during observation, but CALT nearby. Two green leaves placed in cup. 
No indications of prior use (compression, feces etc.), but no birds observed associating with this nest during 15-
minute observation. Appears too intact to have been a nest from the previous year. Original buffer set at 60 feet - 
drive-through access permitted. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - No change in activity. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - Nest is unused and unmaintained. - RRadd

No
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 020712_rrdd_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 60 100 60 60 Presumed Fledged 2/7/2012 4/1/2012 02/07/2012 - Almost complete nest is 9 feet above ground on east side of Brazilian pepper tree, adjacent to 
residence close to terminus of overhanging branch. ANHU making frequent trips packing interior lining. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Nest appears abandoned and appears beginning to degrade, but difficult to see into on rainy 
blustery day. Will monitor again before closing. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - ANHU female incubating 3 eggs. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - ANHU sitting tight on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - ANHU observed incubating. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - Single nestling visible in nest. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - ANHU feeding multiple young. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nestlings still present. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - One feathered nestling remains. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - Two fledglings visible; appear to be several days apart in age, with noticeably differing size and bill 
length. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - 2 fully feathered nestlings conspicuous in nest, appearing alert and capable of fledging soon. - 
HWinfrey
04/01/2012 - Nest is empty and in good condition. No evidence of predation, nest is presumed fledged. - 
HWinfrey

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 020712_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Riparian Scrubs Traffic 60 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 2/7/2012 3/30/2012 02/07/2012 - Female ANHU building new nest in low branches of cottonwood tree. Nest is approximately 15% 
complete. Female departed nest when observer was in line of sight at 45 feet, indicating intolerance of humans 
on foot at that location. Staked with drive-through access only to permit SRPL traffic to continue unimpeded. - 
RRadd
02/14/2012 - Nest is complete, lined and empty. No ANHU detected during late afternoon observation. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Intact nest with one egg. No ANHU detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - ANHU lying on nest 1020 - 1033. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - ANHU incubating 2 eggs. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - ANHU incubating. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - ANHU brooding 2 black downy nestlings (approximately 3 days old). - RRadd
03/15/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Two nestlings acquiring wing quills. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - 2 fully feathered nestlings in nest, appearing alert and likely to fledge very soon. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - Nestlings observed sitting in nest. - JTaylor
03/30/2012 - Nest is empty and in good condition with no evidence of disturbance. Fine fibers on edge of cup are 
pulled upwards. Evidence indicates nest successfully fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 020812_mkhn_02 EP16-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals Other 140 100 95 95 Presumed Fledged 2/8/2012 4/18/2012 02/08/2012 - Pair of adult Bushtits visited nest site together more than 4 times with nesting material. Pair has just 
started building nest and is about 5% complete. Link Lead and work crews on site were notified of nest buffer. 
Buffer still needs to be flagged and signed. - MKuehn
02/10/2012 - The Bushtit pair is still building their nest after today's work activities. Several helicopter flights 
occurred today, flying directly over the nest a couple times, and all landing approximately 145 feet from the nest. 
The Skycrane delivered and picked up grading equipment 3 times today, and the nest was physically unaffected by 
the wind created by the helicopter each time. The birds returned to the nest between 2 and 45 minutes after 
helicopter activities. The only concern is that the noise created by the helicopters will affect the birds' nesting 
behavior; however, it does not seem that the helicopter activities will physically harm the nest. The nest was 
approximately 20% complete as of noon today, and the pair were actively visiting the nest. No nesting material 
was seen being carried, but 1 Bushtit spent time attending to nest. Signs were installed for the 95-foot nest 
buffer. - AHill
02/16/2012 - Bushtit pair was seen visiting nest 3 times at intervals of 30, 20, and 30 minutes. Pair was foraging 
between these visits. Pair was not perturbed by micropiling activities occurring at 225 feet from the nest. Nest is 
approximately 60% complete. Shape of nest is complete and entrance is east-facing; however, nest is thin and I 
can see through it. - AHill
02/24/2012 - Observed Bushtit bring lining material to nest, pair very active. Pair not affected by helicopter 
activities. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Male and female both brought soft nesting material to nest, nest is 95% complete. - AHill
03/12/2012 - Nest nearly complete. One bushtit observed bringing material to nest during 15 minute observation. 
- ELoveless
03/12/2012 - Observed adult visit nest then quickly leave. Pair is being very quiet and there was very little 
observed behavior. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Observed nest exchange; pair is incubating. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Observed adult foraging around nest area. Ten minutes later observed female bringing soft nesting 
material to nest and then did not leave for at least 10 minutes. - AHill
04/03/2012 - Adults very actively visiting nest; heard nestlings begging. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Adults feeding young periodically; heard nestlings. - AHill
04/12/2012 - 2 adults bringing food to nest at 1019. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Adult visits nest with food at 0957. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Nest was empty and intact; birds presumed to have fledged. - AHill

Yes
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 020812_rrdd_01 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 41 100 70 70 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/8/2012 2/21/2012 02/08/2012 - ANHU female feeding 2 well-developed young - partially feathered heads visible during feeding 
session. Buffer reduced to 70 feet and drive-through only to permit use of gate and project access. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - ANHU nestlings fill the nest level with brim of cup. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Nest no longer present on tree. Ground search under nest site produced no nest remnants but small 
feather scrap; suggesting but not conclusively indicating nest predation. Nestlings were approaching fledge date 
at last monitoring and one rain event has occurred since that date. - RRadd

No

AMKE American Kestrel 020912_bald_02 TL 6924 - Z101344 69kv Tie Line Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 2/9/2012 TBD 02/09/2012 - Kestrels observed entering the third arm on the west side of 69kV steel monopole Z137901, from 
the end of adjacent arm to pole. Also observed pair copulating and entering same arm on Saturday 4 February 
2012, while appearing to search for suitable nesting areas. - KAlberts
02/10/2012 - Female on top of steel monopole, male on steel monopole to the south, at SE corner of substation. - 
BArnold
02/15/2012 - AMKE continue to show site fidelity to this monopole. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair together on adjacent pole, did not enter any cavities during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
02/23/2012 - Female observed exiting third arm at 0945, both adults in large Eucalyptus tree in the parking lot to 
the east by 1000. - BArnold
02/26/2012 - Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports frequent activity of AMKE pair at both monopoles while substation 
work in progress, birds unfazed by substation work. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - AMKE perched briefly on monopole and flying around vicinity. Pair observed perched on monopole 
located two poles to the south, across Blaisdell. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - American Kestrels not observed today during afternoon brief observation period. Sycamore 
Substation bio-monitor Clayton observed American Kestrels perched on pole one pole south at southeast corner 
of substation on the day before, 8 March 2012. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE male carries food (small mammal remnant) to female at nest at 1648. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - No AMKE observed anywhere in area during brief morning observation period. - BArnold
03/19/2012 - AMKE atop pole departs at 0700 under rainfall and does not return for duration of 30 minute 
observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed by Brian Arnold during observation period. - JPawlicki
04/06/2012 - No activity observed during observation period. - BArnold
04/06/2012 - Kestrel pair arrived at pole at 1252. Female was holding a small lizard that she carried into arm. She 
remained in arm for the duration of the observation period (40 more minutes). The male flew off to the north and 
did not return. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - 90-minute observation period conducted from pickup parked in business lot across the street to the 
north. No AMKE activity detected in the vicinity of nest cavity or surrounding area. Rainy conditions likely 
deterred kestrel activity. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Arrived on site at 10:45 and initially, no activity was observed at the nest. At approximately 11:40, a 
pair arrived calling at the nest pole with the male carrying prey. After 5 minutes of calling and flying in the vicinity 
of the pole, the male transferred prey to the female after which she entered the nest cavity at the base of the 
arm. Female remained in cavity until at least 12:20 pm (35 minutes) when monitor left site. - JPawlicki

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 020912_bald_03 Pomerado Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 2/9/2012 TBD 02/09/2012 - Pair building nest. - KAlberts
02/15/2012 - Nest is intact but no BUSH activity detected on cool stormy morning. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - No BUSH observed late in afternoon. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - Both adults brought nesting material to nest after an 18 minute observation period. - BArnold
02/26/2012 - Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports frequent activity to and from this nest while substation work in 
progress. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Bushtits heard and observed going to nest. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - Bushtits observed at nest. Sycamore Substation bio-monitor Clayton Tschudy also observed Bushtits 
at nest yesterday, 8 March 2012. - BArnold
03/13/2012 - Nest continues in fine condition, but no BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Bushtits present in nest tree during brief morning observation period; nest appears in good 
condition. - BArnold
03/19/2012 - No detections during 30 minutes of light rain. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed by Brian Arnold during observation period. - JPawlicki
04/06/2012 - BUSH observed entering nest within 2 minutes of arrival. This nest remains active. - BArnold
04/10/2012 - Adult Bushtits observed in nest tree 2 minutes after arrival. Nest remains active. - BArnold
04/18/2012 - Two adult BUSH came to nest after 10 minutes of observation. Neither had food items. - BArnold
04/30/2012 - No BUSH activity detected during 45 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good condition. 
2 Cooper's Hawks flew from trees near the nest as the biologist walked down the street. - VEurs
05/02/2012 - Two BUSH observed flying from or very near the nest at 1315 after 15 minutes of observation. - 
BArnold

TBD

MODO Mourning Dove 020912_bald_04 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 70 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 2/9/2012 2/13/2012 02/09/2012 - An adult was on the nest brooding two nestlings. - KAlberts
02/22/2012 - Unable to monitor nest due to lack of substation access. - IMaunsell
03/02/2012 - Nest empty. No Mourning Dove activity. Nest likely fledged due to size of nestlings observed on 9 
February, and the placement of the nest such that there was no direct line of sight nor access for potential 
predators. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Avian biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nest, but was unable to gain access to substation. - 
HWinfrey

Yes
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AMKE American Kestrel 020912_rrdd_01 TL 6924 - 171688 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 2/9/2012 TBD 02/09/2012 - Female AMKE enters cavity at 1214, 1221, 1224 and then departs. Male at top of pole throughout. - 
RRadd
02/13/2012 - No change in activity observed during two 15 minute observations on cold rainy day. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Male AMKE performs display flight around and then alights upon monopole. Female follows, briefly 
enters cavity 0958. Female remains on pole, male moves to next pole north. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair copulate 1111, one bird enters top arm cavity 1114 and remains. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - AMKE pair present on pole, but no entry to cavity detected. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - AMKE enters arm at 0800. Both kestrels present. It appears that this male is attempting to establish 
nests at adjacent monopoles, 171688 and 171689. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE pair at this structure, male entering cavity, female present. This male is also servicing female 
on subsequent monopole. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Male AMKE atop pole for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - For the first 30 minutes of observation neither adult was observed. After checking the active AMKE 
nest to the north (pole 171689), the male from that pair flew to this pole and perched with a female. It was 
unclear whether the female was incubating and emerged from the nest cavity or flew in from the surrounding 
area. A third Kestrel (possibly the female from the territory to the north) approached the nest pole, and the 
resident female chased it from the area while the male remained perched. The pair was also observed chasing a 
nearby Red-tailed Hawk from the territory. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - Male circled pole and landed for a brief period before flying off again. Female flew in from south, 
landed atop the pole and began ripping feathers from her prey item. Male returned and sat below her on climbing 
rung. She moved down the pole, but it was unclear whether she took food into the cavity (bad viewing angle). The 
male flew off, eventually followed by the female. - VEurs
04/18/2012 - The pair was perched atop monopole upon biologist's arrival. Almost immediately, the pair 
copulated and the male flew to his pole to the south. The male associated with the pole to the north landed on 
this monopole and attempted to copulate with the female. This pole's male returned to the pole and prevented 
copulation. The pair associated with this pole copulated 2 more times; quite a lot of AMKE activity this morning. - 
VEurs
04/25/2012 - The female was perched on a wire near the monopole containing the nest as the biologist 
approached the buffer. She remained there until a pair of RTHA flew by, one carrying a dead rabbit. The kestrel 
took off and quietly followed the hawk pair out of sight. She returned after about 30 minutes and again perched 
on the wire. The male approached the wire 10 minutes later, carrying a lizard about as long as himself. The female 
called to him and flew up into the nest cavity. The male did not fly to the cavity and instead flew out of sight with 
his lizard and did not return for the duration of the observation. The female remained in the cavity for another 15 
minutes  until the observation was ended   VEurs

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 020912_vers_01 EP10-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 60 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 2/9/2012 4/14/2012 02/09/2012 - The Bushtit pair did not react to the traffic, gunfire or farm activity. Three biologists observed the 
nest at different times for 10-20 minutes each. During each observation, the Bushtits visited the nest site with 
nesting material 4-7 times. Two biologists also observed the Bushtits gathering nesting material from the 
surrounding area, approximately 1 to 4 feet away. The pair reacted adversely to the Accipiter hawk that flew over 
their nest site. - VEurs
02/14/2012 - The Bushtit pair was very tolerant of biologist's observations 20 feet away from nest. The pair was 
actively bringing nesting material to the nest. The nest was unaffected by the wind created by the helicopter. The 
pair returned to the nest within 5 minutes of the helicopter leaving. Nest is 85% complete. - AHill
02/22/2012 - Male Bushtit was seen bringing lining material to nest. Nest is 90% complete. - AHill
02/24/2012 - Pair seen bringing nest lining material to nest. Nest buffer adjusted to 30 feet as per concurrence 
from Forest Service on 2/24/2012. - AHill
03/01/2012 - Pair was seen bringing lining material to nest, 95% complete. - AHill
03/09/2012 - Male was seen foraging in nest area and then flew to nest and entered. Birds were very cryptic. - 
AHill
03/20/2012 - Observed nest exchange between female to male. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Adults seen coming to and from nest, nestlings were heard begging. Nest was physically intact, with 
the NBJ-allowed helicopter landing at the TSAP. Pair is tolerant of drilling activities. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Bushtit observed adding material to outside of nest at 0954. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - 2 adults observed bringing food to nest at 0832. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - No activity at nest, which is intact and empty. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 021012_rabe_01 EP2-3 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 140 100 100 100 Fledged 2/10/2012 2/11/2012 02/10/2012 - A female ANHU was observed feeding a fledgling a few feet from the nest. One nestling was still in 
the nest. Due to breeding chronology, the active nest was closed because one fledging was observed, and the 
remaining nestling will fledge before the next scheduled construction activity, barring natural predation. - RAbe

Yes
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 021112_rrdd_01 Alpine Underground - 
Bauer Bridge

Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 2/11/2012 4/13/2012 02/11/2012 - ANHU female building new nest in riparian zone, approximately 30% complete. Buffer staked at 50 
feet allowing drive-through access and permits SRPL traffic to continue. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - ANHU returning intermittently to nest. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - Nest is complete and female appears to be incubating, make brief infrequent trips off the nest. - 
RRadd
03/02/2012 - ANHU making brief trips away from nest before returning to settle. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - Female ANHU on nest 0900, leaves for 3 minutes then returns and settles directly onto nest, giving 
no indications of hatched young. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - At least one nestling visible in nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Observed ANHU feeding nestlings (2 nestlings visible). - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Female ANHU observed visiting nest twice during 5 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity was observed from 1150 to 1220. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No activity observed. Nest fully intact, and based on nest chronology, nest is presumed to have 
fledged. - JDicus

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 021612_kwer_04 Alpine Underground - 
Bauer Bridge

Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 5 100 30 30 Fledged 2/16/2012 2/21/2012 02/16/2012 - 2 large nestlings are present in the nest. Avian monitor observed mother feeding nestlings twice 
over the course of an hour of observation. Bio-monitor Katherine Vittum observed the mother performing 
frequent feedings prior to avian biologist arriving on-site, including her first observation which occurred while 
Project traffic was driving 10 horizontal feet from nest. - KWeber
02/21/2012 - I. Maunsell reported that the female was feeding a pair of fledglings sitting adjacent to one another 
in coast live oak tree approximately 30 feet north of nest location. Nest was intact and in good condition. Fledged. 
- KAlberts

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 021712_jdus_01 EP81 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 0 100 75 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

2/17/2012 4/10/2012 02/17/2012 - Bushtits building nest, 1% complete. - JDicus
02/23/2012 - Pair continues building nest and is 35%-40% complete; they are able to enter the partly built 
pendulum nest. During helicopter long-lining, nest and host yucca stalk shook violently, however 1 bird remained 
inside the nest during the event and continued building seconds after helicopter flew away. - JTaylor
03/07/2012 - Biological monitor reports pair making frequent trips with nesting material to a nearly complete 
nest following helicopter landings at TSAP. - KWeber
03/21/2012 - One adult Bushtit flew to nest carrying nesting material (white fluff). - MKuehn
03/29/2012 - Pair observed bringing fur to nest. Nest appears 90-100% complete. - RQuilley
04/02/2012 - Within 5 minutes of passive observation starting at 1500, Bushtits were heard. A few minutes later, 
an individual was identified carrying resting material and was seen gradually making its way to the nest, 
eventually going inside with the material. The exterior of the nest appears complete. - LThoreson
04/03/2012 - SDG&E requested agency concurrence to remove this nest, based on its location within the critical 
path for sky crane operations at EP81. The nest removal request was granted on 4-2-12, and removal procedures 
occurred on 4-3-12. Avian biologist L. Tymkiw arrived at 1000. At 1020 the pair arrived with nesting material, and 
again at 1025. At 1030, the avian biologist approached the nest to remove it. The biologist felt the nest bottom 
for eggs, felt none, so carefully broke the supporting yucca flower stalks and took the nest down. Upon feeling 
inside the nest, 4 eggs were discovered. The nest was then returned to as close to the original spot as possible and 
firmly wedged in place. The nest was later (at 1211) secured with wire by K. Alberts to provide secondary 
reinforcements to this replaced nest. Before the nest was secured with wire, it was dislodged on one occasion.  
The cause of dislodging was either due to a helicopter that landed in the TSAP that approached from the east, 
generally 200 feet above the nest area, or the bird itself flushing from on top of the nest during this landing event. 
6 minutes after the nest was re-affixed, a Bushtit came to it with nesting material. Within 3 minutes it returned 
and entered the nest. The Bushtits were observed coming to the nest with material 6 more times, and without 
material 4 more times. One was observed entering the nest 6 times, generally staying inside for about 10 minutes 
at a time. At 1334 a WESJ was observed within 20 feet of the nest. Both Bushtits mobbed it and it eventually left. 
After the nest was secured with wire, the pair appeared to be anchoring the nest to the wire and the yucca each 
time they brought material to the nest. Once, a Bushtit was observed bringing material to the nest but not putting 
it anywhere and eventually leaving with it. - LTymkiw
04/04/2012 - The avian biologist arrived at 0836. At 0841 1 Bushtit was observed approaching the nest with 
nesting material. At 0854 4 WESJ were perched about 100 feet from the nest and both Bushtits flew over and 
scolded them until they left. At 0900 one Bushtit entered the nest, staying inside for about 10 minutes. The birds 
were seen bringing material 3 more times and entering the nest once more.  The pair grew increasingly wary, 
though, and would drop the material and not visit the nest if the biologist was in plain sight.  They also began 
coming in to the nest from different angles  which they were not observed doing in 5 5 hours of observation on 

No
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BUSH Bushtit 021712_mkhn_02 EP223-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 85 100 85 85 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/17/2012 3/28/2012 02/17/2012 - A pair of adult Bushtits observed flying to nest tree with material more than 3 times and building 
nest. Nest is 50% complete. Bottom is not yet formed. Birds exhibited no signs of disturbance toward biologists' 
presence at 50 feet, and brought material to nest without hesitation, even while Skycrane was delivering materials 
to adjacent tower site. - MKuehn
02/23/2012 - Observations of the pair of Bushtits were made during nesting bird survey for buffer area 
surrounding concrete anchor block locations. Bushtit pair was observed carrying nest material to nest several 
times. Pair was observed approaching nest from below moving slowly up through host scrub oak from near the 
base of the shrub, not flying in to nest at top of shrub directly. Pair of Western Scrub Jays in vicinity may explain 
why the Bushtit pair was approaching the nest more secretly than might be expected, as this species will 
commonly fly nest materials directly to nest under normal conditions. Nest is now taking shape and is 
approximately 80% complete with nest entrance located on south side of nest. - JDicus
03/09/2012 - S. Johnston observed single Bushtit making 1 trip into the nest during a 20 minute observation 
period. - SJohnston
03/24/2012 - Access was not possible and prevented checking the status of this nest. Nest will be monitored as 
soon as safely possible, as early as Monday. - PKonrad
03/28/2012 - No sign of nest in scrub oak or below or around it; spent considerable time searching for nest or 
remnant. A Bushtit passed through the area giving contact calls at 1 time, but remained out of sight - closed. - 
PKonrad

No

GHOW Great Horned Owl 021712_pkad_02 EP363-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Grading 80 500 175 75 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/17/2012 4/19/2012 02/17/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on 2011 raven nest. Light drive-by traffic along Imperial Valley 
Substation access road. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on corner tower nest. Light drive-by traffic along Imperial Valley 
Substation access road. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on tower nest. Light slow drive-by traffic along Imperial Valley 
Substation access road. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - The owl was on the nest throughout the survey. At the end of the survey, a CORA landed on the 
tower and approached the nest. The owl stood up and spread its wings and the raven flew off. The raven was on 
the tower near the nest for no more than 10 minutes. - JDicus
03/16/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating; nestling(s) should hatch from the eggs during the next few 
days. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating/brooding; nestlings should be hatching now. On Friday, a grading 
crew was active to the new buffer area to 75 feet of nest site for several hours with no displacement of the 
incubating owl. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - No adults are present at tower nest and cannot see any nestlings, which should be about 2 weeks 
old. However, small nestlings may be lying out of sight with adult(s) positioned away from nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - No adult Great Horned Owl observed at the nest or in the surrounding area, and no nestlings can be 
seen at this time. Status of nest uncertain at this time, but indications suggest this nesting attempt may have 
failed. Will check back to ascertain nest status. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - No owls are evident at the nest or in the area today or during similar nest monitoring observations 
during the past 2 weeks. It appears this nesting attempt was unsuccessful; the adult has not been seen since 
3/26/2012, which is about the time the eggs were expected to hatch. The nest looks weathered and used, but no 
evidence of predation or other nest disruption can be seen, and there is no apparent reason for the failure of this 
nesting attempt. Although grading work was conducted as close as 80 feet from the nest tower, the adult Great 
Horned Owl did not leave the nest during this construction-related work, and incubation continued for up to 2 
weeks thereafter. This is an extreme desert nest site for a Great Horned Owl and it is most likely a natural (nature-
related or physiological) reason this nesting attempt failed. - PKonrad
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 021712_rrdd_01 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 95 500 500 500 Nest did not reach active stage 2/17/2012 2/24/2012 02/17/2012 - A RTHA was observed carrying dead sticks and dried yucca (Hesperoyucca whipplei) leaves to the 
shelter of a large rick on an exposed promontory. The hawk made six trips from 0758 - 0815, and twice flew to 
mate with nest material before advancing to nest site. When the sentry bird detected the observer, a few alarm 
calls ended all activity and pair retreated to 1000+ feet and did not return for the duration of the 2 hour 
observation. Selected location does not appear to this observer to be well chosen, however due to extreme 
wariness of this RTHA pair at this stage of cycle, a buffer of 500 feet was established. To avoid leaving a scent trail, 
the nest was not approached directly. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - RTHA carries stick to nest 0747. On departure from nest appears to detect well-obscured observer 
at 450 feet, perches 1200 feet away and does not return through duration of 3 hour observation. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - No RTHA activity at or near this nest from 0650 - 0945. Approach to nest reveals scant materials 
shaped into bowl. - RRadd
02/24/2012 - RTHA exhibit some resilience to helicopters, but reacts to pedestrian presence at 700 feet from 
nest. No interactions with nest during 3.5 hour observation. - RRadd
02/29/2012 - RTHA pair conducting display flights and territorial defense did not interact directly with nest during 
3 hour observation commencing 15 minutes before sunrise. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - There has been no definitive nest-building at this nest site since February 20, therefore it is deemed 
inactive, pending further monitoring. - KAlberts
03/14/2012 - RTHA pair perched at western edge of territory, 1200 feet from nest, for duration of one hour 
observation. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - No RTHA detected in this area. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0645. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed from 0910 to 0940. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - RTHA overhead does not approach this nest site during observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No changes were detected at this nest. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No changes to this nest detected. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - No material has been added to this nest since 20 February and it is unlikely to become active this 
breeding season. - RRadd

No

RSHA Red-shouldered Hawk 021712_rrdd_02 Alpine Underground Ductbank Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 2/17/2012 TBD 02/13/2012 - Link Lead Kaleb Smith reports RSHA carrying sticks to top of eucalyptus tree (E. globulus). - KAlberts
02/17/2012 - RSHA departs nest at 1227, soars overhead in display flight with mate, calling loudly. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - RSHA making trips to nest tree but no materials carried. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - RSHA making trips at 5 minute intervals, breaking twigs from neighborhood deciduous trees and 
carrying to nest 0707-0724. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - Male RSHA flying to neighborhood trees, breaking fresh branches and carrying to nest at 5-10 
minute intervals. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - RSHA male flying to and from habitual perches does not approach nest during 1 hour observation. 
Female not detected. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact after storm event. One adult flushed from nest tree upon biologist's approach, calling 
briefly as it flew to nearby eucalyptus. Second adult remained quietly on nest as biologist examined it through 
binoculars. - VEurs
03/24/2012 - RSHA carrying green eucalyptus leaves to nest at 0810. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 1230-1245. - HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - No activity at nest and no RSHA detected in area from 1200 to 1245. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. No RSHA detected in area. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - Adult perched on rim of nest, nestlings not visible. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - No activity observed at the nest. - HWinfrey
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BUSH Bushtit 021812_kwer_01 EP70 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 90 100 75 75 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/18/2012 4/16/2012 02/18/2012 - Pair of Bushtits were observed flying north through survey area at 9:45. They returned to the area at 
10:15 and flew between the nest shrub and other shrubs in the immediate vicinity, repeatedly returning to the 
nest; 1 bird was observed entering the nest numerous times. Pair left survey area at 10:45 and were not observed 
again until 12:30 when they returned carrying nesting material. - KWeber
03/02/2012 - Nest looks complete. No Bushtits observed at nest during 40 minute period, although some Bushtit 
contact calls were heard during the first 10 minutes. - PKonrad
03/03/2012 - Bushtits seen and heard in area. Observed entering nest after 5-10 minutes of observation. - 
BArnold
03/08/2012 - Pair observed bringing material to and entering and existing nest at various times throughout 
duration of general avian survey. - JPawlicki
03/16/2012 - Nest appears intact from a distance; pair of Bushtits foraging in area immediately surrounding nest 
and in broader surrounding area during 5 minute period of a 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - No activity was observed or heard at the nest. The nest is located in the top part of a tall manzanita, 
and when the wind would blow, the canopy would move back at least 2 feet in all directions. The storm could 
have affected this nest, but will ascertain current status on the next visit. - LThoreson
03/27/2012 - Bushtit observed entering nest once after 10 minutes of observation. Probably incubating based on 
nesting chronology. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest is hard to see, but Bushtits made 3 visits to the nest site during first 15 minutes of 30 minute 
observation period. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Nest viewed from 80 feet away while drilling occurred on tower pad: 2 adults made 6 visits to nest 
with food in 10 minutes and foraged within 30 feet of active drilling. The 2 adults always left nest immediately 
after feeding; no evidence of brooding. - MKuehn
04/16/2012 - Nest was ripped completely apart with a large amount of feathers and down, which appears to be 
the remains of the nestlings. Predation assumed to be the cause of failure. Biological monitor reported 
observations of scrub jay harassment to the nesting pair within close vicinity to the nest on 4/9/2012. - SJohnston

No

WREN Wrentit 021812_mkhn_01 EP12-3 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Grading 120 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/18/2012 2/27/2012 02/18/2012 - A pair of Wrentits was observed emerging from manzanita bush, which upon inspection had a small 
amount of fresh nesting material in upper branches. Adults returned 45 minutes later and 1 was positioned over 
nest. Could not determine if nesting material was carried in due to dense foliage, but new material had been 
added when nest was checked again 2 hours later. - MKuehn
02/21/2012 - Visit occurred from 1650-1720. No activity at nest through 20 minutes of passive observation from 
40 feet. Pair of Wrentits singing within 50 feet of nest. No new material added for three days and existing material 
not re-positioned. Reclassified as inactive and removed buffer signs. Follow-up survey is recommended in 5-7 
days to determine if nest construction resumes at this site. - MKuehn
02/27/2012 - Wrentit singing within 80 feet of nest. No new material added. Nest site appears to have been 
abandoned shortly after nest construction initiated. Nest closed. - MKuehn

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 022112_imll_02 CP13-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 2/21/2012 TBD 02/21/2012 - Nest was initially reported at approximately 1500 by biological monitor accompanying a BMP crew 
to the work area. The monitor observed a hawk fly and perch on the nest. The nest was verified and logged at 
approximately 1600 by G. Cummings. Hawk was observed on the nest and flushed from the area when vehicular 
traffic approached to within 400 feet. This pair is potentially the same pair of hawks that initially occupied the 
nest located between CP11 and CP12 prior to installation of a nesting deterrent. - IMaunsell
02/27/2012 - RTHA pair in display flight at CP14, and perching on CP13, but no material carried to large, 
substantial nest. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Nest looks complete, but unoccupied during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - RTHA pair engage in display flights over nest structure, with some brief nest visits. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - RTHA prone in nest for duration of 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Female incubating; male visited nest briefly, but spent majority of observation period soaring 
nearby. - MDicus
04/03/2012 - RTHA on nest at 0724. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - RTHA lying low in nest at 0810. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - A single RTHA was on the nest from 1305 to 1335, occasionally fluffing its feathers. No second adult 
detected. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - Adult RTHA standing on the edge of nest. Definitely 2, perhaps 3, downy nestlings visible craning 
their necks toward the adult. - VEurs

TBD
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BUSH Bushtit 022112_mdus_01 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 200 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 2/21/2012 4/28/2012 02/21/2012 - Avian biologist stood directly beneath nest and Bushtits continued nest building. This pair is tolerant 
of human presence. Buffer reduction to 30 feet would not be expected to impact this pair with work 61 feet away 
at tower. - MDicus
02/24/2012 - Birds continued building nest after crew finished work. Nest was approximately 20% complete. One 
dead Bushtit was found on site near a burrow. However, both birds of this pair were observed building the nest 
today. - JTaylor
03/05/2012 - Pair was seen visiting nest frequently with nest material. Nest is 95% complete. - AHill
03/07/2012 - Pair actively collecting material and vocalizing. Pair moving some distance from nest to collect. Nest 
nearly complete. - FHoffman
03/13/2012 - Adult was seen coming to nest actively, entering inside, while loud drilling was occurring 100 feet 
away. However, pair did not seem to be negatively affected by work nearby. Only one individual at a time was 
seen coming to and from the nest. Most likely the pair is egg laying. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm event. Male was the first bird observed around the nest. Female appeared 
and repeatedly entered and exited nest. BUSH activity continued despite heavy helicopter traffic close by. - VEurs
03/27/2012 - Did not hear or see any Bushtits around nest, nest appears to still be intact. - AHill
03/28/2012 - Observed male foraging around nest and visiting nest quickly several times. No food was observed 
being brought to nest. - AHill
04/09/2012 - 2 Bushtits visit nest at 0818; 1 enters and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Please see other comments from today. - MBahn
04/18/2012 - Monitored nest from 10:30 to 13:00 and no activity at nest was observed. - MBahn
04/22/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which remains in good condition. Cooper's Hawk nearby. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - Adult Bushtits feeding fledgling 50 feet from nest. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

CORA Common Raven 022112_pkad_01 EP295-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 2/21/2012 TBD 02/21/2012 - Pair of Common Ravens bringing nest material to nest and perching adjacent to nest. Looks like nest 
building is in very early stage with a minimum of material accumulated. - PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Pair of ravens observed in area; 1 was seen carrying an item, but did not go to nest. Raven observed 
at nest. - LThoreson
02/28/2012 - Raven at nest initially arranging sticks atop a relatively large stick nest. Both members of raven pair 
bringing sticks to nest periodically. - PKonrad
02/29/2012 - Adult visited nest twice and placed nesting material (small sticks) in bowl of nest. - MKuehn
03/08/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens is building another nest on northwest side of tower crossarm (southeast 
nest appears deserted today). Grading crew improving entry to access road on north side of highway about 260 
feet north of tower. Later, at 16:30, 1 raven was lying on nest in incubating position with a second raven foraging 
on ground near tower base; in 15 minutes raven on nest flew to the southwest. (No construction activity at this 
time.) - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No ravens observed during 30-minute observation period, but avian biologist E. Strods related that 
while conducting nest surveys in the area earlier in the day, he observed a pair of ravens visiting the east nest, but 
did not see them bringing nesting material to the nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on newest west-side tower nest. Another raven is perched in 
tower above nest. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - A Common Raven is incubating in west nest, and another raven is perched on top-center of tower 
crossarm. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Raven is incubating in the west tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven flew from more than 1/4 mile south to this nest where another raven was brooding 
young nestlings. First raven fed at least 2 nestlings that could be seen lifting their heads with open beaks above 
the nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - An adult Common Raven is brooding nestlings in the western tower nest while a second adult is 
perched midway up the tower. - PKonrad

TBD
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BUSH Bushtit 022212_jdus_01 EP35-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 50 100 45 45 Presumed Fledged 2/22/2012 4/12/2012 02/22/2012 - Bushtit pair was observed making multiple trips to nest with nest material while 3 avian biologists 
stood watching from 5 to 40 feet away. Pair has just begun building. Nest is just 1% complete, roughly the size of 
a marble, and the pair was observed actively adding downy plant material and beginning to stretch/weave spider 
silk to anchor in the nest. - JDicus
02/24/2012 - Pair actively building nest. Bushtits undisturbed by vehicle traffic passing by. Nest buffer was 
adjusted to 45 feet as per concurrence from Forest Service on 2/24/2012. - AHill
03/05/2012 - Pair bringing material to nest, nest is 95% complete. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Nest looks complete and well-built, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 10 minute observation 
period, shortened due to effects of 1-lane traffic. Micropile drilling 530 feet southeast at EP35 is fairly loud at nest 
site. Limited slow Sunrise vehicle traffic along access road. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - Nest appears nearly complete. Bushtit pair very active in area, flying from bush to bush, vocalizing 
and bringing soft plant material to nest. Pair is very busily entering the inside and working on the outside with 
material. - FHoffman
03/13/2012 - The male and female were seen both bringing in soft nesting material to the nest. The male 
attempted to copulate with the female; however, she flew away to the nest to deposit her nesting material. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Male Bushtit patrolled the area for about 30 minutes and eventually returned to nest with large wad 
of nesting material. Female eventually appeared from the east and the pair hung around the nest but did not 
enter. Nest appeared to be in good condition after the storm event, and is almost complete. Pair spent the rest of 
the observation period foraging within 100 feet of nest. - VEurs
03/27/2012 - Observed one adult foraging around nest and bringing soft nesting material to nest. Second adult 
then flew out of nest and followed first adult away from nest to presumably forage/gather material. - AHill
04/07/2012 - Both adults observed bringing food to nest. - JPawlicki
04/12/2012 - Bushtits heard calling in vicinity, but no activity at nest, which appears to be in good condition. Nest 
presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 022212_lgan_01 EP184-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 38 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 2/22/2012 4/4/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest appears to be built to completion. A pair of Western Scrub Jays was observed near the nest, 
calling and behaving defensively while the avian biologist was standing approximately 10 feet from the nest. 
Biologist placed leaves inside the nest to determine whether it was active or not, and approximately 3 hours later, 
the leaves had been removed. - LGorman
02/27/2012 - Adult California Thrasher slipped off nest as avian biologist approached (at 20 feet). Nest contains 1 
egg. Species changed from Western Scrub Jay to California Thrasher. Snow expected tonight. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - No birds observed in area, but 2 warm turquoise-colored eggs in nest. - PKonrad
03/06/2012 - California Thrasher  incubating 2 eggs in nest. - VNovik
03/12/2012 - Adult incubating 2 eggs in nest. - VEurs
03/21/2012 - One thrasher hatchling observed; not certain if second egg was obscured. - FHoffman
03/28/2012 - Observed thrasher on nest, likely brooding. - VNovik
04/04/2012 - Nest in good condition with bowl lining intact, but no nestlings or fledglings were present and no 
adults were observed. Hard to determine outcome of this nest; odds are that the nestlings fledged, but it is 
difficult to substantiate this point, except that no dead nestlings or eggshells are present, no sign of predation or 
weather-related destruction can be seen, and the nest is in good condition - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 022212_mkhn_01 EP185-1-E-C Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 56 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/22/2012 4/4/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest was found on 2/21/2012 through systematic search. No California Thrashers observed within 
50 feet of nest. Nest is completely lined and immaculate - free of any dead leaves. A sprig of green leaves was 
placed in the bottom of nest cup on 2/21, and had been removed by 0700 on 2/22. - MKuehn
02/27/2012 - No adults detected. Nest empty and has not changed in appearance. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - No thrashers or other birds observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - No birds observed or vocal in area; could not find nest in described sugar bush. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Nest appears complete and undamaged with no activity observed around nest. No eggs in nest. - 
VEurs
03/15/2012 - Nest looks aged and flattened; unused; no sign of birds associated with this nest. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Nest remains flattened and unused with no birds in area. Changed status to inactive. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Nest remains flattened and now 4 leaves are filling the bowl; no bird was ever committed to this 
nest. - PKonrad

No
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CATH California Thrasher 022212_mkhn_02 EP186-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 60 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/22/2012 3/21/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest was found on 2/20/2012 through systematic search. No California Thrashers observed within 
50 feet of nest. Nest is completely lined and immaculate - free of any dead leaves. A sprig of green leaves was 
placed in the bottom of nest cup on 2/20, and had been removed by 0700 on 2/22. - MKuehn
02/27/2012 - Adult slipped off nest as biologist approached (at 10 feet) and returned to position in nest cup while 
biologist stood 4 feet away to check contents. Nest contains 1 egg. Snow in forecast tonight. - MKuehn
03/05/2012 - 3 warm turquoise eggs present in nest. No birds seen in vicinity. - LThoreson
03/06/2012 - Bird incubating 3 eggs in nest. - VNovik
03/12/2012 - The nest was first observed passively, but there was no conclusive evidence of nesting. The nest was 
then approached, and a bird flushed when the nest was approached, allowing the nest check. One very new 
nestling and 2 eggs were observed in the nest. Observer left quietly immediately after. - LThoreson
03/21/2012 - Nest and nest bowl intact but wet from recent snow; no sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings; no sign 
of predation or weather-related nest failure; no birds in area. - PKonrad

No

CATH California Thrasher 022212_vers_01 EP184-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 80 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/22/2012 3/21/2012 02/22/2012 - The nest was detected on 2/21/2012. It is completely lined, in immaculate condition and free of 
dead leaves. Green leaves were placed in the cup of the nest. The leaves had been removed by the time biologists 
checked the nest on the at 0700 on 2/22/2012. No adults were observed near the nest on 2/21/2012, but an adult 
was heard calling from approximately 30 feet away when the nest was checked on the morning of 2/22/2012. - 
VEurs
02/27/2012 - No eggs. Nest appearance same as before except presence of acorn shell with inside eaten in 
bottom of nest cup. Adult Scrub Jays heard calling 80 feet from nest. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - Nest looks good but no eggs or birds in area of nest; jays heard calling in area (as throughout broad 
region). - PKonrad
03/06/2012 - Nest appears intact. No activity observed at nest. - VNovik
03/12/2012 - Changed species to California Thrasher; 3 blue eggs in nest, but no bird on nest when biologist 
approached nest. A California Thrasher was heard singing about 25 feet away as nest was checked. - VEurs
03/21/2012 - No eggs and no young. No evidence of birds except 1 adult feather above nest. - FHoffman

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 022212_vnik_01 EP180-N Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 220 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 2/22/2012 3/15/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest appears clean and lacks leaves and appears to have fresh grass lining. Nest was observed for I 
hour.; no activity observed, - VNovik
02/27/2012 - Nest empty and no activity observed nearby from any birds. Lining is mussed and partially pulled 
out of nest bowl, indicating nest may not be actively maintained. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - Monitored nest for approximately 1 hour. No activity observed at the nest. - JPawlicki
03/01/2012 - Nest in good shape but no indication of recent use, and no jays or other birds observed in area. - 
PKonrad
03/15/2012 - No birds in area; nest lining has been pulled up; no sign of eggshells in nest or below it; nest looks 
abandoned. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - No change at nest; no birds in area. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 022312_phrd_02 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 150 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/23/2012 3/8/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair seen building nest. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears 80% complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears to have sustained some damage. Unclear if it will be repaired or abandoned, and will 
monitor again. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest was noted as being built by pair and never determined to be complete. Nest was noted as 
damaged by prior monitoring visit. No activity observed at nest while being observed for approximately 40 
minutes. Nest appears to be in disrepair and has lost most of the shape, more flat like than sock like. - VNovik

No

BUSH Bushtit 022312_phrd_03 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 40 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/23/2012 4/7/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair seen bringing lining to nest and appears 95% complete. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact and apparently complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest in good shape, and observed birds at nest. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - 3 visits to the nest during the 25-minute observation period. - ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Bushtit observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to 15 minutes due to occupation of 
Western Scrub-jays in immediate area. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest after 10 minute observation period. Bushtit later observed adding 
nesting material. Possibly repairing minor damage to bottom of nest caused by major storm event over the last 
two days. - RAbe
03/25/2012 - Buffer returned to 100 feet after a temporary reduction to 50 feet. Bushtits were not affected by 
reduction in buffer during wire stringing. - GHuffman
03/31/2012 - Male delivers nest lining material (feathers) to nest entrance, female receives from within but does 
not leave nest for 20 minute observation period. Presume nesting stage has progressed to incubating based on 
these observations. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 0710. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Observed Bushtit pair removing material from nest and transporting to another location in between 
CP55 tower and pullsite. Nest located and updated in pentab. Both nests more than likely built by same pair. 
Upon closer observation of nest, it was discovered that a quarter sized hole had been torn in the back of nest 
likely due to depredation. No eggs were present. Buffer signs removed. - GHuffman

No
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BUSH Bushtit 022312_rabe_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 90 90 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/23/2012 4/5/2012 02/23/2012 - Adults observed adding nest material to nest that is about 60 percent complete. The birds paid no 
attention to two biologists standing a few feet away. Nest exists in dense vegetation and is naturally buffered 
from visual and audible construction activities. - RAbe
02/29/2012 - Nest is large, well-decorated and approximately 85% complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact and appears complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest appears in good shape. Bushtit were heard in vicinity though not observed at nest. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 15 minute observation. Bushtits observed in vicinity of nest. - 
ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Female observed exiting nest, foraging, and re-entering nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to five minutes due to occupation of 
Western Scrub-jays in immediate area. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to 10 minutes due to occupation of 
Western Scrub-Jays in immediate area. Based on nesting chronology and average number off eggs laid by Bushtits, 
the nesting stage is now believed to be in the incubation state. Minor damage at bottom of nest is likely due to 
major storm event over last two days. - RAbe
03/29/2012 - BUSH heard calling near nest. Nest not approached due to WESJ in area. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest appears torn apart, most likely predated. No evidence that construction activities had any 
effect on this nest. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BLPH Black Phoebe 022312_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 2/23/2012 TBD 02/23/2012 - BLPH makes multiple trips to underside of trailer 1110 - 1116, clinging at nest site for a minute at a 
time while mate monitors from 15 feet. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - No BLPH nest building during 2 x 15 minute observations on cool showery day. BLPH detected well 
away from nest area. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - BLPH observed to fly under trailer near nest location briefly, but was never observed on the nest 
during 30 minutes of monitoring. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - HOFI pair making trips to this nest, BLPH staying away. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - BLPH carrying wet mud from AR to underside of trailer. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No BLPH detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - Black Phoebe observed visiting nest at 0804 and then perching nearby. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BLPH incubating 4 eggs with brief excursions off the nest. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BLPH making infrequent forays from nest on a rainy day. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - BLPH carrying food to nest at 0955. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 022312_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 22 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/23/2012 3/15/2012 02/23/2012 - ANHU female plucking down from nearby broom baccharis (Baccharis sarothroides) and packing 
into nest, is unconcerned by numerous non-stopping vehicles. Nest is under construction under dead leaf cluster 
on low branch of tamarisk (Tamarix parviflora) and is approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - ANHU lying on 1 egg. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - ANHU incubating. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - ANHU incubating at 1028. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Nest has been destroyed - apparently by predation - nest fragments nearby. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 022312_rrdd_03 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 22 100 100 100 Fledged 2/23/2012 4/26/2012 02/23/2012 - BUSH pair making numerous trips to repair old nest from 2011 (NID 6003222), climbing inside and 
making alterations. No material carry observed 1140 -1200. Nest modification activities conducted during passage 
of numerous non-stopping Project vehicles. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - BUSH are wary and activity at this nest is fitful and intermittent, but continues. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Pair of BUSH making numerous trips to nest with fine nesting material such as silk. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - BUSH pair gathering flowers of Baccharis sarothroides and packing into this nest. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Nest appears complete. Male BUSH approaches but does not enter. Potentially egg-laying. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest condition appears unchanged. BUSH secretive and quick to depart nest area. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Bird observed bringing plant down into nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - Bushtit makes brief visit to nest at 0729. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - BUSH pair carrying food items to nest on cold stormy morning. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair making trips to the nest with food items at 2-5 minute intervals. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BUSH noted nearby with fledglings and little activity at this nest, however 1 bird noted entering in 
early afternoon. Second clutch? - RRadd
05/02/2012 - BUSH removing material from this nest to new nest 70 feet south. - RRadd

Yes
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BUSH Bushtit 022312_sjon_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 50 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 2/23/2012 3/20/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair observed actively building a nest. Nest was approximately 5% complete. Pair was not affected 
by two biologists within 5 feet of nest. - SJohnston
02/29/2012 - Nest is approximately 5 inches long and 15% complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears intact and 75% complete, no BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Observed bird entering nest with material. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - The pair was observed bringing nesting material to the nest 4 times during the 15 minute 
observation. - ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Pair observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed adding nesting material to nest. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Nest has been destroyed. Likely due to major storm event over last two days. No Bushtits observed 
in area during 30 minute observation period. No eggs observed. - RAbe

No

BUSH Bushtit 022312_vnik_01 EP88-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - foundations 50 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 2/23/2012 3/20/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair of Bushtits actively building nest that appears 80% complete. - VNovik
03/02/2012 - Nest is in good condition and complete, but no Bushtits observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Nest is complete with clear entrance. Bushtits near nest initially and after nest check. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Nest has been predated, violently torn apart and exposing chamber with many small feathers, 
probably from chamber lining caught in branches surrounding nest. No sign of eggs or eggshells, and no Bushtits 
observed or heard in area. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 022412_phrd_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 10 100 100 100 Indeterminate 2/24/2012 4/17/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair seen building nest, appears 75% complete. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete. No BUSH detected at nest. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact but likely still under construction. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Adult male observed carrying item to nest. - MDicus
03/14/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete, but no BUSH detected during 30 minute observation period. - 
RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm. BUSH heard in the area, but were not observed at the nest during about 10 
minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - Pair carrying fluff to the nest on several trips; male becoming wary. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity during 8 minutes of passive observation. Observer left area immediately following arrival 
of 2 CORAs. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed from 0750 to 0820. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest appears intact and serviceable. No BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest is destroyed, presumed by predator, however it is uncertain if this nest ever received an egg. - 
RRadd

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 022412_phrd_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 80 100 95 95 Nest did not reach active stage 2/24/2012 3/24/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair seen building nest, appears 80% complete. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears damaged at bottom, but possibly weather-related. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears well tended and complete. No BUSH detected on cold afternoon. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - Nest appears full, round and complete. No BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Bottom of nest appears to have fallen out, perhaps due to recent storm. No BUSH nearby during 
approximate 15 minute observation period, but will assess status on next visit. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - Nest is destroyed, ripped apart at anchor points, consistent with storm damage. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 022412_rabe_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 60 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/24/2012 4/17/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair of adults observed adding new material to nest. Nest is approximately 60 percent complete. 
Birds added material with biologist standing within a few feet of nest. - RAbe
03/01/2012 - BUSH making occasional trips to nest which appears complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears complete and intact, no BUSH detected on cold day with rain pending. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - Nest appears large full and complete. No BUSH during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm. BUSH were heard in the area, but there was no activity at the nest in the 
approximate 10 minute observation period. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - BUSH carries fluff to nest, settled and remained. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Female observed leaving nest at 0847. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit at nest on 0824. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - BUSH male bringing food to nest at 5-15 minute intervals from 0830-0850 suggests hatched young. - 
RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest is open at the top and vacant. Presumed lost to predation. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 022412_vers_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 3 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/24/2012 3/6/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair detected carrying nesting material to shrub. They made numerous trips during the observation 
period and continued to build, despite the presence of several biologists at the nest, combined with a large truck 
passing by and a large helicopter flying directly overhead. - VEurs
03/01/2012 - Although a BUSH paused here briefly, no nest was found. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - No nest found at the described location. No nest could be found here despite repeated searches. 
Nest was apparently depredated, and the material is now gone. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 022512_ahll_06 EP35-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 50 100 70 70 Presumed Fledged 2/25/2012 4/20/2012 02/21/2012 - Bushtits observed carrying nesting material to a nest that is approximately 60% complete. - MDicus
02/24/2012 - Bushtit pair visiting nest, which is approximately 80% complete. - AHill
02/25/2012 - Both male and female Bushtits are bringing nesting material to nest actively. GPS point was logged 
incorrectly, actual distance from road to nest is 50 feet. No concurrence needed because nest condition and work 
activities have not changed since original concurrence. - AHill
03/05/2012 - Bushtit pair was observed bringing nest material, 95% complete. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Pair of Bushtits foraging to west of nest and periodically visiting nest site. Nest is large, well-built, 
and seemingly complete. Considerable loud road work being conducted along access road to 50 feet of nest, 
including 6 vehicles and associated personnel. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - Bushtit pair extremely active building nest. Both detected vocalizing, collecting, and adding downy 
plant material to nest. - FHoffman
03/13/2012 - The male was bringing in soft nesting material to the nest actively. The female popped out of the 
nest after a couple of male visits and flew off a few hundred feet away. (Given the low activity of the pair as a 
whole, there are probably eggs present in the nest and the female is incubating. Bushtits continue to bring soft 
lining material to nest up until the eggs hatch throughout incubation, and on average, they only spend 60% of 
their time incubating.) - AHill
03/20/2012 - Nest in good condition after storm event. Male brought soft material to nest. As male approached, 
female hopped out of nest. She re-entered after male. The male flew away from the nest, and the female 
eventually followed. - VEurs
03/27/2012 - Observed one adult foraging around nest, then another adult flew out of nest and joined other 
adult. Pair then went off to forage. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Adult visits nest with food at 0701. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Adult bringing food to nest at 0632. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1506. Nestlings heard begging. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - 2 adults bring food to nest at 0629. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Adult bringing food to nest at 0631. - HWinfrey
04/20/2012 - No activity observed at nest, no sign of predation. Bushtits actively foraging nearby did not 
approach nest during 30 minutes of observation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

AMKE American Kestrel 022512_bald_01 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 300 500 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 2/25/2012 4/30/2012 02/25/2012 - A male Kestrel was observed sitting on the topmost, northerly arm of a steel monopole for several 
minutes. A female flew in and landed on the middle arm, below him. After a few minutes, she entered the cavity 
created by the juncture of the monopole and the arm. She remained in the cavity for approximately 30 minutes. 
For the latter part of the observation, she was visible in the hole at the end of the arm. She eventually flew off, 
out of the biologists' view. The male remained on the upper arm during the entire observation and was still there 
when the biologists left the area. - BArnold
03/01/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute survey. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - No AMKE detected. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - AMKE departs adjacent lattice tower at 1138, presumed to be nest guarding. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - AMKE female atop adjacent lattice tower for duration of 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No AMKE observed from 0945 to 1000. HOFI pair observed carrying nesting material into top arm of 
monopole. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity at pole; no American Kestrels detected from 0905 to 0945. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - AMKE male observed mobbing RTHA from adjacent nest did not subsequently associate with any 
cavity during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - AMKE male defending site against adjacent RTHA, but no association with tower cavities. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Male AMKE brings 2 food items to female, the first an insect which she consumes, the second a 
kangaroo rat which she mostly consumes but carries the remainder elsewhere, away from this monopole. It 
appears this pair is nesting in a natural cavity elsewhere. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 022512_lton_05 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 2/25/2012 TBD 02/24/2012 - A female Bushtit was observed carrying nesting material around a shrub. She disappeared from view 
and upon reappearing, did not have nesting material. She then flew beyond the survey boundaries. Biologists 
waited in the area 25 minutes and the female reappeared, again with nesting material. She was tracked to a 
nearby shrub, where the nest was discovered. The nest is 10% complete and the pair continued to make trips back 
and forth as biologists worked in the area. - LThoreson
02/29/2012 - Nest appears 25% complete. BUSH sounded alarm calls and departed at observer approach. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact, no BUSH observed on cold morning. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Pair observed flying to nest, actively nest-building. - MDicus
03/14/2012 - BUSH departs nest at 1209, the returns briefly at 1214. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears to be intact after storm. BUSH at nest, but not with nesting material during about 10 
minutes of observation. Nest building is presumably still underway. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - Nest intact and full, but no BUSH detections during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 Bushtits observed adding fine materials to nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No Bushtit activity detected from 0830 to 0900. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - New BMPs have been installed 5 feet from nest. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
04/22/2012 - BUSH exits nest after 30 minutes of observation 0750. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No BUSH observed during 30-minute observation on cool rainy day. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 022512_rabe_01 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 10 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/25/2012 3/6/2012 02/25/2012 - Female observed adding nesting material multiple times. Nest is about 25 percent complete. 
Continued adding nest material with biologist standing two feet from nest. 100-foot ESA buffer staked-drive 
through access only. - RAbe
03/01/2012 - No ANHU or nest detected. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Neither the originating nor the monitoring biologist can locate a nest at the described location and 
no ANHU detected during multiple observations. Closed. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 022512_rrdd_02 CP26-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 2/25/2012 TBD 02/25/2012 - BUSH pair carrying material to nest which appears substantially complete. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - BUSH continue to visit this outwardly complete nest. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - Complete nest in fine condition, no BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears sound and in fine condition following recent storms. No BUSH detected during 30 
minute observation. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - Adult flushed from nest when biologist approached within 20 feet, but returned and entered nest 
when the biologist backed off to 30 feet. Bird then remained in nest for over 5 minutes while its mate collected 
nesting material nearby. - MKuehn
03/30/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0630 to 0640 in foggy conditions. - HWinfrey
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0640 in foggy weather. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed from 0615 to 0645. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Both adults brought small insects to the nest. Sounds of nestlings coming from inside the nest. - 
VEurs
04/23/2012 - The male and female made 3 trips in total to the nest during 40 minutes of observation. The 
biologist could confirm the male carrying insects into the nest once. No nestlings were heard, but the cool, damp 
conditions may have been suppressing this behavior. The nest looks "stretched out," as though the weight of 
growing nestlings is causing the nest to sag. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - Observation period lasted from 0918 to 1026. After 15 minutes, the female emerged from the nest. 
She returned at 0940 and took a ceanothus leaf into the nest. She left again at 0956 and returned a short time 
later, taking an unidentified object inside. At this point, a few faint sounds of nestlings were heard. She again 
exited the nest about 15 minutes later and returned with fluffy nesting material. Each time, she made several 
approaches to the nest, calling quietly, would fly off a short distance and ultimately enter the nest.  Since this nest 
is reaching its anticipated fledge date, she may have been trying to "entice" the young into exiting the nest. When 
the biologist left the area, the female was still in the bulging nest. The male approached the nest once without 
entering. - VEurs

TBD

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 022612_bald_02 Gorka Gate Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 316 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 2/26/2012 3/22/2012 02/26/2012 - Nest appears in good shape, with recent lining. No bird activity associated with nest during 2 hour 
observation period on Saturday 25 February, nor during a 3.5 hour observation period on Sunday 26 February. 
Nest appears to be of size and shape of Western Scrub-Jay, but no Scrub-Jays observed in area either day. 
Distance to staked gate is 35 feet, plus the vertical differentiation, equals a total distance from gate of 38 feet. - 
BArnold
03/06/2012 - Nest is sound, intact, fresh in appearance and empty. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest in good shape. During avian surveys, no adults were detected. Nest may be abandoned. - 
FHoffman
03/14/2012 - Nest in great shape but no WESJ detected. Possibly weather-delayed. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - No changes observed at this clean intact lined nest. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - No Western Scrub-jays were observed in vicinity of nest for 4 hours by 3 avian biologists conducting 
general nesting bird survey. At end of 4-hour observation period nest was approached by avian biologists V. Novik 
and F. Hoffman to further ascertain status. Dried leaf material was observed inside the cup of the nest, which is 
indicative of a nest that is not being used or maintained. Nest was closed, buffer signs removed. - JDicus

No
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BUSH Bushtit 022612_mkhn_01 EP88-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - foundations 50 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 2/26/2012 3/13/2012 02/26/2012 - The nest is complete (and new), but no Bushtit activity was observed at the nest during the 5 hour 
survey period. - MKuehn
03/02/2012 - Probably due to 2 weather events this week (snow and rain), nest is weathered and thin enough to 
see through in places. No Bushtits observed or heard in area. Nest now considered inactive and will continue to 
monitor site to see if Bushtits improve nest. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Nest appears to have been predated; found nest lining on ground with a 2-inch diameter hole in 
upper part of nest chamber below entrance. No sign of eggs or eggshells, but nest had been rebuilt after 
weathering in previous rain and snow storms. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 022812_hwey_01 12kV Pole Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Other 140 100 30 30 Indeterminate 2/28/2012 4/24/2012 02/28/2012 - At 1030, two adult Bushtits were observed carrying material near CP76-1-GS-NF-13. Adults made 
three trips during five minutes of observation. The nest was located near the top of a mission manzanita. Data 
was collected using pentab, and 100-foot buffer was established with ESA signs on access paths. - HWinfrey
03/08/2012 - No nest or BUSH detected at or near the presumed location. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - BUSH pair constructing nest which appears 25% complete, at 1040. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults flew to nest with material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - BUSH pair attending nest, which appears 80% complete. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - BUSH observed entering nest at 1153. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - BUSH enters nest at 1200 and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH male visits nest briefly at 1630. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest has been opened at side of nest cup. Nest had time to fledge prior to depredation. - RRadd

N/A

VERD Verdin
(Inactive)

022812_imll_02 EP328-1-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 2/28/2012 TBD 02/28/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Fresh down on entrance to nest and nesting material is fresh. Entrance 
faces access road. No work activities occurring. - IMaunsell
03/08/2012 - No birds observed or heard in area; nest is large and well-built with several small fresh downy 
feathers recently added to area of nest surrounding entrance hole. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Nest appears to have more downy feathers adhered to the entrance side, but no birds noted in 
area. Loud, high-speed, off-road, non-Sunrise vehicles operating in the area. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Nest unchanged and no Verdins observed or heard in area. Changed status to inactive. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Verdin nest unchanged, although downy feathers have weathered with time. No sign of birds in 
area. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - No Verdins observed or heard in area; no apparent change to the nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - No Verdins observed or heard in area, but nest entrance looks recently used with fresh small 
feathers affixed to nest around and below entrance hole. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Nest and associated feathers appear weathered, and no sign of Verdins in the area. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - No Verdin activity observed or heard; nest unchanged and may be unused at this time. 1 small twig 
obstructs entrance, so will check for any changes next week. - PKonrad

TBD

LEOW Long-eared Owl 022812_lgan_02 GS-NF-24 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests OH - tower erection 210 500 200 200 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/28/2012 4/3/2012 02/28/2012 - A pair of Long-eared Owls was observed at the nest. One owl flew when approached from 
approximately 30 feet while the other owl remained on the nest for the duration of the nest survey, and appeared 
to be incubating. - LGorman
03/06/2012 - Adult Long-eared Owl standing on nest alerted to observer's presence but did not flush. No other 
adult owls in area but several other species of raptors. - FHoffman
03/07/2012 - Long-eared Owl incubating, positioned on south portion of nest. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Owl observed on nest. Appeared to be laying low in nest, likely incubating. - BArnold
03/14/2012 - Adult lying in nest did not stir when new buffer stakes were being hammered in 200 feet away near 
tower EP85. - JDicus
03/14/2012 - Adult Long-eared Owl is incubating in tree nest; another adult flew from tree immediately south of 
nest tree. - PKonrad
03/15/2012 - Owl lying low in nest did not move during installation save for a few turns of the head as evidenced 
by rotation of ear tufts just visible over rim of nest through spotting scope set up 110 feet away. - JDicus
03/20/2012 - Owl incubating/brooding low in nest did not flush from nest all day (715-1715). Male observed 
roosting nearby in adjacent live oak. All-terrain fork lift and crane were loudest equipment operating today, but 
did not visibly disturb owls. - JDicus
03/21/2012 - Nest checked 3 times during the day: once prior to work, once during work, and once after crews 
left. Owl on nest during all 3 visits, showed no indication of disturbance as a result of construction activity or 
presence of avian biologist. - BArnold
03/22/2012 - Owl on nest during early afternoon check. - BArnold
03/24/2012 - Owl observed on nest. - BArnold
03/28/2012 - Nest checked in morning prior to construction, again at midday and at end of day. Adult fairly high 
on nest but no nestlings visible. No observed agitation to work. - FHoffman
04/03/2012 - No adults in area and no signs of owlets. Adult was last observed at end of work on Friday. After two 
days of no work, on Monday, no adult was observed on nest or in vicinity. No activity was detected on Tuesday 
during work. Nest was observed for an extended period. An eggshell was found on ground. Nest was checked 
from an elevated point and no owlets or eggs were inside nest. - FHoffman
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VERD Verdin
(Inactive)

022812_pkad_01 EP330-1-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 2/28/2012 TBD 02/28/2012 - No Verdins or other birds observed near new-looking nest with fresh mutes and small feathers 
adhered to nest entrance hole. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - No apparent change to nest and no birds observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No Verdins observed, but many fresh mutes on formerly downy feathers around the nest entrance 
indicate recent use of this nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Nest appears unchanged and no Verdin was observed or heard. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Nest unchanged; down feathers near entrance have weathered; no Verdins observed or heard in 
area - status changed to inactive. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - No Verdins observed or heard in area; nest unchanged except 2 new small feathers are attached to 
nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Nest unchanged since last week; no Verdins observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Nest unchanged, and no Verdins heard or seen in the surrounding area. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - No Verdin activity noted in the area; nest has degraded a bit, probably due to lack of recent use. 
This site is a candidate to close if no activity is indicated soon. - PKonrad

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 022812_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 2/28/2012 5/2/2012 02/28/2012 - BUSH building nest are wary to close foot traffic, giving alarm calls and suspending activity, but 
ignores vehicle traffic. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - BUSH observed nest building. Nest is approximately 15% complete. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - Nest building continues 1027. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - BUSH pair continue to carry small items to nest which appears complete. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Nest appears complete, but BUSH pair continue to carry small items to interior. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Pair continue to make quiet visits, but no material carry observed. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Bird observed at nest. Single bird observed entering and leaving nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - 2 Bushtits observed at nest at 0705. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - BUSH enters nest briefly at 1338. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair bringing food items to nest at brief intervals. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BUSH pair continue to feed this nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No further activity at this location - presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 022912_jdus_01 EP256-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 5 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

2/29/2012 3/22/2012 02/29/2012 - Nest completely constructed and contains 1 egg.  Adult California Thrasher in shrub with nest; 
flushed when avian biologist approached within 25 feet. - JDicus
03/05/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; moved 2 feet off nest when avian biologist was still looking for nest 
in shrub. Returned to nest as soon as biologist backed away. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - A California Thrasher flew east from nest site as avian biologist approached; 1 egg could be seen in 
nest (undoubtedly more are present). - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - Nesting attempt has failed; no sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings; no adult thrashers in area. Nest 
flattened and nest bowl a bit messed up; potential predation, but hard to provide evidence of any cause of 
nesting failure. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 022912_lgan_15 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests OH - wire stringing 5 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/29/2012 4/26/2012 02/29/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed building a nest approximately 10 feet high in a coast live oak tree 
despite helicopters flying high overhead and to the south occasionally for work at other tower sites. These birds 
were observed gathering nest material from an old Bushtit nest in a different coast live oak tree approximately 60 
feet to the north. Photos were taken from the driveway facing north and northwest towards the nest. Nest 
approximately 90% complete. - LGorman
03/07/2012 - Bushtit pair observed carrying material to nearly 100% complete nest (making multiple trips) on 
access road to GS-NF-10. Pair were tolerant of observers standing within several feet of the nest but were wary 
when access gate was opened. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - Adults making multiple trips to nest while avian biologist staked new buffer signs. - MDicus
03/13/2012 - Nest appears intact and complete. No BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - Adult female observed leaving nest. No additional activity observed. - MDicus
03/23/2012 - BUSH male makes trips to nest around 1500. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - BUSH visits nest at 0940. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - BUSH enters nest at 0931. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Bushtit pair was observed making brief, infrequent trips (1 adult every 5-10 minutes) to nest. 
Neither adult was observed carrying nest material or food. In between nest visits, the pair was observed foraging 
together and copulating on 3 occasions. The only work activity that occurred within 5 feet of the nest was when 
the crane truck passed through the access gate. All other activities were outside the 50-foot buffer. - MDicus
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair making frequent trips to nest at short intervals and stitching decorations to exterior of 
nest from 1455-1510. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - Nest has been destroyed, presumed lost to severe weather circa 26 April. LEGO now removing 
remains. - RRadd
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 022912_lgan_16 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 200 100 20 20 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/29/2012 3/23/2012 02/29/2012 - A female Anna's Hummingbird was observed sitting on the nest despite helicopters flying high 
overhead and to the south occasionally for work at other tower sites. This bird was also observed gathering soft 
nest material, interacting with a male Anna's Hummingbird, and foraging on tree tobacco intermittently between 
periods of sitting on the nest. This female Anna's Hummingbird was most likely incubating eggs. Helicopters 
occasionally flying high overhead and to south. Female flushed when biologist stood observing from the edge of 
the driveway. - LGorman
03/07/2012 - The female was observed making multiple trips between the nest and a nearby nectar source 
(Nicotiana glauca) to the east, gathering spider silk on one occasion, and adding it to the nest, The female was 
observed laying on the nest for periods of 2 to15 minutes, and leaving the nest to nectar or gather spider silk, for 
up to 4 minutes at a time, and immediately returning to the nest. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - Female incubating, making trips to and from nest while avian biologist staked new buffer signs. - 
MDicus
03/13/2012 - ANHU incubating. - RRadd
03/23/2012 - Nest is intact and slightly tilted but empty. Few feces were detected around the rim cup, suggesting 
this nest was depredated prior to any young hatching. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 022912_mdus_01 EP79 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands OH - tower erection 133 100 60 60 Indeterminate 2/29/2012 4/21/2012 02/29/2012 - Pair observed carrying material to nest that is virtually 100% complete. - MDicus
03/07/2012 - Nest complete, but no Bushtits approached nest during 30 minute observation period, possibly due 
to presence of a Cooper's Hawk. Heard Bushtits call only when Cooper's Hawk flew from nest area (along with 
other passerines). After 20 minutes, Cooper's Hawk flew in to perch in tree adjacent to nest tree (no alarm calls 
from birds). - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Nest looks good with entrance facing north. After 20 minutes, a Bushtit flew to nest, then flew to 
trees to northeast. May have brought more nest material, may have brought food for mate, or just visited nest 
without other interests. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Nest appears to still be in good shape, although a bit wet on outside. No Bushtits observed or heard 
during 20 minute period. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - A Bushtit entered nest for about a minute and left, although this could have been an exchange by 
incubating adults. Fair to consider this nest is in the incubating stage considering the nest history and this 
observation. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 - Bushtit entered nest for about a minute early during a 30 minute observation period; this is a similar 
observation to last week's. - PKonrad
04/13/2012 - BUSH pair scolding WESJ in territory, but >30 feet from nest when biologist arrived. Neither adult 
went to nest during 30 minute passive observation period that followed. Nest appears to be in perfect condition 
from the outside. - MKuehn
04/21/2012 - Nest has been damaged severely and is torn open on west side, with some nesting material on the 
ground below and was likely predated. A thorough search did not yield any eggshell fragments. Nest could have 
had nestlings or eggs, but likely one of the two based on previous observations and timing. No activity at nest in 
10 minutes of observation, though a pair of Bushtits was found building a nest 30 feet away. - MKuehn

N/A

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 022912_mdus_02 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Grasslands and Meadows Other 300 500 280 280 Nest did not reach active stage 2/29/2012 3/20/2012 02/29/2012 - Adult RTHA observed carrying nest material to center of live oak tree. Other adult seen flying to 
tree; pair also observed soaring in area. - MDicus
03/06/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk(s) making 4 flights to and from short tree during hour-long observation 
period, but did not visit large live oak. No nest is present in any of the 3 oak trees north of yard. Hawks are flying 
low, less than 80 feet throughout area with many helicopter flights in and out of yard. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - At 10:15, a pair of Red-tailed Hawks were perched together on lowest crossarm of power pole north 
of activity area. At 12:30, after 15 minutes of observation, 1 hawk flew in to perch on longer crossarm of same 
pole. Hawks appear unaffected by the many helicopter flights in and out of yard. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - An adult male Red-tailed Hawk flew in from south to perch in largest (lone) live oak tree (no nesting 
material). Flew to power pole, attempted a short unsuccessful hunting strike to the north, then returned to tree. 
Soon flew low over Bartlett Yard (even with a helicopter hovering overhead), and perched next to female on top 
of lone live oak 300 feet west of yard; male soon soared to the southwest. This pair is very active in area, but at 
this time they still appear to be territorial only. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - No hawks observed during the initial 20-minute observation period. Later, during return trip, 2 adult 
Red-tailed Hawks are perched on usual pole north of 3 trees. Female dove north on hunting strike and returned to 
lower crossarm of pole without prey. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk hunting in field west of yard, then perched on pole northwest of yard (north of 
access road to west). No nest initiated to date - closed. - PKonrad
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BUSH Bushtit 022912_rqey_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 30 100 40 40 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/29/2012 4/23/2012 02/29/2012 - BUSH pair observed consistently bringing material to newly constructed nest during 30 minute 
observation. Nest is approximately 10% complete. Pair flushed when a truck was started about 30 feet away, so 
40-foot buffer was established. Drive-thru access prohibited due to proximity of nest to road. Alternate routes to 
construction sites exist and can be used to avoid entering buffer. BMP maintenance crews should limit work 
within buffer to extent feasible. - RQuilley
03/07/2012 - Nest building. Nest approximately 70% complete. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - Nest is substantial and well-decorated, approximately 70% complete. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - BUSH continued to build on this 85% complete nest at 1511. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears intact after storm. Looks nearly complete. No BUSH activity near nest in 10 minutes of 
observation. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - BUSH male visits nest on two occasions without entering and departs alone. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Male enters nest with food at 0838, exits shortly after. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female leaves nest at 0753. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Male and female make repeated trips to the nest with very small food items. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Nest has been predated. A huge hole exists near the bottom. The Bushtit pair are rebuilding. A 
Phainopepla was seen taking material from the nest. - LThoreson

No

CATH California Thrasher 030112_jpki_01 EP181 Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 100 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/1/2012 3/6/2012 03/01/2012 - While viewing a singing male thrasher on top of a shrub 30 feet to southwest, another (presumably 
female) thrasher was observed and heard on the ground underneath the shrub behind the observer that was 
subsequently found to contain a nest. After 8 minutes of observation of the singing thrasher, another thrasher 
was again heard calling from the same shrub after which the observer searched the shrub and discovered the 
partially built nest. Nest structure was loose and lacking finer material toward the center, but had a distinct inner 
bowl shape. Nest may possibly be old, but thrasher presence around the shrub suggests active building. A fresh 
green sugar bush leaf was placed upside down in the nest and should be checked on future dates for removal by 
birds if nest is indeed active. - JPawlicki
03/02/2012 - Nest checked at 1215 for presence/absence of leaf and for additional activity.  Fresh green sugar 
bush leaf was still present in nest and nest condition appeared same as previous day, while no thrashers were 
observed or heard in vicinity of nest shrub. Nest should be checked within 1 week to determine whether it 
potentially remains active. - JPawlicki
03/06/2012 - Nest remains partially built with sugar bush leaf still present in nest; no other activity observed in 
vicinity. Nest closed. - JPawlicki

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 030112_kats_01 Alpine HQ Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/1/2012 TBD 03/01/2012 - A pair of Red-tailed Hawks has been consistently seen in this area for many months, and new greens 
have been observed on the nest in recent weeks. Today, one hawk seen carrying fresh eucalyptus greens to the 
nest and placing it in the nest, before flying off to the eucalyptus trees about 200 feet west, and calling from that 
tree. This nest had been recorded at this location since at least 2009, but had never been occupied over the 
duration of Sunrise Powerlink construction activities, until now. - KAlberts
03/14/2012 - New green eucalyptus leaves have been added since the previous observation, but no hawks are 
currently occupying the nest on a regular basis. - KAlberts
03/20/2012 - Nest in good condition after storm event, but no hawks seen in vicinity. - VEurs
03/28/2012 - No new activity observed at nest, although pair remains in area and is seen regularly every day. - 
KAlberts
04/03/2012 - No new activity observed. - KAlberts
04/11/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit by avian biologist K. Weber. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - No activity at nest from 1215 to 1315. AMCR observed perching 10 feet from nest. RTHA soaring 
500 feet away. - HWinfrey
04/25/2012 - No activity at nest. RTHA perched on utility pole in Alpine HQ parking lot and flying within 100 feet 
of nest. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - No activity observed at nest, no raptors observed in area from 1236 to 1306. - HWinfrey

TBD
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CATH California Thrasher 030112_lton_01 EP178-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 63 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/1/2012 5/2/2012 03/01/2012 - No activity observed near nest. - LThoreson
03/06/2012 - 2 biologists watched nest for 45 minutes. No birds seen going to nest, but heard WESJ and CATH in 
vicinity. Nest is still in good shape and appears as though material has been added to nest. - LThoreson
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest looks intact and completely lined. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - Nest looks a bit aged; unused; only jays apparent in area, but not obviously associated with nest. - 
PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Nest bowl wet from melted snow; nest continues to be unused; no birds in area. Changed status to 
inactive. - PKonrad
03/28/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; it stayed on the nest when avian biologist checked nest from 7 feet 
away on west side. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Thrasher slipped off nest as avian biologist approached; 2 speckled light-turquoise-colored eggs in 
nest bowl. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - California Thrasher still incubating clutch of eggs. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Nest contains 2 large brown downy nestlings that are hungrily aggressive, stretching their necks high 
with mouths wide open to receive food (eyes still closed). No adult California Thrashers observed during quick 
nest check. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - No adults observed during very brief nest check because 2 large mostly feathered nestlings are 
present, 1 in the nest and 1 in branch of bush 2 feet from nest. It appears nestlings are on the verge of fledging 
and leaving the nest area. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - As expected, the nest is empty and the nestlings probably fledged late-week (Wednesday to Friday) 
a week ago, considering 1 fledgling was already out of the nest when the nest was monitored a week ago. The 
nest is in good shape and no fledglings or adults were observed in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 030112_lton_12 McCain Valley CY Construction Yards Chaparrals Traffic 70 100 70 70 Nest did not reach active stage 3/1/2012 3/28/2012 03/01/2012 - Clean nest was located, and observed for 30 minutes, but no avian activity was observed. - 
LThoreson
03/06/2012 - Bulky twig base indicates nest is not Spotted Towhee nest. Changed to California Thrasher based on 
appearance. California Thrashers and Western Scrub-Jays in area but not seen within 100 feet of nest. Nest is only 
partially lined with bark strips and possibly from last season because leaves on sugar bush are mostly dead (little 
foliar cover). Nest buffer distance changed to 100 feet, with drive-through traffic permitted. A nest buffer 
reduction to 70 feet is being submitted to permit work to occur within McCain Valley Yard. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. New nesting material has been added over green leaf 
placed in nest on 3/6/12. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - Nest appears old and unused; nest bowl has 1 brown leaf, 1 green leaf, and a prickly twig in it, 
indicating no recent use; no birds near nest. Changed status to inactive. - PKonrad
03/28/2012 - Unused older nest unchanged with leaves and stick in weathered nest; no birds in area, nor have 
any birds been seen associated with this nest - closed. - PKonrad

No

CATH California Thrasher 030112_lton_13 EP177-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 65 100 100 65 Nest did not reach active stage 3/1/2012 3/24/2012 03/01/2012 - Near complete nest. Biologist observed nest for approximately 30 minutes. No activity observed at 
nest. - LThoreson
03/06/2012 - Bulky twig base indicates nest is not Spotted Towhee nest: Changed to California Thrasher nest 
based on appearance and presence of 2 singing males in area. Nest is mostly lined, but lining is slightly mussed. 
No birds detected within 30 feet of nest. Nest buffer distance changed to 100 feet, with drive-through traffic 
permitted. A nest buffer reduction to 90 feet is being submitted to permit work to occur within the tower pad 
parking area. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest looks intact and completely lined. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - No apparent change to nest; no birds near nest. - PKonrad
03/24/2012 - No activity at nest. Leaves were present in this nest, indicating non-usage and lack of maintenance. 
Nest did not reach active stage for unknown reasons. - FHoffman

No

BUSH Bushtit 030112_rabe_01 CP56-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Other 15 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

3/1/2012 4/13/2012 03/01/2012 - Adult of unknown sex observed exiting nest. Two males and one female observed at nest location 
during 20 minute observation period. Nest appears to be complete. 100-foot buffer staked. - RAbe
03/06/2012 - Nest sound and intact with BUSH briefly attending 1550. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest appears in good shape. No Bushtit observed at nest though active in vicinity. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 15 minute observation. Bushtits observed in vicinity of nest. - 
ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Pair observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Pair observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to five minutes due to occupation of 
Western Scrub-Jays in immediate area. No apparent damage to nest from major storm event over last two days. - 
RAbe
03/29/2012 - Female observed leaving nest, then returning within 2 minutes. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0700. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest has been predated - as evidenced by hole at cup. Construction crew has used this site as a 
toilet (evidence of multiple visits is strewn about within 15 feet of nest). It cannot be determined if human activity 
drew predators to this location. - RRadd

No
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MODO Mourning Dove 030212_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 120 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/2/2012 4/13/2012 03/02/2012 - Adult lying on nest with two eggs. This nest is located nine feet east of recently fledged nest, and is 
likely the second brood of the same pair. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - Adult on nest still with two eggs. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nests, but was unable to gain access to substation. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is degraded and with lots of scat, indicative of a successfully fledged nest. - BArnold

Yes

AMKE American Kestrel 030212_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/2/2012 TBD 03/02/2012 - Two adults observed entering lowest arm on northeastern side of steel monopole. They emerged 
after a few minutes and perched on nearby wires. Male previously observed with food as he entered adjacent 
monopole (within the substation), but no further activity was observed at that pole. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - American Kestrels observed at pole during California Gnatcatcher survey. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - No work occurred within substation. During the 45 minutes spent observing the AMKE nest location 
from outside the substation, the female AMKE was observed entering the hole at the end of the crossarm several 
times. The female was not seen with prey items or nesting material. The male AMKE was seen perched on the 
monopole with the nest, as well as perching on wires within the vicinity of the nest location. - EStrods
04/13/2012 - No AMKE activity observed during survey period. - BArnold
04/17/2012 - Adult male observed perched on top of pole. - BArnold

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 030212_ghan_01 CP7-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 3 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/2/2012 4/1/2012 03/02/2012 - Bio monitor Garrett Huffman observed pair making multiple trips to nest with nesting material from 
1130 to 1145 while bio monitoring with Trisha Di Paola. Nest appears to be 70% complete. This pair is wary of 
foot traffic - ceasing nesting activity @ 20-30 feet. - GHuffman
03/05/2012 - BUSH bringing material to nest. This pair is wary of foot traffic, temporarily ceasing nest-building 
activity at 30 feet today. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - 0950 to 1030: Pair observed carrying nesting material to nest. Pair vacated when vehicle 
approached nest on access road. Pair returned to nest-building activities after 40 minutes. Nest appears to be 
nearly completed, and pair tolerated human presence up to 15 feet today. - GHuffman
03/12/2012 - BUSH pair carrying items to nest which appears 90% complete. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears intact following recent storms, but no BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/26/2012 - Nest looks fine. Pair (second pair, not associated with other nest) in area foraging and vocalizing 
around nest. Looked for a new nest but none found. One adult had plant material in mouth but threw it down 
before bringing it to any nest location. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity at nest which appears sodden. Close examination reveals no recent maintenance on 
nest. Evidence over past 3 weeks indicates that this nesting attempt has been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 030212_ghan_02 CP6-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 70 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/2/2012 3/26/2012 03/02/2012 - Observations made by bio monitor Trisha Di Paola. Bushtits observed bringing nesting material to 
nest multiple times from 0800 to 0830. Nest is nearly complete.  Bushtits appeared unaffected by helicopter 
operations. However, nest building activity halted when observers were detected at 50 feet. - GHuffman
03/05/2012 - Nest building continues, but was halted when observers were detected at 50 feet. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - Male BUSH enters nest and stays for 5 minutes. Nest appears too small to be complete. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears intact following recent storms, but no BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. 
Nest still looks small. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - Nest was found no longer intact with the majority on the ground, appearing to have suffered from 
recent storm damage. Observer found a second nearly complete nest in Salvia mellifera, which is over 100 feet 
from the line or any project feature. A pair was active at that nest, and this may or may not be the same pair. - 
FHoffman

No

BUSH Bushtit 030212_ghan_03 CP7-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 8 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/2/2012 4/19/2012 03/02/2012 - Nest observed by bio monitor Trisha Dipaola. Bushtits observed carrying nesting material to nest 
from 1200 to 1220. Birds flushed from nest with human presence within 15 to 20 feet. Nest appears to be 50% 
complete. - GHuffman
03/05/2012 - BUSH pair ferrying material to nest. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - 0850 - 0920 : Pair observed bringing nesting material to nest on multiple occasions. Pair tolerated 
human presence up to 15 feet away. 0930: Pair left nest area when vehicle driving on access road, but returned in 
less than one minute to resume nest-building activities. - GHuffman
03/12/2012 - BUSH carries large piece of fluffy material to nest at 0845. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears intact following recent storms, but no BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/26/2012 - Nest appears a little soggy after the rain, but the pair was actively building with soft pappus. 
Repeated trips occurring. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0940 to 0955. Nest in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest appears in good condition with a neat maintained entrance, but the cup area is less than 
rotund. No BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Upon locating the nest, the biologist noted the entrance appeared to have some damage. After 
watching the nest for 30 minutes with no activity, the biologist approached within 3 feet of the nest. This elicited 
no response, so the biologist examined the nest. A large hole in the bottom of the nest cup indicates this nest was 
predated, and some material was on the ground below the nest. Nest closed. Nesting chronology suggests eggs 
may have been present, but this cannot be confirmed, therefore the outcome is indeterminate. - VEurs

N/A
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CATH California Thrasher 030212_jpki_01 EP181-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 61 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/2/2012 3/21/2012 03/02/2012 - Stick nest in excellent condition with well defined bowl and fresh lining of fine redshank bark. All 
biologists were in agreement that nest condition was appropriate for recently built (less than 2 weeks) nest that 
has a high probability of becoming active. A fresh green sugar bush leaf was placed in nest and will be checked on 
future dates for removal by birds if nest is active. Nest was appropriate in size, shape, and composition for 
California Thrasher, and a thrasher was heard in vicinity. - JPawlicki
03/06/2012 - No eggs present in nest although nest remains in excellent condition. Sugar bush leaf was removed 
from nest indicating that nest is recently built and remains active. - JPawlicki
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest looks intact and completely lined. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - Nest in good shape but unused; no birds detected in area. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Nest is in disrepair and flattened; nest looks very weathered by recent snowfall and many brown 
leaves are flattened on top of nest; bowl indiscernible; no birds in area - closed. - PKonrad

No

COHA Cooper's Hawk 030212_rrdd_01 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/2/2012 TBD 03/02/2012 - COHA very active 0715, flying to nearby oaks to break off twigs and carry to nest in bill. Much calling 
and whistling back and forth between members of the pair. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - COHA female breaking sycamore twigs and carrying in feet to nest while male watches from 100 
feet. Traffic on El Monte Road does not affect nest building, but activity was briefly suspended while SRPL 
personnel used gate, and resumed 10 minutes after gate traffic ceased. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - COHA flies to nest as water-truck operator opens access gate at 0717. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - No COHA detected during 20 minute late afternoon observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Avian biologist R. Abe reports observing female on nest with male hunting nearby on 03/28/12. - 
HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no Cooper's Hawks detected in area. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - COHA female lying in nest during light rain at 1200. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - COHA female standing on nest preening at 1431. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - COHA female on nest at 1700. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 030212_rrdd_02 El Monte CY Construction Yards Riparian Forests and Woodlands Grading 250 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/2/2012 4/25/2012 03/02/2012 - BUSH pair constructing new nest - approximately 5% complete. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Observed BUSH building nest. Nest is approximately 15 percent complete. - SJohnston
03/16/2012 - BUSH male enters nest briefly at 0848. Pair copulating adjacent to nest at 0850. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Unable to locate nest. BUSH pair in area but only observed foraging for 15 minutes. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - BUSH making nest visit at 1432. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 1330 to 1340. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No Bushtits detected near nest. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Quiet solo BUSH in nest vicinity did not enter nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BUSH detected at this nest during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - No activity observed for several weeks and new nest constructed 50 feet west. - RRadd

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 030312_rrdd_01 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/3/2012 TBD 03/03/2012 - BUSH pair constructing nest approximately 5% complete. On approach to record GPS location, birds 
scolded for several minutes and then left and did not return. A drive-through buffer of 70 feet will admit vehicular 
passage, but keep work away from line of sight to nest. - RRadd
03/09/2012 - BUSH carrying spider silk to nest, approximately 60% complete. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - BUSH pair continue to build nest at 1238. Nest appears 60% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults entered nest carrying nesting material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Bush pair collecting Populus "cotton" and ferrying to nest. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 10 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Pair of bushtits foraging within 50 feet of nest, which appears to be in 
good condition. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH carries food to nest at 1536 and 1542. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest looks weathered and no BUSH detected during 2 x 20-minute observations. Difficult to monitor 
due to COHA nest directly above. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 030412_bald_01 EP99-2 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 50 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/4/2012 3/20/2012 03/04/2012 - Bushtit activity in area led to observations of Bushtits working on complete nest - working on the 
top portion of the nest. Bushtits were observed entering the nest while 2 avian biologists were standing 4 feet 
away discussing nest. - BArnold
03/07/2012 - No activity during brief 15-minute afternoon observation period. - BArnold
03/20/2012 - Bushtit nest torn open at 'neck' of nest as though pulled on from below, or possibly by the weight of 
heavy snow accumulated on nest in high wind during weekend storm. No sign of eggs, eggshells, or Bushtits. - 
PKonrad

N/A
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BEWR Bewick's Wren 030412_jpki_01 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/4/2012 4/23/2012 03/04/2012 - Adult observed bringing both coarse and finer material to nest on over a dozen occasions 
throughout survey period; usually approached from slope to left of nest. - JPawlicki
03/14/2012 - BEWR singing nearby did not approach any cavity during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - BEWR heard singing and calling nearby, but no activity seen at the cavity in about 15 minutes of 
observation. - IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - No BEWR detected during 2 x 15 minute observations. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed, and no BEWR detected from 0710 to 0720. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - BEWR flies to nest cavity at 1033, departs a few seconds later, and is apparently feeding nestlings. - 
HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No BEWR detections during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BEWR detections at or near this location during 2 x 20-minute observations. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No BEWR detections during 30-minute observation. No BEWR have been detected at this location 
since the first observation. Possibly an alternate nest or an exploration during nest selection process. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 030412_jpki_02 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/4/2012 TBD 03/04/2012 - Adults observed bringing material to near complete nest on more than 3 occasions. - JPawlicki
03/14/2012 - 2 BUSH carrying fluff balls to nest at 0849. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - The bottom of the nest appears malformed, and observer is unsure if this is due to recent storm or 
the nest not being completed.  BUSH in area but not observed at nest during about 10 minutes of observation. 
Assumed nest building is still taking place, and will leave status as Active, unless next monitoring visit suggests 
otherwise. - IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - BUSH nearby did not interact with this nest, which appears to be in serviceable condition. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 0710 to 0720. Nest in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed from 1025 to 1100. Nest continues to appear well maintained. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No activity observed during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BUSH detected during 2 x 30-minute observations. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No detections during 30 minute observation, but nest appears sound and intact. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Nest is sound, intact and tidy. No BUSH detected. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 030412_mkhn_01 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 35 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/4/2012 4/23/2012 03/04/2012 - Adults bringing material to nest and entering opening with it. Likely lining nest cup. Nest appears 
complete from outside. Established a 100-foot buffer. - MKuehn
03/14/2012 - BUSH male near nest, did not enter during observation period. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - If nest was complete, then there may have been some storm damage. The bottom appears open. 
BUSH in area but did not visit nest in about 20 minutes of observation. Will continue to monitor for potential 
change in status. - IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - Nest appears serviceable, BUSH nearby did not enter nest during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 0650 to 0705. Nest in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed from 0950 to 1020. Lack of activity over past 3 weeks indicates that this nesting 
attempt may have been abandoned. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Male BUSH carrying food to nest at 1156 and 1203. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nest appears predated - torn open at nest cup from side. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 030512_bald_01 TL 6924 - 171694 Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 63 100 60 60 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/5/2012 4/27/2012 03/05/2012 - Adults observed bringing nest material and building nest estimated to be about 80 percent 
complete. - BArnold
03/07/2012 - No activity observed during brief observation period from the access road on 6 March, nor during 
20 minute period 7 March. Nest does not look complete. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - Nest appears complete, BUSH pair foraging together away from nest at 1622. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - No Bushtits observed during brief 10 minute morning observation period from access road. - 
BArnold
03/19/2012 - Nest appears to have weathered recent storms intact. No BUSH detected during 20 minute 
observation under cool and wet conditions. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - Only one Bushtit was ever observed around the nest at a time. It is presumed that the other was in 
the nest. The Bushtit was observed near the nest several times in about an hour of observation. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Adult male observed emerging from nest and foraging nearby. 15 minutes later, the female was 
observed carrying bits of fluff to the nest. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - After 30 minutes of observation, both adults approached nest, but foliage obscured the view of the 
birds' activity. Each spent about 30 seconds at the nest before flying away. About 10 minutes later, an adult 
returned to the nest and left carrying a fecal sac. - VEurs
04/17/2012 - The male was seen carrying a large billfull of fluffy nesting material. The female exited the nest 
when he brought the material inside, and then they both flew off to the south. The female returned about 25 
minutes later with a billfull of food. She entered the nest and remained there for the rest of the observation 
period (about 10 more minutes). - VEurs
04/25/2012 - About 5 minutes after the start of observations, the male exited the nest. He returned about 8 
minutes later and did not appear to be carrying food. He swapped places with the female, who spent the next 15 
minutes foraging on the surrounding hillside. When she returned and entered the nest, nestlings could be heard 
vocalizing. The male again exited the nest and resumed foraging in the area. It is likely these young will fledge in 
the next few days. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - The biologist decided to check the nest because the anticipated fledge date was imminent. Upon 
approaching the nest, it was obvious the nest had been predated. It was completely ripped apart, lying 
horizontally in the nest shrub as opposed to vertically. The biologist remained in the area for about an hour, 
hoping for signs of surviving fledglings. Though numerous Bushtits were detected, none exhibited the loud 
begging and following behaviors typical of recently-fledged Bushtits. No Bushtit was observed feeding another 
despite extensive foraging activity. This nest with young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

AMKE American Kestrel 030512_bald_02 TL 6924 - 171691 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/5/2012 TBD 03/05/2012 - Nest in upper western arm of Pole 171691 located along existing dirt access road. Kestrel pair seen 
perching on tower, entering arm together, and exhibiting agitated behavior. Kestrel activity at this monopole was 
extensive during 5 hour survey period, whereas very little kestrel activity, consisting of a single bird perching for a 
few minutes, was noted at Pole 171694 with the previously recorded AMKE nest. - BArnold
03/07/2012 - No activity at this nest during 5 hour survey in general area as well as one hour focused observation 
period on 6 March, nor during brief observation period on 7 March. AMKE in area, interacting with RTHA on 6 
March. - BArnold
03/15/2012 - Biomonitor P. Hord reports AMKE entering cavity at 0750. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation under cool and wet conditions. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - No AMKE activity was observed at this cavity in approximately 2 hours of observation. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Adult male Kestrel observed hunting and perching on nearby wire, returning to perch on the nest 
pole multiple times throughout the 1.5-hour observation period. Male entered upper cavity once. Female was not 
observed. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - During 75 minute observation period, the male spent the majority of the time perched atop the 
pole. He left the top a half-dozen times to chase/mob an RTHA soaring nearby. At 0945, vocalizations were heard 
in the nest cavity and the male hopped down to peer within. He also briefly entered the adjacent cavity and the 
second arm from the top on the eastern side. Toward the end of observations, the male flew off and ultimately 
returned with a lizard that he left on the top of the pole. At this point, he also interacted with the AMKE pair from 
the nest to the north. No female ever observed. - VEurs
04/17/2012 - The male perched on various places on the monopole throughout the 45 minute observation 
period. He occasionally left the pole to fly around for brief periods. The female was never seen. As the biologist 
was driving through the buffer with the windows down, the sounds of nestlings could be heard emanating from 
the cavity. - VEurs
04/25/2012 - The observation period lasted from 0820 to 0935. The kestrel pair was visible for most of this time. 
They perched on various places on the monopole, and the male perched briefly on the wire. The pair copulated 
twice during the observation period. The male flew off and returned soon after with a small prey item. While he 
was away, the female entered the nest cavity. When the male returned, he perched on the edge of the cavity and 
the female began vocalizing, as though begging. However, the male moved to the top of the pole, where he 
consumed the prey. The pair entered the nest cavity of European Starlings in the same pole, but were driven out 
by the starlings. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - The male kestrel arrived at the pole with a lizard after 50 minutes. As he was about to land atop the 
pole, a jogger passed underneath, which caused him to fly off to the west. He soon returned and perched on a 
rung and called out a few times. Receiving no response, he flew to the east and consumed the lizard. He returned 
to the pole and again gave some calls without getting any response  He flew to the monopole to the north  where 

TBD
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030512_imll_01 Alpine Underground - 
Bauer Bridge

Road Area Woodlands and Forests BMP installation/maintenance 17 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/5/2012 3/29/2012 03/05/2012 - Female observed making multiple trips to nest with material from 1000-1100 while BMP crew was 
lowering dirt level of the road shoulder approximately 25 feet from the nest. Crew was using shovels, rakes, and 
loading dirt into a back-hoe. No behavioral response to this work was observed. Pickup trucks and equipment 
passing along the road appear to have no impact either. Nest appears approximately 10% complete. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Female on nest and making periodic trips to the surrounding habitat to gather nesting material. 
Observed adding lichen decorations to nest. No alterations of nesting behavior was observed due to traffic 
occurring 17 feet from the nest. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - ANHU observed incubating. - SJohnston
03/29/2012 - A small fragment of the nest was observed attached to the branch, otherwise the nest and its 
contents were gone. All indications are that this was due to predation, with no evidence of any effects from 
construction activities. - HWinfrey

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 030512_imll_02 Alpine Underground - 
Bauer Bridge

Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 20 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/5/2012 4/13/2012 03/05/2012 - Pair of Lesser Goldfinches observed adding material to a new nest approximately 5-10% complete. 
Female made frequent trips to nest while observer stood on roadway and directly below nest. The birds did not 
appear affected by traffic passing by at 20 feet or by the conversation at the edge of the roadway. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Female LEGO arrives at nest and remains present for approximately 10-15 minutes. During this time, 
she is observed shifting within the nest, possibly shaping it or more likely, egg-laying. The nest appears in good 
condition and complete. Female present on nest while traffic passed by at 20 feet with no alteration in behavior 
observed. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - No activity during 20 minutes of observation. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female LEGO brings food to nest and perches near it, putting its head down into nest cup at 1048. - 
HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Nest is torn up as though material has been removed (depredated). 
Nest closed. Unknown whether nest fledged or was depredated. - JDicus

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030512_imll_03 Alpine Underground - 
Bauer Bridge

Road Area Woodlands and Forests BMP installation/maintenance 37 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/5/2012 4/13/2012 03/05/2012 - Female hummingbird gathering lichen and other decorative materials and adding them to a nearly 
complete nest located in the center of a live oak tree. Female continued all natural behaviors during Sunrise 
traffic occurring 40 feet from the nest location. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Female was on nest incubating while traffic passed by regularly along AR, 37 feet away. Regular 
foraging trips into the surrounding habitat observed. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - ANHU observed incubating. - SJohnston
03/29/2012 - Observer attempted to locate nest on 3/28/12 without success. Attempted again with assistance of 
I. Maunsell on 3/29/12 without locating nest. No ANHU activity was observed in immediate area. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No ANHU activity observed in immediate area. Unable to locate nest. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Based on nest chronology for this species, the nest should have had nestlings/fledglings by now; 
neither were ever observed at or near this nest even though the female was observed incubating during 2 
consecutive weekly monitoring visits. Avian biologist Ian Maunsell, who initially found this nest, was present for 
final nest monitoring visit. No activity was observed at the nest. Nest was closed due to inactivity during this and 
previous observations. - JDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 030512_imll_05 Alpine Underground - 
Bauer Bridge

Road Area Woodlands and Forests Grading 69 100 50 50 Fledged 3/5/2012 4/23/2012 03/05/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed gathering material from host oak and adding it to a nearly complete nest 
located on the west side of tree above stream. Pair was observed building nest while a back-hoe was grading the 
spur work area located 69 feet south. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Nest was observed for approximately 30 minutes. Nest appears complete and in good condition. 
One Bushtit was observed flying from the area of the nest during a potential nest exchange by incubating pair. No 
other activity observed during regular traffic activities. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - Observed BUSH leaving nest. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - No activity observed in 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Male Bushtit observed chasing Lesser Goldfinch away from immediate area around nest at 1053. - 
HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Bushtit observed gathering prey items in creek and carrying them to the nest. - JDicus
04/18/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1009. - HWinfrey
04/20/2012 - Adult visits nest at 1226. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity observed from 1145 to 1200 at nest, which remains in good condition. 2 adult Bushtits 
feeding 5 fledglings in same tree, 60 feet away from nest. Nest closed; fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 030512_mdus_01 CP37-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 165 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/5/2012 4/17/2012 03/05/2012 - Male observed making multiple trips with peeled shrub bark and other materials to a clump of 
Salvia mellifera. Nest is in beginning stages of construction (1% constructed). Male was observed placing and 
weaving material around the stem, and placing peeled bark from black sage, and possibly lichen. Female made 
fewer trips to nest location, but appeared to be adjusting the placement of the nest material. Both were observed 
foraging and chasing an unidentified bird from the nest vicinity. Following the territorial display, neither adult was 
observed returning to the nest location during the survey. - MDicus
03/13/2012 - Territory and nest were monitored for 2.5 hours. No CAGN activity observed in area. Nest material 
has been added since the previous visit. Nest is approximately 30% complete. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Pair not detected until 0800, at which time they flew immediately to the nest and started adding 
and adjusting material. The male spent more time nest building while the female foraged and groomed herself 
nearby. The male vocalized from the nest 3 times, for about 10 to 30 seconds, apparently calling to the female. 
The female brought nest material to the male a few times. The nest is approximately 40-50% constructed. - 
MDicus
03/27/2012 - No activity at nest during first 2 hours of monitoring. At 0915, the pair started making multiple trips 
to the nest, the male bringing in bits of fluff and woody stem shavings and the female bringing in small feathers 
on at least 3 of her 6 trips. The nest is approximately 90-95% constructed. - MDicus
04/03/2012 - Female on nest during first 20-30 minutes observation; male foraging nearby. Pair foraged together 
for the next hour, during which time nest contents were checked. 1 egg was observed. Male returned to nest for 
approximately 10 minutes before joining the female again to forage. - MDicus
04/11/2012 - Observed 2 nest exchanges on 4/10/12 between male and female, at 08:12 and 08:50. Pair is 
incubating. - MDicus
04/17/2012 - Adult male CAGN observed pulling nest material from outside of nest and carrying it to new nest 
location (041612_mdus_01). The male made over 6 trips back and forth, pulling material on each occasion, and 
carrying it to the new nest. Nest was still intact and did not appear to have been damaged from the last storm; 
however, there were no eggs or nestlings present (there had been at least one egg in the nest based on 
observations during  the 4/03/12 survey, and the pair was incubating on 4/10/12). The pair was actively 
constructing a nest in the new location. There were no clear signs of predation (nest damage or broken eggs), but 
the cold, windy, rainy conditions last weekend may have been a factor in this nest failure. - MDicus

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 030512_mdus_02 CP8-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Traffic 50 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/5/2012 4/20/2012 03/05/2012 - While with a BMP crew, avian biomonitor Harley Winfrey observed a Bewick's Wren carrying nest 
material to the base of a fallen Hesperoyucca stalk just west of the silt fence. During later 20-minute monitoring 
by avian biologist, no birds seen visiting nest, but adult BEWR heard singing in vicinity. - MDicus
03/07/2012 - BEWR observed perched and entering Hesperoyucca stalk where nest is located. Stayed in vicinity of 
nest singing for a few minutes before flying out of sight. - GHuffman
03/12/2012 - No BEWR detected during 20 minute observation of this nest. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No BEWR detections during 20 minute observation, during showery weather. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - No activity noted near nest, although male heard singing down slope some distance away. Cavity 
well-lined with material but no activity in immediate vicinity. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No BEWR activity observed in area. Nest appears to be in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - No BEWR detected in area after a 70-minute mid-day observation period. No wrens heard or seen 
anywhere, even far from nest. No response when biologist approached within 3 feet of nest to check condition, 
which looked fine. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - No BEWR activity in the area. After 30 minutes, the biologist approached the nest cavity. The lining 
material (grass, feathers, shed snakeskin) had been pulled out and is laying outside the nest cavity. This nest is 
now closed. It seems unlikely that this nest contained eggs or young, but there is no way to be sure; therefore, the 
nest outcome is indeterminate. - VEurs

N/A
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AMKE American Kestrel 030512_rrdd_01 TL 6924 - 171689 69kv Tie Line Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/5/2012 TBD 03/05/2012 - Situation not 100% clear, but male AMKE appears to be maintaining a territory with 2 females and 
two nests, copulating with both at least 6 times between 0715-0800. AMKE entering cavities on both poles. 
Regarding this nest, AMKE pair entering cavity in middle eastern arm of steel monopole. Buffer set at 300 feet 
until scope of work becomes known. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Male perched on pole when surveyors arrived at 0630. A female was seen entering the arm where 
she remained for at least half an hour. Male returned to pole approximately every hour. It appears that this male 
is attempting to establish nests with two different females at adjacent poles, 171689 and 171688. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE pair copulating at 0755 and 0804. Female entering cavity. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Pair observed perching and copulating atop nest pole. After approximately 10 minutes, the pair left 
the perch, and the adult male joined the other female at the active nest location to the south (pole 171688). - 
MDicus
04/09/2012 - Male flew to pole from south, perched on a climbing rung and briefly entered the cavity. No sign of 
female for 30 minutes. As biologist approached pole, female seemed to fly up the slope from the north. She 
circled a bit, then disappeared from view. When checking AMKE nest to the south, she could be seen perched 
below nest cavity. - VEurs
04/17/2012 - Shortly after the start of the observation period, the female flew into view from the northwest, 
carrying a lizard. She soared around the area, and the male also flew into view. After the workers left, she settled 
on a transmission wire, ate part of the lizard and then flew out of view. She returned to the monopole without the 
lizard and perched for about 20 minutes before flying off again. When she returned, she entered the nest cavity 
without food, and no nestlings were heard calling when she entered. She remained there for the rest of the 
observation period. The male spent most of the time out of sight, briefly perching on top of the monopole with 
the nest cavity. - VEurs
04/25/2012 - For the first 50 minutes of observation, no AMKE activity was detected. Then the male arrived at the 
monopole carrying a small prey item. He gave this to the female who had emerged from the nest cavity. She 
perched on a wire and ate the item, then flew out of sight. The male had flown away, but soon returned with a 
lizard. The female flew up and perched partially inside the nest cavity. The male passed her the lizard and it 
seemed that she dropped it into the cavity. However, she quickly flew to a wire, carrying the lizard, where she ate 
it. - VEurs
05/02/2012 - After 30 minutes, the male flew in from the south and perched quietly atop the pole. After 5 
minutes or so, he flew east, but soon returned and perched on a rung near the nest. The female exited the nest 
cavity from below and perched on a rung above the cavity. The male soon entered the nest cavity and remained 
inside for 30 minutes, through the end of observations. The female eventually flew north, presumably to hunt. - 
VEurs

TBD

HOWR House Wren 030512_sjon_01 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/5/2012 TBD 03/05/2012 - HOWR observed bringing nesting material into woodpecker cavity. - SJohnston
03/16/2012 - No HOWR detected at or near this location during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Male HOWR calling and nervous at WBNU in sycamore snag. Could not locate cavity as described, 
and will send in a different avian biologist who may be more familiar with the nest site. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Considerable HOWR activity around cavity, but no entry detected during 20 minute observation. 
Presumed incubation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest; HOWR heard calling 100 feet east of nest. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Much HOWR singing and activity in this area, but no association with this cavity observed. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - HOWR singing near but not entering cavity. Possibly an alternate nest. - RRadd

TBD

COHA Cooper's Hawk 030612_imll_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/6/2012 TBD 03/06/2012 - Biological monitor K. Vittum reported a female COHA breaking nest material off a sycamore and 
carrying it to a coast live oak tree. The male perched 100 feet east of the nest on a dead oak. The monitor 
conducted observations from approximately 200 feet away, primarily out of sight. When the monitor moved 
closer to approximately 100 feet, the female ceased nesting behavior. During verification and logging the point, 
the male COHA flushed and alarm called when the biologists approached to within 60 feet of the nest along the 
road on foot. The nest was observed to be in the very early stages of construction, with few pieces of broken off 
nesting material visible from the road. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Male COHA perched and calling on dead oak tree approximately 100 feet from nest. No trips to nest 
observed between 0800 and 0930. Nest appears well developed at this point with a shallow bowl formed. No 
lining visible. Male did not appear to alter any behavior due to traffic occurring along the road. The bird was 
observed tracking prey items and various other occurrences with its eyes and did not focus on vehicles or the 
observer. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - COHA was observed arranging nesting material within the nest and bringing new nesting material to 
the nest while two biologists were approximately 25 horizontal feet from the nest and in a direct line of sight. - 
SJohnston
03/22/2012 - Monitor K. Vittum reported pair regularly bringing material to and standing on nest yesterday (3/21) 
and today (3/22) while road sealing work occurred along driveway up to 50 feet away. - IMaunsell
03/28/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female on nest from 1024 through 1220. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Cooper's Hawk perched 100 feet from nest with prey item did not approach nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female observed carrying prey item to nest at 1123. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Female on nest during steady rain. - HWinfrey
05/01/2012 - Adult on nest at 0808. - HWinfrey

TBD
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CALT California Towhee 030612_rrdd_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 60 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/6/2012 3/24/2012 03/06/2012 - Nest appears 60% complete, partially lined with Pseudognaphalium sp. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - Nest appears freshly lined, but no birds attending. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact after storm. CALT heard nearby, but were not seen near nest in an approximate 10 
minute observation period. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - Nest remains unimproved, with lining material placed but never installed. - RRadd

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 030712_elss_01 EP183-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 85 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/7/2012 3/28/2012 03/07/2012 - Nest was found during systematic searching. The nest is in good condition and is completely lined. - 
ELoveless
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest intact and appears complete. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - No California Thrasher observed in vicinity of nest. No bird activity near nest for 10-minute 
observation period on sunny day with temperature at 65 degrees Fahrenheit. On approach to check status of nest, 
a single Western Scrub-jay egg was visible within the well-lined cup. While immediately moving away from the 
nest, a pair of Western Scrub-jays approached to within 10 feet of the nest, alarm calling. Once observer had 
moved off approximately 75 feet from the nest, the pair stopped calling and one adult Western Scrub-jay was 
seen approaching the nest to within 6 inches. Changed species to Western Scrub-jay. This species typically lays at 
least 3 eggs. Nest stage has progressed to egg-laying, presumably for several more days. - JDicus
03/28/2012 - Observed nest for 15-20 minutes with no direct activity. Pair of Scrub-jays were in the area, though 
not associating with nest. When pair was out of area, checked nest area. No activity was observed at the nest, so 
checked the nest. Broken egg present in nest, indicating natural predation. - VNovik

No

BUSH Bushtit 030712_kwer_01 EP93 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - tower erection 100 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/7/2012 3/29/2012 03/07/2012 - Biomonitor B. Thompson observed Bushtit pair regularly adding nesting material to a 75% complete 
nest while erection crew was bolting and tightening on tower approximately 100 feet away. - KWeber
03/20/2012 - Bushtit visited large nest that appears complete. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - Bottom half of this nest has been torn away; only 'neck' of nest remains hanging from top of scrub 
oak. No sign of lower portion of nest below scrub oak; no sign of eggs, eggshells, or adult birds in area. Apparent 
mammalian predation - closed. - PKonrad

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 030712_mdus_01 Hartung/El Monte CY-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 53 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/7/2012 3/29/2012 03/07/2012 - Adult pair of Bushtits observed adding material to a nest that is approximately 5% complete. Nest is 
well-hidden in pendulous clump of mistletoe (Phoradendron serotinum). - MDicus
03/16/2012 - No BUSH activity at this nest during 20 minute observation on cool morning. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - M. Dicus visited this nest on 22 March and reported scant indications of this nest, and no BUSH 
present. Will monitor once more prior to any closing. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - This nest appears decapitated. Bushtits were foraging in the tree where the rest is located; however, 
none were displaying nesting behavior, no items were carried, and none visited the nest. Inconclusive if able to be 
closed at this point. - LThoreson
03/29/2012 - The nest is gone and had been in state of disrepair for the last few monitoring visits, with the pair 
absent from the area or exhibiting no breeding behaviors near the nest. Predation may be the cause, but it is 
difficult to tell for certain. - MDicus

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030712_mdus_03 Hartung / El Monte CY-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 8 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/7/2012 3/21/2012 03/07/2012 - Adult female Anna's Hummingbird observed making multiple trips to a nest that is 60-70% 
constructed. Avian biologist stood approximately 10 feet from nest while female continued to add material, so 
adult shows some tolerance to human presence. - MDicus
03/09/2012 - Female making multiple trips to and from nest, gathering spider web. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Nest intact but empty. Female ANHU visits briefly but does not alight. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - Nest no longer present. While presumed lost to weekend storms, no nest was found on ground. - 
RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030712_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 14 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/7/2012 4/14/2012 03/07/2012 - ANHU female constructing nest - approximately 30% complete. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - ANHU on nest at 1430 does not depart. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - ANHU female prone on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No adult activity was observed at the nest during 15 minutes of observation. The nest does not 
appear to be complete; however, a single intact egg was observed in the nest. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - No activity observed from 0645 to 0715. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest is no longer present and presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030712_rrdd_05 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 10 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/7/2012 4/12/2012 03/07/2012 - ANHU female incubating 2 eggs. Incubating bird was tolerant of non-stopping vehicles, but 
attending biomonitor should be aware of any extra wide loads due to location. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - ANHU incubating on nest at 1546. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Female still incubating on nest. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Female on nest. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - ANHU female feeding one small nestling at 1130. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - 1 nestling visible in nest. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Single nestling perched on edge of nest, preening and briefly exercising its wings. Female fed young 
twice during observation period. She also poked vigorously at the nest, pulling out feathers and bits of spider 
web. After she left the second time, the nestling settled back on the nest. - VEurs
04/06/2012 - Fully feathered nestling visible in nest at 0820. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No nestling in nest or nearby branches. Nest is in excellent condition and is presumed to have 
fledged 1 young successfully. - VEurs

Yes
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030712_sjon_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/7/2012 3/23/2012 03/07/2012 - ANHU observed incubating while BMP crew stopped in diesel F550 (before buffer was in place) on 
access road approximately 20 feet from nest for approximately 3 minutes, and during this time bird did not flush 
from nest. Additionally, bird remained on nest for normal periods of time for climate conditions encountered 
during the 30 minutes of passive observations, while biologist was approximately 30 feet away in direct line of 
sight to the nest. - SJohnston
03/13/2012 - ANHU continues at this nest, but stays off for long periods. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears intact following storms, but no ANHU female detected during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/23/2012 - No activity observed at this nest for 30 minutes. Lack of directed activity for more than a week 
indicates this nest has been abandoned. ANHU was incubating when nest was discovered, but no young or 
feeding of young were ever observed. Evidence suggests the eggs of this nest was predated or abandoned prior to 
stormy weather, for undetermined reasons. It is also possible that the eggs were predated during the stormy 
weather or shortly after, with or without nest abandonment, but with no way to arrive at a conclusive outcome, 
Indeterminate is the proper determination. - RRadd

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030712_sjon_02 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 15 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/7/2012 3/23/2012 03/07/2012 - Bird observed nest building while biologist was approximately 30 feet from the nest. Nest is 
approximately 20% complete. - SJohnston
03/13/2012 - ANHU incubating 2 eggs 1344. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Female on nest. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - Nest contains broken eggshell and many peppers from host tree, and is no longer serviceable. 
Remains of an egg in the nest among many hard peppers suggests this nest failed due to natural causes, likely by 
an avian predation that dislodged peppers into the nest. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 030712_vnik_02 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE4

Substation Chaparrals Substation - new construction 13 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/7/2012 4/24/2012 03/07/2012 - Biomonitor discovered this nest post-construction, reported that visits were made by the birds to 
the nest site, and that they were observed carrying material to the nest. While logging this nest, the Bushtits were 
observed entering the nest. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Nest in excellent condition after storm event. Nest appears nearly complete and BUSH pair brought 
nesting material to nest twice during observation period. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - No Bushtits detected in vicinity of nest during 30 minute period; nest complete and intact. - 
JPawlicki
04/10/2012 - Bushtit makes brief visit to nest at 0850. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Adult bringing food to nest at 0706. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0815 to 0845. Nest examined closely and bottom has been pulled 
out with pieces of the nest scattered about. Nest closed, evidence indicates it was predated. - HWinfrey

No

LOSH Loggerhead Shrike 030812_ahll_07 EP54-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Other 600 100 140 140 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/8/2012 5/1/2012 03/08/2012 - Both male and female were seen foraging within a 300-foot radius of nest location. Male was seen 
courtship feeding female, and female was seen bringing softer nesting material to the nest on several instances. 
Nest appears to be approximately 30% complete, and no eggs were present within the nest. The pair is tolerant of 
limited foot and vehicle traffic outside of bird buffer. - AHill
03/14/2012 - One adult foraging within 300 feet of nest site. Nest appears to be complete, egg laying should 
begin soon. - AHill
03/20/2012 - A biologist saw an American Kestrel perched on shrub where the nest is located. Individual 
remained perched in the bush during the time (approximately 10 minutes) the biologist was passively observing. 
The biologist moved away from the nest and closer to the furthest extent of a Red-tailed Hawk nest in the vicinity, 
and the Loggerhead shrike moved to the side of the nest closest to the biologist. The nest was not approached, 
and no individuals were seen carrying nesting material; however the perched individual was acting mildly 
territorial. It is possible that the pair is either laying eggs or incubating. - LThoreson
03/26/2012 - Observed both adults foraging within 500 feet of nest, then returning to 175 feet within nest 
location. Observed female making begging calls and flapping her wings repeatedly to male, who then fed her. The 
pair then copulated about 170 feet from the nest. The female flew to the nest and laid on the nest for 5 minutes 
before departing on her own accord. When female was out of sight, and no shrikes were in the area, the biologist 
checked the nest to find no eggs present. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Pair of Loggerhead Shrikes present, displaying territorially and fighting with a California Thrasher 
that approached nest, but eventually left the oak tree. Pair is active at nest. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike made 2 trips to nest during 30-minute observation period. After leaving nest, the 
shrike perched on tallest pole to northwest, east of the access road. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - No Loggerhead Shrike activity at this nest, however, an adult pair of shrikes is very active hawking 
insects, collecting nesting material and building nest in medium-sized shrub about 350 feet west of this nest site. 
During 1 flight to collect nesting material, 1 shrike perched on southwest side of Engelmann oak. The fact that no 
resident shrikes reacted to this breach of territory and because no activity was observed at the original nest site, 
this information may indicate nest failure and subsequent renesting during the past week. When possible, will 
check original nest with a cultural resources monitor to ascertain present status of the nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - After 30 minute observation period without seeing activity at the nest, the nest was approached and 
a mirror was used to check for eggs, nestlings or possible signs of nest failure. No eggs or nestlings were found, 
and dead leaves were observed inside the nest bowl and the rim of the nest, indicating possible nest 
abandonment. - SJohnston
04/24/2012 - It appears the original nest site has been abandoned, but a pair is active northwest of the site where 
they copulated once during a 30-minute observation period. Did not see nest building or any visit to the shrub 
where they were nest building last week   PKonrad

No
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AMKE American Kestrel 030812_ahll_08 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/8/2012 TBD 03/08/2012 - Female kestrel was seen entering nest cavity on several occasions with male perched nearby. 
Female would not stay within the cavity for more than 5 minutes. Biological monitor D. Engstrom reported seeing 
the pair copulate and chase off a pair of CORAs near the nest today. - AHill
03/09/2012 - Male American Kestrel flew in from east and perched on bare branches on top of nest tree. Also 
perched on lower wire north of tree, made a hunting strike and returned to nest tree where it fed on the large 
insect prey. During a second short observation period, at 14:00, the female flew to high bare branch on nest tree, 
where it fed on large insect prey and perched in the wind for 20 minutes, when observer left. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Female observed perching on nearby power line upon arrival. After 25 minutes of observation, 
female flew to nest tree after which male flew out of cavity and joined female on tree. Both birds last observed 
perched on nearby power line. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Biologist saw American Kestrel fly to telephone line west of cavity with prey, apparently a small 
rodent. The American Kestrel then flew to the cavity with the prey, dropped prey off and perched on the top of 
the tree. - LThoreson
04/02/2012 - Male American Kestrel perched on pole east of nest site during initial observation; checked back at 
1730 when male was perched on second pole to west; female probably incubating today. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Male American Kestrel was perched on pole west of nest; then flew to slope to south where it 
soared in circles. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Male American Kestrel flew in to perch on pole nearest nest. (Nestlings should be hatching soon, 
followed by more activity by adults.) - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - Female American Kestrel flew into view after about 15 minutes, circled nest tree twice and entered 
nesting cavity in live oak; she didn't come out of cavity during the next 15 minutes. - PKonrad
05/01/2012 - No American Kestrel activity observed during initial 30 minute observation period. During a second 
nest visit 3 hours later, the female kestrel was perched on the small power line to the northeast of the nesting 
cavity, near the wooden power pole. - PKonrad

TBD

GRRO Greater Roadrunner 030812_tcer_01 CP18-1-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 150 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/8/2012 4/26/2012 03/08/2012 - Adult incubating 2 eggs in nest. - TCooper
03/12/2012 - GRRO adjacent to nest with 3 eggs. Mate nearby. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs - GRRO presumed incubating through stormy weather, though not detected 
during 20 minute observation from distance. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - 2 eggs in nest. No GRRO seen or heard in area. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - 2 eggs in nest. Adult GRRO foraging nearby. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - GRRO incubating 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - The nest now contains 2 eggs, warming in the sun, and no sign of a nestling. An adult was foraging 
and sunning across the slope on the access road. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Nest now contains only 1 egg. Based on an incubation length of 19-20 days, this remaining egg is 
likely non-viable. It has been nearly 2 months since this nest was logged and none of the eggs appear to have 
hatched. No adult GRRO detected around the nest today. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

No

MODO Mourning Dove 030912_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 50 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/9/2012 4/13/2012 03/09/2012 - Nest with 5 eggs first discovered 2 February 2012, but not recorded due to lack of activity during 20 
minute observation period. Nest still with 5 eggs and attending adult on 9 March 2012. Dove remained on nest in 
direct line of sight while avian biologist entered data into pentab at 30 feet. Dove flushed with approach of 
surveyor to document nest status at about 3 feet. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nests, but was unable to gain access to substation. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest with 7 eggs. This nest has apparently never been viable, since before it was recorded since 
Mourning Doves typically only lay 2 eggs per clutch and it is unknown if any eggs were viable at any point during 
the monitoring period. - BArnold

No

MODO Mourning Dove 030912_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 100 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/9/2012 4/13/2012 03/09/2012 - Adult dove observed on nest. Dove remained on nest while avian biologist entered initial data into 
pentab within direct line of sight at 20 feet, and when avian biologist photo-documented nest at 10 feet. Flushed 
at less than 2 feet when avian biologist approached to document nest status. 2 eggs in nest. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nests, but was unable to gain access to substation. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest degraded and with lots of scat, indicative of a successfully fledged nest. - BArnold

Yes

HOFI House Finch 030912_elss_01 CP64 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 30 30 Removed 3/9/2012 3/9/2012 03/09/2012 - The nest was found by onsite biomonitor, inside equipment. The nest was 5% complete. Female 
brought nesting material to nest twice during a 60-minute observation period. The equipment had mylar 
reflective ribbon bird deterrents placed 6-8 inches from the selected nest site and was staged at the pull site with 
no use for 10 days. The equipment was slated for transport this day, necessitating the removal process. - 
ELoveless
03/09/2012 - Nest removed by avian biologist. - ELoveless

No
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 030912_imll_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - maintenance 400 300 300 300 Fledged 3/9/2012 5/2/2012 03/09/2012 - Male CAGN observed stripping 'bark' from sagebrush in territory and adding material to a well 
developed nest (about 80%) with the female CAGN accompanying. The nest is shaped with lining-less bowl. Pair 
made trips with nest material from both east and west. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Pair observed making over a dozen trips to nest. Surveyors did not approach nest, but female was 
observed carrying fluffy pappus from Baccharis shrub; male not observed carrying material. - MDicus
03/21/2012 - Pair observed foraging throughout territory. On one occasion both male and female visited the nest 
area briefly and then moved away to the south. Later during the observation period the male flew to the nest area 
and called from various perches. Once the pair left the area, the nest was observed to be 100% complete with no 
eggs present (M. Dicus permitted CAGN nest monitor present). It is likely that the pair will continue to use this 
nest location following the weekend's recent storm events once the material dries with no further additions to 
nest. Therefore, the nest stage is now considered to be in the egg laying period. - IMaunsell
04/03/2012 - 3/28/2012 - 3 nest exchanges observed between 0715 and 0930. - IMaunsell
04/04/2012 - Observed nest exchange at approximately 0805. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - Male observed flying to nest area at approximately 0730. Gave "soft mew" and female was observed 
leaving nest area. Female returned to the nest area at approximately 0750, called to male, and male left nest area. 
From 0800-0810, male was observed making frequent, rapid trips to and from the nest to the surrounding habitat 
with prey items. Likely feeding young nestlings still being brooded by the female. - IMaunsell
04/18/2012 - Male observed foraging, making 3 brief trips to nest, and on the second trip carrying away what 
appeared to be a fecal sack from the nest. Female was at the nest for most of this 1-hour observation period. - 
MDicus
04/25/2012 - 2 nestlings were observed in the nest. The adult male parent California Gnatcatcher was observed 
hopping from bush to bush near the nest, making "mew" calls. - LGorman
05/02/2012 - The adult CAGN pair was observed foraging approximately 250 feet northwest of the nest location. 
The pair repeatedly returned to a nearby shrub from which faint begging calls were heard; they appeared to be 
feeding 1 or 2 fledglings, which were well-hidden inside the shrub. The nest was later checked and found to be 
empty. Successful fledging. - MDicus

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 030912_mdus_03 Hartung CY-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 28 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/9/2012 4/25/2012 03/09/2012 - Pair observed gathering material from interior of oak galls and adding it to nest that appears to be 
nearly complete. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - BUSH pair foraging in vicinity. Male enters nest briefly at 0818; no item carry observed. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - BUSH pair working at nest at 1408. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 1310 to 1325. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Bushtit at nest at 1152. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest appears intact after yesterday's storm. No BUSH observed during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BUSH detected during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest has fallen, but does not appear predated. - RRadd

No

RSHA Red-shouldered Hawk 030912_rrdd_01 CP64-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 300 500 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 3/9/2012 4/12/2012 03/09/2012 - RSHA pair attending this nest - female at nest, male guarding and visiting. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - RSHA male at typical nest-guarding perch south of El Monte Road, female not detected. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - Nest remains incomplete. No RSHA detected during 15 minute late afternoon observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity at nest. RSHA perched nearby at 1235. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed, and no Red-Shouldered Hawks detected in area from 1200 to 1245. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest is not in sufficient repair to receive an egg, and no raptors have been observed in association 
for 4 weeks. Changed status to closed. Nest was abandoned during site selection for unknown reasons. - RRadd

No

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch 030912_rrdd_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/9/2012 TBD 03/09/2012 - WBNU pair chiseling bark flakes from nearby trees and carrying to cavity at 1-2 minute intervals. - 
RRadd
03/15/2012 - WBNU pair coming to and going from this nest at 0822. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No WBNU detected in area for 15 minutes. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - WBNU pair continued to bring bark chips to cavity on multiple occasions from 0843-0910. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - WBNU observed entering cavity at 1038 without carrying nesting material. It did not re-emerge 
during 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - WBNU leaves nest at 1027. Both male and female return at 1034. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - WBNU male carries food to brooding female 3 times between 1039-1044. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - WBNU carrying food to nest at 2-10 minute intervals around 1335. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - WBNU brings food to nest cavity at 0718. - RRadd

TBD

AR067011
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BUSH Bushtit 030912_rrdd_04 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/9/2012 TBD 03/09/2012 - BUSH making repeated trips at 1-2 minute intervals building this nest - approximately 5% complete. - 
RRadd
03/17/2012 - BUSH pair continue nest building at 1348 - 60% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults flew to nest 6+ times with material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - BUSH pair active at nest which appears substantially complete. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - BUSH entered nest at 1242 and was not observed to re-emerge during 10 minutes of observation. - 
HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 1309. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH pair feeding nestlings at 1630. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - BUSH pair feeding nestlings at 1320 at 5-minute intervals. - RRadd

TBD

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch 030912_rrdd_05 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 87 100 85 85 Nest did not reach active stage 3/9/2012 4/16/2012 03/09/2012 - WBNU pair ferrying bark flakes to cavity. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - WBNU detected in vicinity, but not observed at cavity. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No WBNU seen near nest for 15 minutes. Possibly switched locations (see 032012_mkhn_02). - 
MKuehn
03/22/2012 - WBNU at cavity, one bird visible arranging lining materials inside. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No WBNU detected in area; no activity at nest. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No WBNU activity has been observed here for almost a month. Initial activity was likely a part of site 
selection process. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 031012_jpki_01 EP183 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 85 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/10/2012 4/18/2012 03/10/2012 - Adults observed actively bringing material to nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
03/15/2012 - Adults in area but did not observe them going to the nest. Nest looks complete from outside, but 
contents not checked. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - Bushtit pair still nest building. Nest is well-formed and decorated externally, 95% complete. Light is 
still visible passing through unlined nest entrance. Female observed in vicinity gathering downy vegetative lining 
material. - JDicus
03/28/2012 - Bushtit observed at nest, which appears nearly complete. - VNovik
04/04/2012 - Nest is in excellent shape, but no Bushtit observed or heard during 30-minute period. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Again, nest looks good but no Bushtits observed or heard during 30-minute observation period. 
(Incubating or deserted?) - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - See following comment. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - A predator has opened a hole in the bottom of this Bushtit nest chamber. No eggs, eggshells, 
nestlings, or adults were found in the area, although nesting chronology indicates that eggs may have been 
present. Because bushtits may continue lining the nest during incubation and until hatchlings are present, and 
because the nestling period is approximately 14 days, it is indeterminate whether nest fledged, was abandoned, 
or predated, and nest is closed. - PKonrad

N/A

PHAI Phainopepla 031012_mdus_02 Hartung CY-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/10/2012 TBD 03/10/2012 - Adult male Phainopepla observed breaking off a tamarisk twig and carrying it into a clump of 
mistletoe. Male made several additional trips to nest while female perched nearby. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - PHAI male brings food item to female, and she departs nest area to receive it at 0755. Both birds 
foraged, returning frequently to nest area. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - PHAI pair making trips to nest 1356-1408. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 1310 to 1325. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Male visits nest at 1148. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - PHAI pair trading nest duties; male on nest while female forages, guarding while she is on nest. - 
RRadd
04/17/2012 - Pattern of activity suggests PHAI pair is sharing incubation duties. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - PHAI pair continue activity at this nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - PHAI exchanging nest duties; female comes to nest with enlarged crop at 1646. - RRadd

TBD

WREN Wrentit 031212_ahll_01 EP33-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 80 100 70 70 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/12/2012 4/3/2012 03/12/2012 - Wrentit pair was seen bringing lining material to nest on several occasions, at intervals of 20-45 
minutes. Pair is extremely cryptic when flying to nest, using different fly-in routes and entering the dense brush at 
a radius of 20 feet before actually flying to nest location. Adult was heard singing within 50 feet of nest location. 
Nest appears to be complete. - AHill
03/15/2012 - No eggs in nest, but heard Wrentit nearby nest. - AHill
03/20/2012 - No eggs in nest. Observed Wrentit pair singing and flying within 25 feet of nest. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Observed pair singing near nest. Still no eggs in nest, but observed adult fly to nest then leave. - 
AHill
04/03/2012 - Nest was found with small, broken, blue egg fragments in nest, and no adults were seen or heard 
within 200 feet of the nest. Nest was predated on by an animal. - AHill

No

AR067012
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BUSH Bushtit 031212_imll_02 EP118-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 60 100 60 60 Indeterminate 3/12/2012 3/30/2012 03/12/2012 - Bushtits actively nest building, nest nearly complete. Pair returning to nest while helicopter 
hovering over site. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact, but no activity observed during 45 minutes of observation while micropile grouting 
work is taking place at adjacent tower site. - VNovik
03/30/2012 - Bushtit nest has apparently been torn open by a predator, probably an avian predator, considering a 
hole about twice the size of the entrance hole has been torn open in the stubby neck of the nest on the opposite 
side from the entrance hole. No sign of eggs or eggshells or adult Bushtits - closed. Chronology and history of 
observations suggest that eggs may or may not have been present at the time of depredation, so the outcome is 
Indeterminate. - PKonrad

N/A

CATH California Thrasher 031212_imll_03 EP-91-N Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/12/2012 4/12/2012 03/12/2012 - Bird incubating on nest. 2 eggs. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Bird incubating on nest. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - No thrashers observed, but a clutch of 3 turquoise-colored eggs is present in nest. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; did not leave nest when avian biologist checked nest status from 12 
feet. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - At least 3 large downy nestlings in nest; no adults observed or heard. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest is in good shape with the bowl intact. Appears nestlings fledged successfully, probably before 
rainfall 36 hours before this nest check, judging by wet condition of nest. No sign of nestlings, fledglings or adults, 
and no sign that nestlings did not fledge. - PKonrad

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 031212_jdus_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 20 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/12/2012 4/28/2012 03/12/2012 - Pair observed building well formed nest (carrying downy vegetative lining material into 95% 
complete nest). - JDicus
03/13/2012 - Male makes occasional visits. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest looked soggy, and the bottom appeared incomplete or perhaps affected by the storm this past 
weekend. However, BUSH pair observed at nest. - IMaunsell
03/28/2012 - Male BUSH observed carrying food into nest, presumably feeding female. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - BUSH observed bringing small green leaves to nest 1035. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Although Bushtits were heard in the area, none approached or exited the nest during a 90-minute 
observation period. At 1558, a female LEGO pulled a large billfull of fluffy material from the top of the nest and 
flew away. There was no Bushtit response this action. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - After 45 minutes of constant monitoring, no BUSH was observed entering or exiting the nest. A male 
BUSH foraged in the nest tree and was seen with a bill full of insects. However, he did not approach this nest and 
was presumably associated with a different nest in the area. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No BUSH activity after 20 minutes of observation. This nest containing eggs failed due to natural 
causes. After numerous extensive observation efforts, no Bushtit activity has been observed at the nest for 
several weeks. This, combined with the slow deterioration of the nest and the piracy of nesting materials by other 
species, leads the biologist to conclude this nest has been abandoned. It is likely that the Bushtits abandoned this 
nest during one of the periods of cold, stormy weather, as they have been documented to do, even when the nest 
contains eggs. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 031212_jdus_02 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/12/2012 TBD 03/12/2012 - Pair arrives together, male perches nearby while female builds. Multiple trips to nest with material 
were observed. Nest appears to be well formed (90% complete). - JDicus
03/13/2012 - No HOFI detected in this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact after storm, but no HOFI activity at the nest in 30 minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Male visits nest at 0834. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity at nest from 0740 to 0810. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - One sparsely-feathered nestling visible craning its head above rim of nest with its bill open. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Nestlings observed in nest. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Male and female both visited nest, male first then female who remains there. Nestlings cannot be 
seen. - LTymkiw

TBD

HOFI House Finch 031212_jdus_03 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 30 30 Fledged 3/12/2012 4/30/2012 03/12/2012 - Pair visits nest tree. Male perches nearby while female builds. Nest is 50% complete. - JDicus
03/13/2012 - No HOFI detected in this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears intact and complete, after storm. A pair was observed entering the nest, but was not 
carrying any nesting material. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Male and female bringing food to nest at 0840. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - HOFI brings food to nest at 0745. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - At least 2 well-feathered nestlings were visible and vigorously moving about nest cup. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - A pair was observed flying to the nest to feed young. Nestlings not visible today. May be 2 new 
nests to the east in the same tree (outer low hanging and upper hanging clusters). - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Appears this nest has fledged successfully since female appears to be incubating a new clutch of 
eggs. New Nest ID created (050212_kats_01). - LTymkiw

Yes

AR067013
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031212_jdus_04 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 13 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/12/2012 4/16/2012 03/12/2012 - Female observed building beginning of nest while male is perched nearby. This newly discovered 
goldfinch nest is just in the early stage of building (just a spare, thin platform beginning - 5% complete). - JDicus
03/13/2012 - LEGO continues to work sporadically on nest, now 15% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears to have weathered the storm, but is still incomplete, and about 60% complete. LEGO 
observed all around but not observed at nest in about 10 minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - Fresh lining material in bottom of nest. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Female on nest at 0832. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 0748. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Female was not on nest, so biologist used extendable mirror to examine the nest. The nest does not 
contain any eggs or young anymore and does not appear to be particularly well-lined. Apparently predated. - 
VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 031212_jdus_05 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 10 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 3/12/2012 4/30/2012 03/12/2012 - Nest is above road and approximately 5% built, located in clump of flowering Eucalyptus. Avian 
biologist watched female make 2 trips to nest with bill full of materials which almost completely disappeared 
from viewing location below when female added the material into the nest location from above. Male not 
observed. Group of 5 HOFI were observed returning to nest tree in a group with 2 pairs splitting off to build their 
respective nests in the same tree while this female built a third nest with no associated male seen. Later trips by 
the group were found to contain only two pairs, without the lone female in attendance. - JDicus
03/13/2012 - No HOFI detected in this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears unaffected by storm, but no HOFI activity at this nest during 30 minutes of 
observation. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0834 to 0844. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed from 0740 to 0810. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Despite extensive observations of the HOFI nests in this area, no finches were observed approaching 
this particular nest. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - No activity at this nest in 45 minutes of observation. In 6 weeks and 8 nest checks, no activity has 
been observed at this nest. - LTymkiw

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 031212_mdus_02 CP11-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/12/2012 TBD 03/12/2012 - Bio monitor Tom Gunter observed a pair of Bewick's Wrens carrying nest material to the north side 
of a 17-foot artificial wall north of CP11. The avian biologist monitored the activity, observing the pair carrying 
twigs and dried leaves to the nest 10 separate times.   One adult carried items on each trip while the other 
accompanied it, scolding from the nearby silt fence, exploring adjacent cavities, or bringing in material itself. 
During this time, the crew parked a dozer and compactor within 5-10 feet of the nest (but 12 vertical feet above), 
delivered rock 55 feet away, and continued grading and wall construction approximately 90 feet away. All 
construction activity was above the nest and out of view. The birds did not appear to be affected by construction, 
spending no more than 10 minutes away from the nest during the monitoring period. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Avian biologist arrived at site at 0707 to monitor nest prior to crew's arrival. Crew arrived at 0720. 
BEWR adult first flew to nest at 0730, left immediately, and started vocalizing nearby. Pair did not return to nest 
until 0806, when they both started making regular trips with nest material (grasses and other smaller items). 
Between 0806 and 0820, the pair made a total of 12 trips (between them) to the nest while the crew worked 
approximately 50-20 feet from the nest. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Avian biologist arrived at site at 1257, monitoring nest from distance of approximately 50 feet. 
While crew worked within buffer, BEWR pair were observed making over 15 trips to nest with material. During 1 
hour and 20 minutes of monitoring, the pair were not away from the nest more than 10 minutes at a time. 
Construction was ongoing throughout this observation period; birds appeared unaffected by activities. - MDicus
03/22/2012 - Bio-monitor Tom Gunter observed pair making 3 trips to the nest, and taking breaks to forage in 
between visits. One-time work within buffer is complete, and buffer will now be maintained at 30 feet. - MDicus
03/31/2012 - Biomonitor B. Parker reports observing two BEWRs entering nest 3 times and engaging in mate 
feeding behavior from 0910 to 0930. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Bio monitor B. Parker reports Bushtit observed carrying downy material into nest at 0720. - 
HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No activity during nest monitor's 40 minute observation period. Onsite biomonitors B. Parker and T. 
Gunter also reported no BEWR activity near cavity throughout the day. They said numerous BEWRs were upslope 
and downslope singing and calling during the day. Nest monitor did not hear any BEWR. - VEurs
04/24/2012 - No BEWR seen near nest cavity after more than 30 minutes of observation. male BEWR sang briefly 
downslope of the cavity towards the end of the observation period. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - A Bewick's Wren was heard singing not far down slope, but no wrens approached the rock wall 
during approximately 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs

TBD

AR067014
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BUSH Bushtit 031212_mdus_03 CP10-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 33 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/12/2012 5/1/2012 03/12/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed carrying material to a nearly complete nest located approximately 30 feet 
from the access road. Traffic, including a large loader, passed through the access road, while the pair continued to 
forage for material and carry it to the nest. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed at nest. - BArnold
03/23/2012 - Male Bushtit observed adding material to the nest. - MDicus
03/31/2012 - Biomonitor B. Parker reports Bushtit entering nest with fine material 4 times from 1050 to 1130. - 
HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Biomonitor T. Gunter reports no activity observed from 0730 to 0830. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Male and female foraging on surrounding hillsides and periodically visiting the nest without material 
or food items during nest monitor's visit. Onsite biomonitor T. Gunter reported little activity in the morning. 
Suspect incubation is under way. - VEurs
04/24/2012 - At least one Bushtit was foraging extensively on the hillside around the nest, but after 40 minutes of 
observation, no Bushtit approached or exited the nest. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - After observing the unusual look of the nest from the access road, the biologist approached the nest 
directly. Upon close examination, the nest was observed to be laying horizontally in the shrub. Pieces of nest 
material were strewn about the branches, although no large, obvious holes were observed. This nest with eggs or 
young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 031212_pkad_05 EP32-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/12/2012 TBD 03/12/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk in incubating position on 2011 nest that has been built up a bit during past 
week. Second adult flew from perch west of nest. Red-tail in incubating position during 2 subsequent nest checks 
while in the area during mid-afternoon and late afternoon. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Did not observe any activity during a 30 minute period. - AHill
03/23/2012 - No hawks observed near nest. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - No activity observed. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Adult on nest at 0818. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Adult on nest at 0910. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - No adult in area. 1 downy nestling visible and moving in nest. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - 1 downy white nestling visible and vocal. - HWinfrey

TBD

SAPH Say's Phoebe 031212_rrdd_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 15 100 10 10 Fledged 3/12/2012 5/2/2012 03/12/2012 - SAPH bringing items and forming cup in nest that appears approximately 80% complete. Nest built 
while work and use of adjacent access road were in progress, drive-through access OK. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - SAPH observed bringing material to nest at about 1000. - BArnold
03/19/2012 - SAPH on nest, departs to forage. Mate nearby. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - SAPH adult on nest. CORA nest being built nearby. Other SAPH adult on fence foraging. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed at nest. SAPH heard calling nearby. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - SAPH observed coming to nest to incubate while two biologists were viewing nest from below, 
within 15 feet. The SAPH did not react to presence. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - At start of observation, phoebe was not on the nest. Male arrived a short time later carrying a small 
insect while biologist was about 15 feet away. He perched briefly on the edge of the nest and then settled for 3 
minutes until female arrived with another insect.  He left the nest and she perched on the edge, bending down to 
feed the very quiet nestlings. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult SAPH on nest. Valerie Eurs observed both adults bringing insects to edge of nest. As such, 
presumed the presence of nestlings. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Both adults brought food to nest after 5 minutes of observing. Adults brought food during intense 
work activity within 15 to 20 feet of the nest, and O&M activity in 69kV rack. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - Both adult SAPH continue to bring food to nest and feed nestlings during nearby work activities. - 
BArnold
04/26/2012 - Adult SAPH continue to bring food items to nest in apparent disregard of the SRPL work activities 
occurring within 20 feet of the nest. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - The Adult SAPH was observed bringing food to nest, but with much less frequency or 'urgency' than 
recently observed. I believe the nestlings may soon fledge. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Adult SAPH attending to nestlings, which appear very large and ready to fledge. - BArnold
05/01/2012 - 2 very large, vociferous nestlings in nest. These appear ready to fledge soon. - BArnold
05/02/2012 - Early in morning 4 large fledglings observed in nest. Later 2 fledglings observed on slope just south 
of substation with 1 adult, and 1 fledgling perched on steel railing at base of nest. - BArnold

Yes
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CACW Cactus Wren 031212_rrdd_02 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/12/2012 TBD 03/12/2012 - Nest appears 80% complete, lacking feather lining. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears kempt and maintained but only partially lined. No CACW detections on cold windy 
day. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest. CACW calling 500 feet west of nest. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - 2 CACWs observed in area from 0630 to 0730. Neither were observed going to this nest. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - At start of observation, CACW heard calling 100-150 feet from nests. At 1345, an adult perched on 
cactus between the 2 nests before flying off to the north. At 1420, wren gave vocalizations briefly near the nests. 
At 1426, adult CACW entered upper nest. It was not carrying nest material or food. It remained in the nest until 
1441, at which time it flew to the north, perched quietly on a cactus and eventually flew out of sight farther 
north. Observation period lasted approximately 70 minutes. - VEurs
04/19/2012 - One CACW was seen upon biologist's arrival near the nest. After 15-20 minutes, one adult, then the 
second, perched on the cactus clump containing the nests. Each had food in its bill, which was taken into the nest. 
One adult soon emerged, flew off, returned with more food that it took into the nest and then exited. A GRRO 
landed in front of the cactus clump, causing the wren to give an alarm call. The second wren emerged from the 
nest and both wrens then disappeared from view. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Immediately upon the start of observations, both adult CACW entered the nest. They exited and 
flew off in separate directions. During the approximately 15 minute observation period, an adult made 2 more 
trips into the nest with food items. - VEurs

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 031312_bald_03 EP103-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 79 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/13/2012 4/23/2012 03/13/2012 - Biomonitor Chez Brungraber observed Bushtits carrying nesting material at about 1030 hours, and 
shortly thereafter discovered nest. Nest is nearly complete. - BArnold
03/21/2012 - Nest looks complete, although neck is a bit thin. Bushtit acting mildly territorial as biologist 
approached nest. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - Bushtits active in area; 1 went into nest and did not see it come out; some calling from within nest 
to Bushtits nearby. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Observed Bushtit entering nest multiple times. Visits were short in duration. Carrying food item into 
nest. - VNovik
04/16/2012 - Adult Bushtit(s) bringing food to nest and quickly leaving about every 3 minutes. - PKonrad
04/23/2012 - Nest is in good shape, but no Bushtits were observed during 30 minute observation period, which is 
drastically different from the last observation period when the adults were making frequent nest visits with food. 
The nestlings have apparently fledged and left the area with the adults - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 031312_dbby_01 CP21-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 264 300 264 264 Fledged 3/13/2012 5/1/2012 03/13/2012 - Nest approximately 90% complete. Observed male fly into the nest for a few seconds to form the 
nest. Nest lining still slightly unkempt looking since it is still being formed. Pair foraging away from nest for long 
periods of up to a half hour. Did not observe pair bringing any more nest material to nest. Installed "no drive-thru 
and no project access" ESA signs on road to west because 300-foot buffer encompasses small section of road, 
until NBJ concurrence is obtained. - DBusby
03/20/2012 - Nest lining appears complete. No eggs in nest. Adult pair foraging nearby. Adult male flew near nest 
and delivered scolding calls after I checked  the nest. - DBusby
04/07/2012 - Male observed on nest during survey on April 6. 4 eggs confirmed during survey on March 30. - 
DBusby
04/17/2012 - 4 nestlings in nest approximately 4 days old. Estimated fledge date is between April 22 and 28. - 
DBusby
04/24/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair with active nest (031312_dbby_01) near Structure CP21 was 
observed feeding nestlings that are approximately 11 days old. The male and female adult pair was observed 
repeatedly visiting the nest with food, with a large proportion of the food items being small green caterpillars. 
Based on the apparent age of the nestlings, their estimated fledge date will likely occur between April 25 and 28, 
2012. - DBusby
05/01/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed with fledglings that are a few days old 
approximately 200 feet east/downslope of the closed nest (031312_dbby_01) near Structure CP21. The estimated 
fledge date was between April 25 and 28, 2012. At least two fledglings were visually confirmed foraging with the 
adult pair. The closed nest is empty and intact, exhibiting no signs of depredation. The surveyor will reattempt to 
locate and confirm the number of fledglings during subsequent surveys. Because the fledglings are now 
independent of the nest, there are no work restrictions along the access road to the west of the closed nest. - 
DBusby

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 031312_elss_01 EP19-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 100 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/13/2012 3/27/2012 03/13/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed adding nesting material to a nest 7 feet up in a manzanita. The pair 
was observed visiting the nest every 2-5 minutes. The nest appears about 50% complete - ELoveless
03/15/2012 - Bushtit pair is nest building actively and does not seem to be affected by heavy helicopter traffic at 
EP19. Nest appears to be 60% complete. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Pair is actively bringing nesting material to nest, but nest seems a bit dilapidated from recent rain 
event; 70% complete. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Nest was predated, with one egg lodged in side of nest. Two large holes in nest walls, no Bushtit 
activity was observed. Signs were removed. - AHill

No
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WREN Wrentit 031312_fhan_01 CP88-1-N-B Ductbank Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 85 85 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/13/2012 4/20/2012 03/13/2012 - A Wrentit was seen visiting the nest. This individual was calling back and forth to another Wrentit 
nearby. The nest appeared nearly 100% complete and egg laying is imminent. - FHoffman
03/15/2012 - Nest was monitored prior to and during installation of energy dissipaters (K. Vittum) in two 
locations along the eastern edge of the access road 30-40 feet from the nest site. Work occurred within the 
established 85 foot buffer based on an exemption to allow for work required in order to remain in compliance 
with SWPPP permit within 72 hours of rain event. Rain event predicted for Friday March 17 and Saturday March 
18. Nest was monitored prior to work: no eggs or adults were at the nest. Nest appeared in good condition. 
During approximately 1 hour of work using back hoe, no adult Wrentits were observed within the area. - 
IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - Nest is complete, but looks soaked from recent heavy rains. No activity observed during 15 minutes 
of observation. Wrentits heard calling within general vicinity. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Biologist approached to within 5 feet before locating nest when female flushed off nest, which 
contained 3 eggs. Female returned to nest immediately after biologist moved back to access road. Bio monitor C. 
Vettes reported passively observing female continue incubating for 6 hours while Sunrise underground crew 
worked 50 feet from nest. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - A female Wrentit was on the nest during over an hour of work which consisted of hydroseeding and 
silt fence removal. At one point the male visited the nest. No indications of stress were observed due to 
hydroseeding work occurring approximately 25 feet from the nest. - CVettes
03/30/2012 - On March 29 K. Vittum monitored minor road grading work required within the existing 85 foot 
buffer for this nest. Work occurred along the road approximately 40 feet from the nest site. A backhoe was used 
to repair the road due to a recent rain event rilling across the road. Work occurred per exemption for individual 
buffer requests allowing for required BMP work in order to maintain compliance with SWPPP permit. During 
approximately 30 minutes of work within the buffer the monitor detected the pair associating with the nest area. 
No signs of disturbance or agitated behavior were observed. - IMaunsell
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 1224. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female on nest, does not depart during observation. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Nest is on the ground, torn apart. Trampled vegetation surrounding nest suggests mammalian 
predator. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 031312_ghan_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/13/2012 4/29/2012 03/10/2012 - Observed with avian biologist, John Dicus, a pair of Western Scrub-jays bringing material to vicinity 
of scrub oaks (Quercus  berberidifolia) and Lakeside ceanothus (Ceanothus cyaneus) multiple times. A nest was 
discovered in scrub oak but did not observe species going to it. By 3-12-12, it was confirmed to be an active nest 
by observing the pair at and on the nest, bringing nesting material to it. - GHuffman
03/16/2012 - Western Scrub-jay observed carrying lining material to nest. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Western Scrub-Jay observed carrying lining material to nest. No apparent damage to nest from 
major storm event over last two days. - RAbe
03/29/2012 - Female on nest, male calling nearby. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Female on nest with 5 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Incubation continues. - RRadd
04/22/2012 - WESJ tight on nest at 1550. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is clean, intact and empty. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

PHAI Phainopepla 031312_jdus_01 EP246 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats OH - wire stringing 110 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 3/13/2012 3/30/2012 03/13/2012 - Phainopepla nest reported by on-site biological monitor. Phainopepla pair observed in vicinity. Male 
landed in nest shrub while female looked on. Male observed carrying materials and building second nest in 
juniper to west outside 100-foot buffer surrounding tower permanent pad, then revisiting nest in jujube shrub. 
Both nests are approximately 20% constructed. - JDicus
03/22/2012 - Male slightly territorial across wash; unseen female giving contact calls. Nest is a small bowl built 
with fine material; looks complete. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Could not re-find nest; no Phainopeplas near nest site, although a short distance to southwest a pair 
of Phainopeplas were flying in aerial displays led by female. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 031312_jdus_02 EP251 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/13/2012 3/22/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair of Bushtits visited nest 3 times with material. - JDicus
03/22/2012 - Nest appears be destroyed by recent storm; nest is flattened from the west side, probably by high 
wind, and has been torn away from 1 of the top attachment points. Damage does not reflect predation, which is 
indicated by holes or tears in the chamber. No Bushtits were observed or heard in the area. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 031312_jpki_05 EP140-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 65 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/13/2012 4/30/2012 03/13/2012 - Adult Bushtits observed bringing material to nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
04/03/2012 - Nest complete. Bushtit pair observed in vicinity of nest with 1 adult entering nest; nest contents 
unknown. - JPawlicki
04/13/2012 - Nest is complete and intact. Bushtit observed entering nest. - VNovik
04/21/2012 - One Bushtit was observed bringing caterpillars to the nest. It was unclear whether it was feeding 
nestlings or its mate. - LTymkiw
04/30/2012 - Nest has been predated, torn apart and mostly removed from the area with only a portion of the 
feathered nest chamber caught in the branch below the nest site. No sign of adults or nestlings or other nest parts 
in the area. - closed. - PKonrad

No
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BUSH Bushtit 031312_mdus_02 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 75 100 40 40 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/13/2012 4/28/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed carrying material to a nest that is approximately 60% complete. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Pair bringing in nest material and copulating. Nest approximately 75% complete. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Pair not observed visiting nest, but nest is in good condition, and female was observed foraging on 
nest shrub. - MDicus
03/30/2012 - 0730 to 0830: Female observed leaving the nest for approximately 5 minutes out of a 1 hour 
observation. Due to the amount of time female spent in nest, it can be concluded that it is incubating. - GHuffman
04/06/2012 - Bushtit observed making two trips to nest in a 20 minute observation. Construction activities appear 
to have no impact on nesting behavior. - GHuffman
04/15/2012 - Both adults making numerous, rapid trips to the nest carrying food items. Female removed fecal sac 
on one trip away from the nest. High-pitched vocalizations heard within nest when adult entered with food. - 
VEurs
04/20/2012 - Observed Bushtits making numerous trips to nest carrying food. Begging calls from nestlings could 
be heard from within nest when adults entered. - GHuffman
04/28/2012 - At the start of observation, the biologist noted the nest's unusual appearance. About 5 minutes 
later, a female LEGO vigorously pulled material from the nest and then flew off. She repeated the behavior a short 
time later. There was no response from potential nest occupants. A pair of Bushtits was eventually detected in the 
area, but they did not directly approach the nest. There was no evidence they were being followed by fledglings. It 
appears the nest was predated. This nest with young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

CORA Common Raven 031312_mdus_03 CP40-2-E Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/13/2012 3/21/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair of Common Ravens observed carrying sticks to nest at top of SRPL tower CP40-2. Nest is 
approximately 30-40% complete.  During over 2 hours of observation, the birds made 6 trips to the nest, carrying 
sticks on 4 of the trips. The pair spent approximately 45 minutes total at the nest, rearranging sticks and perching 
on the adjacent cross-members. A second pair of ravens was observed stealing sticks from the nest and carrying 
them off the right-of-way to the west. The nest-building pair chased the pair from the area twice. - MDicus
03/14/2012 - It appears that a few sticks have been added to the nest since yesterday, but it is still not complete 
enough to support eggs. Pair was observed perching on tower leg below nest but did not visit nest during 15-
minute observation period. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Pair observed making 3 trips to nest with short sticks and finer material. Nest is approximately 50-
60% complete. - MDicus
03/21/2012 - The tower was observed for approximately 2 hours prior to the installation of the bird deterrent. No 
Common Ravens were observed prior to crew arrival. Upon arrival of the crew 6 Common Ravens were observed 
flying east along the access road from CP39 towards CP40. Once the crew had installed the deterrent and left 
CP40, a pair of Common Ravens was observed perched on the uppermost arm of the structure approximately 10 
feet from the installed deterrent. The pair was observed for approximately 1 hour. No nesting material was 
observed during this time, but the pair did not appear deterred by the deterrent. - JHenry
03/21/2012 - Nest was approximately 70-80% constructed and not substantial enough to hold eggs. Nonetheless, 
as a precaution, the lineman tasked with nest removal was instructed to look into the nest to verify the nest 
contained no eggs. The lineman confirmed the nest was empty and removed it. The Common Raven pair flew 
around the tower, vocalizing. They were still in the area when the avian monitor left. 
 - MDicus
03/21/2012 - The nest is approximately 70% complete and is not yet developed enough to support eggs. No eggs 
or young present (as determined by nest stage). Bird repellent ribbon is present towards the base of the tower 
and at multiple points around the project site. Additionally, BMP maintenance occurred at the site on March 15 
and 16 and nest building continue despite this work. Per the NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a 
deterrent. The nest is located on a structure required for upcoming wire pulling. A delay due to allowing the nest 
cycle to continue would likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by 
June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 3/21/2012. - 
KAlberts

No

BUSH Bushtit 031312_rrdd_01 TL 6924 - 171691 Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/13/2012 4/10/2012 03/13/2012 - BUSH nest under construction, approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears approximately 65% complete and not obviously torn from recent storms. No BUSH 
detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed bringing nesting material to the nest several times. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Pair observed making at least 10 trips between them, carrying nest material. Nest appears to be 
nearly complete. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - Nest is large and spherical, basically complete. Shortly after start of observation, male approached 
nest with fine material. Female arrived soon after, entered nest and remained for about 5 minutes before flying 
off. - VEurs
04/10/2012 - Nest has fallen. - RRadd

No
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031312_sjon_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/13/2012 4/20/2012 03/13/2012 - Nest is approximately 5% complete. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Pair of goldfinches seen visiting nest site multiple times over 1 hour from 0850-0950 while backhoe 
installed dissipaters 20 feet from nest. Work within buffer occurred per the exemption for buffer modification 
requests for work conducted to maintain SWPPP compliance. (report from biomonitor K. Vittum 3/15/12). - 
SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Female observed carrying nest material with male perched near nest. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - Work within the buffer included hydroseeding, silt fence removal, and momentary use of a backhoe 
for soil compaction. Silt fencing and soil compaction occurred under exemptions for individual buffer justification 
requests allowing for required BMP work in order to maintain SWPPP permit compliance and for limited foot 
traffic within buffers provided the crew is accompanied by an Avian Biologist. The momentary presence of the 
backhoe agitated a Lesser Goldfinch, the equipment was redirected and, once removed, foraging and activity in 
the nest tree resumed. The only visit to the nest for nest building was observed prior to the beginning of work. - 
CVettes
03/29/2012 - During a 15 minute period of hydroseeding, a Lesser Goldfinch remained on the nest. The same 
status was observed before and after construction. This hydroseeding was a one-time permission of work order 
granted by the nest buffer justification. - CVettes
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 1229. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female incubating/brooding.  Does not leave nest when avian bio walks past at a distance of ten 
feet. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - No LEGO observed near nest. Nest examined and found to be empty with fine fibers pulled up from 
rim of cup. No sign of predation.  Nest timeline indicates that nest most likely reached fledging status successfully. 
Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031312_sjon_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 90 100 90 90 Nest did not reach active stage 3/13/2012 4/13/2012 03/13/2012 - Nest building; approximately 1% complete. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - No activity observed but nest is now about 20% complete. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Male and female observed chasing SOSP away from nest, indicating nest continues to be active. - 
HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity observed from 1115 to 1145. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No LEGO visit to smallest pine between 2 larger pines in 25-minute observation. Nest closed due to 
inactivity and nest never becoming completely constructed. - JDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 031312_sjon_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/13/2012 TBD 03/13/2012 - Observed female HOFI bringing nesting material to nest. - SJohnston
03/15/2012 - Pair of HOFI repeatedly adding coarse nesting material to nest location on ledge above window at 
the Bauer house. Nest 50% complete. - KAlberts
03/20/2012 - Female flew to nest with material. Male following closely. - MKuehn
03/20/2012 - Observed pair of HOFI making trips into nest. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Female observed entering nest, male perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female on nest at 1108. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Pair visits nest, and female settles into nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Male and female perched above nest. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Female on nest. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 031312_sjon_04 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/13/2012 TBD 03/13/2012 - Nest building observed. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Observed pair making trips into the nest. - SJohnston
03/21/2012 - V. Eurs and K. Vittum reported that per the landowners' request, all project-related material, 
equipment and work is required to be completed on and removed from the Bauer Property. During the course of 
uninstalling wire mesh nesting deterrents in the eaves of a guest house on the property as part of this 
requirement between 0800 and 0900 on March 21st, the activity uninstalled the substrate on which the nest is 
located, inadvertently removing the nesting material. The nesting attempt did not support eggs or young based on 
its nest building stage. The nest is approximately 75% complete. The bio monitor on site was notified, contacted 
an avian biologist, and the nesting material was replaced at 1125 to enable further nest building by the pair. V. 
Eurs observed the following: 1155 - Male HOFI flew near the nest, but did not enter. 1206 - Female HOFI entered 
nest and spent about 1 minute rearranging the material within the wire pocket before she left. 1208 - Female 
entered pocket and again rearranged material for about 1 minute while the male sang nearby. 1211 - Female 
entered and almost immediately left again. 1216 - Female spent about 3 minutes inside, moving nest material 
around. 1230 - Male carried nesting material into nest. 1235 - Male returned to nest with more new material. 
1304 - Male and female were in the nest simultaneously for about 1 minute. 1307 - Female spent very brief time 
in the nest. 1318 - Female went in and out of nest a couple of times, then flew off. 1327 - Female spent another 2 
minutes rearranging nesting material. 1333 - Female spent another couple of minutes rearranging material. - 
KAlberts
03/28/2012 - No activity observed during 10 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity observed from 1115 to 1145. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - HOFI pair visits nest, gathers material. Nest stage presumably progressed to egg laying based on 
nest chronology. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - No activity observed during 15-minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which is difficult to see without entering private property. - HWinfrey

TBD
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BEWR Bewick's Wren 031312_sjon_05 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading 20 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/13/2012 4/26/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material in to man-made cavity. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - No activity observed. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - No activity observed during 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity observed from 1115 to 1145. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Bewick's Wren seen leaving nest cavity. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - No activity observed during 15-minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Pair of BEWR feeding fledgling in shrub 5 feet from nest. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 031312_sjon_06 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/13/2012 4/13/2012 03/13/2012 - Biologists saw a pair of Bushtits bringing nesting material to the Ceanothus shrub, then approached 
shrub and saw the pair adding material to a nest. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Observed Bushtits making trips to the nest. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - BUSH observed visiting nest, which appears nearly complete. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - There was Bushtit activity around the nest area before construction, but activity subsided during 20 
minutes of hydroseeding work within the buffer to approximately 15 feet from the nest. After work subsided, a 
pair of Bushtits returned to the area, and activity near the nest resumed. - CVettes
03/29/2012 - Approximately 30 minutes of hydroseeding occurred within the buffer during which a Bushtit was 
observed with nest building material. Activity in the vicinity of the nest was confirmed previous to and after 
construction. This hydroseeding was a one-time permission of work order granted in the nest buffer justification. - 
CVettes
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest, and no Bushtits detected in immediate area. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is torn open, with chunks of nest material still loosely, precariously hung about the rest of the 
host shrub. Nest appears to have been recently predated (within the last 24 hours or so since the last storm 
system, which would have blown the nest chunks to the ground). Nest is empty: no eggs, nestlings or adults. 
Damage to nest is consistent with Western Scrub-jay predation. Nest was never recorded as having eggs or young, 
but destructive nature of damage and nesting chronology indicate the possible presence of eggs or young at the 
time. Nest closed with Indeterminate outcome. - JDicus

N/A

LOSH Loggerhead Shrike 031412_ahll_01 EP52-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/14/2012 TBD 03/14/2012 - Female Loggerhead Shrike was on nest and is potentially incubating or shaping the nest. Female 
became very defensive and started alarm calling when biologist was near the nest; biologist then retreated. Male 
was seen perched on nearby branch. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Biologist witnessed a pair of Loggerhead Shrikes chasing a Western Scrub-jay from the bush where 
the nest is located. The pair continued to call while the biologist monitored the bush. The biologist waited until 
the Western Scrub Jay left the area and approached the nest. With a telescoping mirror, the biologist looked into 
the nest and did not see any eggs. The biologist then felt the inside of the nest and it was moist, likely due to the 
recent storm. Although the nest is empty and moist, the pair still exhibited territorial behavior. - LThoreson
03/21/2012 - Nest is still active. No eggs in nest, but shrike pair is defending nest to other birds at 400 feet from 
nest. Pair was seen foraging and male was singing in the area. Pair perched several times on nest tree. - AHill
03/26/2012 - Observed male singing 300 feet from nest and foraging in general area. Never observed any nest 
visits or second adult in area of 500 feet from nest. The nest was wet from the rains, and the nest cup was no 
longer neat and tight inside. - AHill
04/12/2012 - Two biologists approached Loggerhead Shrike nest that was determined to be inactive on 
03/26/2012. At approximately 15 feet from the nest, a LOSH was observed to be perched in the same shrub as the 
nest. The 2 biologists backed off the nest approximately 15 feet. The biologist then observed the perching bird 
cautiously move to nest and lie down in nest as if incubating. - SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike nest unattended until avian biologist checked for nest contents with mirror, 
when a pair of shrikes approached nest aggressively. No eggs observed in deep feather-lined nest bowl. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Loggerhead Shrikes observed at nest initially, but 1 adult flew to nest calling and behaving 
strongly territorial. Only 1 small newly hatched brown nestling could be seen in the nest before the avian biologist 
was disrupted by the adult shrike, although there are probably more small nestlings in the nest. No feathers are 
evident in the nest now, but the feathers observed in the nest bowl last week must have been covering the eggs 
during last week's nest monitoring check. - PKonrad
05/01/2012 - At least 2 medium-sized (10 day old) gray nestlings in nest; 1 adult Loggerhead Shrike flew to the 
nest and called territorially while avian biologist checked the nest status and contents. - PKonrad

TBD
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CORA Common Raven 031412_bald_02 EP229-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/14/2012 3/20/2012 03/14/2012 - Nest reported by bio-monitor. Small accumulation of sticks in a location typically used by Common 
Ravens to nest on lattice tower. No activity during nearly 60 minute afternoon observation period, but nest is 
under construction by a Common Raven. - BArnold
03/15/2012 - Pair of ravens was observed carrying sticks to the nest in the tower. Nest is still relatively small with 
only a handful of sticks. At 1030 when I returned to the site, CORA perched on lattice. Some mylar bird deterrent 
tape was observed previously affixed to the base of the tower. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Nest material still present, but no activity was observed that could be directly associated with this 
nest. A pair of ravens in the area briefly perched on EP228. Nest was observed for 30 minutes. The last 3 days 
were characterized by low temperatures, heavy rain, and snow. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - At 1348, a helicopter delivered 2 PAR crewmen to tower to remove nest as directed by SDG&E after 
receiving agency concurrence. Crew reported 6 to 8 sticks in nest, with no eggs or nestlings present. Crew hung 
mylar tape on the tower in the area of the nest to deter future nesting attempts. No ravens were observed near 
nest during these activities. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Nest is in very early stages: 5-10% complete. Pair made one trip to the nest with a stick in 15 
minutes of observation on March 15. The stick was balanced precariously on the undeveloped nest and fell. No 
eggs or young present (as determined by nest stage) as of March 20. Red bird repellent ribbon is located on the 
tower and on the perimeter of the tower pad. In addition, a micropile grouting crew worked at EP229 on March 
12 (prior to nest identification) and a BMP maintenance crew worked at EP229 on March 14 (when the nest was 
identified); therefore, work occurred at the site and nest building continued despite this. Nest located in the top 
of the tower at the goat ears. The nest is located on a structure required for wire pulling this week. This pull is the 
next critical pull in the project schedule. A delay due to allowing the nest cycle to continue would likely prevent 
SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. 
Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 3/20/2012. - KAlberts

No

LOSH Loggerhead Shrike 031412_jpki_01 EP51-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 150 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/14/2012 3/26/2012 03/14/2012 - Female briefly vacated nest after courtship behavior was observed in vicinity. Nest is complete and 
with at least 2 eggs present. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Biologist watched nest for a period of time and did not see or hear any activity. The nest was 
approached; 4 eggs present. Biologist quickly moved away and watched for activity. After a period of about 10 
minutes, a Loggerhead Shrike appeared and was calling. The bird appeared somewhat agitated and went to a 
shrub northeast of the shrub with the nest, and another Loggerhead Shrike was seen. The pair appeared agitated 
until the biologist was out of sight, and then resumed normal activities. - LThoreson
03/26/2012 - Observed adult foraging 100-300 feet from nest, and no nest visits were made during observation. 
So, the biologist peered inside the nest, and broken eggshells were present along with very small mammal scats, 
indicating that this nest was most likely predated by mice. - AHill

No

CATH California Thrasher 031412_jpki_02 EP50-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 25 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/14/2012 4/9/2012 03/14/2012 - Adult California Thrasher observed in shrub and then briefly left nest before returning to the nest 
while the observers logged the nest. Nest is complete with at least 3 eggs present. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Biologist watched nest for a few minutes and did not see any apparent activity. Nest was 
approached and when biologist was within 20 feet, 2 California Thrashers left the bush where the nest is located. 
When biologist was within several feet of the nest, the California Thrashers started to call. Nest was quickly 
assessed and appears unaffected by the storm; eggs still visible in nest. - LThoreson
03/26/2012 - Observed female on nest. Did not observe any adults bringing food to nest. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Thrasher observed in scrub oak near nest; small downy nestlings present in nest. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - No thrashers in area or thrasher nestlings in nest, indicating nestlings were taken by a predator, 
considering the nestlings would still be about 5 days from fledging if they had survived. However, 1 light-
turquoise egg with brown speckling is present; it looks like a Western Scrub-jay egg, considering the size and 
color. Appears a jay has laid an egg in the nest, although no improvements have been made to the former 
California Thrasher nest. Thrasher nest is closed and jay nest opened as a new nest with a new number. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 031412_rrdd_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 95 100 90 90 Nest did not reach active stage 3/14/2012 3/29/2012 03/14/2012 - R. Radd reported that the nest appeared to be 30% complete. - KAlberts
03/20/2012 - Nest about 40% complete. No BUSH observed near nest in 10 minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - BUSH foraging close by did not attend nest during observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 BUSH foraging in area appeared indifferent to observer approaching nest location. Nest remained 
at 15-20% complete with no progress over past two weeks. Evidence indicates that this nesting attempt has been 
abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No
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BUSH Bushtit 031512_fhan_01 CP43-1-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 20 100 20 20 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/15/2012 4/19/2012 03/15/2012 - Nest appears 50% complete. Adults carrying in material. - FHoffman
03/16/2012 - Bushtit pair was monitored while crew moved guard structures near buffer. Pair continued to 
collect material and carry it to nest before, during, and after construction activities. No apparent change in nest-
building behavior. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Biomonitor E. Nicholson reports continuing BUSH activity this morning. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity at nest during 15 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - 0720 to 0850: Observed Bushtit making a trip to nest for one minute and then flew out of view. Pair 
later observed foraging in substrate containing nest. - GHuffman
04/12/2012 - Bushtit pair in area at start of observation period. After a few minutes, one approached the nest, 
entered partway and emerged holding something in its bill. Because of foliage obstructing the biologists, it is not 
certain what the bird was carrying, although it was large enough to be a fecal sac and was light in color. The bird 
flew off and the pair spent the rest of the 45-minute observation out of sight, although vocalizations could be 
heard. It is unclear if there are nestlings at this point. - VEurs
04/19/2012 - Nest observed and found to be torn open at the middle. Likely outcome appears to be predation. No 
Bushtits observed in area. - GHuffman

No

HOFI House Finch 031512_imll_01 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/15/2012 3/15/2012 03/15/2012 - The yard monitor reported the finch pair making two trips to the nest site with coarse material over 
a 1-hour observation period. The forklift was reportedly used yesterday. Nest was located 1 foot from mylar flash 
tape installed as a deterrent. The nest was inspected with a telescoping mirror, and no eggs or young were 
present. Nest was removed and the cavity was plugged to prevent future nest attempts.

On March 15 a pair of house finches was observed nest building in a fork lift in Alpine Construction Yard. The nest 
was 60% complete with no lining added. Two trips to the nest were made by a pair  with course material over 1 
hour. No eggs or young were present (nest checked with telescoping mirror). Mylar flash tape was previously 
installed 1 foot from nest attempt. Nest located 8 feet above ground inside the cab of an idled forklift. Equipment 
was used yesterday (3/14/2012). Based on the impact to construction and material logistic operations efficiency, 
cost impact relative to alternate options, potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment, the nest attempt 
was removed per the NBMMP. Failure to remove the nest would have resulted in substantial disruption to the 
yard operations, including needed steel for upcoming tower assembly, thus impacting project schedule. This 
would likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to 
ensure system reliability. - IMaunsell
03/15/2012 - A HOFI pair was observed nest building in a fork lift in the Alpine Construction Yard. The nest was 
60% complete with no lining added. Two trips to the nest were made by a pair  with course material over 1 hour. 
No eggs or young were present (nest checked with telescoping mirror). Mylar flash tape was previously installed 1 
foot from nest attempt. Nest located 8 feet above ground inside the cab of an idled forklift. Equipment was used 
yesterday (3/14/2012). Based on the impact to construction and material logistic operations efficiency, cost 
impact relative to alternate options, potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment, the nest attempt was 
removed per the NBMMP. Failure to remove the nest would have resulted in substantial disruption to the yard 
operations, including needed steel for upcoming tower assembly, thus impacting project schedule. This would 
likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure 
system reliability. - KAlberts

No

BUSH Bushtit 031512_jpki_01 GS-NF-7 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 10 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/15/2012 4/21/2012 03/15/2012 - Adults observed bringing material to nest (about 25% complete). - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Nest appears 30% complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed in 10 minutes of observation. Drive-through bird buffer signs installed at link 
lead's request. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest appears to be 100% complete. Observed for 45 minutes and no Bushtit activity detected. - 
GHuffman
04/06/2012 - No birds were observed near the nest during a 45 minute observation period. However, as the 
biologist first entered the buffer, a Bushtit was heard vocalizing in the tree to the east of the nest tree. The bird 
was not heard again, but ongoing San Vicente Dam construction makes it difficult to hear. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - A Bushtit emerged from the nest shortly after 3 pieces of heavy construction equipment passed 
within 10 feet of the nest. Because of overhanging foliage, it was not possible to see if the bird was carrying 
anything when it left. The bird returned to the nest about 5 minutes later, but again the biologist's view was 
obscured by foliage. Observations were halted due to onset of rain. Nesting stage chosen based on nest 
chronology, but no concrete evidence of brooding/incubating was observed. However, the nest is still thought to 
be active despite almost a month of no observed activity. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - Nest has been damaged and only top portion remains. Possible predation or damaged from recent 
weather event. No Bushtit activity observed at nest. - GHuffman

No
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031512_jpki_02 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 25 25 Nest did not reach active stage 3/15/2012 4/20/2012 03/15/2012 - Pair left from vicinity of nest in nest shrub upon initial approach. Nest was observed to be in 
excellent condition and appears fresh. No other activity. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Complete nest; LEGO pair nearby did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Female LEGO observed in vicinity of nest. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No activity at nest and no Lesser Goldfinches were observed in the area from 1045 to 1115. - 
HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No LEGO activity in the area or observed in nest shrub in about 30 minutes of observation, but 
biologist was unable to hone in on exact location of nest. Observations halted due to onset of rain. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - Nesting location was monitored on 3 separate occasions over 3 days by avian biologists John Dicus, 
Jim Pawlicki and Garrett Huffman. Nest could not be located in original location, and no LEGO activity was 
observed in substrate over 3 days. - GHuffman

No

CANW Canyon Wren 031512_jpki_03 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 400 100 40 40 Indeterminate 3/15/2012 4/12/2012 03/15/2012 - Birds seen entering small cavity underneath large rock in outcrop area just west of pull site, just 
below dead/scraggly poison oak shrub about 30 feet upslope and just west of two fairly large sage shrubs growing 
between top end of large boulders. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - No CANW detections during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No CANW activity detected during 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No activity observed in area of nest cavity and no Canyon Wrens were detected in the area from 
1045 to 1115. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - After extensive observation, biologist determined that CANW has chosen a new nest site further 
upslope to the north. No wren was observed near this cavity after about 90 minutes of observation. Additionally, 
no wrens were observed near the nest cavity aside from the initial detection on 15 March 2012. The outcome is 
indeterminate because it is unclear whether the nest cavity ever contained eggs or young. - VEurs

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 031512_rrdd_01 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/15/2012 TBD 03/15/2012 - BUSH pair carrying material to nest which appears 60% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults brought nesting material to nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - BUSH pair working on nest at 0902. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which appears to be 100% complete and in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 1029. Nest appears 100% constructed. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Nest intact after storm, but no BUSH detected. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - BUSH bringing food to nest at 1654. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - BUSH visits nest briefly at 1435. - RRadd

TBD

OATI Oak Titmouse 031512_rrdd_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/15/2012 TBD 03/15/2012 - OATI pair singing, carrying material, and entering cavity at 1-minute intervals. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Both adults flew to nest with material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - OATI pair carrying finer material to cavity 0855. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - OATI observed leaving nest cavity at 1038 and was observed foraging nearby. No nest material was 
gathered. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Oak Titmouse enters nest at 1033, not observed leaving. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - OATI male comes to nest entrance and sings; female emerges briefly and returns to cavity. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - OATI brings food to nest, then departs at 1339. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - OATI brings food to nest at 0727. - RRadd

TBD

HOWR House Wren 031512_rrdd_03 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 3 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/15/2012 4/11/2012 03/15/2012 - HOWR singing, carrying material, and entering pipe repeatedly building its nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No HOWR activity at nest site for 15 minutes. HOWR calling 50 feet away across road. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - HOWR active across territory, but not entering any cavities during 30 minutes of observation. - 
RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed from 1015 to 1045. The only HOWR detected in area was on south side of El 
Monte Road. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - HOWR singing 100 feet east of this location near wood pole. Closed for lack of definitive site 
selection. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031512_rrdd_04 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 25 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/15/2012 4/13/2012 03/15/2012 - LEGO pair copulating adjacent to nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - LEGO female prone in nest at 1220. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Observed male leaving nest area and female incubating on nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - No activity observed from 0815 to 0845. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is intact and appears empty with numerous feces at cup rim, suggesting successful fledge. - 
RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 031512_rrdd_05 Helix CY Rd Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/15/2012 3/29/2012 03/15/2012 - ANHU female coming to nest sporadically, lies for short periods on nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is complete and intact following recent storms. No ANHU visiting nest during 2 x 15 minute 
observations. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity at nest during first 25 minutes of observation, at which point a female Anna's 
Hummingbird began collecting material from the nest rim and interior and adding it to a new nest 120 feet to the 
southwest. She made approximately 6 trips, pulling material from the nest each time. These activities continued 
while construction vehicles passed on the access road. - MDicus

No
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BUSH Bushtit 031512_rrdd_06 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 12 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/15/2012 4/13/2012 03/15/2012 - BUSH pair making frequent trips with material to this nest. Nest is approximately 15% complete. - 
RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest does not appear substantially improved. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - The nest was not located, but no Bushtits were observed in the nest tree during 45 minutes of 
observation. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - No activity observed from 0730 to 0800. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest has declined, presumably due to weather and substrate movement. Nest closed. BUSH nearby 
are building a new nest 40 feet away. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031512_rrdd_07 Helix CY AR Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 30 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/15/2012 4/13/2012 03/15/2012 - Female LEGO on nest with male keeping company. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - LEGO female prone in nest. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Bird observed sitting on nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - Female on nest at 0710. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is intact and empty with numerous feces at cup rim, suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

CORA Common Raven 031512_vnik_01 EP210 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/15/2012 TBD 03/15/2012 - Pair of ravens observed carrying sticks to nest. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Common Ravens observed at nest location. - VNovik
03/23/2012 - Two adult ravens were observed bringing nesting material to the nest at 1530. - BArnold
03/27/2012 - Nest looks complete, or nearly complete. No ravens at nest initially, but a raven flew to nest, stayed 
3 minutes, then flew out to meet second raven and both returned to tower, perching high on opposite side of 
crossarm. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - No ravens at nest initially, but 2 ravens flew low near tower, and 1 raven flew to nest, perched next 
to nest, then laid in nest in incubating position. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Pair of Common Ravens perched next to nest when 1 adult 'hopped to nest and laid down in 
incubating position. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Raven incubating in new Sunrise tower EP210. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad

TBD

LOSH Loggerhead Shrike 031612_ahll_01 EP53-3-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/16/2012 TBD 03/16/2012 - Observed male Loggerhead Shrike courtship feeding female, then female flew 100 feet away and 
gathered fine grass material for the nest. A BMP crew worked on the access road 250 feet away from the nest to 
the east, and the biomonitor/avian biologist reported hearing agitated calls from LOSH. - AHill
03/21/2012 - Pair of Loggerhead Shrikes foraging in immediate area, not affected by traffic on access road. Adult 
seen flying into nest with no eggs present. Nest has lining material in it, and is 90% complete. - AHill
03/26/2012 - Observed adult loggerhead Shrike foraging in area and perching above nest. Observed second adult 
fly from nest location in bush to perch above nest where other adult was perched, then flew off to forage. - AHill
04/02/2012 - A Loggerhead Shrike is incubating 4 eggs; other adult very territorial. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Nest still contains 4 eggs, but did not see an adult at the nest; did see an adult hunting along access 
road 300 feet east of nest earlier. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike nest still contains 4 smallish brown-speckled cream-colored eggs, but no adults 
are present. Observed an adult  shrike about 11:00 along access road several hundred feet east of nest. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Loggerhead Shrikes observed at the nest, but 3 small newly hatched brown nestlings and 1 egg 
were observed in the nest. - PKonrad
05/01/2012 - Unattended nest contains 4 medium-sized gray nestlings about 8 days old; 1 adult Loggerhead 
Shrike called territorially and approached nest and avian biologist while he was checking the nest status and 
contents. Earlier, 1 adult shrike was observed hunting in the open grassland a quarter mile to the east. - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 031612_rabe_01 CP64 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/16/2012 3/16/2012 03/16/2012 - Female observed carrying nesting material to nest multiple times by biomonitor. Nest was about 80 
percent complete. No eggs or young present. Multiple agonistic interactions with other House Finch pairs were 
observed in immediate area of nest. Wire truck was covered in plastic and netting and had six pieces of mylar tape 
attached within 2 to 6 feet from nest. All nesting deterrents were installed prior to discovery of nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - A HOFI was associated with nest building on one wire pulling truck the day the crews required that 
equipment for wire pulling at the CP65 pull-site. The vehicle will be used on the next pull, and it will prevent 
access for a replacement vehicle given the size of the pull-site footprint if left in place through the course of the 
nest cycle. The nest was verified by an avian biologist prior to removal. The HOFI nest at CP64/CP65 PS was 
approximately 80% built. The female was observed bringing in nesting material multiple times. There are no eggs 
or young in the nest. The nest is in the front end of a spool/wire truck next to the radiator. The truck is covered in 
netting, plastic, and there are six pieces of Mylar tape within two to six feet of the nest. The crew had planned to 
move this vehicle to CP49 PS today 16 March 2012. Failure to remove the nest would have resulted in substantial 
disruption to the project schedule that would likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to 
complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Per the NBMMP, this nest attempt was 
removed. - KAlberts

No
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HOFI House Finch 031612_rabe_02 CP64 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/16/2012 3/16/2012 03/16/2012 - Biomonitor observed female carrying nesting material to nest multiple times. Nest was 5 to 10 
percent complete. No eggs or young were present. Wire truck was covered in plastic with 5 pieces of mylar tape 
and a CD attached within one to eight feet from nest.  All nesting deterrents were installed prior to discovery of 
nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - The HOFI nest at CP64/CP65 PS is approximately 5-10% built. Female has been observed making 
multiple trips to nest with nesting material. No eggs or young are present in nest. The nest is in the back end of a 
spool/wire truck next to the bumper. The truck is covered with plastic and there are five pieces of Mylar tape and 
a CD are within one to eight feet of the nest. The crew had planned to move this vehicle to CP49 PS today 16 
March 2012. The vehicle is required on the next pull as well, and it will prevent access for a replacement vehicle 
given the size of the pull-site footprint if left through the course of the nest cycle. Failure to remove the nest 
would have resulted in substantial disruption to the project schedule that would likely prevent SDG&E from 
meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Per the 
NBMMP, this nest attempt was removed. - KAlberts

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031612_rrdd_01 12kV Pole Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 85 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 3/16/2012 4/5/2012 03/16/2012 - LEGO pair building nest; female lying on platform and beginning to form the cup. Buffer staked at 75 
feet because nest is low and relatively unprotected; should not impede work. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Female flew to nest 3 times with nesting material, finishing rim, but not yet lining cup. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - A few spots of lining were present in the bottom of the cup. Male LEGO calling from song posts, 
female not responding during 25 minutes of observation - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Pair of LEGOs perched 25 feet uphill from nest. Nest cup is complete, with partial lining, unchanged 
from 03/22/12. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest partially disassembled. Lining has been removed and cup pulled upwards. Lack of progress in 
nest building over past two weeks indicates that this pair has abandoned this nesting attempt. Nest closed. - 
HWinfrey

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 031612_rrdd_02 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 15 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/16/2012 4/15/2012 03/16/2012 - ANHU female building nest; approximately 5% complete, a small basket of spider silk with a few leaf 
fragments embedded. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No activity at nest site for 20 minutes, though a pair of ANHU were active in this oak cluster. The 
female was observed collecting spider silk but did not come to this nest. No new nest found, but seems new nest 
site may have been selected. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Nest is approximately 30% complete. Female ANHU was wary and did not tolerate close 
observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - ANHU observed chasing bushtit away from immediate area of nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No ANHU activity observed in area. Unable to locate nest, but will leave nest open for original 
observer to verify that nest is gone or not. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Nest no longer present, presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

COHA Cooper's Hawk
(Inactive)

031612_rrdd_03 CP81-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/16/2012 TBD 03/16/2012 - COHA pair making numerous trips to nest, departed area briefly on arrival of helicopter to CP82. - 
RRadd
03/20/2012 - Did not see adults at nest site. One adult perched in snag 400 feet south of nest, calling frequently 
for over 30 minutes. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - COHA male at various vantage points in sight of nest calling constantly. Female was difficult to 
monitor as she exited to east. Fresh material under nests suggests building continues. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No COHA activity observed in area during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed; no Cooper's Hawk detected in area from 1230 to 1330. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete but is lacking fresh green material. Raptor flushed from area in 
apparent response to helicopter activity did not return during 30-minute observation. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031612_sjon_01 EP36-1-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 20 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/16/2012 4/4/2012 03/16/2012 - Observed pair moving to and from nest, and the female was observed building the nest. Nest 
estimated to be 70% complete. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Nest is in good condition after storm event, but no LEGO activity was observed in the immediate 
vicinity. LEGOs were detected across the street, singing and foraging, so an additional monitoring visit is in order 
despite lack of activity at the nest to determine current status. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - Could not locate nest, no LEGO activity seen or heard within 50 feet of GPS nest location. Will send 
in original observer to monitor. - AHill
04/04/2012 - Nest appeared torn, and there was no activity observed during a 20-minute observation. In addition, 
recent observations show no LEGO activity at this nest area. Nesting chronology and observational history indicate 
that eggs or young may have been present, but is inconclusive. Therefore, the outcome is Indeterminate, but the 
cause of depredation appears to be natural. - SJohnston

N/A
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OATI Oak Titmouse 031612_sjon_02 EP36-1-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 30 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/16/2012 4/30/2012 03/16/2012 - Pair observed cleaning material out of cavity. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - A biologist watched the oak tree 2 different times during the day, but did not observe OATI 
exhibiting breeding or nesting behavior, only a single OATI foraging. However, biologist suggests at least one more 
visit because access to nest cavity was impeded by poison oak. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - No activity observed at nest cavity. Heard OATI 50 feet away. - AHill
04/10/2012 - Pair observed foraging near cavity. OATI enters cavity at 0725. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - No activity observed at nest, and no OATI detected in tree. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - No activity observed, and no OATIs detected from 0626 to 0656. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity at nest from 0615 to 0645, and no OATI detected in area. Lack of activity at this nest 
indicates that this nesting attempt has most likely been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 031612_vers_01 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE4

Substation Chaparrals Substation - maintenance 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/16/2012 4/21/2012 03/16/2012 - The on-site bio-monitor observed a pair of Bushtits making repeated trips to a manzanita. Upon 
closer inspection, he located the nest. The pair made numerous trips to the nest (5-6 in rapid succession) before 
taking a break for 20-30 minutes. This process was repeated several times. The pair approached the nest with 
material as the biologist was directly underneath, logging  GPS coordinates. The nest is about 60% complete. - 
VEurs
03/20/2012 - Nest appears slightly damaged after storm event, but BUSH pair made several trips to nest with new 
material during 10 minute observation. Nest slightly larger than it was it during initial detection. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - No Bushtits observed in vicinity of nest during 30-minute observation period; nest complete and 
intact. - JPawlicki
04/10/2012 - Bushtit enters nest at 0923 and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - No activity observed 0640 to 0700. Biologist A. Farmer reports observing adults bringing food later 
in the morning. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - Only a few fragments of the nest remain. It appears that the nest and its contents were removed by 
a predator. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031712_fhan_01 CP62-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 25 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/17/2012 4/14/2012 03/17/2012 - Fully constructed cup nest with one egg. Both adults detected. - FHoffman
03/21/2012 - LEGO female on nest at 0730. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Female observed on nest. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female on nest at 0845. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Feathered young fill the nest; wing quills unopened. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Intact but well-used cup with many feces at rim suggests successful fledge. LEGO with juveniles 150 
feet northwest of tower 62. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 032012_hwey_02 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/20/2012 TBD 03/20/2012 - Female was observed perching on tower near cup nest and manipulating nest materials. Male 
singing nearby. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - Female observed lying on nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Female in nest at 1129. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - HOFI pair visiting and defending this nest, but not incubating at 1329. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Female HOFI stays perched up watching the nest at 1748. - RRadd

TBD

GHOW Great Horned Owl 032012_jpki_01 GS-NF-8 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/20/2012 TBD 03/20/2012 - Upon approaching base of outcrop, (apparent = large size) female flushed from near top of crevice 
and flew north. Further investigation of crevice yielded large stick nest on ledge near top after which 2 eggs were 
observed in nest looking down from top of rock outcrop. - JPawlicki
03/23/2012 - Adult standing on nest barely visible. - FHoffman
03/30/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest at 1102. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest during 30 minutes of observation. - MDicus
04/17/2012 - No owl visible on nest for 60 minute observation period. However, as biologist was preparing to 
leave the area, a possible GHOW flew in from the northwest, but sheared off out of sight before a definitive ID 
could be made. The biologist decided to leave in case the owl should return. - VEurs
04/24/2012 - No activity observed at the nest, but it is possible that the female is so deep in the rock feature that 
she isn't visible. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - The top of the female GHOW's head briefly came into view as she shifted on the nest. - VEurs

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 032012_lton_01 EP70 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - tower erection 37 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/20/2012 3/27/2012 03/20/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was seen carrying nesting material to a nest that looks over 90% done. - LThoreson
03/27/2012 - Nest appears partially ripped at its attachment point. Pair is rebuilding nest approximately 15 feet 
away and using material from this nest. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks complete, but no Bushtits observed during 2 observation periods. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Nest appears good, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 25 minute observation period. 
Uncertain status. - PKonrad

No
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BUSH Bushtit 032012_lton_02 EP67-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 4 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/20/2012 4/24/2012 03/20/2012 - The pair of Bushtits are actively constructing the nest. They appear very tolerant to slow 
construction traffic; they continued to build and remain at the nest while large vehicles drove by. - LThoreson
03/28/2012 - The Bushtit pair was seen going to the nest upon arrival. The nest appears complete; 1 adult was 
seen carrying something to the nest other than nesting material, possibly food. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks good but no Bushtits observed or heard in area during 40-minute observation period; 
incubating? - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Pair of Bushtits actively visiting the nest, probably feeding small nestlings. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Male and female Bushtits visited nest twice each in 30 minutes. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Bushtits observed during a 30 minute observation period and a follow-up 10 minute period. The 
nest is in good shape, and judging from the nest history, the nestlings in this nest probably fledged within the past 
couple days - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

HOFI House Finch 032012_mdus_01 CP43-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 30 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
construction

3/20/2012 3/29/2012 03/20/2012 - Adult female observed making multiple trips to nest, male perching nearby. Nest is approximately 
50% constructed. - MDicus
03/28/2012 - Female observed incubating on nest from 0900 to 1100. Female left nest for 20 minutes during the 
period of observation to forage. Male observed making multiple trips to Malosma laurina. Female appeared to be 
alert from human presence when approaching 30-foot buffer. - GHuffman
03/29/2012 - From 0900 to 1100, observed female incubating and leaving nest once for a period of 15 minutes. At 
1145, sock line was pulled on the bottom phase. Per the approved NBJ, 1 crew member was present with a 30-
foot pole to pull the wire from over the nesting substrate out of the buffer and tied it off using a boulder as an 
anchor. The nest shrub was buffeted from helicopter prop wash. Female returned to nest within 10 minutes of 
activity. Over the course of 2 hours, the female made frequent trips back and forth to the nest, atypical of normal 
behavior. Female was not in the nest when sock was flown on middle and top phases. During this pass, the 
helicopter remained well outside 100 feet from nest and the wire was again anchored to boulder outside staked 
buffer. From 1530 to 1700, the pair was not observed at the nest. At this point, the biologist inspected the area 
due to this inactivity and observed 2 eggs cracked on the ground beneath the nest and the nest shifted slightly in 
its substrate with 2 eggs remaining inside the nest cup.  Weather conditions during the day were mild, with wind 
speeds under 10 mph throughout the afternoon, making it unlikely that these mild natural wind gusts resulted in 
loss of eggs. No potential predators, such as Western Scrub-jay or Common Raven, which are typically 
conspicuous, were observed in the area during the 2-hour lapse between nest observations. - GHuffman

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032012_mkhn_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

3/20/2012 4/13/2012 03/20/2012 - Female went to nest 3+ times with white fluffy nesting material. Nest rim was formed, and she was 
beginning to line cup. Female visited the nest with Project tailboard occurring 30 feet away, and while large 
propane truck reversed (with beeping sounds) 20 feet away, with no signs of distress. She also built the nest with 
2 biologists standing 10 feet away. - MKuehn
03/28/2012 - Female on nest with male bringing food to her at 0756. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female leaves nest at 1115. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No activity observed, no nest found. Large limb of host shrub that used to contain nest is missing, 
due to unknown causes. Nest closed. - JDicus

No

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch 032012_mkhn_02 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 36 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/20/2012 4/16/2012 03/20/2012 - Adults entered cavity 5+ times with nesting material while biologist observed from 40 feet away and 
traffic passed on AR. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - No WBNU detected at this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no WBNU detected during visit. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No WBNU activity has been observed here for almost a month. Initial activity was likely a part of site 
selection process. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 032012_mkhn_03 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/20/2012 TBD 03/20/2012 - Adults went to nest 3+ times with material while biologist stood 30 feet away on access road. - 
MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Female BUSH observed working inside nest, estimated at 30% complete and lacking a top or 
entrance. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 BUSH observed visiting nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 1305. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH enters nest and remains at 1642. LEGO female pulling material from bottom of nest to build 
new nest in nearby Platanus racemosa. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Male close to nest at 15-minute intervals does not enter. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 032012_rrdd_01 CP43-1-E Road Area Riparian Scrubs OH - wire stringing 30 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/20/2012 4/19/2012 03/20/2012 - BUSH pair carrying nest materials and adding to new nest composed of spider silk, plastic thread; 
approximately 5% complete. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 10 minutes of observation; nest appears 100% constructed. - 
HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - Biomonitor Morgan McCarthy reported observing a pair foraging in substrate containing nest on 
4/3/12. Biomonitor Garrett Huffman observed nest on 4/4/12 from 1020 to 1120 and observed no activity during 
construction. - GHuffman
04/11/2012 - Nest appears complete, intact and serviceable. No BUSH detected during 30 minutes of observation 
on showery afternoon. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Looked for nest in substrate, but nest appears to be missing from previously observed location. No 
signs or indication to explain outcome and reason for failure. Nesting chronology indicates that eggs may have 
been present, but that cannot be determined. - GHuffman

N/A
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HOFI House Finch 032012_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 3/20/2012 4/13/2012 03/20/2012 - HOFI female weaving sticks into nest in this cavity; approximately 50% complete. Drive-through 
buffer staked at 30 feet. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity at nest. - JTaylor
03/29/2012 - The male HOFI was observed copulating with the female and later they were observed copulating 
near the nest. The female briefly landed in the nest before leaving again. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - Male and female House Finches observed at nest at 0742. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - HOFI pair adjacent to nest do not settle on nest. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest is complete, but no HOFI detected associating with this location. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No HOFI have been observed to associate with this nest since completion. Numerous Project and 
non-Project vehicles stand within 10 feet of this nest from time to time, but it is unknown whether this is a factor 
in its abandonment. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032012_rrdd_03 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 30 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/20/2012 5/2/2012 03/20/2012 - LEGO building nest; approximately 60% complete. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity was observed from 0745 to 0755. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - LEGO continue to visit this locale, but excessive tree movement due to wind precludes observing the 
nest. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest not located in windy weather. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - LEGO male singing to female (not located). - RRadd
05/02/2012 - This nest was never definitively located and was possibly a site selection that never came to fruition. 
- RRadd

No

HOWR House Wren 032012_sjon_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/20/2012 TBD 03/20/2012 - Pair of HOWR making several trips with nesting material to nest cavity while a crew of 5 were hydro-
mulching approximately 20 feet from nest, prior to any buffer modification request. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest at 0752. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Singing HOWR perched in front of nest entrance at 1111 appears to be nest guarding. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Adult HOWR perched near nest entrance. Mate not seen, possibly on nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity at nest. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 032012_sjon_02 CP88-1-N-B Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/20/2012 TBD 03/20/2012 - Crew hydro-mulching 45 feet away from nest while birds were observed to be bringing nesting 
materials to nest, prior to any buffer modification request. - SJohnston
03/21/2012 - Per the landowners' request, all project-related material, equipment and work is required to be 
completed on and removed from the Bauer Property. During the course of uninstalling wire mesh nesting 
deterrents in the eaves of a guest house on the property as part of this requirement between 0800 and 0900, the 
crew uninstalled the substrate on which the nest was located, inadvertently removing the nesting material. The 
nesting attempt did not support eggs or young based on its nest-building stage. The nest was approximately 75% 
complete. The biomonitor on site was notified, contacted an avian biologist, and the nesting material was 
replaced by the crew, at the recommendation of an avian biologist, at 1125 to enable further nest building by the 
pair. V. Eurs observed the following:  1155 - Male HOFI flew near the nest, but did not enter.  1206 - Female HOFI 
entered nest and spent about 1 minute rearranging the material within the wire pocket before she left.  1208 - 
Female entered pocket and again rearranged material for about 1 minute while the male sang nearby. 1211 - 
Female entered and almost immediately left again.  1216 - Female spent about 3 minutes inside, moving nest 
material around.  1230 - Male carried nesting material into nest.  1235 - Male returned to nest with more new 
material.  1304 - Male and female were in the nest simultaneously for about 1 minute.  1307 - Female spent very 
brief time in the nest.  1318 - Female went in and out of nest a couple of times, then flew off.  1327 - Female 
spent another 2 minutes rearranging nesting material.  1333 - Female spent another couple of minutes 
rearranging material. - IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - Observation of the HOFI nest began at 0830 and ended at 1130. During this time, the female made 
numerous entrances into the nest and rearranged the nest material for short periods of time (1 minute or less). 
The male generally perched near the nest singing. At 1015, both birds landed on the light fixture near the nest 
and the male attempted to copulate with the female, but was unsuccessful. She immediately entered the nest and 
again arranged nest material. At 1021, the female finally brought new material to the nest, but it fell to the 
ground as she tried to bring it inside the mesh. Over the next hour she approached the nest 2 more times with 
material, but did not bring it inside. However, she did enter the nest several more times for brief periods. At 1123 
the female brought material and successfully added it to the nest. This was followed by several trips in quick 
succession in which she brought more material into the nest. At this point, the nest looks approximately 60% 
complete, with a hole in the bottom center and no lining. - VEurs
03/28/2012 - Female observed carrying nesting material to nest. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1055 to 1115. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest still under construction. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - 4 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - 5 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey

TBD

BEWR Bewick's Wren 032012_vnik_01 EP198-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/20/2012 TBD 03/20/2012 - Pair of Bewick's Wrens observed carrying material to cavity. Pair was not disturbed by biologist 
observing site within 15 feet of cavity. - VNovik
03/27/2012 - No Bewick's Wren activity in area today during 2 site visits or on 3/21/2012, when this avian 
biologist monitored the location. Piece of oak branch on ground that is cited as the nest site only has a shallow 
cavity with a very large opening that holds some twigs and incidental oak leaves not positioned in the form of a 
new nest. Periodic slow Sunrise traffic on access road 48 feet north. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren making many trips to nest with food items. - VNovik

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 032112_kats_01 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/21/2012 TBD 04/28/2012 - Outside of nest beginning to be decorated with fecal matter from nestlings. - VEurs
04/29/2012 - *** COMMENTS FROM 3-21-12 UNTIL PRESENT MUST BE ENTERED AGAIN. This nest was 
accidentally deleted, and then restored. - KAlberts

TBD

HOWR House Wren 032112_kats_02 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/21/2012 TBD 03/21/2012 - Pair was seen carrying nesting material to the nest while BMP maintenance activities were 
underway. A crew of 3 were using hand tools to maintain the access road, and the wrens were not affected. The 
wrens were also seen territorially squabbling with a pair of House Finches that are also building a nest in the same 
unused raptor nest. - KAlberts
03/28/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest, then leaving to scold nearby HOFI pair. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - HOWR at nest at 1031. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - At 0955, a wren was observed taking grassy nesting material inside its cavity. It remained inside for 
about 2 minutes before exiting and perching nearby to sing. The wren exhibited territorial behavior toward an 
ANHU, chasing the hummingbird off as it approached the nest. At 1006, more grassy material was brought to the 
nest. At about 1015, 2 wrens were seen outside the nest, and the pair copulated at 1017. Soon after, the male 
perched nearby singing and the female brought grassy material to the nest. Each time material was taken into the 
nest, the wrens exhibited a hunched, wings-down, creeping posture. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - The male spent the majority of the observation perched at various locations around the nest, 
singing loudly and approaching the nest a few times. The female ventured out on occasion, flying off, presumably 
to forage. She never appeared to have anything in her bill when she returned to her nest. The California Towhee 
moving about the large stick nest did not appear to disturb the HOWR's as it did the nearby HOFI's. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - The male wren made about a dozen trips into the nest with food, emerging each time to perch on a 
nearby branch and sing. No nestlings were heard when he entered the nest. - VEurs

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032112_kats_03 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 40 40 Fledged 3/21/2012 3/23/2012 03/21/2012 - Both adults were frequently feeding 2 large and well-feathered nestlings. Based on the age and size 
of the nestlings, and barring any predation, it appears that this nest will fledge within 2-3 days. Feeding activities 
were completely unaffected by the presence of the BMP crew of 3, the 2 biologists, nor the 3 vehicles within 50 
feet of the nest site. - KAlberts
03/23/2012 - Nest fledged. Adults seen feeding fledglings in eucalyptus foliage 10-20 feet from the nest site, and 
the nest was empty, but still intact. - KAlberts

Yes

HOFI House Finch 032112_kats_04 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 30 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/21/2012 4/28/2012 03/21/2012 - A pair of House Finches were seen carrying material to the nest. It appeared to be approximately 
50% complete. Their nest building activities were completely unaffected by the BMP maintenance activities, using 
hand tools and a crew of 3, occurring about 30 feet away. - KAlberts
03/28/2012 - Female HOFI observed visiting nest. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No activity observed at this nest from 1000 to 1030. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - A female flew past biologist from the direction of this nest carrying a fecal sac. It is likely that she 
came from this nest. She was later seen hunkered down on the nest. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - The male and female spent considerable time off the nest, returning every 10-15 minutes to feed 
nestlings. However, the nestlings were not visible to the observer. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No activity was observed at the nest. The nest appears to be deteriorating and sliding out of 
position. While it is possible that this nest fledged, it does not seem that enough time has passed for the nest 
cycle to be completed and for the young to have fledged. Outcome is indeterminate. - VEurs

N/A

CORA Common Raven 032112_ltiw_01 EP230-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/21/2012 3/26/2012 03/21/2012 - Common Raven observed bringing a stick to a nest (about 5% complete) twice during 45 minutes of 
observation. Bird deterrents (about 20 pieces of mylar tape) are located at the base of the tower (maximum 
height 6 feet), and on surrounding vegetation. - LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - The nesting attempt is located near the top of the EP230 tower structure. The pair was observed 
adding material on March 21. The nest is approximately 5-10% complete based on visible material and 
size/quantity of material being carried to the nest site, which is not yet developed enough to support eggs. No 
eggs or young present (as determined by nest stage). Bird repellent ribbon is present towards the base of the 
tower and at multiple points around the project site. Additionally, BMP maintenance occurred at the site during 
the course of site selection and nest building. Per the NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a deterrent. 
The nest is located on a structure required for upcoming wire pulling. Per construction, sock line pulling is 
scheduled for tomorrow. A delay due to allowing the nest cycle to continue would likely prevent SDG&E from 
meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Nest 
attempt was removed with agency approval on 3/26/2012. - KAlberts
03/26/2012 - This nest was about 40% complete, contained no eggs or young, and was a candidate for removal, 
per the NBMMP. The request was issued for removal and granted. A PAR crew removed the nest after receiving 
concurrence for removal. - ELoveless

No
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032112_mdus_01 12kV pole 175439 12kV Pole Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/21/2012 5/1/2012 03/21/2012 - Avian biologist Jim Pawlicki observed a female Anna's Hummingbird carry nest material to a small 
branch approximately 35 feet above ground in a Eucalyptus tree. The nest is approximately 5-10% constructed. - 
MDicus
03/30/2012 - Female visits nest at 1201. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Adult female observed making multiple quick trips to nest, adding material to a nest that appears to 
be nearly complete. - MDicus
04/16/2012 - Female on nest at the start of observation period, but she soon left and spent the rest of the 25-
minute observation off the nest. - VEurs
04/24/2012 - The nest is complete at this point. The female spent equals amounts of time on and off the nest this 
morning. At one point, she made some adjustments to the nest contents before settling on the nest. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - A female ANHU was seen foraging extensively in the area, but never settling in one place for long. 
Attempts to relocate the nest were difficult. Once it was located, all that remained was a small clump of spider 
webs. It appears this nest with eggs was destroyed by natural causes. - VEurs

No

OATI Oak Titmouse 032112_mkhn_01 EP218-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/21/2012 4/18/2012 03/21/2012 - Pair of Oak Titmouse seen in nest tree several times throughout survey. Adult entered cavity several 
times, but it was not determined if they were carrying nesting material. Nesting material is extruding from cavity 
entrance and from opening in bottom of cavity (possibly a mouse nest and OATI were scouting), but the nest may 
be complete or nearly complete OATI nest with nest building ceased or slowed. - MKuehn
03/27/2012 - No sign of Oak Titmouse during 45 minute period; no sign of nesting material in any cavity 
entrances in this branch (or others). Many new 'bird deterrents' attached throughout pad area and surrounding 
nest site. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - No Oak Titmice observed during 40-minute observation period. No indication that cavity(s) is being 
used when inspected; no nesting material evident anywhere. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 - It appears on previous 2 visits, the biologist may have checked incorrect cavity, or did not see 
nesting material. Nesting material is still extruding from small opening at base of cavity, but none is extruding 
from the entrance now. No OATI observed in area for 40 minutes. After passive observation, cavity was inspected 
at close range and no bird was present inside. Status changed to "Active" and buffer re-established and marked 
with signs. At least 1 additional visit is recommended in case wrong cavity has been checked on previous 2 visits.
       Note: P Konrad checked all cavities, the entire shrub, and the entire area without a sighting or song for 3 
weeks as of 4/10;  appears the birds left the site after an initial activity period, which titmice as well as many 
cavity nesting species seem prone to do. - MKuehn
04/10/2012 - During 40 minute observation period, no Oak Titmouse activity was observed in the extended area 
and no songs or calls were heard. No titmice have been observed at this site for 3 weeks. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - No Oak Titmice observed during 1 hour observation period. No birds inside cavity - closed. - 
ELoveless

No

AMCR American Crow 032112_rrdd_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/21/2012 TBD 03/21/2012 - AMCR making regular trips to nest with sticks. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - AMCR flies to nest at 0928 without bringing new nest material. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - AMCR flies to nest at 0838 and settles, on rainy morning - suggesting nest contains eggs - RRadd
04/17/2012 - AMCR on nest for duration of 20-minute observation. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - AMCR remain active here with the pair regularly exchanging nest duties from 0848-0900. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - AMCR pair come to nest at 1117 and leave 2 minutes later to forage nearby suggests young are auto-
thermoregulatory. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032112_rrdd_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/21/2012 4/26/2012 03/21/2012 - LEGO pair building new nest - approximately 15% complete. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No LEGOs observed in area. Nest cup is now complete, with incomplete lining. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female observed flying to nest at beginning of monitoring visit and remained on nest during 20 
minutes of observation. - MDicus
04/13/2012 - LEGO female remains on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - LEGO female riding high in nest with wings slightly spread suggests hatched young. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Feathered young with downy wisps fill the nest. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is intact with many feces plastered at exterior edge of cup; presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032112_rrdd_03 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 70 70 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/21/2012 4/15/2012 03/21/2012 - ANHU female building new nest - approximately 10% complete. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - ANHU female visits nest at 1250. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 0949. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest could not be located and no ANHU was detected. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest no longer present. Presumed lost to natural causes. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 032112_sjon_01 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 150 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/21/2012 4/24/2012 03/21/2012 - Two biologists observed nesting pair carrying material into the nest location at 25 feet away. Nest 
appears to be approximately 80 percent complete. - SJohnston
03/30/2012 - Pair flew out of fiber optic roll where nest is located. 2 eggs in nest. - KWeber
04/06/2012 - Bird flew off nest when biologist approached; 5 eggs are in nest. - KWeber
04/13/2012 - Female observed incubating 5 eggs. - KWeber
04/20/2012 - Nest check attempted by K. Weber. Unable to access nest due to locked gate. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Nest is in fragments, evidently predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No
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WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 032212_ahll_01 EP17 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 60 100 60 60 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/22/2012 4/24/2012 03/22/2012 - The pair was actively building, when no helicopter activities were occurring. Pair left nest area when 
K-Max was overhead at Leg A with 100-foot line; indeterminate if they fled when K-Max used the 200-foot line. 
When using the 100-foot line, winds at 11 mph were clocked near the nest, and a significant amount of dust and 
debris were blown onto the nesting tree. Pair returned to nest at 5 minutes to 15 minutes after helicopters left, 
and were visiting the nest every 2-5 minutes when no helicopters were around while the crew was conducting 
groundwork and/or running a generator. Nest was not physically checked due to the terrain and not having any 
reason to disturb the pair. The birds were not vocalizing, but were flying into the nest from a couple different 
routes in various directions, and were seen to drop nesting material if within 100 feet of them. It is unknown if 
pair flushes when TSAP is used for personnel. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Nest looks complete, has lining. Unable to see nest contents due to dense vegetation. Did not 
observe pair in vicinity during 45 minute period, need to check nest in morning in a couple days. - AHill
04/03/2012 - Female was observed on nest for a total of 40 minutes during a 45 minute observation period. 
When off the nest, the male fed the female, and a courtship display was initiated by the male. Male visited female 
on nest a few times, and then continued perching and foraging nearby. Perched male flew down to cover when K-
Max flew over nest at about 300 feet. Was not able to check nest contents, but behavior was consistent with 
incubation rather than egg laying. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Observed female incubating on nest for at least 20 minutes. - AHill
04/16/2012 - Female on nest at 0915. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Nest has no eggs. Several WESJ feathers were found on ground near nest with drops of blood. 
Observed male being territorial to other WESJ in territory. Heard female clacking within chaparral 40 feet from 
nest. - AHill

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 032212_dbby_01 TL 6924 - 171693 Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 900 300 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 3/22/2012 3/26/2012 03/22/2012 - Pair repeatedly bringing grass-like material to the nest. Nest was approximately 10% complete, as 
only the  bottom portion of the cup was loosely formed. - DBusby
04/05/2012 - Nest is old and dilapidated. After observing the CAGN pair for 2 hours and never seeing them visit 
the nest, it was determined the nest is closed. Possibly abandoned after a rain and storm event on March 26. - 
DBusby

No

BUSH Bushtit 032212_jdus_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 366 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/22/2012 4/13/2012 03/22/2012 - Nest is just being started, less than 5% constructed. Pair made a dozen plus trips to nest with 
material in 1/2 hour observation period. - JDicus
03/27/2012 - BUSH observed adding material to nest. Nest is 15-20% complete. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - BUSH visits nest at 0910. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is reduced to fragments, consistent with storm damage. - RRadd

No

CORA Common Raven 032212_kats_01 EP341-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/22/2012 TBD 03/22/2012 - P. Konrad reported that a pair of Common Ravens was perched on the east side of the tower 
crossarm next to a new large nest that has been built in the same location as the nest that was presumably blown 
out of the tower by wind on 2/21/2012. - KAlberts
03/26/2012 - Raven incubating on new tower nest while another raven is perched nearby. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Common Raven incubating on new tower nest, with a second adult perched nearby on center 
portion of crossarm. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest with another adult standing and walking below tower. - 
PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating or brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad

TBD

LOSH Loggerhead Shrike 032212_ltiw_01 EP325-2-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 8 100 300 300 Fledged 3/22/2012 4/11/2012 03/22/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike did not flush from nest until avian biologist was about 10 feet away, but then 
stayed off the nest until observer moved off about 200 feet away; 1 egg and 1 nestling were present in nest. - 
LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike perched 20 feet south of nest site initially; another shrike flew from nest when 
avian biologist was within 15 feet of nest. Looks like 4 small unfeathered nestlings with eyes closed in nest. - 
PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Nest filled with 4 medium-sized nestlings covered with pin feathers; 1 adult perched about 40 feet 
south of nest. The nestlings already seem a bit jumpy, so anyone checking the nest in the future should monitor 
nest from as far away as possible so nestlings do not fledge from nest prematurely. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Nest is empty with at least 2 active fledglings perched and making short flights in nest tree and 
adjacent smoke tree, mainly when an adult flew to site with unidentified food. Other new fledglings may be 
nearby too. - PKonrad

Yes

CORA Common Raven 032212_ltiw_02 EP326 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/22/2012 TBD 03/22/2012 - Common Raven standing on nest, then hopped to a perch in tower above the nest, then soared to 
the east. This behavior suggests the nestlings are large enough for the adults to leave the nest to search for food. - 
LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - Common Raven perched in tower 5 feet from nest; a second raven was initially soaring north of nest 
tower, then flew to perch near other raven and nest. Ravens did not approach nest during 20 minute observation 
period, but were obviously attached to the nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Raven incubating in Sunrise tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - No ravens were observed at the nest initially, but within a few minutes an adult raven flew to nest, 
appeared to turn eggs, and initiated incubating. A few moments later, a second Common Raven flew in and 
perched near the nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven incubating on new Sunrise tower nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - No Verdin activity observed or heard; nest unchanged and may be unused at this time. 1 small twig 
obstructs entrance, so will check for any changes next week. - PKonrad

TBD
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032212_mdus_01 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 240 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/22/2012 4/24/2012 03/22/2012 - A female Lesser Goldfinch was observed adding material to a nest located near the top of a 
Malosma laurina. The nest is approximately 30% constructed. - MDicus
03/30/2012 - Female LEGO lying in nest at 0920. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No LEGO detected in area. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No activity observed between 1215 and 1310. - TDipaola
04/24/2012 - Upon approaching the nest, the biologist noted that the nest looked degraded. During 45 minutes of 
observation, several LEGO pairs landed in the nest shrub, as close as 3 feet to the nest. However, none of these 
individuals approached the nest. At the end of the observation, the biologist used an extendable mirror attached 
to a wooden stake to examine the nest. It is unlined and contains no eggs or young, but shows no obvious signs of 
predation. The nest is somewhat exposed and may have been damaged during a series of storm events. This nest 
failed with eggs or young (based on earlier observations) due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

AMKE American Kestrel 032212_mkhn_01 CP25-2-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/22/2012 TBD 03/22/2012 - Both adults seen flying into opening in dead palm fronds. Male flew out within 2 minutes, but 
female remained for over 15 minutes, presumed to be incubating. - MKuehn
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Male observed perching in nearby eucalyptus and on utility pole may 
be mate guarding. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - The male kestrel arrived in the area with a lizard and landed on a Eucalyptus. At 1350, he entered 
the nest cavity with the lizard. Almost immediately, the male and female both exited the cavity. The female 
perched on the same Eucalyptus the male used earlier. The male perched on a wooden distribution pole, ate his 
lizard and flew away. The female returned to the cavity at 1402, without food. She remained inside for 30 minutes 
and was still there when the observation period was called. The male did not return. No sounds of nestlings were 
heard emanating from the cavity. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No AMKE activity was detected from 0745 to 0845. This could be due to the cool, drizzly weather. 
As the biologist exited the gate at 1105, the female kestrel flew overhead and landed in a Eucalyptus. The male 
was seen soon after; both looked very damp. The female returned to the nest, but exited again after the male 
brought in a small food item. She returned to the nest again, and the male flew out of sight. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - After nearly an hour of observations, the male kestrel flew in from the west carrying prey. He 
landed in a eucalyptus east of the nest tree and consumed the majority of the prey. He flew to the nest tree with 
the remaining morsel, landed on a frond outside the cavity and called briefly. He then flew to the wooden 
transmission pole north of the cavity. The female emerged from the cavity, flew to the pole, accepted the food 
from the male and quickly gulped it down. The male attempted to copulate with her, but she was not very 
receptive. Each preened for a bit, and the female soon returned to the nest cavity beneath the palm fronds. The 
male flew out of sight. - VEurs

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 041212_rrdd_03 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/12/2012 TBD 04/12/2012 - PHAI pair visiting nest that appears 90% complete and receiving lining at 1216. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest is lined but empty. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - PHAI pair installing lining, agitated by observer on footpath at 1420. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 041212_rrdd_04 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 45 100 43 43 Nest did not reach active stage 4/12/2012 4/25/2012 04/12/2012 - BUSH pair ferry material to nest which appears outwardly complete. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest appears full and complete. Female BUSH nearby did not go to nest between 1400-1430. - 
RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest has fallen as substrate has shifted. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 041212_vers_01 CP48-2/CP49-1 PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/12/2012 TBD 04/12/2012 - BUSH pair coming and going to nest on numerous occasions without carrying food or nesting 
material. On one occasion, an adult brought material to the nest. An adult would remain in the nest for 5-10 
minutes at a time before leaving without carrying anything. The nest looks nearly complete. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - The male was observed making numerous visits to the nest. He carried insects into the nest and 
would then exit almost immediately. No sounds of nestlings were heard within the nest. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - Both adults entered the nest, with at least 1 carrying food. 1 adult quickly exited, while the other 
remained inside. The foraging adult made numerous trips in quick succession to the nest carrying food. Nestlings 
could be heard vocalizing when the adult arrived with food. - VEurs

TBD

CANW Canyon Wren 041212_vers_02 CP43-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/12/2012 TBD 04/12/2012 - The observation period began at approximately 1600 and ended about 1730. At first, CANW was 
only heard singing upslope from the previously-documented nest cavity. After 35-45 minutes, visual confirmation 
was made when wren was spotted near the crest of the hill on a rock. It continued to sing and move about the 
rocks. Eventually it was observed carrying an item (most likely a small stick). It flew across the slope and 
ultimately went into a crevice formed by 3 rocks. Almost immediately, 2 wrens emerged and perched on the 
rocks. After climbing the hill, the biologist looked into the crevice and saw a cavity with many small sticks and a 
bleached snail shell arrayed at the entrance. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - No activity was observed prior to or during construction activities. One crewmember was authorized 
to enter buffer upon the specific criteria stipulated from the NBJ. There appeared to be no negative impact 
caused from construction. - GHuffman
04/27/2012 - No CANW activity detected after 80 minutes of observation. Construction traffic of many types may 
be suppressing CANW behavior. - VEurs

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 041312_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 4/13/2012 4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Water truck was parked at end of day on 4-12-12, truck was then moved at 800 on 4-13-12 to 200 
feet away. Pair was seen searching around other water truck grills, then brought nesting material to this nest 
repeatedly. Both male and female were seen bringing material to nest every 1-2 minutes. Nest was approximately 
80% complete as of 1130. Pair built nest between 6-8 hours.  ESA signage installed to not move the machine, and 
no work is occurring within 50 feet of nest for remainder of day. The decision to remove this nest is pending from 
SDGE. - AHill
04/13/2012 - Pair was seen bringing nesting material this morning at 1000, nest was approximately 80% 
complete, no eggs or young present. Nest was located in grill of water truck. Deterrents present were the 
equipment's location in an active construction yard with tower assembly and regular helicopter flights. Removal 
of nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics required to maintain compliance with dust 
abatement, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of 
equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Removal was conducted per NBMMP requirements. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 041312_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/13/2012 4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Pair was seen bringing nesting material this morning at 0715; nest was approximately 10% 
complete, no eggs or young present. Nest was located in arm joint of crane. Streamers were hung on crane. Nest 
was removed per the NBMMP, based on the need to use the crane for tower assembly, and if the crane was 
demobilized, then it would affect tower assemblies from progressing properly. - AHill

No

MODO Mourning Dove 041312_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/13/2012 TBD 04/13/2012 - Nest is on the other side of the transformer from SRPL work activity, with no direct line of sight. - 
BArnold
04/17/2012 - Adult MODO observed on nest, did not flush at less than 2 feet. - BArnold

TBD

GHOW Great Horned Owl 041312_bald_03 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/13/2012 TBD 04/13/2012 - Adult GHOW with 2 nestlings observed in nest. - BArnold
04/17/2012 - Nestlings were observed in nest. - BArnold

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 041312_bald_04 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Herbaceous Wetlands, Freshwater, 
and Streams

Substation - maintenance 20 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 4/26/2012 04/13/2012 - Adult on nest with 2 eggs. - BArnold
04/17/2012 - Adult female was observed incubating. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - Nest empty. No adult, nestlings nor fledglings observed. Nest likely successfully fledged, as nest 
remains in place and in relatively good shape (that is, there is no evidence of depredation). - BArnold

Yes

MODO Mourning Dove 041312_bald_05 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 100 100 100 100 Fledged 4/13/2012 4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Observed two fledglings successfully fledge from the nest, accompanied by an adult as they flew to 
the nearby 69kV rack underneath which non-SRPL maintenance work was occurring. - BArnold

Yes

TUVU Turkey Vulture 041312_hwey_01 EP5-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/13/2012 TBD 04/13/2012 - Nest appears well-maintained and in active use. Nest lining of shredded bark does not appear to be 
weathered. Nearby perches have fresh whitewash. No raptors were observed in the area. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - Turkey Vulture on nest from 1330 to 1415 - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0915 to 1015. No TUVUs observed in area, and 2 CORAs were 
present at a distance of 300 feet from the nest. - HWinfrey

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041312_jdus_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/13/2012 TBD 04/13/2012 - Female visits nest twice, takes great care while settling into nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female on the nest at 1140. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no LEGOs observed near nest. - HWinfrey

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041312_jdus_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 25 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 4/26/2012 04/13/2012 - Female incubates for 5 minutes, briefly leaves nest then returns to incubate 4 eggs in 100% 
complete nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female on nest at 1148. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Nest is empty with no evidence of predation. Since 13 days have passed since eggs were observed, 
and there are no signs of predation, this nest is presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

CORA Common Raven 032212_mkhn_02 CP25-2-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 27 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/22/2012 4/23/2012 03/22/2012 - Nest discovered by Laurie Gorman, who saw a pair of CORA bringing sticks to nest in mid-morning. 
Logged by Michael Kuehn who observed no CORA in area for 60 minutes during late-morning. - MKuehn
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No CORA activity observed from 0650 to 0720. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - A raven flew through the area on 2 occasions during the 45-minute observation period, but neither 
came within 500 feet of the nest. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No CORA activity was detected during observations from 0745 to 0845. The nest does not look 
improved since the last visit. No activity observed at this nest in over a month. Nest closed. - VEurs

No
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HOFI House Finch 032212_sjon_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/22/2012 3/22/2012 03/22/2012 - This nest was located in the southeast wheel of the northeastern-most water tank. The nest was 
actively being built by a pair of HOFI and estimated to be 20% complete. The water tank is regularly used for yard 
operations and nearby structures to fill up water trucks for dust control, and is needed every day. Furthermore, 
bird repellent ribbon was installed on the tower, the wheel cavities were previously sealed and were slightly 
opened due to the recent storm and an owl decoy is located on the fence line close to the water tank. Since this 
HOFI nest was just being built and contained no eggs or young, and was in active construction equipment, it was a 
candidate for removal per the NBMMP. A request was made for removal, and  the nest was removed at 1114, 
after approval from SDG&E was given. The nest was removed based off the need to maintain dust suppression 
during vehicle traffic and flight operations within the SWAT yard. The wheel area was then resealed with plastic to 
deter future nesting attempts. - SJohnston

No

CACW Cactus Wren 032312_bald_01 EP227 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/23/2012 TBD 03/23/2012 - Existing nest found with a few pieces of fresh green red brome grass. Cactus Wrens were heard in 
the area but were not seen near the nest. Nest is underneath wire-stringing path. - BArnold
03/30/2012 - Large Cactus Wren nest looks good with an open entrance, but no wrens observed or heard in area. - 
PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Nest looks recently used, but does not appear to host nesting Cactus Wrens. No wrens observed or 
heard in area. - PKonrad
04/13/2012 - Nest looks good, and entrance looks expanded and matted down with a single small feather added, 
indicating recent use, but no Cactus Wrens were seen or heard. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No Cactus Wrens heard or observed; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - No Cactus Wrens heard or observed in area until late in the 25 minute observation period, when 2 
distant wrens (1/3 mile), 1 to northwest and 1 to south began calling back and forth. Nest looks good with 
possible recent use judging from grasses at the entrance. - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 032312_fhan_01 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 1 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 3/23/2012 3/27/2012 03/23/2012 - Pair bringing in small nesting material, but not liner. Speculate that nest is 40% complete, but hard 
to see in entirety. - FHoffman
03/29/2012 - On March 27, nest was monitored for 1 hour by R. Abe prior to crew arriving on site to perform wire 
stringing work. No activity was observed during this period of natural conditions. Throughout the day of work, no 
nesting behavior was observed while a crew worked up to 35 feet from the nest. Following the completion of 
work activities, the nest was monitored for an additional 1 hour. No activity or nest visits were observed. The nest 
was inspected, and it was determined that no additional material had been added since initial observation, and 
that the nest was more accurately less than 5% complete. Nest status changed to closed. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - HOFI pair making multiple trips carrying material to this location. A new Nest ID was created. - 
RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 032312_jdus_01 CP20-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 30 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/23/2012 4/26/2012 03/23/2012 - Newly initiated (1% constructed) nest. Pair made two trips to nest with material during 20-minute 
observation, followed by a third trip with a third Bushtit in attendance. - JDicus
03/31/2012 - No Bushtit activity during 30 minutes of observation on this cool, overcast morning. Nest is 
approximately 5% constructed. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - Nest does not appear substantially improved since 31 March, consisting of several decorated anchor 
threads and approximately 2 inches long. No BUSH detected on breezy afternoon with considerable shrub 
movement. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest looks the same as the description given on 10 April. Bushtits were heard in the area, but none 
ever approached within 200 feet of the nest during 35 minutes of observation. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - What little nest material was in the shrub is now gone. This nest is closed. - VEurs

No
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AMKE American Kestrel 032312_jdus_02 CP20 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/23/2012 TBD 03/23/2012 - Nest site is within pole Z103510 (cavities in arms on west side of 69kv monopole). Pair of American 
Kestrels mobbed adult Red-tailed Hawk building nest in nearby steel lattice tower CP20 until Red-tailed Hawk 
departed area. Male Kestrel was observed entering cavity of lowest arm on monopole, then watching from within 
cavity in arm while vehicle was turning around at tower site below. During additional 120-minute observation 
period, the male hunted nearby, and brought a prey item (small rodent) to top of monopole tower and began to 
consume it while the female looked on from the lattice tower. Male then took flight, calling to female and landing 
on lattice tower with prey remains. Female joined and was given the prey item which she consumed while 
perched on lattice tower. Male then inspected (entered) the middle and upper cavities in the monopole crossarms 
and female joined to briefly enter upper cavity. Pair showed site fidelity and remained at monopole together as 
avian biologist left the site. Pair defended the site, hunting and courting, and did not leave area for duration. 
Avian nest monitor R. Radd reported American Kestrel pair nested in this monopole last year. - JDicus
03/31/2012 - No activity observed during 1.5 hours observation on a cool, overcast morning. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - No AMKE detected associating with this location during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Almost immediately upon biologist's arrival, the AMKE perched on the wires between CP20 and 
CP21, parallel to the biologist's truck. The female was hunched on the wire, giving begging vocalizations and 
moving closer to the male. The pair then copulated vigorously and flew closer to CP20. They perched on the tower 
and wires, and soared around the area calling throughout the observation period. However, they were not seen 
entering the nesting cavity during observations. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - No AMKE activity detected at any distance to the nest after 90 minutes of observation. - VEurs

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 032312_jdus_03 CP20 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/23/2012 TBD 03/23/2012 - Just a few sticks make up this newly initiated nest located approximately 90 feet up in tower CP20 
where the third and highest arm of the tower on the east side meets the main body of the tower. Single adult Red-
tailed Hawk observed bringing portion of what looks like a tumbleweed up to nest site and placing it in tower. 
Nearby pair of American Kestrels mobbed the adult for 10 minutes. Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew off to east, not to 
return for duration of 120-minute observation period. Pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks seen perched together in 
tower CP22 while third adult Red-tailed Hawk perched in tower CP23. No nest materials observed in towers CP21, 
22 or 23 today. - JDicus
03/31/2012 - No activity observed during 1.5 hours of observation. It appears that little to no additional material 
has been added to the nest since last monitoring entry. Nest still consists of only a few sticks. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - No substantial changes (or RTHA) observed. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - No substantial changes to the nest since 10 April. No RTHA detected in the area during 45 minutes 
of observation. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - No RTHA activity detected at any distance from the nest after 90 minutes of observation. The nest 
appears to be deteriorating and if no improvements are visible on the next visit, the nest will be closed - VEurs

TBD

GRRO Greater Roadrunner 032312_lton_01 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 20 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/23/2012 4/14/2012 03/23/2012 - Monitor was surveying around vegetation off the road shoulder and heard bird flush. Monitor went 
to shrub and peeked in, saw 4 eggs, then retreated. Female retuned to nest shortly after. - LThoreson
03/31/2012 - At least 3 nestlings in nest, with adult GRRO nearby. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - 2 fully feathered and alert nestlings visible in nest. No adult present. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - 1 nestling remains: estimated to fledge in 1-2 days. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Nest shows no signs of predation and is empty, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032312_rrdd_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Riparian Scrubs Traffic 12 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/23/2012 4/16/2012 03/23/2012 - ANHU lying in complete nest. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Female leaves nest at 0813, returns at 0829 and remains on nest. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female observed feeding 2 nestlings at 0801. Nestlings appear scaly with emerging pinfeathers, 7-10 
days old. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - After being in the area for over 2 hours, the female ANHU was never observed attending the 
nestlings, whose bills were visible over the edge of the nest. The biologist approached the nest and used an 
extendable mirror to examine the nestlings. Both young were dead in the intact nest, with no sign of injury. They 
did not appear emaciated, so it is likely that they died of exposure during the weekend storm event. The nest is in 
an exposed location, with no foliage covering the nest. - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 032312_rrdd_02 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 8 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/23/2012 4/4/2012 03/23/2012 - BUSH female selecting nest site, subsequently making multiple trips by pair twisting spider silk into 
branch from 1515-1540. Buffer staked at 50 feet. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed and unable to locate nest. Suspect nest effort was abandoned but will wait for 
original observer to verify before closing nest. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No nest was observed at this location. Two pairs of Bushtits were observed visiting active Bushtit 
nests in the area and foraging near those nests, which are logged as 022912_lgan_15 and 040212_jdus_01. The 
Bushtit nest 032312_rrdd_02 was initially logged on March 23, 2012 when a Bushtit pair was seen just beginning 
to build a nest. The nest was only 2% complete on this date. During two nest monitoring efforts made since then, 
on March 30, 2012 and April 4, 2012, no nest was observed at this location. The only Bushtits observed in the 
area were foraging and visiting two active Bushtit nests logged as 022912_lgan_15 and 040212_jdus_01. The 
vegetation around the nest location was thoroughly checked and no nest was found. This nest did not reach an 
active stage and therefore can be considered closed. - LGorman

No
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BUSH Bushtit 032412_jpki_01 TL 6915/6924 Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/24/2012 3/31/2012 03/24/2012 - Adults observed bringing material to 75% complete nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
03/31/2012 - No nest was found during today's nest check. The nest was still under construction during the last 
monitoring check on 03/31/12, and no egg shell fragments were found in the vicinity of the former nest. 
Therefore, it is presumed that the nest failed prior to egg laying. The cause is unknown. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 032412_jpki_02 TL6915/6924-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 4 100 50 50 Fledged 3/24/2012 4/17/2012 03/24/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to complete nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
03/31/2012 - Adult male observed bringing small green larva to nest. - MDicus
04/03/2012 - BUSH bringing food to nest at 0640. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest appears sound and maintained, but no visits detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No Bushtit activity was observed near the nest. However, not far down the road, a group of Bushtits 
was foraging extensively. At least 3 recently fledged young were closely following 2 adults, and were begging 
incessantly. This nest has successfully fledged. - VEurs

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 032412_lton_01 EP72-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - foundations 80 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/24/2012 4/12/2012 03/24/2012 - Biomonitor observed  Bushtit pair fly to nest. Nest appears to be complete or close to completion. - 
LThoreson
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visited nest without apparent nest material; nest in excellent condition. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Biomonitor reported observation of birds entering and leaving nest; possible nest exchange. - 
VNovik
04/12/2012 - Nest has been depredated. Bottom torn out and eggshell fragments found on branches below 
amidst pieces of nesting material. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 032412_lton_02 EP78-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Grading 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/24/2012 4/20/2012 03/24/2012 - A Bushtit pair was observed flying to the nest. The pair is assumed to be nest building. - LThoreson
03/29/2012 - Pair of Bushtits active and territorial at nest site; 1 Bushtit entered nest when avian biologist was 
within 4 feet while searching for nest location while other Bushtit perched 10 feet away. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 - Nest looks complete and bulky, but a green oak leaf appears to be positioned in the entrance hole, 
effectively plugging the entry. No Bushtits observed during 30-minute observation period. Checked back 3 hours 
later, when no Bushtits were observed during 20 minutes. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - In 20 minutes of passive observation from 20 feet, 2 adults approached nest on 2 occasions. Neither 
was seen carrying nesting material or food. Both entered nest and vacated 10 seconds later, then on next visit, 
neither entered but one pulled small amount of nesting material from entrance. No indication they are building a 
nest elsewhere. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest is severely damaged and torn open from side. Eggshell fragments found on ground below nest. 
Nest closed and all signs removed from buffer. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 032412_lton_03 EP78-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Grading 115 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/24/2012 4/20/2012 03/24/2012 - A biomonitor observed 2 Bushtits bringing nesting material to this nest. The nest appears to be 85% 
complete. - LThoreson
03/29/2012 - Pair of Bushtits bringing nest material to nest; 1 Bushtit entered nest with material in beak while 
avian biologist was 10 feet away during initial search for the nest, with a second Bushtit waiting its turn nearby. - 
PKonrad
04/05/2012 - Bushtit brought nesting material to nest that looks complete, except the area surrounding the 
entrance. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Pair of Bushtits entered nest with fluffy nesting material. Likely lining cup. One left immediately and 
the other remained inside for >2 minutes. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest is severely damaged and torn open from side. Eggshell fragments found on ground below nest. 
Nest closed and all signs removed from buffer. - MKuehn

No

GRRO Greater Roadrunner 032412_vers_01 TL 6915/6924-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 28 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/24/2012 4/2/2012 03/24/2012 - A roadrunner "came out of nowhere" and raced across the hillside. The biologist checked the one 
possible place where the roadrunner could have emerged and discovered the nest containing two nestlings with 
developing pin feathers. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Nestlings fully feathered. - MDicus
04/02/2012 - No evidence of predation (no feathers on ground or damage to nest). Nest was still in good 
condition. On March 31, fully-feathered nestlings were alive and alert, and no construction activities have 
occurred in the area recently. Indications are that the nest fledged. - MDicus

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032412_vers_02 TL 6915/6924-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 75 100 80 80 Nest did not reach active stage 3/24/2012 4/23/2012 03/24/2012 - Nest is in good condition with the rim almost complete but no lining. A pair of LEGOs came within 
40 feet of the nest, and a lone female came within 30 feet. However, no birds directly approached the nest. - 
VEurs
03/31/2012 - No activity at nest during 30 minutes of observation. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - Nest looks the same as it did upon initial detection, still unlined. After 30 minutes of observation, no 
LEGO's (or any birds) approached the nest. Nest declared inactive and buffer removed. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - The nest is in the same condition as on the previous visit. No LEGO activity detected around the 
nest. - VEurs

No
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BUSH Bushtit 032612_ahll_01 EP49-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/26/2012 4/24/2012 03/26/2012 - Male was observed bringing soft lining material to nest on several occasions. Male did not alter his 
nesting behavior when truck was at arroyo toad cattle guard for a few minutes. Nest appears to be 95% complete. 
ESA signs installed with drive through access only. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Nest appears complete but a bit weathered-looking. After 10 minutes of observing nest, a Bushtit 
flew to nest, entered nest, but did not come out during the next 15 minutes. No Bushtit calls during time in nest 
area. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - After 20 minutes a Bushtit was observed foraging in the area of the nest for about 5 minutes, then it 
visited the nest for 15 seconds and left. A Bushtit returned after 10 minutes, 5 minutes, and again after another 5 
minutes, apparently feeding nestlings. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Bushtits visited nest regularly after 8, 4, 3, and 6 minutes, indicating nestlings are being fed inside 
nest. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard during 15 minute observation period; checked nest and found it has 
been predated with the lower third of the nest pulled away and lying in 4 pieces on the ground. No sign of 
nestlings observed. Considering the amount of destruction to the nest, a large predator probably made the attack 
rather than the usual scrub jay suspects - closed. - PKonrad

No

PHAI Phainopepla 032612_elss_01 EP255-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats OH - wire stringing 125 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

3/26/2012 4/27/2012 03/26/2012 - Male incubating on nest, flew on approach, leading to nest discovery; 2 mottled tan eggs in nest. - 
ELoveless
03/30/2012 - Female Phainopepla incubating. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Still 2 eggs in nest; female off nest initially, but territorial nearby, returning to nest when avian 
biologist walked away. - PKonrad
04/14/2012 - Male perched on side of nest; nestlings expected to be inside nest, but did not want to displace the 
adult to verify nestling status. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No adult Phainopeplas observed or heard in area; 2 eggs still unhatched in well-formed nest. This 
nesting attempt may have failed, but will check back soon. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Still 2 unhatched eggs in nest, a month after nest, clutch, and pair of Phainopeplas was initially 
observed; no adults near nest again today - closed. Periodic but regular wire-stringing activities over the course of 
approximately 2 weeks within the nest cycle may have had some impact on this nest, but that cannot be 
determined, although the cause of abandonment may also have a natural basis. - PKonrad

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 032612_elss_02 EP91 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Traffic 40 100 85 85 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/26/2012 4/21/2012 03/26/2012 - Biomonitor observed Western Scrub-jay carrying nesting material to a sugar bush about every 45 
minutes. A nest about 90% complete was found in the sugar bush. - ELoveless
04/06/2012 - Nest is in good shape with a nice lining of fine grass, but no Western Scrub-jays were present. - 
PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest contains 2 speckled light-blue eggs; adult Western Scrub-jay perched just west of nest as soon 
as avian biologist left area; clutch is probably not a full clutch yet. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - Nest is empty, but otherwise appears in good condition. No eggshell fragment present in nest or on 
branches or ground below. Likely predated. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 032612_elss_04 Jacumba Valley Ranch CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/26/2012 TBD 03/26/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material inside tire once during 45 minute observation. - ELoveless
04/06/2012 - No House Finches observed or heard in area of nest site. Unclear if black wheel covers and bird 
deterrents were in place during initial observation or added since that time. Questionable if this nest is still active. 
- PKonrad
04/14/2012 - No sign of House Finches; heavy plastic cover over wheel has torn away and is flapping in the wind. 
Notified for repair. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Female inside nest site during the entire 30-minute observation. Male visited nest twice and was 
frequently observed perched and singing near the nest site. - ELoveless
04/27/2012 - Nest checked also on 4/20, but no nest-related activity was observed. Today, no activity at the nest 
site, although House Finches are active nearby. Status of this nest uncertain. - PKonrad

TBD
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CORA Common Raven 032612_fhan_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/26/2012 3/27/2012 03/26/2012 - Nest has been constructed for at least 4 days. Appears 50% or more complete. One CORA in area 
vocalizing and perching. - FHoffman
03/27/2012 - The nesting attempt is located near the top of an A-frame within Sycamore Substation. The pair was 
observed adding material yesterday, March 26. The nest is approximately 40-50% complete based on visible 
material and size/quantity of material being carried to the nest site, which is not yet developed enough to support 
eggs. No eggs or young present (as determined by nest stage). Deterrents have been installed to prevent cavity 
nesters, but were not successful in deterring stick nests. While no raven deterrents are installed on the A-frame 
where the CORA nest attempt is located, it should also be noted that this is an energized substation limiting 
access for deterrent installation and removal, as well as the type of deterrents that can be used. An orange cone 
will be placed after the nesting material is removed, to deter future nesting. Additionally, both project and non-
project work has been occurring regularly at the substation. The pair was observed nest building on March 26 
while a project crew was conducting a circuit breaker replacement 60-120 feet from the nest attempt. Per the 
NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a deterrent. A delay due to allowing the nest cycle to continue would 
likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure 
system reliability. Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 3/27/2012. - KAlberts
03/27/2012 - Concurrence with a nest removal request was received on 03/27/12. The nest was still under 
construction and appeared to be approximately 50-60% constructed upon removal. As a precaution, the worker 
tasked with nest removal was instructed to look into the nest to verify the nest contained no eggs. The worker 
confirmed the nest was empty and removed it, installing in its place an orange construction cone. The cone was 
wedged into the gap to deter the ravens from rebuilding in this location. During this period, one Common Raven 
was observed soaring and vocalizing outside the substation but did not approach the nest vicinity. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 032612_fhan_03 CP08-2-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/26/2012 TBD 03/26/2012 - Pair actively building and vocalizing. Multiple trips with material observed. Nest in early stages circa 
30% complete. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - BUSH observed adding fluffy nest material at 0959. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - During a 75-minute observation period, BUSH pair approached the nest twice. On the first occasion, 
the female added very fine spider webs or hair to the nest. On the second visit, one bird added coarser material. 
They spent the majority of the time foraging on the surrounding hillsides. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - The Bushtit pair spent the first part of the observation period foraging downslope. The female then 
approached the nest, without anything in her bill. She entered the nest and remained inside for well over 20 
minutes, through the end of the observations. The male spent this time foraging downslope and perching in the 
branches around the nest. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - The nest is intact after recent rains. Both adults were foraging in the nest tree as the biologist 
arrived. They approached the nest several times, and the female eventually entered carrying an insect. However, 
no nestlings were heard, and she remained inside for over 10 minutes, so the food was likely for herself. As the 
male foraged, he would bring insects back to the nest tree and consume them there. - VEurs

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 032612_imll_01 EP112-3-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 80 100 80 80 Presumed Fledged 3/26/2012 4/30/2012 03/26/2012 - Pair observed adding fine nesting material and lining to a nearly complete nest 3 times during 45 
minutes while no work was occurring. - IMaunsell
04/05/2012 - Unable to access road through locked gate; will return tomorrow. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Pair in vicinity with 1 adult observed carrying food to nest and leaving with fecal sac. - JPawlicki
04/16/2012 - Pair of Bushtits bringing beakfuls of caterpillars and bugs to nest every 2 to 4 minutes. - PKonrad
04/23/2012 - Nest is in good shape, but no Bushtits visited the nest during 30 minute observation period. 
However, there are several Bushtits active in the area, including 1 pair south of the nest. Unsure if nestlings have 
fledged at this time and will check back soon to double-check. - PKonrad
04/30/2012 - No Bushtits observed in the area; the nest is in good shape although  the nesting material 
surrounding the entrance hole is a bit worn. Nestlings appear to have fledged and may have been the Bushtits 
observed south of the nest last week - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

HOFI House Finch 032612_lgan_01 TL 6915 - 171684 69kv Structure Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 30 30 Fledged 3/26/2012 4/26/2012 03/26/2012 - A female house finch was seen bringing nest material into an insulator bracket at the top of 69kv 
pole Z171684. The male was singing from the top of the pole while the female brought material. The percent 
completeness is unknown. Two orange bird buffer ESA signs were placed 30 feet from the base of the monopole 
containing the nest on the access road to the north. - LGorman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0855 to 0905. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - No HOFI activity observed. - RRadd
04/18/2012 - No activity observed. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - A male HOFI was observed feeding several begging fledglings not far from the nest. The nest has 
fledged successfully and is now closed. - VEurs

Yes
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CATH California Thrasher 032612_mkhn_01 TL 6924 - 171687 69kv Structure Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 215 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/26/2012 4/10/2012 03/26/2012 - Adults visited nest with food several times and fed young. Visits took place with a biologist standing 
8, 15, and 25 feet away (different visits). Adult fed then sat on nest with biologist 8 feet away, and did not flush 
when biologist walked away. Two nestlings present, eyes still closed, and they appeared to be 4-6 days old. 100-
foot buffer established and marked with 5 signs (all on north side of nest). - MKuehn
04/01/2012 - CATH at nest at 0903. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - At least 3 downy nestlings with no pinfeathers visible in nest, appear to be about 6 days old. - 
HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest is clean empty and intact, suggesting successful fledging. - RRadd

Yes

NUWO Nuttall's Woodpecker 032612_rabe_01 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 16 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/26/2012 4/2/2012 03/26/2012 - Presumed Nuttall's Woodpecker nest due to being closest woodpecker species observed in general 
area, within 20 feet, over last week. Fresh cavity entrance in Sambucus mexicana approximately three inches 
deep. Inner cavity has not been started. 100-foot drive through only buffer staked. - RAbe
04/02/2012 - Cavity excavation has progressed since last week, with inner cavity now exposed. No woodpeckers 
observed in area, but entrance hole size is consistent with Picoides nuttallii. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No cavity nesters observed associating with this location on either of several visits today and 
yesterday. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Cavity has not been improved since April 2. No NUWO detections. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Cavity has not advanced since April 2, and no woodpeckers detected. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 032612_rabe_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 75 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/26/2012 4/12/2012 03/26/2012 - Three pale, blue-green unmarked eggs in cup nest suggesting House Finch. Multiple House Finch 
pairs observed in area over last week or so carrying nest building material in immediate area by biomonitors. One 
pair was observed in the immediate area of the nest multiple times today. 30 foot buffer staked. - RAbe
04/02/2012 - HOFI pair within a few feet of nest. 2 eggs now in nest. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest contains 1 broken egg, however a HOFI exited the nest on approach, suggesting the nest 
remains viable. - RRadd
04/12/2012 - Eggshell remains found in nest. No activity in area.  Nest appears to have been predated. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 032612_vers_01 TL 6924 - 171682 69kv Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 200 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 3/26/2012 4/25/2012 03/26/2012 - A pair of HOFI were seen on the wire next to pole 171682. A short time later, the female was seen 
carrying grassy material into the bracket for an insulator arm. She returned within 10 minutes with more material, 
and the male attempted to copulate with her. She carried the material into the bracket while the male perched 
nearby, singing. - VEurs
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0920 to 0930. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - No HOFI during observation period 0900 to 0925. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No activity observed during 45 minute observation period. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - No HOFI activity at the nest after 45 minutes of observation. HOFI's entered each of the upper 
brackets, but none appeared interested in the lower bracket. Lack of activity at this nest site over the past month 
leads the biologist to change its status from "active" to "closed." - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 032612_vnik_01 69kV-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - maintenance 45 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/26/2012 4/26/2012 03/26/2012 - Bushtit making several trips to nest with material. Appears to be lining nest. - VNovik
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0907 to 0917. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest appears complete, well protected and attached. No BUSH detected during late afternoon 
observation. - RRadd
04/18/2012 - No activity observed during noon observation period - BArnold
04/26/2012 - At the start of the observation period, the biologist noted the unusual appearance of the nest. After 
30 minutes with no BUSH activity, the biologist approached the nest to examine it closely. The nest is very 
stretched out at the top, with the nest entrance lower down than is usual on a BUSH nest. The entrance hole also 
seems larger than normal and faces up toward the sky. It doesn't seem that the nest was predated. Rather, its 
damaged condition seems to be a result of a string of storm events this area has recently experienced. Based on 
nesting cycle, it is possible that this nest contained eggs when it failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 032712_elss_01 EP117-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/27/2012 TBD 03/27/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed carrying and adding material to a nest that is approximately 90% 
complete. - ELoveless
04/05/2012 - Small Bushtit nest appears complete, but has a unique 'dent' in chamber below the entrance. No 
Bushtits observed or heard. - PKonrad
04/14/2012 - Nest appears unchanged; no Bushtit activity in area; status may not be active. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed adding material to nest 1 time during the 90-minute observation period. - 
ELoveless
04/25/2012 - After 15 minutes, a male Bushtit flew toward nest with a white object in its bill (food or nest 
material?), but avian biologist's presence 50 feet away seemed to distress the bird, so biologist left the area. - 
PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Nest checked at request of PAR construction. Female Bushtit observed entering nest and remaining 
inside while male foraged nearby. Nest appears 100% complete and in good condition. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Uncertain what the status of this nesting attempt is at this time; nest looks normal; no Bushtits were 
observed initially, but after 5 minutes the pair flew in from the south, very aware of avian monitor 35 feet from 
nest and seemingly hesitant to go to nest. Female went to nest and may have stayed there. Male went to nest a 
minute later and returned a short distance south, where it seemed to begin foraging. Never observed anything in 
the birds' beaks - could be egg laying or have nestlings. - PKonrad

TBD
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WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 032712_elss_02 EP114-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 50 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 3/27/2012 4/27/2012 03/27/2012 - A pair of Western Scrub-jays was observed carrying and adding nesting material to a nest that is 
approximately 95% complete. - ELoveless
04/02/2012 - Observations of bio-monitor C. Frey over 2 days - March 29, 2012 - 0730; 2 Western Scrub Jays were 
observed away from nest by 75 to 150 feet with no crew onsite. A chase occurred with other pair of jays, and 1 
flew to nest while generator running and full crew present. An individual did not appear to have nesting material. 
Other individual of the pair perched 50 feet away; the pair left after 15 minutes and returned about an hour later 
with nesting material several times while crew worked on Leg A; generator not in use. March 30, 2012 - 0740; 
Common Raven perched on boulder 10 feet from Western Scrub Jay nest. Western Scrub Jay pair flew to over 100 
feet away and avoided going to rest while Common Raven present. After raven flew away with nest material, 
biologist used binoculars to look in nest, and no eggs were present. 0820; the Western Scrub Jay pair returned 
with material while a crew was present; no equipment running. - LThoreson
04/03/2012 - Observations of onsite monitor: 1331 - observed 2 Western Scrub Jays perched approximately 150 
feet south of EP114 tower site. 1341 - observed the pair of jays flying north behind the boulders where the nest is 
located. 1444 - observed pair of jays across the road east of EP114 tower site on ground. Pair did not alarm call, 
and rotor wash debris did not go near nest site. - VNovik
04/04/2012 - Monitor reported following : 0855 - observed 1 Western Scrub Jay perching on top of boulder next 
to nest and flying into vegetation below boulder. 1000 - observed 2 Common Ravens perched on a boulder by 
nest. The 2 Common Ravens were then  observed flying east of the site with a Red-tailed hawk. 1045 - observed 
the pair of Common Ravens fly from behind boulders north of site and head south. Did not observe any Western 
Scrub Jays during K-max activities or directly prior to K-max activities. Rotor wash and debris did not go near nest. - 
VNovik
04/07/2012 - Nest monitored during Crux micropile testing on legs D and A within nest buffer authorized in 
variance received 4/5/2012. Ground work and K-Max activity began at 1100.  Nest observations: At 1043, 3 scrub 
jays observed flying from south to north toward nest. One jay perched on a shrub adjacent to nest and watched 
crew for about five minutes. Jay pair flew from nest location southward out of site before any work activities 
occurred. Pair was observed to east of site at approximately 1645. Possibly different pair seen flying from general 
vicinity of nest soon after. Nest appears fully built and in good condition, no eggs or young present. No helicopter 
rotor wash was observed to impact the nest. - RQuilley
04/09/2012 - Biomonitor Anna Bryant reported Western Scrub-jays were observed perching on boulders in 
vicinity of nest and flew into vegetation near nest. Throughout day, biologist observed jays perching on vegetation 
surrounding the site. - VNovik
04/16/2012 - Western Scrub-Jay incubating tightly on nest; did not move when biologist was within 20 feet. - 
PKonrad
04/23/2012  No jays observed in area; nest empty but it is large  well built and the lining of the nest bowl is 

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 032712_esds_01 EP95-N Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 4/12/2012 03/27/2012 - As biologists inspected the nest location during the nesting bird survey, a Western Scrub Jay 
swooped down to the nest location making harsh vocalizations. WESJ then perched on a nearby shrub and did not 
leave this perch until biologists left the area. - EStrods
04/06/2012 - Adult Western Scrub-jay incubating 3 speckled light-blue eggs in large nest. Jay slipped out the back 
of the sugar bush as avian biologist approached the site, but quickly returned to nest as biologist walked away. - 
PKonrad
04/12/2012 - No eggs in empty nest; no Western Scrub-jays in area. Since eggs were observed on the previous 
visit, it appears the nest has been predated, although no sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings are evident, and the 
nest shows no deterioration. Only the fact that the nest is empty points to predation as the greatest potential 
cause of nest failure. - PKonrad

No

CATH California Thrasher 032712_jdus_01 EP99-2-N-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 30 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 4/20/2012 03/27/2012 - Found nest during active nesting bird survey. Did not hear bird leave the nest. Nest has 1 egg in it. 
Female returned to nest 5 minutes after logging the location. - JDicus
04/06/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; did not leave nest; eggs probably close to hatching. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Adult California Thrasher brooding 2 small downy nestlings. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Nest is empty. Timing is premature for successful fledging of young. Likely predated. Incubation 
began on 3/28, with hatching expected on 4/11 and fledging not expected until 4/25 at the earliest. No feces on 
rim or branches surrounding nest. No feathers or remains detected in vicinity of nest. No fledglings or adults 
detected within 50 feet of nest in 20 minutes of observation. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

CATH California Thrasher 032712_jdus_02 EP99-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 65 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 4/6/2012 03/27/2012 - The nest was discovered during an active nesting bird survey. Biologist saw 1 egg and 1 nestling. The 
egg had a small hole in it and appeared to be about to hatch. - JDicus
04/06/2012 - California Thrasher nest is empty and there is no sign of nestlings or adults. Fine material used to 
form bowl of nest has been pulled up throughout the nest bowl. Appears predation is the most likely cause of 
nest failure - closed. - PKonrad

No

HOFI House Finch 032712_mdus_01 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/27/2012 TBD 03/27/2012 - A female House Finch was observed making multiple trips to a nest carrying bits of dried annuals 
and small twigs. The male accompanied her on several trips, singing from a nearby perch. Percentage of 
completion is difficult to estimate, as the nest is not completely visible. - MDicus
04/02/2012 - Pair perched on tower near nest, male chases away other nearby HOFIs. Nest appears nearly 
complete. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - HOFI pair visiting and defending this nest, but not observed in nest at 1316. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - HOFI activity continues. - RRadd

TBD
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BUSH Bushtit 032712_rqey_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/27/2012 TBD 03/27/2012 - Pair observed actively adding material to nest during a 30 minute period. Nest is about 90% 
complete and is very close to the road edge. Pair flew away from nest during passing of slow drive-through traffic. 
- RQuilley
04/05/2012 - Bushtit brought material to nest, positioning it onto the top of the nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Both adults entered nest with fluffy material. Likely lining nest cup. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest observed passively from a concealed location 15 feet away. After 12 minutes, an adult flew to 
nest and entered, remaining inside for next 3 minutes. - MKuehn
04/24/2012 - K-Max flew legs to site. No rotor wash detected at nest tree. Winds are from north, and K-Max 
approached from south, using a 100-foot longline. Conditions were favorable for work. Shrubs on south side of 
work area appeared to be moving from rotor wash.  Bushtit was observed entering nest on regular basis and 
appeared unaffected by work activities. - VNovik
04/26/2012 - Adults observed entering and leaving nest before, during, and after skycrane operation. Wind was 
from the west and skycrane approached from east, causing minimal prop wash to hit nest. The nest branch did 
move from side to side due to rotor wash, however there was no damage caused to the nest. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - Prior to work activity, Bushtits observed bringing food to nest repeatedly. 1037-1041: 500 
helicopter hovered between 100-600 feet out of buffer with no observed impact to nest.  1038-1041: Skycrane 
approached from east and set tower layback. No rotor wash was observed at nest location. Bushtits returned to 
nest immediately following aircrane departure.  1251-1258: 500 helicopter hovered about 200 feet to southwest 
of nest. Pair was not observed returning to nest during this period.  1254-1257: Skycrane approached from east 
and set tower bridge. Rotor wash observed affecting the nest for 10 seconds with approximately 10-20 mph gusts. 
The nest remained intact and appears undamaged. Bushtit pair returned to nest within 10 minutes of all skycrane 
activities carrying food. Pair was observed returning to nest for the remainder of the day during all back bolting 
work and behaved naturally. - RQuilley

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 032712_rqey_02 EP79-E-A Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/27/2012 TBD 03/27/2012 - Bushtit pair observed actively adding material to nest. Nest is approximately 50% complete. Pair did 
not appear disturbed by drive through traffic; 75 foot buffer given due to high exposure of nest to line of sight. - 
RQuilley
04/05/2012 - Nest complete although no Bushtits observed during 30 minute observation period. Checked back 4 
hours later, but no Bushtit activity observed during 15 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest appears complete and intact. No activity at nest during 20-minute observation from 40 feet 
away. Bushtits heard briefly within 30 feet of nest. - MKuehn
04/21/2012 - Both adults visited nest carrying soft fluffy nesting material inside, and leaving immediately. It 
appears they are not yet incubating or egg laying. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Again, both adults visited nest carrying soft fluffy nesting material inside, and left immediately. May 
be egg laying but not incubating yet. - MKuehn

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 032712_sjon_01 EP70 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - foundations 250 100 40 40 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 4/24/2012 03/27/2012 - Bushtit pair observed building nest using material from a nearby Bushtit nest (nest ID 
032012_lton_01). Nest is approximately 25 percent complete. A recently failed nest is approximately 15 feet away 
(nest ID 032012_lton_01). Pair was nest building and collecting material within 5 feet of a biologist. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks complete; Bushtits heard nearby, but no Bushtit visited nest during 30-minute 
observation period. Checked back a second time, but no Bushtits observed during 10-minute period. - PKonrad
04/14/2012 - 4/9/2012observation - Nest appears good, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 25 minute 
observation period. Uncertain status. - PKonrad
04/16/2012 - Bushtit observed entering nest after approximately 15 minutes of observation. - SJohnston
04/24/2012 - No Bushtits were observed or heard during the first 15 minutes of this observation period, but when 
the nest was checked at close quarters, it was missing. Only a small remnant of the top of the nest was still 
attached to the tree, and the rest of the nest could not be found. A predator appears to have torn the nest off the 
anchoring branch and removed it from the nest site. No sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings in the area - closed. - 
PKonrad

No

CATH California Thrasher 032712_tcer_01 EP96-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 15 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 4/6/2012 03/27/2012 - Adult California Thrasher on nest with 1 egg. - TCooper
04/06/2012 - Nest is empty and the lining of fine grasses has been pulled up almost throughout the nest bowl. 
Appears the nest has been predated, and there is no sign of eggs or eggshells in nest or surrounding area, and no 
thrashers noted in area - closed. - PKonrad

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 032812_ahll_01 EP35-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 5 100 70 70 Nest did not reach active stage 3/28/2012 4/18/2012 03/28/2012 - Observed male bringing sticks to nest cavity several times, and singing in area around nest. Did not 
observe female with male. Male BEWR bringing nesting material to a suitable cavity, sing, with the intent of 
attracting a female with his nest base. Nest is 5 % complete. - AHill
04/04/2012 - Nest appears almost complete, lining material present, heard BEWR sing 20 feet away. Pair built 
nest approximately 2 feet inside railing away from entrance. - AHill
04/11/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0700 in light rain. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0635 to 0705. Nest material does not appear to have been moved 
in the past week. Mud at nest entrance has remained undisturbed over the past week. Examination of interior 
with a mirror shows that nest materials are arranged haphazardly with no nest cup established. Nest closed. - 
HWinfrey

No
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HOFI House Finch 032812_bald_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/28/2012 3/28/2012 03/28/2012 - House finches were observed bringing nest material to lower, eastern cable 'L' hollow arm bracket. 
The nesting attempt was approximately 60% complete and does not contain eggs or young. House finches 
continued bringing material during construction activity in this and adjacent monopoles and per the NBMMP, 
active work is considered a form of deterrent. Also, ribbon was placed at multiple points around the work area. 
SDG&E needed to access these steel riser monopoles over the next few weeks to QA/QC items identified during 
the recent testing of the underground system, and to conduct possible repair work. After determining there were 
no eggs, this nest material was removed and photographed per the NBMMP. SDG&E will install plastic around all 
brackets and other deterrents in an attempt to preclude bird nesting on these monopoles. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 032812_bald_02 CP88-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/28/2012 3/28/2012 03/28/2012 - House finch observed visiting cable clamp 'C' brackets. While an avian biologist was present, 
lineman reported small accumulation of material, with no eggs, that avian biologist confirmed. House Finches 
continued to bring material while lineman was working within 2 feet of 'C' bracket with nest material.  The nesting 
attempt was approximately 5% complete. Bird repellent ribbon was in place around the work pad. Furthermore, 
testing work has occurred at this location over the past few weeks and per the NBMMP, active work is considered 
a form of a deterrent. These House Finches were not disturbed by human presence or construction activity. 
SDG&E needs to have access to these poles over the next few weeks to conduct QA/QC work and possible repair 
work identified in the recently completed testing. After determining that there were no eggs present, this nest 
material was removed and photographed. SDG&E will install plastic over the brackets and other deterrents to 
discourage future nesting. - BArnold

No

CATH California Thrasher 032812_esds_01 EP99-2-N-A Road Area Chaparrals Other 90 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 4/20/2012 03/28/2012 - This nest was located during active nest searching. The nest was observed for a short period after it 
was located. No bird was seen actively using the nest, however the nest appears to have been built very recently. 
This nest appears to have been built by a WESJ or a CATH. Biologists suggest monitoring this nest for further 
activity. - EStrods
04/03/2012 - Observations incidental to conducting 3 day pre-construction nest survey yielded a California 
Thrasher visiting nest with 3 eggs. Changed status to active and added species ID to pen tab. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - Nest contains 3 speckled light-turquoise eggs; heard adult leave nest, but didn't see it. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Nest is empty and lining appears mussed inside cup. Likely predated since earliest possible hatch 
date based on observations is 4/14 and nestlings would only be 6 days old today (expected to fledge no earlier 
than 4/28). No eggshells, feathers, or remains found below or near nest. No adults detected in area in 10 minutes 
of passive observation. Closed nest and removed buffer signs. - MKuehn

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 032812_esds_03 EP99-2-N-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 87 100 80 80 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 4/27/2012 03/28/2012 - This nest was built with medium-sized sticks which included a tightly formed bowl built with finer 
plant material. The nest appears to be that of a WESJ or CATH. The nest was located during active searching. No 
birds were seen back at the nest or within the vicinity after it was located. Biologists suggest that this nest be 
monitored for further activity. - EStrods
04/07/2012 - Very quiet in100-foot butter of nest. Approached rest and no activity heard and saw nothing in nest. 
Nest remains in excellent condition. - LThoreson
04/16/2012 - Bird slipped away from nest unseen, but 2 Western Scrub-Jay pairs were very territorial, perched at 
tallest nearby locations calling while avian biologist quickly checked nest with 3 brown-speckled light-blue eggs in 
it. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Large rattlesnake 2 feet north of nest. Adult WESJ near and scolding. Nest contains 4 eggs. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Nest is empty and lining is mussed in cup. Appears to have been predated. Timing is too early for 
fledging young, as the nest contained eggs 6 days ago. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 032812_fhan_01 EP85-2-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - tower erection 270 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 4/22/2012 03/28/2012 - Bushtit nest appears nearly complete as pair are collecting feathers for lining. - FHoffman
04/05/2012 - Nest complete, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 20 minute observation period; may be at 
egg laying stage when Bushtits visit nest less or are inside nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest appears intact. Passively observed for 15 minutes from 30 feet. No birds left or went to nest. 
Three Bushtits foraged within 50 feet of nest for 10 minutes. - MKuehn
04/22/2012 - This nest has been destroyed and was likely depredated. Bottom portion of nest still in tree and 
many pieces of nesting material strewn among branches below. No eggshell fragments located, but timing and 
previous observations indicate eggs were likely present. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 032812_ghan_03 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/28/2012 TBD 03/28/2012 - 1100: Pair observed making multiple trips carrying nesting material. Nest appears to be 
approximately 80% complete. - GHuffman
04/06/2012 - Nest appears to be lined, but no bird on nest. HOFI pair approached nest, followed by another HOFI, 
and defended their nest, chasing off the second pair. One adult entered nest for a brief period. Male vocalized 
from the top of a nearby shrub. - VEurs
04/15/2012 - During a 15-minute observation period, the female was on the nest the majority of the time. Upon 
returning to the nest after a couple brief periods away, she was not carrying any food items and would quickly 
settle back on the nest. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - Female observed incubating. Construction appears to have no negative impacts to nesting behavior. - 
GHuffman
04/28/2012 - 2-3 gray, downy nestlings visible from the back of the nest shrub at 0745. - VEurs

TBD
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 032812_imll_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 3/28/2012 TBD 03/28/2012 - Male CAGN making repeated trips to the nest location between 1000-1030. The male was observed 
to make 2-3 trips at a time before briefly pausing nesting behavior to forage with the female. Following foraging, 
the male would return to making trips to the nest, occasionally with very large pieces of nesting material. The nest 
was monitored from the opposite bank of the draw approximately 60 feet away. The pair continued natural 
behavior, and when the male made trips to the host shrub, a nest estimated to be approximately 30% complete 
was able to be observed. - IMaunsell
04/04/2012 - Pair observed adjacent to nest foraging and perching from 0850-0900. Male made three brief trips 
to nest shrub between 0855-0900 without material. Nest likely complete and ready for eggs or egg laying has 
commenced. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - Male CAGN was detected "pishing" at approximately 0705 near the nest location. At approximately 
0715 the male flew to the host shrub, called softly, the female departed the nest area, and the male proceeded to 
incubate. The female then called from the slope facing the nest. At 0748 the female returned to the nest area, 
called softly, and exchanged incubating duties with the male. - IMaunsell
04/18/2012 - Male initially observed foraging, made nest exchange with female at approximately 0815. Second 
nest exchange 30 minutes later. - MDicus
04/25/2012 - An adult male California Gnatcatcher was observed foraging and lightly scolding near the nest. The 
female parent was observed incubating the nest. The avian biologist observed one nest exchange where the male 
parent took over the incubating duties. - LGorman
05/02/2012 - During approximately 1.5 hours of observation, the adult male CAGN was observed foraging and 
returning to the nest vicinity 3 times, intermittently vocalizing, and once visiting the nest. The male was also 
observed interacting with the nearby CAGN pair whose nest had recently fledged. The adult female remained on 
the nest during the entire observation period, leaving it once, for approximately 30 seconds, before returning. - 
MDicus

TBD

CATH California Thrasher 032812_jdus_01 EP98-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 31 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/28/2012 4/12/2012 03/28/2012 - Completely constructed and lined twig nest originally found during early morning nest survey, found 
to contain 1 egg and 1 newly hatched nestling. Pair of California Thrasher in vicinity upon approach later the same 
day to plot nest with GPS. Nest then found to contain 2 newly hatched nestlings (1 just hatched during nest 
survey). Adult calling softly from back side of nest shrub and returned to nest on immediate retreat of avian 
biologist to 50 feet; adult back on nest within 60 seconds. - JDicus
04/06/2012 - Large California Thrasher nest contains 2 large downy nestlings with pinfeathers showing on wings 
and tail. No adults observed near nest, but 1 thrasher singing east of road. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nestling California Thrashers appear to have fledged. No nestlings, fledglings, or adults in area. Nest 
is in good shape and there is no sign that nestlings did not fledge. - PKonrad

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 032812_jpki_01 EP99-2-N-A Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/28/2012 TBD 03/28/2012 - Adults observed at fresh, complete nest. Contents of nest  unknown., but nest stage is presumably 
egg laying. - JPawlicki
04/06/2012 - Pair of Bushtits calling territorially near large nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - During 30 minute observation period, Bushtit periodically heard and observed near nest, but no 
nest visits were observed. After avian biologist approached nest to see if it was intact, a pair of Bushtits flew to 
top of nest tree, acting territorial. Apparently, they are post-nest building but pre-incubation. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Both adults observed entering nest with food. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Both adults observed entering the nest with food. - MKuehn

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 032812_rqey_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - foundations 110 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/28/2012 4/20/2012 03/28/2012 - One Bushtit observed carrying nesting material to nest. - RQuilley
04/05/2012 - Nest looks complete; no Bushtits observed or heard in area during 30-minute period, - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - No Bushtits detected in area for 30 minutes. Nest may be torn open on north side, but difficult to 
tell for sure. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No Bushtits detected within 30 feet of nest for 20 minutes. No activity at this nest since 3/28 and 
appears to be damaged on north side when viewed from east. Nest has failed but natural cause is indeterminate 
because nest is high, impossible to inspect closely, and may have contained eggs. Nest closed and buffer reduced 
to 0 feet. All signs were removed. - MKuehn

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 032812_rqey_02 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 4 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/28/2012 4/5/2012 03/28/2012 - One Bushtit observed carrying nesting material in vicinity of nest. Nest is approximately 90% 
complete. - RQuilley
04/05/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard during 30 minute observation period. When nest was inspected at 
close quarters, a large circular hole was present on the north side where the neck of the nest meets the chamber, 
opposite and below nest entrance. Apparent avian predation, although no sign of egg or eggshells - closed. 
Bushtits probably had not laid eggs yet, judging from nest chronology and status of other nests being built last 
week. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 032812_sjon_01 EP50-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 4/17/2012 03/28/2012 - Nest is 40 percent complete. Pair was undisturbed while logging GPS coordinate and brought 
nesting material to nest. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks complete or nearly complete; 1 Bushtit visited nest and foraged in area to west near the 
end of 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard in area during extended hour-long observation period. Small nest 
looks weak, but intact. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - No nest visits by Bushtits during 30 minute observation period. Upon checking nest status at close 
quarters, it was revealed that the nest has been predated as evidenced by a large hole torn into the bottom of the 
nest chamber. No sign of eggs, eggshells, nestlings or adults was observed in or near the nest - closed. - PKonrad

No
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BUSH Bushtit 032812_sjon_02 EP50-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 58 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 4/24/2012 03/28/2012 - The Bushtit nest is 80 percent complete. The pair was seen carrying nesting material to the nest. The 
biomonitor discovered the nest, and the pair would not return when he was approximately 60 feet away. - 
SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest appears complete; 2 Bushtits very territorial as avian biologist approached site; flew to nest 
when biologist walked away. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Pair of Bushtits actively feeding unseen nestlings in nest; male had bill filled with small caterpillars. - 
PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Pair of adult Bushtits visiting nest, probably with food for nestlings. Pair appears quite timid, so 
avian biologist left area after their initial visit to the nest during the observation period. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - After 15 minutes of no Bushtit activity in the area, checked nest to find it has been predated. The 
nest is torn in half and lying on ground; no sign of eggs, egg shells, or nestlings among flattened nest parts - 
closed. - PKonrad

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 032912_bloh_01 CP13-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 230 300 300 300 Fledged 3/29/2012 4/25/2012 03/29/2012 - CAGN incubating. Nearest tower is complete and strung, with no work currently occurring. Active 
Red-tailed hawk nest on tower, with 500-foot buffer. No signage required unless hawk nest becomes inactive 
before this nest fledges, as this buffer is within the hawk buffer. - BLohstroh
04/04/2012 - At approximately 1000, the male was observed on the nest, before witnessing a nest exchange with 
the female. - BLohstroh
04/13/2012 - Male and female making trips to nest, spending time brooding on it, as well as bringing food items. 
Nest left unattended for a few minutes at one point, while pair foraged. - BLohstroh
04/18/2012 - Male and female leaving and making return trips to nest, feeding young. - BLohstroh
04/25/2012 - Pair feeding 1 fledgling in vicinity of nest. - BLohstroh

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 032912_elss_01 EP149-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 80 100 65 65 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/29/2012 4/21/2012 03/29/2012 - Biomonitor located nest through active searching. A pair of Bushtits was bringing nesting material to 
the nest. - ELoveless
04/03/2012 - Observed Bushtit leave and return to nest. Nest is in good condition and complete. Based on 
timeline, it is likely that this nest may have eggs in it. Bushtits were wary of presence of biologist when nest was 
approached for inspection. Bird deterrents are present in the form of mylar tape at the edge of the work area, 
and the tape is tied to shrubs; no tape on the tower itself. - VNovik
04/13/2012 - Attempt made to visit site, but bad weather hampered attempt. - VNovik
04/16/2012 - Nest appears intact. No activity observed for 30 minutes while biologist was watching the nest. - 
VNovik
04/21/2012 - E. Loveless reports that avian monitor was requested onsite during skycrane activities at tower. 
Avian arrived on site after biomonitors. One basket was set down by A-star. Avian located nest, which was down 
on ground (large portion of nest was on ground between rocks). Smaller portions were in other shrub. A great 
deal of feathers was scattered around, which could have been liner or adult feathers from predation. Since no 
construction activity has occurred in the interim onsite prior to today, failure due to natural causes is presumed. - 
KAlberts
04/21/2012 - E. Loveless reports that avian monitor was requested onsite during skycrane activities at tower. 
Avian arrived on site after biomonitors. One basket was set down by A-star. Avian located nest, which was down 
on ground (large portion of nest was on ground between rocks). Smaller portions were in other shrub. A great 
deal of feathers was scattered around, which could have been liner or adult feathers from predation. Since no 
construction activity has occurred in the interim onsite prior to today, failure due to natural causes is presumed. - 
KAlberts

No

CATH California Thrasher 032912_elss_02 EP149-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - tower erection 50 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/29/2012 4/30/2012 03/29/2012 - Biomonitor found nest through active searching. Nest is structured and has beginning of lining. No 
thrashers were observed at the nest, but a pair was perched nearby. - ELoveless
04/03/2012 - CATH observed on nest with 3 eggs. Bird wary and left nest while being observed, though returned 
within seconds. Bird deterrents are in the form of mylar tape tied to shrubs around the structure site. The tape is 
not on the tower itself. - VNovik
04/13/2012 - Attempt made to visit site, but bad weather hampered attempt. - VNovik
04/16/2012 - Nest with 3 eggs; bird on nest. - VNovik
04/22/2012 - Two nestlings detected today in nest during tower erection. Adult male heard singing in the area 
when helicopter did not drown him out. On 4/21/12, avian biomonitor D. Mahto reported that during the setting 
of the middle section of the tower, the spotter helicopter (tail #792) flew in from the southeast above the 100-
foot buffer and hovered around the tower making full 2 circles. During the first circle, the helicopter was at an 
altitude of around half the length of the tower, approximately 50-60 feet above the ground. The host shrub was 
shaken by rotor wash. Nest was not directly inspected following this event to allow the nest and adult birds to 
settle again. - FHoffman
04/30/2012 - Nest is in good shape with a deep compacted empty bowl - nestlings have apparently fledged. No 
adults or fledglings observed in area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032912_hwey_01 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/29/2012 TBD 03/29/2012 - Female Lesser Goldfinch observed making 3 trips to nest with thin woody nesting material between 
1220 and 1225. Nest cup appears to be nearly complete. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Female LEGO on nest at 1239. Male singing nearby. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - LEGO pair continues to occupy this nest. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - LEGO detected in area but no nest visits and cannot see into nest. - RRadd

TBD
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032912_hwey_02 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 5 100 100 100 Indeterminate 3/29/2012 4/24/2012 03/29/2012 - ANHU observed adding nesting material to small amount of plant down bound to branch with 
spider silk. Nest is 10-15% complete. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest construction has progressed since last visit, 75% complete. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No nest was found at the described location. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - No nest found. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nesting observational history indicates possibility of eggs in the nest between October 5 to 15, with 
no nest found over the next 9 days. Nest failed, with or without eggs or young. - KAlberts

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032912_hwey_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/29/2012 TBD 03/29/2012 - Female observed lying on nest, making brief forays to feed, then immediately returning. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 1214. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female on nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female perches on edge of nest and feeds nestling at 1214, then settles on nest. 1 visible nestling, 
appears 1-2 days old. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - 1 nestling visible in nest. - HWinfrey

TBD

CATH California Thrasher 032912_jdus_01 EP91 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Traffic 70 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/29/2012 4/27/2012 03/29/2012 - During active searches on a nesting bird survey, a twig nest lined with strips of bark, grasses and 
other fine vegetative material was found in a sugar bush. The nest was monitored periodically throughout the 
survey from various distances. A pair of California Thrashers was seen 100 feet from nest, and a pair of Western 
Scrub Jays was seen approaching to within 15 feet of the nest. No birds were seen going to the nest, though the 
WESJ were seen with fine lining material perched 80 feet from the nest, and the nest may be theirs. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Approached nest area and saw female California Thrasher on nest when 3 feet away. Halted 
approach and stood still; female then left nest and 3 eggs were observed in nest. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - Adult California Thrasher incubating, tight on nest. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - Nest contains 3 downy nestlings ranging in age from about 2-4 days old. Expected fledge date is 5/1 
to 5/3. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Nest is empty, and oldest nestling would have been only 10 days old today. Nest is otherwise in 
good condition. No nestling feathers or remains in or under nest on ground or branches. Apparently predated. - 
MKuehn

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032912_mdus_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/29/2012 4/25/2012 03/29/2012 - Female observed adding material to a nest that is approximately 80% constructed. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - Female Anna's Hummingbird flies to nest at 0739 and remains on nest. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Female ANHU comes to nest and settles at 1224. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - ANHU settles on nest at 0944; no indications of hatched young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest no longer present and branch is broken. Nest presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

HOWR House Wren 032912_mdus_03 Hartung CY-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/29/2012 TBD 03/29/2012 - Adult wren observed making multiple trips with twigs and leaves from the base of a tamarisk 
(Tamarix sp.) across the access road to a cavity in the end of a large broken limb. - MDicus
04/06/2012 - HOWR enters nest at 1155. 2nd HOWR scolding squirrel nearby. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Incessant HOWR singing but not observed at cavity. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - HOWR pair continue activity at this nest. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOWR male sings at entry periodically, moves to nest guard when female departs nest at 1625, 
suggesting incubation. - RRadd

TBD

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch 032912_rqey_02 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/29/2012 TBD 03/29/2012 - Pair of Whit-breasted Nuthatches observed bringing nesting material to cavity multiple times. - 
RQuilley
04/05/2012 - No nuthatches observed or heard during short observation period; returned 2 hours later for 20 
minutes (while traffic permitted), but no nuthatch activity noted. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Passively observed nest for 15 minutes from 25 feet away. After 2 minutes, male approached cavity 
with food and female emerged from nest. Male fed female away from nest, and female re-entered cavity 5 
minutes later, and remained on nest for next 8 minutes. Male fed female on nest 7 minutes after she re-entered. - 
MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Male approached cavity with food, and female emerged begging. Male fed female 12 inches from 
cavity opening, then both left vicinity of nest to forage. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Male approached cavity with food and female emerged, took food in her bill and carried it into 
cavity. - MKuehn

TBD
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BEWR Bewick's Wren 032912_vnik_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 2 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/29/2012 4/29/2012 03/29/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren make several trips to nest location with nesting material. - VNovik
04/05/2012 - No Bewick's Wrens observed or heard, but nest appears complete with feathered lining, built on 
ground beneath silt fence material. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - No activity at nest during 20 minutes of passive observation. Male and female BEWR heard 
vocalizing within 40 feet of nest. Contents checked after passive observation period. Nest contains 4 eggs. - 
MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest observed passively for 8 minutes from 15 feet away. After 3 minutes, both adults approached 
nest and 1 entered, remaining inside for 5+ minutes. - MKuehn
04/29/2012 - No activity at nest and no BEWR detected in area for 20 minutes. Nest found to be empty with lining 
mussed. No other signs of disturbance to nest site. No eggshells present in or near nest on ground. Incubation did 
not begin until at least 4/13, so earliest hatching date is 4/18 and earliest fledge date is 5/12. Nest appears to 
have been predated with eggs or nestlings. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 033012_elss_01 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE4

Substation Chaparrals Traffic 35 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 3/30/2012 4/3/2012 03/30/2012 - A pair was observed adding nesting material. The nest appears about 60% complete. - ELoveless
04/03/2012 - Nest no longer present and apparently depredated (likely by corvid) with pieces of nest strewn near 
nest shrub - nest closed. Pair of Bushtits still observed in vicinity with one observed carrying nesting material to 
location over 100 feet to SE. Nest was monitored for activity on 4/3/12. A pair of Bushtits were initially observed 
foraging near nest shrub after which the male was observed with nesting material and proceeded to fly out of 
sight to SW. Nest was then searched for and was discovered to be depredated, as portions of nest were present in 
adjacent branches and on ground underneath nest location. Shrubs to SE of old nest were then searched for a 
partially built new nest, but none were observed within 100 feet of access road. Pair was then observed briefly 
foraging to north of old nest location. Regarding nest outcome determination, contents of nest were unknown at 
time of depredation, but likely did not contain eggs or young as nest was still in building stage when logged/last 
monitored on 3/30/12. - JPawlicki

No

HOWR House Wren 033012_jdus_01 TL 6915/6924-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/30/2012 TBD 03/30/2012 - Adult House Wren makes multiple trips to nest cavity with material. - JDicus
04/09/2012 - Although 2 adult wrens were singing, calling and foraging in the vicinity of the nest, neither bird 
approached the cavity during an hour of observation. However, the presence of a large Western Fence Lizard atop 
the snag with the cavity for approximately 40 minutes may have deterred the HOWRs from entering the cavity. 
The birds came within 10-15 feet of the snag, but no closer. - VEurs
04/10/2012 - No HOWR detected during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - After an hour of observation, no wren activity was observed at the nest cavity. A single HOWR was 
moving about the area and briefly came within 15 feet of the cavity, but never approached it. - VEurs
04/25/2012 - At the start of the observation period, the male HOWR briefly perched on the top of the snag 
containing the nest cavity. He then clung to the lip of the cavity and peered inside. He moved about the area, 
singing from different perches and once chasing off a Bewick's Wren. Later he moved to the area below the nest 
cavity, where he interacted with a female who entered the nest cavity. She was not carrying any food item and 
remained in the cavity through the end of observations (another 15 minutes) which suggests she is incubating. 
The male continued to sing from various perches. - VEurs
04/29/2012 - Duplicate for record of 4/25. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 033012_mkhn_01 CP88-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/30/2012 3/30/2012 03/30/2012 - House finch observed visiting cable clamp 'C' brackets. Biomonitor K. Vittum reported small 
accumulation of material, with no eggs. House Finches continued to bring material while lineman was working on 
the tower. These House Finches were not disturbed by human presence or construction activity. SDG&E needs to 
have access to these poles sporadically over the next few weeks to conduct QA/QC work identified in the recently 
completed testing. After determining that there were no eggs present, this nest material was removed and 
photographed. SDG&E has taped closed all openings to these brackets (including this one after nest was removed) 
to prevent future nesting activity from occurring. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 033012_sjon_01 EP11-3-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 6 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/30/2012 4/22/2012 03/30/2012 - Nest appears complete. Pair observed entering the nest. - SJohnston
04/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest, but several Bushtits were actively foraging within 20 feet of nest. - 
HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which appears slightly damaged, but not beyond use. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - No activity observed from 0915 to 0945. Large hole visible in side of nest, likely caused by a 
predator. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 033012_sjon_02 EP12-3 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Traffic 350 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/30/2012 4/15/2012 03/30/2012 - Nest appears complete. Pair observed entering the nest. - SJohnston
04/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no Bushtits detected from 1015 to 1030. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Nest is torn and empty, with feathers stuck to nearby branches. Nest 
closed, most likely predated. - HWinfrey

No
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CALT California Towhee 033112_jdus_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 20 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/31/2012 4/19/2012 03/31/2012 - Nest found while driving out after survey was completed. No activity observed, in 15 minutes but 
nest is newly constructed and in fine condition. Nest should be monitored for activity. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - 3 eggs in nest, light blue with a few brown streaks. Wrentit moving furtively near nest at 0750. - 
HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - An adult California Towhee was seen incubating on the nest. Observation was made from inside 
vehicle while driving out access road. Avian biologist did not approach nest. Towhee did not leave nest when 
pickup truck drove past. Changed species to CALT. - JDicus
04/13/2012 - CALT on nest at 1002 does not leave nest during 2 x 1-minute observations. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest is empty. Since insufficient time has elapsed for a complete nest cycle, predation is presumed. - 
RRadd

No

CALT California Towhee 033112_jdus_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/31/2012 4/30/2012 03/31/2012 - Adult California Towhee observed gathering fine fibrous lining material from erosion control area 
farther upslope on access road.  Two trips to 80% complete nest with material were observed. The pair was 
observed copulating within 75 feet of the nest. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Agitated California Towhee present as observer approached nest area. Unable to view nest after 10 
minutes of searching, but bird behavior indicates nest continues to be active. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Observed by avian monitor, Garrett Huffman. No activity observed over 30-minute observation. 
Nest remains intact and appears to be 100% complete. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Nest in fine, lined, intact, empty condition. Possibly abandoned for an alternate location, as CALT on 
territory continue agitated behavior despite nest being unoccupied for 30 days. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 033112_jdus_03 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 5 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/31/2012 4/20/2012 03/31/2012 - Nest is in good condition, 95% constructed. Bushtits in nest area. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Bushtit entered nest at 0830, 10 minutes after wire truck passed by. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Solo BUSH exits nest at 1717. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - No activity observed from 0700-0715. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nest no longer present and no remains found. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 033112_mkhn_01 CP55 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/31/2012 4/16/2012 03/31/2012 - Pair of Lesser Goldfinch visits nest 4 times during 30-minute observation period, female carries nest 
material while male perches nearby. Nest is 20% constructed. - MKuehn
04/07/2012 - Female on nest at 0720. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Observed with avian monitor, John Dicus, during wire pulling process. Helicopter flew sock line 
using a 100-foot long line with all three phases on south side of tower. While using long line, helicopter was able 
to avoid impeding on established 100-foot buffer. Incubating female did not flush from nest and tolerated 
activities at that distance. - GHuffman
04/13/2012 - LEGO incubation continues. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - Buffer signs broken and appear to be blown over. Nest was discovered 2 feet above ground laying 
on deer weed (Acmispon glaber). Nest originally located about 7 feet up in a chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum). 
Eggs were found under nest location broken and appeared to have been there for at least a day due to dryness of 
eggs. Female last observed incubating on 4/13. No construction activities were conducted on 4/14 and 4/15 at 
CP55. Presumed nest failure due to weather over the weekend from high winds and/or significant precipitation. - 
GHuffman

No

BUSH Bushtit 040212_ahll_01 EP9-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 18 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/2/2012 4/9/2012 04/02/2012 - Adults seen bringing lining material to nest every few minutes. Pair does not seem to be affected by 
drive-by traffic, and buffer staked for drive-through only. - AHill
04/09/2012 - No Bushtit activity observed in area and unable to locate nest or any nest fragments; contacted 
original observer to verify. - HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - Nest is no longer there. Only a couple pieces of nest material were found attached to manzanita, no 
other signs of nest. Did not hear or see any Bushtits in area. Unknown what happened to nest, but it was not 
physically harmed by construction. Nest appears 90% complete. Nesting chronology indicates that eggs may have 
been present at time of failure, hence an indeterminate outcome. - AHill

N/A

ROWR Rock Wren 040212_cves_01 CP34-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 100 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/2/2012 4/25/2012 04/02/2012 - A male was observed singing repetitively, drawing attention to the vicinity of the nest. The pair 
made a joint visit to the cavity and each individual made repeat visits. Eventually a pebble was taken from the 
TSAP into the nest cavity. 2 whitish pebbles and numerous sticks were situated at the entryway into the cavity. - 
CVettes
04/12/2012 - Adult Rock Wren actively singing in vicinity of crack between boulders, but does not visit nest for 30 
minute observation period.  Nest is 100% constructed and has a well-paved entrance of small flat rocks leading to 
clean grass cup nest. - JDicus
04/19/2012 - No activity observed during 30-minute observation period conducted in the afternoon hours (1600-
1630). - JDicus
04/25/2012 - No rock wrens were observed or heard in area. Nest building appears to be incomplete and halted. 
Numerous ants were observed all over nesting location. Closing nest due to inactivity and presence of ants. - 
GHuffman

No
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HOFI House Finch 040212_imll_01 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/2/2012 4/2/2012 04/02/2012 - On Sunday, April 1, a biomonitor on site reported House Finch activity at this location. Because of 
SD County restrictions, equipment could not be moved on a Sunday. On April 2, a pair of finches was observed 
making 4 trips to the nest site with material over 15 minutes. Deterrents onsite include a plethora of flash tape on 
two adjacent towers and on the site perimeter. Additionally, work occurred at this location, including use of the 
lift to install deterrents, all day on the previous Friday, and is considered a deterrent in and of itself. After 
confirming no eggs or young were present, the nest was removed at 5-10% complete. Photographs were taken. 
The equipment was planned to be removed from the site today and is required for testing within the nest cycle, 
prompting the need for removal. Following nest removal, the man-lift was then removed from the site. - 
IMaunsell

No

BUSH Bushtit 040212_jdus_01 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/2/2012 TBD 04/02/2012 - Pair makes 5 trips to 80% constructed nest with material in 25 minute observation period. - JDicus
04/16/2012 - Bushtit pair observed making multiple trips to nest. - MDicus
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair observed bringing material to nest. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - BUSH pair bringing feathers to nest interior at 0806. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040212_jdus_02 CP48-2/CP49-1 PS-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 30 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/2/2012 4/21/2012 04/02/2012 - Female makes one trip to newly initiated 1% complete nest. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No activity observed at this location. The biologist was unable to approach this nest to assess its 
level of completeness to respect incubating HOFI in nearby nest. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - After 30 minutes of no activity, the biologist carefully approached the nest tree and examined the 
foliage. No evidence of a HOFI nest was found in the hanging clumps of leaves. This nest does not appear to have 
reached the active stage and is now closed. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 040212_jdus_03 CP48-2/CP49-1 PS-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/2/2012 TBD 04/02/2012 - Female flying from nest gave away nest location. 5 eggs in complete nest. Pair returns in 5 minutes, 
female lays on nest. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - Upon initial approach to the nest, female emerged from the clump of foliage and landed on a 
nearby branch. She flew to the west and spent some time perched near a male HOFI. After about 15 minutes, she 
returned to the nest, where she settled with her tail sticking straight up. After 10-15 minutes, she adjusted to a 
more natural, tail down position. No male directly approached the nest during the observation period. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - Female on nest constantly throughout observation. No male approached nest. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No HOFI activity after 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040212_kats_01 CP76-1-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/2/2012 TBD 04/02/2012 - HOFI building nest inside inactive raptor nest. Observations from 3-15-12 (R. Radd) and 3-31-12 (H. 
Winfrey) confirm that hawks are no longer attempting to nest here, and that HOFI are. - KAlberts
04/15/2012 - HOFI singing elsewhere in this tree were not observed associating with this nest. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - HOFI pair fly in and out of substructure of this nest - no material carry observed. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040212_mdus_01 CP7 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/2/2012 TBD 04/02/2012 - Biomonitor Brian Parker observed a pair of House Finches making multiple trips with small sticks 
and grasses to a cavity on the north side of CP7 monopole, with the female spending 3-10 minutes inside the 
cavity on each trip. The pair chased off another pair of House Finches but appeared unaffected by construction 
activities, which were ongoing through the nest building. Crews were working within 5 feet of the base of the 
pole, moving dirt and loading dump trucks, when the nest was first discovered. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - Site biomonitor A. Steyers reports regular continuing HOFI activity at this location this morning. - 
RRadd
04/19/2012 - The male and female entered the nest cavity just after the start of the observation period. The male 
exited shortly after and was not seen for the rest of the observation. The female remained inside for 30 minutes 
and was still inside when the biologist left the area. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at monopole after 40 minutes of observation. HOFI's heard singing in the 
surrounding habitat, but none approached the monopole. - VEurs

TBD

OATI Oak Titmouse 040212_sjon_01 EP67-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 70 100 70 70 Presumed Fledged 4/2/2012 4/24/2012 04/02/2012 - Observed Oak Titmouse singing 6 inches above cavity with item in beak for approximately 1 minute 
before entering cavity. Observed OATI make 3 trips into cavity within 20 minutes of initial observation. Feint 
begging calls heard from cavity. - SJohnston
04/09/2012 - Territorial Oak Titmouse singing and active throughout tree, but no nesting behavior was observed 
during 40 minute period. (But female may be incubating out of sight). Several cavities are available on south side 
of tree, including the nest cavity. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Observed Oak Titmouse enter cavity twice and remain inside the cavity for over 5 minutes each time 
within a 15 minute observation period. No item carrying was observed during the flights and no begging calls 
were heard. Fledging may have occurred. - SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Constant foraging and singing in live oak by Oak Titmouse(s), especially on south half of oak, but no 
sign of activity at any cavity(s) during 50 minute observation period. Observed 1 adult feeding another titmouse 
that was food begging, but could not see if begging bird was a fledgling or adult. Several titmouse flights back and 
forth to live oaks to west. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Oak Titmice observed or heard during 30 minute observation period, which is drastically 
different from a week ago. After discussing observations at this nest with avian biologist S. Johnston, we believe 
the nestlings heard in the cavity by Johnston and T. Cooper probably fledged about 10 days ago, and that the food 
begging I witnessed last week was part of post-fledging behavior - closed. - PKonrad

Yes
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CORA Common Raven 040212_vnik_01 EP85-2-N Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/2/2012 TBD 04/02/2012 - Monitor observed raven in nest; both crows and ravens in area. - VNovik
04/09/2012 - Apparent Common Raven incubating on nest that has been well built up in past 10 days. This nest 
site was used by American Crows in 2011, and it is impossible to discern species at the time of this observation, 
but previous biologist observed a raven at this nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Tail of adult visible over nest rim, but unable to discern species. - MKuehn
04/22/2012 - No bird detected on nest when checked on 4/21 at 1400 and 4/22 at 1100. An American Crow was 
perched across the road in a coast live oak on 4/22, but flew from area and did not return for 15 minutes. - 
MKuehn
04/29/2012 - Adult observed on nest, shifting position often, indicating possible presence of nestlings. Timing of 
observations (incubating on 4/2) suggests nestlings should be present by now. - MKuehn

TBD

WTKI White-tailed Kite 040312_ahll_01 EP39-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/3/2012 TBD 04/03/2012 - Pair was seen copulating on nearby burned tree, flying to nest a few times, and one adult chased off 
a raven. Both male and female seen bringing nesting material to nest. Pair becomes agitated at 200 feet from 
nest. Nest appears to be complete. - AHill
04/11/2012 - At 0638, male brought prey to female perched near the nest. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Female lying in nest with male perched 200 feet away at 0757. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0615. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0709. - HWinfrey

TBD

CACW Cactus Wren
(Inactive)

040312_hwey_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/3/2012 TBD 04/03/2012 - CACW observed bringing grassy material to loose globular nest placed on prickly pear leaf. Nest is 
40% complete. Male singing constantly from perch above nest during visit. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - CACW singing at nest which appears 60% complete, lacking an entrance and lining. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Nest shows only minor improvements since last visit. CACW on site and working on new nest to 
southeast. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No changes to this nest; CACW still busy on territory and adjacent nest. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Nest shows some indications of maintenance, but still not fully enclosed. No CACW detected. - 
RRadd

TBD

GRRO Greater Roadrunner 040312_hwey_02 CP62-2-E-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/3/2012 TBD 04/03/2012 - 2 Greater Roadrunners were observed gathering coarse woody materials and adding them to a 
concealed nest within an ornamental Bougainvillea shrub adjacent to paved driveway. Materials were roughly 
pencil-sized, indicating that nest building began recently. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - No GRRO detections during 30 minute observation on rainy morning. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - GRRO gathers nest lining material on adjacent lawn at 1100 and carries to nest. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - GRRO pair nest exchange at 0901 after rainy night; dry adult goes to nest under bombardment from 
NOMO pair, then wet adult departs. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - GRRO brings lizard to nest at 1055. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 040312_hwey_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/3/2012 TBD 04/03/2012 - 2 Bushtits were observed adding nesting materials at 1030. Nest appears 80% complete. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest appears to now be 100% constructed and fully decorated externally. Male returns to nest, 
conducts nest exchange, and female departs, followed after a few seconds by the male. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Adult enters nest at 1231 and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity observed at nest during steady rain. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040312_hwey_04 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/3/2012 TBD 04/03/2012 - A male and a female House Finch were observed adding fine nesting material to nest at 1146. - 
HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female incubates 5 eggs. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - 4 nestlings visible in nest, 2-3 days old. Male and female perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Nestlings in nest. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Nestlings visible in nest. Immediately after checking nest, biologist was asked to leave private 
property. - HWinfrey

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 040312_mkhn_01 EP98-1-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/3/2012 TBD 04/03/2012 - Nest stage unknown, but likely egg laying; 2 adults within 2 feet of nest, but neither entered nest or 
was seen carrying nesting material or food during 15 minutes of passive observation. - MKuehn
04/12/2012 - Nest is in good shape, but no Bushtits observed or heard in area during 25 minute period. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Both adults visited nest with food at 1730. Nestlings could be heard begging inside nest when each 
parent entered, from 15 feet away. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Adults still feeding young in nest. Very loud begging can be heard from 25 feet away. Fledging 
should occur in next several days. - MKuehn

TBD
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CATH California Thrasher 040412_ahll_01 EP36-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Traffic 20 100 80 80 Presumed Fledged 4/4/2012 4/20/2012 04/04/2012 - Observed adult bringing food material to nest and visiting nest a few times, singing in area, and 
chasing off Western Scrub-jays that were perching close to nest location. Was able to check nest contents with an 
extended mirror, and observed at least one nestling. Nestling still has natal down, eyes appear to still be closed, 
and is not vocalizing, Nestling is probably 3 days old post-hatching, and CATH take about 14-17 days to fledge, 
which means this nestling hatched on April 2, and should fledge between April 15-18. - AHill
04/11/2012 - No CATH observed during heavy rain. Nest not approached. Buffer stakes relocated from 100 feet to 
80 feet. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. Adult heard calling nearby. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Nestlings remain in nest. - HWinfrey
04/20/2012 - Nest is empty. No sign of predation. Fresh fecal matter on edge of nest. Nest presumed fledged. - 
HWinfrey

Yes

BEWR Bewick's Wren 040412_elss_01 EP93-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/4/2012 TBD 04/04/2012 - Pair was observed bringing grass nesting material to cavity. They brought material 4 times during 
the 1-hour observation period. - ELoveless
04/12/2012 - No Bewick's Wrens observed or heard in area. The position of the cavity entrance and wet 
appearance of the cavity indicates that rainfall yesterday may have affected the nest site. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - Passively observed nest from a concealed location 10 feet away for 20 minutes. After 10 minutes, an 
adult approached the nest carrying a white feather in its bill and entered the cavity, remaining inside for the next 
10+ minutes. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Passively observed nest from a concealed location 10 feet away for 30 minutes. No BEWR were 
detected within 30 feet of nest, and there was no activity at cavity. - MKuehn

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040412_hwey_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/4/2012 TBD 04/04/2012 - House Finch observed adding nesting material to underside of trailer at 0719. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female HOFI lying in nest during rain event. Nest does not appear substantial enough to receive an 
egg. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest contains 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Female HOFI flies to nest and stays 1202. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOFI continue to visit this nest. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040412_hwey_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 18 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/4/2012 5/2/2012 04/04/2012 - A pair of House Finches were observed adding green leafy nesting materials to nest. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - HOFI pair continues to visit this nest, but no incubation is yet in progress. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - HOFI activity continues here but unable to determine if nesting against the trunk or in old HOOR 
nest. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Much HOFI activity around this palm but no birds observed on nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Hanging nest (2011 HOOR NID 7002553) is no longer present. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 040412_hwey_03 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 30 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/4/2012 5/2/2012 04/04/2012 - Female on nest with 1 egg. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - HOFI on nest containing 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/14/2012 - HOFI continues incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Wind has blown fabric back, and nest is open to the sky with 3 freshly hatched young and at least 
one unhatched egg. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest is empty and depredated. Young and eggs were lost following exposure when sheltering fence 
fabric was blown away from nest by unknown agents. Nest was subject to weather and prop wash as a result of a 
location directly under the helicopter flight line, as well as being situated on an unstable substrate. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 040412_hwey_05 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/4/2012 5/2/2012 04/04/2012 - Female on nest which contained 2 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - HOFI at nest containing 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - HOFI at nest containing at least 3 unfeathered young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest contains 3 nestlings. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest is empty with many feces at rim suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

CORA Common Raven 040412_hwey_06 CP41-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/4/2012 4/6/2012 04/04/2012 - Two Common Ravens were observed adding sticks to nest, which is less than 5% complete. Birds 
made 3 trips with nesting material during 5 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and 
through adherence to the NBMMP. Following concurrence, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and 
removed the partially constructed Common Raven nest in the presence of an avian biologist. The nest area was 
photographed as well. At the time of removal the nest was approximately 10% constructed and contained no eggs 
or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed 
nest. - MDicus

No
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BUSH Bushtit 040412_jdus_01 EP91-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 4 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/4/2012 4/27/2012 04/04/2012 - Biologist heard Bushtit along road near EP91 on EP92-N and saw a Bushtit individual fly to the nest. 
The nest appears complete. Later a male was seen carrying nesting material to the nest, and little activity was 
observed thereafter; therefore it is possible that the female is incubating. There are numerous WESJ around, so 
discretion is appropriate when observing. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard during 30-minute observation period. Nest looks good after rainfall 
yesterday. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - No activity at nest and no BUSH detected in area in 20 minutes of passive observation. Top of nest 
may be damaged, and small pieces of nesting material seen resting in branches below nest. Otherwise nest 
appears in good condition. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - No activity at nest or in area for 20 minutes. Close inspection of nest revealed it has been torn open 
from south side in middle, and at top. Likely depredated, but unknown whether it contained eggs, and no eggshell 
fragments could be found under nest. - MKuehn

N/A

WTKI White-tailed Kite 040412_ltiw_01 Suncrest-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/4/2012 TBD 04/04/2012 - A biomonitor reported a White-tailed Kite nest. The pair was observed bringing sticks to a nest. On 
4/4, an avian biologist observed the female on the nest for about 10 minutes, with the male nearby. For the rest 
of the 30-minute observation period, the female was perched at the nest, so it is presumed she is egg-laying. At 
one point, both birds mobbed and drove off a Common Raven that flew nearby. The kites did not react to the 
biologist parking at the access road edge. A 500-foot buffer was established. - LTymkiw
04/11/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0749. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Female on nest at 0849. - HWinfrey
04/25/2012 - Male brings food to female perched off nest at 0640. Female immediately returns to nest and 
assumes incubating posture. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0945. - HWinfrey

TBD

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 040412_vers_01 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/4/2012 TBD 04/04/2012 - The on-site biomonitor observed a pair of Northern Mockingbirds making numerous trips with 
nesting material to a laurel sumac about 45 feet from the work area. The pair made trips throughout the day 
while construction was occurring. - VEurs
04/12/2012 - Nest is an approximately 60% complete basket of twigs and has yet to receive lining. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest appears complete and lined, but contains no eggs. NOMO on site. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - NOMO alarming and scolding at 40 feet; did not approach closer. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040412_vers_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/4/2012 TBD 04/04/2012 - During a sweep of the work area, the on-site biomonitor discovered a nearly complete nest in a 
laurel sumac. It appears to be a Lesser Goldfinch nest, but during subsequent observations, both LEGO and House 
Finches were seen carrying material to the nest. At this point, it is unclear which species is settling in the nest. - 
VEurs
04/06/2012 - Originally, the nest was thought to belong to a LEGO; however, a HOFI occupies this nest now. - 
LThoreson
04/12/2012 - HOFI attending nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs, but HOFI not observed at nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI appears to depart off this nest which still contains 3 eggs. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040512_hwey_02 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/5/2012 TBD 04/05/2012 - Nest is complete, contains 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs and 2 hatched young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - 3 nestlings and 2 unhatched eggs. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nestlings are large and feathered and should fledge in a few days. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040512_hwey_03 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/5/2012 TBD 04/05/2012 - Complete nest with 5 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest contains 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest contains unfeathered young approximately 2 days old. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest contains at least 4 nestlings. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nestlings are large and feathered and should fledge in a few days. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 040512_jdus_01 EP99-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 40 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/5/2012 4/12/2012 04/05/2012 - Bushtit pair made multiple trips to nest with material. Nest is 70% constructed. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - Completed Bushtit nest has been depredated, as evidenced by at least 2 holes poked into the nest, 
in the neck of the nest, and a large hole in the chamber. Interior of chamber is lined with fine grass, but there is 
no sign of eggs, eggshells, or adults in nest or in the surrounding area. Nesting chronology indicates that eggs may 
have been present at the time of the depredation event, but it is inconclusive, therefore the outcome is 
Indeterminate. - PKonrad

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 040512_jdus_02 EP99-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 3 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/5/2012 4/20/2012 04/05/2012 - Pair brings material to 25% constructed nest. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No Bushtits heard or observed during 45 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No BUSH activity at or near nest in 30 minutes. Nesting material present in described location, but 
less than 25% of a complete nest, indicating nest site was abandoned before completion or nest was built beyond 
25% and then destroyed somehow. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No
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BEWR Bewick's Wren 040512_jdus_03 EP99-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 28 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/5/2012 4/27/2012 04/05/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material to cavity. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No Bewick's Wrens observed or heard during 45-minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No BEWR detected in area for 30 minutes. No nesting material can be seen through cavity opening. 
Should be incubating now if building on 4/5, but could be egg-laying. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Observed nest from a concealed location 15 feet away for 30 minutes. No BEWR activity observed at 
this nest today, or since it was found on 4/5, despite 3 long periods of observation. Unknown if nest construction 
was ever completed or if eggs were laid. No eggshell fragments found in vicinity of cavity opening. Assuming nest 
never reached active stage. Possible dummy nest site. - MKuehn

N/A

HOFI House Finch 040512_jdus_04 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/5/2012 TBD 04/05/2012 - Yard monitor Kelsey observed pair bringing material to nest (10% constructed) with grading work 
occurring 10 feet away. - JDicus
04/10/2012 - Female was seen bringing stick nesting material very frequently, with male following close behind 
her and singing when perched on wheel while female was tending to nest. Pair still came to nest while generator 
was running 13 feet away. Male has pale yellow coloration. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Nest appears to be complete. Observer did not observe House Finches go to nest, but heard singing 
within 100 feet. - AHill
04/18/2012 - No activity observed at nest during helicopter flights 50-100 feet of nests. Helicopter buffer was 
expanded from 30 horizontal feet to 100 feet. - AHill
04/25/2012 - No HOFI observed in area, and no activity at nest. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Biomonitor K. Hoyt reports seeing female fly in to nest. Unable to view nest contents. - HWinfrey

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 040512_ltiw_01 GS-NF-25 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/5/2012 TBD 04/05/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed carrying nesting material to a nest in a coast live oak that is about 
25% complete. The pair made 6 trips to the nest in about 30 minutes of observation. A 50-foot buffer was 
established. The pair continued to bring material to the nest with the avian biologist about 45 feet away, 
recording data. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - At least one adult scolding WESJ in nest tree upon arrival of biologist. No birds visited nest for next 
30 minutes. Then one BUSH brought fluffy material inside nest 3 times in 10 minutes. Never observed pair 
together. Likely lining nest cup. Outside of nest appears complete. - MKuehn
04/19/2012 - Birds observed entering nest on regular basis. Nest looks complete. - VNovik
04/28/2012 - No BUSH at nest or detected in area for 30 minutes. Nest appears intact and complete. - MKuehn

TBD

CORA Common Raven 040512_mdus_01 CP36-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/5/2012 4/10/2012 04/05/2012 - Biomonitor Lorena Bernal observed a pair of Common Ravens making 2 trips with nest material to 
the northwest corner of tower CP36-1.The avian monitor later observed one adult carrying a stick to the tower 
while the crew stood at the base. At this point, the nest consists of only 1-2 sticks. - MDicus
04/06/2012 - Ravens observed making 1 trip to nest with material, but nest is not noticeably more complete than 
yesterday. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and 
through adherence to the NBMMP. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman 
was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common Raven nest. At the time of 
removal, the nest was approximately 80% constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting 
bird deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. The nest area was 
photographed before and after removal and following installation of the deterrent. The nest is located on a 
structure required for upcoming wire pulling. A delay due to allowing the nest cycle to continue would likely 
prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system 
reliability. Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 4/9/2012. - MDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 040512_mkhn_01 CP88-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/5/2012 4/5/2012 04/05/2012 - A House Finch was observed carrying nesting material to mesh netting around base of tower. 
Biomonitor K. Vittum reported birds made 2 dozen trips with material this morning. The House Finches continued 
to bring material while 5 vehicles were parked 40 feet from nest and 8 project personnel stood 15 feet from 
tower. These House Finches were not disturbed by human presence. SDG&E requires access to these poles 
sporadically over the next few weeks to conduct QA/QC work identified in the recently completed testing. This 
testing is critical to energizing the line, and this nest would have precluded access to testing areas if allowed to 
progress, since nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction. After determining that there were no eggs 
present, this nest material was removed and photographed. Additional mylar tape was placed around brackets 
and sagging areas of mesh netting were pulled tight in the attempt to eliminate potential future nest sites. - 
MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 040512_mkhn_02 CP49 Temp Work Area Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/5/2012 4/5/2012 04/05/2012 - Onsite biomonitor saw HOFI visit nest while carrying nesting material. Avian biologist later observed 
pair visiting nest with female carrying nest material. Nest was mostly lined and approximately 95% complete and 
contained no eggs. Nest site was photographed and nest was removed, per the NBMMP, based on need for wire 
on the spool for current wire stringing operations at CP49-CP55, which needed to be moved today. Work has 
been occurring within 20 feet of nest and deterrents, including mylar tape and mesh netting that were in place on 
outside of spools, but not in the small pocket where the nest was established. Nest was not a candidate for a 
buffer reduction since the nest substrate needed to be moved. SDG&E will cover these openings after spools are 
moved to new location. - MKuehn

No
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HOFI House Finch 040512_vers_01 Jacumba Valley Ranch CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/5/2012 4/5/2012 04/05/2012 - On-site biomonitor P.K. Sharp observed a pair of House Finches making repeated trips with nesting 
material to the front of a crane. An avian biologist came to inspect the crane and discovered a 60% complete, 
unlined nest. The birds continued to visit the crane and nest as the nest was being documented. Nest was 
removed prior to eggs or young being present, based on Construction's need to use equipment the following 
week to install a guard structure at the EP247. Anticipated nest cycle that would have precluded the usage of the 
equipment. - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 040512_vnik_01 EP82 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 85 100 85 85 Indeterminate 4/5/2012 4/29/2012 04/05/2012 - Pair bringing nesting material to nest. Nest appears to have suffered damage, possibly from jays; 
large chunk torn out. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - Nest passively observed for 30 minutes. No activity at nest but BUSH observed foraging within 20 
feet of nest. - MKuehn
04/19/2012 - Observed pair near nest. One Bushtit entered nest. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - Nest has been usurped by a mouse. After 30 minutes of passive observation with no BUSH activity 
at or near nest, the nest was inspected and found to have a small hole in the bottom, on the south side. When 
probed with a finger, a mouse emerged out of the top (entrance) of the nest. Unknown whether nest ever 
contained eggs, and no eggshells could be found on the ground below nest. - MKuehn

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 040612_ahll_01 EP24-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 10 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 4/27/2012 04/06/2012 - One adult was seen flying to adult several times, singing and calling, then quickly leaving nest. No 
material was seen being carried.  On one visit, a bird emerged from the nest, and the pair flew off together to 
presumably forage. Nest is complete and appears weathered, implying that the birds have been at this nest for 
some time. - AHill
04/13/2012 - Adult visits nest at 0708. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - 2 adults bringing food to nest at 0858. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - No activity observed from 0740 to 0820. Nest is in good condition with no sign of predation. Nest 
presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040612_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - Nest appears to be complete. Pair was seen flying around nest and perching within a couple of feet 
and singing. - AHill
04/12/2012 - Observed 4 eggs in nest, and observed House Finches nearby singing. Did not directly observe 
female going to nest. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Observed female incubating and saw her fly off nest. Nest contains 5 eggs. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Female was on nest brooding, then flew off. Avian biologist was able to check the nest and observed 
2 eggs and 3 small hatchlings, probably 1-2 days old. - AHill
05/02/2012 - Observed female leave nest on own accord. Nest contains at least 2 nestlings and 1 unfertilized egg. - 
AHill

TBD

BANO Barn Owl 040612_bald_01 69kV-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - Eggshell fragments discovered underneath steel monopole, which fledged BANO in 2011. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - No activity observed from 0835 to 0850. However, there is a BANO feather and numerous pellets 
and rodent bones at the base of the monopole, as well as significant amounts of whitewash. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Pre-fledgling Barn Owl found dead in northwestern portion of Sycamore Substation. No indication 
of cause of death. This pre-fledgling owl may have come out of the nest in the steel monopole just outside the 
northwest corner of the fenced substation as a result of the very heavy winds and rain last night. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - No activity or new sign observed. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - On 28 April 2012, a fully developed and feathered juvenile Barn Owl was found in the moat for 
Transformer Bank 71 with just a few downy feather remnants. This owl was laying on its side, alive but dying from 
some unknown cause. There was no sign of trauma or injury. The owl was removed from the substation and 
placed at the base of the nest pole, outside the fence. It died shortly thereafter. This owl died of unknown 
reasons, but left the nest successfully, and is considered to represent a successful fledging event. There was no 
work occurring when the dying owl was discovered early in the morning. - BArnold
05/02/2012 - Fledgling observed flying about nest monopole at 1400. Remained perched on steel peg just below 
middle southeastern arm. Nest continues to successfully produce fledglings. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_02 Stringing Site A Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - HOFI observed flying to nest. 6 eggs in nest. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female quietly in nest. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult left nest, 6 eggs on nest. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - At least 4 nestlings in nest, no eggs observed. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_03 Stringing Site A Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - Fresh material in nest. New egg on lower screen of fan below the nest, recently fell out. No eggs in 
nest. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female seen exiting below the nest. Returned soon after, settled on nest. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult left nest, 4 eggs present. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Four eggs in nest. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_04 Stringing Site A Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 10 100 10 10 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/6/2012 4/23/2012 04/06/2012 - Female HOFI observed on nest. Was not affected by presence of two biologists within 5 vertical feet. 
- BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female quietly on nest, unperturbed by biologist's presence nearby. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult HOFI on nest. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Nest is no longer on ledge on side of transformer. Rather, it has fallen into the transformer 'moat' 
south of the transformer. There is no sign of eggshells or feathers on the ground or anywhere in the area. Likely 
predation by the pair of nesting CORA in the substation. This nest was relatively exposed, as it was not placed in a 
hidden location. Rather it was in plain view on the transformer's side. Nest is now closed. - BArnold

No
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HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_05 Stringing Site A Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - Nest with 2 eggs. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female quietly on nest at 1123. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult on nest, 6 eggs. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Female flushed from nest at 2 feet. Several nestlings (maybe 5), 1 egg. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_06 Stringing Site A Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - HOFI observed entering and exiting tube with nest material on 4 April. Adults continue to enter on 6 
April, but with no nest material. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Almost immediately, a pair of HOFI landed near the tube entrance. The female entered the tube 
were she remained for the duration of the observation period (about 25 minutes). The male perched about 25 
feet away, sang briefly, flew off and did not approach the nest for the rest of the observation period. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Valerie Eurs observed female enter nest and remain for 20 minutes, until end of observation period. 
- BArnold
04/23/2012 - Multiple singing males in 69kV rack superstructure, but no activity associated with this nest during 
30-minute observation period. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - No activity observed during 45-minute observation period. HOFIs heard and seen in 69kV rack, but 
not at nest. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_07 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

69kv Tie Line Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - HOFI entering and exiting open tube end repeatedly. Previously seen entering with nest material. - 
BArnold
04/14/2012 - It is unclear what is occurring here. A male perched just below the entrance for several minutes 
before flying off. A female emerged, sat at the entrance for a short period and then flew to the adjacent tube to 
the east. A different male was perched in this tube, but they shared the space with no aggressive behavior. They 
remained in the tube together for several minutes before he flew off. She remained in the entrance for another 5 
minutes before flying off to the east, the same direction as the male. Neither returned before the end of the 
observation period (25 minutes overall). - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Multiple singing males in 69kV rack superstructure, but no activity associated with this nest during 
30-minute observation period. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - No activity observed during 45-minute observation period. HOFIs heard and observed in 69kV rack, 
but not at nest. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_08 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

69kv Tie Line Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - HOFI observed repeatedly entering and exiting open tube end. Previously observed entering with 
nesting material. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - A male sat at the entrance for a few minutes before being joined by a female who flew from the 
tube directly west. They remained in the tube together for several minutes before he flew off. She remained in 
the entrance for another 5 minutes before flying off to the east, the same direction as the male. Neither returned 
before the end of the observation period (25 minutes overall). - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Multiple singing males in 69kV rack superstructure, but no activity associated with this nest during 
30-minute observation period. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - No activity observed during 45-minute observation period. HOFIs heard and observed in 69kV rack, 
but not at nest. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040612_hwey_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - Female House Finch observed adding green vegetation to nest with male perched nearby. - 
HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Male and female flew from the nest at the start of the observation period. The female returned 
within 2 minutes and settled quietly on the nest. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Female observed on nest; left briefly when noticed my presence. - LThoreson
05/01/2012 - Female spent the majority of the observation on the nest, making 2 brief trips away. The male made 
2 brief visits to the nest while the female was there, but it is unclear if he was carrying any food. No nestlings 
were heard when the female returned to the nest. - VEurs

TBD

CORA Common Raven 040612_hwey_02 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/6/2012 4/6/2012 04/06/2012 - 2 Common Ravens observed adding sticks to nest. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), scheduled to occur on 4/9/12, per 
agency concurrence and through adherence to the NBMMP. The nest was only 25% constructed and contained no 
eggs or nestlings. Mylar flash tape was previously installed on the base of the tower. Following concurrence, in 
the presence of a biomonitor, a lineman climbed the tower and removed the partially constructed Common 
Raven nest. The nest area was photographed as well. At the time of removal (approximately 13:00), the nest was 
25% constructed and contained no eggs or young. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently installed 
in the tower in place of the removed nest. A pair of Common Ravens was observed flying in the vicinity of the 
tower but displayed no other behaviors. - MDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 040612_hwey_03 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - Female House Finch observed carrying small twigs to nest. Nest is 5% complete. This nest is in the 
same location and is likely the same pair as closed nest 032312_fhan_01. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - HOFI pair continue to ferry material to this location. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - HOFI lying in nest at 1215. Mate guarding. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI at nest. - RRadd

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 040612_hwey_04 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Grading 400 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/6/2012 4/27/2012 04/06/2012 - Male and female Phainopepla adding nest material. Nest is 10% complete. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Male PHAI lying in complete nest. - RRadd
04/22/2012 - Male PHAI on nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest has fallen - presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No
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HOFI House Finch 040612_jdus_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips to 100% constructed nest during 1-hour observation. - JDicus
04/15/2012 - HOFI pair visiting and defending this nest, but not observed incubating at 1331. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Female visits nest repeatedly under watchful company of male at 1738. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040612_lgan_01 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/6/2012 4/6/2012 04/06/2012 - A House Finch pair was seen building a nest in the underside of the right front corner of a parked 
flatbed trailer in the Upper Alpine Yard despite vehicles driving by within 15 feet. The finches nested in the trailer, 
even though mylar flash tape had been tied in several locations, including within 1 foot on either side of the nest, 
and continuous Project activities had occurred within the yard. The Alpine Yard monitor observed the female 
House Finch making 3 trips to the nest with nesting material at 9:30 am, and the avian biologist observed the 
House Finch visiting the nest at 11:30 am. Construction personnel required use of the flatbed trailer before the 
estimated completion of the nest cycle. Additionally, the idle equipment would be subject to additional nesting 
attempts further delaying use of the trailer. Nest was removed following the NBMMP. The nest was 
approximately 60% complete with no eggs or young present. - LGorman

No

HOFI House Finch 040612_lgan_02 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE4

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - The Suncrest Substation monitor observed a House Finch pair bringing nest material in two trips 
between 10:00 and 11:00. The pair was observed perched on the 500 kV Disconnect, just above the nest, by the 
avian biologist while logging the nest at 14:20. A small amount of nest material was visible when viewing from the 
south. - LGorman
04/13/2012 - No activity observed at nest. HOFI pair perched 50 feet away from nest. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0807. Biologist A. Farmer reports passive observations 
of female on nest throughout the past week. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest. On-site monitor A. Farmer reports seeing pair make only two brief 
visits to nest over past week without bringing additional nest material. - HWinfrey

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 040612_lton_01 CP65-1-PS-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - Female did not leave the nest while the GPS location was being recorded. Female does not seem 
affected by the constant noise of equipment grading 50 feet away. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - LEGO female on nest did not flush during observation. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - LEGO female on nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest is empty 1 day after severe weather. LEGO activity on territory continues, but not seen at this 
nest. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040612_lton_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Grading 100 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 4/20/2012 04/06/2012 - Female did not leave the nest while the GPS location was being recorded. Female does not seem 
affected by constant noise of equipment grading 100 feet away. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - Nest contains at least 3 unfeathered nestlings. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest is intact and empty with numerous feces about the rim, suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

CALT California Towhee 040612_lton_03 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Grading 200 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 4/20/2012 04/06/2012 - There are 3 eggs and 1 very new nestling. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - Adult CALT carrying food to nest at 1116. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest contains 1 unhatched egg. Remainder of brood is presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

CORA Common Raven 040612_mdus_03 CP39 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/6/2012 4/9/2012 04/06/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed making several trips with sticks to a nest located 
approximately 100 feet above ground in structure CP39. The nest is approximately 20% complete. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - The nest was removed in the presence of an avian biologist to facilitate construction (wire 
stringing), per agency concurrence and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present on the site 
included mylar flash tape tied to the base of the tower. Following concurrence, a lineman climbed to the top of 
the tower and removed the almost fully constructed Common Raven nest. The nest was photographed prior to 
removal, and it was checked for eggs or nestlings. At the time of removal (approximately 13:30), the nest was over 
90% constructed but contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently 
installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. A pair of Common Ravens was observed flying around the 
tower and vocalizing for approximately 10 minutes prior to leaving the area. - MDicus

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 040612_mkhn_01 EP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - Adult Bewick's Wrens observed carrying food in area and flying to rock pile. Female entered cavity 
with food and remained for 10 minutes. Male then entered with food, and begging calls were barely audible to 
biologist from 30 feet. Brooding by female and relatively low begging amplitude indicate nestlings are fairly early 
in development (likely 1-6 days of age). - MKuehn
04/16/2012 - After 10 minutes of observation, a Bewick's Wren was observed exiting the nesting cavity. - 
SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren making 2 trips with food to cavity within 30 minutes. - SJohnston
04/23/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren carrying food item into cavity. - SJohnston
05/02/2012 - Observed BEWR food into nesting cavity. Begging calls from the cavity were heard as the BEWR 
called from outside the cavity. - SJohnston

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 040612_vnik_01 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/6/2012 4/6/2012 04/06/2012 - Monitor reported seeing House Finch carrying nesting material to nest. Nest appears 40% complete. 
No affinity was observed at the nest while under observation by the avian biologist. Due to access to water lines 
within 4 feet of the nest on a daily basis being necessary to ensure the water tank was not compromised, the nest 
was not a candidate for a buffer reduction. Access to these lines later in the nesting stage would have likely 
resulted in repeated flushing of the incubating female, making the nest vulnerable to failure. Based on need to 
access specific areas of the truck, the nest was removed following NBMMP stipulations at 1530. Deterrents 
present on the truck included mylar flash tape and plastic covering cavities. No eggs or young were present, and 
the nest was photographed. - VNovik

No

BUSH Bushtit 040712_ghan_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/7/2012 TBD 04/07/2012 - G. Huffman observed Bushtits carrying material numerous times from Nest ID 022312_phrd_03, and 
constructing in a whitethorn chaparral (Ceanothus leucodermis) 8 feet above ground in dense vegetation between 
CP55 pull site and tower. Nest appears to be 50% complete. Pair that constructed nest is likely to be the same 
from the nest they are gathering from. View nest ID mentioned above for specific details concerning previously 
closed nest observations. - KAlberts
04/13/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete, though a little ragged at the bottom. No BUSH detected while 
helicopter work in progress overhead - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No activity observed during 15-minute observation. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - While small troupe of BUSH foraging in vicinity of nest, 2 approach and briefly inspect nest, 
subsequently return to foraging and do not revisit during remainder of 30-minute observation. - RRadd

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 040712_jdus_01 EP249-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 400 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/7/2012 4/20/2012 04/07/2012 - Female incubating during initial observation, then nest exchange and male incubates 2 eggs in nest. - 
JDicus
04/13/2012 - Female incubating; male territorial, perching nearby and calling softly. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No Phainopeplas observed in area; nest empty but in good shape with intact bowl - closed. - 
PKonrad

No

HOFI House Finch 040712_jdus_02 EP249-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 320 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/7/2012 4/20/2012 04/07/2012 - Female incubating 4 eggs in nest. - JDicus
04/13/2012 - Female brooding newly hatched nestlings. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No House Finches in area and small nest is empty; no sign of nestlings. Nest does not have usual 
droppings on rim of nest left by nestlings - closed. - PKonrad

No

CATH California Thrasher 040712_jpki_01 EP32-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 500 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/7/2012 4/14/2012 04/07/2012 - Adult singing and displaying agitation in vicinity of nest shrub after which nest was discovered. At 
least 2 fully feathered (about 1.5 week old) young present in nest. Young should be expected to fledge in no more 
than 2 weeks. - JPawlicki
04/14/2012 - Nest is empty and in good condition. No evidence of predation. Green leaf litter in nest indicates 
nest was vacated before recent storm. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040712_ltiw_01 GS-BLM-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 3 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/7/2012 4/27/2012 04/07/2012 - Female House Finch was observed entering a clump of dead mistletoe. About 20 minutes later, the 
male flew over, and the pair began calling back and forth. The female then left the nest, flew to the male and was 
fed by him. The brood patch was visible. She then flew back and entered the nest again. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - Female House Finch incubating on nest built within mistletoe. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No adult at the nest initially, but a female House Wren soon came to nest and left again, presumably 
to feed small nestlings. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 20 minute observation period, but male House Finch was singing 
nearby periodically. When nest was checked at close quarters, the nest was vacant but in good used condition; 
that observation, when combined with the nest history, suggests the nestlings successfully fledged in the past 
couple days - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 040712_ltiw_02 GS-BLM-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/7/2012 TBD 04/07/2012 - Adult did not flush and was standing on nest. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - California Thrasher incubating tight on nest. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Unattended nest with 3 medium-sized brown downy nestlings was covered by brooding adult while 
avian biologist checked nest from 3 feet away. Second California Thrasher called and performed distraction 
displays 15 feet northeast. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Nest has 3 medium-sized brown nestlings with small wing feathers erupted; adults tried to distract 
away from nest by calling and perching prominently or running on ground, and flying low in open. - PKonrad

TBD

CALT California Towhee 040712_ltiw_03 GS-BLM-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/7/2012 TBD 04/07/2012 - Nice bowl-shaped grass nest of brome grass with 1 light-blue egg with dark brown spots. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - No towhees observed or heard; no nest found after 2 extensive searches of a dozen apricot shrubs 
in the immediate area, concentrating on those nearest GPS location. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - California Towhees territorial at nest with 3 pale-blue eggs. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Nest has 3 small brown downy nestlings, with territorial California Towhees nearby. - PKonrad

TBD

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 040712_lton_01 EP78-A-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/7/2012 TBD 04/07/2012 - Nest appears 90% complete. Bio-monitor observed WESJ carrying nesting material to the nest and 
perching in shrubs within the vicinity. Joe Henry (avian biologist) talked to monitor, saw nest, and staked buffer. - 
LThoreson
04/13/2012 - Nest appears lined and complete, but contains no eggs. No WESJ detected in immediate area. - 
MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No WESJ observed in area. Nest empty and appears the same as on previous visit. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Nest appears complete and no different from previous visit. Contains no eggs, and no WESJ 
detected in area. - MKuehn

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 040712_mdus_01 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/7/2012 4/21/2012 04/07/2012 - Yard monitor found female on nest during routine yard sweeps. - MDicus
04/14/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest has been exposed to weather, is empty and deteriorating. - RRadd

No

WREN Wrentit 040712_mkhn_01 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 60 100 60 60 Nest did not reach active stage 4/7/2012 4/29/2012 04/07/2012 - Adults observed carrying nesting material to nest twice. Male sang 3 times 2 feet from nest after 
depositing material, with biologist crouched 10 feet away. Nest rim is mostly formed, but lining has not yet begun. 
- MKuehn
04/16/2012 - Nest remains unlined with poorly defined cup. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Funnel spider web covering nest, which remains unlined. No activity observed. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Nest remains unimproved with spider web covering nest undisturbed since last visit. It appears that 
this nesting attempt has been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 040712_mkhn_02 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 20 100 20 20 Presumed Fledged 4/7/2012 4/21/2012 04/07/2012 - 2 adults entered cavity carrying food with biologist observing from 10 feet away. One entered and 
remained 3 minutes before the second entered with food. One adult then left immediately, carrying a fecal sac. 
No begging could be heard from cavity during feeding visits, indicating they may be very young. - MKuehn
04/16/2012 - BEWR carries food to nest at 1225 then departs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1115 to 1145. Nest examined closely and found to be empty with 
no sign of predation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 040712_vers_01 GS-BLM-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 150 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/7/2012 4/20/2012 04/07/2012 - During a general bird survey, the biologist saw a Bushtit land in a shrub 2 feet away, carrying downy 
material. Upon examining the juniper, a nearly-complete nest was discovered. Both adults subsequently brought 
more downy material that they added to the nest. The nest is just to the north of the path to the wire-pull staging 
area. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - Nest appears complete, but no Bushtits observed or heard. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Hole torn open at bottom of nest chamber; no eggs, eggshells, nestlings, or adults observed at nest 
or in area. Nest has been predated - closed. - PKonrad

No

HOWR House Wren 040912_hwey_01 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/9/2012 TBD 04/09/2012 - House Wren observed vigorously chasing other HOWR away from area near cavity. HOWR entered 
nest cavity at 0715 and remained inside for 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest at 0815. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - Male brings food to female outside nest. Female enters cavity and remains inside. Male perches and 
sings outside nest entrance. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - House Wren entering nest at 0936, did not appear to be carrying food. - HWinfrey

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 040912_hwey_02 EP32-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/9/2012 TBD 04/09/2012 - Nest appears complete. 2 Bushtits initially flushed from nest when discovered. 1 Bushtit returned, 
entered nest, and remained inside while buffer was staked. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH at nest at 0920. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - Adult enters nest with food at 0822 and departs shortly after. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0820. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0808. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Adult leaves nest at 0658. - HWinfrey

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 040912_hwey_03 Alpine CY Construction Yards Chaparrals Traffic 50 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/9/2012 4/30/2012 04/09/2012 - Male feeding female at nest when first detected. Both departed upon approach, but female 
returned to nest and was observed incubating while buffer stakes were installed. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Female on nest at 1309. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity at nest and no LEGOs detected in area. COHA perched 50 feet from nest. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity at nest from 1030 to 1045. Nest examined and found to be empty. Nest is in good 
condition with no indication of predation. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

RCSP Rufous-crowned Sparrow 040912_jdus_01 CP55/56 PS Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/9/2012 4/30/2012 04/09/2012 - While driving in access road, 3 white eggs were found within nest, small grass cup nest (100% 
constructed). The eggs in the nest were visible from driver's seat. While watching from a distance of 50 feet, a 
Rufous-crowned Sparrow was seen lying on the nest incubating. - JDicus
04/18/2012 - Observed by avian monitor, Garrett Huffman. Female seen leaving nest, and eggs remain present. - 
JDicus
04/24/2012 - 2 small orange gapes of recently hatched nestlings visible protruding above rim of nest. Observation 
made from vehicle while driving in. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Nest is clean and empty and presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040912_jpki_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/9/2012 4/9/2012 04/09/2012 - Yard monitor observed pair in/around grout machine, after which an approximately 90% complete 
nest was found, with no eggs or young present. Nest was apparently built over the course of 4/7 to 4/8. Since the 
grout machine is required for project construction that day, deterrents were present (including location within an 
active CY), and the nest contained no eggs or young, this nest was photographed and then removed, per NBMMP 
stipulations. - JPawlicki

No
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HOFI House Finch 040912_lgan_01 CP96-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 5 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/9/2012 4/9/2012 04/09/2012 - The House Finch nest was being checked to determine what stage it was in by 2 personnel in a 
manlift, under the supervision of an avian biologist. The manlift approached the nest from the north and the nest 
was inspected from the man lift; 1 egg was discovered in the nest. The House Finch pair was not scared away from 
the nest area and did not act disturbed by the manlift inspection process. In fact, the House Finch pair perched on 
the manlift as it was being raised towards the nest. The pair perched on the tower arm, adjacent to the nest, as 
the nest was being examined. After the manlift was lowered back to the ground, the House Finch pair continued 
to visit the nest. This nest was processed for removal, but since an egg was present, it was left intact. - LGorman
04/16/2012 - Biomonitor on site reports finding eggshell fragments under nest. Plastic substrate appears torn. No 
HOFI activity near nest. Nest closed, failure due to natural causes. - HWinfrey

No

CORA Common Raven 040912_mdus_01 CP53-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/9/2012 4/9/2012 04/09/2012 - Biomonitor Morgan McCarthy observed a pair of Common Ravens carrying sticks to structure CP53-
1. The pair made 12 trips to the nest with material. The nest is 5-10% constructed. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and 
through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consisted of mylar flash tape on the base of the tower. 
Following concurrence, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed 
Common Raven nest. The nest area was photographed as well. At the time of removal (approximately 09:30), the 
nest was 5-10% constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was 
subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. A pair of Common Ravens was observed flying in 
the vicinity of the tower but displayed no other behaviors. - MDicus

No

CACW Cactus Wren 040912_mkhn_01 EP225-1/EP226-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/9/2012 TBD 04/09/2012 - After 15 minutes of passive observation, adult vacated nest when biologist was 5 feet away upon 
initial approach for inspection. Pair returned 5 minutes later with biologist 60 feet from nest, and 1 adult re-
entered nest and remained inside for 15 minutes. Neither adult was carrying nesting material. Nest appears 
complete and entrance is at least partially lined. Could not see contents of chamber, except some feathers 
present. - MKuehn
04/14/2012 - Nest is large and in excellent condition, with new soft material lining bottom of entrance for some 
distance into chamber. No Cactus Wrens were observed during 30 minute observation period, but 1 was calling to 
the southwest. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Large nest unchanged and no Cactus Wrens heard or seen in area. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Although other species were vocal in the area this morning, no Cactus Wrens were heard, or seen, 
during 40 minute observation period, in the area, but later a wren was calling 1/4 mile southeast and south of this 
nest. The nest is in good shape with some cotton-like material added to the entrance rim. - PKonrad

TBD

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 040912_pkad_01 EP50-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 30 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/9/2012 4/17/2012 04/09/2012 - Nest used earlier by California Thrashers now has 1 light-turquoise egg with brown speckling that 
looks like a Western Scrub-jay egg considering the size and color. Appears a jay has laid an egg in the nest, 
although no improvements have been made to the former thrasher nest. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Nest empty with some minute leaves in bowl. No birds observed in area associated with nest. No 
eggshells in area beneath or near nest; appears egg(s) taken by predator. - PKonrad

No

HOWR House Wren 040912_vnik_01 EP78-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/9/2012 TBD 04/09/2012 - Observed female carry material to nest on multiple trips. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - In 20 minutes of passive observation from 35 feet away, no birds visited cavity. Male House Wren 
singing in area, but female not detected. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Female collected fine dead grasses from ground 20 feet from nest and carried into cavity. - MKuehn
04/23/2012 - Grading of both east and west pull sites occurred directly adjacent to nest buffer. House Wren pair 
observed vocalizing throughout the day near nest and were observed continually bringing nest material during all 
grading work activities, including dozer activities on border of nest buffer. - RQuilley

TBD

MODO Mourning Dove 040912_vnik_02 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/9/2012 4/27/2012 04/09/2012 - Observed female on nest, appeared to be incubating. Male nearby. When returning to area several 
times later in the day, bird was not on nest. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - Adult incubating. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No adult on or near nest in two checks about 1 hour apart. Cannot see nest contents. Warm 
weather may reduce need for incubating. - MKuehn
04/26/2012 - No activity observed. - RQuilley
04/27/2012 - No activity at nest for 20 minutes, and no bird on nest when checked earlier in the day. Nest has 
been unoccupied since 4/12, on three visits, and is assumed to be empty. No eggshells found on ground below 
nest. Cause of failure is unknown. - MKuehn

No
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WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 040912_vnik_03 EP78/EP78A PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/9/2012 TBD 04/09/2012 - Bird observed incubating on nest. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - Adult incubating. Avian biologist V. Novik changed signs for buffer from 100 to 50 feet. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - After no activity at nest for 20 minutes, contents were checked using a handheld mirror. An adult 
WESJ scolded from 40 feet away. Nest is empty, and no eggshell fragments found in nest or on ground. Nest and 
lining appear to be in good condition. Adult observed on nest in previous visits, but nest contents were never 
checked. Thus, no evidence that eggs were laid yet, and adult may not have been incubating during previous 
visits. Follow up visit should occur in next few days to monitor activity while grading is not taking place close by. - 
MKuehn
04/23/2012 - Grading of both east and west pull sites occurred directly adjacent to nest buffer. Occasional scrub 
jays were seen passing through the area, and one was observed perched within 20 feet of the nest; however, no 
jays were confirmed entering the nest or seen displaying any nesting behavior. - RQuilley

TBD

HOFI House Finch 041012_ahll_01 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/10/2012 TBD 04/10/2012 - Female was seen bringing nesting material to nest while avian biologist was inspecting wheel well 2 
feet away. Male has red coloration. Nest appears to be 40% complete. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Nest appears to be complete. Did not observe House Finches go to nest, but heard singing within 
100 feet. - AHill
04/18/2012 - No activity observed at nest during helicopter flights 50-100 feet of nests. Helicopter buffer was 
expanded from 30 horizontal feet to 100 feet. - AHill
04/25/2012 - No activity at nest, and no HOFI in area. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Female on nest, incubating 4 eggs. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 041012_ahll_02 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/10/2012 4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - While searching for active HOFI nest (041012_ahll_01) in a water stand tank, a second nest with 5 
dead nestlings was found in the same piece of equipment. Based on feather plumage development, nestlings 
appear to have been 7-8 days old when they died. It appears that the nestlings died at some point in the last 
couple of days. Early stages of decomposition and lack of scavengers (such as flies, ants, or beetles) support this 
timeline. Condition of the nestlings and presence of a full clutch (5) indicate that the clutch likely failed due to 
exposure or starvation, rather than predation. Possible causes of failure may include: the adult bird(s) were 
predated themselves, leaving these nestlings with no parental care; the nest was undetected prior to the tank 
being moved from JVR CY to Wilson CY (on April 7th), resulting in the nestlings being left unattended by the adult 
pair; or the adult bird(s) abandoned the nest for unknown reasons. - AHill

No

CORA Common Raven 041012_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/10/2012 TBD 04/10/2012 - Common Ravens placing lining in nest, it appears that they are going to remain with this nest. - 
BArnold
04/14/2012 - Adult at and around nest. - BArnold
04/20/2012 - Adult CORA on nest, apparently incubating. According to bio-monitor, adult has been staying on 
nest for about a week. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Adult observed on nest. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - The CORA left the nest periodically during the work activities, but returned after relatively short 
periods. After work was concluded, the CORA returned to incubating/brooding as before. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - CORA incubating on nest. Second CORA harassing Red-tailed Hawk at southwest corner of 
substation, driving RTHA well to the northwest and away from the nest. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - Adult observed on nest. Displayed no reaction to any work activities. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Adult CORA observed on nest, unaffected by new substation construction activities. - BArnold
05/02/2012 - Adult on nest. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 041012_hwey_01 EP39-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 30 30 Indeterminate 4/10/2012 4/17/2012 04/10/2012 - Female leaves nest at 0650, returns a few minutes later. Male singing nearby. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Nest is no longer present and no birds were observed in the immediate area. Unclear whether nest 
failed due to recent inclement weather, predation, or removal by non-Sunrise substation maintenance personnel, 
as nest was on a door handle and would have necessitated removal by anyone requiring access through that door. 
Nest may or may not have had eggs at the time of failure, therefore the outcome is indeterminate. Nest closed. - 
HWinfrey

N/A
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AMKE American Kestrel 041012_jdus_01 CP11-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/10/2012 TBD 04/10/2012 - Biomonitors L. Bernal and T. Gunter observed AMKE pair copulating on structure, male bringing 
food items to female. Pair defends nest site against European Starlings. Both AMKE individuals have been seen 
entering the nest cavity, but only the last few days, despite biomonitors being present monitoring work for a 
month. Presume nesting stage to be nest building due to the pair only recently using the nest cavity. - JDicus
04/16/2012 - Onsite biomonitors B. Parker and T. Gunter reported the male on a nearby wire in the morning, but 
no sign of the female. During nest monitor's afternoon visit, the male was perched on the nest monopole, and the 
female was still not in evidence - VEurs
04/24/2012 - At the start of the observation, the male was perched a wire near the nest cavity, eating a lizard. He 
moved to a different perch, flew out of sight, and returned to perch on a rung just below the nest cavity. He was 
still holding the lizard and he exchanged vocalizations with the female, who was in the cavity. She exited from the 
bottom of the arm bracket. The pair perched on a nearby wire, where the female gave begging calls. The male 
gave her the lizard remains and then flew out of sight. The female found a new perch, consumed the lizard and 
reentered the nest cavity. Biomonitor T. Gunter reported similar activity on 20 April 2012. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - The pair flew in from the east, calling to each other, and landed on the transmission wire east of the 
monopole. The male flew off again, and the female fluffed her feathers, revealing her brood patch. - VEurs

TBD

CORA Common Raven 041012_jpki_01 EP193-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/10/2012 4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Monitor reported pair of ravens building nest early in the morning. About 8 sticks were present at 
0900. Since wire stringing was currently underway in this area, the need for removal was immediate. The request 
for removal was put forth for agency review and concurrence, agreed with, and removal procedures occurred. No 
eggs or young were present. The removal procedure was conducted according to the NBMMP. Deterrents present 
included mylar tape tied to the base of the tower, and wire pull work occurring the previous day. Additional 
deterrents are slated for installation in the coming days. - JPawlicki
04/13/2012 - No twigs/nest present.  Gusts of wind may have blown twigs/nest out of tower. - LThoreson

No

OTHE Other 041012_jpki_02 EP112A-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 100 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/10/2012 4/16/2012 04/10/2012 - Site biological monitor arrived in early morning and initially detected a Red-tailed Hawk perched and 
calling from top of tower after which it flew off and perched on rock outcrop about 1000 feet to south. Monitor 
then observed large sticks present in southern bridge of tower and whitewash on ground underneath tower. 
Further monitoring of site for a total of 3.5 hours between late morning and afternoon did not note any activity at 
nest location. A pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks were observed soaring within 600 feet of nest on one occasion and 
later in the distance, although no other activity was observed. However, the species that is utilizing this nest is not 
yet identified. - JPawlicki
04/12/2012 - The start of the stick nest in EP112-A was monitored for 4 hours from 0730 to 1130 hours. No birds 
landed on the tower during the 4 hours of observation time. Potential birds in the area that could have started 
the nest included a pair of Red-tailed Hawks and a pair of Common Ravens. The Red-tailed Hawks were seen 
perched in the tower to the east (EP113-5). The female flew off the tower and landed in a short shrub on the 
other side of La Posta Road. The male flew over to the female and copulated for a few seconds. Both birds flew off 
to the south and were seen soaring in and out of view southeast of the tower during the observation period. The 
pair of Common Ravens were observed east of EP112-A successfully hunting on the ground. The temperature 
increased from 45 degrees Fahrenheit at the beginning of the monitoring period to 57 degrees Fahrenheit at the 
end. Wind speeds were between 3 to 6 mph with gusts up to 9 mph. - GCummings
04/12/2012 - 4/11/12 - Observed nest location for 2hrs. No activity observed at nest. No raven or raptors 
observed in the area for the duration of observation. Nest incomplete with approximately 10 sticks loosely piled 
in south side of tower bridge. - TCooper
04/16/2012 - Nest appears to have lost sticks during last storm. No activity has been observed at nest for last 
week with extensive monitoring. - VNovik

No

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 041012_kats_01 CP83 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/10/2012 4/11/2012 04/10/2012 - CAKI was seen bringing nesting material to the inner corner of CP83 where the south and east sides 
meet, and placing it at the nest site approximately 90 feet above the ground. The nest itself was not visible, 
indicating it is in the early stages of building. - KAlberts
04/11/2012 - No kingbirds observed during 30 minutes on site. Tower was climbed by a lineman and nest was 
located in the southeast corner of leg D, photographed, and confirmed to be in the early stages (5% complete) 
with no eggs or young present. Deterrents present included BMP maintenance work occurring during the initial 
nest building observation. Nest was removed according to the NBMMP, based on need to conduct repair work on 
tower with regular helicopter traffic. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer justification. - IMaunsell

No

HOFI House Finch 041012_mdus_01 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 30 30 Removed 4/10/2012 4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Biomonitor Rebecca Johnson discovered a House Finch nest while conducting a sweep of the 
storage area in Sycamore Yard.  The nest is approximately 95-100% constructed. Mylar tape was present on the 
reel in addition to being located in an active construction yard. The nest was removed in accordance with 
Attachment C of the NBMMP. Nest was not a candidate for buffer justification and the reels are scheduled for use 
in the upcoming wire pull, necessitating removal. There were no eggs or young in the nest. - MDicus

No
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HOFI House Finch 041012_mdus_02 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 4/10/2012 4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Biomonitor Rebecca Johnson observed a female House Finch carrying nest material into a fold of 
paper wrapped around a conductor wire reel. The nest is approximately 50% constructed. The nest was removed 
in accordance with Attachment C of the NBMMP. Mylar tape had been installed on the reel, and the reels are 
scheduled for use in the upcoming wire pull. Nest was not a candidate for a reduction to allow this work to 
proceed. Additionally, this nest is located in an active construction yard. There were no eggs or young in the nest. - 
MDicus

No

CORA Common Raven 041012_mdus_03 CP53-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/10/2012 4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Biomonitor Brian Payne observed a pair of Common Ravens making 10 trips to the tower carrying 
sticks to the lowest bridge. This is likely the pair building a nest in the tower yesterday. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and 
through adherence to the NBMMP. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman 
was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common Raven nest. The nest area 
was photographed as well. At the time of removal, the nest was approximately 5% constructed and contained no 
eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place of the 
removed nest. The nest is located on a structure involved in the current wire pull. A delay due to allowing the nest 
cycle to continue would likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by 
June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 4/10/2012. - 
MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 041012_mkhn_01 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/10/2012 TBD 04/10/2012 - Adults to nest 5+ times with nesting material. They have just begun building (<5% complete). - 
MKuehn
04/12/2012 - Adults visited nest and added nesting material. Nest still <10% complete. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - BUSH present within 20 feet of nest several times in 30 minutes of passive observation, but were 
never seen carrying nesting material and did not visit nest. New material has been added since last check and nest 
is now about 40% complete. - MKuehn
04/26/2012 - Required SWPPP cleanup of oil leak occurred within bird buffer approximately 15 feet from nest for 
less than 10 minutes on 4/23/2012. No Bushtit activity was observed, and there were no observations indicating 
that SWPPP work disturbed the nest. - RQuilley
04/27/2012 - Nest building is progressing slowly, but new material has been added since last visit. One adult 
visited nest with material. Nest is 35% complete. - MKuehn

TBD

HOWR House Wren 041012_mkhn_02 EP78-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Grading 165 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/10/2012 4/27/2012 04/10/2012 - Adult observed carrying small twigs into cavity several times. - MKuehn
04/12/2012 - No House Wrens detected in 20 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet. Oak Titmouse entered 
cavity without nesting material and vacated after 2 minutes. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No activity at cavity in 30 minutes of passive observation, though male HOWR present and singing 
within 20-40 feet from nest. Possible satellite/dummy nest. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - No activity at cavity for 20 minutes. This nest site appears to be inactive since first found on 4/10, 
despite three visits of ample duration. Possible dummy nest. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 041012_sjon_01 EP57-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 30 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/10/2012 4/24/2012 04/10/2012 - Observed nest building at 15 feet away. Nest approximately 80% complete. - SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Bushtit nest appears complete and in good condition. No activity observed during a 30 minute 
observation period. - SJohnston
04/24/2012 - P. Konrad reports that unknown if this nest contained eggs or young. Inspection of nest showed no 
signs of eggs shells or nestling remains. Nest has ripped open from the bottom portion of the nest consistent with 
depredation. - KAlberts

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 041012_vers_01 EP79-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/10/2012 TBD 04/10/2012 - Biologists discovered the nest while walking down the access road EP79-E. 2 biologists watched for 
bird activity from about 25 feet for about an hour. In that time, a pair of Bushtits came to the nest tree twice. The 
first time, 1 had nesting material. However, movements of 1 biologist seemed to deter the pair from visiting the 
nest, and they both continued in the direction they had been going, still carrying the nesting material. The second 
time the pair landed in the nest tree, but flew off without ever visiting the nest. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - No BUSH seen at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet, but BUSH pair detected 
foraging within 40 feet of nest. Nest appears to be complete and in good condition. - MKuehn
04/21/2012 - No BUSH seen at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet. Nest still appears to be 
complete and in good condition. Possibly egg laying. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - No BUSH seen at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet. Nest still appears to be 
complete and in good condition, and no bird emerged when nest was approached for inspection. - MKuehn

TBD
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ACWO Acorn Woodpecker 041012_vers_02 EP78A-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/10/2012 TBD 04/10/2012 - A small group (2-3 at a time) of ACWO's landed on the pole at various times throughout the survey. 
A woodpecker would excavate in the hole for brief periods before flying off. They were tolerant of 2-3 people 
near the pole at a time, but when the surveying crew was present as well as the avian biologist, the birds did not 
approach the pole. Once the surveying crew left, ACWO's returned to the pole for brief periods and excavated a 
bit more. Helicopter flights fairly close to pole. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - No ACWO detected at pole or in area in 60 minutes of passive observation. Biomonitor R. Quilley 
reported ACWO did not visit pole with cavity for 2 hours on 4/12 when work approved was occurring inside 
buffer, though adults were seen on pole when crews arrived (M. Kuehn). - MKuehn
04/21/2012 - Nest passively observed from 150 feet for 30 minutes. Pole was frequently visited by up to 3 ACWO, 
but none visited or excavated cavity. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - No ACWO detected at pole or in area for 45 minutes. - MKuehn

TBD

SOSP Song Sparrow 041112_rqey_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 3 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/11/2012 4/26/2012 04/11/2012 - Pair of Song Sparrows was observed carrying nesting material to nest site multiple times within 20 
minute observation period. Pair unaffected by drive through traffic and avian biologists within 20 feet of nest. 
Nest was not directly observed and nest building stage of completion is unknown. 50-foot buffer with drive-
through access allowed. - RQuilley
04/18/2012 - Nest appears 90% complete, just lacking lining. SOSP singing nearby, but no activity at nest. - 
HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Nest is full of dead leaves and detritus and has not been improved in past two weeks. Nesting 
attempt appears to have been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 041212_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/12/2012 TBD 04/12/2012 - The female was seen bringing nesting material to the nest several times while the avian biologist 
was 10 feet away from the nest. The male was seen flying with the female and perching nearby and singing while 
she was on the nest. The birds are still building their platform; nest appears to be 20% complete. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Observed female on nest, she flew away when biologist was 2 feet from nest. Was unable to 
positively determine if an egg was present or not, female flew back to nest 1minute later. She is probably egg 
laying or about to start. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Observed female on nest for a prolonged period of time. She is probably incubating, but was unable 
to check contents of nest. - AHill
05/02/2012 - Observed female on nest incubating. - AHill

TBD

HOFI House Finch 041212_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/12/2012 4/16/2012 04/12/2012 - Observed female bringing nesting material to cavity a few times while a parked vehicle was 8 feet 
away, but no personnel were within 30 feet of nest. Nest appears to be 5% complete. In the past several days, a 
pair of House Finches have been checking out the bulldozer cavities actively and bringing single pieces of material 
to various places in the dozer, but have not consistently placed material in one location until now. - AHill
04/16/2012 - No new nesting material has been added to this location since the day after the nest was logged, 
and no birds have been seen coming to the bulldozer within the observational period. Birds most likely 
abandoned nest for unknown reasons and started building in a nearby location. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 041212_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/12/2012 4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Nest was found by biological monitor in the morning, and the pair started building on 4-11-12 (after 
1030) when crane was parked for the day. Nest appeared to be 25% complete, with no eggs or young present. 
Deterrent streamers were hung around the crane in addition to the equipment being used the previous day. 
Removal of nest was required based on the impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost 
impacts relative to alternative options, and the potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the 
anticipated nest cycle. The nest was photographed and documented by an avian biologist as having no eggs or 
young and removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 041212_ahll_04 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/12/2012 4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Pair was seen actively bringing nest material to nest several times, nest appeared to be 65% 
complete. No deterrents installed on crane however the equipment is located in an active construction yard with 
tower assembly and regular helicopter flights. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to 
material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative 
options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was 
not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. No eggs or young were present and nest was 
removed per the NBMMP, - AHill

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041212_dbby_01 CP24-1-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 141 300 140 140 Presumed Fledged 4/12/2012 5/1/2012 04/12/2012 - Female incubating 4 eggs. ESA signage installed along access road at 300 feet, specifying "No Project 
Access until an NBJ is submitted". Future project related activity may come within141 ft. as vehicles pass by on 
nearest access road to north. - DBusby
04/17/2012 - 4 nestlings in nest approximately 4 days old. Estimated fledge date is between April 22 and 28. - 
DBusby
04/24/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair with active nest (041212_dbby_01) near Structure CP24 was 
observed feeding nestlings that are approximately 11 days old. The male and female adult pair was observed 
repeatedly visiting the nest with food. Based on the apparent age of the nestlings, their estimated fledge date will 
likely occur between April 25 and 28, 2012. - DBusby
05/01/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was not re-detected near Structure CP24 as the previously 
detected, active nest (041212_dbby_01), is now empty and closed. The nestlings are presumed to have fledged a 
few days ago because the closed nest is empty and intact, exhibiting no signs of depredation or predation. The 
estimated fledge date was between April 25 and 28, 2012. However, the surveyor will reattempt to locate and 
confirm the number of fledglings during subsequent surveys. Because the nest is now empty, there are no work 
restrictions along the access road to the north of the closed nest. - DBusby

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 041212_ghan_01 CP49 Temp work Area Pad Areas-Work Area Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/12/2012 4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Biomonitor Brian Payne observed a pair of House Finches making trips under the paper covering the 
conductor line on wire spool. Observed nest on spool and appeared to be 20% complete. The nest was removed 
in accordance with Attachment C of the NBMMP. Nest deterrents are present in form of netting and mylar tape, 
and the reels are scheduled for use in the upcoming wire pull. The nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction 
allowing for use of the spool, therefore removal was required. Nest was approximately 20% complete. No eggs or 
young present. - GHuffman

No

BUSH Bushtit 041212_hwey_01 EP10-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 40 100 50 30 Presumed Fledged 4/12/2012 4/18/2012 04/12/2012 - 2 adults bringing food to nest. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - No activity observed during half hour visit. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Adult makes trips to nest with food at 0804 and 0806. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - No activity observed from 0750 to 0820. Nest examined and found to contain no nestlings and 1 
non-viable unhatched egg. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 041212_hwey_02 EP2-3 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - tower erection 170 100 70 70 Fledged 4/12/2012 4/24/2012 04/12/2012 - 2 adults bringing food to the nest at 1145. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Adult brings food to nest while helicopter is hovering 300 feet away. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Observed pair bringing food to nestlings. Skycrane installed tower middle section and created 
significant rotor wash at nest, jostling the nest about roughly for entire duration of skycrane activity (5 minutes 
approximately). The spotter helicopter was flying near the nest too, creating mild rotor wash on the nest. The 
avian biologist called Sunrise Base, and they presumably informed the pilot to not fly to the northwest of the site 
as they did fly near this area again. Nest still active with nestlings being fed. - AHill
04/20/2012 - Adult enters nest with food at 1033. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Nest material was found on ground and nest appeared to be disheveled and askew. Heard fledgling 
begging in tree, and nest has apparently fledged. Observed adults in nest tree actively foraging and copulating 
several times. Pair will most likely renest nearby. - AHill

Yes

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041212_imll_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 4/12/2012 TBD 04/12/2012 - Previously unpaired male was observed briefly foraging with a female at approximately 0840. The 
male was later observed making approximately 5 trips with nesting material to a small, scrubby, brownish 
California sagebrush. The nest location is relatively low (no more than 2 feet above ground). Between trips to the 
nest by the male, the nest was viewed with binoculars from approximately 20 feet away and determined to be 
approximately 60% complete with well formed cup and nest walls. The top of the nest is not yet rounded toward 
the center of the cup, and the female was not observed lining the nest during 20 minutes of observation. - 
IMaunsell
04/18/2012 - Pair observed foraging together in vicinity of nest, but did not add material. Nest contents were 
checked while pair foraged from a distance. 1 egg observed. - MDicus
04/25/2012 - An adult female California Gnatcatcher was observed incubating 4 eggs. The male parent was 
observed foraging in Artemisia californica nearby. - LGorman
05/02/2012 - During approximately 1.25 hours of observation, both adults were observed foraging in the vicinity 
of the nest, periodically vocalizing with one another. The male repeatedly returned to the nest, briefly lying in it, 
appearing to adjust something with his bill, lying in it again, and leaving to forage. There was a 40-45 minute 
period in which neither adult approached the nest. The male only stayed on the nest for a few seconds each visit, 
and the female was not observed on the nest at all, although she briefly perched nearby. - MDicus

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 041212_jdus_01 CP31-2-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 65 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/12/2012 4/27/2012 04/12/2012 - Pair visits complete (100% constructed) nest with decorative material which is added to outside of 
nest, female enters nest not to exit for 15 minutes. - JDicus
04/19/2012 - An adult exited the nest soon after the start of observation and the pair foraged in the nearby oak 
and across the access road during the late-afternoon observation period. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - Nest was monitored to evaluate status of nest per the NBMMP, and was found to be sodden and 
dripping with rain water during light morning drizzle. Nest was stretched out and significantly elongated and 
threadbare at neck of nest on initial morning observation, apparently about to break free from its upper 
attachment point to host tree. No Bushtits at nest on initial observation. Avian biologist followed pair to host tree 
15 minutes later to find the nest to have fallen 5 feet to a point 10 feet above ground level where it is now lodged 
in thin lower branches of the oak tree on its side with nest entrance facing downward. Pair did not visit nest, 
though they moved actively around the nest's former attachment point to host tree. Nest failed due to natural 
causes (storm damage). - JDicus

No

HOWR House Wren 041212_jdus_02 CP31-2-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/12/2012 TBD 04/12/2012 - Pair in area singing, adult delivers material to cavity, remains inside for 60 seconds, exits and quickly 
brings more material. - JDicus
04/19/2012 - The male was perched nearby singing as the female peered out of the nest cavity. She flew out, 
joined the male and both disappeared from view. The biologist did not see them return to the cavity before it was 
necessary to stop the observation due to time constraints. No behavior pointing to a specific nesting activity was 
observed, but the pair is still utilizing the cavity. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - Pair in area of nest. Male very vocal during morning hours while female makes periodic trips to nest 
entrance and enters nest without visible material or food items several times to remain inside cavity for brief 
periods of 5 to 60 seconds. Traffic along access road does not appear to affect the wrens' natural activities at the 
nest during 45 minute observation period. Avian biologist returned to check nest later in the morning for 
additional 20 minutes. Female enters, remains in nest cavity for 9 minutes. Nest stage may have progressed to egg 
laying. - JDicus

TBD
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BEWR Bewick's Wren 041212_jdus_03 CP32-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/12/2012 TBD 04/12/2012 - Pair makes 8 trips to nest cavity with material in 30 minute period. Both adults deliver materials to 
nest, actively building. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Both wrens were in the toyon above the nest cavity at the start of observations. The female had a 
dried leaf in her bill that she apparently added to the nest. She then flew up the slope and disappeared from view. 
The male spent most of his time moving about to various perches, singing and preening. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No activity observed with 45 minute observation. - GHuffman

TBD

CATH California Thrasher 041212_lgan_01 EP177-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 8 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/12/2012 5/2/2012 04/12/2012 - The nest contained 2 newly-hatched nestlings and 1 medium-blue egg with small brown spots. A 
pair of California Thrashers was seen near the nest running back and forth across access road. F. Hoffman reports 
that adult is easily flushed and cannot be seen outside buffer. - LGorman
04/18/2012 - No California Thrashers were observed or heard in area. No nest found after extensive search, but 
will check back soon. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Nest in good shape with 2 large downy nestlings with pin feathers erupting on wings; 1 adult 
nearby. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - No nestlings remain in the nest; the nestlings were expected to fledge near this date. No fledglings 
or adult California Thrashers were observed in the area, and the nest remains in good shape with a compacted 
interior nest bowl. Appears nestlings have fledged successfully - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CORA Common Raven 041212_mdus_01 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/12/2012 4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Avian-approved biomonitor Trisha Dipaola observed a pair of Common Ravens building a nest in 
structure CP52. Wire stringing activities have been ongoing at this tower since Monday, 4/09. This nest location is 
below the first nest discovered on 4/06/12 in the same tower. Since construction is ongoing, and required to 
complete the wire pull, per agency concurrence and following NBMMP stipulations, the nest was photographed 
and removed in the presence of biologists, and a nest deterrent was installed in its place. The nest was 25% 
constructed at the time of removal, and contained no eggs or young. - MDicus

No

MODO Mourning Dove 041212_mkhn_01 EP78-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Grading 160 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/12/2012 4/20/2012 04/12/2012 - Adult flew from nest when biologist was directly under it, and returned 10 minutes later with 
biologist standing 25 feet away to begin incubating again. At least 1 egg visible through edge of nest from ground. - 
MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No adults observed at or near nest. Contents checked with handheld mirror. Nest is empty and no 
eggs or shell fragments found in nest or on ground below. Appears to have been depredated. Nest closed and all 
signs removed from buffer. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 041212_mkhn_02 EP83 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/12/2012 TBD 04/12/2012 - Adults observed carrying nesting material to nest. Nest is approximately 30% complete. - MKuehn
04/19/2012 - Observed nest for 45 minutes with no activity. Nest does not look complete. Lots of jay activity in 
area. Bushtits heard in vicinity, though never seen near nest. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - No activity observed and very little progress has been made on this nest since found on 4/22. Nest 
site possibly abandoned. - MKuehn

TBD

BLPH Black Phoebe 041212_rrdd_01 El Monte CY Construction Yards Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/12/2012 5/2/2012 04/12/2012 - BLPH pair building nest; making multiple trips to culvert at AR and ferrying mud to nest which is 
approximately 15% complete. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest is unimproved, and no BLPH detected. Mud source has dried up. Monitor once more as rain is 
expected tonight. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No BLPH in vicinity. Nest has not been improved and appears abandoned. - RRadd

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 041212_rrdd_02 CP65-1-PS-N Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/12/2012 TBD 04/12/2012 - Nest appears complete and ready to receive an egg. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - LASP attending nest that contains 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest remains empty 1 day after severe weather. LASP activity on territory continues. - RRadd

TBD

BLPH Black Phoebe 041312_jdus_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/13/2012 TBD 04/13/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs, BLPH in vicinity. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - 4 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - 4 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 041312_jdus_04 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/13/2012 TBD 04/13/2012 - Newly initiated nest 1% constructed, being built by female while avian biologists watch from bridge 
above. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female observed adding material to nest at 1202. Nest is 40% complete. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity at nest, but 2 female ANHUs feeding within 10 feet of nest. - HWinfrey

TBD

CORA Common Raven 041312_kats_01 CP14 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 60 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/13/2012 4/20/2012 04/13/2012 - Common Raven seen carrying a stick in flight and building the nest on the tower. Nest appears to be 
about 20% complete. - KAlberts
04/20/2012 - All of the sticks have blown out of the tower and are laying on the access road. No CORA activity in 
the area. The nest did not reach active stage before it was blown down. - VEurs

No
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CORA Common Raven 041312_mdus_02 CP36-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/13/2012 4/16/2012 04/13/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed carrying sticks to a nest in tower CP36-1. The nest is 
approximately 15-20% constructed. This is likely the same pair that attempted to nest on the other side of the 
tower in early April and whose nest was removed 4/10/12. - MDicus
04/16/2012 - The nest was removed in the presence of an avian biologist to facilitate construction (wire 
stringing), per agency concurrence (received 04/13/12) and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents 
present on the site included mylar flash tape tied to the base of the tower and Daddy Long Legs deterrent in place 
of the previous nest attempt location. Following concurrence, a lineman was flown to the top of the tower and 
removed the almost fully constructed Common Raven nest. The nest was photographed prior to removal, and it 
was checked for eggs or nestlings. At the time of removal (approximately 09:00), the nest was 90% constructed 
and contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nest deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place 
of the removed nest. The raven pair was observed diving at the lineman and vocalizing during the nest removal. 
Following removal, the pair soared around CP36-1, made one trip to the tower with nest material, dropped the 
sticks, and flew to CP35-2, landing in that tower. No additional nesting behaviors were observed. - MDicus

No

CORA Common Raven 041312_mdus_03 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/13/2012 4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Avian-approved biomonitor Trisha Dipaola observed a pair of Common Ravens building a nest in 
structure CP52, making multiple trips between 07:00 and 07:40 a.m. Wire stringing activities have been ongoing 
at this tower since Monday, 4/09. This nest location is below the first nest discovered on 4/06/12 and across from 
the second nest discovered on 4/12/12 in the same tower. Following previous removal, a "daddy long legs" 
nest/perch deterrent was installed on the tower. Since construction is ongoing and required to complete the wire 
pull, per agency concurrence and following NBMMP stipulations, the nest was photographed and removed in the 
presence of avian biologists, and a nest deterrent was installed in its place. The nest was 25% constructed at the 
time of removal, and contained no eggs or young. - MDicus

No

CORA Common Raven 041312_mdus_04 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/13/2012 TBD 04/13/2012 - Nest was discovered during removal of third CORA nest in structure CP52. The pair that was 
observed building a nest in the tower was also observed, on 2 occasions, carrying sticks to a Quercus agrifolia in 
the drainage. It appears the nest is in the beginning stages of construction (approximately 5% constructed) and is 
an alternative to the nest locations in the tower. - MDicus
04/23/2012 - No change in nest since last observation. No CORA activity detected during a 45-minute observation 
period. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - Nest location was monitored between 08:55 and 10:20. No activity at nest, and no ravens observed 
in the vicinity of the nest. - MDicus

TBD

CORA Common Raven 041312_pkad_01 EP231A Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/13/2012 TBD 04/13/2012 - Common Ravens reported to be building nest in tower by biomonitor. Nest is 1/3 to 1/2 complete. 
No ravens observed during 40 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Raven observed incubating on nest and did not vacate the nest while helicopter was hovering 100 
feet away for 5 minutes. Egg confirmed in nest. - ELoveless
04/27/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on new tower nest. - PKonrad

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 041312_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/13/2012 TBD 04/13/2012 - BUSH pair making trips to nest which appears 65% complete. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair continue ferrying material to this nest at 0930; now 85% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BUSH pair observed foraging nearby on cool showery morning did not approach nest which appears 
sound and mostly complete. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No activity observed 0700-0730 on cool overcast morning. - RRadd

TBD

HOWR House Wren 041312_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/13/2012 TBD 04/13/2012 - Male HOWR singing territorially, female departs nest at 1257. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - HOWR activity continues here, material now visible at cavity. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOWR male guards entrance while female leaves to forage and departs on her return at 1158. - 
RRadd
05/02/2012 - Non-project traffic within 20 feet. HOWR singing but not approaching nest. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041312_rrdd_03 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 7 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 4/21/2012 04/13/2012 - LEGO male feeding female on nest. Female appeared to consume fecal sac while on nest. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest appears empty with many feces at rim, suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 041312_vnik_01 EP83-PS-N-A Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/13/2012 TBD 04/13/2012 - Observed birds making several trips to nest with material. Nest appears 55% complete. - VNovik
04/19/2012 - Nest looks incomplete. No activity observed at nest. Bushtit active to southwest though not near 
nest during 30-minute observation period. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - No activity at nest and no BUSH detected in area for 20 minutes. Nest wall is transparent in upper 
half, but bottom half appears complete. - MKuehn

TBD

WREN Wrentit 041312_vnik_02 EP79-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 73 100 100 100 Indeterminate 4/13/2012 4/21/2012 04/13/2012 - Male singing from nest shrub over a 15-minute period. Neither male or female observed at nest, but 
nest looks complete, clean, and neat. - VNovik
04/21/2012 - No activity at nest in 20 minutes. Nest empty and appears laterally compressed. No other changes 
to nest. No indications of predation such as eggshell fragments in or below nest. Unknown if eggs were ever laid, 
but it is possible they were and nest was depredated, all since previous visit on 4/13. This pair is constructing a 
new nest 80 feet away (see 042112_mkhn_02). Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

N/A
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BUSH Bushtit 041412_bald_02 TL 6924 - 171682 69kV Structure Chaparrals Substation - new construction 75 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/14/2012 4/25/2012 04/14/2012 - Two adult BUSH observed exiting nest. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - Upon approaching the nest, the avian biologist noted its slightly unusual shape. After watching the 
nest for 30 minutes with no activity, the biologist slowly moved up to the nest and examined it from all angles. 
Where the entrance hole was likely located, a large hole had been ripped in the nest, exposing the interior. 
Numerous gray feathers were caught in the nest and the shrub. Based on the level of completeness, it is likely this 
nest contained eggs. Evidence points to nest predation. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

No

CORA Common Raven 041412_pkad_01 EP225-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/14/2012 TBD 04/14/2012 - Although no ravens or raptors were observed during a 50-minute observation period, a new nest 
has been initiated in new Sunrise tower EP225, most probably built by ravens. - PKonrad
04/16/2012 - Observed raven flying in to nest. - VNovik
04/20/2012 - Common Raven soared throughout tower area, then perched on opposite side of bridge from nest. 
Hard to see if another raven may be incubating on the new tower nest. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was active with 1 raven concentrating its attention at the nest while the 
other raven made repeated flights to outlying locations near the nest tower, mostly to the southwest. Toward the 
end of a 40 minute observation period, 1 adult was lying in the nest for a short period. - PKonrad

TBD

CALT California Towhee 041412_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 10 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/14/2012 5/2/2012 04/14/2012 - CALT incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - CALT incubation continues. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs but should have hatched as incubation is 12 days. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest with 4 eggs has been abandoned. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 041512_rrdd_01 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/15/2012 TBD 04/15/2012 - HOFI male arranging material in nest at 1309. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - HOFI activity continues. - RRadd

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 041512_rrdd_02 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/15/2012 TBD 04/15/2012 - Male PHAI at nest which appears almost complete and receiving lining. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest is fully lined with male PHAI attending. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041512_rrdd_04 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/15/2012 TBD 04/15/2012 - Female LEGO lines nest with material purloined from adjacent BUSH nest. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest is complete, but unable to observe if occupied or empty. - RRadd

TBD

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 041612_ahll_01 EP5-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Female and helper were seen bringing stick material to nest several times, while male was perched 
nearby. Pair were hesitant of avian biologist standing at 35 feet from nest at Leg A. Adult alarm called when 
biologist moved closer to nest at 30 feet. Nest appears to be 60% complete, but was unable to check inside of 
nest. Based on material being carried to nest, it is predicted that no lining is present yet. - AHill
04/16/2012 - No WESJ observed in area. Nest located on Malosma laurina branch completely obscured by dense 
Rhus growth. Nest appears 60% complete with twig cup partially translucent and no nest lining or eggs present. 
Nest was not a candidate for a buffer justification allowing for requisite tower assembly work in order meet CAISO 
request to complete the Project and obtain system reliability by June 1. Nest deterrents in place include mylar 
tape hanging on the substrate shrub. Nest was removed to allow structure erection at EP05-2 in accordance with 
the NBMMP, SDG&E authorization, and agency approval. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 041612_ahll_02 EP5-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 35 100 40 40 Nest did not reach active stage 4/16/2012 4/25/2012 04/16/2012 - Pair was seen bringing lining material to nest several times. Nest appears 90% complete. - AHill
04/24/2012 - No activity observed over 1-hour period. Need to re-check tomorrow in order to confirm nest 
closing. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Monitored nest for 2 hours. No Bushtit activity in or around nest during monitoring period. Nest has 
been abandoned, since there is no sign of depredation or damage to nest, and no activity at all was observed at 
this nest over a long monitoring period. - DBusby

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Nest was found by biomonitor at 0715. Pair was seen by monitor entering cavity on a few occasions, 
with no material. Nest appeared to be 60% complete. Streamer deterrents were installed on the crane, and the 
equipment was located in an active construction yard with tower assembly and regular helicopter flights, 
effectively serving as deterrents. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics 
operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and 
potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a 
candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. Nest was removed following requirements outlined 
in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_ahll_04 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Both male and female were seen bringing material to nest location in the grill of a water truck. Nest 
was approximately 95% complete as of 0700, no eggs or young present. Deterrents present were limited to the 
truck's location within an active construction yard. Nest was removed because the water truck is required in order 
to maintain compliance for dust abatement. Following verification that no eggs or young were present, 
photographing the nest, and approval from SDG&E, the nest was removed per the stipulations of the NBMMP. - 
AHill

No
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BUSH Bushtit 041612_ahll_05 EP9-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - Pair was seen bringing lining material to nest very actively, nest appears to be 80% complete. - AHill
04/23/2012 - No activity observed at nest in rainy weather, from 0855 to 0910. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Biomonitor G. Leighty reports observing Bushtits adding nesting material. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOWR House Wren 041612_hwey_01 EP35-1-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest cavity and remaining inside for duration of 15-minute visit. - 
HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity at nest and no HOWR detected from 0630 to 0700. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - No activity observed at cavity entrance, and no HOWR detected during 30 minutes of observation. - 
HWinfrey

TBD

ACWO Acorn Woodpecker 041612_hwey_02 Suncrest-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - Acorn Woodpecker observed entering cavity near top of utility pole. 4 other ACWOs also perched 
on pole. Biologist left area when CORA perched on pole. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity observed and no ACWOs detected in area from 0800 to 0830. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - 3 Acorn Woodpeckers on pole, but no activity at nest entrance. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOLA Horned Lark 041612_jdus_01 CP35-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - Nest was discovered after the scheduled activity had landed onsite. Pair of adult HOLA observed on 
ground around TSAP. Further investigation during 25-minute observation period reveals female Horned Lark 
taking material (grass) to 60% constructed nest with deep cup located on ground near base of monkeyflower. 
Nest is not visible from outside buffer due to topography, vegetation and its position at and just below ground 
surface in depression. - JDicus
04/24/2012 - 3 eggs observed in nest during quick visit. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - The female was not on the nest as the biologist approached, so it was possible to look in the nest. 
The nest still contains 3 eggs. The biologist backed off to wait for adults to arrive. Within 10 minutes, the female 
came into view as she was foraging. She approached the nest but then moved away and continued to forage. She 
eventually returned and settled on the nest to incubate. She remained on the nest for 15+ minutes and the 
biologist ended the observation. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 041612_lton_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - An avian monitor identified a House Finch pair bringing nesting material to a location on a manlift 
(piece of construction equipment) today; the pair was not seen bringing material to the nest this morning, and the 
nest was monitored for approximately 30 minutes. 
A House Finch pair was within the vicinity of the nest; however, the pair did not visit the nest. The nest is less than 
10 percent complete and consists of about 20 pieces of dried grass; there are no eggs or young present. 
Deterrents present included mylar tape tied to the adjacent tower and work area, multiple plugged cavities, and 
presence of testing crews using the equipment on site over the last week. Nest was removed per the NBMMP 
based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting testing work at the CP95/CP96 structures, 
cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the 
anticipated nest cycle. - LThoreson

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_lton_02 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - House Finch pair observed bringing nesting material to a location on a manlift (piece of construction 
equipment) today; the pair was not seen bringing material to the nest this morning, and the nest was monitored 
for approximately 30 minutes. A House Finch pair was within the vicinity of the nest; however, the pair did not 
visit the nest. The nest was observed to be less than 10% complete and consists of about 20 pieces of dried grass; 
no eggs or young present. Deterrents present included mylar tape tied to the adjacent tower and work area, 
multiple plugged cavities, and presence of testing crews using the equipment on site over the last week. Removal 
of nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting testing work at the 
CP95/CP96 structures, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece 
of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. - LThoreson

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_lton_03 CP87-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Biomonitor saw a House Finch pair bringing nesting material to a known, inactive European Starling 
nest at 0815 this morning. An avian biologist observed  the nest; no eggs or nestlings were present. Nest consisted 
of small sticks, and the House Finch pair was seen adding finer material (grass). At this point, nest appears 25% 
complete based on lack of typical HOFI nesting material, such as finer grass material, lining, or cup shape. 
Deterrents present on the tower included mylar tape tied to many locations, netting over large cavities, and 45 
plugged cavities near tower arms and brackets. Nest was removed per the NBMMP based on potential impacts to 
material logistics operations supporting testing work at the CP87/CP88 structures, cost impacts relative to 
alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. - 
LThoreson

No

BUSH Bushtit 041612_lton_04 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 26 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/16/2012 4/20/2012 04/16/2012 - Nest appears complete. One Bushtit was heard within the vicinity of the nest while the location of 
the nest was being logged; no other activity was observed, and no Bushtit was observed flying to the nest itself. 
Due to the level of completion and the time of year, it is most likely that the pair is egg laying or incubating. More 
time observing this nest is necessary. - LThoreson
04/20/2012 - Nest has been torn open from SE side, just above rim of nest cup, which is empty. No eggshell 
fragments found in nest cup or on branches and ground below. Likely predated, but unknown whether nest 
contained any eggs or nestlings, and hence, unsure whether it reached active stage. Buffer reduced to 0 feet and 
all signs were removed. - MKuehn

No
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HOFI House Finch 041612_mdus_01 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - Yard monitor reported House Finch nest in wire reel. Avian biologist checked nest contents and 
found 1 egg. - MDicus
04/21/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Female on nest at 1239. - RRadd

TBD

CORA Common Raven 041612_mdus_02 CP53-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed building a nest in structure CP53-1 during ongoing wire 
stringing activities. The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence on 
4/16/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape and "Daddy Long 
Legs" deterrents installed in previous 2 nest attempt locations. Following concurrence, and in the presence of 
onsite biologists, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common 
Raven nest. The nest area was photographed as well. At the time of removal (approximately 10:00), the nest was 
10% constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently 
installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. - MDicus

No

COHA Cooper's Hawk 041612_rrdd_01 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - COHA perched near nest for 15 minutes and gave agitation calls, then overflies nest and departs by 
1045. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Monitor G. Leighty reports that COHA approached nest earlier in the day, although avian biologist 
did not see any activity, aside from a COHA perching nearby during helicopter QA/QC inspections. - KAlberts
04/24/2012 - COHA departed from nest area 0650, male noted nearby 0645. - RRadd

TBD

HOWR House Wren 041612_rrdd_02 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - HOWR pair making repeated entry to cavity; including material transport. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Male HOWR defending nest, female not seen. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041612_rrdd_03 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - LEGO pair building nest; approximately 30% complete. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest is complete, LEGO in nest 1425. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 041612_tcer_01 CP7 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/16/2012 4/24/2012 04/16/2012 - Adults regularly bringing in nest material, nest 80% complete. - TCooper
04/24/2012 - As the biologist approached the "back" of the nest (away from the tower) it became apparent that a 
half-dollar-sized hole had been ripped in the side of the nest, near the bottom. Some nesting material was found 
on the ground below the nest and a large chunk was in the shrub next to the nest. Evidence definitely points to 
nest predation, but it is unclear whether or not the nest contained eggs. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

N/A

HOFI House Finch 041612_vers_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - A pair of HOFI was seen in pepper tree. The male perched nearby while the female shaped the nest 
cup. She later added lining material and again moved around in the nest, appearing to shape the cup with her 
body. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - 1 visit to nest was observed. Pair is likely still nest building; no nestlings visible in nest. - LThoreson
05/01/2012 - No HOFI activity was observed around this nest during 45 minutes of observation. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 041612_vers_02 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed numerous times in an Italian cypress. The female brought 
long strands of grassy nesting material into the tree several times. The nest is not visible at this point due to the 
dense foliage, so the level of completeness is unknown. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Male HOFI seen foraging or ground near nest. Singing and calling audibly near nest location in tree. - 
LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Male entered nest area as female left. - LTymkiw

TBD

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 041612_vnik_01 EP151 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 65 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/16/2012 4/25/2012 04/16/2012 - Nest discovered by monitor. Observed bird on nest, likely incubating. - VNovik
04/18/2012 - When I arrived onsite, grouting had started on D Leg; the leg closest to the nest. The jay was 
observed on the nest with one nestling visible as work was underway. The bird did not leave the nest when the 
light helicopters were removing equipment from the site. The bird did leave the nest at 1 point, possibly to feed, 
though it returned shortly. This occurred between the light helicopters and a long slick period (possibly 45 
minutes) while waiting for the medium lift helicopter. When the K-max arrived to remove the grouting pump, the 
bird was not on the nest, but was observed shortly after the K-max left the site. Rotor wash from light helicopters 
was minimal and was a little stronger from K-max. - VNovik
04/25/2012 - Check of the nest revealed that the nest is empty. No birds or nestling observed within nest. Likely 
nestling was preyed upon. - VNovik

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_vnik_02 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Yard monitor reported a nest that had been located on the bumper of a 623 F scraper in the yard. 
The nest was located on the driver's side top headlight, but the majority of the nest had already fallen out onto 
the bumper. Eggs had been in the nest, as evidenced by egg shell fragments, but it could not be determined how 
old the nest was. The remainder of nest was removed, and deterrents were installed. The nest being dislodged 
from its initial location indicates that predation was a likely cause of nest failure, although the nest may have been 
undocumented when equipment was used last, and the nest was displaced. Furthermore, it is ultimately unknown 
when this nest was established and could have been considered active, therefore, no outcome can be 
determined. - VNovik

No

MODO Mourning Dove 041712_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - Adult observed on nest. Flushed at 1 foot, but stayed on nest for several minutes while avian 
biologist was within 2 feet. A single egg in nest. - BArnold

TBD
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MODO Mourning Dove 041712_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - Adult MODO on nest. Flushed at 2 feet. Nest has 1 egg. - BArnold TBD

HOFI House Finch 041712_bald_03 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - Female HOFI observed incubating on nest. - BArnold TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041712_dbby_02 CP20-N Structures Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - Pair of CAGN repeatedly observed visiting a black sage with spider silk and other nest material. Nest 
building was just initiated with only 5% completed. Nest is well beyond (approximately 695 feet) any potential 
project related work. Therefore, no NBJ or signage is required. - DBusby
04/24/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed incubating an unknown number of eggs on active 
nest (041712_dbby_02) near CP20. The male and female adult pair performed one nest exchange during the 
observation period. Based on the stage of the nest building on April 17, the eggs are estimated to hatch sometime 
after May 4, 2012. - DBusby
05/01/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed incubating an unknown number of eggs on this 
previously recorded nest (041712_dbby_02) near structure CP20. The male and female adult pair performed 1 
nest exchange during the observation period. Based on the stage of the nest building on April 17, the eggs are 
estimated to hatch sometime after May 4, 2012. - DBusby

TBD

OATI Oak Titmouse 041712_hwey_02 CP96-1-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - Two Oak Titmice observed entering nest cavity and removing small wood flakes. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - 2 OATIs at the nest, one exiting and the other entering at 1120. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - OATI brings food to nest at 0908. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 041712_hwey_03 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - Male and female HOFIs adding nest material. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum reports observing pair making repeated trips with nesting material. Nest appears 
nearly 100% complete. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Female on nest at 0950. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 041712_hwey_04 CP87-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 100 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/17/2012 4/23/2012 04/17/2012 - Male and female HOFIs observed adding nesting material. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum reports examining nest area closely from lift and finding no nesting material 
remaining. Nest apparently abandoned or destroyed by weather. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

CALT California Towhee 041712_hwey_05 Alpine Underground Ductbank Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 37 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/17/2012 4/30/2012 04/17/2012 - California Towhee observed incubating 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - CALT on nest at 1135. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity at nest. Nest lining has been pulled out, indicating predation. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 041712_ltiw_01 EP83-PS-S Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - A Bushtit was observed bringing caterpillars to a complete nest several times. It appears that 3 
Bushtits are attending this nest. - LTymkiw
04/20/2012 - The bottom of the nest is open. No visible debris on ground below nest. Pair observed adding 
material to the nest. Possible predation of nestlings and pair attempting to repair nest. - ELoveless
04/22/2012 - Both parents carried food into nest twice. Could not hear begging from 20 feet away. Bottom of 
nest appears frayed, but no opening detectable there. - MKuehn
04/24/2012 - Observed work activities from pull site. Helicopter pulled sock line over the vicinity of the nest, and 
it appeared that the helicopter was above 100 feet when flying with the line. The sock line appeared to slack 
within the buffer but did not touch vegetation near the nest. When switching wire phases, the line slacked and hit 
a rock and vegetation at a distance of approximately 115 feet from the nest. Nesting bird impacts not observed. - 
VNovik
04/25/2012 - Observed work activities from pull site. Line was pulled back to EP83 south pull site. Line was 
observed to go slack and hit vegetation and hit a rock at a distance of approximately 115 feet from the nest. The 
line was raised and pulled to the pull site where the line was connected to the helicopter and was flown back to 
the EP83 north pull site. It appeared that the helicopter flew outside of the 100 foot buffer. Nesting bird impacts 
were not observed. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - Adults feeding young in nest. Begging can be heard from 20 feet. The young will likely fledge by 
around 4/2. - MKuehn

TBD
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041712_mdus_01 CP39-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - Adult male CAGN observed pulling nest material from old nest (030512_mdus_01) and carrying it to 
a new nest location. Male made over 6 trips from the old nest to the new one, interspersing those trips with 
frequent short trips to the new nest from other areas. The female was not observed returning to the old nest, 
instead foraging near the new nest location, and bringing in material. Between them, the adults made over 20 
trips to the new nest between 07:45 and 10:00. Nest is approximately 30% constructed. - MDicus
04/20/2012 - The CAGN nest area was monitored during wire pulling activities between structures CP39 and CP40 
to ensure the activity caused no disturbances to the nest. All helicopter activity was at a distance sufficient 
enough that there was no buffeting of vegetation by rotor wash, and the helicopter did not fly over the nest. The 
CAGN pair was observed foraging within the survey area, visiting the nest infrequently. All nest monitoring today 
was conducted by a permitted biologist from outside the buffer at a distance of over 200 feet. - MDicus
04/24/2012 - 3 nest exchanges were observed at 30-minute intervals:07:00, 07:30, and 08:00. The nest contents 
were not checked, but based on the timeline and observed behaviors, the pair is incubating eggs. - MDicus
05/01/2012 - The pair was observed exchanging incubating duties at the nest 3 times during the observation 
period. At 07:32 the female exchanged with the male while the male foraged. At 08:05 the male switched with 
female, and at 08:35 the female was back on the nest. - MDicus

TBD

CORA Common Raven 041712_mdus_02 CP35-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/17/2012 4/19/2012 04/17/2012 - Avian approved biologist C. Vettes discovered a stick nest in the early stages of construction 
(approximately 15% complete) in lattice structure CP35-2. No CORA activity was observed in the vicinity of the 
nest; however, no sticks were observed in the tower yesterday afternoon (04/16/12), and the Common Raven pair 
that attempted to nest in CP36-1 was observed perching in CP35-2 following the nest removal in CP36-1. - MDicus
04/18/2012 - CORA pair was observed adding sticks to a nest that is now approximately 50% constructed. The pair 
carried sticks to the nest 4 times between 11:15 and 12:00, with one adult standing in the nest for approximately 
10 minutes, adjusting material. - MDicus
04/19/2012 - Between 11:00 and 13:45, the avian biologist watched the CORA pair make 3 trips to the nest with 
sticks, dead yucca fibers, and toilet paper. The nest was removed at 13:45 in the presence of an avian biologist to 
facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence (received 04/19/12) and through adherence to the 
NBMMP. Deterrents present on the site included mylar flash tape tied to the base and arms of the tower. 
Following concurrence, a lineman was flown to the top of the tower. The nest was first checked for eggs or 
nestlings. The nest was empty. The lineman removed the nest, which was approximately 80% constructed at the 
time of removal, and installed 2 Daddy Long Legs nest deterrents. The nest was photographed prior to removal. 
The raven pair was observed circling the tower and vocalizing during this process. No additional nesting behaviors 
were observed. - MDicus

No

CACW Cactus Wren 041712_rrdd_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - CACW gathering nest material from freshly graded road and building into new nest at 0714. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - CACW singing incessantly at this nest for duration of 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Nest appears substantially improved, but no CACW detected during 40 minutes of observation. - 
RRadd

TBD

AMKE American Kestrel 041712_rrdd_02 CP62-2-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - AMKE pair copulate on adjacent tree at 0703. Male "shows" Platanus racemosa cavity to female at 
0706. Female enters cavity at 0709 and remains for duration of 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Following heavy rain, wet male brings lizard to female who emerges dry from cavity at 0710. She 
consumes it in 2 pieces and returns to nest by 0730. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Female AMKE emerges from cavity at 0717 and perches up to wait for food drop. Male does not 
arrive by 0730. - RRadd

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 041712_rrdd_03 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Scrubs TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - PHAI pair making multiple trips with nest material. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Female on nest after heavy rain at 0815. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Female PHAI departs nest and male settles on 0757. No food brought to nest. - RRadd

TBD

OATI Oak Titmouse 041712_rrdd_04 Hartung CY-N Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - OATI visited cavity with food at 1446. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - OATI brings food item to nest at 1438. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - OATI exits nest at 1411 and makes numerous trips with food during 30 minute observation. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 041712_rrdd_06 El Monte CY Construction Yards Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - ANHU incubating nest from 1533 -1548. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - ANHU on nest for duration of 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - ANHU leaves nest briefly to forage, and no young are fed at return, suggesting incubation is in 
progress. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 041712_rrdd_07 El Monte CY Construction Yards Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - BUSH pair briefly visit nest that appears substantially complete at 1521. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Male BUSH foraging near nest which appears complete. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Solo BUSH visits nest surreptitiously at 1531 and then departs. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 041712_rrdd_08 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - BUSH pair bringing clumps of Salix flower to substantially complete nest at 1630. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - BUSH pair continue to visit nest 1559. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - BUSH departs nest after 30 minutes of observation at 1635. - RRadd

TBD
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BUOR Bullock's Oriole 041712_rrdd_09 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - BUOR pair associating with large fresh nest that appears complete and is consistent with this 
species. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Female BUOR exits nest at 1555. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Male nest-guarding/ singing 1458, scolds observer on AR at 70 from nest. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 041812_ahll_01 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/18/2012 4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - Nest was found by biomonitor during morning sweeps, approximately 35% complete, with no eggs 
or young present. Streamer deterrents installed on crane and cavities were taped. Removal of nest was required 
based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction and the CAISO request for 
energization by June 1, such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for 
more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer 
reduction allowing for use of the crane, but rather, for removal. Nest was photographed and removed, per the 
NBMMP. - AHill

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041812_bloh_01 AR-CY-Sycamore-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 711 300 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 4/18/2012 4/25/2012 04/18/2012 - Nest about 20% built, male and female making return trips with nest material. - BLohstroh
04/25/2012 - No evidence of nest remains, pair active over 300 feet away and did not return to area. Nest was 
less than a quarter-built when first located. - BLohstroh

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041812_hwey_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/18/2012 TBD 04/18/2012 - Female Lesser Goldfinch adding fibrous material and spider webs to leaves and stem of giant cane. 
Male perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Female on nest at 1229. - HWinfrey

TBD

NOFL Northern Flicker 041812_hwey_02 CP98-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/18/2012 TBD 04/18/2012 - Male Northern Flicker observed entering cavity, heard chiseling interior, and seen removing 
woodchips from inside. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - NOFL leaves nest cavity at 1044. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0830 to 0900. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 041812_jdus_01 CP33-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
construction

4/18/2012 4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - Today, while avian biologists surveyed towers CP43-2 to CP31-2 (the upcoming pull scheduled for 
April 21) for active nests, a new House Finch nest was observed inside a traveler on the CP33-2 structure. The pair 
was observed visiting the nest together with the female remaining at the nest for extended periods, occasionally 
leaving. Nest stage could not be determined from the ground, approximately 75 feet below the nest. A lineman 
was dispatched to photograph the nest contents, with the avian biologists on the ground to confirm the status of 
the nest per the NBMMP, given upcoming wire stringing at this site. Avian biologists may not climb a tower due to 
the required safety training and equipment. At approximately 1605, the crew arrived at the top of the tower by 
helicopter, and the avian biologists communicated the nest location. In the process of climbing down the tower, 
the lineman's foot contacted the traveler containing the nest. The traveler spun ½ turn, displacing at least 2 eggs 
from the nest, falling to the ground and breaking, with the remaining eggs breaking in place. - JDicus

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041812_kats_01 CP13-2-E-C Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 755 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/18/2012 4/25/2012 04/18/2012 - 4 eggs; male tending. - KAlberts
04/25/2012 - See following comment. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - Nest predated with the lining pulled up. - KAlberts

No

HOFI House Finch 041812_kats_02 CP78-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/18/2012 4/17/2012 04/17/2012 - Nest was found being built in the early morning by a pair of HOFI on top of the locking 
mechanism/sliding bar of the yellow pipe gate between the south end of the El Capitan Reservoir paved area and 
the dirt road that continues south to the Bauer property. Female HOFI was seen bring a Chaenactis flower into the 
housed lock area, and exiting without. Inspection revealed a nest in progress about 10% complete, with no eggs or 
young present, right on top of all the locks. The need for removal was immediate, as Project work was already 
underway and more work was on the way, all of which required accessing this gate, unlocking it, and moving the 
sliding bar, which would have immediately moved the nest out of place. Deterrent activity includes multiple trips 
through this gate on a daily basis by Sunrise and San Diego County Water personnel. The nest was photographed 
and removed by an avian biologist, following NBMMP stipulations. It is recommended that daily opening and 
closing of this gate continues to deter additional attempts. - KAlberts

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 041812_lton_01 GS-NF-25 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/18/2012 TBD 04/18/2012 - Pair seen flying to nest. No eggs in nest. Pair bonding activity observed; 1 feeding the other. - 
LThoreson
04/28/2012 - Nest appears completely lined. Adults both present near nest, but no eggs yet. - MKuehn

TBD

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 041812_vers_01 CP51-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/18/2012 4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - A pair of Cassin's Kingbirds was observed building a nest in structure CP51-2 during ongoing wire 
stringing activities. The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence on 
4/18/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape. Following 
concurrence, and in the presence of onsite biomonitor, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and 
removed the newly-initiated Cassin's Kingbird nest of dried mustard plant stalks and installed an approved "Daddy 
Long-legs" type deterrent on the end of the arm. At the time of removal (approximately 1045), the nest was 1% 
constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. Photos were taken of the removed nest material. - VEurs

No
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CORA Common Raven 041812_vers_02 CP53-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/18/2012 4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed building a nest in structure CP53-1 during ongoing wire 
stringing activities. The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence on 
4/18/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape and "Daddy Long 
Legs" deterrents installed in previous 3 nest attempt locations. Following concurrence, and in the presence of the 
onsite biologist, 2 linemen were dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common 
Raven nest. Before the removal crew arrived, the CORA pair perched on the tower for a total of 30 minutes, 
calling and preening. They defended the tower from a RTHA, but did not bring more sticks to the nest. At the time 
of removal (approximately 15:00), the nest was 5% constructed, contained no eggs or nestlings, and the nest and 
nest area were  photographed. An approved nesting bird deterrent (another "Daddy Long-legs"), was 
subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed nest, as well as more mylar tape and another "Daddy 
Long-legs" in the bridge above. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 041912_ahll_01 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/19/2012 4/19/2012 04/19/2012 - Biomonitor found this House Finch nest under construction during the morning sweep and 
contacted an avian biologist, who approved the removal following the NBMMP, and based on description, nesting 
stage with no eggs or young present, location on needed equipment, and a picture. Streamer deterrents installed 
on crane. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting 
construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at 
the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. When the nest was removed, it was discovered to 
contain at least 1 broken egg with dried yolk present (more than 1 days dried). This piece of equipment has been 
used this week at least 1 day. It is unlikely that a predator reached this nest as the location was very hidden, and 
wind probably did not play a factor as the nest was well shielded from the elements, making natural failure 
unlikely. It is possible this nest went undetected and failed due to the equipment being moved, as the egg(s) could 
have broken during the recent crane use. This nest is from this season as indicated by fresh, green nesting 
materials and condition of the egg matter. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 041912_bald_01 Sycamore Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/19/2012 TBD 04/19/2012 - Nest was discovered when the biologist was walking by the nest, and the female flushed from the 
nest while the avian biologist was 2 feet distant; 4 eggs on nest. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Adult female incubating on nest. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - Female flushed from nest at about 10 feet upon approach to examine phases draped over pile of 
tubing. Nest with several nestlings, exact number is uncertain. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Female flushed from nest at about 30 feet, stayed away while phase and static wires were removed 
by hand from where they had lain draped over the aluminum tubing pile after being lowered from above. 
Nestlings remain in nest, being brooded by adult female. Avian biologist decided to enter buffer with 2 SDG&E 
workers to remove this wire to preclude inadvertent tipping or jerking of nest tube during wire retrieval using 
truck wench. Avian biologist was not present and did not observe phase and static wire being lowered into 30-
foot buffer, and on top of and in direct contact with the aluminum tube that contains the nest. It is unclear why 
this occurred, a bio-monitor was presumably present during all of these activities. - BArnold
05/02/2012 - Female observed at nest. - BArnold

TBD

CALT California Towhee 041912_elss_01 Gorka Gate Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/19/2012 TBD 04/19/2012 - One CALT observed laying in nest. - ELoveless
04/23/2012 - CALT on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - CALT on nest for duration of 15 minutes observer was nearby. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041912_elss_02 Gorka Gate Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/19/2012 TBD 04/19/2012 - Nest complete with no eggs. Female entered the nest twice during 30-minute observation with no 
material. She stayed in the nest for 1-3 minutes at a time. - ELoveless
04/23/2012 - LEGO female on nest for duration of observation at 1505. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is complete, lined and empty. LEGO pair present and calling nearby, though not observed on 
nest. - RRadd

TBD

SPTO Spotted Towhee 041912_elss_04 Gorka Gate Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/19/2012 TBD 04/19/2012 - Female SPTO observed adding nesting material to nest. - ELoveless
04/23/2012 - No SPTO detections during 30 minute observation on cool gray day. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - No SPTO detections near this nest during 20-minute observation. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 041912_jdus_01 CP51-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 30 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/19/2012 4/25/2012 04/19/2012 - HOFI female stealing nest material from CAKI nest attempt in same tower (has now completely 
dismantled and removed all visible signs of CAKI nest attempt). 10 trips to HOFI nest with material were observed. 
- JDicus
04/25/2012 - Nest is gone. During 2 hours of observation, a pair of House Finches landed in different locations 
within the tower and appeared to be nest site selecting, but neither bird showed an affinity to the original nest 
location; nor were they observed carrying material to this spot. - MDicus

No

HOWR House Wren 041912_jdus_02 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/19/2012 TBD 04/19/2012 - Pair attends nest, entering multiple times. Male sings incessantly from nest tree. - JDicus
04/27/2012 - With the exception of a few minutes, 1 wren was in the nest cavity or perched within 15 feet for the 
30 minute observation period. In general, the male perched nearby singing and entered the nest on occasion to 
give the female food. The female entered and exited the nest, apparently foraging. At one point, the female had 
exited the nest, and a pair of HOFI landed near the cavity entrance. The male wren entered the cavity was able to 
keep the finches from entering. - VEurs

TBD
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WTKI White-tailed Kite 041912_lton_01 GS-NS-24 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/19/2012 TBD 04/19/2012 - Adult initially seen flying within the vicinity of the pine trees on the abandoned property to the 
north. The nest was identified during the potential raptor nesting detection portion of the survey. An adult was 
observed on the nest and did not leave when the avian biologist logged the location using a GPS device. - 
LThoreson
04/28/2012 - One adult on nest and another perched 100 feet away. - MKuehn

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 041912_rrdd_01 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/19/2012 TBD 04/19/2012 - BUSH making regular trips to nest which appears mostly complete. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - BUSH near nest was not observed entering nest on cool rainy day. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - No activity at this intact nest from 0900-0920. - RRadd

TBD

CALT California Towhee 041912_rrdd_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/19/2012 TBD 04/19/2012 - CALT at nest containing 2 eggs. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - CALT does not leave nest during 10 minute observation. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest remains empty, but CALT still agitated at presence of observer at edge of buffer. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041912_rrdd_03 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 26 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/19/2012 4/21/2012 04/19/2012 - LEGO pair attending nest with 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nest contains 1 egg. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is empty and falling apart. Presumed damaged by weather approximately 21 April. - RRadd

No

CATH California Thrasher 041912_rrdd_04 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Scrubs BMP installation/maintenance 100 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/19/2012 4/22/2012 04/19/2012 - CATH on nest appeared to be rotating eggs or interacting with nestlings - no food carry observed. - 
RRadd
04/23/2012 - CATH on nest at 1708. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is intact with some feces on the nest rim. Adult CATH perches above nest and sings 
intermittently for15  minutes. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 041912_sjon_01 EP70 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/19/2012 4/19/2012 04/19/2012 - Nest location was approximately 15 feet from A leg and 9 feet up in manzanita shrub. Nest was 
estimated to be approximately 10% complete. Nest location provided little protection from rotor wash. Because 
of the high potential for this nest to be negatively impacted by rotor wash from the sky crane while setting 
towers, it was removed at a very early stage of building (10%), with no eggs or young present following 
concurrence, per the NBMMP. Removal at this stage provides the nesting pair the chance to successfully build a 
nest away from the tower location, and allows critical construction activities to proceed without delay at this 
location. - SJohnston

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_ahll_01 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/20/2012 4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - Nest was found by biomonitor during morning sweeps, approximately 95% complete, with no eggs 
or young present. Streamer deterrents installed on crane and cavities were taped. Removal of nest was required 
based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction and the CAISO request for 
energization by June 1, such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for 
more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer 
reduction allowing for use of the crane, but rather, for removal. Nest was photographed and removed, per the 
NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/20/2012 4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - Well-built and well-placed nest with 5 eggs was discovered by a mechanic after he moved lift about 
50 feet to a new location to perform scheduled maintenance. Mechanic contacted the bio-monitor, who in turn 
contacted the avian biologist. The lift had been moved earlier in the morning, prior to the mechanic moving it. In 
addition, during the past week the lift had been used and moved several times by the SRPL new construction 
workers, and was available for use by O&M maintenance workers, who definitely used a lift during their 
maintenance activities, but it is unclear if this particular lift was the one that they used. It remains unclear when 
this nest was constructed and when the eggs were laid. House Finches lay 1 egg a day. They can build a nest in 1 
day, but given the well-built nature of this nest, it likely required 2 or more days to finish. As such, this nest can be 
as recently constructed as 7 days ago, or it could have been constructed up to 3 weeks ago. The lift was present 
inside the substation during this entire period. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_elss_01 CP95-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/20/2012 4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed carrying nesting material to the CP95 monopole about 12 
times throughout the day. The nest was less than 10% complete and no eggs were present. Bird deterrent tape is 
present within 6 inches of the nest. Construction at the tower may require work to take place at the nest site. 
Because the nest is located in a man-made Project structure that requires construction within the possible nest 
cycle, deterrents were present, and the birds are only in the beginning stages of nest building, the nest was 
removed from the structure, following NBMMP stipulations. The nest was photographed. - ELoveless

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_hwey_01 EP34-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/20/2012 TBD 04/20/2012 - Male and female HOFIs adding nest material. Nest appears 80% complete. A close examination with 
mirror reveals no eggs inside. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - 2 hatchlings in nest, partially emerged from eggs.  Earliest expected fledging date is 5/9/12. - 
HWinfrey

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 042012_jdus_01 CP32-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/20/2012 4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - A new House Finch nest was detected inside the CP32-2 middle traveler on the west side of the 
tower 100 feet above ground level. The female House Finch made 9 trips to nest with material. Nest stage could 
not be determined from the ground, though active nest building suggested egg laying had not begun. A lineman 
was dispatched to the tower via helicopter skid transfer to verify nest contents while avian biologist remained to 
confirm status of nest per the NBMMP, given wire stringing occurring at the site. Nest contents were verified by a 
lineman on the tower before stringing of that phase commenced. Avian biologists may not climb a tower due to 
the required safety training and equipment. At 1225, the crew arrived at the tower. Avian biologist communicated 
the nest location and confirmed lineman was to check nest contents without disturbing traveler. At 1234 the 
lineman called down that the nest was empty and with concurrence from avian biologist, nest removal was 
completed. - JDicus

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 042012_rrdd_01 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/20/2012 TBD 04/20/2012 - Clean empty nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest remains empty 1 day after severe weather. LASP activity on territory continues. - RRadd

TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 042012_rrdd_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/20/2012 TBD 04/20/2012 - Complete nest ready to receive first egg. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest remains empty 1 day after severe weather. LASP activity on territory continues. - RRadd

TBD

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 042012_rrdd_03 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/20/2012 TBD 04/20/2012 - CAKI pair carrying material to insulator mounting bracket. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - CAKI pair frequenting nest; no material carrying observed. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042012_rrdd_04 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/20/2012 TBD 04/20/2012 - HOFI on nest which appears complete and ready for an egg. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042012_rrdd_05 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/20/2012 TBD 04/20/2012 - Nest with 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042012_rrdd_06 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/20/2012 TBD 04/20/2012 - HOFI bringing nest material. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - No changes at this nest. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042012_rrdd_07 CP64-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/20/2012 TBD 04/20/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Changed species from Lark Sparrow to House Finch. Nest contains 3 eggs and 1 fresh-hatched 
nestling. - RRadd

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 042012_rrdd_08 CP65-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/20/2012 TBD 04/20/2012 - Nest is 50% built with male PHAI adding material at 1310. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest appears complete; PHAI male chases female away at observer approach. - RRadd

TBD

BCHU Black-chinned Hummingbird 042012_rrdd_09 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/20/2012 TBD 04/20/2012 - Female BCHU bringing Platanus racemosa fuzz to nest 50% complete. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - BCHU lying intermittently on complete nest. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042012_vers_01 CP32-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/20/2012 TBD 04/20/2012 - While monitoring a nearby nest, the biologist observed a Bushtit pair foraging in the area, returning 
to a particular shrub. Upon examining the shrub, a complete nest was found. The male brought a small insect into 
the nest, presumably for the female, as no sounds of nestlings were heard emanating from the nest. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - Adults observed making numerous trips with food material. Nestling begging calls could be heard 
when adults arrived. - GHuffman

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042112_ghan_01 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - Discovered nest while performing transects between pull site and tower. Nest was vacant for 
approximately 10 minutes and then observed female HOFI on nest. Contents of nest not visible from any vantage 
point but due to duration of female on nest it can be concluded that she is incubating. Buffer signs installed and 
trail staked from pull site to tower to clarify boundary. - GHuffman
04/28/2012 - Shortly after the start of the observation period, the HOFI pair arrived at the nest. The female 
perched at the edge for a few minutes and eventually settled in the nest, where she remained for 15+ minutes. 
The male was often perched nearby, singing and chasing off other male HOFI's, though he appeared less 
concerned about nearby LEGO's. The male and female exchanged chirping calls. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042112_hwey_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/21/2012 4/21/2012 04/21/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed bringing nesting material to tower at 1630 on 4/20/12 by 
biologist R. Haller. Nest building continued on the morning of 4/21/12, with the pair consistently making trips 
with nest material while workers and vehicles were directly beneath the nest. Nest is located in a pocket of bird 
deterrent netting at the top of the tower shroud, about 25 feet off the ground. The nest was examined and found 
to be 50% complete with no eggs or young. Nest removal was conducted per the NBMMP to allow for needed 
cable testing work requiring access to the shroud. - HWinfrey

No

BLPH Black Phoebe 042112_jpki_01 TL 6915/6924-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - Adults observed entering culvert with nesting material after which partially completed (60%) nest 
was found. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Both adults seen perching in vegetation outside the culvert. Male and female both observed 1 time 
with nest material that they eventually carried into the culvert. The phoebes were very sensitive to the biologist's 
presence, even when the biologist was 20 feet away above and behind the culvert opening. - VEurs

TBD
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042112_jpki_02 TL 6924 69kv Tie Line Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 130 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 4/28/2012 04/21/2012 - Female observed on nest with male in vicinity of nest shrub. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Absolutely no sign of the nest in the mulefat shrub. No LEGO activity in the area after 20 minutes of 
observation. Assume this nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes, either because of recent bad 
weather or predation. - VEurs

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 042112_jpki_03 TL 6915/6924 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to nest within cavity on several occasions. Nestlings also heard 
begging within cavity while adult was present. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Both adults eventually observed bringing food to nestlings within the cavity (at first it was difficult 
to tell if it was 1 adult bringing food, but both were ultimately seen at the cavity at the same time). Nestlings were 
very vocal. - VEurs

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042112_jpki_04 TL 6924 69kV Tie Line Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - Adult foraging in vicinity of nest after which it entered complete nest and remained inside for at 
least 10 minutes. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Both adults were foraging at start of observation period. 1 adult entered the nest and remained 
there through the end of observations (another 15 minutes). The second adult visited the nest on 2 occasions, but 
the biologist couldn't tell if it was carrying food. No nestlings heard. - VEurs

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042112_ltiw_01 EP140-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - Bushtits were detected in the area during nest survey. Nest was found and appears complete but 
looks small. A female entered  the nest for about 2 minutes, then exited nest. Pair was not disturbed by the 
helicopter flyover or avian biologist observing 10 feet nearby. - LTymkiw
04/30/2012 - Nest looks complete, and 1 Bushtit is perched 8 feet away as if quietly watching over nest, 
territorially. - PKonrad

TBD

CORA Common Raven 042112_mdus_01 CP16-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - A monitor reported a pair of Common Ravens constructing a nest in the top of structure CP16-1. 
The nest is 90-100% constructed. - MDicus
04/28/2012 - The nest appears to be fully constructed and now has fluffy, white lining. 1 raven flew up and 
perched near the nest as the biologist was driving up access road CP16-1-E-A. The second raven was on the nest. 
The biologist stopped at the junction of the access road leading to the tower. The ravens flew from the tower 
shortly after the biologist arrived and soared around the area, calling to each other. They returned within 10 
minutes, 1 settling on the nest and the other perching in the tower below. - VEurs

TBD

WREN Wrentit 042112_mkhn_02 EP79-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - Both adults observed carrying nesting material to nest with biologist crouching, but in plain sight 7 
feet away. Nest approximately 40% complete. Base of nest complete and starting to form rim. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Nest contains 4 pale blue eggs. An adult was near, but not seen on nest. - MKuehn

TBD

WREN Wrentit 042112_mkhn_03 EP101-2-PS-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - Adult heard giving low rattling call in vicinity. When area was searched, adult flew from nest when 
biologist was 2 feet away, revealing location of nest. Nest contains 4 pale blue immaculate eggs, which appear 
fresh when lit by sunlight. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Adult seen on nest from 20 feet away. - MKuehn

TBD

BLPH Black Phoebe 042112_mkhn_04 EP79-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 12 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/21/2012 4/27/2012 04/21/2012 - Female observed collecting material 350 feet away this morning, and flying in this direction. This 
afternoon, when nest was located, she was observed carrying fine materials to nest and placing them. Nest is just 
begun (<5% complete). - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Very little new nesting material has been added. This nest site appears to have been abandoned 
before completion of building. An adult was observed carrying nesting material to a shed across the road to the 
south on private property, and more than 100 feet from the access road. - MKuehn

No

CATH California Thrasher 042112_mkhn_05 EP79-E-A Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - Both adults visited nest with biologist standing 12 feet away on edge of access road. At least 1 adult 
carried nesting material in bill and placed it in nest. Nest is 30% complete, with base of twigs and bark strips 
mostly formed. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Adult stayed tight on nest, presumed to be incubating eggs, but contents were not checked. - 
MKuehn

TBD

HOOR Hooded Oriole 042112_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - HOOR female constructing new nest of palm fiber 0815. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOOR pair observed gathering fiber from nearby Canary palm, nest approximately 25% complete. - 
RRadd
05/02/2012 - Female HOOR continues to pull fibers from adjacent Washingtonia and add to this nest, which 
appears substantially complete. - RRadd

TBD

HOWR House Wren 042112_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - HOWR carrying material to cavity. - RRadd
04/29/2012 - HOWR singing adjacent not observed to enter during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOWR singing at entrance and entering briefly at 0945 does not carry any items. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042112_rrdd_03 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - LEGO female building nest approximately 70% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Female LEGO on nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - LEGO on nest at 0940. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042112_rrdd_04 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 15 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/21/2012 4/26/2012 04/21/2012 - Female ANHU working on nest approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest has fallen. - RRadd

No
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HOFI House Finch 042112_rrdd_05 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - HOFI pair at complete nest lacking eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOFI goes to nest containing 3 eggs at 1535. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOFI to nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOFI on nest at 1224 does not flush. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042112_rrdd_06 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/21/2012 5/2/2012 04/21/2012 - Large grass nest appears complete and ready for eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No changes at this nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest has not changed and no birds are associating with it, indicating abandonment. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042112_rrdd_07 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - HOFI pair building nest on fence; approximately 20% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest is 25% complete. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest is only marginally advanced, but strident HOFI pair are present and active a few feet from the 
nest. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042112_rrdd_08 GS-NF-10 Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - LEGO pair making multiple trips - female building nest approximately 60% complete, - RRadd
04/28/2012 - LEGO active in nest at 1006. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042112_rrdd_09 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/21/2012 4/26/2012 04/21/2012 - ANHU female making infrequent trips off nest shows no indications of hatched young between 1455 
- 1515. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - Nest has fallen. Presumed lost to severe weather 2 days ago. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 042112_rrdd_10 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - BUSH carrying materials to nest which is approximately 30% complete. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - BUSH pair making infrequent trips to nest 0908. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042112_vers_01 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - A female Anna's Hummingbird was seen with nesting material. The biologist saw it land in branches 
a sort distance away and discovered a nest approximately 85% complete. She added spider webs and small 
feathers and used her body to shape the cup. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - The female hummingbird spent most of the observation period on the nest, occasionally leaving for 
a few minutes at a time to forage. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042312_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/23/2012 TBD 04/23/2012 - Nest with 5 eggs, in same location as 2011 nest. - BArnold TBD

NUWO Nuttall's Woodpecker 042312_hwey_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/23/2012 TBD 04/23/2012 - At 1148, male brings food to nest cavity, apparently for egg-laying female, who leaves nest cavity at 
1204. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Male observed entering nest cavity at 1018 and remaining inside. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042312_jdus_01 CP50-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/23/2012 TBD 04/23/2012 - Pair makes 8 trips to 50% constructed nest in 1/2 hour female with material, actively nest building 
while male sings nearby. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Nest looks complete. Female arrived shortly after the start of observations and settled briefly on the 
nest before flying off again. - VEurs

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 042312_jdus_02 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 71 100 50 50 Fledged 4/23/2012 5/1/2012 04/23/2012 - Female feeds at least 2 large nestlings. - JDicus
05/01/2012 - No nestlings were on the nest upon biologist's arrival. At least 1 fledged PHAI (with yellow at the 
base of its bill) was observed about 30 feet from the nest. This nest has fledged successfully. - VEurs

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042312_jdus_03 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/23/2012 TBD 04/23/2012 - Female remains on nest during cloudy, drizzly day. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Male fed female, then female went to lay on nest. - LTymkiw

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042312_jpki_01 69kV Tie line Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Traffic 8 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/23/2012 4/28/2012 04/23/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to nest; nestlings heard begging from nest when adults present. - 
JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - After 40 minutes of observation, no Bushtits were detected anywhere in the area and none 
approached the nest. The nest is in excellent condition, with no signs of damage. The nest contained nestlings of 
unknown age when first recorded, so it seems likely that this nest fledged successfully, although no fledglings 
were detected around the nest. - VEurs

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042312_lton_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/23/2012 4/23/2012 04/23/2012 - Two House Finch nests were identified within 20 feet of each other in the same location, but on 2 
different vehicles. 1 adult House Finch male was perched near both nests; no pair was observed this morning, and 
the adult House Finch did not bring material to this nest. Monitor had been observing nest for over an hour this 
morning. Nest was less than 2% complete. Deterrents in place included: mylar ribbons and many taped-off 
potential cavities. This nest was removed because it is located on a piece of equipment required for testing work 
and was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing use of equipment. Although no bird was seen at the nest, 
the nest is size and composition of a House Finch nest and many finches were within the vicinity. Nest was 
removed per the NBMMP. No eggs or young were present. - LThoreson

No

HOFI House Finch 042312_lton_02 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/23/2012 4/23/2012 04/23/2012 - Two House Finch nests were identified within 20 feet of each other in the same location, but on 2 
different vehicles. 1 adult House Finch male was perched near both nests; no pair was observed this morning, and 
the adult House Finch did not bring material to this nest. Pair was reported nest building on previous day by M. 
Kuehn. Monitor had been observing nest for over an hour this morning. Nest was less than 10% complete. 
Deterrents in place included: mylar ribbons and many taped-off potential cavities. This nest was removed because 
it was located on a piece of equipment required for testing work and was not a candidate for a buffer reduction 
allowing use of equipment. Nest was removed per the NBMMP. No eggs or young were present. - LThoreson

No
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042312_lton_03 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 30 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/23/2012 4/30/2012 04/23/2012 - Pair observed defending nest area and going to nest area. Nest is somewhat lop-sided and appears 
to be 70% complete. Male LEGO foraging spider webs 20 feet from nest. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Nest appears to have been destroyed. - LTymkiw

No

PHAI Phainopepla 042312_lton_04 CP49 Temp work Area Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/23/2012 TBD 04/23/2012 - Pair observed near nest. Male seen stealing nesting material from active Bushtit nest. Male visited 
nest multiple times during 30 minute period. - LThoreson
05/01/2012 - Male PHAI on nest, incubating. - VEurs

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042312_lton_05 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/23/2012 TBD 04/23/2012 - Nest appears complete; however one Bushtit was observed flying to the nest with nesting material 
(feathers), likely for lining. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - No activity after 30 minutes of observation. Lots of Bushtit activity in the surrounding habitat, but 
none associated with the nest. - VEurs

TBD

LBVI Least Bell's Vireo 042312_tcer_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 4/23/2012 TBD 04/23/2012 - Adults building nest, approximately 60% complete. - TCooper
04/24/2012 - Female observed periodically adding willow down to sides of nest. Nest about 70% complete. Still 
skeletal on sides and needs lining. - TCooper

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042312_vnik_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 95 100 93 93 Nest did not reach active stage 4/23/2012 5/1/2012 04/23/2012 - Observed pair making several trips to nest. - VNovik
05/01/2012 - Nest torn apart. Portion of nest on ground, likely depredation event. No eggshell fragments visible 
on ground below nest. Nest closed. - VNovik

No

BUSH Bushtit 042312_vnik_02 GS-USFS-6 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/23/2012 TBD 04/23/2012 - R. Richardson reported Bushtit nest. Observed birds carrying material to nest, which is nearly 
complete. Bushtits were observed making several trips to the nest while ESA signs were installed. - VNovik
05/02/2012 - Nest looks complete and in good shape, but no Bushtits were observed or heard at the nest or in 
the area during a 30 minute observation period. The Bushtits could be egg laying or incubating and therefore not 
active at the nest site very often. - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042412_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - One egg present in nest. Observed male singing nearby while female went to nest briefly, then both 
flew away. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Avian biologist stopped at 40 feet from nest, where there is line of sight between the nest and 
construction activities, and the bird flew off from nest. This was the second instance this had happened when a 
person was standing 35-40 feet from nest. Once female was out of sight from nest, the avian biologist was able to 
check nest and saw 2 eggs present. - AHill
05/01/2012 - Female incubating full time. - AHill

TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 042412_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/24/2012 4/25/2012 04/24/2012 - Pair is actively building, nest is 40% as of 1400. Nest cup is see through, no lining present, no young 
or eggs present. Nest has been submitted for removal, results are pending. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Pair was observed bringing in nesting material actively this morning at 0700 to their nest which was 
approximately 50% complete. No eggs or nestlings were present in nest. Removal of nest was required based on 
potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts 
relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the steel area during the anticipated nest cycle. 
Deterrents present included ongoing construction yard work such as skycrane operations, steel assembly and 
vehicle traffic. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the steel. Nest was removed 
following requirements outlined in the NBMMP with no eggs or young present. - AHill

No

BUSH Bushtit 042412_ahll_03 EP67 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - Bushtit pair is actively bringing lining material to nest. Nest appears complete. - AHill
05/01/2012 - No Bushtits observed near large nest, but egg laying or incubation may be under way, during which 
the adults may be out of sight, inside the nest or out of the area. - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042412_ahll_04 EP67 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/24/2012 4/24/2012 04/24/2012 - Nest was found by avian biologist at 1600. Nest appeared to be 60% complete, and pair was seen 
visiting nest and singing on equipment. Streamer deterrents were installed on the crane. Removal of nest was 
required based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower 
assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment 
during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. 
Nest was removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. No eggs or young were present. - AHill

No

CALT California Towhee 042412_fhan_01 EP11-3-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - 2 blue eggs with brown speckles. Adult incubating. - FHoffman
05/01/2012 - Female on nest at 0613, contains 4 eggs. - HWinfrey

TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 042412_hwey_01 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE2

Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - LASP observed bringing small twigs to nest at 0915. Nest appears 10% complete. - HWinfrey
05/01/2012 - Nest contains 2 cream-colored eggs with brownish streaking. - HWinfrey

TBD

AMCR American Crow 042412_hwey_02 Alpine Underground Ductbank Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 16 100 100 100 Fledged 4/24/2012 4/25/2012 04/24/2012 - Nest is empty. Fledgling AMCR perched 30 feet above nest being fed by adults at 1205. - HWinfrey
04/25/2012 - No activity at nest and no AMCR observed in area. Fledgling has left area, nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes

AR067077
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HOWR House Wren 042412_jdus_01 CP54-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - Adult enters stealthily from poison oak thicket below without vocalizing. Remains inside cavity for 
18 minutes, entering again after 10 minutes of foraging without material or visible food item carried, not to 
emerge again for additional 15 minutes observation. Presume nesting stage to be incubating based on these 
observations. - JDicus

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042412_lgan_01 CP84 Structures Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed carrying nesting material to Leg D of CP84. The pair continued 
to build, undisturbed, while the biologist logged the nest and setup buffer signs for a 30-foot buffer and no 
climbing on tower. - LGorman

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042412_lgan_02 CP74-2 Structures Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - A House Finch pair was observed building a nest approximately 80 feet high in Leg B of Tower CP74-
2. Nest material visible from below appeared to be at least 60% complete. The pair continued to build while the 
biologist logged the nest and installed 30-foot buffer/no climbing up tower signs. - LGorman

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042412_ltiw_01 TL 6924 69kv Tie Line Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed carrying lining material several times to a nest that appears 
complete. - LTymkiw

TBD

CALT California Towhee 042412_ltiw_02 69kV-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - A pair of California Towhees was observed visiting a nest with 2 eggs. - LTymkiw TBD

WREN Wrentit 042412_ltiw_03 TL 6924 69kv Tie Line Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - A pair of Wrentits was observed visiting a complete nest with 4 pale blue eggs. - LTymkiw TBD

AMKE American Kestrel 042412_mdus_01 CP23-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - On 04/22/12, biomonitor A. Steyers reported observing a female AMKE briefly entering the lowest 
arm of the 69kV monopole before joining a male and leaving the area. On 04/24/12 the avian biologist observed 
the AMKE pair chasing a pair of Red-tailed Hawks from structure CP23, after which the female AMKE entered the 
lowest arm of the 69kV pole and did not emerge for 25 minutes. During this time, the male hunted and perched 
on a nearby wire. The female emerged from the cavity at 1318 and the pair left the nest vicinity. They returned at 
approximately 1600, the female vocalizing and the male diving at the Red-tailed Hawk perched in CP23. - MDicus
05/01/2012 - No AMKE activity during 90+ minutes of observation. - VEurs

TBD

HOWR House Wren 042412_rrdd_01 CP83-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - Male singing at cavity, female enters and remains 0758. - RRadd TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042412_rrdd_02 CP83-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - BUSH bringing material to nest at 10-minute intervals 0918, approximately 60% complete. - RRadd TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042412_rrdd_03 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - BUSH pair carrying spider silk and feathers to nest, approximately 70% complete. - RRadd TBD

HOWR House Wren 042412_rrdd_04 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - HOWR male singing nearby while female carries sticks at 1-minute intervals. - RRadd TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042412_rrdd_05 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - ANHU lying on complete nest. - RRadd TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042412_rrdd_06 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - ANHU female building nest which is 40% complete. - RRadd TBD

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 042412_rrdd_07 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - NOMO attending fresh, un-lined stick basket nest. - RRadd TBD

HOFI House Finch 042412_rrdd_08 12kV Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - Nest appears complete, but HOFI at pole did not come to nest during 15-minute observation. - 
RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042412_rrdd_09 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - Nest appears well established and HOFI activity is continuous. - RRadd TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042412_sjon_01 EP77-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - Observed male LEGO feeding incubating female. - SJohnston TBD

BUOR Bullock's Oriole 042412_sjon_02 EP77-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - Observed female building nest. Nest appears approximately 70% complete. - SJohnston TBD

HOFI House Finch 042412_vers_01 CP6-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/24/2012 4/24/2012 04/24/2012 - On 24 April 2012, the onsite biomonitor A. Steyers observed a pair of House Finches perching on an 
excavator in the work area of CP6 and entering the joint in the hydraulic arm with nesting material. This piece of 
equipment is needed for construction of a Hilfiker wall at CP6l. Nesting bird deterrents were present on the 
excavator in the form of copious amounts of mylar flagging. The nest was approximately 2% complete at time of 
removal and did not contain any eggs or young. Photographs were taken to document deterrents in place, the 
removal process, material removed per the NBMMP and new deterrents added. After the nest was removed, 
construction personnel stuffed filter fabric into the joints of the equipment in an effort to prevent further nesting 
attempts. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 042512_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 100 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/25/2012 4/28/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest with 3 eggs. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - No HOFI associated with nest. Nest with 3 eggs, the same as yesterday. Nest very wet and slightly de-
constructed from last night's heavy rainfall. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Nest and 3 eggs no longer present as of 28 April 2012. Appears to be natural predation of nest. - 
BArnold

No
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HOFI House Finch
(Inactive)

042512_bald_02 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - Nest appears complete, no eggs or HOFI activity observed. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - No adult HOFI observed at nest. The nest is very wet from last night's heavy rainfall, and contains no 
eggs. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Nest empty, no activity observed either today 29 April or yesterday, 30 April. Changed status to 
Inactive. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042512_bald_03 Sycamore Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - Nest with 5 eggs. Female flushed at 3 feet. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - Observed female leave nest on her own. Upon brief examination, nest was discovered to contain at 
least 3 nestlings. - BArnold

TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 042512_bloh_01 CP10 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - foundations 800 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/25/2012 5/2/2012 04/25/2012 - 2 nestlings present; both adults bringing food and feeding repeatedly, male returning with food 
about twice as much as female. - BLohstroh
05/02/2012 - Nest pulled apart, broken sage stems above nest, no sign of nestlings or fledglings in area. Nest 
likely taken by avian predator. - BLohstroh

No

MODO Mourning Dove 042512_elss_01 EP78-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - See following comment. - KAlberts
04/25/2012 - Mourning Dove observed lying on the nest. - ELoveless

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042512_ghan_01 CP31-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - Pair observed making multiple trips carrying nesting material between 1600 and 1700 by avian 
biomonitor T. Dipaola. Nest is about 50% complete. Buffer staked for foot and helicopter traffic at 50 feet.- 
GHuffman
05/02/2012 - Nest looks nearly complete, although a little small. The pair made at least 8 trips to the nest to add 
material during a 15-minute visit. They may have copulated, based on vocalizations and vigorous movements in 
the nest tree, but the dense foliage prevented the biologist from confirming this. - VEurs

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042512_hwey_01 CP106-1-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0738. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1110. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0849. - HWinfrey
05/01/2012 - 2 adults bring food to nest at 0658. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042512_hwey_03 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - Female on nest incubating 3 eggs. - HWinfrey TBD

CATH California Thrasher 042512_hwey_04 EP11-3-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - Adult seen leaving nest. 3 eggs present in nest. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Female on nest with 3 eggs at 0623. - HWinfrey

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042512_jdus_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - Female adult Bushtit arrives to 100% constructed and externally well decorated nest singly, remains 
inside while male brings fine downy material to nest entrance which female receives from within. Female does 
not exit nest for 15 minutes. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - BUSH male carrying food to nest at 10 minute intervals. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042512_jdus_02 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - Nest with 4 eggs, female incubates while vehicle is parked 5 feet away with doors open and radio 
turned on. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - The female was on the nest as biologist approached. The male was perched nearby singing. He 
approached the nest, and the pair then flew off across the access road. The biologist used this opportunity to 
check the nest with a mirror. It still contains 4 eggs. - VEurs

TBD

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 042512_jpki_01 EP78-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - Adult observed on nest; second adult observed in vicinity of nest shrub on several occasions. - 
JPawlicki

TBD

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 042512_mdus_01 CP51-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/25/2012 4/26/2012 04/25/2012 - An adult Cassin's Kingbird was observed making 4 trips with nest material while the other adult 
perched nearby. The birds also displayed territorial aggression, chasing a pair of House Finches from the tower. - 
MDicus
04/26/2012 - Nest was removed per NBMMP based on need to access insulators adjacent to nest. Nest was in 
early stages, less than 20% complete, at time of removal with no eggs or young present. Deterrents present 
include a previously installed perch/nest preventer and mylar tape. - IMaunsell

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 042512_mkhn_01 EP78-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 150 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/25/2012 5/2/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest contains at least 1 (appears to be only 1) large gray nestling (50-60g). Adult nearby and would 
not go to nest with biologist 30 feet away. Nest is expected to fledge by 5/1. - MKuehn
05/02/2012 - Nest empty. Based on prior observations, likely fledged. - VNovik

Yes

BCHU Black-chinned Hummingbird 042512_rrdd_01 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - BCHU female building yellow nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd TBD

ACWO Acorn Woodpecker 042512_rrdd_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - 3 ACWO repeatedly entering this cavity during 40 minute observation. - RRadd TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042512_rrdd_03 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - BUSH male visits nest infrequently but does not enter. - RRadd TBD

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 042512_rrdd_04 CP70-3-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - NOMO bringing sticks and forming nest platform; approximately 15% complete. - RRadd TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042512_rrdd_05 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - LEGO female constructs new nest in company of vigilant male. Nest approximately 30% complete. - 
RRadd

TBD

AR067079
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HOOR Hooded Oriole 042512_rrdd_06 El Monte CY Construction Yards Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - New nest is approximately 20% complete and consistent with HOOR. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest does not appear substantially improved; will monitor once more before closing. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042512_sjon_01 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - Monitor reported House Finch entering nest location. Upon inspection by an avian biologist, at least 
2 nestlings were observed in the nest. - SJohnston
05/02/2012 - three feathered nestlings observed. - SJohnston

TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 042612_ahll_01 EP67 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/26/2012 TBD 04/26/2012 - Nest was found on 4/25/2012 when a bird flushed from the nest during an arroyo toad survey at 
2100. Nest was logged today and was confirmed to still be active when the female was observed on the nest, 
incubating 4 eggs. A buffer of 100 feet was installed. The female flew off the nest when walking 20 feet south 
toward nest. - AHill
05/01/2012 - Clutch of 4 eggs (cream-colored with a few irregular spots) fill the small ground nest. No adult at the 
nest but several Lark Sparrows in the area. - PKonrad

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042612_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/26/2012 TBD 04/26/2012 - ANHU comes to  nest and remains at 1230. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - ANHU incubation continues - female remains on nest. - RRadd

TBD

BEWR Bewick's Wren 042612_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/26/2012 5/2/2012 04/26/2012 - BEWR pair carrying food to brush pile in midst of Tamarix thicket. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No BEWR detections, but based on prior observations, this nest presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

LASP Lark Sparrow 042712_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/27/2012 4/27/2012 04/27/2012 - Female was seen bringing material to nest over the course of an hour, the nest went from being 
60% complete to 90%. The female's brood patch was visible. Deterrents present included ongoing construction 
yard work such as skycrane operations, steel assembly and vehicle traffic. The nest was submitted for nest 
removal per NBMMP because of the necessity to fly out the steel piece immediately and that there were no eggs 
or nestlings present. - AHill

No

CALT California Towhee 042712_ghan_01 CP31-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - Observed location of nest in white sage (Salvia apiana) while driving down access road. When 
approaching nest, a California Towhee left substrate and observed 4 eggs in nest. 50-foot buffer staked with drive 
though access. - GHuffman

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042712_hwey_01 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE 4

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/27/2012 4/27/2012 04/27/2012 - Biologist A. Farmer reported observing HOFI pair carrying nesting material to interior of crane arm 
base atop crane truck in Sunrise Substation. Nest was found to be 10% complete with no eggs or young present. 
This vehicle was being used for active work when the nest was discovered. Operation of this crane was deemed 
necessary for ongoing wire pulling operations, and nest was photographed and removed according to NBMMP 
requirements. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 042712_lgan_01 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - Female House Finch was observed incubating 4 eggs. - LGorman TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 042712_lgan_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - Observed Lark Sparrow pair bringing nest material to the nest, in between periods of incubation. - 
LGorman

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 042712_lgan_03 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing 
Areas

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - A Phainopepla pair was observed bringing nesting material to the nest, which is approximately 90% 
complete. - LGorman

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042712_lgan_05 CP65-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - A female House Finch nest was observed bringing nest material to the nest repeatedly. The nest was 
approximately 95% complete. - LGorman

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 042712_lgan_06 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - A female Phainopepla was observed incubating the nest. She flew off the nest, gathered material, 
added it to the nest, and continued to incubate. - LGorman

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042712_lgan_07 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - A female Lesser Goldfinch was observed flying onto the nest and remained there presumably to 
incubate. - LGorman

TBD

CATH California Thrasher 042712_lton_01 EP101-2-PS-E Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - The nest was discovered during an active search. 2 eggs were in the nest. The female had flushed 
prior to discovery, and she called from a few shrubs while the biologist quickly took data. - LThoreson

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042712_mdus_01 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - Female House Finch rapidly adding material to a nest that is approximately 75% complete, with the 
male in accompaniment. The female seems wary of a Cassin's Kingbird perched nearby, waiting to add material 
until the Kingbird leaves. - MDicus

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042712_mdus_02 CP51-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - Female observed making multiple trips with material to a nest that is approximately 80-90% 
constructed. - MDicus

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042712_rrdd_01 CP65-1-PS-N Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - Complete nest ready for first egg. Pair agitated at observer, returned at 50 feet. - RRadd TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 042712_rrdd_02 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - Fresh grass nest, lined and complete. Various cup-nesting songbirds present, likely PHAI or HOFI. - 
RRadd

TBD

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 042712_rrdd_03 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - Twig basket, fully lined and ready for first egg. NOMO present. - RRadd TBD

HOFI House Finch 042712_rrdd_04 CP64 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - HOFI flushed from nest and returned as soon as observer retreated 40 feet. Contents not accessible. 
- RRadd

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 042712_rrdd_05 CP64 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - Nest is only 4 feet from active HOFI nest, status of this nest unclear due to proximity. - RRadd TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 042712_rrdd_06 CP65-1-PS-N Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - Complete empty nest. Green leaf present at 0800 is removed by 1545. LASP copulating nearby. - 
RRadd

TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 042812_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/28/2012 4/28/2012 04/28/2012 - Female was seen bringing material to nest actively, 80% complete. The nest was submitted for nest 
removal because of the necessity to fly out the steel piece in the future and that there were no eggs or nestlings 
present. Deterrents present included ongoing construction yard work such as skycrane operations, steel assembly 
and vehicle traffic. Nest was removed as per NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 042812_bald_01 69kV-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/28/2012 TBD 04/28/2012 - Pair of HOFI observed bringing nest material (once) and landing on and entering (4 times) the 
bracket for the lower arm on the west side of the pole. - BArnold

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042812_ghan_01 CP31-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/28/2012 TBD 04/28/2012 - Observed adults making multiple trips to a coast live oak carrying nesting material. Nest appears to 
be approximately 50% complete. - GHuffman

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042812_hwey_01 EP34-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/28/2012 TBD 04/28/2012 - Female flushed from nest, which contains 3 eggs. - HWinfrey TBD

HOFI House Finch 042812_ltiw_01 Jacumba Valley Ranch CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/28/2012 TBD 04/28/2012 - Female was seen entering the wheel area 3 times, but was never observed carrying anything inside. 
Each time she remained there for about 5 minutes. Several males and other females also in the vicinity. - LTymkiw

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042812_ltiw_02 EP142-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/28/2012 TBD 04/28/2012 - A pair was observed making continuing trips to the nest with caterpillars. They were not affected by 
the tower work or by an avian biologist observing and recording data 40 feet away. - LTymkiw
04/30/2012 - A pair of Bushtits visited the nest, 1 entering nest, but no other activity observed during 30-minute 
observation period. A small, vocal flock of Bushtits was observed about 100 feet west of the nest site. - PKonrad

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042812_rrdd_01 GS-NF-10 Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/28/2012 TBD 04/28/2012 - Female ANHU standing on rim of complete nest decorated with lichen flakes at 0710. - RRadd TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042812_rrdd_02 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/28/2012 TBD 04/28/2012 - LEGO pair building nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042812_rrdd_04 GS-NF-10 Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/28/2012 TBD 04/28/2012 - BUSH pair bringing material to nest at 10 minute intervals. Nest approximately 60% complete. - 
RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042812_rrdd_05 GS-NF-10 Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/28/2012 TBD 04/28/2012 - HOFI female incubating 3 eggs. - RRadd TBD

CAQU California Quail 042812_sjon_01 EP50-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/28/2012 TBD 04/28/2012 - Monitor reported flushing a California Quail from this nest while walking along the access road. 
Avian biologist did not see bird at the nest or nearby when mapping its location, but 4 eggs were visible. - 
SJohnston
05/01/2012 - Nest contains 8 eggs, but no California Quail were observed in area, suggesting the egg laying period 
continues in advance of the initiation of incubation. - PKonrad

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042812_sjon_02 EP63-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/28/2012 TBD 04/28/2012 - Observed pair of Bushtits nest building. Nest is approximately 10% complete. - SJohnston
05/01/2012 - Although no Bushtit activity was observed 2 hours ago, Bushtits are now very actively nest building, 
with nest visits spaced 3 minutes or less apart. - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042912_bald_01 TL 6915 - 100984 69kv Tie Line Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/29/2012 TBD 04/29/2012 - HOFI pair observed at pole 100984, with female observed bringing nest material and entering the 
following arm brackets (note that these arms are not hollow; the bird enters the metal bracket attached to the 
wooden pole from below): upper eastern, middle eastern, lower eastern, and middle western. This nest is a 
candidate for removal and adding 'bird deterrents' to preclude access to any of these brackets. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042912_bald_02 TL 6915/6924 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/29/2012 TBD 04/29/2012 - HOFI pair observed once landing on pole arm, and female entering briefly before flying to adjacent 
pole. Observed only once during an hour-long observation period. The finches are likely 'checking out' potential 
nesting locations. This is a candidate for removal, as the pair has likely just initiated nest site selection/nest 
building. - BArnold
04/30/2012 - Avian biologist checked nest using lift, contains 4 eggs and as such remains active, no bird deterrent 
work was allowed. Other 2 brackets (upper E& W) contained no nest material. - BArnold

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 042912_bald_03 100983 69kv Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 4/29/2012 4/30/2012 04/29/2012 - Observed HOFI pair entering and bringing nest material to lower arm brackets attached to the east 
and west sides of the pole. This is a candidate for removal, as the pair has likely just begun the site selection/nest 
building process. - BArnold
04/30/2012 - Nest was examined by an avian biologist using a lift. The nest was about 10% complete, and 
contained no eggs or young. New substation work consisting of overhead wire stringing as well as O&M activities 
have been regularly occurring in the adjacent Sycamore Substation, including this past Saturday and Sunday. PAR 
requires the 69kV to be available for upgrades and energization in June, and will be working in the insulators 
within which bracket the HOFI partial nest was begun. Buffers would not likely have prevented this nest from 
being impacted during this future construction. This nest was initiated in spite of the ongoing work in the 
immediately adjacent Sycamore Substation consisting of 20+ member crews. As such, this partial nest was 
removed. - BArnold

No

AMKE American Kestrel 042912_bald_04 69kV-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/29/2012 TBD 04/29/2012 - AMKE observed entering third arm from top on western side of pole several times late in the day. - 
BArnold

TBD

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 042912_hwey_01 EP11-3 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/29/2012 TBD 04/29/2012 - Nest contains at least 3 nestlings, 1-2 days old. Adult heard calling within 5 feet of nest. - HWinfrey TBD

CORA Common Raven 042912_mdus_01 CP39 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/29/2012 4/30/2012 04/29/2012 - On 4/28/12, biomonitor Sarah Farmer observed a pair of CORA carrying sticks to structure CP39. As 
of 16:30 on 4/29/12, the nest is now approximately 60-70% constructed. The CORA pair continued to nest build 
while the avian biologist photographed and recorded the nest. - MDicus
04/30/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing activities), per agency concurrence 
and through adherence to the NBMMP. The nest was nearly complete but contained no eggs or nestlings. Nest 
deterrents in the form of mylar flash tape at the base of the tower and a Daddy Long Legs nest preventer on the 
top phase of the tower were previously installed. Following concurrence, the nest was checked for eggs, 
photographed, and removed and in the presence of a qualified biologist. An approved nesting bird deterrent was 
installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. - MDicus

No

CATH California Thrasher 042912_mkhn_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/29/2012 TBD 04/29/2012 - An adult California Thrasher was observed on a nest that is 95% complete and contains no eggs or 
young. - MKuehn

TBD

AMKE American Kestrel 042912_vers_01 TL 6924 - 171697 69kv Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/29/2012 TBD 04/29/2012 - While monitoring poles for reconductoring activities, a pair of AMKE was observed entering the 
cavity on the east side of the steel monopole. An adult entered the cavity and remained for 30 minutes, exited 
and the second adult took its place. It appears the pair is incubating. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 043010_vnik_01 Rough Acres Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/25/2012 4/25/2012 04/25/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed for approximately 30-40 minutes. The pair was observed at 
the nest, and a second pair was also observed near the nest. At least one female was observed carrying material 
to the nest. The nest appears 80% complete. No eggs or young were in the nest. Removal of nest was required 
based on impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate 
options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest 
deterrents in the form of mylar tape and reflective discs were hung on the water tank. Nest was removed per 
NBMMP. - VNovik

No

HOFI House Finch 043012_ahll_01 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - 3 eggs in nest, biomonitor reported seeing pair enter nest. This crane was moved on Friday, 27 April 
at 1800 from EP1. This means this pair built this nest Friday night and Saturday morning, laying 1 egg/day on 
Saturday, Sunday, and Monday. - AHill
05/01/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs, should start incubating full time tomorrow. - AHill

TBD

HOFI House Finch 043012_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/30/2012 4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - Pair was seen flying out of nest location and male singing in area, nest was approximately 20% 
complete. Mylar deterrents installed on crane. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to 
material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative 
options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was 
not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. No eggs or young were present, and nest was 
removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 043012_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/30/2012 4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - Pair was seen flying out of nest location and male singing in area; nest was approximately 50% 
complete. Mylar deterrents installed on crane. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to 
material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative 
options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was 
not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. No eggs or young were present and nest was 
removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 043012_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/30/2012 4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - House Finch nest found with no eggs, about 15% complete, in mast of lift equipment. Work, both 
new substation construction and O&M activities, occurs everyday, and this lift is available for use by both every 
day. Lift equipment essential to both new and O&M activities necessitated removal. Nest was photographed and 
removed, per the NBMMP. - BArnold

No
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HOFI House Finch 043012_bald_02 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/30/2012 4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - Nest with no eggs, about 50 percent complete, in mast of lift equipment. Work, both new 
substation construction and O&M activities, occurs everyday, and this lift is available for use by both every day. 
Lift equipment essential to both new and O&M activities, and nest was necessary for removal to continue these 
operations. Nest photographed and removed following stipulations of the NBMMP. - BArnold

No

AMKE American Kestrel 043012_bald_03 TL 6924 - 137897 69kV Tie Line Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - A female AMKE was observed by the biomonitor as it flew onto the monopole and perched. Avian 
biologist was called and arrived within 5 minutes to evaluate the situation. Crew continued to work for an hour, 
because the biomonitor lost sight of the bird while telephoning avian biologist, and it was assumed the bird had 
flown off the monopole. The biomonitor and avian biologist monitored this work. When crew used a hand-held 
power wrench which caused considerable vibration in the monopole, an adult AMKE emerged from the bracket 
end of the lowest western arm and flew to the next steel monopole several hundred feet to the north and 
perched. The crew was asked to stop work due to the status of the monopole containing an active AMKE nest. The 
crew needed to remove the temporary ground-wires they had previously installed to satisfy safety requirements. 
During the 20 minutes the crew was working to remove the temporary ground wires and other protective 
features, the female AMKE circled the pole in smaller and smaller circles, finally landing on the arm and entering 
the cavity 15 minutes after it had left, and while the crew was finishing removing the temporary plastic sheet 
protections from the lower arm on the east. The crew finished their work and left, as was requested. About 10 
minutes later, the male AMKE was briefly observed as it slipped into the cavity. It should be noted that the female 
was within the hollow steel arm for an hour, while the crew installed temporary ground wires and removed and 
replaced an insulator, apparently not disturbed enough to leave until a particular hand-held power tool created 
vibration that resulted in the bird emerging from the cavity. - BArnold

TBD

CORA Common Raven 043012_ghan_01 CP27 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - Pair observed perched on tower and displayed low tolerance and agitation when approaching tower 
from ground. Nest appears to be 100% complete. - GHuffman

TBD

HOFI House Finch 043012_hwey_01 EP39-1-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - At least 2 nestlings in nest, 6-8 days old. - HWinfrey TBD

CALT California Towhee 043012_jdus_01 CP31-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - Adult departs from nest shrub when nest was originally discovered from 5 feet away. Observer 
retreated to a point 45 feet from nest and close to edge of access road. Adult returns to incubate 3 eggs in nest in 
3 minutes' time, to remain for duration of additional 20-minute observation period. - JDicus

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 043012_ltiw_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - Female being fed by male while laying on a complete nest. - LTymkiw TBD

HOFI House Finch 043012_ltiw_02 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - Female was on nest for 45 plus minutes. - LTymkiw TBD

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 043012_mdus_01 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/30/2012 4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - A pair of Cassin's Kingbirds was observed carrying nest material to the north end of the top bridge. 
Between 09:55 and 10:15, 5 trips were made to the nest. Percent completion is unknown, given the nest location. - 
MDicus
04/30/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire sagging), per agency concurrence on 4/30/12 
and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape and Daddy Long Legs nest 
preventers. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman was dropped at the top of 
the tower and removed the nearly complete Cassin's Kingbird nest and installed a nest deterrent on the end of 
the arm. At the time of removal (approximately 17:15), the nest was 95-100% constructed but contained no eggs 
or nestlings. Photos were taken of the removed nest material. - MDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 043012_mdus_02 CP85-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - Bio/Avian monitor C. Vettes observed a female House Finch on the nest for approximately 15 
minute observation period. - MDicus

TBD

HOFI House Finch 043012_mdus_03 CP85-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - HOFI female was observed making multiple trips with material to a nest that is approximately 75% 
constructed. The male accompanied her on each trip. - MDicus

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 043012_mdus_04 CP85-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - Bio/Avian monitor C. Vettes observed a pair of Bushtits adding material to a nest in a Hesperoyucca. 
A female Lesser Goldfinch was observed pulling material from the outside of the nest; however, the Bushtits 
continued construction. M. Dicus later observed the pair making at least 5 additional trips to the nest with 
material. - MDicus

TBD

RCSP Rufous-crowned Sparrow 043012_rrdd_01 CP56-1-PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - RCSP female making many trips to nest which appears outwardly complete. - RRadd TBD

COHU Costa's Hummingbird 043012_rrdd_02 CP56-1-PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - Female COHU lying on 1 egg. - RRadd TBD

BUSH Bushtit 043012_rrdd_03 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - BUSH pair making infrequent trips to nest, no item carry observed 1140 - 1150. - RRadd TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 043012_rrdd_04 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - LEGO pair attending relatively large mostly lined nest (95%) complete with no eggs. - RRadd TBD

BUSH Bushtit 043012_rrdd_05 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - BUSH pair carrying material to nest approximately 80% complete. - RRadd TBD
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KILL Killdeer 043012_sjon_03 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - Killdeer incubating eggs. - SJohnston TBD

BEWR Bewick's Wren 043012_vnik_01 EP112-3 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/30/2012 5/1/2012 04/30/2012 - Observed wren carrying nest material to cavity. - VNovik
05/01/2012 - The nest appears 90% complete and the birds were seen building the nest inside the black plastic 
sheeting covering the pile of straw wattles. No eggs or young were in the nest. A BMP maintenance crew was 
onsite today refreshing BMPs, effectively serving as a deterrent. Removal of the nest was required based on 
impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate options, and 
potential for more nests at the idle material pallet during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was photographed and 
removed per the NBMMP. The straw wattle pile and all plastic sheeting was removed following the nest removal. - 
VNovik

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 050112_hwey_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - Female on nest with frequent trips off nest to feed. - HWinfrey TBD

HOFI House Finch 050112_jdus_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 3 trips to nest which appears to be over 75% constructed. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - UPC crew dispatched to check nest contents as nest was candidate for removal if it did not contain 
eggs. Nest was found to contain 1 egg, so nest was left in place and a 30-foot buffer was established. - EStrods

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050112_jdus_02 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips to nest location with material. Plate and height in tower preclude ability to see 
nest from ground level. Percentage of nest constructed unknown. - JDicus

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050112_jdus_03 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 5/1/2012 5/2/2012 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 1 trip to 50% constructed nest with material. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - A request to remove this House Finch nest was approved, following the NBMMP. Accompanied by 
an avian biologist, a UPC crew member photographed then removed the dilapidated nest. The nest did not 
contain eggs or young. Deterrents were placed at the nest site. - EStrods

No

HOFI House Finch 050112_jdus_04 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips with material. Nest not visible from ground.  Percentage of nest constructed 
unknown. - JDicus

TBD

WREN Wrentit 050112_ltiw_01 EP141-E-C Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - A pair of Wrentits was heard calling back and forth. The area around the female was searched, and a 
nest was found with the female on it. - LTymkiw

TBD

WREN Wrentit 050112_ltiw_02 EP141-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - Adult flew from nest when biologist walked by. Nest contains 5 pale blue eggs. - LTymkiw TBD

BUSH Bushtit 050112_ltiw_03 EP141 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed bringing lepidopteran larvae to a complete nest several times. - 
LTymkiw

TBD

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 050112_lton_01 EP141 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - There are 4 nestlings. The adult was not on the nest but was very vocal when the nest was 
discovered. - LThoreson

TBD

CAQU California Quail 050112_lton_02 EP141 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - An adult quail flushed from the nest when an avian biologist inadvertently came within 3 feet of the 
nest. The nest contains 15 eggs. - LThoreson

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050112_mdus_01 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - A female LEGO was observed visiting a nest that appears to be 100% constructed. The female was 
observed standing in the nest for brief periods before leaving. It is presumed she is in the egg laying stage of 
nesting. - MDicus

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 050112_rrdd_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - Female PHAI on nest shaping cup which appears complete departs nest when male carrying material 
scolds. Male returns to nest when observer moves to 60 feet. - RRadd

TBD

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 050112_rrdd_02 CP62-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - CAKI pair carrying Pseudognaphalium florets and Muhlenbergia stems, building nest in tower. - 
RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 050112_rrdd_03 CP57-E-C Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - BUSH pair working on nest which appears 80% complete 1208. - RRadd TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050112_vers_01 CP49 Temp work Area Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - Female LEGO incubating on a complete nest. - VEurs TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Female is bringing nesting material to 75% complete nest, male singing nearby. - AHill TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 050212_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs. - AHill TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/2/2012 5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Observed female bringing lining material to nest with male singing nearby. Nest was found to be 
90% complete. Streamer deterrents were present on equipment but no cavities were plugged. No eggs or young 
were present. Nest was removed per the NBMMP based on the need to use the crane for tower assembly, and if 
the crane was demobilized, then it would affect tower assemblies from progressing properly. - AHill

No
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HOFI House Finch 050212_ahll_04 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/2/2012 5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Observed female bringing lining material to nest with male singing nearby. As the nest was located 
25 above ground, in steel, a lineman climbed up and assessed the nest while the avian biologist was nearby giving 
direction. Based on the material taken out by the lineman, nest was approximately 30% complete. No eggs or 
young present. Nest was removed per the NBMMP based on the need to use the crane for tower assembly, and if 
the crane was demobilized, then it would affect tower assemblies from progressing properly. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_ahll_05 EP39-1-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Observed female bringing lining material to 90% complete nest, male nearby singing. - AHill TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - One egg in nest. - BArnold TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 050212_bloh_01 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Female on nest, incubating. Male foraging in area, then exchanged places with female on nest. - 
BLohstroh

TBD

NUWO Nuttall's Woodpecker 050212_elss_01 GS-NF-28 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Male observed chasing a house wren out of the area. The male entered the cavity and stayed inside 
until the female arrived, after 10 minutes. The female then entered the cavity. - ELoveless

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI seen carrying nesting material to the first orange marker ball west of the tower. The 
male HOFI was seen entering marker ball hole without material. - EStrods

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_02 GS-NF-13 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI was seen carrying nesting material inside the marker ball. A male House Finch was 
seen entering the marker ball without nesting material. - EStrods

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_03 12kV Pole Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Female HOF I was seen carrying nesting material into the third marker ball (yellow) west of CP75. - 
EStrods

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_04 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI seen carrying nesting material to nest approximately 10% complete. - EStrods TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_05 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - A female HOFI was seen carrying nesting material to a nest that appears to be 10% complete - 
EStrods

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_06 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - A female House Finch was observed carrying nesting material to the nest which appears to be 75% 
complete. - EStrods

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_07 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - A female House Finch was observed carrying nesting material to this nest that appears to be 
approximately 90% complete. - EStrods

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_08 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - A female House Finch was seen carrying material to this nest which appears 90% complete. - 
EStrods

TBD

HOWR House Wren 050212_hwey_01 EP27-1-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - HOWR in cavity remains at entrance hole until nest is approached within 5 feet, the bird's 
reluctance to leave area indicates there are eggs or young in nest. - HWinfrey

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050212_hwey_02 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Nest appears complete. Female observed briefly lying in nest, then resuming foraging. - HWinfrey TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050212_hwey_03 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Biomonitor reports seeing female adding nesting material. Nest is 90% complete, only lacking lining. 
- HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_kats_01 CP49-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - New Nest ID 050212_kats_01 created for this new HOFI nest that is in exactly the same nest as the 
previously fledged HOFI nest.  Incubating eggs. - KAlberts

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_kats_02 CP78-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/2/2012 5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI was seen carrying a Chaenactis flower to the area on top of the locks over the sliding 
bar for this gate, which is used nearly every day by Project personnel. The nest was about 5% complete, and 
contained no eggs or young. The nest was photographed and removed following the NBMMP, as this access road 
is required for continued usage. Several Project vehicles entered and left through the gate after the nest was 
removed, effectively serving as deterrents. - KAlberts

No

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 050212_mdus_01 CP43-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 5/2/2012 5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - A pair of Cassin's Kingbirds was observed making multiple trips with material to the lowest arm on 
the west side of the structure. - MDicus
05/02/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (spacer installation and wire sagging), per agency 
concurrence on 5/02/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape at 
the tower base. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman was dropped at the 
top of the tower and removed the nearly complete Cassin's Kingbird nest and installed a nest deterrent on the 
end of the arm. At the time of removal (approximately 17:00), the nest was 95-100% constructed but contained 
no eggs or nestlings. Photos were taken of the removed nest material, and a nest deterrent was installed in its 
place. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 050212_mkhn_01 GS-NF-28 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Adults brought material to nest many times. Nest is 5% complete. - MKuehn TBD

HOWR House Wren 050212_mkhn_02 GS-NF-28 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Adult seen carrying nesting material into cavity. - MKuehn TBD
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BUSH Bushtit 050212_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - BUSH make making occasional trips from nearby fledged BUSH nest with purloined material, no 
female detected. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050212_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - LEGO pair copulating adjacent to new nest which appears complete. - RRadd TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_rrdd_03 Hartung CY-N Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - HOFI pair building nest which appears complete. - RRadd TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 050212_rrdd_04 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - PHAI pair carrying material to nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_rrdd_05 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Nearly complete nest at lowest tip of mistletoe clump appears to be HOFI nest built on abandoned 
PHAI platform. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_vnik_01 Rough Acres CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Observed finch leave nest. 3 eggs present in nest. - VNovik TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_vnik_02 Rough Acres CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/2/2012 5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Onsite monitor reported seeing House Finch carrying material to trailer while watching the rest for a 
couple of hours, in the morning, At least one female finch was seen carrying material to the nest site at that point. 
A pair of House Finches was observed for approximately 2 hours. The pair was observed at the nest, and a second 
pair was also observed near the nest. At least 1 female was observed carrying material to the nest. The nest 
appears 80% complete. No eggs or young were in the nest. Removal of nest was required based on impact to 
material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate options, and potential for 
more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest deterrents in the form of daily 
meetings, traffic, and construction activities have occurred in the area daily. Nest was removed per NBMMP. - 
VNovik

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 120511_imll_01 CP64-2-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 12/5/2011 TBD 12/05/2011 - Pair of Red-tailed hawks observed bringing nesting material to previously existing nest from 2011 
season. Pair made multiple trips between 0930 and 1030 and did not appear disturbed by Project-related traffic 
operating up to 120 feet from the nest, including the use of multiple gates within the 500-foot buffer. - IMaunsell
12/13/2011 - One adult hawk was observed flying from the nest area away to the west. No work was occurring. 
Weather conditions included constant light precipitation, which may have suppressed nesting behavior. - 
IMaunsell
12/22/2011 - No activity observed at nest between 0730 and 0800. No work was occurring on the site. - IMaunsell
12/30/2011 - No activity observed at nest from 0930-1020. One adult was perched in adjacent oak tree and 
another hawk was perched on a smaller oak approximately 800 feet to the west. - IMaunsell
01/06/2012 - One hawk observed on nest at approximately 0800, potentially egg laying. After approximately 3 
minutes, another hawk flew into the nest with an item in its beak. This item could have been nesting material or 
food. Neither bird appeared deterred by frequent helicopter traffic or vehicle traffic along the access road. - 
IMaunsell
01/09/2012 - RTHA on this territory did not interact with nest during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - RTHA perched above nest flushed at Air-crane flyover and did not return during 30 minute 
observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - One RTHA observed perched up near nest for approximately 15 minutes did not directly interact 
with nest. Location prevents sufficient view of the nest cup to discern a low lying hawk. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - RTHA pair observed copulating away from nest. Monitor reports fresh material added to nest on 29 
January. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA pair driving juvenile RTHA from territory, followed by pair-bonding displays. They did not 
settle on nest during two 20 minute observations. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Status is unclear - egg-laying appears to be on hiatus - two nest visits from 1427-1735 during which 
nest material was arranged, but otherwise activity is low. Rain yesterday. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - RTHA Standing on nest for 20 minutes. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - Despite nest visits, no incubation appears yet in progress. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation - presumed incubating. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - RTHA incubating and does not leave nest during 20 minute observation on rainy day. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - RTHA incubating, does not leave nest during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
04/11/2012 - RTHA prone on nest in light rain at 1208 gives no indication of hatched young. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Adult RTHA feeding at least 2 downy young at 0708. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nestlings have feathered wings and exercise periodically. - RRadd

TBD
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  Least Bell’s Vireo Daily Monitoring Report 
 

Date: 8 May 2012 

Surveyor: Travis Cooper  

Survey Area and Structure List: Riparian zone and LBVI territory near EP77 

Environmental Data: 
Observation Time (24hr): 0730-1030, 1330-1645 
Temperature (F˚): 65-77 
Wind Speed (mph): 0-5 
Cloud Cover (%): 0 
Precipitation: None 

# of Vireo Observed: 2         Pairs Observed: 1   

Construction Activities: Light vehicle traffic along the access road to EP77, occasional helicopter 
traffic along the ROW, greater than 1000ft from the nesting area. 

Observations: Nest 04232012_tcer_01 failed (Photo 1) at 0745. Nest was observed at 
nearly completely detached from its substrate, with no contents and no LBVI activity in the 
vicinity. No eggs or eggshell fragments were observed in or beneath the nest. Apparent 
cause of failure was depredation by a predator, likely Western Scrub-Jays that share the 
vireo’s territory.  At 0830 the pair was observed foraging together near the west end of the 
pair’s territory at and the female was observed carrying nest material and adding it to a 
new nest marked 05082012_mkhn_01 (Photo 2). The nest appeared to be approximately 
40% complete (Photo 3), and was only skeletal in nature, possibly 2 days into construction. 
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Photographs:  

Photo 1: Nest 04232012_tcer_01 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 2: Nest 05082012_mkhn_01 
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Photo 3: View from nest toward access road. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 4: Nest Location 
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Additional Notes: Light drive through traffic occurred along the adjacent access road. The 
pair was not observed near the nest at the time traffic was passing through, however the 
pair was observed at the nest both before and after traffic passed by and the traffic did not 
appear to deter them from their nest building activities; this pair has shown tolerance of 
nearby vehicle traffic in the past. Traffic was audible from the nest site, however the 
topography and vegetation between the nest site and the access road provide a strong audio 
and visual barrier. 

Recommendations: Continue daily monitoring of construction activities adjacent to vireo 
territory. Keep vehicle traffic and noise to a minimum within 500ft of the nest site. 
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010312_imll_01 CP6-1-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/3/2012 TBD 01/03/2012 - Pair was observed occupying nest areas between 1200 and 1330 on 12/30/2011. One hawk brought 

nesting material to the nest and perched on the nest on multiple occasions. The other hawk of the pair perched 
adjacent to the nest on the tower. Neither bird appeared deterred by continuing conventional foundation work 
occurring at the site. - IMaunsell
01/12/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship display, followed by one hawk bringing decorations to the nest and standing 
in the nest. - RRadd
01/20/2012 - Female bringing nest material and periodically lying on nest, male attends less often. Considerable 
fresh eucalyptus greens on nest since last monitoring, but pair still spending long periods away from tower. - 
RRadd
01/23/2012 - RTHA female lying on nest and male adjacent on tower - 0730-0745. K-Max arrives at 0746 and 
female departs, returning briefly at 0749 to perch next to male (who remains on tower). Helicopter activities 
continue. Female departs again - 0750. Male departs 0751. Both birds leave the area and do not return. 
Helicopter continues through 0802. Link Lead and Avian Team Lead notified.  Helicopter subsequently returns and 
construction activity continues; RTHAs not observed again. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No RTHAs associating with nest or tower site during one hour observation. A pair of RTHA was 
observed approximately 1000 feet north of CP6 but these birds did not approach the nest area. - RRadd
01/27/2012 - Male RTHA noted briefly on nest tower prior to construction activity, but no hawks observed with 
1500 feet of nest while work occurring. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - RTHA pair generally staying away from nest during work activity. Copulation observed 350 feet 
south-west of nest at 10:17 during period of low work activity, followed by pair moving away from nest area. 
Avian Biologist (M. Dicus) reports female returned to nest at 12:23. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - Nesting activities were monitored continuously between 0710 and 1720 during wire pulling 
operations.  Observations include:
0710 - Adult female RTHA observed on nest, adult male soaring overhead.  0715 - Pair leave nest and fly out of 
view.  0720 - UPC construction crew arrive at CP6 for wire pulling.  0915 - Pair observed perching on Sunrise tower 
CP6 for approximately 5 minutes before flying out of view.  0930 - Helicopter began flying sock line between CP15 
and CP3.  1015 - Pair observed copulating on existing lattice tower east of nest.  1030-1215 - Intermittent 
courtship displays, soaring, and perching in vicinity of CP6, CP7, nest tower, and lattice structure to east.  1215 - 
Adult female returned to nest.  Construction activities at this time were minimal--no helicopters.  1230 - Adult 
female left nest.  No change in construction activity. - JDicus
01/30/2012 - 1445 - Adult female perched on edge of nest for 30 seconds before leaving again.  No change in 
construction activity.  1610 - Adult perched on lattice tower above nest.  1630 - Adult landed at nest.  1632 - Adult 
left nest and flew to northwest out of view.  No change in construction activity at this time. - JDicus
01/31/2012  The nest was monitored continuously between 0700 and 1740 during wire pulling activities  

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010312_pkad_04 EP32-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/3/2012 TBD 01/03/2012 - Nest looks built up since last observed in dilapidated shape in September (may be active); 1 adult 
Red-tailed Hawk perched in tree 200 feet west, hunting. - PKonrad
01/09/2012 - No apparent changes at nest. Pair of Red-tailed Hawks soaring low over nest and higher to west of 
nest; female is missing secondary feathers on both wings. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched on highest pole 300 feet southeast of nest site; male soon begins 
soaring over area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - No hawks observed in area; no indication of recent activity at nest. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - No hawks observed in area and no recent activity apparent at nest. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - No apparent activity at nest; 1 Red-tailed Hawk flew in to perch on pole 400 feet northeast of the 
nest site after 15 minutes of observing the area (no indication of attachment to the nest during another 15 
minute period). - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - No activity observed at nest over a 45 minute period. - AHill
02/15/2012 - No hawks observed in area, although nest may be built up more than last week. Rare slow Sunrise, 
City, and Border Patrol drive-by vehicles. - PKonrad
02/15/2012 - No activity observed over an hour span in morning. - AHill
02/22/2012 - Adult female Red-tailed Hawk standing on nest, bending over twice during 40 minute period. Male 
initially perched on pole 250 feet north of nest; eventually soared low over nest, then soared higher and out of 
area. After leaving for 15 minutes, the biologist returned to find female in incubating (or egg laying) position. 
Some slow Sunrise, City, and Border Patrol traffic passes along access road, but no response by female on nest. - 
PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Observed an adult incubating on nest. Installed additional nest buffer signs for drive through only 
Sunrise use. - AHill
02/27/2012 - Adult on nest incubating. Not disturbed by light, slow drive through traffic. - AHill
02/29/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on nest. Periodic slow, Sunrise, City, and Border Patrol drive-by 
vehicles.
 - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Female seen on nest incubating and shading. Male was observed perched and preening on a nearby 
tree. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
03/10/2012 - Adult on nest incubating. - AHill
03/12/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tree nest; another adult perched on pole to northwest. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest did not flush as biologist drove past. Nest is intact after storm event. - VEurs
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest incubating. - AHill
03/23/2012  Adult Red tailed Hawk standing over nest with head down  then settled into brooding position with 

TBD

Nearest Project Feature
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010412_imll_02 EP236-1/EP237-1 PS-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/4/2012 TBD 01/04/2012 - No activity was observed at the nest. Nest is old and continues to be unoccupied. This nest was 
monitored throughout the 2011 season. No whitewash, fresh material, or prey remains were observed. - 
IMaunsell
01/10/2012 - No raptor or raven activity in area. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No birds observed in area of nest. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No raptors, owls, or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No change to nest; no ravens or raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - No raptors, ravens, or owls observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Nest looks unchanged and unused. No raptors or ravens in area. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area (except kestrel); nest unchanged. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - No sign of activity at nest, no raptors or ravens in area. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - No raptors or ravens were observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk is incubating on tower nest that appears to be slightly built up since the last 
nest visit. Rare slow Sunrise and Border Patrol traffic along access road to EP236 - EP237 PS-E pullsite. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - An adult flew to nest and began to incubate when biologist was 1800 feet away. The adult remained 
on the nest for the next 25 minutes while biologist drove by twice on access road and parked 300 feet away to 
make signs and mark buffer. Another adult visited nest and fed incubating mate with biologist outside of parked 
vehicle 300 feet away. A 300-foot, drive-through only buffer was established and marked with signs. - MKuehn
04/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating low, so only the very top of its head is visible on the tower nest. - 
PKonrad
04/13/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on side of the nest, presumably exposing downy nestlings to the 
ambient weather and sunshine, while another adult is soaring low over the area south of the nest. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - Initially, the head of an adult could be seen above the nest. Soon, an adult Red-tailed Hawk flew 
from the northwest to the nest with mammalian prey, left prey at nest and flew back to the northwest along 
ridge. - PKonrad

TBD

GHOW Great Horned Owl 010412_kwer_01 EP228 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 258 500 250 250 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

1/4/2012 3/20/2012 01/04/2012 - No activity, no new material, and no whitewash observed. - KWeber
01/11/2012 - No owls or raptors observed in area and sign of activity at old nest. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No owls or raptors in area, even though avian biologist walked among non-native trees in area to 
check for any perched large species. Crew working on tower EP227 about 1,100 feet to west. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No owls or raptors observed, and no sign of activity at old nest. - PKonrad
02/02/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating on nest. - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - Great Horned Owl is incubating. - PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on nest. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Great Horned Owl brooding low in nest - eggs should be hatched now. Micropile drilling with low 
noise and some dust at site. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding low in nest in wind. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Owl observed lying on nest. - BArnold
03/15/2012 - The owl was observed on the nest. K-max flew in the four legs for the tower. The owl remained in 
the nest when the K-max was over the tower site. It appeared that the owl would get lower in the nest when the K-
max was over the site. When the first leg was delivered to the site, there was some rotor wash that visibly shook 
the tree that the nest is located in. However, it appeared that the owl was ultimately tolerant of all the 
construction activities today. Remained incubating. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - No owls were present in the nest, and an egg was on the ground below the nest. The nest appeared 
to be sliding out of the tree slightly, and the past 3 days have been characterized by low temperatures, high 
winds, heavy rain, and snow. - VNovik

No
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010412_pkad_02 EP220-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/4/2012 TBD 01/04/2012 - No sign of raptors in area or activity at the nest. - PKonrad
01/10/2012 - No apparent activity at nest, but 1 Red-tailed Hawk perched in new Sunrise metal tower to south 
and another perched on rock outcrop to north; neither reacted to my approach to the nest. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No activity noted at nest, but 1 hawk perched on new Sunrise tower called twice as bio approached 
nest. Earlier, a pair of RTHA was soaring low over area. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was soaring very high above nest site when I arrived near nest. - PKonrad
01/31/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched atop Sunrise tower to south of nest site; soared to east. No hawk or 
activity apparent at nest. - PKonrad
02/02/2012 - 2 Red-tailed Hawks were observed soaring east of EP219. They did not associate with the nest. - 
KWeber
02/07/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - No change at nest and no raptors in area. - PKonrad
02/24/2012 - No raptors in area; nest unchanged and unused. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - No hawks observed in area; nest unattended. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew from nest. Nest looks built up, but could not discern if the hawk was 
loafing, nest building, or incubating. Because hawk flew without hesitation as avian biologist came into view, it 
suggests the raptor was not incubating. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk observed on nest. Nest looks complete. - VNovik
03/27/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating low in tree nest. Crews in position to pull wire. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest, lying very low. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - No Red-tailed Hawks observed initially, so the nest was re-checked several hours later when an 
adult Red-tailed Hawk was incubating. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk soared overhead, calling periodically as another Red-tailed Hawk was incubating on 
the tree nest. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Both adult Red-tailed Hawks near nest, calling territorially; 1 perched on new power line while 
another flew in from the south and landed on the nearby Sunrise tower. It is expected that the nest contains small 
downy nestlings at this time. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - At least 2 small downy nestlings can be seen in the nest. The pair of adults flew in and soared 
overhead, calling territorially. When the avian biologist returned to his vehicle, the adult hawks perched on 1 of 
the new power lines, between the yellow and orange balls, and called territorially. - PKonrad
05/08/2012 - Pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks very territorial, calling, diving and soaring overhead, but cannot see 
contents of nest, which should contain half-grown nestlings. - PKonrad

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010412_pkad_04 EP219-1/EP220-1 PS-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/4/2012 TBD 01/04/2012 - A pair of Red-tailed Hawks soared overhead while we approached nest, then perched on pole 600 
feet west-southwest of nest. - PKonrad
01/10/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was flying over the area, and eventually perched 15 feet above the nest. - 
PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No raptors observed in area during 3 nest site observations while working in the area. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched above nest, after initially seeing a pair of Red-tails perched 
on a pole along access road northeast of nest. - PKonrad
01/31/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - No apparent activity at nest, but an adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on pole to southwest. A pair of 
Red-tailed Hawks is perched on next pole to west. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk with 'orange'-colored underside perched in tree above nest. No apparent 
change to nest. - PKonrad
02/24/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk soaring high near nest; no apparent change to nest.  During return drive-
by,  a Red-tail was perched in tree next to nest tree. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Initially, 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on pole along access road north of nest. Didn't see any 
hawks in area during return to area. Very rare slow Sunrise traffic (2 pickups) along access road. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew to nest from the east and perched on the nest rim. Yesterday, a Red-tail 
was observed standing on the nest, seemingly arranging nest material. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was observed soaring low near the nest site, but no activity was observed 
at the nest during 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
03/27/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tree nest. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest that looks like it has been built up appreciably in the past 
week. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk is incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on the side of the nest, periodically bending over a mass of small 
downy white nestlings. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - No adult Red-tailed Hawks or nestlings were observed initially, but 4 hours later, 1 adult and at least 
2 downy nestlings could be seen on the nest platform. - PKonrad
05/08/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is standing on the nest with at least 1 large downy nestling. - PKonrad

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_pkad_02 EP256 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/5/2012 TBD 01/05/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
01/10/2012 - No raptors observed in the area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk dived down to nest where it perched for a few minutes before moving to structure 
metal adjacent to nest. After several minutes, the well-fed adult flew west. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - No apparent activity at nest; 1 Red-tailed Hawk observed soaring low 400 feet northwest of site for 
a short time. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but it appears that a lot of new nesting material has been added to this 
nest during the past week. - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk flew to nest and remained for 5 minutes before flying along slope and landing 400 
feet from nest. Due to wind, unable to determine if it had a stick. Nest is built up; hawk(s) are probably in nest 
building stage, therefore may be active by definition. Status unclear and will continue to monitor. 45 minute 
observation period. - PKonrad
02/20/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating, while second hawk soared overhead, then landed on slope to 
southeast of nest. Incubating hawk stood up for a few minutes, then resumed its incubation position on the nest. - 
PKonrad
02/24/2012 - Both adults observed at nest with one on the nest. Appeared to be adjusting itself on the nest. 
Observed flushing from nest when Border Patrol vehicle drove up the access road to the tower twice. - VNovik
02/27/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on SWPL tower nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Adult observed incubating on nest in windy, snowy conditions. - JPawlicki
03/05/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk initially incubating on tower nest. At 14:15 an adult Red-tail landed on the side of 
the nest and soon both adults soared to the north for a few hundred feet before the female soared back to the 
nest while the male continued to soar along the mountain slope. Female resumed incubating. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tower nest, and adult Red-tailed Hawk soared low over area west of 
nest tower. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk is on nest, probably brooding newly hatched nestlings at this time, judging 
from the nest chronology that has been documented to date. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on side of nest, probably exposing young downy nestlings to the 
ambient sun and weather. - PKonrad
04/14/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - At least 2 medium-sized nestlings being fed by adult Red-tailed Hawk. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - A medium-sized downy nestling can be seen standing upright in the nest; no Red-tailed Hawk adults 
were observed in the area   PKonrad

TBD

RSHA Red-shouldered Hawk 010512_rrdd_01 Alpine Underground Ductbank Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 157 500 130 130 Nest did not reach active stage 1/5/2012 4/23/2012 01/05/2012 - No occupants in attendance during initial 15-minute observation period, RSHA perched and calling a 
hundred feet away. - RRadd
01/05/2012 - No occupants in attendance during initial 15-minute observation period. - KAlberts
01/13/2012 - No raptors observed near or at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/18/2012 - No visible improvements to nest and no raptors observed in association. - RRadd
01/28/2012 - RSHA pair vocal on territory but not associating with nest or exhibiting explicit breeding behaviors. 
No additions visible in nest. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - Calling RSHA was 300 feet from nest remained distant during 30 minute observation. No visible 
improvements have been made to nest. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - Cool and rainy day; RSHA on territory but nest has not been improved. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - No RSHA detected during 30 minute observation. No improvements to nest. Sycamore has yet to 
foliate. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - CORA pair removing sticks from this nest. Agitated RSHA nearby does not intervene. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - Nest inactive, as a raptor has not yet occupied it, and a CORA was observed dismantling it. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - Nest remains substantial and is likely to become active as RSHA elsewhere are still commencing 
nesting. RSHA remain vocal and active on this territory. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - RSHA pair copulate at 0807, and then fly to nest under AMCR harassment at 0811. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - RSHA male on territory, but female not detected during 20 minute observation. Wet and windy 
morning is suppressing all breeding activity today. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Upon arrival, pair was perched in oak about 200 feet west of nest, with a crow. Nest appears intact 
after storm event. After about 10 minutes, one adult flew to nest with a small branch, pursued by crow. Second 
hawk remained in the oak tree. - VEurs
03/24/2012 - No RSHA detected from 0708-0742. Second visit 0845-0852; RSHA heard calling in dense fog on 
territory. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed at 1200-1215. - HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1100 to 1145. RSHA heard calling in area once. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No activity observed at nest, and no RSHA detected in area. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity at nest and no RSHA detected in area. Nest is easily visible from above and does not 
appear to contain eggs. No incubating adult has been observed at this nest. Evidence indicates that this nest did 
not reach active nesting stage this year and is unlikely to become active. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_rrdd_03 Alpine Underground Ductbank Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/5/2012 TBD 01/05/2012 - RTHA perched nearby in attendance throughout initial 15-minute observation indicates nest may 
become active. - RRadd
01/05/2012 - RTHA perched nearby in attendance throughout initial 15-minute observation indicates nest may 
become active. - KAlberts
01/13/2012 - RTHA display flights in vicinity but no direct interaction with nest. - RRadd
01/18/2012 - No indications of any changes in activity level at this nest. No raptors approached nest during 30-
minute observation. - RRadd
01/28/2012 - RTHA breaking branches from host tree and carrying sticks to nest at 0746. Changed status to active. 
The occupants of this residential nest are obviously well acclimated to traffic and residential noise. Due to the 
distance from work and height above ground, Project activity is not anticipated to impact this nest. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - RTHA pair soaring high over nest tree, but did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
02/11/2012 - RTHA pair perched above nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - No RTHA observed during 25-minute observation. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - No visible activity at this nest 0715 - 0750. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - No detections, but foliage renders nest very difficult to see into. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - RTHA comes to nest 0652, and there appears to be a second bird on the nest. First hawk departs 
immediately and some nest material re-arrangements follow. Potentially, this was a food drop. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - Unable to detect movement in this nest on windy and rainy morning during 20-minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/20/2012 - One bird flushed from nest tree as biologist pulled into parking lot. Second bird moved from perch 
on tree to nest, where it remained for more than 10 minutes. Nest is intact after storm event and still in use. First 
bird returned as biologist was preparing to leave. It was out of view, but most likely flew to nest. - VEurs
03/28/2012 - RTHA visible lying on nest. 2nd RTHA observed flying and perching in area. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1008. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - RTHA goes to nest at 1253. 2nd RTHA observed in flight within 300 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Adult RTHA lying on nest at 0616. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Adult RTHA flies to nest and perches on rim at 1257. Bird's posture indicates that it is feeding 
nestlings, but nestlings are not yet big enough to be visible. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1020. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - No activity at nest from 1227 to 1257. No RTHA detected in area. - HWinfrey

TBD

COHA Cooper's Hawk 010512_rrdd_06 CP64-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 100 500 500 500 Nest did not reach active stage 1/5/2012 3/2/2012 01/05/2012 - During initial observation, no recent improvements were visible, but fresh whitewash under nest 
may be indicator of territorial use. - KAlberts
01/09/2012 - No raptors detected associating with this nest during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - No activity detected at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - No birds detected associating with this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - Fresh whitewash and bone pellet under nest but no raptors detected in vicinity. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - Adult male COHA at nest calling, flushed by observer at 0658 and returning at 0739. The male 
perched nearby making alarm calls. No fresh fallen material detected under nest. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - Male still present and agitated by observer at gate at 0940. Female observed nearby carrying small 
stick at 1145. Changed nest status to active. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - No COHA detections during 2 x 20 minute visits. Rain yesterday may be delaying activity. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - COHA pair actively breaking twigs from nearby oaks and carrying to nest 0829. Cease vesting nest 
when observer detected at gate. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - Status unclear; CORA have potentially taken over this, and COHA pair are building nearby, but 
evidence is conflicting on cold rainy day. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - This nest has been abandoned and a new nest is being constructed 120 feet east. - RRadd
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_rrdd_07 Hartung CY-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/5/2012 TBD 01/05/2012 - RTHA pair observed in territorial display flight over El Monte CY at 1500 during initial observation. - 
KAlberts
01/09/2012 - RTHAs observed in territory appeared to be avoiding CY activity and did not approach nest during 30-
minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - No activity detected at this nest during 30 minute observation, and all raptors remained distant. - 
RRadd
01/24/2012 - No raptors approached this nest during 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - CY monitor reports RTHA pair making at least 2 trips to this nest on 7 February, 0900-1000. Changed 
status to active. Buffer staked at 500 feet with drive-thru access OK. This nest successfully fledged in 2011 with 
greater levels of AR traffic than that which currently occurs, so drive-through access should not negatively affect 
the nest. Buffer should be re-evaluated if air traffic is to resume. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - CY monitor reports nest visit by RTHA 13 February at 1030 for a few minutes. RTHA pair nearby did 
not approach nest during 30 minute observation period today. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA flies from nest at 0809 to nearby pole and remains there for duration of 30 minute 
observation. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Nest monitored between 0745 and 1045. Adult RTHA observed intermittently soaring over territory. 
Pair observed engaged in aerial courtship display before flying out of view. Neither adult was observed visiting the 
nest or carrying nest material. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation is likely incubating. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation beginning at 1544. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - RTHA lying on nest at 1422. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - RTHA observed in flight from 1310 to 1325. RTHA flies in to nest at 1340. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest. 2 RTHAs in flight within 500 feet. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - RTHA adult comes to nest at 0741 and remains. Adult tearing food into small pieces and feeding 
nestling at 0922. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Adults visit nest infrequently but remain in vicinity. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - 2 active nestlings visible at 1548. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nestlings visible and moving on nest at 1540. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Nestling visible but inactive in late afternoon heat 1640. - RRadd

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_rrdd_10 CP70-3-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/5/2012 TBD 01/05/2012 - RTHA pair perched 400 feet away did not approach nest during initial 15-minute observation period. 
- KAlberts
01/09/2012 - No breeding activity during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - RTHA pair soaring overhead did not approach this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship flight over and around this tree did not alight at nest during 30 minute 
observation. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - RTHA on nest arranging fresh material at 0932, then joins mate in courtship flight. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA pair driving third hawk away from territory at 1427, followed by aerial courtship displays in 
unison. Pair did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - RTHA pair at nest, bringing materials, arranging and forming nest bowl from 1022-1027. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - More material added to nest but no RTHA observed associating during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation - presumed incubating. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation -  incubation continues. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - RTHA in nest for duration of 30 minute observation, mate perched nearby. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1059. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1050. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA at nest shredding prey. Mate visits briefly and appears to present food to nestling too small 
for heads to appear above nest cup from 0945-0950. Adult eventually settles on nest. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - Young now capable of auto-thermoregulation; adults spend much time away from nest. Adult 
tearing prey item and feeding small pieces to young at 1456. - RRadd
04/29/2012 - 2 nestlings are active in nest at 1010. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Still mostly downy young stand in nest and tear food from larger pieces. - RRadd

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_rrdd_11 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/5/2012 TBD 01/05/2012 - No raptors showing site fidelity during initial 15-minute observation period. - KAlberts
01/09/2012 - RTHA on territory, but no nesting activity observed during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - No raptor activity at this nest during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship flight did not approach this site. Sycamore is just beginning to leaf out. - 
RRadd
01/31/2012 - No change in activity during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - Several hours spent within sight of nest and no activity at nest. Pair of RSHA in area but staying west 
of this nest most of the time. Could see green leaves on rim of nest - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - No change in activity at this nest. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched on rim of nest as avian biologist approached to within 150 feet, 
with second adult perched within 25 feet of nest in nearest sycamore tree to west. First adult remained and 
inspected the stick nest for 30 seconds, then hopped down into nest, turned around inside nest while looking 
down at nest and hopped back onto rim where it remained another 2 minutes before flying to nearest sycamore 
to perch within 5 feet of second adult Red-tailed hawk. Pair remained there perched together while avian 
biologist watched for 20 minutes without revisiting nest. Avian biologist not see any fresh greenery or obvious 
recent nest improvements. Nest is in good condition. Changed nest status to active and marked 500-foot buffer 
along access road.  Nest is on United States Forest Service land. - JDicus
02/14/2012 - RTHA pair at nest, RTHA standing in nest 1000 - 1022. Changed status to active on 14 February, as 
RTHA occupies nest. Hawk does not flush to drive by traffic. Therefore, buffer was staked at 500 feet. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - No hawks detected at this nest during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation - presumed incubating. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation -  incubation continues. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Incubation continues, RTHA in nest for all 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA lying on nest at 1056. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1055. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA prone in nest shows no sign of hatched young at 1108. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - RTHA on nest with small hatched young. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Young are auto-thermoregulatory, and adults are now leaving nest for extended periods. Adult 
tearing food into small pieces and feeding 3 young. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Nestlings able to stand in nest. - RRadd

TBD

GHOW Great Horned Owl 010512_rrdd_12 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Other 150 500 500 500 Fledged 1/5/2012 5/4/2012 01/09/2012 - RSHA pair in area did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/13/2012 - RSHA exhibiting site fidelity on perches within 250 feet during initial 20-minute observation period. - 
KAlberts
01/17/2012 - RSHA perched 50 feet from nest for 15 minutes, flushed at 100 feet. Unable to see nest well enough 
to determine if fresh material has been added. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RSHA pair on territory with contact calls, but not at this nest. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - RSHA on territory did not interact with this nest. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - RSHA pair active and calling in area but never seen near nest. - MKuehn
02/14/2012 - GHOW lying in nest does not flush for agitated RSHA pair. Staked at 500 feet. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Owl lying on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - GHOW lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - GHOW lying in nest for duration of observation. No young observed. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - GHOW lying in nest for duration of observation - no nestlings detected. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - GHOW posture on nest suggests hatched young. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - GHOW observed on nest in upright posture at 1115. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Adult on nest at 1106. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest with at least 2 downy owlets; head feathers emerging. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - Large downy nestlings acquiring feathers fill the nest. Adult guards at edge of platform at 1414. - 
RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nestlings are well feathered, brown with ear tufts beginning to show, and appear capable of 
branching. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Owlets have branched, and one has flown a short distance from the nest. Adult perched nearby. - 
RRadd

Yes
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GHOW Great Horned Owl 010512_sjon_01 EP90-1-N Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 62 500 375 375 Presumed Fledged 1/5/2012 4/5/2012 01/05/2012 - Great Horned Owl observed incubating on nest. - SJohnston
01/10/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating; facing east. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl is incubating. - PKonrad
02/01/2012 - Adult incubating. - PKonrad
02/14/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl presumably brooding nestlings now. No access road traffic. 
Nest was also monitored on 2/7/2012, when a Great Horned Owl was incubating on the nest (unable to input 
monitoring information). - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding. Rare slow drive-through by Sunrise traffic. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding (positioned much higher than when incubating). Rare slow drive-
through Sunrise traffic. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Report of vehicle stuck in the mud w/in buffer prompted visit. Visit was  at 1140 am temp was 
approximately 40 degrees. All vehicles were absent from  buffer. Bird was on nest and appeared to be aware of 
surroundings. IE vehicles  near water buffalo at EP  91. Observed for approximately 30 minutes. - VNovik
02/29/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl standing on nest; leaned over , presumably to attend to 1 week old 
nestling(s). No traffic during observations. - PKonrad
03/04/2012 - Adult observed on nest. - BArnold
03/06/2012 - Adult was seen standing high on the nest and moving around. Its eyes followed the larger helicopter 
traffic outside buffer, but the bird was not distressed by it. One nestling was observed moving around and giving a 
slight wing flap. Its eyes were open, it exhibited some down, but some mature feathers and adult coloration were 
also observed. Another nestling was most likely under the adult, causing her to shift around. - FHoffman
03/07/2012 - At least 1 nestling and adult observed while driving by on access road. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - Adult and 2 downy nestlings in nest; nestlings about 2 weeks old. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - At 1406, a helicopter dropped off 2 workers at EP90 on the bridge of the tower. Both rollers were 
delivered and installed at 1411. Workers were removed from the tower at 1415. The owls were observed to 
remain in the nest and appeared to "hunker down" at one point, though overall, they did not react in an agitated 
manner that was obvious to the observer. At approximately 1618, the first sock line was strung across the span 
from EP90 - EP89. This was done with the helicopter pulling the line. The second sock line was pulled at 1446. 
During these pulls, the owls remained within the nest and appeared aware of the construction activities, though  
unfazed. At 1742, the wire was hauled back from EP89-EP90 by the sock line pulling the wire. The owls appeared 
to not even notice this activity as it occurred. - VNovik
03/13/2012 - Monitored nest while work occurred nearby. At 1545, second fiber line "haul back" occurred. This 
entailed the "gator" passing between EP89 and EP90. The "gator" is comprised of 3 hanging guides from the wire 
that aid the line to pass through the rollers   The gator passed between spans in approximately 3 minutes  The 

Yes

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_vnik_01 EP62A-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 420 500 400 400 Nest did not reach active stage 1/5/2012 4/2/2012 01/05/2012 - Large stick nest in canopy of Eucalyptus tree, possibly an old unused Red-tailed Hawk nest. No 
raptors in area of nest during 40 minute survey. - VNovik
01/13/2012 - No raptor or corvid activity in area of nest. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - No raptors observed in area and no indication of any activity at nest. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - No raptors observed in area; no apparent activity at old nest. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - Pair of RTHA in area; 1 RTHA was perched on same eucalyptus as nest. Did not see hawks visit nest 
during 2 hours of passive observations. - SJohnston
02/01/2012 - A pair of Red-tails was soaring low 800 feet north of nest site, flew higher on other side of hill, then 
far to northeast. No action near nest during nest 40 minutes. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - No hawks observed in area; nest remains the same. - PKonrad
02/08/2012 - No hawks observed in area during 45 minute observation period. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - RHTA observed on nest rearranging sticks. - SJohnston
02/14/2012 - No activity at nest; Red-tailed Hawk hunting (even hovering) along hilltop south of access road for 
short time. A pair was soaring a half-mile southeast of nest for a short time during 40 minute observation period. - 
PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No activity at nest, and pair of RTHA observed perched in trees 2000 feet from nest. - PHoward
02/23/2012 - No activity at nest; no hawks observed in area. Minor slow Sunrise traffic on access road 420 feet 
north of nest. - PKonrad
03/02/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but nest appears to have been built up somewhat on top. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - No activity observed. - AHill
03/09/2012 - No hawks observed at nest or in area. 'Active' status of nest becoming more questionable since a 
Red-tail was observed standing on the nest a month ago. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No hawks observed in area; no changes at the nest. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - A pair of Red-tailed Hawks were seen displaying aerial courtship behavior over the access road and 
general power line corridor. The pair was not seen utilizing the nest. - LThoreson
03/23/2012 - Nest unchanged; no hawks in area. - PKonrad
04/02/2012 - No hawks in area; no change at nest. Considering the history of this nest this season, and the late 
timing in the nesting season, there is very little chance this nest will be utilized this year. Nest closed. - PKonrad
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GHOW Great Horned Owl 010612_pkad_01 EP119-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 150 500 150 150 Fledged 1/6/2012 4/13/2012 01/06/2012 - No indications of nest being used, but male Great Horned Owl flew from east branch of tree. - 
PKonrad
01/13/2012 - An adult Great Horned Owl flew from a branch on the east side of the nest tree. No indication the 
nest site has been used. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating in tree crotch. - PKonrad
01/19/2012 - Owl flushed from nest at 160 feet. 2 eggs in nest. Adult returned within 40 minutes.
 - KWeber
01/24/2012 - Incubating owl flushed from the nest when biologist approached to 100 feet, but returned within 5 
minutes. 2 eggs were seen. 4 Western-Scrub Jays were observed within and adjacent to the nest tree, but never 
approached nest while the owl was absent. 3 jays in the area during the 30-minute observation period. When the 
owl returned, it faced the TSAP where observers were positioned; owl peered from behind the oak trunk to look 
at the 2 biologists monitoring the nest, on 6 occasions over 3 minutes. Once acclimated, the owl did not look at 
the biologists. The owl did not flinch during the helicopter flights. Several minutes after the helicopters vacated, 
the biologists experimented with the owl's potential tolerance to humans by talking loudly with 1 another 
approximately 200 feet from the site, simulating potential communications from the TSAP to the tower site, or 
across the tower site during work. The owl immediately alerted, but did not flush. - KAlberts
01/31/2012 - Adult incubating, but flew from nest when avian biologist was 150 feet from nest. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - Avian biologists conducted nesting bird survey in area from 0737 to 1030. Adult Great Horned Owl 
incubating; observed once from TSAP observation point outside 150-foot buffer and did not exhibit signs of 
distress. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating; was not visible until observer approached to 100 feet; owl continued 
incubating during observations. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - The owl nest, which is approximately 150 to 180 feet away from the sound barrier construction, was 
monitored continually throughout the day, with no noticeable change in behavior. The owl remained on the nest 
incubating. - MBahn
02/13/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. A micropile drilling crew is present awaiting K-Max equipment 
deliveries in advance of micropile drilling behind sound wall. Avian biomonitor Jared Taylor on site to watch the 
owl's behavior during delivery and construction activities. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - According to daily avian monitor, Great Horned Owl brooding at nest (eggs present 1/18). Owl 
watches K-Max when it approaches site, but doesn't react otherwise to helicopters or other construction activities 
behind sound wall. Micropile drilling crew working within sound barrier. Periodic K-Max equipment deliveries. - 
PKonrad
02/23/2012 - The Great Horned Owl was observed lying on nest throughout the day and specifically during the 
arrival of the K Max helicopter to the tower site  The owl watched as the helicopter approached during several 

Yes

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_pkad_02 EP319-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - Pair building nest. - KAlberts
01/09/2012 - Hawk observed flying to nest site and perched on nest for more than 1 hour between 0910 and 
1030. Pair was observed perched on adjacent SRPL tower EP319 earlier. No work occurring. - IMaunsell
01/11/2012 - Pair observed perched on tower during entire 2 hour nesting survey. - VNovik
01/11/2012 - 2 adults perched next to nest in tower. Nest much smaller than last week, and upon later inspection, 
most or all of nest was apparently blown out of tower and is lying on ground below and west of nest site. Some 
branches either remain in tower or they have been brought in by hawks since the nest damage. 1 hawk eventually 
flew south, and when second hawk flew from tower, both soared in a tight circle for some minutes to southwest. 
Male is missing a tail feather on right side. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks observed in area; only a few sticks remain and no apparent additional nest material has 
been added to remaining sticks at nest site. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but seems as though more sticks have been added to the nest remnant. - 
PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but windy. Difficult to discern if more sticks have been added in past 3 
days, but looks possible. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - No hawks observed, and no recent activity apparent at partial nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area, but nest is built up as much as twice as large as it was 5 days 
ago. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - Pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks at nest initially; 1 hawk flew from nest to perch on other side of 
tower. Nest looks more built up. After a couple minutes, hawk at nest began soaring to south and was joined by 
mate, eventually soaring high and gliding out of sight. Male is missing a retrice on right side of tail. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk is incubating on rebuilt nest. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest while adult male with missing tail feather soared low to 
north. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating low in nest. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. Seemed a bit nervous when I stopped vehicle to 
view the nest and hawk with binoculars from 800 feet, looking over its shoulder at the pickup. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk positioned higher than before, probably indicating it is brooding newly 
hatched nestlings. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk brooding nestlings in short tower nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is standing on the nest that should contain small downy nestlings. - 
PKonrad
04/11/2012  Adult Red tailed Hawk brooding on tower nest   PKonrad

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_pkad_03 EP353-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - No apparent activity during initial observation. - KAlberts
01/11/2012 - No raptors observed in area. Nest appears in poor condition. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched in highest point of the SWPL tower immediately southeast of  the 
nest tower. Nest contains some orange material, as seen from the northwest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area. Nest appears unchanged and unused. No whitewash below 
tower. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - Nest appears to have new material added recently. Initially, a Red-tailed Hawk was soaring east of 
nest. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - Nest looks built up; adult Red-tailed Hawk perched midway up SWPL tower to northwest (that 
contains 2011 raven nest). - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk perched on top of north side of tower;  During return trip, hawk perched 10 feet 
above nest in tower crossarm. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No hawks or other birds observed in nest area. - PKonrad
03/02/2012 - Nest was determined active while scheduled road crew construction was occurring 200 feet away, 
and NBJ submitted later that evening. Biological monitor H. Herrera reported pair of Red-tailed Hawks bringing 
nesting material to the nest and perching on nest while road grading crew was working approximately 200 feet 
from the nest. A hawk remained standing on the nest while the crew was operating machinery. - KAlberts
03/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawks made multiple trips to nest while buffer signs were being installed - observed by E. 
Loveless. - SJohnston
03/08/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was soaring above the nest tower initially and perched in the north side of 
the crossarm of the new Sunrise tower north of nest tower. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest, with another adult Red-tail perched in new Sunrise tower 
to north. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating or brooding newly hatched nestlings, positioned low on tower nest. - 
PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on nest, probably shading the small nestlings, as a second adult flew 
toward the tower nest with prey from about 1/2 mile south. Second hawk briefly delivered prey to nest, then 
resumed flight while the first hawk began delicately feeding unseen presumed small nestlings for about 10 
minutes before brooding the unseen brood   PKonrad

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_pkad_04 EP361-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - No indications of activity during initial observation, but 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched in next 
tower to the northwest. - KAlberts
01/11/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area, but nest may be built up a bit. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in the area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks or other birds in area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks were observed in area and 1 individual was perched on tower directly 
above nest for at least 10 minutes. No birds were exhibiting nesting behavior. - VNovik
01/27/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is perched high on the next SWPL tower to southeast of nest tower, but 
no activity apparent at nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks near nest - 1 adult is perched in top of new Sunrise tower EP361 and 
second adult soaring about 200 feet high to southeast near EP362, then glided to nest tower where it perched in 
the 'waist bar' below the nest for about 5 minutes, then soared south of nest tower, where other hawk joined it 
soaring, eventually out of sight to south (20 minute episode). - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No hawks observed in area. After initial observations of site and area, 2-person habitat restoration 
crew arrived and began work near site. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area; no apparent change to nest. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - No hawks in area initially, but after 15 minutes 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk flew in to perch on top of 
new Sunrise tower to north of nest tower. About 5 minutes later, a second adult Red-tailed Hawk flew in and 
perched in SWPL tower next to nest for about 4 minutes. On 2/18/2012, biomonitor Clay Schudy reported seeing 
Red-tailed Hawks making a number of flights to the nest adding nesting material to the existing nest. With this 
information, this nest is deemed active and appropriate buffer signs were installed. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No hawks observed initially, but an adult Red-tailed Hawk landed on nest where it stood for 10 
minutes before soaring to the new Sunrise tower to the north, where it perched on the highest point on the north 
side. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was standing on nest while a second adult Red-tail perched midway up on 
the new Sunrise tower. After about 5 minutes both hawks took flight, soaring to the southeast. After about 5 
minutes, 1 hawk flew to nest, (no nesting material noted), where it stood on the nest for a minute, then stood 
next to it. Other hawk flew to Sunrise tower, where it perched on the highest northern  point of the tower. - 
PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Adult observed delivering prey item to second adult which was lying on nest. The adult that 
delivered the prey item then flew off to the north. - JDicus
03/16/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks soaring in area; 1 hawk perched in tower to northwest, then flew to nest 
tower. One hawk perched on nest, then flew to other hawk to copulate, then 1 hawk flew to nest where it stood. - 
PKonrad

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_pkad_05 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands OH - wire stringing 380 500 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

1/6/2012 5/4/2012 01/06/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched near the EP78 tower site, but no activity at the nest site. - 
PKonrad
01/12/2012 - No raptors observed in the area during nest monitoring. However, later in the day, Darin Busby 
observed an adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on nest for a few minutes, but did not see hawk activity during rest of 
day. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - No activity at nest, but 1 adult perched on pole on north side of EP78 site. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk glided and soared along the ridge to the south of the nest above tree 
level, elevating to the mountain ridge top. - PKonrad
02/01/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on low snag about 400 feet east of nest site. No activity apparent 
at old nest. - PKonrad
02/08/2012 - No hawks observed in area and no apparent activity at nest. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk soared low from northwest to nest, perching on nest a couple minutes, 
then gliding below treetops to southeast. Hawk did not have nesting material, and nest appears unchanged. - 
PKonrad
02/24/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks near nest, male perched on pole north of nest adjacent to EP78 while 
female was soaring low nearby. As female eventually soared high overhead, male took flight and joined her aloft. 
Nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/29/2012 - No hawk activity apparent at nest; After about 15 minutes of observing valley, 1 adult Red-tailed 
Hawk soared upward from unknown perch in area of nest, and another adult was hunting along valley canopy 
southwest of nest site. No traffic during nest monitoring today. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk feeding on rear half of cottontail atop large dead oak 250 feet north of 
nest for half hour, then it soared far to the west, where another adult met it and the pair soared high to the 
northwest. No sign of activity at the nest. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - No hawks observed in area; no material has been added to nest; can see blue sky throughout nest 
remnant. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Nest unchanged; no hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - The change to nest, and no hawks observed in area. This site will soon be closed if activity does not 
begin. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 - No change to nest; no hawks observed in the area. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Observed hawk flying to nest multiple times and lying on nest. Once observed carrying a stick. - 
VNovik
04/12/2012 - Adult could not be seen on nest from any angle. Passively observed nest for 20 minutes from 130 
feet away. After 17 minutes, 1 adult flew within 100 feet of nest, calling. Incubating adult flew from nest shortly 
thereafter and did not return within next 3 minutes   MKuehn

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_rrdd_14 CP83-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - No indications of current use upon initial observation. - KAlberts
01/10/2012 - No raptors observed. Intense helicopter activity within 500 feet. - RRadd
01/18/2012 - No change in activity level at this nest observed. - RRadd
01/25/2012 - No raptors observed associating with this nest during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - No change in activity level observed. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - No change in activity status and no new materials in this nest. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - No change in status detected. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - No improvements made to this nest since last visit. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - RTHA perched near nest, but no noticeable improvements to nest. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - No raptor activity detected in vicinity during 30 minute observations. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - RTHA lying in nest incubating for duration of 30 minute observation during light rain. Buffer staked 
at 400 feet to provide maximum protection to nest below eye-level from AR without impeding work. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - RTHA lying in nest appeared alerted by 1 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 RTHAs flying in area at 1305. No activity at nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity at nest. RTHA in flight about 500 feet above nest. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - RTHA prone on nest for duration of 20 minute observation beginning at 1742. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - RTHA lying on nest at 0710. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Adult on nest with 2 small downy nestlings at 1220. - RRadd

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_rrdd_15 CP76-1-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 5 500 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 1/6/2012 4/2/2012 01/06/2012 - Many sticks beneath nest suggest nesting may be in progress, but there were no nest visits during 
the initial 20-minute observation period. - KAlberts
01/10/2012 - Appears to be a fresh layer of sticks in nest, but no RTHA at nest during 30-minute observation 
period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - RTHA on territory but did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/25/2012 - Male RTHA on nest and female 60 feet away in nearby tree. Male leaves nest to copulate with 
female at 0746. Changed nest status to active. These hawks have initiated nesting during typical background 
activities which include recreational vehicle traffic 4 days per week directly under the nest; accordingly, SRPL drive-
through traffic is not anticipated to impact this nest. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - Much fresh greenery piled onto nest but no hawks present during observation period. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - RTHA pair perched together adjacent to nest at 0735, fresh eucalyptus sprigs on platform. No birds 
present at 1600. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA pair remaining 1000 - 1500 feet from nest for duration of work. Male RTHA lures female to 
nest 1710 with pocket gopher - 15 minutes after cessation of helicopter activities. Female takes prey to adjacent 
tree, but is put to flight by crew banging on CP77, 660 feet SSW, and eventually flies 2000 feet away and out of 
sight with prey. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - No RTHA detections at or near nest. No new material apparent. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - RTHA pair remain 1000 feet from nest during helicopter activities. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - No RTHA detected in vicinity of nest during 40 minute observation. Previously added material now 
desiccated and bleached with no new additions evident. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA pair staying 400 - 600 feet from nest. No new material appears to have been added since last 
observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - No RTHA has been observed at this nest for one month and this nest attempt appears to have been 
abandoned. However, weekly nest monitoring will continue as a new attempt could still initiate. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - No raptors associating with this nest during 45 minutes of observation and no new materials added. 
HOFI appear to be nesting within nest structure. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - No additions have been made to this nest. Changed status to inactive. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - The only activity observed at this nest were two HOFIs adding nesting material. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - Closed, due to no activity at this nest in well over a month, and HOFI building nest inside the 
inactive raptor nest. - KAlberts
04/15/2012 - No change in raptor activity at this nest. - RRadd

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_rrdd_16 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - No raptor activity observed near this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/11/2012 - RTHA perched above nest for duration of 45 minute observation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No raptors associating with this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA pair soaring nearby did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - No raptors observed associating with this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/03/2012 - RTHA pair perched up near nest at 0720. RTHA flying to nearby willow, breaking off stems and 
carrying in bill to nest at 0828. Changed status to active. Initial buffer set at 300 feet to allow access to AR, and 
candidate for reduction to 200 feet if required due to proximity to adjacent noisy industrial facility. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - RTHA pair standing on nest. Male departs at 0702 while female remains on nest arranging materials. 
- RRadd
02/16/2012 - No RTHA detected here during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - RTHA departs nest at 1140 . No hawks in attendance at 1630. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - RTHA comes to nest 1418, arranges nest material, then perches adjacent. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship display but not at nest 1040. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - RTHA on nest for duration of 20 minute observation beginning at 1800. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm. No RTHA observed on nest during brief observation while driving by. - 
IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1005. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - RTHA on nest at 0957. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA on nest for duration of 30 minute observation. Posture and actions suggest small young 
present at 1700. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Adult RTHA feeding young in nest 1800. - RRadd
04/29/2012 - Adult RTHA on nest at 1750, young not visible. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Adult RTHA perched adjacent to nest while 2 active downy nestlings move about in nest at 1749. - 
RRadd

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_rrdd_18 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 200 500 500 500 Nest did not reach active stage 1/6/2012 2/28/2012 01/06/2012 - No raptors associating with this site. Nest mostly fallen and not in usable condition when 
discovered. - RRadd
01/11/2012 - No nest improvements visible. RTHA perched 250 feet west during entire 30-minute observation 
period. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No nest improvements visible. RTHA pair soaring overhead did not associate with nest during 30-
minute observation period. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - Nest unimproved. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - Bio-monitor T. Gunter observed 2 RTHA perched on Eucalyptus trees and soaring. 1 individual was 
observed flying to the nest tree with large stick of green Eucalyptus and landed approximately 10 feet above nest. 
Site biomonitor also observed RTHA carrying sticks to nest. No improvements to nest were obvious to avian 
monitor. Changed status to active. - KWeber
02/07/2012 - RTHA moving well away from nest area during helicopter activity. Monitor reports hawks flying with 
nest material, but not settling at nest and eventually dropping the material away from nest. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Nest is not substantially improved. No RTHA observed associating with nest during 45 minute 
observation. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - No visible nest improvements visible. No RTHA associating with this area or nest. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - No activity at this nest since prior to 7 February. No RTHA associating with this nest and no material 
added. Remains of nest are no longer viable. Changed status to Closed. - RRadd

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_vnik_01 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - Nest is inactive. During the initial observation period, a pair of Red-tailed Hawks were in the area, 
but nest did not look complete, and there were no fresh sticks on nest. - VNovik
01/11/2012 - Nest appears to contain fresh green sprig. RTHA on territory did not approach nest during 30 
minute observation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - Nest appears to contain greens. RTHA pair in courtship flight above nest, perched together but away 
from the site. Nest is difficult to view without potentially disturbance. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - No new material has been added to nest since yesterday's storm and no potential occupants in 
immediate vicinity during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - Fresh green sprigs in nest, but no raptors observed at or near nest. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Fresh eucalyptus greenery piled in nest. RTHA pair did not approach nest during observation. 
Changed status to active. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - More fresh eucalyptus greens piled in nest cup. RTHA perched nearby. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - RTHA prone on nest 1140. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - RTHA lying in nest 1138. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - RTHA lying in nest at 1100. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - RTHA incubating at 1146. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA on nest at 0954. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - 2 downy white nestlings visible moving in nest. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Large downy nestlings remain unfeathered. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - 3 large active downy nestlings acquiring wing quills. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nestlings have downy heads and feathered backs. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Young in the nest are fully feathered, save for white faces. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - 3 nestlings are fully feathered, branching out from nest and exercising with vigor. - RRadd

TBD
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GHOW Great Horned Owl 010712_rrdd_01 CP29-1-N Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 90 500 300 300 Fledged 1/7/2012 4/30/2012 01/07/2012 - GHOW flushed from adjacent oak, but no birds were visible at nest. - RRadd
01/12/2012 - No raptors observed associating with nest and no indicators of improvement or occupation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - GHOW pair in live oak adjacent (approximately 60 feet east) to nest. Male flushed at 100 feet, 
female remained. No raptors of any specie approached nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No GHOW or other raptors observed during 30 minute monitoring period. No signs of nest 
improvement. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - CORA pair perched in nest area did not interact directly with nest. No GHOW detected. - RRadd
02/07/2012 - GHOW on nest at 0851. Changed status to active. Buffer staked as drive-through only at 300 feet to 
permit Project use of access gate, but deter standing or work on axis of maximum visibility. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Incubation continues. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - Incubation continues - GHOW on nest. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - GHOW on nest 1340. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - GHOW lying on nest 0914. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - GHOW on nest, possibly one downy owlet under wing. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - GHOW brooding nestlings. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - Adult perched on edge of nest with wings spread over nest in protective posture. Nestlings not 
visible but presumed present. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - GHOW on nest at 0758. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - 3 large owlets with downy bodies and opening wing quills observed moving around on nest and 
exercising wing muscles. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Adult present at nest and 1 owlet visible on the nest. A second owlet showing primaries was 
perched in the branches about 6 feet above the nest. The third was owlet not visible, most likely obscured by 
foliage. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - Avian biologist was dispatched to the site to monitor the weekly status of this nest per the NBMMP. 
From a distance of 150 feet, 3 feathered fledglings and 1 adult Great Horned Owl were observed perched 4 trees 
away from the tree containing the nest. This nest has successfully fledged at least 3 fledgling owls, which are now 
capable of flight. This nest is now fledged and will therefore be closed. - JDicus

Yes

CORA Common Raven 010712_rrdd_02 CP31-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 1/7/2012 TBD 01/07/2012 - No indications of improvement or occupancy. No evidence of current use upon initial observation. - 
RRadd
01/12/2012 - No indications of improvement or occupancy. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No birds associating with this nest during 30 minute observation and no indicators of recent 
occupancy observed. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No change in activity status detected. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - CORA pair perched in nest area did not interact directly with nest. - RRadd
02/07/2012 - No change in activity at this nest. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - CORA pair continue to associate with this nest, but have not brought any new material. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - No changes in activity at this nest. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - No changes at this nest detected. CORA continue in area but do not approach this nest during 1 
hour observation. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - 2 CORA observed adding nesting material to nest interior, appeared to be paper or bark. Nest status 
changed to active and initial buffer set at 100 feet. - HWinfrey
03/20/2012 - CORA perched up away from nest. New materials in nest visible; various fibers and decorations 
woven into surrounding branches and some fallen to ground. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - CORA lying on nest from 0800 through 0815. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - CORA on nest at 0750. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - CORA on nest and mate nest-guarding at 1748. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - A raven was on the nest as the biologist approached the buffer, but took off almost immediately. 
While away from the nest, a water truck maneuvered, backed up the road and then drove forward, dispensing 
water. Within 10 minutes of this activity, the raven pair returned. Nestlings were heard vocalizing in the nest, and 
the adults fed them briefly. The adults took off again and the biologist decided to leave the area. - VEurs
04/25/2012 - Observed pair making a couple trips to nest with food, and nestling begging calls were heard when 
adults arrived. Adults observed leaving nest when vehicles pass through established buffer. - GHuffman
04/27/2012 - Avian biologist arrived on site before crews to observe Raven activity at nest during morning setup 
and prep for continuation of wire pulling activities. No agitated behavior was observed. Adult remained on nest 
during 45-minute observation period while crews drove through buffer area along access road and set up to 
commence work at distances of 60 feet and greater. Raven not visibly affected by construction activities, 
remained quiet in nest throughout. - JDicus
05/04/2012 - 2-3 nestlings visibly begging when adult raven arrived at the nest with food. - VEurs

TBD
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CORA Common Raven 010712_rrdd_04 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 1/7/2012 TBD 01/07/2012 - RTHA perched in vicinity did not approach nest during initial 20-minute observation period. - 
KAlberts
01/12/2012 - No indications of nest improvement or change in activity level of this nest. - RRadd
01/19/2012 - No fresh material added and no potential occupants associating with nest. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No change in activity status detected. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - Fresh material added to nest, but no birds associating during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/06/2012 - Decorations in nest suggest ravens may be active on this nest, but no breeding bird activity detected 
during observation. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - No obvious changes in activity. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - Common Ravens are carrying material to this nest. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - Ownership of this nest is still not clear. RTHA perched nearby on cold windy day. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Material continues to be added to this nest. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - CORA carrying lining material to nest and forming cup. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - CORA pair perching near nest heavily decorated with trash, possibly from yard. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - Female lying on nest for duration of visit. Male perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - CORA on nest with second CORA perched nearby from 0630 to 0730. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - CORA lying in nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - An adult CORA was on the nest for the majority of the observation period. The pair was perched 
together on a snag about 20 feet from the nest for approximately 5 minutes. One raven flew away, and the 
second raven returned to settle on the nest. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Adult CORA on nest from 0755 to 0820. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - An adult raven was on the nest for the first 15 minutes of observation. It left the nest to soar around 
the valley. Eventually both adults returned to the nest. Based on the way they perched and bent down, it seems 
there are nestlings. When the raven was off the nest, the biologist attempted to discern the presence of nestlings. 
However, the nest is heavily lined with white fluffy material that moved about in the strong breeze, so it was 
difficult to identify nestlings. Based on the adults' behavior upon returning to the nest, nestlings are likely. - VEurs

TBD

AMKE American Kestrel 010712_rrdd_07 CP31-2 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/7/2012 TBD 01/07/2012 - Kestrel pair observed copulating 4 times in 30 minutes (0900-0930) on wire adjacent to marker ball. 
Male appeared to attempt to coax female into cavity between copulations. Both birds flushed when observers 
approached within 300 feet, but female was later observed entering cavity (observed by Dicus / Loveless). - RRadd
01/11/2012 - Two pairs of AMKE frequently copulating in the nest vicinity; neither of which entered any cavities 
during a 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - AMKE pair copulating repeatedly and perched near, but did not enter cavity during 1-hour 
observation period. Unmated male present may be retarding nest progress. - RRadd
01/20/2012 - Buffer re-staked at 350 feet. AMKE pair observed away from nest site but not entering nest. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - AMKE pair observed copulating twice during 40 minute observation. Female emerged from cavity in 
marker ball, but male investigating monopole. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - No AMKE detected near nest during observation. Male kestrel observed 1000 feet NW of site did 
not approach nest. Unable to determine if female is incubating or absent. - RRadd
02/07/2012 - AMKE pair copulating at 0730, female flies to cavity and remains at entrance looking into nest from 
0735 to 0737, then returns to perch on adjacent wire. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - AMKE pair copulating and entering cavity 0802. Male in cavity 0818-0823. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Observations were made during a general avian/raptor nest survey. Female observed entering cavity 
at lowest arm of nearest monopole twice during survey. Male nearby also investigated same cavity in monopole. 
Not clear at this time whether pair is nesting in marker ball or monopole. - JDicus
02/20/2012 - Female AMKE observed hunting on territory then perching between marker ball and monopole. Not 
seen entering either, but subsequently not seen after. Incubating? - RRadd
03/01/2012 - Female AMKE appears after 1.5 hour observation. Male appears 15 minutes later and prolonged 
copulation ensues. Female investigates cavities on monopole arms, male goes to marker ball. Negotiations 
continue. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - After an hour of observation, male emerges from lower monopole arm, further suggesting this is 
the true nest location. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - AMKE pair continue to be active at marker ball. Female solicits food from male, suggesting 
incubation is in progress. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - AMKE pair adjacent to nest during 40 minutes of observation. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - Female observed circling monopole, then perching on east side of highway 67 for duration of visit. - 
HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - Male AMKE feeds female while both are perched on wire near monopole. Both remain perched 
from 0800 to 0830. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - No AMKE detections 1750-1820. - RRadd
04/19/2012  The kestrel pair flew in from the southeast  the male carrying prey  Both landed on the wire  and the 
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GHOW Great Horned Owl 011012_pkad_02 EP192-2-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 75 500 250 250 Fledged 1/10/2012 4/23/2012 01/10/2012 - No raptor activity in the area. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No raptors or other birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - No sign of raptors in area or recent activities at nest. - PKonrad
01/26/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on nest. Nest is too high to check for eggs. - PHoward
02/02/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. Daily periodic public and SRPL traffic along access road 75 feet 
east of nest tree. - PKonrad
02/24/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating. Daily periodic public and SRPL traffic along access road 75 feet east of 
nest tree. - PKonrad
03/01/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating. Periodic public and Sunrise traffic along access road 75 feet east of 
nest tree. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl observed brooding in nest (owl positioned higher than when incubating); 
nestling(s) could be about 10 days old. - PKonrad
03/15/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl standing on nest; downy nestling(s) below adult in nest. Daily periodic 
public and Sunrise traffic along access road 75 feet east of nest tree. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Adult upright on edge of nest next to 1, possibly 2, small downy nestlings. - PKonrad
03/27/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl on nest with 3 active medium-sized downy nestlings. Later, the adult was 
feeding nestlings and itself at 1400. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl on nest with 2 large partly feathered nestlings (another nestling may be out 
of sight). Campers active near nest tree. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl perched on branch 3 feet east of nest; 2 large nestlings are standing nearby 
on the east side of the nest. Nestlings are probably close to branching and fledging. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Greenstone entered buffer temporarily with 1 person to remove oil drippings from road by hand. 
Owl remained on nest and did not appear to notice this brief work activity. - VNovik
04/14/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl perched on branch above nest with 2 large downy nestlings standing on 
nest platform; 1 nestling took a flying leap to branch west of nest, flapping its wings after landing; returned to 
nest in flapping leap, walked to branch tip east of nest where adult relocated to, flapping and exercising its wings 
in the wind. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - 1 large nestling Great Horned Owl still in nest, but other nestling has apparently fledged and not 
observed at nest or in surrounding area, including the nest tree, nearby trees, on nearby boulders, or on the 
ground. Nestlings were near fledging 3 days ago, and the most active 1 appears to have fledged and moved out of 
the area since then. No adults observed in area. - PKonrad
04/23/2012  Second nestling appears to have fledged during the weekend; no sign of fledglings or adults in nest 

Yes

CORA Common Raven 011112_pkad_01 EP297-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 1/11/2012 TBD 01/11/2012 - No birds that could utilize this nest were observed in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No avian activity at or near nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area, but unusual additions to nest showing above bowl - a large dark gray 
football-sized form on south side and a larger basketball-sized white cotton-like substance that is located on the 
north side but can be seen from all sides. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area. Material in nest appears compacted in nest (not as fluffy or 
prominent as last week). - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No change at nest apparent; no hawks or ravens in area. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area; no apparent change in nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed; cotton-like nest contents described earlier appears to be pressed 
down into existing nest (by weather elements or animal activity). - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - No apparent change to nest and no raptors or ravens observed in the area. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed, and no change to nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Nest is large and well-built, but no raven or raptor has been observed at this site this year. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Nest looks good, but no sign of raptors or ravens in area during 30 minute observation period. - 
PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating on tower nest that has been built up since last week. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Adult Common raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - Raven incubating while another adult is flying between towers. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - Initially, no adult Common Ravens were observed. The incubation period should be complete and, if 
successful to this point, young nestlings should be present in the tower nest. - PKonrad

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 011112_pkad_03 EP331-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/11/2012 TBD 01/11/2012 - No bird activity observed in area by any species that could utilize this nest. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No bird activity observed at nest or in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area; no sign of activity at the nest. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area; no apparent changes to nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Adult male Red-tailed Hawk brought nesting material to nest and arranged material while standing 
on nest, while female soared low around nest tower. Female joined male at nest, then male began collecting nest 
material in the area and bringing them to the nest with female calling periodically. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Initially, an adult Red-tailed Hawk was standing on nest and was soon joined by joined by another 
adult Red-tailed Hawk that flew in from southwest. Soon thereafter 1 hawk dove to ground 150 feet north of nest, 
collected a small branch and flew up the north. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk initially soaring low near nest tower, then perched on tower a moment 
before flying to west in reaction to loud, fast off-road vehicle speeding down road 250 feet west of tower. Other 
similar off-road vehicles rampaging to north, immediately north of highway. About 45 minutes later, during return 
trip to highway (and after off-road group on south side of highway left the area), observed adult Red-tailed Hawk 
fly to nest, where it stood for a time. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - No hawks observed on nest or in area during 2 nest checks over a 1 hour period. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew into the nest from the south with long-tailed prey in talons, probably a 
Desert Iguana. Stood on nest a short time, then flew to Sunrise tower to northeast to perch on north cross arm. 
Eventually, hawk soared half-mile northwest and a half-mile southeast of nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - No hawks observed during a 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing over nest with wings partly open as if shading eggs from direct sun. - 
PKonrad
04/26/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is incubating or brooding in an interesting way, facing into the wind and 
holding its wings away from its body slightly, allowing the breeze to cool its body and, perhaps, the contents of its 
nest. Soon, it also raised its tail into a vertical position. - PKonrad

TBD

CORA Common Raven 011112_pkad_05 EP350-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 1/11/2012 TBD 01/11/2012 - No raptor or raven activity in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No sign of bird activity in area or at nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No birds in area and no apparent activity at nest. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in the area. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks, owls, or ravens observed in the area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Nest unchanged; no ravens or raptors in area. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area; nest appears unchanged. Two pieces of equipment grading 
road and pad at neighboring EP349. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - A Common Raven was standing on the nest while another raven flew to the nest site and perched 
next to the nest. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - No ravens observed in area; nest in good shape. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - A raven was observed perched on the tower near the nest. It left when the avian biologist parked 
nearby to examine another nest in the area. It returned once and perched at the nest in the 45 minutes the 
biologist was there. It flew off again after this, but was not observed to land again. - LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest while another raven was flying and soaring nearby. - 
PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Incubating Common Raven barely discernible as it lies very low in the tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - A Common Raven is incubating on the tower nest, while a second raven is active around the nest 
tower. At 1 time, the second raven brought a small food item to the nest with the first raven standing and 
interacting at the nest, probably mate feeding. Incubating raven resumed incubating and other raven perched on 
opposite side of tower bridge. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - Raven incubating or brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - Adult Common Raven is brooding on this tower nest. - PKonrad

TBD
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CORA Common Raven 011112_pkad_06 EP353-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 1/11/2012 TBD 01/11/2012 - No ravens observed in the area. Nest is in poor condition. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area, but nest appears to be built up somewhat with an unusual piece of 
material on top. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No birds in area; nest looks inactive. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No raptors or ravens near nest. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - Nest looks unchanged and unused, but 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk is perched in this nest tower 60 feet 
below nest. (This hawk could be associated with the 2011 hawk nest on next tower to southeast, or it could be a 
wintering hawk.) - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Nest unchanged; no ravens observed in area; 1 hawk perched in top of neighboring tower with 2011 
Red-tailed Hawk nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - No sign of change to former raven nest. No ravens observed in area; Red-tailed Hawks are using the 
nest in the next tower to the south. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Nest looks unchanged; no ravens observed in area; but Red-tailed Hawks are nesting in adjacent 
tower to southeast. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Nest continues to exhibit poor condition with no ravens or raptors in area. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Nest looks unchanged; no birds observed in area; although Red-tailed Hawks are present where they 
are nesting in adjacent tower to the southeast. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - No ravens in area, no raptors near nest; nest unchanged and unused. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - No birds near unchanged, unused nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area, but a nest survey crew that worked in the area yesterday, including E. 
Strods, observed a raven fly from the vicinity of the tower nest, but did not see if it came from the nest or near it. 
Strods also reported a few sticks placed in the northeast side of the new Sunrise tower EP252 (2 sticks can easily 
be seen today). Hence, these sites will be monitored closely in coming weeks. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - Adult raven observed on nest shading/incubating for approximately 20 minutes. Did not react to 
vehicle traffic along SWPL access road. - IMaunsell
04/26/2012 - No ravens observed at or near nest or broad surrounding region. - An hour later, a raven was 
perched on the top of the nest tower on the side opposite of the nest for about 5 minutes, then flew south. About 
5 minutes later, an adult Red-tailed Hawk, probably an adult from the hawk nest at the neighboring tower to the 
southeast, flew low to the west of this 'raven tower,' then north, apparently hunting but possibly a territorial 
flight. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on the tower nest with a second raven perched on the 
crossarm a few feet below the nest   PKonrad

TBD

CORA Common Raven 011112_pkad_07 EP358-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 1/11/2012 TBD 01/11/2012 - No birds that could potentially utilize this nest were in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - No activity at nest and no ravens observed during avian survey. - MKuehn
01/27/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No apparent activity at nest and no whitewash below nest tower, but a pair of Common Ravens is 
perched on the next SWPL tower northwest of nest tower. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Nest unchanged; no ravens or raptors in area during initial nest check, but during second 'drive-by', 
2 ravens present, 1 on ground beneath nest and 1 perched nearby in tower 8 feet above ground. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens in area, and no apparent change at the nest. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - A Common Raven is in incubating position on the nest with a second raven perched nearby, midway 
along the crossarm. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Common Raven is incubating on tower nest; another adult perched and preened on low part of 
SWPL tower to northwest. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Common Raven is incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven is incubating on its tower nest with a second adult perched on the northeast side of 
the bridge, near the nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - No adult Common Raven at the nest, but 1 adult raven is perched on the top of the Sunrise tower to 
the north. Nestlings are probably lying low in the nest, unseen. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - 2 adult Common Raven were initially perched next to the tower nest filled with at least 3 large 
nestlings standing on the nest. Soon, 1 of the adults flew to the north. - PKonrad

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 011312_rrdd_02 CP59-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/13/2012 TBD 01/13/2012 - RTHA perched near nest did not interact directly during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No raptors present during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA perched adjacent to nest but no new material visible. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - RTHA perched adjacent to nest for duration of observation. No new material visible. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA perched near nest but not at nest, which shows no sign of recent additions. Sycamore 
beginning to leaf out. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - RTHA present at nest, drying out following a wet night. No visible changes to nest. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - RTHA standing at nest 0709, mate nearby. Changed status to active 20 February. This pair is well-
acclimated to traffic and nearby mechanized farming activity. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - RTHA standing adjacent to nest, drying out from recent rain. Nest appears to contain fresh greens. - 
RRadd
03/14/2012 - RTHA perched under nest for duration of 30 minute observation did not appear concerned by 
traffic. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No RTHA observed near nest during brief drive-by observation. - IMaunsell
03/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which remains in good condition. 2 RTHAs observed soaring 1000 feet 
directly above nest. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - RTHA perched near nest from 0930 to 1000 remained in area despite being harassed by a pair of 
Cassin's Kingbirds. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA perched adjacent to nest, but no bird visible in cup. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - RTHA carries stick to nest at 1114 and arranges into place. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No visible activity at this nest following night of rainfall. Adult female RTHA perched on territory. - 
RRadd
05/01/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 20-minute observation is very low in nest and hard to see. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - RTHA lying very low in nest, mate perched in next tree. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 011412_bald_01 Alpine Underground - 
Bauer Bridge

Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Grading 53 100 50 50 Fledged 1/14/2012 2/21/2012 01/14/2012 - Nest found by bio-monitor Rod Haller, recorded by Brian Arnold and Ryan Abe. Arnold and Abe 
observed female on nest for about 30 minutes during construction activity, bird left for several minutes, returned 
to nest and immediately sat down, all indicative of an undisturbed bird incubating eggs. - BArnold
01/18/2012 - ANHU female observed at top of nest tree sunning and preening from 1500 - 1505. Nest not found. - 
RRadd
01/19/2012 - ANHU was not on nest upon initial observation, but return to nest within 10 minutes to incubate. - 
BArnold
01/28/2012 - Female ANHU feeding two young at 0712; short bills visible above rim of nest cup. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - Two young are large, downy and acquiring pin feathers. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - 2 nestlings are well feathered and fill the nest. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - 1 large nestling remains in nest and is anticipated to fledge tomorrow 18 February. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Female feeding recent fledgling on branch of coast live oak tree approximately 20 feet from nest 
location. - IMaunsell

Yes

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 011812_pkad_02 EP119-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/18/2012 TBD 01/18/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched near new nest after male brought branch to nest. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - One hawk was observed bringing nesting material to the nest, while the other perched in the host 
tree. Multiple trips were observed to the nest. - KAlberts
01/31/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks low in flight south of nest, then soared directly above nest to height of 
1,200 feet. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - 0730 to 1030. Adult hawk perched in nest tree approximately 10 feet from nest at 0740. Adults 
observed in area throughout bird nesting survey period but did not go to nest. An adult was observed tearing 
apart prey at inactive 2011 stick nest 6002310. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk hovering/hunting above grassland 200 feet south of nest; flew to west, 
where a second hawk flew from a perch on the hillside to join in flight. No association with nest observed. - 
PKonrad
02/14/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched on pole 1/4 mile southeast of nest. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks initially observed soaring south of nest site. Natural conditions; micropile 
drilling and K-Max deliveries at EP119 about 420 feet west-northwest. During subsequent Great Horned Owl nest 
check, Red-tailed Hawk was observed incubating in nest from hilltop above nest from location south of EP119 
TSAP - PKonrad
03/01/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk brooding on nest. [Biomonitor Mark Bahn reported 1 adult hawk feeding 
newly hatched nestlings a week ago on 2/24/2012.] - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - A hawk is lying on the nest, presumably brooding. Micropile work at EP118 to south, including 
helicopter deliveries. - PKonrad
03/15/2012 - Observed nest during portion of sound wall removal activities. Hiked to elevated vantage point 
along ridgeline to west and observed adult Red-tailed Hawk lying on nest facing northwest for 20 minute 
observation period. Second adult returns to rim of nest from north for nest exchange. Initial adult carefully stood 
up from inside nest and lowered wings while stepping up onto rim of nest, then flew off to south while second 
adult immediately and carefully settled down into nest in same position facing northwest. No eggs or nestlings 
visible from observation point and no other activity was observed. Presume nest to be in incubating/brooding 
stage based on today's observations and the care with which both adults entered/exited the inner portion of the 
nest. - JDicus
03/20/2012 - No adults observed, but looks like a medium-sized nestling with tan down and erupting feathers 
lying in sun on nest platform. - PKonrad
03/27/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk lying on nest, apparently brooding. Regular helicopter noise 1200 feet away 
from EP120. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Can see 2 medium-sized downy Red-tailed Hawks in nest (there may be more) and 1 adult perched 
on a rock on the hilltop 1/4 mile southwest of nest   PKonrad

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 011912_imll_02 EP255-2-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 71 500 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 1/19/2012 3/5/2012 01/19/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material to the nest in the morning by the avian biologist in a 
helicopter conducting a sweep of the Sunrise transmission line. Fresh material, potentially grass, is visible on top 
of nest. - IMaunsell
01/24/2012 - No hawks observed near this site, but 1 Red-tailed Hawk flew to the nest at the neighboring tower 
where a pair raised 2 fledglings in 2011. No indication of nest building apparent from ground-level observation 
locations. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - Several new thin branches can be seen added to the top of the existing old raven nest. An adult Red-
tail was observed making an unsuccessful predatory strike on unidentified prey animal on ground between 2 
'nest' towers, then flew to soar above mountain to the west. (Historic 2011 Red-tailed Hawk tower nest to north 
was visited by an adult hawk during observations 4 days ago.) Micropile drilling and occasional helicopter 
deliveries 1,050 feet west of this nest at EP254. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - Thin branches built up loosely where an inactive raptor nest was removed from SWPL tower 50183 
per SDG&E reliability and maintenance practices. The location of the nest was determined to be a potential 
reliability threat by a TCM inspection. Ron Freeman, SDG&E Environmental Services, contacted Dave Mayer 
(CDFG) and Lisa Nichols (USFWS) to notify them of this activity. The nest removal was not affiliated with the 
Sunrise Powerlink Project. - KAlberts
 - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - No hawks observed in area; appears a few new thin branches have been added to small 'starter' 
nest. (2011 nest in neighboring tower has been built up quite a bit during the past week.) - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - No apparent activity at small partial nest. A hawk visited the nearby 2011 nest, and that nest may 
now be the preferred active nest; at this time it appears this site may be inactive by definition, but will confirm in 
the coming weeks before making a conclusive decision. - PKonrad
02/20/2012 - Nest unchanged; remains a small nest where hawks began building a new nest, but have not 
attended in 2-plus weeks. In the meantime, the nest in the next tower to the north (SWPL tower 214) has been 
built up and occupied, with a pair of hawks in attendance with 1 of these incubating. It appears this nest has been 
abandoned and is now inactive, and the neighboring hawk nest site is now active. Nest buffer signs removed. - 
PKonrad
02/27/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area. Partial nest appears unchanged. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - No raptors or ravens in area. Nest unchanged for several weeks; appears hawks changed interest to 
nest site closer to EP256. - closed. - PKonrad

No

GHOW Great Horned Owl 012312_rrdd_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 350 500 70 70 Fledged 1/23/2012 4/13/2012 01/23/2012 - Reports and photographic evidence indicate GHOW is incubating 3 eggs. Bird did not flush on this 
cold rainy morning during 2 hours of observation. Buffer established at 200 feet based on communication with 
Avian Team leads, and that bird tolerated light foot and vehicle traffic in close proximity to nest structure. 
Substation construction management indicate work is scheduled to occur on eye-level with this nest and higher. 
Observations and comments from yard monitor (Clay Schudy) suggest owl is undisturbed by pass-through traffic 
inside buffer. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - GHOW Female remains on nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - GHOW remains incubating on nest. - RRadd
02/09/2012 - GHOW female on nest 1327. Biomonitor reports no changes in behavior. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Incubation continues uninterrupted. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - Incubation continues. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - GHOW sitting tight. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - GHOW sitting higher on nest. Biomonitor reports seeing one hatched young late in the morning. - 
RRadd
03/12/2012 - One large nestling visible with adult. Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports female off nest mid-morning 
revealing 3 owlets. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - GHOW with 3 nestlings. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - Three owlets still in down. One adult in nest. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest at 0851. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Two nestlings have fledged. Observed and photo-documented on the ground in the substation on 3 
and 4 April, as they attempted to fly over the substation fence on 4 April, and in low shrubs outside the substation 
on 5 April. Third nestling remains in nest. - BArnold
04/10/2012 - One nestling continues. - RRadd
04/10/2012 - Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports that 1 nestling is still present in the A-frame. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - Third nestling fledged from A-frame nest today. Was in A-frame yesterday, 11 April 12. Fledgling 
remained in southwest corner of the substation for the day. There is no further owl activity associated with the A-
frame. A 'temporary ' 100-foot buffer was established around the southwest corner where the fledgling is 
temporarily located. - BArnold
04/13/2012 - On 4/12/12, biomonitor observed last fledgling outside of construction yard. Nest is closed. - 
HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Last of the 3 fledglings left the A-frame nest on 12 April 2012. This fledgling stayed within the 
fenced substation for the night, and flew over the fence today, 13 April 2012. - BArnold

Yes
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 012312_rrdd_02 CP11-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 0 500 500 500 Nest did not reach active stage 1/23/2012 2/18/2012 01/23/2012 - RTHAs have been bringing fresh greens at regular intervals during ongoing construction at CP11. No 
construction activity observed today, but location directly under ROW means this nest could potentially be 
impacted by wire-stringing operations and helicopter activity. - RRadd
01/25/2012 - A single Red-tailed Hawk was perched on top of 69 KV pole above nest when I arrived. It remained 
there for 5 minutes and then flew away out of sight. No hawks were observed for the remaining 20 minutes I was 
at the site. - EMorgan
01/26/2012 - Avian biologist supervised all installation of owl decoy in nest with the intent of deterring the pair of 
hawks from continuing nesting at this site. The crew was advised that the nest should not be damaged, removed, 
or destroyed. Nest monitored from 1205-1230 prior to installation. 1 hawk perched above nest and another 
soared overhead. 2 crewmen climbed the pole; photographed nest contents. No eggs or young were present. 
Crew installed owl on the nest with wire. Once installed, deterrent was photographed on the nest. Installation 
completed without destroying or removing nest. 2-4 sticks dislodged during installation. Nest was monitored from 
1245-1330. The pair quickly returned and dive bombed deterrent for ~40 minutes, occasionally striking it with 
talons. Pair briefly halted to courtship display before continuing aggressive behavior. ~1330 pair retreated to 
perches ~1000 from the nest. Closed due to inability for the pair to use site due to the deterrent being in the nest. 
- IMaunsell
01/26/2012 - RTHA pair engaged in screaming dive bomb attacks on plastic owl wired in to center of nest by 
Sunrise construction personnel for most of the duration of this 30-minute observation. Occasional strikes by 
hawks on the owl could be heard up to 650 feet away. - RRadd
01/27/2012 - Nest did not reach active stage (i.e., containing eggs or young) due to owl decoy placed in nest as a 
deterrent prior to egg laying. The intent is to remove the decoy once work is completed in the area. Wire-stringing 
operations will be monitored by an avian biologist at this location to assess any nesting activity. The nest will 
continue to be monitored for avian activity after construction is completed, and the status may then be re-
opened and changed to inactive or active, as appropriate. - KAlberts
02/09/2012 - Plastic owl now faces forward as nest appears to be losing integrity. Considerable debris on ground 
below. No RTHA detected within 4000 foot radius during 90 minute observation. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Pole is being monitored for potential nesting activity prior to removal of owl decoy. Between 1325 
and 1450, a pair of American Kestrels (or 1 of the adults from the pair) were observed perching on the top of the 
pole containing the owl decoy. The pair was observed copulating at 1345 and 1425, and each bird looked once 
into the cavity at the base of the top tower arm. Neither adult entered the cavity; apparently they are not 
incubating eggs at this point. - MDicus
02/18/2012 - The avian monitor monitored the nest pole prior to crew arrival. A pair of European Starlings was 
observed on the pole. One of the starlings entered the cavity at the base of the tower arm and pulled out a piece 
of plant material  The pair departed prior to the crew's arrival  The only raptor activity observed in the area was a 

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 012412_rrdd_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Scrubs TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/24/2012 TBD 01/24/2012 - RTHA pair carrying sticks to nest. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - Large amount of green material in nest but no RTHA observed. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA carrying small item to nest 0906. Unable to determine if item is decoration or prey. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - RTHA present away from nest, drying out following a wet night. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - RTHA pair copulating 0809, tearing bark strips and carrying sticks to nest 0814. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - Cold with 100% overcast, no RTHA detected, but nest is obscured. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - No RTHA observed at this nest, which is difficult to see into due to height. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No RTHA was observed near the nest during brief drive-by observation. Nest appears intact after 
storm. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - RTHA on nest not observed but likely incubating, just out of view; mate on territory. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - RTHA sitting upright within well-concealed nest, unable to determine if bird was rearranging eggs or 
feeding nestlings. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - RTHA observed in nest from 0915 to 0945. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation on rainy morning. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - RTHA comes to nest at 1041 and interacts with hatched young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No activity visible in nest observed after night of rainfall. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Two nestlings observed occasionally stretching partially feathered wings at 1051, still mostly white. - 
RRadd
05/08/2012 - Adult perched at nest with nestlings - now with feathered wings and downy bodies at 1332. - RRadd

TBD
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AMKE American Kestrel 012712_rrdd_01 TL 6924 - 171694 69kV Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/27/2012 TBD 01/27/2012 - AMKE pair perched together at top of monopole for duration of 45 minutes of observation, female 
enters cavity repeatedly from  0812- 0815. No construction activities occurring at the time. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - RTHA perched at monopole and AMKE did not approach during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/09/2012 - AMKE pair copulating atop this pole at 0727 and 0820. Female subsequently entered cavity for 
approximately 2 minutes, and again from 0937-0939. Male perched on top of pole throughout. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - No change in activity observed during 15 minute observation on cold rainy day. RTHA perched on 
nest structure. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - AMKE pair copulating on this monopole 0740, and remain through 0755. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair copulate on pole 0717, male defends cavity against EUST intrusion. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - No AMKE detected during 2x20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - No activity observed at this pole during 4 hour survey period on 5 March, nor during 5 hour survey 
period in general area plus one hour focused observation period on 6 March, nor during 30 minute focused 
observation period on 7 March. Recommend characterizing this as Inactive and continue to monitor. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE male on tower, nest guarding and foraging. Female appears and solicits copulation at 1555. 
Male enters cavity briefly. Female solicits and the pair copulate again at 1610. Female enters cavity. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation under cool and wet conditions. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - The pair was observed at the cavity on and off all morning. Both male and female entered the 
cavity, a total of about 5 times. Each time one entered, begging sounds were heard from inside the cavity. The 
pair was also observed copulating on top of the pole once. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Adult female was observed perching atop nest pole and chasing a nearby Red-tailed Hawk; no male 
in sight. 1 hour later, both adults were perched on pole; vocalizations were heard from the nest area while the 
female leaned over for several minutes, watching the base of the west arm. - MDicus
04/06/2012 - Kestrel pair arrived at pole around 1435, the male carrying a prey item. Both sat atop the pole 
eating for a short period. The male then entered the nest cavity, but it wasn't clear if he took food in, as well. 
Female continued to perch on pole. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - No AMKE activity after an hour of observation. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - The female was quietly perched on a rung just below the nest cavity for about 30 minutes. She 
looked very damp. When a European Starling landed on the upper arm of the pole, the female kestrel made brief 
vocalizations and chased off the starling. Shortly after this, she entered the nest cavity and remained there 
through the end of the observation period (another 15-20 minutes). The male kestrel was not seen during this 
time. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - About 20 minutes after the start of observations, the male kestrel flew in from the north carrying 
prey. He landed atop the monopole and the female arrived from the west. She took the prey from him and 
perched partially within the bracket  where she could be seen feeding the nestlings (although nestlings were not 

TBD

AMKE American Kestrel 012712_rrdd_02 TL 6924 - 171687 69kV Structure Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 500 150 115 Indeterminate 1/27/2012 4/26/2012 01/27/2012 - Bio-monitor (G. Huffman) observed AMKE copulating on adjacent pole and entering cavity on steel 
monopole at 0900. - RRadd
01/27/2012 - Observed pair while bio-monitoring over a span of 9 hours on multiple occasions copulating and 
female entering cavity.  Nearest construction activities occurred at 350 feet, and the pair appeared undisturbed. - 
GHuffman
01/30/2012 - No AMKE observed at this nest site during work activities. AMKE female observed flying around 
helicopter at CP3 at approximate 300-foot radius at 1035, then away from site. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - Female AMKE remained 500-1,000 feet away from cavity throughout 30 minute observation. 
Personnel walked repeatedly through buffer to conduct BMP maintenance and within 25 feet of pole. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - Buffer stakes repositioned at 150 feet. - RRadd
02/09/2012 - Biomonitors report AMKE on nest pole several time this morning. No AMKE detected from 1340-
1420. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - 1030 to 1100: Kestrels observed copulating and perched together on adjacent poles within 30 to 50 
feet of nest cavity. - GHuffman
02/13/2012 - Biomonitor reports vigorous pair defense against interloper AMKE this morning. Male-only detected 
during afternoon observation. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair copulate on monopole 1226 and remain. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - Male nest-guarding, no female seen. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - AMKE pair on wood pole adjacent, copulate at 1058 and 1107. Female stays off nest for 20 minutes 
of observation. - RRadd
03/09/2012 - Pair observed copulating on monopole near nest. Pair actively defended area around nest. Both 
birds seen entering nest location but left nest unattended for long periods. They do not appear to be incubating. - 
TCooper
03/12/2012 - Male foraging around territory, female not observed. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation. Showery and cold. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - AMKE in area observed flying and foraging, but no activity near cavity. Starlings building nest in 
same pole. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed at nest. 2 AMKEs foraging in area. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Male AMKE appears to be nest guarding, subsequently catches lizard. Female begs then takes prey 
and carries to wood pole adjacent to nest, but is reluctant to enter and caches prey on pole, apparently in 
response to observer outside buffer. Observer moves to 250 and female moves to next wood pole and preens. 
Existing buffer may not be adequate if construction is imminent. - RRadd
04/18/2012 - No activity observed over a 45-minute period. - BArnold
04/25/2012  No AMKE activity at pole after 60 minutes of observation  AMKE vocalizations heard downslope to 

N/A
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 013012_pkad_01 EP248-1-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/30/2012 TBD 01/30/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk flew from the nest and the pair soared to the northwest. The hawk was not 
observed incubating, but the observer may have missed that opportunity while writing field notes and 
approaching the nest. - PKonrad
01/31/2012 - Pair is actively nest building, bringing sticks to nest every 5 or 10 minutes - until K-max helicopter 
visited site 1 mile west, when pair perched in Sunrise tower and remained for 15 minutes after helicopter left, 
occasionally preening. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched high in nest tower. - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - No hawks observed at nest or in area during a windy period (30 minutes). - PKonrad
02/20/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk brought nesting material to nest 3 times during 40 minute observation 
period. - PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Observed nest site for 40 minutes; after 30 minutes an adult Red-tailed Hawk soared low overhead 
in strong wind, then soared out of sight to the northwest. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk initially standing on nest, then lying on nest incubating. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk has initiated incubating at this tower nest. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest; another adult soaring west of nest site, then perched on 
tower EP246. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating; eggs should be hatching soon. - PKonrad
04/13/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating soon stood up in nest and began feeding on a snake. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - M. Alfaro reported on 4/17/2012 helicopter flights in the area were constant and regular. An adult 
RTHA was incubating/brooding in the morning and clearly lying in the nest during work activities. However, during 
late morning and through the afternoon, the hawk was observed standing at the nest or on a metal beam 
immediately adjacent to the nest (potentially shading). Hawk looked in the nest throughout the day. The second 
adult was observed flying to nest every few hours; however, no exchange of food items was observed. In the 
evening, both adults flew away from the nest and continued until completely out of sight. After approximately 15 
minutes, 1 adult returned to the nest, again standing in the nest. Later in the evening, both adults flew away again 
for about 15 minutes. When the monitor left at approximately 1830, 1 adult was back at the nest, standing, not 
brooding. - IMaunsell
04/20/2012 - Pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks standing on rim of nest; when 1 hawk takes flight, the remaining 
adult begins feeding at least 1 small downy nestling. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was standing on the nest feeding 2 medium-sized downy nestlings. - 
PKonrad
05/03/2012 - The downy head of a nestling Red-tailed Hawk can be seen above the tower nest. No adults are 
present  but a pair of adult Red tailed Hawks was observed soaring above the area about 3 hours ago   PKonrad

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 013112_dbby_02 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 80 80 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

1/31/2012 2/13/2012 01/31/2012 - Observed at least 2 Bushtits carrying nest material to a partly constructed nest on south side of live 
oak tree. Birds don't seem disturbed by avian biologist standing below nest. - PKonrad
02/01/2012 - More permanent ESA buffer signs installed. - KWeber
02/01/2012 - Observed at least 2 Bushtits carrying nest material to a partially constructed nest on the south side 
of a coast live oak. Nest approximately 25% complete, as entire nest skeleton is complete, but can still be seen 
through. Nest building activity at nest is sporadic. Individuals don't seem disturbed by my presence standing 
below nest. 100-foot buffer flagged at east side of cleaned site with temporary orange flagging. More permanent 
signage will be installed. - KAlberts
02/06/2012 - Pair active around described nest site for 10 minutes, foraged in area near ground another 5 
minutes, then left to southeast. No other observations during an additional 40 minutes. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - Nest is approximately 45% built. Distance to tower site (limit of vegetation clearance) where straw 
wattle is placed is 25 feet.  Distance to leg B anchor point is 145 feet. Distance to leg A anchor point is 85 feet. 
Avian biologist observed over a dozen trips to nest by pair carrying nest material. Nest building/nest 
improvements were being made inside the nest and around nest entrance at top east side of pendulous nest. Nest 
is now taking shape, with entrance obvious when viewed from east, but is still thin enough to allow sunlight to 
pass through in several places. Pair was most active early in the morning, making far less frequent trips to nest by 
9:15. Pair was tolerant of approach to within 25 feet. - JDicus
02/13/2012 - Nest appears to be physically disfigured. The nest was seen dangling in wind, and part of it torn off. 
It appeared to be 90% complete based on remaining shape and amount of nest material left. No Bushtits were 
seen or heard during the 45 minute observation period. Photos available to show current condition of nest. - AHill
02/15/2012 - West side of mostly completed nest has been torn out; probable predation. No Bushtits observed or 
heard during 30 minute observation period  in area. - PKonrad
02/15/2012 - No activity was observed at nest over an hour. Nest is unchanged since 2/13/2012, when it was first 
observed to be inactive. The birds are not refurbishing nest and not re-using material. The pair was not seen or 
heard. Buffer signs were removed and nest is now closed due to failure. Nest appears to have failed due to an 
animal dismantling the nest to obtain the contents, and not due to Sunrise work activities. - AHill
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 013112_phrd_02 GS-NF-20 Pad Areas-Work Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/31/2012 TBD 01/31/2012 - A Red-tailed Hawk was seen flushing from an area near the nest multiple times during the survey. 
The pair was seen flying over the nest with nest material, with the intent of adding material to this nest, but 
helicopter operations or other activity may have altered that regime. No raptors were seen in the nest proper. - 
PHoward
02/01/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was seen soaring just east of the nest site. No nest visits were observed 
during 40-minute observation period. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - No sign of activity at nest and no hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
02/08/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched in tree 150 feet northwest of nest. Hawks unconcerned about light 
traffic on Sunrise access road 600 feet south of nest and regular low helicopter flights within 1000 feet. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - Observed the pair copulate in nearby bare tree and bring nesting material on 2 occasions. Observed 
these behaviors from near EP56 guard structure at 500 feet. - AHill
02/13/2012 - Observed pair perched on nearby tree together. Soaring in area. Pair is still attending to nest. - AHill
02/14/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk on nest, either standing low on nest or, more likely, lying on nest during initial 
observation. During return visit, no hawks at nest or observed in area. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Cannot see a hawk on nest during concerted effort to ascertain a hawk is/is not incubating yet. No 
hawks observed near nest, but 1 adult Red-tail perched on pole 1,800 feet north of nest. - PKonrad
02/29/2012 - Observed nest exchange at 1110. Pair is incubating. - AHill
03/08/2012 - Observed adult on nest incubating and mate perched nearby on tree. - AHill
03/09/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating, mostly on west portion of nest. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Observed nest exchange at 1500. - AHill
03/16/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - A Red-tailed Hawk was seen flying/hovering within 500 feet of the tree with the nest in it. Later in 
the afternoon around 1540, a Red-tailed Hawk flew to the cluster of eucalyptus trees and made a call. Moments 
later, a Red-tailed Hawk was seen flying out of the back of the cluster of eucalyptus trees. No other activity was 
observed. It is not clear if the pair is still incubating, and will continue to monitor to ascertain status. - LThoreson
03/23/2012 - No hawks observed at nest during nest checks during 1 hour period. An adult Red-tailed Hawk was 
observed soaring in area to far north and near southeast. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Observed a nest exchange between adults. Previously incubating adult flew off away from nest. - 
AHill
04/02/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tree nest. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on east side of nest facing 2 downy nestlings, aged 10 days to 2 
weeks (may be more nestlings). - PKonrad
04/24/2012  Adult Red tailed Hawk standing in nest with at least 2 medium sized downy nestlings   PKonrad

TBD

CACW Cactus Wren 020112_rrdd_01 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 200 100 100 100 Satellite nest 2/1/2012 4/19/2012 02/01/2012 - Fresh nest with small tight entrance and CACW pair in attendance, but not observed entering nest. - 
RRadd
02/06/2012 - Nest looks well tended, though CACW pair together 300 feet west. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Nest shows signs of maintenance, but no CACW detected. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Nest appears maintained, but no CACW detected today. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - No change in activity observed. Biomonitor reports CACW carrying nest material. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - No CACW detected on cold rainy day. Biomonitor reports consistent activity across this territory. - 
RRadd
03/05/2012 - Nest remains intact and kempt. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - Nest appears maintained, with freshly manicured entrance. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest looks well-maintained, but no CACW detected on cold windy day. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest. CACW calling 500 feet west of nest. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - 2 CACWs observed in area from 0630 to 0730. These birds did not approach nest. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - At start of observation, CACW heard calling 100-150 feet from nests. At 1345, an adult perched on 
cactus between the 2 nests before flying off to the north. At 1420, wren gave vocalizations briefly near the nests. 
At 1426, adult CACW entered upper nest. Wren never directly approached this nest during 70-minute observation 
period. - VEurs
04/19/2012 - It has been determined that this is a satellite nest for this CACW pair, as both adults were seen 
taking food into the upper nest. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Changed status from "closed" to "inactive" because it is possible this nest may be utilized as a roost 
for adults or fledglings, or for a second clutch later in the season. No activity at this nest today. - VEurs

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 020212_mkhn_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Other 22 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/2/2012 2/21/2012 02/02/2012 - Adults made several trips to nest with material. Nest is approximately 40% complete. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete. BUSH making occasional trips to nest. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Bird at nest, undisturbed by PAR personnel at gate. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Nest appears complete and intact following storm. No BUSH activity detected. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Nest is torn apart consistent with predation. Nesting chronology shows that eggs were present at 
the time of predation. Closed and buffer removed. - RRadd
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 020212_mkhn_03 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 32 100 100 100 Indeterminate 2/2/2012 3/8/2012 02/02/2012 - Nesting stage uncertain. Female went to the nest 6+ times and was on nest for 1-2 minutes per visit. 
Female observed collecting spider silk at least once. Nest rim looks completely formed, but could not view nest 
contents. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Did not locate. The only nest located at the presumed location appears to be an old goldfinch or 
vireo nest consisting of fibers. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Activity (project personnel standing at gate, talking to visitors) and through traffic did not flush 
female from nest.  Observed female ANHU on nest for 20-minute observation period, then female flew to road 
edge to nectar on tree tobacco (Nicotiana glauca) and returned immediately to nest. - JDicus
02/21/2012 - ANHU on nest, flushes in response to WESJ presence, ignores traffic. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Female ANHU approaches nest and perches close to, but does not alight on it during 20 minute 
observation. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - During 15-minute observation period, no activity observed at the nest. No nestlings in the nest; no 
adult or fledglings observed in the vicinity. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - No detections at this nest, which appears abandoned. - RRadd

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 020212_phrd_01 CP73-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 2/2/2012 2/6/2012 02/02/2012 - Nest has two fully feathered chicks ready to fledge in next few days. Female seen feeding young. - 
PHoward
02/08/2012 - The nest is intact and empty. It is presumed the nestlings fledged. - MDicus

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 020312_rrdd_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 50 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/3/2012 4/13/2012 02/03/2012 - BUSH pair actively building nest, approximately 50% complete, with numerous trips during 30 
minute observation. Nest is partially visually screened from pull site by adjacent chaparral whitethorn (Ceanothus 
leucodermis). BUSH absent from nest during helicopter operations. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Nest appears 90% complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - Nest intact following recent storms. BUSH pair observed away from nest, did not approach this site 
during observation. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - Adult seen bringing lining material to nest. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears stout, well insulated and complete, with a tidy entrance facing north. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest remains in fine condition, no BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest appears intact. No bushtit  observed at nest. Nest monitored 30 minutes 840 -910. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - One bushtit observed entering and exiting nest. stayed inside nest for 10-15 minutes and outside of 
nest for 2-5 minutes, three times during observation - ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Female observed exiting nest. Monitoring was stopped due to Western Scrub-jay in area. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest after 10 minutes of observation. Nest monitoring was ended due to 
occupation of Western Scrub-jays in immediate area. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting and entering nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to 15 minutes due to 
occupation of Western Scrub-Jays in immediate area. Minor damage at bottom of nest is likely due to major storm 
event over last two days. - RAbe
03/29/2012 - No activity observed in 5 minutes of observation. Visit curtailed by WESJ activity in area. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0710 to 0740. Nest appears in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest has been destroyed by unknown cause, presumably weather influenced. - RRadd

No

CATH California Thrasher 020312_rrdd_02 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 115 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/3/2012 3/13/2012 02/03/2012 - No birds seen at nest, but appears fresh and under construction. WESJ pair alarming at observer at 
100 feet. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Deep basket of twigs with partial lining of finer material. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - CATH observed carrying nest materials to this site. Pair at this site for duration of 20 minute 
observation. No WESJ detected. Changed species to California Thrasher. - RRadd
02/24/2012 - Nest in good condition with well woven grass lining and appears complete. No birds observed 
visiting nest, although CATH heard singing in immediate vicinity following vehicle traffic and parking 150 south of 
nest within the pullsite. Pair potentially egg laying. - IMaunsell
02/29/2012 - Nest in fine condition. CATH singing intermittently nearby but not at nest. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears complete and sound. No occupants detected, CATH singing nearby. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest is in good shape. No CATH near nest, though heard signing in area and observed flying over 
shrub once. Two Scrub-jays were observed on shrub and in area. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - Thrasher was observed near nest but not at the nest. Nest appears to be in good condition - 
ELoveless
03/13/2012 - Observed nest over 3 days for activity on 3/10, 3/12 and 3/13. Birds have not been observed at this 
nest or within proximity. Nest has been monitored for a minimum of a few hours each day at varying distances. 
Conclusion reached that nest is no longer active. - GHuffman

No

CATH California Thrasher 020312_rrdd_03 CP55/CP56-1 PS-N Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/3/2012 3/6/2012 02/03/2012 - CATH giving alarm calls from this thicket, but not observed on nest. Nest should be monitored again 
to verify current activity. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Appears to have some material added, but progress is slow. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - No change in activity detected. Recent storms are delaying breeding activity. - RRadd
02/29/2012 - Nest is unimproved and deteriorating. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest is no longer viable. Closed. - RRadd
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BUSH Bushtit 020312_rrdd_04 CP55/CP56-1 PS-N Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 100 100 Indeterminate 2/3/2012 3/6/2012 02/03/2012 - BUSH pair making trips at 5 minute intervals, building nest. Flushed from observer at edge of AR, 
but returned when observer was within 50 feet and within 100 feet with noise. Nest is candidate for drive-
through buffer, due to exhibited resilience to helicopter activity and intermittent AR activity. No indications of any 
recent BMP activity within 100 feet. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Exterior of nest appears substantially complete. BUSH are wary, but continue to make occasional 
trips carrying material. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - R. Radd observed exterior of nest that appeared substantially complete. BUSH are wary, but 
continue to make occasional trips carrying material. - KAlberts
02/16/2012 - Nest is intact following recent storms, but no BUSH observed. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - R. Radd reported nest is intact following recent storms, but no BUSH observed. - KAlberts
02/29/2012 - R. Radd observed nest in fine condition looks near complete. BUSH nearby in foraging flock did not 
associate with nest. - KAlberts
02/29/2012 - Nest in fine condition looks near complete. BUSH nearby in foraging flock did not associate with 
nest. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - R. Radd observed BUSH pair making trips at 5 minute intervals, building nest. Flushed from observer 
at edge of AR, but returned when observer was within 50 feet and within 100 feet with noise. Nest is candidate 
for drive-through buffer, due to exhibited resilience to helicopter activity and intermittent AR activity. No 
indications of any recent BMP activity within 100 feet. - KAlberts
03/06/2012 - Nest destroyed by unknown cause. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - R. Radd reported that the nest was destroyed by an unknown cause. - KAlberts

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 020312_rrdd_05 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/3/2012 3/29/2012 02/03/2012 - Nest is 1% complete, consisting of a thumbnail-sized collection of white fluff bound into fork of 
laurel sumac (Malosma laurina). - KAlberts
02/10/2012 - Nest is now 4 inches long, 10% complete and composed of white silk and fibers. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Avian monitor arrived prior to bmp crew; helicopters were passing overhead (outside 100-foot 
overhead buffer) every 1-5 minutes.  No activity at nest during 2 hours of monitoring (approximately 08:00 to 
10:00), and nest remains approximately 10% complete.  Buffer is still staked at 100 feet but signs were added to 
allow drive through access only.  Continued monitoring is recommended to determine whether lack of activity is 
due to recent inclement weather or whether nest is abandoned and should be closed - MDicus
02/16/2012 - Material has been added since 10 February - nest building assumed to be continuing. - RRadd
02/24/2012 - Adults observed coming to nest. Nest appears complete. - BArnold
02/29/2012 - Nest appears large and complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest remains in good condition, no BUSH detected on cold day. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - Pair added nest material three times during 45 minute observation period. - RAbe
03/14/2012 - BUSH pair departed nest at 1344 in possible response to observer at 80 feet. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appeared intact after storm. BUSH pair near, but not at nest during approximate 10 minute 
observation period. Nest building is presumably still going on. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - BUSH made 3 nest trips in 10 minutes and then did not reappear. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Nest was found in a fragmentary condition, indicating predation of eggs. There was no evidence of 
construction activities affecting this nest, and it was determined to have failed due to natural causes. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 020612_phrd_02 EP206-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 93 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/6/2012 2/17/2012 02/06/2012 - Adult Bushtit bringing nest material to nest and building. Nest is roughly 30% complete. - PHoward
02/14/2012 - Observed nest for approximately 45 minutes. A pair of BUSH was seen foraging and visited the scrub 
oak with the nest 3 times but no nest building or item carrying was observed. Nest looked to be approximately 30 
percent complete (Myers, S.J.). - SJohnston
02/17/2012 - Top of small light-colored well-built nest torn open at top; apparent avian predation attempt. No 
Bushtits observed or heard. Sunrise and public vehicle traffic on McCain Valley Road 250 feet west of nest site. - 
PKonrad

No

CALT California Towhee 020612_rrdd_02 CP25-2-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 34 100 60 60 Nest did not reach active stage 2/6/2012 2/22/2012 02/06/2012 - No avian activity at this nest during observation, but CALT nearby. Two green leaves placed in cup. 
No indications of prior use (compression, feces etc.), but no birds observed associating with this nest during 15-
minute observation. Appears too intact to have been a nest from the previous year. Original buffer set at 60 feet - 
drive-through access permitted. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - No change in activity. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - Nest is unused and unmaintained. - RRadd

No
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 020712_rrdd_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 60 100 60 60 Presumed Fledged 2/7/2012 4/1/2012 02/07/2012 - Almost complete nest is 9 feet above ground on east side of Brazilian pepper tree, adjacent to 
residence close to terminus of overhanging branch. ANHU making frequent trips packing interior lining. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Nest appears abandoned and appears beginning to degrade, but difficult to see into on rainy 
blustery day. Will monitor again before closing. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - ANHU female incubating 3 eggs. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - ANHU sitting tight on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - ANHU observed incubating. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - Single nestling visible in nest. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - ANHU feeding multiple young. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nestlings still present. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - One feathered nestling remains. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - Two fledglings visible; appear to be several days apart in age, with noticeably differing size and bill 
length. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - 2 fully feathered nestlings conspicuous in nest, appearing alert and capable of fledging soon. - 
HWinfrey
04/01/2012 - Nest is empty and in good condition. No evidence of predation, nest is presumed fledged. - 
HWinfrey

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 020712_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Riparian Scrubs Traffic 60 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 2/7/2012 3/30/2012 02/07/2012 - Female ANHU building new nest in low branches of cottonwood tree. Nest is approximately 15% 
complete. Female departed nest when observer was in line of sight at 45 feet, indicating intolerance of humans 
on foot at that location. Staked with drive-through access only to permit SRPL traffic to continue unimpeded. - 
RRadd
02/14/2012 - Nest is complete, lined and empty. No ANHU detected during late afternoon observation. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Intact nest with one egg. No ANHU detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - ANHU lying on nest 1020 - 1033. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - ANHU incubating 2 eggs. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - ANHU incubating. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - ANHU brooding 2 black downy nestlings (approximately 3 days old). - RRadd
03/15/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Two nestlings acquiring wing quills. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - 2 fully feathered nestlings in nest, appearing alert and likely to fledge very soon. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - Nestlings observed sitting in nest. - JTaylor
03/30/2012 - Nest is empty and in good condition with no evidence of disturbance. Fine fibers on edge of cup are 
pulled upwards. Evidence indicates nest successfully fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 020812_mkhn_02 EP16-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals Other 140 100 95 95 Presumed Fledged 2/8/2012 4/18/2012 02/08/2012 - Pair of adult Bushtits visited nest site together more than 4 times with nesting material. Pair has just 
started building nest and is about 5% complete. Link Lead and work crews on site were notified of nest buffer. 
Buffer still needs to be flagged and signed. - MKuehn
02/10/2012 - The Bushtit pair is still building their nest after today's work activities. Several helicopter flights 
occurred today, flying directly over the nest a couple times, and all landing approximately 145 feet from the nest. 
The Skycrane delivered and picked up grading equipment 3 times today, and the nest was physically unaffected by 
the wind created by the helicopter each time. The birds returned to the nest between 2 and 45 minutes after 
helicopter activities. The only concern is that the noise created by the helicopters will affect the birds' nesting 
behavior; however, it does not seem that the helicopter activities will physically harm the nest. The nest was 
approximately 20% complete as of noon today, and the pair were actively visiting the nest. No nesting material 
was seen being carried, but 1 Bushtit spent time attending to nest. Signs were installed for the 95-foot nest 
buffer. - AHill
02/16/2012 - Bushtit pair was seen visiting nest 3 times at intervals of 30, 20, and 30 minutes. Pair was foraging 
between these visits. Pair was not perturbed by micropiling activities occurring at 225 feet from the nest. Nest is 
approximately 60% complete. Shape of nest is complete and entrance is east-facing; however, nest is thin and I 
can see through it. - AHill
02/24/2012 - Observed Bushtit bring lining material to nest, pair very active. Pair not affected by helicopter 
activities. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Male and female both brought soft nesting material to nest, nest is 95% complete. - AHill
03/12/2012 - Nest nearly complete. One bushtit observed bringing material to nest during 15 minute observation. 
- ELoveless
03/12/2012 - Observed adult visit nest then quickly leave. Pair is being very quiet and there was very little 
observed behavior. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Observed nest exchange; pair is incubating. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Observed adult foraging around nest area. Ten minutes later observed female bringing soft nesting 
material to nest and then did not leave for at least 10 minutes. - AHill
04/03/2012 - Adults very actively visiting nest; heard nestlings begging. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Adults feeding young periodically; heard nestlings. - AHill
04/12/2012 - 2 adults bringing food to nest at 1019. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Adult visits nest with food at 0957. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Nest was empty and intact; birds presumed to have fledged. - AHill

Yes
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 020812_rrdd_01 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 41 100 70 70 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/8/2012 2/21/2012 02/08/2012 - ANHU female feeding 2 well-developed young - partially feathered heads visible during feeding 
session. Buffer reduced to 70 feet and drive-through only to permit use of gate and project access. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - ANHU nestlings fill the nest level with brim of cup. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Nest no longer present on tree. Ground search under nest site produced no nest remnants but small 
feather scrap; suggesting but not conclusively indicating nest predation. Nestlings were approaching fledge date 
at last monitoring and one rain event has occurred since that date. - RRadd

No

AMKE American Kestrel 020912_bald_02 TL 6924 - Z101344 69kv Tie Line Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 2/9/2012 TBD 02/09/2012 - Kestrels observed entering the third arm on the west side of 69kV steel monopole Z137901, from 
the end of adjacent arm to pole. Also observed pair copulating and entering same arm on Saturday 4 February 
2012, while appearing to search for suitable nesting areas. - KAlberts
02/10/2012 - Female on top of steel monopole, male on steel monopole to the south, at SE corner of substation. - 
BArnold
02/15/2012 - AMKE continue to show site fidelity to this monopole. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair together on adjacent pole, did not enter any cavities during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
02/23/2012 - Female observed exiting third arm at 0945, both adults in large Eucalyptus tree in the parking lot to 
the east by 1000. - BArnold
02/26/2012 - Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports frequent activity of AMKE pair at both monopoles while substation 
work in progress, birds unfazed by substation work. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - AMKE perched briefly on monopole and flying around vicinity. Pair observed perched on monopole 
located two poles to the south, across Blaisdell. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - American Kestrels not observed today during afternoon brief observation period. Sycamore 
Substation bio-monitor Clayton observed American Kestrels perched on pole one pole south at southeast corner 
of substation on the day before, 8 March 2012. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE male carries food (small mammal remnant) to female at nest at 1648. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - No AMKE observed anywhere in area during brief morning observation period. - BArnold
03/19/2012 - AMKE atop pole departs at 0700 under rainfall and does not return for duration of 30 minute 
observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed by Brian Arnold during observation period. - JPawlicki
04/06/2012 - No activity observed during observation period. - BArnold
04/06/2012 - Kestrel pair arrived at pole at 1252. Female was holding a small lizard that she carried into arm. She 
remained in arm for the duration of the observation period (40 more minutes). The male flew off to the north and 
did not return. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - 90-minute observation period conducted from pickup parked in business lot across the street to the 
north. No AMKE activity detected in the vicinity of nest cavity or surrounding area. Rainy conditions likely 
deterred kestrel activity. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Arrived on site at 10:45 and initially, no activity was observed at the nest. At approximately 11:40, a 
pair arrived calling at the nest pole with the male carrying prey. After 5 minutes of calling and flying in the vicinity 
of the pole, the male transferred prey to the female after which she entered the nest cavity at the base of the 
arm. Female remained in cavity until at least 12:20 pm (35 minutes) when monitor left site. - JPawlicki
05/03/2012  The female made 2 trips within 20 minutes to deliver food to the nest cavity  The male was not 

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 020912_bald_03 Pomerado Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 2/9/2012 TBD 02/09/2012 - Pair building nest. - KAlberts
02/15/2012 - Nest is intact but no BUSH activity detected on cool stormy morning. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - No BUSH observed late in afternoon. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - Both adults brought nesting material to nest after an 18 minute observation period. - BArnold
02/26/2012 - Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports frequent activity to and from this nest while substation work in 
progress. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Bushtits heard and observed going to nest. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - Bushtits observed at nest. Sycamore Substation bio-monitor Clayton Tschudy also observed Bushtits 
at nest yesterday, 8 March 2012. - BArnold
03/13/2012 - Nest continues in fine condition, but no BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Bushtits present in nest tree during brief morning observation period; nest appears in good 
condition. - BArnold
03/19/2012 - No detections during 30 minutes of light rain. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed by Brian Arnold during observation period. - JPawlicki
04/06/2012 - BUSH observed entering nest within 2 minutes of arrival. This nest remains active. - BArnold
04/10/2012 - Adult Bushtits observed in nest tree 2 minutes after arrival. Nest remains active. - BArnold
04/18/2012 - Two adult BUSH came to nest after 10 minutes of observation. Neither had food items. - BArnold
04/30/2012 - No BUSH activity detected during 45 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good condition. 
2 Cooper's Hawks flew from trees near the nest as the biologist walked down the street. - VEurs
05/02/2012 - Two BUSH observed flying from or very near the nest at 1315 after 15 minutes of observation. - 
BArnold
05/08/2012 - Adult Bushtit observed foraging in nest tree. Nest is in good shape. - BArnold

TBD

MODO Mourning Dove 020912_bald_04 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 70 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 2/9/2012 2/13/2012 02/09/2012 - An adult was on the nest brooding two nestlings. - KAlberts
02/22/2012 - Unable to monitor nest due to lack of substation access. - IMaunsell
03/02/2012 - Nest empty. No Mourning Dove activity. Nest likely fledged due to size of nestlings observed on 9 
February, and the placement of the nest such that there was no direct line of sight nor access for potential 
predators. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Avian biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nest, but was unable to gain access to substation. - 
HWinfrey
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AMKE American Kestrel 020912_rrdd_01 TL 6924 - 171688 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 2/9/2012 TBD 02/09/2012 - Female AMKE enters cavity at 1214, 1221, 1224 and then departs. Male at top of pole throughout. - 
RRadd
02/13/2012 - No change in activity observed during two 15 minute observations on cold rainy day. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Male AMKE performs display flight around and then alights upon monopole. Female follows, briefly 
enters cavity 0958. Female remains on pole, male moves to next pole north. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair copulate 1111, one bird enters top arm cavity 1114 and remains. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - AMKE pair present on pole, but no entry to cavity detected. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - AMKE enters arm at 0800. Both kestrels present. It appears that this male is attempting to establish 
nests at adjacent monopoles, 171688 and 171689. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE pair at this structure, male entering cavity, female present. This male is also servicing female 
on subsequent monopole. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Male AMKE atop pole for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - For the first 30 minutes of observation neither adult was observed. After checking the active AMKE 
nest to the north (pole 171689), the male from that pair flew to this pole and perched with a female. It was 
unclear whether the female was incubating and emerged from the nest cavity or flew in from the surrounding 
area. A third Kestrel (possibly the female from the territory to the north) approached the nest pole, and the 
resident female chased it from the area while the male remained perched. The pair was also observed chasing a 
nearby Red-tailed Hawk from the territory. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - Male circled pole and landed for a brief period before flying off again. Female flew in from south, 
landed atop the pole and began ripping feathers from her prey item. Male returned and sat below her on climbing 
rung. She moved down the pole, but it was unclear whether she took food into the cavity (bad viewing angle). The 
male flew off, eventually followed by the female. - VEurs
04/18/2012 - The pair was perched atop monopole upon biologist's arrival. Almost immediately, the pair 
copulated and the male flew to his pole to the south. The male associated with the pole to the north landed on 
this monopole and attempted to copulate with the female. This pole's male returned to the pole and prevented 
copulation. The pair associated with this pole copulated 2 more times; quite a lot of AMKE activity this morning. - 
VEurs
04/25/2012 - The female was perched on a wire near the monopole containing the nest as the biologist 
approached the buffer. She remained there until a pair of RTHA flew by, one carrying a dead rabbit. The kestrel 
took off and quietly followed the hawk pair out of sight. She returned after about 30 minutes and again perched 
on the wire. The male approached the wire 10 minutes later, carrying a lizard about as long as himself. The female 
called to him and flew up into the nest cavity. The male did not fly to the cavity and instead flew out of sight with 
his lizard and did not return for the duration of the observation. The female remained in the cavity for another 15 
minutes  until the observation was ended   VEurs

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 020912_vers_01 EP10-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 60 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 2/9/2012 4/14/2012 02/09/2012 - The Bushtit pair did not react to the traffic, gunfire or farm activity. Three biologists observed the 
nest at different times for 10-20 minutes each. During each observation, the Bushtits visited the nest site with 
nesting material 4-7 times. Two biologists also observed the Bushtits gathering nesting material from the 
surrounding area, approximately 1 to 4 feet away. The pair reacted adversely to the Accipiter hawk that flew over 
their nest site. - VEurs
02/14/2012 - The Bushtit pair was very tolerant of biologist's observations 20 feet away from nest. The pair was 
actively bringing nesting material to the nest. The nest was unaffected by the wind created by the helicopter. The 
pair returned to the nest within 5 minutes of the helicopter leaving. Nest is 85% complete. - AHill
02/22/2012 - Male Bushtit was seen bringing lining material to nest. Nest is 90% complete. - AHill
02/24/2012 - Pair seen bringing nest lining material to nest. Nest buffer adjusted to 30 feet as per concurrence 
from Forest Service on 2/24/2012. - AHill
03/01/2012 - Pair was seen bringing lining material to nest, 95% complete. - AHill
03/09/2012 - Male was seen foraging in nest area and then flew to nest and entered. Birds were very cryptic. - 
AHill
03/20/2012 - Observed nest exchange between female to male. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Adults seen coming to and from nest, nestlings were heard begging. Nest was physically intact, with 
the NBJ-allowed helicopter landing at the TSAP. Pair is tolerant of drilling activities. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Bushtit observed adding material to outside of nest at 0954. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - 2 adults observed bringing food to nest at 0832. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - No activity at nest, which is intact and empty. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 021012_rabe_01 EP2-3 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 140 100 100 100 Fledged 2/10/2012 2/11/2012 02/10/2012 - A female ANHU was observed feeding a fledgling a few feet from the nest. One nestling was still in 
the nest. Due to breeding chronology, the active nest was closed because one fledging was observed, and the 
remaining nestling will fledge before the next scheduled construction activity, barring natural predation. - RAbe

Yes
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 021112_rrdd_01 Alpine Underground - 
Bauer Bridge

Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 2/11/2012 4/13/2012 02/11/2012 - ANHU female building new nest in riparian zone, approximately 30% complete. Buffer staked at 50 
feet allowing drive-through access and permits SRPL traffic to continue. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - ANHU returning intermittently to nest. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - Nest is complete and female appears to be incubating, make brief infrequent trips off the nest. - 
RRadd
03/02/2012 - ANHU making brief trips away from nest before returning to settle. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - Female ANHU on nest 0900, leaves for 3 minutes then returns and settles directly onto nest, giving 
no indications of hatched young. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - At least one nestling visible in nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Observed ANHU feeding nestlings (2 nestlings visible). - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Female ANHU observed visiting nest twice during 5 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity was observed from 1150 to 1220. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No activity observed. Nest fully intact, and based on nest chronology, nest is presumed to have 
fledged. - JDicus

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 021612_kwer_04 Alpine Underground - 
Bauer Bridge

Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 5 100 30 30 Fledged 2/16/2012 2/21/2012 02/16/2012 - 2 large nestlings are present in the nest. Avian monitor observed mother feeding nestlings twice 
over the course of an hour of observation. Bio-monitor Katherine Vittum observed the mother performing 
frequent feedings prior to avian biologist arriving on-site, including her first observation which occurred while 
Project traffic was driving 10 horizontal feet from nest. - KWeber
02/21/2012 - I. Maunsell reported that the female was feeding a pair of fledglings sitting adjacent to one another 
in coast live oak tree approximately 30 feet north of nest location. Nest was intact and in good condition. Fledged. 
- KAlberts

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 021712_jdus_01 EP81 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 0 100 75 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

2/17/2012 4/10/2012 02/17/2012 - Bushtits building nest, 1% complete. - JDicus
02/23/2012 - Pair continues building nest and is 35%-40% complete; they are able to enter the partly built 
pendulum nest. During helicopter long-lining, nest and host yucca stalk shook violently, however 1 bird remained 
inside the nest during the event and continued building seconds after helicopter flew away. - JTaylor
03/07/2012 - Biological monitor reports pair making frequent trips with nesting material to a nearly complete 
nest following helicopter landings at TSAP. - KWeber
03/21/2012 - One adult Bushtit flew to nest carrying nesting material (white fluff). - MKuehn
03/29/2012 - Pair observed bringing fur to nest. Nest appears 90-100% complete. - RQuilley
04/02/2012 - Within 5 minutes of passive observation starting at 1500, Bushtits were heard. A few minutes later, 
an individual was identified carrying resting material and was seen gradually making its way to the nest, 
eventually going inside with the material. The exterior of the nest appears complete. - LThoreson
04/03/2012 - SDG&E requested agency concurrence to remove this nest, based on its location within the critical 
path for sky crane operations at EP81. The nest removal request was granted on 4-2-12, and removal procedures 
occurred on 4-3-12. Avian biologist L. Tymkiw arrived at 1000. At 1020 the pair arrived with nesting material, and 
again at 1025. At 1030, the avian biologist approached the nest to remove it. The biologist felt the nest bottom 
for eggs, felt none, so carefully broke the supporting yucca flower stalks and took the nest down. Upon feeling 
inside the nest, 4 eggs were discovered. The nest was then returned to as close to the original spot as possible and 
firmly wedged in place. The nest was later (at 1211) secured with wire by K. Alberts to provide secondary 
reinforcements to this replaced nest. Before the nest was secured with wire, it was dislodged on one occasion.  
The cause of dislodging was either due to a helicopter that landed in the TSAP that approached from the east, 
generally 200 feet above the nest area, or the bird itself flushing from on top of the nest during this landing event. 
6 minutes after the nest was re-affixed, a Bushtit came to it with nesting material. Within 3 minutes it returned 
and entered the nest. The Bushtits were observed coming to the nest with material 6 more times, and without 
material 4 more times. One was observed entering the nest 6 times, generally staying inside for about 10 minutes 
at a time. At 1334 a WESJ was observed within 20 feet of the nest. Both Bushtits mobbed it and it eventually left. 
After the nest was secured with wire, the pair appeared to be anchoring the nest to the wire and the yucca each 
time they brought material to the nest. Once, a Bushtit was observed bringing material to the nest but not putting 
it anywhere and eventually leaving with it. - LTymkiw
04/04/2012 - The avian biologist arrived at 0836. At 0841 1 Bushtit was observed approaching the nest with 
nesting material. At 0854 4 WESJ were perched about 100 feet from the nest and both Bushtits flew over and 
scolded them until they left. At 0900 one Bushtit entered the nest, staying inside for about 10 minutes. The birds 
were seen bringing material 3 more times and entering the nest once more.  The pair grew increasingly wary, 
though, and would drop the material and not visit the nest if the biologist was in plain sight.  They also began 
coming in to the nest from different angles  which they were not observed doing in 5 5 hours of observation on 
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BUSH Bushtit 021712_mkhn_02 EP223-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 85 100 85 85 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/17/2012 3/28/2012 02/17/2012 - A pair of adult Bushtits observed flying to nest tree with material more than 3 times and building 
nest. Nest is 50% complete. Bottom is not yet formed. Birds exhibited no signs of disturbance toward biologists' 
presence at 50 feet, and brought material to nest without hesitation, even while Skycrane was delivering materials 
to adjacent tower site. - MKuehn
02/23/2012 - Observations of the pair of Bushtits were made during nesting bird survey for buffer area 
surrounding concrete anchor block locations. Bushtit pair was observed carrying nest material to nest several 
times. Pair was observed approaching nest from below moving slowly up through host scrub oak from near the 
base of the shrub, not flying in to nest at top of shrub directly. Pair of Western Scrub Jays in vicinity may explain 
why the Bushtit pair was approaching the nest more secretly than might be expected, as this species will 
commonly fly nest materials directly to nest under normal conditions. Nest is now taking shape and is 
approximately 80% complete with nest entrance located on south side of nest. - JDicus
03/09/2012 - S. Johnston observed single Bushtit making 1 trip into the nest during a 20 minute observation 
period. - SJohnston
03/24/2012 - Access was not possible and prevented checking the status of this nest. Nest will be monitored as 
soon as safely possible, as early as Monday. - PKonrad
03/28/2012 - No sign of nest in scrub oak or below or around it; spent considerable time searching for nest or 
remnant. A Bushtit passed through the area giving contact calls at 1 time, but remained out of sight - closed. - 
PKonrad

No

GHOW Great Horned Owl 021712_pkad_02 EP363-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Grading 80 500 175 75 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/17/2012 4/19/2012 02/17/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on 2011 raven nest. Light drive-by traffic along Imperial Valley 
Substation access road. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on corner tower nest. Light drive-by traffic along Imperial Valley 
Substation access road. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on tower nest. Light slow drive-by traffic along Imperial Valley 
Substation access road. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - The owl was on the nest throughout the survey. At the end of the survey, a CORA landed on the 
tower and approached the nest. The owl stood up and spread its wings and the raven flew off. The raven was on 
the tower near the nest for no more than 10 minutes. - JDicus
03/16/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating; nestling(s) should hatch from the eggs during the next few 
days. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating/brooding; nestlings should be hatching now. On Friday, a grading 
crew was active to the new buffer area to 75 feet of nest site for several hours with no displacement of the 
incubating owl. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - No adults are present at tower nest and cannot see any nestlings, which should be about 2 weeks 
old. However, small nestlings may be lying out of sight with adult(s) positioned away from nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - No adult Great Horned Owl observed at the nest or in the surrounding area, and no nestlings can be 
seen at this time. Status of nest uncertain at this time, but indications suggest this nesting attempt may have 
failed. Will check back to ascertain nest status. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - No owls are evident at the nest or in the area today or during similar nest monitoring observations 
during the past 2 weeks. It appears this nesting attempt was unsuccessful; the adult has not been seen since 
3/26/2012, which is about the time the eggs were expected to hatch. The nest looks weathered and used, but no 
evidence of predation or other nest disruption can be seen, and there is no apparent reason for the failure of this 
nesting attempt. Although grading work was conducted as close as 80 feet from the nest tower, the adult Great 
Horned Owl did not leave the nest during this construction-related work, and incubation continued for up to 2 
weeks thereafter. This is an extreme desert nest site for a Great Horned Owl and it is most likely a natural (nature-
related or physiological) reason this nesting attempt failed. - PKonrad
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 021712_rrdd_01 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 95 500 500 500 Nest did not reach active stage 2/17/2012 2/24/2012 02/17/2012 - A RTHA was observed carrying dead sticks and dried yucca (Hesperoyucca whipplei) leaves to the 
shelter of a large rick on an exposed promontory. The hawk made six trips from 0758 - 0815, and twice flew to 
mate with nest material before advancing to nest site. When the sentry bird detected the observer, a few alarm 
calls ended all activity and pair retreated to 1000+ feet and did not return for the duration of the 2 hour 
observation. Selected location does not appear to this observer to be well chosen, however due to extreme 
wariness of this RTHA pair at this stage of cycle, a buffer of 500 feet was established. To avoid leaving a scent trail, 
the nest was not approached directly. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - RTHA carries stick to nest 0747. On departure from nest appears to detect well-obscured observer 
at 450 feet, perches 1200 feet away and does not return through duration of 3 hour observation. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - No RTHA activity at or near this nest from 0650 - 0945. Approach to nest reveals scant materials 
shaped into bowl. - RRadd
02/24/2012 - RTHA exhibit some resilience to helicopters, but reacts to pedestrian presence at 700 feet from 
nest. No interactions with nest during 3.5 hour observation. - RRadd
02/29/2012 - RTHA pair conducting display flights and territorial defense did not interact directly with nest during 
3 hour observation commencing 15 minutes before sunrise. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - There has been no definitive nest-building at this nest site since February 20, therefore it is deemed 
inactive, pending further monitoring. - KAlberts
03/14/2012 - RTHA pair perched at western edge of territory, 1200 feet from nest, for duration of one hour 
observation. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - No RTHA detected in this area. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0645. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed from 0910 to 0940. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - RTHA overhead does not approach this nest site during observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No changes were detected at this nest. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No changes to this nest detected. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - No material has been added to this nest since 20 February and it is unlikely to become active this 
breeding season. - RRadd

No

RSHA Red-shouldered Hawk 021712_rrdd_02 Alpine Underground Ductbank Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 2/17/2012 TBD 02/13/2012 - Link Lead Kaleb Smith reports RSHA carrying sticks to top of eucalyptus tree (E. globulus). - KAlberts
02/17/2012 - RSHA departs nest at 1227, soars overhead in display flight with mate, calling loudly. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - RSHA making trips to nest tree but no materials carried. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - RSHA making trips at 5 minute intervals, breaking twigs from neighborhood deciduous trees and 
carrying to nest 0707-0724. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - Male RSHA flying to neighborhood trees, breaking fresh branches and carrying to nest at 5-10 
minute intervals. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - RSHA male flying to and from habitual perches does not approach nest during 1 hour observation. 
Female not detected. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact after storm event. One adult flushed from nest tree upon biologist's approach, calling 
briefly as it flew to nearby eucalyptus. Second adult remained quietly on nest as biologist examined it through 
binoculars. - VEurs
03/24/2012 - RSHA carrying green eucalyptus leaves to nest at 0810. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 1230-1245. - HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - No activity at nest and no RSHA detected in area from 1200 to 1245. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. No RSHA detected in area. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - Adult perched on rim of nest, nestlings not visible. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - No activity observed at the nest. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - RSHA perched on rim of nest, in feeding posture. No nestlings visible. - HWinfrey
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BUSH Bushtit 021812_kwer_01 EP70 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 90 100 75 75 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/18/2012 4/16/2012 02/18/2012 - Pair of Bushtits were observed flying north through survey area at 9:45. They returned to the area at 
10:15 and flew between the nest shrub and other shrubs in the immediate vicinity, repeatedly returning to the 
nest; 1 bird was observed entering the nest numerous times. Pair left survey area at 10:45 and were not observed 
again until 12:30 when they returned carrying nesting material. - KWeber
03/02/2012 - Nest looks complete. No Bushtits observed at nest during 40 minute period, although some Bushtit 
contact calls were heard during the first 10 minutes. - PKonrad
03/03/2012 - Bushtits seen and heard in area. Observed entering nest after 5-10 minutes of observation. - 
BArnold
03/08/2012 - Pair observed bringing material to and entering and existing nest at various times throughout 
duration of general avian survey. - JPawlicki
03/16/2012 - Nest appears intact from a distance; pair of Bushtits foraging in area immediately surrounding nest 
and in broader surrounding area during 5 minute period of a 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - No activity was observed or heard at the nest. The nest is located in the top part of a tall manzanita, 
and when the wind would blow, the canopy would move back at least 2 feet in all directions. The storm could 
have affected this nest, but will ascertain current status on the next visit. - LThoreson
03/27/2012 - Bushtit observed entering nest once after 10 minutes of observation. Probably incubating based on 
nesting chronology. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest is hard to see, but Bushtits made 3 visits to the nest site during first 15 minutes of 30 minute 
observation period. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Nest viewed from 80 feet away while drilling occurred on tower pad: 2 adults made 6 visits to nest 
with food in 10 minutes and foraged within 30 feet of active drilling. The 2 adults always left nest immediately 
after feeding; no evidence of brooding. - MKuehn
04/16/2012 - Nest was ripped completely apart with a large amount of feathers and down, which appears to be 
the remains of the nestlings. Predation assumed to be the cause of failure. Biological monitor reported 
observations of scrub jay harassment to the nesting pair within close vicinity to the nest on 4/9/2012. - SJohnston

No

WREN Wrentit 021812_mkhn_01 EP12-3 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Grading 120 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/18/2012 2/27/2012 02/18/2012 - A pair of Wrentits was observed emerging from manzanita bush, which upon inspection had a small 
amount of fresh nesting material in upper branches. Adults returned 45 minutes later and 1 was positioned over 
nest. Could not determine if nesting material was carried in due to dense foliage, but new material had been 
added when nest was checked again 2 hours later. - MKuehn
02/21/2012 - Visit occurred from 1650-1720. No activity at nest through 20 minutes of passive observation from 
40 feet. Pair of Wrentits singing within 50 feet of nest. No new material added for three days and existing material 
not re-positioned. Reclassified as inactive and removed buffer signs. Follow-up survey is recommended in 5-7 
days to determine if nest construction resumes at this site. - MKuehn
02/27/2012 - Wrentit singing within 80 feet of nest. No new material added. Nest site appears to have been 
abandoned shortly after nest construction initiated. Nest closed. - MKuehn

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 022112_imll_02 CP13-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 2/21/2012 TBD 02/21/2012 - Nest was initially reported at approximately 1500 by biological monitor accompanying a BMP crew 
to the work area. The monitor observed a hawk fly and perch on the nest. The nest was verified and logged at 
approximately 1600 by G. Cummings. Hawk was observed on the nest and flushed from the area when vehicular 
traffic approached to within 400 feet. This pair is potentially the same pair of hawks that initially occupied the 
nest located between CP11 and CP12 prior to installation of a nesting deterrent. - IMaunsell
02/27/2012 - RTHA pair in display flight at CP14, and perching on CP13, but no material carried to large, 
substantial nest. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Nest looks complete, but unoccupied during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - RTHA pair engage in display flights over nest structure, with some brief nest visits. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - RTHA prone in nest for duration of 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Female incubating; male visited nest briefly, but spent majority of observation period soaring 
nearby. - MDicus
04/03/2012 - RTHA on nest at 0724. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - RTHA lying low in nest at 0810. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - A single RTHA was on the nest from 1305 to 1335, occasionally fluffing its feathers. No second adult 
detected. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - Adult RTHA standing on the edge of nest. Definitely 2, perhaps 3, downy nestlings visible craning 
their necks toward the adult. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - Nestlings visible and moving about the nest as an adult Red-tailed Hawk soared nearby. - VEurs
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BUSH Bushtit 022112_mdus_01 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 200 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 2/21/2012 4/28/2012 02/21/2012 - Avian biologist stood directly beneath nest and Bushtits continued nest building. This pair is tolerant 
of human presence. Buffer reduction to 30 feet would not be expected to impact this pair with work 61 feet away 
at tower. - MDicus
02/24/2012 - Birds continued building nest after crew finished work. Nest was approximately 20% complete. One 
dead Bushtit was found on site near a burrow. However, both birds of this pair were observed building the nest 
today. - JTaylor
03/05/2012 - Pair was seen visiting nest frequently with nest material. Nest is 95% complete. - AHill
03/07/2012 - Pair actively collecting material and vocalizing. Pair moving some distance from nest to collect. Nest 
nearly complete. - FHoffman
03/13/2012 - Adult was seen coming to nest actively, entering inside, while loud drilling was occurring 100 feet 
away. However, pair did not seem to be negatively affected by work nearby. Only one individual at a time was 
seen coming to and from the nest. Most likely the pair is egg laying. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm event. Male was the first bird observed around the nest. Female appeared 
and repeatedly entered and exited nest. BUSH activity continued despite heavy helicopter traffic close by. - VEurs
03/27/2012 - Did not hear or see any Bushtits around nest, nest appears to still be intact. - AHill
03/28/2012 - Observed male foraging around nest and visiting nest quickly several times. No food was observed 
being brought to nest. - AHill
04/09/2012 - 2 Bushtits visit nest at 0818; 1 enters and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Please see other comments from today. - MBahn
04/18/2012 - Monitored nest from 10:30 to 13:00 and no activity at nest was observed. - MBahn
04/22/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which remains in good condition. Cooper's Hawk nearby. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - Adult Bushtits feeding fledgling 50 feet from nest. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

CORA Common Raven 022112_pkad_01 EP295-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 2/21/2012 TBD 02/21/2012 - Pair of Common Ravens bringing nest material to nest and perching adjacent to nest. Looks like nest 
building is in very early stage with a minimum of material accumulated. - PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Pair of ravens observed in area; 1 was seen carrying an item, but did not go to nest. Raven observed 
at nest. - LThoreson
02/28/2012 - Raven at nest initially arranging sticks atop a relatively large stick nest. Both members of raven pair 
bringing sticks to nest periodically. - PKonrad
02/29/2012 - Adult visited nest twice and placed nesting material (small sticks) in bowl of nest. - MKuehn
03/08/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens is building another nest on northwest side of tower crossarm (southeast 
nest appears deserted today). Grading crew improving entry to access road on north side of highway about 260 
feet north of tower. Later, at 16:30, 1 raven was lying on nest in incubating position with a second raven foraging 
on ground near tower base; in 15 minutes raven on nest flew to the southwest. (No construction activity at this 
time.) - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No ravens observed during 30-minute observation period, but avian biologist E. Strods related that 
while conducting nest surveys in the area earlier in the day, he observed a pair of ravens visiting the east nest, but 
did not see them bringing nesting material to the nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on newest west-side tower nest. Another raven is perched in 
tower above nest. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - A Common Raven is incubating in west nest, and another raven is perched on top-center of tower 
crossarm. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Raven is incubating in the west tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven flew from more than 1/4 mile south to this nest where another raven was brooding 
young nestlings. First raven fed at least 2 nestlings that could be seen lifting their heads with open beaks above 
the nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - An adult Common Raven is brooding nestlings in the western tower nest while a second adult is 
perched midway up the tower. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - An adult Common Raven is standing on the tower nest, probably shading nestlings. - PKonrad

TBD
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BUSH Bushtit 022212_jdus_01 EP35-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 50 100 45 45 Presumed Fledged 2/22/2012 4/12/2012 02/22/2012 - Bushtit pair was observed making multiple trips to nest with nest material while 3 avian biologists 
stood watching from 5 to 40 feet away. Pair has just begun building. Nest is just 1% complete, roughly the size of 
a marble, and the pair was observed actively adding downy plant material and beginning to stretch/weave spider 
silk to anchor in the nest. - JDicus
02/24/2012 - Pair actively building nest. Bushtits undisturbed by vehicle traffic passing by. Nest buffer was 
adjusted to 45 feet as per concurrence from Forest Service on 2/24/2012. - AHill
03/05/2012 - Pair bringing material to nest, nest is 95% complete. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Nest looks complete and well-built, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 10 minute observation 
period, shortened due to effects of 1-lane traffic. Micropile drilling 530 feet southeast at EP35 is fairly loud at nest 
site. Limited slow Sunrise vehicle traffic along access road. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - Nest appears nearly complete. Bushtit pair very active in area, flying from bush to bush, vocalizing 
and bringing soft plant material to nest. Pair is very busily entering the inside and working on the outside with 
material. - FHoffman
03/13/2012 - The male and female were seen both bringing in soft nesting material to the nest. The male 
attempted to copulate with the female; however, she flew away to the nest to deposit her nesting material. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Male Bushtit patrolled the area for about 30 minutes and eventually returned to nest with large wad 
of nesting material. Female eventually appeared from the east and the pair hung around the nest but did not 
enter. Nest appeared to be in good condition after the storm event, and is almost complete. Pair spent the rest of 
the observation period foraging within 100 feet of nest. - VEurs
03/27/2012 - Observed one adult foraging around nest and bringing soft nesting material to nest. Second adult 
then flew out of nest and followed first adult away from nest to presumably forage/gather material. - AHill
04/07/2012 - Both adults observed bringing food to nest. - JPawlicki
04/12/2012 - Bushtits heard calling in vicinity, but no activity at nest, which appears to be in good condition. Nest 
presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 022212_lgan_01 EP184-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 38 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 2/22/2012 4/4/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest appears to be built to completion. A pair of Western Scrub Jays was observed near the nest, 
calling and behaving defensively while the avian biologist was standing approximately 10 feet from the nest. 
Biologist placed leaves inside the nest to determine whether it was active or not, and approximately 3 hours later, 
the leaves had been removed. - LGorman
02/27/2012 - Adult California Thrasher slipped off nest as avian biologist approached (at 20 feet). Nest contains 1 
egg. Species changed from Western Scrub Jay to California Thrasher. Snow expected tonight. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - No birds observed in area, but 2 warm turquoise-colored eggs in nest. - PKonrad
03/06/2012 - California Thrasher  incubating 2 eggs in nest. - VNovik
03/12/2012 - Adult incubating 2 eggs in nest. - VEurs
03/21/2012 - One thrasher hatchling observed; not certain if second egg was obscured. - FHoffman
03/28/2012 - Observed thrasher on nest, likely brooding. - VNovik
04/04/2012 - Nest in good condition with bowl lining intact, but no nestlings or fledglings were present and no 
adults were observed. Hard to determine outcome of this nest; odds are that the nestlings fledged, but it is 
difficult to substantiate this point, except that no dead nestlings or eggshells are present, no sign of predation or 
weather-related destruction can be seen, and the nest is in good condition - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 022212_mkhn_01 EP185-1-E-C Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 56 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/22/2012 4/4/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest was found on 2/21/2012 through systematic search. No California Thrashers observed within 
50 feet of nest. Nest is completely lined and immaculate - free of any dead leaves. A sprig of green leaves was 
placed in the bottom of nest cup on 2/21, and had been removed by 0700 on 2/22. - MKuehn
02/27/2012 - No adults detected. Nest empty and has not changed in appearance. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - No thrashers or other birds observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - No birds observed or vocal in area; could not find nest in described sugar bush. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Nest appears complete and undamaged with no activity observed around nest. No eggs in nest. - 
VEurs
03/15/2012 - Nest looks aged and flattened; unused; no sign of birds associated with this nest. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Nest remains flattened and unused with no birds in area. Changed status to inactive. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Nest remains flattened and now 4 leaves are filling the bowl; no bird was ever committed to this 
nest. - PKonrad

No
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CATH California Thrasher 022212_mkhn_02 EP186-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 60 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/22/2012 3/21/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest was found on 2/20/2012 through systematic search. No California Thrashers observed within 
50 feet of nest. Nest is completely lined and immaculate - free of any dead leaves. A sprig of green leaves was 
placed in the bottom of nest cup on 2/20, and had been removed by 0700 on 2/22. - MKuehn
02/27/2012 - Adult slipped off nest as biologist approached (at 10 feet) and returned to position in nest cup while 
biologist stood 4 feet away to check contents. Nest contains 1 egg. Snow in forecast tonight. - MKuehn
03/05/2012 - 3 warm turquoise eggs present in nest. No birds seen in vicinity. - LThoreson
03/06/2012 - Bird incubating 3 eggs in nest. - VNovik
03/12/2012 - The nest was first observed passively, but there was no conclusive evidence of nesting. The nest was 
then approached, and a bird flushed when the nest was approached, allowing the nest check. One very new 
nestling and 2 eggs were observed in the nest. Observer left quietly immediately after. - LThoreson
03/21/2012 - Nest and nest bowl intact but wet from recent snow; no sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings; no sign 
of predation or weather-related nest failure; no birds in area. - PKonrad

No

CATH California Thrasher 022212_vers_01 EP184-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 80 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/22/2012 3/21/2012 02/22/2012 - The nest was detected on 2/21/2012. It is completely lined, in immaculate condition and free of 
dead leaves. Green leaves were placed in the cup of the nest. The leaves had been removed by the time biologists 
checked the nest on the at 0700 on 2/22/2012. No adults were observed near the nest on 2/21/2012, but an adult 
was heard calling from approximately 30 feet away when the nest was checked on the morning of 2/22/2012. - 
VEurs
02/27/2012 - No eggs. Nest appearance same as before except presence of acorn shell with inside eaten in 
bottom of nest cup. Adult Scrub Jays heard calling 80 feet from nest. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - Nest looks good but no eggs or birds in area of nest; jays heard calling in area (as throughout broad 
region). - PKonrad
03/06/2012 - Nest appears intact. No activity observed at nest. - VNovik
03/12/2012 - Changed species to California Thrasher; 3 blue eggs in nest, but no bird on nest when biologist 
approached nest. A California Thrasher was heard singing about 25 feet away as nest was checked. - VEurs
03/21/2012 - No eggs and no young. No evidence of birds except 1 adult feather above nest. - FHoffman

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 022212_vnik_01 EP180-N Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 220 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 2/22/2012 3/15/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest appears clean and lacks leaves and appears to have fresh grass lining. Nest was observed for I 
hour.; no activity observed, - VNovik
02/27/2012 - Nest empty and no activity observed nearby from any birds. Lining is mussed and partially pulled 
out of nest bowl, indicating nest may not be actively maintained. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - Monitored nest for approximately 1 hour. No activity observed at the nest. - JPawlicki
03/01/2012 - Nest in good shape but no indication of recent use, and no jays or other birds observed in area. - 
PKonrad
03/15/2012 - No birds in area; nest lining has been pulled up; no sign of eggshells in nest or below it; nest looks 
abandoned. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - No change at nest; no birds in area. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 022312_phrd_02 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 150 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/23/2012 3/8/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair seen building nest. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears 80% complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears to have sustained some damage. Unclear if it will be repaired or abandoned, and will 
monitor again. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest was noted as being built by pair and never determined to be complete. Nest was noted as 
damaged by prior monitoring visit. No activity observed at nest while being observed for approximately 40 
minutes. Nest appears to be in disrepair and has lost most of the shape, more flat like than sock like. - VNovik

No

BUSH Bushtit 022312_phrd_03 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 40 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/23/2012 4/7/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair seen bringing lining to nest and appears 95% complete. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact and apparently complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest in good shape, and observed birds at nest. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - 3 visits to the nest during the 25-minute observation period. - ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Bushtit observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to 15 minutes due to occupation of 
Western Scrub-jays in immediate area. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest after 10 minute observation period. Bushtit later observed adding 
nesting material. Possibly repairing minor damage to bottom of nest caused by major storm event over the last 
two days. - RAbe
03/25/2012 - Buffer returned to 100 feet after a temporary reduction to 50 feet. Bushtits were not affected by 
reduction in buffer during wire stringing. - GHuffman
03/31/2012 - Male delivers nest lining material (feathers) to nest entrance, female receives from within but does 
not leave nest for 20 minute observation period. Presume nesting stage has progressed to incubating based on 
these observations. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 0710. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Observed Bushtit pair removing material from nest and transporting to another location in between 
CP55 tower and pullsite. Nest located and updated in pentab. Both nests more than likely built by same pair. 
Upon closer observation of nest, it was discovered that a quarter sized hole had been torn in the back of nest 
likely due to depredation. No eggs were present. Buffer signs removed. - GHuffman

No
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BUSH Bushtit 022312_rabe_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 90 90 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/23/2012 4/5/2012 02/23/2012 - Adults observed adding nest material to nest that is about 60 percent complete. The birds paid no 
attention to two biologists standing a few feet away. Nest exists in dense vegetation and is naturally buffered 
from visual and audible construction activities. - RAbe
02/29/2012 - Nest is large, well-decorated and approximately 85% complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact and appears complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest appears in good shape. Bushtit were heard in vicinity though not observed at nest. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 15 minute observation. Bushtits observed in vicinity of nest. - 
ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Female observed exiting nest, foraging, and re-entering nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to five minutes due to occupation of 
Western Scrub-jays in immediate area. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to 10 minutes due to occupation of 
Western Scrub-Jays in immediate area. Based on nesting chronology and average number off eggs laid by Bushtits, 
the nesting stage is now believed to be in the incubation state. Minor damage at bottom of nest is likely due to 
major storm event over last two days. - RAbe
03/29/2012 - BUSH heard calling near nest. Nest not approached due to WESJ in area. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest appears torn apart, most likely predated. No evidence that construction activities had any 
effect on this nest. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BLPH Black Phoebe 022312_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 2/23/2012 TBD 02/23/2012 - BLPH makes multiple trips to underside of trailer 1110 - 1116, clinging at nest site for a minute at a 
time while mate monitors from 15 feet. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - No BLPH nest building during 2 x 15 minute observations on cool showery day. BLPH detected well 
away from nest area. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - BLPH observed to fly under trailer near nest location briefly, but was never observed on the nest 
during 30 minutes of monitoring. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - HOFI pair making trips to this nest, BLPH staying away. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - BLPH carrying wet mud from AR to underside of trailer. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No BLPH detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - Black Phoebe observed visiting nest at 0804 and then perching nearby. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BLPH incubating 4 eggs with brief excursions off the nest. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BLPH making infrequent forays from nest on a rainy day. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - BLPH carrying food to nest at 0955. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BLPH pair feeding nest at 2-4 minute intervals, 0825. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 022312_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 22 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/23/2012 3/15/2012 02/23/2012 - ANHU female plucking down from nearby broom baccharis (Baccharis sarothroides) and packing 
into nest, is unconcerned by numerous non-stopping vehicles. Nest is under construction under dead leaf cluster 
on low branch of tamarisk (Tamarix parviflora) and is approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - ANHU lying on 1 egg. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - ANHU incubating. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - ANHU incubating at 1028. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Nest has been destroyed - apparently by predation - nest fragments nearby. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 022312_rrdd_03 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 22 100 100 100 Fledged 2/23/2012 4/26/2012 02/23/2012 - BUSH pair making numerous trips to repair old nest from 2011 (NID 6003222), climbing inside and 
making alterations. No material carry observed 1140 -1200. Nest modification activities conducted during passage 
of numerous non-stopping Project vehicles. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - BUSH are wary and activity at this nest is fitful and intermittent, but continues. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Pair of BUSH making numerous trips to nest with fine nesting material such as silk. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - BUSH pair gathering flowers of Baccharis sarothroides and packing into this nest. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Nest appears complete. Male BUSH approaches but does not enter. Potentially egg-laying. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest condition appears unchanged. BUSH secretive and quick to depart nest area. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Bird observed bringing plant down into nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - Bushtit makes brief visit to nest at 0729. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - BUSH pair carrying food items to nest on cold stormy morning. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair making trips to the nest with food items at 2-5 minute intervals. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BUSH noted nearby with fledglings and little activity at this nest, however 1 bird noted entering in 
early afternoon. Second clutch? - RRadd
05/02/2012 - BUSH removing material from this nest to new nest 70 feet south. - RRadd

Yes
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BUSH Bushtit 022312_sjon_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 50 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 2/23/2012 3/20/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair observed actively building a nest. Nest was approximately 5% complete. Pair was not affected 
by two biologists within 5 feet of nest. - SJohnston
02/29/2012 - Nest is approximately 5 inches long and 15% complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears intact and 75% complete, no BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Observed bird entering nest with material. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - The pair was observed bringing nesting material to the nest 4 times during the 15 minute 
observation. - ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Pair observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed adding nesting material to nest. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Nest has been destroyed. Likely due to major storm event over last two days. No Bushtits observed 
in area during 30 minute observation period. No eggs observed. - RAbe

No

BUSH Bushtit 022312_vnik_01 EP88-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - foundations 50 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 2/23/2012 3/20/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair of Bushtits actively building nest that appears 80% complete. - VNovik
03/02/2012 - Nest is in good condition and complete, but no Bushtits observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Nest is complete with clear entrance. Bushtits near nest initially and after nest check. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Nest has been predated, violently torn apart and exposing chamber with many small feathers, 
probably from chamber lining caught in branches surrounding nest. No sign of eggs or eggshells, and no Bushtits 
observed or heard in area. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 022412_phrd_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 10 100 100 100 Indeterminate 2/24/2012 4/17/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair seen building nest, appears 75% complete. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete. No BUSH detected at nest. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact but likely still under construction. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Adult male observed carrying item to nest. - MDicus
03/14/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete, but no BUSH detected during 30 minute observation period. - 
RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm. BUSH heard in the area, but were not observed at the nest during about 10 
minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - Pair carrying fluff to the nest on several trips; male becoming wary. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity during 8 minutes of passive observation. Observer left area immediately following arrival 
of 2 CORAs. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed from 0750 to 0820. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest appears intact and serviceable. No BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest is destroyed, presumed by predator, however it is uncertain if this nest ever received an egg. - 
RRadd

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 022412_phrd_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 80 100 95 95 Nest did not reach active stage 2/24/2012 3/24/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair seen building nest, appears 80% complete. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears damaged at bottom, but possibly weather-related. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears well tended and complete. No BUSH detected on cold afternoon. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - Nest appears full, round and complete. No BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Bottom of nest appears to have fallen out, perhaps due to recent storm. No BUSH nearby during 
approximate 15 minute observation period, but will assess status on next visit. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - Nest is destroyed, ripped apart at anchor points, consistent with storm damage. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 022412_rabe_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 60 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/24/2012 4/17/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair of adults observed adding new material to nest. Nest is approximately 60 percent complete. 
Birds added material with biologist standing within a few feet of nest. - RAbe
03/01/2012 - BUSH making occasional trips to nest which appears complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears complete and intact, no BUSH detected on cold day with rain pending. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - Nest appears large full and complete. No BUSH during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm. BUSH were heard in the area, but there was no activity at the nest in the 
approximate 10 minute observation period. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - BUSH carries fluff to nest, settled and remained. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Female observed leaving nest at 0847. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit at nest on 0824. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - BUSH male bringing food to nest at 5-15 minute intervals from 0830-0850 suggests hatched young. - 
RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest is open at the top and vacant. Presumed lost to predation. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 022412_vers_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 3 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/24/2012 3/6/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair detected carrying nesting material to shrub. They made numerous trips during the observation 
period and continued to build, despite the presence of several biologists at the nest, combined with a large truck 
passing by and a large helicopter flying directly overhead. - VEurs
03/01/2012 - Although a BUSH paused here briefly, no nest was found. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - No nest found at the described location. No nest could be found here despite repeated searches. 
Nest was apparently depredated, and the material is now gone. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 022512_ahll_06 EP35-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 50 100 70 70 Presumed Fledged 2/25/2012 4/20/2012 02/21/2012 - Bushtits observed carrying nesting material to a nest that is approximately 60% complete. - MDicus
02/24/2012 - Bushtit pair visiting nest, which is approximately 80% complete. - AHill
02/25/2012 - Both male and female Bushtits are bringing nesting material to nest actively. GPS point was logged 
incorrectly, actual distance from road to nest is 50 feet. No concurrence needed because nest condition and work 
activities have not changed since original concurrence. - AHill
03/05/2012 - Bushtit pair was observed bringing nest material, 95% complete. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Pair of Bushtits foraging to west of nest and periodically visiting nest site. Nest is large, well-built, 
and seemingly complete. Considerable loud road work being conducted along access road to 50 feet of nest, 
including 6 vehicles and associated personnel. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - Bushtit pair extremely active building nest. Both detected vocalizing, collecting, and adding downy 
plant material to nest. - FHoffman
03/13/2012 - The male was bringing in soft nesting material to the nest actively. The female popped out of the 
nest after a couple of male visits and flew off a few hundred feet away. (Given the low activity of the pair as a 
whole, there are probably eggs present in the nest and the female is incubating. Bushtits continue to bring soft 
lining material to nest up until the eggs hatch throughout incubation, and on average, they only spend 60% of 
their time incubating.) - AHill
03/20/2012 - Nest in good condition after storm event. Male brought soft material to nest. As male approached, 
female hopped out of nest. She re-entered after male. The male flew away from the nest, and the female 
eventually followed. - VEurs
03/27/2012 - Observed one adult foraging around nest, then another adult flew out of nest and joined other 
adult. Pair then went off to forage. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Adult visits nest with food at 0701. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Adult bringing food to nest at 0632. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1506. Nestlings heard begging. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - 2 adults bring food to nest at 0629. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Adult bringing food to nest at 0631. - HWinfrey
04/20/2012 - No activity observed at nest, no sign of predation. Bushtits actively foraging nearby did not 
approach nest during 30 minutes of observation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

AMKE American Kestrel 022512_bald_01 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 300 500 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 2/25/2012 4/30/2012 02/25/2012 - A male Kestrel was observed sitting on the topmost, northerly arm of a steel monopole for several 
minutes. A female flew in and landed on the middle arm, below him. After a few minutes, she entered the cavity 
created by the juncture of the monopole and the arm. She remained in the cavity for approximately 30 minutes. 
For the latter part of the observation, she was visible in the hole at the end of the arm. She eventually flew off, 
out of the biologists' view. The male remained on the upper arm during the entire observation and was still there 
when the biologists left the area. - BArnold
03/01/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute survey. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - No AMKE detected. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - AMKE departs adjacent lattice tower at 1138, presumed to be nest guarding. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - AMKE female atop adjacent lattice tower for duration of 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No AMKE observed from 0945 to 1000. HOFI pair observed carrying nesting material into top arm of 
monopole. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity at pole; no American Kestrels detected from 0905 to 0945. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - AMKE male observed mobbing RTHA from adjacent nest did not subsequently associate with any 
cavity during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - AMKE male defending site against adjacent RTHA, but no association with tower cavities. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Male AMKE brings 2 food items to female, the first an insect which she consumes, the second a 
kangaroo rat which she mostly consumes but carries the remainder elsewhere, away from this monopole. It 
appears this pair is nesting in a natural cavity elsewhere. - RRadd
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BUSH Bushtit 022512_lton_05 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 5 100 100 100 Indeterminate 2/25/2012 5/1/2012 02/24/2012 - A female Bushtit was observed carrying nesting material around a shrub. She disappeared from view 
and upon reappearing, did not have nesting material. She then flew beyond the survey boundaries. Biologists 
waited in the area 25 minutes and the female reappeared, again with nesting material. She was tracked to a 
nearby shrub, where the nest was discovered. The nest is 10% complete and the pair continued to make trips back 
and forth as biologists worked in the area. - LThoreson
02/29/2012 - Nest appears 25% complete. BUSH sounded alarm calls and departed at observer approach. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact, no BUSH observed on cold morning. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Pair observed flying to nest, actively nest-building. - MDicus
03/14/2012 - BUSH departs nest at 1209, the returns briefly at 1214. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears to be intact after storm. BUSH at nest, but not with nesting material during about 10 
minutes of observation. Nest building is presumably still underway. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - Nest intact and full, but no BUSH detections during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 Bushtits observed adding fine materials to nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No Bushtit activity detected from 0830 to 0900. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - New BMPs have been installed 5 feet from nest. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
04/22/2012 - BUSH exits nest after 30 minutes of observation 0750. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No BUSH observed during 30-minute observation on cool rainy day. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Male BUSH visits the nest for 30 seconds but does not enter before departing. Egg laying or vacant? - 
RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest is torn below nest cup, presumed predated. New nest under construction outside the buffer. - 
RRadd

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 022512_rabe_01 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 10 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/25/2012 3/6/2012 02/25/2012 - Female observed adding nesting material multiple times. Nest is about 25 percent complete. 
Continued adding nest material with biologist standing two feet from nest. 100-foot ESA buffer staked-drive 
through access only. - RAbe
03/01/2012 - No ANHU or nest detected. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Neither the originating nor the monitoring biologist can locate a nest at the described location and 
no ANHU detected during multiple observations. Closed. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 022512_rrdd_02 CP26-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 2/25/2012 TBD 02/25/2012 - BUSH pair carrying material to nest which appears substantially complete. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - BUSH continue to visit this outwardly complete nest. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - Complete nest in fine condition, no BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears sound and in fine condition following recent storms. No BUSH detected during 30 
minute observation. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - Adult flushed from nest when biologist approached within 20 feet, but returned and entered nest 
when the biologist backed off to 30 feet. Bird then remained in nest for over 5 minutes while its mate collected 
nesting material nearby. - MKuehn
03/30/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0630 to 0640 in foggy conditions. - HWinfrey
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0640 in foggy weather. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed from 0615 to 0645. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Both adults brought small insects to the nest. Sounds of nestlings coming from inside the nest. - 
VEurs
04/23/2012 - The male and female made 3 trips in total to the nest during 40 minutes of observation. The 
biologist could confirm the male carrying insects into the nest once. No nestlings were heard, but the cool, damp 
conditions may have been suppressing this behavior. The nest looks "stretched out," as though the weight of 
growing nestlings is causing the nest to sag. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - Observation period lasted from 0918 to 1026. After 15 minutes, the female emerged from the nest. 
She returned at 0940 and took a ceanothus leaf into the nest. She left again at 0956 and returned a short time 
later, taking an unidentified object inside. At this point, a few faint sounds of nestlings were heard. She again 
exited the nest about 15 minutes later and returned with fluffy nesting material. Each time, she made several 
approaches to the nest, calling quietly, would fly off a short distance and ultimately enter the nest.  Since this nest 
is reaching its anticipated fledge date, she may have been trying to "entice" the young into exiting the nest. When 
the biologist left the area, the female was still in the bulging nest. The male approached the nest once without 
entering. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - After 45 minutes of observation, the biologist suspects there are 3 adults associated with this nest. 
2 adults brought nesting material simultaneously and then flew off. The biologist watched the nest carefully and 
noticed movement of the nest shrub not attributable to wind. After about 20 more minutes, a Western Scrub-jay 
moved into the vicinity of the nest and began vocalizing. At this point an adult Bushtit bolted from the nest 
without vocalizing and perched silently until the jay left the area. The Bushtit returned to the nest where it 
remained until the jay returned. The same process was repeated. After the Bushtit returned to the nest, the other 
adults returned to the shrubs near the nest. It seems most likely that the "nestlings" identified on 15 April instead 
was a female within the nest laying eggs. She must have given begging vocalizations when the other adults 
brought food into the nest   VEurs

TBD
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WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 022612_bald_02 Gorka Gate Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 316 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 2/26/2012 3/22/2012 02/26/2012 - Nest appears in good shape, with recent lining. No bird activity associated with nest during 2 hour 
observation period on Saturday 25 February, nor during a 3.5 hour observation period on Sunday 26 February. 
Nest appears to be of size and shape of Western Scrub-Jay, but no Scrub-Jays observed in area either day. 
Distance to staked gate is 35 feet, plus the vertical differentiation, equals a total distance from gate of 38 feet. - 
BArnold
03/06/2012 - Nest is sound, intact, fresh in appearance and empty. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest in good shape. During avian surveys, no adults were detected. Nest may be abandoned. - 
FHoffman
03/14/2012 - Nest in great shape but no WESJ detected. Possibly weather-delayed. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - No changes observed at this clean intact lined nest. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - No Western Scrub-jays were observed in vicinity of nest for 4 hours by 3 avian biologists conducting 
general nesting bird survey. At end of 4-hour observation period nest was approached by avian biologists V. Novik 
and F. Hoffman to further ascertain status. Dried leaf material was observed inside the cup of the nest, which is 
indicative of a nest that is not being used or maintained. Nest was closed, buffer signs removed. - JDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 022612_mkhn_01 EP88-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - foundations 50 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 2/26/2012 3/13/2012 02/26/2012 - The nest is complete (and new), but no Bushtit activity was observed at the nest during the 5 hour 
survey period. - MKuehn
03/02/2012 - Probably due to 2 weather events this week (snow and rain), nest is weathered and thin enough to 
see through in places. No Bushtits observed or heard in area. Nest now considered inactive and will continue to 
monitor site to see if Bushtits improve nest. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Nest appears to have been predated; found nest lining on ground with a 2-inch diameter hole in 
upper part of nest chamber below entrance. No sign of eggs or eggshells, but nest had been rebuilt after 
weathering in previous rain and snow storms. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 022812_hwey_01 12kV Pole Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Other 140 100 30 30 Indeterminate 2/28/2012 4/24/2012 02/28/2012 - At 1030, two adult Bushtits were observed carrying material near CP76-1-GS-NF-13. Adults made 
three trips during five minutes of observation. The nest was located near the top of a mission manzanita. Data 
was collected using pentab, and 100-foot buffer was established with ESA signs on access paths. - HWinfrey
03/08/2012 - No nest or BUSH detected at or near the presumed location. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - BUSH pair constructing nest which appears 25% complete, at 1040. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults flew to nest with material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - BUSH pair attending nest, which appears 80% complete. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - BUSH observed entering nest at 1153. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - BUSH enters nest at 1200 and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH male visits nest briefly at 1630. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest has been opened at side of nest cup. Nest had time to fledge prior to depredation. - RRadd

N/A

LEOW Long-eared Owl 022812_lgan_02 GS-NF-24 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests OH - tower erection 210 500 200 200 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/28/2012 4/3/2012 02/28/2012 - A pair of Long-eared Owls was observed at the nest. One owl flew when approached from 
approximately 30 feet while the other owl remained on the nest for the duration of the nest survey, and appeared 
to be incubating. - LGorman
03/06/2012 - Adult Long-eared Owl standing on nest alerted to observer's presence but did not flush. No other 
adult owls in area but several other species of raptors. - FHoffman
03/07/2012 - Long-eared Owl incubating, positioned on south portion of nest. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Owl observed on nest. Appeared to be laying low in nest, likely incubating. - BArnold
03/14/2012 - Adult lying in nest did not stir when new buffer stakes were being hammered in 200 feet away near 
tower EP85. - JDicus
03/14/2012 - Adult Long-eared Owl is incubating in tree nest; another adult flew from tree immediately south of 
nest tree. - PKonrad
03/15/2012 - Owl lying low in nest did not move during installation save for a few turns of the head as evidenced 
by rotation of ear tufts just visible over rim of nest through spotting scope set up 110 feet away. - JDicus
03/20/2012 - Owl incubating/brooding low in nest did not flush from nest all day (715-1715). Male observed 
roosting nearby in adjacent live oak. All-terrain fork lift and crane were loudest equipment operating today, but 
did not visibly disturb owls. - JDicus
03/21/2012 - Nest checked 3 times during the day: once prior to work, once during work, and once after crews 
left. Owl on nest during all 3 visits, showed no indication of disturbance as a result of construction activity or 
presence of avian biologist. - BArnold
03/22/2012 - Owl on nest during early afternoon check. - BArnold
03/24/2012 - Owl observed on nest. - BArnold
03/28/2012 - Nest checked in morning prior to construction, again at midday and at end of day. Adult fairly high 
on nest but no nestlings visible. No observed agitation to work. - FHoffman
04/03/2012 - No adults in area and no signs of owlets. Adult was last observed at end of work on Friday. After two 
days of no work, on Monday, no adult was observed on nest or in vicinity. No activity was detected on Tuesday 
during work. Nest was observed for an extended period. An eggshell was found on ground. Nest was checked 
from an elevated point and no owlets or eggs were inside nest. - FHoffman
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BUSH Bushtit 022812_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 2/28/2012 5/2/2012 02/28/2012 - BUSH building nest are wary to close foot traffic, giving alarm calls and suspending activity, but 
ignores vehicle traffic. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - BUSH observed nest building. Nest is approximately 15% complete. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - Nest building continues 1027. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - BUSH pair continue to carry small items to nest which appears complete. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Nest appears complete, but BUSH pair continue to carry small items to interior. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Pair continue to make quiet visits, but no material carry observed. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Bird observed at nest. Single bird observed entering and leaving nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - 2 Bushtits observed at nest at 0705. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - BUSH enters nest briefly at 1338. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair bringing food items to nest at brief intervals. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BUSH pair continue to feed this nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No further activity at this location - presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 022912_jdus_01 EP256-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 5 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

2/29/2012 3/22/2012 02/29/2012 - Nest completely constructed and contains 1 egg.  Adult California Thrasher in shrub with nest; 
flushed when avian biologist approached within 25 feet. - JDicus
03/05/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; moved 2 feet off nest when avian biologist was still looking for nest 
in shrub. Returned to nest as soon as biologist backed away. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - A California Thrasher flew east from nest site as avian biologist approached; 1 egg could be seen in 
nest (undoubtedly more are present). - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - Nesting attempt has failed; no sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings; no adult thrashers in area. Nest 
flattened and nest bowl a bit messed up; potential predation, but hard to provide evidence of any cause of 
nesting failure. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 022912_lgan_15 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests OH - wire stringing 5 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/29/2012 4/26/2012 02/29/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed building a nest approximately 10 feet high in a coast live oak tree 
despite helicopters flying high overhead and to the south occasionally for work at other tower sites. These birds 
were observed gathering nest material from an old Bushtit nest in a different coast live oak tree approximately 60 
feet to the north. Photos were taken from the driveway facing north and northwest towards the nest. Nest 
approximately 90% complete. - LGorman
03/07/2012 - Bushtit pair observed carrying material to nearly 100% complete nest (making multiple trips) on 
access road to GS-NF-10. Pair were tolerant of observers standing within several feet of the nest but were wary 
when access gate was opened. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - Adults making multiple trips to nest while avian biologist staked new buffer signs. - MDicus
03/13/2012 - Nest appears intact and complete. No BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - Adult female observed leaving nest. No additional activity observed. - MDicus
03/23/2012 - BUSH male makes trips to nest around 1500. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - BUSH visits nest at 0940. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - BUSH enters nest at 0931. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Bushtit pair was observed making brief, infrequent trips (1 adult every 5-10 minutes) to nest. 
Neither adult was observed carrying nest material or food. In between nest visits, the pair was observed foraging 
together and copulating on 3 occasions. The only work activity that occurred within 5 feet of the nest was when 
the crane truck passed through the access gate. All other activities were outside the 50-foot buffer. - MDicus
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair making frequent trips to nest at short intervals and stitching decorations to exterior of 
nest from 1455-1510. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - Nest has been destroyed, presumed lost to severe weather circa 26 April. LEGO now removing 
remains. - RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 022912_lgan_16 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 200 100 20 20 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/29/2012 3/23/2012 02/29/2012 - A female Anna's Hummingbird was observed sitting on the nest despite helicopters flying high 
overhead and to the south occasionally for work at other tower sites. This bird was also observed gathering soft 
nest material, interacting with a male Anna's Hummingbird, and foraging on tree tobacco intermittently between 
periods of sitting on the nest. This female Anna's Hummingbird was most likely incubating eggs. Helicopters 
occasionally flying high overhead and to south. Female flushed when biologist stood observing from the edge of 
the driveway. - LGorman
03/07/2012 - The female was observed making multiple trips between the nest and a nearby nectar source 
(Nicotiana glauca) to the east, gathering spider silk on one occasion, and adding it to the nest, The female was 
observed laying on the nest for periods of 2 to15 minutes, and leaving the nest to nectar or gather spider silk, for 
up to 4 minutes at a time, and immediately returning to the nest. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - Female incubating, making trips to and from nest while avian biologist staked new buffer signs. - 
MDicus
03/13/2012 - ANHU incubating. - RRadd
03/23/2012 - Nest is intact and slightly tilted but empty. Few feces were detected around the rim cup, suggesting 
this nest was depredated prior to any young hatching. - RRadd
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BUSH Bushtit 022912_mdus_01 EP79 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands OH - tower erection 133 100 60 60 Indeterminate 2/29/2012 4/21/2012 02/29/2012 - Pair observed carrying material to nest that is virtually 100% complete. - MDicus
03/07/2012 - Nest complete, but no Bushtits approached nest during 30 minute observation period, possibly due 
to presence of a Cooper's Hawk. Heard Bushtits call only when Cooper's Hawk flew from nest area (along with 
other passerines). After 20 minutes, Cooper's Hawk flew in to perch in tree adjacent to nest tree (no alarm calls 
from birds). - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Nest looks good with entrance facing north. After 20 minutes, a Bushtit flew to nest, then flew to 
trees to northeast. May have brought more nest material, may have brought food for mate, or just visited nest 
without other interests. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Nest appears to still be in good shape, although a bit wet on outside. No Bushtits observed or heard 
during 20 minute period. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - A Bushtit entered nest for about a minute and left, although this could have been an exchange by 
incubating adults. Fair to consider this nest is in the incubating stage considering the nest history and this 
observation. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 - Bushtit entered nest for about a minute early during a 30 minute observation period; this is a similar 
observation to last week's. - PKonrad
04/13/2012 - BUSH pair scolding WESJ in territory, but >30 feet from nest when biologist arrived. Neither adult 
went to nest during 30 minute passive observation period that followed. Nest appears to be in perfect condition 
from the outside. - MKuehn
04/21/2012 - Nest has been damaged severely and is torn open on west side, with some nesting material on the 
ground below and was likely predated. A thorough search did not yield any eggshell fragments. Nest could have 
had nestlings or eggs, but likely one of the two based on previous observations and timing. No activity at nest in 
10 minutes of observation, though a pair of Bushtits was found building a nest 30 feet away. - MKuehn

N/A

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 022912_mdus_02 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Grasslands and Meadows Other 300 500 280 280 Nest did not reach active stage 2/29/2012 3/20/2012 02/29/2012 - Adult RTHA observed carrying nest material to center of live oak tree. Other adult seen flying to 
tree; pair also observed soaring in area. - MDicus
03/06/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk(s) making 4 flights to and from short tree during hour-long observation 
period, but did not visit large live oak. No nest is present in any of the 3 oak trees north of yard. Hawks are flying 
low, less than 80 feet throughout area with many helicopter flights in and out of yard. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - At 10:15, a pair of Red-tailed Hawks were perched together on lowest crossarm of power pole north 
of activity area. At 12:30, after 15 minutes of observation, 1 hawk flew in to perch on longer crossarm of same 
pole. Hawks appear unaffected by the many helicopter flights in and out of yard. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - An adult male Red-tailed Hawk flew in from south to perch in largest (lone) live oak tree (no nesting 
material). Flew to power pole, attempted a short unsuccessful hunting strike to the north, then returned to tree. 
Soon flew low over Bartlett Yard (even with a helicopter hovering overhead), and perched next to female on top 
of lone live oak 300 feet west of yard; male soon soared to the southwest. This pair is very active in area, but at 
this time they still appear to be territorial only. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - No hawks observed during the initial 20-minute observation period. Later, during return trip, 2 adult 
Red-tailed Hawks are perched on usual pole north of 3 trees. Female dove north on hunting strike and returned to 
lower crossarm of pole without prey. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk hunting in field west of yard, then perched on pole northwest of yard (north of 
access road to west). No nest initiated to date - closed. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 022912_rqey_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 30 100 40 40 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/29/2012 4/23/2012 02/29/2012 - BUSH pair observed consistently bringing material to newly constructed nest during 30 minute 
observation. Nest is approximately 10% complete. Pair flushed when a truck was started about 30 feet away, so 
40-foot buffer was established. Drive-thru access prohibited due to proximity of nest to road. Alternate routes to 
construction sites exist and can be used to avoid entering buffer. BMP maintenance crews should limit work 
within buffer to extent feasible. - RQuilley
03/07/2012 - Nest building. Nest approximately 70% complete. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - Nest is substantial and well-decorated, approximately 70% complete. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - BUSH continued to build on this 85% complete nest at 1511. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears intact after storm. Looks nearly complete. No BUSH activity near nest in 10 minutes of 
observation. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - BUSH male visits nest on two occasions without entering and departs alone. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Male enters nest with food at 0838, exits shortly after. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female leaves nest at 0753. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Male and female make repeated trips to the nest with very small food items. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Nest has been predated. A huge hole exists near the bottom. The Bushtit pair are rebuilding. A 
Phainopepla was seen taking material from the nest. - LThoreson
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CATH California Thrasher 030112_jpki_01 EP181 Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 100 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/1/2012 3/6/2012 03/01/2012 - While viewing a singing male thrasher on top of a shrub 30 feet to southwest, another (presumably 
female) thrasher was observed and heard on the ground underneath the shrub behind the observer that was 
subsequently found to contain a nest. After 8 minutes of observation of the singing thrasher, another thrasher 
was again heard calling from the same shrub after which the observer searched the shrub and discovered the 
partially built nest. Nest structure was loose and lacking finer material toward the center, but had a distinct inner 
bowl shape. Nest may possibly be old, but thrasher presence around the shrub suggests active building. A fresh 
green sugar bush leaf was placed upside down in the nest and should be checked on future dates for removal by 
birds if nest is indeed active. - JPawlicki
03/02/2012 - Nest checked at 1215 for presence/absence of leaf and for additional activity.  Fresh green sugar 
bush leaf was still present in nest and nest condition appeared same as previous day, while no thrashers were 
observed or heard in vicinity of nest shrub. Nest should be checked within 1 week to determine whether it 
potentially remains active. - JPawlicki
03/06/2012 - Nest remains partially built with sugar bush leaf still present in nest; no other activity observed in 
vicinity. Nest closed. - JPawlicki

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 030112_kats_01 Alpine HQ Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/1/2012 TBD 03/01/2012 - A pair of Red-tailed Hawks has been consistently seen in this area for many months, and new greens 
have been observed on the nest in recent weeks. Today, one hawk seen carrying fresh eucalyptus greens to the 
nest and placing it in the nest, before flying off to the eucalyptus trees about 200 feet west, and calling from that 
tree. This nest had been recorded at this location since at least 2009, but had never been occupied over the 
duration of Sunrise Powerlink construction activities, until now. - KAlberts
03/14/2012 - New green eucalyptus leaves have been added since the previous observation, but no hawks are 
currently occupying the nest on a regular basis. - KAlberts
03/20/2012 - Nest in good condition after storm event, but no hawks seen in vicinity. - VEurs
03/28/2012 - No new activity observed at nest, although pair remains in area and is seen regularly every day. - 
KAlberts
04/03/2012 - No new activity observed. - KAlberts
04/11/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit by avian biologist K. Weber. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - No activity at nest from 1215 to 1315. AMCR observed perching 10 feet from nest. RTHA soaring 
500 feet away. - HWinfrey
04/25/2012 - No activity at nest. RTHA perched on utility pole in Alpine HQ parking lot and flying within 100 feet 
of nest. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - No activity observed at nest, no raptors observed in area from 1236 to 1306. - HWinfrey

TBD

CATH California Thrasher 030112_lton_01 EP178-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 63 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/1/2012 5/2/2012 03/01/2012 - No activity observed near nest. - LThoreson
03/06/2012 - 2 biologists watched nest for 45 minutes. No birds seen going to nest, but heard WESJ and CATH in 
vicinity. Nest is still in good shape and appears as though material has been added to nest. - LThoreson
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest looks intact and completely lined. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - Nest looks a bit aged; unused; only jays apparent in area, but not obviously associated with nest. - 
PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Nest bowl wet from melted snow; nest continues to be unused; no birds in area. Changed status to 
inactive. - PKonrad
03/28/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; it stayed on the nest when avian biologist checked nest from 7 feet 
away on west side. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Thrasher slipped off nest as avian biologist approached; 2 speckled light-turquoise-colored eggs in 
nest bowl. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - California Thrasher still incubating clutch of eggs. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Nest contains 2 large brown downy nestlings that are hungrily aggressive, stretching their necks high 
with mouths wide open to receive food (eyes still closed). No adult California Thrashers observed during quick 
nest check. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - No adults observed during very brief nest check because 2 large mostly feathered nestlings are 
present, 1 in the nest and 1 in branch of bush 2 feet from nest. It appears nestlings are on the verge of fledging 
and leaving the nest area. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - As expected, the nest is empty and the nestlings probably fledged late-week (Wednesday to Friday) 
a week ago, considering 1 fledgling was already out of the nest when the nest was monitored a week ago. The 
nest is in good shape and no fledglings or adults were observed in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 030112_lton_12 McCain Valley CY Construction Yards Chaparrals Traffic 70 100 70 70 Nest did not reach active stage 3/1/2012 3/28/2012 03/01/2012 - Clean nest was located, and observed for 30 minutes, but no avian activity was observed. - 
LThoreson
03/06/2012 - Bulky twig base indicates nest is not Spotted Towhee nest. Changed to California Thrasher based on 
appearance. California Thrashers and Western Scrub-Jays in area but not seen within 100 feet of nest. Nest is only 
partially lined with bark strips and possibly from last season because leaves on sugar bush are mostly dead (little 
foliar cover). Nest buffer distance changed to 100 feet, with drive-through traffic permitted. A nest buffer 
reduction to 70 feet is being submitted to permit work to occur within McCain Valley Yard. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. New nesting material has been added over green leaf 
placed in nest on 3/6/12. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - Nest appears old and unused; nest bowl has 1 brown leaf, 1 green leaf, and a prickly twig in it, 
indicating no recent use; no birds near nest. Changed status to inactive. - PKonrad
03/28/2012 - Unused older nest unchanged with leaves and stick in weathered nest; no birds in area, nor have 
any birds been seen associated with this nest - closed. - PKonrad
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CATH California Thrasher 030112_lton_13 EP177-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 65 100 100 65 Nest did not reach active stage 3/1/2012 3/24/2012 03/01/2012 - Near complete nest. Biologist observed nest for approximately 30 minutes. No activity observed at 
nest. - LThoreson
03/06/2012 - Bulky twig base indicates nest is not Spotted Towhee nest: Changed to California Thrasher nest 
based on appearance and presence of 2 singing males in area. Nest is mostly lined, but lining is slightly mussed. 
No birds detected within 30 feet of nest. Nest buffer distance changed to 100 feet, with drive-through traffic 
permitted. A nest buffer reduction to 90 feet is being submitted to permit work to occur within the tower pad 
parking area. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest looks intact and completely lined. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - No apparent change to nest; no birds near nest. - PKonrad
03/24/2012 - No activity at nest. Leaves were present in this nest, indicating non-usage and lack of maintenance. 
Nest did not reach active stage for unknown reasons. - FHoffman

No

BUSH Bushtit 030112_rabe_01 CP56-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Other 15 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

3/1/2012 4/13/2012 03/01/2012 - Adult of unknown sex observed exiting nest. Two males and one female observed at nest location 
during 20 minute observation period. Nest appears to be complete. 100-foot buffer staked. - RAbe
03/06/2012 - Nest sound and intact with BUSH briefly attending 1550. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest appears in good shape. No Bushtit observed at nest though active in vicinity. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 15 minute observation. Bushtits observed in vicinity of nest. - 
ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Pair observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Pair observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to five minutes due to occupation of 
Western Scrub-Jays in immediate area. No apparent damage to nest from major storm event over last two days. - 
RAbe
03/29/2012 - Female observed leaving nest, then returning within 2 minutes. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0700. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest has been predated - as evidenced by hole at cup. Construction crew has used this site as a 
toilet (evidence of multiple visits is strewn about within 15 feet of nest). It cannot be determined if human activity 
drew predators to this location. - RRadd

No

MODO Mourning Dove 030212_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 120 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/2/2012 4/13/2012 03/02/2012 - Adult lying on nest with two eggs. This nest is located nine feet east of recently fledged nest, and is 
likely the second brood of the same pair. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - Adult on nest still with two eggs. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nests, but was unable to gain access to substation. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is degraded and with lots of scat, indicative of a successfully fledged nest. - BArnold

Yes

AMKE American Kestrel 030212_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/2/2012 TBD 03/02/2012 - Two adults observed entering lowest arm on northeastern side of steel monopole. They emerged 
after a few minutes and perched on nearby wires. Male previously observed with food as he entered adjacent 
monopole (within the substation), but no further activity was observed at that pole. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - American Kestrels observed at pole during California Gnatcatcher survey. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - No work occurred within substation. During the 45 minutes spent observing the AMKE nest location 
from outside the substation, the female AMKE was observed entering the hole at the end of the crossarm several 
times. The female was not seen with prey items or nesting material. The male AMKE was seen perched on the 
monopole with the nest, as well as perching on wires within the vicinity of the nest location. - EStrods
04/13/2012 - No AMKE activity observed during survey period. - BArnold
04/17/2012 - Adult male observed perched on top of pole. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - No AMKE activity observed today. - BArnold

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 030212_ghan_01 CP7-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 3 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/2/2012 4/1/2012 03/02/2012 - Bio monitor Garrett Huffman observed pair making multiple trips to nest with nesting material from 
1130 to 1145 while bio monitoring with Trisha Di Paola. Nest appears to be 70% complete. This pair is wary of 
foot traffic - ceasing nesting activity @ 20-30 feet. - GHuffman
03/05/2012 - BUSH bringing material to nest. This pair is wary of foot traffic, temporarily ceasing nest-building 
activity at 30 feet today. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - 0950 to 1030: Pair observed carrying nesting material to nest. Pair vacated when vehicle 
approached nest on access road. Pair returned to nest-building activities after 40 minutes. Nest appears to be 
nearly completed, and pair tolerated human presence up to 15 feet today. - GHuffman
03/12/2012 - BUSH pair carrying items to nest which appears 90% complete. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears intact following recent storms, but no BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/26/2012 - Nest looks fine. Pair (second pair, not associated with other nest) in area foraging and vocalizing 
around nest. Looked for a new nest but none found. One adult had plant material in mouth but threw it down 
before bringing it to any nest location. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity at nest which appears sodden. Close examination reveals no recent maintenance on 
nest. Evidence over past 3 weeks indicates that this nesting attempt has been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey
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BUSH Bushtit 030212_ghan_02 CP6-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 70 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/2/2012 3/26/2012 03/02/2012 - Observations made by bio monitor Trisha Di Paola. Bushtits observed bringing nesting material to 
nest multiple times from 0800 to 0830. Nest is nearly complete.  Bushtits appeared unaffected by helicopter 
operations. However, nest building activity halted when observers were detected at 50 feet. - GHuffman
03/05/2012 - Nest building continues, but was halted when observers were detected at 50 feet. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - Male BUSH enters nest and stays for 5 minutes. Nest appears too small to be complete. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears intact following recent storms, but no BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. 
Nest still looks small. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - Nest was found no longer intact with the majority on the ground, appearing to have suffered from 
recent storm damage. Observer found a second nearly complete nest in Salvia mellifera, which is over 100 feet 
from the line or any project feature. A pair was active at that nest, and this may or may not be the same pair. - 
FHoffman

No

BUSH Bushtit 030212_ghan_03 CP7-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 8 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/2/2012 4/19/2012 03/02/2012 - Nest observed by bio monitor Trisha Dipaola. Bushtits observed carrying nesting material to nest 
from 1200 to 1220. Birds flushed from nest with human presence within 15 to 20 feet. Nest appears to be 50% 
complete. - GHuffman
03/05/2012 - BUSH pair ferrying material to nest. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - 0850 - 0920 : Pair observed bringing nesting material to nest on multiple occasions. Pair tolerated 
human presence up to 15 feet away. 0930: Pair left nest area when vehicle driving on access road, but returned in 
less than one minute to resume nest-building activities. - GHuffman
03/12/2012 - BUSH carries large piece of fluffy material to nest at 0845. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears intact following recent storms, but no BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/26/2012 - Nest appears a little soggy after the rain, but the pair was actively building with soft pappus. 
Repeated trips occurring. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0940 to 0955. Nest in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest appears in good condition with a neat maintained entrance, but the cup area is less than 
rotund. No BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Upon locating the nest, the biologist noted the entrance appeared to have some damage. After 
watching the nest for 30 minutes with no activity, the biologist approached within 3 feet of the nest. This elicited 
no response, so the biologist examined the nest. A large hole in the bottom of the nest cup indicates this nest was 
predated, and some material was on the ground below the nest. Nest closed. Nesting chronology suggests eggs 
may have been present, but this cannot be confirmed, therefore the outcome is indeterminate. - VEurs

N/A

CATH California Thrasher 030212_jpki_01 EP181-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 61 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/2/2012 3/21/2012 03/02/2012 - Stick nest in excellent condition with well defined bowl and fresh lining of fine redshank bark. All 
biologists were in agreement that nest condition was appropriate for recently built (less than 2 weeks) nest that 
has a high probability of becoming active. A fresh green sugar bush leaf was placed in nest and will be checked on 
future dates for removal by birds if nest is active. Nest was appropriate in size, shape, and composition for 
California Thrasher, and a thrasher was heard in vicinity. - JPawlicki
03/06/2012 - No eggs present in nest although nest remains in excellent condition. Sugar bush leaf was removed 
from nest indicating that nest is recently built and remains active. - JPawlicki
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest looks intact and completely lined. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - Nest in good shape but unused; no birds detected in area. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Nest is in disrepair and flattened; nest looks very weathered by recent snowfall and many brown 
leaves are flattened on top of nest; bowl indiscernible; no birds in area - closed. - PKonrad

No

COHA Cooper's Hawk 030212_rrdd_01 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/2/2012 TBD 03/02/2012 - COHA very active 0715, flying to nearby oaks to break off twigs and carry to nest in bill. Much calling 
and whistling back and forth between members of the pair. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - COHA female breaking sycamore twigs and carrying in feet to nest while male watches from 100 
feet. Traffic on El Monte Road does not affect nest building, but activity was briefly suspended while SRPL 
personnel used gate, and resumed 10 minutes after gate traffic ceased. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - COHA flies to nest as water-truck operator opens access gate at 0717. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - No COHA detected during 20 minute late afternoon observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Avian biologist R. Abe reports observing female on nest with male hunting nearby on 03/28/12. - 
HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no Cooper's Hawks detected in area. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - COHA female lying in nest during light rain at 1200. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - COHA female standing on nest preening at 1431. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - COHA female on nest at 1700. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Female on nest at 0703 does not flush. Male in dispute with AMCR pair that occupy old COHA nest 
area. - RRadd

TBD
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BUSH Bushtit 030212_rrdd_02 El Monte CY Construction Yards Riparian Forests and Woodlands Grading 250 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/2/2012 4/25/2012 03/02/2012 - BUSH pair constructing new nest - approximately 5% complete. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Observed BUSH building nest. Nest is approximately 15 percent complete. - SJohnston
03/16/2012 - BUSH male enters nest briefly at 0848. Pair copulating adjacent to nest at 0850. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Unable to locate nest. BUSH pair in area but only observed foraging for 15 minutes. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - BUSH making nest visit at 1432. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 1330 to 1340. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No Bushtits detected near nest. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Quiet solo BUSH in nest vicinity did not enter nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BUSH detected at this nest during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - No activity observed for several weeks and new nest constructed 50 feet west. - RRadd

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 030312_rrdd_01 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 17 100 70 70 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/3/2012 5/5/2012 03/03/2012 - BUSH pair constructing nest approximately 5% complete. On approach to record GPS location, birds 
scolded for several minutes and then left and did not return. A drive-through buffer of 70 feet will admit vehicular 
passage, but keep work away from line of sight to nest. - RRadd
03/09/2012 - BUSH carrying spider silk to nest, approximately 60% complete. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - BUSH pair continue to build nest at 1238. Nest appears 60% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults entered nest carrying nesting material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Bush pair collecting Populus "cotton" and ferrying to nest. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 10 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Pair of bushtits foraging within 50 feet of nest, which appears to be in 
good condition. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH carries food to nest at 1536 and 1542. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest looks weathered and no BUSH detected during 2 x 20-minute observations. Difficult to monitor 
due to COHA nest directly above. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest has fallen apart, presumed predated. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 030412_bald_01 EP99-2 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 50 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/4/2012 3/20/2012 03/04/2012 - Bushtit activity in area led to observations of Bushtits working on complete nest - working on the 
top portion of the nest. Bushtits were observed entering the nest while 2 avian biologists were standing 4 feet 
away discussing nest. - BArnold
03/07/2012 - No activity during brief 15-minute afternoon observation period. - BArnold
03/20/2012 - Bushtit nest torn open at 'neck' of nest as though pulled on from below, or possibly by the weight of 
heavy snow accumulated on nest in high wind during weekend storm. No sign of eggs, eggshells, or Bushtits. - 
PKonrad

N/A

BEWR Bewick's Wren 030412_jpki_01 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/4/2012 4/23/2012 03/04/2012 - Adult observed bringing both coarse and finer material to nest on over a dozen occasions 
throughout survey period; usually approached from slope to left of nest. - JPawlicki
03/14/2012 - BEWR singing nearby did not approach any cavity during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - BEWR heard singing and calling nearby, but no activity seen at the cavity in about 15 minutes of 
observation. - IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - No BEWR detected during 2 x 15 minute observations. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed, and no BEWR detected from 0710 to 0720. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - BEWR flies to nest cavity at 1033, departs a few seconds later, and is apparently feeding nestlings. - 
HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No BEWR detections during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BEWR detections at or near this location during 2 x 20-minute observations. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No BEWR detections during 30-minute observation. No BEWR have been detected at this location 
since the first observation. Possibly an alternate nest or an exploration during nest selection process. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 030412_jpki_02 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 25 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/4/2012 3/22/2012 03/04/2012 - Adults observed bringing material to near complete nest on more than 3 occasions. - JPawlicki
03/14/2012 - 2 BUSH carrying fluff balls to nest at 0849. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - The bottom of the nest appears malformed, and observer is unsure if this is due to recent storm or 
the nest not being completed.  BUSH in area but not observed at nest during about 10 minutes of observation. 
Assumed nest building is still taking place, and will leave status as Active, unless next monitoring visit suggests 
otherwise. - IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - BUSH nearby did not interact with this nest, which appears to be in serviceable condition. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 0710 to 0720. Nest in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed from 1025 to 1100. Nest continues to appear well maintained. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No activity observed during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BUSH detected during 2 x 30-minute observations. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No detections during 30 minute observation, but nest appears sound and intact. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Nest is sound, intact and tidy. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Nest remains in excellent condition but has been unoccupied since completion for unknown 
reasons. - RRadd
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BUSH Bushtit 030412_mkhn_01 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 35 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/4/2012 4/23/2012 03/04/2012 - Adults bringing material to nest and entering opening with it. Likely lining nest cup. Nest appears 
complete from outside. Established a 100-foot buffer. - MKuehn
03/14/2012 - BUSH male near nest, did not enter during observation period. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - If nest was complete, then there may have been some storm damage. The bottom appears open. 
BUSH in area but did not visit nest in about 20 minutes of observation. Will continue to monitor for potential 
change in status. - IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - Nest appears serviceable, BUSH nearby did not enter nest during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 0650 to 0705. Nest in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed from 0950 to 1020. Lack of activity over past 3 weeks indicates that this nesting 
attempt may have been abandoned. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Male BUSH carrying food to nest at 1156 and 1203. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nest appears predated - torn open at nest cup from side. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 030512_bald_01 TL 6924 - 171694 Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 63 100 60 60 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/5/2012 4/27/2012 03/05/2012 - Adults observed bringing nest material and building nest estimated to be about 80 percent 
complete. - BArnold
03/07/2012 - No activity observed during brief observation period from the access road on 6 March, nor during 
20 minute period 7 March. Nest does not look complete. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - Nest appears complete, BUSH pair foraging together away from nest at 1622. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - No Bushtits observed during brief 10 minute morning observation period from access road. - 
BArnold
03/19/2012 - Nest appears to have weathered recent storms intact. No BUSH detected during 20 minute 
observation under cool and wet conditions. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - Only one Bushtit was ever observed around the nest at a time. It is presumed that the other was in 
the nest. The Bushtit was observed near the nest several times in about an hour of observation. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Adult male observed emerging from nest and foraging nearby. 15 minutes later, the female was 
observed carrying bits of fluff to the nest. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - After 30 minutes of observation, both adults approached nest, but foliage obscured the view of the 
birds' activity. Each spent about 30 seconds at the nest before flying away. About 10 minutes later, an adult 
returned to the nest and left carrying a fecal sac. - VEurs
04/17/2012 - The male was seen carrying a large billfull of fluffy nesting material. The female exited the nest 
when he brought the material inside, and then they both flew off to the south. The female returned about 25 
minutes later with a billfull of food. She entered the nest and remained there for the rest of the observation 
period (about 10 more minutes). - VEurs
04/25/2012 - About 5 minutes after the start of observations, the male exited the nest. He returned about 8 
minutes later and did not appear to be carrying food. He swapped places with the female, who spent the next 15 
minutes foraging on the surrounding hillside. When she returned and entered the nest, nestlings could be heard 
vocalizing. The male again exited the nest and resumed foraging in the area. It is likely these young will fledge in 
the next few days. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - The biologist decided to check the nest because the anticipated fledge date was imminent. Upon 
approaching the nest, it was obvious the nest had been predated. It was completely ripped apart, lying 
horizontally in the nest shrub as opposed to vertically. The biologist remained in the area for about an hour, 
hoping for signs of surviving fledglings. Though numerous Bushtits were detected, none exhibited the loud 
begging and following behaviors typical of recently-fledged Bushtits. No Bushtit was observed feeding another 
despite extensive foraging activity. This nest with young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs
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AMKE American Kestrel 030512_bald_02 TL 6924 - 171691 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/5/2012 TBD 03/05/2012 - Nest in upper western arm of Pole 171691 located along existing dirt access road. Kestrel pair seen 
perching on tower, entering arm together, and exhibiting agitated behavior. Kestrel activity at this monopole was 
extensive during 5 hour survey period, whereas very little kestrel activity, consisting of a single bird perching for a 
few minutes, was noted at Pole 171694 with the previously recorded AMKE nest. - BArnold
03/07/2012 - No activity at this nest during 5 hour survey in general area as well as one hour focused observation 
period on 6 March, nor during brief observation period on 7 March. AMKE in area, interacting with RTHA on 6 
March. - BArnold
03/15/2012 - Biomonitor P. Hord reports AMKE entering cavity at 0750. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation under cool and wet conditions. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - No AMKE activity was observed at this cavity in approximately 2 hours of observation. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Adult male Kestrel observed hunting and perching on nearby wire, returning to perch on the nest 
pole multiple times throughout the 1.5-hour observation period. Male entered upper cavity once. Female was not 
observed. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - During 75 minute observation period, the male spent the majority of the time perched atop the 
pole. He left the top a half-dozen times to chase/mob an RTHA soaring nearby. At 0945, vocalizations were heard 
in the nest cavity and the male hopped down to peer within. He also briefly entered the adjacent cavity and the 
second arm from the top on the eastern side. Toward the end of observations, the male flew off and ultimately 
returned with a lizard that he left on the top of the pole. At this point, he also interacted with the AMKE pair from 
the nest to the north. No female ever observed. - VEurs
04/17/2012 - The male perched on various places on the monopole throughout the 45 minute observation 
period. He occasionally left the pole to fly around for brief periods. The female was never seen. As the biologist 
was driving through the buffer with the windows down, the sounds of nestlings could be heard emanating from 
the cavity. - VEurs
04/25/2012 - The observation period lasted from 0820 to 0935. The kestrel pair was visible for most of this time. 
They perched on various places on the monopole, and the male perched briefly on the wire. The pair copulated 
twice during the observation period. The male flew off and returned soon after with a small prey item. While he 
was away, the female entered the nest cavity. When the male returned, he perched on the edge of the cavity and 
the female began vocalizing, as though begging. However, the male moved to the top of the pole, where he 
consumed the prey. The pair entered the nest cavity of European Starlings in the same pole, but were driven out 
by the starlings. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - The male kestrel arrived at the pole with a lizard after 50 minutes. As he was about to land atop the 
pole, a jogger passed underneath, which caused him to fly off to the west. He soon returned and perched on a 
rung and called out a few times. Receiving no response, he flew to the east and consumed the lizard. He returned 
to the pole and again gave some calls without getting any response  He flew to the monopole to the north  where 

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030512_imll_01 Alpine Underground - 
Bauer Bridge

Road Area Woodlands and Forests BMP installation/maintenance 17 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/5/2012 3/29/2012 03/05/2012 - Female observed making multiple trips to nest with material from 1000-1100 while BMP crew was 
lowering dirt level of the road shoulder approximately 25 feet from the nest. Crew was using shovels, rakes, and 
loading dirt into a back-hoe. No behavioral response to this work was observed. Pickup trucks and equipment 
passing along the road appear to have no impact either. Nest appears approximately 10% complete. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Female on nest and making periodic trips to the surrounding habitat to gather nesting material. 
Observed adding lichen decorations to nest. No alterations of nesting behavior was observed due to traffic 
occurring 17 feet from the nest. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - ANHU observed incubating. - SJohnston
03/29/2012 - A small fragment of the nest was observed attached to the branch, otherwise the nest and its 
contents were gone. All indications are that this was due to predation, with no evidence of any effects from 
construction activities. - HWinfrey

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 030512_imll_02 Alpine Underground - 
Bauer Bridge

Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 20 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/5/2012 4/13/2012 03/05/2012 - Pair of Lesser Goldfinches observed adding material to a new nest approximately 5-10% complete. 
Female made frequent trips to nest while observer stood on roadway and directly below nest. The birds did not 
appear affected by traffic passing by at 20 feet or by the conversation at the edge of the roadway. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Female LEGO arrives at nest and remains present for approximately 10-15 minutes. During this time, 
she is observed shifting within the nest, possibly shaping it or more likely, egg-laying. The nest appears in good 
condition and complete. Female present on nest while traffic passed by at 20 feet with no alteration in behavior 
observed. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - No activity during 20 minutes of observation. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female LEGO brings food to nest and perches near it, putting its head down into nest cup at 1048. - 
HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Nest is torn up as though material has been removed (depredated). 
Nest closed. Unknown whether nest fledged or was depredated. - JDicus

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030512_imll_03 Alpine Underground - 
Bauer Bridge

Road Area Woodlands and Forests BMP installation/maintenance 37 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/5/2012 4/13/2012 03/05/2012 - Female hummingbird gathering lichen and other decorative materials and adding them to a nearly 
complete nest located in the center of a live oak tree. Female continued all natural behaviors during Sunrise 
traffic occurring 40 feet from the nest location. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Female was on nest incubating while traffic passed by regularly along AR, 37 feet away. Regular 
foraging trips into the surrounding habitat observed. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - ANHU observed incubating. - SJohnston
03/29/2012 - Observer attempted to locate nest on 3/28/12 without success. Attempted again with assistance of 
I. Maunsell on 3/29/12 without locating nest. No ANHU activity was observed in immediate area. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No ANHU activity observed in immediate area. Unable to locate nest. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Based on nest chronology for this species, the nest should have had nestlings/fledglings by now; 
neither were ever observed at or near this nest even though the female was observed incubating during 2 
consecutive weekly monitoring visits. Avian biologist Ian Maunsell, who initially found this nest, was present for 
final nest monitoring visit. No activity was observed at the nest. Nest was closed due to inactivity during this and 
previous observations. - JDicus
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BUSH Bushtit 030512_imll_05 Alpine Underground - 
Bauer Bridge

Road Area Woodlands and Forests Grading 69 100 50 50 Fledged 3/5/2012 4/23/2012 03/05/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed gathering material from host oak and adding it to a nearly complete nest 
located on the west side of tree above stream. Pair was observed building nest while a back-hoe was grading the 
spur work area located 69 feet south. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Nest was observed for approximately 30 minutes. Nest appears complete and in good condition. 
One Bushtit was observed flying from the area of the nest during a potential nest exchange by incubating pair. No 
other activity observed during regular traffic activities. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - Observed BUSH leaving nest. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - No activity observed in 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Male Bushtit observed chasing Lesser Goldfinch away from immediate area around nest at 1053. - 
HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Bushtit observed gathering prey items in creek and carrying them to the nest. - JDicus
04/18/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1009. - HWinfrey
04/20/2012 - Adult visits nest at 1226. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity observed from 1145 to 1200 at nest, which remains in good condition. 2 adult Bushtits 
feeding 5 fledglings in same tree, 60 feet away from nest. Nest closed; fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 030512_mdus_01 CP37-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 165 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/5/2012 4/17/2012 03/05/2012 - Male observed making multiple trips with peeled shrub bark and other materials to a clump of 
Salvia mellifera. Nest is in beginning stages of construction (1% constructed). Male was observed placing and 
weaving material around the stem, and placing peeled bark from black sage, and possibly lichen. Female made 
fewer trips to nest location, but appeared to be adjusting the placement of the nest material. Both were observed 
foraging and chasing an unidentified bird from the nest vicinity. Following the territorial display, neither adult was 
observed returning to the nest location during the survey. - MDicus
03/13/2012 - Territory and nest were monitored for 2.5 hours. No CAGN activity observed in area. Nest material 
has been added since the previous visit. Nest is approximately 30% complete. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Pair not detected until 0800, at which time they flew immediately to the nest and started adding 
and adjusting material. The male spent more time nest building while the female foraged and groomed herself 
nearby. The male vocalized from the nest 3 times, for about 10 to 30 seconds, apparently calling to the female. 
The female brought nest material to the male a few times. The nest is approximately 40-50% constructed. - 
MDicus
03/27/2012 - No activity at nest during first 2 hours of monitoring. At 0915, the pair started making multiple trips 
to the nest, the male bringing in bits of fluff and woody stem shavings and the female bringing in small feathers 
on at least 3 of her 6 trips. The nest is approximately 90-95% constructed. - MDicus
04/03/2012 - Female on nest during first 20-30 minutes observation; male foraging nearby. Pair foraged together 
for the next hour, during which time nest contents were checked. 1 egg was observed. Male returned to nest for 
approximately 10 minutes before joining the female again to forage. - MDicus
04/11/2012 - Observed 2 nest exchanges on 4/10/12 between male and female, at 08:12 and 08:50. Pair is 
incubating. - MDicus
04/17/2012 - Adult male CAGN observed pulling nest material from outside of nest and carrying it to new nest 
location (041612_mdus_01). The male made over 6 trips back and forth, pulling material on each occasion, and 
carrying it to the new nest. Nest was still intact and did not appear to have been damaged from the last storm; 
however, there were no eggs or nestlings present (there had been at least one egg in the nest based on 
observations during  the 4/03/12 survey, and the pair was incubating on 4/10/12). The pair was actively 
constructing a nest in the new location. There were no clear signs of predation (nest damage or broken eggs), but 
the cold, windy, rainy conditions last weekend may have been a factor in this nest failure. - MDicus

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 030512_mdus_02 CP8-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Traffic 50 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/5/2012 4/20/2012 03/05/2012 - While with a BMP crew, avian biomonitor Harley Winfrey observed a Bewick's Wren carrying nest 
material to the base of a fallen Hesperoyucca stalk just west of the silt fence. During later 20-minute monitoring 
by avian biologist, no birds seen visiting nest, but adult BEWR heard singing in vicinity. - MDicus
03/07/2012 - BEWR observed perched and entering Hesperoyucca stalk where nest is located. Stayed in vicinity of 
nest singing for a few minutes before flying out of sight. - GHuffman
03/12/2012 - No BEWR detected during 20 minute observation of this nest. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No BEWR detections during 20 minute observation, during showery weather. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - No activity noted near nest, although male heard singing down slope some distance away. Cavity 
well-lined with material but no activity in immediate vicinity. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No BEWR activity observed in area. Nest appears to be in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - No BEWR detected in area after a 70-minute mid-day observation period. No wrens heard or seen 
anywhere, even far from nest. No response when biologist approached within 3 feet of nest to check condition, 
which looked fine. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - No BEWR activity in the area. After 30 minutes, the biologist approached the nest cavity. The lining 
material (grass, feathers, shed snakeskin) had been pulled out and is laying outside the nest cavity. This nest is 
now closed. It seems unlikely that this nest contained eggs or young, but there is no way to be sure; therefore, the 
nest outcome is indeterminate. - VEurs

N/A
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AMKE American Kestrel 030512_rrdd_01 TL 6924 - 171689 69kv Tie Line Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/5/2012 TBD 03/05/2012 - Situation not 100% clear, but male AMKE appears to be maintaining a territory with 2 females and 
two nests, copulating with both at least 6 times between 0715-0800. AMKE entering cavities on both poles. 
Regarding this nest, AMKE pair entering cavity in middle eastern arm of steel monopole. Buffer set at 300 feet 
until scope of work becomes known. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Male perched on pole when surveyors arrived at 0630. A female was seen entering the arm where 
she remained for at least half an hour. Male returned to pole approximately every hour. It appears that this male 
is attempting to establish nests with two different females at adjacent poles, 171689 and 171688. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE pair copulating at 0755 and 0804. Female entering cavity. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Pair observed perching and copulating atop nest pole. After approximately 10 minutes, the pair left 
the perch, and the adult male joined the other female at the active nest location to the south (pole 171688). - 
MDicus
04/09/2012 - Male flew to pole from south, perched on a climbing rung and briefly entered the cavity. No sign of 
female for 30 minutes. As biologist approached pole, female seemed to fly up the slope from the north. She 
circled a bit, then disappeared from view. When checking AMKE nest to the south, she could be seen perched 
below nest cavity. - VEurs
04/17/2012 - Shortly after the start of the observation period, the female flew into view from the northwest, 
carrying a lizard. She soared around the area, and the male also flew into view. After the workers left, she settled 
on a transmission wire, ate part of the lizard and then flew out of view. She returned to the monopole without the 
lizard and perched for about 20 minutes before flying off again. When she returned, she entered the nest cavity 
without food, and no nestlings were heard calling when she entered. She remained there for the rest of the 
observation period. The male spent most of the time out of sight, briefly perching on top of the monopole with 
the nest cavity. - VEurs
04/25/2012 - For the first 50 minutes of observation, no AMKE activity was detected. Then the male arrived at the 
monopole carrying a small prey item. He gave this to the female who had emerged from the nest cavity. She 
perched on a wire and ate the item, then flew out of sight. The male had flown away, but soon returned with a 
lizard. The female flew up and perched partially inside the nest cavity. The male passed her the lizard and it 
seemed that she dropped it into the cavity. However, she quickly flew to a wire, carrying the lizard, where she ate 
it. - VEurs
05/02/2012 - After 30 minutes, the male flew in from the south and perched quietly atop the pole. After 5 
minutes or so, he flew east, but soon returned and perched on a rung near the nest. The female exited the nest 
cavity from below and perched on a rung above the cavity. The male soon entered the nest cavity and remained 
inside for 30 minutes, through the end of observations. The female eventually flew north, presumably to hunt. - 
VEurs

TBD

HOWR House Wren 030512_sjon_01 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/5/2012 TBD 03/05/2012 - HOWR observed bringing nesting material into woodpecker cavity. - SJohnston
03/16/2012 - No HOWR detected at or near this location during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Male HOWR calling and nervous at WBNU in sycamore snag. Could not locate cavity as described, 
and will send in a different avian biologist who may be more familiar with the nest site. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Considerable HOWR activity around cavity, but no entry detected during 20 minute observation. 
Presumed incubation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest; HOWR heard calling 100 feet east of nest. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Much HOWR singing and activity in this area, but no association with this cavity observed. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - HOWR singing near but not entering cavity. Possibly an alternate nest. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - HOWR appear to be using one of these cavities; infrequent appearances by female, but much 
strident talk from male. - RRadd

TBD
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COHA Cooper's Hawk 030612_imll_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/6/2012 TBD 03/06/2012 - Biological monitor K. Vittum reported a female COHA breaking nest material off a sycamore and 
carrying it to a coast live oak tree. The male perched 100 feet east of the nest on a dead oak. The monitor 
conducted observations from approximately 200 feet away, primarily out of sight. When the monitor moved 
closer to approximately 100 feet, the female ceased nesting behavior. During verification and logging the point, 
the male COHA flushed and alarm called when the biologists approached to within 60 feet of the nest along the 
road on foot. The nest was observed to be in the very early stages of construction, with few pieces of broken off 
nesting material visible from the road. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Male COHA perched and calling on dead oak tree approximately 100 feet from nest. No trips to nest 
observed between 0800 and 0930. Nest appears well developed at this point with a shallow bowl formed. No 
lining visible. Male did not appear to alter any behavior due to traffic occurring along the road. The bird was 
observed tracking prey items and various other occurrences with its eyes and did not focus on vehicles or the 
observer. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - COHA was observed arranging nesting material within the nest and bringing new nesting material to 
the nest while two biologists were approximately 25 horizontal feet from the nest and in a direct line of sight. - 
SJohnston
03/22/2012 - Monitor K. Vittum reported pair regularly bringing material to and standing on nest yesterday (3/21) 
and today (3/22) while road sealing work occurred along driveway up to 50 feet away. - IMaunsell
03/28/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female on nest from 1024 through 1220. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Cooper's Hawk perched 100 feet from nest with prey item did not approach nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female observed carrying prey item to nest at 1123. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Female on nest during steady rain. - HWinfrey
05/01/2012 - Adult on nest at 0808. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Adult on nest at 0841. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Female on nest at 1238. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Adult visible on nest at 1013. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Adult visible on nest at 0940. - HWinfrey

TBD

CALT California Towhee 030612_rrdd_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 60 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/6/2012 3/24/2012 03/06/2012 - Nest appears 60% complete, partially lined with Pseudognaphalium sp. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - Nest appears freshly lined, but no birds attending. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact after storm. CALT heard nearby, but were not seen near nest in an approximate 10 
minute observation period. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - Nest remains unimproved, with lining material placed but never installed. - RRadd

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 030712_elss_01 EP183-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 85 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/7/2012 3/28/2012 03/07/2012 - Nest was found during systematic searching. The nest is in good condition and is completely lined. - 
ELoveless
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest intact and appears complete. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - No California Thrasher observed in vicinity of nest. No bird activity near nest for 10-minute 
observation period on sunny day with temperature at 65 degrees Fahrenheit. On approach to check status of nest, 
a single Western Scrub-jay egg was visible within the well-lined cup. While immediately moving away from the 
nest, a pair of Western Scrub-jays approached to within 10 feet of the nest, alarm calling. Once observer had 
moved off approximately 75 feet from the nest, the pair stopped calling and one adult Western Scrub-jay was 
seen approaching the nest to within 6 inches. Changed species to Western Scrub-jay. This species typically lays at 
least 3 eggs. Nest stage has progressed to egg-laying, presumably for several more days. - JDicus
03/28/2012 - Observed nest for 15-20 minutes with no direct activity. Pair of Scrub-jays were in the area, though 
not associating with nest. When pair was out of area, checked nest area. No activity was observed at the nest, so 
checked the nest. Broken egg present in nest, indicating natural predation. - VNovik

No

BUSH Bushtit 030712_kwer_01 EP93 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - tower erection 100 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/7/2012 3/29/2012 03/07/2012 - Biomonitor B. Thompson observed Bushtit pair regularly adding nesting material to a 75% complete 
nest while erection crew was bolting and tightening on tower approximately 100 feet away. - KWeber
03/20/2012 - Bushtit visited large nest that appears complete. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - Bottom half of this nest has been torn away; only 'neck' of nest remains hanging from top of scrub 
oak. No sign of lower portion of nest below scrub oak; no sign of eggs, eggshells, or adult birds in area. Apparent 
mammalian predation - closed. - PKonrad

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 030712_mdus_01 Hartung/El Monte CY-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 53 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/7/2012 3/29/2012 03/07/2012 - Adult pair of Bushtits observed adding material to a nest that is approximately 5% complete. Nest is 
well-hidden in pendulous clump of mistletoe (Phoradendron serotinum). - MDicus
03/16/2012 - No BUSH activity at this nest during 20 minute observation on cool morning. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - M. Dicus visited this nest on 22 March and reported scant indications of this nest, and no BUSH 
present. Will monitor once more prior to any closing. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - This nest appears decapitated. Bushtits were foraging in the tree where the rest is located; however, 
none were displaying nesting behavior, no items were carried, and none visited the nest. Inconclusive if able to be 
closed at this point. - LThoreson
03/29/2012 - The nest is gone and had been in state of disrepair for the last few monitoring visits, with the pair 
absent from the area or exhibiting no breeding behaviors near the nest. Predation may be the cause, but it is 
difficult to tell for certain. - MDicus
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030712_mdus_03 Hartung / El Monte CY-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 8 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/7/2012 3/21/2012 03/07/2012 - Adult female Anna's Hummingbird observed making multiple trips to a nest that is 60-70% 
constructed. Avian biologist stood approximately 10 feet from nest while female continued to add material, so 
adult shows some tolerance to human presence. - MDicus
03/09/2012 - Female making multiple trips to and from nest, gathering spider web. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Nest intact but empty. Female ANHU visits briefly but does not alight. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - Nest no longer present. While presumed lost to weekend storms, no nest was found on ground. - 
RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030712_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 14 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/7/2012 4/14/2012 03/07/2012 - ANHU female constructing nest - approximately 30% complete. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - ANHU on nest at 1430 does not depart. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - ANHU female prone on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No adult activity was observed at the nest during 15 minutes of observation. The nest does not 
appear to be complete; however, a single intact egg was observed in the nest. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - No activity observed from 0645 to 0715. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest is no longer present and presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030712_rrdd_05 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 10 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/7/2012 4/12/2012 03/07/2012 - ANHU female incubating 2 eggs. Incubating bird was tolerant of non-stopping vehicles, but 
attending biomonitor should be aware of any extra wide loads due to location. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - ANHU incubating on nest at 1546. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Female still incubating on nest. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Female on nest. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - ANHU female feeding one small nestling at 1130. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - 1 nestling visible in nest. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Single nestling perched on edge of nest, preening and briefly exercising its wings. Female fed young 
twice during observation period. She also poked vigorously at the nest, pulling out feathers and bits of spider 
web. After she left the second time, the nestling settled back on the nest. - VEurs
04/06/2012 - Fully feathered nestling visible in nest at 0820. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No nestling in nest or nearby branches. Nest is in excellent condition and is presumed to have 
fledged 1 young successfully. - VEurs

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030712_sjon_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/7/2012 3/23/2012 03/07/2012 - ANHU observed incubating while BMP crew stopped in diesel F550 (before buffer was in place) on 
access road approximately 20 feet from nest for approximately 3 minutes, and during this time bird did not flush 
from nest. Additionally, bird remained on nest for normal periods of time for climate conditions encountered 
during the 30 minutes of passive observations, while biologist was approximately 30 feet away in direct line of 
sight to the nest. - SJohnston
03/13/2012 - ANHU continues at this nest, but stays off for long periods. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears intact following storms, but no ANHU female detected during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/23/2012 - No activity observed at this nest for 30 minutes. Lack of directed activity for more than a week 
indicates this nest has been abandoned. ANHU was incubating when nest was discovered, but no young or 
feeding of young were ever observed. Evidence suggests the eggs of this nest was predated or abandoned prior to 
stormy weather, for undetermined reasons. It is also possible that the eggs were predated during the stormy 
weather or shortly after, with or without nest abandonment, but with no way to arrive at a conclusive outcome, 
Indeterminate is the proper determination. - RRadd

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030712_sjon_02 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 15 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/7/2012 3/23/2012 03/07/2012 - Bird observed nest building while biologist was approximately 30 feet from the nest. Nest is 
approximately 20% complete. - SJohnston
03/13/2012 - ANHU incubating 2 eggs 1344. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Female on nest. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - Nest contains broken eggshell and many peppers from host tree, and is no longer serviceable. 
Remains of an egg in the nest among many hard peppers suggests this nest failed due to natural causes, likely by 
an avian predation that dislodged peppers into the nest. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 030712_vnik_02 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE4

Substation Chaparrals Substation - new construction 13 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/7/2012 4/24/2012 03/07/2012 - Biomonitor discovered this nest post-construction, reported that visits were made by the birds to 
the nest site, and that they were observed carrying material to the nest. While logging this nest, the Bushtits were 
observed entering the nest. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Nest in excellent condition after storm event. Nest appears nearly complete and BUSH pair brought 
nesting material to nest twice during observation period. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - No Bushtits detected in vicinity of nest during 30 minute period; nest complete and intact. - 
JPawlicki
04/10/2012 - Bushtit makes brief visit to nest at 0850. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Adult bringing food to nest at 0706. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0815 to 0845. Nest examined closely and bottom has been pulled 
out with pieces of the nest scattered about. Nest closed, evidence indicates it was predated. - HWinfrey
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LOSH Loggerhead Shrike 030812_ahll_07 EP54-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Other 600 100 140 140 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/8/2012 5/1/2012 03/08/2012 - Both male and female were seen foraging within a 300-foot radius of nest location. Male was seen 
courtship feeding female, and female was seen bringing softer nesting material to the nest on several instances. 
Nest appears to be approximately 30% complete, and no eggs were present within the nest. The pair is tolerant of 
limited foot and vehicle traffic outside of bird buffer. - AHill
03/14/2012 - One adult foraging within 300 feet of nest site. Nest appears to be complete, egg laying should 
begin soon. - AHill
03/20/2012 - A biologist saw an American Kestrel perched on shrub where the nest is located. Individual 
remained perched in the bush during the time (approximately 10 minutes) the biologist was passively observing. 
The biologist moved away from the nest and closer to the furthest extent of a Red-tailed Hawk nest in the vicinity, 
and the Loggerhead shrike moved to the side of the nest closest to the biologist. The nest was not approached, 
and no individuals were seen carrying nesting material; however the perched individual was acting mildly 
territorial. It is possible that the pair is either laying eggs or incubating. - LThoreson
03/26/2012 - Observed both adults foraging within 500 feet of nest, then returning to 175 feet within nest 
location. Observed female making begging calls and flapping her wings repeatedly to male, who then fed her. The 
pair then copulated about 170 feet from the nest. The female flew to the nest and laid on the nest for 5 minutes 
before departing on her own accord. When female was out of sight, and no shrikes were in the area, the biologist 
checked the nest to find no eggs present. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Pair of Loggerhead Shrikes present, displaying territorially and fighting with a California Thrasher 
that approached nest, but eventually left the oak tree. Pair is active at nest. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike made 2 trips to nest during 30-minute observation period. After leaving nest, the 
shrike perched on tallest pole to northwest, east of the access road. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - No Loggerhead Shrike activity at this nest, however, an adult pair of shrikes is very active hawking 
insects, collecting nesting material and building nest in medium-sized shrub about 350 feet west of this nest site. 
During 1 flight to collect nesting material, 1 shrike perched on southwest side of Engelmann oak. The fact that no 
resident shrikes reacted to this breach of territory and because no activity was observed at the original nest site, 
this information may indicate nest failure and subsequent renesting during the past week. When possible, will 
check original nest with a cultural resources monitor to ascertain present status of the nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - After 30 minute observation period without seeing activity at the nest, the nest was approached and 
a mirror was used to check for eggs, nestlings or possible signs of nest failure. No eggs or nestlings were found, 
and dead leaves were observed inside the nest bowl and the rim of the nest, indicating possible nest 
abandonment. - SJohnston
04/24/2012 - It appears the original nest site has been abandoned, but a pair is active northwest of the site where 
they copulated once during a 30-minute observation period. Did not see nest building or any visit to the shrub 
where they were nest building last week   PKonrad

No

AMKE American Kestrel 030812_ahll_08 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/8/2012 TBD 03/08/2012 - Female kestrel was seen entering nest cavity on several occasions with male perched nearby. 
Female would not stay within the cavity for more than 5 minutes. Biological monitor D. Engstrom reported seeing 
the pair copulate and chase off a pair of CORAs near the nest today. - AHill
03/09/2012 - Male American Kestrel flew in from east and perched on bare branches on top of nest tree. Also 
perched on lower wire north of tree, made a hunting strike and returned to nest tree where it fed on the large 
insect prey. During a second short observation period, at 14:00, the female flew to high bare branch on nest tree, 
where it fed on large insect prey and perched in the wind for 20 minutes, when observer left. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Female observed perching on nearby power line upon arrival. After 25 minutes of observation, 
female flew to nest tree after which male flew out of cavity and joined female on tree. Both birds last observed 
perched on nearby power line. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Biologist saw American Kestrel fly to telephone line west of cavity with prey, apparently a small 
rodent. The American Kestrel then flew to the cavity with the prey, dropped prey off and perched on the top of 
the tree. - LThoreson
04/02/2012 - Male American Kestrel perched on pole east of nest site during initial observation; checked back at 
1730 when male was perched on second pole to west; female probably incubating today. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Male American Kestrel was perched on pole west of nest; then flew to slope to south where it 
soared in circles. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Male American Kestrel flew in to perch on pole nearest nest. (Nestlings should be hatching soon, 
followed by more activity by adults.) - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - Female American Kestrel flew into view after about 15 minutes, circled nest tree twice and entered 
nesting cavity in live oak; she didn't come out of cavity during the next 15 minutes. - PKonrad
05/01/2012 - No American Kestrel activity observed during initial 30 minute observation period. During a second 
nest visit 3 hours later, the female kestrel was perched on the small power line to the northeast of the nesting 
cavity, near the wooden power pole. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Female American Kestrel perched on pole to west of nest and on associated wire north of nest, 
hunting near nest. - PKonrad

TBD

GRRO Greater Roadrunner 030812_tcer_01 CP18-1-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 150 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/8/2012 4/26/2012 03/08/2012 - Adult incubating 2 eggs in nest. - TCooper
03/12/2012 - GRRO adjacent to nest with 3 eggs. Mate nearby. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs - GRRO presumed incubating through stormy weather, though not detected 
during 20 minute observation from distance. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - 2 eggs in nest. No GRRO seen or heard in area. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - 2 eggs in nest. Adult GRRO foraging nearby. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - GRRO incubating 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - The nest now contains 2 eggs, warming in the sun, and no sign of a nestling. An adult was foraging 
and sunning across the slope on the access road. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Nest now contains only 1 egg. Based on an incubation length of 19-20 days, this remaining egg is 
likely non-viable. It has been nearly 2 months since this nest was logged and none of the eggs appear to have 
hatched. No adult GRRO detected around the nest today. This nest is now closed. - VEurs
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MODO Mourning Dove 030912_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 50 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/9/2012 4/13/2012 03/09/2012 - Nest with 5 eggs first discovered 2 February 2012, but not recorded due to lack of activity during 20 
minute observation period. Nest still with 5 eggs and attending adult on 9 March 2012. Dove remained on nest in 
direct line of sight while avian biologist entered data into pentab at 30 feet. Dove flushed with approach of 
surveyor to document nest status at about 3 feet. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nests, but was unable to gain access to substation. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest with 7 eggs. This nest has apparently never been viable, since before it was recorded since 
Mourning Doves typically only lay 2 eggs per clutch and it is unknown if any eggs were viable at any point during 
the monitoring period. - BArnold

No

MODO Mourning Dove 030912_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 100 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/9/2012 4/13/2012 03/09/2012 - Adult dove observed on nest. Dove remained on nest while avian biologist entered initial data into 
pentab within direct line of sight at 20 feet, and when avian biologist photo-documented nest at 10 feet. Flushed 
at less than 2 feet when avian biologist approached to document nest status. 2 eggs in nest. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nests, but was unable to gain access to substation. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest degraded and with lots of scat, indicative of a successfully fledged nest. - BArnold

Yes

HOFI House Finch 030912_elss_01 CP64 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 30 30 Removed 3/9/2012 3/9/2012 03/09/2012 - The nest was found by onsite biomonitor, inside equipment. The nest was 5% complete. Female 
brought nesting material to nest twice during a 60-minute observation period. The equipment had mylar 
reflective ribbon bird deterrents placed 6-8 inches from the selected nest site and was staged at the pull site with 
no use for 10 days. The equipment was slated for transport this day, necessitating the removal process. - 
ELoveless
03/09/2012 - Nest removed by avian biologist. - ELoveless

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 030912_imll_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - maintenance 400 300 300 300 Fledged 3/9/2012 5/2/2012 03/09/2012 - Male CAGN observed stripping 'bark' from sagebrush in territory and adding material to a well 
developed nest (about 80%) with the female CAGN accompanying. The nest is shaped with lining-less bowl. Pair 
made trips with nest material from both east and west. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Pair observed making over a dozen trips to nest. Surveyors did not approach nest, but female was 
observed carrying fluffy pappus from Baccharis shrub; male not observed carrying material. - MDicus
03/21/2012 - Pair observed foraging throughout territory. On one occasion both male and female visited the nest 
area briefly and then moved away to the south. Later during the observation period the male flew to the nest area 
and called from various perches. Once the pair left the area, the nest was observed to be 100% complete with no 
eggs present (M. Dicus permitted CAGN nest monitor present). It is likely that the pair will continue to use this 
nest location following the weekend's recent storm events once the material dries with no further additions to 
nest. Therefore, the nest stage is now considered to be in the egg laying period. - IMaunsell
04/03/2012 - 3/28/2012 - 3 nest exchanges observed between 0715 and 0930. - IMaunsell
04/04/2012 - Observed nest exchange at approximately 0805. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - Male observed flying to nest area at approximately 0730. Gave "soft mew" and female was observed 
leaving nest area. Female returned to the nest area at approximately 0750, called to male, and male left nest area. 
From 0800-0810, male was observed making frequent, rapid trips to and from the nest to the surrounding habitat 
with prey items. Likely feeding young nestlings still being brooded by the female. - IMaunsell
04/18/2012 - Male observed foraging, making 3 brief trips to nest, and on the second trip carrying away what 
appeared to be a fecal sack from the nest. Female was at the nest for most of this 1-hour observation period. - 
MDicus
04/25/2012 - 2 nestlings were observed in the nest. The adult male parent California Gnatcatcher was observed 
hopping from bush to bush near the nest, making "mew" calls. - LGorman
05/02/2012 - The adult CAGN pair was observed foraging approximately 250 feet northwest of the nest location. 
The pair repeatedly returned to a nearby shrub from which faint begging calls were heard; they appeared to be 
feeding 1 or 2 fledglings, which were well-hidden inside the shrub. The nest was later checked and found to be 
empty. Successful fledging. - MDicus

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 030912_mdus_03 Hartung CY-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 28 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/9/2012 4/25/2012 03/09/2012 - Pair observed gathering material from interior of oak galls and adding it to nest that appears to be 
nearly complete. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - BUSH pair foraging in vicinity. Male enters nest briefly at 0818; no item carry observed. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - BUSH pair working at nest at 1408. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 1310 to 1325. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Bushtit at nest at 1152. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest appears intact after yesterday's storm. No BUSH observed during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BUSH detected during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest has fallen, but does not appear predated. - RRadd
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RSHA Red-shouldered Hawk 030912_rrdd_01 CP64-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 300 500 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 3/9/2012 4/12/2012 03/09/2012 - RSHA pair attending this nest - female at nest, male guarding and visiting. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - RSHA male at typical nest-guarding perch south of El Monte Road, female not detected. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - Nest remains incomplete. No RSHA detected during 15 minute late afternoon observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity at nest. RSHA perched nearby at 1235. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed, and no Red-Shouldered Hawks detected in area from 1200 to 1245. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest is not in sufficient repair to receive an egg, and no raptors have been observed in association 
for 4 weeks. Changed status to closed. Nest was abandoned during site selection for unknown reasons. - RRadd

No

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch 030912_rrdd_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/9/2012 TBD 03/09/2012 - WBNU pair chiseling bark flakes from nearby trees and carrying to cavity at 1-2 minute intervals. - 
RRadd
03/15/2012 - WBNU pair coming to and going from this nest at 0822. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No WBNU detected in area for 15 minutes. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - WBNU pair continued to bring bark chips to cavity on multiple occasions from 0843-0910. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - WBNU observed entering cavity at 1038 without carrying nesting material. It did not re-emerge 
during 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - WBNU leaves nest at 1027. Both male and female return at 1034. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - WBNU male carries food to brooding female 3 times between 1039-1044. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - WBNU carrying food to nest at 2-10 minute intervals around 1335. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - WBNU brings food to nest cavity at 0718. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - WBNU pair leaving nest unattended for several minutes at a time, returning with food items. - 
RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 030912_rrdd_04 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/9/2012 TBD 03/09/2012 - BUSH making repeated trips at 1-2 minute intervals building this nest - approximately 5% complete. - 
RRadd
03/17/2012 - BUSH pair continue nest building at 1348 - 60% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults flew to nest 6+ times with material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - BUSH pair active at nest which appears substantially complete. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - BUSH entered nest at 1242 and was not observed to re-emerge during 10 minutes of observation. - 
HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 1309. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH pair feeding nestlings at 1630. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - BUSH pair feeding nestlings at 1320 at 5-minute intervals. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Solo BUSH visits nest furtively, fleetingly and infrequently at 1358. Second brood potentially in 
progress. - RRadd

TBD

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch 030912_rrdd_05 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 87 100 85 85 Nest did not reach active stage 3/9/2012 4/16/2012 03/09/2012 - WBNU pair ferrying bark flakes to cavity. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - WBNU detected in vicinity, but not observed at cavity. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No WBNU seen near nest for 15 minutes. Possibly switched locations (see 032012_mkhn_02). - 
MKuehn
03/22/2012 - WBNU at cavity, one bird visible arranging lining materials inside. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No WBNU detected in area; no activity at nest. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No WBNU activity has been observed here for almost a month. Initial activity was likely a part of site 
selection process. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 031012_jpki_01 EP183 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 85 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/10/2012 4/18/2012 03/10/2012 - Adults observed actively bringing material to nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
03/15/2012 - Adults in area but did not observe them going to the nest. Nest looks complete from outside, but 
contents not checked. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - Bushtit pair still nest building. Nest is well-formed and decorated externally, 95% complete. Light is 
still visible passing through unlined nest entrance. Female observed in vicinity gathering downy vegetative lining 
material. - JDicus
03/28/2012 - Bushtit observed at nest, which appears nearly complete. - VNovik
04/04/2012 - Nest is in excellent shape, but no Bushtit observed or heard during 30-minute period. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Again, nest looks good but no Bushtits observed or heard during 30-minute observation period. 
(Incubating or deserted?) - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - See following comment. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - A predator has opened a hole in the bottom of this Bushtit nest chamber. No eggs, eggshells, 
nestlings, or adults were found in the area, although nesting chronology indicates that eggs may have been 
present. Because bushtits may continue lining the nest during incubation and until hatchlings are present, and 
because the nestling period is approximately 14 days, it is indeterminate whether nest fledged, was abandoned, 
or predated, and nest is closed. - PKonrad

N/A
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PHAI Phainopepla 031012_mdus_02 Hartung CY-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/10/2012 TBD 03/10/2012 - Adult male Phainopepla observed breaking off a tamarisk twig and carrying it into a clump of 
mistletoe. Male made several additional trips to nest while female perched nearby. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - PHAI male brings food item to female, and she departs nest area to receive it at 0755. Both birds 
foraged, returning frequently to nest area. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - PHAI pair making trips to nest 1356-1408. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 1310 to 1325. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Male visits nest at 1148. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - PHAI pair trading nest duties; male on nest while female forages, guarding while she is on nest. - 
RRadd
04/17/2012 - Pattern of activity suggests PHAI pair is sharing incubation duties. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - PHAI pair continue activity at this nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - PHAI exchanging nest duties; female comes to nest with enlarged crop at 1646. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - PHAI pair coming to nest at regular intervals; 1 always staying near nest. - RRadd

TBD

WREN Wrentit 031212_ahll_01 EP33-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 80 100 70 70 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/12/2012 4/3/2012 03/12/2012 - Wrentit pair was seen bringing lining material to nest on several occasions, at intervals of 20-45 
minutes. Pair is extremely cryptic when flying to nest, using different fly-in routes and entering the dense brush at 
a radius of 20 feet before actually flying to nest location. Adult was heard singing within 50 feet of nest location. 
Nest appears to be complete. - AHill
03/15/2012 - No eggs in nest, but heard Wrentit nearby nest. - AHill
03/20/2012 - No eggs in nest. Observed Wrentit pair singing and flying within 25 feet of nest. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Observed pair singing near nest. Still no eggs in nest, but observed adult fly to nest then leave. - 
AHill
04/03/2012 - Nest was found with small, broken, blue egg fragments in nest, and no adults were seen or heard 
within 200 feet of the nest. Nest was predated on by an animal. - AHill

No

BUSH Bushtit 031212_imll_02 EP118-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 60 100 60 60 Indeterminate 3/12/2012 3/30/2012 03/12/2012 - Bushtits actively nest building, nest nearly complete. Pair returning to nest while helicopter 
hovering over site. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact, but no activity observed during 45 minutes of observation while micropile grouting 
work is taking place at adjacent tower site. - VNovik
03/30/2012 - Bushtit nest has apparently been torn open by a predator, probably an avian predator, considering a 
hole about twice the size of the entrance hole has been torn open in the stubby neck of the nest on the opposite 
side from the entrance hole. No sign of eggs or eggshells or adult Bushtits - closed. Chronology and history of 
observations suggest that eggs may or may not have been present at the time of depredation, so the outcome is 
Indeterminate. - PKonrad

N/A

CATH California Thrasher 031212_imll_03 EP-91-N Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/12/2012 4/12/2012 03/12/2012 - Bird incubating on nest. 2 eggs. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Bird incubating on nest. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - No thrashers observed, but a clutch of 3 turquoise-colored eggs is present in nest. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; did not leave nest when avian biologist checked nest status from 12 
feet. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - At least 3 large downy nestlings in nest; no adults observed or heard. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest is in good shape with the bowl intact. Appears nestlings fledged successfully, probably before 
rainfall 36 hours before this nest check, judging by wet condition of nest. No sign of nestlings, fledglings or adults, 
and no sign that nestlings did not fledge. - PKonrad

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 031212_jdus_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 20 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/12/2012 4/28/2012 03/12/2012 - Pair observed building well formed nest (carrying downy vegetative lining material into 95% 
complete nest). - JDicus
03/13/2012 - Male makes occasional visits. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest looked soggy, and the bottom appeared incomplete or perhaps affected by the storm this past 
weekend. However, BUSH pair observed at nest. - IMaunsell
03/28/2012 - Male BUSH observed carrying food into nest, presumably feeding female. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - BUSH observed bringing small green leaves to nest 1035. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Although Bushtits were heard in the area, none approached or exited the nest during a 90-minute 
observation period. At 1558, a female LEGO pulled a large billfull of fluffy material from the top of the nest and 
flew away. There was no Bushtit response this action. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - After 45 minutes of constant monitoring, no BUSH was observed entering or exiting the nest. A male 
BUSH foraged in the nest tree and was seen with a bill full of insects. However, he did not approach this nest and 
was presumably associated with a different nest in the area. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No BUSH activity after 20 minutes of observation. This nest containing eggs failed due to natural 
causes. After numerous extensive observation efforts, no Bushtit activity has been observed at the nest for 
several weeks. This, combined with the slow deterioration of the nest and the piracy of nesting materials by other 
species, leads the biologist to conclude this nest has been abandoned. It is likely that the Bushtits abandoned this 
nest during one of the periods of cold, stormy weather, as they have been documented to do, even when the nest 
contains eggs. - VEurs

No
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HOFI House Finch 031212_jdus_02 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/12/2012 5/7/2012 03/12/2012 - Pair arrives together, male perches nearby while female builds. Multiple trips to nest with material 
were observed. Nest appears to be well formed (90% complete). - JDicus
03/13/2012 - No HOFI detected in this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact after storm, but no HOFI activity at the nest in 30 minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Male visits nest at 0834. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity at nest from 0740 to 0810. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - One sparsely-feathered nestling visible craning its head above rim of nest with its bill open. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Nestlings observed in nest. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Male and female both visited nest, male first then female who remains there. Nestlings cannot be 
seen. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - The nest had no activity in over 30 minutes of observation. The nest is in good condition, showing 
no signs of predation. Ample time has passed for a complete the nesting cycle and this nest is presumed to have 
fledged. - VEurs

Yes

HOFI House Finch 031212_jdus_03 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 30 30 Fledged 3/12/2012 4/30/2012 03/12/2012 - Pair visits nest tree. Male perches nearby while female builds. Nest is 50% complete. - JDicus
03/13/2012 - No HOFI detected in this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears intact and complete, after storm. A pair was observed entering the nest, but was not 
carrying any nesting material. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Male and female bringing food to nest at 0840. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - HOFI brings food to nest at 0745. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - At least 2 well-feathered nestlings were visible and vigorously moving about nest cup. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - A pair was observed flying to the nest to feed young. Nestlings not visible today. May be 2 new 
nests to the east in the same tree (outer low hanging and upper hanging clusters). - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Appears this nest has fledged successfully since female appears to be incubating a new clutch of 
eggs. New Nest ID created (050212_kats_01). - LTymkiw

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031212_jdus_04 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 13 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/12/2012 4/16/2012 03/12/2012 - Female observed building beginning of nest while male is perched nearby. This newly discovered 
goldfinch nest is just in the early stage of building (just a spare, thin platform beginning - 5% complete). - JDicus
03/13/2012 - LEGO continues to work sporadically on nest, now 15% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears to have weathered the storm, but is still incomplete, and about 60% complete. LEGO 
observed all around but not observed at nest in about 10 minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - Fresh lining material in bottom of nest. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Female on nest at 0832. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 0748. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Female was not on nest, so biologist used extendable mirror to examine the nest. The nest does not 
contain any eggs or young anymore and does not appear to be particularly well-lined. Apparently predated. - 
VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 031212_jdus_05 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 10 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 3/12/2012 4/30/2012 03/12/2012 - Nest is above road and approximately 5% built, located in clump of flowering Eucalyptus. Avian 
biologist watched female make 2 trips to nest with bill full of materials which almost completely disappeared 
from viewing location below when female added the material into the nest location from above. Male not 
observed. Group of 5 HOFI were observed returning to nest tree in a group with 2 pairs splitting off to build their 
respective nests in the same tree while this female built a third nest with no associated male seen. Later trips by 
the group were found to contain only two pairs, without the lone female in attendance. - JDicus
03/13/2012 - No HOFI detected in this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears unaffected by storm, but no HOFI activity at this nest during 30 minutes of 
observation. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0834 to 0844. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed from 0740 to 0810. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Despite extensive observations of the HOFI nests in this area, no finches were observed approaching 
this particular nest. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - No activity at this nest in 45 minutes of observation. In 6 weeks and 8 nest checks, no activity has 
been observed at this nest. - LTymkiw

No
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BEWR Bewick's Wren 031212_mdus_02 CP11-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Grading 5 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/12/2012 5/8/2012 03/12/2012 - Bio monitor Tom Gunter observed a pair of Bewick's Wrens carrying nest material to the north side 
of a 17-foot artificial wall north of CP11. The avian biologist monitored the activity, observing the pair carrying 
twigs and dried leaves to the nest 10 separate times.   One adult carried items on each trip while the other 
accompanied it, scolding from the nearby silt fence, exploring adjacent cavities, or bringing in material itself. 
During this time, the crew parked a dozer and compactor within 5-10 feet of the nest (but 12 vertical feet above), 
delivered rock 55 feet away, and continued grading and wall construction approximately 90 feet away. All 
construction activity was above the nest and out of view. The birds did not appear to be affected by construction, 
spending no more than 10 minutes away from the nest during the monitoring period. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Avian biologist arrived at site at 0707 to monitor nest prior to crew's arrival. Crew arrived at 0720. 
BEWR adult first flew to nest at 0730, left immediately, and started vocalizing nearby. Pair did not return to nest 
until 0806, when they both started making regular trips with nest material (grasses and other smaller items). 
Between 0806 and 0820, the pair made a total of 12 trips (between them) to the nest while the crew worked 
approximately 50-20 feet from the nest. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Avian biologist arrived at site at 1257, monitoring nest from distance of approximately 50 feet. 
While crew worked within buffer, BEWR pair were observed making over 15 trips to nest with material. During 1 
hour and 20 minutes of monitoring, the pair were not away from the nest more than 10 minutes at a time. 
Construction was ongoing throughout this observation period; birds appeared unaffected by activities. - MDicus
03/22/2012 - Bio-monitor Tom Gunter observed pair making 3 trips to the nest, and taking breaks to forage in 
between visits. One-time work within buffer is complete, and buffer will now be maintained at 30 feet. - MDicus
03/31/2012 - Biomonitor B. Parker reports observing two BEWRs entering nest 3 times and engaging in mate 
feeding behavior from 0910 to 0930. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Bio monitor B. Parker reports Bushtit observed carrying downy material into nest at 0720. - 
HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No activity during nest monitor's 40 minute observation period. Onsite biomonitors B. Parker and T. 
Gunter also reported no BEWR activity near cavity throughout the day. They said numerous BEWRs were upslope 
and downslope singing and calling during the day. Nest monitor did not hear any BEWR. - VEurs
04/24/2012 - No BEWR seen near nest cavity after more than 30 minutes of observation. male BEWR sang briefly 
downslope of the cavity towards the end of the observation period. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - A Bewick's Wren was heard singing not far down slope, but no wrens approached the rock wall 
during approximately 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - No activity at nest reported since 7 April. It is possible the nest was washed out of the Hilfiker wall 
during the rain events of April. This nest is now closed and failed with or without eggs or young. - VEurs

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 031212_mdus_03 CP10-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 33 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/12/2012 5/1/2012 03/12/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed carrying material to a nearly complete nest located approximately 30 feet 
from the access road. Traffic, including a large loader, passed through the access road, while the pair continued to 
forage for material and carry it to the nest. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed at nest. - BArnold
03/23/2012 - Male Bushtit observed adding material to the nest. - MDicus
03/31/2012 - Biomonitor B. Parker reports Bushtit entering nest with fine material 4 times from 1050 to 1130. - 
HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Biomonitor T. Gunter reports no activity observed from 0730 to 0830. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Male and female foraging on surrounding hillsides and periodically visiting the nest without material 
or food items during nest monitor's visit. Onsite biomonitor T. Gunter reported little activity in the morning. 
Suspect incubation is under way. - VEurs
04/24/2012 - At least one Bushtit was foraging extensively on the hillside around the nest, but after 40 minutes of 
observation, no Bushtit approached or exited the nest. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - After observing the unusual look of the nest from the access road, the biologist approached the nest 
directly. Upon close examination, the nest was observed to be laying horizontally in the shrub. Pieces of nest 
material were strewn about the branches, although no large, obvious holes were observed. This nest with eggs or 
young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 031212_pkad_05 EP32-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/12/2012 TBD 03/12/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk in incubating position on 2011 nest that has been built up a bit during past 
week. Second adult flew from perch west of nest. Red-tail in incubating position during 2 subsequent nest checks 
while in the area during mid-afternoon and late afternoon. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Did not observe any activity during a 30 minute period. - AHill
03/23/2012 - No hawks observed near nest. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - No activity observed. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Adult on nest at 0818. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Adult on nest at 0910. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - No adult in area. 1 downy nestling visible and moving in nest. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - 1 downy white nestling visible and vocal. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - 2 nestlings were visible and moving in nest at 0602. - HWinfrey

TBD
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SAPH Say's Phoebe 031212_rrdd_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 10 100 50 10 Fledged 3/12/2012 5/2/2012 03/12/2012 - SAPH bringing items and forming cup in nest that appears approximately 80% complete. Nest built 
while work and use of adjacent access road were in progress, drive-through access OK. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - SAPH observed bringing material to nest at about 1000. - BArnold
03/19/2012 - SAPH on nest, departs to forage. Mate nearby. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - SAPH adult on nest. CORA nest being built nearby. Other SAPH adult on fence foraging. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed at nest. SAPH heard calling nearby. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - SAPH observed coming to nest to incubate while two biologists were viewing nest from below, 
within 15 feet. The SAPH did not react to presence. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - At start of observation, phoebe was not on the nest. Male arrived a short time later carrying a small 
insect while biologist was about 15 feet away. He perched briefly on the edge of the nest and then settled for 3 
minutes until female arrived with another insect.  He left the nest and she perched on the edge, bending down to 
feed the very quiet nestlings. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult SAPH on nest. Valerie Eurs observed both adults bringing insects to edge of nest. As such, 
presumed the presence of nestlings. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Both adults brought food to nest after 5 minutes of observing. Adults brought food during intense 
work activity within 15 to 20 feet of the nest, and O&M activity in 69kV rack. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - Both adult SAPH continue to bring food to nest and feed nestlings during nearby work activities. - 
BArnold
04/26/2012 - Adult SAPH continue to bring food items to nest in apparent disregard of the SRPL work activities 
occurring within 20 feet of the nest. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - The Adult SAPH was observed bringing food to nest, but with much less frequency or 'urgency' than 
recently observed. I believe the nestlings may soon fledge. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Adult SAPH attending to nestlings, which appear very large and ready to fledge. - BArnold
05/01/2012 - 2 very large, vociferous nestlings in nest. These appear ready to fledge soon. - BArnold
05/02/2012 - Early in morning 4 large fledglings observed in nest. Later 2 fledglings observed on slope just south 
of substation with 1 adult, and 1 fledgling perched on steel railing at base of nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Four nestlings observed perched on disconnect switch stand in northern part of substation. Later 
observed with adults foraging and being fed. - BArnold

Yes

CACW Cactus Wren 031212_rrdd_02 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/12/2012 TBD 03/12/2012 - Nest appears 80% complete, lacking feather lining. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears kempt and maintained but only partially lined. No CACW detections on cold windy 
day. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest. CACW calling 500 feet west of nest. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - 2 CACWs observed in area from 0630 to 0730. Neither were observed going to this nest. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - At start of observation, CACW heard calling 100-150 feet from nests. At 1345, an adult perched on 
cactus between the 2 nests before flying off to the north. At 1420, wren gave vocalizations briefly near the nests. 
At 1426, adult CACW entered upper nest. It was not carrying nest material or food. It remained in the nest until 
1441, at which time it flew to the north, perched quietly on a cactus and eventually flew out of sight farther 
north. Observation period lasted approximately 70 minutes. - VEurs
04/19/2012 - One CACW was seen upon biologist's arrival near the nest. After 15-20 minutes, one adult, then the 
second, perched on the cactus clump containing the nests. Each had food in its bill, which was taken into the nest. 
One adult soon emerged, flew off, returned with more food that it took into the nest and then exited. A GRRO 
landed in front of the cactus clump, causing the wren to give an alarm call. The second wren emerged from the 
nest and both wrens then disappeared from view. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Immediately upon the start of observations, both adult CACW entered the nest. They exited and 
flew off in separate directions. During the approximately 15 minute observation period, an adult made 2 more 
trips into the nest with food items. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - Both adults were visible perching about 50 feet from the nest. They moved about the area, and 1 
adult eventually perched for several minutes on the cactus clump containing the nest. The second adult then 
approached and took a food item into the nest. They both flew off again. A short while later an adult arrived at 
the nest with a very large, unidentified food item. When the adult  entered the nest, nestlings could be heard 
vocalizing. The adult soon exited and resumed foraging as the second adult perched on a cactus with its feathers 
fluffed. - VEurs

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 031312_bald_03 EP103-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 79 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/13/2012 4/23/2012 03/13/2012 - Biomonitor Chez Brungraber observed Bushtits carrying nesting material at about 1030 hours, and 
shortly thereafter discovered nest. Nest is nearly complete. - BArnold
03/21/2012 - Nest looks complete, although neck is a bit thin. Bushtit acting mildly territorial as biologist 
approached nest. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - Bushtits active in area; 1 went into nest and did not see it come out; some calling from within nest 
to Bushtits nearby. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Observed Bushtit entering nest multiple times. Visits were short in duration. Carrying food item into 
nest. - VNovik
04/16/2012 - Adult Bushtit(s) bringing food to nest and quickly leaving about every 3 minutes. - PKonrad
04/23/2012 - Nest is in good shape, but no Bushtits were observed during 30 minute observation period, which is 
drastically different from the last observation period when the adults were making frequent nest visits with food. 
The nestlings have apparently fledged and left the area with the adults - closed. - PKonrad

Yes
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 031312_dbby_01 CP21-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 264 300 264 264 Fledged 3/13/2012 5/1/2012 03/13/2012 - Nest approximately 90% complete. Observed male fly into the nest for a few seconds to form the 
nest. Nest lining still slightly unkempt looking since it is still being formed. Pair foraging away from nest for long 
periods of up to a half hour. Did not observe pair bringing any more nest material to nest. Installed "no drive-thru 
and no project access" ESA signs on road to west because 300-foot buffer encompasses small section of road, 
until NBJ concurrence is obtained. - DBusby
03/20/2012 - Nest lining appears complete. No eggs in nest. Adult pair foraging nearby. Adult male flew near nest 
and delivered scolding calls after I checked  the nest. - DBusby
04/07/2012 - Male observed on nest during survey on April 6. 4 eggs confirmed during survey on March 30. - 
DBusby
04/17/2012 - 4 nestlings in nest approximately 4 days old. Estimated fledge date is between April 22 and 28. - 
DBusby
04/24/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair with active nest (031312_dbby_01) near Structure CP21 was 
observed feeding nestlings that are approximately 11 days old. The male and female adult pair was observed 
repeatedly visiting the nest with food, with a large proportion of the food items being small green caterpillars. 
Based on the apparent age of the nestlings, their estimated fledge date will likely occur between April 25 and 28, 
2012. - DBusby
05/01/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed with fledglings that are a few days old 
approximately 200 feet east/downslope of the closed nest (031312_dbby_01) near Structure CP21. The estimated 
fledge date was between April 25 and 28, 2012. At least two fledglings were visually confirmed foraging with the 
adult pair. The closed nest is empty and intact, exhibiting no signs of depredation. The surveyor will reattempt to 
locate and confirm the number of fledglings during subsequent surveys. Because the fledglings are now 
independent of the nest, there are no work restrictions along the access road to the west of the closed nest. - 
DBusby

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 031312_elss_01 EP19-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 100 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/13/2012 3/27/2012 03/13/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed adding nesting material to a nest 7 feet up in a manzanita. The pair 
was observed visiting the nest every 2-5 minutes. The nest appears about 50% complete - ELoveless
03/15/2012 - Bushtit pair is nest building actively and does not seem to be affected by heavy helicopter traffic at 
EP19. Nest appears to be 60% complete. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Pair is actively bringing nesting material to nest, but nest seems a bit dilapidated from recent rain 
event; 70% complete. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Nest was predated, with one egg lodged in side of nest. Two large holes in nest walls, no Bushtit 
activity was observed. Signs were removed. - AHill

No

WREN Wrentit 031312_fhan_01 CP88-1-N-B Ductbank Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 85 85 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/13/2012 4/20/2012 03/13/2012 - A Wrentit was seen visiting the nest. This individual was calling back and forth to another Wrentit 
nearby. The nest appeared nearly 100% complete and egg laying is imminent. - FHoffman
03/15/2012 - Nest was monitored prior to and during installation of energy dissipaters (K. Vittum) in two 
locations along the eastern edge of the access road 30-40 feet from the nest site. Work occurred within the 
established 85 foot buffer based on an exemption to allow for work required in order to remain in compliance 
with SWPPP permit within 72 hours of rain event. Rain event predicted for Friday March 17 and Saturday March 
18. Nest was monitored prior to work: no eggs or adults were at the nest. Nest appeared in good condition. 
During approximately 1 hour of work using back hoe, no adult Wrentits were observed within the area. - 
IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - Nest is complete, but looks soaked from recent heavy rains. No activity observed during 15 minutes 
of observation. Wrentits heard calling within general vicinity. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Biologist approached to within 5 feet before locating nest when female flushed off nest, which 
contained 3 eggs. Female returned to nest immediately after biologist moved back to access road. Bio monitor C. 
Vettes reported passively observing female continue incubating for 6 hours while Sunrise underground crew 
worked 50 feet from nest. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - A female Wrentit was on the nest during over an hour of work which consisted of hydroseeding and 
silt fence removal. At one point the male visited the nest. No indications of stress were observed due to 
hydroseeding work occurring approximately 25 feet from the nest. - CVettes
03/30/2012 - On March 29 K. Vittum monitored minor road grading work required within the existing 85 foot 
buffer for this nest. Work occurred along the road approximately 40 feet from the nest site. A backhoe was used 
to repair the road due to a recent rain event rilling across the road. Work occurred per exemption for individual 
buffer requests allowing for required BMP work in order to maintain compliance with SWPPP permit. During 
approximately 30 minutes of work within the buffer the monitor detected the pair associating with the nest area. 
No signs of disturbance or agitated behavior were observed. - IMaunsell
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 1224. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female on nest, does not depart during observation. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Nest is on the ground, torn apart. Trampled vegetation surrounding nest suggests mammalian 
predator. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No
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WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 031312_ghan_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/13/2012 4/29/2012 03/10/2012 - Observed with avian biologist, John Dicus, a pair of Western Scrub-jays bringing material to vicinity 
of scrub oaks (Quercus  berberidifolia) and Lakeside ceanothus (Ceanothus cyaneus) multiple times. A nest was 
discovered in scrub oak but did not observe species going to it. By 3-12-12, it was confirmed to be an active nest 
by observing the pair at and on the nest, bringing nesting material to it. - GHuffman
03/16/2012 - Western Scrub-jay observed carrying lining material to nest. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Western Scrub-Jay observed carrying lining material to nest. No apparent damage to nest from 
major storm event over last two days. - RAbe
03/29/2012 - Female on nest, male calling nearby. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Female on nest with 5 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Incubation continues. - RRadd
04/22/2012 - WESJ tight on nest at 1550. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is clean, intact and empty. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

PHAI Phainopepla 031312_jdus_01 EP246 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats OH - wire stringing 110 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 3/13/2012 3/30/2012 03/13/2012 - Phainopepla nest reported by on-site biological monitor. Phainopepla pair observed in vicinity. Male 
landed in nest shrub while female looked on. Male observed carrying materials and building second nest in 
juniper to west outside 100-foot buffer surrounding tower permanent pad, then revisiting nest in jujube shrub. 
Both nests are approximately 20% constructed. - JDicus
03/22/2012 - Male slightly territorial across wash; unseen female giving contact calls. Nest is a small bowl built 
with fine material; looks complete. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Could not re-find nest; no Phainopeplas near nest site, although a short distance to southwest a pair 
of Phainopeplas were flying in aerial displays led by female. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 031312_jdus_02 EP251 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/13/2012 3/22/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair of Bushtits visited nest 3 times with material. - JDicus
03/22/2012 - Nest appears be destroyed by recent storm; nest is flattened from the west side, probably by high 
wind, and has been torn away from 1 of the top attachment points. Damage does not reflect predation, which is 
indicated by holes or tears in the chamber. No Bushtits were observed or heard in the area. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 031312_jpki_05 EP140-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 65 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/13/2012 4/30/2012 03/13/2012 - Adult Bushtits observed bringing material to nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
04/03/2012 - Nest complete. Bushtit pair observed in vicinity of nest with 1 adult entering nest; nest contents 
unknown. - JPawlicki
04/13/2012 - Nest is complete and intact. Bushtit observed entering nest. - VNovik
04/21/2012 - One Bushtit was observed bringing caterpillars to the nest. It was unclear whether it was feeding 
nestlings or its mate. - LTymkiw
04/30/2012 - Nest has been predated, torn apart and mostly removed from the area with only a portion of the 
feathered nest chamber caught in the branch below the nest site. No sign of adults or nestlings or other nest parts 
in the area. - closed. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 031312_mdus_02 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 75 100 40 40 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/13/2012 4/28/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed carrying material to a nest that is approximately 60% complete. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Pair bringing in nest material and copulating. Nest approximately 75% complete. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Pair not observed visiting nest, but nest is in good condition, and female was observed foraging on 
nest shrub. - MDicus
03/30/2012 - 0730 to 0830: Female observed leaving the nest for approximately 5 minutes out of a 1 hour 
observation. Due to the amount of time female spent in nest, it can be concluded that it is incubating. - GHuffman
04/06/2012 - Bushtit observed making two trips to nest in a 20 minute observation. Construction activities appear 
to have no impact on nesting behavior. - GHuffman
04/15/2012 - Both adults making numerous, rapid trips to the nest carrying food items. Female removed fecal sac 
on one trip away from the nest. High-pitched vocalizations heard within nest when adult entered with food. - 
VEurs
04/20/2012 - Observed Bushtits making numerous trips to nest carrying food. Begging calls from nestlings could 
be heard from within nest when adults entered. - GHuffman
04/28/2012 - At the start of observation, the biologist noted the nest's unusual appearance. About 5 minutes 
later, a female LEGO vigorously pulled material from the nest and then flew off. She repeated the behavior a short 
time later. There was no response from potential nest occupants. A pair of Bushtits was eventually detected in the 
area, but they did not directly approach the nest. There was no evidence they were being followed by fledglings. It 
appears the nest was predated. This nest with young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No
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CORA Common Raven 031312_mdus_03 CP40-2-E Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/13/2012 3/21/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair of Common Ravens observed carrying sticks to nest at top of SRPL tower CP40-2. Nest is 
approximately 30-40% complete.  During over 2 hours of observation, the birds made 6 trips to the nest, carrying 
sticks on 4 of the trips. The pair spent approximately 45 minutes total at the nest, rearranging sticks and perching 
on the adjacent cross-members. A second pair of ravens was observed stealing sticks from the nest and carrying 
them off the right-of-way to the west. The nest-building pair chased the pair from the area twice. - MDicus
03/14/2012 - It appears that a few sticks have been added to the nest since yesterday, but it is still not complete 
enough to support eggs. Pair was observed perching on tower leg below nest but did not visit nest during 15-
minute observation period. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Pair observed making 3 trips to nest with short sticks and finer material. Nest is approximately 50-
60% complete. - MDicus
03/21/2012 - The tower was observed for approximately 2 hours prior to the installation of the bird deterrent. No 
Common Ravens were observed prior to crew arrival. Upon arrival of the crew 6 Common Ravens were observed 
flying east along the access road from CP39 towards CP40. Once the crew had installed the deterrent and left 
CP40, a pair of Common Ravens was observed perched on the uppermost arm of the structure approximately 10 
feet from the installed deterrent. The pair was observed for approximately 1 hour. No nesting material was 
observed during this time, but the pair did not appear deterred by the deterrent. - JHenry
03/21/2012 - Nest was approximately 70-80% constructed and not substantial enough to hold eggs. Nonetheless, 
as a precaution, the lineman tasked with nest removal was instructed to look into the nest to verify the nest 
contained no eggs. The lineman confirmed the nest was empty and removed it. The Common Raven pair flew 
around the tower, vocalizing. They were still in the area when the avian monitor left. 
 - MDicus
03/21/2012 - The nest is approximately 70% complete and is not yet developed enough to support eggs. No eggs 
or young present (as determined by nest stage). Bird repellent ribbon is present towards the base of the tower 
and at multiple points around the project site. Additionally, BMP maintenance occurred at the site on March 15 
and 16 and nest building continue despite this work. Per the NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a 
deterrent. The nest is located on a structure required for upcoming wire pulling. A delay due to allowing the nest 
cycle to continue would likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by 
June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 3/21/2012. - 
KAlberts

No

BUSH Bushtit 031312_rrdd_01 TL 6924 - 171691 Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/13/2012 4/10/2012 03/13/2012 - BUSH nest under construction, approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears approximately 65% complete and not obviously torn from recent storms. No BUSH 
detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed bringing nesting material to the nest several times. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Pair observed making at least 10 trips between them, carrying nest material. Nest appears to be 
nearly complete. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - Nest is large and spherical, basically complete. Shortly after start of observation, male approached 
nest with fine material. Female arrived soon after, entered nest and remained for about 5 minutes before flying 
off. - VEurs
04/10/2012 - Nest has fallen. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031312_sjon_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/13/2012 4/20/2012 03/13/2012 - Nest is approximately 5% complete. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Pair of goldfinches seen visiting nest site multiple times over 1 hour from 0850-0950 while backhoe 
installed dissipaters 20 feet from nest. Work within buffer occurred per the exemption for buffer modification 
requests for work conducted to maintain SWPPP compliance. (report from biomonitor K. Vittum 3/15/12). - 
SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Female observed carrying nest material with male perched near nest. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - Work within the buffer included hydroseeding, silt fence removal, and momentary use of a backhoe 
for soil compaction. Silt fencing and soil compaction occurred under exemptions for individual buffer justification 
requests allowing for required BMP work in order to maintain SWPPP permit compliance and for limited foot 
traffic within buffers provided the crew is accompanied by an Avian Biologist. The momentary presence of the 
backhoe agitated a Lesser Goldfinch, the equipment was redirected and, once removed, foraging and activity in 
the nest tree resumed. The only visit to the nest for nest building was observed prior to the beginning of work. - 
CVettes
03/29/2012 - During a 15 minute period of hydroseeding, a Lesser Goldfinch remained on the nest. The same 
status was observed before and after construction. This hydroseeding was a one-time permission of work order 
granted by the nest buffer justification. - CVettes
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 1229. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female incubating/brooding.  Does not leave nest when avian bio walks past at a distance of ten 
feet. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - No LEGO observed near nest. Nest examined and found to be empty with fine fibers pulled up from 
rim of cup. No sign of predation.  Nest timeline indicates that nest most likely reached fledging status successfully. 
Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031312_sjon_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 90 100 90 90 Nest did not reach active stage 3/13/2012 4/13/2012 03/13/2012 - Nest building; approximately 1% complete. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - No activity observed but nest is now about 20% complete. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Male and female observed chasing SOSP away from nest, indicating nest continues to be active. - 
HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity observed from 1115 to 1145. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No LEGO visit to smallest pine between 2 larger pines in 25-minute observation. Nest closed due to 
inactivity and nest never becoming completely constructed. - JDicus

No
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HOFI House Finch 031312_sjon_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/13/2012 TBD 03/13/2012 - Observed female HOFI bringing nesting material to nest. - SJohnston
03/15/2012 - Pair of HOFI repeatedly adding coarse nesting material to nest location on ledge above window at 
the Bauer house. Nest 50% complete. - KAlberts
03/20/2012 - Female flew to nest with material. Male following closely. - MKuehn
03/20/2012 - Observed pair of HOFI making trips into nest. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Female observed entering nest, male perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female on nest at 1108. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Pair visits nest, and female settles into nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Male and female perched above nest. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Female on nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Male and female observed leaving nest at 0806. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - No activity observed from 1031 to 1046. Unable to verify nest contents without entering private 
property. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 031312_sjon_04 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/13/2012 TBD 03/13/2012 - Nest building observed. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Observed pair making trips into the nest. - SJohnston
03/21/2012 - V. Eurs and K. Vittum reported that per the landowners' request, all project-related material, 
equipment and work is required to be completed on and removed from the Bauer Property. During the course of 
uninstalling wire mesh nesting deterrents in the eaves of a guest house on the property as part of this 
requirement between 0800 and 0900 on March 21st, the activity uninstalled the substrate on which the nest is 
located, inadvertently removing the nesting material. The nesting attempt did not support eggs or young based on 
its nest building stage. The nest is approximately 75% complete. The bio monitor on site was notified, contacted 
an avian biologist, and the nesting material was replaced at 1125 to enable further nest building by the pair. V. 
Eurs observed the following: 1155 - Male HOFI flew near the nest, but did not enter. 1206 - Female HOFI entered 
nest and spent about 1 minute rearranging the material within the wire pocket before she left. 1208 - Female 
entered pocket and again rearranged material for about 1 minute while the male sang nearby. 1211 - Female 
entered and almost immediately left again. 1216 - Female spent about 3 minutes inside, moving nest material 
around. 1230 - Male carried nesting material into nest. 1235 - Male returned to nest with more new material. 
1304 - Male and female were in the nest simultaneously for about 1 minute. 1307 - Female spent very brief time 
in the nest. 1318 - Female went in and out of nest a couple of times, then flew off. 1327 - Female spent another 2 
minutes rearranging nesting material. 1333 - Female spent another couple of minutes rearranging material. - 
KAlberts
03/28/2012 - No activity observed during 10 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity observed from 1115 to 1145. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - HOFI pair visits nest, gathers material. Nest stage presumably progressed to egg laying based on 
nest chronology. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - No activity observed during 15-minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which is difficult to see without entering private property. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Male perched near nest at 0805, appears to be carrying food. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1031 to 1046. Unable to verify nest contents without entering 
private property. - HWinfrey

TBD

BEWR Bewick's Wren 031312_sjon_05 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading 20 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/13/2012 4/26/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material in to man-made cavity. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - No activity observed. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - No activity observed during 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity observed from 1115 to 1145. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Bewick's Wren seen leaving nest cavity. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - No activity observed during 15-minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Pair of BEWR feeding fledgling in shrub 5 feet from nest. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 031312_sjon_06 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/13/2012 4/13/2012 03/13/2012 - Biologists saw a pair of Bushtits bringing nesting material to the Ceanothus shrub, then approached 
shrub and saw the pair adding material to a nest. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Observed Bushtits making trips to the nest. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - BUSH observed visiting nest, which appears nearly complete. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - There was Bushtit activity around the nest area before construction, but activity subsided during 20 
minutes of hydroseeding work within the buffer to approximately 15 feet from the nest. After work subsided, a 
pair of Bushtits returned to the area, and activity near the nest resumed. - CVettes
03/29/2012 - Approximately 30 minutes of hydroseeding occurred within the buffer during which a Bushtit was 
observed with nest building material. Activity in the vicinity of the nest was confirmed previous to and after 
construction. This hydroseeding was a one-time permission of work order granted in the nest buffer justification. - 
CVettes
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest, and no Bushtits detected in immediate area. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is torn open, with chunks of nest material still loosely, precariously hung about the rest of the 
host shrub. Nest appears to have been recently predated (within the last 24 hours or so since the last storm 
system, which would have blown the nest chunks to the ground). Nest is empty: no eggs, nestlings or adults. 
Damage to nest is consistent with Western Scrub-jay predation. Nest was never recorded as having eggs or young, 
but destructive nature of damage and nesting chronology indicate the possible presence of eggs or young at the 
time. Nest closed with Indeterminate outcome. - JDicus

N/A
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LOSH Loggerhead Shrike 031412_ahll_01 EP52-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - tower erection 80 100 70 70 Fledged 3/14/2012 5/9/2012 03/14/2012 - Female Loggerhead Shrike was on nest and is potentially incubating or shaping the nest. Female 
became very defensive and started alarm calling when biologist was near the nest; biologist then retreated. Male 
was seen perched on nearby branch. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Biologist witnessed a pair of Loggerhead Shrikes chasing a Western Scrub-jay from the bush where 
the nest is located. The pair continued to call while the biologist monitored the bush. The biologist waited until 
the Western Scrub Jay left the area and approached the nest. With a telescoping mirror, the biologist looked into 
the nest and did not see any eggs. The biologist then felt the inside of the nest and it was moist, likely due to the 
recent storm. Although the nest is empty and moist, the pair still exhibited territorial behavior. - LThoreson
03/21/2012 - Nest is still active. No eggs in nest, but shrike pair is defending nest to other birds at 400 feet from 
nest. Pair was seen foraging and male was singing in the area. Pair perched several times on nest tree. - AHill
03/26/2012 - Observed male singing 300 feet from nest and foraging in general area. Never observed any nest 
visits or second adult in area of 500 feet from nest. The nest was wet from the rains, and the nest cup was no 
longer neat and tight inside. - AHill
04/12/2012 - Two biologists approached Loggerhead Shrike nest that was determined to be inactive on 
03/26/2012. At approximately 15 feet from the nest, a LOSH was observed to be perched in the same shrub as the 
nest. The 2 biologists backed off the nest approximately 15 feet. The biologist then observed the perching bird 
cautiously move to nest and lie down in nest as if incubating. - SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike nest unattended until avian biologist checked for nest contents with mirror, 
when a pair of shrikes approached nest aggressively. No eggs observed in deep feather-lined nest bowl. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Loggerhead Shrikes observed at nest initially, but 1 adult flew to nest calling and behaving 
strongly territorial. Only 1 small newly hatched brown nestling could be seen in the nest before the avian biologist 
was disrupted by the adult shrike, although there are probably more small nestlings in the nest. No feathers are 
evident in the nest now, but the feathers observed in the nest bowl last week must have been covering the eggs 
during last week's nest monitoring check. - PKonrad
05/01/2012 - At least 2 medium-sized (10 day old) gray nestlings in nest; 1 adult Loggerhead Shrike flew to the 
nest and called territorially while avian biologist checked the nest status and contents. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Loggerhead Shrikes have fledged; 2 short-tailed fledglings made brief 50-foot flights when avian 
biologist checked for fledglings; other fledglings are probably also present, but the search for nestlings was 
discontinued when the first 2 fledglings showed their position. Nest is in a well-used state and empty, although 1 
adult was still territorial near the nest - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CORA Common Raven 031412_bald_02 EP229-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/14/2012 3/20/2012 03/14/2012 - Nest reported by bio-monitor. Small accumulation of sticks in a location typically used by Common 
Ravens to nest on lattice tower. No activity during nearly 60 minute afternoon observation period, but nest is 
under construction by a Common Raven. - BArnold
03/15/2012 - Pair of ravens was observed carrying sticks to the nest in the tower. Nest is still relatively small with 
only a handful of sticks. At 1030 when I returned to the site, CORA perched on lattice. Some mylar bird deterrent 
tape was observed previously affixed to the base of the tower. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Nest material still present, but no activity was observed that could be directly associated with this 
nest. A pair of ravens in the area briefly perched on EP228. Nest was observed for 30 minutes. The last 3 days 
were characterized by low temperatures, heavy rain, and snow. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - At 1348, a helicopter delivered 2 PAR crewmen to tower to remove nest as directed by SDG&E after 
receiving agency concurrence. Crew reported 6 to 8 sticks in nest, with no eggs or nestlings present. Crew hung 
mylar tape on the tower in the area of the nest to deter future nesting attempts. No ravens were observed near 
nest during these activities. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Nest is in very early stages: 5-10% complete. Pair made one trip to the nest with a stick in 15 
minutes of observation on March 15. The stick was balanced precariously on the undeveloped nest and fell. No 
eggs or young present (as determined by nest stage) as of March 20. Red bird repellent ribbon is located on the 
tower and on the perimeter of the tower pad. In addition, a micropile grouting crew worked at EP229 on March 
12 (prior to nest identification) and a BMP maintenance crew worked at EP229 on March 14 (when the nest was 
identified); therefore, work occurred at the site and nest building continued despite this. Nest located in the top 
of the tower at the goat ears. The nest is located on a structure required for wire pulling this week. This pull is the 
next critical pull in the project schedule. A delay due to allowing the nest cycle to continue would likely prevent 
SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. 
Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 3/20/2012. - KAlberts

No

LOSH Loggerhead Shrike 031412_jpki_01 EP51-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 150 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/14/2012 3/26/2012 03/14/2012 - Female briefly vacated nest after courtship behavior was observed in vicinity. Nest is complete and 
with at least 2 eggs present. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Biologist watched nest for a period of time and did not see or hear any activity. The nest was 
approached; 4 eggs present. Biologist quickly moved away and watched for activity. After a period of about 10 
minutes, a Loggerhead Shrike appeared and was calling. The bird appeared somewhat agitated and went to a 
shrub northeast of the shrub with the nest, and another Loggerhead Shrike was seen. The pair appeared agitated 
until the biologist was out of sight, and then resumed normal activities. - LThoreson
03/26/2012 - Observed adult foraging 100-300 feet from nest, and no nest visits were made during observation. 
So, the biologist peered inside the nest, and broken eggshells were present along with very small mammal scats, 
indicating that this nest was most likely predated by mice. - AHill

No
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CATH California Thrasher 031412_jpki_02 EP50-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 25 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/14/2012 4/9/2012 03/14/2012 - Adult California Thrasher observed in shrub and then briefly left nest before returning to the nest 
while the observers logged the nest. Nest is complete with at least 3 eggs present. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Biologist watched nest for a few minutes and did not see any apparent activity. Nest was 
approached and when biologist was within 20 feet, 2 California Thrashers left the bush where the nest is located. 
When biologist was within several feet of the nest, the California Thrashers started to call. Nest was quickly 
assessed and appears unaffected by the storm; eggs still visible in nest. - LThoreson
03/26/2012 - Observed female on nest. Did not observe any adults bringing food to nest. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Thrasher observed in scrub oak near nest; small downy nestlings present in nest. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - No thrashers in area or thrasher nestlings in nest, indicating nestlings were taken by a predator, 
considering the nestlings would still be about 5 days from fledging if they had survived. However, 1 light-
turquoise egg with brown speckling is present; it looks like a Western Scrub-jay egg, considering the size and 
color. Appears a jay has laid an egg in the nest, although no improvements have been made to the former 
California Thrasher nest. Thrasher nest is closed and jay nest opened as a new nest with a new number. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 031412_rrdd_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 95 100 90 90 Nest did not reach active stage 3/14/2012 3/29/2012 03/14/2012 - R. Radd reported that the nest appeared to be 30% complete. - KAlberts
03/20/2012 - Nest about 40% complete. No BUSH observed near nest in 10 minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - BUSH foraging close by did not attend nest during observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 BUSH foraging in area appeared indifferent to observer approaching nest location. Nest remained 
at 15-20% complete with no progress over past two weeks. Evidence indicates that this nesting attempt has been 
abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 031512_fhan_01 CP43-1-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 20 100 20 20 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/15/2012 4/19/2012 03/15/2012 - Nest appears 50% complete. Adults carrying in material. - FHoffman
03/16/2012 - Bushtit pair was monitored while crew moved guard structures near buffer. Pair continued to 
collect material and carry it to nest before, during, and after construction activities. No apparent change in nest-
building behavior. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Biomonitor E. Nicholson reports continuing BUSH activity this morning. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity at nest during 15 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - 0720 to 0850: Observed Bushtit making a trip to nest for one minute and then flew out of view. Pair 
later observed foraging in substrate containing nest. - GHuffman
04/12/2012 - Bushtit pair in area at start of observation period. After a few minutes, one approached the nest, 
entered partway and emerged holding something in its bill. Because of foliage obstructing the biologists, it is not 
certain what the bird was carrying, although it was large enough to be a fecal sac and was light in color. The bird 
flew off and the pair spent the rest of the 45-minute observation out of sight, although vocalizations could be 
heard. It is unclear if there are nestlings at this point. - VEurs
04/19/2012 - Nest observed and found to be torn open at the middle. Likely outcome appears to be predation. No 
Bushtits observed in area. - GHuffman

No

HOFI House Finch 031512_imll_01 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/15/2012 3/15/2012 03/15/2012 - The yard monitor reported the finch pair making two trips to the nest site with coarse material over 
a 1-hour observation period. The forklift was reportedly used yesterday. Nest was located 1 foot from mylar flash 
tape installed as a deterrent. The nest was inspected with a telescoping mirror, and no eggs or young were 
present. Nest was removed and the cavity was plugged to prevent future nest attempts.

On March 15 a pair of house finches was observed nest building in a fork lift in Alpine Construction Yard. The nest 
was 60% complete with no lining added. Two trips to the nest were made by a pair  with course material over 1 
hour. No eggs or young were present (nest checked with telescoping mirror). Mylar flash tape was previously 
installed 1 foot from nest attempt. Nest located 8 feet above ground inside the cab of an idled forklift. Equipment 
was used yesterday (3/14/2012). Based on the impact to construction and material logistic operations efficiency, 
cost impact relative to alternate options, potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment, the nest attempt 
was removed per the NBMMP. Failure to remove the nest would have resulted in substantial disruption to the 
yard operations, including needed steel for upcoming tower assembly, thus impacting project schedule. This 
would likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to 
ensure system reliability. - IMaunsell
03/15/2012 - A HOFI pair was observed nest building in a fork lift in the Alpine Construction Yard. The nest was 
60% complete with no lining added. Two trips to the nest were made by a pair  with course material over 1 hour. 
No eggs or young were present (nest checked with telescoping mirror). Mylar flash tape was previously installed 1 
foot from nest attempt. Nest located 8 feet above ground inside the cab of an idled forklift. Equipment was used 
yesterday (3/14/2012). Based on the impact to construction and material logistic operations efficiency, cost 
impact relative to alternate options, potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment, the nest attempt was 
removed per the NBMMP. Failure to remove the nest would have resulted in substantial disruption to the yard 
operations, including needed steel for upcoming tower assembly, thus impacting project schedule. This would 
likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure 
system reliability. - KAlberts

No
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BUSH Bushtit 031512_jpki_01 GS-NF-7 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 10 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/15/2012 4/21/2012 03/15/2012 - Adults observed bringing material to nest (about 25% complete). - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Nest appears 30% complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed in 10 minutes of observation. Drive-through bird buffer signs installed at link 
lead's request. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest appears to be 100% complete. Observed for 45 minutes and no Bushtit activity detected. - 
GHuffman
04/06/2012 - No birds were observed near the nest during a 45 minute observation period. However, as the 
biologist first entered the buffer, a Bushtit was heard vocalizing in the tree to the east of the nest tree. The bird 
was not heard again, but ongoing San Vicente Dam construction makes it difficult to hear. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - A Bushtit emerged from the nest shortly after 3 pieces of heavy construction equipment passed 
within 10 feet of the nest. Because of overhanging foliage, it was not possible to see if the bird was carrying 
anything when it left. The bird returned to the nest about 5 minutes later, but again the biologist's view was 
obscured by foliage. Observations were halted due to onset of rain. Nesting stage chosen based on nest 
chronology, but no concrete evidence of brooding/incubating was observed. However, the nest is still thought to 
be active despite almost a month of no observed activity. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - Nest has been damaged and only top portion remains. Possible predation or damaged from recent 
weather event. No Bushtit activity observed at nest. - GHuffman

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031512_jpki_02 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 25 25 Nest did not reach active stage 3/15/2012 4/20/2012 03/15/2012 - Pair left from vicinity of nest in nest shrub upon initial approach. Nest was observed to be in 
excellent condition and appears fresh. No other activity. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Complete nest; LEGO pair nearby did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Female LEGO observed in vicinity of nest. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No activity at nest and no Lesser Goldfinches were observed in the area from 1045 to 1115. - 
HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No LEGO activity in the area or observed in nest shrub in about 30 minutes of observation, but 
biologist was unable to hone in on exact location of nest. Observations halted due to onset of rain. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - Nesting location was monitored on 3 separate occasions over 3 days by avian biologists John Dicus, 
Jim Pawlicki and Garrett Huffman. Nest could not be located in original location, and no LEGO activity was 
observed in substrate over 3 days. - GHuffman

No

CANW Canyon Wren 031512_jpki_03 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 400 100 40 40 Indeterminate 3/15/2012 4/12/2012 03/15/2012 - Birds seen entering small cavity underneath large rock in outcrop area just west of pull site, just 
below dead/scraggly poison oak shrub about 30 feet upslope and just west of two fairly large sage shrubs growing 
between top end of large boulders. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - No CANW detections during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No CANW activity detected during 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No activity observed in area of nest cavity and no Canyon Wrens were detected in the area from 
1045 to 1115. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - After extensive observation, biologist determined that CANW has chosen a new nest site further 
upslope to the north. No wren was observed near this cavity after about 90 minutes of observation. Additionally, 
no wrens were observed near the nest cavity aside from the initial detection on 15 March 2012. The outcome is 
indeterminate because it is unclear whether the nest cavity ever contained eggs or young. - VEurs

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 031512_rrdd_01 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 2 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/15/2012 5/3/2012 03/15/2012 - BUSH pair carrying material to nest which appears 60% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults brought nesting material to nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - BUSH pair working on nest at 0902. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which appears to be 100% complete and in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 1029. Nest appears 100% constructed. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Nest intact after storm, but no BUSH detected. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - BUSH bringing food to nest at 1654. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - BUSH visits nest briefly at 1435. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - No BUSH were observed in the intact nest vicinity during 30 minutes of observation. Presumed 
fledged. - RRadd

Yes

OATI Oak Titmouse 031512_rrdd_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/15/2012 TBD 03/15/2012 - OATI pair singing, carrying material, and entering cavity at 1-minute intervals. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Both adults flew to nest with material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - OATI pair carrying finer material to cavity 0855. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - OATI observed leaving nest cavity at 1038 and was observed foraging nearby. No nest material was 
gathered. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Oak Titmouse enters nest at 1033, not observed leaving. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - OATI male comes to nest entrance and sings; female emerges briefly and returns to cavity. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - OATI brings food to nest, then departs at 1339. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - OATI brings food to nest at 0727. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - OATI brings food item to nest at 0706. - RRadd

TBD
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HOWR House Wren 031512_rrdd_03 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 3 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/15/2012 4/11/2012 03/15/2012 - HOWR singing, carrying material, and entering pipe repeatedly building its nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No HOWR activity at nest site for 15 minutes. HOWR calling 50 feet away across road. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - HOWR active across territory, but not entering any cavities during 30 minutes of observation. - 
RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed from 1015 to 1045. The only HOWR detected in area was on south side of El 
Monte Road. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - HOWR singing 100 feet east of this location near wood pole. Closed for lack of definitive site 
selection. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031512_rrdd_04 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 25 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/15/2012 4/13/2012 03/15/2012 - LEGO pair copulating adjacent to nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - LEGO female prone in nest at 1220. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Observed male leaving nest area and female incubating on nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - No activity observed from 0815 to 0845. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is intact and appears empty with numerous feces at cup rim, suggesting successful fledge. - 
RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 031512_rrdd_05 Helix CY Rd Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/15/2012 3/29/2012 03/15/2012 - ANHU female coming to nest sporadically, lies for short periods on nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is complete and intact following recent storms. No ANHU visiting nest during 2 x 15 minute 
observations. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity at nest during first 25 minutes of observation, at which point a female Anna's 
Hummingbird began collecting material from the nest rim and interior and adding it to a new nest 120 feet to the 
southwest. She made approximately 6 trips, pulling material from the nest each time. These activities continued 
while construction vehicles passed on the access road. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 031512_rrdd_06 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 12 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/15/2012 4/13/2012 03/15/2012 - BUSH pair making frequent trips with material to this nest. Nest is approximately 15% complete. - 
RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest does not appear substantially improved. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - The nest was not located, but no Bushtits were observed in the nest tree during 45 minutes of 
observation. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - No activity observed from 0730 to 0800. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest has declined, presumably due to weather and substrate movement. Nest closed. BUSH nearby 
are building a new nest 40 feet away. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031512_rrdd_07 Helix CY AR Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 30 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/15/2012 4/13/2012 03/15/2012 - Female LEGO on nest with male keeping company. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - LEGO female prone in nest. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Bird observed sitting on nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - Female on nest at 0710. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is intact and empty with numerous feces at cup rim, suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

CORA Common Raven 031512_vnik_01 EP210 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/15/2012 TBD 03/15/2012 - Pair of ravens observed carrying sticks to nest. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Common Ravens observed at nest location. - VNovik
03/23/2012 - Two adult ravens were observed bringing nesting material to the nest at 1530. - BArnold
03/27/2012 - Nest looks complete, or nearly complete. No ravens at nest initially, but a raven flew to nest, stayed 
3 minutes, then flew out to meet second raven and both returned to tower, perching high on opposite side of 
crossarm. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - No ravens at nest initially, but 2 ravens flew low near tower, and 1 raven flew to nest, perched next 
to nest, then laid in nest in incubating position. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Pair of Common Ravens perched next to nest when 1 adult 'hopped to nest and laid down in 
incubating position. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Raven incubating in new Sunrise tower EP210. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad

TBD
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LOSH Loggerhead Shrike 031612_ahll_01 EP53-3-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/16/2012 TBD 03/16/2012 - Observed male Loggerhead Shrike courtship feeding female, then female flew 100 feet away and 
gathered fine grass material for the nest. A BMP crew worked on the access road 250 feet away from the nest to 
the east, and the biomonitor/avian biologist reported hearing agitated calls from LOSH. - AHill
03/21/2012 - Pair of Loggerhead Shrikes foraging in immediate area, not affected by traffic on access road. Adult 
seen flying into nest with no eggs present. Nest has lining material in it, and is 90% complete. - AHill
03/26/2012 - Observed adult loggerhead Shrike foraging in area and perching above nest. Observed second adult 
fly from nest location in bush to perch above nest where other adult was perched, then flew off to forage. - AHill
04/02/2012 - A Loggerhead Shrike is incubating 4 eggs; other adult very territorial. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Nest still contains 4 eggs, but did not see an adult at the nest; did see an adult hunting along access 
road 300 feet east of nest earlier. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike nest still contains 4 smallish brown-speckled cream-colored eggs, but no adults 
are present. Observed an adult  shrike about 11:00 along access road several hundred feet east of nest. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Loggerhead Shrikes observed at the nest, but 3 small newly hatched brown nestlings and 1 egg 
were observed in the nest. - PKonrad
05/01/2012 - Unattended nest contains 4 medium-sized gray nestlings about 8 days old; 1 adult Loggerhead 
Shrike called territorially and approached nest and avian biologist while he was checking the nest status and 
contents. Earlier, 1 adult shrike was observed hunting in the open grassland a quarter mile to the east. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Large nestlings with masked faces are probably near fledging; 2 could be seen from a distance, and 
avian biologist did not want to disturb them short of getting a total head count. An adult Loggerhead Shrike was 
perched overhead calling territorially a couple times. - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 031612_rabe_01 CP64 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/16/2012 3/16/2012 03/16/2012 - Female observed carrying nesting material to nest multiple times by biomonitor. Nest was about 80 
percent complete. No eggs or young present. Multiple agonistic interactions with other House Finch pairs were 
observed in immediate area of nest. Wire truck was covered in plastic and netting and had six pieces of mylar tape 
attached within 2 to 6 feet from nest. All nesting deterrents were installed prior to discovery of nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - A HOFI was associated with nest building on one wire pulling truck the day the crews required that 
equipment for wire pulling at the CP65 pull-site. The vehicle will be used on the next pull, and it will prevent 
access for a replacement vehicle given the size of the pull-site footprint if left in place through the course of the 
nest cycle. The nest was verified by an avian biologist prior to removal. The HOFI nest at CP64/CP65 PS was 
approximately 80% built. The female was observed bringing in nesting material multiple times. There are no eggs 
or young in the nest. The nest is in the front end of a spool/wire truck next to the radiator. The truck is covered in 
netting, plastic, and there are six pieces of Mylar tape within two to six feet of the nest. The crew had planned to 
move this vehicle to CP49 PS today 16 March 2012. Failure to remove the nest would have resulted in substantial 
disruption to the project schedule that would likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to 
complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Per the NBMMP, this nest attempt was 
removed. - KAlberts

No

HOFI House Finch 031612_rabe_02 CP64 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/16/2012 3/16/2012 03/16/2012 - Biomonitor observed female carrying nesting material to nest multiple times. Nest was 5 to 10 
percent complete. No eggs or young were present. Wire truck was covered in plastic with 5 pieces of mylar tape 
and a CD attached within one to eight feet from nest.  All nesting deterrents were installed prior to discovery of 
nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - The HOFI nest at CP64/CP65 PS is approximately 5-10% built. Female has been observed making 
multiple trips to nest with nesting material. No eggs or young are present in nest. The nest is in the back end of a 
spool/wire truck next to the bumper. The truck is covered with plastic and there are five pieces of Mylar tape and 
a CD are within one to eight feet of the nest. The crew had planned to move this vehicle to CP49 PS today 16 
March 2012. The vehicle is required on the next pull as well, and it will prevent access for a replacement vehicle 
given the size of the pull-site footprint if left through the course of the nest cycle. Failure to remove the nest 
would have resulted in substantial disruption to the project schedule that would likely prevent SDG&E from 
meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Per the 
NBMMP, this nest attempt was removed. - KAlberts

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031612_rrdd_01 12kV Pole Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 85 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 3/16/2012 4/5/2012 03/16/2012 - LEGO pair building nest; female lying on platform and beginning to form the cup. Buffer staked at 75 
feet because nest is low and relatively unprotected; should not impede work. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Female flew to nest 3 times with nesting material, finishing rim, but not yet lining cup. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - A few spots of lining were present in the bottom of the cup. Male LEGO calling from song posts, 
female not responding during 25 minutes of observation - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Pair of LEGOs perched 25 feet uphill from nest. Nest cup is complete, with partial lining, unchanged 
from 03/22/12. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest partially disassembled. Lining has been removed and cup pulled upwards. Lack of progress in 
nest building over past two weeks indicates that this pair has abandoned this nesting attempt. Nest closed. - 
HWinfrey

No
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 031612_rrdd_02 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 15 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/16/2012 4/15/2012 03/16/2012 - ANHU female building nest; approximately 5% complete, a small basket of spider silk with a few leaf 
fragments embedded. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No activity at nest site for 20 minutes, though a pair of ANHU were active in this oak cluster. The 
female was observed collecting spider silk but did not come to this nest. No new nest found, but seems new nest 
site may have been selected. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Nest is approximately 30% complete. Female ANHU was wary and did not tolerate close 
observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - ANHU observed chasing bushtit away from immediate area of nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No ANHU activity observed in area. Unable to locate nest, but will leave nest open for original 
observer to verify that nest is gone or not. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Nest no longer present, presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

COHA Cooper's Hawk
(Inactive)

031612_rrdd_03 CP81-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/16/2012 TBD 03/16/2012 - COHA pair making numerous trips to nest, departed area briefly on arrival of helicopter to CP82. - 
RRadd
03/20/2012 - Did not see adults at nest site. One adult perched in snag 400 feet south of nest, calling frequently 
for over 30 minutes. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - COHA male at various vantage points in sight of nest calling constantly. Female was difficult to 
monitor as she exited to east. Fresh material under nests suggests building continues. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No COHA activity observed in area during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed; no Cooper's Hawk detected in area from 1230 to 1330. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete but is lacking fresh green material. Raptor flushed from area in 
apparent response to helicopter activity did not return during 30-minute observation. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031612_sjon_01 EP36-1-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 20 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/16/2012 4/4/2012 03/16/2012 - Observed pair moving to and from nest, and the female was observed building the nest. Nest 
estimated to be 70% complete. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Nest is in good condition after storm event, but no LEGO activity was observed in the immediate 
vicinity. LEGOs were detected across the street, singing and foraging, so an additional monitoring visit is in order 
despite lack of activity at the nest to determine current status. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - Could not locate nest, no LEGO activity seen or heard within 50 feet of GPS nest location. Will send 
in original observer to monitor. - AHill
04/04/2012 - Nest appeared torn, and there was no activity observed during a 20-minute observation. In addition, 
recent observations show no LEGO activity at this nest area. Nesting chronology and observational history indicate 
that eggs or young may have been present, but is inconclusive. Therefore, the outcome is Indeterminate, but the 
cause of depredation appears to be natural. - SJohnston

N/A

OATI Oak Titmouse 031612_sjon_02 EP36-1-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 30 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/16/2012 4/30/2012 03/16/2012 - Pair observed cleaning material out of cavity. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - A biologist watched the oak tree 2 different times during the day, but did not observe OATI 
exhibiting breeding or nesting behavior, only a single OATI foraging. However, biologist suggests at least one more 
visit because access to nest cavity was impeded by poison oak. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - No activity observed at nest cavity. Heard OATI 50 feet away. - AHill
04/10/2012 - Pair observed foraging near cavity. OATI enters cavity at 0725. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - No activity observed at nest, and no OATI detected in tree. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - No activity observed, and no OATIs detected from 0626 to 0656. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity at nest from 0615 to 0645, and no OATI detected in area. Lack of activity at this nest 
indicates that this nesting attempt has most likely been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 031612_vers_01 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE4

Substation Chaparrals Substation - maintenance 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/16/2012 4/21/2012 03/16/2012 - The on-site bio-monitor observed a pair of Bushtits making repeated trips to a manzanita. Upon 
closer inspection, he located the nest. The pair made numerous trips to the nest (5-6 in rapid succession) before 
taking a break for 20-30 minutes. This process was repeated several times. The pair approached the nest with 
material as the biologist was directly underneath, logging  GPS coordinates. The nest is about 60% complete. - 
VEurs
03/20/2012 - Nest appears slightly damaged after storm event, but BUSH pair made several trips to nest with new 
material during 10 minute observation. Nest slightly larger than it was it during initial detection. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - No Bushtits observed in vicinity of nest during 30-minute observation period; nest complete and 
intact. - JPawlicki
04/10/2012 - Bushtit enters nest at 0923 and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - No activity observed 0640 to 0700. Biologist A. Farmer reports observing adults bringing food later 
in the morning. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - Only a few fragments of the nest remain. It appears that the nest and its contents were removed by 
a predator. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031712_fhan_01 CP62-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 25 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/17/2012 4/14/2012 03/17/2012 - Fully constructed cup nest with one egg. Both adults detected. - FHoffman
03/21/2012 - LEGO female on nest at 0730. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Female observed on nest. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female on nest at 0845. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Feathered young fill the nest; wing quills unopened. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Intact but well-used cup with many feces at rim suggests successful fledge. LEGO with juveniles 150 
feet northwest of tower 62. - RRadd

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 032012_hwey_02 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/20/2012 TBD 03/20/2012 - Female was observed perching on tower near cup nest and manipulating nest materials. Male 
singing nearby. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - Female observed lying on nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Female in nest at 1129. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - HOFI pair visiting and defending this nest, but not incubating at 1329. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Female HOFI stays perched up watching the nest at 1748. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Female was observed incubating with the male perched close by.  The pair did not approach the 
nest while the crew was in the tower. They returned once the crew descended. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Female was observed incubating with the male perched close by. The pair did not approach the nest 
while the crew was in the tower. They returned once the crew descended. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Adult female flushed from nest and remained off rest while 2-man crew was in tower. Female and 
male returned when crew descended. Male was very attentive and visited often. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Female incubating. Flushed when crew climbed.  Off for 45 minutes. Crew was advised to work 
intermittently to allow her return. Crew descended to allow birds to return to nest. Within 30 seconds female was 
on nest. Crew shifted any possible work to ground. - FHoffman

TBD

GHOW Great Horned Owl 032012_jpki_01 GS-NF-8 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/20/2012 TBD 03/20/2012 - Upon approaching base of outcrop, (apparent = large size) female flushed from near top of crevice 
and flew north. Further investigation of crevice yielded large stick nest on ledge near top after which 2 eggs were 
observed in nest looking down from top of rock outcrop. - JPawlicki
03/23/2012 - Adult standing on nest barely visible. - FHoffman
03/30/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest at 1102. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest during 30 minutes of observation. - MDicus
04/17/2012 - No owl visible on nest for 60 minute observation period. However, as biologist was preparing to 
leave the area, a possible GHOW flew in from the northwest, but sheared off out of sight before a definitive ID 
could be made. The biologist decided to leave in case the owl should return. - VEurs
04/24/2012 - No activity observed at the nest, but it is possible that the female is so deep in the rock feature that 
she isn't visible. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - The top of the female GHOW's head briefly came into view as she shifted on the nest. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - Biologist caught a brief glimpse of movement above the rim of the nest. The eggs may have hatched 
by this point, but the nestlings will be almost impossible to see until they start perching on or around the nest. - 
VEurs

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 032012_lton_01 EP70 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - tower erection 37 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/20/2012 3/27/2012 03/20/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was seen carrying nesting material to a nest that looks over 90% done. - LThoreson
03/27/2012 - Nest appears partially ripped at its attachment point. Pair is rebuilding nest approximately 15 feet 
away and using material from this nest. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks complete, but no Bushtits observed during 2 observation periods. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Nest appears good, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 25 minute observation period. 
Uncertain status. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 032012_lton_02 EP67-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 4 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/20/2012 4/24/2012 03/20/2012 - The pair of Bushtits are actively constructing the nest. They appear very tolerant to slow 
construction traffic; they continued to build and remain at the nest while large vehicles drove by. - LThoreson
03/28/2012 - The Bushtit pair was seen going to the nest upon arrival. The nest appears complete; 1 adult was 
seen carrying something to the nest other than nesting material, possibly food. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks good but no Bushtits observed or heard in area during 40-minute observation period; 
incubating? - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Pair of Bushtits actively visiting the nest, probably feeding small nestlings. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Male and female Bushtits visited nest twice each in 30 minutes. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Bushtits observed during a 30 minute observation period and a follow-up 10 minute period. The 
nest is in good shape, and judging from the nest history, the nestlings in this nest probably fledged within the past 
couple days - closed. - PKonrad

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 032012_mdus_01 CP43-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 30 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
construction

3/20/2012 3/29/2012 03/20/2012 - Adult female observed making multiple trips to nest, male perching nearby. Nest is approximately 
50% constructed. - MDicus
03/28/2012 - Female observed incubating on nest from 0900 to 1100. Female left nest for 20 minutes during the 
period of observation to forage. Male observed making multiple trips to Malosma laurina. Female appeared to be 
alert from human presence when approaching 30-foot buffer. - GHuffman
03/29/2012 - From 0900 to 1100, observed female incubating and leaving nest once for a period of 15 minutes. At 
1145, sock line was pulled on the bottom phase. Per the approved NBJ, 1 crew member was present with a 30-
foot pole to pull the wire from over the nesting substrate out of the buffer and tied it off using a boulder as an 
anchor. The nest shrub was buffeted from helicopter prop wash. Female returned to nest within 10 minutes of 
activity. Over the course of 2 hours, the female made frequent trips back and forth to the nest, atypical of normal 
behavior. Female was not in the nest when sock was flown on middle and top phases. During this pass, the 
helicopter remained well outside 100 feet from nest and the wire was again anchored to boulder outside staked 
buffer. From 1530 to 1700, the pair was not observed at the nest. At this point, the biologist inspected the area 
due to this inactivity and observed 2 eggs cracked on the ground beneath the nest and the nest shifted slightly in 
its substrate with 2 eggs remaining inside the nest cup.  Weather conditions during the day were mild, with wind 
speeds under 10 mph throughout the afternoon, making it unlikely that these mild natural wind gusts resulted in 
loss of eggs. No potential predators, such as Western Scrub-jay or Common Raven, which are typically 
conspicuous, were observed in the area during the 2-hour lapse between nest observations. - GHuffman

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032012_mkhn_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

3/20/2012 4/13/2012 03/20/2012 - Female went to nest 3+ times with white fluffy nesting material. Nest rim was formed, and she was 
beginning to line cup. Female visited the nest with Project tailboard occurring 30 feet away, and while large 
propane truck reversed (with beeping sounds) 20 feet away, with no signs of distress. She also built the nest with 
2 biologists standing 10 feet away. - MKuehn
03/28/2012 - Female on nest with male bringing food to her at 0756. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female leaves nest at 1115. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No activity observed, no nest found. Large limb of host shrub that used to contain nest is missing, 
due to unknown causes. Nest closed. - JDicus

No

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch 032012_mkhn_02 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 36 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/20/2012 4/16/2012 03/20/2012 - Adults entered cavity 5+ times with nesting material while biologist observed from 40 feet away and 
traffic passed on AR. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - No WBNU detected at this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no WBNU detected during visit. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No WBNU activity has been observed here for almost a month. Initial activity was likely a part of site 
selection process. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 032012_mkhn_03 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/20/2012 TBD 03/20/2012 - Adults went to nest 3+ times with material while biologist stood 30 feet away on access road. - 
MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Female BUSH observed working inside nest, estimated at 30% complete and lacking a top or 
entrance. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 BUSH observed visiting nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 1305. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH enters nest and remains at 1642. LEGO female pulling material from bottom of nest to build 
new nest in nearby Platanus racemosa. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Male close to nest at 15-minute intervals does not enter. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Male BUSH visits nest at 15 minute intervals. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 032012_rrdd_01 CP43-1-E Road Area Riparian Scrubs OH - wire stringing 30 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/20/2012 4/19/2012 03/20/2012 - BUSH pair carrying nest materials and adding to new nest composed of spider silk, plastic thread; 
approximately 5% complete. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 10 minutes of observation; nest appears 100% constructed. - 
HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - Biomonitor Morgan McCarthy reported observing a pair foraging in substrate containing nest on 
4/3/12. Biomonitor Garrett Huffman observed nest on 4/4/12 from 1020 to 1120 and observed no activity during 
construction. - GHuffman
04/11/2012 - Nest appears complete, intact and serviceable. No BUSH detected during 30 minutes of observation 
on showery afternoon. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Looked for nest in substrate, but nest appears to be missing from previously observed location. No 
signs or indication to explain outcome and reason for failure. Nesting chronology indicates that eggs may have 
been present, but that cannot be determined. - GHuffman

N/A

HOFI House Finch 032012_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 3/20/2012 4/13/2012 03/20/2012 - HOFI female weaving sticks into nest in this cavity; approximately 50% complete. Drive-through 
buffer staked at 30 feet. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity at nest. - JTaylor
03/29/2012 - The male HOFI was observed copulating with the female and later they were observed copulating 
near the nest. The female briefly landed in the nest before leaving again. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - Male and female House Finches observed at nest at 0742. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - HOFI pair adjacent to nest do not settle on nest. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest is complete, but no HOFI detected associating with this location. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No HOFI have been observed to associate with this nest since completion. Numerous Project and 
non-Project vehicles stand within 10 feet of this nest from time to time, but it is unknown whether this is a factor 
in its abandonment. - RRadd

No
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032012_rrdd_03 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 30 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/20/2012 5/2/2012 03/20/2012 - LEGO building nest; approximately 60% complete. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity was observed from 0745 to 0755. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - LEGO continue to visit this locale, but excessive tree movement due to wind precludes observing the 
nest. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest not located in windy weather. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - LEGO male singing to female (not located). - RRadd
05/02/2012 - This nest was never definitively located and was possibly a site selection that never came to fruition. 
- RRadd

No

HOWR House Wren 032012_sjon_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/20/2012 TBD 03/20/2012 - Pair of HOWR making several trips with nesting material to nest cavity while a crew of 5 were hydro-
mulching approximately 20 feet from nest, prior to any buffer modification request. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest at 0752. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Singing HOWR perched in front of nest entrance at 1111 appears to be nest guarding. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Adult HOWR perched near nest entrance. Mate not seen, possibly on nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity at nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female leaves nest at 0824, observed foraging nearby. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 032012_sjon_02 CP88-1-N-B Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/20/2012 TBD 03/20/2012 - Crew hydro-mulching 45 feet away from nest while birds were observed to be bringing nesting 
materials to nest, prior to any buffer modification request. - SJohnston
03/21/2012 - Per the landowners' request, all project-related material, equipment and work is required to be 
completed on and removed from the Bauer Property. During the course of uninstalling wire mesh nesting 
deterrents in the eaves of a guest house on the property as part of this requirement between 0800 and 0900, the 
crew uninstalled the substrate on which the nest was located, inadvertently removing the nesting material. The 
nesting attempt did not support eggs or young based on its nest-building stage. The nest was approximately 75% 
complete. The biomonitor on site was notified, contacted an avian biologist, and the nesting material was 
replaced by the crew, at the recommendation of an avian biologist, at 1125 to enable further nest building by the 
pair. V. Eurs observed the following:  1155 - Male HOFI flew near the nest, but did not enter.  1206 - Female HOFI 
entered nest and spent about 1 minute rearranging the material within the wire pocket before she left.  1208 - 
Female entered pocket and again rearranged material for about 1 minute while the male sang nearby. 1211 - 
Female entered and almost immediately left again.  1216 - Female spent about 3 minutes inside, moving nest 
material around.  1230 - Male carried nesting material into nest.  1235 - Male returned to nest with more new 
material.  1304 - Male and female were in the nest simultaneously for about 1 minute.  1307 - Female spent very 
brief time in the nest.  1318 - Female went in and out of nest a couple of times, then flew off.  1327 - Female 
spent another 2 minutes rearranging nesting material.  1333 - Female spent another couple of minutes 
rearranging material. - IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - Observation of the HOFI nest began at 0830 and ended at 1130. During this time, the female made 
numerous entrances into the nest and rearranged the nest material for short periods of time (1 minute or less). 
The male generally perched near the nest singing. At 1015, both birds landed on the light fixture near the nest 
and the male attempted to copulate with the female, but was unsuccessful. She immediately entered the nest and 
again arranged nest material. At 1021, the female finally brought new material to the nest, but it fell to the 
ground as she tried to bring it inside the mesh. Over the next hour she approached the nest 2 more times with 
material, but did not bring it inside. However, she did enter the nest several more times for brief periods. At 1123 
the female brought material and successfully added it to the nest. This was followed by several trips in quick 
succession in which she brought more material into the nest. At this point, the nest looks approximately 60% 
complete, with a hole in the bottom center and no lining. - VEurs
03/28/2012 - Female observed carrying nesting material to nest. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1055 to 1115. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest still under construction. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - 4 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - 5 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012  No activity observed at nest  Unable to verify contents of nest without entering private property   

TBD

BEWR Bewick's Wren 032012_vnik_01 EP198-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 48 100 85 85 Presumed Fledged 3/20/2012 5/3/2012 03/20/2012 - Pair of Bewick's Wrens observed carrying material to cavity. Pair was not disturbed by biologist 
observing site within 15 feet of cavity. - VNovik
03/27/2012 - No Bewick's Wren activity in area today during 2 site visits or on 2/21/2012, when this avian 
biologist monitored the location. Piece of oak branch on ground that is cited as the nest site only has a shallow 
cavity with a very large opening that holds some twigs and incidental oak leaves not positioned in the form of a 
new nest. Periodic slow Sunrise traffic on access road 48 feet north. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren making many trips to nest with food items. - VNovik
05/03/2012 - Observed nest for 1 hour and no Bewick's Wren activity was observed. P. Konrad also reported no 
activity during a 30 minute period yesterday. Based on prior observations nestlings likely fledged - closed. - 
VNovik

Yes

HOFI House Finch 032112_kats_01 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/21/2012 TBD 04/28/2012 - Outside of nest beginning to be decorated with fecal matter from nestlings. - VEurs
04/29/2012 - *** COMMENTS FROM 3-21-12 UNTIL PRESENT MUST BE ENTERED AGAIN. This nest was 
accidentally deleted, and then restored. - KAlberts
05/05/2012 - Male and female made repeated trips to and from the nest during 30 minutes of observation. - 
VEurs

TBD
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HOWR House Wren 032112_kats_02 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/21/2012 TBD 03/21/2012 - Pair was seen carrying nesting material to the nest while BMP maintenance activities were 
underway. A crew of 3 were using hand tools to maintain the access road, and the wrens were not affected. The 
wrens were also seen territorially squabbling with a pair of House Finches that are also building a nest in the same 
unused raptor nest. - KAlberts
03/28/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest, then leaving to scold nearby HOFI pair. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - HOWR at nest at 1031. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - At 0955, a wren was observed taking grassy nesting material inside its cavity. It remained inside for 
about 2 minutes before exiting and perching nearby to sing. The wren exhibited territorial behavior toward an 
ANHU, chasing the hummingbird off as it approached the nest. At 1006, more grassy material was brought to the 
nest. At about 1015, 2 wrens were seen outside the nest, and the pair copulated at 1017. Soon after, the male 
perched nearby singing and the female brought grassy material to the nest. Each time material was taken into the 
nest, the wrens exhibited a hunched, wings-down, creeping posture. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - The male spent the majority of the observation perched at various locations around the nest, 
singing loudly and approaching the nest a few times. The female ventured out on occasion, flying off, presumably 
to forage. She never appeared to have anything in her bill when she returned to her nest. The California Towhee 
moving about the large stick nest did not appear to disturb the HOWR's as it did the nearby HOFI's. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - The male wren made about a dozen trips into the nest with food, emerging each time to perch on a 
nearby branch and sing. No nestlings were heard when he entered the nest. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - During 30 minutes of observation, the male wren perched near the nest and in trees around the 
nest, singing. He did not enter the nest, and the female was not observed. It is likely that she was within the nest 
incubating or brooding. - VEurs

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032112_kats_03 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 40 40 Fledged 3/21/2012 3/23/2012 03/21/2012 - Both adults were frequently feeding 2 large and well-feathered nestlings. Based on the age and size 
of the nestlings, and barring any predation, it appears that this nest will fledge within 2-3 days. Feeding activities 
were completely unaffected by the presence of the BMP crew of 3, the 2 biologists, nor the 3 vehicles within 50 
feet of the nest site. - KAlberts
03/23/2012 - Nest fledged. Adults seen feeding fledglings in eucalyptus foliage 10-20 feet from the nest site, and 
the nest was empty, but still intact. - KAlberts

Yes

HOFI House Finch 032112_kats_04 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 30 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/21/2012 4/28/2012 03/21/2012 - A pair of House Finches were seen carrying material to the nest. It appeared to be approximately 
50% complete. Their nest building activities were completely unaffected by the BMP maintenance activities, using 
hand tools and a crew of 3, occurring about 30 feet away. - KAlberts
03/28/2012 - Female HOFI observed visiting nest. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No activity observed at this nest from 1000 to 1030. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - A female flew past biologist from the direction of this nest carrying a fecal sac. It is likely that she 
came from this nest. She was later seen hunkered down on the nest. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - The male and female spent considerable time off the nest, returning every 10-15 minutes to feed 
nestlings. However, the nestlings were not visible to the observer. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No activity was observed at the nest. The nest appears to be deteriorating and sliding out of 
position. While it is possible that this nest fledged, it does not seem that enough time has passed for the nest 
cycle to be completed and for the young to have fledged. Outcome is indeterminate. - VEurs

N/A

CORA Common Raven 032112_ltiw_01 EP230-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/21/2012 3/26/2012 03/21/2012 - Common Raven observed bringing a stick to a nest (about 5% complete) twice during 45 minutes of 
observation. Bird deterrents (about 20 pieces of mylar tape) are located at the base of the tower (maximum 
height 6 feet), and on surrounding vegetation. - LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - The nesting attempt is located near the top of the EP230 tower structure. The pair was observed 
adding material on March 21. The nest is approximately 5-10% complete based on visible material and 
size/quantity of material being carried to the nest site, which is not yet developed enough to support eggs. No 
eggs or young present (as determined by nest stage). Bird repellent ribbon is present towards the base of the 
tower and at multiple points around the project site. Additionally, BMP maintenance occurred at the site during 
the course of site selection and nest building. Per the NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a deterrent. 
The nest is located on a structure required for upcoming wire pulling. Per construction, sock line pulling is 
scheduled for tomorrow. A delay due to allowing the nest cycle to continue would likely prevent SDG&E from 
meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Nest 
attempt was removed with agency approval on 3/26/2012. - KAlberts
03/26/2012 - This nest was about 40% complete, contained no eggs or young, and was a candidate for removal, 
per the NBMMP. The request was issued for removal and granted. A PAR crew removed the nest after receiving 
concurrence for removal. - ELoveless

No
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032112_mdus_01 12kV pole 175439 12kV Pole Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/21/2012 5/1/2012 03/21/2012 - Avian biologist Jim Pawlicki observed a female Anna's Hummingbird carry nest material to a small 
branch approximately 35 feet above ground in a Eucalyptus tree. The nest is approximately 5-10% constructed. - 
MDicus
03/30/2012 - Female visits nest at 1201. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Adult female observed making multiple quick trips to nest, adding material to a nest that appears to 
be nearly complete. - MDicus
04/16/2012 - Female on nest at the start of observation period, but she soon left and spent the rest of the 25-
minute observation off the nest. - VEurs
04/24/2012 - The nest is complete at this point. The female spent equals amounts of time on and off the nest this 
morning. At one point, she made some adjustments to the nest contents before settling on the nest. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - A female ANHU was seen foraging extensively in the area, but never settling in one place for long. 
Attempts to relocate the nest were difficult. Once it was located, all that remained was a small clump of spider 
webs. It appears this nest with eggs was destroyed by natural causes. - VEurs

No

OATI Oak Titmouse 032112_mkhn_01 EP218-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/21/2012 4/18/2012 03/21/2012 - Pair of Oak Titmouse seen in nest tree several times throughout survey. Adult entered cavity several 
times, but it was not determined if they were carrying nesting material. Nesting material is extruding from cavity 
entrance and from opening in bottom of cavity (possibly a mouse nest and OATI were scouting), but the nest may 
be complete or nearly complete OATI nest with nest building ceased or slowed. - MKuehn
03/27/2012 - No sign of Oak Titmouse during 45 minute period; no sign of nesting material in any cavity 
entrances in this branch (or others). Many new 'bird deterrents' attached throughout pad area and surrounding 
nest site. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - No Oak Titmice observed during 40-minute observation period. No indication that cavity(s) is being 
used when inspected; no nesting material evident anywhere. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 - It appears on previous 2 visits, the biologist may have checked incorrect cavity, or did not see 
nesting material. Nesting material is still extruding from small opening at base of cavity, but none is extruding 
from the entrance now. No OATI observed in area for 40 minutes. After passive observation, cavity was inspected 
at close range and no bird was present inside. Status changed to "Active" and buffer re-established and marked 
with signs. At least 1 additional visit is recommended in case wrong cavity has been checked on previous 2 visits.
       Note: P Konrad checked all cavities, the entire shrub, and the entire area without a sighting or song for 3 
weeks as of 4/10;  appears the birds left the site after an initial activity period, which titmice as well as many 
cavity nesting species seem prone to do. - MKuehn
04/10/2012 - During 40 minute observation period, no Oak Titmouse activity was observed in the extended area 
and no songs or calls were heard. No titmice have been observed at this site for 3 weeks. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - No Oak Titmice observed during 1 hour observation period. No birds inside cavity - closed. - 
ELoveless

No

AMCR American Crow 032112_rrdd_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/21/2012 TBD 03/21/2012 - AMCR making regular trips to nest with sticks. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - AMCR flies to nest at 0928 without bringing new nest material. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - AMCR flies to nest at 0838 and settles, on rainy morning - suggesting nest contains eggs - RRadd
04/17/2012 - AMCR on nest for duration of 20-minute observation. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - AMCR remain active here with the pair regularly exchanging nest duties from 0848-0900. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - AMCR pair come to nest at 1117 and leave 2 minutes later to forage nearby suggests young are auto-
thermoregulatory. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - AMCR comes to nest at 1330 and stays. Mate forages on residential grounds, flies briefly to nest and 
departs. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032112_rrdd_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/21/2012 4/26/2012 03/21/2012 - LEGO pair building new nest - approximately 15% complete. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No LEGOs observed in area. Nest cup is now complete, with incomplete lining. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female observed flying to nest at beginning of monitoring visit and remained on nest during 20 
minutes of observation. - MDicus
04/13/2012 - LEGO female remains on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - LEGO female riding high in nest with wings slightly spread suggests hatched young. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Feathered young with downy wisps fill the nest. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is intact with many feces plastered at exterior edge of cup; presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032112_rrdd_03 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 70 70 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/21/2012 4/15/2012 03/21/2012 - ANHU female building new nest - approximately 10% complete. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - ANHU female visits nest at 1250. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 0949. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest could not be located and no ANHU was detected. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest no longer present. Presumed lost to natural causes. - RRadd
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HOFI House Finch 032112_sjon_01 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 150 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/21/2012 4/24/2012 03/21/2012 - Two biologists observed nesting pair carrying material into the nest location at 25 feet away. Nest 
appears to be approximately 80 percent complete. - SJohnston
03/30/2012 - Pair flew out of fiber optic roll where nest is located. 2 eggs in nest. - KWeber
04/06/2012 - Bird flew off nest when biologist approached; 5 eggs are in nest. - KWeber
04/13/2012 - Female observed incubating 5 eggs. - KWeber
04/20/2012 - Nest check attempted by K. Weber. Unable to access nest due to locked gate. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Nest is in fragments, evidently predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 032212_ahll_01 EP17 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 60 100 60 60 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/22/2012 4/24/2012 03/22/2012 - The pair was actively building, when no helicopter activities were occurring. Pair left nest area when 
K-Max was overhead at Leg A with 100-foot line; indeterminate if they fled when K-Max used the 200-foot line. 
When using the 100-foot line, winds at 11 mph were clocked near the nest, and a significant amount of dust and 
debris were blown onto the nesting tree. Pair returned to nest at 5 minutes to 15 minutes after helicopters left, 
and were visiting the nest every 2-5 minutes when no helicopters were around while the crew was conducting 
groundwork and/or running a generator. Nest was not physically checked due to the terrain and not having any 
reason to disturb the pair. The birds were not vocalizing, but were flying into the nest from a couple different 
routes in various directions, and were seen to drop nesting material if within 100 feet of them. It is unknown if 
pair flushes when TSAP is used for personnel. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Nest looks complete, has lining. Unable to see nest contents due to dense vegetation. Did not 
observe pair in vicinity during 45 minute period, need to check nest in morning in a couple days. - AHill
04/03/2012 - Female was observed on nest for a total of 40 minutes during a 45 minute observation period. 
When off the nest, the male fed the female, and a courtship display was initiated by the male. Male visited female 
on nest a few times, and then continued perching and foraging nearby. Perched male flew down to cover when K-
Max flew over nest at about 300 feet. Was not able to check nest contents, but behavior was consistent with 
incubation rather than egg laying. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Observed female incubating on nest for at least 20 minutes. - AHill
04/16/2012 - Female on nest at 0915. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Nest has no eggs. Several WESJ feathers were found on ground near nest with drops of blood. 
Observed male being territorial to other WESJ in territory. Heard female clacking within chaparral 40 feet from 
nest. - AHill

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 032212_dbby_01 TL 6924 - 171693 Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 900 300 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 3/22/2012 3/26/2012 03/22/2012 - Pair repeatedly bringing grass-like material to the nest. Nest was approximately 10% complete, as 
only the  bottom portion of the cup was loosely formed. - DBusby
04/05/2012 - Nest is old and dilapidated. After observing the CAGN pair for 2 hours and never seeing them visit 
the nest, it was determined the nest is closed. Possibly abandoned after a rain and storm event on March 26. - 
DBusby

No

BUSH Bushtit 032212_jdus_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 366 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/22/2012 4/13/2012 03/22/2012 - Nest is just being started, less than 5% constructed. Pair made a dozen plus trips to nest with 
material in 1/2 hour observation period. - JDicus
03/27/2012 - BUSH observed adding material to nest. Nest is 15-20% complete. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - BUSH visits nest at 0910. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is reduced to fragments, consistent with storm damage. - RRadd

No

CORA Common Raven 032212_kats_01 EP341-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/22/2012 TBD 03/22/2012 - P. Konrad reported that a pair of Common Ravens was perched on the east side of the tower 
crossarm next to a new large nest that has been built in the same location as the nest that was presumably blown 
out of the tower by wind on 2/21/2012. - KAlberts
03/26/2012 - Raven incubating on new tower nest while another raven is perched nearby. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Common Raven incubating on new tower nest, with a second adult perched nearby on center 
portion of crossarm. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest with another adult standing and walking below tower. - 
PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating or brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - An adult Common Raven is brooding on the tower nest with a second adult raven lying on the edge 
of the nest. - PKonrad

TBD

LOSH Loggerhead Shrike 032212_ltiw_01 EP325-2-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 8 100 300 300 Fledged 3/22/2012 4/11/2012 03/22/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike did not flush from nest until avian biologist was about 10 feet away, but then 
stayed off the nest until observer moved off about 200 feet away; 1 egg and 1 nestling were present in nest. - 
LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike perched 20 feet south of nest site initially; another shrike flew from nest when 
avian biologist was within 15 feet of nest. Looks like 4 small unfeathered nestlings with eyes closed in nest. - 
PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Nest filled with 4 medium-sized nestlings covered with pin feathers; 1 adult perched about 40 feet 
south of nest. The nestlings already seem a bit jumpy, so anyone checking the nest in the future should monitor 
nest from as far away as possible so nestlings do not fledge from nest prematurely. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Nest is empty with at least 2 active fledglings perched and making short flights in nest tree and 
adjacent smoke tree, mainly when an adult flew to site with unidentified food. Other new fledglings may be 
nearby too. - PKonrad

Yes
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CORA Common Raven 032212_ltiw_02 EP326 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/22/2012 TBD 03/22/2012 - Common Raven standing on nest, then hopped to a perch in tower above the nest, then soared to 
the east. This behavior suggests the nestlings are large enough for the adults to leave the nest to search for food. - 
LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - Common Raven perched in tower 5 feet from nest; a second raven was initially soaring north of nest 
tower, then flew to perch near other raven and nest. Ravens did not approach nest during 20 minute observation 
period, but were obviously attached to the nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Raven incubating in Sunrise tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - No ravens were observed at the nest initially, but within a few minutes an adult raven flew to nest, 
appeared to turn eggs, and initiated incubating. A few moments later, a second Common Raven flew in and 
perched near the nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven incubating on new Sunrise tower nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - An adult Common Raven is brooding on the new tower nest. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - A Common Raven was brooding on the nest; a second raven flew into the tower, when the brooding 
adult took flight and both adult ravens flew to the west. - PKonrad

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032212_mdus_01 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 240 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/22/2012 4/24/2012 03/22/2012 - A female Lesser Goldfinch was observed adding material to a nest located near the top of a 
Malosma laurina. The nest is approximately 30% constructed. - MDicus
03/30/2012 - Female LEGO lying in nest at 0920. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No LEGO detected in area. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No activity observed between 1215 and 1310. - TDipaola
04/24/2012 - Upon approaching the nest, the biologist noted that the nest looked degraded. During 45 minutes of 
observation, several LEGO pairs landed in the nest shrub, as close as 3 feet to the nest. However, none of these 
individuals approached the nest. At the end of the observation, the biologist used an extendable mirror attached 
to a wooden stake to examine the nest. It is unlined and contains no eggs or young, but shows no obvious signs of 
predation. The nest is somewhat exposed and may have been damaged during a series of storm events. This nest 
failed with eggs or young (based on earlier observations) due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

AMKE American Kestrel 032212_mkhn_01 CP25-2-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/22/2012 TBD 03/22/2012 - Both adults seen flying into opening in dead palm fronds. Male flew out within 2 minutes, but 
female remained for over 15 minutes, presumed to be incubating. - MKuehn
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Male observed perching in nearby eucalyptus and on utility pole may 
be mate guarding. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - The male kestrel arrived in the area with a lizard and landed on a Eucalyptus. At 1350, he entered 
the nest cavity with the lizard. Almost immediately, the male and female both exited the cavity. The female 
perched on the same Eucalyptus the male used earlier. The male perched on a wooden distribution pole, ate his 
lizard and flew away. The female returned to the cavity at 1402, without food. She remained inside for 30 minutes 
and was still there when the observation period was called. The male did not return. No sounds of nestlings were 
heard emanating from the cavity. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No AMKE activity was detected from 0745 to 0845. This could be due to the cool, drizzly weather. 
As the biologist exited the gate at 1105, the female kestrel flew overhead and landed in a Eucalyptus. The male 
was seen soon after; both looked very damp. The female returned to the nest, but exited again after the male 
brought in a small food item. She returned to the nest again, and the male flew out of sight. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - After nearly an hour of observations, the male kestrel flew in from the west carrying prey. He 
landed in a eucalyptus east of the nest tree and consumed the majority of the prey. He flew to the nest tree with 
the remaining morsel, landed on a frond outside the cavity and called briefly. He then flew to the wooden 
transmission pole north of the cavity. The female emerged from the cavity, flew to the pole, accepted the food 
from the male and quickly gulped it down. The male attempted to copulate with her, but she was not very 
receptive. Each preened for a bit, and the female soon returned to the nest cavity beneath the palm fronds. The 
male flew out of sight. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - Not long after the start of observations, the male kestrel flew in and landed on the palm to the east 
of the palm with the nest cavity. The female immediately exited the cavity and grabbed food from the male. She 
briefly perched atop the wooden distribution pole north of the nest and then carried the food into the nest cavity. 
This behavior has not been noted during previous visits to this nest. The male then flew off and the female 
remained in the cavity. - VEurs

TBD

CORA Common Raven 032212_mkhn_02 CP25-2-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 27 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/22/2012 4/23/2012 03/22/2012 - Nest discovered by Laurie Gorman, who saw a pair of CORA bringing sticks to nest in mid-morning. 
Logged by Michael Kuehn who observed no CORA in area for 60 minutes during late-morning. - MKuehn
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No CORA activity observed from 0650 to 0720. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - A raven flew through the area on 2 occasions during the 45-minute observation period, but neither 
came within 500 feet of the nest. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No CORA activity was detected during observations from 0745 to 0845. The nest does not look 
improved since the last visit. No activity observed at this nest in over a month. Nest closed. - VEurs
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HOFI House Finch 032212_sjon_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/22/2012 3/22/2012 03/22/2012 - This nest was located in the southeast wheel of the northeastern-most water tank. The nest was 
actively being built by a pair of HOFI and estimated to be 20% complete. The water tank is regularly used for yard 
operations and nearby structures to fill up water trucks for dust control, and is needed every day. Furthermore, 
bird repellent ribbon was installed on the tower, the wheel cavities were previously sealed and were slightly 
opened due to the recent storm and an owl decoy is located on the fence line close to the water tank. Since this 
HOFI nest was just being built and contained no eggs or young, and was in active construction equipment, it was a 
candidate for removal per the NBMMP. A request was made for removal, and  the nest was removed at 1114, 
after approval from SDG&E was given. The nest was removed based off the need to maintain dust suppression 
during vehicle traffic and flight operations within the SWAT yard. The wheel area was then resealed with plastic to 
deter future nesting attempts. - SJohnston

No

CACW Cactus Wren 032312_bald_01 EP227 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/23/2012 TBD 03/23/2012 - Existing nest found with a few pieces of fresh green red brome grass. Cactus Wrens were heard in 
the area but were not seen near the nest. Nest is underneath wire-stringing path. - BArnold
03/30/2012 - Large Cactus Wren nest looks good with an open entrance, but no wrens observed or heard in area. - 
PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Nest looks recently used, but does not appear to host nesting Cactus Wrens. No wrens observed or 
heard in area. - PKonrad
04/13/2012 - Nest looks good, and entrance looks expanded and matted down with a single small feather added, 
indicating recent use, but no Cactus Wrens were seen or heard. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No Cactus Wrens heard or observed; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - No Cactus Wrens heard or observed in area until late in the 25 minute observation period, when 2 
distant wrens (1/3 mile), 1 to northwest and 1 to south began calling back and forth. Nest looks good with 
possible recent use judging from grasses at the entrance. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - Nest entrance is large and looks like it has been recently used, but no Cactus Wrens were observed 
or heard in the area. - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 032312_fhan_01 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 1 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 3/23/2012 3/27/2012 03/23/2012 - Pair bringing in small nesting material, but not liner. Speculate that nest is 40% complete, but hard 
to see in entirety. - FHoffman
03/29/2012 - On March 27, nest was monitored for 1 hour by R. Abe prior to crew arriving on site to perform wire 
stringing work. No activity was observed during this period of natural conditions. Throughout the day of work, no 
nesting behavior was observed while a crew worked up to 35 feet from the nest. Following the completion of 
work activities, the nest was monitored for an additional 1 hour. No activity or nest visits were observed. The nest 
was inspected, and it was determined that no additional material had been added since initial observation, and 
that the nest was more accurately less than 5% complete. Nest status changed to closed. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - HOFI pair making multiple trips carrying material to this location. A new Nest ID was created. - 
RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 032312_jdus_01 CP20-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 30 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/23/2012 4/26/2012 03/23/2012 - Newly initiated (1% constructed) nest. Pair made two trips to nest with material during 20-minute 
observation, followed by a third trip with a third Bushtit in attendance. - JDicus
03/31/2012 - No Bushtit activity during 30 minutes of observation on this cool, overcast morning. Nest is 
approximately 5% constructed. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - Nest does not appear substantially improved since 31 March, consisting of several decorated anchor 
threads and approximately 2 inches long. No BUSH detected on breezy afternoon with considerable shrub 
movement. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest looks the same as the description given on 10 April. Bushtits were heard in the area, but none 
ever approached within 200 feet of the nest during 35 minutes of observation. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - What little nest material was in the shrub is now gone. This nest is closed. - VEurs

No
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AMKE American Kestrel 032312_jdus_02 CP20 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/23/2012 TBD 03/23/2012 - Nest site is within pole Z103510 (cavities in arms on west side of 69kv monopole). Pair of American 
Kestrels mobbed adult Red-tailed Hawk building nest in nearby steel lattice tower CP20 until Red-tailed Hawk 
departed area. Male Kestrel was observed entering cavity of lowest arm on monopole, then watching from within 
cavity in arm while vehicle was turning around at tower site below. During additional 120-minute observation 
period, the male hunted nearby, and brought a prey item (small rodent) to top of monopole tower and began to 
consume it while the female looked on from the lattice tower. Male then took flight, calling to female and landing 
on lattice tower with prey remains. Female joined and was given the prey item which she consumed while 
perched on lattice tower. Male then inspected (entered) the middle and upper cavities in the monopole crossarms 
and female joined to briefly enter upper cavity. Pair showed site fidelity and remained at monopole together as 
avian biologist left the site. Pair defended the site, hunting and courting, and did not leave area for duration. 
Avian nest monitor R. Radd reported American Kestrel pair nested in this monopole last year. - JDicus
03/31/2012 - No activity observed during 1.5 hours observation on a cool, overcast morning. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - No AMKE detected associating with this location during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Almost immediately upon biologist's arrival, the AMKE perched on the wires between CP20 and 
CP21, parallel to the biologist's truck. The female was hunched on the wire, giving begging vocalizations and 
moving closer to the male. The pair then copulated vigorously and flew closer to CP20. They perched on the tower 
and wires, and soared around the area calling throughout the observation period. However, they were not seen 
entering the nesting cavity during observations. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - No AMKE activity detected at any distance to the nest after 90 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - No AMKE activity detected during nearly 2 hours of observation. - VEurs

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 032312_jdus_03 CP20 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 90 500 500 500 Nest did not reach active stage 3/23/2012 5/3/2012 03/23/2012 - Just a few sticks make up this newly initiated nest located approximately 90 feet up in tower CP20 
where the third and highest arm of the tower on the east side meets the main body of the tower. Single adult Red-
tailed Hawk observed bringing portion of what looks like a tumbleweed up to nest site and placing it in tower. 
Nearby pair of American Kestrels mobbed the adult for 10 minutes. Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew off to east, not to 
return for duration of 120-minute observation period. Pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks seen perched together in 
tower CP22 while third adult Red-tailed Hawk perched in tower CP23. No nest materials observed in towers CP21, 
22 or 23 today. - JDicus
03/31/2012 - No activity observed during 1.5 hours of observation. It appears that little to no additional material 
has been added to the nest since last monitoring entry. Nest still consists of only a few sticks. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - No substantial changes (or RTHA) observed. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - No substantial changes to the nest since 10 April. No RTHA detected in the area during 45 minutes 
of observation. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - No RTHA activity detected at any distance from the nest after 90 minutes of observation. The nest 
appears to be deteriorating and no improvements are visible. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - Most of the sticks have fallen from the tower and no Red-tailed Hawks have been detected in the 
area for several weeks. This nest has been closed because it never reached active status. - KAlberts

No

GRRO Greater Roadrunner 032312_lton_01 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 20 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/23/2012 4/14/2012 03/23/2012 - Monitor was surveying around vegetation off the road shoulder and heard bird flush. Monitor went 
to shrub and peeked in, saw 4 eggs, then retreated. Female retuned to nest shortly after. - LThoreson
03/31/2012 - At least 3 nestlings in nest, with adult GRRO nearby. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - 2 fully feathered and alert nestlings visible in nest. No adult present. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - 1 nestling remains: estimated to fledge in 1-2 days. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Nest shows no signs of predation and is empty, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032312_rrdd_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Riparian Scrubs Traffic 12 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/23/2012 4/16/2012 03/23/2012 - ANHU lying in complete nest. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Female leaves nest at 0813, returns at 0829 and remains on nest. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female observed feeding 2 nestlings at 0801. Nestlings appear scaly with emerging pinfeathers, 7-10 
days old. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - After being in the area for over 2 hours, the female ANHU was never observed attending the 
nestlings, whose bills were visible over the edge of the nest. The biologist approached the nest and used an 
extendable mirror to examine the nestlings. Both young were dead in the intact nest, with no sign of injury. They 
did not appear emaciated, so it is likely that they died of exposure during the weekend storm event. The nest is in 
an exposed location, with no foliage covering the nest. - VEurs

No
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BUSH Bushtit 032312_rrdd_02 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 8 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/23/2012 4/4/2012 03/23/2012 - BUSH female selecting nest site, subsequently making multiple trips by pair twisting spider silk into 
branch from 1515-1540. Buffer staked at 50 feet. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed and unable to locate nest. Suspect nest effort was abandoned but will wait for 
original observer to verify before closing nest. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No nest was observed at this location. Two pairs of Bushtits were observed visiting active Bushtit 
nests in the area and foraging near those nests, which are logged as 022912_lgan_15 and 040212_jdus_01. The 
Bushtit nest 032312_rrdd_02 was initially logged on March 23, 2012 when a Bushtit pair was seen just beginning 
to build a nest. The nest was only 2% complete on this date. During two nest monitoring efforts made since then, 
on March 30, 2012 and April 4, 2012, no nest was observed at this location. The only Bushtits observed in the 
area were foraging and visiting two active Bushtit nests logged as 022912_lgan_15 and 040212_jdus_01. The 
vegetation around the nest location was thoroughly checked and no nest was found. This nest did not reach an 
active stage and therefore can be considered closed. - LGorman

No

BUSH Bushtit 032412_jpki_01 TL 6915/6924 Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/24/2012 3/31/2012 03/24/2012 - Adults observed bringing material to 75% complete nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
03/31/2012 - No nest was found during today's nest check. The nest was still under construction during the last 
monitoring check on 03/31/12, and no egg shell fragments were found in the vicinity of the former nest. 
Therefore, it is presumed that the nest failed prior to egg laying. The cause is unknown. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 032412_jpki_02 TL6915/6924-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 4 100 50 50 Fledged 3/24/2012 4/17/2012 03/24/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to complete nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
03/31/2012 - Adult male observed bringing small green larva to nest. - MDicus
04/03/2012 - BUSH bringing food to nest at 0640. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest appears sound and maintained, but no visits detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No Bushtit activity was observed near the nest. However, not far down the road, a group of Bushtits 
was foraging extensively. At least 3 recently fledged young were closely following 2 adults, and were begging 
incessantly. This nest has successfully fledged. - VEurs

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 032412_lton_01 EP72-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - foundations 80 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/24/2012 4/12/2012 03/24/2012 - Biomonitor observed  Bushtit pair fly to nest. Nest appears to be complete or close to completion. - 
LThoreson
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visited nest without apparent nest material; nest in excellent condition. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Biomonitor reported observation of birds entering and leaving nest; possible nest exchange. - 
VNovik
04/12/2012 - Nest has been depredated. Bottom torn out and eggshell fragments found on branches below 
amidst pieces of nesting material. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 032412_lton_02 EP78-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Grading 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/24/2012 4/20/2012 03/24/2012 - A Bushtit pair was observed flying to the nest. The pair is assumed to be nest building. - LThoreson
03/29/2012 - Pair of Bushtits active and territorial at nest site; 1 Bushtit entered nest when avian biologist was 
within 4 feet while searching for nest location while other Bushtit perched 10 feet away. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 - Nest looks complete and bulky, but a green oak leaf appears to be positioned in the entrance hole, 
effectively plugging the entry. No Bushtits observed during 30-minute observation period. Checked back 3 hours 
later, when no Bushtits were observed during 20 minutes. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - In 20 minutes of passive observation from 20 feet, 2 adults approached nest on 2 occasions. Neither 
was seen carrying nesting material or food. Both entered nest and vacated 10 seconds later, then on next visit, 
neither entered but one pulled small amount of nesting material from entrance. No indication they are building a 
nest elsewhere. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest is severely damaged and torn open from side. Eggshell fragments found on ground below nest. 
Nest closed and all signs removed from buffer. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 032412_lton_03 EP78-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Grading 115 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/24/2012 4/20/2012 03/24/2012 - A biomonitor observed 2 Bushtits bringing nesting material to this nest. The nest appears to be 85% 
complete. - LThoreson
03/29/2012 - Pair of Bushtits bringing nest material to nest; 1 Bushtit entered nest with material in beak while 
avian biologist was 10 feet away during initial search for the nest, with a second Bushtit waiting its turn nearby. - 
PKonrad
04/05/2012 - Bushtit brought nesting material to nest that looks complete, except the area surrounding the 
entrance. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Pair of Bushtits entered nest with fluffy nesting material. Likely lining cup. One left immediately and 
the other remained inside for >2 minutes. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest is severely damaged and torn open from side. Eggshell fragments found on ground below nest. 
Nest closed and all signs removed from buffer. - MKuehn

No

GRRO Greater Roadrunner 032412_vers_01 TL 6915/6924-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 28 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/24/2012 4/2/2012 03/24/2012 - A roadrunner "came out of nowhere" and raced across the hillside. The biologist checked the one 
possible place where the roadrunner could have emerged and discovered the nest containing two nestlings with 
developing pin feathers. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Nestlings fully feathered. - MDicus
04/02/2012 - No evidence of predation (no feathers on ground or damage to nest). Nest was still in good 
condition. On March 31, fully-feathered nestlings were alive and alert, and no construction activities have 
occurred in the area recently. Indications are that the nest fledged. - MDicus

Yes
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032412_vers_02 TL 6915/6924-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 75 100 80 80 Nest did not reach active stage 3/24/2012 4/23/2012 03/24/2012 - Nest is in good condition with the rim almost complete but no lining. A pair of LEGOs came within 
40 feet of the nest, and a lone female came within 30 feet. However, no birds directly approached the nest. - 
VEurs
03/31/2012 - No activity at nest during 30 minutes of observation. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - Nest looks the same as it did upon initial detection, still unlined. After 30 minutes of observation, no 
LEGO's (or any birds) approached the nest. Nest declared inactive and buffer removed. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - The nest is in the same condition as on the previous visit. No LEGO activity detected around the 
nest. - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 032612_ahll_01 EP49-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/26/2012 4/24/2012 03/26/2012 - Male was observed bringing soft lining material to nest on several occasions. Male did not alter his 
nesting behavior when truck was at arroyo toad cattle guard for a few minutes. Nest appears to be 95% complete. 
ESA signs installed with drive through access only. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Nest appears complete but a bit weathered-looking. After 10 minutes of observing nest, a Bushtit 
flew to nest, entered nest, but did not come out during the next 15 minutes. No Bushtit calls during time in nest 
area. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - After 20 minutes a Bushtit was observed foraging in the area of the nest for about 5 minutes, then it 
visited the nest for 15 seconds and left. A Bushtit returned after 10 minutes, 5 minutes, and again after another 5 
minutes, apparently feeding nestlings. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Bushtits visited nest regularly after 8, 4, 3, and 6 minutes, indicating nestlings are being fed inside 
nest. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard during 15 minute observation period; checked nest and found it has 
been predated with the lower third of the nest pulled away and lying in 4 pieces on the ground. No sign of 
nestlings observed. Considering the amount of destruction to the nest, a large predator probably made the attack 
rather than the usual scrub jay suspects - closed. - PKonrad

No

PHAI Phainopepla 032612_elss_01 EP255-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats OH - wire stringing 125 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

3/26/2012 4/27/2012 03/26/2012 - Male incubating on nest, flew on approach, leading to nest discovery; 2 mottled tan eggs in nest. - 
ELoveless
03/30/2012 - Female Phainopepla incubating. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Still 2 eggs in nest; female off nest initially, but territorial nearby, returning to nest when avian 
biologist walked away. - PKonrad
04/14/2012 - Male perched on side of nest; nestlings expected to be inside nest, but did not want to displace the 
adult to verify nestling status. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No adult Phainopeplas observed or heard in area; 2 eggs still unhatched in well-formed nest. This 
nesting attempt may have failed, but will check back soon. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Still 2 unhatched eggs in nest, a month after nest, clutch, and pair of Phainopeplas was initially 
observed; no adults near nest again today - closed. Periodic but regular wire-stringing activities over the course of 
approximately 2 weeks within the nest cycle may have had some impact on this nest, but that cannot be 
determined, although the cause of abandonment may also have a natural basis. - PKonrad

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 032612_elss_02 EP91 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Traffic 40 100 85 85 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/26/2012 4/21/2012 03/26/2012 - Biomonitor observed Western Scrub-jay carrying nesting material to a sugar bush about every 45 
minutes. A nest about 90% complete was found in the sugar bush. - ELoveless
04/06/2012 - Nest is in good shape with a nice lining of fine grass, but no Western Scrub-jays were present. - 
PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest contains 2 speckled light-blue eggs; adult Western Scrub-jay perched just west of nest as soon 
as avian biologist left area; clutch is probably not a full clutch yet. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - Nest is empty, but otherwise appears in good condition. No eggshell fragment present in nest or on 
branches or ground below. Likely predated. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 032612_elss_04 Jacumba Valley Ranch CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 20 100 10 10 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

3/26/2012 5/4/2012 03/26/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material inside tire once during 45 minute observation. - ELoveless
04/06/2012 - No House Finches observed or heard in area of nest site. Unclear if black wheel covers and bird 
deterrents were in place during initial observation or added since that time. Questionable if this nest is still active. 
- PKonrad
04/14/2012 - No sign of House Finches; heavy plastic cover over wheel has torn away and is flapping in the wind. 
Notified for repair. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Female inside nest site during the entire 30-minute observation. Male visited nest twice and was 
frequently observed perched and singing near the nest site. - ELoveless
04/27/2012 - Nest checked also on 4/20, but no nest-related activity was observed. Today, no activity at the nest 
site, although House Finches are active nearby. Status of this nest uncertain. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - No House Finch activity in area. It appears this nesting attempt was unsuccessful judging by the nest 
monitoring history and lack of finch activity here recently - closed. - PKonrad

No
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CORA Common Raven 032612_fhan_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/26/2012 3/27/2012 03/26/2012 - Nest has been constructed for at least 4 days. Appears 50% or more complete. One CORA in area 
vocalizing and perching. - FHoffman
03/27/2012 - The nesting attempt is located near the top of an A-frame within Sycamore Substation. The pair was 
observed adding material yesterday, March 26. The nest is approximately 40-50% complete based on visible 
material and size/quantity of material being carried to the nest site, which is not yet developed enough to support 
eggs. No eggs or young present (as determined by nest stage). Deterrents have been installed to prevent cavity 
nesters, but were not successful in deterring stick nests. While no raven deterrents are installed on the A-frame 
where the CORA nest attempt is located, it should also be noted that this is an energized substation limiting 
access for deterrent installation and removal, as well as the type of deterrents that can be used. An orange cone 
will be placed after the nesting material is removed, to deter future nesting. Additionally, both project and non-
project work has been occurring regularly at the substation. The pair was observed nest building on March 26 
while a project crew was conducting a circuit breaker replacement 60-120 feet from the nest attempt. Per the 
NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a deterrent. A delay due to allowing the nest cycle to continue would 
likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure 
system reliability. Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 3/27/2012. - KAlberts
03/27/2012 - Concurrence with a nest removal request was received on 03/27/12. The nest was still under 
construction and appeared to be approximately 50-60% constructed upon removal. As a precaution, the worker 
tasked with nest removal was instructed to look into the nest to verify the nest contained no eggs. The worker 
confirmed the nest was empty and removed it, installing in its place an orange construction cone. The cone was 
wedged into the gap to deter the ravens from rebuilding in this location. During this period, one Common Raven 
was observed soaring and vocalizing outside the substation but did not approach the nest vicinity. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 032612_fhan_03 CP08-2-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/26/2012 TBD 03/26/2012 - Pair actively building and vocalizing. Multiple trips with material observed. Nest in early stages circa 
30% complete. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - BUSH observed adding fluffy nest material at 0959. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - During a 75-minute observation period, BUSH pair approached the nest twice. On the first occasion, 
the female added very fine spider webs or hair to the nest. On the second visit, one bird added coarser material. 
They spent the majority of the time foraging on the surrounding hillsides. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - The Bushtit pair spent the first part of the observation period foraging downslope. The female then 
approached the nest, without anything in her bill. She entered the nest and remained inside for well over 20 
minutes, through the end of the observations. The male spent this time foraging downslope and perching in the 
branches around the nest. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - The nest is intact after recent rains. Both adults were foraging in the nest tree as the biologist 
arrived. They approached the nest several times, and the female eventually entered carrying an insect. However, 
no nestlings were heard, and she remained inside for over 10 minutes, so the food was likely for herself. As the 
male foraged, he would bring insects back to the nest tree and consume them there. - VEurs
05/04/2012 - After 80 minutes of observation, no Bushtit activity was detected at the nest, which appears to be in 
good condition. It should be noted that at one point a pair of BUSH landed in the tree above the nest, but at the 
same time, a dump truck drove past. The pair flew from the tree and seemed to resume foraging. At another 
point 20-30 minutes later, a female landed in a shrub about 20 feet from the nest, with an insect in her mouth. 
Again, a dump truck passed at that moment and the female disappeared from view. Bushtits were actively 
foraging downslope during the entire observation period. However, it seems the regular passage every 20-30 
minutes of the dump truck may have been temporarily deterring approaches to the nest. - VEurs

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 032612_imll_01 EP112-3-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 80 100 80 80 Presumed Fledged 3/26/2012 4/30/2012 03/26/2012 - Pair observed adding fine nesting material and lining to a nearly complete nest 3 times during 45 
minutes while no work was occurring. - IMaunsell
04/05/2012 - Unable to access road through locked gate; will return tomorrow. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Pair in vicinity with 1 adult observed carrying food to nest and leaving with fecal sac. - JPawlicki
04/16/2012 - Pair of Bushtits bringing beakfuls of caterpillars and bugs to nest every 2 to 4 minutes. - PKonrad
04/23/2012 - Nest is in good shape, but no Bushtits visited the nest during 30 minute observation period. 
However, there are several Bushtits active in the area, including 1 pair south of the nest. Unsure if nestlings have 
fledged at this time and will check back soon to double-check. - PKonrad
04/30/2012 - No Bushtits observed in the area; the nest is in good shape although  the nesting material 
surrounding the entrance hole is a bit worn. Nestlings appear to have fledged and may have been the Bushtits 
observed south of the nest last week - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

HOFI House Finch 032612_lgan_01 TL 6915 - 171684 69kv Structure Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 30 30 Fledged 3/26/2012 4/26/2012 03/26/2012 - A female house finch was seen bringing nest material into an insulator bracket at the top of 69kv 
pole Z171684. The male was singing from the top of the pole while the female brought material. The percent 
completeness is unknown. Two orange bird buffer ESA signs were placed 30 feet from the base of the monopole 
containing the nest on the access road to the north. - LGorman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0855 to 0905. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - No HOFI activity observed. - RRadd
04/18/2012 - No activity observed. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - A male HOFI was observed feeding several begging fledglings not far from the nest. The nest has 
fledged successfully and is now closed. - VEurs

Yes
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CATH California Thrasher 032612_mkhn_01 TL 6924 - 171687 69kv Structure Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 215 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/26/2012 4/10/2012 03/26/2012 - Adults visited nest with food several times and fed young. Visits took place with a biologist standing 
8, 15, and 25 feet away (different visits). Adult fed then sat on nest with biologist 8 feet away, and did not flush 
when biologist walked away. Two nestlings present, eyes still closed, and they appeared to be 4-6 days old. 100-
foot buffer established and marked with 5 signs (all on north side of nest). - MKuehn
04/01/2012 - CATH at nest at 0903. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - At least 3 downy nestlings with no pinfeathers visible in nest, appear to be about 6 days old. - 
HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest is clean empty and intact, suggesting successful fledging. - RRadd

Yes

NUWO Nuttall's Woodpecker 032612_rabe_01 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 16 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/26/2012 4/2/2012 03/26/2012 - Presumed Nuttall's Woodpecker nest due to being closest woodpecker species observed in general 
area, within 20 feet, over last week. Fresh cavity entrance in Sambucus mexicana approximately three inches 
deep. Inner cavity has not been started. 100-foot drive through only buffer staked. - RAbe
04/02/2012 - Cavity excavation has progressed since last week, with inner cavity now exposed. No woodpeckers 
observed in area, but entrance hole size is consistent with Picoides nuttallii. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No cavity nesters observed associating with this location on either of several visits today and 
yesterday. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Cavity has not been improved since April 2. No NUWO detections. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Cavity has not advanced since April 2, and no woodpeckers detected. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 032612_rabe_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 75 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/26/2012 4/12/2012 03/26/2012 - Three pale, blue-green unmarked eggs in cup nest suggesting House Finch. Multiple House Finch 
pairs observed in area over last week or so carrying nest building material in immediate area by biomonitors. One 
pair was observed in the immediate area of the nest multiple times today. 30 foot buffer staked. - RAbe
04/02/2012 - HOFI pair within a few feet of nest. 2 eggs now in nest. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest contains 1 broken egg, however a HOFI exited the nest on approach, suggesting the nest 
remains viable. - RRadd
04/12/2012 - Eggshell remains found in nest. No activity in area.  Nest appears to have been predated. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 032612_vers_01 TL 6924 - 171682 69kv Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 200 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 3/26/2012 4/25/2012 03/26/2012 - A pair of HOFI were seen on the wire next to pole 171682. A short time later, the female was seen 
carrying grassy material into the bracket for an insulator arm. She returned within 10 minutes with more material, 
and the male attempted to copulate with her. She carried the material into the bracket while the male perched 
nearby, singing. - VEurs
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0920 to 0930. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - No HOFI during observation period 0900 to 0925. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No activity observed during 45 minute observation period. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - No HOFI activity at the nest after 45 minutes of observation. HOFI's entered each of the upper 
brackets, but none appeared interested in the lower bracket. Lack of activity at this nest site over the past month 
leads the biologist to change its status from "active" to "closed." - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 032612_vnik_01 69kV-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - maintenance 45 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/26/2012 4/26/2012 03/26/2012 - Bushtit making several trips to nest with material. Appears to be lining nest. - VNovik
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0907 to 0917. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest appears complete, well protected and attached. No BUSH detected during late afternoon 
observation. - RRadd
04/18/2012 - No activity observed during noon observation period - BArnold
04/26/2012 - At the start of the observation period, the biologist noted the unusual appearance of the nest. After 
30 minutes with no BUSH activity, the biologist approached the nest to examine it closely. The nest is very 
stretched out at the top, with the nest entrance lower down than is usual on a BUSH nest. The entrance hole also 
seems larger than normal and faces up toward the sky. It doesn't seem that the nest was predated. Rather, its 
damaged condition seems to be a result of a string of storm events this area has recently experienced. Based on 
nesting cycle, it is possible that this nest contained eggs when it failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No
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BUSH Bushtit 032712_elss_01 EP117-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/27/2012 TBD 03/27/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed carrying and adding material to a nest that is approximately 90% 
complete. - ELoveless
04/05/2012 - Small Bushtit nest appears complete, but has a unique 'dent' in chamber below the entrance. No 
Bushtits observed or heard. - PKonrad
04/14/2012 - Nest appears unchanged; no Bushtit activity in area; status may not be active. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed adding material to nest 1 time during the 90-minute observation period. - 
ELoveless
04/25/2012 - After 15 minutes, a male Bushtit flew toward nest with a white object in its bill (food or nest 
material?), but avian biologist's presence 50 feet away seemed to distress the bird, so biologist left the area. - 
PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Nest checked at request of PAR construction. Female Bushtit observed entering nest and remaining 
inside while male foraged nearby. Nest appears 100% complete and in good condition. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Uncertain what the status of this nesting attempt is at this time; nest looks normal; no Bushtits were 
observed initially. But after 5 minutes the pair flew in from the south, very aware of avian monitor 35 feet from 
nest and seemingly hesitant to go to nest. Female went to nest and may have stayed there. Male went to nest a 
minute later and returned a short distance south, where it seemed to begin foraging. Never observed anything in 
the birds' beaks - could be egg laying or have nestlings. - PKonrad
05/07/2012 - No Bushtits were observed during a 30-minute period. The nest is the same although the top is a bit 
roughed up and an inert hole has been poked into the side of the nest below the entrance. The hole looks like a 
jay attempted predation, but the hole does not enter the interior of the nest. It was verbally recommended that 
an avian biologist should observe this nest site for an extended period to ascertain the present status of the nest 
as soon as possible. - PKonrad

TBD

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 032712_elss_02 EP114-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 50 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 3/27/2012 4/27/2012 03/27/2012 - A pair of Western Scrub-jays was observed carrying and adding nesting material to a nest that is 
approximately 95% complete. - ELoveless
04/02/2012 - Observations of bio-monitor C. Frey over 2 days - March 29, 2012 - 0730; 2 Western Scrub Jays were 
observed away from nest by 75 to 150 feet with no crew onsite. A chase occurred with other pair of jays, and 1 
flew to nest while generator running and full crew present. An individual did not appear to have nesting material. 
Other individual of the pair perched 50 feet away; the pair left after 15 minutes and returned about an hour later 
with nesting material several times while crew worked on Leg A; generator not in use. March 30, 2012 - 0740; 
Common Raven perched on boulder 10 feet from Western Scrub Jay nest. Western Scrub Jay pair flew to over 100 
feet away and avoided going to rest while Common Raven present. After raven flew away with nest material, 
biologist used binoculars to look in nest, and no eggs were present. 0820; the Western Scrub Jay pair returned 
with material while a crew was present; no equipment running. - LThoreson
04/03/2012 - Observations of onsite monitor: 1331 - observed 2 Western Scrub Jays perched approximately 150 
feet south of EP114 tower site. 1341 - observed the pair of jays flying north behind the boulders where the nest is 
located. 1444 - observed pair of jays across the road east of EP114 tower site on ground. Pair did not alarm call, 
and rotor wash debris did not go near nest site. - VNovik
04/04/2012 - Monitor reported following : 0855 - observed 1 Western Scrub Jay perching on top of boulder next 
to nest and flying into vegetation below boulder. 1000 - observed 2 Common Ravens perched on a boulder by 
nest. The 2 Common Ravens were then  observed flying east of the site with a Red-tailed hawk. 1045 - observed 
the pair of Common Ravens fly from behind boulders north of site and head south. Did not observe any Western 
Scrub Jays during K-max activities or directly prior to K-max activities. Rotor wash and debris did not go near nest. - 
VNovik
04/07/2012 - Nest monitored during Crux micropile testing on legs D and A within nest buffer authorized in 
variance received 4/5/2012. Ground work and K-Max activity began at 1100.  Nest observations: At 1043, 3 scrub 
jays observed flying from south to north toward nest. One jay perched on a shrub adjacent to nest and watched 
crew for about five minutes. Jay pair flew from nest location southward out of site before any work activities 
occurred. Pair was observed to east of site at approximately 1645. Possibly different pair seen flying from general 
vicinity of nest soon after. Nest appears fully built and in good condition, no eggs or young present. No helicopter 
rotor wash was observed to impact the nest. - RQuilley
04/09/2012 - Biomonitor Anna Bryant reported Western Scrub-jays were observed perching on boulders in 
vicinity of nest and flew into vegetation near nest. Throughout day, biologist observed jays perching on vegetation 
surrounding the site. - VNovik
04/16/2012 - Western Scrub-Jay incubating tightly on nest; did not move when biologist was within 20 feet. - 
PKonrad
04/23/2012  No jays observed in area; nest empty but it is large  well built and the lining of the nest bowl is 

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 032712_esds_01 EP95-N Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 4/12/2012 03/27/2012 - As biologists inspected the nest location during the nesting bird survey, a Western Scrub Jay 
swooped down to the nest location making harsh vocalizations. WESJ then perched on a nearby shrub and did not 
leave this perch until biologists left the area. - EStrods
04/06/2012 - Adult Western Scrub-jay incubating 3 speckled light-blue eggs in large nest. Jay slipped out the back 
of the sugar bush as avian biologist approached the site, but quickly returned to nest as biologist walked away. - 
PKonrad
04/12/2012 - No eggs in empty nest; no Western Scrub-jays in area. Since eggs were observed on the previous 
visit, it appears the nest has been predated, although no sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings are evident, and the 
nest shows no deterioration. Only the fact that the nest is empty points to predation as the greatest potential 
cause of nest failure. - PKonrad
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CATH California Thrasher 032712_jdus_01 EP99-2-N-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 30 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 4/20/2012 03/27/2012 - Found nest during active nesting bird survey. Did not hear bird leave the nest. Nest has 1 egg in it. 
Female returned to nest 5 minutes after logging the location. - JDicus
04/06/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; did not leave nest; eggs probably close to hatching. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Adult California Thrasher brooding 2 small downy nestlings. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Nest is empty. Timing is premature for successful fledging of young. Likely predated. Incubation 
began on 3/28, with hatching expected on 4/11 and fledging not expected until 4/25 at the earliest. No feces on 
rim or branches surrounding nest. No feathers or remains detected in vicinity of nest. No fledglings or adults 
detected within 50 feet of nest in 20 minutes of observation. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

CATH California Thrasher 032712_jdus_02 EP99-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 65 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 4/6/2012 03/27/2012 - The nest was discovered during an active nesting bird survey. Biologist saw 1 egg and 1 nestling. The 
egg had a small hole in it and appeared to be about to hatch. - JDicus
04/06/2012 - California Thrasher nest is empty and there is no sign of nestlings or adults. Fine material used to 
form bowl of nest has been pulled up throughout the nest bowl. Appears predation is the most likely cause of 
nest failure - closed. - PKonrad

No

HOFI House Finch 032712_mdus_01 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/27/2012 TBD 03/27/2012 - A female House Finch was observed making multiple trips to a nest carrying bits of dried annuals 
and small twigs. The male accompanied her on several trips, singing from a nearby perch. Percentage of 
completion is difficult to estimate, as the nest is not completely visible. - MDicus
04/02/2012 - Pair perched on tower near nest, male chases away other nearby HOFIs. Nest appears nearly 
complete. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - HOFI pair visiting and defending this nest, but not observed in nest at 1316. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - HOFI activity continues. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - HOFI lying in nest for duration of observation. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 032712_rqey_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - tower erection 45 100 40 40 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 5/8/2012 03/27/2012 - Pair observed actively adding material to nest during a 30 minute period. Nest is about 90% 
complete and is very close to the road edge. Pair flew away from nest during passing of slow drive-through traffic. 
- RQuilley
04/05/2012 - Bushtit brought material to nest, positioning it onto the top of the nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Both adults entered nest with fluffy material. Likely lining nest cup. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest observed passively from a concealed location 15 feet away. After 12 minutes, an adult flew to 
nest and entered, remaining inside for next 3 minutes. - MKuehn
04/24/2012 - K-Max flew legs to site. No rotor wash detected at nest tree. Winds are from north, and K-Max 
approached from south, using a 100-foot longline. Conditions were favorable for work. Shrubs on south side of 
work area appeared to be moving from rotor wash.  Bushtit was observed entering nest on regular basis and 
appeared unaffected by work activities. - VNovik
04/26/2012 - Adults observed entering and leaving nest before, during, and after skycrane operation. Wind was 
from the west and skycrane approached from east, causing minimal prop wash to hit nest. The nest branch did 
move from side to side due to rotor wash, however there was no damage caused to the nest. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - Prior to work activity, Bushtits observed bringing food to nest repeatedly. 1037-1041: 500 
helicopter hovered between 100-600 feet out of buffer with no observed impact to nest.  1038-1041: Skycrane 
approached from east and set tower layback. No rotor wash was observed at nest location. Bushtits returned to 
nest immediately following aircrane departure.  1251-1258: 500 helicopter hovered about 200 feet to southwest 
of nest. Pair was not observed returning to nest during this period.  1254-1257: Skycrane approached from east 
and set tower bridge. Rotor wash observed affecting the nest for 10 seconds with approximately 10-20 mph gusts. 
The nest remained intact and appears undamaged. Bushtit pair returned to nest within 10 minutes of all skycrane 
activities carrying food. Pair was observed returning to nest for the remainder of the day during all back bolting 
work and behaved naturally. - RQuilley
05/03/2012 - Both adults observed carrying food into nest. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - No activity at nest for 20 minutes. Nest has been torn open at the top on the north side, and a small 
hole is present at the bottom on the north side. Feathers and nest lining are strewn among branches below nest. 
Adults detected 30 feet away and were not observed carrying food; only foraging. Observations indicate nestlings 
hatched between 4/24 and 4/27 and would have been expected to fledge no sooner than 5/12. Nest appears to 
have been predated. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 032712_rqey_02 EP79-E-A Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/27/2012 TBD 03/27/2012 - Bushtit pair observed actively adding material to nest. Nest is approximately 50% complete. Pair did 
not appear disturbed by drive through traffic; 75 foot buffer given due to high exposure of nest to line of sight. - 
RQuilley
04/05/2012 - Nest complete although no Bushtits observed during 30 minute observation period. Checked back 4 
hours later, but no Bushtit activity observed during 15 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest appears complete and intact. No activity at nest during 20-minute observation from 40 feet 
away. Bushtits heard briefly within 30 feet of nest. - MKuehn
04/21/2012 - Both adults visited nest carrying soft fluffy nesting material inside, and leaving immediately. It 
appears they are not yet incubating or egg laying. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Again, both adults visited nest carrying soft fluffy nesting material inside, and left immediately. May 
be egg laying but not incubating yet. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - 3 different adult Bushtits were observed carrying food into nest in succession. - MKuehn

TBD
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BUSH Bushtit 032712_sjon_01 EP70 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - foundations 250 100 40 40 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 4/24/2012 03/27/2012 - Bushtit pair observed building nest using material from a nearby Bushtit nest (nest ID 
032012_lton_01). Nest is approximately 25 percent complete. A recently failed nest is approximately 15 feet away 
(nest ID 032012_lton_01). Pair was nest building and collecting material within 5 feet of a biologist. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks complete; Bushtits heard nearby, but no Bushtit visited nest during 30-minute 
observation period. Checked back a second time, but no Bushtits observed during 10-minute period. - PKonrad
04/14/2012 - 4/9/2012observation - Nest appears good, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 25 minute 
observation period. Uncertain status. - PKonrad
04/16/2012 - Bushtit observed entering nest after approximately 15 minutes of observation. - SJohnston
04/24/2012 - No Bushtits were observed or heard during the first 15 minutes of this observation period, but when 
the nest was checked at close quarters, it was missing. Only a small remnant of the top of the nest was still 
attached to the tree, and the rest of the nest could not be found. A predator appears to have torn the nest off the 
anchoring branch and removed it from the nest site. No sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings in the area - closed. - 
PKonrad

No

CATH California Thrasher 032712_tcer_01 EP96-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 15 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 4/6/2012 03/27/2012 - Adult California Thrasher on nest with 1 egg. - TCooper
04/06/2012 - Nest is empty and the lining of fine grasses has been pulled up almost throughout the nest bowl. 
Appears the nest has been predated, and there is no sign of eggs or eggshells in nest or surrounding area, and no 
thrashers noted in area - closed. - PKonrad

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 032812_ahll_01 EP35-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 5 100 70 70 Nest did not reach active stage 3/28/2012 4/18/2012 03/28/2012 - Observed male bringing sticks to nest cavity several times, and singing in area around nest. Did not 
observe female with male. Male BEWR bringing nesting material to a suitable cavity, sing, with the intent of 
attracting a female with his nest base. Nest is 5 % complete. - AHill
04/04/2012 - Nest appears almost complete, lining material present, heard BEWR sing 20 feet away. Pair built 
nest approximately 2 feet inside railing away from entrance. - AHill
04/11/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0700 in light rain. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0635 to 0705. Nest material does not appear to have been moved 
in the past week. Mud at nest entrance has remained undisturbed over the past week. Examination of interior 
with a mirror shows that nest materials are arranged haphazardly with no nest cup established. Nest closed. - 
HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 032812_bald_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/28/2012 3/28/2012 03/28/2012 - House finches were observed bringing nest material to lower, eastern cable 'L' hollow arm bracket. 
The nesting attempt was approximately 60% complete and does not contain eggs or young. House finches 
continued bringing material during construction activity in this and adjacent monopoles and per the NBMMP, 
active work is considered a form of deterrent. Also, ribbon was placed at multiple points around the work area. 
SDG&E needed to access these steel riser monopoles over the next few weeks to QA/QC items identified during 
the recent testing of the underground system, and to conduct possible repair work. After determining there were 
no eggs, this nest material was removed and photographed per the NBMMP. SDG&E will install plastic around all 
brackets and other deterrents in an attempt to preclude bird nesting on these monopoles. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 032812_bald_02 CP88-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/28/2012 3/28/2012 03/28/2012 - House finch observed visiting cable clamp 'C' brackets. While an avian biologist was present, 
lineman reported small accumulation of material, with no eggs, that avian biologist confirmed. House Finches 
continued to bring material while lineman was working within 2 feet of 'C' bracket with nest material.  The nesting 
attempt was approximately 5% complete. Bird repellent ribbon was in place around the work pad. Furthermore, 
testing work has occurred at this location over the past few weeks and per the NBMMP, active work is considered 
a form of a deterrent. These House Finches were not disturbed by human presence or construction activity. 
SDG&E needs to have access to these poles over the next few weeks to conduct QA/QC work and possible repair 
work identified in the recently completed testing. After determining that there were no eggs present, this nest 
material was removed and photographed. SDG&E will install plastic over the brackets and other deterrents to 
discourage future nesting. - BArnold

No

CATH California Thrasher 032812_esds_01 EP99-2-N-A Road Area Chaparrals Other 90 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 4/20/2012 03/28/2012 - This nest was located during active nest searching. The nest was observed for a short period after it 
was located. No bird was seen actively using the nest, however the nest appears to have been built very recently. 
This nest appears to have been built by a WESJ or a CATH. Biologists suggest monitoring this nest for further 
activity. - EStrods
04/03/2012 - Observations incidental to conducting 3 day pre-construction nest survey yielded a California 
Thrasher visiting nest with 3 eggs. Changed status to active and added species ID to pen tab. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - Nest contains 3 speckled light-turquoise eggs; heard adult leave nest, but didn't see it. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Nest is empty and lining appears mussed inside cup. Likely predated since earliest possible hatch 
date based on observations is 4/14 and nestlings would only be 6 days old today (expected to fledge no earlier 
than 4/28). No eggshells, feathers, or remains found below or near nest. No adults detected in area in 10 minutes 
of passive observation. Closed nest and removed buffer signs. - MKuehn

No
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WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 032812_esds_03 EP99-2-N-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 87 100 80 80 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 4/27/2012 03/28/2012 - This nest was built with medium-sized sticks which included a tightly formed bowl built with finer 
plant material. The nest appears to be that of a WESJ or CATH. The nest was located during active searching. No 
birds were seen back at the nest or within the vicinity after it was located. Biologists suggest that this nest be 
monitored for further activity. - EStrods
04/07/2012 - Very quiet in100-foot butter of nest. Approached rest and no activity heard and saw nothing in nest. 
Nest remains in excellent condition. - LThoreson
04/16/2012 - Bird slipped away from nest unseen, but 2 Western Scrub-Jay pairs were very territorial, perched at 
tallest nearby locations calling while avian biologist quickly checked nest with 3 brown-speckled light-blue eggs in 
it. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Large rattlesnake 2 feet north of nest. Adult WESJ near and scolding. Nest contains 4 eggs. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Nest is empty and lining is mussed in cup. Appears to have been predated. Timing is too early for 
fledging young, as the nest contained eggs 6 days ago. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 032812_fhan_01 EP85-2-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - tower erection 270 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 4/22/2012 03/28/2012 - Bushtit nest appears nearly complete as pair are collecting feathers for lining. - FHoffman
04/05/2012 - Nest complete, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 20 minute observation period; may be at 
egg laying stage when Bushtits visit nest less or are inside nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest appears intact. Passively observed for 15 minutes from 30 feet. No birds left or went to nest. 
Three Bushtits foraged within 50 feet of nest for 10 minutes. - MKuehn
04/22/2012 - This nest has been destroyed and was likely depredated. Bottom portion of nest still in tree and 
many pieces of nesting material strewn among branches below. No eggshell fragments located, but timing and 
previous observations indicate eggs were likely present. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 032812_ghan_03 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 70 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/28/2012 5/5/2012 03/28/2012 - 1100: Pair observed making multiple trips carrying nesting material. Nest appears to be 
approximately 80% complete. - GHuffman
04/06/2012 - Nest appears to be lined, but no bird on nest. HOFI pair approached nest, followed by another HOFI, 
and defended their nest, chasing off the second pair. One adult entered nest for a brief period. Male vocalized 
from the top of a nearby shrub. - VEurs
04/15/2012 - During a 15-minute observation period, the female was on the nest the majority of the time. Upon 
returning to the nest after a couple brief periods away, she was not carrying any food items and would quickly 
settle back on the nest. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - Female observed incubating. Construction appears to have no negative impacts to nesting behavior. - 
GHuffman
04/28/2012 - 2-3 gray, downy nestlings visible from the back of the nest shrub at 0745. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - The nest is empty, but in excellent condition, with a rim of feces typical of HOFI nestlings. No signs 
of predation. Just enough time has passed for the nest cycle to be completed. This nest is closed and presumed 
fledged. - VEurs

Yes

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 032812_imll_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 550 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 5/9/2012 03/28/2012 - Male CAGN making repeated trips to the nest location between 1000-1030. The male was observed 
to make 2-3 trips at a time before briefly pausing nesting behavior to forage with the female. Following foraging, 
the male would return to making trips to the nest, occasionally with very large pieces of nesting material. The nest 
was monitored from the opposite bank of the draw approximately 60 feet away. The pair continued natural 
behavior, and when the male made trips to the host shrub, a nest estimated to be approximately 30% complete 
was able to be observed. - IMaunsell
04/04/2012 - Pair observed adjacent to nest foraging and perching from 0850-0900. Male made three brief trips 
to nest shrub between 0855-0900 without material. Nest likely complete and ready for eggs or egg laying has 
commenced. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - Male CAGN was detected "pishing" at approximately 0705 near the nest location. At approximately 
0715 the male flew to the host shrub, called softly, the female departed the nest area, and the male proceeded to 
incubate. The female then called from the slope facing the nest. At 0748 the female returned to the nest area, 
called softly, and exchanged incubating duties with the male. - IMaunsell
04/18/2012 - Male initially observed foraging, made nest exchange with female at approximately 0815. Second 
nest exchange 30 minutes later. - MDicus
04/25/2012 - An adult male California Gnatcatcher was observed foraging and lightly scolding near the nest. The 
female parent was observed incubating the nest. The avian biologist observed one nest exchange where the male 
parent took over the incubating duties. - LGorman
05/02/2012 - During approximately 1.5 hours of observation, the adult male CAGN was observed foraging and 
returning to the nest vicinity 3 times, intermittently vocalizing, and once visiting the nest. The male was also 
observed interacting with the nearby CAGN pair whose nest had recently fledged. The adult female remained on 
the nest during the entire observation period, leaving it once, for approximately 30 seconds, before returning. - 
MDicus
05/09/2012 - After nearly an hour of inactivity, the nest contents were checked. The nest contained 1 egg and 
was covered with ants. The pair was later observed constructing a new nest approximately 180 feet north of this 
location. - MDicus

No
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CATH California Thrasher 032812_jdus_01 EP98-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 31 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/28/2012 4/12/2012 03/28/2012 - Completely constructed and lined twig nest originally found during early morning nest survey, found 
to contain 1 egg and 1 newly hatched nestling. Pair of California Thrasher in vicinity upon approach later the same 
day to plot nest with GPS. Nest then found to contain 2 newly hatched nestlings (1 just hatched during nest 
survey). Adult calling softly from back side of nest shrub and returned to nest on immediate retreat of avian 
biologist to 50 feet; adult back on nest within 60 seconds. - JDicus
04/06/2012 - Large California Thrasher nest contains 2 large downy nestlings with pinfeathers showing on wings 
and tail. No adults observed near nest, but 1 thrasher singing east of road. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nestling California Thrashers appear to have fledged. No nestlings, fledglings, or adults in area. Nest 
is in good shape and there is no sign that nestlings did not fledge. - PKonrad

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 032812_jpki_01 EP99-2-N-A Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 41 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 5/3/2012 03/28/2012 - Adults observed at fresh, complete nest. Contents of nest  unknown., but nest stage is presumably 
egg laying. - JPawlicki
04/06/2012 - Pair of Bushtits calling territorially near large nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - During 30 minute observation period, Bushtit periodically heard and observed near nest, but no 
nest visits were observed. After avian biologist approached nest to see if it was intact, a pair of Bushtits flew to 
top of nest tree, acting territorial. Apparently, they are post-nest building but pre-incubation. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Both adults observed entering nest with food. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Both adults observed entering the nest with food. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - No activity at nest and no BUSH detected within 100 feet of nest for 30 minutes. Upon close 
inspection, nest found to have small hole in bottom, and feathers and other nest lining material is strewn among 
branches below nest. Nestling stage commenced between 12-20 April, so timing of observations indicates earliest 
nest could have fledged is 1 May (18 day nestling stage). However, condition of nest and lack of adults feeding 
fledglings in area indicates likely failure due to natural causes (predated). - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 032812_rqey_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - foundations 110 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/28/2012 4/20/2012 03/28/2012 - One Bushtit observed carrying nesting material to nest. - RQuilley
04/05/2012 - Nest looks complete; no Bushtits observed or heard in area during 30-minute period, - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - No Bushtits detected in area for 30 minutes. Nest may be torn open on north side, but difficult to 
tell for sure. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No Bushtits detected within 30 feet of nest for 20 minutes. No activity at this nest since 3/28 and 
appears to be damaged on north side when viewed from east. Nest has failed but natural cause is indeterminate 
because nest is high, impossible to inspect closely, and may have contained eggs. Nest closed and buffer reduced 
to 0 feet. All signs were removed. - MKuehn

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 032812_rqey_02 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 4 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/28/2012 4/5/2012 03/28/2012 - One Bushtit observed carrying nesting material in vicinity of nest. Nest is approximately 90% 
complete. - RQuilley
04/05/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard during 30 minute observation period. When nest was inspected at 
close quarters, a large circular hole was present on the north side where the neck of the nest meets the chamber, 
opposite and below nest entrance. Apparent avian predation, although no sign of egg or eggshells - closed. 
Bushtits probably had not laid eggs yet, judging from nest chronology and status of other nests being built last 
week. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 032812_sjon_01 EP50-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 4/17/2012 03/28/2012 - Nest is 40 percent complete. Pair was undisturbed while logging GPS coordinate and brought 
nesting material to nest. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks complete or nearly complete; 1 Bushtit visited nest and foraged in area to west near the 
end of 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard in area during extended hour-long observation period. Small nest 
looks weak, but intact. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - No nest visits by Bushtits during 30 minute observation period. Upon checking nest status at close 
quarters, it was revealed that the nest has been predated as evidenced by a large hole torn into the bottom of the 
nest chamber. No sign of eggs, eggshells, nestlings or adults was observed in or near the nest - closed. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 032812_sjon_02 EP50-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 58 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 4/24/2012 03/28/2012 - The Bushtit nest is 80 percent complete. The pair was seen carrying nesting material to the nest. The 
biomonitor discovered the nest, and the pair would not return when he was approximately 60 feet away. - 
SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest appears complete; 2 Bushtits very territorial as avian biologist approached site; flew to nest 
when biologist walked away. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Pair of Bushtits actively feeding unseen nestlings in nest; male had bill filled with small caterpillars. - 
PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Pair of adult Bushtits visiting nest, probably with food for nestlings. Pair appears quite timid, so 
avian biologist left area after their initial visit to the nest during the observation period. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - After 15 minutes of no Bushtit activity in the area, checked nest to find it has been predated. The 
nest is torn in half and lying on ground; no sign of eggs, egg shells, or nestlings among flattened nest parts - 
closed. - PKonrad

No
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 032912_bloh_01 CP13-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 230 300 300 300 Fledged 3/29/2012 4/25/2012 03/29/2012 - CAGN incubating. Nearest tower is complete and strung, with no work currently occurring. Active 
Red-tailed hawk nest on tower, with 500-foot buffer. No signage required unless hawk nest becomes inactive 
before this nest fledges, as this buffer is within the hawk buffer. - BLohstroh
04/04/2012 - At approximately 1000, the male was observed on the nest, before witnessing a nest exchange with 
the female. - BLohstroh
04/13/2012 - Male and female making trips to nest, spending time brooding on it, as well as bringing food items. 
Nest left unattended for a few minutes at one point, while pair foraged. - BLohstroh
04/18/2012 - Male and female leaving and making return trips to nest, feeding young. - BLohstroh
04/25/2012 - Pair feeding 1 fledgling in vicinity of nest. - BLohstroh

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 032912_elss_01 EP149-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 80 100 65 65 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/29/2012 4/21/2012 03/29/2012 - Biomonitor located nest through active searching. A pair of Bushtits was bringing nesting material to 
the nest. - ELoveless
04/03/2012 - Observed Bushtit leave and return to nest. Nest is in good condition and complete. Based on 
timeline, it is likely that this nest may have eggs in it. Bushtits were wary of presence of biologist when nest was 
approached for inspection. Bird deterrents are present in the form of mylar tape at the edge of the work area, 
and the tape is tied to shrubs; no tape on the tower itself. - VNovik
04/13/2012 - Attempt made to visit site, but bad weather hampered attempt. - VNovik
04/16/2012 - Nest appears intact. No activity observed for 30 minutes while biologist was watching the nest. - 
VNovik
04/21/2012 - E. Loveless reports that avian monitor was requested onsite during skycrane activities at tower. 
Avian arrived on site after biomonitors. One basket was set down by A-star. Avian located nest, which was down 
on ground (large portion of nest was on ground between rocks). Smaller portions were in other shrub. A great 
deal of feathers was scattered around, which could have been liner or adult feathers from predation. Since no 
construction activity has occurred in the interim onsite prior to today, failure due to natural causes is presumed. - 
KAlberts
04/21/2012 - E. Loveless reports that avian monitor was requested onsite during skycrane activities at tower. 
Avian arrived on site after biomonitors. One basket was set down by A-star. Avian located nest, which was down 
on ground (large portion of nest was on ground between rocks). Smaller portions were in other shrub. A great 
deal of feathers was scattered around, which could have been liner or adult feathers from predation. Since no 
construction activity has occurred in the interim onsite prior to today, failure due to natural causes is presumed. - 
KAlberts

No

CATH California Thrasher 032912_elss_02 EP149-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - tower erection 50 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/29/2012 4/30/2012 03/29/2012 - Biomonitor found nest through active searching. Nest is structured and has beginning of lining. No 
thrashers were observed at the nest, but a pair was perched nearby. - ELoveless
04/03/2012 - CATH observed on nest with 3 eggs. Bird wary and left nest while being observed, though returned 
within seconds. Bird deterrents are in the form of mylar tape tied to shrubs around the structure site. The tape is 
not on the tower itself. - VNovik
04/13/2012 - Attempt made to visit site, but bad weather hampered attempt. - VNovik
04/16/2012 - Nest with 3 eggs; bird on nest. - VNovik
04/22/2012 - Two nestlings detected today in nest during tower erection. Adult male heard singing in the area 
when helicopter did not drown him out. On 4/21/12, avian biomonitor D. Mahto reported that during the setting 
of the middle section of the tower, the spotter helicopter (tail #792) flew in from the southeast above the 100-
foot buffer and hovered around the tower making full 2 circles. During the first circle, the helicopter was at an 
altitude of around half the length of the tower, approximately 50-60 feet above the ground. The host shrub was 
shaken by rotor wash. Nest was not directly inspected following this event to allow the nest and adult birds to 
settle again. - FHoffman
04/30/2012 - Nest is in good shape with a deep compacted empty bowl - nestlings have apparently fledged. No 
adults or fledglings observed in area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032912_hwey_01 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 2 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/29/2012 4/24/2012 03/29/2012 - Female Lesser Goldfinch observed making 3 trips to nest with thin woody nesting material between 
1220 and 1225. Nest cup appears to be nearly complete. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Female LEGO on nest at 1239. Male singing nearby. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - LEGO pair continues to occupy this nest. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - LEGO detected in area but no nest visits and cannot see into nest. - RRadd
05/06/2012 - Nest could not be refound and LEGO activity does not focus on the location described. - RRadd

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032912_hwey_02 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 5 100 100 100 Indeterminate 3/29/2012 4/24/2012 03/29/2012 - ANHU observed adding nesting material to small amount of plant down bound to branch with 
spider silk. Nest is 10-15% complete. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest construction has progressed since last visit, 75% complete. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No nest was found at the described location. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - No nest found. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nesting observational history indicates possibility of eggs in the nest between October 5 to 15, with 
no nest found over the next 9 days. Nest failed, with or without eggs or young. - KAlberts

N/A
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032912_hwey_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 25 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/29/2012 5/9/2012 03/29/2012 - Female observed lying on nest, making brief forays to feed, then immediately returning. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 1214. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female on nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female perches on edge of nest and feeds nestling at 1214, then settles on nest. 1 visible nestling, 
appears 1-2 days old. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - 1 nestling visible in nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Female and 2 nestlings visible on nest at 1240. Nestlings appear fully feathered. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest at 1015, appearing fully feathered and capable of leaving the nest. - 
HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Nest empty, no sign of predation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 032912_jdus_01 EP91 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Traffic 70 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/29/2012 4/27/2012 03/29/2012 - During active searches on a nesting bird survey, a twig nest lined with strips of bark, grasses and 
other fine vegetative material was found in a sugar bush. The nest was monitored periodically throughout the 
survey from various distances. A pair of California Thrashers was seen 100 feet from nest, and a pair of Western 
Scrub Jays was seen approaching to within 15 feet of the nest. No birds were seen going to the nest, though the 
WESJ were seen with fine lining material perched 80 feet from the nest, and the nest may be theirs. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Approached nest area and saw female California Thrasher on nest when 3 feet away. Halted 
approach and stood still; female then left nest and 3 eggs were observed in nest. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - Adult California Thrasher incubating, tight on nest. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - Nest contains 3 downy nestlings ranging in age from about 2-4 days old. Expected fledge date is 5/1 
to 5/3. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Nest is empty, and oldest nestling would have been only 10 days old today. Nest is otherwise in 
good condition. No nestling feathers or remains in or under nest on ground or branches. Apparently predated. - 
MKuehn

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032912_mdus_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/29/2012 4/25/2012 03/29/2012 - Female observed adding material to a nest that is approximately 80% constructed. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - Female Anna's Hummingbird flies to nest at 0739 and remains on nest. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Female ANHU comes to nest and settles at 1224. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - ANHU settles on nest at 0944; no indications of hatched young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest no longer present and branch is broken. Nest presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

HOWR House Wren 032912_mdus_03 Hartung CY-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/29/2012 TBD 03/29/2012 - Adult wren observed making multiple trips with twigs and leaves from the base of a tamarisk 
(Tamarix sp.) across the access road to a cavity in the end of a large broken limb. - MDicus
04/06/2012 - HOWR enters nest at 1155. 2nd HOWR scolding squirrel nearby. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Incessant HOWR singing but not observed at cavity. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - HOWR pair continue activity at this nest. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOWR male sings at entry periodically, moves to nest guard when female departs nest at 1625, 
suggesting incubation. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Male bringing feather, female bringing food; many trips from 1546-1608. - RRadd

TBD

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch 032912_rqey_02 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/29/2012 TBD 03/29/2012 - Pair of Whit-breasted Nuthatches observed bringing nesting material to cavity multiple times. - 
RQuilley
04/05/2012 - No nuthatches observed or heard during short observation period; returned 2 hours later for 20 
minutes (while traffic permitted), but no nuthatch activity noted. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Passively observed nest for 15 minutes from 25 feet away. After 2 minutes, male approached cavity 
with food and female emerged from nest. Male fed female away from nest, and female re-entered cavity 5 
minutes later, and remained on nest for next 8 minutes. Male fed female on nest 7 minutes after she re-entered. - 
MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Male approached cavity with food, and female emerged begging. Male fed female 12 inches from 
cavity opening, then both left vicinity of nest to forage. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Male approached cavity with food and female emerged, took food in her bill and carried it into 
cavity. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - Male approached cavity with food, and female emerged and left, then male carried food into cavity. 
- MKuehn

TBD
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BEWR Bewick's Wren 032912_vnik_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 2 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/29/2012 4/29/2012 03/29/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren make several trips to nest location with nesting material. - VNovik
04/05/2012 - No Bewick's Wrens observed or heard, but nest appears complete with feathered lining, built on 
ground beneath silt fence material. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - No activity at nest during 20 minutes of passive observation. Male and female BEWR heard 
vocalizing within 40 feet of nest. Contents checked after passive observation period. Nest contains 4 eggs. - 
MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest observed passively for 8 minutes from 15 feet away. After 3 minutes, both adults approached 
nest and 1 entered, remaining inside for 5+ minutes. - MKuehn
04/29/2012 - No activity at nest and no BEWR detected in area for 20 minutes. Nest found to be empty with lining 
mussed. No other signs of disturbance to nest site. No eggshells present in or near nest on ground. Incubation did 
not begin until at least 4/13, so earliest hatching date is 4/18 and earliest fledge date is 5/12. Nest appears to 
have been predated with eggs or nestlings. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 033012_elss_01 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE4

Substation Chaparrals Traffic 35 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 3/30/2012 4/3/2012 03/30/2012 - A pair was observed adding nesting material. The nest appears about 60% complete. - ELoveless
04/03/2012 - Nest no longer present and apparently depredated (likely by corvid) with pieces of nest strewn near 
nest shrub - nest closed. Pair of Bushtits still observed in vicinity with one observed carrying nesting material to 
location over 100 feet to SE. Nest was monitored for activity on 4/3/12. A pair of Bushtits were initially observed 
foraging near nest shrub after which the male was observed with nesting material and proceeded to fly out of 
sight to SW. Nest was then searched for and was discovered to be depredated, as portions of nest were present in 
adjacent branches and on ground underneath nest location. Shrubs to SE of old nest were then searched for a 
partially built new nest, but none were observed within 100 feet of access road. Pair was then observed briefly 
foraging to north of old nest location. Regarding nest outcome determination, contents of nest were unknown at 
time of depredation, but likely did not contain eggs or young as nest was still in building stage when logged/last 
monitored on 3/30/12. - JPawlicki

No

HOWR House Wren 033012_jdus_01 TL 6915/6924-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/30/2012 TBD 03/30/2012 - Adult House Wren makes multiple trips to nest cavity with material. - JDicus
04/09/2012 - Although 2 adult wrens were singing, calling and foraging in the vicinity of the nest, neither bird 
approached the cavity during an hour of observation. However, the presence of a large Western Fence Lizard atop 
the snag with the cavity for approximately 40 minutes may have deterred the HOWRs from entering the cavity. 
The birds came within 10-15 feet of the snag, but no closer. - VEurs
04/10/2012 - No HOWR detected during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - After an hour of observation, no wren activity was observed at the nest cavity. A single HOWR was 
moving about the area and briefly came within 15 feet of the cavity, but never approached it. - VEurs
04/25/2012 - At the start of the observation period, the male HOWR briefly perched on the top of the snag 
containing the nest cavity. He then clung to the lip of the cavity and peered inside. He moved about the area, 
singing from different perches and once chasing off a Bewick's Wren. Later he moved to the area below the nest 
cavity, where he interacted with a female who entered the nest cavity. She was not carrying any food item and 
remained in the cavity through the end of observations (another 15 minutes) which suggests she is incubating. 
The male continued to sing from various perches. - VEurs
04/29/2012 - Duplicate for record of 4/25. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - The male wren made several trips into the cavity with insects during 15 minutes of observation. - 
VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 033012_mkhn_01 CP88-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/30/2012 3/30/2012 03/30/2012 - House finch observed visiting cable clamp 'C' brackets. Biomonitor K. Vittum reported small 
accumulation of material, with no eggs. House Finches continued to bring material while lineman was working on 
the tower. These House Finches were not disturbed by human presence or construction activity. SDG&E needs to 
have access to these poles sporadically over the next few weeks to conduct QA/QC work identified in the recently 
completed testing. After determining that there were no eggs present, this nest material was removed and 
photographed. SDG&E has taped closed all openings to these brackets (including this one after nest was removed) 
to prevent future nesting activity from occurring. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 033012_sjon_01 EP11-3-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 6 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/30/2012 4/22/2012 03/30/2012 - Nest appears complete. Pair observed entering the nest. - SJohnston
04/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest, but several Bushtits were actively foraging within 20 feet of nest. - 
HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which appears slightly damaged, but not beyond use. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - No activity observed from 0915 to 0945. Large hole visible in side of nest, likely caused by a 
predator. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 033012_sjon_02 EP12-3 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Traffic 350 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/30/2012 4/15/2012 03/30/2012 - Nest appears complete. Pair observed entering the nest. - SJohnston
04/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no Bushtits detected from 1015 to 1030. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Nest is torn and empty, with feathers stuck to nearby branches. Nest 
closed, most likely predated. - HWinfrey

No
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CALT California Towhee 033112_jdus_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 20 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/31/2012 4/19/2012 03/31/2012 - Nest found while driving out after survey was completed. No activity observed, in 15 minutes but 
nest is newly constructed and in fine condition. Nest should be monitored for activity. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - 3 eggs in nest, light blue with a few brown streaks. Wrentit moving furtively near nest at 0750. - 
HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - An adult California Towhee was seen incubating on the nest. Observation was made from inside 
vehicle while driving out access road. Avian biologist did not approach nest. Towhee did not leave nest when 
pickup truck drove past. Changed species to CALT. - JDicus
04/13/2012 - CALT on nest at 1002 does not leave nest during 2 x 1-minute observations. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest is empty. Since insufficient time has elapsed for a complete nest cycle, predation is presumed. - 
RRadd

No

CALT California Towhee 033112_jdus_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/31/2012 4/30/2012 03/31/2012 - Adult California Towhee observed gathering fine fibrous lining material from erosion control area 
farther upslope on access road.  Two trips to 80% complete nest with material were observed. The pair was 
observed copulating within 75 feet of the nest. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Agitated California Towhee present as observer approached nest area. Unable to view nest after 10 
minutes of searching, but bird behavior indicates nest continues to be active. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Observed by avian monitor, Garrett Huffman. No activity observed over 30-minute observation. 
Nest remains intact and appears to be 100% complete. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Nest in fine, lined, intact, empty condition. Possibly abandoned for an alternate location, as CALT on 
territory continue agitated behavior despite nest being unoccupied for 30 days. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 033112_jdus_03 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 5 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/31/2012 4/20/2012 03/31/2012 - Nest is in good condition, 95% constructed. Bushtits in nest area. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Bushtit entered nest at 0830, 10 minutes after wire truck passed by. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Solo BUSH exits nest at 1717. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - No activity observed from 0700-0715. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nest no longer present and no remains found. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 033112_mkhn_01 CP55 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/31/2012 4/16/2012 03/31/2012 - Pair of Lesser Goldfinch visits nest 4 times during 30-minute observation period, female carries nest 
material while male perches nearby. Nest is 20% constructed. - MKuehn
04/07/2012 - Female on nest at 0720. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Observed with avian monitor, John Dicus, during wire pulling process. Helicopter flew sock line 
using a 100-foot long line with all three phases on south side of tower. While using long line, helicopter was able 
to avoid impeding on established 100-foot buffer. Incubating female did not flush from nest and tolerated 
activities at that distance. - GHuffman
04/13/2012 - LEGO incubation continues. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - Buffer signs broken and appear to be blown over. Nest was discovered 2 feet above ground laying 
on deer weed (Acmispon glaber). Nest originally located about 7 feet up in a chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum). 
Eggs were found under nest location broken and appeared to have been there for at least a day due to dryness of 
eggs. Female last observed incubating on 4/13. No construction activities were conducted on 4/14 and 4/15 at 
CP55. Presumed nest failure due to weather over the weekend from high winds and/or significant precipitation. - 
GHuffman

No

BUSH Bushtit 040212_ahll_01 EP9-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 18 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/2/2012 4/9/2012 04/02/2012 - Adults seen bringing lining material to nest every few minutes. Pair does not seem to be affected by 
drive-by traffic, and buffer staked for drive-through only. - AHill
04/09/2012 - No Bushtit activity observed in area and unable to locate nest or any nest fragments; contacted 
original observer to verify. - HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - Nest is no longer there. Only a couple pieces of nest material were found attached to manzanita, no 
other signs of nest. Did not hear or see any Bushtits in area. Unknown what happened to nest, but it was not 
physically harmed by construction. Nest appears 90% complete. Nesting chronology indicates that eggs may have 
been present at time of failure, hence an indeterminate outcome. - AHill

N/A

ROWR Rock Wren 040212_cves_01 CP34-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 100 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/2/2012 4/25/2012 04/02/2012 - A male was observed singing repetitively, drawing attention to the vicinity of the nest. The pair 
made a joint visit to the cavity and each individual made repeat visits. Eventually a pebble was taken from the 
TSAP into the nest cavity. 2 whitish pebbles and numerous sticks were situated at the entryway into the cavity. - 
CVettes
04/12/2012 - Adult Rock Wren actively singing in vicinity of crack between boulders, but does not visit nest for 30 
minute observation period.  Nest is 100% constructed and has a well-paved entrance of small flat rocks leading to 
clean grass cup nest. - JDicus
04/19/2012 - No activity observed during 30-minute observation period conducted in the afternoon hours (1600-
1630). - JDicus
04/25/2012 - No rock wrens were observed or heard in area. Nest building appears to be incomplete and halted. 
Numerous ants were observed all over nesting location. Closing nest due to inactivity and presence of ants. - 
GHuffman

No
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HOFI House Finch 040212_imll_01 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/2/2012 4/2/2012 04/02/2012 - On Sunday, April 1, a biomonitor on site reported House Finch activity at this location. Because of 
SD County restrictions, equipment could not be moved on a Sunday. On April 2, a pair of finches was observed 
making 4 trips to the nest site with material over 15 minutes. Deterrents onsite include a plethora of flash tape on 
two adjacent towers and on the site perimeter. Additionally, work occurred at this location, including use of the 
lift to install deterrents, all day on the previous Friday, and is considered a deterrent in and of itself. After 
confirming no eggs or young were present, the nest was removed at 5-10% complete. Photographs were taken. 
The equipment was planned to be removed from the site today and is required for testing within the nest cycle, 
prompting the need for removal. Following nest removal, the man-lift was then removed from the site. - 
IMaunsell

No

BUSH Bushtit 040212_jdus_01 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/2/2012 TBD 04/02/2012 - Pair makes 5 trips to 80% constructed nest with material in 25 minute observation period. - JDicus
04/16/2012 - Bushtit pair observed making multiple trips to nest. - MDicus
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair observed bringing material to nest. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - BUSH pair bringing feathers to nest interior at 0806. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Male making infrequent trips with very small amounts of nest material at 1456. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH visits nest intermittently from 1412 - 1425. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH pair carrying food items (ants?) to nest at2 minute intervals 1445-1458. Male makes 5 trips 
for each by female. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040212_jdus_02 CP48-2/CP49-1 PS-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 30 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/2/2012 4/21/2012 04/02/2012 - Female makes one trip to newly initiated 1% complete nest. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No activity observed at this location. The biologist was unable to approach this nest to assess its 
level of completeness to respect incubating HOFI in nearby nest. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - After 30 minutes of no activity, the biologist carefully approached the nest tree and examined the 
foliage. No evidence of a HOFI nest was found in the hanging clumps of leaves. This nest does not appear to have 
reached the active stage and is now closed. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 040212_jdus_03 CP48-2/CP49-1 PS-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 17 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/2/2012 5/7/2012 04/02/2012 - Female flying from nest gave away nest location. 5 eggs in complete nest. Pair returns in 5 minutes, 
female lays on nest. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - Upon initial approach to the nest, female emerged from the clump of foliage and landed on a 
nearby branch. She flew to the west and spent some time perched near a male HOFI. After about 15 minutes, she 
returned to the nest, where she settled with her tail sticking straight up. After 10-15 minutes, she adjusted to a 
more natural, tail down position. No male directly approached the nest during the observation period. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - Female on nest constantly throughout observation. No male approached nest. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No HOFI activity after 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - There was no activity at this nest on the previous visit. Upon inspecting the nest this morning, it was 
obviously deteriorating. No House Finch activity was detected in the nest's vicinity. This nest with eggs or young 
failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 040212_mdus_01 CP7 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/2/2012 TBD 04/02/2012 - Biomonitor Brian Parker observed a pair of House Finches making multiple trips with small sticks 
and grasses to a cavity on the north side of CP7 monopole, with the female spending 3-10 minutes inside the 
cavity on each trip. The pair chased off another pair of House Finches but appeared unaffected by construction 
activities, which were ongoing through the nest building. Crews were working within 5 feet of the base of the 
pole, moving dirt and loading dump trucks, when the nest was first discovered. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - Site biomonitor A. Steyers reports regular continuing HOFI activity at this location this morning. - 
RRadd
04/19/2012 - The male and female entered the nest cavity just after the start of the observation period. The male 
exited shortly after and was not seen for the rest of the observation. The female remained inside for 30 minutes 
and was still inside when the biologist left the area. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at monopole after 40 minutes of observation. HOFI's heard singing in the 
surrounding habitat, but none approached the monopole. - VEurs
05/04/2012 - No activity observed today during 60+ minutes of observation. However, on-site bio-monitor A. 
Steyers reported the male and female making numerous trips to and from the arm yesterday morning, May 3. - 
VEurs

TBD
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OATI Oak Titmouse 040212_sjon_01 EP67-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 70 100 70 70 Presumed Fledged 4/2/2012 4/24/2012 04/02/2012 - Observed Oak Titmouse singing 6 inches above cavity with item in beak for approximately 1 minute 
before entering cavity. Observed OATI make 3 trips into cavity within 20 minutes of initial observation. Feint 
begging calls heard from cavity. - SJohnston
04/09/2012 - Territorial Oak Titmouse singing and active throughout tree, but no nesting behavior was observed 
during 40 minute period. (But female may be incubating out of sight). Several cavities are available on south side 
of tree, including the nest cavity. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Observed Oak Titmouse enter cavity twice and remain inside the cavity for over 5 minutes each time 
within a 15 minute observation period. No item carrying was observed during the flights and no begging calls 
were heard. Fledging may have occurred. - SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Constant foraging and singing in live oak by Oak Titmouse(s), especially on south half of oak, but no 
sign of activity at any cavity(s) during 50 minute observation period. Observed 1 adult feeding another titmouse 
that was food begging, but could not see if begging bird was a fledgling or adult. Several titmouse flights back and 
forth to live oaks to west. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Oak Titmice observed or heard during 30 minute observation period, which is drastically 
different from a week ago. After discussing observations at this nest with avian biologist S. Johnston, we believe 
the nestlings heard in the cavity by Johnston and T. Cooper probably fledged about 10 days ago, and that the food 
begging I witnessed last week was part of post-fledging behavior - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

AMCR American Crow 040212_vnik_01 EP85-2-N Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/2/2012 TBD 04/02/2012 - Monitor observed raven in nest; both crows and ravens in area. - VNovik
04/09/2012 - Apparent Common Raven incubating on nest that has been well built up in past 10 days. This nest 
site was used by American Crows in 2011, and it is impossible to discern species at the time of this observation, 
but previous biologist observed a raven at this nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Tail of adult visible over nest rim, but unable to discern species. - MKuehn
04/22/2012 - No bird detected on nest when checked on 4/21 at 1400 and 4/22 at 1100. An American Crow was 
perched across the road in a coast live oak on 4/22, but flew from area and did not return for 15 minutes. - 
MKuehn
04/29/2012 - Adult observed on nest, shifting position often, indicating possible presence of nestlings. Timing of 
observations (incubating on 4/2) suggests nestlings should be present by now. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Nest species changed to American Crow. Adult perched on rim of nest, tending nestlings for 10 
minutes, then began brooding. One nestling head could be seen reaching over nest rim while begging and 
appeared to be in mid-development (10-15 days old). Adult later flew from nest and was positively identified as 
an American Crow. - MKuehn

TBD

WTKI White-tailed Kite 040312_ahll_01 EP39-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/3/2012 TBD 04/03/2012 - Pair was seen copulating on nearby burned tree, flying to nest a few times, and one adult chased off 
a raven. Both male and female seen bringing nesting material to nest. Pair becomes agitated at 200 feet from 
nest. Nest appears to be complete. - AHill
04/11/2012 - At 0638, male brought prey to female perched near the nest. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Female lying in nest with male perched 200 feet away at 0757. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0615. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0709. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - 2 adults in area. 1 makes brief visit to nest, hovering at edge of nest, apparently feeding nestlings. - 
HWinfrey

TBD

CACW Cactus Wren
(Inactive)

040312_hwey_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/3/2012 TBD 04/03/2012 - CACW observed bringing grassy material to loose globular nest placed on prickly pear leaf. Nest is 
40% complete. Male singing constantly from perch above nest during visit. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - CACW singing at nest which appears 60% complete, lacking an entrance and lining. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Nest shows only minor improvements since last visit. CACW on site and working on new nest to 
southeast. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No changes to this nest; CACW still busy on territory and adjacent nest. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Nest shows some indications of maintenance, but still not fully enclosed. No CACW detected. - 
RRadd
05/08/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd

TBD

GRRO Greater Roadrunner 040312_hwey_02 CP62-2-E-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/3/2012 TBD 04/03/2012 - 2 Greater Roadrunners were observed gathering coarse woody materials and adding them to a 
concealed nest within an ornamental Bougainvillea shrub adjacent to paved driveway. Materials were roughly 
pencil-sized, indicating that nest building began recently. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - No GRRO detections during 30 minute observation on rainy morning. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - GRRO gathers nest lining material on adjacent lawn at 1100 and carries to nest. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - GRRO pair nest exchange at 0901 after rainy night; dry adult goes to nest under bombardment from 
NOMO pair, then wet adult departs. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - GRRO brings lizard to nest at 1055. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - GRRO brings lizard to nest at 1339, both adults off nest at 1344. - RRadd

TBD
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BUSH Bushtit 040312_hwey_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/3/2012 5/3/2012 04/03/2012 - 2 Bushtits were observed adding nesting materials at 1030. Nest appears 80% complete. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest appears to now be 100% constructed and fully decorated externally. Male returns to nest, 
conducts nest exchange, and female departs, followed after a few seconds by the male. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Adult enters nest at 1231 and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity observed at nest during steady rain. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - No activity at nest from 0845 to 0915. No sign of predation, however entrance hole appears slightly 
enlarged. Nest is too high to examine contents. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040312_hwey_04 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading 85 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/3/2012 5/7/2012 04/03/2012 - A male and a female House Finch were observed adding fine nesting material to nest at 1146. - 
HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female incubates 5 eggs. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - 4 nestlings visible in nest, 2-3 days old. Male and female perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Nestlings in nest. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Nestlings visible in nest. Immediately after checking nest, biologist was asked to leave private 
property. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female perched above nest. Unable to verify nest contents without entering private property. - 
HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Male and female observed flying to nest at 1248. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - No activity observed at nest.  Unable to verify nest contents without entering private property. Nest 
presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 040312_mkhn_01 EP98-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 11 100 50 50 Fledged 4/3/2012 5/3/2012 04/03/2012 - Nest stage unknown, but likely egg laying; 2 adults within 2 feet of nest, but neither entered nest or 
was seen carrying nesting material or food during 15 minutes of passive observation. - MKuehn
04/12/2012 - Nest is in good shape, but no Bushtits observed or heard in area during 25 minute period. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Both adults visited nest with food at 1730. Nestlings could be heard begging inside nest when each 
parent entered, from 15 feet away. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Adults still feeding young in nest. Very loud begging can be heard from 25 feet away. Fledging 
should occur in next several days. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - Nest successfully fledged young. No activity at nest for 20 minutes. Small hole in side of nest wall 
just below original entrance. No feces on branches near nest or on ground below. Both adults found feeding at 
least 1 recent fledgling 80 feet north of nest. - MKuehn

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 040412_ahll_01 EP36-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Traffic 20 100 80 80 Presumed Fledged 4/4/2012 4/20/2012 04/04/2012 - Observed adult bringing food material to nest and visiting nest a few times, singing in area, and 
chasing off Western Scrub-jays that were perching close to nest location. Was able to check nest contents with an 
extended mirror, and observed at least one nestling. Nestling still has natal down, eyes appear to still be closed, 
and is not vocalizing, Nestling is probably 3 days old post-hatching, and CATH take about 14-17 days to fledge, 
which means this nestling hatched on April 2, and should fledge between April 15-18. - AHill
04/11/2012 - No CATH observed during heavy rain. Nest not approached. Buffer stakes relocated from 100 feet to 
80 feet. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. Adult heard calling nearby. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Nestlings remain in nest. - HWinfrey
04/20/2012 - Nest is empty. No sign of predation. Fresh fecal matter on edge of nest. Nest presumed fledged. - 
HWinfrey

Yes

BEWR Bewick's Wren 040412_elss_01 EP93-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/4/2012 TBD 04/04/2012 - Pair was observed bringing grass nesting material to cavity. They brought material 4 times during 
the 1-hour observation period. - ELoveless
04/12/2012 - No Bewick's Wrens observed or heard in area. The position of the cavity entrance and wet 
appearance of the cavity indicates that rainfall yesterday may have affected the nest site. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - Passively observed nest from a concealed location 10 feet away for 20 minutes. After 10 minutes, an 
adult approached the nest carrying a white feather in its bill and entered the cavity, remaining inside for the next 
10+ minutes. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Passively observed nest from a concealed location 10 feet away for 30 minutes. No BEWR were 
detected within 30 feet of nest, and there was no activity at cavity. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - Again, no BEWR activity at cavity or within 40 feet of nest for 30 minutes. Nest may be inactive, but 
will check once more next week when nestlings should be present and activity should be higher. - MKuehn

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040412_hwey_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/4/2012 TBD 04/04/2012 - House Finch observed adding nesting material to underside of trailer at 0719. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female HOFI lying in nest during rain event. Nest does not appear substantial enough to receive an 
egg. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest contains 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Female HOFI flies to nest and stays 1202. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOFI continue to visit this nest. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nestlings appear ready to fledge. - RRadd

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 040412_hwey_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 18 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/4/2012 5/2/2012 04/04/2012 - A pair of House Finches were observed adding green leafy nesting materials to nest. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - HOFI pair continues to visit this nest, but no incubation is yet in progress. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - HOFI activity continues here but unable to determine if nesting against the trunk or in old HOOR 
nest. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Much HOFI activity around this palm but no birds observed on nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Hanging nest (2011 HOOR NID 7002553) is no longer present. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 040412_hwey_03 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 30 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/4/2012 5/2/2012 04/04/2012 - Female on nest with 1 egg. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - HOFI on nest containing 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/14/2012 - HOFI continues incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Wind has blown fabric back, and nest is open to the sky with 3 freshly hatched young and at least 
one unhatched egg. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest is empty and depredated. Young and eggs were lost following exposure when sheltering fence 
fabric was blown away from nest by unknown agents. Nest was subject to weather and prop wash as a result of a 
location directly under the helicopter flight line, as well as being situated on an unstable substrate. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 040412_hwey_05 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/4/2012 5/2/2012 04/04/2012 - Female on nest which contained 2 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - HOFI at nest containing 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - HOFI at nest containing at least 3 unfeathered young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest contains 3 nestlings. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest is empty with many feces at rim suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

CORA Common Raven 040412_hwey_06 CP41-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/4/2012 4/6/2012 04/04/2012 - Two Common Ravens were observed adding sticks to nest, which is less than 5% complete. Birds 
made 3 trips with nesting material during 5 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and 
through adherence to the NBMMP. Following concurrence, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and 
removed the partially constructed Common Raven nest in the presence of an avian biologist. The nest area was 
photographed as well. At the time of removal the nest was approximately 10% constructed and contained no eggs 
or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed 
nest. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 040412_jdus_01 EP91-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 4 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/4/2012 4/27/2012 04/04/2012 - Biologist heard Bushtit along road near EP91 on EP92-N and saw a Bushtit individual fly to the nest. 
The nest appears complete. Later a male was seen carrying nesting material to the nest, and little activity was 
observed thereafter; therefore it is possible that the female is incubating. There are numerous WESJ around, so 
discretion is appropriate when observing. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard during 30-minute observation period. Nest looks good after rainfall 
yesterday. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - No activity at nest and no BUSH detected in area in 20 minutes of passive observation. Top of nest 
may be damaged, and small pieces of nesting material seen resting in branches below nest. Otherwise nest 
appears in good condition. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - No activity at nest or in area for 20 minutes. Close inspection of nest revealed it has been torn open 
from south side in middle, and at top. Likely depredated, but unknown whether it contained eggs, and no eggshell 
fragments could be found under nest. - MKuehn

N/A

WTKI White-tailed Kite 040412_ltiw_01 Suncrest-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/4/2012 TBD 04/04/2012 - A biomonitor reported a White-tailed Kite nest. The pair was observed bringing sticks to a nest. On 
4/4, an avian biologist observed the female on the nest for about 10 minutes, with the male nearby. For the rest 
of the 30-minute observation period, the female was perched at the nest, so it is presumed she is egg-laying. At 
one point, both birds mobbed and drove off a Common Raven that flew nearby. The kites did not react to the 
biologist parking at the access road edge. A 500-foot buffer was established. - LTymkiw
04/11/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0749. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Female on nest at 0849. - HWinfrey
04/25/2012 - Male brings food to female perched off nest at 0640. Female immediately returns to nest and 
assumes incubating posture. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0945. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Female observed on nest at 1030. - HWinfrey

TBD

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 040412_vers_01 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Grading 120 100 45 45 Nest did not reach active stage 4/4/2012 5/3/2012 04/04/2012 - The on-site biomonitor observed a pair of Northern Mockingbirds making numerous trips with 
nesting material to a laurel sumac about 45 feet from the work area. The pair made trips throughout the day 
while construction was occurring. - VEurs
04/12/2012 - Nest is an approximately 60% complete basket of twigs and has yet to receive lining. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest appears complete and lined, but contains no eggs. NOMO on site. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - NOMO alarming and scolding at 40 feet; did not approach closer. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is unimproved and falling apart. - RRadd

No
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HOFI House Finch 040412_vers_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Grading 50 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/4/2012 4/15/2012 04/04/2012 - During a sweep of the work area, the on-site biomonitor discovered a nearly complete nest in a 
laurel sumac. It appears to be a Lesser Goldfinch nest, but during subsequent observations, both LEGO and House 
Finches were seen carrying material to the nest. At this point, it is unclear which species is settling in the nest. - 
VEurs
04/06/2012 - Originally, the nest was thought to belong to a LEGO; however, a HOFI occupies this nest now. - 
LThoreson
04/12/2012 - HOFI attending nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs, but HOFI not observed at nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI appears to depart off this nest which still contains 3 eggs, but possibly just a visitor. No return 
observed. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - No HOFI observed. Nest was apparently abandoned during egg-laying. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 040512_hwey_02 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/5/2012 5/4/2012 04/05/2012 - Nest is complete, contains 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs and 2 hatched young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - 3 nestlings and 2 unhatched eggs. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nestlings are large and feathered and should fledge in a few days. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nest is empty, save for 2 unhatched eggs, indicating successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040512_hwey_03 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 30 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/5/2012 5/4/2012 04/05/2012 - Complete nest with 5 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest contains 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest contains unfeathered young approximately 2 days old. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest contains at least 4 nestlings. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nestlings are large and feathered and should fledge in a few days. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nest is empty and appears to have successfully fledged. HOFI remain active and may re-nest. - 
RRadd

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 040512_jdus_01 EP99-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 40 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/5/2012 4/12/2012 04/05/2012 - Bushtit pair made multiple trips to nest with material. Nest is 70% constructed. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - Completed Bushtit nest has been depredated, as evidenced by at least 2 holes poked into the nest, 
in the neck of the nest, and a large hole in the chamber. Interior of chamber is lined with fine grass, but there is 
no sign of eggs, eggshells, or adults in nest or in the surrounding area. Nesting chronology indicates that eggs may 
have been present at the time of the depredation event, but it is inconclusive, therefore the outcome is 
Indeterminate. - PKonrad

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 040512_jdus_02 EP99-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 3 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/5/2012 4/20/2012 04/05/2012 - Pair brings material to 25% constructed nest. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No Bushtits heard or observed during 45 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No BUSH activity at or near nest in 30 minutes. Nesting material present in described location, but 
less than 25% of a complete nest, indicating nest site was abandoned before completion or nest was built beyond 
25% and then destroyed somehow. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 040512_jdus_03 EP99-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 28 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/5/2012 4/27/2012 04/05/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material to cavity. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No Bewick's Wrens observed or heard during 45-minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No BEWR detected in area for 30 minutes. No nesting material can be seen through cavity opening. 
Should be incubating now if building on 4/5, but could be egg-laying. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Observed nest from a concealed location 15 feet away for 30 minutes. No BEWR activity observed at 
this nest today, or since it was found on 4/5, despite 3 long periods of observation. Unknown if nest construction 
was ever completed or if eggs were laid. No eggshell fragments found in vicinity of cavity opening. Assuming nest 
never reached active stage. Possible dummy nest site. - MKuehn

N/A

HOFI House Finch 040512_jdus_04 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/5/2012 TBD 04/05/2012 - Yard monitor Kelsey observed pair bringing material to nest (10% constructed) with grading work 
occurring 10 feet away. - JDicus
04/10/2012 - Female was seen bringing stick nesting material very frequently, with male following close behind 
her and singing when perched on wheel while female was tending to nest. Pair still came to nest while generator 
was running 13 feet away. Male has pale yellow coloration. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Nest appears to be complete. Observer did not observe House Finches go to nest, but heard singing 
within 100 feet. - AHill
04/18/2012 - No activity observed at nest during helicopter flights 50-100 feet of nests. Helicopter buffer was 
expanded from 30 horizontal feet to 100 feet. - AHill
04/25/2012 - No HOFI observed in area, and no activity at nest. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Biomonitor K. Hoyt reports seeing female fly in to nest. Unable to view nest contents. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Biologist B. Pikay reported adults making frequent visits to nest. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Yard monitor reports observing nestling hopping up out of nest, then back into nest. Female brings 
food to nest at 1024. - HWinfrey

TBD
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BUSH Bushtit 040512_ltiw_01 GS-NF-25 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests OH - tower erection 200 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/5/2012 5/8/2012 04/05/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed carrying nesting material to a nest in a coast live oak that is about 
25% complete. The pair made 6 trips to the nest in about 30 minutes of observation. A 50-foot buffer was 
established. The pair continued to bring material to the nest with the avian biologist about 45 feet away, 
recording data. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - At least one adult scolding WESJ in nest tree upon arrival of biologist. No birds visited nest for next 
30 minutes. Then one BUSH brought fluffy material inside nest 3 times in 10 minutes. Never observed pair 
together. Likely lining nest cup. Outside of nest appears complete. - MKuehn
04/19/2012 - Birds observed entering nest on regular basis. Nest looks complete. - VNovik
04/28/2012 - No BUSH at nest or detected in area for 30 minutes. Nest appears intact and complete. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Nest has been torn apart and is detached from limb, resting in a high fork below original location. 
No eggshells could be found on the ground below nest and uncertain if eggs were ever laid. Bushtits observed 
building on 4/19, but no activity since then. Outcome cannot be determined. - MKuehn

N/A

CORA Common Raven 040512_mdus_01 CP36-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/5/2012 4/10/2012 04/05/2012 - Biomonitor Lorena Bernal observed a pair of Common Ravens making 2 trips with nest material to 
the northwest corner of tower CP36-1.The avian monitor later observed one adult carrying a stick to the tower 
while the crew stood at the base. At this point, the nest consists of only 1-2 sticks. - MDicus
04/06/2012 - Ravens observed making 1 trip to nest with material, but nest is not noticeably more complete than 
yesterday. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and 
through adherence to the NBMMP. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman 
was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common Raven nest. At the time of 
removal, the nest was approximately 80% constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting 
bird deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. The nest area was 
photographed before and after removal and following installation of the deterrent. The nest is located on a 
structure required for upcoming wire pulling. A delay due to allowing the nest cycle to continue would likely 
prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system 
reliability. Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 4/9/2012. - MDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 040512_mkhn_01 CP88-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/5/2012 4/5/2012 04/05/2012 - A House Finch was observed carrying nesting material to mesh netting around base of tower. 
Biomonitor K. Vittum reported birds made 2 dozen trips with material this morning. The House Finches continued 
to bring material while 5 vehicles were parked 40 feet from nest and 8 project personnel stood 15 feet from 
tower. These House Finches were not disturbed by human presence. SDG&E requires access to these poles 
sporadically over the next few weeks to conduct QA/QC work identified in the recently completed testing. This 
testing is critical to energizing the line, and this nest would have precluded access to testing areas if allowed to 
progress, since nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction. After determining that there were no eggs 
present, this nest material was removed and photographed. Additional mylar tape was placed around brackets 
and sagging areas of mesh netting were pulled tight in the attempt to eliminate potential future nest sites. - 
MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 040512_mkhn_02 CP49 Temp Work Area Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/5/2012 4/5/2012 04/05/2012 - Onsite biomonitor saw HOFI visit nest while carrying nesting material. Avian biologist later observed 
pair visiting nest with female carrying nest material. Nest was mostly lined and approximately 95% complete and 
contained no eggs. Nest site was photographed and nest was removed, per the NBMMP, based on need for wire 
on the spool for current wire stringing operations at CP49-CP55, which needed to be moved today. Work has 
been occurring within 20 feet of nest and deterrents, including mylar tape and mesh netting that were in place on 
outside of spools, but not in the small pocket where the nest was established. Nest was not a candidate for a 
buffer reduction since the nest substrate needed to be moved. SDG&E will cover these openings after spools are 
moved to new location. - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 040512_vers_01 Jacumba Valley Ranch CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/5/2012 4/5/2012 04/05/2012 - On-site biomonitor P.K. Sharp observed a pair of House Finches making repeated trips with nesting 
material to the front of a crane. An avian biologist came to inspect the crane and discovered a 60% complete, 
unlined nest. The birds continued to visit the crane and nest as the nest was being documented. Nest was 
removed prior to eggs or young being present, based on Construction's need to use equipment the following 
week to install a guard structure at the EP247. Anticipated nest cycle that would have precluded the usage of the 
equipment. - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 040512_vnik_01 EP82 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 85 100 85 85 Indeterminate 4/5/2012 4/29/2012 04/05/2012 - Pair bringing nesting material to nest. Nest appears to have suffered damage, possibly from jays; 
large chunk torn out. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - Nest passively observed for 30 minutes. No activity at nest but BUSH observed foraging within 20 
feet of nest. - MKuehn
04/19/2012 - Observed pair near nest. One Bushtit entered nest. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - Nest has been usurped by a mouse. After 30 minutes of passive observation with no BUSH activity 
at or near nest, the nest was inspected and found to have a small hole in the bottom, on the south side. When 
probed with a finger, a mouse emerged out of the top (entrance) of the nest. Unknown whether nest ever 
contained eggs, and no eggshells could be found on the ground below nest. - MKuehn

N/A
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BUSH Bushtit 040612_ahll_01 EP24-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 10 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 4/27/2012 04/06/2012 - One adult was seen flying to adult several times, singing and calling, then quickly leaving nest. No 
material was seen being carried.  On one visit, a bird emerged from the nest, and the pair flew off together to 
presumably forage. Nest is complete and appears weathered, implying that the birds have been at this nest for 
some time. - AHill
04/13/2012 - Adult visits nest at 0708. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - 2 adults bringing food to nest at 0858. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - No activity observed from 0740 to 0820. Nest is in good condition with no sign of predation. Nest 
presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040612_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - Nest appears to be complete. Pair was seen flying around nest and perching within a couple of feet 
and singing. - AHill
04/12/2012 - Observed 4 eggs in nest, and observed House Finches nearby singing. Did not directly observe 
female going to nest. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Observed female incubating and saw her fly off nest. Nest contains 5 eggs. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Female was on nest brooding, then flew off. Avian biologist was able to check the nest and observed 
2 eggs and 3 small hatchlings, probably 1-2 days old. - AHill
05/02/2012 - Observed female leave nest on own accord. Nest contains at least 2 nestlings and 1 unfertilized egg. - 
AHill
05/05/2012 - Adult visits nest at 0815. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Nest contains at least 2 nestlings, but did not observe adults enter nest over hour period. Observed 
male singing 2 feet from nest frequently and female calling. Male was seen feeding female. Nestlings should 
fledge anytime. - AHill

TBD

BANO Barn Owl 040612_bald_01 69kV-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - Eggshell fragments discovered underneath steel monopole, which fledged BANO in 2011. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - No activity observed from 0835 to 0850. However, there is a BANO feather and numerous pellets 
and rodent bones at the base of the monopole, as well as significant amounts of whitewash. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Pre-fledgling Barn Owl found dead in northwestern portion of Sycamore Substation. No indication 
of cause of death. This pre-fledgling owl may have come out of the nest in the steel monopole just outside the 
northwest corner of the fenced substation as a result of the very heavy winds and rain last night. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - No activity or new sign observed. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - On 28 April 2012, a fully developed and feathered juvenile Barn Owl was found in the moat for 
Transformer Bank 71 with just a few downy feather remnants. This owl was laying on its side, alive but dying from 
some unknown cause. There was no sign of trauma or injury. The owl was removed from the substation and 
placed at the base of the nest pole, outside the fence. It died shortly thereafter. This owl died of unknown 
reasons, but left the nest successfully, and is considered to represent a successful fledging event. There was no 
work occurring when the dying owl was discovered early in the morning. - BArnold
05/02/2012 - Fledgling observed flying about nest monopole at 1400. Remained perched on steel peg just below 
middle southeastern arm. Nest continues to successfully produce fledglings. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Five Barn Owls observed or heard by bio-monitor during nighttime work extending until 2230. 
Included 'juvenile hiss' and 'juvenile snore' vocalizations, indicating recent fledglings. Based on numbers and 
observed patterns of association, it appears that at least 3 recent fledglings were present. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Biomonitor last night heard the Barn Owl 'hissing snore' from the monopole nest arm cavity 
indicative of juvenile presence. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_02 Stringing Site A Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 15 100 15 15 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 5/9/2012 04/06/2012 - HOFI observed flying to nest. 6 eggs in nest. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female quietly in nest. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult left nest, 6 eggs on nest. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - At least 4 nestlings in nest, no eggs observed. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Nest with at least 2, maybe more, large nestlings. These appear ready to fledge soon. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Nest empty, with evidence of heavy recent usage. Large nestlings present on 3 May, which the avian 
biologist believed would be fledged within several days. This nest presumably fledged, as there was no recent 
work in the area and the nest was well concealed and protected from predators. - BArnold

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_03 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - Fresh material in nest. New egg on lower screen of fan below the nest, recently fell out. No eggs in 
nest. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female seen exiting below the nest. Returned soon after, settled on nest. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult left nest, 4 eggs present. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Four eggs in nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Four nestlings in nest. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Nestlings in nest. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_04 Stringing Site A Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 10 100 10 10 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/6/2012 4/23/2012 04/06/2012 - Female HOFI observed on nest. Was not affected by presence of two biologists within 5 vertical feet. 
- BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female quietly on nest, unperturbed by biologist's presence nearby. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult HOFI on nest. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Nest is no longer on ledge on side of transformer. Rather, it has fallen into the transformer 'moat' 
south of the transformer. There is no sign of eggshells or feathers on the ground or anywhere in the area. Likely 
predation by the pair of nesting CORA in the substation. This nest was relatively exposed, as it was not placed in a 
hidden location. Rather it was in plain view on the transformer's side. Nest is now closed. - BArnold

No
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HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_05 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - Nest with 2 eggs. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female quietly on nest at 1123. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult on nest, 6 eggs. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Female flushed from nest at 2 feet. Several nestlings (maybe 5), 1 egg. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - At least 4 medium-sized nestlings in nest. Adult brought food. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Two recent fledglings in immediate area, with adult. Observed 1 nestling fledge, quickly attended to 
by adult. One nestling remains on nest. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_06 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - HOFI observed entering and exiting tube with nest material on 4 April. Adults continue to enter on 6 
April, but with no nest material. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Almost immediately, a pair of HOFI landed near the tube entrance. The female entered the tube 
were she remained for the duration of the observation period (about 25 minutes). The male perched about 25 
feet away, sang briefly, flew off and did not approach the nest for the rest of the observation period. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Valerie Eurs observed female enter nest and remain for 20 minutes, until end of observation period. 
- BArnold
04/23/2012 - Multiple singing males in 69kV rack superstructure, but no activity associated with this nest during 
30-minute observation period. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - No activity observed during 45-minute observation period. HOFIs heard and seen in 69kV rack, but 
not at nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - No activity observed. HOFI activity in 69kV rack, but not at this nest site. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity observed during brief observation period. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_07 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

69kv Tie Line Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - HOFI entering and exiting open tube end repeatedly. Previously seen entering with nest material. - 
BArnold
04/14/2012 - It is unclear what is occurring here. A male perched just below the entrance for several minutes 
before flying off. A female emerged, sat at the entrance for a short period and then flew to the adjacent tube to 
the east. A different male was perched in this tube, but they shared the space with no aggressive behavior. They 
remained in the tube together for several minutes before he flew off. She remained in the entrance for another 5 
minutes before flying off to the east, the same direction as the male. Neither returned before the end of the 
observation period (25 minutes overall). - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Multiple singing males in 69kV rack superstructure, but no activity associated with this nest during 
30-minute observation period. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - No activity observed during 45-minute observation period. HOFIs heard and observed in 69kV rack, 
but not at nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Adult HOFIs observed fluttering outside of tube openings. Were not observed to enter cavity. - 
BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_08 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

69kv Tie Line Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - HOFI observed repeatedly entering and exiting open tube end. Previously observed entering with 
nesting material. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - A male sat at the entrance for a few minutes before being joined by a female who flew from the 
tube directly west. They remained in the tube together for several minutes before he flew off. She remained in 
the entrance for another 5 minutes before flying off to the east, the same direction as the male. Neither returned 
before the end of the observation period (25 minutes overall). - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Multiple singing males in 69kV rack superstructure, but no activity associated with this nest during 
30-minute observation period. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - No activity observed during 45-minute observation period. HOFIs heard and observed in 69kV rack, 
but not at nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Adult HOFIs observed fluttering outside of tube openings. Were not observed to enter cavity. - 
BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040612_hwey_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - Female House Finch observed adding green vegetation to nest with male perched nearby. - 
HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Male and female flew from the nest at the start of the observation period. The female returned 
within 2 minutes and settled quietly on the nest. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Female observed on nest; left briefly when noticed my presence. - LThoreson
05/01/2012 - Female spent the majority of the observation on the nest, making 2 brief trips away. The male made 
2 brief visits to the nest while the female was there, but it is unclear if he was carrying any food. No nestlings 
were heard when the female returned to the nest. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - Male and female approached the nest as a pair. The male chased off a second male, and the female 
settled on the nest. No indication of nestlings yet. Incubation/brooding reported on 16 April was most likely egg 
laying. - VEurs

TBD

CORA Common Raven 040612_hwey_02 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/6/2012 4/6/2012 04/06/2012 - 2 Common Ravens observed adding sticks to nest. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), scheduled to occur on 4/9/12, per 
agency concurrence and through adherence to the NBMMP. The nest was only 25% constructed and contained no 
eggs or nestlings. Mylar flash tape was previously installed on the base of the tower. Following concurrence, in 
the presence of a biomonitor, a lineman climbed the tower and removed the partially constructed Common 
Raven nest. The nest area was photographed as well. At the time of removal (approximately 13:00), the nest was 
25% constructed and contained no eggs or young. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently installed 
in the tower in place of the removed nest. A pair of Common Ravens was observed flying in the vicinity of the 
tower but displayed no other behaviors. - MDicus

No
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HOFI House Finch 040612_hwey_03 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - Female House Finch observed carrying small twigs to nest. Nest is 5% complete. This nest is in the 
same location and is likely the same pair as closed nest 032312_fhan_01. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - HOFI pair continue to ferry material to this location. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - HOFI lying in nest at 1215. Mate guarding. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI at nest. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Female HOFI observed on nest. - RRadd

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 040612_hwey_04 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Grading 400 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/6/2012 4/27/2012 04/06/2012 - Male and female Phainopepla adding nest material. Nest is 10% complete. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Male PHAI lying in complete nest. - RRadd
04/22/2012 - Male PHAI on nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest has fallen - presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 040612_jdus_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips to 100% constructed nest during 1-hour observation. - JDicus
04/15/2012 - HOFI pair visiting and defending this nest, but not observed incubating at 1331. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Female visits nest repeatedly under watchful company of male at 1738. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest before the crew climbed the tower. They did not return while the crew 
was in the tower. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest before the crew climbed the tower. They did not return while the crew 
was in the tower. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - No activity observed. Nest appears complete, although some nesting material is on ground beneath 
nest. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Nest has no activity. Perhaps pair moved to one of other locations. - FHoffman

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040612_lgan_01 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/6/2012 4/6/2012 04/06/2012 - A House Finch pair was seen building a nest in the underside of the right front corner of a parked 
flatbed trailer in the Upper Alpine Yard despite vehicles driving by within 15 feet. The finches nested in the trailer, 
even though mylar flash tape had been tied in several locations, including within 1 foot on either side of the nest, 
and continuous Project activities had occurred within the yard. The Alpine Yard monitor observed the female 
House Finch making 3 trips to the nest with nesting material at 9:30 am, and the avian biologist observed the 
House Finch visiting the nest at 11:30 am. Construction personnel required use of the flatbed trailer before the 
estimated completion of the nest cycle. Additionally, the idle equipment would be subject to additional nesting 
attempts further delaying use of the trailer. Nest was removed following the NBMMP. The nest was 
approximately 60% complete with no eggs or young present. - LGorman

No

HOFI House Finch 040612_lgan_02 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE4

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - The Suncrest Substation monitor observed a House Finch pair bringing nest material in two trips 
between 10:00 and 11:00. The pair was observed perched on the 500 kV Disconnect, just above the nest, by the 
avian biologist while logging the nest at 14:20. A small amount of nest material was visible when viewing from the 
south. - LGorman
04/13/2012 - No activity observed at nest. HOFI pair perched 50 feet away from nest. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0807. Biologist A. Farmer reports passive observations 
of female on nest throughout the past week. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest. On-site monitor A. Farmer reports seeing pair make only two brief 
visits to nest over past week without bringing additional nest material. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Female was on nest at 1025. - HWinfrey

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 040612_lton_01 CP65-1-PS-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Grading 16 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 4/26/2012 04/06/2012 - Female did not leave the nest while the GPS location was being recorded. Female does not seem 
affected by the constant noise of equipment grading 50 feet away. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - LEGO female on nest did not flush during observation. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - LEGO female on nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest is empty 1 day after severe weather. LEGO activity on territory continues, but not seen at this 
nest. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - No further activity at this nest, and recent fledglings were being fed nearby. Observation timeline 
and recent fledglings being fed nearby suggest this nest likely fledged. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040612_lton_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Grading 100 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 4/20/2012 04/06/2012 - Female did not leave the nest while the GPS location was being recorded. Female does not seem 
affected by constant noise of equipment grading 100 feet away. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - Nest contains at least 3 unfeathered nestlings. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest is intact and empty with numerous feces about the rim, suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

CALT California Towhee 040612_lton_03 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Grading 200 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 4/20/2012 04/06/2012 - There are 3 eggs and 1 very new nestling. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - Adult CALT carrying food to nest at 1116. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest contains 1 unhatched egg. Remainder of brood is presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes
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CORA Common Raven 040612_mdus_03 CP39 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/6/2012 4/9/2012 04/06/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed making several trips with sticks to a nest located 
approximately 100 feet above ground in structure CP39. The nest is approximately 20% complete. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - The nest was removed in the presence of an avian biologist to facilitate construction (wire 
stringing), per agency concurrence and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present on the site 
included mylar flash tape tied to the base of the tower. Following concurrence, a lineman climbed to the top of 
the tower and removed the almost fully constructed Common Raven nest. The nest was photographed prior to 
removal, and it was checked for eggs or nestlings. At the time of removal (approximately 13:30), the nest was over 
90% constructed but contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently 
installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. A pair of Common Ravens was observed flying around the 
tower and vocalizing for approximately 10 minutes prior to leaving the area. - MDicus

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 040612_mkhn_01 EP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 30 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 5/5/2012 04/06/2012 - Adult Bewick's Wrens observed carrying food in area and flying to rock pile. Female entered cavity 
with food and remained for 10 minutes. Male then entered with food, and begging calls were barely audible to 
biologist from 30 feet. Brooding by female and relatively low begging amplitude indicate nestlings are fairly early 
in development (likely 1-6 days of age). - MKuehn
04/16/2012 - After 10 minutes of observation, a Bewick's Wren was observed exiting the nesting cavity. - 
SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren making 2 trips with food to cavity within 30 minutes. - SJohnston
04/23/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren carrying food item into cavity. - SJohnston
05/02/2012 - Observed BEWR bringing food into nesting cavity. Begging calls from the cavity were heard as the 
BEWR called from outside the cavity. - SJohnston
05/08/2012 - No activity was observed for over on hour on 5/5 and during a follow up visit on 5/8. Presumed 
fledged based off nesting chronology and behavior during previous nest monitoring visits. - SJohnston

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040612_vnik_01 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/6/2012 4/6/2012 04/06/2012 - Monitor reported seeing House Finch carrying nesting material to nest. Nest appears 40% complete. 
No affinity was observed at the nest while under observation by the avian biologist. Due to access to water lines 
within 4 feet of the nest on a daily basis being necessary to ensure the water tank was not compromised, the nest 
was not a candidate for a buffer reduction. Access to these lines later in the nesting stage would have likely 
resulted in repeated flushing of the incubating female, making the nest vulnerable to failure. Based on need to 
access specific areas of the truck, the nest was removed following NBMMP stipulations at 1530. Deterrents 
present on the truck included mylar flash tape and plastic covering cavities. No eggs or young were present, and 
the nest was photographed. - VNovik

No

BUSH Bushtit 040712_ghan_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/7/2012 4/13/2012 04/07/2012 - G. Huffman observed Bushtits carrying material numerous times from Nest ID 022312_phrd_03, and 
constructing in a whitethorn chaparral (Ceanothus leucodermis) 8 feet above ground in dense vegetation between 
CP55 pull site and tower. Nest appears to be 50% complete. Pair that constructed nest is likely to be the same 
from the nest they are gathering from. View nest ID mentioned above for specific details concerning previously 
closed nest observations. - KAlberts
04/13/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete, though a little ragged at the bottom. No BUSH detected while 
helicopter work in progress overhead - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No activity observed during 15-minute observation. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - While small troupe of BUSH foraging in vicinity of nest, 2 approach and briefly inspect nest, 
subsequently return to foraging and do not revisit during remainder of 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - BUSH pair removing material and carrying it to the east. - RRadd

No

PHAI Phainopepla 040712_jdus_01 EP249-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 400 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/7/2012 4/20/2012 04/07/2012 - Female incubating during initial observation, then nest exchange and male incubates 2 eggs in nest. - 
JDicus
04/13/2012 - Female incubating; male territorial, perching nearby and calling softly. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No Phainopeplas observed in area; nest empty but in good shape with intact bowl - closed. - 
PKonrad

No

HOFI House Finch 040712_jdus_02 EP249-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 320 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/7/2012 4/20/2012 04/07/2012 - Female incubating 4 eggs in nest. - JDicus
04/13/2012 - Female brooding newly hatched nestlings. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No House Finches in area and small nest is empty; no sign of nestlings. Nest does not have usual 
droppings on rim of nest left by nestlings - closed. - PKonrad

No

CATH California Thrasher 040712_jpki_01 EP32-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 500 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/7/2012 4/14/2012 04/07/2012 - Adult singing and displaying agitation in vicinity of nest shrub after which nest was discovered. At 
least 2 fully feathered (about 1.5 week old) young present in nest. Young should be expected to fledge in no more 
than 2 weeks. - JPawlicki
04/14/2012 - Nest is empty and in good condition. No evidence of predation. Green leaf litter in nest indicates 
nest was vacated before recent storm. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 040712_ltiw_01 GS-BLM-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 3 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/7/2012 4/27/2012 04/07/2012 - Female House Finch was observed entering a clump of dead mistletoe. About 20 minutes later, the 
male flew over, and the pair began calling back and forth. The female then left the nest, flew to the male and was 
fed by him. The brood patch was visible. She then flew back and entered the nest again. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - Female House Finch incubating on nest built within mistletoe. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No adult at the nest initially, but a female House Wren soon came to nest and left again, presumably 
to feed small nestlings. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 20 minute observation period, but male House Finch was singing 
nearby periodically. When nest was checked at close quarters, the nest was vacant but in good used condition; 
that observation, when combined with the nest history, suggests the nestlings successfully fledged in the past 
couple days - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 040712_ltiw_02 GS-BLM-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats OH - wire stringing 120 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/7/2012 5/3/2012 04/07/2012 - Adult California Thrasher did not flush as it  was standing on the nest. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - California Thrasher incubating tight on nest. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Unattended nest with 3 medium-sized brown downy nestlings was covered by brooding adult while 
avian biologist checked nest from 3 feet away. Second California Thrasher called and performed distraction 
displays 15 feet northeast. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Nest has 3 medium-sized brown nestlings with small wing feathers erupted; adults tried to distract 
away from nest by calling and perching prominently or running on ground, and flying low in open. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - Nest empty with well-shaped compacted bowl intact; nestlings were expected to fledge within a day 
or 2 of today and it is assumed they fledged successfully. No fledglings or adults were observed or heard in area - 
closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CALT California Towhee 040712_ltiw_03 GS-BLM-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/7/2012 5/3/2012 04/07/2012 - Nice bowl-shaped grass nest of brome grass with 1 light-blue egg with dark brown spots. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - No towhees observed or heard; no nest found after 2 extensive searches of a dozen apricot shrubs 
in the immediate area, concentrating on those nearest GPS location. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - California Towhees territorial at nest with 3 pale-blue eggs. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Nest has 3 small brown downy nestlings, with territorial California Towhees nearby. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - Nest is empty and in excellent shape with a compacted and slightly expanded grass bowl; the 
nestlings appear to have fledged very recently. No fledglings or adults observed in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 040712_lton_01 EP78-A-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 8 100 100 100 Indeterminate 4/7/2012 5/4/2012 04/07/2012 - Nest appears 90% complete. Bio-monitor observed WESJ carrying nesting material to the nest and 
perching in shrubs within the vicinity. Joe Henry (avian biologist) talked to monitor, saw nest, and staked buffer. - 
LThoreson
04/13/2012 - Nest appears lined and complete, but contains no eggs. No WESJ detected in immediate area. - 
MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No WESJ observed in area. Nest empty and appears the same as on previous visit. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Nest appears complete and no different from previous visit. Contains no eggs, and no WESJ 
detected in area. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - No activity observed at this nest since found on 4/7. Unknown whether nest ever contained eggs 
since found. - MKuehn

N/A

HOFI House Finch 040712_mdus_01 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/7/2012 4/21/2012 04/07/2012 - Yard monitor found female on nest during routine yard sweeps. - MDicus
04/14/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest has been exposed to weather, is empty and deteriorating. - RRadd

No

WREN Wrentit 040712_mkhn_01 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 60 100 60 60 Nest did not reach active stage 4/7/2012 4/29/2012 04/07/2012 - Adults observed carrying nesting material to nest twice. Male sang 3 times 2 feet from nest after 
depositing material, with biologist crouched 10 feet away. Nest rim is mostly formed, but lining has not yet begun. 
- MKuehn
04/16/2012 - Nest remains unlined with poorly defined cup. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Funnel spider web covering nest, which remains unlined. No activity observed. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Nest remains unimproved with spider web covering nest undisturbed since last visit. It appears that 
this nesting attempt has been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 040712_mkhn_02 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 20 100 20 20 Presumed Fledged 4/7/2012 4/21/2012 04/07/2012 - 2 adults entered cavity carrying food with biologist observing from 10 feet away. One entered and 
remained 3 minutes before the second entered with food. One adult then left immediately, carrying a fecal sac. 
No begging could be heard from cavity during feeding visits, indicating they may be very young. - MKuehn
04/16/2012 - BEWR carries food to nest at 1225 then departs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1115 to 1145. Nest examined closely and found to be empty with 
no sign of predation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 040712_vers_01 GS-BLM-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 150 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/7/2012 4/20/2012 04/07/2012 - During a general bird survey, the biologist saw a Bushtit land in a shrub 2 feet away, carrying downy 
material. Upon examining the juniper, a nearly-complete nest was discovered. Both adults subsequently brought 
more downy material that they added to the nest. The nest is just to the north of the path to the wire-pull staging 
area. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - Nest appears complete, but no Bushtits observed or heard. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Hole torn open at bottom of nest chamber; no eggs, eggshells, nestlings, or adults observed at nest 
or in area. Nest has been predated - closed. - PKonrad

No
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HOWR House Wren 040912_hwey_01 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/9/2012 TBD 04/09/2012 - House Wren observed vigorously chasing other HOWR away from area near cavity. HOWR entered 
nest cavity at 0715 and remained inside for 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest at 0815. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - Male brings food to female outside nest. Female enters cavity and remains inside. Male perches and 
sings outside nest entrance. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - House Wren entering nest at 0936, did not appear to be carrying food. - HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Male HOWR singing within 10 feet of cavity entrance. - HWinfrey

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 040912_hwey_02 EP32-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/9/2012 TBD 04/09/2012 - Nest appears complete. 2 Bushtits initially flushed from nest when discovered. 1 Bushtit returned, 
entered nest, and remained inside while buffer was staked. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH at nest at 0920. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - Adult enters nest with food at 0822 and departs shortly after. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0820. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0808. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Adult leaves nest at 0658. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - No activity observed from 0631 to 0701. Adult flushed from nest upon approach at 0702. - 
HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Adult visiting nest at 0637. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Adult visits nest at 0635. - HWinfrey

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 040912_hwey_03 Alpine CY Construction Yards Chaparrals Traffic 50 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/9/2012 4/30/2012 04/09/2012 - Male feeding female at nest when first detected. Both departed upon approach, but female 
returned to nest and was observed incubating while buffer stakes were installed. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Female on nest at 1309. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity at nest and no LEGOs detected in area. COHA perched 50 feet from nest. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity at nest from 1030 to 1045. Nest examined and found to be empty. Nest is in good 
condition with no indication of predation. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

RCSP Rufous-crowned Sparrow 040912_jdus_01 CP55/56 PS Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/9/2012 4/30/2012 04/09/2012 - While driving in access road, 3 white eggs were found within nest, small grass cup nest (100% 
constructed). The eggs in the nest were visible from driver's seat. While watching from a distance of 50 feet, a 
Rufous-crowned Sparrow was seen lying on the nest incubating. - JDicus
04/18/2012 - Observed by avian monitor, Garrett Huffman. Female seen leaving nest, and eggs remain present. - 
JDicus
04/24/2012 - 2 small orange gapes of recently hatched nestlings visible protruding above rim of nest. Observation 
made from vehicle while driving in. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Nest is clean and empty and presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040912_jpki_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/9/2012 4/9/2012 04/09/2012 - Yard monitor observed pair in/around grout machine, after which an approximately 90% complete 
nest was found, with no eggs or young present. Nest was apparently built over the course of 4/7 to 4/8. Since the 
grout machine is required for project construction that day, deterrents were present (including location within an 
active CY), and the nest contained no eggs or young, this nest was photographed and then removed, per NBMMP 
stipulations. - JPawlicki

No

HOFI House Finch 040912_lgan_01 CP96-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 5 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/9/2012 4/9/2012 04/09/2012 - The House Finch nest was being checked to determine what stage it was in by 2 personnel in a 
manlift, under the supervision of an avian biologist. The manlift approached the nest from the north and the nest 
was inspected from the man lift; 1 egg was discovered in the nest. The House Finch pair was not scared away from 
the nest area and did not act disturbed by the manlift inspection process. In fact, the House Finch pair perched on 
the manlift as it was being raised towards the nest. The pair perched on the tower arm, adjacent to the nest, as 
the nest was being examined. After the manlift was lowered back to the ground, the House Finch pair continued 
to visit the nest. This nest was processed for removal, but since an egg was present, it was left intact. - LGorman
04/16/2012 - Biomonitor on site reports finding eggshell fragments under nest. Plastic substrate appears torn. No 
HOFI activity near nest. Nest closed, failure due to natural causes. - HWinfrey

No

CORA Common Raven 040912_mdus_01 CP53-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/9/2012 4/9/2012 04/09/2012 - Biomonitor Morgan McCarthy observed a pair of Common Ravens carrying sticks to structure CP53-
1. The pair made 12 trips to the nest with material. The nest is 5-10% constructed. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and 
through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consisted of mylar flash tape on the base of the tower. 
Following concurrence, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed 
Common Raven nest. The nest area was photographed as well. At the time of removal (approximately 09:30), the 
nest was 5-10% constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was 
subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. A pair of Common Ravens was observed flying in 
the vicinity of the tower but displayed no other behaviors. - MDicus

No
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CACW Cactus Wren 040912_mkhn_01 EP225-1/EP226-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/9/2012 TBD 04/09/2012 - After 15 minutes of passive observation, adult vacated nest when biologist was 5 feet away upon 
initial approach for inspection. Pair returned 5 minutes later with biologist 60 feet from nest, and 1 adult re-
entered nest and remained inside for 15 minutes. Neither adult was carrying nesting material. Nest appears 
complete and entrance is at least partially lined. Could not see contents of chamber, except some feathers 
present. - MKuehn
04/14/2012 - Nest is large and in excellent condition, with new soft material lining bottom of entrance for some 
distance into chamber. No Cactus Wrens were observed during 30 minute observation period, but 1 was calling to 
the southwest. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Large nest unchanged and no Cactus Wrens heard or seen in area. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Although other species were vocal in the area this morning, no Cactus Wrens were heard, or seen 
during 40 minute observation period in the area, but later a wren was calling 1/4 mile southeast and south of this 
nest. The nest is in good shape with some cotton-like material added to the entrance rim. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - No Cactus Wrens were observed or heard in the area during a 30 minute observation period. The 
nest has deteriorated a bit, and the entrance is partly blocked by some of the cotton-like material. - PKonrad

TBD

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 040912_pkad_01 EP50-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 30 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/9/2012 4/17/2012 04/09/2012 - Nest used earlier by California Thrashers now has 1 light-turquoise egg with brown speckling that 
looks like a Western Scrub-jay egg considering the size and color. Appears a jay has laid an egg in the nest, 
although no improvements have been made to the former thrasher nest. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Nest empty with some minute leaves in bowl. No birds observed in area associated with nest. No 
eggshells in area beneath or near nest; appears egg(s) taken by predator. - PKonrad

No

HOWR House Wren 040912_vnik_01 EP78-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/9/2012 TBD 04/09/2012 - Observed female carry material to nest on multiple trips. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - In 20 minutes of passive observation from 35 feet away, no birds visited cavity. Male House Wren 
singing in area, but female not detected. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Female collected fine dead grasses from ground 20 feet from nest and carried into cavity. - MKuehn
04/23/2012 - Grading of both east and west pull sites occurred directly adjacent to nest buffer. House Wren pair 
observed vocalizing throughout the day near nest and were observed continually bringing nest material during all 
grading work activities, including dozer activities on border of nest buffer. - RQuilley
04/27/2012 - At 1400, adult entered cavity with small twig and left immediately. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Female not detected in 30 minutes of passive observation, though male sang constantly from nest 
tree and occasionally from near cavity. - MKuehn

TBD

MODO Mourning Dove 040912_vnik_02 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/9/2012 4/27/2012 04/09/2012 - Observed female on nest, appeared to be incubating. Male nearby. When returning to area several 
times later in the day, bird was not on nest. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - Adult incubating. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No adult on or near nest in two checks about 1 hour apart. Cannot see nest contents. Warm 
weather may reduce need for incubating. - MKuehn
04/26/2012 - No activity observed. - RQuilley
04/27/2012 - No activity at nest for 20 minutes, and no bird on nest when checked earlier in the day. Nest has 
been unoccupied since 4/12, on three visits, and is assumed to be empty. No eggshells found on ground below 
nest. Cause of failure is unknown. - MKuehn

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 040912_vnik_03 EP78/EP78A PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Woodlands and Forests OH - wire stringing 50 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/9/2012 5/4/2012 04/09/2012 - Bird observed incubating on nest. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - Adult incubating. Avian biologist V. Novik changed signs for buffer from 100 to 50 feet. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - After no activity at nest for 20 minutes, contents were checked using a handheld mirror. An adult 
WESJ scolded from 40 feet away. Nest is empty, and no eggshell fragments found in nest or on ground. Nest and 
lining appear to be in good condition. Adult observed on nest in previous visits, but nest contents were never 
checked. Thus, no evidence that eggs were laid yet, and adult may not have been incubating during previous 
visits. Follow up visit should occur in next few days to monitor activity while grading is not taking place close by. - 
MKuehn
04/23/2012 - Grading of both east and west pull sites occurred directly adjacent to nest buffer. Occasional scrub 
jays were seen passing through the area, and one was observed perched within 20 feet of the nest; however, no 
jays were confirmed entering the nest or seen displaying any nesting behavior. - RQuilley
04/27/2012 - At approximately 1400, adult WESJ in area but not near nest and did not scold when biologist 
checked contents. Nest remains in good condition but empty. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Again, adult WESJ observed in area but not near nest and did not scold when biologist checked 
contents. Nest remains in good condition but empty for the 4th straight week. Nest closed due to inactivity. Nest 
contents never observed when active, and unknown whether it contained eggs or nestlings. No evidence that 
young fledged as parents were never observed carrying food and no fledglings have been observed in area. Nest 
likely failed with eggs or young because adult observed on nest twice before it was found empty, but supporting 
evidence is lacking (no eggshell fragments or nestling remains found in or near nest). - MKuehn

No
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HOFI House Finch 041012_ahll_01 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/10/2012 TBD 04/10/2012 - Female was seen bringing nesting material to nest while avian biologist was inspecting wheel well 2 
feet away. Male has red coloration. Nest appears to be 40% complete. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Nest appears to be complete. Did not observe House Finches go to nest, but heard singing within 
100 feet. - AHill
04/18/2012 - No activity observed at nest during helicopter flights 50-100 feet of nests. Helicopter buffer was 
expanded from 30 horizontal feet to 100 feet. - AHill
04/25/2012 - No activity at nest, and no HOFI in area. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Female on nest, incubating 4 eggs. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Biologist B. Pikay reported adults making frequent trips to nest. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Female and male visiting nest at 1031. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 041012_ahll_02 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/10/2012 4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - While searching for active HOFI nest (041012_ahll_01) in a water stand tank, a second nest with 5 
dead nestlings was found in the same piece of equipment. Based on feather plumage development, nestlings 
appear to have been 7-8 days old when they died. It appears that the nestlings died at some point in the last 
couple of days. Early stages of decomposition and lack of scavengers (such as flies, ants, or beetles) support this 
timeline. Condition of the nestlings and presence of a full clutch (5) indicate that the clutch likely failed due to 
exposure or starvation, rather than predation. Possible causes of failure may include: the adult bird(s) were 
predated themselves, leaving these nestlings with no parental care; the nest was undetected prior to the tank 
being moved from JVR CY to Wilson CY (on April 7th), resulting in the nestlings being left unattended by the adult 
pair; or the adult bird(s) abandoned the nest for unknown reasons. - AHill

No

CORA Common Raven 041012_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/10/2012 TBD 04/10/2012 - Common Ravens placing lining in nest, it appears that they are going to remain with this nest. - 
BArnold
04/14/2012 - Adult at and around nest. - BArnold
04/20/2012 - Adult CORA on nest, apparently incubating. According to bio-monitor, adult has been staying on 
nest for about a week. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Adult observed on nest. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - The CORA left the nest periodically during the work activities, but returned after relatively short 
periods. After work was concluded, the CORA returned to incubating/brooding as before. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - CORA incubating on nest. Second CORA harassing Red-tailed Hawk at southwest corner of 
substation, driving RTHA well to the northwest and away from the nest. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - Adult observed on nest. Displayed no reaction to any work activities. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Adult CORA observed on nest, unaffected by new substation construction activities. - BArnold
05/02/2012 - Adult on nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Adult on nest. Both adults on/at nest after dark last night. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Adult on nest. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 041012_hwey_01 EP39-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 30 30 Indeterminate 4/10/2012 4/17/2012 04/10/2012 - Female leaves nest at 0650, returns a few minutes later. Male singing nearby. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Nest is no longer present and no birds were observed in the immediate area. Unclear whether nest 
failed due to recent inclement weather, predation, or removal by non-Sunrise substation maintenance personnel, 
as nest was on a door handle and would have necessitated removal by anyone requiring access through that door. 
Nest may or may not have had eggs at the time of failure, therefore the outcome is indeterminate. Nest closed. - 
HWinfrey

N/A

AMKE American Kestrel 041012_jdus_01 CP11-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/10/2012 TBD 04/10/2012 - Biomonitors L. Bernal and T. Gunter observed AMKE pair copulating on structure, male bringing 
food items to female. Pair defends nest site against European Starlings. Both AMKE individuals have been seen 
entering the nest cavity, but only the last few days, despite biomonitors being present monitoring work for a 
month. Presume nesting stage to be nest building due to the pair only recently using the nest cavity. - JDicus
04/16/2012 - Onsite biomonitors B. Parker and T. Gunter reported the male on a nearby wire in the morning, but 
no sign of the female. During nest monitor's afternoon visit, the male was perched on the nest monopole, and the 
female was still not in evidence - VEurs
04/24/2012 - At the start of the observation, the male was perched a wire near the nest cavity, eating a lizard. He 
moved to a different perch, flew out of sight, and returned to perch on a rung just below the nest cavity. He was 
still holding the lizard and he exchanged vocalizations with the female, who was in the cavity. She exited from the 
bottom of the arm bracket. The pair perched on a nearby wire, where the female gave begging calls. The male 
gave her the lizard remains and then flew out of sight. The female found a new perch, consumed the lizard and 
reentered the nest cavity. Biomonitor T. Gunter reported similar activity on 20 April 2012. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - The pair flew in from the east, calling to each other, and landed on the transmission wire east of the 
monopole. The male flew off again, and the female fluffed her feathers, revealing her brood patch. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - During nearly 2 hours of observation, the male was seen on 1 occasion. He approached the pole and 
landed on the wire adjacent to the nest cavity. He was carrying a lizard and vocalizing. Due to the angle of 
observation, it was unclear whether he passed the food to the female or simply left area. Neither kestrel was 
detected during another hour-long observation. - VEurs

TBD
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CORA Common Raven 041012_jpki_01 EP193-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/10/2012 4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Monitor reported pair of ravens building nest early in the morning. About 8 sticks were present at 
0900. Since wire stringing was currently underway in this area, the need for removal was immediate. The request 
for removal was put forth for agency review and concurrence, agreed with, and removal procedures occurred. No 
eggs or young were present. The removal procedure was conducted according to the NBMMP. Deterrents present 
included mylar tape tied to the base of the tower, and wire pull work occurring the previous day. Additional 
deterrents are slated for installation in the coming days. - JPawlicki
04/13/2012 - No twigs/nest present.  Gusts of wind may have blown twigs/nest out of tower. - LThoreson

No

OTHE Other 041012_jpki_02 EP112A-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 100 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/10/2012 4/16/2012 04/10/2012 - Site biological monitor arrived in early morning and initially detected a Red-tailed Hawk perched and 
calling from top of tower after which it flew off and perched on rock outcrop about 1000 feet to south. Monitor 
then observed large sticks present in southern bridge of tower and whitewash on ground underneath tower. 
Further monitoring of site for a total of 3.5 hours between late morning and afternoon did not note any activity at 
nest location. A pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks were observed soaring within 600 feet of nest on one occasion and 
later in the distance, although no other activity was observed. However, the species that is utilizing this nest is not 
yet identified. - JPawlicki
04/12/2012 - The start of the stick nest in EP112-A was monitored for 4 hours from 0730 to 1130 hours. No birds 
landed on the tower during the 4 hours of observation time. Potential birds in the area that could have started 
the nest included a pair of Red-tailed Hawks and a pair of Common Ravens. The Red-tailed Hawks were seen 
perched in the tower to the east (EP113-5). The female flew off the tower and landed in a short shrub on the 
other side of La Posta Road. The male flew over to the female and copulated for a few seconds. Both birds flew off 
to the south and were seen soaring in and out of view southeast of the tower during the observation period. The 
pair of Common Ravens were observed east of EP112-A successfully hunting on the ground. The temperature 
increased from 45 degrees Fahrenheit at the beginning of the monitoring period to 57 degrees Fahrenheit at the 
end. Wind speeds were between 3 to 6 mph with gusts up to 9 mph. - GCummings
04/12/2012 - 4/11/12 - Observed nest location for 2hrs. No activity observed at nest. No raven or raptors 
observed in the area for the duration of observation. Nest incomplete with approximately 10 sticks loosely piled 
in south side of tower bridge. - TCooper
04/16/2012 - Nest appears to have lost sticks during last storm. No activity has been observed at nest for last 
week with extensive monitoring. - VNovik

No

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 041012_kats_01 CP83 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/10/2012 4/11/2012 04/10/2012 - CAKI was seen bringing nesting material to the inner corner of CP83 where the south and east sides 
meet, and placing it at the nest site approximately 90 feet above the ground. The nest itself was not visible, 
indicating it is in the early stages of building. - KAlberts
04/11/2012 - No kingbirds observed during 30 minutes on site. Tower was climbed by a lineman and nest was 
located in the southeast corner of leg D, photographed, and confirmed to be in the early stages (5% complete) 
with no eggs or young present. Deterrents present included BMP maintenance work occurring during the initial 
nest building observation. Nest was removed according to the NBMMP, based on need to conduct repair work on 
tower with regular helicopter traffic. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer justification. - IMaunsell

No

HOFI House Finch 041012_mdus_01 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 30 30 Removed 4/10/2012 4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Biomonitor Rebecca Johnson discovered a House Finch nest while conducting a sweep of the 
storage area in Sycamore Yard.  The nest is approximately 95-100% constructed. Mylar tape was present on the 
reel in addition to being located in an active construction yard. The nest was removed in accordance with 
Attachment C of the NBMMP. Nest was not a candidate for buffer justification and the reels are scheduled for use 
in the upcoming wire pull, necessitating removal. There were no eggs or young in the nest. - MDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 041012_mdus_02 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 4/10/2012 4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Biomonitor Rebecca Johnson observed a female House Finch carrying nest material into a fold of 
paper wrapped around a conductor wire reel. The nest is approximately 50% constructed. The nest was removed 
in accordance with Attachment C of the NBMMP. Mylar tape had been installed on the reel, and the reels are 
scheduled for use in the upcoming wire pull. Nest was not a candidate for a reduction to allow this work to 
proceed. Additionally, this nest is located in an active construction yard. There were no eggs or young in the nest. - 
MDicus

No

CORA Common Raven 041012_mdus_03 CP53-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/10/2012 4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Biomonitor Brian Payne observed a pair of Common Ravens making 10 trips to the tower carrying 
sticks to the lowest bridge. This is likely the pair building a nest in the tower yesterday. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and 
through adherence to the NBMMP. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman 
was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common Raven nest. The nest area 
was photographed as well. At the time of removal, the nest was approximately 5% constructed and contained no 
eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place of the 
removed nest. The nest is located on a structure involved in the current wire pull. A delay due to allowing the nest 
cycle to continue would likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by 
June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 4/10/2012. - 
MDicus

No
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BUSH Bushtit 041012_mkhn_01 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 15 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/10/2012 5/4/2012 04/10/2012 - Adults to nest 5+ times with nesting material. They have just begun building (<5% complete). - 
MKuehn
04/12/2012 - Adults visited nest and added nesting material. Nest still <10% complete. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - BUSH present within 20 feet of nest several times in 30 minutes of passive observation, but were 
never seen carrying nesting material and did not visit nest. New material has been added since last check and nest 
is now about 40% complete. - MKuehn
04/26/2012 - Required SWPPP cleanup of oil leak occurred within bird buffer approximately 15 feet from nest for 
less than 10 minutes on 4/23/2012. No Bushtit activity was observed, and there were no observations indicating 
that SWPPP work disturbed the nest. - RQuilley
04/27/2012 - Nest building is progressing slowly, but new material has been added since last visit. One adult 
visited nest with material. Nest is 35% complete. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Much of nest is missing. BUOR and BUSH both observed collecting nesting material from nest and 
carrying to different coast live oak trees more than 100 feet from any work areas. This nest likely never made it to 
egg laying stage. It was only 35% complete on 4/27, and progress had been slow. - MKuehn

No

HOWR House Wren 041012_mkhn_02 EP78-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Grading 165 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/10/2012 4/27/2012 04/10/2012 - Adult observed carrying small twigs into cavity several times. - MKuehn
04/12/2012 - No House Wrens detected in 20 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet. Oak Titmouse entered 
cavity without nesting material and vacated after 2 minutes. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No activity at cavity in 30 minutes of passive observation, though male HOWR present and singing 
within 20-40 feet from nest. Possible satellite/dummy nest. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - No activity at cavity for 20 minutes. This nest site appears to be inactive since first found on 4/10, 
despite three visits of ample duration. Possible dummy nest. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 041012_sjon_01 EP57-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 30 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/10/2012 4/24/2012 04/10/2012 - Observed nest building at 15 feet away. Nest approximately 80% complete. - SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Bushtit nest appears complete and in good condition. No activity observed during a 30 minute 
observation period. - SJohnston
04/24/2012 - P. Konrad reports that unknown if this nest contained eggs or young. Inspection of nest showed no 
signs of eggs shells or nestling remains. Nest has ripped open from the bottom portion of the nest consistent with 
depredation. - KAlberts

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 041012_vers_01 EP79-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 2 100 75 75 Indeterminate 4/10/2012 5/4/2012 04/10/2012 - Biologists discovered the nest while walking down the access road EP79-E. 2 biologists watched for 
bird activity from about 25 feet for about an hour. In that time, a pair of Bushtits came to the nest tree twice. The 
first time, 1 had nesting material. However, movements of 1 biologist seemed to deter the pair from visiting the 
nest, and they both continued in the direction they had been going, still carrying the nesting material. The second 
time the pair landed in the nest tree, but flew off without ever visiting the nest. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - No BUSH seen at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet, but BUSH pair detected 
foraging within 40 feet of nest. Nest appears to be complete and in good condition. - MKuehn
04/21/2012 - No BUSH seen at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet. Nest still appears to be 
complete and in good condition. Possibly egg laying. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - No BUSH seen at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet. Nest still appears to be 
complete and in good condition, and no bird emerged when nest was approached for inspection. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Most of nest is gone from tree and cannot be found below. No activity observed at this nest since 
found, so no indication whether eggs were ever laid. - MKuehn

N/A

ACWO Acorn Woodpecker 041012_vers_02 EP78A-E Road Area Chaparrals Grading 130 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/10/2012 5/4/2012 04/10/2012 - A small group (2-3 at a time) of ACWO's landed on the pole at various times throughout the survey. 
A woodpecker would excavate in the hole for brief periods before flying off. They were tolerant of 2-3 people 
near the pole at a time, but when the surveying crew was present as well as the avian biologist, the birds did not 
approach the pole. Once the surveying crew left, ACWO's returned to the pole for brief periods and excavated a 
bit more. Helicopter flights fairly close to pole. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - No ACWO detected at pole or in area in 60 minutes of passive observation. Biomonitor R. Quilley 
reported ACWO did not visit pole with cavity for 2 hours on 4/12 when work approved was occurring inside 
buffer, though adults were seen on pole when crews arrived (M. Kuehn). - MKuehn
04/21/2012 - Nest passively observed from 150 feet for 30 minutes. Pole was frequently visited by up to 3 ACWO, 
but none visited or excavated cavity. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - No ACWO detected at pole or in area for 45 minutes. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - No activity observed at pole in 1 hour today. ACWO have not been observed actively excavating 
cavity since initial observation, though they are occasionally seen at pole caching acorns. It appears this nest site 
has been abandoned for unknown reasons. - MKuehn

No

SOSP Song Sparrow 041112_rqey_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 3 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/11/2012 4/26/2012 04/11/2012 - Pair of Song Sparrows was observed carrying nesting material to nest site multiple times within 20 
minute observation period. Pair unaffected by drive through traffic and avian biologists within 20 feet of nest. 
Nest was not directly observed and nest building stage of completion is unknown. 50-foot buffer with drive-
through access allowed. - RQuilley
04/18/2012 - Nest appears 90% complete, just lacking lining. SOSP singing nearby, but no activity at nest. - 
HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Nest is full of dead leaves and detritus and has not been improved in past two weeks. Nesting 
attempt appears to have been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No
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HOFI House Finch 041212_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/12/2012 TBD 04/12/2012 - The female was seen bringing nesting material to the nest several times while the avian biologist 
was 10 feet away from the nest. The male was seen flying with the female and perching nearby and singing while 
she was on the nest. The birds are still building their platform; nest appears to be 20% complete. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Observed female on nest, she flew away when biologist was 2 feet from nest. Was unable to 
positively determine if an egg was present or not, female flew back to nest 1minute later. She is probably egg 
laying or about to start. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Observed female on nest for a prolonged period of time. She is probably incubating, but was unable 
to check contents of nest. - AHill
05/02/2012 - Observed female on nest incubating. - AHill
05/05/2012 - Female observed on nest at 0818. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Nest contains at least 2 newly hatched nestlings and 1 egg. Did not observe female on nest or 
nearby within 15 minute period. - AHill

TBD

HOFI House Finch 041212_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/12/2012 4/16/2012 04/12/2012 - Observed female bringing nesting material to cavity a few times while a parked vehicle was 8 feet 
away, but no personnel were within 30 feet of nest. Nest appears to be 5% complete. In the past several days, a 
pair of House Finches have been checking out the bulldozer cavities actively and bringing single pieces of material 
to various places in the dozer, but have not consistently placed material in one location until now. - AHill
04/16/2012 - No new nesting material has been added to this location since the day after the nest was logged, 
and no birds have been seen coming to the bulldozer within the observational period. Birds most likely 
abandoned nest for unknown reasons and started building in a nearby location. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 041212_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/12/2012 4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Nest was found by biological monitor in the morning, and the pair started building on 4-11-12 (after 
1030) when crane was parked for the day. Nest appeared to be 25% complete, with no eggs or young present. 
Deterrent streamers were hung around the crane in addition to the equipment being used the previous day. 
Removal of nest was required based on the impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost 
impacts relative to alternative options, and the potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the 
anticipated nest cycle. The nest was photographed and documented by an avian biologist as having no eggs or 
young and removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 041212_ahll_04 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/12/2012 4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Pair was seen actively bringing nest material to nest several times, nest appeared to be 65% 
complete. No deterrents installed on crane however the equipment is located in an active construction yard with 
tower assembly and regular helicopter flights. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to 
material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative 
options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was 
not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. No eggs or young were present and nest was 
removed per the NBMMP, - AHill

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041212_dbby_01 CP24-1-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 141 300 140 140 Presumed Fledged 4/12/2012 5/1/2012 04/12/2012 - Female incubating 4 eggs. ESA signage installed along access road at 300 feet, specifying "No Project 
Access until an NBJ is submitted". Future project related activity may come within141 ft. as vehicles pass by on 
nearest access road to north. - DBusby
04/17/2012 - 4 nestlings in nest approximately 4 days old. Estimated fledge date is between April 22 and 28. - 
DBusby
04/24/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair with active nest (041212_dbby_01) near Structure CP24 was 
observed feeding nestlings that are approximately 11 days old. The male and female adult pair was observed 
repeatedly visiting the nest with food. Based on the apparent age of the nestlings, their estimated fledge date will 
likely occur between April 25 and 28, 2012. - DBusby
05/01/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was not re-detected near Structure CP24 as the previously 
detected, active nest (041212_dbby_01), is now empty and closed. The nestlings are presumed to have fledged a 
few days ago because the closed nest is empty and intact, exhibiting no signs of depredation or predation. The 
estimated fledge date was between April 25 and 28, 2012. However, the surveyor will reattempt to locate and 
confirm the number of fledglings during subsequent surveys. Because the nest is now empty, there are no work 
restrictions along the access road to the north of the closed nest. - DBusby

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041212_ghan_01 CP49 Temp work Area Pad Areas-Work Area Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/12/2012 4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Biomonitor Brian Payne observed a pair of House Finches making trips under the paper covering the 
conductor line on wire spool. Observed nest on spool and appeared to be 20% complete. The nest was removed 
in accordance with Attachment C of the NBMMP. Nest deterrents are present in form of netting and mylar tape, 
and the reels are scheduled for use in the upcoming wire pull. The nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction 
allowing for use of the spool, therefore removal was required. Nest was approximately 20% complete. No eggs or 
young present. - GHuffman

No

BUSH Bushtit 041212_hwey_01 EP10-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 40 100 50 30 Presumed Fledged 4/12/2012 4/18/2012 04/12/2012 - 2 adults bringing food to nest. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - No activity observed during half hour visit. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Adult makes trips to nest with food at 0804 and 0806. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - No activity observed from 0750 to 0820. Nest examined and found to contain no nestlings and 1 
non-viable unhatched egg. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes
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BUSH Bushtit 041212_hwey_02 EP2-3 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - tower erection 170 100 70 70 Fledged 4/12/2012 4/24/2012 04/12/2012 - 2 adults bringing food to the nest at 1145. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Adult brings food to nest while helicopter is hovering 300 feet away. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Observed pair bringing food to nestlings. Skycrane installed tower middle section and created 
significant rotor wash at nest, jostling the nest about roughly for entire duration of skycrane activity (5 minutes 
approximately). The spotter helicopter was flying near the nest too, creating mild rotor wash on the nest. The 
avian biologist called Sunrise Base, and they presumably informed the pilot to not fly to the northwest of the site 
as they did fly near this area again. Nest still active with nestlings being fed. - AHill
04/20/2012 - Adult enters nest with food at 1033. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Nest material was found on ground and nest appeared to be disheveled and askew. Heard fledgling 
begging in tree, and nest has apparently fledged. Observed adults in nest tree actively foraging and copulating 
several times. Pair will most likely renest nearby. - AHill

Yes

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041212_imll_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 4/12/2012 TBD 04/12/2012 - Previously unpaired male was observed briefly foraging with a female at approximately 0840. The 
male was later observed making approximately 5 trips with nesting material to a small, scrubby, brownish 
California sagebrush. The nest location is relatively low (no more than 2 feet above ground). Between trips to the 
nest by the male, the nest was viewed with binoculars from approximately 20 feet away and determined to be 
approximately 60% complete with well formed cup and nest walls. The top of the nest is not yet rounded toward 
the center of the cup, and the female was not observed lining the nest during 20 minutes of observation. - 
IMaunsell
04/18/2012 - Pair observed foraging together in vicinity of nest, but did not add material. Nest contents were 
checked while pair foraged from a distance. 1 egg observed. - MDicus
04/25/2012 - An adult female California Gnatcatcher was observed incubating 4 eggs. The male parent was 
observed foraging in Artemisia californica nearby. - LGorman
05/02/2012 - During approximately 1.25 hours of observation, both adults were observed foraging in the vicinity 
of the nest, periodically vocalizing with one another. The male repeatedly returned to the nest, briefly lying in it, 
appearing to adjust something with his bill, lying in it again, and leaving to forage. There was a 40-45 minute 
period in which neither adult approached the nest. The male only stayed on the nest for a few seconds each visit, 
and the female was not observed on the nest at all, although she briefly perched nearby. - MDicus
05/09/2012 - During 50 minutes of observation, the adult male made brief 3 trips to the nest while the female 
foraged nearby. The nest was not approached, but the male appeared to be feeding nestlings. - MDicus

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 041212_jdus_01 CP31-2-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 65 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/12/2012 4/27/2012 04/12/2012 - Pair visits complete (100% constructed) nest with decorative material which is added to outside of 
nest, female enters nest not to exit for 15 minutes. - JDicus
04/19/2012 - An adult exited the nest soon after the start of observation and the pair foraged in the nearby oak 
and across the access road during the late-afternoon observation period. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - Nest was monitored to evaluate status of nest per the NBMMP, and was found to be sodden and 
dripping with rain water during light morning drizzle. Nest was stretched out and significantly elongated and 
threadbare at neck of nest on initial morning observation, apparently about to break free from its upper 
attachment point to host tree. No Bushtits at nest on initial observation. Avian biologist followed pair to host tree 
15 minutes later to find the nest to have fallen 5 feet to a point 10 feet above ground level where it is now lodged 
in thin lower branches of the oak tree on its side with nest entrance facing downward. Pair did not visit nest, 
though they moved actively around the nest's former attachment point to host tree. Nest failed due to natural 
causes (storm damage). - JDicus

No

HOWR House Wren 041212_jdus_02 CP31-2-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/12/2012 TBD 04/12/2012 - Pair in area singing, adult delivers material to cavity, remains inside for 60 seconds, exits and quickly 
brings more material. - JDicus
04/19/2012 - The male was perched nearby singing as the female peered out of the nest cavity. She flew out, 
joined the male and both disappeared from view. The biologist did not see them return to the cavity before it was 
necessary to stop the observation due to time constraints. No behavior pointing to a specific nesting activity was 
observed, but the pair is still utilizing the cavity. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - Pair in area of nest. Male very vocal during morning hours while female makes periodic trips to nest 
entrance and enters nest without visible material or food items several times to remain inside cavity for brief 
periods of 5 to 60 seconds. Traffic along access road does not appear to affect the wrens' natural activities at the 
nest during 45 minute observation period. Avian biologist returned to check nest later in the morning for 
additional 20 minutes. Female enters, remains in nest cavity for 9 minutes. Nest stage may have progressed to egg 
laying. - JDicus
05/04/2012 - Male was perched near cavity and singing at the start of observations. He then made a quick visit 
into the nest cavity, before flying off out of sight. He eventually returned and perched at various locations around 
the nest, singing. After 30 minutes, the female peered out of the cavity and ultimately flew off, most likely to 
forage. The biologist left about 8 minutes later and she had not yet returned. - VEurs

TBD
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BEWR Bewick's Wren 041212_jdus_03 CP32-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/12/2012 TBD 04/12/2012 - Pair makes 8 trips to nest cavity with material in 30 minute period. Both adults deliver materials to 
nest, actively building. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Both wrens were in the toyon above the nest cavity at the start of observations. The female had a 
dried leaf in her bill that she apparently added to the nest. She then flew up the slope and disappeared from view. 
The male spent most of his time moving about to various perches, singing and preening. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No activity observed with 45 minute observation. - GHuffman
05/05/2012 - A male Bewick's Wren was singing in a shrub about 40 feet from the nest cavity as a second wren, 
presumably the female, moved through the shrubs immediately adjacent to the cavity. She was not carrying 
nesting material or food when she disappeared from view near the cavity. She was not seen for the rest of the 
observation period, another 30 minutes, and it is presumed she was in the cavity incubating/brooding. The male 
continued to move about the area, singing. - VEurs

TBD

CATH California Thrasher 041212_lgan_01 EP177-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 8 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/12/2012 5/2/2012 04/12/2012 - The nest contained 2 newly-hatched nestlings and 1 medium-blue egg with small brown spots. A 
pair of California Thrashers was seen near the nest running back and forth across access road. F. Hoffman reports 
that adult is easily flushed and cannot be seen outside buffer. - LGorman
04/18/2012 - No California Thrashers were observed or heard in area. No nest found after extensive search, but 
will check back soon. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Nest in good shape with 2 large downy nestlings with pin feathers erupting on wings; 1 adult 
nearby. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - No nestlings remain in the nest; the nestlings were expected to fledge near this date. No fledglings 
or adult California Thrashers were observed in the area, and the nest remains in good shape with a compacted 
interior nest bowl. Appears nestlings have fledged successfully - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CORA Common Raven 041212_mdus_01 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/12/2012 4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Avian-approved biomonitor Trisha Dipaola observed a pair of Common Ravens building a nest in 
structure CP52. Wire stringing activities have been ongoing at this tower since Monday, 4/09. This nest location is 
below the first nest discovered on 4/06/12 in the same tower. Since construction is ongoing, and required to 
complete the wire pull, per agency concurrence and following NBMMP stipulations, the nest was photographed 
and removed in the presence of biologists, and a nest deterrent was installed in its place. The nest was 25% 
constructed at the time of removal, and contained no eggs or young. - MDicus

No

MODO Mourning Dove 041212_mkhn_01 EP78-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Grading 160 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/12/2012 4/20/2012 04/12/2012 - Adult flew from nest when biologist was directly under it, and returned 10 minutes later with 
biologist standing 25 feet away to begin incubating again. At least 1 egg visible through edge of nest from ground. - 
MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No adults observed at or near nest. Contents checked with handheld mirror. Nest is empty and no 
eggs or shell fragments found in nest or on ground below. Appears to have been depredated. Nest closed and all 
signs removed from buffer. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 041212_mkhn_02 EP83 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 150 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/12/2012 5/6/2012 04/12/2012 - Adults observed carrying nesting material to nest. Nest is approximately 30% complete. - MKuehn
04/19/2012 - Observed nest for 45 minutes with no activity. Nest does not look complete. Lots of jay activity in 
area. Bushtits heard in vicinity, though never seen near nest. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - No activity observed and very little progress has been made on this nest since found on 4/22. Nest 
site possibly abandoned. - MKuehn
05/06/2012 - No progress has been made on this nest, and no birds detected at or near it since found on 4/12. 
Apparently abandoned before construction complete. - MKuehn

No

BLPH Black Phoebe 041212_rrdd_01 El Monte CY Construction Yards Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/12/2012 5/2/2012 04/12/2012 - BLPH pair building nest; making multiple trips to culvert at AR and ferrying mud to nest which is 
approximately 15% complete. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest is unimproved, and no BLPH detected. Mud source has dried up. Monitor once more as rain is 
expected tonight. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No BLPH in vicinity. Nest has not been improved and appears abandoned. - RRadd

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 041212_rrdd_02 CP65-1-PS-N Road Area Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 70 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/12/2012 4/26/2012 04/12/2012 - Nest appears complete and ready to receive an egg. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - LASP attending nest that contains 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest remains empty 1 day after severe weather. LASP activity on territory continues. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is un-maintained, empty and aging. - RRadd

No

PHAI Phainopepla 041212_rrdd_03 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/12/2012 TBD 04/12/2012 - PHAI pair visiting nest that appears 90% complete and receiving lining at 1216. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest is lined but empty. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - PHAI pair installing lining, agitated by observer on footpath at 1420. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is empty. Possibly abandoned, but will monitor once more to be certain. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 041212_rrdd_04 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 45 100 43 43 Nest did not reach active stage 4/12/2012 4/25/2012 04/12/2012 - BUSH pair ferry material to nest which appears outwardly complete. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest appears full and complete. Female BUSH nearby did not go to nest between 1400-1430. - 
RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest has fallen as substrate has shifted. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 041212_vers_01 CP48-2/CP49-1 PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 70 100 65 65 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/12/2012 5/7/2012 04/12/2012 - BUSH pair coming and going to nest on numerous occasions without carrying food or nesting 
material. On one occasion, an adult brought material to the nest. An adult would remain in the nest for 5-10 
minutes at a time before leaving without carrying anything. The nest looks nearly complete. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - The male was observed making numerous visits to the nest. He carried insects into the nest and 
would then exit almost immediately. No sounds of nestlings were heard within the nest. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - Both adults entered the nest, with at least 1 carrying food. 1 adult quickly exited, while the other 
remained inside. The foraging adult made numerous trips in quick succession to the nest carrying food. Nestlings 
could be heard vocalizing when the adult arrived with food. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - Upon first examining the nest in the morning, the biologist noted that it appeared damaged. Sky 
was visible through the neck of the nest, and after examining the nest from multiple angles, it appears to have 
been predated. This nest containing young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

CANW Canyon Wren 041212_vers_02 CP43-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/12/2012 TBD 04/12/2012 - The observation period began at approximately 1600 and ended about 1730. At first, CANW was 
only heard singing upslope from the previously-documented nest cavity. After 35-45 minutes, visual confirmation 
was made when wren was spotted near the crest of the hill on a rock. It continued to sing and move about the 
rocks. Eventually it was observed carrying an item (most likely a small stick). It flew across the slope and 
ultimately went into a crevice formed by 3 rocks. Almost immediately, 2 wrens emerged and perched on the 
rocks. After climbing the hill, the biologist looked into the crevice and saw a cavity with many small sticks and a 
bleached snail shell arrayed at the entrance. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - No activity was observed prior to or during construction activities. One crewmember was authorized 
to enter buffer upon the specific criteria stipulated from the NBJ. There appeared to be no negative impact 
caused from construction. - GHuffman
04/27/2012 - No CANW activity detected after 80 minutes of observation. Construction traffic of many types may 
be suppressing CANW behavior. - VEurs
05/04/2012 - After 30 minutes of observation, a Canyon Wren was heard singing at about 1620. The song was not 
coming from the vicinity of the documented nest, so the biologist tracked it down. A wren was observed in the 
Shimmick equipment storage area. The wren perched on a box and flew up to the fence, where it could be seen 
holding nesting material in its bill. It then flew inside an open shipping container with the material. There is a 
possibility this is the same wren associated with Nest ID 041212_vers_02. However, since this nest is not 
impacting construction, the biologist chose keep it open for at least 1 more round of observations. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 041312_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 4/13/2012 4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Water truck was parked at end of day on 4-12-12, truck was then moved at 800 on 4-13-12 to 200 
feet away. Pair was seen searching around other water truck grills, then brought nesting material to this nest 
repeatedly. Both male and female were seen bringing material to nest every 1-2 minutes. Nest was approximately 
80% complete as of 1130. Pair built nest between 6-8 hours.  ESA signage installed to not move the machine, and 
no work is occurring within 50 feet of nest for remainder of day. The decision to remove this nest is pending from 
SDGE. - AHill
04/13/2012 - Pair was seen bringing nesting material this morning at 1000, nest was approximately 80% 
complete, no eggs or young present. Nest was located in grill of water truck. Deterrents present were the 
equipment's location in an active construction yard with tower assembly and regular helicopter flights. Removal 
of nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics required to maintain compliance with dust 
abatement, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of 
equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Removal was conducted per NBMMP requirements. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 041312_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/13/2012 4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Pair was seen bringing nesting material this morning at 0715; nest was approximately 10% 
complete, no eggs or young present. Nest was located in arm joint of crane. Streamers were hung on crane. Nest 
was removed per the NBMMP, based on the need to use the crane for tower assembly, and if the crane was 
demobilized, then it would affect tower assemblies from progressing properly. - AHill

No

MODO Mourning Dove 041312_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 45 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 5/4/2012 04/13/2012 - Nest is on the other side of the transformer from SRPL work activity, with no direct line of sight. - 
BArnold
04/17/2012 - Adult MODO observed on nest, did not flush at less than 2 feet. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - Nest is degraded with a lot of scat about, indicating nest successfully fledged. - BArnold

Yes

GHOW Great Horned Owl 041312_bald_03 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 80 500 300 300 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 5/4/2012 04/13/2012 - Adult GHOW with 2 nestlings observed in nest. - BArnold
04/17/2012 - Nestlings were observed in nest. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - Owls no longer present in A-frame or anywhere in substation. Presumed fledged. - BArnold

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 041312_bald_04 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Herbaceous Wetlands, Freshwater, 
and Streams

Substation - maintenance 20 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 4/26/2012 04/13/2012 - Adult on nest with 2 eggs. - BArnold
04/17/2012 - Adult female was observed incubating. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - Nest empty. No adult, nestlings nor fledglings observed. Nest likely successfully fledged, as nest 
remains in place and in relatively good shape (that is, there is no evidence of depredation). - BArnold

Yes
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MODO Mourning Dove 041312_bald_05 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 100 100 100 100 Fledged 4/13/2012 4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Observed two fledglings successfully fledge from the nest, accompanied by an adult as they flew to 
the nearby 69kV rack underneath which non-SRPL maintenance work was occurring. - BArnold

Yes

TUVU Turkey Vulture 041312_hwey_01 EP5-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/13/2012 TBD 04/13/2012 - Nest appears well-maintained and in active use. Nest lining of shredded bark does not appear to be 
weathered. Nearby perches have fresh whitewash. No raptors were observed in the area. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - Turkey Vulture on nest from 1330 to 1415 - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0915 to 1015. No TUVUs observed in area, and 2 CORAs were 
present at a distance of 300 feet from the nest. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Dark shape visible on nest, not identifiable but presumed to be incubating female TUVU. - HWinfrey

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041312_jdus_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/13/2012 TBD 04/13/2012 - Female visits nest twice, takes great care while settling into nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female on the nest at 1140. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no LEGOs observed near nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female flies to nest at 0804. - HWinfrey

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041312_jdus_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 25 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 4/26/2012 04/13/2012 - Female incubates for 5 minutes, briefly leaves nest then returns to incubate 4 eggs in 100% 
complete nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female on nest at 1148. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Nest is empty with no evidence of predation. Since 13 days have passed since eggs were observed, 
and there are no signs of predation, this nest is presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BLPH Black Phoebe 041312_jdus_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/13/2012 TBD 04/13/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs, BLPH in vicinity. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - 4 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - 4 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Adult flies to nest at 0800. Not possible to verify nest contents without entering private property. - 
HWinfrey

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 041312_jdus_04 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/13/2012 TBD 04/13/2012 - Newly initiated nest 1% constructed, being built by female while avian biologists watch from bridge 
above. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female observed adding material to nest at 1202. Nest is 40% complete. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity at nest, but 2 female ANHUs feeding within 10 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female flies to nest at 0818. - HWinfrey

TBD

CORA Common Raven 041312_kats_01 CP14 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 60 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/13/2012 4/20/2012 04/13/2012 - Common Raven seen carrying a stick in flight and building the nest on the tower. Nest appears to be 
about 20% complete. - KAlberts
04/20/2012 - All of the sticks have blown out of the tower and are laying on the access road. No CORA activity in 
the area. The nest did not reach active stage before it was blown down. - VEurs

No

CORA Common Raven 041312_mdus_02 CP36-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/13/2012 4/16/2012 04/13/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed carrying sticks to a nest in tower CP36-1. The nest is 
approximately 15-20% constructed. This is likely the same pair that attempted to nest on the other side of the 
tower in early April and whose nest was removed 4/10/12. - MDicus
04/16/2012 - The nest was removed in the presence of an avian biologist to facilitate construction (wire 
stringing), per agency concurrence (received 04/13/12) and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents 
present on the site included mylar flash tape tied to the base of the tower and Daddy Long Legs deterrent in place 
of the previous nest attempt location. Following concurrence, a lineman was flown to the top of the tower and 
removed the almost fully constructed Common Raven nest. The nest was photographed prior to removal, and it 
was checked for eggs or nestlings. At the time of removal (approximately 09:00), the nest was 90% constructed 
and contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nest deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place 
of the removed nest. The raven pair was observed diving at the lineman and vocalizing during the nest removal. 
Following removal, the pair soared around CP36-1, made one trip to the tower with nest material, dropped the 
sticks, and flew to CP35-2, landing in that tower. No additional nesting behaviors were observed. - MDicus

No

CORA Common Raven 041312_mdus_03 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/13/2012 4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Avian-approved biomonitor Trisha Dipaola observed a pair of Common Ravens building a nest in 
structure CP52, making multiple trips between 07:00 and 07:40 a.m. Wire stringing activities have been ongoing 
at this tower since Monday, 4/09. This nest location is below the first nest discovered on 4/06/12 and across from 
the second nest discovered on 4/12/12 in the same tower. Following previous removal, a "daddy long legs" 
nest/perch deterrent was installed on the tower. Since construction is ongoing and required to complete the wire 
pull, per agency concurrence and following NBMMP stipulations, the nest was photographed and removed in the 
presence of avian biologists, and a nest deterrent was installed in its place. The nest was 25% constructed at the 
time of removal, and contained no eggs or young. - MDicus

No
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CORA Common Raven 041312_mdus_04 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/13/2012 TBD 04/13/2012 - Nest was discovered during removal of third CORA nest in structure CP52. The pair that was 
observed building a nest in the tower was also observed, on 2 occasions, carrying sticks to a Quercus agrifolia in 
the drainage. It appears the nest is in the beginning stages of construction (approximately 5% constructed) and is 
an alternative to the nest locations in the tower. - MDicus
04/23/2012 - No change in nest since last observation. No CORA activity detected during a 45-minute observation 
period. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - Nest location was monitored between 08:55 and 10:20. No activity at nest, and no ravens observed 
in the vicinity of the nest. - MDicus
05/08/2012 - No CORA activity anywhere near the nest from 0800 to 0835. No change in the nest. - VEurs

TBD

CORA Common Raven 041312_pkad_01 EP231A Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/13/2012 TBD 04/13/2012 - Common Ravens reported to be building nest in tower by biomonitor. Nest is 1/3 to 1/2 complete. 
No ravens observed during 40 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Raven observed incubating on nest and did not vacate the nest while helicopter was hovering 100 
feet away for 5 minutes. Egg confirmed in nest. - ELoveless
04/27/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on new tower nest. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - A Common Raven is incubating on the nest in the new Sunrise tower, but is very hard to see from 
ground level. A second raven flew in to perch atop the opposite side of the tower. - PKonrad

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 041312_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/13/2012 5/9/2012 04/13/2012 - BUSH pair making trips to nest which appears 65% complete. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair continue ferrying material to this nest at 0930; now 85% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BUSH pair observed foraging nearby on cool showery morning did not approach nest which appears 
sound and mostly complete. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No activity observed 0700-0730 on cool overcast morning. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nest has fallen to ground and has been torn open at the cup. Presumed predated. - RRadd

No

HOWR House Wren 041312_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/13/2012 TBD 04/13/2012 - Male HOWR singing territorially, female departs nest at 1257. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - HOWR activity continues here, material now visible at cavity. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOWR male guards entrance while female leaves to forage and departs on her return at 1158. - 
RRadd
05/02/2012 - Non-project traffic within 20 feet. HOWR singing but not approaching nest. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Considerable non-Project traffic has been parking adjacent to this nest. No activity observed. - 
RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041312_rrdd_03 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 7 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 4/21/2012 04/13/2012 - LEGO male feeding female on nest. Female appeared to consume fecal sac while on nest. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest appears empty with many feces at rim, suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 041312_vnik_01 EP83-PS-N-A Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals Other 300 100 60 60 Nest did not reach active stage 4/13/2012 5/6/2012 04/13/2012 - Observed birds making several trips to nest with material. Nest appears 55% complete. - VNovik
04/19/2012 - Nest looks incomplete. No activity observed at nest. Bushtit active to southwest though not near 
nest during 30-minute observation period. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - No activity at nest and no BUSH detected in area for 20 minutes. Nest wall is transparent in upper 
half, but bottom half appears complete. - MKuehn
05/06/2012 - No progress has been made on this nest, and no birds detected at or near it since found on 4/13. 
Apparently abandoned before nest construction was complete. - MKuehn

No

WREN Wrentit 041312_vnik_02 EP79-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 73 100 100 100 Indeterminate 4/13/2012 4/21/2012 04/13/2012 - Male singing from nest shrub over a 15-minute period. Neither male or female observed at nest, but 
nest looks complete, clean, and neat. - VNovik
04/21/2012 - No activity at nest in 20 minutes. Nest empty and appears laterally compressed. No other changes 
to nest. No indications of predation such as eggshell fragments in or below nest. Unknown if eggs were ever laid, 
but it is possible they were and nest was depredated, all since previous visit on 4/13. This pair is constructing a 
new nest 80 feet away (see 042112_mkhn_02). Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 041412_bald_02 TL 6924 - 171682 69kV Structure Chaparrals Substation - new construction 75 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/14/2012 4/25/2012 04/14/2012 - Two adult BUSH observed exiting nest. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - Upon approaching the nest, the avian biologist noted its slightly unusual shape. After watching the 
nest for 30 minutes with no activity, the biologist slowly moved up to the nest and examined it from all angles. 
Where the entrance hole was likely located, a large hole had been ripped in the nest, exposing the interior. 
Numerous gray feathers were caught in the nest and the shrub. Based on the level of completeness, it is likely this 
nest contained eggs. Evidence points to nest predation. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

No
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CORA Common Raven 041412_pkad_01 EP225-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/14/2012 TBD 04/14/2012 - Although no ravens or raptors were observed during a 50-minute observation period, a new nest 
has been initiated in new Sunrise tower EP225, most probably built by ravens. - PKonrad
04/16/2012 - Observed raven flying in to nest. - VNovik
04/20/2012 - Common Raven soared throughout tower area, then perched on opposite side of bridge from nest. 
Hard to see if another raven may be incubating on the new tower nest. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was active with 1 raven concentrating its attention at the nest while the 
other raven made repeated flights to outlying locations near the nest tower, mostly to the southwest. Toward the 
end of a 40 minute observation period, 1 adult was lying in the nest for a short period. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on nest in new Sunrise tower. - PKonrad

TBD

CALT California Towhee 041412_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 10 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/14/2012 5/2/2012 04/14/2012 - CALT incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - CALT incubation continues. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs but should have hatched as incubation is 12 days. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest with 4 eggs has been abandoned. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 041512_rrdd_01 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/15/2012 TBD 04/15/2012 - HOFI male arranging material in nest at 1309. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - HOFI activity continues. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Female HOFI observed in nest. - RRadd

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 041512_rrdd_02 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 50 50 TBD 4/15/2012 TBD 04/15/2012 - Male PHAI at nest which appears almost complete and receiving lining. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest is fully lined with male PHAI attending. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest has been abandoned. Lining is weathered and no birds were in attendance. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041512_rrdd_04 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/15/2012 4/20/2012 04/15/2012 - Female LEGO lines nest with material purloined from adjacent BUSH nest. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest is complete, but unable to observe if occupied or empty. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest is no longer present and likely lost to weather. - RRadd

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 041612_ahll_01 EP5-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Female and helper were seen bringing stick material to nest several times, while male was perched 
nearby. Pair were hesitant of avian biologist standing at 35 feet from nest at Leg A. Adult alarm called when 
biologist moved closer to nest at 30 feet. Nest appears to be 60% complete, but was unable to check inside of 
nest. Based on material being carried to nest, it is predicted that no lining is present yet. - AHill
04/16/2012 - No WESJ observed in area. Nest located on Malosma laurina branch completely obscured by dense 
Rhus growth. Nest appears 60% complete with twig cup partially translucent and no nest lining or eggs present. 
Nest was not a candidate for a buffer justification allowing for requisite tower assembly work in order meet CAISO 
request to complete the Project and obtain system reliability by June 1. Nest deterrents in place include mylar 
tape hanging on the substrate shrub. Nest was removed to allow structure erection at EP05-2 in accordance with 
the NBMMP, SDG&E authorization, and agency approval. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 041612_ahll_02 EP5-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 35 100 40 40 Nest did not reach active stage 4/16/2012 4/25/2012 04/16/2012 - Pair was seen bringing lining material to nest several times. Nest appears 90% complete. - AHill
04/24/2012 - No activity observed over 1-hour period. Need to re-check tomorrow in order to confirm nest 
closing. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Monitored nest for 2 hours. No Bushtit activity in or around nest during monitoring period. Nest has 
been abandoned, since there is no sign of depredation or damage to nest, and no activity at all was observed at 
this nest over a long monitoring period. - DBusby

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Nest was found by biomonitor at 0715. Pair was seen by monitor entering cavity on a few occasions, 
with no material. Nest appeared to be 60% complete. Streamer deterrents were installed on the crane, and the 
equipment was located in an active construction yard with tower assembly and regular helicopter flights, 
effectively serving as deterrents. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics 
operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and 
potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a 
candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. Nest was removed following requirements outlined 
in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_ahll_04 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Both male and female were seen bringing material to nest location in the grill of a water truck. Nest 
was approximately 95% complete as of 0700, no eggs or young present. Deterrents present were limited to the 
truck's location within an active construction yard. Nest was removed because the water truck is required in order 
to maintain compliance for dust abatement. Following verification that no eggs or young were present, 
photographing the nest, and approval from SDG&E, the nest was removed per the stipulations of the NBMMP. - 
AHill

No

BUSH Bushtit 041612_ahll_05 EP9-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - Pair was seen bringing lining material to nest very actively, nest appears to be 80% complete. - AHill
04/23/2012 - No activity observed at nest in rainy weather, from 0855 to 0910. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Biomonitor G. Leighty reports observing Bushtits adding nesting material. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0940 to 0957. WESJ in area. - HWinfrey

TBD
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HOWR House Wren 041612_hwey_01 EP35-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 35 100 100 100 Satellite nest 4/16/2012 5/4/2012 04/16/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest cavity and remaining inside for duration of 15-minute visit. - 
HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity at nest and no HOWR detected from 0630 to 0700. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - No activity observed at cavity entrance, and no HOWR detected during 30 minutes of observation. - 
HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Lack of activity indicates that this is most likely a satellite nest. Nest 
closed. - HWinfrey

N/A

ACWO Acorn Woodpecker 041612_hwey_02 Suncrest-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - Acorn Woodpecker observed entering cavity near top of utility pole. 4 other ACWOs also perched 
on pole. Biologist left area when CORA perched on pole. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity observed and no ACWOs detected in area from 0800 to 0830. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - 3 Acorn Woodpeckers on pole, but no activity at nest entrance. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - ACWO observed leaving nest cavity at 1105. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOLA Horned Lark 041612_jdus_01 CP35-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - Nest was discovered after the scheduled activity had landed onsite. Pair of adult HOLA observed on 
ground around TSAP. Further investigation during 25-minute observation period reveals female Horned Lark 
taking material (grass) to 60% constructed nest with deep cup located on ground near base of monkeyflower. 
Nest is not visible from outside buffer due to topography, vegetation and its position at and just below ground 
surface in depression. - JDicus
04/24/2012 - 3 eggs observed in nest during quick visit. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - The female was not on the nest as the biologist approached, so it was possible to look in the nest. 
The nest still contains 3 eggs. The biologist backed off to wait for adults to arrive. Within 10 minutes, the female 
came into view as she was foraging. She approached the nest but then moved away and continued to forage. She 
eventually returned and settled on the nest to incubate. She remained on the nest for 15+ minutes and the 
biologist ended the observation. - VEurs
05/09/2012 - The nest contains 3 brown, downy nestlings with black supercilliary markings. The female was near 
the nest for the entire observation period, foraging. She may have been feeding the nestlings, but it is difficult for 
the observer to get a direct view of the nest without deterring the female. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 041612_lton_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - An avian monitor identified a House Finch pair bringing nesting material to a location on a manlift 
(piece of construction equipment) today; the pair was not seen bringing material to the nest this morning, and the 
nest was monitored for approximately 30 minutes. 
A House Finch pair was within the vicinity of the nest; however, the pair did not visit the nest. The nest is less than 
10 percent complete and consists of about 20 pieces of dried grass; there are no eggs or young present. 
Deterrents present included mylar tape tied to the adjacent tower and work area, multiple plugged cavities, and 
presence of testing crews using the equipment on site over the last week. Nest was removed per the NBMMP 
based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting testing work at the CP95/CP96 structures, 
cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the 
anticipated nest cycle. - LThoreson

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_lton_02 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - House Finch pair observed bringing nesting material to a location on a manlift (piece of construction 
equipment) today; the pair was not seen bringing material to the nest this morning, and the nest was monitored 
for approximately 30 minutes. A House Finch pair was within the vicinity of the nest; however, the pair did not 
visit the nest. The nest was observed to be less than 10% complete and consists of about 20 pieces of dried grass; 
no eggs or young present. Deterrents present included mylar tape tied to the adjacent tower and work area, 
multiple plugged cavities, and presence of testing crews using the equipment on site over the last week. Removal 
of nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting testing work at the 
CP95/CP96 structures, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece 
of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. - LThoreson

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_lton_03 CP87-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Biomonitor saw a House Finch pair bringing nesting material to a known, inactive European Starling 
nest at 0815 this morning. An avian biologist observed  the nest; no eggs or nestlings were present. Nest consisted 
of small sticks, and the House Finch pair was seen adding finer material (grass). At this point, nest appears 25% 
complete based on lack of typical HOFI nesting material, such as finer grass material, lining, or cup shape. 
Deterrents present on the tower included mylar tape tied to many locations, netting over large cavities, and 45 
plugged cavities near tower arms and brackets. Nest was removed per the NBMMP based on potential impacts to 
material logistics operations supporting testing work at the CP87/CP88 structures, cost impacts relative to 
alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. - 
LThoreson

No

BUSH Bushtit 041612_lton_04 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 26 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/16/2012 4/20/2012 04/16/2012 - Nest appears complete. One Bushtit was heard within the vicinity of the nest while the location of 
the nest was being logged; no other activity was observed, and no Bushtit was observed flying to the nest itself. 
Due to the level of completion and the time of year, it is most likely that the pair is egg laying or incubating. More 
time observing this nest is necessary. - LThoreson
04/20/2012 - Nest has been torn open from SE side, just above rim of nest cup, which is empty. No eggshell 
fragments found in nest cup or on branches and ground below. Likely predated, but unknown whether nest 
contained any eggs or nestlings, and hence, unsure whether it reached active stage. Buffer reduced to 0 feet and 
all signs were removed. - MKuehn

No
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HOFI House Finch 041612_mdus_01 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - Yard monitor reported House Finch nest in wire reel. Avian biologist checked nest contents and 
found 1 egg. - MDicus
04/21/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Female on nest at 1239. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nestlings present in nest. - RRadd

TBD

CORA Common Raven 041612_mdus_02 CP53-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed building a nest in structure CP53-1 during ongoing wire 
stringing activities. The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence on 
4/16/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape and "Daddy Long 
Legs" deterrents installed in previous 2 nest attempt locations. Following concurrence, and in the presence of 
onsite biologists, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common 
Raven nest. The nest area was photographed as well. At the time of removal (approximately 10:00), the nest was 
10% constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently 
installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. - MDicus

No

COHA Cooper's Hawk 041612_rrdd_01 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - COHA perched near nest for 15 minutes and gave agitation calls, then overflies nest and departs by 
1045. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Monitor G. Leighty reports that COHA approached nest earlier in the day, although avian biologist 
did not see any activity, aside from a COHA perching nearby during helicopter QA/QC inspections. - KAlberts
04/24/2012 - COHA departed from nest area 0650, male noted nearby 0645. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - COHA female comes off nest in response to male's alarm call after 40 minutes of observation. - 
RRadd

TBD

HOWR House Wren 041612_rrdd_02 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - HOWR pair making repeated entry to cavity; including material transport. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Male HOWR defending nest, female not seen. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Male HOWR defending nest and entering with sticks but female not seen. Possibly an alternate nest. 
- RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041612_rrdd_03 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - LEGO pair building nest; approximately 30% complete. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest is complete, LEGO in nest 1425. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - LEGO male near nest, female in nest periodically. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 041612_tcer_01 CP7 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/16/2012 4/24/2012 04/16/2012 - Adults regularly bringing in nest material, nest 80% complete. - TCooper
04/24/2012 - As the biologist approached the "back" of the nest (away from the tower) it became apparent that a 
half-dollar-sized hole had been ripped in the side of the nest, near the bottom. Some nesting material was found 
on the ground below the nest and a large chunk was in the shrub next to the nest. Evidence definitely points to 
nest predation, but it is unclear whether or not the nest contained eggs. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

N/A

HOFI House Finch 041612_vers_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - A pair of HOFI was seen in pepper tree. The male perched nearby while the female shaped the nest 
cup. She later added lining material and again moved around in the nest, appearing to shape the cup with her 
body. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - 1 visit to nest was observed. Pair is likely still nest building; no nestlings visible in nest. - LThoreson
05/01/2012 - No HOFI activity was observed around this nest during 45 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - No activity observed at nest after 30 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good condition 
and has some lining material. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 041612_vers_02 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed numerous times in an Italian cypress. The female brought 
long strands of grassy nesting material into the tree several times. The nest is not visible at this point due to the 
dense foliage, so the level of completeness is unknown. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Male HOFI seen foraging or ground near nest. Singing and calling audibly near nest location in tree. - 
LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Male entered nest area as female left. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - The male and female were perched on a shrub near the nest tree. As they both flew to the opening 
that leads to the nest, another male HOFI flew past, and the first male chased him off and returned to the shrub. 
The female entered the tree and remained there through the end of observations. - VEurs

TBD

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 041612_vnik_01 EP151 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 65 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/16/2012 4/25/2012 04/16/2012 - Nest discovered by monitor. Observed bird on nest, likely incubating. - VNovik
04/18/2012 - When I arrived onsite, grouting had started on D Leg; the leg closest to the nest. The jay was 
observed on the nest with one nestling visible as work was underway. The bird did not leave the nest when the 
light helicopters were removing equipment from the site. The bird did leave the nest at 1 point, possibly to feed, 
though it returned shortly. This occurred between the light helicopters and a long slick period (possibly 45 
minutes) while waiting for the medium lift helicopter. When the K-max arrived to remove the grouting pump, the 
bird was not on the nest, but was observed shortly after the K-max left the site. Rotor wash from light helicopters 
was minimal and was a little stronger from K-max. - VNovik
04/25/2012 - Check of the nest revealed that the nest is empty. No birds or nestling observed within nest. Likely 
nestling was preyed upon. - VNovik
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HOFI House Finch 041612_vnik_02 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Yard monitor reported a nest that had been located on the bumper of a 623 F scraper in the yard. 
The nest was located on the driver's side top headlight, but the majority of the nest had already fallen out onto 
the bumper. Eggs had been in the nest, as evidenced by egg shell fragments, but it could not be determined how 
old the nest was. The remainder of nest was removed, and deterrents were installed. The nest being dislodged 
from its initial location indicates that predation was a likely cause of nest failure, although the nest may have been 
undocumented when equipment was used last, and the nest was displaced. Furthermore, it is ultimately unknown 
when this nest was established and could have been considered active, therefore, no outcome can be 
determined. - VNovik

No

MODO Mourning Dove 041712_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - Adult observed on nest. Flushed at 1 foot, but stayed on nest for several minutes while avian 
biologist was within 2 feet. A single egg in nest. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - MODO observed on nest. - BArnold

TBD

MODO Mourning Dove 041712_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - Adult MODO on nest. Flushed at 2 feet. Nest has 1 egg. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - MODO on nest, did not flush at 2 feet. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 041712_bald_03 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 165 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/17/2012 5/4/2012 04/17/2012 - Female HOFI observed incubating on nest. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - Observed female HOFI accompanied by male fly into nest, remove a large chunk of nest material, 
and fly to newly discovered nest in northeast corner of 230kV GCB 1W stand, located about 15 feet to the east-
southeast. - BArnold

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041712_dbby_02 CP20-N Structures Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - Pair of CAGN repeatedly observed visiting a black sage with spider silk and other nest material. Nest 
building was just initiated with only 5% completed. Nest is well beyond (approximately 695 feet) any potential 
project related work. Therefore, no NBJ or signage is required. - DBusby
04/24/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed incubating an unknown number of eggs on active 
nest (041712_dbby_02) near CP20. The male and female adult pair performed one nest exchange during the 
observation period. Based on the stage of the nest building on April 17, the eggs are estimated to hatch sometime 
after May 4, 2012. - DBusby
05/01/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed incubating an unknown number of eggs on this 
previously recorded nest (041712_dbby_02) near structure CP20. The male and female adult pair performed 1 
nest exchange during the observation period. Based on the stage of the nest building on April 17, the eggs are 
estimated to hatch sometime after May 4, 2012. - DBusby

TBD

OATI Oak Titmouse 041712_hwey_02 CP96-1-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - Two Oak Titmice observed entering nest cavity and removing small wood flakes. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - 2 OATIs at the nest, one exiting and the other entering at 1120. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - OATI brings food to nest at 0908. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Adult was bringing food to nest at 1159. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 041712_hwey_03 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - Male and female HOFIs adding nest material. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum reports observing pair making repeated trips with nesting material. Nest appears 
nearly 100% complete. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Female on nest at 0950. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Female was on nest at 1028. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 041712_hwey_04 CP87-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 100 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/17/2012 4/23/2012 04/17/2012 - Male and female HOFIs observed adding nesting material. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum reports examining nest area closely from lift and finding no nesting material 
remaining. Nest apparently abandoned or destroyed by weather. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

CALT California Towhee 041712_hwey_05 Alpine Underground Ductbank Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 37 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/17/2012 4/30/2012 04/17/2012 - California Towhee observed incubating 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - CALT on nest at 1135. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity at nest. Nest lining has been pulled out, indicating predation. - HWinfrey
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BUSH Bushtit 041712_ltiw_01 EP83-PS-S Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 150 100 100 100 Indeterminate 4/17/2012 5/6/2012 04/17/2012 - A Bushtit was observed bringing caterpillars to a complete nest several times. It appears that 3 
Bushtits are attending this nest. - LTymkiw
04/20/2012 - The bottom of the nest is open. No visible debris on ground below nest. Pair observed adding 
material to the nest. Possible predation of nestlings and pair attempting to repair nest. - ELoveless
04/22/2012 - Both parents carried food into nest twice. Could not hear begging from 20 feet away. Bottom of 
nest appears frayed, but no opening detectable there. - MKuehn
04/24/2012 - Observed work activities from pull site. Helicopter pulled sock line over the vicinity of the nest, and 
it appeared that the helicopter was above 100 feet when flying with the line. The sock line appeared to slack 
within the buffer but did not touch vegetation near the nest. When switching wire phases, the line slacked and hit 
a rock and vegetation at a distance of approximately 115 feet from the nest. Nesting bird impacts not observed. - 
VNovik
04/25/2012 - Observed work activities from pull site. Line was pulled back to EP83 south pull site. Line was 
observed to go slack and hit vegetation and hit a rock at a distance of approximately 115 feet from the nest. The 
line was raised and pulled to the pull site where the line was connected to the helicopter and was flown back to 
the EP83 north pull site. It appeared that the helicopter flew outside of the 100 foot buffer. Nesting bird impacts 
were not observed. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - Adults feeding young in nest. Begging can be heard from 20 feet. The young will likely fledge by 
around 4/2. - MKuehn
05/06/2012 - Nest has 2 holes in the side, and feathers and nesting material are on branches and ground below. 
Nest contained nestlings when discovered on 4/17, which were at least 12 days old when parents were bringing 
food to nest on 4/29. Nest could have fledged and then been damaged since last checked on 4/29. No adults or 
fledglings could be detected in 30 minutes within 100 feet of nest. Nest outcome is indeterminate, but seems 
likely to have failed with nestlings. - MKuehn

N/A

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041712_mdus_01 CP39-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 200 300 175 175 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/17/2012 5/8/2012 04/17/2012 - Adult male CAGN observed pulling nest material from old nest (030512_mdus_01) and carrying it to 
a new nest location. Male made over 6 trips from the old nest to the new one, interspersing those trips with 
frequent short trips to the new nest from other areas. The female was not observed returning to the old nest, 
instead foraging near the new nest location, and bringing in material. Between them, the adults made over 20 
trips to the new nest between 07:45 and 10:00. Nest is approximately 30% constructed. - MDicus
04/20/2012 - The CAGN nest area was monitored during wire pulling activities between structures CP39 and CP40 
to ensure the activity caused no disturbances to the nest. All helicopter activity was at a distance sufficient 
enough that there was no buffeting of vegetation by rotor wash, and the helicopter did not fly over the nest. The 
CAGN pair was observed foraging within the survey area, visiting the nest infrequently. All nest monitoring today 
was conducted by a permitted biologist from outside the buffer at a distance of over 200 feet. - MDicus
04/24/2012 - 3 nest exchanges were observed at 30-minute intervals:07:00, 07:30, and 08:00. The nest contents 
were not checked, but based on the timeline and observed behaviors, the pair is incubating eggs. - MDicus
05/01/2012 - The pair was observed exchanging incubating duties at the nest 3 times during the observation 
period. At 07:32 the female exchanged with the male while the male foraged. At 08:05 the male switched with 
female, and at 08:35 the female was back on the nest. - MDicus
05/08/2012 - After 1 hour of observed inactivity, the nest was checked and found to contain no eggs or nestlings. 
1 punctured shell fragment was found on the ground approximately 2 feet from the nest. The CAGN pair was later 
observed constructing a new nest approximately 200 feet downslope of this location. - MDicus

No

CORA Common Raven 041712_mdus_02 CP35-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/17/2012 4/19/2012 04/17/2012 - Avian approved biologist C. Vettes discovered a stick nest in the early stages of construction 
(approximately 15% complete) in lattice structure CP35-2. No CORA activity was observed in the vicinity of the 
nest; however, no sticks were observed in the tower yesterday afternoon (04/16/12), and the Common Raven pair 
that attempted to nest in CP36-1 was observed perching in CP35-2 following the nest removal in CP36-1. - MDicus
04/18/2012 - CORA pair was observed adding sticks to a nest that is now approximately 50% constructed. The pair 
carried sticks to the nest 4 times between 11:15 and 12:00, with one adult standing in the nest for approximately 
10 minutes, adjusting material. - MDicus
04/19/2012 - Between 11:00 and 13:45, the avian biologist watched the CORA pair make 3 trips to the nest with 
sticks, dead yucca fibers, and toilet paper. The nest was removed at 13:45 in the presence of an avian biologist to 
facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence (received 04/19/12) and through adherence to the 
NBMMP. Deterrents present on the site included mylar flash tape tied to the base and arms of the tower. 
Following concurrence, a lineman was flown to the top of the tower. The nest was first checked for eggs or 
nestlings. The nest was empty. The lineman removed the nest, which was approximately 80% constructed at the 
time of removal, and installed 2 Daddy Long Legs nest deterrents. The nest was photographed prior to removal. 
The raven pair was observed circling the tower and vocalizing during this process. No additional nesting behaviors 
were observed. - MDicus

No

CACW Cactus Wren 041712_rrdd_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - CACW gathering nest material from freshly graded road and building into new nest at 0714. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - CACW singing incessantly at this nest for duration of 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Nest appears substantially improved, but no CACW detected during 40 minutes of observation. - 
RRadd

TBD
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AMKE American Kestrel 041712_rrdd_02 CP62-2-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - AMKE pair copulate on adjacent tree at 0703. Male "shows" Platanus racemosa cavity to female at 
0706. Female enters cavity at 0709 and remains for duration of 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Following heavy rain, wet male brings lizard to female who emerges dry from cavity at 0710. She 
consumes it in 2 pieces and returns to nest by 0730. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Female AMKE emerges from cavity at 0717 and perches up to wait for food drop. Male does not 
arrive by 0730. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - AMKE male harassing RTHA from food exchange perch near nest, then nest guarding. Female not 
observed during 20-minute observation. - RRadd

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 041712_rrdd_03 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Scrubs TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - PHAI pair making multiple trips with nest material. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Female on nest after heavy rain at 0815. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Female PHAI departs nest and male settles on 0757. No food brought to nest. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - No bird visible on hidden nest, but male PHAI perches nearby giving alarm calls in response to 
observer presence. Hatched young? - RRadd

TBD

OATI Oak Titmouse 041712_rrdd_04 Hartung CY-N Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - OATI visited cavity with food at 1446. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - OATI brings food item to nest at 1438. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - OATI exits nest at 1411 and makes numerous trips with food during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - OATI pair feeding nest at 2 minute intervals, 1417. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 041712_rrdd_06 El Monte CY Construction Yards Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - ANHU incubating nest from 1533 -1548. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - ANHU on nest for duration of 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - ANHU leaves nest briefly to forage, and no young are fed at return, suggesting incubation is in 
progress. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - ANHU female on nest more than off, but no feeding of young observed. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 041712_rrdd_07 El Monte CY Construction Yards Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - BUSH pair briefly visit nest that appears substantially complete at 1521. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Male BUSH foraging near nest which appears complete. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Solo BUSH visits nest surreptitiously at 1531 and then departs. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 041712_rrdd_08 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - BUSH pair bringing clumps of Salix flower to substantially complete nest at 1630. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - BUSH pair continue to visit nest 1559. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - BUSH departs nest after 30 minutes of observation at 1635. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - No BUSH detected on windy afternoon, nest looks sound and intact. - RRadd

TBD

BUOR Bullock's Oriole 041712_rrdd_09 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - BUOR pair associating with large fresh nest that appears complete and is consistent with this 
species. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Female BUOR exits nest at 1555. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Male nest-guarding/ singing 1458, scolds observer on AR at 70 from nest. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Female BUOR departs nest at 1608. Male nest guards. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 041812_ahll_01 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/18/2012 4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - Nest was found by biomonitor during morning sweeps, approximately 35% complete, with no eggs 
or young present. Streamer deterrents installed on crane and cavities were taped. Removal of nest was required 
based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction and the CAISO request for 
energization by June 1, such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for 
more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer 
reduction allowing for use of the crane, but rather, for removal. Nest was photographed and removed, per the 
NBMMP. - AHill

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041812_bloh_01 AR-CY-Sycamore-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 711 300 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 4/18/2012 4/25/2012 04/18/2012 - Nest about 20% built, male and female making return trips with nest material. - BLohstroh
04/25/2012 - No evidence of nest remains, pair active over 300 feet away and did not return to area. Nest was 
less than a quarter-built when first located. - BLohstroh

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041812_hwey_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/18/2012 TBD 04/18/2012 - Female Lesser Goldfinch adding fibrous material and spider webs to leaves and stem of giant cane. 
Male perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Female on nest at 1229. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female observed on nest at 0811. - HWinfrey

TBD

NOFL Northern Flicker 041812_hwey_02 CP98-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/18/2012 5/6/2012 04/18/2012 - Male Northern Flicker observed entering cavity, heard chiseling interior, and seen removing 
woodchips from inside. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - NOFL leaves nest cavity at 1044. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0830 to 0900. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Limb containing nest cavity has broken off of main snag, apparently due to wind and decay. Nest 
closed. - HWinfrey

No
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HOFI House Finch 041812_jdus_01 CP33-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
construction

4/18/2012 4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - Today, while avian biologists surveyed towers CP43-2 to CP31-2 (the upcoming pull scheduled for 
April 21) for active nests, a new House Finch nest was observed inside a traveler on the CP33-2 structure. The pair 
was observed visiting the nest together with the female remaining at the nest for extended periods, occasionally 
leaving. Nest stage could not be determined from the ground, approximately 75 feet below the nest. A lineman 
was dispatched to photograph the nest contents, with the avian biologists on the ground to confirm the status of 
the nest per the NBMMP, given upcoming wire stringing at this site. Avian biologists may not climb a tower due to 
the required safety training and equipment. At approximately 1605, the crew arrived at the top of the tower by 
helicopter, and the avian biologists communicated the nest location. In the process of climbing down the tower, 
the lineman's foot contacted the traveler containing the nest. The traveler spun ½ turn, displacing at least 2 eggs 
from the nest, falling to the ground and breaking, with the remaining eggs breaking in place. - JDicus

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041812_kats_01 CP13-2-E-C Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 755 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/18/2012 4/25/2012 04/18/2012 - 4 eggs; male tending. - KAlberts
04/25/2012 - See following comment. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - Nest predated with the lining pulled up. - KAlberts

No

HOFI House Finch 041812_kats_02 CP78-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/18/2012 4/17/2012 04/17/2012 - Nest was found being built in the early morning by a pair of HOFI on top of the locking 
mechanism/sliding bar of the yellow pipe gate between the south end of the El Capitan Reservoir paved area and 
the dirt road that continues south to the Bauer property. Female HOFI was seen bring a Chaenactis flower into the 
housed lock area, and exiting without. Inspection revealed a nest in progress about 10% complete, with no eggs or 
young present, right on top of all the locks. The need for removal was immediate, as Project work was already 
underway and more work was on the way, all of which required accessing this gate, unlocking it, and moving the 
sliding bar, which would have immediately moved the nest out of place. Deterrent activity includes multiple trips 
through this gate on a daily basis by Sunrise and San Diego County Water personnel. The nest was photographed 
and removed by an avian biologist, following NBMMP stipulations. It is recommended that daily opening and 
closing of this gate continues to deter additional attempts. - KAlberts

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 041812_lton_01 GS-NF-25 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/18/2012 TBD 04/18/2012 - Pair seen flying to nest. No eggs in nest. Pair bonding activity observed; 1 feeding the other. - 
LThoreson
04/28/2012 - Nest appears completely lined. Adults both present near nest, but no eggs yet. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Adult observed on nest, then was off nest 20 minutes later after checking a nearby nest. Nest 
contains 4 eggs. - MKuehn

TBD

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 041812_vers_01 CP51-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/18/2012 4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - A pair of Cassin's Kingbirds was observed building a nest in structure CP51-2 during ongoing wire 
stringing activities. The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence on 
4/18/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape. Following 
concurrence, and in the presence of onsite biomonitor, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and 
removed the newly-initiated Cassin's Kingbird nest of dried mustard plant stalks and installed an approved "Daddy 
Long-legs" type deterrent on the end of the arm. At the time of removal (approximately 1045), the nest was 1% 
constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. Photos were taken of the removed nest material. - VEurs

No

CORA Common Raven 041812_vers_02 CP53-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/18/2012 4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed building a nest in structure CP53-1 during ongoing wire 
stringing activities. The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence on 
4/18/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape and "Daddy Long 
Legs" deterrents installed in previous 3 nest attempt locations. Following concurrence, and in the presence of the 
onsite biologist, 2 linemen were dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common 
Raven nest. Before the removal crew arrived, the CORA pair perched on the tower for a total of 30 minutes, 
calling and preening. They defended the tower from a RTHA, but did not bring more sticks to the nest. At the time 
of removal (approximately 15:00), the nest was 5% constructed, contained no eggs or nestlings, and the nest and 
nest area were  photographed. An approved nesting bird deterrent (another "Daddy Long-legs"), was 
subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed nest, as well as more mylar tape and another "Daddy 
Long-legs" in the bridge above. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 041912_ahll_01 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/19/2012 4/19/2012 04/19/2012 - Biomonitor found this House Finch nest under construction during the morning sweep and 
contacted an avian biologist, who approved the removal following the NBMMP, and based on description, nesting 
stage with no eggs or young present, location on needed equipment, and a picture. Streamer deterrents installed 
on crane. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting 
construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at 
the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. When the nest was removed, it was discovered to 
contain at least 1 broken egg with dried yolk present (more than 1 days dried). This piece of equipment has been 
used this week at least 1 day. It is unlikely that a predator reached this nest as the location was very hidden, and 
wind probably did not play a factor as the nest was well shielded from the elements, making natural failure 
unlikely. It is possible this nest went undetected and failed due to the equipment being moved, as the egg(s) could 
have broken during the recent crane use. This nest is from this season as indicated by fresh, green nesting 
materials and condition of the egg matter. - AHill
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HOFI House Finch 041912_bald_01 Sycamore Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/19/2012 TBD 04/19/2012 - Nest was discovered when the biologist was walking by the nest, and the female flushed from the 
nest while the avian biologist was 2 feet distant; 4 eggs on nest. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Adult female incubating on nest. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - Female flushed from nest at about 10 feet upon approach to examine phases draped over pile of 
tubing. Nest with several nestlings, exact number is uncertain. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Female flushed from nest at about 30 feet, stayed away while phase and static wires were removed 
by hand from where they had lain draped over the aluminum tubing pile after being lowered from above. 
Nestlings remain in nest, being brooded by adult female. Avian biologist decided to enter buffer with 2 SDG&E 
workers to remove this wire to preclude inadvertent tipping or jerking of nest tube during wire retrieval using 
truck wench. Avian biologist was not present and did not observe phase and static wire being lowered into 30-
foot buffer, and on top of and in direct contact with the aluminum tube that contains the nest. It is unclear why 
this occurred, a bio-monitor was presumably present during all of these activities. - BArnold
05/02/2012 - Female observed at nest. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Large nestlings observed shifting around inside nest. - BArnold

TBD

CALT California Towhee 041912_elss_01 Gorka Gate Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/19/2012 TBD 04/19/2012 - One CALT observed laying in nest. - ELoveless
04/23/2012 - CALT on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - CALT on nest for duration of 15 minutes observer was nearby. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - CALT on nest for duration of the observation. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041912_elss_02 Gorka Gate Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 240 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/19/2012 4/25/2012 04/19/2012 - Nest complete with no eggs. Female entered the nest twice during 30-minute observation with no 
material. She stayed in the nest for 1-3 minutes at a time. - ELoveless
04/23/2012 - LEGO female on nest for duration of observation at 1505. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is complete, lined and empty. LEGO pair present and calling nearby, though not observed on 
nest. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest is aging. Although LEGO pair remain in area, they exhibit no association with this nest. - RRadd

No

SPTO Spotted Towhee 041912_elss_04 Gorka Gate Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/19/2012 TBD 04/19/2012 - Female SPTO observed adding nesting material to nest. - ELoveless
04/23/2012 - No SPTO detections during 30 minute observation on cool gray day. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - No SPTO detections near this nest during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - No SPTO detected in area during 30-minute observation. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 041912_jdus_01 CP51-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 30 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/19/2012 4/25/2012 04/19/2012 - HOFI female stealing nest material from CAKI nest attempt in same tower (has now completely 
dismantled and removed all visible signs of CAKI nest attempt). 10 trips to HOFI nest with material were observed. 
- JDicus
04/25/2012 - Nest is gone. During 2 hours of observation, a pair of House Finches landed in different locations 
within the tower and appeared to be nest site selecting, but neither bird showed an affinity to the original nest 
location; nor were they observed carrying material to this spot. - MDicus

No

HOWR House Wren 041912_jdus_02 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/19/2012 TBD 04/19/2012 - Pair attends nest, entering multiple times. Male sings incessantly from nest tree. - JDicus
04/27/2012 - With the exception of a few minutes, 1 wren was in the nest cavity or perched within 15 feet for the 
30 minute observation period. In general, the male perched nearby singing and entered the nest on occasion to 
give the female food. The female entered and exited the nest, apparently foraging. At one point, the female had 
exited the nest, and a pair of HOFI landed near the cavity entrance. The male wren entered the cavity was able to 
keep the finches from entering. - VEurs
05/04/2012 - Both adults were observed making multiple trips into the nest cavity with food in a short period of 
time to feed their extremely vocal nestlings. - VEurs

TBD

WTKI White-tailed Kite 041912_lton_01 GS-NS-24 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/19/2012 TBD 04/19/2012 - Adult initially seen flying within the vicinity of the pine trees on the abandoned property to the 
north. The nest was identified during the potential raptor nesting detection portion of the survey. An adult was 
observed on the nest and did not leave when the avian biologist logged the location using a GPS device. - 
LThoreson
04/28/2012 - One adult on nest and another perched 100 feet away. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Adult remained on nest for entire 30 minute observation period, rising occasionally to tend nest 
contents. Second adult was not detected. Unsure if nest contains eggs still, or young nestlings. Adult was 
positioned low in nest. - MKuehn

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 041912_rrdd_01 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/19/2012 TBD 04/19/2012 - BUSH making regular trips to nest which appears mostly complete. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - BUSH near nest was not observed entering nest on cool rainy day. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - No activity at this intact nest from 0900-0920. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - BUSH pair foraging away from nest visit after 30 minutes. Both enter, one stays, the other returns 
briefly after 5 minutes then departs and does not return, 0820. - RRadd

TBD

CALT California Towhee 041912_rrdd_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 75 75 Indeterminate 4/19/2012 4/30/2012 04/19/2012 - CALT at nest containing 2 eggs. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - CALT does not leave nest during 10 minute observation. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest empty, but CALT still agitated at presence of observer at edge of buffer. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest remains empty; CALT likely re-nesting outside the buffer. - RRadd

N/A

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041912_rrdd_03 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 26 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/19/2012 4/21/2012 04/19/2012 - LEGO pair attending nest with 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nest contains 1 egg. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is empty and falling apart. Presumed damaged by weather approximately 21 April. - RRadd
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CATH California Thrasher 041912_rrdd_04 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Scrubs BMP installation/maintenance 100 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/19/2012 4/22/2012 04/19/2012 - CATH on nest appeared to be rotating eggs or interacting with nestlings - no food carry observed. - 
RRadd
04/23/2012 - CATH on nest at 1708. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is intact with some feces on the nest rim. Adult CATH perches above nest and sings 
intermittently for15  minutes. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 041912_sjon_01 EP70 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/19/2012 4/19/2012 04/19/2012 - Nest location was approximately 15 feet from A leg and 9 feet up in manzanita shrub. Nest was 
estimated to be approximately 10% complete. Nest location provided little protection from rotor wash. Because 
of the high potential for this nest to be negatively impacted by rotor wash from the sky crane while setting 
towers, it was removed at a very early stage of building (10%), with no eggs or young present following 
concurrence, per the NBMMP. Removal at this stage provides the nesting pair the chance to successfully build a 
nest away from the tower location, and allows critical construction activities to proceed without delay at this 
location. - SJohnston

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_ahll_01 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/20/2012 4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - Nest was found by biomonitor during morning sweeps, approximately 95% complete, with no eggs 
or young present. Streamer deterrents installed on crane and cavities were taped. Removal of nest was required 
based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction and the CAISO request for 
energization by June 1, such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for 
more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer 
reduction allowing for use of the crane, but rather, for removal. Nest was photographed and removed, per the 
NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/20/2012 4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - Well-built and well-placed nest with 5 eggs was discovered by a mechanic after he moved lift about 
50 feet to a new location to perform scheduled maintenance. Mechanic contacted the bio-monitor, who in turn 
contacted the avian biologist. The lift had been moved earlier in the morning, prior to the mechanic moving it. In 
addition, during the past week the lift had been used and moved several times by the SRPL new construction 
workers, and was available for use by O&M maintenance workers, who definitely used a lift during their 
maintenance activities, but it is unclear if this particular lift was the one that they used. It remains unclear when 
this nest was constructed and when the eggs were laid. House Finches lay 1 egg a day. They can build a nest in 1 
day, but given the well-built nature of this nest, it likely required 2 or more days to finish. As such, this nest can be 
as recently constructed as 7 days ago, or it could have been constructed up to 3 weeks ago. The lift was present 
inside the substation during this entire period. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_elss_01 CP95-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/20/2012 4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed carrying nesting material to the CP95 monopole about 12 
times throughout the day. The nest was less than 10% complete and no eggs were present. Bird deterrent tape is 
present within 6 inches of the nest. Construction at the tower may require work to take place at the nest site. 
Because the nest is located in a man-made Project structure that requires construction within the possible nest 
cycle, deterrents were present, and the birds are only in the beginning stages of nest building, the nest was 
removed from the structure, following NBMMP stipulations. The nest was photographed. - ELoveless

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_hwey_01 EP34-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - tower erection 100 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/20/2012 5/4/2012 04/20/2012 - Male and female HOFIs adding nest material. Nest appears 80% complete. A close examination with 
mirror reveals no eggs inside. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - 2 hatchlings in nest, partially emerged from eggs.  Earliest expected fledging date is 5/9/12. - 
HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - Nest is pulled apart, with 2 broken eggshells remaining in nest. Nest closed due to predation. - 
HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_jdus_01 CP32-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/20/2012 4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - A new House Finch nest was detected inside the CP32-2 middle traveler on the west side of the 
tower 100 feet above ground level. The female House Finch made 9 trips to nest with material. Nest stage could 
not be determined from the ground, though active nest building suggested egg laying had not begun. A lineman 
was dispatched to the tower via helicopter skid transfer to verify nest contents while avian biologist remained to 
confirm status of nest per the NBMMP, given wire stringing occurring at the site. Nest contents were verified by a 
lineman on the tower before stringing of that phase commenced. Avian biologists may not climb a tower due to 
the required safety training and equipment. At 1225, the crew arrived at the tower. Avian biologist communicated 
the nest location and confirmed lineman was to check nest contents without disturbing traveler. At 1234 the 
lineman called down that the nest was empty and with concurrence from avian biologist, nest removal was 
completed. - JDicus

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 042012_rrdd_01 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows Grading 8 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/20/2012 4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - Clean empty nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest remains empty 1 day after severe weather. LASP activity on territory continues. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - No eggs were ever laid in this nest. - RRadd

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 042012_rrdd_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows Grading 49 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/20/2012 4/26/2012 04/20/2012 - Complete nest ready to receive first egg. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest remains empty 1 day after severe weather. LASP activity on territory continues. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - R. Radd reports that no eggs were ever laid in this nest. - KAlberts

No
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CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 042012_rrdd_03 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/20/2012 TBD 04/20/2012 - CAKI pair carrying material to insulator mounting bracket. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - CAKI pair frequenting nest; no material carrying observed. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - CAKI continue to frequent and defend this location, but nest condition unknown. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042012_rrdd_04 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/20/2012 TBD 04/20/2012 - HOFI on nest which appears complete and ready for an egg. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - HOFI incubation of 5 eggs continues. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042012_rrdd_05 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/20/2012 TBD 04/20/2012 - Nest with 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - HOFI attending hatched young at 1234. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042012_rrdd_06 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 10 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/20/2012 4/29/2012 04/20/2012 - HOFI bringing nest material. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - No changes at this nest. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is no longer present and is presumed lost to weather or nest material thievery. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_rrdd_07 CP64-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/20/2012 TBD 04/20/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Changed species from Lark Sparrow to House Finch. Nest contains 3 eggs and 1 fresh-hatched 
nestling. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - HOFI continues to brood nestlings. - RRadd

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 042012_rrdd_08 CP65-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 200 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/20/2012 4/30/2012 04/20/2012 - Nest is 50% built with male PHAI adding material at 1310. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest appears complete; PHAI male chases female away at observer approach. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest has fallen sideways, presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

BCHU Black-chinned Hummingbird 042012_rrdd_09 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/20/2012 TBD 04/20/2012 - Female BCHU bringing Platanus racemosa fuzz to nest 50% complete. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - BCHU lying intermittently on complete nest. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Female on nest at 0704 does not flush. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042012_vers_01 CP32-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/20/2012 TBD 04/20/2012 - While monitoring a nearby nest, the biologist observed a Bushtit pair foraging in the area, returning 
to a particular shrub. Upon examining the shrub, a complete nest was found. The male brought a small insect into 
the nest, presumably for the female, as no sounds of nestlings were heard emanating from the nest. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - Adults observed making numerous trips with food material. Nestling begging calls could be heard 
when adults arrived. - GHuffman
05/05/2012 - The nestlings could be heard vocalizing as an adult brought food into the nest. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042112_ghan_01 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - Discovered nest while performing transects between pull site and tower. Nest was vacant for 
approximately 10 minutes and then observed female HOFI on nest. Contents of nest not visible from any vantage 
point but due to duration of female on nest it can be concluded that she is incubating. Buffer signs installed and 
trail staked from pull site to tower to clarify boundary. - GHuffman
04/28/2012 - Shortly after the start of the observation period, the HOFI pair arrived at the nest. The female 
perched at the edge for a few minutes and eventually settled in the nest, where she remained for 15+ minutes. 
The male was often perched nearby, singing and chasing off other male HOFI's, though he appeared less 
concerned about nearby LEGO's. The male and female exchanged chirping calls. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - Female on the nest during observations. Male perched briefly in the nest shrub to sing. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042112_hwey_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/21/2012 4/21/2012 04/21/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed bringing nesting material to tower at 1630 on 4/20/12 by 
biologist R. Haller. Nest building continued on the morning of 4/21/12, with the pair consistently making trips 
with nest material while workers and vehicles were directly beneath the nest. Nest is located in a pocket of bird 
deterrent netting at the top of the tower shroud, about 25 feet off the ground. The nest was examined and found 
to be 50% complete with no eggs or young. Nest removal was conducted per the NBMMP to allow for needed 
cable testing work requiring access to the shroud. - HWinfrey

No

BLPH Black Phoebe 042112_jpki_01 TL 6915/6924-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - Adults observed entering culvert with nesting material after which partially completed (60%) nest 
was found. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Both adults seen perching in vegetation outside the culvert. Male and female both observed 1 time 
with nest material that they eventually carried into the culvert. The phoebes were sensitive to the biologist's 
presence, even when the biologist was 20 feet away above and behind the culvert opening. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - After 30 minutes of no activity, the biologist climbed down to look at the nest. The nest is complete 
and now lined with grass, but no eggs were seen. No phoebes were detected. When checking a nearby nest on 3 
May, a male phoebe was observed perched on the access gate. - VEurs

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042112_jpki_02 TL 6924 69kv Tie Line Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 130 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 4/28/2012 04/21/2012 - Female observed on nest with male in vicinity of nest shrub. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Absolutely no sign of the nest in the mulefat shrub. No LEGO activity in the area after 20 minutes of 
observation. Assume this nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes, either because of recent bad 
weather or predation. - VEurs

No
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BEWR Bewick's Wren 042112_jpki_03 TL 6915/6924 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 45 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/21/2012 5/3/2012 04/21/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to nest within cavity on several occasions. Nestlings also heard 
begging within cavity while adult was present. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Both adults eventually observed bringing food to nestlings within the cavity (at first it was difficult 
to tell if it was 1 adult bringing food, but both were ultimately seen at the cavity at the same time). Nestlings were 
very vocal. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - After 45 minutes of observation, no Bewick's Wrens were detected approaching the nest cavity, 
although a wren was heard briefly scolding downslope. Given the high amount of activity on 28 April and the lack 
of activity on 3 May, it seems very likely the nestlings fledged between these nest checks. The nestlings were very 
loud and of an unknown age at the last visit, so it is very feasible the young have successfully fledged. No 
fledglings were observed, but the dense nature and fairly steep topography make it hard to detect them. This nest 
is now closed and presumed fledged. - VEurs

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 042112_jpki_04 TL 6924 69kV Tie Line Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - Adult foraging in vicinity of nest after which it entered complete nest and remained inside for at 
least 10 minutes. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Both adults were foraging at start of observation period. 1 adult entered the nest and remained 
there through the end of observations (another 15 minutes). The second adult visited the nest on 2 occasions, but 
the biologist couldn't tell if it was carrying food. No nestlings heard. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - 1 Bushtit made 2 visits to the nest with material after about 10 minutes of observation. After 
another 5-10 minutes, a Bushtit emerged from the nest as the first bird arrived. They both made several trips in 
quick succession carrying what appeared to be more nesting material. No nestlings were heard vocalizing when an 
adult entered the nest. - VEurs

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042112_ltiw_01 EP140-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/7/2012 04/21/2012 - Bushtits were detected in the area during nest survey. Nest was found and appears complete but 
looks small. A female entered  the nest for about 2 minutes, then exited nest. Pair was not disturbed by the 
helicopter flyover or avian biologist observing 10 feet nearby. - LTymkiw
04/30/2012 - Nest looks complete, and 1 Bushtit is perched 8 feet away as if quietly watching over nest, 
territorially. - PKonrad
05/07/2012 - Nest has been predated, torn out of scrub oak and carried away with only the very top of the nest 
left in place. No sign of adults, nestlings, eggs or eggshells in area - closed. - PKonrad

No

CORA Common Raven 042112_mdus_01 CP16-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - A monitor reported a pair of Common Ravens constructing a nest in the top of structure CP16-1. 
The nest is 90-100% constructed. - MDicus
04/28/2012 - The nest appears to be fully constructed and now has fluffy, white lining. 1 raven flew up and 
perched near the nest as the biologist was driving up access road CP16-1-E-A. The second raven was on the nest. 
The biologist stopped at the junction of the access road leading to the tower. The ravens flew from the tower 
shortly after the biologist arrived and soared around the area, calling to each other. They returned within 10 
minutes, 1 settling on the nest and the other perching in the tower below. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - Ravens were not in sight upon biologist's arrival near the nest. After about 10 minutes, a single 
raven flew into view and landed on the tower. It perched at various places on the tower before flying off again. It 
was soon joined by a second raven and the pair flew around the area, briefly performing a synchronous display. 
They eventually landed on the tower, where a short begging display took place. The presumed female then flew 
out of sight for at least 15 minutes, while the male perched above the nest. A small group of ravens flew into the 
area, and the male left the tower to chase them off. He was joined by the female. The other ravens soon left and 
one of the pair returned to perch above the nest. No raven was on the nest during 45+ minutes of observation, 
until the biologist backed up to leave the area. - VEurs

TBD

WREN Wrentit 042112_mkhn_02 EP79-E Road Area Chaparrals Other 75 100 75 75 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/4/2012 04/21/2012 - Both adults observed carrying nesting material to nest with biologist crouching, but in plain sight 7 
feet away. Nest approximately 40% complete. Base of nest complete and starting to form rim. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Nest contains 4 pale blue eggs. An adult was near, but not seen on nest. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Nest is empty and contained eggs 6 days ago, indicating likely predation. No eggshells in nest or on 
ground below. A newly begun WREN nest was found today 80 feet from this nest, likely belonging to the same 
pair. - MKuehn

No

WREN Wrentit 042112_mkhn_03 EP101-2-PS-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 58 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/3/2012 04/21/2012 - Adult heard giving low rattling call in vicinity. When area was searched, adult flew from nest when 
biologist was 2 feet away, revealing location of nest. Nest contains 4 pale blue immaculate eggs, which appear 
fresh when lit by sunlight. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Adult seen on nest from 20 feet away. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - Nest is intact but empty. Nest still contained eggs 6 days ago and nestlings normally are fed for 14 
days before fledging, indicating nest has failed prior to fledging young. No eggshell fragments or nestling remains 
found in or below nest. - MKuehn

No

BLPH Black Phoebe 042112_mkhn_04 EP79-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 12 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/21/2012 4/27/2012 04/21/2012 - Female observed collecting material 350 feet away this morning, and flying in this direction. This 
afternoon, when nest was located, she was observed carrying fine materials to nest and placing them. Nest is just 
begun (<5% complete). - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Very little new nesting material has been added. This nest site appears to have been abandoned 
before completion of building. An adult was observed carrying nesting material to a shed across the road to the 
south on private property, and more than 100 feet from the access road. - MKuehn

No
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CATH California Thrasher 042112_mkhn_05 EP79-E-A Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - Both adults visited nest with biologist standing 12 feet away on edge of access road. At least 1 adult 
carried nesting material in bill and placed it in nest. Nest is 30% complete, with base of twigs and bark strips 
mostly formed. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Adult stayed tight on nest, presumed to be incubating eggs, but contents were not checked. - 
MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Adult was not on nest. Nest contains 2-3 eggs only. No nestlings present. - MKuehn

TBD

HOOR Hooded Oriole 042112_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - HOOR female constructing new nest of palm fiber 0815. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOOR pair observed gathering fiber from nearby Canary palm, nest approximately 25% complete. - 
RRadd
05/02/2012 - Female HOOR continues to pull fibers from adjacent Washingtonia and add to this nest, which 
appears substantially complete. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOOR female on nest for duration of 20-minute observation. - RRadd

TBD

HOWR House Wren 042112_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - HOWR carrying material to cavity. - RRadd
04/29/2012 - HOWR singing adjacent not observed to enter during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOWR singing at entrance and entering briefly at 0945 does not carry any items. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOWR pair feeding nest at short intervals, male makes 3 trips for each 1 by female. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042112_rrdd_03 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - LEGO female building nest approximately 70% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Female LEGO on nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - LEGO on nest at 0940. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - LEGO pair feeding nest, 0840. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042112_rrdd_04 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 15 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/21/2012 4/26/2012 04/21/2012 - Female ANHU working on nest approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest has fallen. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042112_rrdd_05 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - HOFI pair at complete nest lacking eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOFI goes to nest containing 3 eggs at 1535. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOFI to nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOFI on nest at 1224 does not flush. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOFI active at nest containing 2 small young and 2 unhatched eggs. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042112_rrdd_06 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/21/2012 5/2/2012 04/21/2012 - Large grass nest appears complete and ready for eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No changes at this nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest has not changed and no birds are associating with it, indicating abandonment. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042112_rrdd_07 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - HOFI pair building nest on fence; approximately 20% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest is 25% complete. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest is only marginally advanced, but strident HOFI pair are present and active a few feet from the 
nest. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOFI active at 2 nests 6 feet apart within the buffer; unclear if both are active, will continue to 
monitor before logging new nest. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042112_rrdd_08 GS-NF-10 Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - LEGO pair making multiple trips - female building nest approximately 60% complete, - RRadd
04/28/2012 - LEGO active in nest at 1006. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - LEGO making trips to nest at intervals that suggest nestlings are being fed. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - LEGO male feeding fledglings with female accompanying at 1415. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042112_rrdd_09 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/21/2012 4/26/2012 04/21/2012 - ANHU female making infrequent trips off nest shows no indications of hatched young between 1455 
- 1515. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - Nest has fallen. Presumed lost to severe weather 2 days ago. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 042112_rrdd_10 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - BUSH carrying materials to nest which is approximately 30% complete. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - BUSH pair making infrequent trips to nest 0908. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Solo BUSH checks in near nest without entering at 1710. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - No BUSH activity observed at this nest during 30-minute observation. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042112_vers_01 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - A female Anna's Hummingbird was seen with nesting material. The biologist saw it land in branches 
a sort distance away and discovered a nest approximately 85% complete. She added spider webs and small 
feathers and used her body to shape the cup. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - The female hummingbird spent most of the observation period on the nest, occasionally leaving for 
a few minutes at a time to forage. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - Female on nest, holding tight in the wind. She spent most of the 30-minute observation period on 
the nest, leaving twice, most likely to forage. Upon returning, she settled on the nest immediately, suggesting it 
still contains eggs (not nestlings). - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042312_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/23/2012 TBD 04/23/2012 - Nest with 5 eggs, in same location as 2011 nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Nest with 3 nestlings and 2 eggs. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Nestlings in nest. - BArnold

TBD
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NUWO Nuttall's Woodpecker 042312_hwey_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/23/2012 TBD 04/23/2012 - At 1148, male brings food to nest cavity, apparently for egg-laying female, who leaves nest cavity at 
1204. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Male observed entering nest cavity at 1018 and remaining inside. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Male was observed entering nest cavity at 0958. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042312_jdus_01 CP50-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/23/2012 TBD 04/23/2012 - Pair makes 8 trips to 50% constructed nest in 1/2 hour female with material, actively nest building 
while male sings nearby. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Nest looks complete. Female arrived shortly after the start of observations and settled briefly on the 
nest before flying off again. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - The finch pair was near the nest upon the biologist's arrival, but soon flew off. They returned after 
30+ minutes and perched on the tower, where they briefly copulated. The female eventually settled back on the 
nest. - VEurs

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 042312_jdus_02 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 71 100 50 50 Fledged 4/23/2012 5/1/2012 04/23/2012 - Female feeds at least 2 large nestlings. - JDicus
05/01/2012 - No nestlings were on the nest upon biologist's arrival. At least 1 fledged PHAI (with yellow at the 
base of its bill) was observed about 30 feet from the nest. This nest has fledged successfully. - VEurs

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042312_jdus_03 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/23/2012 TBD 04/23/2012 - Female remains on nest during cloudy, drizzly day. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Male fed female, then female went to lay on nest. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Female nest incubating/brooding. Male briefly perched below nest in shrub, singing. - VEurs

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042312_jpki_01 69kV Tie line Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Traffic 8 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/23/2012 4/28/2012 04/23/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to nest; nestlings heard begging from nest when adults present. - 
JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - After 40 minutes of observation, no Bushtits were detected anywhere in the area and none 
approached the nest. The nest is in excellent condition, with no signs of damage. The nest contained nestlings of 
unknown age when first recorded, so it seems likely that this nest fledged successfully, although no fledglings 
were detected around the nest. - VEurs

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042312_lton_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/23/2012 4/23/2012 04/23/2012 - Two House Finch nests were identified within 20 feet of each other in the same location, but on 2 
different vehicles. 1 adult House Finch male was perched near both nests; no pair was observed this morning, and 
the adult House Finch did not bring material to this nest. Monitor had been observing nest for over an hour this 
morning. Nest was less than 2% complete. Deterrents in place included: mylar ribbons and many taped-off 
potential cavities. This nest was removed because it is located on a piece of equipment required for testing work 
and was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing use of equipment. Although no bird was seen at the nest, 
the nest is size and composition of a House Finch nest and many finches were within the vicinity. Nest was 
removed per the NBMMP. No eggs or young were present. - LThoreson

No

HOFI House Finch 042312_lton_02 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/23/2012 4/23/2012 04/23/2012 - Two House Finch nests were identified within 20 feet of each other in the same location, but on 2 
different vehicles. 1 adult House Finch male was perched near both nests; no pair was observed this morning, and 
the adult House Finch did not bring material to this nest. Pair was reported nest building on previous day by M. 
Kuehn. Monitor had been observing nest for over an hour this morning. Nest was less than 10% complete. 
Deterrents in place included: mylar ribbons and many taped-off potential cavities. This nest was removed because 
it was located on a piece of equipment required for testing work and was not a candidate for a buffer reduction 
allowing use of equipment. Nest was removed per the NBMMP. No eggs or young were present. - LThoreson

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042312_lton_03 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 30 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/23/2012 4/30/2012 04/23/2012 - Pair observed defending nest area and going to nest area. Nest is somewhat lop-sided and appears 
to be 70% complete. Male LEGO foraging spider webs 20 feet from nest. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Nest appears to have been destroyed. - LTymkiw

No

PHAI Phainopepla 042312_lton_04 CP49 Temp work Area Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/23/2012 TBD 04/23/2012 - Pair observed near nest. Male seen stealing nesting material from active Bushtit nest. Male visited 
nest multiple times during 30 minute period. - LThoreson
05/01/2012 - Male PHAI on nest, incubating. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - Male and female alternate incubating on nest. - VEurs

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042312_lton_05 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/23/2012 TBD 04/23/2012 - Nest appears complete; however one Bushtit was observed flying to the nest with nesting material 
(feathers), likely for lining. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - No activity after 30 minutes of observation. Lots of Bushtit activity in the surrounding habitat, but 
none associated with the nest. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - No Bushtit activity at the nest after 30 minutes of observation, although Bushtits were detected in 
the surrounding habitat. The nest appears to be in good condition. - VEurs

TBD
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LBVI Least Bell's Vireo 042312_tcer_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 304 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/23/2012 5/8/2012 04/23/2012 - Adults building nest, approximately 60% complete. - TCooper
04/24/2012 - Female observed periodically adding willow down to sides of nest. Nest about 70% complete. Still 
skeletal on sides and needs lining. - TCooper
04/25/2012 - The pair was observed energetically building throughout the observation period; the nest appears 
perhaps 85% complete. Nest building was conducted by the female, followed closely by the male who inspected 
the nest periodically and sang sporadically throughout the day (singing 1-2 phrases perhaps only 3-5 times 
per/hour). Nest building sessions lasted 30-60 minutes adding material every 2-5 minutes on average, followed by 
15-30 minute periods of inactivity when the pair was presumably foraging. The pair remained in the nesting area 
and west of the nest location throughout the monitoring period. The pair was observed actively building during 
the short period of helicopter activity. Nest was observed from a rock outcrop 40 feet from the nest which 
provides a natural blind, adults appeared to be behaving normally, and did not show any signs of agitation toward 
the avian biologist. - TCooper
04/26/2012 - The female LBVI was observed frequently bringing material and adding it to the nest, then biologist 
arrived. The nest appears nearly complete, and the female was observed bringing only plant down and lining the 
nest. The male remained in the area, following the female and singing infrequently, occasionally inspecting the 
nest. The pair remained in the nesting area and west of the nest location throughout the monitoring period. The 
nest was observed from a rock outcrop 40 feet from the nest which provides a natural blind, adults appeared to 
be behaving normally, and did not show any signs of agitation toward the avian biologist. - TCooper
04/27/2012 - When first observed, the nest appeared fairly wet from the previous night’s rain. The nest appears 
nearly complete and the female was observed adding material to the nest or otherwise making small repairs 
thought the observation period. The female was observed adding thin threads of plant material and willow down 
to interior of the nest, as well as on several occasions rounding out and smoothing the interior of the nest with 
her body. The male was observed regularly following the female and singing frequently, occasionally inspecting 
the nest. The pair remained in the nesting area and west of the nest location throughout the monitoring period. 
Frequency of nest visits was fairly regular, similar to that observed on 4/25. The pair continued to nesting 
activates until the last observation of the pair at approximately 1710 and not observed from that time until 
biologist left the territory at 1815. The nest was observed from a rock outcrop 40 feet from the nest which 
provides a natural blind; adults appeared to be behaving normally, and did not show any signs of agitation toward 
the avian biologist. - TCooper
04/28/2012 - The LBVI pair was observed within the western portion of the territory, west of the nest. The male 
was observed singing frequently, and the female was observed to make approximately 15 visits to the nest, each 
time adding small amounts of plant down and one feather to the interior of the nest. - TCooper
04/30/2012 - The male LBVI was observed on the nest when the monitoring biologist arrived. The male remained 
on the nest  singing periodically for approximately 45 minutes  The male left the nest at 0930  at which time the 

No

BUSH Bushtit 042312_vnik_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 95 100 93 93 Nest did not reach active stage 4/23/2012 5/1/2012 04/23/2012 - Observed pair making several trips to nest. - VNovik
05/01/2012 - Nest torn apart. Portion of nest on ground, likely depredation event. No eggshell fragments visible 
on ground below nest. Nest closed. - VNovik

No

BUSH Bushtit 042312_vnik_02 GS-USFS-6 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/23/2012 TBD 04/23/2012 - R. Richardson reported Bushtit nest. Observed birds carrying material to nest, which is nearly 
complete. Bushtits were observed making several trips to the nest while ESA signs were installed. - VNovik
05/02/2012 - Nest looks complete and in good shape, but no Bushtits were observed or heard at the nest or in 
the area during a 30 minute observation period. The Bushtits could be egg laying or incubating and therefore not 
active at the nest site very often. - PKonrad
05/08/2012 - Nest is in good shape, and the adult Bushtits are bringing food to the nest at 3 to 5 minute intervals. 
Once, 1 adult appeared to transfer food to the other adult, and that Bushtit took the food to nestlings in the nest. 
The lack of activity noted last week was probably because the Bushtits were incubating. - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042412_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - One egg present in nest. Observed male singing nearby while female went to nest briefly, then both 
flew away. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Avian biologist stopped at 40 feet from nest, where there is line of sight between the nest and 
construction activities, and the bird flew off from nest. This was the second instance this had happened when a 
person was standing 35-40 feet from nest. Once female was out of sight from nest, the avian biologist was able to 
check nest and saw 2 eggs present. - AHill
05/01/2012 - Female incubating full time. - AHill
05/07/2012 - Female is continuing to incubate. - AHill
05/08/2012 - Female incubating. Anticipated hatching date is between May 9-11. - AHill

TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 042412_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/24/2012 4/25/2012 04/24/2012 - Pair is actively building, nest is 40% as of 1400. Nest cup is see through, no lining present, no young 
or eggs present. Nest has been submitted for removal, results are pending. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Pair was observed bringing in nesting material actively this morning at 0700 to their nest which was 
approximately 50% complete. No eggs or nestlings were present in nest. Removal of nest was required based on 
potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts 
relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the steel area during the anticipated nest cycle. 
Deterrents present included ongoing construction yard work such as skycrane operations, steel assembly and 
vehicle traffic. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the steel. Nest was removed 
following requirements outlined in the NBMMP with no eggs or young present. - AHill

No
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BUSH Bushtit 042412_ahll_03 EP67 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - Bushtit pair is actively bringing lining material to nest. Nest appears complete. - AHill
05/01/2012 - No Bushtits observed near large nest, but egg laying or incubation may be under way, during which 
the adults may be out of sight, inside the nest or out of the area. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Nest appears to be in good condition, but no Bushtits were observed in the area or at the nest. This 
may be the result of behavior related to incubation, or it could indicate the site has been abandoned. Future 
observations will reveal the status of the nest. - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042412_ahll_04 EP67 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/24/2012 4/24/2012 04/24/2012 - Nest was found by avian biologist at 1600. Nest appeared to be 60% complete, and pair was seen 
visiting nest and singing on equipment. Streamer deterrents were installed on the crane. Removal of nest was 
required based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower 
assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment 
during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. 
Nest was removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. No eggs or young were present. - AHill

No

CALT California Towhee 042412_fhan_01 EP11-3-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - 2 blue eggs with brown speckles. Adult incubating. - FHoffman
05/01/2012 - Female on nest at 0613, contains 4 eggs. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Female on nest at 0705. - HWinfrey

TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 042412_hwey_01 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE2

Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - LASP observed bringing small twigs to nest at 0915. Nest appears 10% complete. - HWinfrey
05/01/2012 - Nest contains 2 cream-colored eggs with brownish streaking. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - LASP was on nest at 0726. - HWinfrey

TBD

AMCR American Crow 042412_hwey_02 Alpine Underground Ductbank Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 16 100 100 100 Fledged 4/24/2012 4/25/2012 04/24/2012 - Nest is empty. Fledgling AMCR perched 30 feet above nest being fed by adults at 1205. - HWinfrey
04/25/2012 - No activity at nest and no AMCR observed in area. Fledgling has left area, nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOWR House Wren 042412_jdus_01 CP54-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - Adult enters stealthily from poison oak thicket below without vocalizing. Remains inside cavity for 
18 minutes, entering again after 10 minutes of foraging without material or visible food item carried, not to 
emerge again for additional 15 minutes observation. Presume nesting stage to be incubating based on these 
observations. - JDicus
05/07/2012 - HOWR feeding nest at 1308, 1312 and 1314. Female pursues male a short distance from the nest for 
food. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042412_lgan_01 CP84 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed carrying nesting material to Leg D of CP84. The pair continued 
to build, undisturbed, while the biologist logged the nest and setup buffer signs for a 30-foot buffer and no 
climbing on tower. - LGorman
05/05/2012 - HOFI making intermittent visits to nest in late afternoon. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042412_lgan_02 CP74-2 Structures Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - A House Finch pair was observed building a nest approximately 80 feet high in Leg B of Tower CP74-
2. Nest material visible from below appeared to be at least 60% complete. The pair continued to build while the 
biologist logged the nest and installed 30-foot buffer/no climbing up tower signs. - LGorman
05/07/2012 - Pair visits nest briefly on 2 occasions, once with female adding finer bits of material and laying down 
on nest, shuffling down into the cup and immediately hopping back onto rim of nest. Appears to be putting on 
the finishing touches of nest construction and lining the nest. - JDicus

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042412_ltiw_01 TL 6924 - 171687 69kv Tie Line Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed carrying lining material several times to a nest that appears 
complete. - LTymkiw
05/03/2012 - No activity observed during 10 minute period. - BArnold

TBD

CALT California Towhee 042412_ltiw_02 69kV-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - A pair of California Towhees was observed visiting a nest with 2 eggs. - LTymkiw
05/03/2012 - Nest with 2 eggs. - BArnold

TBD

WREN Wrentit 042412_ltiw_03 TL 6924 - Z101797 69kv Tie Line Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - A pair of Wrentits was observed visiting a complete nest with 4 pale blue eggs. - LTymkiw
05/03/2012 - Nest with 4 eggs, in Xylococcus bicolor (mission manzanita). Flushed from nest at 2 feet. - BArnold

TBD

AMKE American Kestrel 042412_mdus_01 CP23-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - On 04/22/12, biomonitor A. Steyers reported observing a female AMKE briefly entering the lowest 
arm of the 69kV monopole before joining a male and leaving the area. On 04/24/12 the avian biologist observed 
the AMKE pair chasing a pair of Red-tailed Hawks from structure CP23, after which the female AMKE entered the 
lowest arm of the 69kV pole and did not emerge for 25 minutes. During this time, the male hunted and perched 
on a nearby wire. The female emerged from the cavity at 1318 and the pair left the nest vicinity. They returned at 
approximately 1600, the female vocalizing and the male diving at the Red-tailed Hawk perched in CP23. - MDicus
05/01/2012 - No AMKE activity during 90+ minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - At approximately 1610, after 80 minutes of observation, the female kestrel exited the nest cavity. 
She flew to the transmission wires to the west of the monopole, where she perched and then defecated. She 
remained on the wire, preening and fluffing her feathers, until a Red-tailed Hawk soared by. She briefly gave 
chase, vocalizing, but soon returned to the wire. She re-entered the nest cavity at about 1620. The male kestrel 
was not observed. - VEurs

TBD
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HOWR House Wren 042412_rrdd_01 CP83-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - Male singing at cavity, female enters and remains 0758. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - HOWR exits nest at 1250. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042412_rrdd_02 CP83-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 50 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/24/2012 5/4/2012 04/24/2012 - BUSH bringing material to nest at 10-minute intervals 0918, approximately 60% complete. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest has been pulled apart from side at nest cup - possibly predated. Nesting chronology shows that 
eggs may have been present, but that cannot be determined. - RRadd

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 042412_rrdd_03 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - BUSH pair carrying spider silk and feathers to nest, approximately 70% complete. - RRadd
05/06/2012 - BUSH exits nest at 1450. - RRadd

TBD

HOWR House Wren 042412_rrdd_04 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - HOWR male singing nearby while female carries sticks at 1-minute intervals. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Female visits infrequently, male announces all exits. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042412_rrdd_05 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 70 70 TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - ANHU lying on complete nest. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest is weathered, misshapen and unattended. Presumed lost to weather prior to eggs. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042412_rrdd_06 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 17 100 70 70 Nest did not reach active stage 4/24/2012 5/5/2012 04/24/2012 - ANHU female building nest which is 40% complete. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest has fallen from substrate. Presumed lost to natural causes prior to becoming active. - RRadd

No

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 042412_rrdd_07 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 60 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/24/2012 5/5/2012 04/24/2012 - NOMO attending fresh, un-lined stick basket nest. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - NOMO have moved to a new location 60 feet north and outside the buffer. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042412_rrdd_08 12kV Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 90 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/24/2012 5/6/2012 04/24/2012 - Nest appears complete, but HOFI at pole did not come to nest during 15-minute observation. - 
RRadd
05/05/2012 - No birds are associating with this empty unused nest. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042412_rrdd_09 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - Nest appears well established and HOFI activity is continuous. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Pair defending, and female sits at nest periodically. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042412_sjon_01 EP77-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 12 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/24/2012 5/3/2012 04/24/2012 - Observed male LEGO feeding incubating female. - SJohnston
05/03/2012 - No activity at nest for 30 minutes. Visual inspection revealed that nest lining has been pulled out of 
cup and is hanging down from north side. Likely depredated. - MKuehn

No

BUOR Bullock's Oriole 042412_sjon_02 EP77-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - Observed female building nest. Nest appears approximately 70% complete. - SJohnston
05/03/2012 - Male defending area around nest by chasing away WESJ and other male BUOR. Nest appears 
complete and intact. Female not detected in 20 minutes, indicating she is likely incubating. - MKuehn

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042412_vers_01 CP6-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/24/2012 4/24/2012 04/24/2012 - On 24 April 2012, the onsite biomonitor A. Steyers observed a pair of House Finches perching on an 
excavator in the work area of CP6 and entering the joint in the hydraulic arm with nesting material. This piece of 
equipment is needed for construction of a Hilfiker wall at CP6l. Nesting bird deterrents were present on the 
excavator in the form of copious amounts of mylar flagging. The nest was approximately 2% complete at time of 
removal and did not contain any eggs or young. Photographs were taken to document deterrents in place, the 
removal process, material removed per the NBMMP and new deterrents added. After the nest was removed, 
construction personnel stuffed filter fabric into the joints of the equipment in an effort to prevent further nesting 
attempts. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 042512_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 100 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/25/2012 4/28/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest with 3 eggs. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - No HOFI associated with nest. Nest with 3 eggs, the same as yesterday. Nest very wet and slightly de-
constructed from last night's heavy rainfall. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Nest and 3 eggs no longer present as of 28 April 2012. Appears to be natural predation of nest. - 
BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch
(Inactive)

042512_bald_02 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - Nest appears complete, no eggs or HOFI activity observed. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - No adult HOFI observed at nest. The nest is very wet from last night's heavy rainfall, and contains no 
eggs. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Nest empty, no activity observed either today 29 April or yesterday, 30 April. Changed status to 
Inactive. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042512_bald_03 Sycamore Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - Nest with 5 eggs. Female flushed at 3 feet. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - Observed female leave nest on her own. Upon brief examination, nest was discovered to contain at 
least 3 nestlings. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Nest with several nestlings. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Nestlings observed in nest. - BArnold

TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 042512_bloh_01 CP10 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - foundations 800 300 300 300 Fledged 4/25/2012 5/9/2012 04/25/2012 - 2 nestlings present; both adults bringing food and feeding repeatedly, male returning with food 
about twice as much as female. - BLohstroh
05/02/2012 - Nest pulled apart, broken sage stems above nest, no sign of nestlings or fledglings in area. Nest 
likely taken by avian predator. - BLohstroh
05/09/2012 - Pair observed feeding one juvenile; fledged. - KAlberts

Yes
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MODO Mourning Dove 042512_elss_01 EP78-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - See following comment. - KAlberts
04/25/2012 - Mourning Dove observed lying on the nest. - ELoveless
05/04/2012 - No activity at nest for 20 minutes. - MKuehn

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042512_ghan_01 CP31-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - Pair observed making multiple trips carrying nesting material between 1600 and 1700 by avian 
biomonitor T. Dipaola. Nest is about 50% complete. Buffer staked for foot and helicopter traffic at 50 feet. - 
GHuffman
05/02/2012 - Nest looks nearly complete, although a little small. The pair made at least 8 trips to the nest to add 
material during a 15-minute visit. They may have copulated, based on vocalizations and vigorous movements in 
the nest tree, but the dense foliage prevented the biologist from confirming this. - VEurs
05/09/2012 - A Bushtit was leaving the nest tree as the biologist approached. Within 5 minutes, a Bushtit arrived 
and entered the nest where it remained for 20 minutes and was eventually joined by a second Bushtit. The pair 
remained in the nest as the biologist left the area. The nest looks complete. - VEurs

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042512_hwey_01 CP106-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 3 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/25/2012 5/9/2012 04/25/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0738. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1110. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0849. - HWinfrey
05/01/2012 - 2 adults bring food to nest at 0658. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Adult observed at nest at 0641. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - 2 adults bring food to nest at 1043. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Adult was observed visiting nest at 0812. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - No activity observed from 0732 to 0802. Upon close examination, bottom of nest torn apart, nest 
apparently predated. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 042512_hwey_03 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - Female on nest incubating 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female observed on nest with 4 eggs at 0750. - HWinfrey

TBD

CATH California Thrasher 042512_hwey_04 EP11-3-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - Adult seen leaving nest. 3 eggs present in nest. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Female on nest with 3 eggs at 0623. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - 1 day-old nestling and 2 eggs in nest. Earliest expected fledging is 5/20/12. - HWinfrey

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042512_jdus_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - Female adult Bushtit arrives to 100% constructed and externally well decorated nest singly, remains 
inside while male brings fine downy material to nest entrance which female receives from within. Female does 
not exit nest for 15 minutes. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - BUSH male carrying food to nest at 10 minute intervals. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042512_jdus_02 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - Nest with 4 eggs, female incubates while vehicle is parked 5 feet away with doors open and radio 
turned on. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - The female was on the nest as biologist approached. The male was perched nearby singing. He 
approached the nest, and the pair then flew off across the access road. The biologist used this opportunity to 
check the nest with a mirror. It still contains 4 eggs. - VEurs
05/09/2012 - Nest contents checked once the female vacated nest of her own volition. Nest still contains eggs. - 
VEurs

TBD

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 042512_jpki_01 EP78-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 32 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/25/2012 5/4/2012 04/25/2012 - Adult observed on nest; second adult observed in vicinity of nest shrub on several occasions. - 
JPawlicki
05/04/2012 - Nest is empty and lining is somewhat mussed. No eggshells in or below nest. Unknown whether nest 
contained eggs or nestlings when found on 4/25, but adult was sitting very low in nest suggesting it contained 
eggs or very young nestlings, and adults were not observed carrying food to nest on 4/25. Today no WESJ 
detected within 80 feet of nest in 20 minutes. WESJ 80 feet away was followed and showed no evidence of 
feeding fledglings. This nest likely failed prior to fledging young. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - No comment. - VNovik

No

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 042512_mdus_01 CP51-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/25/2012 4/26/2012 04/25/2012 - An adult Cassin's Kingbird was observed making 4 trips with nest material while the other adult 
perched nearby. The birds also displayed territorial aggression, chasing a pair of House Finches from the tower. - 
MDicus
04/26/2012 - Nest was removed per NBMMP based on need to access insulators adjacent to nest. Nest was in 
early stages, less than 20% complete, at time of removal with no eggs or young present. Deterrents present 
include a previously installed perch/nest preventer and mylar tape. - IMaunsell

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 042512_mkhn_01 EP78-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 150 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/25/2012 5/2/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest contains at least 1 (appears to be only 1) large gray nestling (50-60g). Adult nearby and would 
not go to nest with biologist 30 feet away. Nest is expected to fledge by 5/1. - MKuehn
05/02/2012 - Nest empty. Based on prior observations, likely fledged. - VNovik

Yes

BCHU Black-chinned Hummingbird 042512_rrdd_01 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - BCHU female building yellow nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - BCHU female leaves nest only for brief intervals and does not feed nest at return, suggesting 
incubation in progress. - RRadd

TBD

ACWO Acorn Woodpecker 042512_rrdd_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - 3 ACWO repeatedly entering this cavity during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - ACWO making trips to tree, but no entry observed. - RRadd

TBD
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BUSH Bushtit 042512_rrdd_03 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 75 75 TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - BUSH male visits nest infrequently but does not enter. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Nest has fallen and is torn. Presumed lost to weather, but possibly predation is primary cause. Nest 
may or may not have contained eggs. - RRadd

TBD

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 042512_rrdd_04 CP70-3-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - NOMO bringing sticks and forming nest platform; approximately 15% complete. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Twig basket is complete and accepting lining, NOMO attending. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042512_rrdd_05 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - LEGO female constructs new nest in company of vigilant male. Nest approximately 30% complete. - 
RRadd
05/04/2012 - LEGO pair making brief visits to completely lined nest. - RRadd

TBD

HOOR Hooded Oriole 042512_rrdd_06 El Monte CY Construction Yards Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - New nest is approximately 20% complete and consistent with HOOR. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest does not appear substantially improved; will monitor once more before closing. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042512_sjon_01 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 30 100 5 5 Fledged 4/25/2012 5/7/2012 04/25/2012 - Monitor reported House Finch entering nest location. Upon inspection by an avian biologist, at least 
2 nestlings were observed in the nest. - SJohnston
05/02/2012 - three feathered nestlings observed. - SJohnston
05/08/2012 - May 7;  S. Johnston reports that 3 fledglings were observed flying from the nest. - KAlberts

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042512_vnik_01 Rough Acres Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/25/2012 4/25/2012 04/25/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed for approximately 30-40 minutes. The pair was observed at 
the nest, and a second pair was also observed near the nest. At least one female was observed carrying material 
to the nest. The nest appears 80% complete. No eggs or young were in the nest. Removal of nest was required 
based on impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate 
options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest 
deterrents in the form of mylar tape and reflective discs were hung on the water tank. Nest was removed per 
NBMMP. - VNovik

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 042612_ahll_01 EP67 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/26/2012 TBD 04/26/2012 - Nest was found on 4/25/2012 when a bird flushed from the nest during an arroyo toad survey at 
2100. Nest was logged today and was confirmed to still be active when the female was observed on the nest, 
incubating 4 eggs. A buffer of 100 feet was installed. The female flew off the nest when walking 20 feet south 
toward nest. - AHill
05/01/2012 - Clutch of 4 eggs (cream-colored with a few irregular spots) fill the small ground nest. No adult at the 
nest but several Lark Sparrows in the area. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Nestlings (approximately 2 days old). - SJohnston
05/09/2012 - An adult Lark Sparrow was brooding 3 newly hatched nestlings, and 1 unhatched egg remains in the 
nest. If the nesting attempt is successful, the 3 nestlings may fledge in 10 days, but if the remaining egg hatches, 
the nestling would not fledge for 11 or 12 days. - PKonrad

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042612_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/26/2012 TBD 04/26/2012 - ANHU comes to  nest and remains at 1230. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - ANHU incubation continues - female remains on nest. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Female ANHU continues to incubate, no feeding observed on multiple nest visits. - RRadd

TBD

BEWR Bewick's Wren 042612_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/26/2012 5/2/2012 04/26/2012 - BEWR pair carrying food to brush pile in midst of Tamarix thicket. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No BEWR detections, but based on prior observations, this nest presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

LASP Lark Sparrow 042712_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/27/2012 4/27/2012 04/27/2012 - Female was seen bringing material to nest over the course of an hour, the nest went from being 
60% complete to 90%. The female's brood patch was visible. Deterrents present included ongoing construction 
yard work such as skycrane operations, steel assembly and vehicle traffic. The nest was submitted for nest 
removal per NBMMP because of the necessity to fly out the steel piece immediately and that there were no eggs 
or nestlings present. - AHill

No

CALT California Towhee 042712_ghan_01 CP31-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - Observed location of nest in white sage (Salvia apiana) while driving down access road. When 
approaching nest, a California Towhee left substrate and observed 4 eggs in nest. 50-foot buffer staked with drive 
though access. - GHuffman
05/04/2012 - Eggs have hatched since the last visit. The towhee left the nest as the biologist quietly approached 
the buffer. The biologist slowly approached the nest, saw a nestling and quickly backed off to the edge of the 
buffer. The towhee returned to the nest about 5 minutes later. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042712_hwey_01 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE 4

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/27/2012 4/27/2012 04/27/2012 - Biologist A. Farmer reported observing HOFI pair carrying nesting material to interior of crane arm 
base atop crane truck in Sunrise Substation. Nest was found to be 10% complete with no eggs or young present. 
This vehicle was being used for active work when the nest was discovered. Operation of this crane was deemed 
necessary for ongoing wire pulling operations, and nest was photographed and removed according to NBMMP 
requirements. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 042712_lgan_01 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - Female House Finch was observed incubating 4 eggs. - LGorman
05/03/2012 - Female HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd

TBD
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LASP Lark Sparrow 042712_lgan_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 100 100 TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - Observed Lark Sparrow pair bringing nest material to the nest, in between periods of incubation. - 
LGorman
05/03/2012 - Nest is intact and empty with many feces at rim, suggesting previous monitoring was food carrying 
and nest has fledged. - RRadd

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 042712_lgan_03 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing 
Areas

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - A Phainopepla pair was observed bringing nesting material to the nest, which is approximately 90% 
complete. - LGorman
05/03/2012 - PHAI female feeding nest containing downy young. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042712_lgan_05 CP65-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - A female House Finch nest was observed bringing nest material to the nest repeatedly. The nest was 
approximately 95% complete. - LGorman
05/03/2012 - Female HOFI in nest at 1438. - RRadd

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 042712_lgan_06 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - A female Phainopepla was observed incubating the nest. She flew off the nest, gathered material, 
added it to the nest, and continued to incubate. - LGorman
05/06/2012 - Male flies in to nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042712_lgan_07 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - A female Lesser Goldfinch was observed flying onto the nest and remained there presumably to 
incubate. - LGorman
05/03/2012 - Potentially same nest as 041212_rrdd_03. No species detected at nest during 30 minute 
observation. - RRadd

TBD

CATH California Thrasher 042712_lton_01 EP101-2-PS-E Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - The nest was discovered during an active search. 2 eggs were in the nest. The female had flushed 
prior to discovery, and she called from a few shrubs while the biologist quickly took data. - LThoreson
05/03/2012 - Adult near. Nest still contains 2 eggs. - MKuehn

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042712_mdus_01 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - Female House Finch rapidly adding material to a nest that is approximately 75% complete, with the 
male in accompaniment. The female seems wary of a Cassin's Kingbird perched nearby, waiting to add material 
until the Kingbird leaves. - MDicus
05/05/2012 - Female HOFI incubating nest at 1020. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042712_mdus_02 CP51-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 130 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/27/2012 5/4/2012 04/27/2012 - Female observed making multiple trips with material to a nest that is approximately 80-90% 
constructed. - MDicus
05/04/2012 - Nest is gone, with no signs of it on the ground beneath the tower. This nest was never recorded to 
have progressed past the nest building stage. Did not reach active stage. Closed. - JDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 042712_rrdd_01 CP65-1-PS-N Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - Complete nest ready for first egg. Pair agitated at observer, returned at 50 feet. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - HOFI attending nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 042712_rrdd_02 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - Fresh grass nest, lined and complete. Various cup-nesting songbirds present, likely PHAI or HOFI. - 
RRadd
05/03/2012 - Not monitored this week due to MODO nest on ground 6 feet south. - RRadd

TBD

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 042712_rrdd_03 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - Twig basket, fully lined and ready for first egg. NOMO present. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - NOMO on nest at 1155. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042712_rrdd_04 CP64 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - HOFI flushed from nest and returned as soon as observer retreated 40 feet. Contents not accessible. 
- RRadd
05/03/2012 - No HOFI observed, and nest contents inaccessible at 1334. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042712_rrdd_05 CP64 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - Nest is only 4 feet from active HOFI nest, status of this nest unclear due to proximity. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs at 1333; no HOFI detected. - RRadd

TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 042712_rrdd_06 CP65-1-PS-N Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - Complete empty nest. LASP copulating nearby. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is clean, maintained and empty. LASP pair on nearest tall shrub copulated 5 times in 1 minute. - 
RRadd

TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 042812_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/28/2012 4/28/2012 04/28/2012 - Female was seen bringing material to nest actively, 80% complete. The nest was submitted for nest 
removal because of the necessity to fly out the steel piece in the future and that there were no eggs or nestlings 
present. Deterrents present included ongoing construction yard work such as skycrane operations, steel assembly 
and vehicle traffic. Nest was removed as per NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 042812_bald_01 69kV-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/28/2012 TBD 04/28/2012 - Pair of HOFI observed bringing nest material (once) and landing on and entering (4 times) the 
bracket for the lower arm on the west side of the pole. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minute observation period. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042812_ghan_01 CP31-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/28/2012 TBD 04/28/2012 - Observed adults making multiple trips to a coast live oak carrying nesting material. Nest appears to 
be approximately 50% complete. - GHuffman
05/05/2012 - Bushtits made a few visits to the nest. Nest construction has progressed, but is not yet complete. 
The neck is still a bit thin and see-through. Activity at the nest may have been subdued because of the presence of 
a Western Scrub-jay moving throughout the area, including the nest tree. - VEurs

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 042812_hwey_01 EP34-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 100 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/28/2012 5/4/2012 04/28/2012 - Female flushed from nest, which contains 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - Nest appears pulled apart with no eggs remaining. Nest closed due to predation. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 042812_ltiw_01 Jacumba Valley Ranch CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/28/2012 TBD 04/28/2012 - Female was seen entering the wheel area 3 times, but was never observed carrying anything inside. 
Each time she remained there for about 5 minutes. Several males and other females also in the vicinity. - LTymkiw
05/04/2012 - No House Finches observed near the 2 remaining water tanks during 30-minute observation period.. 
- PKonrad

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042812_ltiw_02 EP142-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/28/2012 TBD 04/28/2012 - A pair was observed making continuing trips to the nest with caterpillars. They were not affected by 
the tower work or by an avian biologist observing and recording data 40 feet away. - LTymkiw
04/30/2012 - A pair of Bushtits visited the nest, 1 entering nest, but no other activity observed during 30-minute 
observation period. A small, vocal flock of Bushtits was observed about 100 feet west of the nest site. - PKonrad
05/07/2012 - Nest intact and pair of Bushtits territorial; 1 adult had insects in its beak, so avian biologist left area 
and birds flew to nest. - PKonrad

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042812_rrdd_01 GS-NF-10 Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/28/2012 TBD 04/28/2012 - Female ANHU standing on rim of complete nest decorated with lichen flakes at 0710. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Female ANHU feeding 1 visible short-billed nestling at 1644. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - ANHU female comes to nest after 20 minutes away to feed single large nestling which has fully-
feathered head. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042812_rrdd_02 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/28/2012 TBD 04/28/2012 - LEGO pair building nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042812_rrdd_04 GS-NF-10 Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/28/2012 TBD 04/28/2012 - BUSH pair bringing material to nest at 10 minute intervals. Nest approximately 60% complete. - 
RRadd
05/04/2012 - BUSH pair making numerous trips to and from nest at 1348. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH making infrequent nest visits. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042812_rrdd_05 GS-NF-10 Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/28/2012 TBD 04/28/2012 - HOFI female incubating 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs at 1635. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOFI continue to tend this nest, which still contains 5 eggs. - RRadd

TBD

CAQU California Quail 042812_sjon_01 EP50-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/28/2012 TBD 04/28/2012 - Monitor reported flushing a California Quail from this nest while walking along the access road. 
Avian biologist did not see bird at the nest or nearby when mapping its location, but 4 eggs were visible. - 
SJohnston
05/01/2012 - Nest contains 8 eggs, but no California Quail were observed in area, suggesting the egg laying period 
continues in advance of the initiation of incubation. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - No adult California Quail present, but 11 brown-speckled cream-colored eggs can be seen in the 
ground nest - PKonrad

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042812_sjon_02 EP63-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/28/2012 TBD 04/28/2012 - Observed pair of Bushtits nest building. Nest is approximately 10% complete. - SJohnston
05/01/2012 - Although no Bushtit activity was observed 2 hours ago, Bushtits are now very actively nest building, 
with nest visits spaced 3 minutes or less apart. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Nest looks good, but no Bushtit activity was observed during 2 20-minute observation periods. This 
pair of Bushtits should be incubating at this time, and judging from past experiences, little activity is ever 
observed during Bushtit incubation. - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042912_bald_01 TL 6915 - 100984 69kv Tie Line Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/29/2012 TBD 04/29/2012 - HOFI pair observed at pole 100984, with female observed bringing nest material and entering the 
following arm brackets (note that these arms are not hollow; the bird enters the metal bracket attached to the 
wooden pole from below): upper eastern, middle eastern, lower eastern, and middle western. This nest is a 
candidate for removal and adding 'bird deterrents' to preclude access to any of these brackets. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042912_bald_02 TL 6915/6924 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/29/2012 TBD 04/29/2012 - HOFI pair observed once landing on pole arm, and female entering briefly before flying to adjacent 
pole. Observed only once during an hour-long observation period. The finches are likely 'checking out' potential 
nesting locations. This is a candidate for removal, as the pair has likely just initiated nest site selection/nest 
building. - BArnold
04/30/2012 - Avian biologist checked nest using lift, contains 4 eggs and as such remains active, no bird deterrent 
work was allowed. Other 2 brackets (upper E& W) contained no nest material. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 042912_bald_03 100983 69kv Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 4/29/2012 4/30/2012 04/29/2012 - Observed HOFI pair entering and bringing nest material to lower arm brackets attached to the east 
and west sides of the pole. This is a candidate for removal, as the pair has likely just begun the site selection/nest 
building process. - BArnold
04/30/2012 - Nest was examined by an avian biologist using a lift. The nest was about 10% complete, and 
contained no eggs or young. New substation work consisting of overhead wire stringing as well as O&M activities 
have been regularly occurring in the adjacent Sycamore Substation, including this past Saturday and Sunday. PAR 
requires the 69kV to be available for upgrades and energization in June, and will be working in the insulators 
within which bracket the HOFI partial nest was begun. Buffers would not likely have prevented this nest from 
being impacted during this future construction. This nest was initiated in spite of the ongoing work in the 
immediately adjacent Sycamore Substation consisting of 20+ member crews. As such, this partial nest was 
removed. - BArnold

No

AMKE American Kestrel 042912_bald_04 69kV-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/29/2012 TBD 04/29/2012 - AMKE observed entering third arm from top on western side of pole several times late in the day. - 
BArnold
05/03/2012 - No AMKE activity observed during 30-minute observation period. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold

TBD

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 042912_hwey_01 EP11-3 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/29/2012 TBD 04/29/2012 - Nest contains at least 3 nestlings, 1-2 days old. Adult heard calling within 5 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. - HWinfrey

TBD

CORA Common Raven 042912_mdus_01 CP39 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/29/2012 4/30/2012 04/29/2012 - On 4/28/12, biomonitor Sarah Farmer observed a pair of CORA carrying sticks to structure CP39. As 
of 16:30 on 4/29/12, the nest is now approximately 60-70% constructed. The CORA pair continued to nest build 
while the avian biologist photographed and recorded the nest. - MDicus
04/30/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing activities), per agency concurrence 
and through adherence to the NBMMP. The nest was nearly complete but contained no eggs or nestlings. Nest 
deterrents in the form of mylar flash tape at the base of the tower and a Daddy Long Legs nest preventer on the 
top phase of the tower were previously installed. Following concurrence, the nest was checked for eggs, 
photographed, and removed and in the presence of a qualified biologist. An approved nesting bird deterrent was 
installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. - MDicus

No

CATH California Thrasher 042912_mkhn_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/29/2012 TBD 04/29/2012 - An adult California Thrasher was observed on a nest that is 95% complete and contains no eggs or 
young. - MKuehn
05/06/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs. Adult heard calling nearby. - HWinfrey

TBD

AMKE American Kestrel 042912_vers_01 TL 6924 - 171697 69kV Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/29/2012 TBD 04/29/2012 - While monitoring poles for reconductoring activities, a pair of AMKE was observed entering the 
cavity on the east side of the steel monopole. An adult entered the cavity and remained for 30 minutes, exited 
and the second adult took its place. It appears the pair is incubating. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - After approximately 30 minutes of observation, the female arrived at the monopole carrying a 
rodent. She took the rodent into the nest cavity and remained within for another 15 minutes and was still inside 
when the biologist left the area. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 043012_ahll_01 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - 3 eggs in nest, biomonitor reported seeing pair enter nest. This crane was moved on Friday, 27 April 
at 1800 from EP1. This means this pair built this nest Friday night and Saturday morning, laying 1 egg/day on 
Saturday, Sunday, and Monday. - AHill
05/01/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs, should start incubating full time tomorrow. - AHill
05/09/2012 - Female on nest, unable to view nest contents. Male perched on crane. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 043012_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/30/2012 4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - Pair was seen flying out of nest location and male singing in area, nest was approximately 20% 
complete. Mylar deterrents installed on crane. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to 
material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative 
options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was 
not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. No eggs or young were present, and nest was 
removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 043012_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/30/2012 4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - Pair was seen flying out of nest location and male singing in area; nest was approximately 50% 
complete. Mylar deterrents installed on crane. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to 
material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative 
options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was 
not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. No eggs or young were present and nest was 
removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 043012_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/30/2012 4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - House Finch nest found with no eggs, about 15% complete, in mast of lift equipment. Work, both 
new substation construction and O&M activities, occurs everyday, and this lift is available for use by both every 
day. Lift equipment essential to both new and O&M activities necessitated removal. Nest was photographed and 
removed, per the NBMMP. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 043012_bald_02 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/30/2012 4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - Nest with no eggs, about 50 percent complete, in mast of lift equipment. Work, both new 
substation construction and O&M activities, occurs everyday, and this lift is available for use by both every day. 
Lift equipment essential to both new and O&M activities, and nest was necessary for removal to continue these 
operations. Nest photographed and removed following stipulations of the NBMMP. - BArnold

No
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AMKE American Kestrel 043012_bald_03 TL 6924 - 137897 69kV Tie Line Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - A female AMKE was observed by the biomonitor as it flew onto the monopole and perched. Avian 
biologist was called and arrived within 5 minutes to evaluate the situation. Crew continued to work for an hour, 
because the biomonitor lost sight of the bird while telephoning avian biologist, and it was assumed the bird had 
flown off the monopole. The biomonitor and avian biologist monitored this work. When crew used a hand-held 
power wrench which caused considerable vibration in the monopole, an adult AMKE emerged from the bracket 
end of the lowest western arm and flew to the next steel monopole several hundred feet to the north and 
perched. The crew was asked to stop work due to the status of the monopole containing an active AMKE nest. The 
crew needed to remove the temporary ground-wires they had previously installed to satisfy safety requirements. 
During the 20 minutes the crew was working to remove the temporary ground wires and other protective 
features, the female AMKE circled the pole in smaller and smaller circles, finally landing on the arm and entering 
the cavity 15 minutes after it had left, and while the crew was finishing removing the temporary plastic sheet 
protections from the lower arm on the east. The crew finished their work and left, as was requested. About 10 
minutes later, the male AMKE was briefly observed as it slipped into the cavity. It should be noted that the female 
was within the hollow steel arm for an hour, while the crew installed temporary ground wires and removed and 
replaced an insulator, apparently not disturbed enough to leave until a particular hand-held power tool created 
vibration that resulted in the bird emerging from the cavity. - BArnold
05/07/2012 - After approximately 30 minutes of observation, the male kestrel landed atop the monopole with 
food, calling loudly. The female exited the cavity, flew up and took the food item from the male. She carried it to 
the monopole directly north, where she consumed the food and was eventually joined by the male. The male 
returned to the nest cavity where he perched on the edge, looking into the cavity for a minute or so. He then flew 
off, and as the female returned, she gave chase to a starling. She eventually returned and re-entered the cavity, 
without bringing in food. He soon returned with a lizard that he gave to the female after she exited the nest 
cavity. She carried the food north, as before, and he chased off a crow. As the biologist was leaving the area, the 
female returned to the nest cavity. - VEurs

TBD

CORA Common Raven 043012_ghan_01 CP27 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - Pair observed perched on tower and displayed low tolerance and agitation when approaching tower 
from ground. Nest appears to be 100% complete. - GHuffman
05/07/2012 - One adult on nest, and the other adult perching nearby, vocalizing, and chasing a Red-tailed Hawk 
from the territory. - MDicus

TBD

HOFI House Finch 043012_hwey_01 EP39-1-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - At least 2 nestlings in nest, 6-8 days old. - HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - Adults at nest at 0635. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Male perched near nest. 2 fully feathered nestlings in nest. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - At least 1 HOFI nestling remains in nest at 0650, primary pinfeathers 80% emerged. - HWinfrey

TBD

CALT California Towhee 043012_jdus_01 CP31-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - Adult departs from nest shrub when nest was originally discovered from 5 feet away. Observer 
retreated to a point 45 feet from nest and close to edge of access road. Adult returns to incubate 3 eggs in nest in 
3 minutes' time, to remain for duration of additional 20-minute observation period. - JDicus
05/07/2012 - As the biologist approached the nest, a towhee flew to other side of the shrub clump, which 
enabled the biologist to examine the nest contents. It still contains 3 eggs. The adult returned to the nest after 
about 10 minutes. - VEurs

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 043012_ltiw_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - Female being fed by male while laying on a complete nest. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Female observed on the nest through the entire observation period. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 043012_ltiw_02 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - Female was on nest for 45 plus minutes. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Female observed on nest throughout observation period. - VEurs

TBD

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 043012_mdus_01 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/30/2012 4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - A pair of Cassin's Kingbirds was observed carrying nest material to the north end of the top bridge. 
Between 09:55 and 10:15, 5 trips were made to the nest. Percent completion is unknown, given the nest location. - 
MDicus
04/30/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire sagging), per agency concurrence on 4/30/12 
and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape and Daddy Long Legs nest 
preventers. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman was dropped at the top of 
the tower and removed the nearly complete Cassin's Kingbird nest and installed a nest deterrent on the end of 
the arm. At the time of removal (approximately 17:15), the nest was 95-100% constructed but contained no eggs 
or nestlings. Photos were taken of the removed nest material. - MDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 043012_mdus_02 CP85-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - Bio/Avian monitor C. Vettes observed a female House Finch on the nest for approximately 15 
minute observation period. - MDicus
05/05/2012 - Female HOFI on nest does not depart at 1620. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 043012_mdus_03 CP85-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - HOFI female was observed making multiple trips with material to a nest that is approximately 75% 
constructed. The male accompanied her on each trip. - MDicus
05/05/2012 - Female HOFI departs complete nest at 1621. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 043012_mdus_04 CP85-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - Bio/Avian monitor C. Vettes observed a pair of Bushtits adding material to a nest in a Hesperoyucca. 
A female Lesser Goldfinch was observed pulling material from the outside of the nest; however, the Bushtits 
continued construction. M. Dicus later observed the pair making at least 5 additional trips to the nest with 
material. - MDicus
05/05/2012 - Nest appears sound and intact; male visits and enters at 1645. - RRadd

TBD
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RCSP Rufous-crowned Sparrow 043012_rrdd_01 CP56-1-PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - RCSP female making many trips to nest which appears outwardly complete. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - RCSP lying in nest at 0706 did not depart. - RRadd

TBD

COHU Costa's Hummingbird 043012_rrdd_02 CP56-1-PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 2 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/30/2012 5/1/2012 04/30/2012 - Female COHU lying on 1 egg. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest is larger and more complete than previous monitoring but empty with disheveled lining, 
suggesting predation. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 043012_rrdd_03 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - BUSH pair making infrequent trips to nest, no item carry observed 1140 - 1150. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - BUSH male with feathers enters nest and remains at 1108. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 043012_rrdd_04 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - LEGO pair attending relatively large mostly lined nest (95%) complete with no eggs. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest is complete, lined and empty. LEGO pair attending. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 043012_rrdd_05 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 88 100 80 80 Nest did not reach active stage 4/30/2012 5/3/2012 04/30/2012 - BUSH pair carrying material to nest approximately 80% complete. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest has been destroyed by unknown agents prior to completion. - RRadd

No

KILL Killdeer 043012_sjon_03 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 300 100 130 130 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/30/2012 5/5/2012 04/30/2012 - Killdeer incubating eggs. - SJohnston
05/05/2012 - At 1055, this nest was observed being predated by a Common Raven by biomonitor C. Johnson. 
CORA searched area while both KILL performed distraction displays and called loudly, then was seen eating 
something in vicinity of nest. Biomonitor was 160 feet from nest when activity was detected and observed 
predation from 130 feet. Avian biologist M. Kuehn arrived in time to observe adult KILL fly 2 eggshells away from 
nest, depositing 1 150 feet ENE of nest in yard, and another 300 feet from nest outside of yard to south. A third 
eggshell was found 135 feet east of nest on ground within yard. Both discovered eggshells were broken open and 
no contents were present. No blood or embryonic development was detectable in egg membrane indicating eggs 
were relatively freshly laid. Nest site was later inspected and found to contain no eggs. Nest closed and buffer 
signs removed. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - No comment. Nest closed. - SJohnston

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 043012_vnik_01 EP112-3 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/30/2012 5/1/2012 04/30/2012 - Observed wren carrying nest material to cavity. - VNovik
05/01/2012 - The nest appears 90% complete and the birds were seen building the nest inside the black plastic 
sheeting covering the pile of straw wattles. No eggs or young were in the nest. A BMP maintenance crew was 
onsite today refreshing BMPs, effectively serving as a deterrent. Removal of the nest was required based on 
impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate options, and 
potential for more nests at the idle material pallet during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was photographed and 
removed per the NBMMP. The straw wattle pile and all plastic sheeting was removed following the nest removal. - 
VNovik

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 050112_hwey_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - Female on nest with frequent trips off nest to feed. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - No activity observed at nest. At least 3 ANHUs were detected within 10 feet of nest. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050112_jdus_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 5 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

5/1/2012 5/7/2012 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 3 trips to nest which appears to be over 75% constructed. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - UPC crew dispatched to check nest contents as nest was candidate for removal if it did not contain 
eggs. Nest was found to contain 1 egg, so nest was left in place and a 30-foot buffer was established. - EStrods
05/05/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest before the crew climbed the tower. They did not return while the crew 
was in the tower. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - No evidence of the nest was present upon avian biologist's arrival before crew arrived. There were 
some pieces of eggshell on the ground beneath the nest area. - LTymkiw

No

HOFI House Finch 050112_jdus_02 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips to nest location with material. Plate and height in tower preclude ability to see 
nest from ground level. Percentage of nest constructed unknown. - JDicus
05/05/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest before the crew climbed the tower. They did not return while the crew 
was in the tower. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Pair seen copulating near nest and the male later fed the female. They did not return while the crew 
was in the tower, but came back once the crew left. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Pair observed in aerial mating and returning to nest area. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Nesting material was pillaged by big male kingbird. Male tried to fight him off. Male was also 
defending nest against other males. Pair then scattered when crew was in tower. Pair rebuilding as soon as crew 
descended. - FHoffman

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050112_jdus_03 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 5/1/2012 5/2/2012 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 1 trip to 50% constructed nest with material. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - A request to remove this House Finch nest was approved, following the NBMMP. Accompanied by 
an avian biologist, a UPC crew member photographed then removed the dilapidated nest. The nest did not 
contain eggs or young. Deterrents were placed at the nest site. - EStrods

No
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HOFI House Finch 050112_jdus_04 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips with material. Nest not visible from ground.  Percentage of nest constructed 
unknown. - JDicus
05/05/2012 - No House Finches were observed visiting this nest. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - No House Finches were observed visiting this nest. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - No activity, but could have shifted to one of many other pair activity hubs. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - No activity, although hard to see. - FHoffman

TBD

WREN Wrentit 050112_ltiw_01 EP141-E-C Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - A pair of Wrentits was heard calling back and forth. The area around the female was searched, and a 
nest was found with the female on it. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Adult Wrentit incubating clutch of 4 pale blue eggs. - PKonrad

TBD

WREN Wrentit 050112_ltiw_02 EP141-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - Adult flew from nest when biologist walked by. Nest contains 5 pale blue eggs. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - An adult Wrentit is incubating clutch of 4 pale blue eggs. - PKonrad

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 050112_ltiw_03 EP141 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Woodlands and Forests Other 27 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/1/2012 5/7/2012 05/01/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed bringing caterpillars to a complete nest several times. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Nest looks good, but no Bushtits were observed or heard in the area during a 40 minute observation 
period. It appears the nestlings that were repeatedly being fed by the adults last week have fledged - closed. - 
PKonrad

Yes

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 050112_lton_01 EP141 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - There are 4 nestlings. The adult was not on the nest, but was very vocal when the nest was 
discovered. - LThoreson
05/07/2012 - Two large downy nestlings with partly developed wing feathers are in nest; 1 is a couple days 
younger than the other, judging from differences in size. Both adults are very territorial, calling. Nestlings may 
fledge by the end of the week. - PKonrad

TBD

CAQU California Quail 050112_lton_02 EP141 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Woodlands and Forests BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 100 100 Indeterminate 5/1/2012 5/7/2012 05/01/2012 - An adult California Quail flew from the nest when an avian biologist inadvertently waked within 3 
feet of the nest, which contains 15 eggs. - LThoreson
05/07/2012 - California Quail clutch has hatched and the brood has vacated the area with the female - or the eggs 
were carried away or swallowed whole by a predator, as no signs of eggshells can be found in nest or anywhere 
around it - closed. - PKonrad

N/A

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050112_mdus_01 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - A female LEGO was observed visiting a nest that appears to be 100% constructed. The female was 
observed standing in the nest for brief periods before leaving. It is presumed she is in the egg laying stage of 
nesting. - MDicus

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 050112_rrdd_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - Female PHAI on nest shaping cup which appears complete departs nest when male carrying material 
scolds. Male returns to nest when observer moves to 60 feet. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Male PHAI lying on nest at 1212. - RRadd

TBD

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 050112_rrdd_02 CP62-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - CAKI pair carrying Centaurea melitensis florets and Muhlenbergia stems, building nest in tower. - 
RRadd
05/08/2012 - CAKI pair continue to make trips and occupy this nest. Pair attacks RTHAs within 300 feet. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 050112_rrdd_03 CP57-E-C Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - BUSH pair working on nest which appears 80% complete 1208. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - BUSH departs nest at 0747. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050112_vers_01 CP49 Temp work Area Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/1/2012 5/8/2012 05/01/2012 - Female LEGO incubating on a complete nest. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - The nest almost completely gone. Only about 5% of the nest material remains to indicate the nest 
location. It appears this nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes (most likely because of nest 
predation). - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Female is bringing nesting material to 75% complete nest, male singing nearby. - AHill
05/08/2012 - Female incubating on nest full-time. - AHill

TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 050212_ahll_02 SWAT Training Facility Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs. - AHill
05/04/2012 - Female incubating full time, but was off nest for approximately 15 minutes on her own accord. 
Female did not fly off nest when approached at 10 feet. - AHill
05/08/2012 - Female on nest incubating. - AHill

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/2/2012 5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Observed female bringing lining material to nest with male singing nearby. Nest was found to be 
90% complete. Streamer deterrents were present on equipment but no cavities were plugged. No eggs or young 
were present. Nest was removed per the NBMMP based on the need to use the crane for tower assembly, and if 
the crane was demobilized, then it would affect tower assemblies from progressing properly. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_ahll_04 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/2/2012 5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Observed female bringing lining material to nest with male singing nearby. As the nest was located 
25 above ground, in steel, a lineman climbed up and assessed the nest while the avian biologist was nearby giving 
direction. Based on the material taken out by the lineman, nest was approximately 30% complete. No eggs or 
young present. Nest was removed per the NBMMP based on the need to use the crane for tower assembly, and if 
the crane was demobilized, then it would affect tower assemblies from progressing properly. - AHill

No
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HOFI House Finch 050212_ahll_05 EP39-1-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Observed female bringing lining material to 90% complete nest, male nearby singing. - AHill
05/04/2012 - Brief drive-by observation of female HOFI remaining on nest while vehicle passed. Female lays on 
nest with tail toward traffic and head toward inside of gate. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - One egg in nest. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Female flushed at 3 feet. 5 eggs in nest. - BArnold

TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 050212_bloh_01 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Female on nest, incubating. Male foraging in area, then exchanged places with female on nest. - 
BLohstroh
05/09/2012 - Female on nest while male foraged, nest exchanged at 0808, and male took over. - BLohstroh

TBD

NUWO Nuttall's Woodpecker 050212_elss_01 GS-NF-28 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Male observed chasing a house wren out of the area. The male entered the cavity and stayed inside 
until the female arrived, after 10 minutes. The female then entered the cavity. - ELoveless
05/08/2012 - No Nuttall's Woodpeckers were observed or heard during an extended period in the area, about 70 
minutes, that included checking other nearby nests. - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI seen carrying nesting material to the first orange marker ball west of the tower. The 
male HOFI was seen entering marker ball hole without material. - EStrods
05/05/2012 - Pair was observed entering the marker ball several times. On 1 occasion, the male fed the female on 
the wire right outside the entrance to the ball. - LTymkiw
05/09/2012 - Adults flew in and out of ball, then female remained inside. - FHoffman

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_02 GS-NF-13 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI was seen carrying nesting material inside the marker ball. A male House Finch was 
seen entering the marker ball without nesting material. - EStrods
05/05/2012 - Pair was observed entering the marker ball several times, but was never observed carrying nesting 
material inside. - LTymkiw

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_03 12kV Pole Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Female HOF I was seen carrying nesting material into the third marker ball (yellow) west of CP75. - 
EStrods

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_04 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI seen carrying nesting material to nest approximately 10% complete. - EStrods TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_05 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - A female HOFI was seen carrying nesting material to a nest that appears to be 10% complete - 
EStrods

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_06 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - A female House Finch was observed carrying nesting material to the nest which appears to be 75% 
complete. - EStrods

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_07 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - A female House Finch was observed carrying nesting material to this nest that appears to be 
approximately 90% complete. - EStrods
05/05/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest briefly several times while the crew was in the tower. They were never 
observed carrying nesting material to the nest. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Pair visited and stayed at the nest during the work activities. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Pair and 2 other finches observed on plate and pair bonding. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - No comment. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Male defending nest and being attentive to female, not quite sure of stage. - FHoffman

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_08 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - A female House Finch was seen carrying material to this nest which appears 90% complete. - 
EStrods

TBD

HOWR House Wren 050212_hwey_01 EP27-1-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - HOWR in cavity remains at entrance hole until nest is approached within 5 feet, the bird's 
reluctance to leave area indicates there are eggs or young in nest. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - No HOWR activity observed at nest from 1052 to 1107. Male HOWR singing 3 feet from entrance. 
Ash-throated Flycatcher pair in area, ATFL flies to cavity entrance and looks inside at 1104. - HWinfrey

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050212_hwey_02 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Nest appears complete. Female observed briefly lying in nest, then resuming foraging. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs at 1248. - HWinfrey

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050212_hwey_03 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Biomonitor reports seeing female adding nesting material. Nest is 90% complete, only lacking lining. 
- HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Female on nest at 1254. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_kats_02 CP78-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/2/2012 5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI was seen carrying a Chaenactis flower to the area on top of the locks over the sliding 
bar for this gate, which is used nearly every day by Project personnel. The nest was about 5% complete, and 
contained no eggs or young. The nest was photographed and removed following the NBMMP, as this access road 
is required for continued usage. Several Project vehicles entered and left through the gate after the nest was 
removed, effectively serving as deterrents. - KAlberts

No
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CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 050212_mdus_01 CP43-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 5/2/2012 5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - A pair of Cassin's Kingbirds was observed making multiple trips with material to the lowest arm on 
the west side of the structure. - MDicus
05/02/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (spacer installation and wire sagging), per agency 
concurrence on 5/02/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape at 
the tower base. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman was dropped at the 
top of the tower and removed the nearly complete Cassin's Kingbird nest and installed a nest deterrent on the 
end of the arm. At the time of removal (approximately 17:00), the nest was 95-100% constructed but contained 
no eggs or nestlings. Photos were taken of the removed nest material, and a nest deterrent was installed in its 
place. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 050212_mkhn_01 GS-NF-28 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 8 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/2/2012 5/8/2012 05/02/2012 - Adult Bushtits brought material to nest many times. Nest is 5% complete. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Virtually no progress has been made on this nest since found on 5/2. No BUSH detected within 40 
feet of nest in 30 minutes of passive observation. Nest site appears to have been abandoned in early building 
stage. - MKuehn

No

HOWR House Wren 050212_mkhn_02 GS-NF-28 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Adult House Wren was seen carrying nesting material into cavity. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Pair active in cavity, although 1 is most active 'cleaning' the entry with its bill and ducking into the 
cavity; second wren perched nearby, sang twice, and was gone for most of 30-minute observation period. - 
PKonrad

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 050212_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - BUSH make making occasional trips from nearby fledged BUSH nest with purloined material, no 
female detected. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH make infrequent trips to nest at 0704. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050212_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/2/2012 5/9/2012 05/02/2012 - LEGO pair copulating adjacent to new nest which appears complete. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Considerable excretions at and under nest indicates successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 050212_rrdd_03 Hartung CY-N Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - HOFI pair building nest which appears complete. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nest is complete, but no HOFI detected from 1330-1345. - RRadd

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 050212_rrdd_04 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - PHAI pair carrying material to nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - PHAI pair continue carrying material to nest at 1556. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_rrdd_05 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 53 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/2/2012 5/6/2012 05/02/2012 - Nearly complete nest at lowest tip of mistletoe clump appears to be HOFI nest built on abandoned 
PHAI platform. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Nest has detached from substrate and fallen sideways. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_vnik_01 Rough Acres CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Observed finch leave nest. 3 eggs present in nest. - VNovik
05/09/2012 - Buffer signs have been run over; tire tracks and footprints inside buffer. Bird incubating on nest. - 
VNovik

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_vnik_02 Rough Acres CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/2/2012 5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Onsite monitor reported seeing House Finch carrying material to trailer while watching the rest for a 
couple of hours, in the morning, At least one female finch was seen carrying material to the nest site at that point. 
A pair of House Finches was observed for approximately 2 hours. The pair was observed at the nest, and a second 
pair was also observed near the nest. At least 1 female was observed carrying material to the nest. The nest 
appears 80% complete. No eggs or young were in the nest. Removal of nest was required based on impact to 
material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate options, and potential for 
more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest deterrents in the form of daily 
meetings, traffic, and construction activities have occurred in the area daily. Nest was removed per NBMMP. - 
VNovik

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 050312_ghan_01 CP31-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren making multiple trips with nesting material (feathers) to a cavity located in 
a coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia). 50-foot buffer staked with drive-through access. - GHuffman

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 050312_hwey_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - Female flies to nest at 0820 and remains on it. - HWinfrey TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 050312_hwey_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - Female on nest with frequent trips to forage, then immediately returning to nest. - HWinfrey TBD

HOFI House Finch 050312_hwey_03 CP87-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed pair of HOFIs adding nest material throughout the day. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Female remains on nest with lift 20 feet away. HOFI later leaves nest and 3 eggs are visible. - 
HWinfrey

TBD

CALT California Towhee 050312_lton_01 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - The female flushed the nest when approached, 3 eggs are in the nest. - LThoreson TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 050312_rrdd_01 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - LASP incubating 3 eggs. - RRadd TBD

MODO Mourning Dove 050312_rrdd_02 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - MODO incubating 2 eggs. - RRadd TBD

HOFI House Finch 050312_rrdd_03 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - HOFI pair making repeated trips to this location with grass stems and leaving without. Some 
material visible from below. - RRadd

TBD

AR067308
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CALT California Towhee 050312_sjon_01 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - California Towhee flew from the area of nest while biological monitor was walking through area. 
Nest was found with 1 egg. - SJohnston
05/09/2012 - California Towhee incubating 3 light blue brown-speckled eggs. - PKonrad

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 050312_vers_01 CP6-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - Onsite biomonitor A. Steyers observed a pair of Bushtits bringing nesting material to the top of 
yucca inflorescence, as construction was ongoing in the morning. The nest is braced against the flower stalk and is 
about 60% complete. Sunlight can still be seen through the bottom of the nest and it is not ready for egg-laying. 
The Bushtits visited the nest as the biomonitor and avian biologist stood 15-20 feet away. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050312_vnik_01 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/3/2012 5/3/2012 05/03/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed for approximately 20 minutes. At least one female was 
observed carrying material to the nest. The nest appears 1% complete. No eggs or young were in the nest. 
Removal of nest was required based on impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost 
impact relative to alternate options, and potential for more nests at the piece of equipment during the 
anticipated nest cycle. Nest deterrents in the form of mylar tape and plastic sheeting were in place on the truck. 
Nest was removed per NBMMP. - VNovik

No

HOFI House Finch 050412_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/4/2012 5/4/2012 05/04/2012 - Pair was seen flying out of nest location and male singing in area, nest was approximately 50% 
complete. Mylar deterrents installed on flatbed. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to 
material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative 
options, and potential for more nests at the piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a 
candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the trailer. No eggs or young were present and nest was 
removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

MODO Mourning Dove 050412_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - MODO on nest. - BArnold TBD

MODO Mourning Dove 050412_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - Nest with 2 eggs. Flushed adult MODO at about 2 feet. - BArnold TBD

MODO Mourning Dove 050412_bald_03 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - MODO on nest. Dove did not flush, even at less than 1 foot beneath nest. - BArnold TBD

HOFI House Finch 050412_bald_04 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - Observed female HOFI accompanied by male bring nest material to this nest, after removing from 
closed nest 15 to the west. - BArnold

TBD

MODO Mourning Dove 050412_bald_05 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - Adult MODO on nest, didn't flush at 4 feet. - BArnold TBD

HOFI House Finch 050412_bald_06 Encina Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

5/4/2012 5/7/2012 05/04/2012 - Nest with 1 egg in lift mast. - BArnold
05/07/2012 - Still 1 egg in nest. This nest has been abandoned, and was removed by the avian biologist. HOFI nest 
discovered 4 May with 1 egg. Due to its location on a lift, it was unclear if this nest was viable at that time (that is, 
whether the egg had been laid that day), or if the nest had previously been abandoned due to the lift being used 
and moved after this egg was laid. As of 7 May there remained only 1 egg, indicating that this nest had been 
previously abandoned. Because the lift equipment in the Encina Substation is available for both SRPL and O&M 
work activities, it remains unclear which specific group last used the equipment with the nest, although the 
presence of the nest was not known at that time. - BArnold

No

BTSP Black-throated Sparrow 050412_ddso_01 EP255-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - This nest was discovered by a biomonitor while monitoring the splicing activities at EP255-2. An 
avian biologist determined that the nest contained 4 nestlings which were being fed by an adult. - DDitommaso

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050412_ddso_02 EP255-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/4/2012 5/4/2012 05/04/2012 - This House Finch nest was discovered at 0845 this morning in a truck by a biomonitor while 
monitoring the splicing activities at EP255-2. The truck has only been at this site since 11am yesterday, so by 
virtue of its motion, has served as a deterrent to nesting activities. Prior to this site, it was sitting at the Helix Yard. 
An avian monitor was dispatched to EP255-2 and determined that there were no eggs or young in the nest in the 
truck which was 100% complete. A pair of House Finch was observed checking out the nest, but did not bring any 
material to it. Best guess given the timeline of events and observations is that the nest was built prior to arriving 
at EP255-2 and a pair of House Finch discovered this existing nest. The nest was photographed and removed 
following NBMMP stipulations, as the truck was needed immediately. - DDitommaso

No

BUSH Bushtit 050412_hwey_01 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - 2 Bushtits observed adding material to nest, which appears to be 80% complete. At one point, 
Bushtit flew to closed Bushtit nest 022112_mdus_01 and removed nest material, then carried it to new nest. - 
HWinfrey

TBD

HOWR House Wren 050412_hwey_02 EP35-1-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 5/4/2012 5/4/2012 05/04/2012 - HOWR observed adding nest material. Nest examined, no eggs or young detected. - HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - HOWR nest approximately 80% built was photographed and removed according to NBMMP 
protocol, with approval by SDGE and CPUC/agency concurrence. No eggs or young were present. Nest was located 
within cavity in gate created by plastic sheeting and tape put in place as a nesting bird deterrent. This area was 
sealed following removal of nest with instructions posted to keep this opening sealed after gate operation. - 
HWinfrey

No
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ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 050412_mkhn_02 EP78-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - Adults visited nest site several times, one carrying coarse grasses into post and emerging without 
material each time. Uncertain how complete nest is at this point. - MKuehn

TBD

SPTO Spotted Towhee 050412_mkhn_03 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - While passively observing a RTHA nest, a female SPTO was observed emerging from a grassy area 
and returning 10 minutes later. The area was searched and she flew from a nest containing 3 eggs. She returned 
to the nest 30 seconds after the biologist retreated to 50 feet from the nest. - MKuehn

TBD

SPTO Spotted Towhee 050412_mkhn_04 EP79-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - Adult flew from nest as biologist walked past while following a Wrentit. Nest contains 3 eggs. - 
MKuehn

TBD

WREN Wrentit 050412_mkhn_05 EP79-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - Both adults observed carrying nesting material to a 5% completed nest. - MKuehn TBD

HOWR House Wren 050412_rrdd_01 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - Female making trips carrying small items to cavity with male in constant close attendance. Male also 
carries stems to next cavity below - presumed alternate nest. - RRadd

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 050412_rrdd_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - Male PHAI shaping cup in nearly complete nest. - RRadd TBD

CALT California Towhee 050412_rrdd_03 CP70-3-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - CALT lying in nest observed empty 1 week ago. - RRadd TBD

HOFI House Finch 050412_rrdd_04 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - HOFI female carrying material into cavity and remaining for a minute at a time. Male attends. - 
RRadd

TBD

KILL Killdeer 050412_sjon_01 EP54-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - Killdeer incubating 4 eggs. - SJohnston
05/09/2012 - An adult Killdeer is incubating a clutch of 4 eggs; the adult walked away from the nest when the 
avian biologist approached within 60 feet; stood 60 feet away from nest, then returned to nest as soon as 
biologist turned around and began leaving the area. The Killdeer did not call, and no other adult was observed or 
heard in the area. - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050412_vers_01 CP7 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed entering and exiting the lowest arm on the south side of the 
steel monopole at least a dozen times over the course of an hour. On at least 3 occasions, the female carried 
nesting material into the end of the arm while the male perched atop the arm, singing. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050412_vnik_01 Thing Valley CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/4/2012 5/4/2012 05/04/2012 - Biomonitor observed female finch making several trips to nest with nest material. Nest was located 
late in the afternoon yesterday. Nest location is in area of tank that inhibits the operation of pumps und other 
tanks needed for dust control purposes. The tire is wrapped in plastic as a deterrent. Nest could become flooded 
if tank overflowed. Nest is approximately 30% complete with no eggs or young. Removal of nest was required 
based on impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate 
options, and potential for more nests at the piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest deterrents 
in the form of mylar tape and plastic were hung on the water tank. Nest was photographed and removed per 
NBMMP. - VNovik

No

OATI Oak Titmouse 050512_hwey_01 EP32-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/5/2012 TBD 05/05/2012 - Adult OATI making frequent brief trips inside nest cavity from 0631 to 0701. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - OATI brings food to nest cavity at 0639. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - OATI brings food to nest at 0631. - HWinfrey

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050512_hwey_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/5/2012 TBD 05/05/2012 - Female Lesser Goldfinch gathering spider webs and flying to nest with male mate-guarding and 
following female's movements. - HWinfrey

TBD

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 050512_hwey_03 Alpine CY Construction Yards Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/5/2012 TBD 05/05/2012 - Female on nest at 1400. - HWinfrey TBD

HOFI House Finch 050512_hwey_04 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/5/2012 5/5/2012 05/05/2012 - Biomonitor A. Bryant observed a HOFI pair making 4 trips to nest cavity with coarse nesting 
material, indicating nest was early in the nest-building stage. Nest removal was requested to allow for ongoing 
Alpine Underground wire testing. No buffer reduction was possible, as the nest was in the area of the current and 
pending work. Nest cavity was examined and it was determined that nest could not removed. Cavity was covered 
with netting to prevent further nest building, per the NBMMP. Pair was observed immediately investigating other 
possible nest sites in the area. - HWinfrey

No

CALT California Towhee 050512_ltiw_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/5/2012 TBD 05/05/2012 - A pair of California Towhees was observed in the vicinity of the nest, which contains 4 nestlings. - 
LTymkiw

TBD

HOWR House Wren 050512_rrdd_01 CP81-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/5/2012 TBD 05/05/2012 - HOWR female carries feather to nest and stays at 0724. - RRadd TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 050512_rrdd_02 CP78-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/5/2012 TBD 05/05/2012 - Nest is approximately 50% complete, and in progress. - RRadd TBD

HOFI House Finch 050512_rrdd_03 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/5/2012 TBD 05/05/2012 - Nest appears complete with female lying in nest. - RRadd TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 050512_rrdd_04 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/5/2012 TBD 05/05/2012 - ANHU nest building, approximately 50% complete at 1440. - RRadd TBD

HOFI House Finch 050612_fhan_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - HOFI nest of forbs and grass in slight cup shape removed (35%) complete, with no eggs or young 
present, per the NBMMP. Nest site was photographed and confirmed by an avian biologist. The truck is used daily 
for Sunrise operations, necessitating the removal of this nest from within the cab of the truck. - FHoffman

No
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LASP Lark Sparrow 050612_fhan_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/7/2012 05/06/2012 - Pair of adults was observed multiple times carrying nest material to angle steel on ground. Upon 
inspection, a cup nest was found under a piece of angle steel. Another partially complete cup nest was also found 
adjacent to the first nest. - FHoffman
05/07/2012 - Pair was seen bringing in nesting material to 80% complete nest. Nest was discovered on 4/6/12 and 
was approved to be removed as per the agencies. No deterrents were present on steel, but heavy work activities 
were occurring all around. The nest was submitted for nest removal per NBMMP because of the necessity to fly 
out the steel piece immediately and that there were no eggs or nestlings present. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 050612_fhan_04 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - HOFI pair detected building nest. Nest had no eggs or young and was about 40% complete. Nest 
removed from actively used auger truck, needed every day for Sunrise construction, per the NBMMP. The nest 
was photographed, confirmed, and removed by an avian biologist. - FHoffman

No

HOFI House Finch 050612_fhan_05 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - HOFI pair detected nest building. Nest was approximately 15% complete of various cut shrubs and 
grasses and contained no eggs or young. Since this nest was found under construction inside an actively used wire 
truck that is needed for Sunrise wire-stringing operations, this nest was photographed and removed following the 
NBMMP. - FHoffman

No

WEBL Western Bluebird 050612_hwey_01 Suncrest-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/6/2012 TBD 05/06/2012 - Female WEBL observed leaving cavity at 1100, returning with grassy material at 1106. - HWinfrey TBD

HOFI House Finch 050612_mkhn_01 Rough Acres CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - Biomonitor observed adults making many trips to nest throughout the day, including while water 
trucks were filling from the front of tank 20 feet away and while water tank was being filled using generator and 
pump 45 feet away. Traffic routinely passed along access road 10 feet away. Birds are virtually undeterred from 
nesting by activity near nest and apparently began constructing nest after vehicle was parked here yesterday. Nest 
is 50% complete and contains no eggs. Since this equipment is needed for construction currently, this nest site 
was photographed and all nesting material was removed per the NBMMP, before the opening was stuffed with 
crumpled paper which was taped into place as a deterrent. - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 050612_mkhn_02 Rough Acres CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/6/2012 TBD 05/06/2012 - Biomonitor observed adults making many trips to nest throughout the day, including while water 
trucks were filling from the front of tank 25 feet away and while water tank was being filled using generator and 
pump 30 feet away. Birds are virtually undeterred from nesting by activity near nest and brought material to nest 
while avian biologist stood 10 feet away while logging nest location. Nest appears to be about 40% complete. - 
MKuehn

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050612_mkhn_03 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - Adult HOFIs were observed carrying nesting material into small cavity in end of crane arm. Electrical 
testing occurred on site yesterday, and the crane was used then. No nesting activity was observed at this location 
as of 1930 on 5/5, so nest construction began today. This crane is needed for the completion of electrical testing 
onsite, and even if another crane were used, this one would need to be moved for the work to be completed. The 
nest was inspected and found to be 85% complete and partially lined, but containing no eggs. The nest was 
photographed and removed per the NBMMP. The cavity, and another close by, were stuffed with mesh netting 
crumpled up, and the openings were duct taped closed to prevent future nesting attempts. - MKuehn

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 050712_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Nest was found during sweep of yard by monitor right before skycrane was to pick up legs 140 feet 
away. The avian biologist and two groundmen protected the nest from skycrane rotor wash. The men held a wood 
board 5 feet from nest while avian biologist shielded the nest. The winds were 19 mph above the shield, 13 mph 
behind the shield, and 1-2 mph at the nest with the avian protecting the nest with their body. After the skycrane 
activity, the nest was monitored full time for approximately 45 minutes, and the female was seen returning to the 
nest soon after the activities and resumed incubating. The nest contains 4 eggs. - AHill

TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 050712_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Female is brooding at least 3 nestlings. Both parents seen bringing food to nestlings during crane 
activity at 45 feet from nest. - AHill
05/08/2012 - Female on nest brooding. Observed male feed female. - AHill

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050712_ahll_04 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/7/2012 5/7/2012 05/07/2012 - Pair was seen flying out of nest location and male singing in area; nest was approximately 65% 
complete. Mylar deterrents installed on storage container. Removal of nest was required based on potential 
impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to 
alternative options, and potential for more nests at the piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest 
was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the trailer. No eggs or young were present and nest 
was removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 050712_fhan_02 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Detected by yard monitors. Female incubating 3 eggs. Flushed upon approach at 2 feet. - FHoffman TBD

HOFI House Finch 050712_fhan_03 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Observed by monitors. Adults have not been seen for awhile. May not reach active stage. - 
FHoffman

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 050712_ghan_01 EP9-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Bushtit observed making 3 trips to a manzanita with nesting material within an observation period 
of 15 minutes. Nest appears to be 5% complete. Buffer signs staked at 50 feet. - GHuffman

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 050712_hwey_01 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/7/2012 5/7/2012 05/07/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed a pair of House Finches adding nest material to site inside bracket on 
monopole tower CP87-1. It was determined that nest removal was necessary to allow ongoing underground wire 
testing and that buffer reduction would not be possible. Nest was examined and found to be 20% complete with 
no eggs or young present. Male and female were adding nest material with biologist observing from a boom lift at 
a distance of 10 feet. Nest was removed in accordance with the NBMMP. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 050712_jdus_01 CP74-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips to nest with material. Male chases second male away from vicinity of nest, 
defending nest site. Pair forages upslope of tower and to the west. - JDicus

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050712_jdus_02 CP74-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Pair visits marker ball together 4 times, twice the female carries nesting material inside to remain 
for 10-30 seconds and reappear at entrance. Male enters once through opposite entrance and departs almost 
immediately to land on fiber optic line nearby. Male does not enter marker ball again for duration of observation 
period, despite attending the female on each visit to nest site. Pair copulates on line near nest entrance. - JDicus

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050712_jdus_03 CP74-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips to marker ball, female carries material inside while male sings from line outside 
entrance. - JDicus

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050712_jdus_04 GS-NF-13 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Pair visits nest inside marker ball 3 times, only once with obvious material carried inside by female, 
indicating nest building. The female remains inside the ball for 2 minutes before exiting. Male enters once very 
briefly, preferring to sing from perch on fiber optic line 10 feet from entrance while female enters. Male feeds 
female on line 30 feet from marker ball. - JDicus

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050712_jdus_05 GS-NF-13 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Pair makes the long flight up to this marker ball 5 times together. Large obvious bill full of nesting 
material brought to ball twice, but distance was too great to tell for certain whether smaller amounts of material 
were brought on subsequent trips to nest site. Pair enters together once, male exits to perch on line nearby 
within 10 seconds. The rest of the time, the female enters while male perches near entrance. - JDicus

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050712_jtor_01 CP98-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - HOFI pair observed carrying nest material to cavity in lowest eastern arm. - JTaylor TBD

HOFI House Finch 050712_jtor_02 CP86 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - 1 nest located on west side where plates meet to join legs. Female flew away from nest when site 
was approached. Nest on west appears complete, feathers of lining visible. - JTaylor

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050712_jtor_03 CP86 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Second pair of HOFI building a nest on south of tower. - JTaylor TBD

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 050712_ltiw_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - A pair was observed bringing lining material several times to the nest while the crew was working in 
the tower. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Pair very actively building nest, vocalizing and pair bonding. Adult attempted to grab mule tape left 
on tower. Nest is very obvious. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Adult male building nest, bringing in material and stealing material from HOFI nests on side arms. 
Female on nest, flushed when 1 crew climbed to her level  and returned when he descended. - FHoffman

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050712_rrdd_01 CP54-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - LEGO pair attending. Female made 3 trips with material in 15 minutes to next approximately 25% 
complete, 1335. Nest position makes this nest highly vulnerable to rotor wash. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050712_rrdd_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - LEGO female on nest intermittently. Leaves nest in response to parked vehicle at 50 feet, returns at 
75 feet. - RRadd

TBD

RWBL Red-winged Blackbird 050712_sjon_01 EP53-3-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Nest found while biological monitors were checking pitfall traps. Female incubating 4 eggs. - 
SJohnston

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050812_fhan_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 65 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/8/2012 5/9/2012 05/08/2012 - Both adults building nest. Started day at 10% complete. - FHoffman
05/10/2012 - May 9; F. Hoffman reports that nest material gone. Perhaps kingbirds plundered it or blown off by 
wind. - KAlberts

No

HOFI House Finch 050812_hwey_01 EP39-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/8/2012 5/8/2012 05/08/2012 - Female HOFI was observed carrying nest material into a canvas bag hanging from a steel beam in 
tower structure EP39-1. The bird was observed making 10 trips with material between 0730 and 0745. The nest 
was examined and found to be 20% complete with no eggs or young present. The site has ongoing tower 
assembly and a nest buffer reduction was not possible. Nest was removed in accordance with the NBMMP. - 
HWinfrey

No

ROWR Rock Wren 050812_hwey_02 EP39-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - ROWR observed carrying nest material into cavity at 0725. - HWinfrey TBD

HOFI House Finch 050812_hwey_03 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 100 100 Removed 5/8/2012 5/8/2012 05/08/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed female HOFI adding nest material to nest. Nest was examined and 
found to be 75% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was determined to not be feasible, as 
ongoing wire testing work requires access to area.  Nest was removed in accordance with NBMMP, with SDGE & 
CPUC approval and agency concurrence. Deterrents remain on both riser towers in this area. - HWinfrey

No

SPTO Spotted Towhee 050812_lgan_01 EP30-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - An adult Spotted Towhee was observed incubating the nest. The adult vacated the nest upon the 
avian biologist's discovery of the nest, revealing 2 eggs. - LGorman

TBD
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 050812_mdus_01 CP39-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - The CAGN pair was observed rapidly adding material to a nest that is approximately 20% 
constructed. - MDicus

TBD

LBVI Least Bell's Vireo 050812_mkhn_01 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - T. Cooper observed female observed adding material to nest, followed by male. Nest approximately 
40% complete. - MKuehn

TBD

MODO Mourning Dove 050812_rrdd_01 CP57-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - MODO pair carrying sticks and copulating at nest site 0700. - RRadd TBD

CALT California Towhee 050812_rrdd_02 CP57-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - CALT pair making 8 trips in 10 minutes carrying beaks full of "straw" to nest location at 0722. - 
RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 050812_rrdd_03 CP57-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - BUSH pair making numerous trips carrying silk, dried Salvia leaves and grass stems to nest 
approximately 20% complete 0955. - RRadd

TBD

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 050812_rrdd_04 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - NOMO binding sticks into nest approximately 60% complete 1200. - RRadd TBD

HOWR House Wren 050812_rrdd_05 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - Male HOWR singing and guarding cavity entrance and entering occasionally 1237. - RRadd TBD

KILL Killdeer 050812_sjon_01 EP67 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - Killdeer incubating 4 eggs. - SJohnston TBD

WEKI Western Kingbird 050812_vnik_01 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 100 100 100 100 Removed 5/8/2012 5/9/2012 05/08/2012 - Yard monitor observed bird carrying material to nest. Observed nest site for 30 minutes while 
Western Kingbird made approximately 10-15 trips to nest with material. Nest appears 30-40% complete and does 
not contain eggs or young. Deterrents in the form of active steel assembly within 200 feet, helicopter flights 
within 150 feet, traffic within 100 feet, and air crane picks recently within 200 feet have occurred. - VNovik
05/09/2012 - Monitor observed bird carrying nesting material to nest location. Over 20 minute period, bird made 
10-12 trips. Nest estimated to be 30% complete, with no eggs or young. Removal of nest was required based on 
impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impacts relative to alternate options, and 
potential for more nests on the tower that still requires work, during the anticipated nest cycle. No nest 
deterrents were in place on tower, however active construction and helicopter flights have been occurring in the 
area. Nest was removed per NBMMP. - VNovik

No

OTHE Other 050812_vnik_02 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - While checking a nearby nest, a Horned Lark was observed carrying nesting material. The bird was 
observed from 65 feet, and it flew to nest location. A check of the nest revealed 1 egg. - VNovik
05/09/2012 - Air crane delivered tower section in yard within 150 feet of nest. Check of nest revealed  2 eggs. Bird 
observed returning to nest within 15 minutes of crane departure. skycrane picked steel tower section from yard 
at a distance of 150 feet from nest.  Nest was checked post pick and eggs were intact and present in nest. 
Observed  nest from outside buffer for approximately 1 hour. Bird was not observed at or near nest. - VNovik

TBD

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 050812_vnik_03 McCain Valley CY Construction Yards Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - Monitor observed bird on nest. 3 eggs in nest. - VNovik TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 050912_dbby_01 CP17-1-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - After surveyors (D. Busby, C. Brungraber, R. Quilley) observed pair for approximately 1.5 hours, the 
nest was discovered with at least 3 nestlings (approximately 6 days old). Adults were observed repeatedly carrying 
food to vicinity of nest. Adult occasionally territorial with scolding and mewing. - DBusby

TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 050912_dbby_02 CP17-1-E-B Access Road Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - After surveyors (D. Busby, C. Brungraber, R. Quilley) observed pair for approximately 2 hours, the 
nest was discovered. The male was initially observed incubating/brooding on the nest; we immediately backed 
away from the nest after its discovery and watched 3 more nest exchanges.
 - DBusby

TBD

SPTO Spotted Towhee 050912_esds_01 CP104-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - Adult incubating 4 eggs. - EStrods TBD

WREN Wrentit 050912_esds_02 CP104-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - Adult incubating. Nest contains 4 pale blue eggs. - EStrods TBD

HOFI House Finch 050912_fhan_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - Pair actively building all day, even tried to pilfer from kingbird. - FHoffman TBD

HOFI House Finch 050912_hwey_01 CP87-1 Structures Herbaceous Wetlands, Freshwater, 
and Streams

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/9/2012 5/9/2012 05/09/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed female HOFI adding nest material to nest. Nest was examined and 
found to be 25% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was determined to not be feasible, 
since ongoing wire testing work requires daily access to area. Nest was photographed and removed in accordance 
with NBMMP. Deterrents are numerous on the tower. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 050912_hwey_02 CP87-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

UG - cable pulling/splicing 50 100 100 100 Removed 5/9/2012 5/9/2012 05/09/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed HOFI female carrying nest material to bracket located just above 
middle arm. Nest examined and found to be 5% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was 
determined to not be feasible, as ongoing wire testing work requires access to area. Nest was removed in 
accordance with NBMMP. Deterrents remain on both riser towers in this area. - HWinfrey

No
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RCSP Rufous-crowned Sparrow 050912_jdus_01 CP17-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - Adult on prominent perch nearby does not approach nest while avian biologist monitors from a 
distance of 50 feet. After returning later in the day to check for birds tending this nest, wing flutter coming from 
the nest site and moving downslope to the west indicating the departure of an incubating adult was audible, 
though no bird was seen leaving the nest. Nest is 100% constructed and contains 4 glossy white, unmarked eggs. 
Nest and eggs consistent with RCSP. Nest cannot be seen from beyond the established 100-foot buffer. - JDicus

TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 050912_mdus_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - The CAGN pair was observed making multiple trips (approximately 8 trips in 30 minutes) to a nest 
that is 90-95% constructed. The male was not observed carrying material but appeared to be escorting the female 
while she added material to the nest. The pair was also observed mobbing a California Towhee temporarily 
perched in an adjacent shrub. - MDicus

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 050912_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - BUSH making many trips repairing previous nest NID 022312_rrdd_03. - RRadd TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050912_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - LEGO pair making multiple trips constructing new nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd TBD

HOFI House Finch 050912_rrdd_03 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - HOFI incubating 3 eggs 1000. - RRadd TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050912_rrdd_04 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - LEGO pair building new nest approximately 25% complete 1445-1500. - RRadd TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050912_rrdd_05 GS-NF-10 Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - LEGO female coming to complete, lined, empty nest 1604. - RRadd TBD

WEKI Western Kingbird 050912_sjon_01 EP54-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - Observed pair building nest and defending nesting territory. - SJohnston TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 120511_imll_01 CP64-2-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 12/5/2011 TBD 12/05/2011 - Pair of Red-tailed hawks observed bringing nesting material to previously existing nest from 2011 
season. Pair made multiple trips between 0930 and 1030 and did not appear disturbed by Project-related traffic 
operating up to 120 feet from the nest, including the use of multiple gates within the 500-foot buffer. - IMaunsell
12/13/2011 - One adult hawk was observed flying from the nest area away to the west. No work was occurring. 
Weather conditions included constant light precipitation, which may have suppressed nesting behavior. - 
IMaunsell
12/22/2011 - No activity observed at nest between 0730 and 0800. No work was occurring on the site. - IMaunsell
12/30/2011 - No activity observed at nest from 0930-1020. One adult was perched in adjacent oak tree and 
another hawk was perched on a smaller oak approximately 800 feet to the west. - IMaunsell
01/06/2012 - One hawk observed on nest at approximately 0800, potentially egg laying. After approximately 3 
minutes, another hawk flew into the nest with an item in its beak. This item could have been nesting material or 
food. Neither bird appeared deterred by frequent helicopter traffic or vehicle traffic along the access road. - 
IMaunsell
01/09/2012 - RTHA on this territory did not interact with nest during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - RTHA perched above nest flushed at Air-crane flyover and did not return during 30 minute 
observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - One RTHA observed perched up near nest for approximately 15 minutes did not directly interact 
with nest. Location prevents sufficient view of the nest cup to discern a low lying hawk. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - RTHA pair observed copulating away from nest. Monitor reports fresh material added to nest on 29 
January. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA pair driving juvenile RTHA from territory, followed by pair-bonding displays. They did not 
settle on nest during two 20 minute observations. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Status is unclear - egg-laying appears to be on hiatus - two nest visits from 1427-1735 during which 
nest material was arranged, but otherwise activity is low. Rain yesterday. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - RTHA Standing on nest for 20 minutes. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - Despite nest visits, no incubation appears yet in progress. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation - presumed incubating. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - RTHA incubating and does not leave nest during 20 minute observation on rainy day. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - RTHA incubating, does not leave nest during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
04/11/2012 - RTHA prone on nest in light rain at 1208 gives no indication of hatched young. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Adult RTHA feeding at least 2 downy young at 0708. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nestlings have feathered wings and exercise periodically. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Young have well developed secondaries, are mostly feathered and spend time standing at nest, 
exercising wings   RRadd

TBD
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May 11, 2012 
SDG&E Sunrise Powerlink 

Dayle Cheever  
Environmental Mitigation Manager 
San Diego Gas & Electric 
Sunrise Powerlink 
1010 Tavern Road 
Alpine, CA 91901 
  
Subject:  Sunrise Powerlink Arroyo Toad Monthly Progress Report #9 

April 7, 2012 to May 11, 2012 
 

Dear Mrs. Cheever: 

The San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E) Sunrise Powerlink project has several protective measures in place to 
avoid, minimize, and/or mitigate for impacts to the federally-endangered arroyo toad (Anaxyrus californicus; 
ARTO). ARTO exclusion fencing, vegetation clearing, survey procedures, reporting requirements and relocation 
procedures follow the “Arroyo Toad Relocation Plan” (Plan; RECON 2010), United States Fish & Wildlife Service 
(USFWS) Biological Opinion, SDG&E Sunrise Powerlink Special-Status Species Construction Monitoring 
Approaches (SSCMA; SDG&E, Version 9, updated January 18, 2012), guidelines presented in the “Declining 
Amphibian Task Force Fieldwork Code of Practice” document, and additional superseding agency-approved 
modifications to said documents and procedures. SDG&E is required to submit monthly progress reports 
detailing ARTO activities to the wildlife agencies and other parties as necessary or requested. SDG&E 
commenced ARTO monitoring and surveys on August 18, 2011 on the existing access road in McAlmond Canyon 
that runs between structures EP53-3 and EP49. Since that time, ARTO fencing work, construction activities, 
and/or ARTO surveys have occurred at all three required occupied ARTO areas: McAlmond Canyon, Long Potrero 
and Hauser Canyon (figures attached).  

During the period covered in this report, Best Manangement Practice (BMP) installation/maintenance and 
vegetation maintenance occurred at the EP67 east and west pull sites. In Long Potrero, surveys were completed 
at EP67 east and west pull sites.  

This is the ninth monthly Sunrise Powerlink Arroyo Toad Monthly Progress Report, and summarizes ARTO 
monitoring, surveys, construction, and fence installation for said areas between April 7, 2012 and May 11, 2012. 
To date no ARTO have been observed during construction fencing or monitoring within impact areas, while 5 
ARTO have been observed on the Long Potrero Mitigation Property, south of the Project ROW. One ARTO was 
observed on April 24, three ARTO were observed on April 25, and one ARTO was observed on April 26. Four (one 
April 24, and 3 April 25 prior to rain event) of the ARTOs were observed in the absence of rainfall or significant 
soil moisture. 

ARTO surveys are now complete in all construction  areas within ARTO occupied habitat in McAlmond Canyon, 
Long Potrero, and Hauser Canyon.  Unless additional work areas are requested or significant fences breaches 
occur during a time when toads are active no more night time surveys are scheduled.  Daily surveys within ARTO 
fencing will be completed until project completion.  Once the project is complete fencing will be removed under 
the supervision of an approved ARTO handler. 
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Mrs. Dayle Cheever 
May 14, 2012 
Page 2 
 

 

 

 

Installation and Inspection of Exclusion Fencing 

McAlmond Canyon: The installation of ARTO exclusion fencing along the primary access road concluded on 
August 31, as described in a previous report. Tower sites were subsequently completed, and ARTO surveys have 
been completed in all areas. Toad guards have been installed at the east and west ends of the access road. Daily 
inspections of the fence at all areas within McAlmond Canyon were conducted by approved biological monitors, 
ARTO biologists, and/or PAR Electric environmental personnel, and repairs were made by Warren James 
Construction and/or PAR Electric personnel with the assistance of biological monitors and ARTO biologists, as 
available and/or necessary, in order to remain in compliance with project mitigation measures. 

Long Potrero: Vegetation clearing activities associated with fence installation and ARTO fence installation is 
complete. All required fence and toad guards have been installed. The EP67 tower site and the EP67 east and 
west pull sites were separated with exclusion fencing in order to complete clearance surveys with the limited 
amount of water available for simulated rain events in the area. . Portions of the fencing that separated the pull 
sites from each other and the tower site were removed after surveys were complete.  Daily inspections of the 
fence at all areas within Long Potrero were conducted by approved biological monitors, ARTO biologists, and/or 
PAR Electric environmental personnel, and repairs were made by Warren James Construction and/or PAR 
Electric personnel with the assistance of biological monitors and ARTO biologists, as available and/or necessary, 
in order to remain in compliance with project mitigation measures. Any repairs were monitored by an approved 
ARTO handler.  

Hauser Canyon:  The installation of ARTO exclusion fencing along the access roads and work sites concluded on 
February 25, as described in a previous report. Vegetation clearing activities are complete, and helo-reinforced 
ARTO exclusion fencing has been installed at all tower sites to ensure integrity during helicopter operations and 
construction activities. All required fence and toad guards have been installed. Inspections have been completed 
by various biological monitors present in the area. ARTO surveys have been completed in all areas. Daily 
inspections of the fence at all areas within McAlmond Canyon were conducted by approved biological monitors, 
ARTO biologists, and/or PAR Electric environmental personnel, and repairs were made by Warren James 
Construction and/or PAR Electric personnel with the assistance of biological monitors and ARTO biologists, as 
available and/or necessary, in order to remain in compliance with project mitigation measures. 

All mitigation measures relevant for the protection of ARTO and all other biological resources were adhered to 
throughout the vegetation clearing and fence installation procedures in all three areas. No remedial measures to 
avoid, minimize, or mitigate for any potential impacts to ARTO were necessary during the installation or 
inspection activities. 

Simulated or Natural Rain Events and Nocturnal Surveys 

Please see the Table at the bottom of this section for survey conditions including simulated rain events 
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performed. 
 
McAlmond Canyon:  No ARTO surveys or simulated rain events occurred during the time covered by this report.  
 
Long Potrero:  Simulated rain events occurred on the afternoons of April 24 and 25 at EP67 east pull site before 
conducting ARTO surveys. The sites were soaked to depths of at least 1‐2 inches, per the Plan. Two water trucks, 
each with a hose attachment, were used for approximately one and a half to two hours in the late afternoon to 
water the sites. The timing of the watering was intended to minimize evaporation and maximize soil penetration 
before nightfall. Water applications were concentrated on the looser soils within the fenced areas suitable for 
toad burrowing, such as leaf litter, churned soils and mammal burrows. A biologist worked with the truck driver 
to direct the water applications to the most prime burrowing areas.  
 
A significant natural rain event began at 2330 with a temperature of 53 degrees Fahrenheit on April 25. This 
allowed surveys to be conducted after midnight on April 25, as well as the on following evening at EP67 west 
pull site. 
 
Hauser Canyon: No ARTO surveys or simulated rain events occurred during the time covered by this report.  
 
A team of ARTO biologists conducted nocturnal surveys of the above sites after each simulated or natural rain 
event (Table 1). The surveys were conducted following parameters within the Declining Amphibian Task Force 
guidelines, and Sunrise Powerlink documents and mitigation measures relevant for this species. Surveys began 
at least 45 minutes after sunset and were conducted during conditions when amphibians were presumed or 
documented active.  . The biologists slowly walked within the fenced areas and searched for toad presence with 
headlamps and/or flashlights, looking for eyeshine, toads, and/or toad movement. Satisfactory visual access was 
obtained within the fenced areas, characterized largely by the open ground of the vegetatively cleared pulls 
sites, but also included small mammal burrows and some areas of leaf litter. 
 
No ARTO were observed within the exclusion fencing. Five ARTO were observed south of the Project ROW on 
the Long Potrero Mitigation Property. Wildlife species found within the fenced areas were translocated outside 
the fenced area or allowed to exit via their own means.  
 
Results included:  
 
EP67 east pull site (4/24/12): 1 western long-nosed snake (Rhinocheilus lecontei lecontei) relocated from EP67 
west pull site. 1 adult arroyo toad (Anaxyrus californicus), and 1 adult California toad (Anaxyrus boreas 
halophilus) observed along main access road on Long Potrero Mitigation Property. 
 
EP67 east pull site (4/25/12): 3 adult arroyo toads observed along the main access road through Long Potrero 
Mitigation Property. 6 California toads, 1 western long-nosed snake, 4 western spadefoots (Spea hammondii), 2 
two-striped garter snakes (Thamnophis hammondii), 1 Baja California treefrog (Pseudacris hypochondriaca 
hypochondriaca), 1 California vole (Microtus californicus), 1 deer mouse (Peromyscus maniculatus), 1 striped 
skunk (Mephitis mephitis), 1 long-eared owl (Asio otus), 1 lark sparrow (Chondestes grammacus), and 1 common 
poorwill (Phalaenoptilus nuttallii) observed on Long Potrero Mitigation Property. 
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EP67 west pull site (4/26/12, continued from 4/25/12 survey): 1 deer mouse (Peromyscus maniculatus) 
relocated from EP67 west pull site. 1 adult arroyo toad observed along access road on Long Potrero Mitigation 
Property and 9 California toads on Long Potrero Mitigation Property. 
 
EP67 west pull site (4/26/12): 1 Dulzura Kangaroo rat relocated from EP67 west pull site. 4 California toads 
observed along access road on Long Potrero Mitigation Property and 6 western spadefoots on Long Potrero 
Mitigation Property. 
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Table 1.  Survey Conditions 

Date Site 
Survey 

No. 
Simulated 

Rain 

Start‐
End 

Time 

Start‐
End 

Temp. 
(˚F) 

Avg. 
Relative 

Humidity 

Avg. 
Wind 
Speed 

Avg. Sky 
Condition 

(Cloud 
Cover %) 

Precip. Sunset Moonset 
Moon 
Phase 

Surveyors 

4/24/2012 
EP67 East 

Pullsite 
2 Yes 

2030-
2120 

61-59 70% 
0-1 

mph 
100% None 1926 2241  11.4% 

Alicia Hill, Ed Ervin, 
Ryan Quilley, Anna 

Bryant 

4/25/2012 
EP 67 East 

Pullsite 
3 Yes 

2020-
2115 

57-50 80% 
0-3 

mph 
50% None 1926 2329 18.4% 

Kris Alberts, Andrew 
Borcher, Brian 

Lohstroh, Kailash 
Mozumder, Ryan 

Quilley, Anna Bryant 

4/26/2012 
EP 67 West 

Pullsite 
2 No 

0020-
0045 

55-53 100% 
0-3 

mph 
100% Yes 

1926 
(4-25-
2012) 

2329 18.4% 

Kris Alberts, Andrew 
Borcher, Brian 

Lohstroh, Kailash 
Mozumder, Ryan 

Quilley, Anna Bryant 

4/26/2012 
EP67 West 

Pullsite 
3 No 

2010-
2120 

54-55 87% 
0-1 

mph 
88% None 1927 0013 26.8% 

Alicia Hill, Travis 
Cooper, Ryan Quilley, 
Scott Trageser, Anna 

Bryant 
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Toad Guards 

Toad guards are installed on the access roads at all fence area entrances and exits, and at the edge of the 
fencing where non-project use roads intersect the exclusion areas. The design includes varying lengths 
(depending on road width) 8-inch deep steel cattle guards with rounded slats. The guards are placed on the 
ground surface and have class 2 base gravel ramped up to both ends. The exclusion fencing is installed up to the 
edges on the exclusion side of the guard. The guard is left open to the sides outside of the fenced area so that 
wildlife can escape (see photo below). Any herpetiles that approach the guard from the surrounding non-
excluded area will fall into the guard and can escape to either side. The depth of the cattle guards is sufficient to 
prevent all toads and most frogs from jumping up through the guard and being able to enter the exclusion area.    

Vehicles and other equipment can travel over the guards without having to remove and reinstall a fenced 
entrance. This design is particularity effective for areas that are exposed to other off-road vehicular activity, 
including U.S. Border Patrol traffic. Non-project related traffic can cross through the excluded area without 
removing or smashing fencing. This design is also unique because it allows wildlife to escape the excluded area 
unaided by biologists.   

The guards are inspected daily during fence inspections to ensure wildlife does not remain under the guard and 
sediment does not accumulate under the guard. If sediment is allowed to accumulate, the guard area may 
become attractive to burrowing wildlife or accumulate enough material to allow wildlife to climb into the 
exclusion area. 

Toad guards were designed through collaboration between ARTO biologists Kris Alberts and Andrew Borcher, 
and PAR Electrical engineers. Guard design and installation was approved via email by USFWS for this project.  
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Discussion and Recommendations 

The complete absence of toads from within the exclusion fencing from areas previously surveyed and cleared 
indicate that the fencing and maintenance procedures are effective in preventing toad species from entering 
project areas. Daily site inspections are ongoing at this time to ensure fence integrity, and no significant 
breaches have occurred to date. The fence should be closely monitored throughout the arroyo toad breeding 
season to ensure a 100% exclusion rate. 

No ARTO were observed in the construction areas. The five ARTO that were observed in the adjacent habitat on 
the Long Potrero Mitigation Property indicate that these toads are active, and could breed if conditions improve.   
Currently, water flow in the occupied habitat adjacent to the project areas is not sufficient for ARTO breeding 
success and no egg masses and/or tadpoles have been observed this season. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns regarding this progress report. I can be reached at 
kalberts@chambersgroupinc.com or 949-933-6505.  

Respectfully, 

CHAMBERS GROUP, INC. 

 

Kris Alberts 
Senior Biologist / Project Manager / Arroyo Toad Resource Lead 

 

ATTACHMENTS 

Arroyo Toad Exclusion Fence Maps:  McAlmond Canyon, Long Potrero and Hauser Canyon 
Photographs 
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Photo 1.  An arroyo toad observed on April 24, 2012 (Hill). 

 

Photo 2.  An arroyo toad observed on April 25, 2012 (Borcher). 
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Photo 3.  A western spadefoot observed on April 25, 2012 (Borcher). 

 

Photo 4.  A California toad observed on April 26, 2012 (Bryant). 
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Photo 1: 0900 looking west towards nest prior to work 

 

Photo 2: 0900 nest with eggs in it. 
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Photo 3: 0900 looking at nest location from south. Nest in between steel  

 

Photo 4: 1030 Crew rigging slings to lift steel from buffer.  
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Photo 5: 1039 bridges have fallen over 

 

Photo 6: 1039 nest intact after bridges have fallen 
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Photo 7: 1106 crew rigging fallen western bridge section  

 

Photo 8: 1106-1148 western bridge section being lifted 
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Photo 9: 1106-1148 western bridge section moving out of buffer. 

 

Photo 10: 1148 western bridge section fully removed from buffer  
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Photo 11: 1148 crew rigging eastern bridge section 

 

Photo 12: 1215 both sections of steel removed from buffer, nest location in foreground 
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Photo 13: both sections of steel removed from buffer, nest location in foreground 

 

Photo 14: 1215 horned Lark incubating on nest. 
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Sunrise Powerlink 2012 Nest Monitoring Log

1 of 164 2/20/2015

Min.

Species 
Code Common Name Nest ID ID Type Habitat

Most Intense Construction (hand crew, 
heavy machinery, vehicle access)

 Distance 
from 

Construction 
to Nest (ft.)

Initial 
Buffer 

Distance 
(ft.)

Nest Outcome 
Buffer 

Distance (ft.)

Smallest 
Buffer 

Distance  (ft.) Nest Outcome
Date Nest 

Found

Nest 
Outcome 

Date Survey Dates and Observations Fledged
RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010312_imll_01 CP6-1-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/3/2012 TBD 01/03/2012 - Pair was observed occupying nest areas between 1200 and 1330 on 12/30/2011. One hawk brought 

nesting material to the nest and perched on the nest on multiple occasions. The other hawk of the pair perched 
adjacent to the nest on the tower. Neither bird appeared deterred by continuing conventional foundation work 
occurring at the site. - IMaunsell
01/12/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship display, followed by one hawk bringing decorations to the nest and standing 
in the nest. - RRadd
01/20/2012 - Female bringing nest material and periodically lying on nest, male attends less often. Considerable 
fresh eucalyptus greens on nest since last monitoring, but pair still spending long periods away from tower. - 
RRadd
01/23/2012 - RTHA female lying on nest and male adjacent on tower - 0730-0745. K-Max arrives at 0746 and 
female departs, returning briefly at 0749 to perch next to male (who remains on tower). Helicopter activities 
continue. Female departs again - 0750. Male departs 0751. Both birds leave the area and do not return. 
Helicopter continues through 0802. Link Lead and Avian Team Lead notified.  Helicopter subsequently returns and 
construction activity continues; RTHAs not observed again. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No RTHAs associating with nest or tower site during one hour observation. A pair of RTHA was 
observed approximately 1000 feet north of CP6 but these birds did not approach the nest area. - RRadd
01/27/2012 - Male RTHA noted briefly on nest tower prior to construction activity, but no hawks observed with 
1500 feet of nest while work occurring. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - RTHA pair generally staying away from nest during work activity. Copulation observed 350 feet 
south-west of nest at 10:17 during period of low work activity, followed by pair moving away from nest area. 
Avian Biologist (M. Dicus) reports female returned to nest at 12:23. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - Nesting activities were monitored continuously between 0710 and 1720 during wire pulling 
operations.  Observations include:
0710 - Adult female RTHA observed on nest, adult male soaring overhead.  0715 - Pair leave nest and fly out of 
view.  0720 - UPC construction crew arrive at CP6 for wire pulling.  0915 - Pair observed perching on Sunrise tower 
CP6 for approximately 5 minutes before flying out of view.  0930 - Helicopter began flying sock line between CP15 
and CP3.  1015 - Pair observed copulating on existing lattice tower east of nest.  1030-1215 - Intermittent 
courtship displays, soaring, and perching in vicinity of CP6, CP7, nest tower, and lattice structure to east.  1215 - 
Adult female returned to nest.  Construction activities at this time were minimal--no helicopters.  1230 - Adult 
female left nest.  No change in construction activity. - JDicus
01/30/2012 - 1445 - Adult female perched on edge of nest for 30 seconds before leaving again.  No change in 
construction activity.  1610 - Adult perched on lattice tower above nest.  1630 - Adult landed at nest.  1632 - Adult 
left nest and flew to northwest out of view.  No change in construction activity at this time. - JDicus
01/31/2012  The nest was monitored continuously between 0700 and 1740 during wire pulling activities  

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010312_pkad_04 EP32-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/3/2012 TBD 01/03/2012 - Nest looks built up since last observed in dilapidated shape in September (may be active); 1 adult 
Red-tailed Hawk perched in tree 200 feet west, hunting. - PKonrad
01/09/2012 - No apparent changes at nest. Pair of Red-tailed Hawks soaring low over nest and higher to west of 
nest; female is missing secondary feathers on both wings. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched on highest pole 300 feet southeast of nest site; male soon begins 
soaring over area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - No hawks observed in area; no indication of recent activity at nest. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - No hawks observed in area and no recent activity apparent at nest. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - No apparent activity at nest; 1 Red-tailed Hawk flew in to perch on pole 400 feet northeast of the 
nest site after 15 minutes of observing the area (no indication of attachment to the nest during another 15 
minute period). - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - No activity observed at nest over a 45 minute period. - AHill
02/15/2012 - No hawks observed in area, although nest may be built up more than last week. Rare slow Sunrise, 
City, and Border Patrol drive-by vehicles. - PKonrad
02/15/2012 - No activity observed over an hour span in morning. - AHill
02/22/2012 - Adult female Red-tailed Hawk standing on nest, bending over twice during 40 minute period. Male 
initially perched on pole 250 feet north of nest; eventually soared low over nest, then soared higher and out of 
area. After leaving for 15 minutes, the biologist returned to find female in incubating (or egg laying) position. 
Some slow Sunrise, City, and Border Patrol traffic passes along access road, but no response by female on nest. - 
PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Observed an adult incubating on nest. Installed additional nest buffer signs for drive through only 
Sunrise use. - AHill
02/27/2012 - Adult on nest incubating. Not disturbed by light, slow drive through traffic. - AHill
02/29/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on nest. Periodic slow, Sunrise, City, and Border Patrol drive-by 
vehicles.
 - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Female seen on nest incubating and shading. Male was observed perched and preening on a nearby 
tree. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
03/10/2012 - Adult on nest incubating. - AHill
03/12/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tree nest; another adult perched on pole to northwest. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest did not flush as biologist drove past. Nest is intact after storm event. - VEurs
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest incubating. - AHill
03/23/2012  Adult Red tailed Hawk standing over nest with head down  then settled into brooding position with 

TBD

Nearest Project Feature
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Code Common Name Nest ID ID Type Habitat
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Construction 
to Nest (ft.)
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Distance 
(ft.)

Nest Outcome 
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Distance (ft.)
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Buffer 
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Date Nest 

Found

Nest 
Outcome 

Date Survey Dates and Observations Fledged

Nearest Project Feature

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010412_imll_02 EP236-1/EP237-1 PS-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/4/2012 TBD 01/04/2012 - No activity was observed at the nest. Nest is old and continues to be unoccupied. This nest was 
monitored throughout the 2011 season. No whitewash, fresh material, or prey remains were observed. - 
IMaunsell
01/10/2012 - No raptor or raven activity in area. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No birds observed in area of nest. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No raptors, owls, or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No change to nest; no ravens or raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - No raptors, ravens, or owls observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Nest looks unchanged and unused. No raptors or ravens in area. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area (except kestrel); nest unchanged. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - No sign of activity at nest, no raptors or ravens in area. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - No raptors or ravens were observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk is incubating on tower nest that appears to be slightly built up since the last 
nest visit. Rare slow Sunrise and Border Patrol traffic along access road to EP236 - EP237 PS-E pullsite. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - An adult flew to nest and began to incubate when biologist was 1800 feet away. The adult remained 
on the nest for the next 25 minutes while biologist drove by twice on access road and parked 300 feet away to 
make signs and mark buffer. Another adult visited nest and fed incubating mate with biologist outside of parked 
vehicle 300 feet away. A 300-foot, drive-through only buffer was established and marked with signs. - MKuehn
04/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating low, so only the very top of its head is visible on the tower nest. - 
PKonrad
04/13/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on side of the nest, presumably exposing downy nestlings to the 
ambient weather and sunshine, while another adult is soaring low over the area south of the nest. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - Initially, the head of an adult could be seen above the nest. Soon, an adult Red-tailed Hawk flew 
from the northwest to the nest with mammalian prey, left prey at nest and flew back to the northwest along 
ridge. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk can be seen standing on the nest, presumably shading unseen nestlings. - 
PKonrad

TBD

GHOW Great Horned Owl 010412_kwer_01 EP228 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 258 500 250 250 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

1/4/2012 3/20/2012 01/04/2012 - No activity, no new material, and no whitewash observed. - KWeber
01/11/2012 - No owls or raptors observed in area and sign of activity at old nest. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No owls or raptors in area, even though avian biologist walked among non-native trees in area to 
check for any perched large species. Crew working on tower EP227 about 1,100 feet to west. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No owls or raptors observed, and no sign of activity at old nest. - PKonrad
02/02/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating on nest. - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - Great Horned Owl is incubating. - PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on nest. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Great Horned Owl brooding low in nest - eggs should be hatched now. Micropile drilling with low 
noise and some dust at site. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding low in nest in wind. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Owl observed lying on nest. - BArnold
03/15/2012 - The owl was observed on the nest. K-max flew in the four legs for the tower. The owl remained in 
the nest when the K-max was over the tower site. It appeared that the owl would get lower in the nest when the K-
max was over the site. When the first leg was delivered to the site, there was some rotor wash that visibly shook 
the tree that the nest is located in. However, it appeared that the owl was ultimately tolerant of all the 
construction activities today. Remained incubating. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - No owls were present in the nest, and an egg was on the ground below the nest. The nest appeared 
to be sliding out of the tree slightly, and the past 3 days have been characterized by low temperatures, high 
winds, heavy rain, and snow. - VNovik

No
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010412_pkad_02 EP220-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/4/2012 TBD 01/04/2012 - No sign of raptors in area or activity at the nest. - PKonrad
01/10/2012 - No apparent activity at nest, but 1 Red-tailed Hawk perched in new Sunrise metal tower to south 
and another perched on rock outcrop to north; neither reacted to my approach to the nest. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No activity noted at nest, but 1 hawk perched on new Sunrise tower called twice as bio approached 
nest. Earlier, a pair of RTHA was soaring low over area. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was soaring very high above nest site when I arrived near nest. - PKonrad
01/31/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched atop Sunrise tower to south of nest site; soared to east. No hawk or 
activity apparent at nest. - PKonrad
02/02/2012 - 2 Red-tailed Hawks were observed soaring east of EP219. They did not associate with the nest. - 
KWeber
02/07/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - No change at nest and no raptors in area. - PKonrad
02/24/2012 - No raptors in area; nest unchanged and unused. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - No hawks observed in area; nest unattended. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew from nest. Nest looks built up, but could not discern if the hawk was 
loafing, nest building, or incubating. Because hawk flew without hesitation as avian biologist came into view, it 
suggests the raptor was not incubating. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk observed on nest. Nest looks complete. - VNovik
03/27/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating low in tree nest. Crews in position to pull wire. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest, lying very low. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - No Red-tailed Hawks observed initially, so the nest was re-checked several hours later when an 
adult Red-tailed Hawk was incubating. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk soared overhead, calling periodically as another Red-tailed Hawk was incubating on 
the tree nest. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Both adult Red-tailed Hawks near nest, calling territorially; 1 perched on new power line while 
another flew in from the south and landed on the nearby Sunrise tower. It is expected that the nest contains small 
downy nestlings at this time. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - At least 2 small downy nestlings can be seen in the nest. The pair of adults flew in and soared 
overhead, calling territorially. When the avian biologist returned to his vehicle, the adult hawks perched on 1 of 
the new power lines, between the yellow and orange balls, and called territorially. - PKonrad
05/08/2012 - Pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks very territorial, calling, diving and soaring overhead, but cannot see 
contents of nest, which should contain half-grown nestlings. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched on the power line near the east side of the tower bridge; it 
called periodically during the nest check  At least 3 downy nestlings can be seen peering above the rim of the 

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010412_pkad_04 EP219-1/EP220-1 PS-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/4/2012 TBD 01/04/2012 - A pair of Red-tailed Hawks soared overhead while we approached nest, then perched on pole 600 
feet west-southwest of nest. - PKonrad
01/10/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was flying over the area, and eventually perched 15 feet above the nest. - 
PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No raptors observed in area during 3 nest site observations while working in the area. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched above nest, after initially seeing a pair of Red-tails perched 
on a pole along access road northeast of nest. - PKonrad
01/31/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - No apparent activity at nest, but an adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on pole to southwest. A pair of 
Red-tailed Hawks is perched on next pole to west. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk with 'orange'-colored underside perched in tree above nest. No apparent 
change to nest. - PKonrad
02/24/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk soaring high near nest; no apparent change to nest.  During return drive-
by,  a Red-tail was perched in tree next to nest tree. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Initially, 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on pole along access road north of nest. Didn't see any 
hawks in area during return to area. Very rare slow Sunrise traffic (2 pickups) along access road. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew to nest from the east and perched on the nest rim. Yesterday, a Red-tail 
was observed standing on the nest, seemingly arranging nest material. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was observed soaring low near the nest site, but no activity was observed 
at the nest during 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
03/27/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tree nest. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest that looks like it has been built up appreciably in the past 
week. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk is incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on the side of the nest, periodically bending over a mass of small 
downy white nestlings. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - No adult Red-tailed Hawks or nestlings were observed initially, but 4 hours later, 1 adult and at least 
2 downy nestlings could be seen on the nest platform. - PKonrad
05/08/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is standing on the nest with at least 1 large downy nestling. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - A Red-tailed Hawk is standing on the nest along with 1 large downy nestling in sight. - PKonrad

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_pkad_02 EP256 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/5/2012 TBD 01/05/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
01/10/2012 - No raptors observed in the area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk dived down to nest where it perched for a few minutes before moving to structure 
metal adjacent to nest. After several minutes, the well-fed adult flew west. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - No apparent activity at nest; 1 Red-tailed Hawk observed soaring low 400 feet northwest of site for 
a short time. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but it appears that a lot of new nesting material has been added to this 
nest during the past week. - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk flew to nest and remained for 5 minutes before flying along slope and landing 400 
feet from nest. Due to wind, unable to determine if it had a stick. Nest is built up; hawk(s) are probably in nest 
building stage, therefore may be active by definition. Status unclear and will continue to monitor. 45 minute 
observation period. - PKonrad
02/20/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating, while second hawk soared overhead, then landed on slope to 
southeast of nest. Incubating hawk stood up for a few minutes, then resumed its incubation position on the nest. - 
PKonrad
02/24/2012 - Both adults observed at nest with one on the nest. Appeared to be adjusting itself on the nest. 
Observed flushing from nest when Border Patrol vehicle drove up the access road to the tower twice. - VNovik
02/27/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on SWPL tower nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Adult observed incubating on nest in windy, snowy conditions. - JPawlicki
03/05/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk initially incubating on tower nest. At 14:15 an adult Red-tail landed on the side of 
the nest and soon both adults soared to the north for a few hundred feet before the female soared back to the 
nest while the male continued to soar along the mountain slope. Female resumed incubating. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tower nest, and adult Red-tailed Hawk soared low over area west of 
nest tower. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk is on nest, probably brooding newly hatched nestlings at this time, judging 
from the nest chronology that has been documented to date. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on side of nest, probably exposing young downy nestlings to the 
ambient sun and weather. - PKonrad
04/14/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - At least 2 medium-sized nestlings being fed by adult Red-tailed Hawk. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - A medium-sized downy nestling can be seen standing upright in the nest; no Red-tailed Hawk adults 
were observed in the area   PKonrad

TBD

RSHA Red-shouldered Hawk 010512_rrdd_01 Alpine Underground Ductbank Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 157 500 130 130 Nest did not reach active stage 1/5/2012 4/23/2012 01/05/2012 - No occupants in attendance during initial 15-minute observation period, RSHA perched and calling a 
hundred feet away. - RRadd
01/05/2012 - No occupants in attendance during initial 15-minute observation period. - KAlberts
01/13/2012 - No raptors observed near or at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/18/2012 - No visible improvements to nest and no raptors observed in association. - RRadd
01/28/2012 - RSHA pair vocal on territory but not associating with nest or exhibiting explicit breeding behaviors. 
No additions visible in nest. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - Calling RSHA was 300 feet from nest remained distant during 30 minute observation. No visible 
improvements have been made to nest. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - Cool and rainy day; RSHA on territory but nest has not been improved. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - No RSHA detected during 30 minute observation. No improvements to nest. Sycamore has yet to 
foliate. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - CORA pair removing sticks from this nest. Agitated RSHA nearby does not intervene. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - Nest inactive, as a raptor has not yet occupied it, and a CORA was observed dismantling it. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - Nest remains substantial and is likely to become active as RSHA elsewhere are still commencing 
nesting. RSHA remain vocal and active on this territory. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - RSHA pair copulate at 0807, and then fly to nest under AMCR harassment at 0811. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - RSHA male on territory, but female not detected during 20 minute observation. Wet and windy 
morning is suppressing all breeding activity today. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Upon arrival, pair was perched in oak about 200 feet west of nest, with a crow. Nest appears intact 
after storm event. After about 10 minutes, one adult flew to nest with a small branch, pursued by crow. Second 
hawk remained in the oak tree. - VEurs
03/24/2012 - No RSHA detected from 0708-0742. Second visit 0845-0852; RSHA heard calling in dense fog on 
territory. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed at 1200-1215. - HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1100 to 1145. RSHA heard calling in area once. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No activity observed at nest, and no RSHA detected in area. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity at nest and no RSHA detected in area. Nest is easily visible from above and does not 
appear to contain eggs. No incubating adult has been observed at this nest. Evidence indicates that this nest did 
not reach active nesting stage this year and is unlikely to become active. Nest closed. - HWinfrey
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_rrdd_03 Alpine Underground Ductbank Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/5/2012 TBD 01/05/2012 - RTHA perched nearby in attendance throughout initial 15-minute observation indicates nest may 
become active. - RRadd
01/05/2012 - RTHA perched nearby in attendance throughout initial 15-minute observation indicates nest may 
become active. - KAlberts
01/13/2012 - RTHA display flights in vicinity but no direct interaction with nest. - RRadd
01/18/2012 - No indications of any changes in activity level at this nest. No raptors approached nest during 30-
minute observation. - RRadd
01/28/2012 - RTHA breaking branches from host tree and carrying sticks to nest at 0746. Changed status to active. 
The occupants of this residential nest are obviously well acclimated to traffic and residential noise. Due to the 
distance from work and height above ground, Project activity is not anticipated to impact this nest. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - RTHA pair soaring high over nest tree, but did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
02/11/2012 - RTHA pair perched above nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - No RTHA observed during 25-minute observation. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - No visible activity at this nest 0715 - 0750. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - No detections, but foliage renders nest very difficult to see into. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - RTHA comes to nest 0652, and there appears to be a second bird on the nest. First hawk departs 
immediately and some nest material re-arrangements follow. Potentially, this was a food drop. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - Unable to detect movement in this nest on windy and rainy morning during 20-minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/20/2012 - One bird flushed from nest tree as biologist pulled into parking lot. Second bird moved from perch 
on tree to nest, where it remained for more than 10 minutes. Nest is intact after storm event and still in use. First 
bird returned as biologist was preparing to leave. It was out of view, but most likely flew to nest. - VEurs
03/28/2012 - RTHA visible lying on nest. 2nd RTHA observed flying and perching in area. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1008. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - RTHA goes to nest at 1253. 2nd RTHA observed in flight within 300 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Adult RTHA lying on nest at 0616. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Adult RTHA flies to nest and perches on rim at 1257. Bird's posture indicates that it is feeding 
nestlings, but nestlings are not yet big enough to be visible. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1020. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - No activity at nest from 1227 to 1257. No RTHA detected in area. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - Nestling visible moving in nest at 1403. - HWinfrey

TBD

COHA Cooper's Hawk 010512_rrdd_06 CP64-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 100 500 500 500 Nest did not reach active stage 1/5/2012 3/2/2012 01/05/2012 - During initial observation, no recent improvements were visible, but fresh whitewash under nest 
may be indicator of territorial use. - KAlberts
01/09/2012 - No raptors detected associating with this nest during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - No activity detected at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - No birds detected associating with this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - Fresh whitewash and bone pellet under nest but no raptors detected in vicinity. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - Adult male COHA at nest calling, flushed by observer at 0658 and returning at 0739. The male 
perched nearby making alarm calls. No fresh fallen material detected under nest. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - Male still present and agitated by observer at gate at 0940. Female observed nearby carrying small 
stick at 1145. Changed nest status to active. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - No COHA detections during 2 x 20 minute visits. Rain yesterday may be delaying activity. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - COHA pair actively breaking twigs from nearby oaks and carrying to nest 0829. Cease vesting nest 
when observer detected at gate. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - Status unclear; CORA have potentially taken over this, and COHA pair are building nearby, but 
evidence is conflicting on cold rainy day. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - This nest has been abandoned and a new nest is being constructed 120 feet east. - RRadd
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_rrdd_07 Hartung CY-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/5/2012 TBD 01/05/2012 - RTHA pair observed in territorial display flight over El Monte CY at 1500 during initial observation. - 
KAlberts
01/09/2012 - RTHAs observed in territory appeared to be avoiding CY activity and did not approach nest during 30-
minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - No activity detected at this nest during 30 minute observation, and all raptors remained distant. - 
RRadd
01/24/2012 - No raptors approached this nest during 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - CY monitor reports RTHA pair making at least 2 trips to this nest on 7 February, 0900-1000. Changed 
status to active. Buffer staked at 500 feet with drive-thru access OK. This nest successfully fledged in 2011 with 
greater levels of AR traffic than that which currently occurs, so drive-through access should not negatively affect 
the nest. Buffer should be re-evaluated if air traffic is to resume. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - CY monitor reports nest visit by RTHA 13 February at 1030 for a few minutes. RTHA pair nearby did 
not approach nest during 30 minute observation period today. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA flies from nest at 0809 to nearby pole and remains there for duration of 30 minute 
observation. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Nest monitored between 0745 and 1045. Adult RTHA observed intermittently soaring over territory. 
Pair observed engaged in aerial courtship display before flying out of view. Neither adult was observed visiting the 
nest or carrying nest material. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation is likely incubating. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation beginning at 1544. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - RTHA lying on nest at 1422. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - RTHA observed in flight from 1310 to 1325. RTHA flies in to nest at 1340. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest. 2 RTHAs in flight within 500 feet. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - RTHA adult comes to nest at 0741 and remains. Adult tearing food into small pieces and feeding 
nestling at 0922. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Adults visit nest infrequently but remain in vicinity. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - 2 active nestlings visible at 1548. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nestlings visible and moving on nest at 1540. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Nestling visible but inactive in late afternoon heat 1640. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - 2 dark-headed feathered nestlings visible in nest at 1706. - RRadd

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_rrdd_10 CP70-3-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/5/2012 TBD 01/05/2012 - RTHA pair perched 400 feet away did not approach nest during initial 15-minute observation period. 
- KAlberts
01/09/2012 - No breeding activity during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - RTHA pair soaring overhead did not approach this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship flight over and around this tree did not alight at nest during 30 minute 
observation. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - RTHA on nest arranging fresh material at 0932, then joins mate in courtship flight. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA pair driving third hawk away from territory at 1427, followed by aerial courtship displays in 
unison. Pair did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - RTHA pair at nest, bringing materials, arranging and forming nest bowl from 1022-1027. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - More material added to nest but no RTHA observed associating during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation - presumed incubating. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation -  incubation continues. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - RTHA in nest for duration of 30 minute observation, mate perched nearby. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1059. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1050. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA at nest shredding prey. Mate visits briefly and appears to present food to nestling too small 
for heads to appear above nest cup from 0945-0950. Adult eventually settles on nest. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - Young now capable of auto-thermoregulation; adults spend much time away from nest. Adult 
tearing prey item and feeding small pieces to young at 1456. - RRadd
04/29/2012 - 2 nestlings are active in nest at 1010. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Still mostly downy young stand in nest and tear food from larger pieces. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Mostly feathered young stand shaded in nest during afternoon heat at 1344. - RRadd

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_rrdd_11 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/5/2012 TBD 01/05/2012 - No raptors showing site fidelity during initial 15-minute observation period. - KAlberts
01/09/2012 - RTHA on territory, but no nesting activity observed during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - No raptor activity at this nest during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship flight did not approach this site. Sycamore is just beginning to leaf out. - 
RRadd
01/31/2012 - No change in activity during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - Several hours spent within sight of nest and no activity at nest. Pair of RSHA in area but staying west 
of this nest most of the time. Could see green leaves on rim of nest - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - No change in activity at this nest. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched on rim of nest as avian biologist approached to within 150 feet, 
with second adult perched within 25 feet of nest in nearest sycamore tree to west. First adult remained and 
inspected the stick nest for 30 seconds, then hopped down into nest, turned around inside nest while looking 
down at nest and hopped back onto rim where it remained another 2 minutes before flying to nearest sycamore 
to perch within 5 feet of second adult Red-tailed hawk. Pair remained there perched together while avian 
biologist watched for 20 minutes without revisiting nest. Avian biologist not see any fresh greenery or obvious 
recent nest improvements. Nest is in good condition. Changed nest status to active and marked 500-foot buffer 
along access road.  Nest is on United States Forest Service land. - JDicus
02/14/2012 - RTHA pair at nest, RTHA standing in nest 1000 - 1022. Changed status to active on 14 February, as 
RTHA occupies nest. Hawk does not flush to drive by traffic. Therefore, buffer was staked at 500 feet. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - No hawks detected at this nest during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation - presumed incubating. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation -  incubation continues. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Incubation continues, RTHA in nest for all 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA lying on nest at 1056. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1055. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA prone in nest shows no sign of hatched young at 1108. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - RTHA on nest with small hatched young. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Young are auto-thermoregulatory, and adults are now leaving nest for extended periods. Adult 
tearing food into small pieces and feeding 3 young. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Nestlings able to stand in nest. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Adult in nest feeding young with feathered backs at 1322. - RRadd

TBD

GHOW Great Horned Owl 010512_rrdd_12 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Other 150 500 500 500 Fledged 1/5/2012 5/4/2012 01/09/2012 - RSHA pair in area did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/13/2012 - RSHA exhibiting site fidelity on perches within 250 feet during initial 20-minute observation period. - 
KAlberts
01/17/2012 - RSHA perched 50 feet from nest for 15 minutes, flushed at 100 feet. Unable to see nest well enough 
to determine if fresh material has been added. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RSHA pair on territory with contact calls, but not at this nest. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - RSHA on territory did not interact with this nest. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - RSHA pair active and calling in area but never seen near nest. - MKuehn
02/14/2012 - GHOW lying in nest does not flush for agitated RSHA pair. Staked at 500 feet. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Owl lying on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - GHOW lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - GHOW lying in nest for duration of observation. No young observed. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - GHOW lying in nest for duration of observation - no nestlings detected. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - GHOW posture on nest suggests hatched young. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - GHOW observed on nest in upright posture at 1115. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Adult on nest at 1106. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest with at least 2 downy owlets; head feathers emerging. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - Large downy nestlings acquiring feathers fill the nest. Adult guards at edge of platform at 1414. - 
RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nestlings are well feathered, brown with ear tufts beginning to show, and appear capable of 
branching. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Owlets have branched, and one has flown a short distance from the nest. Adult perched nearby. - 
RRadd

Yes
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GHOW Great Horned Owl 010512_sjon_01 EP90-1-N Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 62 500 375 375 Presumed Fledged 1/5/2012 4/5/2012 01/05/2012 - Great Horned Owl observed incubating on nest. - SJohnston
01/10/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating; facing east. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl is incubating. - PKonrad
02/01/2012 - Adult incubating. - PKonrad
02/14/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl presumably brooding nestlings now. No access road traffic. 
Nest was also monitored on 2/7/2012, when a Great Horned Owl was incubating on the nest (unable to input 
monitoring information). - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding. Rare slow drive-through by Sunrise traffic. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding (positioned much higher than when incubating). Rare slow drive-
through Sunrise traffic. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Report of vehicle stuck in the mud w/in buffer prompted visit. Visit was  at 1140 am temp was 
approximately 40 degrees. All vehicles were absent from  buffer. Bird was on nest and appeared to be aware of 
surroundings. IE vehicles  near water buffalo at EP  91. Observed for approximately 30 minutes. - VNovik
02/29/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl standing on nest; leaned over , presumably to attend to 1 week old 
nestling(s). No traffic during observations. - PKonrad
03/04/2012 - Adult observed on nest. - BArnold
03/06/2012 - Adult was seen standing high on the nest and moving around. Its eyes followed the larger helicopter 
traffic outside buffer, but the bird was not distressed by it. One nestling was observed moving around and giving a 
slight wing flap. Its eyes were open, it exhibited some down, but some mature feathers and adult coloration were 
also observed. Another nestling was most likely under the adult, causing her to shift around. - FHoffman
03/07/2012 - At least 1 nestling and adult observed while driving by on access road. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - Adult and 2 downy nestlings in nest; nestlings about 2 weeks old. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - At 1406, a helicopter dropped off 2 workers at EP90 on the bridge of the tower. Both rollers were 
delivered and installed at 1411. Workers were removed from the tower at 1415. The owls were observed to 
remain in the nest and appeared to "hunker down" at one point, though overall, they did not react in an agitated 
manner that was obvious to the observer. At approximately 1618, the first sock line was strung across the span 
from EP90 - EP89. This was done with the helicopter pulling the line. The second sock line was pulled at 1446. 
During these pulls, the owls remained within the nest and appeared aware of the construction activities, though  
unfazed. At 1742, the wire was hauled back from EP89-EP90 by the sock line pulling the wire. The owls appeared 
to not even notice this activity as it occurred. - VNovik
03/13/2012 - Monitored nest while work occurred nearby. At 1545, second fiber line "haul back" occurred. This 
entailed the "gator" passing between EP89 and EP90. The "gator" is comprised of 3 hanging guides from the wire 
that aid the line to pass through the rollers   The gator passed between spans in approximately 3 minutes  The 

Yes

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_vnik_01 EP62A-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 420 500 400 400 Nest did not reach active stage 1/5/2012 4/2/2012 01/05/2012 - Large stick nest in canopy of Eucalyptus tree, possibly an old unused Red-tailed Hawk nest. No 
raptors in area of nest during 40 minute survey. - VNovik
01/13/2012 - No raptor or corvid activity in area of nest. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - No raptors observed in area and no indication of any activity at nest. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - No raptors observed in area; no apparent activity at old nest. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - Pair of RTHA in area; 1 RTHA was perched on same eucalyptus as nest. Did not see hawks visit nest 
during 2 hours of passive observations. - SJohnston
02/01/2012 - A pair of Red-tails was soaring low 800 feet north of nest site, flew higher on other side of hill, then 
far to northeast. No action near nest during nest 40 minutes. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - No hawks observed in area; nest remains the same. - PKonrad
02/08/2012 - No hawks observed in area during 45 minute observation period. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - RHTA observed on nest rearranging sticks. - SJohnston
02/14/2012 - No activity at nest; Red-tailed Hawk hunting (even hovering) along hilltop south of access road for 
short time. A pair was soaring a half-mile southeast of nest for a short time during 40 minute observation period. - 
PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No activity at nest, and pair of RTHA observed perched in trees 2000 feet from nest. - PHoward
02/23/2012 - No activity at nest; no hawks observed in area. Minor slow Sunrise traffic on access road 420 feet 
north of nest. - PKonrad
03/02/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but nest appears to have been built up somewhat on top. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - No activity observed. - AHill
03/09/2012 - No hawks observed at nest or in area. 'Active' status of nest becoming more questionable since a 
Red-tail was observed standing on the nest a month ago. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No hawks observed in area; no changes at the nest. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - A pair of Red-tailed Hawks were seen displaying aerial courtship behavior over the access road and 
general power line corridor. The pair was not seen utilizing the nest. - LThoreson
03/23/2012 - Nest unchanged; no hawks in area. - PKonrad
04/02/2012 - No hawks in area; no change at nest. Considering the history of this nest this season, and the late 
timing in the nesting season, there is very little chance this nest will be utilized this year. Nest closed. - PKonrad

No
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GHOW Great Horned Owl 010612_pkad_01 EP119-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 150 500 150 150 Fledged 1/6/2012 4/13/2012 01/06/2012 - No indications of nest being used, but male Great Horned Owl flew from east branch of tree. - 
PKonrad
01/13/2012 - An adult Great Horned Owl flew from a branch on the east side of the nest tree. No indication the 
nest site has been used. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating in tree crotch. - PKonrad
01/19/2012 - Owl flushed from nest at 160 feet. 2 eggs in nest. Adult returned within 40 minutes.
 - KWeber
01/24/2012 - Incubating owl flushed from the nest when biologist approached to 100 feet, but returned within 5 
minutes. 2 eggs were seen. 4 Western-Scrub Jays were observed within and adjacent to the nest tree, but never 
approached nest while the owl was absent. 3 jays in the area during the 30-minute observation period. When the 
owl returned, it faced the TSAP where observers were positioned; owl peered from behind the oak trunk to look 
at the 2 biologists monitoring the nest, on 6 occasions over 3 minutes. Once acclimated, the owl did not look at 
the biologists. The owl did not flinch during the helicopter flights. Several minutes after the helicopters vacated, 
the biologists experimented with the owl's potential tolerance to humans by talking loudly with 1 another 
approximately 200 feet from the site, simulating potential communications from the TSAP to the tower site, or 
across the tower site during work. The owl immediately alerted, but did not flush. - KAlberts
01/31/2012 - Adult incubating, but flew from nest when avian biologist was 150 feet from nest. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - Avian biologists conducted nesting bird survey in area from 0737 to 1030. Adult Great Horned Owl 
incubating; observed once from TSAP observation point outside 150-foot buffer and did not exhibit signs of 
distress. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating; was not visible until observer approached to 100 feet; owl continued 
incubating during observations. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - The owl nest, which is approximately 150 to 180 feet away from the sound barrier construction, was 
monitored continually throughout the day, with no noticeable change in behavior. The owl remained on the nest 
incubating. - MBahn
02/13/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. A micropile drilling crew is present awaiting K-Max equipment 
deliveries in advance of micropile drilling behind sound wall. Avian biomonitor Jared Taylor on site to watch the 
owl's behavior during delivery and construction activities. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - According to daily avian monitor, Great Horned Owl brooding at nest (eggs present 1/18). Owl 
watches K-Max when it approaches site, but doesn't react otherwise to helicopters or other construction activities 
behind sound wall. Micropile drilling crew working within sound barrier. Periodic K-Max equipment deliveries. - 
PKonrad
02/23/2012 - The Great Horned Owl was observed lying on nest throughout the day and specifically during the 
arrival of the K Max helicopter to the tower site  The owl watched as the helicopter approached during several 

Yes

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_pkad_02 EP319-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - Pair building nest. - KAlberts
01/09/2012 - Hawk observed flying to nest site and perched on nest for more than 1 hour between 0910 and 
1030. Pair was observed perched on adjacent SRPL tower EP319 earlier. No work occurring. - IMaunsell
01/11/2012 - Pair observed perched on tower during entire 2 hour nesting survey. - VNovik
01/11/2012 - 2 adults perched next to nest in tower. Nest much smaller than last week, and upon later inspection, 
most or all of nest was apparently blown out of tower and is lying on ground below and west of nest site. Some 
branches either remain in tower or they have been brought in by hawks since the nest damage. 1 hawk eventually 
flew south, and when second hawk flew from tower, both soared in a tight circle for some minutes to southwest. 
Male is missing a tail feather on right side. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks observed in area; only a few sticks remain and no apparent additional nest material has 
been added to remaining sticks at nest site. Eventually, the standing nestling spread its fully feathered wings, 
facing into the wind, holding wings in a dihedral (V-shaped) position and walked a few steps across the nest, 
which prompted the second nestling to stand up. The first nestling next left the nest and perched on the metal 
brace on the northwest side of the nest and is obviously going to fledge soon. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but seems as though more sticks have been added to the nest remnant. - 
PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but windy. Difficult to discern if more sticks have been added in past 3 
days, but looks possible. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - No hawks observed, and no recent activity apparent at partial nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area, but nest is built up as much as twice as large as it was 5 days 
ago. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - Pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks at nest initially; 1 hawk flew from nest to perch on other side of 
tower. Nest looks more built up. After a couple minutes, hawk at nest began soaring to south and was joined by 
mate, eventually soaring high and gliding out of sight. Male is missing a retrice on right side of tail. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk is incubating on rebuilt nest. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest while adult male with missing tail feather soared low to 
north. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating low in nest. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. Seemed a bit nervous when I stopped vehicle to 
view the nest and hawk with binoculars from 800 feet, looking over its shoulder at the pickup. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk positioned higher than before, probably indicating it is brooding newly 
hatched nestlings. - PKonrad
03/26/2012  Red tailed Hawk brooding nestlings in short tower nest   PKonrad

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_pkad_03 EP353-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - No apparent activity during initial observation. - KAlberts
01/11/2012 - No raptors observed in area. Nest appears in poor condition. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched in highest point of the SWPL tower immediately southeast of  the 
nest tower. Nest contains some orange material, as seen from the northwest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area. Nest appears unchanged and unused. No whitewash below 
tower. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - Nest appears to have new material added recently. Initially, a Red-tailed Hawk was soaring east of 
nest. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - Nest looks built up; adult Red-tailed Hawk perched midway up SWPL tower to northwest (that 
contains 2011 raven nest). - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk perched on top of north side of tower;  During return trip, hawk perched 10 feet 
above nest in tower crossarm. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No hawks or other birds observed in nest area. - PKonrad
03/02/2012 - Nest was determined active while scheduled road crew construction was occurring 200 feet away, 
and NBJ submitted later that evening. Biological monitor H. Herrera reported pair of Red-tailed Hawks bringing 
nesting material to the nest and perching on nest while road grading crew was working approximately 200 feet 
from the nest. A hawk remained standing on the nest while the crew was operating machinery. - KAlberts
03/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawks made multiple trips to nest while buffer signs were being installed - observed by E. 
Loveless. - SJohnston
03/08/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was soaring above the nest tower initially and perched in the north side of 
the crossarm of the new Sunrise tower north of nest tower. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest, with another adult Red-tail perched in new Sunrise tower 
to north. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating or brooding newly hatched nestlings, positioned low on tower nest. - 
PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on nest, probably shading the small nestlings, as a second adult flew 
toward the tower nest with prey from about 1/2 mile south. Second hawk briefly delivered prey to nest, then 
resumed flight while the first hawk began delicately feeding unseen presumed small nestlings for about 10 
minutes before brooding the unseen brood   PKonrad

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_pkad_04 EP361-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - No indications of activity during initial observation, but 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched in next 
tower to the northwest. - KAlberts
01/11/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area, but nest may be built up a bit. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in the area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks or other birds in area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks were observed in area and 1 individual was perched on tower directly 
above nest for at least 10 minutes. No birds were exhibiting nesting behavior. - VNovik
01/27/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is perched high on the next SWPL tower to southeast of nest tower, but 
no activity apparent at nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks near nest - 1 adult is perched in top of new Sunrise tower EP361 and 
second adult soaring about 200 feet high to southeast near EP362, then glided to nest tower where it perched in 
the 'waist bar' below the nest for about 5 minutes, then soared south of nest tower, where other hawk joined it 
soaring, eventually out of sight to south (20 minute episode). - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No hawks observed in area. After initial observations of site and area, 2-person habitat restoration 
crew arrived and began work near site. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area; no apparent change to nest. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - No hawks in area initially, but after 15 minutes 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk flew in to perch on top of 
new Sunrise tower to north of nest tower. About 5 minutes later, a second adult Red-tailed Hawk flew in and 
perched in SWPL tower next to nest for about 4 minutes. On 2/18/2012, biomonitor Clay Schudy reported seeing 
Red-tailed Hawks making a number of flights to the nest adding nesting material to the existing nest. With this 
information, this nest is deemed active and appropriate buffer signs were installed. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No hawks observed initially, but an adult Red-tailed Hawk landed on nest where it stood for 10 
minutes before soaring to the new Sunrise tower to the north, where it perched on the highest point on the north 
side. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was standing on nest while a second adult Red-tail perched midway up on 
the new Sunrise tower. After about 5 minutes both hawks took flight, soaring to the southeast. After about 5 
minutes, 1 hawk flew to nest, (no nesting material noted), where it stood on the nest for a minute, then stood 
next to it. Other hawk flew to Sunrise tower, where it perched on the highest northern  point of the tower. - 
PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Adult observed delivering prey item to second adult which was lying on nest. The adult that 
delivered the prey item then flew off to the north. - JDicus
03/16/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks soaring in area; 1 hawk perched in tower to northwest, then flew to nest 
tower. One hawk perched on nest, then flew to other hawk to copulate, then 1 hawk flew to nest where it stood. - 
PKonrad

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_pkad_05 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands OH - wire stringing 380 500 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

1/6/2012 5/4/2012 01/06/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched near the EP78 tower site, but no activity at the nest site. - 
PKonrad
01/12/2012 - No raptors observed in the area during nest monitoring. However, later in the day, Darin Busby 
observed an adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on nest for a few minutes, but did not see hawk activity during rest of 
day. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - No activity at nest, but 1 adult perched on pole on north side of EP78 site. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk glided and soared along the ridge to the south of the nest above tree 
level, elevating to the mountain ridge top. - PKonrad
02/01/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on low snag about 400 feet east of nest site. No activity apparent 
at old nest. - PKonrad
02/08/2012 - No hawks observed in area and no apparent activity at nest. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk soared low from northwest to nest, perching on nest a couple minutes, 
then gliding below treetops to southeast. Hawk did not have nesting material, and nest appears unchanged. - 
PKonrad
02/24/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks near nest, male perched on pole north of nest adjacent to EP78 while 
female was soaring low nearby. As female eventually soared high overhead, male took flight and joined her aloft. 
Nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/29/2012 - No hawk activity apparent at nest; After about 15 minutes of observing valley, 1 adult Red-tailed 
Hawk soared upward from unknown perch in area of nest, and another adult was hunting along valley canopy 
southwest of nest site. No traffic during nest monitoring today. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk feeding on rear half of cottontail atop large dead oak 250 feet north of 
nest for half hour, then it soared far to the west, where another adult met it and the pair soared high to the 
northwest. No sign of activity at the nest. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - No hawks observed in area; no material has been added to nest; can see blue sky throughout nest 
remnant. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Nest unchanged; no hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - The change to nest, and no hawks observed in area. This site will soon be closed if activity does not 
begin. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 - No change to nest; no hawks observed in the area. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Observed hawk flying to nest multiple times and lying on nest. Once observed carrying a stick. - 
VNovik
04/12/2012 - Adult could not be seen on nest from any angle. Passively observed nest for 20 minutes from 130 
feet away. After 17 minutes, 1 adult flew within 100 feet of nest, calling. Incubating adult flew from nest shortly 
thereafter and did not return within next 3 minutes   MKuehn

No

RSHA Red-shouldered Hawk 010612_rrdd_05 CP81-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - No indicators of current use upon initial observation. - RRadd
01/10/2012 - No nest interactions during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/25/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship display flight 150 feet from site did not directly interact with nest during 30 
minute observation - RRadd
02/11/2012 - No change in activity detected. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - No change in status. - RRadd
02/24/2012 - No change in activity. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - No changes in this nest detected. - RRadd
03/09/2012 - Nest may have had material added, but no nesting activity detected during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/16/2012 - RSHA stationed here but not definitively interacting with nest. However, the nest appears to have 
material added and these hawks are elusive. Continue to monitor for nest status changes. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - CORA nearby, but no material observed being carried and no changes to nest visible. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed at nest. RSHA perched nearby for duration of observation. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No changes at this nest were observed. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - White downy RSHA nestling visible in nest at 1017. - RRadd

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_rrdd_14 CP83-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - No indications of current use upon initial observation. - KAlberts
01/10/2012 - No raptors observed. Intense helicopter activity within 500 feet. - RRadd
01/18/2012 - No change in activity level at this nest observed. - RRadd
01/25/2012 - No raptors observed associating with this nest during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - No change in activity level observed. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - No change in activity status and no new materials in this nest. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - No change in status detected. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - No improvements made to this nest since last visit. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - RTHA perched near nest, but no noticeable improvements to nest. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - No raptor activity detected in vicinity during 30 minute observations. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - RTHA lying in nest incubating for duration of 30 minute observation during light rain. Buffer staked 
at 400 feet to provide maximum protection to nest below eye-level from AR without impeding work. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - RTHA lying in nest appeared alerted by 1 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 RTHAs flying in area at 1305. No activity at nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity at nest. RTHA in flight about 500 feet above nest. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - RTHA prone on nest for duration of 20 minute observation beginning at 1742. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - RTHA lying on nest at 0710. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Adult on nest with 2 small downy nestlings at 1220. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Adult in nest with 2 nestlings which remain completely white and downy 1710. - RRadd

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_rrdd_15 CP76-1-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 5 500 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 1/6/2012 4/2/2012 01/06/2012 - Many sticks beneath nest suggest nesting may be in progress, but there were no nest visits during 
the initial 20-minute observation period. - KAlberts
01/10/2012 - Appears to be a fresh layer of sticks in nest, but no RTHA at nest during 30-minute observation 
period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - RTHA on territory but did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/25/2012 - Male RTHA on nest and female 60 feet away in nearby tree. Male leaves nest to copulate with 
female at 0746. Changed nest status to active. These hawks have initiated nesting during typical background 
activities which include recreational vehicle traffic 4 days per week directly under the nest; accordingly, SRPL drive-
through traffic is not anticipated to impact this nest. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - Much fresh greenery piled onto nest but no hawks present during observation period. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - RTHA pair perched together adjacent to nest at 0735, fresh eucalyptus sprigs on platform. No birds 
present at 1600. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA pair remaining 1000 - 1500 feet from nest for duration of work. Male RTHA lures female to 
nest 1710 with pocket gopher - 15 minutes after cessation of helicopter activities. Female takes prey to adjacent 
tree, but is put to flight by crew banging on CP77, 660 feet SSW, and eventually flies 2000 feet away and out of 
sight with prey. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - No RTHA detections at or near nest. No new material apparent. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - RTHA pair remain 1000 feet from nest during helicopter activities. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - No RTHA detected in vicinity of nest during 40 minute observation. Previously added material now 
desiccated and bleached with no new additions evident. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA pair staying 400 - 600 feet from nest. No new material appears to have been added since last 
observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - No RTHA has been observed at this nest for one month and this nest attempt appears to have been 
abandoned. However, weekly nest monitoring will continue as a new attempt could still initiate. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - No raptors associating with this nest during 45 minutes of observation and no new materials added. 
HOFI appear to be nesting within nest structure. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - No additions have been made to this nest. Changed status to inactive. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - The only activity observed at this nest were two HOFIs adding nesting material. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - Closed, due to no activity at this nest in well over a month, and HOFI building nest inside the 
inactive raptor nest. - KAlberts
04/15/2012 - No change in raptor activity at this nest. - RRadd

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_rrdd_16 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - No raptor activity observed near this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/11/2012 - RTHA perched above nest for duration of 45 minute observation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No raptors associating with this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA pair soaring nearby did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - No raptors observed associating with this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/03/2012 - RTHA pair perched up near nest at 0720. RTHA flying to nearby willow, breaking off stems and 
carrying in bill to nest at 0828. Changed status to active. Initial buffer set at 300 feet to allow access to AR, and 
candidate for reduction to 200 feet if required due to proximity to adjacent noisy industrial facility. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - RTHA pair standing on nest. Male departs at 0702 while female remains on nest arranging materials. 
- RRadd
02/16/2012 - No RTHA detected here during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - RTHA departs nest at 1140 . No hawks in attendance at 1630. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - RTHA comes to nest 1418, arranges nest material, then perches adjacent. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship display but not at nest 1040. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - RTHA on nest for duration of 20 minute observation beginning at 1800. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm. No RTHA observed on nest during brief observation while driving by. - 
IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1005. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - RTHA on nest at 0957. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA on nest for duration of 30 minute observation. Posture and actions suggest small young 
present at 1700. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Adult RTHA feeding young in nest 1800. - RRadd
04/29/2012 - Adult RTHA on nest at 1750, young not visible. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Adult RTHA perched adjacent to nest while 2 active downy nestlings move about in nest at 1749. - 
RRadd

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_rrdd_18 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 200 500 500 500 Nest did not reach active stage 1/6/2012 2/28/2012 01/06/2012 - No raptors associating with this site. Nest mostly fallen and not in usable condition when 
discovered. - RRadd
01/11/2012 - No nest improvements visible. RTHA perched 250 feet west during entire 30-minute observation 
period. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No nest improvements visible. RTHA pair soaring overhead did not associate with nest during 30-
minute observation period. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - Nest unimproved. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - Bio-monitor T. Gunter observed 2 RTHA perched on Eucalyptus trees and soaring. 1 individual was 
observed flying to the nest tree with large stick of green Eucalyptus and landed approximately 10 feet above nest. 
Site biomonitor also observed RTHA carrying sticks to nest. No improvements to nest were obvious to avian 
monitor. Changed status to active. - KWeber
02/07/2012 - RTHA moving well away from nest area during helicopter activity. Monitor reports hawks flying with 
nest material, but not settling at nest and eventually dropping the material away from nest. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Nest is not substantially improved. No RTHA observed associating with nest during 45 minute 
observation. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - No visible nest improvements visible. No RTHA associating with this area or nest. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - No activity at this nest since prior to 7 February. No RTHA associating with this nest and no material 
added. Remains of nest are no longer viable. Changed status to Closed. - RRadd

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_vnik_01 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - Nest is inactive. During the initial observation period, a pair of Red-tailed Hawks were in the area, 
but nest did not look complete, and there were no fresh sticks on nest. - VNovik
01/11/2012 - Nest appears to contain fresh green sprig. RTHA on territory did not approach nest during 30 
minute observation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - Nest appears to contain greens. RTHA pair in courtship flight above nest, perched together but away 
from the site. Nest is difficult to view without potentially disturbance. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - No new material has been added to nest since yesterday's storm and no potential occupants in 
immediate vicinity during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - Fresh green sprigs in nest, but no raptors observed at or near nest. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Fresh eucalyptus greenery piled in nest. RTHA pair did not approach nest during observation. 
Changed status to active. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - More fresh eucalyptus greens piled in nest cup. RTHA perched nearby. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - RTHA prone on nest 1140. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - RTHA lying in nest 1138. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - RTHA lying in nest at 1100. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - RTHA incubating at 1146. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA on nest at 0954. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - 2 downy white nestlings visible moving in nest. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Large downy nestlings remain unfeathered. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - 3 large active downy nestlings acquiring wing quills. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nestlings have downy heads and feathered backs. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Young in the nest are fully feathered, save for white faces. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - 3 nestlings are fully feathered, branching out from nest and exercising with vigor. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Large juveniles crowd the nest. Adult brings Spermophilus to nest at 1506, tears pieces off and 
consumes them, then flies away with remainder, returns soon after. Appears to be encouraging young to follow 
but they are too well-fed to be motivated. - RRadd

TBD
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GHOW Great Horned Owl 010712_rrdd_01 CP29-1-N Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 90 500 300 300 Fledged 1/7/2012 4/30/2012 01/07/2012 - GHOW flushed from adjacent oak, but no birds were visible at nest. - RRadd
01/12/2012 - No raptors observed associating with nest and no indicators of improvement or occupation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - GHOW pair in live oak adjacent (approximately 60 feet east) to nest. Male flushed at 100 feet, 
female remained. No raptors of any specie approached nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No GHOW or other raptors observed during 30 minute monitoring period. No signs of nest 
improvement. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - CORA pair perched in nest area did not interact directly with nest. No GHOW detected. - RRadd
02/07/2012 - GHOW on nest at 0851. Changed status to active. Buffer staked as drive-through only at 300 feet to 
permit Project use of access gate, but deter standing or work on axis of maximum visibility. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Incubation continues. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - Incubation continues - GHOW on nest. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - GHOW on nest 1340. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - GHOW lying on nest 0914. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - GHOW on nest, possibly one downy owlet under wing. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - GHOW brooding nestlings. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - Adult perched on edge of nest with wings spread over nest in protective posture. Nestlings not 
visible but presumed present. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - GHOW on nest at 0758. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - 3 large owlets with downy bodies and opening wing quills observed moving around on nest and 
exercising wing muscles. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Adult present at nest and 1 owlet visible on the nest. A second owlet showing primaries was 
perched in the branches about 6 feet above the nest. The third was owlet not visible, most likely obscured by 
foliage. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - Avian biologist was dispatched to the site to monitor the weekly status of this nest per the NBMMP. 
From a distance of 150 feet, 3 feathered fledglings and 1 adult Great Horned Owl were observed perched 4 trees 
away from the tree containing the nest. This nest has successfully fledged at least 3 fledgling owls, which are now 
capable of flight. This nest is now fledged and will therefore be closed. - JDicus

Yes

CORA Common Raven 010712_rrdd_02 CP31-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 1/7/2012 TBD 01/07/2012 - No indications of improvement or occupancy. No evidence of current use upon initial observation. - 
RRadd
01/12/2012 - No indications of improvement or occupancy. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No birds associating with this nest during 30 minute observation and no indicators of recent 
occupancy observed. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No change in activity status detected. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - CORA pair perched in nest area did not interact directly with nest. - RRadd
02/07/2012 - No change in activity at this nest. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - CORA pair continue to associate with this nest, but have not brought any new material. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - No changes in activity at this nest. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - No changes at this nest detected. CORA continue in area but do not approach this nest during 1 
hour observation. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - 2 CORA observed adding nesting material to nest interior, appeared to be paper or bark. Nest status 
changed to active and initial buffer set at 100 feet. - HWinfrey
03/20/2012 - CORA perched up away from nest. New materials in nest visible; various fibers and decorations 
woven into surrounding branches and some fallen to ground. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - CORA lying on nest from 0800 through 0815. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - CORA on nest at 0750. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - CORA on nest and mate nest-guarding at 1748. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - A raven was on the nest as the biologist approached the buffer, but took off almost immediately. 
While away from the nest, a water truck maneuvered, backed up the road and then drove forward, dispensing 
water. Within 10 minutes of this activity, the raven pair returned. Nestlings were heard vocalizing in the nest, and 
the adults fed them briefly. The adults took off again and the biologist decided to leave the area. - VEurs
04/25/2012 - Observed pair making a couple trips to nest with food, and nestling begging calls were heard when 
adults arrived. Adults observed leaving nest when vehicles pass through established buffer. - GHuffman
04/27/2012 - Avian biologist arrived on site before crews to observe Raven activity at nest during morning setup 
and prep for continuation of wire pulling activities. No agitated behavior was observed. Adult remained on nest 
during 45-minute observation period while crews drove through buffer area along access road and set up to 
commence work at distances of 60 feet and greater. Raven not visibly affected by construction activities, 
remained quiet in nest throughout. - JDicus
05/04/2012 - 2-3 nestlings visibly begging when adult raven arrived at the nest with food. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - Shortly after the biologist arrived, an adult CORA arrived at the nest. A second CORA got off the nest 
and flew away. The arriving adult quickly fed 2 nestlings and then flew away. The nestlings are growing their dark 
feathers   VEurs

TBD
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CORA Common Raven 010712_rrdd_04 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 1/7/2012 TBD 01/07/2012 - RTHA perched in vicinity did not approach nest during initial 20-minute observation period. - 
KAlberts
01/12/2012 - No indications of nest improvement or change in activity level of this nest. - RRadd
01/19/2012 - No fresh material added and no potential occupants associating with nest. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No change in activity status detected. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - Fresh material added to nest, but no birds associating during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/06/2012 - Decorations in nest suggest ravens may be active on this nest, but no breeding bird activity detected 
during observation. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - No obvious changes in activity. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - Common Ravens are carrying material to this nest. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - Ownership of this nest is still not clear. RTHA perched nearby on cold windy day. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Material continues to be added to this nest. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - CORA carrying lining material to nest and forming cup. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - CORA pair perching near nest heavily decorated with trash, possibly from yard. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - Female lying on nest for duration of visit. Male perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - CORA on nest with second CORA perched nearby from 0630 to 0730. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - CORA lying in nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - An adult CORA was on the nest for the majority of the observation period. The pair was perched 
together on a snag about 20 feet from the nest for approximately 5 minutes. One raven flew away, and the 
second raven returned to settle on the nest. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Adult CORA on nest from 0755 to 0820. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - An adult raven was on the nest for the first 15 minutes of observation. It left the nest to soar around 
the valley. Eventually both adults returned to the nest. Based on the way they perched and bent down, it seems 
there are nestlings. When the raven was off the nest, the biologist attempted to discern the presence of nestlings. 
However, the nest is heavily lined with white fluffy material that moved about in the strong breeze, so it was 
difficult to identify nestlings. Based on the adults' behavior upon returning to the nest, nestlings are likely. - VEurs
05/10/2012 - 1 adult was on the nest with the nestlings as the biologist arrived. The second adult soon landed on 
the nest and 2-3 large, red nestling gapes were visible from across the valley. - VEurs

TBD

AMKE American Kestrel 010712_rrdd_07 CP31-2 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/7/2012 TBD 01/07/2012 - Kestrel pair observed copulating 4 times in 30 minutes (0900-0930) on wire adjacent to marker ball. 
Male appeared to attempt to coax female into cavity between copulations. Both birds flushed when observers 
approached within 300 feet, but female was later observed entering cavity (observed by Dicus / Loveless). - RRadd
01/11/2012 - Two pairs of AMKE frequently copulating in the nest vicinity; neither of which entered any cavities 
during a 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - AMKE pair copulating repeatedly and perched near, but did not enter cavity during 1-hour 
observation period. Unmated male present may be retarding nest progress. - RRadd
01/20/2012 - Buffer re-staked at 350 feet. AMKE pair observed away from nest site but not entering nest. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - AMKE pair observed copulating twice during 40 minute observation. Female emerged from cavity in 
marker ball, but male investigating monopole. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - No AMKE detected near nest during observation. Male kestrel observed 1000 feet NW of site did 
not approach nest. Unable to determine if female is incubating or absent. - RRadd
02/07/2012 - AMKE pair copulating at 0730, female flies to cavity and remains at entrance looking into nest from 
0735 to 0737, then returns to perch on adjacent wire. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - AMKE pair copulating and entering cavity 0802. Male in cavity 0818-0823. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Observations were made during a general avian/raptor nest survey. Female observed entering cavity 
at lowest arm of nearest monopole twice during survey. Male nearby also investigated same cavity in monopole. 
Not clear at this time whether pair is nesting in marker ball or monopole. - JDicus
02/20/2012 - Female AMKE observed hunting on territory then perching between marker ball and monopole. Not 
seen entering either, but subsequently not seen after. Incubating? - RRadd
03/01/2012 - Female AMKE appears after 1.5 hour observation. Male appears 15 minutes later and prolonged 
copulation ensues. Female investigates cavities on monopole arms, male goes to marker ball. Negotiations 
continue. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - After an hour of observation, male emerges from lower monopole arm, further suggesting this is 
the true nest location. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - AMKE pair continue to be active at marker ball. Female solicits food from male, suggesting 
incubation is in progress. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - AMKE pair adjacent to nest during 40 minutes of observation. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - Female observed circling monopole, then perching on east side of highway 67 for duration of visit. - 
HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - Male AMKE feeds female while both are perched on wire near monopole. Both remain perched 
from 0800 to 0830. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - No AMKE detections 1750-1820. - RRadd
04/19/2012  The kestrel pair flew in from the southeast  the male carrying prey  Both landed on the wire  and the 
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GHOW Great Horned Owl 011012_pkad_02 EP192-2-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 75 500 250 250 Fledged 1/10/2012 4/23/2012 01/10/2012 - No raptor activity in the area. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No raptors or other birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - No sign of raptors in area or recent activities at nest. - PKonrad
01/26/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on nest. Nest is too high to check for eggs. - PHoward
02/02/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. Daily periodic public and SRPL traffic along access road 75 feet 
east of nest tree. - PKonrad
02/24/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating. Daily periodic public and SRPL traffic along access road 75 feet east of 
nest tree. - PKonrad
03/01/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating. Periodic public and Sunrise traffic along access road 75 feet east of 
nest tree. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl observed brooding in nest (owl positioned higher than when incubating); 
nestling(s) could be about 10 days old. - PKonrad
03/15/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl standing on nest; downy nestling(s) below adult in nest. Daily periodic 
public and Sunrise traffic along access road 75 feet east of nest tree. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Adult upright on edge of nest next to 1, possibly 2, small downy nestlings. - PKonrad
03/27/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl on nest with 3 active medium-sized downy nestlings. Later, the adult was 
feeding nestlings and itself at 1400. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl on nest with 2 large partly feathered nestlings (another nestling may be out 
of sight). Campers active near nest tree. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl perched on branch 3 feet east of nest; 2 large nestlings are standing nearby 
on the east side of the nest. Nestlings are probably close to branching and fledging. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Greenstone entered buffer temporarily with 1 person to remove oil drippings from road by hand. 
Owl remained on nest and did not appear to notice this brief work activity. - VNovik
04/14/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl perched on branch above nest with 2 large downy nestlings standing on 
nest platform; 1 nestling took a flying leap to branch west of nest, flapping its wings after landing; returned to 
nest in flapping leap, walked to branch tip east of nest where adult relocated to, flapping and exercising its wings 
in the wind. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - 1 large nestling Great Horned Owl still in nest, but other nestling has apparently fledged and not 
observed at nest or in surrounding area, including the nest tree, nearby trees, on nearby boulders, or on the 
ground. Nestlings were near fledging 3 days ago, and the most active 1 appears to have fledged and moved out of 
the area since then. No adults observed in area. - PKonrad
04/23/2012  Second nestling appears to have fledged during the weekend; no sign of fledglings or adults in nest 

Yes

CORA Common Raven 011112_pkad_01 EP297-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 1/11/2012 TBD 01/11/2012 - No birds that could utilize this nest were observed in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No avian activity at or near nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area, but unusual additions to nest showing above bowl - a large dark gray 
football-sized form on south side and a larger basketball-sized white cotton-like substance that is located on the 
north side but can be seen from all sides. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area. Material in nest appears compacted in nest (not as fluffy or 
prominent as last week). - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No change at nest apparent; no hawks or ravens in area. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area; no apparent change in nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed; cotton-like nest contents described earlier appears to be pressed 
down into existing nest (by weather elements or animal activity). - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - No apparent change to nest and no raptors or ravens observed in the area. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed, and no change to nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Nest is large and well-built, but no raven or raptor has been observed at this site this year. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Nest looks good, but no sign of raptors or ravens in area during 30 minute observation period. - 
PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating on tower nest that has been built up since last week. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Adult Common raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - Raven incubating while another adult is flying between towers. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - Initially, no adult Common Ravens were observed. The incubation period should be complete and, if 
successful to this point, young nestlings should be present in the tower nest. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - An adult Common Raven is feeding 2 medium-sized nestlings that stretch their necks high above the 
nest rim. The adult soon left the nest to perch on the top of the tower bridge, then flew to the north, presumably 
to search for more food. - PKonrad

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 011112_pkad_03 EP331-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/11/2012 TBD 01/11/2012 - No bird activity observed in area by any species that could utilize this nest. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No bird activity observed at nest or in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area; no sign of activity at the nest. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area; no apparent changes to nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Adult male Red-tailed Hawk brought nesting material to nest and arranged material while standing 
on nest, while female soared low around nest tower. Female joined male at nest, then male began collecting nest 
material in the area and bringing them to the nest with female calling periodically. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Initially, an adult Red-tailed Hawk was standing on nest and was soon joined by joined by another 
adult Red-tailed Hawk that flew in from southwest. Soon thereafter 1 hawk dove to ground 150 feet north of nest, 
collected a small branch and flew up the north. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk initially soaring low near nest tower, then perched on tower a moment 
before flying to west in reaction to loud, fast off-road vehicle speeding down road 250 feet west of tower. Other 
similar off-road vehicles rampaging to north, immediately north of highway. About 45 minutes later, during return 
trip to highway (and after off-road group on south side of highway left the area), observed adult Red-tailed Hawk 
fly to nest, where it stood for a time. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - No hawks observed on nest or in area during 2 nest checks over a 1 hour period. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew into the nest from the south with long-tailed prey in talons, probably a 
Desert Iguana. Stood on nest a short time, then flew to Sunrise tower to northeast to perch on north cross arm. 
Eventually, hawk soared half-mile northwest and a half-mile southeast of nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - No hawks observed during a 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing over nest with wings partly open as if shading eggs from direct sun. - 
PKonrad
04/26/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is incubating or brooding in an interesting way, facing into the wind and 
holding its wings away from its body slightly, allowing the breeze to cool its body and, perhaps, the contents of its 
nest. Soon, it also raised its tail into a vertical position. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is standing on the nest, probably shading small nestlings. - PKonrad

TBD

CORA Common Raven 011112_pkad_05 EP350-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 1/11/2012 TBD 01/11/2012 - No raptor or raven activity in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No sign of bird activity in area or at nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No birds in area and no apparent activity at nest. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in the area. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks, owls, or ravens observed in the area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Nest unchanged; no ravens or raptors in area. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area; nest appears unchanged. Two pieces of equipment grading 
road and pad at neighboring EP349. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - A Common Raven was standing on the nest while another raven flew to the nest site and perched 
next to the nest. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - No ravens observed in area; nest in good shape. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - A raven was observed perched on the tower near the nest. It left when the avian biologist parked 
nearby to examine another nest in the area. It returned once and perched at the nest in the 45 minutes the 
biologist was there. It flew off again after this, but was not observed to land again. - LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest while another raven was flying and soaring nearby. - 
PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Incubating Common Raven barely discernible as it lies very low in the tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - A Common Raven is incubating on the tower nest, while a second raven is active around the nest 
tower. At 1 time, the second raven brought a small food item to the nest with the first raven standing and 
interacting at the nest, probably mate feeding. Incubating raven resumed incubating and other raven perched on 
opposite side of tower bridge. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - Raven incubating or brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - Adult Common Raven is brooding on this tower nest. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - 3 large feathered nestlings are standing on the nest; 1 especially looks rather adult-like and is 
probably ready to fledge. - PKonrad

TBD
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CORA Common Raven 011112_pkad_06 EP353-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 1/11/2012 TBD 01/11/2012 - No ravens observed in the area. Nest is in poor condition. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area, but nest appears to be built up somewhat with an unusual piece of 
material on top. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No birds in area; nest looks inactive. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No raptors or ravens near nest. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - Nest looks unchanged and unused, but 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk is perched in this nest tower 60 feet 
below nest. (This hawk could be associated with the 2011 hawk nest on next tower to southeast, or it could be a 
wintering hawk.) - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Nest unchanged; no ravens observed in area; 1 hawk perched in top of neighboring tower with 2011 
Red-tailed Hawk nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - No sign of change to former raven nest. No ravens observed in area; Red-tailed Hawks are using the 
nest in the next tower to the south. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Nest looks unchanged; no ravens observed in area; but Red-tailed Hawks are nesting in adjacent 
tower to southeast. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Nest continues to exhibit poor condition with no ravens or raptors in area. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Nest looks unchanged; no birds observed in area; although Red-tailed Hawks are present where they 
are nesting in adjacent tower to the southeast. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - No ravens in area, no raptors near nest; nest unchanged and unused. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - No birds near unchanged, unused nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area, but a nest survey crew that worked in the area yesterday, including E. 
Strods, observed a raven fly from the vicinity of the tower nest, but did not see if it came from the nest or near it. 
Strods also reported a few sticks placed in the northeast side of the new Sunrise tower EP252 (2 sticks can easily 
be seen today). Hence, these sites will be monitored closely in coming weeks. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - Adult raven observed on nest shading/incubating for approximately 20 minutes. Did not react to 
vehicle traffic along SWPL access road. - IMaunsell
04/26/2012 - No ravens observed at or near nest or broad surrounding region. - An hour later, a raven was 
perched on the top of the nest tower on the side opposite of the nest for about 5 minutes, then flew south. About 
5 minutes later, an adult Red-tailed Hawk, probably an adult from the hawk nest at the neighboring tower to the 
southeast, flew low to the west of this 'raven tower,' then north, apparently hunting but possibly a territorial 
flight. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on the tower nest with a second raven perched on the 
crossarm a few feet below the nest   PKonrad

TBD

CORA Common Raven 011112_pkad_07 EP358-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 1/11/2012 TBD 01/11/2012 - No birds that could potentially utilize this nest were in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - No activity at nest and no ravens observed during avian survey. - MKuehn
01/27/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No apparent activity at nest and no whitewash below nest tower, but a pair of Common Ravens is 
perched on the next SWPL tower northwest of nest tower. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Nest unchanged; no ravens or raptors in area during initial nest check, but during second 'drive-by', 
2 ravens present, 1 on ground beneath nest and 1 perched nearby in tower 8 feet above ground. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens in area, and no apparent change at the nest. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - A Common Raven is in incubating position on the nest with a second raven perched nearby, midway 
along the crossarm. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Common Raven is incubating on tower nest; another adult perched and preened on low part of 
SWPL tower to northwest. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Common Raven is incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven is incubating on its tower nest with a second adult perched on the northeast side of 
the bridge, near the nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - No adult Common Raven at the nest, but 1 adult raven is perched on the top of the Sunrise tower to 
the north. Nestlings are probably lying low in the nest, unseen. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - A pair of  adult Common Ravens were initially perched next to the tower nest filled with at least 3 
large nestlings standing on the nest. Soon, 1 of the adults flew to the north. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - 4 large Common Ravens are standing on the nest with an adult perched a few feet to the south on a 
tower bridge beam. - PKonrad

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 011312_rrdd_02 CP59-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/13/2012 TBD 01/13/2012 - RTHA perched near nest did not interact directly during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No raptors present during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA perched adjacent to nest but no new material visible. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - RTHA perched adjacent to nest for duration of observation. No new material visible. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA perched near nest but not at nest, which shows no sign of recent additions. Sycamore 
beginning to leaf out. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - RTHA present at nest, drying out following a wet night. No visible changes to nest. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - RTHA standing at nest 0709, mate nearby. Changed status to active 20 February. This pair is well-
acclimated to traffic and nearby mechanized farming activity. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - RTHA standing adjacent to nest, drying out from recent rain. Nest appears to contain fresh greens. - 
RRadd
03/14/2012 - RTHA perched under nest for duration of 30 minute observation did not appear concerned by 
traffic. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No RTHA observed near nest during brief drive-by observation. - IMaunsell
03/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which remains in good condition. 2 RTHAs observed soaring 1000 feet 
directly above nest. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - RTHA perched near nest from 0930 to 1000 remained in area despite being harassed by a pair of 
Cassin's Kingbirds. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA perched adjacent to nest, but no bird visible in cup. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - RTHA carries stick to nest at 1114 and arranges into place. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No visible activity at this nest following night of rainfall. Adult female RTHA perched on territory. - 
RRadd
05/01/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 20-minute observation is very low in nest and hard to see. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - RTHA lying very low in nest, mate perched in next tree. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Adult RTHA nest guarding at customary perch; no bird detectable in nest during 20-minute 
observation. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 011412_bald_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Grading 53 100 50 50 Fledged 1/14/2012 2/21/2012 01/14/2012 - Nest found by bio-monitor Rod Haller, recorded by Brian Arnold and Ryan Abe. Arnold and Abe 
observed female on nest for about 30 minutes during construction activity, bird left for several minutes, returned 
to nest and immediately sat down, all indicative of an undisturbed bird incubating eggs. - BArnold
01/18/2012 - ANHU female observed at top of nest tree sunning and preening from 1500 - 1505. Nest not found. - 
RRadd
01/19/2012 - ANHU was not on nest upon initial observation, but return to nest within 10 minutes to incubate. - 
BArnold
01/28/2012 - Female ANHU feeding two young at 0712; short bills visible above rim of nest cup. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - Two young are large, downy and acquiring pin feathers. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - 2 nestlings are well feathered and fill the nest. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - 1 large nestling remains in nest and is anticipated to fledge tomorrow 18 February. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Female feeding recent fledgling on branch of coast live oak tree approximately 20 feet from nest 
location. - IMaunsell

Yes
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 011812_pkad_02 EP119-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/18/2012 TBD 01/18/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched near new nest after male brought branch to nest. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - One hawk was observed bringing nesting material to the nest, while the other perched in the host 
tree. Multiple trips were observed to the nest. - KAlberts
01/31/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks low in flight south of nest, then soared directly above nest to height of 
1,200 feet. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - 0730 to 1030. Adult hawk perched in nest tree approximately 10 feet from nest at 0740. Adults 
observed in area throughout bird nesting survey period but did not go to nest. An adult was observed tearing 
apart prey at inactive 2011 stick nest 6002310. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk hovering/hunting above grassland 200 feet south of nest; flew to west, 
where a second hawk flew from a perch on the hillside to join in flight. No association with nest observed. - 
PKonrad
02/14/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched on pole 1/4 mile southeast of nest. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks initially observed soaring south of nest site. Natural conditions; micropile 
drilling and K-Max deliveries at EP119 about 420 feet west-northwest. During subsequent Great Horned Owl nest 
check, Red-tailed Hawk was observed incubating in nest from hilltop above nest from location south of EP119 
TSAP - PKonrad
03/01/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk brooding on nest. [Biomonitor Mark Bahn reported 1 adult hawk feeding 
newly hatched nestlings a week ago on 2/24/2012.] - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - A hawk is lying on the nest, presumably brooding. Micropile work at EP118 to south, including 
helicopter deliveries. - PKonrad
03/15/2012 - Observed nest during portion of sound wall removal activities. Hiked to elevated vantage point 
along ridgeline to west and observed adult Red-tailed Hawk lying on nest facing northwest for 20 minute 
observation period. Second adult returns to rim of nest from north for nest exchange. Initial adult carefully stood 
up from inside nest and lowered wings while stepping up onto rim of nest, then flew off to south while second 
adult immediately and carefully settled down into nest in same position facing northwest. No eggs or nestlings 
visible from observation point and no other activity was observed. Presume nest to be in incubating/brooding 
stage based on today's observations and the care with which both adults entered/exited the inner portion of the 
nest. - JDicus
03/20/2012 - No adults observed, but looks like a medium-sized nestling with tan down and erupting feathers 
lying in sun on nest platform. - PKonrad
03/27/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk lying on nest, apparently brooding. Regular helicopter noise 1200 feet away 
from EP120. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Can see 2 medium-sized downy Red-tailed Hawks in nest (there may be more) and 1 adult perched 
on a rock on the hilltop 1/4 mile southwest of nest   PKonrad

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 011912_imll_02 EP255-2-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 71 500 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 1/19/2012 3/5/2012 01/19/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material to the nest in the morning by the avian biologist in a 
helicopter conducting a sweep of the Sunrise transmission line. Fresh material, potentially grass, is visible on top 
of nest. - IMaunsell
01/24/2012 - No hawks observed near this site, but 1 Red-tailed Hawk flew to the nest at the neighboring tower 
where a pair raised 2 fledglings in 2011. No indication of nest building apparent from ground-level observation 
locations. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - Several new thin branches can be seen added to the top of the existing old raven nest. An adult Red-
tail was observed making an unsuccessful predatory strike on unidentified prey animal on ground between 2 
'nest' towers, then flew to soar above mountain to the west. (Historic 2011 Red-tailed Hawk tower nest to north 
was visited by an adult hawk during observations 4 days ago.) Micropile drilling and occasional helicopter 
deliveries 1,050 feet west of this nest at EP254. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - Thin branches built up loosely where an inactive raptor nest was removed from SWPL tower 50183 
per SDG&E reliability and maintenance practices. The location of the nest was determined to be a potential 
reliability threat by a TCM inspection. Ron Freeman, SDG&E Environmental Services, contacted Dave Mayer 
(CDFG) and Lisa Nichols (USFWS) to notify them of this activity. The nest removal was not affiliated with the 
Sunrise Powerlink Project. - KAlberts
 - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - No hawks observed in area; appears a few new thin branches have been added to small 'starter' 
nest. (2011 nest in neighboring tower has been built up quite a bit during the past week.) - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - No apparent activity at small partial nest. A hawk visited the nearby 2011 nest, and that nest may 
now be the preferred active nest; at this time it appears this site may be inactive by definition, but will confirm in 
the coming weeks before making a conclusive decision. - PKonrad
02/20/2012 - Nest unchanged; remains a small nest where hawks began building a new nest, but have not 
attended in 2-plus weeks. In the meantime, the nest in the next tower to the north (SWPL tower 214) has been 
built up and occupied, with a pair of hawks in attendance with 1 of these incubating. It appears this nest has been 
abandoned and is now inactive, and the neighboring hawk nest site is now active. Nest buffer signs removed. - 
PKonrad
02/27/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area. Partial nest appears unchanged. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - No raptors or ravens in area. Nest unchanged for several weeks; appears hawks changed interest to 
nest site closer to EP256. - closed. - PKonrad
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GHOW Great Horned Owl 012312_rrdd_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 350 500 70 70 Fledged 1/23/2012 4/13/2012 01/23/2012 - Reports and photographic evidence indicate GHOW is incubating 3 eggs. Bird did not flush on this 
cold rainy morning during 2 hours of observation. Buffer established at 200 feet based on communication with 
Avian Team leads, and that bird tolerated light foot and vehicle traffic in close proximity to nest structure. 
Substation construction management indicate work is scheduled to occur on eye-level with this nest and higher. 
Observations and comments from yard monitor (Clay Schudy) suggest owl is undisturbed by pass-through traffic 
inside buffer. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - GHOW Female remains on nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - GHOW remains incubating on nest. - RRadd
02/09/2012 - GHOW female on nest 1327. Biomonitor reports no changes in behavior. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Incubation continues uninterrupted. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - Incubation continues. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - GHOW sitting tight. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - GHOW sitting higher on nest. Biomonitor reports seeing one hatched young late in the morning. - 
RRadd
03/12/2012 - One large nestling visible with adult. Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports female off nest mid-morning 
revealing 3 owlets. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - GHOW with 3 nestlings. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - Three owlets still in down. One adult in nest. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest at 0851. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Two nestlings have fledged. Observed and photo-documented on the ground in the substation on 3 
and 4 April, as they attempted to fly over the substation fence on 4 April, and in low shrubs outside the substation 
on 5 April. Third nestling remains in nest. - BArnold
04/10/2012 - One nestling continues. - RRadd
04/10/2012 - Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports that 1 nestling is still present in the A-frame. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - Third nestling fledged from A-frame nest today. Was in A-frame yesterday, 11 April 12. Fledgling 
remained in southwest corner of the substation for the day. There is no further owl activity associated with the A-
frame. A 'temporary ' 100-foot buffer was established around the southwest corner where the fledgling is 
temporarily located. - BArnold
04/13/2012 - On 4/12/12, biomonitor observed last fledgling outside of construction yard. Nest is closed. - 
HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Last of the 3 fledglings left the A-frame nest on 12 April 2012. This fledgling stayed within the 
fenced substation for the night, and flew over the fence today, 13 April 2012. - BArnold

Yes

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 012312_rrdd_02 CP11-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 0 500 500 500 Nest did not reach active stage 1/23/2012 2/18/2012 01/23/2012 - RTHAs have been bringing fresh greens at regular intervals during ongoing construction at CP11. No 
construction activity observed today, but location directly under ROW means this nest could potentially be 
impacted by wire-stringing operations and helicopter activity. - RRadd
01/25/2012 - A single Red-tailed Hawk was perched on top of 69 KV pole above nest when I arrived. It remained 
there for 5 minutes and then flew away out of sight. No hawks were observed for the remaining 20 minutes I was 
at the site. - EMorgan
01/26/2012 - Avian biologist supervised all installation of owl decoy in nest with the intent of deterring the pair of 
hawks from continuing nesting at this site. The crew was advised that the nest should not be damaged, removed, 
or destroyed. Nest monitored from 1205-1230 prior to installation. 1 hawk perched above nest and another 
soared overhead. 2 crewmen climbed the pole; photographed nest contents. No eggs or young were present. 
Crew installed owl on the nest with wire. Once installed, deterrent was photographed on the nest. Installation 
completed without destroying or removing nest. 2-4 sticks dislodged during installation. Nest was monitored from 
1245-1330. The pair quickly returned and dive bombed deterrent for ~40 minutes, occasionally striking it with 
talons. Pair briefly halted to courtship display before continuing aggressive behavior. ~1330 pair retreated to 
perches ~1000 from the nest. Closed due to inability for the pair to use site due to the deterrent being in the nest. 
- IMaunsell
01/26/2012 - RTHA pair engaged in screaming dive bomb attacks on plastic owl wired in to center of nest by 
Sunrise construction personnel for most of the duration of this 30-minute observation. Occasional strikes by 
hawks on the owl could be heard up to 650 feet away. - RRadd
01/27/2012 - Nest did not reach active stage (i.e., containing eggs or young) due to owl decoy placed in nest as a 
deterrent prior to egg laying. The intent is to remove the decoy once work is completed in the area. Wire-stringing 
operations will be monitored by an avian biologist at this location to assess any nesting activity. The nest will 
continue to be monitored for avian activity after construction is completed, and the status may then be re-
opened and changed to inactive or active, as appropriate. - KAlberts
02/09/2012 - Plastic owl now faces forward as nest appears to be losing integrity. Considerable debris on ground 
below. No RTHA detected within 4000 foot radius during 90 minute observation. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Pole is being monitored for potential nesting activity prior to removal of owl decoy. Between 1325 
and 1450, a pair of American Kestrels (or 1 of the adults from the pair) were observed perching on the top of the 
pole containing the owl decoy. The pair was observed copulating at 1345 and 1425, and each bird looked once 
into the cavity at the base of the top tower arm. Neither adult entered the cavity; apparently they are not 
incubating eggs at this point. - MDicus
02/18/2012 - The avian monitor monitored the nest pole prior to crew arrival. A pair of European Starlings was 
observed on the pole. One of the starlings entered the cavity at the base of the tower arm and pulled out a piece 
of plant material  The pair departed prior to the crew's arrival  The only raptor activity observed in the area was a 
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 012412_rrdd_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Scrubs TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/24/2012 TBD 01/24/2012 - RTHA pair carrying sticks to nest. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - Large amount of green material in nest but no RTHA observed. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA carrying small item to nest 0906. Unable to determine if item is decoration or prey. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - RTHA present away from nest, drying out following a wet night. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - RTHA pair copulating 0809, tearing bark strips and carrying sticks to nest 0814. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - Cold with 100% overcast, no RTHA detected, but nest is obscured. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - No RTHA observed at this nest, which is difficult to see into due to height. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No RTHA was observed near the nest during brief drive-by observation. Nest appears intact after 
storm. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - RTHA on nest not observed but likely incubating, just out of view; mate on territory. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - RTHA sitting upright within well-concealed nest, unable to determine if bird was rearranging eggs or 
feeding nestlings. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - RTHA observed in nest from 0915 to 0945. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation on rainy morning. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - RTHA comes to nest at 1041 and interacts with hatched young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No activity visible in nest observed after night of rainfall. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Two nestlings observed occasionally stretching partially feathered wings at 1051, still mostly white. - 
RRadd
05/08/2012 - Adult perched at nest with nestlings - now with feathered wings and downy bodies at 1332. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Nestlings exercising fully feathered wings in nest at 1450. - RRadd

TBD

AMKE American Kestrel 012712_rrdd_01 TL 6924 - 171694 69kV Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 3 500 150 150 Presumed Fledged 1/27/2012 5/16/2012 01/27/2012 - AMKE pair perched together at top of monopole for duration of 45 minutes of observation, female 
enters cavity repeatedly from  0812- 0815. No construction activities occurring at the time. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - RTHA perched at monopole and AMKE did not approach during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/09/2012 - AMKE pair copulating atop this pole at 0727 and 0820. Female subsequently entered cavity for 
approximately 2 minutes, and again from 0937-0939. Male perched on top of pole throughout. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - No change in activity observed during 15 minute observation on cold rainy day. RTHA perched on 
nest structure. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - AMKE pair copulating on this monopole 0740, and remain through 0755. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair copulate on pole 0717, male defends cavity against EUST intrusion. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - No AMKE detected during 2x20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - No activity observed at this pole during 4 hour survey period on 5 March, nor during 5 hour survey 
period in general area plus one hour focused observation period on 6 March, nor during 30 minute focused 
observation period on 7 March. Recommend characterizing this as Inactive and continue to monitor. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE male on tower, nest guarding and foraging. Female appears and solicits copulation at 1555. 
Male enters cavity briefly. Female solicits and the pair copulate again at 1610. Female enters cavity. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation under cool and wet conditions. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - The pair was observed at the cavity on and off all morning. Both male and female entered the 
cavity, a total of about 5 times. Each time one entered, begging sounds were heard from inside the cavity. The 
pair was also observed copulating on top of the pole once. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Adult female was observed perching atop nest pole and chasing a nearby Red-tailed Hawk; no male 
in sight. 1 hour later, both adults were perched on pole; vocalizations were heard from the nest area while the 
female leaned over for several minutes, watching the base of the west arm. - MDicus
04/06/2012 - Kestrel pair arrived at pole around 1435, the male carrying a prey item. Both sat atop the pole 
eating for a short period. The male then entered the nest cavity, but it wasn't clear if he took food in, as well. 
Female continued to perch on pole. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - No AMKE activity after an hour of observation. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - The female was quietly perched on a rung just below the nest cavity for about 30 minutes. She 
looked very damp. When a European Starling landed on the upper arm of the pole, the female kestrel made brief 
vocalizations and chased off the starling. Shortly after this, she entered the nest cavity and remained there 
through the end of the observation period (another 15-20 minutes). The male kestrel was not seen during this 
time. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - About 20 minutes after the start of observations, the male kestrel flew in from the north carrying 
prey. He landed atop the monopole and the female arrived from the west. She took the prey from him and 
perched partially within the bracket  where she could be seen feeding the nestlings (although nestlings were not 
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AMKE American Kestrel 012712_rrdd_02 TL 6924 - 171687 69kV Structure Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 500 150 115 Indeterminate 1/27/2012 4/26/2012 01/27/2012 - Bio-monitor (G. Huffman) observed AMKE copulating on adjacent pole and entering cavity on steel 
monopole at 0900. - RRadd
01/27/2012 - Observed pair while bio-monitoring over a span of 9 hours on multiple occasions copulating and 
female entering cavity.  Nearest construction activities occurred at 350 feet, and the pair appeared undisturbed. - 
GHuffman
01/30/2012 - No AMKE observed at this nest site during work activities. AMKE female observed flying around 
helicopter at CP3 at approximate 300-foot radius at 1035, then away from site. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - Female AMKE remained 500-1,000 feet away from cavity throughout 30 minute observation. 
Personnel walked repeatedly through buffer to conduct BMP maintenance and within 25 feet of pole. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - Buffer stakes repositioned at 150 feet. - RRadd
02/09/2012 - Biomonitors report AMKE on nest pole several time this morning. No AMKE detected from 1340-
1420. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - 1030 to 1100: Kestrels observed copulating and perched together on adjacent poles within 30 to 50 
feet of nest cavity. - GHuffman
02/13/2012 - Biomonitor reports vigorous pair defense against interloper AMKE this morning. Male-only detected 
during afternoon observation. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair copulate on monopole 1226 and remain. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - Male nest-guarding, no female seen. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - AMKE pair on wood pole adjacent, copulate at 1058 and 1107. Female stays off nest for 20 minutes 
of observation. - RRadd
03/09/2012 - Pair observed copulating on monopole near nest. Pair actively defended area around nest. Both 
birds seen entering nest location but left nest unattended for long periods. They do not appear to be incubating. - 
TCooper
03/12/2012 - Male foraging around territory, female not observed. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation. Showery and cold. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - AMKE in area observed flying and foraging, but no activity near cavity. Starlings building nest in 
same pole. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed at nest. 2 AMKEs foraging in area. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Male AMKE appears to be nest guarding, subsequently catches lizard. Female begs then takes prey 
and carries to wood pole adjacent to nest, but is reluctant to enter and caches prey on pole, apparently in 
response to observer outside buffer. Observer moves to 250 and female moves to next wood pole and preens. 
Existing buffer may not be adequate if construction is imminent. - RRadd
04/18/2012 - No activity observed over a 45-minute period. - BArnold
04/25/2012  No AMKE activity at pole after 60 minutes of observation  AMKE vocalizations heard downslope to 

N/A

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 013012_pkad_01 EP248-1-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/30/2012 TBD 01/30/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk flew from the nest and the pair soared to the northwest. The hawk was not 
observed incubating, but the observer may have missed that opportunity while writing field notes and 
approaching the nest. - PKonrad
01/31/2012 - Pair is actively nest building, bringing sticks to nest every 5 or 10 minutes - until K-max helicopter 
visited site 1 mile west, when pair perched in Sunrise tower and remained for 15 minutes after helicopter left, 
occasionally preening. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched high in nest tower. - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - No hawks observed at nest or in area during a windy period (30 minutes). - PKonrad
02/20/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk brought nesting material to nest 3 times during 40 minute observation 
period. - PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Observed nest site for 40 minutes; after 30 minutes an adult Red-tailed Hawk soared low overhead 
in strong wind, then soared out of sight to the northwest. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk initially standing on nest, then lying on nest incubating. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk has initiated incubating at this tower nest. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest; another adult soaring west of nest site, then perched on 
tower EP246. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating; eggs should be hatching soon. - PKonrad
04/13/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating soon stood up in nest and began feeding on a snake. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - M. Alfaro reported on 4/17/2012 helicopter flights in the area were constant and regular. An adult 
RTHA was incubating/brooding in the morning and clearly lying in the nest during work activities. However, during 
late morning and through the afternoon, the hawk was observed standing at the nest or on a metal beam 
immediately adjacent to the nest (potentially shading). Hawk looked in the nest throughout the day. The second 
adult was observed flying to nest every few hours; however, no exchange of food items was observed. In the 
evening, both adults flew away from the nest and continued until completely out of sight. After approximately 15 
minutes, 1 adult returned to the nest, again standing in the nest. Later in the evening, both adults flew away again 
for about 15 minutes. When the monitor left at approximately 1830, 1 adult was back at the nest, standing, not 
brooding. - IMaunsell
04/20/2012 - Pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks standing on rim of nest; when 1 hawk takes flight, the remaining 
adult begins feeding at least 1 small downy nestling. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was standing on the nest feeding 2 medium-sized downy nestlings. - 
PKonrad
05/03/2012 - The downy head of a nestling Red-tailed Hawk can be seen above the tower nest. No adults are 
present  but a pair of adult Red tailed Hawks was observed soaring above the area about 3 hours ago   PKonrad
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BUSH Bushtit 013112_dbby_02 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 80 80 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

1/31/2012 2/13/2012 01/31/2012 - Observed at least 2 Bushtits carrying nest material to a partly constructed nest on south side of live 
oak tree. Birds don't seem disturbed by avian biologist standing below nest. - PKonrad
02/01/2012 - More permanent ESA buffer signs installed. - KWeber
02/01/2012 - Observed at least 2 Bushtits carrying nest material to a partially constructed nest on the south side 
of a coast live oak. Nest approximately 25% complete, as entire nest skeleton is complete, but can still be seen 
through. Nest building activity at nest is sporadic. Individuals don't seem disturbed by my presence standing 
below nest. 100-foot buffer flagged at east side of cleaned site with temporary orange flagging. More permanent 
signage will be installed. - KAlberts
02/06/2012 - Pair active around described nest site for 10 minutes, foraged in area near ground another 5 
minutes, then left to southeast. No other observations during an additional 40 minutes. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - Nest is approximately 45% built. Distance to tower site (limit of vegetation clearance) where straw 
wattle is placed is 25 feet.  Distance to leg B anchor point is 145 feet. Distance to leg A anchor point is 85 feet. 
Avian biologist observed over a dozen trips to nest by pair carrying nest material. Nest building/nest 
improvements were being made inside the nest and around nest entrance at top east side of pendulous nest. Nest 
is now taking shape, with entrance obvious when viewed from east, but is still thin enough to allow sunlight to 
pass through in several places. Pair was most active early in the morning, making far less frequent trips to nest by 
9:15. Pair was tolerant of approach to within 25 feet. - JDicus
02/13/2012 - Nest appears to be physically disfigured. The nest was seen dangling in wind, and part of it torn off. 
It appeared to be 90% complete based on remaining shape and amount of nest material left. No Bushtits were 
seen or heard during the 45 minute observation period. Photos available to show current condition of nest. - AHill
02/15/2012 - West side of mostly completed nest has been torn out; probable predation. No Bushtits observed or 
heard during 30 minute observation period  in area. - PKonrad
02/15/2012 - No activity was observed at nest over an hour. Nest is unchanged since 2/13/2012, when it was first 
observed to be inactive. The birds are not refurbishing nest and not re-using material. The pair was not seen or 
heard. Buffer signs were removed and nest is now closed due to failure. Nest appears to have failed due to an 
animal dismantling the nest to obtain the contents, and not due to Sunrise work activities. - AHill

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 013112_phrd_02 GS-NF-20 Pad Areas-Work Area Grasslands and Meadows OH - foundations 600 500 500 500 Fledged 1/31/2012 5/16/2012 01/31/2012 - A Red-tailed Hawk was seen flushing from an area near the nest multiple times during the survey. 
The pair was seen flying over the nest with nest material, with the intent of adding material to this nest, but 
helicopter operations or other activity may have altered that regime. No raptors were seen in the nest proper. - 
PHoward
02/01/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was seen soaring just east of the nest site. No nest visits were observed 
during 40-minute observation period. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - No sign of activity at nest and no hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
02/08/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched in tree 150 feet northwest of nest. Hawks unconcerned about light 
traffic on Sunrise access road 600 feet south of nest and regular low helicopter flights within 1000 feet. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - Observed the pair copulate in nearby bare tree and bring nesting material on 2 occasions. Observed 
these behaviors from near EP56 guard structure at 500 feet. - AHill
02/13/2012 - Observed pair perched on nearby tree together. Soaring in area. Pair is still attending to nest. - AHill
02/14/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk on nest, either standing low on nest or, more likely, lying on nest during initial 
observation. During return visit, no hawks at nest or observed in area. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Cannot see a hawk on nest during concerted effort to ascertain a hawk is/is not incubating yet. No 
hawks observed near nest, but 1 adult Red-tail perched on pole 1,800 feet north of nest. - PKonrad
02/29/2012 - Observed nest exchange at 1110. Pair is incubating. - AHill
03/08/2012 - Observed adult on nest incubating and mate perched nearby on tree. - AHill
03/09/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating, mostly on west portion of nest. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Observed nest exchange at 1500. - AHill
03/16/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - A Red-tailed Hawk was seen flying/hovering within 500 feet of the tree with the nest in it. Later in 
the afternoon around 1540, a Red-tailed Hawk flew to the cluster of eucalyptus trees and made a call. Moments 
later, a Red-tailed Hawk was seen flying out of the back of the cluster of eucalyptus trees. No other activity was 
observed. It is not clear if the pair is still incubating, and will continue to monitor to ascertain status. - LThoreson
03/23/2012 - No hawks observed at nest during nest checks during 1 hour period. An adult Red-tailed Hawk was 
observed soaring in area to far north and near southeast. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Observed a nest exchange between adults. Previously incubating adult flew off away from nest. - 
AHill
04/02/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tree nest. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on east side of nest facing 2 downy nestlings, aged 10 days to 2 
weeks (may be more nestlings). - PKonrad
04/24/2012  Adult Red tailed Hawk standing in nest with at least 2 medium sized downy nestlings   PKonrad
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CACW Cactus Wren 020112_rrdd_01 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 200 100 100 100 Satellite nest 2/1/2012 4/19/2012 02/01/2012 - Fresh nest with small tight entrance and CACW pair in attendance, but not observed entering nest. - 
RRadd
02/06/2012 - Nest looks well tended, though CACW pair together 300 feet west. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Nest shows signs of maintenance, but no CACW detected. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Nest appears maintained, but no CACW detected today. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - No change in activity observed. Biomonitor reports CACW carrying nest material. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - No CACW detected on cold rainy day. Biomonitor reports consistent activity across this territory. - 
RRadd
03/05/2012 - Nest remains intact and kempt. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - Nest appears maintained, with freshly manicured entrance. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest looks well-maintained, but no CACW detected on cold windy day. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest. CACW calling 500 feet west of nest. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - 2 CACWs observed in area from 0630 to 0730. These birds did not approach nest. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - At start of observation, CACW heard calling 100-150 feet from nests. At 1345, an adult perched on 
cactus between the 2 nests before flying off to the north. At 1420, wren gave vocalizations briefly near the nests. 
At 1426, adult CACW entered upper nest. Wren never directly approached this nest during 70-minute observation 
period. - VEurs
04/19/2012 - It has been determined that this is a satellite nest for this CACW pair, as both adults were seen 
taking food into the upper nest. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Changed status from "closed" to "inactive" because it is possible this nest may be utilized as a roost 
for adults or fledglings, or for a second clutch later in the season. No activity at this nest today. - VEurs

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 020212_mkhn_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Other 22 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/2/2012 2/21/2012 02/02/2012 - Adults made several trips to nest with material. Nest is approximately 40% complete. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete. BUSH making occasional trips to nest. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Bird at nest, undisturbed by PAR personnel at gate. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Nest appears complete and intact following storm. No BUSH activity detected. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Nest is torn apart consistent with predation. Nesting chronology shows that eggs were present at 
the time of predation. Closed and buffer removed. - RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 020212_mkhn_03 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 32 100 100 100 Indeterminate 2/2/2012 3/8/2012 02/02/2012 - Nesting stage uncertain. Female went to the nest 6+ times and was on nest for 1-2 minutes per visit. 
Female observed collecting spider silk at least once. Nest rim looks completely formed, but could not view nest 
contents. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Did not locate. The only nest located at the presumed location appears to be an old goldfinch or 
vireo nest consisting of fibers. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Activity (project personnel standing at gate, talking to visitors) and through traffic did not flush 
female from nest.  Observed female ANHU on nest for 20-minute observation period, then female flew to road 
edge to nectar on tree tobacco (Nicotiana glauca) and returned immediately to nest. - JDicus
02/21/2012 - ANHU on nest, flushes in response to WESJ presence, ignores traffic. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Female ANHU approaches nest and perches close to, but does not alight on it during 20 minute 
observation. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - During 15-minute observation period, no activity observed at the nest. No nestlings in the nest; no 
adult or fledglings observed in the vicinity. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - No detections at this nest, which appears abandoned. - RRadd

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 020212_phrd_01 CP73-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 2/2/2012 2/6/2012 02/02/2012 - Nest has two fully feathered chicks ready to fledge in next few days. Female seen feeding young. - 
PHoward
02/08/2012 - The nest is intact and empty. It is presumed the nestlings fledged. - MDicus
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BUSH Bushtit 020312_rrdd_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 50 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/3/2012 4/13/2012 02/03/2012 - BUSH pair actively building nest, approximately 50% complete, with numerous trips during 30 
minute observation. Nest is partially visually screened from pull site by adjacent chaparral whitethorn (Ceanothus 
leucodermis). BUSH absent from nest during helicopter operations. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Nest appears 90% complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - Nest intact following recent storms. BUSH pair observed away from nest, did not approach this site 
during observation. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - Adult seen bringing lining material to nest. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears stout, well insulated and complete, with a tidy entrance facing north. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest remains in fine condition, no BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest appears intact. No bushtit  observed at nest. Nest monitored 30 minutes 840 -910. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - One bushtit observed entering and exiting nest. stayed inside nest for 10-15 minutes and outside of 
nest for 2-5 minutes, three times during observation - ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Female observed exiting nest. Monitoring was stopped due to Western Scrub-jay in area. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest after 10 minutes of observation. Nest monitoring was ended due to 
occupation of Western Scrub-jays in immediate area. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting and entering nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to 15 minutes due to 
occupation of Western Scrub-Jays in immediate area. Minor damage at bottom of nest is likely due to major storm 
event over last two days. - RAbe
03/29/2012 - No activity observed in 5 minutes of observation. Visit curtailed by WESJ activity in area. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0710 to 0740. Nest appears in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest has been destroyed by unknown cause, presumably weather influenced. - RRadd

No

CATH California Thrasher 020312_rrdd_02 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 115 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/3/2012 3/13/2012 02/03/2012 - No birds seen at nest, but appears fresh and under construction. WESJ pair alarming at observer at 
100 feet. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Deep basket of twigs with partial lining of finer material. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - CATH observed carrying nest materials to this site. Pair at this site for duration of 20 minute 
observation. No WESJ detected. Changed species to California Thrasher. - RRadd
02/24/2012 - Nest in good condition with well woven grass lining and appears complete. No birds observed 
visiting nest, although CATH heard singing in immediate vicinity following vehicle traffic and parking 150 south of 
nest within the pullsite. Pair potentially egg laying. - IMaunsell
02/29/2012 - Nest in fine condition. CATH singing intermittently nearby but not at nest. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears complete and sound. No occupants detected, CATH singing nearby. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest is in good shape. No CATH near nest, though heard signing in area and observed flying over 
shrub once. Two Scrub-jays were observed on shrub and in area. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - Thrasher was observed near nest but not at the nest. Nest appears to be in good condition - 
ELoveless
03/13/2012 - Observed nest over 3 days for activity on 3/10, 3/12 and 3/13. Birds have not been observed at this 
nest or within proximity. Nest has been monitored for a minimum of a few hours each day at varying distances. 
Conclusion reached that nest is no longer active. - GHuffman

No

CATH California Thrasher 020312_rrdd_03 CP55/CP56-1 PS-N Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/3/2012 3/6/2012 02/03/2012 - CATH giving alarm calls from this thicket, but not observed on nest. Nest should be monitored again 
to verify current activity. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Appears to have some material added, but progress is slow. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - No change in activity detected. Recent storms are delaying breeding activity. - RRadd
02/29/2012 - Nest is unimproved and deteriorating. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest is no longer viable. Closed. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 020312_rrdd_04 CP55/CP56-1 PS-N Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 100 100 Indeterminate 2/3/2012 3/6/2012 02/03/2012 - BUSH pair making trips at 5 minute intervals, building nest. Flushed from observer at edge of AR, 
but returned when observer was within 50 feet and within 100 feet with noise. Nest is candidate for drive-
through buffer, due to exhibited resilience to helicopter activity and intermittent AR activity. No indications of any 
recent BMP activity within 100 feet. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Exterior of nest appears substantially complete. BUSH are wary, but continue to make occasional 
trips carrying material. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - R. Radd observed exterior of nest that appeared substantially complete. BUSH are wary, but 
continue to make occasional trips carrying material. - KAlberts
02/16/2012 - Nest is intact following recent storms, but no BUSH observed. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - R. Radd reported nest is intact following recent storms, but no BUSH observed. - KAlberts
02/29/2012 - R. Radd observed nest in fine condition looks near complete. BUSH nearby in foraging flock did not 
associate with nest. - KAlberts
02/29/2012 - Nest in fine condition looks near complete. BUSH nearby in foraging flock did not associate with 
nest. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - R. Radd observed BUSH pair making trips at 5 minute intervals, building nest. Flushed from observer 
at edge of AR, but returned when observer was within 50 feet and within 100 feet with noise. Nest is candidate 
for drive-through buffer, due to exhibited resilience to helicopter activity and intermittent AR activity. No 
indications of any recent BMP activity within 100 feet. - KAlberts
03/06/2012 - Nest destroyed by unknown cause. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - R. Radd reported that the nest was destroyed by an unknown cause. - KAlberts

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 020312_rrdd_05 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/3/2012 3/29/2012 02/03/2012 - Nest is 1% complete, consisting of a thumbnail-sized collection of white fluff bound into fork of 
laurel sumac (Malosma laurina). - KAlberts
02/10/2012 - Nest is now 4 inches long, 10% complete and composed of white silk and fibers. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Avian monitor arrived prior to bmp crew; helicopters were passing overhead (outside 100-foot 
overhead buffer) every 1-5 minutes.  No activity at nest during 2 hours of monitoring (approximately 08:00 to 
10:00), and nest remains approximately 10% complete.  Buffer is still staked at 100 feet but signs were added to 
allow drive through access only.  Continued monitoring is recommended to determine whether lack of activity is 
due to recent inclement weather or whether nest is abandoned and should be closed - MDicus
02/16/2012 - Material has been added since 10 February - nest building assumed to be continuing. - RRadd
02/24/2012 - Adults observed coming to nest. Nest appears complete. - BArnold
02/29/2012 - Nest appears large and complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest remains in good condition, no BUSH detected on cold day. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - Pair added nest material three times during 45 minute observation period. - RAbe
03/14/2012 - BUSH pair departed nest at 1344 in possible response to observer at 80 feet. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appeared intact after storm. BUSH pair near, but not at nest during approximate 10 minute 
observation period. Nest building is presumably still going on. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - BUSH made 3 nest trips in 10 minutes and then did not reappear. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Nest was found in a fragmentary condition, indicating predation of eggs. There was no evidence of 
construction activities affecting this nest, and it was determined to have failed due to natural causes. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 020612_phrd_02 EP206-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 93 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/6/2012 2/17/2012 02/06/2012 - Adult Bushtit bringing nest material to nest and building. Nest is roughly 30% complete. - PHoward
02/14/2012 - Observed nest for approximately 45 minutes. A pair of BUSH was seen foraging and visited the scrub 
oak with the nest 3 times but no nest building or item carrying was observed. Nest looked to be approximately 30 
percent complete (Myers, S.J.). - SJohnston
02/17/2012 - Top of small light-colored well-built nest torn open at top; apparent avian predation attempt. No 
Bushtits observed or heard. Sunrise and public vehicle traffic on McCain Valley Road 250 feet west of nest site. - 
PKonrad

No

CALT California Towhee 020612_rrdd_02 CP25-2-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 34 100 60 60 Nest did not reach active stage 2/6/2012 2/22/2012 02/06/2012 - No avian activity at this nest during observation, but CALT nearby. Two green leaves placed in cup. 
No indications of prior use (compression, feces etc.), but no birds observed associating with this nest during 15-
minute observation. Appears too intact to have been a nest from the previous year. Original buffer set at 60 feet - 
drive-through access permitted. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - No change in activity. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - Nest is unused and unmaintained. - RRadd

No
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 020712_rrdd_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 60 100 60 60 Presumed Fledged 2/7/2012 4/1/2012 02/07/2012 - Almost complete nest is 9 feet above ground on east side of Brazilian pepper tree, adjacent to 
residence close to terminus of overhanging branch. ANHU making frequent trips packing interior lining. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Nest appears abandoned and appears beginning to degrade, but difficult to see into on rainy 
blustery day. Will monitor again before closing. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - ANHU female incubating 3 eggs. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - ANHU sitting tight on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - ANHU observed incubating. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - Single nestling visible in nest. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - ANHU feeding multiple young. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nestlings still present. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - One feathered nestling remains. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - Two fledglings visible; appear to be several days apart in age, with noticeably differing size and bill 
length. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - 2 fully feathered nestlings conspicuous in nest, appearing alert and capable of fledging soon. - 
HWinfrey
04/01/2012 - Nest is empty and in good condition. No evidence of predation, nest is presumed fledged. - 
HWinfrey

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 020712_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Riparian Scrubs Traffic 60 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 2/7/2012 3/30/2012 02/07/2012 - Female ANHU building new nest in low branches of cottonwood tree. Nest is approximately 15% 
complete. Female departed nest when observer was in line of sight at 45 feet, indicating intolerance of humans 
on foot at that location. Staked with drive-through access only to permit SRPL traffic to continue unimpeded. - 
RRadd
02/14/2012 - Nest is complete, lined and empty. No ANHU detected during late afternoon observation. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Intact nest with one egg. No ANHU detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - ANHU lying on nest 1020 - 1033. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - ANHU incubating 2 eggs. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - ANHU incubating. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - ANHU brooding 2 black downy nestlings (approximately 3 days old). - RRadd
03/15/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Two nestlings acquiring wing quills. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - 2 fully feathered nestlings in nest, appearing alert and likely to fledge very soon. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - Nestlings observed sitting in nest. - JTaylor
03/30/2012 - Nest is empty and in good condition with no evidence of disturbance. Fine fibers on edge of cup are 
pulled upwards. Evidence indicates nest successfully fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 020812_mkhn_02 EP16-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals Other 140 100 95 95 Presumed Fledged 2/8/2012 4/18/2012 02/08/2012 - Pair of adult Bushtits visited nest site together more than 4 times with nesting material. Pair has just 
started building nest and is about 5% complete. Link Lead and work crews on site were notified of nest buffer. 
Buffer still needs to be flagged and signed. - MKuehn
02/10/2012 - The Bushtit pair is still building their nest after today's work activities. Several helicopter flights 
occurred today, flying directly over the nest a couple times, and all landing approximately 145 feet from the nest. 
The Skycrane delivered and picked up grading equipment 3 times today, and the nest was physically unaffected by 
the wind created by the helicopter each time. The birds returned to the nest between 2 and 45 minutes after 
helicopter activities. The only concern is that the noise created by the helicopters will affect the birds' nesting 
behavior; however, it does not seem that the helicopter activities will physically harm the nest. The nest was 
approximately 20% complete as of noon today, and the pair were actively visiting the nest. No nesting material 
was seen being carried, but 1 Bushtit spent time attending to nest. Signs were installed for the 95-foot nest 
buffer. - AHill
02/16/2012 - Bushtit pair was seen visiting nest 3 times at intervals of 30, 20, and 30 minutes. Pair was foraging 
between these visits. Pair was not perturbed by micropiling activities occurring at 225 feet from the nest. Nest is 
approximately 60% complete. Shape of nest is complete and entrance is east-facing; however, nest is thin and I 
can see through it. - AHill
02/24/2012 - Observed Bushtit bring lining material to nest, pair very active. Pair not affected by helicopter 
activities. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Male and female both brought soft nesting material to nest, nest is 95% complete. - AHill
03/12/2012 - Nest nearly complete. One bushtit observed bringing material to nest during 15 minute observation. 
- ELoveless
03/12/2012 - Observed adult visit nest then quickly leave. Pair is being very quiet and there was very little 
observed behavior. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Observed nest exchange; pair is incubating. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Observed adult foraging around nest area. Ten minutes later observed female bringing soft nesting 
material to nest and then did not leave for at least 10 minutes. - AHill
04/03/2012 - Adults very actively visiting nest; heard nestlings begging. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Adults feeding young periodically; heard nestlings. - AHill
04/12/2012 - 2 adults bringing food to nest at 1019. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Adult visits nest with food at 0957. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Nest was empty and intact; birds presumed to have fledged. - AHill

Yes
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 020812_rrdd_01 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 41 100 70 70 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/8/2012 2/21/2012 02/08/2012 - ANHU female feeding 2 well-developed young - partially feathered heads visible during feeding 
session. Buffer reduced to 70 feet and drive-through only to permit use of gate and project access. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - ANHU nestlings fill the nest level with brim of cup. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Nest no longer present on tree. Ground search under nest site produced no nest remnants but small 
feather scrap; suggesting but not conclusively indicating nest predation. Nestlings were approaching fledge date 
at last monitoring and one rain event has occurred since that date. - RRadd

No

AMKE American Kestrel 020912_bald_02 TL 6924 - Z101344 69kV Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 2/9/2012 TBD 02/09/2012 - Kestrels observed entering the third arm on the west side of 69kV steel monopole Z137901, from 
the end of adjacent arm to pole. Also observed pair copulating and entering same arm on Saturday 4 February 
2012, while appearing to search for suitable nesting areas. - KAlberts
02/10/2012 - Female on top of steel monopole, male on steel monopole to the south, at SE corner of substation. - 
BArnold
02/15/2012 - AMKE continue to show site fidelity to this monopole. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair together on adjacent pole, did not enter any cavities during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
02/23/2012 - Female observed exiting third arm at 0945, both adults in large Eucalyptus tree in the parking lot to 
the east by 1000. - BArnold
02/26/2012 - Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports frequent activity of AMKE pair at both monopoles while substation 
work in progress, birds unfazed by substation work. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - AMKE perched briefly on monopole and flying around vicinity. Pair observed perched on monopole 
located two poles to the south, across Blaisdell. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - American Kestrels not observed today during afternoon brief observation period. Sycamore 
Substation bio-monitor Clayton observed American Kestrels perched on pole one pole south at southeast corner 
of substation on the day before, 8 March 2012. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE male carries food (small mammal remnant) to female at nest at 1648. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - No AMKE observed anywhere in area during brief morning observation period. - BArnold
03/19/2012 - AMKE atop pole departs at 0700 under rainfall and does not return for duration of 30 minute 
observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed by Brian Arnold during observation period. - JPawlicki
04/06/2012 - No activity observed during observation period. - BArnold
04/06/2012 - Kestrel pair arrived at pole at 1252. Female was holding a small lizard that she carried into arm. She 
remained in arm for the duration of the observation period (40 more minutes). The male flew off to the north and 
did not return. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - 90-minute observation period conducted from pickup parked in business lot across the street to the 
north. No AMKE activity detected in the vicinity of nest cavity or surrounding area. Rainy conditions likely 
deterred kestrel activity. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Arrived on site at 10:45 and initially, no activity was observed at the nest. At approximately 11:40, a 
pair arrived calling at the nest pole with the male carrying prey. After 5 minutes of calling and flying in the vicinity 
of the pole, the male transferred prey to the female after which she entered the nest cavity at the base of the 
arm. Female remained in cavity until at least 12:20 pm (35 minutes) when monitor left site. - JPawlicki
05/03/2012  The female made 2 trips within 20 minutes to deliver food to the nest cavity  The male was not 

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 020912_bald_03 Pomerado Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 2/9/2012 TBD 02/09/2012 - Pair building nest. - KAlberts
02/15/2012 - Nest is intact but no BUSH activity detected on cool stormy morning. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - No BUSH observed late in afternoon. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - Both adults brought nesting material to nest after an 18 minute observation period. - BArnold
02/26/2012 - Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports frequent activity to and from this nest while substation work in 
progress. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Bushtits heard and observed going to nest. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - Bushtits observed at nest. Sycamore Substation bio-monitor Clayton Tschudy also observed Bushtits 
at nest yesterday, 8 March 2012. - BArnold
03/13/2012 - Nest continues in fine condition, but no BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Bushtits present in nest tree during brief morning observation period; nest appears in good 
condition. - BArnold
03/19/2012 - No detections during 30 minutes of light rain. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed by Brian Arnold during observation period. - JPawlicki
04/06/2012 - BUSH observed entering nest within 2 minutes of arrival. This nest remains active. - BArnold
04/10/2012 - Adult Bushtits observed in nest tree 2 minutes after arrival. Nest remains active. - BArnold
04/18/2012 - Two adult BUSH came to nest after 10 minutes of observation. Neither had food items. - BArnold
04/30/2012 - No BUSH activity detected during 45 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good condition. 
2 Cooper's Hawks flew from trees near the nest as the biologist walked down the street. - VEurs
05/02/2012 - Two BUSH observed flying from or very near the nest at 1315 after 15 minutes of observation. - 
BArnold
05/08/2012 - Adult Bushtit observed foraging in nest tree. Nest is in good shape. - BArnold
05/10/2012 - BUSH activity observed at nest. - BArnold

TBD
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MODO Mourning Dove 020912_bald_04 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 70 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 2/9/2012 2/13/2012 02/09/2012 - An adult was on the nest brooding two nestlings. - KAlberts
02/22/2012 - Unable to monitor nest due to lack of substation access. - IMaunsell
03/02/2012 - Nest empty. No Mourning Dove activity. Nest likely fledged due to size of nestlings observed on 9 
February, and the placement of the nest such that there was no direct line of sight nor access for potential 
predators. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Avian biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nest, but was unable to gain access to substation. - 
HWinfrey

Yes

AMKE American Kestrel 020912_rrdd_01 TL 6924 - 171688 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 2/9/2012 TBD 02/09/2012 - Female AMKE enters cavity at 1214, 1221, 1224 and then departs. Male at top of pole throughout. - 
RRadd
02/13/2012 - No change in activity observed during two 15 minute observations on cold rainy day. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Male AMKE performs display flight around and then alights upon monopole. Female follows, briefly 
enters cavity 0958. Female remains on pole, male moves to next pole north. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair copulate 1111, one bird enters top arm cavity 1114 and remains. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - AMKE pair present on pole, but no entry to cavity detected. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - AMKE enters arm at 0800. Both kestrels present. It appears that this male is attempting to establish 
nests at adjacent monopoles, 171688 and 171689. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE pair at this structure, male entering cavity, female present. This male is also servicing female 
on subsequent monopole. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Male AMKE atop pole for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - For the first 30 minutes of observation neither adult was observed. After checking the active AMKE 
nest to the north (pole 171689), the male from that pair flew to this pole and perched with a female. It was 
unclear whether the female was incubating and emerged from the nest cavity or flew in from the surrounding 
area. A third Kestrel (possibly the female from the territory to the north) approached the nest pole, and the 
resident female chased it from the area while the male remained perched. The pair was also observed chasing a 
nearby Red-tailed Hawk from the territory. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - Male circled pole and landed for a brief period before flying off again. Female flew in from south, 
landed atop the pole and began ripping feathers from her prey item. Male returned and sat below her on climbing 
rung. She moved down the pole, but it was unclear whether she took food into the cavity (bad viewing angle). The 
male flew off, eventually followed by the female. - VEurs
04/18/2012 - The pair was perched atop monopole upon biologist's arrival. Almost immediately, the pair 
copulated and the male flew to his pole to the south. The male associated with the pole to the north landed on 
this monopole and attempted to copulate with the female. This pole's male returned to the pole and prevented 
copulation. The pair associated with this pole copulated 2 more times; quite a lot of AMKE activity this morning. - 
VEurs
04/25/2012 - The female was perched on a wire near the monopole containing the nest as the biologist 
approached the buffer. She remained there until a pair of RTHA flew by, one carrying a dead rabbit. The kestrel 
took off and quietly followed the hawk pair out of sight. She returned after about 30 minutes and again perched 
on the wire. The male approached the wire 10 minutes later, carrying a lizard about as long as himself. The female 
called to him and flew up into the nest cavity. The male did not fly to the cavity and instead flew out of sight with 
his lizard and did not return for the duration of the observation. The female remained in the cavity for another 15 
minutes  until the observation was ended   VEurs

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 020912_vers_01 EP10-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 60 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 2/9/2012 4/14/2012 02/09/2012 - The Bushtit pair did not react to the traffic, gunfire or farm activity. Three biologists observed the 
nest at different times for 10-20 minutes each. During each observation, the Bushtits visited the nest site with 
nesting material 4-7 times. Two biologists also observed the Bushtits gathering nesting material from the 
surrounding area, approximately 1 to 4 feet away. The pair reacted adversely to the Accipiter hawk that flew over 
their nest site. - VEurs
02/14/2012 - The Bushtit pair was very tolerant of biologist's observations 20 feet away from nest. The pair was 
actively bringing nesting material to the nest. The nest was unaffected by the wind created by the helicopter. The 
pair returned to the nest within 5 minutes of the helicopter leaving. Nest is 85% complete. - AHill
02/22/2012 - Male Bushtit was seen bringing lining material to nest. Nest is 90% complete. - AHill
02/24/2012 - Pair seen bringing nest lining material to nest. Nest buffer adjusted to 30 feet as per concurrence 
from Forest Service on 2/24/2012. - AHill
03/01/2012 - Pair was seen bringing lining material to nest, 95% complete. - AHill
03/09/2012 - Male was seen foraging in nest area and then flew to nest and entered. Birds were very cryptic. - 
AHill
03/20/2012 - Observed nest exchange between female to male. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Adults seen coming to and from nest, nestlings were heard begging. Nest was physically intact, with 
the NBJ-allowed helicopter landing at the TSAP. Pair is tolerant of drilling activities. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Bushtit observed adding material to outside of nest at 0954. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - 2 adults observed bringing food to nest at 0832. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - No activity at nest, which is intact and empty. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 021012_rabe_01 EP2-3 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 140 100 100 100 Fledged 2/10/2012 2/11/2012 02/10/2012 - A female ANHU was observed feeding a fledgling a few feet from the nest. One nestling was still in 
the nest. Due to breeding chronology, the active nest was closed because one fledging was observed, and the 
remaining nestling will fledge before the next scheduled construction activity, barring natural predation. - RAbe

Yes
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 021112_rrdd_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 2/11/2012 4/13/2012 02/11/2012 - ANHU female building new nest in riparian zone, approximately 30% complete. Buffer staked at 50 
feet allowing drive-through access and permits SRPL traffic to continue. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - ANHU returning intermittently to nest. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - Nest is complete and female appears to be incubating, make brief infrequent trips off the nest. - 
RRadd
03/02/2012 - ANHU making brief trips away from nest before returning to settle. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - Female ANHU on nest 0900, leaves for 3 minutes then returns and settles directly onto nest, giving 
no indications of hatched young. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - At least one nestling visible in nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Observed ANHU feeding nestlings (2 nestlings visible). - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Female ANHU observed visiting nest twice during 5 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity was observed from 1150 to 1220. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No activity observed. Nest fully intact, and based on nest chronology, nest is presumed to have 
fledged. - JDicus

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 021612_kwer_04 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 5 100 30 30 Fledged 2/16/2012 2/21/2012 02/16/2012 - 2 large nestlings are present in the nest. Avian monitor observed mother feeding nestlings twice 
over the course of an hour of observation. Bio-monitor Katherine Vittum observed the mother performing 
frequent feedings prior to avian biologist arriving on-site, including her first observation which occurred while 
Project traffic was driving 10 horizontal feet from nest. - KWeber
02/21/2012 - I. Maunsell reported that the female was feeding a pair of fledglings sitting adjacent to one another 
in coast live oak tree approximately 30 feet north of nest location. Nest was intact and in good condition. Fledged. 
- KAlberts

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 021712_jdus_01 EP81 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 0 100 75 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

2/17/2012 4/10/2012 02/17/2012 - Bushtits building nest, 1% complete. - JDicus
02/23/2012 - Pair continues building nest and is 35%-40% complete; they are able to enter the partly built 
pendulum nest. During helicopter long-lining, nest and host yucca stalk shook violently, however 1 bird remained 
inside the nest during the event and continued building seconds after helicopter flew away. - JTaylor
03/07/2012 - Biological monitor reports pair making frequent trips with nesting material to a nearly complete 
nest following helicopter landings at TSAP. - KWeber
03/21/2012 - One adult Bushtit flew to nest carrying nesting material (white fluff). - MKuehn
03/29/2012 - Pair observed bringing fur to nest. Nest appears 90-100% complete. - RQuilley
04/02/2012 - Within 5 minutes of passive observation starting at 1500, Bushtits were heard. A few minutes later, 
an individual was identified carrying resting material and was seen gradually making its way to the nest, 
eventually going inside with the material. The exterior of the nest appears complete. - LThoreson
04/03/2012 - SDG&E requested agency concurrence to remove this nest, based on its location within the critical 
path for sky crane operations at EP81. The nest removal request was granted on 4-2-12, and removal procedures 
occurred on 4-3-12. Avian biologist L. Tymkiw arrived at 1000. At 1020 the pair arrived with nesting material, and 
again at 1025. At 1030, the avian biologist approached the nest to remove it. The biologist felt the nest bottom 
for eggs, felt none, so carefully broke the supporting yucca flower stalks and took the nest down. Upon feeling 
inside the nest, 4 eggs were discovered. The nest was then returned to as close to the original spot as possible and 
firmly wedged in place. The nest was later (at 1211) secured with wire by K. Alberts to provide secondary 
reinforcements to this replaced nest. Before the nest was secured with wire, it was dislodged on one occasion.  
The cause of dislodging was either due to a helicopter that landed in the TSAP that approached from the east, 
generally 200 feet above the nest area, or the bird itself flushing from on top of the nest during this landing event. 
6 minutes after the nest was re-affixed, a Bushtit came to it with nesting material. Within 3 minutes it returned 
and entered the nest. The Bushtits were observed coming to the nest with material 6 more times, and without 
material 4 more times. One was observed entering the nest 6 times, generally staying inside for about 10 minutes 
at a time. At 1334 a WESJ was observed within 20 feet of the nest. Both Bushtits mobbed it and it eventually left. 
After the nest was secured with wire, the pair appeared to be anchoring the nest to the wire and the yucca each 
time they brought material to the nest. Once, a Bushtit was observed bringing material to the nest but not putting 
it anywhere and eventually leaving with it. - LTymkiw
04/04/2012 - The avian biologist arrived at 0836. At 0841 1 Bushtit was observed approaching the nest with 
nesting material. At 0854 4 WESJ were perched about 100 feet from the nest and both Bushtits flew over and 
scolded them until they left. At 0900 one Bushtit entered the nest, staying inside for about 10 minutes. The birds 
were seen bringing material 3 more times and entering the nest once more.  The pair grew increasingly wary, 
though, and would drop the material and not visit the nest if the biologist was in plain sight.  They also began 
coming in to the nest from different angles  which they were not observed doing in 5 5 hours of observation on 

No
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BUSH Bushtit 021712_mkhn_02 EP223-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 85 100 85 85 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/17/2012 3/28/2012 02/17/2012 - A pair of adult Bushtits observed flying to nest tree with material more than 3 times and building 
nest. Nest is 50% complete. Bottom is not yet formed. Birds exhibited no signs of disturbance toward biologists' 
presence at 50 feet, and brought material to nest without hesitation, even while Skycrane was delivering materials 
to adjacent tower site. - MKuehn
02/23/2012 - Observations of the pair of Bushtits were made during nesting bird survey for buffer area 
surrounding concrete anchor block locations. Bushtit pair was observed carrying nest material to nest several 
times. Pair was observed approaching nest from below moving slowly up through host scrub oak from near the 
base of the shrub, not flying in to nest at top of shrub directly. Pair of Western Scrub Jays in vicinity may explain 
why the Bushtit pair was approaching the nest more secretly than might be expected, as this species will 
commonly fly nest materials directly to nest under normal conditions. Nest is now taking shape and is 
approximately 80% complete with nest entrance located on south side of nest. - JDicus
03/09/2012 - S. Johnston observed single Bushtit making 1 trip into the nest during a 20 minute observation 
period. - SJohnston
03/24/2012 - Access was not possible and prevented checking the status of this nest. Nest will be monitored as 
soon as safely possible, as early as Monday. - PKonrad
03/28/2012 - No sign of nest in scrub oak or below or around it; spent considerable time searching for nest or 
remnant. A Bushtit passed through the area giving contact calls at 1 time, but remained out of sight - closed. - 
PKonrad

No

GHOW Great Horned Owl 021712_pkad_02 EP363-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Grading 80 500 175 75 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/17/2012 4/19/2012 02/17/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on 2011 raven nest. Light drive-by traffic along Imperial Valley 
Substation access road. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on corner tower nest. Light drive-by traffic along Imperial Valley 
Substation access road. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on tower nest. Light slow drive-by traffic along Imperial Valley 
Substation access road. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - The owl was on the nest throughout the survey. At the end of the survey, a CORA landed on the 
tower and approached the nest. The owl stood up and spread its wings and the raven flew off. The raven was on 
the tower near the nest for no more than 10 minutes. - JDicus
03/16/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating; nestling(s) should hatch from the eggs during the next few 
days. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating/brooding; nestlings should be hatching now. On Friday, a grading 
crew was active to the new buffer area to 75 feet of nest site for several hours with no displacement of the 
incubating owl. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - No adults are present at tower nest and cannot see any nestlings, which should be about 2 weeks 
old. However, small nestlings may be lying out of sight with adult(s) positioned away from nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - No adult Great Horned Owl observed at the nest or in the surrounding area, and no nestlings can be 
seen at this time. Status of nest uncertain at this time, but indications suggest this nesting attempt may have 
failed. Will check back to ascertain nest status. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - No owls are evident at the nest or in the area today or during similar nest monitoring observations 
during the past 2 weeks. It appears this nesting attempt was unsuccessful; the adult has not been seen since 
3/26/2012, which is about the time the eggs were expected to hatch. The nest looks weathered and used, but no 
evidence of predation or other nest disruption can be seen, and there is no apparent reason for the failure of this 
nesting attempt. Although grading work was conducted as close as 80 feet from the nest tower, the adult Great 
Horned Owl did not leave the nest during this construction-related work, and incubation continued for up to 2 
weeks thereafter. This is an extreme desert nest site for a Great Horned Owl and it is most likely a natural (nature-
related or physiological) reason this nesting attempt failed. - PKonrad
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 021712_rrdd_01 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 95 500 500 500 Nest did not reach active stage 2/17/2012 2/24/2012 02/17/2012 - A RTHA was observed carrying dead sticks and dried yucca (Hesperoyucca whipplei) leaves to the 
shelter of a large rick on an exposed promontory. The hawk made six trips from 0758 - 0815, and twice flew to 
mate with nest material before advancing to nest site. When the sentry bird detected the observer, a few alarm 
calls ended all activity and pair retreated to 1000+ feet and did not return for the duration of the 2 hour 
observation. Selected location does not appear to this observer to be well chosen, however due to extreme 
wariness of this RTHA pair at this stage of cycle, a buffer of 500 feet was established. To avoid leaving a scent trail, 
the nest was not approached directly. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - RTHA carries stick to nest 0747. On departure from nest appears to detect well-obscured observer 
at 450 feet, perches 1200 feet away and does not return through duration of 3 hour observation. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - No RTHA activity at or near this nest from 0650 - 0945. Approach to nest reveals scant materials 
shaped into bowl. - RRadd
02/24/2012 - RTHA exhibit some resilience to helicopters, but reacts to pedestrian presence at 700 feet from 
nest. No interactions with nest during 3.5 hour observation. - RRadd
02/29/2012 - RTHA pair conducting display flights and territorial defense did not interact directly with nest during 
3 hour observation commencing 15 minutes before sunrise. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - There has been no definitive nest-building at this nest site since February 20, therefore it is deemed 
inactive, pending further monitoring. - KAlberts
03/14/2012 - RTHA pair perched at western edge of territory, 1200 feet from nest, for duration of one hour 
observation. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - No RTHA detected in this area. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0645. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed from 0910 to 0940. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - RTHA overhead does not approach this nest site during observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No changes were detected at this nest. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No changes to this nest detected. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - No material has been added to this nest since 20 February and it is unlikely to become active this 
breeding season. - RRadd

No

RSHA Red-shouldered Hawk 021712_rrdd_02 Alpine Underground Ductbank Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 2/17/2012 TBD 02/13/2012 - Link Lead Kaleb Smith reports RSHA carrying sticks to top of eucalyptus tree (E. globulus). - KAlberts
02/17/2012 - RSHA departs nest at 1227, soars overhead in display flight with mate, calling loudly. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - RSHA making trips to nest tree but no materials carried. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - RSHA making trips at 5 minute intervals, breaking twigs from neighborhood deciduous trees and 
carrying to nest 0707-0724. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - Male RSHA flying to neighborhood trees, breaking fresh branches and carrying to nest at 5-10 
minute intervals. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - RSHA male flying to and from habitual perches does not approach nest during 1 hour observation. 
Female not detected. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact after storm event. One adult flushed from nest tree upon biologist's approach, calling 
briefly as it flew to nearby eucalyptus. Second adult remained quietly on nest as biologist examined it through 
binoculars. - VEurs
03/24/2012 - RSHA carrying green eucalyptus leaves to nest at 0810. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 1230-1245. - HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - No activity at nest and no RSHA detected in area from 1200 to 1245. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. No RSHA detected in area. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - Adult perched on rim of nest, nestlings not visible. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - No activity observed at the nest. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - RSHA perched on rim of nest, in feeding posture. No nestlings visible. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - Adult perched on edge of nest, leans into nest apparently feeding nestlings. - HWinfrey
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BUSH Bushtit 021812_kwer_01 EP70 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 90 100 75 75 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/18/2012 4/16/2012 02/18/2012 - Pair of Bushtits were observed flying north through survey area at 9:45. They returned to the area at 
10:15 and flew between the nest shrub and other shrubs in the immediate vicinity, repeatedly returning to the 
nest; 1 bird was observed entering the nest numerous times. Pair left survey area at 10:45 and were not observed 
again until 12:30 when they returned carrying nesting material. - KWeber
03/02/2012 - Nest looks complete. No Bushtits observed at nest during 40 minute period, although some Bushtit 
contact calls were heard during the first 10 minutes. - PKonrad
03/03/2012 - Bushtits seen and heard in area. Observed entering nest after 5-10 minutes of observation. - 
BArnold
03/08/2012 - Pair observed bringing material to and entering and existing nest at various times throughout 
duration of general avian survey. - JPawlicki
03/16/2012 - Nest appears intact from a distance; pair of Bushtits foraging in area immediately surrounding nest 
and in broader surrounding area during 5 minute period of a 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - No activity was observed or heard at the nest. The nest is located in the top part of a tall manzanita, 
and when the wind would blow, the canopy would move back at least 2 feet in all directions. The storm could 
have affected this nest, but will ascertain current status on the next visit. - LThoreson
03/27/2012 - Bushtit observed entering nest once after 10 minutes of observation. Probably incubating based on 
nesting chronology. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest is hard to see, but Bushtits made 3 visits to the nest site during first 15 minutes of 30 minute 
observation period. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Nest viewed from 80 feet away while drilling occurred on tower pad: 2 adults made 6 visits to nest 
with food in 10 minutes and foraged within 30 feet of active drilling. The 2 adults always left nest immediately 
after feeding; no evidence of brooding. - MKuehn
04/16/2012 - Nest was ripped completely apart with a large amount of feathers and down, which appears to be 
the remains of the nestlings. Predation assumed to be the cause of failure. Biological monitor reported 
observations of scrub jay harassment to the nesting pair within close vicinity to the nest on 4/9/2012. - SJohnston

No

WREN Wrentit 021812_mkhn_01 EP12-3 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals Grading 120 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/18/2012 2/27/2012 02/18/2012 - A pair of Wrentits was observed emerging from manzanita bush, which upon inspection had a small 
amount of fresh nesting material in upper branches. Adults returned 45 minutes later and 1 was positioned over 
nest. Could not determine if nesting material was carried in due to dense foliage, but new material had been 
added when nest was checked again 2 hours later. - MKuehn
02/21/2012 - Visit occurred from 1650-1720. No activity at nest through 20 minutes of passive observation from 
40 feet. Pair of Wrentits singing within 50 feet of nest. No new material added for three days and existing material 
not re-positioned. Reclassified as inactive and removed buffer signs. Follow-up survey is recommended in 5-7 
days to determine if nest construction resumes at this site. - MKuehn
02/27/2012 - Wrentit singing within 80 feet of nest. No new material added. Nest site appears to have been 
abandoned shortly after nest construction initiated. Nest closed. - MKuehn

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 022112_imll_02 CP13-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 2/21/2012 TBD 02/21/2012 - Nest was initially reported at approximately 1500 by biological monitor accompanying a BMP crew 
to the work area. The monitor observed a hawk fly and perch on the nest. The nest was verified and logged at 
approximately 1600 by G. Cummings. Hawk was observed on the nest and flushed from the area when vehicular 
traffic approached to within 400 feet. This pair is potentially the same pair of hawks that initially occupied the 
nest located between CP11 and CP12 prior to installation of a nesting deterrent. - IMaunsell
02/27/2012 - RTHA pair in display flight at CP14, and perching on CP13, but no material carried to large, 
substantial nest. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Nest looks complete, but unoccupied during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - RTHA pair engage in display flights over nest structure, with some brief nest visits. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - RTHA prone in nest for duration of 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Female incubating; male visited nest briefly, but spent majority of observation period soaring 
nearby. - MDicus
04/03/2012 - RTHA on nest at 0724. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - RTHA lying low in nest at 0810. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - A single RTHA was on the nest from 1305 to 1335, occasionally fluffing its feathers. No second adult 
detected. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - Adult RTHA standing on the edge of nest. Definitely 2, perhaps 3, downy nestlings visible craning 
their necks toward the adult. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - Nestlings visible and moving about the nest as an adult Red-tailed Hawk soared nearby. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - There appear to be 3 nestlings on the nest. No adults were observed around the nest. - VEurs
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BUSH Bushtit 022112_mdus_01 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 200 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 2/21/2012 4/28/2012 02/21/2012 - Avian biologist stood directly beneath nest and Bushtits continued nest building. This pair is tolerant 
of human presence. Buffer reduction to 30 feet would not be expected to impact this pair with work 61 feet away 
at tower. - MDicus
02/24/2012 - Birds continued building nest after crew finished work. Nest was approximately 20% complete. One 
dead Bushtit was found on site near a burrow. However, both birds of this pair were observed building the nest 
today. - JTaylor
03/05/2012 - Pair was seen visiting nest frequently with nest material. Nest is 95% complete. - AHill
03/07/2012 - Pair actively collecting material and vocalizing. Pair moving some distance from nest to collect. Nest 
nearly complete. - FHoffman
03/13/2012 - Adult was seen coming to nest actively, entering inside, while loud drilling was occurring 100 feet 
away. However, pair did not seem to be negatively affected by work nearby. Only one individual at a time was 
seen coming to and from the nest. Most likely the pair is egg laying. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm event. Male was the first bird observed around the nest. Female appeared 
and repeatedly entered and exited nest. BUSH activity continued despite heavy helicopter traffic close by. - VEurs
03/27/2012 - Did not hear or see any Bushtits around nest, nest appears to still be intact. - AHill
03/28/2012 - Observed male foraging around nest and visiting nest quickly several times. No food was observed 
being brought to nest. - AHill
04/09/2012 - 2 Bushtits visit nest at 0818; 1 enters and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Please see other comments from today. - MBahn
04/18/2012 - Monitored nest from 10:30 to 13:00 and no activity at nest was observed. - MBahn
04/22/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which remains in good condition. Cooper's Hawk nearby. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - Adult Bushtits feeding fledgling 50 feet from nest. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

CORA Common Raven 022112_pkad_01 EP295-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 2/21/2012 TBD 02/21/2012 - Pair of Common Ravens bringing nest material to nest and perching adjacent to nest. Looks like nest 
building is in very early stage with a minimum of material accumulated. - PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Pair of ravens observed in area; 1 was seen carrying an item, but did not go to nest. Raven observed 
at nest. - LThoreson
02/28/2012 - Raven at nest initially arranging sticks atop a relatively large stick nest. Both members of raven pair 
bringing sticks to nest periodically. - PKonrad
02/29/2012 - Adult visited nest twice and placed nesting material (small sticks) in bowl of nest. - MKuehn
03/08/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens is building another nest on northwest side of tower crossarm (southeast 
nest appears deserted today). Grading crew improving entry to access road on north side of highway about 260 
feet north of tower. Later, at 16:30, 1 raven was lying on nest in incubating position with a second raven foraging 
on ground near tower base; in 15 minutes raven on nest flew to the southwest. (No construction activity at this 
time.) - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No ravens observed during 30-minute observation period, but avian biologist E. Strods related that 
while conducting nest surveys in the area earlier in the day, he observed a pair of ravens visiting the east nest, but 
did not see them bringing nesting material to the nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on newest west-side tower nest. Another raven is perched in 
tower above nest. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - A Common Raven is incubating in west nest, and another raven is perched on top-center of tower 
crossarm. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Raven is incubating in the west tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven flew from more than 1/4 mile south to this nest where another raven was brooding 
young nestlings. First raven fed at least 2 nestlings that could be seen lifting their heads with open beaks above 
the nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - An adult Common Raven is brooding nestlings in the western tower nest while a second adult is 
perched midway up the tower. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - An adult Common Raven is standing on the tower nest, probably shading nestlings. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - An adult Common Raven flew to low location on the tower to 'prepare' a food item, then flew up to 
the nest to feed 3 large feathered nestlings. A second adult flew in low from the east, perched low in tower 
without food in beak, but flew to nest and appeared to be feeding the nestlings, probably regurgitated food. One 
of the nestlings exercised - flapped its wings - while standing in the nest. - PKonrad
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BUSH Bushtit 022212_jdus_01 EP35-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 50 100 45 45 Presumed Fledged 2/22/2012 4/12/2012 02/22/2012 - Bushtit pair was observed making multiple trips to nest with nest material while 3 avian biologists 
stood watching from 5 to 40 feet away. Pair has just begun building. Nest is just 1% complete, roughly the size of 
a marble, and the pair was observed actively adding downy plant material and beginning to stretch/weave spider 
silk to anchor in the nest. - JDicus
02/24/2012 - Pair actively building nest. Bushtits undisturbed by vehicle traffic passing by. Nest buffer was 
adjusted to 45 feet as per concurrence from Forest Service on 2/24/2012. - AHill
03/05/2012 - Pair bringing material to nest, nest is 95% complete. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Nest looks complete and well-built, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 10 minute observation 
period, shortened due to effects of 1-lane traffic. Micropile drilling 530 feet southeast at EP35 is fairly loud at nest 
site. Limited slow Sunrise vehicle traffic along access road. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - Nest appears nearly complete. Bushtit pair very active in area, flying from bush to bush, vocalizing 
and bringing soft plant material to nest. Pair is very busily entering the inside and working on the outside with 
material. - FHoffman
03/13/2012 - The male and female were seen both bringing in soft nesting material to the nest. The male 
attempted to copulate with the female; however, she flew away to the nest to deposit her nesting material. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Male Bushtit patrolled the area for about 30 minutes and eventually returned to nest with large wad 
of nesting material. Female eventually appeared from the east and the pair hung around the nest but did not 
enter. Nest appeared to be in good condition after the storm event, and is almost complete. Pair spent the rest of 
the observation period foraging within 100 feet of nest. - VEurs
03/27/2012 - Observed one adult foraging around nest and bringing soft nesting material to nest. Second adult 
then flew out of nest and followed first adult away from nest to presumably forage/gather material. - AHill
04/07/2012 - Both adults observed bringing food to nest. - JPawlicki
04/12/2012 - Bushtits heard calling in vicinity, but no activity at nest, which appears to be in good condition. Nest 
presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 022212_lgan_01 EP184-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 38 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 2/22/2012 4/4/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest appears to be built to completion. A pair of Western Scrub Jays was observed near the nest, 
calling and behaving defensively while the avian biologist was standing approximately 10 feet from the nest. 
Biologist placed leaves inside the nest to determine whether it was active or not, and approximately 3 hours later, 
the leaves had been removed. - LGorman
02/27/2012 - Adult California Thrasher slipped off nest as avian biologist approached (at 20 feet). Nest contains 1 
egg. Species changed from Western Scrub Jay to California Thrasher. Snow expected tonight. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - No birds observed in area, but 2 warm turquoise-colored eggs in nest. - PKonrad
03/06/2012 - California Thrasher  incubating 2 eggs in nest. - VNovik
03/12/2012 - Adult incubating 2 eggs in nest. - VEurs
03/21/2012 - One thrasher hatchling observed; not certain if second egg was obscured. - FHoffman
03/28/2012 - Observed thrasher on nest, likely brooding. - VNovik
04/04/2012 - Nest in good condition with bowl lining intact, but no nestlings or fledglings were present and no 
adults were observed. Hard to determine outcome of this nest; odds are that the nestlings fledged, but it is 
difficult to substantiate this point, except that no dead nestlings or eggshells are present, no sign of predation or 
weather-related destruction can be seen, and the nest is in good condition - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 022212_mkhn_01 EP185-1-E-C Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 56 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/22/2012 4/4/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest was found on 2/21/2012 through systematic search. No California Thrashers observed within 
50 feet of nest. Nest is completely lined and immaculate - free of any dead leaves. A sprig of green leaves was 
placed in the bottom of nest cup on 2/21, and had been removed by 0700 on 2/22. - MKuehn
02/27/2012 - No adults detected. Nest empty and has not changed in appearance. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - No thrashers or other birds observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - No birds observed or vocal in area; could not find nest in described sugar bush. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Nest appears complete and undamaged with no activity observed around nest. No eggs in nest. - 
VEurs
03/15/2012 - Nest looks aged and flattened; unused; no sign of birds associated with this nest. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Nest remains flattened and unused with no birds in area. Changed status to inactive. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Nest remains flattened and now 4 leaves are filling the bowl; no bird was ever committed to this 
nest. - PKonrad

No
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CATH California Thrasher 022212_mkhn_02 EP186-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 60 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/22/2012 3/21/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest was found on 2/20/2012 through systematic search. No California Thrashers observed within 
50 feet of nest. Nest is completely lined and immaculate - free of any dead leaves. A sprig of green leaves was 
placed in the bottom of nest cup on 2/20, and had been removed by 0700 on 2/22. - MKuehn
02/27/2012 - Adult slipped off nest as biologist approached (at 10 feet) and returned to position in nest cup while 
biologist stood 4 feet away to check contents. Nest contains 1 egg. Snow in forecast tonight. - MKuehn
03/05/2012 - 3 warm turquoise eggs present in nest. No birds seen in vicinity. - LThoreson
03/06/2012 - Bird incubating 3 eggs in nest. - VNovik
03/12/2012 - The nest was first observed passively, but there was no conclusive evidence of nesting. The nest was 
then approached, and a bird flushed when the nest was approached, allowing the nest check. One very new 
nestling and 2 eggs were observed in the nest. Observer left quietly immediately after. - LThoreson
03/21/2012 - Nest and nest bowl intact but wet from recent snow; no sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings; no sign 
of predation or weather-related nest failure; no birds in area. - PKonrad

No

CATH California Thrasher 022212_vers_01 EP184-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 80 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/22/2012 3/21/2012 02/22/2012 - The nest was detected on 2/21/2012. It is completely lined, in immaculate condition and free of 
dead leaves. Green leaves were placed in the cup of the nest. The leaves had been removed by the time biologists 
checked the nest on the at 0700 on 2/22/2012. No adults were observed near the nest on 2/21/2012, but an adult 
was heard calling from approximately 30 feet away when the nest was checked on the morning of 2/22/2012. - 
VEurs
02/27/2012 - No eggs. Nest appearance same as before except presence of acorn shell with inside eaten in 
bottom of nest cup. Adult Scrub Jays heard calling 80 feet from nest. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - Nest looks good but no eggs or birds in area of nest; jays heard calling in area (as throughout broad 
region). - PKonrad
03/06/2012 - Nest appears intact. No activity observed at nest. - VNovik
03/12/2012 - Changed species to California Thrasher; 3 blue eggs in nest, but no bird on nest when biologist 
approached nest. A California Thrasher was heard singing about 25 feet away as nest was checked. - VEurs
03/21/2012 - No eggs and no young. No evidence of birds except 1 adult feather above nest. - FHoffman

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 022212_vnik_01 EP180-N Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 220 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 2/22/2012 3/15/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest appears clean and lacks leaves and appears to have fresh grass lining. Nest was observed for I 
hour.; no activity observed, - VNovik
02/27/2012 - Nest empty and no activity observed nearby from any birds. Lining is mussed and partially pulled 
out of nest bowl, indicating nest may not be actively maintained. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - Monitored nest for approximately 1 hour. No activity observed at the nest. - JPawlicki
03/01/2012 - Nest in good shape but no indication of recent use, and no jays or other birds observed in area. - 
PKonrad
03/15/2012 - No birds in area; nest lining has been pulled up; no sign of eggshells in nest or below it; nest looks 
abandoned. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - No change at nest; no birds in area. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 022312_phrd_02 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 150 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/23/2012 3/8/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair seen building nest. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears 80% complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears to have sustained some damage. Unclear if it will be repaired or abandoned, and will 
monitor again. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest was noted as being built by pair and never determined to be complete. Nest was noted as 
damaged by prior monitoring visit. No activity observed at nest while being observed for approximately 40 
minutes. Nest appears to be in disrepair and has lost most of the shape, more flat like than sock like. - VNovik

No

BUSH Bushtit 022312_phrd_03 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 40 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/23/2012 4/7/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair seen bringing lining to nest and appears 95% complete. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact and apparently complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest in good shape, and observed birds at nest. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - 3 visits to the nest during the 25-minute observation period. - ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Bushtit observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to 15 minutes due to occupation of 
Western Scrub-jays in immediate area. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest after 10 minute observation period. Bushtit later observed adding 
nesting material. Possibly repairing minor damage to bottom of nest caused by major storm event over the last 
two days. - RAbe
03/25/2012 - Buffer returned to 100 feet after a temporary reduction to 50 feet. Bushtits were not affected by 
reduction in buffer during wire stringing. - GHuffman
03/31/2012 - Male delivers nest lining material (feathers) to nest entrance, female receives from within but does 
not leave nest for 20 minute observation period. Presume nesting stage has progressed to incubating based on 
these observations. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 0710. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Observed Bushtit pair removing material from nest and transporting to another location in between 
CP55 tower and pullsite. Nest located and updated in pentab. Both nests more than likely built by same pair. 
Upon closer observation of nest, it was discovered that a quarter sized hole had been torn in the back of nest 
likely due to depredation. No eggs were present. Buffer signs removed. - GHuffman

No
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BUSH Bushtit 022312_rabe_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 90 90 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/23/2012 4/5/2012 02/23/2012 - Adults observed adding nest material to nest that is about 60 percent complete. The birds paid no 
attention to two biologists standing a few feet away. Nest exists in dense vegetation and is naturally buffered 
from visual and audible construction activities. - RAbe
02/29/2012 - Nest is large, well-decorated and approximately 85% complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact and appears complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest appears in good shape. Bushtit were heard in vicinity though not observed at nest. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 15 minute observation. Bushtits observed in vicinity of nest. - 
ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Female observed exiting nest, foraging, and re-entering nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to five minutes due to occupation of 
Western Scrub-jays in immediate area. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to 10 minutes due to occupation of 
Western Scrub-Jays in immediate area. Based on nesting chronology and average number off eggs laid by Bushtits, 
the nesting stage is now believed to be in the incubation state. Minor damage at bottom of nest is likely due to 
major storm event over last two days. - RAbe
03/29/2012 - BUSH heard calling near nest. Nest not approached due to WESJ in area. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest appears torn apart, most likely predated. No evidence that construction activities had any 
effect on this nest. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BLPH Black Phoebe 022312_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 2/23/2012 TBD 02/23/2012 - BLPH makes multiple trips to underside of trailer 1110 - 1116, clinging at nest site for a minute at a 
time while mate monitors from 15 feet. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - No BLPH nest building during 2 x 15 minute observations on cool showery day. BLPH detected well 
away from nest area. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - BLPH observed to fly under trailer near nest location briefly, but was never observed on the nest 
during 30 minutes of monitoring. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - HOFI pair making trips to this nest, BLPH staying away. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - BLPH carrying wet mud from AR to underside of trailer. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No BLPH detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - Black Phoebe observed visiting nest at 0804 and then perching nearby. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BLPH incubating 4 eggs with brief excursions off the nest. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BLPH making infrequent forays from nest on a rainy day. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - BLPH carrying food to nest at 0955. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BLPH pair feeding nest at 2-4 minute intervals, 0825. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 022312_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 22 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/23/2012 3/15/2012 02/23/2012 - ANHU female plucking down from nearby broom baccharis (Baccharis sarothroides) and packing 
into nest, is unconcerned by numerous non-stopping vehicles. Nest is under construction under dead leaf cluster 
on low branch of tamarisk (Tamarix parviflora) and is approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - ANHU lying on 1 egg. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - ANHU incubating. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - ANHU incubating at 1028. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Nest has been destroyed - apparently by predation - nest fragments nearby. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 022312_rrdd_03 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 22 100 100 100 Fledged 2/23/2012 4/26/2012 02/23/2012 - BUSH pair making numerous trips to repair old nest from 2011 (NID 6003222), climbing inside and 
making alterations. No material carry observed 1140 -1200. Nest modification activities conducted during passage 
of numerous non-stopping Project vehicles. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - BUSH are wary and activity at this nest is fitful and intermittent, but continues. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Pair of BUSH making numerous trips to nest with fine nesting material such as silk. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - BUSH pair gathering flowers of Baccharis sarothroides and packing into this nest. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Nest appears complete. Male BUSH approaches but does not enter. Potentially egg-laying. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest condition appears unchanged. BUSH secretive and quick to depart nest area. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Bird observed bringing plant down into nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - Bushtit makes brief visit to nest at 0729. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - BUSH pair carrying food items to nest on cold stormy morning. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair making trips to the nest with food items at 2-5 minute intervals. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BUSH noted nearby with fledglings and little activity at this nest, however 1 bird noted entering in 
early afternoon. Second clutch? - RRadd
05/02/2012 - BUSH removing material from this nest to new nest 70 feet south. - RRadd

Yes
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BUSH Bushtit 022312_sjon_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 50 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 2/23/2012 3/20/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair observed actively building a nest. Nest was approximately 5% complete. Pair was not affected 
by two biologists within 5 feet of nest. - SJohnston
02/29/2012 - Nest is approximately 5 inches long and 15% complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears intact and 75% complete, no BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Observed bird entering nest with material. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - The pair was observed bringing nesting material to the nest 4 times during the 15 minute 
observation. - ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Pair observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed adding nesting material to nest. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Nest has been destroyed. Likely due to major storm event over last two days. No Bushtits observed 
in area during 30 minute observation period. No eggs observed. - RAbe

No

BUSH Bushtit 022312_vnik_01 EP88-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - foundations 50 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 2/23/2012 3/20/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair of Bushtits actively building nest that appears 80% complete. - VNovik
03/02/2012 - Nest is in good condition and complete, but no Bushtits observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Nest is complete with clear entrance. Bushtits near nest initially and after nest check. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Nest has been predated, violently torn apart and exposing chamber with many small feathers, 
probably from chamber lining caught in branches surrounding nest. No sign of eggs or eggshells, and no Bushtits 
observed or heard in area. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 022412_phrd_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 10 100 100 100 Indeterminate 2/24/2012 4/17/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair seen building nest, appears 75% complete. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete. No BUSH detected at nest. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact but likely still under construction. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Adult male observed carrying item to nest. - MDicus
03/14/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete, but no BUSH detected during 30 minute observation period. - 
RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm. BUSH heard in the area, but were not observed at the nest during about 10 
minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - Pair carrying fluff to the nest on several trips; male becoming wary. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity during 8 minutes of passive observation. Observer left area immediately following arrival 
of 2 CORAs. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed from 0750 to 0820. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest appears intact and serviceable. No BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest is destroyed, presumed by predator, however it is uncertain if this nest ever received an egg. - 
RRadd

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 022412_phrd_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 80 100 95 95 Nest did not reach active stage 2/24/2012 3/24/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair seen building nest, appears 80% complete. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears damaged at bottom, but possibly weather-related. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears well tended and complete. No BUSH detected on cold afternoon. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - Nest appears full, round and complete. No BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Bottom of nest appears to have fallen out, perhaps due to recent storm. No BUSH nearby during 
approximate 15 minute observation period, but will assess status on next visit. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - Nest is destroyed, ripped apart at anchor points, consistent with storm damage. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 022412_rabe_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 60 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/24/2012 4/17/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair of adults observed adding new material to nest. Nest is approximately 60 percent complete. 
Birds added material with biologist standing within a few feet of nest. - RAbe
03/01/2012 - BUSH making occasional trips to nest which appears complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears complete and intact, no BUSH detected on cold day with rain pending. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - Nest appears large full and complete. No BUSH during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm. BUSH were heard in the area, but there was no activity at the nest in the 
approximate 10 minute observation period. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - BUSH carries fluff to nest, settled and remained. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Female observed leaving nest at 0847. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit at nest on 0824. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - BUSH male bringing food to nest at 5-15 minute intervals from 0830-0850 suggests hatched young. - 
RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest is open at the top and vacant. Presumed lost to predation. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 022412_vers_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 3 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/24/2012 3/6/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair detected carrying nesting material to shrub. They made numerous trips during the observation 
period and continued to build, despite the presence of several biologists at the nest, combined with a large truck 
passing by and a large helicopter flying directly overhead. - VEurs
03/01/2012 - Although a BUSH paused here briefly, no nest was found. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - No nest found at the described location. No nest could be found here despite repeated searches. 
Nest was apparently depredated, and the material is now gone. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 022512_ahll_06 EP35-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 50 100 70 70 Presumed Fledged 2/25/2012 4/20/2012 02/21/2012 - Bushtits observed carrying nesting material to a nest that is approximately 60% complete. - MDicus
02/24/2012 - Bushtit pair visiting nest, which is approximately 80% complete. - AHill
02/25/2012 - Both male and female Bushtits are bringing nesting material to nest actively. GPS point was logged 
incorrectly, actual distance from road to nest is 50 feet. No concurrence needed because nest condition and work 
activities have not changed since original concurrence. - AHill
03/05/2012 - Bushtit pair was observed bringing nest material, 95% complete. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Pair of Bushtits foraging to west of nest and periodically visiting nest site. Nest is large, well-built, 
and seemingly complete. Considerable loud road work being conducted along access road to 50 feet of nest, 
including 6 vehicles and associated personnel. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - Bushtit pair extremely active building nest. Both detected vocalizing, collecting, and adding downy 
plant material to nest. - FHoffman
03/13/2012 - The male was bringing in soft nesting material to the nest actively. The female popped out of the 
nest after a couple of male visits and flew off a few hundred feet away. (Given the low activity of the pair as a 
whole, there are probably eggs present in the nest and the female is incubating. Bushtits continue to bring soft 
lining material to nest up until the eggs hatch throughout incubation, and on average, they only spend 60% of 
their time incubating.) - AHill
03/20/2012 - Nest in good condition after storm event. Male brought soft material to nest. As male approached, 
female hopped out of nest. She re-entered after male. The male flew away from the nest, and the female 
eventually followed. - VEurs
03/27/2012 - Observed one adult foraging around nest, then another adult flew out of nest and joined other 
adult. Pair then went off to forage. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Adult visits nest with food at 0701. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Adult bringing food to nest at 0632. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1506. Nestlings heard begging. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - 2 adults bring food to nest at 0629. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Adult bringing food to nest at 0631. - HWinfrey
04/20/2012 - No activity observed at nest, no sign of predation. Bushtits actively foraging nearby did not 
approach nest during 30 minutes of observation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

AMKE American Kestrel 022512_bald_01 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 300 500 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 2/25/2012 4/30/2012 02/25/2012 - A male Kestrel was observed sitting on the topmost, northerly arm of a steel monopole for several 
minutes. A female flew in and landed on the middle arm, below him. After a few minutes, she entered the cavity 
created by the juncture of the monopole and the arm. She remained in the cavity for approximately 30 minutes. 
For the latter part of the observation, she was visible in the hole at the end of the arm. She eventually flew off, 
out of the biologists' view. The male remained on the upper arm during the entire observation and was still there 
when the biologists left the area. - BArnold
03/01/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute survey. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - No AMKE detected. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - AMKE departs adjacent lattice tower at 1138, presumed to be nest guarding. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - AMKE female atop adjacent lattice tower for duration of 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No AMKE observed from 0945 to 1000. HOFI pair observed carrying nesting material into top arm of 
monopole. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity at pole; no American Kestrels detected from 0905 to 0945. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - AMKE male observed mobbing RTHA from adjacent nest did not subsequently associate with any 
cavity during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - AMKE male defending site against adjacent RTHA, but no association with tower cavities. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Male AMKE brings 2 food items to female, the first an insect which she consumes, the second a 
kangaroo rat which she mostly consumes but carries the remainder elsewhere, away from this monopole. It 
appears this pair is nesting in a natural cavity elsewhere. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 022512_lton_05 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 5 100 100 100 Indeterminate 2/25/2012 5/1/2012 02/24/2012 - A female Bushtit was observed carrying nesting material around a shrub. She disappeared from view 
and upon reappearing, did not have nesting material. She then flew beyond the survey boundaries. Biologists 
waited in the area 25 minutes and the female reappeared, again with nesting material. She was tracked to a 
nearby shrub, where the nest was discovered. The nest is 10% complete and the pair continued to make trips back 
and forth as biologists worked in the area. - LThoreson
02/29/2012 - Nest appears 25% complete. BUSH sounded alarm calls and departed at observer approach. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact, no BUSH observed on cold morning. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Pair observed flying to nest, actively nest-building. - MDicus
03/14/2012 - BUSH departs nest at 1209, the returns briefly at 1214. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears to be intact after storm. BUSH at nest, but not with nesting material during about 10 
minutes of observation. Nest building is presumably still underway. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - Nest intact and full, but no BUSH detections during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 Bushtits observed adding fine materials to nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No Bushtit activity detected from 0830 to 0900. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - New BMPs have been installed 5 feet from nest. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
04/22/2012 - BUSH exits nest after 30 minutes of observation 0750. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No BUSH observed during 30-minute observation on cool rainy day. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Male BUSH visits the nest for 30 seconds but does not enter before departing. Egg laying or vacant? - 
RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest is torn below nest cup, presumed predated. New nest under construction outside the buffer. - 
RRadd

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 022512_rabe_01 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 10 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/25/2012 3/6/2012 02/25/2012 - Female observed adding nesting material multiple times. Nest is about 25 percent complete. 
Continued adding nest material with biologist standing two feet from nest. 100-foot ESA buffer staked-drive 
through access only. - RAbe
03/01/2012 - No ANHU or nest detected. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Neither the originating nor the monitoring biologist can locate a nest at the described location and 
no ANHU detected during multiple observations. Closed. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 022512_rrdd_02 CP26-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 24 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/25/2012 5/14/2012 02/25/2012 - BUSH pair carrying material to nest which appears substantially complete. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - BUSH continue to visit this outwardly complete nest. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - Complete nest in fine condition, no BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears sound and in fine condition following recent storms. No BUSH detected during 30 
minute observation. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - Adult flushed from nest when biologist approached within 20 feet, but returned and entered nest 
when the biologist backed off to 30 feet. Bird then remained in nest for over 5 minutes while its mate collected 
nesting material nearby. - MKuehn
03/30/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0630 to 0640 in foggy conditions. - HWinfrey
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0640 in foggy weather. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed from 0615 to 0645. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Both adults brought small insects to the nest. Sounds of nestlings coming from inside the nest. - 
VEurs
04/23/2012 - The male and female made 3 trips in total to the nest during 40 minutes of observation. The 
biologist could confirm the male carrying insects into the nest once. No nestlings were heard, but the cool, damp 
conditions may have been suppressing this behavior. The nest looks "stretched out," as though the weight of 
growing nestlings is causing the nest to sag. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - Observation period lasted from 0918 to 1026. After 15 minutes, the female emerged from the nest. 
She returned at 0940 and took a ceanothus leaf into the nest. She left again at 0956 and returned a short time 
later, taking an unidentified object inside. At this point, a few faint sounds of nestlings were heard. She again 
exited the nest about 15 minutes later and returned with fluffy nesting material. Each time, she made several 
approaches to the nest, calling quietly, would fly off a short distance and ultimately enter the nest.  Since this nest 
is reaching its anticipated fledge date, she may have been trying to "entice" the young into exiting the nest. When 
the biologist left the area, the female was still in the bulging nest. The male approached the nest once without 
entering. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - After 45 minutes of observation, the biologist suspects there are 3 adults associated with this nest. 
2 adults brought nesting material simultaneously and then flew off. The biologist watched the nest carefully and 
noticed movement of the nest shrub not attributable to wind. After about 20 more minutes, a Western Scrub-jay 
moved into the vicinity of the nest and began vocalizing. At this point an adult Bushtit bolted from the nest 
without vocalizing and perched silently until the jay left the area. The Bushtit returned to the nest where it 
remained until the jay returned. The same process was repeated. After the Bushtit returned to the nest, the other 
adults returned to the shrubs near the nest. It seems most likely that the "nestlings" identified on 15 April instead 
was a female within the nest laying eggs. She must have given begging vocalizations when the other adults 
brought food into the nest   VEurs
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WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 022612_bald_02 Gorka Gate Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 316 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 2/26/2012 3/22/2012 02/26/2012 - Nest appears in good shape, with recent lining. No bird activity associated with nest during 2 hour 
observation period on Saturday 25 February, nor during a 3.5 hour observation period on Sunday 26 February. 
Nest appears to be of size and shape of Western Scrub-Jay, but no Scrub-Jays observed in area either day. 
Distance to staked gate is 35 feet, plus the vertical differentiation, equals a total distance from gate of 38 feet. - 
BArnold
03/06/2012 - Nest is sound, intact, fresh in appearance and empty. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest in good shape. During avian surveys, no adults were detected. Nest may be abandoned. - 
FHoffman
03/14/2012 - Nest in great shape but no WESJ detected. Possibly weather-delayed. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - No changes observed at this clean intact lined nest. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - No Western Scrub-jays were observed in vicinity of nest for 4 hours by 3 avian biologists conducting 
general nesting bird survey. At end of 4-hour observation period nest was approached by avian biologists V. Novik 
and F. Hoffman to further ascertain status. Dried leaf material was observed inside the cup of the nest, which is 
indicative of a nest that is not being used or maintained. Nest was closed, buffer signs removed. - JDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 022612_mkhn_01 EP88-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - foundations 50 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 2/26/2012 3/13/2012 02/26/2012 - The nest is complete (and new), but no Bushtit activity was observed at the nest during the 5 hour 
survey period. - MKuehn
03/02/2012 - Probably due to 2 weather events this week (snow and rain), nest is weathered and thin enough to 
see through in places. No Bushtits observed or heard in area. Nest now considered inactive and will continue to 
monitor site to see if Bushtits improve nest. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Nest appears to have been predated; found nest lining on ground with a 2-inch diameter hole in 
upper part of nest chamber below entrance. No sign of eggs or eggshells, but nest had been rebuilt after 
weathering in previous rain and snow storms. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 022812_hwey_01 12kV Pole Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Other 140 100 30 30 Indeterminate 2/28/2012 4/24/2012 02/28/2012 - At 1030, two adult Bushtits were observed carrying material near CP76-1-GS-NF-13. Adults made 
three trips during five minutes of observation. The nest was located near the top of a mission manzanita. Data 
was collected using pentab, and 100-foot buffer was established with ESA signs on access paths. - HWinfrey
03/08/2012 - No nest or BUSH detected at or near the presumed location. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - BUSH pair constructing nest which appears 25% complete, at 1040. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults flew to nest with material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - BUSH pair attending nest, which appears 80% complete. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - BUSH observed entering nest at 1153. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - BUSH enters nest at 1200 and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH male visits nest briefly at 1630. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest has been opened at side of nest cup. Nest had time to fledge prior to depredation. - RRadd

N/A

LEOW Long-eared Owl 022812_lgan_02 GS-NF-24 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests OH - tower erection 210 500 200 200 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/28/2012 4/3/2012 02/28/2012 - A pair of Long-eared Owls was observed at the nest. One owl flew when approached from 
approximately 30 feet while the other owl remained on the nest for the duration of the nest survey, and appeared 
to be incubating. - LGorman
03/06/2012 - Adult Long-eared Owl standing on nest alerted to observer's presence but did not flush. No other 
adult owls in area but several other species of raptors. - FHoffman
03/07/2012 - Long-eared Owl incubating, positioned on south portion of nest. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Owl observed on nest. Appeared to be laying low in nest, likely incubating. - BArnold
03/14/2012 - Adult lying in nest did not stir when new buffer stakes were being hammered in 200 feet away near 
tower EP85. - JDicus
03/14/2012 - Adult Long-eared Owl is incubating in tree nest; another adult flew from tree immediately south of 
nest tree. - PKonrad
03/15/2012 - Owl lying low in nest did not move during installation save for a few turns of the head as evidenced 
by rotation of ear tufts just visible over rim of nest through spotting scope set up 110 feet away. - JDicus
03/20/2012 - Owl incubating/brooding low in nest did not flush from nest all day (715-1715). Male observed 
roosting nearby in adjacent live oak. All-terrain fork lift and crane were loudest equipment operating today, but 
did not visibly disturb owls. - JDicus
03/21/2012 - Nest checked 3 times during the day: once prior to work, once during work, and once after crews 
left. Owl on nest during all 3 visits, showed no indication of disturbance as a result of construction activity or 
presence of avian biologist. - BArnold
03/22/2012 - Owl on nest during early afternoon check. - BArnold
03/24/2012 - Owl observed on nest. - BArnold
03/28/2012 - Nest checked in morning prior to construction, again at midday and at end of day. Adult fairly high 
on nest but no nestlings visible. No observed agitation to work. - FHoffman
04/03/2012 - No adults in area and no signs of owlets. Adult was last observed at end of work on Friday. After two 
days of no work, on Monday, no adult was observed on nest or in vicinity. No activity was detected on Tuesday 
during work. Nest was observed for an extended period. An eggshell was found on ground. Nest was checked 
from an elevated point and no owlets or eggs were inside nest. - FHoffman
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BUSH Bushtit 022812_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 2/28/2012 5/2/2012 02/28/2012 - BUSH building nest are wary to close foot traffic, giving alarm calls and suspending activity, but 
ignores vehicle traffic. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - BUSH observed nest building. Nest is approximately 15% complete. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - Nest building continues 1027. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - BUSH pair continue to carry small items to nest which appears complete. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Nest appears complete, but BUSH pair continue to carry small items to interior. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Pair continue to make quiet visits, but no material carry observed. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Bird observed at nest. Single bird observed entering and leaving nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - 2 Bushtits observed at nest at 0705. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - BUSH enters nest briefly at 1338. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair bringing food items to nest at brief intervals. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BUSH pair continue to feed this nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No further activity at this location - presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 022912_jdus_01 EP256-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 5 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

2/29/2012 3/22/2012 02/29/2012 - Nest completely constructed and contains 1 egg.  Adult California Thrasher in shrub with nest; 
flushed when avian biologist approached within 25 feet. - JDicus
03/05/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; moved 2 feet off nest when avian biologist was still looking for nest 
in shrub. Returned to nest as soon as biologist backed away. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - A California Thrasher flew east from nest site as avian biologist approached; 1 egg could be seen in 
nest (undoubtedly more are present). - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - Nesting attempt has failed; no sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings; no adult thrashers in area. Nest 
flattened and nest bowl a bit messed up; potential predation, but hard to provide evidence of any cause of 
nesting failure. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 022912_lgan_15 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests OH - wire stringing 5 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/29/2012 4/26/2012 02/29/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed building a nest approximately 10 feet high in a coast live oak tree 
despite helicopters flying high overhead and to the south occasionally for work at other tower sites. These birds 
were observed gathering nest material from an old Bushtit nest in a different coast live oak tree approximately 60 
feet to the north. Photos were taken from the driveway facing north and northwest towards the nest. Nest 
approximately 90% complete. - LGorman
03/07/2012 - Bushtit pair observed carrying material to nearly 100% complete nest (making multiple trips) on 
access road to GS-NF-10. Pair were tolerant of observers standing within several feet of the nest but were wary 
when access gate was opened. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - Adults making multiple trips to nest while avian biologist staked new buffer signs. - MDicus
03/13/2012 - Nest appears intact and complete. No BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - Adult female observed leaving nest. No additional activity observed. - MDicus
03/23/2012 - BUSH male makes trips to nest around 1500. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - BUSH visits nest at 0940. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - BUSH enters nest at 0931. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Bushtit pair was observed making brief, infrequent trips (1 adult every 5-10 minutes) to nest. 
Neither adult was observed carrying nest material or food. In between nest visits, the pair was observed foraging 
together and copulating on 3 occasions. The only work activity that occurred within 5 feet of the nest was when 
the crane truck passed through the access gate. All other activities were outside the 50-foot buffer. - MDicus
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair making frequent trips to nest at short intervals and stitching decorations to exterior of 
nest from 1455-1510. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - Nest has been destroyed, presumed lost to severe weather circa 26 April. LEGO now removing 
remains. - RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 022912_lgan_16 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 200 100 20 20 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/29/2012 3/23/2012 02/29/2012 - A female Anna's Hummingbird was observed sitting on the nest despite helicopters flying high 
overhead and to the south occasionally for work at other tower sites. This bird was also observed gathering soft 
nest material, interacting with a male Anna's Hummingbird, and foraging on tree tobacco intermittently between 
periods of sitting on the nest. This female Anna's Hummingbird was most likely incubating eggs. Helicopters 
occasionally flying high overhead and to south. Female flushed when biologist stood observing from the edge of 
the driveway. - LGorman
03/07/2012 - The female was observed making multiple trips between the nest and a nearby nectar source 
(Nicotiana glauca) to the east, gathering spider silk on one occasion, and adding it to the nest, The female was 
observed laying on the nest for periods of 2 to15 minutes, and leaving the nest to nectar or gather spider silk, for 
up to 4 minutes at a time, and immediately returning to the nest. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - Female incubating, making trips to and from nest while avian biologist staked new buffer signs. - 
MDicus
03/13/2012 - ANHU incubating. - RRadd
03/23/2012 - Nest is intact and slightly tilted but empty. Few feces were detected around the rim cup, suggesting 
this nest was depredated prior to any young hatching. - RRadd
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BUSH Bushtit 022912_mdus_01 EP79 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands OH - tower erection 133 100 60 60 Indeterminate 2/29/2012 4/21/2012 02/29/2012 - Pair observed carrying material to nest that is virtually 100% complete. - MDicus
03/07/2012 - Nest complete, but no Bushtits approached nest during 30 minute observation period, possibly due 
to presence of a Cooper's Hawk. Heard Bushtits call only when Cooper's Hawk flew from nest area (along with 
other passerines). After 20 minutes, Cooper's Hawk flew in to perch in tree adjacent to nest tree (no alarm calls 
from birds). - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Nest looks good with entrance facing north. After 20 minutes, a Bushtit flew to nest, then flew to 
trees to northeast. May have brought more nest material, may have brought food for mate, or just visited nest 
without other interests. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Nest appears to still be in good shape, although a bit wet on outside. No Bushtits observed or heard 
during 20 minute period. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - A Bushtit entered nest for about a minute and left, although this could have been an exchange by 
incubating adults. Fair to consider this nest is in the incubating stage considering the nest history and this 
observation. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 - Bushtit entered nest for about a minute early during a 30 minute observation period; this is a similar 
observation to last week's. - PKonrad
04/13/2012 - BUSH pair scolding WESJ in territory, but >30 feet from nest when biologist arrived. Neither adult 
went to nest during 30 minute passive observation period that followed. Nest appears to be in perfect condition 
from the outside. - MKuehn
04/21/2012 - Nest has been damaged severely and is torn open on west side, with some nesting material on the 
ground below and was likely predated. A thorough search did not yield any eggshell fragments. Nest could have 
had nestlings or eggs, but likely one of the two based on previous observations and timing. No activity at nest in 
10 minutes of observation, though a pair of Bushtits was found building a nest 30 feet away. - MKuehn

N/A

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 022912_mdus_02 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Grasslands and Meadows Other 300 500 280 280 Nest did not reach active stage 2/29/2012 3/20/2012 02/29/2012 - Adult RTHA observed carrying nest material to center of live oak tree. Other adult seen flying to 
tree; pair also observed soaring in area. - MDicus
03/06/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk(s) making 4 flights to and from short tree during hour-long observation 
period, but did not visit large live oak. No nest is present in any of the 3 oak trees north of yard. Hawks are flying 
low, less than 80 feet throughout area with many helicopter flights in and out of yard. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - At 10:15, a pair of Red-tailed Hawks were perched together on lowest crossarm of power pole north 
of activity area. At 12:30, after 15 minutes of observation, 1 hawk flew in to perch on longer crossarm of same 
pole. Hawks appear unaffected by the many helicopter flights in and out of yard. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - An adult male Red-tailed Hawk flew in from south to perch in largest (lone) live oak tree (no nesting 
material). Flew to power pole, attempted a short unsuccessful hunting strike to the north, then returned to tree. 
Soon flew low over Bartlett Yard (even with a helicopter hovering overhead), and perched next to female on top 
of lone live oak 300 feet west of yard; male soon soared to the southwest. This pair is very active in area, but at 
this time they still appear to be territorial only. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - No hawks observed during the initial 20-minute observation period. Later, during return trip, 2 adult 
Red-tailed Hawks are perched on usual pole north of 3 trees. Female dove north on hunting strike and returned to 
lower crossarm of pole without prey. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk hunting in field west of yard, then perched on pole northwest of yard (north of 
access road to west). No nest initiated to date - closed. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 022912_rqey_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 30 100 40 40 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/29/2012 4/23/2012 02/29/2012 - BUSH pair observed consistently bringing material to newly constructed nest during 30 minute 
observation. Nest is approximately 10% complete. Pair flushed when a truck was started about 30 feet away, so 
40-foot buffer was established. Drive-thru access prohibited due to proximity of nest to road. Alternate routes to 
construction sites exist and can be used to avoid entering buffer. BMP maintenance crews should limit work 
within buffer to extent feasible. - RQuilley
03/07/2012 - Nest building. Nest approximately 70% complete. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - Nest is substantial and well-decorated, approximately 70% complete. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - BUSH continued to build on this 85% complete nest at 1511. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears intact after storm. Looks nearly complete. No BUSH activity near nest in 10 minutes of 
observation. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - BUSH male visits nest on two occasions without entering and departs alone. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Male enters nest with food at 0838, exits shortly after. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female leaves nest at 0753. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Male and female make repeated trips to the nest with very small food items. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Nest has been predated. A huge hole exists near the bottom. The Bushtit pair are rebuilding. A 
Phainopepla was seen taking material from the nest. - LThoreson
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CATH California Thrasher 030112_jpki_01 EP181 Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 100 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/1/2012 3/6/2012 03/01/2012 - While viewing a singing male thrasher on top of a shrub 30 feet to southwest, another (presumably 
female) thrasher was observed and heard on the ground underneath the shrub behind the observer that was 
subsequently found to contain a nest. After 8 minutes of observation of the singing thrasher, another thrasher 
was again heard calling from the same shrub after which the observer searched the shrub and discovered the 
partially built nest. Nest structure was loose and lacking finer material toward the center, but had a distinct inner 
bowl shape. Nest may possibly be old, but thrasher presence around the shrub suggests active building. A fresh 
green sugar bush leaf was placed upside down in the nest and should be checked on future dates for removal by 
birds if nest is indeed active. - JPawlicki
03/02/2012 - Nest checked at 1215 for presence/absence of leaf and for additional activity.  Fresh green sugar 
bush leaf was still present in nest and nest condition appeared same as previous day, while no thrashers were 
observed or heard in vicinity of nest shrub. Nest should be checked within 1 week to determine whether it 
potentially remains active. - JPawlicki
03/06/2012 - Nest remains partially built with sugar bush leaf still present in nest; no other activity observed in 
vicinity. Nest closed. - JPawlicki

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 030112_kats_01 Alpine HQ Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/1/2012 TBD 03/01/2012 - A pair of Red-tailed Hawks has been consistently seen in this area for many months, and new greens 
have been observed on the nest in recent weeks. Today, one hawk seen carrying fresh eucalyptus greens to the 
nest and placing it in the nest, before flying off to the eucalyptus trees about 200 feet west, and calling from that 
tree. This nest had been recorded at this location since at least 2009, but had never been occupied over the 
duration of Sunrise Powerlink construction activities, until now. - KAlberts
03/14/2012 - New green eucalyptus leaves have been added since the previous observation, but no hawks are 
currently occupying the nest on a regular basis. - KAlberts
03/20/2012 - Nest in good condition after storm event, but no hawks seen in vicinity. - VEurs
03/28/2012 - No new activity observed at nest, although pair remains in area and is seen regularly every day. - 
KAlberts
04/03/2012 - No new activity observed. - KAlberts
04/11/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit by avian biologist K. Weber. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - No activity at nest from 1215 to 1315. AMCR observed perching 10 feet from nest. RTHA soaring 
500 feet away. - HWinfrey
04/25/2012 - No activity at nest. RTHA perched on utility pole in Alpine HQ parking lot and flying within 100 feet 
of nest. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - No activity observed at nest, no raptors observed in area from 1236 to 1306. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - No activity observed from 1247 to 1317. RTHA observed soaring 300 feet from nest. - HWinfrey

TBD

CATH California Thrasher 030112_lton_01 EP178-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 63 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/1/2012 5/2/2012 03/01/2012 - No activity observed near nest. - LThoreson
03/06/2012 - 2 biologists watched nest for 45 minutes. No birds seen going to nest, but heard WESJ and CATH in 
vicinity. Nest is still in good shape and appears as though material has been added to nest. - LThoreson
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest looks intact and completely lined. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - Nest looks a bit aged; unused; only jays apparent in area, but not obviously associated with nest. - 
PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Nest bowl wet from melted snow; nest continues to be unused; no birds in area. Changed status to 
inactive. - PKonrad
03/28/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; it stayed on the nest when avian biologist checked nest from 7 feet 
away on west side. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Thrasher slipped off nest as avian biologist approached; 2 speckled light-turquoise-colored eggs in 
nest bowl. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - California Thrasher still incubating clutch of eggs. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Nest contains 2 large brown downy nestlings that are hungrily aggressive, stretching their necks high 
with mouths wide open to receive food (eyes still closed). No adult California Thrashers observed during quick 
nest check. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - No adults observed during very brief nest check because 2 large mostly feathered nestlings are 
present, 1 in the nest and 1 in branch of bush 2 feet from nest. It appears nestlings are on the verge of fledging 
and leaving the nest area. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - As expected, the nest is empty and the nestlings probably fledged late-week (Wednesday to Friday) 
a week ago, considering 1 fledgling was already out of the nest when the nest was monitored a week ago. The 
nest is in good shape and no fledglings or adults were observed in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 030112_lton_12 McCain Valley CY Construction Yards Chaparrals Traffic 70 100 70 70 Nest did not reach active stage 3/1/2012 3/28/2012 03/01/2012 - Clean nest was located, and observed for 30 minutes, but no avian activity was observed. - 
LThoreson
03/06/2012 - Bulky twig base indicates nest is not Spotted Towhee nest. Changed to California Thrasher based on 
appearance. California Thrashers and Western Scrub-Jays in area but not seen within 100 feet of nest. Nest is only 
partially lined with bark strips and possibly from last season because leaves on sugar bush are mostly dead (little 
foliar cover). Nest buffer distance changed to 100 feet, with drive-through traffic permitted. A nest buffer 
reduction to 70 feet is being submitted to permit work to occur within McCain Valley Yard. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. New nesting material has been added over green leaf 
placed in nest on 3/6/12. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - Nest appears old and unused; nest bowl has 1 brown leaf, 1 green leaf, and a prickly twig in it, 
indicating no recent use; no birds near nest. Changed status to inactive. - PKonrad
03/28/2012 - Unused older nest unchanged with leaves and stick in weathered nest; no birds in area, nor have 
any birds been seen associated with this nest - closed. - PKonrad
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CATH California Thrasher 030112_lton_13 EP177-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 65 100 100 65 Nest did not reach active stage 3/1/2012 3/24/2012 03/01/2012 - Near complete nest. Biologist observed nest for approximately 30 minutes. No activity observed at 
nest. - LThoreson
03/06/2012 - Bulky twig base indicates nest is not Spotted Towhee nest: Changed to California Thrasher nest 
based on appearance and presence of 2 singing males in area. Nest is mostly lined, but lining is slightly mussed. 
No birds detected within 30 feet of nest. Nest buffer distance changed to 100 feet, with drive-through traffic 
permitted. A nest buffer reduction to 90 feet is being submitted to permit work to occur within the tower pad 
parking area. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest looks intact and completely lined. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - No apparent change to nest; no birds near nest. - PKonrad
03/24/2012 - No activity at nest. Leaves were present in this nest, indicating non-usage and lack of maintenance. 
Nest did not reach active stage for unknown reasons. - FHoffman

No

BUSH Bushtit 030112_rabe_01 CP56-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Other 15 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

3/1/2012 4/13/2012 03/01/2012 - Adult of unknown sex observed exiting nest. Two males and one female observed at nest location 
during 20 minute observation period. Nest appears to be complete. 100-foot buffer staked. - RAbe
03/06/2012 - Nest sound and intact with BUSH briefly attending 1550. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest appears in good shape. No Bushtit observed at nest though active in vicinity. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 15 minute observation. Bushtits observed in vicinity of nest. - 
ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Pair observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Pair observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to five minutes due to occupation of 
Western Scrub-Jays in immediate area. No apparent damage to nest from major storm event over last two days. - 
RAbe
03/29/2012 - Female observed leaving nest, then returning within 2 minutes. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0700. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest has been predated - as evidenced by hole at cup. Construction crew has used this site as a 
toilet (evidence of multiple visits is strewn about within 15 feet of nest). It cannot be determined if human activity 
drew predators to this location. - RRadd

No

MODO Mourning Dove 030212_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 120 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/2/2012 4/13/2012 03/02/2012 - Adult lying on nest with two eggs. This nest is located nine feet east of recently fledged nest, and is 
likely the second brood of the same pair. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - Adult on nest still with two eggs. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nests, but was unable to gain access to substation. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is degraded and with lots of scat, indicative of a successfully fledged nest. - BArnold

Yes

AMKE American Kestrel 030212_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/2/2012 TBD 03/02/2012 - Two adults observed entering lowest arm on northeastern side of steel monopole. They emerged 
after a few minutes and perched on nearby wires. Male previously observed with food as he entered adjacent 
monopole (within the substation), but no further activity was observed at that pole. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - American Kestrels observed at pole during California Gnatcatcher survey. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - No work occurred within substation. During the 45 minutes spent observing the AMKE nest location 
from outside the substation, the female AMKE was observed entering the hole at the end of the crossarm several 
times. The female was not seen with prey items or nesting material. The male AMKE was seen perched on the 
monopole with the nest, as well as perching on wires within the vicinity of the nest location. - EStrods
04/13/2012 - No AMKE activity observed during survey period. - BArnold
04/17/2012 - Adult male observed perched on top of pole. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - No AMKE activity observed today. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - No activity observed during brief observation period. - BArnold

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 030212_ghan_01 CP7-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 3 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/2/2012 4/1/2012 03/02/2012 - Bio monitor Garrett Huffman observed pair making multiple trips to nest with nesting material from 
1130 to 1145 while bio monitoring with Trisha Di Paola. Nest appears to be 70% complete. This pair is wary of 
foot traffic - ceasing nesting activity @ 20-30 feet. - GHuffman
03/05/2012 - BUSH bringing material to nest. This pair is wary of foot traffic, temporarily ceasing nest-building 
activity at 30 feet today. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - 0950 to 1030: Pair observed carrying nesting material to nest. Pair vacated when vehicle 
approached nest on access road. Pair returned to nest-building activities after 40 minutes. Nest appears to be 
nearly completed, and pair tolerated human presence up to 15 feet today. - GHuffman
03/12/2012 - BUSH pair carrying items to nest which appears 90% complete. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears intact following recent storms, but no BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/26/2012 - Nest looks fine. Pair (second pair, not associated with other nest) in area foraging and vocalizing 
around nest. Looked for a new nest but none found. One adult had plant material in mouth but threw it down 
before bringing it to any nest location. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity at nest which appears sodden. Close examination reveals no recent maintenance on 
nest. Evidence over past 3 weeks indicates that this nesting attempt has been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No
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BUSH Bushtit 030212_ghan_02 CP6-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 70 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/2/2012 3/26/2012 03/02/2012 - Observations made by bio monitor Trisha Di Paola. Bushtits observed bringing nesting material to 
nest multiple times from 0800 to 0830. Nest is nearly complete.  Bushtits appeared unaffected by helicopter 
operations. However, nest building activity halted when observers were detected at 50 feet. - GHuffman
03/05/2012 - Nest building continues, but was halted when observers were detected at 50 feet. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - Male BUSH enters nest and stays for 5 minutes. Nest appears too small to be complete. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears intact following recent storms, but no BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. 
Nest still looks small. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - Nest was found no longer intact with the majority on the ground, appearing to have suffered from 
recent storm damage. Observer found a second nearly complete nest in Salvia mellifera, which is over 100 feet 
from the line or any project feature. A pair was active at that nest, and this may or may not be the same pair. - 
FHoffman

No

BUSH Bushtit 030212_ghan_03 CP7-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 8 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/2/2012 4/19/2012 03/02/2012 - Nest observed by bio monitor Trisha Dipaola. Bushtits observed carrying nesting material to nest 
from 1200 to 1220. Birds flushed from nest with human presence within 15 to 20 feet. Nest appears to be 50% 
complete. - GHuffman
03/05/2012 - BUSH pair ferrying material to nest. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - 0850 - 0920 : Pair observed bringing nesting material to nest on multiple occasions. Pair tolerated 
human presence up to 15 feet away. 0930: Pair left nest area when vehicle driving on access road, but returned in 
less than one minute to resume nest-building activities. - GHuffman
03/12/2012 - BUSH carries large piece of fluffy material to nest at 0845. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears intact following recent storms, but no BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/26/2012 - Nest appears a little soggy after the rain, but the pair was actively building with soft pappus. 
Repeated trips occurring. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0940 to 0955. Nest in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest appears in good condition with a neat maintained entrance, but the cup area is less than 
rotund. No BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Upon locating the nest, the biologist noted the entrance appeared to have some damage. After 
watching the nest for 30 minutes with no activity, the biologist approached within 3 feet of the nest. This elicited 
no response, so the biologist examined the nest. A large hole in the bottom of the nest cup indicates this nest was 
predated, and some material was on the ground below the nest. Nest closed. Nesting chronology suggests eggs 
may have been present, but this cannot be confirmed, therefore the outcome is indeterminate. - VEurs

N/A

CATH California Thrasher 030212_jpki_01 EP181-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 61 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/2/2012 3/21/2012 03/02/2012 - Stick nest in excellent condition with well defined bowl and fresh lining of fine redshank bark. All 
biologists were in agreement that nest condition was appropriate for recently built (less than 2 weeks) nest that 
has a high probability of becoming active. A fresh green sugar bush leaf was placed in nest and will be checked on 
future dates for removal by birds if nest is active. Nest was appropriate in size, shape, and composition for 
California Thrasher, and a thrasher was heard in vicinity. - JPawlicki
03/06/2012 - No eggs present in nest although nest remains in excellent condition. Sugar bush leaf was removed 
from nest indicating that nest is recently built and remains active. - JPawlicki
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest looks intact and completely lined. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - Nest in good shape but unused; no birds detected in area. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Nest is in disrepair and flattened; nest looks very weathered by recent snowfall and many brown 
leaves are flattened on top of nest; bowl indiscernible; no birds in area - closed. - PKonrad

No

COHA Cooper's Hawk 030212_rrdd_01 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/2/2012 TBD 03/02/2012 - COHA very active 0715, flying to nearby oaks to break off twigs and carry to nest in bill. Much calling 
and whistling back and forth between members of the pair. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - COHA female breaking sycamore twigs and carrying in feet to nest while male watches from 100 
feet. Traffic on El Monte Road does not affect nest building, but activity was briefly suspended while SRPL 
personnel used gate, and resumed 10 minutes after gate traffic ceased. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - COHA flies to nest as water-truck operator opens access gate at 0717. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - No COHA detected during 20 minute late afternoon observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Avian biologist R. Abe reports observing female on nest with male hunting nearby on 03/28/12. - 
HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no Cooper's Hawks detected in area. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - COHA female lying in nest during light rain at 1200. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - COHA female standing on nest preening at 1431. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - COHA female on nest at 1700. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Female on nest at 0703 does not flush. Male in dispute with AMCR pair that occupy old COHA nest 
area. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - Adult female COHA on nest at 1725 does not depart. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Adult male standing at nest at 0828. - RRadd

TBD
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BUSH Bushtit 030212_rrdd_02 El Monte CY Construction Yards Riparian Forests and Woodlands Grading 250 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/2/2012 4/25/2012 03/02/2012 - BUSH pair constructing new nest - approximately 5% complete. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Observed BUSH building nest. Nest is approximately 15 percent complete. - SJohnston
03/16/2012 - BUSH male enters nest briefly at 0848. Pair copulating adjacent to nest at 0850. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Unable to locate nest. BUSH pair in area but only observed foraging for 15 minutes. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - BUSH making nest visit at 1432. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 1330 to 1340. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No Bushtits detected near nest. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Quiet solo BUSH in nest vicinity did not enter nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BUSH detected at this nest during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - No activity observed for several weeks and new nest constructed 50 feet west. - RRadd

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 030312_rrdd_01 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 17 100 70 70 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/3/2012 5/5/2012 03/03/2012 - BUSH pair constructing nest approximately 5% complete. On approach to record GPS location, birds 
scolded for several minutes and then left and did not return. A drive-through buffer of 70 feet will admit vehicular 
passage, but keep work away from line of sight to nest. - RRadd
03/09/2012 - BUSH carrying spider silk to nest, approximately 60% complete. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - BUSH pair continue to build nest at 1238. Nest appears 60% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults entered nest carrying nesting material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Bush pair collecting Populus "cotton" and ferrying to nest. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 10 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Pair of bushtits foraging within 50 feet of nest, which appears to be in 
good condition. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH carries food to nest at 1536 and 1542. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest looks weathered and no BUSH detected during 2 x 20-minute observations. Difficult to monitor 
due to COHA nest directly above. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest has fallen apart, presumed predated. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 030412_bald_01 EP99-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 50 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/4/2012 3/20/2012 03/04/2012 - Bushtit activity in area led to observations of Bushtits working on complete nest - working on the 
top portion of the nest. Bushtits were observed entering the nest while 2 avian biologists were standing 4 feet 
away discussing nest. - BArnold
03/07/2012 - No activity during brief 15-minute afternoon observation period. - BArnold
03/20/2012 - Bushtit nest torn open at 'neck' of nest as though pulled on from below, or possibly by the weight of 
heavy snow accumulated on nest in high wind during weekend storm. No sign of eggs, eggshells, or Bushtits. - 
PKonrad

N/A

BEWR Bewick's Wren 030412_jpki_01 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/4/2012 4/23/2012 03/04/2012 - Adult observed bringing both coarse and finer material to nest on over a dozen occasions 
throughout survey period; usually approached from slope to left of nest. - JPawlicki
03/14/2012 - BEWR singing nearby did not approach any cavity during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - BEWR heard singing and calling nearby, but no activity seen at the cavity in about 15 minutes of 
observation. - IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - No BEWR detected during 2 x 15 minute observations. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed, and no BEWR detected from 0710 to 0720. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - BEWR flies to nest cavity at 1033, departs a few seconds later, and is apparently feeding nestlings. - 
HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No BEWR detections during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BEWR detections at or near this location during 2 x 20-minute observations. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No BEWR detections during 30-minute observation. No BEWR have been detected at this location 
since the first observation. Possibly an alternate nest or an exploration during nest selection process. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 030412_jpki_02 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 25 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/4/2012 5/8/2012 03/04/2012 - Adults observed bringing material to near complete nest on more than 3 occasions. - JPawlicki
03/14/2012 - 2 BUSH carrying fluff balls to nest at 0849. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - The bottom of the nest appears malformed, and observer is unsure if this is due to recent storm or 
the nest not being completed.  BUSH in area but not observed at nest during about 10 minutes of observation. 
Assumed nest building is still taking place, and will leave status as Active, unless next monitoring visit suggests 
otherwise. - IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - BUSH nearby did not interact with this nest, which appears to be in serviceable condition. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 0710 to 0720. Nest in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed from 1025 to 1100. Nest continues to appear well maintained. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No activity observed during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BUSH detected during 2 x 30-minute observations. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No detections during 30 minute observation, but nest appears sound and intact. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Nest is sound, intact and tidy. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Nest remains in excellent condition but has been unoccupied since completion for unknown 
reasons. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 030412_mkhn_01 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 35 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/4/2012 4/23/2012 03/04/2012 - Adults bringing material to nest and entering opening with it. Likely lining nest cup. Nest appears 
complete from outside. Established a 100-foot buffer. - MKuehn
03/14/2012 - BUSH male near nest, did not enter during observation period. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - If nest was complete, then there may have been some storm damage. The bottom appears open. 
BUSH in area but did not visit nest in about 20 minutes of observation. Will continue to monitor for potential 
change in status. - IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - Nest appears serviceable, BUSH nearby did not enter nest during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 0650 to 0705. Nest in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed from 0950 to 1020. Lack of activity over past 3 weeks indicates that this nesting 
attempt may have been abandoned. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Male BUSH carrying food to nest at 1156 and 1203. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nest appears predated - torn open at nest cup from side. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 030512_bald_01 TL 6924 - 171694 69kV Structure Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 63 100 60 60 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/5/2012 4/27/2012 03/05/2012 - Adults observed bringing nest material and building nest estimated to be about 80 percent 
complete. - BArnold
03/07/2012 - No activity observed during brief observation period from the access road on 6 March, nor during 
20 minute period 7 March. Nest does not look complete. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - Nest appears complete, BUSH pair foraging together away from nest at 1622. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - No Bushtits observed during brief 10 minute morning observation period from access road. - 
BArnold
03/19/2012 - Nest appears to have weathered recent storms intact. No BUSH detected during 20 minute 
observation under cool and wet conditions. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - Only one Bushtit was ever observed around the nest at a time. It is presumed that the other was in 
the nest. The Bushtit was observed near the nest several times in about an hour of observation. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Adult male observed emerging from nest and foraging nearby. 15 minutes later, the female was 
observed carrying bits of fluff to the nest. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - After 30 minutes of observation, both adults approached nest, but foliage obscured the view of the 
birds' activity. Each spent about 30 seconds at the nest before flying away. About 10 minutes later, an adult 
returned to the nest and left carrying a fecal sac. - VEurs
04/17/2012 - The male was seen carrying a large billfull of fluffy nesting material. The female exited the nest 
when he brought the material inside, and then they both flew off to the south. The female returned about 25 
minutes later with a billfull of food. She entered the nest and remained there for the rest of the observation 
period (about 10 more minutes). - VEurs
04/25/2012 - About 5 minutes after the start of observations, the male exited the nest. He returned about 8 
minutes later and did not appear to be carrying food. He swapped places with the female, who spent the next 15 
minutes foraging on the surrounding hillside. When she returned and entered the nest, nestlings could be heard 
vocalizing. The male again exited the nest and resumed foraging in the area. It is likely these young will fledge in 
the next few days. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - The biologist decided to check the nest because the anticipated fledge date was imminent. Upon 
approaching the nest, it was obvious the nest had been predated. It was completely ripped apart, lying 
horizontally in the nest shrub as opposed to vertically. The biologist remained in the area for about an hour, 
hoping for signs of surviving fledglings. Though numerous Bushtits were detected, none exhibited the loud 
begging and following behaviors typical of recently-fledged Bushtits. No Bushtit was observed feeding another 
despite extensive foraging activity. This nest with young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs
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AMKE American Kestrel 030512_bald_02 TL 6924 - 171691 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/5/2012 TBD 03/05/2012 - Nest in upper western arm of Pole 171691 located along existing dirt access road. Kestrel pair seen 
perching on tower, entering arm together, and exhibiting agitated behavior. Kestrel activity at this monopole was 
extensive during 5 hour survey period, whereas very little kestrel activity, consisting of a single bird perching for a 
few minutes, was noted at Pole 171694 with the previously recorded AMKE nest. - BArnold
03/07/2012 - No activity at this nest during 5 hour survey in general area as well as one hour focused observation 
period on 6 March, nor during brief observation period on 7 March. AMKE in area, interacting with RTHA on 6 
March. - BArnold
03/15/2012 - Biomonitor P. Hord reports AMKE entering cavity at 0750. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation under cool and wet conditions. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - No AMKE activity was observed at this cavity in approximately 2 hours of observation. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Adult male Kestrel observed hunting and perching on nearby wire, returning to perch on the nest 
pole multiple times throughout the 1.5-hour observation period. Male entered upper cavity once. Female was not 
observed. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - During 75 minute observation period, the male spent the majority of the time perched atop the 
pole. He left the top a half-dozen times to chase/mob an RTHA soaring nearby. At 0945, vocalizations were heard 
in the nest cavity and the male hopped down to peer within. He also briefly entered the adjacent cavity and the 
second arm from the top on the eastern side. Toward the end of observations, the male flew off and ultimately 
returned with a lizard that he left on the top of the pole. At this point, he also interacted with the AMKE pair from 
the nest to the north. No female ever observed. - VEurs
04/17/2012 - The male perched on various places on the monopole throughout the 45 minute observation 
period. He occasionally left the pole to fly around for brief periods. The female was never seen. As the biologist 
was driving through the buffer with the windows down, the sounds of nestlings could be heard emanating from 
the cavity. - VEurs
04/25/2012 - The observation period lasted from 0820 to 0935. The kestrel pair was visible for most of this time. 
They perched on various places on the monopole, and the male perched briefly on the wire. The pair copulated 
twice during the observation period. The male flew off and returned soon after with a small prey item. While he 
was away, the female entered the nest cavity. When the male returned, he perched on the edge of the cavity and 
the female began vocalizing, as though begging. However, the male moved to the top of the pole, where he 
consumed the prey. The pair entered the nest cavity of European Starlings in the same pole, but were driven out 
by the starlings. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - The male kestrel arrived at the pole with a lizard after 50 minutes. As he was about to land atop the 
pole, a jogger passed underneath, which caused him to fly off to the west. He soon returned and perched on a 
rung and called out a few times. Receiving no response, he flew to the east and consumed the lizard. He returned 
to the pole and again gave some calls without getting any response  He flew to the monopole to the north  where 

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030512_imll_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Woodlands and Forests BMP installation/maintenance 17 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/5/2012 3/29/2012 03/05/2012 - Female observed making multiple trips to nest with material from 1000-1100 while BMP crew was 
lowering dirt level of the road shoulder approximately 25 feet from the nest. Crew was using shovels, rakes, and 
loading dirt into a back-hoe. No behavioral response to this work was observed. Pickup trucks and equipment 
passing along the road appear to have no impact either. Nest appears approximately 10% complete. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Female on nest and making periodic trips to the surrounding habitat to gather nesting material. 
Observed adding lichen decorations to nest. No alterations of nesting behavior was observed due to traffic 
occurring 17 feet from the nest. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - ANHU observed incubating. - SJohnston
03/29/2012 - A small fragment of the nest was observed attached to the branch, otherwise the nest and its 
contents were gone. All indications are that this was due to predation, with no evidence of any effects from 
construction activities. - HWinfrey

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 030512_imll_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 20 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/5/2012 4/13/2012 03/05/2012 - Pair of Lesser Goldfinches observed adding material to a new nest approximately 5-10% complete. 
Female made frequent trips to nest while observer stood on roadway and directly below nest. The birds did not 
appear affected by traffic passing by at 20 feet or by the conversation at the edge of the roadway. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Female LEGO arrives at nest and remains present for approximately 10-15 minutes. During this time, 
she is observed shifting within the nest, possibly shaping it or more likely, egg-laying. The nest appears in good 
condition and complete. Female present on nest while traffic passed by at 20 feet with no alteration in behavior 
observed. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - No activity during 20 minutes of observation. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female LEGO brings food to nest and perches near it, putting its head down into nest cup at 1048. - 
HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Nest is torn up as though material has been removed (depredated). 
Nest closed. Unknown whether nest fledged or was depredated. - JDicus

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030512_imll_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Woodlands and Forests BMP installation/maintenance 37 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/5/2012 4/13/2012 03/05/2012 - Female hummingbird gathering lichen and other decorative materials and adding them to a nearly 
complete nest located in the center of a live oak tree. Female continued all natural behaviors during Sunrise 
traffic occurring 40 feet from the nest location. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Female was on nest incubating while traffic passed by regularly along AR, 37 feet away. Regular 
foraging trips into the surrounding habitat observed. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - ANHU observed incubating. - SJohnston
03/29/2012 - Observer attempted to locate nest on 3/28/12 without success. Attempted again with assistance of 
I. Maunsell on 3/29/12 without locating nest. No ANHU activity was observed in immediate area. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No ANHU activity observed in immediate area. Unable to locate nest. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Based on nest chronology for this species, the nest should have had nestlings/fledglings by now; 
neither were ever observed at or near this nest even though the female was observed incubating during 2 
consecutive weekly monitoring visits. Avian biologist Ian Maunsell, who initially found this nest, was present for 
final nest monitoring visit. No activity was observed at the nest. Nest was closed due to inactivity during this and 
previous observations. - JDicus

No
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BUSH Bushtit 030512_imll_05 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Woodlands and Forests Grading 69 100 50 50 Fledged 3/5/2012 4/23/2012 03/05/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed gathering material from host oak and adding it to a nearly complete nest 
located on the west side of tree above stream. Pair was observed building nest while a back-hoe was grading the 
spur work area located 69 feet south. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Nest was observed for approximately 30 minutes. Nest appears complete and in good condition. 
One Bushtit was observed flying from the area of the nest during a potential nest exchange by incubating pair. No 
other activity observed during regular traffic activities. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - Observed BUSH leaving nest. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - No activity observed in 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Male Bushtit observed chasing Lesser Goldfinch away from immediate area around nest at 1053. - 
HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Bushtit observed gathering prey items in creek and carrying them to the nest. - JDicus
04/18/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1009. - HWinfrey
04/20/2012 - Adult visits nest at 1226. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity observed from 1145 to 1200 at nest, which remains in good condition. 2 adult Bushtits 
feeding 5 fledglings in same tree, 60 feet away from nest. Nest closed; fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 030512_mdus_01 CP37-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 165 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/5/2012 4/17/2012 03/05/2012 - Male observed making multiple trips with peeled shrub bark and other materials to a clump of 
Salvia mellifera. Nest is in beginning stages of construction (1% constructed). Male was observed placing and 
weaving material around the stem, and placing peeled bark from black sage, and possibly lichen. Female made 
fewer trips to nest location, but appeared to be adjusting the placement of the nest material. Both were observed 
foraging and chasing an unidentified bird from the nest vicinity. Following the territorial display, neither adult was 
observed returning to the nest location during the survey. - MDicus
03/13/2012 - Territory and nest were monitored for 2.5 hours. No CAGN activity observed in area. Nest material 
has been added since the previous visit. Nest is approximately 30% complete. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Pair not detected until 0800, at which time they flew immediately to the nest and started adding 
and adjusting material. The male spent more time nest building while the female foraged and groomed herself 
nearby. The male vocalized from the nest 3 times, for about 10 to 30 seconds, apparently calling to the female. 
The female brought nest material to the male a few times. The nest is approximately 40-50% constructed. - 
MDicus
03/27/2012 - No activity at nest during first 2 hours of monitoring. At 0915, the pair started making multiple trips 
to the nest, the male bringing in bits of fluff and woody stem shavings and the female bringing in small feathers 
on at least 3 of her 6 trips. The nest is approximately 90-95% constructed. - MDicus
04/03/2012 - Female on nest during first 20-30 minutes observation; male foraging nearby. Pair foraged together 
for the next hour, during which time nest contents were checked. 1 egg was observed. Male returned to nest for 
approximately 10 minutes before joining the female again to forage. - MDicus
04/11/2012 - Observed 2 nest exchanges on 4/10/12 between male and female, at 08:12 and 08:50. Pair is 
incubating. - MDicus
04/17/2012 - Adult male CAGN observed pulling nest material from outside of nest and carrying it to new nest 
location (041612_mdus_01). The male made over 6 trips back and forth, pulling material on each occasion, and 
carrying it to the new nest. Nest was still intact and did not appear to have been damaged from the last storm; 
however, there were no eggs or nestlings present (there had been at least one egg in the nest based on 
observations during  the 4/03/12 survey, and the pair was incubating on 4/10/12). The pair was actively 
constructing a nest in the new location. There were no clear signs of predation (nest damage or broken eggs), but 
the cold, windy, rainy conditions last weekend may have been a factor in this nest failure. - MDicus

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 030512_mdus_02 CP8-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Traffic 50 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/5/2012 4/20/2012 03/05/2012 - While with a BMP crew, avian biomonitor Harley Winfrey observed a Bewick's Wren carrying nest 
material to the base of a fallen Hesperoyucca stalk just west of the silt fence. During later 20-minute monitoring 
by avian biologist, no birds seen visiting nest, but adult BEWR heard singing in vicinity. - MDicus
03/07/2012 - BEWR observed perched and entering Hesperoyucca stalk where nest is located. Stayed in vicinity of 
nest singing for a few minutes before flying out of sight. - GHuffman
03/12/2012 - No BEWR detected during 20 minute observation of this nest. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No BEWR detections during 20 minute observation, during showery weather. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - No activity noted near nest, although male heard singing down slope some distance away. Cavity 
well-lined with material but no activity in immediate vicinity. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No BEWR activity observed in area. Nest appears to be in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - No BEWR detected in area after a 70-minute mid-day observation period. No wrens heard or seen 
anywhere, even far from nest. No response when biologist approached within 3 feet of nest to check condition, 
which looked fine. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - No BEWR activity in the area. After 30 minutes, the biologist approached the nest cavity. The lining 
material (grass, feathers, shed snakeskin) had been pulled out and is laying outside the nest cavity. This nest is 
now closed. It seems unlikely that this nest contained eggs or young, but there is no way to be sure; therefore, the 
nest outcome is indeterminate. - VEurs
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AMKE American Kestrel 030512_rrdd_01 TL 6924 - 171689 69kV Structure Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/5/2012 TBD 03/05/2012 - Situation not 100% clear, but male AMKE appears to be maintaining a territory with 2 females and 
two nests, copulating with both at least 6 times between 0715-0800. AMKE entering cavities on both poles. 
Regarding this nest, AMKE pair entering cavity in middle eastern arm of steel monopole. Buffer set at 300 feet 
until scope of work becomes known. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Male perched on pole when surveyors arrived at 0630. A female was seen entering the arm where 
she remained for at least half an hour. Male returned to pole approximately every hour. It appears that this male 
is attempting to establish nests with two different females at adjacent poles, 171689 and 171688. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE pair copulating at 0755 and 0804. Female entering cavity. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Pair observed perching and copulating atop nest pole. After approximately 10 minutes, the pair left 
the perch, and the adult male joined the other female at the active nest location to the south (pole 171688). - 
MDicus
04/09/2012 - Male flew to pole from south, perched on a climbing rung and briefly entered the cavity. No sign of 
female for 30 minutes. As biologist approached pole, female seemed to fly up the slope from the north. She 
circled a bit, then disappeared from view. When checking AMKE nest to the south, she could be seen perched 
below nest cavity. - VEurs
04/17/2012 - Shortly after the start of the observation period, the female flew into view from the northwest, 
carrying a lizard. She soared around the area, and the male also flew into view. After the workers left, she settled 
on a transmission wire, ate part of the lizard and then flew out of view. She returned to the monopole without the 
lizard and perched for about 20 minutes before flying off again. When she returned, she entered the nest cavity 
without food, and no nestlings were heard calling when she entered. She remained there for the rest of the 
observation period. The male spent most of the time out of sight, briefly perching on top of the monopole with 
the nest cavity. - VEurs
04/25/2012 - For the first 50 minutes of observation, no AMKE activity was detected. Then the male arrived at the 
monopole carrying a small prey item. He gave this to the female who had emerged from the nest cavity. She 
perched on a wire and ate the item, then flew out of sight. The male had flown away, but soon returned with a 
lizard. The female flew up and perched partially inside the nest cavity. The male passed her the lizard and it 
seemed that she dropped it into the cavity. However, she quickly flew to a wire, carrying the lizard, where she ate 
it. - VEurs
05/02/2012 - After 30 minutes, the male flew in from the south and perched quietly atop the pole. After 5 
minutes or so, he flew east, but soon returned and perched on a rung near the nest. The female exited the nest 
cavity from below and perched on a rung above the cavity. The male soon entered the nest cavity and remained 
inside for 30 minutes, through the end of observations. The female eventually flew north, presumably to hunt. - 
VEurs

TBD

HOWR House Wren 030512_sjon_01 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/5/2012 TBD 03/05/2012 - HOWR observed bringing nesting material into woodpecker cavity. - SJohnston
03/16/2012 - No HOWR detected at or near this location during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Male HOWR calling and nervous at WBNU in sycamore snag. Could not locate cavity as described, 
and will send in a different avian biologist who may be more familiar with the nest site. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Considerable HOWR activity around cavity, but no entry detected during 20 minute observation. 
Presumed incubation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest; HOWR heard calling 100 feet east of nest. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Much HOWR singing and activity in this area, but no association with this cavity observed. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - HOWR singing near but not entering cavity. Possibly an alternate nest. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - HOWR appear to be using one of these cavities; infrequent appearances by female, but much 
strident talk from male. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - HOWR activity at this location continues. - RRadd

TBD
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COHA Cooper's Hawk 030612_imll_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/6/2012 TBD 03/06/2012 - Biological monitor K. Vittum reported a female COHA breaking nest material off a sycamore and 
carrying it to a coast live oak tree. The male perched 100 feet east of the nest on a dead oak. The monitor 
conducted observations from approximately 200 feet away, primarily out of sight. When the monitor moved 
closer to approximately 100 feet, the female ceased nesting behavior. During verification and logging the point, 
the male COHA flushed and alarm called when the biologists approached to within 60 feet of the nest along the 
road on foot. The nest was observed to be in the very early stages of construction, with few pieces of broken off 
nesting material visible from the road. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Male COHA perched and calling on dead oak tree approximately 100 feet from nest. No trips to nest 
observed between 0800 and 0930. Nest appears well developed at this point with a shallow bowl formed. No 
lining visible. Male did not appear to alter any behavior due to traffic occurring along the road. The bird was 
observed tracking prey items and various other occurrences with its eyes and did not focus on vehicles or the 
observer. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - COHA was observed arranging nesting material within the nest and bringing new nesting material to 
the nest while two biologists were approximately 25 horizontal feet from the nest and in a direct line of sight. - 
SJohnston
03/22/2012 - Monitor K. Vittum reported pair regularly bringing material to and standing on nest yesterday (3/21) 
and today (3/22) while road sealing work occurred along driveway up to 50 feet away. - IMaunsell
03/28/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female on nest from 1024 through 1220. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Cooper's Hawk perched 100 feet from nest with prey item did not approach nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female observed carrying prey item to nest at 1123. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Female on nest during steady rain. - HWinfrey
05/01/2012 - Adult on nest at 0808. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Adult on nest at 0841. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Female on nest at 1238. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Adult visible on nest at 1013. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Adult visible on nest at 0940. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - Adult on nest at 1018. M. Dicus also reported adult observed feeding downy nestling(s) on 
5/12/2012. - HWinfrey

TBD

CALT California Towhee 030612_rrdd_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 60 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/6/2012 3/24/2012 03/06/2012 - Nest appears 60% complete, partially lined with Pseudognaphalium sp. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - Nest appears freshly lined, but no birds attending. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact after storm. CALT heard nearby, but were not seen near nest in an approximate 10 
minute observation period. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - Nest remains unimproved, with lining material placed but never installed. - RRadd

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 030712_elss_01 EP183-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 85 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/7/2012 3/28/2012 03/07/2012 - Nest was found during systematic searching. The nest is in good condition and is completely lined. - 
ELoveless
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest intact and appears complete. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - No California Thrasher observed in vicinity of nest. No bird activity near nest for 10-minute 
observation period on sunny day with temperature at 65 degrees Fahrenheit. On approach to check status of nest, 
a single Western Scrub-jay egg was visible within the well-lined cup. While immediately moving away from the 
nest, a pair of Western Scrub-jays approached to within 10 feet of the nest, alarm calling. Once observer had 
moved off approximately 75 feet from the nest, the pair stopped calling and one adult Western Scrub-jay was 
seen approaching the nest to within 6 inches. Changed species to Western Scrub-jay. This species typically lays at 
least 3 eggs. Nest stage has progressed to egg-laying, presumably for several more days. - JDicus
03/28/2012 - Observed nest for 15-20 minutes with no direct activity. Pair of Scrub-jays were in the area, though 
not associating with nest. When pair was out of area, checked nest area. No activity was observed at the nest, so 
checked the nest. Broken egg present in nest, indicating natural predation. - VNovik

No

BUSH Bushtit 030712_kwer_01 EP93 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - tower erection 100 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/7/2012 3/29/2012 03/07/2012 - Biomonitor B. Thompson observed Bushtit pair regularly adding nesting material to a 75% complete 
nest while erection crew was bolting and tightening on tower approximately 100 feet away. - KWeber
03/20/2012 - Bushtit visited large nest that appears complete. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - Bottom half of this nest has been torn away; only 'neck' of nest remains hanging from top of scrub 
oak. No sign of lower portion of nest below scrub oak; no sign of eggs, eggshells, or adult birds in area. Apparent 
mammalian predation - closed. - PKonrad

N/A
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BUSH Bushtit 030712_mdus_01 Hartung/El Monte CY-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 53 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/7/2012 3/29/2012 03/07/2012 - Adult pair of Bushtits observed adding material to a nest that is approximately 5% complete. Nest is 
well-hidden in pendulous clump of mistletoe (Phoradendron serotinum). - MDicus
03/16/2012 - No BUSH activity at this nest during 20 minute observation on cool morning. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - M. Dicus visited this nest on 22 March and reported scant indications of this nest, and no BUSH 
present. Will monitor once more prior to any closing. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - This nest appears decapitated. Bushtits were foraging in the tree where the rest is located; however, 
none were displaying nesting behavior, no items were carried, and none visited the nest. Inconclusive if able to be 
closed at this point. - LThoreson
03/29/2012 - The nest is gone and had been in state of disrepair for the last few monitoring visits, with the pair 
absent from the area or exhibiting no breeding behaviors near the nest. Predation may be the cause, but it is 
difficult to tell for certain. - MDicus

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030712_mdus_03 Hartung / El Monte CY-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 8 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/7/2012 3/21/2012 03/07/2012 - Adult female Anna's Hummingbird observed making multiple trips to a nest that is 60-70% 
constructed. Avian biologist stood approximately 10 feet from nest while female continued to add material, so 
adult shows some tolerance to human presence. - MDicus
03/09/2012 - Female making multiple trips to and from nest, gathering spider web. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Nest intact but empty. Female ANHU visits briefly but does not alight. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - Nest no longer present. While presumed lost to weekend storms, no nest was found on ground. - 
RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030712_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 14 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/7/2012 4/14/2012 03/07/2012 - ANHU female constructing nest - approximately 30% complete. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - ANHU on nest at 1430 does not depart. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - ANHU female prone on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No adult activity was observed at the nest during 15 minutes of observation. The nest does not 
appear to be complete; however, a single intact egg was observed in the nest. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - No activity observed from 0645 to 0715. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest is no longer present and presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030712_rrdd_05 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 10 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/7/2012 4/12/2012 03/07/2012 - ANHU female incubating 2 eggs. Incubating bird was tolerant of non-stopping vehicles, but 
attending biomonitor should be aware of any extra wide loads due to location. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - ANHU incubating on nest at 1546. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Female still incubating on nest. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Female on nest. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - ANHU female feeding one small nestling at 1130. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - 1 nestling visible in nest. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Single nestling perched on edge of nest, preening and briefly exercising its wings. Female fed young 
twice during observation period. She also poked vigorously at the nest, pulling out feathers and bits of spider 
web. After she left the second time, the nestling settled back on the nest. - VEurs
04/06/2012 - Fully feathered nestling visible in nest at 0820. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No nestling in nest or nearby branches. Nest is in excellent condition and is presumed to have 
fledged 1 young successfully. - VEurs

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030712_sjon_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/7/2012 3/23/2012 03/07/2012 - ANHU observed incubating while BMP crew stopped in diesel F550 (before buffer was in place) on 
access road approximately 20 feet from nest for approximately 3 minutes, and during this time bird did not flush 
from nest. Additionally, bird remained on nest for normal periods of time for climate conditions encountered 
during the 30 minutes of passive observations, while biologist was approximately 30 feet away in direct line of 
sight to the nest. - SJohnston
03/13/2012 - ANHU continues at this nest, but stays off for long periods. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears intact following storms, but no ANHU female detected during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/23/2012 - No activity observed at this nest for 30 minutes. Lack of directed activity for more than a week 
indicates this nest has been abandoned. ANHU was incubating when nest was discovered, but no young or 
feeding of young were ever observed. Evidence suggests the eggs of this nest was predated or abandoned prior to 
stormy weather, for undetermined reasons. It is also possible that the eggs were predated during the stormy 
weather or shortly after, with or without nest abandonment, but with no way to arrive at a conclusive outcome, 
Indeterminate is the proper determination. - RRadd

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030712_sjon_02 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 15 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/7/2012 3/23/2012 03/07/2012 - Bird observed nest building while biologist was approximately 30 feet from the nest. Nest is 
approximately 20% complete. - SJohnston
03/13/2012 - ANHU incubating 2 eggs 1344. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Female on nest. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - Nest contains broken eggshell and many peppers from host tree, and is no longer serviceable. 
Remains of an egg in the nest among many hard peppers suggests this nest failed due to natural causes, likely by 
an avian predation that dislodged peppers into the nest. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 030712_vnik_02 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE4

Substation Chaparrals Substation - new construction 13 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/7/2012 4/24/2012 03/07/2012 - Biomonitor discovered this nest post-construction, reported that visits were made by the birds to 
the nest site, and that they were observed carrying material to the nest. While logging this nest, the Bushtits were 
observed entering the nest. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Nest in excellent condition after storm event. Nest appears nearly complete and BUSH pair brought 
nesting material to nest twice during observation period. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - No Bushtits detected in vicinity of nest during 30 minute period; nest complete and intact. - 
JPawlicki
04/10/2012 - Bushtit makes brief visit to nest at 0850. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Adult bringing food to nest at 0706. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0815 to 0845. Nest examined closely and bottom has been pulled 
out with pieces of the nest scattered about. Nest closed, evidence indicates it was predated. - HWinfrey

No

LOSH Loggerhead Shrike 030812_ahll_07 EP54-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Other 600 100 140 140 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/8/2012 5/1/2012 03/08/2012 - Both male and female were seen foraging within a 300-foot radius of nest location. Male was seen 
courtship feeding female, and female was seen bringing softer nesting material to the nest on several instances. 
Nest appears to be approximately 30% complete, and no eggs were present within the nest. The pair is tolerant of 
limited foot and vehicle traffic outside of bird buffer. - AHill
03/14/2012 - One adult foraging within 300 feet of nest site. Nest appears to be complete, egg laying should 
begin soon. - AHill
03/20/2012 - A biologist saw an American Kestrel perched on shrub where the nest is located. Individual 
remained perched in the bush during the time (approximately 10 minutes) the biologist was passively observing. 
The biologist moved away from the nest and closer to the furthest extent of a Red-tailed Hawk nest in the vicinity, 
and the Loggerhead shrike moved to the side of the nest closest to the biologist. The nest was not approached, 
and no individuals were seen carrying nesting material; however the perched individual was acting mildly 
territorial. It is possible that the pair is either laying eggs or incubating. - LThoreson
03/26/2012 - Observed both adults foraging within 500 feet of nest, then returning to 175 feet within nest 
location. Observed female making begging calls and flapping her wings repeatedly to male, who then fed her. The 
pair then copulated about 170 feet from the nest. The female flew to the nest and laid on the nest for 5 minutes 
before departing on her own accord. When female was out of sight, and no shrikes were in the area, the biologist 
checked the nest to find no eggs present. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Pair of Loggerhead Shrikes present, displaying territorially and fighting with a California Thrasher 
that approached nest, but eventually left the oak tree. Pair is active at nest. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike made 2 trips to nest during 30-minute observation period. After leaving nest, the 
shrike perched on tallest pole to northwest, east of the access road. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - No Loggerhead Shrike activity at this nest, however, an adult pair of shrikes is very active hawking 
insects, collecting nesting material and building nest in medium-sized shrub about 350 feet west of this nest site. 
During 1 flight to collect nesting material, 1 shrike perched on southwest side of Engelmann oak. The fact that no 
resident shrikes reacted to this breach of territory and because no activity was observed at the original nest site, 
this information may indicate nest failure and subsequent renesting during the past week. When possible, will 
check original nest with a cultural resources monitor to ascertain present status of the nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - After 30 minute observation period without seeing activity at the nest, the nest was approached and 
a mirror was used to check for eggs, nestlings or possible signs of nest failure. No eggs or nestlings were found, 
and dead leaves were observed inside the nest bowl and the rim of the nest, indicating possible nest 
abandonment. - SJohnston
04/24/2012 - It appears the original nest site has been abandoned, but a pair is active northwest of the site where 
they copulated once during a 30-minute observation period. Did not see nest building or any visit to the shrub 
where they were nest building last week   PKonrad
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AMKE American Kestrel 030812_ahll_08 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/8/2012 TBD 03/08/2012 - Female kestrel was seen entering nest cavity on several occasions with male perched nearby. 
Female would not stay within the cavity for more than 5 minutes. Biological monitor D. Engstrom reported seeing 
the pair copulate and chase off a pair of CORAs near the nest today. - AHill
03/09/2012 - Male American Kestrel flew in from east and perched on bare branches on top of nest tree. Also 
perched on lower wire north of tree, made a hunting strike and returned to nest tree where it fed on the large 
insect prey. During a second short observation period, at 14:00, the female flew to high bare branch on nest tree, 
where it fed on large insect prey and perched in the wind for 20 minutes, when observer left. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Female observed perching on nearby power line upon arrival. After 25 minutes of observation, 
female flew to nest tree after which male flew out of cavity and joined female on tree. Both birds last observed 
perched on nearby power line. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Biologist saw American Kestrel fly to telephone line west of cavity with prey, apparently a small 
rodent. The American Kestrel then flew to the cavity with the prey, dropped prey off and perched on the top of 
the tree. - LThoreson
04/02/2012 - Male American Kestrel perched on pole east of nest site during initial observation; checked back at 
1730 when male was perched on second pole to west; female probably incubating today. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Male American Kestrel was perched on pole west of nest; then flew to slope to south where it 
soared in circles. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Male American Kestrel flew in to perch on pole nearest nest. (Nestlings should be hatching soon, 
followed by more activity by adults.) - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - Female American Kestrel flew into view after about 15 minutes, circled nest tree twice and entered 
nesting cavity in live oak; she didn't come out of cavity during the next 15 minutes. - PKonrad
05/01/2012 - No American Kestrel activity observed during initial 30 minute observation period. During a second 
nest visit 3 hours later, the female kestrel was perched on the small power line to the northeast of the nesting 
cavity, near the wooden power pole. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Female American Kestrel perched on pole to west of nest and on associated wire north of nest, 
hunting near nest. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - The female American Kestrel was perched on the wooden pole west of the nest, hunting; it caught a 
small dark-colored mammal (vole?) and took it to the nest cavity where kestrel calls, presumably begging 
nestlings, could be heard. Female then perched on top of nest tree for a time, and the male kestrel was seen 
flying westward south of the nest. - PKonrad

TBD

GRRO Greater Roadrunner 030812_tcer_01 CP18-1-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 150 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/8/2012 4/26/2012 03/08/2012 - Adult incubating 2 eggs in nest. - TCooper
03/12/2012 - GRRO adjacent to nest with 3 eggs. Mate nearby. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs - GRRO presumed incubating through stormy weather, though not detected 
during 20 minute observation from distance. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - 2 eggs in nest. No GRRO seen or heard in area. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - 2 eggs in nest. Adult GRRO foraging nearby. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - GRRO incubating 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - The nest now contains 2 eggs, warming in the sun, and no sign of a nestling. An adult was foraging 
and sunning across the slope on the access road. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Nest now contains only 1 egg. Based on an incubation length of 19-20 days, this remaining egg is 
likely non-viable. It has been nearly 2 months since this nest was logged and none of the eggs appear to have 
hatched. No adult GRRO detected around the nest today. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

No

MODO Mourning Dove 030912_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 50 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/9/2012 4/13/2012 03/09/2012 - Nest with 5 eggs first discovered 2 February 2012, but not recorded due to lack of activity during 20 
minute observation period. Nest still with 5 eggs and attending adult on 9 March 2012. Dove remained on nest in 
direct line of sight while avian biologist entered data into pentab at 30 feet. Dove flushed with approach of 
surveyor to document nest status at about 3 feet. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nests, but was unable to gain access to substation. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest with 7 eggs. This nest has apparently never been viable, since before it was recorded since 
Mourning Doves typically only lay 2 eggs per clutch and it is unknown if any eggs were viable at any point during 
the monitoring period. - BArnold

No

MODO Mourning Dove 030912_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 100 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/9/2012 4/13/2012 03/09/2012 - Adult dove observed on nest. Dove remained on nest while avian biologist entered initial data into 
pentab within direct line of sight at 20 feet, and when avian biologist photo-documented nest at 10 feet. Flushed 
at less than 2 feet when avian biologist approached to document nest status. 2 eggs in nest. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nests, but was unable to gain access to substation. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest degraded and with lots of scat, indicative of a successfully fledged nest. - BArnold

Yes

HOFI House Finch 030912_elss_01 CP64 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 30 30 Removed 3/9/2012 3/9/2012 03/09/2012 - The nest was found by onsite biomonitor, inside equipment. The nest was 5% complete. Female 
brought nesting material to nest twice during a 60-minute observation period. The equipment had mylar 
reflective ribbon bird deterrents placed 6-8 inches from the selected nest site and was staged at the pull site with 
no use for 10 days. The equipment was slated for transport this day, necessitating the removal process. - 
ELoveless
03/09/2012 - Nest removed by avian biologist. - ELoveless

No
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 030912_imll_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - maintenance 400 300 300 300 Fledged 3/9/2012 5/2/2012 03/09/2012 - Male CAGN observed stripping 'bark' from sagebrush in territory and adding material to a well 
developed nest (about 80%) with the female CAGN accompanying. The nest is shaped with lining-less bowl. Pair 
made trips with nest material from both east and west. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Pair observed making over a dozen trips to nest. Surveyors did not approach nest, but female was 
observed carrying fluffy pappus from Baccharis shrub; male not observed carrying material. - MDicus
03/21/2012 - Pair observed foraging throughout territory. On one occasion both male and female visited the nest 
area briefly and then moved away to the south. Later during the observation period the male flew to the nest area 
and called from various perches. Once the pair left the area, the nest was observed to be 100% complete with no 
eggs present (M. Dicus permitted CAGN nest monitor present). It is likely that the pair will continue to use this 
nest location following the weekend's recent storm events once the material dries with no further additions to 
nest. Therefore, the nest stage is now considered to be in the egg laying period. - IMaunsell
04/03/2012 - 3/28/2012 - 3 nest exchanges observed between 0715 and 0930. - IMaunsell
04/04/2012 - Observed nest exchange at approximately 0805. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - Male observed flying to nest area at approximately 0730. Gave "soft mew" and female was observed 
leaving nest area. Female returned to the nest area at approximately 0750, called to male, and male left nest area. 
From 0800-0810, male was observed making frequent, rapid trips to and from the nest to the surrounding habitat 
with prey items. Likely feeding young nestlings still being brooded by the female. - IMaunsell
04/18/2012 - Male observed foraging, making 3 brief trips to nest, and on the second trip carrying away what 
appeared to be a fecal sack from the nest. Female was at the nest for most of this 1-hour observation period. - 
MDicus
04/25/2012 - 2 nestlings were observed in the nest. The adult male parent California Gnatcatcher was observed 
hopping from bush to bush near the nest, making "mew" calls. - LGorman
05/02/2012 - The adult CAGN pair was observed foraging approximately 250 feet northwest of the nest location. 
The pair repeatedly returned to a nearby shrub from which faint begging calls were heard; they appeared to be 
feeding 1 or 2 fledglings, which were well-hidden inside the shrub. The nest was later checked and found to be 
empty. Successful fledging. - MDicus

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 030912_mdus_03 Hartung CY-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 28 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/9/2012 4/25/2012 03/09/2012 - Pair observed gathering material from interior of oak galls and adding it to nest that appears to be 
nearly complete. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - BUSH pair foraging in vicinity. Male enters nest briefly at 0818; no item carry observed. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - BUSH pair working at nest at 1408. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 1310 to 1325. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Bushtit at nest at 1152. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest appears intact after yesterday's storm. No BUSH observed during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BUSH detected during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest has fallen, but does not appear predated. - RRadd

No

RSHA Red-shouldered Hawk 030912_rrdd_01 CP64-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 300 500 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 3/9/2012 4/12/2012 03/09/2012 - RSHA pair attending this nest - female at nest, male guarding and visiting. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - RSHA male at typical nest-guarding perch south of El Monte Road, female not detected. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - Nest remains incomplete. No RSHA detected during 15 minute late afternoon observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity at nest. RSHA perched nearby at 1235. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed, and no Red-Shouldered Hawks detected in area from 1200 to 1245. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest is not in sufficient repair to receive an egg, and no raptors have been observed in association 
for 4 weeks. Changed status to closed. Nest was abandoned during site selection for unknown reasons. - RRadd

No

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch 030912_rrdd_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 56 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/9/2012 5/11/2012 03/09/2012 - WBNU pair chiseling bark flakes from nearby trees and carrying to cavity at 1-2 minute intervals. - 
RRadd
03/15/2012 - WBNU pair coming to and going from this nest at 0822. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No WBNU detected in area for 15 minutes. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - WBNU pair continued to bring bark chips to cavity on multiple occasions from 0843-0910. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - WBNU observed entering cavity at 1038 without carrying nesting material. It did not re-emerge 
during 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - WBNU leaves nest at 1027. Both male and female return at 1034. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - WBNU male carries food to brooding female 3 times between 1039-1044. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - WBNU carrying food to nest at 2-10 minute intervals around 1335. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - WBNU brings food to nest cavity at 0718. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - WBNU pair leaving nest unattended for several minutes at a time, returning with food items. - 
RRadd
05/12/2012 - WBNU no longer come to this cavity and a HOWR is now occupying. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes
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BUSH Bushtit 030912_rrdd_04 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/9/2012 TBD 03/09/2012 - BUSH making repeated trips at 1-2 minute intervals building this nest - approximately 5% complete. - 
RRadd
03/17/2012 - BUSH pair continue nest building at 1348 - 60% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults flew to nest 6+ times with material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - BUSH pair active at nest which appears substantially complete. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - BUSH entered nest at 1242 and was not observed to re-emerge during 10 minutes of observation. - 
HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 1309. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH pair feeding nestlings at 1630. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - BUSH pair feeding nestlings at 1320 at 5-minute intervals. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Solo BUSH visits nest furtively, fleetingly and infrequently at 1358. Second brood potentially in 
progress. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest appears in excellent condition. No BUSH detected within 50 feet during 30 minutes of 
observation. - RRadd

TBD

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch 030912_rrdd_05 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 87 100 85 85 Nest did not reach active stage 3/9/2012 4/16/2012 03/09/2012 - WBNU pair ferrying bark flakes to cavity. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - WBNU detected in vicinity, but not observed at cavity. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No WBNU seen near nest for 15 minutes. Possibly switched locations (see 032012_mkhn_02). - 
MKuehn
03/22/2012 - WBNU at cavity, one bird visible arranging lining materials inside. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No WBNU detected in area; no activity at nest. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No WBNU activity has been observed here for almost a month. Initial activity was likely a part of site 
selection process. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 031012_jpki_01 EP183 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 85 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/10/2012 4/18/2012 03/10/2012 - Adults observed actively bringing material to nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
03/15/2012 - Adults in area but did not observe them going to the nest. Nest looks complete from outside, but 
contents not checked. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - Bushtit pair still nest building. Nest is well-formed and decorated externally, 95% complete. Light is 
still visible passing through unlined nest entrance. Female observed in vicinity gathering downy vegetative lining 
material. - JDicus
03/28/2012 - Bushtit observed at nest, which appears nearly complete. - VNovik
04/04/2012 - Nest is in excellent shape, but no Bushtit observed or heard during 30-minute period. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Again, nest looks good but no Bushtits observed or heard during 30-minute observation period. 
(Incubating or deserted?) - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - See following comment. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - A predator has opened a hole in the bottom of this Bushtit nest chamber. No eggs, eggshells, 
nestlings, or adults were found in the area, although nesting chronology indicates that eggs may have been 
present. Because bushtits may continue lining the nest during incubation and until hatchlings are present, and 
because the nestling period is approximately 14 days, it is indeterminate whether nest fledged, was abandoned, 
or predated, and nest is closed. - PKonrad

N/A

PHAI Phainopepla 031012_mdus_02 Hartung CY-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 50 100 75 75 Presumed Fledged 3/10/2012 5/13/2012 03/10/2012 - Adult male Phainopepla observed breaking off a tamarisk twig and carrying it into a clump of 
mistletoe. Male made several additional trips to nest while female perched nearby. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - PHAI male brings food item to female, and she departs nest area to receive it at 0755. Both birds 
foraged, returning frequently to nest area. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - PHAI pair making trips to nest 1356-1408. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 1310 to 1325. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Male visits nest at 1148. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - PHAI pair trading nest duties; male on nest while female forages, guarding while she is on nest. - 
RRadd
04/17/2012 - Pattern of activity suggests PHAI pair is sharing incubation duties. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - PHAI pair continue activity at this nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - PHAI exchanging nest duties; female comes to nest with enlarged crop at 1646. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - PHAI pair coming to nest at regular intervals; 1 always staying near nest. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - PHAI no longer attend this nest and a new nest is under construction 5 feet east. Presumed fledged. - 
RRadd

Yes

WREN Wrentit 031212_ahll_01 EP33-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 80 100 70 70 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/12/2012 4/3/2012 03/12/2012 - Wrentit pair was seen bringing lining material to nest on several occasions, at intervals of 20-45 
minutes. Pair is extremely cryptic when flying to nest, using different fly-in routes and entering the dense brush at 
a radius of 20 feet before actually flying to nest location. Adult was heard singing within 50 feet of nest location. 
Nest appears to be complete. - AHill
03/15/2012 - No eggs in nest, but heard Wrentit nearby nest. - AHill
03/20/2012 - No eggs in nest. Observed Wrentit pair singing and flying within 25 feet of nest. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Observed pair singing near nest. Still no eggs in nest, but observed adult fly to nest then leave. - 
AHill
04/03/2012 - Nest was found with small, broken, blue egg fragments in nest, and no adults were seen or heard 
within 200 feet of the nest. Nest was predated on by an animal. - AHill

No
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BUSH Bushtit 031212_imll_02 EP118-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 60 100 60 60 Indeterminate 3/12/2012 3/30/2012 03/12/2012 - Bushtits actively nest building, nest nearly complete. Pair returning to nest while helicopter 
hovering over site. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact, but no activity observed during 45 minutes of observation while micropile grouting 
work is taking place at adjacent tower site. - VNovik
03/30/2012 - Bushtit nest has apparently been torn open by a predator, probably an avian predator, considering a 
hole about twice the size of the entrance hole has been torn open in the stubby neck of the nest on the opposite 
side from the entrance hole. No sign of eggs or eggshells or adult Bushtits - closed. Chronology and history of 
observations suggest that eggs may or may not have been present at the time of depredation, so the outcome is 
Indeterminate. - PKonrad

N/A

CATH California Thrasher 031212_imll_03 EP-91-N Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/12/2012 4/12/2012 03/12/2012 - Bird incubating on nest. 2 eggs. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Bird incubating on nest. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - No thrashers observed, but a clutch of 3 turquoise-colored eggs is present in nest. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; did not leave nest when avian biologist checked nest status from 12 
feet. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - At least 3 large downy nestlings in nest; no adults observed or heard. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest is in good shape with the bowl intact. Appears nestlings fledged successfully, probably before 
rainfall 36 hours before this nest check, judging by wet condition of nest. No sign of nestlings, fledglings or adults, 
and no sign that nestlings did not fledge. - PKonrad

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 031212_jdus_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 20 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/12/2012 4/28/2012 03/12/2012 - Pair observed building well formed nest (carrying downy vegetative lining material into 95% 
complete nest). - JDicus
03/13/2012 - Male makes occasional visits. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest looked soggy, and the bottom appeared incomplete or perhaps affected by the storm this past 
weekend. However, BUSH pair observed at nest. - IMaunsell
03/28/2012 - Male BUSH observed carrying food into nest, presumably feeding female. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - BUSH observed bringing small green leaves to nest 1035. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Although Bushtits were heard in the area, none approached or exited the nest during a 90-minute 
observation period. At 1558, a female LEGO pulled a large billfull of fluffy material from the top of the nest and 
flew away. There was no Bushtit response this action. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - After 45 minutes of constant monitoring, no BUSH was observed entering or exiting the nest. A male 
BUSH foraged in the nest tree and was seen with a bill full of insects. However, he did not approach this nest and 
was presumably associated with a different nest in the area. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No BUSH activity after 20 minutes of observation. This nest containing eggs failed due to natural 
causes. After numerous extensive observation efforts, no Bushtit activity has been observed at the nest for 
several weeks. This, combined with the slow deterioration of the nest and the piracy of nesting materials by other 
species, leads the biologist to conclude this nest has been abandoned. It is likely that the Bushtits abandoned this 
nest during one of the periods of cold, stormy weather, as they have been documented to do, even when the nest 
contains eggs. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 031212_jdus_02 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/12/2012 5/7/2012 03/12/2012 - Pair arrives together, male perches nearby while female builds. Multiple trips to nest with material 
were observed. Nest appears to be well formed (90% complete). - JDicus
03/13/2012 - No HOFI detected in this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact after storm, but no HOFI activity at the nest in 30 minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Male visits nest at 0834. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity at nest from 0740 to 0810. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - One sparsely-feathered nestling visible craning its head above rim of nest with its bill open. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Nestlings observed in nest. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Male and female both visited nest, male first then female who remains there. Nestlings cannot be 
seen. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - The nest had no activity in over 30 minutes of observation. The nest is in good condition, showing 
no signs of predation. Ample time has passed for a complete the nesting cycle and this nest is presumed to have 
fledged. - VEurs

Yes

HOFI House Finch 031212_jdus_03 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 30 30 Fledged 3/12/2012 4/30/2012 03/12/2012 - Pair visits nest tree. Male perches nearby while female builds. Nest is 50% complete. - JDicus
03/13/2012 - No HOFI detected in this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears intact and complete, after storm. A pair was observed entering the nest, but was not 
carrying any nesting material. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Male and female bringing food to nest at 0840. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - HOFI brings food to nest at 0745. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - At least 2 well-feathered nestlings were visible and vigorously moving about nest cup. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - A pair was observed flying to the nest to feed young. Nestlings not visible today. May be 2 new 
nests to the east in the same tree (outer low hanging and upper hanging clusters). - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Appears this nest has fledged successfully since female appears to be incubating a new clutch of 
eggs. New Nest ID created (050212_kats_01). - LTymkiw

Yes
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031212_jdus_04 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 13 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/12/2012 4/16/2012 03/12/2012 - Female observed building beginning of nest while male is perched nearby. This newly discovered 
goldfinch nest is just in the early stage of building (just a spare, thin platform beginning - 5% complete). - JDicus
03/13/2012 - LEGO continues to work sporadically on nest, now 15% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears to have weathered the storm, but is still incomplete, and about 60% complete. LEGO 
observed all around but not observed at nest in about 10 minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - Fresh lining material in bottom of nest. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Female on nest at 0832. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 0748. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Female was not on nest, so biologist used extendable mirror to examine the nest. The nest does not 
contain any eggs or young anymore and does not appear to be particularly well-lined. Apparently predated. - 
VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 031212_jdus_05 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 10 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 3/12/2012 4/30/2012 03/12/2012 - Nest is above road and approximately 5% built, located in clump of flowering Eucalyptus. Avian 
biologist watched female make 2 trips to nest with bill full of materials which almost completely disappeared 
from viewing location below when female added the material into the nest location from above. Male not 
observed. Group of 5 HOFI were observed returning to nest tree in a group with 2 pairs splitting off to build their 
respective nests in the same tree while this female built a third nest with no associated male seen. Later trips by 
the group were found to contain only two pairs, without the lone female in attendance. - JDicus
03/13/2012 - No HOFI detected in this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears unaffected by storm, but no HOFI activity at this nest during 30 minutes of 
observation. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0834 to 0844. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed from 0740 to 0810. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Despite extensive observations of the HOFI nests in this area, no finches were observed approaching 
this particular nest. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - No activity at this nest in 45 minutes of observation. In 6 weeks and 8 nest checks, no activity has 
been observed at this nest. - LTymkiw

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 031212_mdus_02 CP11-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Grading 5 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/12/2012 5/8/2012 03/12/2012 - Bio monitor Tom Gunter observed a pair of Bewick's Wrens carrying nest material to the north side 
of a 17-foot artificial wall north of CP11. The avian biologist monitored the activity, observing the pair carrying 
twigs and dried leaves to the nest 10 separate times.   One adult carried items on each trip while the other 
accompanied it, scolding from the nearby silt fence, exploring adjacent cavities, or bringing in material itself. 
During this time, the crew parked a dozer and compactor within 5-10 feet of the nest (but 12 vertical feet above), 
delivered rock 55 feet away, and continued grading and wall construction approximately 90 feet away. All 
construction activity was above the nest and out of view. The birds did not appear to be affected by construction, 
spending no more than 10 minutes away from the nest during the monitoring period. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Avian biologist arrived at site at 0707 to monitor nest prior to crew's arrival. Crew arrived at 0720. 
BEWR adult first flew to nest at 0730, left immediately, and started vocalizing nearby. Pair did not return to nest 
until 0806, when they both started making regular trips with nest material (grasses and other smaller items). 
Between 0806 and 0820, the pair made a total of 12 trips (between them) to the nest while the crew worked 
approximately 50-20 feet from the nest. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Avian biologist arrived at site at 1257, monitoring nest from distance of approximately 50 feet. 
While crew worked within buffer, BEWR pair were observed making over 15 trips to nest with material. During 1 
hour and 20 minutes of monitoring, the pair were not away from the nest more than 10 minutes at a time. 
Construction was ongoing throughout this observation period; birds appeared unaffected by activities. - MDicus
03/22/2012 - Bio-monitor Tom Gunter observed pair making 3 trips to the nest, and taking breaks to forage in 
between visits. One-time work within buffer is complete, and buffer will now be maintained at 30 feet. - MDicus
03/31/2012 - Biomonitor B. Parker reports observing two BEWRs entering nest 3 times and engaging in mate 
feeding behavior from 0910 to 0930. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Bio monitor B. Parker reports Bushtit observed carrying downy material into nest at 0720. - 
HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No activity during nest monitor's 40 minute observation period. Onsite biomonitors B. Parker and T. 
Gunter also reported no BEWR activity near cavity throughout the day. They said numerous BEWRs were upslope 
and downslope singing and calling during the day. Nest monitor did not hear any BEWR. - VEurs
04/24/2012 - No BEWR seen near nest cavity after more than 30 minutes of observation. male BEWR sang briefly 
downslope of the cavity towards the end of the observation period. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - A Bewick's Wren was heard singing not far down slope, but no wrens approached the rock wall 
during approximately 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - No activity at nest reported since 7 April. It is possible the nest was washed out of the Hilfiker wall 
during the rain events of April. This nest is now closed and failed with or without eggs or young. - VEurs

N/A
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HOFI House Finch 032812_ghan_03 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 70 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/28/2012 5/5/2012 03/28/2012 - 1100: Pair observed making multiple trips carrying nesting material. Nest appears to be 
approximately 80% complete. - GHuffman
04/06/2012 - Nest appears to be lined, but no bird on nest. HOFI pair approached nest, followed by another HOFI, 
and defended their nest, chasing off the second pair. One adult entered nest for a brief period. Male vocalized 
from the top of a nearby shrub. - VEurs
04/15/2012 - During a 15-minute observation period, the female was on the nest the majority of the time. Upon 
returning to the nest after a couple brief periods away, she was not carrying any food items and would quickly 
settle back on the nest. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - Female observed incubating. Construction appears to have no negative impacts to nesting behavior. - 
GHuffman
04/28/2012 - 2-3 gray, downy nestlings visible from the back of the nest shrub at 0745. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - The nest is empty, but in excellent condition, with a rim of feces typical of HOFI nestlings. No signs 
of predation. Just enough time has passed for the nest cycle to be completed. This nest is closed and presumed 
fledged. - VEurs

Yes

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 032812_imll_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 550 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 5/9/2012 03/28/2012 - Male CAGN making repeated trips to the nest location between 1000-1030. The male was observed 
to make 2-3 trips at a time before briefly pausing nesting behavior to forage with the female. Following foraging, 
the male would return to making trips to the nest, occasionally with very large pieces of nesting material. The nest 
was monitored from the opposite bank of the draw approximately 60 feet away. The pair continued natural 
behavior, and when the male made trips to the host shrub, a nest estimated to be approximately 30% complete 
was able to be observed. - IMaunsell
04/04/2012 - Pair observed adjacent to nest foraging and perching from 0850-0900. Male made three brief trips 
to nest shrub between 0855-0900 without material. Nest likely complete and ready for eggs or egg laying has 
commenced. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - Male CAGN was detected "pishing" at approximately 0705 near the nest location. At approximately 
0715 the male flew to the host shrub, called softly, the female departed the nest area, and the male proceeded to 
incubate. The female then called from the slope facing the nest. At 0748 the female returned to the nest area, 
called softly, and exchanged incubating duties with the male. - IMaunsell
04/18/2012 - Male initially observed foraging, made nest exchange with female at approximately 0815. Second 
nest exchange 30 minutes later. - MDicus
04/25/2012 - An adult male California Gnatcatcher was observed foraging and lightly scolding near the nest. The 
female parent was observed incubating the nest. The avian biologist observed one nest exchange where the male 
parent took over the incubating duties. - LGorman
05/02/2012 - During approximately 1.5 hours of observation, the adult male CAGN was observed foraging and 
returning to the nest vicinity 3 times, intermittently vocalizing, and once visiting the nest. The male was also 
observed interacting with the nearby CAGN pair whose nest had recently fledged. The adult female remained on 
the nest during the entire observation period, leaving it once, for approximately 30 seconds, before returning. - 
MDicus
05/09/2012 - After nearly an hour of inactivity, the nest contents were checked. The nest contained 1 egg and 
was covered with ants. The pair was later observed constructing a new nest approximately 180 feet north of this 
location. - MDicus

No

CATH California Thrasher 032812_jdus_01 EP98-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 31 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/28/2012 4/12/2012 03/28/2012 - Completely constructed and lined twig nest originally found during early morning nest survey, found 
to contain 1 egg and 1 newly hatched nestling. Pair of California Thrasher in vicinity upon approach later the same 
day to plot nest with GPS. Nest then found to contain 2 newly hatched nestlings (1 just hatched during nest 
survey). Adult calling softly from back side of nest shrub and returned to nest on immediate retreat of avian 
biologist to 50 feet; adult back on nest within 60 seconds. - JDicus
04/06/2012 - Large California Thrasher nest contains 2 large downy nestlings with pinfeathers showing on wings 
and tail. No adults observed near nest, but 1 thrasher singing east of road. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nestling California Thrashers appear to have fledged. No nestlings, fledglings, or adults in area. Nest 
is in good shape and there is no sign that nestlings did not fledge. - PKonrad

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 032812_jpki_01 EP99-2-N-A Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 41 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 5/3/2012 03/28/2012 - Adults observed at fresh, complete nest. Contents of nest  unknown., but nest stage is presumably 
egg laying. - JPawlicki
04/06/2012 - Pair of Bushtits calling territorially near large nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - During 30 minute observation period, Bushtit periodically heard and observed near nest, but no 
nest visits were observed. After avian biologist approached nest to see if it was intact, a pair of Bushtits flew to 
top of nest tree, acting territorial. Apparently, they are post-nest building but pre-incubation. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Both adults observed entering nest with food. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Both adults observed entering the nest with food. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - No activity at nest and no BUSH detected within 100 feet of nest for 30 minutes. Upon close 
inspection, nest found to have small hole in bottom, and feathers and other nest lining material is strewn among 
branches below nest. Nestling stage commenced between 12-20 April, so timing of observations indicates earliest 
nest could have fledged is 1 May (18 day nestling stage). However, condition of nest and lack of adults feeding 
fledglings in area indicates likely failure due to natural causes (predated). - MKuehn

No
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BUSH Bushtit 032812_rqey_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - foundations 110 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/28/2012 4/20/2012 03/28/2012 - One Bushtit observed carrying nesting material to nest. - RQuilley
04/05/2012 - Nest looks complete; no Bushtits observed or heard in area during 30-minute period, - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - No Bushtits detected in area for 30 minutes. Nest may be torn open on north side, but difficult to 
tell for sure. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No Bushtits detected within 30 feet of nest for 20 minutes. No activity at this nest since 3/28 and 
appears to be damaged on north side when viewed from east. Nest has failed but natural cause is indeterminate 
because nest is high, impossible to inspect closely, and may have contained eggs. Nest closed and buffer reduced 
to 0 feet. All signs were removed. - MKuehn

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 032812_rqey_02 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 4 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/28/2012 4/5/2012 03/28/2012 - One Bushtit observed carrying nesting material in vicinity of nest. Nest is approximately 90% 
complete. - RQuilley
04/05/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard during 30 minute observation period. When nest was inspected at 
close quarters, a large circular hole was present on the north side where the neck of the nest meets the chamber, 
opposite and below nest entrance. Apparent avian predation, although no sign of egg or eggshells - closed. 
Bushtits probably had not laid eggs yet, judging from nest chronology and status of other nests being built last 
week. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 032812_sjon_01 EP50-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 4/17/2012 03/28/2012 - Nest is 40 percent complete. Pair was undisturbed while logging GPS coordinate and brought 
nesting material to nest. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks complete or nearly complete; 1 Bushtit visited nest and foraged in area to west near the 
end of 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard in area during extended hour-long observation period. Small nest 
looks weak, but intact. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - No nest visits by Bushtits during 30 minute observation period. Upon checking nest status at close 
quarters, it was revealed that the nest has been predated as evidenced by a large hole torn into the bottom of the 
nest chamber. No sign of eggs, eggshells, nestlings or adults was observed in or near the nest - closed. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 032812_sjon_02 EP50-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 58 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 4/24/2012 03/28/2012 - The Bushtit nest is 80 percent complete. The pair was seen carrying nesting material to the nest. The 
biomonitor discovered the nest, and the pair would not return when he was approximately 60 feet away. - 
SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest appears complete; 2 Bushtits very territorial as avian biologist approached site; flew to nest 
when biologist walked away. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Pair of Bushtits actively feeding unseen nestlings in nest; male had bill filled with small caterpillars. - 
PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Pair of adult Bushtits visiting nest, probably with food for nestlings. Pair appears quite timid, so 
avian biologist left area after their initial visit to the nest during the observation period. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - After 15 minutes of no Bushtit activity in the area, checked nest to find it has been predated. The 
nest is torn in half and lying on ground; no sign of eggs, egg shells, or nestlings among flattened nest parts - 
closed. - PKonrad

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 032912_bloh_01 CP13-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 230 300 300 300 Fledged 3/29/2012 4/25/2012 03/29/2012 - CAGN incubating. Nearest tower is complete and strung, with no work currently occurring. Active 
Red-tailed hawk nest on tower, with 500-foot buffer. No signage required unless hawk nest becomes inactive 
before this nest fledges, as this buffer is within the hawk buffer. - BLohstroh
04/04/2012 - At approximately 1000, the male was observed on the nest, before witnessing a nest exchange with 
the female. - BLohstroh
04/13/2012 - Male and female making trips to nest, spending time brooding on it, as well as bringing food items. 
Nest left unattended for a few minutes at one point, while pair foraged. - BLohstroh
04/18/2012 - Male and female leaving and making return trips to nest, feeding young. - BLohstroh
04/25/2012 - Pair feeding 1 fledgling in vicinity of nest. - BLohstroh

Yes
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BUSH Bushtit 032912_elss_01 EP149-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 80 100 65 65 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/29/2012 4/21/2012 03/29/2012 - Biomonitor located nest through active searching. A pair of Bushtits was bringing nesting material to 
the nest. - ELoveless
04/03/2012 - Observed Bushtit leave and return to nest. Nest is in good condition and complete. Based on 
timeline, it is likely that this nest may have eggs in it. Bushtits were wary of presence of biologist when nest was 
approached for inspection. Bird deterrents are present in the form of mylar tape at the edge of the work area, 
and the tape is tied to shrubs; no tape on the tower itself. - VNovik
04/13/2012 - Attempt made to visit site, but bad weather hampered attempt. - VNovik
04/16/2012 - Nest appears intact. No activity observed for 30 minutes while biologist was watching the nest. - 
VNovik
04/21/2012 - E. Loveless reports that avian monitor was requested onsite during skycrane activities at tower. 
Avian arrived on site after biomonitors. One basket was set down by A-star. Avian located nest, which was down 
on ground (large portion of nest was on ground between rocks). Smaller portions were in other shrub. A great 
deal of feathers was scattered around, which could have been liner or adult feathers from predation. Since no 
construction activity has occurred in the interim onsite prior to today, failure due to natural causes is presumed. - 
KAlberts
04/21/2012 - E. Loveless reports that avian monitor was requested onsite during skycrane activities at tower. 
Avian arrived on site after biomonitors. One basket was set down by A-star. Avian located nest, which was down 
on ground (large portion of nest was on ground between rocks). Smaller portions were in other shrub. A great 
deal of feathers was scattered around, which could have been liner or adult feathers from predation. Since no 
construction activity has occurred in the interim onsite prior to today, failure due to natural causes is presumed. - 
KAlberts

No

CATH California Thrasher 032912_elss_02 EP149-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - tower erection 50 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/29/2012 4/30/2012 03/29/2012 - Biomonitor found nest through active searching. Nest is structured and has beginning of lining. No 
thrashers were observed at the nest, but a pair was perched nearby. - ELoveless
04/03/2012 - CATH observed on nest with 3 eggs. Bird wary and left nest while being observed, though returned 
within seconds. Bird deterrents are in the form of mylar tape tied to shrubs around the structure site. The tape is 
not on the tower itself. - VNovik
04/13/2012 - Attempt made to visit site, but bad weather hampered attempt. - VNovik
04/16/2012 - Nest with 3 eggs; bird on nest. - VNovik
04/22/2012 - Two nestlings detected today in nest during tower erection. Adult male heard singing in the area 
when helicopter did not drown him out. On 4/21/12, avian biomonitor D. Mahto reported that during the setting 
of the middle section of the tower, the spotter helicopter (tail #792) flew in from the southeast above the 100-
foot buffer and hovered around the tower making full 2 circles. During the first circle, the helicopter was at an 
altitude of around half the length of the tower, approximately 50-60 feet above the ground. The host shrub was 
shaken by rotor wash. Nest was not directly inspected following this event to allow the nest and adult birds to 
settle again. - FHoffman
04/30/2012 - Nest is in good shape with a deep compacted empty bowl - nestlings have apparently fledged. No 
adults or fledglings observed in area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032912_hwey_01 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 2 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/29/2012 4/24/2012 03/29/2012 - Female Lesser Goldfinch observed making 3 trips to nest with thin woody nesting material between 
1220 and 1225. Nest cup appears to be nearly complete. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Female LEGO on nest at 1239. Male singing nearby. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - LEGO pair continues to occupy this nest. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - LEGO detected in area but no nest visits and cannot see into nest. - RRadd
05/06/2012 - Nest could not be refound and LEGO activity does not focus on the location described. - RRadd

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032912_hwey_02 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 5 100 100 100 Indeterminate 3/29/2012 4/24/2012 03/29/2012 - ANHU observed adding nesting material to small amount of plant down bound to branch with 
spider silk. Nest is 10-15% complete. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest construction has progressed since last visit, 75% complete. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No nest was found at the described location. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - No nest found. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nesting observational history indicates possibility of eggs in the nest between October 5 to 15, with 
no nest found over the next 9 days. Nest failed, with or without eggs or young. - KAlberts

N/A

HOFI House Finch 042112_rrdd_06 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/21/2012 5/2/2012 04/21/2012 - Large grass nest appears complete and ready for eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No changes at this nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest has not changed and no birds are associating with it, indicating abandonment. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042112_rrdd_07 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - HOFI pair building nest on fence; approximately 20% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest is 25% complete. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest is only marginally advanced, but strident HOFI pair are present and active a few feet from the 
nest. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOFI active at 2 nests 6 feet apart within the buffer; unclear if both are active, will continue to 
monitor before logging new nest. - RRadd

TBD
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042112_rrdd_08 GS-NF-10 Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 6 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/21/2012 5/13/2012 04/21/2012 - LEGO pair making multiple trips - female building nest approximately 60% complete, - RRadd
04/28/2012 - LEGO active in nest at 1006. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - LEGO making trips to nest at intervals that suggest nestlings are being fed. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - LEGO male feeding fledglings with female accompanying at 1415. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest is empty, and on basis of previous observations; presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042112_rrdd_09 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/21/2012 4/26/2012 04/21/2012 - ANHU female making infrequent trips off nest shows no indications of hatched young between 1455 
- 1515. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - Nest has fallen. Presumed lost to severe weather 2 days ago. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 042112_rrdd_10 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 34 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/14/2012 04/21/2012 - BUSH carrying materials to nest which is approximately 30% complete. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - BUSH pair making infrequent trips to nest 0908. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Solo BUSH checks in near nest without entering at 1710. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - No BUSH activity observed at this nest during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest appears damaged and no BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042112_vers_01 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - A female Anna's Hummingbird was seen with nesting material. The biologist saw it land in branches 
a sort distance away and discovered a nest approximately 85% complete. She added spider webs and small 
feathers and used her body to shape the cup. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - The female hummingbird spent most of the observation period on the nest, occasionally leaving for 
a few minutes at a time to forage. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - Female on nest, holding tight in the wind. She spent most of the 30-minute observation period on 
the nest, leaving twice, most likely to forage. Upon returning, she settled on the nest immediately, suggesting it 
still contains eggs (not nestlings). - VEurs
05/12/2012 - Female spent equal time off the nest foraging and on the nest incubating. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042312_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/23/2012 TBD 04/23/2012 - Nest with 5 eggs, in same location as 2011 nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Nest with 3 nestlings and 2 eggs. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Nestlings in nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Nestlings in nest. Adult HOFI attending. - BArnold

TBD

NUWO Nuttall's Woodpecker 042312_hwey_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/23/2012 TBD 04/23/2012 - At 1148, male brings food to nest cavity, apparently for egg-laying female, who leaves nest cavity at 
1204. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Male observed entering nest cavity at 1018 and remaining inside. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Male was observed entering nest cavity at 0958. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - 1 well-developed nestling was observed peering from the cavity between 10:14 and 10:25. The adult 
male NUWO was observed bringing food to the nestling at 10:22, briefly entering the cavity and leaving. - MDicus

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042312_jdus_01 CP50-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/23/2012 5/14/2012 04/23/2012 - Pair makes 8 trips to 50% constructed nest in 1/2 hour female with material, actively nest building 
while male sings nearby. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Nest looks complete. Female arrived shortly after the start of observations and settled briefly on the 
nest before flying off again. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - The finch pair was near the nest upon the biologist's arrival, but soon flew off. They returned after 
30+ minutes and perched on the tower, where they briefly copulated. The female eventually settled back on the 
nest. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - A complete nest (no eggs) was found on the ground below the tower. No new nesting material was 
in its place, though several pairs of finches were observed perched on and singing from the tower. - LTymkiw

No

PHAI Phainopepla 042312_jdus_02 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 71 100 50 50 Fledged 4/23/2012 5/1/2012 04/23/2012 - Female feeds at least 2 large nestlings. - JDicus
05/01/2012 - No nestlings were on the nest upon biologist's arrival. At least 1 fledged PHAI (with yellow at the 
base of its bill) was observed about 30 feet from the nest. This nest has fledged successfully. - VEurs

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042312_jdus_03 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/23/2012 TBD 04/23/2012 - Female remains on nest during cloudy, drizzly day. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Male fed female, then female went to lay on nest. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Female nest incubating/brooding. Male briefly perched below nest in shrub, singing. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - Male HOFI perched on the edge of the nest to feed nestlings at 1640. - VEurs

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042312_jpki_01 69kV Tie line Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Traffic 8 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/23/2012 4/28/2012 04/23/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to nest; nestlings heard begging from nest when adults present. - 
JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - After 40 minutes of observation, no Bushtits were detected anywhere in the area and none 
approached the nest. The nest is in excellent condition, with no signs of damage. The nest contained nestlings of 
unknown age when first recorded, so it seems likely that this nest fledged successfully, although no fledglings 
were detected around the nest. - VEurs

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 042312_lton_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/23/2012 4/23/2012 04/23/2012 - Two House Finch nests were identified within 20 feet of each other in the same location, but on 2 
different vehicles. 1 adult House Finch male was perched near both nests; no pair was observed this morning, and 
the adult House Finch did not bring material to this nest. Monitor had been observing nest for over an hour this 
morning. Nest was less than 2% complete. Deterrents in place included: mylar ribbons and many taped-off 
potential cavities. This nest was removed because it is located on a piece of equipment required for testing work 
and was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing use of equipment. Although no bird was seen at the nest, 
the nest is size and composition of a House Finch nest and many finches were within the vicinity. Nest was 
removed per the NBMMP. No eggs or young were present. - LThoreson

No

BUSH Bushtit 031212_mdus_03 CP10-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 33 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/12/2012 5/1/2012 03/12/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed carrying material to a nearly complete nest located approximately 30 feet 
from the access road. Traffic, including a large loader, passed through the access road, while the pair continued to 
forage for material and carry it to the nest. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed at nest. - BArnold
03/23/2012 - Male Bushtit observed adding material to the nest. - MDicus
03/31/2012 - Biomonitor B. Parker reports Bushtit entering nest with fine material 4 times from 1050 to 1130. - 
HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Biomonitor T. Gunter reports no activity observed from 0730 to 0830. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Male and female foraging on surrounding hillsides and periodically visiting the nest without material 
or food items during nest monitor's visit. Onsite biomonitor T. Gunter reported little activity in the morning. 
Suspect incubation is under way. - VEurs
04/24/2012 - At least one Bushtit was foraging extensively on the hillside around the nest, but after 40 minutes of 
observation, no Bushtit approached or exited the nest. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - After observing the unusual look of the nest from the access road, the biologist approached the nest 
directly. Upon close examination, the nest was observed to be laying horizontally in the shrub. Pieces of nest 
material were strewn about the branches, although no large, obvious holes were observed. This nest with eggs or 
young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 031212_pkad_05 EP32-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/12/2012 TBD 03/12/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk in incubating position on 2011 nest that has been built up a bit during past 
week. Second adult flew from perch west of nest. Red-tail in incubating position during 2 subsequent nest checks 
while in the area during mid-afternoon and late afternoon. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Did not observe any activity during a 30 minute period. - AHill
03/23/2012 - No hawks observed near nest. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - No activity observed. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Adult on nest at 0818. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Adult on nest at 0910. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - No adult in area. 1 downy nestling visible and moving in nest. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - 1 downy white nestling visible and vocal. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - 2 nestlings were visible and moving in nest at 0602. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - 2 nestlings visible; both have downy heads and are molting flight feathers. - HWinfrey

TBD

SAPH Say's Phoebe 031212_rrdd_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 10 100 50 10 Fledged 3/12/2012 5/2/2012 03/12/2012 - SAPH bringing items and forming cup in nest that appears approximately 80% complete. Nest built 
while work and use of adjacent access road were in progress, drive-through access OK. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - SAPH observed bringing material to nest at about 1000. - BArnold
03/19/2012 - SAPH on nest, departs to forage. Mate nearby. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - SAPH adult on nest. CORA nest being built nearby. Other SAPH adult on fence foraging. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed at nest. SAPH heard calling nearby. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - SAPH observed coming to nest to incubate while two biologists were viewing nest from below, 
within 15 feet. The SAPH did not react to presence. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - At start of observation, phoebe was not on the nest. Male arrived a short time later carrying a small 
insect while biologist was about 15 feet away. He perched briefly on the edge of the nest and then settled for 3 
minutes until female arrived with another insect.  He left the nest and she perched on the edge, bending down to 
feed the very quiet nestlings. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult SAPH on nest. Valerie Eurs observed both adults bringing insects to edge of nest. As such, 
presumed the presence of nestlings. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Both adults brought food to nest after 5 minutes of observing. Adults brought food during intense 
work activity within 15 to 20 feet of the nest, and O&M activity in 69kV rack. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - Both adult SAPH continue to bring food to nest and feed nestlings during nearby work activities. - 
BArnold
04/26/2012 - Adult SAPH continue to bring food items to nest in apparent disregard of the SRPL work activities 
occurring within 20 feet of the nest. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - The Adult SAPH was observed bringing food to nest, but with much less frequency or 'urgency' than 
recently observed. I believe the nestlings may soon fledge. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Adult SAPH attending to nestlings, which appear very large and ready to fledge. - BArnold
05/01/2012 - 2 very large, vociferous nestlings in nest. These appear ready to fledge soon. - BArnold
05/02/2012 - Early in morning 4 large fledglings observed in nest. Later 2 fledglings observed on slope just south 
of substation with 1 adult, and 1 fledgling perched on steel railing at base of nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Four nestlings observed perched on disconnect switch stand in northern part of substation. Later 
observed with adults foraging and being fed. - BArnold
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CACW Cactus Wren 031212_rrdd_02 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 230 100 100 100 Fledged 3/12/2012 5/10/2012 03/12/2012 - Nest appears 80% complete, lacking feather lining. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears kempt and maintained but only partially lined. No CACW detections on cold windy 
day. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest. CACW calling 500 feet west of nest. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - 2 CACWs observed in area from 0630 to 0730. Neither were observed going to this nest. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - At start of observation, CACW heard calling 100-150 feet from nests. At 1345, an adult perched on 
cactus between the 2 nests before flying off to the north. At 1420, wren gave vocalizations briefly near the nests. 
At 1426, adult CACW entered upper nest. It was not carrying nest material or food. It remained in the nest until 
1441, at which time it flew to the north, perched quietly on a cactus and eventually flew out of sight farther 
north. Observation period lasted approximately 70 minutes. - VEurs
04/19/2012 - One CACW was seen upon biologist's arrival near the nest. After 15-20 minutes, one adult, then the 
second, perched on the cactus clump containing the nests. Each had food in its bill, which was taken into the nest. 
One adult soon emerged, flew off, returned with more food that it took into the nest and then exited. A GRRO 
landed in front of the cactus clump, causing the wren to give an alarm call. The second wren emerged from the 
nest and both wrens then disappeared from view. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Immediately upon the start of observations, both adult CACW entered the nest. They exited and 
flew off in separate directions. During the approximately 15 minute observation period, an adult made 2 more 
trips into the nest with food items. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - Both adults were visible perching about 50 feet from the nest. They moved about the area, and 1 
adult eventually perched for several minutes on the cactus clump containing the nest. The second adult then 
approached and took a food item into the nest. They both flew off again. A short while later an adult arrived at 
the nest with a very large, unidentified food item. When the adult  entered the nest, nestlings could be heard 
vocalizing. The adult soon exited and resumed foraging as the second adult perched on a cactus with its feathers 
fluffed. - VEurs
05/10/2012 - An adult Cactus Wren was seen perched atop a cactus clump to the west of the nest. 2, perhaps 3, 
Cactus Wren fledglings were spotted huddled in the shade at the base of the same cactus patch. This nest is now 
closed because it fledged successfully. - VEurs

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 031312_bald_03 EP103-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 79 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/13/2012 4/23/2012 03/13/2012 - Biomonitor Chez Brungraber observed Bushtits carrying nesting material at about 1030 hours, and 
shortly thereafter discovered nest. Nest is nearly complete. - BArnold
03/21/2012 - Nest looks complete, although neck is a bit thin. Bushtit acting mildly territorial as biologist 
approached nest. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - Bushtits active in area; 1 went into nest and did not see it come out; some calling from within nest 
to Bushtits nearby. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Observed Bushtit entering nest multiple times. Visits were short in duration. Carrying food item into 
nest. - VNovik
04/16/2012 - Adult Bushtit(s) bringing food to nest and quickly leaving about every 3 minutes. - PKonrad
04/23/2012 - Nest is in good shape, but no Bushtits were observed during 30 minute observation period, which is 
drastically different from the last observation period when the adults were making frequent nest visits with food. 
The nestlings have apparently fledged and left the area with the adults - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 031312_dbby_01 CP21-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 264 300 264 264 Fledged 3/13/2012 5/1/2012 03/13/2012 - Nest approximately 90% complete. Observed male fly into the nest for a few seconds to form the 
nest. Nest lining still slightly unkempt looking since it is still being formed. Pair foraging away from nest for long 
periods of up to a half hour. Did not observe pair bringing any more nest material to nest. Installed "no drive-thru 
and no project access" ESA signs on road to west because 300-foot buffer encompasses small section of road, 
until NBJ concurrence is obtained. - DBusby
03/20/2012 - Nest lining appears complete. No eggs in nest. Adult pair foraging nearby. Adult male flew near nest 
and delivered scolding calls after I checked  the nest. - DBusby
04/07/2012 - Male observed on nest during survey on April 6. 4 eggs confirmed during survey on March 30. - 
DBusby
04/17/2012 - 4 nestlings in nest approximately 4 days old. Estimated fledge date is between April 22 and 28. - 
DBusby
04/24/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair with active nest (031312_dbby_01) near Structure CP21 was 
observed feeding nestlings that are approximately 11 days old. The male and female adult pair was observed 
repeatedly visiting the nest with food, with a large proportion of the food items being small green caterpillars. 
Based on the apparent age of the nestlings, their estimated fledge date will likely occur between April 25 and 28, 
2012. - DBusby
05/01/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed with fledglings that are a few days old 
approximately 200 feet east/downslope of the closed nest (031312_dbby_01) near Structure CP21. The estimated 
fledge date was between April 25 and 28, 2012. At least two fledglings were visually confirmed foraging with the 
adult pair. The closed nest is empty and intact, exhibiting no signs of depredation. The surveyor will reattempt to 
locate and confirm the number of fledglings during subsequent surveys. Because the fledglings are now 
independent of the nest, there are no work restrictions along the access road to the west of the closed nest. - 
DBusby

Yes
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BUSH Bushtit 031312_elss_01 EP19-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 100 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/13/2012 3/27/2012 03/13/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed adding nesting material to a nest 7 feet up in a manzanita. The pair 
was observed visiting the nest every 2-5 minutes. The nest appears about 50% complete - ELoveless
03/15/2012 - Bushtit pair is nest building actively and does not seem to be affected by heavy helicopter traffic at 
EP19. Nest appears to be 60% complete. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Pair is actively bringing nesting material to nest, but nest seems a bit dilapidated from recent rain 
event; 70% complete. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Nest was predated, with one egg lodged in side of nest. Two large holes in nest walls, no Bushtit 
activity was observed. Signs were removed. - AHill

No

WREN Wrentit 031312_fhan_01 CP88-1-N-B Road Areas Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 85 85 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/13/2012 4/20/2012 03/13/2012 - A Wrentit was seen visiting the nest. This individual was calling back and forth to another Wrentit 
nearby. The nest appeared nearly 100% complete and egg laying is imminent. - FHoffman
03/15/2012 - Nest was monitored prior to and during installation of energy dissipaters (K. Vittum) in two 
locations along the eastern edge of the access road 30-40 feet from the nest site. Work occurred within the 
established 85 foot buffer based on an exemption to allow for work required in order to remain in compliance 
with SWPPP permit within 72 hours of rain event. Rain event predicted for Friday March 17 and Saturday March 
18. Nest was monitored prior to work: no eggs or adults were at the nest. Nest appeared in good condition. 
During approximately 1 hour of work using back hoe, no adult Wrentits were observed within the area. - 
IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - Nest is complete, but looks soaked from recent heavy rains. No activity observed during 15 minutes 
of observation. Wrentits heard calling within general vicinity. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Biologist approached to within 5 feet before locating nest when female flushed off nest, which 
contained 3 eggs. Female returned to nest immediately after biologist moved back to access road. Bio monitor C. 
Vettes reported passively observing female continue incubating for 6 hours while Sunrise underground crew 
worked 50 feet from nest. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - A female Wrentit was on the nest during over an hour of work which consisted of hydroseeding and 
silt fence removal. At one point the male visited the nest. No indications of stress were observed due to 
hydroseeding work occurring approximately 25 feet from the nest. - CVettes
03/30/2012 - On March 29 K. Vittum monitored minor road grading work required within the existing 85 foot 
buffer for this nest. Work occurred along the road approximately 40 feet from the nest site. A backhoe was used 
to repair the road due to a recent rain event rilling across the road. Work occurred per exemption for individual 
buffer requests allowing for required BMP work in order to maintain compliance with SWPPP permit. During 
approximately 30 minutes of work within the buffer the monitor detected the pair associating with the nest area. 
No signs of disturbance or agitated behavior were observed. - IMaunsell
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 1224. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female on nest, does not depart during observation. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Nest is on the ground, torn apart. Trampled vegetation surrounding nest suggests mammalian 
predator. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 031312_ghan_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/13/2012 4/29/2012 03/10/2012 - Observed with avian biologist, John Dicus, a pair of Western Scrub-jays bringing material to vicinity 
of scrub oaks (Quercus  berberidifolia) and Lakeside ceanothus (Ceanothus cyaneus) multiple times. A nest was 
discovered in scrub oak but did not observe species going to it. By 3-12-12, it was confirmed to be an active nest 
by observing the pair at and on the nest, bringing nesting material to it. - GHuffman
03/16/2012 - Western Scrub-jay observed carrying lining material to nest. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Western Scrub-Jay observed carrying lining material to nest. No apparent damage to nest from 
major storm event over last two days. - RAbe
03/29/2012 - Female on nest, male calling nearby. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Female on nest with 5 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Incubation continues. - RRadd
04/22/2012 - WESJ tight on nest at 1550. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is clean, intact and empty. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

PHAI Phainopepla 031312_jdus_01 EP246 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats OH - wire stringing 110 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 3/13/2012 3/30/2012 03/13/2012 - Phainopepla nest reported by on-site biological monitor. Phainopepla pair observed in vicinity. Male 
landed in nest shrub while female looked on. Male observed carrying materials and building second nest in 
juniper to west outside 100-foot buffer surrounding tower permanent pad, then revisiting nest in jujube shrub. 
Both nests are approximately 20% constructed. - JDicus
03/22/2012 - Male slightly territorial across wash; unseen female giving contact calls. Nest is a small bowl built 
with fine material; looks complete. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Could not re-find nest; no Phainopeplas near nest site, although a short distance to southwest a pair 
of Phainopeplas were flying in aerial displays led by female. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 031312_jdus_02 EP251 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/13/2012 3/22/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair of Bushtits visited nest 3 times with material. - JDicus
03/22/2012 - Nest appears be destroyed by recent storm; nest is flattened from the west side, probably by high 
wind, and has been torn away from 1 of the top attachment points. Damage does not reflect predation, which is 
indicated by holes or tears in the chamber. No Bushtits were observed or heard in the area. - PKonrad

No
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BUSH Bushtit 031312_jpki_05 EP140-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 65 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/13/2012 4/30/2012 03/13/2012 - Adult Bushtits observed bringing material to nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
04/03/2012 - Nest complete. Bushtit pair observed in vicinity of nest with 1 adult entering nest; nest contents 
unknown. - JPawlicki
04/13/2012 - Nest is complete and intact. Bushtit observed entering nest. - VNovik
04/21/2012 - One Bushtit was observed bringing caterpillars to the nest. It was unclear whether it was feeding 
nestlings or its mate. - LTymkiw
04/30/2012 - Nest has been predated, torn apart and mostly removed from the area with only a portion of the 
feathered nest chamber caught in the branch below the nest site. No sign of adults or nestlings or other nest parts 
in the area. - closed. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 031312_mdus_02 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 75 100 40 40 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/13/2012 4/28/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed carrying material to a nest that is approximately 60% complete. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Pair bringing in nest material and copulating. Nest approximately 75% complete. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Pair not observed visiting nest, but nest is in good condition, and female was observed foraging on 
nest shrub. - MDicus
03/30/2012 - 0730 to 0830: Female observed leaving the nest for approximately 5 minutes out of a 1 hour 
observation. Due to the amount of time female spent in nest, it can be concluded that it is incubating. - GHuffman
04/06/2012 - Bushtit observed making two trips to nest in a 20 minute observation. Construction activities appear 
to have no impact on nesting behavior. - GHuffman
04/15/2012 - Both adults making numerous, rapid trips to the nest carrying food items. Female removed fecal sac 
on one trip away from the nest. High-pitched vocalizations heard within nest when adult entered with food. - 
VEurs
04/20/2012 - Observed Bushtits making numerous trips to nest carrying food. Begging calls from nestlings could 
be heard from within nest when adults entered. - GHuffman
04/28/2012 - At the start of observation, the biologist noted the nest's unusual appearance. About 5 minutes 
later, a female LEGO vigorously pulled material from the nest and then flew off. She repeated the behavior a short 
time later. There was no response from potential nest occupants. A pair of Bushtits was eventually detected in the 
area, but they did not directly approach the nest. There was no evidence they were being followed by fledglings. It 
appears the nest was predated. This nest with young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

CORA Common Raven 031312_mdus_03 CP40-2-E Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/13/2012 3/21/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair of Common Ravens observed carrying sticks to nest at top of SRPL tower CP40-2. Nest is 
approximately 30-40% complete.  During over 2 hours of observation, the birds made 6 trips to the nest, carrying 
sticks on 4 of the trips. The pair spent approximately 45 minutes total at the nest, rearranging sticks and perching 
on the adjacent cross-members. A second pair of ravens was observed stealing sticks from the nest and carrying 
them off the right-of-way to the west. The nest-building pair chased the pair from the area twice. - MDicus
03/14/2012 - It appears that a few sticks have been added to the nest since yesterday, but it is still not complete 
enough to support eggs. Pair was observed perching on tower leg below nest but did not visit nest during 15-
minute observation period. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Pair observed making 3 trips to nest with short sticks and finer material. Nest is approximately 50-
60% complete. - MDicus
03/21/2012 - The tower was observed for approximately 2 hours prior to the installation of the bird deterrent. No 
Common Ravens were observed prior to crew arrival. Upon arrival of the crew 6 Common Ravens were observed 
flying east along the access road from CP39 towards CP40. Once the crew had installed the deterrent and left 
CP40, a pair of Common Ravens was observed perched on the uppermost arm of the structure approximately 10 
feet from the installed deterrent. The pair was observed for approximately 1 hour. No nesting material was 
observed during this time, but the pair did not appear deterred by the deterrent. - JHenry
03/21/2012 - Nest was approximately 70-80% constructed and not substantial enough to hold eggs. Nonetheless, 
as a precaution, the lineman tasked with nest removal was instructed to look into the nest to verify the nest 
contained no eggs. The lineman confirmed the nest was empty and removed it. The Common Raven pair flew 
around the tower, vocalizing. They were still in the area when the avian monitor left. 
 - MDicus
03/21/2012 - The nest is approximately 70% complete and is not yet developed enough to support eggs. No eggs 
or young present (as determined by nest stage). Bird repellent ribbon is present towards the base of the tower 
and at multiple points around the project site. Additionally, BMP maintenance occurred at the site on March 15 
and 16 and nest building continue despite this work. Per the NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a 
deterrent. The nest is located on a structure required for upcoming wire pulling. A delay due to allowing the nest 
cycle to continue would likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by 
June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 3/21/2012. - 
KAlberts

No

BUSH Bushtit 031312_rrdd_01 TL 6924 - 171691 Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/13/2012 4/10/2012 03/13/2012 - BUSH nest under construction, approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears approximately 65% complete and not obviously torn from recent storms. No BUSH 
detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed bringing nesting material to the nest several times. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Pair observed making at least 10 trips between them, carrying nest material. Nest appears to be 
nearly complete. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - Nest is large and spherical, basically complete. Shortly after start of observation, male approached 
nest with fine material. Female arrived soon after, entered nest and remained for about 5 minutes before flying 
off. - VEurs
04/10/2012 - Nest has fallen. - RRadd

No
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031312_sjon_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/13/2012 4/20/2012 03/13/2012 - Nest is approximately 5% complete. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Pair of goldfinches seen visiting nest site multiple times over 1 hour from 0850-0950 while backhoe 
installed dissipaters 20 feet from nest. Work within buffer occurred per the exemption for buffer modification 
requests for work conducted to maintain SWPPP compliance. (report from biomonitor K. Vittum 3/15/12). - 
SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Female observed carrying nest material with male perched near nest. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - Work within the buffer included hydroseeding, silt fence removal, and momentary use of a backhoe 
for soil compaction. Silt fencing and soil compaction occurred under exemptions for individual buffer justification 
requests allowing for required BMP work in order to maintain SWPPP permit compliance and for limited foot 
traffic within buffers provided the crew is accompanied by an Avian Biologist. The momentary presence of the 
backhoe agitated a Lesser Goldfinch, the equipment was redirected and, once removed, foraging and activity in 
the nest tree resumed. The only visit to the nest for nest building was observed prior to the beginning of work. - 
CVettes
03/29/2012 - During a 15 minute period of hydroseeding, a Lesser Goldfinch remained on the nest. The same 
status was observed before and after construction. This hydroseeding was a one-time permission of work order 
granted by the nest buffer justification. - CVettes
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 1229. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female incubating/brooding.  Does not leave nest when avian bio walks past at a distance of ten 
feet. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - No LEGO observed near nest. Nest examined and found to be empty with fine fibers pulled up from 
rim of cup. No sign of predation.  Nest timeline indicates that nest most likely reached fledging status successfully. 
Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031312_sjon_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 90 100 90 90 Nest did not reach active stage 3/13/2012 4/13/2012 03/13/2012 - Nest building; approximately 1% complete. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - No activity observed but nest is now about 20% complete. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Male and female observed chasing SOSP away from nest, indicating nest continues to be active. - 
HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity observed from 1115 to 1145. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No LEGO visit to smallest pine between 2 larger pines in 25-minute observation. Nest closed due to 
inactivity and nest never becoming completely constructed. - JDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 031312_sjon_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/13/2012 TBD 03/13/2012 - Observed female HOFI bringing nesting material to nest. - SJohnston
03/15/2012 - Pair of HOFI repeatedly adding coarse nesting material to nest location on ledge above window at 
the Bauer house. Nest 50% complete. - KAlberts
03/20/2012 - Female flew to nest with material. Male following closely. - MKuehn
03/20/2012 - Observed pair of HOFI making trips into nest. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Female observed entering nest, male perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female on nest at 1108. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Pair visits nest, and female settles into nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Male and female perched above nest. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Female on nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Male and female observed leaving nest at 0806. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - No activity observed from 1031 to 1046. Unable to verify nest contents without entering private 
property. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - No activity observed; however, landowner presence did not provide for appropriate observation 
conditions or sufficient monitoring time. - MDicus

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 031312_sjon_04 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/13/2012 TBD 03/13/2012 - Nest building observed. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Observed pair making trips into the nest. - SJohnston
03/21/2012 - V. Eurs and K. Vittum reported that per the landowners' request, all project-related material, 
equipment and work is required to be completed on and removed from the Bauer Property. During the course of 
uninstalling wire mesh nesting deterrents in the eaves of a guest house on the property as part of this 
requirement between 0800 and 0900 on March 21st, the activity uninstalled the substrate on which the nest is 
located, inadvertently removing the nesting material. The nesting attempt did not support eggs or young based on 
its nest building stage. The nest is approximately 75% complete. The bio monitor on site was notified, contacted 
an avian biologist, and the nesting material was replaced at 1125 to enable further nest building by the pair. V. 
Eurs observed the following: 1155 - Male HOFI flew near the nest, but did not enter. 1206 - Female HOFI entered 
nest and spent about 1 minute rearranging the material within the wire pocket before she left. 1208 - Female 
entered pocket and again rearranged material for about 1 minute while the male sang nearby. 1211 - Female 
entered and almost immediately left again. 1216 - Female spent about 3 minutes inside, moving nest material 
around. 1230 - Male carried nesting material into nest. 1235 - Male returned to nest with more new material. 
1304 - Male and female were in the nest simultaneously for about 1 minute. 1307 - Female spent very brief time 
in the nest. 1318 - Female went in and out of nest a couple of times, then flew off. 1327 - Female spent another 2 
minutes rearranging nesting material. 1333 - Female spent another couple of minutes rearranging material. - 
KAlberts
03/28/2012 - No activity observed during 10 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity observed from 1115 to 1145. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - HOFI pair visits nest, gathers material. Nest stage presumably progressed to egg laying based on 
nest chronology. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - No activity observed during 15-minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which is difficult to see without entering private property. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Male perched near nest at 0805, appears to be carrying food. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1031 to 1046. Unable to verify nest contents without entering 
private property. - HWinfrey
05/12/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0842 to 0900. Unable to verify nest contents without entering 
private property. - MDicus

TBD

BEWR Bewick's Wren 031312_sjon_05 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading 20 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/13/2012 4/26/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material in to man-made cavity. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - No activity observed. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - No activity observed during 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity observed from 1115 to 1145. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Bewick's Wren seen leaving nest cavity. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - No activity observed during 15-minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Pair of BEWR feeding fledgling in shrub 5 feet from nest. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 031312_sjon_06 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/13/2012 4/13/2012 03/13/2012 - Biologists saw a pair of Bushtits bringing nesting material to the Ceanothus shrub, then approached 
shrub and saw the pair adding material to a nest. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Observed Bushtits making trips to the nest. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - BUSH observed visiting nest, which appears nearly complete. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - There was Bushtit activity around the nest area before construction, but activity subsided during 20 
minutes of hydroseeding work within the buffer to approximately 15 feet from the nest. After work subsided, a 
pair of Bushtits returned to the area, and activity near the nest resumed. - CVettes
03/29/2012 - Approximately 30 minutes of hydroseeding occurred within the buffer during which a Bushtit was 
observed with nest building material. Activity in the vicinity of the nest was confirmed previous to and after 
construction. This hydroseeding was a one-time permission of work order granted in the nest buffer justification. - 
CVettes
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest, and no Bushtits detected in immediate area. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is torn open, with chunks of nest material still loosely, precariously hung about the rest of the 
host shrub. Nest appears to have been recently predated (within the last 24 hours or so since the last storm 
system, which would have blown the nest chunks to the ground). Nest is empty: no eggs, nestlings or adults. 
Damage to nest is consistent with Western Scrub-jay predation. Nest was never recorded as having eggs or young, 
but destructive nature of damage and nesting chronology indicate the possible presence of eggs or young at the 
time. Nest closed with Indeterminate outcome. - JDicus

N/A
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LOSH Loggerhead Shrike 031412_ahll_01 EP52-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - tower erection 80 100 70 70 Fledged 3/14/2012 5/9/2012 03/14/2012 - Female Loggerhead Shrike was on nest and is potentially incubating or shaping the nest. Female 
became very defensive and started alarm calling when biologist was near the nest; biologist then retreated. Male 
was seen perched on nearby branch. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Biologist witnessed a pair of Loggerhead Shrikes chasing a Western Scrub-jay from the bush where 
the nest is located. The pair continued to call while the biologist monitored the bush. The biologist waited until 
the Western Scrub Jay left the area and approached the nest. With a telescoping mirror, the biologist looked into 
the nest and did not see any eggs. The biologist then felt the inside of the nest and it was moist, likely due to the 
recent storm. Although the nest is empty and moist, the pair still exhibited territorial behavior. - LThoreson
03/21/2012 - Nest is still active. No eggs in nest, but shrike pair is defending nest to other birds at 400 feet from 
nest. Pair was seen foraging and male was singing in the area. Pair perched several times on nest tree. - AHill
03/26/2012 - Observed male singing 300 feet from nest and foraging in general area. Never observed any nest 
visits or second adult in area of 500 feet from nest. The nest was wet from the rains, and the nest cup was no 
longer neat and tight inside. - AHill
04/12/2012 - Two biologists approached Loggerhead Shrike nest that was determined to be inactive on 
03/26/2012. At approximately 15 feet from the nest, a LOSH was observed to be perched in the same shrub as the 
nest. The 2 biologists backed off the nest approximately 15 feet. The biologist then observed the perching bird 
cautiously move to nest and lie down in nest as if incubating. - SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike nest unattended until avian biologist checked for nest contents with mirror, 
when a pair of shrikes approached nest aggressively. No eggs observed in deep feather-lined nest bowl. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Loggerhead Shrikes observed at nest initially, but 1 adult flew to nest calling and behaving 
strongly territorial. Only 1 small newly hatched brown nestling could be seen in the nest before the avian biologist 
was disrupted by the adult shrike, although there are probably more small nestlings in the nest. No feathers are 
evident in the nest now, but the feathers observed in the nest bowl last week must have been covering the eggs 
during last week's nest monitoring check. - PKonrad
05/01/2012 - At least 2 medium-sized (10 day old) gray nestlings in nest; 1 adult Loggerhead Shrike flew to the 
nest and called territorially while avian biologist checked the nest status and contents. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Loggerhead Shrikes have fledged; 2 short-tailed fledglings made brief 50-foot flights when avian 
biologist checked for fledglings; other fledglings are probably also present, but the search for nestlings was 
discontinued when the first 2 fledglings showed their position. Nest is in a well-used state and empty, although 1 
adult was still territorial near the nest - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CORA Common Raven 031412_bald_02 EP229-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/14/2012 3/20/2012 03/14/2012 - Nest reported by bio-monitor. Small accumulation of sticks in a location typically used by Common 
Ravens to nest on lattice tower. No activity during nearly 60 minute afternoon observation period, but nest is 
under construction by a Common Raven. - BArnold
03/15/2012 - Pair of ravens was observed carrying sticks to the nest in the tower. Nest is still relatively small with 
only a handful of sticks. At 1030 when I returned to the site, CORA perched on lattice. Some mylar bird deterrent 
tape was observed previously affixed to the base of the tower. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Nest material still present, but no activity was observed that could be directly associated with this 
nest. A pair of ravens in the area briefly perched on EP228. Nest was observed for 30 minutes. The last 3 days 
were characterized by low temperatures, heavy rain, and snow. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - At 1348, a helicopter delivered 2 PAR crewmen to tower to remove nest as directed by SDG&E after 
receiving agency concurrence. Crew reported 6 to 8 sticks in nest, with no eggs or nestlings present. Crew hung 
mylar tape on the tower in the area of the nest to deter future nesting attempts. No ravens were observed near 
nest during these activities. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Nest is in very early stages: 5-10% complete. Pair made one trip to the nest with a stick in 15 
minutes of observation on March 15. The stick was balanced precariously on the undeveloped nest and fell. No 
eggs or young present (as determined by nest stage) as of March 20. Red bird repellent ribbon is located on the 
tower and on the perimeter of the tower pad. In addition, a micropile grouting crew worked at EP229 on March 
12 (prior to nest identification) and a BMP maintenance crew worked at EP229 on March 14 (when the nest was 
identified); therefore, work occurred at the site and nest building continued despite this. Nest located in the top 
of the tower at the goat ears. The nest is located on a structure required for wire pulling this week. This pull is the 
next critical pull in the project schedule. A delay due to allowing the nest cycle to continue would likely prevent 
SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. 
Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 3/20/2012. - KAlberts

No

LOSH Loggerhead Shrike 031412_jpki_01 EP51-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 150 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/14/2012 3/26/2012 03/14/2012 - Female briefly vacated nest after courtship behavior was observed in vicinity. Nest is complete and 
with at least 2 eggs present. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Biologist watched nest for a period of time and did not see or hear any activity. The nest was 
approached; 4 eggs present. Biologist quickly moved away and watched for activity. After a period of about 10 
minutes, a Loggerhead Shrike appeared and was calling. The bird appeared somewhat agitated and went to a 
shrub northeast of the shrub with the nest, and another Loggerhead Shrike was seen. The pair appeared agitated 
until the biologist was out of sight, and then resumed normal activities. - LThoreson
03/26/2012 - Observed adult foraging 100-300 feet from nest, and no nest visits were made during observation. 
So, the biologist peered inside the nest, and broken eggshells were present along with very small mammal scats, 
indicating that this nest was most likely predated by mice. - AHill

No
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CATH California Thrasher 031412_jpki_02 EP50-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 25 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/14/2012 4/9/2012 03/14/2012 - Adult California Thrasher observed in shrub and then briefly left nest before returning to the nest 
while the observers logged the nest. Nest is complete with at least 3 eggs present. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Biologist watched nest for a few minutes and did not see any apparent activity. Nest was 
approached and when biologist was within 20 feet, 2 California Thrashers left the bush where the nest is located. 
When biologist was within several feet of the nest, the California Thrashers started to call. Nest was quickly 
assessed and appears unaffected by the storm; eggs still visible in nest. - LThoreson
03/26/2012 - Observed female on nest. Did not observe any adults bringing food to nest. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Thrasher observed in scrub oak near nest; small downy nestlings present in nest. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - No thrashers in area or thrasher nestlings in nest, indicating nestlings were taken by a predator, 
considering the nestlings would still be about 5 days from fledging if they had survived. However, 1 light-
turquoise egg with brown speckling is present; it looks like a Western Scrub-jay egg, considering the size and 
color. Appears a jay has laid an egg in the nest, although no improvements have been made to the former 
California Thrasher nest. Thrasher nest is closed and jay nest opened as a new nest with a new number. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 031412_rrdd_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 95 100 90 90 Nest did not reach active stage 3/14/2012 3/29/2012 03/14/2012 - R. Radd reported that the nest appeared to be 30% complete. - KAlberts
03/20/2012 - Nest about 40% complete. No BUSH observed near nest in 10 minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - BUSH foraging close by did not attend nest during observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 BUSH foraging in area appeared indifferent to observer approaching nest location. Nest remained 
at 15-20% complete with no progress over past two weeks. Evidence indicates that this nesting attempt has been 
abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 031512_fhan_01 CP43-1-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 20 100 20 20 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/15/2012 4/19/2012 03/15/2012 - Nest appears 50% complete. Adults carrying in material. - FHoffman
03/16/2012 - Bushtit pair was monitored while crew moved guard structures near buffer. Pair continued to 
collect material and carry it to nest before, during, and after construction activities. No apparent change in nest-
building behavior. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Biomonitor E. Nicholson reports continuing BUSH activity this morning. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity at nest during 15 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - 0720 to 0850: Observed Bushtit making a trip to nest for one minute and then flew out of view. Pair 
later observed foraging in substrate containing nest. - GHuffman
04/12/2012 - Bushtit pair in area at start of observation period. After a few minutes, one approached the nest, 
entered partway and emerged holding something in its bill. Because of foliage obstructing the biologists, it is not 
certain what the bird was carrying, although it was large enough to be a fecal sac and was light in color. The bird 
flew off and the pair spent the rest of the 45-minute observation out of sight, although vocalizations could be 
heard. It is unclear if there are nestlings at this point. - VEurs
04/19/2012 - Nest observed and found to be torn open at the middle. Likely outcome appears to be predation. No 
Bushtits observed in area. - GHuffman

No

HOFI House Finch 031512_imll_01 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/15/2012 3/15/2012 03/15/2012 - The yard monitor reported the finch pair making two trips to the nest site with coarse material over 
a 1-hour observation period. The forklift was reportedly used yesterday. Nest was located 1 foot from mylar flash 
tape installed as a deterrent. The nest was inspected with a telescoping mirror, and no eggs or young were 
present. Nest was removed and the cavity was plugged to prevent future nest attempts.

On March 15 a pair of house finches was observed nest building in a fork lift in Alpine Construction Yard. The nest 
was 60% complete with no lining added. Two trips to the nest were made by a pair  with course material over 1 
hour. No eggs or young were present (nest checked with telescoping mirror). Mylar flash tape was previously 
installed 1 foot from nest attempt. Nest located 8 feet above ground inside the cab of an idled forklift. Equipment 
was used yesterday (3/14/2012). Based on the impact to construction and material logistic operations efficiency, 
cost impact relative to alternate options, potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment, the nest attempt 
was removed per the NBMMP. Failure to remove the nest would have resulted in substantial disruption to the 
yard operations, including needed steel for upcoming tower assembly, thus impacting project schedule. This 
would likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to 
ensure system reliability. - IMaunsell
03/15/2012 - A HOFI pair was observed nest building in a fork lift in the Alpine Construction Yard. The nest was 
60% complete with no lining added. Two trips to the nest were made by a pair  with course material over 1 hour. 
No eggs or young were present (nest checked with telescoping mirror). Mylar flash tape was previously installed 1 
foot from nest attempt. Nest located 8 feet above ground inside the cab of an idled forklift. Equipment was used 
yesterday (3/14/2012). Based on the impact to construction and material logistic operations efficiency, cost 
impact relative to alternate options, potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment, the nest attempt was 
removed per the NBMMP. Failure to remove the nest would have resulted in substantial disruption to the yard 
operations, including needed steel for upcoming tower assembly, thus impacting project schedule. This would 
likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure 
system reliability. - KAlberts

No
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BUSH Bushtit 031512_jpki_01 GS-NF-7 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 10 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/15/2012 4/21/2012 03/15/2012 - Adults observed bringing material to nest (about 25% complete). - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Nest appears 30% complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed in 10 minutes of observation. Drive-through bird buffer signs installed at link 
lead's request. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest appears to be 100% complete. Observed for 45 minutes and no Bushtit activity detected. - 
GHuffman
04/06/2012 - No birds were observed near the nest during a 45 minute observation period. However, as the 
biologist first entered the buffer, a Bushtit was heard vocalizing in the tree to the east of the nest tree. The bird 
was not heard again, but ongoing San Vicente Dam construction makes it difficult to hear. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - A Bushtit emerged from the nest shortly after 3 pieces of heavy construction equipment passed 
within 10 feet of the nest. Because of overhanging foliage, it was not possible to see if the bird was carrying 
anything when it left. The bird returned to the nest about 5 minutes later, but again the biologist's view was 
obscured by foliage. Observations were halted due to onset of rain. Nesting stage chosen based on nest 
chronology, but no concrete evidence of brooding/incubating was observed. However, the nest is still thought to 
be active despite almost a month of no observed activity. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - Nest has been damaged and only top portion remains. Possible predation or damaged from recent 
weather event. No Bushtit activity observed at nest. - GHuffman

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031512_jpki_02 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 25 25 Nest did not reach active stage 3/15/2012 4/20/2012 03/15/2012 - Pair left from vicinity of nest in nest shrub upon initial approach. Nest was observed to be in 
excellent condition and appears fresh. No other activity. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Complete nest; LEGO pair nearby did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Female LEGO observed in vicinity of nest. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No activity at nest and no Lesser Goldfinches were observed in the area from 1045 to 1115. - 
HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No LEGO activity in the area or observed in nest shrub in about 30 minutes of observation, but 
biologist was unable to hone in on exact location of nest. Observations halted due to onset of rain. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - Nesting location was monitored on 3 separate occasions over 3 days by avian biologists John Dicus, 
Jim Pawlicki and Garrett Huffman. Nest could not be located in original location, and no LEGO activity was 
observed in substrate over 3 days. - GHuffman

No

CANW Canyon Wren 031512_jpki_03 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 400 100 40 40 Indeterminate 3/15/2012 4/12/2012 03/15/2012 - Birds seen entering small cavity underneath large rock in outcrop area just west of pull site, just 
below dead/scraggly poison oak shrub about 30 feet upslope and just west of two fairly large sage shrubs growing 
between top end of large boulders. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - No CANW detections during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No CANW activity detected during 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No activity observed in area of nest cavity and no Canyon Wrens were detected in the area from 
1045 to 1115. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - After extensive observation, biologist determined that CANW has chosen a new nest site further 
upslope to the north. No wren was observed near this cavity after about 90 minutes of observation. Additionally, 
no wrens were observed near the nest cavity aside from the initial detection on 15 March 2012. The outcome is 
indeterminate because it is unclear whether the nest cavity ever contained eggs or young. - VEurs

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 031512_rrdd_01 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 2 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/15/2012 5/3/2012 03/15/2012 - BUSH pair carrying material to nest which appears 60% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults brought nesting material to nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - BUSH pair working on nest at 0902. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which appears to be 100% complete and in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 1029. Nest appears 100% constructed. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Nest intact after storm, but no BUSH detected. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - BUSH bringing food to nest at 1654. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - BUSH visits nest briefly at 1435. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - No BUSH were observed in the intact nest vicinity during 30 minutes of observation. Presumed 
fledged. - RRadd

Yes

OATI Oak Titmouse 031512_rrdd_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 15 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/15/2012 5/10/2012 03/15/2012 - OATI pair singing, carrying material, and entering cavity at 1-minute intervals. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Both adults flew to nest with material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - OATI pair carrying finer material to cavity 0855. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - OATI observed leaving nest cavity at 1038 and was observed foraging nearby. No nest material was 
gathered. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Oak Titmouse enters nest at 1033, not observed leaving. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - OATI male comes to nest entrance and sings; female emerges briefly and returns to cavity. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - OATI brings food to nest, then departs at 1339. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - OATI brings food to nest at 0727. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - OATI brings food item to nest at 0706. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - No OATI detections at this nest. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes
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HOWR House Wren 031512_rrdd_03 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 3 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/15/2012 4/11/2012 03/15/2012 - HOWR singing, carrying material, and entering pipe repeatedly building its nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No HOWR activity at nest site for 15 minutes. HOWR calling 50 feet away across road. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - HOWR active across territory, but not entering any cavities during 30 minutes of observation. - 
RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed from 1015 to 1045. The only HOWR detected in area was on south side of El 
Monte Road. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - HOWR singing 100 feet east of this location near wood pole. Closed for lack of definitive site 
selection. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031512_rrdd_04 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 25 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/15/2012 4/13/2012 03/15/2012 - LEGO pair copulating adjacent to nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - LEGO female prone in nest at 1220. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Observed male leaving nest area and female incubating on nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - No activity observed from 0815 to 0845. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is intact and appears empty with numerous feces at cup rim, suggesting successful fledge. - 
RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 031512_rrdd_05 Helix CY Rd Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/15/2012 3/29/2012 03/15/2012 - ANHU female coming to nest sporadically, lies for short periods on nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is complete and intact following recent storms. No ANHU visiting nest during 2 x 15 minute 
observations. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity at nest during first 25 minutes of observation, at which point a female Anna's 
Hummingbird began collecting material from the nest rim and interior and adding it to a new nest 120 feet to the 
southwest. She made approximately 6 trips, pulling material from the nest each time. These activities continued 
while construction vehicles passed on the access road. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 031512_rrdd_06 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 12 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/15/2012 4/13/2012 03/15/2012 - BUSH pair making frequent trips with material to this nest. Nest is approximately 15% complete. - 
RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest does not appear substantially improved. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - The nest was not located, but no Bushtits were observed in the nest tree during 45 minutes of 
observation. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - No activity observed from 0730 to 0800. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest has declined, presumably due to weather and substrate movement. Nest closed. BUSH nearby 
are building a new nest 40 feet away. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031512_rrdd_07 Helix CY AR Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 30 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/15/2012 4/13/2012 03/15/2012 - Female LEGO on nest with male keeping company. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - LEGO female prone in nest. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Bird observed sitting on nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - Female on nest at 0710. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is intact and empty with numerous feces at cup rim, suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

CORA Common Raven 031512_vnik_01 EP210 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/15/2012 TBD 03/15/2012 - Pair of ravens observed carrying sticks to nest. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Common Ravens observed at nest location. - VNovik
03/23/2012 - Two adult ravens were observed bringing nesting material to the nest at 1530. - BArnold
03/27/2012 - Nest looks complete, or nearly complete. No ravens at nest initially, but a raven flew to nest, stayed 
3 minutes, then flew out to meet second raven and both returned to tower, perching high on opposite side of 
crossarm. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - No ravens at nest initially, but 2 ravens flew low near tower, and 1 raven flew to nest, perched next 
to nest, then laid in nest in incubating position. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Pair of Common Ravens perched next to nest when 1 adult 'hopped to nest and laid down in 
incubating position. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Raven incubating in new Sunrise tower EP210. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - No adult Common Ravens were at the nest site, but 1 raven is perched on power line just north of 
the tower. Expect there are unseen small nestlings in the nest. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - An adult Common Raven is standing on the nest, apparently shading unseen nestlings. - PKonrad

TBD
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LOSH Loggerhead Shrike 031612_ahll_01 EP53-3-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 90 100 300 300 Fledged 3/16/2012 5/15/2012 03/16/2012 - Observed male Loggerhead Shrike courtship feeding female, then female flew 100 feet away and 
gathered fine grass material for the nest. A BMP crew worked on the access road 250 feet away from the nest to 
the east, and the biomonitor/avian biologist reported hearing agitated calls from LOSH. - AHill
03/21/2012 - Pair of Loggerhead Shrikes foraging in immediate area, not affected by traffic on access road. Adult 
seen flying into nest with no eggs present. Nest has lining material in it, and is 90% complete. - AHill
03/26/2012 - Observed adult loggerhead Shrike foraging in area and perching above nest. Observed second adult 
fly from nest location in bush to perch above nest where other adult was perched, then flew off to forage. - AHill
04/02/2012 - A Loggerhead Shrike is incubating 4 eggs; other adult very territorial. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Nest still contains 4 eggs, but did not see an adult at the nest; did see an adult hunting along access 
road 300 feet east of nest earlier. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike nest still contains 4 smallish brown-speckled cream-colored eggs, but no adults 
are present. Observed an adult  shrike about 11:00 along access road several hundred feet east of nest. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Loggerhead Shrikes observed at the nest, but 3 small newly hatched brown nestlings and 1 egg 
were observed in the nest. - PKonrad
05/01/2012 - Unattended nest contains 4 medium-sized gray nestlings about 8 days old; 1 adult Loggerhead 
Shrike called territorially and approached nest and avian biologist while he was checking the nest status and 
contents. Earlier, 1 adult shrike was observed hunting in the open grassland a quarter mile to the east. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Large nestlings with masked faces are probably near fledging; 2 could be seen from a distance, and 
avian biologist did not want to disturb them short of getting a total head count. An adult Loggerhead Shrike was 
perched overhead calling territorially a couple times. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - As expected, the Loggerhead Shrike nestlings have fledged; 1 vocal short-tailed fledgling was 
perched prominently on a dead branch 10 feet above the nest. Didn't check for others to avoid disturbing them 
from the site, but expect the brood fledged a few days ago - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

HOFI House Finch 031612_rabe_01 CP64 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/16/2012 3/16/2012 03/16/2012 - Female observed carrying nesting material to nest multiple times by biomonitor. Nest was about 80 
percent complete. No eggs or young present. Multiple agonistic interactions with other House Finch pairs were 
observed in immediate area of nest. Wire truck was covered in plastic and netting and had six pieces of mylar tape 
attached within 2 to 6 feet from nest. All nesting deterrents were installed prior to discovery of nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - A HOFI was associated with nest building on one wire pulling truck the day the crews required that 
equipment for wire pulling at the CP65 pull-site. The vehicle will be used on the next pull, and it will prevent 
access for a replacement vehicle given the size of the pull-site footprint if left in place through the course of the 
nest cycle. The nest was verified by an avian biologist prior to removal. The HOFI nest at CP64/CP65 PS was 
approximately 80% built. The female was observed bringing in nesting material multiple times. There are no eggs 
or young in the nest. The nest is in the front end of a spool/wire truck next to the radiator. The truck is covered in 
netting, plastic, and there are six pieces of Mylar tape within two to six feet of the nest. The crew had planned to 
move this vehicle to CP49 PS today 16 March 2012. Failure to remove the nest would have resulted in substantial 
disruption to the project schedule that would likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to 
complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Per the NBMMP, this nest attempt was 
removed. - KAlberts

No

HOFI House Finch 031612_rabe_02 CP64 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/16/2012 3/16/2012 03/16/2012 - Biomonitor observed female carrying nesting material to nest multiple times. Nest was 5 to 10 
percent complete. No eggs or young were present. Wire truck was covered in plastic with 5 pieces of mylar tape 
and a CD attached within one to eight feet from nest.  All nesting deterrents were installed prior to discovery of 
nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - The HOFI nest at CP64/CP65 PS is approximately 5-10% built. Female has been observed making 
multiple trips to nest with nesting material. No eggs or young are present in nest. The nest is in the back end of a 
spool/wire truck next to the bumper. The truck is covered with plastic and there are five pieces of Mylar tape and 
a CD are within one to eight feet of the nest. The crew had planned to move this vehicle to CP49 PS today 16 
March 2012. The vehicle is required on the next pull as well, and it will prevent access for a replacement vehicle 
given the size of the pull-site footprint if left through the course of the nest cycle. Failure to remove the nest 
would have resulted in substantial disruption to the project schedule that would likely prevent SDG&E from 
meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Per the 
NBMMP, this nest attempt was removed. - KAlberts

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031612_rrdd_01 12kV Pole Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 85 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 3/16/2012 4/5/2012 03/16/2012 - LEGO pair building nest; female lying on platform and beginning to form the cup. Buffer staked at 75 
feet because nest is low and relatively unprotected; should not impede work. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Female flew to nest 3 times with nesting material, finishing rim, but not yet lining cup. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - A few spots of lining were present in the bottom of the cup. Male LEGO calling from song posts, 
female not responding during 25 minutes of observation - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Pair of LEGOs perched 25 feet uphill from nest. Nest cup is complete, with partial lining, unchanged 
from 03/22/12. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest partially disassembled. Lining has been removed and cup pulled upwards. Lack of progress in 
nest building over past two weeks indicates that this pair has abandoned this nesting attempt. Nest closed. - 
HWinfrey

No
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 031612_rrdd_02 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 15 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/16/2012 4/15/2012 03/16/2012 - ANHU female building nest; approximately 5% complete, a small basket of spider silk with a few leaf 
fragments embedded. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No activity at nest site for 20 minutes, though a pair of ANHU were active in this oak cluster. The 
female was observed collecting spider silk but did not come to this nest. No new nest found, but seems new nest 
site may have been selected. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Nest is approximately 30% complete. Female ANHU was wary and did not tolerate close 
observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - ANHU observed chasing bushtit away from immediate area of nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No ANHU activity observed in area. Unable to locate nest, but will leave nest open for original 
observer to verify that nest is gone or not. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Nest no longer present, presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

COHA Cooper's Hawk 031612_rrdd_03 CP81-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 170 500 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 3/16/2012 5/12/2012 03/16/2012 - COHA pair making numerous trips to nest, departed area briefly on arrival of helicopter to CP82. - 
RRadd
03/20/2012 - Did not see adults at nest site. One adult perched in snag 400 feet south of nest, calling frequently 
for over 30 minutes. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - COHA male at various vantage points in sight of nest calling constantly. Female was difficult to 
monitor as she exited to east. Fresh material under nests suggests building continues. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No COHA activity observed in area during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed; no Cooper's Hawk detected in area from 1230 to 1330. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete but is lacking fresh green material. Raptor flushed from area in 
apparent response to helicopter activity did not return during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest remains in sound condition on a sturdy platform with a neat stick bowl, but shows no sign of 
improvement since last monitored. COHA pair at this nest in early season are active at NID 041612_rrdd_01 265 
feet southwest. MALL nest (9 eggs) in direct line of sight and 35 feet to nest provides additional clues this nest 
was not occupied by any raptor this season. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031612_sjon_01 EP36-1-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 20 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/16/2012 4/4/2012 03/16/2012 - Observed pair moving to and from nest, and the female was observed building the nest. Nest 
estimated to be 70% complete. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Nest is in good condition after storm event, but no LEGO activity was observed in the immediate 
vicinity. LEGOs were detected across the street, singing and foraging, so an additional monitoring visit is in order 
despite lack of activity at the nest to determine current status. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - Could not locate nest, no LEGO activity seen or heard within 50 feet of GPS nest location. Will send 
in original observer to monitor. - AHill
04/04/2012 - Nest appeared torn, and there was no activity observed during a 20-minute observation. In addition, 
recent observations show no LEGO activity at this nest area. Nesting chronology and observational history indicate 
that eggs or young may have been present, but is inconclusive. Therefore, the outcome is Indeterminate, but the 
cause of depredation appears to be natural. - SJohnston

N/A

OATI Oak Titmouse 031612_sjon_02 EP36-1-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 30 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/16/2012 4/30/2012 03/16/2012 - Pair observed cleaning material out of cavity. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - A biologist watched the oak tree 2 different times during the day, but did not observe OATI 
exhibiting breeding or nesting behavior, only a single OATI foraging. However, biologist suggests at least one more 
visit because access to nest cavity was impeded by poison oak. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - No activity observed at nest cavity. Heard OATI 50 feet away. - AHill
04/10/2012 - Pair observed foraging near cavity. OATI enters cavity at 0725. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - No activity observed at nest, and no OATI detected in tree. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - No activity observed, and no OATIs detected from 0626 to 0656. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity at nest from 0615 to 0645, and no OATI detected in area. Lack of activity at this nest 
indicates that this nesting attempt has most likely been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 031612_vers_01 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE4

Substation Chaparrals Substation - maintenance 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/16/2012 4/21/2012 03/16/2012 - The on-site bio-monitor observed a pair of Bushtits making repeated trips to a manzanita. Upon 
closer inspection, he located the nest. The pair made numerous trips to the nest (5-6 in rapid succession) before 
taking a break for 20-30 minutes. This process was repeated several times. The pair approached the nest with 
material as the biologist was directly underneath, logging  GPS coordinates. The nest is about 60% complete. - 
VEurs
03/20/2012 - Nest appears slightly damaged after storm event, but BUSH pair made several trips to nest with new 
material during 10 minute observation. Nest slightly larger than it was it during initial detection. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - No Bushtits observed in vicinity of nest during 30-minute observation period; nest complete and 
intact. - JPawlicki
04/10/2012 - Bushtit enters nest at 0923 and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - No activity observed 0640 to 0700. Biologist A. Farmer reports observing adults bringing food later 
in the morning. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - Only a few fragments of the nest remain. It appears that the nest and its contents were removed by 
a predator. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031712_fhan_01 CP62-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 25 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/17/2012 4/14/2012 03/17/2012 - Fully constructed cup nest with one egg. Both adults detected. - FHoffman
03/21/2012 - LEGO female on nest at 0730. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Female observed on nest. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female on nest at 0845. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Feathered young fill the nest; wing quills unopened. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Intact but well-used cup with many feces at rim suggests successful fledge. LEGO with juveniles 150 
feet northwest of tower 62. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 032012_hwey_02 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 3 100 10 10 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/20/2012 5/12/2012 03/20/2012 - Female was observed perching on tower near cup nest and manipulating nest materials. Male 
singing nearby. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - Female observed lying on nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Female in nest at 1129. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - HOFI pair visiting and defending this nest, but not incubating at 1329. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Female HOFI stays perched up watching the nest at 1748. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Female was observed incubating with the male perched close by.  The pair did not approach the 
nest while the crew was in the tower. They returned once the crew descended. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Female was observed incubating with the male perched close by. The pair did not approach the nest 
while the crew was in the tower. They returned once the crew descended. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Adult female flushed from nest and remained off rest while 2-man crew was in tower. Female and 
male returned when crew descended. Male was very attentive and visited often. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Female incubating. Flushed when crew climbed.  Off for 45 minutes. Crew was advised to work 
intermittently to allow her return. Crew descended to allow birds to return to nest. Within 30 seconds female was 
on nest. Crew shifted any possible work to ground. - FHoffman
05/12/2012 - Observations were made prior to work conducted while avian monitoring for a VCI wire crew. Nest 
no longer contained eggs and was relatively intact. Cassin's Kingbird was observed removing material from nest. - 
GHuffman

No

GHOW Great Horned Owl 032012_jpki_01 GS-NF-8 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/20/2012 TBD 03/20/2012 - Upon approaching base of outcrop, (apparent = large size) female flushed from near top of crevice 
and flew north. Further investigation of crevice yielded large stick nest on ledge near top after which 2 eggs were 
observed in nest looking down from top of rock outcrop. - JPawlicki
03/23/2012 - Adult standing on nest barely visible. - FHoffman
03/30/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest at 1102. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest during 30 minutes of observation. - MDicus
04/17/2012 - No owl visible on nest for 60 minute observation period. However, as biologist was preparing to 
leave the area, a possible GHOW flew in from the northwest, but sheared off out of sight before a definitive ID 
could be made. The biologist decided to leave in case the owl should return. - VEurs
04/24/2012 - No activity observed at the nest, but it is possible that the female is so deep in the rock feature that 
she isn't visible. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - The top of the female GHOW's head briefly came into view as she shifted on the nest. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - Biologist caught a brief glimpse of movement above the rim of the nest. The eggs may have hatched 
by this point, but the nestlings will be almost impossible to see until they start perching on or around the nest. - 
VEurs
05/16/2012 - No activity detected after 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 032012_lton_01 EP70 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - tower erection 37 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/20/2012 3/27/2012 03/20/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was seen carrying nesting material to a nest that looks over 90% done. - LThoreson
03/27/2012 - Nest appears partially ripped at its attachment point. Pair is rebuilding nest approximately 15 feet 
away and using material from this nest. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks complete, but no Bushtits observed during 2 observation periods. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Nest appears good, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 25 minute observation period. 
Uncertain status. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 032012_lton_02 EP67-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 4 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/20/2012 4/24/2012 03/20/2012 - The pair of Bushtits are actively constructing the nest. They appear very tolerant to slow 
construction traffic; they continued to build and remain at the nest while large vehicles drove by. - LThoreson
03/28/2012 - The Bushtit pair was seen going to the nest upon arrival. The nest appears complete; 1 adult was 
seen carrying something to the nest other than nesting material, possibly food. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks good but no Bushtits observed or heard in area during 40-minute observation period; 
incubating? - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Pair of Bushtits actively visiting the nest, probably feeding small nestlings. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Male and female Bushtits visited nest twice each in 30 minutes. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Bushtits observed during a 30 minute observation period and a follow-up 10 minute period. The 
nest is in good shape, and judging from the nest history, the nestlings in this nest probably fledged within the past 
couple days - closed. - PKonrad

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 032012_mdus_01 CP43-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 30 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
construction

3/20/2012 3/29/2012 03/20/2012 - Adult female observed making multiple trips to nest, male perching nearby. Nest is approximately 
50% constructed. - MDicus
03/28/2012 - Female observed incubating on nest from 0900 to 1100. Female left nest for 20 minutes during the 
period of observation to forage. Male observed making multiple trips to Malosma laurina. Female appeared to be 
alert from human presence when approaching 30-foot buffer. - GHuffman
03/29/2012 - From 0900 to 1100, observed female incubating and leaving nest once for a period of 15 minutes. At 
1145, sock line was pulled on the bottom phase. Per the approved NBJ, 1 crew member was present with a 30-
foot pole to pull the wire from over the nesting substrate out of the buffer and tied it off using a boulder as an 
anchor. The nest shrub was buffeted from helicopter prop wash. Female returned to nest within 10 minutes of 
activity. Over the course of 2 hours, the female made frequent trips back and forth to the nest, atypical of normal 
behavior. Female was not in the nest when sock was flown on middle and top phases. During this pass, the 
helicopter remained well outside 100 feet from nest and the wire was again anchored to boulder outside staked 
buffer. From 1530 to 1700, the pair was not observed at the nest. At this point, the biologist inspected the area 
due to this inactivity and observed 2 eggs cracked on the ground beneath the nest and the nest shifted slightly in 
its substrate with 2 eggs remaining inside the nest cup.  Weather conditions during the day were mild, with wind 
speeds under 10 mph throughout the afternoon, making it unlikely that these mild natural wind gusts resulted in 
loss of eggs. No potential predators, such as Western Scrub-jay or Common Raven, which are typically 
conspicuous, were observed in the area during the 2-hour lapse between nest observations. - GHuffman

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032012_mkhn_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

3/20/2012 4/13/2012 03/20/2012 - Female went to nest 3+ times with white fluffy nesting material. Nest rim was formed, and she was 
beginning to line cup. Female visited the nest with Project tailboard occurring 30 feet away, and while large 
propane truck reversed (with beeping sounds) 20 feet away, with no signs of distress. She also built the nest with 
2 biologists standing 10 feet away. - MKuehn
03/28/2012 - Female on nest with male bringing food to her at 0756. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female leaves nest at 1115. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No activity observed, no nest found. Large limb of host shrub that used to contain nest is missing, 
due to unknown causes. Nest closed. - JDicus

No

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch 032012_mkhn_02 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 36 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/20/2012 4/16/2012 03/20/2012 - Adults entered cavity 5+ times with nesting material while biologist observed from 40 feet away and 
traffic passed on AR. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - No WBNU detected at this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no WBNU detected during visit. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No WBNU activity has been observed here for almost a month. Initial activity was likely a part of site 
selection process. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 032012_mkhn_03 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 100 100 Indeterminate 3/20/2012 5/12/2012 03/20/2012 - Adults went to nest 3+ times with material while biologist stood 30 feet away on access road. - 
MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Female BUSH observed working inside nest, estimated at 30% complete and lacking a top or 
entrance. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 BUSH observed visiting nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 1305. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH enters nest and remains at 1642. LEGO female pulling material from bottom of nest to build 
new nest in nearby Platanus racemosa. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Male close to nest at 15-minute intervals does not enter. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Male BUSH visits nest at 15-minute intervals. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest damaged consistent with depredation, but log suggests sufficient time to fledge prior. - RRadd

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 032012_rrdd_01 CP43-1-E Road Area Riparian Scrubs OH - wire stringing 30 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/20/2012 4/19/2012 03/20/2012 - BUSH pair carrying nest materials and adding to new nest composed of spider silk, plastic thread; 
approximately 5% complete. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 10 minutes of observation; nest appears 100% constructed. - 
HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - Biomonitor Morgan McCarthy reported observing a pair foraging in substrate containing nest on 
4/3/12. Biomonitor Garrett Huffman observed nest on 4/4/12 from 1020 to 1120 and observed no activity during 
construction. - GHuffman
04/11/2012 - Nest appears complete, intact and serviceable. No BUSH detected during 30 minutes of observation 
on showery afternoon. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Looked for nest in substrate, but nest appears to be missing from previously observed location. No 
signs or indication to explain outcome and reason for failure. Nesting chronology indicates that eggs may have 
been present, but that cannot be determined. - GHuffman

N/A
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HOFI House Finch 032012_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 3/20/2012 4/13/2012 03/20/2012 - HOFI female weaving sticks into nest in this cavity; approximately 50% complete. Drive-through 
buffer staked at 30 feet. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity at nest. - JTaylor
03/29/2012 - The male HOFI was observed copulating with the female and later they were observed copulating 
near the nest. The female briefly landed in the nest before leaving again. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - Male and female House Finches observed at nest at 0742. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - HOFI pair adjacent to nest do not settle on nest. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest is complete, but no HOFI detected associating with this location. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No HOFI have been observed to associate with this nest since completion. Numerous Project and 
non-Project vehicles stand within 10 feet of this nest from time to time, but it is unknown whether this is a factor 
in its abandonment. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032012_rrdd_03 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 30 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/20/2012 5/2/2012 03/20/2012 - LEGO building nest; approximately 60% complete. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity was observed from 0745 to 0755. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - LEGO continue to visit this locale, but excessive tree movement due to wind precludes observing the 
nest. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest not located in windy weather. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - LEGO male singing to female (not located). - RRadd
05/02/2012 - This nest was never definitively located and was possibly a site selection that never came to fruition. 
- RRadd

No

HOWR House Wren 032012_sjon_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/20/2012 TBD 03/20/2012 - Pair of HOWR making several trips with nesting material to nest cavity while a crew of 5 were hydro-
mulching approximately 20 feet from nest, prior to any buffer modification request. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest at 0752. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Singing HOWR perched in front of nest entrance at 1111 appears to be nest guarding. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Adult HOWR perched near nest entrance. Mate not seen, possibly on nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity at nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female leaves nest at 0824, observed foraging nearby. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - No activity observed. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 032012_sjon_02 CP88-1-N-B Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/20/2012 TBD 03/20/2012 - Crew hydro-mulching 45 feet away from nest while birds were observed to be bringing nesting 
materials to nest, prior to any buffer modification request. - SJohnston
03/21/2012 - Per the landowners' request, all project-related material, equipment and work is required to be 
completed on and removed from the Bauer Property. During the course of uninstalling wire mesh nesting 
deterrents in the eaves of a guest house on the property as part of this requirement between 0800 and 0900, the 
crew uninstalled the substrate on which the nest was located, inadvertently removing the nesting material. The 
nesting attempt did not support eggs or young based on its nest-building stage. The nest was approximately 75% 
complete. The biomonitor on site was notified, contacted an avian biologist, and the nesting material was 
replaced by the crew, at the recommendation of an avian biologist, at 1125 to enable further nest building by the 
pair. V. Eurs observed the following:  1155 - Male HOFI flew near the nest, but did not enter.  1206 - Female HOFI 
entered nest and spent about 1 minute rearranging the material within the wire pocket before she left.  1208 - 
Female entered pocket and again rearranged material for about 1 minute while the male sang nearby. 1211 - 
Female entered and almost immediately left again.  1216 - Female spent about 3 minutes inside, moving nest 
material around.  1230 - Male carried nesting material into nest.  1235 - Male returned to nest with more new 
material.  1304 - Male and female were in the nest simultaneously for about 1 minute.  1307 - Female spent very 
brief time in the nest.  1318 - Female went in and out of nest a couple of times, then flew off.  1327 - Female 
spent another 2 minutes rearranging nesting material.  1333 - Female spent another couple of minutes 
rearranging material. - IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - Observation of the HOFI nest began at 0830 and ended at 1130. During this time, the female made 
numerous entrances into the nest and rearranged the nest material for short periods of time (1 minute or less). 
The male generally perched near the nest singing. At 1015, both birds landed on the light fixture near the nest 
and the male attempted to copulate with the female, but was unsuccessful. She immediately entered the nest and 
again arranged nest material. At 1021, the female finally brought new material to the nest, but it fell to the 
ground as she tried to bring it inside the mesh. Over the next hour she approached the nest 2 more times with 
material, but did not bring it inside. However, she did enter the nest several more times for brief periods. At 1123 
the female brought material and successfully added it to the nest. This was followed by several trips in quick 
succession in which she brought more material into the nest. At this point, the nest looks approximately 60% 
complete, with a hole in the bottom center and no lining. - VEurs
03/28/2012 - Female observed carrying nesting material to nest. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1055 to 1115. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest still under construction. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - 4 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - 5 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012  No activity observed at nest  Unable to verify contents of nest without entering private property   

TBD
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BEWR Bewick's Wren 032012_vnik_01 EP198-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 48 100 85 85 Presumed Fledged 3/20/2012 5/3/2012 03/20/2012 - Pair of Bewick's Wrens observed carrying material to cavity. Pair was not disturbed by biologist 
observing site within 15 feet of cavity. - VNovik
03/27/2012 - No Bewick's Wren activity in area today during 2 site visits or on 2/21/2012, when this avian 
biologist monitored the location. Piece of oak branch on ground that is cited as the nest site only has a shallow 
cavity with a very large opening that holds some twigs and incidental oak leaves not positioned in the form of a 
new nest. Periodic slow Sunrise traffic on access road 48 feet north. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren making many trips to nest with food items. - VNovik
05/03/2012 - Observed nest for 1 hour and no Bewick's Wren activity was observed. P. Konrad also reported no 
activity during a 30 minute period yesterday. Based on prior observations nestlings likely fledged - closed. - 
VNovik

Yes

HOFI House Finch 032112_kats_01 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 30 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/21/2012 5/12/2012 04/28/2012 - Outside of nest beginning to be decorated with fecal matter from nestlings. - VEurs
04/29/2012 - *** COMMENTS FROM 3-21-12 UNTIL PRESENT MUST BE ENTERED AGAIN. This nest was 
accidentally deleted, and then restored. - KAlberts
05/05/2012 - Male and female made repeated trips to and from the nest during 30 minutes of observation. - 
VEurs
05/12/2012 - The dramatic decrease in House Finch activity around the nest suggests the young have fledged. The 
nest is intact, and recent fledglings could easily be downslope out of the range of detection. This nest is now 
closed and presumed fledged. - VEurs

Yes

HOWR House Wren 032112_kats_02 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/21/2012 TBD 03/21/2012 - Pair was seen carrying nesting material to the nest while BMP maintenance activities were 
underway. A crew of 3 were using hand tools to maintain the access road, and the wrens were not affected. The 
wrens were also seen territorially squabbling with a pair of House Finches that are also building a nest in the same 
unused raptor nest. - KAlberts
03/28/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest, then leaving to scold nearby HOFI pair. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - HOWR at nest at 1031. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - At 0955, a wren was observed taking grassy nesting material inside its cavity. It remained inside for 
about 2 minutes before exiting and perching nearby to sing. The wren exhibited territorial behavior toward an 
ANHU, chasing the hummingbird off as it approached the nest. At 1006, more grassy material was brought to the 
nest. At about 1015, 2 wrens were seen outside the nest, and the pair copulated at 1017. Soon after, the male 
perched nearby singing and the female brought grassy material to the nest. Each time material was taken into the 
nest, the wrens exhibited a hunched, wings-down, creeping posture. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - The male spent the majority of the observation perched at various locations around the nest, 
singing loudly and approaching the nest a few times. The female ventured out on occasion, flying off, presumably 
to forage. She never appeared to have anything in her bill when she returned to her nest. The California Towhee 
moving about the large stick nest did not appear to disturb the HOWR's as it did the nearby HOFI's. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - The male wren made about a dozen trips into the nest with food, emerging each time to perch on a 
nearby branch and sing. No nestlings were heard when he entered the nest. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - During 30 minutes of observation, the male wren perched near the nest and in trees around the 
nest, singing. He did not enter the nest, and the female was not observed. It is likely that she was within the nest 
incubating or brooding. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - Both adult wrens were observed carrying food items into the nest on multiple occasions. - VEurs

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032112_kats_03 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 40 40 Fledged 3/21/2012 3/23/2012 03/21/2012 - Both adults were frequently feeding 2 large and well-feathered nestlings. Based on the age and size 
of the nestlings, and barring any predation, it appears that this nest will fledge within 2-3 days. Feeding activities 
were completely unaffected by the presence of the BMP crew of 3, the 2 biologists, nor the 3 vehicles within 50 
feet of the nest site. - KAlberts
03/23/2012 - Nest fledged. Adults seen feeding fledglings in eucalyptus foliage 10-20 feet from the nest site, and 
the nest was empty, but still intact. - KAlberts

Yes

HOFI House Finch 032112_kats_04 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 30 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/21/2012 4/28/2012 03/21/2012 - A pair of House Finches were seen carrying material to the nest. It appeared to be approximately 
50% complete. Their nest building activities were completely unaffected by the BMP maintenance activities, using 
hand tools and a crew of 3, occurring about 30 feet away. - KAlberts
03/28/2012 - Female HOFI observed visiting nest. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No activity observed at this nest from 1000 to 1030. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - A female flew past biologist from the direction of this nest carrying a fecal sac. It is likely that she 
came from this nest. She was later seen hunkered down on the nest. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - The male and female spent considerable time off the nest, returning every 10-15 minutes to feed 
nestlings. However, the nestlings were not visible to the observer. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No activity was observed at the nest. The nest appears to be deteriorating and sliding out of 
position. While it is possible that this nest fledged, it does not seem that enough time has passed for the nest 
cycle to be completed and for the young to have fledged. Outcome is indeterminate. - VEurs

N/A
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CORA Common Raven 032112_ltiw_01 EP230-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/21/2012 3/26/2012 03/21/2012 - Common Raven observed bringing a stick to a nest (about 5% complete) twice during 45 minutes of 
observation. Bird deterrents (about 20 pieces of mylar tape) are located at the base of the tower (maximum 
height 6 feet), and on surrounding vegetation. - LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - The nesting attempt is located near the top of the EP230 tower structure. The pair was observed 
adding material on March 21. The nest is approximately 5-10% complete based on visible material and 
size/quantity of material being carried to the nest site, which is not yet developed enough to support eggs. No 
eggs or young present (as determined by nest stage). Bird repellent ribbon is present towards the base of the 
tower and at multiple points around the project site. Additionally, BMP maintenance occurred at the site during 
the course of site selection and nest building. Per the NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a deterrent. 
The nest is located on a structure required for upcoming wire pulling. Per construction, sock line pulling is 
scheduled for tomorrow. A delay due to allowing the nest cycle to continue would likely prevent SDG&E from 
meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Nest 
attempt was removed with agency approval on 3/26/2012. - KAlberts
03/26/2012 - This nest was about 40% complete, contained no eggs or young, and was a candidate for removal, 
per the NBMMP. The request was issued for removal and granted. A PAR crew removed the nest after receiving 
concurrence for removal. - ELoveless

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032112_mdus_01 12kV pole 175439 12kV Pole Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/21/2012 5/1/2012 03/21/2012 - Avian biologist Jim Pawlicki observed a female Anna's Hummingbird carry nest material to a small 
branch approximately 35 feet above ground in a Eucalyptus tree. The nest is approximately 5-10% constructed. - 
MDicus
03/30/2012 - Female visits nest at 1201. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Adult female observed making multiple quick trips to nest, adding material to a nest that appears to 
be nearly complete. - MDicus
04/16/2012 - Female on nest at the start of observation period, but she soon left and spent the rest of the 25-
minute observation off the nest. - VEurs
04/24/2012 - The nest is complete at this point. The female spent equals amounts of time on and off the nest this 
morning. At one point, she made some adjustments to the nest contents before settling on the nest. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - A female ANHU was seen foraging extensively in the area, but never settling in one place for long. 
Attempts to relocate the nest were difficult. Once it was located, all that remained was a small clump of spider 
webs. It appears this nest with eggs was destroyed by natural causes. - VEurs

No

OATI Oak Titmouse 032112_mkhn_01 EP218-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/21/2012 4/18/2012 03/21/2012 - Pair of Oak Titmouse seen in nest tree several times throughout survey. Adult entered cavity several 
times, but it was not determined if they were carrying nesting material. Nesting material is extruding from cavity 
entrance and from opening in bottom of cavity (possibly a mouse nest and OATI were scouting), but the nest may 
be complete or nearly complete OATI nest with nest building ceased or slowed. - MKuehn
03/27/2012 - No sign of Oak Titmouse during 45 minute period; no sign of nesting material in any cavity 
entrances in this branch (or others). Many new 'bird deterrents' attached throughout pad area and surrounding 
nest site. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - No Oak Titmice observed during 40-minute observation period. No indication that cavity(s) is being 
used when inspected; no nesting material evident anywhere. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 - It appears on previous 2 visits, the biologist may have checked incorrect cavity, or did not see 
nesting material. Nesting material is still extruding from small opening at base of cavity, but none is extruding 
from the entrance now. No OATI observed in area for 40 minutes. After passive observation, cavity was inspected 
at close range and no bird was present inside. Status changed to "Active" and buffer re-established and marked 
with signs. At least 1 additional visit is recommended in case wrong cavity has been checked on previous 2 visits.
       Note: P Konrad checked all cavities, the entire shrub, and the entire area without a sighting or song for 3 
weeks as of 4/10;  appears the birds left the site after an initial activity period, which titmice as well as many 
cavity nesting species seem prone to do. - MKuehn
04/10/2012 - During 40 minute observation period, no Oak Titmouse activity was observed in the extended area 
and no songs or calls were heard. No titmice have been observed at this site for 3 weeks. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - No Oak Titmice observed during 1 hour observation period. No birds inside cavity - closed. - 
ELoveless

No

AMCR American Crow 032112_rrdd_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/21/2012 TBD 03/21/2012 - AMCR making regular trips to nest with sticks. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - AMCR flies to nest at 0928 without bringing new nest material. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - AMCR flies to nest at 0838 and settles, on rainy morning - suggesting nest contains eggs - RRadd
04/17/2012 - AMCR on nest for duration of 20-minute observation. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - AMCR remain active here with the pair regularly exchanging nest duties from 0848-0900. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - AMCR pair come to nest at 1117 and leave 2 minutes later to forage nearby suggests young are auto-
thermoregulatory. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - AMCR comes to nest at 1330 and stays. Mate forages on residential grounds, flies briefly to nest and 
departs. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - AMCR adult making brief nest visits at 1442 and 1452, apparent food drops. - RRadd

TBD
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032112_rrdd_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/21/2012 4/26/2012 03/21/2012 - LEGO pair building new nest - approximately 15% complete. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No LEGOs observed in area. Nest cup is now complete, with incomplete lining. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female observed flying to nest at beginning of monitoring visit and remained on nest during 20 
minutes of observation. - MDicus
04/13/2012 - LEGO female remains on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - LEGO female riding high in nest with wings slightly spread suggests hatched young. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Feathered young with downy wisps fill the nest. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is intact with many feces plastered at exterior edge of cup; presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032112_rrdd_03 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 70 70 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/21/2012 4/15/2012 03/21/2012 - ANHU female building new nest - approximately 10% complete. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - ANHU female visits nest at 1250. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 0949. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest could not be located and no ANHU was detected. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest no longer present. Presumed lost to natural causes. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 032112_sjon_01 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 150 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/21/2012 4/24/2012 03/21/2012 - Two biologists observed nesting pair carrying material into the nest location at 25 feet away. Nest 
appears to be approximately 80 percent complete. - SJohnston
03/30/2012 - Pair flew out of fiber optic roll where nest is located. 2 eggs in nest. - KWeber
04/06/2012 - Bird flew off nest when biologist approached; 5 eggs are in nest. - KWeber
04/13/2012 - Female observed incubating 5 eggs. - KWeber
04/20/2012 - Nest check attempted by K. Weber. Unable to access nest due to locked gate. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Nest is in fragments, evidently predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 032212_ahll_01 EP17 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 60 100 60 60 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/22/2012 4/24/2012 03/22/2012 - The pair was actively building, when no helicopter activities were occurring. Pair left nest area when 
K-Max was overhead at Leg A with 100-foot line; indeterminate if they fled when K-Max used the 200-foot line. 
When using the 100-foot line, winds at 11 mph were clocked near the nest, and a significant amount of dust and 
debris were blown onto the nesting tree. Pair returned to nest at 5 minutes to 15 minutes after helicopters left, 
and were visiting the nest every 2-5 minutes when no helicopters were around while the crew was conducting 
groundwork and/or running a generator. Nest was not physically checked due to the terrain and not having any 
reason to disturb the pair. The birds were not vocalizing, but were flying into the nest from a couple different 
routes in various directions, and were seen to drop nesting material if within 100 feet of them. It is unknown if 
pair flushes when TSAP is used for personnel. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Nest looks complete, has lining. Unable to see nest contents due to dense vegetation. Did not 
observe pair in vicinity during 45 minute period, need to check nest in morning in a couple days. - AHill
04/03/2012 - Female was observed on nest for a total of 40 minutes during a 45 minute observation period. 
When off the nest, the male fed the female, and a courtship display was initiated by the male. Male visited female 
on nest a few times, and then continued perching and foraging nearby. Perched male flew down to cover when K-
Max flew over nest at about 300 feet. Was not able to check nest contents, but behavior was consistent with 
incubation rather than egg laying. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Observed female incubating on nest for at least 20 minutes. - AHill
04/16/2012 - Female on nest at 0915. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Nest has no eggs. Several WESJ feathers were found on ground near nest with drops of blood. 
Observed male being territorial to other WESJ in territory. Heard female clacking within chaparral 40 feet from 
nest. - AHill

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 032212_dbby_01 TL 6924 - 171693 Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 900 300 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 3/22/2012 3/26/2012 03/22/2012 - Pair repeatedly bringing grass-like material to the nest. Nest was approximately 10% complete, as 
only the  bottom portion of the cup was loosely formed. - DBusby
04/05/2012 - Nest is old and dilapidated. After observing the CAGN pair for 2 hours and never seeing them visit 
the nest, it was determined the nest is closed. Possibly abandoned after a rain and storm event on March 26. - 
DBusby

No

BUSH Bushtit 032212_jdus_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 366 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/22/2012 4/13/2012 03/22/2012 - Nest is just being started, less than 5% constructed. Pair made a dozen plus trips to nest with 
material in 1/2 hour observation period. - JDicus
03/27/2012 - BUSH observed adding material to nest. Nest is 15-20% complete. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - BUSH visits nest at 0910. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is reduced to fragments, consistent with storm damage. - RRadd

No
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CORA Common Raven 032212_kats_01 EP341-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/22/2012 TBD 03/22/2012 - P. Konrad reported that a pair of Common Ravens was perched on the east side of the tower 
crossarm next to a new large nest that has been built in the same location as the nest that was presumably blown 
out of the tower by wind on 2/21/2012. - KAlberts
03/26/2012 - Raven incubating on new tower nest while another raven is perched nearby. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Common Raven incubating on new tower nest, with a second adult perched nearby on center 
portion of crossarm. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest with another adult standing and walking below tower. - 
PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating or brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - An adult Common Raven is brooding on the tower nest with a second adult raven lying on the edge 
of the nest. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - An adult Common Raven is standing on nest, leaning over what is probably unseen nestlings in the 
nest. - PKonrad

TBD

LOSH Loggerhead Shrike 032212_ltiw_01 EP325-2-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 8 100 300 300 Fledged 3/22/2012 4/11/2012 03/22/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike did not flush from nest until avian biologist was about 10 feet away, but then 
stayed off the nest until observer moved off about 200 feet away; 1 egg and 1 nestling were present in nest. - 
LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike perched 20 feet south of nest site initially; another shrike flew from nest when 
avian biologist was within 15 feet of nest. Looks like 4 small unfeathered nestlings with eyes closed in nest. - 
PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Nest filled with 4 medium-sized nestlings covered with pin feathers; 1 adult perched about 40 feet 
south of nest. The nestlings already seem a bit jumpy, so anyone checking the nest in the future should monitor 
nest from as far away as possible so nestlings do not fledge from nest prematurely. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Nest is empty with at least 2 active fledglings perched and making short flights in nest tree and 
adjacent smoke tree, mainly when an adult flew to site with unidentified food. Other new fledglings may be 
nearby too. - PKonrad

Yes

CORA Common Raven 032212_ltiw_02 EP326 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/22/2012 TBD 03/22/2012 - Common Raven standing on nest, then hopped to a perch in tower above the nest, then soared to 
the east. This behavior suggests the nestlings are large enough for the adults to leave the nest to search for food. - 
LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - Common Raven perched in tower 5 feet from nest; a second raven was initially soaring north of nest 
tower, then flew to perch near other raven and nest. Ravens did not approach nest during 20 minute observation 
period, but were obviously attached to the nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Raven incubating in Sunrise tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - No ravens were observed at the nest initially, but within a few minutes an adult raven flew to nest, 
appeared to turn eggs, and initiated incubating. A few moments later, a second Common Raven flew in and 
perched near the nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven incubating on new Sunrise tower nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - An adult Common Raven is brooding on the new tower nest. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - A Common Raven was brooding on the nest; a second raven flew into the tower, when the brooding 
adult took flight and both adult ravens flew to the west. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - All 3 large-sized Common Raven nestlings are standing upright with heads held high. No adult 
ravens were observed in the area. - PKonrad

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032212_mdus_01 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 240 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/22/2012 4/24/2012 03/22/2012 - A female Lesser Goldfinch was observed adding material to a nest located near the top of a 
Malosma laurina. The nest is approximately 30% constructed. - MDicus
03/30/2012 - Female LEGO lying in nest at 0920. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No LEGO detected in area. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No activity observed between 1215 and 1310. - TDipaola
04/24/2012 - Upon approaching the nest, the biologist noted that the nest looked degraded. During 45 minutes of 
observation, several LEGO pairs landed in the nest shrub, as close as 3 feet to the nest. However, none of these 
individuals approached the nest. At the end of the observation, the biologist used an extendable mirror attached 
to a wooden stake to examine the nest. It is unlined and contains no eggs or young, but shows no obvious signs of 
predation. The nest is somewhat exposed and may have been damaged during a series of storm events. This nest 
failed with eggs or young (based on earlier observations) due to natural causes. - VEurs

No
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AMKE American Kestrel 032212_mkhn_01 CP25-2-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/22/2012 TBD 03/22/2012 - Both adults seen flying into opening in dead palm fronds. Male flew out within 2 minutes, but 
female remained for over 15 minutes, presumed to be incubating. - MKuehn
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Male observed perching in nearby eucalyptus and on utility pole may 
be mate guarding. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - The male kestrel arrived in the area with a lizard and landed on a Eucalyptus. At 1350, he entered 
the nest cavity with the lizard. Almost immediately, the male and female both exited the cavity. The female 
perched on the same Eucalyptus the male used earlier. The male perched on a wooden distribution pole, ate his 
lizard and flew away. The female returned to the cavity at 1402, without food. She remained inside for 30 minutes 
and was still there when the observation period was called. The male did not return. No sounds of nestlings were 
heard emanating from the cavity. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No AMKE activity was detected from 0745 to 0845. This could be due to the cool, drizzly weather. 
As the biologist exited the gate at 1105, the female kestrel flew overhead and landed in a Eucalyptus. The male 
was seen soon after; both looked very damp. The female returned to the nest, but exited again after the male 
brought in a small food item. She returned to the nest again, and the male flew out of sight. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - After nearly an hour of observations, the male kestrel flew in from the west carrying prey. He 
landed in a eucalyptus east of the nest tree and consumed the majority of the prey. He flew to the nest tree with 
the remaining morsel, landed on a frond outside the cavity and called briefly. He then flew to the wooden 
transmission pole north of the cavity. The female emerged from the cavity, flew to the pole, accepted the food 
from the male and quickly gulped it down. The male attempted to copulate with her, but she was not very 
receptive. Each preened for a bit, and the female soon returned to the nest cavity beneath the palm fronds. The 
male flew out of sight. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - Not long after the start of observations, the male kestrel flew in and landed on the palm to the east 
of the palm with the nest cavity. The female immediately exited the cavity and grabbed food from the male. She 
briefly perched atop the wooden distribution pole north of the nest and then carried the food into the nest cavity. 
This behavior has not been noted during previous visits to this nest. The male then flew off and the female 
remained in the cavity. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Shortly after the start of observation, a kestrel was heard calling. The female flew up and landed on 
the wooden pole to the north of the nest, switched a prey item from her feet to her bill, and took the food into 
the nest cavity. The male was then spotted flying off to the east. The male soon returned with more food that he 
passed to the female. She also took this food into the nest cavity. - VEurs

TBD

CORA Common Raven 032212_mkhn_02 CP25-2-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 27 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/22/2012 4/23/2012 03/22/2012 - Nest discovered by Laurie Gorman, who saw a pair of CORA bringing sticks to nest in mid-morning. 
Logged by Michael Kuehn who observed no CORA in area for 60 minutes during late-morning. - MKuehn
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No CORA activity observed from 0650 to 0720. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - A raven flew through the area on 2 occasions during the 45-minute observation period, but neither 
came within 500 feet of the nest. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No CORA activity was detected during observations from 0745 to 0845. The nest does not look 
improved since the last visit. No activity observed at this nest in over a month. Nest closed. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 032212_sjon_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/22/2012 3/22/2012 03/22/2012 - This nest was located in the southeast wheel of the northeastern-most water tank. The nest was 
actively being built by a pair of HOFI and estimated to be 20% complete. The water tank is regularly used for yard 
operations and nearby structures to fill up water trucks for dust control, and is needed every day. Furthermore, 
bird repellent ribbon was installed on the tower, the wheel cavities were previously sealed and were slightly 
opened due to the recent storm and an owl decoy is located on the fence line close to the water tank. Since this 
HOFI nest was just being built and contained no eggs or young, and was in active construction equipment, it was a 
candidate for removal per the NBMMP. A request was made for removal, and  the nest was removed at 1114, 
after approval from SDG&E was given. The nest was removed based off the need to maintain dust suppression 
during vehicle traffic and flight operations within the SWAT yard. The wheel area was then resealed with plastic to 
deter future nesting attempts. - SJohnston

No

CACW Cactus Wren 032312_bald_01 EP227 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/23/2012 TBD 03/23/2012 - Existing nest found with a few pieces of fresh green red brome grass. Cactus Wrens were heard in 
the area but were not seen near the nest. Nest is underneath wire-stringing path. - BArnold
03/30/2012 - Large Cactus Wren nest looks good with an open entrance, but no wrens observed or heard in area. - 
PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Nest looks recently used, but does not appear to host nesting Cactus Wrens. No wrens observed or 
heard in area. - PKonrad
04/13/2012 - Nest looks good, and entrance looks expanded and matted down with a single small feather added, 
indicating recent use, but no Cactus Wrens were seen or heard. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No Cactus Wrens heard or observed; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - No Cactus Wrens heard or observed in area until late in the 25 minute observation period, when 2 
distant wrens (1/3 mile), 1 to northwest and 1 to south began calling back and forth. Nest looks good with 
possible recent use judging from grasses at the entrance. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - Nest entrance is large and looks like it has been recently used, but no Cactus Wrens were observed 
or heard in the area. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - No Cactus Wrens observed or heard in area; nest is becoming more weathered, but entrance is 
clear, and a new green brome stem with seeds has been added to entry along with 3 small feathers. - PKonrad

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 032312_fhan_01 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 1 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 3/23/2012 3/27/2012 03/23/2012 - Pair bringing in small nesting material, but not liner. Speculate that nest is 40% complete, but hard 
to see in entirety. - FHoffman
03/29/2012 - On March 27, nest was monitored for 1 hour by R. Abe prior to crew arriving on site to perform wire 
stringing work. No activity was observed during this period of natural conditions. Throughout the day of work, no 
nesting behavior was observed while a crew worked up to 35 feet from the nest. Following the completion of 
work activities, the nest was monitored for an additional 1 hour. No activity or nest visits were observed. The nest 
was inspected, and it was determined that no additional material had been added since initial observation, and 
that the nest was more accurately less than 5% complete. Nest status changed to closed. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - HOFI pair making multiple trips carrying material to this location. A new Nest ID was created. - 
RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 032312_jdus_01 CP20-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 30 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/23/2012 4/26/2012 03/23/2012 - Newly initiated (1% constructed) nest. Pair made two trips to nest with material during 20-minute 
observation, followed by a third trip with a third Bushtit in attendance. - JDicus
03/31/2012 - No Bushtit activity during 30 minutes of observation on this cool, overcast morning. Nest is 
approximately 5% constructed. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - Nest does not appear substantially improved since 31 March, consisting of several decorated anchor 
threads and approximately 2 inches long. No BUSH detected on breezy afternoon with considerable shrub 
movement. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest looks the same as the description given on 10 April. Bushtits were heard in the area, but none 
ever approached within 200 feet of the nest during 35 minutes of observation. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - What little nest material was in the shrub is now gone. This nest is closed. - VEurs

No

AMKE American Kestrel 032312_jdus_02 CP20 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/23/2012 TBD 03/23/2012 - Nest site is within pole Z103510 (cavities in arms on west side of 69kv monopole). Pair of American 
Kestrels mobbed adult Red-tailed Hawk building nest in nearby steel lattice tower CP20 until Red-tailed Hawk 
departed area. Male Kestrel was observed entering cavity of lowest arm on monopole, then watching from within 
cavity in arm while vehicle was turning around at tower site below. During additional 120-minute observation 
period, the male hunted nearby, and brought a prey item (small rodent) to top of monopole tower and began to 
consume it while the female looked on from the lattice tower. Male then took flight, calling to female and landing 
on lattice tower with prey remains. Female joined and was given the prey item which she consumed while 
perched on lattice tower. Male then inspected (entered) the middle and upper cavities in the monopole crossarms 
and female joined to briefly enter upper cavity. Pair showed site fidelity and remained at monopole together as 
avian biologist left the site. Pair defended the site, hunting and courting, and did not leave area for duration. 
Avian nest monitor R. Radd reported American Kestrel pair nested in this monopole last year. - JDicus
03/31/2012 - No activity observed during 1.5 hours observation on a cool, overcast morning. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - No AMKE detected associating with this location during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Almost immediately upon biologist's arrival, the AMKE perched on the wires between CP20 and 
CP21, parallel to the biologist's truck. The female was hunched on the wire, giving begging vocalizations and 
moving closer to the male. The pair then copulated vigorously and flew closer to CP20. They perched on the tower 
and wires, and soared around the area calling throughout the observation period. However, they were not seen 
entering the nesting cavity during observations. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - No AMKE activity detected at any distance to the nest after 90 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - No AMKE activity detected during nearly 2 hours of observation. - VEurs
05/10/2012 - After 40 minutes of observation, the male kestrel flew into view. He perched on a transmission wire 
to the north of the nest for about 10 minutes before moving to the SRPL wires directly adjacent to the nest cavity. 
He perched there another 10 minutes or so before flying west. Within a few minutes, the female exited the nest 
cavity, perched on the wire to the north, and defecated. She called briefly and the male flew up to join her, 
holding prey. She took the food and consumed it on the wire. The male flew away, and she perched for a few 
more minutes. When the biologist left the area, she was perched on a wire near the cavity. - VEurs

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 032312_jdus_03 CP20 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 90 500 500 500 Nest did not reach active stage 3/23/2012 5/3/2012 03/23/2012 - Just a few sticks make up this newly initiated nest located approximately 90 feet up in tower CP20 
where the third and highest arm of the tower on the east side meets the main body of the tower. Single adult Red-
tailed Hawk observed bringing portion of what looks like a tumbleweed up to nest site and placing it in tower. 
Nearby pair of American Kestrels mobbed the adult for 10 minutes. Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew off to east, not to 
return for duration of 120-minute observation period. Pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks seen perched together in 
tower CP22 while third adult Red-tailed Hawk perched in tower CP23. No nest materials observed in towers CP21, 
22 or 23 today. - JDicus
03/31/2012 - No activity observed during 1.5 hours of observation. It appears that little to no additional material 
has been added to the nest since last monitoring entry. Nest still consists of only a few sticks. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - No substantial changes (or RTHA) observed. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - No substantial changes to the nest since 10 April. No RTHA detected in the area during 45 minutes 
of observation. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - No RTHA activity detected at any distance from the nest after 90 minutes of observation. The nest 
appears to be deteriorating and no improvements are visible. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - Most of the sticks have fallen from the tower and no Red-tailed Hawks have been detected in the 
area for several weeks. This nest has been closed because it never reached active status. - KAlberts

No

GRRO Greater Roadrunner 032312_lton_01 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 20 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/23/2012 4/14/2012 03/23/2012 - Monitor was surveying around vegetation off the road shoulder and heard bird flush. Monitor went 
to shrub and peeked in, saw 4 eggs, then retreated. Female retuned to nest shortly after. - LThoreson
03/31/2012 - At least 3 nestlings in nest, with adult GRRO nearby. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - 2 fully feathered and alert nestlings visible in nest. No adult present. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - 1 nestling remains: estimated to fledge in 1-2 days. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Nest shows no signs of predation and is empty, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032312_rrdd_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Riparian Scrubs Traffic 12 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/23/2012 4/16/2012 03/23/2012 - ANHU lying in complete nest. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Female leaves nest at 0813, returns at 0829 and remains on nest. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female observed feeding 2 nestlings at 0801. Nestlings appear scaly with emerging pinfeathers, 7-10 
days old. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - After being in the area for over 2 hours, the female ANHU was never observed attending the 
nestlings, whose bills were visible over the edge of the nest. The biologist approached the nest and used an 
extendable mirror to examine the nestlings. Both young were dead in the intact nest, with no sign of injury. They 
did not appear emaciated, so it is likely that they died of exposure during the weekend storm event. The nest is in 
an exposed location, with no foliage covering the nest. - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 032312_rrdd_02 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 8 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/23/2012 4/4/2012 03/23/2012 - BUSH female selecting nest site, subsequently making multiple trips by pair twisting spider silk into 
branch from 1515-1540. Buffer staked at 50 feet. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed and unable to locate nest. Suspect nest effort was abandoned but will wait for 
original observer to verify before closing nest. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No nest was observed at this location. Two pairs of Bushtits were observed visiting active Bushtit 
nests in the area and foraging near those nests, which are logged as 022912_lgan_15 and 040212_jdus_01. The 
Bushtit nest 032312_rrdd_02 was initially logged on March 23, 2012 when a Bushtit pair was seen just beginning 
to build a nest. The nest was only 2% complete on this date. During two nest monitoring efforts made since then, 
on March 30, 2012 and April 4, 2012, no nest was observed at this location. The only Bushtits observed in the 
area were foraging and visiting two active Bushtit nests logged as 022912_lgan_15 and 040212_jdus_01. The 
vegetation around the nest location was thoroughly checked and no nest was found. This nest did not reach an 
active stage and therefore can be considered closed. - LGorman

No

BUSH Bushtit 032412_jpki_01 TL 6915/6924 Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/24/2012 3/31/2012 03/24/2012 - Adults observed bringing material to 75% complete nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
03/31/2012 - No nest was found during today's nest check. The nest was still under construction during the last 
monitoring check on 03/31/12, and no egg shell fragments were found in the vicinity of the former nest. 
Therefore, it is presumed that the nest failed prior to egg laying. The cause is unknown. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 032412_jpki_02 TL6915/6924-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 4 100 50 50 Fledged 3/24/2012 4/17/2012 03/24/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to complete nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
03/31/2012 - Adult male observed bringing small green larva to nest. - MDicus
04/03/2012 - BUSH bringing food to nest at 0640. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest appears sound and maintained, but no visits detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No Bushtit activity was observed near the nest. However, not far down the road, a group of Bushtits 
was foraging extensively. At least 3 recently fledged young were closely following 2 adults, and were begging 
incessantly. This nest has successfully fledged. - VEurs

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 032412_lton_01 EP72-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - foundations 80 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/24/2012 4/12/2012 03/24/2012 - Biomonitor observed  Bushtit pair fly to nest. Nest appears to be complete or close to completion. - 
LThoreson
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visited nest without apparent nest material; nest in excellent condition. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Biomonitor reported observation of birds entering and leaving nest; possible nest exchange. - 
VNovik
04/12/2012 - Nest has been depredated. Bottom torn out and eggshell fragments found on branches below 
amidst pieces of nesting material. - MKuehn

No
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BUSH Bushtit 032412_lton_02 EP78-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Grading 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/24/2012 4/20/2012 03/24/2012 - A Bushtit pair was observed flying to the nest. The pair is assumed to be nest building. - LThoreson
03/29/2012 - Pair of Bushtits active and territorial at nest site; 1 Bushtit entered nest when avian biologist was 
within 4 feet while searching for nest location while other Bushtit perched 10 feet away. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 - Nest looks complete and bulky, but a green oak leaf appears to be positioned in the entrance hole, 
effectively plugging the entry. No Bushtits observed during 30-minute observation period. Checked back 3 hours 
later, when no Bushtits were observed during 20 minutes. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - In 20 minutes of passive observation from 20 feet, 2 adults approached nest on 2 occasions. Neither 
was seen carrying nesting material or food. Both entered nest and vacated 10 seconds later, then on next visit, 
neither entered but one pulled small amount of nesting material from entrance. No indication they are building a 
nest elsewhere. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest is severely damaged and torn open from side. Eggshell fragments found on ground below nest. 
Nest closed and all signs removed from buffer. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 032412_lton_03 EP78-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Grading 115 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/24/2012 4/20/2012 03/24/2012 - A biomonitor observed 2 Bushtits bringing nesting material to this nest. The nest appears to be 85% 
complete. - LThoreson
03/29/2012 - Pair of Bushtits bringing nest material to nest; 1 Bushtit entered nest with material in beak while 
avian biologist was 10 feet away during initial search for the nest, with a second Bushtit waiting its turn nearby. - 
PKonrad
04/05/2012 - Bushtit brought nesting material to nest that looks complete, except the area surrounding the 
entrance. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Pair of Bushtits entered nest with fluffy nesting material. Likely lining cup. One left immediately and 
the other remained inside for >2 minutes. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest is severely damaged and torn open from side. Eggshell fragments found on ground below nest. 
Nest closed and all signs removed from buffer. - MKuehn

No

GRRO Greater Roadrunner 032412_vers_01 TL 6915/6924-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 28 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/24/2012 4/2/2012 03/24/2012 - A roadrunner "came out of nowhere" and raced across the hillside. The biologist checked the one 
possible place where the roadrunner could have emerged and discovered the nest containing two nestlings with 
developing pin feathers. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Nestlings fully feathered. - MDicus
04/02/2012 - No evidence of predation (no feathers on ground or damage to nest). Nest was still in good 
condition. On March 31, fully-feathered nestlings were alive and alert, and no construction activities have 
occurred in the area recently. Indications are that the nest fledged. - MDicus

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032412_vers_02 TL 6915/6924-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 75 100 80 80 Nest did not reach active stage 3/24/2012 4/23/2012 03/24/2012 - Nest is in good condition with the rim almost complete but no lining. A pair of LEGOs came within 
40 feet of the nest, and a lone female came within 30 feet. However, no birds directly approached the nest. - 
VEurs
03/31/2012 - No activity at nest during 30 minutes of observation. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - Nest looks the same as it did upon initial detection, still unlined. After 30 minutes of observation, no 
LEGO's (or any birds) approached the nest. Nest declared inactive and buffer removed. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - The nest is in the same condition as on the previous visit. No LEGO activity detected around the 
nest. - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 032612_ahll_01 EP49-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/26/2012 4/24/2012 03/26/2012 - Male was observed bringing soft lining material to nest on several occasions. Male did not alter his 
nesting behavior when truck was at arroyo toad cattle guard for a few minutes. Nest appears to be 95% complete. 
ESA signs installed with drive through access only. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Nest appears complete but a bit weathered-looking. After 10 minutes of observing nest, a Bushtit 
flew to nest, entered nest, but did not come out during the next 15 minutes. No Bushtit calls during time in nest 
area. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - After 20 minutes a Bushtit was observed foraging in the area of the nest for about 5 minutes, then it 
visited the nest for 15 seconds and left. A Bushtit returned after 10 minutes, 5 minutes, and again after another 5 
minutes, apparently feeding nestlings. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Bushtits visited nest regularly after 8, 4, 3, and 6 minutes, indicating nestlings are being fed inside 
nest. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard during 15 minute observation period; checked nest and found it has 
been predated with the lower third of the nest pulled away and lying in 4 pieces on the ground. No sign of 
nestlings observed. Considering the amount of destruction to the nest, a large predator probably made the attack 
rather than the usual scrub jay suspects - closed. - PKonrad

No

PHAI Phainopepla 032612_elss_01 EP255-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats OH - wire stringing 125 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

3/26/2012 4/27/2012 03/26/2012 - Male incubating on nest, flew on approach, leading to nest discovery; 2 mottled tan eggs in nest. - 
ELoveless
03/30/2012 - Female Phainopepla incubating. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Still 2 eggs in nest; female off nest initially, but territorial nearby, returning to nest when avian 
biologist walked away. - PKonrad
04/14/2012 - Male perched on side of nest; nestlings expected to be inside nest, but did not want to displace the 
adult to verify nestling status. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No adult Phainopeplas observed or heard in area; 2 eggs still unhatched in well-formed nest. This 
nesting attempt may have failed, but will check back soon. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Still 2 unhatched eggs in nest, a month after nest, clutch, and pair of Phainopeplas was initially 
observed; no adults near nest again today - closed. Periodic but regular wire-stringing activities over the course of 
approximately 2 weeks within the nest cycle may have had some impact on this nest, but that cannot be 
determined, although the cause of abandonment may also have a natural basis. - PKonrad
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WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 032612_elss_02 EP91 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Traffic 40 100 85 85 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/26/2012 4/21/2012 03/26/2012 - Biomonitor observed Western Scrub-jay carrying nesting material to a sugar bush about every 45 
minutes. A nest about 90% complete was found in the sugar bush. - ELoveless
04/06/2012 - Nest is in good shape with a nice lining of fine grass, but no Western Scrub-jays were present. - 
PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest contains 2 speckled light-blue eggs; adult Western Scrub-jay perched just west of nest as soon 
as avian biologist left area; clutch is probably not a full clutch yet. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - Nest is empty, but otherwise appears in good condition. No eggshell fragment present in nest or on 
branches or ground below. Likely predated. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 032612_elss_04 Jacumba Valley Ranch CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 20 100 10 10 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

3/26/2012 5/4/2012 03/26/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material inside tire once during 45 minute observation. - ELoveless
04/06/2012 - No House Finches observed or heard in area of nest site. Unclear if black wheel covers and bird 
deterrents were in place during initial observation or added since that time. Questionable if this nest is still active. 
- PKonrad
04/14/2012 - No sign of House Finches; heavy plastic cover over wheel has torn away and is flapping in the wind. 
Notified for repair. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Female inside nest site during the entire 30-minute observation. Male visited nest twice and was 
frequently observed perched and singing near the nest site. - ELoveless
04/27/2012 - Nest checked also on 4/20, but no nest-related activity was observed. Today, no activity at the nest 
site, although House Finches are active nearby. Status of this nest uncertain. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - No House Finch activity in area. It appears this nesting attempt was unsuccessful judging by the nest 
monitoring history and lack of finch activity here recently - closed. - PKonrad

No

CORA Common Raven 032612_fhan_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/26/2012 3/27/2012 03/26/2012 - Nest has been constructed for at least 4 days. Appears 50% or more complete. One CORA in area 
vocalizing and perching. - FHoffman
03/27/2012 - The nesting attempt is located near the top of an A-frame within Sycamore Substation. The pair was 
observed adding material yesterday, March 26. The nest is approximately 40-50% complete based on visible 
material and size/quantity of material being carried to the nest site, which is not yet developed enough to support 
eggs. No eggs or young present (as determined by nest stage). Deterrents have been installed to prevent cavity 
nesters, but were not successful in deterring stick nests. While no raven deterrents are installed on the A-frame 
where the CORA nest attempt is located, it should also be noted that this is an energized substation limiting 
access for deterrent installation and removal, as well as the type of deterrents that can be used. An orange cone 
will be placed after the nesting material is removed, to deter future nesting. Additionally, both project and non-
project work has been occurring regularly at the substation. The pair was observed nest building on March 26 
while a project crew was conducting a circuit breaker replacement 60-120 feet from the nest attempt. Per the 
NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a deterrent. A delay due to allowing the nest cycle to continue would 
likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure 
system reliability. Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 3/27/2012. - KAlberts
03/27/2012 - Concurrence with a nest removal request was received on 03/27/12. The nest was still under 
construction and appeared to be approximately 50-60% constructed upon removal. As a precaution, the worker 
tasked with nest removal was instructed to look into the nest to verify the nest contained no eggs. The worker 
confirmed the nest was empty and removed it, installing in its place an orange construction cone. The cone was 
wedged into the gap to deter the ravens from rebuilding in this location. During this period, one Common Raven 
was observed soaring and vocalizing outside the substation but did not approach the nest vicinity. - MDicus
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BUSH Bushtit 032612_fhan_03 CP08-2-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 6 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/26/2012 5/11/2012 03/26/2012 - Pair actively building and vocalizing. Multiple trips with material observed. Nest in early stages circa 
30% complete. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - BUSH observed adding fluffy nest material at 0959. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - During a 75-minute observation period, BUSH pair approached the nest twice. On the first occasion, 
the female added very fine spider webs or hair to the nest. On the second visit, one bird added coarser material. 
They spent the majority of the time foraging on the surrounding hillsides. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - The Bushtit pair spent the first part of the observation period foraging downslope. The female then 
approached the nest, without anything in her bill. She entered the nest and remained inside for well over 20 
minutes, through the end of the observations. The male spent this time foraging downslope and perching in the 
branches around the nest. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - The nest is intact after recent rains. Both adults were foraging in the nest tree as the biologist 
arrived. They approached the nest several times, and the female eventually entered carrying an insect. However, 
no nestlings were heard, and she remained inside for over 10 minutes, so the food was likely for herself. As the 
male foraged, he would bring insects back to the nest tree and consume them there. - VEurs
05/04/2012 - After 80 minutes of observation, no Bushtit activity was detected at the nest, which appears to be in 
good condition. It should be noted that at one point a pair of BUSH landed in the tree above the nest, but at the 
same time, a dump truck drove past. The pair flew from the tree and seemed to resume foraging. At another 
point 20-30 minutes later, a female landed in a shrub about 20 feet from the nest, with an insect in her mouth. 
Again, a dump truck passed at that moment and the female disappeared from view. Bushtits were actively 
foraging downslope during the entire observation period. However, it seems the regular passage every 20-30 
minutes of the dump truck may have been temporarily deterring approaches to the nest. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - The neck of the nest is detached from the anchor point on the branches above. There appears to be 
a hole in the bottom, but the nest is too high for the biologist to inspect it directly. The nest is elongated and most 
likely was predated, despite its well-disguised location. This nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes 
and is now closed. - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 032612_imll_01 EP112-3-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 80 100 80 80 Presumed Fledged 3/26/2012 4/30/2012 03/26/2012 - Pair observed adding fine nesting material and lining to a nearly complete nest 3 times during 45 
minutes while no work was occurring. - IMaunsell
04/05/2012 - Unable to access road through locked gate; will return tomorrow. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Pair in vicinity with 1 adult observed carrying food to nest and leaving with fecal sac. - JPawlicki
04/16/2012 - Pair of Bushtits bringing beakfuls of caterpillars and bugs to nest every 2 to 4 minutes. - PKonrad
04/23/2012 - Nest is in good shape, but no Bushtits visited the nest during 30 minute observation period. 
However, there are several Bushtits active in the area, including 1 pair south of the nest. Unsure if nestlings have 
fledged at this time and will check back soon to double-check. - PKonrad
04/30/2012 - No Bushtits observed in the area; the nest is in good shape although  the nesting material 
surrounding the entrance hole is a bit worn. Nestlings appear to have fledged and may have been the Bushtits 
observed south of the nest last week - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

HOFI House Finch 032612_lgan_01 TL 6915 - 171684 69kv Structure Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 30 30 Fledged 3/26/2012 4/26/2012 03/26/2012 - A female house finch was seen bringing nest material into an insulator bracket at the top of 69kv 
pole Z171684. The male was singing from the top of the pole while the female brought material. The percent 
completeness is unknown. Two orange bird buffer ESA signs were placed 30 feet from the base of the monopole 
containing the nest on the access road to the north. - LGorman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0855 to 0905. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - No HOFI activity observed. - RRadd
04/18/2012 - No activity observed. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - A male HOFI was observed feeding several begging fledglings not far from the nest. The nest has 
fledged successfully and is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 032612_mkhn_01 TL 6924 - 171687 69kv Structure Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 215 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/26/2012 4/10/2012 03/26/2012 - Adults visited nest with food several times and fed young. Visits took place with a biologist standing 
8, 15, and 25 feet away (different visits). Adult fed then sat on nest with biologist 8 feet away, and did not flush 
when biologist walked away. Two nestlings present, eyes still closed, and they appeared to be 4-6 days old. 100-
foot buffer established and marked with 5 signs (all on north side of nest). - MKuehn
04/01/2012 - CATH at nest at 0903. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - At least 3 downy nestlings with no pinfeathers visible in nest, appear to be about 6 days old. - 
HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest is clean empty and intact, suggesting successful fledging. - RRadd

Yes

NUWO Nuttall's Woodpecker 032612_rabe_01 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 16 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/26/2012 4/2/2012 03/26/2012 - Presumed Nuttall's Woodpecker nest due to being closest woodpecker species observed in general 
area, within 20 feet, over last week. Fresh cavity entrance in Sambucus mexicana approximately three inches 
deep. Inner cavity has not been started. 100-foot drive through only buffer staked. - RAbe
04/02/2012 - Cavity excavation has progressed since last week, with inner cavity now exposed. No woodpeckers 
observed in area, but entrance hole size is consistent with Picoides nuttallii. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No cavity nesters observed associating with this location on either of several visits today and 
yesterday. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Cavity has not been improved since April 2. No NUWO detections. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Cavity has not advanced since April 2, and no woodpeckers detected. - RRadd
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HOFI House Finch 032612_rabe_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 75 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/26/2012 4/12/2012 03/26/2012 - Three pale, blue-green unmarked eggs in cup nest suggesting House Finch. Multiple House Finch 
pairs observed in area over last week or so carrying nest building material in immediate area by biomonitors. One 
pair was observed in the immediate area of the nest multiple times today. 30 foot buffer staked. - RAbe
04/02/2012 - HOFI pair within a few feet of nest. 2 eggs now in nest. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest contains 1 broken egg, however a HOFI exited the nest on approach, suggesting the nest 
remains viable. - RRadd
04/12/2012 - Eggshell remains found in nest. No activity in area.  Nest appears to have been predated. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 032612_vers_01 TL 6924 - 171682 69kv Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 200 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 3/26/2012 4/25/2012 03/26/2012 - A pair of HOFI were seen on the wire next to pole 171682. A short time later, the female was seen 
carrying grassy material into the bracket for an insulator arm. She returned within 10 minutes with more material, 
and the male attempted to copulate with her. She carried the material into the bracket while the male perched 
nearby, singing. - VEurs
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0920 to 0930. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - No HOFI during observation period 0900 to 0925. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No activity observed during 45 minute observation period. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - No HOFI activity at the nest after 45 minutes of observation. HOFI's entered each of the upper 
brackets, but none appeared interested in the lower bracket. Lack of activity at this nest site over the past month 
leads the biologist to change its status from "active" to "closed." - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 032612_vnik_01 69kV-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - maintenance 45 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/26/2012 4/26/2012 03/26/2012 - Bushtit making several trips to nest with material. Appears to be lining nest. - VNovik
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0907 to 0917. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest appears complete, well protected and attached. No BUSH detected during late afternoon 
observation. - RRadd
04/18/2012 - No activity observed during noon observation period - BArnold
04/26/2012 - At the start of the observation period, the biologist noted the unusual appearance of the nest. After 
30 minutes with no BUSH activity, the biologist approached the nest to examine it closely. The nest is very 
stretched out at the top, with the nest entrance lower down than is usual on a BUSH nest. The entrance hole also 
seems larger than normal and faces up toward the sky. It doesn't seem that the nest was predated. Rather, its 
damaged condition seems to be a result of a string of storm events this area has recently experienced. Based on 
nesting cycle, it is possible that this nest contained eggs when it failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 032712_elss_01 EP117-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 70 70 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 5/14/2012 03/27/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed carrying and adding material to a nest that is approximately 90% 
complete. - ELoveless
04/05/2012 - Small Bushtit nest appears complete, but has a unique 'dent' in chamber below the entrance. No 
Bushtits observed or heard. - PKonrad
04/14/2012 - Nest appears unchanged; no Bushtit activity in area; status may not be active. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed adding material to nest 1 time during the 90-minute observation period. - 
ELoveless
04/25/2012 - After 15 minutes, a male Bushtit flew toward nest with a white object in its bill (food or nest 
material?), but avian biologist's presence 50 feet away seemed to distress the bird, so biologist left the area. - 
PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Nest checked at request of PAR construction. Female Bushtit observed entering nest and remaining 
inside while male foraged nearby. Nest appears 100% complete and in good condition. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Uncertain what the status of this nesting attempt is at this time; nest looks normal; no Bushtits were 
observed initially. But after 5 minutes the pair flew in from the south, very aware of avian monitor 35 feet from 
nest and seemingly hesitant to go to nest. Female went to nest and may have stayed there. Male went to nest a 
minute later and returned a short distance south, where it seemed to begin foraging. Never observed anything in 
the birds' beaks - could be egg laying or they may have nestlings. - PKonrad
05/07/2012 - No Bushtits were observed during a 30-minute period. The nest is the same although the top is a bit 
roughed up and an inert hole has been poked into the side of the nest below the entrance. The hole looks like a 
jay attempted predation, but the hole does not enter the interior of the nest. It was verbally recommended that 
an avian biologist should observe this nest site for an extended period to ascertain the present status of the nest 
as soon as possible. - PKonrad
05/14/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard during a 30-minute observation period. Nest is small and weathered. 
This nest has been hard to track during monitoring because the adults exhibited rather erratic behavior that made 
trying to assess the status of this nest week to week difficult to impossible - closed. - PKonrad
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WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 032712_elss_02 EP114-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 50 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 3/27/2012 4/27/2012 03/27/2012 - A pair of Western Scrub-jays was observed carrying and adding nesting material to a nest that is 
approximately 95% complete. - ELoveless
04/02/2012 - Observations of bio-monitor C. Frey over 2 days - March 29, 2012 - 0730; 2 Western Scrub Jays were 
observed away from nest by 75 to 150 feet with no crew onsite. A chase occurred with other pair of jays, and 1 
flew to nest while generator running and full crew present. An individual did not appear to have nesting material. 
Other individual of the pair perched 50 feet away; the pair left after 15 minutes and returned about an hour later 
with nesting material several times while crew worked on Leg A; generator not in use. March 30, 2012 - 0740; 
Common Raven perched on boulder 10 feet from Western Scrub Jay nest. Western Scrub Jay pair flew to over 100 
feet away and avoided going to rest while Common Raven present. After raven flew away with nest material, 
biologist used binoculars to look in nest, and no eggs were present. 0820; the Western Scrub Jay pair returned 
with material while a crew was present; no equipment running. - LThoreson
04/03/2012 - Observations of onsite monitor: 1331 - observed 2 Western Scrub Jays perched approximately 150 
feet south of EP114 tower site. 1341 - observed the pair of jays flying north behind the boulders where the nest is 
located. 1444 - observed pair of jays across the road east of EP114 tower site on ground. Pair did not alarm call, 
and rotor wash debris did not go near nest site. - VNovik
04/04/2012 - Monitor reported following : 0855 - observed 1 Western Scrub Jay perching on top of boulder next 
to nest and flying into vegetation below boulder. 1000 - observed 2 Common Ravens perched on a boulder by 
nest. The 2 Common Ravens were then  observed flying east of the site with a Red-tailed hawk. 1045 - observed 
the pair of Common Ravens fly from behind boulders north of site and head south. Did not observe any Western 
Scrub Jays during K-max activities or directly prior to K-max activities. Rotor wash and debris did not go near nest. - 
VNovik
04/07/2012 - Nest monitored during Crux micropile testing on legs D and A within nest buffer authorized in 
variance received 4/5/2012. Ground work and K-Max activity began at 1100.  Nest observations: At 1043, 3 scrub 
jays observed flying from south to north toward nest. One jay perched on a shrub adjacent to nest and watched 
crew for about five minutes. Jay pair flew from nest location southward out of site before any work activities 
occurred. Pair was observed to east of site at approximately 1645. Possibly different pair seen flying from general 
vicinity of nest soon after. Nest appears fully built and in good condition, no eggs or young present. No helicopter 
rotor wash was observed to impact the nest. - RQuilley
04/09/2012 - Biomonitor Anna Bryant reported Western Scrub-jays were observed perching on boulders in 
vicinity of nest and flew into vegetation near nest. Throughout day, biologist observed jays perching on vegetation 
surrounding the site. - VNovik
04/16/2012 - Western Scrub-Jay incubating tightly on nest; did not move when biologist was within 20 feet. - 
PKonrad
04/23/2012  No jays observed in area; nest empty but it is large  well built and the lining of the nest bowl is 

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 032712_esds_01 EP95-N Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 4/12/2012 03/27/2012 - As biologists inspected the nest location during the nesting bird survey, a Western Scrub Jay 
swooped down to the nest location making harsh vocalizations. WESJ then perched on a nearby shrub and did not 
leave this perch until biologists left the area. - EStrods
04/06/2012 - Adult Western Scrub-jay incubating 3 speckled light-blue eggs in large nest. Jay slipped out the back 
of the sugar bush as avian biologist approached the site, but quickly returned to nest as biologist walked away. - 
PKonrad
04/12/2012 - No eggs in empty nest; no Western Scrub-jays in area. Since eggs were observed on the previous 
visit, it appears the nest has been predated, although no sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings are evident, and the 
nest shows no deterioration. Only the fact that the nest is empty points to predation as the greatest potential 
cause of nest failure. - PKonrad

No

CATH California Thrasher 032712_jdus_01 EP99-2-N-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 30 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 4/20/2012 03/27/2012 - Found nest during active nesting bird survey. Did not hear bird leave the nest. Nest has 1 egg in it. 
Female returned to nest 5 minutes after logging the location. - JDicus
04/06/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; did not leave nest; eggs probably close to hatching. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Adult California Thrasher brooding 2 small downy nestlings. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Nest is empty. Timing is premature for successful fledging of young. Likely predated. Incubation 
began on 3/28, with hatching expected on 4/11 and fledging not expected until 4/25 at the earliest. No feces on 
rim or branches surrounding nest. No feathers or remains detected in vicinity of nest. No fledglings or adults 
detected within 50 feet of nest in 20 minutes of observation. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

CATH California Thrasher 032712_jdus_02 EP99-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 65 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 4/6/2012 03/27/2012 - The nest was discovered during an active nesting bird survey. Biologist saw 1 egg and 1 nestling. The 
egg had a small hole in it and appeared to be about to hatch. - JDicus
04/06/2012 - California Thrasher nest is empty and there is no sign of nestlings or adults. Fine material used to 
form bowl of nest has been pulled up throughout the nest bowl. Appears predation is the most likely cause of 
nest failure - closed. - PKonrad

No

HOFI House Finch 032712_mdus_01 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/27/2012 5/11/2012 03/27/2012 - A female House Finch was observed making multiple trips to a nest carrying bits of dried annuals 
and small twigs. The male accompanied her on several trips, singing from a nearby perch. Percentage of 
completion is difficult to estimate, as the nest is not completely visible. - MDicus
04/02/2012 - Pair perched on tower near nest, male chases away other nearby HOFIs. Nest appears nearly 
complete. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - HOFI pair visiting and defending this nest, but not observed in nest at 1316. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - HOFI activity continues. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - HOFI lying in nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Unable to see into nest, but activity of male suggests this nest is still active at 1100. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Nest is no longer present. - RRadd
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BUSH Bushtit 032712_rqey_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - tower erection 45 100 40 40 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 5/8/2012 03/27/2012 - Pair observed actively adding material to nest during a 30 minute period. Nest is about 90% 
complete and is very close to the road edge. Pair flew away from nest during passing of slow drive-through traffic. 
- RQuilley
04/05/2012 - Bushtit brought material to nest, positioning it onto the top of the nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Both adults entered nest with fluffy material. Likely lining nest cup. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest observed passively from a concealed location 15 feet away. After 12 minutes, an adult flew to 
nest and entered, remaining inside for next 3 minutes. - MKuehn
04/24/2012 - K-Max flew legs to site. No rotor wash detected at nest tree. Winds are from north, and K-Max 
approached from south, using a 100-foot longline. Conditions were favorable for work. Shrubs on south side of 
work area appeared to be moving from rotor wash.  Bushtit was observed entering nest on regular basis and 
appeared unaffected by work activities. - VNovik
04/26/2012 - Adults observed entering and leaving nest before, during, and after skycrane operation. Wind was 
from the west and skycrane approached from east, causing minimal prop wash to hit nest. The nest branch did 
move from side to side due to rotor wash, however there was no damage caused to the nest. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - Prior to work activity, Bushtits observed bringing food to nest repeatedly. 1037-1041: 500 
helicopter hovered between 100-600 feet out of buffer with no observed impact to nest.  1038-1041: Skycrane 
approached from east and set tower layback. No rotor wash was observed at nest location. Bushtits returned to 
nest immediately following aircrane departure.  1251-1258: 500 helicopter hovered about 200 feet to southwest 
of nest. Pair was not observed returning to nest during this period.  1254-1257: Skycrane approached from east 
and set tower bridge. Rotor wash observed affecting the nest for 10 seconds with approximately 10-20 mph gusts. 
The nest remained intact and appears undamaged. Bushtit pair returned to nest within 10 minutes of all skycrane 
activities carrying food. Pair was observed returning to nest for the remainder of the day during all back bolting 
work and behaved naturally. - RQuilley
05/03/2012 - Both adults observed carrying food into nest. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - No activity at nest for 20 minutes. Nest has been torn open at the top on the north side, and a small 
hole is present at the bottom on the north side. Feathers and nest lining are strewn among branches below nest. 
Adults detected 30 feet away and were not observed carrying food; only foraging. Observations indicate nestlings 
hatched between 4/24 and 4/27 and would have been expected to fledge no sooner than 5/12. Nest appears to 
have been predated. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 032712_rqey_02 EP79-E-A Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/27/2012 TBD 03/27/2012 - Bushtit pair observed actively adding material to nest. Nest is approximately 50% complete. Pair did 
not appear disturbed by drive through traffic; 75 foot buffer given due to high exposure of nest to line of sight. - 
RQuilley
04/05/2012 - Nest complete although no Bushtits observed during 30 minute observation period. Checked back 4 
hours later, but no Bushtit activity observed during 15 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest appears complete and intact. No activity at nest during 20-minute observation from 40 feet 
away. Bushtits heard briefly within 30 feet of nest. - MKuehn
04/21/2012 - Both adults visited nest carrying soft fluffy nesting material inside, and leaving immediately. It 
appears they are not yet incubating or egg laying. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Again, both adults visited nest carrying soft fluffy nesting material inside, and left immediately. May 
be egg laying but not incubating yet. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - 3 different adult Bushtits were observed carrying food into nest in succession. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Adults observed entering nest with food. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to nest 1 time during 45 minute observation - ELoveless

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 032712_sjon_01 EP70 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - foundations 250 100 40 40 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 4/24/2012 03/27/2012 - Bushtit pair observed building nest using material from a nearby Bushtit nest (nest ID 
032012_lton_01). Nest is approximately 25 percent complete. A recently failed nest is approximately 15 feet away 
(nest ID 032012_lton_01). Pair was nest building and collecting material within 5 feet of a biologist. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks complete; Bushtits heard nearby, but no Bushtit visited nest during 30-minute 
observation period. Checked back a second time, but no Bushtits observed during 10-minute period. - PKonrad
04/14/2012 - 4/9/2012observation - Nest appears good, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 25 minute 
observation period. Uncertain status. - PKonrad
04/16/2012 - Bushtit observed entering nest after approximately 15 minutes of observation. - SJohnston
04/24/2012 - No Bushtits were observed or heard during the first 15 minutes of this observation period, but when 
the nest was checked at close quarters, it was missing. Only a small remnant of the top of the nest was still 
attached to the tree, and the rest of the nest could not be found. A predator appears to have torn the nest off the 
anchoring branch and removed it from the nest site. No sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings in the area - closed. - 
PKonrad

No

CATH California Thrasher 032712_tcer_01 EP96-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 15 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 4/6/2012 03/27/2012 - Adult California Thrasher on nest with 1 egg. - TCooper
04/06/2012 - Nest is empty and the lining of fine grasses has been pulled up almost throughout the nest bowl. 
Appears the nest has been predated, and there is no sign of eggs or eggshells in nest or surrounding area, and no 
thrashers noted in area - closed. - PKonrad

No
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BEWR Bewick's Wren 032812_ahll_01 EP35-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 5 100 70 70 Nest did not reach active stage 3/28/2012 4/18/2012 03/28/2012 - Observed male bringing sticks to nest cavity several times, and singing in area around nest. Did not 
observe female with male. Male BEWR bringing nesting material to a suitable cavity, sing, with the intent of 
attracting a female with his nest base. Nest is 5 % complete. - AHill
04/04/2012 - Nest appears almost complete, lining material present, heard BEWR sing 20 feet away. Pair built 
nest approximately 2 feet inside railing away from entrance. - AHill
04/11/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0700 in light rain. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0635 to 0705. Nest material does not appear to have been moved 
in the past week. Mud at nest entrance has remained undisturbed over the past week. Examination of interior 
with a mirror shows that nest materials are arranged haphazardly with no nest cup established. Nest closed. - 
HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 032812_bald_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/28/2012 3/28/2012 03/28/2012 - House finches were observed bringing nest material to lower, eastern cable 'L' hollow arm bracket. 
The nesting attempt was approximately 60% complete and does not contain eggs or young. House finches 
continued bringing material during construction activity in this and adjacent monopoles and per the NBMMP, 
active work is considered a form of deterrent. Also, ribbon was placed at multiple points around the work area. 
SDG&E needed to access these steel riser monopoles over the next few weeks to QA/QC items identified during 
the recent testing of the underground system, and to conduct possible repair work. After determining there were 
no eggs, this nest material was removed and photographed per the NBMMP. SDG&E will install plastic around all 
brackets and other deterrents in an attempt to preclude bird nesting on these monopoles. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 032812_bald_02 CP88-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/28/2012 3/28/2012 03/28/2012 - House finch observed visiting cable clamp 'C' brackets. While an avian biologist was present, 
lineman reported small accumulation of material, with no eggs, that avian biologist confirmed. House Finches 
continued to bring material while lineman was working within 2 feet of 'C' bracket with nest material.  The nesting 
attempt was approximately 5% complete. Bird repellent ribbon was in place around the work pad. Furthermore, 
testing work has occurred at this location over the past few weeks and per the NBMMP, active work is considered 
a form of a deterrent. These House Finches were not disturbed by human presence or construction activity. 
SDG&E needs to have access to these poles over the next few weeks to conduct QA/QC work and possible repair 
work identified in the recently completed testing. After determining that there were no eggs present, this nest 
material was removed and photographed. SDG&E will install plastic over the brackets and other deterrents to 
discourage future nesting. - BArnold

No

CATH California Thrasher 032812_esds_01 EP99-2-N-A Road Area Chaparrals Other 90 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 4/20/2012 03/28/2012 - This nest was located during active nest searching. The nest was observed for a short period after it 
was located. No bird was seen actively using the nest, however the nest appears to have been built very recently. 
This nest appears to have been built by a WESJ or a CATH. Biologists suggest monitoring this nest for further 
activity. - EStrods
04/03/2012 - Observations incidental to conducting 3 day pre-construction nest survey yielded a California 
Thrasher visiting nest with 3 eggs. Changed status to active and added species ID to pen tab. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - Nest contains 3 speckled light-turquoise eggs; heard adult leave nest, but didn't see it. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Nest is empty and lining appears mussed inside cup. Likely predated since earliest possible hatch 
date based on observations is 4/14 and nestlings would only be 6 days old today (expected to fledge no earlier 
than 4/28). No eggshells, feathers, or remains found below or near nest. No adults detected in area in 10 minutes 
of passive observation. Closed nest and removed buffer signs. - MKuehn

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 032812_esds_03 EP99-2-N-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 87 100 80 80 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 4/27/2012 03/28/2012 - This nest was built with medium-sized sticks which included a tightly formed bowl built with finer 
plant material. The nest appears to be that of a WESJ or CATH. The nest was located during active searching. No 
birds were seen back at the nest or within the vicinity after it was located. Biologists suggest that this nest be 
monitored for further activity. - EStrods
04/07/2012 - Very quiet in100-foot butter of nest. Approached rest and no activity heard and saw nothing in nest. 
Nest remains in excellent condition. - LThoreson
04/16/2012 - Bird slipped away from nest unseen, but 2 Western Scrub-Jay pairs were very territorial, perched at 
tallest nearby locations calling while avian biologist quickly checked nest with 3 brown-speckled light-blue eggs in 
it. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Large rattlesnake 2 feet north of nest. Adult WESJ near and scolding. Nest contains 4 eggs. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Nest is empty and lining is mussed in cup. Appears to have been predated. Timing is too early for 
fledging young, as the nest contained eggs 6 days ago. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 032812_fhan_01 EP85-2-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - tower erection 270 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 4/22/2012 03/28/2012 - Bushtit nest appears nearly complete as pair are collecting feathers for lining. - FHoffman
04/05/2012 - Nest complete, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 20 minute observation period; may be at 
egg laying stage when Bushtits visit nest less or are inside nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest appears intact. Passively observed for 15 minutes from 30 feet. No birds left or went to nest. 
Three Bushtits foraged within 50 feet of nest for 10 minutes. - MKuehn
04/22/2012 - This nest has been destroyed and was likely depredated. Bottom portion of nest still in tree and 
many pieces of nesting material strewn among branches below. No eggshell fragments located, but timing and 
previous observations indicate eggs were likely present. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032912_hwey_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 25 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/29/2012 5/9/2012 03/29/2012 - Female observed lying on nest, making brief forays to feed, then immediately returning. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 1214. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female on nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female perches on edge of nest and feeds nestling at 1214, then settles on nest. 1 visible nestling, 
appears 1-2 days old. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - 1 nestling visible in nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Female and 2 nestlings visible on nest at 1240. Nestlings appear fully feathered. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest at 1015, appearing fully feathered and capable of leaving the nest. - 
HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Nest empty, no sign of predation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 032912_jdus_01 EP91 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Traffic 70 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/29/2012 4/27/2012 03/29/2012 - During active searches on a nesting bird survey, a twig nest lined with strips of bark, grasses and 
other fine vegetative material was found in a sugar bush. The nest was monitored periodically throughout the 
survey from various distances. A pair of California Thrashers was seen 100 feet from nest, and a pair of Western 
Scrub Jays was seen approaching to within 15 feet of the nest. No birds were seen going to the nest, though the 
WESJ were seen with fine lining material perched 80 feet from the nest, and the nest may be theirs. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Approached nest area and saw female California Thrasher on nest when 3 feet away. Halted 
approach and stood still; female then left nest and 3 eggs were observed in nest. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - Adult California Thrasher incubating, tight on nest. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - Nest contains 3 downy nestlings ranging in age from about 2-4 days old. Expected fledge date is 5/1 
to 5/3. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Nest is empty, and oldest nestling would have been only 10 days old today. Nest is otherwise in 
good condition. No nestling feathers or remains in or under nest on ground or branches. Apparently predated. - 
MKuehn

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032912_mdus_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/29/2012 4/25/2012 03/29/2012 - Female observed adding material to a nest that is approximately 80% constructed. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - Female Anna's Hummingbird flies to nest at 0739 and remains on nest. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Female ANHU comes to nest and settles at 1224. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - ANHU settles on nest at 0944; no indications of hatched young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest no longer present and branch is broken. Nest presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

HOWR House Wren 032912_mdus_03 Hartung CY-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/29/2012 TBD 03/29/2012 - Adult wren observed making multiple trips with twigs and leaves from the base of a tamarisk 
(Tamarix sp.) across the access road to a cavity in the end of a large broken limb. - MDicus
04/06/2012 - HOWR enters nest at 1155. 2nd HOWR scolding squirrel nearby. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Incessant HOWR singing but not observed at cavity. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - HOWR pair continue activity at this nest. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOWR male sings at entry periodically, moves to nest guard when female departs nest at 1625, 
suggesting incubation. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Male bringing feather, female bringing food; many trips from 1546-1608. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - HOWR pair continue to feed this nest from 0716-0736. - RRadd

TBD

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch 032912_rqey_02 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/29/2012 TBD 03/29/2012 - Pair of Whit-breasted Nuthatches observed bringing nesting material to cavity multiple times. - 
RQuilley
04/05/2012 - No nuthatches observed or heard during short observation period; returned 2 hours later for 20 
minutes (while traffic permitted), but no nuthatch activity noted. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Passively observed nest for 15 minutes from 25 feet away. After 2 minutes, male approached cavity 
with food and female emerged from nest. Male fed female away from nest, and female re-entered cavity 5 
minutes later, and remained on nest for next 8 minutes. Male fed female on nest 7 minutes after she re-entered. - 
MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Male approached cavity with food, and female emerged begging. Male fed female 12 inches from 
cavity opening, then both left vicinity of nest to forage. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Male approached cavity with food and female emerged, took food in her bill and carried it into 
cavity. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - Male approached cavity with food, and female emerged and left, then male carried food into cavity. 
- MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Male carried food into cavity. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Both adults entered cavity with food and left without it. Nest is expected to fledge very soon. - 
MKuehn

TBD
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BEWR Bewick's Wren 032912_vnik_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 2 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/29/2012 4/29/2012 03/29/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren make several trips to nest location with nesting material. - VNovik
04/05/2012 - No Bewick's Wrens observed or heard, but nest appears complete with feathered lining, built on 
ground beneath silt fence material. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - No activity at nest during 20 minutes of passive observation. Male and female BEWR heard 
vocalizing within 40 feet of nest. Contents checked after passive observation period. Nest contains 4 eggs. - 
MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest observed passively for 8 minutes from 15 feet away. After 3 minutes, both adults approached 
nest and 1 entered, remaining inside for 5+ minutes. - MKuehn
04/29/2012 - No activity at nest and no BEWR detected in area for 20 minutes. Nest found to be empty with lining 
mussed. No other signs of disturbance to nest site. No eggshells present in or near nest on ground. Incubation did 
not begin until at least 4/13, so earliest hatching date is 4/18 and earliest fledge date is 5/12. Nest appears to 
have been predated with eggs or nestlings. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 033012_elss_01 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE4

Substation Chaparrals Traffic 35 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 3/30/2012 4/3/2012 03/30/2012 - A pair was observed adding nesting material. The nest appears about 60% complete. - ELoveless
04/03/2012 - Nest no longer present and apparently depredated (likely by corvid) with pieces of nest strewn near 
nest shrub - nest closed. Pair of Bushtits still observed in vicinity with one observed carrying nesting material to 
location over 100 feet to SE. Nest was monitored for activity on 4/3/12. A pair of Bushtits were initially observed 
foraging near nest shrub after which the male was observed with nesting material and proceeded to fly out of 
sight to SW. Nest was then searched for and was discovered to be depredated, as portions of nest were present in 
adjacent branches and on ground underneath nest location. Shrubs to SE of old nest were then searched for a 
partially built new nest, but none were observed within 100 feet of access road. Pair was then observed briefly 
foraging to north of old nest location. Regarding nest outcome determination, contents of nest were unknown at 
time of depredation, but likely did not contain eggs or young as nest was still in building stage when logged/last 
monitored on 3/30/12. - JPawlicki

No

HOWR House Wren 033012_jdus_01 TL 6915/6924-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/30/2012 TBD 03/30/2012 - Adult House Wren makes multiple trips to nest cavity with material. - JDicus
04/09/2012 - Although 2 adult wrens were singing, calling and foraging in the vicinity of the nest, neither bird 
approached the cavity during an hour of observation. However, the presence of a large Western Fence Lizard atop 
the snag with the cavity for approximately 40 minutes may have deterred the HOWRs from entering the cavity. 
The birds came within 10-15 feet of the snag, but no closer. - VEurs
04/10/2012 - No HOWR detected during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - After an hour of observation, no wren activity was observed at the nest cavity. A single HOWR was 
moving about the area and briefly came within 15 feet of the cavity, but never approached it. - VEurs
04/25/2012 - At the start of the observation period, the male HOWR briefly perched on the top of the snag 
containing the nest cavity. He then clung to the lip of the cavity and peered inside. He moved about the area, 
singing from different perches and once chasing off a Bewick's Wren. Later he moved to the area below the nest 
cavity, where he interacted with a female who entered the nest cavity. She was not carrying any food item and 
remained in the cavity through the end of observations (another 15 minutes) which suggests she is incubating. 
The male continued to sing from various perches. - VEurs
04/29/2012 - Duplicate for record of 4/25. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - The male wren made several trips into the cavity with insects during 15 minutes of observation. - 
VEurs
05/10/2012 - Both adults made several trips with food into the nest cavity within 10 minutes. Nestlings were 
heard vocalizing each time. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 033012_mkhn_01 CP88-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/30/2012 3/30/2012 03/30/2012 - House finch observed visiting cable clamp 'C' brackets. Biomonitor K. Vittum reported small 
accumulation of material, with no eggs. House Finches continued to bring material while lineman was working on 
the tower. These House Finches were not disturbed by human presence or construction activity. SDG&E needs to 
have access to these poles sporadically over the next few weeks to conduct QA/QC work identified in the recently 
completed testing. After determining that there were no eggs present, this nest material was removed and 
photographed. SDG&E has taped closed all openings to these brackets (including this one after nest was removed) 
to prevent future nesting activity from occurring. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 033012_sjon_01 EP11-3-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 6 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/30/2012 4/22/2012 03/30/2012 - Nest appears complete. Pair observed entering the nest. - SJohnston
04/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest, but several Bushtits were actively foraging within 20 feet of nest. - 
HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which appears slightly damaged, but not beyond use. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - No activity observed from 0915 to 0945. Large hole visible in side of nest, likely caused by a 
predator. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 033012_sjon_02 EP12-3 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Traffic 350 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/30/2012 4/15/2012 03/30/2012 - Nest appears complete. Pair observed entering the nest. - SJohnston
04/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no Bushtits detected from 1015 to 1030. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Nest is torn and empty, with feathers stuck to nearby branches. Nest 
closed, most likely predated. - HWinfrey

No
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CALT California Towhee 033112_jdus_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 20 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/31/2012 4/19/2012 03/31/2012 - Nest found while driving out after survey was completed. No activity observed, in 15 minutes but 
nest is newly constructed and in fine condition. Nest should be monitored for activity. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - 3 eggs in nest, light blue with a few brown streaks. Wrentit moving furtively near nest at 0750. - 
HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - An adult California Towhee was seen incubating on the nest. Observation was made from inside 
vehicle while driving out access road. Avian biologist did not approach nest. Towhee did not leave nest when 
pickup truck drove past. Changed species to CALT. - JDicus
04/13/2012 - CALT on nest at 1002 does not leave nest during 2 x 1-minute observations. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest is empty. Since insufficient time has elapsed for a complete nest cycle, predation is presumed. - 
RRadd

No

CALT California Towhee 033112_jdus_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/31/2012 4/30/2012 03/31/2012 - Adult California Towhee observed gathering fine fibrous lining material from erosion control area 
farther upslope on access road.  Two trips to 80% complete nest with material were observed. The pair was 
observed copulating within 75 feet of the nest. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Agitated California Towhee present as observer approached nest area. Unable to view nest after 10 
minutes of searching, but bird behavior indicates nest continues to be active. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Observed by avian monitor, Garrett Huffman. No activity observed over 30-minute observation. 
Nest remains intact and appears to be 100% complete. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Nest in fine, lined, intact, empty condition. Possibly abandoned for an alternate location, as CALT on 
territory continue agitated behavior despite nest being unoccupied for 30 days. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 033112_jdus_03 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 5 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/31/2012 4/20/2012 03/31/2012 - Nest is in good condition, 95% constructed. Bushtits in nest area. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Bushtit entered nest at 0830, 10 minutes after wire truck passed by. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Solo BUSH exits nest at 1717. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - No activity observed from 0700-0715. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nest no longer present and no remains found. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 033112_mkhn_01 CP55 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/31/2012 4/16/2012 03/31/2012 - Pair of Lesser Goldfinch visits nest 4 times during 30-minute observation period, female carries nest 
material while male perches nearby. Nest is 20% constructed. - MKuehn
04/07/2012 - Female on nest at 0720. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Observed with avian monitor, John Dicus, during wire pulling process. Helicopter flew sock line 
using a 100-foot long line with all three phases on south side of tower. While using long line, helicopter was able 
to avoid impeding on established 100-foot buffer. Incubating female did not flush from nest and tolerated 
activities at that distance. - GHuffman
04/13/2012 - LEGO incubation continues. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - Buffer signs broken and appear to be blown over. Nest was discovered 2 feet above ground laying 
on deer weed (Acmispon glaber). Nest originally located about 7 feet up in a chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum). 
Eggs were found under nest location broken and appeared to have been there for at least a day due to dryness of 
eggs. Female last observed incubating on 4/13. No construction activities were conducted on 4/14 and 4/15 at 
CP55. Presumed nest failure due to weather over the weekend from high winds and/or significant precipitation. - 
GHuffman

No

BUSH Bushtit 040212_ahll_01 EP9-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 18 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/2/2012 4/9/2012 04/02/2012 - Adults seen bringing lining material to nest every few minutes. Pair does not seem to be affected by 
drive-by traffic, and buffer staked for drive-through only. - AHill
04/09/2012 - No Bushtit activity observed in area and unable to locate nest or any nest fragments; contacted 
original observer to verify. - HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - Nest is no longer there. Only a couple pieces of nest material were found attached to manzanita, no 
other signs of nest. Did not hear or see any Bushtits in area. Unknown what happened to nest, but it was not 
physically harmed by construction. Nest appears 90% complete. Nesting chronology indicates that eggs may have 
been present at time of failure, hence an indeterminate outcome. - AHill

N/A

ROWR Rock Wren 040212_cves_01 CP34-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 100 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/2/2012 4/25/2012 04/02/2012 - A male was observed singing repetitively, drawing attention to the vicinity of the nest. The pair 
made a joint visit to the cavity and each individual made repeat visits. Eventually a pebble was taken from the 
TSAP into the nest cavity. 2 whitish pebbles and numerous sticks were situated at the entryway into the cavity. - 
CVettes
04/12/2012 - Adult Rock Wren actively singing in vicinity of crack between boulders, but does not visit nest for 30 
minute observation period.  Nest is 100% constructed and has a well-paved entrance of small flat rocks leading to 
clean grass cup nest. - JDicus
04/19/2012 - No activity observed during 30-minute observation period conducted in the afternoon hours (1600-
1630). - JDicus
04/25/2012 - No rock wrens were observed or heard in area. Nest building appears to be incomplete and halted. 
Numerous ants were observed all over nesting location. Closing nest due to inactivity and presence of ants. - 
GHuffman

No
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HOFI House Finch 040212_imll_01 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/2/2012 4/2/2012 04/02/2012 - On Sunday, April 1, a biomonitor on site reported House Finch activity at this location. Because of 
SD County restrictions, equipment could not be moved on a Sunday. On April 2, a pair of finches was observed 
making 4 trips to the nest site with material over 15 minutes. Deterrents onsite include a plethora of flash tape on 
two adjacent towers and on the site perimeter. Additionally, work occurred at this location, including use of the 
lift to install deterrents, all day on the previous Friday, and is considered a deterrent in and of itself. After 
confirming no eggs or young were present, the nest was removed at 5-10% complete. Photographs were taken. 
The equipment was planned to be removed from the site today and is required for testing within the nest cycle, 
prompting the need for removal. Following nest removal, the man-lift was then removed from the site. - 
IMaunsell

No

BUSH Bushtit 040212_jdus_01 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 70 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/2/2012 5/13/2012 04/02/2012 - Pair makes 5 trips to 80% constructed nest with material in 25 minute observation period. - JDicus
04/16/2012 - Bushtit pair observed making multiple trips to nest. - MDicus
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair observed bringing material to nest. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - BUSH pair bringing feathers to nest interior at 0806. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Male making infrequent trips with very small amounts of nest material at 1456. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH visits nest intermittently from 1412 - 1425. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH pair carrying food items (ants?) to nest at 2 minute intervals from 1445-1458. Male makes 5 
trips for each by female. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest has been torn open at the side. Presumed predated. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 040212_jdus_02 CP48-2/CP49-1 PS-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 30 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/2/2012 4/21/2012 04/02/2012 - Female makes one trip to newly initiated 1% complete nest. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No activity observed at this location. The biologist was unable to approach this nest to assess its 
level of completeness to respect incubating HOFI in nearby nest. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - After 30 minutes of no activity, the biologist carefully approached the nest tree and examined the 
foliage. No evidence of a HOFI nest was found in the hanging clumps of leaves. This nest does not appear to have 
reached the active stage and is now closed. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 040212_jdus_03 CP48-2/CP49-1 PS-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 17 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/2/2012 5/7/2012 04/02/2012 - Female flying from nest gave away nest location. 5 eggs in complete nest. Pair returns in 5 minutes, 
female lays on nest. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - Upon initial approach to the nest, female emerged from the clump of foliage and landed on a 
nearby branch. She flew to the west and spent some time perched near a male HOFI. After about 15 minutes, she 
returned to the nest, where she settled with her tail sticking straight up. After 10-15 minutes, she adjusted to a 
more natural, tail down position. No male directly approached the nest during the observation period. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - Female on nest constantly throughout observation. No male approached nest. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No HOFI activity after 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - There was no activity at this nest on the previous visit. Upon inspecting the nest this morning, it was 
obviously deteriorating. No House Finch activity was detected in the nest's vicinity. This nest with eggs or young 
failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 040212_mdus_01 CP7 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/2/2012 TBD 04/02/2012 - Biomonitor Brian Parker observed a pair of House Finches making multiple trips with small sticks 
and grasses to a cavity on the north side of CP7 monopole, with the female spending 3-10 minutes inside the 
cavity on each trip. The pair chased off another pair of House Finches but appeared unaffected by construction 
activities, which were ongoing through the nest building. Crews were working within 5 feet of the base of the 
pole, moving dirt and loading dump trucks, when the nest was first discovered. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - Site biomonitor A. Steyers reports regular continuing HOFI activity at this location this morning. - 
RRadd
04/19/2012 - The male and female entered the nest cavity just after the start of the observation period. The male 
exited shortly after and was not seen for the rest of the observation. The female remained inside for 30 minutes 
and was still inside when the biologist left the area. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at monopole after 40 minutes of observation. HOFI's heard singing in the 
surrounding habitat, but none approached the monopole. - VEurs
05/04/2012 - No activity observed today during 60+ minutes of observation. However, on-site bio-monitor A. 
Steyers reported the male and female making numerous trips to and from the arm yesterday morning, May 3. - 
VEurs
05/11/2012 - No HOFI's directly approached or entered/exited the nest during 60 minutes of observation. A male 
was perched on the wires above the nest, singing at the start of observations but then flew away. - VEurs

TBD
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OATI Oak Titmouse 040212_sjon_01 EP67-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 70 100 70 70 Presumed Fledged 4/2/2012 4/24/2012 04/02/2012 - Observed Oak Titmouse singing 6 inches above cavity with item in beak for approximately 1 minute 
before entering cavity. Observed OATI make 3 trips into cavity within 20 minutes of initial observation. Feint 
begging calls heard from cavity. - SJohnston
04/09/2012 - Territorial Oak Titmouse singing and active throughout tree, but no nesting behavior was observed 
during 40 minute period. (But female may be incubating out of sight). Several cavities are available on south side 
of tree, including the nest cavity. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Observed Oak Titmouse enter cavity twice and remain inside the cavity for over 5 minutes each time 
within a 15 minute observation period. No item carrying was observed during the flights and no begging calls 
were heard. Fledging may have occurred. - SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Constant foraging and singing in live oak by Oak Titmouse(s), especially on south half of oak, but no 
sign of activity at any cavity(s) during 50 minute observation period. Observed 1 adult feeding another titmouse 
that was food begging, but could not see if begging bird was a fledgling or adult. Several titmouse flights back and 
forth to live oaks to west. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Oak Titmice observed or heard during 30 minute observation period, which is drastically 
different from a week ago. After discussing observations at this nest with avian biologist S. Johnston, we believe 
the nestlings heard in the cavity by Johnston and T. Cooper probably fledged about 10 days ago, and that the food 
begging I witnessed last week was part of post-fledging behavior - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

AMCR American Crow 040212_vnik_01 EP85-2-N Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/2/2012 TBD 04/02/2012 - Monitor observed raven in nest; both crows and ravens in area. - VNovik
04/09/2012 - Apparent Common Raven incubating on nest that has been well built up in past 10 days. This nest 
site was used by American Crows in 2011, and it is impossible to discern species at the time of this observation, 
but previous biologist observed a raven at this nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Tail of adult visible over nest rim, but unable to discern species. - MKuehn
04/22/2012 - No bird detected on nest when checked on 4/21 at 1400 and 4/22 at 1100. An American Crow was 
perched across the road in a coast live oak on 4/22, but flew from area and did not return for 15 minutes. - 
MKuehn
04/29/2012 - Adult observed on nest, shifting position often, indicating possible presence of nestlings. Timing of 
observations (incubating on 4/2) suggests nestlings should be present by now. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Nest species changed to American Crow. Adult perched on rim of nest, tending nestlings for 10 
minutes, then began brooding. One nestling head could be seen reaching over nest rim while begging and 
appeared to be in mid-development (10-15 days old). Adult later flew from nest and was positively identified as 
an American Crow. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - One adult and 1 fledgling observed off nest. - ELoveless

TBD

WTKI White-tailed Kite 040312_ahll_01 EP39-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/3/2012 TBD 04/03/2012 - Pair was seen copulating on nearby burned tree, flying to nest a few times, and one adult chased off 
a raven. Both male and female seen bringing nesting material to nest. Pair becomes agitated at 200 feet from 
nest. Nest appears to be complete. - AHill
04/11/2012 - At 0638, male brought prey to female perched near the nest. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Female lying in nest with male perched 200 feet away at 0757. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0615. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0709. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - 2 adults in area. 1 makes brief visit to nest, hovering at edge of nest, apparently feeding nestlings. - 
HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - Observed adult perched at nest then fly off. - AHill

TBD

CACW Cactus Wren
(Inactive)

040312_hwey_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/3/2012 TBD 04/03/2012 - CACW observed bringing grassy material to loose globular nest placed on prickly pear leaf. Nest is 
40% complete. Male singing constantly from perch above nest during visit. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - CACW singing at nest which appears 60% complete, lacking an entrance and lining. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Nest shows only minor improvements since last visit. CACW on site and working on new nest to 
southeast. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No changes to this nest; CACW still busy on territory and adjacent nest. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Nest shows some indications of maintenance, but still not fully enclosed. No CACW detected. - 
RRadd
05/08/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd

TBD

GRRO Greater Roadrunner 040312_hwey_02 CP62-2-E-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/3/2012 TBD 04/03/2012 - 2 Greater Roadrunners were observed gathering coarse woody materials and adding them to a 
concealed nest within an ornamental Bougainvillea shrub adjacent to paved driveway. Materials were roughly 
pencil-sized, indicating that nest building began recently. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - No GRRO detections during 30 minute observation on rainy morning. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - GRRO gathers nest lining material on adjacent lawn at 1100 and carries to nest. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - GRRO pair nest exchange at 0901 after rainy night; dry adult goes to nest under bombardment from 
NOMO pair, then wet adult departs. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - GRRO brings lizard to nest at 1055. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - GRRO brings lizard to nest at 1339, both adults off nest at 1344. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - GRRO adult carries lizard to nest at 1547. - RRadd

TBD
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BUSH Bushtit 040312_hwey_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/3/2012 5/3/2012 04/03/2012 - 2 Bushtits were observed adding nesting materials at 1030. Nest appears 80% complete. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest appears to now be 100% constructed and fully decorated externally. Male returns to nest, 
conducts nest exchange, and female departs, followed after a few seconds by the male. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Adult enters nest at 1231 and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity observed at nest during steady rain. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - No activity at nest from 0845 to 0915. No sign of predation, however entrance hole appears slightly 
enlarged. Nest is too high to examine contents. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040312_hwey_04 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading 85 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/3/2012 5/7/2012 04/03/2012 - A male and a female House Finch were observed adding fine nesting material to nest at 1146. - 
HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female incubates 5 eggs. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - 4 nestlings visible in nest, 2-3 days old. Male and female perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Nestlings in nest. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Nestlings visible in nest. Immediately after checking nest, biologist was asked to leave private 
property. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female perched above nest. Unable to verify nest contents without entering private property. - 
HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Male and female observed flying to nest at 1248. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - No activity observed at nest.  Unable to verify nest contents without entering private property. Nest 
presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 040312_mkhn_01 EP98-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 11 100 50 50 Fledged 4/3/2012 5/3/2012 04/03/2012 - Nest stage unknown, but likely egg laying; 2 adults within 2 feet of nest, but neither entered nest or 
was seen carrying nesting material or food during 15 minutes of passive observation. - MKuehn
04/12/2012 - Nest is in good shape, but no Bushtits observed or heard in area during 25 minute period. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Both adults visited nest with food at 1730. Nestlings could be heard begging inside nest when each 
parent entered, from 15 feet away. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Adults still feeding young in nest. Very loud begging can be heard from 25 feet away. Fledging 
should occur in next several days. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - Nest successfully fledged young. No activity at nest for 20 minutes. Small hole in side of nest wall 
just below original entrance. No feces on branches near nest or on ground below. Both adults found feeding at 
least 1 recent fledgling 80 feet north of nest. - MKuehn

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 040412_ahll_01 EP36-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Traffic 20 100 80 80 Presumed Fledged 4/4/2012 4/20/2012 04/04/2012 - Observed adult bringing food material to nest and visiting nest a few times, singing in area, and 
chasing off Western Scrub-jays that were perching close to nest location. Was able to check nest contents with an 
extended mirror, and observed at least one nestling. Nestling still has natal down, eyes appear to still be closed, 
and is not vocalizing, Nestling is probably 3 days old post-hatching, and CATH take about 14-17 days to fledge, 
which means this nestling hatched on April 2, and should fledge between April 15-18. - AHill
04/11/2012 - No CATH observed during heavy rain. Nest not approached. Buffer stakes relocated from 100 feet to 
80 feet. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. Adult heard calling nearby. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Nestlings remain in nest. - HWinfrey
04/20/2012 - Nest is empty. No sign of predation. Fresh fecal matter on edge of nest. Nest presumed fledged. - 
HWinfrey

Yes

BEWR Bewick's Wren 040412_elss_01 EP93-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 5 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/4/2012 5/11/2012 04/04/2012 - Pair was observed bringing grass nesting material to cavity. They brought material 4 times during 
the 1-hour observation period. - ELoveless
04/12/2012 - No Bewick's Wrens observed or heard in area. The position of the cavity entrance and wet 
appearance of the cavity indicates that rainfall yesterday may have affected the nest site. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - Passively observed nest from a concealed location 10 feet away for 20 minutes. After 10 minutes, an 
adult approached the nest carrying a white feather in its bill and entered the cavity, remaining inside for the next 
10+ minutes. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Passively observed nest from a concealed location 10 feet away for 30 minutes. No BEWR were 
detected within 30 feet of nest, and there was no activity at cavity. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - Again, no BEWR activity at cavity or within 40 feet of nest for 30 minutes. Nest may be inactive, but 
will check once more next week when nestlings should be present and activity should be higher. - MKuehn
05/11/2012 - No activity observed at nest location during 30 minute observation period. Based on previous 
observations, nest is no longer active. Nest closed. - VNovik

No

HOFI House Finch 040412_hwey_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/4/2012 TBD 04/04/2012 - House Finch observed adding nesting material to underside of trailer at 0719. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female HOFI lying in nest during rain event. Nest does not appear substantial enough to receive an 
egg. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest contains 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Female HOFI flies to nest and stays 1202. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOFI continue to visit this nest. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nestlings appear ready to fledge. - RRadd

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 040412_hwey_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 18 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/4/2012 5/2/2012 04/04/2012 - A pair of House Finches were observed adding green leafy nesting materials to nest. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - HOFI pair continues to visit this nest, but no incubation is yet in progress. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - HOFI activity continues here but unable to determine if nesting against the trunk or in old HOOR 
nest. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Much HOFI activity around this palm but no birds observed on nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Hanging nest (2011 HOOR NID 7002553) is no longer present. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 040412_hwey_03 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 30 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/4/2012 5/2/2012 04/04/2012 - Female on nest with 1 egg. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - HOFI on nest containing 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/14/2012 - HOFI continues incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Wind has blown fabric back, and nest is open to the sky with 3 freshly hatched young and at least 
one unhatched egg. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest is empty and depredated. Young and eggs were lost following exposure when sheltering fence 
fabric was blown away from nest by unknown agents. Nest was subject to weather and prop wash as a result of a 
location directly under the helicopter flight line, as well as being situated on an unstable substrate. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 040412_hwey_05 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/4/2012 5/2/2012 04/04/2012 - Female on nest which contained 2 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - HOFI at nest containing 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - HOFI at nest containing at least 3 unfeathered young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest contains 3 nestlings. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest is empty with many feces at rim suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

CORA Common Raven 040412_hwey_06 CP41-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/4/2012 4/6/2012 04/04/2012 - Two Common Ravens were observed adding sticks to nest, which is less than 5% complete. Birds 
made 3 trips with nesting material during 5 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and 
through adherence to the NBMMP. Following concurrence, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and 
removed the partially constructed Common Raven nest in the presence of an avian biologist. The nest area was 
photographed as well. At the time of removal the nest was approximately 10% constructed and contained no eggs 
or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed 
nest. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 040412_jdus_01 EP91-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 4 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/4/2012 4/27/2012 04/04/2012 - Biologist heard Bushtit along road near EP91 on EP92-N and saw a Bushtit individual fly to the nest. 
The nest appears complete. Later a male was seen carrying nesting material to the nest, and little activity was 
observed thereafter; therefore it is possible that the female is incubating. There are numerous WESJ around, so 
discretion is appropriate when observing. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard during 30-minute observation period. Nest looks good after rainfall 
yesterday. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - No activity at nest and no BUSH detected in area in 20 minutes of passive observation. Top of nest 
may be damaged, and small pieces of nesting material seen resting in branches below nest. Otherwise nest 
appears in good condition. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - No activity at nest or in area for 20 minutes. Close inspection of nest revealed it has been torn open 
from south side in middle, and at top. Likely depredated, but unknown whether it contained eggs, and no eggshell 
fragments could be found under nest. - MKuehn

N/A

WTKI White-tailed Kite 040412_ltiw_01 Suncrest-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/4/2012 TBD 04/04/2012 - A biomonitor reported a White-tailed Kite nest. The pair was observed bringing sticks to a nest. On 
4/4, an avian biologist observed the female on the nest for about 10 minutes, with the male nearby. For the rest 
of the 30-minute observation period, the female was perched at the nest, so it is presumed she is egg-laying. At 
one point, both birds mobbed and drove off a Common Raven that flew nearby. The kites did not react to the 
biologist parking at the access road edge. A 500-foot buffer was established. - LTymkiw
04/11/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0749. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Female on nest at 0849. - HWinfrey
04/25/2012 - Male brings food to female perched off nest at 0640. Female immediately returns to nest and 
assumes incubating posture. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0945. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Female observed on nest at 1030. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Female on nest at 1504. - HWinfrey

TBD

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 040412_vers_01 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Grading 120 100 45 45 Nest did not reach active stage 4/4/2012 5/3/2012 04/04/2012 - The on-site biomonitor observed a pair of Northern Mockingbirds making numerous trips with 
nesting material to a laurel sumac about 45 feet from the work area. The pair made trips throughout the day 
while construction was occurring. - VEurs
04/12/2012 - Nest is an approximately 60% complete basket of twigs and has yet to receive lining. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest appears complete and lined, but contains no eggs. NOMO on site. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - NOMO alarming and scolding at 40 feet; did not approach closer. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is unimproved and falling apart. - RRadd

No
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HOFI House Finch 040412_vers_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Grading 50 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/4/2012 4/15/2012 04/04/2012 - During a sweep of the work area, the on-site biomonitor discovered a nearly complete nest in a 
laurel sumac. It appears to be a Lesser Goldfinch nest, but during subsequent observations, both LEGO and House 
Finches were seen carrying material to the nest. At this point, it is unclear which species is settling in the nest. - 
VEurs
04/06/2012 - Originally, the nest was thought to belong to a LEGO; however, a HOFI occupies this nest now. - 
LThoreson
04/12/2012 - HOFI attending nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs, but HOFI not observed at nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI appears to depart off this nest which still contains 3 eggs, but possibly just a visitor. No return 
observed. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - No HOFI observed. Nest was apparently abandoned during egg-laying. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 040512_hwey_02 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/5/2012 5/4/2012 04/05/2012 - Nest is complete, contains 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs and 2 hatched young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - 3 nestlings and 2 unhatched eggs. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nestlings are large and feathered and should fledge in a few days. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nest is empty, save for 2 unhatched eggs, indicating successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040512_hwey_03 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 30 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/5/2012 5/4/2012 04/05/2012 - Complete nest with 5 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest contains 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest contains unfeathered young approximately 2 days old. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest contains at least 4 nestlings. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nestlings are large and feathered and should fledge in a few days. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nest is empty and appears to have successfully fledged. HOFI remain active and may re-nest. - 
RRadd

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 040512_jdus_01 EP99-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 40 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/5/2012 4/12/2012 04/05/2012 - Bushtit pair made multiple trips to nest with material. Nest is 70% constructed. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - Completed Bushtit nest has been depredated, as evidenced by at least 2 holes poked into the nest, 
in the neck of the nest, and a large hole in the chamber. Interior of chamber is lined with fine grass, but there is 
no sign of eggs, eggshells, or adults in nest or in the surrounding area. Nesting chronology indicates that eggs may 
have been present at the time of the depredation event, but it is inconclusive, therefore the outcome is 
Indeterminate. - PKonrad

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 040512_jdus_02 EP99-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 3 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/5/2012 4/20/2012 04/05/2012 - Pair brings material to 25% constructed nest. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No Bushtits heard or observed during 45 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No BUSH activity at or near nest in 30 minutes. Nesting material present in described location, but 
less than 25% of a complete nest, indicating nest site was abandoned before completion or nest was built beyond 
25% and then destroyed somehow. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 040512_jdus_03 EP99-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 28 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/5/2012 4/27/2012 04/05/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material to cavity. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No Bewick's Wrens observed or heard during 45-minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No BEWR detected in area for 30 minutes. No nesting material can be seen through cavity opening. 
Should be incubating now if building on 4/5, but could be egg-laying. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Observed nest from a concealed location 15 feet away for 30 minutes. No BEWR activity observed at 
this nest today, or since it was found on 4/5, despite 3 long periods of observation. Unknown if nest construction 
was ever completed or if eggs were laid. No eggshell fragments found in vicinity of cavity opening. Assuming nest 
never reached active stage. Possible dummy nest site. - MKuehn

N/A

HOFI House Finch 040512_jdus_04 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 15 100 10 10 Presumed Fledged 4/5/2012 5/16/2012 04/05/2012 - Yard monitor Kelsey observed pair bringing material to nest (10% constructed) with grading work 
occurring 10 feet away. - JDicus
04/10/2012 - Female was seen bringing stick nesting material very frequently, with male following close behind 
her and singing when perched on wheel while female was tending to nest. Pair still came to nest while generator 
was running 13 feet away. Male has pale yellow coloration. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Nest appears to be complete. Observer did not observe House Finches go to nest, but heard singing 
within 100 feet. - AHill
04/18/2012 - No activity observed at nest during helicopter flights 50-100 feet of nests. Helicopter buffer was 
expanded from 30 horizontal feet to 100 feet. - AHill
04/25/2012 - No HOFI observed in area, and no activity at nest. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Biomonitor K. Hoyt reports seeing female fly in to nest. Unable to view nest contents. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Biologist B. Pikay reported adults making frequent visits to nest. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Yard monitor reports observing nestling hopping up out of nest, then back into nest. Female brings 
food to nest at 1024. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - No activity at nest. Presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes
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BUSH Bushtit 040512_ltiw_01 GS-NF-25 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests OH - tower erection 200 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/5/2012 5/8/2012 04/05/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed carrying nesting material to a nest in a coast live oak that is about 
25% complete. The pair made 6 trips to the nest in about 30 minutes of observation. A 50-foot buffer was 
established. The pair continued to bring material to the nest with the avian biologist about 45 feet away, 
recording data. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - At least one adult scolding WESJ in nest tree upon arrival of biologist. No birds visited nest for next 
30 minutes. Then one BUSH brought fluffy material inside nest 3 times in 10 minutes. Never observed pair 
together. Likely lining nest cup. Outside of nest appears complete. - MKuehn
04/19/2012 - Birds observed entering nest on regular basis. Nest looks complete. - VNovik
04/28/2012 - No BUSH at nest or detected in area for 30 minutes. Nest appears intact and complete. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Nest has been torn apart and is detached from limb, resting in a high fork below original location. 
No eggshells could be found on the ground below nest and uncertain if eggs were ever laid. Bushtits observed 
building on 4/19, but no activity since then. Outcome cannot be determined. - MKuehn

N/A

CORA Common Raven 040512_mdus_01 CP36-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/5/2012 4/10/2012 04/05/2012 - Biomonitor Lorena Bernal observed a pair of Common Ravens making 2 trips with nest material to 
the northwest corner of tower CP36-1.The avian monitor later observed one adult carrying a stick to the tower 
while the crew stood at the base. At this point, the nest consists of only 1-2 sticks. - MDicus
04/06/2012 - Ravens observed making 1 trip to nest with material, but nest is not noticeably more complete than 
yesterday. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and 
through adherence to the NBMMP. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman 
was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common Raven nest. At the time of 
removal, the nest was approximately 80% constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting 
bird deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. The nest area was 
photographed before and after removal and following installation of the deterrent. The nest is located on a 
structure required for upcoming wire pulling. A delay due to allowing the nest cycle to continue would likely 
prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system 
reliability. Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 4/9/2012. - MDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 040512_mkhn_01 CP88-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/5/2012 4/5/2012 04/05/2012 - A House Finch was observed carrying nesting material to mesh netting around base of tower. 
Biomonitor K. Vittum reported birds made 2 dozen trips with material this morning. The House Finches continued 
to bring material while 5 vehicles were parked 40 feet from nest and 8 project personnel stood 15 feet from 
tower. These House Finches were not disturbed by human presence. SDG&E requires access to these poles 
sporadically over the next few weeks to conduct QA/QC work identified in the recently completed testing. This 
testing is critical to energizing the line, and this nest would have precluded access to testing areas if allowed to 
progress, since nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction. After determining that there were no eggs 
present, this nest material was removed and photographed. Additional mylar tape was placed around brackets 
and sagging areas of mesh netting were pulled tight in the attempt to eliminate potential future nest sites. - 
MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 040512_mkhn_02 CP49 Temp Work Area Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/5/2012 4/5/2012 04/05/2012 - Onsite biomonitor saw HOFI visit nest while carrying nesting material. Avian biologist later observed 
pair visiting nest with female carrying nest material. Nest was mostly lined and approximately 95% complete and 
contained no eggs. Nest site was photographed and nest was removed, per the NBMMP, based on need for wire 
on the spool for current wire stringing operations at CP49-CP55, which needed to be moved today. Work has 
been occurring within 20 feet of nest and deterrents, including mylar tape and mesh netting that were in place on 
outside of spools, but not in the small pocket where the nest was established. Nest was not a candidate for a 
buffer reduction since the nest substrate needed to be moved. SDG&E will cover these openings after spools are 
moved to new location. - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 040512_vers_01 Jacumba Valley Ranch CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/5/2012 4/5/2012 04/05/2012 - On-site biomonitor P.K. Sharp observed a pair of House Finches making repeated trips with nesting 
material to the front of a crane. An avian biologist came to inspect the crane and discovered a 60% complete, 
unlined nest. The birds continued to visit the crane and nest as the nest was being documented. Nest was 
removed prior to eggs or young being present, based on Construction's need to use equipment the following 
week to install a guard structure at the EP247. Anticipated nest cycle that would have precluded the usage of the 
equipment. - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 040512_vnik_01 EP82 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 85 100 85 85 Indeterminate 4/5/2012 4/29/2012 04/05/2012 - Pair bringing nesting material to nest. Nest appears to have suffered damage, possibly from jays; 
large chunk torn out. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - Nest passively observed for 30 minutes. No activity at nest but BUSH observed foraging within 20 
feet of nest. - MKuehn
04/19/2012 - Observed pair near nest. One Bushtit entered nest. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - Nest has been usurped by a mouse. After 30 minutes of passive observation with no BUSH activity 
at or near nest, the nest was inspected and found to have a small hole in the bottom, on the south side. When 
probed with a finger, a mouse emerged out of the top (entrance) of the nest. Unknown whether nest ever 
contained eggs, and no eggshells could be found on the ground below nest. - MKuehn

N/A
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BUSH Bushtit 040612_ahll_01 EP24-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 10 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 4/27/2012 04/06/2012 - One adult was seen flying to adult several times, singing and calling, then quickly leaving nest. No 
material was seen being carried.  On one visit, a bird emerged from the nest, and the pair flew off together to 
presumably forage. Nest is complete and appears weathered, implying that the birds have been at this nest for 
some time. - AHill
04/13/2012 - Adult visits nest at 0708. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - 2 adults bringing food to nest at 0858. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - No activity observed from 0740 to 0820. Nest is in good condition with no sign of predation. Nest 
presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040612_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - Nest appears to be complete. Pair was seen flying around nest and perching within a couple of feet 
and singing. - AHill
04/12/2012 - Observed 4 eggs in nest, and observed House Finches nearby singing. Did not directly observe 
female going to nest. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Observed female incubating and saw her fly off nest. Nest contains 5 eggs. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Female was on nest brooding, then flew off. Avian biologist was able to check the nest and observed 
2 eggs and 3 small hatchlings, probably 1-2 days old. - AHill
05/02/2012 - Observed female leave nest on own accord. Nest contains at least 2 nestlings and 1 unfertilized egg. - 
AHill
05/05/2012 - Adult visits nest at 0815. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Nest contains at least 2 nestlings, but did not observe adults enter nest over hour period. Observed 
male singing 2 feet from nest frequently and female calling. Male was seen feeding female. Nestlings should 
fledge anytime. - AHill
05/14/2012 - Nestlings have fledged. Pair is renesting over old nest, built fresh material over old nest. - AHill

TBD

BANO Barn Owl 040612_bald_01 69kV-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - Eggshell fragments discovered underneath steel monopole, which fledged BANO in 2011. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - No activity observed from 0835 to 0850. However, there is a BANO feather and numerous pellets 
and rodent bones at the base of the monopole, as well as significant amounts of whitewash. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Pre-fledgling Barn Owl found dead in northwestern portion of Sycamore Substation. No indication 
of cause of death. This pre-fledgling owl may have come out of the nest in the steel monopole just outside the 
northwest corner of the fenced substation as a result of the very heavy winds and rain last night. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - No activity or new sign observed. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - On 28 April 2012, a fully developed and feathered juvenile Barn Owl was found in the moat for 
Transformer Bank 71 with just a few downy feather remnants. This owl was laying on its side, alive but dying from 
some unknown cause. There was no sign of trauma or injury. The owl was removed from the substation and 
placed at the base of the nest pole, outside the fence. It died shortly thereafter. This owl died of unknown 
reasons, but left the nest successfully, and is considered to represent a successful fledging event. There was no 
work occurring when the dying owl was discovered early in the morning. - BArnold
05/02/2012 - Fledgling observed flying about nest monopole at 1400. Remained perched on steel peg just below 
middle southeastern arm. Nest continues to successfully produce fledglings. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Five Barn Owls observed or heard by bio-monitor during nighttime work extending until 2230. 
Included 'juvenile hiss' and 'juvenile snore' vocalizations, indicating recent fledglings. Based on numbers and 
observed patterns of association, it appears that at least 3 recent fledglings were present. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Biomonitor last night heard the Barn Owl 'hissing snore' from the monopole nest arm cavity 
indicative of juvenile presence. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_02 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 15 100 15 15 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 5/9/2012 04/06/2012 - HOFI observed flying to nest. 6 eggs in nest. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female quietly in nest. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult left nest, 6 eggs on nest. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - At least 4 nestlings in nest, no eggs observed. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Nest with at least 2, maybe more, large nestlings. These appear ready to fledge soon. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Nest empty, with evidence of heavy recent usage. Large nestlings present on 3 May, which the avian 
biologist believed would be fledged within several days. This nest presumably fledged, as there was no recent 
work in the area and the nest was well concealed and protected from predators. - BArnold

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_03 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 15 100 15 15 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 5/15/2012 04/06/2012 - Fresh material in nest. New egg on lower screen of fan below the nest, recently fell out. No eggs in 
nest. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female seen exiting below the nest. Returned soon after, settled on nest. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult left nest, 4 eggs present. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Four eggs in nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Four nestlings in nest. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Nestlings in nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Well protected nest, slightly degraded, indicative of recent fledging. - BArnold

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_04 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 10 100 10 10 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/6/2012 4/23/2012 04/06/2012 - Female HOFI observed on nest. Was not affected by presence of two biologists within 5 vertical feet. 
- BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female quietly on nest, unperturbed by biologist's presence nearby. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult HOFI on nest. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Nest is no longer on ledge on side of transformer. Rather, it has fallen into the transformer 'moat' 
south of the transformer. There is no sign of eggshells or feathers on the ground or anywhere in the area. Likely 
predation by the pair of nesting CORA in the substation. This nest was relatively exposed, as it was not placed in a 
hidden location. Rather it was in plain view on the transformer's side. Nest is now closed. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_05 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 25 100 15 15 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 5/11/2012 04/06/2012 - Nest with 2 eggs. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female quietly on nest at 1123. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult on nest, 6 eggs. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Female flushed from nest at 2 feet. Several nestlings (maybe 5), 1 egg. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - At least 4 medium-sized nestlings in nest. Adult brought food. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Two recent fledglings in immediate area, with adult. Observed 1 nestling fledge, quickly attended to 
by adult. One nestling remains on nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Last nestling no longer present, presumed fledged. - BArnold

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_06 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - HOFI observed entering and exiting tube with nest material on 4 April. Adults continue to enter on 6 
April, but with no nest material. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Almost immediately, a pair of HOFI landed near the tube entrance. The female entered the tube 
were she remained for the duration of the observation period (about 25 minutes). The male perched about 25 
feet away, sang briefly, flew off and did not approach the nest for the rest of the observation period. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Valerie Eurs observed female enter nest and remain for 20 minutes, until end of observation period. 
- BArnold
04/23/2012 - Multiple singing males in 69kV rack superstructure, but no activity associated with this nest during 
30-minute observation period. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - No activity observed during 45-minute observation period. HOFIs heard and seen in 69kV rack, but 
not at nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - No activity observed. HOFI activity in 69kV rack, but not at this nest site. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity observed during brief observation period. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_07 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - HOFI entering and exiting open tube end repeatedly. Previously seen entering with nest material. - 
BArnold
04/14/2012 - It is unclear what is occurring here. A male perched just below the entrance for several minutes 
before flying off. A female emerged, sat at the entrance for a short period and then flew to the adjacent tube to 
the east. A different male was perched in this tube, but they shared the space with no aggressive behavior. They 
remained in the tube together for several minutes before he flew off. She remained in the entrance for another 5 
minutes before flying off to the east, the same direction as the male. Neither returned before the end of the 
observation period (25 minutes overall). - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Multiple singing males in 69kV rack superstructure, but no activity associated with this nest during 
30-minute observation period. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - No activity observed during 45-minute observation period. HOFIs heard and observed in 69kV rack, 
but not at nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Adult HOFIs observed fluttering outside of tube openings. Were not observed to enter cavity. - 
BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_08 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

69kv Tie Line Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - HOFI observed repeatedly entering and exiting open tube end. Previously observed entering with 
nesting material. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - A male sat at the entrance for a few minutes before being joined by a female who flew from the 
tube directly west. They remained in the tube together for several minutes before he flew off. She remained in 
the entrance for another 5 minutes before flying off to the east, the same direction as the male. Neither returned 
before the end of the observation period (25 minutes overall). - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Multiple singing males in 69kV rack superstructure, but no activity associated with this nest during 
30-minute observation period. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - No activity observed during 45-minute observation period. HOFIs heard and observed in 69kV rack, 
but not at nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Adult HOFIs observed fluttering outside of tube openings. Were not observed to enter cavity. - 
BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 040612_hwey_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - Female House Finch observed adding green vegetation to nest with male perched nearby. - 
HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Male and female flew from the nest at the start of the observation period. The female returned 
within 2 minutes and settled quietly on the nest. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Female observed on nest; left briefly when noticed my presence. - LThoreson
05/01/2012 - Female spent the majority of the observation on the nest, making 2 brief trips away. The male made 
2 brief visits to the nest while the female was there, but it is unclear if he was carrying any food. No nestlings 
were heard when the female returned to the nest. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - Male and female approached the nest as a pair. The male chased off a second male, and the female 
settled on the nest. No indication of nestlings yet. Incubation/brooding reported on 16 April was most likely egg 
laying. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at the nest during 30 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good 
condition, and adult HOFI's were detected in the surrounding habitat. - VEurs

TBD

CORA Common Raven 040612_hwey_02 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/6/2012 4/6/2012 04/06/2012 - 2 Common Ravens observed adding sticks to nest. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), scheduled to occur on 4/9/12, per 
agency concurrence and through adherence to the NBMMP. The nest was only 25% constructed and contained no 
eggs or nestlings. Mylar flash tape was previously installed on the base of the tower. Following concurrence, in 
the presence of a biomonitor, a lineman climbed the tower and removed the partially constructed Common 
Raven nest. The nest area was photographed as well. At the time of removal (approximately 13:00), the nest was 
25% constructed and contained no eggs or young. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently installed 
in the tower in place of the removed nest. A pair of Common Ravens was observed flying in the vicinity of the 
tower but displayed no other behaviors. - MDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 040612_hwey_03 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 10 100 30 30 Fledged 4/6/2012 5/9/2012 04/06/2012 - Female House Finch observed carrying small twigs to nest. Nest is 5% complete. This nest is in the 
same location and is likely the same pair as closed nest 032312_fhan_01. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - HOFI pair continue to ferry material to this location. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - HOFI lying in nest at 1215. Mate guarding. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI at nest. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Female HOFI observed on nest. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - Nest has fledged and subsequently been dismantled by kingbirds and pulled to ground. Biomonitor 
T. Dipaola observed young being fed in nest 5 May. Biomonitor C. Vettes observed young being fed away from 
nest on 10 May and found nest remains on ground. - RRadd

Yes

PHAI Phainopepla 040612_hwey_04 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Grading 400 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/6/2012 4/27/2012 04/06/2012 - Male and female Phainopepla adding nest material. Nest is 10% complete. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Male PHAI lying in complete nest. - RRadd
04/22/2012 - Male PHAI on nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest has fallen - presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 040612_jdus_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 1 100 10 10 Nest did not reach active stage 4/6/2012 5/12/2012 04/06/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips to 100% constructed nest during 1-hour observation. - JDicus
04/15/2012 - HOFI pair visiting and defending this nest, but not observed incubating at 1331. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Female visits nest repeatedly under watchful company of male at 1738. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest before the crew climbed the tower. They did not return while the crew 
was in the tower. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest before the crew climbed the tower. They did not return while the crew 
was in the tower. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - No activity observed. Nest appears complete, although some nesting material is on ground beneath 
nest. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Nest has no activity. Perhaps pair moved to one of other locations. - FHoffman
05/12/2012 - Avian monitoring for VCI wire crew and observations were made prior to work conducted. Nest has 
been damaged, and only a portion remains. No House finches were observed at nest. - GHuffman

No

HOFI House Finch 040612_lgan_01 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/6/2012 4/6/2012 04/06/2012 - A House Finch pair was seen building a nest in the underside of the right front corner of a parked 
flatbed trailer in the Upper Alpine Yard despite vehicles driving by within 15 feet. The finches nested in the trailer, 
even though mylar flash tape had been tied in several locations, including within 1 foot on either side of the nest, 
and continuous Project activities had occurred within the yard. The Alpine Yard monitor observed the female 
House Finch making 3 trips to the nest with nesting material at 9:30 am, and the avian biologist observed the 
House Finch visiting the nest at 11:30 am. Construction personnel required use of the flatbed trailer before the 
estimated completion of the nest cycle. Additionally, the idle equipment would be subject to additional nesting 
attempts further delaying use of the trailer. Nest was removed following the NBMMP. The nest was 
approximately 60% complete with no eggs or young present. - LGorman

No
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HOFI House Finch 040612_lgan_02 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE4

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - The Suncrest Substation monitor observed a House Finch pair bringing nest material in two trips 
between 10:00 and 11:00. The pair was observed perched on the 500 kV Disconnect, just above the nest, by the 
avian biologist while logging the nest at 14:20. A small amount of nest material was visible when viewing from the 
south. - LGorman
04/13/2012 - No activity observed at nest. HOFI pair perched 50 feet away from nest. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0807. Biologist A. Farmer reports passive observations 
of female on nest throughout the past week. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest. On-site monitor A. Farmer reports seeing pair make only two brief 
visits to nest over past week without bringing additional nest material. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Female was on nest at 1025. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Male and female observed perching directly above nest. - HWinfrey

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 040612_lton_01 CP65-1-PS-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Grading 16 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 4/26/2012 04/06/2012 - Female did not leave the nest while the GPS location was being recorded. Female does not seem 
affected by the constant noise of equipment grading 50 feet away. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - LEGO female on nest did not flush during observation. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - LEGO female on nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest is empty 1 day after severe weather. LEGO activity on territory continues, but not seen at this 
nest. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - No further activity at this nest, and recent fledglings were being fed nearby. Observation timeline 
and recent fledglings being fed nearby suggest this nest likely fledged. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040612_lton_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Grading 100 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 4/20/2012 04/06/2012 - Female did not leave the nest while the GPS location was being recorded. Female does not seem 
affected by constant noise of equipment grading 100 feet away. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - Nest contains at least 3 unfeathered nestlings. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest is intact and empty with numerous feces about the rim, suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

CALT California Towhee 040612_lton_03 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Grading 200 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 4/20/2012 04/06/2012 - There are 3 eggs and 1 very new nestling. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - Adult CALT carrying food to nest at 1116. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest contains 1 unhatched egg. Remainder of brood is presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

CORA Common Raven 040612_mdus_03 CP39 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/6/2012 4/9/2012 04/06/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed making several trips with sticks to a nest located 
approximately 100 feet above ground in structure CP39. The nest is approximately 20% complete. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - The nest was removed in the presence of an avian biologist to facilitate construction (wire 
stringing), per agency concurrence and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present on the site 
included mylar flash tape tied to the base of the tower. Following concurrence, a lineman climbed to the top of 
the tower and removed the almost fully constructed Common Raven nest. The nest was photographed prior to 
removal, and it was checked for eggs or nestlings. At the time of removal (approximately 13:30), the nest was over 
90% constructed but contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently 
installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. A pair of Common Ravens was observed flying around the 
tower and vocalizing for approximately 10 minutes prior to leaving the area. - MDicus

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 040612_mkhn_01 EP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 30 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 5/5/2012 04/06/2012 - Adult Bewick's Wrens observed carrying food in area and flying to rock pile. Female entered cavity 
with food and remained for 10 minutes. Male then entered with food, and begging calls were barely audible to 
biologist from 30 feet. Brooding by female and relatively low begging amplitude indicate nestlings are fairly early 
in development (likely 1-6 days of age). - MKuehn
04/16/2012 - After 10 minutes of observation, a Bewick's Wren was observed exiting the nesting cavity. - 
SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren making 2 trips with food to cavity within 30 minutes. - SJohnston
04/23/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren carrying food item into cavity. - SJohnston
05/02/2012 - Observed BEWR bringing food into nesting cavity. Begging calls from the cavity were heard as the 
BEWR called from outside the cavity. - SJohnston
05/08/2012 - No activity was observed for over on hour on 5/5 and during a follow up visit on 5/8. Presumed 
fledged based off nesting chronology and behavior during previous nest monitoring visits. - SJohnston

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040612_vnik_01 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/6/2012 4/6/2012 04/06/2012 - Monitor reported seeing House Finch carrying nesting material to nest. Nest appears 40% complete. 
No affinity was observed at the nest while under observation by the avian biologist. Due to access to water lines 
within 4 feet of the nest on a daily basis being necessary to ensure the water tank was not compromised, the nest 
was not a candidate for a buffer reduction. Access to these lines later in the nesting stage would have likely 
resulted in repeated flushing of the incubating female, making the nest vulnerable to failure. Based on need to 
access specific areas of the truck, the nest was removed following NBMMP stipulations at 1530. Deterrents 
present on the truck included mylar flash tape and plastic covering cavities. No eggs or young were present, and 
the nest was photographed. - VNovik

No
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BUSH Bushtit 040712_ghan_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/7/2012 4/13/2012 04/07/2012 - G. Huffman observed Bushtits carrying material numerous times from Nest ID 022312_phrd_03, and 
constructing in a whitethorn chaparral (Ceanothus leucodermis) 8 feet above ground in dense vegetation between 
CP55 pull site and tower. Nest appears to be 50% complete. Pair that constructed nest is likely to be the same 
from the nest they are gathering from. View nest ID mentioned above for specific details concerning previously 
closed nest observations. - KAlberts
04/13/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete, though a little ragged at the bottom. No BUSH detected while 
helicopter work in progress overhead - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No activity observed during 15-minute observation. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - While small troupe of BUSH foraging in vicinity of nest, 2 approach and briefly inspect nest, 
subsequently return to foraging and do not revisit during remainder of 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - BUSH pair removing material and carrying it to the east. - RRadd

No

PHAI Phainopepla 040712_jdus_01 EP249-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 400 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/7/2012 4/20/2012 04/07/2012 - Female incubating during initial observation, then nest exchange and male incubates 2 eggs in nest. - 
JDicus
04/13/2012 - Female incubating; male territorial, perching nearby and calling softly. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No Phainopeplas observed in area; nest empty but in good shape with intact bowl - closed. - 
PKonrad

No

HOFI House Finch 040712_jdus_02 EP249-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 320 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/7/2012 4/20/2012 04/07/2012 - Female incubating 4 eggs in nest. - JDicus
04/13/2012 - Female brooding newly hatched nestlings. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No House Finches in area and small nest is empty; no sign of nestlings. Nest does not have usual 
droppings on rim of nest left by nestlings - closed. - PKonrad

No

CATH California Thrasher 040712_jpki_01 EP32-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 500 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/7/2012 4/14/2012 04/07/2012 - Adult singing and displaying agitation in vicinity of nest shrub after which nest was discovered. At 
least 2 fully feathered (about 1.5 week old) young present in nest. Young should be expected to fledge in no more 
than 2 weeks. - JPawlicki
04/14/2012 - Nest is empty and in good condition. No evidence of predation. Green leaf litter in nest indicates 
nest was vacated before recent storm. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040712_ltiw_01 GS-BLM-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 3 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/7/2012 4/27/2012 04/07/2012 - Female House Finch was observed entering a clump of dead mistletoe. About 20 minutes later, the 
male flew over, and the pair began calling back and forth. The female then left the nest, flew to the male and was 
fed by him. The brood patch was visible. She then flew back and entered the nest again. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - Female House Finch incubating on nest built within mistletoe. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No adult at the nest initially, but a female House Wren soon came to nest and left again, presumably 
to feed small nestlings. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 20 minute observation period, but male House Finch was singing 
nearby periodically. When nest was checked at close quarters, the nest was vacant but in good used condition; 
that observation, when combined with the nest history, suggests the nestlings successfully fledged in the past 
couple days - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 040712_ltiw_02 GS-BLM-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats OH - wire stringing 120 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/7/2012 5/3/2012 04/07/2012 - Adult California Thrasher did not flush as it  was standing on the nest. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - California Thrasher incubating tight on nest. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Unattended nest with 3 medium-sized brown downy nestlings was covered by brooding adult while 
avian biologist checked nest from 3 feet away. Second California Thrasher called and performed distraction 
displays 15 feet northeast. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Nest has 3 medium-sized brown nestlings with small wing feathers erupted; adults tried to distract 
away from nest by calling and perching prominently or running on ground, and flying low in open. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - Nest empty with well-shaped compacted bowl intact; nestlings were expected to fledge within a day 
or 2 of today and it is assumed they fledged successfully. No fledglings or adults were observed or heard in area - 
closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CALT California Towhee 040712_ltiw_03 GS-BLM-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/7/2012 5/3/2012 04/07/2012 - Nice bowl-shaped grass nest of brome grass with 1 light-blue egg with dark brown spots. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - No towhees observed or heard; no nest found after 2 extensive searches of a dozen apricot shrubs 
in the immediate area, concentrating on those nearest GPS location. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - California Towhees territorial at nest with 3 pale-blue eggs. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Nest has 3 small brown downy nestlings, with territorial California Towhees nearby. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - Nest is empty and in excellent shape with a compacted and slightly expanded grass bowl; the 
nestlings appear to have fledged very recently. No fledglings or adults observed in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 040712_lton_01 EP78-A-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 8 100 100 100 Indeterminate 4/7/2012 5/4/2012 04/07/2012 - Nest appears 90% complete. Bio-monitor observed WESJ carrying nesting material to the nest and 
perching in shrubs within the vicinity. Joe Henry (avian biologist) talked to monitor, saw nest, and staked buffer. - 
LThoreson
04/13/2012 - Nest appears lined and complete, but contains no eggs. No WESJ detected in immediate area. - 
MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No WESJ observed in area. Nest empty and appears the same as on previous visit. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Nest appears complete and no different from previous visit. Contains no eggs, and no WESJ 
detected in area. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - No activity observed at this nest since found on 4/7. Unknown whether nest ever contained eggs 
since found. - MKuehn

N/A
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HOFI House Finch 040712_mdus_01 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/7/2012 4/21/2012 04/07/2012 - Yard monitor found female on nest during routine yard sweeps. - MDicus
04/14/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest has been exposed to weather, is empty and deteriorating. - RRadd

No

WREN Wrentit 040712_mkhn_01 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 60 100 60 60 Nest did not reach active stage 4/7/2012 4/29/2012 04/07/2012 - Adults observed carrying nesting material to nest twice. Male sang 3 times 2 feet from nest after 
depositing material, with biologist crouched 10 feet away. Nest rim is mostly formed, but lining has not yet begun. 
- MKuehn
04/16/2012 - Nest remains unlined with poorly defined cup. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Funnel spider web covering nest, which remains unlined. No activity observed. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Nest remains unimproved with spider web covering nest undisturbed since last visit. It appears that 
this nesting attempt has been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 040712_mkhn_02 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 20 100 20 20 Presumed Fledged 4/7/2012 4/21/2012 04/07/2012 - 2 adults entered cavity carrying food with biologist observing from 10 feet away. One entered and 
remained 3 minutes before the second entered with food. One adult then left immediately, carrying a fecal sac. 
No begging could be heard from cavity during feeding visits, indicating they may be very young. - MKuehn
04/16/2012 - BEWR carries food to nest at 1225 then departs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1115 to 1145. Nest examined closely and found to be empty with 
no sign of predation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 040712_vers_01 GS-BLM-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 150 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/7/2012 4/20/2012 04/07/2012 - During a general bird survey, the biologist saw a Bushtit land in a shrub 2 feet away, carrying downy 
material. Upon examining the juniper, a nearly-complete nest was discovered. Both adults subsequently brought 
more downy material that they added to the nest. The nest is just to the north of the path to the wire-pull staging 
area. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - Nest appears complete, but no Bushtits observed or heard. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Hole torn open at bottom of nest chamber; no eggs, eggshells, nestlings, or adults observed at nest 
or in area. Nest has been predated - closed. - PKonrad

No

HOWR House Wren 040912_hwey_01 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/9/2012 TBD 04/09/2012 - House Wren observed vigorously chasing other HOWR away from area near cavity. HOWR entered 
nest cavity at 0715 and remained inside for 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest at 0815. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - Male brings food to female outside nest. Female enters cavity and remains inside. Male perches and 
sings outside nest entrance. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - House Wren entering nest at 0936, did not appear to be carrying food. - HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Male HOWR singing within 10 feet of cavity entrance. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - HOWR entering nest cavity with food at 0651. - HWinfrey

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 040912_hwey_02 EP32-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 5 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/9/2012 5/15/2012 04/09/2012 - Nest appears complete. 2 Bushtits initially flushed from nest when discovered. 1 Bushtit returned, 
entered nest, and remained inside while buffer was staked. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH at nest at 0920. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - Adult enters nest with food at 0822 and departs shortly after. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0820. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0808. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Adult leaves nest at 0658. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - No activity observed from 0631 to 0701. Adult flushed from nest upon approach at 0702. - 
HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Adult visiting nest at 0637. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Adult visits nest at 0635. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - Adult visits nest at 0832. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - No activity observed at nest, but heard BUSH in vicinity. - AHill
05/15/2012 - No activity observed, nest remains in good condition. Presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 040912_hwey_03 Alpine CY Construction Yards Chaparrals Traffic 50 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/9/2012 4/30/2012 04/09/2012 - Male feeding female at nest when first detected. Both departed upon approach, but female 
returned to nest and was observed incubating while buffer stakes were installed. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Female on nest at 1309. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity at nest and no LEGOs detected in area. COHA perched 50 feet from nest. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity at nest from 1030 to 1045. Nest examined and found to be empty. Nest is in good 
condition with no indication of predation. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

RCSP Rufous-crowned Sparrow 040912_jdus_01 CP56-1-PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/9/2012 4/30/2012 04/09/2012 - While driving in access road, 3 white eggs were found within nest, small grass cup nest (100% 
constructed). The eggs in the nest were visible from driver's seat. While watching from a distance of 50 feet, a 
Rufous-crowned Sparrow was seen lying on the nest incubating. - JDicus
04/18/2012 - Observed by avian monitor, Garrett Huffman. Female seen leaving nest, and eggs remain present. - 
JDicus
04/24/2012 - 2 small orange gapes of recently hatched nestlings visible protruding above rim of nest. Observation 
made from vehicle while driving in. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Nest is clean and empty and presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 040912_jpki_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/9/2012 4/9/2012 04/09/2012 - Yard monitor observed pair in/around grout machine, after which an approximately 90% complete 
nest was found, with no eggs or young present. Nest was apparently built over the course of 4/7 to 4/8. Since the 
grout machine is required for project construction that day, deterrents were present (including location within an 
active CY), and the nest contained no eggs or young, this nest was photographed and then removed, per NBMMP 
stipulations. - JPawlicki

No

HOFI House Finch 040912_lgan_01 CP96-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 5 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/9/2012 4/9/2012 04/09/2012 - The House Finch nest was being checked to determine what stage it was in by 2 personnel in a 
manlift, under the supervision of an avian biologist. The manlift approached the nest from the north and the nest 
was inspected from the man lift; 1 egg was discovered in the nest. The House Finch pair was not scared away from 
the nest area and did not act disturbed by the manlift inspection process. In fact, the House Finch pair perched on 
the manlift as it was being raised towards the nest. The pair perched on the tower arm, adjacent to the nest, as 
the nest was being examined. After the manlift was lowered back to the ground, the House Finch pair continued 
to visit the nest. This nest was processed for removal, but since an egg was present, it was left intact. - LGorman
04/16/2012 - Biomonitor on site reports finding eggshell fragments under nest. Plastic substrate appears torn. No 
HOFI activity near nest. Nest closed, failure due to natural causes. - HWinfrey

No

CORA Common Raven 040912_mdus_01 CP53-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/9/2012 4/9/2012 04/09/2012 - Biomonitor Morgan McCarthy observed a pair of Common Ravens carrying sticks to structure CP53-
1. The pair made 12 trips to the nest with material. The nest is 5-10% constructed. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and 
through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consisted of mylar flash tape on the base of the tower. 
Following concurrence, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed 
Common Raven nest. The nest area was photographed as well. At the time of removal (approximately 09:30), the 
nest was 5-10% constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was 
subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. A pair of Common Ravens was observed flying in 
the vicinity of the tower but displayed no other behaviors. - MDicus

No

CACW Cactus Wren 040912_mkhn_01 EP225-1/EP226-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/9/2012 TBD 04/09/2012 - After 15 minutes of observation, an adult Cactus Wren vacated nest when biologist was 5 feet away 
upon initial approach for inspection. Pair returned 5 minutes later with biologist 60 feet from nest, and 1 adult re-
entered nest and remained inside for 15 minutes. Neither adult was carrying nesting material. Nest appears 
complete and entrance is at least partially lined. Could not see contents of chamber, except some feathers 
present. - MKuehn
04/14/2012 - Nest is large and in excellent condition, with new soft material lining bottom of entrance for some 
distance into chamber. No Cactus Wrens were observed during 30 minute observation period, but 1 was calling to 
the southwest. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Large nest unchanged and no Cactus Wrens heard or seen in area. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Although other species were vocal in the area this morning, no Cactus Wrens were heard, or seen 
during 40 minute observation period in the area, but later a wren was calling 1/4 mile southeast and south of this 
nest. The nest is in good shape with some cotton-like material added to the entrance rim. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - No Cactus Wrens were observed or heard in the area during a 30 minute observation period. The 
nest has deteriorated a bit, and the entrance is partly blocked by some of the cotton-like material. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - No Cactus Wrens observed or heard during a 30-minute observation period, although a little new 
material has been added to the entrance, including a new dry flattened plant stem, and the entry is clear. - 
PKonrad

TBD

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 040912_pkad_01 EP50-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 30 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/9/2012 4/17/2012 04/09/2012 - Nest used earlier by California Thrashers now has 1 light-turquoise egg with brown speckling that 
looks like a Western Scrub-jay egg considering the size and color. Appears a jay has laid an egg in the nest, 
although no improvements have been made to the former thrasher nest. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Nest empty with some minute leaves in bowl. No birds observed in area associated with nest. No 
eggshells in area beneath or near nest; appears egg(s) taken by predator. - PKonrad

No

HOWR House Wren 040912_vnik_01 EP78-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Grading 30 100 30 30 Indeterminate 4/9/2012 5/16/2012 04/09/2012 - Observed female carry material to nest on multiple trips. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - In 20 minutes of passive observation from 35 feet away, no birds visited cavity. Male House Wren 
singing in area, but female not detected. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Female collected fine dead grasses from ground 20 feet from nest and carried into cavity. - MKuehn
04/23/2012 - Grading of both east and west pull sites occurred directly adjacent to nest buffer. House Wren pair 
observed vocalizing throughout the day near nest and were observed continually bringing nest material during all 
grading work activities, including dozer activities on border of nest buffer. - RQuilley
04/27/2012 - At 1400, adult entered cavity with small twig and left immediately. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Female not detected in 30 minutes of passive observation, though male sang constantly from nest 
tree and occasionally from near cavity. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Female not detected in 30 minutes of passive observation, though male sang constantly from nest 
tree but did not visit cavity. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - No activity at cavity for 30 minutes and no HOWR detected in area. No birds have been seen 
entering or leaving cavity since 4/27, despite three visits 30 minutes in duration. Unknown if eggs were ever laid 
or if this was a dummy nest site. - MKuehn

N/A
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MODO Mourning Dove 040912_vnik_02 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/9/2012 4/27/2012 04/09/2012 - Observed female on nest, appeared to be incubating. Male nearby. When returning to area several 
times later in the day, bird was not on nest. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - Adult incubating. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No adult on or near nest in two checks about 1 hour apart. Cannot see nest contents. Warm 
weather may reduce need for incubating. - MKuehn
04/26/2012 - No activity observed. - RQuilley
04/27/2012 - No activity at nest for 20 minutes, and no bird on nest when checked earlier in the day. Nest has 
been unoccupied since 4/12, on three visits, and is assumed to be empty. No eggshells found on ground below 
nest. Cause of failure is unknown. - MKuehn

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 040912_vnik_03 EP78/EP78A PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Woodlands and Forests OH - wire stringing 50 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/9/2012 5/4/2012 04/09/2012 - Bird observed incubating on nest. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - Adult incubating. Avian biologist V. Novik changed signs for buffer from 100 to 50 feet. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - After no activity at nest for 20 minutes, contents were checked using a handheld mirror. An adult 
WESJ scolded from 40 feet away. Nest is empty, and no eggshell fragments found in nest or on ground. Nest and 
lining appear to be in good condition. Adult observed on nest in previous visits, but nest contents were never 
checked. Thus, no evidence that eggs were laid yet, and adult may not have been incubating during previous 
visits. Follow up visit should occur in next few days to monitor activity while grading is not taking place close by. - 
MKuehn
04/23/2012 - Grading of both east and west pull sites occurred directly adjacent to nest buffer. Occasional scrub 
jays were seen passing through the area, and one was observed perched within 20 feet of the nest; however, no 
jays were confirmed entering the nest or seen displaying any nesting behavior. - RQuilley
04/27/2012 - At approximately 1400, adult WESJ in area but not near nest and did not scold when biologist 
checked contents. Nest remains in good condition but empty. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Again, adult WESJ observed in area but not near nest and did not scold when biologist checked 
contents. Nest remains in good condition but empty for the 4th straight week. Nest closed due to inactivity. Nest 
contents never observed when active, and unknown whether it contained eggs or nestlings. No evidence that 
young fledged as parents were never observed carrying food and no fledglings have been observed in area. Nest 
likely failed with eggs or young because adult observed on nest twice before it was found empty, but supporting 
evidence is lacking (no eggshell fragments or nestling remains found in or near nest). - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 041012_ahll_01 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/10/2012 TBD 04/10/2012 - Female was seen bringing nesting material to nest while avian biologist was inspecting wheel well 2 
feet away. Male has red coloration. Nest appears to be 40% complete. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Nest appears to be complete. Did not observe House Finches go to nest, but heard singing within 
100 feet. - AHill
04/18/2012 - No activity observed at nest during helicopter flights 50-100 feet of nests. Helicopter buffer was 
expanded from 30 horizontal feet to 100 feet. - AHill
04/25/2012 - No activity at nest, and no HOFI in area. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Female on nest, incubating 4 eggs. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Biologist B. Pikay reported adults making frequent trips to nest. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Female and male visiting nest at 1031. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Fully feathered nestling visible in nest. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 041012_ahll_02 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/10/2012 4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - While searching for active HOFI nest (041012_ahll_01) in a water stand tank, a second nest with 5 
dead nestlings was found in the same piece of equipment. Based on feather plumage development, nestlings 
appear to have been 7-8 days old when they died. It appears that the nestlings died at some point in the last 
couple of days. Early stages of decomposition and lack of scavengers (such as flies, ants, or beetles) support this 
timeline. Condition of the nestlings and presence of a full clutch (5) indicate that the clutch likely failed due to 
exposure or starvation, rather than predation. Possible causes of failure may include: the adult bird(s) were 
predated themselves, leaving these nestlings with no parental care; the nest was undetected prior to the tank 
being moved from JVR CY to Wilson CY (on April 7th), resulting in the nestlings being left unattended by the adult 
pair; or the adult bird(s) abandoned the nest for unknown reasons. - AHill

No

CORA Common Raven 041012_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/10/2012 TBD 04/10/2012 - Common Ravens placing lining in nest, it appears that they are going to remain with this nest. - 
BArnold
04/14/2012 - Adult at and around nest. - BArnold
04/20/2012 - Adult CORA on nest, apparently incubating. According to bio-monitor, adult has been staying on 
nest for about a week. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Adult observed on nest. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - The CORA left the nest periodically during the work activities, but returned after relatively short 
periods. After work was concluded, the CORA returned to incubating/brooding as before. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - CORA incubating on nest. Second CORA harassing Red-tailed Hawk at southwest corner of 
substation, driving RTHA well to the northwest and away from the nest. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - Adult observed on nest. Displayed no reaction to any work activities. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Adult CORA observed on nest, unaffected by new substation construction activities. - BArnold
05/02/2012 - Adult on nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Adult on nest. Both adults on/at nest after dark last night. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Adult on nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Adult CORA on nest. - BArnold
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HOFI House Finch 041012_hwey_01 EP39-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 30 30 Indeterminate 4/10/2012 4/17/2012 04/10/2012 - Female leaves nest at 0650, returns a few minutes later. Male singing nearby. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Nest is no longer present and no birds were observed in the immediate area. Unclear whether nest 
failed due to recent inclement weather, predation, or removal by non-Sunrise substation maintenance personnel, 
as nest was on a door handle and would have necessitated removal by anyone requiring access through that door. 
Nest may or may not have had eggs at the time of failure, therefore the outcome is indeterminate. Nest closed. - 
HWinfrey

N/A

AMKE American Kestrel 041012_jdus_01 CP11-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/10/2012 TBD 04/10/2012 - Biomonitors L. Bernal and T. Gunter observed AMKE pair copulating on structure, male bringing 
food items to female. Pair defends nest site against European Starlings. Both AMKE individuals have been seen 
entering the nest cavity, but only the last few days, despite biomonitors being present monitoring work for a 
month. Presume nesting stage to be nest building due to the pair only recently using the nest cavity. - JDicus
04/16/2012 - Onsite biomonitors B. Parker and T. Gunter reported the male on a nearby wire in the morning, but 
no sign of the female. During nest monitor's afternoon visit, the male was perched on the nest monopole, and the 
female was still not in evidence - VEurs
04/24/2012 - At the start of the observation, the male was perched a wire near the nest cavity, eating a lizard. He 
moved to a different perch, flew out of sight, and returned to perch on a rung just below the nest cavity. He was 
still holding the lizard and he exchanged vocalizations with the female, who was in the cavity. She exited from the 
bottom of the arm bracket. The pair perched on a nearby wire, where the female gave begging calls. The male 
gave her the lizard remains and then flew out of sight. The female found a new perch, consumed the lizard and 
reentered the nest cavity. Biomonitor T. Gunter reported similar activity on 20 April 2012. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - The pair flew in from the east, calling to each other, and landed on the transmission wire east of the 
monopole. The male flew off again, and the female fluffed her feathers, revealing her brood patch. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - During nearly 2 hours of observation, the male was seen on 1 occasion. He approached the pole and 
landed on the wire adjacent to the nest cavity. He was carrying a lizard and vocalizing. Due to the angle of 
observation, it was unclear whether he passed the food to the female or simply left area. Neither kestrel was 
detected during another hour-long observation. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - Observation period lasted from 0800 to 0930. During that time, the pair spent much of the time 
perched on transmission wires near the nest cavity or hunting over the surrounding habitat. They copulated on 3 
occasions. Each adult clung to the end of the arm with the nest and looked inside for a brief period while 
vocalizing. The male eventually brought the female a lizard. She consumed part of it and carried the rest into the 
arm, where she remained for about 15 minutes, before exiting to perch on a rung just below the arm. - VEurs

TBD

CORA Common Raven 041012_jpki_01 EP193-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/10/2012 4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Monitor reported pair of ravens building nest early in the morning. About 8 sticks were present at 
0900. Since wire stringing was currently underway in this area, the need for removal was immediate. The request 
for removal was put forth for agency review and concurrence, agreed with, and removal procedures occurred. No 
eggs or young were present. The removal procedure was conducted according to the NBMMP. Deterrents present 
included mylar tape tied to the base of the tower, and wire pull work occurring the previous day. Additional 
deterrents are slated for installation in the coming days. - JPawlicki
04/13/2012 - No twigs/nest present.  Gusts of wind may have blown twigs/nest out of tower. - LThoreson

No

OTHE Other 041012_jpki_02 EP112A-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 100 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/10/2012 4/16/2012 04/10/2012 - Site biological monitor arrived in early morning and initially detected a Red-tailed Hawk perched and 
calling from top of tower after which it flew off and perched on rock outcrop about 1000 feet to south. Monitor 
then observed large sticks present in southern bridge of tower and whitewash on ground underneath tower. 
Further monitoring of site for a total of 3.5 hours between late morning and afternoon did not note any activity at 
nest location. A pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks were observed soaring within 600 feet of nest on one occasion and 
later in the distance, although no other activity was observed. However, the species that is utilizing this nest is not 
yet identified. - JPawlicki
04/12/2012 - The start of the stick nest in EP112-A was monitored for 4 hours from 0730 to 1130 hours. No birds 
landed on the tower during the 4 hours of observation time. Potential birds in the area that could have started 
the nest included a pair of Red-tailed Hawks and a pair of Common Ravens. The Red-tailed Hawks were seen 
perched in the tower to the east (EP113-5). The female flew off the tower and landed in a short shrub on the 
other side of La Posta Road. The male flew over to the female and copulated for a few seconds. Both birds flew off 
to the south and were seen soaring in and out of view southeast of the tower during the observation period. The 
pair of Common Ravens were observed east of EP112-A successfully hunting on the ground. The temperature 
increased from 45 degrees Fahrenheit at the beginning of the monitoring period to 57 degrees Fahrenheit at the 
end. Wind speeds were between 3 to 6 mph with gusts up to 9 mph. - GCummings
04/12/2012 - 4/11/12 - Observed nest location for 2hrs. No activity observed at nest. No raven or raptors 
observed in the area for the duration of observation. Nest incomplete with approximately 10 sticks loosely piled 
in south side of tower bridge. - TCooper
04/16/2012 - Nest appears to have lost sticks during last storm. No activity has been observed at nest for last 
week with extensive monitoring. - VNovik

No
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CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 041012_kats_01 CP83 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/10/2012 4/11/2012 04/10/2012 - CAKI was seen bringing nesting material to the inner corner of CP83 where the south and east sides 
meet, and placing it at the nest site approximately 90 feet above the ground. The nest itself was not visible, 
indicating it is in the early stages of building. - KAlberts
04/11/2012 - No kingbirds observed during 30 minutes on site. Tower was climbed by a lineman and nest was 
located in the southeast corner of leg D, photographed, and confirmed to be in the early stages (5% complete) 
with no eggs or young present. Deterrents present included BMP maintenance work occurring during the initial 
nest building observation. Nest was removed according to the NBMMP, based on need to conduct repair work on 
tower with regular helicopter traffic. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer justification. - IMaunsell

No

HOFI House Finch 041012_mdus_01 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 30 30 Removed 4/10/2012 4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Biomonitor Rebecca Johnson discovered a House Finch nest while conducting a sweep of the 
storage area in Sycamore Yard.  The nest is approximately 95-100% constructed. Mylar tape was present on the 
reel in addition to being located in an active construction yard. The nest was removed in accordance with 
Attachment C of the NBMMP. Nest was not a candidate for buffer justification and the reels are scheduled for use 
in the upcoming wire pull, necessitating removal. There were no eggs or young in the nest. - MDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 041012_mdus_02 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 4/10/2012 4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Biomonitor Rebecca Johnson observed a female House Finch carrying nest material into a fold of 
paper wrapped around a conductor wire reel. The nest is approximately 50% constructed. The nest was removed 
in accordance with Attachment C of the NBMMP. Mylar tape had been installed on the reel, and the reels are 
scheduled for use in the upcoming wire pull. Nest was not a candidate for a reduction to allow this work to 
proceed. Additionally, this nest is located in an active construction yard. There were no eggs or young in the nest. - 
MDicus

No

CORA Common Raven 041012_mdus_03 CP53-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/10/2012 4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Biomonitor Brian Payne observed a pair of Common Ravens making 10 trips to the tower carrying 
sticks to the lowest bridge. This is likely the pair building a nest in the tower yesterday. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and 
through adherence to the NBMMP. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman 
was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common Raven nest. The nest area 
was photographed as well. At the time of removal, the nest was approximately 5% constructed and contained no 
eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place of the 
removed nest. The nest is located on a structure involved in the current wire pull. A delay due to allowing the nest 
cycle to continue would likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by 
June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 4/10/2012. - 
MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 041012_mkhn_01 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 15 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/10/2012 5/4/2012 04/10/2012 - Adults to nest 5+ times with nesting material. They have just begun building (<5% complete). - 
MKuehn
04/12/2012 - Adults visited nest and added nesting material. Nest still <10% complete. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - BUSH present within 20 feet of nest several times in 30 minutes of passive observation, but were 
never seen carrying nesting material and did not visit nest. New material has been added since last check and nest 
is now about 40% complete. - MKuehn
04/26/2012 - Required SWPPP cleanup of oil leak occurred within bird buffer approximately 15 feet from nest for 
less than 10 minutes on 4/23/2012. No Bushtit activity was observed, and there were no observations indicating 
that SWPPP work disturbed the nest. - RQuilley
04/27/2012 - Nest building is progressing slowly, but new material has been added since last visit. One adult 
visited nest with material. Nest is 35% complete. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Much of nest is missing. BUOR and BUSH both observed collecting nesting material from nest and 
carrying to different coast live oak trees more than 100 feet from any work areas. This nest likely never made it to 
egg laying stage. It was only 35% complete on 4/27, and progress had been slow. - MKuehn

No

HOWR House Wren 041012_mkhn_02 EP78-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Grading 165 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/10/2012 4/27/2012 04/10/2012 - Adult observed carrying small twigs into cavity several times. - MKuehn
04/12/2012 - No House Wrens detected in 20 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet. Oak Titmouse entered 
cavity without nesting material and vacated after 2 minutes. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No activity at cavity in 30 minutes of passive observation, though male HOWR present and singing 
within 20-40 feet from nest. Possible satellite/dummy nest. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - No activity at cavity for 20 minutes. This nest site appears to be inactive since first found on 4/10, 
despite three visits of ample duration. Possible dummy nest. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 041012_sjon_01 EP57-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 30 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/10/2012 4/24/2012 04/10/2012 - Observed nest building at 15 feet away. Nest approximately 80% complete. - SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Bushtit nest appears complete and in good condition. No activity observed during a 30 minute 
observation period. - SJohnston
04/24/2012 - P. Konrad reports that unknown if this nest contained eggs or young. Inspection of nest showed no 
signs of eggs shells or nestling remains. Nest has ripped open from the bottom portion of the nest consistent with 
depredation. - KAlberts

N/A
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BUSH Bushtit 041012_vers_01 EP79-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 2 100 75 75 Indeterminate 4/10/2012 5/4/2012 04/10/2012 - Biologists discovered the nest while walking down the access road EP79-E. 2 biologists watched for 
bird activity from about 25 feet for about an hour. In that time, a pair of Bushtits came to the nest tree twice. The 
first time, 1 had nesting material. However, movements of 1 biologist seemed to deter the pair from visiting the 
nest, and they both continued in the direction they had been going, still carrying the nesting material. The second 
time the pair landed in the nest tree, but flew off without ever visiting the nest. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - No BUSH seen at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet, but BUSH pair detected 
foraging within 40 feet of nest. Nest appears to be complete and in good condition. - MKuehn
04/21/2012 - No BUSH seen at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet. Nest still appears to be 
complete and in good condition. Possibly egg laying. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - No BUSH seen at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet. Nest still appears to be 
complete and in good condition, and no bird emerged when nest was approached for inspection. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Most of nest is gone from tree and cannot be found below. No activity observed at this nest since 
found, so no indication whether eggs were ever laid. - MKuehn

N/A

ACWO Acorn Woodpecker 041012_vers_02 EP78A-E Road Area Chaparrals Grading 130 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/10/2012 5/4/2012 04/10/2012 - A small group (2-3 at a time) of ACWO's landed on the pole at various times throughout the survey. 
A woodpecker would excavate in the hole for brief periods before flying off. They were tolerant of 2-3 people 
near the pole at a time, but when the surveying crew was present as well as the avian biologist, the birds did not 
approach the pole. Once the surveying crew left, ACWO's returned to the pole for brief periods and excavated a 
bit more. Helicopter flights fairly close to pole. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - No ACWO detected at pole or in area in 60 minutes of passive observation. Biomonitor R. Quilley 
reported ACWO did not visit pole with cavity for 2 hours on 4/12 when work approved was occurring inside 
buffer, though adults were seen on pole when crews arrived (M. Kuehn). - MKuehn
04/21/2012 - Nest passively observed from 150 feet for 30 minutes. Pole was frequently visited by up to 3 ACWO, 
but none visited or excavated cavity. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - No ACWO detected at pole or in area for 45 minutes. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - No activity observed at pole in 1 hour today. ACWO have not been observed actively excavating 
cavity since initial observation, though they are occasionally seen at pole caching acorns. It appears this nest site 
has been abandoned for unknown reasons. - MKuehn

No

SOSP Song Sparrow 041112_rqey_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 3 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/11/2012 4/26/2012 04/11/2012 - Pair of Song Sparrows was observed carrying nesting material to nest site multiple times within 20 
minute observation period. Pair unaffected by drive through traffic and avian biologists within 20 feet of nest. 
Nest was not directly observed and nest building stage of completion is unknown. 50-foot buffer with drive-
through access allowed. - RQuilley
04/18/2012 - Nest appears 90% complete, just lacking lining. SOSP singing nearby, but no activity at nest. - 
HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Nest is full of dead leaves and detritus and has not been improved in past two weeks. Nesting 
attempt appears to have been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 041212_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/12/2012 TBD 04/12/2012 - The female was seen bringing nesting material to the nest several times while the avian biologist 
was 10 feet away from the nest. The male was seen flying with the female and perching nearby and singing while 
she was on the nest. The birds are still building their platform; nest appears to be 20% complete. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Observed female on nest, she flew away when biologist was 2 feet from nest. Was unable to 
positively determine if an egg was present or not, female flew back to nest 1minute later. She is probably egg 
laying or about to start. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Observed female on nest for a prolonged period of time. She is probably incubating, but was unable 
to check contents of nest. - AHill
05/02/2012 - Observed female on nest incubating. - AHill
05/05/2012 - Female observed on nest at 0818. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Nest contains at least 2 newly hatched nestlings and 1 egg. Did not observe female on nest or 
nearby within 15 minute period. - AHill

TBD

HOFI House Finch 041212_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/12/2012 4/16/2012 04/12/2012 - Observed female bringing nesting material to cavity a few times while a parked vehicle was 8 feet 
away, but no personnel were within 30 feet of nest. Nest appears to be 5% complete. In the past several days, a 
pair of House Finches have been checking out the bulldozer cavities actively and bringing single pieces of material 
to various places in the dozer, but have not consistently placed material in one location until now. - AHill
04/16/2012 - No new nesting material has been added to this location since the day after the nest was logged, 
and no birds have been seen coming to the bulldozer within the observational period. Birds most likely 
abandoned nest for unknown reasons and started building in a nearby location. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 041212_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/12/2012 4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Nest was found by biological monitor in the morning, and the pair started building on 4-11-12 (after 
1030) when crane was parked for the day. Nest appeared to be 25% complete, with no eggs or young present. 
Deterrent streamers were hung around the crane in addition to the equipment being used the previous day. 
Removal of nest was required based on the impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost 
impacts relative to alternative options, and the potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the 
anticipated nest cycle. The nest was photographed and documented by an avian biologist as having no eggs or 
young and removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No
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HOFI House Finch 041212_ahll_04 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/12/2012 4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Pair was seen actively bringing nest material to nest several times, nest appeared to be 65% 
complete. No deterrents installed on crane however the equipment is located in an active construction yard with 
tower assembly and regular helicopter flights. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to 
material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative 
options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was 
not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. No eggs or young were present and nest was 
removed per the NBMMP, - AHill

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041212_dbby_01 CP24-1-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 141 300 140 140 Presumed Fledged 4/12/2012 5/1/2012 04/12/2012 - Female incubating 4 eggs. ESA signage installed along access road at 300 feet, specifying "No Project 
Access until an NBJ is submitted". Future project related activity may come within141 ft. as vehicles pass by on 
nearest access road to north. - DBusby
04/17/2012 - 4 nestlings in nest approximately 4 days old. Estimated fledge date is between April 22 and 28. - 
DBusby
04/24/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair with active nest (041212_dbby_01) near Structure CP24 was 
observed feeding nestlings that are approximately 11 days old. The male and female adult pair was observed 
repeatedly visiting the nest with food. Based on the apparent age of the nestlings, their estimated fledge date will 
likely occur between April 25 and 28, 2012. - DBusby
05/01/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was not re-detected near Structure CP24 as the previously 
detected, active nest (041212_dbby_01), is now empty and closed. The nestlings are presumed to have fledged a 
few days ago because the closed nest is empty and intact, exhibiting no signs of depredation or predation. The 
estimated fledge date was between April 25 and 28, 2012. However, the surveyor will reattempt to locate and 
confirm the number of fledglings during subsequent surveys. Because the nest is now empty, there are no work 
restrictions along the access road to the north of the closed nest. - DBusby

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041212_ghan_01 CP49 Temp work Area Pad Areas-Work Area Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/12/2012 4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Biomonitor Brian Payne observed a pair of House Finches making trips under the paper covering the 
conductor line on wire spool. Observed nest on spool and appeared to be 20% complete. The nest was removed 
in accordance with Attachment C of the NBMMP. Nest deterrents are present in form of netting and mylar tape, 
and the reels are scheduled for use in the upcoming wire pull. The nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction 
allowing for use of the spool, therefore removal was required. Nest was approximately 20% complete. No eggs or 
young present. - GHuffman

No

BUSH Bushtit 041212_hwey_01 EP10-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 40 100 50 30 Presumed Fledged 4/12/2012 4/18/2012 04/12/2012 - 2 adults bringing food to nest. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - No activity observed during half hour visit. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Adult makes trips to nest with food at 0804 and 0806. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - No activity observed from 0750 to 0820. Nest examined and found to contain no nestlings and 1 
non-viable unhatched egg. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 041212_hwey_02 EP2-3 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - tower erection 170 100 70 70 Fledged 4/12/2012 4/24/2012 04/12/2012 - 2 adults bringing food to the nest at 1145. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Adult brings food to nest while helicopter is hovering 300 feet away. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Observed pair bringing food to nestlings. Skycrane installed tower middle section and created 
significant rotor wash at nest, jostling the nest about roughly for entire duration of skycrane activity (5 minutes 
approximately). The spotter helicopter was flying near the nest too, creating mild rotor wash on the nest. The 
avian biologist called Sunrise Base, and they presumably informed the pilot to not fly to the northwest of the site 
as they did fly near this area again. Nest still active with nestlings being fed. - AHill
04/20/2012 - Adult enters nest with food at 1033. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Nest material was found on ground and nest appeared to be disheveled and askew. Heard fledgling 
begging in tree, and nest has apparently fledged. Observed adults in nest tree actively foraging and copulating 
several times. Pair will most likely renest nearby. - AHill

Yes
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041212_imll_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - maintenance 850 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/12/2012 5/16/2012 04/12/2012 - Previously unpaired male was observed briefly foraging with a female at approximately 0840. The 
male was later observed making approximately 5 trips with nesting material to a small, scrubby, brownish 
California sagebrush. The nest location is relatively low (no more than 2 feet above ground). Between trips to the 
nest by the male, the nest was viewed with binoculars from approximately 20 feet away and determined to be 
approximately 60% complete with well formed cup and nest walls. The top of the nest is not yet rounded toward 
the center of the cup, and the female was not observed lining the nest during 20 minutes of observation. - 
IMaunsell
04/18/2012 - Pair observed foraging together in vicinity of nest, but did not add material. Nest contents were 
checked while pair foraged from a distance. 1 egg observed. - MDicus
04/25/2012 - An adult female California Gnatcatcher was observed incubating 4 eggs. The male parent was 
observed foraging in Artemisia californica nearby. - LGorman
05/02/2012 - During approximately 1.25 hours of observation, both adults were observed foraging in the vicinity 
of the nest, periodically vocalizing with one another. The male repeatedly returned to the nest, briefly lying in it, 
appearing to adjust something with his bill, lying in it again, and leaving to forage. There was a 40-45 minute 
period in which neither adult approached the nest. The male only stayed on the nest for a few seconds each visit, 
and the female was not observed on the nest at all, although she briefly perched nearby. - MDicus
05/09/2012 - During 50 minutes of observation, the adult male made brief 3 trips to the nest while the female 
foraged nearby. The nest was not approached, but the male appeared to be feeding nestlings. - MDicus
05/16/2012 - After 1 hour of inactivity, the nest contents were checked. 4 unhatched eggs were found buried 
beneath nest material. The pair associated with this nest was found tending a new nest 70 feet to the northeast. It 
has been 4 weeks since the pair starting egg-laying at this original nest, so the eggs should have hatched over 2 
weeks ago if they were still viable. During the last monitoring check, when male appeared to be feeding nestlings, 
he was likely placing and pulling material from the walls of the nest to bury the eggs. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 041212_jdus_01 CP31-2-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 65 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/12/2012 4/27/2012 04/12/2012 - Pair visits complete (100% constructed) nest with decorative material which is added to outside of 
nest, female enters nest not to exit for 15 minutes. - JDicus
04/19/2012 - An adult exited the nest soon after the start of observation and the pair foraged in the nearby oak 
and across the access road during the late-afternoon observation period. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - Nest was monitored to evaluate status of nest per the NBMMP, and was found to be sodden and 
dripping with rain water during light morning drizzle. Nest was stretched out and significantly elongated and 
threadbare at neck of nest on initial morning observation, apparently about to break free from its upper 
attachment point to host tree. No Bushtits at nest on initial observation. Avian biologist followed pair to host tree 
15 minutes later to find the nest to have fallen 5 feet to a point 10 feet above ground level where it is now lodged 
in thin lower branches of the oak tree on its side with nest entrance facing downward. Pair did not visit nest, 
though they moved actively around the nest's former attachment point to host tree. Nest failed due to natural 
causes (storm damage). - JDicus

No

HOWR House Wren 041212_jdus_02 CP31-2-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/12/2012 TBD 04/12/2012 - Pair in area singing, adult delivers material to cavity, remains inside for 60 seconds, exits and quickly 
brings more material. - JDicus
04/19/2012 - The male was perched nearby singing as the female peered out of the nest cavity. She flew out, 
joined the male and both disappeared from view. The biologist did not see them return to the cavity before it was 
necessary to stop the observation due to time constraints. No behavior pointing to a specific nesting activity was 
observed, but the pair is still utilizing the cavity. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - Pair in area of nest. Male very vocal during morning hours while female makes periodic trips to nest 
entrance and enters nest without visible material or food items several times to remain inside cavity for brief 
periods of 5 to 60 seconds. Traffic along access road does not appear to affect the wrens' natural activities at the 
nest during 45 minute observation period. Avian biologist returned to check nest later in the morning for 
additional 20 minutes. Female enters, remains in nest cavity for 9 minutes. Nest stage may have progressed to egg 
laying. - JDicus
05/04/2012 - Male was perched near cavity and singing at the start of observations. He then made a quick visit 
into the nest cavity, before flying off out of sight. He eventually returned and perched at various locations around 
the nest, singing. After 30 minutes, the female peered out of the cavity and ultimately flew off, most likely to 
forage. The biologist left about 8 minutes later and she had not yet returned. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - Within 10 minutes of the start of observations, the male flew to an oak tree and then to the snag 
containing the nest cavity. He entered the cavity and exited within 30 seconds. The biologist was unable to 
determine if he carried food into the cavity. He then spent the remainder of the observation period perched in 
front of the cavity, singing. It is presumed the female was incubating inside the cavity. - VEurs

TBD
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BEWR Bewick's Wren 041212_jdus_03 CP32-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/12/2012 TBD 04/12/2012 - Pair makes 8 trips to nest cavity with material in 30 minute period. Both adults deliver materials to 
nest, actively building. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Both wrens were in the toyon above the nest cavity at the start of observations. The female had a 
dried leaf in her bill that she apparently added to the nest. She then flew up the slope and disappeared from view. 
The male spent most of his time moving about to various perches, singing and preening. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No activity observed with 45 minute observation. - GHuffman
05/05/2012 - A male Bewick's Wren was singing in a shrub about 40 feet from the nest cavity as a second wren, 
presumably the female, moved through the shrubs immediately adjacent to the cavity. She was not carrying 
nesting material or food when she disappeared from view near the cavity. She was not seen for the rest of the 
observation period, another 30 minutes, and it is presumed she was in the cavity incubating/brooding. The male 
continued to move about the area, singing. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - After 45 minutes of observation, no wrens were detected near the nest cavity. A male wren was 
occasionally heard singing within 100 feet of the cavity. - VEurs

TBD

CATH California Thrasher 041212_lgan_01 EP177-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 8 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/12/2012 5/2/2012 04/12/2012 - The nest contained 2 newly-hatched nestlings and 1 medium-blue egg with small brown spots. A 
pair of California Thrashers was seen near the nest running back and forth across access road. F. Hoffman reports 
that adult is easily flushed and cannot be seen outside buffer. - LGorman
04/18/2012 - No California Thrashers were observed or heard in area. No nest found after extensive search, but 
will check back soon. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Nest in good shape with 2 large downy nestlings with pin feathers erupting on wings; 1 adult 
nearby. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - No nestlings remain in the nest; the nestlings were expected to fledge near this date. No fledglings 
or adult California Thrashers were observed in the area, and the nest remains in good shape with a compacted 
interior nest bowl. Appears nestlings have fledged successfully - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CORA Common Raven 041212_mdus_01 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/12/2012 4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Avian-approved biomonitor Trisha Dipaola observed a pair of Common Ravens building a nest in 
structure CP52. Wire stringing activities have been ongoing at this tower since Monday, 4/09. This nest location is 
below the first nest discovered on 4/06/12 in the same tower. Since construction is ongoing, and required to 
complete the wire pull, per agency concurrence and following NBMMP stipulations, the nest was photographed 
and removed in the presence of biologists, and a nest deterrent was installed in its place. The nest was 25% 
constructed at the time of removal, and contained no eggs or young. - MDicus

No

MODO Mourning Dove 041212_mkhn_01 EP78-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Grading 160 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/12/2012 4/20/2012 04/12/2012 - Adult flew from nest when biologist was directly under it, and returned 10 minutes later with 
biologist standing 25 feet away to begin incubating again. At least 1 egg visible through edge of nest from ground. - 
MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No adults observed at or near nest. Contents checked with handheld mirror. Nest is empty and no 
eggs or shell fragments found in nest or on ground below. Appears to have been depredated. Nest closed and all 
signs removed from buffer. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 041212_mkhn_02 EP83 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 150 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/12/2012 5/6/2012 04/12/2012 - Adults observed carrying nesting material to nest. Nest is approximately 30% complete. - MKuehn
04/19/2012 - Observed nest for 45 minutes with no activity. Nest does not look complete. Lots of jay activity in 
area. Bushtits heard in vicinity, though never seen near nest. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - No activity observed and very little progress has been made on this nest since found on 4/22. Nest 
site possibly abandoned. - MKuehn
05/06/2012 - No progress has been made on this nest, and no birds detected at or near it since found on 4/12. 
Apparently abandoned before construction complete. - MKuehn

No

BLPH Black Phoebe 041212_rrdd_01 El Monte CY Construction Yards Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/12/2012 5/2/2012 04/12/2012 - BLPH pair building nest; making multiple trips to culvert at AR and ferrying mud to nest which is 
approximately 15% complete. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest is unimproved, and no BLPH detected. Mud source has dried up. Monitor once more as rain is 
expected tonight. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No BLPH in vicinity. Nest has not been improved and appears abandoned. - RRadd

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 041212_rrdd_02 CP65-1-PS-N Road Area Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 70 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/12/2012 4/26/2012 04/12/2012 - Nest appears complete and ready to receive an egg. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - LASP attending nest that contains 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest remains empty 1 day after severe weather. LASP activity on territory continues. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is un-maintained, empty and aging. - RRadd

No

PHAI Phainopepla 041212_rrdd_03 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 230 100 70 70 Nest did not reach active stage 4/12/2012 4/30/2012 04/12/2012 - PHAI pair visiting nest that appears 90% complete and receiving lining at 1216. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest is lined but empty. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - PHAI pair installing lining, agitated by observer on footpath at 1420. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is empty. Possibly abandoned, but will monitor once more to be certain. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - Nest appears abandoned, and no birds associating. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - No increase in activity, apparently same nest as 042712_lgan_07. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 041212_rrdd_04 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 45 100 43 43 Nest did not reach active stage 4/12/2012 4/25/2012 04/12/2012 - BUSH pair ferry material to nest which appears outwardly complete. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest appears full and complete. Female BUSH nearby did not go to nest between 1400-1430. - 
RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest has fallen as substrate has shifted. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 041212_vers_01 CP48-2/CP49-1 PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 70 100 65 65 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/12/2012 5/7/2012 04/12/2012 - BUSH pair coming and going to nest on numerous occasions without carrying food or nesting 
material. On one occasion, an adult brought material to the nest. An adult would remain in the nest for 5-10 
minutes at a time before leaving without carrying anything. The nest looks nearly complete. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - The male was observed making numerous visits to the nest. He carried insects into the nest and 
would then exit almost immediately. No sounds of nestlings were heard within the nest. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - Both adults entered the nest, with at least 1 carrying food. 1 adult quickly exited, while the other 
remained inside. The foraging adult made numerous trips in quick succession to the nest carrying food. Nestlings 
could be heard vocalizing when the adult arrived with food. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - Upon first examining the nest in the morning, the biologist noted that it appeared damaged. Sky 
was visible through the neck of the nest, and after examining the nest from multiple angles, it appears to have 
been predated. This nest containing young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

CANW Canyon Wren 041212_vers_02 CP43-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 25 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/12/2012 5/11/2012 04/12/2012 - The observation period began at approximately 1600 and ended about 1730. At first, CANW was 
only heard singing upslope from the previously-documented nest cavity. After 35-45 minutes, visual confirmation 
was made when wren was spotted near the crest of the hill on a rock. It continued to sing and move about the 
rocks. Eventually it was observed carrying an item (most likely a small stick). It flew across the slope and 
ultimately went into a crevice formed by 3 rocks. Almost immediately, 2 wrens emerged and perched on the 
rocks. After climbing the hill, the biologist looked into the crevice and saw a cavity with many small sticks and a 
bleached snail shell arrayed at the entrance. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - No activity was observed prior to or during construction activities. One crewmember was authorized 
to enter buffer upon the specific criteria stipulated from the NBJ. There appeared to be no negative impact 
caused from construction. - GHuffman
04/27/2012 - No CANW activity detected after 80 minutes of observation. Construction traffic of many types may 
be suppressing CANW behavior. - VEurs
05/04/2012 - After 30 minutes of observation, a Canyon Wren was heard singing at about 1620. The song was not 
coming from the vicinity of the documented nest, so the biologist tracked it down. A wren was observed in the 
Shimmick equipment storage area. The wren perched on a box and flew up to the fence, where it could be seen 
holding nesting material in its bill. It then flew inside an open shipping container with the material. There is a 
possibility this is the same wren associated with Nest ID 041212_vers_02. However, since this nest is not 
impacting construction, the biologist chose keep it open for at least 1 more round of observations. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - After several weeks of no activity at or near the nest cavity, the avian biologist climbed up the hill to 
inspect the cavity. The entrance to the cavity has not been maintained and shows no signs of current occupation. 
On this day a Canyon Wren was heard singing in the Shimmick equipment yard and also on the slope to the north 
of CP43, well away from the documented cavity. The outcome of this nest is indeterminate because it is unknown 
if it ever contained eggs or young. - VEurs

N/A

HOFI House Finch 041312_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 4/13/2012 4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Water truck was parked at end of day on 4-12-12, truck was then moved at 800 on 4-13-12 to 200 
feet away. Pair was seen searching around other water truck grills, then brought nesting material to this nest 
repeatedly. Both male and female were seen bringing material to nest every 1-2 minutes. Nest was approximately 
80% complete as of 1130. Pair built nest between 6-8 hours.  ESA signage installed to not move the machine, and 
no work is occurring within 50 feet of nest for remainder of day. The decision to remove this nest is pending from 
SDGE. - AHill
04/13/2012 - Pair was seen bringing nesting material this morning at 1000, nest was approximately 80% 
complete, no eggs or young present. Nest was located in grill of water truck. Deterrents present were the 
equipment's location in an active construction yard with tower assembly and regular helicopter flights. Removal 
of nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics required to maintain compliance with dust 
abatement, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of 
equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Removal was conducted per NBMMP requirements. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 041312_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/13/2012 4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Pair was seen bringing nesting material this morning at 0715; nest was approximately 10% 
complete, no eggs or young present. Nest was located in arm joint of crane. Streamers were hung on crane. Nest 
was removed per the NBMMP, based on the need to use the crane for tower assembly, and if the crane was 
demobilized, then it would affect tower assemblies from progressing properly. - AHill

No

MODO Mourning Dove 041312_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 45 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 5/4/2012 04/13/2012 - Nest is on the other side of the transformer from SRPL work activity, with no direct line of sight. - 
BArnold
04/17/2012 - Adult MODO observed on nest, did not flush at less than 2 feet. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - Nest is degraded with a lot of scat about, indicating nest successfully fledged. - BArnold

Yes

GHOW Great Horned Owl 041312_bald_03 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 80 500 300 300 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 5/4/2012 04/13/2012 - Adult GHOW with 2 nestlings observed in nest. - BArnold
04/17/2012 - Nestlings were observed in nest. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - Owls no longer present in A-frame or anywhere in substation. Presumed fledged. - BArnold

Yes
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 041312_bald_04 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Herbaceous Wetlands, Freshwater, 
and Streams

Substation - maintenance 20 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 4/26/2012 04/13/2012 - Adult on nest with 2 eggs. - BArnold
04/17/2012 - Adult female was observed incubating. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - Nest empty. No adult, nestlings nor fledglings observed. Nest likely successfully fledged, as nest 
remains in place and in relatively good shape (that is, there is no evidence of depredation). - BArnold

Yes

MODO Mourning Dove 041312_bald_05 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 100 100 100 100 Fledged 4/13/2012 4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Observed two fledglings successfully fledge from the nest, accompanied by an adult as they flew to 
the nearby 69kV rack underneath which non-SRPL maintenance work was occurring. - BArnold

Yes

TUVU Turkey Vulture 041312_hwey_01 EP5-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/13/2012 TBD 04/13/2012 - Nest appears well-maintained and in active use. Nest lining of shredded bark does not appear to be 
weathered. Nearby perches have fresh whitewash. No raptors were observed in the area. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - Turkey Vulture on nest from 1330 to 1415 - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0915 to 1015. No TUVUs observed in area, and 2 CORAs were 
present at a distance of 300 feet from the nest. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Dark shape visible on nest, not identifiable but presumed to be incubating female TUVU. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1125 to 1155. - HWinfrey

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041312_jdus_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/13/2012 TBD 04/13/2012 - Female visits nest twice, takes great care while settling into nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female on the nest at 1140. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no LEGOs observed near nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female flies to nest at 0804. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041312_jdus_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 25 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 4/26/2012 04/13/2012 - Female incubates for 5 minutes, briefly leaves nest then returns to incubate 4 eggs in 100% 
complete nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female on nest at 1148. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Nest is empty with no evidence of predation. Since 13 days have passed since eggs were observed, 
and there are no signs of predation, this nest is presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BLPH Black Phoebe 041312_jdus_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/13/2012 TBD 04/13/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs, BLPH in vicinity. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - 4 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - 4 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Adult flies to nest at 0800. Not possible to verify nest contents without entering private property. - 
HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - Male observed visiting nest at 1224. - HWinfrey
05/12/2012 - Adult observed visiting nest and chasing House Finches from vicinity. Nestlings observed moving in 
nest. - MDicus

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 041312_jdus_04 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/13/2012 TBD 04/13/2012 - Newly initiated nest 1% constructed, being built by female while avian biologists watch from bridge 
above. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female observed adding material to nest at 1202. Nest is 40% complete. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity at nest, but 2 female ANHUs feeding within 10 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female flies to nest at 0818. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey

TBD

CORA Common Raven 041312_kats_01 CP14 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 60 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/13/2012 4/20/2012 04/13/2012 - Common Raven seen carrying a stick in flight and building the nest on the tower. Nest appears to be 
about 20% complete. - KAlberts
04/20/2012 - All of the sticks have blown out of the tower and are laying on the access road. No CORA activity in 
the area. The nest did not reach active stage before it was blown down. - VEurs

No

CORA Common Raven 041312_mdus_02 CP36-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/13/2012 4/16/2012 04/13/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed carrying sticks to a nest in tower CP36-1. The nest is 
approximately 15-20% constructed. This is likely the same pair that attempted to nest on the other side of the 
tower in early April and whose nest was removed 4/10/12. - MDicus
04/16/2012 - The nest was removed in the presence of an avian biologist to facilitate construction (wire 
stringing), per agency concurrence (received 04/13/12) and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents 
present on the site included mylar flash tape tied to the base of the tower and Daddy Long Legs deterrent in place 
of the previous nest attempt location. Following concurrence, a lineman was flown to the top of the tower and 
removed the almost fully constructed Common Raven nest. The nest was photographed prior to removal, and it 
was checked for eggs or nestlings. At the time of removal (approximately 09:00), the nest was 90% constructed 
and contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nest deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place 
of the removed nest. The raven pair was observed diving at the lineman and vocalizing during the nest removal. 
Following removal, the pair soared around CP36-1, made one trip to the tower with nest material, dropped the 
sticks, and flew to CP35-2, landing in that tower. No additional nesting behaviors were observed. - MDicus

No
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CORA Common Raven 041312_mdus_03 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/13/2012 4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Avian-approved biomonitor Trisha Dipaola observed a pair of Common Ravens building a nest in 
structure CP52, making multiple trips between 07:00 and 07:40 a.m. Wire stringing activities have been ongoing 
at this tower since Monday, 4/09. This nest location is below the first nest discovered on 4/06/12 and across from 
the second nest discovered on 4/12/12 in the same tower. Following previous removal, a "daddy long legs" 
nest/perch deterrent was installed on the tower. Since construction is ongoing and required to complete the wire 
pull, per agency concurrence and following NBMMP stipulations, the nest was photographed and removed in the 
presence of avian biologists, and a nest deterrent was installed in its place. The nest was 25% constructed at the 
time of removal, and contained no eggs or young. - MDicus

No

CORA Common Raven 041312_mdus_04 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 130 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/13/2012 5/16/2012 04/13/2012 - Nest was discovered during removal of third CORA nest in structure CP52. The pair that was 
observed building a nest in the tower was also observed, on 2 occasions, carrying sticks to a Quercus agrifolia in 
the drainage. It appears the nest is in the beginning stages of construction (approximately 5% constructed) and is 
an alternative to the nest locations in the tower. - MDicus
04/23/2012 - No change in nest since last observation. No CORA activity detected during a 45-minute observation 
period. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - Nest location was monitored between 08:55 and 10:20. No activity at nest, and no ravens observed 
in the vicinity of the nest. - MDicus
05/08/2012 - No CORA activity anywhere near the nest from 0800 to 0835. No change in the nest. - VEurs
05/16/2012 - As the biologist approached the vicinity of the nest tree, a Red-tailed Hawk was soaring nearby. It 
vocalized and landed on a transmission wire quite close to the nest. No ravens responded to the hawk's presence. 
There is no obvious sign of the nest in the tree and no ravens were detected nearby. This nest never reached 
active stage and is now closed. - VEurs

No

CORA Common Raven 041312_pkad_01 EP231A Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/13/2012 TBD 04/13/2012 - Common Ravens reported to be building nest in tower by biomonitor. Nest is 1/3 to 1/2 complete. 
No ravens observed during 40 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Raven observed incubating on nest and did not vacate the nest while helicopter was hovering 100 
feet away for 5 minutes. Egg confirmed in nest. - ELoveless
04/27/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on new tower nest. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - A Common Raven is incubating on the nest in the new Sunrise tower, but is very hard to see from 
ground level. A second raven flew in to perch atop the opposite side of the tower. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - No Common Ravens were observed during a 30 minute observation period. The nest was checked 
from several vantage points but no raven can be seen on the nest. Nestlings could have hatched by now (20 day 
incubation period). - PKonrad

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 041312_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/13/2012 5/9/2012 04/13/2012 - BUSH pair making trips to nest which appears 65% complete. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair continue ferrying material to this nest at 0930; now 85% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BUSH pair observed foraging nearby on cool showery morning did not approach nest which appears 
sound and mostly complete. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No activity observed 0700-0730 on cool overcast morning. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nest has fallen to ground and has been torn open at the cup. Presumed predated. - RRadd

No

HOWR House Wren 041312_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/13/2012 TBD 04/13/2012 - Male HOWR singing territorially, female departs nest at 1257. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - HOWR activity continues here, material now visible at cavity. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOWR male guards entrance while female leaves to forage and departs on her return at 1158. - 
RRadd
05/02/2012 - Non-project traffic within 20 feet. HOWR singing but not approaching nest. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Considerable non-Project traffic has been parking adjacent to this nest. No activity observed. - 
RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041312_rrdd_03 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 7 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 4/21/2012 04/13/2012 - LEGO male feeding female on nest. Female appeared to consume fecal sac while on nest. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest appears empty with many feces at rim, suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 041312_vnik_01 EP83-PS-N-A Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals Other 300 100 60 60 Nest did not reach active stage 4/13/2012 5/6/2012 04/13/2012 - Observed birds making several trips to nest with material. Nest appears 55% complete. - VNovik
04/19/2012 - Nest looks incomplete. No activity observed at nest. Bushtit active to southwest though not near 
nest during 30-minute observation period. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - No activity at nest and no BUSH detected in area for 20 minutes. Nest wall is transparent in upper 
half, but bottom half appears complete. - MKuehn
05/06/2012 - No progress has been made on this nest, and no birds detected at or near it since found on 4/13. 
Apparently abandoned before nest construction was complete. - MKuehn

No

WREN Wrentit 041312_vnik_02 EP79-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 73 100 100 100 Indeterminate 4/13/2012 4/21/2012 04/13/2012 - Male singing from nest shrub over a 15-minute period. Neither male or female observed at nest, but 
nest looks complete, clean, and neat. - VNovik
04/21/2012 - No activity at nest in 20 minutes. Nest empty and appears laterally compressed. No other changes 
to nest. No indications of predation such as eggshell fragments in or below nest. Unknown if eggs were ever laid, 
but it is possible they were and nest was depredated, all since previous visit on 4/13. This pair is constructing a 
new nest 80 feet away (see 042112_mkhn_02). Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

N/A
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BUSH Bushtit 041412_bald_02 TL 6924 - 171682 69kV Structure Chaparrals Substation - new construction 75 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/14/2012 4/25/2012 04/14/2012 - Two adult BUSH observed exiting nest. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - Upon approaching the nest, the avian biologist noted its slightly unusual shape. After watching the 
nest for 30 minutes with no activity, the biologist slowly moved up to the nest and examined it from all angles. 
Where the entrance hole was likely located, a large hole had been ripped in the nest, exposing the interior. 
Numerous gray feathers were caught in the nest and the shrub. Based on the level of completeness, it is likely this 
nest contained eggs. Evidence points to nest predation. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

No

CORA Common Raven 041412_pkad_01 EP225-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/14/2012 TBD 04/14/2012 - Although no ravens or raptors were observed during a 50-minute observation period, a new nest 
has been initiated in new Sunrise tower EP225, most probably built by ravens. - PKonrad
04/16/2012 - Observed raven flying in to nest. - VNovik
04/20/2012 - Common Raven soared throughout tower area, then perched on opposite side of bridge from nest. 
Hard to see if another raven may be incubating on the new tower nest. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was active with 1 raven concentrating its attention at the nest while the 
other raven made repeated flights to outlying locations near the nest tower, mostly to the southwest. Toward the 
end of a 40 minute observation period, 1 adult was lying in the nest for a short period. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on nest in new Sunrise tower. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - A Common Raven is incubating on this tower nest. - PKonrad

TBD

CALT California Towhee 041412_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 10 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/14/2012 5/2/2012 04/14/2012 - CALT incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - CALT incubation continues. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs but should have hatched as incubation is 12 days. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest with 4 eggs has been abandoned. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 041512_rrdd_01 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/15/2012 5/11/2012 04/15/2012 - HOFI male arranging material in nest at 1309. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - HOFI activity continues. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Female HOFI observed in nest. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Nest is no longer present. - RRadd

No

PHAI Phainopepla 041512_rrdd_02 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 32 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/15/2012 5/5/2012 04/15/2012 - Male PHAI at nest which appears almost complete and receiving lining. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest is fully lined with male PHAI attending. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest has been abandoned. Lining is weathered and no birds were in attendance. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041512_rrdd_04 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/15/2012 4/20/2012 04/15/2012 - Female LEGO lines nest with material purloined from adjacent BUSH nest. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest is complete, but unable to observe if occupied or empty. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest is no longer present and likely lost to weather. - RRadd

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 041612_ahll_01 EP5-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Female and helper were seen bringing stick material to nest several times, while male was perched 
nearby. Pair were hesitant of avian biologist standing at 35 feet from nest at Leg A. Adult alarm called when 
biologist moved closer to nest at 30 feet. Nest appears to be 60% complete, but was unable to check inside of 
nest. Based on material being carried to nest, it is predicted that no lining is present yet. - AHill
04/16/2012 - No WESJ observed in area. Nest located on Malosma laurina branch completely obscured by dense 
Rhus growth. Nest appears 60% complete with twig cup partially translucent and no nest lining or eggs present. 
Nest was not a candidate for a buffer justification allowing for requisite tower assembly work in order meet CAISO 
request to complete the Project and obtain system reliability by June 1. Nest deterrents in place include mylar 
tape hanging on the substrate shrub. Nest was removed to allow structure erection at EP05-2 in accordance with 
the NBMMP, SDG&E authorization, and agency approval. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 041612_ahll_02 EP5-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 35 100 40 40 Nest did not reach active stage 4/16/2012 4/25/2012 04/16/2012 - Pair was seen bringing lining material to nest several times. Nest appears 90% complete. - AHill
04/24/2012 - No activity observed over 1-hour period. Need to re-check tomorrow in order to confirm nest 
closing. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Monitored nest for 2 hours. No Bushtit activity in or around nest during monitoring period. Nest has 
been abandoned, since there is no sign of depredation or damage to nest, and no activity at all was observed at 
this nest over a long monitoring period. - DBusby

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Nest was found by biomonitor at 0715. Pair was seen by monitor entering cavity on a few occasions, 
with no material. Nest appeared to be 60% complete. Streamer deterrents were installed on the crane, and the 
equipment was located in an active construction yard with tower assembly and regular helicopter flights, 
effectively serving as deterrents. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics 
operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and 
potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a 
candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. Nest was removed following requirements outlined 
in the NBMMP. - AHill

No
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HOFI House Finch 041612_ahll_04 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Both male and female were seen bringing material to nest location in the grill of a water truck. Nest 
was approximately 95% complete as of 0700, no eggs or young present. Deterrents present were limited to the 
truck's location within an active construction yard. Nest was removed because the water truck is required in order 
to maintain compliance for dust abatement. Following verification that no eggs or young were present, 
photographing the nest, and approval from SDG&E, the nest was removed per the stipulations of the NBMMP. - 
AHill

No

BUSH Bushtit 041612_ahll_05 EP9-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - Pair was seen bringing lining material to nest very actively, nest appears to be 80% complete. - AHill
04/23/2012 - No activity observed at nest in rainy weather, from 0855 to 0910. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Biomonitor G. Leighty reports observing Bushtits adding nesting material. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0940 to 0957. WESJ in area. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1027 to 1042. Nest appears to still be in good condition. No 
Bushtits seen or heard in area. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOWR House Wren 041612_hwey_01 EP35-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 35 100 100 100 Satellite nest 4/16/2012 5/4/2012 04/16/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest cavity and remaining inside for duration of 15-minute visit. - 
HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity at nest and no HOWR detected from 0630 to 0700. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - No activity observed at cavity entrance, and no HOWR detected during 30 minutes of observation. - 
HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Lack of activity indicates that this is most likely a satellite nest. Nest 
closed. - HWinfrey

N/A

ACWO Acorn Woodpecker 041612_hwey_02 Suncrest-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - Acorn Woodpecker observed entering cavity near top of utility pole. 4 other ACWOs also perched 
on pole. Biologist left area when CORA perched on pole. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity observed and no ACWOs detected in area from 0800 to 0830. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - 3 Acorn Woodpeckers on pole, but no activity at nest entrance. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - ACWO observed leaving nest cavity at 1105. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest cavity from 1209 to 1224. 3 ACWOs on pole. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOLA Horned Lark 041612_jdus_01 CP35-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - Nest was discovered after the scheduled activity had landed onsite. Pair of adult HOLA observed on 
ground around TSAP. Further investigation during 25-minute observation period reveals female Horned Lark 
taking material (grass) to 60% constructed nest with deep cup located on ground near base of monkeyflower. 
Nest is not visible from outside buffer due to topography, vegetation and its position at and just below ground 
surface in depression. - JDicus
04/24/2012 - 3 eggs observed in nest during quick visit. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - The female was not on the nest as the biologist approached, so it was possible to look in the nest. 
The nest still contains 3 eggs. The biologist backed off to wait for adults to arrive. Within 10 minutes, the female 
came into view as she was foraging. She approached the nest but then moved away and continued to forage. She 
eventually returned and settled on the nest to incubate. She remained on the nest for 15+ minutes and the 
biologist ended the observation. - VEurs
05/09/2012 - The nest contains 3 brown, downy nestlings with black supercilliary markings. The female was near 
the nest for the entire observation period, foraging. She may have been feeding the nestlings, but it is difficult for 
the observer to get a direct view of the nest without deterring the female. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 041612_lton_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - An avian monitor identified a House Finch pair bringing nesting material to a location on a manlift 
(piece of construction equipment) today; the pair was not seen bringing material to the nest this morning, and the 
nest was monitored for approximately 30 minutes. 
A House Finch pair was within the vicinity of the nest; however, the pair did not visit the nest. The nest is less than 
10 percent complete and consists of about 20 pieces of dried grass; there are no eggs or young present. 
Deterrents present included mylar tape tied to the adjacent tower and work area, multiple plugged cavities, and 
presence of testing crews using the equipment on site over the last week. Nest was removed per the NBMMP 
based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting testing work at the CP95/CP96 structures, 
cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the 
anticipated nest cycle. - LThoreson

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_lton_02 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - House Finch pair observed bringing nesting material to a location on a manlift (piece of construction 
equipment) today; the pair was not seen bringing material to the nest this morning, and the nest was monitored 
for approximately 30 minutes. A House Finch pair was within the vicinity of the nest; however, the pair did not 
visit the nest. The nest was observed to be less than 10% complete and consists of about 20 pieces of dried grass; 
no eggs or young present. Deterrents present included mylar tape tied to the adjacent tower and work area, 
multiple plugged cavities, and presence of testing crews using the equipment on site over the last week. Removal 
of nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting testing work at the 
CP95/CP96 structures, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece 
of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. - LThoreson

No
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HOFI House Finch 041612_lton_03 CP87-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Biomonitor saw a House Finch pair bringing nesting material to a known, inactive European Starling 
nest at 0815 this morning. An avian biologist observed  the nest; no eggs or nestlings were present. Nest consisted 
of small sticks, and the House Finch pair was seen adding finer material (grass). At this point, nest appears 25% 
complete based on lack of typical HOFI nesting material, such as finer grass material, lining, or cup shape. 
Deterrents present on the tower included mylar tape tied to many locations, netting over large cavities, and 45 
plugged cavities near tower arms and brackets. Nest was removed per the NBMMP based on potential impacts to 
material logistics operations supporting testing work at the CP87/CP88 structures, cost impacts relative to 
alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. - 
LThoreson

No

BUSH Bushtit 041612_lton_04 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 26 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/16/2012 4/20/2012 04/16/2012 - Nest appears complete. One Bushtit was heard within the vicinity of the nest while the location of 
the nest was being logged; no other activity was observed, and no Bushtit was observed flying to the nest itself. 
Due to the level of completion and the time of year, it is most likely that the pair is egg laying or incubating. More 
time observing this nest is necessary. - LThoreson
04/20/2012 - Nest has been torn open from SE side, just above rim of nest cup, which is empty. No eggshell 
fragments found in nest cup or on branches and ground below. Likely predated, but unknown whether nest 
contained any eggs or nestlings, and hence, unsure whether it reached active stage. Buffer reduced to 0 feet and 
all signs were removed. - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_mdus_01 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - Yard monitor reported House Finch nest in wire reel. Avian biologist checked nest contents and 
found 1 egg. - MDicus
04/21/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Female on nest at 1239. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nestlings present in nest. - RRadd

TBD

CORA Common Raven 041612_mdus_02 CP53-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed building a nest in structure CP53-1 during ongoing wire 
stringing activities. The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence on 
4/16/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape and "Daddy Long 
Legs" deterrents installed in previous 2 nest attempt locations. Following concurrence, and in the presence of 
onsite biologists, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common 
Raven nest. The nest area was photographed as well. At the time of removal (approximately 10:00), the nest was 
10% constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently 
installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. - MDicus

No

COHA Cooper's Hawk 041612_rrdd_01 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - COHA perched near nest for 15 minutes and gave agitation calls, then overflies nest and departs by 
1045. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Monitor G. Leighty reports that COHA approached nest earlier in the day, although avian biologist 
did not see any activity, aside from a COHA perching nearby during helicopter QA/QC inspections. - KAlberts
04/24/2012 - COHA departed from nest area 0650, male noted nearby 0645. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - COHA female comes off nest in response to male's alarm call after 40 minutes of observation. - 
RRadd
05/11/2012 - Female COHA lying in nest at 1342. - RRadd

TBD

HOWR House Wren 041612_rrdd_02 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - HOWR pair making repeated entry to cavity; including material transport. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Male HOWR defending nest, female not seen. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Male HOWR defending nest and entering with sticks but female not seen. Possibly an alternate nest. 
- RRadd
05/11/2012 - HOWR singing and guarding, enters and sings from within the cavity at 1504. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041612_rrdd_03 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - LEGO pair building nest; approximately 30% complete. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest is complete, LEGO in nest 1425. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - LEGO male near nest, female in nest periodically. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Female LEGO departs nest at 1538 after 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 041612_tcer_01 CP7 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/16/2012 4/24/2012 04/16/2012 - Adults regularly bringing in nest material, nest 80% complete. - TCooper
04/24/2012 - As the biologist approached the "back" of the nest (away from the tower) it became apparent that a 
half-dollar-sized hole had been ripped in the side of the nest, near the bottom. Some nesting material was found 
on the ground below the nest and a large chunk was in the shrub next to the nest. Evidence definitely points to 
nest predation, but it is unclear whether or not the nest contained eggs. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

N/A
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HOFI House Finch 041612_vers_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 50 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/16/2012 5/15/2012 04/16/2012 - A pair of HOFI was seen in pepper tree. The male perched nearby while the female shaped the nest 
cup. She later added lining material and again moved around in the nest, appearing to shape the cup with her 
body. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - 1 visit to nest was observed. Pair is likely still nest building; no nestlings visible in nest. - LThoreson
05/01/2012 - No HOFI activity was observed around this nest during 45 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - No activity observed at nest after 30 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good condition 
and has some lining material. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - No activity has been observed at this nest for several weeks. The nest was checked with a mirror on 
several occasions and it never contained any eggs or young. This nest is now closed because it never reached 
active stage. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_vers_02 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed numerous times in an Italian cypress. The female brought 
long strands of grassy nesting material into the tree several times. The nest is not visible at this point due to the 
dense foliage, so the level of completeness is unknown. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Male HOFI seen foraging or ground near nest. Singing and calling audibly near nest location in tree. - 
LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Male entered nest area as female left. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - The male and female were perched on a shrub near the nest tree. As they both flew to the opening 
that leads to the nest, another male HOFI flew past, and the first male chased him off and returned to the shrub. 
The female entered the tree and remained there through the end of observations. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Though a pair of House Finches was perched nearby for 30 minutes, they were never observed 
going to the nest or perching on the nest tree. It was fairly warm weather. - LTymkiw

TBD

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 041612_vnik_01 EP151 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 65 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/16/2012 4/25/2012 04/16/2012 - Nest discovered by monitor. Observed bird on nest, likely incubating. - VNovik
04/18/2012 - When I arrived onsite, grouting had started on D Leg; the leg closest to the nest. The jay was 
observed on the nest with one nestling visible as work was underway. The bird did not leave the nest when the 
light helicopters were removing equipment from the site. The bird did leave the nest at 1 point, possibly to feed, 
though it returned shortly. This occurred between the light helicopters and a long slick period (possibly 45 
minutes) while waiting for the medium lift helicopter. When the K-max arrived to remove the grouting pump, the 
bird was not on the nest, but was observed shortly after the K-max left the site. Rotor wash from light helicopters 
was minimal and was a little stronger from K-max. - VNovik
04/25/2012 - Check of the nest revealed that the nest is empty. No birds or nestling observed within nest. Likely 
nestling was preyed upon. - VNovik

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_vnik_02 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Yard monitor reported a nest that had been located on the bumper of a 623 F scraper in the yard. 
The nest was located on the driver's side top headlight, but the majority of the nest had already fallen out onto 
the bumper. Eggs had been in the nest, as evidenced by egg shell fragments, but it could not be determined how 
old the nest was. The remainder of nest was removed, and deterrents were installed. The nest being dislodged 
from its initial location indicates that predation was a likely cause of nest failure, although the nest may have been 
undocumented when equipment was used last, and the nest was displaced. Furthermore, it is ultimately unknown 
when this nest was established and could have been considered active, therefore, no outcome can be 
determined. - VNovik

No

MODO Mourning Dove 041712_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - Adult observed on nest. Flushed at 1 foot, but stayed on nest for several minutes while avian 
biologist was within 2 feet. A single egg in nest. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - MODO observed on nest. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Adult MODO on nest, didn't flush at 1 foot. Looking from below up through fan screen, it appears 
that there are 2 eggs in nest. Broken eggshell is also present on inside fan screen. - BArnold

TBD

MODO Mourning Dove 041712_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 100 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/17/2012 5/11/2012 04/17/2012 - Adult MODO on nest. Flushed at 2 feet. Nest has 1 egg. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - MODO on nest, did not flush at 2 feet. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Nest empty and in disrepair. Lots of scat underneath and on adjacent steel structural elements, all 
indicative of a successful fledging. - BArnold

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041712_bald_03 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 165 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/17/2012 5/4/2012 04/17/2012 - Female HOFI observed incubating on nest. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - Observed female HOFI accompanied by male fly into nest, remove a large chunk of nest material, 
and fly to newly discovered nest in northeast corner of 230kV GCB 1W stand, located about 15 feet to the east-
southeast. - BArnold

No
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041712_dbby_02 CP20-N Structures Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - Pair of CAGN repeatedly observed visiting a black sage with spider silk and other nest material. Nest 
building was just initiated with only 5% completed. Nest is well beyond (approximately 695 feet) any potential 
project related work. Therefore, no NBJ or signage is required. - DBusby
04/24/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed incubating an unknown number of eggs on active 
nest (041712_dbby_02) near CP20. The male and female adult pair performed one nest exchange during the 
observation period. Based on the stage of the nest building on April 17, the eggs are estimated to hatch sometime 
after May 4, 2012. - DBusby
05/01/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed incubating an unknown number of eggs on this 
previously recorded nest (041712_dbby_02) near structure CP20. The male and female adult pair performed 1 
nest exchange during the observation period. Based on the stage of the nest building on April 17, the eggs are 
estimated to hatch sometime after May 4, 2012. - DBusby

TBD

OATI Oak Titmouse 041712_hwey_02 CP96-1-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 12 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/17/2012 5/15/2012 04/17/2012 - Two Oak Titmice observed entering nest cavity and removing small wood flakes. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - 2 OATIs at the nest, one exiting and the other entering at 1120. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - OATI brings food to nest at 0908. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Adult was bringing food to nest at 1159. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - OATI visits nest with food at 1026. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed from 1308 to 1338; nest presumed fledged, given observational history. - 
HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041712_hwey_03 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - Male and female HOFIs adding nest material. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum reports observing pair making repeated trips with nesting material. Nest appears 
nearly 100% complete. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Female on nest at 0950. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Female was on nest at 1028. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 041712_hwey_04 CP87-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 100 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/17/2012 4/23/2012 04/17/2012 - Male and female HOFIs observed adding nesting material. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum reports examining nest area closely from lift and finding no nesting material 
remaining. Nest apparently abandoned or destroyed by weather. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

CALT California Towhee 041712_hwey_05 Alpine Underground Ductbank Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 37 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/17/2012 4/30/2012 04/17/2012 - California Towhee observed incubating 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - CALT on nest at 1135. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity at nest. Nest lining has been pulled out, indicating predation. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 041712_ltiw_01 EP83-PS-S Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 150 100 100 100 Indeterminate 4/17/2012 5/6/2012 04/17/2012 - A Bushtit was observed bringing caterpillars to a complete nest several times. It appears that 3 
Bushtits are attending this nest. - LTymkiw
04/20/2012 - The bottom of the nest is open. No visible debris on ground below nest. Pair observed adding 
material to the nest. Possible predation of nestlings and pair attempting to repair nest. - ELoveless
04/22/2012 - Both parents carried food into nest twice. Could not hear begging from 20 feet away. Bottom of 
nest appears frayed, but no opening detectable there. - MKuehn
04/24/2012 - Observed work activities from pull site. Helicopter pulled sock line over the vicinity of the nest, and 
it appeared that the helicopter was above 100 feet when flying with the line. The sock line appeared to slack 
within the buffer but did not touch vegetation near the nest. When switching wire phases, the line slacked and hit 
a rock and vegetation at a distance of approximately 115 feet from the nest. Nesting bird impacts not observed. - 
VNovik
04/25/2012 - Observed work activities from pull site. Line was pulled back to EP83 south pull site. Line was 
observed to go slack and hit vegetation and hit a rock at a distance of approximately 115 feet from the nest. The 
line was raised and pulled to the pull site where the line was connected to the helicopter and was flown back to 
the EP83 north pull site. It appeared that the helicopter flew outside of the 100 foot buffer. Nesting bird impacts 
were not observed. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - Adults feeding young in nest. Begging can be heard from 20 feet. The young will likely fledge by 
around 4/2. - MKuehn
05/06/2012 - Nest has 2 holes in the side, and feathers and nesting material are on branches and ground below. 
Nest contained nestlings when discovered on 4/17, which were at least 12 days old when parents were bringing 
food to nest on 4/29. Nest could have fledged and then been damaged since last checked on 4/29. No adults or 
fledglings could be detected in 30 minutes within 100 feet of nest. Nest outcome is indeterminate, but seems 
likely to have failed with nestlings. - MKuehn

N/A
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041712_mdus_01 CP39-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 200 300 175 175 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/17/2012 5/8/2012 04/17/2012 - Adult male CAGN observed pulling nest material from old nest (030512_mdus_01) and carrying it to 
a new nest location. Male made over 6 trips from the old nest to the new one, interspersing those trips with 
frequent short trips to the new nest from other areas. The female was not observed returning to the old nest, 
instead foraging near the new nest location, and bringing in material. Between them, the adults made over 20 
trips to the new nest between 07:45 and 10:00. Nest is approximately 30% constructed. - MDicus
04/20/2012 - The CAGN nest area was monitored during wire pulling activities between structures CP39 and CP40 
to ensure the activity caused no disturbances to the nest. All helicopter activity was at a distance sufficient 
enough that there was no buffeting of vegetation by rotor wash, and the helicopter did not fly over the nest. The 
CAGN pair was observed foraging within the survey area, visiting the nest infrequently. All nest monitoring today 
was conducted by a permitted biologist from outside the buffer at a distance of over 200 feet. - MDicus
04/24/2012 - 3 nest exchanges were observed at 30-minute intervals:07:00, 07:30, and 08:00. The nest contents 
were not checked, but based on the timeline and observed behaviors, the pair is incubating eggs. - MDicus
05/01/2012 - The pair was observed exchanging incubating duties at the nest 3 times during the observation 
period. At 07:32 the female exchanged with the male while the male foraged. At 08:05 the male switched with 
female, and at 08:35 the female was back on the nest. - MDicus
05/08/2012 - After 1 hour of observed inactivity, the nest was checked and found to contain no eggs or nestlings. 
1 punctured shell fragment was found on the ground approximately 2 feet from the nest. The CAGN pair was later 
observed constructing a new nest approximately 200 feet downslope of this location. - MDicus

No

CORA Common Raven 041712_mdus_02 CP35-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/17/2012 4/19/2012 04/17/2012 - Avian approved biologist C. Vettes discovered a stick nest in the early stages of construction 
(approximately 15% complete) in lattice structure CP35-2. No CORA activity was observed in the vicinity of the 
nest; however, no sticks were observed in the tower yesterday afternoon (04/16/12), and the Common Raven pair 
that attempted to nest in CP36-1 was observed perching in CP35-2 following the nest removal in CP36-1. - MDicus
04/18/2012 - CORA pair was observed adding sticks to a nest that is now approximately 50% constructed. The pair 
carried sticks to the nest 4 times between 11:15 and 12:00, with one adult standing in the nest for approximately 
10 minutes, adjusting material. - MDicus
04/19/2012 - Between 11:00 and 13:45, the avian biologist watched the CORA pair make 3 trips to the nest with 
sticks, dead yucca fibers, and toilet paper. The nest was removed at 13:45 in the presence of an avian biologist to 
facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence (received 04/19/12) and through adherence to the 
NBMMP. Deterrents present on the site included mylar flash tape tied to the base and arms of the tower. 
Following concurrence, a lineman was flown to the top of the tower. The nest was first checked for eggs or 
nestlings. The nest was empty. The lineman removed the nest, which was approximately 80% constructed at the 
time of removal, and installed 2 Daddy Long Legs nest deterrents. The nest was photographed prior to removal. 
The raven pair was observed circling the tower and vocalizing during this process. No additional nesting behaviors 
were observed. - MDicus

No

CACW Cactus Wren 041712_rrdd_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 12 100 100 100 Satellite nest 4/17/2012 5/1/2012 04/17/2012 - CACW gathering nest material from freshly graded road and building into new nest at 0714. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - CACW singing incessantly at this nest for duration of 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Nest appears substantially improved, but no CACW detected during 40 minutes of observation. - 
RRadd
05/08/2012 - Although the nest appears to have fresh material added, no CACW were detected during 30 minutes 
of observation. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - No CACW detected. Nest is not improved. - RRadd

N/A

AMKE American Kestrel 041712_rrdd_02 CP62-2-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - AMKE pair copulate on adjacent tree at 0703. Male "shows" Platanus racemosa cavity to female at 
0706. Female enters cavity at 0709 and remains for duration of 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Following heavy rain, wet male brings lizard to female who emerges dry from cavity at 0710. She 
consumes it in 2 pieces and returns to nest by 0730. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Female AMKE emerges from cavity at 0717 and perches up to wait for food drop. Male does not 
arrive by 0730. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - AMKE male harassing RTHA from food exchange perch near nest, then nest guarding. Female not 
observed during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Female leaves cavity to accept insect food from male at 1219. - RRadd

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 041712_rrdd_03 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Scrubs TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - PHAI pair making multiple trips with nest material. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Female on nest after heavy rain at 0815. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Female PHAI departs nest and male settles on 0757. No food brought to nest. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - No bird visible on hidden nest, but male PHAI perches nearby giving alarm calls in response to 
observer presence. Hatched young? - RRadd
05/15/2012 - No PHAI activity at this nest during 30-minute observation. Monitor once more before closing. - 
RRadd

TBD

AR067458
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OATI Oak Titmouse 041712_rrdd_04 Hartung CY-N Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 32 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/17/2012 5/13/2012 04/17/2012 - OATI visited cavity with food at 1446. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - OATI brings food item to nest at 1438. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - OATI exits nest at 1411 and makes numerous trips with food during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - OATI pair feeding nest at 2 minute intervals, 1417. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - OATI no longer attend this cavity. Previous observations suggest successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 041712_rrdd_06 El Monte CY Construction Yards Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - ANHU incubating nest from 1533 -1548. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - ANHU on nest for duration of 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - ANHU leaves nest briefly to forage, and no young are fed at return, suggesting incubation is in 
progress. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - ANHU female on nest more than off, but no feeding of young observed. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - ANHU female feeding single nestling at 0737. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 041712_rrdd_07 El Monte CY Construction Yards Riparian Forests and Woodlands Other 25 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/17/2012 5/14/2012 04/17/2012 - BUSH pair briefly visit nest that appears substantially complete at 1521. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Male BUSH foraging near nest which appears complete. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Solo BUSH visits nest surreptitiously at 1531 and then departs. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Nest appears sound and fair. No BUSH detections from 1534-1600. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest has been destroyed by natural agents. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 041712_rrdd_08 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - BUSH pair bringing clumps of Salix flower to substantially complete nest at 1630. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - BUSH pair continue to visit nest 1559. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - BUSH departs nest after 30 minutes of observation at 1635. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - No BUSH detected on windy afternoon, nest looks sound and intact. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - BUSH carrying food to nest 1640. - RRadd

TBD

BUOR Bullock's Oriole 041712_rrdd_09 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - BUOR pair associating with large fresh nest that appears complete and is consistent with this 
species. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Female BUOR exits nest at 1555. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Male nest-guarding/ singing 1458, scolds observer on AR at 70 from nest. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Female BUOR departs nest at 1608. Male nest guards. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Female departs nest at 1712 to forage. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - BUOR carrying food to nest 0704-0712. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 041812_ahll_01 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/18/2012 4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - Nest was found by biomonitor during morning sweeps, approximately 35% complete, with no eggs 
or young present. Streamer deterrents installed on crane and cavities were taped. Removal of nest was required 
based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction and the CAISO request for 
energization by June 1, such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for 
more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer 
reduction allowing for use of the crane, but rather, for removal. Nest was photographed and removed, per the 
NBMMP. - AHill

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041812_bloh_01 AR-CY-Sycamore-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 711 300 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 4/18/2012 4/25/2012 04/18/2012 - Nest about 20% built, male and female making return trips with nest material. - BLohstroh
04/25/2012 - No evidence of nest remains, pair active over 300 feet away and did not return to area. Nest was 
less than a quarter-built when first located. - BLohstroh

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041812_hwey_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/18/2012 TBD 04/18/2012 - Female Lesser Goldfinch adding fibrous material and spider webs to leaves and stem of giant cane. 
Male perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Female on nest at 1229. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female observed on nest at 0811. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - Female on nest at 1216. - HWinfrey

TBD

NOFL Northern Flicker 041812_hwey_02 CP98-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/18/2012 5/6/2012 04/18/2012 - Male Northern Flicker observed entering cavity, heard chiseling interior, and seen removing 
woodchips from inside. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - NOFL leaves nest cavity at 1044. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0830 to 0900. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Limb containing nest cavity has broken off of main snag, apparently due to wind and decay. Nest 
closed. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 041812_jdus_01 CP33-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
construction

4/18/2012 4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - Today, while avian biologists surveyed towers CP43-2 to CP31-2 (the upcoming pull scheduled for 
April 21) for active nests, a new House Finch nest was observed inside a traveler on the CP33-2 structure. The pair 
was observed visiting the nest together with the female remaining at the nest for extended periods, occasionally 
leaving. Nest stage could not be determined from the ground, approximately 75 feet below the nest. A lineman 
was dispatched to photograph the nest contents, with the avian biologists on the ground to confirm the status of 
the nest per the NBMMP, given upcoming wire stringing at this site. Avian biologists may not climb a tower due to 
the required safety training and equipment. At approximately 1605, the crew arrived at the top of the tower by 
helicopter, and the avian biologists communicated the nest location. In the process of climbing down the tower, 
the lineman's foot contacted the traveler containing the nest. The traveler spun ½ turn, displacing at least 2 eggs 
from the nest, falling to the ground and breaking, with the remaining eggs breaking in place. - JDicus

No
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041812_kats_01 CP13-2-E-C Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 755 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/18/2012 4/25/2012 04/18/2012 - 4 eggs; male tending. - KAlberts
04/25/2012 - See following comment. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - Nest predated with the lining pulled up. - KAlberts

No

HOFI House Finch 041812_kats_02 CP78-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/18/2012 4/17/2012 04/17/2012 - Nest was found being built in the early morning by a pair of HOFI on top of the locking 
mechanism/sliding bar of the yellow pipe gate between the south end of the El Capitan Reservoir paved area and 
the dirt road that continues south to the Bauer property. Female HOFI was seen bring a Chaenactis flower into the 
housed lock area, and exiting without. Inspection revealed a nest in progress about 10% complete, with no eggs or 
young present, right on top of all the locks. The need for removal was immediate, as Project work was already 
underway and more work was on the way, all of which required accessing this gate, unlocking it, and moving the 
sliding bar, which would have immediately moved the nest out of place. Deterrent activity includes multiple trips 
through this gate on a daily basis by Sunrise and San Diego County Water personnel. The nest was photographed 
and removed by an avian biologist, following NBMMP stipulations. It is recommended that daily opening and 
closing of this gate continues to deter additional attempts. - KAlberts

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 041812_lton_01 GS-NF-25 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/18/2012 TBD 04/18/2012 - Pair seen flying to nest. No eggs in nest. Pair bonding activity observed; 1 feeding the other. - 
LThoreson
04/28/2012 - Nest appears completely lined. Adults both present near nest, but no eggs yet. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Adult observed on nest, then was off nest 20 minutes later after checking a nearby nest. Nest 
contains 4 eggs. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - No adults on nest but observed nearby. Did not look directly inside the nest, but could see at least 2 
eggs. - ELoveless

TBD

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 041812_vers_01 CP51-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/18/2012 4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - A pair of Cassin's Kingbirds was observed building a nest in structure CP51-2 during ongoing wire 
stringing activities. The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence on 
4/18/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape. Following 
concurrence, and in the presence of onsite biomonitor, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and 
removed the newly-initiated Cassin's Kingbird nest of dried mustard plant stalks and installed an approved "Daddy 
Long-legs" type deterrent on the end of the arm. At the time of removal (approximately 1045), the nest was 1% 
constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. Photos were taken of the removed nest material. - VEurs

No

CORA Common Raven 041812_vers_02 CP53-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/18/2012 4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed building a nest in structure CP53-1 during ongoing wire 
stringing activities. The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence on 
4/18/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape and "Daddy Long 
Legs" deterrents installed in previous 3 nest attempt locations. Following concurrence, and in the presence of the 
onsite biologist, 2 linemen were dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common 
Raven nest. Before the removal crew arrived, the CORA pair perched on the tower for a total of 30 minutes, 
calling and preening. They defended the tower from a RTHA, but did not bring more sticks to the nest. At the time 
of removal (approximately 15:00), the nest was 5% constructed, contained no eggs or nestlings, and the nest and 
nest area were  photographed. An approved nesting bird deterrent (another "Daddy Long-legs"), was 
subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed nest, as well as more mylar tape and another "Daddy 
Long-legs" in the bridge above. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 041912_ahll_01 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/19/2012 4/19/2012 04/19/2012 - Biomonitor found this House Finch nest under construction during the morning sweep and 
contacted an avian biologist, who approved the removal following the NBMMP, and based on description, nesting 
stage with no eggs or young present, location on needed equipment, and a picture. Streamer deterrents installed 
on crane. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting 
construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at 
the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. When the nest was removed, it was discovered to 
contain at least 1 broken egg with dried yolk present (more than 1 days dried). This piece of equipment has been 
used this week at least 1 day. It is unlikely that a predator reached this nest as the location was very hidden, and 
wind probably did not play a factor as the nest was well shielded from the elements, making natural failure 
unlikely. It is possible this nest went undetected and failed due to the equipment being moved, as the egg(s) could 
have broken during the recent crane use. This nest is from this season as indicated by fresh, green nesting 
materials and condition of the egg matter. - AHill

No
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HOFI House Finch 041912_bald_01 Sycamore Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/19/2012 5/15/2012 04/19/2012 - Nest was discovered when the biologist was walking by the nest, and the female flushed from the 
nest while the avian biologist was 2 feet distant; 4 eggs on nest. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Adult female incubating on nest. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - Female flushed from nest at about 10 feet upon approach to examine phases draped over pile of 
tubing. Nest with several nestlings, exact number is uncertain. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Female flushed from nest at about 30 feet, stayed away while phase and static wires were removed 
by hand from where they had lain draped over the aluminum tubing pile after being lowered from above. 
Nestlings remain in nest, being brooded by adult female. Avian biologist decided to enter buffer with 2 SDG&E 
workers to remove this wire to preclude inadvertent tipping or jerking of nest tube during wire retrieval using 
truck wench. Avian biologist was not present and did not observe phase and static wire being lowered into 30-
foot buffer, and on top of and in direct contact with the aluminum tube that contains the nest. It is unclear why 
this occurred, a bio-monitor was presumably present during all of these activities. - BArnold
05/02/2012 - Female observed at nest. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Large nestlings observed shifting around inside nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Well-protected nest, slightly degraded with lots of scat, empty and indicative of recent fledging. - 
BArnold

Yes

CALT California Towhee 041912_elss_01 Gorka Gate Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/19/2012 TBD 04/19/2012 - One CALT observed laying in nest. - ELoveless
04/23/2012 - CALT on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - CALT on nest for duration of 15 minutes observer was nearby. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - CALT on nest for duration of the observation. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - CALT carrying food to nest at 5-15 minute intervals. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041912_elss_02 Gorka Gate Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 240 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/19/2012 4/25/2012 04/19/2012 - Nest complete with no eggs. Female entered the nest twice during 30-minute observation with no 
material. She stayed in the nest for 1-3 minutes at a time. - ELoveless
04/23/2012 - LEGO female on nest for duration of observation at 1505. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is complete, lined and empty. LEGO pair present and calling nearby, though not observed on 
nest. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest is aging. Although LEGO pair remain in area, they exhibit no association with this nest. - RRadd

No

SPTO Spotted Towhee 041912_elss_04 Gorka Gate Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/19/2012 TBD 04/19/2012 - Female SPTO observed adding nesting material to nest. - ELoveless
04/23/2012 - No SPTO detections during 30 minute observation on cool gray day. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - No SPTO detections near this nest during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - No SPTO detected in area during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - SPTO pair make 3 trips with food to nest 1242, 1252, 1308. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 041912_jdus_01 CP51-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 30 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/19/2012 4/25/2012 04/19/2012 - HOFI female stealing nest material from CAKI nest attempt in same tower (has now completely 
dismantled and removed all visible signs of CAKI nest attempt). 10 trips to HOFI nest with material were observed. 
- JDicus
04/25/2012 - Nest is gone. During 2 hours of observation, a pair of House Finches landed in different locations 
within the tower and appeared to be nest site selecting, but neither bird showed an affinity to the original nest 
location; nor were they observed carrying material to this spot. - MDicus

No

HOWR House Wren 041912_jdus_02 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 62 100 50 50 Fledged 4/19/2012 5/11/2012 04/19/2012 - Pair attends nest, entering multiple times. Male sings incessantly from nest tree. - JDicus
04/27/2012 - With the exception of a few minutes, 1 wren was in the nest cavity or perched within 15 feet for the 
30 minute observation period. In general, the male perched nearby singing and entered the nest on occasion to 
give the female food. The female entered and exited the nest, apparently foraging. At one point, the female had 
exited the nest, and a pair of HOFI landed near the cavity entrance. The male wren entered the cavity was able to 
keep the finches from entering. - VEurs
05/04/2012 - Both adults were observed making multiple trips into the nest cavity with food in a short period of 
time to feed their extremely vocal nestlings. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - Both adults were observed by the nest cavity as the sound of several wrens scolding was heard in 
nearby shrubs. The area around the cavity entrance is spotted with droppings, perhaps indicating that fledglings 
were perched there for a time. The female made about a dozen trips to remove nesting material from the cavity 
as the male sang energetically close by. The pair may attempt a second clutch. - VEurs

Yes

WTKI White-tailed Kite 041912_lton_01 GS-NS-24 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/19/2012 TBD 04/19/2012 - Adult initially seen flying within the vicinity of the pine trees on the abandoned property to the 
north. The nest was identified during the potential raptor nesting detection portion of the survey. An adult was 
observed on the nest and did not leave when the avian biologist logged the location using a GPS device. - 
LThoreson
04/28/2012 - One adult on nest and another perched 100 feet away. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Adult remained on nest for entire 30 minute observation period, rising occasionally to tend nest 
contents. Second adult was not detected. Unsure if nest contains eggs still, or young nestlings. Adult was 
positioned low in nest. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Two nestlings observed in nest. One has juvenile plumage and is standing on the rim of the nest. 
The 2nd nestling was observed briefly and stayed low in the nest. No adults were observed. - ELoveless

TBD

AR067461
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BUSH Bushtit 041912_rrdd_01 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/19/2012 TBD 04/19/2012 - BUSH making regular trips to nest which appears mostly complete. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - BUSH near nest was not observed entering nest on cool rainy day. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - No activity at this intact nest from 0900-0920. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - BUSH pair foraging away from nest visit after 30 minutes. Both enter, one stays, the other returns 
briefly after 5 minutes then departs and does not return, 0820. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest appears intact and well protected but no BUSH detected during 35 minutes of cool foggy 
weather from 0745-0820. - RRadd

TBD

CALT California Towhee 041912_rrdd_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 75 75 Indeterminate 4/19/2012 4/30/2012 04/19/2012 - CALT at nest containing 2 eggs. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - CALT does not leave nest during 10 minute observation. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest empty, but CALT still agitated at presence of observer at edge of buffer. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest remains empty; CALT likely re-nesting outside the buffer. - RRadd

N/A

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041912_rrdd_03 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 26 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/19/2012 4/21/2012 04/19/2012 - LEGO pair attending nest with 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nest contains 1 egg. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is empty and falling apart. Presumed damaged by weather approximately 21 April. - RRadd

No

CATH California Thrasher 041912_rrdd_04 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Scrubs BMP installation/maintenance 100 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/19/2012 4/22/2012 04/19/2012 - CATH on nest appeared to be rotating eggs or interacting with nestlings - no food carry observed. - 
RRadd
04/23/2012 - CATH on nest at 1708. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is intact with some feces on the nest rim. Adult CATH perches above nest and sings 
intermittently for15  minutes. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 041912_sjon_01 EP70 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/19/2012 4/19/2012 04/19/2012 - Nest location was approximately 15 feet from A leg and 9 feet up in manzanita shrub. Nest was 
estimated to be approximately 10% complete. Nest location provided little protection from rotor wash. Because 
of the high potential for this nest to be negatively impacted by rotor wash from the sky crane while setting 
towers, it was removed at a very early stage of building (10%), with no eggs or young present following 
concurrence, per the NBMMP. Removal at this stage provides the nesting pair the chance to successfully build a 
nest away from the tower location, and allows critical construction activities to proceed without delay at this 
location. - SJohnston

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_ahll_01 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/20/2012 4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - Nest was found by biomonitor during morning sweeps, approximately 95% complete, with no eggs 
or young present. Streamer deterrents installed on crane and cavities were taped. Removal of nest was required 
based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction and the CAISO request for 
energization by June 1, such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for 
more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer 
reduction allowing for use of the crane, but rather, for removal. Nest was photographed and removed, per the 
NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/20/2012 4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - Well-built and well-placed nest with 5 eggs was discovered by a mechanic after he moved lift about 
50 feet to a new location to perform scheduled maintenance. Mechanic contacted the bio-monitor, who in turn 
contacted the avian biologist. The lift had been moved earlier in the morning, prior to the mechanic moving it. In 
addition, during the past week the lift had been used and moved several times by the SRPL new construction 
workers, and was available for use by O&M maintenance workers, who definitely used a lift during their 
maintenance activities, but it is unclear if this particular lift was the one that they used. It remains unclear when 
this nest was constructed and when the eggs were laid. House Finches lay 1 egg a day. They can build a nest in 1 
day, but given the well-built nature of this nest, it likely required 2 or more days to finish. As such, this nest can be 
as recently constructed as 7 days ago, or it could have been constructed up to 3 weeks ago. The lift was present 
inside the substation during this entire period. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_elss_01 CP95-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/20/2012 4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed carrying nesting material to the CP95 monopole about 12 
times throughout the day. The nest was less than 10% complete and no eggs were present. Bird deterrent tape is 
present within 6 inches of the nest. Construction at the tower may require work to take place at the nest site. 
Because the nest is located in a man-made Project structure that requires construction within the possible nest 
cycle, deterrents were present, and the birds are only in the beginning stages of nest building, the nest was 
removed from the structure, following NBMMP stipulations. The nest was photographed. - ELoveless

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_hwey_01 EP34-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - tower erection 100 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/20/2012 5/4/2012 04/20/2012 - Male and female HOFIs adding nest material. Nest appears 80% complete. A close examination with 
mirror reveals no eggs inside. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - 2 hatchlings in nest, partially emerged from eggs.  Earliest expected fledging date is 5/9/12. - 
HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - Nest is pulled apart, with 2 broken eggshells remaining in nest. Nest closed due to predation. - 
HWinfrey

No
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HOFI House Finch 042012_jdus_01 CP32-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/20/2012 4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - A new House Finch nest was detected inside the CP32-2 middle traveler on the west side of the 
tower 100 feet above ground level. The female House Finch made 9 trips to nest with material. Nest stage could 
not be determined from the ground, though active nest building suggested egg laying had not begun. A lineman 
was dispatched to the tower via helicopter skid transfer to verify nest contents while avian biologist remained to 
confirm status of nest per the NBMMP, given wire stringing occurring at the site. Nest contents were verified by a 
lineman on the tower before stringing of that phase commenced. Avian biologists may not climb a tower due to 
the required safety training and equipment. At 1225, the crew arrived at the tower. Avian biologist communicated 
the nest location and confirmed lineman was to check nest contents without disturbing traveler. At 1234 the 
lineman called down that the nest was empty and with concurrence from avian biologist, nest removal was 
completed. - JDicus

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 042012_rrdd_01 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows Grading 8 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/20/2012 4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - Clean empty nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest remains empty 1 day after severe weather. LASP activity on territory continues. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - No eggs were ever laid in this nest. - RRadd

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 042012_rrdd_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows Grading 49 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/20/2012 4/26/2012 04/20/2012 - Complete nest ready to receive first egg. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest remains empty 1 day after severe weather. LASP activity on territory continues. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - R. Radd reports that no eggs were ever laid in this nest. - KAlberts

No

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 042012_rrdd_03 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/20/2012 5/9/2012 04/20/2012 - CAKI pair carrying material to insulator mounting bracket. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - CAKI pair frequenting nest; no material carrying observed. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - CAKI continue to frequent and defend this location, but nest condition unknown. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - CAKI no longer present at tower, thus site apparently usurped by WEKI pair building new nest 
adjacent. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_rrdd_04 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/20/2012 TBD 04/20/2012 - HOFI on nest which appears complete and ready for an egg. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - HOFI incubation of 5 eggs continues. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest contains grey downy young at 1058. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042012_rrdd_05 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/20/2012 TBD 04/20/2012 - Nest with 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - HOFI attending hatched young at 1234. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI male feeding nestlings. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Small nestlings are feathered, 1054. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042012_rrdd_06 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 10 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/20/2012 4/29/2012 04/20/2012 - HOFI bringing nest material. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - No changes at this nest. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is no longer present and is presumed lost to weather or nest material thievery. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_rrdd_07 CP64-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 32 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/20/2012 5/14/2012 04/20/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Changed species from Lark Sparrow to House Finch. Nest contains 3 eggs and 1 fresh-hatched 
nestling. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - HOFI continues to brood nestlings. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI on nest does not flush during brief observation. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest is empty with many feces on rim, suggests successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

PHAI Phainopepla 042012_rrdd_08 CP65-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 200 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/20/2012 4/30/2012 04/20/2012 - Nest is 50% built with male PHAI adding material at 1310. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest appears complete; PHAI male chases female away at observer approach. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest has fallen sideways, presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

BCHU Black-chinned Hummingbird 042012_rrdd_09 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/20/2012 TBD 04/20/2012 - Female BCHU bringing Platanus racemosa fuzz to nest 50% complete. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - BCHU lying intermittently on complete nest. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Female on nest at 0704 does not flush. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - Female comes to nest and stays at 1722. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Female BCHU comes to nest (after 20 minutes away) and settles at 1604, does not feed young. - 
RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042012_vers_01 CP32-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/20/2012 TBD 04/20/2012 - While monitoring a nearby nest, the biologist observed a Bushtit pair foraging in the area, returning 
to a particular shrub. Upon examining the shrub, a complete nest was found. The male brought a small insect into 
the nest, presumably for the female, as no sounds of nestlings were heard emanating from the nest. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - Adults observed making numerous trips with food material. Nestling begging calls could be heard 
when adults arrived. - GHuffman
05/05/2012 - The nestlings could be heard vocalizing as an adult brought food into the nest. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - No Bushtits approached the nest during 35 minutes of observation, but they were detected flying 
about the surrounding habitat. - VEurs

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 042112_ghan_01 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - Discovered nest while performing transects between pull site and tower. Nest was vacant for 
approximately 10 minutes and then observed female HOFI on nest. Contents of nest not visible from any vantage 
point but due to duration of female on nest it can be concluded that she is incubating. Buffer signs installed and 
trail staked from pull site to tower to clarify boundary. - GHuffman
04/28/2012 - Shortly after the start of the observation period, the HOFI pair arrived at the nest. The female 
perched at the edge for a few minutes and eventually settled in the nest, where she remained for 15+ minutes. 
The male was often perched nearby, singing and chasing off other male HOFI's, though he appeared less 
concerned about nearby LEGO's. The male and female exchanged chirping calls. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - Female on the nest during observations. Male perched briefly in the nest shrub to sing. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - No HOFI activity detected in the vicinity of the nest during 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042112_hwey_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/21/2012 4/21/2012 04/21/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed bringing nesting material to tower at 1630 on 4/20/12 by 
biologist R. Haller. Nest building continued on the morning of 4/21/12, with the pair consistently making trips 
with nest material while workers and vehicles were directly beneath the nest. Nest is located in a pocket of bird 
deterrent netting at the top of the tower shroud, about 25 feet off the ground. The nest was examined and found 
to be 50% complete with no eggs or young. Nest removal was conducted per the NBMMP to allow for needed 
cable testing work requiring access to the shroud. - HWinfrey

No

BLPH Black Phoebe 042112_jpki_01 TL 6915/6924-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - Adults observed entering culvert with nesting material after which partially completed (60%) nest 
was found. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Both adults seen perching in vegetation outside the culvert. Male and female both observed 1 time 
with nest material that they eventually carried into the culvert. The phoebes were sensitive to the biologist's 
presence, even when the biologist was 20 feet away above and behind the culvert opening. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - After 30 minutes of no activity, the biologist climbed down to look at the nest. The nest is complete 
and now lined with grass, but no eggs were seen. No phoebes were detected. When checking a nearby nest on 3 
May, a male phoebe was observed perched on the access gate. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - The female was perched on the access gate post as the biologist arrived. Once the biologist was in 
position to observe the culvert opening, a phoebe flew inside. It left a few minutes later, and the biologist used 
this opportunity to climb down and look in at the nest. The nest now contains at least 2 white eggs, visible over 
the rim of the nest cup. - VEurs

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042112_jpki_02 TL 6924 69kv Tie Line Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 130 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 4/28/2012 04/21/2012 - Female observed on nest with male in vicinity of nest shrub. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Absolutely no sign of the nest in the mulefat shrub. No LEGO activity in the area after 20 minutes of 
observation. Assume this nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes, either because of recent bad 
weather or predation. - VEurs

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 042112_jpki_03 TL 6915/6924 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 45 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/21/2012 5/3/2012 04/21/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to nest within cavity on several occasions. Nestlings also heard 
begging within cavity while adult was present. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Both adults eventually observed bringing food to nestlings within the cavity (at first it was difficult 
to tell if it was 1 adult bringing food, but both were ultimately seen at the cavity at the same time). Nestlings were 
very vocal. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - After 45 minutes of observation, no Bewick's Wrens were detected approaching the nest cavity, 
although a wren was heard briefly scolding downslope. Given the high amount of activity on 28 April and the lack 
of activity on 3 May, it seems very likely the nestlings fledged between these nest checks. The nestlings were very 
loud and of an unknown age at the last visit, so it is very feasible the young have successfully fledged. No 
fledglings were observed, but the dense nature and fairly steep topography make it hard to detect them. This nest 
is now closed and presumed fledged. - VEurs

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 042112_jpki_04 TL 6924 69kV Tie Line Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - Adult foraging in vicinity of nest after which it entered complete nest and remained inside for at 
least 10 minutes. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Both adults were foraging at start of observation period. 1 adult entered the nest and remained 
there through the end of observations (another 15 minutes). The second adult visited the nest on 2 occasions, but 
the biologist couldn't tell if it was carrying food. No nestlings heard. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - 1 Bushtit made 2 visits to the nest with material after about 10 minutes of observation. After 
another 5-10 minutes, a Bushtit emerged from the nest as the first bird arrived. They both made several trips in 
quick succession carrying what appeared to be more nesting material. No nestlings were heard vocalizing when an 
adult entered the nest. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - During approximately 15 minutes of observation, both adults made several trips into the nest with 
food. The faint sounds of several begging nestlings were detected. - VEurs

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042112_ltiw_01 EP140-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/7/2012 04/21/2012 - Bushtits were detected in the area during nest survey. Nest was found and appears complete but 
looks small. A female entered  the nest for about 2 minutes, then exited nest. Pair was not disturbed by the 
helicopter flyover or avian biologist observing 10 feet nearby. - LTymkiw
04/30/2012 - Nest looks complete, and 1 Bushtit is perched 8 feet away as if quietly watching over nest, 
territorially. - PKonrad
05/07/2012 - Nest has been predated, torn out of scrub oak and carried away with only the very top of the nest 
left in place. No sign of adults, nestlings, eggs or eggshells in area - closed. - PKonrad

No
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CORA Common Raven 042112_mdus_01 CP16-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - A monitor reported a pair of Common Ravens constructing a nest in the top of structure CP16-1. 
The nest is 90-100% constructed. - MDicus
04/28/2012 - The nest appears to be fully constructed and now has fluffy, white lining. 1 raven flew up and 
perched near the nest as the biologist was driving up access road CP16-1-E-A. The second raven was on the nest. 
The biologist stopped at the junction of the access road leading to the tower. The ravens flew from the tower 
shortly after the biologist arrived and soared around the area, calling to each other. They returned within 10 
minutes, 1 settling on the nest and the other perching in the tower below. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - Ravens were not in sight upon biologist's arrival near the nest. After about 10 minutes, a single 
raven flew into view and landed on the tower. It perched at various places on the tower before flying off again. It 
was soon joined by a second raven and the pair flew around the area, briefly performing a synchronous display. 
They eventually landed on the tower, where a short begging display took place. The presumed female then flew 
out of sight for at least 15 minutes, while the male perched above the nest. A small group of ravens flew into the 
area, and the male left the tower to chase them off. He was joined by the female. The other ravens soon left and 
one of the pair returned to perch above the nest. No raven was on the nest during 45+ minutes of observation, 
until the biologist backed up to leave the area. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - As the biologist approached the area on foot, 1 raven was flying along the access road and the 
second was perched on the tower beside the nest. When the biologist settled down in a strategic viewing spot, 
the raven left the tower. The pair spent the next 90 minutes on the wing, soaring in and out of view, sometimes 
calling to each other. 1 raven perched in the lower portion of the tower for about 2 minutes before taking off 
again. No raven ever settled on the nest, but the warm afternoon temperature may have made incubating 
unnecessary. - VEurs

TBD

WREN Wrentit 042112_mkhn_02 EP79-E Road Area Chaparrals Other 75 100 75 75 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/4/2012 04/21/2012 - Both adults observed carrying nesting material to nest with biologist crouching, but in plain sight 7 
feet away. Nest approximately 40% complete. Base of nest complete and starting to form rim. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Nest contains 4 pale blue eggs. An adult was near, but not seen on nest. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Nest is empty and contained eggs 6 days ago, indicating likely predation. No eggshells in nest or on 
ground below. A newly begun WREN nest was found today 80 feet from this nest, likely belonging to the same 
pair. - MKuehn

No

WREN Wrentit 042112_mkhn_03 EP101-2-PS-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 58 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/3/2012 04/21/2012 - Adult heard giving low rattling call in vicinity. When area was searched, adult flew from nest when 
biologist was 2 feet away, revealing location of nest. Nest contains 4 pale blue immaculate eggs, which appear 
fresh when lit by sunlight. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Adult seen on nest from 20 feet away. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - Nest is intact but empty. Nest still contained eggs 6 days ago and nestlings normally are fed for 14 
days before fledging, indicating nest has failed prior to fledging young. No eggshell fragments or nestling remains 
found in or below nest. - MKuehn

No

BLPH Black Phoebe 042112_mkhn_04 EP79-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 12 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/21/2012 4/27/2012 04/21/2012 - Female observed collecting material 350 feet away this morning, and flying in this direction. This 
afternoon, when nest was located, she was observed carrying fine materials to nest and placing them. Nest is just 
begun (<5% complete). - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Very little new nesting material has been added. This nest site appears to have been abandoned 
before completion of building. An adult was observed carrying nesting material to a shed across the road to the 
south on private property, and more than 100 feet from the access road. - MKuehn

No

CATH California Thrasher 042112_mkhn_05 EP79-E-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 12 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/16/2012 04/21/2012 - Both adults visited nest with biologist standing 12 feet away on edge of access road. At least 1 adult 
carried nesting material in bill and placed it in nest. Nest is 30% complete, with base of twigs and bark strips 
mostly formed. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Adult stayed tight on nest, presumed to be incubating eggs, but contents were not checked. - 
MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Adult was not on nest. Nest contains 2-3 eggs only. No nestlings present. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Adult on nest. Did not check contents. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Nest empty, no eggshells on ground. No thrashers observed near the nest, but heard 2 thrashers 
calling 150 or more feet away. - ELoveless

No

HOOR Hooded Oriole 042112_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - HOOR female constructing new nest of palm fiber 0815. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOOR pair observed gathering fiber from nearby Canary palm, nest approximately 25% complete. - 
RRadd
05/02/2012 - Female HOOR continues to pull fibers from adjacent Washingtonia and add to this nest, which 
appears substantially complete. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOOR female on nest for duration of 20-minute observation. - RRadd

TBD

HOWR House Wren 042112_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - HOWR carrying material to cavity. - RRadd
04/29/2012 - HOWR singing adjacent not observed to enter during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOWR singing at entrance and entering briefly at 0945 does not carry any items. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOWR pair feeding nest at short intervals, male makes 3 trips for each 1 by female. - RRadd

TBD
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042112_rrdd_03 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - LEGO female building nest approximately 70% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Female LEGO on nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - LEGO on nest at 0940. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - LEGO pair feeding nest, 0840. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042112_rrdd_04 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 15 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/21/2012 4/26/2012 04/21/2012 - Female ANHU working on nest approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest has fallen. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042112_rrdd_05 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - HOFI pair at complete nest lacking eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOFI goes to nest containing 3 eggs at 1535. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOFI to nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOFI on nest at 1224 does not flush. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOFI active at nest containing 2 small young and 2 unhatched eggs. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042312_lton_02 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/23/2012 4/23/2012 04/23/2012 - Two House Finch nests were identified within 20 feet of each other in the same location, but on 2 
different vehicles. 1 adult House Finch male was perched near both nests; no pair was observed this morning, and 
the adult House Finch did not bring material to this nest. Pair was reported nest building on previous day by M. 
Kuehn. Monitor had been observing nest for over an hour this morning. Nest was less than 10% complete. 
Deterrents in place included: mylar ribbons and many taped-off potential cavities. This nest was removed because 
it was located on a piece of equipment required for testing work and was not a candidate for a buffer reduction 
allowing use of equipment. Nest was removed per the NBMMP. No eggs or young were present. - LThoreson

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042312_lton_03 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 30 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/23/2012 4/30/2012 04/23/2012 - Pair observed defending nest area and going to nest area. Nest is somewhat lop-sided and appears 
to be 70% complete. Male LEGO foraging spider webs 20 feet from nest. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Nest appears to have been destroyed. - LTymkiw

No

PHAI Phainopepla 042312_lton_04 CP49 Temp work Area Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/23/2012 TBD 04/23/2012 - Pair observed near nest. Male seen stealing nesting material from active Bushtit nest. Male visited 
nest multiple times during 30 minute period. - LThoreson
05/01/2012 - Male PHAI on nest, incubating. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - Male and female alternate incubating on nest. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good condition, and 
adult PHAI's were detected in the surrounding habitat. - VEurs

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042312_lton_05 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 5 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/23/2012 5/14/2012 04/23/2012 - Nest appears complete; however one Bushtit was observed flying to the nest with nesting material 
(feathers), likely for lining. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - No activity after 30 minutes of observation. Lots of Bushtit activity in the surrounding habitat, but 
none associated with the nest. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - No Bushtit activity at the nest after 30 minutes of observation, although Bushtits were detected in 
the surrounding habitat. The nest appears to be in good condition. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - No Bushtits were observed at or near the nest in 45 minutes of observation today, nor have any 
been observed during the past 2 nest checks. Some were heard distantly to the south and west. The nest itself 
looks thin and poorly maintained. It is not known if this nest ever contained eggs or young. - LTymkiw

N/A
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LBVI Least Bell's Vireo 042312_tcer_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 310 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/23/2012 5/8/2012 04/23/2012 - Adults building nest, approximately 60% complete. - TCooper
04/24/2012 - Female observed periodically adding willow down to sides of nest. Nest about 70% complete. Still 
skeletal on sides and needs lining. - TCooper
04/25/2012 - The pair was observed energetically building throughout the observation period; the nest appears 
perhaps 85% complete. Nest building was conducted by the female, followed closely by the male who inspected 
the nest periodically and sang sporadically throughout the day (singing 1-2 phrases perhaps only 3-5 times 
per/hour). Nest building sessions lasted 30-60 minutes adding material every 2-5 minutes on average, followed by 
15-30 minute periods of inactivity when the pair was presumably foraging. The pair remained in the nesting area 
and west of the nest location throughout the monitoring period. The pair was observed actively building during 
the short period of helicopter activity. Nest was observed from a rock outcrop 40 feet from the nest which 
provides a natural blind, adults appeared to be behaving normally, and did not show any signs of agitation toward 
the avian biologist. - TCooper
04/26/2012 - The female LBVI was observed frequently bringing material and adding it to the nest, then biologist 
arrived. The nest appears nearly complete, and the female was observed bringing only plant down and lining the 
nest. The male remained in the area, following the female and singing infrequently, occasionally inspecting the 
nest. The pair remained in the nesting area and west of the nest location throughout the monitoring period. The 
nest was observed from a rock outcrop 40 feet from the nest which provides a natural blind, adults appeared to 
be behaving normally, and did not show any signs of agitation toward the avian biologist. - TCooper
04/27/2012 - When first observed, the nest appeared fairly wet from the previous night’s rain. The nest appears 
nearly complete and the female was observed adding material to the nest or otherwise making small repairs 
thought the observation period. The female was observed adding thin threads of plant material and willow down 
to interior of the nest, as well as on several occasions rounding out and smoothing the interior of the nest with 
her body. The male was observed regularly following the female and singing frequently, occasionally inspecting 
the nest. The pair remained in the nesting area and west of the nest location throughout the monitoring period. 
Frequency of nest visits was fairly regular, similar to that observed on 4/25. The pair continued to nesting 
activates until the last observation of the pair at approximately 1710 and not observed from that time until 
biologist left the territory at 1815. The nest was observed from a rock outcrop 40 feet from the nest which 
provides a natural blind; adults appeared to be behaving normally, and did not show any signs of agitation toward 
the avian biologist. - TCooper
04/28/2012 - The LBVI pair was observed within the western portion of the territory, west of the nest. The male 
was observed singing frequently, and the female was observed to make approximately 15 visits to the nest, each 
time adding small amounts of plant down and one feather to the interior of the nest. - TCooper
04/30/2012 - The male LBVI was observed on the nest when the monitoring biologist arrived. The male remained 
on the nest  singing periodically for approximately 45 minutes  The male left the nest at 0930  at which time the 

No

BUSH Bushtit 042312_vnik_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 95 100 93 93 Nest did not reach active stage 4/23/2012 5/1/2012 04/23/2012 - Observed pair making several trips to nest. - VNovik
05/01/2012 - Nest torn apart. Portion of nest on ground, likely depredation event. No eggshell fragments visible 
on ground below nest. Nest closed. - VNovik

No

BUSH Bushtit 042312_vnik_02 GS-USFS-6 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/23/2012 TBD 04/23/2012 - R. Richardson reported Bushtit nest. Observed birds carrying material to nest, which is nearly 
complete. Bushtits were observed making several trips to the nest while ESA signs were installed. - VNovik
05/02/2012 - Nest looks complete and in good shape, but no Bushtits were observed or heard at the nest or in 
the area during a 30 minute observation period. The Bushtits could be egg laying or incubating and therefore not 
active at the nest site very often. - PKonrad
05/08/2012 - Nest is in good shape, and the adult Bushtits are bringing food to the nest at 3 to 5 minute intervals. 
Once, 1 adult appeared to transfer food to the other adult, and that Bushtit took the food to nestlings in the nest. 
The lack of activity noted last week was probably because the Bushtits were incubating. - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042412_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - One egg present in nest. Observed male singing nearby while female went to nest briefly, then both 
flew away. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Avian biologist stopped at 40 feet from nest, where there is line of sight between the nest and 
construction activities, and the bird flew off from nest. This was the second instance this had happened when a 
person was standing 35-40 feet from nest. Once female was out of sight from nest, the avian biologist was able to 
check nest and saw 2 eggs present. - AHill
05/01/2012 - Female incubating full time. - AHill
05/07/2012 - Female is continuing to incubate. - AHill
05/08/2012 - Female incubating. Anticipated hatching date is between May 9-11. - AHill
05/11/2012 - Female brooding 4 hatchlings that are less than 1 day post-hatch. - AHill
05/14/2012 - Observed female feeding nestlings, male nearby. - AHill
05/16/2012 - Parents actively feeding nestlings, and female brooding periodically. Anticipated fledge date is 
between May 24-26, 2012. - AHill

TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 042412_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/24/2012 4/25/2012 04/24/2012 - Pair is actively building, nest is 40% as of 1400. Nest cup is see through, no lining present, no young 
or eggs present. Nest has been submitted for removal, results are pending. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Pair was observed bringing in nesting material actively this morning at 0700 to their nest which was 
approximately 50% complete. No eggs or nestlings were present in nest. Removal of nest was required based on 
potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts 
relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the steel area during the anticipated nest cycle. 
Deterrents present included ongoing construction yard work such as skycrane operations, steel assembly and 
vehicle traffic. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the steel. Nest was removed 
following requirements outlined in the NBMMP with no eggs or young present. - AHill

No
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BUSH Bushtit 042412_ahll_03 EP67 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Grading 100 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/24/2012 5/15/2012 04/24/2012 - Bushtit pair is actively bringing lining material to nest. Nest appears complete. - AHill
05/01/2012 - No Bushtits observed near large nest, but egg laying or incubation may be under way, during which 
the adults may be out of sight, inside the nest or out of the area. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Nest appears to be in good condition, but no Bushtits were observed in the area or at the nest. This 
may be the result of behavior related to incubation, or it could indicate the site has been abandoned. Future 
observations will reveal the status of the nest. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard today, none observed since 4/24/2011. Nest looks good, but it 
appears this nest has been abandoned, and there is no indication that an egg was ever laid, although this point is 
extremely hard to prove one way or another - closed. - PKonrad

N/A

HOFI House Finch 042412_ahll_04 EP67 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/24/2012 4/24/2012 04/24/2012 - Nest was found by avian biologist at 1600. Nest appeared to be 60% complete, and pair was seen 
visiting nest and singing on equipment. Streamer deterrents were installed on the crane. Removal of nest was 
required based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower 
assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment 
during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. 
Nest was removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. No eggs or young were present. - AHill

No

CALT California Towhee 042412_fhan_01 EP11-3-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - 2 blue eggs with brown speckles. Adult incubating. - FHoffman
05/01/2012 - Female on nest at 0613, contains 4 eggs. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Female on nest at 0705. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - 3 fluffy nestlings visible in nest. - HWinfrey

TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 042412_hwey_01 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE2

Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - LASP observed bringing small twigs to nest at 0915. Nest appears 10% complete. - HWinfrey
05/01/2012 - Nest contains 2 cream-colored eggs with brownish streaking. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - LASP was on nest at 0726. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Three nestlings being attended by adult. - BArnold

TBD

AMCR American Crow 042412_hwey_02 Alpine Underground Ductbank Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 16 100 100 100 Fledged 4/24/2012 4/25/2012 04/24/2012 - Nest is empty. Fledgling AMCR perched 30 feet above nest being fed by adults at 1205. - HWinfrey
04/25/2012 - No activity at nest and no AMCR observed in area. Fledgling has left area, nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOWR House Wren 042412_jdus_01 CP54-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - Adult enters stealthily from poison oak thicket below without vocalizing. Remains inside cavity for 
18 minutes, entering again after 10 minutes of foraging without material or visible food item carried, not to 
emerge again for additional 15 minutes observation. Presume nesting stage to be incubating based on these 
observations. - JDicus
05/07/2012 - HOWR feeding nest at 1308, 1312 and 1314. Female pursues male a short distance from the nest for 
food. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - HOWR carrying food to nest at 5-10 minute intervals from 1001-1024. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042412_lgan_01 CP84 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed carrying nesting material to Leg D of CP84. The pair continued 
to build, undisturbed, while the biologist logged the nest and setup buffer signs for a 30-foot buffer and no 
climbing on tower. - LGorman
05/05/2012 - HOFI making intermittent visits to nest in late afternoon. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - 1:30pm-2:45pm:  Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter 
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately 
10 minutes to conduct hydro-mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to be mulched by spraying 
from outside stakes. No activity observed at nest. - GHuffman

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042412_lgan_02 CP74-2 Structures Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - A House Finch pair was observed building a nest approximately 80 feet high in Leg B of Tower CP74-
2. Nest material visible from below appeared to be at least 60% complete. The pair continued to build while the 
biologist logged the nest and installed 30-foot buffer/no climbing up tower signs. - LGorman
05/07/2012 - Pair visits nest briefly on 2 occasions, once with female adding finer bits of material and laying down 
on nest, shuffling down into the cup and immediately hopping back onto rim of nest. Appears to be putting on 
the finishing touches of nest construction and lining the nest. - JDicus

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042412_ltiw_01 TL 6924 - 171687 69kV Structure Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed carrying lining material several times to a nest that appears 
complete. - LTymkiw
05/03/2012 - No activity observed during 10 minute period. - BArnold
05/10/2012 - No Bushtits directly approached the nest after 30 minutes of observation. However, a pair of 
Bushtits spent the majority of time foraging in nearby shrubs. Although the biologist did not see them copulate, 
they were displaying courtship behavior and remained quite close to one another. The nest looks complete and is 
in excellent condition. It is likely the pair has reached the egg-laying stage. - VEurs

TBD

CALT California Towhee 042412_ltiw_02 69kV-E Road Area Chaparrals Other 75 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/24/2012 5/14/2012 04/24/2012 - A pair of California Towhees was observed visiting a nest with 2 eggs. - LTymkiw
05/03/2012 - Nest with 2 eggs. - BArnold
05/14/2012 - The nest is perfectly intact but no longer contains eggs or young. This nest with eggs or young failed 
due to natural causes. - VEurs

No
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WREN Wrentit 042412_ltiw_03 TL 6924 - Z101797 69kV Structure Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/24/2012 5/10/2012 04/24/2012 - A pair of Wrentits was observed visiting a complete nest with 4 pale blue eggs. - LTymkiw
05/03/2012 - Nest with 4 eggs, in Xylococcus bicolor (mission manzanita). Flushed from nest at 2 feet. - BArnold
05/10/2012 - The nest is intact but the lining is mussed and the eggs are gone. This nest with eggs or young failed 
due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

AMKE American Kestrel 042412_mdus_01 CP23-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - On 04/22/12, biomonitor A. Steyers reported observing a female AMKE briefly entering the lowest 
arm of the 69kV monopole before joining a male and leaving the area. On 04/24/12 the avian biologist observed 
the AMKE pair chasing a pair of Red-tailed Hawks from structure CP23, after which the female AMKE entered the 
lowest arm of the 69kV pole and did not emerge for 25 minutes. During this time, the male hunted and perched 
on a nearby wire. The female emerged from the cavity at 1318 and the pair left the nest vicinity. They returned at 
approximately 1600, the female vocalizing and the male diving at the Red-tailed Hawk perched in CP23. - MDicus
05/01/2012 - No AMKE activity during 90+ minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - At approximately 1610, after 80 minutes of observation, the female kestrel exited the nest cavity. 
She flew to the transmission wires to the west of the monopole, where she perched and then defecated. She 
remained on the wire, preening and fluffing her feathers, until a Red-tailed Hawk soared by. She briefly gave 
chase, vocalizing, but soon returned to the wire. She re-entered the nest cavity at about 1620. The male kestrel 
was not observed. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - Both adults were seen as the biologist arrived near the nest cavity. The female was holding a lizard, 
which she consumed before flying into the nest cavity. The male perched on a transmission wire near the cavity 
before flying off to the east. He eventually returned carrying a small bird. In response to his calls, the female 
exited the nest cavity and took the bird from him. She perched on a wire away from the nest, consumed the bird, 
and the pair flew off. - VEurs

TBD

HOWR House Wren 042412_rrdd_01 CP83-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - Male singing at cavity, female enters and remains 0758. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - HOWR exits nest at 1250. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Considerable HOWR song and activity within undergrowth near nest, but no cavity entrance or exit 
observed from 1630-1645. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042412_rrdd_02 CP83-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 50 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/24/2012 5/4/2012 04/24/2012 - BUSH bringing material to nest at 10-minute intervals 0918, approximately 60% complete. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest has been pulled apart from side at nest cup - possibly predated. Nesting chronology shows that 
eggs may have been present, but that cannot be determined. - RRadd

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 042412_rrdd_03 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - BUSH pair carrying spider silk and feathers to nest, approximately 70% complete. - RRadd
05/06/2012 - BUSH exits nest at 1450. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - BUSH male makes brief visit at 1512 after 30 minutes of no activity. - RRadd

TBD

HOWR House Wren 042412_rrdd_04 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - HOWR male singing nearby while female carries sticks at 1-minute intervals. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Female visits infrequently, male announces all exits. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042412_rrdd_05 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 70 70 Nest did not reach active stage 4/24/2012 5/5/2012 04/24/2012 - ANHU lying on complete nest. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest is weathered, misshapen and unattended. Presumed lost to weather prior to eggs. - RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042412_rrdd_06 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 17 100 70 70 Nest did not reach active stage 4/24/2012 5/5/2012 04/24/2012 - ANHU female building nest which is 40% complete. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest has fallen from substrate. Presumed lost to natural causes prior to becoming active. - RRadd

No

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 042412_rrdd_07 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 60 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/24/2012 5/5/2012 04/24/2012 - NOMO attending fresh, un-lined stick basket nest. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - NOMO have moved to a new location 60 feet north and outside the buffer. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042412_rrdd_08 12kV Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 90 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/24/2012 5/6/2012 04/24/2012 - Nest appears complete, but HOFI at pole did not come to nest during 15-minute observation. - 
RRadd
05/05/2012 - No birds are associating with this empty unused nest. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042412_rrdd_09 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 35 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/24/2012 5/11/2012 04/24/2012 - Nest appears well established and HOFI activity is continuous. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Pair defending, and female sits at nest periodically. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Nest is no longer present. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042412_sjon_01 EP77-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 12 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/24/2012 5/3/2012 04/24/2012 - Observed male LEGO feeding incubating female. - SJohnston
05/03/2012 - No activity at nest for 30 minutes. Visual inspection revealed that nest lining has been pulled out of 
cup and is hanging down from north side. Likely depredated. - MKuehn

No

BUOR Bullock's Oriole 042412_sjon_02 EP77-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - Observed female building nest. Nest appears approximately 70% complete. - SJohnston
05/03/2012 - Male defending area around nest by chasing away WESJ and other male BUOR. Nest appears 
complete and intact. Female not detected in 20 minutes, indicating she is likely incubating. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Female observed flying to nest and resuming incubation. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - No activity at nest for 45 minutes and no BUOR detected in area. Nest appears intact and no 
eggshells could be found on ground below nest. - MKuehn

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 042412_vers_01 CP6-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/24/2012 4/24/2012 04/24/2012 - On 24 April 2012, the onsite biomonitor A. Steyers observed a pair of House Finches perching on an 
excavator in the work area of CP6 and entering the joint in the hydraulic arm with nesting material. This piece of 
equipment is needed for construction of a Hilfiker wall at CP6l. Nesting bird deterrents were present on the 
excavator in the form of copious amounts of mylar flagging. The nest was approximately 2% complete at time of 
removal and did not contain any eggs or young. Photographs were taken to document deterrents in place, the 
removal process, material removed per the NBMMP and new deterrents added. After the nest was removed, 
construction personnel stuffed filter fabric into the joints of the equipment in an effort to prevent further nesting 
attempts. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 042512_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 100 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/25/2012 4/28/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest with 3 eggs. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - No HOFI associated with nest. Nest with 3 eggs, the same as yesterday. Nest very wet and slightly de-
constructed from last night's heavy rainfall. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Nest and 3 eggs no longer present as of 28 April 2012. Appears to be natural predation of nest. - 
BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch
(Inactive)

042512_bald_02 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - Nest appears complete, no eggs or HOFI activity observed. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - No adult HOFI observed at nest. The nest is very wet from last night's heavy rainfall, and contains no 
eggs. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Nest empty, no activity observed either today 30 April or yesterday, 29 April. Changed status to 
Inactive. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042512_bald_03 Sycamore Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 80 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/25/2012 5/15/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest with 5 eggs. Female flushed at 3 feet. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - Observed female leave nest on her own. Upon brief examination, nest was discovered to contain at 
least 3 nestlings. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Nest with several nestlings. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Nestlings observed in nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Well-protected nest slightly degraded with lots of scat, indicative of recent fledging. Nest closed. - 
BArnold

Yes

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 042512_bloh_01 CP10 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - foundations 800 300 300 300 Fledged 4/25/2012 5/9/2012 04/25/2012 - 2 nestlings present; both adults bringing food and feeding repeatedly, male returning with food 
about twice as much as female. - BLohstroh
05/02/2012 - Nest pulled apart, broken sage stems above nest, no sign of nestlings or fledglings in area. Nest 
likely taken by avian predator. - BLohstroh
05/09/2012 - Pair observed feeding one juvenile; fledged. - KAlberts

Yes

MODO Mourning Dove 042512_elss_01 EP78-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - See following comment. - KAlberts
04/25/2012 - Mourning Dove observed lying on the nest. - ELoveless
05/04/2012 - No activity at nest for 20 minutes. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Adult on nest. Based on timing of observations (incubating when found on 4/25), this nest likely 
contains nestlings. - MKuehn

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042512_ghan_01 CP31-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - Pair observed making multiple trips carrying nesting material between 1600 and 1700 by avian 
biomonitor T. Dipaola. Nest is about 50% complete. Buffer staked for foot and helicopter traffic at 50 feet.

 - GHuffman
05/02/2012 - Nest looks nearly complete, although a little small. The pair made at least 8 trips to the nest to add 
material during a 15-minute visit. They may have copulated, based on vocalizations and vigorous movements in 
the nest tree, but the dense foliage prevented the biologist from confirming this. - VEurs
05/09/2012 - A Bushtit was leaving the nest tree as the biologist approached. Within 5 minutes, a Bushtit arrived 
and entered the nest where it remained for 20 minutes and was eventually joined by a second Bushtit. The pair 
remained in the nest as the biologist left the area. The nest looks complete. - VEurs
05/16/2012 - During 30 minutes of observation, a single Bushtit brought a couple of pieces of nesting material 
into the nest. A pair was never observed. The adult that visited the nest was relatively quiet, and it seems likely 
that a second adult was within the nest, incubating. - VEurs

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042512_hwey_01 CP106-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 3 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/25/2012 5/9/2012 04/25/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0738. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1110. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0849. - HWinfrey
05/01/2012 - 2 adults bring food to nest at 0658. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Adult observed at nest at 0641. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - 2 adults bring food to nest at 1043. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Adult was observed visiting nest at 0812. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - No activity observed from 0732 to 0802. Upon close examination, bottom of nest torn apart, nest 
apparently predated. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 042512_hwey_03 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - Female on nest incubating 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female observed on nest with 4 eggs at 0750. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - 3 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey

TBD
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CATH California Thrasher 042512_hwey_04 EP11-3-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - Adult seen leaving nest. 3 eggs present in nest. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Female on nest with 3 eggs at 0623. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - 1 day-old nestling and 2 eggs in nest. Earliest expected fledging is 5/20/12. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - 2 fluffy nestlings visible in nest, along with 1 unhatched egg. Nestlings appear 4-5 days old. - 
HWinfrey

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042512_jdus_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - Female adult Bushtit arrives to 100% constructed and externally well decorated nest singly, remains 
inside while male brings fine downy material to nest entrance which female receives from within. Female does 
not exit nest for 15 minutes. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - BUSH male carrying food to nest at 10 minute intervals. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH continue to feed this nest from 0856-0903. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042512_jdus_02 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 10 10 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/25/2012 5/16/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest with 4 eggs, female incubates while vehicle is parked 5 feet away with doors open and radio 
turned on. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - The female was on the nest as biologist approached. The male was perched nearby singing. He 
approached the nest, and the pair then flew off across the access road. The biologist used this opportunity to 
check the nest with a mirror. It still contains 4 eggs. - VEurs
05/09/2012 - Nest contents checked once the female vacated nest of her own volition. Nest still contains eggs. - 
VEurs
05/16/2012 - Nest abandoned with 2 cold, non-viable eggs. - KAlberts

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 042512_jpki_01 EP78-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 32 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/25/2012 5/4/2012 04/25/2012 - Adult observed on nest; second adult observed in vicinity of nest shrub on several occasions. - 
JPawlicki
05/04/2012 - Nest is empty and lining is somewhat mussed. No eggshells in or below nest. Unknown whether nest 
contained eggs or nestlings when found on 4/25, but adult was sitting very low in nest suggesting it contained 
eggs or very young nestlings, and adults were not observed carrying food to nest on 4/25. Today no WESJ 
detected within 80 feet of nest in 20 minutes. WESJ 80 feet away was followed and showed no evidence of 
feeding fledglings. This nest likely failed prior to fledging young. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - No comment. - VNovik

No

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 042512_mdus_01 CP51-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/25/2012 4/26/2012 04/25/2012 - An adult Cassin's Kingbird was observed making 4 trips with nest material while the other adult 
perched nearby. The birds also displayed territorial aggression, chasing a pair of House Finches from the tower. - 
MDicus
04/26/2012 - Nest was removed per NBMMP based on need to access insulators adjacent to nest. Nest was in 
early stages, less than 20% complete, at time of removal with no eggs or young present. Deterrents present 
include a previously installed perch/nest preventer and mylar tape. - IMaunsell

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 042512_mkhn_01 EP78-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 150 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/25/2012 5/2/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest contains at least 1 (appears to be only 1) large gray nestling (50-60g). Adult nearby and would 
not go to nest with biologist 30 feet away. Nest is expected to fledge by 5/1. - MKuehn
05/02/2012 - Nest empty. Based on prior observations, likely fledged. - VNovik

Yes

BCHU Black-chinned Hummingbird 042512_rrdd_01 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - BCHU female building yellow nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - BCHU female leaves nest only for brief intervals and does not feed nest at return, suggesting 
incubation in progress. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Female BCHU to nest and settles at 1505. - RRadd

TBD

ACWO Acorn Woodpecker 042512_rrdd_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - 3 ACWO repeatedly entering this cavity during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - ACWO making trips to tree, but no entry observed. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - ACWO active on tree, but no cavity use observed in 30-minute observation. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042512_rrdd_03 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 1 100 75 75 Indeterminate 4/25/2012 5/4/2012 04/25/2012 - BUSH male visits nest infrequently but does not enter. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Nest has fallen and is torn. Presumed lost to weather, but possibly predation is primary cause. Nest 
may or may not have contained eggs. - RRadd

N/A

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 042512_rrdd_04 CP70-3-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - NOMO bringing sticks and forming nest platform; approximately 15% complete. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Twig basket is complete and accepting lining, NOMO attending. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest is complete and lined. No NOMO observed during 15-minute observation 1418. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042512_rrdd_05 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - LEGO female constructs new nest in company of vigilant male. Nest approximately 30% complete. - 
RRadd
05/04/2012 - LEGO pair making brief visits to completely lined nest. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest is intact, lined and empty. No LEGO observed associating. - RRadd

TBD

HOOR Hooded Oriole 042512_rrdd_06 El Monte CY Construction Yards Riparian Forests and Woodlands Other 27 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/25/2012 5/16/2012 04/25/2012 - New nest is approximately 20% complete and consistent with HOOR. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest does not appear substantially improved; will monitor once more before closing. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - This nest now appears 40% complete. Male HOOR in canopy did not approach nest during 30 
minutes of observation - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest has not been further improved and no HOOR associating with this location. Closed for 
inactivity. - RRadd

No
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HOFI House Finch 042512_sjon_01 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 30 100 5 5 Fledged 4/25/2012 5/7/2012 04/25/2012 - Monitor reported House Finch entering nest location. Upon inspection by an avian biologist, at least 
2 nestlings were observed in the nest. - SJohnston
05/02/2012 - three feathered nestlings observed. - SJohnston
05/07/2012 - S. Johnston reports that 3 fledglings were observed flying from the nest. - KAlberts
05/07/2012 - Observed 3 fledglings fly out from metal container handle where nest was located. Checked nest 
with phone camera. Nest appeared empty and completely fledged. - SJohnston

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042512_vnik_01 Rough Acres Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/25/2012 4/25/2012 04/25/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed for approximately 30-40 minutes. The pair was observed at 
the nest, and a second pair was also observed near the nest. At least one female was observed carrying material 
to the nest. The nest appears 80% complete. No eggs or young were in the nest. Removal of nest was required 
based on impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate 
options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest 
deterrents in the form of mylar tape and reflective discs were hung on the water tank. Nest was removed per 
NBMMP. - VNovik

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 042612_ahll_01 EP67 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows Grading 35 100 35 35 Fledged 4/26/2012 5/14/2012 04/26/2012 - Nest was found on 4/25/2012 when a bird flushed from the nest during an arroyo toad survey at 
2100. Nest was logged today and was confirmed to still be active when the female was observed on the nest, 
incubating 4 eggs. A buffer of 100 feet was installed. The female flew off the nest when walking 20 feet south 
toward nest. - AHill
05/01/2012 - Clutch of 4 eggs (cream-colored with a few irregular spots) fill the small ground nest. No adult at the 
nest but several Lark Sparrows in the area. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Nestlings (approximately 2 days old). - SJohnston
05/09/2012 - An adult Lark Sparrow was brooding 3 newly hatched nestlings, and 1 unhatched egg remains in the 
nest. If the nesting attempt is successful, the 3 nestlings may fledge in 10 days, but if the remaining egg hatches, 
the nestling would not fledge for 11 or 12 days. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - Before grading was allowed to proceed up to the new buffer limit of 35 feet, the nest was checked, 
and 3 feathered nestlings were observed away from the nest. Two were found together about 10 inches away 
from the nest. The third was seen further, approximately 20 inches away. During grading activities, adults were 
observed bring food to the scattered nestlings. - SJohnston
05/14/2012 - No nestlings at or around nest or fledglings in area. No evidence of predation at or around the nest. 
Based off developmental appearance of nestlings observed on 5/11, the nest fledged successfully. - SJohnston

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042612_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/26/2012 TBD 04/26/2012 - ANHU comes to  nest and remains at 1230. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - ANHU incubation continues - female remains on nest. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Female ANHU continues to incubate, no feeding observed on multiple nest visits. - RRadd

TBD

BEWR Bewick's Wren 042612_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/26/2012 5/2/2012 04/26/2012 - BEWR pair carrying food to brush pile in midst of Tamarix thicket. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No BEWR detections, but based on prior observations, this nest presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

LASP Lark Sparrow 042712_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/27/2012 4/27/2012 04/27/2012 - Female was seen bringing material to nest over the course of an hour, the nest went from being 
60% complete to 90%. The female's brood patch was visible. Deterrents present included ongoing construction 
yard work such as skycrane operations, steel assembly and vehicle traffic. The nest was submitted for nest 
removal per NBMMP because of the necessity to fly out the steel piece immediately and that there were no eggs 
or nestlings present. - AHill

No

CALT California Towhee 042712_ghan_01 CP31-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - Observed location of nest in white sage (Salvia apiana) while driving down access road. When 
approaching nest, a California Towhee left substrate and observed 4 eggs in nest. 50-foot buffer staked with drive 
though access. - GHuffman
05/04/2012 - Eggs have hatched since the last visit. The towhee left the nest as the biologist quietly approached 
the buffer. The biologist slowly approached the nest, saw a nestling and quickly backed off to the edge of the 
buffer. The towhee returned to the nest about 5 minutes later. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - Female on the nest with nestlings, observed during a quick check from the access road. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042712_hwey_01 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE 4

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/27/2012 4/27/2012 04/27/2012 - Biologist A. Farmer reported observing HOFI pair carrying nesting material to interior of crane arm 
base atop crane truck in Sunrise Substation. Nest was found to be 10% complete with no eggs or young present. 
This vehicle was being used for active work when the nest was discovered. Operation of this crane was deemed 
necessary for ongoing wire pulling operations, and nest was photographed and removed according to NBMMP 
requirements. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 042712_lgan_01 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 9 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/27/2012 5/16/2012 04/27/2012 - Female House Finch was observed incubating 4 eggs. - LGorman
05/03/2012 - Female HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI on nest at 1150. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest is clean and empty, potentially predated or may have fledged. - RRadd

N/A

LASP Lark Sparrow 042712_lgan_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals Grading 26 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/27/2012 5/3/2012 04/27/2012 - Observed Lark Sparrow pair bringing nest material to the nest, in between periods of incubation. - 
LGorman
05/03/2012 - Nest is intact and empty with many feces at rim, suggesting previous monitoring was food carrying 
and nest has fledged. - RRadd

Yes
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PHAI Phainopepla 042712_lgan_03 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing 
Areas

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - A Phainopepla pair was observed bringing nesting material to the nest, which is approximately 90% 
complete. - LGorman
05/03/2012 - PHAI female feeding nest containing downy young. - RRadd
05/13/2012 - PHAI male carries food to nest at 1210 - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042712_lgan_05 CP65-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - A female House Finch nest was observed bringing nest material to the nest repeatedly. The nest was 
approximately 95% complete. - LGorman
05/03/2012 - Female HOFI in nest at 1438. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI female incubating. - RRadd

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 042712_lgan_06 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 150 100 90 90 Presumed Fledged 4/27/2012 5/14/2012 04/27/2012 - A female Phainopepla was observed incubating the nest. She flew off the nest, gathered material, 
added it to the nest, and continued to incubate. - LGorman
05/06/2012 - Male flies in to nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - PHAI pair exchanging nest duties 1415. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest is intact and empty, presumed fledged - 1158. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042712_lgan_07 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 120 100 60 60 Indeterminate 4/27/2012 5/16/2012 04/27/2012 - A female Lesser Goldfinch was observed flying onto the nest and remained there presumably to 
incubate. - LGorman
05/03/2012 - Potentially same nest as 041212_rrdd_03. No species detected at nest during 30 minute 
observation. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - No LEGO observed, but nearby PHAI nest makes monitoring difficult. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest was not observed active beyond first observation. - RRadd

N/A

CATH California Thrasher 042712_lton_01 EP101-2-PS-E Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - The nest was discovered during an active search. 2 eggs were in the nest. The female had flushed 
prior to discovery, and she called from a few shrubs while the biologist quickly took data. - LThoreson
05/03/2012 - Adult near. Nest still contains 2 eggs. - MKuehn
05/11/2012 - 2 nestlings in nest. - VNovik

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042712_mdus_01 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - Female House Finch rapidly adding material to a nest that is approximately 75% complete, with the 
male in accompaniment. The female seems wary of a Cassin's Kingbird perched nearby, waiting to add material 
until the Kingbird leaves. - MDicus
05/05/2012 - Female HOFI incubating nest at 1020. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - HOFI pair copulate and female enters nest at 1036. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Unable to see into nest, which appears complete and intact. Incubating? - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042712_mdus_02 CP51-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 130 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/27/2012 5/4/2012 04/27/2012 - Female observed making multiple trips with material to a nest that is approximately 80-90% 
constructed. - MDicus
05/04/2012 - Nest is gone, with no signs of it on the ground beneath the tower. This nest was never recorded to 
have progressed past the nest building stage. Did not reach active stage. Closed. - JDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 042712_rrdd_01 CP65-1-PS-N Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 9 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/27/2012 5/16/2012 04/27/2012 - Complete nest ready for first egg. Pair agitated at observer, returned at 50 feet. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - HOFI attending nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest is clean and empty but did not have sufficient time to fledge. Presumed predated. - RRadd

No

PHAI Phainopepla 042712_rrdd_02 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 35 100 100 100 Indeterminate 4/27/2012 5/10/2012 04/27/2012 - Fresh grass nest, lined and complete. Various cup-nesting songbirds present, likely PHAI or HOFI. - 
RRadd
05/03/2012 - Not monitored this week due to MODO nest on ground 6 feet south. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - No nest found at this GPS point. Possibly logged as same nest as adjacent LASP due to GPS error. - 
RRadd

N/A

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 042712_rrdd_03 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - Twig basket, fully lined and ready for first egg. NOMO present. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - NOMO on nest at 1155. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - NOMO in nest for duration of brief observation at 0940. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - NOMO carrying food to nest at 0946. Flushed from nest in apparent response to helicopter hovering 
approximately 100 feet south at 50 feet above ground level at 1035, returned to nest area 10 minutes after 
helicopter departure. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042712_rrdd_04 CP64 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 75 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/27/2012 5/10/2012 04/27/2012 - HOFI flushed from nest and returned as soon as observer retreated 40 feet. Contents not accessible. 
- RRadd
05/03/2012 - No HOFI observed, and nest contents inaccessible at 1334. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042712_rrdd_05 CP64 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - Nest is only 4 feet from active HOFI nest, status of this nest unclear due to proximity. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs at 1333; no HOFI detected. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI female in nest at 1204. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Female HOFI lying on nest at 1429. - RRadd

TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 042712_rrdd_06 CP65-1-PS-N Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 77 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/27/2012 5/16/2012 04/27/2012 - Complete empty nest. LASP copulating nearby. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is clean, maintained and empty. LASP pair on nearest tall shrub copulated 5 times in 1 minute. - 
RRadd
05/10/2012 - Grass has been added to interior of nest, but no LASP present. Unclear if the nest has been usurped 
or is being updated. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest has not been maintained and is aging. LASP pair continue in area. - RRadd

No
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LASP Lark Sparrow 042812_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/28/2012 4/28/2012 04/28/2012 - Female was seen bringing material to nest actively, 80% complete. The nest was submitted for nest 
removal because of the necessity to fly out the steel piece in the future and that there were no eggs or nestlings 
present. Deterrents present included ongoing construction yard work such as skycrane operations, steel assembly 
and vehicle traffic. Nest was removed as per NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 042812_bald_01 69kV-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/28/2012 TBD 04/28/2012 - Pair of HOFI observed bringing nest material (once) and landing on and entering (4 times) the 
bracket for the lower arm on the west side of the pole. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minute observation period. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042812_ghan_01 CP31-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 10 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/28/2012 5/12/2012 04/28/2012 - Observed adults making multiple trips to a coast live oak carrying nesting material. Nest appears to 
be approximately 50% complete. - GHuffman
05/05/2012 - Bushtits made a few visits to the nest. Nest construction has progressed, but is not yet complete. 
The neck is still a bit thin and see-through. Activity at the nest may have been subdued because of the presence of 
a Western Scrub-jay moving throughout the area, including the nest tree. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - The nest is almost completely gone. About 5% of the nest remains where it is anchored to the 
branch. This nest never contained eggs or young and is now closed. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 042812_hwey_01 EP34-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 100 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/28/2012 5/4/2012 04/28/2012 - Female flushed from nest, which contains 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - Nest appears pulled apart with no eggs remaining. Nest closed due to predation. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 042812_ltiw_01 Jacumba Valley Ranch CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 20 20 Nest did not reach active stage 4/28/2012 5/10/2012 04/28/2012 - Female was seen entering the wheel area 3 times, but was never observed carrying anything inside. 
Each time she remained there for about 5 minutes. Several males and other females also in the vicinity. - LTymkiw
05/04/2012 - No House Finches observed near the 2 remaining water tanks during 30-minute observation period.. 
- PKonrad
05/10/2012 - No finch activity observed in the nest area during the 30 minute observation period; 1 female was 
observed perched on fence about 150 feet north for a short time. Considering the initial observation comments 
and subsequent observations, this nest may never have been 'active' - closed. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 042812_ltiw_02 EP142-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - tower erection 200 100 40 40 Presumed Fledged 4/28/2012 5/14/2012 04/28/2012 - A pair was observed making many trips to the nest with caterpillars. They were not affected by the 
tower work or by an avian biologist observing and recording data 40 feet away. - LTymkiw
04/30/2012 - A pair of Bushtits visited the nest, 1 entering nest, but no other activity observed during 30-minute 
observation period. A small, vocal flock of Bushtits was observed about 100 feet west of the nest site. - PKonrad
05/07/2012 - Nest intact and pair of Bushtits territorial; 1 adult had insects in its beak, so avian biologist left area 
and birds flew to nest. - PKonrad
05/14/2012 - A pair of Bushtits came to the nest and simultaneously began pulling relatively large pieces of 
material from the nest, tugging diligently at the nest at times, then flew northeast with their beaks stuffed with 
nest material. Looks like the nestlings in this nest have fledged, and the old nest is being recycled by the same pair 
(renesting) or another pair. No fledglings were observed in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042812_rrdd_01 GS-NF-10 Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/28/2012 TBD 04/28/2012 - Female ANHU standing on rim of complete nest decorated with lichen flakes at 0710. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Female ANHU feeding 1 visible short-billed nestling at 1644. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - ANHU female comes to nest after 20 minutes away to feed single large nestling which has fully-
feathered head. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Female ANHU on nestlings at 1552. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042812_rrdd_02 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/28/2012 TBD 04/28/2012 - LEGO pair building nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Numerous LEGO in this area include 2 other nests and fledglings being fed, but no activity was 
observed near this nest which is no longer visible due to foliage growth. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest not found due to second pair egg-laying near the vantage point for observing this nest. LEGOs 
definitely active in vicinity and  male from second pair spars territorially with this male. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042812_rrdd_04 GS-NF-10 Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/28/2012 TBD 04/28/2012 - BUSH pair bringing material to nest at 10 minute intervals. Nest approximately 60% complete. - 
RRadd
05/04/2012 - BUSH pair making numerous trips to and from nest at 1348. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH making infrequent nest visits. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest appears somewhat thin in the neck area, but is un-holed. BUSH detected nearby but not 
visiting nest. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042812_rrdd_05 GS-NF-10 Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/28/2012 TBD 04/28/2012 - HOFI female incubating 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs at 1635. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOFI continue to tend this nest, which still contains 5 eggs. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Female HOFI lying in nest at 1616. - RRadd

TBD
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CAQU California Quail 042812_sjon_01 EP50-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 4 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/28/2012 5/15/2012 04/28/2012 - Monitor reported flushing a California Quail from this nest while walking along the access road. 
Avian biologist did not see bird at the nest or nearby when mapping its location, but 4 eggs were visible. - 
SJohnston
05/01/2012 - Nest contains 8 eggs, but no California Quail were observed in area, suggesting the egg laying period 
continues in advance of the initiation of incubation. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - No adult California Quail present, but 11 brown-speckled cream-colored eggs can be seen in the 
ground nest - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - This California Quail nest is empty, and no eggs or eggshells are present in the nest; no hatchlings or 
adults are evident nearby. There are many downy breast feathers among the grassy nest material, apparently 
added during the past week. Because the clutch was completed and incubation began about 5/4/2011, which was 
about 11 days ago, it indicates the eggs did not hatch because the incubation period for California Quail is 18 to 
23 days. Hence, the nest was likely predated - closed. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 042812_sjon_02 EP63-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 40 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/28/2012 5/15/2012 04/28/2012 - Observed pair of Bushtits nest building. Nest is approximately 10% complete. - SJohnston
05/01/2012 - Although no Bushtit activity was observed 2 hours ago, Bushtits are now very actively nest building, 
with nest visits spaced 3 minutes or less apart. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Nest looks good, but no Bushtit activity was observed during 2 20-minute observation periods. This 
pair of Bushtits should be incubating at this time, and judging from past experiences, little activity is ever 
observed during Bushtit incubation. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - Bushtit nest has been torn apart, probably by a predator. No Bushtits observed or heard in the area - 
closed. - PKonrad

No

HOFI House Finch 042912_bald_01 TL 6915 - 100984 69kv Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/29/2012 TBD 04/29/2012 - HOFI pair observed at pole 100984, with female observed bringing nest material and entering the 
following arm brackets (note that these arms are not hollow; the bird enters the metal bracket attached to the 
wooden pole from below): upper eastern, middle eastern, lower eastern, and middle western. This nest is a 
candidate for removal and adding 'bird deterrents' to preclude access to any of these brackets. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Adult HOFIs observed at nest pole on several occasions. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042912_bald_02 TL 6915/6924 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/29/2012 TBD 04/29/2012 - HOFI pair observed once landing on pole arm, and female entering briefly before flying to adjacent 
pole. Observed only once during an hour-long observation period. The finches are likely 'checking out' potential 
nesting locations. This is a candidate for removal, as the pair has likely just initiated nest site selection/nest 
building. - BArnold
04/30/2012 - Avian biologist checked nest using lift, contains 4 eggs and as such remains active, no bird deterrent 
work was allowed. Other 2 brackets (upper E& W) contained no nest material. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Adult HOFIs on top of nest pole. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042912_bald_03 TL 6915 - 100983 69kv Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 4/29/2012 4/30/2012 04/29/2012 - Observed HOFI pair entering and bringing nest material to lower arm brackets attached to the east 
and west sides of the pole. This is a candidate for removal, as the pair has likely just begun the site selection/nest 
building process. - BArnold
04/30/2012 - Nest was examined by an avian biologist using a lift. The nest was about 10% complete, and 
contained no eggs or young. New substation work consisting of overhead wire stringing as well as O&M activities 
have been regularly occurring in the adjacent Sycamore Substation, including this past Saturday and Sunday. PAR 
requires the 69kV to be available for upgrades and energization in June, and will be working in the insulators 
within which bracket the HOFI partial nest was begun. Buffers would not likely have prevented this nest from 
being impacted during this future construction. This nest was initiated in spite of the ongoing work in the 
immediately adjacent Sycamore Substation consisting of 20+ member crews. As such, this partial nest was 
removed. - BArnold

No

AMKE American Kestrel 042912_bald_04 69kV-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/29/2012 TBD 04/29/2012 - AMKE observed entering third arm from top on western side of pole several times late in the day. - 
BArnold
05/03/2012 - No AMKE activity observed during 30-minute observation period. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/10/2012 - While monitoring a nest at the opposite end of the substation, the biologist heard 2 kestrels calling 
to each other. On approaching the nest cavity, the male was observed perched on a distribution pole to the north, 
consuming prey. Later he was seen chasing off a Red-tailed Hawk. The female was not seen during 90 minutes of 
observation, but this is not atypical, and it is presumed she was within the nest cavity incubating/brooding. - 
VEurs
05/15/2012 - Adult AMKE heard calling and observed on pole. Later observed entering nest arm cavity. - BArnold

TBD

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 042912_hwey_01 EP11-3 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 100 100 Fledged 4/29/2012 5/15/2012 04/29/2012 - Nest contains at least 3 nestlings, 1-2 days old. Adult heard calling within 5 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - Fledgling WESJ perched 1 foot from nest appears capable of flight. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes

AR067475
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CORA Common Raven 042912_mdus_01 CP39 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/29/2012 4/30/2012 04/29/2012 - On 4/28/12, biomonitor Sarah Farmer observed a pair of CORA carrying sticks to structure CP39. As 
of 16:30 on 4/29/12, the nest is now approximately 60-70% constructed. The CORA pair continued to nest build 
while the avian biologist photographed and recorded the nest. - MDicus
04/30/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing activities), per agency concurrence 
and through adherence to the NBMMP. The nest was nearly complete but contained no eggs or nestlings. Nest 
deterrents in the form of mylar flash tape at the base of the tower and a Daddy Long Legs nest preventer on the 
top phase of the tower were previously installed. Following concurrence, the nest was checked for eggs, 
photographed, and removed and in the presence of a qualified biologist. An approved nesting bird deterrent was 
installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. - MDicus

No

CATH California Thrasher 042912_mkhn_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/29/2012 TBD 04/29/2012 - An adult California Thrasher was observed on a nest that is 95% complete and contains no eggs or 
young. - MKuehn
05/06/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs. Adult heard calling nearby. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - 3 nestlings visible. - HWinfrey

TBD

AMKE American Kestrel 042912_vers_01 TL 6924 - 171697 69kV Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/29/2012 TBD 04/29/2012 - While monitoring poles for reconductoring activities, a pair of AMKE was observed entering the 
cavity on the east side of the steel monopole. An adult entered the cavity and remained for 30 minutes, exited 
and the second adult took its place. It appears the pair is incubating. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - After approximately 30 minutes of observation, the female arrived at the monopole carrying a 
rodent. She took the rodent into the nest cavity and remained within for another 15 minutes and was still inside 
when the biologist left the area. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Almost immediately upon the biologist's arrival, the female kestrel landed at the edge of the nest 
cavity. She ate a few bites of the prey she carried and then took the rest inside the cavity. She exited about 5 
minutes later and spent the remainder of the observation period perched at various locations or flying about the 
area. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 043012_ahll_01 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - 3 eggs in nest, biomonitor reported seeing pair enter nest. This crane was moved on Friday, 27 April 
at 1800 from EP1. This means this pair built this nest Friday night and Saturday morning, laying 1 egg/day on 
Saturday, Sunday, and Monday. - AHill
05/01/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs, should start incubating full time tomorrow. - AHill
05/09/2012 - Female on nest, unable to view nest contents. Male perched on crane. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Female on nest from 1215 to 1230. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 043012_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/30/2012 4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - Pair was seen flying out of nest location and male singing in area, nest was approximately 20% 
complete. Mylar deterrents installed on crane. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to 
material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative 
options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was 
not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. No eggs or young were present, and nest was 
removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 043012_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/30/2012 4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - Pair was seen flying out of nest location and male singing in area; nest was approximately 50% 
complete. Mylar deterrents installed on crane. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to 
material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative 
options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was 
not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. No eggs or young were present and nest was 
removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 043012_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/30/2012 4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - House Finch nest found with no eggs, about 15% complete, in mast of lift equipment. Work, both 
new substation construction and O&M activities, occurs everyday, and this lift is available for use by both every 
day. Lift equipment essential to both new and O&M activities necessitated removal. Nest was photographed and 
removed, per the NBMMP. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 043012_bald_02 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/30/2012 4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - Nest with no eggs, about 50 percent complete, in mast of lift equipment. Work, both new 
substation construction and O&M activities, occurs everyday, and this lift is available for use by both every day. 
Lift equipment essential to both new and O&M activities, and nest was necessary for removal to continue these 
operations. Nest photographed and removed following stipulations of the NBMMP. - BArnold

No
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AMKE American Kestrel 043012_bald_03 TL 6924 - 137897 69kV Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - A female AMKE was observed by the biomonitor as it flew onto the monopole and perched. Avian 
biologist was called and arrived within 5 minutes to evaluate the situation. Crew continued to work for an hour, 
because the biomonitor lost sight of the bird while telephoning avian biologist, and it was assumed the bird had 
flown off the monopole. The biomonitor and avian biologist monitored this work. When crew used a hand-held 
power wrench which caused considerable vibration in the monopole, an adult AMKE emerged from the bracket 
end of the lowest western arm and flew to the next steel monopole several hundred feet to the north and 
perched. The crew was asked to stop work due to the status of the monopole containing an active AMKE nest. The 
crew needed to remove the temporary ground-wires they had previously installed to satisfy safety requirements. 
During the 20 minutes the crew was working to remove the temporary ground wires and other protective 
features, the female AMKE circled the pole in smaller and smaller circles, finally landing on the arm and entering 
the cavity 15 minutes after it had left, and while the crew was finishing removing the temporary plastic sheet 
protections from the lower arm on the east. The crew finished their work and left, as was requested. About 10 
minutes later, the male AMKE was briefly observed as it slipped into the cavity. It should be noted that the female 
was within the hollow steel arm for an hour, while the crew installed temporary ground wires and removed and 
replaced an insulator, apparently not disturbed enough to leave until a particular hand-held power tool created 
vibration that resulted in the bird emerging from the cavity. - BArnold
05/07/2012 - After approximately 30 minutes of observation, the male kestrel landed atop the monopole with 
food, calling loudly. The female exited the cavity, flew up and took the food item from the male. She carried it to 
the monopole directly north, where she consumed the food and was eventually joined by the male. The male 
returned to the nest cavity where he perched on the edge, looking into the cavity for a minute or so. He then flew 
off, and as the female returned, she gave chase to a starling. She eventually returned and re-entered the cavity, 
without bringing in food. He soon returned with a lizard that he gave to the female after she exited the nest 
cavity. She carried the food north, as before, and he chased off a crow. As the biologist was leaving the area, the 
female returned to the nest cavity. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Almost immediately upon the biologist's arrival, the male and female landed atop the monopole. 
The male passed food to the female, which she ultimately carried into the nest cavity. - VEurs

TBD

CORA Common Raven 043012_ghan_01 CP27 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - Pair observed perched on tower and displayed low tolerance and agitation when approaching tower 
from ground. Nest appears to be 100% complete. - GHuffman
05/07/2012 - One adult on nest, and the other adult perching nearby, vocalizing, and chasing a Red-tailed Hawk 
from the territory. - MDicus
05/14/2012 - Adult on nest incubating during brief observation period. Second adult was not detected. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 043012_hwey_01 EP39-1-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 25 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/30/2012 5/14/2012 04/30/2012 - At least 2 nestlings in nest, 6-8 days old. - HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - Adults at nest at 0635. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Male perched near nest. 2 fully feathered nestlings in nest. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - At least 1 HOFI nestling remains in nest at 0650, primary pinfeathers 80% emerged. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - Male and female visiting nest; nestling visible at 0620. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - Nest empty, presumably fledged. - AHill

Yes

CALT California Towhee 043012_jdus_01 CP31-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - Adult departs from nest shrub when nest was originally discovered from 5 feet away. Observer 
retreated to a point 45 feet from nest and close to edge of access road. Adult returns to incubate 3 eggs in nest in 
3 minutes' time, to remain for duration of additional 20-minute observation period. - JDicus
05/07/2012 - As the biologist approached the nest, a towhee flew to other side of the shrub clump, which 
enabled the biologist to examine the nest contents. It still contains 3 eggs. The adult returned to the nest after 
about 10 minutes. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Adult flew from the nest area as the biologist walked down the access road (outside the buffer), 
enabling the nest contents to be checked. The nest now contains at least 2 dark, downy nestlings. - VEurs

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 043012_ltiw_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - Female being fed by male while laying on a complete nest. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Female observed on the nest through the entire observation period. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Female was on the nest for the entire 20 minute observation period. - LTymkiw

TBD

HOFI House Finch 043012_ltiw_02 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - Female was on nest for 45 plus minutes. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Female observed on nest throughout observation period. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Female was on the nest for about 5 minutes, then flew off. 10 minutes later the male came and fed 
the nestlings. 5 minutes after that the female returned, fed the nestlings and then resumed brooding. - LTymkiw

TBD

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 043012_mdus_01 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/30/2012 4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - A pair of Cassin's Kingbirds was observed carrying nest material to the north end of the top bridge. 
Between 09:55 and 10:15, 5 trips were made to the nest. Percent completion is unknown, given the nest location. - 
MDicus
04/30/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire sagging), per agency concurrence on 4/30/12 
and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape and Daddy Long Legs nest 
preventers. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman was dropped at the top of 
the tower and removed the nearly complete Cassin's Kingbird nest and installed a nest deterrent on the end of 
the arm. At the time of removal (approximately 17:15), the nest was 95-100% constructed but contained no eggs 
or nestlings. Photos were taken of the removed nest material. - MDicus

No
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HOFI House Finch 043012_mdus_02 CP85-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - Bio/Avian monitor C. Vettes observed a female House Finch on the nest for approximately 15 
minute observation period. - MDicus
05/05/2012 - Female HOFI on nest does not depart at 1620. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - 11:30am-1:00pm:  Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter 
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately 
10 minutes to conduct hydro-mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to be mulched by spraying 
from outside stakes. Female observed incubating and did not leave nest during activities. Construction activities 
did not appear to have negative impacts on nesting status. - GHuffman

TBD

HOFI House Finch 043012_mdus_03 CP85-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - HOFI female was observed making multiple trips with material to a nest that is approximately 75% 
constructed. The male accompanied her on each trip. - MDicus
05/05/2012 - Female HOFI departs complete nest at 1621. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - 11:30am-1:00pm:  Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter 
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately 
10 minutes to conduct hydro-mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to be mulched by spraying 
from outside stakes. Female observed incubating. Female left nest for approximately 15 minutes and then 
returned to incubating. Construction activities did not have any negative impacts on nesting status. - GHuffman

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 043012_mdus_04 CP85-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - Bio/Avian monitor C. Vettes observed a pair of Bushtits adding material to a nest in a Hesperoyucca. 
A female Lesser Goldfinch was observed pulling material from the outside of the nest; however, the Bushtits 
continued construction. M. Dicus later observed the pair making at least 5 additional trips to the nest with 
material. - MDicus
05/05/2012 - Nest appears sound and intact; male visits and enters at 1645. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - 11:30am-1:00pm:  Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter 
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately 
3 minutes to conduct hydro-mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to be mulched by spraying 
from outside stakes. Bushtit observed entering cavity of nest with material. Activities appeared to have no 
negative impact on nesting status. - GHuffman

TBD

RCSP Rufous-crowned Sparrow 043012_rrdd_01 CP56-1-PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - RCSP female making many trips to nest which appears outwardly complete. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - RCSP lying in nest at 0706 did not depart. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Female RCSP tight on nest at 0710. - RRadd

TBD

COHU Costa's Hummingbird 043012_rrdd_02 CP56-1-PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 2 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/30/2012 5/1/2012 04/30/2012 - Female COHU lying on 1 egg. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest is larger and more complete than previous monitoring but empty with disheveled lining, 
suggesting predation. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 043012_rrdd_03 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - BUSH pair making infrequent trips to nest, no item carry observed 1140 - 1150. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - BUSH male with feathers enters nest and remains at 1108. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 043012_rrdd_04 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - LEGO pair attending relatively large mostly lined nest (95%) complete with no eggs. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest is complete, lined and empty. LEGO pair attending. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 043012_rrdd_05 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 88 100 80 80 Nest did not reach active stage 4/30/2012 5/3/2012 04/30/2012 - BUSH pair carrying material to nest approximately 80% complete. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest has been destroyed by unknown agents prior to completion. - RRadd

No

KILL Killdeer 043012_sjon_03 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 300 100 130 130 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/30/2012 5/5/2012 04/30/2012 - Killdeer incubating eggs. - SJohnston
05/05/2012 - At 1055, this nest was observed being predated by a Common Raven by biomonitor C. Johnson. 
CORA searched area while both KILL performed distraction displays and called loudly, then was seen eating 
something in vicinity of nest. Biomonitor was 160 feet from nest when activity was detected and observed 
predation from 130 feet. Avian biologist M. Kuehn arrived in time to observe adult KILL fly 2 eggshells away from 
nest, depositing 1 150 feet ENE of nest in yard, and another 300 feet from nest outside of yard to south. A third 
eggshell was found 135 feet east of nest on ground within yard. Both discovered eggshells were broken open and 
no contents were present. No blood or embryonic development was detectable in egg membrane indicating eggs 
were relatively freshly laid. Nest site was later inspected and found to contain no eggs. Nest closed and buffer 
signs removed. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - No comment. Nest closed. - SJohnston

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 043012_vnik_01 EP112-3 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/30/2012 5/1/2012 04/30/2012 - Observed wren carrying nest material to cavity. - VNovik
05/01/2012 - The nest appears 90% complete and the birds were seen building the nest inside the black plastic 
sheeting covering the pile of straw wattles. No eggs or young were in the nest. A BMP maintenance crew was 
onsite today refreshing BMPs, effectively serving as a deterrent. Removal of the nest was required based on 
impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate options, and 
potential for more nests at the idle material pallet during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was photographed and 
removed per the NBMMP. The straw wattle pile and all plastic sheeting was removed following the nest removal. - 
VNovik

No
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 050112_hwey_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 37 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/1/2012 5/14/2012 05/01/2012 - Female on nest with frequent trips off nest to feed. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - No activity observed at nest. At least 3 ANHUs were detected within 10 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - Blue-gray Gnatcatcher observed repeatedly tearing material from ANHU nest. Female ANHU 
observed constructing a nest nearby, but no activity at this nest or territorial behavior associated with this 
location. - MDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 050112_jdus_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 5 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

5/1/2012 5/7/2012 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 3 trips to nest which appears to be over 75% constructed. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - UPC crew dispatched to check nest contents as nest was candidate for removal if it did not contain 
eggs. Nest was found to contain 1 egg, so nest was left in place and a 30-foot buffer was established. - EStrods
05/05/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest before the crew climbed the tower. They did not return while the crew 
was in the tower. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - No evidence of the nest was present upon avian biologist's arrival before crew arrived. There were 
some pieces of eggshell on the ground beneath the nest area. - LTymkiw

No

HOFI House Finch 050112_jdus_02 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips to nest location with material. Plate and height in tower preclude ability to see 
nest from ground level. Percentage of nest constructed unknown. - JDicus
05/05/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest before the crew climbed the tower. They did not return while the crew 
was in the tower. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Pair seen copulating near nest and the male later fed the female. They did not return while the crew 
was in the tower, but came back once the crew left. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Pair observed in aerial mating and returning to nest area. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Nesting material was pillaged by big male kingbird. Male tried to fight him off. Male was also 
defending nest against other males. Pair then scattered when crew was in tower. Pair rebuilding as soon as crew 
descended. - FHoffman

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050112_jdus_03 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 5/1/2012 5/2/2012 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 1 trip to 50% constructed nest with material. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - A request to remove this House Finch nest was approved, following the NBMMP. Accompanied by 
an avian biologist, a UPC crew member photographed then removed the dilapidated nest. The nest did not 
contain eggs or young. Deterrents were placed at the nest site. - EStrods

No

HOFI House Finch 050112_jdus_04 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips with material. Nest not visible from ground.  Percentage of nest constructed 
unknown. - JDicus
05/05/2012 - No House Finches were observed visiting this nest. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - No House Finches were observed visiting this nest. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - No activity, but could have shifted to one of many other pair activity hubs. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - No activity, although hard to see. - FHoffman

TBD

WREN Wrentit 050112_ltiw_01 EP141-E-C Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - A pair of Wrentits was heard calling back and forth. The area around the female was searched, and a 
nest was found with the female on it. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Adult Wrentit incubating clutch of 4 pale blue eggs. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - A Wrentit was observed incubating tightly on nest after line passed overhead. - VNovik
05/14/2012 - An adult Wrentit was brooding 3 newly hatched nestlings and 1 egg. - PKonrad

TBD

WREN Wrentit 050112_ltiw_02 EP141-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - Adult flew from nest when biologist walked by. Nest contains 5 pale blue eggs. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - An adult Wrentit is incubating clutch of 4 pale blue eggs. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - Wrentit observed incubating tight on nest after the  line passed overhead. - VNovik
05/14/2012 - An adult Wrentit was performing distraction displays on the ground below the nest among big 
sagebrush trunks, so did not approach closer; expect there are newly hatched nestlings in the nest. - PKonrad

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 050112_ltiw_03 EP141 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Woodlands and Forests Other 27 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/1/2012 5/7/2012 05/01/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed bringing caterpillars to a complete nest several times. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Nest looks good, but no Bushtits were observed or heard in the area during a 40 minute observation 
period. It appears the nestlings that were repeatedly being fed by the adults last week have fledged - closed. - 
PKonrad

Yes

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 050112_lton_01 EP141 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 50 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/1/2012 5/14/2012 05/01/2012 - There are 4 nestlings. The adult was not on the nest, but was very vocal when the nest was 
discovered. - LThoreson
05/07/2012 - Two large downy nestlings with partly developed wing feathers are in nest; 1 is a couple days 
younger than the other, judging from differences in size. Both adults are very territorial, calling. Nestlings may 
fledge by the end of the week. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - Observed 2 adults near nest. 1 jay observed carrying food to nest while assembly of wire 
components, vehicles, and helicopter picks occurred in pull site. - VNovik
05/14/2012 - The nest is in good shape, and the nestlings have apparently fledged successfully. No fledglings or 
adult Western Scrub-Jays observed or heard in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes
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CAQU California Quail 050112_lton_02 EP141 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Woodlands and Forests BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 100 100 Indeterminate 5/1/2012 5/7/2012 05/01/2012 - An adult California Quail flew from the nest when an avian biologist inadvertently waked within 3 
feet of the nest, which contains 15 eggs. - LThoreson
05/07/2012 - California Quail clutch has hatched and the brood has vacated the area with the female - or the eggs 
were carried away or swallowed whole by a predator, as no signs of eggshells can be found in nest or anywhere 
around it - closed. - PKonrad

N/A

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050112_mdus_01 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 150 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/1/2012 5/14/2012 05/01/2012 - A female LEGO was observed visiting a nest that appears to be 100% constructed. The female was 
observed standing in the nest for brief periods before leaving. It is presumed she is in the egg laying stage of 
nesting. - MDicus
05/14/2012 - The nest is almost completely gone; only a few tufts of nest material remain on the branch. Nest 
failed sometime between 5 May and 14 May, as it was intact on the morning of 5 May. This nest with eggs or 
young failed due to natural causes and is now closed. - VEurs

No

PHAI Phainopepla 050112_rrdd_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - Female PHAI on nest shaping cup which appears complete departs nest when male carrying material 
scolds. Male returns to nest when observer moves to 60 feet. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Male PHAI lying on nest at 1212. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Nest appears to have been built over, with new layer and cup. PHAI pair nearby but not on nest 
during 2 x 10-minute observations. - RRadd

TBD

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 050112_rrdd_02 CP62-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - CAKI pair carrying Centaurea melitensis florets and Muhlenbergia stems, building nest in tower. - 
RRadd
05/08/2012 - CAKI pair continue to make trips and occupy this nest. Pair attacks RTHAs within 300 feet. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Solo CAKI on tower near this nest for duration of observation from 1310-1355. Unable to see into 
nest, so unable to verify incubation. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 050112_rrdd_03 CP57-E-C Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 20 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/1/2012 5/13/2012 05/01/2012 - BUSH pair working on nest which appears 80% complete 1208. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - BUSH departs nest at 0747. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Nest has been destroyed by natural agents and is being dismantled by LEGO and COHU for nests 
elsewhere. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050112_vers_01 CP49 Temp work Area Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/1/2012 5/8/2012 05/01/2012 - Female LEGO incubating on a complete nest. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - The nest almost completely gone. Only about 5% of the nest material remains to indicate the nest 
location. It appears this nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes (most likely because of nest 
predation). - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Female is bringing nesting material to 75% complete nest, male singing nearby. - AHill
05/08/2012 - Female incubating on nest full-time. - AHill
05/14/2012 - Female on nest incubating. - AHill

TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 050212_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs. - AHill
05/04/2012 - Female incubating full time, but was off nest for approximately 15 minutes on her own accord. 
Female did not fly off nest when approached at 10 feet. - AHill
05/08/2012 - Female on nest incubating. - AHill
05/11/2012 - Female incubating full time. - AHill
05/14/2012 - Female on nest incubating. Buffer is 50 feet. - AHill
05/16/2012 - Nestlings beginning to hatch. As of 0900, nest contained 2 newly hatched nestlings, 1 in the process 
of hatching, and 1 unhatched egg. Female seen brooding young. Anticipated fledge date is between May 25-26, 
2012. - AHill

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/2/2012 5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Observed female bringing lining material to nest with male singing nearby. Nest was found to be 
90% complete. Streamer deterrents were present on equipment but no cavities were plugged. No eggs or young 
were present. Nest was removed per the NBMMP based on the need to use the crane for tower assembly, and if 
the crane was demobilized, then it would affect tower assemblies from progressing properly. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_ahll_04 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/2/2012 5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Observed female bringing lining material to nest with male singing nearby. As the nest was located 
25 above ground, in steel, a lineman climbed up and assessed the nest while the avian biologist was nearby giving 
direction. Based on the material taken out by the lineman, nest was approximately 30% complete. No eggs or 
young present. Nest was removed per the NBMMP based on the need to use the crane for tower assembly, and if 
the crane was demobilized, then it would affect tower assemblies from progressing properly. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_ahll_05 EP39-1-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Observed female bringing lining material to 90% complete nest, male nearby singing. - AHill
05/04/2012 - Brief drive-by observation of female HOFI remaining on nest while vehicle passed. Female lays on 
nest with tail toward traffic and head toward inside of gate. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - 5 eggs in nest; female returns to nest at 0610. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - Female incubating, drive by traffic does not cause her to flush. - AHill

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - One egg in nest. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Female flushed at 3 feet. 5 eggs in nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Five eggs in nest. - BArnold

TBD
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 050212_bloh_01 CP12-1-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 850 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/2/2012 5/16/2012 05/02/2012 - Female on nest, incubating. Male foraging in area, then exchanged places with female on nest. - 
BLohstroh
05/09/2012 - Female on nest while male foraged, nest exchanged at 0808, and male took over. - BLohstroh
05/16/2012 - B. Lohstroh reports nest no longer present, no evidence of nest. Pair not active near nest area, but 
found foraging together 600 feet across canyon to south. Nest likely depredated by carnivore that took nest away. 
- KAlberts

No

NUWO Nuttall's Woodpecker 050212_elss_01 GS-NF-28 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Male observed chasing a house wren out of the area. The male entered the cavity and stayed inside 
until the female arrived, after 10 minutes. The female then entered the cavity. - ELoveless
05/08/2012 - No Nuttall's Woodpeckers were observed or heard during an extended period in the area, about 70 
minutes, that included checking other nearby nests. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - Hairy Woodpecker flew in to the nest area, eventually flew down to small cavity entrance probably 
by Nuttall's Woodpecker. No Nuttall's Woodpeckers observed or heard during 45 minutes in the area. Western 
Bluebird pair checking out cavity 10 feet away (will check back). - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI seen carrying nesting material to the first orange marker ball west of the tower. The 
male HOFI was seen entering marker ball hole without material. - EStrods
05/05/2012 - Pair was observed entering the marker ball several times. On 1 occasion, the male fed the female on 
the wire right outside the entrance to the ball. - LTymkiw
05/09/2012 - Adults flew in and out of ball, then female remained inside. - FHoffman
05/11/2012 - HOFI continue to enter this ball at 1200. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_02 GS-NF-13 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI was seen carrying nesting material inside the marker ball. A male House Finch was 
seen entering the marker ball without nesting material. - EStrods
05/05/2012 - Pair was observed entering the marker ball several times, but was never observed carrying nesting 
material inside. - LTymkiw

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_04 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 50 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/2/2012 5/11/2012 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI seen carrying nesting material to nest approximately 10% complete. - EStrods
05/11/2012 - No nest material is visible here, and although HOFI intermittently visit and squabble here, no 
material is carried and no birds are observed to stay. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_05 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 40 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/2/2012 5/11/2012 05/02/2012 - A female HOFI was seen carrying nesting material to a nest that appears to be 10% complete - 
EStrods
05/11/2012 - No nest material is visible here, and although HOFI intermittently visit and squabble here, no 
material is carried and no birds are observed to stay. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_06 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - A female House Finch was observed carrying nesting material to the nest which appears to be 75% 
complete. - EStrods
05/11/2012 - HOFI continue to visit and advertise here, but opportunistic theft from nearby CAKI nest suggests 
nest is actually on the tower itself and not the arm. Unable to verify from ground. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_07 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - A female House Finch was observed carrying nesting material to this nest that appears to be 
approximately 90% complete. - EStrods
05/05/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest briefly several times while the crew was in the tower. They were never 
observed carrying nesting material to the nest. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Pair visited and stayed at the nest during the work activities. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Pair and 2 other finches observed on plate and pair bonding. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - No comment. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Male defending nest and being attentive to female, not quite sure of stage. - FHoffman

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_08 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - A female House Finch was seen carrying material to this nest which appears 90% complete. - 
EStrods
05/11/2012 - Insufficient material remains to qualify as a nest. Although a female made one trip with new 
material, there is at present no aggregation beyond 2% of a nest. - RRadd

TBD

HOWR House Wren 050212_hwey_01 EP27-1-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - HOWR in cavity remains at entrance hole until nest is approached within 5 feet, the bird's 
reluctance to leave area indicates there are eggs or young in nest. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - No HOWR activity observed at nest from 1052 to 1107. Male HOWR singing 3 feet from entrance. 
Ash-throated Flycatcher pair in area, ATFL flies to cavity entrance and looks inside at 1104. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - HOWR observed leaving nest cavity at 1551. - HWinfrey

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050212_hwey_02 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 125 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/2/2012 5/16/2012 05/02/2012 - Nest appears complete. Female observed briefly lying in nest, then resuming foraging. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs at 1248. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Only fragments of the nest remain, nest failed, most likely due to predation. Substrate branch is 
undamaged. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050212_hwey_03 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Biomonitor reports seeing female adding nesting material. Nest is 90% complete, only lacking lining. 
- HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Female on nest at 1254. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Female on nest at 1648. - HWinfrey

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 050212_kats_02 CP78-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/2/2012 5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI was seen carrying a Chaenactis flower to the area on top of the locks over the sliding 
bar for this gate, which is used nearly every day by Project personnel. The nest was about 5% complete, and 
contained no eggs or young. The nest was photographed and removed following the NBMMP, as this access road 
is required for continued usage. Several Project vehicles entered and left through the gate after the nest was 
removed, effectively serving as deterrents. - KAlberts

No

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 050212_mdus_01 CP43-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 5/2/2012 5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - A pair of Cassin's Kingbirds was observed making multiple trips with material to the lowest arm on 
the west side of the structure. - MDicus
05/02/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (spacer installation and wire sagging), per agency 
concurrence on 5/02/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape at 
the tower base. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman was dropped at the 
top of the tower and removed the nearly complete Cassin's Kingbird nest and installed a nest deterrent on the 
end of the arm. At the time of removal (approximately 17:00), the nest was 95-100% constructed but contained 
no eggs or nestlings. Photos were taken of the removed nest material, and a nest deterrent was installed in its 
place. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 050212_mkhn_01 GS-NF-28 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 8 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/2/2012 5/8/2012 05/02/2012 - Adult Bushtits brought material to nest many times. Nest is 5% complete. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Virtually no progress has been made on this nest since found on 5/2. No BUSH detected within 40 
feet of nest in 30 minutes of passive observation. Nest site appears to have been abandoned in early building 
stage. - MKuehn

No

HOWR House Wren 050212_mkhn_02 GS-NF-28 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Adult House Wren was seen carrying nesting material into cavity. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Pair active in cavity, although 1 is most active 'cleaning' the entry with its bill and ducking into the 
cavity; second wren perched nearby, sang twice, and was gone for most of 30-minute observation period. - 
PKonrad
05/16/2012 - After about 10 minutes, a House Wren sang nearby, and another House Wren materialized in the 
cavity entrance from inside the cavity, then flew to the east. No wrens observed during next 20 minutes. - 
PKonrad

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 050212_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - BUSH make making occasional trips from nearby fledged BUSH nest with purloined material, no 
female detected. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH make infrequent trips to nest at 0704. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050212_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/2/2012 5/9/2012 05/02/2012 - LEGO pair copulating adjacent to new nest which appears complete. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Considerable excretions at and under nest indicates successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 050212_rrdd_03 Hartung CY-N Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 5 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/2/2012 5/9/2012 05/02/2012 - HOFI pair building nest which appears complete. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nest is complete, but no HOFI detected from 1330-1345. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Nest is intact and lined. HOFI pair in tree do not approach. Monitor once more before closing. - 
RRadd
05/16/2012 - No activity observed, acorn fallen into nest suggests lack of maintenance and abandonment. - 
RRadd

No

PHAI Phainopepla 050212_rrdd_04 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - PHAI pair carrying material to nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - PHAI pair continue carrying material to nest at 1556. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest appears complete and intact, contents not accessible, no PHAI detected in association during 
20-minute observation. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_rrdd_05 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 53 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/2/2012 5/6/2012 05/02/2012 - Nearly complete nest at lowest tip of mistletoe clump appears to be HOFI nest built on abandoned 
PHAI platform. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Nest has detached from substrate and fallen sideways. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_vnik_01 Rough Acres CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Observed finch leave nest. 3 eggs present in nest. - VNovik
05/09/2012 - Buffer signs have been run over; tire tracks and footprints inside buffer. Bird incubating on nest. - 
VNovik
05/10/2012 - Female House Finch incubating 5 eggs. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - A female House Finch was brooding small downy nestlings. - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_vnik_02 Rough Acres CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/2/2012 5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Onsite monitor reported seeing House Finch carrying material to trailer while watching the rest for a 
couple of hours, in the morning, At least one female finch was seen carrying material to the nest site at that point. 
A pair of House Finches was observed for approximately 2 hours. The pair was observed at the nest, and a second 
pair was also observed near the nest. At least 1 female was observed carrying material to the nest. The nest 
appears 80% complete. No eggs or young were in the nest. Removal of nest was required based on impact to 
material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate options, and potential for 
more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest deterrents in the form of daily 
meetings, traffic, and construction activities have occurred in the area daily. Nest was removed per NBMMP. - 
VNovik

No
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BEWR Bewick's Wren 050312_ghan_01 CP31-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren making multiple trips with nesting material (feathers) to a cavity located in 
a coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia). 50-foot buffer staked with drive-through access. - GHuffman
05/10/2012 - No wren directly approached the nest during 40 minutes of observation, although a male was 
moving about within 100 feet, singing from various perches. A western fence lizard crawled along the oak trunk 
and paused near the cavity opening. There was no response from within the cavity, but it appeared the lizard only 
entered partway. It eventually moved along, eating ants from the tree trunk. - VEurs

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 050312_hwey_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - Female flies to nest at 0820 and remains on it. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - Female on nest at 1239. - HWinfrey

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 050312_hwey_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - Female on nest with frequent trips to forage, then immediately returning to nest. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - Female on nest at 1207. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050312_hwey_03 CP87-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed pair of HOFIs adding nest material throughout the day. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Female remains on nest with lift 20 feet away. HOFI later leaves nest and 3 eggs are visible. - 
HWinfrey

TBD

CALT California Towhee 050312_lton_01 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/3/2012 5/10/2012 05/03/2012 - The female flushed the nest when approached, 3 eggs are in the nest. - LThoreson
05/10/2012 - Nest pulled apart, no eggs or young remaining, apparently predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 050312_rrdd_01 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - LASP in nest with 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - LASP in nest for duration of brief observation at 1004. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - LASP in nest for duration of brief observation at 1037. - RRadd

TBD

MODO Mourning Dove 050312_rrdd_02 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 39 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/3/2012 5/9/2012 05/03/2012 - MODO incubating 2 eggs. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - Broken eggshell in empty nest suggests predation. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050312_rrdd_03 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - HOFI pair making repeated trips to this location with grass stems and leaving without. Some 
material visible from below. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI continue to attend nest while crew is on site. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - HOFI comes off nest to investigate new WEKI nest in progress at Leg D. - RRadd

TBD

CALT California Towhee 050312_sjon_01 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - California Towhee flew from the area of nest while biological monitor was walking through area. 
Nest was found with 1 egg. - SJohnston
05/09/2012 - California Towhee incubating 3 light blue brown-speckled eggs. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - An adult California Towhee was still incubating clutch of 3 eggs. - PKonrad

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 050312_vers_01 CP6-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - Onsite biomonitor A. Steyers observed a pair of Bushtits bringing nesting material to the top of 
yucca inflorescence, as construction was ongoing in the morning. The nest is braced against the flower stalk and is 
about 60% complete. Sunlight can still be seen through the bottom of the nest and it is not ready for egg-laying. 
The Bushtits visited the nest as the biomonitor and avian biologist stood 15-20 feet away. - VEurs
05/10/2012 - During 40 minutes of observation, the male was seen bringing material to the nest twice. Once he 
brought a piece of wilted flower and on the second visit, a rather large downy feather. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050312_vnik_01 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/3/2012 5/3/2012 05/03/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed for approximately 20 minutes. At least one female was 
observed carrying material to the nest. The nest appears 1% complete. No eggs or young were in the nest. 
Removal of nest was required based on impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost 
impact relative to alternate options, and potential for more nests at the piece of equipment during the 
anticipated nest cycle. Nest deterrents in the form of mylar tape and plastic sheeting were in place on the truck. 
Nest was removed per NBMMP, as this truck was required for immediate usage. - VNovik

No

HOFI House Finch 050412_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/4/2012 5/4/2012 05/04/2012 - Pair was seen flying out of nest location and male singing in area, nest was approximately 50% 
complete. Mylar deterrents installed on flatbed. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to 
material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative 
options, and potential for more nests at the piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a 
candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the trailer. No eggs or young were present and nest was 
removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

MODO Mourning Dove 050412_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - MODO on nest. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Adult MODO on nest, didn't flush at less than 3 feet. - BArnold

TBD

MODO Mourning Dove 050412_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - Nest with 2 eggs. Flushed adult MODO at about 2 feet. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Adult MODO on nest, didn't flush at less than 2 feet. - BArnold

TBD

MODO Mourning Dove 050412_bald_03 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 205 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

5/4/2012 5/11/2012 05/04/2012 - MODO on nest. Dove did not flush, even at less than 1 foot beneath nest. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Nest empty, no adults, no nestlings, no eggs. Lots of scat below nest. Small portion of nest with scat, 
partially sucked into fan. Probably failed. - BArnold

No
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HOFI House Finch 050412_bald_04 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - Observed female HOFI accompanied by male bring nest material to this nest, after removing from 
closed nest 15 to the west. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Adult flushed from nest at less than 2 feet. Nest with 4 eggs. - BArnold

TBD

MODO Mourning Dove 050412_bald_05 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 155 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/4/2012 5/11/2012 05/04/2012 - Adult MODO on nest, didn't flush at 4 feet. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Nest empty, no adults, nestlings nor eggs. Nest in good shape, but no sign of heavy use. This nest 
likely never reached active stage. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 050412_bald_06 Encina Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

5/4/2012 5/7/2012 05/04/2012 - Nest with 1 egg in lift mast. - BArnold
05/07/2012 - Still 1 egg in nest. This nest has been abandoned, and was removed by the avian biologist. HOFI nest 
discovered 4 May with 1 egg. Due to its location on a lift, it was unclear if this nest was viable at that time (that is, 
whether the egg had been laid that day), or if the nest had previously been abandoned due to the lift being used 
and moved after this egg was laid. As of 7 May there remained only 1 egg, indicating that this nest had been 
previously abandoned. Because the lift equipment in the Encina Substation is available for both SRPL and O&M 
work activities, it remains unclear which specific group last used the equipment with the nest, although the 
presence of the nest was not known at that time. - BArnold

No

BTSP Black-throated Sparrow 050412_ddso_01 EP255-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats OH - wire stringing 35 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/4/2012 5/10/2012 05/04/2012 - This nest was discovered by a biomonitor while monitoring the splicing activities at EP255-2. An 
avian biologist determined that the nest contained 4 nestlings that were being fed by an adult Black-throated 
Sparrow. - DDitommaso
05/10/2012 - Nestlings have apparently fledged; no sign of fledglings or adults in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

HOFI House Finch 050412_ddso_02 EP255-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/4/2012 5/4/2012 05/04/2012 - This House Finch nest was discovered at 0845 this morning in a truck by a biomonitor while 
monitoring the splicing activities at EP255-2. The truck has only been at this site since 11am yesterday, so by 
virtue of its motion, has served as a deterrent to nesting activities. Prior to this site, it was sitting at the Helix Yard. 
An avian monitor was dispatched to EP255-2 and determined that there were no eggs or young in the nest in the 
truck which was 100% complete. A pair of House Finch was observed checking out the nest, but did not bring any 
material to it. Best guess given the timeline of events and observations is that the nest was built prior to arriving 
at EP255-2 and a pair of House Finch discovered this existing nest. The nest was photographed and removed 
following NBMMP stipulations, as the truck was needed immediately. - DDitommaso

No

BUSH Bushtit 050412_hwey_01 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - 2 Bushtits observed adding material to nest, which appears to be 80% complete. At one point, 
Bushtit flew to closed Bushtit nest 022112_mdus_01 and removed nest material, then carried it to new nest. - 
HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0641 to 0656. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOWR House Wren 050412_hwey_02 EP35-1-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 5/4/2012 5/4/2012 05/04/2012 - HOWR observed adding nest material. Nest examined, no eggs or young detected. - HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - HOWR nest approximately 80% built was photographed and removed according to NBMMP 
protocol, with approval by SDGE and CPUC/agency concurrence. No eggs or young were present. Nest was located 
within cavity in gate created by plastic sheeting and tape put in place as a nesting bird deterrent. This area was 
sealed following removal of nest with instructions posted to keep this opening sealed after gate operation. - 
HWinfrey

No

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 050412_mkhn_02 EP78-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 5 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 5/4/2012 5/16/2012 05/04/2012 - Adults visited nest site several times, one carrying coarse grasses into post and emerging without 
material each time. Uncertain how complete nest is at this point. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - No activity at nest site in 60 minutes. ATFL occasionally detected within 50 feet of nest, but may be 
same pair that is now constructing nest in a different post 250 feet to east. Little nesting material in base of post 
and without any form of a cup. Nest site likely abandoned, but will be checked once more for progress in 5-7 
days. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - No new material has been added to nest. This site has apparently been abandoned prior to 
completion of nest construction. - MKuehn

No

SPTO Spotted Towhee 050412_mkhn_03 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - While passively observing a RTHA nest, a female SPTO was observed emerging from a grassy area 
and returning 10 minutes later. The area was searched and she flew from a nest containing 3 eggs. She returned 
to the nest 30 seconds after the biologist retreated to 50 feet from the nest. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Passively observed nest for 12 minutes, until female left nest to forage. Nest still contains 3 eggs. - 
MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Nest contains 3 nestlings. Pin feathers on wings still completely enclosed in sheaths and about 15 
mm long. - MKuehn

TBD

SPTO Spotted Towhee 050412_mkhn_04 EP79-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - Adult flew from nest as biologist walked past while following a Wrentit. Nest contains 3 eggs. - 
MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Adult incubating. Nest still contains 3 eggs. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Adult on nest. - ELoveless

TBD

WREN Wrentit 050412_mkhn_05 EP79-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - Both adults observed carrying nesting material to a 5% completed nest. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Nest appears complete and contains no eggs. Lining is somewhat mussed and some appears pulled 
up and out of nest. This nest may have already failed. No Wrentits detected within 50 feet of nest for 30 minutes 
or when nest was approached and inspected. No eggshell fragments found on ground below nest. - MKuehn

TBD
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HOWR House Wren 050412_rrdd_01 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - Female making trips carrying small items to cavity with male in constant close attendance. Male also 
carries stems to next cavity below - presumed alternate nest. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Female brings feather to nest and stays at 1522. Male guarding. - RRadd

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 050412_rrdd_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - Male PHAI shaping cup in nearly complete nest. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest appears complete, female PHAI is associating but wary (nest not approached by observer). - 
RRadd

TBD

CALT California Towhee 050412_rrdd_03 CP70-3-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - CALT lying in nest observed empty 1 week ago. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs and hatched young at 1407. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050412_rrdd_04 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - HOFI female carrying material into cavity and remaining for a minute at a time. Male attends. - 
RRadd
05/12/2012 - Male feeding soliciting female adjacent to nest (which is not visible). - RRadd

TBD

KILL Killdeer 050412_sjon_01 EP54-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - Killdeer incubating 4 eggs. - SJohnston
05/09/2012 - An adult Killdeer is incubating a clutch of 4 eggs; the adult walked away from the nest when the 
avian biologist approached within 60 feet; stood 60 feet away from nest, then returned to nest as soon as 
biologist turned around and began leaving the area. The Killdeer did not call, and no other adult was observed or 
heard in the area. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - An adult Killdeer is incubating its clutch of eggs while the installation of a 3-foot tall orange silt 
fence is being completed a few feet outside the Killdeer nest buffer area. Biomonitor G. Brungraber reported the 
adult Killdeer did not react to the fencing work and continued their incubation of the clutch throughout the work 
period. - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050412_vers_01 CP7 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed entering and exiting the lowest arm on the south side of the 
steel monopole at least a dozen times over the course of an hour. On at least 3 occasions, the female carried 
nesting material into the end of the arm while the male perched atop the arm, singing. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - During 60 minutes of observation, a male spent at least 20 minutes singing from the small 
distribution pole directly opposite the arm with the nest. Towards the end of the observation he was singing on 
the arm, directly above the entrance to the nest. The female was not observed. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050412_vnik_01 Thing Valley CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/4/2012 5/4/2012 05/04/2012 - Biomonitor observed female finch making several trips to nest with nest material. Nest was located 
late in the afternoon yesterday. Nest location is in area of tank that inhibits the operation of pumps und other 
tanks needed for dust control purposes. The tire is wrapped in plastic as a deterrent. Nest could become flooded 
if tank overflowed. Nest is approximately 30% complete with no eggs or young. Removal of nest was required 
based on impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate 
options, and potential for more nests at the piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest deterrents 
in the form of mylar tape and plastic were hung on the water tank. Nest was photographed and removed per 
NBMMP. - VNovik

No

OATI Oak Titmouse 050512_hwey_01 EP32-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 22 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/5/2012 5/11/2012 05/05/2012 - Adult OATI making frequent brief trips inside nest cavity from 0631 to 0701. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - OATI brings food to nest cavity at 0639. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - OATI brings food to nest at 0631. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - No activity observed at nest cavity from 0805 to 0835. OATI heard calling nearby. Nest presumed 
fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050512_hwey_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/5/2012 TBD 05/05/2012 - Female Lesser Goldfinch gathering spider webs and flying to nest with male mate-guarding and 
following female's movements. - HWinfrey
05/12/2012 - No activity at nest between 1112 and 1142. Nest was monitored from bridge outside buffer. - 
MDicus

TBD

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 050512_hwey_03 Alpine CY Construction Yards Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/5/2012 TBD 05/05/2012 - Female on nest at 1400. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - Female observed on nest at 0942. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050512_hwey_04 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/5/2012 5/5/2012 05/05/2012 - Biomonitor A. Bryant observed a HOFI pair making 4 trips to nest cavity with coarse nesting 
material, indicating nest was early in the nest-building stage. Nest removal was requested to allow for ongoing 
Alpine Underground wire testing. No buffer reduction was possible, as the nest was in the area of the current and 
pending work. Nest cavity was examined and it was determined that nest could not removed. Cavity was covered 
with netting to prevent further nest building, per the NBMMP. Pair was observed immediately investigating other 
possible nest sites in the area. - HWinfrey

No

CALT California Towhee 050512_ltiw_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/5/2012 TBD 05/05/2012 - A pair of California Towhees was observed in the vicinity of the nest, which contains 4 nestlings. - 
LTymkiw
05/11/2012 - Feathered nestlings remain present at 1212. - RRadd

TBD

HOWR House Wren 050512_rrdd_01 CP81-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/5/2012 TBD 05/05/2012 - HOWR female carries feather to nest and stays at 0724. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - HOWR male singing, nest guarding and entering cavity at 1336. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 050512_rrdd_02 CP78-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/5/2012 TBD 05/05/2012 - Nest is approximately 50% complete, and in progress. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Female on nest. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050512_rrdd_03 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/5/2012 TBD 05/05/2012 - Nest appears complete with female lying in nest. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Nest is 100% built, but no activity observed. - RRadd

TBD
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 050512_rrdd_04 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/5/2012 TBD 05/05/2012 - ANHU nest building, approximately 50% complete at 1440. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Nest is 75% complete, but no ANHU detected. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050612_fhan_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - HOFI nest of forbs and grass in slight cup shape removed (35%) complete, with no eggs or young 
present, per the NBMMP. Nest site was photographed and confirmed by an avian biologist. The truck is used daily 
for Sunrise operations, necessitating the removal of this nest from within the cab of the truck. - FHoffman

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 050612_fhan_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/7/2012 05/06/2012 - Pair of adults was observed multiple times carrying nest material to angle steel on ground. Upon 
inspection, a cup nest was found under a piece of angle steel. Another partially complete cup nest was also found 
adjacent to the first nest. - FHoffman
05/07/2012 - Pair was seen bringing in nesting material to 80% complete nest. Nest was discovered on 4/6/12 and 
was approved to be removed as per the agencies. No deterrents were present on steel, but heavy work activities 
were occurring all around. The nest was submitted for nest removal per NBMMP because of the necessity to fly 
out the steel piece immediately and that there were no eggs or nestlings present. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 050612_fhan_04 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - HOFI pair detected building nest. Nest had no eggs or young and was about 40% complete. Nest 
removed from actively used auger truck, needed every day for Sunrise construction, per the NBMMP. The nest 
was photographed, confirmed, and removed by an avian biologist. - FHoffman

No

HOFI House Finch 050612_fhan_05 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - HOFI pair detected nest building. Nest was approximately 15% complete of various cut shrubs and 
grasses and contained no eggs or young. Since this nest was found under construction inside an actively used wire 
truck that is needed for Sunrise wire-stringing operations, this nest was photographed and removed following the 
NBMMP. - FHoffman

No

WEBL Western Bluebird 050612_hwey_01 Suncrest-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/6/2012 TBD 05/06/2012 - Female WEBL observed leaving cavity at 1100, returning with grassy material at 1106. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1209 to 1224. Female observed foraging 10 feet from cavity 
opening. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050612_mkhn_01 Rough Acres CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - Biomonitor observed adults making many trips to nest throughout the day, including while water 
trucks were filling from the front of tank 20 feet away and while water tank was being filled using generator and 
pump 45 feet away. Traffic routinely passed along access road 10 feet away. Birds are virtually undeterred from 
nesting by activity near nest and apparently began constructing nest after vehicle was parked here yesterday. Nest 
is 50% complete and contains no eggs. Since this equipment is needed for construction currently, this nest site 
was photographed and all nesting material was removed per the NBMMP, before the opening was stuffed with 
crumpled paper which was taped into place as a deterrent. - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 050612_mkhn_02 Rough Acres CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/6/2012 TBD 05/06/2012 - Biomonitor observed adults making many trips to nest throughout the day, including while water 
trucks were filling from the front of tank 25 feet away and while water tank was being filled using generator and 
pump 30 feet away. Birds are virtually undeterred from nesting by activity near nest and brought material to nest 
while avian biologist stood 10 feet away while logging nest location. Nest appears to be about 40% complete. - 
MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Nest looks nearly complete and female House Finch was bringing nest material to the nest. Male 
attempted copulation and perched prominently nearby. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - Female House Finch incubating. - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050612_mkhn_03 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - Adult HOFIs were observed carrying nesting material into small cavity in end of crane arm. Electrical 
testing occurred on site yesterday, and the crane was used then. No nesting activity was observed at this location 
as of 1930 on 5/5, so nest construction began today. This crane is needed for the completion of electrical testing 
onsite, and even if another crane were used, this one would need to be moved for the work to be completed. The 
nest was inspected and found to be 85% complete and partially lined, but containing no eggs. The nest was 
photographed and removed per the NBMMP. The cavity, and another close by, were stuffed with mesh netting 
crumpled up, and the openings were duct taped closed to prevent future nesting attempts. - MKuehn

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 050712_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 100 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/7/2012 5/12/2012 05/07/2012 - Nest was found during sweep of yard by monitor right before skycrane was to pick up legs 140 feet 
away. The avian biologist and two groundmen protected the nest from skycrane rotor wash. The men held a wood 
board 5 feet from nest while avian biologist shielded the nest. The winds were 19 mph above the shield, 13 mph 
behind the shield, and 1-2 mph at the nest with the avian protecting the nest with their body. After the skycrane 
activity, the nest was monitored full time for approximately 45 minutes, and the female was seen returning to the 
nest soon after the activities and resumed incubating. The nest contains 4 eggs. - AHill
05/13/2012 - On May 12th, the nest was found to be empty and 1 egg was just outside of the nest. A few adult, 
down feathers were found near the nest. The actual nest appeared to be intact. No LASP adult birds were seen or 
heard  in the vicinity of the nest. Based on this evidence, the nest was predated on by natural causes rather than 
construction related. The only possibility for a failure due to construction would be rotor wash; which did not 
occur because the nest was physically intact. The nest was most likely predated on by a raven. - AHill

No
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LASP Lark Sparrow 050712_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/7/2012 5/9/2012 05/07/2012 - Female is brooding at least 3 nestlings. Both parents seen bringing food to nestlings during crane 
activity at 45 feet from nest. - AHill
05/08/2012 - Female on nest brooding. Observed male feed female. - AHill
05/09/2012 - The nest was found to be empty and looked to be predated by an animal. No feathers or blood 
present. A squirrel or raven could have eaten the nestlings. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 050712_ahll_04 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/7/2012 5/7/2012 05/07/2012 - Pair was seen flying out of nest location and male singing in area; nest was approximately 65% 
complete. Mylar deterrents installed on storage container. Removal of nest was required based on potential 
impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to 
alternative options, and potential for more nests at the piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest 
was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the trailer. No eggs or young were present and nest 
was removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 050712_fhan_02 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Detected by yard monitors. Female incubating 3 eggs. Flushed upon approach at 2 feet. - FHoffman
05/16/2012 - Three downy nestlings in nest. Female visited nest 1 time during 30-minute observation. - ELoveless

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050712_fhan_03 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Observed by monitors. Adults have not been seen for awhile. May not reach active stage. - 
FHoffman
05/16/2012 - Nest approximately 70% complete. No HOFI activity around nest. - ELoveless

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 050712_ghan_01 EP9-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Bushtit observed making 3 trips to a manzanita with nesting material within an observation period 
of 15 minutes. Nest appears to be 5% complete. Buffer signs staked at 50 feet. - GHuffman
05/14/2012 - Observed Bushtit making multiple trips to nest with material. Nest appears to be 80% complete. - 
GHuffman

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050712_hwey_01 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/7/2012 5/7/2012 05/07/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed a pair of House Finches adding nest material to site inside bracket on 
monopole tower CP87-1. It was determined that nest removal was necessary to allow ongoing underground wire 
testing and that buffer reduction would not be possible. Nest was examined and found to be 20% complete with 
no eggs or young present. Male and female were adding nest material with biologist observing from a boom lift at 
a distance of 10 feet. Nest was removed in accordance with the NBMMP. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 050712_jdus_01 CP74-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips to nest with material. Male chases second male away from vicinity of nest, 
defending nest site. Pair forages upslope of tower and to the west. - JDicus

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050712_jdus_02 CP74-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Pair visits marker ball together 4 times, twice the female carries nesting material inside to remain 
for 10-30 seconds and reappear at entrance. Male enters once through opposite entrance and departs almost 
immediately to land on fiber optic line nearby. Male does not enter marker ball again for duration of observation 
period, despite attending the female on each visit to nest site. Pair copulates on line near nest entrance. - JDicus

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050712_jdus_03 CP74-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips to marker ball, female carries material inside while male sings from line outside 
entrance. - JDicus

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050712_jdus_04 GS-NF-13 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Pair visits nest inside marker ball 3 times, only once with obvious material carried inside by female, 
indicating nest building. The female remains inside the ball for 2 minutes before exiting. Male enters once very 
briefly, preferring to sing from perch on fiber optic line 10 feet from entrance while female enters. Male feeds 
female on line 30 feet from marker ball. - JDicus

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050712_jdus_05 GS-NF-13 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Pair makes the long flight up to this marker ball 5 times together. Large obvious bill full of nesting 
material brought to ball twice, but distance was too great to tell for certain whether smaller amounts of material 
were brought on subsequent trips to nest site. Pair enters together once, male exits to perch on line nearby 
within 10 seconds. The rest of the time, the female enters while male perches near entrance. - JDicus

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050712_jtor_01 CP98-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - HOFI pair observed carrying nest material to cavity in lowest eastern arm. - JTaylor
05/16/2012 - Male perched 10 feet from nest for duration of 15-minute observation. Female not seen. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050712_jtor_02 CP86 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - 1 nest located on west side where plates meet to join legs. Female flew away from nest when site 
was approached. Nest on west appears complete, feathers of lining visible. - JTaylor
05/10/2012 - 9:30am-11:00am:  Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter 
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately 
5 minutes to conduct hydro mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to mulched by spraying from 
outside stakes. Incubating female appeared alert but remained in nest. Activities appeared to have no negative 
impact on nesting status. Female was not observed leaving nest during activities. - GHuffman

TBD

AR067487
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HOFI House Finch 050712_jtor_03 CP86 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Second pair of HOFI building a nest on south of tower. - JTaylor
05/10/2012 - 9:30am-11:00am:  Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter 
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately 
5 minutes to conduct hydro mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to mulched by spraying from 
outside stakes. Incubating female appeared alert but remained in nest. Activities appeared to have no negative 
impact on nesting status. Female observed leaving nest once during observation off site for a total of twenty 
minutes and returned to incubating. - GHuffman

TBD

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 050712_ltiw_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - A pair was observed bringing lining material several times to the nest while the crew was working in 
the tower. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Pair very actively building nest, vocalizing and pair bonding. Adult attempted to grab mule tape left 
on tower. Nest is very obvious. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Adult male building nest, bringing in material and stealing material from HOFI nests on side arms. 
Female on nest, flushed when 1 crew climbed to her level  and returned when he descended. - FHoffman

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050712_rrdd_01 CP54-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - LEGO pair attending. Female made 3 trips with material in 15 minutes to next approximately 25% 
complete, 1335. Nest position makes this nest highly vulnerable to rotor wash. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest appears complete and LEGO pair on site. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050712_rrdd_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - LEGO female on nest intermittently. Leaves nest in response to parked vehicle at 50 feet, returns at 
75 feet. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest appears complete and sound, and LEGO in vicinity seem to be associating with this nest, but do 
not alight at it. - RRadd

TBD

RWBL Red-winged Blackbird 050712_sjon_01 EP53-3-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Nest found while biological monitors were checking pitfall traps. Female incubating 4 eggs. - 
SJohnston
05/15/2012 - Male and female Red-winged Blackbirds territorial; 4 nestlings about 4 days old in nest. - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050812_fhan_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 65 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/8/2012 5/9/2012 05/08/2012 - Both adults building nest. Started day at 10% complete. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - F. Hoffman reports that nest material gone. Perhaps kingbirds plundered it or blown off by wind. - 
KAlberts
05/11/2012 - No activity detected at this location and no nest visible at 1155. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050812_hwey_01 EP39-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/8/2012 5/8/2012 05/08/2012 - Female HOFI was observed carrying nest material into a canvas bag hanging from a steel beam in 
tower structure EP39-1. The bird was observed making 10 trips with material between 0730 and 0745. The nest 
was examined and found to be 20% complete with no eggs or young present. The site has ongoing tower 
assembly and a nest buffer reduction was not possible. Nest was removed in accordance with the NBMMP. - 
HWinfrey

No

ROWR Rock Wren 050812_hwey_02 EP39-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - ROWR observed carrying nest material into cavity at 0725. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Nest cup appears complete, but no eggs are visible. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050812_hwey_03 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 100 100 Removed 5/8/2012 5/8/2012 05/08/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed female HOFI adding nest material to nest. Nest was examined and 
found to be 75% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was determined to not be feasible, as 
ongoing wire testing work requires access to area.  Nest was removed in accordance with NBMMP, with SDGE & 
CPUC approval and agency concurrence. Deterrents remain on both riser towers in this area. - HWinfrey

No

SPTO Spotted Towhee 050812_lgan_01 EP30-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 125 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/8/2012 5/16/2012 05/08/2012 - An adult Spotted Towhee was observed incubating the nest. The adult vacated the nest upon the 
avian biologist's discovery of the nest, revealing 2 eggs. - LGorman
05/16/2012 - Observed no activity in vicinity of nest. After a period of no Spotted Towhees in area, nest was 
approached and found to have no eggs or young with nest still intact. Nest closed likely due to predation. - 
GHuffman

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 050812_mdus_01 CP39-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - The CAGN pair was observed rapidly adding material to a nest that is approximately 20% 
constructed. - MDicus
05/15/2012 - 2 nest exchanges were observed: at 07:09 the female switched incubation duties with the male, and 
at 07:55 they switched again. - MDicus

TBD

AR067488
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LBVI Least Bell's Vireo 050812_mkhn_01 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 210 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/8/2012 5/15/2012 05/08/2012 - T. Cooper - observed female adding material to nest, followed by male. Nest approximately 40% 
complete. - MKuehn
05/09/2012 - Pair observed near the nest, with female frequently adding willow down and dry grasses to the 
interior of the nest, as well as rounding out smoothing the interior of the nest with her body. Nest approximately 
70% complete. - TCooper
05/10/2012 - Pair was observed at nest, female occasionally adding willow down to the interior of the nest. Both 
birds were observed rounding out the inside of the nest with their bodies or otherwise inspecting and smoothing 
the exterior. Nest appears 90% complete. - TCooper
05/11/2012 - Pair observed foraging in nest area, male singing frequently. Female observed lining nest with fine 
grass. - TCooper
05/14/2012 - When the monitoring biologist arrived, the male LBVI was observed on the nest singing frequently. 
After 10 minutes of observation, the male left the nest, at which time the biologist checked the contents of the 
nest. Two newly laid LBVI eggs and 2 Brown-headed Cowbird (BHCO) eggs were observed in the nest. One BHCO 
egg was removed; one egg was addled, by shaking vigorously, and placed back in the nest for the following 
reasons: - This vireo pair was observed building on 11 May, meaning that the female most likely laid her initial egg 
May 13 and laid a second egg today, May 14. The female has the potential to lay an additional 2 eggs, completing 
a typical 4 egg clutch for this species. By removing only one BHCO egg on this date, increases the potential that 
the female will continue laying and complete her typical clutch. Removing both cowbird eggs and leaving only a 2 
egg clutch would increase the possibility of abandonment of the nest by the vireo pair because of the large degree 
of reduction. Additionally, leaving 1 BHCO egg may reduce the risk of further parasitism or nest destruction by the 
offending cowbird(s), by giving the appearance that their egg is still viable. - The male LBVI was observed back on 
the nest within 2 minutes of the biologist departure. - TCooper
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest. 2 LBVI eggs and 1 BHCO egg in nest. Eggs cold. 1 LBVI egg with at least 
3 punctures and evidence of content leakage. Nest remained intact and in good condition. - TCooper

No

MODO Mourning Dove 050812_rrdd_01 CP57-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - MODO pair carrying sticks and copulating at nest site 0700. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd

TBD

CALT California Towhee 050812_rrdd_02 CP57-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - CALT pair making 8 trips in 10 minutes carrying beaks full of "straw" to nest location at 0722. - 
RRadd
05/15/2012 - CALT soliciting copulation adjacent to nest at 0700. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 050812_rrdd_03 CP57-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - BUSH pair making numerous trips carrying silk, dried Salvia leaves and grass stems to nest 
approximately 20% complete 0955. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Nest appears 40% complete. No BUSH observed from 0845-0915. - RRadd

TBD

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 050812_rrdd_04 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - NOMO binding sticks into nest approximately 60% complete 1200. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - NOMO female on nest intermittently from 1237-1306. - RRadd

TBD

HOWR House Wren 050812_rrdd_05 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - Male HOWR singing and guarding cavity entrance and entering occasionally 1237. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Male HOWR singing at cavity entrance from 1248-1319. - RRadd

TBD

KILL Killdeer 050812_sjon_01 EP67 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - Killdeer incubating 4 eggs. - SJohnston
05/15/2012 - An adult Killdeer is incubating its clutch of 4 eggs. - PKonrad

TBD

WEKI Western Kingbird 050812_vnik_01 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/8/2012 5/9/2012 05/08/2012 - Yard monitor observed bird carrying material to nest. Observed nest site for 30 minutes while 
Western Kingbird made approximately 10-15 trips to nest with material. Nest appears 30-40% complete and does 
not contain eggs or young. Deterrents in the form of active steel assembly within 200 feet, helicopter flights 
within 150 feet, traffic within 100 feet, and air crane picks recently within 200 feet have occurred. - VNovik
05/09/2012 - Monitor observed bird carrying nesting material to nest location. Over 20 minute period, bird made 
10-12 trips. Nest estimated to be 30% complete, with no eggs or young. Removal of nest was required based on 
impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impacts relative to alternate options, and 
potential for more nests on the tower that still requires work, during the anticipated nest cycle. No nest 
deterrents were in place on tower, however active construction and helicopter flights have been occurring in the 
area. Nest was removed per NBMMP. - VNovik

No

HOLA Horned Lark 050812_vnik_02 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - While checking a nearby nest, a Horned Lark was observed carrying nesting material. The bird was 
observed from 65 feet, and it flew to nest location. A check of the nest revealed 1 egg. - VNovik
05/09/2012 - Air crane delivered tower section in yard within 150 feet of nest. Check of nest revealed  2 eggs. Bird 
observed returning to nest within 15 minutes of crane departure. Skycrane picked steel tower section from yard 
at a distance of 150 feet from nest. Nest was checked post-pick and eggs were intact and present in nest. 
Observed nest from outside buffer for approximately 1 hour. Bird was not observed at or near nest. - VNovik
05/10/2012 - 3 eggs in nest. Lark observed foraging near nest. - VNovik
05/11/2012 - Female incubating 4 eggs. - VNovik
05/13/2012 - Female diligently incubating her 4 eggs. Physical buffer maintained. - FHoffman
05/16/2012 - Observed from 100 feet away. Female observed entering nest area did not leave nest during 30 
minute observation. - ELoveless

TBD
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WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 050812_vnik_03 McCain Valley CY Construction Yards Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - Monitor observed Western Scrub-jay incubating. 3 eggs on nest. - VNovik
05/16/2012 - An adult Western Scrub-jay was brooding 2 newly hatched, featherless nestlings - maybe as much as 
3 days old. The pair of adults was very territorial. - PKonrad

TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 050912_dbby_01 CP17-1-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 180 300 300 300 Fledged 5/9/2012 5/16/2012 05/09/2012 - After surveyors (D. Busby, C. Brungraber, R. Quilley) observed pair for approximately 1.5 hours, the 
nest was discovered with at least 3 nestlings (approximately 6 days old). Adults were observed repeatedly carrying 
food to vicinity of nest. Adult occasionally territorial with scolding and mewing. - DBusby
05/16/2012 - Nest still contained at least 3 nestlings from 0720-0745, but had fledged by 1030 during a brief 
follow-up visit when the family group was observed outside the nest with both parents feeding. - KAlberts

Yes

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 050912_dbby_02 CP17-1-E-B Road Areas Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - After surveyors (D. Busby, C. Brungraber, R. Quilley) observed pair for approximately 2 hours, the 
nest was discovered. The male was initially observed incubating/brooding on the nest; we immediately backed 
away from the nest after its discovery and watched 3 more nest exchanges.
 - DBusby
05/16/2012 - Female incubating on arrival at 0805, male nest exchanged at 0850. Male mewed occasionally while 
female incubated. - KAlberts

TBD

SPTO Spotted Towhee 050912_esds_01 CP104-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - Adult incubating 4 eggs. - EStrods
05/16/2012 - 4 eggs in nest, female calling nearby. - HWinfrey

TBD

WREN Wrentit 050912_esds_02 CP104-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/9/2012 5/16/2012 05/09/2012 - Adult incubating. Nest contains 4 pale blue eggs. - EStrods
05/16/2012 - Nest is empty, apparently predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 050912_fhan_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - Pair actively building all day, even tried to pilfer from kingbird. - FHoffman TBD

HOFI House Finch 050912_hwey_01 CP87-1 Structures Herbaceous Wetlands, Freshwater, 
and Streams

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/9/2012 5/9/2012 05/09/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed female HOFI adding nest material to nest. Nest was examined and 
found to be 25% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was determined to not be feasible, 
since ongoing wire testing work requires daily access to area. Nest was photographed and removed in accordance 
with NBMMP. Deterrents are numerous on the tower. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 050912_hwey_02 CP87-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/9/2012 5/9/2012 05/09/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed HOFI female carrying nest material to bracket located just above 
middle arm. Nest examined and found to be 5% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was 
determined to not be feasible, as ongoing wire testing work requires access to area. Nest was removed in 
accordance with NBMMP. Deterrents remain on both riser towers in this area. - HWinfrey

No

RCSP Rufous-crowned Sparrow 050912_jdus_01 CP17-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - Adult on prominent perch nearby does not approach nest while avian biologist monitors from a 
distance of 50 feet. After returning later in the day to check for birds tending this nest, wing flutter coming from 
the nest site and moving downslope to the west indicating the departure of an incubating adult was audible, 
though no bird was seen leaving the nest. Nest is 100% constructed and contains 4 glossy white, unmarked eggs. 
Nest and eggs consistent with RCSP. Nest cannot be seen from beyond the established 100-foot buffer. - JDicus

TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 050912_mdus_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - maintenance 820 300 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 5/9/2012 5/16/2012 05/09/2012 - The CAGN pair was observed making multiple trips (approximately 8 trips in 30 minutes) to a nest 
that is 90-95% constructed. The male was not observed carrying material but appeared to be escorting the female 
while she added material to the nest. The pair was also observed mobbing a California Towhee temporarily 
perched in an adjacent shrub. - MDicus
05/16/2012 - The nest contents were checked after no activity was observed at the nest. The cup was found 
covered with loose nest material and contained no eggs. Neither adult was observed visiting the nest. The nest is 
presumed to have been abandoned prior to becoming active, as the it was still under construction 1 week ago, 
and no evidence of nest damage or broken eggs was found. The pair associated with this nest was observed 
foraging and carrying material to a new nest 200 feet to the south. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 050912_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - BUSH making many trips repairing previous nest ID 022312_rrdd_03. - RRadd TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050912_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - LEGO pair making multiple trips constructing new nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd TBD

HOFI House Finch 050912_rrdd_03 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - HOFI incubating 3 eggs 1000. - RRadd TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050912_rrdd_04 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - LEGO pair building new nest approximately 25% complete 1445-1500. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - LEGO female lying in nest at 1553. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050912_rrdd_05 GS-NF-10 Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - LEGO female coming to complete, lined, empty nest 1604. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Agitated LEGO pair in nest area did not come to nest during 20-minute observation from distance. 
Nest contents unknown. - RRadd

TBD
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WEKI Western Kingbird 050912_sjon_01 EP54-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 50 50 Removed 5/9/2012 5/10/2012 05/09/2012 - Observed pair building nest and defending nesting territory. - SJohnston
05/13/2012 - Avian monitor reports that nest was removed at approximately 15% complete, with no eggs or 
young present. Removal of nest was needed because of imminent transformer replacement where nest was 
located was critical for fiber optic regeneration site for Sunrise Powerlink. Removal of nest proceeded after 
SDG&E and WLA concurrence, following the NBMMP. - KAlberts

No

HOFI House Finch 051012_cves_02 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/10/2012 TBD 05/10/2012 - The construction occurring at the time of nest detection was fiber optic splicing which consisted of 
3 days of 1 crewmember climbing and working 30 feet up leg A to access the fiber rack, wire splicing at ground 
level and varying levels of usage of a generator. The bird was incubating during this activity - CVettes
05/16/2012 - HOFI activity continues at this location. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 051012_hwey_02 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/10/2012 TBD 05/10/2012 - Yard monitors detected female nest building, making frequent trips with nesting material. Nest 
appears 50% complete. - HWinfrey

TBD

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051012_hwey_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/10/2012 TBD 05/10/2012 - ATFL observed carrying nesting material into cavity under roof tile at 1225. M. Dicus reported on 
5/12/2012 an adult observed making multiple trips to nest with large clumps of dried hydro-mulch pacifier from 
road edge. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051012_hwey_05 CP87-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/10/2012 5/10/2012 05/10/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed female HOFI adding material to nest located behind bracket on 
monopole tower CP87-1. Nest was examined and found to be 50% complete with no eggs or young present. 
Buffer reduction was determined to not be feasible, since ongoing wire testing work requires daily access to area. 
Nest was photographed and removed in accordance with NBMMP, with SDGE & CPUC approval and agency 
concurrence. Deterrents are numerous on the tower. - HWinfrey

No

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051012_hwey_06 Suncrest-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/10/2012 TBD 05/10/2012 - Biologist A. Farmer observed ATFL pair making multiple trips with nest material over 5 minutes. Nest 
building continued while vehicles passed nest and while biologist approached within 10 feet of nest. - HWinfrey

TBD

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051012_jdus_01 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/10/2012 TBD 05/10/2012 - Adult carries material to nest cavity twice. - JDicus
05/16/2012 - Poorly organized cup, lined with feathers contains 1 ATFL egg, which appears slightly pushed down 
into lining. Adults not detected near nest. - MKuehn

TBD

HOWR House Wren 051012_jdus_02 EP78-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/10/2012 TBD 05/10/2012 - Pair enters cavity multiple times, twice carrying fine material. - JDicus TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 051012_mdus_01 CP48-2/CP49-1 PS-N Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 20 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 5/10/2012 5/15/2012 05/10/2012 - A biomonitor reported finding a Lesser Goldfinch nest while the construction crew was parked 20 
feet away. The avian biologist observed a female LEGO feeding 4 feathered nestlings. - MDicus
05/14/2012 - The nestlings are fully feathered and perched up in the nest, climbing over each other. They appear 
to be very close to fledging. - MDicus
05/15/2012 - The nest was empty when checked this morning. No fledglings were observed in the vicinity; 
however, the nest showed no signs of damage from predation, and based on the fully feathered nestlings 
yesterday, it is presumed that this nest successfully fledged. - MDicus

Yes

WEKI Western Kingbird 051012_rrdd_01 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/10/2012 TBD 05/10/2012 - WEKI pair copulating and making multiple trips with material 0930-1030. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - WEKI pair continue activity at this nest, copulating adjacent at 1016. - RRadd

TBD

CALT California Towhee 051012_rrdd_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/10/2012 TBD 05/10/2012 - CALT incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - CALT on nest at 1138. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 051012_rrdd_03 CP65-1-PS-N Road Areas Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 65 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/10/2012 5/16/2012 05/10/2012 - LEGO male tending at least 3 large nestlings with feather quills. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest is empty with many feces on rim, suggests successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

WEKI Western Kingbird 051012_sjon_01 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/10/2012 5/10/2012 05/10/2012 - Pair of WEKI nest building. Nest is approximately 10% complete. - SJohnston No

WEKI Western Kingbird 051012_vnik_02 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/10/2012 5/10/2012 05/10/2012 - Observed kingbird carrying nesting material to nest location, and the bird was making a trip to nest 
approximately every minute or so. Nest estimated to be less than 15% complete, containing no eggs or young. 
Observation of bird building began at 0740. Crew began working on and around tower at approximately 0845. 
Since active work was occurring on the same structure as this nest attempt, this nest was a candidate for removal. 
Removal request was approved at 0920. Removal of nest was required based on impact to material logistics 
operations supporting construction, cost impacts relative to alternate options, and potential for more nests at the 
idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Although active work qualifies as a deterrent, no 
physical nest deterrents were in place on tower. Active construction and helicopter flights have been occurring in 
the area for some time. Nest was photographed and removed per NBMMP. - VNovik

No

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 051112_cves_01 CP43-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/11/2012 TBD 05/11/2012 - This nest is 15% complete. The female made dozens of trips to the nest with a fiber splicing crew 
working at 30 feet up in leg C. During some visits, she spent time carefully situating nest material onto the nest. 
The male was observed actively chasing HOFI away and defending the tower with wing-beat displays and 
aggressive vocalizations. A previous CAKI nest was removed from the tower, and material was brought from the 
lower arm up to the current position, also indicating high fidelity to the site. - CVettes

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 051112_hwey_01 CP88-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/11/2012 5/11/2012 05/11/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum detected female HOFI adding nest material to nest at 0930 on 5/11/12. Nest was 
examined and found to be 40% complete with no eggs or young present. It was determined that nest removal was 
necessary to allow ongoing underground wire testing and that buffer reduction would not be possible. Nest was 
removed in accordance with the NBMMP, with CPUC and SDGE approval and agency concurrence. - HWinfrey

No

SPTO Spotted Towhee 051112_jpki_01 CP103-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/11/2012 TBD 05/11/2012 - Female observed exiting nest containing 4 eggs; later heard calling in vicinity of nest. - JPawlicki TBD

CALT California Towhee 051112_jpki_02 CP103-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/11/2012 TBD 05/11/2012 - Adult observed exiting nest containing 3 eggs; pair also observed in vicinity of nest. - JPawlicki TBD

HOFI House Finch 051112_rqey_01 EP112A-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/11/2012 5/11/2012 05/11/2012 - The nest appears 80% complete, and the pair was seen building the nest inside the lower portion of 
the southernmost traveler (c phase). No eggs or young were in the nest. Consistent wire stringing preparation 
work, including traveler and insulator installation at the nest location has been ongoing throughout the week, 
effectively serving as a deterrent. Additionally, deterrent flash tape was installed around the perimeter of the 
tower pad prior the nest's construction. Removal of the nest was required due to upcoming wire stringing 
operations on this section of the Powerlink, deemed critical to the Powerlink's completion. Nest was 
photographed and removed per the NBMMP. The traveler previously containing the nest was completely covered 
with plastic sheeting and secured with tape preventing further nesting attempts. - RQuilley

No

HOFI House Finch 051112_rrdd_01 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/11/2012 TBD 05/11/2012 - HOFI pair making multiple trips, material visible from the ground. - RRadd TBD

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 051112_rrdd_02 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/11/2012 TBD 05/11/2012 - CAKI pair making more than 30 trips during 2-hour observation with stems, grasses and lining 
material from 0730-0930. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051112_rrdd_03 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/11/2012 TBD 05/11/2012 - HOFI pair bring material to nest which appears complete. - RRadd TBD

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051112_rrdd_04 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/11/2012 TBD 05/11/2012 - ATFL bringing fluffy material to cavity in several trips from 1430-1435, waits for helicopter action to 
cease before entering or departing nest. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 051112_rrdd_05 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/11/2012 TBD 05/11/2012 - LEGO pair building nest stay away until observer moves to 50 feet. - RRadd TBD

WEME Western Meadowlark 051112_sjon_01 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
construction

5/11/2012 5/11/2012 05/11/2012 - Nest was directly impacted by weed abatement efforts. Failure of nest occurred when weed 
abatement crew struck nest with hand held gas-powered weed-eater. The nest was unidentified during routine 
yard sweeps conducted by biological monitors or avian biologists. Construction was not aware of nest at the time 
the nest was struck. One nestling was assumed to be fatally wounded upon contact with the weed-eater. Two 
more nestlings were found nearby and were severely injured. These two nestlings were euthanized. The nestling 
appeared very young, perhaps a day or two old, as the eyes were not open and covered in downy feathers 
without any pin feathers observable. Three nestlings total were found after a search of the area. An adult Western 
Meadowlark was observed to be agitated after the incident but was unharmed. Adult was observed carrying food 
item in vicinity of impacted nest, but was never observed to located any surviving nestlings. - SJohnston

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 051112_vnik_01 GS-NF-28 Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/11/2012 TBD 05/11/2012 - Biomonitor observed 3 trips to nest where Western Kingbird landed and settled into nest; also 
observed pair copulating near nest. - VNovik
05/16/2012 - Pair of Western Kingbirds active at pole; nest looks half built at this time. - PKonrad

TBD

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 051212_mdus_01 CP50-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/12/2012 TBD 05/12/2012 - A pair of Cassin's Kingbirds was observed carrying material to a nest that is more than 50% 
constructed. - MDicus

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051212_rqey_01 EP112A-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/12/2012 5/12/2012 05/12/2012 - The nest appears 70% complete and the pair was seen building the nest inside the lower portion of 
the northernmost traveler (a phase). No eggs or young were in the nest. Consistent wire stringing preparation 
work, including traveler and insulator installation at the nest location has been ongoing throughout the week, 
effectively serving as a deterrent. Additionally, deterrent flash tape was installed around the perimeter of the 
tower pad prior the nest's construction. Removal of the nest was required due to upcoming wire stringing 
operations on this section of the Powerlink, deemed critical to the Powerlink completion. Nest was photographed 
and removed per the NBMMP. Wire stringing occurred within one hour of the nest removal at this tower, 
effectively deterring new nesting attempts. The crews have been advised to cover the all three travelers once wire 
stringing operations on phase a and b are completed. - RQuilley

No

BUSH Bushtit 051212_rqey_02 EP123-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/12/2012 TBD 05/12/2012 - Freshly constructed nest observed approximately 95% complete. Appears that only nest lining 
remains to be built. Monitor on site reported seeing a Bushtit carrying fluffy material to nest vicinity. Pair 
observed bringing nesting material to nest numerous times during observation period. During nest verification, 
tower bridge installation occurred via skycrane. Nest was monitored during skycrane activities. A 500 helicopter 
and skycrane hovered onsite for 4 minutes, the 500 at approximately 100 feet from nest, and skycrane 
approximately 225 feet from nest. Significant rotor wash was observed at nest location from skycrane for the 
majority of bridge installation. However, nest remained undamaged, and pair returned after skycrane activity 
ceased. No further skycrane activity is required at this tower site. - RQuilley

TBD

HOWR House Wren 051212_rrdd_01 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/12/2012 TBD 05/12/2012 - HOWR carrying sticks to cavity (5 trips in 8 minutes). - RRadd TBD
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GRVI Gray Vireo 051212_sjon_01 EP72-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/12/2012 TBD 05/12/2012 - Pair observed nest building. Male was singing and calling as the female was constructing inner lining 
with fine material. - SJohnston

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051312_vers_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 5/13/2012 5/14/2012 05/13/2012 - A pair of HOFI's was observed making frequent trips to the space behind a utility box. The female 
brought nesting material, as the male perched on the arm, singing. Nesting material could be seen dropping from 
beneath the box. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Nest was removed at around 1600. Removal occurred per NBMMP based on need to potentially 
access the immediate nest site area depending on testing results. Nest was 70% complete at time of removal with 
no eggs or young present. Deterrents present included previously plugged cavities and mylar tape duct taped just 
outside nest site. Pair had been observed nest building throughout day. Area was plugged following removal. - 
IMaunsell

No

HOFI House Finch 051412_ahll_01 EP39-1-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - Observed female bringing material to nest, nest contains 4 eggs. - AHill TBD

HOFI House Finch 051412_ahll_02 EP39-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - Observed female on nest, flushed when biologist was checking other HOFI nest 2 feet away, nest 
contains 3 eggs. - AHill

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051412_ahll_03 EP39-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 30 30 Removed 5/14/2012 5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - Observed visiting tool bag, female did not have material. Need to have crew check nest contents 
ASAP to see if eggs are present. - AHill
05/14/2012 - Pair bringing in nesting material, 50% complete. No eggs or young were present. No deterrents 
installed on tower. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to operations to make deadline for 
energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for immediate work on the tower. Nest was 
removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 051412_ahll_04 EP36-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/14/2012 5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - Pair bringing in nesting material, was reported as 10% complete. No eggs or young were present. No 
deterrents installed on tower. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to operations to make 
deadline for energization and necessity to use crane immediately. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction 
as the crane was needed immediately. Nest was removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 051412_ahll_05 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/14/2012 5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - Observed pair flying to nest, female with nest material. Nest was 90% complete, no eggs or young 
present. Streamer deterrents were installed on the crane, and the equipment was located in an active 
construction yard with tower assembly and regular helicopter flights, effectively serving as deterrents. Removal of 
nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction such as 
tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the piece of 
equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of 
the crane. Nest was removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 051412_ahll_06 EP34-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - Observed pair flying to within 20 feet of nest, female carrying fine nesting material. Pair was coming 
to nest when crew of 6 people were working at 80 feet. Helicopter wash did not affect nest. Nest appears to be 
complete, and contains horsehair. - AHill

TBD

WEKI Western Kingbird 051412_ahll_07 EP32-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/14/2012 5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - Pair bringing in nesting material, was reported as 10% complete. Nest was submitted to agencies for 
removal and approved. Upon removal, the nest was found to be 1% complete as only containing a few sticks. No 
eggs or young were present. No deterrents installed on tower. Removal of nest was required based on potential 
impacts to operations to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing 
for use of the tower, as the tower requires work well within the projected nest cycle. Nest was removed following 
requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 051412_ahll_08 EP39-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/14/2012 5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - Pair bringing in nesting material, 50% complete. Biomonitor removed nest as per direction from 
avian link biologist. This second nest was found during removal of other nest nearby (051412 ahll 03). No eggs or 
young were present. No deterrents installed on tower but this is an active work site, effectively acting as a 
deterrent. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to operations to make deadline for 
energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the tower. Nest was removed 
following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 051412_dbby_01 TL 6915 - Z171694 69 kV Structure Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - A previously known Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed building a new nest 
approximately 1,000 feet southeast of pole Z171694 on the TL6915 alignment, approximately 400 feet southeast 
of where the pair had a failed nesting attempt on March 29, 2012. The pair was observed continuously bringing 
lining material to the nest, which appears to be approximately 95 percent complete. The nest is located 
approximately 1.5 to 2 feet above ground in the center of a white sage (Salvia apiana) on a 
south facing slope of coastal sage scrub dominated by white sage, black sage (Salvia mellifera), California 
buckwheat (Eriogonum fasciculatum), broom baccharis (Baccharis sarothroides), and chaparral yucca 
(Hesperoyucca whipplei). The designated 300-foot nest buffer is well outside any project features; therefore, no 
Nest Buffer Justification (NBJ) is required of this nest.
 - DBusby

TBD

CALT California Towhee 051412_lton_01 CP101-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - One nestling present. Brooding adult left nest and scolded when nest-shrub was approached but did 
not leave nest-shrub. - LThoreson

TBD

WREN Wrentit 051412_lton_02 CP101-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - Saw pair bring nesting material to shrub. Nest is 25% complete. - LThoreson TBD
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BGGN Blue-gray Gnatcatcher 051412_mdus_01 CP-88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - A pair of BGGN was observed making multiple trips with thin bark shavings, lichens, and 
reappropriated ANHU nest material to a nest that is approximately 80% constructed. - MDicus

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 051412_mdus_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - A female ANHU was observed gathering spider silk and adding it to a nest that is approximately 90% 
constructed. - MDicus

TBD

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051412_mkhn_01 EP32-1-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - Adult visited post once with nesting dead grasses and deposited it inside. Nest is 40% complete, 
consisting of a bulky base of dried grasses and no defined cup shape yet. - MKuehn

TBD

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051412_mkhn_02 GS-NF-18 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - Adult visited nest twice with nesting material. Nest is 80% complete and partially lined with soft 
whitish material, although cup appears poorly defined. - MKuehn

TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 051412_mkhn_03 EP32-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - Adult flew from nest when biologist approached within 5 feet while conducting a systematic search 
of vegetation for a nesting survey. Nest contains 3 eggs. Adult returned to nest and commenced incubating with 3 
biologists standing 60 feet away. - MKuehn

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051412_rqey_01 EP112A-1 Structures Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/14/2012 5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - The nest appears 5% complete and the pair was seen bringing material to the lower portion of the 
central traveler (b phase). No eggs or young were in the nest. Consistent wire stringing work at the nest location 
has been ongoing throughout the past week,  except for Sunday 5/13/2012, serving as a deterrent. Additionally, 
deterrent flash tape was installed around the perimeter of the tower pad prior to the nest's construction. 
Removal of the nest was required due to ongoing wire stringing operations on this section of the Powerlink, 
deemed critical to the Powerlink's completion. Nest was photographed and removed per the NBMMP. Wire 
stringing continued within 30 minutes of the nest removal at this tower, effectively deterring new nesting 
attempts. The crews have been advised to cover all three travelers once wire stringing operations have ceased for 
the day. - RQuilley

No

HOFI House Finch 051412_rqey_02 EP112A-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/14/2012 5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - The nest appears almost 100% complete and the pair was seen bringing material to the lower 
portion of the northernmost traveler (a phase), which is the same location as nest 051212_rqey_01 found on 
05/12/2012. No eggs or young were in the nest. Consistent wire stringing work at the nest location has been 
ongoing throughout the past week, except for Sunday 5/13/2012, serving as a deterrent. Additionally, deterrent 
flash tape was installed around the perimeter of the tower pad prior to the nest's construction. Removal of the 
nest was required due to ongoing wire stringing operations on this section of the Powerlink, deemed critical to 
the Powerlink's completion. Nest was photographed and removed per the NBMMP. Wire stringing continued 
within 30 minutes of the nest removal at this tower, effectively deterring new nesting attempts. It has been highly 
recommended to the crew and foreman to cover or fill in the all three travelers once wire stringing operations 
have ceased for the day. - RQuilley

No

BCSP Black-chinned Sparrow 051412_rrdd_01 Gorka Gate Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - Female BCSP lying on 4 eggs. - RRadd TBD

CALT California Towhee 051412_rrdd_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - Nest contains 1 egg. - RRadd TBD

HOWR House Wren 051412_rrdd_03 GS-NF-10 Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - HOWR male bringing food to nest at 10 minute intervals 1630-1650. - RRadd TBD

MODO Mourning Dove 051412_vers_01 CP12-1-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - Adult MODO incubating 2 eggs on the nest. - VEurs TBD

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051512_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 250 100 100 100 Removed 5/15/2012 5/15/2012 05/15/2012 - Ash-throated Flycatcher pair was observed bringing nesting material to mast of parked lift by 
biomonitor Clayton Tschudy yesterday, 14 May from about 0900 to 1100. Pair continues to bring material to mast 
today. Nest material can be seen in mast, and no eggs or young are present. Nest material was removed following 
agency concurrence, in order to remove the lift back to the rental facility. This nest was not a candidate for a NBJ 
because continuing SRPL activity requires use of the substation lifts, and the location of this nest in the mast of a 
parked lift precluded its continued viability. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 051512_bald_02 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 250 100 100 100 Removed 5/15/2012 5/15/2012 05/15/2012 - Pair of adult HOFI observed around JLG lift 860SJ yesterday by bio-monitor Clayton Tschudy, and 
nest found this morning by Brian Arnold. Adult female continues to bring nest material, accompanied by singing 
male. Nest, about 90% complete with no eggs or young present, was removed following the NBMMP in order to 
allow usage of the lift for Sunrise work. This lift is the same from which another HOFI and ATFL nests were 
removed. New SRPL substation work requires use of the substation lifts. The placement of this nest does not allow 
for the required use of this essential equipment. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 051512_bald_03 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - Nest appears to have about 5 nestlings. - BArnold TBD

SAPH Say's Phoebe 051512_bald_04 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - Adult SAPH observed bringing nest lining material to old nest. - BArnold TBD

HOWR House Wren 051512_elss_01 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - HOWR was observed entering a the nest cavity and staying in the cavity for up to 30 minutes at a 
time. - ELoveless

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 051512_esds_01 CP106-1-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - This nest was located while actively searching the oak for nesting raptors. The female flushed from 
the cavity. Both male and female visited the immediate area after the initial observation. The male entered the 
cavity without food or nesting material. An attempt was made to see inside the nest, but could not get a good 
angle to see. The female was again seen leaving the cavity during additional survey time. - EStrods

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 051512_esds_02 CP106-1-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - A male Phainopepla was observed laying inside and tending to this nest. It appears to be 50 to 60% 
complete. No eggs or nestlings were observed inside the nest. - EStrods

TBD

RCSP Rufous-crowned Sparrow 051512_fhan_01 EP53-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - Three white eggs. Female chose an amazing spot, very difficult to see. She flushed during active 
searches at 3 feet. - FHoffman

TBD

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051512_jdus_01 Rough Acres-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - An adult Ash-throated Flycatcher entered metal post without nest material or food item and 
remained inside for 15 minutes. - JDicus

TBD

BGGN Blue-gray Gnatcatcher 051512_lton_01 CP106-1-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - Saw pair repeatedly bring material to nest. - LThoreson TBD

CALT California Towhee 051512_lton_02 CP106-1-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - Saw nest exchange and adult bring insect to nest. Two nestlings in nest. - LThoreson TBD

CATH California Thrasher 051512_lton_03 CP106-1-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - During active search, nest was discovered with 3 eggs. California Thrasher left nest and called from 
nearby shrub. - LThoreson

TBD

CAQU California Quail 051512_lton_04 CP106-1-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - California quail acting suspicious. Ground searched in vicinity and nest with 3 eggs located. - 
LThoreson

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 051512_mdus_01 CP42-1-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - One adult was observed making several trips with nest material while the other adult entered the 
nest and remained there for the duration of the 20-minute observation period. The nest appears complete. It is 
suspected one adult is adding lining material while the other adult incubates. - MDicus

TBD

CALT California Towhee 051512_mdus_02 Sycamore Estates CY Construction Yards Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - Yard monitor Chris Frey discovered a California Towhee nest with 2 eggs. - MDicus TBD

COHU Costa's Hummingbird 051512_rrdd_01 CP57-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - COHU female putting finishing touches on nest 0912. - RRadd TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 051512_rrdd_02 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - LEGO pair removing BUSH nest and building new nest in Malosma in drainage. Nest appears 60% 
complete. - RRadd

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 051512_rrdd_03 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - Male PHAI carries nest material and sits in nest shaping the bowl 1558. - RRadd TBD

CALT California Towhee 051512_sjon_01 EP50 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - CALT was observed incubating during tower leg assembly. - SJohnston TBD

BUOR Bullock's Oriole 051512_vnik_01 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - Observed female oriole in nest. Nest is approximately 80% complete. - VNovik TBD

WEKI Western Kingbird 051612_ahll_01 EP32-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/16/2012 5/16/2012 05/16/2012 - Female bringing in nesting material, was 40% complete. Nest was submitted to agencies for removal 
and approved. No eggs or young were present. No deterrents installed on tower leg D. Removal of nest was 
required based on potential impacts to operations to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate 
for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the tower, as the tower requires work well within the projected nest 
cycle. Nest was removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

CALT California Towhee 051612_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - Nest is near complete, no eggs or young present. Female CALT was observed bringing lining material 
to nest. - AHill

TBD

OATI Oak Titmouse 051612_bald_01 Suncrest-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - Adult OATI observed bringing food items to cavity. - BArnold TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 051612_bloh_01 CP12-1-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - Female on nest flushed upon approach, male got on nest and commenced incubating. - BLohstroh TBD

HOFI House Finch 051612_ghan_01 EP30-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/16/2012 5/16/2012 05/16/2012 - Biomonitor Greg Leighty observed a pair of House Finches making trips with nesting material to 
inside of wire spool truck staged in site. Observed nest inside engine compartment. The nest was removed in 
accordance with Attachment C of the NBMMP. Nest deterrents are present in form of mylar tape, and the vehicle 
is scheduled for use in the upcoming wire pull. The nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for 
use of the spool, therefore removal was required. Nest was approximately 80% complete. No eggs or young 
present. - GHuffman

No

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051612_ghan_02 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - Pair was observed making multiple trips to pipe cavity carrying material. Showed extreme tolerance 
to construction activities. Discovered while water truck was filling tank within 20 feet. - GHuffman

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051612_imll_01 CP87-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - Pair was observed making multiple trips to nest site with large material from 0800-1000. Deterrents 
present include multiple plugged cavities, mylar tape, and netting. No eggs or young present. - IMaunsell

TBD

LBVI Least Bell's Vireo 051612_lgan_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Riparian Scrubs TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - Bonnie Peterson found this nest and observed the Least Bell's Vireo pair incubating 3 Least Bell's 
Vireo eggs and 1 Brown-headed Cowbird egg. The Brown-headed Cowbird egg was removed, and the pair 
resumed incubation. - LGorman

TBD
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 051612_ltiw_01 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - A female was observed defending the nest area and perched nearby, but in 45 minutes of 
observation was not seen visiting the nest. - LTymkiw

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051612_ltiw_02 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - A female House Finch was observed flying in and out of the nest. She was not carrying nesting 
material but appeared to have a large belly, possibly ready to lay eggs. - LTymkiw

TBD

MODO Mourning Dove 051612_ltiw_03 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - Female was observed on the nest. There are at least 2 nestlings present. - LTymkiw TBD

HOFI House Finch 051612_ltiw_04 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - Nest appears nearly complete and is comprised of very fresh vegetation. No birds were seen visiting 
the nest in 30 minutes of observation. - LTymkiw

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051612_ltiw_05 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - Female was observed near nest. Nest contains 4 eggs. - LTymkiw TBD

BUSH Bushtit 051612_ltiw_06 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - An adult was observed entering the nest twice, not carrying anything. - LTymkiw TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 051612_mdus_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - The pair was observed foraging together and carrying material to a nest that is approximately 80% 
constructed. - MDicus

TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 051612_mdus_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - The female was observed on the nest for the first 10 minutes of observation, while the male foraged 
closely nearby and chased a passing Bewick's Wren and California Towhee from the nest vicinity.  At 10:14 the 
female called to the male, and he exchanged places with her. The male remained on the nest until 10:24, at which 
point he left to forage with the female. The nest was checked while the pair was away. The nest is complete, with 
1 egg. - MDicus

TBD

HOWR House Wren 051612_rrdd_01 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - HOWR carrying fecal sac away from nest 0700, food to nest 0712. - RRadd TBD

HOFI House Finch 051612_rrdd_02 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - New nest appears complete and ready for first egg at 1100. - RRadd TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 051612_rrdd_03 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - LASP carrying caterpillars to small downy young at 1330. - RRadd TBD

WEKI Western Kingbird 051612_rrdd_04 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - WEKI pair bringing material to corner of tower and chasing away HOFI from adjacent nest at 1404. - 
RRadd

TBD

WEKI Western Kingbird 051612_sjon_01 EP54-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 101 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 5/16/2012 5/16/2012 05/14/2012 - Nest appears to be approximately 30% complete, but placement is precarious, as the brace the nest 
sits on offers little support. Nest located on pole which is proposed to be worked on to cut and splice jumpers 
during wire-stringing. A formal removal has been requested for this nest. - SJohnston
05/16/2012 - Minimal nesting material observable, and nest is believed to have blown out from afternoon winds. 
No kingbirds observed rebuilding nest; however pair building on V-brace of adjacent 12kV pole. No removal of 
nest was performed, as nest attempt naturally failed. - SJohnston

No

LBVI Least Bell's Vireo 051612_tcer_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - Both adults observed adding material to nest approximately 20% complete. - TCooper TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 051612_vnik_01 EP236-1/EP237-1 PS-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - Female on nest. 2 eggs in nest. - VNovik TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 120511_imll_01 CP64-2-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 145 500 500 500 Presumed Fledged 12/5/2011 5/15/2012 12/05/2011 - Pair of Red-tailed hawks observed bringing nesting material to previously existing nest from 2011 
season. Pair made multiple trips between 0930 and 1030 and did not appear disturbed by Project-related traffic 
operating up to 120 feet from the nest, including the use of multiple gates within the 500-foot buffer. - IMaunsell
12/13/2011 - One adult hawk was observed flying from the nest area away to the west. No work was occurring. 
Weather conditions included constant light precipitation, which may have suppressed nesting behavior. - 
IMaunsell
12/22/2011 - No activity observed at nest between 0730 and 0800. No work was occurring on the site. - IMaunsell
12/30/2011 - No activity observed at nest from 0930-1020. One adult was perched in adjacent oak tree and 
another hawk was perched on a smaller oak approximately 800 feet to the west. - IMaunsell
01/06/2012 - One hawk observed on nest at approximately 0800, potentially egg laying. After approximately 3 
minutes, another hawk flew into the nest with an item in its beak. This item could have been nesting material or 
food. Neither bird appeared deterred by frequent helicopter traffic or vehicle traffic along the access road. - 
IMaunsell
01/09/2012 - RTHA on this territory did not interact with nest during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - RTHA perched above nest flushed at Air-crane flyover and did not return during 30 minute 
observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - One RTHA observed perched up near nest for approximately 15 minutes did not directly interact 
with nest. Location prevents sufficient view of the nest cup to discern a low lying hawk. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - RTHA pair observed copulating away from nest. Monitor reports fresh material added to nest on 29 
January. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA pair driving juvenile RTHA from territory, followed by pair-bonding displays. They did not 
settle on nest during two 20 minute observations. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Status is unclear - egg-laying appears to be on hiatus - two nest visits from 1427-1735 during which 
nest material was arranged, but otherwise activity is low. Rain yesterday. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - RTHA Standing on nest for 20 minutes. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - Despite nest visits, no incubation appears yet in progress. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation - presumed incubating. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - RTHA incubating and does not leave nest during 20 minute observation on rainy day. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - RTHA incubating, does not leave nest during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
04/11/2012 - RTHA prone on nest in light rain at 1208 gives no indication of hatched young. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Adult RTHA feeding at least 2 downy young at 0708. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nestlings have feathered wings and exercise periodically. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Young have well developed secondaries, are mostly feathered and spend time standing at nest, 
exercising wings   RRadd

Yes
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010312_imll_01 CP6-1-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/3/2012 TBD 01/03/2012 - Pair was observed occupying nest areas between 1200 and 1330 on 12/30/2011. One hawk brought 

nesting material to the nest and perched on the nest on multiple occasions. The other hawk of the pair perched 
adjacent to the nest on the tower. Neither bird appeared deterred by continuing conventional foundation work 
occurring at the site. - IMaunsell
01/12/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship display, followed by one hawk bringing decorations to the nest and standing 
in the nest. - RRadd
01/20/2012 - Female bringing nest material and periodically lying on nest, male attends less often. Considerable 
fresh eucalyptus greens on nest since last monitoring, but pair still spending long periods away from tower. - 
RRadd
01/23/2012 - RTHA female lying on nest and male adjacent on tower - 0730-0745. K-Max arrives at 0746 and 
female departs, returning briefly at 0749 to perch next to male (who remains on tower). Helicopter activities 
continue. Female departs again - 0750. Male departs 0751. Both birds leave the area and do not return. 
Helicopter continues through 0802. Link Lead and Avian Team Lead notified.  Helicopter subsequently returns and 
construction activity continues; RTHAs not observed again. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No RTHAs associating with nest or tower site during one hour observation. A pair of RTHA was 
observed approximately 1000 feet north of CP6 but these birds did not approach the nest area. - RRadd
01/27/2012 - Male RTHA noted briefly on nest tower prior to construction activity, but no hawks observed with 
1500 feet of nest while work occurring. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - RTHA pair generally staying away from nest during work activity. Copulation observed 350 feet 
south-west of nest at 10:17 during period of low work activity, followed by pair moving away from nest area. 
Avian Biologist (M. Dicus) reports female returned to nest at 12:23. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - Nesting activities were monitored continuously between 0710 and 1720 during wire pulling 
operations.  Observations include:
0710 - Adult female RTHA observed on nest, adult male soaring overhead.  0715 - Pair leave nest and fly out of 
view.  0720 - UPC construction crew arrive at CP6 for wire pulling.  0915 - Pair observed perching on Sunrise tower 
CP6 for approximately 5 minutes before flying out of view.  0930 - Helicopter began flying sock line between CP15 
and CP3.  1015 - Pair observed copulating on existing lattice tower east of nest.  1030-1215 - Intermittent 
courtship displays, soaring, and perching in vicinity of CP6, CP7, nest tower, and lattice structure to east.  1215 - 
Adult female returned to nest.  Construction activities at this time were minimal--no helicopters.  1230 - Adult 
female left nest.  No change in construction activity. - JDicus
01/30/2012 - 1445 - Adult female perched on edge of nest for 30 seconds before leaving again.  No change in 
construction activity.  1610 - Adult perched on lattice tower above nest.  1630 - Adult landed at nest.  1632 - Adult 
left nest and flew to northwest out of view.  No change in construction activity at this time. - JDicus
01/31/2012  The nest was monitored continuously between 0700 and 1740 during wire pulling activities  

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010312_pkad_04 EP32-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Other 20 500 500 500 Presumed Fledged 1/3/2012 5/21/2012 01/03/2012 - Nest looks built up since last observed in dilapidated shape in September (may be active); 1 adult 
Red-tailed Hawk perched in tree 200 feet west, hunting. - PKonrad
01/09/2012 - No apparent changes at nest. Pair of Red-tailed Hawks soaring low over nest and higher to west of 
nest; female is missing secondary feathers on both wings. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched on highest pole 300 feet southeast of nest site; male soon begins 
soaring over area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - No hawks observed in area; no indication of recent activity at nest. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - No hawks observed in area and no recent activity apparent at nest. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - No apparent activity at nest; 1 Red-tailed Hawk flew in to perch on pole 400 feet northeast of the 
nest site after 15 minutes of observing the area (no indication of attachment to the nest during another 15 
minute period). - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - No activity observed at nest over a 45 minute period. - AHill
02/15/2012 - No hawks observed in area, although nest may be built up more than last week. Rare slow Sunrise, 
City, and Border Patrol drive-by vehicles. - PKonrad
02/15/2012 - No activity observed over an hour span in morning. - AHill
02/22/2012 - Adult female Red-tailed Hawk standing on nest, bending over twice during 40 minute period. Male 
initially perched on pole 250 feet north of nest; eventually soared low over nest, then soared higher and out of 
area. After leaving for 15 minutes, the biologist returned to find female in incubating (or egg laying) position. 
Some slow Sunrise, City, and Border Patrol traffic passes along access road, but no response by female on nest. - 
PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Observed an adult incubating on nest. Installed additional nest buffer signs for drive through only 
Sunrise use. - AHill
02/27/2012 - Adult on nest incubating. Not disturbed by light, slow drive through traffic. - AHill
02/29/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on nest. Periodic slow, Sunrise, City, and Border Patrol drive-by 
vehicles.
 - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Female seen on nest incubating and shading. Male was observed perched and preening on a nearby 
tree. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
03/10/2012 - Adult on nest incubating. - AHill
03/12/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tree nest; another adult perched on pole to northwest. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest did not flush as biologist drove past. Nest is intact after storm event. - VEurs
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest incubating. - AHill
03/23/2012  Adult Red tailed Hawk standing over nest with head down  then settled into brooding position with 
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010412_imll_02 EP236-1/EP237-1 PS-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/4/2012 TBD 01/04/2012 - No activity was observed at the nest. Nest is old and continues to be unoccupied. This nest was 
monitored throughout the 2011 season. No whitewash, fresh material, or prey remains were observed. - 
IMaunsell
01/10/2012 - No raptor or raven activity in area. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No birds observed in area of nest. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No raptors, owls, or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No change to nest; no ravens or raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - No raptors, ravens, or owls observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Nest looks unchanged and unused. No raptors or ravens in area. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area (except kestrel); nest unchanged. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - No sign of activity at nest, no raptors or ravens in area. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - No raptors or ravens were observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk is incubating on tower nest that appears to be slightly built up since the last 
nest visit. Rare slow Sunrise and Border Patrol traffic along access road to EP236 - EP237 PS-E pullsite. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - An adult flew to nest and began to incubate when biologist was 1800 feet away. The adult remained 
on the nest for the next 25 minutes while biologist drove by twice on access road and parked 300 feet away to 
make signs and mark buffer. Another adult visited nest and fed incubating mate with biologist outside of parked 
vehicle 300 feet away. A 300-foot, drive-through only buffer was established and marked with signs. - MKuehn
04/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating low, so only the very top of its head is visible on the tower nest. - 
PKonrad
04/13/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on side of the nest, presumably exposing downy nestlings to the 
ambient weather and sunshine, while another adult is soaring low over the area south of the nest. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - Initially, the head of an adult could be seen above the nest. Soon, an adult Red-tailed Hawk flew 
from the northwest to the nest with mammalian prey, left prey at nest and flew back to the northwest along 
ridge. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk can be seen standing on the nest, presumably shading unseen nestlings. - 
PKonrad
05/18/2012 - No adult or nestling Red-tailed Hawks can be seen at this nest, but nestlings may be lying low while 
adults are hunting or loafing away from the nest. - PKonrad
05/23/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is perched on the nest, leaning forward and probably shading unseen 
nestlings in the nest   PKonrad

TBD

GHOW Great Horned Owl 010412_kwer_01 EP228 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 258 500 250 250 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

1/4/2012 3/20/2012 01/04/2012 - No activity, no new material, and no whitewash observed. - KWeber
01/11/2012 - No owls or raptors observed in area and sign of activity at old nest. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No owls or raptors in area, even though avian biologist walked among non-native trees in area to 
check for any perched large species. Crew working on tower EP227 about 1,100 feet to west. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No owls or raptors observed, and no sign of activity at old nest. - PKonrad
02/02/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating on nest. - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - Great Horned Owl is incubating. - PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on nest. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Great Horned Owl brooding low in nest - eggs should be hatched now. Micropile drilling with low 
noise and some dust at site. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding low in nest in wind. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Owl observed lying on nest. - BArnold
03/15/2012 - The owl was observed on the nest. K-max flew in the four legs for the tower. The owl remained in 
the nest when the K-max was over the tower site. It appeared that the owl would get lower in the nest when the K-
max was over the site. When the first leg was delivered to the site, there was some rotor wash that visibly shook 
the tree that the nest is located in. However, it appeared that the owl was ultimately tolerant of all the 
construction activities today. Remained incubating. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - No owls were present in the nest, and an egg was on the ground below the nest. The nest appeared 
to be sliding out of the tree slightly, and the past 3 days have been characterized by low temperatures, high 
winds, heavy rain, and snow. - VNovik
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010412_pkad_02 EP220-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/4/2012 TBD 01/04/2012 - No sign of raptors in area or activity at the nest. - PKonrad
01/10/2012 - No apparent activity at nest, but 1 Red-tailed Hawk perched in new Sunrise metal tower to south 
and another perched on rock outcrop to north; neither reacted to my approach to the nest. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No activity noted at nest, but 1 hawk perched on new Sunrise tower called twice as bio approached 
nest. Earlier, a pair of RTHA was soaring low over area. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was soaring very high above nest site when I arrived near nest. - PKonrad
01/31/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched atop Sunrise tower to south of nest site; soared to east. No hawk or 
activity apparent at nest. - PKonrad
02/02/2012 - 2 Red-tailed Hawks were observed soaring east of EP219. They did not associate with the nest. - 
KWeber
02/07/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - No change at nest and no raptors in area. - PKonrad
02/24/2012 - No raptors in area; nest unchanged and unused. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - No hawks observed in area; nest unattended. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew from nest. Nest looks built up, but could not discern if the hawk was 
loafing, nest building, or incubating. Because hawk flew without hesitation as avian biologist came into view, it 
suggests the raptor was not incubating. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk observed on nest. Nest looks complete. - VNovik
03/27/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating low in tree nest. Crews in position to pull wire. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest, lying very low. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - No Red-tailed Hawks observed initially, so the nest was re-checked several hours later when an 
adult Red-tailed Hawk was incubating. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk soared overhead, calling periodically as another Red-tailed Hawk was incubating on 
the tree nest. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Both adult Red-tailed Hawks near nest, calling territorially; 1 perched on new power line while 
another flew in from the south and landed on the nearby Sunrise tower. It is expected that the nest contains small 
downy nestlings at this time. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - At least 2 small downy nestlings can be seen in the nest. The pair of adults flew in and soared 
overhead, calling territorially. When the avian biologist returned to his vehicle, the adult hawks perched on 1 of 
the new power lines, between the yellow and orange balls, and called territorially. - PKonrad
05/08/2012 - Pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks very territorial, calling, diving and soaring overhead, but cannot see 
contents of nest, which should contain half-grown nestlings. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched on the power line near the east side of the tower bridge; it 
called periodically during the nest check  At least 3 downy nestlings can be seen peering above the rim of the 

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010412_pkad_04 EP219-1/EP220-1 PS-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/4/2012 TBD 01/04/2012 - A pair of Red-tailed Hawks soared overhead while we approached nest, then perched on pole 600 
feet west-southwest of nest. - PKonrad
01/10/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was flying over the area, and eventually perched 15 feet above the nest. - 
PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No raptors observed in area during 3 nest site observations while working in the area. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched above nest, after initially seeing a pair of Red-tails perched 
on a pole along access road northeast of nest. - PKonrad
01/31/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - No apparent activity at nest, but an adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on pole to southwest. A pair of 
Red-tailed Hawks is perched on next pole to west. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk with 'orange'-colored underside perched in tree above nest. No apparent 
change to nest. - PKonrad
02/24/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk soaring high near nest; no apparent change to nest.  During return drive-
by,  a Red-tail was perched in tree next to nest tree. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Initially, 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on pole along access road north of nest. Didn't see any 
hawks in area during return to area. Very rare slow Sunrise traffic (2 pickups) along access road. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew to nest from the east and perched on the nest rim. Yesterday, a Red-tail 
was observed standing on the nest, seemingly arranging nest material. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was observed soaring low near the nest site, but no activity was observed 
at the nest during 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
03/27/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tree nest. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest that looks like it has been built up appreciably in the past 
week. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk is incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on the side of the nest, periodically bending over a mass of small 
downy white nestlings. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - No adult Red-tailed Hawks or nestlings were observed initially, but 4 hours later, 1 adult and at least 
2 downy nestlings could be seen on the nest platform. - PKonrad
05/08/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is standing on the nest with at least 1 large downy nestling. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - A Red-tailed Hawk is standing on the nest along with 1 large downy nestling in sight. - PKonrad

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_pkad_02 EP256 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/5/2012 TBD 01/05/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
01/10/2012 - No raptors observed in the area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk dived down to nest where it perched for a few minutes before moving to structure 
metal adjacent to nest. After several minutes, the well-fed adult flew west. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - No apparent activity at nest; 1 Red-tailed Hawk observed soaring low 400 feet northwest of site for 
a short time. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but it appears that a lot of new nesting material has been added to this 
nest during the past week. - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk flew to nest and remained for 5 minutes before flying along slope and landing 400 
feet from nest. Due to wind, unable to determine if it had a stick. Nest is built up; hawk(s) are probably in nest 
building stage, therefore may be active by definition. Status unclear and will continue to monitor. 45 minute 
observation period. - PKonrad
02/20/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating, while second hawk soared overhead, then landed on slope to 
southeast of nest. Incubating hawk stood up for a few minutes, then resumed its incubation position on the nest. - 
PKonrad
02/24/2012 - Both adults observed at nest with one on the nest. Appeared to be adjusting itself on the nest. 
Observed flushing from nest when Border Patrol vehicle drove up the access road to the tower twice. - VNovik
02/27/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on SWPL tower nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Adult observed incubating on nest in windy, snowy conditions. - JPawlicki
03/05/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk initially incubating on tower nest. At 14:15 an adult Red-tail landed on the side of 
the nest and soon both adults soared to the north for a few hundred feet before the female soared back to the 
nest while the male continued to soar along the mountain slope. Female resumed incubating. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tower nest, and adult Red-tailed Hawk soared low over area west of 
nest tower. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk is on nest, probably brooding newly hatched nestlings at this time, judging 
from the nest chronology that has been documented to date. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on side of nest, probably exposing young downy nestlings to the 
ambient sun and weather. - PKonrad
04/14/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - At least 2 medium-sized nestlings being fed by adult Red-tailed Hawk. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - A medium-sized downy nestling can be seen standing upright in the nest; no Red-tailed Hawk adults 
were observed in the area   PKonrad

TBD

RSHA Red-shouldered Hawk 010512_rrdd_01 Alpine Underground Ductbank Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 157 500 130 130 Nest did not reach active stage 1/5/2012 4/23/2012 01/05/2012 - No occupants in attendance during initial 15-minute observation period, RSHA perched and calling a 
hundred feet away. - RRadd
01/05/2012 - No occupants in attendance during initial 15-minute observation period. - KAlberts
01/13/2012 - No raptors observed near or at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/18/2012 - No visible improvements to nest and no raptors observed in association. - RRadd
01/28/2012 - RSHA pair vocal on territory but not associating with nest or exhibiting explicit breeding behaviors. 
No additions visible in nest. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - Calling RSHA was 300 feet from nest remained distant during 30 minute observation. No visible 
improvements have been made to nest. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - Cool and rainy day; RSHA on territory but nest has not been improved. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - No RSHA detected during 30 minute observation. No improvements to nest. Sycamore has yet to 
foliate. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - CORA pair removing sticks from this nest. Agitated RSHA nearby does not intervene. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - Nest inactive, as a raptor has not yet occupied it, and a CORA was observed dismantling it. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - Nest remains substantial and is likely to become active as RSHA elsewhere are still commencing 
nesting. RSHA remain vocal and active on this territory. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - RSHA pair copulate at 0807, and then fly to nest under AMCR harassment at 0811. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - RSHA male on territory, but female not detected during 20 minute observation. Wet and windy 
morning is suppressing all breeding activity today. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Upon arrival, pair was perched in oak about 200 feet west of nest, with a crow. Nest appears intact 
after storm event. After about 10 minutes, one adult flew to nest with a small branch, pursued by crow. Second 
hawk remained in the oak tree. - VEurs
03/24/2012 - No RSHA detected from 0708-0742. Second visit 0845-0852; RSHA heard calling in dense fog on 
territory. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed at 1200-1215. - HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1100 to 1145. RSHA heard calling in area once. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No activity observed at nest, and no RSHA detected in area. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity at nest and no RSHA detected in area. Nest is easily visible from above and does not 
appear to contain eggs. No incubating adult has been observed at this nest. Evidence indicates that this nest did 
not reach active nesting stage this year and is unlikely to become active. Nest closed. - HWinfrey
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_rrdd_03 Alpine Underground Ductbank Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/5/2012 TBD 01/05/2012 - RTHA perched nearby in attendance throughout initial 15-minute observation indicates nest may 
become active. - RRadd
01/05/2012 - RTHA perched nearby in attendance throughout initial 15-minute observation indicates nest may 
become active. - KAlberts
01/13/2012 - RTHA display flights in vicinity but no direct interaction with nest. - RRadd
01/18/2012 - No indications of any changes in activity level at this nest. No raptors approached nest during 30-
minute observation. - RRadd
01/28/2012 - RTHA breaking branches from host tree and carrying sticks to nest at 0746. Changed status to active. 
The occupants of this residential nest are obviously well acclimated to traffic and residential noise. Due to the 
distance from work and height above ground, Project activity is not anticipated to impact this nest. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - RTHA pair soaring high over nest tree, but did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
02/11/2012 - RTHA pair perched above nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - No RTHA observed during 25-minute observation. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - No visible activity at this nest 0715 - 0750. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - No detections, but foliage renders nest very difficult to see into. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - RTHA comes to nest 0652, and there appears to be a second bird on the nest. First hawk departs 
immediately and some nest material re-arrangements follow. Potentially, this was a food drop. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - Unable to detect movement in this nest on windy and rainy morning during 20-minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/20/2012 - One bird flushed from nest tree as biologist pulled into parking lot. Second bird moved from perch 
on tree to nest, where it remained for more than 10 minutes. Nest is intact after storm event and still in use. First 
bird returned as biologist was preparing to leave. It was out of view, but most likely flew to nest. - VEurs
03/28/2012 - RTHA visible lying on nest. 2nd RTHA observed flying and perching in area. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1008. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - RTHA goes to nest at 1253. 2nd RTHA observed in flight within 300 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Adult RTHA lying on nest at 0616. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Adult RTHA flies to nest and perches on rim at 1257. Bird's posture indicates that it is feeding 
nestlings, but nestlings are not yet big enough to be visible. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1020. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - No activity at nest from 1227 to 1257. No RTHA detected in area. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - Nestling visible moving in nest at 1403. - HWinfrey
05/22/2012 - Nestling visible and moving in nest at 1251. - HWinfrey

TBD

COHA Cooper's Hawk 010512_rrdd_06 CP64-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 100 500 500 500 Nest did not reach active stage 1/5/2012 3/2/2012 01/05/2012 - During initial observation, no recent improvements were visible, but fresh whitewash under nest 
may be indicator of territorial use. - KAlberts
01/09/2012 - No raptors detected associating with this nest during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - No activity detected at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - No birds detected associating with this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - Fresh whitewash and bone pellet under nest but no raptors detected in vicinity. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - Adult male COHA at nest calling, flushed by observer at 0658 and returning at 0739. The male 
perched nearby making alarm calls. No fresh fallen material detected under nest. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - Male still present and agitated by observer at gate at 0940. Female observed nearby carrying small 
stick at 1145. Changed nest status to active. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - No COHA detections during 2 x 20 minute visits. Rain yesterday may be delaying activity. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - COHA pair actively breaking twigs from nearby oaks and carrying to nest 0829. Cease vesting nest 
when observer detected at gate. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - Status unclear; CORA have potentially taken over this, and COHA pair are building nearby, but 
evidence is conflicting on cold rainy day. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - This nest has been abandoned and a new nest is being constructed 120 feet east. - RRadd
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_rrdd_07 Hartung CY-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/5/2012 TBD 01/05/2012 - RTHA pair observed in territorial display flight over El Monte CY at 1500 during initial observation. - 
KAlberts
01/09/2012 - RTHAs observed in territory appeared to be avoiding CY activity and did not approach nest during 30-
minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - No activity detected at this nest during 30 minute observation, and all raptors remained distant. - 
RRadd
01/24/2012 - No raptors approached this nest during 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - CY monitor reports RTHA pair making at least 2 trips to this nest on 7 February, 0900-1000. Changed 
status to active. Buffer staked at 500 feet with drive-thru access OK. This nest successfully fledged in 2011 with 
greater levels of AR traffic than that which currently occurs, so drive-through access should not negatively affect 
the nest. Buffer should be re-evaluated if air traffic is to resume. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - CY monitor reports nest visit by RTHA 13 February at 1030 for a few minutes. RTHA pair nearby did 
not approach nest during 30 minute observation period today. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA flies from nest at 0809 to nearby pole and remains there for duration of 30 minute 
observation. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Nest monitored between 0745 and 1045. Adult RTHA observed intermittently soaring over territory. 
Pair observed engaged in aerial courtship display before flying out of view. Neither adult was observed visiting the 
nest or carrying nest material. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation is likely incubating. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation beginning at 1544. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - RTHA lying on nest at 1422. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - RTHA observed in flight from 1310 to 1325. RTHA flies in to nest at 1340. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest. 2 RTHAs in flight within 500 feet. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - RTHA adult comes to nest at 0741 and remains. Adult tearing food into small pieces and feeding 
nestling at 0922. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Adults visit nest infrequently but remain in vicinity. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - 2 active nestlings visible at 1548. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nestlings visible and moving on nest at 1540. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Nestling visible but inactive in late afternoon heat 1640. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - 2 dark-headed feathered nestlings visible in nest at 1706. - RRadd

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_rrdd_10 CP70-3-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/5/2012 TBD 01/05/2012 - RTHA pair perched 400 feet away did not approach nest during initial 15-minute observation period. 
- KAlberts
01/09/2012 - No breeding activity during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - RTHA pair soaring overhead did not approach this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship flight over and around this tree did not alight at nest during 30 minute 
observation. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - RTHA on nest arranging fresh material at 0932, then joins mate in courtship flight. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA pair driving third hawk away from territory at 1427, followed by aerial courtship displays in 
unison. Pair did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - RTHA pair at nest, bringing materials, arranging and forming nest bowl from 1022-1027. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - More material added to nest but no RTHA observed associating during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation - presumed incubating. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation -  incubation continues. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - RTHA in nest for duration of 30 minute observation, mate perched nearby. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1059. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1050. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA at nest shredding prey. Mate visits briefly and appears to present food to nestling too small 
for heads to appear above nest cup from 0945-0950. Adult eventually settles on nest. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - Young now capable of auto-thermoregulation; adults spend much time away from nest. Adult 
tearing prey item and feeding small pieces to young at 1456. - RRadd
04/29/2012 - 2 nestlings are active in nest at 1010. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Still mostly downy young stand in nest and tear food from larger pieces. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Mostly feathered young stand shaded in nest during afternoon heat at 1344. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Adult standing at nest with at least 1 nestling in nest at 1347. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - 3 nestlings alternate between lying in nest and standing, branching, and exercising wings. - RRadd

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_rrdd_11 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/5/2012 TBD 01/05/2012 - No raptors showing site fidelity during initial 15-minute observation period. - KAlberts
01/09/2012 - RTHA on territory, but no nesting activity observed during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - No raptor activity at this nest during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship flight did not approach this site. Sycamore is just beginning to leaf out. - 
RRadd
01/31/2012 - No change in activity during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - Several hours spent within sight of nest and no activity at nest. Pair of RSHA in area but staying west 
of this nest most of the time. Could see green leaves on rim of nest - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - No change in activity at this nest. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched on rim of nest as avian biologist approached to within 150 feet, 
with second adult perched within 25 feet of nest in nearest sycamore tree to west. First adult remained and 
inspected the stick nest for 30 seconds, then hopped down into nest, turned around inside nest while looking 
down at nest and hopped back onto rim where it remained another 2 minutes before flying to nearest sycamore 
to perch within 5 feet of second adult Red-tailed hawk. Pair remained there perched together while avian 
biologist watched for 20 minutes without revisiting nest. Avian biologist not see any fresh greenery or obvious 
recent nest improvements. Nest is in good condition. Changed nest status to active and marked 500-foot buffer 
along access road.  Nest is on United States Forest Service land. - JDicus
02/14/2012 - RTHA pair at nest, RTHA standing in nest 1000 - 1022. Changed status to active on 14 February, as 
RTHA occupies nest. Hawk does not flush to drive by traffic. Therefore, buffer was staked at 500 feet. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - No hawks detected at this nest during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation - presumed incubating. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation -  incubation continues. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Incubation continues, RTHA in nest for all 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA lying on nest at 1056. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1055. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA prone in nest shows no sign of hatched young at 1108. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - RTHA on nest with small hatched young. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Young are auto-thermoregulatory, and adults are now leaving nest for extended periods. Adult 
tearing food into small pieces and feeding 3 young. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Nestlings able to stand in nest. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Adult in nest feeding young with feathered backs at 1322. - RRadd
05/18/2012  Young appear flight capable and are branching out from nest   RRadd

TBD

GHOW Great Horned Owl 010512_rrdd_12 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Other 150 500 500 500 Fledged 1/5/2012 5/4/2012 01/09/2012 - RSHA pair in area did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/13/2012 - RSHA exhibiting site fidelity on perches within 250 feet during initial 20-minute observation period. - 
KAlberts
01/17/2012 - RSHA perched 50 feet from nest for 15 minutes, flushed at 100 feet. Unable to see nest well enough 
to determine if fresh material has been added. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RSHA pair on territory with contact calls, but not at this nest. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - RSHA on territory did not interact with this nest. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - RSHA pair active and calling in area but never seen near nest. - MKuehn
02/14/2012 - GHOW lying in nest does not flush for agitated RSHA pair. Staked at 500 feet. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Owl lying on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - GHOW lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - GHOW lying in nest for duration of observation. No young observed. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - GHOW lying in nest for duration of observation - no nestlings detected. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - GHOW posture on nest suggests hatched young. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - GHOW observed on nest in upright posture at 1115. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Adult on nest at 1106. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest with at least 2 downy owlets; head feathers emerging. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - Large downy nestlings acquiring feathers fill the nest. Adult guards at edge of platform at 1414. - 
RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nestlings are well feathered, brown with ear tufts beginning to show, and appear capable of 
branching. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Owlets have branched, and one has flown a short distance from the nest. Adult perched nearby. - 
RRadd

Yes
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GHOW Great Horned Owl 010512_sjon_01 EP90-1-N Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 62 500 375 375 Presumed Fledged 1/5/2012 4/5/2012 01/05/2012 - Great Horned Owl observed incubating on nest. - SJohnston
01/10/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating; facing east. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl is incubating. - PKonrad
02/01/2012 - Adult incubating. - PKonrad
02/14/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl presumably brooding nestlings now. No access road traffic. 
Nest was also monitored on 2/7/2012, when a Great Horned Owl was incubating on the nest (unable to input 
monitoring information). - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding. Rare slow drive-through by Sunrise traffic. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding (positioned much higher than when incubating). Rare slow drive-
through Sunrise traffic. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Report of vehicle stuck in the mud w/in buffer prompted visit. Visit was  at 1140 am temp was 
approximately 40 degrees. All vehicles were absent from  buffer. Bird was on nest and appeared to be aware of 
surroundings. IE vehicles  near water buffalo at EP  91. Observed for approximately 30 minutes. - VNovik
02/29/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl standing on nest; leaned over , presumably to attend to 1 week old 
nestling(s). No traffic during observations. - PKonrad
03/04/2012 - Adult observed on nest. - BArnold
03/06/2012 - Adult was seen standing high on the nest and moving around. Its eyes followed the larger helicopter 
traffic outside buffer, but the bird was not distressed by it. One nestling was observed moving around and giving a 
slight wing flap. Its eyes were open, it exhibited some down, but some mature feathers and adult coloration were 
also observed. Another nestling was most likely under the adult, causing her to shift around. - FHoffman
03/07/2012 - At least 1 nestling and adult observed while driving by on access road. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - Adult and 2 downy nestlings in nest; nestlings about 2 weeks old. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - At 1406, a helicopter dropped off 2 workers at EP90 on the bridge of the tower. Both rollers were 
delivered and installed at 1411. Workers were removed from the tower at 1415. The owls were observed to 
remain in the nest and appeared to "hunker down" at one point, though overall, they did not react in an agitated 
manner that was obvious to the observer. At approximately 1618, the first sock line was strung across the span 
from EP90 - EP89. This was done with the helicopter pulling the line. The second sock line was pulled at 1446. 
During these pulls, the owls remained within the nest and appeared aware of the construction activities, though  
unfazed. At 1742, the wire was hauled back from EP89-EP90 by the sock line pulling the wire. The owls appeared 
to not even notice this activity as it occurred. - VNovik
03/13/2012 - Monitored nest while work occurred nearby. At 1545, second fiber line "haul back" occurred. This 
entailed the "gator" passing between EP89 and EP90. The "gator" is comprised of 3 hanging guides from the wire 
that aid the line to pass through the rollers   The gator passed between spans in approximately 3 minutes  The 

Yes

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_vnik_01 EP62A-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 420 500 400 400 Nest did not reach active stage 1/5/2012 4/2/2012 01/05/2012 - Large stick nest in canopy of Eucalyptus tree, possibly an old unused Red-tailed Hawk nest. No 
raptors in area of nest during 40 minute survey. - VNovik
01/13/2012 - No raptor or corvid activity in area of nest. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - No raptors observed in area and no indication of any activity at nest. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - No raptors observed in area; no apparent activity at old nest. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - Pair of RTHA in area; 1 RTHA was perched on same eucalyptus as nest. Did not see hawks visit nest 
during 2 hours of passive observations. - SJohnston
02/01/2012 - A pair of Red-tails was soaring low 800 feet north of nest site, flew higher on other side of hill, then 
far to northeast. No action near nest during nest 40 minutes. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - No hawks observed in area; nest remains the same. - PKonrad
02/08/2012 - No hawks observed in area during 45 minute observation period. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - RHTA observed on nest rearranging sticks. - SJohnston
02/14/2012 - No activity at nest; Red-tailed Hawk hunting (even hovering) along hilltop south of access road for 
short time. A pair was soaring a half-mile southeast of nest for a short time during 40 minute observation period. - 
PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No activity at nest, and pair of RTHA observed perched in trees 2000 feet from nest. - PHoward
02/23/2012 - No activity at nest; no hawks observed in area. Minor slow Sunrise traffic on access road 420 feet 
north of nest. - PKonrad
03/02/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but nest appears to have been built up somewhat on top. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - No activity observed. - AHill
03/09/2012 - No hawks observed at nest or in area. 'Active' status of nest becoming more questionable since a 
Red-tail was observed standing on the nest a month ago. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No hawks observed in area; no changes at the nest. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - A pair of Red-tailed Hawks were seen displaying aerial courtship behavior over the access road and 
general power line corridor. The pair was not seen utilizing the nest. - LThoreson
03/23/2012 - Nest unchanged; no hawks in area. - PKonrad
04/02/2012 - No hawks in area; no change at nest. Considering the history of this nest this season, and the late 
timing in the nesting season, there is very little chance this nest will be utilized this year. Nest closed. - PKonrad
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GHOW Great Horned Owl 010612_pkad_01 EP119-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 150 500 150 150 Fledged 1/6/2012 4/13/2012 01/06/2012 - No indications of nest being used, but male Great Horned Owl flew from east branch of tree. - 
PKonrad
01/13/2012 - An adult Great Horned Owl flew from a branch on the east side of the nest tree. No indication the 
nest site has been used. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating in tree crotch. - PKonrad
01/19/2012 - Owl flushed from nest at 160 feet. 2 eggs in nest. Adult returned within 40 minutes.
 - KWeber
01/24/2012 - Incubating owl flushed from the nest when biologist approached to 100 feet, but returned within 5 
minutes. 2 eggs were seen. 4 Western-Scrub Jays were observed within and adjacent to the nest tree, but never 
approached nest while the owl was absent. 3 jays in the area during the 30-minute observation period. When the 
owl returned, it faced the TSAP where observers were positioned; owl peered from behind the oak trunk to look 
at the 2 biologists monitoring the nest, on 6 occasions over 3 minutes. Once acclimated, the owl did not look at 
the biologists. The owl did not flinch during the helicopter flights. Several minutes after the helicopters vacated, 
the biologists experimented with the owl's potential tolerance to humans by talking loudly with 1 another 
approximately 200 feet from the site, simulating potential communications from the TSAP to the tower site, or 
across the tower site during work. The owl immediately alerted, but did not flush. - KAlberts
01/31/2012 - Adult incubating, but flew from nest when avian biologist was 150 feet from nest. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - Avian biologists conducted nesting bird survey in area from 0737 to 1030. Adult Great Horned Owl 
incubating; observed once from TSAP observation point outside 150-foot buffer and did not exhibit signs of 
distress. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating; was not visible until observer approached to 100 feet; owl continued 
incubating during observations. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - The owl nest, which is approximately 150 to 180 feet away from the sound barrier construction, was 
monitored continually throughout the day, with no noticeable change in behavior. The owl remained on the nest 
incubating. - MBahn
02/13/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. A micropile drilling crew is present awaiting K-Max equipment 
deliveries in advance of micropile drilling behind sound wall. Avian biomonitor Jared Taylor on site to watch the 
owl's behavior during delivery and construction activities. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - According to daily avian monitor, Great Horned Owl brooding at nest (eggs present 1/18). Owl 
watches K-Max when it approaches site, but doesn't react otherwise to helicopters or other construction activities 
behind sound wall. Micropile drilling crew working within sound barrier. Periodic K-Max equipment deliveries. - 
PKonrad
02/23/2012 - The Great Horned Owl was observed lying on nest throughout the day and specifically during the 
arrival of the K Max helicopter to the tower site  The owl watched as the helicopter approached during several 

Yes

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_pkad_02 EP319-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - Pair building nest. - KAlberts
01/09/2012 - Hawk observed flying to nest site and perched on nest for more than 1 hour between 0910 and 
1030. Pair was observed perched on adjacent SRPL tower EP319 earlier. No work occurring. - IMaunsell
01/11/2012 - Pair observed perched on tower during entire 2 hour nesting survey. - VNovik
01/11/2012 - 2 adults perched next to nest in tower. Nest much smaller than last week, and upon later inspection, 
most or all of nest was apparently blown out of tower and is lying on ground below and west of nest site. Some 
branches either remain in tower or they have been brought in by hawks since the nest damage. 1 hawk eventually 
flew south, and when second hawk flew from tower, both soared in a tight circle for some minutes to southwest. 
Male is missing a tail feather on right side. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks observed in area; only a few sticks remain and no apparent additional nest material has 
been added to remaining sticks at nest site. Eventually, the standing nestling spread its fully feathered wings, 
facing into the wind, holding wings in a dihedral (V-shaped) position and walked a few steps across the nest, 
which prompted the second nestling to stand up. The first nestling next left the nest and perched on the metal 
brace on the northwest side of the nest and is obviously going to fledge soon. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but seems as though more sticks have been added to the nest remnant. - 
PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but windy. Difficult to discern if more sticks have been added in past 3 
days, but looks possible. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - No hawks observed, and no recent activity apparent at partial nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area, but nest is built up as much as twice as large as it was 5 days 
ago. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - Pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks at nest initially; 1 hawk flew from nest to perch on other side of 
tower. Nest looks more built up. After a couple minutes, hawk at nest began soaring to south and was joined by 
mate, eventually soaring high and gliding out of sight. Male is missing a retrice on right side of tail. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk is incubating on rebuilt nest. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest while adult male with missing tail feather soared low to 
north. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating low in nest. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. Seemed a bit nervous when I stopped vehicle to 
view the nest and hawk with binoculars from 800 feet, looking over its shoulder at the pickup. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk positioned higher than before, probably indicating it is brooding newly 
hatched nestlings. - PKonrad
03/26/2012  Red tailed Hawk brooding nestlings in short tower nest   PKonrad

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_pkad_03 EP353-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - No apparent activity during initial observation. - KAlberts
01/11/2012 - No raptors observed in area. Nest appears in poor condition. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched in highest point of the SWPL tower immediately southeast of  the 
nest tower. Nest contains some orange material, as seen from the northwest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area. Nest appears unchanged and unused. No whitewash below 
tower. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - Nest appears to have new material added recently. Initially, a Red-tailed Hawk was soaring east of 
nest. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - Nest looks built up; adult Red-tailed Hawk perched midway up SWPL tower to northwest (that 
contains 2011 raven nest). - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk perched on top of north side of tower;  During return trip, hawk perched 10 feet 
above nest in tower crossarm. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No hawks or other birds observed in nest area. - PKonrad
03/02/2012 - Nest was determined active while scheduled road crew construction was occurring 200 feet away, 
and NBJ submitted later that evening. Biological monitor H. Herrera reported pair of Red-tailed Hawks bringing 
nesting material to the nest and perching on nest while road grading crew was working approximately 200 feet 
from the nest. A hawk remained standing on the nest while the crew was operating machinery. - KAlberts
03/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawks made multiple trips to nest while buffer signs were being installed - observed by E. 
Loveless. - SJohnston
03/08/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was soaring above the nest tower initially and perched in the north side of 
the crossarm of the new Sunrise tower north of nest tower. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest, with another adult Red-tail perched in new Sunrise tower 
to north. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating or brooding newly hatched nestlings, positioned low on tower nest. - 
PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on nest, probably shading the small nestlings, as a second adult flew 
toward the tower nest with prey from about 1/2 mile south. Second hawk briefly delivered prey to nest, then 
resumed flight while the first hawk began delicately feeding unseen presumed small nestlings for about 10 
minutes before brooding the unseen brood   PKonrad

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_pkad_04 EP361-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - No indications of activity during initial observation, but 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched in next 
tower to the northwest. - KAlberts
01/11/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area, but nest may be built up a bit. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in the area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks or other birds in area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks were observed in area and 1 individual was perched on tower directly 
above nest for at least 10 minutes. No birds were exhibiting nesting behavior. - VNovik
01/27/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is perched high on the next SWPL tower to southeast of nest tower, but 
no activity apparent at nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks near nest - 1 adult is perched in top of new Sunrise tower EP361 and 
second adult soaring about 200 feet high to southeast near EP362, then glided to nest tower where it perched in 
the 'waist bar' below the nest for about 5 minutes, then soared south of nest tower, where other hawk joined it 
soaring, eventually out of sight to south (20 minute episode). - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No hawks observed in area. After initial observations of site and area, 2-person habitat restoration 
crew arrived and began work near site. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area; no apparent change to nest. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - No hawks in area initially, but after 15 minutes 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk flew in to perch on top of 
new Sunrise tower to north of nest tower. About 5 minutes later, a second adult Red-tailed Hawk flew in and 
perched in SWPL tower next to nest for about 4 minutes. On 2/18/2012, biomonitor Clay Schudy reported seeing 
Red-tailed Hawks making a number of flights to the nest adding nesting material to the existing nest. With this 
information, this nest is deemed active and appropriate buffer signs were installed. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No hawks observed initially, but an adult Red-tailed Hawk landed on nest where it stood for 10 
minutes before soaring to the new Sunrise tower to the north, where it perched on the highest point on the north 
side. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was standing on nest while a second adult Red-tail perched midway up on 
the new Sunrise tower. After about 5 minutes both hawks took flight, soaring to the southeast. After about 5 
minutes, 1 hawk flew to nest, (no nesting material noted), where it stood on the nest for a minute, then stood 
next to it. Other hawk flew to Sunrise tower, where it perched on the highest northern  point of the tower. - 
PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Adult observed delivering prey item to second adult which was lying on nest. The adult that 
delivered the prey item then flew off to the north. - JDicus
03/16/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks soaring in area; 1 hawk perched in tower to northwest, then flew to nest 
tower. One hawk perched on nest, then flew to other hawk to copulate, then 1 hawk flew to nest where it stood. - 
PKonrad

TBD

AR067507
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_pkad_05 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands OH - wire stringing 380 500 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

1/6/2012 5/4/2012 01/06/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched near the EP78 tower site, but no activity at the nest site. - 
PKonrad
01/12/2012 - No raptors observed in the area during nest monitoring. However, later in the day, Darin Busby 
observed an adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on nest for a few minutes, but did not see hawk activity during rest of 
day. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - No activity at nest, but 1 adult perched on pole on north side of EP78 site. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk glided and soared along the ridge to the south of the nest above tree 
level, elevating to the mountain ridge top. - PKonrad
02/01/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on low snag about 400 feet east of nest site. No activity apparent 
at old nest. - PKonrad
02/08/2012 - No hawks observed in area and no apparent activity at nest. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk soared low from northwest to nest, perching on nest a couple minutes, 
then gliding below treetops to southeast. Hawk did not have nesting material, and nest appears unchanged. - 
PKonrad
02/24/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks near nest, male perched on pole north of nest adjacent to EP78 while 
female was soaring low nearby. As female eventually soared high overhead, male took flight and joined her aloft. 
Nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/29/2012 - No hawk activity apparent at nest; After about 15 minutes of observing valley, 1 adult Red-tailed 
Hawk soared upward from unknown perch in area of nest, and another adult was hunting along valley canopy 
southwest of nest site. No traffic during nest monitoring today. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk feeding on rear half of cottontail atop large dead oak 250 feet north of 
nest for half hour, then it soared far to the west, where another adult met it and the pair soared high to the 
northwest. No sign of activity at the nest. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - No hawks observed in area; no material has been added to nest; can see blue sky throughout nest 
remnant. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Nest unchanged; no hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - The change to nest, and no hawks observed in area. This site will soon be closed if activity does not 
begin. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 - No change to nest; no hawks observed in the area. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Observed hawk flying to nest multiple times and lying on nest. Once observed carrying a stick. - 
VNovik
04/12/2012 - Adult could not be seen on nest from any angle. Passively observed nest for 20 minutes from 130 
feet away. After 17 minutes, 1 adult flew within 100 feet of nest, calling. Incubating adult flew from nest shortly 
thereafter and did not return within next 3 minutes   MKuehn

No

RSHA Red-shouldered Hawk 010612_rrdd_05 CP81-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - No indicators of current use upon initial observation. - RRadd
01/10/2012 - No nest interactions during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/25/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship display flight 150 feet from site did not directly interact with nest during 30 
minute observation - RRadd
02/11/2012 - No change in activity detected. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - No change in status. - RRadd
02/24/2012 - No change in activity. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - No changes in this nest detected. - RRadd
03/09/2012 - Nest may have had material added, but no nesting activity detected during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/16/2012 - RSHA stationed here but not definitively interacting with nest. However, the nest appears to have 
material added and these hawks are elusive. Continue to monitor for nest status changes. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - CORA nearby, but no material observed being carried and no changes to nest visible. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed at nest. RSHA perched nearby for duration of observation. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No changes at this nest were observed. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - White downy RSHA nestling visible in nest at 1017. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Young are mostly feathered and clamber around the nest at 1602. - RRadd

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_rrdd_14 CP83-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - No indications of current use upon initial observation. - KAlberts
01/10/2012 - No raptors observed. Intense helicopter activity within 500 feet. - RRadd
01/18/2012 - No change in activity level at this nest observed. - RRadd
01/25/2012 - No raptors observed associating with this nest during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - No change in activity level observed. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - No change in activity status and no new materials in this nest. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - No change in status detected. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - No improvements made to this nest since last visit. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - RTHA perched near nest, but no noticeable improvements to nest. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - No raptor activity detected in vicinity during 30 minute observations. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - RTHA lying in nest incubating for duration of 30 minute observation during light rain. Buffer staked 
at 400 feet to provide maximum protection to nest below eye-level from AR without impeding work. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - RTHA lying in nest appeared alerted by 1 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 RTHAs flying in area at 1305. No activity at nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity at nest. RTHA in flight about 500 feet above nest. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - RTHA prone on nest for duration of 20 minute observation beginning at 1742. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - RTHA lying on nest at 0710. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Adult on nest with 2 small downy nestlings at 1220. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Adult in nest with 2 nestlings which remain completely white and downy 1710. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - 3 nestlings visible; mostly white with first brown wing feathers emerging. - RRadd

TBD

AR067508
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_rrdd_15 CP76-1-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 5 500 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 1/6/2012 4/2/2012 01/06/2012 - Many sticks beneath nest suggest nesting may be in progress, but there were no nest visits during 
the initial 20-minute observation period. - KAlberts
01/10/2012 - Appears to be a fresh layer of sticks in nest, but no RTHA at nest during 30-minute observation 
period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - RTHA on territory but did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/25/2012 - Male RTHA on nest and female 60 feet away in nearby tree. Male leaves nest to copulate with 
female at 0746. Changed nest status to active. These hawks have initiated nesting during typical background 
activities which include recreational vehicle traffic 4 days per week directly under the nest; accordingly, SRPL drive-
through traffic is not anticipated to impact this nest. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - Much fresh greenery piled onto nest but no hawks present during observation period. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - RTHA pair perched together adjacent to nest at 0735, fresh eucalyptus sprigs on platform. No birds 
present at 1600. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA pair remaining 1000 - 1500 feet from nest for duration of work. Male RTHA lures female to 
nest 1710 with pocket gopher - 15 minutes after cessation of helicopter activities. Female takes prey to adjacent 
tree, but is put to flight by crew banging on CP77, 660 feet SSW, and eventually flies 2000 feet away and out of 
sight with prey. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - No RTHA detections at or near nest. No new material apparent. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - RTHA pair remain 1000 feet from nest during helicopter activities. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - No RTHA detected in vicinity of nest during 40 minute observation. Previously added material now 
desiccated and bleached with no new additions evident. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA pair staying 400 - 600 feet from nest. No new material appears to have been added since last 
observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - No RTHA has been observed at this nest for one month and this nest attempt appears to have been 
abandoned. However, weekly nest monitoring will continue as a new attempt could still initiate. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - No raptors associating with this nest during 45 minutes of observation and no new materials added. 
HOFI appear to be nesting within nest structure. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - No additions have been made to this nest. Changed status to inactive. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - The only activity observed at this nest were two HOFIs adding nesting material. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - Closed, due to no activity at this nest in well over a month, and HOFI building nest inside the 
inactive raptor nest. - KAlberts
04/15/2012 - No change in raptor activity at this nest. - RRadd

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_rrdd_16 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - No raptor activity observed near this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/11/2012 - RTHA perched above nest for duration of 45 minute observation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No raptors associating with this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA pair soaring nearby did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - No raptors observed associating with this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/03/2012 - RTHA pair perched up near nest at 0720. RTHA flying to nearby willow, breaking off stems and 
carrying in bill to nest at 0828. Changed status to active. Initial buffer set at 300 feet to allow access to AR, and 
candidate for reduction to 200 feet if required due to proximity to adjacent noisy industrial facility. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - RTHA pair standing on nest. Male departs at 0702 while female remains on nest arranging materials. 
- RRadd
02/16/2012 - No RTHA detected here during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - RTHA departs nest at 1140 . No hawks in attendance at 1630. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - RTHA comes to nest 1418, arranges nest material, then perches adjacent. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship display but not at nest 1040. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - RTHA on nest for duration of 20 minute observation beginning at 1800. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm. No RTHA observed on nest during brief observation while driving by. - 
IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1005. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - RTHA on nest at 0957. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA on nest for duration of 30 minute observation. Posture and actions suggest small young 
present at 1700. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Adult RTHA feeding young in nest 1800. - RRadd
04/29/2012 - Adult RTHA on nest at 1750, young not visible. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Adult RTHA perched adjacent to nest while 2 active downy nestlings move about in nest at 1749. - 
RRadd
05/14/2012 - Adult at nest with nestlings at 1530. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Adult perched at nest, 1 nestling standing in nest flapping feathered wings vigorously 1513. - RRadd

TBD

AR067509
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_rrdd_18 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 200 500 500 500 Nest did not reach active stage 1/6/2012 2/28/2012 01/06/2012 - No raptors associating with this site. Nest mostly fallen and not in usable condition when 
discovered. - RRadd
01/11/2012 - No nest improvements visible. RTHA perched 250 feet west during entire 30-minute observation 
period. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No nest improvements visible. RTHA pair soaring overhead did not associate with nest during 30-
minute observation period. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - Nest unimproved. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - Bio-monitor T. Gunter observed 2 RTHA perched on Eucalyptus trees and soaring. 1 individual was 
observed flying to the nest tree with large stick of green Eucalyptus and landed approximately 10 feet above nest. 
Site biomonitor also observed RTHA carrying sticks to nest. No improvements to nest were obvious to avian 
monitor. Changed status to active. - KWeber
02/07/2012 - RTHA moving well away from nest area during helicopter activity. Monitor reports hawks flying with 
nest material, but not settling at nest and eventually dropping the material away from nest. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Nest is not substantially improved. No RTHA observed associating with nest during 45 minute 
observation. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - No visible nest improvements visible. No RTHA associating with this area or nest. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - No activity at this nest since prior to 7 February. No RTHA associating with this nest and no material 
added. Remains of nest are no longer viable. Changed status to Closed. - RRadd

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_vnik_01 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - Nest is inactive. During the initial observation period, a pair of Red-tailed Hawks were in the area, 
but nest did not look complete, and there were no fresh sticks on nest. - VNovik
01/11/2012 - Nest appears to contain fresh green sprig. RTHA on territory did not approach nest during 30 
minute observation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - Nest appears to contain greens. RTHA pair in courtship flight above nest, perched together but away 
from the site. Nest is difficult to view without potentially disturbance. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - No new material has been added to nest since yesterday's storm and no potential occupants in 
immediate vicinity during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - Fresh green sprigs in nest, but no raptors observed at or near nest. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Fresh eucalyptus greenery piled in nest. RTHA pair did not approach nest during observation. 
Changed status to active. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - More fresh eucalyptus greens piled in nest cup. RTHA perched nearby. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - RTHA prone on nest 1140. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - RTHA lying in nest 1138. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - RTHA lying in nest at 1100. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - RTHA incubating at 1146. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA on nest at 0954. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - 2 downy white nestlings visible moving in nest. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Large downy nestlings remain unfeathered. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - 3 large active downy nestlings acquiring wing quills. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nestlings have downy heads and feathered backs. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Young in the nest are fully feathered, save for white faces. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - 3 nestlings are fully feathered, branching out from nest and exercising with vigor. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Large juveniles crowd the nest. Adult brings Spermophilus to nest at 1506, tears pieces off and 
consumes them, then flies away with remainder, returns soon after. Appears to be encouraging young to follow 
but they are too well-fed to be motivated. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - 1 juvenile remains in the nest at 1411. - RRadd

TBD

AR067510
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GHOW Great Horned Owl 010712_rrdd_01 CP29-1-N Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 90 500 300 300 Fledged 1/7/2012 4/30/2012 01/07/2012 - GHOW flushed from adjacent oak, but no birds were visible at nest. - RRadd
01/12/2012 - No raptors observed associating with nest and no indicators of improvement or occupation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - GHOW pair in live oak adjacent (approximately 60 feet east) to nest. Male flushed at 100 feet, 
female remained. No raptors of any specie approached nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No GHOW or other raptors observed during 30 minute monitoring period. No signs of nest 
improvement. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - CORA pair perched in nest area did not interact directly with nest. No GHOW detected. - RRadd
02/07/2012 - GHOW on nest at 0851. Changed status to active. Buffer staked as drive-through only at 300 feet to 
permit Project use of access gate, but deter standing or work on axis of maximum visibility. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Incubation continues. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - Incubation continues - GHOW on nest. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - GHOW on nest 1340. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - GHOW lying on nest 0914. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - GHOW on nest, possibly one downy owlet under wing. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - GHOW brooding nestlings. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - Adult perched on edge of nest with wings spread over nest in protective posture. Nestlings not 
visible but presumed present. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - GHOW on nest at 0758. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - 3 large owlets with downy bodies and opening wing quills observed moving around on nest and 
exercising wing muscles. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Adult present at nest and 1 owlet visible on the nest. A second owlet showing primaries was 
perched in the branches about 6 feet above the nest. The third was owlet not visible, most likely obscured by 
foliage. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - Avian biologist was dispatched to the site to monitor the weekly status of this nest per the NBMMP. 
From a distance of 150 feet, 3 feathered fledglings and 1 adult Great Horned Owl were observed perched 4 trees 
away from the tree containing the nest. This nest has successfully fledged at least 3 fledgling owls, which are now 
capable of flight. This nest is now fledged and will therefore be closed. - JDicus

Yes

CORA Common Raven 010712_rrdd_02 CP31-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 1/7/2012 TBD 01/07/2012 - No indications of improvement or occupancy. No evidence of current use upon initial observation. - 
RRadd
01/12/2012 - No indications of improvement or occupancy. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No birds associating with this nest during 30 minute observation and no indicators of recent 
occupancy observed. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No change in activity status detected. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - CORA pair perched in nest area did not interact directly with nest. - RRadd
02/07/2012 - No change in activity at this nest. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - CORA pair continue to associate with this nest, but have not brought any new material. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - No changes in activity at this nest. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - No changes at this nest detected. CORA continue in area but do not approach this nest during 1 
hour observation. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - 2 CORA observed adding nesting material to nest interior, appeared to be paper or bark. Nest status 
changed to active and initial buffer set at 100 feet. - HWinfrey
03/20/2012 - CORA perched up away from nest. New materials in nest visible; various fibers and decorations 
woven into surrounding branches and some fallen to ground. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - CORA lying on nest from 0800 through 0815. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - CORA on nest at 0750. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - CORA on nest and mate nest-guarding at 1748. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - A raven was on the nest as the biologist approached the buffer, but took off almost immediately. 
While away from the nest, a water truck maneuvered, backed up the road and then drove forward, dispensing 
water. Within 10 minutes of this activity, the raven pair returned. Nestlings were heard vocalizing in the nest, and 
the adults fed them briefly. The adults took off again and the biologist decided to leave the area. - VEurs
04/25/2012 - Observed pair making a couple trips to nest with food, and nestling begging calls were heard when 
adults arrived. Adults observed leaving nest when vehicles pass through established buffer. - GHuffman
04/27/2012 - Avian biologist arrived on site before crews to observe Raven activity at nest during morning setup 
and prep for continuation of wire pulling activities. No agitated behavior was observed. Adult remained on nest 
during 45-minute observation period while crews drove through buffer area along access road and set up to 
commence work at distances of 60 feet and greater. Raven not visibly affected by construction activities, 
remained quiet in nest throughout. - JDicus
05/04/2012 - 2-3 nestlings visibly begging when adult raven arrived at the nest with food. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - Shortly after the biologist arrived, an adult CORA arrived at the nest. A second CORA got off the nest 
and flew away. The arriving adult quickly fed 2 nestlings and then flew away. The nestlings are growing their dark 
feathers   VEurs

TBD

AR067511
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CORA Common Raven 010712_rrdd_04 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 1/7/2012 TBD 01/07/2012 - RTHA perched in vicinity did not approach nest during initial 20-minute observation period. - 
KAlberts
01/12/2012 - No indications of nest improvement or change in activity level of this nest. - RRadd
01/19/2012 - No fresh material added and no potential occupants associating with nest. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No change in activity status detected. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - Fresh material added to nest, but no birds associating during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/06/2012 - Decorations in nest suggest ravens may be active on this nest, but no breeding bird activity detected 
during observation. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - No obvious changes in activity. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - Common Ravens are carrying material to this nest. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - Ownership of this nest is still not clear. RTHA perched nearby on cold windy day. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Material continues to be added to this nest. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - CORA carrying lining material to nest and forming cup. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - CORA pair perching near nest heavily decorated with trash, possibly from yard. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - Female lying on nest for duration of visit. Male perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - CORA on nest with second CORA perched nearby from 0630 to 0730. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - CORA lying in nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - An adult CORA was on the nest for the majority of the observation period. The pair was perched 
together on a snag about 20 feet from the nest for approximately 5 minutes. One raven flew away, and the 
second raven returned to settle on the nest. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Adult CORA on nest from 0755 to 0820. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - An adult raven was on the nest for the first 15 minutes of observation. It left the nest to soar around 
the valley. Eventually both adults returned to the nest. Based on the way they perched and bent down, it seems 
there are nestlings. When the raven was off the nest, the biologist attempted to discern the presence of nestlings. 
However, the nest is heavily lined with white fluffy material that moved about in the strong breeze, so it was 
difficult to identify nestlings. Based on the adults' behavior upon returning to the nest, nestlings are likely. - VEurs
05/10/2012 - 1 adult was on the nest with the nestlings as the biologist arrived. The second adult soon landed on 
the nest and 2-3 large, red nestling gapes were visible from across the valley. - VEurs
05/17/2012 - 1 nestling visible on the nest as both adults soared over the surrounding habitat. - VEurs

TBD

AMKE American Kestrel 010712_rrdd_07 CP31-2 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/7/2012 TBD 01/07/2012 - Kestrel pair observed copulating 4 times in 30 minutes (0900-0930) on wire adjacent to marker ball. 
Male appeared to attempt to coax female into cavity between copulations. Both birds flushed when observers 
approached within 300 feet, but female was later observed entering cavity (observed by Dicus / Loveless). - RRadd
01/11/2012 - Two pairs of AMKE frequently copulating in the nest vicinity; neither of which entered any cavities 
during a 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - AMKE pair copulating repeatedly and perched near, but did not enter cavity during 1-hour 
observation period. Unmated male present may be retarding nest progress. - RRadd
01/20/2012 - Buffer re-staked at 350 feet. AMKE pair observed away from nest site but not entering nest. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - AMKE pair observed copulating twice during 40 minute observation. Female emerged from cavity in 
marker ball, but male investigating monopole. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - No AMKE detected near nest during observation. Male kestrel observed 1000 feet NW of site did 
not approach nest. Unable to determine if female is incubating or absent. - RRadd
02/07/2012 - AMKE pair copulating at 0730, female flies to cavity and remains at entrance looking into nest from 
0735 to 0737, then returns to perch on adjacent wire. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - AMKE pair copulating and entering cavity 0802. Male in cavity 0818-0823. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Observations were made during a general avian/raptor nest survey. Female observed entering cavity 
at lowest arm of nearest monopole twice during survey. Male nearby also investigated same cavity in monopole. 
Not clear at this time whether pair is nesting in marker ball or monopole. - JDicus
02/20/2012 - Female AMKE observed hunting on territory then perching between marker ball and monopole. Not 
seen entering either, but subsequently not seen after. Incubating? - RRadd
03/01/2012 - Female AMKE appears after 1.5 hour observation. Male appears 15 minutes later and prolonged 
copulation ensues. Female investigates cavities on monopole arms, male goes to marker ball. Negotiations 
continue. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - After an hour of observation, male emerges from lower monopole arm, further suggesting this is 
the true nest location. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - AMKE pair continue to be active at marker ball. Female solicits food from male, suggesting 
incubation is in progress. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - AMKE pair adjacent to nest during 40 minutes of observation. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - Female observed circling monopole, then perching on east side of highway 67 for duration of visit. - 
HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - Male AMKE feeds female while both are perched on wire near monopole. Both remain perched 
from 0800 to 0830. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - No AMKE detections 1750-1820. - RRadd
04/19/2012  The kestrel pair flew in from the southeast  the male carrying prey  Both landed on the wire  and the 
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GHOW Great Horned Owl 011012_pkad_02 EP192-2-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 75 500 250 250 Fledged 1/10/2012 4/23/2012 01/10/2012 - No raptor activity in the area. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No raptors or other birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - No sign of raptors in area or recent activities at nest. - PKonrad
01/26/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on nest. Nest is too high to check for eggs. - PHoward
02/02/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. Daily periodic public and SRPL traffic along access road 75 feet 
east of nest tree. - PKonrad
02/24/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating. Daily periodic public and SRPL traffic along access road 75 feet east of 
nest tree. - PKonrad
03/01/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating. Periodic public and Sunrise traffic along access road 75 feet east of 
nest tree. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl observed brooding in nest (owl positioned higher than when incubating); 
nestling(s) could be about 10 days old. - PKonrad
03/15/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl standing on nest; downy nestling(s) below adult in nest. Daily periodic 
public and Sunrise traffic along access road 75 feet east of nest tree. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Adult upright on edge of nest next to 1, possibly 2, small downy nestlings. - PKonrad
03/27/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl on nest with 3 active medium-sized downy nestlings. Later, the adult was 
feeding nestlings and itself at 1400. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl on nest with 2 large partly feathered nestlings (another nestling may be out 
of sight). Campers active near nest tree. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl perched on branch 3 feet east of nest; 2 large nestlings are standing nearby 
on the east side of the nest. Nestlings are probably close to branching and fledging. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Greenstone entered buffer temporarily with 1 person to remove oil drippings from road by hand. 
Owl remained on nest and did not appear to notice this brief work activity. - VNovik
04/14/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl perched on branch above nest with 2 large downy nestlings standing on 
nest platform; 1 nestling took a flying leap to branch west of nest, flapping its wings after landing; returned to 
nest in flapping leap, walked to branch tip east of nest where adult relocated to, flapping and exercising its wings 
in the wind. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - 1 large nestling Great Horned Owl still in nest, but other nestling has apparently fledged and not 
observed at nest or in surrounding area, including the nest tree, nearby trees, on nearby boulders, or on the 
ground. Nestlings were near fledging 3 days ago, and the most active 1 appears to have fledged and moved out of 
the area since then. No adults observed in area. - PKonrad
04/23/2012  Second nestling appears to have fledged during the weekend; no sign of fledglings or adults in nest 

Yes

CORA Common Raven 011112_pkad_01 EP297-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 1/11/2012 TBD 01/11/2012 - No birds that could utilize this nest were observed in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No avian activity at or near nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area, but unusual additions to nest showing above bowl - a large dark gray 
football-sized form on south side and a larger basketball-sized white cotton-like substance that is located on the 
north side but can be seen from all sides. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area. Material in nest appears compacted in nest (not as fluffy or 
prominent as last week). - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No change at nest apparent; no hawks or ravens in area. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area; no apparent change in nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed; cotton-like nest contents described earlier appears to be pressed 
down into existing nest (by weather elements or animal activity). - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - No apparent change to nest and no raptors or ravens observed in the area. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed, and no change to nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Nest is large and well-built, but no raven or raptor has been observed at this site this year. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Nest looks good, but no sign of raptors or ravens in area during 30 minute observation period. - 
PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating on tower nest that has been built up since last week. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Adult Common raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - Raven incubating while another adult is flying between towers. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - Initially, no adult Common Ravens were observed. The incubation period should be complete and, if 
successful to this point, young nestlings should be present in the tower nest. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - An adult Common Raven is feeding 2 medium-sized nestlings that stretch their necks high above the 
nest rim. The adult soon left the nest to perch on the top of the tower bridge, then flew to the north, presumably 
to search for more food. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - Pair of adult Common Ravens are perched at and near the nest that contains at least 2 medium-
sized nestlings. - PKonrad

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 011112_pkad_03 EP331-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/11/2012 TBD 01/11/2012 - No bird activity observed in area by any species that could utilize this nest. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No bird activity observed at nest or in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area; no sign of activity at the nest. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area; no apparent changes to nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Adult male Red-tailed Hawk brought nesting material to nest and arranged material while standing 
on nest, while female soared low around nest tower. Female joined male at nest, then male began collecting nest 
material in the area and bringing them to the nest with female calling periodically. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Initially, an adult Red-tailed Hawk was standing on nest and was soon joined by joined by another 
adult Red-tailed Hawk that flew in from southwest. Soon thereafter 1 hawk dove to ground 150 feet north of nest, 
collected a small branch and flew up the north. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk initially soaring low near nest tower, then perched on tower a moment 
before flying to west in reaction to loud, fast off-road vehicle speeding down road 250 feet west of tower. Other 
similar off-road vehicles rampaging to north, immediately north of highway. About 45 minutes later, during return 
trip to highway (and after off-road group on south side of highway left the area), observed adult Red-tailed Hawk 
fly to nest, where it stood for a time. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - No hawks observed on nest or in area during 2 nest checks over a 1 hour period. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew into the nest from the south with long-tailed prey in talons, probably a 
Desert Iguana. Stood on nest a short time, then flew to Sunrise tower to northeast to perch on north cross arm. 
Eventually, hawk soared half-mile northwest and a half-mile southeast of nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - No hawks observed during a 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing over nest with wings partly open as if shading eggs from direct sun. - 
PKonrad
04/26/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is incubating or brooding in an interesting way, facing into the wind and 
holding its wings away from its body slightly, allowing the breeze to cool its body and, perhaps, the contents of its 
nest. Soon, it also raised its tail into a vertical position. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is standing on the nest, probably shading small nestlings. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - No nestlings can be seen, but an adult Red-tailed Hawk is crouching over the nest, probably shading 
nestlings. - PKonrad

TBD

CORA Common Raven 011112_pkad_05 EP350-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 1/11/2012 TBD 01/11/2012 - No raptor or raven activity in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No sign of bird activity in area or at nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No birds in area and no apparent activity at nest. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in the area. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks, owls, or ravens observed in the area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Nest unchanged; no ravens or raptors in area. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area; nest appears unchanged. Two pieces of equipment grading 
road and pad at neighboring EP349. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - A Common Raven was standing on the nest while another raven flew to the nest site and perched 
next to the nest. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - No ravens observed in area; nest in good shape. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - A raven was observed perched on the tower near the nest. It left when the avian biologist parked 
nearby to examine another nest in the area. It returned once and perched at the nest in the 45 minutes the 
biologist was there. It flew off again after this, but was not observed to land again. - LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest while another raven was flying and soaring nearby. - 
PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Incubating Common Raven barely discernible as it lies very low in the tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - A Common Raven is incubating on the tower nest, while a second raven is active around the nest 
tower. At 1 time, the second raven brought a small food item to the nest with the first raven standing and 
interacting at the nest, probably mate feeding. Incubating raven resumed incubating and other raven perched on 
opposite side of tower bridge. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - Raven incubating or brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - Adult Common Raven is brooding on this tower nest. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - 3 large feathered nestlings are standing on the nest; 1 especially looks rather adult-like and is 
probably ready to fledge. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - At least 2 raven nestlings remain in the nest, and the other supposed recent fledglings are not 
evident. No adult Common Ravens were observed. - PKonrad

TBD
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CORA Common Raven 011112_pkad_06 EP353-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 1/11/2012 TBD 01/11/2012 - No ravens observed in the area. Nest is in poor condition. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area, but nest appears to be built up somewhat with an unusual piece of 
material on top. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No birds in area; nest looks inactive. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No raptors or ravens near nest. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - Nest looks unchanged and unused, but 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk is perched in this nest tower 60 feet 
below nest. (This hawk could be associated with the 2011 hawk nest on next tower to southeast, or it could be a 
wintering hawk.) - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Nest unchanged; no ravens observed in area; 1 hawk perched in top of neighboring tower with 2011 
Red-tailed Hawk nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - No sign of change to former raven nest. No ravens observed in area; Red-tailed Hawks are using the 
nest in the next tower to the south. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Nest looks unchanged; no ravens observed in area; but Red-tailed Hawks are nesting in adjacent 
tower to southeast. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Nest continues to exhibit poor condition with no ravens or raptors in area. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Nest looks unchanged; no birds observed in area; although Red-tailed Hawks are present where they 
are nesting in adjacent tower to the southeast. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - No ravens in area, no raptors near nest; nest unchanged and unused. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - No birds near unchanged, unused nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area, but a nest survey crew that worked in the area yesterday, including E. 
Strods, observed a raven fly from the vicinity of the tower nest, but did not see if it came from the nest or near it. 
Strods also reported a few sticks placed in the northeast side of the new Sunrise tower EP252 (2 sticks can easily 
be seen today). Hence, these sites will be monitored closely in coming weeks. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - Adult raven observed on nest shading/incubating for approximately 20 minutes. Did not react to 
vehicle traffic along SWPL access road. - IMaunsell
04/26/2012 - No ravens observed at or near nest or broad surrounding region. - An hour later, a raven was 
perched on the top of the nest tower on the side opposite of the nest for about 5 minutes, then flew south. About 
5 minutes later, an adult Red-tailed Hawk, probably an adult from the hawk nest at the neighboring tower to the 
southeast, flew low to the west of this 'raven tower,' then north, apparently hunting but possibly a territorial 
flight. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on the tower nest with a second raven perched on the 
crossarm a few feet below the nest   PKonrad

TBD

CORA Common Raven 011112_pkad_07 EP358-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 20 100 100 100 Fledged 1/11/2012 5/17/2012 01/11/2012 - No birds that could potentially utilize this nest were in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - No activity at nest and no ravens observed during avian survey. - MKuehn
01/27/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No apparent activity at nest and no whitewash below nest tower, but a pair of Common Ravens is 
perched on the next SWPL tower northwest of nest tower. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Nest unchanged; no ravens or raptors in area during initial nest check, but during second 'drive-by', 
2 ravens present, 1 on ground beneath nest and 1 perched nearby in tower 8 feet above ground. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens in area, and no apparent change at the nest. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - A Common Raven is in incubating position on the nest with a second raven perched nearby, midway 
along the crossarm. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Common Raven is incubating on tower nest; another adult perched and preened on low part of 
SWPL tower to northwest. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Common Raven is incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven is incubating on its tower nest with a second adult perched on the northeast side of 
the bridge, near the nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - No adult Common Raven at the nest, but 1 adult raven is perched on the top of the Sunrise tower to 
the north. Nestlings are probably lying low in the nest, unseen. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - A pair of  adult Common Ravens were initially perched next to the tower nest filled with at least 3 
large nestlings standing on the nest. Soon, 1 of the adults flew to the north. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - 4 large Common Ravens are standing on the nest with an adult perched a few feet to the south on a 
tower bridge beam. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - The nest is empty, and an adult Common Raven flew to a fledgling perched low in the tower, about 
25 feet above ground. The adult flew to a high perch in the new Sunrise tower, and when the fledgling flew 
toward it, the adult took flight and began soaring in fairly tight circles with the fledgling following suit. The adult 
appeared to soar slowly and deliberately, and the fledgling soared quite well with a perceived jerkiness at times. 
They flew out of sight, which may be what happened with the other fledglings from this nest - closed. - PKonrad

Yes
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 011312_rrdd_02 CP59-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/13/2012 TBD 01/13/2012 - RTHA perched near nest did not interact directly during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No raptors present during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA perched adjacent to nest but no new material visible. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - RTHA perched adjacent to nest for duration of observation. No new material visible. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA perched near nest but not at nest, which shows no sign of recent additions. Sycamore 
beginning to leaf out. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - RTHA present at nest, drying out following a wet night. No visible changes to nest. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - RTHA standing at nest 0709, mate nearby. Changed status to active 20 February. This pair is well-
acclimated to traffic and nearby mechanized farming activity. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - RTHA standing adjacent to nest, drying out from recent rain. Nest appears to contain fresh greens. - 
RRadd
03/14/2012 - RTHA perched under nest for duration of 30 minute observation did not appear concerned by 
traffic. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No RTHA observed near nest during brief drive-by observation. - IMaunsell
03/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which remains in good condition. 2 RTHAs observed soaring 1000 feet 
directly above nest. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - RTHA perched near nest from 0930 to 1000 remained in area despite being harassed by a pair of 
Cassin's Kingbirds. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA perched adjacent to nest, but no bird visible in cup. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - RTHA carries stick to nest at 1114 and arranges into place. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No visible activity at this nest following night of rainfall. Adult female RTHA perched on territory. - 
RRadd
05/01/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 20-minute observation is very low in nest and hard to see. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - RTHA lying very low in nest, mate perched in next tree. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Adult RTHA nest guarding at customary perch; no bird detectable in nest during 20-minute 
observation. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 011412_bald_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Grading 53 100 50 50 Fledged 1/14/2012 2/21/2012 01/14/2012 - Nest found by bio-monitor Rod Haller, recorded by Brian Arnold and Ryan Abe. Arnold and Abe 
observed female on nest for about 30 minutes during construction activity, bird left for several minutes, returned 
to nest and immediately sat down, all indicative of an undisturbed bird incubating eggs. - BArnold
01/18/2012 - ANHU female observed at top of nest tree sunning and preening from 1500 - 1505. Nest not found. - 
RRadd
01/19/2012 - ANHU was not on nest upon initial observation, but return to nest within 10 minutes to incubate. - 
BArnold
01/28/2012 - Female ANHU feeding two young at 0712; short bills visible above rim of nest cup. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - Two young are large, downy and acquiring pin feathers. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - 2 nestlings are well feathered and fill the nest. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - 1 large nestling remains in nest and is anticipated to fledge tomorrow 18 February. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Female feeding recent fledgling on branch of coast live oak tree approximately 20 feet from nest 
location. - IMaunsell

Yes
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 011812_pkad_02 EP119-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows OH - foundations 420 500 400 400 Fledged 1/18/2012 5/21/2012 01/18/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched near new nest after male brought branch to nest. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - One hawk was observed bringing nesting material to the nest, while the other perched in the host 
tree. Multiple trips were observed to the nest. - KAlberts
01/31/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks low in flight south of nest, then soared directly above nest to height of 
1,200 feet. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - 0730 to 1030. Adult hawk perched in nest tree approximately 10 feet from nest at 0740. Adults 
observed in area throughout bird nesting survey period but did not go to nest. An adult was observed tearing 
apart prey at inactive 2011 stick nest 6002310. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk hovering/hunting above grassland 200 feet south of nest; flew to west, 
where a second hawk flew from a perch on the hillside to join in flight. No association with nest observed. - 
PKonrad
02/14/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched on pole 1/4 mile southeast of nest. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks initially observed soaring south of nest site. Natural conditions; micropile 
drilling and K-Max deliveries at EP119 about 420 feet west-northwest. During subsequent Great Horned Owl nest 
check, Red-tailed Hawk was observed incubating in nest from hilltop above nest from location south of EP119 
TSAP - PKonrad
03/01/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk brooding on nest. [Biomonitor Mark Bahn reported 1 adult hawk feeding 
newly hatched nestlings a week ago on 2/24/2012.] - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - A hawk is lying on the nest, presumably brooding. Micropile work at EP118 to south, including 
helicopter deliveries. - PKonrad
03/15/2012 - Observed nest during portion of sound wall removal activities. Hiked to elevated vantage point 
along ridgeline to west and observed adult Red-tailed Hawk lying on nest facing northwest for 20 minute 
observation period. Second adult returns to rim of nest from north for nest exchange. Initial adult carefully stood 
up from inside nest and lowered wings while stepping up onto rim of nest, then flew off to south while second 
adult immediately and carefully settled down into nest in same position facing northwest. No eggs or nestlings 
visible from observation point and no other activity was observed. Presume nest to be in incubating/brooding 
stage based on today's observations and the care with which both adults entered/exited the inner portion of the 
nest. - JDicus
03/20/2012 - No adults observed, but looks like a medium-sized nestling with tan down and erupting feathers 
lying in sun on nest platform. - PKonrad
03/27/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk lying on nest, apparently brooding. Regular helicopter noise 1200 feet away 
from EP120. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Can see 2 medium-sized downy Red-tailed Hawks in nest (there may be more) and 1 adult perched 
on a rock on the hilltop 1/4 mile southwest of nest   PKonrad

Yes

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 011912_imll_02 EP255-2-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 71 500 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 1/19/2012 3/5/2012 01/19/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material to the nest in the morning by the avian biologist in a 
helicopter conducting a sweep of the Sunrise transmission line. Fresh material, potentially grass, is visible on top 
of nest. - IMaunsell
01/24/2012 - No hawks observed near this site, but 1 Red-tailed Hawk flew to the nest at the neighboring tower 
where a pair raised 2 fledglings in 2011. No indication of nest building apparent from ground-level observation 
locations. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - Several new thin branches can be seen added to the top of the existing old raven nest. An adult Red-
tail was observed making an unsuccessful predatory strike on unidentified prey animal on ground between 2 
'nest' towers, then flew to soar above mountain to the west. (Historic 2011 Red-tailed Hawk tower nest to north 
was visited by an adult hawk during observations 4 days ago.) Micropile drilling and occasional helicopter 
deliveries 1,050 feet west of this nest at EP254. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - Thin branches built up loosely where an inactive raptor nest was removed from SWPL tower 50183 
per SDG&E reliability and maintenance practices. The location of the nest was determined to be a potential 
reliability threat by a TCM inspection. Ron Freeman, SDG&E Environmental Services, contacted Dave Mayer 
(CDFG) and Lisa Nichols (USFWS) to notify them of this activity. The nest removal was not affiliated with the 
Sunrise Powerlink Project. - KAlberts
 - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - No hawks observed in area; appears a few new thin branches have been added to small 'starter' 
nest. (2011 nest in neighboring tower has been built up quite a bit during the past week.) - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - No apparent activity at small partial nest. A hawk visited the nearby 2011 nest, and that nest may 
now be the preferred active nest; at this time it appears this site may be inactive by definition, but will confirm in 
the coming weeks before making a conclusive decision. - PKonrad
02/20/2012 - Nest unchanged; remains a small nest where hawks began building a new nest, but have not 
attended in 2-plus weeks. In the meantime, the nest in the next tower to the north (SWPL tower 214) has been 
built up and occupied, with a pair of hawks in attendance with 1 of these incubating. It appears this nest has been 
abandoned and is now inactive, and the neighboring hawk nest site is now active. Nest buffer signs removed. - 
PKonrad
02/27/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area. Partial nest appears unchanged. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - No raptors or ravens in area. Nest unchanged for several weeks; appears hawks changed interest to 
nest site closer to EP256. - closed. - PKonrad

No
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GHOW Great Horned Owl 012312_rrdd_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 350 500 70 70 Fledged 1/23/2012 4/13/2012 01/23/2012 - Reports and photographic evidence indicate GHOW is incubating 3 eggs. Bird did not flush on this 
cold rainy morning during 2 hours of observation. Buffer established at 200 feet based on communication with 
Avian Team leads, and that bird tolerated light foot and vehicle traffic in close proximity to nest structure. 
Substation construction management indicate work is scheduled to occur on eye-level with this nest and higher. 
Observations and comments from yard monitor (Clay Schudy) suggest owl is undisturbed by pass-through traffic 
inside buffer. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - GHOW Female remains on nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - GHOW remains incubating on nest. - RRadd
02/09/2012 - GHOW female on nest 1327. Biomonitor reports no changes in behavior. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Incubation continues uninterrupted. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - Incubation continues. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - GHOW sitting tight. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - GHOW sitting higher on nest. Biomonitor reports seeing one hatched young late in the morning. - 
RRadd
03/12/2012 - One large nestling visible with adult. Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports female off nest mid-morning 
revealing 3 owlets. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - GHOW with 3 nestlings. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - Three owlets still in down. One adult in nest. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest at 0851. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Two nestlings have fledged. Observed and photo-documented on the ground in the substation on 3 
and 4 April, as they attempted to fly over the substation fence on 4 April, and in low shrubs outside the substation 
on 5 April. Third nestling remains in nest. - BArnold
04/10/2012 - One nestling continues. - RRadd
04/10/2012 - Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports that 1 nestling is still present in the A-frame. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - Third nestling fledged from A-frame nest today. Was in A-frame yesterday, 11 April 12. Fledgling 
remained in southwest corner of the substation for the day. There is no further owl activity associated with the A-
frame. A 'temporary ' 100-foot buffer was established around the southwest corner where the fledgling is 
temporarily located. - BArnold
04/13/2012 - On 4/12/12, biomonitor observed last fledgling outside of construction yard. Nest is closed. - 
HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Last of the 3 fledglings left the A-frame nest on 12 April 2012. This fledgling stayed within the 
fenced substation for the night, and flew over the fence today, 13 April 2012. - BArnold

Yes

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 012312_rrdd_02 CP11-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 0 500 500 500 Nest did not reach active stage 1/23/2012 2/18/2012 01/23/2012 - RTHAs have been bringing fresh greens at regular intervals during ongoing construction at CP11. No 
construction activity observed today, but location directly under ROW means this nest could potentially be 
impacted by wire-stringing operations and helicopter activity. - RRadd
01/25/2012 - A single Red-tailed Hawk was perched on top of 69 KV pole above nest when I arrived. It remained 
there for 5 minutes and then flew away out of sight. No hawks were observed for the remaining 20 minutes I was 
at the site. - EMorgan
01/26/2012 - Avian biologist supervised all installation of owl decoy in nest with the intent of deterring the pair of 
hawks from continuing nesting at this site. The crew was advised that the nest should not be damaged, removed, 
or destroyed. Nest monitored from 1205-1230 prior to installation. 1 hawk perched above nest and another 
soared overhead. 2 crewmen climbed the pole; photographed nest contents. No eggs or young were present. 
Crew installed owl on the nest with wire. Once installed, deterrent was photographed on the nest. Installation 
completed without destroying or removing nest. 2-4 sticks dislodged during installation. Nest was monitored from 
1245-1330. The pair quickly returned and dive bombed deterrent for ~40 minutes, occasionally striking it with 
talons. Pair briefly halted to courtship display before continuing aggressive behavior. ~1330 pair retreated to 
perches ~1000 from the nest. Closed due to inability for the pair to use site due to the deterrent being in the nest. 
- IMaunsell
01/26/2012 - RTHA pair engaged in screaming dive bomb attacks on plastic owl wired in to center of nest by 
Sunrise construction personnel for most of the duration of this 30-minute observation. Occasional strikes by 
hawks on the owl could be heard up to 650 feet away. - RRadd
01/27/2012 - Nest did not reach active stage (i.e., containing eggs or young) due to owl decoy placed in nest as a 
deterrent prior to egg laying. The intent is to remove the decoy once work is completed in the area. Wire-stringing 
operations will be monitored by an avian biologist at this location to assess any nesting activity. The nest will 
continue to be monitored for avian activity after construction is completed, and the status may then be re-
opened and changed to inactive or active, as appropriate. - KAlberts
02/09/2012 - Plastic owl now faces forward as nest appears to be losing integrity. Considerable debris on ground 
below. No RTHA detected within 4000 foot radius during 90 minute observation. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Pole is being monitored for potential nesting activity prior to removal of owl decoy. Between 1325 
and 1450, a pair of American Kestrels (or 1 of the adults from the pair) were observed perching on the top of the 
pole containing the owl decoy. The pair was observed copulating at 1345 and 1425, and each bird looked once 
into the cavity at the base of the top tower arm. Neither adult entered the cavity; apparently they are not 
incubating eggs at this point. - MDicus
02/18/2012 - The avian monitor monitored the nest pole prior to crew arrival. A pair of European Starlings was 
observed on the pole. One of the starlings entered the cavity at the base of the tower arm and pulled out a piece 
of plant material  The pair departed prior to the crew's arrival  The only raptor activity observed in the area was a 
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 012412_rrdd_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Scrubs TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/24/2012 TBD 01/24/2012 - RTHA pair carrying sticks to nest. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - Large amount of green material in nest but no RTHA observed. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA carrying small item to nest 0906. Unable to determine if item is decoration or prey. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - RTHA present away from nest, drying out following a wet night. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - RTHA pair copulating 0809, tearing bark strips and carrying sticks to nest 0814. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - Cold with 100% overcast, no RTHA detected, but nest is obscured. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - No RTHA observed at this nest, which is difficult to see into due to height. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No RTHA was observed near the nest during brief drive-by observation. Nest appears intact after 
storm. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - RTHA on nest not observed but likely incubating, just out of view; mate on territory. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - RTHA sitting upright within well-concealed nest, unable to determine if bird was rearranging eggs or 
feeding nestlings. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - RTHA observed in nest from 0915 to 0945. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation on rainy morning. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - RTHA comes to nest at 1041 and interacts with hatched young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No activity visible in nest observed after night of rainfall. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Two nestlings observed occasionally stretching partially feathered wings at 1051, still mostly white. - 
RRadd
05/08/2012 - Adult perched at nest with nestlings - now with feathered wings and downy bodies at 1332. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Nestlings exercising fully feathered wings in nest at 1450. - RRadd

TBD

AMKE American Kestrel 012712_rrdd_01 TL 6924 - 171694 69kV Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 3 500 150 150 Presumed Fledged 1/27/2012 5/16/2012 01/27/2012 - AMKE pair perched together at top of monopole for duration of 45 minutes of observation, female 
enters cavity repeatedly from  0812- 0815. No construction activities occurring at the time. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - RTHA perched at monopole and AMKE did not approach during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/09/2012 - AMKE pair copulating atop this pole at 0727 and 0820. Female subsequently entered cavity for 
approximately 2 minutes, and again from 0937-0939. Male perched on top of pole throughout. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - No change in activity observed during 15 minute observation on cold rainy day. RTHA perched on 
nest structure. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - AMKE pair copulating on this monopole 0740, and remain through 0755. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair copulate on pole 0717, male defends cavity against EUST intrusion. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - No AMKE detected during 2x20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - No activity observed at this pole during 4 hour survey period on 5 March, nor during 5 hour survey 
period in general area plus one hour focused observation period on 6 March, nor during 30 minute focused 
observation period on 7 March. Recommend characterizing this as Inactive and continue to monitor. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE male on tower, nest guarding and foraging. Female appears and solicits copulation at 1555. 
Male enters cavity briefly. Female solicits and the pair copulate again at 1610. Female enters cavity. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation under cool and wet conditions. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - The pair was observed at the cavity on and off all morning. Both male and female entered the 
cavity, a total of about 5 times. Each time one entered, begging sounds were heard from inside the cavity. The 
pair was also observed copulating on top of the pole once. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Adult female was observed perching atop nest pole and chasing a nearby Red-tailed Hawk; no male 
in sight. 1 hour later, both adults were perched on pole; vocalizations were heard from the nest area while the 
female leaned over for several minutes, watching the base of the west arm. - MDicus
04/06/2012 - Kestrel pair arrived at pole around 1435, the male carrying a prey item. Both sat atop the pole 
eating for a short period. The male then entered the nest cavity, but it wasn't clear if he took food in, as well. 
Female continued to perch on pole. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - No AMKE activity after an hour of observation. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - The female was quietly perched on a rung just below the nest cavity for about 30 minutes. She 
looked very damp. When a European Starling landed on the upper arm of the pole, the female kestrel made brief 
vocalizations and chased off the starling. Shortly after this, she entered the nest cavity and remained there 
through the end of the observation period (another 15-20 minutes). The male kestrel was not seen during this 
time. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - About 20 minutes after the start of observations, the male kestrel flew in from the north carrying 
prey. He landed atop the monopole and the female arrived from the west. She took the prey from him and 
perched partially within the bracket  where she could be seen feeding the nestlings (although nestlings were not 
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AMKE American Kestrel 012712_rrdd_02 TL 6924 - 171687 69kV Structure Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 500 150 115 Indeterminate 1/27/2012 4/26/2012 01/27/2012 - Bio-monitor (G. Huffman) observed AMKE copulating on adjacent pole and entering cavity on steel 
monopole at 0900. - RRadd
01/27/2012 - Observed pair while bio-monitoring over a span of 9 hours on multiple occasions copulating and 
female entering cavity.  Nearest construction activities occurred at 350 feet, and the pair appeared undisturbed. - 
GHuffman
01/30/2012 - No AMKE observed at this nest site during work activities. AMKE female observed flying around 
helicopter at CP3 at approximate 300-foot radius at 1035, then away from site. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - Female AMKE remained 500-1,000 feet away from cavity throughout 30 minute observation. 
Personnel walked repeatedly through buffer to conduct BMP maintenance and within 25 feet of pole. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - Buffer stakes repositioned at 150 feet. - RRadd
02/09/2012 - Biomonitors report AMKE on nest pole several time this morning. No AMKE detected from 1340-
1420. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - 1030 to 1100: Kestrels observed copulating and perched together on adjacent poles within 30 to 50 
feet of nest cavity. - GHuffman
02/13/2012 - Biomonitor reports vigorous pair defense against interloper AMKE this morning. Male-only detected 
during afternoon observation. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair copulate on monopole 1226 and remain. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - Male nest-guarding, no female seen. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - AMKE pair on wood pole adjacent, copulate at 1058 and 1107. Female stays off nest for 20 minutes 
of observation. - RRadd
03/09/2012 - Pair observed copulating on monopole near nest. Pair actively defended area around nest. Both 
birds seen entering nest location but left nest unattended for long periods. They do not appear to be incubating. - 
TCooper
03/12/2012 - Male foraging around territory, female not observed. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation. Showery and cold. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - AMKE in area observed flying and foraging, but no activity near cavity. Starlings building nest in 
same pole. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed at nest. 2 AMKEs foraging in area. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Male AMKE appears to be nest guarding, subsequently catches lizard. Female begs then takes prey 
and carries to wood pole adjacent to nest, but is reluctant to enter and caches prey on pole, apparently in 
response to observer outside buffer. Observer moves to 250 and female moves to next wood pole and preens. 
Existing buffer may not be adequate if construction is imminent. - RRadd
04/18/2012 - No activity observed over a 45-minute period. - BArnold
04/25/2012  No AMKE activity at pole after 60 minutes of observation  AMKE vocalizations heard downslope to 

N/A

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 013012_pkad_01 EP248-1-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/30/2012 TBD 01/30/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk flew from the nest and the pair soared to the northwest. The hawk was not 
observed incubating, but the observer may have missed that opportunity while writing field notes and 
approaching the nest. - PKonrad
01/31/2012 - Pair is actively nest building, bringing sticks to nest every 5 or 10 minutes - until K-max helicopter 
visited site 1 mile west, when pair perched in Sunrise tower and remained for 15 minutes after helicopter left, 
occasionally preening. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched high in nest tower. - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - No hawks observed at nest or in area during a windy period (30 minutes). - PKonrad
02/20/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk brought nesting material to nest 3 times during 40 minute observation 
period. - PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Observed nest site for 40 minutes; after 30 minutes an adult Red-tailed Hawk soared low overhead 
in strong wind, then soared out of sight to the northwest. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk initially standing on nest, then lying on nest incubating. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk has initiated incubating at this tower nest. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest; another adult soaring west of nest site, then perched on 
tower EP246. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating; eggs should be hatching soon. - PKonrad
04/13/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating soon stood up in nest and began feeding on a snake. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - M. Alfaro reported on 4/17/2012 helicopter flights in the area were constant and regular. An adult 
RTHA was incubating/brooding in the morning and clearly lying in the nest during work activities. However, during 
late morning and through the afternoon, the hawk was observed standing at the nest or on a metal beam 
immediately adjacent to the nest (potentially shading). Hawk looked in the nest throughout the day. The second 
adult was observed flying to nest every few hours; however, no exchange of food items was observed. In the 
evening, both adults flew away from the nest and continued until completely out of sight. After approximately 15 
minutes, 1 adult returned to the nest, again standing in the nest. Later in the evening, both adults flew away again 
for about 15 minutes. When the monitor left at approximately 1830, 1 adult was back at the nest, standing, not 
brooding. - IMaunsell
04/20/2012 - Pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks standing on rim of nest; when 1 hawk takes flight, the remaining 
adult begins feeding at least 1 small downy nestling. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was standing on the nest feeding 2 medium-sized downy nestlings. - 
PKonrad
05/03/2012 - The downy head of a nestling Red-tailed Hawk can be seen above the tower nest. No adults are 
present  but a pair of adult Red tailed Hawks was observed soaring above the area about 3 hours ago   PKonrad
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BUSH Bushtit 013112_dbby_02 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 80 80 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

1/31/2012 2/13/2012 01/31/2012 - Observed at least 2 Bushtits carrying nest material to a partly constructed nest on south side of live 
oak tree. Birds don't seem disturbed by avian biologist standing below nest. - PKonrad
02/01/2012 - More permanent ESA buffer signs installed. - KWeber
02/01/2012 - Observed at least 2 Bushtits carrying nest material to a partially constructed nest on the south side 
of a coast live oak. Nest approximately 25% complete, as entire nest skeleton is complete, but can still be seen 
through. Nest building activity at nest is sporadic. Individuals don't seem disturbed by my presence standing 
below nest. 100-foot buffer flagged at east side of cleaned site with temporary orange flagging. More permanent 
signage will be installed. - KAlberts
02/06/2012 - Pair active around described nest site for 10 minutes, foraged in area near ground another 5 
minutes, then left to southeast. No other observations during an additional 40 minutes. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - Nest is approximately 45% built. Distance to tower site (limit of vegetation clearance) where straw 
wattle is placed is 25 feet.  Distance to leg B anchor point is 145 feet. Distance to leg A anchor point is 85 feet. 
Avian biologist observed over a dozen trips to nest by pair carrying nest material. Nest building/nest 
improvements were being made inside the nest and around nest entrance at top east side of pendulous nest. Nest 
is now taking shape, with entrance obvious when viewed from east, but is still thin enough to allow sunlight to 
pass through in several places. Pair was most active early in the morning, making far less frequent trips to nest by 
9:15. Pair was tolerant of approach to within 25 feet. - JDicus
02/13/2012 - Nest appears to be physically disfigured. The nest was seen dangling in wind, and part of it torn off. 
It appeared to be 90% complete based on remaining shape and amount of nest material left. No Bushtits were 
seen or heard during the 45 minute observation period. Photos available to show current condition of nest. - AHill
02/15/2012 - West side of mostly completed nest has been torn out; probable predation. No Bushtits observed or 
heard during 30 minute observation period  in area. - PKonrad
02/15/2012 - No activity was observed at nest over an hour. Nest is unchanged since 2/13/2012, when it was first 
observed to be inactive. The birds are not refurbishing nest and not re-using material. The pair was not seen or 
heard. Buffer signs were removed and nest is now closed due to failure. Nest appears to have failed due to an 
animal dismantling the nest to obtain the contents, and not due to Sunrise work activities. - AHill

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 013112_phrd_02 GS-NF-20 Pad Areas-Work Area Grasslands and Meadows OH - foundations 600 500 500 500 Fledged 1/31/2012 5/16/2012 01/31/2012 - A Red-tailed Hawk was seen flushing from an area near the nest multiple times during the survey. 
The pair was seen flying over the nest with nest material, with the intent of adding material to this nest, but 
helicopter operations or other activity may have altered that regime. No raptors were seen in the nest proper. - 
PHoward
02/01/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was seen soaring just east of the nest site. No nest visits were observed 
during 40-minute observation period. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - No sign of activity at nest and no hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
02/08/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched in tree 150 feet northwest of nest. Hawks unconcerned about light 
traffic on Sunrise access road 600 feet south of nest and regular low helicopter flights within 1000 feet. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - Observed the pair copulate in nearby bare tree and bring nesting material on 2 occasions. Observed 
these behaviors from near EP56 guard structure at 500 feet. - AHill
02/13/2012 - Observed pair perched on nearby tree together. Soaring in area. Pair is still attending to nest. - AHill
02/14/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk on nest, either standing low on nest or, more likely, lying on nest during initial 
observation. During return visit, no hawks at nest or observed in area. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Cannot see a hawk on nest during concerted effort to ascertain a hawk is/is not incubating yet. No 
hawks observed near nest, but 1 adult Red-tail perched on pole 1,800 feet north of nest. - PKonrad
02/29/2012 - Observed nest exchange at 1110. Pair is incubating. - AHill
03/08/2012 - Observed adult on nest incubating and mate perched nearby on tree. - AHill
03/09/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating, mostly on west portion of nest. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Observed nest exchange at 1500. - AHill
03/16/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - A Red-tailed Hawk was seen flying/hovering within 500 feet of the tree with the nest in it. Later in 
the afternoon around 1540, a Red-tailed Hawk flew to the cluster of eucalyptus trees and made a call. Moments 
later, a Red-tailed Hawk was seen flying out of the back of the cluster of eucalyptus trees. No other activity was 
observed. It is not clear if the pair is still incubating, and will continue to monitor to ascertain status. - LThoreson
03/23/2012 - No hawks observed at nest during nest checks during 1 hour period. An adult Red-tailed Hawk was 
observed soaring in area to far north and near southeast. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Observed a nest exchange between adults. Previously incubating adult flew off away from nest. - 
AHill
04/02/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tree nest. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on east side of nest facing 2 downy nestlings, aged 10 days to 2 
weeks (may be more nestlings). - PKonrad
04/24/2012  Adult Red tailed Hawk standing in nest with at least 2 medium sized downy nestlings   PKonrad
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CACW Cactus Wren 020112_rrdd_01 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 200 100 100 100 Satellite nest 2/1/2012 4/19/2012 02/01/2012 - Fresh nest with small tight entrance and CACW pair in attendance, but not observed entering nest. - 
RRadd
02/06/2012 - Nest looks well tended, though CACW pair together 300 feet west. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Nest shows signs of maintenance, but no CACW detected. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Nest appears maintained, but no CACW detected today. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - No change in activity observed. Biomonitor reports CACW carrying nest material. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - No CACW detected on cold rainy day. Biomonitor reports consistent activity across this territory. - 
RRadd
03/05/2012 - Nest remains intact and kempt. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - Nest appears maintained, with freshly manicured entrance. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest looks well-maintained, but no CACW detected on cold windy day. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest. CACW calling 500 feet west of nest. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - 2 CACWs observed in area from 0630 to 0730. These birds did not approach nest. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - At start of observation, CACW heard calling 100-150 feet from nests. At 1345, an adult perched on 
cactus between the 2 nests before flying off to the north. At 1420, wren gave vocalizations briefly near the nests. 
At 1426, adult CACW entered upper nest. Wren never directly approached this nest during 70-minute observation 
period. - VEurs
04/19/2012 - It has been determined that this is a satellite nest for this CACW pair, as both adults were seen 
taking food into the upper nest. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Changed status from "closed" to "inactive" because it is possible this nest may be utilized as a roost 
for adults or fledglings, or for a second clutch later in the season. No activity at this nest today. - VEurs

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 020212_mkhn_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Other 22 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/2/2012 2/21/2012 02/02/2012 - Adults made several trips to nest with material. Nest is approximately 40% complete. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete. BUSH making occasional trips to nest. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Bird at nest, undisturbed by PAR personnel at gate. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Nest appears complete and intact following storm. No BUSH activity detected. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Nest is torn apart consistent with predation. Nesting chronology shows that eggs were present at 
the time of predation. Closed and buffer removed. - RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 020212_mkhn_03 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 32 100 100 100 Indeterminate 2/2/2012 3/8/2012 02/02/2012 - Nesting stage uncertain. Female went to the nest 6+ times and was on nest for 1-2 minutes per visit. 
Female observed collecting spider silk at least once. Nest rim looks completely formed, but could not view nest 
contents. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Did not locate. The only nest located at the presumed location appears to be an old goldfinch or 
vireo nest consisting of fibers. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Activity (project personnel standing at gate, talking to visitors) and through traffic did not flush 
female from nest.  Observed female ANHU on nest for 20-minute observation period, then female flew to road 
edge to nectar on tree tobacco (Nicotiana glauca) and returned immediately to nest. - JDicus
02/21/2012 - ANHU on nest, flushes in response to WESJ presence, ignores traffic. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Female ANHU approaches nest and perches close to, but does not alight on it during 20 minute 
observation. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - During 15-minute observation period, no activity observed at the nest. No nestlings in the nest; no 
adult or fledglings observed in the vicinity. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - No detections at this nest, which appears abandoned. - RRadd

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 020212_phrd_01 CP73-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 2/2/2012 2/6/2012 02/02/2012 - Nest has two fully feathered chicks ready to fledge in next few days. Female seen feeding young. - 
PHoward
02/08/2012 - The nest is intact and empty. It is presumed the nestlings fledged. - MDicus

Yes
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BUSH Bushtit 020312_rrdd_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 50 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/3/2012 4/13/2012 02/03/2012 - BUSH pair actively building nest, approximately 50% complete, with numerous trips during 30 
minute observation. Nest is partially visually screened from pull site by adjacent chaparral whitethorn (Ceanothus 
leucodermis). BUSH absent from nest during helicopter operations. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Nest appears 90% complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - Nest intact following recent storms. BUSH pair observed away from nest, did not approach this site 
during observation. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - Adult seen bringing lining material to nest. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears stout, well insulated and complete, with a tidy entrance facing north. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest remains in fine condition, no BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest appears intact. No bushtit  observed at nest. Nest monitored 30 minutes 840 -910. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - One bushtit observed entering and exiting nest. stayed inside nest for 10-15 minutes and outside of 
nest for 2-5 minutes, three times during observation - ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Female observed exiting nest. Monitoring was stopped due to Western Scrub-jay in area. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest after 10 minutes of observation. Nest monitoring was ended due to 
occupation of Western Scrub-jays in immediate area. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting and entering nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to 15 minutes due to 
occupation of Western Scrub-Jays in immediate area. Minor damage at bottom of nest is likely due to major storm 
event over last two days. - RAbe
03/29/2012 - No activity observed in 5 minutes of observation. Visit curtailed by WESJ activity in area. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0710 to 0740. Nest appears in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest has been destroyed by unknown cause, presumably weather influenced. - RRadd

No

CATH California Thrasher 020312_rrdd_02 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 115 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/3/2012 3/13/2012 02/03/2012 - No birds seen at nest, but appears fresh and under construction. WESJ pair alarming at observer at 
100 feet. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Deep basket of twigs with partial lining of finer material. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - CATH observed carrying nest materials to this site. Pair at this site for duration of 20 minute 
observation. No WESJ detected. Changed species to California Thrasher. - RRadd
02/24/2012 - Nest in good condition with well woven grass lining and appears complete. No birds observed 
visiting nest, although CATH heard singing in immediate vicinity following vehicle traffic and parking 150 south of 
nest within the pullsite. Pair potentially egg laying. - IMaunsell
02/29/2012 - Nest in fine condition. CATH singing intermittently nearby but not at nest. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears complete and sound. No occupants detected, CATH singing nearby. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest is in good shape. No CATH near nest, though heard signing in area and observed flying over 
shrub once. Two Scrub-jays were observed on shrub and in area. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - Thrasher was observed near nest but not at the nest. Nest appears to be in good condition - 
ELoveless
03/13/2012 - Observed nest over 3 days for activity on 3/10, 3/12 and 3/13. Birds have not been observed at this 
nest or within proximity. Nest has been monitored for a minimum of a few hours each day at varying distances. 
Conclusion reached that nest is no longer active. - GHuffman

No

CATH California Thrasher 020312_rrdd_03 CP55/CP56-1 PS-N Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/3/2012 3/6/2012 02/03/2012 - CATH giving alarm calls from this thicket, but not observed on nest. Nest should be monitored again 
to verify current activity. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Appears to have some material added, but progress is slow. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - No change in activity detected. Recent storms are delaying breeding activity. - RRadd
02/29/2012 - Nest is unimproved and deteriorating. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest is no longer viable. Closed. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 020312_rrdd_04 CP55/CP56-1 PS-N Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 100 100 Indeterminate 2/3/2012 3/6/2012 02/03/2012 - BUSH pair making trips at 5 minute intervals, building nest. Flushed from observer at edge of AR, 
but returned when observer was within 50 feet and within 100 feet with noise. Nest is candidate for drive-
through buffer, due to exhibited resilience to helicopter activity and intermittent AR activity. No indications of any 
recent BMP activity within 100 feet. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Exterior of nest appears substantially complete. BUSH are wary, but continue to make occasional 
trips carrying material. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - R. Radd observed exterior of nest that appeared substantially complete. BUSH are wary, but 
continue to make occasional trips carrying material. - KAlberts
02/16/2012 - Nest is intact following recent storms, but no BUSH observed. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - R. Radd reported nest is intact following recent storms, but no BUSH observed. - KAlberts
02/29/2012 - R. Radd observed nest in fine condition looks near complete. BUSH nearby in foraging flock did not 
associate with nest. - KAlberts
02/29/2012 - Nest in fine condition looks near complete. BUSH nearby in foraging flock did not associate with 
nest. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - R. Radd observed BUSH pair making trips at 5 minute intervals, building nest. Flushed from observer 
at edge of AR, but returned when observer was within 50 feet and within 100 feet with noise. Nest is candidate 
for drive-through buffer, due to exhibited resilience to helicopter activity and intermittent AR activity. No 
indications of any recent BMP activity within 100 feet. - KAlberts
03/06/2012 - Nest destroyed by unknown cause. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - R. Radd reported that the nest was destroyed by an unknown cause. - KAlberts

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 020312_rrdd_05 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/3/2012 3/29/2012 02/03/2012 - Nest is 1% complete, consisting of a thumbnail-sized collection of white fluff bound into fork of 
laurel sumac (Malosma laurina). - KAlberts
02/10/2012 - Nest is now 4 inches long, 10% complete and composed of white silk and fibers. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Avian monitor arrived prior to bmp crew; helicopters were passing overhead (outside 100-foot 
overhead buffer) every 1-5 minutes.  No activity at nest during 2 hours of monitoring (approximately 08:00 to 
10:00), and nest remains approximately 10% complete.  Buffer is still staked at 100 feet but signs were added to 
allow drive through access only.  Continued monitoring is recommended to determine whether lack of activity is 
due to recent inclement weather or whether nest is abandoned and should be closed - MDicus
02/16/2012 - Material has been added since 10 February - nest building assumed to be continuing. - RRadd
02/24/2012 - Adults observed coming to nest. Nest appears complete. - BArnold
02/29/2012 - Nest appears large and complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest remains in good condition, no BUSH detected on cold day. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - Pair added nest material three times during 45 minute observation period. - RAbe
03/14/2012 - BUSH pair departed nest at 1344 in possible response to observer at 80 feet. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appeared intact after storm. BUSH pair near, but not at nest during approximate 10 minute 
observation period. Nest building is presumably still going on. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - BUSH made 3 nest trips in 10 minutes and then did not reappear. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Nest was found in a fragmentary condition, indicating predation of eggs. There was no evidence of 
construction activities affecting this nest, and it was determined to have failed due to natural causes. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 020612_phrd_02 EP206-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 93 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/6/2012 2/17/2012 02/06/2012 - Adult Bushtit bringing nest material to nest and building. Nest is roughly 30% complete. - PHoward
02/14/2012 - Observed nest for approximately 45 minutes. A pair of BUSH was seen foraging and visited the scrub 
oak with the nest 3 times but no nest building or item carrying was observed. Nest looked to be approximately 30 
percent complete (Myers, S.J.). - SJohnston
02/17/2012 - Top of small light-colored well-built nest torn open at top; apparent avian predation attempt. No 
Bushtits observed or heard. Sunrise and public vehicle traffic on McCain Valley Road 250 feet west of nest site. - 
PKonrad

No

CALT California Towhee 020612_rrdd_02 CP25-2-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 34 100 60 60 Nest did not reach active stage 2/6/2012 2/22/2012 02/06/2012 - No avian activity at this nest during observation, but CALT nearby. Two green leaves placed in cup. 
No indications of prior use (compression, feces etc.), but no birds observed associating with this nest during 15-
minute observation. Appears too intact to have been a nest from the previous year. Original buffer set at 60 feet - 
drive-through access permitted. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - No change in activity. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - Nest is unused and unmaintained. - RRadd

No
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 020712_rrdd_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 60 100 60 60 Presumed Fledged 2/7/2012 4/1/2012 02/07/2012 - Almost complete nest is 9 feet above ground on east side of Brazilian pepper tree, adjacent to 
residence close to terminus of overhanging branch. ANHU making frequent trips packing interior lining. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Nest appears abandoned and appears beginning to degrade, but difficult to see into on rainy 
blustery day. Will monitor again before closing. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - ANHU female incubating 3 eggs. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - ANHU sitting tight on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - ANHU observed incubating. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - Single nestling visible in nest. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - ANHU feeding multiple young. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nestlings still present. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - One feathered nestling remains. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - Two fledglings visible; appear to be several days apart in age, with noticeably differing size and bill 
length. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - 2 fully feathered nestlings conspicuous in nest, appearing alert and capable of fledging soon. - 
HWinfrey
04/01/2012 - Nest is empty and in good condition. No evidence of predation, nest is presumed fledged. - 
HWinfrey

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 020712_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Riparian Scrubs Traffic 60 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 2/7/2012 3/30/2012 02/07/2012 - Female ANHU building new nest in low branches of cottonwood tree. Nest is approximately 15% 
complete. Female departed nest when observer was in line of sight at 45 feet, indicating intolerance of humans 
on foot at that location. Staked with drive-through access only to permit SRPL traffic to continue unimpeded. - 
RRadd
02/14/2012 - Nest is complete, lined and empty. No ANHU detected during late afternoon observation. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Intact nest with one egg. No ANHU detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - ANHU lying on nest 1020 - 1033. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - ANHU incubating 2 eggs. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - ANHU incubating. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - ANHU brooding 2 black downy nestlings (approximately 3 days old). - RRadd
03/15/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Two nestlings acquiring wing quills. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - 2 fully feathered nestlings in nest, appearing alert and likely to fledge very soon. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - Nestlings observed sitting in nest. - JTaylor
03/30/2012 - Nest is empty and in good condition with no evidence of disturbance. Fine fibers on edge of cup are 
pulled upwards. Evidence indicates nest successfully fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 020812_mkhn_02 EP16-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals Other 140 100 95 95 Presumed Fledged 2/8/2012 4/18/2012 02/08/2012 - Pair of adult Bushtits visited nest site together more than 4 times with nesting material. Pair has just 
started building nest and is about 5% complete. Link Lead and work crews on site were notified of nest buffer. 
Buffer still needs to be flagged and signed. - MKuehn
02/10/2012 - The Bushtit pair is still building their nest after today's work activities. Several helicopter flights 
occurred today, flying directly over the nest a couple times, and all landing approximately 145 feet from the nest. 
The Skycrane delivered and picked up grading equipment 3 times today, and the nest was physically unaffected by 
the wind created by the helicopter each time. The birds returned to the nest between 2 and 45 minutes after 
helicopter activities. The only concern is that the noise created by the helicopters will affect the birds' nesting 
behavior; however, it does not seem that the helicopter activities will physically harm the nest. The nest was 
approximately 20% complete as of noon today, and the pair were actively visiting the nest. No nesting material 
was seen being carried, but 1 Bushtit spent time attending to nest. Signs were installed for the 95-foot nest 
buffer. - AHill
02/16/2012 - Bushtit pair was seen visiting nest 3 times at intervals of 30, 20, and 30 minutes. Pair was foraging 
between these visits. Pair was not perturbed by micropiling activities occurring at 225 feet from the nest. Nest is 
approximately 60% complete. Shape of nest is complete and entrance is east-facing; however, nest is thin and I 
can see through it. - AHill
02/24/2012 - Observed Bushtit bring lining material to nest, pair very active. Pair not affected by helicopter 
activities. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Male and female both brought soft nesting material to nest, nest is 95% complete. - AHill
03/12/2012 - Nest nearly complete. One bushtit observed bringing material to nest during 15 minute observation. 
- ELoveless
03/12/2012 - Observed adult visit nest then quickly leave. Pair is being very quiet and there was very little 
observed behavior. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Observed nest exchange; pair is incubating. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Observed adult foraging around nest area. Ten minutes later observed female bringing soft nesting 
material to nest and then did not leave for at least 10 minutes. - AHill
04/03/2012 - Adults very actively visiting nest; heard nestlings begging. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Adults feeding young periodically; heard nestlings. - AHill
04/12/2012 - 2 adults bringing food to nest at 1019. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Adult visits nest with food at 0957. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Nest was empty and intact; birds presumed to have fledged. - AHill

Yes
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 020812_rrdd_01 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 41 100 70 70 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/8/2012 2/21/2012 02/08/2012 - ANHU female feeding 2 well-developed young - partially feathered heads visible during feeding 
session. Buffer reduced to 70 feet and drive-through only to permit use of gate and project access. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - ANHU nestlings fill the nest level with brim of cup. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Nest no longer present on tree. Ground search under nest site produced no nest remnants but small 
feather scrap; suggesting but not conclusively indicating nest predation. Nestlings were approaching fledge date 
at last monitoring and one rain event has occurred since that date. - RRadd

No

AMKE American Kestrel 020912_bald_02 TL 6924 - Z101344 69kV Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 25 500 75 75 Fledged 2/9/2012 5/19/2012 02/09/2012 - Kestrels observed entering the third arm on the west side of 69kV steel monopole Z137901, from 
the end of adjacent arm to pole. Also observed pair copulating and entering same arm on Saturday 4 February 
2012, while appearing to search for suitable nesting areas. - KAlberts
02/10/2012 - Female on top of steel monopole, male on steel monopole to the south, at SE corner of substation. - 
BArnold
02/15/2012 - AMKE continue to show site fidelity to this monopole. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair together on adjacent pole, did not enter any cavities during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
02/23/2012 - Female observed exiting third arm at 0945, both adults in large Eucalyptus tree in the parking lot to 
the east by 1000. - BArnold
02/26/2012 - Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports frequent activity of AMKE pair at both monopoles while substation 
work in progress, birds unfazed by substation work. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - AMKE perched briefly on monopole and flying around vicinity. Pair observed perched on monopole 
located two poles to the south, across Blaisdell. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - American Kestrels not observed today during afternoon brief observation period. Sycamore 
Substation bio-monitor Clayton observed American Kestrels perched on pole one pole south at southeast corner 
of substation on the day before, 8 March 2012. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE male carries food (small mammal remnant) to female at nest at 1648. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - No AMKE observed anywhere in area during brief morning observation period. - BArnold
03/19/2012 - AMKE atop pole departs at 0700 under rainfall and does not return for duration of 30 minute 
observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed by Brian Arnold during observation period. - JPawlicki
04/06/2012 - No activity observed during observation period. - BArnold
04/06/2012 - Kestrel pair arrived at pole at 1252. Female was holding a small lizard that she carried into arm. She 
remained in arm for the duration of the observation period (40 more minutes). The male flew off to the north and 
did not return. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - 90-minute observation period conducted from pickup parked in business lot across the street to the 
north. No AMKE activity detected in the vicinity of nest cavity or surrounding area. Rainy conditions likely 
deterred kestrel activity. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Arrived on site at 10:45 and initially, no activity was observed at the nest. At approximately 11:40, a 
pair arrived calling at the nest pole with the male carrying prey. After 5 minutes of calling and flying in the vicinity 
of the pole, the male transferred prey to the female after which she entered the nest cavity at the base of the 
arm. Female remained in cavity until at least 12:20 pm (35 minutes) when monitor left site. - JPawlicki
05/03/2012  The female made 2 trips within 20 minutes to deliver food to the nest cavity  The male was not 

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 020912_bald_03 Pomerado Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 2/9/2012 TBD 02/09/2012 - Pair building nest. - KAlberts
02/15/2012 - Nest is intact but no BUSH activity detected on cool stormy morning. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - No BUSH observed late in afternoon. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - Both adults brought nesting material to nest after an 18 minute observation period. - BArnold
02/26/2012 - Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports frequent activity to and from this nest while substation work in 
progress. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Bushtits heard and observed going to nest. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - Bushtits observed at nest. Sycamore Substation bio-monitor Clayton Tschudy also observed Bushtits 
at nest yesterday, 8 March 2012. - BArnold
03/13/2012 - Nest continues in fine condition, but no BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Bushtits present in nest tree during brief morning observation period; nest appears in good 
condition. - BArnold
03/19/2012 - No detections during 30 minutes of light rain. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed by Brian Arnold during observation period. - JPawlicki
04/06/2012 - BUSH observed entering nest within 2 minutes of arrival. This nest remains active. - BArnold
04/10/2012 - Adult Bushtits observed in nest tree 2 minutes after arrival. Nest remains active. - BArnold
04/18/2012 - Two adult BUSH came to nest after 10 minutes of observation. Neither had food items. - BArnold
04/30/2012 - No BUSH activity detected during 45 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good condition. 
2 Cooper's Hawks flew from trees near the nest as the biologist walked down the street. - VEurs
05/02/2012 - Two BUSH observed flying from or very near the nest at 1315 after 15 minutes of observation. - 
BArnold
05/08/2012 - Adult Bushtit observed foraging in nest tree. Nest is in good shape. - BArnold
05/10/2012 - BUSH activity observed at nest. - BArnold
05/19/2012 - No activity observed during brief observation period. Bushtits have been heard and observed in nest 
tree and nearby shrubs by bio-monitor during the previous week, but no interaction with the nest was observed. - 
BArnold

TBD
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MODO Mourning Dove 020912_bald_04 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 70 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 2/9/2012 2/13/2012 02/09/2012 - An adult was on the nest brooding two nestlings. - KAlberts
02/22/2012 - Unable to monitor nest due to lack of substation access. - IMaunsell
03/02/2012 - Nest empty. No Mourning Dove activity. Nest likely fledged due to size of nestlings observed on 9 
February, and the placement of the nest such that there was no direct line of sight nor access for potential 
predators. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Avian biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nest, but was unable to gain access to substation. - 
HWinfrey

Yes

AMKE American Kestrel 020912_rrdd_01 TL 6924 - 171688 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 2/9/2012 TBD 02/09/2012 - Female AMKE enters cavity at 1214, 1221, 1224 and then departs. Male at top of pole throughout. - 
RRadd
02/13/2012 - No change in activity observed during two 15 minute observations on cold rainy day. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Male AMKE performs display flight around and then alights upon monopole. Female follows, briefly 
enters cavity 0958. Female remains on pole, male moves to next pole north. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair copulate 1111, one bird enters top arm cavity 1114 and remains. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - AMKE pair present on pole, but no entry to cavity detected. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - AMKE enters arm at 0800. Both kestrels present. It appears that this male is attempting to establish 
nests at adjacent monopoles, 171688 and 171689. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE pair at this structure, male entering cavity, female present. This male is also servicing female 
on subsequent monopole. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Male AMKE atop pole for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - For the first 30 minutes of observation neither adult was observed. After checking the active AMKE 
nest to the north (pole 171689), the male from that pair flew to this pole and perched with a female. It was 
unclear whether the female was incubating and emerged from the nest cavity or flew in from the surrounding 
area. A third Kestrel (possibly the female from the territory to the north) approached the nest pole, and the 
resident female chased it from the area while the male remained perched. The pair was also observed chasing a 
nearby Red-tailed Hawk from the territory. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - Male circled pole and landed for a brief period before flying off again. Female flew in from south, 
landed atop the pole and began ripping feathers from her prey item. Male returned and sat below her on climbing 
rung. She moved down the pole, but it was unclear whether she took food into the cavity (bad viewing angle). The 
male flew off, eventually followed by the female. - VEurs
04/18/2012 - The pair was perched atop monopole upon biologist's arrival. Almost immediately, the pair 
copulated and the male flew to his pole to the south. The male associated with the pole to the north landed on 
this monopole and attempted to copulate with the female. This pole's male returned to the pole and prevented 
copulation. The pair associated with this pole copulated 2 more times; quite a lot of AMKE activity this morning. - 
VEurs
04/25/2012 - The female was perched on a wire near the monopole containing the nest as the biologist 
approached the buffer. She remained there until a pair of RTHA flew by, one carrying a dead rabbit. The kestrel 
took off and quietly followed the hawk pair out of sight. She returned after about 30 minutes and again perched 
on the wire. The male approached the wire 10 minutes later, carrying a lizard about as long as himself. The female 
called to him and flew up into the nest cavity. The male did not fly to the cavity and instead flew out of sight with 
his lizard and did not return for the duration of the observation. The female remained in the cavity for another 15 
minutes  until the observation was ended   VEurs

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 020912_vers_01 EP10-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 60 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 2/9/2012 4/14/2012 02/09/2012 - The Bushtit pair did not react to the traffic, gunfire or farm activity. Three biologists observed the 
nest at different times for 10-20 minutes each. During each observation, the Bushtits visited the nest site with 
nesting material 4-7 times. Two biologists also observed the Bushtits gathering nesting material from the 
surrounding area, approximately 1 to 4 feet away. The pair reacted adversely to the Accipiter hawk that flew over 
their nest site. - VEurs
02/14/2012 - The Bushtit pair was very tolerant of biologist's observations 20 feet away from nest. The pair was 
actively bringing nesting material to the nest. The nest was unaffected by the wind created by the helicopter. The 
pair returned to the nest within 5 minutes of the helicopter leaving. Nest is 85% complete. - AHill
02/22/2012 - Male Bushtit was seen bringing lining material to nest. Nest is 90% complete. - AHill
02/24/2012 - Pair seen bringing nest lining material to nest. Nest buffer adjusted to 30 feet as per concurrence 
from Forest Service on 2/24/2012. - AHill
03/01/2012 - Pair was seen bringing lining material to nest, 95% complete. - AHill
03/09/2012 - Male was seen foraging in nest area and then flew to nest and entered. Birds were very cryptic. - 
AHill
03/20/2012 - Observed nest exchange between female to male. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Adults seen coming to and from nest, nestlings were heard begging. Nest was physically intact, with 
the NBJ-allowed helicopter landing at the TSAP. Pair is tolerant of drilling activities. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Bushtit observed adding material to outside of nest at 0954. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - 2 adults observed bringing food to nest at 0832. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - No activity at nest, which is intact and empty. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 021012_rabe_01 EP2-3 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 140 100 100 100 Fledged 2/10/2012 2/11/2012 02/10/2012 - A female ANHU was observed feeding a fledgling a few feet from the nest. One nestling was still in 
the nest. Due to breeding chronology, the active nest was closed because one fledging was observed, and the 
remaining nestling will fledge before the next scheduled construction activity, barring natural predation. - RAbe

Yes
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 021112_rrdd_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 2/11/2012 4/13/2012 02/11/2012 - ANHU female building new nest in riparian zone, approximately 30% complete. Buffer staked at 50 
feet allowing drive-through access and permits SRPL traffic to continue. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - ANHU returning intermittently to nest. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - Nest is complete and female appears to be incubating, make brief infrequent trips off the nest. - 
RRadd
03/02/2012 - ANHU making brief trips away from nest before returning to settle. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - Female ANHU on nest 0900, leaves for 3 minutes then returns and settles directly onto nest, giving 
no indications of hatched young. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - At least one nestling visible in nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Observed ANHU feeding nestlings (2 nestlings visible). - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Female ANHU observed visiting nest twice during 5 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity was observed from 1150 to 1220. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No activity observed. Nest fully intact, and based on nest chronology, nest is presumed to have 
fledged. - JDicus

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 021612_kwer_04 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 5 100 30 30 Fledged 2/16/2012 2/21/2012 02/16/2012 - 2 large nestlings are present in the nest. Avian monitor observed mother feeding nestlings twice 
over the course of an hour of observation. Bio-monitor Katherine Vittum observed the mother performing 
frequent feedings prior to avian biologist arriving on-site, including her first observation which occurred while 
Project traffic was driving 10 horizontal feet from nest. - KWeber
02/21/2012 - I. Maunsell reported that the female was feeding a pair of fledglings sitting adjacent to one another 
in coast live oak tree approximately 30 feet north of nest location. Nest was intact and in good condition. Fledged. 
- KAlberts

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 021712_jdus_01 EP81 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 0 100 75 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

2/17/2012 4/10/2012 02/17/2012 - Bushtits building nest, 1% complete. - JDicus
02/23/2012 - Pair continues building nest and is 35%-40% complete; they are able to enter the partly built 
pendulum nest. During helicopter long-lining, nest and host yucca stalk shook violently, however 1 bird remained 
inside the nest during the event and continued building seconds after helicopter flew away. - JTaylor
03/07/2012 - Biological monitor reports pair making frequent trips with nesting material to a nearly complete 
nest following helicopter landings at TSAP. - KWeber
03/21/2012 - One adult Bushtit flew to nest carrying nesting material (white fluff). - MKuehn
03/29/2012 - Pair observed bringing fur to nest. Nest appears 90-100% complete. - RQuilley
04/02/2012 - Within 5 minutes of passive observation starting at 1500, Bushtits were heard. A few minutes later, 
an individual was identified carrying resting material and was seen gradually making its way to the nest, 
eventually going inside with the material. The exterior of the nest appears complete. - LThoreson
04/03/2012 - SDG&E requested agency concurrence to remove this nest, based on its location within the critical 
path for sky crane operations at EP81. The nest removal request was granted on 4-2-12, and removal procedures 
occurred on 4-3-12. Avian biologist L. Tymkiw arrived at 1000. At 1020 the pair arrived with nesting material, and 
again at 1025. At 1030, the avian biologist approached the nest to remove it. The biologist felt the nest bottom 
for eggs, felt none, so carefully broke the supporting yucca flower stalks and took the nest down. Upon feeling 
inside the nest, 4 eggs were discovered. The nest was then returned to as close to the original spot as possible and 
firmly wedged in place. The nest was later (at 1211) secured with wire by K. Alberts to provide secondary 
reinforcements to this replaced nest. Before the nest was secured with wire, it was dislodged on one occasion.  
The cause of dislodging was either due to a helicopter that landed in the TSAP that approached from the east, 
generally 200 feet above the nest area, or the bird itself flushing from on top of the nest during this landing event. 
6 minutes after the nest was re-affixed, a Bushtit came to it with nesting material. Within 3 minutes it returned 
and entered the nest. The Bushtits were observed coming to the nest with material 6 more times, and without 
material 4 more times. One was observed entering the nest 6 times, generally staying inside for about 10 minutes 
at a time. At 1334 a WESJ was observed within 20 feet of the nest. Both Bushtits mobbed it and it eventually left. 
After the nest was secured with wire, the pair appeared to be anchoring the nest to the wire and the yucca each 
time they brought material to the nest. Once, a Bushtit was observed bringing material to the nest but not putting 
it anywhere and eventually leaving with it. - LTymkiw
04/04/2012 - The avian biologist arrived at 0836. At 0841 1 Bushtit was observed approaching the nest with 
nesting material. At 0854 4 WESJ were perched about 100 feet from the nest and both Bushtits flew over and 
scolded them until they left. At 0900 one Bushtit entered the nest, staying inside for about 10 minutes. The birds 
were seen bringing material 3 more times and entering the nest once more.  The pair grew increasingly wary, 
though, and would drop the material and not visit the nest if the biologist was in plain sight.  They also began 
coming in to the nest from different angles  which they were not observed doing in 5 5 hours of observation on 
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BUSH Bushtit 021712_mkhn_02 EP223-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 85 100 85 85 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/17/2012 3/28/2012 02/17/2012 - A pair of adult Bushtits observed flying to nest tree with material more than 3 times and building 
nest. Nest is 50% complete. Bottom is not yet formed. Birds exhibited no signs of disturbance toward biologists' 
presence at 50 feet, and brought material to nest without hesitation, even while Skycrane was delivering materials 
to adjacent tower site. - MKuehn
02/23/2012 - Observations of the pair of Bushtits were made during nesting bird survey for buffer area 
surrounding concrete anchor block locations. Bushtit pair was observed carrying nest material to nest several 
times. Pair was observed approaching nest from below moving slowly up through host scrub oak from near the 
base of the shrub, not flying in to nest at top of shrub directly. Pair of Western Scrub Jays in vicinity may explain 
why the Bushtit pair was approaching the nest more secretly than might be expected, as this species will 
commonly fly nest materials directly to nest under normal conditions. Nest is now taking shape and is 
approximately 80% complete with nest entrance located on south side of nest. - JDicus
03/09/2012 - S. Johnston observed single Bushtit making 1 trip into the nest during a 20 minute observation 
period. - SJohnston
03/24/2012 - Access was not possible and prevented checking the status of this nest. Nest will be monitored as 
soon as safely possible, as early as Monday. - PKonrad
03/28/2012 - No sign of nest in scrub oak or below or around it; spent considerable time searching for nest or 
remnant. A Bushtit passed through the area giving contact calls at 1 time, but remained out of sight - closed. - 
PKonrad

No

GHOW Great Horned Owl 021712_pkad_02 EP363-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Grading 80 500 175 75 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/17/2012 4/19/2012 02/17/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on 2011 raven nest. Light drive-by traffic along Imperial Valley 
Substation access road. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on corner tower nest. Light drive-by traffic along Imperial Valley 
Substation access road. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on tower nest. Light slow drive-by traffic along Imperial Valley 
Substation access road. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - The owl was on the nest throughout the survey. At the end of the survey, a CORA landed on the 
tower and approached the nest. The owl stood up and spread its wings and the raven flew off. The raven was on 
the tower near the nest for no more than 10 minutes. - JDicus
03/16/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating; nestling(s) should hatch from the eggs during the next few 
days. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating/brooding; nestlings should be hatching now. On Friday, a grading 
crew was active to the new buffer area to 75 feet of nest site for several hours with no displacement of the 
incubating owl. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - No adults are present at tower nest and cannot see any nestlings, which should be about 2 weeks 
old. However, small nestlings may be lying out of sight with adult(s) positioned away from nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - No adult Great Horned Owl observed at the nest or in the surrounding area, and no nestlings can be 
seen at this time. Status of nest uncertain at this time, but indications suggest this nesting attempt may have 
failed. Will check back to ascertain nest status. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - No owls are evident at the nest or in the area today or during similar nest monitoring observations 
during the past 2 weeks. It appears this nesting attempt was unsuccessful; the adult has not been seen since 
3/26/2012, which is about the time the eggs were expected to hatch. The nest looks weathered and used, but no 
evidence of predation or other nest disruption can be seen, and there is no apparent reason for the failure of this 
nesting attempt. Although grading work was conducted as close as 80 feet from the nest tower, the adult Great 
Horned Owl did not leave the nest during this construction-related work, and incubation continued for up to 2 
weeks thereafter. This is an extreme desert nest site for a Great Horned Owl and it is most likely a natural (nature-
related or physiological) reason this nesting attempt failed. - PKonrad
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 021712_rrdd_01 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 95 500 500 500 Nest did not reach active stage 2/17/2012 2/24/2012 02/17/2012 - A RTHA was observed carrying dead sticks and dried yucca (Hesperoyucca whipplei) leaves to the 
shelter of a large rick on an exposed promontory. The hawk made six trips from 0758 - 0815, and twice flew to 
mate with nest material before advancing to nest site. When the sentry bird detected the observer, a few alarm 
calls ended all activity and pair retreated to 1000+ feet and did not return for the duration of the 2 hour 
observation. Selected location does not appear to this observer to be well chosen, however due to extreme 
wariness of this RTHA pair at this stage of cycle, a buffer of 500 feet was established. To avoid leaving a scent trail, 
the nest was not approached directly. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - RTHA carries stick to nest 0747. On departure from nest appears to detect well-obscured observer 
at 450 feet, perches 1200 feet away and does not return through duration of 3 hour observation. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - No RTHA activity at or near this nest from 0650 - 0945. Approach to nest reveals scant materials 
shaped into bowl. - RRadd
02/24/2012 - RTHA exhibit some resilience to helicopters, but reacts to pedestrian presence at 700 feet from 
nest. No interactions with nest during 3.5 hour observation. - RRadd
02/29/2012 - RTHA pair conducting display flights and territorial defense did not interact directly with nest during 
3 hour observation commencing 15 minutes before sunrise. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - There has been no definitive nest-building at this nest site since February 20, therefore it is deemed 
inactive, pending further monitoring. - KAlberts
03/14/2012 - RTHA pair perched at western edge of territory, 1200 feet from nest, for duration of one hour 
observation. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - No RTHA detected in this area. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0645. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed from 0910 to 0940. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - RTHA overhead does not approach this nest site during observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No changes were detected at this nest. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No changes to this nest detected. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - No material has been added to this nest since 20 February and it is unlikely to become active this 
breeding season. - RRadd

No

RSHA Red-shouldered Hawk 021712_rrdd_02 Alpine Underground Ductbank Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 2/17/2012 TBD 02/13/2012 - Link Lead Kaleb Smith reports RSHA carrying sticks to top of eucalyptus tree (E. globulus). - KAlberts
02/17/2012 - RSHA departs nest at 1227, soars overhead in display flight with mate, calling loudly. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - RSHA making trips to nest tree but no materials carried. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - RSHA making trips at 5 minute intervals, breaking twigs from neighborhood deciduous trees and 
carrying to nest 0707-0724. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - Male RSHA flying to neighborhood trees, breaking fresh branches and carrying to nest at 5-10 
minute intervals. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - RSHA male flying to and from habitual perches does not approach nest during 1 hour observation. 
Female not detected. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact after storm event. One adult flushed from nest tree upon biologist's approach, calling 
briefly as it flew to nearby eucalyptus. Second adult remained quietly on nest as biologist examined it through 
binoculars. - VEurs
03/24/2012 - RSHA carrying green eucalyptus leaves to nest at 0810. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 1230-1245. - HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - No activity at nest and no RSHA detected in area from 1200 to 1245. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. No RSHA detected in area. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - Adult perched on rim of nest, nestlings not visible. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - No activity observed at the nest. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - RSHA perched on rim of nest, in feeding posture. No nestlings visible. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - Adult perched on edge of nest, leans into nest apparently feeding nestlings. - HWinfrey
05/22/2012 - Nestling visible in nest at 1243. - HWinfrey

TBD
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BUSH Bushtit 021812_kwer_01 EP70 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 90 100 75 75 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/18/2012 4/16/2012 02/18/2012 - Pair of Bushtits were observed flying north through survey area at 9:45. They returned to the area at 
10:15 and flew between the nest shrub and other shrubs in the immediate vicinity, repeatedly returning to the 
nest; 1 bird was observed entering the nest numerous times. Pair left survey area at 10:45 and were not observed 
again until 12:30 when they returned carrying nesting material. - KWeber
03/02/2012 - Nest looks complete. No Bushtits observed at nest during 40 minute period, although some Bushtit 
contact calls were heard during the first 10 minutes. - PKonrad
03/03/2012 - Bushtits seen and heard in area. Observed entering nest after 5-10 minutes of observation. - 
BArnold
03/08/2012 - Pair observed bringing material to and entering and existing nest at various times throughout 
duration of general avian survey. - JPawlicki
03/16/2012 - Nest appears intact from a distance; pair of Bushtits foraging in area immediately surrounding nest 
and in broader surrounding area during 5 minute period of a 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - No activity was observed or heard at the nest. The nest is located in the top part of a tall manzanita, 
and when the wind would blow, the canopy would move back at least 2 feet in all directions. The storm could 
have affected this nest, but will ascertain current status on the next visit. - LThoreson
03/27/2012 - Bushtit observed entering nest once after 10 minutes of observation. Probably incubating based on 
nesting chronology. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest is hard to see, but Bushtits made 3 visits to the nest site during first 15 minutes of 30 minute 
observation period. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Nest viewed from 80 feet away while drilling occurred on tower pad: 2 adults made 6 visits to nest 
with food in 10 minutes and foraged within 30 feet of active drilling. The 2 adults always left nest immediately 
after feeding; no evidence of brooding. - MKuehn
04/16/2012 - Nest was ripped completely apart with a large amount of feathers and down, which appears to be 
the remains of the nestlings. Predation assumed to be the cause of failure. Biological monitor reported 
observations of scrub jay harassment to the nesting pair within close vicinity to the nest on 4/9/2012. - SJohnston

No

WREN Wrentit 021812_mkhn_01 EP12-3 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals Grading 120 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/18/2012 2/27/2012 02/18/2012 - A pair of Wrentits was observed emerging from manzanita bush, which upon inspection had a small 
amount of fresh nesting material in upper branches. Adults returned 45 minutes later and 1 was positioned over 
nest. Could not determine if nesting material was carried in due to dense foliage, but new material had been 
added when nest was checked again 2 hours later. - MKuehn
02/21/2012 - Visit occurred from 1650-1720. No activity at nest through 20 minutes of passive observation from 
40 feet. Pair of Wrentits singing within 50 feet of nest. No new material added for three days and existing material 
not re-positioned. Reclassified as inactive and removed buffer signs. Follow-up survey is recommended in 5-7 
days to determine if nest construction resumes at this site. - MKuehn
02/27/2012 - Wrentit singing within 80 feet of nest. No new material added. Nest site appears to have been 
abandoned shortly after nest construction initiated. Nest closed. - MKuehn

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 022112_imll_02 CP13-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 2/21/2012 TBD 02/21/2012 - Nest was initially reported at approximately 1500 by biological monitor accompanying a BMP crew 
to the work area. The monitor observed a hawk fly and perch on the nest. The nest was verified and logged at 
approximately 1600 by G. Cummings. Hawk was observed on the nest and flushed from the area when vehicular 
traffic approached to within 400 feet. This pair is potentially the same pair of hawks that initially occupied the 
nest located between CP11 and CP12 prior to installation of a nesting deterrent. - IMaunsell
02/27/2012 - RTHA pair in display flight at CP14, and perching on CP13, but no material carried to large, 
substantial nest. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Nest looks complete, but unoccupied during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - RTHA pair engage in display flights over nest structure, with some brief nest visits. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - RTHA prone in nest for duration of 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Female incubating; male visited nest briefly, but spent majority of observation period soaring 
nearby. - MDicus
04/03/2012 - RTHA on nest at 0724. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - RTHA lying low in nest at 0810. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - A single RTHA was on the nest from 1305 to 1335, occasionally fluffing its feathers. No second adult 
detected. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - Adult RTHA standing on the edge of nest. Definitely 2, perhaps 3, downy nestlings visible craning 
their necks toward the adult. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - Nestlings visible and moving about the nest as an adult Red-tailed Hawk soared nearby. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - There appear to be 3 nestlings on the nest. No adults were observed around the nest. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - Adult RTHA on the nest with 2 visible nestlings (still downy and light-colored). - VEurs

TBD
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BUSH Bushtit 022112_mdus_01 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 200 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 2/21/2012 4/28/2012 02/21/2012 - Avian biologist stood directly beneath nest and Bushtits continued nest building. This pair is tolerant 
of human presence. Buffer reduction to 30 feet would not be expected to impact this pair with work 61 feet away 
at tower. - MDicus
02/24/2012 - Birds continued building nest after crew finished work. Nest was approximately 20% complete. One 
dead Bushtit was found on site near a burrow. However, both birds of this pair were observed building the nest 
today. - JTaylor
03/05/2012 - Pair was seen visiting nest frequently with nest material. Nest is 95% complete. - AHill
03/07/2012 - Pair actively collecting material and vocalizing. Pair moving some distance from nest to collect. Nest 
nearly complete. - FHoffman
03/13/2012 - Adult was seen coming to nest actively, entering inside, while loud drilling was occurring 100 feet 
away. However, pair did not seem to be negatively affected by work nearby. Only one individual at a time was 
seen coming to and from the nest. Most likely the pair is egg laying. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm event. Male was the first bird observed around the nest. Female appeared 
and repeatedly entered and exited nest. BUSH activity continued despite heavy helicopter traffic close by. - VEurs
03/27/2012 - Did not hear or see any Bushtits around nest, nest appears to still be intact. - AHill
03/28/2012 - Observed male foraging around nest and visiting nest quickly several times. No food was observed 
being brought to nest. - AHill
04/09/2012 - 2 Bushtits visit nest at 0818; 1 enters and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Please see other comments from today. - MBahn
04/18/2012 - Monitored nest from 10:30 to 13:00 and no activity at nest was observed. - MBahn
04/22/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which remains in good condition. Cooper's Hawk nearby. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - Adult Bushtits feeding fledgling 50 feet from nest. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

CORA Common Raven 022112_pkad_01 EP295-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 2/21/2012 TBD 02/21/2012 - Pair of Common Ravens bringing nest material to nest and perching adjacent to nest. Looks like nest 
building is in very early stage with a minimum of material accumulated. - PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Pair of ravens observed in area; 1 was seen carrying an item, but did not go to nest. Raven observed 
at nest. - LThoreson
02/28/2012 - Raven at nest initially arranging sticks atop a relatively large stick nest. Both members of raven pair 
bringing sticks to nest periodically. - PKonrad
02/29/2012 - Adult visited nest twice and placed nesting material (small sticks) in bowl of nest. - MKuehn
03/08/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens is building another nest on northwest side of tower crossarm (southeast 
nest appears deserted today). Grading crew improving entry to access road on north side of highway about 260 
feet north of tower. Later, at 16:30, 1 raven was lying on nest in incubating position with a second raven foraging 
on ground near tower base; in 15 minutes raven on nest flew to the southwest. (No construction activity at this 
time.) - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No ravens observed during 30-minute observation period, but avian biologist E. Strods related that 
while conducting nest surveys in the area earlier in the day, he observed a pair of ravens visiting the east nest, but 
did not see them bringing nesting material to the nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on newest west-side tower nest. Another raven is perched in 
tower above nest. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - A Common Raven is incubating in west nest, and another raven is perched on top-center of tower 
crossarm. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Raven is incubating in the west tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven flew from more than 1/4 mile south to this nest where another raven was brooding 
young nestlings. First raven fed at least 2 nestlings that could be seen lifting their heads with open beaks above 
the nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - An adult Common Raven is brooding nestlings in the western tower nest while a second adult is 
perched midway up the tower. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - An adult Common Raven is standing on the tower nest, probably shading nestlings. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - An adult Common Raven flew to low location on the tower to 'prepare' a food item, then flew up to 
the nest to feed 3 large feathered nestlings. A second adult flew in low from the east, perched low in tower 
without food in beak, but flew to nest and appeared to be feeding the nestlings, probably regurgitated food. One 
of the nestlings exercised - flapped its wings - while standing in the nest. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - A brood of 4 large feathered nestlings on the verge of fledging are standing on the nest and on 
adjoining tower braces, a foot or 2 from the nest. An adult Common Raven is standing on the unused nest on the 
east side of the tower bridge   PKonrad

TBD
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BUSH Bushtit 022212_jdus_01 EP35-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 50 100 45 45 Presumed Fledged 2/22/2012 4/12/2012 02/22/2012 - Bushtit pair was observed making multiple trips to nest with nest material while 3 avian biologists 
stood watching from 5 to 40 feet away. Pair has just begun building. Nest is just 1% complete, roughly the size of 
a marble, and the pair was observed actively adding downy plant material and beginning to stretch/weave spider 
silk to anchor in the nest. - JDicus
02/24/2012 - Pair actively building nest. Bushtits undisturbed by vehicle traffic passing by. Nest buffer was 
adjusted to 45 feet as per concurrence from Forest Service on 2/24/2012. - AHill
03/05/2012 - Pair bringing material to nest, nest is 95% complete. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Nest looks complete and well-built, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 10 minute observation 
period, shortened due to effects of 1-lane traffic. Micropile drilling 530 feet southeast at EP35 is fairly loud at nest 
site. Limited slow Sunrise vehicle traffic along access road. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - Nest appears nearly complete. Bushtit pair very active in area, flying from bush to bush, vocalizing 
and bringing soft plant material to nest. Pair is very busily entering the inside and working on the outside with 
material. - FHoffman
03/13/2012 - The male and female were seen both bringing in soft nesting material to the nest. The male 
attempted to copulate with the female; however, she flew away to the nest to deposit her nesting material. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Male Bushtit patrolled the area for about 30 minutes and eventually returned to nest with large wad 
of nesting material. Female eventually appeared from the east and the pair hung around the nest but did not 
enter. Nest appeared to be in good condition after the storm event, and is almost complete. Pair spent the rest of 
the observation period foraging within 100 feet of nest. - VEurs
03/27/2012 - Observed one adult foraging around nest and bringing soft nesting material to nest. Second adult 
then flew out of nest and followed first adult away from nest to presumably forage/gather material. - AHill
04/07/2012 - Both adults observed bringing food to nest. - JPawlicki
04/12/2012 - Bushtits heard calling in vicinity, but no activity at nest, which appears to be in good condition. Nest 
presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 022212_lgan_01 EP184-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 38 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 2/22/2012 4/4/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest appears to be built to completion. A pair of Western Scrub Jays was observed near the nest, 
calling and behaving defensively while the avian biologist was standing approximately 10 feet from the nest. 
Biologist placed leaves inside the nest to determine whether it was active or not, and approximately 3 hours later, 
the leaves had been removed. - LGorman
02/27/2012 - Adult California Thrasher slipped off nest as avian biologist approached (at 20 feet). Nest contains 1 
egg. Species changed from Western Scrub Jay to California Thrasher. Snow expected tonight. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - No birds observed in area, but 2 warm turquoise-colored eggs in nest. - PKonrad
03/06/2012 - California Thrasher  incubating 2 eggs in nest. - VNovik
03/12/2012 - Adult incubating 2 eggs in nest. - VEurs
03/21/2012 - One thrasher hatchling observed; not certain if second egg was obscured. - FHoffman
03/28/2012 - Observed thrasher on nest, likely brooding. - VNovik
04/04/2012 - Nest in good condition with bowl lining intact, but no nestlings or fledglings were present and no 
adults were observed. Hard to determine outcome of this nest; odds are that the nestlings fledged, but it is 
difficult to substantiate this point, except that no dead nestlings or eggshells are present, no sign of predation or 
weather-related destruction can be seen, and the nest is in good condition - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 022212_mkhn_01 EP185-1-E-C Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 56 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/22/2012 4/4/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest was found on 2/21/2012 through systematic search. No California Thrashers observed within 
50 feet of nest. Nest is completely lined and immaculate - free of any dead leaves. A sprig of green leaves was 
placed in the bottom of nest cup on 2/21, and had been removed by 0700 on 2/22. - MKuehn
02/27/2012 - No adults detected. Nest empty and has not changed in appearance. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - No thrashers or other birds observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - No birds observed or vocal in area; could not find nest in described sugar bush. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Nest appears complete and undamaged with no activity observed around nest. No eggs in nest. - 
VEurs
03/15/2012 - Nest looks aged and flattened; unused; no sign of birds associated with this nest. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Nest remains flattened and unused with no birds in area. Changed status to inactive. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Nest remains flattened and now 4 leaves are filling the bowl; no bird was ever committed to this 
nest. - PKonrad

No
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CATH California Thrasher 022212_mkhn_02 EP186-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 60 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/22/2012 3/21/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest was found on 2/20/2012 through systematic search. No California Thrashers observed within 
50 feet of nest. Nest is completely lined and immaculate - free of any dead leaves. A sprig of green leaves was 
placed in the bottom of nest cup on 2/20, and had been removed by 0700 on 2/22. - MKuehn
02/27/2012 - Adult slipped off nest as biologist approached (at 10 feet) and returned to position in nest cup while 
biologist stood 4 feet away to check contents. Nest contains 1 egg. Snow in forecast tonight. - MKuehn
03/05/2012 - 3 warm turquoise eggs present in nest. No birds seen in vicinity. - LThoreson
03/06/2012 - Bird incubating 3 eggs in nest. - VNovik
03/12/2012 - The nest was first observed passively, but there was no conclusive evidence of nesting. The nest was 
then approached, and a bird flushed when the nest was approached, allowing the nest check. One very new 
nestling and 2 eggs were observed in the nest. Observer left quietly immediately after. - LThoreson
03/21/2012 - Nest and nest bowl intact but wet from recent snow; no sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings; no sign 
of predation or weather-related nest failure; no birds in area. - PKonrad

No

CATH California Thrasher 022212_vers_01 EP184-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 80 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/22/2012 3/21/2012 02/22/2012 - The nest was detected on 2/21/2012. It is completely lined, in immaculate condition and free of 
dead leaves. Green leaves were placed in the cup of the nest. The leaves had been removed by the time biologists 
checked the nest on the at 0700 on 2/22/2012. No adults were observed near the nest on 2/21/2012, but an adult 
was heard calling from approximately 30 feet away when the nest was checked on the morning of 2/22/2012. - 
VEurs
02/27/2012 - No eggs. Nest appearance same as before except presence of acorn shell with inside eaten in 
bottom of nest cup. Adult Scrub Jays heard calling 80 feet from nest. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - Nest looks good but no eggs or birds in area of nest; jays heard calling in area (as throughout broad 
region). - PKonrad
03/06/2012 - Nest appears intact. No activity observed at nest. - VNovik
03/12/2012 - Changed species to California Thrasher; 3 blue eggs in nest, but no bird on nest when biologist 
approached nest. A California Thrasher was heard singing about 25 feet away as nest was checked. - VEurs
03/21/2012 - No eggs and no young. No evidence of birds except 1 adult feather above nest. - FHoffman

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 022212_vnik_01 EP180-N Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 220 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 2/22/2012 3/15/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest appears clean and lacks leaves and appears to have fresh grass lining. Nest was observed for I 
hour.; no activity observed, - VNovik
02/27/2012 - Nest empty and no activity observed nearby from any birds. Lining is mussed and partially pulled 
out of nest bowl, indicating nest may not be actively maintained. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - Monitored nest for approximately 1 hour. No activity observed at the nest. - JPawlicki
03/01/2012 - Nest in good shape but no indication of recent use, and no jays or other birds observed in area. - 
PKonrad
03/15/2012 - No birds in area; nest lining has been pulled up; no sign of eggshells in nest or below it; nest looks 
abandoned. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - No change at nest; no birds in area. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 022312_phrd_02 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 150 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/23/2012 3/8/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair seen building nest. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears 80% complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears to have sustained some damage. Unclear if it will be repaired or abandoned, and will 
monitor again. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest was noted as being built by pair and never determined to be complete. Nest was noted as 
damaged by prior monitoring visit. No activity observed at nest while being observed for approximately 40 
minutes. Nest appears to be in disrepair and has lost most of the shape, more flat like than sock like. - VNovik

No

BUSH Bushtit 022312_phrd_03 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 40 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/23/2012 4/7/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair seen bringing lining to nest and appears 95% complete. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact and apparently complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest in good shape, and observed birds at nest. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - 3 visits to the nest during the 25-minute observation period. - ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Bushtit observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to 15 minutes due to occupation of 
Western Scrub-jays in immediate area. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest after 10 minute observation period. Bushtit later observed adding 
nesting material. Possibly repairing minor damage to bottom of nest caused by major storm event over the last 
two days. - RAbe
03/25/2012 - Buffer returned to 100 feet after a temporary reduction to 50 feet. Bushtits were not affected by 
reduction in buffer during wire stringing. - GHuffman
03/31/2012 - Male delivers nest lining material (feathers) to nest entrance, female receives from within but does 
not leave nest for 20 minute observation period. Presume nesting stage has progressed to incubating based on 
these observations. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 0710. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Observed Bushtit pair removing material from nest and transporting to another location in between 
CP55 tower and pullsite. Nest located and updated in pentab. Both nests more than likely built by same pair. 
Upon closer observation of nest, it was discovered that a quarter sized hole had been torn in the back of nest 
likely due to depredation. No eggs were present. Buffer signs removed. - GHuffman

No
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BUSH Bushtit 022312_rabe_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 90 90 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/23/2012 4/5/2012 02/23/2012 - Adults observed adding nest material to nest that is about 60 percent complete. The birds paid no 
attention to two biologists standing a few feet away. Nest exists in dense vegetation and is naturally buffered 
from visual and audible construction activities. - RAbe
02/29/2012 - Nest is large, well-decorated and approximately 85% complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact and appears complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest appears in good shape. Bushtit were heard in vicinity though not observed at nest. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 15 minute observation. Bushtits observed in vicinity of nest. - 
ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Female observed exiting nest, foraging, and re-entering nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to five minutes due to occupation of 
Western Scrub-jays in immediate area. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to 10 minutes due to occupation of 
Western Scrub-Jays in immediate area. Based on nesting chronology and average number off eggs laid by Bushtits, 
the nesting stage is now believed to be in the incubation state. Minor damage at bottom of nest is likely due to 
major storm event over last two days. - RAbe
03/29/2012 - BUSH heard calling near nest. Nest not approached due to WESJ in area. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest appears torn apart, most likely predated. No evidence that construction activities had any 
effect on this nest. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BLPH Black Phoebe 022312_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 2/23/2012 TBD 02/23/2012 - BLPH makes multiple trips to underside of trailer 1110 - 1116, clinging at nest site for a minute at a 
time while mate monitors from 15 feet. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - No BLPH nest building during 2 x 15 minute observations on cool showery day. BLPH detected well 
away from nest area. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - BLPH observed to fly under trailer near nest location briefly, but was never observed on the nest 
during 30 minutes of monitoring. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - HOFI pair making trips to this nest, BLPH staying away. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - BLPH carrying wet mud from AR to underside of trailer. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No BLPH detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - Black Phoebe observed visiting nest at 0804 and then perching nearby. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BLPH incubating 4 eggs with brief excursions off the nest. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BLPH making infrequent forays from nest on a rainy day. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - BLPH carrying food to nest at 0955. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BLPH pair feeding nest at 2-4 minute intervals, 0825. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Agitated BLPH carrying food near nest suggests young are close to fledging. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 022312_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 22 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/23/2012 3/15/2012 02/23/2012 - ANHU female plucking down from nearby broom baccharis (Baccharis sarothroides) and packing 
into nest, is unconcerned by numerous non-stopping vehicles. Nest is under construction under dead leaf cluster 
on low branch of tamarisk (Tamarix parviflora) and is approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - ANHU lying on 1 egg. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - ANHU incubating. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - ANHU incubating at 1028. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Nest has been destroyed - apparently by predation - nest fragments nearby. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 022312_rrdd_03 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 22 100 100 100 Fledged 2/23/2012 4/26/2012 02/23/2012 - BUSH pair making numerous trips to repair old nest from 2011 (NID 6003222), climbing inside and 
making alterations. No material carry observed 1140 -1200. Nest modification activities conducted during passage 
of numerous non-stopping Project vehicles. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - BUSH are wary and activity at this nest is fitful and intermittent, but continues. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Pair of BUSH making numerous trips to nest with fine nesting material such as silk. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - BUSH pair gathering flowers of Baccharis sarothroides and packing into this nest. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Nest appears complete. Male BUSH approaches but does not enter. Potentially egg-laying. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest condition appears unchanged. BUSH secretive and quick to depart nest area. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Bird observed bringing plant down into nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - Bushtit makes brief visit to nest at 0729. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - BUSH pair carrying food items to nest on cold stormy morning. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair making trips to the nest with food items at 2-5 minute intervals. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BUSH noted nearby with fledglings and little activity at this nest, however 1 bird noted entering in 
early afternoon. Second clutch? - RRadd
05/02/2012 - BUSH removing material from this nest to new nest 70 feet south. - RRadd

Yes
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BUSH Bushtit 022312_sjon_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 50 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 2/23/2012 3/20/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair observed actively building a nest. Nest was approximately 5% complete. Pair was not affected 
by two biologists within 5 feet of nest. - SJohnston
02/29/2012 - Nest is approximately 5 inches long and 15% complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears intact and 75% complete, no BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Observed bird entering nest with material. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - The pair was observed bringing nesting material to the nest 4 times during the 15 minute 
observation. - ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Pair observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed adding nesting material to nest. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Nest has been destroyed. Likely due to major storm event over last two days. No Bushtits observed 
in area during 30 minute observation period. No eggs observed. - RAbe

No

BUSH Bushtit 022312_vnik_01 EP88-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - foundations 50 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 2/23/2012 3/20/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair of Bushtits actively building nest that appears 80% complete. - VNovik
03/02/2012 - Nest is in good condition and complete, but no Bushtits observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Nest is complete with clear entrance. Bushtits near nest initially and after nest check. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Nest has been predated, violently torn apart and exposing chamber with many small feathers, 
probably from chamber lining caught in branches surrounding nest. No sign of eggs or eggshells, and no Bushtits 
observed or heard in area. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 022412_phrd_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 10 100 100 100 Indeterminate 2/24/2012 4/17/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair seen building nest, appears 75% complete. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete. No BUSH detected at nest. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact but likely still under construction. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Adult male observed carrying item to nest. - MDicus
03/14/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete, but no BUSH detected during 30 minute observation period. - 
RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm. BUSH heard in the area, but were not observed at the nest during about 10 
minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - Pair carrying fluff to the nest on several trips; male becoming wary. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity during 8 minutes of passive observation. Observer left area immediately following arrival 
of 2 CORAs. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed from 0750 to 0820. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest appears intact and serviceable. No BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest is destroyed, presumed by predator, however it is uncertain if this nest ever received an egg. - 
RRadd

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 022412_phrd_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 80 100 95 95 Nest did not reach active stage 2/24/2012 3/24/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair seen building nest, appears 80% complete. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears damaged at bottom, but possibly weather-related. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears well tended and complete. No BUSH detected on cold afternoon. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - Nest appears full, round and complete. No BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Bottom of nest appears to have fallen out, perhaps due to recent storm. No BUSH nearby during 
approximate 15 minute observation period, but will assess status on next visit. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - Nest is destroyed, ripped apart at anchor points, consistent with storm damage. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 022412_rabe_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 60 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/24/2012 4/17/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair of adults observed adding new material to nest. Nest is approximately 60 percent complete. 
Birds added material with biologist standing within a few feet of nest. - RAbe
03/01/2012 - BUSH making occasional trips to nest which appears complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears complete and intact, no BUSH detected on cold day with rain pending. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - Nest appears large full and complete. No BUSH during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm. BUSH were heard in the area, but there was no activity at the nest in the 
approximate 10 minute observation period. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - BUSH carries fluff to nest, settled and remained. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Female observed leaving nest at 0847. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit at nest on 0824. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - BUSH male bringing food to nest at 5-15 minute intervals from 0830-0850 suggests hatched young. - 
RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest is open at the top and vacant. Presumed lost to predation. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 022412_vers_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 3 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/24/2012 3/6/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair detected carrying nesting material to shrub. They made numerous trips during the observation 
period and continued to build, despite the presence of several biologists at the nest, combined with a large truck 
passing by and a large helicopter flying directly overhead. - VEurs
03/01/2012 - Although a BUSH paused here briefly, no nest was found. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - No nest found at the described location. No nest could be found here despite repeated searches. 
Nest was apparently depredated, and the material is now gone. - RRadd
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BUSH Bushtit 022512_ahll_06 EP35-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 50 100 70 70 Presumed Fledged 2/25/2012 4/20/2012 02/21/2012 - Bushtits observed carrying nesting material to a nest that is approximately 60% complete. - MDicus
02/24/2012 - Bushtit pair visiting nest, which is approximately 80% complete. - AHill
02/25/2012 - Both male and female Bushtits are bringing nesting material to nest actively. GPS point was logged 
incorrectly, actual distance from road to nest is 50 feet. No concurrence needed because nest condition and work 
activities have not changed since original concurrence. - AHill
03/05/2012 - Bushtit pair was observed bringing nest material, 95% complete. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Pair of Bushtits foraging to west of nest and periodically visiting nest site. Nest is large, well-built, 
and seemingly complete. Considerable loud road work being conducted along access road to 50 feet of nest, 
including 6 vehicles and associated personnel. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - Bushtit pair extremely active building nest. Both detected vocalizing, collecting, and adding downy 
plant material to nest. - FHoffman
03/13/2012 - The male was bringing in soft nesting material to the nest actively. The female popped out of the 
nest after a couple of male visits and flew off a few hundred feet away. (Given the low activity of the pair as a 
whole, there are probably eggs present in the nest and the female is incubating. Bushtits continue to bring soft 
lining material to nest up until the eggs hatch throughout incubation, and on average, they only spend 60% of 
their time incubating.) - AHill
03/20/2012 - Nest in good condition after storm event. Male brought soft material to nest. As male approached, 
female hopped out of nest. She re-entered after male. The male flew away from the nest, and the female 
eventually followed. - VEurs
03/27/2012 - Observed one adult foraging around nest, then another adult flew out of nest and joined other 
adult. Pair then went off to forage. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Adult visits nest with food at 0701. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Adult bringing food to nest at 0632. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1506. Nestlings heard begging. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - 2 adults bring food to nest at 0629. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Adult bringing food to nest at 0631. - HWinfrey
04/20/2012 - No activity observed at nest, no sign of predation. Bushtits actively foraging nearby did not 
approach nest during 30 minutes of observation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

AMKE American Kestrel 022512_bald_01 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 300 500 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 2/25/2012 4/30/2012 02/25/2012 - A male Kestrel was observed sitting on the topmost, northerly arm of a steel monopole for several 
minutes. A female flew in and landed on the middle arm, below him. After a few minutes, she entered the cavity 
created by the juncture of the monopole and the arm. She remained in the cavity for approximately 30 minutes. 
For the latter part of the observation, she was visible in the hole at the end of the arm. She eventually flew off, 
out of the biologists' view. The male remained on the upper arm during the entire observation and was still there 
when the biologists left the area. - BArnold
03/01/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute survey. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - No AMKE detected. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - AMKE departs adjacent lattice tower at 1138, presumed to be nest guarding. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - AMKE female atop adjacent lattice tower for duration of 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No AMKE observed from 0945 to 1000. HOFI pair observed carrying nesting material into top arm of 
monopole. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity at pole; no American Kestrels detected from 0905 to 0945. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - AMKE male observed mobbing RTHA from adjacent nest did not subsequently associate with any 
cavity during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - AMKE male defending site against adjacent RTHA, but no association with tower cavities. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Male AMKE brings 2 food items to female, the first an insect which she consumes, the second a 
kangaroo rat which she mostly consumes but carries the remainder elsewhere, away from this monopole. It 
appears this pair is nesting in a natural cavity elsewhere. - RRadd
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BUSH Bushtit 022512_lton_05 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 5 100 100 100 Indeterminate 2/25/2012 5/1/2012 02/24/2012 - A female Bushtit was observed carrying nesting material around a shrub. She disappeared from view 
and upon reappearing, did not have nesting material. She then flew beyond the survey boundaries. Biologists 
waited in the area 25 minutes and the female reappeared, again with nesting material. She was tracked to a 
nearby shrub, where the nest was discovered. The nest is 10% complete and the pair continued to make trips back 
and forth as biologists worked in the area. - LThoreson
02/29/2012 - Nest appears 25% complete. BUSH sounded alarm calls and departed at observer approach. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact, no BUSH observed on cold morning. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Pair observed flying to nest, actively nest-building. - MDicus
03/14/2012 - BUSH departs nest at 1209, the returns briefly at 1214. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears to be intact after storm. BUSH at nest, but not with nesting material during about 10 
minutes of observation. Nest building is presumably still underway. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - Nest intact and full, but no BUSH detections during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 Bushtits observed adding fine materials to nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No Bushtit activity detected from 0830 to 0900. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - New BMPs have been installed 5 feet from nest. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
04/22/2012 - BUSH exits nest after 30 minutes of observation 0750. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No BUSH observed during 30-minute observation on cool rainy day. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Male BUSH visits the nest for 30 seconds but does not enter before departing. Egg laying or vacant? - 
RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest is torn below nest cup, presumed predated. New nest under construction outside the buffer. - 
RRadd

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 022512_rabe_01 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 10 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/25/2012 3/6/2012 02/25/2012 - Female observed adding nesting material multiple times. Nest is about 25 percent complete. 
Continued adding nest material with biologist standing two feet from nest. 100-foot ESA buffer staked-drive 
through access only. - RAbe
03/01/2012 - No ANHU or nest detected. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Neither the originating nor the monitoring biologist can locate a nest at the described location and 
no ANHU detected during multiple observations. Closed. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 022512_rrdd_02 CP26-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 24 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/25/2012 5/14/2012 02/25/2012 - BUSH pair carrying material to nest which appears substantially complete. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - BUSH continue to visit this outwardly complete nest. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - Complete nest in fine condition, no BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears sound and in fine condition following recent storms. No BUSH detected during 30 
minute observation. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - Adult flushed from nest when biologist approached within 20 feet, but returned and entered nest 
when the biologist backed off to 30 feet. Bird then remained in nest for over 5 minutes while its mate collected 
nesting material nearby. - MKuehn
03/30/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0630 to 0640 in foggy conditions. - HWinfrey
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0640 in foggy weather. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed from 0615 to 0645. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Both adults brought small insects to the nest. Sounds of nestlings coming from inside the nest. - 
VEurs
04/23/2012 - The male and female made 3 trips in total to the nest during 40 minutes of observation. The 
biologist could confirm the male carrying insects into the nest once. No nestlings were heard, but the cool, damp 
conditions may have been suppressing this behavior. The nest looks "stretched out," as though the weight of 
growing nestlings is causing the nest to sag. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - Observation period lasted from 0918 to 1026. After 15 minutes, the female emerged from the nest. 
She returned at 0940 and took a ceanothus leaf into the nest. She left again at 0956 and returned a short time 
later, taking an unidentified object inside. At this point, a few faint sounds of nestlings were heard. She again 
exited the nest about 15 minutes later and returned with fluffy nesting material. Each time, she made several 
approaches to the nest, calling quietly, would fly off a short distance and ultimately enter the nest.  Since this nest 
is reaching its anticipated fledge date, she may have been trying to "entice" the young into exiting the nest. When 
the biologist left the area, the female was still in the bulging nest. The male approached the nest once without 
entering. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - After 45 minutes of observation, the biologist suspects there are 3 adults associated with this nest. 
2 adults brought nesting material simultaneously and then flew off. The biologist watched the nest carefully and 
noticed movement of the nest shrub not attributable to wind. After about 20 more minutes, a Western Scrub-jay 
moved into the vicinity of the nest and began vocalizing. At this point an adult Bushtit bolted from the nest 
without vocalizing and perched silently until the jay left the area. The Bushtit returned to the nest where it 
remained until the jay returned. The same process was repeated. After the Bushtit returned to the nest, the other 
adults returned to the shrubs near the nest. It seems most likely that the "nestlings" identified on 15 April instead 
was a female within the nest laying eggs. She must have given begging vocalizations when the other adults 
brought food into the nest   VEurs
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WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 022612_bald_02 Gorka Gate Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 316 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 2/26/2012 3/22/2012 02/26/2012 - Nest appears in good shape, with recent lining. No bird activity associated with nest during 2 hour 
observation period on Saturday 25 February, nor during a 3.5 hour observation period on Sunday 26 February. 
Nest appears to be of size and shape of Western Scrub-Jay, but no Scrub-Jays observed in area either day. 
Distance to staked gate is 35 feet, plus the vertical differentiation, equals a total distance from gate of 38 feet. - 
BArnold
03/06/2012 - Nest is sound, intact, fresh in appearance and empty. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest in good shape. During avian surveys, no adults were detected. Nest may be abandoned. - 
FHoffman
03/14/2012 - Nest in great shape but no WESJ detected. Possibly weather-delayed. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - No changes observed at this clean intact lined nest. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - No Western Scrub-jays were observed in vicinity of nest for 4 hours by 3 avian biologists conducting 
general nesting bird survey. At end of 4-hour observation period nest was approached by avian biologists V. Novik 
and F. Hoffman to further ascertain status. Dried leaf material was observed inside the cup of the nest, which is 
indicative of a nest that is not being used or maintained. Nest was closed, buffer signs removed. - JDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 022612_mkhn_01 EP88-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - foundations 50 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 2/26/2012 3/13/2012 02/26/2012 - The nest is complete (and new), but no Bushtit activity was observed at the nest during the 5 hour 
survey period. - MKuehn
03/02/2012 - Probably due to 2 weather events this week (snow and rain), nest is weathered and thin enough to 
see through in places. No Bushtits observed or heard in area. Nest now considered inactive and will continue to 
monitor site to see if Bushtits improve nest. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Nest appears to have been predated; found nest lining on ground with a 2-inch diameter hole in 
upper part of nest chamber below entrance. No sign of eggs or eggshells, but nest had been rebuilt after 
weathering in previous rain and snow storms. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 022812_hwey_01 12kV Pole Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Other 140 100 30 30 Indeterminate 2/28/2012 4/24/2012 02/28/2012 - At 1030, two adult Bushtits were observed carrying material near CP76-1-GS-NF-13. Adults made 
three trips during five minutes of observation. The nest was located near the top of a mission manzanita. Data 
was collected using pentab, and 100-foot buffer was established with ESA signs on access paths. - HWinfrey
03/08/2012 - No nest or BUSH detected at or near the presumed location. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - BUSH pair constructing nest which appears 25% complete, at 1040. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults flew to nest with material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - BUSH pair attending nest, which appears 80% complete. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - BUSH observed entering nest at 1153. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - BUSH enters nest at 1200 and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH male visits nest briefly at 1630. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest has been opened at side of nest cup. Nest had time to fledge prior to depredation. - RRadd

N/A

LEOW Long-eared Owl 022812_lgan_02 GS-NF-24 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests OH - tower erection 210 500 200 200 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/28/2012 4/3/2012 02/28/2012 - A pair of Long-eared Owls was observed at the nest. One owl flew when approached from 
approximately 30 feet while the other owl remained on the nest for the duration of the nest survey, and appeared 
to be incubating. - LGorman
03/06/2012 - Adult Long-eared Owl standing on nest alerted to observer's presence but did not flush. No other 
adult owls in area but several other species of raptors. - FHoffman
03/07/2012 - Long-eared Owl incubating, positioned on south portion of nest. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Owl observed on nest. Appeared to be laying low in nest, likely incubating. - BArnold
03/14/2012 - Adult lying in nest did not stir when new buffer stakes were being hammered in 200 feet away near 
tower EP85. - JDicus
03/14/2012 - Adult Long-eared Owl is incubating in tree nest; another adult flew from tree immediately south of 
nest tree. - PKonrad
03/15/2012 - Owl lying low in nest did not move during installation save for a few turns of the head as evidenced 
by rotation of ear tufts just visible over rim of nest through spotting scope set up 110 feet away. - JDicus
03/20/2012 - Owl incubating/brooding low in nest did not flush from nest all day (715-1715). Male observed 
roosting nearby in adjacent live oak. All-terrain fork lift and crane were loudest equipment operating today, but 
did not visibly disturb owls. - JDicus
03/21/2012 - Nest checked 3 times during the day: once prior to work, once during work, and once after crews 
left. Owl on nest during all 3 visits, showed no indication of disturbance as a result of construction activity or 
presence of avian biologist. - BArnold
03/22/2012 - Owl on nest during early afternoon check. - BArnold
03/24/2012 - Owl observed on nest. - BArnold
03/28/2012 - Nest checked in morning prior to construction, again at midday and at end of day. Adult fairly high 
on nest but no nestlings visible. No observed agitation to work. - FHoffman
04/03/2012 - No adults in area and no signs of owlets. Adult was last observed at end of work on Friday. After two 
days of no work, on Monday, no adult was observed on nest or in vicinity. No activity was detected on Tuesday 
during work. Nest was observed for an extended period. An eggshell was found on ground. Nest was checked 
from an elevated point and no owlets or eggs were inside nest. - FHoffman
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BUSH Bushtit 022812_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 2/28/2012 5/2/2012 02/28/2012 - BUSH building nest are wary to close foot traffic, giving alarm calls and suspending activity, but 
ignores vehicle traffic. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - BUSH observed nest building. Nest is approximately 15% complete. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - Nest building continues 1027. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - BUSH pair continue to carry small items to nest which appears complete. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Nest appears complete, but BUSH pair continue to carry small items to interior. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Pair continue to make quiet visits, but no material carry observed. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Bird observed at nest. Single bird observed entering and leaving nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - 2 Bushtits observed at nest at 0705. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - BUSH enters nest briefly at 1338. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair bringing food items to nest at brief intervals. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BUSH pair continue to feed this nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No further activity at this location - presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 022912_jdus_01 EP256-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 5 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

2/29/2012 3/22/2012 02/29/2012 - Nest completely constructed and contains 1 egg.  Adult California Thrasher in shrub with nest; 
flushed when avian biologist approached within 25 feet. - JDicus
03/05/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; moved 2 feet off nest when avian biologist was still looking for nest 
in shrub. Returned to nest as soon as biologist backed away. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - A California Thrasher flew east from nest site as avian biologist approached; 1 egg could be seen in 
nest (undoubtedly more are present). - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - Nesting attempt has failed; no sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings; no adult thrashers in area. Nest 
flattened and nest bowl a bit messed up; potential predation, but hard to provide evidence of any cause of 
nesting failure. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 022912_lgan_15 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests OH - wire stringing 5 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/29/2012 4/26/2012 02/29/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed building a nest approximately 10 feet high in a coast live oak tree 
despite helicopters flying high overhead and to the south occasionally for work at other tower sites. These birds 
were observed gathering nest material from an old Bushtit nest in a different coast live oak tree approximately 60 
feet to the north. Photos were taken from the driveway facing north and northwest towards the nest. Nest 
approximately 90% complete. - LGorman
03/07/2012 - Bushtit pair observed carrying material to nearly 100% complete nest (making multiple trips) on 
access road to GS-NF-10. Pair were tolerant of observers standing within several feet of the nest but were wary 
when access gate was opened. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - Adults making multiple trips to nest while avian biologist staked new buffer signs. - MDicus
03/13/2012 - Nest appears intact and complete. No BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - Adult female observed leaving nest. No additional activity observed. - MDicus
03/23/2012 - BUSH male makes trips to nest around 1500. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - BUSH visits nest at 0940. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - BUSH enters nest at 0931. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Bushtit pair was observed making brief, infrequent trips (1 adult every 5-10 minutes) to nest. 
Neither adult was observed carrying nest material or food. In between nest visits, the pair was observed foraging 
together and copulating on 3 occasions. The only work activity that occurred within 5 feet of the nest was when 
the crane truck passed through the access gate. All other activities were outside the 50-foot buffer. - MDicus
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair making frequent trips to nest at short intervals and stitching decorations to exterior of 
nest from 1455-1510. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - Nest has been destroyed, presumed lost to severe weather circa 26 April. LEGO now removing 
remains. - RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 022912_lgan_16 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 200 100 20 20 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/29/2012 3/23/2012 02/29/2012 - A female Anna's Hummingbird was observed sitting on the nest despite helicopters flying high 
overhead and to the south occasionally for work at other tower sites. This bird was also observed gathering soft 
nest material, interacting with a male Anna's Hummingbird, and foraging on tree tobacco intermittently between 
periods of sitting on the nest. This female Anna's Hummingbird was most likely incubating eggs. Helicopters 
occasionally flying high overhead and to south. Female flushed when biologist stood observing from the edge of 
the driveway. - LGorman
03/07/2012 - The female was observed making multiple trips between the nest and a nearby nectar source 
(Nicotiana glauca) to the east, gathering spider silk on one occasion, and adding it to the nest, The female was 
observed laying on the nest for periods of 2 to15 minutes, and leaving the nest to nectar or gather spider silk, for 
up to 4 minutes at a time, and immediately returning to the nest. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - Female incubating, making trips to and from nest while avian biologist staked new buffer signs. - 
MDicus
03/13/2012 - ANHU incubating. - RRadd
03/23/2012 - Nest is intact and slightly tilted but empty. Few feces were detected around the rim cup, suggesting 
this nest was depredated prior to any young hatching. - RRadd
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BUSH Bushtit 022912_mdus_01 EP79 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands OH - tower erection 133 100 60 60 Indeterminate 2/29/2012 4/21/2012 02/29/2012 - Pair observed carrying material to nest that is virtually 100% complete. - MDicus
03/07/2012 - Nest complete, but no Bushtits approached nest during 30 minute observation period, possibly due 
to presence of a Cooper's Hawk. Heard Bushtits call only when Cooper's Hawk flew from nest area (along with 
other passerines). After 20 minutes, Cooper's Hawk flew in to perch in tree adjacent to nest tree (no alarm calls 
from birds). - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Nest looks good with entrance facing north. After 20 minutes, a Bushtit flew to nest, then flew to 
trees to northeast. May have brought more nest material, may have brought food for mate, or just visited nest 
without other interests. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Nest appears to still be in good shape, although a bit wet on outside. No Bushtits observed or heard 
during 20 minute period. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - A Bushtit entered nest for about a minute and left, although this could have been an exchange by 
incubating adults. Fair to consider this nest is in the incubating stage considering the nest history and this 
observation. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 - Bushtit entered nest for about a minute early during a 30 minute observation period; this is a similar 
observation to last week's. - PKonrad
04/13/2012 - BUSH pair scolding WESJ in territory, but >30 feet from nest when biologist arrived. Neither adult 
went to nest during 30 minute passive observation period that followed. Nest appears to be in perfect condition 
from the outside. - MKuehn
04/21/2012 - Nest has been damaged severely and is torn open on west side, with some nesting material on the 
ground below and was likely predated. A thorough search did not yield any eggshell fragments. Nest could have 
had nestlings or eggs, but likely one of the two based on previous observations and timing. No activity at nest in 
10 minutes of observation, though a pair of Bushtits was found building a nest 30 feet away. - MKuehn

N/A

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 022912_mdus_02 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Grasslands and Meadows Other 300 500 280 280 Nest did not reach active stage 2/29/2012 3/20/2012 02/29/2012 - Adult RTHA observed carrying nest material to center of live oak tree. Other adult seen flying to 
tree; pair also observed soaring in area. - MDicus
03/06/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk(s) making 4 flights to and from short tree during hour-long observation 
period, but did not visit large live oak. No nest is present in any of the 3 oak trees north of yard. Hawks are flying 
low, less than 80 feet throughout area with many helicopter flights in and out of yard. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - At 10:15, a pair of Red-tailed Hawks were perched together on lowest crossarm of power pole north 
of activity area. At 12:30, after 15 minutes of observation, 1 hawk flew in to perch on longer crossarm of same 
pole. Hawks appear unaffected by the many helicopter flights in and out of yard. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - An adult male Red-tailed Hawk flew in from south to perch in largest (lone) live oak tree (no nesting 
material). Flew to power pole, attempted a short unsuccessful hunting strike to the north, then returned to tree. 
Soon flew low over Bartlett Yard (even with a helicopter hovering overhead), and perched next to female on top 
of lone live oak 300 feet west of yard; male soon soared to the southwest. This pair is very active in area, but at 
this time they still appear to be territorial only. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - No hawks observed during the initial 20-minute observation period. Later, during return trip, 2 adult 
Red-tailed Hawks are perched on usual pole north of 3 trees. Female dove north on hunting strike and returned to 
lower crossarm of pole without prey. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk hunting in field west of yard, then perched on pole northwest of yard (north of 
access road to west). No nest initiated to date - closed. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 022912_rqey_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 30 100 40 40 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/29/2012 4/23/2012 02/29/2012 - BUSH pair observed consistently bringing material to newly constructed nest during 30 minute 
observation. Nest is approximately 10% complete. Pair flushed when a truck was started about 30 feet away, so 
40-foot buffer was established. Drive-thru access prohibited due to proximity of nest to road. Alternate routes to 
construction sites exist and can be used to avoid entering buffer. BMP maintenance crews should limit work 
within buffer to extent feasible. - RQuilley
03/07/2012 - Nest building. Nest approximately 70% complete. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - Nest is substantial and well-decorated, approximately 70% complete. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - BUSH continued to build on this 85% complete nest at 1511. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears intact after storm. Looks nearly complete. No BUSH activity near nest in 10 minutes of 
observation. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - BUSH male visits nest on two occasions without entering and departs alone. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Male enters nest with food at 0838, exits shortly after. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female leaves nest at 0753. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Male and female make repeated trips to the nest with very small food items. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Nest has been predated. A huge hole exists near the bottom. The Bushtit pair are rebuilding. A 
Phainopepla was seen taking material from the nest. - LThoreson

No
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CATH California Thrasher 030112_jpki_01 EP181 Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 100 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/1/2012 3/6/2012 03/01/2012 - While viewing a singing male thrasher on top of a shrub 30 feet to southwest, another (presumably 
female) thrasher was observed and heard on the ground underneath the shrub behind the observer that was 
subsequently found to contain a nest. After 8 minutes of observation of the singing thrasher, another thrasher 
was again heard calling from the same shrub after which the observer searched the shrub and discovered the 
partially built nest. Nest structure was loose and lacking finer material toward the center, but had a distinct inner 
bowl shape. Nest may possibly be old, but thrasher presence around the shrub suggests active building. A fresh 
green sugar bush leaf was placed upside down in the nest and should be checked on future dates for removal by 
birds if nest is indeed active. - JPawlicki
03/02/2012 - Nest checked at 1215 for presence/absence of leaf and for additional activity.  Fresh green sugar 
bush leaf was still present in nest and nest condition appeared same as previous day, while no thrashers were 
observed or heard in vicinity of nest shrub. Nest should be checked within 1 week to determine whether it 
potentially remains active. - JPawlicki
03/06/2012 - Nest remains partially built with sugar bush leaf still present in nest; no other activity observed in 
vicinity. Nest closed. - JPawlicki

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 030112_kats_01 Alpine HQ Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 80 500 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/1/2012 5/19/2012 03/01/2012 - A pair of Red-tailed Hawks has been consistently seen in this area for many months, and new greens 
have been observed on the nest in recent weeks. Today, one hawk seen carrying fresh eucalyptus greens to the 
nest and placing it in the nest, before flying off to the eucalyptus trees about 200 feet west, and calling from that 
tree. This nest had been recorded at this location since at least 2009, but had never been occupied over the 
duration of Sunrise Powerlink construction activities, until now. - KAlberts
03/14/2012 - New green eucalyptus leaves have been added since the previous observation, but no hawks are 
currently occupying the nest on a regular basis. - KAlberts
03/20/2012 - Nest in good condition after storm event, but no hawks seen in vicinity. - VEurs
03/28/2012 - No new activity observed at nest, although pair remains in area and is seen regularly every day. - 
KAlberts
04/03/2012 - No new activity observed. - KAlberts
04/11/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit by avian biologist K. Weber. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - No activity at nest from 1215 to 1315. AMCR observed perching 10 feet from nest. RTHA soaring 
500 feet away. - HWinfrey
04/25/2012 - No activity at nest. RTHA perched on utility pole in Alpine HQ parking lot and flying within 100 feet 
of nest. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - No activity observed at nest, no raptors observed in area from 1236 to 1306. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - No activity observed from 1247 to 1317. RTHA observed soaring 300 feet from nest. - HWinfrey
05/19/2012 - No activity observed from 0815 to 0845. Nest is unlikely to become active during this breeding 
season. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

CATH California Thrasher 030112_lton_01 EP178-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 63 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/1/2012 5/2/2012 03/01/2012 - No activity observed near nest. - LThoreson
03/06/2012 - 2 biologists watched nest for 45 minutes. No birds seen going to nest, but heard WESJ and CATH in 
vicinity. Nest is still in good shape and appears as though material has been added to nest. - LThoreson
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest looks intact and completely lined. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - Nest looks a bit aged; unused; only jays apparent in area, but not obviously associated with nest. - 
PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Nest bowl wet from melted snow; nest continues to be unused; no birds in area. Changed status to 
inactive. - PKonrad
03/28/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; it stayed on the nest when avian biologist checked nest from 7 feet 
away on west side. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Thrasher slipped off nest as avian biologist approached; 2 speckled light-turquoise-colored eggs in 
nest bowl. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - California Thrasher still incubating clutch of eggs. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Nest contains 2 large brown downy nestlings that are hungrily aggressive, stretching their necks high 
with mouths wide open to receive food (eyes still closed). No adult California Thrashers observed during quick 
nest check. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - No adults observed during very brief nest check because 2 large mostly feathered nestlings are 
present, 1 in the nest and 1 in branch of bush 2 feet from nest. It appears nestlings are on the verge of fledging 
and leaving the nest area. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - As expected, the nest is empty and the nestlings probably fledged late-week (Wednesday to Friday) 
a week ago, considering 1 fledgling was already out of the nest when the nest was monitored a week ago. The 
nest is in good shape and no fledglings or adults were observed in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes
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CATH California Thrasher 030112_lton_12 McCain Valley CY Construction Yards Chaparrals Traffic 70 100 70 70 Nest did not reach active stage 3/1/2012 3/28/2012 03/01/2012 - Clean nest was located, and observed for 30 minutes, but no avian activity was observed. - 
LThoreson
03/06/2012 - Bulky twig base indicates nest is not Spotted Towhee nest. Changed to California Thrasher based on 
appearance. California Thrashers and Western Scrub-Jays in area but not seen within 100 feet of nest. Nest is only 
partially lined with bark strips and possibly from last season because leaves on sugar bush are mostly dead (little 
foliar cover). Nest buffer distance changed to 100 feet, with drive-through traffic permitted. A nest buffer 
reduction to 70 feet is being submitted to permit work to occur within McCain Valley Yard. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. New nesting material has been added over green leaf 
placed in nest on 3/6/12. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - Nest appears old and unused; nest bowl has 1 brown leaf, 1 green leaf, and a prickly twig in it, 
indicating no recent use; no birds near nest. Changed status to inactive. - PKonrad
03/28/2012 - Unused older nest unchanged with leaves and stick in weathered nest; no birds in area, nor have 
any birds been seen associated with this nest - closed. - PKonrad

No

CATH California Thrasher 030112_lton_13 EP177-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 65 100 100 65 Nest did not reach active stage 3/1/2012 3/24/2012 03/01/2012 - Near complete nest. Biologist observed nest for approximately 30 minutes. No activity observed at 
nest. - LThoreson
03/06/2012 - Bulky twig base indicates nest is not Spotted Towhee nest: Changed to California Thrasher nest 
based on appearance and presence of 2 singing males in area. Nest is mostly lined, but lining is slightly mussed. 
No birds detected within 30 feet of nest. Nest buffer distance changed to 100 feet, with drive-through traffic 
permitted. A nest buffer reduction to 90 feet is being submitted to permit work to occur within the tower pad 
parking area. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest looks intact and completely lined. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - No apparent change to nest; no birds near nest. - PKonrad
03/24/2012 - No activity at nest. Leaves were present in this nest, indicating non-usage and lack of maintenance. 
Nest did not reach active stage for unknown reasons. - FHoffman

No

BUSH Bushtit 030112_rabe_01 CP56-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Other 15 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

3/1/2012 4/13/2012 03/01/2012 - Adult of unknown sex observed exiting nest. Two males and one female observed at nest location 
during 20 minute observation period. Nest appears to be complete. 100-foot buffer staked. - RAbe
03/06/2012 - Nest sound and intact with BUSH briefly attending 1550. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest appears in good shape. No Bushtit observed at nest though active in vicinity. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 15 minute observation. Bushtits observed in vicinity of nest. - 
ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Pair observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Pair observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to five minutes due to occupation of 
Western Scrub-Jays in immediate area. No apparent damage to nest from major storm event over last two days. - 
RAbe
03/29/2012 - Female observed leaving nest, then returning within 2 minutes. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0700. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest has been predated - as evidenced by hole at cup. Construction crew has used this site as a 
toilet (evidence of multiple visits is strewn about within 15 feet of nest). It cannot be determined if human activity 
drew predators to this location. - RRadd

No

MODO Mourning Dove 030212_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 120 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/2/2012 4/13/2012 03/02/2012 - Adult lying on nest with two eggs. This nest is located nine feet east of recently fledged nest, and is 
likely the second brood of the same pair. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - Adult on nest still with two eggs. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nests, but was unable to gain access to substation. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is degraded and with lots of scat, indicative of a successfully fledged nest. - BArnold

Yes

AMKE American Kestrel 030212_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/2/2012 TBD 03/02/2012 - Two adults observed entering lowest arm on northeastern side of steel monopole. They emerged 
after a few minutes and perched on nearby wires. Male previously observed with food as he entered adjacent 
monopole (within the substation), but no further activity was observed at that pole. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - American Kestrels observed at pole during California Gnatcatcher survey. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - No work occurred within substation. During the 45 minutes spent observing the AMKE nest location 
from outside the substation, the female AMKE was observed entering the hole at the end of the crossarm several 
times. The female was not seen with prey items or nesting material. The male AMKE was seen perched on the 
monopole with the nest, as well as perching on wires within the vicinity of the nest location. - EStrods
04/13/2012 - No AMKE activity observed during survey period. - BArnold
04/17/2012 - Adult male observed perched on top of pole. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - No AMKE activity observed today. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - No activity observed during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - No AMKE observed during substation sweep. - BArnold

TBD
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BUSH Bushtit 030212_ghan_01 CP7-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 3 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/2/2012 4/1/2012 03/02/2012 - Bio monitor Garrett Huffman observed pair making multiple trips to nest with nesting material from 
1130 to 1145 while bio monitoring with Trisha Di Paola. Nest appears to be 70% complete. This pair is wary of 
foot traffic - ceasing nesting activity @ 20-30 feet. - GHuffman
03/05/2012 - BUSH bringing material to nest. This pair is wary of foot traffic, temporarily ceasing nest-building 
activity at 30 feet today. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - 0950 to 1030: Pair observed carrying nesting material to nest. Pair vacated when vehicle 
approached nest on access road. Pair returned to nest-building activities after 40 minutes. Nest appears to be 
nearly completed, and pair tolerated human presence up to 15 feet today. - GHuffman
03/12/2012 - BUSH pair carrying items to nest which appears 90% complete. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears intact following recent storms, but no BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/26/2012 - Nest looks fine. Pair (second pair, not associated with other nest) in area foraging and vocalizing 
around nest. Looked for a new nest but none found. One adult had plant material in mouth but threw it down 
before bringing it to any nest location. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity at nest which appears sodden. Close examination reveals no recent maintenance on 
nest. Evidence over past 3 weeks indicates that this nesting attempt has been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 030212_ghan_02 CP6-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 70 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/2/2012 3/26/2012 03/02/2012 - Observations made by bio monitor Trisha Di Paola. Bushtits observed bringing nesting material to 
nest multiple times from 0800 to 0830. Nest is nearly complete.  Bushtits appeared unaffected by helicopter 
operations. However, nest building activity halted when observers were detected at 50 feet. - GHuffman
03/05/2012 - Nest building continues, but was halted when observers were detected at 50 feet. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - Male BUSH enters nest and stays for 5 minutes. Nest appears too small to be complete. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears intact following recent storms, but no BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. 
Nest still looks small. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - Nest was found no longer intact with the majority on the ground, appearing to have suffered from 
recent storm damage. Observer found a second nearly complete nest in Salvia mellifera, which is over 100 feet 
from the line or any project feature. A pair was active at that nest, and this may or may not be the same pair. - 
FHoffman

No

BUSH Bushtit 030212_ghan_03 CP7-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 8 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/2/2012 4/19/2012 03/02/2012 - Nest observed by bio monitor Trisha Dipaola. Bushtits observed carrying nesting material to nest 
from 1200 to 1220. Birds flushed from nest with human presence within 15 to 20 feet. Nest appears to be 50% 
complete. - GHuffman
03/05/2012 - BUSH pair ferrying material to nest. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - 0850 - 0920 : Pair observed bringing nesting material to nest on multiple occasions. Pair tolerated 
human presence up to 15 feet away. 0930: Pair left nest area when vehicle driving on access road, but returned in 
less than one minute to resume nest-building activities. - GHuffman
03/12/2012 - BUSH carries large piece of fluffy material to nest at 0845. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears intact following recent storms, but no BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/26/2012 - Nest appears a little soggy after the rain, but the pair was actively building with soft pappus. 
Repeated trips occurring. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0940 to 0955. Nest in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest appears in good condition with a neat maintained entrance, but the cup area is less than 
rotund. No BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Upon locating the nest, the biologist noted the entrance appeared to have some damage. After 
watching the nest for 30 minutes with no activity, the biologist approached within 3 feet of the nest. This elicited 
no response, so the biologist examined the nest. A large hole in the bottom of the nest cup indicates this nest was 
predated, and some material was on the ground below the nest. Nest closed. Nesting chronology suggests eggs 
may have been present, but this cannot be confirmed, therefore the outcome is indeterminate. - VEurs

N/A

CATH California Thrasher 030212_jpki_01 EP181-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 61 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/2/2012 3/21/2012 03/02/2012 - Stick nest in excellent condition with well defined bowl and fresh lining of fine redshank bark. All 
biologists were in agreement that nest condition was appropriate for recently built (less than 2 weeks) nest that 
has a high probability of becoming active. A fresh green sugar bush leaf was placed in nest and will be checked on 
future dates for removal by birds if nest is active. Nest was appropriate in size, shape, and composition for 
California Thrasher, and a thrasher was heard in vicinity. - JPawlicki
03/06/2012 - No eggs present in nest although nest remains in excellent condition. Sugar bush leaf was removed 
from nest indicating that nest is recently built and remains active. - JPawlicki
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest looks intact and completely lined. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - Nest in good shape but unused; no birds detected in area. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Nest is in disrepair and flattened; nest looks very weathered by recent snowfall and many brown 
leaves are flattened on top of nest; bowl indiscernible; no birds in area - closed. - PKonrad

No
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COHA Cooper's Hawk 030212_rrdd_01 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/2/2012 TBD 03/02/2012 - COHA very active 0715, flying to nearby oaks to break off twigs and carry to nest in bill. Much calling 
and whistling back and forth between members of the pair. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - COHA female breaking sycamore twigs and carrying in feet to nest while male watches from 100 
feet. Traffic on El Monte Road does not affect nest building, but activity was briefly suspended while SRPL 
personnel used gate, and resumed 10 minutes after gate traffic ceased. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - COHA flies to nest as water-truck operator opens access gate at 0717. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - No COHA detected during 20 minute late afternoon observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Avian biologist R. Abe reports observing female on nest with male hunting nearby on 03/28/12. - 
HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no Cooper's Hawks detected in area. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - COHA female lying in nest during light rain at 1200. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - COHA female standing on nest preening at 1431. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - COHA female on nest at 1700. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Female on nest at 0703 does not flush. Male in dispute with AMCR pair that occupy old COHA nest 
area. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - Adult female COHA on nest at 1725 does not depart. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Adult male standing at nest at 0828. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Food drop at nest at 0854; adult male departs immediately. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 030212_rrdd_02 El Monte CY Construction Yards Riparian Forests and Woodlands Grading 250 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/2/2012 4/25/2012 03/02/2012 - BUSH pair constructing new nest - approximately 5% complete. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Observed BUSH building nest. Nest is approximately 15 percent complete. - SJohnston
03/16/2012 - BUSH male enters nest briefly at 0848. Pair copulating adjacent to nest at 0850. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Unable to locate nest. BUSH pair in area but only observed foraging for 15 minutes. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - BUSH making nest visit at 1432. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 1330 to 1340. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No Bushtits detected near nest. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Quiet solo BUSH in nest vicinity did not enter nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BUSH detected at this nest during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - No activity observed for several weeks and new nest constructed 50 feet west. - RRadd

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 030312_rrdd_01 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 17 100 70 70 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/3/2012 5/5/2012 03/03/2012 - BUSH pair constructing nest approximately 5% complete. On approach to record GPS location, birds 
scolded for several minutes and then left and did not return. A drive-through buffer of 70 feet will admit vehicular 
passage, but keep work away from line of sight to nest. - RRadd
03/09/2012 - BUSH carrying spider silk to nest, approximately 60% complete. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - BUSH pair continue to build nest at 1238. Nest appears 60% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults entered nest carrying nesting material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Bush pair collecting Populus "cotton" and ferrying to nest. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 10 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Pair of bushtits foraging within 50 feet of nest, which appears to be in 
good condition. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH carries food to nest at 1536 and 1542. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest looks weathered and no BUSH detected during 2 x 20-minute observations. Difficult to monitor 
due to COHA nest directly above. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest has fallen apart, presumed predated. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 030412_bald_01 EP99-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 50 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/4/2012 3/20/2012 03/04/2012 - Bushtit activity in area led to observations of Bushtits working on complete nest - working on the 
top portion of the nest. Bushtits were observed entering the nest while 2 avian biologists were standing 4 feet 
away discussing nest. - BArnold
03/07/2012 - No activity during brief 15-minute afternoon observation period. - BArnold
03/20/2012 - Bushtit nest torn open at 'neck' of nest as though pulled on from below, or possibly by the weight of 
heavy snow accumulated on nest in high wind during weekend storm. No sign of eggs, eggshells, or Bushtits. - 
PKonrad

N/A

BEWR Bewick's Wren 030412_jpki_01 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/4/2012 4/23/2012 03/04/2012 - Adult observed bringing both coarse and finer material to nest on over a dozen occasions 
throughout survey period; usually approached from slope to left of nest. - JPawlicki
03/14/2012 - BEWR singing nearby did not approach any cavity during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - BEWR heard singing and calling nearby, but no activity seen at the cavity in about 15 minutes of 
observation. - IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - No BEWR detected during 2 x 15 minute observations. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed, and no BEWR detected from 0710 to 0720. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - BEWR flies to nest cavity at 1033, departs a few seconds later, and is apparently feeding nestlings. - 
HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No BEWR detections during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BEWR detections at or near this location during 2 x 20-minute observations. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No BEWR detections during 30-minute observation. No BEWR have been detected at this location 
since the first observation. Possibly an alternate nest or an exploration during nest selection process. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 030412_jpki_02 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 25 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/4/2012 5/8/2012 03/04/2012 - Adults observed bringing material to near complete nest on more than 3 occasions. - JPawlicki
03/14/2012 - 2 BUSH carrying fluff balls to nest at 0849. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - The bottom of the nest appears malformed, and observer is unsure if this is due to recent storm or 
the nest not being completed.  BUSH in area but not observed at nest during about 10 minutes of observation. 
Assumed nest building is still taking place, and will leave status as Active, unless next monitoring visit suggests 
otherwise. - IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - BUSH nearby did not interact with this nest, which appears to be in serviceable condition. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 0710 to 0720. Nest in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed from 1025 to 1100. Nest continues to appear well maintained. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No activity observed during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BUSH detected during 2 x 30-minute observations. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No detections during 30 minute observation, but nest appears sound and intact. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Nest is sound, intact and tidy. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Nest remains in excellent condition but has been unoccupied since completion for unknown 
reasons. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 030412_mkhn_01 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 35 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/4/2012 4/23/2012 03/04/2012 - Adults bringing material to nest and entering opening with it. Likely lining nest cup. Nest appears 
complete from outside. Established a 100-foot buffer. - MKuehn
03/14/2012 - BUSH male near nest, did not enter during observation period. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - If nest was complete, then there may have been some storm damage. The bottom appears open. 
BUSH in area but did not visit nest in about 20 minutes of observation. Will continue to monitor for potential 
change in status. - IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - Nest appears serviceable, BUSH nearby did not enter nest during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 0650 to 0705. Nest in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed from 0950 to 1020. Lack of activity over past 3 weeks indicates that this nesting 
attempt may have been abandoned. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Male BUSH carrying food to nest at 1156 and 1203. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nest appears predated - torn open at nest cup from side. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 030512_bald_01 TL 6924 - 171694 69kV Structure Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 63 100 60 60 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/5/2012 4/27/2012 03/05/2012 - Adults observed bringing nest material and building nest estimated to be about 80 percent 
complete. - BArnold
03/07/2012 - No activity observed during brief observation period from the access road on 6 March, nor during 
20 minute period 7 March. Nest does not look complete. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - Nest appears complete, BUSH pair foraging together away from nest at 1622. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - No Bushtits observed during brief 10 minute morning observation period from access road. - 
BArnold
03/19/2012 - Nest appears to have weathered recent storms intact. No BUSH detected during 20 minute 
observation under cool and wet conditions. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - Only one Bushtit was ever observed around the nest at a time. It is presumed that the other was in 
the nest. The Bushtit was observed near the nest several times in about an hour of observation. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Adult male observed emerging from nest and foraging nearby. 15 minutes later, the female was 
observed carrying bits of fluff to the nest. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - After 30 minutes of observation, both adults approached nest, but foliage obscured the view of the 
birds' activity. Each spent about 30 seconds at the nest before flying away. About 10 minutes later, an adult 
returned to the nest and left carrying a fecal sac. - VEurs
04/17/2012 - The male was seen carrying a large billfull of fluffy nesting material. The female exited the nest 
when he brought the material inside, and then they both flew off to the south. The female returned about 25 
minutes later with a billfull of food. She entered the nest and remained there for the rest of the observation 
period (about 10 more minutes). - VEurs
04/25/2012 - About 5 minutes after the start of observations, the male exited the nest. He returned about 8 
minutes later and did not appear to be carrying food. He swapped places with the female, who spent the next 15 
minutes foraging on the surrounding hillside. When she returned and entered the nest, nestlings could be heard 
vocalizing. The male again exited the nest and resumed foraging in the area. It is likely these young will fledge in 
the next few days. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - The biologist decided to check the nest because the anticipated fledge date was imminent. Upon 
approaching the nest, it was obvious the nest had been predated. It was completely ripped apart, lying 
horizontally in the nest shrub as opposed to vertically. The biologist remained in the area for about an hour, 
hoping for signs of surviving fledglings. Though numerous Bushtits were detected, none exhibited the loud 
begging and following behaviors typical of recently-fledged Bushtits. No Bushtit was observed feeding another 
despite extensive foraging activity. This nest with young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs
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AMKE American Kestrel 030512_bald_02 TL 6924 - 171691 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/5/2012 TBD 03/05/2012 - Nest in upper western arm of Pole 171691 located along existing dirt access road. Kestrel pair seen 
perching on tower, entering arm together, and exhibiting agitated behavior. Kestrel activity at this monopole was 
extensive during 5 hour survey period, whereas very little kestrel activity, consisting of a single bird perching for a 
few minutes, was noted at Pole 171694 with the previously recorded AMKE nest. - BArnold
03/07/2012 - No activity at this nest during 5 hour survey in general area as well as one hour focused observation 
period on 6 March, nor during brief observation period on 7 March. AMKE in area, interacting with RTHA on 6 
March. - BArnold
03/15/2012 - Biomonitor P. Hord reports AMKE entering cavity at 0750. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation under cool and wet conditions. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - No AMKE activity was observed at this cavity in approximately 2 hours of observation. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Adult male Kestrel observed hunting and perching on nearby wire, returning to perch on the nest 
pole multiple times throughout the 1.5-hour observation period. Male entered upper cavity once. Female was not 
observed. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - During 75 minute observation period, the male spent the majority of the time perched atop the 
pole. He left the top a half-dozen times to chase/mob an RTHA soaring nearby. At 0945, vocalizations were heard 
in the nest cavity and the male hopped down to peer within. He also briefly entered the adjacent cavity and the 
second arm from the top on the eastern side. Toward the end of observations, the male flew off and ultimately 
returned with a lizard that he left on the top of the pole. At this point, he also interacted with the AMKE pair from 
the nest to the north. No female ever observed. - VEurs
04/17/2012 - The male perched on various places on the monopole throughout the 45 minute observation 
period. He occasionally left the pole to fly around for brief periods. The female was never seen. As the biologist 
was driving through the buffer with the windows down, the sounds of nestlings could be heard emanating from 
the cavity. - VEurs
04/25/2012 - The observation period lasted from 0820 to 0935. The kestrel pair was visible for most of this time. 
They perched on various places on the monopole, and the male perched briefly on the wire. The pair copulated 
twice during the observation period. The male flew off and returned soon after with a small prey item. While he 
was away, the female entered the nest cavity. When the male returned, he perched on the edge of the cavity and 
the female began vocalizing, as though begging. However, the male moved to the top of the pole, where he 
consumed the prey. The pair entered the nest cavity of European Starlings in the same pole, but were driven out 
by the starlings. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - The male kestrel arrived at the pole with a lizard after 50 minutes. As he was about to land atop the 
pole, a jogger passed underneath, which caused him to fly off to the west. He soon returned and perched on a 
rung and called out a few times. Receiving no response, he flew to the east and consumed the lizard. He returned 
to the pole and again gave some calls without getting any response  He flew to the monopole to the north  where 

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030512_imll_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Woodlands and Forests BMP installation/maintenance 17 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/5/2012 3/29/2012 03/05/2012 - Female observed making multiple trips to nest with material from 1000-1100 while BMP crew was 
lowering dirt level of the road shoulder approximately 25 feet from the nest. Crew was using shovels, rakes, and 
loading dirt into a back-hoe. No behavioral response to this work was observed. Pickup trucks and equipment 
passing along the road appear to have no impact either. Nest appears approximately 10% complete. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Female on nest and making periodic trips to the surrounding habitat to gather nesting material. 
Observed adding lichen decorations to nest. No alterations of nesting behavior was observed due to traffic 
occurring 17 feet from the nest. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - ANHU observed incubating. - SJohnston
03/29/2012 - A small fragment of the nest was observed attached to the branch, otherwise the nest and its 
contents were gone. All indications are that this was due to predation, with no evidence of any effects from 
construction activities. - HWinfrey

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 030512_imll_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 20 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/5/2012 4/13/2012 03/05/2012 - Pair of Lesser Goldfinches observed adding material to a new nest approximately 5-10% complete. 
Female made frequent trips to nest while observer stood on roadway and directly below nest. The birds did not 
appear affected by traffic passing by at 20 feet or by the conversation at the edge of the roadway. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Female LEGO arrives at nest and remains present for approximately 10-15 minutes. During this time, 
she is observed shifting within the nest, possibly shaping it or more likely, egg-laying. The nest appears in good 
condition and complete. Female present on nest while traffic passed by at 20 feet with no alteration in behavior 
observed. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - No activity during 20 minutes of observation. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female LEGO brings food to nest and perches near it, putting its head down into nest cup at 1048. - 
HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Nest is torn up as though material has been removed (depredated). 
Nest closed. Unknown whether nest fledged or was depredated. - JDicus

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030512_imll_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Woodlands and Forests BMP installation/maintenance 37 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/5/2012 4/13/2012 03/05/2012 - Female hummingbird gathering lichen and other decorative materials and adding them to a nearly 
complete nest located in the center of a live oak tree. Female continued all natural behaviors during Sunrise 
traffic occurring 40 feet from the nest location. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Female was on nest incubating while traffic passed by regularly along AR, 37 feet away. Regular 
foraging trips into the surrounding habitat observed. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - ANHU observed incubating. - SJohnston
03/29/2012 - Observer attempted to locate nest on 3/28/12 without success. Attempted again with assistance of 
I. Maunsell on 3/29/12 without locating nest. No ANHU activity was observed in immediate area. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No ANHU activity observed in immediate area. Unable to locate nest. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Based on nest chronology for this species, the nest should have had nestlings/fledglings by now; 
neither were ever observed at or near this nest even though the female was observed incubating during 2 
consecutive weekly monitoring visits. Avian biologist Ian Maunsell, who initially found this nest, was present for 
final nest monitoring visit. No activity was observed at the nest. Nest was closed due to inactivity during this and 
previous observations. - JDicus
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BUSH Bushtit 030512_imll_05 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Woodlands and Forests Grading 69 100 50 50 Fledged 3/5/2012 4/23/2012 03/05/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed gathering material from host oak and adding it to a nearly complete nest 
located on the west side of tree above stream. Pair was observed building nest while a back-hoe was grading the 
spur work area located 69 feet south. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Nest was observed for approximately 30 minutes. Nest appears complete and in good condition. 
One Bushtit was observed flying from the area of the nest during a potential nest exchange by incubating pair. No 
other activity observed during regular traffic activities. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - Observed BUSH leaving nest. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - No activity observed in 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Male Bushtit observed chasing Lesser Goldfinch away from immediate area around nest at 1053. - 
HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Bushtit observed gathering prey items in creek and carrying them to the nest. - JDicus
04/18/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1009. - HWinfrey
04/20/2012 - Adult visits nest at 1226. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity observed from 1145 to 1200 at nest, which remains in good condition. 2 adult Bushtits 
feeding 5 fledglings in same tree, 60 feet away from nest. Nest closed; fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 030512_mdus_01 CP37-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 165 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/5/2012 4/17/2012 03/05/2012 - Male observed making multiple trips with peeled shrub bark and other materials to a clump of 
Salvia mellifera. Nest is in beginning stages of construction (1% constructed). Male was observed placing and 
weaving material around the stem, and placing peeled bark from black sage, and possibly lichen. Female made 
fewer trips to nest location, but appeared to be adjusting the placement of the nest material. Both were observed 
foraging and chasing an unidentified bird from the nest vicinity. Following the territorial display, neither adult was 
observed returning to the nest location during the survey. - MDicus
03/13/2012 - Territory and nest were monitored for 2.5 hours. No CAGN activity observed in area. Nest material 
has been added since the previous visit. Nest is approximately 30% complete. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Pair not detected until 0800, at which time they flew immediately to the nest and started adding 
and adjusting material. The male spent more time nest building while the female foraged and groomed herself 
nearby. The male vocalized from the nest 3 times, for about 10 to 30 seconds, apparently calling to the female. 
The female brought nest material to the male a few times. The nest is approximately 40-50% constructed. - 
MDicus
03/27/2012 - No activity at nest during first 2 hours of monitoring. At 0915, the pair started making multiple trips 
to the nest, the male bringing in bits of fluff and woody stem shavings and the female bringing in small feathers 
on at least 3 of her 6 trips. The nest is approximately 90-95% constructed. - MDicus
04/03/2012 - Female on nest during first 20-30 minutes observation; male foraging nearby. Pair foraged together 
for the next hour, during which time nest contents were checked. 1 egg was observed. Male returned to nest for 
approximately 10 minutes before joining the female again to forage. - MDicus
04/11/2012 - Observed 2 nest exchanges on 4/10/12 between male and female, at 08:12 and 08:50. Pair is 
incubating. - MDicus
04/17/2012 - Adult male CAGN observed pulling nest material from outside of nest and carrying it to new nest 
location (041612_mdus_01). The male made over 6 trips back and forth, pulling material on each occasion, and 
carrying it to the new nest. Nest was still intact and did not appear to have been damaged from the last storm; 
however, there were no eggs or nestlings present (there had been at least one egg in the nest based on 
observations during  the 4/03/12 survey, and the pair was incubating on 4/10/12). The pair was actively 
constructing a nest in the new location. There were no clear signs of predation (nest damage or broken eggs), but 
the cold, windy, rainy conditions last weekend may have been a factor in this nest failure. - MDicus

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 030512_mdus_02 CP8-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Traffic 50 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/5/2012 4/20/2012 03/05/2012 - While with a BMP crew, avian biomonitor Harley Winfrey observed a Bewick's Wren carrying nest 
material to the base of a fallen Hesperoyucca stalk just west of the silt fence. During later 20-minute monitoring 
by avian biologist, no birds seen visiting nest, but adult BEWR heard singing in vicinity. - MDicus
03/07/2012 - BEWR observed perched and entering Hesperoyucca stalk where nest is located. Stayed in vicinity of 
nest singing for a few minutes before flying out of sight. - GHuffman
03/12/2012 - No BEWR detected during 20 minute observation of this nest. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No BEWR detections during 20 minute observation, during showery weather. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - No activity noted near nest, although male heard singing down slope some distance away. Cavity 
well-lined with material but no activity in immediate vicinity. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No BEWR activity observed in area. Nest appears to be in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - No BEWR detected in area after a 70-minute mid-day observation period. No wrens heard or seen 
anywhere, even far from nest. No response when biologist approached within 3 feet of nest to check condition, 
which looked fine. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - No BEWR activity in the area. After 30 minutes, the biologist approached the nest cavity. The lining 
material (grass, feathers, shed snakeskin) had been pulled out and is laying outside the nest cavity. This nest is 
now closed. It seems unlikely that this nest contained eggs or young, but there is no way to be sure; therefore, the 
nest outcome is indeterminate. - VEurs
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AMKE American Kestrel 030512_rrdd_01 TL 6924 - 171689 69kV Structure Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/5/2012 TBD 03/05/2012 - Situation not 100% clear, but male AMKE appears to be maintaining a territory with 2 females and 
two nests, copulating with both at least 6 times between 0715-0800. AMKE entering cavities on both poles. 
Regarding this nest, AMKE pair entering cavity in middle eastern arm of steel monopole. Buffer set at 300 feet 
until scope of work becomes known. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Male perched on pole when surveyors arrived at 0630. A female was seen entering the arm where 
she remained for at least half an hour. Male returned to pole approximately every hour. It appears that this male 
is attempting to establish nests with two different females at adjacent poles, 171689 and 171688. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE pair copulating at 0755 and 0804. Female entering cavity. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Pair observed perching and copulating atop nest pole. After approximately 10 minutes, the pair left 
the perch, and the adult male joined the other female at the active nest location to the south (pole 171688). - 
MDicus
04/09/2012 - Male flew to pole from south, perched on a climbing rung and briefly entered the cavity. No sign of 
female for 30 minutes. As biologist approached pole, female seemed to fly up the slope from the north. She 
circled a bit, then disappeared from view. When checking AMKE nest to the south, she could be seen perched 
below nest cavity. - VEurs
04/17/2012 - Shortly after the start of the observation period, the female flew into view from the northwest, 
carrying a lizard. She soared around the area, and the male also flew into view. After the workers left, she settled 
on a transmission wire, ate part of the lizard and then flew out of view. She returned to the monopole without the 
lizard and perched for about 20 minutes before flying off again. When she returned, she entered the nest cavity 
without food, and no nestlings were heard calling when she entered. She remained there for the rest of the 
observation period. The male spent most of the time out of sight, briefly perching on top of the monopole with 
the nest cavity. - VEurs
04/25/2012 - For the first 50 minutes of observation, no AMKE activity was detected. Then the male arrived at the 
monopole carrying a small prey item. He gave this to the female who had emerged from the nest cavity. She 
perched on a wire and ate the item, then flew out of sight. The male had flown away, but soon returned with a 
lizard. The female flew up and perched partially inside the nest cavity. The male passed her the lizard and it 
seemed that she dropped it into the cavity. However, she quickly flew to a wire, carrying the lizard, where she ate 
it. - VEurs
05/02/2012 - After 30 minutes, the male flew in from the south and perched quietly atop the pole. After 5 
minutes or so, he flew east, but soon returned and perched on a rung near the nest. The female exited the nest 
cavity from below and perched on a rung above the cavity. The male soon entered the nest cavity and remained 
inside for 30 minutes, through the end of observations. The female eventually flew north, presumably to hunt. - 
VEurs

TBD

HOWR House Wren 030512_sjon_01 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/5/2012 TBD 03/05/2012 - HOWR observed bringing nesting material into woodpecker cavity. - SJohnston
03/16/2012 - No HOWR detected at or near this location during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Male HOWR calling and nervous at WBNU in sycamore snag. Could not locate cavity as described, 
and will send in a different avian biologist who may be more familiar with the nest site. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Considerable HOWR activity around cavity, but no entry detected during 20 minute observation. 
Presumed incubation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest; HOWR heard calling 100 feet east of nest. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Much HOWR singing and activity in this area, but no association with this cavity observed. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - HOWR singing near but not entering cavity. Possibly an alternate nest. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - HOWR appear to be using one of these cavities; infrequent appearances by female, but much 
strident talk from male. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - HOWR activity at this location continues. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - HOWR activity continues with male singing when female departs. Toxicodendron growth limits 
visibility, nestlings presumed from behaviors. - RRadd

TBD
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COHA Cooper's Hawk 030612_imll_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/6/2012 TBD 03/06/2012 - Biological monitor K. Vittum reported a female COHA breaking nest material off a sycamore and 
carrying it to a coast live oak tree. The male perched 100 feet east of the nest on a dead oak. The monitor 
conducted observations from approximately 200 feet away, primarily out of sight. When the monitor moved 
closer to approximately 100 feet, the female ceased nesting behavior. During verification and logging the point, 
the male COHA flushed and alarm called when the biologists approached to within 60 feet of the nest along the 
road on foot. The nest was observed to be in the very early stages of construction, with few pieces of broken off 
nesting material visible from the road. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Male COHA perched and calling on dead oak tree approximately 100 feet from nest. No trips to nest 
observed between 0800 and 0930. Nest appears well developed at this point with a shallow bowl formed. No 
lining visible. Male did not appear to alter any behavior due to traffic occurring along the road. The bird was 
observed tracking prey items and various other occurrences with its eyes and did not focus on vehicles or the 
observer. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - COHA was observed arranging nesting material within the nest and bringing new nesting material to 
the nest while two biologists were approximately 25 horizontal feet from the nest and in a direct line of sight. - 
SJohnston
03/22/2012 - Monitor K. Vittum reported pair regularly bringing material to and standing on nest yesterday (3/21) 
and today (3/22) while road sealing work occurred along driveway up to 50 feet away. - IMaunsell
03/28/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female on nest from 1024 through 1220. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Cooper's Hawk perched 100 feet from nest with prey item did not approach nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female observed carrying prey item to nest at 1123. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Female on nest during steady rain. - HWinfrey
05/01/2012 - Adult on nest at 0808. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Adult on nest at 0841. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Female on nest at 1238. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Adult visible on nest at 1013. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Adult visible on nest at 0940. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - Adult on nest at 1018. M. Dicus also reported adult observed feeding downy nestling(s) on 
5/12/2012. - HWinfrey
05/19/2012 - 1 downy nestling visible and moving in nest. Adult perched nearby. - HWinfrey

TBD

CALT California Towhee 030612_rrdd_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 60 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/6/2012 3/24/2012 03/06/2012 - Nest appears 60% complete, partially lined with Pseudognaphalium sp. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - Nest appears freshly lined, but no birds attending. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact after storm. CALT heard nearby, but were not seen near nest in an approximate 10 
minute observation period. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - Nest remains unimproved, with lining material placed but never installed. - RRadd

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 030712_elss_01 EP183-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 85 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/7/2012 3/28/2012 03/07/2012 - Nest was found during systematic searching. The nest is in good condition and is completely lined. - 
ELoveless
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest intact and appears complete. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - No California Thrasher observed in vicinity of nest. No bird activity near nest for 10-minute 
observation period on sunny day with temperature at 65 degrees Fahrenheit. On approach to check status of nest, 
a single Western Scrub-jay egg was visible within the well-lined cup. While immediately moving away from the 
nest, a pair of Western Scrub-jays approached to within 10 feet of the nest, alarm calling. Once observer had 
moved off approximately 75 feet from the nest, the pair stopped calling and one adult Western Scrub-jay was 
seen approaching the nest to within 6 inches. Changed species to Western Scrub-jay. This species typically lays at 
least 3 eggs. Nest stage has progressed to egg-laying, presumably for several more days. - JDicus
03/28/2012 - Observed nest for 15-20 minutes with no direct activity. Pair of Scrub-jays were in the area, though 
not associating with nest. When pair was out of area, checked nest area. No activity was observed at the nest, so 
checked the nest. Broken egg present in nest, indicating natural predation. - VNovik

No

BUSH Bushtit 030712_kwer_01 EP93 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - tower erection 100 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/7/2012 3/29/2012 03/07/2012 - Biomonitor B. Thompson observed Bushtit pair regularly adding nesting material to a 75% complete 
nest while erection crew was bolting and tightening on tower approximately 100 feet away. - KWeber
03/20/2012 - Bushtit visited large nest that appears complete. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - Bottom half of this nest has been torn away; only 'neck' of nest remains hanging from top of scrub 
oak. No sign of lower portion of nest below scrub oak; no sign of eggs, eggshells, or adult birds in area. Apparent 
mammalian predation - closed. - PKonrad

N/A
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BUSH Bushtit 030712_mdus_01 Hartung/El Monte CY-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 53 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/7/2012 3/29/2012 03/07/2012 - Adult pair of Bushtits observed adding material to a nest that is approximately 5% complete. Nest is 
well-hidden in pendulous clump of mistletoe (Phoradendron serotinum). - MDicus
03/16/2012 - No BUSH activity at this nest during 20 minute observation on cool morning. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - M. Dicus visited this nest on 22 March and reported scant indications of this nest, and no BUSH 
present. Will monitor once more prior to any closing. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - This nest appears decapitated. Bushtits were foraging in the tree where the rest is located; however, 
none were displaying nesting behavior, no items were carried, and none visited the nest. Inconclusive if able to be 
closed at this point. - LThoreson
03/29/2012 - The nest is gone and had been in state of disrepair for the last few monitoring visits, with the pair 
absent from the area or exhibiting no breeding behaviors near the nest. Predation may be the cause, but it is 
difficult to tell for certain. - MDicus

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030712_mdus_03 Hartung / El Monte CY-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 8 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/7/2012 3/21/2012 03/07/2012 - Adult female Anna's Hummingbird observed making multiple trips to a nest that is 60-70% 
constructed. Avian biologist stood approximately 10 feet from nest while female continued to add material, so 
adult shows some tolerance to human presence. - MDicus
03/09/2012 - Female making multiple trips to and from nest, gathering spider web. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Nest intact but empty. Female ANHU visits briefly but does not alight. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - Nest no longer present. While presumed lost to weekend storms, no nest was found on ground. - 
RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030712_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 14 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/7/2012 4/14/2012 03/07/2012 - ANHU female constructing nest - approximately 30% complete. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - ANHU on nest at 1430 does not depart. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - ANHU female prone on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No adult activity was observed at the nest during 15 minutes of observation. The nest does not 
appear to be complete; however, a single intact egg was observed in the nest. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - No activity observed from 0645 to 0715. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest is no longer present and presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030712_rrdd_05 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 10 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/7/2012 4/12/2012 03/07/2012 - ANHU female incubating 2 eggs. Incubating bird was tolerant of non-stopping vehicles, but 
attending biomonitor should be aware of any extra wide loads due to location. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - ANHU incubating on nest at 1546. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Female still incubating on nest. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Female on nest. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - ANHU female feeding one small nestling at 1130. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - 1 nestling visible in nest. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Single nestling perched on edge of nest, preening and briefly exercising its wings. Female fed young 
twice during observation period. She also poked vigorously at the nest, pulling out feathers and bits of spider 
web. After she left the second time, the nestling settled back on the nest. - VEurs
04/06/2012 - Fully feathered nestling visible in nest at 0820. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No nestling in nest or nearby branches. Nest is in excellent condition and is presumed to have 
fledged 1 young successfully. - VEurs

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030712_sjon_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/7/2012 3/23/2012 03/07/2012 - ANHU observed incubating while BMP crew stopped in diesel F550 (before buffer was in place) on 
access road approximately 20 feet from nest for approximately 3 minutes, and during this time bird did not flush 
from nest. Additionally, bird remained on nest for normal periods of time for climate conditions encountered 
during the 30 minutes of passive observations, while biologist was approximately 30 feet away in direct line of 
sight to the nest. - SJohnston
03/13/2012 - ANHU continues at this nest, but stays off for long periods. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears intact following storms, but no ANHU female detected during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/23/2012 - No activity observed at this nest for 30 minutes. Lack of directed activity for more than a week 
indicates this nest has been abandoned. ANHU was incubating when nest was discovered, but no young or 
feeding of young were ever observed. Evidence suggests the eggs of this nest was predated or abandoned prior to 
stormy weather, for undetermined reasons. It is also possible that the eggs were predated during the stormy 
weather or shortly after, with or without nest abandonment, but with no way to arrive at a conclusive outcome, 
Indeterminate is the proper determination. - RRadd

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030712_sjon_02 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 15 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/7/2012 3/23/2012 03/07/2012 - Bird observed nest building while biologist was approximately 30 feet from the nest. Nest is 
approximately 20% complete. - SJohnston
03/13/2012 - ANHU incubating 2 eggs 1344. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Female on nest. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - Nest contains broken eggshell and many peppers from host tree, and is no longer serviceable. 
Remains of an egg in the nest among many hard peppers suggests this nest failed due to natural causes, likely by 
an avian predation that dislodged peppers into the nest. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 030712_vnik_02 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE4

Substation Chaparrals Substation - new construction 13 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/7/2012 4/24/2012 03/07/2012 - Biomonitor discovered this nest post-construction, reported that visits were made by the birds to 
the nest site, and that they were observed carrying material to the nest. While logging this nest, the Bushtits were 
observed entering the nest. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Nest in excellent condition after storm event. Nest appears nearly complete and BUSH pair brought 
nesting material to nest twice during observation period. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - No Bushtits detected in vicinity of nest during 30 minute period; nest complete and intact. - 
JPawlicki
04/10/2012 - Bushtit makes brief visit to nest at 0850. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Adult bringing food to nest at 0706. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0815 to 0845. Nest examined closely and bottom has been pulled 
out with pieces of the nest scattered about. Nest closed, evidence indicates it was predated. - HWinfrey

No

LOSH Loggerhead Shrike 030812_ahll_07 EP54-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Other 600 100 140 140 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/8/2012 5/1/2012 03/08/2012 - Both male and female were seen foraging within a 300-foot radius of nest location. Male was seen 
courtship feeding female, and female was seen bringing softer nesting material to the nest on several instances. 
Nest appears to be approximately 30% complete, and no eggs were present within the nest. The pair is tolerant of 
limited foot and vehicle traffic outside of bird buffer. - AHill
03/14/2012 - One adult foraging within 300 feet of nest site. Nest appears to be complete, egg laying should 
begin soon. - AHill
03/20/2012 - A biologist saw an American Kestrel perched on shrub where the nest is located. Individual 
remained perched in the bush during the time (approximately 10 minutes) the biologist was passively observing. 
The biologist moved away from the nest and closer to the furthest extent of a Red-tailed Hawk nest in the vicinity, 
and the Loggerhead shrike moved to the side of the nest closest to the biologist. The nest was not approached, 
and no individuals were seen carrying nesting material; however the perched individual was acting mildly 
territorial. It is possible that the pair is either laying eggs or incubating. - LThoreson
03/26/2012 - Observed both adults foraging within 500 feet of nest, then returning to 175 feet within nest 
location. Observed female making begging calls and flapping her wings repeatedly to male, who then fed her. The 
pair then copulated about 170 feet from the nest. The female flew to the nest and laid on the nest for 5 minutes 
before departing on her own accord. When female was out of sight, and no shrikes were in the area, the biologist 
checked the nest to find no eggs present. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Pair of Loggerhead Shrikes present, displaying territorially and fighting with a California Thrasher 
that approached nest, but eventually left the oak tree. Pair is active at nest. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike made 2 trips to nest during 30-minute observation period. After leaving nest, the 
shrike perched on tallest pole to northwest, east of the access road. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - No Loggerhead Shrike activity at this nest, however, an adult pair of shrikes is very active hawking 
insects, collecting nesting material and building nest in medium-sized shrub about 350 feet west of this nest site. 
During 1 flight to collect nesting material, 1 shrike perched on southwest side of Engelmann oak. The fact that no 
resident shrikes reacted to this breach of territory and because no activity was observed at the original nest site, 
this information may indicate nest failure and subsequent renesting during the past week. When possible, will 
check original nest with a cultural resources monitor to ascertain present status of the nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - After 30 minute observation period without seeing activity at the nest, the nest was approached and 
a mirror was used to check for eggs, nestlings or possible signs of nest failure. No eggs or nestlings were found, 
and dead leaves were observed inside the nest bowl and the rim of the nest, indicating possible nest 
abandonment. - SJohnston
04/24/2012 - It appears the original nest site has been abandoned, but a pair is active northwest of the site where 
they copulated once during a 30-minute observation period. Did not see nest building or any visit to the shrub 
where they were nest building last week   PKonrad
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AMKE American Kestrel 030812_ahll_08 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/8/2012 TBD 03/08/2012 - Female kestrel was seen entering nest cavity on several occasions with male perched nearby. 
Female would not stay within the cavity for more than 5 minutes. Biological monitor D. Engstrom reported seeing 
the pair copulate and chase off a pair of CORAs near the nest today. - AHill
03/09/2012 - Male American Kestrel flew in from east and perched on bare branches on top of nest tree. Also 
perched on lower wire north of tree, made a hunting strike and returned to nest tree where it fed on the large 
insect prey. During a second short observation period, at 14:00, the female flew to high bare branch on nest tree, 
where it fed on large insect prey and perched in the wind for 20 minutes, when observer left. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Female observed perching on nearby power line upon arrival. After 25 minutes of observation, 
female flew to nest tree after which male flew out of cavity and joined female on tree. Both birds last observed 
perched on nearby power line. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Biologist saw American Kestrel fly to telephone line west of cavity with prey, apparently a small 
rodent. The American Kestrel then flew to the cavity with the prey, dropped prey off and perched on the top of 
the tree. - LThoreson
04/02/2012 - Male American Kestrel perched on pole east of nest site during initial observation; checked back at 
1730 when male was perched on second pole to west; female probably incubating today. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Male American Kestrel was perched on pole west of nest; then flew to slope to south where it 
soared in circles. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Male American Kestrel flew in to perch on pole nearest nest. (Nestlings should be hatching soon, 
followed by more activity by adults.) - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - Female American Kestrel flew into view after about 15 minutes, circled nest tree twice and entered 
nesting cavity in live oak; she didn't come out of cavity during the next 15 minutes. - PKonrad
05/01/2012 - No American Kestrel activity observed during initial 30 minute observation period. During a second 
nest visit 3 hours later, the female kestrel was perched on the small power line to the northeast of the nesting 
cavity, near the wooden power pole. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Female American Kestrel perched on pole to west of nest and on associated wire north of nest, 
hunting near nest. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - The female American Kestrel was perched on the wooden pole west of the nest, hunting; it caught a 
small dark-colored mammal (vole?) and took it to the nest cavity where kestrel calls, presumably begging 
nestlings, could be heard. Female then perched on top of nest tree for a time, and the male kestrel was seen 
flying westward south of the nest. - PKonrad
05/22/2012 - Female American Kestrel preening and hunting from perch atop the nest tree. It appeared that the 
female took a large insect it caught to an unseen fledgling on west side of tree (opposite side of tree from nest 
cavity). About 3 hours later, a male fledgling was observed flying about 120 feet from the nest tree to the roof of 
1 of the chicken barns  The fledgling had some down on some feathers on the top of its head and a slightly 

TBD

GRRO Greater Roadrunner 030812_tcer_01 CP18-1-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 150 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/8/2012 4/26/2012 03/08/2012 - Adult incubating 2 eggs in nest. - TCooper
03/12/2012 - GRRO adjacent to nest with 3 eggs. Mate nearby. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs - GRRO presumed incubating through stormy weather, though not detected 
during 20 minute observation from distance. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - 2 eggs in nest. No GRRO seen or heard in area. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - 2 eggs in nest. Adult GRRO foraging nearby. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - GRRO incubating 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - The nest now contains 2 eggs, warming in the sun, and no sign of a nestling. An adult was foraging 
and sunning across the slope on the access road. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Nest now contains only 1 egg. Based on an incubation length of 19-20 days, this remaining egg is 
likely non-viable. It has been nearly 2 months since this nest was logged and none of the eggs appear to have 
hatched. No adult GRRO detected around the nest today. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

No

MODO Mourning Dove 030912_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 50 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/9/2012 4/13/2012 03/09/2012 - Nest with 5 eggs first discovered 2 February 2012, but not recorded due to lack of activity during 20 
minute observation period. Nest still with 5 eggs and attending adult on 9 March 2012. Dove remained on nest in 
direct line of sight while avian biologist entered data into pentab at 30 feet. Dove flushed with approach of 
surveyor to document nest status at about 3 feet. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nests, but was unable to gain access to substation. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest with 7 eggs. This nest has apparently never been viable, since before it was recorded since 
Mourning Doves typically only lay 2 eggs per clutch and it is unknown if any eggs were viable at any point during 
the monitoring period. - BArnold

No

MODO Mourning Dove 030912_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 100 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/9/2012 4/13/2012 03/09/2012 - Adult dove observed on nest. Dove remained on nest while avian biologist entered initial data into 
pentab within direct line of sight at 20 feet, and when avian biologist photo-documented nest at 10 feet. Flushed 
at less than 2 feet when avian biologist approached to document nest status. 2 eggs in nest. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nests, but was unable to gain access to substation. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest degraded and with lots of scat, indicative of a successfully fledged nest. - BArnold

Yes

HOFI House Finch 030912_elss_01 CP64 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 30 30 Removed 3/9/2012 3/9/2012 03/09/2012 - The nest was found by onsite biomonitor, inside equipment. The nest was 5% complete. Female 
brought nesting material to nest twice during a 60-minute observation period. The equipment had mylar 
reflective ribbon bird deterrents placed 6-8 inches from the selected nest site and was staged at the pull site with 
no use for 10 days. The equipment was slated for transport this day, necessitating the removal process. - 
ELoveless
03/09/2012 - Nest removed by avian biologist. - ELoveless
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 030912_imll_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - maintenance 400 300 300 300 Fledged 3/9/2012 5/2/2012 03/09/2012 - Male CAGN observed stripping 'bark' from sagebrush in territory and adding material to a well 
developed nest (about 80%) with the female CAGN accompanying. The nest is shaped with lining-less bowl. Pair 
made trips with nest material from both east and west. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Pair observed making over a dozen trips to nest. Surveyors did not approach nest, but female was 
observed carrying fluffy pappus from Baccharis shrub; male not observed carrying material. - MDicus
03/21/2012 - Pair observed foraging throughout territory. On one occasion both male and female visited the nest 
area briefly and then moved away to the south. Later during the observation period the male flew to the nest area 
and called from various perches. Once the pair left the area, the nest was observed to be 100% complete with no 
eggs present (M. Dicus permitted CAGN nest monitor present). It is likely that the pair will continue to use this 
nest location following the weekend's recent storm events once the material dries with no further additions to 
nest. Therefore, the nest stage is now considered to be in the egg laying period. - IMaunsell
04/03/2012 - 3/28/2012 - 3 nest exchanges observed between 0715 and 0930. - IMaunsell
04/04/2012 - Observed nest exchange at approximately 0805. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - Male observed flying to nest area at approximately 0730. Gave "soft mew" and female was observed 
leaving nest area. Female returned to the nest area at approximately 0750, called to male, and male left nest area. 
From 0800-0810, male was observed making frequent, rapid trips to and from the nest to the surrounding habitat 
with prey items. Likely feeding young nestlings still being brooded by the female. - IMaunsell
04/18/2012 - Male observed foraging, making 3 brief trips to nest, and on the second trip carrying away what 
appeared to be a fecal sack from the nest. Female was at the nest for most of this 1-hour observation period. - 
MDicus
04/25/2012 - 2 nestlings were observed in the nest. The adult male parent California Gnatcatcher was observed 
hopping from bush to bush near the nest, making "mew" calls. - LGorman
05/02/2012 - The adult CAGN pair was observed foraging approximately 250 feet northwest of the nest location. 
The pair repeatedly returned to a nearby shrub from which faint begging calls were heard; they appeared to be 
feeding 1 or 2 fledglings, which were well-hidden inside the shrub. The nest was later checked and found to be 
empty. Successful fledging. - MDicus

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 030912_mdus_03 Hartung CY-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 28 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/9/2012 4/25/2012 03/09/2012 - Pair observed gathering material from interior of oak galls and adding it to nest that appears to be 
nearly complete. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - BUSH pair foraging in vicinity. Male enters nest briefly at 0818; no item carry observed. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - BUSH pair working at nest at 1408. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 1310 to 1325. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Bushtit at nest at 1152. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest appears intact after yesterday's storm. No BUSH observed during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BUSH detected during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest has fallen, but does not appear predated. - RRadd

No

RSHA Red-shouldered Hawk 030912_rrdd_01 CP64-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 300 500 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 3/9/2012 4/12/2012 03/09/2012 - RSHA pair attending this nest - female at nest, male guarding and visiting. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - RSHA male at typical nest-guarding perch south of El Monte Road, female not detected. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - Nest remains incomplete. No RSHA detected during 15 minute late afternoon observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity at nest. RSHA perched nearby at 1235. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed, and no Red-Shouldered Hawks detected in area from 1200 to 1245. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest is not in sufficient repair to receive an egg, and no raptors have been observed in association 
for 4 weeks. Changed status to closed. Nest was abandoned during site selection for unknown reasons. - RRadd

No

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch 030912_rrdd_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 56 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/9/2012 5/11/2012 03/09/2012 - WBNU pair chiseling bark flakes from nearby trees and carrying to cavity at 1-2 minute intervals. - 
RRadd
03/15/2012 - WBNU pair coming to and going from this nest at 0822. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No WBNU detected in area for 15 minutes. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - WBNU pair continued to bring bark chips to cavity on multiple occasions from 0843-0910. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - WBNU observed entering cavity at 1038 without carrying nesting material. It did not re-emerge 
during 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - WBNU leaves nest at 1027. Both male and female return at 1034. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - WBNU male carries food to brooding female 3 times between 1039-1044. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - WBNU carrying food to nest at 2-10 minute intervals around 1335. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - WBNU brings food to nest cavity at 0718. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - WBNU pair leaving nest unattended for several minutes at a time, returning with food items. - 
RRadd
05/12/2012 - WBNU no longer come to this cavity and a HOWR is now occupying. Presumed fledged. - RRadd
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BUSH Bushtit 030912_rrdd_04 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/9/2012 TBD 03/09/2012 - BUSH making repeated trips at 1-2 minute intervals building this nest - approximately 5% complete. - 
RRadd
03/17/2012 - BUSH pair continue nest building at 1348 - 60% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults flew to nest 6+ times with material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - BUSH pair active at nest which appears substantially complete. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - BUSH entered nest at 1242 and was not observed to re-emerge during 10 minutes of observation. - 
HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 1309. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH pair feeding nestlings at 1630. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - BUSH pair feeding nestlings at 1320 at 5-minute intervals. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Solo BUSH visits nest furtively, fleetingly and infrequently at 1358. Second brood potentially in 
progress. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest appears in excellent condition. No BUSH detected within 50 feet during 30 minutes of 
observation. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - No activity observed. Monitor once more before potentially closing. - RRadd

TBD

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch 030912_rrdd_05 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 87 100 85 85 Nest did not reach active stage 3/9/2012 4/16/2012 03/09/2012 - WBNU pair ferrying bark flakes to cavity. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - WBNU detected in vicinity, but not observed at cavity. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No WBNU seen near nest for 15 minutes. Possibly switched locations (see 032012_mkhn_02). - 
MKuehn
03/22/2012 - WBNU at cavity, one bird visible arranging lining materials inside. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No WBNU detected in area; no activity at nest. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No WBNU activity has been observed here for almost a month. Initial activity was likely a part of site 
selection process. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 031012_jpki_01 EP183 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 85 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/10/2012 4/18/2012 03/10/2012 - Adults observed actively bringing material to nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
03/15/2012 - Adults in area but did not observe them going to the nest. Nest looks complete from outside, but 
contents not checked. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - Bushtit pair still nest building. Nest is well-formed and decorated externally, 95% complete. Light is 
still visible passing through unlined nest entrance. Female observed in vicinity gathering downy vegetative lining 
material. - JDicus
03/28/2012 - Bushtit observed at nest, which appears nearly complete. - VNovik
04/04/2012 - Nest is in excellent shape, but no Bushtit observed or heard during 30-minute period. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Again, nest looks good but no Bushtits observed or heard during 30-minute observation period. 
(Incubating or deserted?) - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - See following comment. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - A predator has opened a hole in the bottom of this Bushtit nest chamber. No eggs, eggshells, 
nestlings, or adults were found in the area, although nesting chronology indicates that eggs may have been 
present. Because bushtits may continue lining the nest during incubation and until hatchlings are present, and 
because the nestling period is approximately 14 days, it is indeterminate whether nest fledged, was abandoned, 
or predated, and nest is closed. - PKonrad

N/A

PHAI Phainopepla 031012_mdus_02 Hartung CY-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 50 100 75 75 Presumed Fledged 3/10/2012 5/13/2012 03/10/2012 - Adult male Phainopepla observed breaking off a tamarisk twig and carrying it into a clump of 
mistletoe. Male made several additional trips to nest while female perched nearby. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - PHAI male brings food item to female, and she departs nest area to receive it at 0755. Both birds 
foraged, returning frequently to nest area. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - PHAI pair making trips to nest 1356-1408. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 1310 to 1325. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Male visits nest at 1148. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - PHAI pair trading nest duties; male on nest while female forages, guarding while she is on nest. - 
RRadd
04/17/2012 - Pattern of activity suggests PHAI pair is sharing incubation duties. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - PHAI pair continue activity at this nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - PHAI exchanging nest duties; female comes to nest with enlarged crop at 1646. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - PHAI pair coming to nest at regular intervals; 1 always staying near nest. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - PHAI no longer attend this nest and a new nest is under construction 5 feet east. Presumed fledged. - 
RRadd

Yes

WREN Wrentit 031212_ahll_01 EP33-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 80 100 70 70 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/12/2012 4/3/2012 03/12/2012 - Wrentit pair was seen bringing lining material to nest on several occasions, at intervals of 20-45 
minutes. Pair is extremely cryptic when flying to nest, using different fly-in routes and entering the dense brush at 
a radius of 20 feet before actually flying to nest location. Adult was heard singing within 50 feet of nest location. 
Nest appears to be complete. - AHill
03/15/2012 - No eggs in nest, but heard Wrentit nearby nest. - AHill
03/20/2012 - No eggs in nest. Observed Wrentit pair singing and flying within 25 feet of nest. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Observed pair singing near nest. Still no eggs in nest, but observed adult fly to nest then leave. - 
AHill
04/03/2012 - Nest was found with small, broken, blue egg fragments in nest, and no adults were seen or heard 
within 200 feet of the nest. Nest was predated on by an animal. - AHill

No
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BUSH Bushtit 031212_imll_02 EP118-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 60 100 60 60 Indeterminate 3/12/2012 3/30/2012 03/12/2012 - Bushtits actively nest building, nest nearly complete. Pair returning to nest while helicopter 
hovering over site. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact, but no activity observed during 45 minutes of observation while micropile grouting 
work is taking place at adjacent tower site. - VNovik
03/30/2012 - Bushtit nest has apparently been torn open by a predator, probably an avian predator, considering a 
hole about twice the size of the entrance hole has been torn open in the stubby neck of the nest on the opposite 
side from the entrance hole. No sign of eggs or eggshells or adult Bushtits - closed. Chronology and history of 
observations suggest that eggs may or may not have been present at the time of depredation, so the outcome is 
Indeterminate. - PKonrad

N/A

CATH California Thrasher 031212_imll_03 EP-91-N Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/12/2012 4/12/2012 03/12/2012 - Bird incubating on nest. 2 eggs. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Bird incubating on nest. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - No thrashers observed, but a clutch of 3 turquoise-colored eggs is present in nest. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; did not leave nest when avian biologist checked nest status from 12 
feet. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - At least 3 large downy nestlings in nest; no adults observed or heard. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest is in good shape with the bowl intact. Appears nestlings fledged successfully, probably before 
rainfall 36 hours before this nest check, judging by wet condition of nest. No sign of nestlings, fledglings or adults, 
and no sign that nestlings did not fledge. - PKonrad

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 031212_jdus_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 20 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/12/2012 4/28/2012 03/12/2012 - Pair observed building well formed nest (carrying downy vegetative lining material into 95% 
complete nest). - JDicus
03/13/2012 - Male makes occasional visits. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest looked soggy, and the bottom appeared incomplete or perhaps affected by the storm this past 
weekend. However, BUSH pair observed at nest. - IMaunsell
03/28/2012 - Male BUSH observed carrying food into nest, presumably feeding female. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - BUSH observed bringing small green leaves to nest 1035. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Although Bushtits were heard in the area, none approached or exited the nest during a 90-minute 
observation period. At 1558, a female LEGO pulled a large billfull of fluffy material from the top of the nest and 
flew away. There was no Bushtit response this action. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - After 45 minutes of constant monitoring, no BUSH was observed entering or exiting the nest. A male 
BUSH foraged in the nest tree and was seen with a bill full of insects. However, he did not approach this nest and 
was presumably associated with a different nest in the area. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No BUSH activity after 20 minutes of observation. This nest containing eggs failed due to natural 
causes. After numerous extensive observation efforts, no Bushtit activity has been observed at the nest for 
several weeks. This, combined with the slow deterioration of the nest and the piracy of nesting materials by other 
species, leads the biologist to conclude this nest has been abandoned. It is likely that the Bushtits abandoned this 
nest during one of the periods of cold, stormy weather, as they have been documented to do, even when the nest 
contains eggs. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 031212_jdus_02 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/12/2012 5/7/2012 03/12/2012 - Pair arrives together, male perches nearby while female builds. Multiple trips to nest with material 
were observed. Nest appears to be well formed (90% complete). - JDicus
03/13/2012 - No HOFI detected in this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact after storm, but no HOFI activity at the nest in 30 minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Male visits nest at 0834. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity at nest from 0740 to 0810. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - One sparsely-feathered nestling visible craning its head above rim of nest with its bill open. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Nestlings observed in nest. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Male and female both visited nest, male first then female who remains there. Nestlings cannot be 
seen. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - The nest had no activity in over 30 minutes of observation. The nest is in good condition, showing 
no signs of predation. Ample time has passed for a complete the nesting cycle and this nest is presumed to have 
fledged. - VEurs

Yes

HOFI House Finch 031212_jdus_03 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 30 30 Fledged 3/12/2012 4/30/2012 03/12/2012 - Pair visits nest tree. Male perches nearby while female builds. Nest is 50% complete. - JDicus
03/13/2012 - No HOFI detected in this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears intact and complete, after storm. A pair was observed entering the nest, but was not 
carrying any nesting material. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Male and female bringing food to nest at 0840. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - HOFI brings food to nest at 0745. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - At least 2 well-feathered nestlings were visible and vigorously moving about nest cup. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - A pair was observed flying to the nest to feed young. Nestlings not visible today. May be 2 new 
nests to the east in the same tree (outer low hanging and upper hanging clusters). - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Appears this nest has fledged successfully since female appears to be incubating a new clutch of 
eggs. New Nest ID created (050212_kats_01). - LTymkiw

Yes
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031212_jdus_04 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 13 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/12/2012 4/16/2012 03/12/2012 - Female observed building beginning of nest while male is perched nearby. This newly discovered 
goldfinch nest is just in the early stage of building (just a spare, thin platform beginning - 5% complete). - JDicus
03/13/2012 - LEGO continues to work sporadically on nest, now 15% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears to have weathered the storm, but is still incomplete, and about 60% complete. LEGO 
observed all around but not observed at nest in about 10 minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - Fresh lining material in bottom of nest. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Female on nest at 0832. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 0748. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Female was not on nest, so biologist used extendable mirror to examine the nest. The nest does not 
contain any eggs or young anymore and does not appear to be particularly well-lined. Apparently predated. - 
VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 031212_jdus_05 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 10 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 3/12/2012 4/30/2012 03/12/2012 - Nest is above road and approximately 5% built, located in clump of flowering Eucalyptus. Avian 
biologist watched female make 2 trips to nest with bill full of materials which almost completely disappeared 
from viewing location below when female added the material into the nest location from above. Male not 
observed. Group of 5 HOFI were observed returning to nest tree in a group with 2 pairs splitting off to build their 
respective nests in the same tree while this female built a third nest with no associated male seen. Later trips by 
the group were found to contain only two pairs, without the lone female in attendance. - JDicus
03/13/2012 - No HOFI detected in this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears unaffected by storm, but no HOFI activity at this nest during 30 minutes of 
observation. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0834 to 0844. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed from 0740 to 0810. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Despite extensive observations of the HOFI nests in this area, no finches were observed approaching 
this particular nest. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - No activity at this nest in 45 minutes of observation. In 6 weeks and 8 nest checks, no activity has 
been observed at this nest. - LTymkiw

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 031212_mdus_02 CP11-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Grading 5 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/12/2012 5/8/2012 03/12/2012 - Bio monitor Tom Gunter observed a pair of Bewick's Wrens carrying nest material to the north side 
of a 17-foot artificial wall north of CP11. The avian biologist monitored the activity, observing the pair carrying 
twigs and dried leaves to the nest 10 separate times.   One adult carried items on each trip while the other 
accompanied it, scolding from the nearby silt fence, exploring adjacent cavities, or bringing in material itself. 
During this time, the crew parked a dozer and compactor within 5-10 feet of the nest (but 12 vertical feet above), 
delivered rock 55 feet away, and continued grading and wall construction approximately 90 feet away. All 
construction activity was above the nest and out of view. The birds did not appear to be affected by construction, 
spending no more than 10 minutes away from the nest during the monitoring period. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Avian biologist arrived at site at 0707 to monitor nest prior to crew's arrival. Crew arrived at 0720. 
BEWR adult first flew to nest at 0730, left immediately, and started vocalizing nearby. Pair did not return to nest 
until 0806, when they both started making regular trips with nest material (grasses and other smaller items). 
Between 0806 and 0820, the pair made a total of 12 trips (between them) to the nest while the crew worked 
approximately 50-20 feet from the nest. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Avian biologist arrived at site at 1257, monitoring nest from distance of approximately 50 feet. 
While crew worked within buffer, BEWR pair were observed making over 15 trips to nest with material. During 1 
hour and 20 minutes of monitoring, the pair were not away from the nest more than 10 minutes at a time. 
Construction was ongoing throughout this observation period; birds appeared unaffected by activities. - MDicus
03/22/2012 - Bio-monitor Tom Gunter observed pair making 3 trips to the nest, and taking breaks to forage in 
between visits. One-time work within buffer is complete, and buffer will now be maintained at 30 feet. - MDicus
03/31/2012 - Biomonitor B. Parker reports observing two BEWRs entering nest 3 times and engaging in mate 
feeding behavior from 0910 to 0930. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Bio monitor B. Parker reports Bushtit observed carrying downy material into nest at 0720. - 
HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No activity during nest monitor's 40 minute observation period. Onsite biomonitors B. Parker and T. 
Gunter also reported no BEWR activity near cavity throughout the day. They said numerous BEWRs were upslope 
and downslope singing and calling during the day. Nest monitor did not hear any BEWR. - VEurs
04/24/2012 - No BEWR seen near nest cavity after more than 30 minutes of observation. male BEWR sang briefly 
downslope of the cavity towards the end of the observation period. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - A Bewick's Wren was heard singing not far down slope, but no wrens approached the rock wall 
during approximately 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - No activity at nest reported since 7 April. It is possible the nest was washed out of the Hilfiker wall 
during the rain events of April. This nest is now closed and failed with or without eggs or young. - VEurs

N/A
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BUSH Bushtit 031212_mdus_03 CP10-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 33 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/12/2012 5/1/2012 03/12/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed carrying material to a nearly complete nest located approximately 30 feet 
from the access road. Traffic, including a large loader, passed through the access road, while the pair continued to 
forage for material and carry it to the nest. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed at nest. - BArnold
03/23/2012 - Male Bushtit observed adding material to the nest. - MDicus
03/31/2012 - Biomonitor B. Parker reports Bushtit entering nest with fine material 4 times from 1050 to 1130. - 
HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Biomonitor T. Gunter reports no activity observed from 0730 to 0830. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Male and female foraging on surrounding hillsides and periodically visiting the nest without material 
or food items during nest monitor's visit. Onsite biomonitor T. Gunter reported little activity in the morning. 
Suspect incubation is under way. - VEurs
04/24/2012 - At least one Bushtit was foraging extensively on the hillside around the nest, but after 40 minutes of 
observation, no Bushtit approached or exited the nest. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - After observing the unusual look of the nest from the access road, the biologist approached the nest 
directly. Upon close examination, the nest was observed to be laying horizontally in the shrub. Pieces of nest 
material were strewn about the branches, although no large, obvious holes were observed. This nest with eggs or 
young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 031212_pkad_05 EP32-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/12/2012 TBD 03/12/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk in incubating position on 2011 nest that has been built up a bit during past 
week. Second adult flew from perch west of nest. Red-tail in incubating position during 2 subsequent nest checks 
while in the area during mid-afternoon and late afternoon. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Did not observe any activity during a 30 minute period. - AHill
03/23/2012 - No hawks observed near nest. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - No activity observed. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Adult on nest at 0818. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Adult on nest at 0910. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - No adult in area. 1 downy nestling visible and moving in nest. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - 1 downy white nestling visible and vocal. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - 2 nestlings were visible and moving in nest at 0602. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - 2 nestlings visible; both have downy heads and are molting flight feathers. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - 2 nestlings visible, showing well-developed flight feathers and molting head feathers. - HWinfrey

TBD

SAPH Say's Phoebe 031212_rrdd_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 10 100 50 10 Fledged 3/12/2012 5/2/2012 03/12/2012 - SAPH bringing items and forming cup in nest that appears approximately 80% complete. Nest built 
while work and use of adjacent access road were in progress, drive-through access OK. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - SAPH observed bringing material to nest at about 1000. - BArnold
03/19/2012 - SAPH on nest, departs to forage. Mate nearby. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - SAPH adult on nest. CORA nest being built nearby. Other SAPH adult on fence foraging. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed at nest. SAPH heard calling nearby. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - SAPH observed coming to nest to incubate while two biologists were viewing nest from below, 
within 15 feet. The SAPH did not react to presence. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - At start of observation, phoebe was not on the nest. Male arrived a short time later carrying a small 
insect while biologist was about 15 feet away. He perched briefly on the edge of the nest and then settled for 3 
minutes until female arrived with another insect.  He left the nest and she perched on the edge, bending down to 
feed the very quiet nestlings. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult SAPH on nest. Valerie Eurs observed both adults bringing insects to edge of nest. As such, 
presumed the presence of nestlings. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Both adults brought food to nest after 5 minutes of observing. Adults brought food during intense 
work activity within 15 to 20 feet of the nest, and O&M activity in 69kV rack. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - Both adult SAPH continue to bring food to nest and feed nestlings during nearby work activities. - 
BArnold
04/26/2012 - Adult SAPH continue to bring food items to nest in apparent disregard of the SRPL work activities 
occurring within 20 feet of the nest. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - The Adult SAPH was observed bringing food to nest, but with much less frequency or 'urgency' than 
recently observed. I believe the nestlings may soon fledge. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Adult SAPH attending to nestlings, which appear very large and ready to fledge. - BArnold
05/01/2012 - 2 very large, vociferous nestlings in nest. These appear ready to fledge soon. - BArnold
05/02/2012 - Early in morning 4 large fledglings observed in nest. Later 2 fledglings observed on slope just south 
of substation with 1 adult, and 1 fledgling perched on steel railing at base of nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Four nestlings observed perched on disconnect switch stand in northern part of substation. Later 
observed with adults foraging and being fed. - BArnold
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CACW Cactus Wren 031212_rrdd_02 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 230 100 100 100 Fledged 3/12/2012 5/10/2012 03/12/2012 - Nest appears 80% complete, lacking feather lining. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears kempt and maintained but only partially lined. No CACW detections on cold windy 
day. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest. CACW calling 500 feet west of nest. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - 2 CACWs observed in area from 0630 to 0730. Neither were observed going to this nest. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - At start of observation, CACW heard calling 100-150 feet from nests. At 1345, an adult perched on 
cactus between the 2 nests before flying off to the north. At 1420, wren gave vocalizations briefly near the nests. 
At 1426, adult CACW entered upper nest. It was not carrying nest material or food. It remained in the nest until 
1441, at which time it flew to the north, perched quietly on a cactus and eventually flew out of sight farther 
north. Observation period lasted approximately 70 minutes. - VEurs
04/19/2012 - One CACW was seen upon biologist's arrival near the nest. After 15-20 minutes, one adult, then the 
second, perched on the cactus clump containing the nests. Each had food in its bill, which was taken into the nest. 
One adult soon emerged, flew off, returned with more food that it took into the nest and then exited. A GRRO 
landed in front of the cactus clump, causing the wren to give an alarm call. The second wren emerged from the 
nest and both wrens then disappeared from view. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Immediately upon the start of observations, both adult CACW entered the nest. They exited and 
flew off in separate directions. During the approximately 15 minute observation period, an adult made 2 more 
trips into the nest with food items. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - Both adults were visible perching about 50 feet from the nest. They moved about the area, and 1 
adult eventually perched for several minutes on the cactus clump containing the nest. The second adult then 
approached and took a food item into the nest. They both flew off again. A short while later an adult arrived at 
the nest with a very large, unidentified food item. When the adult  entered the nest, nestlings could be heard 
vocalizing. The adult soon exited and resumed foraging as the second adult perched on a cactus with its feathers 
fluffed. - VEurs
05/10/2012 - An adult Cactus Wren was seen perched atop a cactus clump to the west of the nest. 2, perhaps 3, 
Cactus Wren fledglings were spotted huddled in the shade at the base of the same cactus patch. This nest is now 
closed because it fledged successfully. - VEurs

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 031312_bald_03 EP103-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 79 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/13/2012 4/23/2012 03/13/2012 - Biomonitor Chez Brungraber observed Bushtits carrying nesting material at about 1030 hours, and 
shortly thereafter discovered nest. Nest is nearly complete. - BArnold
03/21/2012 - Nest looks complete, although neck is a bit thin. Bushtit acting mildly territorial as biologist 
approached nest. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - Bushtits active in area; 1 went into nest and did not see it come out; some calling from within nest 
to Bushtits nearby. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Observed Bushtit entering nest multiple times. Visits were short in duration. Carrying food item into 
nest. - VNovik
04/16/2012 - Adult Bushtit(s) bringing food to nest and quickly leaving about every 3 minutes. - PKonrad
04/23/2012 - Nest is in good shape, but no Bushtits were observed during 30 minute observation period, which is 
drastically different from the last observation period when the adults were making frequent nest visits with food. 
The nestlings have apparently fledged and left the area with the adults - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 031312_dbby_01 CP21-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 264 300 264 264 Fledged 3/13/2012 5/1/2012 03/13/2012 - Nest approximately 90% complete. Observed male fly into the nest for a few seconds to form the 
nest. Nest lining still slightly unkempt looking since it is still being formed. Pair foraging away from nest for long 
periods of up to a half hour. Did not observe pair bringing any more nest material to nest. Installed "no drive-thru 
and no project access" ESA signs on road to west because 300-foot buffer encompasses small section of road, 
until NBJ concurrence is obtained. - DBusby
03/20/2012 - Nest lining appears complete. No eggs in nest. Adult pair foraging nearby. Adult male flew near nest 
and delivered scolding calls after I checked  the nest. - DBusby
04/07/2012 - Male observed on nest during survey on April 6. 4 eggs confirmed during survey on March 30. - 
DBusby
04/17/2012 - 4 nestlings in nest approximately 4 days old. Estimated fledge date is between April 22 and 28. - 
DBusby
04/24/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair with active nest (031312_dbby_01) near Structure CP21 was 
observed feeding nestlings that are approximately 11 days old. The male and female adult pair was observed 
repeatedly visiting the nest with food, with a large proportion of the food items being small green caterpillars. 
Based on the apparent age of the nestlings, their estimated fledge date will likely occur between April 25 and 28, 
2012. - DBusby
05/01/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed with fledglings that are a few days old 
approximately 200 feet east/downslope of the closed nest (031312_dbby_01) near Structure CP21. The estimated 
fledge date was between April 25 and 28, 2012. At least two fledglings were visually confirmed foraging with the 
adult pair. The closed nest is empty and intact, exhibiting no signs of depredation. The surveyor will reattempt to 
locate and confirm the number of fledglings during subsequent surveys. Because the fledglings are now 
independent of the nest, there are no work restrictions along the access road to the west of the closed nest. - 
DBusby

Yes
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BUSH Bushtit 031312_elss_01 EP19-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 100 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/13/2012 3/27/2012 03/13/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed adding nesting material to a nest 7 feet up in a manzanita. The pair 
was observed visiting the nest every 2-5 minutes. The nest appears about 50% complete - ELoveless
03/15/2012 - Bushtit pair is nest building actively and does not seem to be affected by heavy helicopter traffic at 
EP19. Nest appears to be 60% complete. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Pair is actively bringing nesting material to nest, but nest seems a bit dilapidated from recent rain 
event; 70% complete. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Nest was predated, with one egg lodged in side of nest. Two large holes in nest walls, no Bushtit 
activity was observed. Signs were removed. - AHill

No

WREN Wrentit 031312_fhan_01 CP88-1-N-B Road Areas Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 85 85 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/13/2012 4/20/2012 03/13/2012 - A Wrentit was seen visiting the nest. This individual was calling back and forth to another Wrentit 
nearby. The nest appeared nearly 100% complete and egg laying is imminent. - FHoffman
03/15/2012 - Nest was monitored prior to and during installation of energy dissipaters (K. Vittum) in two 
locations along the eastern edge of the access road 30-40 feet from the nest site. Work occurred within the 
established 85 foot buffer based on an exemption to allow for work required in order to remain in compliance 
with SWPPP permit within 72 hours of rain event. Rain event predicted for Friday March 17 and Saturday March 
18. Nest was monitored prior to work: no eggs or adults were at the nest. Nest appeared in good condition. 
During approximately 1 hour of work using back hoe, no adult Wrentits were observed within the area. - 
IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - Nest is complete, but looks soaked from recent heavy rains. No activity observed during 15 minutes 
of observation. Wrentits heard calling within general vicinity. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Biologist approached to within 5 feet before locating nest when female flushed off nest, which 
contained 3 eggs. Female returned to nest immediately after biologist moved back to access road. Bio monitor C. 
Vettes reported passively observing female continue incubating for 6 hours while Sunrise underground crew 
worked 50 feet from nest. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - A female Wrentit was on the nest during over an hour of work which consisted of hydroseeding and 
silt fence removal. At one point the male visited the nest. No indications of stress were observed due to 
hydroseeding work occurring approximately 25 feet from the nest. - CVettes
03/30/2012 - On March 29 K. Vittum monitored minor road grading work required within the existing 85 foot 
buffer for this nest. Work occurred along the road approximately 40 feet from the nest site. A backhoe was used 
to repair the road due to a recent rain event rilling across the road. Work occurred per exemption for individual 
buffer requests allowing for required BMP work in order to maintain compliance with SWPPP permit. During 
approximately 30 minutes of work within the buffer the monitor detected the pair associating with the nest area. 
No signs of disturbance or agitated behavior were observed. - IMaunsell
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 1224. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female on nest, does not depart during observation. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Nest is on the ground, torn apart. Trampled vegetation surrounding nest suggests mammalian 
predator. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 031312_ghan_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/13/2012 4/29/2012 03/10/2012 - Observed with avian biologist, John Dicus, a pair of Western Scrub-jays bringing material to vicinity 
of scrub oaks (Quercus  berberidifolia) and Lakeside ceanothus (Ceanothus cyaneus) multiple times. A nest was 
discovered in scrub oak but did not observe species going to it. By 3-12-12, it was confirmed to be an active nest 
by observing the pair at and on the nest, bringing nesting material to it. - GHuffman
03/16/2012 - Western Scrub-jay observed carrying lining material to nest. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Western Scrub-Jay observed carrying lining material to nest. No apparent damage to nest from 
major storm event over last two days. - RAbe
03/29/2012 - Female on nest, male calling nearby. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Female on nest with 5 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Incubation continues. - RRadd
04/22/2012 - WESJ tight on nest at 1550. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is clean, intact and empty. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

PHAI Phainopepla 031312_jdus_01 EP246 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats OH - wire stringing 110 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 3/13/2012 3/30/2012 03/13/2012 - Phainopepla nest reported by on-site biological monitor. Phainopepla pair observed in vicinity. Male 
landed in nest shrub while female looked on. Male observed carrying materials and building second nest in 
juniper to west outside 100-foot buffer surrounding tower permanent pad, then revisiting nest in jujube shrub. 
Both nests are approximately 20% constructed. - JDicus
03/22/2012 - Male slightly territorial across wash; unseen female giving contact calls. Nest is a small bowl built 
with fine material; looks complete. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Could not re-find nest; no Phainopeplas near nest site, although a short distance to southwest a pair 
of Phainopeplas were flying in aerial displays led by female. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 031312_jdus_02 EP251 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/13/2012 3/22/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair of Bushtits visited nest 3 times with material. - JDicus
03/22/2012 - Nest appears be destroyed by recent storm; nest is flattened from the west side, probably by high 
wind, and has been torn away from 1 of the top attachment points. Damage does not reflect predation, which is 
indicated by holes or tears in the chamber. No Bushtits were observed or heard in the area. - PKonrad

No
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BUSH Bushtit 031312_jpki_05 EP140-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 65 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/13/2012 4/30/2012 03/13/2012 - Adult Bushtits observed bringing material to nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
04/03/2012 - Nest complete. Bushtit pair observed in vicinity of nest with 1 adult entering nest; nest contents 
unknown. - JPawlicki
04/13/2012 - Nest is complete and intact. Bushtit observed entering nest. - VNovik
04/21/2012 - One Bushtit was observed bringing caterpillars to the nest. It was unclear whether it was feeding 
nestlings or its mate. - LTymkiw
04/30/2012 - Nest has been predated, torn apart and mostly removed from the area with only a portion of the 
feathered nest chamber caught in the branch below the nest site. No sign of adults or nestlings or other nest parts 
in the area. - closed. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 031312_mdus_02 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 75 100 40 40 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/13/2012 4/28/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed carrying material to a nest that is approximately 60% complete. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Pair bringing in nest material and copulating. Nest approximately 75% complete. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Pair not observed visiting nest, but nest is in good condition, and female was observed foraging on 
nest shrub. - MDicus
03/30/2012 - 0730 to 0830: Female observed leaving the nest for approximately 5 minutes out of a 1 hour 
observation. Due to the amount of time female spent in nest, it can be concluded that it is incubating. - GHuffman
04/06/2012 - Bushtit observed making two trips to nest in a 20 minute observation. Construction activities appear 
to have no impact on nesting behavior. - GHuffman
04/15/2012 - Both adults making numerous, rapid trips to the nest carrying food items. Female removed fecal sac 
on one trip away from the nest. High-pitched vocalizations heard within nest when adult entered with food. - 
VEurs
04/20/2012 - Observed Bushtits making numerous trips to nest carrying food. Begging calls from nestlings could 
be heard from within nest when adults entered. - GHuffman
04/28/2012 - At the start of observation, the biologist noted the nest's unusual appearance. About 5 minutes 
later, a female LEGO vigorously pulled material from the nest and then flew off. She repeated the behavior a short 
time later. There was no response from potential nest occupants. A pair of Bushtits was eventually detected in the 
area, but they did not directly approach the nest. There was no evidence they were being followed by fledglings. It 
appears the nest was predated. This nest with young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

CORA Common Raven 031312_mdus_03 CP40-2-E Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/13/2012 3/21/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair of Common Ravens observed carrying sticks to nest at top of SRPL tower CP40-2. Nest is 
approximately 30-40% complete.  During over 2 hours of observation, the birds made 6 trips to the nest, carrying 
sticks on 4 of the trips. The pair spent approximately 45 minutes total at the nest, rearranging sticks and perching 
on the adjacent cross-members. A second pair of ravens was observed stealing sticks from the nest and carrying 
them off the right-of-way to the west. The nest-building pair chased the pair from the area twice. - MDicus
03/14/2012 - It appears that a few sticks have been added to the nest since yesterday, but it is still not complete 
enough to support eggs. Pair was observed perching on tower leg below nest but did not visit nest during 15-
minute observation period. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Pair observed making 3 trips to nest with short sticks and finer material. Nest is approximately 50-
60% complete. - MDicus
03/21/2012 - The tower was observed for approximately 2 hours prior to the installation of the bird deterrent. No 
Common Ravens were observed prior to crew arrival. Upon arrival of the crew 6 Common Ravens were observed 
flying east along the access road from CP39 towards CP40. Once the crew had installed the deterrent and left 
CP40, a pair of Common Ravens was observed perched on the uppermost arm of the structure approximately 10 
feet from the installed deterrent. The pair was observed for approximately 1 hour. No nesting material was 
observed during this time, but the pair did not appear deterred by the deterrent. - JHenry
03/21/2012 - Nest was approximately 70-80% constructed and not substantial enough to hold eggs. Nonetheless, 
as a precaution, the lineman tasked with nest removal was instructed to look into the nest to verify the nest 
contained no eggs. The lineman confirmed the nest was empty and removed it. The Common Raven pair flew 
around the tower, vocalizing. They were still in the area when the avian monitor left. 
 - MDicus
03/21/2012 - The nest is approximately 70% complete and is not yet developed enough to support eggs. No eggs 
or young present (as determined by nest stage). Bird repellent ribbon is present towards the base of the tower 
and at multiple points around the project site. Additionally, BMP maintenance occurred at the site on March 15 
and 16 and nest building continue despite this work. Per the NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a 
deterrent. The nest is located on a structure required for upcoming wire pulling. A delay due to allowing the nest 
cycle to continue would likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by 
June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 3/21/2012. - 
KAlberts

No

BUSH Bushtit 031312_rrdd_01 TL 6924 - 171691 Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/13/2012 4/10/2012 03/13/2012 - BUSH nest under construction, approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears approximately 65% complete and not obviously torn from recent storms. No BUSH 
detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed bringing nesting material to the nest several times. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Pair observed making at least 10 trips between them, carrying nest material. Nest appears to be 
nearly complete. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - Nest is large and spherical, basically complete. Shortly after start of observation, male approached 
nest with fine material. Female arrived soon after, entered nest and remained for about 5 minutes before flying 
off. - VEurs
04/10/2012 - Nest has fallen. - RRadd

No
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031312_sjon_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/13/2012 4/20/2012 03/13/2012 - Nest is approximately 5% complete. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Pair of goldfinches seen visiting nest site multiple times over 1 hour from 0850-0950 while backhoe 
installed dissipaters 20 feet from nest. Work within buffer occurred per the exemption for buffer modification 
requests for work conducted to maintain SWPPP compliance. (report from biomonitor K. Vittum 3/15/12). - 
SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Female observed carrying nest material with male perched near nest. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - Work within the buffer included hydroseeding, silt fence removal, and momentary use of a backhoe 
for soil compaction. Silt fencing and soil compaction occurred under exemptions for individual buffer justification 
requests allowing for required BMP work in order to maintain SWPPP permit compliance and for limited foot 
traffic within buffers provided the crew is accompanied by an Avian Biologist. The momentary presence of the 
backhoe agitated a Lesser Goldfinch, the equipment was redirected and, once removed, foraging and activity in 
the nest tree resumed. The only visit to the nest for nest building was observed prior to the beginning of work. - 
CVettes
03/29/2012 - During a 15 minute period of hydroseeding, a Lesser Goldfinch remained on the nest. The same 
status was observed before and after construction. This hydroseeding was a one-time permission of work order 
granted by the nest buffer justification. - CVettes
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 1229. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female incubating/brooding.  Does not leave nest when avian bio walks past at a distance of ten 
feet. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - No LEGO observed near nest. Nest examined and found to be empty with fine fibers pulled up from 
rim of cup. No sign of predation.  Nest timeline indicates that nest most likely reached fledging status successfully. 
Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031312_sjon_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 90 100 90 90 Nest did not reach active stage 3/13/2012 4/13/2012 03/13/2012 - Nest building; approximately 1% complete. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - No activity observed but nest is now about 20% complete. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Male and female observed chasing SOSP away from nest, indicating nest continues to be active. - 
HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity observed from 1115 to 1145. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No LEGO visit to smallest pine between 2 larger pines in 25-minute observation. Nest closed due to 
inactivity and nest never becoming completely constructed. - JDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 031312_sjon_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 36 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/13/2012 5/17/2012 03/13/2012 - Observed female HOFI bringing nesting material to nest. - SJohnston
03/15/2012 - Pair of HOFI repeatedly adding coarse nesting material to nest location on ledge above window at 
the Bauer house. Nest 50% complete. - KAlberts
03/20/2012 - Female flew to nest with material. Male following closely. - MKuehn
03/20/2012 - Observed pair of HOFI making trips into nest. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Female observed entering nest, male perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female on nest at 1108. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Pair visits nest, and female settles into nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Male and female perched above nest. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Female on nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Male and female observed leaving nest at 0806. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - No activity observed from 1031 to 1046. Unable to verify nest contents without entering private 
property. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - No activity observed; however, landowner presence did not provide for appropriate observation 
conditions or sufficient monitoring time. - MDicus
05/17/2012 - No activity at nest. Unable to view nest contents without entering private property. Nest closed due 
to inactivity. - HWinfrey

N/A
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HOFI House Finch 031312_sjon_04 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading 83 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/13/2012 5/17/2012 03/13/2012 - Nest building observed. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Observed pair making trips into the nest. - SJohnston
03/21/2012 - V. Eurs and K. Vittum reported that per the landowners' request, all project-related material, 
equipment and work is required to be completed on and removed from the Bauer Property. During the course of 
uninstalling wire mesh nesting deterrents in the eaves of a guest house on the property as part of this 
requirement between 0800 and 0900 on March 21st, the activity uninstalled the substrate on which the nest is 
located, inadvertently removing the nesting material. The nesting attempt did not support eggs or young based on 
its nest building stage. The nest is approximately 75% complete. The bio monitor on site was notified, contacted 
an avian biologist, and the nesting material was replaced at 1125 to enable further nest building by the pair. V. 
Eurs observed the following: 1155 - Male HOFI flew near the nest, but did not enter. 1206 - Female HOFI entered 
nest and spent about 1 minute rearranging the material within the wire pocket before she left. 1208 - Female 
entered pocket and again rearranged material for about 1 minute while the male sang nearby. 1211 - Female 
entered and almost immediately left again. 1216 - Female spent about 3 minutes inside, moving nest material 
around. 1230 - Male carried nesting material into nest. 1235 - Male returned to nest with more new material. 
1304 - Male and female were in the nest simultaneously for about 1 minute. 1307 - Female spent very brief time 
in the nest. 1318 - Female went in and out of nest a couple of times, then flew off. 1327 - Female spent another 2 
minutes rearranging nesting material. 1333 - Female spent another couple of minutes rearranging material. - 
KAlberts
03/28/2012 - No activity observed during 10 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity observed from 1115 to 1145. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - HOFI pair visits nest, gathers material. Nest stage presumably progressed to egg laying based on 
nest chronology. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - No activity observed during 15-minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which is difficult to see without entering private property. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Male perched near nest at 0805, appears to be carrying food. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1031 to 1046. Unable to verify nest contents without entering 
private property. - HWinfrey
05/12/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0842 to 0900. Unable to verify nest contents without entering 
private property. - MDicus
05/17/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Unable to verify nest contents without entering property. Nest closed 
due to inactivity. - HWinfrey

N/A

BEWR Bewick's Wren 031312_sjon_05 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading 20 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/13/2012 4/26/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material in to man-made cavity. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - No activity observed. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - No activity observed during 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity observed from 1115 to 1145. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Bewick's Wren seen leaving nest cavity. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - No activity observed during 15-minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Pair of BEWR feeding fledgling in shrub 5 feet from nest. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 031312_sjon_06 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/13/2012 4/13/2012 03/13/2012 - Biologists saw a pair of Bushtits bringing nesting material to the Ceanothus shrub, then approached 
shrub and saw the pair adding material to a nest. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Observed Bushtits making trips to the nest. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - BUSH observed visiting nest, which appears nearly complete. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - There was Bushtit activity around the nest area before construction, but activity subsided during 20 
minutes of hydroseeding work within the buffer to approximately 15 feet from the nest. After work subsided, a 
pair of Bushtits returned to the area, and activity near the nest resumed. - CVettes
03/29/2012 - Approximately 30 minutes of hydroseeding occurred within the buffer during which a Bushtit was 
observed with nest building material. Activity in the vicinity of the nest was confirmed previous to and after 
construction. This hydroseeding was a one-time permission of work order granted in the nest buffer justification. - 
CVettes
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest, and no Bushtits detected in immediate area. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is torn open, with chunks of nest material still loosely, precariously hung about the rest of the 
host shrub. Nest appears to have been recently predated (within the last 24 hours or so since the last storm 
system, which would have blown the nest chunks to the ground). Nest is empty: no eggs, nestlings or adults. 
Damage to nest is consistent with Western Scrub-jay predation. Nest was never recorded as having eggs or young, 
but destructive nature of damage and nesting chronology indicate the possible presence of eggs or young at the 
time. Nest closed with Indeterminate outcome. - JDicus

N/A
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LOSH Loggerhead Shrike 031412_ahll_01 EP52-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - tower erection 80 100 70 70 Fledged 3/14/2012 5/9/2012 03/14/2012 - Female Loggerhead Shrike was on nest and is potentially incubating or shaping the nest. Female 
became very defensive and started alarm calling when biologist was near the nest; biologist then retreated. Male 
was seen perched on nearby branch. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Biologist witnessed a pair of Loggerhead Shrikes chasing a Western Scrub-jay from the bush where 
the nest is located. The pair continued to call while the biologist monitored the bush. The biologist waited until 
the Western Scrub Jay left the area and approached the nest. With a telescoping mirror, the biologist looked into 
the nest and did not see any eggs. The biologist then felt the inside of the nest and it was moist, likely due to the 
recent storm. Although the nest is empty and moist, the pair still exhibited territorial behavior. - LThoreson
03/21/2012 - Nest is still active. No eggs in nest, but shrike pair is defending nest to other birds at 400 feet from 
nest. Pair was seen foraging and male was singing in the area. Pair perched several times on nest tree. - AHill
03/26/2012 - Observed male singing 300 feet from nest and foraging in general area. Never observed any nest 
visits or second adult in area of 500 feet from nest. The nest was wet from the rains, and the nest cup was no 
longer neat and tight inside. - AHill
04/12/2012 - Two biologists approached Loggerhead Shrike nest that was determined to be inactive on 
03/26/2012. At approximately 15 feet from the nest, a LOSH was observed to be perched in the same shrub as the 
nest. The 2 biologists backed off the nest approximately 15 feet. The biologist then observed the perching bird 
cautiously move to nest and lie down in nest as if incubating. - SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike nest unattended until avian biologist checked for nest contents with mirror, 
when a pair of shrikes approached nest aggressively. No eggs observed in deep feather-lined nest bowl. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Loggerhead Shrikes observed at nest initially, but 1 adult flew to nest calling and behaving 
strongly territorial. Only 1 small newly hatched brown nestling could be seen in the nest before the avian biologist 
was disrupted by the adult shrike, although there are probably more small nestlings in the nest. No feathers are 
evident in the nest now, but the feathers observed in the nest bowl last week must have been covering the eggs 
during last week's nest monitoring check. - PKonrad
05/01/2012 - At least 2 medium-sized (10 day old) gray nestlings in nest; 1 adult Loggerhead Shrike flew to the 
nest and called territorially while avian biologist checked the nest status and contents. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Loggerhead Shrikes have fledged; 2 short-tailed fledglings made brief 50-foot flights when avian 
biologist checked for fledglings; other fledglings are probably also present, but the search for nestlings was 
discontinued when the first 2 fledglings showed their position. Nest is in a well-used state and empty, although 1 
adult was still territorial near the nest - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CORA Common Raven 031412_bald_02 EP229-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/14/2012 3/20/2012 03/14/2012 - Nest reported by bio-monitor. Small accumulation of sticks in a location typically used by Common 
Ravens to nest on lattice tower. No activity during nearly 60 minute afternoon observation period, but nest is 
under construction by a Common Raven. - BArnold
03/15/2012 - Pair of ravens was observed carrying sticks to the nest in the tower. Nest is still relatively small with 
only a handful of sticks. At 1030 when I returned to the site, CORA perched on lattice. Some mylar bird deterrent 
tape was observed previously affixed to the base of the tower. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Nest material still present, but no activity was observed that could be directly associated with this 
nest. A pair of ravens in the area briefly perched on EP228. Nest was observed for 30 minutes. The last 3 days 
were characterized by low temperatures, heavy rain, and snow. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - At 1348, a helicopter delivered 2 PAR crewmen to tower to remove nest as directed by SDG&E after 
receiving agency concurrence. Crew reported 6 to 8 sticks in nest, with no eggs or nestlings present. Crew hung 
mylar tape on the tower in the area of the nest to deter future nesting attempts. No ravens were observed near 
nest during these activities. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Nest is in very early stages: 5-10% complete. Pair made one trip to the nest with a stick in 15 
minutes of observation on March 15. The stick was balanced precariously on the undeveloped nest and fell. No 
eggs or young present (as determined by nest stage) as of March 20. Red bird repellent ribbon is located on the 
tower and on the perimeter of the tower pad. In addition, a micropile grouting crew worked at EP229 on March 
12 (prior to nest identification) and a BMP maintenance crew worked at EP229 on March 14 (when the nest was 
identified); therefore, work occurred at the site and nest building continued despite this. Nest located in the top 
of the tower at the goat ears. The nest is located on a structure required for wire pulling this week. This pull is the 
next critical pull in the project schedule. A delay due to allowing the nest cycle to continue would likely prevent 
SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. 
Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 3/20/2012. - KAlberts

No

LOSH Loggerhead Shrike 031412_jpki_01 EP51-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 150 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/14/2012 3/26/2012 03/14/2012 - Female briefly vacated nest after courtship behavior was observed in vicinity. Nest is complete and 
with at least 2 eggs present. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Biologist watched nest for a period of time and did not see or hear any activity. The nest was 
approached; 4 eggs present. Biologist quickly moved away and watched for activity. After a period of about 10 
minutes, a Loggerhead Shrike appeared and was calling. The bird appeared somewhat agitated and went to a 
shrub northeast of the shrub with the nest, and another Loggerhead Shrike was seen. The pair appeared agitated 
until the biologist was out of sight, and then resumed normal activities. - LThoreson
03/26/2012 - Observed adult foraging 100-300 feet from nest, and no nest visits were made during observation. 
So, the biologist peered inside the nest, and broken eggshells were present along with very small mammal scats, 
indicating that this nest was most likely predated by mice. - AHill

No
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CATH California Thrasher 031412_jpki_02 EP50-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 25 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/14/2012 4/9/2012 03/14/2012 - Adult California Thrasher observed in shrub and then briefly left nest before returning to the nest 
while the observers logged the nest. Nest is complete with at least 3 eggs present. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Biologist watched nest for a few minutes and did not see any apparent activity. Nest was 
approached and when biologist was within 20 feet, 2 California Thrashers left the bush where the nest is located. 
When biologist was within several feet of the nest, the California Thrashers started to call. Nest was quickly 
assessed and appears unaffected by the storm; eggs still visible in nest. - LThoreson
03/26/2012 - Observed female on nest. Did not observe any adults bringing food to nest. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Thrasher observed in scrub oak near nest; small downy nestlings present in nest. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - No thrashers in area or thrasher nestlings in nest, indicating nestlings were taken by a predator, 
considering the nestlings would still be about 5 days from fledging if they had survived. However, 1 light-
turquoise egg with brown speckling is present; it looks like a Western Scrub-jay egg, considering the size and 
color. Appears a jay has laid an egg in the nest, although no improvements have been made to the former 
California Thrasher nest. Thrasher nest is closed and jay nest opened as a new nest with a new number. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 031412_rrdd_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 95 100 90 90 Nest did not reach active stage 3/14/2012 3/29/2012 03/14/2012 - R. Radd reported that the nest appeared to be 30% complete. - KAlberts
03/20/2012 - Nest about 40% complete. No BUSH observed near nest in 10 minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - BUSH foraging close by did not attend nest during observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 BUSH foraging in area appeared indifferent to observer approaching nest location. Nest remained 
at 15-20% complete with no progress over past two weeks. Evidence indicates that this nesting attempt has been 
abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 031512_fhan_01 CP43-1-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 20 100 20 20 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/15/2012 4/19/2012 03/15/2012 - Nest appears 50% complete. Adults carrying in material. - FHoffman
03/16/2012 - Bushtit pair was monitored while crew moved guard structures near buffer. Pair continued to 
collect material and carry it to nest before, during, and after construction activities. No apparent change in nest-
building behavior. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Biomonitor E. Nicholson reports continuing BUSH activity this morning. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity at nest during 15 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - 0720 to 0850: Observed Bushtit making a trip to nest for one minute and then flew out of view. Pair 
later observed foraging in substrate containing nest. - GHuffman
04/12/2012 - Bushtit pair in area at start of observation period. After a few minutes, one approached the nest, 
entered partway and emerged holding something in its bill. Because of foliage obstructing the biologists, it is not 
certain what the bird was carrying, although it was large enough to be a fecal sac and was light in color. The bird 
flew off and the pair spent the rest of the 45-minute observation out of sight, although vocalizations could be 
heard. It is unclear if there are nestlings at this point. - VEurs
04/19/2012 - Nest observed and found to be torn open at the middle. Likely outcome appears to be predation. No 
Bushtits observed in area. - GHuffman

No

HOFI House Finch 031512_imll_01 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/15/2012 3/15/2012 03/15/2012 - The yard monitor reported the finch pair making two trips to the nest site with coarse material over 
a 1-hour observation period. The forklift was reportedly used yesterday. Nest was located 1 foot from mylar flash 
tape installed as a deterrent. The nest was inspected with a telescoping mirror, and no eggs or young were 
present. Nest was removed and the cavity was plugged to prevent future nest attempts.

On March 15 a pair of house finches was observed nest building in a fork lift in Alpine Construction Yard. The nest 
was 60% complete with no lining added. Two trips to the nest were made by a pair  with course material over 1 
hour. No eggs or young were present (nest checked with telescoping mirror). Mylar flash tape was previously 
installed 1 foot from nest attempt. Nest located 8 feet above ground inside the cab of an idled forklift. Equipment 
was used yesterday (3/14/2012). Based on the impact to construction and material logistic operations efficiency, 
cost impact relative to alternate options, potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment, the nest attempt 
was removed per the NBMMP. Failure to remove the nest would have resulted in substantial disruption to the 
yard operations, including needed steel for upcoming tower assembly, thus impacting project schedule. This 
would likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to 
ensure system reliability. - IMaunsell
03/15/2012 - A HOFI pair was observed nest building in a fork lift in the Alpine Construction Yard. The nest was 
60% complete with no lining added. Two trips to the nest were made by a pair  with course material over 1 hour. 
No eggs or young were present (nest checked with telescoping mirror). Mylar flash tape was previously installed 1 
foot from nest attempt. Nest located 8 feet above ground inside the cab of an idled forklift. Equipment was used 
yesterday (3/14/2012). Based on the impact to construction and material logistic operations efficiency, cost 
impact relative to alternate options, potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment, the nest attempt was 
removed per the NBMMP. Failure to remove the nest would have resulted in substantial disruption to the yard 
operations, including needed steel for upcoming tower assembly, thus impacting project schedule. This would 
likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure 
system reliability. - KAlberts

No
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BUSH Bushtit 031512_jpki_01 GS-NF-7 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 10 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/15/2012 4/21/2012 03/15/2012 - Adults observed bringing material to nest (about 25% complete). - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Nest appears 30% complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed in 10 minutes of observation. Drive-through bird buffer signs installed at link 
lead's request. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest appears to be 100% complete. Observed for 45 minutes and no Bushtit activity detected. - 
GHuffman
04/06/2012 - No birds were observed near the nest during a 45 minute observation period. However, as the 
biologist first entered the buffer, a Bushtit was heard vocalizing in the tree to the east of the nest tree. The bird 
was not heard again, but ongoing San Vicente Dam construction makes it difficult to hear. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - A Bushtit emerged from the nest shortly after 3 pieces of heavy construction equipment passed 
within 10 feet of the nest. Because of overhanging foliage, it was not possible to see if the bird was carrying 
anything when it left. The bird returned to the nest about 5 minutes later, but again the biologist's view was 
obscured by foliage. Observations were halted due to onset of rain. Nesting stage chosen based on nest 
chronology, but no concrete evidence of brooding/incubating was observed. However, the nest is still thought to 
be active despite almost a month of no observed activity. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - Nest has been damaged and only top portion remains. Possible predation or damaged from recent 
weather event. No Bushtit activity observed at nest. - GHuffman

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031512_jpki_02 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 25 25 Nest did not reach active stage 3/15/2012 4/20/2012 03/15/2012 - Pair left from vicinity of nest in nest shrub upon initial approach. Nest was observed to be in 
excellent condition and appears fresh. No other activity. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Complete nest; LEGO pair nearby did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Female LEGO observed in vicinity of nest. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No activity at nest and no Lesser Goldfinches were observed in the area from 1045 to 1115. - 
HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No LEGO activity in the area or observed in nest shrub in about 30 minutes of observation, but 
biologist was unable to hone in on exact location of nest. Observations halted due to onset of rain. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - Nesting location was monitored on 3 separate occasions over 3 days by avian biologists John Dicus, 
Jim Pawlicki and Garrett Huffman. Nest could not be located in original location, and no LEGO activity was 
observed in substrate over 3 days. - GHuffman

No

CANW Canyon Wren 031512_jpki_03 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 400 100 40 40 Indeterminate 3/15/2012 4/12/2012 03/15/2012 - Birds seen entering small cavity underneath large rock in outcrop area just west of pull site, just 
below dead/scraggly poison oak shrub about 30 feet upslope and just west of two fairly large sage shrubs growing 
between top end of large boulders. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - No CANW detections during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No CANW activity detected during 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No activity observed in area of nest cavity and no Canyon Wrens were detected in the area from 
1045 to 1115. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - After extensive observation, biologist determined that CANW has chosen a new nest site further 
upslope to the north. No wren was observed near this cavity after about 90 minutes of observation. Additionally, 
no wrens were observed near the nest cavity aside from the initial detection on 15 March 2012. The outcome is 
indeterminate because it is unclear whether the nest cavity ever contained eggs or young. - VEurs

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 031512_rrdd_01 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 2 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/15/2012 5/3/2012 03/15/2012 - BUSH pair carrying material to nest which appears 60% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults brought nesting material to nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - BUSH pair working on nest at 0902. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which appears to be 100% complete and in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 1029. Nest appears 100% constructed. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Nest intact after storm, but no BUSH detected. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - BUSH bringing food to nest at 1654. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - BUSH visits nest briefly at 1435. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - No BUSH were observed in the intact nest vicinity during 30 minutes of observation. Presumed 
fledged. - RRadd

Yes

OATI Oak Titmouse 031512_rrdd_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 15 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/15/2012 5/10/2012 03/15/2012 - OATI pair singing, carrying material, and entering cavity at 1-minute intervals. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Both adults flew to nest with material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - OATI pair carrying finer material to cavity 0855. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - OATI observed leaving nest cavity at 1038 and was observed foraging nearby. No nest material was 
gathered. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Oak Titmouse enters nest at 1033, not observed leaving. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - OATI male comes to nest entrance and sings; female emerges briefly and returns to cavity. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - OATI brings food to nest, then departs at 1339. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - OATI brings food to nest at 0727. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - OATI brings food item to nest at 0706. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - No OATI detections at this nest. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes
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HOWR House Wren 031512_rrdd_03 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 3 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/15/2012 4/11/2012 03/15/2012 - HOWR singing, carrying material, and entering pipe repeatedly building its nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No HOWR activity at nest site for 15 minutes. HOWR calling 50 feet away across road. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - HOWR active across territory, but not entering any cavities during 30 minutes of observation. - 
RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed from 1015 to 1045. The only HOWR detected in area was on south side of El 
Monte Road. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - HOWR singing 100 feet east of this location near wood pole. Closed for lack of definitive site 
selection. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031512_rrdd_04 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 25 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/15/2012 4/13/2012 03/15/2012 - LEGO pair copulating adjacent to nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - LEGO female prone in nest at 1220. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Observed male leaving nest area and female incubating on nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - No activity observed from 0815 to 0845. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is intact and appears empty with numerous feces at cup rim, suggesting successful fledge. - 
RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 031512_rrdd_05 Helix CY Rd Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/15/2012 3/29/2012 03/15/2012 - ANHU female coming to nest sporadically, lies for short periods on nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is complete and intact following recent storms. No ANHU visiting nest during 2 x 15 minute 
observations. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity at nest during first 25 minutes of observation, at which point a female Anna's 
Hummingbird began collecting material from the nest rim and interior and adding it to a new nest 120 feet to the 
southwest. She made approximately 6 trips, pulling material from the nest each time. These activities continued 
while construction vehicles passed on the access road. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 031512_rrdd_06 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 12 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/15/2012 4/13/2012 03/15/2012 - BUSH pair making frequent trips with material to this nest. Nest is approximately 15% complete. - 
RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest does not appear substantially improved. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - The nest was not located, but no Bushtits were observed in the nest tree during 45 minutes of 
observation. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - No activity observed from 0730 to 0800. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest has declined, presumably due to weather and substrate movement. Nest closed. BUSH nearby 
are building a new nest 40 feet away. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031512_rrdd_07 Helix CY AR Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 30 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/15/2012 4/13/2012 03/15/2012 - Female LEGO on nest with male keeping company. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - LEGO female prone in nest. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Bird observed sitting on nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - Female on nest at 0710. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is intact and empty with numerous feces at cup rim, suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

CORA Common Raven 031512_vnik_01 EP210 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/15/2012 TBD 03/15/2012 - Pair of ravens observed carrying sticks to nest. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Common Ravens observed at nest location. - VNovik
03/23/2012 - Two adult ravens were observed bringing nesting material to the nest at 1530. - BArnold
03/27/2012 - Nest looks complete, or nearly complete. No ravens at nest initially, but a raven flew to nest, stayed 
3 minutes, then flew out to meet second raven and both returned to tower, perching high on opposite side of 
crossarm. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - No ravens at nest initially, but 2 ravens flew low near tower, and 1 raven flew to nest, perched next 
to nest, then laid in nest in incubating position. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Pair of Common Ravens perched next to nest when 1 adult 'hopped to nest and laid down in 
incubating position. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Raven incubating in new Sunrise tower EP210. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - No adult Common Ravens were at the nest site, but 1 raven is perched on power line just north of 
the tower. Expect there are unseen small nestlings in the nest. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - An adult Common Raven is standing on the nest, apparently shading unseen nestlings. - PKonrad
05/23/2012 - Common Raven adult was standing on the tower next to the nest, but nestlings remain unseen. - 
PKonrad

TBD
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LOSH Loggerhead Shrike 031612_ahll_01 EP53-3-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 90 100 300 300 Fledged 3/16/2012 5/15/2012 03/16/2012 - Observed male Loggerhead Shrike courtship feeding female, then female flew 100 feet away and 
gathered fine grass material for the nest. A BMP crew worked on the access road 250 feet away from the nest to 
the east, and the biomonitor/avian biologist reported hearing agitated calls from LOSH. - AHill
03/21/2012 - Pair of Loggerhead Shrikes foraging in immediate area, not affected by traffic on access road. Adult 
seen flying into nest with no eggs present. Nest has lining material in it, and is 90% complete. - AHill
03/26/2012 - Observed adult loggerhead Shrike foraging in area and perching above nest. Observed second adult 
fly from nest location in bush to perch above nest where other adult was perched, then flew off to forage. - AHill
04/02/2012 - A Loggerhead Shrike is incubating 4 eggs; other adult very territorial. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Nest still contains 4 eggs, but did not see an adult at the nest; did see an adult hunting along access 
road 300 feet east of nest earlier. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike nest still contains 4 smallish brown-speckled cream-colored eggs, but no adults 
are present. Observed an adult  shrike about 11:00 along access road several hundred feet east of nest. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Loggerhead Shrikes observed at the nest, but 3 small newly hatched brown nestlings and 1 egg 
were observed in the nest. - PKonrad
05/01/2012 - Unattended nest contains 4 medium-sized gray nestlings about 8 days old; 1 adult Loggerhead 
Shrike called territorially and approached nest and avian biologist while he was checking the nest status and 
contents. Earlier, 1 adult shrike was observed hunting in the open grassland a quarter mile to the east. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Large nestlings with masked faces are probably near fledging; 2 could be seen from a distance, and 
avian biologist did not want to disturb them short of getting a total head count. An adult Loggerhead Shrike was 
perched overhead calling territorially a couple times. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - As expected, the Loggerhead Shrike nestlings have fledged; 1 vocal short-tailed fledgling was 
perched prominently on a dead branch 10 feet above the nest. Didn't check for others to avoid disturbing them 
from the site, but expect the brood fledged a few days ago - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

HOFI House Finch 031612_rabe_01 CP64 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/16/2012 3/16/2012 03/16/2012 - Female observed carrying nesting material to nest multiple times by biomonitor. Nest was about 80 
percent complete. No eggs or young present. Multiple agonistic interactions with other House Finch pairs were 
observed in immediate area of nest. Wire truck was covered in plastic and netting and had six pieces of mylar tape 
attached within 2 to 6 feet from nest. All nesting deterrents were installed prior to discovery of nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - A HOFI was associated with nest building on one wire pulling truck the day the crews required that 
equipment for wire pulling at the CP65 pull-site. The vehicle will be used on the next pull, and it will prevent 
access for a replacement vehicle given the size of the pull-site footprint if left in place through the course of the 
nest cycle. The nest was verified by an avian biologist prior to removal. The HOFI nest at CP64/CP65 PS was 
approximately 80% built. The female was observed bringing in nesting material multiple times. There are no eggs 
or young in the nest. The nest is in the front end of a spool/wire truck next to the radiator. The truck is covered in 
netting, plastic, and there are six pieces of Mylar tape within two to six feet of the nest. The crew had planned to 
move this vehicle to CP49 PS today 16 March 2012. Failure to remove the nest would have resulted in substantial 
disruption to the project schedule that would likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to 
complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Per the NBMMP, this nest attempt was 
removed. - KAlberts

No

HOFI House Finch 031612_rabe_02 CP64 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/16/2012 3/16/2012 03/16/2012 - Biomonitor observed female carrying nesting material to nest multiple times. Nest was 5 to 10 
percent complete. No eggs or young were present. Wire truck was covered in plastic with 5 pieces of mylar tape 
and a CD attached within one to eight feet from nest.  All nesting deterrents were installed prior to discovery of 
nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - The HOFI nest at CP64/CP65 PS is approximately 5-10% built. Female has been observed making 
multiple trips to nest with nesting material. No eggs or young are present in nest. The nest is in the back end of a 
spool/wire truck next to the bumper. The truck is covered with plastic and there are five pieces of Mylar tape and 
a CD are within one to eight feet of the nest. The crew had planned to move this vehicle to CP49 PS today 16 
March 2012. The vehicle is required on the next pull as well, and it will prevent access for a replacement vehicle 
given the size of the pull-site footprint if left through the course of the nest cycle. Failure to remove the nest 
would have resulted in substantial disruption to the project schedule that would likely prevent SDG&E from 
meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Per the 
NBMMP, this nest attempt was removed. - KAlberts

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031612_rrdd_01 12kV Pole Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 85 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 3/16/2012 4/5/2012 03/16/2012 - LEGO pair building nest; female lying on platform and beginning to form the cup. Buffer staked at 75 
feet because nest is low and relatively unprotected; should not impede work. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Female flew to nest 3 times with nesting material, finishing rim, but not yet lining cup. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - A few spots of lining were present in the bottom of the cup. Male LEGO calling from song posts, 
female not responding during 25 minutes of observation - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Pair of LEGOs perched 25 feet uphill from nest. Nest cup is complete, with partial lining, unchanged 
from 03/22/12. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest partially disassembled. Lining has been removed and cup pulled upwards. Lack of progress in 
nest building over past two weeks indicates that this pair has abandoned this nesting attempt. Nest closed. - 
HWinfrey

No
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 031612_rrdd_02 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 15 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/16/2012 4/15/2012 03/16/2012 - ANHU female building nest; approximately 5% complete, a small basket of spider silk with a few leaf 
fragments embedded. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No activity at nest site for 20 minutes, though a pair of ANHU were active in this oak cluster. The 
female was observed collecting spider silk but did not come to this nest. No new nest found, but seems new nest 
site may have been selected. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Nest is approximately 30% complete. Female ANHU was wary and did not tolerate close 
observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - ANHU observed chasing bushtit away from immediate area of nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No ANHU activity observed in area. Unable to locate nest, but will leave nest open for original 
observer to verify that nest is gone or not. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Nest no longer present, presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

COHA Cooper's Hawk 031612_rrdd_03 CP81-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 170 500 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 3/16/2012 5/12/2012 03/16/2012 - COHA pair making numerous trips to nest, departed area briefly on arrival of helicopter to CP82. - 
RRadd
03/20/2012 - Did not see adults at nest site. One adult perched in snag 400 feet south of nest, calling frequently 
for over 30 minutes. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - COHA male at various vantage points in sight of nest calling constantly. Female was difficult to 
monitor as she exited to east. Fresh material under nests suggests building continues. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No COHA activity observed in area during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed; no Cooper's Hawk detected in area from 1230 to 1330. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete but is lacking fresh green material. Raptor flushed from area in 
apparent response to helicopter activity did not return during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest remains in sound condition on a sturdy platform with a neat stick bowl, but shows no sign of 
improvement since last monitored. COHA pair at this nest in early season are active at NID 041612_rrdd_01 265 
feet southwest. MALL nest (9 eggs) in direct line of sight and 35 feet to nest provides additional clues this nest 
was not occupied by any raptor this season. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031612_sjon_01 EP36-1-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 20 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/16/2012 4/4/2012 03/16/2012 - Observed pair moving to and from nest, and the female was observed building the nest. Nest 
estimated to be 70% complete. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Nest is in good condition after storm event, but no LEGO activity was observed in the immediate 
vicinity. LEGOs were detected across the street, singing and foraging, so an additional monitoring visit is in order 
despite lack of activity at the nest to determine current status. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - Could not locate nest, no LEGO activity seen or heard within 50 feet of GPS nest location. Will send 
in original observer to monitor. - AHill
04/04/2012 - Nest appeared torn, and there was no activity observed during a 20-minute observation. In addition, 
recent observations show no LEGO activity at this nest area. Nesting chronology and observational history indicate 
that eggs or young may have been present, but is inconclusive. Therefore, the outcome is Indeterminate, but the 
cause of depredation appears to be natural. - SJohnston

N/A

OATI Oak Titmouse 031612_sjon_02 EP36-1-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 30 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/16/2012 4/30/2012 03/16/2012 - Pair observed cleaning material out of cavity. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - A biologist watched the oak tree 2 different times during the day, but did not observe OATI 
exhibiting breeding or nesting behavior, only a single OATI foraging. However, biologist suggests at least one more 
visit because access to nest cavity was impeded by poison oak. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - No activity observed at nest cavity. Heard OATI 50 feet away. - AHill
04/10/2012 - Pair observed foraging near cavity. OATI enters cavity at 0725. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - No activity observed at nest, and no OATI detected in tree. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - No activity observed, and no OATIs detected from 0626 to 0656. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity at nest from 0615 to 0645, and no OATI detected in area. Lack of activity at this nest 
indicates that this nesting attempt has most likely been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 031612_vers_01 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE4

Substation Chaparrals Substation - maintenance 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/16/2012 4/21/2012 03/16/2012 - The on-site bio-monitor observed a pair of Bushtits making repeated trips to a manzanita. Upon 
closer inspection, he located the nest. The pair made numerous trips to the nest (5-6 in rapid succession) before 
taking a break for 20-30 minutes. This process was repeated several times. The pair approached the nest with 
material as the biologist was directly underneath, logging  GPS coordinates. The nest is about 60% complete. - 
VEurs
03/20/2012 - Nest appears slightly damaged after storm event, but BUSH pair made several trips to nest with new 
material during 10 minute observation. Nest slightly larger than it was it during initial detection. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - No Bushtits observed in vicinity of nest during 30-minute observation period; nest complete and 
intact. - JPawlicki
04/10/2012 - Bushtit enters nest at 0923 and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - No activity observed 0640 to 0700. Biologist A. Farmer reports observing adults bringing food later 
in the morning. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - Only a few fragments of the nest remain. It appears that the nest and its contents were removed by 
a predator. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031712_fhan_01 CP62-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 25 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/17/2012 4/14/2012 03/17/2012 - Fully constructed cup nest with one egg. Both adults detected. - FHoffman
03/21/2012 - LEGO female on nest at 0730. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Female observed on nest. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female on nest at 0845. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Feathered young fill the nest; wing quills unopened. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Intact but well-used cup with many feces at rim suggests successful fledge. LEGO with juveniles 150 
feet northwest of tower 62. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 032012_hwey_02 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 3 100 10 10 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/20/2012 5/12/2012 03/20/2012 - Female was observed perching on tower near cup nest and manipulating nest materials. Male 
singing nearby. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - Female observed lying on nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Female in nest at 1129. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - HOFI pair visiting and defending this nest, but not incubating at 1329. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Female HOFI stays perched up watching the nest at 1748. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Female was observed incubating with the male perched close by.  The pair did not approach the 
nest while the crew was in the tower. They returned once the crew descended. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Female was observed incubating with the male perched close by. The pair did not approach the nest 
while the crew was in the tower. They returned once the crew descended. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Adult female flushed from nest and remained off rest while 2-man crew was in tower. Female and 
male returned when crew descended. Male was very attentive and visited often. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Female incubating. Flushed when crew climbed.  Off for 45 minutes. Crew was advised to work 
intermittently to allow her return. Crew descended to allow birds to return to nest. Within 30 seconds female was 
on nest. Crew shifted any possible work to ground. - FHoffman
05/12/2012 - Observations were made prior to work conducted while avian monitoring for a VCI wire crew. Nest 
no longer contained eggs and was relatively intact. Cassin's Kingbird was observed removing material from nest. - 
GHuffman

No

GHOW Great Horned Owl 032012_jpki_01 GS-NF-8 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/20/2012 TBD 03/20/2012 - Upon approaching base of outcrop, (apparent = large size) female flushed from near top of crevice 
and flew north. Further investigation of crevice yielded large stick nest on ledge near top after which 2 eggs were 
observed in nest looking down from top of rock outcrop. - JPawlicki
03/23/2012 - Adult standing on nest barely visible. - FHoffman
03/30/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest at 1102. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest during 30 minutes of observation. - MDicus
04/17/2012 - No owl visible on nest for 60 minute observation period. However, as biologist was preparing to 
leave the area, a possible GHOW flew in from the northwest, but sheared off out of sight before a definitive ID 
could be made. The biologist decided to leave in case the owl should return. - VEurs
04/24/2012 - No activity observed at the nest, but it is possible that the female is so deep in the rock feature that 
she isn't visible. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - The top of the female GHOW's head briefly came into view as she shifted on the nest. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - Biologist caught a brief glimpse of movement above the rim of the nest. The eggs may have hatched 
by this point, but the nestlings will be almost impossible to see until they start perching on or around the nest. - 
VEurs
05/16/2012 - No activity detected after 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/23/2012 - No GHOW activity detected at or near the nest during 45 minutes of observation. - VEurs

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 032012_lton_01 EP70 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - tower erection 37 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/20/2012 3/27/2012 03/20/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was seen carrying nesting material to a nest that looks over 90% done. - LThoreson
03/27/2012 - Nest appears partially ripped at its attachment point. Pair is rebuilding nest approximately 15 feet 
away and using material from this nest. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks complete, but no Bushtits observed during 2 observation periods. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Nest appears good, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 25 minute observation period. 
Uncertain status. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 032012_lton_02 EP67-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 4 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/20/2012 4/24/2012 03/20/2012 - The pair of Bushtits are actively constructing the nest. They appear very tolerant to slow 
construction traffic; they continued to build and remain at the nest while large vehicles drove by. - LThoreson
03/28/2012 - The Bushtit pair was seen going to the nest upon arrival. The nest appears complete; 1 adult was 
seen carrying something to the nest other than nesting material, possibly food. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks good but no Bushtits observed or heard in area during 40-minute observation period; 
incubating? - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Pair of Bushtits actively visiting the nest, probably feeding small nestlings. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Male and female Bushtits visited nest twice each in 30 minutes. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Bushtits observed during a 30 minute observation period and a follow-up 10 minute period. The 
nest is in good shape, and judging from the nest history, the nestlings in this nest probably fledged within the past 
couple days - closed. - PKonrad

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 032012_mdus_01 CP43-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 30 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
construction

3/20/2012 3/29/2012 03/20/2012 - Adult female observed making multiple trips to nest, male perching nearby. Nest is approximately 
50% constructed. - MDicus
03/28/2012 - Female observed incubating on nest from 0900 to 1100. Female left nest for 20 minutes during the 
period of observation to forage. Male observed making multiple trips to Malosma laurina. Female appeared to be 
alert from human presence when approaching 30-foot buffer. - GHuffman
03/29/2012 - From 0900 to 1100, observed female incubating and leaving nest once for a period of 15 minutes. At 
1145, sock line was pulled on the bottom phase. Per the approved NBJ, 1 crew member was present with a 30-
foot pole to pull the wire from over the nesting substrate out of the buffer and tied it off using a boulder as an 
anchor. The nest shrub was buffeted from helicopter prop wash. Female returned to nest within 10 minutes of 
activity. Over the course of 2 hours, the female made frequent trips back and forth to the nest, atypical of normal 
behavior. Female was not in the nest when sock was flown on middle and top phases. During this pass, the 
helicopter remained well outside 100 feet from nest and the wire was again anchored to boulder outside staked 
buffer. From 1530 to 1700, the pair was not observed at the nest. At this point, the biologist inspected the area 
due to this inactivity and observed 2 eggs cracked on the ground beneath the nest and the nest shifted slightly in 
its substrate with 2 eggs remaining inside the nest cup.  Weather conditions during the day were mild, with wind 
speeds under 10 mph throughout the afternoon, making it unlikely that these mild natural wind gusts resulted in 
loss of eggs. No potential predators, such as Western Scrub-jay or Common Raven, which are typically 
conspicuous, were observed in the area during the 2-hour lapse between nest observations. - GHuffman

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032012_mkhn_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

3/20/2012 4/13/2012 03/20/2012 - Female went to nest 3+ times with white fluffy nesting material. Nest rim was formed, and she was 
beginning to line cup. Female visited the nest with Project tailboard occurring 30 feet away, and while large 
propane truck reversed (with beeping sounds) 20 feet away, with no signs of distress. She also built the nest with 
2 biologists standing 10 feet away. - MKuehn
03/28/2012 - Female on nest with male bringing food to her at 0756. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female leaves nest at 1115. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No activity observed, no nest found. Large limb of host shrub that used to contain nest is missing, 
due to unknown causes. Nest closed. - JDicus

No

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch 032012_mkhn_02 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 36 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/20/2012 4/16/2012 03/20/2012 - Adults entered cavity 5+ times with nesting material while biologist observed from 40 feet away and 
traffic passed on AR. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - No WBNU detected at this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no WBNU detected during visit. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No WBNU activity has been observed here for almost a month. Initial activity was likely a part of site 
selection process. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 032012_mkhn_03 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 100 100 Indeterminate 3/20/2012 5/12/2012 03/20/2012 - Adults went to nest 3+ times with material while biologist stood 30 feet away on access road. - 
MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Female BUSH observed working inside nest, estimated at 30% complete and lacking a top or 
entrance. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 BUSH observed visiting nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 1305. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH enters nest and remains at 1642. LEGO female pulling material from bottom of nest to build 
new nest in nearby Platanus racemosa. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Male close to nest at 15-minute intervals does not enter. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Male BUSH visits nest at 15-minute intervals. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest damaged consistent with depredation, but log suggests sufficient time to fledge prior. - RRadd

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 032012_rrdd_01 CP43-1-E Road Area Riparian Scrubs OH - wire stringing 30 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/20/2012 4/19/2012 03/20/2012 - BUSH pair carrying nest materials and adding to new nest composed of spider silk, plastic thread; 
approximately 5% complete. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 10 minutes of observation; nest appears 100% constructed. - 
HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - Biomonitor Morgan McCarthy reported observing a pair foraging in substrate containing nest on 
4/3/12. Biomonitor Garrett Huffman observed nest on 4/4/12 from 1020 to 1120 and observed no activity during 
construction. - GHuffman
04/11/2012 - Nest appears complete, intact and serviceable. No BUSH detected during 30 minutes of observation 
on showery afternoon. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Looked for nest in substrate, but nest appears to be missing from previously observed location. No 
signs or indication to explain outcome and reason for failure. Nesting chronology indicates that eggs may have 
been present, but that cannot be determined. - GHuffman

N/A
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HOFI House Finch 032012_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 3/20/2012 4/13/2012 03/20/2012 - HOFI female weaving sticks into nest in this cavity; approximately 50% complete. Drive-through 
buffer staked at 30 feet. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity at nest. - JTaylor
03/29/2012 - The male HOFI was observed copulating with the female and later they were observed copulating 
near the nest. The female briefly landed in the nest before leaving again. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - Male and female House Finches observed at nest at 0742. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - HOFI pair adjacent to nest do not settle on nest. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest is complete, but no HOFI detected associating with this location. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No HOFI have been observed to associate with this nest since completion. Numerous Project and 
non-Project vehicles stand within 10 feet of this nest from time to time, but it is unknown whether this is a factor 
in its abandonment. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032012_rrdd_03 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 30 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/20/2012 5/2/2012 03/20/2012 - LEGO building nest; approximately 60% complete. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity was observed from 0745 to 0755. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - LEGO continue to visit this locale, but excessive tree movement due to wind precludes observing the 
nest. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest not located in windy weather. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - LEGO male singing to female (not located). - RRadd
05/02/2012 - This nest was never definitively located and was possibly a site selection that never came to fruition. 
- RRadd

No

HOWR House Wren 032012_sjon_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/20/2012 TBD 03/20/2012 - Pair of HOWR making several trips with nesting material to nest cavity while a crew of 5 were hydro-
mulching approximately 20 feet from nest, prior to any buffer modification request. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest at 0752. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Singing HOWR perched in front of nest entrance at 1111 appears to be nest guarding. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Adult HOWR perched near nest entrance. Mate not seen, possibly on nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity at nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female leaves nest at 0824, observed foraging nearby. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - No activity observed. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - No activity observed, conditions not suitable for determining nest status. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 032012_sjon_02 CP88-1-N-B Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading 45 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/20/2012 5/17/2012 03/20/2012 - Crew hydro-mulching 45 feet away from nest while birds were observed to be bringing nesting 
materials to nest, prior to any buffer modification request. - SJohnston
03/21/2012 - Per the landowners' request, all project-related material, equipment and work is required to be 
completed on and removed from the Bauer Property. During the course of uninstalling wire mesh nesting 
deterrents in the eaves of a guest house on the property as part of this requirement between 0800 and 0900, the 
crew uninstalled the substrate on which the nest was located, inadvertently removing the nesting material. The 
nesting attempt did not support eggs or young based on its nest-building stage. The nest was approximately 75% 
complete. The biomonitor on site was notified, contacted an avian biologist, and the nesting material was 
replaced by the crew, at the recommendation of an avian biologist, at 1125 to enable further nest building by the 
pair. V. Eurs observed the following:  1155 - Male HOFI flew near the nest, but did not enter.  1206 - Female HOFI 
entered nest and spent about 1 minute rearranging the material within the wire pocket before she left.  1208 - 
Female entered pocket and again rearranged material for about 1 minute while the male sang nearby. 1211 - 
Female entered and almost immediately left again.  1216 - Female spent about 3 minutes inside, moving nest 
material around.  1230 - Male carried nesting material into nest.  1235 - Male returned to nest with more new 
material.  1304 - Male and female were in the nest simultaneously for about 1 minute.  1307 - Female spent very 
brief time in the nest.  1318 - Female went in and out of nest a couple of times, then flew off.  1327 - Female 
spent another 2 minutes rearranging nesting material.  1333 - Female spent another couple of minutes 
rearranging material. - IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - Observation of the HOFI nest began at 0830 and ended at 1130. During this time, the female made 
numerous entrances into the nest and rearranged the nest material for short periods of time (1 minute or less). 
The male generally perched near the nest singing. At 1015, both birds landed on the light fixture near the nest 
and the male attempted to copulate with the female, but was unsuccessful. She immediately entered the nest and 
again arranged nest material. At 1021, the female finally brought new material to the nest, but it fell to the 
ground as she tried to bring it inside the mesh. Over the next hour she approached the nest 2 more times with 
material, but did not bring it inside. However, she did enter the nest several more times for brief periods. At 1123 
the female brought material and successfully added it to the nest. This was followed by several trips in quick 
succession in which she brought more material into the nest. At this point, the nest looks approximately 60% 
complete, with a hole in the bottom center and no lining. - VEurs
03/28/2012 - Female observed carrying nesting material to nest. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1055 to 1115. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest still under construction. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - 4 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - 5 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012  No activity observed at nest  Unable to verify contents of nest without entering private property   

No
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BEWR Bewick's Wren 032012_vnik_01 EP198-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 48 100 85 85 Presumed Fledged 3/20/2012 5/3/2012 03/20/2012 - Pair of Bewick's Wrens observed carrying material to cavity. Pair was not disturbed by biologist 
observing site within 15 feet of cavity. - VNovik
03/27/2012 - No Bewick's Wren activity in area today during 2 site visits or on 2/21/2012, when this avian 
biologist monitored the location. Piece of oak branch on ground that is cited as the nest site only has a shallow 
cavity with a very large opening that holds some twigs and incidental oak leaves not positioned in the form of a 
new nest. Periodic slow Sunrise traffic on access road 48 feet north. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren making many trips to nest with food items. - VNovik
05/03/2012 - Observed nest for 1 hour and no Bewick's Wren activity was observed. P. Konrad also reported no 
activity during a 30 minute period yesterday. Based on prior observations nestlings likely fledged - closed. - 
VNovik

Yes

HOFI House Finch 032112_kats_01 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 30 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/21/2012 5/12/2012 04/28/2012 - Outside of nest beginning to be decorated with fecal matter from nestlings. - VEurs
04/29/2012 - *** COMMENTS FROM 3-21-12 UNTIL PRESENT MUST BE ENTERED AGAIN. This nest was 
accidentally deleted, and then restored. - KAlberts
05/05/2012 - Male and female made repeated trips to and from the nest during 30 minutes of observation. - 
VEurs
05/12/2012 - The dramatic decrease in House Finch activity around the nest suggests the young have fledged. The 
nest is intact, and recent fledglings could easily be downslope out of the range of detection. This nest is now 
closed and presumed fledged. - VEurs

Yes

HOWR House Wren 032112_kats_02 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/21/2012 TBD 03/21/2012 - Pair was seen carrying nesting material to the nest while BMP maintenance activities were 
underway. A crew of 3 were using hand tools to maintain the access road, and the wrens were not affected. The 
wrens were also seen territorially squabbling with a pair of House Finches that are also building a nest in the same 
unused raptor nest. - KAlberts
03/28/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest, then leaving to scold nearby HOFI pair. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - HOWR at nest at 1031. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - At 0955, a wren was observed taking grassy nesting material inside its cavity. It remained inside for 
about 2 minutes before exiting and perching nearby to sing. The wren exhibited territorial behavior toward an 
ANHU, chasing the hummingbird off as it approached the nest. At 1006, more grassy material was brought to the 
nest. At about 1015, 2 wrens were seen outside the nest, and the pair copulated at 1017. Soon after, the male 
perched nearby singing and the female brought grassy material to the nest. Each time material was taken into the 
nest, the wrens exhibited a hunched, wings-down, creeping posture. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - The male spent the majority of the observation perched at various locations around the nest, 
singing loudly and approaching the nest a few times. The female ventured out on occasion, flying off, presumably 
to forage. She never appeared to have anything in her bill when she returned to her nest. The California Towhee 
moving about the large stick nest did not appear to disturb the HOWR's as it did the nearby HOFI's. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - The male wren made about a dozen trips into the nest with food, emerging each time to perch on a 
nearby branch and sing. No nestlings were heard when he entered the nest. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - During 30 minutes of observation, the male wren perched near the nest and in trees around the 
nest, singing. He did not enter the nest, and the female was not observed. It is likely that she was within the nest 
incubating or brooding. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - Both adult wrens were observed carrying food items into the nest on multiple occasions. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - Nestlings could be heard calling loudly and incessantly as the adults made numerous trips into the 
nest with food. - VEurs

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032112_kats_03 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 40 40 Fledged 3/21/2012 3/23/2012 03/21/2012 - Both adults were frequently feeding 2 large and well-feathered nestlings. Based on the age and size 
of the nestlings, and barring any predation, it appears that this nest will fledge within 2-3 days. Feeding activities 
were completely unaffected by the presence of the BMP crew of 3, the 2 biologists, nor the 3 vehicles within 50 
feet of the nest site. - KAlberts
03/23/2012 - Nest fledged. Adults seen feeding fledglings in eucalyptus foliage 10-20 feet from the nest site, and 
the nest was empty, but still intact. - KAlberts

Yes

HOFI House Finch 032112_kats_04 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 30 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/21/2012 4/28/2012 03/21/2012 - A pair of House Finches were seen carrying material to the nest. It appeared to be approximately 
50% complete. Their nest building activities were completely unaffected by the BMP maintenance activities, using 
hand tools and a crew of 3, occurring about 30 feet away. - KAlberts
03/28/2012 - Female HOFI observed visiting nest. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No activity observed at this nest from 1000 to 1030. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - A female flew past biologist from the direction of this nest carrying a fecal sac. It is likely that she 
came from this nest. She was later seen hunkered down on the nest. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - The male and female spent considerable time off the nest, returning every 10-15 minutes to feed 
nestlings. However, the nestlings were not visible to the observer. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No activity was observed at the nest. The nest appears to be deteriorating and sliding out of 
position. While it is possible that this nest fledged, it does not seem that enough time has passed for the nest 
cycle to be completed and for the young to have fledged. Outcome is indeterminate. - VEurs

N/A
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CORA Common Raven 032112_ltiw_01 EP230-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/21/2012 3/26/2012 03/21/2012 - Common Raven observed bringing a stick to a nest (about 5% complete) twice during 45 minutes of 
observation. Bird deterrents (about 20 pieces of mylar tape) are located at the base of the tower (maximum 
height 6 feet), and on surrounding vegetation. - LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - The nesting attempt is located near the top of the EP230 tower structure. The pair was observed 
adding material on March 21. The nest is approximately 5-10% complete based on visible material and 
size/quantity of material being carried to the nest site, which is not yet developed enough to support eggs. No 
eggs or young present (as determined by nest stage). Bird repellent ribbon is present towards the base of the 
tower and at multiple points around the project site. Additionally, BMP maintenance occurred at the site during 
the course of site selection and nest building. Per the NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a deterrent. 
The nest is located on a structure required for upcoming wire pulling. Per construction, sock line pulling is 
scheduled for tomorrow. A delay due to allowing the nest cycle to continue would likely prevent SDG&E from 
meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Nest 
attempt was removed with agency approval on 3/26/2012. - KAlberts
03/26/2012 - This nest was about 40% complete, contained no eggs or young, and was a candidate for removal, 
per the NBMMP. The request was issued for removal and granted. A PAR crew removed the nest after receiving 
concurrence for removal. - ELoveless

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032112_mdus_01 12kV pole 175439 12kV Pole Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/21/2012 5/1/2012 03/21/2012 - Avian biologist Jim Pawlicki observed a female Anna's Hummingbird carry nest material to a small 
branch approximately 35 feet above ground in a Eucalyptus tree. The nest is approximately 5-10% constructed. - 
MDicus
03/30/2012 - Female visits nest at 1201. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Adult female observed making multiple quick trips to nest, adding material to a nest that appears to 
be nearly complete. - MDicus
04/16/2012 - Female on nest at the start of observation period, but she soon left and spent the rest of the 25-
minute observation off the nest. - VEurs
04/24/2012 - The nest is complete at this point. The female spent equals amounts of time on and off the nest this 
morning. At one point, she made some adjustments to the nest contents before settling on the nest. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - A female ANHU was seen foraging extensively in the area, but never settling in one place for long. 
Attempts to relocate the nest were difficult. Once it was located, all that remained was a small clump of spider 
webs. It appears this nest with eggs was destroyed by natural causes. - VEurs

No

OATI Oak Titmouse 032112_mkhn_01 EP218-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/21/2012 4/18/2012 03/21/2012 - Pair of Oak Titmouse seen in nest tree several times throughout survey. Adult entered cavity several 
times, but it was not determined if they were carrying nesting material. Nesting material is extruding from cavity 
entrance and from opening in bottom of cavity (possibly a mouse nest and OATI were scouting), but the nest may 
be complete or nearly complete OATI nest with nest building ceased or slowed. - MKuehn
03/27/2012 - No sign of Oak Titmouse during 45 minute period; no sign of nesting material in any cavity 
entrances in this branch (or others). Many new 'bird deterrents' attached throughout pad area and surrounding 
nest site. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - No Oak Titmice observed during 40-minute observation period. No indication that cavity(s) is being 
used when inspected; no nesting material evident anywhere. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 - It appears on previous 2 visits, the biologist may have checked incorrect cavity, or did not see 
nesting material. Nesting material is still extruding from small opening at base of cavity, but none is extruding 
from the entrance now. No OATI observed in area for 40 minutes. After passive observation, cavity was inspected 
at close range and no bird was present inside. Status changed to "Active" and buffer re-established and marked 
with signs. At least 1 additional visit is recommended in case wrong cavity has been checked on previous 2 visits.
       Note: P Konrad checked all cavities, the entire shrub, and the entire area without a sighting or song for 3 
weeks as of 4/10;  appears the birds left the site after an initial activity period, which titmice as well as many 
cavity nesting species seem prone to do. - MKuehn
04/10/2012 - During 40 minute observation period, no Oak Titmouse activity was observed in the extended area 
and no songs or calls were heard. No titmice have been observed at this site for 3 weeks. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - No Oak Titmice observed during 1 hour observation period. No birds inside cavity - closed. - 
ELoveless

No

AMCR American Crow 032112_rrdd_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/21/2012 TBD 03/21/2012 - AMCR making regular trips to nest with sticks. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - AMCR flies to nest at 0928 without bringing new nest material. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - AMCR flies to nest at 0838 and settles, on rainy morning - suggesting nest contains eggs - RRadd
04/17/2012 - AMCR on nest for duration of 20-minute observation. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - AMCR remain active here with the pair regularly exchanging nest duties from 0848-0900. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - AMCR pair come to nest at 1117 and leave 2 minutes later to forage nearby suggests young are auto-
thermoregulatory. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - AMCR comes to nest at 1330 and stays. Mate forages on residential grounds, flies briefly to nest and 
departs. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - AMCR adult making brief nest visits at 1442 and 1452, apparent food drops. - RRadd

TBD
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032112_rrdd_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/21/2012 4/26/2012 03/21/2012 - LEGO pair building new nest - approximately 15% complete. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No LEGOs observed in area. Nest cup is now complete, with incomplete lining. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female observed flying to nest at beginning of monitoring visit and remained on nest during 20 
minutes of observation. - MDicus
04/13/2012 - LEGO female remains on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - LEGO female riding high in nest with wings slightly spread suggests hatched young. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Feathered young with downy wisps fill the nest. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is intact with many feces plastered at exterior edge of cup; presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032112_rrdd_03 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 70 70 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/21/2012 4/15/2012 03/21/2012 - ANHU female building new nest - approximately 10% complete. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - ANHU female visits nest at 1250. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 0949. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest could not be located and no ANHU was detected. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest no longer present. Presumed lost to natural causes. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 032112_sjon_01 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 150 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/21/2012 4/24/2012 03/21/2012 - Two biologists observed nesting pair carrying material into the nest location at 25 feet away. Nest 
appears to be approximately 80 percent complete. - SJohnston
03/30/2012 - Pair flew out of fiber optic roll where nest is located. 2 eggs in nest. - KWeber
04/06/2012 - Bird flew off nest when biologist approached; 5 eggs are in nest. - KWeber
04/13/2012 - Female observed incubating 5 eggs. - KWeber
04/20/2012 - Nest check attempted by K. Weber. Unable to access nest due to locked gate. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Nest is in fragments, evidently predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 032212_ahll_01 EP17 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 60 100 60 60 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/22/2012 4/24/2012 03/22/2012 - The pair was actively building, when no helicopter activities were occurring. Pair left nest area when 
K-Max was overhead at Leg A with 100-foot line; indeterminate if they fled when K-Max used the 200-foot line. 
When using the 100-foot line, winds at 11 mph were clocked near the nest, and a significant amount of dust and 
debris were blown onto the nesting tree. Pair returned to nest at 5 minutes to 15 minutes after helicopters left, 
and were visiting the nest every 2-5 minutes when no helicopters were around while the crew was conducting 
groundwork and/or running a generator. Nest was not physically checked due to the terrain and not having any 
reason to disturb the pair. The birds were not vocalizing, but were flying into the nest from a couple different 
routes in various directions, and were seen to drop nesting material if within 100 feet of them. It is unknown if 
pair flushes when TSAP is used for personnel. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Nest looks complete, has lining. Unable to see nest contents due to dense vegetation. Did not 
observe pair in vicinity during 45 minute period, need to check nest in morning in a couple days. - AHill
04/03/2012 - Female was observed on nest for a total of 40 minutes during a 45 minute observation period. 
When off the nest, the male fed the female, and a courtship display was initiated by the male. Male visited female 
on nest a few times, and then continued perching and foraging nearby. Perched male flew down to cover when K-
Max flew over nest at about 300 feet. Was not able to check nest contents, but behavior was consistent with 
incubation rather than egg laying. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Observed female incubating on nest for at least 20 minutes. - AHill
04/16/2012 - Female on nest at 0915. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Nest has no eggs. Several WESJ feathers were found on ground near nest with drops of blood. 
Observed male being territorial to other WESJ in territory. Heard female clacking within chaparral 40 feet from 
nest. - AHill

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 032212_dbby_01 TL 6924 - 171693 Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 900 300 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 3/22/2012 3/26/2012 03/22/2012 - Pair repeatedly bringing grass-like material to the nest. Nest was approximately 10% complete, as 
only the  bottom portion of the cup was loosely formed. - DBusby
04/05/2012 - Nest is old and dilapidated. After observing the CAGN pair for 2 hours and never seeing them visit 
the nest, it was determined the nest is closed. Possibly abandoned after a rain and storm event on March 26. - 
DBusby

No

BUSH Bushtit 032212_jdus_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 366 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/22/2012 4/13/2012 03/22/2012 - Nest is just being started, less than 5% constructed. Pair made a dozen plus trips to nest with 
material in 1/2 hour observation period. - JDicus
03/27/2012 - BUSH observed adding material to nest. Nest is 15-20% complete. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - BUSH visits nest at 0910. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is reduced to fragments, consistent with storm damage. - RRadd

No
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CORA Common Raven 032212_kats_01 EP341-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/22/2012 TBD 03/22/2012 - P. Konrad reported that a pair of Common Ravens was perched on the east side of the tower 
crossarm next to a new large nest that has been built in the same location as the nest that was presumably blown 
out of the tower by wind on 2/21/2012. - KAlberts
03/26/2012 - Raven incubating on new tower nest while another raven is perched nearby. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Common Raven incubating on new tower nest, with a second adult perched nearby on center 
portion of crossarm. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest with another adult standing and walking below tower. - 
PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating or brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - An adult Common Raven is brooding on the tower nest with a second adult raven lying on the edge 
of the nest. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - An adult Common Raven is standing on nest, leaning over what is probably unseen nestlings in the 
nest. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - No Common Ravens could be seen at this tower nest or in the surrounding area. Hard to judge 
present status of the nest at this time - will check back. - PKonrad

TBD

LOSH Loggerhead Shrike 032212_ltiw_01 EP325-2-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 8 100 300 300 Fledged 3/22/2012 4/11/2012 03/22/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike did not flush from nest until avian biologist was about 10 feet away, but then 
stayed off the nest until observer moved off about 200 feet away; 1 egg and 1 nestling were present in nest. - 
LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike perched 20 feet south of nest site initially; another shrike flew from nest when 
avian biologist was within 15 feet of nest. Looks like 4 small unfeathered nestlings with eyes closed in nest. - 
PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Nest filled with 4 medium-sized nestlings covered with pin feathers; 1 adult perched about 40 feet 
south of nest. The nestlings already seem a bit jumpy, so anyone checking the nest in the future should monitor 
nest from as far away as possible so nestlings do not fledge from nest prematurely. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Nest is empty with at least 2 active fledglings perched and making short flights in nest tree and 
adjacent smoke tree, mainly when an adult flew to site with unidentified food. Other new fledglings may be 
nearby too. - PKonrad

Yes

CORA Common Raven 032212_ltiw_02 EP326 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/22/2012 TBD 03/22/2012 - Common Raven standing on nest, then hopped to a perch in tower above the nest, then soared to 
the east. This behavior suggests the nestlings are large enough for the adults to leave the nest to search for food. - 
LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - Common Raven perched in tower 5 feet from nest; a second raven was initially soaring north of nest 
tower, then flew to perch near other raven and nest. Ravens did not approach nest during 20 minute observation 
period, but were obviously attached to the nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Raven incubating in Sunrise tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - No ravens were observed at the nest initially, but within a few minutes an adult raven flew to nest, 
appeared to turn eggs, and initiated incubating. A few moments later, a second Common Raven flew in and 
perched near the nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven incubating on new Sunrise tower nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - An adult Common Raven is brooding on the new tower nest. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - A Common Raven was brooding on the nest; a second raven flew into the tower, when the brooding 
adult took flight and both adult ravens flew to the west. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - All 3 large-sized Common Raven nestlings are standing upright with heads held high. No adult 
ravens were observed in the area. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - The nest is empty and the nestlings appear to be fledged; 1 fledgling is standing on the northeast 
cement base of the tower and others are probably hidden, but did not want to disturb new fledglings. The 
fledgling took a 6 foot hop-flight and repositioned to the nearby dry wash. No adults observed during 20 minute 
period. Considering the fledglings are not flight capable at this time, the nest and buffer are kept active for 
another week while they learn to fly better. - PKonrad

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032212_mdus_01 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 240 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/22/2012 4/24/2012 03/22/2012 - A female Lesser Goldfinch was observed adding material to a nest located near the top of a 
Malosma laurina. The nest is approximately 30% constructed. - MDicus
03/30/2012 - Female LEGO lying in nest at 0920. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No LEGO detected in area. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No activity observed between 1215 and 1310. - TDipaola
04/24/2012 - Upon approaching the nest, the biologist noted that the nest looked degraded. During 45 minutes of 
observation, several LEGO pairs landed in the nest shrub, as close as 3 feet to the nest. However, none of these 
individuals approached the nest. At the end of the observation, the biologist used an extendable mirror attached 
to a wooden stake to examine the nest. It is unlined and contains no eggs or young, but shows no obvious signs of 
predation. The nest is somewhat exposed and may have been damaged during a series of storm events. This nest 
failed with eggs or young (based on earlier observations) due to natural causes. - VEurs

No
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AMKE American Kestrel 032212_mkhn_01 CP25-2-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/22/2012 TBD 03/22/2012 - Both adults seen flying into opening in dead palm fronds. Male flew out within 2 minutes, but 
female remained for over 15 minutes, presumed to be incubating. - MKuehn
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Male observed perching in nearby eucalyptus and on utility pole may 
be mate guarding. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - The male kestrel arrived in the area with a lizard and landed on a Eucalyptus. At 1350, he entered 
the nest cavity with the lizard. Almost immediately, the male and female both exited the cavity. The female 
perched on the same Eucalyptus the male used earlier. The male perched on a wooden distribution pole, ate his 
lizard and flew away. The female returned to the cavity at 1402, without food. She remained inside for 30 minutes 
and was still there when the observation period was called. The male did not return. No sounds of nestlings were 
heard emanating from the cavity. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No AMKE activity was detected from 0745 to 0845. This could be due to the cool, drizzly weather. 
As the biologist exited the gate at 1105, the female kestrel flew overhead and landed in a Eucalyptus. The male 
was seen soon after; both looked very damp. The female returned to the nest, but exited again after the male 
brought in a small food item. She returned to the nest again, and the male flew out of sight. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - After nearly an hour of observations, the male kestrel flew in from the west carrying prey. He 
landed in a eucalyptus east of the nest tree and consumed the majority of the prey. He flew to the nest tree with 
the remaining morsel, landed on a frond outside the cavity and called briefly. He then flew to the wooden 
transmission pole north of the cavity. The female emerged from the cavity, flew to the pole, accepted the food 
from the male and quickly gulped it down. The male attempted to copulate with her, but she was not very 
receptive. Each preened for a bit, and the female soon returned to the nest cavity beneath the palm fronds. The 
male flew out of sight. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - Not long after the start of observations, the male kestrel flew in and landed on the palm to the east 
of the palm with the nest cavity. The female immediately exited the cavity and grabbed food from the male. She 
briefly perched atop the wooden distribution pole north of the nest and then carried the food into the nest cavity. 
This behavior has not been noted during previous visits to this nest. The male then flew off and the female 
remained in the cavity. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Shortly after the start of observation, a kestrel was heard calling. The female flew up and landed on 
the wooden pole to the north of the nest, switched a prey item from her feet to her bill, and took the food into 
the nest cavity. The male was then spotted flying off to the east. The male soon returned with more food that he 
passed to the female. She also took this food into the nest cavity. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - Shortly after the start of observations, the female kestrel landed on the distribution pole north of 
the nest cavity  After perching for approximately 10 minutes  she flew out of sight to the south  She returned a 

TBD

CORA Common Raven 032212_mkhn_02 CP25-2-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 27 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/22/2012 4/23/2012 03/22/2012 - Nest discovered by Laurie Gorman, who saw a pair of CORA bringing sticks to nest in mid-morning. 
Logged by Michael Kuehn who observed no CORA in area for 60 minutes during late-morning. - MKuehn
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No CORA activity observed from 0650 to 0720. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - A raven flew through the area on 2 occasions during the 45-minute observation period, but neither 
came within 500 feet of the nest. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No CORA activity was detected during observations from 0745 to 0845. The nest does not look 
improved since the last visit. No activity observed at this nest in over a month. Nest closed. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 032212_sjon_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/22/2012 3/22/2012 03/22/2012 - This nest was located in the southeast wheel of the northeastern-most water tank. The nest was 
actively being built by a pair of HOFI and estimated to be 20% complete. The water tank is regularly used for yard 
operations and nearby structures to fill up water trucks for dust control, and is needed every day. Furthermore, 
bird repellent ribbon was installed on the tower, the wheel cavities were previously sealed and were slightly 
opened due to the recent storm and an owl decoy is located on the fence line close to the water tank. Since this 
HOFI nest was just being built and contained no eggs or young, and was in active construction equipment, it was a 
candidate for removal per the NBMMP. A request was made for removal, and  the nest was removed at 1114, 
after approval from SDG&E was given. The nest was removed based off the need to maintain dust suppression 
during vehicle traffic and flight operations within the SWAT yard. The wheel area was then resealed with plastic to 
deter future nesting attempts. - SJohnston

No
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CACW Cactus Wren
(Inactive)

032312_bald_01 EP227 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/23/2012 TBD 03/23/2012 - Existing nest found with a few pieces of fresh green red brome grass. Cactus Wrens were heard in 
the area but were not seen near the nest. Nest is underneath wire-stringing path. - BArnold
03/30/2012 - Large Cactus Wren nest looks good with an open entrance, but no wrens observed or heard in area. - 
PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Nest looks recently used, but does not appear to host nesting Cactus Wrens. No wrens observed or 
heard in area. - PKonrad
04/13/2012 - Nest looks good, and entrance looks expanded and matted down with a single small feather added, 
indicating recent use, but no Cactus Wrens were seen or heard. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No Cactus Wrens heard or observed; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - No Cactus Wrens heard or observed in area until late in the 25 minute observation period, when 2 
distant wrens (1/3 mile), 1 to northwest and 1 to south began calling back and forth. Nest looks good with 
possible recent use judging from grasses at the entrance. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - Nest entrance is large and looks like it has been recently used, but no Cactus Wrens were observed 
or heard in the area. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - No Cactus Wrens observed or heard in area; nest is becoming more weathered, but entrance is 
clear, and a new green brome stem with seeds has been added to entry along with 3 small feathers. - PKonrad
05/18/2012 - No changes apparent at nest, and no Cactus Wrens detected in the area. - PKonrad
05/23/2012 - No changes to nest, which is looking more weathered; no Cactus Wrens observed or heard in the 
area. - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 032312_fhan_01 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 1 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 3/23/2012 3/27/2012 03/23/2012 - Pair bringing in small nesting material, but not liner. Speculate that nest is 40% complete, but hard 
to see in entirety. - FHoffman
03/29/2012 - On March 27, nest was monitored for 1 hour by R. Abe prior to crew arriving on site to perform wire 
stringing work. No activity was observed during this period of natural conditions. Throughout the day of work, no 
nesting behavior was observed while a crew worked up to 35 feet from the nest. Following the completion of 
work activities, the nest was monitored for an additional 1 hour. No activity or nest visits were observed. The nest 
was inspected, and it was determined that no additional material had been added since initial observation, and 
that the nest was more accurately less than 5% complete. Nest status changed to closed. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - HOFI pair making multiple trips carrying material to this location. A new Nest ID was created. - 
RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 032312_jdus_01 CP20-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 30 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/23/2012 4/26/2012 03/23/2012 - Newly initiated (1% constructed) nest. Pair made two trips to nest with material during 20-minute 
observation, followed by a third trip with a third Bushtit in attendance. - JDicus
03/31/2012 - No Bushtit activity during 30 minutes of observation on this cool, overcast morning. Nest is 
approximately 5% constructed. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - Nest does not appear substantially improved since 31 March, consisting of several decorated anchor 
threads and approximately 2 inches long. No BUSH detected on breezy afternoon with considerable shrub 
movement. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest looks the same as the description given on 10 April. Bushtits were heard in the area, but none 
ever approached within 200 feet of the nest during 35 minutes of observation. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - What little nest material was in the shrub is now gone. This nest is closed. - VEurs

No
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AMKE American Kestrel 032312_jdus_02 CP20 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/23/2012 TBD 03/23/2012 - Nest site is within pole Z103510 (cavities in arms on west side of 69kv monopole). Pair of American 
Kestrels mobbed adult Red-tailed Hawk building nest in nearby steel lattice tower CP20 until Red-tailed Hawk 
departed area. Male Kestrel was observed entering cavity of lowest arm on monopole, then watching from within 
cavity in arm while vehicle was turning around at tower site below. During additional 120-minute observation 
period, the male hunted nearby, and brought a prey item (small rodent) to top of monopole tower and began to 
consume it while the female looked on from the lattice tower. Male then took flight, calling to female and landing 
on lattice tower with prey remains. Female joined and was given the prey item which she consumed while 
perched on lattice tower. Male then inspected (entered) the middle and upper cavities in the monopole crossarms 
and female joined to briefly enter upper cavity. Pair showed site fidelity and remained at monopole together as 
avian biologist left the site. Pair defended the site, hunting and courting, and did not leave area for duration. 
Avian nest monitor R. Radd reported American Kestrel pair nested in this monopole last year. - JDicus
03/31/2012 - No activity observed during 1.5 hours observation on a cool, overcast morning. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - No AMKE detected associating with this location during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Almost immediately upon biologist's arrival, the AMKE perched on the wires between CP20 and 
CP21, parallel to the biologist's truck. The female was hunched on the wire, giving begging vocalizations and 
moving closer to the male. The pair then copulated vigorously and flew closer to CP20. They perched on the tower 
and wires, and soared around the area calling throughout the observation period. However, they were not seen 
entering the nesting cavity during observations. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - No AMKE activity detected at any distance to the nest after 90 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - No AMKE activity detected during nearly 2 hours of observation. - VEurs
05/10/2012 - After 40 minutes of observation, the male kestrel flew into view. He perched on a transmission wire 
to the north of the nest for about 10 minutes before moving to the SRPL wires directly adjacent to the nest cavity. 
He perched there another 10 minutes or so before flying west. Within a few minutes, the female exited the nest 
cavity, perched on the wire to the north, and defecated. She called briefly and the male flew up to join her, 
holding prey. She took the food and consumed it on the wire. The male flew away, and she perched for a few 
more minutes. When the biologist left the area, she was perched on a wire near the cavity. - VEurs
05/17/2012 - The male flew in from the north carrying a bird (possibly a Horned Lark). He consumed part of the 
bird, moving down the transmission wire, closer to the nest cavity. Once he was directly across from the cavity, 
the female exited the cavity and received the prey from the male. She slowly consumed the bird, and the male 
flew off again. She finished the bird and remained on the wire through the end of the observation period (another 
20 minutes). - VEurs

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 032312_jdus_03 CP20 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 90 500 500 500 Nest did not reach active stage 3/23/2012 5/3/2012 03/23/2012 - Just a few sticks make up this newly initiated nest located approximately 90 feet up in tower CP20 
where the third and highest arm of the tower on the east side meets the main body of the tower. Single adult Red-
tailed Hawk observed bringing portion of what looks like a tumbleweed up to nest site and placing it in tower. 
Nearby pair of American Kestrels mobbed the adult for 10 minutes. Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew off to east, not to 
return for duration of 120-minute observation period. Pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks seen perched together in 
tower CP22 while third adult Red-tailed Hawk perched in tower CP23. No nest materials observed in towers CP21, 
22 or 23 today. - JDicus
03/31/2012 - No activity observed during 1.5 hours of observation. It appears that little to no additional material 
has been added to the nest since last monitoring entry. Nest still consists of only a few sticks. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - No substantial changes (or RTHA) observed. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - No substantial changes to the nest since 10 April. No RTHA detected in the area during 45 minutes 
of observation. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - No RTHA activity detected at any distance from the nest after 90 minutes of observation. The nest 
appears to be deteriorating and no improvements are visible. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - Most of the sticks have fallen from the tower and no Red-tailed Hawks have been detected in the 
area for several weeks. This nest has been closed because it never reached active status. - KAlberts

No

GRRO Greater Roadrunner 032312_lton_01 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 20 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/23/2012 4/14/2012 03/23/2012 - Monitor was surveying around vegetation off the road shoulder and heard bird flush. Monitor went 
to shrub and peeked in, saw 4 eggs, then retreated. Female retuned to nest shortly after. - LThoreson
03/31/2012 - At least 3 nestlings in nest, with adult GRRO nearby. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - 2 fully feathered and alert nestlings visible in nest. No adult present. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - 1 nestling remains: estimated to fledge in 1-2 days. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Nest shows no signs of predation and is empty, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032312_rrdd_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Riparian Scrubs Traffic 12 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/23/2012 4/16/2012 03/23/2012 - ANHU lying in complete nest. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Female leaves nest at 0813, returns at 0829 and remains on nest. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female observed feeding 2 nestlings at 0801. Nestlings appear scaly with emerging pinfeathers, 7-10 
days old. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - After being in the area for over 2 hours, the female ANHU was never observed attending the 
nestlings, whose bills were visible over the edge of the nest. The biologist approached the nest and used an 
extendable mirror to examine the nestlings. Both young were dead in the intact nest, with no sign of injury. They 
did not appear emaciated, so it is likely that they died of exposure during the weekend storm event. The nest is in 
an exposed location, with no foliage covering the nest. - VEurs

No
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BUSH Bushtit 032312_rrdd_02 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 8 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/23/2012 4/4/2012 03/23/2012 - BUSH female selecting nest site, subsequently making multiple trips by pair twisting spider silk into 
branch from 1515-1540. Buffer staked at 50 feet. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed and unable to locate nest. Suspect nest effort was abandoned but will wait for 
original observer to verify before closing nest. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No nest was observed at this location. Two pairs of Bushtits were observed visiting active Bushtit 
nests in the area and foraging near those nests, which are logged as 022912_lgan_15 and 040212_jdus_01. The 
Bushtit nest 032312_rrdd_02 was initially logged on March 23, 2012 when a Bushtit pair was seen just beginning 
to build a nest. The nest was only 2% complete on this date. During two nest monitoring efforts made since then, 
on March 30, 2012 and April 4, 2012, no nest was observed at this location. The only Bushtits observed in the 
area were foraging and visiting two active Bushtit nests logged as 022912_lgan_15 and 040212_jdus_01. The 
vegetation around the nest location was thoroughly checked and no nest was found. This nest did not reach an 
active stage and therefore can be considered closed. - LGorman

No

BUSH Bushtit 032412_jpki_01 TL 6915/6924 Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/24/2012 3/31/2012 03/24/2012 - Adults observed bringing material to 75% complete nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
03/31/2012 - No nest was found during today's nest check. The nest was still under construction during the last 
monitoring check on 03/31/12, and no egg shell fragments were found in the vicinity of the former nest. 
Therefore, it is presumed that the nest failed prior to egg laying. The cause is unknown. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 032412_jpki_02 TL6915/6924-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 4 100 50 50 Fledged 3/24/2012 4/17/2012 03/24/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to complete nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
03/31/2012 - Adult male observed bringing small green larva to nest. - MDicus
04/03/2012 - BUSH bringing food to nest at 0640. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest appears sound and maintained, but no visits detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No Bushtit activity was observed near the nest. However, not far down the road, a group of Bushtits 
was foraging extensively. At least 3 recently fledged young were closely following 2 adults, and were begging 
incessantly. This nest has successfully fledged. - VEurs

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 032412_lton_01 EP72-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - foundations 80 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/24/2012 4/12/2012 03/24/2012 - Biomonitor observed  Bushtit pair fly to nest. Nest appears to be complete or close to completion. - 
LThoreson
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visited nest without apparent nest material; nest in excellent condition. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Biomonitor reported observation of birds entering and leaving nest; possible nest exchange. - 
VNovik
04/12/2012 - Nest has been depredated. Bottom torn out and eggshell fragments found on branches below 
amidst pieces of nesting material. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 032412_lton_02 EP78-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Grading 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/24/2012 4/20/2012 03/24/2012 - A Bushtit pair was observed flying to the nest. The pair is assumed to be nest building. - LThoreson
03/29/2012 - Pair of Bushtits active and territorial at nest site; 1 Bushtit entered nest when avian biologist was 
within 4 feet while searching for nest location while other Bushtit perched 10 feet away. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 - Nest looks complete and bulky, but a green oak leaf appears to be positioned in the entrance hole, 
effectively plugging the entry. No Bushtits observed during 30-minute observation period. Checked back 3 hours 
later, when no Bushtits were observed during 20 minutes. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - In 20 minutes of passive observation from 20 feet, 2 adults approached nest on 2 occasions. Neither 
was seen carrying nesting material or food. Both entered nest and vacated 10 seconds later, then on next visit, 
neither entered but one pulled small amount of nesting material from entrance. No indication they are building a 
nest elsewhere. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest is severely damaged and torn open from side. Eggshell fragments found on ground below nest. 
Nest closed and all signs removed from buffer. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 032412_lton_03 EP78-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Grading 115 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/24/2012 4/20/2012 03/24/2012 - A biomonitor observed 2 Bushtits bringing nesting material to this nest. The nest appears to be 85% 
complete. - LThoreson
03/29/2012 - Pair of Bushtits bringing nest material to nest; 1 Bushtit entered nest with material in beak while 
avian biologist was 10 feet away during initial search for the nest, with a second Bushtit waiting its turn nearby. - 
PKonrad
04/05/2012 - Bushtit brought nesting material to nest that looks complete, except the area surrounding the 
entrance. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Pair of Bushtits entered nest with fluffy nesting material. Likely lining cup. One left immediately and 
the other remained inside for >2 minutes. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest is severely damaged and torn open from side. Eggshell fragments found on ground below nest. 
Nest closed and all signs removed from buffer. - MKuehn

No

GRRO Greater Roadrunner 032412_vers_01 TL 6915/6924-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 28 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/24/2012 4/2/2012 03/24/2012 - A roadrunner "came out of nowhere" and raced across the hillside. The biologist checked the one 
possible place where the roadrunner could have emerged and discovered the nest containing two nestlings with 
developing pin feathers. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Nestlings fully feathered. - MDicus
04/02/2012 - No evidence of predation (no feathers on ground or damage to nest). Nest was still in good 
condition. On March 31, fully-feathered nestlings were alive and alert, and no construction activities have 
occurred in the area recently. Indications are that the nest fledged. - MDicus

Yes
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032412_vers_02 TL 6915/6924-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 75 100 80 80 Nest did not reach active stage 3/24/2012 4/23/2012 03/24/2012 - Nest is in good condition with the rim almost complete but no lining. A pair of LEGOs came within 
40 feet of the nest, and a lone female came within 30 feet. However, no birds directly approached the nest. - 
VEurs
03/31/2012 - No activity at nest during 30 minutes of observation. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - Nest looks the same as it did upon initial detection, still unlined. After 30 minutes of observation, no 
LEGO's (or any birds) approached the nest. Nest declared inactive and buffer removed. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - The nest is in the same condition as on the previous visit. No LEGO activity detected around the 
nest. - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 032612_ahll_01 EP49-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/26/2012 4/24/2012 03/26/2012 - Male was observed bringing soft lining material to nest on several occasions. Male did not alter his 
nesting behavior when truck was at arroyo toad cattle guard for a few minutes. Nest appears to be 95% complete. 
ESA signs installed with drive through access only. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Nest appears complete but a bit weathered-looking. After 10 minutes of observing nest, a Bushtit 
flew to nest, entered nest, but did not come out during the next 15 minutes. No Bushtit calls during time in nest 
area. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - After 20 minutes a Bushtit was observed foraging in the area of the nest for about 5 minutes, then it 
visited the nest for 15 seconds and left. A Bushtit returned after 10 minutes, 5 minutes, and again after another 5 
minutes, apparently feeding nestlings. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Bushtits visited nest regularly after 8, 4, 3, and 6 minutes, indicating nestlings are being fed inside 
nest. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard during 15 minute observation period; checked nest and found it has 
been predated with the lower third of the nest pulled away and lying in 4 pieces on the ground. No sign of 
nestlings observed. Considering the amount of destruction to the nest, a large predator probably made the attack 
rather than the usual scrub jay suspects - closed. - PKonrad

No

PHAI Phainopepla 032612_elss_01 EP255-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats OH - wire stringing 125 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

3/26/2012 4/27/2012 03/26/2012 - Male incubating on nest, flew on approach, leading to nest discovery; 2 mottled tan eggs in nest. - 
ELoveless
03/30/2012 - Female Phainopepla incubating. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Still 2 eggs in nest; female off nest initially, but territorial nearby, returning to nest when avian 
biologist walked away. - PKonrad
04/14/2012 - Male perched on side of nest; nestlings expected to be inside nest, but did not want to displace the 
adult to verify nestling status. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No adult Phainopeplas observed or heard in area; 2 eggs still unhatched in well-formed nest. This 
nesting attempt may have failed, but will check back soon. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Still 2 unhatched eggs in nest, a month after nest, clutch, and pair of Phainopeplas was initially 
observed; no adults near nest again today - closed. Periodic but regular wire-stringing activities over the course of 
approximately 2 weeks within the nest cycle may have had some impact on this nest, but that cannot be 
determined, although the cause of abandonment may also have a natural basis. - PKonrad

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 032612_elss_02 EP91 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Traffic 40 100 85 85 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/26/2012 4/21/2012 03/26/2012 - Biomonitor observed Western Scrub-jay carrying nesting material to a sugar bush about every 45 
minutes. A nest about 90% complete was found in the sugar bush. - ELoveless
04/06/2012 - Nest is in good shape with a nice lining of fine grass, but no Western Scrub-jays were present. - 
PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest contains 2 speckled light-blue eggs; adult Western Scrub-jay perched just west of nest as soon 
as avian biologist left area; clutch is probably not a full clutch yet. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - Nest is empty, but otherwise appears in good condition. No eggshell fragment present in nest or on 
branches or ground below. Likely predated. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 032612_elss_04 Jacumba Valley Ranch CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 20 100 10 10 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

3/26/2012 5/4/2012 03/26/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material inside tire once during 45 minute observation. - ELoveless
04/06/2012 - No House Finches observed or heard in area of nest site. Unclear if black wheel covers and bird 
deterrents were in place during initial observation or added since that time. Questionable if this nest is still active. 
- PKonrad
04/14/2012 - No sign of House Finches; heavy plastic cover over wheel has torn away and is flapping in the wind. 
Notified for repair. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Female inside nest site during the entire 30-minute observation. Male visited nest twice and was 
frequently observed perched and singing near the nest site. - ELoveless
04/27/2012 - Nest checked also on 4/20, but no nest-related activity was observed. Today, no activity at the nest 
site, although House Finches are active nearby. Status of this nest uncertain. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - No House Finch activity in area. It appears this nesting attempt was unsuccessful judging by the nest 
monitoring history and lack of finch activity here recently - closed. - PKonrad

No
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CORA Common Raven 032612_fhan_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/26/2012 3/27/2012 03/26/2012 - Nest has been constructed for at least 4 days. Appears 50% or more complete. One CORA in area 
vocalizing and perching. - FHoffman
03/27/2012 - The nesting attempt is located near the top of an A-frame within Sycamore Substation. The pair was 
observed adding material yesterday, March 26. The nest is approximately 40-50% complete based on visible 
material and size/quantity of material being carried to the nest site, which is not yet developed enough to support 
eggs. No eggs or young present (as determined by nest stage). Deterrents have been installed to prevent cavity 
nesters, but were not successful in deterring stick nests. While no raven deterrents are installed on the A-frame 
where the CORA nest attempt is located, it should also be noted that this is an energized substation limiting 
access for deterrent installation and removal, as well as the type of deterrents that can be used. An orange cone 
will be placed after the nesting material is removed, to deter future nesting. Additionally, both project and non-
project work has been occurring regularly at the substation. The pair was observed nest building on March 26 
while a project crew was conducting a circuit breaker replacement 60-120 feet from the nest attempt. Per the 
NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a deterrent. A delay due to allowing the nest cycle to continue would 
likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure 
system reliability. Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 3/27/2012. - KAlberts
03/27/2012 - Concurrence with a nest removal request was received on 03/27/12. The nest was still under 
construction and appeared to be approximately 50-60% constructed upon removal. As a precaution, the worker 
tasked with nest removal was instructed to look into the nest to verify the nest contained no eggs. The worker 
confirmed the nest was empty and removed it, installing in its place an orange construction cone. The cone was 
wedged into the gap to deter the ravens from rebuilding in this location. During this period, one Common Raven 
was observed soaring and vocalizing outside the substation but did not approach the nest vicinity. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 032612_fhan_03 CP08-2-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 6 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/26/2012 5/11/2012 03/26/2012 - Pair actively building and vocalizing. Multiple trips with material observed. Nest in early stages circa 
30% complete. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - BUSH observed adding fluffy nest material at 0959. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - During a 75-minute observation period, BUSH pair approached the nest twice. On the first occasion, 
the female added very fine spider webs or hair to the nest. On the second visit, one bird added coarser material. 
They spent the majority of the time foraging on the surrounding hillsides. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - The Bushtit pair spent the first part of the observation period foraging downslope. The female then 
approached the nest, without anything in her bill. She entered the nest and remained inside for well over 20 
minutes, through the end of the observations. The male spent this time foraging downslope and perching in the 
branches around the nest. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - The nest is intact after recent rains. Both adults were foraging in the nest tree as the biologist 
arrived. They approached the nest several times, and the female eventually entered carrying an insect. However, 
no nestlings were heard, and she remained inside for over 10 minutes, so the food was likely for herself. As the 
male foraged, he would bring insects back to the nest tree and consume them there. - VEurs
05/04/2012 - After 80 minutes of observation, no Bushtit activity was detected at the nest, which appears to be in 
good condition. It should be noted that at one point a pair of BUSH landed in the tree above the nest, but at the 
same time, a dump truck drove past. The pair flew from the tree and seemed to resume foraging. At another 
point 20-30 minutes later, a female landed in a shrub about 20 feet from the nest, with an insect in her mouth. 
Again, a dump truck passed at that moment and the female disappeared from view. Bushtits were actively 
foraging downslope during the entire observation period. However, it seems the regular passage every 20-30 
minutes of the dump truck may have been temporarily deterring approaches to the nest. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - The neck of the nest is detached from the anchor point on the branches above. There appears to be 
a hole in the bottom, but the nest is too high for the biologist to inspect it directly. The nest is elongated and most 
likely was predated, despite its well-disguised location. This nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes 
and is now closed. - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 032612_imll_01 EP112-3-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 80 100 80 80 Presumed Fledged 3/26/2012 4/30/2012 03/26/2012 - Pair observed adding fine nesting material and lining to a nearly complete nest 3 times during 45 
minutes while no work was occurring. - IMaunsell
04/05/2012 - Unable to access road through locked gate; will return tomorrow. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Pair in vicinity with 1 adult observed carrying food to nest and leaving with fecal sac. - JPawlicki
04/16/2012 - Pair of Bushtits bringing beakfuls of caterpillars and bugs to nest every 2 to 4 minutes. - PKonrad
04/23/2012 - Nest is in good shape, but no Bushtits visited the nest during 30 minute observation period. 
However, there are several Bushtits active in the area, including 1 pair south of the nest. Unsure if nestlings have 
fledged at this time and will check back soon to double-check. - PKonrad
04/30/2012 - No Bushtits observed in the area; the nest is in good shape although  the nesting material 
surrounding the entrance hole is a bit worn. Nestlings appear to have fledged and may have been the Bushtits 
observed south of the nest last week - closed. - PKonrad

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 032612_lgan_01 TL 6915 - 171684 69kv Structure Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 30 30 Fledged 3/26/2012 4/26/2012 03/26/2012 - A female house finch was seen bringing nest material into an insulator bracket at the top of 69kv 
pole Z171684. The male was singing from the top of the pole while the female brought material. The percent 
completeness is unknown. Two orange bird buffer ESA signs were placed 30 feet from the base of the monopole 
containing the nest on the access road to the north. - LGorman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0855 to 0905. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - No HOFI activity observed. - RRadd
04/18/2012 - No activity observed. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - A male HOFI was observed feeding several begging fledglings not far from the nest. The nest has 
fledged successfully and is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 032612_mkhn_01 TL 6924 - 171687 69kv Structure Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 215 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/26/2012 4/10/2012 03/26/2012 - Adults visited nest with food several times and fed young. Visits took place with a biologist standing 
8, 15, and 25 feet away (different visits). Adult fed then sat on nest with biologist 8 feet away, and did not flush 
when biologist walked away. Two nestlings present, eyes still closed, and they appeared to be 4-6 days old. 100-
foot buffer established and marked with 5 signs (all on north side of nest). - MKuehn
04/01/2012 - CATH at nest at 0903. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - At least 3 downy nestlings with no pinfeathers visible in nest, appear to be about 6 days old. - 
HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest is clean empty and intact, suggesting successful fledging. - RRadd

Yes

NUWO Nuttall's Woodpecker 032612_rabe_01 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 16 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/26/2012 4/2/2012 03/26/2012 - Presumed Nuttall's Woodpecker nest due to being closest woodpecker species observed in general 
area, within 20 feet, over last week. Fresh cavity entrance in Sambucus mexicana approximately three inches 
deep. Inner cavity has not been started. 100-foot drive through only buffer staked. - RAbe
04/02/2012 - Cavity excavation has progressed since last week, with inner cavity now exposed. No woodpeckers 
observed in area, but entrance hole size is consistent with Picoides nuttallii. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No cavity nesters observed associating with this location on either of several visits today and 
yesterday. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Cavity has not been improved since April 2. No NUWO detections. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Cavity has not advanced since April 2, and no woodpeckers detected. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 032612_rabe_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 75 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/26/2012 4/12/2012 03/26/2012 - Three pale, blue-green unmarked eggs in cup nest suggesting House Finch. Multiple House Finch 
pairs observed in area over last week or so carrying nest building material in immediate area by biomonitors. One 
pair was observed in the immediate area of the nest multiple times today. 30 foot buffer staked. - RAbe
04/02/2012 - HOFI pair within a few feet of nest. 2 eggs now in nest. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest contains 1 broken egg, however a HOFI exited the nest on approach, suggesting the nest 
remains viable. - RRadd
04/12/2012 - Eggshell remains found in nest. No activity in area.  Nest appears to have been predated. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 032612_vers_01 TL 6924 - 171682 69kv Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 200 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 3/26/2012 4/25/2012 03/26/2012 - A pair of HOFI were seen on the wire next to pole 171682. A short time later, the female was seen 
carrying grassy material into the bracket for an insulator arm. She returned within 10 minutes with more material, 
and the male attempted to copulate with her. She carried the material into the bracket while the male perched 
nearby, singing. - VEurs
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0920 to 0930. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - No HOFI during observation period 0900 to 0925. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No activity observed during 45 minute observation period. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - No HOFI activity at the nest after 45 minutes of observation. HOFI's entered each of the upper 
brackets, but none appeared interested in the lower bracket. Lack of activity at this nest site over the past month 
leads the biologist to change its status from "active" to "closed." - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 032612_vnik_01 69kV-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - maintenance 45 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/26/2012 4/26/2012 03/26/2012 - Bushtit making several trips to nest with material. Appears to be lining nest. - VNovik
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0907 to 0917. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest appears complete, well protected and attached. No BUSH detected during late afternoon 
observation. - RRadd
04/18/2012 - No activity observed during noon observation period - BArnold
04/26/2012 - At the start of the observation period, the biologist noted the unusual appearance of the nest. After 
30 minutes with no BUSH activity, the biologist approached the nest to examine it closely. The nest is very 
stretched out at the top, with the nest entrance lower down than is usual on a BUSH nest. The entrance hole also 
seems larger than normal and faces up toward the sky. It doesn't seem that the nest was predated. Rather, its 
damaged condition seems to be a result of a string of storm events this area has recently experienced. Based on 
nesting cycle, it is possible that this nest contained eggs when it failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No
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BUSH Bushtit 032712_elss_01 EP117-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 70 70 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 5/14/2012 03/27/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed carrying and adding material to a nest that is approximately 90% 
complete. - ELoveless
04/05/2012 - Small Bushtit nest appears complete, but has a unique 'dent' in chamber below the entrance. No 
Bushtits observed or heard. - PKonrad
04/14/2012 - Nest appears unchanged; no Bushtit activity in area; status may not be active. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed adding material to nest 1 time during the 90-minute observation period. - 
ELoveless
04/25/2012 - After 15 minutes, a male Bushtit flew toward nest with a white object in its bill (food or nest 
material?), but avian biologist's presence 50 feet away seemed to distress the bird, so biologist left the area. - 
PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Nest checked at request of PAR construction. Female Bushtit observed entering nest and remaining 
inside while male foraged nearby. Nest appears 100% complete and in good condition. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Uncertain what the status of this nesting attempt is at this time; nest looks normal; no Bushtits were 
observed initially. But after 5 minutes the pair flew in from the south, very aware of avian monitor 35 feet from 
nest and seemingly hesitant to go to nest. Female went to nest and may have stayed there. Male went to nest a 
minute later and returned a short distance south, where it seemed to begin foraging. Never observed anything in 
the birds' beaks - could be egg laying or they may have nestlings. - PKonrad
05/07/2012 - No Bushtits were observed during a 30-minute period. The nest is the same although the top is a bit 
roughed up and an inert hole has been poked into the side of the nest below the entrance. The hole looks like a 
jay attempted predation, but the hole does not enter the interior of the nest. It was verbally recommended that 
an avian biologist should observe this nest site for an extended period to ascertain the present status of the nest 
as soon as possible. - PKonrad
05/14/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard during a 30-minute observation period. Nest is small and weathered. 
This nest has been hard to track during monitoring because the adults exhibited rather erratic behavior that made 
trying to assess the status of this nest week to week difficult to impossible - closed. - PKonrad

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 032712_elss_02 EP114-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 50 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 3/27/2012 4/27/2012 03/27/2012 - A pair of Western Scrub-jays was observed carrying and adding nesting material to a nest that is 
approximately 95% complete. - ELoveless
04/02/2012 - Observations of bio-monitor C. Frey over 2 days - March 29, 2012 - 0730; 2 Western Scrub Jays were 
observed away from nest by 75 to 150 feet with no crew onsite. A chase occurred with other pair of jays, and 1 
flew to nest while generator running and full crew present. An individual did not appear to have nesting material. 
Other individual of the pair perched 50 feet away; the pair left after 15 minutes and returned about an hour later 
with nesting material several times while crew worked on Leg A; generator not in use. March 30, 2012 - 0740; 
Common Raven perched on boulder 10 feet from Western Scrub Jay nest. Western Scrub Jay pair flew to over 100 
feet away and avoided going to rest while Common Raven present. After raven flew away with nest material, 
biologist used binoculars to look in nest, and no eggs were present. 0820; the Western Scrub Jay pair returned 
with material while a crew was present; no equipment running. - LThoreson
04/03/2012 - Observations of onsite monitor: 1331 - observed 2 Western Scrub Jays perched approximately 150 
feet south of EP114 tower site. 1341 - observed the pair of jays flying north behind the boulders where the nest is 
located. 1444 - observed pair of jays across the road east of EP114 tower site on ground. Pair did not alarm call, 
and rotor wash debris did not go near nest site. - VNovik
04/04/2012 - Monitor reported following : 0855 - observed 1 Western Scrub Jay perching on top of boulder next 
to nest and flying into vegetation below boulder. 1000 - observed 2 Common Ravens perched on a boulder by 
nest. The 2 Common Ravens were then  observed flying east of the site with a Red-tailed hawk. 1045 - observed 
the pair of Common Ravens fly from behind boulders north of site and head south. Did not observe any Western 
Scrub Jays during K-max activities or directly prior to K-max activities. Rotor wash and debris did not go near nest. - 
VNovik
04/07/2012 - Nest monitored during Crux micropile testing on legs D and A within nest buffer authorized in 
variance received 4/5/2012. Ground work and K-Max activity began at 1100.  Nest observations: At 1043, 3 scrub 
jays observed flying from south to north toward nest. One jay perched on a shrub adjacent to nest and watched 
crew for about five minutes. Jay pair flew from nest location southward out of site before any work activities 
occurred. Pair was observed to east of site at approximately 1645. Possibly different pair seen flying from general 
vicinity of nest soon after. Nest appears fully built and in good condition, no eggs or young present. No helicopter 
rotor wash was observed to impact the nest. - RQuilley
04/09/2012 - Biomonitor Anna Bryant reported Western Scrub-jays were observed perching on boulders in 
vicinity of nest and flew into vegetation near nest. Throughout day, biologist observed jays perching on vegetation 
surrounding the site. - VNovik
04/16/2012 - Western Scrub-Jay incubating tightly on nest; did not move when biologist was within 20 feet. - 
PKonrad
04/23/2012  No jays observed in area; nest empty but it is large  well built and the lining of the nest bowl is 

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 032712_esds_01 EP95-N Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 4/12/2012 03/27/2012 - As biologists inspected the nest location during the nesting bird survey, a Western Scrub Jay 
swooped down to the nest location making harsh vocalizations. WESJ then perched on a nearby shrub and did not 
leave this perch until biologists left the area. - EStrods
04/06/2012 - Adult Western Scrub-jay incubating 3 speckled light-blue eggs in large nest. Jay slipped out the back 
of the sugar bush as avian biologist approached the site, but quickly returned to nest as biologist walked away. - 
PKonrad
04/12/2012 - No eggs in empty nest; no Western Scrub-jays in area. Since eggs were observed on the previous 
visit, it appears the nest has been predated, although no sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings are evident, and the 
nest shows no deterioration. Only the fact that the nest is empty points to predation as the greatest potential 
cause of nest failure. - PKonrad

No
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CATH California Thrasher 032712_jdus_01 EP99-2-N-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 30 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 4/20/2012 03/27/2012 - Found nest during active nesting bird survey. Did not hear bird leave the nest. Nest has 1 egg in it. 
Female returned to nest 5 minutes after logging the location. - JDicus
04/06/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; did not leave nest; eggs probably close to hatching. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Adult California Thrasher brooding 2 small downy nestlings. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Nest is empty. Timing is premature for successful fledging of young. Likely predated. Incubation 
began on 3/28, with hatching expected on 4/11 and fledging not expected until 4/25 at the earliest. No feces on 
rim or branches surrounding nest. No feathers or remains detected in vicinity of nest. No fledglings or adults 
detected within 50 feet of nest in 20 minutes of observation. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

CATH California Thrasher 032712_jdus_02 EP99-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 65 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 4/6/2012 03/27/2012 - The nest was discovered during an active nesting bird survey. Biologist saw 1 egg and 1 nestling. The 
egg had a small hole in it and appeared to be about to hatch. - JDicus
04/06/2012 - California Thrasher nest is empty and there is no sign of nestlings or adults. Fine material used to 
form bowl of nest has been pulled up throughout the nest bowl. Appears predation is the most likely cause of 
nest failure - closed. - PKonrad

No

HOFI House Finch 032712_mdus_01 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/27/2012 5/11/2012 03/27/2012 - A female House Finch was observed making multiple trips to a nest carrying bits of dried annuals 
and small twigs. The male accompanied her on several trips, singing from a nearby perch. Percentage of 
completion is difficult to estimate, as the nest is not completely visible. - MDicus
04/02/2012 - Pair perched on tower near nest, male chases away other nearby HOFIs. Nest appears nearly 
complete. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - HOFI pair visiting and defending this nest, but not observed in nest at 1316. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - HOFI activity continues. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - HOFI lying in nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Unable to see into nest, but activity of male suggests this nest is still active at 1100. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Nest is no longer present. - RRadd

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 032712_rqey_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - tower erection 45 100 40 40 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 5/8/2012 03/27/2012 - Pair observed actively adding material to nest during a 30 minute period. Nest is about 90% 
complete and is very close to the road edge. Pair flew away from nest during passing of slow drive-through traffic. 
- RQuilley
04/05/2012 - Bushtit brought material to nest, positioning it onto the top of the nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Both adults entered nest with fluffy material. Likely lining nest cup. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest observed passively from a concealed location 15 feet away. After 12 minutes, an adult flew to 
nest and entered, remaining inside for next 3 minutes. - MKuehn
04/24/2012 - K-Max flew legs to site. No rotor wash detected at nest tree. Winds are from north, and K-Max 
approached from south, using a 100-foot longline. Conditions were favorable for work. Shrubs on south side of 
work area appeared to be moving from rotor wash.  Bushtit was observed entering nest on regular basis and 
appeared unaffected by work activities. - VNovik
04/26/2012 - Adults observed entering and leaving nest before, during, and after skycrane operation. Wind was 
from the west and skycrane approached from east, causing minimal prop wash to hit nest. The nest branch did 
move from side to side due to rotor wash, however there was no damage caused to the nest. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - Prior to work activity, Bushtits observed bringing food to nest repeatedly. 1037-1041: 500 
helicopter hovered between 100-600 feet out of buffer with no observed impact to nest.  1038-1041: Skycrane 
approached from east and set tower layback. No rotor wash was observed at nest location. Bushtits returned to 
nest immediately following aircrane departure.  1251-1258: 500 helicopter hovered about 200 feet to southwest 
of nest. Pair was not observed returning to nest during this period.  1254-1257: Skycrane approached from east 
and set tower bridge. Rotor wash observed affecting the nest for 10 seconds with approximately 10-20 mph gusts. 
The nest remained intact and appears undamaged. Bushtit pair returned to nest within 10 minutes of all skycrane 
activities carrying food. Pair was observed returning to nest for the remainder of the day during all back bolting 
work and behaved naturally. - RQuilley
05/03/2012 - Both adults observed carrying food into nest. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - No activity at nest for 20 minutes. Nest has been torn open at the top on the north side, and a small 
hole is present at the bottom on the north side. Feathers and nest lining are strewn among branches below nest. 
Adults detected 30 feet away and were not observed carrying food; only foraging. Observations indicate nestlings 
hatched between 4/24 and 4/27 and would have been expected to fledge no sooner than 5/12. Nest appears to 
have been predated. - MKuehn
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BUSH Bushtit 032712_rqey_02 EP79-E-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 15 100 75 75 Presumed Fledged 3/27/2012 5/22/2012 03/27/2012 - Bushtit pair observed actively adding material to nest. Nest is approximately 50% complete. Pair did 
not appear disturbed by drive through traffic; 75 foot buffer given due to high exposure of nest to line of sight. - 
RQuilley
04/05/2012 - Nest complete although no Bushtits observed during 30 minute observation period. Checked back 4 
hours later, but no Bushtit activity observed during 15 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest appears complete and intact. No activity at nest during 20-minute observation from 40 feet 
away. Bushtits heard briefly within 30 feet of nest. - MKuehn
04/21/2012 - Both adults visited nest carrying soft fluffy nesting material inside, and leaving immediately. It 
appears they are not yet incubating or egg laying. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Again, both adults visited nest carrying soft fluffy nesting material inside, and left immediately. May 
be egg laying but not incubating yet. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - 3 different adult Bushtits were observed carrying food into nest in succession. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Adults observed entering nest with food. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to nest 1 time during 45 minute observation - ELoveless
05/22/2012 - No activity at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation. Nest is intact but no adults or fledglings 
detected in area. Based on observations, nest should have fledged between 5/15 and 5/22. Adults visited nest 
with food only once in 45 minutes on 5/16, indicating some or all young may have already fledged by then. Nest is 
presumed to have fledged successfully. - MKuehn

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 032712_sjon_01 EP70 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - foundations 250 100 40 40 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 4/24/2012 03/27/2012 - Bushtit pair observed building nest using material from a nearby Bushtit nest (nest ID 
032012_lton_01). Nest is approximately 25 percent complete. A recently failed nest is approximately 15 feet away 
(nest ID 032012_lton_01). Pair was nest building and collecting material within 5 feet of a biologist. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks complete; Bushtits heard nearby, but no Bushtit visited nest during 30-minute 
observation period. Checked back a second time, but no Bushtits observed during 10-minute period. - PKonrad
04/14/2012 - 4/9/2012observation - Nest appears good, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 25 minute 
observation period. Uncertain status. - PKonrad
04/16/2012 - Bushtit observed entering nest after approximately 15 minutes of observation. - SJohnston
04/24/2012 - No Bushtits were observed or heard during the first 15 minutes of this observation period, but when 
the nest was checked at close quarters, it was missing. Only a small remnant of the top of the nest was still 
attached to the tree, and the rest of the nest could not be found. A predator appears to have torn the nest off the 
anchoring branch and removed it from the nest site. No sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings in the area - closed. - 
PKonrad

No

CATH California Thrasher 032712_tcer_01 EP96-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 15 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 4/6/2012 03/27/2012 - Adult California Thrasher on nest with 1 egg. - TCooper
04/06/2012 - Nest is empty and the lining of fine grasses has been pulled up almost throughout the nest bowl. 
Appears the nest has been predated, and there is no sign of eggs or eggshells in nest or surrounding area, and no 
thrashers noted in area - closed. - PKonrad

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 032812_ahll_01 EP35-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 5 100 70 70 Nest did not reach active stage 3/28/2012 4/18/2012 03/28/2012 - Observed male bringing sticks to nest cavity several times, and singing in area around nest. Did not 
observe female with male. Male BEWR bringing nesting material to a suitable cavity, sing, with the intent of 
attracting a female with his nest base. Nest is 5 % complete. - AHill
04/04/2012 - Nest appears almost complete, lining material present, heard BEWR sing 20 feet away. Pair built 
nest approximately 2 feet inside railing away from entrance. - AHill
04/11/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0700 in light rain. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0635 to 0705. Nest material does not appear to have been moved 
in the past week. Mud at nest entrance has remained undisturbed over the past week. Examination of interior 
with a mirror shows that nest materials are arranged haphazardly with no nest cup established. Nest closed. - 
HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 032812_bald_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/28/2012 3/28/2012 03/28/2012 - House finches were observed bringing nest material to lower, eastern cable 'L' hollow arm bracket. 
The nesting attempt was approximately 60% complete and does not contain eggs or young. House finches 
continued bringing material during construction activity in this and adjacent monopoles and per the NBMMP, 
active work is considered a form of deterrent. Also, ribbon was placed at multiple points around the work area. 
SDG&E needed to access these steel riser monopoles over the next few weeks to QA/QC items identified during 
the recent testing of the underground system, and to conduct possible repair work. After determining there were 
no eggs, this nest material was removed and photographed per the NBMMP. SDG&E will install plastic around all 
brackets and other deterrents in an attempt to preclude bird nesting on these monopoles. - BArnold

No
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HOFI House Finch 032812_bald_02 CP88-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/28/2012 3/28/2012 03/28/2012 - House finch observed visiting cable clamp 'C' brackets. While an avian biologist was present, 
lineman reported small accumulation of material, with no eggs, that avian biologist confirmed. House Finches 
continued to bring material while lineman was working within 2 feet of 'C' bracket with nest material.  The nesting 
attempt was approximately 5% complete. Bird repellent ribbon was in place around the work pad. Furthermore, 
testing work has occurred at this location over the past few weeks and per the NBMMP, active work is considered 
a form of a deterrent. These House Finches were not disturbed by human presence or construction activity. 
SDG&E needs to have access to these poles over the next few weeks to conduct QA/QC work and possible repair 
work identified in the recently completed testing. After determining that there were no eggs present, this nest 
material was removed and photographed. SDG&E will install plastic over the brackets and other deterrents to 
discourage future nesting. - BArnold

No

CATH California Thrasher 032812_esds_01 EP99-2-N-A Road Area Chaparrals Other 90 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 4/20/2012 03/28/2012 - This nest was located during active nest searching. The nest was observed for a short period after it 
was located. No bird was seen actively using the nest, however the nest appears to have been built very recently. 
This nest appears to have been built by a WESJ or a CATH. Biologists suggest monitoring this nest for further 
activity. - EStrods
04/03/2012 - Observations incidental to conducting 3 day pre-construction nest survey yielded a California 
Thrasher visiting nest with 3 eggs. Changed status to active and added species ID to pen tab. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - Nest contains 3 speckled light-turquoise eggs; heard adult leave nest, but didn't see it. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Nest is empty and lining appears mussed inside cup. Likely predated since earliest possible hatch 
date based on observations is 4/14 and nestlings would only be 6 days old today (expected to fledge no earlier 
than 4/28). No eggshells, feathers, or remains found below or near nest. No adults detected in area in 10 minutes 
of passive observation. Closed nest and removed buffer signs. - MKuehn

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 032812_esds_03 EP99-2-N-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 87 100 80 80 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 4/27/2012 03/28/2012 - This nest was built with medium-sized sticks which included a tightly formed bowl built with finer 
plant material. The nest appears to be that of a WESJ or CATH. The nest was located during active searching. No 
birds were seen back at the nest or within the vicinity after it was located. Biologists suggest that this nest be 
monitored for further activity. - EStrods
04/07/2012 - Very quiet in100-foot butter of nest. Approached rest and no activity heard and saw nothing in nest. 
Nest remains in excellent condition. - LThoreson
04/16/2012 - Bird slipped away from nest unseen, but 2 Western Scrub-Jay pairs were very territorial, perched at 
tallest nearby locations calling while avian biologist quickly checked nest with 3 brown-speckled light-blue eggs in 
it. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Large rattlesnake 2 feet north of nest. Adult WESJ near and scolding. Nest contains 4 eggs. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Nest is empty and lining is mussed in cup. Appears to have been predated. Timing is too early for 
fledging young, as the nest contained eggs 6 days ago. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 032812_fhan_01 EP85-2-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - tower erection 270 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 4/22/2012 03/28/2012 - Bushtit nest appears nearly complete as pair are collecting feathers for lining. - FHoffman
04/05/2012 - Nest complete, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 20 minute observation period; may be at 
egg laying stage when Bushtits visit nest less or are inside nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest appears intact. Passively observed for 15 minutes from 30 feet. No birds left or went to nest. 
Three Bushtits foraged within 50 feet of nest for 10 minutes. - MKuehn
04/22/2012 - This nest has been destroyed and was likely depredated. Bottom portion of nest still in tree and 
many pieces of nesting material strewn among branches below. No eggshell fragments located, but timing and 
previous observations indicate eggs were likely present. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 032812_ghan_03 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 70 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/28/2012 5/5/2012 03/28/2012 - 1100: Pair observed making multiple trips carrying nesting material. Nest appears to be 
approximately 80% complete. - GHuffman
04/06/2012 - Nest appears to be lined, but no bird on nest. HOFI pair approached nest, followed by another HOFI, 
and defended their nest, chasing off the second pair. One adult entered nest for a brief period. Male vocalized 
from the top of a nearby shrub. - VEurs
04/15/2012 - During a 15-minute observation period, the female was on the nest the majority of the time. Upon 
returning to the nest after a couple brief periods away, she was not carrying any food items and would quickly 
settle back on the nest. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - Female observed incubating. Construction appears to have no negative impacts to nesting behavior. - 
GHuffman
04/28/2012 - 2-3 gray, downy nestlings visible from the back of the nest shrub at 0745. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - The nest is empty, but in excellent condition, with a rim of feces typical of HOFI nestlings. No signs 
of predation. Just enough time has passed for the nest cycle to be completed. This nest is closed and presumed 
fledged. - VEurs

Yes
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 032812_imll_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 550 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 5/9/2012 03/28/2012 - Male CAGN making repeated trips to the nest location between 1000-1030. The male was observed 
to make 2-3 trips at a time before briefly pausing nesting behavior to forage with the female. Following foraging, 
the male would return to making trips to the nest, occasionally with very large pieces of nesting material. The nest 
was monitored from the opposite bank of the draw approximately 60 feet away. The pair continued natural 
behavior, and when the male made trips to the host shrub, a nest estimated to be approximately 30% complete 
was able to be observed. - IMaunsell
04/04/2012 - Pair observed adjacent to nest foraging and perching from 0850-0900. Male made three brief trips 
to nest shrub between 0855-0900 without material. Nest likely complete and ready for eggs or egg laying has 
commenced. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - Male CAGN was detected "pishing" at approximately 0705 near the nest location. At approximately 
0715 the male flew to the host shrub, called softly, the female departed the nest area, and the male proceeded to 
incubate. The female then called from the slope facing the nest. At 0748 the female returned to the nest area, 
called softly, and exchanged incubating duties with the male. - IMaunsell
04/18/2012 - Male initially observed foraging, made nest exchange with female at approximately 0815. Second 
nest exchange 30 minutes later. - MDicus
04/25/2012 - An adult male California Gnatcatcher was observed foraging and lightly scolding near the nest. The 
female parent was observed incubating the nest. The avian biologist observed one nest exchange where the male 
parent took over the incubating duties. - LGorman
05/02/2012 - During approximately 1.5 hours of observation, the adult male CAGN was observed foraging and 
returning to the nest vicinity 3 times, intermittently vocalizing, and once visiting the nest. The male was also 
observed interacting with the nearby CAGN pair whose nest had recently fledged. The adult female remained on 
the nest during the entire observation period, leaving it once, for approximately 30 seconds, before returning. - 
MDicus
05/09/2012 - After nearly an hour of inactivity, the nest contents were checked. The nest contained 1 egg and 
was covered with ants. The pair was later observed constructing a new nest approximately 180 feet north of this 
location. - MDicus

No

CATH California Thrasher 032812_jdus_01 EP98-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 31 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/28/2012 4/12/2012 03/28/2012 - Completely constructed and lined twig nest originally found during early morning nest survey, found 
to contain 1 egg and 1 newly hatched nestling. Pair of California Thrasher in vicinity upon approach later the same 
day to plot nest with GPS. Nest then found to contain 2 newly hatched nestlings (1 just hatched during nest 
survey). Adult calling softly from back side of nest shrub and returned to nest on immediate retreat of avian 
biologist to 50 feet; adult back on nest within 60 seconds. - JDicus
04/06/2012 - Large California Thrasher nest contains 2 large downy nestlings with pinfeathers showing on wings 
and tail. No adults observed near nest, but 1 thrasher singing east of road. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nestling California Thrashers appear to have fledged. No nestlings, fledglings, or adults in area. Nest 
is in good shape and there is no sign that nestlings did not fledge. - PKonrad

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 032812_jpki_01 EP99-2-N-A Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 41 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 5/3/2012 03/28/2012 - Adults observed at fresh, complete nest. Contents of nest  unknown., but nest stage is presumably 
egg laying. - JPawlicki
04/06/2012 - Pair of Bushtits calling territorially near large nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - During 30 minute observation period, Bushtit periodically heard and observed near nest, but no 
nest visits were observed. After avian biologist approached nest to see if it was intact, a pair of Bushtits flew to 
top of nest tree, acting territorial. Apparently, they are post-nest building but pre-incubation. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Both adults observed entering nest with food. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Both adults observed entering the nest with food. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - No activity at nest and no BUSH detected within 100 feet of nest for 30 minutes. Upon close 
inspection, nest found to have small hole in bottom, and feathers and other nest lining material is strewn among 
branches below nest. Nestling stage commenced between 12-20 April, so timing of observations indicates earliest 
nest could have fledged is 1 May (18 day nestling stage). However, condition of nest and lack of adults feeding 
fledglings in area indicates likely failure due to natural causes (predated). - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 032812_rqey_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - foundations 110 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/28/2012 4/20/2012 03/28/2012 - One Bushtit observed carrying nesting material to nest. - RQuilley
04/05/2012 - Nest looks complete; no Bushtits observed or heard in area during 30-minute period, - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - No Bushtits detected in area for 30 minutes. Nest may be torn open on north side, but difficult to 
tell for sure. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No Bushtits detected within 30 feet of nest for 20 minutes. No activity at this nest since 3/28 and 
appears to be damaged on north side when viewed from east. Nest has failed but natural cause is indeterminate 
because nest is high, impossible to inspect closely, and may have contained eggs. Nest closed and buffer reduced 
to 0 feet. All signs were removed. - MKuehn

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 032812_rqey_02 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 4 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/28/2012 4/5/2012 03/28/2012 - One Bushtit observed carrying nesting material in vicinity of nest. Nest is approximately 90% 
complete. - RQuilley
04/05/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard during 30 minute observation period. When nest was inspected at 
close quarters, a large circular hole was present on the north side where the neck of the nest meets the chamber, 
opposite and below nest entrance. Apparent avian predation, although no sign of egg or eggshells - closed. 
Bushtits probably had not laid eggs yet, judging from nest chronology and status of other nests being built last 
week. - PKonrad

No
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BUSH Bushtit 032812_sjon_01 EP50-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 4/17/2012 03/28/2012 - Nest is 40 percent complete. Pair was undisturbed while logging GPS coordinate and brought 
nesting material to nest. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks complete or nearly complete; 1 Bushtit visited nest and foraged in area to west near the 
end of 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard in area during extended hour-long observation period. Small nest 
looks weak, but intact. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - No nest visits by Bushtits during 30 minute observation period. Upon checking nest status at close 
quarters, it was revealed that the nest has been predated as evidenced by a large hole torn into the bottom of the 
nest chamber. No sign of eggs, eggshells, nestlings or adults was observed in or near the nest - closed. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 032812_sjon_02 EP50-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 58 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 4/24/2012 03/28/2012 - The Bushtit nest is 80 percent complete. The pair was seen carrying nesting material to the nest. The 
biomonitor discovered the nest, and the pair would not return when he was approximately 60 feet away. - 
SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest appears complete; 2 Bushtits very territorial as avian biologist approached site; flew to nest 
when biologist walked away. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Pair of Bushtits actively feeding unseen nestlings in nest; male had bill filled with small caterpillars. - 
PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Pair of adult Bushtits visiting nest, probably with food for nestlings. Pair appears quite timid, so 
avian biologist left area after their initial visit to the nest during the observation period. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - After 15 minutes of no Bushtit activity in the area, checked nest to find it has been predated. The 
nest is torn in half and lying on ground; no sign of eggs, egg shells, or nestlings among flattened nest parts - 
closed. - PKonrad

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 032912_bloh_01 CP13-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 230 300 300 300 Fledged 3/29/2012 4/25/2012 03/29/2012 - CAGN incubating. Nearest tower is complete and strung, with no work currently occurring. Active 
Red-tailed hawk nest on tower, with 500-foot buffer. No signage required unless hawk nest becomes inactive 
before this nest fledges, as this buffer is within the hawk buffer. - BLohstroh
04/04/2012 - At approximately 1000, the male was observed on the nest, before witnessing a nest exchange with 
the female. - BLohstroh
04/13/2012 - Male and female making trips to nest, spending time brooding on it, as well as bringing food items. 
Nest left unattended for a few minutes at one point, while pair foraged. - BLohstroh
04/18/2012 - Male and female leaving and making return trips to nest, feeding young. - BLohstroh
04/25/2012 - Pair feeding 1 fledgling in vicinity of nest. - BLohstroh

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 032912_elss_01 EP149-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 80 100 65 65 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/29/2012 4/21/2012 03/29/2012 - Biomonitor located nest through active searching. A pair of Bushtits was bringing nesting material to 
the nest. - ELoveless
04/03/2012 - Observed Bushtit leave and return to nest. Nest is in good condition and complete. Based on 
timeline, it is likely that this nest may have eggs in it. Bushtits were wary of presence of biologist when nest was 
approached for inspection. Bird deterrents are present in the form of mylar tape at the edge of the work area, 
and the tape is tied to shrubs; no tape on the tower itself. - VNovik
04/13/2012 - Attempt made to visit site, but bad weather hampered attempt. - VNovik
04/16/2012 - Nest appears intact. No activity observed for 30 minutes while biologist was watching the nest. - 
VNovik
04/21/2012 - E. Loveless reports that avian monitor was requested onsite during skycrane activities at tower. 
Avian arrived on site after biomonitors. One basket was set down by A-star. Avian located nest, which was down 
on ground (large portion of nest was on ground between rocks). Smaller portions were in other shrub. A great 
deal of feathers was scattered around, which could have been liner or adult feathers from predation. Since no 
construction activity has occurred in the interim onsite prior to today, failure due to natural causes is presumed. - 
KAlberts
04/21/2012 - E. Loveless reports that avian monitor was requested onsite during skycrane activities at tower. 
Avian arrived on site after biomonitors. One basket was set down by A-star. Avian located nest, which was down 
on ground (large portion of nest was on ground between rocks). Smaller portions were in other shrub. A great 
deal of feathers was scattered around, which could have been liner or adult feathers from predation. Since no 
construction activity has occurred in the interim onsite prior to today, failure due to natural causes is presumed. - 
KAlberts

No
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CATH California Thrasher 032912_elss_02 EP149-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - tower erection 50 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/29/2012 4/30/2012 03/29/2012 - Biomonitor found nest through active searching. Nest is structured and has beginning of lining. No 
thrashers were observed at the nest, but a pair was perched nearby. - ELoveless
04/03/2012 - CATH observed on nest with 3 eggs. Bird wary and left nest while being observed, though returned 
within seconds. Bird deterrents are in the form of mylar tape tied to shrubs around the structure site. The tape is 
not on the tower itself. - VNovik
04/13/2012 - Attempt made to visit site, but bad weather hampered attempt. - VNovik
04/16/2012 - Nest with 3 eggs; bird on nest. - VNovik
04/22/2012 - Two nestlings detected today in nest during tower erection. Adult male heard singing in the area 
when helicopter did not drown him out. On 4/21/12, avian biomonitor D. Mahto reported that during the setting 
of the middle section of the tower, the spotter helicopter (tail #792) flew in from the southeast above the 100-
foot buffer and hovered around the tower making full 2 circles. During the first circle, the helicopter was at an 
altitude of around half the length of the tower, approximately 50-60 feet above the ground. The host shrub was 
shaken by rotor wash. Nest was not directly inspected following this event to allow the nest and adult birds to 
settle again. - FHoffman
04/30/2012 - Nest is in good shape with a deep compacted empty bowl - nestlings have apparently fledged. No 
adults or fledglings observed in area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032912_hwey_01 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 2 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/29/2012 4/24/2012 03/29/2012 - Female Lesser Goldfinch observed making 3 trips to nest with thin woody nesting material between 
1220 and 1225. Nest cup appears to be nearly complete. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Female LEGO on nest at 1239. Male singing nearby. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - LEGO pair continues to occupy this nest. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - LEGO detected in area but no nest visits and cannot see into nest. - RRadd
05/06/2012 - Nest could not be refound and LEGO activity does not focus on the location described. - RRadd

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032912_hwey_02 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 5 100 100 100 Indeterminate 3/29/2012 4/24/2012 03/29/2012 - ANHU observed adding nesting material to small amount of plant down bound to branch with 
spider silk. Nest is 10-15% complete. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest construction has progressed since last visit, 75% complete. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No nest was found at the described location. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - No nest found. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nesting observational history indicates possibility of eggs in the nest between October 5 to 15, with 
no nest found over the next 9 days. Nest failed, with or without eggs or young. - KAlberts

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032912_hwey_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 25 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/29/2012 5/9/2012 03/29/2012 - Female observed lying on nest, making brief forays to feed, then immediately returning. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 1214. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female on nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female perches on edge of nest and feeds nestling at 1214, then settles on nest. 1 visible nestling, 
appears 1-2 days old. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - 1 nestling visible in nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Female and 2 nestlings visible on nest at 1240. Nestlings appear fully feathered. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest at 1015, appearing fully feathered and capable of leaving the nest. - 
HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Nest empty, no sign of predation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 032912_jdus_01 EP91 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Traffic 70 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/29/2012 4/27/2012 03/29/2012 - During active searches on a nesting bird survey, a twig nest lined with strips of bark, grasses and 
other fine vegetative material was found in a sugar bush. The nest was monitored periodically throughout the 
survey from various distances. A pair of California Thrashers was seen 100 feet from nest, and a pair of Western 
Scrub Jays was seen approaching to within 15 feet of the nest. No birds were seen going to the nest, though the 
WESJ were seen with fine lining material perched 80 feet from the nest, and the nest may be theirs. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Approached nest area and saw female California Thrasher on nest when 3 feet away. Halted 
approach and stood still; female then left nest and 3 eggs were observed in nest. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - Adult California Thrasher incubating, tight on nest. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - Nest contains 3 downy nestlings ranging in age from about 2-4 days old. Expected fledge date is 5/1 
to 5/3. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Nest is empty, and oldest nestling would have been only 10 days old today. Nest is otherwise in 
good condition. No nestling feathers or remains in or under nest on ground or branches. Apparently predated. - 
MKuehn

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032912_mdus_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/29/2012 4/25/2012 03/29/2012 - Female observed adding material to a nest that is approximately 80% constructed. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - Female Anna's Hummingbird flies to nest at 0739 and remains on nest. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Female ANHU comes to nest and settles at 1224. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - ANHU settles on nest at 0944; no indications of hatched young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest no longer present and branch is broken. Nest presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No
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HOWR House Wren 032912_mdus_03 Hartung CY-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/29/2012 TBD 03/29/2012 - Adult wren observed making multiple trips with twigs and leaves from the base of a tamarisk 
(Tamarix sp.) across the access road to a cavity in the end of a large broken limb. - MDicus
04/06/2012 - HOWR enters nest at 1155. 2nd HOWR scolding squirrel nearby. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Incessant HOWR singing but not observed at cavity. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - HOWR pair continue activity at this nest. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOWR male sings at entry periodically, moves to nest guard when female departs nest at 1625, 
suggesting incubation. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Male bringing feather, female bringing food; many trips from 1546-1608. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - HOWR pair continue to feed this nest from 0716-0736. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - HOWR carries food to nest at 1645. - RRadd

TBD

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch 032912_rqey_02 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 23 100 75 75 Presumed Fledged 3/29/2012 5/22/2012 03/29/2012 - Pair of Whit-breasted Nuthatches observed bringing nesting material to cavity multiple times. - 
RQuilley
04/05/2012 - No nuthatches observed or heard during short observation period; returned 2 hours later for 20 
minutes (while traffic permitted), but no nuthatch activity noted. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Passively observed nest for 15 minutes from 25 feet away. After 2 minutes, male approached cavity 
with food and female emerged from nest. Male fed female away from nest, and female re-entered cavity 5 
minutes later, and remained on nest for next 8 minutes. Male fed female on nest 7 minutes after she re-entered. - 
MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Male approached cavity with food, and female emerged begging. Male fed female 12 inches from 
cavity opening, then both left vicinity of nest to forage. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Male approached cavity with food and female emerged, took food in her bill and carried it into 
cavity. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - Male approached cavity with food, and female emerged and left, then male carried food into cavity. 
- MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Male carried food into cavity. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Both adults entered cavity with food and left without it. Nest is expected to fledge very soon. - 
MKuehn
05/22/2012 - No activity at cavity for 30 minutes. One adult observed carrying food 150 feet from nest, but flew 
away and was not observed feeding fledgling. Based on observations, nestlings hatched between 4/20 and 4/27 
and were expected to fledge from nest 26 days later, or between 5/15 and today (5/22). Successful fledging of 
young appears to have been the likely result. - MKuehn

Yes

BEWR Bewick's Wren 032912_vnik_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 2 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/29/2012 4/29/2012 03/29/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren make several trips to nest location with nesting material. - VNovik
04/05/2012 - No Bewick's Wrens observed or heard, but nest appears complete with feathered lining, built on 
ground beneath silt fence material. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - No activity at nest during 20 minutes of passive observation. Male and female BEWR heard 
vocalizing within 40 feet of nest. Contents checked after passive observation period. Nest contains 4 eggs. - 
MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest observed passively for 8 minutes from 15 feet away. After 3 minutes, both adults approached 
nest and 1 entered, remaining inside for 5+ minutes. - MKuehn
04/29/2012 - No activity at nest and no BEWR detected in area for 20 minutes. Nest found to be empty with lining 
mussed. No other signs of disturbance to nest site. No eggshells present in or near nest on ground. Incubation did 
not begin until at least 4/13, so earliest hatching date is 4/18 and earliest fledge date is 5/12. Nest appears to 
have been predated with eggs or nestlings. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 033012_elss_01 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE4

Substation Chaparrals Traffic 35 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 3/30/2012 4/3/2012 03/30/2012 - A pair was observed adding nesting material. The nest appears about 60% complete. - ELoveless
04/03/2012 - Nest no longer present and apparently depredated (likely by corvid) with pieces of nest strewn near 
nest shrub - nest closed. Pair of Bushtits still observed in vicinity with one observed carrying nesting material to 
location over 100 feet to SE. Nest was monitored for activity on 4/3/12. A pair of Bushtits were initially observed 
foraging near nest shrub after which the male was observed with nesting material and proceeded to fly out of 
sight to SW. Nest was then searched for and was discovered to be depredated, as portions of nest were present in 
adjacent branches and on ground underneath nest location. Shrubs to SE of old nest were then searched for a 
partially built new nest, but none were observed within 100 feet of access road. Pair was then observed briefly 
foraging to north of old nest location. Regarding nest outcome determination, contents of nest were unknown at 
time of depredation, but likely did not contain eggs or young as nest was still in building stage when logged/last 
monitored on 3/30/12. - JPawlicki

No
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HOWR House Wren 033012_jdus_01 TL 6915/6924-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 75 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/30/2012 5/17/2012 03/30/2012 - Adult House Wren makes multiple trips to nest cavity with material. - JDicus
04/09/2012 - Although 2 adult wrens were singing, calling and foraging in the vicinity of the nest, neither bird 
approached the cavity during an hour of observation. However, the presence of a large Western Fence Lizard atop 
the snag with the cavity for approximately 40 minutes may have deterred the HOWRs from entering the cavity. 
The birds came within 10-15 feet of the snag, but no closer. - VEurs
04/10/2012 - No HOWR detected during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - After an hour of observation, no wren activity was observed at the nest cavity. A single HOWR was 
moving about the area and briefly came within 15 feet of the cavity, but never approached it. - VEurs
04/25/2012 - At the start of the observation period, the male HOWR briefly perched on the top of the snag 
containing the nest cavity. He then clung to the lip of the cavity and peered inside. He moved about the area, 
singing from different perches and once chasing off a Bewick's Wren. Later he moved to the area below the nest 
cavity, where he interacted with a female who entered the nest cavity. She was not carrying any food item and 
remained in the cavity through the end of observations (another 15 minutes) which suggests she is incubating. 
The male continued to sing from various perches. - VEurs
04/29/2012 - Duplicate for record of 4/25. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - The male wren made several trips into the cavity with insects during 15 minutes of observation. - 
VEurs
05/10/2012 - Both adults made several trips with food into the nest cavity within 10 minutes. Nestlings were 
heard vocalizing each time. - VEurs
05/17/2012 - Enough time has passed for the nest cycle to be completed. On previous nest visits, at least 1 House 
Wren was always detected very close to the nest. The lack of activity at the nest cavity today suggests the young 
have fledged and the family group is dispersing. This nest is presumed to have fledged. - VEurs

Yes

HOFI House Finch 033012_mkhn_01 CP88-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/30/2012 3/30/2012 03/30/2012 - House finch observed visiting cable clamp 'C' brackets. Biomonitor K. Vittum reported small 
accumulation of material, with no eggs. House Finches continued to bring material while lineman was working on 
the tower. These House Finches were not disturbed by human presence or construction activity. SDG&E needs to 
have access to these poles sporadically over the next few weeks to conduct QA/QC work identified in the recently 
completed testing. After determining that there were no eggs present, this nest material was removed and 
photographed. SDG&E has taped closed all openings to these brackets (including this one after nest was removed) 
to prevent future nesting activity from occurring. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 033012_sjon_01 EP11-3-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 6 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/30/2012 4/22/2012 03/30/2012 - Nest appears complete. Pair observed entering the nest. - SJohnston
04/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest, but several Bushtits were actively foraging within 20 feet of nest. - 
HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which appears slightly damaged, but not beyond use. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - No activity observed from 0915 to 0945. Large hole visible in side of nest, likely caused by a 
predator. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 033012_sjon_02 EP12-3 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Traffic 350 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/30/2012 4/15/2012 03/30/2012 - Nest appears complete. Pair observed entering the nest. - SJohnston
04/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no Bushtits detected from 1015 to 1030. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Nest is torn and empty, with feathers stuck to nearby branches. Nest 
closed, most likely predated. - HWinfrey

No

CALT California Towhee 033112_jdus_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 20 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/31/2012 4/19/2012 03/31/2012 - Nest found while driving out after survey was completed. No activity observed, in 15 minutes but 
nest is newly constructed and in fine condition. Nest should be monitored for activity. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - 3 eggs in nest, light blue with a few brown streaks. Wrentit moving furtively near nest at 0750. - 
HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - An adult California Towhee was seen incubating on the nest. Observation was made from inside 
vehicle while driving out access road. Avian biologist did not approach nest. Towhee did not leave nest when 
pickup truck drove past. Changed species to CALT. - JDicus
04/13/2012 - CALT on nest at 1002 does not leave nest during 2 x 1-minute observations. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest is empty. Since insufficient time has elapsed for a complete nest cycle, predation is presumed. - 
RRadd

No

CALT California Towhee 033112_jdus_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/31/2012 4/30/2012 03/31/2012 - Adult California Towhee observed gathering fine fibrous lining material from erosion control area 
farther upslope on access road.  Two trips to 80% complete nest with material were observed. The pair was 
observed copulating within 75 feet of the nest. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Agitated California Towhee present as observer approached nest area. Unable to view nest after 10 
minutes of searching, but bird behavior indicates nest continues to be active. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Observed by avian monitor, Garrett Huffman. No activity observed over 30-minute observation. 
Nest remains intact and appears to be 100% complete. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Nest in fine, lined, intact, empty condition. Possibly abandoned for an alternate location, as CALT on 
territory continue agitated behavior despite nest being unoccupied for 30 days. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 033112_jdus_03 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 5 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/31/2012 4/20/2012 03/31/2012 - Nest is in good condition, 95% constructed. Bushtits in nest area. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Bushtit entered nest at 0830, 10 minutes after wire truck passed by. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Solo BUSH exits nest at 1717. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - No activity observed from 0700-0715. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nest no longer present and no remains found. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 033112_mkhn_01 CP55 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/31/2012 4/16/2012 03/31/2012 - Pair of Lesser Goldfinch visits nest 4 times during 30-minute observation period, female carries nest 
material while male perches nearby. Nest is 20% constructed. - MKuehn
04/07/2012 - Female on nest at 0720. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Observed with avian monitor, John Dicus, during wire pulling process. Helicopter flew sock line 
using a 100-foot long line with all three phases on south side of tower. While using long line, helicopter was able 
to avoid impeding on established 100-foot buffer. Incubating female did not flush from nest and tolerated 
activities at that distance. - GHuffman
04/13/2012 - LEGO incubation continues. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - Buffer signs broken and appear to be blown over. Nest was discovered 2 feet above ground laying 
on deer weed (Acmispon glaber). Nest originally located about 7 feet up in a chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum). 
Eggs were found under nest location broken and appeared to have been there for at least a day due to dryness of 
eggs. Female last observed incubating on 4/13. No construction activities were conducted on 4/14 and 4/15 at 
CP55. Presumed nest failure due to weather over the weekend from high winds and/or significant precipitation. - 
GHuffman

No

BUSH Bushtit 040212_ahll_01 EP9-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 18 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/2/2012 4/9/2012 04/02/2012 - Adults seen bringing lining material to nest every few minutes. Pair does not seem to be affected by 
drive-by traffic, and buffer staked for drive-through only. - AHill
04/09/2012 - No Bushtit activity observed in area and unable to locate nest or any nest fragments; contacted 
original observer to verify. - HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - Nest is no longer there. Only a couple pieces of nest material were found attached to manzanita, no 
other signs of nest. Did not hear or see any Bushtits in area. Unknown what happened to nest, but it was not 
physically harmed by construction. Nest appears 90% complete. Nesting chronology indicates that eggs may have 
been present at time of failure, hence an indeterminate outcome. - AHill

N/A

ROWR Rock Wren 040212_cves_01 CP34-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 100 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/2/2012 4/25/2012 04/02/2012 - A male was observed singing repetitively, drawing attention to the vicinity of the nest. The pair 
made a joint visit to the cavity and each individual made repeat visits. Eventually a pebble was taken from the 
TSAP into the nest cavity. 2 whitish pebbles and numerous sticks were situated at the entryway into the cavity. - 
CVettes
04/12/2012 - Adult Rock Wren actively singing in vicinity of crack between boulders, but does not visit nest for 30 
minute observation period.  Nest is 100% constructed and has a well-paved entrance of small flat rocks leading to 
clean grass cup nest. - JDicus
04/19/2012 - No activity observed during 30-minute observation period conducted in the afternoon hours (1600-
1630). - JDicus
04/25/2012 - No rock wrens were observed or heard in area. Nest building appears to be incomplete and halted. 
Numerous ants were observed all over nesting location. Closing nest due to inactivity and presence of ants. - 
GHuffman

No

HOFI House Finch 040212_imll_01 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/2/2012 4/2/2012 04/02/2012 - On Sunday, April 1, a biomonitor on site reported House Finch activity at this location. Because of 
SD County restrictions, equipment could not be moved on a Sunday. On April 2, a pair of finches was observed 
making 4 trips to the nest site with material over 15 minutes. Deterrents onsite include a plethora of flash tape on 
two adjacent towers and on the site perimeter. Additionally, work occurred at this location, including use of the 
lift to install deterrents, all day on the previous Friday, and is considered a deterrent in and of itself. After 
confirming no eggs or young were present, the nest was removed at 5-10% complete. Photographs were taken. 
The equipment was planned to be removed from the site today and is required for testing within the nest cycle, 
prompting the need for removal. Following nest removal, the man-lift was then removed from the site. - 
IMaunsell

No

BUSH Bushtit 040212_jdus_01 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 70 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/2/2012 5/13/2012 04/02/2012 - Pair makes 5 trips to 80% constructed nest with material in 25 minute observation period. - JDicus
04/16/2012 - Bushtit pair observed making multiple trips to nest. - MDicus
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair observed bringing material to nest. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - BUSH pair bringing feathers to nest interior at 0806. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Male making infrequent trips with very small amounts of nest material at 1456. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH visits nest intermittently from 1412 - 1425. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH pair carrying food items (ants?) to nest at 2 minute intervals from 1445-1458. Male makes 5 
trips for each by female. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest has been torn open at the side. Presumed predated. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 040212_jdus_02 CP48-2/CP49-1 PS-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 30 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/2/2012 4/21/2012 04/02/2012 - Female makes one trip to newly initiated 1% complete nest. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No activity observed at this location. The biologist was unable to approach this nest to assess its 
level of completeness to respect incubating HOFI in nearby nest. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - After 30 minutes of no activity, the biologist carefully approached the nest tree and examined the 
foliage. No evidence of a HOFI nest was found in the hanging clumps of leaves. This nest does not appear to have 
reached the active stage and is now closed. - VEurs

No
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HOFI House Finch 040212_jdus_03 CP48-2/CP49-1 PS-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 17 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/2/2012 5/7/2012 04/02/2012 - Female flying from nest gave away nest location. 5 eggs in complete nest. Pair returns in 5 minutes, 
female lays on nest. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - Upon initial approach to the nest, female emerged from the clump of foliage and landed on a 
nearby branch. She flew to the west and spent some time perched near a male HOFI. After about 15 minutes, she 
returned to the nest, where she settled with her tail sticking straight up. After 10-15 minutes, she adjusted to a 
more natural, tail down position. No male directly approached the nest during the observation period. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - Female on nest constantly throughout observation. No male approached nest. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No HOFI activity after 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - There was no activity at this nest on the previous visit. Upon inspecting the nest this morning, it was 
obviously deteriorating. No House Finch activity was detected in the nest's vicinity. This nest with eggs or young 
failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 040212_mdus_01 CP7 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/2/2012 TBD 04/02/2012 - Biomonitor Brian Parker observed a pair of House Finches making multiple trips with small sticks 
and grasses to a cavity on the north side of CP7 monopole, with the female spending 3-10 minutes inside the 
cavity on each trip. The pair chased off another pair of House Finches but appeared unaffected by construction 
activities, which were ongoing through the nest building. Crews were working within 5 feet of the base of the 
pole, moving dirt and loading dump trucks, when the nest was first discovered. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - Site biomonitor A. Steyers reports regular continuing HOFI activity at this location this morning. - 
RRadd
04/19/2012 - The male and female entered the nest cavity just after the start of the observation period. The male 
exited shortly after and was not seen for the rest of the observation. The female remained inside for 30 minutes 
and was still inside when the biologist left the area. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at monopole after 40 minutes of observation. HOFI's heard singing in the 
surrounding habitat, but none approached the monopole. - VEurs
05/04/2012 - No activity observed today during 60+ minutes of observation. However, on-site bio-monitor A. 
Steyers reported the male and female making numerous trips to and from the arm yesterday morning, May 3. - 
VEurs
05/11/2012 - No HOFI's directly approached or entered/exited the nest during 60 minutes of observation. A male 
was perched on the wires above the nest, singing at the start of observations but then flew away. - VEurs
05/18/2012 - Construction activities (grading the pad below the host tower) occurred during the majority of the 
60-minute observation period. No HOFI activity was observed at the nest. - VEurs

TBD

OATI Oak Titmouse 040212_sjon_01 EP67-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 70 100 70 70 Presumed Fledged 4/2/2012 4/24/2012 04/02/2012 - Observed Oak Titmouse singing 6 inches above cavity with item in beak for approximately 1 minute 
before entering cavity. Observed OATI make 3 trips into cavity within 20 minutes of initial observation. Feint 
begging calls heard from cavity. - SJohnston
04/09/2012 - Territorial Oak Titmouse singing and active throughout tree, but no nesting behavior was observed 
during 40 minute period. (But female may be incubating out of sight). Several cavities are available on south side 
of tree, including the nest cavity. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Observed Oak Titmouse enter cavity twice and remain inside the cavity for over 5 minutes each time 
within a 15 minute observation period. No item carrying was observed during the flights and no begging calls 
were heard. Fledging may have occurred. - SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Constant foraging and singing in live oak by Oak Titmouse(s), especially on south half of oak, but no 
sign of activity at any cavity(s) during 50 minute observation period. Observed 1 adult feeding another titmouse 
that was food begging, but could not see if begging bird was a fledgling or adult. Several titmouse flights back and 
forth to live oaks to west. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Oak Titmice observed or heard during 30 minute observation period, which is drastically 
different from a week ago. After discussing observations at this nest with avian biologist S. Johnston, we believe 
the nestlings heard in the cavity by Johnston and T. Cooper probably fledged about 10 days ago, and that the food 
begging I witnessed last week was part of post-fledging behavior - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

AMCR American Crow 040212_vnik_01 EP85-2-N Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 45 100 100 70 Fledged 4/2/2012 5/22/2012 04/02/2012 - Monitor observed raven in nest; both crows and ravens in area. - VNovik
04/09/2012 - Apparent Common Raven incubating on nest that has been well built up in past 10 days. This nest 
site was used by American Crows in 2011, and it is impossible to discern species at the time of this observation, 
but previous biologist observed a raven at this nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Tail of adult visible over nest rim, but unable to discern species. - MKuehn
04/22/2012 - No bird detected on nest when checked on 4/21 at 1400 and 4/22 at 1100. An American Crow was 
perched across the road in a coast live oak on 4/22, but flew from area and did not return for 15 minutes. - 
MKuehn
04/29/2012 - Adult observed on nest, shifting position often, indicating possible presence of nestlings. Timing of 
observations (incubating on 4/2) suggests nestlings should be present by now. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Nest species changed to American Crow. Adult perched on rim of nest, tending nestlings for 10 
minutes, then began brooding. One nestling head could be seen reaching over nest rim while begging and 
appeared to be in mid-development (10-15 days old). Adult later flew from nest and was positively identified as 
an American Crow. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - One adult and 1 fledgling observed off nest. - ELoveless
05/22/2012 - Two adults and 1 juvenile (fledgling) observed 150 feet from nest. No activity at nest in 20 minutes. - 
MKuehn

Yes
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WTKI White-tailed Kite 040312_ahll_01 EP39-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/3/2012 TBD 04/03/2012 - Pair was seen copulating on nearby burned tree, flying to nest a few times, and one adult chased off 
a raven. Both male and female seen bringing nesting material to nest. Pair becomes agitated at 200 feet from 
nest. Nest appears to be complete. - AHill
04/11/2012 - At 0638, male brought prey to female perched near the nest. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Female lying in nest with male perched 200 feet away at 0757. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0615. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0709. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - 2 adults in area. 1 makes brief visit to nest, hovering at edge of nest, apparently feeding nestlings. - 
HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - Observed adult perched at nest then fly off. - AHill
05/21/2012 - No activity observed at nest. WTKI perched 50 feet from nest from 0655 to 0725. - HWinfrey

TBD

CACW Cactus Wren
(Inactive)

040312_hwey_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/3/2012 TBD 04/03/2012 - CACW observed bringing grassy material to loose globular nest placed on prickly pear leaf. Nest is 
40% complete. Male singing constantly from perch above nest during visit. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - CACW singing at nest which appears 60% complete, lacking an entrance and lining. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Nest shows only minor improvements since last visit. CACW on site and working on new nest to 
southeast. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No changes to this nest; CACW still busy on territory and adjacent nest. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Nest shows some indications of maintenance, but still not fully enclosed. No CACW detected. - 
RRadd
05/08/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd

TBD

GRRO Greater Roadrunner 040312_hwey_02 CP62-2-E-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/3/2012 TBD 04/03/2012 - 2 Greater Roadrunners were observed gathering coarse woody materials and adding them to a 
concealed nest within an ornamental Bougainvillea shrub adjacent to paved driveway. Materials were roughly 
pencil-sized, indicating that nest building began recently. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - No GRRO detections during 30 minute observation on rainy morning. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - GRRO gathers nest lining material on adjacent lawn at 1100 and carries to nest. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - GRRO pair nest exchange at 0901 after rainy night; dry adult goes to nest under bombardment from 
NOMO pair, then wet adult departs. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - GRRO brings lizard to nest at 1055. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - GRRO brings lizard to nest at 1339, both adults off nest at 1344. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - GRRO adult carries lizard to nest at 1547. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 040312_hwey_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/3/2012 5/3/2012 04/03/2012 - 2 Bushtits were observed adding nesting materials at 1030. Nest appears 80% complete. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest appears to now be 100% constructed and fully decorated externally. Male returns to nest, 
conducts nest exchange, and female departs, followed after a few seconds by the male. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Adult enters nest at 1231 and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity observed at nest during steady rain. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - No activity at nest from 0845 to 0915. No sign of predation, however entrance hole appears slightly 
enlarged. Nest is too high to examine contents. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040312_hwey_04 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading 85 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/3/2012 5/7/2012 04/03/2012 - A male and a female House Finch were observed adding fine nesting material to nest at 1146. - 
HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female incubates 5 eggs. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - 4 nestlings visible in nest, 2-3 days old. Male and female perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Nestlings in nest. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Nestlings visible in nest. Immediately after checking nest, biologist was asked to leave private 
property. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female perched above nest. Unable to verify nest contents without entering private property. - 
HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Male and female observed flying to nest at 1248. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - No activity observed at nest.  Unable to verify nest contents without entering private property. Nest 
presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 040312_mkhn_01 EP98-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 11 100 50 50 Fledged 4/3/2012 5/3/2012 04/03/2012 - Nest stage unknown, but likely egg laying; 2 adults within 2 feet of nest, but neither entered nest or 
was seen carrying nesting material or food during 15 minutes of passive observation. - MKuehn
04/12/2012 - Nest is in good shape, but no Bushtits observed or heard in area during 25 minute period. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Both adults visited nest with food at 1730. Nestlings could be heard begging inside nest when each 
parent entered, from 15 feet away. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Adults still feeding young in nest. Very loud begging can be heard from 25 feet away. Fledging 
should occur in next several days. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - Nest successfully fledged young. No activity at nest for 20 minutes. Small hole in side of nest wall 
just below original entrance. No feces on branches near nest or on ground below. Both adults found feeding at 
least 1 recent fledgling 80 feet north of nest. - MKuehn

Yes
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CATH California Thrasher 040412_ahll_01 EP36-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Traffic 20 100 80 80 Presumed Fledged 4/4/2012 4/20/2012 04/04/2012 - Observed adult bringing food material to nest and visiting nest a few times, singing in area, and 
chasing off Western Scrub-jays that were perching close to nest location. Was able to check nest contents with an 
extended mirror, and observed at least one nestling. Nestling still has natal down, eyes appear to still be closed, 
and is not vocalizing, Nestling is probably 3 days old post-hatching, and CATH take about 14-17 days to fledge, 
which means this nestling hatched on April 2, and should fledge between April 15-18. - AHill
04/11/2012 - No CATH observed during heavy rain. Nest not approached. Buffer stakes relocated from 100 feet to 
80 feet. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. Adult heard calling nearby. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Nestlings remain in nest. - HWinfrey
04/20/2012 - Nest is empty. No sign of predation. Fresh fecal matter on edge of nest. Nest presumed fledged. - 
HWinfrey

Yes

BEWR Bewick's Wren 040412_elss_01 EP93-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 5 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/4/2012 5/11/2012 04/04/2012 - Pair was observed bringing grass nesting material to cavity. They brought material 4 times during 
the 1-hour observation period. - ELoveless
04/12/2012 - No Bewick's Wrens observed or heard in area. The position of the cavity entrance and wet 
appearance of the cavity indicates that rainfall yesterday may have affected the nest site. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - Passively observed nest from a concealed location 10 feet away for 20 minutes. After 10 minutes, an 
adult approached the nest carrying a white feather in its bill and entered the cavity, remaining inside for the next 
10+ minutes. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Passively observed nest from a concealed location 10 feet away for 30 minutes. No BEWR were 
detected within 30 feet of nest, and there was no activity at cavity. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - Again, no BEWR activity at cavity or within 40 feet of nest for 30 minutes. Nest may be inactive, but 
will check once more next week when nestlings should be present and activity should be higher. - MKuehn
05/11/2012 - No activity observed at nest location during 30 minute observation period. Based on previous 
observations, nest is no longer active. Nest closed. - VNovik

No

HOFI House Finch 040412_hwey_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/4/2012 5/10/2012 04/04/2012 - House Finch observed adding nesting material to underside of trailer at 0719. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female HOFI lying in nest during rain event. Nest does not appear substantial enough to receive an 
egg. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest contains 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Female HOFI flies to nest and stays 1202. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOFI continue to visit this nest. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nestlings appear ready to fledge. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest is empty, presumed fledged (HOFI young observed nearby). - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040412_hwey_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 18 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/4/2012 5/2/2012 04/04/2012 - A pair of House Finches were observed adding green leafy nesting materials to nest. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - HOFI pair continues to visit this nest, but no incubation is yet in progress. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - HOFI activity continues here but unable to determine if nesting against the trunk or in old HOOR 
nest. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Much HOFI activity around this palm but no birds observed on nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Hanging nest (2011 HOOR NID 7002553) is no longer present. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 040412_hwey_03 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 30 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/4/2012 5/2/2012 04/04/2012 - Female on nest with 1 egg. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - HOFI on nest containing 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/14/2012 - HOFI continues incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Wind has blown fabric back, and nest is open to the sky with 3 freshly hatched young and at least 
one unhatched egg. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest is empty and depredated. Young and eggs were lost following exposure when sheltering fence 
fabric was blown away from nest by unknown agents. Nest was subject to weather and prop wash as a result of a 
location directly under the helicopter flight line, as well as being situated on an unstable substrate. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 040412_hwey_05 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/4/2012 5/2/2012 04/04/2012 - Female on nest which contained 2 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - HOFI at nest containing 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - HOFI at nest containing at least 3 unfeathered young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest contains 3 nestlings. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest is empty with many feces at rim suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

CORA Common Raven 040412_hwey_06 CP41-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/4/2012 4/6/2012 04/04/2012 - Two Common Ravens were observed adding sticks to nest, which is less than 5% complete. Birds 
made 3 trips with nesting material during 5 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and 
through adherence to the NBMMP. Following concurrence, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and 
removed the partially constructed Common Raven nest in the presence of an avian biologist. The nest area was 
photographed as well. At the time of removal the nest was approximately 10% constructed and contained no eggs 
or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed 
nest. - MDicus

No
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BUSH Bushtit 040412_jdus_01 EP91-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 4 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/4/2012 4/27/2012 04/04/2012 - Biologist heard Bushtit along road near EP91 on EP92-N and saw a Bushtit individual fly to the nest. 
The nest appears complete. Later a male was seen carrying nesting material to the nest, and little activity was 
observed thereafter; therefore it is possible that the female is incubating. There are numerous WESJ around, so 
discretion is appropriate when observing. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard during 30-minute observation period. Nest looks good after rainfall 
yesterday. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - No activity at nest and no BUSH detected in area in 20 minutes of passive observation. Top of nest 
may be damaged, and small pieces of nesting material seen resting in branches below nest. Otherwise nest 
appears in good condition. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - No activity at nest or in area for 20 minutes. Close inspection of nest revealed it has been torn open 
from south side in middle, and at top. Likely depredated, but unknown whether it contained eggs, and no eggshell 
fragments could be found under nest. - MKuehn

N/A

WTKI White-tailed Kite 040412_ltiw_01 Suncrest-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/4/2012 TBD 04/04/2012 - A biomonitor reported a White-tailed Kite nest. The pair was observed bringing sticks to a nest. On 
4/4, an avian biologist observed the female on the nest for about 10 minutes, with the male nearby. For the rest 
of the 30-minute observation period, the female was perched at the nest, so it is presumed she is egg-laying. At 
one point, both birds mobbed and drove off a Common Raven that flew nearby. The kites did not react to the 
biologist parking at the access road edge. A 500-foot buffer was established. - LTymkiw
04/11/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0749. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Female on nest at 0849. - HWinfrey
04/25/2012 - Male brings food to female perched off nest at 0640. Female immediately returns to nest and 
assumes incubating posture. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0945. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Female observed on nest at 1030. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Female on nest at 1504. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Female on nest at 1258, perched in upright posture indicating that nestlings are present. - HWinfrey

TBD

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 040412_vers_01 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Grading 120 100 45 45 Nest did not reach active stage 4/4/2012 5/3/2012 04/04/2012 - The on-site biomonitor observed a pair of Northern Mockingbirds making numerous trips with 
nesting material to a laurel sumac about 45 feet from the work area. The pair made trips throughout the day 
while construction was occurring. - VEurs
04/12/2012 - Nest is an approximately 60% complete basket of twigs and has yet to receive lining. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest appears complete and lined, but contains no eggs. NOMO on site. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - NOMO alarming and scolding at 40 feet; did not approach closer. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is unimproved and falling apart. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 040412_vers_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Grading 50 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/4/2012 4/15/2012 04/04/2012 - During a sweep of the work area, the on-site biomonitor discovered a nearly complete nest in a 
laurel sumac. It appears to be a Lesser Goldfinch nest, but during subsequent observations, both LEGO and House 
Finches were seen carrying material to the nest. At this point, it is unclear which species is settling in the nest. - 
VEurs
04/06/2012 - Originally, the nest was thought to belong to a LEGO; however, a HOFI occupies this nest now. - 
LThoreson
04/12/2012 - HOFI attending nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs, but HOFI not observed at nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI appears to depart off this nest which still contains 3 eggs, but possibly just a visitor. No return 
observed. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - No HOFI observed. Nest was apparently abandoned during egg-laying. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 040512_hwey_02 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/5/2012 5/4/2012 04/05/2012 - Nest is complete, contains 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs and 2 hatched young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - 3 nestlings and 2 unhatched eggs. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nestlings are large and feathered and should fledge in a few days. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nest is empty, save for 2 unhatched eggs, indicating successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040512_hwey_03 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 30 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/5/2012 5/4/2012 04/05/2012 - Complete nest with 5 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest contains 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest contains unfeathered young approximately 2 days old. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest contains at least 4 nestlings. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nestlings are large and feathered and should fledge in a few days. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nest is empty and appears to have successfully fledged. HOFI remain active and may re-nest. - 
RRadd

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 040512_jdus_01 EP99-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 40 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/5/2012 4/12/2012 04/05/2012 - Bushtit pair made multiple trips to nest with material. Nest is 70% constructed. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - Completed Bushtit nest has been depredated, as evidenced by at least 2 holes poked into the nest, 
in the neck of the nest, and a large hole in the chamber. Interior of chamber is lined with fine grass, but there is 
no sign of eggs, eggshells, or adults in nest or in the surrounding area. Nesting chronology indicates that eggs may 
have been present at the time of the depredation event, but it is inconclusive, therefore the outcome is 
Indeterminate. - PKonrad

N/A
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BUSH Bushtit 040512_jdus_02 EP99-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 3 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/5/2012 4/20/2012 04/05/2012 - Pair brings material to 25% constructed nest. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No Bushtits heard or observed during 45 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No BUSH activity at or near nest in 30 minutes. Nesting material present in described location, but 
less than 25% of a complete nest, indicating nest site was abandoned before completion or nest was built beyond 
25% and then destroyed somehow. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 040512_jdus_03 EP99-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 28 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/5/2012 4/27/2012 04/05/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material to cavity. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No Bewick's Wrens observed or heard during 45-minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No BEWR detected in area for 30 minutes. No nesting material can be seen through cavity opening. 
Should be incubating now if building on 4/5, but could be egg-laying. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Observed nest from a concealed location 15 feet away for 30 minutes. No BEWR activity observed at 
this nest today, or since it was found on 4/5, despite 3 long periods of observation. Unknown if nest construction 
was ever completed or if eggs were laid. No eggshell fragments found in vicinity of cavity opening. Assuming nest 
never reached active stage. Possible dummy nest site. - MKuehn

N/A

HOFI House Finch 040512_jdus_04 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 15 100 10 10 Presumed Fledged 4/5/2012 5/16/2012 04/05/2012 - Yard monitor Kelsey observed pair bringing material to nest (10% constructed) with grading work 
occurring 10 feet away. - JDicus
04/10/2012 - Female was seen bringing stick nesting material very frequently, with male following close behind 
her and singing when perched on wheel while female was tending to nest. Pair still came to nest while generator 
was running 13 feet away. Male has pale yellow coloration. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Nest appears to be complete. Observer did not observe House Finches go to nest, but heard singing 
within 100 feet. - AHill
04/18/2012 - No activity observed at nest during helicopter flights 50-100 feet of nests. Helicopter buffer was 
expanded from 30 horizontal feet to 100 feet. - AHill
04/25/2012 - No HOFI observed in area, and no activity at nest. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Biomonitor K. Hoyt reports seeing female fly in to nest. Unable to view nest contents. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Biologist B. Pikay reported adults making frequent visits to nest. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Yard monitor reports observing nestling hopping up out of nest, then back into nest. Female brings 
food to nest at 1024. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - No activity at nest. Presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 040512_ltiw_01 GS-NF-25 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests OH - tower erection 200 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/5/2012 5/8/2012 04/05/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed carrying nesting material to a nest in a coast live oak that is about 
25% complete. The pair made 6 trips to the nest in about 30 minutes of observation. A 50-foot buffer was 
established. The pair continued to bring material to the nest with the avian biologist about 45 feet away, 
recording data. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - At least one adult scolding WESJ in nest tree upon arrival of biologist. No birds visited nest for next 
30 minutes. Then one BUSH brought fluffy material inside nest 3 times in 10 minutes. Never observed pair 
together. Likely lining nest cup. Outside of nest appears complete. - MKuehn
04/19/2012 - Birds observed entering nest on regular basis. Nest looks complete. - VNovik
04/28/2012 - No BUSH at nest or detected in area for 30 minutes. Nest appears intact and complete. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Nest has been torn apart and is detached from limb, resting in a high fork below original location. 
No eggshells could be found on the ground below nest and uncertain if eggs were ever laid. Bushtits observed 
building on 4/19, but no activity since then. Outcome cannot be determined. - MKuehn

N/A

CORA Common Raven 040512_mdus_01 CP36-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/5/2012 4/10/2012 04/05/2012 - Biomonitor Lorena Bernal observed a pair of Common Ravens making 2 trips with nest material to 
the northwest corner of tower CP36-1.The avian monitor later observed one adult carrying a stick to the tower 
while the crew stood at the base. At this point, the nest consists of only 1-2 sticks. - MDicus
04/06/2012 - Ravens observed making 1 trip to nest with material, but nest is not noticeably more complete than 
yesterday. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and 
through adherence to the NBMMP. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman 
was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common Raven nest. At the time of 
removal, the nest was approximately 80% constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting 
bird deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. The nest area was 
photographed before and after removal and following installation of the deterrent. The nest is located on a 
structure required for upcoming wire pulling. A delay due to allowing the nest cycle to continue would likely 
prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system 
reliability. Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 4/9/2012. - MDicus

No
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HOFI House Finch 040512_mkhn_01 CP88-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/5/2012 4/5/2012 04/05/2012 - A House Finch was observed carrying nesting material to mesh netting around base of tower. 
Biomonitor K. Vittum reported birds made 2 dozen trips with material this morning. The House Finches continued 
to bring material while 5 vehicles were parked 40 feet from nest and 8 project personnel stood 15 feet from 
tower. These House Finches were not disturbed by human presence. SDG&E requires access to these poles 
sporadically over the next few weeks to conduct QA/QC work identified in the recently completed testing. This 
testing is critical to energizing the line, and this nest would have precluded access to testing areas if allowed to 
progress, since nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction. After determining that there were no eggs 
present, this nest material was removed and photographed. Additional mylar tape was placed around brackets 
and sagging areas of mesh netting were pulled tight in the attempt to eliminate potential future nest sites. - 
MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 040512_mkhn_02 CP49 Temp Work Area Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/5/2012 4/5/2012 04/05/2012 - Onsite biomonitor saw HOFI visit nest while carrying nesting material. Avian biologist later observed 
pair visiting nest with female carrying nest material. Nest was mostly lined and approximately 95% complete and 
contained no eggs. Nest site was photographed and nest was removed, per the NBMMP, based on need for wire 
on the spool for current wire stringing operations at CP49-CP55, which needed to be moved today. Work has 
been occurring within 20 feet of nest and deterrents, including mylar tape and mesh netting that were in place on 
outside of spools, but not in the small pocket where the nest was established. Nest was not a candidate for a 
buffer reduction since the nest substrate needed to be moved. SDG&E will cover these openings after spools are 
moved to new location. - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 040512_vers_01 Jacumba Valley Ranch CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/5/2012 4/5/2012 04/05/2012 - On-site biomonitor P.K. Sharp observed a pair of House Finches making repeated trips with nesting 
material to the front of a crane. An avian biologist came to inspect the crane and discovered a 60% complete, 
unlined nest. The birds continued to visit the crane and nest as the nest was being documented. Nest was 
removed prior to eggs or young being present, based on Construction's need to use equipment the following 
week to install a guard structure at the EP247. Anticipated nest cycle that would have precluded the usage of the 
equipment. - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 040512_vnik_01 EP82 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 85 100 85 85 Indeterminate 4/5/2012 4/29/2012 04/05/2012 - Pair bringing nesting material to nest. Nest appears to have suffered damage, possibly from jays; 
large chunk torn out. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - Nest passively observed for 30 minutes. No activity at nest but BUSH observed foraging within 20 
feet of nest. - MKuehn
04/19/2012 - Observed pair near nest. One Bushtit entered nest. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - Nest has been usurped by a mouse. After 30 minutes of passive observation with no BUSH activity 
at or near nest, the nest was inspected and found to have a small hole in the bottom, on the south side. When 
probed with a finger, a mouse emerged out of the top (entrance) of the nest. Unknown whether nest ever 
contained eggs, and no eggshells could be found on the ground below nest. - MKuehn

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 040612_ahll_01 EP24-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 10 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 4/27/2012 04/06/2012 - One adult was seen flying to adult several times, singing and calling, then quickly leaving nest. No 
material was seen being carried.  On one visit, a bird emerged from the nest, and the pair flew off together to 
presumably forage. Nest is complete and appears weathered, implying that the birds have been at this nest for 
some time. - AHill
04/13/2012 - Adult visits nest at 0708. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - 2 adults bringing food to nest at 0858. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - No activity observed from 0740 to 0820. Nest is in good condition with no sign of predation. Nest 
presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040612_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - Nest appears to be complete. Pair was seen flying around nest and perching within a couple of feet 
and singing. - AHill
04/12/2012 - Observed 4 eggs in nest, and observed House Finches nearby singing. Did not directly observe 
female going to nest. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Observed female incubating and saw her fly off nest. Nest contains 5 eggs. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Female was on nest brooding, then flew off. Avian biologist was able to check the nest and observed 
2 eggs and 3 small hatchlings, probably 1-2 days old. - AHill
05/02/2012 - Observed female leave nest on own accord. Nest contains at least 2 nestlings and 1 unfertilized egg. - 
AHill
05/05/2012 - Adult visits nest at 0815. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Nest contains at least 2 nestlings, but did not observe adults enter nest over hour period. Observed 
male singing 2 feet from nest frequently and female calling. Male was seen feeding female. Nestlings should 
fledge anytime. - AHill
05/14/2012 - Nestlings have fledged. Pair is renesting over old nest, built fresh material over old nest. - AHill
05/23/2012 - Five eggs in nest, female incubating. - AHill

TBD
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BANO Barn Owl 040612_bald_01 69kV-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - Eggshell fragments discovered underneath steel monopole, which fledged BANO in 2011. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - No activity observed from 0835 to 0850. However, there is a BANO feather and numerous pellets 
and rodent bones at the base of the monopole, as well as significant amounts of whitewash. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Pre-fledgling Barn Owl found dead in northwestern portion of Sycamore Substation. No indication 
of cause of death. This pre-fledgling owl may have come out of the nest in the steel monopole just outside the 
northwest corner of the fenced substation as a result of the very heavy winds and rain last night. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - No activity or new sign observed. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - On 28 April 2012, a fully developed and feathered juvenile Barn Owl was found in the moat for 
Transformer Bank 71 with just a few downy feather remnants. This owl was laying on its side, alive but dying from 
some unknown cause. There was no sign of trauma or injury. The owl was removed from the substation and 
placed at the base of the nest pole, outside the fence. It died shortly thereafter. This owl died of unknown 
reasons, but left the nest successfully, and is considered to represent a successful fledging event. There was no 
work occurring when the dying owl was discovered early in the morning. - BArnold
05/02/2012 - Fledgling observed flying about nest monopole at 1400. Remained perched on steel peg just below 
middle southeastern arm. Nest continues to successfully produce fledglings. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Five Barn Owls observed or heard by bio-monitor during nighttime work extending until 2230. 
Included 'juvenile hiss' and 'juvenile snore' vocalizations, indicating recent fledglings. Based on numbers and 
observed patterns of association, it appears that at least 3 recent fledglings were present. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Biomonitor last night heard the Barn Owl 'hissing snore' from the monopole nest arm cavity 
indicative of juvenile presence. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_02 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 15 100 15 15 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 5/9/2012 04/06/2012 - HOFI observed flying to nest. 6 eggs in nest. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female quietly in nest. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult left nest, 6 eggs on nest. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - At least 4 nestlings in nest, no eggs observed. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Nest with at least 2, maybe more, large nestlings. These appear ready to fledge soon. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Nest empty, with evidence of heavy recent usage. Large nestlings present on 3 May, which the avian 
biologist believed would be fledged within several days. This nest presumably fledged, as there was no recent 
work in the area and the nest was well concealed and protected from predators. - BArnold

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_03 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 15 100 15 15 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 5/15/2012 04/06/2012 - Fresh material in nest. New egg on lower screen of fan below the nest, recently fell out. No eggs in 
nest. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female seen exiting below the nest. Returned soon after, settled on nest. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult left nest, 4 eggs present. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Four eggs in nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Four nestlings in nest. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Nestlings in nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Well protected nest, slightly degraded, indicative of recent fledging. - BArnold

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_04 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 10 100 10 10 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/6/2012 4/23/2012 04/06/2012 - Female HOFI observed on nest. Was not affected by presence of two biologists within 5 vertical feet. 
- BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female quietly on nest, unperturbed by biologist's presence nearby. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult HOFI on nest. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Nest is no longer on ledge on side of transformer. Rather, it has fallen into the transformer 'moat' 
south of the transformer. There is no sign of eggshells or feathers on the ground or anywhere in the area. Likely 
predation by the pair of nesting CORA in the substation. This nest was relatively exposed, as it was not placed in a 
hidden location. Rather it was in plain view on the transformer's side. Nest is now closed. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_05 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 25 100 15 15 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 5/11/2012 04/06/2012 - Nest with 2 eggs. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female quietly on nest at 1123. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult on nest, 6 eggs. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Female flushed from nest at 2 feet. Several nestlings (maybe 5), 1 egg. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - At least 4 medium-sized nestlings in nest. Adult brought food. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Two recent fledglings in immediate area, with adult. Observed 1 nestling fledge, quickly attended to 
by adult. One nestling remains on nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Last nestling no longer present, presumed fledged. - BArnold

Yes

AR067600
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HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_06 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - HOFI observed entering and exiting tube with nest material on 4 April. Adults continue to enter on 6 
April, but with no nest material. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Almost immediately, a pair of HOFI landed near the tube entrance. The female entered the tube 
were she remained for the duration of the observation period (about 25 minutes). The male perched about 25 
feet away, sang briefly, flew off and did not approach the nest for the rest of the observation period. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Valerie Eurs observed female enter nest and remain for 20 minutes, until end of observation period. 
- BArnold
04/23/2012 - Multiple singing males in 69kV rack superstructure, but no activity associated with this nest during 
30-minute observation period. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - No activity observed during 45-minute observation period. HOFIs heard and seen in 69kV rack, but 
not at nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - No activity observed. HOFI activity in 69kV rack, but not at this nest site. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity observed during brief observation period. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_07 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - HOFI entering and exiting open tube end repeatedly. Previously seen entering with nest material. - 
BArnold
04/14/2012 - It is unclear what is occurring here. A male perched just below the entrance for several minutes 
before flying off. A female emerged, sat at the entrance for a short period and then flew to the adjacent tube to 
the east. A different male was perched in this tube, but they shared the space with no aggressive behavior. They 
remained in the tube together for several minutes before he flew off. She remained in the entrance for another 5 
minutes before flying off to the east, the same direction as the male. Neither returned before the end of the 
observation period (25 minutes overall). - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Multiple singing males in 69kV rack superstructure, but no activity associated with this nest during 
30-minute observation period. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - No activity observed during 45-minute observation period. HOFIs heard and observed in 69kV rack, 
but not at nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Adult HOFIs observed fluttering outside of tube openings. Were not observed to enter cavity. - 
BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_08 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

69kv Tie Line Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - HOFI observed repeatedly entering and exiting open tube end. Previously observed entering with 
nesting material. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - A male sat at the entrance for a few minutes before being joined by a female who flew from the 
tube directly west. They remained in the tube together for several minutes before he flew off. She remained in 
the entrance for another 5 minutes before flying off to the east, the same direction as the male. Neither returned 
before the end of the observation period (25 minutes overall). - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Multiple singing males in 69kV rack superstructure, but no activity associated with this nest during 
30-minute observation period. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - No activity observed during 45-minute observation period. HOFIs heard and observed in 69kV rack, 
but not at nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Adult HOFIs observed fluttering outside of tube openings. Were not observed to enter cavity. - 
BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040612_hwey_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 65 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 5/22/2012 04/06/2012 - Female House Finch observed adding green vegetation to nest with male perched nearby. - 
HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Male and female flew from the nest at the start of the observation period. The female returned 
within 2 minutes and settled quietly on the nest. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Female observed on nest; left briefly when noticed my presence. - LThoreson
05/01/2012 - Female spent the majority of the observation on the nest, making 2 brief trips away. The male made 
2 brief visits to the nest while the female was there, but it is unclear if he was carrying any food. No nestlings 
were heard when the female returned to the nest. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - Male and female approached the nest as a pair. The male chased off a second male, and the female 
settled on the nest. No indication of nestlings yet. Incubation/brooding reported on 16 April was most likely egg 
laying. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at the nest during 30 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good 
condition, and adult HOFI's were detected in the surrounding habitat. - VEurs
05/22/2012 - The nest appears to be in good condition, with some droppings on the outer edges. The nest does 
not look predated and is presumed to have fledged. - VEurs

Yes

CORA Common Raven 040612_hwey_02 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/6/2012 4/6/2012 04/06/2012 - 2 Common Ravens observed adding sticks to nest. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), scheduled to occur on 4/9/12, per 
agency concurrence and through adherence to the NBMMP. The nest was only 25% constructed and contained no 
eggs or nestlings. Mylar flash tape was previously installed on the base of the tower. Following concurrence, in 
the presence of a biomonitor, a lineman climbed the tower and removed the partially constructed Common 
Raven nest. The nest area was photographed as well. At the time of removal (approximately 13:00), the nest was 
25% constructed and contained no eggs or young. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently installed 
in the tower in place of the removed nest. A pair of Common Ravens was observed flying in the vicinity of the 
tower but displayed no other behaviors. - MDicus

No

AR067601
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HOFI House Finch 040612_hwey_03 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 10 100 30 30 Fledged 4/6/2012 5/9/2012 04/06/2012 - Female House Finch observed carrying small twigs to nest. Nest is 5% complete. This nest is in the 
same location and is likely the same pair as closed nest 032312_fhan_01. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - HOFI pair continue to ferry material to this location. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - HOFI lying in nest at 1215. Mate guarding. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI at nest. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Female HOFI observed on nest. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - Nest has fledged and subsequently been dismantled by kingbirds and pulled to ground. Biomonitor 
T. Dipaola observed young being fed in nest 5 May. Biomonitor C. Vettes observed young being fed away from 
nest on 10 May and found nest remains on ground. - RRadd

Yes

PHAI Phainopepla 040612_hwey_04 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Grading 400 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/6/2012 4/27/2012 04/06/2012 - Male and female Phainopepla adding nest material. Nest is 10% complete. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Male PHAI lying in complete nest. - RRadd
04/22/2012 - Male PHAI on nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest has fallen - presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 040612_jdus_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 1 100 10 10 Nest did not reach active stage 4/6/2012 5/12/2012 04/06/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips to 100% constructed nest during 1-hour observation. - JDicus
04/15/2012 - HOFI pair visiting and defending this nest, but not observed incubating at 1331. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Female visits nest repeatedly under watchful company of male at 1738. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest before the crew climbed the tower. They did not return while the crew 
was in the tower. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest before the crew climbed the tower. They did not return while the crew 
was in the tower. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - No activity observed. Nest appears complete, although some nesting material is on ground beneath 
nest. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Nest has no activity. Perhaps pair moved to one of other locations. - FHoffman
05/12/2012 - Avian monitoring for VCI wire crew and observations were made prior to work conducted. Nest has 
been damaged, and only a portion remains. No House finches were observed at nest. - GHuffman

No

HOFI House Finch 040612_lgan_01 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/6/2012 4/6/2012 04/06/2012 - A House Finch pair was seen building a nest in the underside of the right front corner of a parked 
flatbed trailer in the Upper Alpine Yard despite vehicles driving by within 15 feet. The finches nested in the trailer, 
even though mylar flash tape had been tied in several locations, including within 1 foot on either side of the nest, 
and continuous Project activities had occurred within the yard. The Alpine Yard monitor observed the female 
House Finch making 3 trips to the nest with nesting material at 9:30 am, and the avian biologist observed the 
House Finch visiting the nest at 11:30 am. Construction personnel required use of the flatbed trailer before the 
estimated completion of the nest cycle. Additionally, the idle equipment would be subject to additional nesting 
attempts further delaying use of the trailer. Nest was removed following the NBMMP. The nest was 
approximately 60% complete with no eggs or young present. - LGorman

No

HOFI House Finch 040612_lgan_02 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE4

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 40 100 12 12 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 5/18/2012 04/06/2012 - The Suncrest Substation monitor observed a House Finch pair bringing nest material in two trips 
between 10:00 and 11:00. The pair was observed perched on the 500 kV Disconnect, just above the nest, by the 
avian biologist while logging the nest at 14:20. A small amount of nest material was visible when viewing from the 
south. - LGorman
04/13/2012 - No activity observed at nest. HOFI pair perched 50 feet away from nest. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0807. Biologist A. Farmer reports passive observations 
of female on nest throughout the past week. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest. On-site monitor A. Farmer reports seeing pair make only two brief 
visits to nest over past week without bringing additional nest material. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Female was on nest at 1025. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Male and female observed perching directly above nest. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - No activity observed 1008 to 1038. Nest intact, and numerous feces were present on the rim, 
suggesting successful fledging. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 040612_lton_01 CP65-1-PS-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Grading 16 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 4/26/2012 04/06/2012 - Female did not leave the nest while the GPS location was being recorded. Female does not seem 
affected by the constant noise of equipment grading 50 feet away. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - LEGO female on nest did not flush during observation. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - LEGO female on nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest is empty 1 day after severe weather. LEGO activity on territory continues, but not seen at this 
nest. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - No further activity at this nest, and recent fledglings were being fed nearby. Observation timeline 
and recent fledglings being fed nearby suggest this nest likely fledged. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040612_lton_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Grading 100 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 4/20/2012 04/06/2012 - Female did not leave the nest while the GPS location was being recorded. Female does not seem 
affected by constant noise of equipment grading 100 feet away. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - Nest contains at least 3 unfeathered nestlings. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest is intact and empty with numerous feces about the rim, suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

AR067602
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CALT California Towhee 040612_lton_03 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Grading 200 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 4/20/2012 04/06/2012 - There are 3 eggs and 1 very new nestling. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - Adult CALT carrying food to nest at 1116. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest contains 1 unhatched egg. Remainder of brood is presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

CORA Common Raven 040612_mdus_03 CP39 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/6/2012 4/9/2012 04/06/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed making several trips with sticks to a nest located 
approximately 100 feet above ground in structure CP39. The nest is approximately 20% complete. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - The nest was removed in the presence of an avian biologist to facilitate construction (wire 
stringing), per agency concurrence and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present on the site 
included mylar flash tape tied to the base of the tower. Following concurrence, a lineman climbed to the top of 
the tower and removed the almost fully constructed Common Raven nest. The nest was photographed prior to 
removal, and it was checked for eggs or nestlings. At the time of removal (approximately 13:30), the nest was over 
90% constructed but contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently 
installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. A pair of Common Ravens was observed flying around the 
tower and vocalizing for approximately 10 minutes prior to leaving the area. - MDicus

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 040612_mkhn_01 EP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 30 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 5/5/2012 04/06/2012 - Adult Bewick's Wrens observed carrying food in area and flying to rock pile. Female entered cavity 
with food and remained for 10 minutes. Male then entered with food, and begging calls were barely audible to 
biologist from 30 feet. Brooding by female and relatively low begging amplitude indicate nestlings are fairly early 
in development (likely 1-6 days of age). - MKuehn
04/16/2012 - After 10 minutes of observation, a Bewick's Wren was observed exiting the nesting cavity. - 
SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren making 2 trips with food to cavity within 30 minutes. - SJohnston
04/23/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren carrying food item into cavity. - SJohnston
05/02/2012 - Observed BEWR bringing food into nesting cavity. Begging calls from the cavity were heard as the 
BEWR called from outside the cavity. - SJohnston
05/08/2012 - No activity was observed for over on hour on 5/5 and during a follow up visit on 5/8. Presumed 
fledged based off nesting chronology and behavior during previous nest monitoring visits. - SJohnston

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040612_vnik_01 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/6/2012 4/6/2012 04/06/2012 - Monitor reported seeing House Finch carrying nesting material to nest. Nest appears 40% complete. 
No affinity was observed at the nest while under observation by the avian biologist. Due to access to water lines 
within 4 feet of the nest on a daily basis being necessary to ensure the water tank was not compromised, the nest 
was not a candidate for a buffer reduction. Access to these lines later in the nesting stage would have likely 
resulted in repeated flushing of the incubating female, making the nest vulnerable to failure. Based on need to 
access specific areas of the truck, the nest was removed following NBMMP stipulations at 1530. Deterrents 
present on the truck included mylar flash tape and plastic covering cavities. No eggs or young were present, and 
the nest was photographed. - VNovik

No

BUSH Bushtit 040712_ghan_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/7/2012 4/13/2012 04/07/2012 - G. Huffman observed Bushtits carrying material numerous times from Nest ID 022312_phrd_03, and 
constructing in a whitethorn chaparral (Ceanothus leucodermis) 8 feet above ground in dense vegetation between 
CP55 pull site and tower. Nest appears to be 50% complete. Pair that constructed nest is likely to be the same 
from the nest they are gathering from. View nest ID mentioned above for specific details concerning previously 
closed nest observations. - KAlberts
04/13/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete, though a little ragged at the bottom. No BUSH detected while 
helicopter work in progress overhead - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No activity observed during 15-minute observation. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - While small troupe of BUSH foraging in vicinity of nest, 2 approach and briefly inspect nest, 
subsequently return to foraging and do not revisit during remainder of 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - BUSH pair removing material and carrying it to the east. - RRadd

No

PHAI Phainopepla 040712_jdus_01 EP249-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 400 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/7/2012 4/20/2012 04/07/2012 - Female incubating during initial observation, then nest exchange and male incubates 2 eggs in nest. - 
JDicus
04/13/2012 - Female incubating; male territorial, perching nearby and calling softly. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No Phainopeplas observed in area; nest empty but in good shape with intact bowl - closed. - 
PKonrad

No

HOFI House Finch 040712_jdus_02 EP249-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 320 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/7/2012 4/20/2012 04/07/2012 - Female incubating 4 eggs in nest. - JDicus
04/13/2012 - Female brooding newly hatched nestlings. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No House Finches in area and small nest is empty; no sign of nestlings. Nest does not have usual 
droppings on rim of nest left by nestlings - closed. - PKonrad

No

CATH California Thrasher 040712_jpki_01 EP32-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 500 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/7/2012 4/14/2012 04/07/2012 - Adult singing and displaying agitation in vicinity of nest shrub after which nest was discovered. At 
least 2 fully feathered (about 1.5 week old) young present in nest. Young should be expected to fledge in no more 
than 2 weeks. - JPawlicki
04/14/2012 - Nest is empty and in good condition. No evidence of predation. Green leaf litter in nest indicates 
nest was vacated before recent storm. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 040712_ltiw_01 GS-BLM-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 3 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/7/2012 4/27/2012 04/07/2012 - Female House Finch was observed entering a clump of dead mistletoe. About 20 minutes later, the 
male flew over, and the pair began calling back and forth. The female then left the nest, flew to the male and was 
fed by him. The brood patch was visible. She then flew back and entered the nest again. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - Female House Finch incubating on nest built within mistletoe. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No adult at the nest initially, but a female House Wren soon came to nest and left again, presumably 
to feed small nestlings. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 20 minute observation period, but male House Finch was singing 
nearby periodically. When nest was checked at close quarters, the nest was vacant but in good used condition; 
that observation, when combined with the nest history, suggests the nestlings successfully fledged in the past 
couple days - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 040712_ltiw_02 GS-BLM-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats OH - wire stringing 120 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/7/2012 5/3/2012 04/07/2012 - Adult California Thrasher did not flush as it  was standing on the nest. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - California Thrasher incubating tight on nest. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Unattended nest with 3 medium-sized brown downy nestlings was covered by brooding adult while 
avian biologist checked nest from 3 feet away. Second California Thrasher called and performed distraction 
displays 15 feet northeast. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Nest has 3 medium-sized brown nestlings with small wing feathers erupted; adults tried to distract 
away from nest by calling and perching prominently or running on ground, and flying low in open. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - Nest empty with well-shaped compacted bowl intact; nestlings were expected to fledge within a day 
or 2 of today and it is assumed they fledged successfully. No fledglings or adults were observed or heard in area - 
closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CALT California Towhee 040712_ltiw_03 GS-BLM-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/7/2012 5/3/2012 04/07/2012 - Nice bowl-shaped grass nest of brome grass with 1 light-blue egg with dark brown spots. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - No towhees observed or heard; no nest found after 2 extensive searches of a dozen apricot shrubs 
in the immediate area, concentrating on those nearest GPS location. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - California Towhees territorial at nest with 3 pale-blue eggs. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Nest has 3 small brown downy nestlings, with territorial California Towhees nearby. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - Nest is empty and in excellent shape with a compacted and slightly expanded grass bowl; the 
nestlings appear to have fledged very recently. No fledglings or adults observed in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 040712_lton_01 EP78-A-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 8 100 100 100 Indeterminate 4/7/2012 5/4/2012 04/07/2012 - Nest appears 90% complete. Bio-monitor observed WESJ carrying nesting material to the nest and 
perching in shrubs within the vicinity. Joe Henry (avian biologist) talked to monitor, saw nest, and staked buffer. - 
LThoreson
04/13/2012 - Nest appears lined and complete, but contains no eggs. No WESJ detected in immediate area. - 
MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No WESJ observed in area. Nest empty and appears the same as on previous visit. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Nest appears complete and no different from previous visit. Contains no eggs, and no WESJ 
detected in area. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - No activity observed at this nest since found on 4/7. Unknown whether nest ever contained eggs 
since found. - MKuehn

N/A

HOFI House Finch 040712_mdus_01 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/7/2012 4/21/2012 04/07/2012 - Yard monitor found female on nest during routine yard sweeps. - MDicus
04/14/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest has been exposed to weather, is empty and deteriorating. - RRadd

No

WREN Wrentit 040712_mkhn_01 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 60 100 60 60 Nest did not reach active stage 4/7/2012 4/29/2012 04/07/2012 - Adults observed carrying nesting material to nest twice. Male sang 3 times 2 feet from nest after 
depositing material, with biologist crouched 10 feet away. Nest rim is mostly formed, but lining has not yet begun. 
- MKuehn
04/16/2012 - Nest remains unlined with poorly defined cup. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Funnel spider web covering nest, which remains unlined. No activity observed. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Nest remains unimproved with spider web covering nest undisturbed since last visit. It appears that 
this nesting attempt has been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 040712_mkhn_02 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 20 100 20 20 Presumed Fledged 4/7/2012 4/21/2012 04/07/2012 - 2 adults entered cavity carrying food with biologist observing from 10 feet away. One entered and 
remained 3 minutes before the second entered with food. One adult then left immediately, carrying a fecal sac. 
No begging could be heard from cavity during feeding visits, indicating they may be very young. - MKuehn
04/16/2012 - BEWR carries food to nest at 1225 then departs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1115 to 1145. Nest examined closely and found to be empty with 
no sign of predation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 040712_vers_01 GS-BLM-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 150 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/7/2012 4/20/2012 04/07/2012 - During a general bird survey, the biologist saw a Bushtit land in a shrub 2 feet away, carrying downy 
material. Upon examining the juniper, a nearly-complete nest was discovered. Both adults subsequently brought 
more downy material that they added to the nest. The nest is just to the north of the path to the wire-pull staging 
area. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - Nest appears complete, but no Bushtits observed or heard. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Hole torn open at bottom of nest chamber; no eggs, eggshells, nestlings, or adults observed at nest 
or in area. Nest has been predated - closed. - PKonrad

No
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HOWR House Wren 040912_hwey_01 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/9/2012 TBD 04/09/2012 - House Wren observed vigorously chasing other HOWR away from area near cavity. HOWR entered 
nest cavity at 0715 and remained inside for 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest at 0815. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - Male brings food to female outside nest. Female enters cavity and remains inside. Male perches and 
sings outside nest entrance. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - House Wren entering nest at 0936, did not appear to be carrying food. - HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Male HOWR singing within 10 feet of cavity entrance. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - HOWR entering nest cavity with food at 0651. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - HOWR flies to nest with food at 1210. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - Pair of HOWR bring food to nest at 0839. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Adult HOWR bringing food to nest. - HWinfrey

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 040912_hwey_02 EP32-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 5 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/9/2012 5/15/2012 04/09/2012 - Nest appears complete. 2 Bushtits initially flushed from nest when discovered. 1 Bushtit returned, 
entered nest, and remained inside while buffer was staked. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH at nest at 0920. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - Adult enters nest with food at 0822 and departs shortly after. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0820. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0808. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Adult leaves nest at 0658. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - No activity observed from 0631 to 0701. Adult flushed from nest upon approach at 0702. - 
HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Adult visiting nest at 0637. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Adult visits nest at 0635. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - Adult visits nest at 0832. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - No activity observed at nest, but heard BUSH in vicinity. - AHill
05/15/2012 - No activity observed, nest remains in good condition. Presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 040912_hwey_03 Alpine CY Construction Yards Chaparrals Traffic 50 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/9/2012 4/30/2012 04/09/2012 - Male feeding female at nest when first detected. Both departed upon approach, but female 
returned to nest and was observed incubating while buffer stakes were installed. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Female on nest at 1309. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity at nest and no LEGOs detected in area. COHA perched 50 feet from nest. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity at nest from 1030 to 1045. Nest examined and found to be empty. Nest is in good 
condition with no indication of predation. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

RCSP Rufous-crowned Sparrow 040912_jdus_01 CP56-1-PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/9/2012 4/30/2012 04/09/2012 - While driving in access road, 3 white eggs were found within nest, small grass cup nest (100% 
constructed). The eggs in the nest were visible from driver's seat. While watching from a distance of 50 feet, a 
Rufous-crowned Sparrow was seen lying on the nest incubating. - JDicus
04/18/2012 - Observed by avian monitor, Garrett Huffman. Female seen leaving nest, and eggs remain present. - 
JDicus
04/24/2012 - 2 small orange gapes of recently hatched nestlings visible protruding above rim of nest. Observation 
made from vehicle while driving in. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Nest is clean and empty and presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040912_jpki_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/9/2012 4/9/2012 04/09/2012 - Yard monitor observed pair in/around grout machine, after which an approximately 90% complete 
nest was found, with no eggs or young present. Nest was apparently built over the course of 4/7 to 4/8. Since the 
grout machine is required for project construction that day, deterrents were present (including location within an 
active CY), and the nest contained no eggs or young, this nest was photographed and then removed, per NBMMP 
stipulations. - JPawlicki

No

HOFI House Finch 040912_lgan_01 CP96-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 5 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/9/2012 4/9/2012 04/09/2012 - The House Finch nest was being checked to determine what stage it was in by 2 personnel in a 
manlift, under the supervision of an avian biologist. The manlift approached the nest from the north and the nest 
was inspected from the man lift; 1 egg was discovered in the nest. The House Finch pair was not scared away from 
the nest area and did not act disturbed by the manlift inspection process. In fact, the House Finch pair perched on 
the manlift as it was being raised towards the nest. The pair perched on the tower arm, adjacent to the nest, as 
the nest was being examined. After the manlift was lowered back to the ground, the House Finch pair continued 
to visit the nest. This nest was processed for removal, but since an egg was present, it was left intact. - LGorman
04/16/2012 - Biomonitor on site reports finding eggshell fragments under nest. Plastic substrate appears torn. No 
HOFI activity near nest. Nest closed, failure due to natural causes. - HWinfrey

No
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CORA Common Raven 040912_mdus_01 CP53-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/9/2012 4/9/2012 04/09/2012 - Biomonitor Morgan McCarthy observed a pair of Common Ravens carrying sticks to structure CP53-
1. The pair made 12 trips to the nest with material. The nest is 5-10% constructed. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and 
through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consisted of mylar flash tape on the base of the tower. 
Following concurrence, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed 
Common Raven nest. The nest area was photographed as well. At the time of removal (approximately 09:30), the 
nest was 5-10% constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was 
subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. A pair of Common Ravens was observed flying in 
the vicinity of the tower but displayed no other behaviors. - MDicus

No

CACW Cactus Wren
(Inactive)

040912_mkhn_01 EP225-1/EP226-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/9/2012 TBD 04/09/2012 - After 15 minutes of observation, an adult Cactus Wren vacated nest when biologist was 5 feet away 
upon initial approach for inspection. Pair returned 5 minutes later with biologist 60 feet from nest, and 1 adult re-
entered nest and remained inside for 15 minutes. Neither adult was carrying nesting material. Nest appears 
complete and entrance is at least partially lined. Could not see contents of chamber, except some feathers 
present. - MKuehn
04/14/2012 - Nest is large and in excellent condition, with new soft material lining bottom of entrance for some 
distance into chamber. No Cactus Wrens were observed during 30 minute observation period, but 1 was calling to 
the southwest. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Large nest unchanged and no Cactus Wrens heard or seen in area. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Although other species were vocal in the area this morning, no Cactus Wrens were heard, or seen 
during 40 minute observation period in the area, but later a wren was calling 1/4 mile southeast and south of this 
nest. The nest is in good shape with some cotton-like material added to the entrance rim. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - No Cactus Wrens were observed or heard in the area during a 30 minute observation period. The 
nest has deteriorated a bit, and the entrance is partly blocked by some of the cotton-like material. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - No Cactus Wrens observed or heard during a 30-minute observation period, although a little new 
material has been added to the entrance, including a new dry flattened plant stem, and the entry is clear. - 
PKonrad
05/18/2012 - Nest seems unchanged, although entrance is clear. No Cactus Wrens observed or heard in area. - 
PKonrad
05/23/2012 - No Cactus Wrens noted in area. Nest unchanged. - PKonrad

TBD

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 040912_pkad_01 EP50-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 30 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/9/2012 4/17/2012 04/09/2012 - Nest used earlier by California Thrashers now has 1 light-turquoise egg with brown speckling that 
looks like a Western Scrub-jay egg considering the size and color. Appears a jay has laid an egg in the nest, 
although no improvements have been made to the former thrasher nest. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Nest empty with some minute leaves in bowl. No birds observed in area associated with nest. No 
eggshells in area beneath or near nest; appears egg(s) taken by predator. - PKonrad

No

HOWR House Wren 040912_vnik_01 EP78-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Grading 30 100 30 30 Indeterminate 4/9/2012 5/16/2012 04/09/2012 - Observed female carry material to nest on multiple trips. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - In 20 minutes of passive observation from 35 feet away, no birds visited cavity. Male House Wren 
singing in area, but female not detected. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Female collected fine dead grasses from ground 20 feet from nest and carried into cavity. - MKuehn
04/23/2012 - Grading of both east and west pull sites occurred directly adjacent to nest buffer. House Wren pair 
observed vocalizing throughout the day near nest and were observed continually bringing nest material during all 
grading work activities, including dozer activities on border of nest buffer. - RQuilley
04/27/2012 - At 1400, adult entered cavity with small twig and left immediately. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Female not detected in 30 minutes of passive observation, though male sang constantly from nest 
tree and occasionally from near cavity. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Female not detected in 30 minutes of passive observation, though male sang constantly from nest 
tree but did not visit cavity. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - No activity at cavity for 30 minutes and no HOWR detected in area. No birds have been seen 
entering or leaving cavity since 4/27, despite three visits 30 minutes in duration. Unknown if eggs were ever laid 
or if this was a dummy nest site. - MKuehn

N/A

MODO Mourning Dove 040912_vnik_02 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/9/2012 4/27/2012 04/09/2012 - Observed female on nest, appeared to be incubating. Male nearby. When returning to area several 
times later in the day, bird was not on nest. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - Adult incubating. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No adult on or near nest in two checks about 1 hour apart. Cannot see nest contents. Warm 
weather may reduce need for incubating. - MKuehn
04/26/2012 - No activity observed. - RQuilley
04/27/2012 - No activity at nest for 20 minutes, and no bird on nest when checked earlier in the day. Nest has 
been unoccupied since 4/12, on three visits, and is assumed to be empty. No eggshells found on ground below 
nest. Cause of failure is unknown. - MKuehn

No
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WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 040912_vnik_03 EP78/EP78A PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Woodlands and Forests OH - wire stringing 50 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/9/2012 5/4/2012 04/09/2012 - Bird observed incubating on nest. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - Adult incubating. Avian biologist V. Novik changed signs for buffer from 100 to 50 feet. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - After no activity at nest for 20 minutes, contents were checked using a handheld mirror. An adult 
WESJ scolded from 40 feet away. Nest is empty, and no eggshell fragments found in nest or on ground. Nest and 
lining appear to be in good condition. Adult observed on nest in previous visits, but nest contents were never 
checked. Thus, no evidence that eggs were laid yet, and adult may not have been incubating during previous 
visits. Follow up visit should occur in next few days to monitor activity while grading is not taking place close by. - 
MKuehn
04/23/2012 - Grading of both east and west pull sites occurred directly adjacent to nest buffer. Occasional scrub 
jays were seen passing through the area, and one was observed perched within 20 feet of the nest; however, no 
jays were confirmed entering the nest or seen displaying any nesting behavior. - RQuilley
04/27/2012 - At approximately 1400, adult WESJ in area but not near nest and did not scold when biologist 
checked contents. Nest remains in good condition but empty. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Again, adult WESJ observed in area but not near nest and did not scold when biologist checked 
contents. Nest remains in good condition but empty for the 4th straight week. Nest closed due to inactivity. Nest 
contents never observed when active, and unknown whether it contained eggs or nestlings. No evidence that 
young fledged as parents were never observed carrying food and no fledglings have been observed in area. Nest 
likely failed with eggs or young because adult observed on nest twice before it was found empty, but supporting 
evidence is lacking (no eggshell fragments or nestling remains found in or near nest). - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 041012_ahll_01 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 15 15 Presumed Fledged 4/10/2012 5/18/2012 04/10/2012 - Female was seen bringing nesting material to nest while avian biologist was inspecting wheel well 2 
feet away. Male has red coloration. Nest appears to be 40% complete. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Nest appears to be complete. Did not observe House Finches go to nest, but heard singing within 
100 feet. - AHill
04/18/2012 - No activity observed at nest during helicopter flights 50-100 feet of nests. Helicopter buffer was 
expanded from 30 horizontal feet to 100 feet. - AHill
04/25/2012 - No activity at nest, and no HOFI in area. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Female on nest, incubating 4 eggs. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Biologist B. Pikay reported adults making frequent trips to nest. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Female and male visiting nest at 1031. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Fully feathered nestling visible in nest. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - Nest empty, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041012_ahll_02 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/10/2012 4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - While searching for active HOFI nest (041012_ahll_01) in a water stand tank, a second nest with 5 
dead nestlings was found in the same piece of equipment. Based on feather plumage development, nestlings 
appear to have been 7-8 days old when they died. It appears that the nestlings died at some point in the last 
couple of days. Early stages of decomposition and lack of scavengers (such as flies, ants, or beetles) support this 
timeline. Condition of the nestlings and presence of a full clutch (5) indicate that the clutch likely failed due to 
exposure or starvation, rather than predation. Possible causes of failure may include: the adult bird(s) were 
predated themselves, leaving these nestlings with no parental care; the nest was undetected prior to the tank 
being moved from JVR CY to Wilson CY (on April 7th), resulting in the nestlings being left unattended by the adult 
pair; or the adult bird(s) abandoned the nest for unknown reasons. - AHill

No

CORA Common Raven 041012_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/10/2012 TBD 04/10/2012 - Common Ravens placing lining in nest, it appears that they are going to remain with this nest. - 
BArnold
04/14/2012 - Adult at and around nest. - BArnold
04/20/2012 - Adult CORA on nest, apparently incubating. According to bio-monitor, adult has been staying on 
nest for about a week. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Adult observed on nest. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - The CORA left the nest periodically during the work activities, but returned after relatively short 
periods. After work was concluded, the CORA returned to incubating/brooding as before. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - CORA incubating on nest. Second CORA harassing Red-tailed Hawk at southwest corner of 
substation, driving RTHA well to the northwest and away from the nest. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - Adult observed on nest. Displayed no reaction to any work activities. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Adult CORA observed on nest, unaffected by new substation construction activities. - BArnold
05/02/2012 - Adult on nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Adult on nest. Both adults on/at nest after dark last night. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Adult on nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Adult CORA on nest. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 041012_hwey_01 EP39-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 30 30 Indeterminate 4/10/2012 4/17/2012 04/10/2012 - Female leaves nest at 0650, returns a few minutes later. Male singing nearby. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Nest is no longer present and no birds were observed in the immediate area. Unclear whether nest 
failed due to recent inclement weather, predation, or removal by non-Sunrise substation maintenance personnel, 
as nest was on a door handle and would have necessitated removal by anyone requiring access through that door. 
Nest may or may not have had eggs at the time of failure, therefore the outcome is indeterminate. Nest closed. - 
HWinfrey

N/A
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AMKE American Kestrel 041012_jdus_01 CP11-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/10/2012 TBD 04/10/2012 - Biomonitors L. Bernal and T. Gunter observed AMKE pair copulating on structure, male bringing 
food items to female. Pair defends nest site against European Starlings. Both AMKE individuals have been seen 
entering the nest cavity, but only the last few days, despite biomonitors being present monitoring work for a 
month. Presume nesting stage to be nest building due to the pair only recently using the nest cavity. - JDicus
04/16/2012 - Onsite biomonitors B. Parker and T. Gunter reported the male on a nearby wire in the morning, but 
no sign of the female. During nest monitor's afternoon visit, the male was perched on the nest monopole, and the 
female was still not in evidence - VEurs
04/24/2012 - At the start of the observation, the male was perched a wire near the nest cavity, eating a lizard. He 
moved to a different perch, flew out of sight, and returned to perch on a rung just below the nest cavity. He was 
still holding the lizard and he exchanged vocalizations with the female, who was in the cavity. She exited from the 
bottom of the arm bracket. The pair perched on a nearby wire, where the female gave begging calls. The male 
gave her the lizard remains and then flew out of sight. The female found a new perch, consumed the lizard and 
reentered the nest cavity. Biomonitor T. Gunter reported similar activity on 20 April 2012. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - The pair flew in from the east, calling to each other, and landed on the transmission wire east of the 
monopole. The male flew off again, and the female fluffed her feathers, revealing her brood patch. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - During nearly 2 hours of observation, the male was seen on 1 occasion. He approached the pole and 
landed on the wire adjacent to the nest cavity. He was carrying a lizard and vocalizing. Due to the angle of 
observation, it was unclear whether he passed the food to the female or simply left area. Neither kestrel was 
detected during another hour-long observation. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - Observation period lasted from 0800 to 0930. During that time, the pair spent much of the time 
perched on transmission wires near the nest cavity or hunting over the surrounding habitat. They copulated on 3 
occasions. Each adult clung to the end of the arm with the nest and looked inside for a brief period while 
vocalizing. The male eventually brought the female a lizard. She consumed part of it and carried the rest into the 
arm, where she remained for about 15 minutes, before exiting to perch on a rung just below the arm. - VEurs
05/22/2012 - After nearly 2 hours of observation, no AMKE activity was detected at the nest cavity. A kestrel was 
heard calling very briefly to the east of the tower at about 0840. - VEurs

TBD

CORA Common Raven 041012_jpki_01 EP193-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/10/2012 4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Monitor reported pair of ravens building nest early in the morning. About 8 sticks were present at 
0900. Since wire stringing was currently underway in this area, the need for removal was immediate. The request 
for removal was put forth for agency review and concurrence, agreed with, and removal procedures occurred. No 
eggs or young were present. The removal procedure was conducted according to the NBMMP. Deterrents present 
included mylar tape tied to the base of the tower, and wire pull work occurring the previous day. Additional 
deterrents are slated for installation in the coming days. - JPawlicki
04/13/2012 - No twigs/nest present.  Gusts of wind may have blown twigs/nest out of tower. - LThoreson

No

OTHE Other 041012_jpki_02 EP112A-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 100 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/10/2012 4/16/2012 04/10/2012 - Site biological monitor arrived in early morning and initially detected a Red-tailed Hawk perched and 
calling from top of tower after which it flew off and perched on rock outcrop about 1000 feet to south. Monitor 
then observed large sticks present in southern bridge of tower and whitewash on ground underneath tower. 
Further monitoring of site for a total of 3.5 hours between late morning and afternoon did not note any activity at 
nest location. A pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks were observed soaring within 600 feet of nest on one occasion and 
later in the distance, although no other activity was observed. However, the species that is utilizing this nest is not 
yet identified. - JPawlicki
04/12/2012 - The start of the stick nest in EP112-A was monitored for 4 hours from 0730 to 1130 hours. No birds 
landed on the tower during the 4 hours of observation time. Potential birds in the area that could have started 
the nest included a pair of Red-tailed Hawks and a pair of Common Ravens. The Red-tailed Hawks were seen 
perched in the tower to the east (EP113-5). The female flew off the tower and landed in a short shrub on the 
other side of La Posta Road. The male flew over to the female and copulated for a few seconds. Both birds flew off 
to the south and were seen soaring in and out of view southeast of the tower during the observation period. The 
pair of Common Ravens were observed east of EP112-A successfully hunting on the ground. The temperature 
increased from 45 degrees Fahrenheit at the beginning of the monitoring period to 57 degrees Fahrenheit at the 
end. Wind speeds were between 3 to 6 mph with gusts up to 9 mph. - GCummings
04/12/2012 - 4/11/12 - Observed nest location for 2hrs. No activity observed at nest. No raven or raptors 
observed in the area for the duration of observation. Nest incomplete with approximately 10 sticks loosely piled 
in south side of tower bridge. - TCooper
04/16/2012 - Nest appears to have lost sticks during last storm. No activity has been observed at nest for last 
week with extensive monitoring. - VNovik

No

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 041012_kats_01 CP83 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/10/2012 4/11/2012 04/10/2012 - CAKI was seen bringing nesting material to the inner corner of CP83 where the south and east sides 
meet, and placing it at the nest site approximately 90 feet above the ground. The nest itself was not visible, 
indicating it is in the early stages of building. - KAlberts
04/11/2012 - No kingbirds observed during 30 minutes on site. Tower was climbed by a lineman and nest was 
located in the southeast corner of leg D, photographed, and confirmed to be in the early stages (5% complete) 
with no eggs or young present. Deterrents present included BMP maintenance work occurring during the initial 
nest building observation. Nest was removed according to the NBMMP, based on need to conduct repair work on 
tower with regular helicopter traffic. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer justification. - IMaunsell

No
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HOFI House Finch 041012_mdus_01 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 30 30 Removed 4/10/2012 4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Biomonitor Rebecca Johnson discovered a House Finch nest while conducting a sweep of the 
storage area in Sycamore Yard.  The nest is approximately 95-100% constructed. Mylar tape was present on the 
reel in addition to being located in an active construction yard. The nest was removed in accordance with 
Attachment C of the NBMMP. Nest was not a candidate for buffer justification and the reels are scheduled for use 
in the upcoming wire pull, necessitating removal. There were no eggs or young in the nest. - MDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 041012_mdus_02 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 4/10/2012 4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Biomonitor Rebecca Johnson observed a female House Finch carrying nest material into a fold of 
paper wrapped around a conductor wire reel. The nest is approximately 50% constructed. The nest was removed 
in accordance with Attachment C of the NBMMP. Mylar tape had been installed on the reel, and the reels are 
scheduled for use in the upcoming wire pull. Nest was not a candidate for a reduction to allow this work to 
proceed. Additionally, this nest is located in an active construction yard. There were no eggs or young in the nest. - 
MDicus

No

CORA Common Raven 041012_mdus_03 CP53-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/10/2012 4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Biomonitor Brian Payne observed a pair of Common Ravens making 10 trips to the tower carrying 
sticks to the lowest bridge. This is likely the pair building a nest in the tower yesterday. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and 
through adherence to the NBMMP. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman 
was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common Raven nest. The nest area 
was photographed as well. At the time of removal, the nest was approximately 5% constructed and contained no 
eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place of the 
removed nest. The nest is located on a structure involved in the current wire pull. A delay due to allowing the nest 
cycle to continue would likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by 
June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 4/10/2012. - 
MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 041012_mkhn_01 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 15 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/10/2012 5/4/2012 04/10/2012 - Adults to nest 5+ times with nesting material. They have just begun building (<5% complete). - 
MKuehn
04/12/2012 - Adults visited nest and added nesting material. Nest still <10% complete. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - BUSH present within 20 feet of nest several times in 30 minutes of passive observation, but were 
never seen carrying nesting material and did not visit nest. New material has been added since last check and nest 
is now about 40% complete. - MKuehn
04/26/2012 - Required SWPPP cleanup of oil leak occurred within bird buffer approximately 15 feet from nest for 
less than 10 minutes on 4/23/2012. No Bushtit activity was observed, and there were no observations indicating 
that SWPPP work disturbed the nest. - RQuilley
04/27/2012 - Nest building is progressing slowly, but new material has been added since last visit. One adult 
visited nest with material. Nest is 35% complete. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Much of nest is missing. BUOR and BUSH both observed collecting nesting material from nest and 
carrying to different coast live oak trees more than 100 feet from any work areas. This nest likely never made it to 
egg laying stage. It was only 35% complete on 4/27, and progress had been slow. - MKuehn

No

HOWR House Wren 041012_mkhn_02 EP78-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Grading 165 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/10/2012 4/27/2012 04/10/2012 - Adult observed carrying small twigs into cavity several times. - MKuehn
04/12/2012 - No House Wrens detected in 20 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet. Oak Titmouse entered 
cavity without nesting material and vacated after 2 minutes. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No activity at cavity in 30 minutes of passive observation, though male HOWR present and singing 
within 20-40 feet from nest. Possible satellite/dummy nest. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - No activity at cavity for 20 minutes. This nest site appears to be inactive since first found on 4/10, 
despite three visits of ample duration. Possible dummy nest. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 041012_sjon_01 EP57-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 30 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/10/2012 4/24/2012 04/10/2012 - Observed nest building at 15 feet away. Nest approximately 80% complete. - SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Bushtit nest appears complete and in good condition. No activity observed during a 30 minute 
observation period. - SJohnston
04/24/2012 - P. Konrad reports that unknown if this nest contained eggs or young. Inspection of nest showed no 
signs of eggs shells or nestling remains. Nest has ripped open from the bottom portion of the nest consistent with 
depredation. - KAlberts

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 041012_vers_01 EP79-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 2 100 75 75 Indeterminate 4/10/2012 5/4/2012 04/10/2012 - Biologists discovered the nest while walking down the access road EP79-E. 2 biologists watched for 
bird activity from about 25 feet for about an hour. In that time, a pair of Bushtits came to the nest tree twice. The 
first time, 1 had nesting material. However, movements of 1 biologist seemed to deter the pair from visiting the 
nest, and they both continued in the direction they had been going, still carrying the nesting material. The second 
time the pair landed in the nest tree, but flew off without ever visiting the nest. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - No BUSH seen at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet, but BUSH pair detected 
foraging within 40 feet of nest. Nest appears to be complete and in good condition. - MKuehn
04/21/2012 - No BUSH seen at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet. Nest still appears to be 
complete and in good condition. Possibly egg laying. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - No BUSH seen at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet. Nest still appears to be 
complete and in good condition, and no bird emerged when nest was approached for inspection. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Most of nest is gone from tree and cannot be found below. No activity observed at this nest since 
found, so no indication whether eggs were ever laid. - MKuehn

N/A

AR067609
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ACWO Acorn Woodpecker 041012_vers_02 EP78A-E Road Area Chaparrals Grading 130 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/10/2012 5/4/2012 04/10/2012 - A small group (2-3 at a time) of ACWO's landed on the pole at various times throughout the survey. 
A woodpecker would excavate in the hole for brief periods before flying off. They were tolerant of 2-3 people 
near the pole at a time, but when the surveying crew was present as well as the avian biologist, the birds did not 
approach the pole. Once the surveying crew left, ACWO's returned to the pole for brief periods and excavated a 
bit more. Helicopter flights fairly close to pole. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - No ACWO detected at pole or in area in 60 minutes of passive observation. Biomonitor R. Quilley 
reported ACWO did not visit pole with cavity for 2 hours on 4/12 when work approved was occurring inside 
buffer, though adults were seen on pole when crews arrived (M. Kuehn). - MKuehn
04/21/2012 - Nest passively observed from 150 feet for 30 minutes. Pole was frequently visited by up to 3 ACWO, 
but none visited or excavated cavity. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - No ACWO detected at pole or in area for 45 minutes. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - No activity observed at pole in 1 hour today. ACWO have not been observed actively excavating 
cavity since initial observation, though they are occasionally seen at pole caching acorns. It appears this nest site 
has been abandoned for unknown reasons. - MKuehn

No

SOSP Song Sparrow 041112_rqey_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 3 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/11/2012 4/26/2012 04/11/2012 - Pair of Song Sparrows was observed carrying nesting material to nest site multiple times within 20 
minute observation period. Pair unaffected by drive through traffic and avian biologists within 20 feet of nest. 
Nest was not directly observed and nest building stage of completion is unknown. 50-foot buffer with drive-
through access allowed. - RQuilley
04/18/2012 - Nest appears 90% complete, just lacking lining. SOSP singing nearby, but no activity at nest. - 
HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Nest is full of dead leaves and detritus and has not been improved in past two weeks. Nesting 
attempt appears to have been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 041212_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/12/2012 TBD 04/12/2012 - The female was seen bringing nesting material to the nest several times while the avian biologist 
was 10 feet away from the nest. The male was seen flying with the female and perching nearby and singing while 
she was on the nest. The birds are still building their platform; nest appears to be 20% complete. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Observed female on nest, she flew away when biologist was 2 feet from nest. Was unable to 
positively determine if an egg was present or not, female flew back to nest 1minute later. She is probably egg 
laying or about to start. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Observed female on nest for a prolonged period of time. She is probably incubating, but was unable 
to check contents of nest. - AHill
05/02/2012 - Observed female on nest incubating. - AHill
05/05/2012 - Female observed on nest at 0818. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Nest contains at least 2 newly hatched nestlings and 1 egg. Did not observe female on nest or 
nearby within 15 minute period. - AHill
05/17/2012 - Fresh fecal sacs present on nest, heard nestlings begging. - AHill
05/23/2012 - No activity observed, and was unable to check nest to verify fledging. - AHill

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 041312_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/13/2012 5/9/2012 04/13/2012 - BUSH pair making trips to nest which appears 65% complete. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair continue ferrying material to this nest at 0930; now 85% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BUSH pair observed foraging nearby on cool showery morning did not approach nest which appears 
sound and mostly complete. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No activity observed 0700-0730 on cool overcast morning. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nest has fallen to ground and has been torn open at the cup. Presumed predated. - RRadd

No

HOWR House Wren 041312_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 60 100 70 50 Indeterminate 4/13/2012 5/17/2012 04/13/2012 - Male HOWR singing territorially, female departs nest at 1257. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - HOWR activity continues here, material now visible at cavity. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOWR male guards entrance while female leaves to forage and departs on her return at 1158. - 
RRadd
05/02/2012 - Non-project traffic within 20 feet. HOWR singing but not approaching nest. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Considerable non-Project traffic has been parking adjacent to this nest. No activity observed. - 
RRadd
05/17/2012 - No activity detected. Nest received considerable non-Project parking and human activity within 10 
feet at about the time egg-laying would occur, and appears to have been abandoned at that time. Unclear if an 
egg was ever laid. - RRadd

N/A

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041312_rrdd_03 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 7 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 4/21/2012 04/13/2012 - LEGO male feeding female on nest. Female appeared to consume fecal sac while on nest. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest appears empty with many feces at rim, suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 041312_vnik_01 EP83-PS-N-A Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals Other 300 100 60 60 Nest did not reach active stage 4/13/2012 5/6/2012 04/13/2012 - Observed birds making several trips to nest with material. Nest appears 55% complete. - VNovik
04/19/2012 - Nest looks incomplete. No activity observed at nest. Bushtit active to southwest though not near 
nest during 30-minute observation period. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - No activity at nest and no BUSH detected in area for 20 minutes. Nest wall is transparent in upper 
half, but bottom half appears complete. - MKuehn
05/06/2012 - No progress has been made on this nest, and no birds detected at or near it since found on 4/13. 
Apparently abandoned before nest construction was complete. - MKuehn

No
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WREN Wrentit 041312_vnik_02 EP79-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 73 100 100 100 Indeterminate 4/13/2012 4/21/2012 04/13/2012 - Male singing from nest shrub over a 15-minute period. Neither male or female observed at nest, but 
nest looks complete, clean, and neat. - VNovik
04/21/2012 - No activity at nest in 20 minutes. Nest empty and appears laterally compressed. No other changes 
to nest. No indications of predation such as eggshell fragments in or below nest. Unknown if eggs were ever laid, 
but it is possible they were and nest was depredated, all since previous visit on 4/13. This pair is constructing a 
new nest 80 feet away (see 042112_mkhn_02). Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 041412_bald_02 TL 6924 - 171682 69kV Structure Chaparrals Substation - new construction 75 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/14/2012 4/25/2012 04/14/2012 - Two adult BUSH observed exiting nest. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - Upon approaching the nest, the avian biologist noted its slightly unusual shape. After watching the 
nest for 30 minutes with no activity, the biologist slowly moved up to the nest and examined it from all angles. 
Where the entrance hole was likely located, a large hole had been ripped in the nest, exposing the interior. 
Numerous gray feathers were caught in the nest and the shrub. Based on the level of completeness, it is likely this 
nest contained eggs. Evidence points to nest predation. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

No

CORA Common Raven 041412_pkad_01 EP225-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/14/2012 TBD 04/14/2012 - Although no ravens or raptors were observed during a 50-minute observation period, a new nest 
has been initiated in new Sunrise tower EP225, most probably built by ravens. - PKonrad
04/16/2012 - Observed raven flying in to nest. - VNovik
04/20/2012 - Common Raven soared throughout tower area, then perched on opposite side of bridge from nest. 
Hard to see if another raven may be incubating on the new tower nest. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was active with 1 raven concentrating its attention at the nest while the 
other raven made repeated flights to outlying locations near the nest tower, mostly to the southwest. Toward the 
end of a 40 minute observation period, 1 adult was lying in the nest for a short period. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on nest in new Sunrise tower. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - A Common Raven is incubating on this tower nest. - PKonrad
05/18/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating in its Sunrise tower nest. - PKonrad
05/23/2012 - An adult Common Raven was standing on the rim of the nest, then moved into a brooding position 
where it remained during the rest of the observation period. - PKonrad

TBD

CALT California Towhee 041412_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 10 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/14/2012 5/2/2012 04/14/2012 - CALT incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - CALT incubation continues. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs but should have hatched as incubation is 12 days. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest with 4 eggs has been abandoned. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 041512_rrdd_01 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/15/2012 5/11/2012 04/15/2012 - HOFI male arranging material in nest at 1309. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - HOFI activity continues. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Female HOFI observed in nest. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Nest is no longer present. - RRadd

No

PHAI Phainopepla 041512_rrdd_02 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 32 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/15/2012 5/5/2012 04/15/2012 - Male PHAI at nest which appears almost complete and receiving lining. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest is fully lined with male PHAI attending. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest has been abandoned. Lining is weathered and no birds were in attendance. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041512_rrdd_04 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/15/2012 4/20/2012 04/15/2012 - Female LEGO lines nest with material purloined from adjacent BUSH nest. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest is complete, but unable to observe if occupied or empty. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest is no longer present and likely lost to weather. - RRadd

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 041612_ahll_01 EP5-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Female and helper were seen bringing stick material to nest several times, while male was perched 
nearby. Pair were hesitant of avian biologist standing at 35 feet from nest at Leg A. Adult alarm called when 
biologist moved closer to nest at 30 feet. Nest appears to be 60% complete, but was unable to check inside of 
nest. Based on material being carried to nest, it is predicted that no lining is present yet. - AHill
04/16/2012 - No WESJ observed in area. Nest located on Malosma laurina branch completely obscured by dense 
Rhus growth. Nest appears 60% complete with twig cup partially translucent and no nest lining or eggs present. 
Nest was not a candidate for a buffer justification allowing for requisite tower assembly work in order meet CAISO 
request to complete the Project and obtain system reliability by June 1. Nest deterrents in place include mylar 
tape hanging on the substrate shrub. Nest was removed to allow structure erection at EP05-2 in accordance with 
the NBMMP, SDG&E authorization, and agency approval. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 041612_ahll_02 EP5-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 35 100 40 40 Nest did not reach active stage 4/16/2012 4/25/2012 04/16/2012 - Pair was seen bringing lining material to nest several times. Nest appears 90% complete. - AHill
04/24/2012 - No activity observed over 1-hour period. Need to re-check tomorrow in order to confirm nest 
closing. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Monitored nest for 2 hours. No Bushtit activity in or around nest during monitoring period. Nest has 
been abandoned, since there is no sign of depredation or damage to nest, and no activity at all was observed at 
this nest over a long monitoring period. - DBusby

No
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HOFI House Finch 041212_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/12/2012 4/16/2012 04/12/2012 - Observed female bringing nesting material to cavity a few times while a parked vehicle was 8 feet 
away, but no personnel were within 30 feet of nest. Nest appears to be 5% complete. In the past several days, a 
pair of House Finches have been checking out the bulldozer cavities actively and bringing single pieces of material 
to various places in the dozer, but have not consistently placed material in one location until now. - AHill
04/16/2012 - No new nesting material has been added to this location since the day after the nest was logged, 
and no birds have been seen coming to the bulldozer within the observational period. Birds most likely 
abandoned nest for unknown reasons and started building in a nearby location. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 041212_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/12/2012 4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Nest was found by biological monitor in the morning, and the pair started building on 4-11-12 (after 
1030) when crane was parked for the day. Nest appeared to be 25% complete, with no eggs or young present. 
Deterrent streamers were hung around the crane in addition to the equipment being used the previous day. 
Removal of nest was required based on the impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost 
impacts relative to alternative options, and the potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the 
anticipated nest cycle. The nest was photographed and documented by an avian biologist as having no eggs or 
young and removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 041212_ahll_04 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/12/2012 4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Pair was seen actively bringing nest material to nest several times, nest appeared to be 65% 
complete. No deterrents installed on crane however the equipment is located in an active construction yard with 
tower assembly and regular helicopter flights. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to 
material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative 
options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was 
not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. No eggs or young were present and nest was 
removed per the NBMMP, - AHill

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041212_dbby_01 CP24-1-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 141 300 140 140 Presumed Fledged 4/12/2012 5/1/2012 04/12/2012 - Female incubating 4 eggs. ESA signage installed along access road at 300 feet, specifying "No Project 
Access until an NBJ is submitted". Future project related activity may come within141 ft. as vehicles pass by on 
nearest access road to north. - DBusby
04/17/2012 - 4 nestlings in nest approximately 4 days old. Estimated fledge date is between April 22 and 28. - 
DBusby
04/24/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair with active nest (041212_dbby_01) near Structure CP24 was 
observed feeding nestlings that are approximately 11 days old. The male and female adult pair was observed 
repeatedly visiting the nest with food. Based on the apparent age of the nestlings, their estimated fledge date will 
likely occur between April 25 and 28, 2012. - DBusby
05/01/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was not re-detected near Structure CP24 as the previously 
detected, active nest (041212_dbby_01), is now empty and closed. The nestlings are presumed to have fledged a 
few days ago because the closed nest is empty and intact, exhibiting no signs of depredation or predation. The 
estimated fledge date was between April 25 and 28, 2012. However, the surveyor will reattempt to locate and 
confirm the number of fledglings during subsequent surveys. Because the nest is now empty, there are no work 
restrictions along the access road to the north of the closed nest. - DBusby

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041212_ghan_01 CP49 Temp work Area Pad Areas-Work Area Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/12/2012 4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Biomonitor Brian Payne observed a pair of House Finches making trips under the paper covering the 
conductor line on wire spool. Observed nest on spool and appeared to be 20% complete. The nest was removed 
in accordance with Attachment C of the NBMMP. Nest deterrents are present in form of netting and mylar tape, 
and the reels are scheduled for use in the upcoming wire pull. The nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction 
allowing for use of the spool, therefore removal was required. Nest was approximately 20% complete. No eggs or 
young present. - GHuffman

No

BUSH Bushtit 041212_hwey_01 EP10-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 40 100 50 30 Presumed Fledged 4/12/2012 4/18/2012 04/12/2012 - 2 adults bringing food to nest. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - No activity observed during half hour visit. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Adult makes trips to nest with food at 0804 and 0806. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - No activity observed from 0750 to 0820. Nest examined and found to contain no nestlings and 1 
non-viable unhatched egg. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 041212_hwey_02 EP2-3 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - tower erection 170 100 70 70 Fledged 4/12/2012 4/24/2012 04/12/2012 - 2 adults bringing food to the nest at 1145. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Adult brings food to nest while helicopter is hovering 300 feet away. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Observed pair bringing food to nestlings. Skycrane installed tower middle section and created 
significant rotor wash at nest, jostling the nest about roughly for entire duration of skycrane activity (5 minutes 
approximately). The spotter helicopter was flying near the nest too, creating mild rotor wash on the nest. The 
avian biologist called Sunrise Base, and they presumably informed the pilot to not fly to the northwest of the site 
as they did fly near this area again. Nest still active with nestlings being fed. - AHill
04/20/2012 - Adult enters nest with food at 1033. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Nest material was found on ground and nest appeared to be disheveled and askew. Heard fledgling 
begging in tree, and nest has apparently fledged. Observed adults in nest tree actively foraging and copulating 
several times. Pair will most likely renest nearby. - AHill

Yes
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041212_imll_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - maintenance 850 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/12/2012 5/16/2012 04/12/2012 - Previously unpaired male was observed briefly foraging with a female at approximately 0840. The 
male was later observed making approximately 5 trips with nesting material to a small, scrubby, brownish 
California sagebrush. The nest location is relatively low (no more than 2 feet above ground). Between trips to the 
nest by the male, the nest was viewed with binoculars from approximately 20 feet away and determined to be 
approximately 60% complete with well formed cup and nest walls. The top of the nest is not yet rounded toward 
the center of the cup, and the female was not observed lining the nest during 20 minutes of observation. - 
IMaunsell
04/18/2012 - Pair observed foraging together in vicinity of nest, but did not add material. Nest contents were 
checked while pair foraged from a distance. 1 egg observed. - MDicus
04/25/2012 - An adult female California Gnatcatcher was observed incubating 4 eggs. The male parent was 
observed foraging in Artemisia californica nearby. - LGorman
05/02/2012 - During approximately 1.25 hours of observation, both adults were observed foraging in the vicinity 
of the nest, periodically vocalizing with one another. The male repeatedly returned to the nest, briefly lying in it, 
appearing to adjust something with his bill, lying in it again, and leaving to forage. There was a 40-45 minute 
period in which neither adult approached the nest. The male only stayed on the nest for a few seconds each visit, 
and the female was not observed on the nest at all, although she briefly perched nearby. - MDicus
05/09/2012 - During 50 minutes of observation, the adult male made brief 3 trips to the nest while the female 
foraged nearby. The nest was not approached, but the male appeared to be feeding nestlings. - MDicus
05/16/2012 - After 1 hour of inactivity, the nest contents were checked. 4 unhatched eggs were found buried 
beneath nest material. The pair associated with this nest was found tending a new nest 70 feet to the northeast. It 
has been 4 weeks since the pair starting egg-laying at this original nest, so the eggs should have hatched over 2 
weeks ago if they were still viable. During the last monitoring check, when male appeared to be feeding nestlings, 
he was likely placing and pulling material from the walls of the nest to bury the eggs. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 041212_jdus_01 CP31-2-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 65 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/12/2012 4/27/2012 04/12/2012 - Pair visits complete (100% constructed) nest with decorative material which is added to outside of 
nest, female enters nest not to exit for 15 minutes. - JDicus
04/19/2012 - An adult exited the nest soon after the start of observation and the pair foraged in the nearby oak 
and across the access road during the late-afternoon observation period. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - Nest was monitored to evaluate status of nest per the NBMMP, and was found to be sodden and 
dripping with rain water during light morning drizzle. Nest was stretched out and significantly elongated and 
threadbare at neck of nest on initial morning observation, apparently about to break free from its upper 
attachment point to host tree. No Bushtits at nest on initial observation. Avian biologist followed pair to host tree 
15 minutes later to find the nest to have fallen 5 feet to a point 10 feet above ground level where it is now lodged 
in thin lower branches of the oak tree on its side with nest entrance facing downward. Pair did not visit nest, 
though they moved actively around the nest's former attachment point to host tree. Nest failed due to natural 
causes (storm damage). - JDicus

No

HOWR House Wren 041212_jdus_02 CP31-2-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/12/2012 TBD 04/12/2012 - Pair in area singing, adult delivers material to cavity, remains inside for 60 seconds, exits and quickly 
brings more material. - JDicus
04/19/2012 - The male was perched nearby singing as the female peered out of the nest cavity. She flew out, 
joined the male and both disappeared from view. The biologist did not see them return to the cavity before it was 
necessary to stop the observation due to time constraints. No behavior pointing to a specific nesting activity was 
observed, but the pair is still utilizing the cavity. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - Pair in area of nest. Male very vocal during morning hours while female makes periodic trips to nest 
entrance and enters nest without visible material or food items several times to remain inside cavity for brief 
periods of 5 to 60 seconds. Traffic along access road does not appear to affect the wrens' natural activities at the 
nest during 45 minute observation period. Avian biologist returned to check nest later in the morning for 
additional 20 minutes. Female enters, remains in nest cavity for 9 minutes. Nest stage may have progressed to egg 
laying. - JDicus
05/04/2012 - Male was perched near cavity and singing at the start of observations. He then made a quick visit 
into the nest cavity, before flying off out of sight. He eventually returned and perched at various locations around 
the nest, singing. After 30 minutes, the female peered out of the cavity and ultimately flew off, most likely to 
forage. The biologist left about 8 minutes later and she had not yet returned. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - Within 10 minutes of the start of observations, the male flew to an oak tree and then to the snag 
containing the nest cavity. He entered the cavity and exited within 30 seconds. The biologist was unable to 
determine if he carried food into the cavity. He then spent the remainder of the observation period perched in 
front of the cavity, singing. It is presumed the female was incubating inside the cavity. - VEurs
05/18/2012 - Shortly after the biologist arrived, an adult wren (most likely the female) exited the nest cavity. An 
adult entered the cavity with food twice while the first bird was gone. Both wrens then were observed outside the 
cavity. 1 entered and remained while the second delivered food. Another food delivery occurred when an adult 
was known to be in the cavity. A few faint peeps were heard when food was brought into the cavity. - VEurs

TBD
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BEWR Bewick's Wren 041212_jdus_03 CP32-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 105 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/12/2012 5/19/2012 04/12/2012 - Pair makes 8 trips to nest cavity with material in 30 minute period. Both adults deliver materials to 
nest, actively building. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Both wrens were in the toyon above the nest cavity at the start of observations. The female had a 
dried leaf in her bill that she apparently added to the nest. She then flew up the slope and disappeared from view. 
The male spent most of his time moving about to various perches, singing and preening. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No activity observed with 45 minute observation. - GHuffman
05/05/2012 - A male Bewick's Wren was singing in a shrub about 40 feet from the nest cavity as a second wren, 
presumably the female, moved through the shrubs immediately adjacent to the cavity. She was not carrying 
nesting material or food when she disappeared from view near the cavity. She was not seen for the rest of the 
observation period, another 30 minutes, and it is presumed she was in the cavity incubating/brooding. The male 
continued to move about the area, singing. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - After 45 minutes of observation, no wrens were detected near the nest cavity. A male wren was 
occasionally heard singing within 100 feet of the cavity. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - A woodrat has built a large midden at the base of the toyon near the nest cavity. When the biologist 
approached the area of the cavity to see if there was evidence of current use, a rattlesnake began shaking its tail. 
In light of these new occupants near the nest cavity and the lack of Bewick's Wren activity around the cavity, it 
seems this nest with eggs or young has failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

CATH California Thrasher 041212_lgan_01 EP177-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 8 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/12/2012 5/2/2012 04/12/2012 - The nest contained 2 newly-hatched nestlings and 1 medium-blue egg with small brown spots. A 
pair of California Thrashers was seen near the nest running back and forth across access road. F. Hoffman reports 
that adult is easily flushed and cannot be seen outside buffer. - LGorman
04/18/2012 - No California Thrashers were observed or heard in area. No nest found after extensive search, but 
will check back soon. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Nest in good shape with 2 large downy nestlings with pin feathers erupting on wings; 1 adult 
nearby. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - No nestlings remain in the nest; the nestlings were expected to fledge near this date. No fledglings 
or adult California Thrashers were observed in the area, and the nest remains in good shape with a compacted 
interior nest bowl. Appears nestlings have fledged successfully - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CORA Common Raven 041212_mdus_01 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/12/2012 4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Avian-approved biomonitor Trisha Dipaola observed a pair of Common Ravens building a nest in 
structure CP52. Wire stringing activities have been ongoing at this tower since Monday, 4/09. This nest location is 
below the first nest discovered on 4/06/12 in the same tower. Since construction is ongoing, and required to 
complete the wire pull, per agency concurrence and following NBMMP stipulations, the nest was photographed 
and removed in the presence of biologists, and a nest deterrent was installed in its place. The nest was 25% 
constructed at the time of removal, and contained no eggs or young. - MDicus

No

MODO Mourning Dove 041212_mkhn_01 EP78-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Grading 160 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/12/2012 4/20/2012 04/12/2012 - Adult flew from nest when biologist was directly under it, and returned 10 minutes later with 
biologist standing 25 feet away to begin incubating again. At least 1 egg visible through edge of nest from ground. - 
MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No adults observed at or near nest. Contents checked with handheld mirror. Nest is empty and no 
eggs or shell fragments found in nest or on ground below. Appears to have been depredated. Nest closed and all 
signs removed from buffer. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 041212_mkhn_02 EP83 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 150 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/12/2012 5/6/2012 04/12/2012 - Adults observed carrying nesting material to nest. Nest is approximately 30% complete. - MKuehn
04/19/2012 - Observed nest for 45 minutes with no activity. Nest does not look complete. Lots of jay activity in 
area. Bushtits heard in vicinity, though never seen near nest. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - No activity observed and very little progress has been made on this nest since found on 4/22. Nest 
site possibly abandoned. - MKuehn
05/06/2012 - No progress has been made on this nest, and no birds detected at or near it since found on 4/12. 
Apparently abandoned before construction complete. - MKuehn

No

BLPH Black Phoebe 041212_rrdd_01 El Monte CY Construction Yards Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/12/2012 5/2/2012 04/12/2012 - BLPH pair building nest; making multiple trips to culvert at AR and ferrying mud to nest which is 
approximately 15% complete. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest is unimproved, and no BLPH detected. Mud source has dried up. Monitor once more as rain is 
expected tonight. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No BLPH in vicinity. Nest has not been improved and appears abandoned. - RRadd

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 041212_rrdd_02 CP65-1-PS-N Road Area Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 70 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/12/2012 4/26/2012 04/12/2012 - Nest appears complete and ready to receive an egg. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - LASP attending nest that contains 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest remains empty 1 day after severe weather. LASP activity on territory continues. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is un-maintained, empty and aging. - RRadd

No

PHAI Phainopepla 041212_rrdd_03 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 230 100 70 70 Nest did not reach active stage 4/12/2012 4/30/2012 04/12/2012 - PHAI pair visiting nest that appears 90% complete and receiving lining at 1216. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest is lined but empty. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - PHAI pair installing lining, agitated by observer on footpath at 1420. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is empty. Possibly abandoned, but will monitor once more to be certain. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - Nest appears abandoned, and no birds associating. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - No increase in activity, apparently same nest as 042712_lgan_07. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 041212_rrdd_04 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 45 100 43 43 Nest did not reach active stage 4/12/2012 4/25/2012 04/12/2012 - BUSH pair ferry material to nest which appears outwardly complete. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest appears full and complete. Female BUSH nearby did not go to nest between 1400-1430. - 
RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest has fallen as substrate has shifted. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 041212_vers_01 CP48-2/CP49-1 PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 70 100 65 65 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/12/2012 5/7/2012 04/12/2012 - BUSH pair coming and going to nest on numerous occasions without carrying food or nesting 
material. On one occasion, an adult brought material to the nest. An adult would remain in the nest for 5-10 
minutes at a time before leaving without carrying anything. The nest looks nearly complete. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - The male was observed making numerous visits to the nest. He carried insects into the nest and 
would then exit almost immediately. No sounds of nestlings were heard within the nest. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - Both adults entered the nest, with at least 1 carrying food. 1 adult quickly exited, while the other 
remained inside. The foraging adult made numerous trips in quick succession to the nest carrying food. Nestlings 
could be heard vocalizing when the adult arrived with food. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - Upon first examining the nest in the morning, the biologist noted that it appeared damaged. Sky 
was visible through the neck of the nest, and after examining the nest from multiple angles, it appears to have 
been predated. This nest containing young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

CANW Canyon Wren 041212_vers_02 CP43-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 25 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/12/2012 5/11/2012 04/12/2012 - The observation period began at approximately 1600 and ended about 1730. At first, CANW was 
only heard singing upslope from the previously-documented nest cavity. After 35-45 minutes, visual confirmation 
was made when wren was spotted near the crest of the hill on a rock. It continued to sing and move about the 
rocks. Eventually it was observed carrying an item (most likely a small stick). It flew across the slope and 
ultimately went into a crevice formed by 3 rocks. Almost immediately, 2 wrens emerged and perched on the 
rocks. After climbing the hill, the biologist looked into the crevice and saw a cavity with many small sticks and a 
bleached snail shell arrayed at the entrance. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - No activity was observed prior to or during construction activities. One crewmember was authorized 
to enter buffer upon the specific criteria stipulated from the NBJ. There appeared to be no negative impact 
caused from construction. - GHuffman
04/27/2012 - No CANW activity detected after 80 minutes of observation. Construction traffic of many types may 
be suppressing CANW behavior. - VEurs
05/04/2012 - After 30 minutes of observation, a Canyon Wren was heard singing at about 1620. The song was not 
coming from the vicinity of the documented nest, so the biologist tracked it down. A wren was observed in the 
Shimmick equipment storage area. The wren perched on a box and flew up to the fence, where it could be seen 
holding nesting material in its bill. It then flew inside an open shipping container with the material. There is a 
possibility this is the same wren associated with Nest ID 041212_vers_02. However, since this nest is not 
impacting construction, the biologist chose keep it open for at least 1 more round of observations. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - After several weeks of no activity at or near the nest cavity, the avian biologist climbed up the hill to 
inspect the cavity. The entrance to the cavity has not been maintained and shows no signs of current occupation. 
On this day a Canyon Wren was heard singing in the Shimmick equipment yard and also on the slope to the north 
of CP43, well away from the documented cavity. The outcome of this nest is indeterminate because it is unknown 
if it ever contained eggs or young. - VEurs

N/A

HOFI House Finch 041312_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 4/13/2012 4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Water truck was parked at end of day on 4-12-12, truck was then moved at 800 on 4-13-12 to 200 
feet away. Pair was seen searching around other water truck grills, then brought nesting material to this nest 
repeatedly. Both male and female were seen bringing material to nest every 1-2 minutes. Nest was approximately 
80% complete as of 1130. Pair built nest between 6-8 hours.  ESA signage installed to not move the machine, and 
no work is occurring within 50 feet of nest for remainder of day. The decision to remove this nest is pending from 
SDGE. - AHill
04/13/2012 - Pair was seen bringing nesting material this morning at 1000, nest was approximately 80% 
complete, no eggs or young present. Nest was located in grill of water truck. Deterrents present were the 
equipment's location in an active construction yard with tower assembly and regular helicopter flights. Removal 
of nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics required to maintain compliance with dust 
abatement, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of 
equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Removal was conducted per NBMMP requirements. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 041312_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/13/2012 4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Pair was seen bringing nesting material this morning at 0715; nest was approximately 10% 
complete, no eggs or young present. Nest was located in arm joint of crane. Streamers were hung on crane. Nest 
was removed per the NBMMP, based on the need to use the crane for tower assembly, and if the crane was 
demobilized, then it would affect tower assemblies from progressing properly. - AHill

No

MODO Mourning Dove 041312_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 45 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 5/4/2012 04/13/2012 - Nest is on the other side of the transformer from SRPL work activity, with no direct line of sight. - 
BArnold
04/17/2012 - Adult MODO observed on nest, did not flush at less than 2 feet. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - Nest is degraded with a lot of scat about, indicating nest successfully fledged. - BArnold

Yes
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GHOW Great Horned Owl 041312_bald_03 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 80 500 300 300 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 5/4/2012 04/13/2012 - Adult GHOW with 2 nestlings observed in nest. - BArnold
04/17/2012 - Nestlings were observed in nest. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - Owls no longer present in A-frame or anywhere in substation. Presumed fledged. - BArnold

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 041312_bald_04 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Herbaceous Wetlands, Freshwater, 
and Streams

Substation - maintenance 20 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 4/26/2012 04/13/2012 - Adult on nest with 2 eggs. - BArnold
04/17/2012 - Adult female was observed incubating. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - Nest empty. No adult, nestlings nor fledglings observed. Nest likely successfully fledged, as nest 
remains in place and in relatively good shape (that is, there is no evidence of depredation). - BArnold

Yes

MODO Mourning Dove 041312_bald_05 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 100 100 100 100 Fledged 4/13/2012 4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Observed two fledglings successfully fledge from the nest, accompanied by an adult as they flew to 
the nearby 69kV rack underneath which non-SRPL maintenance work was occurring. - BArnold

Yes

TUVU Turkey Vulture 041312_hwey_01 EP5-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 300 500 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/13/2012 5/22/2012 04/13/2012 - Nest appears well-maintained and in active use. Nest lining of shredded bark does not appear to be 
weathered. Nearby perches have fresh whitewash. No raptors were observed in the area. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - Turkey Vulture on nest from 1330 to 1415. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0915 to 1015. No TUVUs observed in area, and 2 CORAs were 
present at a distance of 300 feet from the nest. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Dark shape visible on nest, not identifiable but presumed to be incubating female TUVU. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1125 to 1155. - HWinfrey
05/22/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0901 to 0931. Were any nestlings present, they would be visible 
from observer's vantage point.  Lack of progress indicates that this nest never became active. Nest closed. - 
HWinfrey

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041312_jdus_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/13/2012 TBD 04/13/2012 - Female visits nest twice, takes great care while settling into nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female on the nest at 1140. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no LEGOs observed near nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female flies to nest at 0804. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - No activity observed, but unable to get clear view of nest in windy conditions. - HWinfrey

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041312_jdus_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 25 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 4/26/2012 04/13/2012 - Female incubates for 5 minutes, briefly leaves nest then returns to incubate 4 eggs in 100% 
complete nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female on nest at 1148. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Nest is empty with no evidence of predation. Since 13 days have passed since eggs were observed, 
and there are no signs of predation, this nest is presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BLPH Black Phoebe 041312_jdus_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading 40 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 5/17/2012 04/13/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs, BLPH in vicinity. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - 4 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - 4 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Adult flies to nest at 0800. Not possible to verify nest contents without entering private property. - 
HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - Male observed visiting nest at 1224. - HWinfrey
05/12/2012 - Adult observed visiting nest and chasing House Finches from vicinity. Nestlings observed moving in 
nest. - MDicus
05/17/2012 - No activity at nest. Unable to verify nest contents without entering private property. Fledgling BLPH 
observed following adult 50 feet from nest. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 041312_jdus_04 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/13/2012 TBD 04/13/2012 - Newly initiated nest 1% constructed, being built by female while avian biologists watch from bridge 
above. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female observed adding material to nest at 1202. Nest is 40% complete. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity at nest, but 2 female ANHUs feeding within 10 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female flies to nest at 0818. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - No activity observed, unable to get a clear view of the nest contents in windy conditions. - HWinfrey

TBD

CORA Common Raven 041312_kats_01 CP14 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 60 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/13/2012 4/20/2012 04/13/2012 - Common Raven seen carrying a stick in flight and building the nest on the tower. Nest appears to be 
about 20% complete. - KAlberts
04/20/2012 - All of the sticks have blown out of the tower and are laying on the access road. No CORA activity in 
the area. The nest did not reach active stage before it was blown down. - VEurs

No
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CORA Common Raven 041312_mdus_02 CP36-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/13/2012 4/16/2012 04/13/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed carrying sticks to a nest in tower CP36-1. The nest is 
approximately 15-20% constructed. This is likely the same pair that attempted to nest on the other side of the 
tower in early April and whose nest was removed 4/10/12. - MDicus
04/16/2012 - The nest was removed in the presence of an avian biologist to facilitate construction (wire 
stringing), per agency concurrence (received 04/13/12) and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents 
present on the site included mylar flash tape tied to the base of the tower and Daddy Long Legs deterrent in place 
of the previous nest attempt location. Following concurrence, a lineman was flown to the top of the tower and 
removed the almost fully constructed Common Raven nest. The nest was photographed prior to removal, and it 
was checked for eggs or nestlings. At the time of removal (approximately 09:00), the nest was 90% constructed 
and contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nest deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place 
of the removed nest. The raven pair was observed diving at the lineman and vocalizing during the nest removal. 
Following removal, the pair soared around CP36-1, made one trip to the tower with nest material, dropped the 
sticks, and flew to CP35-2, landing in that tower. No additional nesting behaviors were observed. - MDicus

No

CORA Common Raven 041312_mdus_03 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/13/2012 4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Avian-approved biomonitor Trisha Dipaola observed a pair of Common Ravens building a nest in 
structure CP52, making multiple trips between 07:00 and 07:40 a.m. Wire stringing activities have been ongoing 
at this tower since Monday, 4/09. This nest location is below the first nest discovered on 4/06/12 and across from 
the second nest discovered on 4/12/12 in the same tower. Following previous removal, a "daddy long legs" 
nest/perch deterrent was installed on the tower. Since construction is ongoing and required to complete the wire 
pull, per agency concurrence and following NBMMP stipulations, the nest was photographed and removed in the 
presence of avian biologists, and a nest deterrent was installed in its place. The nest was 25% constructed at the 
time of removal, and contained no eggs or young. - MDicus

No

CORA Common Raven 041312_mdus_04 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 130 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/13/2012 5/16/2012 04/13/2012 - Nest was discovered during removal of third CORA nest in structure CP52. The pair that was 
observed building a nest in the tower was also observed, on 2 occasions, carrying sticks to a Quercus agrifolia in 
the drainage. It appears the nest is in the beginning stages of construction (approximately 5% constructed) and is 
an alternative to the nest locations in the tower. - MDicus
04/23/2012 - No change in nest since last observation. No CORA activity detected during a 45-minute observation 
period. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - Nest location was monitored between 08:55 and 10:20. No activity at nest, and no ravens observed 
in the vicinity of the nest. - MDicus
05/08/2012 - No CORA activity anywhere near the nest from 0800 to 0835. No change in the nest. - VEurs
05/16/2012 - As the biologist approached the vicinity of the nest tree, a Red-tailed Hawk was soaring nearby. It 
vocalized and landed on a transmission wire quite close to the nest. No ravens responded to the hawk's presence. 
There is no obvious sign of the nest in the tree and no ravens were detected nearby. This nest never reached 
active stage and is now closed. - VEurs

No

CORA Common Raven 041312_pkad_01 EP231A Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/13/2012 TBD 04/13/2012 - Common Ravens reported to be building nest in tower by biomonitor. Nest is 1/3 to 1/2 complete. 
No ravens observed during 40 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Raven observed incubating on nest and did not vacate the nest while helicopter was hovering 100 
feet away for 5 minutes. Egg confirmed in nest. - ELoveless
04/27/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on new tower nest. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - A Common Raven is incubating on the nest in the new Sunrise tower, but is very hard to see from 
ground level. A second raven flew in to perch atop the opposite side of the tower. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - No Common Ravens were observed during a 30 minute observation period. The nest was checked 
from several vantage points but no raven can be seen on the nest. Nestlings could have hatched by now (20 day 
incubation period). - PKonrad
05/18/2012 - A Common Raven was brooding on the tower nest, but flew off the nest when a helicopter flew low 
within 500 feet while mostly operating near tower 1/4 mile west. After flying to the north, the raven did not 
return during the next 20 minutes. - PKonrad
05/23/2012 - A Common Raven or ravens can be seen lying in the nest, but it is very hard to see the nest contents 
(climbed high up the hillside to northeast) and it is not possible to ascertain if the raven is an adult or a nestling. - 
PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 041612_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Nest was found by biomonitor at 0715. Pair was seen by monitor entering cavity on a few occasions, 
with no material. Nest appeared to be 60% complete. Streamer deterrents were installed on the crane, and the 
equipment was located in an active construction yard with tower assembly and regular helicopter flights, 
effectively serving as deterrents. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics 
operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and 
potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a 
candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. Nest was removed following requirements outlined 
in the NBMMP. - AHill

No
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HOFI House Finch 041612_ahll_04 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Both male and female were seen bringing material to nest location in the grill of a water truck. Nest 
was approximately 95% complete as of 0700, no eggs or young present. Deterrents present were limited to the 
truck's location within an active construction yard. Nest was removed because the water truck is required in order 
to maintain compliance for dust abatement. Following verification that no eggs or young were present, 
photographing the nest, and approval from SDG&E, the nest was removed per the stipulations of the NBMMP. - 
AHill

No

BUSH Bushtit 041612_ahll_05 EP9-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals Traffic 40 100 35 35 Nest did not reach active stage 4/16/2012 5/21/2012 04/16/2012 - Pair was seen bringing lining material to nest very actively, nest appears to be 80% complete. - AHill
04/23/2012 - No activity observed at nest in rainy weather, from 0855 to 0910. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Biomonitor G. Leighty reports observing Bushtits adding nesting material. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0940 to 0957. WESJ in area. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1027 to 1042. Nest appears to still be in good condition. No 
Bushtits seen or heard in area. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - No activity observed from 1050 to 1105. Nest remains in good condition, however lack of activity 
over past 3 weeks indicates that this attempt was abandoned. - HWinfrey

No

HOWR House Wren 041612_hwey_01 EP35-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 35 100 100 100 Satellite nest 4/16/2012 5/4/2012 04/16/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest cavity and remaining inside for duration of 15-minute visit. - 
HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity at nest and no HOWR detected from 0630 to 0700. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - No activity observed at cavity entrance, and no HOWR detected during 30 minutes of observation. - 
HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Lack of activity indicates that this is most likely a satellite nest. Nest 
closed. - HWinfrey

N/A

ACWO Acorn Woodpecker 041612_hwey_02 Suncrest-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - Acorn Woodpecker observed entering cavity near top of utility pole. 4 other ACWOs also perched 
on pole. Biologist left area when CORA perched on pole. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity observed and no ACWOs detected in area from 0800 to 0830. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - 3 Acorn Woodpeckers on pole, but no activity at nest entrance. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - ACWO observed leaving nest cavity at 1105. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest cavity from 1209 to 1224. 3 ACWOs on pole. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - No activity associated with nest during 15-minute observation period. - BArnold

TBD

HOLA Horned Lark 041612_jdus_01 CP35-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/16/2012 5/17/2012 04/16/2012 - Nest was discovered after the scheduled activity had landed onsite. Pair of adult HOLA observed on 
ground around TSAP. Further investigation during 25-minute observation period reveals female Horned Lark 
taking material (grass) to 60% constructed nest with deep cup located on ground near base of monkeyflower. 
Nest is not visible from outside buffer due to topography, vegetation and its position at and just below ground 
surface in depression. - JDicus
04/24/2012 - 3 eggs observed in nest during quick visit. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - The female was not on the nest as the biologist approached, so it was possible to look in the nest. 
The nest still contains 3 eggs. The biologist backed off to wait for adults to arrive. Within 10 minutes, the female 
came into view as she was foraging. She approached the nest but then moved away and continued to forage. She 
eventually returned and settled on the nest to incubate. She remained on the nest for 15+ minutes and the 
biologist ended the observation. - VEurs
05/09/2012 - The nest contains 3 brown, downy nestlings with black supercilliary markings. The female was near 
the nest for the entire observation period, foraging. She may have been feeding the nestlings, but it is difficult for 
the observer to get a direct view of the nest without deterring the female. - VEurs
05/17/2012 - This nest is presumed to have fledged despite the fact that it contained 1 dead nestling. There were 
3 nestlings on the previous check, 8 days before. Horned Lark nestlings fledge in 8-10 days, so it is very possible 
that the other 2 nestlings left the nest. If the nest had been predated, it is likely all 3 would have been taken. The 
remaining nestling, which had primary feathers, was being consumed by beetles and ants. This suggests it was 
abandoned in the nest and died from natural causes. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041612_lton_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - An avian monitor identified a House Finch pair bringing nesting material to a location on a manlift 
(piece of construction equipment) today; the pair was not seen bringing material to the nest this morning, and the 
nest was monitored for approximately 30 minutes. 
A House Finch pair was within the vicinity of the nest; however, the pair did not visit the nest. The nest is less than 
10 percent complete and consists of about 20 pieces of dried grass; there are no eggs or young present. 
Deterrents present included mylar tape tied to the adjacent tower and work area, multiple plugged cavities, and 
presence of testing crews using the equipment on site over the last week. Nest was removed per the NBMMP 
based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting testing work at the CP95/CP96 structures, 
cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the 
anticipated nest cycle. - LThoreson

No
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HOFI House Finch 041612_lton_02 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - House Finch pair observed bringing nesting material to a location on a manlift (piece of construction 
equipment) today; the pair was not seen bringing material to the nest this morning, and the nest was monitored 
for approximately 30 minutes. A House Finch pair was within the vicinity of the nest; however, the pair did not 
visit the nest. The nest was observed to be less than 10% complete and consists of about 20 pieces of dried grass; 
no eggs or young present. Deterrents present included mylar tape tied to the adjacent tower and work area, 
multiple plugged cavities, and presence of testing crews using the equipment on site over the last week. Removal 
of nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting testing work at the 
CP95/CP96 structures, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece 
of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. - LThoreson

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_lton_03 CP87-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Biomonitor saw a House Finch pair bringing nesting material to a known, inactive European Starling 
nest at 0815 this morning. An avian biologist observed  the nest; no eggs or nestlings were present. Nest consisted 
of small sticks, and the House Finch pair was seen adding finer material (grass). At this point, nest appears 25% 
complete based on lack of typical HOFI nesting material, such as finer grass material, lining, or cup shape. 
Deterrents present on the tower included mylar tape tied to many locations, netting over large cavities, and 45 
plugged cavities near tower arms and brackets. Nest was removed per the NBMMP based on potential impacts to 
material logistics operations supporting testing work at the CP87/CP88 structures, cost impacts relative to 
alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. - 
LThoreson

No

BUSH Bushtit 041612_lton_04 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 26 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/16/2012 4/20/2012 04/16/2012 - Nest appears complete. One Bushtit was heard within the vicinity of the nest while the location of 
the nest was being logged; no other activity was observed, and no Bushtit was observed flying to the nest itself. 
Due to the level of completion and the time of year, it is most likely that the pair is egg laying or incubating. More 
time observing this nest is necessary. - LThoreson
04/20/2012 - Nest has been torn open from SE side, just above rim of nest cup, which is empty. No eggshell 
fragments found in nest cup or on branches and ground below. Likely predated, but unknown whether nest 
contained any eggs or nestlings, and hence, unsure whether it reached active stage. Buffer reduced to 0 feet and 
all signs were removed. - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_mdus_01 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - Yard monitor reported House Finch nest in wire reel. Avian biologist checked nest contents and 
found 1 egg. - MDicus
04/21/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Female on nest at 1239. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nestlings present in nest. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Young appear ready to fledge at 1600. - RRadd

TBD

CORA Common Raven 041612_mdus_02 CP53-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed building a nest in structure CP53-1 during ongoing wire 
stringing activities. The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence on 
4/16/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape and "Daddy Long 
Legs" deterrents installed in previous 2 nest attempt locations. Following concurrence, and in the presence of 
onsite biologists, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common 
Raven nest. The nest area was photographed as well. At the time of removal (approximately 10:00), the nest was 
10% constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently 
installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. - MDicus

No

COHA Cooper's Hawk 041612_rrdd_01 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - COHA perched near nest for 15 minutes and gave agitation calls, then overflies nest and departs by 
1045. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Monitor G. Leighty reports that COHA approached nest earlier in the day, although avian biologist 
did not see any activity, aside from a COHA perching nearby during helicopter QA/QC inspections. - KAlberts
04/24/2012 - COHA departed from nest area 0650, male noted nearby 0645. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - COHA female comes off nest in response to male's alarm call after 40 minutes of observation. - 
RRadd
05/11/2012 - Female COHA lying in nest at 1342. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Female COHA prone in nest at 0759. - RRadd

TBD

HOWR House Wren 041612_rrdd_02 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - HOWR pair making repeated entry to cavity; including material transport. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Male HOWR defending nest, female not seen. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Male HOWR defending nest and entering with sticks but female not seen. Possibly an alternate nest. 
- RRadd
05/11/2012 - HOWR singing and guarding, enters and sings from within the cavity at 1504. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Male sings at entrance intermittently, especially when neighboring males sing, and defends against 
interlopers. Female off nest only briefly during 40 minutes of observation. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041612_rrdd_03 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 27 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/16/2012 5/23/2012 04/16/2012 - LEGO pair building nest; approximately 30% complete. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest is complete, LEGO in nest 1425. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - LEGO male near nest, female in nest periodically. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Female LEGO departs nest at 1538 after 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Female LEGO feeding hatched young at 1225. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - No activity observed. Based on chronology, nest is presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes
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BUSH Bushtit 041612_tcer_01 CP7 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/16/2012 4/24/2012 04/16/2012 - Adults regularly bringing in nest material, nest 80% complete. - TCooper
04/24/2012 - As the biologist approached the "back" of the nest (away from the tower) it became apparent that a 
half-dollar-sized hole had been ripped in the side of the nest, near the bottom. Some nesting material was found 
on the ground below the nest and a large chunk was in the shrub next to the nest. Evidence definitely points to 
nest predation, but it is unclear whether or not the nest contained eggs. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

N/A

HOFI House Finch 041612_vers_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 50 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/16/2012 5/15/2012 04/16/2012 - A pair of HOFI was seen in pepper tree. The male perched nearby while the female shaped the nest 
cup. She later added lining material and again moved around in the nest, appearing to shape the cup with her 
body. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - 1 visit to nest was observed. Pair is likely still nest building; no nestlings visible in nest. - LThoreson
05/01/2012 - No HOFI activity was observed around this nest during 45 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - No activity observed at nest after 30 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good condition 
and has some lining material. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - No activity has been observed at this nest for several weeks. The nest was checked with a mirror on 
several occasions and it never contained any eggs or young. This nest is now closed because it never reached 
active stage. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_vers_02 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed numerous times in an Italian cypress. The female brought 
long strands of grassy nesting material into the tree several times. The nest is not visible at this point due to the 
dense foliage, so the level of completeness is unknown. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Male HOFI seen foraging or ground near nest. Singing and calling audibly near nest location in tree. - 
LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Male entered nest area as female left. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - The male and female were perched on a shrub near the nest tree. As they both flew to the opening 
that leads to the nest, another male HOFI flew past, and the first male chased him off and returned to the shrub. 
The female entered the tree and remained there through the end of observations. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Though a pair of House Finches was perched nearby for 30 minutes, they were never observed 
going to the nest or perching on the nest tree. It was fairly warm weather. - LTymkiw
05/21/2012 - During 45 minutes of observation, the male HOFI visited the nest twice, appearing to carry food into 
the nest tree. Based on nesting chronology, it seems likely that the eggs have hatched and that the female is on 
the nest with the nestlings. - VEurs

TBD

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 041612_vnik_01 EP151 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 65 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/16/2012 4/25/2012 04/16/2012 - Nest discovered by monitor. Observed bird on nest, likely incubating. - VNovik
04/18/2012 - When I arrived onsite, grouting had started on D Leg; the leg closest to the nest. The jay was 
observed on the nest with one nestling visible as work was underway. The bird did not leave the nest when the 
light helicopters were removing equipment from the site. The bird did leave the nest at 1 point, possibly to feed, 
though it returned shortly. This occurred between the light helicopters and a long slick period (possibly 45 
minutes) while waiting for the medium lift helicopter. When the K-max arrived to remove the grouting pump, the 
bird was not on the nest, but was observed shortly after the K-max left the site. Rotor wash from light helicopters 
was minimal and was a little stronger from K-max. - VNovik
04/25/2012 - Check of the nest revealed that the nest is empty. No birds or nestling observed within nest. Likely 
nestling was preyed upon. - VNovik

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_vnik_02 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Yard monitor reported a nest that had been located on the bumper of a 623 F scraper in the yard. 
The nest was located on the driver's side top headlight, but the majority of the nest had already fallen out onto 
the bumper. Eggs had been in the nest, as evidenced by egg shell fragments, but it could not be determined how 
old the nest was. The remainder of nest was removed, and deterrents were installed. The nest being dislodged 
from its initial location indicates that predation was a likely cause of nest failure, although the nest may have been 
undocumented when equipment was used last, and the nest was displaced. Furthermore, it is ultimately unknown 
when this nest was established and could have been considered active, therefore, no outcome can be 
determined. - VNovik

No

MODO Mourning Dove 041712_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 0 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/17/2012 5/17/2012 04/17/2012 - Adult observed on nest. Flushed at 1 foot, but stayed on nest for several minutes while avian 
biologist was within 2 feet. A single egg in nest. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - MODO observed on nest. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Adult MODO on nest, didn't flush at 1 foot. Looking from below up through fan screen, it appears 
that there are 2 eggs in nest. Broken eggshell is also present on inside fan screen. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Nest empty, partially sucked into fan. Eggshell fragment and hardened yolk on top of fan screen. 
This nest likely failed due to substation operations (when the fan turned on). This is not related to SRPL. - BArnold

No

MODO Mourning Dove 041712_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 100 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/17/2012 5/11/2012 04/17/2012 - Adult MODO on nest. Flushed at 2 feet. Nest has 1 egg. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - MODO on nest, did not flush at 2 feet. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Nest empty and in disrepair. Lots of scat underneath and on adjacent steel structural elements, all 
indicative of a successful fledging. - BArnold

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041712_bald_03 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 165 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/17/2012 5/4/2012 04/17/2012 - Female HOFI observed incubating on nest. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - Observed female HOFI accompanied by male fly into nest, remove a large chunk of nest material, 
and fly to newly discovered nest in northeast corner of 230kV GCB 1W stand, located about 15 feet to the east-
southeast. - BArnold

No
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041712_dbby_02 CP20-N Structures Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - Pair of CAGN repeatedly observed visiting a black sage with spider silk and other nest material. Nest 
building was just initiated with only 5% completed. Nest is well beyond (approximately 695 feet) any potential 
project related work. Therefore, no NBJ or signage is required. - DBusby
04/24/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed incubating an unknown number of eggs on active 
nest (041712_dbby_02) near CP20. The male and female adult pair performed one nest exchange during the 
observation period. Based on the stage of the nest building on April 17, the eggs are estimated to hatch sometime 
after May 4, 2012. - DBusby
05/01/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed incubating an unknown number of eggs on this 
previously recorded nest (041712_dbby_02) near structure CP20. The male and female adult pair performed 1 
nest exchange during the observation period. Based on the stage of the nest building on April 17, the eggs are 
estimated to hatch sometime after May 4, 2012. - DBusby
05/08/2012 - Male and female nest exchange. Nest contains 4 eggs. - DBusby 
05/15/2012 - Adult pair feeding 4 nestlings, approximately 5 days old. - DBusby
05/22/2012 - Adult pair feeding nestlngs that are ready to fledge any day. - DBusby

TBD

OATI Oak Titmouse 041712_hwey_02 CP96-1-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 12 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/17/2012 5/15/2012 04/17/2012 - Two Oak Titmice observed entering nest cavity and removing small wood flakes. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - 2 OATIs at the nest, one exiting and the other entering at 1120. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - OATI brings food to nest at 0908. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Adult was bringing food to nest at 1159. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - OATI visits nest with food at 1026. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed from 1308 to 1338; nest presumed fledged, given observational history. - 
HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041712_hwey_03 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - Male and female HOFIs adding nest material. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum reports observing pair making repeated trips with nesting material. Nest appears 
nearly 100% complete. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Female on nest at 0950. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Female was on nest at 1028. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - Nestlings heard begging while adult brought food items. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Biomonitor on site reports observing male and female visiting nest with food. - HWinfrey
05/20/2012 - Nestlings heard being fed 3 times over a nearly 2-hour period. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 041712_hwey_04 CP87-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 100 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/17/2012 4/23/2012 04/17/2012 - Male and female HOFIs observed adding nesting material. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum reports examining nest area closely from lift and finding no nesting material 
remaining. Nest apparently abandoned or destroyed by weather. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

CALT California Towhee 041712_hwey_05 Alpine Underground Ductbank Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 37 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/17/2012 4/30/2012 04/17/2012 - California Towhee observed incubating 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - CALT on nest at 1135. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity at nest. Nest lining has been pulled out, indicating predation. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 041712_ltiw_01 EP83-PS-S Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 150 100 100 100 Indeterminate 4/17/2012 5/6/2012 04/17/2012 - A Bushtit was observed bringing caterpillars to a complete nest several times. It appears that 3 
Bushtits are attending this nest. - LTymkiw
04/20/2012 - The bottom of the nest is open. No visible debris on ground below nest. Pair observed adding 
material to the nest. Possible predation of nestlings and pair attempting to repair nest. - ELoveless
04/22/2012 - Both parents carried food into nest twice. Could not hear begging from 20 feet away. Bottom of 
nest appears frayed, but no opening detectable there. - MKuehn
04/24/2012 - Observed work activities from pull site. Helicopter pulled sock line over the vicinity of the nest, and 
it appeared that the helicopter was above 100 feet when flying with the line. The sock line appeared to slack 
within the buffer but did not touch vegetation near the nest. When switching wire phases, the line slacked and hit 
a rock and vegetation at a distance of approximately 115 feet from the nest. Nesting bird impacts not observed. - 
VNovik
04/25/2012 - Observed work activities from pull site. Line was pulled back to EP83 south pull site. Line was 
observed to go slack and hit vegetation and hit a rock at a distance of approximately 115 feet from the nest. The 
line was raised and pulled to the pull site where the line was connected to the helicopter and was flown back to 
the EP83 north pull site. It appeared that the helicopter flew outside of the 100 foot buffer. Nesting bird impacts 
were not observed. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - Adults feeding young in nest. Begging can be heard from 20 feet. The young will likely fledge by 
around 4/2. - MKuehn
05/06/2012 - Nest has 2 holes in the side, and feathers and nesting material are on branches and ground below. 
Nest contained nestlings when discovered on 4/17, which were at least 12 days old when parents were bringing 
food to nest on 4/29. Nest could have fledged and then been damaged since last checked on 4/29. No adults or 
fledglings could be detected in 30 minutes within 100 feet of nest. Nest outcome is indeterminate, but seems 
likely to have failed with nestlings. - MKuehn

N/A
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041712_mdus_01 CP39-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 200 300 175 175 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/17/2012 5/8/2012 04/17/2012 - Adult male CAGN observed pulling nest material from old nest (030512_mdus_01) and carrying it to 
a new nest location. Male made over 6 trips from the old nest to the new one, interspersing those trips with 
frequent short trips to the new nest from other areas. The female was not observed returning to the old nest, 
instead foraging near the new nest location, and bringing in material. Between them, the adults made over 20 
trips to the new nest between 07:45 and 10:00. Nest is approximately 30% constructed. - MDicus
04/20/2012 - The CAGN nest area was monitored during wire pulling activities between structures CP39 and CP40 
to ensure the activity caused no disturbances to the nest. All helicopter activity was at a distance sufficient 
enough that there was no buffeting of vegetation by rotor wash, and the helicopter did not fly over the nest. The 
CAGN pair was observed foraging within the survey area, visiting the nest infrequently. All nest monitoring today 
was conducted by a permitted biologist from outside the buffer at a distance of over 200 feet. - MDicus
04/24/2012 - 3 nest exchanges were observed at 30-minute intervals:07:00, 07:30, and 08:00. The nest contents 
were not checked, but based on the timeline and observed behaviors, the pair is incubating eggs. - MDicus
05/01/2012 - The pair was observed exchanging incubating duties at the nest 3 times during the observation 
period. At 07:32 the female exchanged with the male while the male foraged. At 08:05 the male switched with 
female, and at 08:35 the female was back on the nest. - MDicus
05/08/2012 - After 1 hour of observed inactivity, the nest was checked and found to contain no eggs or nestlings. 
1 punctured shell fragment was found on the ground approximately 2 feet from the nest. The CAGN pair was later 
observed constructing a new nest approximately 200 feet downslope of this location. - MDicus

No

CORA Common Raven 041712_mdus_02 CP35-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/17/2012 4/19/2012 04/17/2012 - Avian approved biologist C. Vettes discovered a stick nest in the early stages of construction 
(approximately 15% complete) in lattice structure CP35-2. No CORA activity was observed in the vicinity of the 
nest; however, no sticks were observed in the tower yesterday afternoon (04/16/12), and the Common Raven pair 
that attempted to nest in CP36-1 was observed perching in CP35-2 following the nest removal in CP36-1. - MDicus
04/18/2012 - CORA pair was observed adding sticks to a nest that is now approximately 50% constructed. The pair 
carried sticks to the nest 4 times between 11:15 and 12:00, with one adult standing in the nest for approximately 
10 minutes, adjusting material. - MDicus
04/19/2012 - Between 11:00 and 13:45, the avian biologist watched the CORA pair make 3 trips to the nest with 
sticks, dead yucca fibers, and toilet paper. The nest was removed at 13:45 in the presence of an avian biologist to 
facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence (received 04/19/12) and through adherence to the 
NBMMP. Deterrents present on the site included mylar flash tape tied to the base and arms of the tower. 
Following concurrence, a lineman was flown to the top of the tower. The nest was first checked for eggs or 
nestlings. The nest was empty. The lineman removed the nest, which was approximately 80% constructed at the 
time of removal, and installed 2 Daddy Long Legs nest deterrents. The nest was photographed prior to removal. 
The raven pair was observed circling the tower and vocalizing during this process. No additional nesting behaviors 
were observed. - MDicus

No

CACW Cactus Wren 041712_rrdd_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 12 100 100 100 Satellite nest 4/17/2012 5/1/2012 04/17/2012 - CACW gathering nest material from freshly graded road and building into new nest at 0714. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - CACW singing incessantly at this nest for duration of 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Nest appears substantially improved, but no CACW detected during 40 minutes of observation. - 
RRadd
05/08/2012 - Although the nest appears to have fresh material added, no CACW were detected during 30 minutes 
of observation. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - No CACW detected. Nest is not improved. - RRadd

N/A

AMKE American Kestrel 041712_rrdd_02 CP62-2-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - AMKE pair copulate on adjacent tree at 0703. Male "shows" Platanus racemosa cavity to female at 
0706. Female enters cavity at 0709 and remains for duration of 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Following heavy rain, wet male brings lizard to female who emerges dry from cavity at 0710. She 
consumes it in 2 pieces and returns to nest by 0730. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Female AMKE emerges from cavity at 0717 and perches up to wait for food drop. Male does not 
arrive by 0730. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - AMKE male harassing RTHA from food exchange perch near nest, then nest guarding. Female not 
observed during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Female leaves cavity to accept insect food from male at 1219. - RRadd

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 041712_rrdd_03 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Scrubs TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - PHAI pair making multiple trips with nest material. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Female on nest after heavy rain at 0815. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Female PHAI departs nest and male settles on 0757. No food brought to nest. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - No bird visible on hidden nest, but male PHAI perches nearby giving alarm calls in response to 
observer presence. Hatched young? - RRadd
05/15/2012 - No PHAI activity at this nest during 30-minute observation. Monitor once more before closing. - 
RRadd

TBD
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OATI Oak Titmouse 041712_rrdd_04 Hartung CY-N Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 32 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/17/2012 5/13/2012 04/17/2012 - OATI visited cavity with food at 1446. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - OATI brings food item to nest at 1438. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - OATI exits nest at 1411 and makes numerous trips with food during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - OATI pair feeding nest at 2 minute intervals, 1417. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - OATI no longer attend this cavity. Previous observations suggest successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 041712_rrdd_06 El Monte CY Construction Yards Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - ANHU incubating nest from 1533 -1548. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - ANHU on nest for duration of 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - ANHU leaves nest briefly to forage, and no young are fed at return, suggesting incubation is in 
progress. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - ANHU female on nest more than off, but no feeding of young observed. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - ANHU female feeding single nestling at 0737. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 041712_rrdd_07 El Monte CY Construction Yards Riparian Forests and Woodlands Other 25 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/17/2012 5/14/2012 04/17/2012 - BUSH pair briefly visit nest that appears substantially complete at 1521. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Male BUSH foraging near nest which appears complete. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Solo BUSH visits nest surreptitiously at 1531 and then departs. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Nest appears sound and fair. No BUSH detections from 1534-1600. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest has been destroyed by natural agents. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 041712_rrdd_08 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - BUSH pair bringing clumps of Salix flower to substantially complete nest at 1630. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - BUSH pair continue to visit nest 1559. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - BUSH departs nest after 30 minutes of observation at 1635. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - No BUSH detected on windy afternoon, nest looks sound and intact. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - BUSH carrying food to nest 1640. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - BUSH pair making trips with food and nesting material from 1546-1628. - RRadd

TBD

BUOR Bullock's Oriole 041712_rrdd_09 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - BUOR pair associating with large fresh nest that appears complete and is consistent with this 
species. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Female BUOR exits nest at 1555. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Male nest-guarding/ singing 1458, scolds observer on AR at 70 from nest. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Female BUOR departs nest at 1608. Male nest guards. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Female departs nest at 1712 to forage. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - BUOR carrying food to nest 0704-0712. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Male to nest at 1535. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 041812_ahll_01 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/18/2012 4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - Nest was found by biomonitor during morning sweeps, approximately 35% complete, with no eggs 
or young present. Streamer deterrents installed on crane and cavities were taped. Removal of nest was required 
based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction and the CAISO request for 
energization by June 1, such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for 
more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer 
reduction allowing for use of the crane, but rather, for removal. Nest was photographed and removed, per the 
NBMMP. - AHill

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041812_bloh_01 AR-CY-Sycamore-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 711 300 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 4/18/2012 4/25/2012 04/18/2012 - Nest about 20% built, male and female making return trips with nest material. - BLohstroh
04/25/2012 - No evidence of nest remains, pair active over 300 feet away and did not return to area. Nest was 
less than a quarter-built when first located. - BLohstroh

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041812_hwey_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/18/2012 TBD 04/18/2012 - Female Lesser Goldfinch adding fibrous material and spider webs to leaves and stem of giant cane. 
Male perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Female on nest at 1229. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female observed on nest at 0811. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - Female on nest at 1216. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - 3 nestlings visible; pinfeathers emerging on primaries. - HWinfrey
05/22/2012 - 2 fully feathered nestlings in nest at 0638. - HWinfrey

TBD

NOFL Northern Flicker 041812_hwey_02 CP98-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/18/2012 5/6/2012 04/18/2012 - Male Northern Flicker observed entering cavity, heard chiseling interior, and seen removing 
woodchips from inside. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - NOFL leaves nest cavity at 1044. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0830 to 0900. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Limb containing nest cavity has broken off of main snag, apparently due to wind and decay. Nest 
closed. - HWinfrey

No
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HOFI House Finch 041812_jdus_01 CP33-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
construction

4/18/2012 4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - Today, while avian biologists surveyed towers CP43-2 to CP31-2 (the upcoming pull scheduled for 
April 21) for active nests, a new House Finch nest was observed inside a traveler on the CP33-2 structure. The pair 
was observed visiting the nest together with the female remaining at the nest for extended periods, occasionally 
leaving. Nest stage could not be determined from the ground, approximately 75 feet below the nest. A lineman 
was dispatched to photograph the nest contents, with the avian biologists on the ground to confirm the status of 
the nest per the NBMMP, given upcoming wire stringing at this site. Avian biologists may not climb a tower due to 
the required safety training and equipment. At approximately 1605, the crew arrived at the top of the tower by 
helicopter, and the avian biologists communicated the nest location. In the process of climbing down the tower, 
the lineman's foot contacted the traveler containing the nest. The traveler spun ½ turn, displacing at least 2 eggs 
from the nest, falling to the ground and breaking, with the remaining eggs breaking in place. - JDicus

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041812_kats_01 CP13-2-E-C Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 755 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/18/2012 4/25/2012 04/18/2012 - 4 eggs; male tending. - KAlberts
04/25/2012 - See following comment. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - Nest predated with the lining pulled up. - KAlberts

No

HOFI House Finch 041812_kats_02 CP78-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/18/2012 4/17/2012 04/17/2012 - Nest was found being built in the early morning by a pair of HOFI on top of the locking 
mechanism/sliding bar of the yellow pipe gate between the south end of the El Capitan Reservoir paved area and 
the dirt road that continues south to the Bauer property. Female HOFI was seen bring a Chaenactis flower into the 
housed lock area, and exiting without. Inspection revealed a nest in progress about 10% complete, with no eggs or 
young present, right on top of all the locks. The need for removal was immediate, as Project work was already 
underway and more work was on the way, all of which required accessing this gate, unlocking it, and moving the 
sliding bar, which would have immediately moved the nest out of place. Deterrent activity includes multiple trips 
through this gate on a daily basis by Sunrise and San Diego County Water personnel. The nest was photographed 
and removed by an avian biologist, following NBMMP stipulations. It is recommended that daily opening and 
closing of this gate continues to deter additional attempts. - KAlberts

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 041812_lton_01 GS-NF-25 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/18/2012 TBD 04/18/2012 - Pair seen flying to nest. No eggs in nest. Pair bonding activity observed; 1 feeding the other. - 
LThoreson
04/28/2012 - Nest appears completely lined. Adults both present near nest, but no eggs yet. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Adult observed on nest, then was off nest 20 minutes later after checking a nearby nest. Nest 
contains 4 eggs. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - No adults on nest but observed nearby. Did not look directly inside the nest, but could see at least 2 
eggs. - ELoveless
05/22/2012 - Nest contains at least 2 young naked nestlings, approximately 2-3 days old. Eyes closed and no trace 
of pin feather emergence on wings. - MKuehn

TBD

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 041812_vers_01 CP51-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/18/2012 4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - A pair of Cassin's Kingbirds was observed building a nest in structure CP51-2 during ongoing wire 
stringing activities. The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence on 
4/18/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape. Following 
concurrence, and in the presence of onsite biomonitor, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and 
removed the newly-initiated Cassin's Kingbird nest of dried mustard plant stalks and installed an approved "Daddy 
Long-legs" type deterrent on the end of the arm. At the time of removal (approximately 1045), the nest was 1% 
constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. Photos were taken of the removed nest material. - VEurs

No

CORA Common Raven 041812_vers_02 CP53-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/18/2012 4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed building a nest in structure CP53-1 during ongoing wire 
stringing activities. The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence on 
4/18/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape and "Daddy Long 
Legs" deterrents installed in previous 3 nest attempt locations. Following concurrence, and in the presence of the 
onsite biologist, 2 linemen were dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common 
Raven nest. Before the removal crew arrived, the CORA pair perched on the tower for a total of 30 minutes, 
calling and preening. They defended the tower from a RTHA, but did not bring more sticks to the nest. At the time 
of removal (approximately 15:00), the nest was 5% constructed, contained no eggs or nestlings, and the nest and 
nest area were  photographed. An approved nesting bird deterrent (another "Daddy Long-legs"), was 
subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed nest, as well as more mylar tape and another "Daddy 
Long-legs" in the bridge above. - VEurs

No
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HOFI House Finch 041912_ahll_01 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/19/2012 4/19/2012 04/19/2012 - Biomonitor found this House Finch nest under construction during the morning sweep and 
contacted an avian biologist, who approved the removal following the NBMMP, and based on description, nesting 
stage with no eggs or young present, location on needed equipment, and a picture. Streamer deterrents installed 
on crane. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting 
construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at 
the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. When the nest was removed, it was discovered to 
contain at least 1 broken egg with dried yolk present (more than 1 days dried). This piece of equipment has been 
used this week at least 1 day. It is unlikely that a predator reached this nest as the location was very hidden, and 
wind probably did not play a factor as the nest was well shielded from the elements, making natural failure 
unlikely. It is possible this nest went undetected and failed due to the equipment being moved, as the egg(s) could 
have broken during the recent crane use. This nest is from this season as indicated by fresh, green nesting 
materials and condition of the egg matter. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 041912_bald_01 Sycamore Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/19/2012 5/15/2012 04/19/2012 - Nest was discovered when the biologist was walking by the nest, and the female flushed from the 
nest while the avian biologist was 2 feet distant; 4 eggs on nest. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Adult female incubating on nest. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - Female flushed from nest at about 10 feet upon approach to examine phases draped over pile of 
tubing. Nest with several nestlings, exact number is uncertain. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Female flushed from nest at about 30 feet, stayed away while phase and static wires were removed 
by hand from where they had lain draped over the aluminum tubing pile after being lowered from above. 
Nestlings remain in nest, being brooded by adult female. Avian biologist decided to enter buffer with 2 SDG&E 
workers to remove this wire to preclude inadvertent tipping or jerking of nest tube during wire retrieval using 
truck wench. Avian biologist was not present and did not observe phase and static wire being lowered into 30-
foot buffer, and on top of and in direct contact with the aluminum tube that contains the nest. It is unclear why 
this occurred, a bio-monitor was presumably present during all of these activities. - BArnold
05/02/2012 - Female observed at nest. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Large nestlings observed shifting around inside nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Well-protected nest, slightly degraded with lots of scat, empty and indicative of recent fledging. - 
BArnold

Yes

CALT California Towhee 041912_elss_01 Gorka Gate Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 500 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/19/2012 5/16/2012 04/19/2012 - One CALT observed laying in nest. - ELoveless
04/23/2012 - CALT on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - CALT on nest for duration of 15 minutes observer was nearby. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - CALT on nest for duration of the observation. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - CALT carrying food to nest at 5-15 minute intervals. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest is empty and intact, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041912_elss_02 Gorka Gate Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 240 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/19/2012 4/25/2012 04/19/2012 - Nest complete with no eggs. Female entered the nest twice during 30-minute observation with no 
material. She stayed in the nest for 1-3 minutes at a time. - ELoveless
04/23/2012 - LEGO female on nest for duration of observation at 1505. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is complete, lined and empty. LEGO pair present and calling nearby, though not observed on 
nest. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest is aging. Although LEGO pair remain in area, they exhibit no association with this nest. - RRadd

No

SPTO Spotted Towhee 041912_elss_04 Gorka Gate Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 500 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/19/2012 5/18/2012 04/19/2012 - Female SPTO observed adding nesting material to nest. - ELoveless
04/23/2012 - No SPTO detections during 30 minute observation on cool gray day. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - No SPTO detections near this nest during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - No SPTO detected in area during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - SPTO pair make 3 trips with food to nest 1242, 1252, 1308. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest is no longer being fed, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041912_jdus_01 CP51-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 30 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/19/2012 4/25/2012 04/19/2012 - HOFI female stealing nest material from CAKI nest attempt in same tower (has now completely 
dismantled and removed all visible signs of CAKI nest attempt). 10 trips to HOFI nest with material were observed. 
- JDicus
04/25/2012 - Nest is gone. During 2 hours of observation, a pair of House Finches landed in different locations 
within the tower and appeared to be nest site selecting, but neither bird showed an affinity to the original nest 
location; nor were they observed carrying material to this spot. - MDicus

No

HOWR House Wren 041912_jdus_02 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 62 100 50 50 Fledged 4/19/2012 5/11/2012 04/19/2012 - Pair attends nest, entering multiple times. Male sings incessantly from nest tree. - JDicus
04/27/2012 - With the exception of a few minutes, 1 wren was in the nest cavity or perched within 15 feet for the 
30 minute observation period. In general, the male perched nearby singing and entered the nest on occasion to 
give the female food. The female entered and exited the nest, apparently foraging. At one point, the female had 
exited the nest, and a pair of HOFI landed near the cavity entrance. The male wren entered the cavity was able to 
keep the finches from entering. - VEurs
05/04/2012 - Both adults were observed making multiple trips into the nest cavity with food in a short period of 
time to feed their extremely vocal nestlings. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - Both adults were observed by the nest cavity as the sound of several wrens scolding was heard in 
nearby shrubs. The area around the cavity entrance is spotted with droppings, perhaps indicating that fledglings 
were perched there for a time. The female made about a dozen trips to remove nesting material from the cavity 
as the male sang energetically close by. The pair may attempt a second clutch. - VEurs

Yes
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WTKI White-tailed Kite 041912_lton_01 GS-NS-24 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/19/2012 TBD 04/19/2012 - Adult initially seen flying within the vicinity of the pine trees on the abandoned property to the 
north. The nest was identified during the potential raptor nesting detection portion of the survey. An adult was 
observed on the nest and did not leave when the avian biologist logged the location using a GPS device. - 
LThoreson
04/28/2012 - One adult on nest and another perched 100 feet away. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Adult remained on nest for entire 30 minute observation period, rising occasionally to tend nest 
contents. Second adult was not detected. Unsure if nest contains eggs still, or young nestlings. Adult was 
positioned low in nest. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Two nestlings observed in nest. One has juvenile plumage and is standing on the rim of the nest. 
The 2nd nestling was observed briefly and stayed low in the nest. No adults were observed. - ELoveless
05/22/2012 - A nestling can still be seen at the nest (appears in full juvenile plumage). - MKuehn

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 041912_rrdd_01 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/19/2012 TBD 04/19/2012 - BUSH making regular trips to nest which appears mostly complete. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - BUSH near nest was not observed entering nest on cool rainy day. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - No activity at this intact nest from 0900-0920. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - BUSH pair foraging away from nest visit after 30 minutes. Both enter, one stays, the other returns 
briefly after 5 minutes then departs and does not return, 0820. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest appears intact and well protected but no BUSH detected during 35 minutes of cool foggy 
weather from 0745-0820. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - No activity observed from 1335-1350. - RRadd

TBD

CALT California Towhee 041912_rrdd_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 75 75 Indeterminate 4/19/2012 4/30/2012 04/19/2012 - CALT at nest containing 2 eggs. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - CALT does not leave nest during 10 minute observation. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest empty, but CALT still agitated at presence of observer at edge of buffer. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest remains empty; CALT likely re-nesting outside the buffer. - RRadd

N/A

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041912_rrdd_03 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 26 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/19/2012 4/21/2012 04/19/2012 - LEGO pair attending nest with 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nest contains 1 egg. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is empty and falling apart. Presumed damaged by weather approximately 21 April. - RRadd

No

CATH California Thrasher 041912_rrdd_04 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Scrubs BMP installation/maintenance 100 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/19/2012 4/22/2012 04/19/2012 - CATH on nest appeared to be rotating eggs or interacting with nestlings - no food carry observed. - 
RRadd
04/23/2012 - CATH on nest at 1708. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is intact with some feces on the nest rim. Adult CATH perches above nest and sings 
intermittently for15  minutes. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 041912_sjon_01 EP70 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/19/2012 4/19/2012 04/19/2012 - Nest location was approximately 15 feet from A leg and 9 feet up in manzanita shrub. Nest was 
estimated to be approximately 10% complete. Nest location provided little protection from rotor wash. Because 
of the high potential for this nest to be negatively impacted by rotor wash from the sky crane while setting 
towers, it was removed at a very early stage of building (10%), with no eggs or young present following 
concurrence, per the NBMMP. Removal at this stage provides the nesting pair the chance to successfully build a 
nest away from the tower location, and allows critical construction activities to proceed without delay at this 
location. - SJohnston

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_ahll_01 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/20/2012 4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - Nest was found by biomonitor during morning sweeps, approximately 95% complete, with no eggs 
or young present. Streamer deterrents installed on crane and cavities were taped. Removal of nest was required 
based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction and the CAISO request for 
energization by June 1, such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for 
more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer 
reduction allowing for use of the crane, but rather, for removal. Nest was photographed and removed, per the 
NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/20/2012 4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - Well-built and well-placed nest with 5 eggs was discovered by a mechanic after he moved lift about 
50 feet to a new location to perform scheduled maintenance. Mechanic contacted the bio-monitor, who in turn 
contacted the avian biologist. The lift had been moved earlier in the morning, prior to the mechanic moving it. In 
addition, during the past week the lift had been used and moved several times by the SRPL new construction 
workers, and was available for use by O&M maintenance workers, who definitely used a lift during their 
maintenance activities, but it is unclear if this particular lift was the one that they used. It remains unclear when 
this nest was constructed and when the eggs were laid. House Finches lay 1 egg a day. They can build a nest in 1 
day, but given the well-built nature of this nest, it likely required 2 or more days to finish. As such, this nest can be 
as recently constructed as 7 days ago, or it could have been constructed up to 3 weeks ago. The lift was present 
inside the substation during this entire period. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_elss_01 CP95-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/20/2012 4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed carrying nesting material to the CP95 monopole about 12 
times throughout the day. The nest was less than 10% complete and no eggs were present. Bird deterrent tape is 
present within 6 inches of the nest. Construction at the tower may require work to take place at the nest site. 
Because the nest is located in a man-made Project structure that requires construction within the possible nest 
cycle, deterrents were present, and the birds are only in the beginning stages of nest building, the nest was 
removed from the structure, following NBMMP stipulations. The nest was photographed. - ELoveless

No
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HOFI House Finch 042012_hwey_01 EP34-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - tower erection 100 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/20/2012 5/4/2012 04/20/2012 - Male and female HOFIs adding nest material. Nest appears 80% complete. A close examination with 
mirror reveals no eggs inside. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - 2 hatchlings in nest, partially emerged from eggs.  Earliest expected fledging date is 5/9/12. - 
HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - Nest is pulled apart, with 2 broken eggshells remaining in nest. Nest closed due to predation. - 
HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_jdus_01 CP32-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/20/2012 4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - A new House Finch nest was detected inside the CP32-2 middle traveler on the west side of the 
tower 100 feet above ground level. The female House Finch made 9 trips to nest with material. Nest stage could 
not be determined from the ground, though active nest building suggested egg laying had not begun. A lineman 
was dispatched to the tower via helicopter skid transfer to verify nest contents while avian biologist remained to 
confirm status of nest per the NBMMP, given wire stringing occurring at the site. Nest contents were verified by a 
lineman on the tower before stringing of that phase commenced. Avian biologists may not climb a tower due to 
the required safety training and equipment. At 1225, the crew arrived at the tower. Avian biologist communicated 
the nest location and confirmed lineman was to check nest contents without disturbing traveler. At 1234 the 
lineman called down that the nest was empty and with concurrence from avian biologist, nest removal was 
completed. - JDicus

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 042012_rrdd_01 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows Grading 8 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/20/2012 4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - Clean empty nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest remains empty 1 day after severe weather. LASP activity on territory continues. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - No eggs were ever laid in this nest. - RRadd

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 042012_rrdd_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows Grading 49 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/20/2012 4/26/2012 04/20/2012 - Complete nest ready to receive first egg. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest remains empty 1 day after severe weather. LASP activity on territory continues. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - R. Radd reports that no eggs were ever laid in this nest. - KAlberts

No

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 042012_rrdd_03 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/20/2012 5/9/2012 04/20/2012 - CAKI pair carrying material to insulator mounting bracket. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - CAKI pair frequenting nest; no material carrying observed. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - CAKI continue to frequent and defend this location, but nest condition unknown. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - CAKI no longer present at tower, thus site apparently usurped by WEKI pair building new nest 
adjacent. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_rrdd_04 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/20/2012 TBD 04/20/2012 - HOFI on nest which appears complete and ready for an egg. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - HOFI incubation of 5 eggs continues. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest contains grey downy young at 1058. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Adult feeding large feathered young; anticipated to fledge 2-3 days. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042012_rrdd_05 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows Other 100 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/20/2012 5/20/2012 04/20/2012 - Nest with 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - HOFI attending hatched young at 1234. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI male feeding nestlings. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Small nestlings are feathered at 1054. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest is empty, presumed fledged. Juveniles observed away from nest. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042012_rrdd_06 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 10 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/20/2012 4/29/2012 04/20/2012 - HOFI bringing nest material. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - No changes at this nest. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is no longer present and is presumed lost to weather or nest material thievery. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_rrdd_07 CP64-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 32 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/20/2012 5/14/2012 04/20/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Changed species from Lark Sparrow to House Finch. Nest contains 3 eggs and 1 fresh-hatched 
nestling. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - HOFI continues to brood nestlings. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI on nest does not flush during brief observation. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest is empty with many feces on rim, suggests successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

PHAI Phainopepla 042012_rrdd_08 CP65-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 200 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/20/2012 4/30/2012 04/20/2012 - Nest is 50% built with male PHAI adding material at 1310. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest appears complete; PHAI male chases female away at observer approach. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest has fallen sideways, presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

BCHU Black-chinned Hummingbird 042012_rrdd_09 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/20/2012 TBD 04/20/2012 - Female BCHU bringing Platanus racemosa fuzz to nest 50% complete. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - BCHU lying intermittently on complete nest. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Female on nest at 0704 does not flush. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - Female comes to nest and stays at 1722. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Female BCHU comes to nest (after 20 minutes away) and settles at 1604, does not feed young. - 
RRadd
05/22/2012 - BCHU female perched near nest. Nest appears full, but observation terminated when dive-bombed 
by female COHA from adjacent nest. Nestling presence presumed. - RRadd

TBD
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BUSH Bushtit 042012_vers_01 CP32-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 130 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/20/2012 5/19/2012 04/20/2012 - While monitoring a nearby nest, the biologist observed a Bushtit pair foraging in the area, returning 
to a particular shrub. Upon examining the shrub, a complete nest was found. The male brought a small insect into 
the nest, presumably for the female, as no sounds of nestlings were heard emanating from the nest. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - Adults observed making numerous trips with food material. Nestling begging calls could be heard 
when adults arrived. - GHuffman
05/05/2012 - The nestlings could be heard vocalizing as an adult brought food into the nest. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - No Bushtits approached the nest during 35 minutes of observation, but they were detected flying 
about the surrounding habitat. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - There is no sign of the nest in the nest shrub. This nest with young may have failed due to natural 
causes or may have fledged between 5-5 and 5-12. - VEurs

N/A

HOFI House Finch 042112_ghan_01 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 30 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/21/2012 04/21/2012 - Discovered nest while performing transects between pull site and tower. Nest was vacant for 
approximately 10 minutes and then observed female HOFI on nest. Contents of nest not visible from any vantage 
point but due to duration of female on nest it can be concluded that she is incubating. Buffer signs installed and 
trail staked from pull site to tower to clarify boundary. - GHuffman
04/28/2012 - Shortly after the start of the observation period, the HOFI pair arrived at the nest. The female 
perched at the edge for a few minutes and eventually settled in the nest, where she remained for 15+ minutes. 
The male was often perched nearby, singing and chasing off other male HOFI's, though he appeared less 
concerned about nearby LEGO's. The male and female exchanged chirping calls. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - Female on the nest during observations. Male perched briefly in the nest shrub to sing. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - No HOFI activity detected in the vicinity of the nest during 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - The nest is completely gone from the nest shrub; there is no sign of it. This nest with eggs or young 
failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 042112_hwey_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/21/2012 4/21/2012 04/21/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed bringing nesting material to tower at 1630 on 4/20/12 by 
biologist R. Haller. Nest building continued on the morning of 4/21/12, with the pair consistently making trips 
with nest material while workers and vehicles were directly beneath the nest. Nest is located in a pocket of bird 
deterrent netting at the top of the tower shroud, about 25 feet off the ground. The nest was examined and found 
to be 50% complete with no eggs or young. Nest removal was conducted per the NBMMP to allow for needed 
cable testing work requiring access to the shroud. - HWinfrey

No

BLPH Black Phoebe 042112_jpki_01 TL 6915/6924-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - Adults observed entering culvert with nesting material after which partially completed (60%) nest 
was found. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Both adults seen perching in vegetation outside the culvert. Male and female both observed 1 time 
with nest material that they eventually carried into the culvert. The phoebes were sensitive to the biologist's 
presence, even when the biologist was 20 feet away above and behind the culvert opening. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - After 30 minutes of no activity, the biologist climbed down to look at the nest. The nest is complete 
and now lined with grass, but no eggs were seen. No phoebes were detected. When checking a nearby nest on 3 
May, a male phoebe was observed perched on the access gate. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - The female was perched on the access gate post as the biologist arrived. Once the biologist was in 
position to observe the culvert opening, a phoebe flew inside. It left a few minutes later, and the biologist used 
this opportunity to climb down and look in at the nest. The nest now contains at least 2 white eggs, visible over 
the rim of the nest cup. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - The male phoebe was perched on vegetation above the culvert entrance. He flew off after a few 
minutes and was not seen for the rest of the observation period. The female was not observed. The biologist 
carefully approached the entrance to the culvert and looked inside. The female was not in the culvert, but at least 
3 perhaps 4, eggs are visible in the nest. - VEurs

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042112_jpki_02 TL 6924 69kv Tie Line Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 130 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 4/28/2012 04/21/2012 - Female observed on nest with male in vicinity of nest shrub. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Absolutely no sign of the nest in the mulefat shrub. No LEGO activity in the area after 20 minutes of 
observation. Assume this nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes, either because of recent bad 
weather or predation. - VEurs

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 042112_jpki_03 TL 6915/6924 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 45 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/21/2012 5/3/2012 04/21/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to nest within cavity on several occasions. Nestlings also heard 
begging within cavity while adult was present. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Both adults eventually observed bringing food to nestlings within the cavity (at first it was difficult 
to tell if it was 1 adult bringing food, but both were ultimately seen at the cavity at the same time). Nestlings were 
very vocal. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - After 45 minutes of observation, no Bewick's Wrens were detected approaching the nest cavity, 
although a wren was heard briefly scolding downslope. Given the high amount of activity on 28 April and the lack 
of activity on 3 May, it seems very likely the nestlings fledged between these nest checks. The nestlings were very 
loud and of an unknown age at the last visit, so it is very feasible the young have successfully fledged. No 
fledglings were observed, but the dense nature and fairly steep topography make it hard to detect them. This nest 
is now closed and presumed fledged. - VEurs

Yes
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BUSH Bushtit 042112_jpki_04 TL 6924 69kV Tie Line Chaparrals Traffic 17 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/19/2012 04/21/2012 - Adult foraging in vicinity of nest after which it entered complete nest and remained inside for at 
least 10 minutes. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Both adults were foraging at start of observation period. 1 adult entered the nest and remained 
there through the end of observations (another 15 minutes). The second adult visited the nest on 2 occasions, but 
the biologist couldn't tell if it was carrying food. No nestlings heard. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - 1 Bushtit made 2 visits to the nest with material after about 10 minutes of observation. After 
another 5-10 minutes, a Bushtit emerged from the nest as the first bird arrived. They both made several trips in 
quick succession carrying what appeared to be more nesting material. No nestlings were heard vocalizing when an 
adult entered the nest. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - During approximately 15 minutes of observation, both adults made several trips into the nest with 
food. The faint sounds of several begging nestlings were detected. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - 15 minutes of no BUSH activity, coupled with a suspicious-looking nest, prompted the biologist to 
approach the nest directly. The nest has a hole in the bottom, and the contents are completely gone. It is like 
looking through a tube. This nest with young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 042112_ltiw_01 EP140-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/7/2012 04/21/2012 - Bushtits were detected in the area during nest survey. Nest was found and appears complete but 
looks small. A female entered  the nest for about 2 minutes, then exited nest. Pair was not disturbed by the 
helicopter flyover or avian biologist observing 10 feet nearby. - LTymkiw
04/30/2012 - Nest looks complete, and 1 Bushtit is perched 8 feet away as if quietly watching over nest, 
territorially. - PKonrad
05/07/2012 - Nest has been predated, torn out of scrub oak and carried away with only the very top of the nest 
left in place. No sign of adults, nestlings, eggs or eggshells in area - closed. - PKonrad

No

CORA Common Raven 042112_mdus_01 CP16-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - A monitor reported a pair of Common Ravens constructing a nest in the top of structure CP16-1. 
The nest is 90-100% constructed. - MDicus
04/28/2012 - The nest appears to be fully constructed and now has fluffy, white lining. 1 raven flew up and 
perched near the nest as the biologist was driving up access road CP16-1-E-A. The second raven was on the nest. 
The biologist stopped at the junction of the access road leading to the tower. The ravens flew from the tower 
shortly after the biologist arrived and soared around the area, calling to each other. They returned within 10 
minutes, 1 settling on the nest and the other perching in the tower below. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - Ravens were not in sight upon biologist's arrival near the nest. After about 10 minutes, a single 
raven flew into view and landed on the tower. It perched at various places on the tower before flying off again. It 
was soon joined by a second raven and the pair flew around the area, briefly performing a synchronous display. 
They eventually landed on the tower, where a short begging display took place. The presumed female then flew 
out of sight for at least 15 minutes, while the male perched above the nest. A small group of ravens flew into the 
area, and the male left the tower to chase them off. He was joined by the female. The other ravens soon left and 
one of the pair returned to perch above the nest. No raven was on the nest during 45+ minutes of observation, 
until the biologist backed up to leave the area. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - As the biologist approached the area on foot, 1 raven was flying along the access road and the 
second was perched on the tower beside the nest. When the biologist settled down in a strategic viewing spot, 
the raven left the tower. The pair spent the next 90 minutes on the wing, soaring in and out of view, sometimes 
calling to each other. 1 raven perched in the lower portion of the tower for about 2 minutes before taking off 
again. No raven ever settled on the nest, but the warm afternoon temperature may have made incubating 
unnecessary. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - A raven was on the nest as the biologist arrived in the area. It left the nest about 3 minutes later and 
began flying around the area. It chased off a second raven (not its mate, identifiable because of feather molt) that 
landed in the tower below the nest. The mate arrived soon after, and the pair soared around the area, once 
chasing off a Red-tailed Hawk. Neither raven had returned to the nest by the time the biologist left the area. - 
VEurs

TBD

WREN Wrentit 042112_mkhn_02 EP79-E Road Area Chaparrals Other 75 100 75 75 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/4/2012 04/21/2012 - Both adults observed carrying nesting material to nest with biologist crouching, but in plain sight 7 
feet away. Nest approximately 40% complete. Base of nest complete and starting to form rim. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Nest contains 4 pale blue eggs. An adult was near, but not seen on nest. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Nest is empty and contained eggs 6 days ago, indicating likely predation. No eggshells in nest or on 
ground below. A newly begun WREN nest was found today 80 feet from this nest, likely belonging to the same 
pair. - MKuehn

No

WREN Wrentit 042112_mkhn_03 EP101-2-PS-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 58 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/3/2012 04/21/2012 - Adult heard giving low rattling call in vicinity. When area was searched, adult flew from nest when 
biologist was 2 feet away, revealing location of nest. Nest contains 4 pale blue immaculate eggs, which appear 
fresh when lit by sunlight. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Adult seen on nest from 20 feet away. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - Nest is intact but empty. Nest still contained eggs 6 days ago and nestlings normally are fed for 14 
days before fledging, indicating nest has failed prior to fledging young. No eggshell fragments or nestling remains 
found in or below nest. - MKuehn

No
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BLPH Black Phoebe 042112_mkhn_04 EP79-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 12 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/21/2012 4/27/2012 04/21/2012 - Female observed collecting material 350 feet away this morning, and flying in this direction. This 
afternoon, when nest was located, she was observed carrying fine materials to nest and placing them. Nest is just 
begun (<5% complete). - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Very little new nesting material has been added. This nest site appears to have been abandoned 
before completion of building. An adult was observed carrying nesting material to a shed across the road to the 
south on private property, and more than 100 feet from the access road. - MKuehn

No

CATH California Thrasher 042112_mkhn_05 EP79-E-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 12 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/17/2012 04/21/2012 - Both adults visited nest with biologist standing 12 feet away on edge of access road. At least 1 adult 
carried nesting material in bill and placed it in nest. Nest is 30% complete, with base of twigs and bark strips 
mostly formed. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Adult stayed tight on nest, presumed to be incubating eggs, but contents were not checked. - 
MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Adult was not on nest. Nest contains 2-3 eggs only. No nestlings present. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Adult on nest. Did not check contents. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Nest empty, no eggshells on ground. No thrashers observed near the nest, but heard 2 thrashers 
calling 150 or more feet away. - ELoveless
05/17/2012 - Nest closed and signs for buffer removed. This nest contained eggs on 5/10 and was empty on 5/16, 
which is too soon to have successfully fledged young. Likely predated. - MKuehn

No

HOOR Hooded Oriole 042112_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - HOOR female constructing new nest of palm fiber 0815. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOOR pair observed gathering fiber from nearby Canary palm, nest approximately 25% complete. - 
RRadd
05/02/2012 - Female HOOR continues to pull fibers from adjacent Washingtonia and add to this nest, which 
appears substantially complete. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOOR female on nest for duration of 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Female departs nest at 0736 to forage. - RRadd

TBD

HOWR House Wren 042112_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - HOWR carrying material to cavity. - RRadd
04/29/2012 - HOWR singing adjacent not observed to enter during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOWR singing at entrance and entering briefly at 0945 does not carry any items. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOWR pair feeding nest at short intervals, male makes 3 trips for each 1 by female. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - HOWR pair bringing food to nest at 2 minute intervals from 0745-0757, male makes 3 trips for each 
by female. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042112_rrdd_03 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 3 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/21/2012 5/16/2012 04/21/2012 - LEGO female building nest approximately 70% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Female LEGO on nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - LEGO on nest at 0940. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - LEGO pair feeding nest, 0840. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - No activity at nest, juveniles being fed elsewhere may be from here. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042112_rrdd_04 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 15 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/21/2012 4/26/2012 04/21/2012 - Female ANHU working on nest approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest has fallen. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042112_rrdd_05 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 30 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/21/2012 5/17/2012 04/21/2012 - HOFI pair at complete nest lacking eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOFI goes to nest containing 3 eggs at 1535. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOFI to nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOFI on nest at 1224 does not flush. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOFI active at nest containing 2 small young and 2 unhatched eggs. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Nest is empty and presumed fledged, based on monitoring chronology. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042112_rrdd_06 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/21/2012 5/2/2012 04/21/2012 - Large grass nest appears complete and ready for eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No changes at this nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest has not changed and no birds are associating with it, indicating abandonment. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042112_rrdd_07 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - HOFI pair building nest on fence; approximately 20% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest is 25% complete. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest is only marginally advanced, but strident HOFI pair are present and active a few feet from the 
nest. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOFI active at 2 nests 6 feet apart within the buffer; unclear if both are active, will continue to 
monitor before logging new nest. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs at 1555. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042112_rrdd_08 GS-NF-10 Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 6 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/21/2012 5/13/2012 04/21/2012 - LEGO pair making multiple trips - female building nest approximately 60% complete, - RRadd
04/28/2012 - LEGO active in nest at 1006. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - LEGO making trips to nest at intervals that suggest nestlings are being fed. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - LEGO male feeding fledglings with female accompanying at 1415. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest is empty, and on basis of previous observations; presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042112_rrdd_09 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/21/2012 4/26/2012 04/21/2012 - ANHU female making infrequent trips off nest shows no indications of hatched young between 1455 
- 1515. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - Nest has fallen. Presumed lost to severe weather 2 days ago. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 042112_rrdd_10 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 34 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/14/2012 04/21/2012 - BUSH carrying materials to nest which is approximately 30% complete. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - BUSH pair making infrequent trips to nest 0908. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Solo BUSH checks in near nest without entering at 1710. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - No BUSH activity observed at this nest during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest appears damaged and no BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042112_vers_01 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - A female Anna's Hummingbird was seen with nesting material. The biologist saw it land in branches 
a sort distance away and discovered a nest approximately 85% complete. She added spider webs and small 
feathers and used her body to shape the cup. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - The female hummingbird spent most of the observation period on the nest, occasionally leaving for 
a few minutes at a time to forage. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - Female on nest, holding tight in the wind. She spent most of the 30-minute observation period on 
the nest, leaving twice, most likely to forage. Upon returning, she settled on the nest immediately, suggesting it 
still contains eggs (not nestlings). - VEurs
05/12/2012 - Female spent equal time off the nest foraging and on the nest incubating. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - The female was not on the nest at the start of observations. She returned after approximately 15 
minutes. She perched on the edge of the nest and bent down to feed nestlings. It seems there are 2 nestlings, 
which she ultimately settled down on in the strong wind. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042312_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/23/2012 TBD 04/23/2012 - Nest with 5 eggs, in same location as 2011 nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Nest with 3 nestlings and 2 eggs. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Nestlings in nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Nestlings in nest. Adult HOFI attending. - BArnold

TBD

NUWO Nuttall's Woodpecker 042312_hwey_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 18 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/23/2012 5/21/2012 04/23/2012 - At 1148, male brings food to nest cavity, apparently for egg-laying female, who leaves nest cavity at 
1204. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Male observed entering nest cavity at 1018 and remaining inside. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Male was observed entering nest cavity at 0958. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - 1 well-developed nestling was observed peering from the cavity between 10:14 and 10:25. The adult 
male NUWO was observed bringing food to the nestling at 10:22, briefly entering the cavity and leaving. - MDicus
05/21/2012 - No activity at cavity entrance from 1232 to 1302. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042312_jdus_01 CP50-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/23/2012 5/14/2012 04/23/2012 - Pair makes 8 trips to 50% constructed nest in 1/2 hour female with material, actively nest building 
while male sings nearby. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Nest looks complete. Female arrived shortly after the start of observations and settled briefly on the 
nest before flying off again. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - The finch pair was near the nest upon the biologist's arrival, but soon flew off. They returned after 
30+ minutes and perched on the tower, where they briefly copulated. The female eventually settled back on the 
nest. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - A complete nest (no eggs) was found on the ground below the tower. No new nesting material was 
in its place, though several pairs of finches were observed perched on and singing from the tower. - LTymkiw

No

PHAI Phainopepla 042312_jdus_02 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 71 100 50 50 Fledged 4/23/2012 5/1/2012 04/23/2012 - Female feeds at least 2 large nestlings. - JDicus
05/01/2012 - No nestlings were on the nest upon biologist's arrival. At least 1 fledged PHAI (with yellow at the 
base of its bill) was observed about 30 feet from the nest. This nest has fledged successfully. - VEurs

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042312_jdus_03 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/23/2012 TBD 04/23/2012 - Female remains on nest during cloudy, drizzly day. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Male fed female, then female went to lay on nest. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Female nest incubating/brooding. Male briefly perched below nest in shrub, singing. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - Male HOFI perched on the edge of the nest to feed nestlings at 1640. - VEurs
05/22/2012 - The head of 1 nestling was visible above the edge of the nest, moving about slightly. - VEurs

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042312_jpki_01 69kV Tie line Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Traffic 8 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/23/2012 4/28/2012 04/23/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to nest; nestlings heard begging from nest when adults present. - 
JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - After 40 minutes of observation, no Bushtits were detected anywhere in the area and none 
approached the nest. The nest is in excellent condition, with no signs of damage. The nest contained nestlings of 
unknown age when first recorded, so it seems likely that this nest fledged successfully, although no fledglings 
were detected around the nest. - VEurs

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 042312_lton_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/23/2012 4/23/2012 04/23/2012 - Two House Finch nests were identified within 20 feet of each other in the same location, but on 2 
different vehicles. 1 adult House Finch male was perched near both nests; no pair was observed this morning, and 
the adult House Finch did not bring material to this nest. Monitor had been observing nest for over an hour this 
morning. Nest was less than 2% complete. Deterrents in place included: mylar ribbons and many taped-off 
potential cavities. This nest was removed because it is located on a piece of equipment required for testing work 
and was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing use of equipment. Although no bird was seen at the nest, 
the nest is size and composition of a House Finch nest and many finches were within the vicinity. Nest was 
removed per the NBMMP. No eggs or young were present. - LThoreson

No

HOFI House Finch 042312_lton_02 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/23/2012 4/23/2012 04/23/2012 - Two House Finch nests were identified within 20 feet of each other in the same location, but on 2 
different vehicles. 1 adult House Finch male was perched near both nests; no pair was observed this morning, and 
the adult House Finch did not bring material to this nest. Pair was reported nest building on previous day by M. 
Kuehn. Monitor had been observing nest for over an hour this morning. Nest was less than 10% complete. 
Deterrents in place included: mylar ribbons and many taped-off potential cavities. This nest was removed because 
it was located on a piece of equipment required for testing work and was not a candidate for a buffer reduction 
allowing use of equipment. Nest was removed per the NBMMP. No eggs or young were present. - LThoreson

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042312_lton_03 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 30 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/23/2012 4/30/2012 04/23/2012 - Pair observed defending nest area and going to nest area. Nest is somewhat lop-sided and appears 
to be 70% complete. Male LEGO foraging spider webs 20 feet from nest. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Nest appears to have been destroyed. - LTymkiw

No

PHAI Phainopepla 042312_lton_04 CP49 Temp work Area Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/23/2012 TBD 04/23/2012 - Pair observed near nest. Male seen stealing nesting material from active Bushtit nest. Male visited 
nest multiple times during 30 minute period. - LThoreson
05/01/2012 - Male PHAI on nest, incubating. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - Male and female alternate incubating on nest. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good condition, and 
adult PHAI's were detected in the surrounding habitat. - VEurs
05/22/2012 - The nest appears to be in good condition, but no PHAI activity observed near the nest during 30 
minutes of observation. - VEurs

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042312_lton_05 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 5 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/23/2012 5/14/2012 04/23/2012 - Nest appears complete; however one Bushtit was observed flying to the nest with nesting material 
(feathers), likely for lining. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - No activity after 30 minutes of observation. Lots of Bushtit activity in the surrounding habitat, but 
none associated with the nest. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - No Bushtit activity at the nest after 30 minutes of observation, although Bushtits were detected in 
the surrounding habitat. The nest appears to be in good condition. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - No Bushtits were observed at or near the nest in 45 minutes of observation today, nor have any 
been observed during the past 2 nest checks. Some were heard distantly to the south and west. The nest itself 
looks thin and poorly maintained. It is not known if this nest ever contained eggs or young. - LTymkiw

N/A

LBVI Least Bell's Vireo 042312_tcer_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 310 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/23/2012 5/8/2012 04/23/2012 - Adults building nest, approximately 60% complete. - TCooper
04/24/2012 - Female observed periodically adding willow down to sides of nest. Nest about 70% complete. Still 
skeletal on sides and needs lining. - TCooper
04/25/2012 - The pair was observed energetically building throughout the observation period; the nest appears 
perhaps 85% complete. Nest building was conducted by the female, followed closely by the male who inspected 
the nest periodically and sang sporadically throughout the day (singing 1-2 phrases perhaps only 3-5 times 
per/hour). Nest building sessions lasted 30-60 minutes adding material every 2-5 minutes on average, followed by 
15-30 minute periods of inactivity when the pair was presumably foraging. The pair remained in the nesting area 
and west of the nest location throughout the monitoring period. The pair was observed actively building during 
the short period of helicopter activity. Nest was observed from a rock outcrop 40 feet from the nest which 
provides a natural blind, adults appeared to be behaving normally, and did not show any signs of agitation toward 
the avian biologist. - TCooper
04/26/2012 - The female LBVI was observed frequently bringing material and adding it to the nest, then biologist 
arrived. The nest appears nearly complete, and the female was observed bringing only plant down and lining the 
nest. The male remained in the area, following the female and singing infrequently, occasionally inspecting the 
nest. The pair remained in the nesting area and west of the nest location throughout the monitoring period. The 
nest was observed from a rock outcrop 40 feet from the nest which provides a natural blind, adults appeared to 
be behaving normally, and did not show any signs of agitation toward the avian biologist. - TCooper
04/27/2012 - When first observed, the nest appeared fairly wet from the previous night’s rain. The nest appears 
nearly complete and the female was observed adding material to the nest or otherwise making small repairs 
thought the observation period. The female was observed adding thin threads of plant material and willow down 
to interior of the nest, as well as on several occasions rounding out and smoothing the interior of the nest with 
her body. The male was observed regularly following the female and singing frequently, occasionally inspecting 
the nest. The pair remained in the nesting area and west of the nest location throughout the monitoring period. 
Frequency of nest visits was fairly regular, similar to that observed on 4/25. The pair continued to nesting 
activates until the last observation of the pair at approximately 1710 and not observed from that time until 
biologist left the territory at 1815. The nest was observed from a rock outcrop 40 feet from the nest which 
provides a natural blind; adults appeared to be behaving normally, and did not show any signs of agitation toward 
the avian biologist. - TCooper
04/28/2012 - The LBVI pair was observed within the western portion of the territory, west of the nest. The male 
was observed singing frequently, and the female was observed to make approximately 15 visits to the nest, each 
time adding small amounts of plant down and one feather to the interior of the nest. - TCooper
04/30/2012 - The male LBVI was observed on the nest when the monitoring biologist arrived. The male remained 
on the nest  singing periodically for approximately 45 minutes  The male left the nest at 0930  at which time the 

No
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BUSH Bushtit 042312_vnik_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 95 100 93 93 Nest did not reach active stage 4/23/2012 5/1/2012 04/23/2012 - Observed pair making several trips to nest. - VNovik
05/01/2012 - Nest torn apart. Portion of nest on ground, likely depredation event. No eggshell fragments visible 
on ground below nest. Nest closed. - VNovik

No

BUSH Bushtit 042312_vnik_02 GS-USFS-6 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/23/2012 5/21/2012 04/23/2012 - R. Richardson reported Bushtit nest. Observed birds carrying material to nest, which is nearly 
complete. Bushtits were observed making several trips to the nest while ESA signs were installed. - VNovik
05/02/2012 - Nest looks complete and in good shape, but no Bushtits were observed or heard at the nest or in 
the area during a 30 minute observation period. The Bushtits could be egg laying or incubating and therefore not 
active at the nest site very often. - PKonrad
05/08/2012 - Nest is in good shape, and the adult Bushtits are bringing food to the nest at 3 to 5 minute intervals. 
Once, 1 adult appeared to transfer food to the other adult, and that Bushtit took the food to nestlings in the nest. 
The lack of activity noted last week was probably because the Bushtits were incubating. - PKonrad
05/18/2012 - Bushtits are making feeding visits to the nest at a rate of every 2 to 3 minutes. - PKonrad
05/21/2012 - No Bushtits observed during 25 minute observation period, although nest in good condition. 
Judging from very active feeding activities by adults at nest during observations 3 days ago, and no activity today, 
the nestlings probably fledged during the past day or 2, and the family group has moved out of the area - closed. - 
PKonrad

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042412_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - One egg present in nest. Observed male singing nearby while female went to nest briefly, then both 
flew away. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Avian biologist stopped at 40 feet from nest, where there is line of sight between the nest and 
construction activities, and the bird flew off from nest. This was the second instance this had happened when a 
person was standing 35-40 feet from nest. Once female was out of sight from nest, the avian biologist was able to 
check nest and saw 2 eggs present. - AHill
05/01/2012 - Female incubating full time. - AHill
05/07/2012 - Female is continuing to incubate. - AHill
05/08/2012 - Female incubating. Anticipated hatching date is between May 9-11. - AHill
05/11/2012 - Female brooding 4 hatchlings that are less than 1 day post-hatch. - AHill
05/14/2012 - Observed female feeding nestlings, male nearby. - AHill
05/16/2012 - Parents actively feeding nestlings, and female brooding periodically. Anticipated fledge date is 
between May 24-26, 2012. - AHill
05/17/2012 - Five nestlings present. - AHill
05/19/2012 - Nest contains 5 nestlings. - AHill
05/21/2012 - Five nestlings present. - AHill

TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 042412_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/24/2012 4/25/2012 04/24/2012 - Pair is actively building, nest is 40% as of 1400. Nest cup is see through, no lining present, no young 
or eggs present. Nest has been submitted for removal, results are pending. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Pair was observed bringing in nesting material actively this morning at 0700 to their nest which was 
approximately 50% complete. No eggs or nestlings were present in nest. Removal of nest was required based on 
potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts 
relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the steel area during the anticipated nest cycle. 
Deterrents present included ongoing construction yard work such as skycrane operations, steel assembly and 
vehicle traffic. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the steel. Nest was removed 
following requirements outlined in the NBMMP with no eggs or young present. - AHill

No

BUSH Bushtit 042412_ahll_03 EP67 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Grading 100 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/24/2012 5/15/2012 04/24/2012 - Bushtit pair is actively bringing lining material to nest. Nest appears complete. - AHill
05/01/2012 - No Bushtits observed near large nest, but egg laying or incubation may be under way, during which 
the adults may be out of sight, inside the nest or out of the area. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Nest appears to be in good condition, but no Bushtits were observed in the area or at the nest. This 
may be the result of behavior related to incubation, or it could indicate the site has been abandoned. Future 
observations will reveal the status of the nest. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard today, none observed since 4/24/2011. Nest looks good, but it 
appears this nest has been abandoned, and there is no indication that an egg was ever laid, although this point is 
extremely hard to prove one way or another - closed. - PKonrad

N/A

HOFI House Finch 042412_ahll_04 EP67 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/24/2012 4/24/2012 04/24/2012 - Nest was found by avian biologist at 1600. Nest appeared to be 60% complete, and pair was seen 
visiting nest and singing on equipment. Streamer deterrents were installed on the crane. Removal of nest was 
required based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower 
assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment 
during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. 
Nest was removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. No eggs or young were present. - AHill

No

CALT California Towhee 042412_fhan_01 EP11-3-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 22 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/24/2012 5/21/2012 04/24/2012 - 2 blue eggs with brown speckles. Adult incubating. - FHoffman
05/01/2012 - Female on nest at 0613, contains 4 eggs. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Female on nest at 0705. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - 3 fluffy nestlings visible in nest. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - Nest is empty, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes
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LASP Lark Sparrow 042412_hwey_01 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE2

Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - LASP observed bringing small twigs to nest at 0915. Nest appears 10% complete. - HWinfrey
05/01/2012 - Nest contains 2 cream-colored eggs with brownish streaking. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - LASP was on nest at 0726. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Three nestlings being attended by adult. - BArnold
05/18/2012 - 2 nestlings visible, appearing 5-6 days old. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - Nestlings still present. - BArnold
05/22/2012 - At least 3 nestlings in nest. - BArnold

TBD

AMCR American Crow 042412_hwey_02 Alpine Underground Ductbank Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 16 100 100 100 Fledged 4/24/2012 4/25/2012 04/24/2012 - Nest is empty. Fledgling AMCR perched 30 feet above nest being fed by adults at 1205. - HWinfrey
04/25/2012 - No activity at nest and no AMCR observed in area. Fledgling has left area, nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOWR House Wren 042412_jdus_01 CP54-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 50 50 Fledged 4/24/2012 5/21/2012 04/24/2012 - Adult enters stealthily from poison oak thicket below without vocalizing. Remains inside cavity for 
18 minutes, entering again after 10 minutes of foraging without material or visible food item carried, not to 
emerge again for additional 15 minutes observation. Presume nesting stage to be incubating based on these 
observations. - JDicus
05/07/2012 - HOWR feeding nest at 1308, 1312 and 1314. Female pursues male a short distance from the nest for 
food. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - HOWR carrying food to nest at 5-10 minute intervals from 1001-1024. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Young being fed away from nest. Male singing at cavity suggests new clutch being initiated. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042412_lgan_01 CP84 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed carrying nesting material to Leg D of CP84. The pair continued 
to build, undisturbed, while the biologist logged the nest and setup buffer signs for a 30-foot buffer and no 
climbing on tower. - LGorman
05/05/2012 - HOFI making intermittent visits to nest in late afternoon. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - 1:30pm-2:45pm:  Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter 
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately 
10 minutes to conduct hydro-mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to be mulched by spraying 
from outside stakes. No activity observed at nest. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - Female HOFI in nest at 1136. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042412_lgan_02 CP74-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - A House Finch pair was observed building a nest approximately 80 feet high in Leg B of Tower CP74-
2. Nest material visible from below appeared to be at least 60% complete. The pair continued to build while the 
biologist logged the nest and installed 30-foot buffer/no climbing up tower signs. - LGorman
05/07/2012 - Pair visits nest briefly on 2 occasions, once with female adding finer bits of material and laying down 
on nest, shuffling down into the cup and immediately hopping back onto rim of nest. Appears to be putting on 
the finishing touches of nest construction and lining the nest. - JDicus
05/18/2012 - No HOFI detected at this nest during 1-hour observation. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - No HOFI detected at this structure during 40-minute observation. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042412_ltiw_01 TL 6924 - 171687 69kV Structure Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed carrying lining material several times to a nest that appears 
complete. - LTymkiw
05/03/2012 - No activity observed during 10 minute period. - BArnold
05/10/2012 - No Bushtits directly approached the nest after 30 minutes of observation. However, a pair of 
Bushtits spent the majority of time foraging in nearby shrubs. Although the biologist did not see them copulate, 
they were displaying courtship behavior and remained quite close to one another. The nest looks complete and is 
in excellent condition. It is likely the pair has reached the egg-laying stage. - VEurs
05/17/2012 - No activity detected at the nest after 40 minutes of observation. After about 30 minutes, some 
Bushtits were detected moving about the vegetation 20-50 feet from the nest. - VEurs

TBD

CALT California Towhee 042412_ltiw_02 69kV-E Road Area Chaparrals Other 75 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/24/2012 5/14/2012 04/24/2012 - A pair of California Towhees was observed visiting a nest with 2 eggs. - LTymkiw
05/03/2012 - Nest with 2 eggs. - BArnold
05/14/2012 - The nest is perfectly intact but no longer contains eggs or young. This nest with eggs or young failed 
due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

WREN Wrentit 042412_ltiw_03 TL 6924 - Z101797 69kV Structure Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/24/2012 5/10/2012 04/24/2012 - A pair of Wrentits was observed visiting a complete nest with 4 pale blue eggs. - LTymkiw
05/03/2012 - Nest with 4 eggs, in Xylococcus bicolor (mission manzanita). Flushed from nest at 2 feet. - BArnold
05/10/2012 - The nest is intact but the lining is mussed and the eggs are gone. This nest with eggs or young failed 
due to natural causes. - VEurs

No
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AMKE American Kestrel 042412_mdus_01 CP23-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - On 04/22/12, biomonitor A. Steyers reported observing a female AMKE briefly entering the lowest 
arm of the 69kV monopole before joining a male and leaving the area. On 04/24/12 the avian biologist observed 
the AMKE pair chasing a pair of Red-tailed Hawks from structure CP23, after which the female AMKE entered the 
lowest arm of the 69kV pole and did not emerge for 25 minutes. During this time, the male hunted and perched 
on a nearby wire. The female emerged from the cavity at 1318 and the pair left the nest vicinity. They returned at 
approximately 1600, the female vocalizing and the male diving at the Red-tailed Hawk perched in CP23. - MDicus
05/01/2012 - No AMKE activity during 90+ minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - At approximately 1610, after 80 minutes of observation, the female kestrel exited the nest cavity. 
She flew to the transmission wires to the west of the monopole, where she perched and then defecated. She 
remained on the wire, preening and fluffing her feathers, until a Red-tailed Hawk soared by. She briefly gave 
chase, vocalizing, but soon returned to the wire. She re-entered the nest cavity at about 1620. The male kestrel 
was not observed. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - Both adults were seen as the biologist arrived near the nest cavity. The female was holding a lizard, 
which she consumed before flying into the nest cavity. The male perched on a transmission wire near the cavity 
before flying off to the east. He eventually returned carrying a small bird. In response to his calls, the female 
exited the nest cavity and took the bird from him. She perched on a wire away from the nest, consumed the bird, 
and the pair flew off. - VEurs
05/22/2012 - The female was observed soon after the start of observations, moving in and out of view as she 
hunted. She eventually entered the nest cavity. The male arrived carrying food, calling for the female. She exited 
the cavity, took the food from him and took it into the cavity. She soon exited and flew out of sight. The male 
returned about 20 minutes later with another lizard. The female flew into view, took the lizard and again carried it 
into the cavity. She exited almost immediately and flew out of view as the male remained perched on a 
transmission wire. - VEurs

TBD

HOWR House Wren 042412_rrdd_01 CP83-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - Male singing at cavity, female enters and remains 0758. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - HOWR exits nest at 1250. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Considerable HOWR song and activity within undergrowth near nest, but no cavity entrance or exit 
observed from 1630-1645. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - No activity observed from 0944-1004. Possibly an alternate nest. Monitor once more prior to 
potentially closing. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042412_rrdd_02 CP83-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 50 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/24/2012 5/4/2012 04/24/2012 - BUSH bringing material to nest at 10-minute intervals 0918, approximately 60% complete. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest has been pulled apart from side at nest cup - possibly predated. Nesting chronology shows that 
eggs may have been present, but that cannot be determined. - RRadd

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 042412_rrdd_03 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - BUSH pair carrying spider silk and feathers to nest, approximately 70% complete. - RRadd
05/06/2012 - BUSH exits nest at 1450. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - BUSH male makes brief visit at 1512 after 30 minutes of no activity. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - BUSH departs nest with fecal sac at 1347. - RRadd

TBD

HOWR House Wren 042412_rrdd_04 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - HOWR male singing nearby while female carries sticks at 1-minute intervals. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Female visits infrequently, male announces all exits. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - HOWR enters cavity at 1504. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Female HOWR departs nest at 1113, returns at 1122 with small food item. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042412_rrdd_05 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 70 70 Nest did not reach active stage 4/24/2012 5/5/2012 04/24/2012 - ANHU lying on complete nest. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest is weathered, misshapen and unattended. Presumed lost to weather prior to eggs. - RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042412_rrdd_06 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 17 100 70 70 Nest did not reach active stage 4/24/2012 5/5/2012 04/24/2012 - ANHU female building nest which is 40% complete. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest has fallen from substrate. Presumed lost to natural causes prior to becoming active. - RRadd

No

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 042412_rrdd_07 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 60 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/24/2012 5/5/2012 04/24/2012 - NOMO attending fresh, un-lined stick basket nest. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - NOMO have moved to a new location 60 feet north and outside the buffer. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042412_rrdd_08 12kV Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 90 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/24/2012 5/6/2012 04/24/2012 - Nest appears complete, but HOFI at pole did not come to nest during 15-minute observation. - 
RRadd
05/05/2012 - No birds are associating with this empty unused nest. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042412_rrdd_09 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 35 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/24/2012 5/11/2012 04/24/2012 - Nest appears well established and HOFI activity is continuous. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Pair defending, and female sits at nest periodically. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Nest is no longer present. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042412_sjon_01 EP77-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 12 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/24/2012 5/3/2012 04/24/2012 - Observed male LEGO feeding incubating female. - SJohnston
05/03/2012 - No activity at nest for 30 minutes. Visual inspection revealed that nest lining has been pulled out of 
cup and is hanging down from north side. Likely depredated. - MKuehn

No
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BUOR Bullock's Oriole 042412_sjon_02 EP77-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 30 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/24/2012 5/22/2012 04/24/2012 - Observed female building nest. Nest appears approximately 70% complete. - SJohnston
05/03/2012 - Male defending area around nest by chasing away WESJ and other male BUOR. Nest appears 
complete and intact. Female not detected in 20 minutes, indicating she is likely incubating. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Female observed flying to nest and resuming incubation. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - No activity at nest for 45 minutes and no BUOR detected in area. Nest appears intact and no 
eggshells could be found on ground below nest. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - No activity at nest for 30 minutes and no BUOR detected in area for second check in a row. Nest still 
appears intact, and no eggshells could be found on ground below nest. Based on observed incubating behavior, 
on 5/3 this nest is likely to have failed with eggs for unknown reasons. - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 042412_vers_01 CP6-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/24/2012 4/24/2012 04/24/2012 - On 24 April 2012, the onsite biomonitor A. Steyers observed a pair of House Finches perching on an 
excavator in the work area of CP6 and entering the joint in the hydraulic arm with nesting material. This piece of 
equipment is needed for construction of a Hilfiker wall at CP6l. Nesting bird deterrents were present on the 
excavator in the form of copious amounts of mylar flagging. The nest was approximately 2% complete at time of 
removal and did not contain any eggs or young. Photographs were taken to document deterrents in place, the 
removal process, material removed per the NBMMP and new deterrents added. After the nest was removed, 
construction personnel stuffed filter fabric into the joints of the equipment in an effort to prevent further nesting 
attempts. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 042512_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 100 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/25/2012 4/28/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest with 3 eggs. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - No HOFI associated with nest. Nest with 3 eggs, the same as yesterday. Nest very wet and slightly de-
constructed from last night's heavy rainfall. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Nest and 3 eggs no longer present as of 28 April 2012. Appears to be natural predation of nest. - 
BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 042512_bald_02 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 140 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/25/2012 5/17/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest appears complete, no eggs or HOFI activity observed. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - No adult HOFI observed at nest. The nest is very wet from last night's heavy rainfall, and contains no 
eggs. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Nest empty, no activity observed either today 30 April or yesterday, 29 April. Changed status to 
Inactive. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Nest appeared in good condition and nearly complete when it became soaked during a rain storm in 
late April. No eggs were ever observed. This nest never attained active status. This nest was never re-established 
and never contained eggs. It failed, likely due to natural causes. Change status to closed. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 042512_bald_03 Sycamore Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 80 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/25/2012 5/15/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest with 5 eggs. Female flushed at 3 feet. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - Observed female leave nest on her own. Upon brief examination, nest was discovered to contain at 
least 3 nestlings. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Nest with several nestlings. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Nestlings observed in nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Well-protected nest slightly degraded with lots of scat, indicative of recent fledging. Nest closed. - 
BArnold

Yes

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 042512_bloh_01 CP10 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - foundations 800 300 300 300 Fledged 4/25/2012 5/9/2012 04/25/2012 - 2 nestlings present; both adults bringing food and feeding repeatedly, male returning with food 
about twice as much as female. - BLohstroh
05/02/2012 - Nest pulled apart, broken sage stems above nest, no sign of nestlings or fledglings in area. Nest 
likely taken by avian predator. - BLohstroh
05/09/2012 - Pair observed feeding one juvenile; fledged. - KAlberts

Yes

MODO Mourning Dove 042512_elss_01 EP78-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - See following comment. - KAlberts
04/25/2012 - Mourning Dove observed lying on the nest. - ELoveless
05/04/2012 - No activity at nest for 20 minutes. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Adult on nest. Based on timing of observations (incubating when found on 4/25), this nest likely 
contains nestlings. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn

TBD
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BUSH Bushtit 042512_ghan_01 CP31-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - Pair observed making multiple trips carrying nesting material between 1600 and 1700 by avian 
biomonitor T. Dipaola. Nest is about 50% complete. Buffer staked for foot and helicopter traffic at 50 feet.

 - GHuffman
05/02/2012 - Nest looks nearly complete, although a little small. The pair made at least 8 trips to the nest to add 
material during a 15-minute visit. They may have copulated, based on vocalizations and vigorous movements in 
the nest tree, but the dense foliage prevented the biologist from confirming this. - VEurs
05/09/2012 - A Bushtit was leaving the nest tree as the biologist approached. Within 5 minutes, a Bushtit arrived 
and entered the nest where it remained for 20 minutes and was eventually joined by a second Bushtit. The pair 
remained in the nest as the biologist left the area. The nest looks complete. - VEurs
05/16/2012 - During 30 minutes of observation, a single Bushtit brought a couple of pieces of nesting material 
into the nest. A pair was never observed. The adult that visited the nest was relatively quiet, and it seems likely 
that a second adult was within the nest, incubating. - VEurs
05/23/2012 - During 30 minutes of observation, at least 2 adult Bushtits made several trips in and out of the nest, 
sometimes carrying nesting material. In the latter half of observations, the Bushtits seemed to swap places. One 
adult would leave the nest as the other arrived, with the new arrival remaining in the nest until the other 
returned. - VEurs

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042512_hwey_01 CP106-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 3 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/25/2012 5/9/2012 04/25/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0738. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1110. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0849. - HWinfrey
05/01/2012 - 2 adults bring food to nest at 0658. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Adult observed at nest at 0641. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - 2 adults bring food to nest at 1043. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Adult was observed visiting nest at 0812. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - No activity observed from 0732 to 0802. Upon close examination, bottom of nest torn apart, nest 
apparently predated. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 042512_hwey_03 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 50 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/25/2012 5/23/2012 04/25/2012 - Female on nest incubating 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female observed on nest with 4 eggs at 0750. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - 3 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - 1 hatchling partially emerged from egg. 2 additional eggs in nest. Earliest anticipated fledge date is 
5/28/12. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Yard monitor reports that pair has abandoned nest, with female not present on nest for several 
days. Nest examined and found to contain 3 discolored, non-viable eggs. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

CATH California Thrasher 042512_hwey_04 EP11-3-N Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/25/2012 5/21/2012 04/25/2012 - Adult seen leaving nest. 3 eggs present in nest. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Female on nest with 3 eggs at 0623. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - 1 day-old nestling and 2 eggs in nest. Earliest expected fledging is 5/20/12. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - 2 fluffy nestlings visible in nest, along with 1 unhatched egg. Nestlings appear 4-5 days old. - 
HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - 1 dead nestling in nest, other nestlings presumably fledged. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 042512_jdus_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 23 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/25/2012 5/16/2012 04/25/2012 - Female adult Bushtit arrives to 100% constructed and externally well decorated nest singly, remains 
inside while male brings fine downy material to nest entrance which female receives from within. Female does 
not exit nest for 15 minutes. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - BUSH male carrying food to nest at 10 minute intervals. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH continue to feed this nest from 0856-0903. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Nest in good condition, but no BUSH detections from 1428- 1448. Chronology suggests probable 
fledge. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042512_jdus_02 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 10 10 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/25/2012 5/16/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest with 4 eggs, female incubates while vehicle is parked 5 feet away with doors open and radio 
turned on. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - The female was on the nest as biologist approached. The male was perched nearby singing. He 
approached the nest, and the pair then flew off across the access road. The biologist used this opportunity to 
check the nest with a mirror. It still contains 4 eggs. - VEurs
05/09/2012 - Nest contents checked once the female vacated nest of her own volition. Nest still contains eggs. - 
VEurs
05/16/2012 - Nest abandoned with 2 cold, non-viable eggs. - KAlberts

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 042512_jpki_01 EP78-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 32 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/25/2012 5/4/2012 04/25/2012 - Adult observed on nest; second adult observed in vicinity of nest shrub on several occasions. - 
JPawlicki
05/04/2012 - Nest is empty and lining is somewhat mussed. No eggshells in or below nest. Unknown whether nest 
contained eggs or nestlings when found on 4/25, but adult was sitting very low in nest suggesting it contained 
eggs or very young nestlings, and adults were not observed carrying food to nest on 4/25. Today no WESJ 
detected within 80 feet of nest in 20 minutes. WESJ 80 feet away was followed and showed no evidence of 
feeding fledglings. This nest likely failed prior to fledging young. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - No comment. - VNovik

No
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CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 042512_mdus_01 CP51-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/25/2012 4/26/2012 04/25/2012 - An adult Cassin's Kingbird was observed making 4 trips with nest material while the other adult 
perched nearby. The birds also displayed territorial aggression, chasing a pair of House Finches from the tower. - 
MDicus
04/26/2012 - Nest was removed per NBMMP based on need to access insulators adjacent to nest. Nest was in 
early stages, less than 20% complete, at time of removal with no eggs or young present. Deterrents present 
include a previously installed perch/nest preventer and mylar tape. - IMaunsell

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 042512_mkhn_01 EP78-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 150 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/25/2012 5/2/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest contains at least 1 (appears to be only 1) large gray nestling (50-60g). Adult nearby and would 
not go to nest with biologist 30 feet away. Nest is expected to fledge by 5/1. - MKuehn
05/02/2012 - Nest empty. Based on prior observations, likely fledged. - VNovik

Yes

BCHU Black-chinned Hummingbird 042512_rrdd_01 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - BCHU female building yellow nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - BCHU female leaves nest only for brief intervals and does not feed nest at return, suggesting 
incubation in progress. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Female BCHU to nest and settles at 1505. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Female ANHU departs nest at 1229, returns to feed hatched young at 1231 and settles. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Female BCHU feeding nest at 1202. - RRadd

TBD

ACWO Acorn Woodpecker 042512_rrdd_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - 3 ACWO repeatedly entering this cavity during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - ACWO making trips to tree, but no entry observed. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - ACWO active on tree, but no cavity use observed in 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - ACWO defending cavity against ATFL pair, but no entry or departure observed. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - ACWO in cavity at 1103. ACWO observed entering cavity at 1203. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042512_rrdd_03 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 1 100 75 75 Indeterminate 4/25/2012 5/4/2012 04/25/2012 - BUSH male visits nest infrequently but does not enter. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Nest has fallen and is torn. Presumed lost to weather, but possibly predation is primary cause. Nest 
may or may not have contained eggs. - RRadd

N/A

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 042512_rrdd_04 CP70-3-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 37 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 4/25/2012 5/23/2012 04/25/2012 - NOMO bringing sticks and forming nest platform; approximately 15% complete. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Twig basket is complete and accepting lining, NOMO attending. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest is complete and lined. No NOMO observed during 15-minute observation 1418. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Nest is complete and lined. NOMO observed nearby but not at this nest. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Nest looks neat and maintained but no activity observed. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042512_rrdd_05 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 13 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 4/25/2012 5/10/2012 04/25/2012 - LEGO female constructs new nest in company of vigilant male. Nest approximately 30% complete. - 
RRadd
05/04/2012 - LEGO pair making brief visits to completely lined nest. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest is intact, lined and empty. No LEGO observed associating. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Nest remains empty, and LEGO are no longer associating with the site. - RRadd

No

HOOR Hooded Oriole 042512_rrdd_06 El Monte CY Construction Yards Riparian Forests and Woodlands Other 27 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/25/2012 5/16/2012 04/25/2012 - New nest is approximately 20% complete and consistent with HOOR. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest does not appear substantially improved; will monitor once more before closing. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - This nest now appears 40% complete. Male HOOR in canopy did not approach nest during 30 
minutes of observation - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest has not been further improved and no HOOR associating with this location. Closed for 
inactivity. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042512_sjon_01 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 30 100 5 5 Fledged 4/25/2012 5/7/2012 04/25/2012 - Monitor reported House Finch entering nest location. Upon inspection by an avian biologist, at least 
2 nestlings were observed in the nest. - SJohnston
05/02/2012 - three feathered nestlings observed. - SJohnston
05/07/2012 - S. Johnston reports that 3 fledglings were observed flying from the nest. - KAlberts
05/07/2012 - Observed 3 fledglings fly out from metal container handle where nest was located. Checked nest 
with phone camera. Nest appeared empty and completely fledged. - SJohnston

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042512_vnik_01 Rough Acres CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/25/2012 4/25/2012 04/25/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed for approximately 30-40 minutes. The pair was observed at 
the nest, and a second pair was also observed near the nest. At least one female was observed carrying material 
to the nest. The nest appears 80% complete. No eggs or young were in the nest. Removal of nest was required 
based on impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate 
options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest 
deterrents in the form of mylar tape and reflective discs were hung on the water tank. Nest was removed per 
NBMMP. - VNovik

No
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LASP Lark Sparrow 042612_ahll_01 EP67 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows Grading 35 100 35 35 Fledged 4/26/2012 5/14/2012 04/26/2012 - Nest was found on 4/25/2012 when a bird flushed from the nest during an arroyo toad survey at 
2100. Nest was logged today and was confirmed to still be active when the female was observed on the nest, 
incubating 4 eggs. A buffer of 100 feet was installed. The female flew off the nest when walking 20 feet south 
toward nest. - AHill
05/01/2012 - Clutch of 4 eggs (cream-colored with a few irregular spots) fill the small ground nest. No adult at the 
nest but several Lark Sparrows in the area. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Nestlings (approximately 2 days old). - SJohnston
05/09/2012 - An adult Lark Sparrow was brooding 3 newly hatched nestlings, and 1 unhatched egg remains in the 
nest. If the nesting attempt is successful, the 3 nestlings may fledge in 10 days, but if the remaining egg hatches, 
the nestling would not fledge for 11 or 12 days. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - Before grading was allowed to proceed up to the new buffer limit of 35 feet, the nest was checked, 
and 3 feathered nestlings were observed away from the nest. Two were found together about 10 inches away 
from the nest. The third was seen further, approximately 20 inches away. During grading activities, adults were 
observed bring food to the scattered nestlings. - SJohnston
05/14/2012 - No nestlings at or around nest or fledglings in area. No evidence of predation at or around the nest. 
Based off developmental appearance of nestlings observed on 5/11, the nest fledged successfully. - SJohnston

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042612_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/26/2012 TBD 04/26/2012 - ANHU comes to  nest and remains at 1230. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - ANHU incubation continues - female remains on nest. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Female ANHU continues to incubate, no feeding observed on multiple nest visits. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - ANHU female feeding 2 small nestlings at 0719. - RRadd

TBD

BEWR Bewick's Wren 042612_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/26/2012 5/2/2012 04/26/2012 - BEWR pair carrying food to brush pile in midst of Tamarix thicket. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No BEWR detections, but based on prior observations, this nest presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

LASP Lark Sparrow 042712_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/27/2012 4/27/2012 04/27/2012 - Female was seen bringing material to nest over the course of an hour, the nest went from being 
60% complete to 90%. The female's brood patch was visible. Deterrents present included ongoing construction 
yard work such as skycrane operations, steel assembly and vehicle traffic. The nest was submitted for nest 
removal per NBMMP because of the necessity to fly out the steel piece immediately and that there were no eggs 
or nestlings present. - AHill

No

CALT California Towhee 042712_ghan_01 CP31-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 25 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/27/2012 5/18/2012 04/27/2012 - Observed location of nest in white sage (Salvia apiana) while driving down access road. When 
approaching nest, a California Towhee left substrate and observed 4 eggs in nest. 50-foot buffer staked with drive 
though access. - GHuffman
05/04/2012 - Eggs have hatched since the last visit. The towhee left the nest as the biologist quietly approached 
the buffer. The biologist slowly approached the nest, saw a nestling and quickly backed off to the edge of the 
buffer. The towhee returned to the nest about 5 minutes later. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - Female on the nest with nestlings, observed during a quick check from the access road. - VEurs
05/18/2012 - The nest is in excellent condition, but is now empty. Enough time has passed for the nest cycle to be 
completed, so this nest is presumed to have fledged successfully. - VEurs

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042712_hwey_01 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE 4

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/27/2012 4/27/2012 04/27/2012 - Biologist A. Farmer reported observing HOFI pair carrying nesting material to interior of crane arm 
base atop crane truck in Sunrise Substation. Nest was found to be 10% complete with no eggs or young present. 
This vehicle was being used for active work when the nest was discovered. Operation of this crane was deemed 
necessary for ongoing wire pulling operations, and nest was photographed and removed according to NBMMP 
requirements. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 042712_lgan_01 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 9 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/27/2012 5/16/2012 04/27/2012 - Female House Finch was observed incubating 4 eggs. - LGorman
05/03/2012 - Female HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI on nest at 1150. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest is clean and empty, potentially predated or may have fledged. - RRadd

N/A

LASP Lark Sparrow 042712_lgan_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals Grading 26 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/27/2012 5/3/2012 04/27/2012 - Observed Lark Sparrow pair bringing nest material to the nest, in between periods of incubation. - 
LGorman
05/03/2012 - Nest is intact and empty with many feces at rim, suggesting previous monitoring was food carrying 
and nest has fledged. - RRadd

Yes

PHAI Phainopepla 042712_lgan_03 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing 
Areas

Chaparrals Other 220 100 75 75 Presumed Fledged 4/27/2012 5/15/2012 04/27/2012 - A Phainopepla pair was observed bringing nesting material to the nest, which is approximately 90% 
complete. - LGorman
05/03/2012 - PHAI female feeding nest containing downy young. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - PHAI male carries food to nest at 1210 - RRadd
05/15/2012 - No PHAI detected at this nest. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042712_lgan_05 CP65-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - A female House Finch nest was observed bringing nest material to the nest repeatedly. The nest was 
approximately 95% complete. - LGorman
05/03/2012 - Female HOFI in nest at 1438. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI female incubating. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Female HOFI on nest did not flush at 1350. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Young with wispy down on heads visible in nest at 1122. - RRadd

TBD
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PHAI Phainopepla 042712_lgan_06 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 150 100 90 90 Presumed Fledged 4/27/2012 5/14/2012 04/27/2012 - A female Phainopepla was observed incubating the nest. She flew off the nest, gathered material, 
added it to the nest, and continued to incubate. - LGorman
05/06/2012 - Male flies in to nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - PHAI pair exchanging nest duties 1415. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest is intact and empty, presumed fledged - 1158. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042712_lgan_07 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 120 100 60 60 Indeterminate 4/27/2012 5/16/2012 04/27/2012 - A female Lesser Goldfinch was observed flying onto the nest and remained there presumably to 
incubate. - LGorman
05/03/2012 - Potentially same nest as 041212_rrdd_03. No species detected at nest during 30 minute 
observation. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - No LEGO observed, but nearby PHAI nest makes monitoring difficult. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest was not observed active beyond first observation. - RRadd

N/A

CATH California Thrasher 042712_lton_01 EP101-2-PS-E Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 160 100 100 100 Fledged 4/27/2012 5/22/2012 04/27/2012 - The nest was discovered during an active search. 2 eggs were in the nest. The female had flushed 
prior to discovery, and she called from a few shrubs while the biologist quickly took data. - LThoreson
05/03/2012 - Adult near. Nest still contains 2 eggs. - MKuehn
05/11/2012 - 2 nestlings in nest. - VNovik
05/17/2012 - Nest contains 2 downy nestlings estimated to be 8-10 days old. Nestlings should fledge between 
5/22-5/24. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - One fledgling and 1 adult encountered 20 feet away, en route to check nest. Nest was checked, first 
from 8 feet with binoculars, and found to be empty with the rim depressed and partially flattened on one side. - 
MKuehn

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042712_mdus_01 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - Female House Finch rapidly adding material to a nest that is approximately 75% complete, with the 
male in accompaniment. The female seems wary of a Cassin's Kingbird perched nearby, waiting to add material 
until the Kingbird leaves. - MDicus
05/05/2012 - Female HOFI incubating nest at 1020. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - HOFI pair copulate and female enters nest at 1036. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Unable to see into nest, which appears complete and intact. Incubating? - RRadd
05/17/2012 - HOFI pair coming and going to this nest, copulation adjacent at 1208. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042712_mdus_02 CP51-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 130 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/27/2012 5/4/2012 04/27/2012 - Female observed making multiple trips with material to a nest that is approximately 80-90% 
constructed. - MDicus
05/04/2012 - Nest is gone, with no signs of it on the ground beneath the tower. This nest was never recorded to 
have progressed past the nest building stage. Did not reach active stage. Closed. - JDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 042712_rrdd_01 CP65-1-PS-N Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 9 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/27/2012 5/16/2012 04/27/2012 - Complete nest ready for first egg. Pair agitated at observer, returned at 50 feet. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - HOFI attending nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest is clean and empty but did not have sufficient time to fledge. Presumed predated. - RRadd

No

PHAI Phainopepla 042712_rrdd_02 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 35 100 100 100 Indeterminate 4/27/2012 5/10/2012 04/27/2012 - Fresh grass nest, lined and complete. Various cup-nesting songbirds present, likely PHAI or HOFI. - 
RRadd
05/03/2012 - Not monitored this week due to MODO nest on ground 6 feet south. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - No nest found at this GPS point. Possibly logged as same nest as adjacent LASP due to GPS error. - 
RRadd

N/A

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 042712_rrdd_03 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows Other 100 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/27/2012 5/20/2012 04/27/2012 - Twig basket, fully lined and ready for first egg. NOMO present. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - NOMO on nest at 1155. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - NOMO in nest for duration of brief observation at 0940. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - NOMO carrying food to nest at 0946. Flushed from nest in apparent response to helicopter hovering 
approximately 100 feet south at 50 feet above ground level at 1035, returned to nest area 10 minutes after 
helicopter departure. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest is intact and empty. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042712_rrdd_04 CP64 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 75 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/27/2012 5/10/2012 04/27/2012 - HOFI flushed from nest and returned as soon as observer retreated 40 feet. Contents not accessible. 
- RRadd
05/03/2012 - No HOFI observed, and nest contents inaccessible at 1334. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042712_rrdd_05 CP64 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - Nest is only 4 feet from active HOFI nest, status of this nest unclear due to proximity. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs at 1333; no HOFI detected. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI female in nest at 1204. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Female HOFI lying on nest at 1429. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest contains large, mostly feathered nestlings with wispy down still showing through. - RRadd

TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 042712_rrdd_06 CP65-1-PS-N Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 77 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/27/2012 5/16/2012 04/27/2012 - Complete empty nest. LASP copulating nearby. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is clean, maintained and empty. LASP pair on nearest tall shrub copulated 5 times in 1 minute. - 
RRadd
05/10/2012 - Grass has been added to interior of nest, but no LASP present. Unclear if the nest has been usurped 
or is being updated. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest has not been maintained and is aging. LASP pair continue in area. - RRadd

No
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LASP Lark Sparrow 042812_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/28/2012 4/28/2012 04/28/2012 - Female was seen bringing material to nest actively, 80% complete. The nest was submitted for nest 
removal because of the necessity to fly out the steel piece in the future and that there were no eggs or nestlings 
present. Deterrents present included ongoing construction yard work such as skycrane operations, steel assembly 
and vehicle traffic. Nest was removed as per NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 042812_bald_01 69kV-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/28/2012 TBD 04/28/2012 - Pair of HOFI observed bringing nest material (once) and landing on and entering (4 times) the 
bracket for the lower arm on the west side of the pole. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minute observation period. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042812_ghan_01 CP31-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 10 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/28/2012 5/12/2012 04/28/2012 - Observed adults making multiple trips to a coast live oak carrying nesting material. Nest appears to 
be approximately 50% complete. - GHuffman
05/05/2012 - Bushtits made a few visits to the nest. Nest construction has progressed, but is not yet complete. 
The neck is still a bit thin and see-through. Activity at the nest may have been subdued because of the presence of 
a Western Scrub-jay moving throughout the area, including the nest tree. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - The nest is almost completely gone. About 5% of the nest remains where it is anchored to the 
branch. This nest never contained eggs or young and is now closed. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 042812_hwey_01 EP34-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 100 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/28/2012 5/4/2012 04/28/2012 - Female flushed from nest, which contains 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - Nest appears pulled apart with no eggs remaining. Nest closed due to predation. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 042812_ltiw_01 Jacumba Valley Ranch CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 20 20 Nest did not reach active stage 4/28/2012 5/10/2012 04/28/2012 - Female was seen entering the wheel area 3 times, but was never observed carrying anything inside. 
Each time she remained there for about 5 minutes. Several males and other females also in the vicinity. - LTymkiw
05/04/2012 - No House Finches observed near the 2 remaining water tanks during 30-minute observation period.. 
- PKonrad
05/10/2012 - No finch activity observed in the nest area during the 30 minute observation period; 1 female was 
observed perched on fence about 150 feet north for a short time. Considering the initial observation comments 
and subsequent observations, this nest may never have been 'active' - closed. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 042812_ltiw_02 EP142-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - tower erection 200 100 40 40 Presumed Fledged 4/28/2012 5/14/2012 04/28/2012 - A pair was observed making many trips to the nest with caterpillars. They were not affected by the 
tower work or by an avian biologist observing and recording data 40 feet away. - LTymkiw
04/30/2012 - A pair of Bushtits visited the nest, 1 entering nest, but no other activity observed during 30-minute 
observation period. A small, vocal flock of Bushtits was observed about 100 feet west of the nest site. - PKonrad
05/07/2012 - Nest intact and pair of Bushtits territorial; 1 adult had insects in its beak, so avian biologist left area 
and birds flew to nest. - PKonrad
05/14/2012 - A pair of Bushtits came to the nest and simultaneously began pulling relatively large pieces of 
material from the nest, tugging diligently at the nest at times, then flew northeast with their beaks stuffed with 
nest material. Looks like the nestlings in this nest have fledged, and the old nest is being recycled by the same pair 
(renesting) or another pair. No fledglings were observed in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042812_rrdd_01 GS-NF-10 Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Other 35 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/28/2012 5/19/2012 04/28/2012 - Female ANHU standing on rim of complete nest decorated with lichen flakes at 0710. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Female ANHU feeding 1 visible short-billed nestling at 1644. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - ANHU female comes to nest after 20 minutes away to feed single large nestling which has fully-
feathered head. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Female ANHU on nestlings at 1552. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Nest is empty. Recent fledgling observed in area. Nest has fledged and is now closed. - JDicus
05/21/2012 - Nest is intact and empty with many small feces at rim, suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042812_rrdd_02 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 50 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/28/2012 5/21/2012 04/28/2012 - LEGO pair building nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Numerous LEGO in this area include 2 other nests and fledglings being fed, but no activity was 
observed near this nest which is no longer visible due to foliage growth. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest not found due to second pair egg-laying near the vantage point for observing this nest. LEGOs 
definitely active in vicinity and  male from second pair spars territorially with this male. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Adult male with at least 2 juveniles at this location. Presumed fledged - RRadd

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 042812_rrdd_04 GS-NF-10 Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands OH - wire stringing 250 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/28/2012 5/19/2012 04/28/2012 - BUSH pair bringing material to nest at 10 minute intervals. Nest approximately 60% complete. - 
RRadd
05/04/2012 - BUSH pair making numerous trips to and from nest at 1348. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH making infrequent nest visits. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest appears somewhat thin in the neck area, but is un-holed. BUSH detected nearby but not 
visiting nest. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Nest is dilapidated and shows no activity for 1 hour. Closed due to inactivity and the nest being in a 
state of disrepair. Presumed failed due to unknown causes. - JDicus
05/21/2012 - BUSH visits but does not enter. Nest appears somewhat battered but serviceable. - RRadd

No
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HOFI House Finch 042812_rrdd_05 GS-NF-10 Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/28/2012 TBD 04/28/2012 - HOFI female incubating 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs at 1635. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOFI continue to tend this nest, which still contains 5 eggs. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Female HOFI lying in nest at 1616. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - HOFI lying in nest from 1650-1710. - RRadd

TBD

CAQU California Quail 042812_sjon_01 EP50-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 4 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/28/2012 5/15/2012 04/28/2012 - Monitor reported flushing a California Quail from this nest while walking along the access road. 
Avian biologist did not see bird at the nest or nearby when mapping its location, but 4 eggs were visible. - 
SJohnston
05/01/2012 - Nest contains 8 eggs, but no California Quail were observed in area, suggesting the egg laying period 
continues in advance of the initiation of incubation. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - No adult California Quail present, but 11 brown-speckled cream-colored eggs can be seen in the 
ground nest - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - This California Quail nest is empty, and no eggs or eggshells are present in the nest; no hatchlings or 
adults are evident nearby. There are many downy breast feathers among the grassy nest material, apparently 
added during the past week. Because the clutch was completed and incubation began about 5/4/2011, which was 
about 11 days ago, it indicates the eggs did not hatch because the incubation period for California Quail is 18 to 
23 days. Hence, the nest was likely predated - closed. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 042812_sjon_02 EP63-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 40 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/28/2012 5/15/2012 04/28/2012 - Observed pair of Bushtits nest building. Nest is approximately 10% complete. - SJohnston
05/01/2012 - Although no Bushtit activity was observed 2 hours ago, Bushtits are now very actively nest building, 
with nest visits spaced 3 minutes or less apart. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Nest looks good, but no Bushtit activity was observed during 2 20-minute observation periods. This 
pair of Bushtits should be incubating at this time, and judging from past experiences, little activity is ever 
observed during Bushtit incubation. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - Bushtit nest has been torn apart, probably by a predator. No Bushtits observed or heard in the area - 
closed. - PKonrad

No

HOFI House Finch 042912_bald_01 TL 6915 - 100984 69kv Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/29/2012 TBD 04/29/2012 - HOFI pair observed at pole 100984, with female observed bringing nest material and entering the 
following arm brackets (note that these arms are not hollow; the bird enters the metal bracket attached to the 
wooden pole from below): upper eastern, middle eastern, lower eastern, and middle western. This nest is a 
candidate for removal and adding 'bird deterrents' to preclude access to any of these brackets. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Adult HOFIs observed at nest pole on several occasions. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042912_bald_02 TL 6915/6924 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/29/2012 TBD 04/29/2012 - HOFI pair observed once landing on pole arm, and female entering briefly before flying to adjacent 
pole. Observed only once during an hour-long observation period. The finches are likely 'checking out' potential 
nesting locations. This is a candidate for removal, as the pair has likely just initiated nest site selection/nest 
building. - BArnold
04/30/2012 - Avian biologist checked nest using lift, contains 4 eggs and as such remains active, no bird deterrent 
work was allowed. Other 2 brackets (upper E& W) contained no nest material. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Adult HOFIs on top of nest pole. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042912_bald_03 TL 6915 - 100983 69kv Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 4/29/2012 4/30/2012 04/29/2012 - Observed HOFI pair entering and bringing nest material to lower arm brackets attached to the east 
and west sides of the pole. This is a candidate for removal, as the pair has likely just begun the site selection/nest 
building process. - BArnold
04/30/2012 - Nest was examined by an avian biologist using a lift. The nest was about 10% complete, and 
contained no eggs or young. New substation work consisting of overhead wire stringing as well as O&M activities 
have been regularly occurring in the adjacent Sycamore Substation, including this past Saturday and Sunday. PAR 
requires the 69kV to be available for upgrades and energization in June, and will be working in the insulators 
within which bracket the HOFI partial nest was begun. Buffers would not likely have prevented this nest from 
being impacted during this future construction. This nest was initiated in spite of the ongoing work in the 
immediately adjacent Sycamore Substation consisting of 20+ member crews. As such, this partial nest was 
removed. - BArnold

No

AMKE American Kestrel 042912_bald_04 69kV-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 300 500 150 150 Fledged 4/29/2012 5/22/2012 04/29/2012 - AMKE observed entering third arm from top on western side of pole several times late in the day. - 
BArnold
05/03/2012 - No AMKE activity observed during 30-minute observation period. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/10/2012 - While monitoring a nest at the opposite end of the substation, the biologist heard 2 kestrels calling 
to each other. On approaching the nest cavity, the male was observed perched on a distribution pole to the north, 
consuming prey. Later he was seen chasing off a Red-tailed Hawk. The female was not seen during 90 minutes of 
observation, but this is not atypical, and it is presumed she was within the nest cavity incubating/brooding. - 
VEurs
05/15/2012 - Adult AMKE heard calling and observed on pole. Later observed entering nest arm cavity. - BArnold
05/19/2012 - Adult male observed perched on fiber optic cable wire just south of the nest pole. - BArnold
05/22/2012 - Two recent fledglings observed around nest. First perched on nest cavity arm, second perched on 
fiber optic cable southwest of nest cavity arm. First later flew over to second and also perched on cable. - BArnold

Yes
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WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 042912_hwey_01 EP11-3 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 100 100 Fledged 4/29/2012 5/15/2012 04/29/2012 - Nest contains at least 3 nestlings, 1-2 days old. Adult heard calling within 5 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - Fledgling WESJ perched 1 foot from nest appears capable of flight. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes

CORA Common Raven 042912_mdus_01 CP39 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/29/2012 4/30/2012 04/29/2012 - On 4/28/12, biomonitor Sarah Farmer observed a pair of CORA carrying sticks to structure CP39. As 
of 16:30 on 4/29/12, the nest is now approximately 60-70% constructed. The CORA pair continued to nest build 
while the avian biologist photographed and recorded the nest. - MDicus
04/30/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing activities), per agency concurrence 
and through adherence to the NBMMP. The nest was nearly complete but contained no eggs or nestlings. Nest 
deterrents in the form of mylar flash tape at the base of the tower and a Daddy Long Legs nest preventer on the 
top phase of the tower were previously installed. Following concurrence, the nest was checked for eggs, 
photographed, and removed and in the presence of a qualified biologist. An approved nesting bird deterrent was 
installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. - MDicus

No

CATH California Thrasher 042912_mkhn_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/29/2012 TBD 04/29/2012 - An adult California Thrasher was observed on a nest that is 95% complete and contains no eggs or 
young. - MKuehn
05/06/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs. Adult heard calling nearby. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - 3 nestlings visible. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - 2 fully feathered nestlings visible in nest. Female flies in and settles onto nest at 1335. - HWinfrey

TBD

AMKE American Kestrel 042912_vers_01 TL 6924 - 171697 69kV Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/29/2012 TBD 04/29/2012 - While monitoring poles for reconductoring activities, a pair of AMKE was observed entering the 
cavity on the east side of the steel monopole. An adult entered the cavity and remained for 30 minutes, exited 
and the second adult took its place. It appears the pair is incubating. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - After approximately 30 minutes of observation, the female arrived at the monopole carrying a 
rodent. She took the rodent into the nest cavity and remained within for another 15 minutes and was still inside 
when the biologist left the area. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Almost immediately upon the biologist's arrival, the female kestrel landed at the edge of the nest 
cavity. She ate a few bites of the prey she carried and then took the rest inside the cavity. She exited about 5 
minutes later and spent the remainder of the observation period perched at various locations or flying about the 
area. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - 15 minutes after the start of observations, the female kestrel flew in from the south and landed on a 
light standard north of the nest. She was carrying a very large grasshopper that she manipulated for a while. She 
flew to the Costco roof, and eventually she entered the nest cavity with the grasshopper. She exited almost 
immediately and flew south again. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 043012_ahll_01 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - 3 eggs in nest, biomonitor reported seeing pair enter nest. This crane was moved on Friday, 27 April 
at 1800 from EP1. This means this pair built this nest Friday night and Saturday morning, laying 1 egg/day on 
Saturday, Sunday, and Monday. - AHill
05/01/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs, should start incubating full time tomorrow. - AHill
05/09/2012 - Female on nest, unable to view nest contents. Male perched on crane. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Female on nest from 1215 to 1230. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Female brings food to nest at 1234, with male following. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 043012_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/30/2012 4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - Pair was seen flying out of nest location and male singing in area, nest was approximately 20% 
complete. Mylar deterrents installed on crane. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to 
material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative 
options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was 
not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. No eggs or young were present, and nest was 
removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 043012_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/30/2012 4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - Pair was seen flying out of nest location and male singing in area; nest was approximately 50% 
complete. Mylar deterrents installed on crane. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to 
material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative 
options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was 
not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. No eggs or young were present and nest was 
removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 043012_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/30/2012 4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - House Finch nest found with no eggs, about 15% complete, in mast of lift equipment. Work, both 
new substation construction and O&M activities, occurs everyday, and this lift is available for use by both every 
day. Lift equipment essential to both new and O&M activities necessitated removal. Nest was photographed and 
removed, per the NBMMP. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 043012_bald_02 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/30/2012 4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - Nest with no eggs, about 50 percent complete, in mast of lift equipment. Work, both new 
substation construction and O&M activities, occurs everyday, and this lift is available for use by both every day. 
Lift equipment essential to both new and O&M activities, and nest was necessary for removal to continue these 
operations. Nest photographed and removed following stipulations of the NBMMP. - BArnold

No
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AMKE American Kestrel 043012_bald_03 TL 6924 - 137897 69kV Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - A female AMKE was observed by the biomonitor as it flew onto the monopole and perched. Avian 
biologist was called and arrived within 5 minutes to evaluate the situation. Crew continued to work for an hour, 
because the biomonitor lost sight of the bird while telephoning avian biologist, and it was assumed the bird had 
flown off the monopole. The biomonitor and avian biologist monitored this work. When crew used a hand-held 
power wrench which caused considerable vibration in the monopole, an adult AMKE emerged from the bracket 
end of the lowest western arm and flew to the next steel monopole several hundred feet to the north and 
perched. The crew was asked to stop work due to the status of the monopole containing an active AMKE nest. The 
crew needed to remove the temporary ground-wires they had previously installed to satisfy safety requirements. 
During the 20 minutes the crew was working to remove the temporary ground wires and other protective 
features, the female AMKE circled the pole in smaller and smaller circles, finally landing on the arm and entering 
the cavity 15 minutes after it had left, and while the crew was finishing removing the temporary plastic sheet 
protections from the lower arm on the east. The crew finished their work and left, as was requested. About 10 
minutes later, the male AMKE was briefly observed as it slipped into the cavity. It should be noted that the female 
was within the hollow steel arm for an hour, while the crew installed temporary ground wires and removed and 
replaced an insulator, apparently not disturbed enough to leave until a particular hand-held power tool created 
vibration that resulted in the bird emerging from the cavity. - BArnold
05/07/2012 - After approximately 30 minutes of observation, the male kestrel landed atop the monopole with 
food, calling loudly. The female exited the cavity, flew up and took the food item from the male. She carried it to 
the monopole directly north, where she consumed the food and was eventually joined by the male. The male 
returned to the nest cavity where he perched on the edge, looking into the cavity for a minute or so. He then flew 
off, and as the female returned, she gave chase to a starling. She eventually returned and re-entered the cavity, 
without bringing in food. He soon returned with a lizard that he gave to the female after she exited the nest 
cavity. She carried the food north, as before, and he chased off a crow. As the biologist was leaving the area, the 
female returned to the nest cavity. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Almost immediately upon the biologist's arrival, the male and female landed atop the monopole. 
The male passed food to the female, which she ultimately carried into the nest cavity. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - Shortly after the start of observations, the female kestrel landed on the monopole and entered the 
cavity. She exited after a minute or so and flew off to the north. The male arrived approximately 25 minutes later, 
carrying a lizard. He perched at the top of the pole, calling for the female. His calls gradually decreased, and after 
waiting about 5 minutes, he took the lizard in his bill and carried it inside the nest cavity. He also remained inside 
about a minute before exiting and flying north. - VEurs

TBD

CORA Common Raven 043012_ghan_01 CP27 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - Pair observed perched on tower and displayed low tolerance and agitation when approaching tower 
from ground. Nest appears to be 100% complete. - GHuffman
05/07/2012 - One adult on nest, and the other adult perching nearby, vocalizing, and chasing a Red-tailed Hawk 
from the territory. - MDicus
05/14/2012 - Adult on nest incubating during brief observation period. Second adult was not detected. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - 1 raven incubating on the nest as the second adult perched near the nest during 20 minutes of 
observation. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - Duplicate entry. - VEurs
05/23/2012 - Per NBJ, BMP hydro-mulching crew authorized to enter buffer to conduct activities under avian 
biologist monitoring. Monitor allowed crew to conduct mulching for 45 minutes and then relocate to another site 
to avoid any further disturbance to incubation. Crew returned to site after 2 hours to conclude construction 
activities. Work resumed for another 45 minutes. Female returned to nest to resume incubation after hydro-
mulching was finished. Construction activities did not appear to have negative impacts on incubation process. - 
GHuffman

TBD

HOFI House Finch 043012_hwey_01 EP39-1-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 25 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/30/2012 5/14/2012 04/30/2012 - At least 2 nestlings in nest, 6-8 days old. - HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - Adults at nest at 0635. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Male perched near nest. 2 fully feathered nestlings in nest. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - At least 1 HOFI nestling remains in nest at 0650, primary pinfeathers 80% emerged. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - Male and female visiting nest; nestling visible at 0620. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - Nest empty, presumably fledged. - AHill

Yes

CALT California Towhee 043012_jdus_01 CP31-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 55 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/30/2012 5/21/2012 04/30/2012 - Adult departs from nest shrub when nest was originally discovered from 5 feet away. Observer 
retreated to a point 45 feet from nest and close to edge of access road. Adult returns to incubate 3 eggs in nest in 
3 minutes' time, to remain for duration of additional 20-minute observation period. - JDicus
05/07/2012 - As the biologist approached the nest, a towhee flew to other side of the shrub clump, which 
enabled the biologist to examine the nest contents. It still contains 3 eggs. The adult returned to the nest after 
about 10 minutes. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Adult flew from the nest area as the biologist walked down the access road (outside the buffer), 
enabling the nest contents to be checked. The nest now contains at least 2 dark, downy nestlings. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - The nest is in excellent condition but contains 1 egg. Enough time has passed for the nestlings to 
have fledged. The remaining egg may be a non-viable egg that was hidden under the nestlings. This nest is now 
closed and presumed to have fledged. - VEurs
05/22/2012 - Duplicate entry. - SDhall

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 043012_ltiw_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - Female being fed by male while laying on a complete nest. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Female observed on the nest through the entire observation period. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Female was on the nest for the entire 20 minute observation period. - LTymkiw
05/21/2012 - The head of 1 nestling was visible above the edge of the nest. - VEurs

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 043012_ltiw_02 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - Female was on nest for 45 plus minutes. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Female observed on nest throughout observation period. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Female was on the nest for about 5 minutes, then flew off. 10 minutes later the male came and fed 
the nestlings. 5 minutes after that the female returned, fed the nestlings and then resumed brooding. - LTymkiw
05/21/2012 - Nestlings visible on nest next to adult female HOFI. - VEurs

TBD

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 043012_mdus_01 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/30/2012 4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - A pair of Cassin's Kingbirds was observed carrying nest material to the north end of the top bridge. 
Between 09:55 and 10:15, 5 trips were made to the nest. Percent completion is unknown, given the nest location. - 
MDicus
04/30/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire sagging), per agency concurrence on 4/30/12 
and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape and Daddy Long Legs nest 
preventers. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman was dropped at the top of 
the tower and removed the nearly complete Cassin's Kingbird nest and installed a nest deterrent on the end of 
the arm. At the time of removal (approximately 17:15), the nest was 95-100% constructed but contained no eggs 
or nestlings. Photos were taken of the removed nest material. - MDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 043012_mdus_02 CP85-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - Bio/Avian monitor C. Vettes observed a female House Finch on the nest for approximately 15 
minute observation period. - MDicus
05/05/2012 - Female HOFI on nest does not depart at 1620. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - 11:30am-1:00pm:  Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter 
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately 
10 minutes to conduct hydro-mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to be mulched by spraying 
from outside stakes. Female observed incubating and did not leave nest during activities. Construction activities 
did not appear to have negative impacts on nesting status. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - HOFI on nest from 1033-1053. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 043012_mdus_03 CP85-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - HOFI female was observed making multiple trips with material to a nest that is approximately 75% 
constructed. The male accompanied her on each trip. - MDicus
05/05/2012 - Female HOFI departs complete nest at 1621. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - 11:30am-1:00pm:  Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter 
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately 
10 minutes to conduct hydro-mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to be mulched by spraying 
from outside stakes. Female observed incubating. Female left nest for approximately 15 minutes and then 
returned to incubating. Construction activities did not have any negative impacts on nesting status. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - HOFI male visits female on nest at 1023. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 043012_mdus_04 CP85-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - Bio/Avian monitor C. Vettes observed a pair of Bushtits adding material to a nest in a Hesperoyucca. 
A female Lesser Goldfinch was observed pulling material from the outside of the nest; however, the Bushtits 
continued construction. M. Dicus later observed the pair making at least 5 additional trips to the nest with 
material. - MDicus
05/05/2012 - Nest appears sound and intact; male visits and enters at 1645. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - 11:30am-1:00pm:  Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter 
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately 
3 minutes to conduct hydro-mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to be mulched by spraying 
from outside stakes. Bushtit observed entering cavity of nest with material. Activities appeared to have no 
negative impact on nesting status. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - No BUSH detections from 1035-1055. - RRadd

TBD

RCSP Rufous-crowned Sparrow 043012_rrdd_01 CP56-1-PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 14 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/30/2012 5/16/2012 04/30/2012 - RCSP female making many trips to nest which appears outwardly complete. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - RCSP lying in nest at 0706 did not depart. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Female RCSP tight on nest at 0710. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest has been deserted with 1 ejected egg adjacent and 1 mummified day-old chick in cup, 
suggesting non-predatory disturbance. - RRadd

No

COHU Costa's Hummingbird 043012_rrdd_02 CP56-1-PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 2 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/30/2012 5/1/2012 04/30/2012 - Female COHU lying on 1 egg. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest is larger and more complete than previous monitoring but empty with disheveled lining, 
suggesting predation. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 043012_rrdd_03 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - BUSH pair making infrequent trips to nest, no item carry observed 1140 - 1150. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - BUSH male with feathers enters nest and remains at 1108. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Nest exchange at 1730; one bird arrives (carrying nest material), and the other departs. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Female comes to nest after 30 minutes, no food carried, enters and does not depart 1342. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 043012_rrdd_04 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 55 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/30/2012 5/10/2012 04/30/2012 - LEGO pair attending relatively large mostly lined nest (95%) complete with no eggs. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest is complete, lined and empty. LEGO pair attending. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Nest is falling apart; no LEGO detected in association at 1720. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 043012_rrdd_05 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 88 100 80 80 Nest did not reach active stage 4/30/2012 5/3/2012 04/30/2012 - BUSH pair carrying material to nest approximately 80% complete. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest has been destroyed by unknown agents prior to completion. - RRadd

No

KILL Killdeer 043012_sjon_03 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 300 100 130 130 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/30/2012 5/5/2012 04/30/2012 - Killdeer incubating eggs. - SJohnston
05/05/2012 - At 1055, this nest was observed being predated by a Common Raven by biomonitor C. Johnson. 
CORA searched area while both KILL performed distraction displays and called loudly, then was seen eating 
something in vicinity of nest. Biomonitor was 160 feet from nest when activity was detected and observed 
predation from 130 feet. Avian biologist M. Kuehn arrived in time to observe adult KILL fly 2 eggshells away from 
nest, depositing 1 150 feet ENE of nest in yard, and another 300 feet from nest outside of yard to south. A third 
eggshell was found 135 feet east of nest on ground within yard. Both discovered eggshells were broken open and 
no contents were present. No blood or embryonic development was detectable in egg membrane indicating eggs 
were relatively freshly laid. Nest site was later inspected and found to contain no eggs. Nest closed and buffer 
signs removed. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - No comment. Nest closed. - SJohnston

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 043012_vnik_01 EP112-3 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/30/2012 5/1/2012 04/30/2012 - Observed wren carrying nest material to cavity. - VNovik
05/01/2012 - The nest appears 90% complete and the birds were seen building the nest inside the black plastic 
sheeting covering the pile of straw wattles. No eggs or young were in the nest. A BMP maintenance crew was 
onsite today refreshing BMPs, effectively serving as a deterrent. Removal of the nest was required based on 
impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate options, and 
potential for more nests at the idle material pallet during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was photographed and 
removed per the NBMMP. The straw wattle pile and all plastic sheeting was removed following the nest removal. - 
VNovik

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 050112_hwey_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 37 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/1/2012 5/14/2012 05/01/2012 - Female on nest with frequent trips off nest to feed. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - No activity observed at nest. At least 3 ANHUs were detected within 10 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - Blue-gray Gnatcatcher observed repeatedly tearing material from ANHU nest. Female ANHU 
observed constructing a nest nearby, but no activity at this nest or territorial behavior associated with this 
location. - MDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 050112_jdus_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 5 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

5/1/2012 5/7/2012 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 3 trips to nest which appears to be over 75% constructed. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - UPC crew dispatched to check nest contents as nest was candidate for removal if it did not contain 
eggs. Nest was found to contain 1 egg, so nest was left in place and a 30-foot buffer was established. - EStrods
05/05/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest before the crew climbed the tower. They did not return while the crew 
was in the tower. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - No evidence of the nest was present upon avian biologist's arrival before crew arrived. There were 
some pieces of eggshell on the ground beneath the nest area. - LTymkiw

No

HOFI House Finch 050112_jdus_02 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips to nest location with material. Plate and height in tower preclude ability to see 
nest from ground level. Percentage of nest constructed unknown. - JDicus
05/05/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest before the crew climbed the tower. They did not return while the crew 
was in the tower. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Pair seen copulating near nest and the male later fed the female. They did not return while the crew 
was in the tower, but came back once the crew left. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Pair observed in aerial mating and returning to nest area. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Nesting material was pillaged by big male kingbird. Male tried to fight him off. Male was also 
defending nest against other males. Pair then scattered when crew was in tower. Pair rebuilding as soon as crew 
descended. - FHoffman
05/17/2012 - HOFI coming and going to this nest. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050112_jdus_03 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 5/1/2012 5/2/2012 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 1 trip to 50% constructed nest with material. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - A request to remove this House Finch nest was approved, following the NBMMP. Accompanied by 
an avian biologist, a UPC crew member photographed then removed the dilapidated nest. The nest did not 
contain eggs or young. Deterrents were placed at the nest site. - EStrods

No

HOFI House Finch 050112_jdus_04 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 30 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/1/2012 5/17/2012 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips with material. Nest not visible from ground.  Percentage of nest constructed 
unknown. - JDicus
05/05/2012 - No House Finches were observed visiting this nest. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - No House Finches were observed visiting this nest. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - No activity, but could have shifted to one of many other pair activity hubs. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - No activity, although hard to see. - FHoffman
05/17/2012 - No activity for 2 weeks and none today. - RRadd

No

WREN Wrentit 050112_ltiw_01 EP141-E-C Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 30 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/1/2012 5/21/2012 05/01/2012 - A pair of Wrentits was heard calling back and forth. The area around the female was searched, and a 
nest was found with the female on it. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Adult Wrentit incubating clutch of 4 pale blue eggs. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - A Wrentit was observed incubating tightly on nest after line passed overhead. - VNovik
05/14/2012 - An adult Wrentit was brooding 3 newly hatched nestlings and 1 egg. - PKonrad
05/21/2012 - No adults or nestlings in nest or nearby; nest is in perfect condition; nestlings must have been 
predated considering the nestling period should last a minimum of 11 days, and they were newly hatched a week 
ago - closed. - PKonrad

No
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WREN Wrentit 050112_ltiw_02 EP141-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - Adult flew from nest when biologist walked by. Nest contains 5 pale blue eggs. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - An adult Wrentit is incubating clutch of 4 pale blue eggs. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - Wrentit observed incubating tight on nest after the  line passed overhead. - VNovik
05/14/2012 - An adult Wrentit was performing distraction displays on the ground below the nest among big 
sagebrush trunks, so did not approach closer; expect there are newly hatched nestlings in the nest. - PKonrad
05/21/2012 - Both adult Wrentits performing distraction displays; nest contains 4 small nestlings that have pin 
feathers on their wings. - PKonrad

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 050112_ltiw_03 EP141 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Woodlands and Forests Other 27 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/1/2012 5/7/2012 05/01/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed bringing caterpillars to a complete nest several times. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Nest looks good, but no Bushtits were observed or heard in the area during a 40 minute observation 
period. It appears the nestlings that were repeatedly being fed by the adults last week have fledged - closed. - 
PKonrad

Yes

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 050112_lton_01 EP141 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 50 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/1/2012 5/14/2012 05/01/2012 - There are 4 nestlings. The adult was not on the nest, but was very vocal when the nest was 
discovered. - LThoreson
05/07/2012 - Two large downy nestlings with partly developed wing feathers are in nest; 1 is a couple days 
younger than the other, judging from differences in size. Both adults are very territorial, calling. Nestlings may 
fledge by the end of the week. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - Observed 2 adults near nest. 1 jay observed carrying food to nest while assembly of wire 
components, vehicles, and helicopter picks occurred in pull site. - VNovik
05/14/2012 - The nest is in good shape, and the nestlings have apparently fledged successfully. No fledglings or 
adult Western Scrub-Jays observed or heard in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CAQU California Quail 050112_lton_02 EP141 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Woodlands and Forests BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 100 100 Indeterminate 5/1/2012 5/7/2012 05/01/2012 - An adult California Quail flew from the nest when an avian biologist inadvertently waked within 3 
feet of the nest, which contains 15 eggs. - LThoreson
05/07/2012 - California Quail clutch has hatched and the brood has vacated the area with the female - or the eggs 
were carried away or swallowed whole by a predator, as no signs of eggshells can be found in nest or anywhere 
around it - closed. - PKonrad

N/A

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050112_mdus_01 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 150 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/1/2012 5/14/2012 05/01/2012 - A female LEGO was observed visiting a nest that appears to be 100% constructed. The female was 
observed standing in the nest for brief periods before leaving. It is presumed she is in the egg laying stage of 
nesting. - MDicus
05/14/2012 - The nest is almost completely gone; only a few tufts of nest material remain on the branch. Nest 
failed sometime between 5 May and 14 May, as it was intact on the morning of 5 May. This nest with eggs or 
young failed due to natural causes and is now closed. - VEurs

No

PHAI Phainopepla 050112_rrdd_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - Female PHAI on nest shaping cup which appears complete departs nest when male carrying material 
scolds. Male returns to nest when observer moves to 60 feet. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Male PHAI lying on nest at 1212. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Nest appears to have been built over, with new layer and cup. PHAI pair nearby but not on nest 
during 2 x 10-minute observations. - RRadd

TBD

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 050112_rrdd_02 CP62-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - CAKI pair carrying Centaurea melitensis florets and Muhlenbergia stems, building nest in tower. - 
RRadd
05/08/2012 - CAKI pair continue to make trips and occupy this nest. Pair attacks RTHAs within 300 feet. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Solo CAKI on tower near this nest for duration of observation from 1310-1355. Unable to see into 
nest, so unable to verify incubation. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 050112_rrdd_03 CP57-E-C Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 20 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/1/2012 5/13/2012 05/01/2012 - BUSH pair working on nest which appears 80% complete 1208. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - BUSH departs nest at 0747. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Nest has been destroyed by natural agents and is being dismantled by LEGO and COHU for nests 
elsewhere. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050112_vers_01 CP49 Temp work Area Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/1/2012 5/8/2012 05/01/2012 - Female LEGO incubating on a complete nest. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - The nest almost completely gone. Only about 5% of the nest material remains to indicate the nest 
location. It appears this nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes (most likely because of nest 
predation). - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Female is bringing nesting material to 75% complete nest, male singing nearby. - AHill
05/08/2012 - Female incubating on nest full-time. - AHill
05/14/2012 - Female on nest incubating. - AHill
05/17/2012 - Female on nest. - AHill
05/23/2012 - Female on nest. - AHill

TBD
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LASP Lark Sparrow 050212_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/2/2012 5/18/2012 05/02/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs. - AHill
05/04/2012 - Female incubating full time, but was off nest for approximately 15 minutes on her own accord. 
Female did not fly off nest when approached at 10 feet. - AHill
05/08/2012 - Female on nest incubating. - AHill
05/11/2012 - Female incubating full time. - AHill
05/14/2012 - Female on nest incubating. Buffer is 50 feet. - AHill
05/16/2012 - Nestlings beginning to hatch. As of 0900, nest contained 2 newly hatched nestlings, 1 in the process 
of hatching, and 1 unhatched egg. Female seen brooding young. Anticipated fledge date is between May 25-26, 
2012. - AHill
05/17/2012 - Nest contains at least 2 hatchlings, 1 unhatched egg. Female brooding young and off nest foraging. - 
AHill
05/18/2012 - Nest is empty and appears to have been predated by a natural predator. The biomonitors reported 
seeing a roadrunner walking within the buffer late afternoon yesterday. A few adult down feathers were found 
around the nest. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/2/2012 5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Observed female bringing lining material to nest with male singing nearby. Nest was found to be 
90% complete. Streamer deterrents were present on equipment but no cavities were plugged. No eggs or young 
were present. Nest was removed per the NBMMP based on the need to use the crane for tower assembly, and if 
the crane was demobilized, then it would affect tower assemblies from progressing properly. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_ahll_04 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/2/2012 5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Observed female bringing lining material to nest with male singing nearby. As the nest was located 
25 above ground, in steel, a lineman climbed up and assessed the nest while the avian biologist was nearby giving 
direction. Based on the material taken out by the lineman, nest was approximately 30% complete. No eggs or 
young present. Nest was removed per the NBMMP based on the need to use the crane for tower assembly, and if 
the crane was demobilized, then it would affect tower assemblies from progressing properly. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_ahll_05 EP39-1-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 8 100 30 30 Indeterminate 5/2/2012 5/21/2012 05/02/2012 - Observed female bringing lining material to 90% complete nest, male nearby singing. - AHill
05/04/2012 - Brief drive-by observation of female HOFI remaining on nest while vehicle passed. Female lays on 
nest with tail toward traffic and head toward inside of gate. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - 5 eggs in nest; female returns to nest at 0610. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - Female incubating, drive by traffic does not cause her to flush. - AHill
05/21/2012 - Nest is empty, outcome indeterminate. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

N/A

HOFI House Finch 050212_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - One egg in nest. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Female flushed at 3 feet. 5 eggs in nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Five eggs in nest. - BArnold

TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 050212_bloh_01 CP12-1-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 850 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/2/2012 5/16/2012 05/02/2012 - Female on nest, incubating. Male foraging in area, then exchanged places with female on nest. - 
BLohstroh
05/09/2012 - Female on nest while male foraged, nest exchanged at 0808, and male took over. - BLohstroh
05/16/2012 - B. Lohstroh reports nest no longer present, no evidence of nest. Pair not active near nest area, but 
found foraging together 600 feet across canyon to south. Nest likely depredated by carnivore that took nest away. 
- KAlberts

No

NUWO Nuttall's Woodpecker 050212_elss_01 GS-NF-28 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Male observed chasing a house wren out of the area. The male entered the cavity and stayed inside 
until the female arrived, after 10 minutes. The female then entered the cavity. - ELoveless
05/08/2012 - No Nuttall's Woodpeckers were observed or heard during an extended period in the area, about 70 
minutes, that included checking other nearby nests. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - Hairy Woodpecker flew in to the nest area, eventually flew down to small cavity entrance probably 
by Nuttall's Woodpecker. No Nuttall's Woodpeckers observed or heard during 45 minutes in the area. Western 
Bluebird pair checking out cavity 10 feet away (will check back). - PKonrad
05/21/2012 - The female Nuttall's Woodpecker made 3 nest visits with food; she did not go to the cavity the first 
time, and when she approached the entrance during her second visit, the male flew out of the cavity, seemingly 
startled, then both flew to the north. During her third visit, the female entered the cavity with food and stayed 
inside for about 10 minutes before flying north. - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI seen carrying nesting material to the first orange marker ball west of the tower. The 
male HOFI was seen entering marker ball hole without material. - EStrods
05/05/2012 - Pair was observed entering the marker ball several times. On 1 occasion, the male fed the female on 
the wire right outside the entrance to the ball. - LTymkiw
05/09/2012 - Adults flew in and out of ball, then female remained inside. - FHoffman
05/11/2012 - HOFI continue to enter this ball at 1200. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - HOFI pair in dispute with other HOFI pair (subadult male and female) over ownership. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_02 GS-NF-13 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI was seen carrying nesting material inside the marker ball. A male House Finch was 
seen entering the marker ball without nesting material. - EStrods
05/05/2012 - Pair was observed entering the marker ball several times, but was never observed carrying nesting 
material inside. - LTymkiw

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_04 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 50 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/2/2012 5/11/2012 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI seen carrying nesting material to nest approximately 10% complete. - EStrods
05/11/2012 - No nest material is visible here, and although HOFI intermittently visit and squabble here, no 
material is carried and no birds are observed to stay. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_05 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 40 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/2/2012 5/11/2012 05/02/2012 - A female HOFI was seen carrying nesting material to a nest that appears to be 10% complete - 
EStrods
05/11/2012 - No nest material is visible here, and although HOFI intermittently visit and squabble here, no 
material is carried and no birds are observed to stay. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_06 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - A female House Finch was observed carrying nesting material to the nest which appears to be 75% 
complete. - EStrods
05/11/2012 - HOFI continue to visit and advertise here, but opportunistic theft from nearby CAKI nest suggests 
nest is actually on the tower itself and not the arm. Unable to verify from ground. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - HOFI male nest guards while female is on nest. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_07 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - A female House Finch was observed carrying nesting material to this nest that appears to be 
approximately 90% complete. - EStrods
05/05/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest briefly several times while the crew was in the tower. They were never 
observed carrying nesting material to the nest. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Pair visited and stayed at the nest during the work activities. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Pair and 2 other finches observed on plate and pair bonding. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - No comment. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Male defending nest and being attentive to female, not quite sure of stage. - FHoffman
05/17/2012 - HOFI coming and going to this nest. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_08 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/2/2012 5/23/2012 05/02/2012 - A female House Finch was seen carrying material to this nest which appears 90% complete. - 
EStrods
05/11/2012 - Insufficient material remains to qualify as a nest. Although a female made one trip with new 
material, there is at present no aggregation beyond 2% of a nest. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - HOFI pair bringing more material to nest which appears complete from 1045-1100. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Avian approved monitor Tim Chumley arrived at CP77 this morning to monitor the nest during 
approved construction activities and discovered it was missing from the tower. While there was HOFI activity at 
the other nests in the tower, no House Finches were observed at the former nest location. - MDicus

No

HOWR House Wren 050212_hwey_01 EP27-1-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - HOWR in cavity remains at entrance hole until nest is approached within 5 feet, the bird's 
reluctance to leave area indicates there are eggs or young in nest. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - No HOWR activity observed at nest from 1052 to 1107. Male HOWR singing 3 feet from entrance. 
Ash-throated Flycatcher pair in area, ATFL flies to cavity entrance and looks inside at 1104. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - HOWR observed leaving nest cavity at 1551. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - 2 HOWRs observed carrying food into nest cavity at 0958. - HWinfrey

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050212_hwey_02 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 125 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/2/2012 5/16/2012 05/02/2012 - Nest appears complete. Female observed briefly lying in nest, then resuming foraging. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs at 1248. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Only fragments of the nest remain, nest failed, most likely due to predation. Substrate branch is 
undamaged. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050212_hwey_03 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Biomonitor reports seeing female adding nesting material. Nest is 90% complete, only lacking lining. 
- HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Female on nest at 1254. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Female on nest at 1648. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Female on nest at 1354. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_kats_02 CP78-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/2/2012 5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI was seen carrying a Chaenactis flower to the area on top of the locks over the sliding 
bar for this gate, which is used nearly every day by Project personnel. The nest was about 5% complete, and 
contained no eggs or young. The nest was photographed and removed following the NBMMP, as this access road 
is required for continued usage. Several Project vehicles entered and left through the gate after the nest was 
removed, effectively serving as deterrents. - KAlberts

No

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 050212_mdus_01 CP43-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 5/2/2012 5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - A pair of Cassin's Kingbirds was observed making multiple trips with material to the lowest arm on 
the west side of the structure. - MDicus
05/02/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (spacer installation and wire sagging), per agency 
concurrence on 5/02/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape at 
the tower base. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman was dropped at the 
top of the tower and removed the nearly complete Cassin's Kingbird nest and installed a nest deterrent on the 
end of the arm. At the time of removal (approximately 17:00), the nest was 95-100% constructed but contained 
no eggs or nestlings. Photos were taken of the removed nest material, and a nest deterrent was installed in its 
place. - MDicus

No
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BUSH Bushtit 050212_mkhn_01 GS-NF-28 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 8 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/2/2012 5/8/2012 05/02/2012 - Adult Bushtits brought material to nest many times. Nest is 5% complete. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Virtually no progress has been made on this nest since found on 5/2. No BUSH detected within 40 
feet of nest in 30 minutes of passive observation. Nest site appears to have been abandoned in early building 
stage. - MKuehn

No

HOWR House Wren 050212_mkhn_02 GS-NF-28 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Adult House Wren was seen carrying nesting material into cavity. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Pair active in cavity, although 1 is most active 'cleaning' the entry with its bill and ducking into the 
cavity; second wren perched nearby, sang twice, and was gone for most of 30-minute observation period. - 
PKonrad
05/16/2012 - After about 10 minutes, a House Wren sang nearby, and another House Wren materialized in the 
cavity entrance from inside the cavity, then flew to the east. No wrens observed during next 20 minutes. - 
PKonrad
05/21/2012 - Pair of House Wrens are active at the nest cavity; 1 remains at the entrance or inside and second 
wren brought caterpillar food to nest; some singing. - PKonrad

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 050212_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - BUSH make making occasional trips from nearby fledged BUSH nest with purloined material, no 
female detected. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH make infrequent trips to nest at 0704. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - BUSH pair carrying food to nest at 0712. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050212_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/2/2012 5/9/2012 05/02/2012 - LEGO pair copulating adjacent to new nest which appears complete. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Considerable excretions at and under nest indicates successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 050212_rrdd_03 Hartung CY-N Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 5 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/2/2012 5/9/2012 05/02/2012 - HOFI pair building nest which appears complete. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nest is complete, but no HOFI detected from 1330-1345. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Nest is intact and lined. HOFI pair in tree do not approach. Monitor once more before closing. - 
RRadd
05/16/2012 - No activity observed, acorn fallen into nest suggests lack of maintenance and abandonment. - 
RRadd

No

PHAI Phainopepla 050212_rrdd_04 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 40 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/2/2012 5/23/2012 05/02/2012 - PHAI pair carrying material to nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - PHAI pair continue carrying material to nest at 1556. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest appears complete and intact, contents not accessible, no PHAI detected in association during 
20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Nest was abandoned; complete but unused. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_rrdd_05 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 53 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/2/2012 5/6/2012 05/02/2012 - Nearly complete nest at lowest tip of mistletoe clump appears to be HOFI nest built on abandoned 
PHAI platform. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Nest has detached from substrate and fallen sideways. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_vnik_01 Rough Acres CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Observed finch leave nest. 3 eggs present in nest. - VNovik
05/09/2012 - Buffer signs have been run over; tire tracks and footprints inside buffer. Bird incubating on nest. - 
VNovik
05/10/2012 - Female House Finch incubating 5 eggs. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - A female House Finch was brooding small downy nestlings. - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_vnik_02 Rough Acres CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/2/2012 5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Onsite monitor reported seeing House Finch carrying material to trailer while watching the rest for a 
couple of hours, in the morning, At least one female finch was seen carrying material to the nest site at that point. 
A pair of House Finches was observed for approximately 2 hours. The pair was observed at the nest, and a second 
pair was also observed near the nest. At least 1 female was observed carrying material to the nest. The nest 
appears 80% complete. No eggs or young were in the nest. Removal of nest was required based on impact to 
material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate options, and potential for 
more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest deterrents in the form of daily 
meetings, traffic, and construction activities have occurred in the area daily. Nest was removed per NBMMP. - 
VNovik

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 050312_ghan_01 CP31-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren making multiple trips with nesting material (feathers) to a cavity located in 
a coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia). 50-foot buffer staked with drive-through access. - GHuffman
05/10/2012 - No wren directly approached the nest during 40 minutes of observation, although a male was 
moving about within 100 feet, singing from various perches. A western fence lizard crawled along the oak trunk 
and paused near the cavity opening. There was no response from within the cavity, but it appeared the lizard only 
entered partway. It eventually moved along, eating ants from the tree trunk. - VEurs
05/18/2012 - About 5 minutes after the biologist approached the nest cavity, an adult wren entered the cavity 
and remained inside for over 40 minutes. A second wren never approached the cavity, but a male was heard 
singing in trees about 40 feet away. This male engaged in counter-singing with another BEWR male across the 
access road. The female was still in the cavity when the biologist left the area. - VEurs

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 050312_hwey_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - Female flies to nest at 0820 and remains on it. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - Female on nest at 1239. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - Female on nest at 0925. - HWinfrey

TBD

AR067650
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 050312_hwey_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - Female on nest with frequent trips to forage, then immediately returning to nest. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - Female on nest at 1207. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - Female on nest at 0919. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050312_hwey_03 CP87-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed pair of HOFIs adding nest material throughout the day. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Female remains on nest with lift 20 feet away. HOFI later leaves nest and 3 eggs are visible. - 
HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - Nest with 5 eggs. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Biomonitor on site reports observing male bringing food to incubating female. - HWinfrey
05/20/2012 - Female adult HOFI was observed on nest during Sunday avian monitoring. - BArnold

TBD

CALT California Towhee 050312_lton_01 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/3/2012 5/10/2012 05/03/2012 - The female flushed the nest when approached, 3 eggs are in the nest. - LThoreson
05/10/2012 - Nest pulled apart, no eggs or young remaining, apparently predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 050312_rrdd_01 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 250 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/3/2012 5/21/2012 05/03/2012 - LASP in nest with 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - LASP in nest for duration of brief observation at 1004. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - LASP in nest for duration of brief observation at 1037. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest is intact, empty and presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

MODO Mourning Dove 050312_rrdd_02 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 39 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/3/2012 5/9/2012 05/03/2012 - MODO incubating 2 eggs. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - Broken eggshell in empty nest suggests predation. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050312_rrdd_03 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - HOFI pair making repeated trips to this location with grass stems and leaving without. Some 
material visible from below. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI continue to attend nest while crew is on site. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - HOFI comes off nest to investigate new WEKI nest in progress at Leg D. - RRadd

TBD

CALT California Towhee 050312_sjon_01 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - California Towhee flew from the area of nest while biological monitor was walking through area. 
Nest was found with 1 egg. - SJohnston
05/09/2012 - California Towhee incubating 3 light blue brown-speckled eggs. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - An adult California Towhee was still incubating clutch of 3 eggs. - PKonrad
05/22/2012 - No adult California Towhees were observed near nest filled with 3 medium-sized nestlings with eyes 
opening and pin feathers developing. - PKonrad

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 050312_vers_01 CP6-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Grading 90 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/3/2012 5/17/2012 05/03/2012 - Onsite biomonitor A. Steyers observed a pair of Bushtits bringing nesting material to the top of 
yucca inflorescence, as construction was ongoing in the morning. The nest is braced against the flower stalk and is 
about 60% complete. Sunlight can still be seen through the bottom of the nest and it is not ready for egg-laying. 
The Bushtits visited the nest as the biomonitor and avian biologist stood 15-20 feet away. - VEurs
05/10/2012 - During 40 minutes of observation, the male was seen bringing material to the nest twice. Once he 
brought a piece of wilted flower and on the second visit, a rather large downy feather. - VEurs
05/17/2012 - The nest appears to have fallen from its anchor point, and a branchlet of the flower stalk has 
pierced a large hole in its side. The nest location is rather exposed and may have been dislodged due to predation. 
This nest, which may have contained eggs, failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 050312_vnik_01 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/3/2012 5/3/2012 05/03/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed for approximately 20 minutes. At least one female was 
observed carrying material to the nest. The nest appears 1% complete. No eggs or young were in the nest. 
Removal of nest was required based on impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost 
impact relative to alternate options, and potential for more nests at the piece of equipment during the 
anticipated nest cycle. Nest deterrents in the form of mylar tape and plastic sheeting were in place on the truck. 
Nest was removed per NBMMP, as this truck was required for immediate usage. - VNovik

No

HOFI House Finch 050412_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/4/2012 5/4/2012 05/04/2012 - Pair was seen flying out of nest location and male singing in area, nest was approximately 50% 
complete. Mylar deterrents installed on flatbed. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to 
material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative 
options, and potential for more nests at the piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a 
candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the trailer. No eggs or young were present and nest was 
removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

MODO Mourning Dove 050412_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 75 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

5/4/2012 5/17/2012 05/04/2012 - MODO on nest. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Adult MODO on nest, didn't flush at less than 3 feet. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Nest is empty, no MODO seen. - BArnold

No

MODO Mourning Dove 050412_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - Nest with 2 eggs. Flushed adult MODO at about 2 feet. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Adult MODO on nest, didn't flush at less than 2 feet. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - One nestling and 1 egg rolled slightly away from skimpy nest on top of fan screen. - BArnold

TBD

AR067651
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MODO Mourning Dove 050412_bald_03 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 205 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

5/4/2012 5/11/2012 05/04/2012 - MODO on nest. Dove did not flush, even at less than 1 foot beneath nest. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Nest empty, no adults, no nestlings, no eggs. Lots of scat below nest. Small portion of nest with scat, 
partially sucked into fan. Probably failed. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 050412_bald_04 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 270 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/4/2012 5/17/2012 05/04/2012 - Observed female HOFI accompanied by male bring nest material to this nest, after removing from 
closed nest 15 to the west. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Adult flushed from nest at less than 2 feet. Nest with 4 eggs. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Nest predated from open electrical box, ripped apart and on ground below Gas Circuit Breaker 
stand. Status now Closed. - BArnold

No

MODO Mourning Dove 050412_bald_05 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 155 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/4/2012 5/11/2012 05/04/2012 - Adult MODO on nest, didn't flush at 4 feet. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Nest empty, no adults, nestlings nor eggs. Nest in good shape, but no sign of heavy use. This nest 
likely never reached active stage. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 050412_bald_06 Encina Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

5/4/2012 5/7/2012 05/04/2012 - Nest with 1 egg in lift mast. - BArnold
05/07/2012 - Still 1 egg in nest. This nest has been abandoned, and was removed by the avian biologist. HOFI nest 
discovered 4 May with 1 egg. Due to its location on a lift, it was unclear if this nest was viable at that time (that is, 
whether the egg had been laid that day), or if the nest had previously been abandoned due to the lift being used 
and moved after this egg was laid. As of 7 May there remained only 1 egg, indicating that this nest had been 
previously abandoned. Because the lift equipment in the Encina Substation is available for both SRPL and O&M 
work activities, it remains unclear which specific group last used the equipment with the nest, although the 
presence of the nest was not known at that time. - BArnold

No

BTSP Black-throated Sparrow 050412_ddso_01 EP255-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats OH - wire stringing 35 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/4/2012 5/10/2012 05/04/2012 - This nest was discovered by a biomonitor while monitoring the splicing activities at EP255-2. An 
avian biologist determined that the nest contained 4 nestlings that were being fed by an adult Black-throated 
Sparrow. - DDitommaso
05/10/2012 - Nestlings have apparently fledged; no sign of fledglings or adults in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

HOFI House Finch 050412_ddso_02 EP255-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/4/2012 5/4/2012 05/04/2012 - This House Finch nest was discovered at 0845 this morning in a truck by a biomonitor while 
monitoring the splicing activities at EP255-2. The truck has only been at this site since 11am yesterday, so by 
virtue of its motion, has served as a deterrent to nesting activities. Prior to this site, it was sitting at the Helix Yard. 
An avian monitor was dispatched to EP255-2 and determined that there were no eggs or young in the nest in the 
truck which was 100% complete. A pair of House Finch was observed checking out the nest, but did not bring any 
material to it. Best guess given the timeline of events and observations is that the nest was built prior to arriving 
at EP255-2 and a pair of House Finch discovered this existing nest. The nest was photographed and removed 
following NBMMP stipulations, as the truck was needed immediately. - DDitommaso

No

BUSH Bushtit 050412_hwey_01 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - 2 Bushtits observed adding material to nest, which appears to be 80% complete. At one point, 
Bushtit flew to closed Bushtit nest 022112_mdus_01 and removed nest material, then carried it to new nest. - 
HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0641 to 0656. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - BUSH carrying fluffy material into nest at 1218. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOWR House Wren 050412_hwey_02 EP35-1-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 5/4/2012 5/4/2012 05/04/2012 - HOWR observed adding nest material. Nest examined, no eggs or young detected. - HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - HOWR nest approximately 80% built was photographed and removed according to NBMMP 
protocol, with approval by SDGE and CPUC/agency concurrence. No eggs or young were present. Nest was located 
within cavity in gate created by plastic sheeting and tape put in place as a nesting bird deterrent. This area was 
sealed following removal of nest with instructions posted to keep this opening sealed after gate operation. - 
HWinfrey

No

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 050412_mkhn_02 EP78-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 5 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 5/4/2012 5/16/2012 05/04/2012 - Adults visited nest site several times, one carrying coarse grasses into post and emerging without 
material each time. Uncertain how complete nest is at this point. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - No activity at nest site in 60 minutes. ATFL occasionally detected within 50 feet of nest, but may be 
same pair that is now constructing nest in a different post 250 feet to east. Little nesting material in base of post 
and without any form of a cup. Nest site likely abandoned, but will be checked once more for progress in 5-7 
days. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - No new material has been added to nest. This site has apparently been abandoned prior to 
completion of nest construction. - MKuehn

No

SPTO Spotted Towhee 050412_mkhn_03 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 15 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/4/2012 5/22/2012 05/04/2012 - While passively observing a RTHA nest, a female SPTO was observed emerging from a grassy area 
and returning 10 minutes later. The area was searched and she flew from a nest containing 3 eggs. She returned 
to the nest 30 seconds after the biologist retreated to 50 feet from the nest. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Passively observed nest for 12 minutes, until female left nest to forage. Nest still contains 3 eggs. - 
MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Nest contains 3 nestlings. Pin feathers on wings still completely enclosed in sheaths and about 15 
mm long. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - Nest empty and in good condition. Two adults and 1 fledgling located 100 feet from nest. - MKuehn

Yes
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SPTO Spotted Towhee 050412_mkhn_04 EP79-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 70 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/4/2012 5/22/2012 05/04/2012 - Adult flew from nest as biologist walked past while following a Wrentit. Nest contains 3 eggs. - 
MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Adult incubating. Nest still contains 3 eggs. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Adult on nest. - ELoveless
05/22/2012 - Nest is empty, and material in cup is loose and slightly mussed. Adults were detected within 80 feet 
of nest and followed, but no indication of fledglings was detected. Adults never scolded and were not observed 
carrying food in 20 minutes of following them as they moved through the territory. Based on observations 
(incubating when found on 5/4 and last known to contain eggs on 5/10), earliest possible fledge date was 5/20 
and latest was 5/27, however the lack of a detectable family group suggests the nest failed due to natural causes. - 
MKuehn

No

WREN Wrentit 050412_mkhn_05 EP79-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 20 100 100 100 Indeterminate 5/4/2012 5/17/2012 05/04/2012 - Both adults observed carrying nesting material to a 5% completed nest. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Nest appears complete and contains no eggs. Lining is somewhat mussed and some appears pulled 
up and out of nest. This nest may have already failed. No Wrentits detected within 50 feet of nest for 30 minutes 
or when nest was approached and inspected. No eggshell fragments found on ground below nest. - MKuehn
05/17/2012 - Nest is still empty and appearance has not changed. Likely depredated but no evidence that eggs 
were ever laid. - MKuehn

N/A

HOWR House Wren 050412_rrdd_01 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - Female making trips carrying small items to cavity with male in constant close attendance. Male also 
carries stems to next cavity below - presumed alternate nest. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Female brings feather to nest and stays at 1522. Male guarding. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - HOWR male nest guarding and defending from 1225-1300. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Male HOWR continues strident nest presence, and follows female on brief exits. - RRadd

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 050412_rrdd_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 46 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/4/2012 5/23/2012 05/04/2012 - Male PHAI shaping cup in nearly complete nest. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest appears complete, female PHAI is associating but wary (nest not approached by observer). - 
RRadd
05/18/2012 - PHAI nearby but not associating with this nest, which is beginning to loosen. Monitor once more 
before potentially closing. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Nest is falling apart, pair building new nest nearby. - RRadd

No

CALT California Towhee 050412_rrdd_03 CP70-3-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - CALT lying in nest observed empty 1 week ago. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs and hatched young at 1407. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Nest appears to contain 3 hatched young during brief glimpse. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - CALT attending large young in nest; should fledge tomorrow morning. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050412_rrdd_04 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - HOFI female carrying material into cavity and remaining for a minute at a time. Male attends. - 
RRadd
05/12/2012 - Male feeding soliciting female adjacent to nest (which is not visible). - RRadd
05/18/2012 - HOFI near this cavity did not enter during 20-minute observation from 1220-1240. - RRadd

TBD

KILL Killdeer 050412_sjon_01 EP54-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - Killdeer incubating 4 eggs. - SJohnston
05/09/2012 - An adult Killdeer is incubating a clutch of 4 eggs; the adult walked away from the nest when the 
avian biologist approached within 60 feet; stood 60 feet away from nest, then returned to nest as soon as 
biologist turned around and began leaving the area. The Killdeer did not call, and no other adult was observed or 
heard in the area. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - An adult Killdeer is incubating its clutch of eggs while the installation of a 3-foot tall orange silt 
fence is being completed a few feet outside the Killdeer nest buffer area. Biomonitor G. Brungraber reported the 
adult Killdeer did not react to the fencing work and continued their incubation of the clutch throughout the work 
period. - PKonrad
05/21/2012 - 4 Killdeer hatchlings observed in the same position as the previously unhatched eggs. Adult Killdeer 
was later observed brooding. - SJohnston

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050412_vers_01 CP7 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed entering and exiting the lowest arm on the south side of the 
steel monopole at least a dozen times over the course of an hour. On at least 3 occasions, the female carried 
nesting material into the end of the arm while the male perched atop the arm, singing. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - During 60 minutes of observation, a male spent at least 20 minutes singing from the small 
distribution pole directly opposite the arm with the nest. Towards the end of the observation he was singing on 
the arm, directly above the entrance to the nest. The female was not observed. - VEurs
05/18/2012 - Construction activities occurred during the majority of the 60-minute observation period. No HOFI 
activity was observed at the nest, although onsite biomonitor A. Steyers reports the pair made several trips to and 
from the pole on 17 May. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050412_vnik_01 Thing Valley CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/4/2012 5/4/2012 05/04/2012 - Biomonitor observed female finch making several trips to nest with nest material. Nest was located 
late in the afternoon yesterday. Nest location is in area of tank that inhibits the operation of pumps und other 
tanks needed for dust control purposes. The tire is wrapped in plastic as a deterrent. Nest could become flooded 
if tank overflowed. Nest is approximately 30% complete with no eggs or young. Removal of nest was required 
based on impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate 
options, and potential for more nests at the piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest deterrents 
in the form of mylar tape and plastic were hung on the water tank. Nest was photographed and removed per 
NBMMP. - VNovik

No
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OATI Oak Titmouse 050512_hwey_01 EP32-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 22 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/5/2012 5/11/2012 05/05/2012 - Adult OATI making frequent brief trips inside nest cavity from 0631 to 0701. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - OATI brings food to nest cavity at 0639. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - OATI brings food to nest at 0631. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - No activity observed at nest cavity from 0805 to 0835. OATI heard calling nearby. Nest presumed 
fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050512_hwey_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/5/2012 TBD 05/05/2012 - Female Lesser Goldfinch gathering spider webs and flying to nest with male mate-guarding and 
following female's movements. - HWinfrey
05/12/2012 - No activity at nest between 1112 and 1142. Nest was monitored from bridge outside buffer. - 
MDicus
05/19/2012 - Female on nest at 0715. - HWinfrey

TBD

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 050512_hwey_03 Alpine CY Construction Yards Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/5/2012 TBD 05/05/2012 - Female on nest at 1400. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - Female observed on nest at 0942. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - Adult feeding nestlings, begging sounds audible at 1347. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050512_hwey_04 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/5/2012 5/5/2012 05/05/2012 - Biomonitor A. Bryant observed a HOFI pair making 4 trips to nest cavity with coarse nesting 
material, indicating nest was early in the nest-building stage. Nest removal was requested to allow for ongoing 
Alpine Underground wire testing. No buffer reduction was possible, as the nest was in the area of the current and 
pending work. Nest cavity was examined and it was determined that nest could not removed. Cavity was covered 
with netting to prevent further nest building, per the NBMMP. Pair was observed immediately investigating other 
possible nest sites in the area. - HWinfrey

No

CALT California Towhee 050512_ltiw_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals Other 35 100 50 50 Fledged 5/5/2012 5/17/2012 05/05/2012 - A pair of California Towhees was observed in the vicinity of the nest, which contains 4 nestlings. - 
LTymkiw
05/11/2012 - Feathered nestlings remain present at 1212. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Nest is clean and empty, recent fledglings are nearby. - RRadd

Yes

HOWR House Wren 050512_rrdd_01 CP81-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/5/2012 TBD 05/05/2012 - HOWR female carries feather to nest and stays at 0724. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - HOWR male singing, nest guarding and entering cavity at 1336. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Male nest-guarding, female departs at 0742 after 20 minutes of observation. No item carry 
observed on return 8 minutes later. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 050512_rrdd_02 CP78-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/5/2012 TBD 05/05/2012 - Nest is approximately 50% complete, and in progress. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Female on nest. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Female lying in nest at 0710. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050512_rrdd_03 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/5/2012 TBD 05/05/2012 - Nest appears complete with female lying in nest. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Nest is 100% built, but no activity observed. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - HOFI pair making many trips with new material. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 050512_rrdd_04 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 75 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 5/5/2012 5/22/2012 05/05/2012 - ANHU nest building, approximately 50% complete at 1440. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Nest is 75% complete, but no ANHU detected. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Nest still 75% complete was abandoned prior to completion. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050612_fhan_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - HOFI nest of forbs and grass in slight cup shape removed (35%) complete, with no eggs or young 
present, per the NBMMP. Nest site was photographed and confirmed by an avian biologist. The truck is used daily 
for Sunrise operations, necessitating the removal of this nest from within the cab of the truck. - FHoffman

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 050612_fhan_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/7/2012 05/06/2012 - Pair of adults was observed multiple times carrying nest material to angle steel on ground. Upon 
inspection, a cup nest was found under a piece of angle steel. Another partially complete cup nest was also found 
adjacent to the first nest. - FHoffman
05/07/2012 - Pair was seen bringing in nesting material to 80% complete nest. Nest was discovered on 4/6/12 and 
was approved to be removed as per the agencies. No deterrents were present on steel, but heavy work activities 
were occurring all around. The nest was submitted for nest removal per NBMMP because of the necessity to fly 
out the steel piece immediately and that there were no eggs or nestlings present. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 050612_fhan_04 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - HOFI pair detected building nest. Nest had no eggs or young and was about 40% complete. Nest 
removed from actively used auger truck, needed every day for Sunrise construction, per the NBMMP. The nest 
was photographed, confirmed, and removed by an avian biologist. - FHoffman

No

HOFI House Finch 050612_fhan_05 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - HOFI pair detected nest building. Nest was approximately 15% complete of various cut shrubs and 
grasses and contained no eggs or young. Since this nest was found under construction inside an actively used wire 
truck that is needed for Sunrise wire-stringing operations, this nest was photographed and removed following the 
NBMMP. - FHoffman

No

WEBL Western Bluebird 050612_hwey_01 Suncrest-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/6/2012 TBD 05/06/2012 - Female WEBL observed leaving cavity at 1100, returning with grassy material at 1106. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1209 to 1224. Female observed foraging 10 feet from cavity 
opening. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - Adult female WEBL observed foraging underneath distribution pole across access road, then flying 
to perch in shrubs near nest tree. - BArnold

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 050612_mkhn_01 Rough Acres CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - Biomonitor observed adults making many trips to nest throughout the day, including while water 
trucks were filling from the front of tank 20 feet away and while water tank was being filled using generator and 
pump 45 feet away. Traffic routinely passed along access road 10 feet away. Birds are virtually undeterred from 
nesting by activity near nest and apparently began constructing nest after vehicle was parked here yesterday. Nest 
is 50% complete and contains no eggs. Since this equipment is needed for construction currently, this nest site 
was photographed and all nesting material was removed per the NBMMP, before the opening was stuffed with 
crumpled paper which was taped into place as a deterrent. - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 050612_mkhn_02 Rough Acres CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/6/2012 TBD 05/06/2012 - Biomonitor observed adults making many trips to nest throughout the day, including while water 
trucks were filling from the front of tank 25 feet away and while water tank was being filled using generator and 
pump 30 feet away. Birds are virtually undeterred from nesting by activity near nest and brought material to nest 
while avian biologist stood 10 feet away while logging nest location. Nest appears to be about 40% complete. - 
MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Nest looks nearly complete and female House Finch was bringing nest material to the nest. Male 
attempted copulation and perched prominently nearby. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - Female House Finch incubating. - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050612_mkhn_03 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - Adult HOFIs were observed carrying nesting material into small cavity in end of crane arm. Electrical 
testing occurred on site yesterday, and the crane was used then. No nesting activity was observed at this location 
as of 1930 on 5/5, so nest construction began today. This crane is needed for the completion of electrical testing 
onsite, and even if another crane were used, this one would need to be moved for the work to be completed. The 
nest was inspected and found to be 85% complete and partially lined, but containing no eggs. The nest was 
photographed and removed per the NBMMP. The cavity, and another close by, were stuffed with mesh netting 
crumpled up, and the openings were duct taped closed to prevent future nesting attempts. - MKuehn

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 050712_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 100 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/7/2012 5/12/2012 05/07/2012 - Nest was found during sweep of yard by monitor right before skycrane was to pick up legs 140 feet 
away. The avian biologist and two groundmen protected the nest from skycrane rotor wash. The men held a wood 
board 5 feet from nest while avian biologist shielded the nest. The winds were 19 mph above the shield, 13 mph 
behind the shield, and 1-2 mph at the nest with the avian protecting the nest with their body. After the skycrane 
activity, the nest was monitored full time for approximately 45 minutes, and the female was seen returning to the 
nest soon after the activities and resumed incubating. The nest contains 4 eggs. - AHill
05/13/2012 - On May 12th, the nest was found to be empty and 1 egg was just outside of the nest. A few adult, 
down feathers were found near the nest. The actual nest appeared to be intact. No LASP adult birds were seen or 
heard  in the vicinity of the nest. Based on this evidence, the nest was predated on by natural causes rather than 
construction related. The only possibility for a failure due to construction would be rotor wash; which did not 
occur because the nest was physically intact. The nest was most likely predated on by a raven. - AHill

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 050712_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/7/2012 5/9/2012 05/07/2012 - Female is brooding at least 3 nestlings. Both parents seen bringing food to nestlings during crane 
activity at 45 feet from nest. - AHill
05/08/2012 - Female on nest brooding. Observed male feed female. - AHill
05/09/2012 - The nest was found to be empty and looked to be predated by an animal. No feathers or blood 
present. A squirrel or raven could have eaten the nestlings. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 050712_ahll_04 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/7/2012 5/7/2012 05/07/2012 - Pair was seen flying out of nest location and male singing in area; nest was approximately 65% 
complete. Mylar deterrents installed on storage container. Removal of nest was required based on potential 
impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to 
alternative options, and potential for more nests at the piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest 
was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the trailer. No eggs or young were present and nest 
was removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 050712_fhan_02 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Detected by yard monitors. Female incubating 3 eggs. Flushed upon approach at 2 feet. - FHoffman
05/16/2012 - Three downy nestlings in nest. Female visited nest 1 time during 30-minute observation. - ELoveless

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050712_fhan_03 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 75 100 15 15 Nest did not reach active stage 5/7/2012 5/18/2012 05/07/2012 - Observed by monitors. Adults have not been seen for awhile. May not reach active stage. - 
FHoffman
05/16/2012 - Nest approximately 70% complete. No HOFI activity around nest. - ELoveless
05/18/2012 - No activity observed during 1 hour observation. Nest in same condition as previous entry. Nest was 
never completed. Avian biologist watched the nest for over 1 hour a day for 3 days with no activity observed. Nest 
is roughly in the same condition as when it was logged 11 days prior. Nest was closed and buffers were removed. - 
ELoveless

No

BUSH Bushtit 050712_ghan_01 EP9-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Bushtit observed making 3 trips to a manzanita with nesting material within an observation period 
of 15 minutes. Nest appears to be 5% complete. Buffer signs staked at 50 feet. - GHuffman
05/14/2012 - Observed Bushtit making multiple trips to nest with material. Nest appears to be 80% complete. - 
GHuffman
05/21/2012 - No activity observed from 1033 to 1048. - HWinfrey

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 050712_hwey_01 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/7/2012 5/7/2012 05/07/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed a pair of House Finches adding nest material to site inside bracket on 
monopole tower CP87-1. It was determined that nest removal was necessary to allow ongoing underground wire 
testing and that buffer reduction would not be possible. Nest was examined and found to be 20% complete with 
no eggs or young present. Male and female were adding nest material with biologist observing from a boom lift at 
a distance of 10 feet. Nest was removed in accordance with the NBMMP. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 050712_jdus_01 CP74-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips to nest with material. Male chases second male away from vicinity of nest, 
defending nest site. Pair forages upslope of tower and to the west. - JDicus
05/18/2012 - No HOFI observed to visit this nest during 1-hour observation. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - No HOFI detected at this structure during 40-minute observation. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050712_jdus_02 CP74-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Pair visits marker ball together 4 times, twice the female carries nesting material inside to remain 
for 10-30 seconds and reappear at entrance. Male enters once through opposite entrance and departs almost 
immediately to land on fiber optic line nearby. Male does not enter marker ball again for duration of observation 
period, despite attending the female on each visit to nest site. Pair copulates on line near nest entrance. - JDicus
05/18/2012 - HOFI pair carry nest material into this ball at 0820. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - No HOFI detected at this structure during 40-minute observation. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050712_jdus_03 CP74-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips to marker ball, female carries material inside while male sings from line outside 
entrance. - JDicus
05/18/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - No HOFI detected at this structure during 40-minute observation. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050712_jtor_01 CP98-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - HOFI pair observed carrying nest material to cavity in lowest eastern arm. - JTaylor
05/16/2012 - Male perched 10 feet from nest for duration of 15-minute observation. Female not seen. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Female emerges briefly from nest cavity, then re-enters. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050712_jtor_02 CP86 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - 1 nest located on west side where plates meet to join legs. Female flew away from nest when site 
was approached. Nest on west appears complete, feathers of lining visible. - JTaylor
05/10/2012 - 9:30am-11:00am:  Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter 
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately 
5 minutes to conduct hydro mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to mulched by spraying from 
outside stakes. Incubating female appeared alert but remained in nest. Activities appeared to have no negative 
impact on nesting status. Female was not observed leaving nest during activities. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - Incubation continues unabated at 1110. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050712_jtor_03 CP86 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Second pair of HOFI building a nest on south of tower. - JTaylor
05/10/2012 - 9:30am-11:00am:  Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter 
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately 
5 minutes to conduct hydro mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to mulched by spraying from 
outside stakes. Incubating female appeared alert but remained in nest. Activities appeared to have no negative 
impact on nesting status. Female observed leaving nest once during observation off site for a total of twenty 
minutes and returned to incubating. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - Incubation continues at 1114. - RRadd

TBD

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 050712_ltiw_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - A pair was observed bringing lining material several times to the nest while the crew was working in 
the tower. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Pair very actively building nest, vocalizing and pair bonding. Adult attempted to grab mule tape left 
on tower. Nest is very obvious. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Adult male building nest, bringing in material and stealing material from HOFI nests on side arms. 
Female on nest, flushed when 1 crew climbed to her level  and returned when he descended. - FHoffman
05/17/2012 - CAKI activity here is intermittent, but pair observed defending against interloper CAKI, and female 
on nest at times. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050712_rrdd_01 CP54-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/7/2012 5/15/2012 05/07/2012 - LEGO pair attending. Female made 3 trips with material in 15 minutes to next approximately 25% 
complete, 1335. Nest position makes this nest highly vulnerable to rotor wash. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest appears complete and LEGO pair on site. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest is complete, empty and unmaintained. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050712_rrdd_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - LEGO female on nest intermittently. Leaves nest in response to parked vehicle at 50 feet, returns at 
75 feet. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest appears complete and sound, and LEGO in vicinity seem to be associating with this nest, but do 
not alight at it. - RRadd

TBD

RWBL Red-winged Blackbird 050712_sjon_01 EP53-3-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 32 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/7/2012 5/22/2012 05/07/2012 - Nest found while biological monitors were checking pitfall traps. Female incubating 4 eggs. - 
SJohnston
05/15/2012 - Male and female Red-winged Blackbirds territorial; 4 nestlings about 4 days old in nest. - PKonrad
05/22/2012 - Nestling Red-winged Blackbirds have fledged; nest is in good shape with a couple mutes inside. 
Adults territorial; fledglings probably nearby - closed. - PKonrad

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 050812_fhan_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 65 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/8/2012 5/9/2012 05/08/2012 - Both adults building nest. Started day at 10% complete. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - F. Hoffman reports that nest material gone. Perhaps kingbirds plundered it or blown off by wind. - 
KAlberts
05/11/2012 - No activity detected at this location and no nest visible at 1155. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050812_hwey_01 EP39-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/8/2012 5/8/2012 05/08/2012 - Female HOFI was observed carrying nest material into a canvas bag hanging from a steel beam in 
tower structure EP39-1. The bird was observed making 10 trips with material between 0730 and 0745. The nest 
was examined and found to be 20% complete with no eggs or young present. The site has ongoing tower 
assembly and a nest buffer reduction was not possible. Nest was removed in accordance with the NBMMP. - 
HWinfrey

No

ROWR Rock Wren 050812_hwey_02 EP39-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - ROWR observed carrying nest material into cavity at 0725. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Nest cup appears complete, but no eggs are visible. - HWinfrey
05/22/2012 - No activity observed from 0733 to 0803. Nest appears complete, but cup contents are not visible. - 
HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050812_hwey_03 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 100 100 Removed 5/8/2012 5/8/2012 05/08/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed female HOFI adding nest material to nest. Nest was examined and 
found to be 75% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was determined to not be feasible, as 
ongoing wire testing work requires access to area.  Nest was removed in accordance with NBMMP, with SDGE & 
CPUC approval and agency concurrence. Deterrents remain on both riser towers in this area. - HWinfrey

No

SPTO Spotted Towhee 050812_lgan_01 EP30-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 125 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/8/2012 5/16/2012 05/08/2012 - An adult Spotted Towhee was observed incubating the nest. The adult vacated the nest upon the 
avian biologist's discovery of the nest, revealing 2 eggs. - LGorman
05/16/2012 - Observed no activity in vicinity of nest. After a period of no Spotted Towhees in area, nest was 
approached and found to have no eggs or young with nest still intact. Nest closed likely due to predation. - 
GHuffman

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 050812_mdus_01 CP39-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - The CAGN pair was observed rapidly adding material to a nest that is approximately 20% 
constructed. - MDicus
05/15/2012 - 2 nest exchanges were observed: at 07:09 the female switched incubation duties with the male, and 
at 07:55 they switched again. - MDicus
05/22/2012 - 3 nest exchanges were observed: at 0720, 0750, and 0808. After the second nest exchange, the 
female briefly chased a passing Lesser Goldfinch from the vicinity while the male incubated. - MDicus

TBD

LBVI Least Bell's Vireo 050812_mkhn_01 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 210 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/8/2012 5/15/2012 05/08/2012 - T. Cooper - observed female adding material to nest, followed by male. Nest approximately 40% 
complete. - MKuehn
05/09/2012 - Pair observed near the nest, with female frequently adding willow down and dry grasses to the 
interior of the nest, as well as rounding out smoothing the interior of the nest with her body. Nest approximately 
70% complete. - TCooper
05/10/2012 - Pair was observed at nest, female occasionally adding willow down to the interior of the nest. Both 
birds were observed rounding out the inside of the nest with their bodies or otherwise inspecting and smoothing 
the exterior. Nest appears 90% complete. - TCooper
05/11/2012 - Pair observed foraging in nest area, male singing frequently. Female observed lining nest with fine 
grass. - TCooper
05/14/2012 - When the monitoring biologist arrived, the male LBVI was observed on the nest singing frequently. 
After 10 minutes of observation, the male left the nest, at which time the biologist checked the contents of the 
nest. Two newly laid LBVI eggs and 2 Brown-headed Cowbird (BHCO) eggs were observed in the nest. One BHCO 
egg was removed; one egg was addled, by shaking vigorously, and placed back in the nest for the following 
reasons: - This vireo pair was observed building on 11 May, meaning that the female most likely laid her initial egg 
May 13 and laid a second egg today, May 14. The female has the potential to lay an additional 2 eggs, completing 
a typical 4 egg clutch for this species. By removing only one BHCO egg on this date, increases the potential that 
the female will continue laying and complete her typical clutch. Removing both cowbird eggs and leaving only a 2 
egg clutch would increase the possibility of abandonment of the nest by the vireo pair because of the large degree 
of reduction. Additionally, leaving 1 BHCO egg may reduce the risk of further parasitism or nest destruction by the 
offending cowbird(s), by giving the appearance that their egg is still viable. - The male LBVI was observed back on 
the nest within 2 minutes of the biologist departure. - TCooper
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest. 2 LBVI eggs and 1 BHCO egg in nest. Eggs cold. 1 LBVI egg with at least 
3 punctures and evidence of content leakage. Nest remained intact and in good condition. - TCooper

No

MODO Mourning Dove 050812_rrdd_01 CP57-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 17 100 75 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/8/2012 5/18/2012 05/08/2012 - MODO pair carrying sticks and copulating at nest site 0700. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - No nesting activity was observed in the area, and no nest was found. After checking the nest shrub 
and surrounding shrubs, and after confirming the location with the avian biologist who logged it, the nest was 
closed. Previous observations showed a California Towhee pair removing sticks from the MODO nest location. It is 
presumed the MODO pair abandoned the nest attempt prior to egg-laying. - MDicus

No
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CALT California Towhee 050812_rrdd_02 CP57-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - CALT pair making 8 trips in 10 minutes carrying beaks full of "straw" to nest location at 0722. - 
RRadd
05/15/2012 - CALT soliciting copulation adjacent to nest at 0700. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Contact calling and apparent nest-guarding behavior suggests incubation is in progress. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 050812_rrdd_03 CP57-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 5/8/2012 5/14/2012 05/08/2012 - BUSH pair making numerous trips carrying silk, dried Salvia leaves and grass stems to nest 
approximately 20% complete 0955. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Nest appears 40% complete. No BUSH observed from 0845-0915. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest has fallen apart. - RRadd

No

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 050812_rrdd_04 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - NOMO binding sticks into nest approximately 60% complete 1200. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - NOMO female on nest intermittently from 1237-1306. - RRadd

TBD

HOWR House Wren 050812_rrdd_05 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - Male HOWR singing and guarding cavity entrance and entering occasionally 1237. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Male HOWR singing at cavity entrance from 1248-1319. - RRadd

TBD

KILL Killdeer 050812_sjon_01 EP67 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - Killdeer incubating 4 eggs. - SJohnston
05/15/2012 - An adult Killdeer is incubating its clutch of 4 eggs. - PKonrad
05/21/2012 - Vandalism may have occurred within the nest buffer and the immediate vicinity of nest. This site has 
experienced theft in the recent past. Evidence of nest buffer intrusion include: broken buffer signs, vegetation 
disrupted within a few feet of the nest, silt fencing knocked down, and cribbing inside buffer which was not there 
previously. Intrusion is believed to have occurred Saturday evening or Sunday. Nest now has 3 eggs. No signs of 
broken egg shells at or around nest; however, it is possible the nesting KILLs may have removed from vicinity of 
nest. - SJohnston

TBD

WEKI Western Kingbird 050812_vnik_01 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/8/2012 5/9/2012 05/08/2012 - Yard monitor observed bird carrying material to nest. Observed nest site for 30 minutes while 
Western Kingbird made approximately 10-15 trips to nest with material. Nest appears 30-40% complete and does 
not contain eggs or young. Deterrents in the form of active steel assembly within 200 feet, helicopter flights 
within 150 feet, traffic within 100 feet, and air crane picks recently within 200 feet have occurred. - VNovik
05/09/2012 - Monitor observed bird carrying nesting material to nest location. Over 20 minute period, bird made 
10-12 trips. Nest estimated to be 30% complete, with no eggs or young. Removal of nest was required based on 
impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impacts relative to alternate options, and 
potential for more nests on the tower that still requires work, during the anticipated nest cycle. No nest 
deterrents were in place on tower, however active construction and helicopter flights have been occurring in the 
area. Nest was removed per NBMMP. - VNovik

No

HOLA Horned Lark 050812_vnik_02 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - While checking a nearby nest, a Horned Lark was observed carrying nesting material. The bird was 
observed from 65 feet, and it flew to nest location. A check of the nest revealed 1 egg. - VNovik
05/09/2012 - Air crane delivered tower section in yard within 150 feet of nest. Check of nest revealed  2 eggs. Bird 
observed returning to nest within 15 minutes of crane departure. Skycrane picked steel tower section from yard 
at a distance of 150 feet from nest. Nest was checked post-pick and eggs were intact and present in nest. 
Observed nest from outside buffer for approximately 1 hour. Bird was not observed at or near nest. - VNovik
05/10/2012 - 3 eggs in nest. Lark observed foraging near nest. - VNovik
05/11/2012 - Female incubating 4 eggs. - VNovik
05/13/2012 - Female diligently incubating her 4 eggs. Physical buffer maintained. - FHoffman
05/16/2012 - Observed from 100 feet away. Female observed entering nest area did not leave nest during 30 
minute observation. - ELoveless

TBD

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 050812_vnik_03 McCain Valley CY Construction Yards Chaparrals Other 100 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/8/2012 5/23/2012 05/08/2012 - Monitor observed Western Scrub-jay incubating. 3 eggs on nest. - VNovik
05/16/2012 - An adult Western Scrub-jay was brooding 2 newly hatched, featherless nestlings - maybe as much as 
3 days old. The pair of adults was very territorial. - PKonrad
05/23/2012 - The nest is in excellent shape with expanded grass-lined bowl suggesting the growth of nestlings. 
However, the nestling period should continue for a minimum of 16 days, indicating the nest has failed due to an 
unknown natural cause. This probably occurred very recently considering that the adults are still very territorial 
around the nest site - closed. - PKonrad

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 050912_dbby_01 CP17-1-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 180 300 300 300 Fledged 5/9/2012 5/16/2012 05/09/2012 - After surveyors (D. Busby, C. Brungraber, R. Quilley) observed pair for approximately 1.5 hours, the 
nest was discovered with at least 3 nestlings (approximately 6 days old). Adults were observed repeatedly carrying 
food to vicinity of nest. Adult occasionally territorial with scolding and mewing. - DBusby
05/16/2012 - Nest still contained at least 3 nestlings from 0720-0745, but had fledged by 1030 during a brief 
follow-up visit when the family group was observed outside the nest with both parents feeding. - KAlberts

Yes

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 050912_dbby_02 CP17-1-E-B Road Areas Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - After surveyors (D. Busby, C. Brungraber, R. Quilley) observed pair for approximately 2 hours, the 
nest was discovered. The male was initially observed incubating/brooding on the nest; we immediately backed 
away from the nest after its discovery and watched 3 more nest exchanges.
 - DBusby
05/16/2012 - Female incubating on arrival at 0805, male nest exchanged at 0850. Male mewed occasionally while 
female incubated. - KAlberts

TBD
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SPTO Spotted Towhee 050912_esds_01 CP104-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - Adult incubating 4 eggs. - EStrods
05/16/2012 - 4 eggs in nest, female calling nearby. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - 3 nestlings visible with downy heads, 3-4 days old. - HWinfrey

TBD

WREN Wrentit 050912_esds_02 CP104-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/9/2012 5/16/2012 05/09/2012 - Adult incubating. Nest contains 4 pale blue eggs. - EStrods
05/16/2012 - Nest is empty, apparently predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 050912_fhan_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - Pair actively building all day, even tried to pilfer from kingbird. - FHoffman
05/17/2012 - HOFI coming and going to this nest. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050912_hwey_01 CP87-1 Structures Herbaceous Wetlands, Freshwater, 
and Streams

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/9/2012 5/9/2012 05/09/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed female HOFI adding nest material to nest. Nest was examined and 
found to be 25% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was determined to not be feasible, 
since ongoing wire testing work requires daily access to area. Nest was photographed and removed in accordance 
with NBMMP. Deterrents are numerous on the tower. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 050912_hwey_02 CP87-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/9/2012 5/9/2012 05/09/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed HOFI female carrying nest material to bracket located just above 
middle arm. Nest examined and found to be 5% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was 
determined to not be feasible, as ongoing wire testing work requires access to area. Nest was removed in 
accordance with NBMMP. Deterrents remain on both riser towers in this area. - HWinfrey

No

RCSP Rufous-crowned Sparrow 050912_jdus_01 CP17-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - Adult on prominent perch nearby does not approach nest while avian biologist monitors from a 
distance of 50 feet. After returning later in the day to check for birds tending this nest, wing flutter coming from 
the nest site and moving downslope to the west indicating the departure of an incubating adult was audible, 
though no bird was seen leaving the nest. Nest is 100% constructed and contains 4 glossy white, unmarked eggs. 
Nest and eggs consistent with RCSP. Nest cannot be seen from beyond the established 100-foot buffer. - JDicus
05/17/2012 - Nest now contains several gray, downy nestlings. - VEurs

TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 050912_mdus_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - maintenance 820 300 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 5/9/2012 5/16/2012 05/09/2012 - The CAGN pair was observed making multiple trips (approximately 8 trips in 30 minutes) to a nest 
that is 90-95% constructed. The male was not observed carrying material but appeared to be escorting the female 
while she added material to the nest. The pair was also observed mobbing a California Towhee temporarily 
perched in an adjacent shrub. - MDicus
05/16/2012 - The nest contents were checked after no activity was observed at the nest. The cup was found 
covered with loose nest material and contained no eggs. Neither adult was observed visiting the nest. The nest is 
presumed to have been abandoned prior to becoming active, as it was still under construction 1 week ago, and no 
evidence of nest damage or broken eggs was found. The pair associated with this nest was observed foraging and 
carrying material to a new nest 200 feet to the south. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 050912_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - BUSH making many trips repairing previous nest ID 022312_rrdd_03. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - BUSH pair continue making numerous trips to this nest with fluff collected from nearby Baccharis 
from 0716-1724. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050912_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 4 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 5/9/2012 5/11/2012 05/09/2012 - LEGO pair making multiple trips constructing new nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Nest abandoned prior to completion (approximately 30%). - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050912_rrdd_03 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - HOFI incubating 3 eggs 1000. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Nest contains 1 nestling, 2 eggs, and 1 egg thrown from nest to fabric. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050912_rrdd_04 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - LEGO pair building new nest approximately 25% complete 1445-1500. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - LEGO female lying in nest at 1553. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - LEGO female on nest from 1615-1635. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050912_rrdd_05 GS-NF-10 Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 25 100 70 70 Nest did not reach active stage 5/9/2012 5/16/2012 05/09/2012 - LEGO female coming to complete, lined, empty nest 1604. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Agitated LEGO pair in nest area did not come to nest during 20-minute observation from distance. 
Nest contents unknown. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest lining blowing out. LEGO have re-nested elsewhere nearby. - RRadd

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 050912_sjon_01 EP54-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 50 50 Removed 5/9/2012 5/10/2012 05/09/2012 - Observed pair building nest and defending nesting territory. - SJohnston
05/13/2012 - Avian monitor reports that nest was removed at approximately 15% complete, with no eggs or 
young present. Removal of nest was needed because of imminent transformer replacement where nest was 
located was critical for fiber optic regeneration site for Sunrise Powerlink. Removal of nest proceeded after 
SDG&E and WLA concurrence, following the NBMMP. - KAlberts

No

HOFI House Finch 051012_cves_02 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/10/2012 TBD 05/10/2012 - The construction occurring at the time of nest detection was fiber optic splicing which consisted of 
3 days of 1 crewmember climbing and working 30 feet up leg A to access the fiber rack, wire splicing at ground 
level and varying levels of usage of a generator. The bird was incubating during this activity - CVettes
05/16/2012 - HOFI activity continues at this location. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 051012_hwey_02 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/10/2012 TBD 05/10/2012 - Yard monitors detected female nest building, making frequent trips with nesting material. Nest 
appears 50% complete. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - Female on nest at 1254. - HWinfrey

TBD
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ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051012_hwey_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/10/2012 TBD 05/10/2012 - ATFL observed carrying nesting material into cavity under roof tile at 1225. M. Dicus reported on 
5/12/2012 an adult observed making multiple trips to nest with large clumps of dried hydro-mulch pacifier from 
road edge. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - No activity observed at cavity entrance, and no ATFL detected in vicinity of nest. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051012_hwey_05 CP87-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/10/2012 5/10/2012 05/10/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed female HOFI adding material to nest located behind bracket on 
monopole tower CP87-1. Nest was examined and found to be 50% complete with no eggs or young present. 
Buffer reduction was determined to not be feasible, since ongoing wire testing work requires daily access to area. 
Nest was photographed and removed in accordance with NBMMP, with SDGE & CPUC approval and agency 
concurrence. Deterrents are numerous on the tower. - HWinfrey

No

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051012_hwey_06 Suncrest-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/10/2012 TBD 05/10/2012 - Biologist A. Farmer observed ATFL pair making multiple trips with nest material over 5 minutes. Nest 
building continued while vehicles passed nest and while biologist approached within 10 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - No activity observed at cavity entrance, and no ATFLs detected from 0810 to 0840. - HWinfrey

TBD

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051012_jdus_01 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/10/2012 TBD 05/10/2012 - Adult carries material to nest cavity twice. - JDicus
05/16/2012 - Poorly organized cup, lined with feathers contains 1 ATFL egg, which appears slightly pushed down 
into lining. Adults not detected near nest. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs. Adult was not incubating when contents were checked. - MKuehn

TBD

HOWR House Wren 051012_jdus_02 EP78-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/10/2012 TBD 05/10/2012 - Pair enters cavity multiple times, twice carrying fine material. - JDicus
05/17/2012 - No activity observed at cavity for 20 minutes. Male HOWR singing from adjacent coast live oak the 
entire time, but female not detected. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - No activity at cavity for 30 minutes. Male HOWR sang in nest tree for 10 minutes. Female was never 
detected. - MKuehn

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 051012_mdus_01 CP48-2/CP49-1 PS-N Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 20 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 5/10/2012 5/15/2012 05/10/2012 - A biomonitor reported finding a Lesser Goldfinch nest while the construction crew was parked 20 
feet away. The avian biologist observed a female LEGO feeding 4 feathered nestlings. - MDicus
05/14/2012 - The nestlings are fully feathered and perched up in the nest, climbing over each other. They appear 
to be very close to fledging. - MDicus
05/15/2012 - The nest was empty when checked this morning. No fledglings were observed in the vicinity; 
however, the nest showed no signs of damage from predation, and based on the fully feathered nestlings 
yesterday, it is presumed that this nest successfully fledged. - MDicus

Yes

WEKI Western Kingbird 051012_rrdd_01 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/10/2012 TBD 05/10/2012 - WEKI pair copulating and making multiple trips with material 0930-1030. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - WEKI pair continue activity at this nest, copulating adjacent at 1016. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - WEKI comes off nest to harass COHA, then returns at 0946. Nest material brought to nest by mate 
at 1022, presumed gift to incubating female. - RRadd

TBD

CALT California Towhee 051012_rrdd_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/10/2012 TBD 05/10/2012 - CALT incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - CALT on nest at 1138. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - CALT brooding nestlings, mate carrying caterpillars nearby at 1049. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 051012_rrdd_03 CP65-1-PS-N Road Areas Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 65 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/10/2012 5/16/2012 05/10/2012 - LEGO male tending at least 3 large nestlings with feather quills. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest is empty with many feces on rim, suggests successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

WEKI Western Kingbird 051012_sjon_01 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/10/2012 5/10/2012 05/10/2012 - Pair of WEKI nest building. Nest is approximately 10% complete. - SJohnston No

WEKI Western Kingbird 051012_vnik_02 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/10/2012 5/10/2012 05/10/2012 - Observed kingbird carrying nesting material to nest location, and the bird was making a trip to nest 
approximately every minute or so. Nest estimated to be less than 15% complete, containing no eggs or young. 
Observation of bird building began at 0740. Crew began working on and around tower at approximately 0845. 
Since active work was occurring on the same structure as this nest attempt, this nest was a candidate for removal. 
Removal request was approved at 0920. Removal of nest was required based on impact to material logistics 
operations supporting construction, cost impacts relative to alternate options, and potential for more nests at the 
idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Although active work qualifies as a deterrent, no 
physical nest deterrents were in place on tower. Active construction and helicopter flights have been occurring in 
the area for some time. Nest was photographed and removed per NBMMP. - VNovik

No

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 051112_cves_01 CP43-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/11/2012 TBD 05/11/2012 - This nest is 15% complete. The female made dozens of trips to the nest with a fiber splicing crew 
working at 30 feet up in leg C. During some visits, she spent time carefully situating nest material onto the nest. 
The male was observed actively chasing HOFI away and defending the tower with wing-beat displays and 
aggressive vocalizations. A previous CAKI nest was removed from the tower, and material was brought from the 
lower arm up to the current position, also indicating high fidelity to the site. - CVettes
05/18/2012 - The nest looks complete, but no CAKI were observed in the area. A pair of CORA landed adjacent to 
the nest. 1 of the ravens looked into the nest, but did not touch it, indicating the nest does not contain eggs at 
this point. - VEurs

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 051112_hwey_01 CP88-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/11/2012 5/11/2012 05/11/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum detected female HOFI adding nest material to nest at 0930 on 5/11/12. Nest was 
examined and found to be 40% complete with no eggs or young present. It was determined that nest removal was 
necessary to allow ongoing underground wire testing and that buffer reduction would not be possible. Nest was 
removed in accordance with the NBMMP, with CPUC and SDGE approval and agency concurrence. - HWinfrey

No

SPTO Spotted Towhee 051112_jpki_01 CP103-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/11/2012 TBD 05/11/2012 - Female observed exiting nest containing 4 eggs; later heard calling in vicinity of nest. - JPawlicki
05/18/2012 - At least 2 nestlings present with emerging pin feathers, earliest expected fledge date is 5/25/12. - 
HWinfrey

TBD

CALT California Towhee 051112_jpki_02 CP103-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/11/2012 TBD 05/11/2012 - Adult observed exiting nest containing 3 eggs; pair also observed in vicinity of nest. - JPawlicki
05/18/2012 - 2 eggs in nest, adult heard calling nearby. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051112_rqey_01 EP112A-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/11/2012 5/11/2012 05/11/2012 - The nest appears 80% complete, and the pair was seen building the nest inside the lower portion of 
the southernmost traveler (c phase). No eggs or young were in the nest. Consistent wire stringing preparation 
work, including traveler and insulator installation at the nest location has been ongoing throughout the week, 
effectively serving as a deterrent. Additionally, deterrent flash tape was installed around the perimeter of the 
tower pad prior the nest's construction. Removal of the nest was required due to upcoming wire stringing 
operations on this section of the Powerlink, deemed critical to the Powerlink's completion. Nest was 
photographed and removed per the NBMMP. The traveler previously containing the nest was completely covered 
with plastic sheeting and secured with tape preventing further nesting attempts. - RQuilley

No

HOFI House Finch 051112_rrdd_01 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/11/2012 5/18/2012 05/11/2012 - HOFI pair making multiple trips, material visible from the ground. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Material no longer visible at this location suggests nest has been destroyed. - RRadd

No

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 051112_rrdd_02 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/11/2012 TBD 05/11/2012 - CAKI pair making more than 30 trips during 2-hour observation with stems, grasses and lining 
material from 0730-0930. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - CAKI brings material to nest at 1042, but likely mate is in nest incubating. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051112_rrdd_03 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/11/2012 TBD 05/11/2012 - HOFI pair bring material to nest which appears complete. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - HOFI goes to this nest and stays at 1222. - RRadd

TBD

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051112_rrdd_04 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/11/2012 TBD 05/11/2012 - ATFL bringing fluffy material to cavity in several trips from 1430-1435, waits for helicopter action to 
cease before entering or departing nest. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - ATFL enters nest with fluffy lining material at 1311. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 051112_rrdd_05 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 8 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/11/2012 5/19/2012 05/11/2012 - LEGO pair building nest stay away until observer moves to 50 feet. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Nest was never completed and LEGO are nesting elsewhere. - RRadd

No

WEME Western Meadowlark 051112_sjon_01 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
construction

5/11/2012 5/11/2012 05/11/2012 - Nest was directly impacted by weed abatement efforts. Failure of nest occurred when weed 
abatement crew struck nest with hand held gas-powered weed-eater. The nest was unidentified during routine 
yard sweeps conducted by biological monitors or avian biologists. Construction was not aware of nest at the time 
the nest was struck. One nestling was assumed to be fatally wounded upon contact with the weed-eater. Two 
more nestlings were found nearby and were severely injured. These two nestlings were euthanized. The nestling 
appeared very young, perhaps a day or two old, as the eyes were not open and covered in downy feathers 
without any pin feathers observable. Three nestlings total were found after a search of the area. An adult Western 
Meadowlark was observed to be agitated after the incident but was unharmed. Adult was observed carrying food 
item in vicinity of impacted nest, but was never observed to located any surviving nestlings. - SJohnston

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 051112_vnik_01 GS-NF-28 Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/11/2012 TBD 05/11/2012 - Biomonitor observed 3 trips to nest where Western Kingbird landed and settled into nest; also 
observed pair copulating near nest. - VNovik
05/16/2012 - Pair of Western Kingbirds active at pole; nest looks half built at this time. - PKonrad
05/20/2012 - Nest was visited to evaluate possibility of buffer modification allowing access to fuse box 9 feet 
above ground on pole. Nest passively observed from 100 feet for 30 minutes. Both adults present and foraging 
within 200 feet of nest for most of this time. Twice, an adult perched on pole within 5 feet of nest, but nest was 
never visited, and adults were never observed carrying nesting material. Adults showed no sign of agitation when 
biologist walked to and stood under pole, then circled around to view nest. Nest appears intact and complete, and 
the pair is likely egg-laying, or in the "pre-egg-laying" stage. Responses of adults to intrusion into the buffer 
should be evaluated after incubation has commenced. - MKuehn
05/21/2012 - Pair of Western Kingbirds was initially away from the nest, then flew to the site calling territorially. 
Kingbirds active hunting, but there is no sign they have initiated incubation. - PKonrad

TBD

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 051212_mdus_01 CP50-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/12/2012 TBD 05/12/2012 - A pair of Cassin's Kingbirds was observed carrying material to a nest that is more than 50% 
constructed. - MDicus
05/19/2012 - No CAKI activity near the nest or in the surrounding habitat during 30 minutes of observation. The 
nest appears to be complete or nearly so, but it is difficult to get a really good view of it. - VEurs

TBD

AR067661
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HOFI House Finch 051212_rqey_01 EP112A-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/12/2012 5/12/2012 05/12/2012 - The nest appears 70% complete and the pair was seen building the nest inside the lower portion of 
the northernmost traveler (a phase). No eggs or young were in the nest. Consistent wire stringing preparation 
work, including traveler and insulator installation at the nest location has been ongoing throughout the week, 
effectively serving as a deterrent. Additionally, deterrent flash tape was installed around the perimeter of the 
tower pad prior the nest's construction. Removal of the nest was required due to upcoming wire stringing 
operations on this section of the Powerlink, deemed critical to the Powerlink completion. Nest was photographed 
and removed per the NBMMP. Wire stringing occurred within one hour of the nest removal at this tower, 
effectively deterring new nesting attempts. The crews have been advised to cover the all three travelers once wire 
stringing operations on phase a and b are completed. - RQuilley

No

BUSH Bushtit 051212_rqey_02 EP123-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/12/2012 TBD 05/12/2012 - Freshly constructed nest observed approximately 95% complete. Appears that only nest lining 
remains to be added. Monitor on site reported seeing a Bushtit carrying fluffy material to nest vicinity. Pair 
observed bringing nesting material to nest numerous times during observation period. During nest verification, 
tower bridge installation occurred via skycrane. Nest was monitored during skycrane activities. A 500 helicopter 
and skycrane hovered onsite for 4 minutes, the 500 at approximately 100 feet from nest, and skycrane 
approximately 225 feet from nest. Significant rotor wash was observed at the nest location from skycrane for the 
majority of the bridge installation. However, the nest remained undamaged, and the pair of Bushtits returned 
after the skycrane left. No further skycrane activity is required at this tower site. - RQuilley
05/21/2012 - Both adult Bushtits were making trips to the nest and leaving, although no nesting material or food 
was noted in their bills. They may be at the egg laying stage, although this aspect of the nesting chronology is hard 
to ascertain. - PKonrad

TBD

HOWR House Wren 051212_rrdd_01 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/12/2012 TBD 05/12/2012 - HOWR carrying sticks to cavity (5 trips in 8 minutes). - RRadd
05/18/2012 - HOWR male makes infrequent visits from 1220-1240. - RRadd

TBD

GRVI Gray Vireo 051212_sjon_01 EP72-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/12/2012 TBD 05/12/2012 - Pair observed nest building. Male was singing and calling as the female was constructing inner lining 
with fine material. - SJohnston
05/17/2012 - Signs for buffer moved from 100 to 40 feet. Adult on nest for at least 15 minutes. Did not check 
contents. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - Adult on nest. Nest contains 4 Gray Vireo eggs. - MKuehn

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051312_vers_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 5/13/2012 5/14/2012 05/13/2012 - A pair of HOFI's was observed making frequent trips to the space behind a utility box. The female 
brought nesting material, as the male perched on the arm, singing. Nesting material could be seen dropping from 
beneath the box. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Nest was removed at around 1600. Removal occurred per NBMMP based on need to potentially 
access the immediate nest site area depending on testing results. Nest was 70% complete at time of removal with 
no eggs or young present. Deterrents present included previously plugged cavities and mylar tape duct taped just 
outside nest site. Pair had been observed nest building throughout day. Area was plugged following removal. - 
IMaunsell

No

HOFI House Finch 051412_ahll_01 EP39-1-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - Observed female bringing material to nest, nest contains 4 eggs. - AHill
05/21/2012 - No activity observed. Unable to view nest contents. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051412_ahll_02 EP39-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - Observed female on nest, flushed when biologist was checking other HOFI nest 2 feet away, nest 
contains 3 eggs. - AHill
05/21/2012 - No activity observed. Unable to view nest contents. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051412_ahll_03 EP39-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 30 30 Removed 5/14/2012 5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - Observed visiting tool bag, female did not have material. Need to have crew check nest contents 
ASAP to see if eggs are present. - AHill
05/14/2012 - Pair bringing in nesting material, 50% complete. No eggs or young were present. No deterrents 
installed on tower. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to operations to make deadline for 
energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for immediate work on the tower. Nest was 
removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 051412_ahll_04 EP36-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/14/2012 5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - Pair bringing in nesting material, was reported as 10% complete. No eggs or young were present. No 
deterrents installed on tower. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to operations to make 
deadline for energization and necessity to use crane immediately. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction 
as the crane was needed immediately. Nest was removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 051412_ahll_05 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/14/2012 5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - Observed pair flying to nest, female with nest material. Nest was 90% complete, no eggs or young 
present. Streamer deterrents were installed on the crane, and the equipment was located in an active 
construction yard with tower assembly and regular helicopter flights, effectively serving as deterrents. Removal of 
nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction such as 
tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the piece of 
equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of 
the crane. Nest was removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No
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LASP Lark Sparrow 051412_ahll_06 EP34-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - Observed pair flying to within 20 feet of nest, female carrying fine nesting material. Pair was coming 
to nest when crew of 6 people were working at 80 feet. Helicopter wash did not affect nest. Nest appears to be 
complete, and contains horsehair. - AHill
05/17/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs, LASP heard singing in general vicinity. Minimal wind created by helicopters 
landing at TSAP. - AHill

TBD

WEKI Western Kingbird 051412_ahll_07 EP32-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/14/2012 5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - Pair bringing in nesting material, was reported as 10% complete. Nest was submitted to agencies for 
removal and approved. Upon removal, the nest was found to be 1% complete as only containing a few sticks. No 
eggs or young were present. No deterrents installed on tower. Removal of nest was required based on potential 
impacts to operations to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing 
for use of the tower, as the tower requires work well within the projected nest cycle. Nest was removed following 
requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 051412_ahll_08 EP39-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/14/2012 5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - Pair bringing in nesting material, 50% complete. Biomonitor removed nest as per direction from 
avian link biologist. This second nest was found during removal of other nest nearby (051412 ahll 03). No eggs or 
young were present. No deterrents installed on tower but this is an active work site, effectively acting as a 
deterrent. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to operations to make deadline for 
energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the tower. Nest was removed 
following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 051412_dbby_01 TL 6915 - Z171694 69 kV Structure Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - A previously known Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed building a new nest 
approximately 1,000 feet southeast of pole Z171694 on the TL6915 alignment, approximately 400 feet southeast 
of where the pair had a failed nesting attempt on March 29, 2012. The pair was observed continuously bringing 
lining material to the nest, which appears to be approximately 95 percent complete. The nest is located 
approximately 1.5 to 2 feet above ground in the center of a white sage (Salvia apiana) on a 
south facing slope of coastal sage scrub dominated by white sage, black sage (Salvia mellifera), California 
buckwheat (Eriogonum fasciculatum), broom baccharis (Baccharis sarothroides), and chaparral yucca 
(Hesperoyucca whipplei). The designated 300-foot nest buffer is well outside any project features; therefore, no 
Nest Buffer Justification (NBJ) is required of this nest.
 - DBusby

TBD

CALT California Towhee 051412_lton_01 CP101-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals Other 140 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/14/2012 5/22/2012 05/14/2012 - One nestling present. Brooding adult left nest and scolded when nest-shrub was approached but did 
not leave nest-shrub. - LThoreson
05/22/2012 - Unable to locate nest, however a fledgling CALT was observed near the nest location. Nest 
presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

WREN Wrentit 051412_lton_02 CP101-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - Saw pair bring nesting material to shrub. Nest is 25% complete. - LThoreson
05/22/2012 - WREN on nest at 1001. - HWinfrey

TBD

BGGN Blue-gray Gnatcatcher 051412_mdus_01 CP-88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - A pair of BGGN was observed making multiple trips with thin bark shavings, lichens, and 
reappropriated ANHU nest material to a nest that is approximately 80% constructed. - MDicus
05/21/2012 - BGGN adding fine material and arranging materials with its feet at 1220. - HWinfrey

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 051412_mdus_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 50 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/14/2012 5/21/2012 05/14/2012 - A female ANHU was observed gathering spider silk and adding it to a nest that is approximately 90% 
constructed. - MDicus
05/21/2012 - Nest is destroyed, with only a few strands of spider webs remaining. - HWinfrey

No

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051412_mkhn_01 EP32-1-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - Adult visited post once with nesting dead grasses and deposited it inside. Nest is 40% complete, 
consisting of a bulky base of dried grasses and no defined cup shape yet. - MKuehn
05/21/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which appears complete with no eggs. - HWinfrey

TBD

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051412_mkhn_02 GS-NF-18 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - Adult visited nest twice with nesting material. Nest is 80% complete and partially lined with soft 
whitish material, although cup appears poorly defined. - MKuehn
05/21/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which appears complete with no eggs. - HWinfrey

TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 051412_mkhn_03 EP32-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - Adult flew from nest when biologist approached within 5 feet while conducting a systematic search 
of vegetation for a nesting survey. Nest contains 3 eggs. Adult returned to nest and commenced incubating with 3 
biologists standing 60 feet away. - MKuehn
05/21/2012 - Adult brings food at 0937, 0945, and 0949. 3 nestlings appear 2-3 days old. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051412_rqey_01 EP112A-1 Structures Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/14/2012 5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - The nest appears 5% complete and the pair was seen bringing material to the lower portion of the 
central traveler (b phase). No eggs or young were in the nest. Consistent wire stringing work at the nest location 
has been ongoing throughout the past week,  except for Sunday 5/13/2012, serving as a deterrent. Additionally, 
deterrent flash tape was installed around the perimeter of the tower pad prior to the nest's construction. 
Removal of the nest was required due to ongoing wire stringing operations on this section of the Powerlink, 
deemed critical to the Powerlink's completion. Nest was photographed and removed per the NBMMP. Wire 
stringing continued within 30 minutes of the nest removal at this tower, effectively deterring new nesting 
attempts. The crews have been advised to cover all three travelers once wire stringing operations have ceased for 
the day. - RQuilley

No
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HOFI House Finch 051412_rqey_02 EP112A-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/14/2012 5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - The nest appears almost 100% complete and the pair was seen bringing material to the lower 
portion of the northernmost traveler (a phase), which is the same location as nest 051212_rqey_01 found on 
05/12/2012. No eggs or young were in the nest. Consistent wire stringing work at the nest location has been 
ongoing throughout the past week, except for Sunday 5/13/2012, serving as a deterrent. Additionally, deterrent 
flash tape was installed around the perimeter of the tower pad prior to the nest's construction. Removal of the 
nest was required due to ongoing wire stringing operations on this section of the Powerlink, deemed critical to 
the Powerlink's completion. Nest was photographed and removed per the NBMMP. Wire stringing continued 
within 30 minutes of the nest removal at this tower, effectively deterring new nesting attempts. It has been highly 
recommended to the crew and foreman to cover or fill in the all three travelers once wire stringing operations 
have ceased for the day. - RQuilley

No

BCSP Black-chinned Sparrow 051412_rrdd_01 Gorka Gate Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - Female BCSP lying on 4 eggs. - RRadd TBD

CALT California Towhee 051412_rrdd_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - Nest contains 1 egg. - RRadd TBD

HOWR House Wren 051412_rrdd_03 GS-NF-10 Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 3 100 50 50 Fledged 5/14/2012 5/21/2012 05/14/2012 - HOWR male bringing food to nest at 10 minute intervals 1630-1650. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - HOWR feeding fledglings away from nest, but no cavity visits. - RRadd

Yes

MODO Mourning Dove 051412_vers_01 CP12-1-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - Adult MODO incubating 2 eggs on the nest. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - Adult MODO was on the nest as biologist drove out and back on the access road. The dove did not 
leave the nest when the biologist walked on the access road to adjust ESA signage. - VEurs

TBD

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051512_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/15/2012 5/15/2012 05/15/2012 - Ash-throated Flycatcher pair was observed bringing nesting material to mast of parked lift by 
biomonitor Clayton Tschudy yesterday, 14 May from about 0900 to 1100. Pair continues to bring material to mast 
today. Nest material can be seen in mast, and no eggs or young are present. Nest material was removed following 
agency concurrence, in order to remove the lift back to the rental facility. This nest was not a candidate for a NBJ 
because continuing SRPL activity requires use of the substation lifts, and the location of this nest in the mast of a 
parked lift precluded its continued viability. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 051512_bald_02 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/15/2012 5/15/2012 05/15/2012 - Pair of adult HOFI observed around JLG lift 860SJ yesterday by bio-monitor Clayton Tschudy, and 
nest found this morning by Brian Arnold. Adult female continues to bring nest material, accompanied by singing 
male. Nest, about 90% complete with no eggs or young present, was removed following the NBMMP in order to 
allow usage of the lift for Sunrise work. This lift is the same from which another HOFI and ATFL nests were 
removed. New SRPL substation work requires use of the substation lifts. The placement of this nest does not allow 
for the required use of this essential equipment. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 051512_bald_03 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - Nest appears to have about 5 nestlings. - BArnold TBD

SAPH Say's Phoebe 051512_bald_04 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - Adult SAPH observed bringing nest lining material to old nest. - BArnold TBD

HOWR House Wren 051512_elss_01 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - HOWR was observed entering a the nest cavity and staying in the cavity for up to 30 minutes at a 
time. - ELoveless
05/21/2012 - HOWR leaves nest cavity at 0837. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051512_esds_01 CP106-1-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - This nest was located while actively searching the oak for nesting raptors. The female flushed from 
the cavity. Both male and female visited the immediate area after the initial observation. The male entered the 
cavity without food or nesting material. An attempt was made to see inside the nest, but could not get a good 
angle to see. The female was again seen leaving the cavity during additional survey time. - EStrods
05/22/2012 - Both male and female at nest cavity at 1142. - HWinfrey

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 051512_esds_02 CP106-1-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - A male Phainopepla was observed laying inside and tending to this nest. It appears to be 50 to 60% 
complete. No eggs or nestlings were observed inside the nest. - EStrods
05/22/2012 - Nest appears complete from below, but viewing with mirror reveals that cup has not been formed. 
Male Phainopepla observed feeding female perched 30 feet above nest. - HWinfrey

TBD

RCSP Rufous-crowned Sparrow 051512_fhan_01 EP53-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - Female Rufous-crowned Sparrow incubating 3 white eggs in nest. Female chose an amazing spot to 
build nest  which is very difficult to see. She flew from the nest during active nest searches at 3 feet. - FHoffman
05/22/2012 - No Rufous-crowned Sparrows observed or heard in the area; unable to find cryptic hidden nest. - 
PKonrad

TBD

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051512_jdus_01 Rough Acres-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - An adult Ash-throated Flycatcher entered metal post without nest material or food item and 
remained inside for 15 minutes. - JDicus

TBD

BGGN Blue-gray Gnatcatcher 051512_lton_01 CP106-1-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - Saw pair repeatedly bring material to nest. The nest is 10% complete. - LThoreson
05/22/2012 - Female on nest at 1204. - HWinfrey

TBD
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CALT California Towhee 051512_lton_02 CP106-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Other 37 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/15/2012 5/17/2012 05/15/2012 - Saw nest exchange and adult bring insect to nest. Two nestlings in nest. - LThoreson
05/17/2012 - Nest is empty but undisturbed with no sign of predation. Presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 051512_lton_03 CP106-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 40 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/15/2012 5/22/2012 05/15/2012 - During active search, nest was discovered with 3 eggs. California Thrasher left nest and called from 
nearby shrub. - LThoreson
05/22/2012 - Nest is empty, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

SPTO Spotted Towhee 051512_lton_04 CP106-1-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - California quail acting suspicious. Ground searched in vicinity and nest with 3 eggs located. - 
LThoreson
05/22/2012 - Only nest detected in area described was identified as a Spotted Towhee nest, with 3 eggs. SPTO 
calling 10 feet away. - HWinfrey

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 051512_mdus_01 CP42-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 20 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/15/2012 5/23/2012 05/15/2012 - One adult was observed making several trips with nest material while the other adult entered the 
nest and remained there for the duration of the 20-minute observation period. The nest appears complete. It is 
suspected one adult is adding lining material while the other adult incubates. - MDicus
05/23/2012 - Bushtits were observed in the vegetation within 25 feet of the nest, but after 30 minutes of no 
Bushtit activity at the nest, the biologist examined the shrub directly. The nest is gone from the nest shrub and 
only a few pieces of anchoring material remain on the branch. This nest with eggs or young failed due to natural 
causes (most likely predation) and is now closed. - VEurs

No

CALT California Towhee 051512_mdus_02 Sycamore Estates CY Construction Yards Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - Yard monitor Chris Frey discovered a California Towhee nest with 2 eggs. - MDicus
05/22/2012 - The incubating towhee left the nest when the nest monitor approached the nest for the first time. It 
flew about 25 feet away and was joined by its mate. The monitor quickly checked the nest contents and then left 
the buffer. There are still 2 eggs in the nest. The towhee returned to incubate within 5 minutes. - VEurs

TBD

COHU Costa's Hummingbird 051512_rrdd_01 CP57-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - COHU female putting finishing touches on nest 0912. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - COHU female brooding 1 egg and 1 day-old nestling. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 051512_rrdd_02 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - LEGO pair removing BUSH nest and building new nest in Malosma in drainage. Nest appears 60% 
complete. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - LEGO brooding nest at 0746. - RRadd

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 051512_rrdd_03 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - Male PHAI carries nest material and sits in nest shaping the bowl 1558. - RRadd TBD

CALT California Towhee 051512_sjon_01 EP50 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 25 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/15/2012 5/22/2012 05/15/2012 - California Towhee was observed incubating during tower leg assembly. - SJohnston
05/22/2012 - Nest empty with no young in the area. Assumed predation, as young were not expected to fledge 
until the 28th or later. - SJohnston

No

BUOR Bullock's Oriole 051512_vnik_01 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - Observed female oriole in nest. Nest is approximately 80% complete. - VNovik
05/22/2012 - Passively observed nest for 20 minutes. Male and female BUOR both present and calling/singing 
from nest tree most of the time. Female perched <1 foot from nest twice without nesting material, but flew away 
both times. Presumed egg laying. - MKuehn

TBD

WEKI Western Kingbird 051612_ahll_01 EP32-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/16/2012 5/16/2012 05/16/2012 - Female bringing in nesting material, was 40% complete. Nest was submitted to agencies for removal 
and approved. No eggs or young were present. No deterrents installed on tower leg D. Removal of nest was 
required based on potential impacts to operations to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate 
for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the tower, as the tower requires work well within the projected nest 
cycle. Nest was removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

CALT California Towhee 051612_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 15 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/16/2012 5/21/2012 05/16/2012 - Nest is near complete, no eggs or young present. Female CALT was observed bringing lining material 
to nest. - AHill
05/17/2012 - Nest contains one egg, female seen going to nest and sitting. - AHill
05/19/2012 - Nest contains only 1 egg still, female seen entering nesting bush today. On 4-18-12, biomonitors 
reported seeing a greater roadrunner enter the nest bush on 3 separate occasions. - AHill
05/21/2012 - A. Hill reports that the nest has been predated. Broken eggshells were found in the nest. - KAlberts

No

OATI Oak Titmouse 051612_bald_01 Suncrest-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - Adult OATI observed bringing food items to cavity. - BArnold
05/18/2012 - No OATI activity observed at nest from 1055 to 1125; NOFL observed briefly entering nest at 1104 
and flying off with a grub in its bill. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - OATI observed entering nest cavity twice, at least once with food item. - BArnold

TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 051612_bloh_01 CP12-1-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - Female on nest flushed upon approach, male got on nest and commenced incubating. - BLohstroh
05/23/2012 - Female incubating on nest. Male downslope, calling occasionally. - BLohstroh

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 051612_ghan_01 EP30-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/16/2012 5/16/2012 05/16/2012 - Biomonitor Greg Leighty observed a pair of House Finches making trips with nesting material to 
inside of wire spool truck staged in site. Observed nest inside engine compartment. The nest was removed in 
accordance with Attachment C of the NBMMP. Nest deterrents are present in form of mylar tape, and the vehicle 
is scheduled for use in the upcoming wire pull. The nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for 
use of the spool, therefore removal was required. Nest was approximately 80% complete. No eggs or young 
present. - GHuffman

No

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051612_ghan_02 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - Pair was observed making multiple trips to pipe cavity carrying material. Showed extreme tolerance 
to construction activities. Discovered while water truck was filling tank within 20 feet. - GHuffman
05/23/2012 - No activity observed at cavity entrance from 1236 to 1251. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051612_imll_01 CP87-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 80 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/16/2012 5/17/2012 05/16/2012 - Pair was observed making multiple trips to nest site with large material from 0800-1000. Deterrents 
present include multiple plugged cavities, mylar tape, and netting. No eggs or young present. - IMaunsell
05/17/2012 - Nest was verified and assessed for removal by B. Arnold on 5/17. No nest was observed, the nest 
was closed, and the site plugged. Possible that material was blown away. - IMaunsell

No

LBVI Least Bell's Vireo 051612_lgan_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Riparian Scrubs TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - Bonnie Peterson found this nest and observed the Least Bell's Vireo pair incubating 3 Least Bell's 
Vireo eggs and 1 Brown-headed Cowbird egg. The Brown-headed Cowbird egg was removed, and the pair 
resumed incubation. - LGorman

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 051612_ltiw_01 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - A female was observed defending the nest area and perched nearby, but in 45 minutes of 
observation was not seen visiting the nest. - LTymkiw

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051612_ltiw_02 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - A female House Finch was observed flying in and out of the nest. She was not carrying nesting 
material but appeared to have a large belly, possibly ready to lay eggs. - LTymkiw

TBD

MODO Mourning Dove 051612_ltiw_03 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - Female was observed on the nest. There are at least 2 nestlings present. - LTymkiw TBD

HOFI House Finch 051612_ltiw_04 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - Nest appears nearly complete and is comprised of very fresh vegetation. No birds were seen visiting 
the nest in 30 minutes of observation. - LTymkiw

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051612_ltiw_05 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - Female was observed near nest. Nest contains 4 eggs. - LTymkiw TBD

BUSH Bushtit 051612_ltiw_06 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - An adult was observed entering the nest twice, not carrying anything. - LTymkiw
05/17/2012 - Female carries small item and centers nest 1510. - RRadd

TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 051612_mdus_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - The pair was observed foraging together and carrying material to a nest that is approximately 80% 
constructed. - MDicus
05/23/2012 - 2 nest exchanges were observed during 1 hour of observation, the first at 0934 and the second at 
0959. The nest contents were not checked during this survey. - MDicus

TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 051612_mdus_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - The female was observed on the nest for the first 10 minutes of observation, while the male foraged 
closely nearby and chased a passing Bewick's Wren and California Towhee from the nest vicinity.  At 10:14 the 
female called to the male, and he exchanged places with her. The male remained on the nest until 10:24, at which 
point he left to forage with the female. The nest was checked while the pair was away. The nest is complete, with 
1 egg. - MDicus
05/23/2012 - The pair was first observed foraging together for approximately 10 minutes. The male settled into 
the nest at 0807, remaining until the female exchanged with him at 0817. The pair exchanged incubation duties 
again at 0856. The nest contents were not checked during this survey. - MDicus

TBD

HOWR House Wren 051612_rrdd_01 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - HOWR carrying fecal sac away from nest 0700, food to nest 0712. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - HOWR exits cavity at 1606. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051612_rrdd_02 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - New nest appears complete and ready for first egg at 1100. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd

TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 051612_rrdd_03 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 100 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/16/2012 5/20/2012 05/16/2012 - LASP carrying caterpillars to small downy young at 1330. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest is clean intact and empty. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

WEKI Western Kingbird 051612_rrdd_04 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 70 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 5/16/2012 5/20/2012 05/16/2012 - WEKI pair bringing material to corner of tower and chasing away HOFI from adjacent nest at 1404. - 
RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest no longer present and apparently purloined by HOFI for new nest above this location. - RRadd

No
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WEKI Western Kingbird 051612_sjon_01 EP54-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 101 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 5/16/2012 5/16/2012 05/14/2012 - Nest appears to be approximately 30% complete, but placement is precarious, as the brace the nest 
sits on offers little support. Nest located on pole which is proposed to be worked on to cut and splice jumpers 
during wire-stringing. A formal removal has been requested for this nest. - SJohnston
05/16/2012 - Minimal nesting material observable, and nest is believed to have blown out from afternoon winds. 
No kingbirds observed rebuilding nest; however pair building on V-brace of adjacent 12kV pole. No removal of 
nest was performed, as nest attempt naturally failed. - SJohnston

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 051612_sjon_02 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 5/16/2012 5/16/2012 05/16/2012 - Nest is estimated to be 30% complete. - SJohnston
05/16/2012 - S. Johnston reports that kingbird nest attempt with no eggs or young was located in a large critical 
piece of tower section that is not yet installed and is still present in the active yard. Nest was removed after 
agency concurrence, following the NBMMP, so that the steel could be installed. - KAlberts

No

LBVI Least Bell's Vireo 051612_tcer_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 310 300 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 5/16/2012 5/18/2012 05/16/2012 - Both adults observed adding material to nest approximately 20% complete. - TCooper
05/18/2012 - No activity at nest for 1.5 hours. Nest about 80% complete. Nest checked with mirror pole from 
approximately 6 feet away due to poison oak. Nest contained 1 coast live oak acorn, and contents of nest slightly 
pulled up. Pair later observed upstream building new nest. - TCooper

No

PHAI Phainopepla 051612_vnik_01 EP236-1/EP237-1 PS-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - Female incubating 2 eggs in nest. - VNovik TBD

HOFI House Finch 051712_ahll_01 EP34-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/17/2012 TBD 05/17/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs, heard and saw pair of HOFIs in area. - AHill TBD

HOFI House Finch 051712_ahll_02 EP35-1-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/17/2012 5/17/2012 05/17/2012 - Nest was removed by lineman without knowledge or consent of biologist. After removal, nest was 
confirmed to be a HOFI by avian biologist, that was 80% complete and reportedly did not contain eggs or young 
when removed. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 051712_elss_02 EP99-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/17/2012 5/17/2012 05/18/2012 - The biomonitor at the pull site observed a pair of House Finches bringing material to a traveler 
hanging from a crane. The nest was less than 10% complete and located inside critical construction equipment 
needed immediately. No eggs or young were present. Wire stringing activities occurred at the pull site all day 
during construction of the nest. Because the nest was in such an early stage and was located in equipment 
needed for construction to move forward, the nest was removed by the avian biologist, per the NBMMP. - 
ELoveless

No

CALT California Towhee 051712_lton_01 CP72-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/17/2012 TBD 05/17/2012 - During active nest searching, the nest was found with no adults nearby. It contains 3 eggs. When the 
biologist came back to log the nest, the female flushed off of it. While recording data 50 feet away, she returned 
to the nest. - LThoreson
05/23/2012 - CALT brooding 2 unhatched eggs and 1 nestling at 0837. - RRadd

TBD

WREN Wrentit 051712_lton_02 CP72-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/17/2012 TBD 05/17/2012 - During active surveys, an avian biologist noticed the nest with an adult incubating or brooding. The 
adult did not leave the nest, even when approached to within 5 feet. - LThoreson
05/23/2012 - 2 nestlings have feathered backs and waxy wing quills. - RRadd

TBD

CALT California Towhee 051712_lton_03 CP72-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 180 100 50 50 Indeterminate 5/17/2012 5/21/2012 05/17/2012 - Nest was found during active survey with at least 2 nestlings with down. The pair came back to the 
nest within 10 minutes with 3 avian biologists within 50 feet. - LThoreson
05/23/2012 - Many feces on ground under nest suggest possible fledge. 1 unhatched egg in nest is broken, 
appears recently predated.
Nestlings likely 3 days old when discovered and expected to leave the nest at Day 8-10. Today is Day 9. - RRadd

N/A

MODO Mourning Dove 051712_lton_04 CP106-1-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/17/2012 TBD 05/17/2012 - The nest was located while driving by. Bird observed on nest. Incubating adult did not leave nest 
after drive-by nor when GPS location was recorded within several feet. - LThoreson

TBD

CORA Common Raven 051712_mdus_02 CP37-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/17/2012 TBD 05/17/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed carrying sticks to a nest that is approximately 20% 
constructed. 2 trips were made with material while the other adult perched near the nest and soared around the 
tower. - MDicus

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 051712_mkhn_01 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/17/2012 TBD 05/17/2012 - Adults entered nest with fine materials. Nest appears complete, or nearly so, from outside. - 
MKuehn
05/22/2012 - Adults entered nest with nesting material. - MKuehn

TBD
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WEKI Western Kingbird 051712_rqey_01 EP27-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/17/2012 TBD 05/17/2012 - Western kingbird initially observed perched within 5 feet of nest and occasionally catching insects. 
Bird then observed incubating for about 5 minutes in between foraging again. - RQuilley
05/18/2012 - Over an hour observation period, observed female fly to nest at 10-20 foot vertical increments. 
Female was on nest for 8 minutes before flying away to nearby brush. - AHill
05/19/2012 - A lineman was flown on a 100-foot long line to the tower and installed mylar at all 3 travelers and 
both fiber pulleys. The lineman was within 12-55 feet of the nest. These work activities were not discussed with 
the avian link biologist or link lead and were not written in the submitted work activities to the CPUC; the lineman 
was within the 50-foot horizontal buffer. The avian biologist checked the nest after the work activities, and the 
female was seen flying to the nest and staying on it for at least 10 minutes; the male was seen perching and 
foraging nearby. Nest does not appear to have been abandoned or blown out. - AHill
05/23/2012 - Female did not flush off nest while men were 12 feet from nest, working below it. Female is 
incubating full time, presumably 4 eggs. - AHill

TBD

CAQU California Quail 051712_rrdd_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/17/2012 TBD 05/17/2012 - CAQU female departed nest containing 3 eggs at 0837. - RRadd TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 051712_rrdd_02 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/17/2012 TBD 05/17/2012 - PHAI pair bringing food to nest at 1016. - RRadd TBD

BUSH Bushtit 051712_rrdd_03 GS-NF-13 Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/17/2012 TBD 05/17/2012 - Lone BUSH makes occasional visits. - RRadd TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 051712_rrdd_04 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/17/2012 TBD 05/17/2012 - PHAI pair attending nest with fresh-hatched young at 1255. - RRadd TBD

HOFI House Finch 051712_rrdd_05 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/17/2012 TBD 05/17/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs at 1631. - RRadd TBD

WEKI Western Kingbird 051812_ahll_01 EP32-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/18/2012 5/18/2012 05/18/2012 - Female bringing in nesting material, was 15% complete. Nest was submitted to agencies for removal 
and approved. No eggs or young were present. No deterrents installed on tower leg C. Removal of nest was 
required based on potential impacts to operations to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate 
for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the tower, as the tower requires work well within the projected nest 
cycle. Nest was removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 051812_ahll_02 EP32-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/18/2012 5/18/2012 05/18/2012 - Pair was seen bringing nesting material this morning bio monitor, nest was approximately 30% 
complete, no eggs or young present. Nest was located in cavity near wench. This was third nest attempt for this 
pair. Streamers were hung on crane. Nest was removed per the NBMMP, based on the need to use the crane for 
tower assembly, and if the crane was demobilized, then it would affect tower assemblies from progressing 
properly. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 051812_ahll_03 EP27-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/18/2012 5/18/2012 05/18/2012 - Female seen bringing material to pulley several times. Lineman climbed up tower to check for eggs, 
and no eggs or young were present; nest was removed under direction of avian biologist. Nest was 15% complete. 
Minimal mylar deterrents installed on tower. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to 
operations to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of 
the tower, as the tower requires work well within the projected nest cycle. Nest was removed following 
requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 051812_mbhn_01 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/18/2012 5/18/2012 05/18/2012 - At 0815, observed Lark Sparrow pair gathering nesting material and carrying material to tower. Pair 
was monitored, and avian link lead was contacted. It was determined that nest was a candidate for removal as 
this steel piece is needed for installation well within the nest cycle. Nest was removed at approximately 35% 
completion, with no eggs or young present, with agency concurrence per the NBMMP. 
 - MBahn

No

BUSH Bushtit 051812_mdus_01 CP57-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/18/2012 TBD 05/18/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed making frequent trips carrying larvae and other food items to a well-
concealed nest. - MDicus
05/22/2012 - 3 BUSH feeding this nest at 0758, with multiple trips by pair and occasional trips by the third. - 
RRadd

TBD

WEKI Western Kingbird 051812_rqey_01 EP90-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/18/2012 TBD 05/18/2012 - Material observed in tower corner, appears fresh from ground vantage point. Kingbird pair 
observed perched near nest and defending nest against Red-tailed Hawk. During 1.5 hour observation period, pair 
not observed carrying nesting material or incubating. Based on observations pair presumed to be egg laying. - 
RQuilley
05/23/2012 - No activity observed during 2 hours of observation. Kingbird observed foraging in northern field. 
Red-tailed Hawk landed on tower twice. Could not see material in tower. - VNovik

TBD

BHGR Black-headed Grosbeak 051812_rrdd_01 CP74-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/18/2012 TBD 05/18/2012 - Female BHGR lying in nest 0836, male visits sporadically. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Female on nest, and male making trips suggests hatched young. - RRadd

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 051812_rrdd_02 12kV Pole Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/18/2012 TBD 05/18/2012 - PHAI male bringing material to nest - approximately 70% complete. - RRadd TBD

HOFI House Finch 051812_rrdd_03 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/18/2012 TBD 05/18/2012 - HOFI pair making numerous trips with grasses from 0958-1015. - RRadd TBD

HOFI House Finch 051812_rrdd_04 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/18/2012 TBD 05/18/2012 - HOFI pair carrying material to this location. - RRadd TBD
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HOWR House Wren 051812_rrdd_05 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/18/2012 TBD 05/18/2012 - Male sings endlessly and enters occasionally. Female observed in wing flutter display with male 10 
feet west at 1304 did not enter nest. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Male sings endlessly and enters occasionally. Female observed in wing flutter display with male 5 
feet west at 1224 did not enter. Still unclear nest if this male is mated. - RRadd

TBD

LBVI Least Bell's Vireo 051812_tcer_02 EP77 Parking Area Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/18/2012 TBD 05/18/2012 - Male observed building suspension apparatus. Nest with only a few strands of material attached, 1% 
complete. - TCooper
05/21/2012 - Both adults observed at nest, rounding out inside of nest and weaving material. Pair visited nest 
only twice within 20 minutes observation period. Nest appeared only 25-35% complete. - TCooper
05/23/2012 - Pair observed together in nesting area. Female observed adding material to nest. Nest 75% 
complete. - TCooper

TBD

OATI Oak Titmouse 051812_vnik_01 EP129-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/18/2012 TBD 05/18/2012 - Bird making many trips with food items. - VNovik TBD

HOFI House Finch 051912_ahll_01 EP28-3 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/19/2012 5/19/2012 05/19/2012 - Pair seen flying to pulley, and female was seen carrying nesting material several times. Nest was 
removed by a lineman under supervision of an avian biologist, nest was less than 100% complete. Mylar 
deterrents installed on tower. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to operations to make 
deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the tower, as the 
tower requires work well within the projected nest cycle. Nest was removed following requirements outlined in 
the NBMMP. - AHill

No

AMKE American Kestrel 051912_bald_01 TL 6924 69kv Tie Line Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 5/19/2012 TBD 05/19/2012 - Both adult AMKEs were observed entering 2 eastern arms with nearby recently fledged young from 
the nest in the adjacent pole to the south. - BArnold
05/23/2012 - Adult AMKEs observed entering nest cavity arm on monopole. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051912_hwey_01 CP87-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/19/2012 5/19/2012 05/19/2012 - Biologist T. Bryant observed female HOFI adding coarse nesting material to nest site. Nest was 
examined and found to be 10% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was determined to not 
be feasible, since ongoing wire testing work requires daily access to area. Nest was photographed and removed in 
accordance with the NBMMP. Deterrents are numerous on the tower. - HWinfrey

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 051912_lton_01 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/19/2012 TBD 05/19/2012 - Saw pair fly to fence, perch, and go to nest. 4 nestlings. Adult called from perch until we left. - 
LThoreson

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051912_mdus_01 CP50-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/19/2012 TBD 05/19/2012 - Biomonitor Amanda Castro discovered a House Finch nest with 1 egg. A pair of House Finches was 
observed in the nest vicinity, and the female was observed returning to the nest while the avian biologist staked 
the buffer. - MDicus

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051912_mdus_02 CP101-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/19/2012 TBD 05/19/2012 - While monitoring a construction crew, avian monitor Greg Leighty observed a female House Finch 
add material to a nest that is approximately 90% complete. She made 2 trips with material during 1.5 hours while 
the crew worked at the tower base. - MDicus
05/22/2012 - Female on nest at 0954. - HWinfrey

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 051912_rrdd_01 CP81-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/19/2012 TBD 05/19/2012 - Well-marked female ANHU comes to nest at 0736, feeds young briefly and settles onto nest. - 
RRadd

TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 052012_hwey_01 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/20/2012 5/20/2012 05/20/2012 - LASP pair observed copulating and adding material to nest at 0930. Nest was examined at 1700 and 
found to be 30% complete with no eggs or young present. Nest deterrents include mylar tape on the steel 
structure within 6 feet of the nest and ongoing construction activities in the construction yard. Buffer reduction 
was not feasible given the need to remove the tower for installation.  Nest was photographed and removed 
according to the NBMMP, with SDG&E and CPUC approval, and agency concurrence. - HWinfrey

No

WREN Wrentit 052012_mkhn_01 EP76-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/20/2012 TBD 05/20/2012 - Adult flew from nest containing 2 eggs. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - Reduced buffer to 35 feet, moved signs and re-routed footpath around buffer. Adult on nest. - 
MKuehn

TBD

CALT California Towhee 052112_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/21/2012 5/21/2012 05/21/2012 - CALT nest near complete, female seen going to nest. No eggs or young present. Nest was submitted 
to agencies for removal and approved based on the high risk of it failing with projected skycrane activities nearby. 
Yard operations have been constant in this yard for many months, serving as a deterrent. Nest was removed as 
per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 052112_bald_01 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE2

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

5/21/2012 5/22/2012 05/21/2012 - Nest with 1 egg in parked lift mast. It is not clear when this lift was last used. The egg seems old, but 
due to nest location can't really tell. If no additional eggs in this nest within the next 2 days, this nest will be 
assumed to have been abandoned. No bird activity associated with nest during hour-long observation period. This 
nest may have already been abandoned because lift may have been used and moved (parked) to a different 
location. Or, the nest may yet be viable, and the birds may have just laid this egg today. - BArnold
05/22/2012 - Nest with just 1 egg still, and no attending adults for an hour. Nest removed. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 052112_hwey_01 EP35-1-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/21/2012 5/21/2012 05/21/2012 - HOFI observed adding nest material to nest at 0800. Nest 50% complete with no eggs or young 
present. Nest deterrents include black plastic and tape on gate as well as regular construction activity in area. 
Buffer reduction is not a possibility as gate cannot be operated without destroying nest. Nest was removed 
according to the NBMMP. - HWinfrey

No
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BGGN Blue-gray Gnatcatcher 052112_jpki_01 CP106-1-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/21/2012 TBD 05/21/2012 - Pair observed bringing material to partially complete (approximately 75%) nest. - JPawlicki
05/22/2012 - Duplicate entry. - JPawlicki

TBD

COHU Costa's Hummingbird 052112_jpki_02 CP106-1-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/21/2012 TBD 05/21/2012 - Female observed bringing material to partially complete (approximately 20%) nest on 2 occasions. - 
JPawlicki

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 052112_jpki_03 CP106-1-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/21/2012 TBD 05/21/2012 - Female observed exiting nest containing at least 1 egg; later observed incubating on nest. - JPawlicki TBD

HOWR House Wren 052112_jpki_04 CP106-1-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/21/2012 TBD 05/21/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to cavity; nestlings also heard begging inside cavity. - JPawlicki TBD

NOFL Northern Flicker 052112_jpki_05 CP106-1-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/21/2012 TBD 05/21/2012 - Adult observed entering and exiting cavity; on 2 occasions when observers were in vicinity of nest 
tree, female was observed at cavity entrance before quickly retreating back into cavity. - JPawlicki

TBD

CATH California Thrasher 052112_jpki_06 CP106-1-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/21/2012 TBD 05/21/2012 - Adult thrasher observed exiting nest containing 1 nestling and at least 2 eggs; later observed 
incubating/brooding on nest. - JPawlicki

TBD

RCSP Rufous-crowned Sparrow 052112_mkhn_01 CP63-3 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/21/2012 TBD 05/21/2012 - Adult flew from nest when biologist walked by 4 feet away. Nest contains 4 eggs. - MKuehn TBD

HOWR House Wren 052112_rrdd_01 CP54-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/21/2012 TBD 05/21/2012 - Male singing at normal song post adjacent to cavity suggests new clutch being initiated. - RRadd TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 052112_rrdd_02 Gorka Gate Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/21/2012 TBD 05/21/2012 - Female ANHU incubating 2 eggs is wary. - RRadd TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 052112_rrdd_03 Gorka Gate Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/21/2012 TBD 05/21/2012 - Female lying in nest from 1102-1122. - RRadd TBD

BUSH Bushtit 052112_rrdd_04 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/21/2012 TBD 05/21/2012 - Lone BUSH furtive near this nest which appears fresh and neatly maintained at 0708. - RRadd TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 052112_rrdd_05 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/21/2012 TBD 05/21/2012 - Female with bright orange throat brooding nest of unknown content at 1635. - RRadd TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 052112_sjon_01 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/21/2012 5/21/2012 05/21/2012 - Observation of LASP pair nest building within active construction period in yard. Nest material was 
removed due to its location in critical bridge section to be installed for tower EP67, after agency concurrence was 
received and following the NBMMP. No eggs or young were present at the time of removal. - SJohnston

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 052112_sjon_02 EP54-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/21/2012 TBD 05/21/2012 - Observed pair of WEKI bringing nesting material to nest. Nest is approximately 50% complete. - 
SJohnston

TBD

CALT California Towhee 052112_vnik_01 EP121-3 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/21/2012 TBD 05/21/2012 - Towhee observed by monitor on nest. 3 eggs in nest. - VNovik TBD

CALT California Towhee 052112_vnik_02 EP117-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/21/2012 TBD 05/21/2012 - 4 nestlings in nest. Observed bird fly from host shrub. - VNovik TBD

WEKI Western Kingbird 052112_vnik_03 EP117-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 5/21/2012 5/22/2012 05/21/2012 - Observed pair making trips to nest site with material. Nest appears less than 10% complete. Nest is 
located on the top of the leg and is awaiting concurrence for removal. - VNovik
05/22/2012 - Kingbirds observed returning to nest. Nest location is in area of steel that would inhibit the 
construction of the tower or be damaged during construction. Removal of this incomplete nest was required 
based on impact to construction schedule of the tower. Nest was photographed and removed per NBMMP. No 
eggs or young were present. Deterrents were placed on the nest site after removal. - VNovik

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 052212_ahll_01 EP37-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/22/2012 5/22/2012 05/22/2012 - Female WEKI seen on nest for two 25-minute intervals, did not flush from nest during helicopter 
operations. Later in morning, female seen bringing nesting material to nest. Lineman climbed up to tower and 
reported seeing no eggs in nest, documenting photographically. Nest was submitted for removal request, and was 
approved. Nest was removed per NBMMP, based on high risk of failure with proposed construction activities. No 
eggs or young were present, nest was 75% complete. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 052212_ahll_02 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/22/2012 5/22/2012 05/22/2012 - Biomonitor observed House Finches building nest in corner of tower. Nest was removed by 
biomonitor per the NBMMP upon verification that no eggs or young were present. Nest was approximately 80% 
complete. Removed nest per NBMMP, based on necessity to continue work on the tower, and the high risk for the 
nest's failure due to proposed skycrane activities. No deterrents on tower. - AHill

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 052212_ahll_03 EP32-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/22/2012 5/22/2012 05/22/2012 - Female WEKI bringing in nesting material; nest was 5% complete. No eggs or young were present. 
No deterrents installed in this location but active work was occurring. Removal of nest was required based on 
potential impacts to operations to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer 
reduction allowing for use of the tower, as the tower requires work well within the projected nest cycle. Nest was 
removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No
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HOFI House Finch 052212_hwey_01 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/22/2012 5/22/2012 05/22/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum detected HOFI carrying nest material to nest on the morning of 5/22/12. Nest 
was examined and found to be 50% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was not possible 
given ongoing wire testing on this tower. Nest was photographed and removed according to the NBMMP. - 
HWinfrey

No

COHU Costa's Hummingbird 052212_ltiw_01 CP72-2-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/22/2012 TBD 05/22/2012 - Female was observed flying to the nest with material multiple times. - LTymkiw
05/23/2012 - COHU female building nest approximately 80% complete at 0640. - RRadd

TBD

CALT California Towhee 052212_ltiw_02 CP72-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/22/2012 TBD 05/22/2012 - An adult towhee was observed leaving a shrub. Upon inspection, a nest was found which contained 
at least 2 nestlings with some down. - LTymkiw

TBD

COHU Costa's Hummingbird 052212_ltiw_03 CP72-2-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/22/2012 TBD 05/22/2012 - Female was observed going to and laying on the nest. Upon inspection, the nest was found to 
contain 2 eggs. - LTymkiw
05/23/2012 - COHU incubating 2 eggs at 0910. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 052212_mdus_01 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/22/2012 TBD 05/22/2012 - Yard monitor Mike Vader discovered a female House Finch on a nest with 2 eggs. The female left the 
nest briefly before returning. - MDicus

TBD

HOFI House Finch 052212_rrdd_01 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/22/2012 TBD 05/22/2012 - HOFI female mostly on nest, comes off to solicit male from time to time. - RRadd TBD

WEKI Western Kingbird 052212_sjon_03 EP54-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/22/2012 5/22/2012 05/22/2012 - S. Johnston reports that WEKI nest was estimated to be 80% complete, and no eggs or young where 
present at the time of proposed removal to facilitate the current tower erection. Nest was in located in critical 
portion of the tower needed to be constructed for completion, and work was occurring at the time on the tower. 
Nest was removed after agency concurrence and approval from SDG&E, per the NBMMP. - KAlberts

No

ROWR Rock Wren 052212_sjon_05 EP47-2/EP48 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/22/2012 5/22/2012 05/22/2012 - Observed ROWR making several trips to nesting cavity with material. ROWR nest was being built in a 
critical location which would severely interfere with conductor stringing operations and cause scheduling delays. 
Deterrents were not present on the rock pile. Nest was removed per the NBMMP after agency concurrence and 
verification that no eggs or young were present at the time of removal, using a bore scope to view the nest from 
outside the cavity. - SJohnston

No

HOFI House Finch 052212_vers_02 CP49PS Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/22/2012 TBD 05/22/2012 - While monitoring a nearby nest, a pair of House Finches landed in a tree across the access road 
before flying to the Eucalyptus. The female entered a fruit clump containing a complete nest and remained for 
15+ minutes. The male perched next to the nest, singing, before flying off. - VEurs

TBD

HOWR House Wren 052212_vers_03 CP49PS Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/22/2012 TBD 05/22/2012 - The biologist checked on this cavity because the wren's behavior (removing old nest material) 
suggested they might reuse the cavity. The male perched near the entrance singing and a female eventually 
emerged from the cavity. They both entered and exited 2 times during the observation, and the female remained 
inside after her last visit. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 052212_vnik_01 EP130/EP131 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/22/2012 5/22/2012 05/22/2012 - Biomonitor observed female House Finch making several trips to nest with nest material. Nest was 
located late in the afternoon. Nest location is in grill of semi-truck that hauls wire. Truck and wire are needed for 
upcoming wire pull. The wire trailer has mylar tape on it. Truck and trailer were moved the prior day. Nest is 
approximately 5-10% complete with no eggs or young. Removal of nest was required based on impact to material 
logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate options, and potential for more 
nests on the piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was photographed and removed per 
NBMMP. - VNovik

No

HOFI House Finch 052212_vnik_02 EP109-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/22/2012 TBD 05/22/2012 - Nest found by lineman, 3 eggs in nest. Birds returning to nest while helicopters were overhead. - 
VNovik

TBD

HOFI House Finch 052312_ahll_01 EP36-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/23/2012 5/23/2012 05/23/2012 - Female HOFI was seen on nest for extended period of time, while male was singing nearby. Lineman 
climbed up and confirmed no eggs or young were present, and nest was removed under supervision of avian 
biologist. No deterrents installed on tower. Nest removed per NBMMP, based on high risk of nest failing with 
construction activities occuring at tower at the time and within the nest cycle. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 052312_ahll_02 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/23/2012 5/23/2012 05/23/2012 - HOFI nest located in suspended grunt sack, avian biologist observed pair going to sack. Lineman 
brought down sack and avian confirmed no eggs or young in sack. Nest approximately 20% complete. Removed 
nest per NBMMP, based on necessity to continue work on the tower, and the high risk for the nest's failure due to 
proposed activities. No physical deterrents on tower. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 052312_ahll_03 EP27-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/23/2012 5/23/2012 05/23/2012 - Nest located in back of crane arm joint; observed female HOFI bringing nest material to nest. Mylar 
deterrents installed in nest area; in fact, nest was built on a piece of mylar. Nest was 60% complete, and no eggs 
or young were present. Nest removed, as per NBMMP, based on necessity to continue use of crane. - AHill

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 052312_ahll_04 EP32-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/23/2012 5/23/2012 05/23/2012 - Female WEKI bringing in nesting material, and nest was 5% complete. No physical deterrents 
installed at nest location. No eggs or young were present. Removal of nest was required based on potential 
impacts to operations to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing 
for use of the tower, as the tower requires work well within the projected nest cycle. Nest was removed following 
requirements outlined in the NBMMP and recent agency approval to remove WEKI nest initiation attempts at this 
particular tower. - AHill

No
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 052312_bloh_01 CP13-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/23/2012 TBD 05/23/2012 - Female calling, nest exchange at 0802 when female took over incubation. - BLohstroh TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 052312_bloh_02 CP13-2-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/23/2012 TBD 05/23/2012 - Pair nest building, nest 90% complete. Both birds bringing nest material to nest. - BLohstroh TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 052312_bloh_03 CP11-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/23/2012 TBD 05/23/2012 - Male and female participating in nest building; nest 90% complete. - BLohstroh TBD

HOWR House Wren 052312_esds_01 Monopole 40651 TEWS Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/23/2012 TBD 05/23/2012 - Pair in vicinity with adult carrying material into cavity and male singing extensively in vicinity of 
cavity. - EStrods

TBD

COHU Costa's Hummingbird 052312_esds_02 Monopole 40651 TEWS Riparian Scrubs TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/23/2012 TBD 05/23/2012 - Female observed in flight around nest shrub after which nest with 2 eggs was discovered; female 
later observed incubating on nest. - EStrods

TBD

OATI Oak Titmouse 052312_esds_03 Monopole 40651 TEWS Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/23/2012 TBD 05/23/2012 - Adult observed bringing food to cavity on several occasions; male also singing in vicinity. - EStrods TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 052312_hwey_01 Alpine CY Construction Yards Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/23/2012 TBD 05/23/2012 - Nest cup appears nearly complete. Female made several trips to nest while buffer signs were being 
set up, with male mate-guarding. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 052312_mdus_01 CP78-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/23/2012 TBD 05/23/2012 - Biomonitor Anna Bryant observed a pair of House Finches at a nest that appeared to be complete. - 
MDicus

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 052312_rrdd_01 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/23/2012 TBD 05/23/2012 - PHAI pair attending apparently complete nest, male brings lining material and sits in nest at 1230 . - 
RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 052312_rrdd_02 Hartung CY-N Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/23/2012 TBD 05/23/2012 - Female ANHU lying in complete nest at 1556. - RRadd TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 052312_rrdd_03 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/23/2012 TBD 05/23/2012 - Male PHAI making regular trips adding material to bulky nest that appears substantially complete at 
1612. - RRadd

TBD

CACW Cactus Wren 052312_vnik_01 Jacumba Valley Ranch CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/23/2012 TBD 05/23/2012 - Observed bird making several trips to tire with nest material. - VNovik TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 120511_imll_01 CP64-2-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 145 500 500 500 Presumed Fledged 12/5/2011 5/15/2012 12/05/2011 - Pair of Red-tailed hawks observed bringing nesting material to previously existing nest from 2011 
season. Pair made multiple trips between 0930 and 1030 and did not appear disturbed by Project-related traffic 
operating up to 120 feet from the nest, including the use of multiple gates within the 500-foot buffer. - IMaunsell
12/13/2011 - One adult hawk was observed flying from the nest area away to the west. No work was occurring. 
Weather conditions included constant light precipitation, which may have suppressed nesting behavior. - 
IMaunsell
12/22/2011 - No activity observed at nest between 0730 and 0800. No work was occurring on the site. - IMaunsell
12/30/2011 - No activity observed at nest from 0930-1020. One adult was perched in adjacent oak tree and 
another hawk was perched on a smaller oak approximately 800 feet to the west. - IMaunsell
01/06/2012 - One hawk observed on nest at approximately 0800, potentially egg laying. After approximately 3 
minutes, another hawk flew into the nest with an item in its beak. This item could have been nesting material or 
food. Neither bird appeared deterred by frequent helicopter traffic or vehicle traffic along the access road. - 
IMaunsell
01/09/2012 - RTHA on this territory did not interact with nest during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - RTHA perched above nest flushed at Air-crane flyover and did not return during 30 minute 
observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - One RTHA observed perched up near nest for approximately 15 minutes did not directly interact 
with nest. Location prevents sufficient view of the nest cup to discern a low lying hawk. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - RTHA pair observed copulating away from nest. Monitor reports fresh material added to nest on 29 
January. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA pair driving juvenile RTHA from territory, followed by pair-bonding displays. They did not 
settle on nest during two 20 minute observations. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Status is unclear - egg-laying appears to be on hiatus - two nest visits from 1427-1735 during which 
nest material was arranged, but otherwise activity is low. Rain yesterday. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - RTHA Standing on nest for 20 minutes. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - Despite nest visits, no incubation appears yet in progress. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation - presumed incubating. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - RTHA incubating and does not leave nest during 20 minute observation on rainy day. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - RTHA incubating, does not leave nest during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
04/11/2012 - RTHA prone on nest in light rain at 1208 gives no indication of hatched young. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Adult RTHA feeding at least 2 downy young at 0708. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nestlings have feathered wings and exercise periodically. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Young have well developed secondaries, are mostly feathered and spend time standing at nest, 
exercising wings   RRadd

Yes
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010312_imll_01 CP6-1-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/3/2012 TBD 01/03/2012 - Pair was observed occupying nest areas between 1200 and 1330 on 12/30/2011. One hawk brought 

nesting material to the nest and perched on the nest on multiple occasions. The other hawk of the pair perched 
adjacent to the nest on the tower. Neither bird appeared deterred by continuing conventional foundation work 
occurring at the site. - IMaunsell
01/12/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship display, followed by one hawk bringing decorations to the nest and standing 
in the nest. - RRadd
01/20/2012 - Female bringing nest material and periodically lying on nest, male attends less often. Considerable 
fresh eucalyptus greens on nest since last monitoring, but pair still spending long periods away from tower. - 
RRadd
01/23/2012 - RTHA female lying on nest and male adjacent on tower - 0730-0745. K-Max arrives at 0746 and 
female departs, returning briefly at 0749 to perch next to male (who remains on tower). Helicopter activities 
continue. Female departs again - 0750. Male departs 0751. Both birds leave the area and do not return. 
Helicopter continues through 0802. Link Lead and Avian Team Lead notified.  Helicopter subsequently returns and 
construction activity continues; RTHAs not observed again. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No RTHAs associating with nest or tower site during one hour observation. A pair of RTHA was 
observed approximately 1000 feet north of CP6 but these birds did not approach the nest area. - RRadd
01/27/2012 - Male RTHA noted briefly on nest tower prior to construction activity, but no hawks observed with 
1500 feet of nest while work occurring. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - RTHA pair generally staying away from nest during work activity. Copulation observed 350 feet 
south-west of nest at 10:17 during period of low work activity, followed by pair moving away from nest area. 
Avian Biologist (M. Dicus) reports female returned to nest at 12:23. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - Nesting activities were monitored continuously between 0710 and 1720 during wire pulling 
operations.  Observations include:
0710 - Adult female RTHA observed on nest, adult male soaring overhead.  0715 - Pair leave nest and fly out of 
view.  0720 - UPC construction crew arrive at CP6 for wire pulling.  0915 - Pair observed perching on Sunrise tower 
CP6 for approximately 5 minutes before flying out of view.  0930 - Helicopter began flying sock line between CP15 
and CP3.  1015 - Pair observed copulating on existing lattice tower east of nest.  1030-1215 - Intermittent 
courtship displays, soaring, and perching in vicinity of CP6, CP7, nest tower, and lattice structure to east.  1215 - 
Adult female returned to nest.  Construction activities at this time were minimal--no helicopters.  1230 - Adult 
female left nest.  No change in construction activity. - JDicus
01/30/2012 - 1445 - Adult female perched on edge of nest for 30 seconds before leaving again.  No change in 
construction activity.  1610 - Adult perched on lattice tower above nest.  1630 - Adult landed at nest.  1632 - Adult 
left nest and flew to northwest out of view.  No change in construction activity at this time. - JDicus
01/31/2012  The nest was monitored continuously between 0700 and 1740 during wire pulling activities  

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010312_pkad_04 EP32-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Other 20 500 500 500 Presumed Fledged 1/3/2012 5/21/2012 01/03/2012 - Nest looks built up since last observed in dilapidated shape in September (may be active); 1 adult 
Red-tailed Hawk perched in tree 200 feet west, hunting. - PKonrad
01/09/2012 - No apparent changes at nest. Pair of Red-tailed Hawks soaring low over nest and higher to west of 
nest; female is missing secondary feathers on both wings. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched on highest pole 300 feet southeast of nest site; male soon begins 
soaring over area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - No hawks observed in area; no indication of recent activity at nest. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - No hawks observed in area and no recent activity apparent at nest. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - No apparent activity at nest; 1 Red-tailed Hawk flew in to perch on pole 400 feet northeast of the 
nest site after 15 minutes of observing the area (no indication of attachment to the nest during another 15 
minute period). - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - No activity observed at nest over a 45 minute period. - AHill
02/15/2012 - No hawks observed in area, although nest may be built up more than last week. Rare slow Sunrise, 
City, and Border Patrol drive-by vehicles. - PKonrad
02/15/2012 - No activity observed over an hour span in morning. - AHill
02/22/2012 - Adult female Red-tailed Hawk standing on nest, bending over twice during 40 minute period. Male 
initially perched on pole 250 feet north of nest; eventually soared low over nest, then soared higher and out of 
area. After leaving for 15 minutes, the biologist returned to find female in incubating (or egg laying) position. 
Some slow Sunrise, City, and Border Patrol traffic passes along access road, but no response by female on nest. - 
PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Observed an adult incubating on nest. Installed additional nest buffer signs for drive through only 
Sunrise use. - AHill
02/27/2012 - Adult on nest incubating. Not disturbed by light, slow drive through traffic. - AHill
02/29/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on nest. Periodic slow, Sunrise, City, and Border Patrol drive-by 
vehicles.
 - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Female seen on nest incubating and shading. Male was observed perched and preening on a nearby 
tree. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
03/10/2012 - Adult on nest incubating. - AHill
03/12/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tree nest; another adult perched on pole to northwest. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest did not flush as biologist drove past. Nest is intact after storm event. - VEurs
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest incubating. - AHill
03/23/2012  Adult Red tailed Hawk standing over nest with head down  then settled into brooding position with 
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010412_imll_02 EP236-1/EP237-1 PS-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/4/2012 TBD 01/04/2012 - No activity was observed at the nest. Nest is old and continues to be unoccupied. This nest was 
monitored throughout the 2011 season. No whitewash, fresh material, or prey remains were observed. - 
IMaunsell
01/10/2012 - No raptor or raven activity in area. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No birds observed in area of nest. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No raptors, owls, or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No change to nest; no ravens or raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - No raptors, ravens, or owls observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Nest looks unchanged and unused. No raptors or ravens in area. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area (except kestrel); nest unchanged. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - No sign of activity at nest, no raptors or ravens in area. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - No raptors or ravens were observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk is incubating on tower nest that appears to be slightly built up since the last 
nest visit. Rare slow Sunrise and Border Patrol traffic along access road to EP236 - EP237 PS-E pullsite. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - An adult flew to nest and began to incubate when biologist was 1800 feet away. The adult remained 
on the nest for the next 25 minutes while biologist drove by twice on access road and parked 300 feet away to 
make signs and mark buffer. Another adult visited nest and fed incubating mate with biologist outside of parked 
vehicle 300 feet away. A 300-foot, drive-through only buffer was established and marked with signs. - MKuehn
04/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating low, so only the very top of its head is visible on the tower nest. - 
PKonrad
04/13/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on side of the nest, presumably exposing downy nestlings to the 
ambient weather and sunshine, while another adult is soaring low over the area south of the nest. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - Initially, the head of an adult could be seen above the nest. Soon, an adult Red-tailed Hawk flew 
from the northwest to the nest with mammalian prey, left prey at nest and flew back to the northwest along 
ridge. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk can be seen standing on the nest, presumably shading unseen nestlings. - 
PKonrad
05/18/2012 - No adult or nestling Red-tailed Hawks can be seen at this nest, but nestlings may be lying low while 
adults are hunting or loafing away from the nest. - PKonrad
05/23/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is perched on the nest, leaning forward and probably shading unseen 
nestlings in the nest   PKonrad

TBD

GHOW Great Horned Owl 010412_kwer_01 EP228 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 258 500 250 250 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

1/4/2012 3/20/2012 01/04/2012 - No activity, no new material, and no whitewash observed. - KWeber
01/11/2012 - No owls or raptors observed in area and sign of activity at old nest. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No owls or raptors in area, even though avian biologist walked among non-native trees in area to 
check for any perched large species. Crew working on tower EP227 about 1,100 feet to west. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No owls or raptors observed, and no sign of activity at old nest. - PKonrad
02/02/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating on nest. - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - Great Horned Owl is incubating. - PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on nest. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Great Horned Owl brooding low in nest - eggs should be hatched now. Micropile drilling with low 
noise and some dust at site. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding low in nest in wind. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Owl observed lying on nest. - BArnold
03/15/2012 - The owl was observed on the nest. K-max flew in the four legs for the tower. The owl remained in 
the nest when the K-max was over the tower site. It appeared that the owl would get lower in the nest when the K-
max was over the site. When the first leg was delivered to the site, there was some rotor wash that visibly shook 
the tree that the nest is located in. However, it appeared that the owl was ultimately tolerant of all the 
construction activities today. Remained incubating. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - No owls were present in the nest, and an egg was on the ground below the nest. The nest appeared 
to be sliding out of the tree slightly, and the past 3 days have been characterized by low temperatures, high 
winds, heavy rain, and snow. - VNovik

No
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010412_pkad_02 EP220-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/4/2012 TBD 01/04/2012 - No sign of raptors in area or activity at the nest. - PKonrad
01/10/2012 - No apparent activity at nest, but 1 Red-tailed Hawk perched in new Sunrise metal tower to south 
and another perched on rock outcrop to north; neither reacted to my approach to the nest. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No activity noted at nest, but 1 hawk perched on new Sunrise tower called twice as bio approached 
nest. Earlier, a pair of RTHA was soaring low over area. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was soaring very high above nest site when I arrived near nest. - PKonrad
01/31/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched atop Sunrise tower to south of nest site; soared to east. No hawk or 
activity apparent at nest. - PKonrad
02/02/2012 - 2 Red-tailed Hawks were observed soaring east of EP219. They did not associate with the nest. - 
KWeber
02/07/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - No change at nest and no raptors in area. - PKonrad
02/24/2012 - No raptors in area; nest unchanged and unused. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - No hawks observed in area; nest unattended. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew from nest. Nest looks built up, but could not discern if the hawk was 
loafing, nest building, or incubating. Because hawk flew without hesitation as avian biologist came into view, it 
suggests the raptor was not incubating. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk observed on nest. Nest looks complete. - VNovik
03/27/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating low in tree nest. Crews in position to pull wire. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest, lying very low. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - No Red-tailed Hawks observed initially, so the nest was re-checked several hours later when an 
adult Red-tailed Hawk was incubating. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk soared overhead, calling periodically as another Red-tailed Hawk was incubating on 
the tree nest. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Both adult Red-tailed Hawks near nest, calling territorially; 1 perched on new power line while 
another flew in from the south and landed on the nearby Sunrise tower. It is expected that the nest contains small 
downy nestlings at this time. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - At least 2 small downy nestlings can be seen in the nest. The pair of adults flew in and soared 
overhead, calling territorially. When the avian biologist returned to his vehicle, the adult hawks perched on 1 of 
the new power lines, between the yellow and orange balls, and called territorially. - PKonrad
05/08/2012 - Pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks very territorial, calling, diving and soaring overhead, but cannot see 
contents of nest, which should contain half-grown nestlings. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched on the power line near the east side of the tower bridge; it 
called periodically during the nest check  At least 3 downy nestlings can be seen peering above the rim of the 

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010412_pkad_04 EP219-1/EP220-1 PS-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/4/2012 TBD 01/04/2012 - A pair of Red-tailed Hawks soared overhead while we approached nest, then perched on pole 600 
feet west-southwest of nest. - PKonrad
01/10/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was flying over the area, and eventually perched 15 feet above the nest. - 
PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No raptors observed in area during 3 nest site observations while working in the area. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched above nest, after initially seeing a pair of Red-tails perched 
on a pole along access road northeast of nest. - PKonrad
01/31/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - No apparent activity at nest, but an adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on pole to southwest. A pair of 
Red-tailed Hawks is perched on next pole to west. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk with 'orange'-colored underside perched in tree above nest. No apparent 
change to nest. - PKonrad
02/24/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk soaring high near nest; no apparent change to nest.  During return drive-
by,  a Red-tail was perched in tree next to nest tree. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Initially, 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on pole along access road north of nest. Didn't see any 
hawks in area during return to area. Very rare slow Sunrise traffic (2 pickups) along access road. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew to nest from the east and perched on the nest rim. Yesterday, a Red-tail 
was observed standing on the nest, seemingly arranging nest material. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was observed soaring low near the nest site, but no activity was observed 
at the nest during 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
03/27/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tree nest. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest that looks like it has been built up appreciably in the past 
week. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk is incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on the side of the nest, periodically bending over a mass of small 
downy white nestlings. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - No adult Red-tailed Hawks or nestlings were observed initially, but 4 hours later, 1 adult and at least 
2 downy nestlings could be seen on the nest platform. - PKonrad
05/08/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is standing on the nest with at least 1 large downy nestling. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - A Red-tailed Hawk is standing on the nest along with 1 large downy nestling in sight. - PKonrad
05/24/2012 - A well-feathered nestling was standing on the nest and stretched its wings; later, an adult flew to 
the nest from the south. - PKonrad

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_pkad_02 EP256 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 320 500 300 300 Presumed Fledged 1/5/2012 5/24/2012 01/05/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
01/10/2012 - No raptors observed in the area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk dived down to nest where it perched for a few minutes before moving to structure 
metal adjacent to nest. After several minutes, the well-fed adult flew west. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - No apparent activity at nest; 1 Red-tailed Hawk observed soaring low 400 feet northwest of site for 
a short time. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but it appears that a lot of new nesting material has been added to this 
nest during the past week. - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk flew to nest and remained for 5 minutes before flying along slope and landing 400 
feet from nest. Due to wind, unable to determine if it had a stick. Nest is built up; hawk(s) are probably in nest 
building stage, therefore may be active by definition. Status unclear and will continue to monitor. 45 minute 
observation period. - PKonrad
02/20/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating, while second hawk soared overhead, then landed on slope to 
southeast of nest. Incubating hawk stood up for a few minutes, then resumed its incubation position on the nest. - 
PKonrad
02/24/2012 - Both adults observed at nest with one on the nest. Appeared to be adjusting itself on the nest. 
Observed flushing from nest when Border Patrol vehicle drove up the access road to the tower twice. - VNovik
02/27/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on SWPL tower nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Adult observed incubating on nest in windy, snowy conditions. - JPawlicki
03/05/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk initially incubating on tower nest. At 14:15 an adult Red-tail landed on the side of 
the nest and soon both adults soared to the north for a few hundred feet before the female soared back to the 
nest while the male continued to soar along the mountain slope. Female resumed incubating. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tower nest, and adult Red-tailed Hawk soared low over area west of 
nest tower. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk is on nest, probably brooding newly hatched nestlings at this time, judging 
from the nest chronology that has been documented to date. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on side of nest, probably exposing young downy nestlings to the 
ambient sun and weather. - PKonrad
04/14/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - At least 2 medium-sized nestlings being fed by adult Red-tailed Hawk. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - A medium-sized downy nestling can be seen standing upright in the nest; no Red-tailed Hawk adults 
were observed in the area   PKonrad

Yes

RSHA Red-shouldered Hawk 010512_rrdd_01 Alpine Underground Ductbank Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 157 500 130 130 Nest did not reach active stage 1/5/2012 4/23/2012 01/05/2012 - No occupants in attendance during initial 15-minute observation period, RSHA perched and calling a 
hundred feet away. - RRadd
01/05/2012 - No occupants in attendance during initial 15-minute observation period. - KAlberts
01/13/2012 - No raptors observed near or at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/18/2012 - No visible improvements to nest and no raptors observed in association. - RRadd
01/28/2012 - RSHA pair vocal on territory but not associating with nest or exhibiting explicit breeding behaviors. 
No additions visible in nest. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - Calling RSHA was 300 feet from nest remained distant during 30 minute observation. No visible 
improvements have been made to nest. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - Cool and rainy day; RSHA on territory but nest has not been improved. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - No RSHA detected during 30 minute observation. No improvements to nest. Sycamore has yet to 
foliate. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - CORA pair removing sticks from this nest. Agitated RSHA nearby does not intervene. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - Nest inactive, as a raptor has not yet occupied it, and a CORA was observed dismantling it. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - Nest remains substantial and is likely to become active as RSHA elsewhere are still commencing 
nesting. RSHA remain vocal and active on this territory. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - RSHA pair copulate at 0807, and then fly to nest under AMCR harassment at 0811. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - RSHA male on territory, but female not detected during 20 minute observation. Wet and windy 
morning is suppressing all breeding activity today. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Upon arrival, pair was perched in oak about 200 feet west of nest, with a crow. Nest appears intact 
after storm event. After about 10 minutes, one adult flew to nest with a small branch, pursued by crow. Second 
hawk remained in the oak tree. - VEurs
03/24/2012 - No RSHA detected from 0708-0742. Second visit 0845-0852; RSHA heard calling in dense fog on 
territory. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed at 1200-1215. - HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1100 to 1145. RSHA heard calling in area once. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No activity observed at nest, and no RSHA detected in area. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity at nest and no RSHA detected in area. Nest is easily visible from above and does not 
appear to contain eggs. No incubating adult has been observed at this nest. Evidence indicates that this nest did 
not reach active nesting stage this year and is unlikely to become active. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_rrdd_03 Alpine Underground Ductbank Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/5/2012 TBD 01/05/2012 - RTHA perched nearby in attendance throughout initial 15-minute observation indicates nest may 
become active. - RRadd
01/05/2012 - RTHA perched nearby in attendance throughout initial 15-minute observation indicates nest may 
become active. - KAlberts
01/13/2012 - RTHA display flights in vicinity but no direct interaction with nest. - RRadd
01/18/2012 - No indications of any changes in activity level at this nest. No raptors approached nest during 30-
minute observation. - RRadd
01/28/2012 - RTHA breaking branches from host tree and carrying sticks to nest at 0746. Changed status to active. 
The occupants of this residential nest are obviously well acclimated to traffic and residential noise. Due to the 
distance from work and height above ground, Project activity is not anticipated to impact this nest. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - RTHA pair soaring high over nest tree, but did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
02/11/2012 - RTHA pair perched above nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - No RTHA observed during 25-minute observation. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - No visible activity at this nest 0715 - 0750. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - No detections, but foliage renders nest very difficult to see into. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - RTHA comes to nest 0652, and there appears to be a second bird on the nest. First hawk departs 
immediately and some nest material re-arrangements follow. Potentially, this was a food drop. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - Unable to detect movement in this nest on windy and rainy morning during 20-minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/20/2012 - One bird flushed from nest tree as biologist pulled into parking lot. Second bird moved from perch 
on tree to nest, where it remained for more than 10 minutes. Nest is intact after storm event and still in use. First 
bird returned as biologist was preparing to leave. It was out of view, but most likely flew to nest. - VEurs
03/28/2012 - RTHA visible lying on nest. 2nd RTHA observed flying and perching in area. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1008. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - RTHA goes to nest at 1253. 2nd RTHA observed in flight within 300 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Adult RTHA lying on nest at 0616. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Adult RTHA flies to nest and perches on rim at 1257. Bird's posture indicates that it is feeding 
nestlings, but nestlings are not yet big enough to be visible. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1020. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - No activity at nest from 1227 to 1257. No RTHA detected in area. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - Nestling visible moving in nest at 1403. - HWinfrey
05/22/2012 - Nestling visible and moving in nest at 1251. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012  1 nestling visible and moving in nest   HWinfrey

TBD

COHA Cooper's Hawk 010512_rrdd_06 CP64-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 100 500 500 500 Nest did not reach active stage 1/5/2012 3/2/2012 01/05/2012 - During initial observation, no recent improvements were visible, but fresh whitewash under nest 
may be indicator of territorial use. - KAlberts
01/09/2012 - No raptors detected associating with this nest during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - No activity detected at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - No birds detected associating with this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - Fresh whitewash and bone pellet under nest but no raptors detected in vicinity. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - Adult male COHA at nest calling, flushed by observer at 0658 and returning at 0739. The male 
perched nearby making alarm calls. No fresh fallen material detected under nest. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - Male still present and agitated by observer at gate at 0940. Female observed nearby carrying small 
stick at 1145. Changed nest status to active. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - No COHA detections during 2 x 20 minute visits. Rain yesterday may be delaying activity. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - COHA pair actively breaking twigs from nearby oaks and carrying to nest 0829. Cease vesting nest 
when observer detected at gate. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - Status unclear; CORA have potentially taken over this, and COHA pair are building nearby, but 
evidence is conflicting on cold rainy day. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - This nest has been abandoned and a new nest is being constructed 120 feet east. - RRadd

No
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_rrdd_07 Hartung CY-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/5/2012 TBD 01/05/2012 - RTHA pair observed in territorial display flight over El Monte CY at 1500 during initial observation. - 
KAlberts
01/09/2012 - RTHAs observed in territory appeared to be avoiding CY activity and did not approach nest during 30-
minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - No activity detected at this nest during 30 minute observation, and all raptors remained distant. - 
RRadd
01/24/2012 - No raptors approached this nest during 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - CY monitor reports RTHA pair making at least 2 trips to this nest on 7 February, 0900-1000. Changed 
status to active. Buffer staked at 500 feet with drive-thru access OK. This nest successfully fledged in 2011 with 
greater levels of AR traffic than that which currently occurs, so drive-through access should not negatively affect 
the nest. Buffer should be re-evaluated if air traffic is to resume. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - CY monitor reports nest visit by RTHA 13 February at 1030 for a few minutes. RTHA pair nearby did 
not approach nest during 30 minute observation period today. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA flies from nest at 0809 to nearby pole and remains there for duration of 30 minute 
observation. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Nest monitored between 0745 and 1045. Adult RTHA observed intermittently soaring over territory. 
Pair observed engaged in aerial courtship display before flying out of view. Neither adult was observed visiting the 
nest or carrying nest material. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation is likely incubating. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation beginning at 1544. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - RTHA lying on nest at 1422. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - RTHA observed in flight from 1310 to 1325. RTHA flies in to nest at 1340. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest. 2 RTHAs in flight within 500 feet. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - RTHA adult comes to nest at 0741 and remains. Adult tearing food into small pieces and feeding 
nestling at 0922. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Adults visit nest infrequently but remain in vicinity. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - 2 active nestlings visible at 1548. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nestlings visible and moving on nest at 1540. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Nestling visible but inactive in late afternoon heat 1640. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - 2 dark-headed feathered nestlings visible in nest at 1706. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - 23 May;  No activity at nest detected during afternoon heat. Potentially fledged but will monitor 
once more. - RRadd

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_rrdd_10 CP70-3-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/5/2012 TBD 01/05/2012 - RTHA pair perched 400 feet away did not approach nest during initial 15-minute observation period. 
- KAlberts
01/09/2012 - No breeding activity during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - RTHA pair soaring overhead did not approach this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship flight over and around this tree did not alight at nest during 30 minute 
observation. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - RTHA on nest arranging fresh material at 0932, then joins mate in courtship flight. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA pair driving third hawk away from territory at 1427, followed by aerial courtship displays in 
unison. Pair did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - RTHA pair at nest, bringing materials, arranging and forming nest bowl from 1022-1027. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - More material added to nest but no RTHA observed associating during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation - presumed incubating. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation -  incubation continues. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - RTHA in nest for duration of 30 minute observation, mate perched nearby. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1059. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1050. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA at nest shredding prey. Mate visits briefly and appears to present food to nestling too small 
for heads to appear above nest cup from 0945-0950. Adult eventually settles on nest. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - Young now capable of auto-thermoregulation; adults spend much time away from nest. Adult 
tearing prey item and feeding small pieces to young at 1456. - RRadd
04/29/2012 - 2 nestlings are active in nest at 1010. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Still mostly downy young stand in nest and tear food from larger pieces. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Mostly feathered young stand shaded in nest during afternoon heat at 1344. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Adult standing at nest with at least 1 nestling in nest at 1347. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - 3 nestlings alternate between lying in nest and standing, branching, and exercising wings. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - 3 nestlings standing in nest appear flight capable at 1649. - RRadd

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_rrdd_11 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 75 500 500 500 Fledged 1/5/2012 5/25/2012 01/05/2012 - No raptors showing site fidelity during initial 15-minute observation period. - KAlberts
01/09/2012 - RTHA on territory, but no nesting activity observed during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - No raptor activity at this nest during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship flight did not approach this site. Sycamore is just beginning to leaf out. - 
RRadd
01/31/2012 - No change in activity during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - Several hours spent within sight of nest and no activity at nest. Pair of RSHA in area but staying west 
of this nest most of the time. Could see green leaves on rim of nest - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - No change in activity at this nest. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched on rim of nest as avian biologist approached to within 150 feet, 
with second adult perched within 25 feet of nest in nearest sycamore tree to west. First adult remained and 
inspected the stick nest for 30 seconds, then hopped down into nest, turned around inside nest while looking 
down at nest and hopped back onto rim where it remained another 2 minutes before flying to nearest sycamore 
to perch within 5 feet of second adult Red-tailed hawk. Pair remained there perched together while avian 
biologist watched for 20 minutes without revisiting nest. Avian biologist not see any fresh greenery or obvious 
recent nest improvements. Nest is in good condition. Changed nest status to active and marked 500-foot buffer 
along access road.  Nest is on United States Forest Service land. - JDicus
02/14/2012 - RTHA pair at nest, RTHA standing in nest 1000 - 1022. Changed status to active on 14 February, as 
RTHA occupies nest. Hawk does not flush to drive by traffic. Therefore, buffer was staked at 500 feet. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - No hawks detected at this nest during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation - presumed incubating. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation -  incubation continues. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Incubation continues, RTHA in nest for all 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA lying on nest at 1056. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1055. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA prone in nest shows no sign of hatched young at 1108. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - RTHA on nest with small hatched young. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Young are auto-thermoregulatory, and adults are now leaving nest for extended periods. Adult 
tearing food into small pieces and feeding 3 young. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Nestlings able to stand in nest. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Adult in nest feeding young with feathered backs at 1322. - RRadd
05/18/2012  Young appear flight capable and are branching out from nest   RRadd

Yes

GHOW Great Horned Owl 010512_rrdd_12 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Other 150 500 500 500 Fledged 1/5/2012 5/4/2012 01/09/2012 - RSHA pair in area did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/13/2012 - RSHA exhibiting site fidelity on perches within 250 feet during initial 20-minute observation period. - 
KAlberts
01/17/2012 - RSHA perched 50 feet from nest for 15 minutes, flushed at 100 feet. Unable to see nest well enough 
to determine if fresh material has been added. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RSHA pair on territory with contact calls, but not at this nest. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - RSHA on territory did not interact with this nest. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - RSHA pair active and calling in area but never seen near nest. - MKuehn
02/14/2012 - GHOW lying in nest does not flush for agitated RSHA pair. Staked at 500 feet. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Owl lying on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - GHOW lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - GHOW lying in nest for duration of observation. No young observed. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - GHOW lying in nest for duration of observation - no nestlings detected. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - GHOW posture on nest suggests hatched young. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - GHOW observed on nest in upright posture at 1115. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Adult on nest at 1106. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest with at least 2 downy owlets; head feathers emerging. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - Large downy nestlings acquiring feathers fill the nest. Adult guards at edge of platform at 1414. - 
RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nestlings are well feathered, brown with ear tufts beginning to show, and appear capable of 
branching. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Owlets have branched, and one has flown a short distance from the nest. Adult perched nearby. - 
RRadd

Yes
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GHOW Great Horned Owl 010512_sjon_01 EP90-1-N Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 62 500 375 375 Presumed Fledged 1/5/2012 4/5/2012 01/05/2012 - Great Horned Owl observed incubating on nest. - SJohnston
01/10/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating; facing east. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl is incubating. - PKonrad
02/01/2012 - Adult incubating. - PKonrad
02/14/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl presumably brooding nestlings now. No access road traffic. 
Nest was also monitored on 2/7/2012, when a Great Horned Owl was incubating on the nest (unable to input 
monitoring information). - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding. Rare slow drive-through by Sunrise traffic. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding (positioned much higher than when incubating). Rare slow drive-
through Sunrise traffic. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Report of vehicle stuck in the mud w/in buffer prompted visit. Visit was  at 1140 am temp was 
approximately 40 degrees. All vehicles were absent from  buffer. Bird was on nest and appeared to be aware of 
surroundings. IE vehicles  near water buffalo at EP  91. Observed for approximately 30 minutes. - VNovik
02/29/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl standing on nest; leaned over , presumably to attend to 1 week old 
nestling(s). No traffic during observations. - PKonrad
03/04/2012 - Adult observed on nest. - BArnold
03/06/2012 - Adult was seen standing high on the nest and moving around. Its eyes followed the larger helicopter 
traffic outside buffer, but the bird was not distressed by it. One nestling was observed moving around and giving a 
slight wing flap. Its eyes were open, it exhibited some down, but some mature feathers and adult coloration were 
also observed. Another nestling was most likely under the adult, causing her to shift around. - FHoffman
03/07/2012 - At least 1 nestling and adult observed while driving by on access road. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - Adult and 2 downy nestlings in nest; nestlings about 2 weeks old. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - At 1406, a helicopter dropped off 2 workers at EP90 on the bridge of the tower. Both rollers were 
delivered and installed at 1411. Workers were removed from the tower at 1415. The owls were observed to 
remain in the nest and appeared to "hunker down" at one point, though overall, they did not react in an agitated 
manner that was obvious to the observer. At approximately 1618, the first sock line was strung across the span 
from EP90 - EP89. This was done with the helicopter pulling the line. The second sock line was pulled at 1446. 
During these pulls, the owls remained within the nest and appeared aware of the construction activities, though  
unfazed. At 1742, the wire was hauled back from EP89-EP90 by the sock line pulling the wire. The owls appeared 
to not even notice this activity as it occurred. - VNovik
03/13/2012 - Monitored nest while work occurred nearby. At 1545, second fiber line "haul back" occurred. This 
entailed the "gator" passing between EP89 and EP90. The "gator" is comprised of 3 hanging guides from the wire 
that aid the line to pass through the rollers   The gator passed between spans in approximately 3 minutes  The 

Yes

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_vnik_01 EP62A-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 420 500 400 400 Nest did not reach active stage 1/5/2012 4/2/2012 01/05/2012 - Large stick nest in canopy of Eucalyptus tree, possibly an old unused Red-tailed Hawk nest. No 
raptors in area of nest during 40 minute survey. - VNovik
01/13/2012 - No raptor or corvid activity in area of nest. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - No raptors observed in area and no indication of any activity at nest. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - No raptors observed in area; no apparent activity at old nest. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - Pair of RTHA in area; 1 RTHA was perched on same eucalyptus as nest. Did not see hawks visit nest 
during 2 hours of passive observations. - SJohnston
02/01/2012 - A pair of Red-tails was soaring low 800 feet north of nest site, flew higher on other side of hill, then 
far to northeast. No action near nest during nest 40 minutes. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - No hawks observed in area; nest remains the same. - PKonrad
02/08/2012 - No hawks observed in area during 45 minute observation period. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - RHTA observed on nest rearranging sticks. - SJohnston
02/14/2012 - No activity at nest; Red-tailed Hawk hunting (even hovering) along hilltop south of access road for 
short time. A pair was soaring a half-mile southeast of nest for a short time during 40 minute observation period. - 
PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No activity at nest, and pair of RTHA observed perched in trees 2000 feet from nest. - PHoward
02/23/2012 - No activity at nest; no hawks observed in area. Minor slow Sunrise traffic on access road 420 feet 
north of nest. - PKonrad
03/02/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but nest appears to have been built up somewhat on top. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - No activity observed. - AHill
03/09/2012 - No hawks observed at nest or in area. 'Active' status of nest becoming more questionable since a 
Red-tail was observed standing on the nest a month ago. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No hawks observed in area; no changes at the nest. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - A pair of Red-tailed Hawks were seen displaying aerial courtship behavior over the access road and 
general power line corridor. The pair was not seen utilizing the nest. - LThoreson
03/23/2012 - Nest unchanged; no hawks in area. - PKonrad
04/02/2012 - No hawks in area; no change at nest. Considering the history of this nest this season, and the late 
timing in the nesting season, there is very little chance this nest will be utilized this year. Nest closed. - PKonrad

No
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GHOW Great Horned Owl 010612_pkad_01 EP119-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 150 500 150 150 Fledged 1/6/2012 4/13/2012 01/06/2012 - No indications of nest being used, but male Great Horned Owl flew from east branch of tree. - 
PKonrad
01/13/2012 - An adult Great Horned Owl flew from a branch on the east side of the nest tree. No indication the 
nest site has been used. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating in tree crotch. - PKonrad
01/19/2012 - Owl flushed from nest at 160 feet. 2 eggs in nest. Adult returned within 40 minutes.
 - KWeber
01/24/2012 - Incubating owl flushed from the nest when biologist approached to 100 feet, but returned within 5 
minutes. 2 eggs were seen. 4 Western-Scrub Jays were observed within and adjacent to the nest tree, but never 
approached nest while the owl was absent. 3 jays in the area during the 30-minute observation period. When the 
owl returned, it faced the TSAP where observers were positioned; owl peered from behind the oak trunk to look 
at the 2 biologists monitoring the nest, on 6 occasions over 3 minutes. Once acclimated, the owl did not look at 
the biologists. The owl did not flinch during the helicopter flights. Several minutes after the helicopters vacated, 
the biologists experimented with the owl's potential tolerance to humans by talking loudly with 1 another 
approximately 200 feet from the site, simulating potential communications from the TSAP to the tower site, or 
across the tower site during work. The owl immediately alerted, but did not flush. - KAlberts
01/31/2012 - Adult incubating, but flew from nest when avian biologist was 150 feet from nest. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - Avian biologists conducted nesting bird survey in area from 0737 to 1030. Adult Great Horned Owl 
incubating; observed once from TSAP observation point outside 150-foot buffer and did not exhibit signs of 
distress. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating; was not visible until observer approached to 100 feet; owl continued 
incubating during observations. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - The owl nest, which is approximately 150 to 180 feet away from the sound barrier construction, was 
monitored continually throughout the day, with no noticeable change in behavior. The owl remained on the nest 
incubating. - MBahn
02/13/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. A micropile drilling crew is present awaiting K-Max equipment 
deliveries in advance of micropile drilling behind sound wall. Avian biomonitor Jared Taylor on site to watch the 
owl's behavior during delivery and construction activities. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - According to daily avian monitor, Great Horned Owl brooding at nest (eggs present 1/18). Owl 
watches K-Max when it approaches site, but doesn't react otherwise to helicopters or other construction activities 
behind sound wall. Micropile drilling crew working within sound barrier. Periodic K-Max equipment deliveries. - 
PKonrad
02/23/2012 - The Great Horned Owl was observed lying on nest throughout the day and specifically during the 
arrival of the K Max helicopter to the tower site  The owl watched as the helicopter approached during several 

Yes

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_pkad_02 EP319-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Grading 100 500 500 500 Fledged 1/6/2012 5/24/2012 01/06/2012 - Pair building nest. - KAlberts
01/09/2012 - Hawk observed flying to nest site and perched on nest for more than 1 hour between 0910 and 
1030. Pair was observed perched on adjacent SRPL tower EP319 earlier. No work occurring. - IMaunsell
01/11/2012 - Pair observed perched on tower during entire 2 hour nesting survey. - VNovik
01/11/2012 - 2 adults perched next to nest in tower. Nest much smaller than last week, and upon later inspection, 
most or all of nest was apparently blown out of tower and is lying on ground below and west of nest site. Some 
branches either remain in tower or they have been brought in by hawks since the nest damage. 1 hawk eventually 
flew south, and when second hawk flew from tower, both soared in a tight circle for some minutes to southwest. 
Male is missing a tail feather on right side. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks observed in area; only a few sticks remain and no apparent additional nest material has 
been added to remaining sticks at nest site. Eventually, the standing nestling spread its fully feathered wings, 
facing into the wind, holding wings in a dihedral (V-shaped) position and walked a few steps across the nest, 
which prompted the second nestling to stand up. The first nestling next left the nest and perched on the metal 
brace on the northwest side of the nest and is obviously going to fledge soon. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but seems as though more sticks have been added to the nest remnant. - 
PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but windy. Difficult to discern if more sticks have been added in past 3 
days, but looks possible. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - No hawks observed, and no recent activity apparent at partial nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area, but nest is built up as much as twice as large as it was 5 days 
ago. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - Pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks at nest initially; 1 hawk flew from nest to perch on other side of 
tower. Nest looks more built up. After a couple minutes, hawk at nest began soaring to south and was joined by 
mate, eventually soaring high and gliding out of sight. Male is missing a retrice on right side of tail. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk is incubating on rebuilt nest. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest while adult male with missing tail feather soared low to 
north. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating low in nest. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. Seemed a bit nervous when I stopped vehicle to 
view the nest and hawk with binoculars from 800 feet, looking over its shoulder at the pickup. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk positioned higher than before, probably indicating it is brooding newly 
hatched nestlings. - PKonrad
03/26/2012  Red tailed Hawk brooding nestlings in short tower nest   PKonrad

Yes
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_pkad_03 EP353-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - No apparent activity during initial observation. - KAlberts
01/11/2012 - No raptors observed in area. Nest appears in poor condition. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched in highest point of the SWPL tower immediately southeast of  the 
nest tower. Nest contains some orange material, as seen from the northwest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area. Nest appears unchanged and unused. No whitewash below 
tower. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - Nest appears to have new material added recently. Initially, a Red-tailed Hawk was soaring east of 
nest. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - Nest looks built up; adult Red-tailed Hawk perched midway up SWPL tower to northwest (that 
contains 2011 raven nest). - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk perched on top of north side of tower;  During return trip, hawk perched 10 feet 
above nest in tower crossarm. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No hawks or other birds observed in nest area. - PKonrad
03/02/2012 - Nest was determined active while scheduled road crew construction was occurring 200 feet away, 
and NBJ submitted later that evening. Biological monitor H. Herrera reported pair of Red-tailed Hawks bringing 
nesting material to the nest and perching on nest while road grading crew was working approximately 200 feet 
from the nest. A hawk remained standing on the nest while the crew was operating machinery. - KAlberts
03/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawks made multiple trips to nest while buffer signs were being installed - observed by E. 
Loveless. - SJohnston
03/08/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was soaring above the nest tower initially and perched in the north side of 
the crossarm of the new Sunrise tower north of nest tower. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest, with another adult Red-tail perched in new Sunrise tower 
to north. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating or brooding newly hatched nestlings, positioned low on tower nest. - 
PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on nest, probably shading the small nestlings, as a second adult flew 
toward the tower nest with prey from about 1/2 mile south. Second hawk briefly delivered prey to nest, then 
resumed flight while the first hawk began delicately feeding unseen presumed small nestlings for about 10 
minutes before brooding the unseen brood   PKonrad

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_pkad_04 EP361-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - No indications of activity during initial observation, but 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched in next 
tower to the northwest. - KAlberts
01/11/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area, but nest may be built up a bit. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in the area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks or other birds in area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks were observed in area and 1 individual was perched on tower directly 
above nest for at least 10 minutes. No birds were exhibiting nesting behavior. - VNovik
01/27/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is perched high on the next SWPL tower to southeast of nest tower, but 
no activity apparent at nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks near nest - 1 adult is perched in top of new Sunrise tower EP361 and 
second adult soaring about 200 feet high to southeast near EP362, then glided to nest tower where it perched in 
the 'waist bar' below the nest for about 5 minutes, then soared south of nest tower, where other hawk joined it 
soaring, eventually out of sight to south (20 minute episode). - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No hawks observed in area. After initial observations of site and area, 2-person habitat restoration 
crew arrived and began work near site. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area; no apparent change to nest. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - No hawks in area initially, but after 15 minutes 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk flew in to perch on top of 
new Sunrise tower to north of nest tower. About 5 minutes later, a second adult Red-tailed Hawk flew in and 
perched in SWPL tower next to nest for about 4 minutes. On 2/18/2012, biomonitor Clay Schudy reported seeing 
Red-tailed Hawks making a number of flights to the nest adding nesting material to the existing nest. With this 
information, this nest is deemed active and appropriate buffer signs were installed. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No hawks observed initially, but an adult Red-tailed Hawk landed on nest where it stood for 10 
minutes before soaring to the new Sunrise tower to the north, where it perched on the highest point on the north 
side. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was standing on nest while a second adult Red-tail perched midway up on 
the new Sunrise tower. After about 5 minutes both hawks took flight, soaring to the southeast. After about 5 
minutes, 1 hawk flew to nest, (no nesting material noted), where it stood on the nest for a minute, then stood 
next to it. Other hawk flew to Sunrise tower, where it perched on the highest northern  point of the tower. - 
PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Adult observed delivering prey item to second adult which was lying on nest. The adult that 
delivered the prey item then flew off to the north. - JDicus
03/16/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks soaring in area; 1 hawk perched in tower to northwest, then flew to nest 
tower. One hawk perched on nest, then flew to other hawk to copulate, then 1 hawk flew to nest where it stood. - 
PKonrad

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_pkad_05 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands OH - wire stringing 380 500 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

1/6/2012 5/4/2012 01/06/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched near the EP78 tower site, but no activity at the nest site. - 
PKonrad
01/12/2012 - No raptors observed in the area during nest monitoring. However, later in the day, Darin Busby 
observed an adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on nest for a few minutes, but did not see hawk activity during rest of 
day. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - No activity at nest, but 1 adult perched on pole on north side of EP78 site. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk glided and soared along the ridge to the south of the nest above tree 
level, elevating to the mountain ridge top. - PKonrad
02/01/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on low snag about 400 feet east of nest site. No activity apparent 
at old nest. - PKonrad
02/08/2012 - No hawks observed in area and no apparent activity at nest. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk soared low from northwest to nest, perching on nest a couple minutes, 
then gliding below treetops to southeast. Hawk did not have nesting material, and nest appears unchanged. - 
PKonrad
02/24/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks near nest, male perched on pole north of nest adjacent to EP78 while 
female was soaring low nearby. As female eventually soared high overhead, male took flight and joined her aloft. 
Nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/29/2012 - No hawk activity apparent at nest; After about 15 minutes of observing valley, 1 adult Red-tailed 
Hawk soared upward from unknown perch in area of nest, and another adult was hunting along valley canopy 
southwest of nest site. No traffic during nest monitoring today. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk feeding on rear half of cottontail atop large dead oak 250 feet north of 
nest for half hour, then it soared far to the west, where another adult met it and the pair soared high to the 
northwest. No sign of activity at the nest. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - No hawks observed in area; no material has been added to nest; can see blue sky throughout nest 
remnant. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Nest unchanged; no hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - The change to nest, and no hawks observed in area. This site will soon be closed if activity does not 
begin. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 - No change to nest; no hawks observed in the area. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Observed hawk flying to nest multiple times and lying on nest. Once observed carrying a stick. - 
VNovik
04/12/2012 - Adult could not be seen on nest from any angle. Passively observed nest for 20 minutes from 130 
feet away. After 17 minutes, 1 adult flew within 100 feet of nest, calling. Incubating adult flew from nest shortly 
thereafter and did not return within next 3 minutes   MKuehn

No

RSHA Red-shouldered Hawk 010612_rrdd_05 CP81-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - No indicators of current use upon initial observation. - RRadd
01/10/2012 - No nest interactions during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/25/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship display flight 150 feet from site did not directly interact with nest during 30 
minute observation - RRadd
02/11/2012 - No change in activity detected. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - No change in status. - RRadd
02/24/2012 - No change in activity. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - No changes in this nest detected. - RRadd
03/09/2012 - Nest may have had material added, but no nesting activity detected during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/16/2012 - RSHA stationed here but not definitively interacting with nest. However, the nest appears to have 
material added and these hawks are elusive. Continue to monitor for nest status changes. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - CORA nearby, but no material observed being carried and no changes to nest visible. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed at nest. RSHA perched nearby for duration of observation. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No changes at this nest were observed. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - White downy RSHA nestling visible in nest at 1017. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Young are mostly feathered and clamber around the nest at 1602. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - At least 1 large feathered young standing, flapping, and emitting loud begging calls from nest at 
1630. - RRadd

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_rrdd_14 CP83-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - No indications of current use upon initial observation. - KAlberts
01/10/2012 - No raptors observed. Intense helicopter activity within 500 feet. - RRadd
01/18/2012 - No change in activity level at this nest observed. - RRadd
01/25/2012 - No raptors observed associating with this nest during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - No change in activity level observed. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - No change in activity status and no new materials in this nest. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - No change in status detected. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - No improvements made to this nest since last visit. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - RTHA perched near nest, but no noticeable improvements to nest. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - No raptor activity detected in vicinity during 30 minute observations. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - RTHA lying in nest incubating for duration of 30 minute observation during light rain. Buffer staked 
at 400 feet to provide maximum protection to nest below eye-level from AR without impeding work. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - RTHA lying in nest appeared alerted by 1 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 RTHAs flying in area at 1305. No activity at nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity at nest. RTHA in flight about 500 feet above nest. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - RTHA prone on nest for duration of 20 minute observation beginning at 1742. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - RTHA lying on nest at 0710. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Adult on nest with 2 small downy nestlings at 1220. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Adult in nest with 2 nestlings which remain completely white and downy 1710. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - 3 nestlings visible; mostly white with first brown wing feathers emerging. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - 3 nestlings standing in nest have body contour feathers, white faces and short tails, 1058. - RRadd

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_rrdd_15 CP76-1-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 5 500 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 1/6/2012 4/2/2012 01/06/2012 - Many sticks beneath nest suggest nesting may be in progress, but there were no nest visits during 
the initial 20-minute observation period. - KAlberts
01/10/2012 - Appears to be a fresh layer of sticks in nest, but no RTHA at nest during 30-minute observation 
period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - RTHA on territory but did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/25/2012 - Male RTHA on nest and female 60 feet away in nearby tree. Male leaves nest to copulate with 
female at 0746. Changed nest status to active. These hawks have initiated nesting during typical background 
activities which include recreational vehicle traffic 4 days per week directly under the nest; accordingly, SRPL drive-
through traffic is not anticipated to impact this nest. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - Much fresh greenery piled onto nest but no hawks present during observation period. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - RTHA pair perched together adjacent to nest at 0735, fresh eucalyptus sprigs on platform. No birds 
present at 1600. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA pair remaining 1000 - 1500 feet from nest for duration of work. Male RTHA lures female to 
nest 1710 with pocket gopher - 15 minutes after cessation of helicopter activities. Female takes prey to adjacent 
tree, but is put to flight by crew banging on CP77, 660 feet SSW, and eventually flies 2000 feet away and out of 
sight with prey. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - No RTHA detections at or near nest. No new material apparent. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - RTHA pair remain 1000 feet from nest during helicopter activities. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - No RTHA detected in vicinity of nest during 40 minute observation. Previously added material now 
desiccated and bleached with no new additions evident. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA pair staying 400 - 600 feet from nest. No new material appears to have been added since last 
observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - No RTHA has been observed at this nest for one month and this nest attempt appears to have been 
abandoned. However, weekly nest monitoring will continue as a new attempt could still initiate. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - No raptors associating with this nest during 45 minutes of observation and no new materials added. 
HOFI appear to be nesting within nest structure. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - No additions have been made to this nest. Changed status to inactive. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - The only activity observed at this nest were two HOFIs adding nesting material. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - Closed, due to no activity at this nest in well over a month, and HOFI building nest inside the 
inactive raptor nest. - KAlberts
04/15/2012 - No change in raptor activity at this nest. - RRadd
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_rrdd_16 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - No raptor activity observed near this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/11/2012 - RTHA perched above nest for duration of 45 minute observation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No raptors associating with this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA pair soaring nearby did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - No raptors observed associating with this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/03/2012 - RTHA pair perched up near nest at 0720. RTHA flying to nearby willow, breaking off stems and 
carrying in bill to nest at 0828. Changed status to active. Initial buffer set at 300 feet to allow access to AR, and 
candidate for reduction to 200 feet if required due to proximity to adjacent noisy industrial facility. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - RTHA pair standing on nest. Male departs at 0702 while female remains on nest arranging materials. 
- RRadd
02/16/2012 - No RTHA detected here during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - RTHA departs nest at 1140 . No hawks in attendance at 1630. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - RTHA comes to nest 1418, arranges nest material, then perches adjacent. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship display but not at nest 1040. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - RTHA on nest for duration of 20 minute observation beginning at 1800. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm. No RTHA observed on nest during brief observation while driving by. - 
IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1005. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - RTHA on nest at 0957. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA on nest for duration of 30 minute observation. Posture and actions suggest small young 
present at 1700. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Adult RTHA feeding young in nest 1800. - RRadd
04/29/2012 - Adult RTHA on nest at 1750, young not visible. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Adult RTHA perched adjacent to nest while 2 active downy nestlings move about in nest at 1749. - 
RRadd
05/14/2012 - Adult at nest with nestlings at 1530. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Adult perched at nest, 1 nestling standing in nest flapping feathered wings vigorously 1513. - RRadd

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_rrdd_18 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 200 500 500 500 Nest did not reach active stage 1/6/2012 2/28/2012 01/06/2012 - No raptors associating with this site. Nest mostly fallen and not in usable condition when 
discovered. - RRadd
01/11/2012 - No nest improvements visible. RTHA perched 250 feet west during entire 30-minute observation 
period. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No nest improvements visible. RTHA pair soaring overhead did not associate with nest during 30-
minute observation period. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - Nest unimproved. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - Bio-monitor T. Gunter observed 2 RTHA perched on Eucalyptus trees and soaring. 1 individual was 
observed flying to the nest tree with large stick of green Eucalyptus and landed approximately 10 feet above nest. 
Site biomonitor also observed RTHA carrying sticks to nest. No improvements to nest were obvious to avian 
monitor. Changed status to active. - KWeber
02/07/2012 - RTHA moving well away from nest area during helicopter activity. Monitor reports hawks flying with 
nest material, but not settling at nest and eventually dropping the material away from nest. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Nest is not substantially improved. No RTHA observed associating with nest during 45 minute 
observation. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - No visible nest improvements visible. No RTHA associating with this area or nest. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - No activity at this nest since prior to 7 February. No RTHA associating with this nest and no material 
added. Remains of nest are no longer viable. Changed status to Closed. - RRadd
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_vnik_01 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - Nest is inactive. During the initial observation period, a pair of Red-tailed Hawks were in the area, 
but nest did not look complete, and there were no fresh sticks on nest. - VNovik
01/11/2012 - Nest appears to contain fresh green sprig. RTHA on territory did not approach nest during 30 
minute observation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - Nest appears to contain greens. RTHA pair in courtship flight above nest, perched together but away 
from the site. Nest is difficult to view without potentially disturbance. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - No new material has been added to nest since yesterday's storm and no potential occupants in 
immediate vicinity during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - Fresh green sprigs in nest, but no raptors observed at or near nest. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Fresh eucalyptus greenery piled in nest. RTHA pair did not approach nest during observation. 
Changed status to active. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - More fresh eucalyptus greens piled in nest cup. RTHA perched nearby. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - RTHA prone on nest 1140. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - RTHA lying in nest 1138. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - RTHA lying in nest at 1100. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - RTHA incubating at 1146. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA on nest at 0954. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - 2 downy white nestlings visible moving in nest. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Large downy nestlings remain unfeathered. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - 3 large active downy nestlings acquiring wing quills. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nestlings have downy heads and feathered backs. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Young in the nest are fully feathered, save for white faces. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - 3 nestlings are fully feathered, branching out from nest and exercising with vigor. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Large juveniles crowd the nest. Adult brings Spermophilus to nest at 1506, tears pieces off and 
consumes them, then flies away with remainder, returns soon after. Appears to be encouraging young to follow 
but they are too well-fed to be motivated. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - 1 juvenile remains in the nest at 1411. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - 1 juvenile remains in the nest from 1420-1433, appears alert and flight capable. Potentially fledged 
and returning to be fed. - RRadd

TBD

GHOW Great Horned Owl 010712_rrdd_01 CP29-1-N Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 90 500 300 300 Fledged 1/7/2012 4/30/2012 01/07/2012 - GHOW flushed from adjacent oak, but no birds were visible at nest. - RRadd
01/12/2012 - No raptors observed associating with nest and no indicators of improvement or occupation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - GHOW pair in live oak adjacent (approximately 60 feet east) to nest. Male flushed at 100 feet, 
female remained. No raptors of any specie approached nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No GHOW or other raptors observed during 30 minute monitoring period. No signs of nest 
improvement. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - CORA pair perched in nest area did not interact directly with nest. No GHOW detected. - RRadd
02/07/2012 - GHOW on nest at 0851. Changed status to active. Buffer staked as drive-through only at 300 feet to 
permit Project use of access gate, but deter standing or work on axis of maximum visibility. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Incubation continues. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - Incubation continues - GHOW on nest. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - GHOW on nest 1340. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - GHOW lying on nest 0914. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - GHOW on nest, possibly one downy owlet under wing. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - GHOW brooding nestlings. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - Adult perched on edge of nest with wings spread over nest in protective posture. Nestlings not 
visible but presumed present. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - GHOW on nest at 0758. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - 3 large owlets with downy bodies and opening wing quills observed moving around on nest and 
exercising wing muscles. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Adult present at nest and 1 owlet visible on the nest. A second owlet showing primaries was 
perched in the branches about 6 feet above the nest. The third was owlet not visible, most likely obscured by 
foliage. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - Avian biologist was dispatched to the site to monitor the weekly status of this nest per the NBMMP. 
From a distance of 150 feet, 3 feathered fledglings and 1 adult Great Horned Owl were observed perched 4 trees 
away from the tree containing the nest. This nest has successfully fledged at least 3 fledgling owls, which are now 
capable of flight. This nest is now fledged and will therefore be closed. - JDicus
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CORA Common Raven 010712_rrdd_02 CP31-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 1/7/2012 TBD 01/07/2012 - No indications of improvement or occupancy. No evidence of current use upon initial observation. - 
RRadd
01/12/2012 - No indications of improvement or occupancy. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No birds associating with this nest during 30 minute observation and no indicators of recent 
occupancy observed. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No change in activity status detected. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - CORA pair perched in nest area did not interact directly with nest. - RRadd
02/07/2012 - No change in activity at this nest. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - CORA pair continue to associate with this nest, but have not brought any new material. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - No changes in activity at this nest. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - No changes at this nest detected. CORA continue in area but do not approach this nest during 1 
hour observation. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - 2 CORA observed adding nesting material to nest interior, appeared to be paper or bark. Nest status 
changed to active and initial buffer set at 100 feet. - HWinfrey
03/20/2012 - CORA perched up away from nest. New materials in nest visible; various fibers and decorations 
woven into surrounding branches and some fallen to ground. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - CORA lying on nest from 0800 through 0815. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - CORA on nest at 0750. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - CORA on nest and mate nest-guarding at 1748. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - A raven was on the nest as the biologist approached the buffer, but took off almost immediately. 
While away from the nest, a water truck maneuvered, backed up the road and then drove forward, dispensing 
water. Within 10 minutes of this activity, the raven pair returned. Nestlings were heard vocalizing in the nest, and 
the adults fed them briefly. The adults took off again and the biologist decided to leave the area. - VEurs
04/25/2012 - Observed pair making a couple trips to nest with food, and nestling begging calls were heard when 
adults arrived. Adults observed leaving nest when vehicles pass through established buffer. - GHuffman
04/27/2012 - Avian biologist arrived on site before crews to observe Raven activity at nest during morning setup 
and prep for continuation of wire pulling activities. No agitated behavior was observed. Adult remained on nest 
during 45-minute observation period while crews drove through buffer area along access road and set up to 
commence work at distances of 60 feet and greater. Raven not visibly affected by construction activities, 
remained quiet in nest throughout. - JDicus
05/04/2012 - 2-3 nestlings visibly begging when adult raven arrived at the nest with food. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - Shortly after the biologist arrived, an adult CORA arrived at the nest. A second CORA got off the nest 
and flew away. The arriving adult quickly fed 2 nestlings and then flew away. The nestlings are growing their dark 
feathers   VEurs

TBD

CORA Common Raven 010712_rrdd_04 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 100 100 95 95 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

1/7/2012 5/24/2012 01/07/2012 - RTHA perched in vicinity did not approach nest during initial 20-minute observation period. - 
KAlberts
01/12/2012 - No indications of nest improvement or change in activity level of this nest. - RRadd
01/19/2012 - No fresh material added and no potential occupants associating with nest. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No change in activity status detected. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - Fresh material added to nest, but no birds associating during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/06/2012 - Decorations in nest suggest ravens may be active on this nest, but no breeding bird activity detected 
during observation. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - No obvious changes in activity. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - Common Ravens are carrying material to this nest. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - Ownership of this nest is still not clear. RTHA perched nearby on cold windy day. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Material continues to be added to this nest. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - CORA carrying lining material to nest and forming cup. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - CORA pair perching near nest heavily decorated with trash, possibly from yard. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - Female lying on nest for duration of visit. Male perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - CORA on nest with second CORA perched nearby from 0630 to 0730. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - CORA lying in nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - An adult CORA was on the nest for the majority of the observation period. The pair was perched 
together on a snag about 20 feet from the nest for approximately 5 minutes. One raven flew away, and the 
second raven returned to settle on the nest. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Adult CORA on nest from 0755 to 0820. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - An adult raven was on the nest for the first 15 minutes of observation. It left the nest to soar around 
the valley. Eventually both adults returned to the nest. Based on the way they perched and bent down, it seems 
there are nestlings. When the raven was off the nest, the biologist attempted to discern the presence of nestlings. 
However, the nest is heavily lined with white fluffy material that moved about in the strong breeze, so it was 
difficult to identify nestlings. Based on the adults' behavior upon returning to the nest, nestlings are likely. - VEurs
05/10/2012 - 1 adult was on the nest with the nestlings as the biologist arrived. The second adult soon landed on 
the nest and 2-3 large, red nestling gapes were visible from across the valley. - VEurs
05/17/2012 - 1 nestling visible on the nest as both adults soared over the surrounding habitat. - VEurs
05/24/2012 - After 100 minutes of observation, the raven pair never approached the nest, despite perching for 
prolonged periods about 125 feet up the drainage. When perched, they generally had their backs to the nest. At 
this point in the nesting cycle, the nestlings should be quite visible on the nest. However, no matter where the 
biologist stood to look at the nest, no movement or nestlings were ever detected. Given the open, exposed nature 
of this nest  it is possible the young were predated by one of the numerous Red tailed Hawks in the area  This 
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AMKE American Kestrel 010712_rrdd_07 CP31-2 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/7/2012 TBD 01/07/2012 - Kestrel pair observed copulating 4 times in 30 minutes (0900-0930) on wire adjacent to marker ball. 
Male appeared to attempt to coax female into cavity between copulations. Both birds flushed when observers 
approached within 300 feet, but female was later observed entering cavity (observed by Dicus / Loveless). - RRadd
01/11/2012 - Two pairs of AMKE frequently copulating in the nest vicinity; neither of which entered any cavities 
during a 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - AMKE pair copulating repeatedly and perched near, but did not enter cavity during 1-hour 
observation period. Unmated male present may be retarding nest progress. - RRadd
01/20/2012 - Buffer re-staked at 350 feet. AMKE pair observed away from nest site but not entering nest. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - AMKE pair observed copulating twice during 40 minute observation. Female emerged from cavity in 
marker ball, but male investigating monopole. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - No AMKE detected near nest during observation. Male kestrel observed 1000 feet NW of site did 
not approach nest. Unable to determine if female is incubating or absent. - RRadd
02/07/2012 - AMKE pair copulating at 0730, female flies to cavity and remains at entrance looking into nest from 
0735 to 0737, then returns to perch on adjacent wire. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - AMKE pair copulating and entering cavity 0802. Male in cavity 0818-0823. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Observations were made during a general avian/raptor nest survey. Female observed entering cavity 
at lowest arm of nearest monopole twice during survey. Male nearby also investigated same cavity in monopole. 
Not clear at this time whether pair is nesting in marker ball or monopole. - JDicus
02/20/2012 - Female AMKE observed hunting on territory then perching between marker ball and monopole. Not 
seen entering either, but subsequently not seen after. Incubating? - RRadd
03/01/2012 - Female AMKE appears after 1.5 hour observation. Male appears 15 minutes later and prolonged 
copulation ensues. Female investigates cavities on monopole arms, male goes to marker ball. Negotiations 
continue. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - After an hour of observation, male emerges from lower monopole arm, further suggesting this is 
the true nest location. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - AMKE pair continue to be active at marker ball. Female solicits food from male, suggesting 
incubation is in progress. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - AMKE pair adjacent to nest during 40 minutes of observation. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - Female observed circling monopole, then perching on east side of highway 67 for duration of visit. - 
HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - Male AMKE feeds female while both are perched on wire near monopole. Both remain perched 
from 0800 to 0830. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - No AMKE detections 1750-1820. - RRadd
04/19/2012  The kestrel pair flew in from the southeast  the male carrying prey  Both landed on the wire  and the 

TBD

GHOW Great Horned Owl 011012_pkad_02 EP192-2-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 75 500 250 250 Fledged 1/10/2012 4/23/2012 01/10/2012 - No raptor activity in the area. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No raptors or other birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - No sign of raptors in area or recent activities at nest. - PKonrad
01/26/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on nest. Nest is too high to check for eggs. - PHoward
02/02/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. Daily periodic public and SRPL traffic along access road 75 feet 
east of nest tree. - PKonrad
02/24/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating. Daily periodic public and SRPL traffic along access road 75 feet east of 
nest tree. - PKonrad
03/01/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating. Periodic public and Sunrise traffic along access road 75 feet east of 
nest tree. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl observed brooding in nest (owl positioned higher than when incubating); 
nestling(s) could be about 10 days old. - PKonrad
03/15/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl standing on nest; downy nestling(s) below adult in nest. Daily periodic 
public and Sunrise traffic along access road 75 feet east of nest tree. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Adult upright on edge of nest next to 1, possibly 2, small downy nestlings. - PKonrad
03/27/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl on nest with 3 active medium-sized downy nestlings. Later, the adult was 
feeding nestlings and itself at 1400. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl on nest with 2 large partly feathered nestlings (another nestling may be out 
of sight). Campers active near nest tree. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl perched on branch 3 feet east of nest; 2 large nestlings are standing nearby 
on the east side of the nest. Nestlings are probably close to branching and fledging. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Greenstone entered buffer temporarily with 1 person to remove oil drippings from road by hand. 
Owl remained on nest and did not appear to notice this brief work activity. - VNovik
04/14/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl perched on branch above nest with 2 large downy nestlings standing on 
nest platform; 1 nestling took a flying leap to branch west of nest, flapping its wings after landing; returned to 
nest in flapping leap, walked to branch tip east of nest where adult relocated to, flapping and exercising its wings 
in the wind. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - 1 large nestling Great Horned Owl still in nest, but other nestling has apparently fledged and not 
observed at nest or in surrounding area, including the nest tree, nearby trees, on nearby boulders, or on the 
ground. Nestlings were near fledging 3 days ago, and the most active 1 appears to have fledged and moved out of 
the area since then. No adults observed in area. - PKonrad
04/23/2012  Second nestling appears to have fledged during the weekend; no sign of fledglings or adults in nest 
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CORA Common Raven 011112_pkad_01 EP297-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 1/11/2012 TBD 01/11/2012 - No birds that could utilize this nest were observed in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No avian activity at or near nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area, but unusual additions to nest showing above bowl - a large dark gray 
football-sized form on south side and a larger basketball-sized white cotton-like substance that is located on the 
north side but can be seen from all sides. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area. Material in nest appears compacted in nest (not as fluffy or 
prominent as last week). - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No change at nest apparent; no hawks or ravens in area. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area; no apparent change in nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed; cotton-like nest contents described earlier appears to be pressed 
down into existing nest (by weather elements or animal activity). - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - No apparent change to nest and no raptors or ravens observed in the area. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed, and no change to nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Nest is large and well-built, but no raven or raptor has been observed at this site this year. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Nest looks good, but no sign of raptors or ravens in area during 30 minute observation period. - 
PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating on tower nest that has been built up since last week. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Adult Common raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - Raven incubating while another adult is flying between towers. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - Initially, no adult Common Ravens were observed. The incubation period should be complete and, if 
successful to this point, young nestlings should be present in the tower nest. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - An adult Common Raven is feeding 2 medium-sized nestlings that stretch their necks high above the 
nest rim. The adult soon left the nest to perch on the top of the tower bridge, then flew to the north, presumably 
to search for more food. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - Pair of adult Common Ravens are perched at and near the nest that contains at least 2 medium-
sized nestlings. - PKonrad
05/24/2012 - An adult Common Raven is standing on the nest with 2 large feathered nestlings. - PKonrad

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 011112_pkad_03 EP331-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/11/2012 TBD 01/11/2012 - No bird activity observed in area by any species that could utilize this nest. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No bird activity observed at nest or in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area; no sign of activity at the nest. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area; no apparent changes to nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Adult male Red-tailed Hawk brought nesting material to nest and arranged material while standing 
on nest, while female soared low around nest tower. Female joined male at nest, then male began collecting nest 
material in the area and bringing them to the nest with female calling periodically. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Initially, an adult Red-tailed Hawk was standing on nest and was soon joined by joined by another 
adult Red-tailed Hawk that flew in from southwest. Soon thereafter 1 hawk dove to ground 150 feet north of nest, 
collected a small branch and flew up the north. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk initially soaring low near nest tower, then perched on tower a moment 
before flying to west in reaction to loud, fast off-road vehicle speeding down road 250 feet west of tower. Other 
similar off-road vehicles rampaging to north, immediately north of highway. About 45 minutes later, during return 
trip to highway (and after off-road group on south side of highway left the area), observed adult Red-tailed Hawk 
fly to nest, where it stood for a time. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - No hawks observed on nest or in area during 2 nest checks over a 1 hour period. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew into the nest from the south with long-tailed prey in talons, probably a 
Desert Iguana. Stood on nest a short time, then flew to Sunrise tower to northeast to perch on north cross arm. 
Eventually, hawk soared half-mile northwest and a half-mile southeast of nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - No hawks observed during a 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing over nest with wings partly open as if shading eggs from direct sun. - 
PKonrad
04/26/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is incubating or brooding in an interesting way, facing into the wind and 
holding its wings away from its body slightly, allowing the breeze to cool its body and, perhaps, the contents of its 
nest. Soon, it also raised its tail into a vertical position. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is standing on the nest, probably shading small nestlings. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - No nestlings can be seen, but an adult Red-tailed Hawk is crouching over the nest, probably shading 
nestlings. - PKonrad
05/24/2012  An adult Red tailed Hawk is standing in the shade on the nest; presumed nestlings remain unseen   

TBD
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CORA Common Raven 011112_pkad_05 EP350-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Grading 80 100 100 100 Fledged 1/11/2012 5/24/2012 01/11/2012 - No raptor or raven activity in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No sign of bird activity in area or at nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No birds in area and no apparent activity at nest. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in the area. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks, owls, or ravens observed in the area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Nest unchanged; no ravens or raptors in area. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area; nest appears unchanged. Two pieces of equipment grading 
road and pad at neighboring EP349. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - A Common Raven was standing on the nest while another raven flew to the nest site and perched 
next to the nest. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - No ravens observed in area; nest in good shape. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - A raven was observed perched on the tower near the nest. It left when the avian biologist parked 
nearby to examine another nest in the area. It returned once and perched at the nest in the 45 minutes the 
biologist was there. It flew off again after this, but was not observed to land again. - LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest while another raven was flying and soaring nearby. - 
PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Incubating Common Raven barely discernible as it lies very low in the tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - A Common Raven is incubating on the tower nest, while a second raven is active around the nest 
tower. At 1 time, the second raven brought a small food item to the nest with the first raven standing and 
interacting at the nest, probably mate feeding. Incubating raven resumed incubating and other raven perched on 
opposite side of tower bridge. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - Raven incubating or brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - Adult Common Raven is brooding on this tower nest. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - 3 large feathered nestlings are standing on the nest; 1 especially looks rather adult-like and is 
probably ready to fledge. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - At least 2 raven nestlings remain in the nest, and the other supposed recent fledglings are not 
evident. No adult Common Ravens were observed. - PKonrad
05/24/2012 - No Common Ravens were observed at the nest; all nestlings appear to have fledged, including 1 
fledgling that was initially perched halfway up the nearby Sunrise tower EP349 with 1 adult that was perched high 
in the bridge of the tower. The adult eventually took flight and began soaring in tight circles, followed by the 
fledgling that flapped its wings to fly toward the adult rather than soaring  nest closed   PKonrad

Yes

CORA Common Raven 011112_pkad_06 EP353-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 1/11/2012 TBD 01/11/2012 - No ravens observed in the area. Nest is in poor condition. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area, but nest appears to be built up somewhat with an unusual piece of 
material on top. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No birds in area; nest looks inactive. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No raptors or ravens near nest. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - Nest looks unchanged and unused, but 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk is perched in this nest tower 60 feet 
below nest. (This hawk could be associated with the 2011 hawk nest on next tower to southeast, or it could be a 
wintering hawk.) - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Nest unchanged; no ravens observed in area; 1 hawk perched in top of neighboring tower with 2011 
Red-tailed Hawk nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - No sign of change to former raven nest. No ravens observed in area; Red-tailed Hawks are using the 
nest in the next tower to the south. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Nest looks unchanged; no ravens observed in area; but Red-tailed Hawks are nesting in adjacent 
tower to southeast. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Nest continues to exhibit poor condition with no ravens or raptors in area. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Nest looks unchanged; no birds observed in area; although Red-tailed Hawks are present where they 
are nesting in adjacent tower to the southeast. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - No ravens in area, no raptors near nest; nest unchanged and unused. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - No birds near unchanged, unused nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area, but a nest survey crew that worked in the area yesterday, including E. 
Strods, observed a raven fly from the vicinity of the tower nest, but did not see if it came from the nest or near it. 
Strods also reported a few sticks placed in the northeast side of the new Sunrise tower EP252 (2 sticks can easily 
be seen today). Hence, these sites will be monitored closely in coming weeks. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - Adult raven observed on nest shading/incubating for approximately 20 minutes. Did not react to 
vehicle traffic along SWPL access road. - IMaunsell
04/26/2012 - No ravens observed at or near nest or broad surrounding region. - An hour later, a raven was 
perched on the top of the nest tower on the side opposite of the nest for about 5 minutes, then flew south. About 
5 minutes later, an adult Red-tailed Hawk, probably an adult from the hawk nest at the neighboring tower to the 
southeast, flew low to the west of this 'raven tower,' then north, apparently hunting but possibly a territorial 
flight. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on the tower nest with a second raven perched on the 
crossarm a few feet below the nest   PKonrad

TBD
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CORA Common Raven 011112_pkad_07 EP358-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 20 100 100 100 Fledged 1/11/2012 5/17/2012 01/11/2012 - No birds that could potentially utilize this nest were in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - No activity at nest and no ravens observed during avian survey. - MKuehn
01/27/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No apparent activity at nest and no whitewash below nest tower, but a pair of Common Ravens is 
perched on the next SWPL tower northwest of nest tower. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Nest unchanged; no ravens or raptors in area during initial nest check, but during second 'drive-by', 
2 ravens present, 1 on ground beneath nest and 1 perched nearby in tower 8 feet above ground. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens in area, and no apparent change at the nest. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - A Common Raven is in incubating position on the nest with a second raven perched nearby, midway 
along the crossarm. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Common Raven is incubating on tower nest; another adult perched and preened on low part of 
SWPL tower to northwest. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Common Raven is incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven is incubating on its tower nest with a second adult perched on the northeast side of 
the bridge, near the nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - No adult Common Raven at the nest, but 1 adult raven is perched on the top of the Sunrise tower to 
the north. Nestlings are probably lying low in the nest, unseen. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - A pair of  adult Common Ravens were initially perched next to the tower nest filled with at least 3 
large nestlings standing on the nest. Soon, 1 of the adults flew to the north. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - 4 large Common Ravens are standing on the nest with an adult perched a few feet to the south on a 
tower bridge beam. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - The nest is empty, and an adult Common Raven flew to a fledgling perched low in the tower, about 
25 feet above ground. The adult flew to a high perch in the new Sunrise tower, and when the fledgling flew 
toward it, the adult took flight and began soaring in fairly tight circles with the fledgling following suit. The adult 
appeared to soar slowly and deliberately, and the fledgling soared quite well with a perceived jerkiness at times. 
They flew out of sight, which may be what happened with the other fledglings from this nest - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 011312_rrdd_02 CP59-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/13/2012 TBD 01/13/2012 - RTHA perched near nest did not interact directly during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No raptors present during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA perched adjacent to nest but no new material visible. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - RTHA perched adjacent to nest for duration of observation. No new material visible. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA perched near nest but not at nest, which shows no sign of recent additions. Sycamore 
beginning to leaf out. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - RTHA present at nest, drying out following a wet night. No visible changes to nest. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - RTHA standing at nest 0709, mate nearby. Changed status to active 20 February. This pair is well-
acclimated to traffic and nearby mechanized farming activity. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - RTHA standing adjacent to nest, drying out from recent rain. Nest appears to contain fresh greens. - 
RRadd
03/14/2012 - RTHA perched under nest for duration of 30 minute observation did not appear concerned by 
traffic. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No RTHA observed near nest during brief drive-by observation. - IMaunsell
03/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which remains in good condition. 2 RTHAs observed soaring 1000 feet 
directly above nest. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - RTHA perched near nest from 0930 to 1000 remained in area despite being harassed by a pair of 
Cassin's Kingbirds. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA perched adjacent to nest, but no bird visible in cup. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - RTHA carries stick to nest at 1114 and arranges into place. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No visible activity at this nest following night of rainfall. Adult female RTHA perched on territory. - 
RRadd
05/01/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 20-minute observation is very low in nest and hard to see. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - RTHA lying very low in nest, mate perched in next tree. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Adult RTHA nest guarding at customary perch; no bird detectable in nest during 20-minute 
observation. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Adult RTHA hunting unsuccessfully and returning to perch adjacent to nest. Host tree is now fully 
enfoliated and there is no longer a view into the nest. No mate detected during 30-minute observation. - RRadd

TBD
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 011412_bald_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Grading 53 100 50 50 Fledged 1/14/2012 2/21/2012 01/14/2012 - Nest found by bio-monitor Rod Haller, recorded by Brian Arnold and Ryan Abe. Arnold and Abe 
observed female on nest for about 30 minutes during construction activity, bird left for several minutes, returned 
to nest and immediately sat down, all indicative of an undisturbed bird incubating eggs. - BArnold
01/18/2012 - ANHU female observed at top of nest tree sunning and preening from 1500 - 1505. Nest not found. - 
RRadd
01/19/2012 - ANHU was not on nest upon initial observation, but return to nest within 10 minutes to incubate. - 
BArnold
01/28/2012 - Female ANHU feeding two young at 0712; short bills visible above rim of nest cup. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - Two young are large, downy and acquiring pin feathers. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - 2 nestlings are well feathered and fill the nest. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - 1 large nestling remains in nest and is anticipated to fledge tomorrow 18 February. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Female feeding recent fledgling on branch of coast live oak tree approximately 20 feet from nest 
location. - IMaunsell

Yes

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 011812_pkad_02 EP119-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows OH - foundations 420 500 400 400 Fledged 1/18/2012 5/21/2012 01/18/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched near new nest after male brought branch to nest. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - One hawk was observed bringing nesting material to the nest, while the other perched in the host 
tree. Multiple trips were observed to the nest. - KAlberts
01/31/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks low in flight south of nest, then soared directly above nest to height of 
1,200 feet. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - 0730 to 1030. Adult hawk perched in nest tree approximately 10 feet from nest at 0740. Adults 
observed in area throughout bird nesting survey period but did not go to nest. An adult was observed tearing 
apart prey at inactive 2011 stick nest 6002310. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk hovering/hunting above grassland 200 feet south of nest; flew to west, 
where a second hawk flew from a perch on the hillside to join in flight. No association with nest observed. - 
PKonrad
02/14/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched on pole 1/4 mile southeast of nest. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks initially observed soaring south of nest site. Natural conditions; micropile 
drilling and K-Max deliveries at EP119 about 420 feet west-northwest. During subsequent Great Horned Owl nest 
check, Red-tailed Hawk was observed incubating in nest from hilltop above nest from location south of EP119 
TSAP - PKonrad
03/01/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk brooding on nest. [Biomonitor Mark Bahn reported 1 adult hawk feeding 
newly hatched nestlings a week ago on 2/24/2012.] - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - A hawk is lying on the nest, presumably brooding. Micropile work at EP118 to south, including 
helicopter deliveries. - PKonrad
03/15/2012 - Observed nest during portion of sound wall removal activities. Hiked to elevated vantage point 
along ridgeline to west and observed adult Red-tailed Hawk lying on nest facing northwest for 20 minute 
observation period. Second adult returns to rim of nest from north for nest exchange. Initial adult carefully stood 
up from inside nest and lowered wings while stepping up onto rim of nest, then flew off to south while second 
adult immediately and carefully settled down into nest in same position facing northwest. No eggs or nestlings 
visible from observation point and no other activity was observed. Presume nest to be in incubating/brooding 
stage based on today's observations and the care with which both adults entered/exited the inner portion of the 
nest. - JDicus
03/20/2012 - No adults observed, but looks like a medium-sized nestling with tan down and erupting feathers 
lying in sun on nest platform. - PKonrad
03/27/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk lying on nest, apparently brooding. Regular helicopter noise 1200 feet away 
from EP120. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Can see 2 medium-sized downy Red-tailed Hawks in nest (there may be more) and 1 adult perched 
on a rock on the hilltop 1/4 mile southwest of nest   PKonrad

Yes
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 011912_imll_02 EP255-2-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 71 500 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 1/19/2012 3/5/2012 01/19/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material to the nest in the morning by the avian biologist in a 
helicopter conducting a sweep of the Sunrise transmission line. Fresh material, potentially grass, is visible on top 
of nest. - IMaunsell
01/24/2012 - No hawks observed near this site, but 1 Red-tailed Hawk flew to the nest at the neighboring tower 
where a pair raised 2 fledglings in 2011. No indication of nest building apparent from ground-level observation 
locations. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - Several new thin branches can be seen added to the top of the existing old raven nest. An adult Red-
tail was observed making an unsuccessful predatory strike on unidentified prey animal on ground between 2 
'nest' towers, then flew to soar above mountain to the west. (Historic 2011 Red-tailed Hawk tower nest to north 
was visited by an adult hawk during observations 4 days ago.) Micropile drilling and occasional helicopter 
deliveries 1,050 feet west of this nest at EP254. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - Thin branches built up loosely where an inactive raptor nest was removed from SWPL tower 50183 
per SDG&E reliability and maintenance practices. The location of the nest was determined to be a potential 
reliability threat by a TCM inspection. Ron Freeman, SDG&E Environmental Services, contacted Dave Mayer 
(CDFG) and Lisa Nichols (USFWS) to notify them of this activity. The nest removal was not affiliated with the 
Sunrise Powerlink Project. - KAlberts
 - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - No hawks observed in area; appears a few new thin branches have been added to small 'starter' 
nest. (2011 nest in neighboring tower has been built up quite a bit during the past week.) - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - No apparent activity at small partial nest. A hawk visited the nearby 2011 nest, and that nest may 
now be the preferred active nest; at this time it appears this site may be inactive by definition, but will confirm in 
the coming weeks before making a conclusive decision. - PKonrad
02/20/2012 - Nest unchanged; remains a small nest where hawks began building a new nest, but have not 
attended in 2-plus weeks. In the meantime, the nest in the next tower to the north (SWPL tower 214) has been 
built up and occupied, with a pair of hawks in attendance with 1 of these incubating. It appears this nest has been 
abandoned and is now inactive, and the neighboring hawk nest site is now active. Nest buffer signs removed. - 
PKonrad
02/27/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area. Partial nest appears unchanged. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - No raptors or ravens in area. Nest unchanged for several weeks; appears hawks changed interest to 
nest site closer to EP256. - closed. - PKonrad

No

GHOW Great Horned Owl 012312_rrdd_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 350 500 70 70 Fledged 1/23/2012 4/13/2012 01/23/2012 - Reports and photographic evidence indicate GHOW is incubating 3 eggs. Bird did not flush on this 
cold rainy morning during 2 hours of observation. Buffer established at 200 feet based on communication with 
Avian Team leads, and that bird tolerated light foot and vehicle traffic in close proximity to nest structure. 
Substation construction management indicate work is scheduled to occur on eye-level with this nest and higher. 
Observations and comments from yard monitor (Clay Schudy) suggest owl is undisturbed by pass-through traffic 
inside buffer. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - GHOW Female remains on nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - GHOW remains incubating on nest. - RRadd
02/09/2012 - GHOW female on nest 1327. Biomonitor reports no changes in behavior. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Incubation continues uninterrupted. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - Incubation continues. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - GHOW sitting tight. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - GHOW sitting higher on nest. Biomonitor reports seeing one hatched young late in the morning. - 
RRadd
03/12/2012 - One large nestling visible with adult. Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports female off nest mid-morning 
revealing 3 owlets. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - GHOW with 3 nestlings. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - Three owlets still in down. One adult in nest. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest at 0851. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Two nestlings have fledged. Observed and photo-documented on the ground in the substation on 3 
and 4 April, as they attempted to fly over the substation fence on 4 April, and in low shrubs outside the substation 
on 5 April. Third nestling remains in nest. - BArnold
04/10/2012 - One nestling continues. - RRadd
04/10/2012 - Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports that 1 nestling is still present in the A-frame. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - Third nestling fledged from A-frame nest today. Was in A-frame yesterday, 11 April 12. Fledgling 
remained in southwest corner of the substation for the day. There is no further owl activity associated with the A-
frame. A 'temporary ' 100-foot buffer was established around the southwest corner where the fledgling is 
temporarily located. - BArnold
04/13/2012 - On 4/12/12, biomonitor observed last fledgling outside of construction yard. Nest is closed. - 
HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Last of the 3 fledglings left the A-frame nest on 12 April 2012. This fledgling stayed within the 
fenced substation for the night, and flew over the fence today, 13 April 2012. - BArnold

Yes
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 012312_rrdd_02 CP11-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 0 500 500 500 Nest did not reach active stage 1/23/2012 2/18/2012 01/23/2012 - RTHAs have been bringing fresh greens at regular intervals during ongoing construction at CP11. No 
construction activity observed today, but location directly under ROW means this nest could potentially be 
impacted by wire-stringing operations and helicopter activity. - RRadd
01/25/2012 - A single Red-tailed Hawk was perched on top of 69 KV pole above nest when I arrived. It remained 
there for 5 minutes and then flew away out of sight. No hawks were observed for the remaining 20 minutes I was 
at the site. - EMorgan
01/26/2012 - Avian biologist supervised all installation of owl decoy in nest with the intent of deterring the pair of 
hawks from continuing nesting at this site. The crew was advised that the nest should not be damaged, removed, 
or destroyed. Nest monitored from 1205-1230 prior to installation. 1 hawk perched above nest and another 
soared overhead. 2 crewmen climbed the pole; photographed nest contents. No eggs or young were present. 
Crew installed owl on the nest with wire. Once installed, deterrent was photographed on the nest. Installation 
completed without destroying or removing nest. 2-4 sticks dislodged during installation. Nest was monitored from 
1245-1330. The pair quickly returned and dive bombed deterrent for ~40 minutes, occasionally striking it with 
talons. Pair briefly halted to courtship display before continuing aggressive behavior. ~1330 pair retreated to 
perches ~1000 from the nest. Closed due to inability for the pair to use site due to the deterrent being in the nest. 
- IMaunsell
01/26/2012 - RTHA pair engaged in screaming dive bomb attacks on plastic owl wired in to center of nest by 
Sunrise construction personnel for most of the duration of this 30-minute observation. Occasional strikes by 
hawks on the owl could be heard up to 650 feet away. - RRadd
01/27/2012 - Nest did not reach active stage (i.e., containing eggs or young) due to owl decoy placed in nest as a 
deterrent prior to egg laying. The intent is to remove the decoy once work is completed in the area. Wire-stringing 
operations will be monitored by an avian biologist at this location to assess any nesting activity. The nest will 
continue to be monitored for avian activity after construction is completed, and the status may then be re-
opened and changed to inactive or active, as appropriate. - KAlberts
02/09/2012 - Plastic owl now faces forward as nest appears to be losing integrity. Considerable debris on ground 
below. No RTHA detected within 4000 foot radius during 90 minute observation. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Pole is being monitored for potential nesting activity prior to removal of owl decoy. Between 1325 
and 1450, a pair of American Kestrels (or 1 of the adults from the pair) were observed perching on the top of the 
pole containing the owl decoy. The pair was observed copulating at 1345 and 1425, and each bird looked once 
into the cavity at the base of the top tower arm. Neither adult entered the cavity; apparently they are not 
incubating eggs at this point. - MDicus
02/18/2012 - The avian monitor monitored the nest pole prior to crew arrival. A pair of European Starlings was 
observed on the pole. One of the starlings entered the cavity at the base of the tower arm and pulled out a piece 
of plant material  The pair departed prior to the crew's arrival  The only raptor activity observed in the area was a 

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 012412_rrdd_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Scrubs TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/24/2012 TBD 01/24/2012 - RTHA pair carrying sticks to nest. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - Large amount of green material in nest but no RTHA observed. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA carrying small item to nest 0906. Unable to determine if item is decoration or prey. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - RTHA present away from nest, drying out following a wet night. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - RTHA pair copulating 0809, tearing bark strips and carrying sticks to nest 0814. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - Cold with 100% overcast, no RTHA detected, but nest is obscured. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - No RTHA observed at this nest, which is difficult to see into due to height. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No RTHA was observed near the nest during brief drive-by observation. Nest appears intact after 
storm. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - RTHA on nest not observed but likely incubating, just out of view; mate on territory. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - RTHA sitting upright within well-concealed nest, unable to determine if bird was rearranging eggs or 
feeding nestlings. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - RTHA observed in nest from 0915 to 0945. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation on rainy morning. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - RTHA comes to nest at 1041 and interacts with hatched young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No activity visible in nest observed after night of rainfall. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Two nestlings observed occasionally stretching partially feathered wings at 1051, still mostly white. - 
RRadd
05/08/2012 - Adult perched at nest with nestlings - now with feathered wings and downy bodies at 1332. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Nestlings exercising fully feathered wings in nest at 1450. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - 1 nestling remaining appears flight-capable, observed feeding at nest, adult perched a few feet away 
at 0630. - RRadd

TBD
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AMKE American Kestrel 012712_rrdd_01 TL 6924 - 171694 69kV Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 3 500 150 150 Presumed Fledged 1/27/2012 5/16/2012 01/27/2012 - AMKE pair perched together at top of monopole for duration of 45 minutes of observation, female 
enters cavity repeatedly from  0812- 0815. No construction activities occurring at the time. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - RTHA perched at monopole and AMKE did not approach during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/09/2012 - AMKE pair copulating atop this pole at 0727 and 0820. Female subsequently entered cavity for 
approximately 2 minutes, and again from 0937-0939. Male perched on top of pole throughout. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - No change in activity observed during 15 minute observation on cold rainy day. RTHA perched on 
nest structure. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - AMKE pair copulating on this monopole 0740, and remain through 0755. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair copulate on pole 0717, male defends cavity against EUST intrusion. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - No AMKE detected during 2x20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - No activity observed at this pole during 4 hour survey period on 5 March, nor during 5 hour survey 
period in general area plus one hour focused observation period on 6 March, nor during 30 minute focused 
observation period on 7 March. Recommend characterizing this as Inactive and continue to monitor. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE male on tower, nest guarding and foraging. Female appears and solicits copulation at 1555. 
Male enters cavity briefly. Female solicits and the pair copulate again at 1610. Female enters cavity. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation under cool and wet conditions. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - The pair was observed at the cavity on and off all morning. Both male and female entered the 
cavity, a total of about 5 times. Each time one entered, begging sounds were heard from inside the cavity. The 
pair was also observed copulating on top of the pole once. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Adult female was observed perching atop nest pole and chasing a nearby Red-tailed Hawk; no male 
in sight. 1 hour later, both adults were perched on pole; vocalizations were heard from the nest area while the 
female leaned over for several minutes, watching the base of the west arm. - MDicus
04/06/2012 - Kestrel pair arrived at pole around 1435, the male carrying a prey item. Both sat atop the pole 
eating for a short period. The male then entered the nest cavity, but it wasn't clear if he took food in, as well. 
Female continued to perch on pole. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - No AMKE activity after an hour of observation. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - The female was quietly perched on a rung just below the nest cavity for about 30 minutes. She 
looked very damp. When a European Starling landed on the upper arm of the pole, the female kestrel made brief 
vocalizations and chased off the starling. Shortly after this, she entered the nest cavity and remained there 
through the end of the observation period (another 15-20 minutes). The male kestrel was not seen during this 
time. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - About 20 minutes after the start of observations, the male kestrel flew in from the north carrying 
prey. He landed atop the monopole and the female arrived from the west. She took the prey from him and 
perched partially within the bracket  where she could be seen feeding the nestlings (although nestlings were not 

Yes

AMKE American Kestrel 012712_rrdd_02 TL 6924 - 171687 69kV Structure Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 500 150 115 Indeterminate 1/27/2012 4/26/2012 01/27/2012 - Bio-monitor (G. Huffman) observed AMKE copulating on adjacent pole and entering cavity on steel 
monopole at 0900. - RRadd
01/27/2012 - Observed pair while bio-monitoring over a span of 9 hours on multiple occasions copulating and 
female entering cavity.  Nearest construction activities occurred at 350 feet, and the pair appeared undisturbed. - 
GHuffman
01/30/2012 - No AMKE observed at this nest site during work activities. AMKE female observed flying around 
helicopter at CP3 at approximate 300-foot radius at 1035, then away from site. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - Female AMKE remained 500-1,000 feet away from cavity throughout 30 minute observation. 
Personnel walked repeatedly through buffer to conduct BMP maintenance and within 25 feet of pole. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - Buffer stakes repositioned at 150 feet. - RRadd
02/09/2012 - Biomonitors report AMKE on nest pole several time this morning. No AMKE detected from 1340-
1420. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - 1030 to 1100: Kestrels observed copulating and perched together on adjacent poles within 30 to 50 
feet of nest cavity. - GHuffman
02/13/2012 - Biomonitor reports vigorous pair defense against interloper AMKE this morning. Male-only detected 
during afternoon observation. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair copulate on monopole 1226 and remain. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - Male nest-guarding, no female seen. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - AMKE pair on wood pole adjacent, copulate at 1058 and 1107. Female stays off nest for 20 minutes 
of observation. - RRadd
03/09/2012 - Pair observed copulating on monopole near nest. Pair actively defended area around nest. Both 
birds seen entering nest location but left nest unattended for long periods. They do not appear to be incubating. - 
TCooper
03/12/2012 - Male foraging around territory, female not observed. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation. Showery and cold. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - AMKE in area observed flying and foraging, but no activity near cavity. Starlings building nest in 
same pole. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed at nest. 2 AMKEs foraging in area. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Male AMKE appears to be nest guarding, subsequently catches lizard. Female begs then takes prey 
and carries to wood pole adjacent to nest, but is reluctant to enter and caches prey on pole, apparently in 
response to observer outside buffer. Observer moves to 250 and female moves to next wood pole and preens. 
Existing buffer may not be adequate if construction is imminent. - RRadd
04/18/2012 - No activity observed over a 45-minute period. - BArnold
04/25/2012  No AMKE activity at pole after 60 minutes of observation  AMKE vocalizations heard downslope to 

N/A
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 013012_pkad_01 EP248-1-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/30/2012 TBD 01/30/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk flew from the nest and the pair soared to the northwest. The hawk was not 
observed incubating, but the observer may have missed that opportunity while writing field notes and 
approaching the nest. - PKonrad
01/31/2012 - Pair is actively nest building, bringing sticks to nest every 5 or 10 minutes - until K-max helicopter 
visited site 1 mile west, when pair perched in Sunrise tower and remained for 15 minutes after helicopter left, 
occasionally preening. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched high in nest tower. - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - No hawks observed at nest or in area during a windy period (30 minutes). - PKonrad
02/20/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk brought nesting material to nest 3 times during 40 minute observation 
period. - PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Observed nest site for 40 minutes; after 30 minutes an adult Red-tailed Hawk soared low overhead 
in strong wind, then soared out of sight to the northwest. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk initially standing on nest, then lying on nest incubating. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk has initiated incubating at this tower nest. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest; another adult soaring west of nest site, then perched on 
tower EP246. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating; eggs should be hatching soon. - PKonrad
04/13/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating soon stood up in nest and began feeding on a snake. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - M. Alfaro reported on 4/17/2012 helicopter flights in the area were constant and regular. An adult 
RTHA was incubating/brooding in the morning and clearly lying in the nest during work activities. However, during 
late morning and through the afternoon, the hawk was observed standing at the nest or on a metal beam 
immediately adjacent to the nest (potentially shading). Hawk looked in the nest throughout the day. The second 
adult was observed flying to nest every few hours; however, no exchange of food items was observed. In the 
evening, both adults flew away from the nest and continued until completely out of sight. After approximately 15 
minutes, 1 adult returned to the nest, again standing in the nest. Later in the evening, both adults flew away again 
for about 15 minutes. When the monitor left at approximately 1830, 1 adult was back at the nest, standing, not 
brooding. - IMaunsell
04/20/2012 - Pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks standing on rim of nest; when 1 hawk takes flight, the remaining 
adult begins feeding at least 1 small downy nestling. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was standing on the nest feeding 2 medium-sized downy nestlings. - 
PKonrad
05/03/2012 - The downy head of a nestling Red-tailed Hawk can be seen above the tower nest. No adults are 
present  but a pair of adult Red tailed Hawks was observed soaring above the area about 3 hours ago   PKonrad

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 013112_dbby_02 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 80 80 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

1/31/2012 2/13/2012 01/31/2012 - Observed at least 2 Bushtits carrying nest material to a partly constructed nest on south side of live 
oak tree. Birds don't seem disturbed by avian biologist standing below nest. - PKonrad
02/01/2012 - More permanent ESA buffer signs installed. - KWeber
02/01/2012 - Observed at least 2 Bushtits carrying nest material to a partially constructed nest on the south side 
of a coast live oak. Nest approximately 25% complete, as entire nest skeleton is complete, but can still be seen 
through. Nest building activity at nest is sporadic. Individuals don't seem disturbed by my presence standing 
below nest. 100-foot buffer flagged at east side of cleaned site with temporary orange flagging. More permanent 
signage will be installed. - KAlberts
02/06/2012 - Pair active around described nest site for 10 minutes, foraged in area near ground another 5 
minutes, then left to southeast. No other observations during an additional 40 minutes. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - Nest is approximately 45% built. Distance to tower site (limit of vegetation clearance) where straw 
wattle is placed is 25 feet.  Distance to leg B anchor point is 145 feet. Distance to leg A anchor point is 85 feet. 
Avian biologist observed over a dozen trips to nest by pair carrying nest material. Nest building/nest 
improvements were being made inside the nest and around nest entrance at top east side of pendulous nest. Nest 
is now taking shape, with entrance obvious when viewed from east, but is still thin enough to allow sunlight to 
pass through in several places. Pair was most active early in the morning, making far less frequent trips to nest by 
9:15. Pair was tolerant of approach to within 25 feet. - JDicus
02/13/2012 - Nest appears to be physically disfigured. The nest was seen dangling in wind, and part of it torn off. 
It appeared to be 90% complete based on remaining shape and amount of nest material left. No Bushtits were 
seen or heard during the 45 minute observation period. Photos available to show current condition of nest. - AHill
02/15/2012 - West side of mostly completed nest has been torn out; probable predation. No Bushtits observed or 
heard during 30 minute observation period  in area. - PKonrad
02/15/2012 - No activity was observed at nest over an hour. Nest is unchanged since 2/13/2012, when it was first 
observed to be inactive. The birds are not refurbishing nest and not re-using material. The pair was not seen or 
heard. Buffer signs were removed and nest is now closed due to failure. Nest appears to have failed due to an 
animal dismantling the nest to obtain the contents, and not due to Sunrise work activities. - AHill

No
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 013112_phrd_02 GS-NF-20 Pad Areas-Work Area Grasslands and Meadows OH - foundations 600 500 500 500 Fledged 1/31/2012 5/16/2012 01/31/2012 - A Red-tailed Hawk was seen flushing from an area near the nest multiple times during the survey. 
The pair was seen flying over the nest with nest material, with the intent of adding material to this nest, but 
helicopter operations or other activity may have altered that regime. No raptors were seen in the nest proper. - 
PHoward
02/01/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was seen soaring just east of the nest site. No nest visits were observed 
during 40-minute observation period. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - No sign of activity at nest and no hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
02/08/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched in tree 150 feet northwest of nest. Hawks unconcerned about light 
traffic on Sunrise access road 600 feet south of nest and regular low helicopter flights within 1000 feet. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - Observed the pair copulate in nearby bare tree and bring nesting material on 2 occasions. Observed 
these behaviors from near EP56 guard structure at 500 feet. - AHill
02/13/2012 - Observed pair perched on nearby tree together. Soaring in area. Pair is still attending to nest. - AHill
02/14/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk on nest, either standing low on nest or, more likely, lying on nest during initial 
observation. During return visit, no hawks at nest or observed in area. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Cannot see a hawk on nest during concerted effort to ascertain a hawk is/is not incubating yet. No 
hawks observed near nest, but 1 adult Red-tail perched on pole 1,800 feet north of nest. - PKonrad
02/29/2012 - Observed nest exchange at 1110. Pair is incubating. - AHill
03/08/2012 - Observed adult on nest incubating and mate perched nearby on tree. - AHill
03/09/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating, mostly on west portion of nest. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Observed nest exchange at 1500. - AHill
03/16/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - A Red-tailed Hawk was seen flying/hovering within 500 feet of the tree with the nest in it. Later in 
the afternoon around 1540, a Red-tailed Hawk flew to the cluster of eucalyptus trees and made a call. Moments 
later, a Red-tailed Hawk was seen flying out of the back of the cluster of eucalyptus trees. No other activity was 
observed. It is not clear if the pair is still incubating, and will continue to monitor to ascertain status. - LThoreson
03/23/2012 - No hawks observed at nest during nest checks during 1 hour period. An adult Red-tailed Hawk was 
observed soaring in area to far north and near southeast. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Observed a nest exchange between adults. Previously incubating adult flew off away from nest. - 
AHill
04/02/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tree nest. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on east side of nest facing 2 downy nestlings, aged 10 days to 2 
weeks (may be more nestlings). - PKonrad
04/24/2012  Adult Red tailed Hawk standing in nest with at least 2 medium sized downy nestlings   PKonrad

Yes

CACW Cactus Wren 020112_rrdd_01 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 200 100 100 100 Satellite nest 2/1/2012 4/19/2012 02/01/2012 - Fresh nest with small tight entrance and CACW pair in attendance, but not observed entering nest. - 
RRadd
02/06/2012 - Nest looks well tended, though CACW pair together 300 feet west. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Nest shows signs of maintenance, but no CACW detected. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Nest appears maintained, but no CACW detected today. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - No change in activity observed. Biomonitor reports CACW carrying nest material. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - No CACW detected on cold rainy day. Biomonitor reports consistent activity across this territory. - 
RRadd
03/05/2012 - Nest remains intact and kempt. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - Nest appears maintained, with freshly manicured entrance. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest looks well-maintained, but no CACW detected on cold windy day. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest. CACW calling 500 feet west of nest. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - 2 CACWs observed in area from 0630 to 0730. These birds did not approach nest. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - At start of observation, CACW heard calling 100-150 feet from nests. At 1345, an adult perched on 
cactus between the 2 nests before flying off to the north. At 1420, wren gave vocalizations briefly near the nests. 
At 1426, adult CACW entered upper nest. Wren never directly approached this nest during 70-minute observation 
period. - VEurs
04/19/2012 - It has been determined that this is a satellite nest for this CACW pair, as both adults were seen 
taking food into the upper nest. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Changed status from "closed" to "inactive" because it is possible this nest may be utilized as a roost 
for adults or fledglings, or for a second clutch later in the season. No activity at this nest today. - VEurs

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 020212_mkhn_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Other 22 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/2/2012 2/21/2012 02/02/2012 - Adults made several trips to nest with material. Nest is approximately 40% complete. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete. BUSH making occasional trips to nest. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Bird at nest, undisturbed by PAR personnel at gate. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Nest appears complete and intact following storm. No BUSH activity detected. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Nest is torn apart consistent with predation. Nesting chronology shows that eggs were present at 
the time of predation. Closed and buffer removed. - RRadd

No
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 020212_mkhn_03 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 32 100 100 100 Indeterminate 2/2/2012 3/8/2012 02/02/2012 - Nesting stage uncertain. Female went to the nest 6+ times and was on nest for 1-2 minutes per visit. 
Female observed collecting spider silk at least once. Nest rim looks completely formed, but could not view nest 
contents. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Did not locate. The only nest located at the presumed location appears to be an old goldfinch or 
vireo nest consisting of fibers. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Activity (project personnel standing at gate, talking to visitors) and through traffic did not flush 
female from nest.  Observed female ANHU on nest for 20-minute observation period, then female flew to road 
edge to nectar on tree tobacco (Nicotiana glauca) and returned immediately to nest. - JDicus
02/21/2012 - ANHU on nest, flushes in response to WESJ presence, ignores traffic. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Female ANHU approaches nest and perches close to, but does not alight on it during 20 minute 
observation. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - During 15-minute observation period, no activity observed at the nest. No nestlings in the nest; no 
adult or fledglings observed in the vicinity. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - No detections at this nest, which appears abandoned. - RRadd

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 020212_phrd_01 CP73-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 2/2/2012 2/6/2012 02/02/2012 - Nest has two fully feathered chicks ready to fledge in next few days. Female seen feeding young. - 
PHoward
02/08/2012 - The nest is intact and empty. It is presumed the nestlings fledged. - MDicus

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 020312_rrdd_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 50 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/3/2012 4/13/2012 02/03/2012 - BUSH pair actively building nest, approximately 50% complete, with numerous trips during 30 
minute observation. Nest is partially visually screened from pull site by adjacent chaparral whitethorn (Ceanothus 
leucodermis). BUSH absent from nest during helicopter operations. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Nest appears 90% complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - Nest intact following recent storms. BUSH pair observed away from nest, did not approach this site 
during observation. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - Adult seen bringing lining material to nest. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears stout, well insulated and complete, with a tidy entrance facing north. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest remains in fine condition, no BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest appears intact. No bushtit  observed at nest. Nest monitored 30 minutes 840 -910. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - One bushtit observed entering and exiting nest. stayed inside nest for 10-15 minutes and outside of 
nest for 2-5 minutes, three times during observation - ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Female observed exiting nest. Monitoring was stopped due to Western Scrub-jay in area. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest after 10 minutes of observation. Nest monitoring was ended due to 
occupation of Western Scrub-jays in immediate area. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting and entering nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to 15 minutes due to 
occupation of Western Scrub-Jays in immediate area. Minor damage at bottom of nest is likely due to major storm 
event over last two days. - RAbe
03/29/2012 - No activity observed in 5 minutes of observation. Visit curtailed by WESJ activity in area. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0710 to 0740. Nest appears in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest has been destroyed by unknown cause, presumably weather influenced. - RRadd

No

CATH California Thrasher 020312_rrdd_02 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 115 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/3/2012 3/13/2012 02/03/2012 - No birds seen at nest, but appears fresh and under construction. WESJ pair alarming at observer at 
100 feet. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Deep basket of twigs with partial lining of finer material. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - CATH observed carrying nest materials to this site. Pair at this site for duration of 20 minute 
observation. No WESJ detected. Changed species to California Thrasher. - RRadd
02/24/2012 - Nest in good condition with well woven grass lining and appears complete. No birds observed 
visiting nest, although CATH heard singing in immediate vicinity following vehicle traffic and parking 150 south of 
nest within the pullsite. Pair potentially egg laying. - IMaunsell
02/29/2012 - Nest in fine condition. CATH singing intermittently nearby but not at nest. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears complete and sound. No occupants detected, CATH singing nearby. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest is in good shape. No CATH near nest, though heard signing in area and observed flying over 
shrub once. Two Scrub-jays were observed on shrub and in area. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - Thrasher was observed near nest but not at the nest. Nest appears to be in good condition - 
ELoveless
03/13/2012 - Observed nest over 3 days for activity on 3/10, 3/12 and 3/13. Birds have not been observed at this 
nest or within proximity. Nest has been monitored for a minimum of a few hours each day at varying distances. 
Conclusion reached that nest is no longer active. - GHuffman

No

CATH California Thrasher 020312_rrdd_03 CP55/CP56-1 PS-N Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/3/2012 3/6/2012 02/03/2012 - CATH giving alarm calls from this thicket, but not observed on nest. Nest should be monitored again 
to verify current activity. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Appears to have some material added, but progress is slow. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - No change in activity detected. Recent storms are delaying breeding activity. - RRadd
02/29/2012 - Nest is unimproved and deteriorating. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest is no longer viable. Closed. - RRadd

No

AR067698
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BUSH Bushtit 020312_rrdd_04 CP55/CP56-1 PS-N Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 100 100 Indeterminate 2/3/2012 3/6/2012 02/03/2012 - BUSH pair making trips at 5 minute intervals, building nest. Flushed from observer at edge of AR, 
but returned when observer was within 50 feet and within 100 feet with noise. Nest is candidate for drive-
through buffer, due to exhibited resilience to helicopter activity and intermittent AR activity. No indications of any 
recent BMP activity within 100 feet. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Exterior of nest appears substantially complete. BUSH are wary, but continue to make occasional 
trips carrying material. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - R. Radd observed exterior of nest that appeared substantially complete. BUSH are wary, but 
continue to make occasional trips carrying material. - KAlberts
02/16/2012 - Nest is intact following recent storms, but no BUSH observed. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - R. Radd reported nest is intact following recent storms, but no BUSH observed. - KAlberts
02/29/2012 - R. Radd observed nest in fine condition looks near complete. BUSH nearby in foraging flock did not 
associate with nest. - KAlberts
02/29/2012 - Nest in fine condition looks near complete. BUSH nearby in foraging flock did not associate with 
nest. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - R. Radd observed BUSH pair making trips at 5 minute intervals, building nest. Flushed from observer 
at edge of AR, but returned when observer was within 50 feet and within 100 feet with noise. Nest is candidate 
for drive-through buffer, due to exhibited resilience to helicopter activity and intermittent AR activity. No 
indications of any recent BMP activity within 100 feet. - KAlberts
03/06/2012 - Nest destroyed by unknown cause. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - R. Radd reported that the nest was destroyed by an unknown cause. - KAlberts

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 020312_rrdd_05 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/3/2012 3/29/2012 02/03/2012 - Nest is 1% complete, consisting of a thumbnail-sized collection of white fluff bound into fork of 
laurel sumac (Malosma laurina). - KAlberts
02/10/2012 - Nest is now 4 inches long, 10% complete and composed of white silk and fibers. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Avian monitor arrived prior to bmp crew; helicopters were passing overhead (outside 100-foot 
overhead buffer) every 1-5 minutes.  No activity at nest during 2 hours of monitoring (approximately 08:00 to 
10:00), and nest remains approximately 10% complete.  Buffer is still staked at 100 feet but signs were added to 
allow drive through access only.  Continued monitoring is recommended to determine whether lack of activity is 
due to recent inclement weather or whether nest is abandoned and should be closed - MDicus
02/16/2012 - Material has been added since 10 February - nest building assumed to be continuing. - RRadd
02/24/2012 - Adults observed coming to nest. Nest appears complete. - BArnold
02/29/2012 - Nest appears large and complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest remains in good condition, no BUSH detected on cold day. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - Pair added nest material three times during 45 minute observation period. - RAbe
03/14/2012 - BUSH pair departed nest at 1344 in possible response to observer at 80 feet. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appeared intact after storm. BUSH pair near, but not at nest during approximate 10 minute 
observation period. Nest building is presumably still going on. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - BUSH made 3 nest trips in 10 minutes and then did not reappear. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Nest was found in a fragmentary condition, indicating predation of eggs. There was no evidence of 
construction activities affecting this nest, and it was determined to have failed due to natural causes. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 020612_phrd_02 EP206-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 93 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/6/2012 2/17/2012 02/06/2012 - Adult Bushtit bringing nest material to nest and building. Nest is roughly 30% complete. - PHoward
02/14/2012 - Observed nest for approximately 45 minutes. A pair of BUSH was seen foraging and visited the scrub 
oak with the nest 3 times but no nest building or item carrying was observed. Nest looked to be approximately 30 
percent complete (Myers, S.J.). - SJohnston
02/17/2012 - Top of small light-colored well-built nest torn open at top; apparent avian predation attempt. No 
Bushtits observed or heard. Sunrise and public vehicle traffic on McCain Valley Road 250 feet west of nest site. - 
PKonrad

No

CALT California Towhee 020612_rrdd_02 CP25-2-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 34 100 60 60 Nest did not reach active stage 2/6/2012 2/22/2012 02/06/2012 - No avian activity at this nest during observation, but CALT nearby. Two green leaves placed in cup. 
No indications of prior use (compression, feces etc.), but no birds observed associating with this nest during 15-
minute observation. Appears too intact to have been a nest from the previous year. Original buffer set at 60 feet - 
drive-through access permitted. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - No change in activity. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - Nest is unused and unmaintained. - RRadd

No

AR067699
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 020712_rrdd_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 60 100 60 60 Presumed Fledged 2/7/2012 4/1/2012 02/07/2012 - Almost complete nest is 9 feet above ground on east side of Brazilian pepper tree, adjacent to 
residence close to terminus of overhanging branch. ANHU making frequent trips packing interior lining. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Nest appears abandoned and appears beginning to degrade, but difficult to see into on rainy 
blustery day. Will monitor again before closing. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - ANHU female incubating 3 eggs. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - ANHU sitting tight on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - ANHU observed incubating. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - Single nestling visible in nest. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - ANHU feeding multiple young. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nestlings still present. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - One feathered nestling remains. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - Two fledglings visible; appear to be several days apart in age, with noticeably differing size and bill 
length. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - 2 fully feathered nestlings conspicuous in nest, appearing alert and capable of fledging soon. - 
HWinfrey
04/01/2012 - Nest is empty and in good condition. No evidence of predation, nest is presumed fledged. - 
HWinfrey

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 020712_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Riparian Scrubs Traffic 60 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 2/7/2012 3/30/2012 02/07/2012 - Female ANHU building new nest in low branches of cottonwood tree. Nest is approximately 15% 
complete. Female departed nest when observer was in line of sight at 45 feet, indicating intolerance of humans 
on foot at that location. Staked with drive-through access only to permit SRPL traffic to continue unimpeded. - 
RRadd
02/14/2012 - Nest is complete, lined and empty. No ANHU detected during late afternoon observation. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Intact nest with one egg. No ANHU detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - ANHU lying on nest 1020 - 1033. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - ANHU incubating 2 eggs. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - ANHU incubating. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - ANHU brooding 2 black downy nestlings (approximately 3 days old). - RRadd
03/15/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Two nestlings acquiring wing quills. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - 2 fully feathered nestlings in nest, appearing alert and likely to fledge very soon. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - Nestlings observed sitting in nest. - JTaylor
03/30/2012 - Nest is empty and in good condition with no evidence of disturbance. Fine fibers on edge of cup are 
pulled upwards. Evidence indicates nest successfully fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 020812_mkhn_02 EP16-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals Other 140 100 95 95 Presumed Fledged 2/8/2012 4/18/2012 02/08/2012 - Pair of adult Bushtits visited nest site together more than 4 times with nesting material. Pair has just 
started building nest and is about 5% complete. Link Lead and work crews on site were notified of nest buffer. 
Buffer still needs to be flagged and signed. - MKuehn
02/10/2012 - The Bushtit pair is still building their nest after today's work activities. Several helicopter flights 
occurred today, flying directly over the nest a couple times, and all landing approximately 145 feet from the nest. 
The Skycrane delivered and picked up grading equipment 3 times today, and the nest was physically unaffected by 
the wind created by the helicopter each time. The birds returned to the nest between 2 and 45 minutes after 
helicopter activities. The only concern is that the noise created by the helicopters will affect the birds' nesting 
behavior; however, it does not seem that the helicopter activities will physically harm the nest. The nest was 
approximately 20% complete as of noon today, and the pair were actively visiting the nest. No nesting material 
was seen being carried, but 1 Bushtit spent time attending to nest. Signs were installed for the 95-foot nest 
buffer. - AHill
02/16/2012 - Bushtit pair was seen visiting nest 3 times at intervals of 30, 20, and 30 minutes. Pair was foraging 
between these visits. Pair was not perturbed by micropiling activities occurring at 225 feet from the nest. Nest is 
approximately 60% complete. Shape of nest is complete and entrance is east-facing; however, nest is thin and I 
can see through it. - AHill
02/24/2012 - Observed Bushtit bring lining material to nest, pair very active. Pair not affected by helicopter 
activities. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Male and female both brought soft nesting material to nest, nest is 95% complete. - AHill
03/12/2012 - Nest nearly complete. One bushtit observed bringing material to nest during 15 minute observation. 
- ELoveless
03/12/2012 - Observed adult visit nest then quickly leave. Pair is being very quiet and there was very little 
observed behavior. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Observed nest exchange; pair is incubating. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Observed adult foraging around nest area. Ten minutes later observed female bringing soft nesting 
material to nest and then did not leave for at least 10 minutes. - AHill
04/03/2012 - Adults very actively visiting nest; heard nestlings begging. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Adults feeding young periodically; heard nestlings. - AHill
04/12/2012 - 2 adults bringing food to nest at 1019. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Adult visits nest with food at 0957. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Nest was empty and intact; birds presumed to have fledged. - AHill

Yes

AR067700
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 020812_rrdd_01 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 41 100 70 70 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/8/2012 2/21/2012 02/08/2012 - ANHU female feeding 2 well-developed young - partially feathered heads visible during feeding 
session. Buffer reduced to 70 feet and drive-through only to permit use of gate and project access. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - ANHU nestlings fill the nest level with brim of cup. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Nest no longer present on tree. Ground search under nest site produced no nest remnants but small 
feather scrap; suggesting but not conclusively indicating nest predation. Nestlings were approaching fledge date 
at last monitoring and one rain event has occurred since that date. - RRadd

No

AMKE American Kestrel 020912_bald_02 TL 6924 - Z101344 69kV Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 25 500 75 75 Fledged 2/9/2012 5/19/2012 02/09/2012 - Kestrels observed entering the third arm on the west side of 69kV steel monopole Z137901, from 
the end of adjacent arm to pole. Also observed pair copulating and entering same arm on Saturday 4 February 
2012, while appearing to search for suitable nesting areas. - KAlberts
02/10/2012 - Female on top of steel monopole, male on steel monopole to the south, at SE corner of substation. - 
BArnold
02/15/2012 - AMKE continue to show site fidelity to this monopole. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair together on adjacent pole, did not enter any cavities during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
02/23/2012 - Female observed exiting third arm at 0945, both adults in large Eucalyptus tree in the parking lot to 
the east by 1000. - BArnold
02/26/2012 - Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports frequent activity of AMKE pair at both monopoles while substation 
work in progress, birds unfazed by substation work. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - AMKE perched briefly on monopole and flying around vicinity. Pair observed perched on monopole 
located two poles to the south, across Blaisdell. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - American Kestrels not observed today during afternoon brief observation period. Sycamore 
Substation bio-monitor Clayton observed American Kestrels perched on pole one pole south at southeast corner 
of substation on the day before, 8 March 2012. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE male carries food (small mammal remnant) to female at nest at 1648. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - No AMKE observed anywhere in area during brief morning observation period. - BArnold
03/19/2012 - AMKE atop pole departs at 0700 under rainfall and does not return for duration of 30 minute 
observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed by Brian Arnold during observation period. - JPawlicki
04/06/2012 - No activity observed during observation period. - BArnold
04/06/2012 - Kestrel pair arrived at pole at 1252. Female was holding a small lizard that she carried into arm. She 
remained in arm for the duration of the observation period (40 more minutes). The male flew off to the north and 
did not return. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - 90-minute observation period conducted from pickup parked in business lot across the street to the 
north. No AMKE activity detected in the vicinity of nest cavity or surrounding area. Rainy conditions likely 
deterred kestrel activity. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Arrived on site at 10:45 and initially, no activity was observed at the nest. At approximately 11:40, a 
pair arrived calling at the nest pole with the male carrying prey. After 5 minutes of calling and flying in the vicinity 
of the pole, the male transferred prey to the female after which she entered the nest cavity at the base of the 
arm. Female remained in cavity until at least 12:20 pm (35 minutes) when monitor left site. - JPawlicki
05/03/2012  The female made 2 trips within 20 minutes to deliver food to the nest cavity  The male was not 

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 020912_bald_03 Pomerado Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 15 100 12 12 Presumed Fledged 2/9/2012 5/27/2012 02/09/2012 - Pair building nest. - KAlberts
02/15/2012 - Nest is intact but no BUSH activity detected on cool stormy morning. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - No BUSH observed late in afternoon. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - Both adults brought nesting material to nest after an 18 minute observation period. - BArnold
02/26/2012 - Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports frequent activity to and from this nest while substation work in 
progress. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Bushtits heard and observed going to nest. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - Bushtits observed at nest. Sycamore Substation bio-monitor Clayton Tschudy also observed Bushtits 
at nest yesterday, 8 March 2012. - BArnold
03/13/2012 - Nest continues in fine condition, but no BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Bushtits present in nest tree during brief morning observation period; nest appears in good 
condition. - BArnold
03/19/2012 - No detections during 30 minutes of light rain. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed by Brian Arnold during observation period. - JPawlicki
04/06/2012 - BUSH observed entering nest within 2 minutes of arrival. This nest remains active. - BArnold
04/10/2012 - Adult Bushtits observed in nest tree 2 minutes after arrival. Nest remains active. - BArnold
04/18/2012 - Two adult BUSH came to nest after 10 minutes of observation. Neither had food items. - BArnold
04/30/2012 - No BUSH activity detected during 45 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good condition. 
2 Cooper's Hawks flew from trees near the nest as the biologist walked down the street. - VEurs
05/02/2012 - Two BUSH observed flying from or very near the nest at 1315 after 15 minutes of observation. - 
BArnold
05/08/2012 - Adult Bushtit observed foraging in nest tree. Nest is in good shape. - BArnold
05/10/2012 - BUSH activity observed at nest. - BArnold
05/19/2012 - No activity observed during brief observation period. Bushtits have been heard and observed in nest 
tree and nearby shrubs by bio-monitor during the previous week, but no interaction with the nest was observed. - 
BArnold
05/27/2012 - Nest remains in good shape. Based on nesting chronology, this nest has fledged. Recent sightings 
and reportings of BUSH activity at nest have likely been portion of family groups. - BArnold

Yes
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MODO Mourning Dove 020912_bald_04 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 70 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 2/9/2012 2/13/2012 02/09/2012 - An adult was on the nest brooding two nestlings. - KAlberts
02/22/2012 - Unable to monitor nest due to lack of substation access. - IMaunsell
03/02/2012 - Nest empty. No Mourning Dove activity. Nest likely fledged due to size of nestlings observed on 9 
February, and the placement of the nest such that there was no direct line of sight nor access for potential 
predators. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Avian biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nest, but was unable to gain access to substation. - 
HWinfrey

Yes

AMKE American Kestrel 020912_rrdd_01 TL 6924 - 171688 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 2/9/2012 TBD 02/09/2012 - Female AMKE enters cavity at 1214, 1221, 1224 and then departs. Male at top of pole throughout. - 
RRadd
02/13/2012 - No change in activity observed during two 15 minute observations on cold rainy day. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Male AMKE performs display flight around and then alights upon monopole. Female follows, briefly 
enters cavity 0958. Female remains on pole, male moves to next pole north. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair copulate 1111, one bird enters top arm cavity 1114 and remains. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - AMKE pair present on pole, but no entry to cavity detected. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - AMKE enters arm at 0800. Both kestrels present. It appears that this male is attempting to establish 
nests at adjacent monopoles, 171688 and 171689. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE pair at this structure, male entering cavity, female present. This male is also servicing female 
on subsequent monopole. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Male AMKE atop pole for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - For the first 30 minutes of observation neither adult was observed. After checking the active AMKE 
nest to the north (pole 171689), the male from that pair flew to this pole and perched with a female. It was 
unclear whether the female was incubating and emerged from the nest cavity or flew in from the surrounding 
area. A third Kestrel (possibly the female from the territory to the north) approached the nest pole, and the 
resident female chased it from the area while the male remained perched. The pair was also observed chasing a 
nearby Red-tailed Hawk from the territory. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - Male circled pole and landed for a brief period before flying off again. Female flew in from south, 
landed atop the pole and began ripping feathers from her prey item. Male returned and sat below her on climbing 
rung. She moved down the pole, but it was unclear whether she took food into the cavity (bad viewing angle). The 
male flew off, eventually followed by the female. - VEurs
04/18/2012 - The pair was perched atop monopole upon biologist's arrival. Almost immediately, the pair 
copulated and the male flew to his pole to the south. The male associated with the pole to the north landed on 
this monopole and attempted to copulate with the female. This pole's male returned to the pole and prevented 
copulation. The pair associated with this pole copulated 2 more times; quite a lot of AMKE activity this morning. - 
VEurs
04/25/2012 - The female was perched on a wire near the monopole containing the nest as the biologist 
approached the buffer. She remained there until a pair of RTHA flew by, one carrying a dead rabbit. The kestrel 
took off and quietly followed the hawk pair out of sight. She returned after about 30 minutes and again perched 
on the wire. The male approached the wire 10 minutes later, carrying a lizard about as long as himself. The female 
called to him and flew up into the nest cavity. The male did not fly to the cavity and instead flew out of sight with 
his lizard and did not return for the duration of the observation. The female remained in the cavity for another 15 
minutes  until the observation was ended   VEurs

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 020912_vers_01 EP10-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 60 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 2/9/2012 4/14/2012 02/09/2012 - The Bushtit pair did not react to the traffic, gunfire or farm activity. Three biologists observed the 
nest at different times for 10-20 minutes each. During each observation, the Bushtits visited the nest site with 
nesting material 4-7 times. Two biologists also observed the Bushtits gathering nesting material from the 
surrounding area, approximately 1 to 4 feet away. The pair reacted adversely to the Accipiter hawk that flew over 
their nest site. - VEurs
02/14/2012 - The Bushtit pair was very tolerant of biologist's observations 20 feet away from nest. The pair was 
actively bringing nesting material to the nest. The nest was unaffected by the wind created by the helicopter. The 
pair returned to the nest within 5 minutes of the helicopter leaving. Nest is 85% complete. - AHill
02/22/2012 - Male Bushtit was seen bringing lining material to nest. Nest is 90% complete. - AHill
02/24/2012 - Pair seen bringing nest lining material to nest. Nest buffer adjusted to 30 feet as per concurrence 
from Forest Service on 2/24/2012. - AHill
03/01/2012 - Pair was seen bringing lining material to nest, 95% complete. - AHill
03/09/2012 - Male was seen foraging in nest area and then flew to nest and entered. Birds were very cryptic. - 
AHill
03/20/2012 - Observed nest exchange between female to male. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Adults seen coming to and from nest, nestlings were heard begging. Nest was physically intact, with 
the NBJ-allowed helicopter landing at the TSAP. Pair is tolerant of drilling activities. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Bushtit observed adding material to outside of nest at 0954. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - 2 adults observed bringing food to nest at 0832. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - No activity at nest, which is intact and empty. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 021012_rabe_01 EP2-3 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 140 100 100 100 Fledged 2/10/2012 2/11/2012 02/10/2012 - A female ANHU was observed feeding a fledgling a few feet from the nest. One nestling was still in 
the nest. Due to breeding chronology, the active nest was closed because one fledging was observed, and the 
remaining nestling will fledge before the next scheduled construction activity, barring natural predation. - RAbe

Yes
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 021112_rrdd_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 2/11/2012 4/13/2012 02/11/2012 - ANHU female building new nest in riparian zone, approximately 30% complete. Buffer staked at 50 
feet allowing drive-through access and permits SRPL traffic to continue. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - ANHU returning intermittently to nest. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - Nest is complete and female appears to be incubating, make brief infrequent trips off the nest. - 
RRadd
03/02/2012 - ANHU making brief trips away from nest before returning to settle. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - Female ANHU on nest 0900, leaves for 3 minutes then returns and settles directly onto nest, giving 
no indications of hatched young. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - At least one nestling visible in nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Observed ANHU feeding nestlings (2 nestlings visible). - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Female ANHU observed visiting nest twice during 5 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity was observed from 1150 to 1220. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No activity observed. Nest fully intact, and based on nest chronology, nest is presumed to have 
fledged. - JDicus

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 021612_kwer_04 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 5 100 30 30 Fledged 2/16/2012 2/21/2012 02/16/2012 - 2 large nestlings are present in the nest. Avian monitor observed mother feeding nestlings twice 
over the course of an hour of observation. Bio-monitor Katherine Vittum observed the mother performing 
frequent feedings prior to avian biologist arriving on-site, including her first observation which occurred while 
Project traffic was driving 10 horizontal feet from nest. - KWeber
02/21/2012 - I. Maunsell reported that the female was feeding a pair of fledglings sitting adjacent to one another 
in coast live oak tree approximately 30 feet north of nest location. Nest was intact and in good condition. Fledged. 
- KAlberts

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 021712_jdus_01 EP81 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 0 100 75 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

2/17/2012 4/10/2012 02/17/2012 - Bushtits building nest, 1% complete. - JDicus
02/23/2012 - Pair continues building nest and is 35%-40% complete; they are able to enter the partly built 
pendulum nest. During helicopter long-lining, nest and host yucca stalk shook violently, however 1 bird remained 
inside the nest during the event and continued building seconds after helicopter flew away. - JTaylor
03/07/2012 - Biological monitor reports pair making frequent trips with nesting material to a nearly complete 
nest following helicopter landings at TSAP. - KWeber
03/21/2012 - One adult Bushtit flew to nest carrying nesting material (white fluff). - MKuehn
03/29/2012 - Pair observed bringing fur to nest. Nest appears 90-100% complete. - RQuilley
04/02/2012 - Within 5 minutes of passive observation starting at 1500, Bushtits were heard. A few minutes later, 
an individual was identified carrying resting material and was seen gradually making its way to the nest, 
eventually going inside with the material. The exterior of the nest appears complete. - LThoreson
04/03/2012 - SDG&E requested agency concurrence to remove this nest, based on its location within the critical 
path for sky crane operations at EP81. The nest removal request was granted on 4-2-12, and removal procedures 
occurred on 4-3-12. Avian biologist L. Tymkiw arrived at 1000. At 1020 the pair arrived with nesting material, and 
again at 1025. At 1030, the avian biologist approached the nest to remove it. The biologist felt the nest bottom 
for eggs, felt none, so carefully broke the supporting yucca flower stalks and took the nest down. Upon feeling 
inside the nest, 4 eggs were discovered. The nest was then returned to as close to the original spot as possible and 
firmly wedged in place. The nest was later (at 1211) secured with wire by K. Alberts to provide secondary 
reinforcements to this replaced nest. Before the nest was secured with wire, it was dislodged on one occasion.  
The cause of dislodging was either due to a helicopter that landed in the TSAP that approached from the east, 
generally 200 feet above the nest area, or the bird itself flushing from on top of the nest during this landing event. 
6 minutes after the nest was re-affixed, a Bushtit came to it with nesting material. Within 3 minutes it returned 
and entered the nest. The Bushtits were observed coming to the nest with material 6 more times, and without 
material 4 more times. One was observed entering the nest 6 times, generally staying inside for about 10 minutes 
at a time. At 1334 a WESJ was observed within 20 feet of the nest. Both Bushtits mobbed it and it eventually left. 
After the nest was secured with wire, the pair appeared to be anchoring the nest to the wire and the yucca each 
time they brought material to the nest. Once, a Bushtit was observed bringing material to the nest but not putting 
it anywhere and eventually leaving with it. - LTymkiw
04/04/2012 - The avian biologist arrived at 0836. At 0841 1 Bushtit was observed approaching the nest with 
nesting material. At 0854 4 WESJ were perched about 100 feet from the nest and both Bushtits flew over and 
scolded them until they left. At 0900 one Bushtit entered the nest, staying inside for about 10 minutes. The birds 
were seen bringing material 3 more times and entering the nest once more.  The pair grew increasingly wary, 
though, and would drop the material and not visit the nest if the biologist was in plain sight.  They also began 
coming in to the nest from different angles  which they were not observed doing in 5 5 hours of observation on 
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BUSH Bushtit 021712_mkhn_02 EP223-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 85 100 85 85 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/17/2012 3/28/2012 02/17/2012 - A pair of adult Bushtits observed flying to nest tree with material more than 3 times and building 
nest. Nest is 50% complete. Bottom is not yet formed. Birds exhibited no signs of disturbance toward biologists' 
presence at 50 feet, and brought material to nest without hesitation, even while Skycrane was delivering materials 
to adjacent tower site. - MKuehn
02/23/2012 - Observations of the pair of Bushtits were made during nesting bird survey for buffer area 
surrounding concrete anchor block locations. Bushtit pair was observed carrying nest material to nest several 
times. Pair was observed approaching nest from below moving slowly up through host scrub oak from near the 
base of the shrub, not flying in to nest at top of shrub directly. Pair of Western Scrub Jays in vicinity may explain 
why the Bushtit pair was approaching the nest more secretly than might be expected, as this species will 
commonly fly nest materials directly to nest under normal conditions. Nest is now taking shape and is 
approximately 80% complete with nest entrance located on south side of nest. - JDicus
03/09/2012 - S. Johnston observed single Bushtit making 1 trip into the nest during a 20 minute observation 
period. - SJohnston
03/24/2012 - Access was not possible and prevented checking the status of this nest. Nest will be monitored as 
soon as safely possible, as early as Monday. - PKonrad
03/28/2012 - No sign of nest in scrub oak or below or around it; spent considerable time searching for nest or 
remnant. A Bushtit passed through the area giving contact calls at 1 time, but remained out of sight - closed. - 
PKonrad

No

GHOW Great Horned Owl 021712_pkad_02 EP363-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Grading 80 500 175 75 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/17/2012 4/19/2012 02/17/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on 2011 raven nest. Light drive-by traffic along Imperial Valley 
Substation access road. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on corner tower nest. Light drive-by traffic along Imperial Valley 
Substation access road. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on tower nest. Light slow drive-by traffic along Imperial Valley 
Substation access road. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - The owl was on the nest throughout the survey. At the end of the survey, a CORA landed on the 
tower and approached the nest. The owl stood up and spread its wings and the raven flew off. The raven was on 
the tower near the nest for no more than 10 minutes. - JDicus
03/16/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating; nestling(s) should hatch from the eggs during the next few 
days. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating/brooding; nestlings should be hatching now. On Friday, a grading 
crew was active to the new buffer area to 75 feet of nest site for several hours with no displacement of the 
incubating owl. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - No adults are present at tower nest and cannot see any nestlings, which should be about 2 weeks 
old. However, small nestlings may be lying out of sight with adult(s) positioned away from nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - No adult Great Horned Owl observed at the nest or in the surrounding area, and no nestlings can be 
seen at this time. Status of nest uncertain at this time, but indications suggest this nesting attempt may have 
failed. Will check back to ascertain nest status. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - No owls are evident at the nest or in the area today or during similar nest monitoring observations 
during the past 2 weeks. It appears this nesting attempt was unsuccessful; the adult has not been seen since 
3/26/2012, which is about the time the eggs were expected to hatch. The nest looks weathered and used, but no 
evidence of predation or other nest disruption can be seen, and there is no apparent reason for the failure of this 
nesting attempt. Although grading work was conducted as close as 80 feet from the nest tower, the adult Great 
Horned Owl did not leave the nest during this construction-related work, and incubation continued for up to 2 
weeks thereafter. This is an extreme desert nest site for a Great Horned Owl and it is most likely a natural (nature-
related or physiological) reason this nesting attempt failed. - PKonrad
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 021712_rrdd_01 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 95 500 500 500 Nest did not reach active stage 2/17/2012 2/24/2012 02/17/2012 - A RTHA was observed carrying dead sticks and dried yucca (Hesperoyucca whipplei) leaves to the 
shelter of a large rick on an exposed promontory. The hawk made six trips from 0758 - 0815, and twice flew to 
mate with nest material before advancing to nest site. When the sentry bird detected the observer, a few alarm 
calls ended all activity and pair retreated to 1000+ feet and did not return for the duration of the 2 hour 
observation. Selected location does not appear to this observer to be well chosen, however due to extreme 
wariness of this RTHA pair at this stage of cycle, a buffer of 500 feet was established. To avoid leaving a scent trail, 
the nest was not approached directly. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - RTHA carries stick to nest 0747. On departure from nest appears to detect well-obscured observer 
at 450 feet, perches 1200 feet away and does not return through duration of 3 hour observation. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - No RTHA activity at or near this nest from 0650 - 0945. Approach to nest reveals scant materials 
shaped into bowl. - RRadd
02/24/2012 - RTHA exhibit some resilience to helicopters, but reacts to pedestrian presence at 700 feet from 
nest. No interactions with nest during 3.5 hour observation. - RRadd
02/29/2012 - RTHA pair conducting display flights and territorial defense did not interact directly with nest during 
3 hour observation commencing 15 minutes before sunrise. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - There has been no definitive nest-building at this nest site since February 20, therefore it is deemed 
inactive, pending further monitoring. - KAlberts
03/14/2012 - RTHA pair perched at western edge of territory, 1200 feet from nest, for duration of one hour 
observation. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - No RTHA detected in this area. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0645. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed from 0910 to 0940. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - RTHA overhead does not approach this nest site during observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No changes were detected at this nest. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No changes to this nest detected. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - No material has been added to this nest since 20 February and it is unlikely to become active this 
breeding season. - RRadd

No

RSHA Red-shouldered Hawk 021712_rrdd_02 Alpine Underground Ductbank Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 2/17/2012 TBD 02/13/2012 - Link Lead Kaleb Smith reports RSHA carrying sticks to top of eucalyptus tree (E. globulus). - KAlberts
02/17/2012 - RSHA departs nest at 1227, soars overhead in display flight with mate, calling loudly. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - RSHA making trips to nest tree but no materials carried. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - RSHA making trips at 5 minute intervals, breaking twigs from neighborhood deciduous trees and 
carrying to nest 0707-0724. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - Male RSHA flying to neighborhood trees, breaking fresh branches and carrying to nest at 5-10 
minute intervals. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - RSHA male flying to and from habitual perches does not approach nest during 1 hour observation. 
Female not detected. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact after storm event. One adult flushed from nest tree upon biologist's approach, calling 
briefly as it flew to nearby eucalyptus. Second adult remained quietly on nest as biologist examined it through 
binoculars. - VEurs
03/24/2012 - RSHA carrying green eucalyptus leaves to nest at 0810. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 1230-1245. - HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - No activity at nest and no RSHA detected in area from 1200 to 1245. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. No RSHA detected in area. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - Adult perched on rim of nest, nestlings not visible. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - No activity observed at the nest. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - RSHA perched on rim of nest, in feeding posture. No nestlings visible. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - Adult perched on edge of nest, leans into nest apparently feeding nestlings. - HWinfrey
05/22/2012 - Nestling visible in nest at 1243. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - Adult perched on edge of nest. 1 molting nestling visible. - HWinfrey
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BUSH Bushtit 021812_kwer_01 EP70 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 90 100 75 75 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/18/2012 4/16/2012 02/18/2012 - Pair of Bushtits were observed flying north through survey area at 9:45. They returned to the area at 
10:15 and flew between the nest shrub and other shrubs in the immediate vicinity, repeatedly returning to the 
nest; 1 bird was observed entering the nest numerous times. Pair left survey area at 10:45 and were not observed 
again until 12:30 when they returned carrying nesting material. - KWeber
03/02/2012 - Nest looks complete. No Bushtits observed at nest during 40 minute period, although some Bushtit 
contact calls were heard during the first 10 minutes. - PKonrad
03/03/2012 - Bushtits seen and heard in area. Observed entering nest after 5-10 minutes of observation. - 
BArnold
03/08/2012 - Pair observed bringing material to and entering and existing nest at various times throughout 
duration of general avian survey. - JPawlicki
03/16/2012 - Nest appears intact from a distance; pair of Bushtits foraging in area immediately surrounding nest 
and in broader surrounding area during 5 minute period of a 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - No activity was observed or heard at the nest. The nest is located in the top part of a tall manzanita, 
and when the wind would blow, the canopy would move back at least 2 feet in all directions. The storm could 
have affected this nest, but will ascertain current status on the next visit. - LThoreson
03/27/2012 - Bushtit observed entering nest once after 10 minutes of observation. Probably incubating based on 
nesting chronology. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest is hard to see, but Bushtits made 3 visits to the nest site during first 15 minutes of 30 minute 
observation period. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Nest viewed from 80 feet away while drilling occurred on tower pad: 2 adults made 6 visits to nest 
with food in 10 minutes and foraged within 30 feet of active drilling. The 2 adults always left nest immediately 
after feeding; no evidence of brooding. - MKuehn
04/16/2012 - Nest was ripped completely apart with a large amount of feathers and down, which appears to be 
the remains of the nestlings. Predation assumed to be the cause of failure. Biological monitor reported 
observations of scrub jay harassment to the nesting pair within close vicinity to the nest on 4/9/2012. - SJohnston

No

WREN Wrentit 021812_mkhn_01 EP12-3 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals Grading 120 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/18/2012 2/27/2012 02/18/2012 - A pair of Wrentits was observed emerging from manzanita bush, which upon inspection had a small 
amount of fresh nesting material in upper branches. Adults returned 45 minutes later and 1 was positioned over 
nest. Could not determine if nesting material was carried in due to dense foliage, but new material had been 
added when nest was checked again 2 hours later. - MKuehn
02/21/2012 - Visit occurred from 1650-1720. No activity at nest through 20 minutes of passive observation from 
40 feet. Pair of Wrentits singing within 50 feet of nest. No new material added for three days and existing material 
not re-positioned. Reclassified as inactive and removed buffer signs. Follow-up survey is recommended in 5-7 
days to determine if nest construction resumes at this site. - MKuehn
02/27/2012 - Wrentit singing within 80 feet of nest. No new material added. Nest site appears to have been 
abandoned shortly after nest construction initiated. Nest closed. - MKuehn

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 022112_imll_02 CP13-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 2/21/2012 TBD 02/21/2012 - Nest was initially reported at approximately 1500 by biological monitor accompanying a BMP crew 
to the work area. The monitor observed a hawk fly and perch on the nest. The nest was verified and logged at 
approximately 1600 by G. Cummings. Hawk was observed on the nest and flushed from the area when vehicular 
traffic approached to within 400 feet. This pair is potentially the same pair of hawks that initially occupied the 
nest located between CP11 and CP12 prior to installation of a nesting deterrent. - IMaunsell
02/27/2012 - RTHA pair in display flight at CP14, and perching on CP13, but no material carried to large, 
substantial nest. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Nest looks complete, but unoccupied during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - RTHA pair engage in display flights over nest structure, with some brief nest visits. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - RTHA prone in nest for duration of 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Female incubating; male visited nest briefly, but spent majority of observation period soaring 
nearby. - MDicus
04/03/2012 - RTHA on nest at 0724. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - RTHA lying low in nest at 0810. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - A single RTHA was on the nest from 1305 to 1335, occasionally fluffing its feathers. No second adult 
detected. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - Adult RTHA standing on the edge of nest. Definitely 2, perhaps 3, downy nestlings visible craning 
their necks toward the adult. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - Nestlings visible and moving about the nest as an adult Red-tailed Hawk soared nearby. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - There appear to be 3 nestlings on the nest. No adults were observed around the nest. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - Adult RTHA on the nest with 2 visible nestlings (still downy and light-colored). - VEurs
05/29/2012 - Adult RTHA at nest upon biologist's arrival, perhaps feeding the nestlings. It flew north after a short 
time, leaving 2 darkish nestlings visible on the nest. - VEurs

TBD
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BUSH Bushtit 022112_mdus_01 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 200 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 2/21/2012 4/28/2012 02/21/2012 - Avian biologist stood directly beneath nest and Bushtits continued nest building. This pair is tolerant 
of human presence. Buffer reduction to 30 feet would not be expected to impact this pair with work 61 feet away 
at tower. - MDicus
02/24/2012 - Birds continued building nest after crew finished work. Nest was approximately 20% complete. One 
dead Bushtit was found on site near a burrow. However, both birds of this pair were observed building the nest 
today. - JTaylor
03/05/2012 - Pair was seen visiting nest frequently with nest material. Nest is 95% complete. - AHill
03/07/2012 - Pair actively collecting material and vocalizing. Pair moving some distance from nest to collect. Nest 
nearly complete. - FHoffman
03/13/2012 - Adult was seen coming to nest actively, entering inside, while loud drilling was occurring 100 feet 
away. However, pair did not seem to be negatively affected by work nearby. Only one individual at a time was 
seen coming to and from the nest. Most likely the pair is egg laying. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm event. Male was the first bird observed around the nest. Female appeared 
and repeatedly entered and exited nest. BUSH activity continued despite heavy helicopter traffic close by. - VEurs
03/27/2012 - Did not hear or see any Bushtits around nest, nest appears to still be intact. - AHill
03/28/2012 - Observed male foraging around nest and visiting nest quickly several times. No food was observed 
being brought to nest. - AHill
04/09/2012 - 2 Bushtits visit nest at 0818; 1 enters and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Please see other comments from today. - MBahn
04/18/2012 - Monitored nest from 10:30 to 13:00 and no activity at nest was observed. - MBahn
04/22/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which remains in good condition. Cooper's Hawk nearby. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - Adult Bushtits feeding fledgling 50 feet from nest. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

CORA Common Raven 022112_pkad_01 EP295-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 160 100 60 60 Fledged 2/21/2012 5/24/2012 02/21/2012 - Pair of Common Ravens bringing nest material to nest and perching adjacent to nest. Looks like nest 
building is in very early stage with a minimum of material accumulated. - PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Pair of ravens observed in area; 1 was seen carrying an item, but did not go to nest. Raven observed 
at nest. - LThoreson
02/28/2012 - Raven at nest initially arranging sticks atop a relatively large stick nest. Both members of raven pair 
bringing sticks to nest periodically. - PKonrad
02/29/2012 - Adult visited nest twice and placed nesting material (small sticks) in bowl of nest. - MKuehn
03/08/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens is building another nest on northwest side of tower crossarm (southeast 
nest appears deserted today). Grading crew improving entry to access road on north side of highway about 260 
feet north of tower. Later, at 16:30, 1 raven was lying on nest in incubating position with a second raven foraging 
on ground near tower base; in 15 minutes raven on nest flew to the southwest. (No construction activity at this 
time.) - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No ravens observed during 30-minute observation period, but avian biologist E. Strods related that 
while conducting nest surveys in the area earlier in the day, he observed a pair of ravens visiting the east nest, but 
did not see them bringing nesting material to the nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on newest west-side tower nest. Another raven is perched in 
tower above nest. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - A Common Raven is incubating in west nest, and another raven is perched on top-center of tower 
crossarm. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Raven is incubating in the west tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven flew from more than 1/4 mile south to this nest where another raven was brooding 
young nestlings. First raven fed at least 2 nestlings that could be seen lifting their heads with open beaks above 
the nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - An adult Common Raven is brooding nestlings in the western tower nest while a second adult is 
perched midway up the tower. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - An adult Common Raven is standing on the tower nest, probably shading nestlings. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - An adult Common Raven flew to low location on the tower to 'prepare' a food item, then flew up to 
the nest to feed 3 large feathered nestlings. A second adult flew in low from the east, perched low in tower 
without food in beak, but flew to nest and appeared to be feeding the nestlings, probably regurgitated food. One 
of the nestlings exercised - flapped its wings - while standing in the nest. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - A brood of 4 large feathered nestlings on the verge of fledging are standing on the nest and on 
adjoining tower braces, a foot or 2 from the nest. An adult Common Raven is standing on the unused nest on the 
east side of the tower bridge   PKonrad
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BUSH Bushtit 022212_jdus_01 EP35-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 50 100 45 45 Presumed Fledged 2/22/2012 4/12/2012 02/22/2012 - Bushtit pair was observed making multiple trips to nest with nest material while 3 avian biologists 
stood watching from 5 to 40 feet away. Pair has just begun building. Nest is just 1% complete, roughly the size of 
a marble, and the pair was observed actively adding downy plant material and beginning to stretch/weave spider 
silk to anchor in the nest. - JDicus
02/24/2012 - Pair actively building nest. Bushtits undisturbed by vehicle traffic passing by. Nest buffer was 
adjusted to 45 feet as per concurrence from Forest Service on 2/24/2012. - AHill
03/05/2012 - Pair bringing material to nest, nest is 95% complete. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Nest looks complete and well-built, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 10 minute observation 
period, shortened due to effects of 1-lane traffic. Micropile drilling 530 feet southeast at EP35 is fairly loud at nest 
site. Limited slow Sunrise vehicle traffic along access road. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - Nest appears nearly complete. Bushtit pair very active in area, flying from bush to bush, vocalizing 
and bringing soft plant material to nest. Pair is very busily entering the inside and working on the outside with 
material. - FHoffman
03/13/2012 - The male and female were seen both bringing in soft nesting material to the nest. The male 
attempted to copulate with the female; however, she flew away to the nest to deposit her nesting material. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Male Bushtit patrolled the area for about 30 minutes and eventually returned to nest with large wad 
of nesting material. Female eventually appeared from the east and the pair hung around the nest but did not 
enter. Nest appeared to be in good condition after the storm event, and is almost complete. Pair spent the rest of 
the observation period foraging within 100 feet of nest. - VEurs
03/27/2012 - Observed one adult foraging around nest and bringing soft nesting material to nest. Second adult 
then flew out of nest and followed first adult away from nest to presumably forage/gather material. - AHill
04/07/2012 - Both adults observed bringing food to nest. - JPawlicki
04/12/2012 - Bushtits heard calling in vicinity, but no activity at nest, which appears to be in good condition. Nest 
presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 022212_lgan_01 EP184-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 38 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 2/22/2012 4/4/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest appears to be built to completion. A pair of Western Scrub Jays was observed near the nest, 
calling and behaving defensively while the avian biologist was standing approximately 10 feet from the nest. 
Biologist placed leaves inside the nest to determine whether it was active or not, and approximately 3 hours later, 
the leaves had been removed. - LGorman
02/27/2012 - Adult California Thrasher slipped off nest as avian biologist approached (at 20 feet). Nest contains 1 
egg. Species changed from Western Scrub Jay to California Thrasher. Snow expected tonight. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - No birds observed in area, but 2 warm turquoise-colored eggs in nest. - PKonrad
03/06/2012 - California Thrasher  incubating 2 eggs in nest. - VNovik
03/12/2012 - Adult incubating 2 eggs in nest. - VEurs
03/21/2012 - One thrasher hatchling observed; not certain if second egg was obscured. - FHoffman
03/28/2012 - Observed thrasher on nest, likely brooding. - VNovik
04/04/2012 - Nest in good condition with bowl lining intact, but no nestlings or fledglings were present and no 
adults were observed. Hard to determine outcome of this nest; odds are that the nestlings fledged, but it is 
difficult to substantiate this point, except that no dead nestlings or eggshells are present, no sign of predation or 
weather-related destruction can be seen, and the nest is in good condition - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 022212_mkhn_01 EP185-1-E-C Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 56 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/22/2012 4/4/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest was found on 2/21/2012 through systematic search. No California Thrashers observed within 
50 feet of nest. Nest is completely lined and immaculate - free of any dead leaves. A sprig of green leaves was 
placed in the bottom of nest cup on 2/21, and had been removed by 0700 on 2/22. - MKuehn
02/27/2012 - No adults detected. Nest empty and has not changed in appearance. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - No thrashers or other birds observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - No birds observed or vocal in area; could not find nest in described sugar bush. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Nest appears complete and undamaged with no activity observed around nest. No eggs in nest. - 
VEurs
03/15/2012 - Nest looks aged and flattened; unused; no sign of birds associated with this nest. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Nest remains flattened and unused with no birds in area. Changed status to inactive. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Nest remains flattened and now 4 leaves are filling the bowl; no bird was ever committed to this 
nest. - PKonrad

No
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CATH California Thrasher 022212_mkhn_02 EP186-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 60 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/22/2012 3/21/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest was found on 2/20/2012 through systematic search. No California Thrashers observed within 
50 feet of nest. Nest is completely lined and immaculate - free of any dead leaves. A sprig of green leaves was 
placed in the bottom of nest cup on 2/20, and had been removed by 0700 on 2/22. - MKuehn
02/27/2012 - Adult slipped off nest as biologist approached (at 10 feet) and returned to position in nest cup while 
biologist stood 4 feet away to check contents. Nest contains 1 egg. Snow in forecast tonight. - MKuehn
03/05/2012 - 3 warm turquoise eggs present in nest. No birds seen in vicinity. - LThoreson
03/06/2012 - Bird incubating 3 eggs in nest. - VNovik
03/12/2012 - The nest was first observed passively, but there was no conclusive evidence of nesting. The nest was 
then approached, and a bird flushed when the nest was approached, allowing the nest check. One very new 
nestling and 2 eggs were observed in the nest. Observer left quietly immediately after. - LThoreson
03/21/2012 - Nest and nest bowl intact but wet from recent snow; no sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings; no sign 
of predation or weather-related nest failure; no birds in area. - PKonrad

No

CATH California Thrasher 022212_vers_01 EP184-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 80 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/22/2012 3/21/2012 02/22/2012 - The nest was detected on 2/21/2012. It is completely lined, in immaculate condition and free of 
dead leaves. Green leaves were placed in the cup of the nest. The leaves had been removed by the time biologists 
checked the nest on the at 0700 on 2/22/2012. No adults were observed near the nest on 2/21/2012, but an adult 
was heard calling from approximately 30 feet away when the nest was checked on the morning of 2/22/2012. - 
VEurs
02/27/2012 - No eggs. Nest appearance same as before except presence of acorn shell with inside eaten in 
bottom of nest cup. Adult Scrub Jays heard calling 80 feet from nest. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - Nest looks good but no eggs or birds in area of nest; jays heard calling in area (as throughout broad 
region). - PKonrad
03/06/2012 - Nest appears intact. No activity observed at nest. - VNovik
03/12/2012 - Changed species to California Thrasher; 3 blue eggs in nest, but no bird on nest when biologist 
approached nest. A California Thrasher was heard singing about 25 feet away as nest was checked. - VEurs
03/21/2012 - No eggs and no young. No evidence of birds except 1 adult feather above nest. - FHoffman

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 022212_vnik_01 EP180-N Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 220 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 2/22/2012 3/15/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest appears clean and lacks leaves and appears to have fresh grass lining. Nest was observed for I 
hour.; no activity observed, - VNovik
02/27/2012 - Nest empty and no activity observed nearby from any birds. Lining is mussed and partially pulled 
out of nest bowl, indicating nest may not be actively maintained. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - Monitored nest for approximately 1 hour. No activity observed at the nest. - JPawlicki
03/01/2012 - Nest in good shape but no indication of recent use, and no jays or other birds observed in area. - 
PKonrad
03/15/2012 - No birds in area; nest lining has been pulled up; no sign of eggshells in nest or below it; nest looks 
abandoned. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - No change at nest; no birds in area. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 022312_phrd_02 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 150 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/23/2012 3/8/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair seen building nest. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears 80% complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears to have sustained some damage. Unclear if it will be repaired or abandoned, and will 
monitor again. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest was noted as being built by pair and never determined to be complete. Nest was noted as 
damaged by prior monitoring visit. No activity observed at nest while being observed for approximately 40 
minutes. Nest appears to be in disrepair and has lost most of the shape, more flat like than sock like. - VNovik

No

BUSH Bushtit 022312_phrd_03 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 40 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/23/2012 4/7/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair seen bringing lining to nest and appears 95% complete. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact and apparently complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest in good shape, and observed birds at nest. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - 3 visits to the nest during the 25-minute observation period. - ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Bushtit observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to 15 minutes due to occupation of 
Western Scrub-jays in immediate area. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest after 10 minute observation period. Bushtit later observed adding 
nesting material. Possibly repairing minor damage to bottom of nest caused by major storm event over the last 
two days. - RAbe
03/25/2012 - Buffer returned to 100 feet after a temporary reduction to 50 feet. Bushtits were not affected by 
reduction in buffer during wire stringing. - GHuffman
03/31/2012 - Male delivers nest lining material (feathers) to nest entrance, female receives from within but does 
not leave nest for 20 minute observation period. Presume nesting stage has progressed to incubating based on 
these observations. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 0710. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Observed Bushtit pair removing material from nest and transporting to another location in between 
CP55 tower and pullsite. Nest located and updated in pentab. Both nests more than likely built by same pair. 
Upon closer observation of nest, it was discovered that a quarter sized hole had been torn in the back of nest 
likely due to depredation. No eggs were present. Buffer signs removed. - GHuffman

No
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BUSH Bushtit 022312_rabe_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 90 90 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/23/2012 4/5/2012 02/23/2012 - Adults observed adding nest material to nest that is about 60 percent complete. The birds paid no 
attention to two biologists standing a few feet away. Nest exists in dense vegetation and is naturally buffered 
from visual and audible construction activities. - RAbe
02/29/2012 - Nest is large, well-decorated and approximately 85% complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact and appears complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest appears in good shape. Bushtit were heard in vicinity though not observed at nest. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 15 minute observation. Bushtits observed in vicinity of nest. - 
ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Female observed exiting nest, foraging, and re-entering nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to five minutes due to occupation of 
Western Scrub-jays in immediate area. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to 10 minutes due to occupation of 
Western Scrub-Jays in immediate area. Based on nesting chronology and average number off eggs laid by Bushtits, 
the nesting stage is now believed to be in the incubation state. Minor damage at bottom of nest is likely due to 
major storm event over last two days. - RAbe
03/29/2012 - BUSH heard calling near nest. Nest not approached due to WESJ in area. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest appears torn apart, most likely predated. No evidence that construction activities had any 
effect on this nest. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BLPH Black Phoebe 022312_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 18 100 100 100 Fledged 2/23/2012 5/18/2012 02/23/2012 - BLPH makes multiple trips to underside of trailer 1110 - 1116, clinging at nest site for a minute at a 
time while mate monitors from 15 feet. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - No BLPH nest building during 2 x 15 minute observations on cool showery day. BLPH detected well 
away from nest area. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - BLPH observed to fly under trailer near nest location briefly, but was never observed on the nest 
during 30 minutes of monitoring. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - HOFI pair making trips to this nest, BLPH staying away. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - BLPH carrying wet mud from AR to underside of trailer. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No BLPH detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - Black Phoebe observed visiting nest at 0804 and then perching nearby. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BLPH incubating 4 eggs with brief excursions off the nest. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BLPH making infrequent forays from nest on a rainy day. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - BLPH carrying food to nest at 0955. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BLPH pair feeding nest at 2-4 minute intervals, 0825. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Agitated BLPH carrying food near nest suggests young are close to fledging. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - Nest is empty. Fledglings observed away from nest. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 022312_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 22 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/23/2012 3/15/2012 02/23/2012 - ANHU female plucking down from nearby broom baccharis (Baccharis sarothroides) and packing 
into nest, is unconcerned by numerous non-stopping vehicles. Nest is under construction under dead leaf cluster 
on low branch of tamarisk (Tamarix parviflora) and is approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - ANHU lying on 1 egg. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - ANHU incubating. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - ANHU incubating at 1028. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Nest has been destroyed - apparently by predation - nest fragments nearby. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 022312_rrdd_03 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 22 100 100 100 Fledged 2/23/2012 4/26/2012 02/23/2012 - BUSH pair making numerous trips to repair old nest from 2011 (NID 6003222), climbing inside and 
making alterations. No material carry observed 1140 -1200. Nest modification activities conducted during passage 
of numerous non-stopping Project vehicles. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - BUSH are wary and activity at this nest is fitful and intermittent, but continues. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Pair of BUSH making numerous trips to nest with fine nesting material such as silk. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - BUSH pair gathering flowers of Baccharis sarothroides and packing into this nest. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Nest appears complete. Male BUSH approaches but does not enter. Potentially egg-laying. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest condition appears unchanged. BUSH secretive and quick to depart nest area. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Bird observed bringing plant down into nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - Bushtit makes brief visit to nest at 0729. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - BUSH pair carrying food items to nest on cold stormy morning. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair making trips to the nest with food items at 2-5 minute intervals. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BUSH noted nearby with fledglings and little activity at this nest, however 1 bird noted entering in 
early afternoon. Second clutch? - RRadd
05/02/2012 - BUSH removing material from this nest to new nest 70 feet south. - RRadd

Yes
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BUSH Bushtit 022312_sjon_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 50 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 2/23/2012 3/20/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair observed actively building a nest. Nest was approximately 5% complete. Pair was not affected 
by two biologists within 5 feet of nest. - SJohnston
02/29/2012 - Nest is approximately 5 inches long and 15% complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears intact and 75% complete, no BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Observed bird entering nest with material. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - The pair was observed bringing nesting material to the nest 4 times during the 15 minute 
observation. - ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Pair observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed adding nesting material to nest. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Nest has been destroyed. Likely due to major storm event over last two days. No Bushtits observed 
in area during 30 minute observation period. No eggs observed. - RAbe

No

BUSH Bushtit 022312_vnik_01 EP88-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - foundations 50 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 2/23/2012 3/20/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair of Bushtits actively building nest that appears 80% complete. - VNovik
03/02/2012 - Nest is in good condition and complete, but no Bushtits observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Nest is complete with clear entrance. Bushtits near nest initially and after nest check. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Nest has been predated, violently torn apart and exposing chamber with many small feathers, 
probably from chamber lining caught in branches surrounding nest. No sign of eggs or eggshells, and no Bushtits 
observed or heard in area. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 022412_phrd_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 10 100 100 100 Indeterminate 2/24/2012 4/17/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair seen building nest, appears 75% complete. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete. No BUSH detected at nest. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact but likely still under construction. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Adult male observed carrying item to nest. - MDicus
03/14/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete, but no BUSH detected during 30 minute observation period. - 
RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm. BUSH heard in the area, but were not observed at the nest during about 10 
minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - Pair carrying fluff to the nest on several trips; male becoming wary. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity during 8 minutes of passive observation. Observer left area immediately following arrival 
of 2 CORAs. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed from 0750 to 0820. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest appears intact and serviceable. No BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest is destroyed, presumed by predator, however it is uncertain if this nest ever received an egg. - 
RRadd

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 022412_phrd_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 80 100 95 95 Nest did not reach active stage 2/24/2012 3/24/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair seen building nest, appears 80% complete. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears damaged at bottom, but possibly weather-related. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears well tended and complete. No BUSH detected on cold afternoon. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - Nest appears full, round and complete. No BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Bottom of nest appears to have fallen out, perhaps due to recent storm. No BUSH nearby during 
approximate 15 minute observation period, but will assess status on next visit. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - Nest is destroyed, ripped apart at anchor points, consistent with storm damage. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 022412_rabe_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 60 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/24/2012 4/17/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair of adults observed adding new material to nest. Nest is approximately 60 percent complete. 
Birds added material with biologist standing within a few feet of nest. - RAbe
03/01/2012 - BUSH making occasional trips to nest which appears complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears complete and intact, no BUSH detected on cold day with rain pending. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - Nest appears large full and complete. No BUSH during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm. BUSH were heard in the area, but there was no activity at the nest in the 
approximate 10 minute observation period. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - BUSH carries fluff to nest, settled and remained. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Female observed leaving nest at 0847. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit at nest on 0824. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - BUSH male bringing food to nest at 5-15 minute intervals from 0830-0850 suggests hatched young. - 
RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest is open at the top and vacant. Presumed lost to predation. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 022412_vers_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 3 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/24/2012 3/6/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair detected carrying nesting material to shrub. They made numerous trips during the observation 
period and continued to build, despite the presence of several biologists at the nest, combined with a large truck 
passing by and a large helicopter flying directly overhead. - VEurs
03/01/2012 - Although a BUSH paused here briefly, no nest was found. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - No nest found at the described location. No nest could be found here despite repeated searches. 
Nest was apparently depredated, and the material is now gone. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 022512_ahll_06 EP35-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 50 100 70 70 Presumed Fledged 2/25/2012 4/20/2012 02/21/2012 - Bushtits observed carrying nesting material to a nest that is approximately 60% complete. - MDicus
02/24/2012 - Bushtit pair visiting nest, which is approximately 80% complete. - AHill
02/25/2012 - Both male and female Bushtits are bringing nesting material to nest actively. GPS point was logged 
incorrectly, actual distance from road to nest is 50 feet. No concurrence needed because nest condition and work 
activities have not changed since original concurrence. - AHill
03/05/2012 - Bushtit pair was observed bringing nest material, 95% complete. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Pair of Bushtits foraging to west of nest and periodically visiting nest site. Nest is large, well-built, 
and seemingly complete. Considerable loud road work being conducted along access road to 50 feet of nest, 
including 6 vehicles and associated personnel. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - Bushtit pair extremely active building nest. Both detected vocalizing, collecting, and adding downy 
plant material to nest. - FHoffman
03/13/2012 - The male was bringing in soft nesting material to the nest actively. The female popped out of the 
nest after a couple of male visits and flew off a few hundred feet away. (Given the low activity of the pair as a 
whole, there are probably eggs present in the nest and the female is incubating. Bushtits continue to bring soft 
lining material to nest up until the eggs hatch throughout incubation, and on average, they only spend 60% of 
their time incubating.) - AHill
03/20/2012 - Nest in good condition after storm event. Male brought soft material to nest. As male approached, 
female hopped out of nest. She re-entered after male. The male flew away from the nest, and the female 
eventually followed. - VEurs
03/27/2012 - Observed one adult foraging around nest, then another adult flew out of nest and joined other 
adult. Pair then went off to forage. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Adult visits nest with food at 0701. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Adult bringing food to nest at 0632. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1506. Nestlings heard begging. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - 2 adults bring food to nest at 0629. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Adult bringing food to nest at 0631. - HWinfrey
04/20/2012 - No activity observed at nest, no sign of predation. Bushtits actively foraging nearby did not 
approach nest during 30 minutes of observation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

AMKE American Kestrel 022512_bald_01 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 300 500 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 2/25/2012 4/30/2012 02/25/2012 - A male Kestrel was observed sitting on the topmost, northerly arm of a steel monopole for several 
minutes. A female flew in and landed on the middle arm, below him. After a few minutes, she entered the cavity 
created by the juncture of the monopole and the arm. She remained in the cavity for approximately 30 minutes. 
For the latter part of the observation, she was visible in the hole at the end of the arm. She eventually flew off, 
out of the biologists' view. The male remained on the upper arm during the entire observation and was still there 
when the biologists left the area. - BArnold
03/01/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute survey. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - No AMKE detected. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - AMKE departs adjacent lattice tower at 1138, presumed to be nest guarding. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - AMKE female atop adjacent lattice tower for duration of 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No AMKE observed from 0945 to 1000. HOFI pair observed carrying nesting material into top arm of 
monopole. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity at pole; no American Kestrels detected from 0905 to 0945. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - AMKE male observed mobbing RTHA from adjacent nest did not subsequently associate with any 
cavity during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - AMKE male defending site against adjacent RTHA, but no association with tower cavities. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Male AMKE brings 2 food items to female, the first an insect which she consumes, the second a 
kangaroo rat which she mostly consumes but carries the remainder elsewhere, away from this monopole. It 
appears this pair is nesting in a natural cavity elsewhere. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 022512_lton_05 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 5 100 100 100 Indeterminate 2/25/2012 5/1/2012 02/24/2012 - A female Bushtit was observed carrying nesting material around a shrub. She disappeared from view 
and upon reappearing, did not have nesting material. She then flew beyond the survey boundaries. Biologists 
waited in the area 25 minutes and the female reappeared, again with nesting material. She was tracked to a 
nearby shrub, where the nest was discovered. The nest is 10% complete and the pair continued to make trips back 
and forth as biologists worked in the area. - LThoreson
02/29/2012 - Nest appears 25% complete. BUSH sounded alarm calls and departed at observer approach. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact, no BUSH observed on cold morning. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Pair observed flying to nest, actively nest-building. - MDicus
03/14/2012 - BUSH departs nest at 1209, the returns briefly at 1214. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears to be intact after storm. BUSH at nest, but not with nesting material during about 10 
minutes of observation. Nest building is presumably still underway. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - Nest intact and full, but no BUSH detections during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 Bushtits observed adding fine materials to nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No Bushtit activity detected from 0830 to 0900. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - New BMPs have been installed 5 feet from nest. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
04/22/2012 - BUSH exits nest after 30 minutes of observation 0750. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No BUSH observed during 30-minute observation on cool rainy day. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Male BUSH visits the nest for 30 seconds but does not enter before departing. Egg laying or vacant? - 
RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest is torn below nest cup, presumed predated. New nest under construction outside the buffer. - 
RRadd

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 022512_rabe_01 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 10 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/25/2012 3/6/2012 02/25/2012 - Female observed adding nesting material multiple times. Nest is about 25 percent complete. 
Continued adding nest material with biologist standing two feet from nest. 100-foot ESA buffer staked-drive 
through access only. - RAbe
03/01/2012 - No ANHU or nest detected. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Neither the originating nor the monitoring biologist can locate a nest at the described location and 
no ANHU detected during multiple observations. Closed. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 022512_rrdd_02 CP26-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 24 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/25/2012 5/14/2012 02/25/2012 - BUSH pair carrying material to nest which appears substantially complete. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - BUSH continue to visit this outwardly complete nest. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - Complete nest in fine condition, no BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears sound and in fine condition following recent storms. No BUSH detected during 30 
minute observation. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - Adult flushed from nest when biologist approached within 20 feet, but returned and entered nest 
when the biologist backed off to 30 feet. Bird then remained in nest for over 5 minutes while its mate collected 
nesting material nearby. - MKuehn
03/30/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0630 to 0640 in foggy conditions. - HWinfrey
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0640 in foggy weather. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed from 0615 to 0645. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Both adults brought small insects to the nest. Sounds of nestlings coming from inside the nest. - 
VEurs
04/23/2012 - The male and female made 3 trips in total to the nest during 40 minutes of observation. The 
biologist could confirm the male carrying insects into the nest once. No nestlings were heard, but the cool, damp 
conditions may have been suppressing this behavior. The nest looks "stretched out," as though the weight of 
growing nestlings is causing the nest to sag. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - Observation period lasted from 0918 to 1026. After 15 minutes, the female emerged from the nest. 
She returned at 0940 and took a ceanothus leaf into the nest. She left again at 0956 and returned a short time 
later, taking an unidentified object inside. At this point, a few faint sounds of nestlings were heard. She again 
exited the nest about 15 minutes later and returned with fluffy nesting material. Each time, she made several 
approaches to the nest, calling quietly, would fly off a short distance and ultimately enter the nest.  Since this nest 
is reaching its anticipated fledge date, she may have been trying to "entice" the young into exiting the nest. When 
the biologist left the area, the female was still in the bulging nest. The male approached the nest once without 
entering. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - After 45 minutes of observation, the biologist suspects there are 3 adults associated with this nest. 
2 adults brought nesting material simultaneously and then flew off. The biologist watched the nest carefully and 
noticed movement of the nest shrub not attributable to wind. After about 20 more minutes, a Western Scrub-jay 
moved into the vicinity of the nest and began vocalizing. At this point an adult Bushtit bolted from the nest 
without vocalizing and perched silently until the jay left the area. The Bushtit returned to the nest where it 
remained until the jay returned. The same process was repeated. After the Bushtit returned to the nest, the other 
adults returned to the shrubs near the nest. It seems most likely that the "nestlings" identified on 15 April instead 
was a female within the nest laying eggs. She must have given begging vocalizations when the other adults 
brought food into the nest   VEurs
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WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 022612_bald_02 Gorka Gate Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 316 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 2/26/2012 3/22/2012 02/26/2012 - Nest appears in good shape, with recent lining. No bird activity associated with nest during 2 hour 
observation period on Saturday 25 February, nor during a 3.5 hour observation period on Sunday 26 February. 
Nest appears to be of size and shape of Western Scrub-Jay, but no Scrub-Jays observed in area either day. 
Distance to staked gate is 35 feet, plus the vertical differentiation, equals a total distance from gate of 38 feet. - 
BArnold
03/06/2012 - Nest is sound, intact, fresh in appearance and empty. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest in good shape. During avian surveys, no adults were detected. Nest may be abandoned. - 
FHoffman
03/14/2012 - Nest in great shape but no WESJ detected. Possibly weather-delayed. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - No changes observed at this clean intact lined nest. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - No Western Scrub-jays were observed in vicinity of nest for 4 hours by 3 avian biologists conducting 
general nesting bird survey. At end of 4-hour observation period nest was approached by avian biologists V. Novik 
and F. Hoffman to further ascertain status. Dried leaf material was observed inside the cup of the nest, which is 
indicative of a nest that is not being used or maintained. Nest was closed, buffer signs removed. - JDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 022612_mkhn_01 EP88-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - foundations 50 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 2/26/2012 3/13/2012 02/26/2012 - The nest is complete (and new), but no Bushtit activity was observed at the nest during the 5 hour 
survey period. - MKuehn
03/02/2012 - Probably due to 2 weather events this week (snow and rain), nest is weathered and thin enough to 
see through in places. No Bushtits observed or heard in area. Nest now considered inactive and will continue to 
monitor site to see if Bushtits improve nest. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Nest appears to have been predated; found nest lining on ground with a 2-inch diameter hole in 
upper part of nest chamber below entrance. No sign of eggs or eggshells, but nest had been rebuilt after 
weathering in previous rain and snow storms. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 022812_hwey_01 12kV Pole Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Other 140 100 30 30 Indeterminate 2/28/2012 4/24/2012 02/28/2012 - At 1030, two adult Bushtits were observed carrying material near CP76-1-GS-NF-13. Adults made 
three trips during five minutes of observation. The nest was located near the top of a mission manzanita. Data 
was collected using pentab, and 100-foot buffer was established with ESA signs on access paths. - HWinfrey
03/08/2012 - No nest or BUSH detected at or near the presumed location. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - BUSH pair constructing nest which appears 25% complete, at 1040. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults flew to nest with material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - BUSH pair attending nest, which appears 80% complete. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - BUSH observed entering nest at 1153. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - BUSH enters nest at 1200 and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH male visits nest briefly at 1630. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest has been opened at side of nest cup. Nest had time to fledge prior to depredation. - RRadd

N/A

LEOW Long-eared Owl 022812_lgan_02 GS-NF-24 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests OH - tower erection 210 500 200 200 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/28/2012 4/3/2012 02/28/2012 - A pair of Long-eared Owls was observed at the nest. One owl flew when approached from 
approximately 30 feet while the other owl remained on the nest for the duration of the nest survey, and appeared 
to be incubating. - LGorman
03/06/2012 - Adult Long-eared Owl standing on nest alerted to observer's presence but did not flush. No other 
adult owls in area but several other species of raptors. - FHoffman
03/07/2012 - Long-eared Owl incubating, positioned on south portion of nest. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Owl observed on nest. Appeared to be laying low in nest, likely incubating. - BArnold
03/14/2012 - Adult lying in nest did not stir when new buffer stakes were being hammered in 200 feet away near 
tower EP85. - JDicus
03/14/2012 - Adult Long-eared Owl is incubating in tree nest; another adult flew from tree immediately south of 
nest tree. - PKonrad
03/15/2012 - Owl lying low in nest did not move during installation save for a few turns of the head as evidenced 
by rotation of ear tufts just visible over rim of nest through spotting scope set up 110 feet away. - JDicus
03/20/2012 - Owl incubating/brooding low in nest did not flush from nest all day (715-1715). Male observed 
roosting nearby in adjacent live oak. All-terrain fork lift and crane were loudest equipment operating today, but 
did not visibly disturb owls. - JDicus
03/21/2012 - Nest checked 3 times during the day: once prior to work, once during work, and once after crews 
left. Owl on nest during all 3 visits, showed no indication of disturbance as a result of construction activity or 
presence of avian biologist. - BArnold
03/22/2012 - Owl on nest during early afternoon check. - BArnold
03/24/2012 - Owl observed on nest. - BArnold
03/28/2012 - Nest checked in morning prior to construction, again at midday and at end of day. Adult fairly high 
on nest but no nestlings visible. No observed agitation to work. - FHoffman
04/03/2012 - No adults in area and no signs of owlets. Adult was last observed at end of work on Friday. After two 
days of no work, on Monday, no adult was observed on nest or in vicinity. No activity was detected on Tuesday 
during work. Nest was observed for an extended period. An eggshell was found on ground. Nest was checked 
from an elevated point and no owlets or eggs were inside nest. - FHoffman
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BUSH Bushtit 022812_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 2/28/2012 5/2/2012 02/28/2012 - BUSH building nest are wary to close foot traffic, giving alarm calls and suspending activity, but 
ignores vehicle traffic. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - BUSH observed nest building. Nest is approximately 15% complete. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - Nest building continues 1027. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - BUSH pair continue to carry small items to nest which appears complete. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Nest appears complete, but BUSH pair continue to carry small items to interior. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Pair continue to make quiet visits, but no material carry observed. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Bird observed at nest. Single bird observed entering and leaving nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - 2 Bushtits observed at nest at 0705. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - BUSH enters nest briefly at 1338. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair bringing food items to nest at brief intervals. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BUSH pair continue to feed this nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No further activity at this location - presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 022912_jdus_01 EP256-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 5 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

2/29/2012 3/22/2012 02/29/2012 - Nest completely constructed and contains 1 egg.  Adult California Thrasher in shrub with nest; 
flushed when avian biologist approached within 25 feet. - JDicus
03/05/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; moved 2 feet off nest when avian biologist was still looking for nest 
in shrub. Returned to nest as soon as biologist backed away. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - A California Thrasher flew east from nest site as avian biologist approached; 1 egg could be seen in 
nest (undoubtedly more are present). - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - Nesting attempt has failed; no sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings; no adult thrashers in area. Nest 
flattened and nest bowl a bit messed up; potential predation, but hard to provide evidence of any cause of 
nesting failure. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 022912_lgan_15 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests OH - wire stringing 5 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/29/2012 4/26/2012 02/29/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed building a nest approximately 10 feet high in a coast live oak tree 
despite helicopters flying high overhead and to the south occasionally for work at other tower sites. These birds 
were observed gathering nest material from an old Bushtit nest in a different coast live oak tree approximately 60 
feet to the north. Photos were taken from the driveway facing north and northwest towards the nest. Nest 
approximately 90% complete. - LGorman
03/07/2012 - Bushtit pair observed carrying material to nearly 100% complete nest (making multiple trips) on 
access road to GS-NF-10. Pair were tolerant of observers standing within several feet of the nest but were wary 
when access gate was opened. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - Adults making multiple trips to nest while avian biologist staked new buffer signs. - MDicus
03/13/2012 - Nest appears intact and complete. No BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - Adult female observed leaving nest. No additional activity observed. - MDicus
03/23/2012 - BUSH male makes trips to nest around 1500. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - BUSH visits nest at 0940. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - BUSH enters nest at 0931. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Bushtit pair was observed making brief, infrequent trips (1 adult every 5-10 minutes) to nest. 
Neither adult was observed carrying nest material or food. In between nest visits, the pair was observed foraging 
together and copulating on 3 occasions. The only work activity that occurred within 5 feet of the nest was when 
the crane truck passed through the access gate. All other activities were outside the 50-foot buffer. - MDicus
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair making frequent trips to nest at short intervals and stitching decorations to exterior of 
nest from 1455-1510. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - Nest has been destroyed, presumed lost to severe weather circa 26 April. LEGO now removing 
remains. - RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 022912_lgan_16 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 200 100 20 20 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/29/2012 3/23/2012 02/29/2012 - A female Anna's Hummingbird was observed sitting on the nest despite helicopters flying high 
overhead and to the south occasionally for work at other tower sites. This bird was also observed gathering soft 
nest material, interacting with a male Anna's Hummingbird, and foraging on tree tobacco intermittently between 
periods of sitting on the nest. This female Anna's Hummingbird was most likely incubating eggs. Helicopters 
occasionally flying high overhead and to south. Female flushed when biologist stood observing from the edge of 
the driveway. - LGorman
03/07/2012 - The female was observed making multiple trips between the nest and a nearby nectar source 
(Nicotiana glauca) to the east, gathering spider silk on one occasion, and adding it to the nest, The female was 
observed laying on the nest for periods of 2 to15 minutes, and leaving the nest to nectar or gather spider silk, for 
up to 4 minutes at a time, and immediately returning to the nest. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - Female incubating, making trips to and from nest while avian biologist staked new buffer signs. - 
MDicus
03/13/2012 - ANHU incubating. - RRadd
03/23/2012 - Nest is intact and slightly tilted but empty. Few feces were detected around the rim cup, suggesting 
this nest was depredated prior to any young hatching. - RRadd
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BUSH Bushtit 022912_mdus_01 EP79 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands OH - tower erection 133 100 60 60 Indeterminate 2/29/2012 4/21/2012 02/29/2012 - Pair observed carrying material to nest that is virtually 100% complete. - MDicus
03/07/2012 - Nest complete, but no Bushtits approached nest during 30 minute observation period, possibly due 
to presence of a Cooper's Hawk. Heard Bushtits call only when Cooper's Hawk flew from nest area (along with 
other passerines). After 20 minutes, Cooper's Hawk flew in to perch in tree adjacent to nest tree (no alarm calls 
from birds). - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Nest looks good with entrance facing north. After 20 minutes, a Bushtit flew to nest, then flew to 
trees to northeast. May have brought more nest material, may have brought food for mate, or just visited nest 
without other interests. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Nest appears to still be in good shape, although a bit wet on outside. No Bushtits observed or heard 
during 20 minute period. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - A Bushtit entered nest for about a minute and left, although this could have been an exchange by 
incubating adults. Fair to consider this nest is in the incubating stage considering the nest history and this 
observation. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 - Bushtit entered nest for about a minute early during a 30 minute observation period; this is a similar 
observation to last week's. - PKonrad
04/13/2012 - BUSH pair scolding WESJ in territory, but >30 feet from nest when biologist arrived. Neither adult 
went to nest during 30 minute passive observation period that followed. Nest appears to be in perfect condition 
from the outside. - MKuehn
04/21/2012 - Nest has been damaged severely and is torn open on west side, with some nesting material on the 
ground below and was likely predated. A thorough search did not yield any eggshell fragments. Nest could have 
had nestlings or eggs, but likely one of the two based on previous observations and timing. No activity at nest in 
10 minutes of observation, though a pair of Bushtits was found building a nest 30 feet away. - MKuehn

N/A

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 022912_mdus_02 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Grasslands and Meadows Other 300 500 280 280 Nest did not reach active stage 2/29/2012 3/20/2012 02/29/2012 - Adult RTHA observed carrying nest material to center of live oak tree. Other adult seen flying to 
tree; pair also observed soaring in area. - MDicus
03/06/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk(s) making 4 flights to and from short tree during hour-long observation 
period, but did not visit large live oak. No nest is present in any of the 3 oak trees north of yard. Hawks are flying 
low, less than 80 feet throughout area with many helicopter flights in and out of yard. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - At 10:15, a pair of Red-tailed Hawks were perched together on lowest crossarm of power pole north 
of activity area. At 12:30, after 15 minutes of observation, 1 hawk flew in to perch on longer crossarm of same 
pole. Hawks appear unaffected by the many helicopter flights in and out of yard. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - An adult male Red-tailed Hawk flew in from south to perch in largest (lone) live oak tree (no nesting 
material). Flew to power pole, attempted a short unsuccessful hunting strike to the north, then returned to tree. 
Soon flew low over Bartlett Yard (even with a helicopter hovering overhead), and perched next to female on top 
of lone live oak 300 feet west of yard; male soon soared to the southwest. This pair is very active in area, but at 
this time they still appear to be territorial only. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - No hawks observed during the initial 20-minute observation period. Later, during return trip, 2 adult 
Red-tailed Hawks are perched on usual pole north of 3 trees. Female dove north on hunting strike and returned to 
lower crossarm of pole without prey. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk hunting in field west of yard, then perched on pole northwest of yard (north of 
access road to west). No nest initiated to date - closed. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 022912_rqey_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 30 100 40 40 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/29/2012 4/23/2012 02/29/2012 - BUSH pair observed consistently bringing material to newly constructed nest during 30 minute 
observation. Nest is approximately 10% complete. Pair flushed when a truck was started about 30 feet away, so 
40-foot buffer was established. Drive-thru access prohibited due to proximity of nest to road. Alternate routes to 
construction sites exist and can be used to avoid entering buffer. BMP maintenance crews should limit work 
within buffer to extent feasible. - RQuilley
03/07/2012 - Nest building. Nest approximately 70% complete. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - Nest is substantial and well-decorated, approximately 70% complete. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - BUSH continued to build on this 85% complete nest at 1511. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears intact after storm. Looks nearly complete. No BUSH activity near nest in 10 minutes of 
observation. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - BUSH male visits nest on two occasions without entering and departs alone. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Male enters nest with food at 0838, exits shortly after. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female leaves nest at 0753. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Male and female make repeated trips to the nest with very small food items. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Nest has been predated. A huge hole exists near the bottom. The Bushtit pair are rebuilding. A 
Phainopepla was seen taking material from the nest. - LThoreson
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CATH California Thrasher 030112_jpki_01 EP181 Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 100 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/1/2012 3/6/2012 03/01/2012 - While viewing a singing male thrasher on top of a shrub 30 feet to southwest, another (presumably 
female) thrasher was observed and heard on the ground underneath the shrub behind the observer that was 
subsequently found to contain a nest. After 8 minutes of observation of the singing thrasher, another thrasher 
was again heard calling from the same shrub after which the observer searched the shrub and discovered the 
partially built nest. Nest structure was loose and lacking finer material toward the center, but had a distinct inner 
bowl shape. Nest may possibly be old, but thrasher presence around the shrub suggests active building. A fresh 
green sugar bush leaf was placed upside down in the nest and should be checked on future dates for removal by 
birds if nest is indeed active. - JPawlicki
03/02/2012 - Nest checked at 1215 for presence/absence of leaf and for additional activity.  Fresh green sugar 
bush leaf was still present in nest and nest condition appeared same as previous day, while no thrashers were 
observed or heard in vicinity of nest shrub. Nest should be checked within 1 week to determine whether it 
potentially remains active. - JPawlicki
03/06/2012 - Nest remains partially built with sugar bush leaf still present in nest; no other activity observed in 
vicinity. Nest closed. - JPawlicki

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 030112_kats_01 Alpine HQ Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 80 500 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/1/2012 5/19/2012 03/01/2012 - A pair of Red-tailed Hawks has been consistently seen in this area for many months, and new greens 
have been observed on the nest in recent weeks. Today, one hawk seen carrying fresh eucalyptus greens to the 
nest and placing it in the nest, before flying off to the eucalyptus trees about 200 feet west, and calling from that 
tree. This nest had been recorded at this location since at least 2009, but had never been occupied over the 
duration of Sunrise Powerlink construction activities, until now. - KAlberts
03/14/2012 - New green eucalyptus leaves have been added since the previous observation, but no hawks are 
currently occupying the nest on a regular basis. - KAlberts
03/20/2012 - Nest in good condition after storm event, but no hawks seen in vicinity. - VEurs
03/28/2012 - No new activity observed at nest, although pair remains in area and is seen regularly every day. - 
KAlberts
04/03/2012 - No new activity observed. - KAlberts
04/11/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit by avian biologist K. Weber. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - No activity at nest from 1215 to 1315. AMCR observed perching 10 feet from nest. RTHA soaring 
500 feet away. - HWinfrey
04/25/2012 - No activity at nest. RTHA perched on utility pole in Alpine HQ parking lot and flying within 100 feet 
of nest. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - No activity observed at nest, no raptors observed in area from 1236 to 1306. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - No activity observed from 1247 to 1317. RTHA observed soaring 300 feet from nest. - HWinfrey
05/19/2012 - No activity observed from 0815 to 0845. Nest is unlikely to become active during this breeding 
season. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

CATH California Thrasher 030112_lton_01 EP178-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 63 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/1/2012 5/2/2012 03/01/2012 - No activity observed near nest. - LThoreson
03/06/2012 - 2 biologists watched nest for 45 minutes. No birds seen going to nest, but heard WESJ and CATH in 
vicinity. Nest is still in good shape and appears as though material has been added to nest. - LThoreson
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest looks intact and completely lined. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - Nest looks a bit aged; unused; only jays apparent in area, but not obviously associated with nest. - 
PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Nest bowl wet from melted snow; nest continues to be unused; no birds in area. Changed status to 
inactive. - PKonrad
03/28/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; it stayed on the nest when avian biologist checked nest from 7 feet 
away on west side. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Thrasher slipped off nest as avian biologist approached; 2 speckled light-turquoise-colored eggs in 
nest bowl. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - California Thrasher still incubating clutch of eggs. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Nest contains 2 large brown downy nestlings that are hungrily aggressive, stretching their necks high 
with mouths wide open to receive food (eyes still closed). No adult California Thrashers observed during quick 
nest check. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - No adults observed during very brief nest check because 2 large mostly feathered nestlings are 
present, 1 in the nest and 1 in branch of bush 2 feet from nest. It appears nestlings are on the verge of fledging 
and leaving the nest area. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - As expected, the nest is empty and the nestlings probably fledged late-week (Wednesday to Friday) 
a week ago, considering 1 fledgling was already out of the nest when the nest was monitored a week ago. The 
nest is in good shape and no fledglings or adults were observed in the area - closed. - PKonrad
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CATH California Thrasher 030112_lton_12 McCain Valley CY Construction Yards Chaparrals Traffic 70 100 70 70 Nest did not reach active stage 3/1/2012 3/28/2012 03/01/2012 - Clean nest was located, and observed for 30 minutes, but no avian activity was observed. - 
LThoreson
03/06/2012 - Bulky twig base indicates nest is not Spotted Towhee nest. Changed to California Thrasher based on 
appearance. California Thrashers and Western Scrub-Jays in area but not seen within 100 feet of nest. Nest is only 
partially lined with bark strips and possibly from last season because leaves on sugar bush are mostly dead (little 
foliar cover). Nest buffer distance changed to 100 feet, with drive-through traffic permitted. A nest buffer 
reduction to 70 feet is being submitted to permit work to occur within McCain Valley Yard. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. New nesting material has been added over green leaf 
placed in nest on 3/6/12. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - Nest appears old and unused; nest bowl has 1 brown leaf, 1 green leaf, and a prickly twig in it, 
indicating no recent use; no birds near nest. Changed status to inactive. - PKonrad
03/28/2012 - Unused older nest unchanged with leaves and stick in weathered nest; no birds in area, nor have 
any birds been seen associated with this nest - closed. - PKonrad

No

CATH California Thrasher 030112_lton_13 EP177-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 65 100 100 65 Nest did not reach active stage 3/1/2012 3/24/2012 03/01/2012 - Near complete nest. Biologist observed nest for approximately 30 minutes. No activity observed at 
nest. - LThoreson
03/06/2012 - Bulky twig base indicates nest is not Spotted Towhee nest: Changed to California Thrasher nest 
based on appearance and presence of 2 singing males in area. Nest is mostly lined, but lining is slightly mussed. 
No birds detected within 30 feet of nest. Nest buffer distance changed to 100 feet, with drive-through traffic 
permitted. A nest buffer reduction to 90 feet is being submitted to permit work to occur within the tower pad 
parking area. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest looks intact and completely lined. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - No apparent change to nest; no birds near nest. - PKonrad
03/24/2012 - No activity at nest. Leaves were present in this nest, indicating non-usage and lack of maintenance. 
Nest did not reach active stage for unknown reasons. - FHoffman

No

BUSH Bushtit 030112_rabe_01 CP56-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Other 15 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

3/1/2012 4/13/2012 03/01/2012 - Adult of unknown sex observed exiting nest. Two males and one female observed at nest location 
during 20 minute observation period. Nest appears to be complete. 100-foot buffer staked. - RAbe
03/06/2012 - Nest sound and intact with BUSH briefly attending 1550. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest appears in good shape. No Bushtit observed at nest though active in vicinity. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 15 minute observation. Bushtits observed in vicinity of nest. - 
ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Pair observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Pair observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to five minutes due to occupation of 
Western Scrub-Jays in immediate area. No apparent damage to nest from major storm event over last two days. - 
RAbe
03/29/2012 - Female observed leaving nest, then returning within 2 minutes. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0700. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest has been predated - as evidenced by hole at cup. Construction crew has used this site as a 
toilet (evidence of multiple visits is strewn about within 15 feet of nest). It cannot be determined if human activity 
drew predators to this location. - RRadd

No

MODO Mourning Dove 030212_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 120 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/2/2012 4/13/2012 03/02/2012 - Adult lying on nest with two eggs. This nest is located nine feet east of recently fledged nest, and is 
likely the second brood of the same pair. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - Adult on nest still with two eggs. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nests, but was unable to gain access to substation. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is degraded and with lots of scat, indicative of a successfully fledged nest. - BArnold

Yes

AMKE American Kestrel 030212_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/2/2012 TBD 03/02/2012 - Two adults observed entering lowest arm on northeastern side of steel monopole. They emerged 
after a few minutes and perched on nearby wires. Male previously observed with food as he entered adjacent 
monopole (within the substation), but no further activity was observed at that pole. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - American Kestrels observed at pole during California Gnatcatcher survey. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - No work occurred within substation. During the 45 minutes spent observing the AMKE nest location 
from outside the substation, the female AMKE was observed entering the hole at the end of the crossarm several 
times. The female was not seen with prey items or nesting material. The male AMKE was seen perched on the 
monopole with the nest, as well as perching on wires within the vicinity of the nest location. - EStrods
04/13/2012 - No AMKE activity observed during survey period. - BArnold
04/17/2012 - Adult male observed perched on top of pole. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - No AMKE activity observed today. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - No activity observed during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - No AMKE observed during substation sweep. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - No AMKE observed. - BArnold

TBD
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BUSH Bushtit 030212_ghan_01 CP7-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 3 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/2/2012 4/1/2012 03/02/2012 - Bio monitor Garrett Huffman observed pair making multiple trips to nest with nesting material from 
1130 to 1145 while bio monitoring with Trisha Di Paola. Nest appears to be 70% complete. This pair is wary of 
foot traffic - ceasing nesting activity @ 20-30 feet. - GHuffman
03/05/2012 - BUSH bringing material to nest. This pair is wary of foot traffic, temporarily ceasing nest-building 
activity at 30 feet today. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - 0950 to 1030: Pair observed carrying nesting material to nest. Pair vacated when vehicle 
approached nest on access road. Pair returned to nest-building activities after 40 minutes. Nest appears to be 
nearly completed, and pair tolerated human presence up to 15 feet today. - GHuffman
03/12/2012 - BUSH pair carrying items to nest which appears 90% complete. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears intact following recent storms, but no BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/26/2012 - Nest looks fine. Pair (second pair, not associated with other nest) in area foraging and vocalizing 
around nest. Looked for a new nest but none found. One adult had plant material in mouth but threw it down 
before bringing it to any nest location. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity at nest which appears sodden. Close examination reveals no recent maintenance on 
nest. Evidence over past 3 weeks indicates that this nesting attempt has been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 030212_ghan_02 CP6-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 70 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/2/2012 3/26/2012 03/02/2012 - Observations made by bio monitor Trisha Di Paola. Bushtits observed bringing nesting material to 
nest multiple times from 0800 to 0830. Nest is nearly complete.  Bushtits appeared unaffected by helicopter 
operations. However, nest building activity halted when observers were detected at 50 feet. - GHuffman
03/05/2012 - Nest building continues, but was halted when observers were detected at 50 feet. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - Male BUSH enters nest and stays for 5 minutes. Nest appears too small to be complete. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears intact following recent storms, but no BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. 
Nest still looks small. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - Nest was found no longer intact with the majority on the ground, appearing to have suffered from 
recent storm damage. Observer found a second nearly complete nest in Salvia mellifera, which is over 100 feet 
from the line or any project feature. A pair was active at that nest, and this may or may not be the same pair. - 
FHoffman

No

BUSH Bushtit 030212_ghan_03 CP7-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 8 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/2/2012 4/19/2012 03/02/2012 - Nest observed by bio monitor Trisha Dipaola. Bushtits observed carrying nesting material to nest 
from 1200 to 1220. Birds flushed from nest with human presence within 15 to 20 feet. Nest appears to be 50% 
complete. - GHuffman
03/05/2012 - BUSH pair ferrying material to nest. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - 0850 - 0920 : Pair observed bringing nesting material to nest on multiple occasions. Pair tolerated 
human presence up to 15 feet away. 0930: Pair left nest area when vehicle driving on access road, but returned in 
less than one minute to resume nest-building activities. - GHuffman
03/12/2012 - BUSH carries large piece of fluffy material to nest at 0845. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears intact following recent storms, but no BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/26/2012 - Nest appears a little soggy after the rain, but the pair was actively building with soft pappus. 
Repeated trips occurring. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0940 to 0955. Nest in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest appears in good condition with a neat maintained entrance, but the cup area is less than 
rotund. No BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Upon locating the nest, the biologist noted the entrance appeared to have some damage. After 
watching the nest for 30 minutes with no activity, the biologist approached within 3 feet of the nest. This elicited 
no response, so the biologist examined the nest. A large hole in the bottom of the nest cup indicates this nest was 
predated, and some material was on the ground below the nest. Nest closed. Nesting chronology suggests eggs 
may have been present, but this cannot be confirmed, therefore the outcome is indeterminate. - VEurs

N/A

CATH California Thrasher 030212_jpki_01 EP181-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 61 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/2/2012 3/21/2012 03/02/2012 - Stick nest in excellent condition with well defined bowl and fresh lining of fine redshank bark. All 
biologists were in agreement that nest condition was appropriate for recently built (less than 2 weeks) nest that 
has a high probability of becoming active. A fresh green sugar bush leaf was placed in nest and will be checked on 
future dates for removal by birds if nest is active. Nest was appropriate in size, shape, and composition for 
California Thrasher, and a thrasher was heard in vicinity. - JPawlicki
03/06/2012 - No eggs present in nest although nest remains in excellent condition. Sugar bush leaf was removed 
from nest indicating that nest is recently built and remains active. - JPawlicki
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest looks intact and completely lined. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - Nest in good shape but unused; no birds detected in area. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Nest is in disrepair and flattened; nest looks very weathered by recent snowfall and many brown 
leaves are flattened on top of nest; bowl indiscernible; no birds in area - closed. - PKonrad

No
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COHA Cooper's Hawk 030212_rrdd_01 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/2/2012 TBD 03/02/2012 - COHA very active 0715, flying to nearby oaks to break off twigs and carry to nest in bill. Much calling 
and whistling back and forth between members of the pair. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - COHA female breaking sycamore twigs and carrying in feet to nest while male watches from 100 
feet. Traffic on El Monte Road does not affect nest building, but activity was briefly suspended while SRPL 
personnel used gate, and resumed 10 minutes after gate traffic ceased. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - COHA flies to nest as water-truck operator opens access gate at 0717. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - No COHA detected during 20 minute late afternoon observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Avian biologist R. Abe reports observing female on nest with male hunting nearby on 03/28/12. - 
HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no Cooper's Hawks detected in area. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - COHA female lying in nest during light rain at 1200. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - COHA female standing on nest preening at 1431. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - COHA female on nest at 1700. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Female on nest at 0703 does not flush. Male in dispute with AMCR pair that occupy old COHA nest 
area. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - Adult female COHA on nest at 1725 does not depart. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Adult male standing at nest at 0828. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Food drop at nest at 0854; adult male departs immediately. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 030212_rrdd_02 El Monte CY Construction Yards Riparian Forests and Woodlands Grading 250 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/2/2012 4/25/2012 03/02/2012 - BUSH pair constructing new nest - approximately 5% complete. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Observed BUSH building nest. Nest is approximately 15 percent complete. - SJohnston
03/16/2012 - BUSH male enters nest briefly at 0848. Pair copulating adjacent to nest at 0850. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Unable to locate nest. BUSH pair in area but only observed foraging for 15 minutes. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - BUSH making nest visit at 1432. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 1330 to 1340. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No Bushtits detected near nest. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Quiet solo BUSH in nest vicinity did not enter nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BUSH detected at this nest during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - No activity observed for several weeks and new nest constructed 50 feet west. - RRadd

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 030312_rrdd_01 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 17 100 70 70 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/3/2012 5/5/2012 03/03/2012 - BUSH pair constructing nest approximately 5% complete. On approach to record GPS location, birds 
scolded for several minutes and then left and did not return. A drive-through buffer of 70 feet will admit vehicular 
passage, but keep work away from line of sight to nest. - RRadd
03/09/2012 - BUSH carrying spider silk to nest, approximately 60% complete. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - BUSH pair continue to build nest at 1238. Nest appears 60% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults entered nest carrying nesting material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Bush pair collecting Populus "cotton" and ferrying to nest. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 10 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Pair of bushtits foraging within 50 feet of nest, which appears to be in 
good condition. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH carries food to nest at 1536 and 1542. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest looks weathered and no BUSH detected during 2 x 20-minute observations. Difficult to monitor 
due to COHA nest directly above. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest has fallen apart, presumed predated. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 030412_bald_01 EP99-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 50 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/4/2012 3/20/2012 03/04/2012 - Bushtit activity in area led to observations of Bushtits working on complete nest - working on the 
top portion of the nest. Bushtits were observed entering the nest while 2 avian biologists were standing 4 feet 
away discussing nest. - BArnold
03/07/2012 - No activity during brief 15-minute afternoon observation period. - BArnold
03/20/2012 - Bushtit nest torn open at 'neck' of nest as though pulled on from below, or possibly by the weight of 
heavy snow accumulated on nest in high wind during weekend storm. No sign of eggs, eggshells, or Bushtits. - 
PKonrad

N/A

BEWR Bewick's Wren 030412_jpki_01 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/4/2012 4/23/2012 03/04/2012 - Adult observed bringing both coarse and finer material to nest on over a dozen occasions 
throughout survey period; usually approached from slope to left of nest. - JPawlicki
03/14/2012 - BEWR singing nearby did not approach any cavity during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - BEWR heard singing and calling nearby, but no activity seen at the cavity in about 15 minutes of 
observation. - IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - No BEWR detected during 2 x 15 minute observations. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed, and no BEWR detected from 0710 to 0720. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - BEWR flies to nest cavity at 1033, departs a few seconds later, and is apparently feeding nestlings. - 
HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No BEWR detections during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BEWR detections at or near this location during 2 x 20-minute observations. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No BEWR detections during 30-minute observation. No BEWR have been detected at this location 
since the first observation. Possibly an alternate nest or an exploration during nest selection process. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 030412_jpki_02 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 25 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/4/2012 5/8/2012 03/04/2012 - Adults observed bringing material to near complete nest on more than 3 occasions. - JPawlicki
03/14/2012 - 2 BUSH carrying fluff balls to nest at 0849. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - The bottom of the nest appears malformed, and observer is unsure if this is due to recent storm or 
the nest not being completed.  BUSH in area but not observed at nest during about 10 minutes of observation. 
Assumed nest building is still taking place, and will leave status as Active, unless next monitoring visit suggests 
otherwise. - IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - BUSH nearby did not interact with this nest, which appears to be in serviceable condition. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 0710 to 0720. Nest in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed from 1025 to 1100. Nest continues to appear well maintained. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No activity observed during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BUSH detected during 2 x 30-minute observations. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No detections during 30 minute observation, but nest appears sound and intact. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Nest is sound, intact and tidy. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Nest remains in excellent condition but has been unoccupied since completion for unknown 
reasons. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 030412_mkhn_01 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 35 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/4/2012 4/23/2012 03/04/2012 - Adults bringing material to nest and entering opening with it. Likely lining nest cup. Nest appears 
complete from outside. Established a 100-foot buffer. - MKuehn
03/14/2012 - BUSH male near nest, did not enter during observation period. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - If nest was complete, then there may have been some storm damage. The bottom appears open. 
BUSH in area but did not visit nest in about 20 minutes of observation. Will continue to monitor for potential 
change in status. - IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - Nest appears serviceable, BUSH nearby did not enter nest during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 0650 to 0705. Nest in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed from 0950 to 1020. Lack of activity over past 3 weeks indicates that this nesting 
attempt may have been abandoned. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Male BUSH carrying food to nest at 1156 and 1203. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nest appears predated - torn open at nest cup from side. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 030512_bald_01 TL 6924 - 171694 69kV Structure Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 63 100 60 60 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/5/2012 4/27/2012 03/05/2012 - Adults observed bringing nest material and building nest estimated to be about 80 percent 
complete. - BArnold
03/07/2012 - No activity observed during brief observation period from the access road on 6 March, nor during 
20 minute period 7 March. Nest does not look complete. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - Nest appears complete, BUSH pair foraging together away from nest at 1622. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - No Bushtits observed during brief 10 minute morning observation period from access road. - 
BArnold
03/19/2012 - Nest appears to have weathered recent storms intact. No BUSH detected during 20 minute 
observation under cool and wet conditions. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - Only one Bushtit was ever observed around the nest at a time. It is presumed that the other was in 
the nest. The Bushtit was observed near the nest several times in about an hour of observation. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Adult male observed emerging from nest and foraging nearby. 15 minutes later, the female was 
observed carrying bits of fluff to the nest. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - After 30 minutes of observation, both adults approached nest, but foliage obscured the view of the 
birds' activity. Each spent about 30 seconds at the nest before flying away. About 10 minutes later, an adult 
returned to the nest and left carrying a fecal sac. - VEurs
04/17/2012 - The male was seen carrying a large billfull of fluffy nesting material. The female exited the nest 
when he brought the material inside, and then they both flew off to the south. The female returned about 25 
minutes later with a billfull of food. She entered the nest and remained there for the rest of the observation 
period (about 10 more minutes). - VEurs
04/25/2012 - About 5 minutes after the start of observations, the male exited the nest. He returned about 8 
minutes later and did not appear to be carrying food. He swapped places with the female, who spent the next 15 
minutes foraging on the surrounding hillside. When she returned and entered the nest, nestlings could be heard 
vocalizing. The male again exited the nest and resumed foraging in the area. It is likely these young will fledge in 
the next few days. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - The biologist decided to check the nest because the anticipated fledge date was imminent. Upon 
approaching the nest, it was obvious the nest had been predated. It was completely ripped apart, lying 
horizontally in the nest shrub as opposed to vertically. The biologist remained in the area for about an hour, 
hoping for signs of surviving fledglings. Though numerous Bushtits were detected, none exhibited the loud 
begging and following behaviors typical of recently-fledged Bushtits. No Bushtit was observed feeding another 
despite extensive foraging activity. This nest with young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No
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AMKE American Kestrel 030512_bald_02 TL 6924 - 171691 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/5/2012 TBD 03/05/2012 - Nest in upper western arm of Pole 171691 located along existing dirt access road. Kestrel pair seen 
perching on tower, entering arm together, and exhibiting agitated behavior. Kestrel activity at this monopole was 
extensive during 5 hour survey period, whereas very little kestrel activity, consisting of a single bird perching for a 
few minutes, was noted at Pole 171694 with the previously recorded AMKE nest. - BArnold
03/07/2012 - No activity at this nest during 5 hour survey in general area as well as one hour focused observation 
period on 6 March, nor during brief observation period on 7 March. AMKE in area, interacting with RTHA on 6 
March. - BArnold
03/15/2012 - Biomonitor P. Hord reports AMKE entering cavity at 0750. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation under cool and wet conditions. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - No AMKE activity was observed at this cavity in approximately 2 hours of observation. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Adult male Kestrel observed hunting and perching on nearby wire, returning to perch on the nest 
pole multiple times throughout the 1.5-hour observation period. Male entered upper cavity once. Female was not 
observed. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - During 75 minute observation period, the male spent the majority of the time perched atop the 
pole. He left the top a half-dozen times to chase/mob an RTHA soaring nearby. At 0945, vocalizations were heard 
in the nest cavity and the male hopped down to peer within. He also briefly entered the adjacent cavity and the 
second arm from the top on the eastern side. Toward the end of observations, the male flew off and ultimately 
returned with a lizard that he left on the top of the pole. At this point, he also interacted with the AMKE pair from 
the nest to the north. No female ever observed. - VEurs
04/17/2012 - The male perched on various places on the monopole throughout the 45 minute observation 
period. He occasionally left the pole to fly around for brief periods. The female was never seen. As the biologist 
was driving through the buffer with the windows down, the sounds of nestlings could be heard emanating from 
the cavity. - VEurs
04/25/2012 - The observation period lasted from 0820 to 0935. The kestrel pair was visible for most of this time. 
They perched on various places on the monopole, and the male perched briefly on the wire. The pair copulated 
twice during the observation period. The male flew off and returned soon after with a small prey item. While he 
was away, the female entered the nest cavity. When the male returned, he perched on the edge of the cavity and 
the female began vocalizing, as though begging. However, the male moved to the top of the pole, where he 
consumed the prey. The pair entered the nest cavity of European Starlings in the same pole, but were driven out 
by the starlings. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - The male kestrel arrived at the pole with a lizard after 50 minutes. As he was about to land atop the 
pole, a jogger passed underneath, which caused him to fly off to the west. He soon returned and perched on a 
rung and called out a few times. Receiving no response, he flew to the east and consumed the lizard. He returned 
to the pole and again gave some calls without getting any response  He flew to the monopole to the north  where 

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030512_imll_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Woodlands and Forests BMP installation/maintenance 17 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/5/2012 3/29/2012 03/05/2012 - Female observed making multiple trips to nest with material from 1000-1100 while BMP crew was 
lowering dirt level of the road shoulder approximately 25 feet from the nest. Crew was using shovels, rakes, and 
loading dirt into a back-hoe. No behavioral response to this work was observed. Pickup trucks and equipment 
passing along the road appear to have no impact either. Nest appears approximately 10% complete. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Female on nest and making periodic trips to the surrounding habitat to gather nesting material. 
Observed adding lichen decorations to nest. No alterations of nesting behavior was observed due to traffic 
occurring 17 feet from the nest. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - ANHU observed incubating. - SJohnston
03/29/2012 - A small fragment of the nest was observed attached to the branch, otherwise the nest and its 
contents were gone. All indications are that this was due to predation, with no evidence of any effects from 
construction activities. - HWinfrey

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 030512_imll_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 20 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/5/2012 4/13/2012 03/05/2012 - Pair of Lesser Goldfinches observed adding material to a new nest approximately 5-10% complete. 
Female made frequent trips to nest while observer stood on roadway and directly below nest. The birds did not 
appear affected by traffic passing by at 20 feet or by the conversation at the edge of the roadway. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Female LEGO arrives at nest and remains present for approximately 10-15 minutes. During this time, 
she is observed shifting within the nest, possibly shaping it or more likely, egg-laying. The nest appears in good 
condition and complete. Female present on nest while traffic passed by at 20 feet with no alteration in behavior 
observed. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - No activity during 20 minutes of observation. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female LEGO brings food to nest and perches near it, putting its head down into nest cup at 1048. - 
HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Nest is torn up as though material has been removed (depredated). 
Nest closed. Unknown whether nest fledged or was depredated. - JDicus

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 040512_vnik_01 EP82 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 85 100 85 85 Indeterminate 4/5/2012 4/29/2012 04/05/2012 - Pair bringing nesting material to nest. Nest appears to have suffered damage, possibly from jays; 
large chunk torn out. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - Nest passively observed for 30 minutes. No activity at nest but BUSH observed foraging within 20 
feet of nest. - MKuehn
04/19/2012 - Observed pair near nest. One Bushtit entered nest. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - Nest has been usurped by a mouse. After 30 minutes of passive observation with no BUSH activity 
at or near nest, the nest was inspected and found to have a small hole in the bottom, on the south side. When 
probed with a finger, a mouse emerged out of the top (entrance) of the nest. Unknown whether nest ever 
contained eggs, and no eggshells could be found on the ground below nest. - MKuehn

N/A
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BUSH Bushtit 040612_ahll_01 EP24-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 10 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 4/27/2012 04/06/2012 - One adult was seen flying to adult several times, singing and calling, then quickly leaving nest. No 
material was seen being carried.  On one visit, a bird emerged from the nest, and the pair flew off together to 
presumably forage. Nest is complete and appears weathered, implying that the birds have been at this nest for 
some time. - AHill
04/13/2012 - Adult visits nest at 0708. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - 2 adults bringing food to nest at 0858. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - No activity observed from 0740 to 0820. Nest is in good condition with no sign of predation. Nest 
presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040612_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - Nest appears to be complete. Pair was seen flying around nest and perching within a couple of feet 
and singing. - AHill
04/12/2012 - Observed 4 eggs in nest, and observed House Finches nearby singing. Did not directly observe 
female going to nest. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Observed female incubating and saw her fly off nest. Nest contains 5 eggs. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Female was on nest brooding, then flew off. Avian biologist was able to check the nest and observed 
2 eggs and 3 small hatchlings, probably 1-2 days old. - AHill
05/02/2012 - Observed female leave nest on own accord. Nest contains at least 2 nestlings and 1 unfertilized egg. - 
AHill
05/05/2012 - Adult visits nest at 0815. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Nest contains at least 2 nestlings, but did not observe adults enter nest over hour period. Observed 
male singing 2 feet from nest frequently and female calling. Male was seen feeding female. Nestlings should 
fledge anytime. - AHill
05/14/2012 - Nestlings have fledged. Pair is renesting over old nest, built fresh material over old nest. - AHill
05/23/2012 - Five eggs in nest, female incubating. - AHill
05/30/2012 - Female seen flying to nest with male and staying on nest for 20 minutes before flying off to go 
presumably forage. - AHill

TBD

BANO Barn Owl 040612_bald_01 69kV-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - Eggshell fragments discovered underneath steel monopole, which fledged BANO in 2011. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - No activity observed from 0835 to 0850. However, there is a BANO feather and numerous pellets 
and rodent bones at the base of the monopole, as well as significant amounts of whitewash. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Pre-fledgling Barn Owl found dead in northwestern portion of Sycamore Substation. No indication 
of cause of death. This pre-fledgling owl may have come out of the nest in the steel monopole just outside the 
northwest corner of the fenced substation as a result of the very heavy winds and rain last night. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - No activity or new sign observed. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - On 28 April 2012, a fully developed and feathered juvenile Barn Owl was found in the moat for 
Transformer Bank 71 with just a few downy feather remnants. This owl was laying on its side, alive but dying from 
some unknown cause. There was no sign of trauma or injury. The owl was removed from the substation and 
placed at the base of the nest pole, outside the fence. It died shortly thereafter. This owl died of unknown 
reasons, but left the nest successfully, and is considered to represent a successful fledging event. There was no 
work occurring when the dying owl was discovered early in the morning. - BArnold
05/02/2012 - Fledgling observed flying about nest monopole at 1400. Remained perched on steel peg just below 
middle southeastern arm. Nest continues to successfully produce fledglings. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Five Barn Owls observed or heard by bio-monitor during nighttime work extending until 2230. 
Included 'juvenile hiss' and 'juvenile snore' vocalizations, indicating recent fledglings. Based on numbers and 
observed patterns of association, it appears that at least 3 recent fledglings were present. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Biomonitor last night heard the Barn Owl 'hissing snore' from the monopole nest arm cavity 
indicative of juvenile presence. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - No activity observed, and no new sign of owls. All may have fledged. - BArnold
05/26/2012 - Observed nest last night between 2000 and 2100. A single nestling was heard begging for food, 
using the juvenile 'hissing snore' vocalization while perched on the side of the monopole slightly below the nest 
cavity arm, using a peg for support. This juvenile took a short, haltingly erratic flight to a nearby A-frame where it 
perched briefly before returning to the nest monopole. Adults observed hunting and calling over the chaparral 
vegetation surrounding the substation. This morning a dead, partially decomposed fledgling with some remaining 
down was found within the fenced substation, near the control house. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_02 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 15 100 15 15 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 5/9/2012 04/06/2012 - HOFI observed flying to nest. 6 eggs in nest. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female quietly in nest. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult left nest, 6 eggs on nest. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - At least 4 nestlings in nest, no eggs observed. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Nest with at least 2, maybe more, large nestlings. These appear ready to fledge soon. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Nest empty, with evidence of heavy recent usage. Large nestlings present on 3 May, which the avian 
biologist believed would be fledged within several days. This nest presumably fledged, as there was no recent 
work in the area and the nest was well concealed and protected from predators. - BArnold

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_03 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 15 100 15 15 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 5/15/2012 04/06/2012 - Fresh material in nest. New egg on lower screen of fan below the nest, recently fell out. No eggs in 
nest. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female seen exiting below the nest. Returned soon after, settled on nest. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult left nest, 4 eggs present. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Four eggs in nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Four nestlings in nest. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Nestlings in nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Well protected nest, slightly degraded, indicative of recent fledging. - BArnold

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_04 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 10 100 10 10 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/6/2012 4/23/2012 04/06/2012 - Female HOFI observed on nest. Was not affected by presence of two biologists within 5 vertical feet. 
- BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female quietly on nest, unperturbed by biologist's presence nearby. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult HOFI on nest. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Nest is no longer on ledge on side of transformer. Rather, it has fallen into the transformer 'moat' 
south of the transformer. There is no sign of eggshells or feathers on the ground or anywhere in the area. Likely 
predation by the pair of nesting CORA in the substation. This nest was relatively exposed, as it was not placed in a 
hidden location. Rather it was in plain view on the transformer's side. Nest is now closed. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_05 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 25 100 15 15 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 5/11/2012 04/06/2012 - Nest with 2 eggs. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female quietly on nest at 1123. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult on nest, 6 eggs. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Female flushed from nest at 2 feet. Several nestlings (maybe 5), 1 egg. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - At least 4 medium-sized nestlings in nest. Adult brought food. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Two recent fledglings in immediate area, with adult. Observed 1 nestling fledge, quickly attended to 
by adult. One nestling remains on nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Last nestling no longer present, presumed fledged. - BArnold

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_06 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 30 100 15 15 Nest did not reach active stage 4/6/2012 5/25/2012 04/06/2012 - HOFI observed entering and exiting tube with nest material on 4 April. Adults continue to enter on 6 
April, but with no nest material. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Almost immediately, a pair of HOFI landed near the tube entrance. The female entered the tube 
were she remained for the duration of the observation period (about 25 minutes). The male perched about 25 
feet away, sang briefly, flew off and did not approach the nest for the rest of the observation period. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Valerie Eurs observed female enter nest and remain for 20 minutes, until end of observation period. 
- BArnold
04/23/2012 - Multiple singing males in 69kV rack superstructure, but no activity associated with this nest during 
30-minute observation period. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - No activity observed during 45-minute observation period. HOFIs heard and seen in 69kV rack, but 
not at nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - No activity observed. HOFI activity in 69kV rack, but not at this nest site. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity observed during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - No activity observed. It is doubtful that this nest ever reached Active status. HOFI adult female was 
observed bringing nest material on 04 April. Adult HOFIs were observed entering tube on 6 and 14 April, but since 
then, no activity was observed. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_07 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 15 100 15 15 Nest did not reach active stage 4/6/2012 5/25/2012 04/06/2012 - HOFI entering and exiting open tube end repeatedly. Previously seen entering with nest material. - 
BArnold
04/14/2012 - It is unclear what is occurring here. A male perched just below the entrance for several minutes 
before flying off. A female emerged, sat at the entrance for a short period and then flew to the adjacent tube to 
the east. A different male was perched in this tube, but they shared the space with no aggressive behavior. They 
remained in the tube together for several minutes before he flew off. She remained in the entrance for another 5 
minutes before flying off to the east, the same direction as the male. Neither returned before the end of the 
observation period (25 minutes overall). - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Multiple singing males in 69kV rack superstructure, but no activity associated with this nest during 
30-minute observation period. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - No activity observed during 45-minute observation period. HOFIs heard and observed in 69kV rack, 
but not at nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Adult HOFIs observed fluttering outside of tube openings. Were not observed to enter cavity. - 
BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - No activity observed. It appears that this nest did not reach the Active stage. On 6 April, HOFIs were 
observed entering the open tube ends. Work was authorized to within 15 feet, and occurred over a 3-day period. 
HOFIs were again seen on 14 April in association with the tube ends. No activity has been seen since, and it is 
likely that this nest never reached Active stage. - BArnold

No
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HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_08 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

69kv Tie Line Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 15 100 15 15 Nest did not reach active stage 4/6/2012 5/25/2012 04/06/2012 - HOFI observed repeatedly entering and exiting open tube end. Previously observed entering with 
nesting material. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - A male sat at the entrance for a few minutes before being joined by a female who flew from the 
tube directly west. They remained in the tube together for several minutes before he flew off. She remained in 
the entrance for another 5 minutes before flying off to the east, the same direction as the male. Neither returned 
before the end of the observation period (25 minutes overall). - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Multiple singing males in 69kV rack superstructure, but no activity associated with this nest during 
30-minute observation period. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - No activity observed during 45-minute observation period. HOFIs heard and observed in 69kV rack, 
but not at nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Adult HOFIs observed fluttering outside of tube openings. Were not observed to enter cavity. - 
BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - No HOFI observed in association with this nest. It appears that this nest did not reach the Active 
stage. On 6 April, HOFIs were observed entering the open tube ends. Work was authorized to within 15 feet, and 
occurred over a 3-day period. HOFIs were again seen on 14 April in association with the tube ends. No activity has 
been seen since, and it is likely that this nest never reached Active stage. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 040612_hwey_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 65 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 5/22/2012 04/06/2012 - Female House Finch observed adding green vegetation to nest with male perched nearby. - 
HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Male and female flew from the nest at the start of the observation period. The female returned 
within 2 minutes and settled quietly on the nest. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Female observed on nest; left briefly when noticed my presence. - LThoreson
05/01/2012 - Female spent the majority of the observation on the nest, making 2 brief trips away. The male made 
2 brief visits to the nest while the female was there, but it is unclear if he was carrying any food. No nestlings 
were heard when the female returned to the nest. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - Male and female approached the nest as a pair. The male chased off a second male, and the female 
settled on the nest. No indication of nestlings yet. Incubation/brooding reported on 16 April was most likely egg 
laying. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at the nest during 30 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good 
condition, and adult HOFI's were detected in the surrounding habitat. - VEurs
05/22/2012 - The nest appears to be in good condition, with some droppings on the outer edges. The nest does 
not look predated and is presumed to have fledged. - VEurs

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 041712_rrdd_08 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - BUSH pair bringing clumps of Salix flower to substantially complete nest at 1630. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - BUSH pair continue to visit nest 1559. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - BUSH departs nest after 30 minutes of observation at 1635. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - No BUSH detected on windy afternoon, nest looks sound and intact. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - BUSH carrying food to nest 1640. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - BUSH pair making trips with food and nesting material from 1546-1628. - RRadd

TBD

BUOR Bullock's Oriole 041712_rrdd_09 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - BUOR pair associating with large fresh nest that appears complete and is consistent with this 
species. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Female BUOR exits nest at 1555. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Male nest-guarding/ singing 1458, scolds observer on AR at 70 from nest. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Female BUOR departs nest at 1608. Male nest guards. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Female departs nest at 1712 to forage. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - BUOR carrying food to nest 0704-0712. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Male to nest at 1535. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 041812_ahll_01 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/18/2012 4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - Nest was found by biomonitor during morning sweeps, approximately 35% complete, with no eggs 
or young present. Streamer deterrents installed on crane and cavities were taped. Removal of nest was required 
based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction and the CAISO request for 
energization by June 1, such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for 
more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer 
reduction allowing for use of the crane, but rather, for removal. Nest was photographed and removed, per the 
NBMMP. - AHill

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041812_bloh_01 AR-CY-Sycamore-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 711 300 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 4/18/2012 4/25/2012 04/18/2012 - Nest about 20% built, male and female making return trips with nest material. - BLohstroh
04/25/2012 - No evidence of nest remains, pair active over 300 feet away and did not return to area. Nest was 
less than a quarter-built when first located. - BLohstroh

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041812_hwey_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 10 100 50 50 Fledged 4/18/2012 5/24/2012 04/18/2012 - Female Lesser Goldfinch adding fibrous material and spider webs to leaves and stem of giant cane. 
Male perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Female on nest at 1229. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female observed on nest at 0811. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - Female on nest at 1216. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - 3 nestlings visible; pinfeathers emerging on primaries. - HWinfrey
05/22/2012 - 2 fully feathered nestlings in nest at 0638. - HWinfrey
05/24/2012 - Nest empty. "Fully feathered nestlings" observed early morning 22 May have presumably fledged. - 
BArnold

Yes
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NOFL Northern Flicker 041812_hwey_02 CP98-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/18/2012 5/6/2012 04/18/2012 - Male Northern Flicker observed entering cavity, heard chiseling interior, and seen removing 
woodchips from inside. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - NOFL leaves nest cavity at 1044. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0830 to 0900. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Limb containing nest cavity has broken off of main snag, apparently due to wind and decay. Nest 
closed. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 041812_jdus_01 CP33-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
construction

4/18/2012 4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - Today, while avian biologists surveyed towers CP43-2 to CP31-2 (the upcoming pull scheduled for 
April 21) for active nests, a new House Finch nest was observed inside a traveler on the CP33-2 structure. The pair 
was observed visiting the nest together with the female remaining at the nest for extended periods, occasionally 
leaving. Nest stage could not be determined from the ground, approximately 75 feet below the nest. A lineman 
was dispatched to photograph the nest contents, with the avian biologists on the ground to confirm the status of 
the nest per the NBMMP, given upcoming wire stringing at this site. Avian biologists may not climb a tower due to 
the required safety training and equipment. At approximately 1605, the crew arrived at the top of the tower by 
helicopter, and the avian biologists communicated the nest location. In the process of climbing down the tower, 
the lineman's foot contacted the traveler containing the nest. The traveler spun ½ turn, displacing at least 2 eggs 
from the nest, falling to the ground and breaking, with the remaining eggs breaking in place. - JDicus

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041812_kats_01 CP13-2-E-C Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 755 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/18/2012 4/25/2012 04/18/2012 - 4 eggs; male tending. - KAlberts
04/25/2012 - See following comment. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - Nest predated with the lining pulled up. - KAlberts

No

HOFI House Finch 041812_kats_02 CP78-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/18/2012 4/17/2012 04/17/2012 - Nest was found being built in the early morning by a pair of HOFI on top of the locking 
mechanism/sliding bar of the yellow pipe gate between the south end of the El Capitan Reservoir paved area and 
the dirt road that continues south to the Bauer property. Female HOFI was seen bring a Chaenactis flower into the 
housed lock area, and exiting without. Inspection revealed a nest in progress about 10% complete, with no eggs or 
young present, right on top of all the locks. The need for removal was immediate, as Project work was already 
underway and more work was on the way, all of which required accessing this gate, unlocking it, and moving the 
sliding bar, which would have immediately moved the nest out of place. Deterrent activity includes multiple trips 
through this gate on a daily basis by Sunrise and San Diego County Water personnel. The nest was photographed 
and removed by an avian biologist, following NBMMP stipulations. It is recommended that daily opening and 
closing of this gate continues to deter additional attempts. - KAlberts

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 041812_lton_01 GS-NF-25 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/18/2012 5/30/2012 04/18/2012 - Pair seen flying to nest. No eggs in nest. Pair bonding activity observed; 1 feeding the other. - 
LThoreson
04/28/2012 - Nest appears completely lined. Adults both present near nest, but no eggs yet. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Adult observed on nest, then was off nest 20 minutes later after checking a nearby nest. Nest 
contains 4 eggs. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - No adults on nest but observed nearby. Did not look directly inside the nest, but could see at least 2 
eggs. - ELoveless
05/22/2012 - Nest contains at least 2 young naked nestlings, approximately 2-3 days old. Eyes closed and no trace 
of pin feather emergence on wings. - MKuehn
05/30/2012 - Nest is empty and was not expected to fledge until approximately 6/9. Appears likely to have been 
depredated. - MKuehn

No

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 041812_vers_01 CP51-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/18/2012 4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - A pair of Cassin's Kingbirds was observed building a nest in structure CP51-2 during ongoing wire 
stringing activities. The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence on 
4/18/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape. Following 
concurrence, and in the presence of onsite biomonitor, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and 
removed the newly-initiated Cassin's Kingbird nest of dried mustard plant stalks and installed an approved "Daddy 
Long-legs" type deterrent on the end of the arm. At the time of removal (approximately 1045), the nest was 1% 
constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. Photos were taken of the removed nest material. - VEurs

No

CORA Common Raven 041812_vers_02 CP53-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/18/2012 4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed building a nest in structure CP53-1 during ongoing wire 
stringing activities. The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence on 
4/18/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape and "Daddy Long 
Legs" deterrents installed in previous 3 nest attempt locations. Following concurrence, and in the presence of the 
onsite biologist, 2 linemen were dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common 
Raven nest. Before the removal crew arrived, the CORA pair perched on the tower for a total of 30 minutes, 
calling and preening. They defended the tower from a RTHA, but did not bring more sticks to the nest. At the time 
of removal (approximately 15:00), the nest was 5% constructed, contained no eggs or nestlings, and the nest and 
nest area were  photographed. An approved nesting bird deterrent (another "Daddy Long-legs"), was 
subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed nest, as well as more mylar tape and another "Daddy 
Long-legs" in the bridge above. - VEurs

No
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HOFI House Finch 041912_ahll_01 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/19/2012 4/19/2012 04/19/2012 - Biomonitor found this House Finch nest under construction during the morning sweep and 
contacted an avian biologist, who approved the removal following the NBMMP, and based on description, nesting 
stage with no eggs or young present, location on needed equipment, and a picture. Streamer deterrents installed 
on crane. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting 
construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at 
the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. When the nest was removed, it was discovered to 
contain at least 1 broken egg with dried yolk present (more than 1 days dried). This piece of equipment has been 
used this week at least 1 day. It is unlikely that a predator reached this nest as the location was very hidden, and 
wind probably did not play a factor as the nest was well shielded from the elements, making natural failure 
unlikely. It is possible this nest went undetected and failed due to the equipment being moved, as the egg(s) could 
have broken during the recent crane use. This nest is from this season as indicated by fresh, green nesting 
materials and condition of the egg matter. - AHill

No

SPTO Spotted Towhee 050912_esds_01 CP104-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals None 0 100 35 35 Presumed Fledged 5/9/2012 5/30/2012 05/09/2012 - Adult incubating 4 eggs. - EStrods
05/16/2012 - 4 eggs in nest, female calling nearby. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - 3 nestlings visible with downy heads, 3-4 days old. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - Nest is intact and empty, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

WREN Wrentit 050912_esds_02 CP104-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/9/2012 5/16/2012 05/09/2012 - Adult incubating. Nest contains 4 pale blue eggs. - EStrods
05/16/2012 - Nest is empty, apparently predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 050912_fhan_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - Pair actively building all day, even tried to pilfer from kingbird. - FHoffman
05/17/2012 - HOFI coming and going to this nest. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - HOFI on nest for extended periods; male visits and sings. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050912_hwey_01 CP87-1 Structures Herbaceous Wetlands, Freshwater, 
and Streams

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/9/2012 5/9/2012 05/09/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed female HOFI adding nest material to nest. Nest was examined and 
found to be 25% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was determined to not be feasible, 
since ongoing wire testing work requires daily access to area. Nest was photographed and removed in accordance 
with NBMMP. Deterrents are numerous on the tower. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 050912_hwey_02 CP87-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/9/2012 5/9/2012 05/09/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed HOFI female carrying nest material to bracket located just above 
middle arm. Nest examined and found to be 5% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was 
determined to not be feasible, as ongoing wire testing work requires access to area. Nest was removed in 
accordance with NBMMP. Deterrents remain on both riser towers in this area. - HWinfrey

No

RCSP Rufous-crowned Sparrow 050912_jdus_01 CP17-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/9/2012 5/24/2012 05/09/2012 - Adult on prominent perch nearby does not approach nest while avian biologist monitors from a 
distance of 50 feet. After returning later in the day to check for birds tending this nest, wing flutter coming from 
the nest site and moving downslope to the west indicating the departure of an incubating adult was audible, 
though no bird was seen leaving the nest. Nest is 100% constructed and contains 4 glossy white, unmarked eggs. 
Nest and eggs consistent with RCSP. Nest cannot be seen from beyond the established 100-foot buffer. - JDicus
05/17/2012 - Nest now contains several gray, downy nestlings. - VEurs
05/24/2012 - The nest is empty and in good condition, with droppings on the edge of the nest. As this species 
takes 8-9 days to fledge after hatching, it is very likely the young fledged successfully. This nest is presumed 
fledged and is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 050912_mdus_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - maintenance 820 300 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 5/9/2012 5/16/2012 05/09/2012 - The CAGN pair was observed making multiple trips (approximately 8 trips in 30 minutes) to a nest 
that is 90-95% constructed. The male was not observed carrying material but appeared to be escorting the female 
while she added material to the nest. The pair was also observed mobbing a California Towhee temporarily 
perched in an adjacent shrub. - MDicus
05/16/2012 - The nest contents were checked after no activity was observed at the nest. The cup was found 
covered with loose nest material and contained no eggs. Neither adult was observed visiting the nest. The nest is 
presumed to have been abandoned prior to becoming active, as it was still under construction 1 week ago, and no 
evidence of nest damage or broken eggs was found. The pair associated with this nest was observed foraging and 
carrying material to a new nest 200 feet to the south. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 050912_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - BUSH making many trips repairing previous nest ID 022312_rrdd_03. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - BUSH pair continue making numerous trips to this nest with fluff collected from nearby Baccharis 
from 0716-1724. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050912_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 4 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 5/9/2012 5/11/2012 05/09/2012 - LEGO pair making multiple trips constructing new nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Nest abandoned prior to completion (approximately 30%). - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050912_rrdd_03 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - HOFI incubating 3 eggs 1000. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Nest contains 1 nestling, 2 eggs, and 1 egg thrown from nest to fabric. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - HOFI feeding 2 well-feathered young at 1225. - RRadd

TBD
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050912_rrdd_04 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - LEGO pair building new nest approximately 25% complete 1445-1500. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - LEGO female lying in nest at 1553. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - LEGO female on nest from 1615-1635. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - LEGO lying in nest at 1455. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050912_rrdd_05 GS-NF-10 Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 25 100 70 70 Nest did not reach active stage 5/9/2012 5/16/2012 05/09/2012 - LEGO female coming to complete, lined, empty nest 1604. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Agitated LEGO pair in nest area did not come to nest during 20-minute observation from distance. 
Nest contents unknown. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest lining blowing out. LEGO have re-nested elsewhere nearby. - RRadd

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 050912_sjon_01 EP54-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 50 50 Removed 5/9/2012 5/10/2012 05/09/2012 - Observed pair building nest and defending nesting territory. - SJohnston
05/13/2012 - Avian monitor reports that nest was removed at approximately 15% complete, with no eggs or 
young present. Removal of nest was needed because of imminent transformer replacement where nest was 
located was critical for fiber optic regeneration site for Sunrise Powerlink. Removal of nest proceeded after 
SDG&E and WLA concurrence, following the NBMMP. - KAlberts

No

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 051112_cves_01 CP43-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/11/2012 TBD 05/11/2012 - This nest is 15% complete. The female made dozens of trips to the nest with a fiber splicing crew 
working at 30 feet up in leg C. During some visits, she spent time carefully situating nest material onto the nest. 
The male was observed actively chasing HOFI away and defending the tower with wing-beat displays and 
aggressive vocalizations. A previous CAKI nest was removed from the tower, and material was brought from the 
lower arm up to the current position, also indicating high fidelity to the site. - CVettes
05/18/2012 - The nest looks complete, but no CAKI were observed in the area. A pair of CORA landed adjacent to 
the nest. 1 of the ravens looked into the nest, but did not touch it, indicating the nest does not contain eggs at 
this point. - VEurs
05/25/2012 - Both adults were observed near the nest, and 1 was briefly on the nest. They spent most of the 
observation period perched about the tower and nearby transmission wires. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051112_hwey_01 CP88-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/11/2012 5/11/2012 05/11/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum detected female HOFI adding nest material to nest at 0930 on 5/11/12. Nest was 
examined and found to be 40% complete with no eggs or young present. It was determined that nest removal was 
necessary to allow ongoing underground wire testing and that buffer reduction would not be possible. Nest was 
removed in accordance with the NBMMP, with CPUC and SDGE approval and agency concurrence. - HWinfrey

No

SPTO Spotted Towhee 051112_jpki_01 CP103-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 50 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/11/2012 5/26/2012 05/11/2012 - Female observed exiting nest containing 4 eggs; later heard calling in vicinity of nest. - JPawlicki
05/18/2012 - At least 2 nestlings present with emerging pin feathers, earliest expected fledge date is 5/25/12. - 
HWinfrey
05/26/2012 - Nest empty with no sign of predation, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

CALT California Towhee 051112_jpki_02 CP103-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/11/2012 TBD 05/11/2012 - Adult observed exiting nest containing 3 eggs; pair also observed in vicinity of nest. - JPawlicki
05/18/2012 - 2 eggs in nest, adult heard calling nearby. - HWinfrey
05/26/2012 - 3 nestlings visible, with pin feathers emerging. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051112_rqey_01 EP112A-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/11/2012 5/11/2012 05/11/2012 - The nest appears 80% complete, and the pair was seen building the nest inside the lower portion of 
the southernmost traveler (c phase). No eggs or young were in the nest. Consistent wire stringing preparation 
work, including traveler and insulator installation at the nest location has been ongoing throughout the week, 
effectively serving as a deterrent. Additionally, deterrent flash tape was installed around the perimeter of the 
tower pad prior the nest's construction. Removal of the nest was required due to upcoming wire stringing 
operations on this section of the Powerlink, deemed critical to the Powerlink's completion. Nest was 
photographed and removed per the NBMMP. The traveler previously containing the nest was completely covered 
with plastic sheeting and secured with tape preventing further nesting attempts. - RQuilley

No

HOFI House Finch 051112_rrdd_01 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/11/2012 5/18/2012 05/11/2012 - HOFI pair making multiple trips, material visible from the ground. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Material no longer visible at this location suggests nest has been destroyed. - RRadd

No

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 051112_rrdd_02 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/11/2012 TBD 05/11/2012 - CAKI pair making more than 30 trips during 2-hour observation with stems, grasses and lining 
material from 0730-0930. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - CAKI brings material to nest at 1042, but likely mate is in nest incubating. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - CAKI making several trips to nest with material, 1246. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051112_rrdd_03 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/11/2012 TBD 05/11/2012 - HOFI pair bring material to nest which appears complete. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - HOFI goes to this nest and stays at 1222. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Female lying in nest at 0648. - RRadd

TBD

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051112_rrdd_04 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/11/2012 TBD 05/11/2012 - ATFL bringing fluffy material to cavity in several trips from 1430-1435, waits for helicopter action to 
cease before entering or departing nest. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - ATFL enters nest with fluffy lining material at 1311. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - ATFL pair observed nearby with downy material fly to nest cavity. Thereafter (presumed) male 
checks in at cavity with soft calls on an hourly basis. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - 25 May;  Pair observed early with nest lining material. Male checks in at intervals with soft calls to 
cavity 1417-1531. - RRadd

TBD
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 051112_rrdd_05 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 8 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/11/2012 5/19/2012 05/11/2012 - LEGO pair building nest stay away until observer moves to 50 feet. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Nest was never completed and LEGO are nesting elsewhere. - RRadd

No

WEME Western Meadowlark 051112_sjon_01 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
construction

5/11/2012 5/11/2012 05/11/2012 - Nest was directly impacted by weed abatement efforts. Failure of nest occurred when weed 
abatement crew struck nest with hand held gas-powered weed-eater. The nest was unidentified during routine 
yard sweeps conducted by biological monitors or avian biologists. Construction was not aware of nest at the time 
the nest was struck. One nestling was assumed to be fatally wounded upon contact with the weed-eater. Two 
more nestlings were found nearby and were severely injured. These two nestlings were euthanized. The nestling 
appeared very young, perhaps a day or two old, as the eyes were not open and covered in downy feathers 
without any pin feathers observable. Three nestlings total were found after a search of the area. An adult Western 
Meadowlark was observed to be agitated after the incident but was unharmed. Adult was observed carrying food 
item in vicinity of impacted nest, but was never observed to located any surviving nestlings. - SJohnston

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 051112_vnik_01 GS-NF-28 Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/11/2012 TBD 05/11/2012 - Biomonitor observed 3 trips to nest where Western Kingbird landed and settled into nest; also 
observed pair copulating near nest. - VNovik
05/16/2012 - Pair of Western Kingbirds active at pole; nest looks half built at this time. - PKonrad
05/20/2012 - Nest was visited to evaluate possibility of buffer modification allowing access to fuse box 9 feet 
above ground on pole. Nest site observed from 100 feet for 30 minutes. Both adult Western Kingbirds present 
and foraging within 200 feet of nest for most of this time. Twice, an adult perched on pole within 5 feet of nest, 
but nest was never visited, and adults were never observed carrying nesting material. Adults showed no sign of 
agitation when biologist walked to and stood under pole, then circled around to view nest. Nest appears intact 
and complete, and the pair is likely in the "pre-egg laying" stage. Responses of adults to intrusion into the buffer 
should be evaluated after incubation has commenced. - MKuehn
05/21/2012 - Pair of Western Kingbirds was initially away from the nest, then flew to the site calling territorially. 
Kingbirds active hunting, but there is no sign they have initiated incubation. - PKonrad

TBD

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 051212_mdus_01 CP50-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/12/2012 TBD 05/12/2012 - A pair of Cassin's Kingbirds was observed carrying material to a nest that is more than 50% 
constructed. - MDicus
05/19/2012 - No CAKI activity near the nest or in the surrounding habitat during 30 minutes of observation. The 
nest appears to be complete or nearly so, but it is difficult to get a really good view of it. - VEurs
05/26/2012 - No CAKI activity during 45 minutes of observation. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051212_rqey_01 EP112A-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/12/2012 5/12/2012 05/12/2012 - The nest appears 70% complete and the pair was seen building the nest inside the lower portion of 
the northernmost traveler (a phase). No eggs or young were in the nest. Consistent wire stringing preparation 
work, including traveler and insulator installation at the nest location has been ongoing throughout the week, 
effectively serving as a deterrent. Additionally, deterrent flash tape was installed around the perimeter of the 
tower pad prior the nest's construction. Removal of the nest was required due to upcoming wire stringing 
operations on this section of the Powerlink, deemed critical to the Powerlink completion. Nest was photographed 
and removed per the NBMMP. Wire stringing occurred within one hour of the nest removal at this tower, 
effectively deterring new nesting attempts. The crews have been advised to cover the all three travelers once wire 
stringing operations on phase a and b are completed. - RQuilley

No

WREN Wrentit 051412_lton_02 CP101-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - Saw pair bring nesting material to shrub. Nest is 25% complete. - LThoreson
05/22/2012 - WREN on nest at 1001. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - Female on nest at 1310. - HWinfrey

TBD

BGGN Blue-gray Gnatcatcher 051412_mdus_01 CP-88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - A pair of BGGN was observed making multiple trips with thin bark shavings, lichens, and 
reappropriated ANHU nest material to a nest that is approximately 80% constructed. - MDicus
05/21/2012 - BGGN adding fine material and arranging materials with its feet at 1220. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good condition. - 
HWinfrey

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 051412_mdus_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 50 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/14/2012 5/21/2012 05/14/2012 - A female ANHU was observed gathering spider silk and adding it to a nest that is approximately 90% 
constructed. - MDicus
05/21/2012 - Nest is destroyed, with only a few strands of spider webs remaining. - HWinfrey

No

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051412_mkhn_01 EP32-1-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - Adult visited post once with nesting dead grasses and deposited it inside. Nest is 40% complete, 
consisting of a bulky base of dried grasses and no defined cup shape yet. - MKuehn
05/21/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which appears complete with no eggs. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - ATFL enters nest cavity at 0842. - HWinfrey

TBD

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051412_mkhn_02 GS-NF-18 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - Adult visited nest twice with nesting material. Nest is 80% complete and partially lined with soft 
whitish material, although cup appears poorly defined. - MKuehn
05/21/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which appears complete with no eggs. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - No ATFL activity observed; nest now contains 4 eggs. - HWinfrey

TBD
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LASP Lark Sparrow 051412_mkhn_03 EP32-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - tower erection 210 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/14/2012 5/26/2012 05/14/2012 - Adult flew from nest when biologist approached within 5 feet while conducting a systematic search 
of vegetation for a nesting survey. Nest contains 3 eggs. Adult returned to nest and commenced incubating with 3 
biologists standing 60 feet away. - MKuehn
05/21/2012 - Adult brings food at 0937, 0945, and 0949. 3 nestlings appear 2-3 days old. - HWinfrey
05/26/2012 - Nest is empty, with no sign of predation. Presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 051412_rqey_01 EP112A-1 Structures Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/14/2012 5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - The nest appears 5% complete and the pair was seen bringing material to the lower portion of the 
central traveler (b phase). No eggs or young were in the nest. Consistent wire stringing work at the nest location 
has been ongoing throughout the past week,  except for Sunday 5/13/2012, serving as a deterrent. Additionally, 
deterrent flash tape was installed around the perimeter of the tower pad prior to the nest's construction. 
Removal of the nest was required due to ongoing wire stringing operations on this section of the Powerlink, 
deemed critical to the Powerlink's completion. Nest was photographed and removed per the NBMMP. Wire 
stringing continued within 30 minutes of the nest removal at this tower, effectively deterring new nesting 
attempts. The crews have been advised to cover all three travelers once wire stringing operations have ceased for 
the day. - RQuilley

No

HOFI House Finch 051412_rqey_02 EP112A-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/14/2012 5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - The nest appears almost 100% complete and the pair was seen bringing material to the lower 
portion of the northernmost traveler (a phase), which is the same location as nest 051212_rqey_01 found on 
05/12/2012. No eggs or young were in the nest. Consistent wire stringing work at the nest location has been 
ongoing throughout the past week, except for Sunday 5/13/2012, serving as a deterrent. Additionally, deterrent 
flash tape was installed around the perimeter of the tower pad prior to the nest's construction. Removal of the 
nest was required due to ongoing wire stringing operations on this section of the Powerlink, deemed critical to 
the Powerlink's completion. Nest was photographed and removed per the NBMMP. Wire stringing continued 
within 30 minutes of the nest removal at this tower, effectively deterring new nesting attempts. It has been highly 
recommended to the crew and foreman to cover or fill in the all three travelers once wire stringing operations 
have ceased for the day. - RQuilley

No

BCSP Black-chinned Sparrow 051412_rrdd_01 Gorka Gate Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - Female BCSP lying on 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - 21 May;  Incubation continues at 1115. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - Adult carries fecal sac 150 feet before dropping. Male in nest shading young; orange gapes visible. - 
RRadd

TBD

CALT California Towhee 051412_rrdd_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - Nest contains 1 egg. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - 21 May;  CALT lying in nest at 1002. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - CALT prone in nest at 1238. - RRadd

TBD

HOWR House Wren 051412_rrdd_03 GS-NF-10 Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 3 100 50 50 Fledged 5/14/2012 5/21/2012 05/14/2012 - HOWR male bringing food to nest at 10 minute intervals 1630-1650. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - HOWR feeding fledglings away from nest, but no cavity visits. - RRadd

Yes

MODO Mourning Dove 051412_vers_01 CP12-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 40 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/14/2012 5/29/2012 05/14/2012 - Adult MODO incubating 2 eggs on the nest. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - Adult MODO was on the nest as biologist drove out and back on the access road. The dove did not 
leave the nest when the biologist walked on the access road to adjust ESA signage. - VEurs
05/30/2012 - 29 May: There are no eggs or young on the nest. It appears this nest with eggs or young failed due 
to natural causes (predation) and is now closed. - VEurs

No

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051512_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/15/2012 5/15/2012 05/15/2012 - Ash-throated Flycatcher pair was observed bringing nesting material to mast of parked lift by 
biomonitor Clayton Tschudy yesterday, 14 May from about 0900 to 1100. Pair continues to bring material to mast 
today. Nest material can be seen in mast, and no eggs or young are present. Nest material was removed following 
agency concurrence, in order to remove the lift back to the rental facility. This nest was not a candidate for a NBJ 
because continuing SRPL activity requires use of the substation lifts, and the location of this nest in the mast of a 
parked lift precluded its continued viability. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 051512_bald_02 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/15/2012 5/15/2012 05/15/2012 - Pair of adult HOFI observed around JLG lift 860SJ yesterday by bio-monitor Clayton Tschudy, and 
nest found this morning by Brian Arnold. Adult female continues to bring nest material, accompanied by singing 
male. Nest, about 90% complete with no eggs or young present, was removed following the NBMMP in order to 
allow usage of the lift for Sunrise work. This lift is the same from which another HOFI and ATFL nests were 
removed. New SRPL substation work requires use of the substation lifts. The placement of this nest does not allow 
for the required use of this essential equipment. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 051512_bald_03 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - Nest appears to have about 5 nestlings. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - Two attending HOFI adults observed, and probably very large nestlings heard inside cabinet. These 
should fledge soon. - BArnold

TBD
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030512_imll_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Woodlands and Forests BMP installation/maintenance 37 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/5/2012 4/13/2012 03/05/2012 - Female hummingbird gathering lichen and other decorative materials and adding them to a nearly 
complete nest located in the center of a live oak tree. Female continued all natural behaviors during Sunrise 
traffic occurring 40 feet from the nest location. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Female was on nest incubating while traffic passed by regularly along AR, 37 feet away. Regular 
foraging trips into the surrounding habitat observed. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - ANHU observed incubating. - SJohnston
03/29/2012 - Observer attempted to locate nest on 3/28/12 without success. Attempted again with assistance of 
I. Maunsell on 3/29/12 without locating nest. No ANHU activity was observed in immediate area. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No ANHU activity observed in immediate area. Unable to locate nest. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Based on nest chronology for this species, the nest should have had nestlings/fledglings by now; 
neither were ever observed at or near this nest even though the female was observed incubating during 2 
consecutive weekly monitoring visits. Avian biologist Ian Maunsell, who initially found this nest, was present for 
final nest monitoring visit. No activity was observed at the nest. Nest was closed due to inactivity during this and 
previous observations. - JDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 030512_imll_05 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Woodlands and Forests Grading 69 100 50 50 Fledged 3/5/2012 4/23/2012 03/05/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed gathering material from host oak and adding it to a nearly complete nest 
located on the west side of tree above stream. Pair was observed building nest while a back-hoe was grading the 
spur work area located 69 feet south. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Nest was observed for approximately 30 minutes. Nest appears complete and in good condition. 
One Bushtit was observed flying from the area of the nest during a potential nest exchange by incubating pair. No 
other activity observed during regular traffic activities. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - Observed BUSH leaving nest. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - No activity observed in 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Male Bushtit observed chasing Lesser Goldfinch away from immediate area around nest at 1053. - 
HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Bushtit observed gathering prey items in creek and carrying them to the nest. - JDicus
04/18/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1009. - HWinfrey
04/20/2012 - Adult visits nest at 1226. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity observed from 1145 to 1200 at nest, which remains in good condition. 2 adult Bushtits 
feeding 5 fledglings in same tree, 60 feet away from nest. Nest closed; fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 030512_mdus_01 CP37-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 165 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/5/2012 4/17/2012 03/05/2012 - Male observed making multiple trips with peeled shrub bark and other materials to a clump of 
Salvia mellifera. Nest is in beginning stages of construction (1% constructed). Male was observed placing and 
weaving material around the stem, and placing peeled bark from black sage, and possibly lichen. Female made 
fewer trips to nest location, but appeared to be adjusting the placement of the nest material. Both were observed 
foraging and chasing an unidentified bird from the nest vicinity. Following the territorial display, neither adult was 
observed returning to the nest location during the survey. - MDicus
03/13/2012 - Territory and nest were monitored for 2.5 hours. No CAGN activity observed in area. Nest material 
has been added since the previous visit. Nest is approximately 30% complete. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Pair not detected until 0800, at which time they flew immediately to the nest and started adding 
and adjusting material. The male spent more time nest building while the female foraged and groomed herself 
nearby. The male vocalized from the nest 3 times, for about 10 to 30 seconds, apparently calling to the female. 
The female brought nest material to the male a few times. The nest is approximately 40-50% constructed. - 
MDicus
03/27/2012 - No activity at nest during first 2 hours of monitoring. At 0915, the pair started making multiple trips 
to the nest, the male bringing in bits of fluff and woody stem shavings and the female bringing in small feathers 
on at least 3 of her 6 trips. The nest is approximately 90-95% constructed. - MDicus
04/03/2012 - Female on nest during first 20-30 minutes observation; male foraging nearby. Pair foraged together 
for the next hour, during which time nest contents were checked. 1 egg was observed. Male returned to nest for 
approximately 10 minutes before joining the female again to forage. - MDicus
04/11/2012 - Observed 2 nest exchanges on 4/10/12 between male and female, at 08:12 and 08:50. Pair is 
incubating. - MDicus
04/17/2012 - Adult male CAGN observed pulling nest material from outside of nest and carrying it to new nest 
location (041612_mdus_01). The male made over 6 trips back and forth, pulling material on each occasion, and 
carrying it to the new nest. Nest was still intact and did not appear to have been damaged from the last storm; 
however, there were no eggs or nestlings present (there had been at least one egg in the nest based on 
observations during  the 4/03/12 survey, and the pair was incubating on 4/10/12). The pair was actively 
constructing a nest in the new location. There were no clear signs of predation (nest damage or broken eggs), but 
the cold, windy, rainy conditions last weekend may have been a factor in this nest failure. - MDicus

No
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BEWR Bewick's Wren 030512_mdus_02 CP8-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Traffic 50 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/5/2012 4/20/2012 03/05/2012 - While with a BMP crew, avian biomonitor Harley Winfrey observed a Bewick's Wren carrying nest 
material to the base of a fallen Hesperoyucca stalk just west of the silt fence. During later 20-minute monitoring 
by avian biologist, no birds seen visiting nest, but adult BEWR heard singing in vicinity. - MDicus
03/07/2012 - BEWR observed perched and entering Hesperoyucca stalk where nest is located. Stayed in vicinity of 
nest singing for a few minutes before flying out of sight. - GHuffman
03/12/2012 - No BEWR detected during 20 minute observation of this nest. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No BEWR detections during 20 minute observation, during showery weather. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - No activity noted near nest, although male heard singing down slope some distance away. Cavity 
well-lined with material but no activity in immediate vicinity. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No BEWR activity observed in area. Nest appears to be in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - No BEWR detected in area after a 70-minute mid-day observation period. No wrens heard or seen 
anywhere, even far from nest. No response when biologist approached within 3 feet of nest to check condition, 
which looked fine. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - No BEWR activity in the area. After 30 minutes, the biologist approached the nest cavity. The lining 
material (grass, feathers, shed snakeskin) had been pulled out and is laying outside the nest cavity. This nest is 
now closed. It seems unlikely that this nest contained eggs or young, but there is no way to be sure; therefore, the 
nest outcome is indeterminate. - VEurs

N/A

AMKE American Kestrel 030512_rrdd_01 TL 6924 - 171689 69kV Structure Chaparrals Traffic 6 500 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/5/2012 5/30/2012 03/05/2012 - Situation not 100% clear, but male AMKE appears to be maintaining a territory with 2 females and 
two nests, copulating with both at least 6 times between 0715-0800. AMKE entering cavities on both poles. 
Regarding this nest, AMKE pair entering cavity in middle eastern arm of steel monopole. Buffer set at 300 feet 
until scope of work becomes known. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Male perched on pole when surveyors arrived at 0630. A female was seen entering the arm where 
she remained for at least half an hour. Male returned to pole approximately every hour. It appears that this male 
is attempting to establish nests with two different females at adjacent poles, 171689 and 171688. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE pair copulating at 0755 and 0804. Female entering cavity. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Pair observed perching and copulating atop nest pole. After approximately 10 minutes, the pair left 
the perch, and the adult male joined the other female at the active nest location to the south (pole 171688). - 
MDicus
04/09/2012 - Male flew to pole from south, perched on a climbing rung and briefly entered the cavity. No sign of 
female for 30 minutes. As biologist approached pole, female seemed to fly up the slope from the north. She 
circled a bit, then disappeared from view. When checking AMKE nest to the south, she could be seen perched 
below nest cavity. - VEurs
04/17/2012 - Shortly after the start of the observation period, the female flew into view from the northwest, 
carrying a lizard. She soared around the area, and the male also flew into view. After the workers left, she settled 
on a transmission wire, ate part of the lizard and then flew out of view. She returned to the monopole without the 
lizard and perched for about 20 minutes before flying off again. When she returned, she entered the nest cavity 
without food, and no nestlings were heard calling when she entered. She remained there for the rest of the 
observation period. The male spent most of the time out of sight, briefly perching on top of the monopole with 
the nest cavity. - VEurs
04/25/2012 - For the first 50 minutes of observation, no AMKE activity was detected. Then the male arrived at the 
monopole carrying a small prey item. He gave this to the female who had emerged from the nest cavity. She 
perched on a wire and ate the item, then flew out of sight. The male had flown away, but soon returned with a 
lizard. The female flew up and perched partially inside the nest cavity. The male passed her the lizard and it 
seemed that she dropped it into the cavity. However, she quickly flew to a wire, carrying the lizard, where she ate 
it. - VEurs
05/02/2012 - After 30 minutes, the male flew in from the south and perched quietly atop the pole. After 5 
minutes or so, he flew east, but soon returned and perched on a rung near the nest. The female exited the nest 
cavity from below and perched on a rung above the cavity. The male soon entered the nest cavity and remained 
inside for 30 minutes, through the end of observations. The female eventually flew north, presumably to hunt. - 
VEurs

No

HOWR House Wren 030512_sjon_01 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/5/2012 TBD 03/05/2012 - HOWR observed bringing nesting material into woodpecker cavity. - SJohnston
03/16/2012 - No HOWR detected at or near this location during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Male HOWR calling and nervous at WBNU in sycamore snag. Could not locate cavity as described, 
and will send in a different avian biologist who may be more familiar with the nest site. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Considerable HOWR activity around cavity, but no entry detected during 20 minute observation. 
Presumed incubation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest; HOWR heard calling 100 feet east of nest. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Much HOWR singing and activity in this area, but no association with this cavity observed. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - HOWR singing near but not entering cavity. Possibly an alternate nest. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - HOWR appear to be using one of these cavities; infrequent appearances by female, but much 
strident talk from male. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - HOWR activity at this location continues. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - HOWR activity continues with male singing when female departs. Toxicodendron growth limits 
visibility, nestlings presumed from behaviors. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - HOWR continue to be active at this nest. - RRadd

TBD
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COHA Cooper's Hawk 030612_imll_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/6/2012 TBD 03/06/2012 - Biological monitor K. Vittum reported a female COHA breaking nest material off a sycamore and 
carrying it to a coast live oak tree. The male perched 100 feet east of the nest on a dead oak. The monitor 
conducted observations from approximately 200 feet away, primarily out of sight. When the monitor moved 
closer to approximately 100 feet, the female ceased nesting behavior. During verification and logging the point, 
the male COHA flushed and alarm called when the biologists approached to within 60 feet of the nest along the 
road on foot. The nest was observed to be in the very early stages of construction, with few pieces of broken off 
nesting material visible from the road. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Male COHA perched and calling on dead oak tree approximately 100 feet from nest. No trips to nest 
observed between 0800 and 0930. Nest appears well developed at this point with a shallow bowl formed. No 
lining visible. Male did not appear to alter any behavior due to traffic occurring along the road. The bird was 
observed tracking prey items and various other occurrences with its eyes and did not focus on vehicles or the 
observer. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - COHA was observed arranging nesting material within the nest and bringing new nesting material to 
the nest while two biologists were approximately 25 horizontal feet from the nest and in a direct line of sight. - 
SJohnston
03/22/2012 - Monitor K. Vittum reported pair regularly bringing material to and standing on nest yesterday (3/21) 
and today (3/22) while road sealing work occurred along driveway up to 50 feet away. - IMaunsell
03/28/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female on nest from 1024 through 1220. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Cooper's Hawk perched 100 feet from nest with prey item did not approach nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female observed carrying prey item to nest at 1123. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Female on nest during steady rain. - HWinfrey
05/01/2012 - Adult on nest at 0808. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Adult on nest at 0841. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Female on nest at 1238. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Adult visible on nest at 1013. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Adult visible on nest at 0940. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - Adult on nest at 1018. M. Dicus also reported adult observed feeding downy nestling(s) on 
5/12/2012. - HWinfrey
05/19/2012 - 1 downy nestling visible and moving in nest. Adult perched nearby. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - Adult COHA seen in flight 500 feet southeast of nest. 3 downy nestlings visible and moving in nest. - 
HWinfrey

TBD

CALT California Towhee 030612_rrdd_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 60 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/6/2012 3/24/2012 03/06/2012 - Nest appears 60% complete, partially lined with Pseudognaphalium sp. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - Nest appears freshly lined, but no birds attending. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact after storm. CALT heard nearby, but were not seen near nest in an approximate 10 
minute observation period. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - Nest remains unimproved, with lining material placed but never installed. - RRadd

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 030712_elss_01 EP183-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 85 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/7/2012 3/28/2012 03/07/2012 - Nest was found during systematic searching. The nest is in good condition and is completely lined. - 
ELoveless
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest intact and appears complete. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - No California Thrasher observed in vicinity of nest. No bird activity near nest for 10-minute 
observation period on sunny day with temperature at 65 degrees Fahrenheit. On approach to check status of nest, 
a single Western Scrub-jay egg was visible within the well-lined cup. While immediately moving away from the 
nest, a pair of Western Scrub-jays approached to within 10 feet of the nest, alarm calling. Once observer had 
moved off approximately 75 feet from the nest, the pair stopped calling and one adult Western Scrub-jay was 
seen approaching the nest to within 6 inches. Changed species to Western Scrub-jay. This species typically lays at 
least 3 eggs. Nest stage has progressed to egg-laying, presumably for several more days. - JDicus
03/28/2012 - Observed nest for 15-20 minutes with no direct activity. Pair of Scrub-jays were in the area, though 
not associating with nest. When pair was out of area, checked nest area. No activity was observed at the nest, so 
checked the nest. Broken egg present in nest, indicating natural predation. - VNovik

No

BUSH Bushtit 030712_kwer_01 EP93 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - tower erection 100 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/7/2012 3/29/2012 03/07/2012 - Biomonitor B. Thompson observed Bushtit pair regularly adding nesting material to a 75% complete 
nest while erection crew was bolting and tightening on tower approximately 100 feet away. - KWeber
03/20/2012 - Bushtit visited large nest that appears complete. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - Bottom half of this nest has been torn away; only 'neck' of nest remains hanging from top of scrub 
oak. No sign of lower portion of nest below scrub oak; no sign of eggs, eggshells, or adult birds in area. Apparent 
mammalian predation - closed. - PKonrad

N/A
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BUSH Bushtit 030712_mdus_01 Hartung/El Monte CY-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 53 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/7/2012 3/29/2012 03/07/2012 - Adult pair of Bushtits observed adding material to a nest that is approximately 5% complete. Nest is 
well-hidden in pendulous clump of mistletoe (Phoradendron serotinum). - MDicus
03/16/2012 - No BUSH activity at this nest during 20 minute observation on cool morning. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - M. Dicus visited this nest on 22 March and reported scant indications of this nest, and no BUSH 
present. Will monitor once more prior to any closing. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - This nest appears decapitated. Bushtits were foraging in the tree where the rest is located; however, 
none were displaying nesting behavior, no items were carried, and none visited the nest. Inconclusive if able to be 
closed at this point. - LThoreson
03/29/2012 - The nest is gone and had been in state of disrepair for the last few monitoring visits, with the pair 
absent from the area or exhibiting no breeding behaviors near the nest. Predation may be the cause, but it is 
difficult to tell for certain. - MDicus

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030712_mdus_03 Hartung / El Monte CY-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 8 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/7/2012 3/21/2012 03/07/2012 - Adult female Anna's Hummingbird observed making multiple trips to a nest that is 60-70% 
constructed. Avian biologist stood approximately 10 feet from nest while female continued to add material, so 
adult shows some tolerance to human presence. - MDicus
03/09/2012 - Female making multiple trips to and from nest, gathering spider web. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Nest intact but empty. Female ANHU visits briefly but does not alight. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - Nest no longer present. While presumed lost to weekend storms, no nest was found on ground. - 
RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030712_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 14 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/7/2012 4/14/2012 03/07/2012 - ANHU female constructing nest - approximately 30% complete. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - ANHU on nest at 1430 does not depart. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - ANHU female prone on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No adult activity was observed at the nest during 15 minutes of observation. The nest does not 
appear to be complete; however, a single intact egg was observed in the nest. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - No activity observed from 0645 to 0715. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest is no longer present and presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030712_rrdd_05 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 10 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/7/2012 4/12/2012 03/07/2012 - ANHU female incubating 2 eggs. Incubating bird was tolerant of non-stopping vehicles, but 
attending biomonitor should be aware of any extra wide loads due to location. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - ANHU incubating on nest at 1546. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Female still incubating on nest. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Female on nest. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - ANHU female feeding one small nestling at 1130. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - 1 nestling visible in nest. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Single nestling perched on edge of nest, preening and briefly exercising its wings. Female fed young 
twice during observation period. She also poked vigorously at the nest, pulling out feathers and bits of spider 
web. After she left the second time, the nestling settled back on the nest. - VEurs
04/06/2012 - Fully feathered nestling visible in nest at 0820. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No nestling in nest or nearby branches. Nest is in excellent condition and is presumed to have 
fledged 1 young successfully. - VEurs

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030712_sjon_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/7/2012 3/23/2012 03/07/2012 - ANHU observed incubating while BMP crew stopped in diesel F550 (before buffer was in place) on 
access road approximately 20 feet from nest for approximately 3 minutes, and during this time bird did not flush 
from nest. Additionally, bird remained on nest for normal periods of time for climate conditions encountered 
during the 30 minutes of passive observations, while biologist was approximately 30 feet away in direct line of 
sight to the nest. - SJohnston
03/13/2012 - ANHU continues at this nest, but stays off for long periods. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears intact following storms, but no ANHU female detected during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/23/2012 - No activity observed at this nest for 30 minutes. Lack of directed activity for more than a week 
indicates this nest has been abandoned. ANHU was incubating when nest was discovered, but no young or 
feeding of young were ever observed. Evidence suggests the eggs of this nest was predated or abandoned prior to 
stormy weather, for undetermined reasons. It is also possible that the eggs were predated during the stormy 
weather or shortly after, with or without nest abandonment, but with no way to arrive at a conclusive outcome, 
Indeterminate is the proper determination. - RRadd

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030712_sjon_02 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 15 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/7/2012 3/23/2012 03/07/2012 - Bird observed nest building while biologist was approximately 30 feet from the nest. Nest is 
approximately 20% complete. - SJohnston
03/13/2012 - ANHU incubating 2 eggs 1344. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Female on nest. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - Nest contains broken eggshell and many peppers from host tree, and is no longer serviceable. 
Remains of an egg in the nest among many hard peppers suggests this nest failed due to natural causes, likely by 
an avian predation that dislodged peppers into the nest. - RRadd
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BUSH Bushtit 030712_vnik_02 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE4

Substation Chaparrals Substation - new construction 13 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/7/2012 4/24/2012 03/07/2012 - Biomonitor discovered this nest post-construction, reported that visits were made by the birds to 
the nest site, and that they were observed carrying material to the nest. While logging this nest, the Bushtits were 
observed entering the nest. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Nest in excellent condition after storm event. Nest appears nearly complete and BUSH pair brought 
nesting material to nest twice during observation period. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - No Bushtits detected in vicinity of nest during 30 minute period; nest complete and intact. - 
JPawlicki
04/10/2012 - Bushtit makes brief visit to nest at 0850. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Adult bringing food to nest at 0706. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0815 to 0845. Nest examined closely and bottom has been pulled 
out with pieces of the nest scattered about. Nest closed, evidence indicates it was predated. - HWinfrey

No

LOSH Loggerhead Shrike 030812_ahll_07 EP54-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Other 600 100 140 140 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/8/2012 5/1/2012 03/08/2012 - Both male and female were seen foraging within a 300-foot radius of nest location. Male was seen 
courtship feeding female, and female was seen bringing softer nesting material to the nest on several instances. 
Nest appears to be approximately 30% complete, and no eggs were present within the nest. The pair is tolerant of 
limited foot and vehicle traffic outside of bird buffer. - AHill
03/14/2012 - One adult foraging within 300 feet of nest site. Nest appears to be complete, egg laying should 
begin soon. - AHill
03/20/2012 - A biologist saw an American Kestrel perched on shrub where the nest is located. Individual 
remained perched in the bush during the time (approximately 10 minutes) the biologist was passively observing. 
The biologist moved away from the nest and closer to the furthest extent of a Red-tailed Hawk nest in the vicinity, 
and the Loggerhead shrike moved to the side of the nest closest to the biologist. The nest was not approached, 
and no individuals were seen carrying nesting material; however the perched individual was acting mildly 
territorial. It is possible that the pair is either laying eggs or incubating. - LThoreson
03/26/2012 - Observed both adults foraging within 500 feet of nest, then returning to 175 feet within nest 
location. Observed female making begging calls and flapping her wings repeatedly to male, who then fed her. The 
pair then copulated about 170 feet from the nest. The female flew to the nest and laid on the nest for 5 minutes 
before departing on her own accord. When female was out of sight, and no shrikes were in the area, the biologist 
checked the nest to find no eggs present. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Pair of Loggerhead Shrikes present, displaying territorially and fighting with a California Thrasher 
that approached nest, but eventually left the oak tree. Pair is active at nest. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike made 2 trips to nest during 30-minute observation period. After leaving nest, the 
shrike perched on tallest pole to northwest, east of the access road. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - No Loggerhead Shrike activity at this nest, however, an adult pair of shrikes is very active hawking 
insects, collecting nesting material and building nest in medium-sized shrub about 350 feet west of this nest site. 
During 1 flight to collect nesting material, 1 shrike perched on southwest side of Engelmann oak. The fact that no 
resident shrikes reacted to this breach of territory and because no activity was observed at the original nest site, 
this information may indicate nest failure and subsequent renesting during the past week. When possible, will 
check original nest with a cultural resources monitor to ascertain present status of the nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - After 30 minute observation period without seeing activity at the nest, the nest was approached and 
a mirror was used to check for eggs, nestlings or possible signs of nest failure. No eggs or nestlings were found, 
and dead leaves were observed inside the nest bowl and the rim of the nest, indicating possible nest 
abandonment. - SJohnston
04/24/2012 - It appears the original nest site has been abandoned, but a pair is active northwest of the site where 
they copulated once during a 30-minute observation period. Did not see nest building or any visit to the shrub 
where they were nest building last week   PKonrad

No
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AMKE American Kestrel 030812_ahll_08 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Grasslands and Meadows Other 320 500 275 275 Fledged 3/8/2012 5/30/2012 03/08/2012 - Female kestrel was seen entering nest cavity on several occasions with male perched nearby. 
Female would not stay within the cavity for more than 5 minutes. Biological monitor D. Engstrom reported seeing 
the pair copulate and chase off a pair of CORAs near the nest today. - AHill
03/09/2012 - Male American Kestrel flew in from east and perched on bare branches on top of nest tree. Also 
perched on lower wire north of tree, made a hunting strike and returned to nest tree where it fed on the large 
insect prey. During a second short observation period, at 14:00, the female flew to high bare branch on nest tree, 
where it fed on large insect prey and perched in the wind for 20 minutes, when observer left. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Female observed perching on nearby power line upon arrival. After 25 minutes of observation, 
female flew to nest tree after which male flew out of cavity and joined female on tree. Both birds last observed 
perched on nearby power line. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Biologist saw American Kestrel fly to telephone line west of cavity with prey, apparently a small 
rodent. The American Kestrel then flew to the cavity with the prey, dropped prey off and perched on the top of 
the tree. - LThoreson
04/02/2012 - Male American Kestrel perched on pole east of nest site during initial observation; checked back at 
1730 when male was perched on second pole to west; female probably incubating today. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Male American Kestrel was perched on pole west of nest; then flew to slope to south where it 
soared in circles. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Male American Kestrel flew in to perch on pole nearest nest. (Nestlings should be hatching soon, 
followed by more activity by adults.) - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - Female American Kestrel flew into view after about 15 minutes, circled nest tree twice and entered 
nesting cavity in live oak; she didn't come out of cavity during the next 15 minutes. - PKonrad
05/01/2012 - No American Kestrel activity observed during initial 30 minute observation period. During a second 
nest visit 3 hours later, the female kestrel was perched on the small power line to the northeast of the nesting 
cavity, near the wooden power pole. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Female American Kestrel perched on pole to west of nest and on associated wire north of nest, 
hunting near nest. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - The female American Kestrel was perched on the wooden pole west of the nest, hunting; it caught a 
small dark-colored mammal (vole?) and took it to the nest cavity where kestrel calls, presumably begging 
nestlings, could be heard. Female then perched on top of nest tree for a time, and the male kestrel was seen 
flying westward south of the nest. - PKonrad
05/22/2012 - Female American Kestrel preening and hunting from perch atop the nest tree. It appeared that the 
female took a large insect it caught to an unseen fledgling on west side of tree (opposite side of tree from nest 
cavity). About 3 hours later, a male fledgling was observed flying about 120 feet from the nest tree to the roof of 
1 of the chicken barns  The fledgling had some down on some feathers on the top of its head and a slightly 

Yes

GRRO Greater Roadrunner 030812_tcer_01 CP18-1-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 150 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/8/2012 4/26/2012 03/08/2012 - Adult incubating 2 eggs in nest. - TCooper
03/12/2012 - GRRO adjacent to nest with 3 eggs. Mate nearby. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs - GRRO presumed incubating through stormy weather, though not detected 
during 20 minute observation from distance. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - 2 eggs in nest. No GRRO seen or heard in area. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - 2 eggs in nest. Adult GRRO foraging nearby. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - GRRO incubating 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - The nest now contains 2 eggs, warming in the sun, and no sign of a nestling. An adult was foraging 
and sunning across the slope on the access road. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Nest now contains only 1 egg. Based on an incubation length of 19-20 days, this remaining egg is 
likely non-viable. It has been nearly 2 months since this nest was logged and none of the eggs appear to have 
hatched. No adult GRRO detected around the nest today. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

No

MODO Mourning Dove 030912_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 50 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/9/2012 4/13/2012 03/09/2012 - Nest with 5 eggs first discovered 2 February 2012, but not recorded due to lack of activity during 20 
minute observation period. Nest still with 5 eggs and attending adult on 9 March 2012. Dove remained on nest in 
direct line of sight while avian biologist entered data into pentab at 30 feet. Dove flushed with approach of 
surveyor to document nest status at about 3 feet. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nests, but was unable to gain access to substation. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest with 7 eggs. This nest has apparently never been viable, since before it was recorded since 
Mourning Doves typically only lay 2 eggs per clutch and it is unknown if any eggs were viable at any point during 
the monitoring period. - BArnold

No

MODO Mourning Dove 030912_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 100 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/9/2012 4/13/2012 03/09/2012 - Adult dove observed on nest. Dove remained on nest while avian biologist entered initial data into 
pentab within direct line of sight at 20 feet, and when avian biologist photo-documented nest at 10 feet. Flushed 
at less than 2 feet when avian biologist approached to document nest status. 2 eggs in nest. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nests, but was unable to gain access to substation. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest degraded and with lots of scat, indicative of a successfully fledged nest. - BArnold

Yes

HOFI House Finch 030912_elss_01 CP64 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 30 30 Removed 3/9/2012 3/9/2012 03/09/2012 - The nest was found by onsite biomonitor, inside equipment. The nest was 5% complete. Female 
brought nesting material to nest twice during a 60-minute observation period. The equipment had mylar 
reflective ribbon bird deterrents placed 6-8 inches from the selected nest site and was staged at the pull site with 
no use for 10 days. The equipment was slated for transport this day, necessitating the removal process. - 
ELoveless
03/09/2012 - Nest removed by avian biologist. - ELoveless

No
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 030912_imll_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - maintenance 400 300 300 300 Fledged 3/9/2012 5/2/2012 03/09/2012 - Male CAGN observed stripping 'bark' from sagebrush in territory and adding material to a well 
developed nest (about 80%) with the female CAGN accompanying. The nest is shaped with lining-less bowl. Pair 
made trips with nest material from both east and west. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Pair observed making over a dozen trips to nest. Surveyors did not approach nest, but female was 
observed carrying fluffy pappus from Baccharis shrub; male not observed carrying material. - MDicus
03/21/2012 - Pair observed foraging throughout territory. On one occasion both male and female visited the nest 
area briefly and then moved away to the south. Later during the observation period the male flew to the nest area 
and called from various perches. Once the pair left the area, the nest was observed to be 100% complete with no 
eggs present (M. Dicus permitted CAGN nest monitor present). It is likely that the pair will continue to use this 
nest location following the weekend's recent storm events once the material dries with no further additions to 
nest. Therefore, the nest stage is now considered to be in the egg laying period. - IMaunsell
04/03/2012 - 3/28/2012 - 3 nest exchanges observed between 0715 and 0930. - IMaunsell
04/04/2012 - Observed nest exchange at approximately 0805. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - Male observed flying to nest area at approximately 0730. Gave "soft mew" and female was observed 
leaving nest area. Female returned to the nest area at approximately 0750, called to male, and male left nest area. 
From 0800-0810, male was observed making frequent, rapid trips to and from the nest to the surrounding habitat 
with prey items. Likely feeding young nestlings still being brooded by the female. - IMaunsell
04/18/2012 - Male observed foraging, making 3 brief trips to nest, and on the second trip carrying away what 
appeared to be a fecal sack from the nest. Female was at the nest for most of this 1-hour observation period. - 
MDicus
04/25/2012 - 2 nestlings were observed in the nest. The adult male parent California Gnatcatcher was observed 
hopping from bush to bush near the nest, making "mew" calls. - LGorman
05/02/2012 - The adult CAGN pair was observed foraging approximately 250 feet northwest of the nest location. 
The pair repeatedly returned to a nearby shrub from which faint begging calls were heard; they appeared to be 
feeding 1 or 2 fledglings, which were well-hidden inside the shrub. The nest was later checked and found to be 
empty. Successful fledging. - MDicus

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 030912_mdus_03 Hartung CY-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 28 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/9/2012 4/25/2012 03/09/2012 - Pair observed gathering material from interior of oak galls and adding it to nest that appears to be 
nearly complete. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - BUSH pair foraging in vicinity. Male enters nest briefly at 0818; no item carry observed. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - BUSH pair working at nest at 1408. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 1310 to 1325. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Bushtit at nest at 1152. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest appears intact after yesterday's storm. No BUSH observed during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BUSH detected during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest has fallen, but does not appear predated. - RRadd

No

RSHA Red-shouldered Hawk 030912_rrdd_01 CP64-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 300 500 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 3/9/2012 4/12/2012 03/09/2012 - RSHA pair attending this nest - female at nest, male guarding and visiting. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - RSHA male at typical nest-guarding perch south of El Monte Road, female not detected. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - Nest remains incomplete. No RSHA detected during 15 minute late afternoon observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity at nest. RSHA perched nearby at 1235. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed, and no Red-Shouldered Hawks detected in area from 1200 to 1245. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest is not in sufficient repair to receive an egg, and no raptors have been observed in association 
for 4 weeks. Changed status to closed. Nest was abandoned during site selection for unknown reasons. - RRadd

No

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch 030912_rrdd_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 56 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/9/2012 5/11/2012 03/09/2012 - WBNU pair chiseling bark flakes from nearby trees and carrying to cavity at 1-2 minute intervals. - 
RRadd
03/15/2012 - WBNU pair coming to and going from this nest at 0822. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No WBNU detected in area for 15 minutes. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - WBNU pair continued to bring bark chips to cavity on multiple occasions from 0843-0910. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - WBNU observed entering cavity at 1038 without carrying nesting material. It did not re-emerge 
during 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - WBNU leaves nest at 1027. Both male and female return at 1034. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - WBNU male carries food to brooding female 3 times between 1039-1044. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - WBNU carrying food to nest at 2-10 minute intervals around 1335. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - WBNU brings food to nest cavity at 0718. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - WBNU pair leaving nest unattended for several minutes at a time, returning with food items. - 
RRadd
05/12/2012 - WBNU no longer come to this cavity and a HOWR is now occupying. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes
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BUSH Bushtit 030912_rrdd_04 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 10 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/9/2012 4/30/2012 03/09/2012 - BUSH making repeated trips at 1-2 minute intervals building this nest - approximately 5% complete. - 
RRadd
03/17/2012 - BUSH pair continue nest building at 1348 - 60% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults flew to nest 6+ times with material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - BUSH pair active at nest which appears substantially complete. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - BUSH entered nest at 1242 and was not observed to re-emerge during 10 minutes of observation. - 
HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 1309. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH pair feeding nestlings at 1630. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - BUSH pair feeding nestlings at 1320 at 5-minute intervals. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Solo BUSH visits nest furtively, fleetingly and infrequently at 1358. Second brood potentially in 
progress. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest appears in excellent condition. No BUSH detected within 50 feet during 30 minutes of 
observation. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - No activity observed. Monitor once more before potentially closing. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - 24 May;  Nest remains in fine condition, but no BUSH detected associating with it. Nest likely 
fledged about 30 April. Nest remained intact and a second brood may be initiated. - RRadd

Yes

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch 030912_rrdd_05 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 87 100 85 85 Nest did not reach active stage 3/9/2012 4/16/2012 03/09/2012 - WBNU pair ferrying bark flakes to cavity. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - WBNU detected in vicinity, but not observed at cavity. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No WBNU seen near nest for 15 minutes. Possibly switched locations (see 032012_mkhn_02). - 
MKuehn
03/22/2012 - WBNU at cavity, one bird visible arranging lining materials inside. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No WBNU detected in area; no activity at nest. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No WBNU activity has been observed here for almost a month. Initial activity was likely a part of site 
selection process. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 031012_jpki_01 EP183 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 85 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/10/2012 4/18/2012 03/10/2012 - Adults observed actively bringing material to nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
03/15/2012 - Adults in area but did not observe them going to the nest. Nest looks complete from outside, but 
contents not checked. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - Bushtit pair still nest building. Nest is well-formed and decorated externally, 95% complete. Light is 
still visible passing through unlined nest entrance. Female observed in vicinity gathering downy vegetative lining 
material. - JDicus
03/28/2012 - Bushtit observed at nest, which appears nearly complete. - VNovik
04/04/2012 - Nest is in excellent shape, but no Bushtit observed or heard during 30-minute period. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Again, nest looks good but no Bushtits observed or heard during 30-minute observation period. 
(Incubating or deserted?) - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - See following comment. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - A predator has opened a hole in the bottom of this Bushtit nest chamber. No eggs, eggshells, 
nestlings, or adults were found in the area, although nesting chronology indicates that eggs may have been 
present. Because bushtits may continue lining the nest during incubation and until hatchlings are present, and 
because the nestling period is approximately 14 days, it is indeterminate whether nest fledged, was abandoned, 
or predated, and nest is closed. - PKonrad

N/A

PHAI Phainopepla 031012_mdus_02 Hartung CY-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 50 100 75 75 Presumed Fledged 3/10/2012 5/13/2012 03/10/2012 - Adult male Phainopepla observed breaking off a tamarisk twig and carrying it into a clump of 
mistletoe. Male made several additional trips to nest while female perched nearby. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - PHAI male brings food item to female, and she departs nest area to receive it at 0755. Both birds 
foraged, returning frequently to nest area. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - PHAI pair making trips to nest 1356-1408. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 1310 to 1325. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Male visits nest at 1148. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - PHAI pair trading nest duties; male on nest while female forages, guarding while she is on nest. - 
RRadd
04/17/2012 - Pattern of activity suggests PHAI pair is sharing incubation duties. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - PHAI pair continue activity at this nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - PHAI exchanging nest duties; female comes to nest with enlarged crop at 1646. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - PHAI pair coming to nest at regular intervals; 1 always staying near nest. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - PHAI no longer attend this nest and a new nest is under construction 5 feet east. Presumed fledged. - 
RRadd

Yes
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WREN Wrentit 031212_ahll_01 EP33-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 80 100 70 70 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/12/2012 4/3/2012 03/12/2012 - Wrentit pair was seen bringing lining material to nest on several occasions, at intervals of 20-45 
minutes. Pair is extremely cryptic when flying to nest, using different fly-in routes and entering the dense brush at 
a radius of 20 feet before actually flying to nest location. Adult was heard singing within 50 feet of nest location. 
Nest appears to be complete. - AHill
03/15/2012 - No eggs in nest, but heard Wrentit nearby nest. - AHill
03/20/2012 - No eggs in nest. Observed Wrentit pair singing and flying within 25 feet of nest. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Observed pair singing near nest. Still no eggs in nest, but observed adult fly to nest then leave. - 
AHill
04/03/2012 - Nest was found with small, broken, blue egg fragments in nest, and no adults were seen or heard 
within 200 feet of the nest. Nest was predated on by an animal. - AHill

No

BUSH Bushtit 031212_imll_02 EP118-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 60 100 60 60 Indeterminate 3/12/2012 3/30/2012 03/12/2012 - Bushtits actively nest building, nest nearly complete. Pair returning to nest while helicopter 
hovering over site. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact, but no activity observed during 45 minutes of observation while micropile grouting 
work is taking place at adjacent tower site. - VNovik
03/30/2012 - Bushtit nest has apparently been torn open by a predator, probably an avian predator, considering a 
hole about twice the size of the entrance hole has been torn open in the stubby neck of the nest on the opposite 
side from the entrance hole. No sign of eggs or eggshells or adult Bushtits - closed. Chronology and history of 
observations suggest that eggs may or may not have been present at the time of depredation, so the outcome is 
Indeterminate. - PKonrad

N/A

CATH California Thrasher 031212_imll_03 EP-91-N Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/12/2012 4/12/2012 03/12/2012 - Bird incubating on nest. 2 eggs. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Bird incubating on nest. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - No thrashers observed, but a clutch of 3 turquoise-colored eggs is present in nest. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; did not leave nest when avian biologist checked nest status from 12 
feet. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - At least 3 large downy nestlings in nest; no adults observed or heard. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest is in good shape with the bowl intact. Appears nestlings fledged successfully, probably before 
rainfall 36 hours before this nest check, judging by wet condition of nest. No sign of nestlings, fledglings or adults, 
and no sign that nestlings did not fledge. - PKonrad

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 031212_jdus_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 20 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/12/2012 4/28/2012 03/12/2012 - Pair observed building well formed nest (carrying downy vegetative lining material into 95% 
complete nest). - JDicus
03/13/2012 - Male makes occasional visits. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest looked soggy, and the bottom appeared incomplete or perhaps affected by the storm this past 
weekend. However, BUSH pair observed at nest. - IMaunsell
03/28/2012 - Male BUSH observed carrying food into nest, presumably feeding female. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - BUSH observed bringing small green leaves to nest 1035. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Although Bushtits were heard in the area, none approached or exited the nest during a 90-minute 
observation period. At 1558, a female LEGO pulled a large billfull of fluffy material from the top of the nest and 
flew away. There was no Bushtit response this action. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - After 45 minutes of constant monitoring, no BUSH was observed entering or exiting the nest. A male 
BUSH foraged in the nest tree and was seen with a bill full of insects. However, he did not approach this nest and 
was presumably associated with a different nest in the area. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No BUSH activity after 20 minutes of observation. This nest containing eggs failed due to natural 
causes. After numerous extensive observation efforts, no Bushtit activity has been observed at the nest for 
several weeks. This, combined with the slow deterioration of the nest and the piracy of nesting materials by other 
species, leads the biologist to conclude this nest has been abandoned. It is likely that the Bushtits abandoned this 
nest during one of the periods of cold, stormy weather, as they have been documented to do, even when the nest 
contains eggs. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 031212_jdus_02 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/12/2012 5/7/2012 03/12/2012 - Pair arrives together, male perches nearby while female builds. Multiple trips to nest with material 
were observed. Nest appears to be well formed (90% complete). - JDicus
03/13/2012 - No HOFI detected in this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact after storm, but no HOFI activity at the nest in 30 minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Male visits nest at 0834. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity at nest from 0740 to 0810. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - One sparsely-feathered nestling visible craning its head above rim of nest with its bill open. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Nestlings observed in nest. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Male and female both visited nest, male first then female who remains there. Nestlings cannot be 
seen. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - The nest had no activity in over 30 minutes of observation. The nest is in good condition, showing 
no signs of predation. Ample time has passed for a complete the nesting cycle and this nest is presumed to have 
fledged. - VEurs

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 031212_jdus_03 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 30 30 Fledged 3/12/2012 4/30/2012 03/12/2012 - Pair visits nest tree. Male perches nearby while female builds. Nest is 50% complete. - JDicus
03/13/2012 - No HOFI detected in this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears intact and complete, after storm. A pair was observed entering the nest, but was not 
carrying any nesting material. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Male and female bringing food to nest at 0840. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - HOFI brings food to nest at 0745. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - At least 2 well-feathered nestlings were visible and vigorously moving about nest cup. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - A pair was observed flying to the nest to feed young. Nestlings not visible today. May be 2 new 
nests to the east in the same tree (outer low hanging and upper hanging clusters). - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Appears this nest has fledged successfully since female appears to be incubating a new clutch of 
eggs. New Nest ID created (050212_kats_01). - LTymkiw

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031212_jdus_04 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 13 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/12/2012 4/16/2012 03/12/2012 - Female observed building beginning of nest while male is perched nearby. This newly discovered 
goldfinch nest is just in the early stage of building (just a spare, thin platform beginning - 5% complete). - JDicus
03/13/2012 - LEGO continues to work sporadically on nest, now 15% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears to have weathered the storm, but is still incomplete, and about 60% complete. LEGO 
observed all around but not observed at nest in about 10 minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - Fresh lining material in bottom of nest. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Female on nest at 0832. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 0748. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Female was not on nest, so biologist used extendable mirror to examine the nest. The nest does not 
contain any eggs or young anymore and does not appear to be particularly well-lined. Apparently predated. - 
VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 031212_jdus_05 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 10 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 3/12/2012 4/30/2012 03/12/2012 - Nest is above road and approximately 5% built, located in clump of flowering Eucalyptus. Avian 
biologist watched female make 2 trips to nest with bill full of materials which almost completely disappeared 
from viewing location below when female added the material into the nest location from above. Male not 
observed. Group of 5 HOFI were observed returning to nest tree in a group with 2 pairs splitting off to build their 
respective nests in the same tree while this female built a third nest with no associated male seen. Later trips by 
the group were found to contain only two pairs, without the lone female in attendance. - JDicus
03/13/2012 - No HOFI detected in this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears unaffected by storm, but no HOFI activity at this nest during 30 minutes of 
observation. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0834 to 0844. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed from 0740 to 0810. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Despite extensive observations of the HOFI nests in this area, no finches were observed approaching 
this particular nest. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - No activity at this nest in 45 minutes of observation. In 6 weeks and 8 nest checks, no activity has 
been observed at this nest. - LTymkiw

No
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BEWR Bewick's Wren 031212_mdus_02 CP11-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Grading 5 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/12/2012 5/8/2012 03/12/2012 - Bio monitor Tom Gunter observed a pair of Bewick's Wrens carrying nest material to the north side 
of a 17-foot artificial wall north of CP11. The avian biologist monitored the activity, observing the pair carrying 
twigs and dried leaves to the nest 10 separate times.   One adult carried items on each trip while the other 
accompanied it, scolding from the nearby silt fence, exploring adjacent cavities, or bringing in material itself. 
During this time, the crew parked a dozer and compactor within 5-10 feet of the nest (but 12 vertical feet above), 
delivered rock 55 feet away, and continued grading and wall construction approximately 90 feet away. All 
construction activity was above the nest and out of view. The birds did not appear to be affected by construction, 
spending no more than 10 minutes away from the nest during the monitoring period. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Avian biologist arrived at site at 0707 to monitor nest prior to crew's arrival. Crew arrived at 0720. 
BEWR adult first flew to nest at 0730, left immediately, and started vocalizing nearby. Pair did not return to nest 
until 0806, when they both started making regular trips with nest material (grasses and other smaller items). 
Between 0806 and 0820, the pair made a total of 12 trips (between them) to the nest while the crew worked 
approximately 50-20 feet from the nest. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Avian biologist arrived at site at 1257, monitoring nest from distance of approximately 50 feet. 
While crew worked within buffer, BEWR pair were observed making over 15 trips to nest with material. During 1 
hour and 20 minutes of monitoring, the pair were not away from the nest more than 10 minutes at a time. 
Construction was ongoing throughout this observation period; birds appeared unaffected by activities. - MDicus
03/22/2012 - Bio-monitor Tom Gunter observed pair making 3 trips to the nest, and taking breaks to forage in 
between visits. One-time work within buffer is complete, and buffer will now be maintained at 30 feet. - MDicus
03/31/2012 - Biomonitor B. Parker reports observing two BEWRs entering nest 3 times and engaging in mate 
feeding behavior from 0910 to 0930. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Bio monitor B. Parker reports Bushtit observed carrying downy material into nest at 0720. - 
HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No activity during nest monitor's 40 minute observation period. Onsite biomonitors B. Parker and T. 
Gunter also reported no BEWR activity near cavity throughout the day. They said numerous BEWRs were upslope 
and downslope singing and calling during the day. Nest monitor did not hear any BEWR. - VEurs
04/24/2012 - No BEWR seen near nest cavity after more than 30 minutes of observation. male BEWR sang briefly 
downslope of the cavity towards the end of the observation period. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - A Bewick's Wren was heard singing not far down slope, but no wrens approached the rock wall 
during approximately 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - No activity at nest reported since 7 April. It is possible the nest was washed out of the Hilfiker wall 
during the rain events of April. This nest is now closed and failed with or without eggs or young. - VEurs

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 031212_mdus_03 CP10-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 33 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/12/2012 5/1/2012 03/12/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed carrying material to a nearly complete nest located approximately 30 feet 
from the access road. Traffic, including a large loader, passed through the access road, while the pair continued to 
forage for material and carry it to the nest. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed at nest. - BArnold
03/23/2012 - Male Bushtit observed adding material to the nest. - MDicus
03/31/2012 - Biomonitor B. Parker reports Bushtit entering nest with fine material 4 times from 1050 to 1130. - 
HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Biomonitor T. Gunter reports no activity observed from 0730 to 0830. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Male and female foraging on surrounding hillsides and periodically visiting the nest without material 
or food items during nest monitor's visit. Onsite biomonitor T. Gunter reported little activity in the morning. 
Suspect incubation is under way. - VEurs
04/24/2012 - At least one Bushtit was foraging extensively on the hillside around the nest, but after 40 minutes of 
observation, no Bushtit approached or exited the nest. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - After observing the unusual look of the nest from the access road, the biologist approached the nest 
directly. Upon close examination, the nest was observed to be laying horizontally in the shrub. Pieces of nest 
material were strewn about the branches, although no large, obvious holes were observed. This nest with eggs or 
young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 031212_pkad_05 EP32-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 86 500 500 500 Fledged 3/12/2012 5/26/2012 03/12/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk in incubating position on 2011 nest that has been built up a bit during past 
week. Second adult flew from perch west of nest. Red-tail in incubating position during 2 subsequent nest checks 
while in the area during mid-afternoon and late afternoon. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Did not observe any activity during a 30 minute period. - AHill
03/23/2012 - No hawks observed near nest. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - No activity observed. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Adult on nest at 0818. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Adult on nest at 0910. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - No adult in area. 1 downy nestling visible and moving in nest. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - 1 downy white nestling visible and vocal. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - 2 nestlings were visible and moving in nest at 0602. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - 2 nestlings visible; both have downy heads and are molting flight feathers. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - 2 nestlings visible, showing well-developed flight feathers and molting head feathers. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - 2 nestlings visible, 1 upright in nest, the other perched on a branch a foot above the nest. Both 
appear fully feathered and alert. - HWinfrey
05/26/2012 - Nest is empty.  Fledgling perched 50 feet away from nest.  40% of nest material appears to have 
been knocked out of nest and is resting on a branch below the nest.  Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes
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SAPH Say's Phoebe 031212_rrdd_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 10 100 50 10 Fledged 3/12/2012 5/2/2012 03/12/2012 - SAPH bringing items and forming cup in nest that appears approximately 80% complete. Nest built 
while work and use of adjacent access road were in progress, drive-through access OK. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - SAPH observed bringing material to nest at about 1000. - BArnold
03/19/2012 - SAPH on nest, departs to forage. Mate nearby. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - SAPH adult on nest. CORA nest being built nearby. Other SAPH adult on fence foraging. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed at nest. SAPH heard calling nearby. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - SAPH observed coming to nest to incubate while two biologists were viewing nest from below, 
within 15 feet. The SAPH did not react to presence. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - At start of observation, phoebe was not on the nest. Male arrived a short time later carrying a small 
insect while biologist was about 15 feet away. He perched briefly on the edge of the nest and then settled for 3 
minutes until female arrived with another insect.  He left the nest and she perched on the edge, bending down to 
feed the very quiet nestlings. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult SAPH on nest. Valerie Eurs observed both adults bringing insects to edge of nest. As such, 
presumed the presence of nestlings. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Both adults brought food to nest after 5 minutes of observing. Adults brought food during intense 
work activity within 15 to 20 feet of the nest, and O&M activity in 69kV rack. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - Both adult SAPH continue to bring food to nest and feed nestlings during nearby work activities. - 
BArnold
04/26/2012 - Adult SAPH continue to bring food items to nest in apparent disregard of the SRPL work activities 
occurring within 20 feet of the nest. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - The Adult SAPH was observed bringing food to nest, but with much less frequency or 'urgency' than 
recently observed. I believe the nestlings may soon fledge. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Adult SAPH attending to nestlings, which appear very large and ready to fledge. - BArnold
05/01/2012 - 2 very large, vociferous nestlings in nest. These appear ready to fledge soon. - BArnold
05/02/2012 - Early in morning 4 large fledglings observed in nest. Later 2 fledglings observed on slope just south 
of substation with 1 adult, and 1 fledgling perched on steel railing at base of nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Four nestlings observed perched on disconnect switch stand in northern part of substation. Later 
observed with adults foraging and being fed. - BArnold

Yes

CACW Cactus Wren 031212_rrdd_02 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 230 100 100 100 Fledged 3/12/2012 5/10/2012 03/12/2012 - Nest appears 80% complete, lacking feather lining. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears kempt and maintained but only partially lined. No CACW detections on cold windy 
day. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest. CACW calling 500 feet west of nest. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - 2 CACWs observed in area from 0630 to 0730. Neither were observed going to this nest. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - At start of observation, CACW heard calling 100-150 feet from nests. At 1345, an adult perched on 
cactus between the 2 nests before flying off to the north. At 1420, wren gave vocalizations briefly near the nests. 
At 1426, adult CACW entered upper nest. It was not carrying nest material or food. It remained in the nest until 
1441, at which time it flew to the north, perched quietly on a cactus and eventually flew out of sight farther 
north. Observation period lasted approximately 70 minutes. - VEurs
04/19/2012 - One CACW was seen upon biologist's arrival near the nest. After 15-20 minutes, one adult, then the 
second, perched on the cactus clump containing the nests. Each had food in its bill, which was taken into the nest. 
One adult soon emerged, flew off, returned with more food that it took into the nest and then exited. A GRRO 
landed in front of the cactus clump, causing the wren to give an alarm call. The second wren emerged from the 
nest and both wrens then disappeared from view. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Immediately upon the start of observations, both adult CACW entered the nest. They exited and 
flew off in separate directions. During the approximately 15 minute observation period, an adult made 2 more 
trips into the nest with food items. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - Both adults were visible perching about 50 feet from the nest. They moved about the area, and 1 
adult eventually perched for several minutes on the cactus clump containing the nest. The second adult then 
approached and took a food item into the nest. They both flew off again. A short while later an adult arrived at 
the nest with a very large, unidentified food item. When the adult  entered the nest, nestlings could be heard 
vocalizing. The adult soon exited and resumed foraging as the second adult perched on a cactus with its feathers 
fluffed. - VEurs
05/10/2012 - An adult Cactus Wren was seen perched atop a cactus clump to the west of the nest. 2, perhaps 3, 
Cactus Wren fledglings were spotted huddled in the shade at the base of the same cactus patch. This nest is now 
closed because it fledged successfully. - VEurs

Yes
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BUSH Bushtit 031312_bald_03 EP103-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 79 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/13/2012 4/23/2012 03/13/2012 - Biomonitor Chez Brungraber observed Bushtits carrying nesting material at about 1030 hours, and 
shortly thereafter discovered nest. Nest is nearly complete. - BArnold
03/21/2012 - Nest looks complete, although neck is a bit thin. Bushtit acting mildly territorial as biologist 
approached nest. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - Bushtits active in area; 1 went into nest and did not see it come out; some calling from within nest 
to Bushtits nearby. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Observed Bushtit entering nest multiple times. Visits were short in duration. Carrying food item into 
nest. - VNovik
04/16/2012 - Adult Bushtit(s) bringing food to nest and quickly leaving about every 3 minutes. - PKonrad
04/23/2012 - Nest is in good shape, but no Bushtits were observed during 30 minute observation period, which is 
drastically different from the last observation period when the adults were making frequent nest visits with food. 
The nestlings have apparently fledged and left the area with the adults - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 031312_dbby_01 CP21-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 264 300 264 264 Fledged 3/13/2012 5/1/2012 03/13/2012 - Nest approximately 90% complete. Observed male fly into the nest for a few seconds to form the 
nest. Nest lining still slightly unkempt looking since it is still being formed. Pair foraging away from nest for long 
periods of up to a half hour. Did not observe pair bringing any more nest material to nest. Installed "no drive-thru 
and no project access" ESA signs on road to west because 300-foot buffer encompasses small section of road, 
until NBJ concurrence is obtained. - DBusby
03/20/2012 - Nest lining appears complete. No eggs in nest. Adult pair foraging nearby. Adult male flew near nest 
and delivered scolding calls after I checked  the nest. - DBusby
04/07/2012 - Male observed on nest during survey on April 6. 4 eggs confirmed during survey on March 30. - 
DBusby
04/17/2012 - 4 nestlings in nest approximately 4 days old. Estimated fledge date is between April 22 and 28. - 
DBusby
04/24/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair with active nest (031312_dbby_01) near Structure CP21 was 
observed feeding nestlings that are approximately 11 days old. The male and female adult pair was observed 
repeatedly visiting the nest with food, with a large proportion of the food items being small green caterpillars. 
Based on the apparent age of the nestlings, their estimated fledge date will likely occur between April 25 and 28, 
2012. - DBusby
05/01/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed with fledglings that are a few days old 
approximately 200 feet east/downslope of the closed nest (031312_dbby_01) near Structure CP21. The estimated 
fledge date was between April 25 and 28, 2012. At least two fledglings were visually confirmed foraging with the 
adult pair. The closed nest is empty and intact, exhibiting no signs of depredation. The surveyor will reattempt to 
locate and confirm the number of fledglings during subsequent surveys. Because the fledglings are now 
independent of the nest, there are no work restrictions along the access road to the west of the closed nest. - 
DBusby
05/08/2012 - Nest is closed. Family group foraging down slope. Detected 2 adults / 1 juvenile. - DBusby
05/15/2012 - Nest is closed. Family group foraging downslope, very vocal. Detected 2 adults / 3-4 juveniles. 
Juveniles begging. - DBusby
05/22/2012 - Adult pair foraging near old closed nest. No juveniles detected in area, indicating they now may be 
independent of adults. - DBusby

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 031312_elss_01 EP19-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 100 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/13/2012 3/27/2012 03/13/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed adding nesting material to a nest 7 feet up in a manzanita. The pair 
was observed visiting the nest every 2-5 minutes. The nest appears about 50% complete - ELoveless
03/15/2012 - Bushtit pair is nest building actively and does not seem to be affected by heavy helicopter traffic at 
EP19. Nest appears to be 60% complete. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Pair is actively bringing nesting material to nest, but nest seems a bit dilapidated from recent rain 
event; 70% complete. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Nest was predated, with one egg lodged in side of nest. Two large holes in nest walls, no Bushtit 
activity was observed. Signs were removed. - AHill

No
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WREN Wrentit 031312_fhan_01 CP88-1-N-B Road Areas Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 85 85 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/13/2012 4/20/2012 03/13/2012 - A Wrentit was seen visiting the nest. This individual was calling back and forth to another Wrentit 
nearby. The nest appeared nearly 100% complete and egg laying is imminent. - FHoffman
03/15/2012 - Nest was monitored prior to and during installation of energy dissipaters (K. Vittum) in two 
locations along the eastern edge of the access road 30-40 feet from the nest site. Work occurred within the 
established 85 foot buffer based on an exemption to allow for work required in order to remain in compliance 
with SWPPP permit within 72 hours of rain event. Rain event predicted for Friday March 17 and Saturday March 
18. Nest was monitored prior to work: no eggs or adults were at the nest. Nest appeared in good condition. 
During approximately 1 hour of work using back hoe, no adult Wrentits were observed within the area. - 
IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - Nest is complete, but looks soaked from recent heavy rains. No activity observed during 15 minutes 
of observation. Wrentits heard calling within general vicinity. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Biologist approached to within 5 feet before locating nest when female flushed off nest, which 
contained 3 eggs. Female returned to nest immediately after biologist moved back to access road. Bio monitor C. 
Vettes reported passively observing female continue incubating for 6 hours while Sunrise underground crew 
worked 50 feet from nest. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - A female Wrentit was on the nest during over an hour of work which consisted of hydroseeding and 
silt fence removal. At one point the male visited the nest. No indications of stress were observed due to 
hydroseeding work occurring approximately 25 feet from the nest. - CVettes
03/30/2012 - On March 29 K. Vittum monitored minor road grading work required within the existing 85 foot 
buffer for this nest. Work occurred along the road approximately 40 feet from the nest site. A backhoe was used 
to repair the road due to a recent rain event rilling across the road. Work occurred per exemption for individual 
buffer requests allowing for required BMP work in order to maintain compliance with SWPPP permit. During 
approximately 30 minutes of work within the buffer the monitor detected the pair associating with the nest area. 
No signs of disturbance or agitated behavior were observed. - IMaunsell
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 1224. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female on nest, does not depart during observation. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Nest is on the ground, torn apart. Trampled vegetation surrounding nest suggests mammalian 
predator. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 031312_ghan_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/13/2012 4/29/2012 03/10/2012 - Observed with avian biologist, John Dicus, a pair of Western Scrub-jays bringing material to vicinity 
of scrub oaks (Quercus  berberidifolia) and Lakeside ceanothus (Ceanothus cyaneus) multiple times. A nest was 
discovered in scrub oak but did not observe species going to it. By 3-12-12, it was confirmed to be an active nest 
by observing the pair at and on the nest, bringing nesting material to it. - GHuffman
03/16/2012 - Western Scrub-jay observed carrying lining material to nest. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Western Scrub-Jay observed carrying lining material to nest. No apparent damage to nest from 
major storm event over last two days. - RAbe
03/29/2012 - Female on nest, male calling nearby. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Female on nest with 5 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Incubation continues. - RRadd
04/22/2012 - WESJ tight on nest at 1550. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is clean, intact and empty. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

PHAI Phainopepla 031312_jdus_01 EP246 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats OH - wire stringing 110 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 3/13/2012 3/30/2012 03/13/2012 - Phainopepla nest reported by on-site biological monitor. Phainopepla pair observed in vicinity. Male 
landed in nest shrub while female looked on. Male observed carrying materials and building second nest in 
juniper to west outside 100-foot buffer surrounding tower permanent pad, then revisiting nest in jujube shrub. 
Both nests are approximately 20% constructed. - JDicus
03/22/2012 - Male slightly territorial across wash; unseen female giving contact calls. Nest is a small bowl built 
with fine material; looks complete. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Could not re-find nest; no Phainopeplas near nest site, although a short distance to southwest a pair 
of Phainopeplas were flying in aerial displays led by female. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 031312_jdus_02 EP251 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/13/2012 3/22/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair of Bushtits visited nest 3 times with material. - JDicus
03/22/2012 - Nest appears be destroyed by recent storm; nest is flattened from the west side, probably by high 
wind, and has been torn away from 1 of the top attachment points. Damage does not reflect predation, which is 
indicated by holes or tears in the chamber. No Bushtits were observed or heard in the area. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 031312_jpki_05 EP140-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 65 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/13/2012 4/30/2012 03/13/2012 - Adult Bushtits observed bringing material to nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
04/03/2012 - Nest complete. Bushtit pair observed in vicinity of nest with 1 adult entering nest; nest contents 
unknown. - JPawlicki
04/13/2012 - Nest is complete and intact. Bushtit observed entering nest. - VNovik
04/21/2012 - One Bushtit was observed bringing caterpillars to the nest. It was unclear whether it was feeding 
nestlings or its mate. - LTymkiw
04/30/2012 - Nest has been predated, torn apart and mostly removed from the area with only a portion of the 
feathered nest chamber caught in the branch below the nest site. No sign of adults or nestlings or other nest parts 
in the area. - closed. - PKonrad

No
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BUSH Bushtit 031312_mdus_02 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 75 100 40 40 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/13/2012 4/28/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed carrying material to a nest that is approximately 60% complete. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Pair bringing in nest material and copulating. Nest approximately 75% complete. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Pair not observed visiting nest, but nest is in good condition, and female was observed foraging on 
nest shrub. - MDicus
03/30/2012 - 0730 to 0830: Female observed leaving the nest for approximately 5 minutes out of a 1 hour 
observation. Due to the amount of time female spent in nest, it can be concluded that it is incubating. - GHuffman
04/06/2012 - Bushtit observed making two trips to nest in a 20 minute observation. Construction activities appear 
to have no impact on nesting behavior. - GHuffman
04/15/2012 - Both adults making numerous, rapid trips to the nest carrying food items. Female removed fecal sac 
on one trip away from the nest. High-pitched vocalizations heard within nest when adult entered with food. - 
VEurs
04/20/2012 - Observed Bushtits making numerous trips to nest carrying food. Begging calls from nestlings could 
be heard from within nest when adults entered. - GHuffman
04/28/2012 - At the start of observation, the biologist noted the nest's unusual appearance. About 5 minutes 
later, a female LEGO vigorously pulled material from the nest and then flew off. She repeated the behavior a short 
time later. There was no response from potential nest occupants. A pair of Bushtits was eventually detected in the 
area, but they did not directly approach the nest. There was no evidence they were being followed by fledglings. It 
appears the nest was predated. This nest with young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

CORA Common Raven 031312_mdus_03 CP40-2-E Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/13/2012 3/21/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair of Common Ravens observed carrying sticks to nest at top of SRPL tower CP40-2. Nest is 
approximately 30-40% complete.  During over 2 hours of observation, the birds made 6 trips to the nest, carrying 
sticks on 4 of the trips. The pair spent approximately 45 minutes total at the nest, rearranging sticks and perching 
on the adjacent cross-members. A second pair of ravens was observed stealing sticks from the nest and carrying 
them off the right-of-way to the west. The nest-building pair chased the pair from the area twice. - MDicus
03/14/2012 - It appears that a few sticks have been added to the nest since yesterday, but it is still not complete 
enough to support eggs. Pair was observed perching on tower leg below nest but did not visit nest during 15-
minute observation period. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Pair observed making 3 trips to nest with short sticks and finer material. Nest is approximately 50-
60% complete. - MDicus
03/21/2012 - The tower was observed for approximately 2 hours prior to the installation of the bird deterrent. No 
Common Ravens were observed prior to crew arrival. Upon arrival of the crew 6 Common Ravens were observed 
flying east along the access road from CP39 towards CP40. Once the crew had installed the deterrent and left 
CP40, a pair of Common Ravens was observed perched on the uppermost arm of the structure approximately 10 
feet from the installed deterrent. The pair was observed for approximately 1 hour. No nesting material was 
observed during this time, but the pair did not appear deterred by the deterrent. - JHenry
03/21/2012 - Nest was approximately 70-80% constructed and not substantial enough to hold eggs. Nonetheless, 
as a precaution, the lineman tasked with nest removal was instructed to look into the nest to verify the nest 
contained no eggs. The lineman confirmed the nest was empty and removed it. The Common Raven pair flew 
around the tower, vocalizing. They were still in the area when the avian monitor left. 
 - MDicus
03/21/2012 - The nest is approximately 70% complete and is not yet developed enough to support eggs. No eggs 
or young present (as determined by nest stage). Bird repellent ribbon is present towards the base of the tower 
and at multiple points around the project site. Additionally, BMP maintenance occurred at the site on March 15 
and 16 and nest building continue despite this work. Per the NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a 
deterrent. The nest is located on a structure required for upcoming wire pulling. A delay due to allowing the nest 
cycle to continue would likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by 
June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 3/21/2012. - 
KAlberts

No

BUSH Bushtit 031312_rrdd_01 TL 6924 - 171691 Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/13/2012 4/10/2012 03/13/2012 - BUSH nest under construction, approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears approximately 65% complete and not obviously torn from recent storms. No BUSH 
detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed bringing nesting material to the nest several times. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Pair observed making at least 10 trips between them, carrying nest material. Nest appears to be 
nearly complete. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - Nest is large and spherical, basically complete. Shortly after start of observation, male approached 
nest with fine material. Female arrived soon after, entered nest and remained for about 5 minutes before flying 
off. - VEurs
04/10/2012 - Nest has fallen. - RRadd

No
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031312_sjon_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/13/2012 4/20/2012 03/13/2012 - Nest is approximately 5% complete. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Pair of goldfinches seen visiting nest site multiple times over 1 hour from 0850-0950 while backhoe 
installed dissipaters 20 feet from nest. Work within buffer occurred per the exemption for buffer modification 
requests for work conducted to maintain SWPPP compliance. (report from biomonitor K. Vittum 3/15/12). - 
SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Female observed carrying nest material with male perched near nest. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - Work within the buffer included hydroseeding, silt fence removal, and momentary use of a backhoe 
for soil compaction. Silt fencing and soil compaction occurred under exemptions for individual buffer justification 
requests allowing for required BMP work in order to maintain SWPPP permit compliance and for limited foot 
traffic within buffers provided the crew is accompanied by an Avian Biologist. The momentary presence of the 
backhoe agitated a Lesser Goldfinch, the equipment was redirected and, once removed, foraging and activity in 
the nest tree resumed. The only visit to the nest for nest building was observed prior to the beginning of work. - 
CVettes
03/29/2012 - During a 15 minute period of hydroseeding, a Lesser Goldfinch remained on the nest. The same 
status was observed before and after construction. This hydroseeding was a one-time permission of work order 
granted by the nest buffer justification. - CVettes
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 1229. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female incubating/brooding.  Does not leave nest when avian bio walks past at a distance of ten 
feet. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - No LEGO observed near nest. Nest examined and found to be empty with fine fibers pulled up from 
rim of cup. No sign of predation.  Nest timeline indicates that nest most likely reached fledging status successfully. 
Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031312_sjon_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 90 100 90 90 Nest did not reach active stage 3/13/2012 4/13/2012 03/13/2012 - Nest building; approximately 1% complete. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - No activity observed but nest is now about 20% complete. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Male and female observed chasing SOSP away from nest, indicating nest continues to be active. - 
HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity observed from 1115 to 1145. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No LEGO visit to smallest pine between 2 larger pines in 25-minute observation. Nest closed due to 
inactivity and nest never becoming completely constructed. - JDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 031312_sjon_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 36 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/13/2012 5/17/2012 03/13/2012 - Observed female HOFI bringing nesting material to nest. - SJohnston
03/15/2012 - Pair of HOFI repeatedly adding coarse nesting material to nest location on ledge above window at 
the Bauer house. Nest 50% complete. - KAlberts
03/20/2012 - Female flew to nest with material. Male following closely. - MKuehn
03/20/2012 - Observed pair of HOFI making trips into nest. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Female observed entering nest, male perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female on nest at 1108. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Pair visits nest, and female settles into nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Male and female perched above nest. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Female on nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Male and female observed leaving nest at 0806. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - No activity observed from 1031 to 1046. Unable to verify nest contents without entering private 
property. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - No activity observed; however, landowner presence did not provide for appropriate observation 
conditions or sufficient monitoring time. - MDicus
05/17/2012 - No activity at nest. Unable to view nest contents without entering private property. Nest closed due 
to inactivity. - HWinfrey

N/A
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HOFI House Finch 031312_sjon_04 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading 83 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/13/2012 5/17/2012 03/13/2012 - Nest building observed. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Observed pair making trips into the nest. - SJohnston
03/21/2012 - V. Eurs and K. Vittum reported that per the landowners' request, all project-related material, 
equipment and work is required to be completed on and removed from the Bauer Property. During the course of 
uninstalling wire mesh nesting deterrents in the eaves of a guest house on the property as part of this 
requirement between 0800 and 0900 on March 21st, the activity uninstalled the substrate on which the nest is 
located, inadvertently removing the nesting material. The nesting attempt did not support eggs or young based on 
its nest building stage. The nest is approximately 75% complete. The bio monitor on site was notified, contacted 
an avian biologist, and the nesting material was replaced at 1125 to enable further nest building by the pair. V. 
Eurs observed the following: 1155 - Male HOFI flew near the nest, but did not enter. 1206 - Female HOFI entered 
nest and spent about 1 minute rearranging the material within the wire pocket before she left. 1208 - Female 
entered pocket and again rearranged material for about 1 minute while the male sang nearby. 1211 - Female 
entered and almost immediately left again. 1216 - Female spent about 3 minutes inside, moving nest material 
around. 1230 - Male carried nesting material into nest. 1235 - Male returned to nest with more new material. 
1304 - Male and female were in the nest simultaneously for about 1 minute. 1307 - Female spent very brief time 
in the nest. 1318 - Female went in and out of nest a couple of times, then flew off. 1327 - Female spent another 2 
minutes rearranging nesting material. 1333 - Female spent another couple of minutes rearranging material. - 
KAlberts
03/28/2012 - No activity observed during 10 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity observed from 1115 to 1145. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - HOFI pair visits nest, gathers material. Nest stage presumably progressed to egg laying based on 
nest chronology. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - No activity observed during 15-minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which is difficult to see without entering private property. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Male perched near nest at 0805, appears to be carrying food. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1031 to 1046. Unable to verify nest contents without entering 
private property. - HWinfrey
05/12/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0842 to 0900. Unable to verify nest contents without entering 
private property. - MDicus
05/17/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Unable to verify nest contents without entering property. Nest closed 
due to inactivity. - HWinfrey

N/A

BEWR Bewick's Wren 031312_sjon_05 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading 20 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/13/2012 4/26/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material in to man-made cavity. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - No activity observed. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - No activity observed during 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity observed from 1115 to 1145. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Bewick's Wren seen leaving nest cavity. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - No activity observed during 15-minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Pair of BEWR feeding fledgling in shrub 5 feet from nest. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 031312_sjon_06 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/13/2012 4/13/2012 03/13/2012 - Biologists saw a pair of Bushtits bringing nesting material to the Ceanothus shrub, then approached 
shrub and saw the pair adding material to a nest. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Observed Bushtits making trips to the nest. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - BUSH observed visiting nest, which appears nearly complete. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - There was Bushtit activity around the nest area before construction, but activity subsided during 20 
minutes of hydroseeding work within the buffer to approximately 15 feet from the nest. After work subsided, a 
pair of Bushtits returned to the area, and activity near the nest resumed. - CVettes
03/29/2012 - Approximately 30 minutes of hydroseeding occurred within the buffer during which a Bushtit was 
observed with nest building material. Activity in the vicinity of the nest was confirmed previous to and after 
construction. This hydroseeding was a one-time permission of work order granted in the nest buffer justification. - 
CVettes
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest, and no Bushtits detected in immediate area. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is torn open, with chunks of nest material still loosely, precariously hung about the rest of the 
host shrub. Nest appears to have been recently predated (within the last 24 hours or so since the last storm 
system, which would have blown the nest chunks to the ground). Nest is empty: no eggs, nestlings or adults. 
Damage to nest is consistent with Western Scrub-jay predation. Nest was never recorded as having eggs or young, 
but destructive nature of damage and nesting chronology indicate the possible presence of eggs or young at the 
time. Nest closed with Indeterminate outcome. - JDicus

N/A
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LOSH Loggerhead Shrike 031412_ahll_01 EP52-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - tower erection 80 100 70 70 Fledged 3/14/2012 5/9/2012 03/14/2012 - Female Loggerhead Shrike was on nest and is potentially incubating or shaping the nest. Female 
became very defensive and started alarm calling when biologist was near the nest; biologist then retreated. Male 
was seen perched on nearby branch. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Biologist witnessed a pair of Loggerhead Shrikes chasing a Western Scrub-jay from the bush where 
the nest is located. The pair continued to call while the biologist monitored the bush. The biologist waited until 
the Western Scrub Jay left the area and approached the nest. With a telescoping mirror, the biologist looked into 
the nest and did not see any eggs. The biologist then felt the inside of the nest and it was moist, likely due to the 
recent storm. Although the nest is empty and moist, the pair still exhibited territorial behavior. - LThoreson
03/21/2012 - Nest is still active. No eggs in nest, but shrike pair is defending nest to other birds at 400 feet from 
nest. Pair was seen foraging and male was singing in the area. Pair perched several times on nest tree. - AHill
03/26/2012 - Observed male singing 300 feet from nest and foraging in general area. Never observed any nest 
visits or second adult in area of 500 feet from nest. The nest was wet from the rains, and the nest cup was no 
longer neat and tight inside. - AHill
04/12/2012 - Two biologists approached Loggerhead Shrike nest that was determined to be inactive on 
03/26/2012. At approximately 15 feet from the nest, a LOSH was observed to be perched in the same shrub as the 
nest. The 2 biologists backed off the nest approximately 15 feet. The biologist then observed the perching bird 
cautiously move to nest and lie down in nest as if incubating. - SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike nest unattended until avian biologist checked for nest contents with mirror, 
when a pair of shrikes approached nest aggressively. No eggs observed in deep feather-lined nest bowl. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Loggerhead Shrikes observed at nest initially, but 1 adult flew to nest calling and behaving 
strongly territorial. Only 1 small newly hatched brown nestling could be seen in the nest before the avian biologist 
was disrupted by the adult shrike, although there are probably more small nestlings in the nest. No feathers are 
evident in the nest now, but the feathers observed in the nest bowl last week must have been covering the eggs 
during last week's nest monitoring check. - PKonrad
05/01/2012 - At least 2 medium-sized (10 day old) gray nestlings in nest; 1 adult Loggerhead Shrike flew to the 
nest and called territorially while avian biologist checked the nest status and contents. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Loggerhead Shrikes have fledged; 2 short-tailed fledglings made brief 50-foot flights when avian 
biologist checked for fledglings; other fledglings are probably also present, but the search for nestlings was 
discontinued when the first 2 fledglings showed their position. Nest is in a well-used state and empty, although 1 
adult was still territorial near the nest - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CORA Common Raven 031412_bald_02 EP229-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/14/2012 3/20/2012 03/14/2012 - Nest reported by bio-monitor. Small accumulation of sticks in a location typically used by Common 
Ravens to nest on lattice tower. No activity during nearly 60 minute afternoon observation period, but nest is 
under construction by a Common Raven. - BArnold
03/15/2012 - Pair of ravens was observed carrying sticks to the nest in the tower. Nest is still relatively small with 
only a handful of sticks. At 1030 when I returned to the site, CORA perched on lattice. Some mylar bird deterrent 
tape was observed previously affixed to the base of the tower. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Nest material still present, but no activity was observed that could be directly associated with this 
nest. A pair of ravens in the area briefly perched on EP228. Nest was observed for 30 minutes. The last 3 days 
were characterized by low temperatures, heavy rain, and snow. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - At 1348, a helicopter delivered 2 PAR crewmen to tower to remove nest as directed by SDG&E after 
receiving agency concurrence. Crew reported 6 to 8 sticks in nest, with no eggs or nestlings present. Crew hung 
mylar tape on the tower in the area of the nest to deter future nesting attempts. No ravens were observed near 
nest during these activities. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Nest is in very early stages: 5-10% complete. Pair made one trip to the nest with a stick in 15 
minutes of observation on March 15. The stick was balanced precariously on the undeveloped nest and fell. No 
eggs or young present (as determined by nest stage) as of March 20. Red bird repellent ribbon is located on the 
tower and on the perimeter of the tower pad. In addition, a micropile grouting crew worked at EP229 on March 
12 (prior to nest identification) and a BMP maintenance crew worked at EP229 on March 14 (when the nest was 
identified); therefore, work occurred at the site and nest building continued despite this. Nest located in the top 
of the tower at the goat ears. The nest is located on a structure required for wire pulling this week. This pull is the 
next critical pull in the project schedule. A delay due to allowing the nest cycle to continue would likely prevent 
SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. 
Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 3/20/2012. - KAlberts

No

LOSH Loggerhead Shrike 031412_jpki_01 EP51-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 150 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/14/2012 3/26/2012 03/14/2012 - Female briefly vacated nest after courtship behavior was observed in vicinity. Nest is complete and 
with at least 2 eggs present. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Biologist watched nest for a period of time and did not see or hear any activity. The nest was 
approached; 4 eggs present. Biologist quickly moved away and watched for activity. After a period of about 10 
minutes, a Loggerhead Shrike appeared and was calling. The bird appeared somewhat agitated and went to a 
shrub northeast of the shrub with the nest, and another Loggerhead Shrike was seen. The pair appeared agitated 
until the biologist was out of sight, and then resumed normal activities. - LThoreson
03/26/2012 - Observed adult foraging 100-300 feet from nest, and no nest visits were made during observation. 
So, the biologist peered inside the nest, and broken eggshells were present along with very small mammal scats, 
indicating that this nest was most likely predated by mice. - AHill

No
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CATH California Thrasher 031412_jpki_02 EP50-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 25 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/14/2012 4/9/2012 03/14/2012 - Adult California Thrasher observed in shrub and then briefly left nest before returning to the nest 
while the observers logged the nest. Nest is complete with at least 3 eggs present. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Biologist watched nest for a few minutes and did not see any apparent activity. Nest was 
approached and when biologist was within 20 feet, 2 California Thrashers left the bush where the nest is located. 
When biologist was within several feet of the nest, the California Thrashers started to call. Nest was quickly 
assessed and appears unaffected by the storm; eggs still visible in nest. - LThoreson
03/26/2012 - Observed female on nest. Did not observe any adults bringing food to nest. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Thrasher observed in scrub oak near nest; small downy nestlings present in nest. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - No thrashers in area or thrasher nestlings in nest, indicating nestlings were taken by a predator, 
considering the nestlings would still be about 5 days from fledging if they had survived. However, 1 light-
turquoise egg with brown speckling is present; it looks like a Western Scrub-jay egg, considering the size and 
color. Appears a jay has laid an egg in the nest, although no improvements have been made to the former 
California Thrasher nest. Thrasher nest is closed and jay nest opened as a new nest with a new number. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 031412_rrdd_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 95 100 90 90 Nest did not reach active stage 3/14/2012 3/29/2012 03/14/2012 - R. Radd reported that the nest appeared to be 30% complete. - KAlberts
03/20/2012 - Nest about 40% complete. No BUSH observed near nest in 10 minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - BUSH foraging close by did not attend nest during observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 BUSH foraging in area appeared indifferent to observer approaching nest location. Nest remained 
at 15-20% complete with no progress over past two weeks. Evidence indicates that this nesting attempt has been 
abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 031512_fhan_01 CP43-1-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 20 100 20 20 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/15/2012 4/19/2012 03/15/2012 - Nest appears 50% complete. Adults carrying in material. - FHoffman
03/16/2012 - Bushtit pair was monitored while crew moved guard structures near buffer. Pair continued to 
collect material and carry it to nest before, during, and after construction activities. No apparent change in nest-
building behavior. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Biomonitor E. Nicholson reports continuing BUSH activity this morning. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity at nest during 15 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - 0720 to 0850: Observed Bushtit making a trip to nest for one minute and then flew out of view. Pair 
later observed foraging in substrate containing nest. - GHuffman
04/12/2012 - Bushtit pair in area at start of observation period. After a few minutes, one approached the nest, 
entered partway and emerged holding something in its bill. Because of foliage obstructing the biologists, it is not 
certain what the bird was carrying, although it was large enough to be a fecal sac and was light in color. The bird 
flew off and the pair spent the rest of the 45-minute observation out of sight, although vocalizations could be 
heard. It is unclear if there are nestlings at this point. - VEurs
04/19/2012 - Nest observed and found to be torn open at the middle. Likely outcome appears to be predation. No 
Bushtits observed in area. - GHuffman

No

HOFI House Finch 031512_imll_01 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/15/2012 3/15/2012 03/15/2012 - The yard monitor reported the finch pair making two trips to the nest site with coarse material over 
a 1-hour observation period. The forklift was reportedly used yesterday. Nest was located 1 foot from mylar flash 
tape installed as a deterrent. The nest was inspected with a telescoping mirror, and no eggs or young were 
present. Nest was removed and the cavity was plugged to prevent future nest attempts.

On March 15 a pair of house finches was observed nest building in a fork lift in Alpine Construction Yard. The nest 
was 60% complete with no lining added. Two trips to the nest were made by a pair  with course material over 1 
hour. No eggs or young were present (nest checked with telescoping mirror). Mylar flash tape was previously 
installed 1 foot from nest attempt. Nest located 8 feet above ground inside the cab of an idled forklift. Equipment 
was used yesterday (3/14/2012). Based on the impact to construction and material logistic operations efficiency, 
cost impact relative to alternate options, potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment, the nest attempt 
was removed per the NBMMP. Failure to remove the nest would have resulted in substantial disruption to the 
yard operations, including needed steel for upcoming tower assembly, thus impacting project schedule. This 
would likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to 
ensure system reliability. - IMaunsell
03/15/2012 - A HOFI pair was observed nest building in a fork lift in the Alpine Construction Yard. The nest was 
60% complete with no lining added. Two trips to the nest were made by a pair  with course material over 1 hour. 
No eggs or young were present (nest checked with telescoping mirror). Mylar flash tape was previously installed 1 
foot from nest attempt. Nest located 8 feet above ground inside the cab of an idled forklift. Equipment was used 
yesterday (3/14/2012). Based on the impact to construction and material logistic operations efficiency, cost 
impact relative to alternate options, potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment, the nest attempt was 
removed per the NBMMP. Failure to remove the nest would have resulted in substantial disruption to the yard 
operations, including needed steel for upcoming tower assembly, thus impacting project schedule. This would 
likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure 
system reliability. - KAlberts

No
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BUSH Bushtit 031512_jpki_01 GS-NF-7 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 10 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/15/2012 4/21/2012 03/15/2012 - Adults observed bringing material to nest (about 25% complete). - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Nest appears 30% complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed in 10 minutes of observation. Drive-through bird buffer signs installed at link 
lead's request. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest appears to be 100% complete. Observed for 45 minutes and no Bushtit activity detected. - 
GHuffman
04/06/2012 - No birds were observed near the nest during a 45 minute observation period. However, as the 
biologist first entered the buffer, a Bushtit was heard vocalizing in the tree to the east of the nest tree. The bird 
was not heard again, but ongoing San Vicente Dam construction makes it difficult to hear. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - A Bushtit emerged from the nest shortly after 3 pieces of heavy construction equipment passed 
within 10 feet of the nest. Because of overhanging foliage, it was not possible to see if the bird was carrying 
anything when it left. The bird returned to the nest about 5 minutes later, but again the biologist's view was 
obscured by foliage. Observations were halted due to onset of rain. Nesting stage chosen based on nest 
chronology, but no concrete evidence of brooding/incubating was observed. However, the nest is still thought to 
be active despite almost a month of no observed activity. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - Nest has been damaged and only top portion remains. Possible predation or damaged from recent 
weather event. No Bushtit activity observed at nest. - GHuffman

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031512_jpki_02 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 25 25 Nest did not reach active stage 3/15/2012 4/20/2012 03/15/2012 - Pair left from vicinity of nest in nest shrub upon initial approach. Nest was observed to be in 
excellent condition and appears fresh. No other activity. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Complete nest; LEGO pair nearby did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Female LEGO observed in vicinity of nest. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No activity at nest and no Lesser Goldfinches were observed in the area from 1045 to 1115. - 
HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No LEGO activity in the area or observed in nest shrub in about 30 minutes of observation, but 
biologist was unable to hone in on exact location of nest. Observations halted due to onset of rain. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - Nesting location was monitored on 3 separate occasions over 3 days by avian biologists John Dicus, 
Jim Pawlicki and Garrett Huffman. Nest could not be located in original location, and no LEGO activity was 
observed in substrate over 3 days. - GHuffman

No

CANW Canyon Wren 031512_jpki_03 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 400 100 40 40 Indeterminate 3/15/2012 4/12/2012 03/15/2012 - Birds seen entering small cavity underneath large rock in outcrop area just west of pull site, just 
below dead/scraggly poison oak shrub about 30 feet upslope and just west of two fairly large sage shrubs growing 
between top end of large boulders. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - No CANW detections during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No CANW activity detected during 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No activity observed in area of nest cavity and no Canyon Wrens were detected in the area from 
1045 to 1115. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - After extensive observation, biologist determined that CANW has chosen a new nest site further 
upslope to the north. No wren was observed near this cavity after about 90 minutes of observation. Additionally, 
no wrens were observed near the nest cavity aside from the initial detection on 15 March 2012. The outcome is 
indeterminate because it is unclear whether the nest cavity ever contained eggs or young. - VEurs

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 031512_rrdd_01 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 2 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/15/2012 5/3/2012 03/15/2012 - BUSH pair carrying material to nest which appears 60% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults brought nesting material to nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - BUSH pair working on nest at 0902. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which appears to be 100% complete and in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 1029. Nest appears 100% constructed. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Nest intact after storm, but no BUSH detected. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - BUSH bringing food to nest at 1654. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - BUSH visits nest briefly at 1435. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - No BUSH were observed in the intact nest vicinity during 30 minutes of observation. Presumed 
fledged. - RRadd

Yes

OATI Oak Titmouse 031512_rrdd_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 15 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/15/2012 5/10/2012 03/15/2012 - OATI pair singing, carrying material, and entering cavity at 1-minute intervals. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Both adults flew to nest with material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - OATI pair carrying finer material to cavity 0855. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - OATI observed leaving nest cavity at 1038 and was observed foraging nearby. No nest material was 
gathered. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Oak Titmouse enters nest at 1033, not observed leaving. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - OATI male comes to nest entrance and sings; female emerges briefly and returns to cavity. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - OATI brings food to nest, then departs at 1339. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - OATI brings food to nest at 0727. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - OATI brings food item to nest at 0706. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - No OATI detections at this nest. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes
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HOWR House Wren 031512_rrdd_03 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 3 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/15/2012 4/11/2012 03/15/2012 - HOWR singing, carrying material, and entering pipe repeatedly building its nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No HOWR activity at nest site for 15 minutes. HOWR calling 50 feet away across road. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - HOWR active across territory, but not entering any cavities during 30 minutes of observation. - 
RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed from 1015 to 1045. The only HOWR detected in area was on south side of El 
Monte Road. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - HOWR singing 100 feet east of this location near wood pole. Closed for lack of definitive site 
selection. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031512_rrdd_04 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 25 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/15/2012 4/13/2012 03/15/2012 - LEGO pair copulating adjacent to nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - LEGO female prone in nest at 1220. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Observed male leaving nest area and female incubating on nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - No activity observed from 0815 to 0845. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is intact and appears empty with numerous feces at cup rim, suggesting successful fledge. - 
RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 031512_rrdd_05 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/15/2012 3/29/2012 03/15/2012 - ANHU female coming to nest sporadically, lies for short periods on nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is complete and intact following recent storms. No ANHU visiting nest during 2 x 15 minute 
observations. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity at nest during first 25 minutes of observation, at which point a female Anna's 
Hummingbird began collecting material from the nest rim and interior and adding it to a new nest 120 feet to the 
southwest. She made approximately 6 trips, pulling material from the nest each time. These activities continued 
while construction vehicles passed on the access road. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 031512_rrdd_06 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 12 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/15/2012 4/13/2012 03/15/2012 - BUSH pair making frequent trips with material to this nest. Nest is approximately 15% complete. - 
RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest does not appear substantially improved. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - The nest was not located, but no Bushtits were observed in the nest tree during 45 minutes of 
observation. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - No activity observed from 0730 to 0800. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest has declined, presumably due to weather and substrate movement. Nest closed. BUSH nearby 
are building a new nest 40 feet away. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031512_rrdd_07 Helix CY AR Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 30 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/15/2012 4/13/2012 03/15/2012 - Female LEGO on nest with male keeping company. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - LEGO female prone in nest. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Bird observed sitting on nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - Female on nest at 0710. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is intact and empty with numerous feces at cup rim, suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

CORA Common Raven 031512_vnik_01 EP210 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/15/2012 TBD 03/15/2012 - Pair of ravens observed carrying sticks to nest. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Common Ravens observed at nest location. - VNovik
03/23/2012 - Two adult ravens were observed bringing nesting material to the nest at 1530. - BArnold
03/27/2012 - Nest looks complete, or nearly complete. No ravens at nest initially, but a raven flew to nest, stayed 
3 minutes, then flew out to meet second raven and both returned to tower, perching high on opposite side of 
crossarm. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - No ravens at nest initially, but 2 ravens flew low near tower, and 1 raven flew to nest, perched next 
to nest, then laid in nest in incubating position. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Pair of Common Ravens perched next to nest when 1 adult 'hopped to nest and laid down in 
incubating position. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Raven incubating in new Sunrise tower EP210. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - No adult Common Ravens were at the nest site, but 1 raven is perched on power line just north of 
the tower. Expect there are unseen small nestlings in the nest. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - An adult Common Raven is standing on the nest, apparently shading unseen nestlings. - PKonrad
05/23/2012 - Common Raven adult was standing on the tower next to the nest, but nestlings remain unseen. - 
PKonrad
05/26/2012 - Adult raven laying on nest for about 20 minutes on a cold, rainy, windy morning. Then the pair was 
observed flying around the area together. - LTymkiw

TBD
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LOSH Loggerhead Shrike 031612_ahll_01 EP53-3-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 90 100 300 300 Fledged 3/16/2012 5/15/2012 03/16/2012 - Observed male Loggerhead Shrike courtship feeding female, then female flew 100 feet away and 
gathered fine grass material for the nest. A BMP crew worked on the access road 250 feet away from the nest to 
the east, and the biomonitor/avian biologist reported hearing agitated calls from LOSH. - AHill
03/21/2012 - Pair of Loggerhead Shrikes foraging in immediate area, not affected by traffic on access road. Adult 
seen flying into nest with no eggs present. Nest has lining material in it, and is 90% complete. - AHill
03/26/2012 - Observed adult loggerhead Shrike foraging in area and perching above nest. Observed second adult 
fly from nest location in bush to perch above nest where other adult was perched, then flew off to forage. - AHill
04/02/2012 - A Loggerhead Shrike is incubating 4 eggs; other adult very territorial. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Nest still contains 4 eggs, but did not see an adult at the nest; did see an adult hunting along access 
road 300 feet east of nest earlier. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike nest still contains 4 smallish brown-speckled cream-colored eggs, but no adults 
are present. Observed an adult  shrike about 11:00 along access road several hundred feet east of nest. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Loggerhead Shrikes observed at the nest, but 3 small newly hatched brown nestlings and 1 egg 
were observed in the nest. - PKonrad
05/01/2012 - Unattended nest contains 4 medium-sized gray nestlings about 8 days old; 1 adult Loggerhead 
Shrike called territorially and approached nest and avian biologist while he was checking the nest status and 
contents. Earlier, 1 adult shrike was observed hunting in the open grassland a quarter mile to the east. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Large nestlings with masked faces are probably near fledging; 2 could be seen from a distance, and 
avian biologist did not want to disturb them short of getting a total head count. An adult Loggerhead Shrike was 
perched overhead calling territorially a couple times. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - As expected, the Loggerhead Shrike nestlings have fledged; 1 vocal short-tailed fledgling was 
perched prominently on a dead branch 10 feet above the nest. Didn't check for others to avoid disturbing them 
from the site, but expect the brood fledged a few days ago - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

HOFI House Finch 031612_rabe_01 CP64 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/16/2012 3/16/2012 03/16/2012 - Female observed carrying nesting material to nest multiple times by biomonitor. Nest was about 80 
percent complete. No eggs or young present. Multiple agonistic interactions with other House Finch pairs were 
observed in immediate area of nest. Wire truck was covered in plastic and netting and had six pieces of mylar tape 
attached within 2 to 6 feet from nest. All nesting deterrents were installed prior to discovery of nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - A HOFI was associated with nest building on one wire pulling truck the day the crews required that 
equipment for wire pulling at the CP65 pull-site. The vehicle will be used on the next pull, and it will prevent 
access for a replacement vehicle given the size of the pull-site footprint if left in place through the course of the 
nest cycle. The nest was verified by an avian biologist prior to removal. The HOFI nest at CP64/CP65 PS was 
approximately 80% built. The female was observed bringing in nesting material multiple times. There are no eggs 
or young in the nest. The nest is in the front end of a spool/wire truck next to the radiator. The truck is covered in 
netting, plastic, and there are six pieces of Mylar tape within two to six feet of the nest. The crew had planned to 
move this vehicle to CP49 PS today 16 March 2012. Failure to remove the nest would have resulted in substantial 
disruption to the project schedule that would likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to 
complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Per the NBMMP, this nest attempt was 
removed. - KAlberts

No

HOFI House Finch 031612_rabe_02 CP64 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/16/2012 3/16/2012 03/16/2012 - Biomonitor observed female carrying nesting material to nest multiple times. Nest was 5 to 10 
percent complete. No eggs or young were present. Wire truck was covered in plastic with 5 pieces of mylar tape 
and a CD attached within one to eight feet from nest.  All nesting deterrents were installed prior to discovery of 
nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - The HOFI nest at CP64/CP65 PS is approximately 5-10% built. Female has been observed making 
multiple trips to nest with nesting material. No eggs or young are present in nest. The nest is in the back end of a 
spool/wire truck next to the bumper. The truck is covered with plastic and there are five pieces of Mylar tape and 
a CD are within one to eight feet of the nest. The crew had planned to move this vehicle to CP49 PS today 16 
March 2012. The vehicle is required on the next pull as well, and it will prevent access for a replacement vehicle 
given the size of the pull-site footprint if left through the course of the nest cycle. Failure to remove the nest 
would have resulted in substantial disruption to the project schedule that would likely prevent SDG&E from 
meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Per the 
NBMMP, this nest attempt was removed. - KAlberts

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031612_rrdd_01 12kV Pole Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 85 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 3/16/2012 4/5/2012 03/16/2012 - LEGO pair building nest; female lying on platform and beginning to form the cup. Buffer staked at 75 
feet because nest is low and relatively unprotected; should not impede work. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Female flew to nest 3 times with nesting material, finishing rim, but not yet lining cup. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - A few spots of lining were present in the bottom of the cup. Male LEGO calling from song posts, 
female not responding during 25 minutes of observation - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Pair of LEGOs perched 25 feet uphill from nest. Nest cup is complete, with partial lining, unchanged 
from 03/22/12. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest partially disassembled. Lining has been removed and cup pulled upwards. Lack of progress in 
nest building over past two weeks indicates that this pair has abandoned this nesting attempt. Nest closed. - 
HWinfrey

No
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 031612_rrdd_02 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 15 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/16/2012 4/15/2012 03/16/2012 - ANHU female building nest; approximately 5% complete, a small basket of spider silk with a few leaf 
fragments embedded. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No activity at nest site for 20 minutes, though a pair of ANHU were active in this oak cluster. The 
female was observed collecting spider silk but did not come to this nest. No new nest found, but seems new nest 
site may have been selected. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Nest is approximately 30% complete. Female ANHU was wary and did not tolerate close 
observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - ANHU observed chasing bushtit away from immediate area of nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No ANHU activity observed in area. Unable to locate nest, but will leave nest open for original 
observer to verify that nest is gone or not. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Nest no longer present, presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

COHA Cooper's Hawk 031612_rrdd_03 CP81-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 170 500 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 3/16/2012 5/12/2012 03/16/2012 - COHA pair making numerous trips to nest, departed area briefly on arrival of helicopter to CP82. - 
RRadd
03/20/2012 - Did not see adults at nest site. One adult perched in snag 400 feet south of nest, calling frequently 
for over 30 minutes. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - COHA male at various vantage points in sight of nest calling constantly. Female was difficult to 
monitor as she exited to east. Fresh material under nests suggests building continues. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No COHA activity observed in area during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed; no Cooper's Hawk detected in area from 1230 to 1330. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete but is lacking fresh green material. Raptor flushed from area in 
apparent response to helicopter activity did not return during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest remains in sound condition on a sturdy platform with a neat stick bowl, but shows no sign of 
improvement since last monitored. COHA pair at this nest in early season are active at NID 041612_rrdd_01 265 
feet southwest. MALL nest (9 eggs) in direct line of sight and 35 feet to nest provides additional clues this nest 
was not occupied by any raptor this season. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031612_sjon_01 EP36-1-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 20 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/16/2012 4/4/2012 03/16/2012 - Observed pair moving to and from nest, and the female was observed building the nest. Nest 
estimated to be 70% complete. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Nest is in good condition after storm event, but no LEGO activity was observed in the immediate 
vicinity. LEGOs were detected across the street, singing and foraging, so an additional monitoring visit is in order 
despite lack of activity at the nest to determine current status. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - Could not locate nest, no LEGO activity seen or heard within 50 feet of GPS nest location. Will send 
in original observer to monitor. - AHill
04/04/2012 - Nest appeared torn, and there was no activity observed during a 20-minute observation. In addition, 
recent observations show no LEGO activity at this nest area. Nesting chronology and observational history indicate 
that eggs or young may have been present, but is inconclusive. Therefore, the outcome is Indeterminate, but the 
cause of depredation appears to be natural. - SJohnston

N/A

OATI Oak Titmouse 031612_sjon_02 EP36-1-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 30 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/16/2012 4/30/2012 03/16/2012 - Pair observed cleaning material out of cavity. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - A biologist watched the oak tree 2 different times during the day, but did not observe OATI 
exhibiting breeding or nesting behavior, only a single OATI foraging. However, biologist suggests at least one more 
visit because access to nest cavity was impeded by poison oak. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - No activity observed at nest cavity. Heard OATI 50 feet away. - AHill
04/10/2012 - Pair observed foraging near cavity. OATI enters cavity at 0725. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - No activity observed at nest, and no OATI detected in tree. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - No activity observed, and no OATIs detected from 0626 to 0656. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity at nest from 0615 to 0645, and no OATI detected in area. Lack of activity at this nest 
indicates that this nesting attempt has most likely been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 031612_vers_01 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE4

Substation Chaparrals Substation - maintenance 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/16/2012 4/21/2012 03/16/2012 - The on-site bio-monitor observed a pair of Bushtits making repeated trips to a manzanita. Upon 
closer inspection, he located the nest. The pair made numerous trips to the nest (5-6 in rapid succession) before 
taking a break for 20-30 minutes. This process was repeated several times. The pair approached the nest with 
material as the biologist was directly underneath, logging  GPS coordinates. The nest is about 60% complete. - 
VEurs
03/20/2012 - Nest appears slightly damaged after storm event, but BUSH pair made several trips to nest with new 
material during 10 minute observation. Nest slightly larger than it was it during initial detection. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - No Bushtits observed in vicinity of nest during 30-minute observation period; nest complete and 
intact. - JPawlicki
04/10/2012 - Bushtit enters nest at 0923 and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - No activity observed 0640 to 0700. Biologist A. Farmer reports observing adults bringing food later 
in the morning. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - Only a few fragments of the nest remain. It appears that the nest and its contents were removed by 
a predator. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031712_fhan_01 CP62-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 25 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/17/2012 4/14/2012 03/17/2012 - Fully constructed cup nest with one egg. Both adults detected. - FHoffman
03/21/2012 - LEGO female on nest at 0730. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Female observed on nest. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female on nest at 0845. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Feathered young fill the nest; wing quills unopened. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Intact but well-used cup with many feces at rim suggests successful fledge. LEGO with juveniles 150 
feet northwest of tower 62. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 032012_hwey_02 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 3 100 10 10 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/20/2012 5/12/2012 03/20/2012 - Female was observed perching on tower near cup nest and manipulating nest materials. Male 
singing nearby. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - Female observed lying on nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Female in nest at 1129. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - HOFI pair visiting and defending this nest, but not incubating at 1329. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Female HOFI stays perched up watching the nest at 1748. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Female was observed incubating with the male perched close by.  The pair did not approach the 
nest while the crew was in the tower. They returned once the crew descended. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Female was observed incubating with the male perched close by. The pair did not approach the nest 
while the crew was in the tower. They returned once the crew descended. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Adult female flushed from nest and remained off rest while 2-man crew was in tower. Female and 
male returned when crew descended. Male was very attentive and visited often. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Female incubating. Flushed when crew climbed.  Off for 45 minutes. Crew was advised to work 
intermittently to allow her return. Crew descended to allow birds to return to nest. Within 30 seconds female was 
on nest. Crew shifted any possible work to ground. - FHoffman
05/12/2012 - Observations were made prior to work conducted while avian monitoring for a VCI wire crew. Nest 
no longer contained eggs and was relatively intact. Cassin's Kingbird was observed removing material from nest. - 
GHuffman

No

GHOW Great Horned Owl 032012_jpki_01 GS-NF-8 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 300 500 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/20/2012 5/30/2012 03/20/2012 - Upon approaching base of outcrop, (apparent = large size) female flushed from near top of crevice 
and flew north. Further investigation of crevice yielded large stick nest on ledge near top after which 2 eggs were 
observed in nest looking down from top of rock outcrop. - JPawlicki
03/23/2012 - Adult standing on nest barely visible. - FHoffman
03/30/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest at 1102. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest during 30 minutes of observation. - MDicus
04/17/2012 - No owl visible on nest for 60 minute observation period. However, as biologist was preparing to 
leave the area, a possible GHOW flew in from the northwest, but sheared off out of sight before a definitive ID 
could be made. The biologist decided to leave in case the owl should return. - VEurs
04/24/2012 - No activity observed at the nest, but it is possible that the female is so deep in the rock feature that 
she isn't visible. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - The top of the female GHOW's head briefly came into view as she shifted on the nest. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - Biologist caught a brief glimpse of movement above the rim of the nest. The eggs may have hatched 
by this point, but the nestlings will be almost impossible to see until they start perching on or around the nest. - 
VEurs
05/16/2012 - No activity detected after 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/23/2012 - No GHOW activity detected at or near the nest during 45 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/30/2012 - No activity was detected at the nest after 50 minutes of observation. It seems unlikely that the eggs 
observed in the nest when it was initially detected ever hatched. Over 70 days have passed since the first 
"incubating/brooding" record occurred. No owlets have ever been observed on or around the nest. After 
examining the nesting records for other GHOW's along the project right-of-way, it appears nestlings were 
observed 40-44 days after the first "incubating/brooding" record was made. Nearly twice that amount of time has 
passed at this nest, so the avian biologist has concluded that this nest with eggs or young has failed due to natural 
causes. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 032012_lton_01 EP70 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - tower erection 37 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/20/2012 3/27/2012 03/20/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was seen carrying nesting material to a nest that looks over 90% done. - LThoreson
03/27/2012 - Nest appears partially ripped at its attachment point. Pair is rebuilding nest approximately 15 feet 
away and using material from this nest. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks complete, but no Bushtits observed during 2 observation periods. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Nest appears good, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 25 minute observation period. 
Uncertain status. - PKonrad

No
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BUSH Bushtit 032012_lton_02 EP67-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 4 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/20/2012 4/24/2012 03/20/2012 - The pair of Bushtits are actively constructing the nest. They appear very tolerant to slow 
construction traffic; they continued to build and remain at the nest while large vehicles drove by. - LThoreson
03/28/2012 - The Bushtit pair was seen going to the nest upon arrival. The nest appears complete; 1 adult was 
seen carrying something to the nest other than nesting material, possibly food. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks good but no Bushtits observed or heard in area during 40-minute observation period; 
incubating? - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Pair of Bushtits actively visiting the nest, probably feeding small nestlings. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Male and female Bushtits visited nest twice each in 30 minutes. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Bushtits observed during a 30 minute observation period and a follow-up 10 minute period. The 
nest is in good shape, and judging from the nest history, the nestlings in this nest probably fledged within the past 
couple days - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

HOFI House Finch 032012_mdus_01 CP43-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 30 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
construction

3/20/2012 3/29/2012 03/20/2012 - Adult female observed making multiple trips to nest, male perching nearby. Nest is approximately 
50% constructed. - MDicus
03/28/2012 - Female observed incubating on nest from 0900 to 1100. Female left nest for 20 minutes during the 
period of observation to forage. Male observed making multiple trips to Malosma laurina. Female appeared to be 
alert from human presence when approaching 30-foot buffer. - GHuffman
03/29/2012 - From 0900 to 1100, observed female incubating and leaving nest once for a period of 15 minutes. At 
1145, sock line was pulled on the bottom phase. Per the approved NBJ, 1 crew member was present with a 30-
foot pole to pull the wire from over the nesting substrate out of the buffer and tied it off using a boulder as an 
anchor. The nest shrub was buffeted from helicopter prop wash. Female returned to nest within 10 minutes of 
activity. Over the course of 2 hours, the female made frequent trips back and forth to the nest, atypical of normal 
behavior. Female was not in the nest when sock was flown on middle and top phases. During this pass, the 
helicopter remained well outside 100 feet from nest and the wire was again anchored to boulder outside staked 
buffer. From 1530 to 1700, the pair was not observed at the nest. At this point, the biologist inspected the area 
due to this inactivity and observed 2 eggs cracked on the ground beneath the nest and the nest shifted slightly in 
its substrate with 2 eggs remaining inside the nest cup.  Weather conditions during the day were mild, with wind 
speeds under 10 mph throughout the afternoon, making it unlikely that these mild natural wind gusts resulted in 
loss of eggs. No potential predators, such as Western Scrub-jay or Common Raven, which are typically 
conspicuous, were observed in the area during the 2-hour lapse between nest observations. - GHuffman

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032012_mkhn_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

3/20/2012 4/13/2012 03/20/2012 - Female went to nest 3+ times with white fluffy nesting material. Nest rim was formed, and she was 
beginning to line cup. Female visited the nest with Project tailboard occurring 30 feet away, and while large 
propane truck reversed (with beeping sounds) 20 feet away, with no signs of distress. She also built the nest with 
2 biologists standing 10 feet away. - MKuehn
03/28/2012 - Female on nest with male bringing food to her at 0756. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female leaves nest at 1115. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No activity observed, no nest found. Large limb of host shrub that used to contain nest is missing, 
due to unknown causes. Nest closed. - JDicus

No

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch 032012_mkhn_02 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 36 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/20/2012 4/16/2012 03/20/2012 - Adults entered cavity 5+ times with nesting material while biologist observed from 40 feet away and 
traffic passed on AR. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - No WBNU detected at this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no WBNU detected during visit. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No WBNU activity has been observed here for almost a month. Initial activity was likely a part of site 
selection process. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 032012_mkhn_03 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 100 100 Indeterminate 3/20/2012 5/12/2012 03/20/2012 - Adults went to nest 3+ times with material while biologist stood 30 feet away on access road. - 
MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Female BUSH observed working inside nest, estimated at 30% complete and lacking a top or 
entrance. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 BUSH observed visiting nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 1305. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH enters nest and remains at 1642. LEGO female pulling material from bottom of nest to build 
new nest in nearby Platanus racemosa. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Male close to nest at 15-minute intervals does not enter. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Male BUSH visits nest at 15-minute intervals. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest damaged consistent with depredation, but log suggests sufficient time to fledge prior. - RRadd

N/A
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BUSH Bushtit 032012_rrdd_01 CP43-1-E Road Area Riparian Scrubs OH - wire stringing 30 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/20/2012 4/19/2012 03/20/2012 - BUSH pair carrying nest materials and adding to new nest composed of spider silk, plastic thread; 
approximately 5% complete. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 10 minutes of observation; nest appears 100% constructed. - 
HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - Biomonitor Morgan McCarthy reported observing a pair foraging in substrate containing nest on 
4/3/12. Biomonitor Garrett Huffman observed nest on 4/4/12 from 1020 to 1120 and observed no activity during 
construction. - GHuffman
04/11/2012 - Nest appears complete, intact and serviceable. No BUSH detected during 30 minutes of observation 
on showery afternoon. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Looked for nest in substrate, but nest appears to be missing from previously observed location. No 
signs or indication to explain outcome and reason for failure. Nesting chronology indicates that eggs may have 
been present, but that cannot be determined. - GHuffman

N/A

HOFI House Finch 032012_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 3/20/2012 4/13/2012 03/20/2012 - HOFI female weaving sticks into nest in this cavity; approximately 50% complete. Drive-through 
buffer staked at 30 feet. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity at nest. - JTaylor
03/29/2012 - The male HOFI was observed copulating with the female and later they were observed copulating 
near the nest. The female briefly landed in the nest before leaving again. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - Male and female House Finches observed at nest at 0742. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - HOFI pair adjacent to nest do not settle on nest. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest is complete, but no HOFI detected associating with this location. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No HOFI have been observed to associate with this nest since completion. Numerous Project and 
non-Project vehicles stand within 10 feet of this nest from time to time, but it is unknown whether this is a factor 
in its abandonment. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032012_rrdd_03 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 30 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/20/2012 5/2/2012 03/20/2012 - LEGO building nest; approximately 60% complete. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity was observed from 0745 to 0755. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - LEGO continue to visit this locale, but excessive tree movement due to wind precludes observing the 
nest. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest not located in windy weather. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - LEGO male singing to female (not located). - RRadd
05/02/2012 - This nest was never definitively located and was possibly a site selection that never came to fruition. 
- RRadd

No

HOWR House Wren 032012_sjon_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/20/2012 5/25/2012 03/20/2012 - Pair of HOWR making several trips with nesting material to nest cavity while a crew of 5 were hydro-
mulching approximately 20 feet from nest, prior to any buffer modification request. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest at 0752. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Singing HOWR perched in front of nest entrance at 1111 appears to be nest guarding. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Adult HOWR perched near nest entrance. Mate not seen, possibly on nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity at nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female leaves nest at 0824, observed foraging nearby. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - No activity observed. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - No activity observed, conditions not suitable for determining nest status. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - No activity observed. Lack of activity at this nest, and the fact that no feeding trips were observed 
indicates that this attempt was most likely abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

AR067756
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HOFI House Finch 032012_sjon_02 CP88-1-N-B Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading 45 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/20/2012 5/17/2012 03/20/2012 - Crew hydro-mulching 45 feet away from nest while birds were observed to be bringing nesting 
materials to nest, prior to any buffer modification request. - SJohnston
03/21/2012 - Per the landowners' request, all project-related material, equipment and work is required to be 
completed on and removed from the Bauer Property. During the course of uninstalling wire mesh nesting 
deterrents in the eaves of a guest house on the property as part of this requirement between 0800 and 0900, the 
crew uninstalled the substrate on which the nest was located, inadvertently removing the nesting material. The 
nesting attempt did not support eggs or young based on its nest-building stage. The nest was approximately 75% 
complete. The biomonitor on site was notified, contacted an avian biologist, and the nesting material was 
replaced by the crew, at the recommendation of an avian biologist, at 1125 to enable further nest building by the 
pair. V. Eurs observed the following:  1155 - Male HOFI flew near the nest, but did not enter.  1206 - Female HOFI 
entered nest and spent about 1 minute rearranging the material within the wire pocket before she left.  1208 - 
Female entered pocket and again rearranged material for about 1 minute while the male sang nearby. 1211 - 
Female entered and almost immediately left again.  1216 - Female spent about 3 minutes inside, moving nest 
material around.  1230 - Male carried nesting material into nest.  1235 - Male returned to nest with more new 
material.  1304 - Male and female were in the nest simultaneously for about 1 minute.  1307 - Female spent very 
brief time in the nest.  1318 - Female went in and out of nest a couple of times, then flew off.  1327 - Female 
spent another 2 minutes rearranging nesting material.  1333 - Female spent another couple of minutes 
rearranging material. - IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - Observation of the HOFI nest began at 0830 and ended at 1130. During this time, the female made 
numerous entrances into the nest and rearranged the nest material for short periods of time (1 minute or less). 
The male generally perched near the nest singing. At 1015, both birds landed on the light fixture near the nest 
and the male attempted to copulate with the female, but was unsuccessful. She immediately entered the nest and 
again arranged nest material. At 1021, the female finally brought new material to the nest, but it fell to the 
ground as she tried to bring it inside the mesh. Over the next hour she approached the nest 2 more times with 
material, but did not bring it inside. However, she did enter the nest several more times for brief periods. At 1123 
the female brought material and successfully added it to the nest. This was followed by several trips in quick 
succession in which she brought more material into the nest. At this point, the nest looks approximately 60% 
complete, with a hole in the bottom center and no lining. - VEurs
03/28/2012 - Female observed carrying nesting material to nest. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1055 to 1115. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest still under construction. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - 4 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - 5 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012  No activity observed at nest  Unable to verify contents of nest without entering private property   

N/A

BEWR Bewick's Wren 032012_vnik_01 EP198-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 48 100 85 85 Presumed Fledged 3/20/2012 5/3/2012 03/20/2012 - Pair of Bewick's Wrens observed carrying material to cavity. Pair was not disturbed by biologist 
observing site within 15 feet of cavity. - VNovik
03/27/2012 - No Bewick's Wren activity in area today during 2 site visits or on 2/21/2012, when this avian 
biologist monitored the location. Piece of oak branch on ground that is cited as the nest site only has a shallow 
cavity with a very large opening that holds some twigs and incidental oak leaves not positioned in the form of a 
new nest. Periodic slow Sunrise traffic on access road 48 feet north. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren making many trips to nest with food items. - VNovik
05/03/2012 - Observed nest for 1 hour and no Bewick's Wren activity was observed. P. Konrad also reported no 
activity during a 30 minute period yesterday. Based on prior observations nestlings likely fledged - closed. - 
VNovik

Yes

HOFI House Finch 032112_kats_01 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 30 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/21/2012 5/12/2012 04/28/2012 - Outside of nest beginning to be decorated with fecal matter from nestlings. - VEurs
04/29/2012 - *** COMMENTS FROM 3-21-12 UNTIL PRESENT MUST BE ENTERED AGAIN. This nest was 
accidentally deleted, and then restored. - KAlberts
05/05/2012 - Male and female made repeated trips to and from the nest during 30 minutes of observation. - 
VEurs
05/12/2012 - The dramatic decrease in House Finch activity around the nest suggests the young have fledged. The 
nest is intact, and recent fledglings could easily be downslope out of the range of detection. This nest is now 
closed and presumed fledged. - VEurs

Yes

AR067757
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HOWR House Wren 032112_kats_02 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/21/2012 TBD 03/21/2012 - Pair was seen carrying nesting material to the nest while BMP maintenance activities were 
underway. A crew of 3 were using hand tools to maintain the access road, and the wrens were not affected. The 
wrens were also seen territorially squabbling with a pair of House Finches that are also building a nest in the same 
unused raptor nest. - KAlberts
03/28/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest, then leaving to scold nearby HOFI pair. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - HOWR at nest at 1031. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - At 0955, a wren was observed taking grassy nesting material inside its cavity. It remained inside for 
about 2 minutes before exiting and perching nearby to sing. The wren exhibited territorial behavior toward an 
ANHU, chasing the hummingbird off as it approached the nest. At 1006, more grassy material was brought to the 
nest. At about 1015, 2 wrens were seen outside the nest, and the pair copulated at 1017. Soon after, the male 
perched nearby singing and the female brought grassy material to the nest. Each time material was taken into the 
nest, the wrens exhibited a hunched, wings-down, creeping posture. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - The male spent the majority of the observation perched at various locations around the nest, 
singing loudly and approaching the nest a few times. The female ventured out on occasion, flying off, presumably 
to forage. She never appeared to have anything in her bill when she returned to her nest. The California Towhee 
moving about the large stick nest did not appear to disturb the HOWR's as it did the nearby HOFI's. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - The male wren made about a dozen trips into the nest with food, emerging each time to perch on a 
nearby branch and sing. No nestlings were heard when he entered the nest. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - During 30 minutes of observation, the male wren perched near the nest and in trees around the 
nest, singing. He did not enter the nest, and the female was not observed. It is likely that she was within the nest 
incubating or brooding. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - Both adult wrens were observed carrying food items into the nest on multiple occasions. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - Nestlings could be heard calling loudly and incessantly as the adults made numerous trips into the 
nest with food. - VEurs
05/26/2012 - The adult wrens made several trips to the nest with food in a 5-minute period. The nestlings were 
extremely vocal whenever an adult entered the nest. - VEurs

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032112_kats_03 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 40 40 Fledged 3/21/2012 3/23/2012 03/21/2012 - Both adults were frequently feeding 2 large and well-feathered nestlings. Based on the age and size 
of the nestlings, and barring any predation, it appears that this nest will fledge within 2-3 days. Feeding activities 
were completely unaffected by the presence of the BMP crew of 3, the 2 biologists, nor the 3 vehicles within 50 
feet of the nest site. - KAlberts
03/23/2012 - Nest fledged. Adults seen feeding fledglings in eucalyptus foliage 10-20 feet from the nest site, and 
the nest was empty, but still intact. - KAlberts

Yes

HOFI House Finch 032112_kats_04 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 30 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/21/2012 4/28/2012 03/21/2012 - A pair of House Finches were seen carrying material to the nest. It appeared to be approximately 
50% complete. Their nest building activities were completely unaffected by the BMP maintenance activities, using 
hand tools and a crew of 3, occurring about 30 feet away. - KAlberts
03/28/2012 - Female HOFI observed visiting nest. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No activity observed at this nest from 1000 to 1030. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - A female flew past biologist from the direction of this nest carrying a fecal sac. It is likely that she 
came from this nest. She was later seen hunkered down on the nest. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - The male and female spent considerable time off the nest, returning every 10-15 minutes to feed 
nestlings. However, the nestlings were not visible to the observer. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No activity was observed at the nest. The nest appears to be deteriorating and sliding out of 
position. While it is possible that this nest fledged, it does not seem that enough time has passed for the nest 
cycle to be completed and for the young to have fledged. Outcome is indeterminate. - VEurs

N/A

CORA Common Raven 032112_ltiw_01 EP230-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/21/2012 3/26/2012 03/21/2012 - Common Raven observed bringing a stick to a nest (about 5% complete) twice during 45 minutes of 
observation. Bird deterrents (about 20 pieces of mylar tape) are located at the base of the tower (maximum 
height 6 feet), and on surrounding vegetation. - LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - The nesting attempt is located near the top of the EP230 tower structure. The pair was observed 
adding material on March 21. The nest is approximately 5-10% complete based on visible material and 
size/quantity of material being carried to the nest site, which is not yet developed enough to support eggs. No 
eggs or young present (as determined by nest stage). Bird repellent ribbon is present towards the base of the 
tower and at multiple points around the project site. Additionally, BMP maintenance occurred at the site during 
the course of site selection and nest building. Per the NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a deterrent. 
The nest is located on a structure required for upcoming wire pulling. Per construction, sock line pulling is 
scheduled for tomorrow. A delay due to allowing the nest cycle to continue would likely prevent SDG&E from 
meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Nest 
attempt was removed with agency approval on 3/26/2012. - KAlberts
03/26/2012 - This nest was about 40% complete, contained no eggs or young, and was a candidate for removal, 
per the NBMMP. The request was issued for removal and granted. A PAR crew removed the nest after receiving 
concurrence for removal. - ELoveless

No
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032112_mdus_01 12kV pole 175439 12kV Pole Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/21/2012 5/1/2012 03/21/2012 - Avian biologist Jim Pawlicki observed a female Anna's Hummingbird carry nest material to a small 
branch approximately 35 feet above ground in a Eucalyptus tree. The nest is approximately 5-10% constructed. - 
MDicus
03/30/2012 - Female visits nest at 1201. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Adult female observed making multiple quick trips to nest, adding material to a nest that appears to 
be nearly complete. - MDicus
04/16/2012 - Female on nest at the start of observation period, but she soon left and spent the rest of the 25-
minute observation off the nest. - VEurs
04/24/2012 - The nest is complete at this point. The female spent equals amounts of time on and off the nest this 
morning. At one point, she made some adjustments to the nest contents before settling on the nest. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - A female ANHU was seen foraging extensively in the area, but never settling in one place for long. 
Attempts to relocate the nest were difficult. Once it was located, all that remained was a small clump of spider 
webs. It appears this nest with eggs was destroyed by natural causes. - VEurs

No

OATI Oak Titmouse 032112_mkhn_01 EP218-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/21/2012 4/18/2012 03/21/2012 - Pair of Oak Titmouse seen in nest tree several times throughout survey. Adult entered cavity several 
times, but it was not determined if they were carrying nesting material. Nesting material is extruding from cavity 
entrance and from opening in bottom of cavity (possibly a mouse nest and OATI were scouting), but the nest may 
be complete or nearly complete OATI nest with nest building ceased or slowed. - MKuehn
03/27/2012 - No sign of Oak Titmouse during 45 minute period; no sign of nesting material in any cavity 
entrances in this branch (or others). Many new 'bird deterrents' attached throughout pad area and surrounding 
nest site. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - No Oak Titmice observed during 40-minute observation period. No indication that cavity(s) is being 
used when inspected; no nesting material evident anywhere. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 - It appears on previous 2 visits, the biologist may have checked incorrect cavity, or did not see 
nesting material. Nesting material is still extruding from small opening at base of cavity, but none is extruding 
from the entrance now. No OATI observed in area for 40 minutes. After passive observation, cavity was inspected 
at close range and no bird was present inside. Status changed to "Active" and buffer re-established and marked 
with signs. At least 1 additional visit is recommended in case wrong cavity has been checked on previous 2 visits.
       Note: P Konrad checked all cavities, the entire shrub, and the entire area without a sighting or song for 3 
weeks as of 4/10;  appears the birds left the site after an initial activity period, which titmice as well as many 
cavity nesting species seem prone to do. - MKuehn
04/10/2012 - During 40 minute observation period, no Oak Titmouse activity was observed in the extended area 
and no songs or calls were heard. No titmice have been observed at this site for 3 weeks. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - No Oak Titmice observed during 1 hour observation period. No birds inside cavity - closed. - 
ELoveless

No

AMCR American Crow 032112_rrdd_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 28 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/21/2012 5/25/2012 03/21/2012 - AMCR making regular trips to nest with sticks. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - AMCR flies to nest at 0928 without bringing new nest material. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - AMCR flies to nest at 0838 and settles, on rainy morning - suggesting nest contains eggs - RRadd
04/17/2012 - AMCR on nest for duration of 20-minute observation. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - AMCR remain active here with the pair regularly exchanging nest duties from 0848-0900. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - AMCR pair come to nest at 1117 and leave 2 minutes later to forage nearby suggests young are auto-
thermoregulatory. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - AMCR comes to nest at 1330 and stays. Mate forages on residential grounds, flies briefly to nest and 
departs. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - AMCR adult making brief nest visits at 1442 and 1452, apparent food drops. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - No AMCR detections near this intact nest during 30 minute observation. Observation chronology 
suggests successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032112_rrdd_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/21/2012 4/26/2012 03/21/2012 - LEGO pair building new nest - approximately 15% complete. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No LEGOs observed in area. Nest cup is now complete, with incomplete lining. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female observed flying to nest at beginning of monitoring visit and remained on nest during 20 
minutes of observation. - MDicus
04/13/2012 - LEGO female remains on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - LEGO female riding high in nest with wings slightly spread suggests hatched young. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Feathered young with downy wisps fill the nest. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is intact with many feces plastered at exterior edge of cup; presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032112_rrdd_03 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 70 70 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/21/2012 4/15/2012 03/21/2012 - ANHU female building new nest - approximately 10% complete. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - ANHU female visits nest at 1250. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 0949. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest could not be located and no ANHU was detected. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest no longer present. Presumed lost to natural causes. - RRadd

No
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HOFI House Finch 032112_sjon_01 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 150 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/21/2012 4/24/2012 03/21/2012 - Two biologists observed nesting pair carrying material into the nest location at 25 feet away. Nest 
appears to be approximately 80 percent complete. - SJohnston
03/30/2012 - Pair flew out of fiber optic roll where nest is located. 2 eggs in nest. - KWeber
04/06/2012 - Bird flew off nest when biologist approached; 5 eggs are in nest. - KWeber
04/13/2012 - Female observed incubating 5 eggs. - KWeber
04/20/2012 - Nest check attempted by K. Weber. Unable to access nest due to locked gate. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Nest is in fragments, evidently predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 032212_ahll_01 EP17 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 60 100 60 60 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/22/2012 4/24/2012 03/22/2012 - The pair was actively building, when no helicopter activities were occurring. Pair left nest area when 
K-Max was overhead at Leg A with 100-foot line; indeterminate if they fled when K-Max used the 200-foot line. 
When using the 100-foot line, winds at 11 mph were clocked near the nest, and a significant amount of dust and 
debris were blown onto the nesting tree. Pair returned to nest at 5 minutes to 15 minutes after helicopters left, 
and were visiting the nest every 2-5 minutes when no helicopters were around while the crew was conducting 
groundwork and/or running a generator. Nest was not physically checked due to the terrain and not having any 
reason to disturb the pair. The birds were not vocalizing, but were flying into the nest from a couple different 
routes in various directions, and were seen to drop nesting material if within 100 feet of them. It is unknown if 
pair flushes when TSAP is used for personnel. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Nest looks complete, has lining. Unable to see nest contents due to dense vegetation. Did not 
observe pair in vicinity during 45 minute period, need to check nest in morning in a couple days. - AHill
04/03/2012 - Female was observed on nest for a total of 40 minutes during a 45 minute observation period. 
When off the nest, the male fed the female, and a courtship display was initiated by the male. Male visited female 
on nest a few times, and then continued perching and foraging nearby. Perched male flew down to cover when K-
Max flew over nest at about 300 feet. Was not able to check nest contents, but behavior was consistent with 
incubation rather than egg laying. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Observed female incubating on nest for at least 20 minutes. - AHill
04/16/2012 - Female on nest at 0915. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Nest has no eggs. Several WESJ feathers were found on ground near nest with drops of blood. 
Observed male being territorial to other WESJ in territory. Heard female clacking within chaparral 40 feet from 
nest. - AHill

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 032212_dbby_01 TL 6924 - 171693 Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 900 300 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 3/22/2012 3/26/2012 03/22/2012 - Pair repeatedly bringing grass-like material to the nest. Nest was approximately 10% complete, as 
only the  bottom portion of the cup was loosely formed. - DBusby
04/05/2012 - Nest is old and dilapidated. After observing the CAGN pair for 2 hours and never seeing them visit 
the nest, it was determined the nest is closed. Possibly abandoned after a rain and storm event on March 26. - 
DBusby

No

BUSH Bushtit 032212_jdus_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 366 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/22/2012 4/13/2012 03/22/2012 - Nest is just being started, less than 5% constructed. Pair made a dozen plus trips to nest with 
material in 1/2 hour observation period. - JDicus
03/27/2012 - BUSH observed adding material to nest. Nest is 15-20% complete. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - BUSH visits nest at 0910. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is reduced to fragments, consistent with storm damage. - RRadd

No

CORA Common Raven 032212_kats_01 EP341-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/22/2012 TBD 03/22/2012 - P. Konrad reported that a pair of Common Ravens was perched on the east side of the tower 
crossarm next to a new large nest that has been built in the same location as the nest that was presumably blown 
out of the tower by wind on 2/21/2012. - KAlberts
03/26/2012 - Raven incubating on new tower nest while another raven is perched nearby. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Common Raven incubating on new tower nest, with a second adult perched nearby on center 
portion of crossarm. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest with another adult standing and walking below tower. - 
PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating or brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - An adult Common Raven is brooding on the tower nest with a second adult raven lying on the edge 
of the nest. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - An adult Common Raven is standing on nest, leaning over what is probably unseen nestlings in the 
nest. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - No Common Ravens could be seen at this tower nest or in the surrounding area. Hard to judge 
present status of the nest at this time - will check back. - PKonrad
05/24/2012 - No activity is apparent at the nest; during this week's monitoring or last week's. At this time, it 
appears the nesting attempt may be abandoned. - PKonrad

TBD
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LOSH Loggerhead Shrike 032212_ltiw_01 EP325-2-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 8 100 300 300 Fledged 3/22/2012 4/11/2012 03/22/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike did not flush from nest until avian biologist was about 10 feet away, but then 
stayed off the nest until observer moved off about 200 feet away; 1 egg and 1 nestling were present in nest. - 
LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike perched 20 feet south of nest site initially; another shrike flew from nest when 
avian biologist was within 15 feet of nest. Looks like 4 small unfeathered nestlings with eyes closed in nest. - 
PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Nest filled with 4 medium-sized nestlings covered with pin feathers; 1 adult perched about 40 feet 
south of nest. The nestlings already seem a bit jumpy, so anyone checking the nest in the future should monitor 
nest from as far away as possible so nestlings do not fledge from nest prematurely. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Nest is empty with at least 2 active fledglings perched and making short flights in nest tree and 
adjacent smoke tree, mainly when an adult flew to site with unidentified food. Other new fledglings may be 
nearby too. - PKonrad

Yes

CORA Common Raven 032212_ltiw_02 EP326 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 100 100 Fledged 3/22/2012 5/24/2012 03/22/2012 - Common Raven standing on nest, then hopped to a perch in tower above the nest, then soared to 
the east. This behavior suggests the nestlings are large enough for the adults to leave the nest to search for food. - 
LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - Common Raven perched in tower 5 feet from nest; a second raven was initially soaring north of nest 
tower, then flew to perch near other raven and nest. Ravens did not approach nest during 20 minute observation 
period, but were obviously attached to the nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Raven incubating in Sunrise tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - No ravens were observed at the nest initially, but within a few minutes an adult raven flew to nest, 
appeared to turn eggs, and initiated incubating. A few moments later, a second Common Raven flew in and 
perched near the nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven incubating on new Sunrise tower nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - An adult Common Raven is brooding on the new tower nest. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - A Common Raven was brooding on the nest; a second raven flew into the tower, when the brooding 
adult took flight and both adult ravens flew to the west. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - All 3 large-sized Common Raven nestlings are standing upright with heads held high. No adult 
ravens were observed in the area. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - The nest is empty and the nestlings appear to be fledged; 1 fledgling is standing on the northeast 
cement base of the tower and others are probably hidden, but did not want to disturb new fledglings. The 
fledgling took a 6 foot hop-flight and repositioned to the nearby dry wash. No adults observed during 20 minute 
period. Considering the fledglings are not flight capable at this time, the nest and buffer are kept active for 
another week while they learn to fly better. - PKonrad
05/24/2012 - No fledglings or adult Common Ravens were noted in the region surrounding the nest site; family 
group has apparently dispersed - nest closed. - PKonrad

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032212_mdus_01 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 240 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/22/2012 4/24/2012 03/22/2012 - A female Lesser Goldfinch was observed adding material to a nest located near the top of a 
Malosma laurina. The nest is approximately 30% constructed. - MDicus
03/30/2012 - Female LEGO lying in nest at 0920. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No LEGO detected in area. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No activity observed between 1215 and 1310. - TDipaola
04/24/2012 - Upon approaching the nest, the biologist noted that the nest looked degraded. During 45 minutes of 
observation, several LEGO pairs landed in the nest shrub, as close as 3 feet to the nest. However, none of these 
individuals approached the nest. At the end of the observation, the biologist used an extendable mirror attached 
to a wooden stake to examine the nest. It is unlined and contains no eggs or young, but shows no obvious signs of 
predation. The nest is somewhat exposed and may have been damaged during a series of storm events. This nest 
failed with eggs or young (based on earlier observations) due to natural causes. - VEurs

No
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AMKE American Kestrel 032212_mkhn_01 CP25-2-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/22/2012 TBD 03/22/2012 - Both adults seen flying into opening in dead palm fronds. Male flew out within 2 minutes, but 
female remained for over 15 minutes, presumed to be incubating. - MKuehn
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Male observed perching in nearby eucalyptus and on utility pole may 
be mate guarding. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - The male kestrel arrived in the area with a lizard and landed on a Eucalyptus. At 1350, he entered 
the nest cavity with the lizard. Almost immediately, the male and female both exited the cavity. The female 
perched on the same Eucalyptus the male used earlier. The male perched on a wooden distribution pole, ate his 
lizard and flew away. The female returned to the cavity at 1402, without food. She remained inside for 30 minutes 
and was still there when the observation period was called. The male did not return. No sounds of nestlings were 
heard emanating from the cavity. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No AMKE activity was detected from 0745 to 0845. This could be due to the cool, drizzly weather. 
As the biologist exited the gate at 1105, the female kestrel flew overhead and landed in a Eucalyptus. The male 
was seen soon after; both looked very damp. The female returned to the nest, but exited again after the male 
brought in a small food item. She returned to the nest again, and the male flew out of sight. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - After nearly an hour of observations, the male kestrel flew in from the west carrying prey. He 
landed in a eucalyptus east of the nest tree and consumed the majority of the prey. He flew to the nest tree with 
the remaining morsel, landed on a frond outside the cavity and called briefly. He then flew to the wooden 
transmission pole north of the cavity. The female emerged from the cavity, flew to the pole, accepted the food 
from the male and quickly gulped it down. The male attempted to copulate with her, but she was not very 
receptive. Each preened for a bit, and the female soon returned to the nest cavity beneath the palm fronds. The 
male flew out of sight. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - Not long after the start of observations, the male kestrel flew in and landed on the palm to the east 
of the palm with the nest cavity. The female immediately exited the cavity and grabbed food from the male. She 
briefly perched atop the wooden distribution pole north of the nest and then carried the food into the nest cavity. 
This behavior has not been noted during previous visits to this nest. The male then flew off and the female 
remained in the cavity. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Shortly after the start of observation, a kestrel was heard calling. The female flew up and landed on 
the wooden pole to the north of the nest, switched a prey item from her feet to her bill, and took the food into 
the nest cavity. The male was then spotted flying off to the east. The male soon returned with more food that he 
passed to the female. She also took this food into the nest cavity. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - Shortly after the start of observations, the female kestrel landed on the distribution pole north of 
the nest cavity  After perching for approximately 10 minutes  she flew out of sight to the south  She returned a 

TBD

CORA Common Raven 032212_mkhn_02 CP25-2-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 27 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/22/2012 4/23/2012 03/22/2012 - Nest discovered by Laurie Gorman, who saw a pair of CORA bringing sticks to nest in mid-morning. 
Logged by Michael Kuehn who observed no CORA in area for 60 minutes during late-morning. - MKuehn
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No CORA activity observed from 0650 to 0720. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - A raven flew through the area on 2 occasions during the 45-minute observation period, but neither 
came within 500 feet of the nest. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No CORA activity was detected during observations from 0745 to 0845. The nest does not look 
improved since the last visit. No activity observed at this nest in over a month. Nest closed. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 032212_sjon_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/22/2012 3/22/2012 03/22/2012 - This nest was located in the southeast wheel of the northeastern-most water tank. The nest was 
actively being built by a pair of HOFI and estimated to be 20% complete. The water tank is regularly used for yard 
operations and nearby structures to fill up water trucks for dust control, and is needed every day. Furthermore, 
bird repellent ribbon was installed on the tower, the wheel cavities were previously sealed and were slightly 
opened due to the recent storm and an owl decoy is located on the fence line close to the water tank. Since this 
HOFI nest was just being built and contained no eggs or young, and was in active construction equipment, it was a 
candidate for removal per the NBMMP. A request was made for removal, and  the nest was removed at 1114, 
after approval from SDG&E was given. The nest was removed based off the need to maintain dust suppression 
during vehicle traffic and flight operations within the SWAT yard. The wheel area was then resealed with plastic to 
deter future nesting attempts. - SJohnston

No
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CACW Cactus Wren
(Inactive)

032312_bald_01 EP227 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/23/2012 TBD 03/23/2012 - Existing nest found with a few pieces of fresh green red brome grass. Cactus Wrens were heard in 
the area but were not seen near the nest. Nest is underneath wire-stringing path. - BArnold
03/30/2012 - Large Cactus Wren nest looks good with an open entrance, but no wrens observed or heard in area. - 
PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Nest looks recently used, but does not appear to host nesting Cactus Wrens. No wrens observed or 
heard in area. - PKonrad
04/13/2012 - Nest looks good, and entrance looks expanded and matted down with a single small feather added, 
indicating recent use, but no Cactus Wrens were seen or heard. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No Cactus Wrens heard or observed; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - No Cactus Wrens heard or observed in area until late in the 25 minute observation period, when 2 
distant wrens (1/3 mile), 1 to northwest and 1 to south began calling back and forth. Nest looks good with 
possible recent use judging from grasses at the entrance. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - Nest entrance is large and looks like it has been recently used, but no Cactus Wrens were observed 
or heard in the area. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - No Cactus Wrens observed or heard in area; nest is becoming more weathered, but entrance is 
clear, and a new green brome stem with seeds has been added to entry along with 3 small feathers. - PKonrad
05/18/2012 - No changes apparent at nest, and no Cactus Wrens detected in the area. - PKonrad
05/23/2012 - No changes to nest, which is looking more weathered; no Cactus Wrens observed or heard in the 
area. - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 032312_fhan_01 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 1 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 3/23/2012 3/27/2012 03/23/2012 - Pair bringing in small nesting material, but not liner. Speculate that nest is 40% complete, but hard 
to see in entirety. - FHoffman
03/29/2012 - On March 27, nest was monitored for 1 hour by R. Abe prior to crew arriving on site to perform wire 
stringing work. No activity was observed during this period of natural conditions. Throughout the day of work, no 
nesting behavior was observed while a crew worked up to 35 feet from the nest. Following the completion of 
work activities, the nest was monitored for an additional 1 hour. No activity or nest visits were observed. The nest 
was inspected, and it was determined that no additional material had been added since initial observation, and 
that the nest was more accurately less than 5% complete. Nest status changed to closed. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - HOFI pair making multiple trips carrying material to this location. A new Nest ID was created. - 
RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 032312_jdus_01 CP20-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 30 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/23/2012 4/26/2012 03/23/2012 - Newly initiated (1% constructed) nest. Pair made two trips to nest with material during 20-minute 
observation, followed by a third trip with a third Bushtit in attendance. - JDicus
03/31/2012 - No Bushtit activity during 30 minutes of observation on this cool, overcast morning. Nest is 
approximately 5% constructed. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - Nest does not appear substantially improved since 31 March, consisting of several decorated anchor 
threads and approximately 2 inches long. No BUSH detected on breezy afternoon with considerable shrub 
movement. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest looks the same as the description given on 10 April. Bushtits were heard in the area, but none 
ever approached within 200 feet of the nest during 35 minutes of observation. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - What little nest material was in the shrub is now gone. This nest is closed. - VEurs

No
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AMKE American Kestrel 032312_jdus_02 CP20 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/23/2012 TBD 03/23/2012 - Nest site is within pole Z103510 (cavities in arms on west side of 69kv monopole). Pair of American 
Kestrels mobbed adult Red-tailed Hawk building nest in nearby steel lattice tower CP20 until Red-tailed Hawk 
departed area. Male Kestrel was observed entering cavity of lowest arm on monopole, then watching from within 
cavity in arm while vehicle was turning around at tower site below. During additional 120-minute observation 
period, the male hunted nearby, and brought a prey item (small rodent) to top of monopole tower and began to 
consume it while the female looked on from the lattice tower. Male then took flight, calling to female and landing 
on lattice tower with prey remains. Female joined and was given the prey item which she consumed while 
perched on lattice tower. Male then inspected (entered) the middle and upper cavities in the monopole crossarms 
and female joined to briefly enter upper cavity. Pair showed site fidelity and remained at monopole together as 
avian biologist left the site. Pair defended the site, hunting and courting, and did not leave area for duration. 
Avian nest monitor R. Radd reported American Kestrel pair nested in this monopole last year. - JDicus
03/31/2012 - No activity observed during 1.5 hours observation on a cool, overcast morning. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - No AMKE detected associating with this location during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Almost immediately upon biologist's arrival, the AMKE perched on the wires between CP20 and 
CP21, parallel to the biologist's truck. The female was hunched on the wire, giving begging vocalizations and 
moving closer to the male. The pair then copulated vigorously and flew closer to CP20. They perched on the tower 
and wires, and soared around the area calling throughout the observation period. However, they were not seen 
entering the nesting cavity during observations. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - No AMKE activity detected at any distance to the nest after 90 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - No AMKE activity detected during nearly 2 hours of observation. - VEurs
05/10/2012 - After 40 minutes of observation, the male kestrel flew into view. He perched on a transmission wire 
to the north of the nest for about 10 minutes before moving to the SRPL wires directly adjacent to the nest cavity. 
He perched there another 10 minutes or so before flying west. Within a few minutes, the female exited the nest 
cavity, perched on the wire to the north, and defecated. She called briefly and the male flew up to join her, 
holding prey. She took the food and consumed it on the wire. The male flew away, and she perched for a few 
more minutes. When the biologist left the area, she was perched on a wire near the cavity. - VEurs
05/17/2012 - The male flew in from the north carrying a bird (possibly a Horned Lark). He consumed part of the 
bird, moving down the transmission wire, closer to the nest cavity. Once he was directly across from the cavity, 
the female exited the cavity and received the prey from the male. She slowly consumed the bird, and the male 
flew off again. She finished the bird and remained on the wire through the end of the observation period (another 
20 minutes). - VEurs
05/24/2012 - At the start of observations, the male was perched on a wire between CP20 and CP21. He dove 
down, came back to the wire with a lizard and consumed it. He then flew to the north out of view, although he 
was heard vocalizing occasionally  After approximately 60 minutes  he returned to perch on a wire near CP20  

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 032312_jdus_03 CP20 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 90 500 500 500 Nest did not reach active stage 3/23/2012 5/3/2012 03/23/2012 - Just a few sticks make up this newly initiated nest located approximately 90 feet up in tower CP20 
where the third and highest arm of the tower on the east side meets the main body of the tower. Single adult Red-
tailed Hawk observed bringing portion of what looks like a tumbleweed up to nest site and placing it in tower. 
Nearby pair of American Kestrels mobbed the adult for 10 minutes. Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew off to east, not to 
return for duration of 120-minute observation period. Pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks seen perched together in 
tower CP22 while third adult Red-tailed Hawk perched in tower CP23. No nest materials observed in towers CP21, 
22 or 23 today. - JDicus
03/31/2012 - No activity observed during 1.5 hours of observation. It appears that little to no additional material 
has been added to the nest since last monitoring entry. Nest still consists of only a few sticks. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - No substantial changes (or RTHA) observed. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - No substantial changes to the nest since 10 April. No RTHA detected in the area during 45 minutes 
of observation. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - No RTHA activity detected at any distance from the nest after 90 minutes of observation. The nest 
appears to be deteriorating and no improvements are visible. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - Most of the sticks have fallen from the tower and no Red-tailed Hawks have been detected in the 
area for several weeks. This nest has been closed because it never reached active status. - KAlberts

No

GRRO Greater Roadrunner 032312_lton_01 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 20 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/23/2012 4/14/2012 03/23/2012 - Monitor was surveying around vegetation off the road shoulder and heard bird flush. Monitor went 
to shrub and peeked in, saw 4 eggs, then retreated. Female retuned to nest shortly after. - LThoreson
03/31/2012 - At least 3 nestlings in nest, with adult GRRO nearby. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - 2 fully feathered and alert nestlings visible in nest. No adult present. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - 1 nestling remains: estimated to fledge in 1-2 days. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Nest shows no signs of predation and is empty, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032312_rrdd_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Riparian Scrubs Traffic 12 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/23/2012 4/16/2012 03/23/2012 - ANHU lying in complete nest. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Female leaves nest at 0813, returns at 0829 and remains on nest. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female observed feeding 2 nestlings at 0801. Nestlings appear scaly with emerging pinfeathers, 7-10 
days old. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - After being in the area for over 2 hours, the female ANHU was never observed attending the 
nestlings, whose bills were visible over the edge of the nest. The biologist approached the nest and used an 
extendable mirror to examine the nestlings. Both young were dead in the intact nest, with no sign of injury. They 
did not appear emaciated, so it is likely that they died of exposure during the weekend storm event. The nest is in 
an exposed location, with no foliage covering the nest. - VEurs

No
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BUSH Bushtit 032312_rrdd_02 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 8 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/23/2012 4/4/2012 03/23/2012 - BUSH female selecting nest site, subsequently making multiple trips by pair twisting spider silk into 
branch from 1515-1540. Buffer staked at 50 feet. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed and unable to locate nest. Suspect nest effort was abandoned but will wait for 
original observer to verify before closing nest. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No nest was observed at this location. Two pairs of Bushtits were observed visiting active Bushtit 
nests in the area and foraging near those nests, which are logged as 022912_lgan_15 and 040212_jdus_01. The 
Bushtit nest 032312_rrdd_02 was initially logged on March 23, 2012 when a Bushtit pair was seen just beginning 
to build a nest. The nest was only 2% complete on this date. During two nest monitoring efforts made since then, 
on March 30, 2012 and April 4, 2012, no nest was observed at this location. The only Bushtits observed in the 
area were foraging and visiting two active Bushtit nests logged as 022912_lgan_15 and 040212_jdus_01. The 
vegetation around the nest location was thoroughly checked and no nest was found. This nest did not reach an 
active stage and therefore can be considered closed. - LGorman

No

BUSH Bushtit 032412_jpki_01 TL 6915/6924 Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/24/2012 3/31/2012 03/24/2012 - Adults observed bringing material to 75% complete nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
03/31/2012 - No nest was found during today's nest check. The nest was still under construction during the last 
monitoring check on 03/31/12, and no egg shell fragments were found in the vicinity of the former nest. 
Therefore, it is presumed that the nest failed prior to egg laying. The cause is unknown. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 032412_jpki_02 TL6915/6924-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 4 100 50 50 Fledged 3/24/2012 4/17/2012 03/24/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to complete nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
03/31/2012 - Adult male observed bringing small green larva to nest. - MDicus
04/03/2012 - BUSH bringing food to nest at 0640. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest appears sound and maintained, but no visits detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No Bushtit activity was observed near the nest. However, not far down the road, a group of Bushtits 
was foraging extensively. At least 3 recently fledged young were closely following 2 adults, and were begging 
incessantly. This nest has successfully fledged. - VEurs

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 032412_lton_01 EP72-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - foundations 80 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/24/2012 4/12/2012 03/24/2012 - Biomonitor observed  Bushtit pair fly to nest. Nest appears to be complete or close to completion. - 
LThoreson
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visited nest without apparent nest material; nest in excellent condition. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Biomonitor reported observation of birds entering and leaving nest; possible nest exchange. - 
VNovik
04/12/2012 - Nest has been depredated. Bottom torn out and eggshell fragments found on branches below 
amidst pieces of nesting material. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 032412_lton_02 EP78-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Grading 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/24/2012 4/20/2012 03/24/2012 - A Bushtit pair was observed flying to the nest. The pair is assumed to be nest building. - LThoreson
03/29/2012 - Pair of Bushtits active and territorial at nest site; 1 Bushtit entered nest when avian biologist was 
within 4 feet while searching for nest location while other Bushtit perched 10 feet away. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 - Nest looks complete and bulky, but a green oak leaf appears to be positioned in the entrance hole, 
effectively plugging the entry. No Bushtits observed during 30-minute observation period. Checked back 3 hours 
later, when no Bushtits were observed during 20 minutes. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - In 20 minutes of passive observation from 20 feet, 2 adults approached nest on 2 occasions. Neither 
was seen carrying nesting material or food. Both entered nest and vacated 10 seconds later, then on next visit, 
neither entered but one pulled small amount of nesting material from entrance. No indication they are building a 
nest elsewhere. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest is severely damaged and torn open from side. Eggshell fragments found on ground below nest. 
Nest closed and all signs removed from buffer. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 032412_lton_03 EP78-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Grading 115 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/24/2012 4/20/2012 03/24/2012 - A biomonitor observed 2 Bushtits bringing nesting material to this nest. The nest appears to be 85% 
complete. - LThoreson
03/29/2012 - Pair of Bushtits bringing nest material to nest; 1 Bushtit entered nest with material in beak while 
avian biologist was 10 feet away during initial search for the nest, with a second Bushtit waiting its turn nearby. - 
PKonrad
04/05/2012 - Bushtit brought nesting material to nest that looks complete, except the area surrounding the 
entrance. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Pair of Bushtits entered nest with fluffy nesting material. Likely lining cup. One left immediately and 
the other remained inside for >2 minutes. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest is severely damaged and torn open from side. Eggshell fragments found on ground below nest. 
Nest closed and all signs removed from buffer. - MKuehn

No

GRRO Greater Roadrunner 032412_vers_01 TL 6915/6924-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 28 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/24/2012 4/2/2012 03/24/2012 - A roadrunner "came out of nowhere" and raced across the hillside. The biologist checked the one 
possible place where the roadrunner could have emerged and discovered the nest containing two nestlings with 
developing pin feathers. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Nestlings fully feathered. - MDicus
04/02/2012 - No evidence of predation (no feathers on ground or damage to nest). Nest was still in good 
condition. On March 31, fully-feathered nestlings were alive and alert, and no construction activities have 
occurred in the area recently. Indications are that the nest fledged. - MDicus

Yes
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032412_vers_02 TL 6915/6924-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 75 100 80 80 Nest did not reach active stage 3/24/2012 4/23/2012 03/24/2012 - Nest is in good condition with the rim almost complete but no lining. A pair of LEGOs came within 
40 feet of the nest, and a lone female came within 30 feet. However, no birds directly approached the nest. - 
VEurs
03/31/2012 - No activity at nest during 30 minutes of observation. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - Nest looks the same as it did upon initial detection, still unlined. After 30 minutes of observation, no 
LEGO's (or any birds) approached the nest. Nest declared inactive and buffer removed. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - The nest is in the same condition as on the previous visit. No LEGO activity detected around the 
nest. - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 032612_ahll_01 EP49-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/26/2012 4/24/2012 03/26/2012 - Male was observed bringing soft lining material to nest on several occasions. Male did not alter his 
nesting behavior when truck was at arroyo toad cattle guard for a few minutes. Nest appears to be 95% complete. 
ESA signs installed with drive through access only. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Nest appears complete but a bit weathered-looking. After 10 minutes of observing nest, a Bushtit 
flew to nest, entered nest, but did not come out during the next 15 minutes. No Bushtit calls during time in nest 
area. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - After 20 minutes a Bushtit was observed foraging in the area of the nest for about 5 minutes, then it 
visited the nest for 15 seconds and left. A Bushtit returned after 10 minutes, 5 minutes, and again after another 5 
minutes, apparently feeding nestlings. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Bushtits visited nest regularly after 8, 4, 3, and 6 minutes, indicating nestlings are being fed inside 
nest. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard during 15 minute observation period; checked nest and found it has 
been predated with the lower third of the nest pulled away and lying in 4 pieces on the ground. No sign of 
nestlings observed. Considering the amount of destruction to the nest, a large predator probably made the attack 
rather than the usual scrub jay suspects - closed. - PKonrad

No

PHAI Phainopepla 032612_elss_01 EP255-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats OH - wire stringing 125 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

3/26/2012 4/27/2012 03/26/2012 - Male incubating on nest, flew on approach, leading to nest discovery; 2 mottled tan eggs in nest. - 
ELoveless
03/30/2012 - Female Phainopepla incubating. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Still 2 eggs in nest; female off nest initially, but territorial nearby, returning to nest when avian 
biologist walked away. - PKonrad
04/14/2012 - Male perched on side of nest; nestlings expected to be inside nest, but did not want to displace the 
adult to verify nestling status. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No adult Phainopeplas observed or heard in area; 2 eggs still unhatched in well-formed nest. This 
nesting attempt may have failed, but will check back soon. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Still 2 unhatched eggs in nest, a month after nest, clutch, and pair of Phainopeplas was initially 
observed; no adults near nest again today - closed. Periodic but regular wire-stringing activities over the course of 
approximately 2 weeks within the nest cycle may have had some impact on this nest, but that cannot be 
determined, although the cause of abandonment may also have a natural basis. - PKonrad

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 032612_elss_02 EP91 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Traffic 40 100 85 85 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/26/2012 4/21/2012 03/26/2012 - Biomonitor observed Western Scrub-jay carrying nesting material to a sugar bush about every 45 
minutes. A nest about 90% complete was found in the sugar bush. - ELoveless
04/06/2012 - Nest is in good shape with a nice lining of fine grass, but no Western Scrub-jays were present. - 
PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest contains 2 speckled light-blue eggs; adult Western Scrub-jay perched just west of nest as soon 
as avian biologist left area; clutch is probably not a full clutch yet. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - Nest is empty, but otherwise appears in good condition. No eggshell fragment present in nest or on 
branches or ground below. Likely predated. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 032612_elss_04 Jacumba Valley Ranch CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 20 100 10 10 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

3/26/2012 5/4/2012 03/26/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material inside tire once during 45 minute observation. - ELoveless
04/06/2012 - No House Finches observed or heard in area of nest site. Unclear if black wheel covers and bird 
deterrents were in place during initial observation or added since that time. Questionable if this nest is still active. 
- PKonrad
04/14/2012 - No sign of House Finches; heavy plastic cover over wheel has torn away and is flapping in the wind. 
Notified for repair. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Female inside nest site during the entire 30-minute observation. Male visited nest twice and was 
frequently observed perched and singing near the nest site. - ELoveless
04/27/2012 - Nest checked also on 4/20, but no nest-related activity was observed. Today, no activity at the nest 
site, although House Finches are active nearby. Status of this nest uncertain. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - No House Finch activity in area. It appears this nesting attempt was unsuccessful judging by the nest 
monitoring history and lack of finch activity here recently - closed. - PKonrad

No
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CORA Common Raven 032612_fhan_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/26/2012 3/27/2012 03/26/2012 - Nest has been constructed for at least 4 days. Appears 50% or more complete. One CORA in area 
vocalizing and perching. - FHoffman
03/27/2012 - The nesting attempt is located near the top of an A-frame within Sycamore Substation. The pair was 
observed adding material yesterday, March 26. The nest is approximately 40-50% complete based on visible 
material and size/quantity of material being carried to the nest site, which is not yet developed enough to support 
eggs. No eggs or young present (as determined by nest stage). Deterrents have been installed to prevent cavity 
nesters, but were not successful in deterring stick nests. While no raven deterrents are installed on the A-frame 
where the CORA nest attempt is located, it should also be noted that this is an energized substation limiting 
access for deterrent installation and removal, as well as the type of deterrents that can be used. An orange cone 
will be placed after the nesting material is removed, to deter future nesting. Additionally, both project and non-
project work has been occurring regularly at the substation. The pair was observed nest building on March 26 
while a project crew was conducting a circuit breaker replacement 60-120 feet from the nest attempt. Per the 
NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a deterrent. A delay due to allowing the nest cycle to continue would 
likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure 
system reliability. Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 3/27/2012. - KAlberts
03/27/2012 - Concurrence with a nest removal request was received on 03/27/12. The nest was still under 
construction and appeared to be approximately 50-60% constructed upon removal. As a precaution, the worker 
tasked with nest removal was instructed to look into the nest to verify the nest contained no eggs. The worker 
confirmed the nest was empty and removed it, installing in its place an orange construction cone. The cone was 
wedged into the gap to deter the ravens from rebuilding in this location. During this period, one Common Raven 
was observed soaring and vocalizing outside the substation but did not approach the nest vicinity. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 032612_fhan_03 CP08-2-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 6 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/26/2012 5/11/2012 03/26/2012 - Pair actively building and vocalizing. Multiple trips with material observed. Nest in early stages circa 
30% complete. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - BUSH observed adding fluffy nest material at 0959. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - During a 75-minute observation period, BUSH pair approached the nest twice. On the first occasion, 
the female added very fine spider webs or hair to the nest. On the second visit, one bird added coarser material. 
They spent the majority of the time foraging on the surrounding hillsides. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - The Bushtit pair spent the first part of the observation period foraging downslope. The female then 
approached the nest, without anything in her bill. She entered the nest and remained inside for well over 20 
minutes, through the end of the observations. The male spent this time foraging downslope and perching in the 
branches around the nest. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - The nest is intact after recent rains. Both adults were foraging in the nest tree as the biologist 
arrived. They approached the nest several times, and the female eventually entered carrying an insect. However, 
no nestlings were heard, and she remained inside for over 10 minutes, so the food was likely for herself. As the 
male foraged, he would bring insects back to the nest tree and consume them there. - VEurs
05/04/2012 - After 80 minutes of observation, no Bushtit activity was detected at the nest, which appears to be in 
good condition. It should be noted that at one point a pair of BUSH landed in the tree above the nest, but at the 
same time, a dump truck drove past. The pair flew from the tree and seemed to resume foraging. At another 
point 20-30 minutes later, a female landed in a shrub about 20 feet from the nest, with an insect in her mouth. 
Again, a dump truck passed at that moment and the female disappeared from view. Bushtits were actively 
foraging downslope during the entire observation period. However, it seems the regular passage every 20-30 
minutes of the dump truck may have been temporarily deterring approaches to the nest. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - The neck of the nest is detached from the anchor point on the branches above. There appears to be 
a hole in the bottom, but the nest is too high for the biologist to inspect it directly. The nest is elongated and most 
likely was predated, despite its well-disguised location. This nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes 
and is now closed. - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 032612_imll_01 EP112-3-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 80 100 80 80 Presumed Fledged 3/26/2012 4/30/2012 03/26/2012 - Pair observed adding fine nesting material and lining to a nearly complete nest 3 times during 45 
minutes while no work was occurring. - IMaunsell
04/05/2012 - Unable to access road through locked gate; will return tomorrow. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Pair in vicinity with 1 adult observed carrying food to nest and leaving with fecal sac. - JPawlicki
04/16/2012 - Pair of Bushtits bringing beakfuls of caterpillars and bugs to nest every 2 to 4 minutes. - PKonrad
04/23/2012 - Nest is in good shape, but no Bushtits visited the nest during 30 minute observation period. 
However, there are several Bushtits active in the area, including 1 pair south of the nest. Unsure if nestlings have 
fledged at this time and will check back soon to double-check. - PKonrad
04/30/2012 - No Bushtits observed in the area; the nest is in good shape although  the nesting material 
surrounding the entrance hole is a bit worn. Nestlings appear to have fledged and may have been the Bushtits 
observed south of the nest last week - closed. - PKonrad

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 032612_lgan_01 TL 6915 - 171684 69kv Structure Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 30 30 Fledged 3/26/2012 4/26/2012 03/26/2012 - A female house finch was seen bringing nest material into an insulator bracket at the top of 69kv 
pole Z171684. The male was singing from the top of the pole while the female brought material. The percent 
completeness is unknown. Two orange bird buffer ESA signs were placed 30 feet from the base of the monopole 
containing the nest on the access road to the north. - LGorman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0855 to 0905. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - No HOFI activity observed. - RRadd
04/18/2012 - No activity observed. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - A male HOFI was observed feeding several begging fledglings not far from the nest. The nest has 
fledged successfully and is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 032612_mkhn_01 TL 6924 - 171687 69kv Structure Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 215 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/26/2012 4/10/2012 03/26/2012 - Adults visited nest with food several times and fed young. Visits took place with a biologist standing 
8, 15, and 25 feet away (different visits). Adult fed then sat on nest with biologist 8 feet away, and did not flush 
when biologist walked away. Two nestlings present, eyes still closed, and they appeared to be 4-6 days old. 100-
foot buffer established and marked with 5 signs (all on north side of nest). - MKuehn
04/01/2012 - CATH at nest at 0903. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - At least 3 downy nestlings with no pinfeathers visible in nest, appear to be about 6 days old. - 
HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest is clean empty and intact, suggesting successful fledging. - RRadd

Yes

NUWO Nuttall's Woodpecker 032612_rabe_01 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 16 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/26/2012 4/2/2012 03/26/2012 - Presumed Nuttall's Woodpecker nest due to being closest woodpecker species observed in general 
area, within 20 feet, over last week. Fresh cavity entrance in Sambucus mexicana approximately three inches 
deep. Inner cavity has not been started. 100-foot drive through only buffer staked. - RAbe
04/02/2012 - Cavity excavation has progressed since last week, with inner cavity now exposed. No woodpeckers 
observed in area, but entrance hole size is consistent with Picoides nuttallii. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No cavity nesters observed associating with this location on either of several visits today and 
yesterday. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Cavity has not been improved since April 2. No NUWO detections. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Cavity has not advanced since April 2, and no woodpeckers detected. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 032612_rabe_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 75 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/26/2012 4/12/2012 03/26/2012 - Three pale, blue-green unmarked eggs in cup nest suggesting House Finch. Multiple House Finch 
pairs observed in area over last week or so carrying nest building material in immediate area by biomonitors. One 
pair was observed in the immediate area of the nest multiple times today. 30 foot buffer staked. - RAbe
04/02/2012 - HOFI pair within a few feet of nest. 2 eggs now in nest. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest contains 1 broken egg, however a HOFI exited the nest on approach, suggesting the nest 
remains viable. - RRadd
04/12/2012 - Eggshell remains found in nest. No activity in area.  Nest appears to have been predated. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 032612_vers_01 TL 6924 - 171682 69kv Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 200 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 3/26/2012 4/25/2012 03/26/2012 - A pair of HOFI were seen on the wire next to pole 171682. A short time later, the female was seen 
carrying grassy material into the bracket for an insulator arm. She returned within 10 minutes with more material, 
and the male attempted to copulate with her. She carried the material into the bracket while the male perched 
nearby, singing. - VEurs
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0920 to 0930. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - No HOFI during observation period 0900 to 0925. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No activity observed during 45 minute observation period. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - No HOFI activity at the nest after 45 minutes of observation. HOFI's entered each of the upper 
brackets, but none appeared interested in the lower bracket. Lack of activity at this nest site over the past month 
leads the biologist to change its status from "active" to "closed." - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 032612_vnik_01 69kV-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - maintenance 45 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/26/2012 4/26/2012 03/26/2012 - Bushtit making several trips to nest with material. Appears to be lining nest. - VNovik
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0907 to 0917. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest appears complete, well protected and attached. No BUSH detected during late afternoon 
observation. - RRadd
04/18/2012 - No activity observed during noon observation period - BArnold
04/26/2012 - At the start of the observation period, the biologist noted the unusual appearance of the nest. After 
30 minutes with no BUSH activity, the biologist approached the nest to examine it closely. The nest is very 
stretched out at the top, with the nest entrance lower down than is usual on a BUSH nest. The entrance hole also 
seems larger than normal and faces up toward the sky. It doesn't seem that the nest was predated. Rather, its 
damaged condition seems to be a result of a string of storm events this area has recently experienced. Based on 
nesting cycle, it is possible that this nest contained eggs when it failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No
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BUSH Bushtit 032712_elss_01 EP117-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 70 70 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 5/14/2012 03/27/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed carrying and adding material to a nest that is approximately 90% 
complete. - ELoveless
04/05/2012 - Small Bushtit nest appears complete, but has a unique 'dent' in chamber below the entrance. No 
Bushtits observed or heard. - PKonrad
04/14/2012 - Nest appears unchanged; no Bushtit activity in area; status may not be active. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed adding material to nest 1 time during the 90-minute observation period. - 
ELoveless
04/25/2012 - After 15 minutes, a male Bushtit flew toward nest with a white object in its bill (food or nest 
material?), but avian biologist's presence 50 feet away seemed to distress the bird, so biologist left the area. - 
PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Nest checked at request of PAR construction. Female Bushtit observed entering nest and remaining 
inside while male foraged nearby. Nest appears 100% complete and in good condition. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Uncertain what the status of this nesting attempt is at this time; nest looks normal; no Bushtits were 
observed initially. But after 5 minutes the pair flew in from the south, very aware of avian monitor 35 feet from 
nest and seemingly hesitant to go to nest. Female went to nest and may have stayed there. Male went to nest a 
minute later and returned a short distance south, where it seemed to begin foraging. Never observed anything in 
the birds' beaks - could be egg laying or they may have nestlings. - PKonrad
05/07/2012 - No Bushtits were observed during a 30-minute period. The nest is the same although the top is a bit 
roughed up and an inert hole has been poked into the side of the nest below the entrance. The hole looks like a 
jay attempted predation, but the hole does not enter the interior of the nest. It was verbally recommended that 
an avian biologist should observe this nest site for an extended period to ascertain the present status of the nest 
as soon as possible. - PKonrad
05/14/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard during a 30-minute observation period. Nest is small and weathered. 
This nest has been hard to track during monitoring because the adults exhibited rather erratic behavior that made 
trying to assess the status of this nest week to week difficult to impossible - closed. - PKonrad

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 032712_elss_02 EP114-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 50 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 3/27/2012 4/27/2012 03/27/2012 - A pair of Western Scrub-jays was observed carrying and adding nesting material to a nest that is 
approximately 95% complete. - ELoveless
04/02/2012 - Observations of bio-monitor C. Frey over 2 days - March 29, 2012 - 0730; 2 Western Scrub Jays were 
observed away from nest by 75 to 150 feet with no crew onsite. A chase occurred with other pair of jays, and 1 
flew to nest while generator running and full crew present. An individual did not appear to have nesting material. 
Other individual of the pair perched 50 feet away; the pair left after 15 minutes and returned about an hour later 
with nesting material several times while crew worked on Leg A; generator not in use. March 30, 2012 - 0740; 
Common Raven perched on boulder 10 feet from Western Scrub Jay nest. Western Scrub Jay pair flew to over 100 
feet away and avoided going to rest while Common Raven present. After raven flew away with nest material, 
biologist used binoculars to look in nest, and no eggs were present. 0820; the Western Scrub Jay pair returned 
with material while a crew was present; no equipment running. - LThoreson
04/03/2012 - Observations of onsite monitor: 1331 - observed 2 Western Scrub Jays perched approximately 150 
feet south of EP114 tower site. 1341 - observed the pair of jays flying north behind the boulders where the nest is 
located. 1444 - observed pair of jays across the road east of EP114 tower site on ground. Pair did not alarm call, 
and rotor wash debris did not go near nest site. - VNovik
04/04/2012 - Monitor reported following : 0855 - observed 1 Western Scrub Jay perching on top of boulder next 
to nest and flying into vegetation below boulder. 1000 - observed 2 Common Ravens perched on a boulder by 
nest. The 2 Common Ravens were then  observed flying east of the site with a Red-tailed hawk. 1045 - observed 
the pair of Common Ravens fly from behind boulders north of site and head south. Did not observe any Western 
Scrub Jays during K-max activities or directly prior to K-max activities. Rotor wash and debris did not go near nest. - 
VNovik
04/07/2012 - Nest monitored during Crux micropile testing on legs D and A within nest buffer authorized in 
variance received 4/5/2012. Ground work and K-Max activity began at 1100.  Nest observations: At 1043, 3 scrub 
jays observed flying from south to north toward nest. One jay perched on a shrub adjacent to nest and watched 
crew for about five minutes. Jay pair flew from nest location southward out of site before any work activities 
occurred. Pair was observed to east of site at approximately 1645. Possibly different pair seen flying from general 
vicinity of nest soon after. Nest appears fully built and in good condition, no eggs or young present. No helicopter 
rotor wash was observed to impact the nest. - RQuilley
04/09/2012 - Biomonitor Anna Bryant reported Western Scrub-jays were observed perching on boulders in 
vicinity of nest and flew into vegetation near nest. Throughout day, biologist observed jays perching on vegetation 
surrounding the site. - VNovik
04/16/2012 - Western Scrub-Jay incubating tightly on nest; did not move when biologist was within 20 feet. - 
PKonrad
04/23/2012  No jays observed in area; nest empty but it is large  well built and the lining of the nest bowl is 

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 032712_esds_01 EP95-N Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 4/12/2012 03/27/2012 - As biologists inspected the nest location during the nesting bird survey, a Western Scrub Jay 
swooped down to the nest location making harsh vocalizations. WESJ then perched on a nearby shrub and did not 
leave this perch until biologists left the area. - EStrods
04/06/2012 - Adult Western Scrub-jay incubating 3 speckled light-blue eggs in large nest. Jay slipped out the back 
of the sugar bush as avian biologist approached the site, but quickly returned to nest as biologist walked away. - 
PKonrad
04/12/2012 - No eggs in empty nest; no Western Scrub-jays in area. Since eggs were observed on the previous 
visit, it appears the nest has been predated, although no sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings are evident, and the 
nest shows no deterioration. Only the fact that the nest is empty points to predation as the greatest potential 
cause of nest failure. - PKonrad
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CATH California Thrasher 032712_jdus_01 EP99-2-N-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 30 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 4/20/2012 03/27/2012 - Found nest during active nesting bird survey. Did not hear bird leave the nest. Nest has 1 egg in it. 
Female returned to nest 5 minutes after logging the location. - JDicus
04/06/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; did not leave nest; eggs probably close to hatching. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Adult California Thrasher brooding 2 small downy nestlings. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Nest is empty. Timing is premature for successful fledging of young. Likely predated. Incubation 
began on 3/28, with hatching expected on 4/11 and fledging not expected until 4/25 at the earliest. No feces on 
rim or branches surrounding nest. No feathers or remains detected in vicinity of nest. No fledglings or adults 
detected within 50 feet of nest in 20 minutes of observation. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

CATH California Thrasher 032712_jdus_02 EP99-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 65 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 4/6/2012 03/27/2012 - The nest was discovered during an active nesting bird survey. Biologist saw 1 egg and 1 nestling. The 
egg had a small hole in it and appeared to be about to hatch. - JDicus
04/06/2012 - California Thrasher nest is empty and there is no sign of nestlings or adults. Fine material used to 
form bowl of nest has been pulled up throughout the nest bowl. Appears predation is the most likely cause of 
nest failure - closed. - PKonrad

No

HOFI House Finch 032712_mdus_01 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/27/2012 5/11/2012 03/27/2012 - A female House Finch was observed making multiple trips to a nest carrying bits of dried annuals 
and small twigs. The male accompanied her on several trips, singing from a nearby perch. Percentage of 
completion is difficult to estimate, as the nest is not completely visible. - MDicus
04/02/2012 - Pair perched on tower near nest, male chases away other nearby HOFIs. Nest appears nearly 
complete. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - HOFI pair visiting and defending this nest, but not observed in nest at 1316. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - HOFI activity continues. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - HOFI lying in nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Unable to see into nest, but activity of male suggests this nest is still active at 1100. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Nest is no longer present. - RRadd

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 032712_rqey_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - tower erection 45 100 40 40 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 5/8/2012 03/27/2012 - Pair observed actively adding material to nest during a 30 minute period. Nest is about 90% 
complete and is very close to the road edge. Pair flew away from nest during passing of slow drive-through traffic. 
- RQuilley
04/05/2012 - Bushtit brought material to nest, positioning it onto the top of the nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Both adults entered nest with fluffy material. Likely lining nest cup. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest observed passively from a concealed location 15 feet away. After 12 minutes, an adult flew to 
nest and entered, remaining inside for next 3 minutes. - MKuehn
04/24/2012 - K-Max flew legs to site. No rotor wash detected at nest tree. Winds are from north, and K-Max 
approached from south, using a 100-foot longline. Conditions were favorable for work. Shrubs on south side of 
work area appeared to be moving from rotor wash.  Bushtit was observed entering nest on regular basis and 
appeared unaffected by work activities. - VNovik
04/26/2012 - Adults observed entering and leaving nest before, during, and after skycrane operation. Wind was 
from the west and skycrane approached from east, causing minimal prop wash to hit nest. The nest branch did 
move from side to side due to rotor wash, however there was no damage caused to the nest. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - Prior to work activity, Bushtits observed bringing food to nest repeatedly. 1037-1041: 500 
helicopter hovered between 100-600 feet out of buffer with no observed impact to nest.  1038-1041: Skycrane 
approached from east and set tower layback. No rotor wash was observed at nest location. Bushtits returned to 
nest immediately following aircrane departure.  1251-1258: 500 helicopter hovered about 200 feet to southwest 
of nest. Pair was not observed returning to nest during this period.  1254-1257: Skycrane approached from east 
and set tower bridge. Rotor wash observed affecting the nest for 10 seconds with approximately 10-20 mph gusts. 
The nest remained intact and appears undamaged. Bushtit pair returned to nest within 10 minutes of all skycrane 
activities carrying food. Pair was observed returning to nest for the remainder of the day during all back bolting 
work and behaved naturally. - RQuilley
05/03/2012 - Both adults observed carrying food into nest. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - No activity at nest for 20 minutes. Nest has been torn open at the top on the north side, and a small 
hole is present at the bottom on the north side. Feathers and nest lining are strewn among branches below nest. 
Adults detected 30 feet away and were not observed carrying food; only foraging. Observations indicate nestlings 
hatched between 4/24 and 4/27 and would have been expected to fledge no sooner than 5/12. Nest appears to 
have been predated. - MKuehn
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BUSH Bushtit 032712_rqey_02 EP79-E-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 15 100 75 75 Presumed Fledged 3/27/2012 5/22/2012 03/27/2012 - Bushtit pair observed actively adding material to nest. Nest is approximately 50% complete. Pair did 
not appear disturbed by drive through traffic; 75 foot buffer given due to high exposure of nest to line of sight. - 
RQuilley
04/05/2012 - Nest complete although no Bushtits observed during 30 minute observation period. Checked back 4 
hours later, but no Bushtit activity observed during 15 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest appears complete and intact. No activity at nest during 20-minute observation from 40 feet 
away. Bushtits heard briefly within 30 feet of nest. - MKuehn
04/21/2012 - Both adults visited nest carrying soft fluffy nesting material inside, and leaving immediately. It 
appears they are not yet incubating or egg laying. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Again, both adults visited nest carrying soft fluffy nesting material inside, and left immediately. May 
be egg laying but not incubating yet. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - 3 different adult Bushtits were observed carrying food into nest in succession. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Adults observed entering nest with food. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to nest 1 time during 45 minute observation - ELoveless
05/22/2012 - No activity at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation. Nest is intact but no adults or fledglings 
detected in area. Based on observations, nest should have fledged between 5/15 and 5/22. Adults visited nest 
with food only once in 45 minutes on 5/16, indicating some or all young may have already fledged by then. Nest is 
presumed to have fledged successfully. - MKuehn

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 032712_sjon_01 EP70 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - foundations 250 100 40 40 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 4/24/2012 03/27/2012 - Bushtit pair observed building nest using material from a nearby Bushtit nest (nest ID 
032012_lton_01). Nest is approximately 25 percent complete. A recently failed nest is approximately 15 feet away 
(nest ID 032012_lton_01). Pair was nest building and collecting material within 5 feet of a biologist. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks complete; Bushtits heard nearby, but no Bushtit visited nest during 30-minute 
observation period. Checked back a second time, but no Bushtits observed during 10-minute period. - PKonrad
04/14/2012 - 4/9/2012observation - Nest appears good, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 25 minute 
observation period. Uncertain status. - PKonrad
04/16/2012 - Bushtit observed entering nest after approximately 15 minutes of observation. - SJohnston
04/24/2012 - No Bushtits were observed or heard during the first 15 minutes of this observation period, but when 
the nest was checked at close quarters, it was missing. Only a small remnant of the top of the nest was still 
attached to the tree, and the rest of the nest could not be found. A predator appears to have torn the nest off the 
anchoring branch and removed it from the nest site. No sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings in the area - closed. - 
PKonrad

No

CATH California Thrasher 032712_tcer_01 EP96-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 15 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 4/6/2012 03/27/2012 - Adult California Thrasher on nest with 1 egg. - TCooper
04/06/2012 - Nest is empty and the lining of fine grasses has been pulled up almost throughout the nest bowl. 
Appears the nest has been predated, and there is no sign of eggs or eggshells in nest or surrounding area, and no 
thrashers noted in area - closed. - PKonrad

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 032812_ahll_01 EP35-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 5 100 70 70 Nest did not reach active stage 3/28/2012 4/18/2012 03/28/2012 - Observed male bringing sticks to nest cavity several times, and singing in area around nest. Did not 
observe female with male. Male BEWR bringing nesting material to a suitable cavity, sing, with the intent of 
attracting a female with his nest base. Nest is 5 % complete. - AHill
04/04/2012 - Nest appears almost complete, lining material present, heard BEWR sing 20 feet away. Pair built 
nest approximately 2 feet inside railing away from entrance. - AHill
04/11/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0700 in light rain. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0635 to 0705. Nest material does not appear to have been moved 
in the past week. Mud at nest entrance has remained undisturbed over the past week. Examination of interior 
with a mirror shows that nest materials are arranged haphazardly with no nest cup established. Nest closed. - 
HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 032812_bald_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/28/2012 3/28/2012 03/28/2012 - House finches were observed bringing nest material to lower, eastern cable 'L' hollow arm bracket. 
The nesting attempt was approximately 60% complete and does not contain eggs or young. House finches 
continued bringing material during construction activity in this and adjacent monopoles and per the NBMMP, 
active work is considered a form of deterrent. Also, ribbon was placed at multiple points around the work area. 
SDG&E needed to access these steel riser monopoles over the next few weeks to QA/QC items identified during 
the recent testing of the underground system, and to conduct possible repair work. After determining there were 
no eggs, this nest material was removed and photographed per the NBMMP. SDG&E will install plastic around all 
brackets and other deterrents in an attempt to preclude bird nesting on these monopoles. - BArnold
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HOFI House Finch 032812_bald_02 CP88-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/28/2012 3/28/2012 03/28/2012 - House finch observed visiting cable clamp 'C' brackets. While an avian biologist was present, 
lineman reported small accumulation of material, with no eggs, that avian biologist confirmed. House Finches 
continued to bring material while lineman was working within 2 feet of 'C' bracket with nest material.  The nesting 
attempt was approximately 5% complete. Bird repellent ribbon was in place around the work pad. Furthermore, 
testing work has occurred at this location over the past few weeks and per the NBMMP, active work is considered 
a form of a deterrent. These House Finches were not disturbed by human presence or construction activity. 
SDG&E needs to have access to these poles over the next few weeks to conduct QA/QC work and possible repair 
work identified in the recently completed testing. After determining that there were no eggs present, this nest 
material was removed and photographed. SDG&E will install plastic over the brackets and other deterrents to 
discourage future nesting. - BArnold

No

CATH California Thrasher 032812_esds_01 EP99-2-N-A Road Area Chaparrals Other 90 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 4/20/2012 03/28/2012 - This nest was located during active nest searching. The nest was observed for a short period after it 
was located. No bird was seen actively using the nest, however the nest appears to have been built very recently. 
This nest appears to have been built by a WESJ or a CATH. Biologists suggest monitoring this nest for further 
activity. - EStrods
04/03/2012 - Observations incidental to conducting 3 day pre-construction nest survey yielded a California 
Thrasher visiting nest with 3 eggs. Changed status to active and added species ID to pen tab. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - Nest contains 3 speckled light-turquoise eggs; heard adult leave nest, but didn't see it. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Nest is empty and lining appears mussed inside cup. Likely predated since earliest possible hatch 
date based on observations is 4/14 and nestlings would only be 6 days old today (expected to fledge no earlier 
than 4/28). No eggshells, feathers, or remains found below or near nest. No adults detected in area in 10 minutes 
of passive observation. Closed nest and removed buffer signs. - MKuehn

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 032812_esds_03 EP99-2-N-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 87 100 80 80 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 4/27/2012 03/28/2012 - This nest was built with medium-sized sticks which included a tightly formed bowl built with finer 
plant material. The nest appears to be that of a WESJ or CATH. The nest was located during active searching. No 
birds were seen back at the nest or within the vicinity after it was located. Biologists suggest that this nest be 
monitored for further activity. - EStrods
04/07/2012 - Very quiet in100-foot butter of nest. Approached rest and no activity heard and saw nothing in nest. 
Nest remains in excellent condition. - LThoreson
04/16/2012 - Bird slipped away from nest unseen, but 2 Western Scrub-Jay pairs were very territorial, perched at 
tallest nearby locations calling while avian biologist quickly checked nest with 3 brown-speckled light-blue eggs in 
it. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Large rattlesnake 2 feet north of nest. Adult WESJ near and scolding. Nest contains 4 eggs. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Nest is empty and lining is mussed in cup. Appears to have been predated. Timing is too early for 
fledging young, as the nest contained eggs 6 days ago. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 032812_fhan_01 EP85-2-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - tower erection 270 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 4/22/2012 03/28/2012 - Bushtit nest appears nearly complete as pair are collecting feathers for lining. - FHoffman
04/05/2012 - Nest complete, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 20 minute observation period; may be at 
egg laying stage when Bushtits visit nest less or are inside nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest appears intact. Passively observed for 15 minutes from 30 feet. No birds left or went to nest. 
Three Bushtits foraged within 50 feet of nest for 10 minutes. - MKuehn
04/22/2012 - This nest has been destroyed and was likely depredated. Bottom portion of nest still in tree and 
many pieces of nesting material strewn among branches below. No eggshell fragments located, but timing and 
previous observations indicate eggs were likely present. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 032812_ghan_03 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 70 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/28/2012 5/5/2012 03/28/2012 - 1100: Pair observed making multiple trips carrying nesting material. Nest appears to be 
approximately 80% complete. - GHuffman
04/06/2012 - Nest appears to be lined, but no bird on nest. HOFI pair approached nest, followed by another HOFI, 
and defended their nest, chasing off the second pair. One adult entered nest for a brief period. Male vocalized 
from the top of a nearby shrub. - VEurs
04/15/2012 - During a 15-minute observation period, the female was on the nest the majority of the time. Upon 
returning to the nest after a couple brief periods away, she was not carrying any food items and would quickly 
settle back on the nest. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - Female observed incubating. Construction appears to have no negative impacts to nesting behavior. - 
GHuffman
04/28/2012 - 2-3 gray, downy nestlings visible from the back of the nest shrub at 0745. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - The nest is empty, but in excellent condition, with a rim of feces typical of HOFI nestlings. No signs 
of predation. Just enough time has passed for the nest cycle to be completed. This nest is closed and presumed 
fledged. - VEurs

Yes

AR067772
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 032812_imll_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 550 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 5/9/2012 03/28/2012 - Male CAGN making repeated trips to the nest location between 1000-1030. The male was observed 
to make 2-3 trips at a time before briefly pausing nesting behavior to forage with the female. Following foraging, 
the male would return to making trips to the nest, occasionally with very large pieces of nesting material. The nest 
was monitored from the opposite bank of the draw approximately 60 feet away. The pair continued natural 
behavior, and when the male made trips to the host shrub, a nest estimated to be approximately 30% complete 
was able to be observed. - IMaunsell
04/04/2012 - Pair observed adjacent to nest foraging and perching from 0850-0900. Male made three brief trips 
to nest shrub between 0855-0900 without material. Nest likely complete and ready for eggs or egg laying has 
commenced. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - Male CAGN was detected "pishing" at approximately 0705 near the nest location. At approximately 
0715 the male flew to the host shrub, called softly, the female departed the nest area, and the male proceeded to 
incubate. The female then called from the slope facing the nest. At 0748 the female returned to the nest area, 
called softly, and exchanged incubating duties with the male. - IMaunsell
04/18/2012 - Male initially observed foraging, made nest exchange with female at approximately 0815. Second 
nest exchange 30 minutes later. - MDicus
04/25/2012 - An adult male California Gnatcatcher was observed foraging and lightly scolding near the nest. The 
female parent was observed incubating the nest. The avian biologist observed one nest exchange where the male 
parent took over the incubating duties. - LGorman
05/02/2012 - During approximately 1.5 hours of observation, the adult male CAGN was observed foraging and 
returning to the nest vicinity 3 times, intermittently vocalizing, and once visiting the nest. The male was also 
observed interacting with the nearby CAGN pair whose nest had recently fledged. The adult female remained on 
the nest during the entire observation period, leaving it once, for approximately 30 seconds, before returning. - 
MDicus
05/09/2012 - After nearly an hour of inactivity, the nest contents were checked. The nest contained 1 egg and 
was covered with ants. The pair was later observed constructing a new nest approximately 180 feet north of this 
location. - MDicus

No

CATH California Thrasher 032812_jdus_01 EP98-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 31 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/28/2012 4/12/2012 03/28/2012 - Completely constructed and lined twig nest originally found during early morning nest survey, found 
to contain 1 egg and 1 newly hatched nestling. Pair of California Thrasher in vicinity upon approach later the same 
day to plot nest with GPS. Nest then found to contain 2 newly hatched nestlings (1 just hatched during nest 
survey). Adult calling softly from back side of nest shrub and returned to nest on immediate retreat of avian 
biologist to 50 feet; adult back on nest within 60 seconds. - JDicus
04/06/2012 - Large California Thrasher nest contains 2 large downy nestlings with pinfeathers showing on wings 
and tail. No adults observed near nest, but 1 thrasher singing east of road. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nestling California Thrashers appear to have fledged. No nestlings, fledglings, or adults in area. Nest 
is in good shape and there is no sign that nestlings did not fledge. - PKonrad

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 032812_jpki_01 EP99-2-N-A Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 41 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 5/3/2012 03/28/2012 - Adults observed at fresh, complete nest. Contents of nest  unknown., but nest stage is presumably 
egg laying. - JPawlicki
04/06/2012 - Pair of Bushtits calling territorially near large nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - During 30 minute observation period, Bushtit periodically heard and observed near nest, but no 
nest visits were observed. After avian biologist approached nest to see if it was intact, a pair of Bushtits flew to 
top of nest tree, acting territorial. Apparently, they are post-nest building but pre-incubation. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Both adults observed entering nest with food. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Both adults observed entering the nest with food. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - No activity at nest and no BUSH detected within 100 feet of nest for 30 minutes. Upon close 
inspection, nest found to have small hole in bottom, and feathers and other nest lining material is strewn among 
branches below nest. Nestling stage commenced between 12-20 April, so timing of observations indicates earliest 
nest could have fledged is 1 May (18 day nestling stage). However, condition of nest and lack of adults feeding 
fledglings in area indicates likely failure due to natural causes (predated). - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 032812_rqey_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - foundations 110 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/28/2012 4/20/2012 03/28/2012 - One Bushtit observed carrying nesting material to nest. - RQuilley
04/05/2012 - Nest looks complete; no Bushtits observed or heard in area during 30-minute period, - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - No Bushtits detected in area for 30 minutes. Nest may be torn open on north side, but difficult to 
tell for sure. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No Bushtits detected within 30 feet of nest for 20 minutes. No activity at this nest since 3/28 and 
appears to be damaged on north side when viewed from east. Nest has failed but natural cause is indeterminate 
because nest is high, impossible to inspect closely, and may have contained eggs. Nest closed and buffer reduced 
to 0 feet. All signs were removed. - MKuehn

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 032812_rqey_02 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 4 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/28/2012 4/5/2012 03/28/2012 - One Bushtit observed carrying nesting material in vicinity of nest. Nest is approximately 90% 
complete. - RQuilley
04/05/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard during 30 minute observation period. When nest was inspected at 
close quarters, a large circular hole was present on the north side where the neck of the nest meets the chamber, 
opposite and below nest entrance. Apparent avian predation, although no sign of egg or eggshells - closed. 
Bushtits probably had not laid eggs yet, judging from nest chronology and status of other nests being built last 
week. - PKonrad

No

AR067773
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BUSH Bushtit 032812_sjon_01 EP50-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 4/17/2012 03/28/2012 - Nest is 40 percent complete. Pair was undisturbed while logging GPS coordinate and brought 
nesting material to nest. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks complete or nearly complete; 1 Bushtit visited nest and foraged in area to west near the 
end of 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard in area during extended hour-long observation period. Small nest 
looks weak, but intact. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - No nest visits by Bushtits during 30 minute observation period. Upon checking nest status at close 
quarters, it was revealed that the nest has been predated as evidenced by a large hole torn into the bottom of the 
nest chamber. No sign of eggs, eggshells, nestlings or adults was observed in or near the nest - closed. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 032812_sjon_02 EP50-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 58 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 4/24/2012 03/28/2012 - The Bushtit nest is 80 percent complete. The pair was seen carrying nesting material to the nest. The 
biomonitor discovered the nest, and the pair would not return when he was approximately 60 feet away. - 
SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest appears complete; 2 Bushtits very territorial as avian biologist approached site; flew to nest 
when biologist walked away. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Pair of Bushtits actively feeding unseen nestlings in nest; male had bill filled with small caterpillars. - 
PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Pair of adult Bushtits visiting nest, probably with food for nestlings. Pair appears quite timid, so 
avian biologist left area after their initial visit to the nest during the observation period. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - After 15 minutes of no Bushtit activity in the area, checked nest to find it has been predated. The 
nest is torn in half and lying on ground; no sign of eggs, egg shells, or nestlings among flattened nest parts - 
closed. - PKonrad

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 032912_bloh_01 CP13-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 230 300 300 300 Fledged 3/29/2012 4/25/2012 03/29/2012 - CAGN incubating. Nearest tower is complete and strung, with no work currently occurring. Active 
Red-tailed hawk nest on tower, with 500-foot buffer. No signage required unless hawk nest becomes inactive 
before this nest fledges, as this buffer is within the hawk buffer. - BLohstroh
04/04/2012 - At approximately 1000, the male was observed on the nest, before witnessing a nest exchange with 
the female. - BLohstroh
04/13/2012 - Male and female making trips to nest, spending time brooding on it, as well as bringing food items. 
Nest left unattended for a few minutes at one point, while pair foraged. - BLohstroh
04/18/2012 - Male and female leaving and making return trips to nest, feeding young. - BLohstroh
04/25/2012 - Pair feeding 1 fledgling in vicinity of nest. - BLohstroh

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 032912_elss_01 EP149-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 80 100 65 65 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/29/2012 4/21/2012 03/29/2012 - Biomonitor located nest through active searching. A pair of Bushtits was bringing nesting material to 
the nest. - ELoveless
04/03/2012 - Observed Bushtit leave and return to nest. Nest is in good condition and complete. Based on 
timeline, it is likely that this nest may have eggs in it. Bushtits were wary of presence of biologist when nest was 
approached for inspection. Bird deterrents are present in the form of mylar tape at the edge of the work area, 
and the tape is tied to shrubs; no tape on the tower itself. - VNovik
04/13/2012 - Attempt made to visit site, but bad weather hampered attempt. - VNovik
04/16/2012 - Nest appears intact. No activity observed for 30 minutes while biologist was watching the nest. - 
VNovik
04/21/2012 - E. Loveless reports that avian monitor was requested onsite during skycrane activities at tower. 
Avian arrived on site after biomonitors. One basket was set down by A-star. Avian located nest, which was down 
on ground (large portion of nest was on ground between rocks). Smaller portions were in other shrub. A great 
deal of feathers was scattered around, which could have been liner or adult feathers from predation. Since no 
construction activity has occurred in the interim onsite prior to today, failure due to natural causes is presumed. - 
KAlberts
04/21/2012 - E. Loveless reports that avian monitor was requested onsite during skycrane activities at tower. 
Avian arrived on site after biomonitors. One basket was set down by A-star. Avian located nest, which was down 
on ground (large portion of nest was on ground between rocks). Smaller portions were in other shrub. A great 
deal of feathers was scattered around, which could have been liner or adult feathers from predation. Since no 
construction activity has occurred in the interim onsite prior to today, failure due to natural causes is presumed. - 
KAlberts

No
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CATH California Thrasher 032912_elss_02 EP149-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - tower erection 50 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/29/2012 4/30/2012 03/29/2012 - Biomonitor found nest through active searching. Nest is structured and has beginning of lining. No 
thrashers were observed at the nest, but a pair was perched nearby. - ELoveless
04/03/2012 - CATH observed on nest with 3 eggs. Bird wary and left nest while being observed, though returned 
within seconds. Bird deterrents are in the form of mylar tape tied to shrubs around the structure site. The tape is 
not on the tower itself. - VNovik
04/13/2012 - Attempt made to visit site, but bad weather hampered attempt. - VNovik
04/16/2012 - Nest with 3 eggs; bird on nest. - VNovik
04/22/2012 - Two nestlings detected today in nest during tower erection. Adult male heard singing in the area 
when helicopter did not drown him out. On 4/21/12, avian biomonitor D. Mahto reported that during the setting 
of the middle section of the tower, the spotter helicopter (tail #792) flew in from the southeast above the 100-
foot buffer and hovered around the tower making full 2 circles. During the first circle, the helicopter was at an 
altitude of around half the length of the tower, approximately 50-60 feet above the ground. The host shrub was 
shaken by rotor wash. Nest was not directly inspected following this event to allow the nest and adult birds to 
settle again. - FHoffman
04/30/2012 - Nest is in good shape with a deep compacted empty bowl - nestlings have apparently fledged. No 
adults or fledglings observed in area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032912_hwey_01 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 2 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/29/2012 4/24/2012 03/29/2012 - Female Lesser Goldfinch observed making 3 trips to nest with thin woody nesting material between 
1220 and 1225. Nest cup appears to be nearly complete. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Female LEGO on nest at 1239. Male singing nearby. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - LEGO pair continues to occupy this nest. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - LEGO detected in area but no nest visits and cannot see into nest. - RRadd
05/06/2012 - Nest could not be refound and LEGO activity does not focus on the location described. - RRadd

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032912_hwey_02 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 5 100 100 100 Indeterminate 3/29/2012 4/24/2012 03/29/2012 - ANHU observed adding nesting material to small amount of plant down bound to branch with 
spider silk. Nest is 10-15% complete. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest construction has progressed since last visit, 75% complete. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No nest was found at the described location. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - No nest found. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nesting observational history indicates possibility of eggs in the nest between October 5 to 15, with 
no nest found over the next 9 days. Nest failed, with or without eggs or young. - KAlberts

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032912_hwey_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 25 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/29/2012 5/9/2012 03/29/2012 - Female observed lying on nest, making brief forays to feed, then immediately returning. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 1214. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female on nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female perches on edge of nest and feeds nestling at 1214, then settles on nest. 1 visible nestling, 
appears 1-2 days old. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - 1 nestling visible in nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Female and 2 nestlings visible on nest at 1240. Nestlings appear fully feathered. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest at 1015, appearing fully feathered and capable of leaving the nest. - 
HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Nest empty, no sign of predation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 032912_jdus_01 EP91 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Traffic 70 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/29/2012 4/27/2012 03/29/2012 - During active searches on a nesting bird survey, a twig nest lined with strips of bark, grasses and 
other fine vegetative material was found in a sugar bush. The nest was monitored periodically throughout the 
survey from various distances. A pair of California Thrashers was seen 100 feet from nest, and a pair of Western 
Scrub Jays was seen approaching to within 15 feet of the nest. No birds were seen going to the nest, though the 
WESJ were seen with fine lining material perched 80 feet from the nest, and the nest may be theirs. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Approached nest area and saw female California Thrasher on nest when 3 feet away. Halted 
approach and stood still; female then left nest and 3 eggs were observed in nest. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - Adult California Thrasher incubating, tight on nest. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - Nest contains 3 downy nestlings ranging in age from about 2-4 days old. Expected fledge date is 5/1 
to 5/3. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Nest is empty, and oldest nestling would have been only 10 days old today. Nest is otherwise in 
good condition. No nestling feathers or remains in or under nest on ground or branches. Apparently predated. - 
MKuehn

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032912_mdus_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/29/2012 4/25/2012 03/29/2012 - Female observed adding material to a nest that is approximately 80% constructed. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - Female Anna's Hummingbird flies to nest at 0739 and remains on nest. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Female ANHU comes to nest and settles at 1224. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - ANHU settles on nest at 0944; no indications of hatched young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest no longer present and branch is broken. Nest presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No
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HOWR House Wren 032912_mdus_03 Hartung CY-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/29/2012 TBD 03/29/2012 - Adult wren observed making multiple trips with twigs and leaves from the base of a tamarisk 
(Tamarix sp.) across the access road to a cavity in the end of a large broken limb. - MDicus
04/06/2012 - HOWR enters nest at 1155. 2nd HOWR scolding squirrel nearby. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Incessant HOWR singing but not observed at cavity. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - HOWR pair continue activity at this nest. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOWR male sings at entry periodically, moves to nest guard when female departs nest at 1625, 
suggesting incubation. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Male bringing feather, female bringing food; many trips from 1546-1608. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - HOWR pair continue to feed this nest from 0716-0736. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - HOWR carries food to nest at 1645. - RRadd

TBD

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch 032912_rqey_02 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 23 100 75 75 Presumed Fledged 3/29/2012 5/22/2012 03/29/2012 - Pair of Whit-breasted Nuthatches observed bringing nesting material to cavity multiple times. - 
RQuilley
04/05/2012 - No nuthatches observed or heard during short observation period; returned 2 hours later for 20 
minutes (while traffic permitted), but no nuthatch activity noted. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Passively observed nest for 15 minutes from 25 feet away. After 2 minutes, male approached cavity 
with food and female emerged from nest. Male fed female away from nest, and female re-entered cavity 5 
minutes later, and remained on nest for next 8 minutes. Male fed female on nest 7 minutes after she re-entered. - 
MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Male approached cavity with food, and female emerged begging. Male fed female 12 inches from 
cavity opening, then both left vicinity of nest to forage. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Male approached cavity with food and female emerged, took food in her bill and carried it into 
cavity. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - Male approached cavity with food, and female emerged and left, then male carried food into cavity. 
- MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Male carried food into cavity. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Both adults entered cavity with food and left without it. Nest is expected to fledge very soon. - 
MKuehn
05/22/2012 - No activity at cavity for 30 minutes. One adult observed carrying food 150 feet from nest, but flew 
away and was not observed feeding fledgling. Based on observations, nestlings hatched between 4/20 and 4/27 
and were expected to fledge from nest 26 days later, or between 5/15 and today (5/22). Successful fledging of 
young appears to have been the likely result. - MKuehn

Yes

BEWR Bewick's Wren 032912_vnik_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 2 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/29/2012 4/29/2012 03/29/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren make several trips to nest location with nesting material. - VNovik
04/05/2012 - No Bewick's Wrens observed or heard, but nest appears complete with feathered lining, built on 
ground beneath silt fence material. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - No activity at nest during 20 minutes of passive observation. Male and female BEWR heard 
vocalizing within 40 feet of nest. Contents checked after passive observation period. Nest contains 4 eggs. - 
MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest observed passively for 8 minutes from 15 feet away. After 3 minutes, both adults approached 
nest and 1 entered, remaining inside for 5+ minutes. - MKuehn
04/29/2012 - No activity at nest and no BEWR detected in area for 20 minutes. Nest found to be empty with lining 
mussed. No other signs of disturbance to nest site. No eggshells present in or near nest on ground. Incubation did 
not begin until at least 4/13, so earliest hatching date is 4/18 and earliest fledge date is 5/12. Nest appears to 
have been predated with eggs or nestlings. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 033012_elss_01 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE4

Substation Chaparrals Traffic 35 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 3/30/2012 4/3/2012 03/30/2012 - A pair was observed adding nesting material. The nest appears about 60% complete. - ELoveless
04/03/2012 - Nest no longer present and apparently depredated (likely by corvid) with pieces of nest strewn near 
nest shrub - nest closed. Pair of Bushtits still observed in vicinity with one observed carrying nesting material to 
location over 100 feet to SE. Nest was monitored for activity on 4/3/12. A pair of Bushtits were initially observed 
foraging near nest shrub after which the male was observed with nesting material and proceeded to fly out of 
sight to SW. Nest was then searched for and was discovered to be depredated, as portions of nest were present in 
adjacent branches and on ground underneath nest location. Shrubs to SE of old nest were then searched for a 
partially built new nest, but none were observed within 100 feet of access road. Pair was then observed briefly 
foraging to north of old nest location. Regarding nest outcome determination, contents of nest were unknown at 
time of depredation, but likely did not contain eggs or young as nest was still in building stage when logged/last 
monitored on 3/30/12. - JPawlicki

No
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HOWR House Wren 033012_jdus_01 TL 6915/6924-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 75 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/30/2012 5/17/2012 03/30/2012 - Adult House Wren makes multiple trips to nest cavity with material. - JDicus
04/09/2012 - Although 2 adult wrens were singing, calling and foraging in the vicinity of the nest, neither bird 
approached the cavity during an hour of observation. However, the presence of a large Western Fence Lizard atop 
the snag with the cavity for approximately 40 minutes may have deterred the HOWRs from entering the cavity. 
The birds came within 10-15 feet of the snag, but no closer. - VEurs
04/10/2012 - No HOWR detected during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - After an hour of observation, no wren activity was observed at the nest cavity. A single HOWR was 
moving about the area and briefly came within 15 feet of the cavity, but never approached it. - VEurs
04/25/2012 - At the start of the observation period, the male HOWR briefly perched on the top of the snag 
containing the nest cavity. He then clung to the lip of the cavity and peered inside. He moved about the area, 
singing from different perches and once chasing off a Bewick's Wren. Later he moved to the area below the nest 
cavity, where he interacted with a female who entered the nest cavity. She was not carrying any food item and 
remained in the cavity through the end of observations (another 15 minutes) which suggests she is incubating. 
The male continued to sing from various perches. - VEurs
04/29/2012 - Duplicate for record of 4/25. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - The male wren made several trips into the cavity with insects during 15 minutes of observation. - 
VEurs
05/10/2012 - Both adults made several trips with food into the nest cavity within 10 minutes. Nestlings were 
heard vocalizing each time. - VEurs
05/17/2012 - Enough time has passed for the nest cycle to be completed. On previous nest visits, at least 1 House 
Wren was always detected very close to the nest. The lack of activity at the nest cavity today suggests the young 
have fledged and the family group is dispersing. This nest is presumed to have fledged. - VEurs

Yes

HOFI House Finch 033012_mkhn_01 CP88-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/30/2012 3/30/2012 03/30/2012 - House finch observed visiting cable clamp 'C' brackets. Biomonitor K. Vittum reported small 
accumulation of material, with no eggs. House Finches continued to bring material while lineman was working on 
the tower. These House Finches were not disturbed by human presence or construction activity. SDG&E needs to 
have access to these poles sporadically over the next few weeks to conduct QA/QC work identified in the recently 
completed testing. After determining that there were no eggs present, this nest material was removed and 
photographed. SDG&E has taped closed all openings to these brackets (including this one after nest was removed) 
to prevent future nesting activity from occurring. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 033012_sjon_01 EP11-3-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 6 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/30/2012 4/22/2012 03/30/2012 - Nest appears complete. Pair observed entering the nest. - SJohnston
04/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest, but several Bushtits were actively foraging within 20 feet of nest. - 
HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which appears slightly damaged, but not beyond use. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - No activity observed from 0915 to 0945. Large hole visible in side of nest, likely caused by a 
predator. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 033012_sjon_02 EP12-3 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Traffic 350 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/30/2012 4/15/2012 03/30/2012 - Nest appears complete. Pair observed entering the nest. - SJohnston
04/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no Bushtits detected from 1015 to 1030. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Nest is torn and empty, with feathers stuck to nearby branches. Nest 
closed, most likely predated. - HWinfrey

No

CALT California Towhee 033112_jdus_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 20 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/31/2012 4/19/2012 03/31/2012 - Nest found while driving out after survey was completed. No activity observed, in 15 minutes but 
nest is newly constructed and in fine condition. Nest should be monitored for activity. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - 3 eggs in nest, light blue with a few brown streaks. Wrentit moving furtively near nest at 0750. - 
HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - An adult California Towhee was seen incubating on the nest. Observation was made from inside 
vehicle while driving out access road. Avian biologist did not approach nest. Towhee did not leave nest when 
pickup truck drove past. Changed species to CALT. - JDicus
04/13/2012 - CALT on nest at 1002 does not leave nest during 2 x 1-minute observations. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest is empty. Since insufficient time has elapsed for a complete nest cycle, predation is presumed. - 
RRadd

No

CALT California Towhee 033112_jdus_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/31/2012 4/30/2012 03/31/2012 - Adult California Towhee observed gathering fine fibrous lining material from erosion control area 
farther upslope on access road.  Two trips to 80% complete nest with material were observed. The pair was 
observed copulating within 75 feet of the nest. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Agitated California Towhee present as observer approached nest area. Unable to view nest after 10 
minutes of searching, but bird behavior indicates nest continues to be active. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Observed by avian monitor, Garrett Huffman. No activity observed over 30-minute observation. 
Nest remains intact and appears to be 100% complete. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Nest in fine, lined, intact, empty condition. Possibly abandoned for an alternate location, as CALT on 
territory continue agitated behavior despite nest being unoccupied for 30 days. - RRadd

No

AR067777
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BUSH Bushtit 033112_jdus_03 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 5 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/31/2012 4/20/2012 03/31/2012 - Nest is in good condition, 95% constructed. Bushtits in nest area. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Bushtit entered nest at 0830, 10 minutes after wire truck passed by. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Solo BUSH exits nest at 1717. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - No activity observed from 0700-0715. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nest no longer present and no remains found. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 033112_mkhn_01 CP55 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/31/2012 4/16/2012 03/31/2012 - Pair of Lesser Goldfinch visits nest 4 times during 30-minute observation period, female carries nest 
material while male perches nearby. Nest is 20% constructed. - MKuehn
04/07/2012 - Female on nest at 0720. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Observed with avian monitor, John Dicus, during wire pulling process. Helicopter flew sock line 
using a 100-foot long line with all three phases on south side of tower. While using long line, helicopter was able 
to avoid impeding on established 100-foot buffer. Incubating female did not flush from nest and tolerated 
activities at that distance. - GHuffman
04/13/2012 - LEGO incubation continues. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - Buffer signs broken and appear to be blown over. Nest was discovered 2 feet above ground laying 
on deer weed (Acmispon glaber). Nest originally located about 7 feet up in a chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum). 
Eggs were found under nest location broken and appeared to have been there for at least a day due to dryness of 
eggs. Female last observed incubating on 4/13. No construction activities were conducted on 4/14 and 4/15 at 
CP55. Presumed nest failure due to weather over the weekend from high winds and/or significant precipitation. - 
GHuffman

No

BUSH Bushtit 040212_ahll_01 EP9-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 18 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/2/2012 4/9/2012 04/02/2012 - Adults seen bringing lining material to nest every few minutes. Pair does not seem to be affected by 
drive-by traffic, and buffer staked for drive-through only. - AHill
04/09/2012 - No Bushtit activity observed in area and unable to locate nest or any nest fragments; contacted 
original observer to verify. - HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - Nest is no longer there. Only a couple pieces of nest material were found attached to manzanita, no 
other signs of nest. Did not hear or see any Bushtits in area. Unknown what happened to nest, but it was not 
physically harmed by construction. Nest appears 90% complete. Nesting chronology indicates that eggs may have 
been present at time of failure, hence an indeterminate outcome. - AHill

N/A

ROWR Rock Wren 040212_cves_01 CP34-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 100 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/2/2012 4/25/2012 04/02/2012 - A male was observed singing repetitively, drawing attention to the vicinity of the nest. The pair 
made a joint visit to the cavity and each individual made repeat visits. Eventually a pebble was taken from the 
TSAP into the nest cavity. 2 whitish pebbles and numerous sticks were situated at the entryway into the cavity. - 
CVettes
04/12/2012 - Adult Rock Wren actively singing in vicinity of crack between boulders, but does not visit nest for 30 
minute observation period.  Nest is 100% constructed and has a well-paved entrance of small flat rocks leading to 
clean grass cup nest. - JDicus
04/19/2012 - No activity observed during 30-minute observation period conducted in the afternoon hours (1600-
1630). - JDicus
04/25/2012 - No rock wrens were observed or heard in area. Nest building appears to be incomplete and halted. 
Numerous ants were observed all over nesting location. Closing nest due to inactivity and presence of ants. - 
GHuffman

No

HOFI House Finch 040212_imll_01 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/2/2012 4/2/2012 04/02/2012 - On Sunday, April 1, a biomonitor on site reported House Finch activity at this location. Because of 
SD County restrictions, equipment could not be moved on a Sunday. On April 2, a pair of finches was observed 
making 4 trips to the nest site with material over 15 minutes. Deterrents onsite include a plethora of flash tape on 
two adjacent towers and on the site perimeter. Additionally, work occurred at this location, including use of the 
lift to install deterrents, all day on the previous Friday, and is considered a deterrent in and of itself. After 
confirming no eggs or young were present, the nest was removed at 5-10% complete. Photographs were taken. 
The equipment was planned to be removed from the site today and is required for testing within the nest cycle, 
prompting the need for removal. Following nest removal, the man-lift was then removed from the site. - 
IMaunsell

No

BUSH Bushtit 040212_jdus_01 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 70 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/2/2012 5/13/2012 04/02/2012 - Pair makes 5 trips to 80% constructed nest with material in 25 minute observation period. - JDicus
04/16/2012 - Bushtit pair observed making multiple trips to nest. - MDicus
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair observed bringing material to nest. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - BUSH pair bringing feathers to nest interior at 0806. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Male making infrequent trips with very small amounts of nest material at 1456. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH visits nest intermittently from 1412 - 1425. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH pair carrying food items (ants?) to nest at 2 minute intervals from 1445-1458. Male makes 5 
trips for each by female. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest has been torn open at the side. Presumed predated. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 040212_jdus_02 CP48-2/CP49-1 PS-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 30 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/2/2012 4/21/2012 04/02/2012 - Female makes one trip to newly initiated 1% complete nest. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No activity observed at this location. The biologist was unable to approach this nest to assess its 
level of completeness to respect incubating HOFI in nearby nest. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - After 30 minutes of no activity, the biologist carefully approached the nest tree and examined the 
foliage. No evidence of a HOFI nest was found in the hanging clumps of leaves. This nest does not appear to have 
reached the active stage and is now closed. - VEurs

No

AR067778
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HOFI House Finch 040212_jdus_03 CP48-2/CP49-1 PS-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 17 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/2/2012 5/7/2012 04/02/2012 - Female flying from nest gave away nest location. 5 eggs in complete nest. Pair returns in 5 minutes, 
female lays on nest. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - Upon initial approach to the nest, female emerged from the clump of foliage and landed on a 
nearby branch. She flew to the west and spent some time perched near a male HOFI. After about 15 minutes, she 
returned to the nest, where she settled with her tail sticking straight up. After 10-15 minutes, she adjusted to a 
more natural, tail down position. No male directly approached the nest during the observation period. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - Female on nest constantly throughout observation. No male approached nest. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No HOFI activity after 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - There was no activity at this nest on the previous visit. Upon inspecting the nest this morning, it was 
obviously deteriorating. No House Finch activity was detected in the nest's vicinity. This nest with eggs or young 
failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 040212_mdus_01 CP7 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Grading 60 100 30 30 Indeterminate 4/2/2012 5/25/2012 04/02/2012 - Biomonitor Brian Parker observed a pair of House Finches making multiple trips with small sticks 
and grasses to a cavity on the north side of CP7 monopole, with the female spending 3-10 minutes inside the 
cavity on each trip. The pair chased off another pair of House Finches but appeared unaffected by construction 
activities, which were ongoing through the nest building. Crews were working within 5 feet of the base of the 
pole, moving dirt and loading dump trucks, when the nest was first discovered. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - Site biomonitor A. Steyers reports regular continuing HOFI activity at this location this morning. - 
RRadd
04/19/2012 - The male and female entered the nest cavity just after the start of the observation period. The male 
exited shortly after and was not seen for the rest of the observation. The female remained inside for 30 minutes 
and was still inside when the biologist left the area. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at monopole after 40 minutes of observation. HOFI's heard singing in the 
surrounding habitat, but none approached the monopole. - VEurs
05/04/2012 - No activity observed today during 60+ minutes of observation. However, on-site bio-monitor A. 
Steyers reported the male and female making numerous trips to and from the arm yesterday morning, May 3. - 
VEurs
05/11/2012 - No HOFI's directly approached or entered/exited the nest during 60 minutes of observation. A male 
was perched on the wires above the nest, singing at the start of observations but then flew away. - VEurs
05/18/2012 - Construction activities (grading the pad below the host tower) occurred during the majority of the 
60-minute observation period. No HOFI activity was observed at the nest. - VEurs
05/25/2012 - Given the lack of activity observed at this nest over the past several weeks, this nest is now closed. 
The location of the nest within the tower arm makes it difficult to determine the outcome of this nest. The House 
Finch pair did display some incubating behavior, but never appeared to feed nestlings. It is possible that the nest 
was abandoned, but it seems unlikely that it was predated. Enough time has passed for the nesting cycle to be 
complete, but it is unclear what the outcome was for this nest. - VEurs

N/A

OATI Oak Titmouse 040212_sjon_01 EP67-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 70 100 70 70 Presumed Fledged 4/2/2012 4/24/2012 04/02/2012 - Observed Oak Titmouse singing 6 inches above cavity with item in beak for approximately 1 minute 
before entering cavity. Observed OATI make 3 trips into cavity within 20 minutes of initial observation. Feint 
begging calls heard from cavity. - SJohnston
04/09/2012 - Territorial Oak Titmouse singing and active throughout tree, but no nesting behavior was observed 
during 40 minute period. (But female may be incubating out of sight). Several cavities are available on south side 
of tree, including the nest cavity. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Observed Oak Titmouse enter cavity twice and remain inside the cavity for over 5 minutes each time 
within a 15 minute observation period. No item carrying was observed during the flights and no begging calls 
were heard. Fledging may have occurred. - SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Constant foraging and singing in live oak by Oak Titmouse(s), especially on south half of oak, but no 
sign of activity at any cavity(s) during 50 minute observation period. Observed 1 adult feeding another titmouse 
that was food begging, but could not see if begging bird was a fledgling or adult. Several titmouse flights back and 
forth to live oaks to west. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Oak Titmice observed or heard during 30 minute observation period, which is drastically 
different from a week ago. After discussing observations at this nest with avian biologist S. Johnston, we believe 
the nestlings heard in the cavity by Johnston and T. Cooper probably fledged about 10 days ago, and that the food 
begging I witnessed last week was part of post-fledging behavior - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

AR067779
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AMCR American Crow 040212_vnik_01 EP85-2-N Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 45 100 100 70 Fledged 4/2/2012 5/22/2012 04/02/2012 - Monitor observed raven in nest; both crows and ravens in area. - VNovik
04/09/2012 - Apparent Common Raven incubating on nest that has been well built up in past 10 days. This nest 
site was used by American Crows in 2011, and it is impossible to discern species at the time of this observation, 
but previous biologist observed a raven at this nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Tail of adult visible over nest rim, but unable to discern species. - MKuehn
04/22/2012 - No bird detected on nest when checked on 4/21 at 1400 and 4/22 at 1100. An American Crow was 
perched across the road in a coast live oak on 4/22, but flew from area and did not return for 15 minutes. - 
MKuehn
04/29/2012 - Adult observed on nest, shifting position often, indicating possible presence of nestlings. Timing of 
observations (incubating on 4/2) suggests nestlings should be present by now. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Nest species changed to American Crow. Adult perched on rim of nest, tending nestlings for 10 
minutes, then began brooding. One nestling head could be seen reaching over nest rim while begging and 
appeared to be in mid-development (10-15 days old). Adult later flew from nest and was positively identified as 
an American Crow. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - One adult and 1 fledgling observed off nest. - ELoveless
05/22/2012 - Two adults and 1 fledgling observed 150 feet from nest. No activity at nest in 20 minutes. - MKuehn

Yes

WTKI White-tailed Kite 040312_ahll_01 EP39-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/3/2012 TBD 04/03/2012 - Pair was seen copulating on nearby burned tree, flying to nest a few times, and one adult chased off 
a raven. Both male and female seen bringing nesting material to nest. Pair becomes agitated at 200 feet from 
nest. Nest appears to be complete. - AHill
04/11/2012 - At 0638, male brought prey to female perched near the nest. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Female lying in nest with male perched 200 feet away at 0757. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0615. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0709. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - 2 adults in area. 1 makes brief visit to nest, hovering at edge of nest, apparently feeding nestlings. - 
HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - Observed adult perched at nest then fly off. - AHill
05/21/2012 - No activity observed at nest. WTKI perched 50 feet from nest from 0655 to 0725. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - Adult feeding nestlings at 0630. - HWinfrey

TBD

CACW Cactus Wren 040312_hwey_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 8 100 100 100 Satellite nest 4/3/2012 5/24/2012 04/03/2012 - CACW observed bringing grassy material to loose globular nest placed on prickly pear leaf. Nest is 
40% complete. Male singing constantly from perch above nest during visit. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - CACW singing at nest which appears 60% complete, lacking an entrance and lining. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Nest shows only minor improvements since last visit. CACW on site and working on new nest to 
southeast. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No changes to this nest; CACW still busy on territory and adjacent nest. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Nest shows some indications of maintenance, but still not fully enclosed. No CACW detected. - 
RRadd
05/08/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - CACW no longer occupies this small satellite territory. - RRadd

N/A

GRRO Greater Roadrunner 040312_hwey_02 CP62-2-E-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 14 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/3/2012 5/25/2012 04/03/2012 - 2 Greater Roadrunners were observed gathering coarse woody materials and adding them to a 
concealed nest within an ornamental Bougainvillea shrub adjacent to paved driveway. Materials were roughly 
pencil-sized, indicating that nest building began recently. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - No GRRO detections during 30 minute observation on rainy morning. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - GRRO gathers nest lining material on adjacent lawn at 1100 and carries to nest. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - GRRO pair nest exchange at 0901 after rainy night; dry adult goes to nest under bombardment from 
NOMO pair, then wet adult departs. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - GRRO brings lizard to nest at 1055. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - GRRO brings lizard to nest at 1339, both adults off nest at 1344. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - GRRO adult carries lizard to nest at 1547. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - No GRRO detections during 30 minute observation. Observational history and intact nest suggest 
fledging. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 040312_hwey_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/3/2012 5/3/2012 04/03/2012 - 2 Bushtits were observed adding nesting materials at 1030. Nest appears 80% complete. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest appears to now be 100% constructed and fully decorated externally. Male returns to nest, 
conducts nest exchange, and female departs, followed after a few seconds by the male. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Adult enters nest at 1231 and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity observed at nest during steady rain. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - No activity at nest from 0845 to 0915. No sign of predation, however entrance hole appears slightly 
enlarged. Nest is too high to examine contents. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

AR067780
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HOFI House Finch 040312_hwey_04 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading 85 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/3/2012 5/7/2012 04/03/2012 - A male and a female House Finch were observed adding fine nesting material to nest at 1146. - 
HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female incubates 5 eggs. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - 4 nestlings visible in nest, 2-3 days old. Male and female perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Nestlings in nest. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Nestlings visible in nest. Immediately after checking nest, biologist was asked to leave private 
property. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female perched above nest. Unable to verify nest contents without entering private property. - 
HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Male and female observed flying to nest at 1248. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - No activity observed at nest.  Unable to verify nest contents without entering private property. Nest 
presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 040312_mkhn_01 EP98-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 11 100 50 50 Fledged 4/3/2012 5/3/2012 04/03/2012 - Nest stage unknown, but likely egg laying; 2 adults within 2 feet of nest, but neither entered nest or 
was seen carrying nesting material or food during 15 minutes of passive observation. - MKuehn
04/12/2012 - Nest is in good shape, but no Bushtits observed or heard in area during 25 minute period. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Both adults visited nest with food at 1730. Nestlings could be heard begging inside nest when each 
parent entered, from 15 feet away. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Adults still feeding young in nest. Very loud begging can be heard from 25 feet away. Fledging 
should occur in next several days. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - Nest successfully fledged young. No activity at nest for 20 minutes. Small hole in side of nest wall 
just below original entrance. No feces on branches near nest or on ground below. Both adults found feeding at 
least 1 recent fledgling 80 feet north of nest. - MKuehn

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 040412_ahll_01 EP36-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Traffic 20 100 80 80 Presumed Fledged 4/4/2012 4/20/2012 04/04/2012 - Observed adult bringing food material to nest and visiting nest a few times, singing in area, and 
chasing off Western Scrub-jays that were perching close to nest location. Was able to check nest contents with an 
extended mirror, and observed at least one nestling. Nestling still has natal down, eyes appear to still be closed, 
and is not vocalizing, Nestling is probably 3 days old post-hatching, and CATH take about 14-17 days to fledge, 
which means this nestling hatched on April 2, and should fledge between April 15-18. - AHill
04/11/2012 - No CATH observed during heavy rain. Nest not approached. Buffer stakes relocated from 100 feet to 
80 feet. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. Adult heard calling nearby. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Nestlings remain in nest. - HWinfrey
04/20/2012 - Nest is empty. No sign of predation. Fresh fecal matter on edge of nest. Nest presumed fledged. - 
HWinfrey

Yes

BEWR Bewick's Wren 040412_elss_01 EP93-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 5 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/4/2012 5/11/2012 04/04/2012 - Pair was observed bringing grass nesting material to cavity. They brought material 4 times during 
the 1-hour observation period. - ELoveless
04/12/2012 - No Bewick's Wrens observed or heard in area. The position of the cavity entrance and wet 
appearance of the cavity indicates that rainfall yesterday may have affected the nest site. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - Passively observed nest from a concealed location 10 feet away for 20 minutes. After 10 minutes, an 
adult approached the nest carrying a white feather in its bill and entered the cavity, remaining inside for the next 
10+ minutes. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Passively observed nest from a concealed location 10 feet away for 30 minutes. No BEWR were 
detected within 30 feet of nest, and there was no activity at cavity. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - Again, no BEWR activity at cavity or within 40 feet of nest for 30 minutes. Nest may be inactive, but 
will check once more next week when nestlings should be present and activity should be higher. - MKuehn
05/11/2012 - No activity observed at nest location during 30 minute observation period. Based on previous 
observations, nest is no longer active. Nest closed. - VNovik

No

HOFI House Finch 040412_hwey_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/4/2012 5/10/2012 04/04/2012 - House Finch observed adding nesting material to underside of trailer at 0719. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female HOFI lying in nest during rain event. Nest does not appear substantial enough to receive an 
egg. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest contains 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Female HOFI flies to nest and stays 1202. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOFI continue to visit this nest. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nestlings appear ready to fledge. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest is empty, presumed fledged (HOFI young observed nearby). - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040412_hwey_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 18 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/4/2012 5/2/2012 04/04/2012 - A pair of House Finches were observed adding green leafy nesting materials to nest. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - HOFI pair continues to visit this nest, but no incubation is yet in progress. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - HOFI activity continues here but unable to determine if nesting against the trunk or in old HOOR 
nest. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Much HOFI activity around this palm but no birds observed on nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Hanging nest (2011 HOOR NID 7002553) is no longer present. - RRadd

No
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HOFI House Finch 040412_hwey_03 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 30 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/4/2012 5/2/2012 04/04/2012 - Female on nest with 1 egg. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - HOFI on nest containing 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/14/2012 - HOFI continues incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Wind has blown fabric back, and nest is open to the sky with 3 freshly hatched young and at least 
one unhatched egg. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest is empty and depredated. Young and eggs were lost following exposure when sheltering fence 
fabric was blown away from nest by unknown agents. Nest was subject to weather and prop wash as a result of a 
location directly under the helicopter flight line, as well as being situated on an unstable substrate. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 040412_hwey_05 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/4/2012 5/2/2012 04/04/2012 - Female on nest which contained 2 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - HOFI at nest containing 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - HOFI at nest containing at least 3 unfeathered young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest contains 3 nestlings. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest is empty with many feces at rim suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

CORA Common Raven 040412_hwey_06 CP41-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/4/2012 4/6/2012 04/04/2012 - Two Common Ravens were observed adding sticks to nest, which is less than 5% complete. Birds 
made 3 trips with nesting material during 5 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and 
through adherence to the NBMMP. Following concurrence, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and 
removed the partially constructed Common Raven nest in the presence of an avian biologist. The nest area was 
photographed as well. At the time of removal the nest was approximately 10% constructed and contained no eggs 
or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed 
nest. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 040412_jdus_01 EP91-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 4 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/4/2012 4/27/2012 04/04/2012 - Biologist heard Bushtit along road near EP91 on EP92-N and saw a Bushtit individual fly to the nest. 
The nest appears complete. Later a male was seen carrying nesting material to the nest, and little activity was 
observed thereafter; therefore it is possible that the female is incubating. There are numerous WESJ around, so 
discretion is appropriate when observing. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard during 30-minute observation period. Nest looks good after rainfall 
yesterday. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - No activity at nest and no BUSH detected in area in 20 minutes of passive observation. Top of nest 
may be damaged, and small pieces of nesting material seen resting in branches below nest. Otherwise nest 
appears in good condition. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - No activity at nest or in area for 20 minutes. Close inspection of nest revealed it has been torn open 
from south side in middle, and at top. Likely depredated, but unknown whether it contained eggs, and no eggshell 
fragments could be found under nest. - MKuehn

N/A

WTKI White-tailed Kite 040412_ltiw_01 Suncrest-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/4/2012 TBD 04/04/2012 - A biomonitor reported a White-tailed Kite nest. The pair was observed bringing sticks to a nest. On 
4/4, an avian biologist observed the female on the nest for about 10 minutes, with the male nearby. For the rest 
of the 30-minute observation period, the female was perched at the nest, so it is presumed she is egg-laying. At 
one point, both birds mobbed and drove off a Common Raven that flew nearby. The kites did not react to the 
biologist parking at the access road edge. A 500-foot buffer was established. - LTymkiw
04/11/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0749. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Female on nest at 0849. - HWinfrey
04/25/2012 - Male brings food to female perched off nest at 0640. Female immediately returns to nest and 
assumes incubating posture. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0945. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Female observed on nest at 1030. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Female on nest at 1504. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Female on nest at 1258, perched in upright posture indicating that nestlings are present. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - 2 nestlings just visible moving in nest. Adult WTKI perched 10 feet above nest. - HWinfrey

TBD

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 040412_vers_01 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Grading 120 100 45 45 Nest did not reach active stage 4/4/2012 5/3/2012 04/04/2012 - The on-site biomonitor observed a pair of Northern Mockingbirds making numerous trips with 
nesting material to a laurel sumac about 45 feet from the work area. The pair made trips throughout the day 
while construction was occurring. - VEurs
04/12/2012 - Nest is an approximately 60% complete basket of twigs and has yet to receive lining. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest appears complete and lined, but contains no eggs. NOMO on site. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - NOMO alarming and scolding at 40 feet; did not approach closer. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is unimproved and falling apart. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 040412_vers_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Grading 50 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/4/2012 4/15/2012 04/04/2012 - During a sweep of the work area, the on-site biomonitor discovered a nearly complete nest in a 
laurel sumac. It appears to be a Lesser Goldfinch nest, but during subsequent observations, both LEGO and House 
Finches were seen carrying material to the nest. At this point, it is unclear which species is settling in the nest. - 
VEurs
04/06/2012 - Originally, the nest was thought to belong to a LEGO; however, a HOFI occupies this nest now. - 
LThoreson
04/12/2012 - HOFI attending nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs, but HOFI not observed at nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI appears to depart off this nest which still contains 3 eggs, but possibly just a visitor. No return 
observed. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - No HOFI observed. Nest was apparently abandoned during egg-laying. - RRadd

No
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HOFI House Finch 040512_hwey_02 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/5/2012 5/4/2012 04/05/2012 - Nest is complete, contains 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs and 2 hatched young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - 3 nestlings and 2 unhatched eggs. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nestlings are large and feathered and should fledge in a few days. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nest is empty, save for 2 unhatched eggs, indicating successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040512_hwey_03 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 30 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/5/2012 5/4/2012 04/05/2012 - Complete nest with 5 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest contains 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest contains unfeathered young approximately 2 days old. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest contains at least 4 nestlings. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nestlings are large and feathered and should fledge in a few days. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nest is empty and appears to have successfully fledged. HOFI remain active and may re-nest. - 
RRadd

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 040512_jdus_01 EP99-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 40 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/5/2012 4/12/2012 04/05/2012 - Bushtit pair made multiple trips to nest with material. Nest is 70% constructed. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - Completed Bushtit nest has been depredated, as evidenced by at least 2 holes poked into the nest, 
in the neck of the nest, and a large hole in the chamber. Interior of chamber is lined with fine grass, but there is 
no sign of eggs, eggshells, or adults in nest or in the surrounding area. Nesting chronology indicates that eggs may 
have been present at the time of the depredation event, but it is inconclusive, therefore the outcome is 
Indeterminate. - PKonrad

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 040512_jdus_02 EP99-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 3 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/5/2012 4/20/2012 04/05/2012 - Pair brings material to 25% constructed nest. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No Bushtits heard or observed during 45 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No BUSH activity at or near nest in 30 minutes. Nesting material present in described location, but 
less than 25% of a complete nest, indicating nest site was abandoned before completion or nest was built beyond 
25% and then destroyed somehow. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 040512_jdus_03 EP99-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 28 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/5/2012 4/27/2012 04/05/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material to cavity. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No Bewick's Wrens observed or heard during 45-minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No BEWR detected in area for 30 minutes. No nesting material can be seen through cavity opening. 
Should be incubating now if building on 4/5, but could be egg-laying. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Observed nest from a concealed location 15 feet away for 30 minutes. No BEWR activity observed at 
this nest today, or since it was found on 4/5, despite 3 long periods of observation. Unknown if nest construction 
was ever completed or if eggs were laid. No eggshell fragments found in vicinity of cavity opening. Assuming nest 
never reached active stage. Possible dummy nest site. - MKuehn

N/A

HOFI House Finch 040512_jdus_04 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 15 100 10 10 Presumed Fledged 4/5/2012 5/16/2012 04/05/2012 - Yard monitor Kelsey observed pair bringing material to nest (10% constructed) with grading work 
occurring 10 feet away. - JDicus
04/10/2012 - Female was seen bringing stick nesting material very frequently, with male following close behind 
her and singing when perched on wheel while female was tending to nest. Pair still came to nest while generator 
was running 13 feet away. Male has pale yellow coloration. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Nest appears to be complete. Observer did not observe House Finches go to nest, but heard singing 
within 100 feet. - AHill
04/18/2012 - No activity observed at nest during helicopter flights 50-100 feet of nests. Helicopter buffer was 
expanded from 30 horizontal feet to 100 feet. - AHill
04/25/2012 - No HOFI observed in area, and no activity at nest. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Biomonitor K. Hoyt reports seeing female fly in to nest. Unable to view nest contents. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Biologist B. Pikay reported adults making frequent visits to nest. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Yard monitor reports observing nestling hopping up out of nest, then back into nest. Female brings 
food to nest at 1024. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - No activity at nest. Presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 040512_ltiw_01 GS-NF-25 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests OH - tower erection 200 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/5/2012 5/8/2012 04/05/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed carrying nesting material to a nest in a coast live oak that is about 
25% complete. The pair made 6 trips to the nest in about 30 minutes of observation. A 50-foot buffer was 
established. The pair continued to bring material to the nest with the avian biologist about 45 feet away, 
recording data. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - At least one adult scolding WESJ in nest tree upon arrival of biologist. No birds visited nest for next 
30 minutes. Then one BUSH brought fluffy material inside nest 3 times in 10 minutes. Never observed pair 
together. Likely lining nest cup. Outside of nest appears complete. - MKuehn
04/19/2012 - Birds observed entering nest on regular basis. Nest looks complete. - VNovik
04/28/2012 - No BUSH at nest or detected in area for 30 minutes. Nest appears intact and complete. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Nest has been torn apart and is detached from limb, resting in a high fork below original location. 
No eggshells could be found on the ground below nest and uncertain if eggs were ever laid. Bushtits observed 
building on 4/19, but no activity since then. Outcome cannot be determined. - MKuehn

N/A
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CORA Common Raven 040512_mdus_01 CP36-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/5/2012 4/10/2012 04/05/2012 - Biomonitor Lorena Bernal observed a pair of Common Ravens making 2 trips with nest material to 
the northwest corner of tower CP36-1.The avian monitor later observed one adult carrying a stick to the tower 
while the crew stood at the base. At this point, the nest consists of only 1-2 sticks. - MDicus
04/06/2012 - Ravens observed making 1 trip to nest with material, but nest is not noticeably more complete than 
yesterday. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and 
through adherence to the NBMMP. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman 
was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common Raven nest. At the time of 
removal, the nest was approximately 80% constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting 
bird deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. The nest area was 
photographed before and after removal and following installation of the deterrent. The nest is located on a 
structure required for upcoming wire pulling. A delay due to allowing the nest cycle to continue would likely 
prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system 
reliability. Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 4/9/2012. - MDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 040512_mkhn_01 CP88-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/5/2012 4/5/2012 04/05/2012 - A House Finch was observed carrying nesting material to mesh netting around base of tower. 
Biomonitor K. Vittum reported birds made 2 dozen trips with material this morning. The House Finches continued 
to bring material while 5 vehicles were parked 40 feet from nest and 8 project personnel stood 15 feet from 
tower. These House Finches were not disturbed by human presence. SDG&E requires access to these poles 
sporadically over the next few weeks to conduct QA/QC work identified in the recently completed testing. This 
testing is critical to energizing the line, and this nest would have precluded access to testing areas if allowed to 
progress, since nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction. After determining that there were no eggs 
present, this nest material was removed and photographed. Additional mylar tape was placed around brackets 
and sagging areas of mesh netting were pulled tight in the attempt to eliminate potential future nest sites. - 
MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 040512_mkhn_02 CP49 Temp Work Area Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/5/2012 4/5/2012 04/05/2012 - Onsite biomonitor saw HOFI visit nest while carrying nesting material. Avian biologist later observed 
pair visiting nest with female carrying nest material. Nest was mostly lined and approximately 95% complete and 
contained no eggs. Nest site was photographed and nest was removed, per the NBMMP, based on need for wire 
on the spool for current wire stringing operations at CP49-CP55, which needed to be moved today. Work has 
been occurring within 20 feet of nest and deterrents, including mylar tape and mesh netting that were in place on 
outside of spools, but not in the small pocket where the nest was established. Nest was not a candidate for a 
buffer reduction since the nest substrate needed to be moved. SDG&E will cover these openings after spools are 
moved to new location. - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 040512_vers_01 Jacumba Valley Ranch CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/5/2012 4/5/2012 04/05/2012 - On-site biomonitor P.K. Sharp observed a pair of House Finches making repeated trips with nesting 
material to the front of a crane. An avian biologist came to inspect the crane and discovered a 60% complete, 
unlined nest. The birds continued to visit the crane and nest as the nest was being documented. Nest was 
removed prior to eggs or young being present, based on Construction's need to use equipment the following 
week to install a guard structure at the EP247. Anticipated nest cycle that would have precluded the usage of the 
equipment. - VEurs

No

CORA Common Raven 040612_hwey_02 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/6/2012 4/6/2012 04/06/2012 - 2 Common Ravens observed adding sticks to nest. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), scheduled to occur on 4/9/12, per 
agency concurrence and through adherence to the NBMMP. The nest was only 25% constructed and contained no 
eggs or nestlings. Mylar flash tape was previously installed on the base of the tower. Following concurrence, in 
the presence of a biomonitor, a lineman climbed the tower and removed the partially constructed Common 
Raven nest. The nest area was photographed as well. At the time of removal (approximately 13:00), the nest was 
25% constructed and contained no eggs or young. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently installed 
in the tower in place of the removed nest. A pair of Common Ravens was observed flying in the vicinity of the 
tower but displayed no other behaviors. - MDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 040612_hwey_03 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 10 100 30 30 Fledged 4/6/2012 5/9/2012 04/06/2012 - Female House Finch observed carrying small twigs to nest. Nest is 5% complete. This nest is in the 
same location and is likely the same pair as closed nest 032312_fhan_01. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - HOFI pair continue to ferry material to this location. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - HOFI lying in nest at 1215. Mate guarding. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI at nest. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Female HOFI observed on nest. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - Nest has fledged and subsequently been dismantled by kingbirds and pulled to ground. Biomonitor 
T. Dipaola observed young being fed in nest 5 May. Biomonitor C. Vettes observed young being fed away from 
nest on 10 May and found nest remains on ground. - RRadd

Yes

PHAI Phainopepla 040612_hwey_04 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Grading 400 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/6/2012 4/27/2012 04/06/2012 - Male and female Phainopepla adding nest material. Nest is 10% complete. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Male PHAI lying in complete nest. - RRadd
04/22/2012 - Male PHAI on nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest has fallen - presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No
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HOFI House Finch 040612_jdus_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 1 100 10 10 Nest did not reach active stage 4/6/2012 5/12/2012 04/06/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips to 100% constructed nest during 1-hour observation. - JDicus
04/15/2012 - HOFI pair visiting and defending this nest, but not observed incubating at 1331. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Female visits nest repeatedly under watchful company of male at 1738. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest before the crew climbed the tower. They did not return while the crew 
was in the tower. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest before the crew climbed the tower. They did not return while the crew 
was in the tower. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - No activity observed. Nest appears complete, although some nesting material is on ground beneath 
nest. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Nest has no activity. Perhaps pair moved to one of other locations. - FHoffman
05/12/2012 - Avian monitoring for VCI wire crew and observations were made prior to work conducted. Nest has 
been damaged, and only a portion remains. No House finches were observed at nest. - GHuffman

No

HOFI House Finch 040612_lgan_01 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/6/2012 4/6/2012 04/06/2012 - A House Finch pair was seen building a nest in the underside of the right front corner of a parked 
flatbed trailer in the Upper Alpine Yard despite vehicles driving by within 15 feet. The finches nested in the trailer, 
even though mylar flash tape had been tied in several locations, including within 1 foot on either side of the nest, 
and continuous Project activities had occurred within the yard. The Alpine Yard monitor observed the female 
House Finch making 3 trips to the nest with nesting material at 9:30 am, and the avian biologist observed the 
House Finch visiting the nest at 11:30 am. Construction personnel required use of the flatbed trailer before the 
estimated completion of the nest cycle. Additionally, the idle equipment would be subject to additional nesting 
attempts further delaying use of the trailer. Nest was removed following the NBMMP. The nest was 
approximately 60% complete with no eggs or young present. - LGorman

No

HOFI House Finch 040612_lgan_02 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE4

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 40 100 12 12 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 5/18/2012 04/06/2012 - The Suncrest Substation monitor observed a House Finch pair bringing nest material in two trips 
between 10:00 and 11:00. The pair was observed perched on the 500 kV Disconnect, just above the nest, by the 
avian biologist while logging the nest at 14:20. A small amount of nest material was visible when viewing from the 
south. - LGorman
04/13/2012 - No activity observed at nest. HOFI pair perched 50 feet away from nest. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0807. Biologist A. Farmer reports passive observations 
of female on nest throughout the past week. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest. On-site monitor A. Farmer reports seeing pair make only two brief 
visits to nest over past week without bringing additional nest material. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Female was on nest at 1025. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Male and female observed perching directly above nest. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - No activity observed 1008 to 1038. Nest intact, and numerous feces were present on the rim, 
suggesting successful fledging. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 040612_lton_01 CP65-1-PS-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Grading 16 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 4/26/2012 04/06/2012 - Female did not leave the nest while the GPS location was being recorded. Female does not seem 
affected by the constant noise of equipment grading 50 feet away. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - LEGO female on nest did not flush during observation. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - LEGO female on nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest is empty 1 day after severe weather. LEGO activity on territory continues, but not seen at this 
nest. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - No further activity at this nest, and recent fledglings were being fed nearby. Observation timeline 
and recent fledglings being fed nearby suggest this nest likely fledged. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040612_lton_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Grading 100 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 4/20/2012 04/06/2012 - Female did not leave the nest while the GPS location was being recorded. Female does not seem 
affected by constant noise of equipment grading 100 feet away. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - Nest contains at least 3 unfeathered nestlings. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest is intact and empty with numerous feces about the rim, suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

CALT California Towhee 040612_lton_03 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Grading 200 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 4/20/2012 04/06/2012 - There are 3 eggs and 1 very new nestling. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - Adult CALT carrying food to nest at 1116. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest contains 1 unhatched egg. Remainder of brood is presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

CORA Common Raven 040612_mdus_03 CP39 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/6/2012 4/9/2012 04/06/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed making several trips with sticks to a nest located 
approximately 100 feet above ground in structure CP39. The nest is approximately 20% complete. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - The nest was removed in the presence of an avian biologist to facilitate construction (wire 
stringing), per agency concurrence and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present on the site 
included mylar flash tape tied to the base of the tower. Following concurrence, a lineman climbed to the top of 
the tower and removed the almost fully constructed Common Raven nest. The nest was photographed prior to 
removal, and it was checked for eggs or nestlings. At the time of removal (approximately 13:30), the nest was over 
90% constructed but contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently 
installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. A pair of Common Ravens was observed flying around the 
tower and vocalizing for approximately 10 minutes prior to leaving the area. - MDicus

No
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BEWR Bewick's Wren 040612_mkhn_01 EP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 30 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 5/5/2012 04/06/2012 - Adult Bewick's Wrens observed carrying food in area and flying to rock pile. Female entered cavity 
with food and remained for 10 minutes. Male then entered with food, and begging calls were barely audible to 
biologist from 30 feet. Brooding by female and relatively low begging amplitude indicate nestlings are fairly early 
in development (likely 1-6 days of age). - MKuehn
04/16/2012 - After 10 minutes of observation, a Bewick's Wren was observed exiting the nesting cavity. - 
SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren making 2 trips with food to cavity within 30 minutes. - SJohnston
04/23/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren carrying food item into cavity. - SJohnston
05/02/2012 - Observed BEWR bringing food into nesting cavity. Begging calls from the cavity were heard as the 
BEWR called from outside the cavity. - SJohnston
05/08/2012 - No activity was observed for over on hour on 5/5 and during a follow up visit on 5/8. Presumed 
fledged based off nesting chronology and behavior during previous nest monitoring visits. - SJohnston

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040612_vnik_01 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/6/2012 4/6/2012 04/06/2012 - Monitor reported seeing House Finch carrying nesting material to nest. Nest appears 40% complete. 
No affinity was observed at the nest while under observation by the avian biologist. Due to access to water lines 
within 4 feet of the nest on a daily basis being necessary to ensure the water tank was not compromised, the nest 
was not a candidate for a buffer reduction. Access to these lines later in the nesting stage would have likely 
resulted in repeated flushing of the incubating female, making the nest vulnerable to failure. Based on need to 
access specific areas of the truck, the nest was removed following NBMMP stipulations at 1530. Deterrents 
present on the truck included mylar flash tape and plastic covering cavities. No eggs or young were present, and 
the nest was photographed. - VNovik

No

BUSH Bushtit 040712_ghan_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/7/2012 4/13/2012 04/07/2012 - G. Huffman observed Bushtits carrying material numerous times from Nest ID 022312_phrd_03, and 
constructing in a whitethorn chaparral (Ceanothus leucodermis) 8 feet above ground in dense vegetation between 
CP55 pull site and tower. Nest appears to be 50% complete. Pair that constructed nest is likely to be the same 
from the nest they are gathering from. View nest ID mentioned above for specific details concerning previously 
closed nest observations. - KAlberts
04/13/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete, though a little ragged at the bottom. No BUSH detected while 
helicopter work in progress overhead - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No activity observed during 15-minute observation. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - While small troupe of BUSH foraging in vicinity of nest, 2 approach and briefly inspect nest, 
subsequently return to foraging and do not revisit during remainder of 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - BUSH pair removing material and carrying it to the east. - RRadd

No

PHAI Phainopepla 040712_jdus_01 EP249-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 400 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/7/2012 4/20/2012 04/07/2012 - Female incubating during initial observation, then nest exchange and male incubates 2 eggs in nest. - 
JDicus
04/13/2012 - Female incubating; male territorial, perching nearby and calling softly. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No Phainopeplas observed in area; nest empty but in good shape with intact bowl - closed. - 
PKonrad

No

HOFI House Finch 040712_jdus_02 EP249-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 320 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/7/2012 4/20/2012 04/07/2012 - Female incubating 4 eggs in nest. - JDicus
04/13/2012 - Female brooding newly hatched nestlings. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No House Finches in area and small nest is empty; no sign of nestlings. Nest does not have usual 
droppings on rim of nest left by nestlings - closed. - PKonrad

No

CATH California Thrasher 040712_jpki_01 EP32-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 500 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/7/2012 4/14/2012 04/07/2012 - Adult singing and displaying agitation in vicinity of nest shrub after which nest was discovered. At 
least 2 fully feathered (about 1.5 week old) young present in nest. Young should be expected to fledge in no more 
than 2 weeks. - JPawlicki
04/14/2012 - Nest is empty and in good condition. No evidence of predation. Green leaf litter in nest indicates 
nest was vacated before recent storm. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040712_ltiw_01 GS-BLM-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 3 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/7/2012 4/27/2012 04/07/2012 - Female House Finch was observed entering a clump of dead mistletoe. About 20 minutes later, the 
male flew over, and the pair began calling back and forth. The female then left the nest, flew to the male and was 
fed by him. The brood patch was visible. She then flew back and entered the nest again. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - Female House Finch incubating on nest built within mistletoe. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No adult at the nest initially, but a female House Wren soon came to nest and left again, presumably 
to feed small nestlings. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 20 minute observation period, but male House Finch was singing 
nearby periodically. When nest was checked at close quarters, the nest was vacant but in good used condition; 
that observation, when combined with the nest history, suggests the nestlings successfully fledged in the past 
couple days - closed. - PKonrad

Yes
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CATH California Thrasher 040712_ltiw_02 GS-BLM-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats OH - wire stringing 120 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/7/2012 5/3/2012 04/07/2012 - Adult California Thrasher did not flush as it  was standing on the nest. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - California Thrasher incubating tight on nest. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Unattended nest with 3 medium-sized brown downy nestlings was covered by brooding adult while 
avian biologist checked nest from 3 feet away. Second California Thrasher called and performed distraction 
displays 15 feet northeast. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Nest has 3 medium-sized brown nestlings with small wing feathers erupted; adults tried to distract 
away from nest by calling and perching prominently or running on ground, and flying low in open. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - Nest empty with well-shaped compacted bowl intact; nestlings were expected to fledge within a day 
or 2 of today and it is assumed they fledged successfully. No fledglings or adults were observed or heard in area - 
closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CALT California Towhee 040712_ltiw_03 GS-BLM-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/7/2012 5/3/2012 04/07/2012 - Nice bowl-shaped grass nest of brome grass with 1 light-blue egg with dark brown spots. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - No towhees observed or heard; no nest found after 2 extensive searches of a dozen apricot shrubs 
in the immediate area, concentrating on those nearest GPS location. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - California Towhees territorial at nest with 3 pale-blue eggs. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Nest has 3 small brown downy nestlings, with territorial California Towhees nearby. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - Nest is empty and in excellent shape with a compacted and slightly expanded grass bowl; the 
nestlings appear to have fledged very recently. No fledglings or adults observed in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 040712_lton_01 EP78-A-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 8 100 100 100 Indeterminate 4/7/2012 5/4/2012 04/07/2012 - Nest appears 90% complete. Bio-monitor observed WESJ carrying nesting material to the nest and 
perching in shrubs within the vicinity. Joe Henry (avian biologist) talked to monitor, saw nest, and staked buffer. - 
LThoreson
04/13/2012 - Nest appears lined and complete, but contains no eggs. No WESJ detected in immediate area. - 
MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No WESJ observed in area. Nest empty and appears the same as on previous visit. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Nest appears complete and no different from previous visit. Contains no eggs, and no WESJ 
detected in area. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - No activity observed at this nest since found on 4/7. Unknown whether nest ever contained eggs 
since found. - MKuehn

N/A

HOFI House Finch 040712_mdus_01 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/7/2012 4/21/2012 04/07/2012 - Yard monitor found female on nest during routine yard sweeps. - MDicus
04/14/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest has been exposed to weather, is empty and deteriorating. - RRadd

No

WREN Wrentit 040712_mkhn_01 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 60 100 60 60 Nest did not reach active stage 4/7/2012 4/29/2012 04/07/2012 - Adults observed carrying nesting material to nest twice. Male sang 3 times 2 feet from nest after 
depositing material, with biologist crouched 10 feet away. Nest rim is mostly formed, but lining has not yet begun. 
- MKuehn
04/16/2012 - Nest remains unlined with poorly defined cup. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Funnel spider web covering nest, which remains unlined. No activity observed. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Nest remains unimproved with spider web covering nest undisturbed since last visit. It appears that 
this nesting attempt has been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 040712_mkhn_02 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 20 100 20 20 Presumed Fledged 4/7/2012 4/21/2012 04/07/2012 - 2 adults entered cavity carrying food with biologist observing from 10 feet away. One entered and 
remained 3 minutes before the second entered with food. One adult then left immediately, carrying a fecal sac. 
No begging could be heard from cavity during feeding visits, indicating they may be very young. - MKuehn
04/16/2012 - BEWR carries food to nest at 1225 then departs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1115 to 1145. Nest examined closely and found to be empty with 
no sign of predation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 040712_vers_01 GS-BLM-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 150 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/7/2012 4/20/2012 04/07/2012 - During a general bird survey, the biologist saw a Bushtit land in a shrub 2 feet away, carrying downy 
material. Upon examining the juniper, a nearly-complete nest was discovered. Both adults subsequently brought 
more downy material that they added to the nest. The nest is just to the north of the path to the wire-pull staging 
area. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - Nest appears complete, but no Bushtits observed or heard. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Hole torn open at bottom of nest chamber; no eggs, eggshells, nestlings, or adults observed at nest 
or in area. Nest has been predated - closed. - PKonrad

No
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HOWR House Wren 040912_hwey_01 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/9/2012 TBD 04/09/2012 - House Wren observed vigorously chasing other HOWR away from area near cavity. HOWR entered 
nest cavity at 0715 and remained inside for 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest at 0815. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - Male brings food to female outside nest. Female enters cavity and remains inside. Male perches and 
sings outside nest entrance. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - House Wren entering nest at 0936, did not appear to be carrying food. - HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Male HOWR singing within 10 feet of cavity entrance. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - HOWR entering nest cavity with food at 0651. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - HOWR flies to nest with food at 1210. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - Pair of HOWR bring food to nest at 0839. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Adult HOWR bringing food to nest. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - Adult HOWR observed carrying food into nest cavity. - HWinfrey
05/28/2012 - HOWR carrying food into nest cavity at 1135. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - HOWR carries food into nest at 0705. - HWinfrey

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 040912_hwey_02 EP32-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 5 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/9/2012 5/15/2012 04/09/2012 - Nest appears complete. 2 Bushtits initially flushed from nest when discovered. 1 Bushtit returned, 
entered nest, and remained inside while buffer was staked. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH at nest at 0920. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - Adult enters nest with food at 0822 and departs shortly after. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0820. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0808. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Adult leaves nest at 0658. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - No activity observed from 0631 to 0701. Adult flushed from nest upon approach at 0702. - 
HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Adult visiting nest at 0637. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Adult visits nest at 0635. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - Adult visits nest at 0832. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - No activity observed at nest, but heard BUSH in vicinity. - AHill
05/15/2012 - No activity observed, nest remains in good condition. Presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 040912_hwey_03 Alpine CY Construction Yards Chaparrals Traffic 50 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/9/2012 4/30/2012 04/09/2012 - Male feeding female at nest when first detected. Both departed upon approach, but female 
returned to nest and was observed incubating while buffer stakes were installed. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Female on nest at 1309. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity at nest and no LEGOs detected in area. COHA perched 50 feet from nest. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity at nest from 1030 to 1045. Nest examined and found to be empty. Nest is in good 
condition with no indication of predation. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

RCSP Rufous-crowned Sparrow 040912_jdus_01 CP56-1-PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/9/2012 4/30/2012 04/09/2012 - While driving in access road, 3 white eggs were found within nest, small grass cup nest (100% 
constructed). The eggs in the nest were visible from driver's seat. While watching from a distance of 50 feet, a 
Rufous-crowned Sparrow was seen lying on the nest incubating. - JDicus
04/18/2012 - Observed by avian monitor, Garrett Huffman. Female seen leaving nest, and eggs remain present. - 
JDicus
04/24/2012 - 2 small orange gapes of recently hatched nestlings visible protruding above rim of nest. Observation 
made from vehicle while driving in. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Nest is clean and empty and presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040912_jpki_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/9/2012 4/9/2012 04/09/2012 - Yard monitor observed pair in/around grout machine, after which an approximately 90% complete 
nest was found, with no eggs or young present. Nest was apparently built over the course of 4/7 to 4/8. Since the 
grout machine is required for project construction that day, deterrents were present (including location within an 
active CY), and the nest contained no eggs or young, this nest was photographed and then removed, per NBMMP 
stipulations. - JPawlicki

No

HOFI House Finch 040912_lgan_01 CP96-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 5 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/9/2012 4/9/2012 04/09/2012 - The House Finch nest was being checked to determine what stage it was in by 2 personnel in a 
manlift, under the supervision of an avian biologist. The manlift approached the nest from the north and the nest 
was inspected from the man lift; 1 egg was discovered in the nest. The House Finch pair was not scared away from 
the nest area and did not act disturbed by the manlift inspection process. In fact, the House Finch pair perched on 
the manlift as it was being raised towards the nest. The pair perched on the tower arm, adjacent to the nest, as 
the nest was being examined. After the manlift was lowered back to the ground, the House Finch pair continued 
to visit the nest. This nest was processed for removal, but since an egg was present, it was left intact. - LGorman
04/16/2012 - Biomonitor on site reports finding eggshell fragments under nest. Plastic substrate appears torn. No 
HOFI activity near nest. Nest closed, failure due to natural causes. - HWinfrey

No
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CORA Common Raven 040912_mdus_01 CP53-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/9/2012 4/9/2012 04/09/2012 - Biomonitor Morgan McCarthy observed a pair of Common Ravens carrying sticks to structure CP53-
1. The pair made 12 trips to the nest with material. The nest is 5-10% constructed. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and 
through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consisted of mylar flash tape on the base of the tower. 
Following concurrence, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed 
Common Raven nest. The nest area was photographed as well. At the time of removal (approximately 09:30), the 
nest was 5-10% constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was 
subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. A pair of Common Ravens was observed flying in 
the vicinity of the tower but displayed no other behaviors. - MDicus

No

CACW Cactus Wren
(Inactive)

040912_mkhn_01 EP225-1/EP226-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/9/2012 TBD 04/09/2012 - After 15 minutes of observation, an adult Cactus Wren vacated nest when biologist was 5 feet away 
upon initial approach for inspection. Pair returned 5 minutes later with biologist 60 feet from nest, and 1 adult re-
entered nest and remained inside for 15 minutes. Neither adult was carrying nesting material. Nest appears 
complete and entrance is at least partially lined. Could not see contents of chamber, except some feathers 
present. - MKuehn
04/14/2012 - Nest is large and in excellent condition, with new soft material lining bottom of entrance for some 
distance into chamber. No Cactus Wrens were observed during 30 minute observation period, but 1 was calling to 
the southwest. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Large nest unchanged and no Cactus Wrens heard or seen in area. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Although other species were vocal in the area this morning, no Cactus Wrens were heard, or seen 
during 40 minute observation period in the area, but later a wren was calling 1/4 mile southeast and south of this 
nest. The nest is in good shape with some cotton-like material added to the entrance rim. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - No Cactus Wrens were observed or heard in the area during a 30 minute observation period. The 
nest has deteriorated a bit, and the entrance is partly blocked by some of the cotton-like material. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - No Cactus Wrens observed or heard during a 30-minute observation period, although a little new 
material has been added to the entrance, including a new dry flattened plant stem, and the entry is clear. - 
PKonrad
05/18/2012 - Nest seems unchanged, although entrance is clear. No Cactus Wrens observed or heard in area. - 
PKonrad
05/23/2012 - No Cactus Wrens noted in area. Nest unchanged. - PKonrad

TBD

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 040912_pkad_01 EP50-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 30 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/9/2012 4/17/2012 04/09/2012 - Nest used earlier by California Thrashers now has 1 light-turquoise egg with brown speckling that 
looks like a Western Scrub-jay egg considering the size and color. Appears a jay has laid an egg in the nest, 
although no improvements have been made to the former thrasher nest. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Nest empty with some minute leaves in bowl. No birds observed in area associated with nest. No 
eggshells in area beneath or near nest; appears egg(s) taken by predator. - PKonrad

No

HOWR House Wren 040912_vnik_01 EP78-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Grading 30 100 30 30 Indeterminate 4/9/2012 5/16/2012 04/09/2012 - Observed female carry material to nest on multiple trips. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - In 20 minutes of passive observation from 35 feet away, no birds visited cavity. Male House Wren 
singing in area, but female not detected. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Female collected fine dead grasses from ground 20 feet from nest and carried into cavity. - MKuehn
04/23/2012 - Grading of both east and west pull sites occurred directly adjacent to nest buffer. House Wren pair 
observed vocalizing throughout the day near nest and were observed continually bringing nest material during all 
grading work activities, including dozer activities on border of nest buffer. - RQuilley
04/27/2012 - At 1400, adult entered cavity with small twig and left immediately. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Female not detected in 30 minutes of passive observation, though male sang constantly from nest 
tree and occasionally from near cavity. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Female not detected in 30 minutes of passive observation, though male sang constantly from nest 
tree but did not visit cavity. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - No activity at cavity for 30 minutes and no HOWR detected in area. No birds have been seen 
entering or leaving cavity since 4/27, despite three visits 30 minutes in duration. Unknown if eggs were ever laid 
or if this was a dummy nest site. - MKuehn

N/A

MODO Mourning Dove 040912_vnik_02 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/9/2012 4/27/2012 04/09/2012 - Observed female on nest, appeared to be incubating. Male nearby. When returning to area several 
times later in the day, bird was not on nest. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - Adult incubating. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No adult on or near nest in two checks about 1 hour apart. Cannot see nest contents. Warm 
weather may reduce need for incubating. - MKuehn
04/26/2012 - No activity observed. - RQuilley
04/27/2012 - No activity at nest for 20 minutes, and no bird on nest when checked earlier in the day. Nest has 
been unoccupied since 4/12, on three visits, and is assumed to be empty. No eggshells found on ground below 
nest. Cause of failure is unknown. - MKuehn

No
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WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 040912_vnik_03 EP78/EP78A PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Woodlands and Forests OH - wire stringing 50 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/9/2012 5/4/2012 04/09/2012 - Bird observed incubating on nest. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - Adult incubating. Avian biologist V. Novik changed signs for buffer from 100 to 50 feet. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - After no activity at nest for 20 minutes, contents were checked using a handheld mirror. An adult 
WESJ scolded from 40 feet away. Nest is empty, and no eggshell fragments found in nest or on ground. Nest and 
lining appear to be in good condition. Adult observed on nest in previous visits, but nest contents were never 
checked. Thus, no evidence that eggs were laid yet, and adult may not have been incubating during previous 
visits. Follow up visit should occur in next few days to monitor activity while grading is not taking place close by. - 
MKuehn
04/23/2012 - Grading of both east and west pull sites occurred directly adjacent to nest buffer. Occasional scrub 
jays were seen passing through the area, and one was observed perched within 20 feet of the nest; however, no 
jays were confirmed entering the nest or seen displaying any nesting behavior. - RQuilley
04/27/2012 - At approximately 1400, adult WESJ in area but not near nest and did not scold when biologist 
checked contents. Nest remains in good condition but empty. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Again, adult WESJ observed in area but not near nest and did not scold when biologist checked 
contents. Nest remains in good condition but empty for the 4th straight week. Nest closed due to inactivity. Nest 
contents never observed when active, and unknown whether it contained eggs or nestlings. No evidence that 
young fledged as parents were never observed carrying food and no fledglings have been observed in area. Nest 
likely failed with eggs or young because adult observed on nest twice before it was found empty, but supporting 
evidence is lacking (no eggshell fragments or nestling remains found in or near nest). - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 041012_ahll_01 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 15 15 Presumed Fledged 4/10/2012 5/18/2012 04/10/2012 - Female was seen bringing nesting material to nest while avian biologist was inspecting wheel well 2 
feet away. Male has red coloration. Nest appears to be 40% complete. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Nest appears to be complete. Did not observe House Finches go to nest, but heard singing within 
100 feet. - AHill
04/18/2012 - No activity observed at nest during helicopter flights 50-100 feet of nests. Helicopter buffer was 
expanded from 30 horizontal feet to 100 feet. - AHill
04/25/2012 - No activity at nest, and no HOFI in area. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Female on nest, incubating 4 eggs. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Biologist B. Pikay reported adults making frequent trips to nest. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Female and male visiting nest at 1031. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Fully feathered nestling visible in nest. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - Nest empty, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041012_ahll_02 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/10/2012 4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - While searching for active HOFI nest (041012_ahll_01) in a water stand tank, a second nest with 5 
dead nestlings was found in the same piece of equipment. Based on feather plumage development, nestlings 
appear to have been 7-8 days old when they died. It appears that the nestlings died at some point in the last 
couple of days. Early stages of decomposition and lack of scavengers (such as flies, ants, or beetles) support this 
timeline. Condition of the nestlings and presence of a full clutch (5) indicate that the clutch likely failed due to 
exposure or starvation, rather than predation. Possible causes of failure may include: the adult bird(s) were 
predated themselves, leaving these nestlings with no parental care; the nest was undetected prior to the tank 
being moved from JVR CY to Wilson CY (on April 7th), resulting in the nestlings being left unattended by the adult 
pair; or the adult bird(s) abandoned the nest for unknown reasons. - AHill

No

CORA Common Raven 041012_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/10/2012 TBD 04/10/2012 - Common Ravens placing lining in nest, it appears that they are going to remain with this nest. - 
BArnold
04/14/2012 - Adult at and around nest. - BArnold
04/20/2012 - Adult CORA on nest, apparently incubating. According to bio-monitor, adult has been staying on 
nest for about a week. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Adult observed on nest. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - The CORA left the nest periodically during the work activities, but returned after relatively short 
periods. After work was concluded, the CORA returned to incubating/brooding as before. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - CORA incubating on nest. Second CORA harassing Red-tailed Hawk at southwest corner of 
substation, driving RTHA well to the northwest and away from the nest. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - Adult observed on nest. Displayed no reaction to any work activities. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Adult CORA observed on nest, unaffected by new substation construction activities. - BArnold
05/02/2012 - Adult on nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Adult on nest. Both adults on/at nest after dark last night. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Adult on nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Adult CORA on nest. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - Nest appears empty. It is likely that the fledglings have been staying in the corners of the shelf, out 
of sight. Based on the chronology, this nest likely fledged. - BArnold
05/26/2012 - Nestling observed in nest, in corner of A-frame shelf, viewed from different angle allowed 
detection. - BArnold

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 041012_hwey_01 EP39-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 30 30 Indeterminate 4/10/2012 4/17/2012 04/10/2012 - Female leaves nest at 0650, returns a few minutes later. Male singing nearby. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Nest is no longer present and no birds were observed in the immediate area. Unclear whether nest 
failed due to recent inclement weather, predation, or removal by non-Sunrise substation maintenance personnel, 
as nest was on a door handle and would have necessitated removal by anyone requiring access through that door. 
Nest may or may not have had eggs at the time of failure, therefore the outcome is indeterminate. Nest closed. - 
HWinfrey

N/A

AMKE American Kestrel 041012_jdus_01 CP11-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/10/2012 TBD 04/10/2012 - Biomonitors L. Bernal and T. Gunter observed AMKE pair copulating on structure, male bringing 
food items to female. Pair defends nest site against European Starlings. Both AMKE individuals have been seen 
entering the nest cavity, but only the last few days, despite biomonitors being present monitoring work for a 
month. Presume nesting stage to be nest building due to the pair only recently using the nest cavity. - JDicus
04/16/2012 - Onsite biomonitors B. Parker and T. Gunter reported the male on a nearby wire in the morning, but 
no sign of the female. During nest monitor's afternoon visit, the male was perched on the nest monopole, and the 
female was still not in evidence - VEurs
04/24/2012 - At the start of the observation, the male was perched a wire near the nest cavity, eating a lizard. He 
moved to a different perch, flew out of sight, and returned to perch on a rung just below the nest cavity. He was 
still holding the lizard and he exchanged vocalizations with the female, who was in the cavity. She exited from the 
bottom of the arm bracket. The pair perched on a nearby wire, where the female gave begging calls. The male 
gave her the lizard remains and then flew out of sight. The female found a new perch, consumed the lizard and 
reentered the nest cavity. Biomonitor T. Gunter reported similar activity on 20 April 2012. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - The pair flew in from the east, calling to each other, and landed on the transmission wire east of the 
monopole. The male flew off again, and the female fluffed her feathers, revealing her brood patch. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - During nearly 2 hours of observation, the male was seen on 1 occasion. He approached the pole and 
landed on the wire adjacent to the nest cavity. He was carrying a lizard and vocalizing. Due to the angle of 
observation, it was unclear whether he passed the food to the female or simply left area. Neither kestrel was 
detected during another hour-long observation. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - Observation period lasted from 0800 to 0930. During that time, the pair spent much of the time 
perched on transmission wires near the nest cavity or hunting over the surrounding habitat. They copulated on 3 
occasions. Each adult clung to the end of the arm with the nest and looked inside for a brief period while 
vocalizing. The male eventually brought the female a lizard. She consumed part of it and carried the rest into the 
arm, where she remained for about 15 minutes, before exiting to perch on a rung just below the arm. - VEurs
05/22/2012 - After nearly 2 hours of observation, no AMKE activity was detected at the nest cavity. A kestrel was 
heard calling very briefly to the east of the tower at about 0840. - VEurs
05/30/2012 - No AMKE activity detected during 100 minutes of observation. - VEurs

TBD

CORA Common Raven 041012_jpki_01 EP193-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/10/2012 4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Monitor reported pair of ravens building nest early in the morning. About 8 sticks were present at 
0900. Since wire stringing was currently underway in this area, the need for removal was immediate. The request 
for removal was put forth for agency review and concurrence, agreed with, and removal procedures occurred. No 
eggs or young were present. The removal procedure was conducted according to the NBMMP. Deterrents present 
included mylar tape tied to the base of the tower, and wire pull work occurring the previous day. Additional 
deterrents are slated for installation in the coming days. - JPawlicki
04/13/2012 - No twigs/nest present.  Gusts of wind may have blown twigs/nest out of tower. - LThoreson

No

OTHE Other 041012_jpki_02 EP112A-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 100 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/10/2012 4/16/2012 04/10/2012 - Site biological monitor arrived in early morning and initially detected a Red-tailed Hawk perched and 
calling from top of tower after which it flew off and perched on rock outcrop about 1000 feet to south. Monitor 
then observed large sticks present in southern bridge of tower and whitewash on ground underneath tower. 
Further monitoring of site for a total of 3.5 hours between late morning and afternoon did not note any activity at 
nest location. A pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks were observed soaring within 600 feet of nest on one occasion and 
later in the distance, although no other activity was observed. However, the species that is utilizing this nest is not 
yet identified. - JPawlicki
04/12/2012 - The start of the stick nest in EP112-A was monitored for 4 hours from 0730 to 1130 hours. No birds 
landed on the tower during the 4 hours of observation time. Potential birds in the area that could have started 
the nest included a pair of Red-tailed Hawks and a pair of Common Ravens. The Red-tailed Hawks were seen 
perched in the tower to the east (EP113-5). The female flew off the tower and landed in a short shrub on the 
other side of La Posta Road. The male flew over to the female and copulated for a few seconds. Both birds flew off 
to the south and were seen soaring in and out of view southeast of the tower during the observation period. The 
pair of Common Ravens were observed east of EP112-A successfully hunting on the ground. The temperature 
increased from 45 degrees Fahrenheit at the beginning of the monitoring period to 57 degrees Fahrenheit at the 
end. Wind speeds were between 3 to 6 mph with gusts up to 9 mph. - GCummings
04/12/2012 - 4/11/12 - Observed nest location for 2hrs. No activity observed at nest. No raven or raptors 
observed in the area for the duration of observation. Nest incomplete with approximately 10 sticks loosely piled 
in south side of tower bridge. - TCooper
04/16/2012 - Nest appears to have lost sticks during last storm. No activity has been observed at nest for last 
week with extensive monitoring. - VNovik

No
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CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 041012_kats_01 CP83 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/10/2012 4/11/2012 04/10/2012 - CAKI was seen bringing nesting material to the inner corner of CP83 where the south and east sides 
meet, and placing it at the nest site approximately 90 feet above the ground. The nest itself was not visible, 
indicating it is in the early stages of building. - KAlberts
04/11/2012 - No kingbirds observed during 30 minutes on site. Tower was climbed by a lineman and nest was 
located in the southeast corner of leg D, photographed, and confirmed to be in the early stages (5% complete) 
with no eggs or young present. Deterrents present included BMP maintenance work occurring during the initial 
nest building observation. Nest was removed according to the NBMMP, based on need to conduct repair work on 
tower with regular helicopter traffic. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer justification. - IMaunsell

No

HOFI House Finch 041012_mdus_01 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 30 30 Removed 4/10/2012 4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Biomonitor Rebecca Johnson discovered a House Finch nest while conducting a sweep of the 
storage area in Sycamore Yard.  The nest is approximately 95-100% constructed. Mylar tape was present on the 
reel in addition to being located in an active construction yard. The nest was removed in accordance with 
Attachment C of the NBMMP. Nest was not a candidate for buffer justification and the reels are scheduled for use 
in the upcoming wire pull, necessitating removal. There were no eggs or young in the nest. - MDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 041012_mdus_02 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 4/10/2012 4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Biomonitor Rebecca Johnson observed a female House Finch carrying nest material into a fold of 
paper wrapped around a conductor wire reel. The nest is approximately 50% constructed. The nest was removed 
in accordance with Attachment C of the NBMMP. Mylar tape had been installed on the reel, and the reels are 
scheduled for use in the upcoming wire pull. Nest was not a candidate for a reduction to allow this work to 
proceed. Additionally, this nest is located in an active construction yard. There were no eggs or young in the nest. - 
MDicus

No

CORA Common Raven 041012_mdus_03 CP53-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/10/2012 4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Biomonitor Brian Payne observed a pair of Common Ravens making 10 trips to the tower carrying 
sticks to the lowest bridge. This is likely the pair building a nest in the tower yesterday. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and 
through adherence to the NBMMP. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman 
was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common Raven nest. The nest area 
was photographed as well. At the time of removal, the nest was approximately 5% constructed and contained no 
eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place of the 
removed nest. The nest is located on a structure involved in the current wire pull. A delay due to allowing the nest 
cycle to continue would likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by 
June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 4/10/2012. - 
MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 041012_mkhn_01 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 15 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/10/2012 5/4/2012 04/10/2012 - Adults to nest 5+ times with nesting material. They have just begun building (<5% complete). - 
MKuehn
04/12/2012 - Adults visited nest and added nesting material. Nest still <10% complete. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - BUSH present within 20 feet of nest several times in 30 minutes of passive observation, but were 
never seen carrying nesting material and did not visit nest. New material has been added since last check and nest 
is now about 40% complete. - MKuehn
04/26/2012 - Required SWPPP cleanup of oil leak occurred within bird buffer approximately 15 feet from nest for 
less than 10 minutes on 4/23/2012. No Bushtit activity was observed, and there were no observations indicating 
that SWPPP work disturbed the nest. - RQuilley
04/27/2012 - Nest building is progressing slowly, but new material has been added since last visit. One adult 
visited nest with material. Nest is 35% complete. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Much of nest is missing. BUOR and BUSH both observed collecting nesting material from nest and 
carrying to different coast live oak trees more than 100 feet from any work areas. This nest likely never made it to 
egg laying stage. It was only 35% complete on 4/27, and progress had been slow. - MKuehn

No

HOWR House Wren 041012_mkhn_02 EP78-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Grading 165 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/10/2012 4/27/2012 04/10/2012 - Adult observed carrying small twigs into cavity several times. - MKuehn
04/12/2012 - No House Wrens detected in 20 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet. Oak Titmouse entered 
cavity without nesting material and vacated after 2 minutes. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No activity at cavity in 30 minutes of passive observation, though male HOWR present and singing 
within 20-40 feet from nest. Possible satellite/dummy nest. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - No activity at cavity for 20 minutes. This nest site appears to be inactive since first found on 4/10, 
despite three visits of ample duration. Possible dummy nest. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 041012_sjon_01 EP57-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 30 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/10/2012 4/24/2012 04/10/2012 - Observed nest building at 15 feet away. Nest approximately 80% complete. - SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Bushtit nest appears complete and in good condition. No activity observed during a 30 minute 
observation period. - SJohnston
04/24/2012 - P. Konrad reports that unknown if this nest contained eggs or young. Inspection of nest showed no 
signs of eggs shells or nestling remains. Nest has ripped open from the bottom portion of the nest consistent with 
depredation. - KAlberts

N/A
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BUSH Bushtit 041012_vers_01 EP79-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 2 100 75 75 Indeterminate 4/10/2012 5/4/2012 04/10/2012 - Biologists discovered the nest while walking down the access road EP79-E. 2 biologists watched for 
bird activity from about 25 feet for about an hour. In that time, a pair of Bushtits came to the nest tree twice. The 
first time, 1 had nesting material. However, movements of 1 biologist seemed to deter the pair from visiting the 
nest, and they both continued in the direction they had been going, still carrying the nesting material. The second 
time the pair landed in the nest tree, but flew off without ever visiting the nest. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - No BUSH seen at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet, but BUSH pair detected 
foraging within 40 feet of nest. Nest appears to be complete and in good condition. - MKuehn
04/21/2012 - No BUSH seen at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet. Nest still appears to be 
complete and in good condition. Possibly egg laying. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - No BUSH seen at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet. Nest still appears to be 
complete and in good condition, and no bird emerged when nest was approached for inspection. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Most of nest is gone from tree and cannot be found below. No activity observed at this nest since 
found, so no indication whether eggs were ever laid. - MKuehn

N/A

ACWO Acorn Woodpecker 041012_vers_02 EP78A-E Road Area Chaparrals Grading 130 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/10/2012 5/4/2012 04/10/2012 - A small group (2-3 at a time) of ACWO's landed on the pole at various times throughout the survey. 
A woodpecker would excavate in the hole for brief periods before flying off. They were tolerant of 2-3 people 
near the pole at a time, but when the surveying crew was present as well as the avian biologist, the birds did not 
approach the pole. Once the surveying crew left, ACWO's returned to the pole for brief periods and excavated a 
bit more. Helicopter flights fairly close to pole. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - No ACWO detected at pole or in area in 60 minutes of passive observation. Biomonitor R. Quilley 
reported ACWO did not visit pole with cavity for 2 hours on 4/12 when work approved was occurring inside 
buffer, though adults were seen on pole when crews arrived (M. Kuehn). - MKuehn
04/21/2012 - Nest passively observed from 150 feet for 30 minutes. Pole was frequently visited by up to 3 ACWO, 
but none visited or excavated cavity. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - No ACWO detected at pole or in area for 45 minutes. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - No activity observed at pole in 1 hour today. ACWO have not been observed actively excavating 
cavity since initial observation, though they are occasionally seen at pole caching acorns. It appears this nest site 
has been abandoned for unknown reasons. - MKuehn

No

SOSP Song Sparrow 041112_rqey_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 3 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/11/2012 4/26/2012 04/11/2012 - Pair of Song Sparrows was observed carrying nesting material to nest site multiple times within 20 
minute observation period. Pair unaffected by drive through traffic and avian biologists within 20 feet of nest. 
Nest was not directly observed and nest building stage of completion is unknown. 50-foot buffer with drive-
through access allowed. - RQuilley
04/18/2012 - Nest appears 90% complete, just lacking lining. SOSP singing nearby, but no activity at nest. - 
HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Nest is full of dead leaves and detritus and has not been improved in past two weeks. Nesting 
attempt appears to have been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 041212_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 10 100 10 10 Presumed Fledged 4/12/2012 5/30/2012 04/12/2012 - The female was seen bringing nesting material to the nest several times while the avian biologist 
was 10 feet away from the nest. The male was seen flying with the female and perching nearby and singing while 
she was on the nest. The birds are still building their platform; nest appears to be 20% complete. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Observed female on nest, she flew away when biologist was 2 feet from nest. Was unable to 
positively determine if an egg was present or not, female flew back to nest 1minute later. She is probably egg 
laying or about to start. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Observed female on nest for a prolonged period of time. She is probably incubating, but was unable 
to check contents of nest. - AHill
05/02/2012 - Observed female on nest incubating. - AHill
05/05/2012 - Female observed on nest at 0818. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Nest contains at least 2 newly hatched nestlings and 1 egg. Did not observe female on nest or 
nearby within 15 minute period. - AHill
05/17/2012 - Fresh fecal sacs present on nest, heard nestlings begging. - AHill
05/23/2012 - No activity observed, and was unable to check nest to verify fledging. - AHill
05/30/2012 - Observed female on nest. Her first nest has fledged, she is most likely re-nesting. A new nest ID was 
created for the re-nest. - AHill

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041212_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/12/2012 4/16/2012 04/12/2012 - Observed female bringing nesting material to cavity a few times while a parked vehicle was 8 feet 
away, but no personnel were within 30 feet of nest. Nest appears to be 5% complete. In the past several days, a 
pair of House Finches have been checking out the bulldozer cavities actively and bringing single pieces of material 
to various places in the dozer, but have not consistently placed material in one location until now. - AHill
04/16/2012 - No new nesting material has been added to this location since the day after the nest was logged, 
and no birds have been seen coming to the bulldozer within the observational period. Birds most likely 
abandoned nest for unknown reasons and started building in a nearby location. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 041212_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/12/2012 4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Nest was found by biological monitor in the morning, and the pair started building on 4-11-12 (after 
1030) when crane was parked for the day. Nest appeared to be 25% complete, with no eggs or young present. 
Deterrent streamers were hung around the crane in addition to the equipment being used the previous day. 
Removal of nest was required based on the impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost 
impacts relative to alternative options, and the potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the 
anticipated nest cycle. The nest was photographed and documented by an avian biologist as having no eggs or 
young and removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No
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HOFI House Finch 041212_ahll_04 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/12/2012 4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Pair was seen actively bringing nest material to nest several times, nest appeared to be 65% 
complete. No deterrents installed on crane however the equipment is located in an active construction yard with 
tower assembly and regular helicopter flights. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to 
material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative 
options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was 
not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. No eggs or young were present and nest was 
removed per the NBMMP, - AHill

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041212_dbby_01 CP24-1-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 141 300 140 140 Presumed Fledged 4/12/2012 5/1/2012 04/12/2012 - Female incubating 4 eggs. ESA signage installed along access road at 300 feet, specifying "No Project 
Access until an NBJ is submitted". Future project related activity may come within141 ft. as vehicles pass by on 
nearest access road to north. - DBusby
04/17/2012 - 4 nestlings in nest approximately 4 days old. Estimated fledge date is between April 22 and 28. - 
DBusby
04/24/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair with active nest (041212_dbby_01) near Structure CP24 was 
observed feeding nestlings that are approximately 11 days old. The male and female adult pair was observed 
repeatedly visiting the nest with food. Based on the apparent age of the nestlings, their estimated fledge date will 
likely occur between April 25 and 28, 2012. - DBusby
05/01/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was not re-detected near Structure CP24 as the previously 
detected, active nest (041212_dbby_01), is now empty and closed. The nestlings are presumed to have fledged a 
few days ago because the closed nest is empty and intact, exhibiting no signs of depredation or predation. The 
estimated fledge date was between April 25 and 28, 2012. However, the surveyor will reattempt to locate and 
confirm the number of fledglings during subsequent surveys. Because the nest is now empty, there are no work 
restrictions along the access road to the north of the closed nest. - DBusby
05/08/2012 - Nest is closed. Family group w/ 2 adults / 2 juveniles confirmed in distance down slope / east of 
CP22. - DBusby
05/15/2012 - Nest is closed. Adult pair observed without fledglings. Male appeared to be courting and attempting 
copulation with female. Heard distant calls of juveniles to east. Adult pair still down slope/ east of CP22. - DBusby
05/25/2012 - Adult pair observed foraging together. One juvenile detected with pair, but other juveniles may now 
be independent of adults. Adult male briefly observed carrying nest material, but could not locate any nest in 
area. - DBusby

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041212_ghan_01 CP49 Temp work Area Pad Areas-Work Area Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/12/2012 4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Biomonitor Brian Payne observed a pair of House Finches making trips under the paper covering the 
conductor line on wire spool. Observed nest on spool and appeared to be 20% complete. The nest was removed 
in accordance with Attachment C of the NBMMP. Nest deterrents are present in form of netting and mylar tape, 
and the reels are scheduled for use in the upcoming wire pull. The nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction 
allowing for use of the spool, therefore removal was required. Nest was approximately 20% complete. No eggs or 
young present. - GHuffman

No

BUSH Bushtit 041212_hwey_01 EP10-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 40 100 50 30 Presumed Fledged 4/12/2012 4/18/2012 04/12/2012 - 2 adults bringing food to nest. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - No activity observed during half hour visit. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Adult makes trips to nest with food at 0804 and 0806. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - No activity observed from 0750 to 0820. Nest examined and found to contain no nestlings and 1 
non-viable unhatched egg. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 041212_hwey_02 EP2-3 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - tower erection 170 100 70 70 Fledged 4/12/2012 4/24/2012 04/12/2012 - 2 adults bringing food to the nest at 1145. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Adult brings food to nest while helicopter is hovering 300 feet away. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Observed pair bringing food to nestlings. Skycrane installed tower middle section and created 
significant rotor wash at nest, jostling the nest about roughly for entire duration of skycrane activity (5 minutes 
approximately). The spotter helicopter was flying near the nest too, creating mild rotor wash on the nest. The 
avian biologist called Sunrise Base, and they presumably informed the pilot to not fly to the northwest of the site 
as they did fly near this area again. Nest still active with nestlings being fed. - AHill
04/20/2012 - Adult enters nest with food at 1033. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Nest material was found on ground and nest appeared to be disheveled and askew. Heard fledgling 
begging in tree, and nest has apparently fledged. Observed adults in nest tree actively foraging and copulating 
several times. Pair will most likely renest nearby. - AHill

Yes
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041212_imll_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - maintenance 850 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/12/2012 5/16/2012 04/12/2012 - Previously unpaired male was observed briefly foraging with a female at approximately 0840. The 
male was later observed making approximately 5 trips with nesting material to a small, scrubby, brownish 
California sagebrush. The nest location is relatively low (no more than 2 feet above ground). Between trips to the 
nest by the male, the nest was viewed with binoculars from approximately 20 feet away and determined to be 
approximately 60% complete with well formed cup and nest walls. The top of the nest is not yet rounded toward 
the center of the cup, and the female was not observed lining the nest during 20 minutes of observation. - 
IMaunsell
04/18/2012 - Pair observed foraging together in vicinity of nest, but did not add material. Nest contents were 
checked while pair foraged from a distance. 1 egg observed. - MDicus
04/25/2012 - An adult female California Gnatcatcher was observed incubating 4 eggs. The male parent was 
observed foraging in Artemisia californica nearby. - LGorman
05/02/2012 - During approximately 1.25 hours of observation, both adults were observed foraging in the vicinity 
of the nest, periodically vocalizing with one another. The male repeatedly returned to the nest, briefly lying in it, 
appearing to adjust something with his bill, lying in it again, and leaving to forage. There was a 40-45 minute 
period in which neither adult approached the nest. The male only stayed on the nest for a few seconds each visit, 
and the female was not observed on the nest at all, although she briefly perched nearby. - MDicus
05/09/2012 - During 50 minutes of observation, the adult male made brief 3 trips to the nest while the female 
foraged nearby. The nest was not approached, but the male appeared to be feeding nestlings. - MDicus
05/16/2012 - After 1 hour of inactivity, the nest contents were checked. 4 unhatched eggs were found buried 
beneath nest material. The pair associated with this nest was found tending a new nest 70 feet to the northeast. It 
has been 4 weeks since the pair starting egg-laying at this original nest, so the eggs should have hatched over 2 
weeks ago if they were still viable. During the last monitoring check, when male appeared to be feeding nestlings, 
he was likely placing and pulling material from the walls of the nest to bury the eggs. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 041212_jdus_01 CP31-2-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 65 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/12/2012 4/27/2012 04/12/2012 - Pair visits complete (100% constructed) nest with decorative material which is added to outside of 
nest, female enters nest not to exit for 15 minutes. - JDicus
04/19/2012 - An adult exited the nest soon after the start of observation and the pair foraged in the nearby oak 
and across the access road during the late-afternoon observation period. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - Nest was monitored to evaluate status of nest per the NBMMP, and was found to be sodden and 
dripping with rain water during light morning drizzle. Nest was stretched out and significantly elongated and 
threadbare at neck of nest on initial morning observation, apparently about to break free from its upper 
attachment point to host tree. No Bushtits at nest on initial observation. Avian biologist followed pair to host tree 
15 minutes later to find the nest to have fallen 5 feet to a point 10 feet above ground level where it is now lodged 
in thin lower branches of the oak tree on its side with nest entrance facing downward. Pair did not visit nest, 
though they moved actively around the nest's former attachment point to host tree. Nest failed due to natural 
causes (storm damage). - JDicus

No

HOWR House Wren 041212_jdus_02 CP31-2-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/12/2012 TBD 04/12/2012 - Pair in area singing, adult delivers material to cavity, remains inside for 60 seconds, exits and quickly 
brings more material. - JDicus
04/19/2012 - The male was perched nearby singing as the female peered out of the nest cavity. She flew out, 
joined the male and both disappeared from view. The biologist did not see them return to the cavity before it was 
necessary to stop the observation due to time constraints. No behavior pointing to a specific nesting activity was 
observed, but the pair is still utilizing the cavity. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - Pair in area of nest. Male very vocal during morning hours while female makes periodic trips to nest 
entrance and enters nest without visible material or food items several times to remain inside cavity for brief 
periods of 5 to 60 seconds. Traffic along access road does not appear to affect the wrens' natural activities at the 
nest during 45 minute observation period. Avian biologist returned to check nest later in the morning for 
additional 20 minutes. Female enters, remains in nest cavity for 9 minutes. Nest stage may have progressed to egg 
laying. - JDicus
05/04/2012 - Male was perched near cavity and singing at the start of observations. He then made a quick visit 
into the nest cavity, before flying off out of sight. He eventually returned and perched at various locations around 
the nest, singing. After 30 minutes, the female peered out of the cavity and ultimately flew off, most likely to 
forage. The biologist left about 8 minutes later and she had not yet returned. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - Within 10 minutes of the start of observations, the male flew to an oak tree and then to the snag 
containing the nest cavity. He entered the cavity and exited within 30 seconds. The biologist was unable to 
determine if he carried food into the cavity. He then spent the remainder of the observation period perched in 
front of the cavity, singing. It is presumed the female was incubating inside the cavity. - VEurs
05/18/2012 - Shortly after the biologist arrived, an adult wren (most likely the female) exited the nest cavity. An 
adult entered the cavity with food twice while the first bird was gone. Both wrens then were observed outside the 
cavity. 1 entered and remained while the second delivered food. Another food delivery occurred when an adult 
was known to be in the cavity. A few faint peeps were heard when food was brought into the cavity. - VEurs
05/25/2012 - Within moments of beginning observations, an adult carried food into the cavity and nestlings could 
be heard vocalizing vigorously. Both adults made trips into the cavity with food in rapid succession. - VEurs

TBD
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BEWR Bewick's Wren 041212_jdus_03 CP32-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 105 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/12/2012 5/19/2012 04/12/2012 - Pair makes 8 trips to nest cavity with material in 30 minute period. Both adults deliver materials to 
nest, actively building. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Both wrens were in the toyon above the nest cavity at the start of observations. The female had a 
dried leaf in her bill that she apparently added to the nest. She then flew up the slope and disappeared from view. 
The male spent most of his time moving about to various perches, singing and preening. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No activity observed with 45 minute observation. - GHuffman
05/05/2012 - A male Bewick's Wren was singing in a shrub about 40 feet from the nest cavity as a second wren, 
presumably the female, moved through the shrubs immediately adjacent to the cavity. She was not carrying 
nesting material or food when she disappeared from view near the cavity. She was not seen for the rest of the 
observation period, another 30 minutes, and it is presumed she was in the cavity incubating/brooding. The male 
continued to move about the area, singing. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - After 45 minutes of observation, no wrens were detected near the nest cavity. A male wren was 
occasionally heard singing within 100 feet of the cavity. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - A woodrat has built a large midden at the base of the toyon near the nest cavity. When the biologist 
approached the area of the cavity to see if there was evidence of current use, a rattlesnake began shaking its tail. 
In light of these new occupants near the nest cavity and the lack of Bewick's Wren activity around the cavity, it 
seems this nest with eggs or young has failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

CATH California Thrasher 041212_lgan_01 EP177-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 8 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/12/2012 5/2/2012 04/12/2012 - The nest contained 2 newly-hatched nestlings and 1 medium-blue egg with small brown spots. A 
pair of California Thrashers was seen near the nest running back and forth across access road. F. Hoffman reports 
that adult is easily flushed and cannot be seen outside buffer. - LGorman
04/18/2012 - No California Thrashers were observed or heard in area. No nest found after extensive search, but 
will check back soon. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Nest in good shape with 2 large downy nestlings with pin feathers erupting on wings; 1 adult 
nearby. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - No nestlings remain in the nest; the nestlings were expected to fledge near this date. No fledglings 
or adult California Thrashers were observed in the area, and the nest remains in good shape with a compacted 
interior nest bowl. Appears nestlings have fledged successfully - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CORA Common Raven 041212_mdus_01 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/12/2012 4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Avian-approved biomonitor Trisha Dipaola observed a pair of Common Ravens building a nest in 
structure CP52. Wire stringing activities have been ongoing at this tower since Monday, 4/09. This nest location is 
below the first nest discovered on 4/06/12 in the same tower. Since construction is ongoing, and required to 
complete the wire pull, per agency concurrence and following NBMMP stipulations, the nest was photographed 
and removed in the presence of biologists, and a nest deterrent was installed in its place. The nest was 25% 
constructed at the time of removal, and contained no eggs or young. - MDicus

No

MODO Mourning Dove 041212_mkhn_01 EP78-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Grading 160 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/12/2012 4/20/2012 04/12/2012 - Adult flew from nest when biologist was directly under it, and returned 10 minutes later with 
biologist standing 25 feet away to begin incubating again. At least 1 egg visible through edge of nest from ground. - 
MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No adults observed at or near nest. Contents checked with handheld mirror. Nest is empty and no 
eggs or shell fragments found in nest or on ground below. Appears to have been depredated. Nest closed and all 
signs removed from buffer. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 041212_mkhn_02 EP83 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 150 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/12/2012 5/6/2012 04/12/2012 - Adults observed carrying nesting material to nest. Nest is approximately 30% complete. - MKuehn
04/19/2012 - Observed nest for 45 minutes with no activity. Nest does not look complete. Lots of jay activity in 
area. Bushtits heard in vicinity, though never seen near nest. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - No activity observed and very little progress has been made on this nest since found on 4/22. Nest 
site possibly abandoned. - MKuehn
05/06/2012 - No progress has been made on this nest, and no birds detected at or near it since found on 4/12. 
Apparently abandoned before construction complete. - MKuehn

No

BLPH Black Phoebe 041212_rrdd_01 El Monte CY Construction Yards Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/12/2012 5/2/2012 04/12/2012 - BLPH pair building nest; making multiple trips to culvert at AR and ferrying mud to nest which is 
approximately 15% complete. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest is unimproved, and no BLPH detected. Mud source has dried up. Monitor once more as rain is 
expected tonight. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No BLPH in vicinity. Nest has not been improved and appears abandoned. - RRadd

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 041212_rrdd_02 CP65-1-PS-N Road Area Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 70 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/12/2012 4/26/2012 04/12/2012 - Nest appears complete and ready to receive an egg. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - LASP attending nest that contains 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest remains empty 1 day after severe weather. LASP activity on territory continues. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is un-maintained, empty and aging. - RRadd

No

PHAI Phainopepla 041212_rrdd_03 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 230 100 70 70 Nest did not reach active stage 4/12/2012 4/30/2012 04/12/2012 - PHAI pair visiting nest that appears 90% complete and receiving lining at 1216. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest is lined but empty. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - PHAI pair installing lining, agitated by observer on footpath at 1420. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is empty. Possibly abandoned, but will monitor once more to be certain. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - Nest appears abandoned, and no birds associating. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - No increase in activity, apparently same nest as 042712_lgan_07. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 041212_rrdd_04 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 45 100 43 43 Nest did not reach active stage 4/12/2012 4/25/2012 04/12/2012 - BUSH pair ferry material to nest which appears outwardly complete. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest appears full and complete. Female BUSH nearby did not go to nest between 1400-1430. - 
RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest has fallen as substrate has shifted. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 041212_vers_01 CP48-2/CP49-1 PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 70 100 65 65 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/12/2012 5/7/2012 04/12/2012 - BUSH pair coming and going to nest on numerous occasions without carrying food or nesting 
material. On one occasion, an adult brought material to the nest. An adult would remain in the nest for 5-10 
minutes at a time before leaving without carrying anything. The nest looks nearly complete. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - The male was observed making numerous visits to the nest. He carried insects into the nest and 
would then exit almost immediately. No sounds of nestlings were heard within the nest. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - Both adults entered the nest, with at least 1 carrying food. 1 adult quickly exited, while the other 
remained inside. The foraging adult made numerous trips in quick succession to the nest carrying food. Nestlings 
could be heard vocalizing when the adult arrived with food. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - Upon first examining the nest in the morning, the biologist noted that it appeared damaged. Sky 
was visible through the neck of the nest, and after examining the nest from multiple angles, it appears to have 
been predated. This nest containing young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

CANW Canyon Wren 041212_vers_02 CP43-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 25 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/12/2012 5/11/2012 04/12/2012 - The observation period began at approximately 1600 and ended about 1730. At first, CANW was 
only heard singing upslope from the previously-documented nest cavity. After 35-45 minutes, visual confirmation 
was made when wren was spotted near the crest of the hill on a rock. It continued to sing and move about the 
rocks. Eventually it was observed carrying an item (most likely a small stick). It flew across the slope and 
ultimately went into a crevice formed by 3 rocks. Almost immediately, 2 wrens emerged and perched on the 
rocks. After climbing the hill, the biologist looked into the crevice and saw a cavity with many small sticks and a 
bleached snail shell arrayed at the entrance. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - No activity was observed prior to or during construction activities. One crewmember was authorized 
to enter buffer upon the specific criteria stipulated from the NBJ. There appeared to be no negative impact 
caused from construction. - GHuffman
04/27/2012 - No CANW activity detected after 80 minutes of observation. Construction traffic of many types may 
be suppressing CANW behavior. - VEurs
05/04/2012 - After 30 minutes of observation, a Canyon Wren was heard singing at about 1620. The song was not 
coming from the vicinity of the documented nest, so the biologist tracked it down. A wren was observed in the 
Shimmick equipment storage area. The wren perched on a box and flew up to the fence, where it could be seen 
holding nesting material in its bill. It then flew inside an open shipping container with the material. There is a 
possibility this is the same wren associated with Nest ID 041212_vers_02. However, since this nest is not 
impacting construction, the biologist chose keep it open for at least 1 more round of observations. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - After several weeks of no activity at or near the nest cavity, the avian biologist climbed up the hill to 
inspect the cavity. The entrance to the cavity has not been maintained and shows no signs of current occupation. 
On this day a Canyon Wren was heard singing in the Shimmick equipment yard and also on the slope to the north 
of CP43, well away from the documented cavity. The outcome of this nest is indeterminate because it is unknown 
if it ever contained eggs or young. - VEurs

N/A

HOFI House Finch 041312_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 4/13/2012 4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Water truck was parked at end of day on 4-12-12, truck was then moved at 800 on 4-13-12 to 200 
feet away. Pair was seen searching around other water truck grills, then brought nesting material to this nest 
repeatedly. Both male and female were seen bringing material to nest every 1-2 minutes. Nest was approximately 
80% complete as of 1130. Pair built nest between 6-8 hours.  ESA signage installed to not move the machine, and 
no work is occurring within 50 feet of nest for remainder of day. The decision to remove this nest is pending from 
SDGE. - AHill
04/13/2012 - Pair was seen bringing nesting material this morning at 1000, nest was approximately 80% 
complete, no eggs or young present. Nest was located in grill of water truck. Deterrents present were the 
equipment's location in an active construction yard with tower assembly and regular helicopter flights. Removal 
of nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics required to maintain compliance with dust 
abatement, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of 
equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Removal was conducted per NBMMP requirements. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 041312_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/13/2012 4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Pair was seen bringing nesting material this morning at 0715; nest was approximately 10% 
complete, no eggs or young present. Nest was located in arm joint of crane. Streamers were hung on crane. Nest 
was removed per the NBMMP, based on the need to use the crane for tower assembly, and if the crane was 
demobilized, then it would affect tower assemblies from progressing properly. - AHill

No

MODO Mourning Dove 041312_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 45 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 5/4/2012 04/13/2012 - Nest is on the other side of the transformer from SRPL work activity, with no direct line of sight. - 
BArnold
04/17/2012 - Adult MODO observed on nest, did not flush at less than 2 feet. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - Nest is degraded with a lot of scat about, indicating nest successfully fledged. - BArnold

Yes
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GHOW Great Horned Owl 041312_bald_03 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 80 500 300 300 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 5/4/2012 04/13/2012 - Adult GHOW with 2 nestlings observed in nest. - BArnold
04/17/2012 - Nestlings were observed in nest. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - Owls no longer present in A-frame or anywhere in substation. Presumed fledged. - BArnold

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 041312_bald_04 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Herbaceous Wetlands, Freshwater, 
and Streams

Substation - maintenance 20 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 4/26/2012 04/13/2012 - Adult on nest with 2 eggs. - BArnold
04/17/2012 - Adult female was observed incubating. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - Nest empty. No adult, nestlings nor fledglings observed. Nest likely successfully fledged, as nest 
remains in place and in relatively good shape (that is, there is no evidence of depredation). - BArnold

Yes

MODO Mourning Dove 041312_bald_05 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 100 100 100 100 Fledged 4/13/2012 4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Observed two fledglings successfully fledge from the nest, accompanied by an adult as they flew to 
the nearby 69kV rack underneath which non-SRPL maintenance work was occurring. - BArnold

Yes

TUVU Turkey Vulture 041312_hwey_01 EP5-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 300 500 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/13/2012 5/22/2012 04/13/2012 - Nest appears well-maintained and in active use. Nest lining of shredded bark does not appear to be 
weathered. Nearby perches have fresh whitewash. No raptors were observed in the area. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - Turkey Vulture on nest from 1330 to 1415. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0915 to 1015. No TUVUs observed in area, and 2 CORAs were 
present at a distance of 300 feet from the nest. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Dark shape visible on nest, not identifiable but presumed to be incubating female TUVU. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1125 to 1155. - HWinfrey
05/22/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0901 to 0931. Were any nestlings present, they would be visible 
from observer's vantage point.  Lack of progress indicates that this nest never became active. Nest closed. - 
HWinfrey

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041312_jdus_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading 49 100 30 30 Indeterminate 4/13/2012 5/25/2012 04/13/2012 - Female visits nest twice, takes great care while settling into nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female on the nest at 1140. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no LEGOs observed near nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female flies to nest at 0804. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - No activity observed, but unable to get clear view of nest in windy conditions. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - No activity observed. Lack of activity indicates that this nest is no longer in use. Nest closed, 
outcome indeterminate. - HWinfrey

N/A

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041312_jdus_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 25 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 4/26/2012 04/13/2012 - Female incubates for 5 minutes, briefly leaves nest then returns to incubate 4 eggs in 100% 
complete nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female on nest at 1148. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Nest is empty with no evidence of predation. Since 13 days have passed since eggs were observed, 
and there are no signs of predation, this nest is presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BLPH Black Phoebe 041312_jdus_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading 40 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 5/17/2012 04/13/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs, BLPH in vicinity. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - 4 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - 4 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Adult flies to nest at 0800. Not possible to verify nest contents without entering private property. - 
HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - Male observed visiting nest at 1224. - HWinfrey
05/12/2012 - Adult observed visiting nest and chasing House Finches from vicinity. Nestlings observed moving in 
nest. - MDicus
05/17/2012 - No activity at nest. Unable to verify nest contents without entering private property. Fledgling BLPH 
observed following adult 50 feet from nest. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 041312_jdus_04 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 10 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/13/2012 5/24/2012 04/13/2012 - Newly initiated nest 1% constructed, being built by female while avian biologists watch from bridge 
above. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female observed adding material to nest at 1202. Nest is 40% complete. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity at nest, but 2 female ANHUs feeding within 10 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female flies to nest at 0818. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - No activity observed, unable to get a clear view of the nest contents in windy conditions. - HWinfrey
05/24/2012 - No activity observed today, nor on 2 previous monitoring visits. This nest likely never reached active 
status, and is now considered closed. - BArnold

No

CORA Common Raven 041312_kats_01 CP14 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 60 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/13/2012 4/20/2012 04/13/2012 - Common Raven seen carrying a stick in flight and building the nest on the tower. Nest appears to be 
about 20% complete. - KAlberts
04/20/2012 - All of the sticks have blown out of the tower and are laying on the access road. No CORA activity in 
the area. The nest did not reach active stage before it was blown down. - VEurs

No

AR067798
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CORA Common Raven 041312_mdus_02 CP36-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/13/2012 4/16/2012 04/13/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed carrying sticks to a nest in tower CP36-1. The nest is 
approximately 15-20% constructed. This is likely the same pair that attempted to nest on the other side of the 
tower in early April and whose nest was removed 4/10/12. - MDicus
04/16/2012 - The nest was removed in the presence of an avian biologist to facilitate construction (wire 
stringing), per agency concurrence (received 04/13/12) and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents 
present on the site included mylar flash tape tied to the base of the tower and Daddy Long Legs deterrent in place 
of the previous nest attempt location. Following concurrence, a lineman was flown to the top of the tower and 
removed the almost fully constructed Common Raven nest. The nest was photographed prior to removal, and it 
was checked for eggs or nestlings. At the time of removal (approximately 09:00), the nest was 90% constructed 
and contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nest deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place 
of the removed nest. The raven pair was observed diving at the lineman and vocalizing during the nest removal. 
Following removal, the pair soared around CP36-1, made one trip to the tower with nest material, dropped the 
sticks, and flew to CP35-2, landing in that tower. No additional nesting behaviors were observed. - MDicus

No

CORA Common Raven 041312_mdus_03 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/13/2012 4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Avian-approved biomonitor Trisha Dipaola observed a pair of Common Ravens building a nest in 
structure CP52, making multiple trips between 07:00 and 07:40 a.m. Wire stringing activities have been ongoing 
at this tower since Monday, 4/09. This nest location is below the first nest discovered on 4/06/12 and across from 
the second nest discovered on 4/12/12 in the same tower. Following previous removal, a "daddy long legs" 
nest/perch deterrent was installed on the tower. Since construction is ongoing and required to complete the wire 
pull, per agency concurrence and following NBMMP stipulations, the nest was photographed and removed in the 
presence of avian biologists, and a nest deterrent was installed in its place. The nest was 25% constructed at the 
time of removal, and contained no eggs or young. - MDicus

No

CORA Common Raven 041312_mdus_04 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 130 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/13/2012 5/16/2012 04/13/2012 - Nest was discovered during removal of third CORA nest in structure CP52. The pair that was 
observed building a nest in the tower was also observed, on 2 occasions, carrying sticks to a Quercus agrifolia in 
the drainage. It appears the nest is in the beginning stages of construction (approximately 5% constructed) and is 
an alternative to the nest locations in the tower. - MDicus
04/23/2012 - No change in nest since last observation. No CORA activity detected during a 45-minute observation 
period. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - Nest location was monitored between 08:55 and 10:20. No activity at nest, and no ravens observed 
in the vicinity of the nest. - MDicus
05/08/2012 - No CORA activity anywhere near the nest from 0800 to 0835. No change in the nest. - VEurs
05/16/2012 - As the biologist approached the vicinity of the nest tree, a Red-tailed Hawk was soaring nearby. It 
vocalized and landed on a transmission wire quite close to the nest. No ravens responded to the hawk's presence. 
There is no obvious sign of the nest in the tree and no ravens were detected nearby. This nest never reached 
active stage and is now closed. - VEurs

No

CORA Common Raven 041312_pkad_01 EP231A Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/13/2012 TBD 04/13/2012 - Common Ravens reported to be building nest in tower by biomonitor. Nest is 1/3 to 1/2 complete. 
No ravens observed during 40 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Raven observed incubating on nest and did not vacate the nest while helicopter was hovering 100 
feet away for 5 minutes. Egg confirmed in nest. - ELoveless
04/27/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on new tower nest. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - A Common Raven is incubating on the nest in the new Sunrise tower, but is very hard to see from 
ground level. A second raven flew in to perch atop the opposite side of the tower. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - No Common Ravens were observed during a 30 minute observation period. The nest was checked 
from several vantage points but no raven can be seen on the nest. Nestlings could have hatched by now (20 day 
incubation period). - PKonrad
05/18/2012 - A Common Raven was brooding on the tower nest, but flew off the nest when a helicopter flew low 
within 500 feet while mostly operating near tower 1/4 mile west. After flying to the north, the raven did not 
return during the next 20 minutes. - PKonrad
05/23/2012 - A Common Raven or ravens can be seen lying in the nest, but it is very hard to see the nest contents 
(climbed high up the hillside to northeast) and it is not possible to ascertain if the raven is an adult or a nestling. - 
PKonrad

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 041312_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/13/2012 5/9/2012 04/13/2012 - BUSH pair making trips to nest which appears 65% complete. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair continue ferrying material to this nest at 0930; now 85% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BUSH pair observed foraging nearby on cool showery morning did not approach nest which appears 
sound and mostly complete. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No activity observed 0700-0730 on cool overcast morning. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nest has fallen to ground and has been torn open at the cup. Presumed predated. - RRadd

No

AR067799
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HOWR House Wren 041312_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 60 100 70 50 Indeterminate 4/13/2012 5/17/2012 04/13/2012 - Male HOWR singing territorially, female departs nest at 1257. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - HOWR activity continues here, material now visible at cavity. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOWR male guards entrance while female leaves to forage and departs on her return at 1158. - 
RRadd
05/02/2012 - Non-project traffic within 20 feet. HOWR singing but not approaching nest. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Considerable non-Project traffic has been parking adjacent to this nest. No activity observed. - 
RRadd
05/17/2012 - No activity detected. Nest received considerable non-Project parking and human activity within 10 
feet at about the time egg-laying would occur, and appears to have been abandoned at that time. Unclear if an 
egg was ever laid. - RRadd

N/A

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041312_rrdd_03 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 7 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 4/21/2012 04/13/2012 - LEGO male feeding female on nest. Female appeared to consume fecal sac while on nest. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest appears empty with many feces at rim, suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 041312_vnik_01 EP83-PS-N-A Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals Other 300 100 60 60 Nest did not reach active stage 4/13/2012 5/6/2012 04/13/2012 - Observed birds making several trips to nest with material. Nest appears 55% complete. - VNovik
04/19/2012 - Nest looks incomplete. No activity observed at nest. Bushtit active to southwest though not near 
nest during 30-minute observation period. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - No activity at nest and no BUSH detected in area for 20 minutes. Nest wall is transparent in upper 
half, but bottom half appears complete. - MKuehn
05/06/2012 - No progress has been made on this nest, and no birds detected at or near it since found on 4/13. 
Apparently abandoned before nest construction was complete. - MKuehn

No

WREN Wrentit 041312_vnik_02 EP79-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 73 100 100 100 Indeterminate 4/13/2012 4/21/2012 04/13/2012 - Male singing from nest shrub over a 15-minute period. Neither male or female observed at nest, but 
nest looks complete, clean, and neat. - VNovik
04/21/2012 - No activity at nest in 20 minutes. Nest empty and appears laterally compressed. No other changes 
to nest. No indications of predation such as eggshell fragments in or below nest. Unknown if eggs were ever laid, 
but it is possible they were and nest was depredated, all since previous visit on 4/13. This pair is constructing a 
new nest 80 feet away (see 042112_mkhn_02). Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 041412_bald_02 TL 6924 - 171682 69kV Structure Chaparrals Substation - new construction 75 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/14/2012 4/25/2012 04/14/2012 - Two adult BUSH observed exiting nest. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - Upon approaching the nest, the avian biologist noted its slightly unusual shape. After watching the 
nest for 30 minutes with no activity, the biologist slowly moved up to the nest and examined it from all angles. 
Where the entrance hole was likely located, a large hole had been ripped in the nest, exposing the interior. 
Numerous gray feathers were caught in the nest and the shrub. Based on the level of completeness, it is likely this 
nest contained eggs. Evidence points to nest predation. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

No

CORA Common Raven 041412_pkad_01 EP225-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/14/2012 TBD 04/14/2012 - Although no ravens or raptors were observed during a 50-minute observation period, a new nest 
has been initiated in new Sunrise tower EP225, most probably built by ravens. - PKonrad
04/16/2012 - Observed raven flying in to nest. - VNovik
04/20/2012 - Common Raven soared throughout tower area, then perched on opposite side of bridge from nest. 
Hard to see if another raven may be incubating on the new tower nest. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was active with 1 raven concentrating its attention at the nest while the 
other raven made repeated flights to outlying locations near the nest tower, mostly to the southwest. Toward the 
end of a 40 minute observation period, 1 adult was lying in the nest for a short period. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on nest in new Sunrise tower. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - A Common Raven is incubating on this tower nest. - PKonrad
05/18/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating in its Sunrise tower nest. - PKonrad
05/23/2012 - An adult Common Raven was standing on the rim of the nest, then moved into a brooding position 
where it remained during the rest of the observation period. - PKonrad

TBD

CALT California Towhee 041412_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 10 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/14/2012 5/2/2012 04/14/2012 - CALT incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - CALT incubation continues. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs but should have hatched as incubation is 12 days. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest with 4 eggs has been abandoned. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 041512_rrdd_01 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/15/2012 5/11/2012 04/15/2012 - HOFI male arranging material in nest at 1309. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - HOFI activity continues. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Female HOFI observed in nest. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Nest is no longer present. - RRadd

No

PHAI Phainopepla 041512_rrdd_02 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 32 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/15/2012 5/5/2012 04/15/2012 - Male PHAI at nest which appears almost complete and receiving lining. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest is fully lined with male PHAI attending. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest has been abandoned. Lining is weathered and no birds were in attendance. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041512_rrdd_04 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/15/2012 4/20/2012 04/15/2012 - Female LEGO lines nest with material purloined from adjacent BUSH nest. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest is complete, but unable to observe if occupied or empty. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest is no longer present and likely lost to weather. - RRadd

No

AR067800
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WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 041612_ahll_01 EP5-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Female and helper were seen bringing stick material to nest several times, while male was perched 
nearby. Pair were hesitant of avian biologist standing at 35 feet from nest at Leg A. Adult alarm called when 
biologist moved closer to nest at 30 feet. Nest appears to be 60% complete, but was unable to check inside of 
nest. Based on material being carried to nest, it is predicted that no lining is present yet. - AHill
04/16/2012 - No WESJ observed in area. Nest located on Malosma laurina branch completely obscured by dense 
Rhus growth. Nest appears 60% complete with twig cup partially translucent and no nest lining or eggs present. 
Nest was not a candidate for a buffer justification allowing for requisite tower assembly work in order meet CAISO 
request to complete the Project and obtain system reliability by June 1. Nest deterrents in place include mylar 
tape hanging on the substrate shrub. Nest was removed to allow structure erection at EP05-2 in accordance with 
the NBMMP, SDG&E authorization, and agency approval. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 041612_ahll_02 EP5-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 35 100 40 40 Nest did not reach active stage 4/16/2012 4/25/2012 04/16/2012 - Pair was seen bringing lining material to nest several times. Nest appears 90% complete. - AHill
04/24/2012 - No activity observed over 1-hour period. Need to re-check tomorrow in order to confirm nest 
closing. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Monitored nest for 2 hours. No Bushtit activity in or around nest during monitoring period. Nest has 
been abandoned, since there is no sign of depredation or damage to nest, and no activity at all was observed at 
this nest over a long monitoring period. - DBusby

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Nest was found by biomonitor at 0715. Pair was seen by monitor entering cavity on a few occasions, 
with no material. Nest appeared to be 60% complete. Streamer deterrents were installed on the crane, and the 
equipment was located in an active construction yard with tower assembly and regular helicopter flights, 
effectively serving as deterrents. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics 
operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and 
potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a 
candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. Nest was removed following requirements outlined 
in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_ahll_04 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Both male and female were seen bringing material to nest location in the grill of a water truck. Nest 
was approximately 95% complete as of 0700, no eggs or young present. Deterrents present were limited to the 
truck's location within an active construction yard. Nest was removed because the water truck is required in order 
to maintain compliance for dust abatement. Following verification that no eggs or young were present, 
photographing the nest, and approval from SDG&E, the nest was removed per the stipulations of the NBMMP. - 
AHill

No

BUSH Bushtit 041612_ahll_05 EP9-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals Traffic 40 100 35 35 Nest did not reach active stage 4/16/2012 5/21/2012 04/16/2012 - Pair was seen bringing lining material to nest very actively, nest appears to be 80% complete. - AHill
04/23/2012 - No activity observed at nest in rainy weather, from 0855 to 0910. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Biomonitor G. Leighty reports observing Bushtits adding nesting material. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0940 to 0957. WESJ in area. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1027 to 1042. Nest appears to still be in good condition. No 
Bushtits seen or heard in area. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - No activity observed from 1050 to 1105. Nest remains in good condition, however lack of activity 
over past 3 weeks indicates that this attempt was abandoned. - HWinfrey

No

HOWR House Wren 041612_hwey_01 EP35-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 35 100 100 100 Satellite nest 4/16/2012 5/4/2012 04/16/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest cavity and remaining inside for duration of 15-minute visit. - 
HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity at nest and no HOWR detected from 0630 to 0700. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - No activity observed at cavity entrance, and no HOWR detected during 30 minutes of observation. - 
HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Lack of activity indicates that this is most likely a satellite nest. Nest 
closed. - HWinfrey

N/A

ACWO Acorn Woodpecker 041612_hwey_02 Suncrest-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading 40 100 100 100 Indeterminate 4/16/2012 5/29/2012 04/16/2012 - Acorn Woodpecker observed entering cavity near top of utility pole. 4 other ACWOs also perched 
on pole. Biologist left area when CORA perched on pole. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity observed and no ACWOs detected in area from 0800 to 0830. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - 3 Acorn Woodpeckers on pole, but no activity at nest entrance. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - ACWO observed leaving nest cavity at 1105. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest cavity from 1209 to 1224. 3 ACWOs on pole. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - No activity associated with nest during 15-minute observation period. - BArnold
05/29/2012 - No activity at cavity entrance during 20 minutes of observation. Evidently, this nest is no longer 
active. Nest closed, outcome indeterminate. - HWinfrey

N/A
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HOLA Horned Lark 041612_jdus_01 CP35-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/16/2012 5/17/2012 04/16/2012 - Nest was discovered after the scheduled activity had landed onsite. Pair of adult HOLA observed on 
ground around TSAP. Further investigation during 25-minute observation period reveals female Horned Lark 
taking material (grass) to 60% constructed nest with deep cup located on ground near base of monkeyflower. 
Nest is not visible from outside buffer due to topography, vegetation and its position at and just below ground 
surface in depression. - JDicus
04/24/2012 - 3 eggs observed in nest during quick visit. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - The female was not on the nest as the biologist approached, so it was possible to look in the nest. 
The nest still contains 3 eggs. The biologist backed off to wait for adults to arrive. Within 10 minutes, the female 
came into view as she was foraging. She approached the nest but then moved away and continued to forage. She 
eventually returned and settled on the nest to incubate. She remained on the nest for 15+ minutes and the 
biologist ended the observation. - VEurs
05/09/2012 - The nest contains 3 brown, downy nestlings with black supercilliary markings. The female was near 
the nest for the entire observation period, foraging. She may have been feeding the nestlings, but it is difficult for 
the observer to get a direct view of the nest without deterring the female. - VEurs
05/17/2012 - This nest is presumed to have fledged despite the fact that it contained 1 dead nestling. There were 
3 nestlings on the previous check, 8 days before. Horned Lark nestlings fledge in 8-10 days, so it is very possible 
that the other 2 nestlings left the nest. If the nest had been predated, it is likely all 3 would have been taken. The 
remaining nestling, which had primary feathers, was being consumed by beetles and ants. This suggests it was 
abandoned in the nest and died from natural causes. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041612_lton_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - An avian monitor identified a House Finch pair bringing nesting material to a location on a manlift 
(piece of construction equipment) today; the pair was not seen bringing material to the nest this morning, and the 
nest was monitored for approximately 30 minutes. 
A House Finch pair was within the vicinity of the nest; however, the pair did not visit the nest. The nest is less than 
10 percent complete and consists of about 20 pieces of dried grass; there are no eggs or young present. 
Deterrents present included mylar tape tied to the adjacent tower and work area, multiple plugged cavities, and 
presence of testing crews using the equipment on site over the last week. Nest was removed per the NBMMP 
based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting testing work at the CP95/CP96 structures, 
cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the 
anticipated nest cycle. - LThoreson

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_lton_02 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - House Finch pair observed bringing nesting material to a location on a manlift (piece of construction 
equipment) today; the pair was not seen bringing material to the nest this morning, and the nest was monitored 
for approximately 30 minutes. A House Finch pair was within the vicinity of the nest; however, the pair did not 
visit the nest. The nest was observed to be less than 10% complete and consists of about 20 pieces of dried grass; 
no eggs or young present. Deterrents present included mylar tape tied to the adjacent tower and work area, 
multiple plugged cavities, and presence of testing crews using the equipment on site over the last week. Removal 
of nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting testing work at the 
CP95/CP96 structures, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece 
of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. - LThoreson

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_lton_03 CP87-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Biomonitor saw a House Finch pair bringing nesting material to a known, inactive European Starling 
nest at 0815 this morning. An avian biologist observed  the nest; no eggs or nestlings were present. Nest consisted 
of small sticks, and the House Finch pair was seen adding finer material (grass). At this point, nest appears 25% 
complete based on lack of typical HOFI nesting material, such as finer grass material, lining, or cup shape. 
Deterrents present on the tower included mylar tape tied to many locations, netting over large cavities, and 45 
plugged cavities near tower arms and brackets. Nest was removed per the NBMMP based on potential impacts to 
material logistics operations supporting testing work at the CP87/CP88 structures, cost impacts relative to 
alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. - 
LThoreson

No

BUSH Bushtit 041612_lton_04 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 26 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/16/2012 4/20/2012 04/16/2012 - Nest appears complete. One Bushtit was heard within the vicinity of the nest while the location of 
the nest was being logged; no other activity was observed, and no Bushtit was observed flying to the nest itself. 
Due to the level of completion and the time of year, it is most likely that the pair is egg laying or incubating. More 
time observing this nest is necessary. - LThoreson
04/20/2012 - Nest has been torn open from SE side, just above rim of nest cup, which is empty. No eggshell 
fragments found in nest cup or on branches and ground below. Likely predated, but unknown whether nest 
contained any eggs or nestlings, and hence, unsure whether it reached active stage. Buffer reduced to 0 feet and 
all signs were removed. - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_mdus_01 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 20 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/16/2012 5/18/2012 04/16/2012 - Yard monitor reported House Finch nest in wire reel. Avian biologist checked nest contents and 
found 1 egg. - MDicus
04/21/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Female on nest at 1239. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nestlings present in nest. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Young appear ready to fledge at 1600. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - Nest is empty and presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes
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CORA Common Raven 041612_mdus_02 CP53-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed building a nest in structure CP53-1 during ongoing wire 
stringing activities. The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence on 
4/16/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape and "Daddy Long 
Legs" deterrents installed in previous 2 nest attempt locations. Following concurrence, and in the presence of 
onsite biologists, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common 
Raven nest. The nest area was photographed as well. At the time of removal (approximately 10:00), the nest was 
10% constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently 
installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. - MDicus

No

COHA Cooper's Hawk 041612_rrdd_01 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - COHA perched near nest for 15 minutes and gave agitation calls, then overflies nest and departs by 
1045. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Monitor G. Leighty reports that COHA approached nest earlier in the day, although avian biologist 
did not see any activity, aside from a COHA perching nearby during helicopter QA/QC inspections. - KAlberts
04/24/2012 - COHA departed from nest area 0650, male noted nearby 0645. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - COHA female comes off nest in response to male's alarm call after 40 minutes of observation. - 
RRadd
05/11/2012 - Female COHA lying in nest at 1342. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Female COHA prone in nest at 0759. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Female agitated and swooping on observer suggests hatched young at 0929. - RRadd

TBD

HOWR House Wren 041612_rrdd_02 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - HOWR pair making repeated entry to cavity; including material transport. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Male HOWR defending nest, female not seen. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Male HOWR defending nest and entering with sticks but female not seen. Possibly an alternate nest. 
- RRadd
05/11/2012 - HOWR singing and guarding, enters and sings from within the cavity at 1504. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Male sings at entrance intermittently, especially when neighboring males sing, and defends against 
interlopers. Female off nest only briefly during 40 minutes of observation. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Male sings regularly and checks in near the cavity but does not enter from 1400-1430. Incubation 
inferred. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041612_rrdd_03 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 27 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/16/2012 5/23/2012 04/16/2012 - LEGO pair building nest; approximately 30% complete. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest is complete, LEGO in nest 1425. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - LEGO male near nest, female in nest periodically. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Female LEGO departs nest at 1538 after 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Female LEGO feeding hatched young at 1225. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - No activity observed. Based on chronology, nest is presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 041612_tcer_01 CP7 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/16/2012 4/24/2012 04/16/2012 - Adults regularly bringing in nest material, nest 80% complete. - TCooper
04/24/2012 - As the biologist approached the "back" of the nest (away from the tower) it became apparent that a 
half-dollar-sized hole had been ripped in the side of the nest, near the bottom. Some nesting material was found 
on the ground below the nest and a large chunk was in the shrub next to the nest. Evidence definitely points to 
nest predation, but it is unclear whether or not the nest contained eggs. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

N/A

HOFI House Finch 041612_vers_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 50 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/16/2012 5/15/2012 04/16/2012 - A pair of HOFI was seen in pepper tree. The male perched nearby while the female shaped the nest 
cup. She later added lining material and again moved around in the nest, appearing to shape the cup with her 
body. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - 1 visit to nest was observed. Pair is likely still nest building; no nestlings visible in nest. - LThoreson
05/01/2012 - No HOFI activity was observed around this nest during 45 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - No activity observed at nest after 30 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good condition 
and has some lining material. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - No activity has been observed at this nest for several weeks. The nest was checked with a mirror on 
several occasions and it never contained any eggs or young. This nest is now closed because it never reached 
active stage. - VEurs

No
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HOFI House Finch 041612_vers_02 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed numerous times in an Italian cypress. The female brought 
long strands of grassy nesting material into the tree several times. The nest is not visible at this point due to the 
dense foliage, so the level of completeness is unknown. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Male HOFI seen foraging or ground near nest. Singing and calling audibly near nest location in tree. - 
LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Male entered nest area as female left. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - The male and female were perched on a shrub near the nest tree. As they both flew to the opening 
that leads to the nest, another male HOFI flew past, and the first male chased him off and returned to the shrub. 
The female entered the tree and remained there through the end of observations. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Though a pair of House Finches was perched nearby for 30 minutes, they were never observed 
going to the nest or perching on the nest tree. It was fairly warm weather. - LTymkiw
05/21/2012 - During 45 minutes of observation, the male HOFI visited the nest twice, appearing to carry food into 
the nest tree. Based on nesting chronology, it seems likely that the eggs have hatched and that the female is on 
the nest with the nestlings. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - No activity detected after 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs

TBD

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 041612_vnik_01 EP151 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 65 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/16/2012 4/25/2012 04/16/2012 - Nest discovered by monitor. Observed bird on nest, likely incubating. - VNovik
04/18/2012 - When I arrived onsite, grouting had started on D Leg; the leg closest to the nest. The jay was 
observed on the nest with one nestling visible as work was underway. The bird did not leave the nest when the 
light helicopters were removing equipment from the site. The bird did leave the nest at 1 point, possibly to feed, 
though it returned shortly. This occurred between the light helicopters and a long slick period (possibly 45 
minutes) while waiting for the medium lift helicopter. When the K-max arrived to remove the grouting pump, the 
bird was not on the nest, but was observed shortly after the K-max left the site. Rotor wash from light helicopters 
was minimal and was a little stronger from K-max. - VNovik
04/25/2012 - Check of the nest revealed that the nest is empty. No birds or nestling observed within nest. Likely 
nestling was preyed upon. - VNovik

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_vnik_02 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Yard monitor reported a nest that had been located on the bumper of a 623 F scraper in the yard. 
The nest was located on the driver's side top headlight, but the majority of the nest had already fallen out onto 
the bumper. Eggs had been in the nest, as evidenced by egg shell fragments, but it could not be determined how 
old the nest was. The remainder of nest was removed, and deterrents were installed. The nest being dislodged 
from its initial location indicates that predation was a likely cause of nest failure, although the nest may have been 
undocumented when equipment was used last, and the nest was displaced. Furthermore, it is ultimately unknown 
when this nest was established and could have been considered active, therefore, no outcome can be 
determined. - VNovik

No

MODO Mourning Dove 041712_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 0 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/17/2012 5/17/2012 04/17/2012 - Adult observed on nest. Flushed at 1 foot, but stayed on nest for several minutes while avian 
biologist was within 2 feet. A single egg in nest. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - MODO observed on nest. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Adult MODO on nest, didn't flush at 1 foot. Looking from below up through fan screen, it appears 
that there are 2 eggs in nest. Broken eggshell is also present on inside fan screen. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Nest empty, partially sucked into fan. Eggshell fragment and hardened yolk on top of fan screen. 
This nest likely failed due to substation operations (when the fan turned on). This is not related to SRPL. - BArnold

No

MODO Mourning Dove 041712_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 100 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/17/2012 5/11/2012 04/17/2012 - Adult MODO on nest. Flushed at 2 feet. Nest has 1 egg. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - MODO on nest, did not flush at 2 feet. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Nest empty and in disrepair. Lots of scat underneath and on adjacent steel structural elements, all 
indicative of a successful fledging. - BArnold

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041712_bald_03 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 165 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/17/2012 5/4/2012 04/17/2012 - Female HOFI observed incubating on nest. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - Observed female HOFI accompanied by male fly into nest, remove a large chunk of nest material, 
and fly to newly discovered nest in northeast corner of 230kV GCB 1W stand, located about 15 feet to the east-
southeast. - BArnold

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041712_dbby_02 CP20-N Structures Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - Pair of CAGN repeatedly observed visiting a black sage with spider silk and other nest material. Nest 
building was just initiated with only 5% completed. Nest is well beyond (approximately 695 feet) any potential 
project related work. Therefore, no NBJ or signage is required. - DBusby
04/24/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed incubating an unknown number of eggs on active 
nest (041712_dbby_02) near CP20. The male and female adult pair performed one nest exchange during the 
observation period. Based on the stage of the nest building on April 17, the eggs are estimated to hatch sometime 
after May 4, 2012. - DBusby
05/01/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed incubating an unknown number of eggs on this 
previously recorded nest (041712_dbby_02) near structure CP20. The male and female adult pair performed 1 
nest exchange during the observation period. Based on the stage of the nest building on April 17, the eggs are 
estimated to hatch sometime after May 4, 2012. - DBusby
05/08/2012 - Male and female nest exchange. Nest contains 4 eggs. - DBusby
05/15/2012 - Adult pair feeding 4 nestlings, approximately 5 days old. - DBusby
05/22/2012 - Adult pair feeding nestlings that are ready to fledge any day. - DBusby

TBD
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OATI Oak Titmouse 041712_hwey_02 CP96-1-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 12 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/17/2012 5/15/2012 04/17/2012 - Two Oak Titmice observed entering nest cavity and removing small wood flakes. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - 2 OATIs at the nest, one exiting and the other entering at 1120. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - OATI brings food to nest at 0908. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Adult was bringing food to nest at 1159. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - OATI visits nest with food at 1026. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed from 1308 to 1338; nest presumed fledged, given observational history. - 
HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041712_hwey_03 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 20 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/17/2012 5/25/2012 04/17/2012 - Male and female HOFIs adding nest material. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum reports observing pair making repeated trips with nesting material. Nest appears 
nearly 100% complete. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Female on nest at 0950. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Female was on nest at 1028. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - Nestlings heard begging while adult brought food items. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Biomonitor on site reports observing male and female visiting nest with food. - HWinfrey
05/20/2012 - Nestlings heard being fed 3 times over a nearly 2-hour period. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - Nest empty with no sign of predation. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041712_hwey_04 CP87-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 100 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/17/2012 4/23/2012 04/17/2012 - Male and female HOFIs observed adding nesting material. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum reports examining nest area closely from lift and finding no nesting material 
remaining. Nest apparently abandoned or destroyed by weather. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

CALT California Towhee 041712_hwey_05 Alpine Underground Ductbank Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 37 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/17/2012 4/30/2012 04/17/2012 - California Towhee observed incubating 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - CALT on nest at 1135. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity at nest. Nest lining has been pulled out, indicating predation. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 041712_ltiw_01 EP83-PS-S Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 150 100 100 100 Indeterminate 4/17/2012 5/6/2012 04/17/2012 - A Bushtit was observed bringing caterpillars to a complete nest several times. It appears that 3 
Bushtits are attending this nest. - LTymkiw
04/20/2012 - The bottom of the nest is open. No visible debris on ground below nest. Pair observed adding 
material to the nest. Possible predation of nestlings and pair attempting to repair nest. - ELoveless
04/22/2012 - Both parents carried food into nest twice. Could not hear begging from 20 feet away. Bottom of 
nest appears frayed, but no opening detectable there. - MKuehn
04/24/2012 - Observed work activities from pull site. Helicopter pulled sock line over the vicinity of the nest, and 
it appeared that the helicopter was above 100 feet when flying with the line. The sock line appeared to slack 
within the buffer but did not touch vegetation near the nest. When switching wire phases, the line slacked and hit 
a rock and vegetation at a distance of approximately 115 feet from the nest. Nesting bird impacts not observed. - 
VNovik
04/25/2012 - Observed work activities from pull site. Line was pulled back to EP83 south pull site. Line was 
observed to go slack and hit vegetation and hit a rock at a distance of approximately 115 feet from the nest. The 
line was raised and pulled to the pull site where the line was connected to the helicopter and was flown back to 
the EP83 north pull site. It appeared that the helicopter flew outside of the 100 foot buffer. Nesting bird impacts 
were not observed. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - Adults feeding young in nest. Begging can be heard from 20 feet. The young will likely fledge by 
around 4/2. - MKuehn
05/06/2012 - Nest has 2 holes in the side, and feathers and nesting material are on branches and ground below. 
Nest contained nestlings when discovered on 4/17, which were at least 12 days old when parents were bringing 
food to nest on 4/29. Nest could have fledged and then been damaged since last checked on 4/29. No adults or 
fledglings could be detected in 30 minutes within 100 feet of nest. Nest outcome is indeterminate, but seems 
likely to have failed with nestlings. - MKuehn

N/A
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041712_mdus_01 CP39-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 200 300 175 175 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/17/2012 5/8/2012 04/17/2012 - Adult male CAGN observed pulling nest material from old nest (030512_mdus_01) and carrying it to 
a new nest location. Male made over 6 trips from the old nest to the new one, interspersing those trips with 
frequent short trips to the new nest from other areas. The female was not observed returning to the old nest, 
instead foraging near the new nest location, and bringing in material. Between them, the adults made over 20 
trips to the new nest between 07:45 and 10:00. Nest is approximately 30% constructed. - MDicus
04/20/2012 - The CAGN nest area was monitored during wire pulling activities between structures CP39 and CP40 
to ensure the activity caused no disturbances to the nest. All helicopter activity was at a distance sufficient 
enough that there was no buffeting of vegetation by rotor wash, and the helicopter did not fly over the nest. The 
CAGN pair was observed foraging within the survey area, visiting the nest infrequently. All nest monitoring today 
was conducted by a permitted biologist from outside the buffer at a distance of over 200 feet. - MDicus
04/24/2012 - 3 nest exchanges were observed at 30-minute intervals:07:00, 07:30, and 08:00. The nest contents 
were not checked, but based on the timeline and observed behaviors, the pair is incubating eggs. - MDicus
05/01/2012 - The pair was observed exchanging incubating duties at the nest 3 times during the observation 
period. At 07:32 the female exchanged with the male while the male foraged. At 08:05 the male switched with 
female, and at 08:35 the female was back on the nest. - MDicus
05/08/2012 - After 1 hour of observed inactivity, the nest was checked and found to contain no eggs or nestlings. 
1 punctured shell fragment was found on the ground approximately 2 feet from the nest. The CAGN pair was later 
observed constructing a new nest approximately 200 feet downslope of this location. - MDicus

No

CORA Common Raven 041712_mdus_02 CP35-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/17/2012 4/19/2012 04/17/2012 - Avian approved biologist C. Vettes discovered a stick nest in the early stages of construction 
(approximately 15% complete) in lattice structure CP35-2. No CORA activity was observed in the vicinity of the 
nest; however, no sticks were observed in the tower yesterday afternoon (04/16/12), and the Common Raven pair 
that attempted to nest in CP36-1 was observed perching in CP35-2 following the nest removal in CP36-1. - MDicus
04/18/2012 - CORA pair was observed adding sticks to a nest that is now approximately 50% constructed. The pair 
carried sticks to the nest 4 times between 11:15 and 12:00, with one adult standing in the nest for approximately 
10 minutes, adjusting material. - MDicus
04/19/2012 - Between 11:00 and 13:45, the avian biologist watched the CORA pair make 3 trips to the nest with 
sticks, dead yucca fibers, and toilet paper. The nest was removed at 13:45 in the presence of an avian biologist to 
facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence (received 04/19/12) and through adherence to the 
NBMMP. Deterrents present on the site included mylar flash tape tied to the base and arms of the tower. 
Following concurrence, a lineman was flown to the top of the tower. The nest was first checked for eggs or 
nestlings. The nest was empty. The lineman removed the nest, which was approximately 80% constructed at the 
time of removal, and installed 2 Daddy Long Legs nest deterrents. The nest was photographed prior to removal. 
The raven pair was observed circling the tower and vocalizing during this process. No additional nesting behaviors 
were observed. - MDicus

No

CACW Cactus Wren 041712_rrdd_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 12 100 100 100 Satellite nest 4/17/2012 5/1/2012 04/17/2012 - CACW gathering nest material from freshly graded road and building into new nest at 0714. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - CACW singing incessantly at this nest for duration of 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Nest appears substantially improved, but no CACW detected during 40 minutes of observation. - 
RRadd
05/08/2012 - Although the nest appears to have fresh material added, no CACW were detected during 30 minutes 
of observation. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - No CACW detected. Nest is not improved. - RRadd

N/A

AMKE American Kestrel 041712_rrdd_02 CP62-2-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - AMKE pair copulate on adjacent tree at 0703. Male "shows" Platanus racemosa cavity to female at 
0706. Female enters cavity at 0709 and remains for duration of 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Following heavy rain, wet male brings lizard to female who emerges dry from cavity at 0710. She 
consumes it in 2 pieces and returns to nest by 0730. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Female AMKE emerges from cavity at 0717 and perches up to wait for food drop. Male does not 
arrive by 0730. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - AMKE male harassing RTHA from food exchange perch near nest, then nest guarding. Female not 
observed during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Female leaves cavity to accept insect food from male at 1219. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - AMKE pair carrying food to nest at 1736. - RRadd

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 041712_rrdd_03 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Scrubs Traffic 26 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/17/2012 5/10/2012 04/17/2012 - PHAI pair making multiple trips with nest material. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Female on nest after heavy rain at 0815. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Female PHAI departs nest and male settles on 0757. No food brought to nest. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - No bird visible on hidden nest, but male PHAI perches nearby giving alarm calls in response to 
observer presence. Hatched young? - RRadd
05/15/2012 - No PHAI activity at this nest during 30-minute observation. Monitor once more before closing. - 
RRadd
05/24/2012 - No activity for more than 2 weeks indicates this attempt was terminated. - RRadd

No
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OATI Oak Titmouse 041712_rrdd_04 Hartung CY-N Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 32 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/17/2012 5/13/2012 04/17/2012 - OATI visited cavity with food at 1446. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - OATI brings food item to nest at 1438. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - OATI exits nest at 1411 and makes numerous trips with food during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - OATI pair feeding nest at 2 minute intervals, 1417. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - OATI no longer attend this cavity. Previous observations suggest successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 041712_rrdd_06 El Monte CY Construction Yards Riparian Forests and Woodlands Other 35 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/17/2012 5/24/2012 04/17/2012 - ANHU incubating nest from 1533 -1548. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - ANHU on nest for duration of 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - ANHU leaves nest briefly to forage, and no young are fed at return, suggesting incubation is in 
progress. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - ANHU female on nest more than off, but no feeding of young observed. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - ANHU female feeding single nestling at 0737. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - 24 May; Nest appears intact and empty. ANHU no longer visit. Previous observations suggest 
successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 041712_rrdd_07 El Monte CY Construction Yards Riparian Forests and Woodlands Other 25 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/17/2012 5/14/2012 04/17/2012 - BUSH pair briefly visit nest that appears substantially complete at 1521. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Male BUSH foraging near nest which appears complete. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Solo BUSH visits nest surreptitiously at 1531 and then departs. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Nest appears sound and fair. No BUSH detections from 1534-1600. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest has been destroyed by natural agents. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 041912_bald_01 Sycamore Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/19/2012 5/15/2012 04/19/2012 - Nest was discovered when the biologist was walking by the nest, and the female flushed from the 
nest while the avian biologist was 2 feet distant; 4 eggs on nest. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Adult female incubating on nest. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - Female flushed from nest at about 10 feet upon approach to examine phases draped over pile of 
tubing. Nest with several nestlings, exact number is uncertain. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Female flushed from nest at about 30 feet, stayed away while phase and static wires were removed 
by hand from where they had lain draped over the aluminum tubing pile after being lowered from above. 
Nestlings remain in nest, being brooded by adult female. Avian biologist decided to enter buffer with 2 SDG&E 
workers to remove this wire to preclude inadvertent tipping or jerking of nest tube during wire retrieval using 
truck wench. Avian biologist was not present and did not observe phase and static wire being lowered into 30-
foot buffer, and on top of and in direct contact with the aluminum tube that contains the nest. It is unclear why 
this occurred, a bio-monitor was presumably present during all of these activities. - BArnold
05/02/2012 - Female observed at nest. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Large nestlings observed shifting around inside nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Well-protected nest, slightly degraded with lots of scat, empty and indicative of recent fledging. - 
BArnold

Yes

CALT California Towhee 041912_elss_01 Gorka Gate Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 500 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/19/2012 5/16/2012 04/19/2012 - One CALT observed laying in nest. - ELoveless
04/23/2012 - CALT on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - CALT on nest for duration of 15 minutes observer was nearby. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - CALT on nest for duration of the observation. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - CALT carrying food to nest at 5-15 minute intervals. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest is empty and intact, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041912_elss_02 Gorka Gate Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 240 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/19/2012 4/25/2012 04/19/2012 - Nest complete with no eggs. Female entered the nest twice during 30-minute observation with no 
material. She stayed in the nest for 1-3 minutes at a time. - ELoveless
04/23/2012 - LEGO female on nest for duration of observation at 1505. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is complete, lined and empty. LEGO pair present and calling nearby, though not observed on 
nest. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest is aging. Although LEGO pair remain in area, they exhibit no association with this nest. - RRadd

No

SPTO Spotted Towhee 041912_elss_04 Gorka Gate Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 500 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/19/2012 5/18/2012 04/19/2012 - Female SPTO observed adding nesting material to nest. - ELoveless
04/23/2012 - No SPTO detections during 30 minute observation on cool gray day. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - No SPTO detections near this nest during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - No SPTO detected in area during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - SPTO pair make 3 trips with food to nest 1242, 1252, 1308. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest is no longer being fed, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041912_jdus_01 CP51-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 30 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/19/2012 4/25/2012 04/19/2012 - HOFI female stealing nest material from CAKI nest attempt in same tower (has now completely 
dismantled and removed all visible signs of CAKI nest attempt). 10 trips to HOFI nest with material were observed. 
- JDicus
04/25/2012 - Nest is gone. During 2 hours of observation, a pair of House Finches landed in different locations 
within the tower and appeared to be nest site selecting, but neither bird showed an affinity to the original nest 
location; nor were they observed carrying material to this spot. - MDicus

No
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HOWR House Wren 041912_jdus_02 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 62 100 50 50 Fledged 4/19/2012 5/11/2012 04/19/2012 - Pair attends nest, entering multiple times. Male sings incessantly from nest tree. - JDicus
04/27/2012 - With the exception of a few minutes, 1 wren was in the nest cavity or perched within 15 feet for the 
30 minute observation period. In general, the male perched nearby singing and entered the nest on occasion to 
give the female food. The female entered and exited the nest, apparently foraging. At one point, the female had 
exited the nest, and a pair of HOFI landed near the cavity entrance. The male wren entered the cavity was able to 
keep the finches from entering. - VEurs
05/04/2012 - Both adults were observed making multiple trips into the nest cavity with food in a short period of 
time to feed their extremely vocal nestlings. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - Both adults were observed by the nest cavity as the sound of several wrens scolding was heard in 
nearby shrubs. The area around the cavity entrance is spotted with droppings, perhaps indicating that fledglings 
were perched there for a time. The female made about a dozen trips to remove nesting material from the cavity 
as the male sang energetically close by. The pair may attempt a second clutch. - VEurs

Yes

WTKI White-tailed Kite 041912_lton_01 GS-NS-24 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/19/2012 TBD 04/19/2012 - Adult initially seen flying within the vicinity of the pine trees on the abandoned property to the 
north. The nest was identified during the potential raptor nesting detection portion of the survey. An adult was 
observed on the nest and did not leave when the avian biologist logged the location using a GPS device. - 
LThoreson
04/28/2012 - One adult on nest and another perched 100 feet away. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Adult remained on nest for entire 30 minute observation period, rising occasionally to tend nest 
contents. Second adult was not detected. Unsure if nest contains eggs still, or young nestlings. Adult was 
positioned low in nest. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Two nestlings observed in nest. One has juvenile plumage and is standing on the rim of the nest. 
The 2nd nestling was observed briefly and stayed low in the nest. No adults were observed. - ELoveless
05/22/2012 - A nestling can still be seen at the nest (appears in full juvenile plumage). - MKuehn
05/30/2012 - One nestling could be seen perched on rim of nest. - MKuehn

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 041912_rrdd_01 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 65 100 60 60 Indeterminate 4/19/2012 5/14/2012 04/19/2012 - BUSH making regular trips to nest which appears mostly complete. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - BUSH near nest was not observed entering nest on cool rainy day. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - No activity at this intact nest from 0900-0920. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - BUSH pair foraging away from nest visit after 30 minutes. Both enter, one stays, the other returns 
briefly after 5 minutes then departs and does not return, 0820. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest appears intact and well protected but no BUSH detected during 35 minutes of cool foggy 
weather from 0745-0820. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - No activity observed from 1335-1350. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - Nest appears to be deteriorating, no BUSH detected. Uncertain if an egg was ever laid. - RRadd

N/A

CALT California Towhee 041912_rrdd_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 75 75 Indeterminate 4/19/2012 4/30/2012 04/19/2012 - CALT at nest containing 2 eggs. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - CALT does not leave nest during 10 minute observation. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest empty, but CALT still agitated at presence of observer at edge of buffer. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest remains empty; CALT likely re-nesting outside the buffer. - RRadd

N/A

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041912_rrdd_03 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 26 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/19/2012 4/21/2012 04/19/2012 - LEGO pair attending nest with 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nest contains 1 egg. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is empty and falling apart. Presumed damaged by weather approximately 21 April. - RRadd

No

CATH California Thrasher 041912_rrdd_04 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Scrubs BMP installation/maintenance 100 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/19/2012 4/22/2012 04/19/2012 - CATH on nest appeared to be rotating eggs or interacting with nestlings - no food carry observed. - 
RRadd
04/23/2012 - CATH on nest at 1708. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is intact with some feces on the nest rim. Adult CATH perches above nest and sings 
intermittently for15  minutes. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 041912_sjon_01 EP70 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/19/2012 4/19/2012 04/19/2012 - Nest location was approximately 15 feet from A leg and 9 feet up in manzanita shrub. Nest was 
estimated to be approximately 10% complete. Nest location provided little protection from rotor wash. Because 
of the high potential for this nest to be negatively impacted by rotor wash from the sky crane while setting 
towers, it was removed at a very early stage of building (10%), with no eggs or young present following 
concurrence, per the NBMMP. Removal at this stage provides the nesting pair the chance to successfully build a 
nest away from the tower location, and allows critical construction activities to proceed without delay at this 
location. - SJohnston

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_ahll_01 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/20/2012 4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - Nest was found by biomonitor during morning sweeps, approximately 95% complete, with no eggs 
or young present. Streamer deterrents installed on crane and cavities were taped. Removal of nest was required 
based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction and the CAISO request for 
energization by June 1, such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for 
more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer 
reduction allowing for use of the crane, but rather, for removal. Nest was photographed and removed, per the 
NBMMP. - AHill

No
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HOFI House Finch 042012_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/20/2012 4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - Well-built and well-placed nest with 5 eggs was discovered by a mechanic after he moved lift about 
50 feet to a new location to perform scheduled maintenance. Mechanic contacted the bio-monitor, who in turn 
contacted the avian biologist. The lift had been moved earlier in the morning, prior to the mechanic moving it. In 
addition, during the past week the lift had been used and moved several times by the SRPL new construction 
workers, and was available for use by O&M maintenance workers, who definitely used a lift during their 
maintenance activities, but it is unclear if this particular lift was the one that they used. It remains unclear when 
this nest was constructed and when the eggs were laid. House Finches lay 1 egg a day. They can build a nest in 1 
day, but given the well-built nature of this nest, it likely required 2 or more days to finish. As such, this nest can be 
as recently constructed as 7 days ago, or it could have been constructed up to 3 weeks ago. The lift was present 
inside the substation during this entire period. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_elss_01 CP95-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/20/2012 4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed carrying nesting material to the CP95 monopole about 12 
times throughout the day. The nest was less than 10% complete and no eggs were present. Bird deterrent tape is 
present within 6 inches of the nest. Construction at the tower may require work to take place at the nest site. 
Because the nest is located in a man-made Project structure that requires construction within the possible nest 
cycle, deterrents were present, and the birds are only in the beginning stages of nest building, the nest was 
removed from the structure, following NBMMP stipulations. The nest was photographed. - ELoveless

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_hwey_01 EP34-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - tower erection 100 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/20/2012 5/4/2012 04/20/2012 - Male and female HOFIs adding nest material. Nest appears 80% complete. A close examination with 
mirror reveals no eggs inside. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - 2 hatchlings in nest, partially emerged from eggs.  Earliest expected fledging date is 5/9/12. - 
HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - Nest is pulled apart, with 2 broken eggshells remaining in nest. Nest closed due to predation. - 
HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_jdus_01 CP32-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/20/2012 4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - A new House Finch nest was detected inside the CP32-2 middle traveler on the west side of the 
tower 100 feet above ground level. The female House Finch made 9 trips to nest with material. Nest stage could 
not be determined from the ground, though active nest building suggested egg laying had not begun. A lineman 
was dispatched to the tower via helicopter skid transfer to verify nest contents while avian biologist remained to 
confirm status of nest per the NBMMP, given wire stringing occurring at the site. Nest contents were verified by a 
lineman on the tower before stringing of that phase commenced. Avian biologists may not climb a tower due to 
the required safety training and equipment. At 1225, the crew arrived at the tower. Avian biologist communicated 
the nest location and confirmed lineman was to check nest contents without disturbing traveler. At 1234 the 
lineman called down that the nest was empty and with concurrence from avian biologist, nest removal was 
completed. - JDicus

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 042012_rrdd_01 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows Grading 8 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/20/2012 4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - Clean empty nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest remains empty 1 day after severe weather. LASP activity on territory continues. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - No eggs were ever laid in this nest. - RRadd

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 042012_rrdd_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows Grading 49 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/20/2012 4/26/2012 04/20/2012 - Complete nest ready to receive first egg. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest remains empty 1 day after severe weather. LASP activity on territory continues. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - R. Radd reports that no eggs were ever laid in this nest. - KAlberts

No

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 042012_rrdd_03 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/20/2012 5/9/2012 04/20/2012 - CAKI pair carrying material to insulator mounting bracket. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - CAKI pair frequenting nest; no material carrying observed. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - CAKI continue to frequent and defend this location, but nest condition unknown. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - CAKI no longer present at tower, thus site apparently usurped by WEKI pair building new nest 
adjacent. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_rrdd_04 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/20/2012 TBD 04/20/2012 - HOFI on nest which appears complete and ready for an egg. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - HOFI incubation of 5 eggs continues. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest contains grey downy young at 1058. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Adult feeding large feathered young; anticipated to fledge 2-3 days. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042012_rrdd_05 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows Other 100 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/20/2012 5/20/2012 04/20/2012 - Nest with 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - HOFI attending hatched young at 1234. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI male feeding nestlings. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Small nestlings are feathered at 1054. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest is empty, presumed fledged. Juveniles observed away from nest. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042012_rrdd_06 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 10 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/20/2012 4/29/2012 04/20/2012 - HOFI bringing nest material. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - No changes at this nest. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is no longer present and is presumed lost to weather or nest material thievery. - RRadd

No
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HOFI House Finch 042012_rrdd_07 CP64-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 32 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/20/2012 5/14/2012 04/20/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Changed species from Lark Sparrow to House Finch. Nest contains 3 eggs and 1 fresh-hatched 
nestling. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - HOFI continues to brood nestlings. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI on nest does not flush during brief observation. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest is empty with many feces on rim, suggests successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

PHAI Phainopepla 042012_rrdd_08 CP65-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 200 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/20/2012 4/30/2012 04/20/2012 - Nest is 50% built with male PHAI adding material at 1310. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest appears complete; PHAI male chases female away at observer approach. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest has fallen sideways, presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

BCHU Black-chinned Hummingbird 042012_rrdd_09 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/20/2012 TBD 04/20/2012 - Female BCHU bringing Platanus racemosa fuzz to nest 50% complete. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - BCHU lying intermittently on complete nest. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Female on nest at 0704 does not flush. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - Female comes to nest and stays at 1722. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Female BCHU comes to nest (after 20 minutes away) and settles at 1604, does not feed young. - 
RRadd
05/22/2012 - BCHU female perched near nest. Nest appears full, but observation terminated when dive-bombed 
by female COHA from adjacent nest. Nestling presence presumed. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042012_vers_01 CP32-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 130 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/20/2012 5/19/2012 04/20/2012 - While monitoring a nearby nest, the biologist observed a Bushtit pair foraging in the area, returning 
to a particular shrub. Upon examining the shrub, a complete nest was found. The male brought a small insect into 
the nest, presumably for the female, as no sounds of nestlings were heard emanating from the nest. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - Adults observed making numerous trips with food material. Nestling begging calls could be heard 
when adults arrived. - GHuffman
05/05/2012 - The nestlings could be heard vocalizing as an adult brought food into the nest. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - No Bushtits approached the nest during 35 minutes of observation, but they were detected flying 
about the surrounding habitat. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - There is no sign of the nest in the nest shrub. This nest with young may have failed due to natural 
causes or may have fledged between 5-5 and 5-12. - VEurs

N/A

HOFI House Finch 042112_ghan_01 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 30 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/21/2012 04/21/2012 - Discovered nest while performing transects between pull site and tower. Nest was vacant for 
approximately 10 minutes and then observed female HOFI on nest. Contents of nest not visible from any vantage 
point but due to duration of female on nest it can be concluded that she is incubating. Buffer signs installed and 
trail staked from pull site to tower to clarify boundary. - GHuffman
04/28/2012 - Shortly after the start of the observation period, the HOFI pair arrived at the nest. The female 
perched at the edge for a few minutes and eventually settled in the nest, where she remained for 15+ minutes. 
The male was often perched nearby, singing and chasing off other male HOFI's, though he appeared less 
concerned about nearby LEGO's. The male and female exchanged chirping calls. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - Female on the nest during observations. Male perched briefly in the nest shrub to sing. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - No HOFI activity detected in the vicinity of the nest during 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - The nest is completely gone from the nest shrub; there is no sign of it. This nest with eggs or young 
failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 042112_hwey_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/21/2012 4/21/2012 04/21/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed bringing nesting material to tower at 1630 on 4/20/12 by 
biologist R. Haller. Nest building continued on the morning of 4/21/12, with the pair consistently making trips 
with nest material while workers and vehicles were directly beneath the nest. Nest is located in a pocket of bird 
deterrent netting at the top of the tower shroud, about 25 feet off the ground. The nest was examined and found 
to be 50% complete with no eggs or young. Nest removal was conducted per the NBMMP to allow for needed 
cable testing work requiring access to the shroud. - HWinfrey

No
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BLPH Black Phoebe 042112_jpki_01 TL 6915/6924-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - Adults observed entering culvert with nesting material after which partially completed (60%) nest 
was found. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Both adults seen perching in vegetation outside the culvert. Male and female both observed 1 time 
with nest material that they eventually carried into the culvert. The phoebes were sensitive to the biologist's 
presence, even when the biologist was 20 feet away above and behind the culvert opening. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - After 30 minutes of no activity, the biologist climbed down to look at the nest. The nest is complete 
and now lined with grass, but no eggs were seen. No phoebes were detected. When checking a nearby nest on 3 
May, a male phoebe was observed perched on the access gate. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - The female was perched on the access gate post as the biologist arrived. Once the biologist was in 
position to observe the culvert opening, a phoebe flew inside. It left a few minutes later, and the biologist used 
this opportunity to climb down and look in at the nest. The nest now contains at least 2 white eggs, visible over 
the rim of the nest cup. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - The male phoebe was perched on vegetation above the culvert entrance. He flew off after a few 
minutes and was not seen for the rest of the observation period. The female was not observed. The biologist 
carefully approached the entrance to the culvert and looked inside. The female was not in the culvert, but at least 
3 perhaps 4, eggs are visible in the nest. - VEurs
05/26/2012 - After 30 minutes of no observed activity near the mouth of the culvert, the biologist climbed down 
to look at the nest. It still contains at least 3 eggs. After leaving the nest, the biologist stood at the driveway to the 
access road in an effort to spot the phoebes. After approximately 5 minutes, the female flew down to a rock 
commonly used by the pair and then appeared to fly into the culvert. - VEurs

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042112_jpki_02 TL 6924 69kv Tie Line Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 130 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 4/28/2012 04/21/2012 - Female observed on nest with male in vicinity of nest shrub. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Absolutely no sign of the nest in the mulefat shrub. No LEGO activity in the area after 20 minutes of 
observation. Assume this nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes, either because of recent bad 
weather or predation. - VEurs

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 042112_jpki_03 TL 6915/6924 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 45 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/21/2012 5/3/2012 04/21/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to nest within cavity on several occasions. Nestlings also heard 
begging within cavity while adult was present. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Both adults eventually observed bringing food to nestlings within the cavity (at first it was difficult 
to tell if it was 1 adult bringing food, but both were ultimately seen at the cavity at the same time). Nestlings were 
very vocal. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - After 45 minutes of observation, no Bewick's Wrens were detected approaching the nest cavity, 
although a wren was heard briefly scolding downslope. Given the high amount of activity on 28 April and the lack 
of activity on 3 May, it seems very likely the nestlings fledged between these nest checks. The nestlings were very 
loud and of an unknown age at the last visit, so it is very feasible the young have successfully fledged. No 
fledglings were observed, but the dense nature and fairly steep topography make it hard to detect them. This nest 
is now closed and presumed fledged. - VEurs

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 042112_jpki_04 TL 6924 69kV Tie Line Chaparrals Traffic 17 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/19/2012 04/21/2012 - Adult foraging in vicinity of nest after which it entered complete nest and remained inside for at 
least 10 minutes. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Both adults were foraging at start of observation period. 1 adult entered the nest and remained 
there through the end of observations (another 15 minutes). The second adult visited the nest on 2 occasions, but 
the biologist couldn't tell if it was carrying food. No nestlings heard. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - 1 Bushtit made 2 visits to the nest with material after about 10 minutes of observation. After 
another 5-10 minutes, a Bushtit emerged from the nest as the first bird arrived. They both made several trips in 
quick succession carrying what appeared to be more nesting material. No nestlings were heard vocalizing when an 
adult entered the nest. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - During approximately 15 minutes of observation, both adults made several trips into the nest with 
food. The faint sounds of several begging nestlings were detected. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - 15 minutes of no BUSH activity, coupled with a suspicious-looking nest, prompted the biologist to 
approach the nest directly. The nest has a hole in the bottom, and the contents are completely gone. It is like 
looking through a tube. This nest with young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 042112_ltiw_01 EP140-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/7/2012 04/21/2012 - Bushtits were detected in the area during nest survey. Nest was found and appears complete but 
looks small. A female entered  the nest for about 2 minutes, then exited nest. Pair was not disturbed by the 
helicopter flyover or avian biologist observing 10 feet nearby. - LTymkiw
04/30/2012 - Nest looks complete, and 1 Bushtit is perched 8 feet away as if quietly watching over nest, 
territorially. - PKonrad
05/07/2012 - Nest has been predated, torn out of scrub oak and carried away with only the very top of the nest 
left in place. No sign of adults, nestlings, eggs or eggshells in area - closed. - PKonrad

No
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CORA Common Raven 042112_mdus_01 CP16-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - A monitor reported a pair of Common Ravens constructing a nest in the top of structure CP16-1. 
The nest is 90-100% constructed. - MDicus
04/28/2012 - The nest appears to be fully constructed and now has fluffy, white lining. 1 raven flew up and 
perched near the nest as the biologist was driving up access road CP16-1-E-A. The second raven was on the nest. 
The biologist stopped at the junction of the access road leading to the tower. The ravens flew from the tower 
shortly after the biologist arrived and soared around the area, calling to each other. They returned within 10 
minutes, 1 settling on the nest and the other perching in the tower below. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - Ravens were not in sight upon biologist's arrival near the nest. After about 10 minutes, a single 
raven flew into view and landed on the tower. It perched at various places on the tower before flying off again. It 
was soon joined by a second raven and the pair flew around the area, briefly performing a synchronous display. 
They eventually landed on the tower, where a short begging display took place. The presumed female then flew 
out of sight for at least 15 minutes, while the male perched above the nest. A small group of ravens flew into the 
area, and the male left the tower to chase them off. He was joined by the female. The other ravens soon left and 
one of the pair returned to perch above the nest. No raven was on the nest during 45+ minutes of observation, 
until the biologist backed up to leave the area. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - As the biologist approached the area on foot, 1 raven was flying along the access road and the 
second was perched on the tower beside the nest. When the biologist settled down in a strategic viewing spot, 
the raven left the tower. The pair spent the next 90 minutes on the wing, soaring in and out of view, sometimes 
calling to each other. 1 raven perched in the lower portion of the tower for about 2 minutes before taking off 
again. No raven ever settled on the nest, but the warm afternoon temperature may have made incubating 
unnecessary. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - A raven was on the nest as the biologist arrived in the area. It left the nest about 3 minutes later and 
began flying around the area. It chased off a second raven (not its mate, identifiable because of feather molt) that 
landed in the tower below the nest. The mate arrived soon after, and the pair soared around the area, once 
chasing off a Red-tailed Hawk. Neither raven had returned to the nest by the time the biologist left the area. - 
VEurs
05/26/2012 - A raven was on the nest as the biologist arrived across the small valley at CP17. It remained on the 
nest for about 10 minutes before leaving to join its mate in flight. The 2 soared for a bit, and then 1 landed on a 
tower leg foundation with some food. The second raven landed and they slowly consumed the food. They flew 
back and forth to the monopole east of the tower and moved about the tower itself, once perching on the edge of 
the nest to look at the contents. The female briefly performed a begging display on 1 of the tower arms, but it did 
not appear that the male gave her more food. After 30-40 minutes, a raven settled back on the nest to incubate as 
the other continued flying over the hillsides, calling to its mate. - VEurs

TBD

WREN Wrentit 042112_mkhn_02 EP79-E Road Area Chaparrals Other 75 100 75 75 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/4/2012 04/21/2012 - Both adults observed carrying nesting material to nest with biologist crouching, but in plain sight 7 
feet away. Nest approximately 40% complete. Base of nest complete and starting to form rim. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Nest contains 4 pale blue eggs. An adult was near, but not seen on nest. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Nest is empty and contained eggs 6 days ago, indicating likely predation. No eggshells in nest or on 
ground below. A newly begun WREN nest was found today 80 feet from this nest, likely belonging to the same 
pair. - MKuehn

No

WREN Wrentit 042112_mkhn_03 EP101-2-PS-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 58 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/3/2012 04/21/2012 - Adult heard giving low rattling call in vicinity. When area was searched, adult flew from nest when 
biologist was 2 feet away, revealing location of nest. Nest contains 4 pale blue immaculate eggs, which appear 
fresh when lit by sunlight. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Adult seen on nest from 20 feet away. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - Nest is intact but empty. Nest still contained eggs 6 days ago and nestlings normally are fed for 14 
days before fledging, indicating nest has failed prior to fledging young. No eggshell fragments or nestling remains 
found in or below nest. - MKuehn

No

BLPH Black Phoebe 042112_mkhn_04 EP79-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 12 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/21/2012 4/27/2012 04/21/2012 - Female observed collecting material 350 feet away this morning, and flying in this direction. This 
afternoon, when nest was located, she was observed carrying fine materials to nest and placing them. Nest is just 
begun (<5% complete). - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Very little new nesting material has been added. This nest site appears to have been abandoned 
before completion of building. An adult was observed carrying nesting material to a shed across the road to the 
south on private property, and more than 100 feet from the access road. - MKuehn

No

CATH California Thrasher 042112_mkhn_05 EP79-E-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 12 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/17/2012 04/21/2012 - Both adults visited nest with biologist standing 12 feet away on edge of access road. At least 1 adult 
carried nesting material in bill and placed it in nest. Nest is 30% complete, with base of twigs and bark strips 
mostly formed. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Adult stayed tight on nest, presumed to be incubating eggs, but contents were not checked. - 
MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Adult was not on nest. Nest contains 2-3 eggs only. No nestlings present. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Adult on nest. Did not check contents. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Nest empty, no eggshells on ground. No thrashers observed near the nest, but heard 2 thrashers 
calling 150 or more feet away. - ELoveless
05/17/2012 - Nest closed and signs for buffer removed. This nest contained eggs on 5/10 and was empty on 5/16, 
which is too soon to have successfully fledged young. Likely predated. - MKuehn

No
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HOOR Hooded Oriole 042112_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - HOOR female constructing new nest of palm fiber 0815. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOOR pair observed gathering fiber from nearby Canary palm, nest approximately 25% complete. - 
RRadd
05/02/2012 - Female HOOR continues to pull fibers from adjacent Washingtonia and add to this nest, which 
appears substantially complete. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOOR female on nest for duration of 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Female departs nest at 0736 to forage. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - HOOR observed in vicinity of nest but not entering or departing. Nest appears "full" but no 
occupants visible. - RRadd

TBD

HOWR House Wren 042112_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 22 100 50 50 Fledged 4/21/2012 5/26/2012 04/21/2012 - HOWR carrying material to cavity. - RRadd
04/29/2012 - HOWR singing adjacent not observed to enter during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOWR singing at entrance and entering briefly at 0945 does not carry any items. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOWR pair feeding nest at short intervals, male makes 3 trips for each 1 by female. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - HOWR pair bringing food to nest at 2 minute intervals from 0745-0757, male makes 3 trips for each 
by female. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - HOWR feeding fledglings under the nest and flying to nest with food suggests fledglings are 
departing the nest. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042112_rrdd_03 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 3 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/21/2012 5/16/2012 04/21/2012 - LEGO female building nest approximately 70% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Female LEGO on nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - LEGO on nest at 0940. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - LEGO pair feeding nest, 0840. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - No activity at nest, juveniles being fed elsewhere may be from here. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042112_rrdd_04 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 15 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/21/2012 4/26/2012 04/21/2012 - Female ANHU working on nest approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest has fallen. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042112_rrdd_05 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 30 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/21/2012 5/17/2012 04/21/2012 - HOFI pair at complete nest lacking eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOFI goes to nest containing 3 eggs at 1535. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOFI to nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOFI on nest at 1224 does not flush. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOFI active at nest containing 2 small young and 2 unhatched eggs. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Nest is empty and presumed fledged, based on monitoring chronology. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042112_rrdd_06 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/21/2012 5/2/2012 04/21/2012 - Large grass nest appears complete and ready for eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No changes at this nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest has not changed and no birds are associating with it, indicating abandonment. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042112_rrdd_07 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - HOFI pair building nest on fence; approximately 20% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest is 25% complete. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest is only marginally advanced, but strident HOFI pair are present and active a few feet from the 
nest. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOFI active at 2 nests 6 feet apart within the buffer; unclear if both are active, will continue to 
monitor before logging new nest. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs at 1555. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - HOFI attending several (4?) downy nestlings. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042112_rrdd_08 GS-NF-10 Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 6 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/21/2012 5/13/2012 04/21/2012 - LEGO pair making multiple trips - female building nest approximately 60% complete, - RRadd
04/28/2012 - LEGO active in nest at 1006. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - LEGO making trips to nest at intervals that suggest nestlings are being fed. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - LEGO male feeding fledglings with female accompanying at 1415. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest is empty, and on basis of previous observations; presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042112_rrdd_09 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/21/2012 4/26/2012 04/21/2012 - ANHU female making infrequent trips off nest shows no indications of hatched young between 1455 
- 1515. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - Nest has fallen. Presumed lost to severe weather 2 days ago. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 042112_rrdd_10 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 34 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/14/2012 04/21/2012 - BUSH carrying materials to nest which is approximately 30% complete. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - BUSH pair making infrequent trips to nest 0908. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Solo BUSH checks in near nest without entering at 1710. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - No BUSH activity observed at this nest during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest appears damaged and no BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd

No
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042112_vers_01 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - A female Anna's Hummingbird was seen with nesting material. The biologist saw it land in branches 
a sort distance away and discovered a nest approximately 85% complete. She added spider webs and small 
feathers and used her body to shape the cup. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - The female hummingbird spent most of the observation period on the nest, occasionally leaving for 
a few minutes at a time to forage. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - Female on nest, holding tight in the wind. She spent most of the 30-minute observation period on 
the nest, leaving twice, most likely to forage. Upon returning, she settled on the nest immediately, suggesting it 
still contains eggs (not nestlings). - VEurs
05/12/2012 - Female spent equal time off the nest foraging and on the nest incubating. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - The female was not on the nest at the start of observations. She returned after approximately 15 
minutes. She perched on the edge of the nest and bent down to feed nestlings. It seems there are 2 nestlings, 
which she ultimately settled down on in the strong wind. - VEurs
05/26/2012 - When the biologist approached the nest, the female was feeding gnats to a nestling. When she 
finished feeding the nestling, she settled on the nest. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042312_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 45 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/23/2012 5/20/2012 04/23/2012 - Nest with 5 eggs, in same location as 2011 nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Nest with 3 nestlings and 2 eggs. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Nestlings in nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Nestlings in nest. Adult HOFI attending. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - This nest is now empty. The nestlings observed 15 May have now fledged. - BArnold

Yes

NUWO Nuttall's Woodpecker 042312_hwey_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 18 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/23/2012 5/21/2012 04/23/2012 - At 1148, male brings food to nest cavity, apparently for egg-laying female, who leaves nest cavity at 
1204. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Male observed entering nest cavity at 1018 and remaining inside. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Male was observed entering nest cavity at 0958. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - 1 well-developed nestling was observed peering from the cavity between 10:14 and 10:25. The adult 
male NUWO was observed bringing food to the nestling at 10:22, briefly entering the cavity and leaving. - MDicus
05/21/2012 - No activity at cavity entrance from 1232 to 1302. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042312_jdus_01 CP50-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/23/2012 5/14/2012 04/23/2012 - Pair makes 8 trips to 50% constructed nest in 1/2 hour female with material, actively nest building 
while male sings nearby. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Nest looks complete. Female arrived shortly after the start of observations and settled briefly on the 
nest before flying off again. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - The finch pair was near the nest upon the biologist's arrival, but soon flew off. They returned after 
30+ minutes and perched on the tower, where they briefly copulated. The female eventually settled back on the 
nest. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - A complete nest (no eggs) was found on the ground below the tower. No new nesting material was 
in its place, though several pairs of finches were observed perched on and singing from the tower. - LTymkiw

No

PHAI Phainopepla 042312_jdus_02 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 71 100 50 50 Fledged 4/23/2012 5/1/2012 04/23/2012 - Female feeds at least 2 large nestlings. - JDicus
05/01/2012 - No nestlings were on the nest upon biologist's arrival. At least 1 fledged PHAI (with yellow at the 
base of its bill) was observed about 30 feet from the nest. This nest has fledged successfully. - VEurs

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042312_jdus_03 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/23/2012 TBD 04/23/2012 - Female remains on nest during cloudy, drizzly day. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Male fed female, then female went to lay on nest. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Female nest incubating/brooding. Male briefly perched below nest in shrub, singing. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - Male HOFI perched on the edge of the nest to feed nestlings at 1640. - VEurs
05/22/2012 - The head of 1 nestling was visible above the edge of the nest, moving about slightly. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - No activity detected after 30 minutes of observation, but plenty of HOFI activity in the surrounding 
habitat. - VEurs

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042312_jpki_01 69kV Tie line Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Traffic 8 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/23/2012 4/28/2012 04/23/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to nest; nestlings heard begging from nest when adults present. - 
JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - After 40 minutes of observation, no Bushtits were detected anywhere in the area and none 
approached the nest. The nest is in excellent condition, with no signs of damage. The nest contained nestlings of 
unknown age when first recorded, so it seems likely that this nest fledged successfully, although no fledglings 
were detected around the nest. - VEurs

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042312_lton_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/23/2012 4/23/2012 04/23/2012 - Two House Finch nests were identified within 20 feet of each other in the same location, but on 2 
different vehicles. 1 adult House Finch male was perched near both nests; no pair was observed this morning, and 
the adult House Finch did not bring material to this nest. Monitor had been observing nest for over an hour this 
morning. Nest was less than 2% complete. Deterrents in place included: mylar ribbons and many taped-off 
potential cavities. This nest was removed because it is located on a piece of equipment required for testing work 
and was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing use of equipment. Although no bird was seen at the nest, 
the nest is size and composition of a House Finch nest and many finches were within the vicinity. Nest was 
removed per the NBMMP. No eggs or young were present. - LThoreson

No
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HOFI House Finch 042312_lton_02 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/23/2012 4/23/2012 04/23/2012 - Two House Finch nests were identified within 20 feet of each other in the same location, but on 2 
different vehicles. 1 adult House Finch male was perched near both nests; no pair was observed this morning, and 
the adult House Finch did not bring material to this nest. Pair was reported nest building on previous day by M. 
Kuehn. Monitor had been observing nest for over an hour this morning. Nest was less than 10% complete. 
Deterrents in place included: mylar ribbons and many taped-off potential cavities. This nest was removed because 
it was located on a piece of equipment required for testing work and was not a candidate for a buffer reduction 
allowing use of equipment. Nest was removed per the NBMMP. No eggs or young were present. - LThoreson

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042312_lton_03 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 30 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/23/2012 4/30/2012 04/23/2012 - Pair observed defending nest area and going to nest area. Nest is somewhat lop-sided and appears 
to be 70% complete. Male LEGO foraging spider webs 20 feet from nest. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Nest appears to have been destroyed. - LTymkiw

No

PHAI Phainopepla 042312_lton_04 CP49 Temp Work Area Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 50 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/23/2012 5/11/2012 04/23/2012 - Pair observed near nest. Male seen stealing nesting material from active Bushtit nest. Male visited 
nest multiple times during 30 minute period. - LThoreson
05/01/2012 - Male PHAI on nest, incubating. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - Male and female alternate incubating on nest. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good condition, and 
adult PHAI's were detected in the surrounding habitat. - VEurs
05/22/2012 - The nest appears to be in good condition, but no PHAI activity observed near the nest during 30 
minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - No PHAI were detected in the area after 30 minutes of observation. Despite the overall good 
condition of the nest, the lack of activity over the past several visits suggests this nest with eggs has failed due to 
natural causes, most likely predation. - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 042312_lton_05 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 5 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/23/2012 5/14/2012 04/23/2012 - Nest appears complete; however one Bushtit was observed flying to the nest with nesting material 
(feathers), likely for lining. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - No activity after 30 minutes of observation. Lots of Bushtit activity in the surrounding habitat, but 
none associated with the nest. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - No Bushtit activity at the nest after 30 minutes of observation, although Bushtits were detected in 
the surrounding habitat. The nest appears to be in good condition. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - No Bushtits were observed at or near the nest in 45 minutes of observation today, nor have any 
been observed during the past 2 nest checks. Some were heard distantly to the south and west. The nest itself 
looks thin and poorly maintained. It is not known if this nest ever contained eggs or young. - LTymkiw

N/A

LBVI Least Bell's Vireo 042312_tcer_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 310 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/23/2012 5/8/2012 04/23/2012 - Adults building nest, approximately 60% complete. - TCooper
04/24/2012 - Female observed periodically adding willow down to sides of nest. Nest about 70% complete. Still 
skeletal on sides and needs lining. - TCooper
04/25/2012 - The pair was observed energetically building throughout the observation period; the nest appears 
perhaps 85% complete. Nest building was conducted by the female, followed closely by the male who inspected 
the nest periodically and sang sporadically throughout the day (singing 1-2 phrases perhaps only 3-5 times 
per/hour). Nest building sessions lasted 30-60 minutes adding material every 2-5 minutes on average, followed by 
15-30 minute periods of inactivity when the pair was presumably foraging. The pair remained in the nesting area 
and west of the nest location throughout the monitoring period. The pair was observed actively building during 
the short period of helicopter activity. Nest was observed from a rock outcrop 40 feet from the nest which 
provides a natural blind, adults appeared to be behaving normally, and did not show any signs of agitation toward 
the avian biologist. - TCooper
04/26/2012 - The female LBVI was observed frequently bringing material and adding it to the nest, then biologist 
arrived. The nest appears nearly complete, and the female was observed bringing only plant down and lining the 
nest. The male remained in the area, following the female and singing infrequently, occasionally inspecting the 
nest. The pair remained in the nesting area and west of the nest location throughout the monitoring period. The 
nest was observed from a rock outcrop 40 feet from the nest which provides a natural blind, adults appeared to 
be behaving normally, and did not show any signs of agitation toward the avian biologist. - TCooper
04/27/2012 - When first observed, the nest appeared fairly wet from the previous night’s rain. The nest appears 
nearly complete and the female was observed adding material to the nest or otherwise making small repairs 
thought the observation period. The female was observed adding thin threads of plant material and willow down 
to interior of the nest, as well as on several occasions rounding out and smoothing the interior of the nest with 
her body. The male was observed regularly following the female and singing frequently, occasionally inspecting 
the nest. The pair remained in the nesting area and west of the nest location throughout the monitoring period. 
Frequency of nest visits was fairly regular, similar to that observed on 4/25. The pair continued to nesting 
activates until the last observation of the pair at approximately 1710 and not observed from that time until 
biologist left the territory at 1815. The nest was observed from a rock outcrop 40 feet from the nest which 
provides a natural blind; adults appeared to be behaving normally, and did not show any signs of agitation toward 
the avian biologist. - TCooper
04/28/2012 - The LBVI pair was observed within the western portion of the territory, west of the nest. The male 
was observed singing frequently, and the female was observed to make approximately 15 visits to the nest, each 
time adding small amounts of plant down and one feather to the interior of the nest. - TCooper
04/30/2012 - The male LBVI was observed on the nest when the monitoring biologist arrived. The male remained 
on the nest  singing periodically for approximately 45 minutes  The male left the nest at 0930  at which time the 

No

BUSH Bushtit 042312_vnik_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 95 100 93 93 Nest did not reach active stage 4/23/2012 5/1/2012 04/23/2012 - Observed pair making several trips to nest. - VNovik
05/01/2012 - Nest torn apart. Portion of nest on ground, likely depredation event. No eggshell fragments visible 
on ground below nest. Nest closed. - VNovik

No
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BUSH Bushtit 042312_vnik_02 GS-USFS-6 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/23/2012 5/21/2012 04/23/2012 - R. Richardson reported Bushtit nest. Observed birds carrying material to nest, which is nearly 
complete. Bushtits were observed making several trips to the nest while ESA signs were installed. - VNovik
05/02/2012 - Nest looks complete and in good shape, but no Bushtits were observed or heard at the nest or in 
the area during a 30 minute observation period. The Bushtits could be egg laying or incubating and therefore not 
active at the nest site very often. - PKonrad
05/08/2012 - Nest is in good shape, and the adult Bushtits are bringing food to the nest at 3 to 5 minute intervals. 
Once, 1 adult appeared to transfer food to the other adult, and that Bushtit took the food to nestlings in the nest. 
The lack of activity noted last week was probably because the Bushtits were incubating. - PKonrad
05/18/2012 - Bushtits are making feeding visits to the nest at a rate of every 2 to 3 minutes. - PKonrad
05/21/2012 - No Bushtits observed during 25 minute observation period, although nest in good condition. 
Judging from very active feeding activities by adults at nest during observations 3 days ago, and no activity today, 
the nestlings probably fledged during the past day or 2, and the family group has moved out of the area - closed. - 
PKonrad

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042412_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 30 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/24/2012 5/27/2012 04/24/2012 - One egg present in nest. Observed male singing nearby while female went to nest briefly, then both 
flew away. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Avian biologist stopped at 40 feet from nest, where there is line of sight between the nest and 
construction activities, and the bird flew off from nest. This was the second instance this had happened when a 
person was standing 35-40 feet from nest. Once female was out of sight from nest, the avian biologist was able to 
check nest and saw 2 eggs present. - AHill
05/01/2012 - Female incubating full time. - AHill
05/07/2012 - Female is continuing to incubate. - AHill
05/08/2012 - Female incubating. Anticipated hatching date is between May 9-11. - AHill
05/11/2012 - Female brooding 4 hatchlings that are less than 1 day post-hatch. - AHill
05/14/2012 - Observed female feeding nestlings, male nearby. - AHill
05/16/2012 - Parents actively feeding nestlings, and female brooding periodically. Anticipated fledge date is 
between May 24-26, 2012. - AHill
05/17/2012 - Five nestlings present. - AHill
05/19/2012 - Nest contains 5 nestlings. - AHill
05/21/2012 - Five nestlings present. - AHill
05/24/2012 - Nestlings present as of 1630. - AHill
05/29/2012 - Nest empty, presumed fledged on Sunday May 27th. - AHill

Yes

LASP Lark Sparrow 042412_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/24/2012 4/25/2012 04/24/2012 - Pair is actively building, nest is 40% as of 1400. Nest cup is see through, no lining present, no young 
or eggs present. Nest has been submitted for removal, results are pending. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Pair was observed bringing in nesting material actively this morning at 0700 to their nest which was 
approximately 50% complete. No eggs or nestlings were present in nest. Removal of nest was required based on 
potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts 
relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the steel area during the anticipated nest cycle. 
Deterrents present included ongoing construction yard work such as skycrane operations, steel assembly and 
vehicle traffic. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the steel. Nest was removed 
following requirements outlined in the NBMMP with no eggs or young present. - AHill

No

BUSH Bushtit 042412_ahll_03 EP67 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Grading 100 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/24/2012 5/15/2012 04/24/2012 - Bushtit pair is actively bringing lining material to nest. Nest appears complete. - AHill
05/01/2012 - No Bushtits observed near large nest, but egg laying or incubation may be under way, during which 
the adults may be out of sight, inside the nest or out of the area. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Nest appears to be in good condition, but no Bushtits were observed in the area or at the nest. This 
may be the result of behavior related to incubation, or it could indicate the site has been abandoned. Future 
observations will reveal the status of the nest. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard today, none observed since 4/24/2011. Nest looks good, but it 
appears this nest has been abandoned, and there is no indication that an egg was ever laid, although this point is 
extremely hard to prove one way or another - closed. - PKonrad

N/A

HOFI House Finch 042412_ahll_04 EP67 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/24/2012 4/24/2012 04/24/2012 - Nest was found by avian biologist at 1600. Nest appeared to be 60% complete, and pair was seen 
visiting nest and singing on equipment. Streamer deterrents were installed on the crane. Removal of nest was 
required based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower 
assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment 
during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. 
Nest was removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. No eggs or young were present. - AHill

No

CALT California Towhee 042412_fhan_01 EP11-3-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 22 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/24/2012 5/21/2012 04/24/2012 - 2 blue eggs with brown speckles. Adult incubating. - FHoffman
05/01/2012 - Female on nest at 0613, contains 4 eggs. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Female on nest at 0705. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - 3 fluffy nestlings visible in nest. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - Nest is empty, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes
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LASP Lark Sparrow 042412_hwey_01 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE2

Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/24/2012 5/25/2012 04/24/2012 - LASP observed bringing small twigs to nest at 0915. Nest appears 10% complete. - HWinfrey
05/01/2012 - Nest contains 2 cream-colored eggs with brownish streaking. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - LASP was on nest at 0726. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Three nestlings being attended by adult. - BArnold
05/18/2012 - 2 nestlings visible, appearing 5-6 days old. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - Nestlings still present. - BArnold
05/22/2012 - At least 3 nestlings in nest. - BArnold
05/26/2012 - Nest empty. Based on known species nesting chronology of 11-13 days incubation and young 
fledging at 9-10 days, this nest has presumably successfully fledged. Two eggs observed in nest 1 May. Presume 
third egg laid 2 May. Presume 3 eggs hatch 13-15 May or 14-16 May. Three nestlings observed 16, 21, and 22 
May, and 2 reported (third not distinguished but present) on 18 May. Presumed fledged on 25 May. - BArnold

Yes

AMCR American Crow 042412_hwey_02 Alpine Underground Ductbank Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 16 100 100 100 Fledged 4/24/2012 4/25/2012 04/24/2012 - Nest is empty. Fledgling AMCR perched 30 feet above nest being fed by adults at 1205. - HWinfrey
04/25/2012 - No activity at nest and no AMCR observed in area. Fledgling has left area, nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOWR House Wren 042412_jdus_01 CP54-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 50 50 Fledged 4/24/2012 5/21/2012 04/24/2012 - Adult enters stealthily from poison oak thicket below without vocalizing. Remains inside cavity for 
18 minutes, entering again after 10 minutes of foraging without material or visible food item carried, not to 
emerge again for additional 15 minutes observation. Presume nesting stage to be incubating based on these 
observations. - JDicus
05/07/2012 - HOWR feeding nest at 1308, 1312 and 1314. Female pursues male a short distance from the nest for 
food. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - HOWR carrying food to nest at 5-10 minute intervals from 1001-1024. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Young being fed away from nest. Male singing at cavity suggests new clutch being initiated. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042412_lgan_01 CP84 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed carrying nesting material to Leg D of CP84. The pair continued 
to build, undisturbed, while the biologist logged the nest and setup buffer signs for a 30-foot buffer and no 
climbing on tower. - LGorman
05/05/2012 - HOFI making intermittent visits to nest in late afternoon. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - 1:30pm-2:45pm:  Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter 
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately 
10 minutes to conduct hydro-mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to be mulched by spraying 
from outside stakes. No activity observed at nest. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - Female HOFI in nest at 1136. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042412_lgan_02 CP74-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 80 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/24/2012 5/27/2012 04/24/2012 - A House Finch pair was observed building a nest approximately 80 feet high in Leg B of Tower CP74-
2. Nest material visible from below appeared to be at least 60% complete. The pair continued to build while the 
biologist logged the nest and installed 30-foot buffer/no climbing up tower signs. - LGorman
05/07/2012 - Pair visits nest briefly on 2 occasions, once with female adding finer bits of material and laying down 
on nest, shuffling down into the cup and immediately hopping back onto rim of nest. Appears to be putting on 
the finishing touches of nest construction and lining the nest. - JDicus
05/18/2012 - No HOFI detected at this nest during 1-hour observation. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - No HOFI detected at this structure during 40-minute observation. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Nest no longer present and presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 042412_ltiw_01 TL 6924 - 171687 69kV Structure Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed carrying lining material several times to a nest that appears 
complete. - LTymkiw
05/03/2012 - No activity observed during 10 minute period. - BArnold
05/10/2012 - No Bushtits directly approached the nest after 30 minutes of observation. However, a pair of 
Bushtits spent the majority of time foraging in nearby shrubs. Although the biologist did not see them copulate, 
they were displaying courtship behavior and remained quite close to one another. The nest looks complete and is 
in excellent condition. It is likely the pair has reached the egg-laying stage. - VEurs
05/17/2012 - No activity detected at the nest after 40 minutes of observation. After about 30 minutes, some 
Bushtits were detected moving about the vegetation 20-50 feet from the nest. - VEurs
05/25/2012 - No BUSH activity detected during 40 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good condition. - 
VEurs

TBD

CALT California Towhee 042412_ltiw_02 69kV-E Road Area Chaparrals Other 75 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/24/2012 5/14/2012 04/24/2012 - A pair of California Towhees was observed visiting a nest with 2 eggs. - LTymkiw
05/03/2012 - Nest with 2 eggs. - BArnold
05/14/2012 - The nest is perfectly intact but no longer contains eggs or young. This nest with eggs or young failed 
due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

WREN Wrentit 042412_ltiw_03 TL 6924 - Z101797 69kV Structure Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/24/2012 5/10/2012 04/24/2012 - A pair of Wrentits was observed visiting a complete nest with 4 pale blue eggs. - LTymkiw
05/03/2012 - Nest with 4 eggs, in Xylococcus bicolor (mission manzanita). Flushed from nest at 2 feet. - BArnold
05/10/2012 - The nest is intact but the lining is mussed and the eggs are gone. This nest with eggs or young failed 
due to natural causes. - VEurs

No
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AMKE American Kestrel 042412_mdus_01 CP23-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - On 04/22/12, biomonitor A. Steyers reported observing a female AMKE briefly entering the lowest 
arm of the 69kV monopole before joining a male and leaving the area. On 04/24/12 the avian biologist observed 
the AMKE pair chasing a pair of Red-tailed Hawks from structure CP23, after which the female AMKE entered the 
lowest arm of the 69kV pole and did not emerge for 25 minutes. During this time, the male hunted and perched 
on a nearby wire. The female emerged from the cavity at 1318 and the pair left the nest vicinity. They returned at 
approximately 1600, the female vocalizing and the male diving at the Red-tailed Hawk perched in CP23. - MDicus
05/01/2012 - No AMKE activity during 90+ minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - At approximately 1610, after 80 minutes of observation, the female kestrel exited the nest cavity. 
She flew to the transmission wires to the west of the monopole, where she perched and then defecated. She 
remained on the wire, preening and fluffing her feathers, until a Red-tailed Hawk soared by. She briefly gave 
chase, vocalizing, but soon returned to the wire. She re-entered the nest cavity at about 1620. The male kestrel 
was not observed. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - Both adults were seen as the biologist arrived near the nest cavity. The female was holding a lizard, 
which she consumed before flying into the nest cavity. The male perched on a transmission wire near the cavity 
before flying off to the east. He eventually returned carrying a small bird. In response to his calls, the female 
exited the nest cavity and took the bird from him. She perched on a wire away from the nest, consumed the bird, 
and the pair flew off. - VEurs
05/22/2012 - The female was observed soon after the start of observations, moving in and out of view as she 
hunted. She eventually entered the nest cavity. The male arrived carrying food, calling for the female. She exited 
the cavity, took the food from him and took it into the cavity. She soon exited and flew out of sight. The male 
returned about 20 minutes later with another lizard. The female flew into view, took the lizard and again carried it 
into the cavity. She exited almost immediately and flew out of view as the male remained perched on a 
transmission wire. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - The female arrived at the nest cavity after approximately 30 minutes of observation. She carried 
prey into the cavity and exited immediately. She then perched on a spacer between 2 distribution wires and 
preened. After about 5 minutes, she flew out of sight to the north. - VEurs

TBD

HOWR House Wren 042412_rrdd_01 CP83-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 40 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/24/2012 5/26/2012 04/24/2012 - Male singing at cavity, female enters and remains 0758. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - HOWR exits nest at 1250. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Considerable HOWR song and activity within undergrowth near nest, but no cavity entrance or exit 
observed from 1630-1645. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - No activity observed from 0944-1004. Possibly an alternate nest. Monitor once more prior to 
potentially closing. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - HOWR are nesting elsewhere, this cavity likely abandoned as part of the site selection process. - 
RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 042412_rrdd_02 CP83-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 50 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/24/2012 5/4/2012 04/24/2012 - BUSH bringing material to nest at 10-minute intervals 0918, approximately 60% complete. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest has been pulled apart from side at nest cup - possibly predated. Nesting chronology shows that 
eggs may have been present, but that cannot be determined. - RRadd

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 042412_rrdd_03 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - BUSH pair carrying spider silk and feathers to nest, approximately 70% complete. - RRadd
05/06/2012 - BUSH exits nest at 1450. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - BUSH male makes brief visit at 1512 after 30 minutes of no activity. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - BUSH departs nest with fecal sac at 1347. - RRadd

TBD

HOWR House Wren 042412_rrdd_04 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - HOWR male singing nearby while female carries sticks at 1-minute intervals. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Female visits infrequently, male announces all exits. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - HOWR enters cavity at 1504. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Female HOWR departs nest at 1113, returns at 1122 with small food item. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - HOWR carries insect to nest at 1400. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042412_rrdd_05 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 70 70 Nest did not reach active stage 4/24/2012 5/5/2012 04/24/2012 - ANHU lying on complete nest. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest is weathered, misshapen and unattended. Presumed lost to weather prior to eggs. - RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042412_rrdd_06 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 17 100 70 70 Nest did not reach active stage 4/24/2012 5/5/2012 04/24/2012 - ANHU female building nest which is 40% complete. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest has fallen from substrate. Presumed lost to natural causes prior to becoming active. - RRadd

No

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 042412_rrdd_07 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 60 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/24/2012 5/5/2012 04/24/2012 - NOMO attending fresh, un-lined stick basket nest. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - NOMO have moved to a new location 60 feet north and outside the buffer. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042412_rrdd_08 12kV Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 90 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/24/2012 5/6/2012 04/24/2012 - Nest appears complete, but HOFI at pole did not come to nest during 15-minute observation. - 
RRadd
05/05/2012 - No birds are associating with this empty unused nest. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042412_rrdd_09 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 35 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/24/2012 5/11/2012 04/24/2012 - Nest appears well established and HOFI activity is continuous. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Pair defending, and female sits at nest periodically. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Nest is no longer present. - RRadd

No
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042412_sjon_01 EP77-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 12 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/24/2012 5/3/2012 04/24/2012 - Observed male LEGO feeding incubating female. - SJohnston
05/03/2012 - No activity at nest for 30 minutes. Visual inspection revealed that nest lining has been pulled out of 
cup and is hanging down from north side. Likely depredated. - MKuehn

No

BUOR Bullock's Oriole 042412_sjon_02 EP77-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 30 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/24/2012 5/22/2012 04/24/2012 - Observed female building nest. Nest appears approximately 70% complete. - SJohnston
05/03/2012 - Male defending area around nest by chasing away WESJ and other male BUOR. Nest appears 
complete and intact. Female not detected in 20 minutes, indicating she is likely incubating. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Female observed flying to nest and resuming incubation. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - No activity at nest for 45 minutes and no BUOR detected in area. Nest appears intact and no 
eggshells could be found on ground below nest. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - No activity at nest for 30 minutes and no BUOR detected in area for second check in a row. Nest still 
appears intact, and no eggshells could be found on ground below nest. Based on observed incubating behavior, 
on 5/3 this nest is likely to have failed with eggs for unknown reasons. - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 042412_vers_01 CP6-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/24/2012 4/24/2012 04/24/2012 - On 24 April 2012, the onsite biomonitor A. Steyers observed a pair of House Finches perching on an 
excavator in the work area of CP6 and entering the joint in the hydraulic arm with nesting material. This piece of 
equipment is needed for construction of a Hilfiker wall at CP6l. Nesting bird deterrents were present on the 
excavator in the form of copious amounts of mylar flagging. The nest was approximately 2% complete at time of 
removal and did not contain any eggs or young. Photographs were taken to document deterrents in place, the 
removal process, material removed per the NBMMP and new deterrents added. After the nest was removed, 
construction personnel stuffed filter fabric into the joints of the equipment in an effort to prevent further nesting 
attempts. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 042512_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 100 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/25/2012 4/28/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest with 3 eggs. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - No HOFI associated with nest. Nest with 3 eggs, the same as yesterday. Nest very wet and slightly de-
constructed from last night's heavy rainfall. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Nest and 3 eggs no longer present as of 28 April 2012. Appears to be natural predation of nest. - 
BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 042512_bald_02 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 140 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/25/2012 5/17/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest appears complete, no eggs or HOFI activity observed. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - No adult HOFI observed at nest. The nest is very wet from last night's heavy rainfall, and contains no 
eggs. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Nest empty, no activity observed either today 30 April or yesterday, 29 April. Changed status to 
Inactive. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Nest appeared in good condition and nearly complete when it became soaked during a rain storm in 
late April. No eggs were ever observed. This nest never attained active status. This nest was never re-established 
and never contained eggs. It failed, likely due to natural causes. Change status to closed. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 042512_bald_03 Sycamore Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 80 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/25/2012 5/15/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest with 5 eggs. Female flushed at 3 feet. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - Observed female leave nest on her own. Upon brief examination, nest was discovered to contain at 
least 3 nestlings. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Nest with several nestlings. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Nestlings observed in nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Well-protected nest slightly degraded with lots of scat, indicative of recent fledging. Nest closed. - 
BArnold

Yes

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 042512_bloh_01 CP10 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - foundations 800 300 300 300 Fledged 4/25/2012 5/9/2012 04/25/2012 - 2 nestlings present; both adults bringing food and feeding repeatedly, male returning with food 
about twice as much as female. - BLohstroh
05/02/2012 - Nest pulled apart, broken sage stems above nest, no sign of nestlings or fledglings in area. Nest 
likely taken by avian predator. - BLohstroh
05/09/2012 - Pair observed feeding one juvenile; fledged. - KAlberts

Yes

MODO Mourning Dove 042512_elss_01 EP78-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests OH - wire stringing 110 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/25/2012 5/30/2012 04/25/2012 - See following comment. - KAlberts
04/25/2012 - Mourning Dove observed lying on the nest. - ELoveless
05/04/2012 - No activity at nest for 20 minutes. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Adult on nest. Based on timing of observations (incubating when found on 4/25), this nest likely 
contains nestlings. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
05/30/2012 - No activity at nest for 30 minutes. Based on observations, nest expected to fledge no later than 
5/24. Nest is intact and no nestlings could seen over rim or when viewed from below (nest is somewhat 
transparent). No adults or fledglings could be detected in area. Likely fledged, since nest was active on 5/22, only 
2 days prior to expected fledge date. - MKuehn

Yes
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BUSH Bushtit 042512_ghan_01 CP31-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - Pair observed making multiple trips carrying nesting material between 1600 and 1700 by avian 
biomonitor T. Dipaola. Nest is about 50% complete. Buffer staked for foot and helicopter traffic at 50 feet.- 
GHuffman
05/02/2012 - Nest looks nearly complete, although a little small. The pair made at least 8 trips to the nest to add 
material during a 15-minute visit. They may have copulated, based on vocalizations and vigorous movements in 
the nest tree, but the dense foliage prevented the biologist from confirming this. - VEurs
05/09/2012 - A Bushtit was leaving the nest tree as the biologist approached. Within 5 minutes, a Bushtit arrived 
and entered the nest where it remained for 20 minutes and was eventually joined by a second Bushtit. The pair 
remained in the nest as the biologist left the area. The nest looks complete. - VEurs
05/16/2012 - During 30 minutes of observation, a single Bushtit brought a couple of pieces of nesting material 
into the nest. A pair was never observed. The adult that visited the nest was relatively quiet, and it seems likely 
that a second adult was within the nest, incubating. - VEurs
05/23/2012 - During 30 minutes of observation, at least 2 adult Bushtits made several trips in and out of the nest, 
sometimes carrying nesting material. In the latter half of observations, the Bushtits seemed to swap places. One 
adult would leave the nest as the other arrived, with the new arrival remaining in the nest until the other 
returned. - VEurs

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042512_hwey_01 CP106-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 3 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/25/2012 5/9/2012 04/25/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0738. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1110. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0849. - HWinfrey
05/01/2012 - 2 adults bring food to nest at 0658. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Adult observed at nest at 0641. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - 2 adults bring food to nest at 1043. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Adult was observed visiting nest at 0812. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - No activity observed from 0732 to 0802. Upon close examination, bottom of nest torn apart, nest 
apparently predated. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 042512_hwey_03 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 50 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/25/2012 5/23/2012 04/25/2012 - Female on nest incubating 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female observed on nest with 4 eggs at 0750. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - 3 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - 1 hatchling partially emerged from egg. 2 additional eggs in nest. Earliest anticipated fledge date is 
5/28/12. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Yard monitor reports that pair has abandoned nest, with female not present on nest for several 
days. Nest examined and found to contain 3 discolored, non-viable eggs. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

CATH California Thrasher 042512_hwey_04 EP11-3-N Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/25/2012 5/21/2012 04/25/2012 - Adult seen leaving nest. 3 eggs present in nest. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Female on nest with 3 eggs at 0623. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - 1 day-old nestling and 2 eggs in nest. Earliest expected fledging is 5/20/12. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - 2 fluffy nestlings visible in nest, along with 1 unhatched egg. Nestlings appear 4-5 days old. - 
HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - 1 dead nestling in nest, other nestlings presumably fledged. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 042512_jdus_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 23 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/25/2012 5/16/2012 04/25/2012 - Female adult Bushtit arrives to 100% constructed and externally well decorated nest singly, remains 
inside while male brings fine downy material to nest entrance which female receives from within. Female does 
not exit nest for 15 minutes. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - BUSH male carrying food to nest at 10 minute intervals. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH continue to feed this nest from 0856-0903. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Nest in good condition, but no BUSH detections from 1428- 1448. Chronology suggests probable 
fledge. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042512_jdus_02 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 10 10 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/25/2012 5/16/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest with 4 eggs, female incubates while vehicle is parked 5 feet away with doors open and radio 
turned on. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - The female was on the nest as biologist approached. The male was perched nearby singing. He 
approached the nest, and the pair then flew off across the access road. The biologist used this opportunity to 
check the nest with a mirror. It still contains 4 eggs. - VEurs
05/09/2012 - Nest contents checked once the female vacated nest of her own volition. Nest still contains eggs. - 
VEurs
05/16/2012 - Nest abandoned with 2 cold, non-viable eggs. - KAlberts

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 042512_jpki_01 EP78-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 32 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/25/2012 5/4/2012 04/25/2012 - Adult observed on nest; second adult observed in vicinity of nest shrub on several occasions. - 
JPawlicki
05/04/2012 - Nest is empty and lining is somewhat mussed. No eggshells in or below nest. Unknown whether nest 
contained eggs or nestlings when found on 4/25, but adult was sitting very low in nest suggesting it contained 
eggs or very young nestlings, and adults were not observed carrying food to nest on 4/25. Today no WESJ 
detected within 80 feet of nest in 20 minutes. WESJ 80 feet away was followed and showed no evidence of 
feeding fledglings. This nest likely failed prior to fledging young. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - No comment. - VNovik

No
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CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 042512_mdus_01 CP51-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/25/2012 4/26/2012 04/25/2012 - An adult Cassin's Kingbird was observed making 4 trips with nest material while the other adult 
perched nearby. The birds also displayed territorial aggression, chasing a pair of House Finches from the tower. - 
MDicus
04/26/2012 - Nest was removed per NBMMP based on need to access insulators adjacent to nest. Nest was in 
early stages, less than 20% complete, at time of removal with no eggs or young present. Deterrents present 
include a previously installed perch/nest preventer and mylar tape. - IMaunsell

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 042512_mkhn_01 EP78-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 150 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/25/2012 5/2/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest contains at least 1 (appears to be only 1) large gray nestling (50-60g). Adult nearby and would 
not go to nest with biologist 30 feet away. Nest is expected to fledge by 5/1. - MKuehn
05/02/2012 - Nest empty. Based on prior observations, likely fledged. - VNovik

Yes

BCHU Black-chinned Hummingbird 042512_rrdd_01 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 31 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/25/2012 5/25/2012 04/25/2012 - BCHU female building yellow nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - BCHU female leaves nest only for brief intervals and does not feed nest at return, suggesting 
incubation in progress. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Female BCHU to nest and settles at 1505. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Female ANHU departs nest at 1229, returns to feed hatched young at 1231 and settles. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Female BCHU feeding nest at 1202. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Nest is intact but no longer occupied, and a new nest has been constructed 10 feet west. Based on 
the recent observations, it is presumed that this nest fledged. - RRadd

Yes

ACWO Acorn Woodpecker 042512_rrdd_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - 3 ACWO repeatedly entering this cavity during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - ACWO making trips to tree, but no entry observed. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - ACWO active on tree, but no cavity use observed in 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - ACWO defending cavity against ATFL pair, but no entry or departure observed. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - ACWO in cavity at 1103. ACWO observed entering cavity at 1203. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - 3 ACWO make frequent trips to this nest and guard the entrance. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042512_rrdd_03 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 1 100 75 75 Indeterminate 4/25/2012 5/4/2012 04/25/2012 - BUSH male visits nest infrequently but does not enter. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Nest has fallen and is torn. Presumed lost to weather, but possibly predation is primary cause. Nest 
may or may not have contained eggs. - RRadd

N/A

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 042512_rrdd_04 CP70-3-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 37 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 4/25/2012 5/23/2012 04/25/2012 - NOMO bringing sticks and forming nest platform; approximately 15% complete. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Twig basket is complete and accepting lining, NOMO attending. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest is complete and lined. No NOMO observed during 15-minute observation 1418. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Nest is complete and lined. NOMO observed nearby but not at this nest. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Nest looks neat and maintained but no activity observed. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042512_rrdd_05 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 13 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 4/25/2012 5/10/2012 04/25/2012 - LEGO female constructs new nest in company of vigilant male. Nest approximately 30% complete. - 
RRadd
05/04/2012 - LEGO pair making brief visits to completely lined nest. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest is intact, lined and empty. No LEGO observed associating. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Nest remains empty, and LEGO are no longer associating with the site. - RRadd

No

HOOR Hooded Oriole 042512_rrdd_06 El Monte CY Construction Yards Riparian Forests and Woodlands Other 27 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/25/2012 5/16/2012 04/25/2012 - New nest is approximately 20% complete and consistent with HOOR. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest does not appear substantially improved; will monitor once more before closing. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - This nest now appears 40% complete. Male HOOR in canopy did not approach nest during 30 
minutes of observation - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest has not been further improved and no HOOR associating with this location. Closed for 
inactivity. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042512_sjon_01 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 30 100 5 5 Fledged 4/25/2012 5/7/2012 04/25/2012 - Monitor reported House Finch entering nest location. Upon inspection by an avian biologist, at least 
2 nestlings were observed in the nest. - SJohnston
05/02/2012 - three feathered nestlings observed. - SJohnston
05/07/2012 - S. Johnston reports that 3 fledglings were observed flying from the nest. - KAlberts
05/07/2012 - Observed 3 fledglings fly out from metal container handle where nest was located. Checked nest 
with phone camera. Nest appeared empty and completely fledged. - SJohnston

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042512_vnik_01 Rough Acres CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/25/2012 4/25/2012 04/25/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed for approximately 30-40 minutes. The pair was observed at 
the nest, and a second pair was also observed near the nest. At least one female was observed carrying material 
to the nest. The nest appears 80% complete. No eggs or young were in the nest. Removal of nest was required 
based on impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate 
options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest 
deterrents in the form of mylar tape and reflective discs were hung on the water tank. Nest was removed per 
NBMMP. - VNovik

No
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LASP Lark Sparrow 042612_ahll_01 EP67 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows Grading 35 100 35 35 Fledged 4/26/2012 5/14/2012 04/26/2012 - Nest was found on 4/25/2012 when a bird flushed from the nest during an arroyo toad survey at 
2100. Nest was logged today and was confirmed to still be active when the female was observed on the nest, 
incubating 4 eggs. A buffer of 100 feet was installed. The female flew off the nest when walking 20 feet south 
toward nest. - AHill
05/01/2012 - Clutch of 4 eggs (cream-colored with a few irregular spots) fill the small ground nest. No adult at the 
nest but several Lark Sparrows in the area. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Nestlings (approximately 2 days old). - SJohnston
05/09/2012 - An adult Lark Sparrow was brooding 3 newly hatched nestlings, and 1 unhatched egg remains in the 
nest. If the nesting attempt is successful, the 3 nestlings may fledge in 10 days, but if the remaining egg hatches, 
the nestling would not fledge for 11 or 12 days. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - Before grading was allowed to proceed up to the new buffer limit of 35 feet, the nest was checked, 
and 3 feathered nestlings were observed away from the nest. Two were found together about 10 inches away 
from the nest. The third was seen further, approximately 20 inches away. During grading activities, adults were 
observed bring food to the scattered nestlings. - SJohnston
05/14/2012 - No nestlings at or around nest or fledglings in area. No evidence of predation at or around the nest. 
Based off developmental appearance of nestlings observed on 5/11, the nest fledged successfully. - SJohnston

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042612_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/26/2012 5/26/2012 04/26/2012 - ANHU comes to  nest and remains at 1230. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - ANHU incubation continues - female remains on nest. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Female ANHU continues to incubate, no feeding observed on multiple nest visits. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - ANHU female feeding 2 small nestlings at 0719. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - Nest is empty with feces at rim, consistent with probable fledge. - RRadd

Yes

BEWR Bewick's Wren 042612_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/26/2012 5/2/2012 04/26/2012 - BEWR pair carrying food to brush pile in midst of Tamarix thicket. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No BEWR detections, but based on prior observations, this nest presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

LASP Lark Sparrow 042712_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/27/2012 4/27/2012 04/27/2012 - Female was seen bringing material to nest over the course of an hour, the nest went from being 
60% complete to 90%. The female's brood patch was visible. Deterrents present included ongoing construction 
yard work such as skycrane operations, steel assembly and vehicle traffic. The nest was submitted for nest 
removal per NBMMP because of the necessity to fly out the steel piece immediately and that there were no eggs 
or nestlings present. - AHill

No

CALT California Towhee 042712_ghan_01 CP31-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 25 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/27/2012 5/18/2012 04/27/2012 - Observed location of nest in white sage (Salvia apiana) while driving down access road. When 
approaching nest, a California Towhee left substrate and observed 4 eggs in nest. 50-foot buffer staked with drive 
though access. - GHuffman
05/04/2012 - Eggs have hatched since the last visit. The towhee left the nest as the biologist quietly approached 
the buffer. The biologist slowly approached the nest, saw a nestling and quickly backed off to the edge of the 
buffer. The towhee returned to the nest about 5 minutes later. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - Female on the nest with nestlings, observed during a quick check from the access road. - VEurs
05/18/2012 - The nest is in excellent condition, but is now empty. Enough time has passed for the nest cycle to be 
completed, so this nest is presumed to have fledged successfully. - VEurs

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042712_hwey_01 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE 4

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/27/2012 4/27/2012 04/27/2012 - Biologist A. Farmer reported observing HOFI pair carrying nesting material to interior of crane arm 
base atop crane truck in Sunrise Substation. Nest was found to be 10% complete with no eggs or young present. 
This vehicle was being used for active work when the nest was discovered. Operation of this crane was deemed 
necessary for ongoing wire pulling operations, and nest was photographed and removed according to NBMMP 
requirements. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 042712_lgan_01 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 9 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/27/2012 5/16/2012 04/27/2012 - Female House Finch was observed incubating 4 eggs. - LGorman
05/03/2012 - Female HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI on nest at 1150. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest is clean and empty, potentially predated or may have fledged. - RRadd

N/A

LASP Lark Sparrow 042712_lgan_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals Grading 26 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/27/2012 5/3/2012 04/27/2012 - Observed Lark Sparrow pair bringing nest material to the nest, in between periods of incubation. - 
LGorman
05/03/2012 - Nest is intact and empty with many feces at rim, suggesting previous monitoring was food carrying 
and nest has fledged. - RRadd

Yes

PHAI Phainopepla 042712_lgan_03 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals Other 220 100 75 75 Presumed Fledged 4/27/2012 5/15/2012 04/27/2012 - A Phainopepla pair was observed bringing nesting material to the nest, which is approximately 90% 
complete. - LGorman
05/03/2012 - PHAI female feeding nest containing downy young. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - PHAI male carries food to nest at 1210 - RRadd
05/15/2012 - No PHAI detected at this nest. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042712_lgan_05 CP65-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - A female House Finch nest was observed bringing nest material to the nest repeatedly. The nest was 
approximately 95% complete. - LGorman
05/03/2012 - Female HOFI in nest at 1438. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI female incubating. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Female HOFI on nest did not flush at 1350. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Young with wispy down on heads visible in nest at 1122. - RRadd

TBD
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PHAI Phainopepla 042712_lgan_06 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 150 100 90 90 Presumed Fledged 4/27/2012 5/14/2012 04/27/2012 - A female Phainopepla was observed incubating the nest. She flew off the nest, gathered material, 
added it to the nest, and continued to incubate. - LGorman
05/06/2012 - Male flies in to nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - PHAI pair exchanging nest duties 1415. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest is intact and empty, presumed fledged - 1158. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042712_lgan_07 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 120 100 60 60 Indeterminate 4/27/2012 5/16/2012 04/27/2012 - A female Lesser Goldfinch was observed flying onto the nest and remained there presumably to 
incubate. - LGorman
05/03/2012 - Potentially same nest as 041212_rrdd_03. No species detected at nest during 30 minute 
observation. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - No LEGO observed, but nearby PHAI nest makes monitoring difficult. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest was not observed active beyond first observation. - RRadd

N/A

CATH California Thrasher 042712_lton_01 EP101-2-PS-E Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 160 100 100 100 Fledged 4/27/2012 5/22/2012 04/27/2012 - The nest was discovered during an active search. 2 eggs were in the nest. The female had flushed 
prior to discovery, and she called from a few shrubs while the biologist quickly took data. - LThoreson
05/03/2012 - Adult near. Nest still contains 2 eggs. - MKuehn
05/11/2012 - 2 nestlings in nest. - VNovik
05/17/2012 - Nest contains 2 downy nestlings estimated to be 8-10 days old. Nestlings should fledge between 
5/22-5/24. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - One fledgling and 1 adult encountered 20 feet away, en route to check nest. Nest was checked, first 
from 8 feet with binoculars, and found to be empty with the rim depressed and partially flattened on one side. - 
MKuehn

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042712_mdus_01 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - Female House Finch rapidly adding material to a nest that is approximately 75% complete, with the 
male in accompaniment. The female seems wary of a Cassin's Kingbird perched nearby, waiting to add material 
until the Kingbird leaves. - MDicus
05/05/2012 - Female HOFI incubating nest at 1020. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - HOFI pair copulate and female enters nest at 1036. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Unable to see into nest, which appears complete and intact. Incubating? - RRadd
05/17/2012 - HOFI pair coming and going to this nest, copulation adjacent at 1208. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - HOFI pair come to nest; male singing, female with nest material. Female settles into nest at 0658. - 
RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042712_mdus_02 CP51-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 130 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/27/2012 5/4/2012 04/27/2012 - Female observed making multiple trips with material to a nest that is approximately 80-90% 
constructed. - MDicus
05/04/2012 - Nest is gone, with no signs of it on the ground beneath the tower. This nest was never recorded to 
have progressed past the nest building stage. Did not reach active stage. Closed. - JDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 042712_rrdd_01 CP65-1-PS-N Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 9 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/27/2012 5/16/2012 04/27/2012 - Complete nest ready for first egg. Pair agitated at observer, returned at 50 feet. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - HOFI attending nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest is clean and empty but did not have sufficient time to fledge. Presumed predated. - RRadd

No

PHAI Phainopepla 042712_rrdd_02 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 35 100 100 100 Indeterminate 4/27/2012 5/10/2012 04/27/2012 - Fresh grass nest, lined and complete. Various cup-nesting songbirds present, likely PHAI or HOFI. - 
RRadd
05/03/2012 - Not monitored this week due to MODO nest on ground 6 feet south. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - No nest found at this GPS point. Possibly logged as same nest as adjacent LASP due to GPS error. - 
RRadd

N/A

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 042712_rrdd_03 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows Other 100 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/27/2012 5/20/2012 04/27/2012 - Twig basket, fully lined and ready for first egg. NOMO present. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - NOMO on nest at 1155. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - NOMO in nest for duration of brief observation at 0940. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - NOMO carrying food to nest at 0946. Flushed from nest in apparent response to helicopter hovering 
approximately 100 feet south at 50 feet above ground level at 1035, returned to nest area 10 minutes after 
helicopter departure. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest is intact and empty. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042712_rrdd_04 CP64 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 75 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/27/2012 5/10/2012 04/27/2012 - HOFI flushed from nest and returned as soon as observer retreated 40 feet. Contents not accessible. 
- RRadd
05/03/2012 - No HOFI observed, and nest contents inaccessible at 1334. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042712_rrdd_05 CP64 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - Nest is only 4 feet from active HOFI nest, status of this nest unclear due to proximity. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs at 1333; no HOFI detected. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI female in nest at 1204. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Female HOFI lying on nest at 1429. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest contains large, mostly feathered nestlings with wispy down still showing through. - RRadd

TBD
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LASP Lark Sparrow 042712_rrdd_06 CP65-1-PS-N Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 77 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/27/2012 5/16/2012 04/27/2012 - Complete empty nest. LASP copulating nearby. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is clean, maintained and empty. LASP pair on nearest tall shrub copulated 5 times in 1 minute. - 
RRadd
05/10/2012 - Grass has been added to interior of nest, but no LASP present. Unclear if the nest has been usurped 
or is being updated. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest has not been maintained and is aging. LASP pair continue in area. - RRadd

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 042812_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/28/2012 4/28/2012 04/28/2012 - Female was seen bringing material to nest actively, 80% complete. The nest was submitted for nest 
removal because of the necessity to fly out the steel piece in the future and that there were no eggs or nestlings 
present. Deterrents present included ongoing construction yard work such as skycrane operations, steel assembly 
and vehicle traffic. Nest was removed as per NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 042812_bald_01 69kV-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 150 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/28/2012 5/25/2012 04/28/2012 - Pair of HOFI observed bringing nest material (once) and landing on and entering (4 times) the 
bracket for the lower arm on the west side of the pole. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minute observation period. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - It is unlikely that this nest ever made it to the Active stage. No activity has been recorded since 28 
April. - BArnold

No

BUSH Bushtit 042812_ghan_01 CP31-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 10 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/28/2012 5/12/2012 04/28/2012 - Observed adults making multiple trips to a coast live oak carrying nesting material. Nest appears to 
be approximately 50% complete. - GHuffman
05/05/2012 - Bushtits made a few visits to the nest. Nest construction has progressed, but is not yet complete. 
The neck is still a bit thin and see-through. Activity at the nest may have been subdued because of the presence of 
a Western Scrub-jay moving throughout the area, including the nest tree. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - The nest is almost completely gone. About 5% of the nest remains where it is anchored to the 
branch. This nest never contained eggs or young and is now closed. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 042812_hwey_01 EP34-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 100 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/28/2012 5/4/2012 04/28/2012 - Female flushed from nest, which contains 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - Nest appears pulled apart with no eggs remaining. Nest closed due to predation. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 042812_ltiw_01 Jacumba Valley Ranch CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 20 20 Nest did not reach active stage 4/28/2012 5/10/2012 04/28/2012 - Female was seen entering the wheel area 3 times, but was never observed carrying anything inside. 
Each time she remained there for about 5 minutes. Several males and other females also in the vicinity. - LTymkiw
05/04/2012 - No House Finches observed near the 2 remaining water tanks during 30-minute observation period.. 
- PKonrad
05/10/2012 - No finch activity observed in the nest area during the 30 minute observation period; 1 female was 
observed perched on fence about 150 feet north for a short time. Considering the initial observation comments 
and subsequent observations, this nest may never have been 'active' - closed. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 042812_ltiw_02 EP142-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - tower erection 200 100 40 40 Presumed Fledged 4/28/2012 5/14/2012 04/28/2012 - A pair was observed making many trips to the nest with caterpillars. They were not affected by the 
tower work or by an avian biologist observing and recording data 40 feet away. - LTymkiw
04/30/2012 - A pair of Bushtits visited the nest, 1 entering nest, but no other activity observed during 30-minute 
observation period. A small, vocal flock of Bushtits was observed about 100 feet west of the nest site. - PKonrad
05/07/2012 - Nest intact and pair of Bushtits territorial; 1 adult had insects in its beak, so avian biologist left area 
and birds flew to nest. - PKonrad
05/14/2012 - A pair of Bushtits came to the nest and simultaneously began pulling relatively large pieces of 
material from the nest, tugging diligently at the nest at times, then flew northeast with their beaks stuffed with 
nest material. Looks like the nestlings in this nest have fledged, and the old nest is being recycled by the same pair 
(renesting) or another pair. No fledglings were observed in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042812_rrdd_01 GS-NF-10 Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Other 35 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/28/2012 5/19/2012 04/28/2012 - Female ANHU standing on rim of complete nest decorated with lichen flakes at 0710. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Female ANHU feeding 1 visible short-billed nestling at 1644. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - ANHU female comes to nest after 20 minutes away to feed single large nestling which has fully-
feathered head. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Female ANHU on nestlings at 1552. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Nest is empty. Recent fledgling observed in area. Nest has fledged and is now closed. - JDicus
05/21/2012 - Nest is intact and empty with many small feces at rim, suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042812_rrdd_02 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 50 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/28/2012 5/21/2012 04/28/2012 - LEGO pair building nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Numerous LEGO in this area include 2 other nests and fledglings being fed, but no activity was 
observed near this nest which is no longer visible due to foliage growth. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest not found due to second pair egg-laying near the vantage point for observing this nest. LEGOs 
definitely active in vicinity and  male from second pair spars territorially with this male. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Adult male with at least 2 juveniles at this location. Presumed fledged - RRadd

Yes
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BUSH Bushtit 042812_rrdd_04 GS-NF-10 Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands OH - wire stringing 250 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/28/2012 5/19/2012 04/28/2012 - BUSH pair bringing material to nest at 10 minute intervals. Nest approximately 60% complete. - 
RRadd
05/04/2012 - BUSH pair making numerous trips to and from nest at 1348. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH making infrequent nest visits. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest appears somewhat thin in the neck area, but is un-holed. BUSH detected nearby but not 
visiting nest. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Nest is dilapidated and shows no activity for 1 hour. Closed due to inactivity and the nest being in a 
state of disrepair. Presumed failed due to unknown causes. - JDicus
05/21/2012 - BUSH visits but does not enter. Nest appears somewhat battered but serviceable. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042812_rrdd_05 GS-NF-10 Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/28/2012 TBD 04/28/2012 - HOFI female incubating 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs at 1635. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOFI continue to tend this nest, which still contains 5 eggs. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Female HOFI lying in nest at 1616. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - HOFI lying in nest from 1650-1710. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - Adult female feeding hatched young in nest at 1640. - RRadd

TBD

CAQU California Quail 042812_sjon_01 EP50-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 4 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/28/2012 5/15/2012 04/28/2012 - Monitor reported flushing a California Quail from this nest while walking along the access road. 
Avian biologist did not see bird at the nest or nearby when mapping its location, but 4 eggs were visible. - 
SJohnston
05/01/2012 - Nest contains 8 eggs, but no California Quail were observed in area, suggesting the egg laying period 
continues in advance of the initiation of incubation. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - No adult California Quail present, but 11 brown-speckled cream-colored eggs can be seen in the 
ground nest - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - This California Quail nest is empty, and no eggs or eggshells are present in the nest; no hatchlings or 
adults are evident nearby. There are many downy breast feathers among the grassy nest material, apparently 
added during the past week. Because the clutch was completed and incubation began about 5/4/2011, which was 
about 11 days ago, it indicates the eggs did not hatch because the incubation period for California Quail is 18 to 
23 days. Hence, the nest was likely predated - closed. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 042812_sjon_02 EP63-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 40 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/28/2012 5/15/2012 04/28/2012 - Observed pair of Bushtits nest building. Nest is approximately 10% complete. - SJohnston
05/01/2012 - Although no Bushtit activity was observed 2 hours ago, Bushtits are now very actively nest building, 
with nest visits spaced 3 minutes or less apart. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Nest looks good, but no Bushtit activity was observed during 2 20-minute observation periods. This 
pair of Bushtits should be incubating at this time, and judging from past experiences, little activity is ever 
observed during Bushtit incubation. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - Bushtit nest has been torn apart, probably by a predator. No Bushtits observed or heard in the area - 
closed. - PKonrad

No

HOFI House Finch 042912_bald_01 TL 6915 - 100984 69kv Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/29/2012 TBD 04/29/2012 - HOFI pair observed at pole 100984, with female observed bringing nest material and entering the 
following arm brackets (note that these arms are not hollow; the bird enters the metal bracket attached to the 
wooden pole from below): upper eastern, middle eastern, lower eastern, and middle western. This nest is a 
candidate for removal and adding 'bird deterrents' to preclude access to any of these brackets. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Adult HOFIs observed at nest pole on several occasions. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - No activity observed. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - Duplicate entry. - BArnold
05/26/2012 - No HOFI activity noted in association with this pole during observation periods between 0545 and 
0700 (on and off), and a focused observation period between 0845 and 0930. HOFIs came to wires southwest of 
nest pole, and were heard in area, but no HOFIs landed on nest pole or entered brackets. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042912_bald_02 TL 6915/6924 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/29/2012 TBD 04/29/2012 - HOFI pair observed once landing on pole arm, and female entering briefly before flying to adjacent 
pole. Observed only once during an hour-long observation period. The finches are likely 'checking out' potential 
nesting locations. This is a candidate for removal, as the pair has likely just initiated nest site selection/nest 
building. - BArnold
04/30/2012 - Avian biologist checked nest using lift, contains 4 eggs and as such remains active, no bird deterrent 
work was allowed. Other 2 brackets (upper E& W) contained no nest material. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Adult HOFIs on top of nest pole. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - No activity observed. - BArnold
05/26/2012 - No HOFI activity noted during on and off observation period between 0545 and 0700, or during 
focused observation period between 0845 and 0930. HOFIs present on line south of nest, and heard in area, but 
did not go to nest pole or enter bracket. - BArnold

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 042912_bald_03 TL 6915 - 100983 69kv Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 4/29/2012 4/30/2012 04/29/2012 - Observed HOFI pair entering and bringing nest material to lower arm brackets attached to the east 
and west sides of the pole. This is a candidate for removal, as the pair has likely just begun the site selection/nest 
building process. - BArnold
04/30/2012 - Nest was examined by an avian biologist using a lift. The nest was about 10% complete, and 
contained no eggs or young. New substation work consisting of overhead wire stringing as well as O&M activities 
have been regularly occurring in the adjacent Sycamore Substation, including this past Saturday and Sunday. PAR 
requires the 69kV to be available for upgrades and energization in June, and will be working in the insulators 
within which bracket the HOFI partial nest was begun. Buffers would not likely have prevented this nest from 
being impacted during this future construction. This nest was initiated in spite of the ongoing work in the 
immediately adjacent Sycamore Substation consisting of 20+ member crews. As such, this partial nest was 
removed. - BArnold

No

AMKE American Kestrel 042912_bald_04 69kV-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 300 500 150 150 Fledged 4/29/2012 5/22/2012 04/29/2012 - AMKE observed entering third arm from top on western side of pole several times late in the day. - 
BArnold
05/03/2012 - No AMKE activity observed during 30-minute observation period. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/10/2012 - While monitoring a nest at the opposite end of the substation, the biologist heard 2 kestrels calling 
to each other. On approaching the nest cavity, the male was observed perched on a distribution pole to the north, 
consuming prey. Later he was seen chasing off a Red-tailed Hawk. The female was not seen during 90 minutes of 
observation, but this is not atypical, and it is presumed she was within the nest cavity incubating/brooding. - 
VEurs
05/15/2012 - Adult AMKE heard calling and observed on pole. Later observed entering nest arm cavity. - BArnold
05/19/2012 - Adult male observed perched on fiber optic cable wire just south of the nest pole. - BArnold
05/22/2012 - Two recent fledglings observed around nest. First perched on nest cavity arm, second perched on 
fiber optic cable southwest of nest cavity arm. First later flew over to second and also perched on cable. - BArnold

Yes

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 042912_hwey_01 EP11-3 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 100 100 Fledged 4/29/2012 5/15/2012 04/29/2012 - Nest contains at least 3 nestlings, 1-2 days old. Adult heard calling within 5 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - Fledgling WESJ perched 1 foot from nest appears capable of flight. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes

CORA Common Raven 042912_mdus_01 CP39 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/29/2012 4/30/2012 04/29/2012 - On 4/28/12, biomonitor Sarah Farmer observed a pair of CORA carrying sticks to structure CP39. As 
of 16:30 on 4/29/12, the nest is now approximately 60-70% constructed. The CORA pair continued to nest build 
while the avian biologist photographed and recorded the nest. - MDicus
04/30/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing activities), per agency concurrence 
and through adherence to the NBMMP. The nest was nearly complete but contained no eggs or nestlings. Nest 
deterrents in the form of mylar flash tape at the base of the tower and a Daddy Long Legs nest preventer on the 
top phase of the tower were previously installed. Following concurrence, the nest was checked for eggs, 
photographed, and removed and in the presence of a qualified biologist. An approved nesting bird deterrent was 
installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. - MDicus

No

CATH California Thrasher 042912_mkhn_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals UG - cable pulling/splicing 40 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/29/2012 5/30/2012 04/29/2012 - An adult California Thrasher was observed on a nest that is 95% complete and contains no eggs or 
young. - MKuehn
05/06/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs. Adult heard calling nearby. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - 3 nestlings visible. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - 2 fully feathered nestlings visible in nest. Female flies in and settles onto nest at 1335. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest, still with downy heads. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - Nest is empty, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

AMKE American Kestrel 042912_vers_01 TL 6924 - 171697 69kV Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/29/2012 TBD 04/29/2012 - While monitoring poles for reconductoring activities, a pair of AMKE was observed entering the 
cavity on the east side of the steel monopole. An adult entered the cavity and remained for 30 minutes, exited 
and the second adult took its place. It appears the pair is incubating. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - After approximately 30 minutes of observation, the female arrived at the monopole carrying a 
rodent. She took the rodent into the nest cavity and remained within for another 15 minutes and was still inside 
when the biologist left the area. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Almost immediately upon the biologist's arrival, the female kestrel landed at the edge of the nest 
cavity. She ate a few bites of the prey she carried and then took the rest inside the cavity. She exited about 5 
minutes later and spent the remainder of the observation period perched at various locations or flying about the 
area. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - 15 minutes after the start of observations, the female kestrel flew in from the south and landed on a 
light standard north of the nest. She was carrying a very large grasshopper that she manipulated for a while. She 
flew to the Costco roof, and eventually she entered the nest cavity with the grasshopper. She exited almost 
immediately and flew south again. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - After approximately 35 minutes of observation, the female kestrel arrived at the pole carrying a 
rodent. She took the rodent into the nest cavity and immediately exited and flew east. The male was not 
observed. - VEurs

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 043012_ahll_01 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 40 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/30/2012 5/26/2012 04/30/2012 - 3 eggs in nest, biomonitor reported seeing pair enter nest. This crane was moved on Friday, 27 April 
at 1800 from EP1. This means this pair built this nest Friday night and Saturday morning, laying 1 egg/day on 
Saturday, Sunday, and Monday. - AHill
05/01/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs, should start incubating full time tomorrow. - AHill
05/09/2012 - Female on nest, unable to view nest contents. Male perched on crane. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Female on nest from 1215 to 1230. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Female brings food to nest at 1234, with male following. - HWinfrey
05/26/2012 - No activity observed from 0731 to 0801. Nest approached and found to be intact and empty, 
presumed fledged. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 043012_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/30/2012 4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - Pair was seen flying out of nest location and male singing in area, nest was approximately 20% 
complete. Mylar deterrents installed on crane. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to 
material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative 
options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was 
not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. No eggs or young were present, and nest was 
removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 043012_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/30/2012 4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - Pair was seen flying out of nest location and male singing in area; nest was approximately 50% 
complete. Mylar deterrents installed on crane. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to 
material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative 
options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was 
not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. No eggs or young were present and nest was 
removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 043012_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/30/2012 4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - House Finch nest found with no eggs, about 15% complete, in mast of lift equipment. Work, both 
new substation construction and O&M activities, occurs everyday, and this lift is available for use by both every 
day. Lift equipment essential to both new and O&M activities necessitated removal. Nest was photographed and 
removed, per the NBMMP. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 043012_bald_02 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/30/2012 4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - Nest with no eggs, about 50 percent complete, in mast of lift equipment. Work, both new 
substation construction and O&M activities, occurs everyday, and this lift is available for use by both every day. 
Lift equipment essential to both new and O&M activities, and nest was necessary for removal to continue these 
operations. Nest photographed and removed following stipulations of the NBMMP. - BArnold

No

AMKE American Kestrel 043012_bald_03 TL 6924 - 137897 69kV Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - A female AMKE was observed by the biomonitor as it flew onto the monopole and perched. Avian 
biologist was called and arrived within 5 minutes to evaluate the situation. Crew continued to work for an hour, 
because the biomonitor lost sight of the bird while telephoning avian biologist, and it was assumed the bird had 
flown off the monopole. The biomonitor and avian biologist monitored this work. When crew used a hand-held 
power wrench which caused considerable vibration in the monopole, an adult AMKE emerged from the bracket 
end of the lowest western arm and flew to the next steel monopole several hundred feet to the north and 
perched. The crew was asked to stop work due to the status of the monopole containing an active AMKE nest. The 
crew needed to remove the temporary ground-wires they had previously installed to satisfy safety requirements. 
During the 20 minutes the crew was working to remove the temporary ground wires and other protective 
features, the female AMKE circled the pole in smaller and smaller circles, finally landing on the arm and entering 
the cavity 15 minutes after it had left, and while the crew was finishing removing the temporary plastic sheet 
protections from the lower arm on the east. The crew finished their work and left, as was requested. About 10 
minutes later, the male AMKE was briefly observed as it slipped into the cavity. It should be noted that the female 
was within the hollow steel arm for an hour, while the crew installed temporary ground wires and removed and 
replaced an insulator, apparently not disturbed enough to leave until a particular hand-held power tool created 
vibration that resulted in the bird emerging from the cavity. - BArnold
05/07/2012 - After approximately 30 minutes of observation, the male kestrel landed atop the monopole with 
food, calling loudly. The female exited the cavity, flew up and took the food item from the male. She carried it to 
the monopole directly north, where she consumed the food and was eventually joined by the male. The male 
returned to the nest cavity where he perched on the edge, looking into the cavity for a minute or so. He then flew 
off, and as the female returned, she gave chase to a starling. She eventually returned and re-entered the cavity, 
without bringing in food. He soon returned with a lizard that he gave to the female after she exited the nest 
cavity. She carried the food north, as before, and he chased off a crow. As the biologist was leaving the area, the 
female returned to the nest cavity. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Almost immediately upon the biologist's arrival, the male and female landed atop the monopole. 
The male passed food to the female, which she ultimately carried into the nest cavity. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - Shortly after the start of observations, the female kestrel landed on the monopole and entered the 
cavity. She exited after a minute or so and flew off to the north. The male arrived approximately 25 minutes later, 
carrying a lizard. He perched at the top of the pole, calling for the female. His calls gradually decreased, and after 
waiting about 5 minutes, he took the lizard in his bill and carried it inside the nest cavity. He also remained inside 
about a minute before exiting and flying north. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - After 35 minutes of observation, the male kestrel arrived at the pole with food. He took the food 
into the nest cavity, exited and flew off to the northwest. The female was not observed. - VEurs

TBD
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CORA Common Raven 043012_ghan_01 CP27 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - Pair observed perched on tower and displayed low tolerance and agitation when approaching tower 
from ground. Nest appears to be 100% complete. - GHuffman
05/07/2012 - One adult on nest, and the other adult perching nearby, vocalizing, and chasing a Red-tailed Hawk 
from the territory. - MDicus
05/14/2012 - Adult on nest incubating during brief observation period. Second adult was not detected. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - 1 raven incubating on the nest as the second adult perched near the nest during 20 minutes of 
observation. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - Duplicate entry. - VEurs
05/23/2012 - Per NBJ, BMP hydro-mulching crew authorized to enter buffer to conduct activities under avian 
biologist monitoring. Monitor allowed crew to conduct mulching for 45 minutes and then relocate to another site 
to avoid any further disturbance to incubation. Crew returned to site after 2 hours to conclude construction 
activities. Work resumed for another 45 minutes. Female returned to nest to resume incubation after hydro-
mulching was finished. Construction activities did not appear to have negative impacts on incubation process. - 
GHuffman

TBD

HOFI House Finch 043012_hwey_01 EP39-1-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 25 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/30/2012 5/14/2012 04/30/2012 - At least 2 nestlings in nest, 6-8 days old. - HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - Adults at nest at 0635. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Male perched near nest. 2 fully feathered nestlings in nest. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - At least 1 HOFI nestling remains in nest at 0650, primary pinfeathers 80% emerged. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - Male and female visiting nest; nestling visible at 0620. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - Nest empty, presumably fledged. - AHill

Yes

CALT California Towhee 043012_jdus_01 CP31-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 55 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/30/2012 5/21/2012 04/30/2012 - Adult departs from nest shrub when nest was originally discovered from 5 feet away. Observer 
retreated to a point 45 feet from nest and close to edge of access road. Adult returns to incubate 3 eggs in nest in 
3 minutes' time, to remain for duration of additional 20-minute observation period. - JDicus
05/07/2012 - As the biologist approached the nest, a towhee flew to other side of the shrub clump, which 
enabled the biologist to examine the nest contents. It still contains 3 eggs. The adult returned to the nest after 
about 10 minutes. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Adult flew from the nest area as the biologist walked down the access road (outside the buffer), 
enabling the nest contents to be checked. The nest now contains at least 2 dark, downy nestlings. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - The nest is in excellent condition but contains 1 egg. Enough time has passed for the nestlings to 
have fledged. The remaining egg may be a non-viable egg that was hidden under the nestlings. This nest is now 
closed and presumed to have fledged. - VEurs
05/22/2012 - Duplicate entry. - SDhall

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 043012_ltiw_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - Female being fed by male while laying on a complete nest. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Female observed on the nest through the entire observation period. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Female was on the nest for the entire 20 minute observation period. - LTymkiw
05/21/2012 - The head of 1 nestling was visible above the edge of the nest. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - Large, feathered nestling crouched motionless on the edge of the nest. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 043012_ltiw_02 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - Female was on nest for 45 plus minutes. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Female observed on nest throughout observation period. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Female was on the nest for about 5 minutes, then flew off. 10 minutes later the male came and fed 
the nestlings. 5 minutes after that the female returned, fed the nestlings and then resumed brooding. - LTymkiw
05/21/2012 - Nestlings visible on nest next to adult female HOFI. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - Female briefly visited the nest. The downy back of a nestling was visible over the top of the nest. - 
VEurs

TBD

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 043012_mdus_01 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/30/2012 4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - A pair of Cassin's Kingbirds was observed carrying nest material to the north end of the top bridge. 
Between 09:55 and 10:15, 5 trips were made to the nest. Percent completion is unknown, given the nest location. - 
MDicus
04/30/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire sagging), per agency concurrence on 4/30/12 
and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape and Daddy Long Legs nest 
preventers. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman was dropped at the top of 
the tower and removed the nearly complete Cassin's Kingbird nest and installed a nest deterrent on the end of 
the arm. At the time of removal (approximately 17:15), the nest was 95-100% constructed but contained no eggs 
or nestlings. Photos were taken of the removed nest material. - MDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 043012_mdus_02 CP85-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 10 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/30/2012 5/24/2012 04/30/2012 - Bio/Avian monitor C. Vettes observed a female House Finch on the nest for approximately 15 
minute observation period. - MDicus
05/05/2012 - Female HOFI on nest does not depart at 1620. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - 11:30am-1:00pm: Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter 
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately 
10 minutes to conduct hydro-mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to be mulched by spraying 
from outside stakes. Female observed incubating and did not leave nest during activities. Construction activities 
did not appear to have negative impacts on nesting status. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - HOFI on nest from 1033-1053. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Many feces around nest rim suggests likely fledge. - RRadd

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 043012_mdus_03 CP85-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - HOFI female was observed making multiple trips with material to a nest that is approximately 75% 
constructed. The male accompanied her on each trip. - MDicus
05/05/2012 - Female HOFI departs complete nest at 1621. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - 11:30am-1:00pm:  Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter 
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately 
10 minutes to conduct hydro-mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to be mulched by spraying 
from outside stakes. Female observed incubating. Female left nest for approximately 15 minutes and then 
returned to incubating. Construction activities did not have any negative impacts on nesting status. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - HOFI male visits female on nest at 1023. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Female near nest calling many times, enters for short periods, 1146. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 043012_mdus_04 CP85-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 10 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/30/2012 5/25/2012 04/30/2012 - Bio/Avian monitor C. Vettes observed a pair of Bushtits adding material to a nest in a Hesperoyucca. 
A female Lesser Goldfinch was observed pulling material from the outside of the nest; however, the Bushtits 
continued construction. M. Dicus later observed the pair making at least 5 additional trips to the nest with 
material. - MDicus
05/05/2012 - Nest appears sound and intact; male visits and enters at 1645. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - 11:30am-1:00pm:  Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter 
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately 
3 minutes to conduct hydro-mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to be mulched by spraying 
from outside stakes. Bushtit observed entering cavity of nest with material. Activities appeared to have no 
negative impact on nesting status. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - No BUSH detections from 1035-1055. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - No BUSH detections, nest appears to have been opened from side. - RRadd

No

RCSP Rufous-crowned Sparrow 043012_rrdd_01 CP56-1-PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 14 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/30/2012 5/16/2012 04/30/2012 - RCSP female making many trips to nest which appears outwardly complete. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - RCSP lying in nest at 0706 did not depart. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Female RCSP tight on nest at 0710. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest has been deserted with 1 ejected egg adjacent and 1 mummified day-old chick in cup, 
suggesting non-predatory disturbance. - RRadd

No

COHU Costa's Hummingbird 043012_rrdd_02 CP56-1-PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 2 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/30/2012 5/1/2012 04/30/2012 - Female COHU lying on 1 egg. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest is larger and more complete than previous monitoring but empty with disheveled lining, 
suggesting predation. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 043012_rrdd_03 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - BUSH pair making infrequent trips to nest, no item carry observed 1140 - 1150. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - BUSH male with feathers enters nest and remains at 1108. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Nest exchange at 1730; one bird arrives (carrying nest material), and the other departs. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Female comes to nest after 30 minutes, no food carried, enters and does not depart 1342. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - Fecal sac removed at 1325 by female, who returns with item at 1326. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 043012_rrdd_04 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 55 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/30/2012 5/10/2012 04/30/2012 - LEGO pair attending relatively large mostly lined nest (95%) complete with no eggs. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest is complete, lined and empty. LEGO pair attending. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Nest is falling apart; no LEGO detected in association at 1720. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 043012_rrdd_05 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 88 100 80 80 Nest did not reach active stage 4/30/2012 5/3/2012 04/30/2012 - BUSH pair carrying material to nest approximately 80% complete. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest has been destroyed by unknown agents prior to completion. - RRadd

No

KILL Killdeer 043012_sjon_03 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 300 100 130 130 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/30/2012 5/5/2012 04/30/2012 - Killdeer incubating eggs. - SJohnston
05/05/2012 - At 1055, this nest was observed being predated by a Common Raven by biomonitor C. Johnson. 
CORA searched area while both KILL performed distraction displays and called loudly, then was seen eating 
something in vicinity of nest. Biomonitor was 160 feet from nest when activity was detected and observed 
predation from 130 feet. Avian biologist M. Kuehn arrived in time to observe adult KILL fly 2 eggshells away from 
nest, depositing 1 150 feet ENE of nest in yard, and another 300 feet from nest outside of yard to south. A third 
eggshell was found 135 feet east of nest on ground within yard. Both discovered eggshells were broken open and 
no contents were present. No blood or embryonic development was detectable in egg membrane indicating eggs 
were relatively freshly laid. Nest site was later inspected and found to contain no eggs. Nest closed and buffer 
signs removed. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - No comment. Nest closed. - SJohnston

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 043012_vnik_01 EP112-3 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/30/2012 5/1/2012 04/30/2012 - Observed wren carrying nest material to cavity. - VNovik
05/01/2012 - The nest appears 90% complete and the birds were seen building the nest inside the black plastic 
sheeting covering the pile of straw wattles. No eggs or young were in the nest. A BMP maintenance crew was 
onsite today refreshing BMPs, effectively serving as a deterrent. Removal of the nest was required based on 
impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate options, and 
potential for more nests at the idle material pallet during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was photographed and 
removed per the NBMMP. The straw wattle pile and all plastic sheeting was removed following the nest removal. - 
VNovik

No
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 050112_hwey_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 37 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/1/2012 5/14/2012 05/01/2012 - Female on nest with frequent trips off nest to feed. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - No activity observed at nest. At least 3 ANHUs were detected within 10 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - Blue-gray Gnatcatcher observed repeatedly tearing material from ANHU nest. Female ANHU 
observed constructing a nest nearby, but no activity at this nest or territorial behavior associated with this 
location. - MDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 050112_jdus_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 5 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

5/1/2012 5/7/2012 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 3 trips to nest which appears to be over 75% constructed. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - UPC crew dispatched to check nest contents as nest was candidate for removal if it did not contain 
eggs. Nest was found to contain 1 egg, so nest was left in place and a 30-foot buffer was established. - EStrods
05/05/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest before the crew climbed the tower. They did not return while the crew 
was in the tower. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - No evidence of the nest was present upon avian biologist's arrival before crew arrived. There were 
some pieces of eggshell on the ground beneath the nest area. - LTymkiw

No

HOFI House Finch 050112_jdus_02 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips to nest location with material. Plate and height in tower preclude ability to see 
nest from ground level. Percentage of nest constructed unknown. - JDicus
05/05/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest before the crew climbed the tower. They did not return while the crew 
was in the tower. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Pair seen copulating near nest and the male later fed the female. They did not return while the crew 
was in the tower, but came back once the crew left. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Pair observed in aerial mating and returning to nest area. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Nesting material was pillaged by big male kingbird. Male tried to fight him off. Male was also 
defending nest against other males. Pair then scattered when crew was in tower. Pair rebuilding as soon as crew 
descended. - FHoffman
05/17/2012 - HOFI coming and going to this nest. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - HOFI female incubating. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050112_jdus_03 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 5/1/2012 5/2/2012 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 1 trip to 50% constructed nest with material. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - A request to remove this House Finch nest was approved, following the NBMMP. Accompanied by 
an avian biologist, a UPC crew member photographed then removed the dilapidated nest. The nest did not 
contain eggs or young. Deterrents were placed at the nest site. - EStrods

No

HOFI House Finch 050112_jdus_04 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 30 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/1/2012 5/17/2012 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips with material. Nest not visible from ground.  Percentage of nest constructed 
unknown. - JDicus
05/05/2012 - No House Finches were observed visiting this nest. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - No House Finches were observed visiting this nest. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - No activity, but could have shifted to one of many other pair activity hubs. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - No activity, although hard to see. - FHoffman
05/17/2012 - No activity for 2 weeks and none today. - RRadd

No

WREN Wrentit 050112_ltiw_01 EP141-E-C Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 30 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/1/2012 5/21/2012 05/01/2012 - A pair of Wrentits was heard calling back and forth. The area around the female was searched, and a 
nest was found with the female on it. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Adult Wrentit incubating clutch of 4 pale blue eggs. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - A Wrentit was observed incubating tightly on nest after line passed overhead. - VNovik
05/14/2012 - An adult Wrentit was brooding 3 newly hatched nestlings and 1 egg. - PKonrad
05/21/2012 - No adults or nestlings in nest or nearby; nest is in perfect condition; nestlings must have been 
predated considering the nestling period should last a minimum of 11 days, and they were newly hatched a week 
ago - closed. - PKonrad

No

WREN Wrentit 050112_ltiw_02 EP141-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 22 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/1/2012 5/29/2012 05/01/2012 - Adult flew from nest when biologist walked by. Nest contains 5 pale blue eggs. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - An adult Wrentit is incubating clutch of 4 pale blue eggs. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - Wrentit observed incubating tight on nest after the  line passed overhead. - VNovik
05/14/2012 - An adult Wrentit was performing distraction displays on the ground below the nest among big 
sagebrush trunks, so did not approach closer; expect there are newly hatched nestlings in the nest. - PKonrad
05/21/2012 - Both adult Wrentits performing distraction displays; nest contains 4 small nestlings that have pin 
feathers on their wings. - PKonrad
05/29/2012 - Nestling Wrentits appear to have fledged. The empty nest is in good form and appears to have been 
expanded by the growing nestlings. No adults or fledglings observed or heard in the area and are assumed to have 
dispersed - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 050112_ltiw_03 EP141 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Woodlands and Forests Other 27 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/1/2012 5/7/2012 05/01/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed bringing caterpillars to a complete nest several times. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Nest looks good, but no Bushtits were observed or heard in the area during a 40 minute observation 
period. It appears the nestlings that were repeatedly being fed by the adults last week have fledged - closed. - 
PKonrad

Yes
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WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 050112_lton_01 EP141 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 50 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/1/2012 5/14/2012 05/01/2012 - There are 4 nestlings. The adult was not on the nest, but was very vocal when the nest was 
discovered. - LThoreson
05/07/2012 - Two large downy nestlings with partly developed wing feathers are in nest; 1 is a couple days 
younger than the other, judging from differences in size. Both adults are very territorial, calling. Nestlings may 
fledge by the end of the week. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - Observed 2 adults near nest. 1 jay observed carrying food to nest while assembly of wire 
components, vehicles, and helicopter picks occurred in pull site. - VNovik
05/14/2012 - The nest is in good shape, and the nestlings have apparently fledged successfully. No fledglings or 
adult Western Scrub-Jays observed or heard in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CAQU California Quail 050112_lton_02 EP141 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Woodlands and Forests BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 100 100 Indeterminate 5/1/2012 5/7/2012 05/01/2012 - An adult California Quail flew from the nest when an avian biologist inadvertently waked within 3 
feet of the nest, which contains 15 eggs. - LThoreson
05/07/2012 - California Quail clutch has hatched and the brood has vacated the area with the female - or the eggs 
were carried away or swallowed whole by a predator, as no signs of eggshells can be found in nest or anywhere 
around it - closed. - PKonrad

N/A

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050112_mdus_01 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 150 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/1/2012 5/14/2012 05/01/2012 - A female LEGO was observed visiting a nest that appears to be 100% constructed. The female was 
observed standing in the nest for brief periods before leaving. It is presumed she is in the egg laying stage of 
nesting. - MDicus
05/14/2012 - The nest is almost completely gone; only a few tufts of nest material remain on the branch. Nest 
failed sometime between 5 May and 14 May, as it was intact on the morning of 5 May. This nest with eggs or 
young failed due to natural causes and is now closed. - VEurs

No

PHAI Phainopepla 050112_rrdd_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 1 100 75 75 Indeterminate 5/1/2012 5/24/2012 05/01/2012 - Female PHAI on nest shaping cup which appears complete departs nest when male carrying material 
scolds. Male returns to nest when observer moves to 60 feet. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Male PHAI lying on nest at 1212. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Nest appears to have been built over, with new layer and cup. PHAI pair nearby but not on nest 
during 2 x 10-minute observations. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Host plant appears to have been struck by a Project vehicle, breaking a branch and exposing nest 1 
foot south; however it is not certain if an egg was present at the time or if it was abandoned as a result before the 
egg-laying stage. - RRadd

N/A

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 050112_rrdd_02 CP62-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - CAKI pair carrying Centaurea melitensis florets and Muhlenbergia stems, building nest in tower. - 
RRadd
05/08/2012 - CAKI pair continue to make trips and occupy this nest. Pair attacks RTHAs within 300 feet. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Solo CAKI on tower near this nest for duration of observation from 1310-1355. Unable to see into 
nest, so unable to verify incubation. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Mate brings nest gifts from time to time. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 050112_rrdd_03 CP57-E-C Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 20 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/1/2012 5/13/2012 05/01/2012 - BUSH pair working on nest which appears 80% complete 1208. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - BUSH departs nest at 0747. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Nest has been destroyed by natural agents and is being dismantled by LEGO and COHU for nests 
elsewhere. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050112_vers_01 CP49 Temp work Area Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/1/2012 5/8/2012 05/01/2012 - Female LEGO incubating on a complete nest. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - The nest almost completely gone. Only about 5% of the nest material remains to indicate the nest 
location. It appears this nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes (most likely because of nest 
predation). - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Female is bringing nesting material to 75% complete nest, male singing nearby. - AHill
05/08/2012 - Female incubating on nest full-time. - AHill
05/14/2012 - Female on nest incubating. - AHill
05/17/2012 - Female on nest. - AHill
05/23/2012 - Female on nest. - AHill
05/30/2012 - Pair seen bringing food to nest, heard nestlings begging. - AHill

TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 050212_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/2/2012 5/18/2012 05/02/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs. - AHill
05/04/2012 - Female incubating full time, but was off nest for approximately 15 minutes on her own accord. 
Female did not fly off nest when approached at 10 feet. - AHill
05/08/2012 - Female on nest incubating. - AHill
05/11/2012 - Female incubating full time. - AHill
05/14/2012 - Female on nest incubating. Buffer is 50 feet. - AHill
05/16/2012 - Nestlings beginning to hatch. As of 0900, nest contained 2 newly hatched nestlings, 1 in the process 
of hatching, and 1 unhatched egg. Female seen brooding young. Anticipated fledge date is between May 25-26, 
2012. - AHill
05/17/2012 - Nest contains at least 2 hatchlings, 1 unhatched egg. Female brooding young and off nest foraging. - 
AHill
05/18/2012 - Nest is empty and appears to have been predated by a natural predator. The biomonitors reported 
seeing a roadrunner walking within the buffer late afternoon yesterday. A few adult down feathers were found 
around the nest. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/2/2012 5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Observed female bringing lining material to nest with male singing nearby. Nest was found to be 
90% complete. Streamer deterrents were present on equipment but no cavities were plugged. No eggs or young 
were present. Nest was removed per the NBMMP based on the need to use the crane for tower assembly, and if 
the crane was demobilized, then it would affect tower assemblies from progressing properly. - AHill

No
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HOFI House Finch 050212_ahll_04 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/2/2012 5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Observed female bringing lining material to nest with male singing nearby. As the nest was located 
25 above ground, in steel, a lineman climbed up and assessed the nest while the avian biologist was nearby giving 
direction. Based on the material taken out by the lineman, nest was approximately 30% complete. No eggs or 
young present. Nest was removed per the NBMMP based on the need to use the crane for tower assembly, and if 
the crane was demobilized, then it would affect tower assemblies from progressing properly. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_ahll_05 EP39-1-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 8 100 30 30 Indeterminate 5/2/2012 5/21/2012 05/02/2012 - Observed female bringing lining material to 90% complete nest, male nearby singing. - AHill
05/04/2012 - Brief drive-by observation of female HOFI remaining on nest while vehicle passed. Female lays on 
nest with tail toward traffic and head toward inside of gate. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - 5 eggs in nest; female returns to nest at 0610. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - Female incubating, drive by traffic does not cause her to flush. - AHill
05/21/2012 - Nest is empty, outcome indeterminate. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

N/A

HOFI House Finch 050212_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - One egg in nest. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Female flushed at 3 feet. 5 eggs in nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Five eggs in nest. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - At least 4 nestlings in nest. - BArnold

TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 050212_bloh_01 CP12-1-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 850 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/2/2012 5/16/2012 05/02/2012 - Female on nest, incubating. Male foraging in area, then exchanged places with female on nest. - 
BLohstroh
05/09/2012 - Female on nest while male foraged, nest exchanged at 0808, and male took over. - BLohstroh
05/16/2012 - B. Lohstroh reports nest no longer present, no evidence of nest. Pair not active near nest area, but 
found foraging together 600 feet across canyon to south. Nest likely depredated by carnivore that took nest away. 
- KAlberts

No

NUWO Nuttall's Woodpecker 050212_elss_01 GS-NF-28 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Male observed chasing a house wren out of the area. The male entered the cavity and stayed inside 
until the female arrived, after 10 minutes. The female then entered the cavity. - ELoveless
05/08/2012 - No Nuttall's Woodpeckers were observed or heard during an extended period in the area, about 70 
minutes, that included checking other nearby nests. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - Hairy Woodpecker flew in to the nest area, eventually flew down to small cavity entrance probably 
by Nuttall's Woodpecker. No Nuttall's Woodpeckers observed or heard during 45 minutes in the area. Western 
Bluebird pair checking out cavity 10 feet away (will check back). - PKonrad
05/21/2012 - The female Nuttall's Woodpecker made 3 nest visits with food; she did not go to the cavity the first 
time, and when she approached the entrance during her second visit, the male flew out of the cavity, seemingly 
startled, then both flew to the north. During her third visit, the female entered the cavity with food and stayed 
inside for about 10 minutes before flying north. - PKonrad
05/29/2012 - Female Nuttall's Woodpecker visited nest cavity twice with food, stopping at cavity entrance first, 
then entering cavity and quickly leaving, flying to the riparian area to the north. (Pair of Western Bluebirds still 
territorial 12 feet away, but not yet nesting). - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI seen carrying nesting material to the first orange marker ball west of the tower. The 
male HOFI was seen entering marker ball hole without material. - EStrods
05/05/2012 - Pair was observed entering the marker ball several times. On 1 occasion, the male fed the female on 
the wire right outside the entrance to the ball. - LTymkiw
05/09/2012 - Adults flew in and out of ball, then female remained inside. - FHoffman
05/11/2012 - HOFI continue to enter this ball at 1200. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - HOFI pair in dispute with HOOR pair (subadult male and female) over ownership. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Female enters and stays, male sings. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_02 GS-NF-13 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI was seen carrying nesting material inside the marker ball. A male House Finch was 
seen entering the marker ball without nesting material. - EStrods
05/05/2012 - Pair was observed entering the marker ball several times, but was never observed carrying nesting 
material inside. - LTymkiw
05/24/2012 - HOFI pair making trips, female in cavity for long periods. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_04 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 50 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/2/2012 5/11/2012 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI seen carrying nesting material to nest approximately 10% complete. - EStrods
05/11/2012 - No nest material is visible here, and although HOFI intermittently visit and squabble here, no 
material is carried and no birds are observed to stay. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_05 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 40 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/2/2012 5/11/2012 05/02/2012 - A female HOFI was seen carrying nesting material to a nest that appears to be 10% complete - 
EStrods
05/11/2012 - No nest material is visible here, and although HOFI intermittently visit and squabble here, no 
material is carried and no birds are observed to stay. - RRadd

No
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HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_06 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - A female House Finch was observed carrying nesting material to the nest which appears to be 75% 
complete. - EStrods
05/11/2012 - HOFI continue to visit and advertise here, but opportunistic theft from nearby CAKI nest suggests 
nest is actually on the tower itself and not the arm. Unable to verify from ground. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - HOFI male nest guards while female is on nest. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - No activity observed, and nest not visible. On 5/25, M. Dicus viewed nest from upper slope to west 
and observed the female incubating. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_07 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - A female House Finch was observed carrying nesting material to this nest that appears to be 
approximately 90% complete. - EStrods
05/05/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest briefly several times while the crew was in the tower. They were never 
observed carrying nesting material to the nest. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Pair visited and stayed at the nest during the work activities. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Pair and 2 other finches observed on plate and pair bonding. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - No comment. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Male defending nest and being attentive to female, not quite sure of stage. - FHoffman
05/17/2012 - HOFI coming and going to this nest. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_08 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/2/2012 5/24/2012 05/02/2012 - A female House Finch was seen carrying material to this nest which appears 90% complete. - 
EStrods
05/11/2012 - Insufficient material remains to qualify as a nest. Although a female made one trip with new 
material, there is at present no aggregation beyond 2% of a nest. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - HOFI pair bringing more material to nest which appears complete from 1045-1100. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Avian approved monitor Tim Chumley arrived at CP77 this morning to monitor the nest during 
approved construction activities and discovered it was missing from the tower. While there was HOFI activity at 
the other nests in the tower, no House Finches were observed at the former nest location. - MDicus
05/24/2012 - Nest no longer present. - RRadd

No

HOWR House Wren 050212_hwey_01 EP27-1-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - HOWR in cavity remains at entrance hole until nest is approached within 5 feet, the bird's 
reluctance to leave area indicates there are eggs or young in nest. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - No HOWR activity observed at nest from 1052 to 1107. Male HOWR singing 3 feet from entrance. 
Ash-throated Flycatcher pair in area, ATFL flies to cavity entrance and looks inside at 1104. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - HOWR observed leaving nest cavity at 1551. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - 2 HOWRs observed carrying food into nest cavity at 0958. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - Pair apparently engaged in housekeeping activities, as both male and female observed entering 
cavity and removing fecal material, matted feathers, and small twigs between 0835 and 0840. - HWinfrey

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050212_hwey_02 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 125 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/2/2012 5/16/2012 05/02/2012 - Nest appears complete. Female observed briefly lying in nest, then resuming foraging. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs at 1248. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Only fragments of the nest remain, nest failed, most likely due to predation. Substrate branch is 
undamaged. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050212_hwey_03 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 36 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/2/2012 5/30/2012 05/02/2012 - Biomonitor reports seeing female adding nesting material. Nest is 90% complete, only lacking lining. 
- HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Female on nest at 1254. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Female on nest at 1648. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Female on nest at 1354. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - Yard monitor reports nest is predated and contents are gone. - KAlberts

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_kats_02 CP78-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/2/2012 5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI was seen carrying a Chaenactis flower to the area on top of the locks over the sliding 
bar for this gate, which is used nearly every day by Project personnel. The nest was about 5% complete, and 
contained no eggs or young. The nest was photographed and removed following the NBMMP, as this access road 
is required for continued usage. Several Project vehicles entered and left through the gate after the nest was 
removed, effectively serving as deterrents. - KAlberts

No

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 050212_mdus_01 CP43-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 5/2/2012 5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - A pair of Cassin's Kingbirds was observed making multiple trips with material to the lowest arm on 
the west side of the structure. - MDicus
05/02/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (spacer installation and wire sagging), per agency 
concurrence on 5/02/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape at 
the tower base. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman was dropped at the 
top of the tower and removed the nearly complete Cassin's Kingbird nest and installed a nest deterrent on the 
end of the arm. At the time of removal (approximately 17:00), the nest was 95-100% constructed but contained 
no eggs or nestlings. Photos were taken of the removed nest material, and a nest deterrent was installed in its 
place. - MDicus

No
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BUSH Bushtit 050212_mkhn_01 GS-NF-28 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 8 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/2/2012 5/8/2012 05/02/2012 - Adult Bushtits brought material to nest many times. Nest is 5% complete. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Virtually no progress has been made on this nest since found on 5/2. No BUSH detected within 40 
feet of nest in 30 minutes of passive observation. Nest site appears to have been abandoned in early building 
stage. - MKuehn

No

HOWR House Wren 050212_mkhn_02 GS-NF-28 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Adult House Wren was seen carrying nesting material into cavity. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Pair active in cavity, although 1 is most active 'cleaning' the entry with its bill and ducking into the 
cavity; second wren perched nearby, sang twice, and was gone for most of 30-minute observation period. - 
PKonrad
05/16/2012 - After about 10 minutes, a House Wren sang nearby, and another House Wren materialized in the 
cavity entrance from inside the cavity, then flew to the east. No wrens observed during next 20 minutes. - 
PKonrad
05/21/2012 - Pair of House Wrens are active at the nest cavity; 1 remains at the entrance or inside and second 
wren brought caterpillar food to nest; some singing. - PKonrad
05/29/2012 - House Wren very actively singing during observations, usually very close to nest. Periodically it 
foraged near the nest cavity, sometimes within 1 foot of the entrance, but it never delivered food to nest, nor did 
a second adult come out of cavity to get food, etc. - PKonrad

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 050212_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - BUSH make making occasional trips from nearby fledged BUSH nest with purloined material, no 
female detected. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH make infrequent trips to nest at 0704. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - BUSH pair carrying food to nest at 0712. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - BUSH brings food item to nest at 0648. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050212_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/2/2012 5/9/2012 05/02/2012 - LEGO pair copulating adjacent to new nest which appears complete. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Considerable excretions at and under nest indicates successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 050212_rrdd_03 Hartung CY-N Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 5 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/2/2012 5/9/2012 05/02/2012 - HOFI pair building nest which appears complete. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nest is complete, but no HOFI detected from 1330-1345. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Nest is intact and lined. HOFI pair in tree do not approach. Monitor once more before closing. - 
RRadd
05/16/2012 - No activity observed, acorn fallen into nest suggests lack of maintenance and abandonment. - 
RRadd

No

PHAI Phainopepla 050212_rrdd_04 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 40 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/2/2012 5/23/2012 05/02/2012 - PHAI pair carrying material to nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - PHAI pair continue carrying material to nest at 1556. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest appears complete and intact, contents not accessible, no PHAI detected in association during 
20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Nest was abandoned; complete but unused. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_rrdd_05 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 53 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/2/2012 5/6/2012 05/02/2012 - Nearly complete nest at lowest tip of mistletoe clump appears to be HOFI nest built on abandoned 
PHAI platform. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Nest has detached from substrate and fallen sideways. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_vnik_01 Rough Acres CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Observed finch leave nest. 3 eggs present in nest. - VNovik
05/09/2012 - Buffer signs have been run over; tire tracks and footprints inside buffer. Bird incubating on nest. - 
VNovik
05/10/2012 - Female House Finch incubating 5 eggs. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - A female House Finch was brooding small downy nestlings. - PKonrad
05/24/2012 - No adult House Finches present, but at least 3 downy nestlings with pin feathers are in the nest. - 
PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_vnik_02 Rough Acres CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/2/2012 5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Onsite monitor reported seeing House Finch carrying material to trailer while watching the rest for a 
couple of hours, in the morning, At least one female finch was seen carrying material to the nest site at that point. 
A pair of House Finches was observed for approximately 2 hours. The pair was observed at the nest, and a second 
pair was also observed near the nest. At least 1 female was observed carrying material to the nest. The nest 
appears 80% complete. No eggs or young were in the nest. Removal of nest was required based on impact to 
material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate options, and potential for 
more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest deterrents in the form of daily 
meetings, traffic, and construction activities have occurred in the area daily. Nest was removed per NBMMP. - 
VNovik

No
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BEWR Bewick's Wren 050312_ghan_01 CP31-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren making multiple trips with nesting material (feathers) to a cavity located in 
a coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia). 50-foot buffer staked with drive-through access. - GHuffman
05/10/2012 - No wren directly approached the nest during 40 minutes of observation, although a male was 
moving about within 100 feet, singing from various perches. A western fence lizard crawled along the oak trunk 
and paused near the cavity opening. There was no response from within the cavity, but it appeared the lizard only 
entered partway. It eventually moved along, eating ants from the tree trunk. - VEurs
05/18/2012 - About 5 minutes after the biologist approached the nest cavity, an adult wren entered the cavity 
and remained inside for over 40 minutes. A second wren never approached the cavity, but a male was heard 
singing in trees about 40 feet away. This male engaged in counter-singing with another BEWR male across the 
access road. The female was still in the cavity when the biologist left the area. - VEurs
05/25/2012 - A male BEWR was heard singing on occasion within 50 feet of the nest cavity. After approximately 
25 minutes, the male brought a small insect to the cavity and passed it to the female within. He flew about 30 feet 
away and engaged in counter-singing with another BEWR. He soon returned with another insect that he passed to 
the female, who vocalized briefly within the cavity. - VEurs

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 050312_hwey_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - Female flies to nest at 0820 and remains on it. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - Female on nest at 1239. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - Female on nest at 0925. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - Female on nest at 1316. Unable to determine whether eggs have hatched. - HWinfrey

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 050312_hwey_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - Female on nest with frequent trips to forage, then immediately returning to nest. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - Female on nest at 1207. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - Female on nest at 0919. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - Female feeding nestlings at 1312; mouths of nestlings barely visible. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050312_hwey_03 CP87-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed pair of HOFIs adding nest material throughout the day. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Female remains on nest with lift 20 feet away. HOFI later leaves nest and 3 eggs are visible. - 
HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - Nest with 5 eggs. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Biomonitor on site reports observing male bringing food to incubating female. - HWinfrey
05/20/2012 - Female adult HOFI was observed on nest during Sunday avian monitoring. - BArnold
05/27/2012 - Adult HOFI on nest. - BArnold
05/29/2012 - At least four nestlings observed within nest from lift, while using lift for another purpose. - BArnold
05/29/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed pair making several trips to nest with food. - HWinfrey

TBD

CALT California Towhee 050312_lton_01 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/3/2012 5/10/2012 05/03/2012 - The female flushed the nest when approached, 3 eggs are in the nest. - LThoreson
05/10/2012 - Nest pulled apart, no eggs or young remaining, apparently predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 050312_rrdd_01 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 250 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/3/2012 5/21/2012 05/03/2012 - LASP in nest with 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - LASP in nest for duration of brief observation at 1004. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - LASP in nest for duration of brief observation at 1037. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest is intact, empty and presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

MODO Mourning Dove 050312_rrdd_02 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 39 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/3/2012 5/9/2012 05/03/2012 - MODO incubating 2 eggs. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - Broken eggshell in empty nest suggests predation. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050312_rrdd_03 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - HOFI pair making repeated trips to this location with grass stems and leaving without. Some 
material visible from below. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI continue to attend nest while crew is on site. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - HOFI comes off nest to investigate new WEKI nest in progress at Leg D. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - 22 May;  No activity detected. - RRadd

TBD

CALT California Towhee 050312_sjon_01 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 120 100 50 50 Fledged 5/3/2012 5/30/2012 05/03/2012 - California Towhee flew from the area of nest while biological monitor was walking through area. 
Nest was found with 1 egg. - SJohnston
05/09/2012 - California Towhee incubating 3 light blue brown-speckled eggs. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - An adult California Towhee was still incubating clutch of 3 eggs. - PKonrad
05/22/2012 - No adult California Towhees were observed near nest filled with 3 medium-sized nestlings with eyes 
opening and pin feathers developing. - PKonrad
05/30/2012 - Nestling California Towhees appear to have fledged. Avian biologist Jared Taylor noted that he saw 2 
fledglings near the nest on 5/25. No fledglings or adults observed or heard today - closed. - PKonrad

Yes
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BUSH Bushtit 050312_vers_01 CP6-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Grading 90 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/3/2012 5/17/2012 05/03/2012 - Onsite biomonitor A. Steyers observed a pair of Bushtits bringing nesting material to the top of 
yucca inflorescence, as construction was ongoing in the morning. The nest is braced against the flower stalk and is 
about 60% complete. Sunlight can still be seen through the bottom of the nest and it is not ready for egg-laying. 
The Bushtits visited the nest as the biomonitor and avian biologist stood 15-20 feet away. - VEurs
05/10/2012 - During 40 minutes of observation, the male was seen bringing material to the nest twice. Once he 
brought a piece of wilted flower and on the second visit, a rather large downy feather. - VEurs
05/17/2012 - The nest appears to have fallen from its anchor point, and a branchlet of the flower stalk has 
pierced a large hole in its side. The nest location is rather exposed and may have been dislodged due to predation. 
This nest, which may have contained eggs, failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 050312_vnik_01 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/3/2012 5/3/2012 05/03/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed for approximately 20 minutes. At least one female was 
observed carrying material to the nest. The nest appears 1% complete. No eggs or young were in the nest. 
Removal of nest was required based on impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost 
impact relative to alternate options, and potential for more nests at the piece of equipment during the 
anticipated nest cycle. Nest deterrents in the form of mylar tape and plastic sheeting were in place on the truck. 
Nest was removed per NBMMP, as this truck was required for immediate usage. - VNovik

No

HOFI House Finch 050412_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/4/2012 5/4/2012 05/04/2012 - Pair was seen flying out of nest location and male singing in area, nest was approximately 50% 
complete. Mylar deterrents installed on flatbed. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to 
material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative 
options, and potential for more nests at the piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a 
candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the trailer. No eggs or young were present and nest was 
removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

MODO Mourning Dove 050412_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 75 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

5/4/2012 5/17/2012 05/04/2012 - MODO on nest. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Adult MODO on nest, didn't flush at less than 3 feet. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Nest is empty, no MODO seen. - BArnold

No

MODO Mourning Dove 050412_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 80 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

5/4/2012 5/25/2012 05/04/2012 - Nest with 2 eggs. Flushed adult MODO at about 2 feet. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Adult MODO on nest, didn't flush at less than 2 feet. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - One nestling and 1 egg rolled slightly away from skimpy nest on top of fan screen. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - Dead nestling and 1 egg on nest. This nest failed, probably when fan came on and partially sucked 
nest down through screen, causing abandonment. - BArnold

No

MODO Mourning Dove 050412_bald_03 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 205 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

5/4/2012 5/11/2012 05/04/2012 - MODO on nest. Dove did not flush, even at less than 1 foot beneath nest. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Nest empty, no adults, no nestlings, no eggs. Lots of scat below nest. Small portion of nest with scat, 
partially sucked into fan. Probably failed. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 050412_bald_04 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 270 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/4/2012 5/17/2012 05/04/2012 - Observed female HOFI accompanied by male bring nest material to this nest, after removing from 
closed nest 15 to the west. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Adult flushed from nest at less than 2 feet. Nest with 4 eggs. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Nest predated from open electrical box, ripped apart and on ground below Gas Circuit Breaker 
stand. Status now Closed. - BArnold

No

MODO Mourning Dove 050412_bald_05 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 155 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/4/2012 5/11/2012 05/04/2012 - Adult MODO on nest, didn't flush at 4 feet. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Nest empty, no adults, nestlings nor eggs. Nest in good shape, but no sign of heavy use. This nest 
likely never reached active stage. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 050412_bald_06 Encina Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

5/4/2012 5/7/2012 05/04/2012 - Nest with 1 egg in lift mast. - BArnold
05/07/2012 - Still 1 egg in nest. This nest has been abandoned, and was removed by the avian biologist. HOFI nest 
discovered 4 May with 1 egg. Due to its location on a lift, it was unclear if this nest was viable at that time (that is, 
whether the egg had been laid that day), or if the nest had previously been abandoned due to the lift being used 
and moved after this egg was laid. As of 7 May there remained only 1 egg, indicating that this nest had been 
previously abandoned. Because the lift equipment in the Encina Substation is available for both SRPL and O&M 
work activities, it remains unclear which specific group last used the equipment with the nest, although the 
presence of the nest was not known at that time. - BArnold

No

BTSP Black-throated Sparrow 050412_ddso_01 EP255-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats OH - wire stringing 35 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/4/2012 5/10/2012 05/04/2012 - This nest was discovered by a biomonitor while monitoring the splicing activities at EP255-2. An 
avian biologist determined that the nest contained 4 nestlings that were being fed by an adult Black-throated 
Sparrow. - DDitommaso
05/10/2012 - Nestlings have apparently fledged; no sign of fledglings or adults in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 050412_ddso_02 EP255-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/4/2012 5/4/2012 05/04/2012 - This House Finch nest was discovered at 0845 this morning in a truck by a biomonitor while 
monitoring the splicing activities at EP255-2. The truck has only been at this site since 11am yesterday, so by 
virtue of its motion, has served as a deterrent to nesting activities. Prior to this site, it was sitting at the Helix Yard. 
An avian monitor was dispatched to EP255-2 and determined that there were no eggs or young in the nest in the 
truck which was 100% complete. A pair of House Finch was observed checking out the nest, but did not bring any 
material to it. Best guess given the timeline of events and observations is that the nest was built prior to arriving 
at EP255-2 and a pair of House Finch discovered this existing nest. The nest was photographed and removed 
following NBMMP stipulations, as the truck was needed immediately. - DDitommaso

No

BUSH Bushtit 050412_hwey_01 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - 2 Bushtits observed adding material to nest, which appears to be 80% complete. At one point, 
Bushtit flew to closed Bushtit nest 022112_mdus_01 and removed nest material, then carried it to new nest. - 
HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0641 to 0656. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - BUSH carrying fluffy material into nest at 1218. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - BUSH emerges from nest, forages in area for 3 minutes, then returns to nest. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOWR House Wren 050412_hwey_02 EP35-1-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 5/4/2012 5/4/2012 05/04/2012 - HOWR observed adding nest material. Nest examined, no eggs or young detected. - HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - HOWR nest approximately 80% built was photographed and removed according to NBMMP 
protocol, with approval by SDGE and CPUC/agency concurrence. No eggs or young were present. Nest was located 
within cavity in gate created by plastic sheeting and tape put in place as a nesting bird deterrent. This area was 
sealed following removal of nest with instructions posted to keep this opening sealed after gate operation. - 
HWinfrey

No

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 050412_mkhn_02 EP78-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 5 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 5/4/2012 5/16/2012 05/04/2012 - Adults visited nest site several times, one carrying coarse grasses into post and emerging without 
material each time. Uncertain how complete nest is at this point. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - No activity at nest site in 60 minutes. ATFL occasionally detected within 50 feet of nest, but may be 
same pair that is now constructing nest in a different post 250 feet to east. Little nesting material in base of post 
and without any form of a cup. Nest site likely abandoned, but will be checked once more for progress in 5-7 
days. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - No new material has been added to nest. This site has apparently been abandoned prior to 
completion of nest construction. - MKuehn

No

SPTO Spotted Towhee 050412_mkhn_03 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 15 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/4/2012 5/22/2012 05/04/2012 - While passively observing a RTHA nest, a female SPTO was observed emerging from a grassy area 
and returning 10 minutes later. The area was searched and she flew from a nest containing 3 eggs. She returned 
to the nest 30 seconds after the biologist retreated to 50 feet from the nest. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Passively observed nest for 12 minutes, until female left nest to forage. Nest still contains 3 eggs. - 
MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Nest contains 3 nestlings. Pin feathers on wings still completely enclosed in sheaths and about 15 
mm long. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - Nest empty and in good condition. Two adults and 1 fledgling located 100 feet from nest. - MKuehn

Yes

SPTO Spotted Towhee 050412_mkhn_04 EP79-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 70 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/4/2012 5/22/2012 05/04/2012 - Adult flew from nest as biologist walked past while following a Wrentit. Nest contains 3 eggs. - 
MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Adult incubating. Nest still contains 3 eggs. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Adult on nest. - ELoveless
05/22/2012 - Nest is empty, and material in cup is loose and slightly mussed. Adults were detected within 80 feet 
of nest and followed, but no indication of fledglings was detected. Adults never scolded and were not observed 
carrying food in 20 minutes of following them as they moved through the territory. Based on observations 
(incubating when found on 5/4 and last known to contain eggs on 5/10), earliest possible fledge date was 5/20 
and latest was 5/27, however the lack of a detectable family group suggests the nest failed due to natural causes. - 
MKuehn

No

WREN Wrentit 050412_mkhn_05 EP79-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 20 100 100 100 Indeterminate 5/4/2012 5/17/2012 05/04/2012 - Both adults observed carrying nesting material to a 5% completed nest. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Nest appears complete and contains no eggs. Lining is somewhat mussed and some appears pulled 
up and out of nest. This nest may have already failed. No Wrentits detected within 50 feet of nest for 30 minutes 
or when nest was approached and inspected. No eggshell fragments found on ground below nest. - MKuehn
05/17/2012 - Nest is still empty and appearance has not changed. Likely depredated but no evidence that eggs 
were ever laid. - MKuehn

N/A

HOWR House Wren 050412_rrdd_01 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - Female making trips carrying small items to cavity with male in constant close attendance. Male also 
carries stems to next cavity below - presumed alternate nest. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Female brings feather to nest and stays at 1522. Male guarding. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - HOWR male nest guarding and defending from 1225-1300. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Male HOWR continues strident nest presence, and follows female on brief exits. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - HOWR carries food item to nest at 1434. - RRadd

TBD
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PHAI Phainopepla 050412_rrdd_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 46 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/4/2012 5/23/2012 05/04/2012 - Male PHAI shaping cup in nearly complete nest. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest appears complete, female PHAI is associating but wary (nest not approached by observer). - 
RRadd
05/18/2012 - PHAI nearby but not associating with this nest, which is beginning to loosen. Monitor once more 
before potentially closing. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Nest is falling apart, pair building new nest nearby. - RRadd

No

CALT California Towhee 050412_rrdd_03 CP70-3-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 15 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/4/2012 5/24/2012 05/04/2012 - CALT lying in nest observed empty 1 week ago. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs and hatched young at 1407. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Nest appears to contain 3 hatched young during brief glimpse. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - CALT attending large young in nest; should fledge tomorrow morning. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Nest is intact, empty and presumed fledged. Observation chronology suggests likely fledge. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 050412_rrdd_04 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/4/2012 5/26/2012 05/04/2012 - HOFI female carrying material into cavity and remaining for a minute at a time. Male attends. - 
RRadd
05/12/2012 - Male feeding soliciting female adjacent to nest (which is not visible). - RRadd
05/18/2012 - HOFI near this cavity did not enter during 20-minute observation from 1220-1240. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - HOFI still present, but behavior suggests nesting elsewhere. Abandoned prior to use, likely part of 
the site selection process. - RRadd

No

KILL Killdeer 050412_sjon_01 EP54-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 78 100 75 75 Fledged 5/4/2012 5/23/2012 05/04/2012 - Killdeer incubating 4 eggs. - SJohnston
05/09/2012 - An adult Killdeer is incubating a clutch of 4 eggs; the adult walked away from the nest when the 
avian biologist approached within 60 feet; stood 60 feet away from nest, then returned to nest as soon as 
biologist turned around and began leaving the area. The Killdeer did not call, and no other adult was observed or 
heard in the area. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - An adult Killdeer is incubating its clutch of eggs while the installation of a 3-foot tall orange silt 
fence is being completed a few feet outside the Killdeer nest buffer area. Biomonitor G. Brungraber reported the 
adult Killdeer did not react to the fencing work and continued their incubation of the clutch throughout the work 
period. - PKonrad
05/21/2012 - 4 Killdeer hatchlings observed in the same position as the previously unhatched eggs. Adult Killdeer 
was later observed brooding young at the scrape. - SJohnston
05/24/2012 - S. Johnston reports that on May 22, four young KILL were observed walking around away from the 
nesting scrape. Adults were observed brooding young away from scrape. No young were observed on May 23. - 
KAlberts

Yes

HOFI House Finch 050412_vers_01 CP7 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed entering and exiting the lowest arm on the south side of the 
steel monopole at least a dozen times over the course of an hour. On at least 3 occasions, the female carried 
nesting material into the end of the arm while the male perched atop the arm, singing. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - During 60 minutes of observation, a male spent at least 20 minutes singing from the small 
distribution pole directly opposite the arm with the nest. Towards the end of the observation he was singing on 
the arm, directly above the entrance to the nest. The female was not observed. - VEurs
05/18/2012 - Construction activities occurred during the majority of the 60-minute observation period. No HOFI 
activity was observed at the nest, although onsite biomonitor A. Steyers reports the pair made several trips to and 
from the pole on 17 May. - VEurs
05/25/2012 - No HOFI activity at the nest during 60 minutes of observation, although there were numerous 
House Finches in the surrounding habitat. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050412_vnik_01 Thing Valley CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/4/2012 5/4/2012 05/04/2012 - Biomonitor observed female finch making several trips to nest with nest material. Nest was located 
late in the afternoon yesterday. Nest location is in area of tank that inhibits the operation of pumps und other 
tanks needed for dust control purposes. The tire is wrapped in plastic as a deterrent. Nest could become flooded 
if tank overflowed. Nest is approximately 30% complete with no eggs or young. Removal of nest was required 
based on impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate 
options, and potential for more nests at the piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest deterrents 
in the form of mylar tape and plastic were hung on the water tank. Nest was photographed and removed per 
NBMMP. - VNovik

No

OATI Oak Titmouse 050512_hwey_01 EP32-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 22 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/5/2012 5/11/2012 05/05/2012 - Adult OATI making frequent brief trips inside nest cavity from 0631 to 0701. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - OATI brings food to nest cavity at 0639. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - OATI brings food to nest at 0631. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - No activity observed at nest cavity from 0805 to 0835. OATI heard calling nearby. Nest presumed 
fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050512_hwey_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/5/2012 TBD 05/05/2012 - Female Lesser Goldfinch gathering spider webs and flying to nest with male mate-guarding and 
following female's movements. - HWinfrey
05/12/2012 - No activity at nest between 1112 and 1142. Nest was monitored from bridge outside buffer. - 
MDicus
05/19/2012 - Female on nest at 0715. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1318 to 1333. - HWinfrey

TBD

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 050512_hwey_03 Alpine CY Construction Yards Chaparrals Traffic 70 100 70 70 Presumed Fledged 5/5/2012 5/25/2012 05/05/2012 - Female on nest at 1400. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - Female observed on nest at 0942. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - Adult feeding nestlings, begging sounds audible at 1347. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - Nest empty with no sign of predation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 050512_hwey_04 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/5/2012 5/5/2012 05/05/2012 - Biomonitor A. Bryant observed a HOFI pair making 4 trips to nest cavity with coarse nesting 
material, indicating nest was early in the nest-building stage. Nest removal was requested to allow for ongoing 
Alpine Underground wire testing. No buffer reduction was possible, as the nest was in the area of the current and 
pending work. Nest cavity was examined and it was determined that nest could not removed. Cavity was covered 
with netting to prevent further nest building, per the NBMMP. Pair was observed immediately investigating other 
possible nest sites in the area. - HWinfrey

No

CALT California Towhee 050512_ltiw_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals Other 35 100 50 50 Fledged 5/5/2012 5/17/2012 05/05/2012 - A pair of California Towhees was observed in the vicinity of the nest, which contains 4 nestlings. - 
LTymkiw
05/11/2012 - Feathered nestlings remain present at 1212. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Nest is clean and empty, recent fledglings are nearby. - RRadd

Yes

HOWR House Wren 050512_rrdd_01 CP81-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/5/2012 TBD 05/05/2012 - HOWR female carries feather to nest and stays at 0724. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - HOWR male singing, nest guarding and entering cavity at 1336. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Male nest-guarding, female departs at 0742 after 20 minutes of observation. No item carry 
observed on return 8 minutes later. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - HOWR makes one trip to and from nest during 20-minute observation. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 050512_rrdd_02 CP78-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 5 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/5/2012 5/20/2012 05/05/2012 - Nest is approximately 50% complete, and in progress. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Female on nest. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Female lying in nest at 0710. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Nest is empty. Although nest contents were never checked, observations suggest eggs were present 
and subsequently predated about the time of hatch. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050512_rrdd_03 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/5/2012 TBD 05/05/2012 - Nest appears complete with female lying in nest. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Nest is 100% built, but no activity observed. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - HOFI pair making many trips with new material. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Female HOFI lying in nest at 0655. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 050512_rrdd_04 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 75 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 5/5/2012 5/22/2012 05/05/2012 - ANHU nest building, approximately 50% complete at 1440. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Nest is 75% complete, but no ANHU detected. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Nest still 75% complete was abandoned prior to completion. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050612_fhan_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - HOFI nest of forbs and grass in slight cup shape removed (35%) complete, with no eggs or young 
present, per the NBMMP. Nest site was photographed and confirmed by an avian biologist. The truck is used daily 
for Sunrise operations, necessitating the removal of this nest from within the cab of the truck. - FHoffman

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 050612_fhan_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/7/2012 05/06/2012 - Pair of adults was observed multiple times carrying nest material to angle steel on ground. Upon 
inspection, a cup nest was found under a piece of angle steel. Another partially complete cup nest was also found 
adjacent to the first nest. - FHoffman
05/07/2012 - Pair was seen bringing in nesting material to 80% complete nest. Nest was discovered on 4/6/12 and 
was approved to be removed as per the agencies. No deterrents were present on steel, but heavy work activities 
were occurring all around. The nest was submitted for nest removal per NBMMP because of the necessity to fly 
out the steel piece immediately and that there were no eggs or nestlings present. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 050612_fhan_04 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - HOFI pair detected building nest. Nest had no eggs or young and was about 40% complete. Nest 
removed from actively used auger truck, needed every day for Sunrise construction, per the NBMMP. The nest 
was photographed, confirmed, and removed by an avian biologist. - FHoffman

No

HOFI House Finch 050612_fhan_05 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - HOFI pair detected nest building. Nest was approximately 15% complete of various cut shrubs and 
grasses and contained no eggs or young. Since this nest was found under construction inside an actively used wire 
truck that is needed for Sunrise wire-stringing operations, this nest was photographed and removed following the 
NBMMP. - FHoffman

No

WEBL Western Bluebird 050612_hwey_01 Suncrest-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/6/2012 TBD 05/06/2012 - Female WEBL observed leaving cavity at 1100, returning with grassy material at 1106. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1209 to 1224. Female observed foraging 10 feet from cavity 
opening. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - Adult female WEBL observed foraging underneath distribution pole across access road, then flying 
to perch in shrubs near nest tree. - BArnold
05/29/2012 - Female perched on entrance hole, leaning inside, apparently feeding nestlings. Male perched a few 
inches away. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050612_mkhn_01 Rough Acres CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - Biomonitor observed adults making many trips to nest throughout the day, including while water 
trucks were filling from the front of tank 20 feet away and while water tank was being filled using generator and 
pump 45 feet away. Traffic routinely passed along access road 10 feet away. Birds are virtually undeterred from 
nesting by activity near nest and apparently began constructing nest after vehicle was parked here yesterday. Nest 
is 50% complete and contains no eggs. Since this equipment is needed for construction currently, this nest site 
was photographed and all nesting material was removed per the NBMMP, before the opening was stuffed with 
crumpled paper which was taped into place as a deterrent. - MKuehn

No

AR067839
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HOFI House Finch 050612_mkhn_02 Rough Acres CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/6/2012 TBD 05/06/2012 - Biomonitor observed adults making many trips to nest throughout the day, including while water 
trucks were filling from the front of tank 25 feet away and while water tank was being filled using generator and 
pump 30 feet away. Birds are virtually undeterred from nesting by activity near nest and brought material to nest 
while avian biologist stood 10 feet away while logging nest location. Nest appears to be about 40% complete. - 
MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Nest looks nearly complete and female House Finch was bringing nest material to the nest. Male 
attempted copulation and perched prominently nearby. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - Female House Finch incubating. - PKonrad
05/24/2012 - Female House Finch is incubating on water tank nest. - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050612_mkhn_03 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - Adult HOFIs were observed carrying nesting material into small cavity in end of crane arm. Electrical 
testing occurred on site yesterday, and the crane was used then. No nesting activity was observed at this location 
as of 1930 on 5/5, so nest construction began today. This crane is needed for the completion of electrical testing 
onsite, and even if another crane were used, this one would need to be moved for the work to be completed. The 
nest was inspected and found to be 85% complete and partially lined, but containing no eggs. The nest was 
photographed and removed per the NBMMP. The cavity, and another close by, were stuffed with mesh netting 
crumpled up, and the openings were duct taped closed to prevent future nesting attempts. - MKuehn

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 050712_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 100 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/7/2012 5/12/2012 05/07/2012 - Nest was found during sweep of yard by monitor right before skycrane was to pick up legs 140 feet 
away. The avian biologist and two groundmen protected the nest from skycrane rotor wash. The men held a wood 
board 5 feet from nest while avian biologist shielded the nest. The winds were 19 mph above the shield, 13 mph 
behind the shield, and 1-2 mph at the nest with the avian protecting the nest with their body. After the skycrane 
activity, the nest was monitored full time for approximately 45 minutes, and the female was seen returning to the 
nest soon after the activities and resumed incubating. The nest contains 4 eggs. - AHill
05/13/2012 - On May 12th, the nest was found to be empty and 1 egg was just outside of the nest. A few adult, 
down feathers were found near the nest. The actual nest appeared to be intact. No LASP adult birds were seen or 
heard  in the vicinity of the nest. Based on this evidence, the nest was predated on by natural causes rather than 
construction related. The only possibility for a failure due to construction would be rotor wash; which did not 
occur because the nest was physically intact. The nest was most likely predated on by a raven. - AHill

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 050712_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/7/2012 5/9/2012 05/07/2012 - Female is brooding at least 3 nestlings. Both parents seen bringing food to nestlings during crane 
activity at 45 feet from nest. - AHill
05/08/2012 - Female on nest brooding. Observed male feed female. - AHill
05/09/2012 - The nest was found to be empty and looked to be predated by an animal. No feathers or blood 
present. A squirrel or raven could have eaten the nestlings. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 050712_ahll_04 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/7/2012 5/7/2012 05/07/2012 - Pair was seen flying out of nest location and male singing in area; nest was approximately 65% 
complete. Mylar deterrents installed on storage container. Removal of nest was required based on potential 
impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to 
alternative options, and potential for more nests at the piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest 
was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the trailer. No eggs or young were present and nest 
was removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 050712_fhan_02 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Detected by yard monitors. Female incubating 3 eggs. Flushed upon approach at 2 feet. - FHoffman
05/16/2012 - Three downy nestlings in nest. Female visited nest 1 time during 30-minute observation. - ELoveless
05/23/2012 - Female observed bringing food to the nest one time during the 30 minute observation. Male 
observed singing near nest. - ELoveless
05/26/2012 - At least 1 nestling with pin feathers. No adults were seen during 10 minutes of observation. - 
LTymkiw

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050712_fhan_03 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 75 100 15 15 Nest did not reach active stage 5/7/2012 5/18/2012 05/07/2012 - Observed by monitors. Adults have not been seen for awhile. May not reach active stage. - 
FHoffman
05/16/2012 - Nest approximately 70% complete. No HOFI activity around nest. - ELoveless
05/18/2012 - No activity observed during 1 hour observation. Nest in same condition as previous entry. Nest was 
never completed. Avian biologist watched the nest for over 1 hour a day for 3 days with no activity observed. Nest 
is roughly in the same condition as when it was logged 11 days prior. Nest was closed and buffers were removed. - 
ELoveless

No

BUSH Bushtit 050712_ghan_01 EP9-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Bushtit observed making 3 trips to a manzanita with nesting material within an observation period 
of 15 minutes. Nest appears to be 5% complete. Buffer signs staked at 50 feet. - GHuffman
05/14/2012 - Observed Bushtit making multiple trips to nest with material. Nest appears to be 80% complete. - 
GHuffman
05/21/2012 - No activity observed from 1033 to 1048. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - No Bushtit activity detected during 20 minutes of observation; however, nest remains in well-
maintained condition. - HWinfrey

TBD

AR067840
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HOFI House Finch 050712_hwey_01 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/7/2012 5/7/2012 05/07/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed a pair of House Finches adding nest material to site inside bracket on 
monopole tower CP87-1. It was determined that nest removal was necessary to allow ongoing underground wire 
testing and that buffer reduction would not be possible. Nest was examined and found to be 20% complete with 
no eggs or young present. Male and female were adding nest material with biologist observing from a boom lift at 
a distance of 10 feet. Nest was removed in accordance with the NBMMP. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 050712_jdus_01 CP74-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips to nest with material. Male chases second male away from vicinity of nest, 
defending nest site. Pair forages upslope of tower and to the west. - JDicus
05/18/2012 - No HOFI observed to visit this nest during 1-hour observation. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - No HOFI detected at this structure during 40-minute observation. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - HOFI pair come to nest after 15 minutes of observation. Male guards and female appears to settle 
onto nest. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050712_jdus_02 CP74-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Pair visits marker ball together 4 times, twice the female carries nesting material inside to remain 
for 10-30 seconds and reappear at entrance. Male enters once through opposite entrance and departs almost 
immediately to land on fiber optic line nearby. Male does not enter marker ball again for duration of observation 
period, despite attending the female on each visit to nest site. Pair copulates on line near nest entrance. - JDicus
05/18/2012 - HOFI pair carry nest material into this ball at 0820. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - No HOFI detected at this structure during 40-minute observation. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Male sings at entrance, and female subsequently emerges. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050712_jdus_03 CP74-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips to marker ball, female carries material inside while male sings from line outside 
entrance. - JDicus
05/18/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - No HOFI detected at this structure during 40-minute observation. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050712_jtor_01 CP98-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - HOFI pair observed carrying nest material to cavity in lowest eastern arm. - JTaylor
05/16/2012 - Male perched 10 feet from nest for duration of 15-minute observation. Female not seen. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Female emerges briefly from nest cavity, then re-enters. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - No activity observed at cavity entrance and no HOFIs detected in area during 30 minutes of 
observation. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050712_jtor_02 CP86 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - 1 nest located on west side where plates meet to join legs. Female flew away from nest when site 
was approached. Nest on west appears complete, feathers of lining visible. - JTaylor
05/10/2012 - 9:30am-11:00am:  Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter 
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately 
5 minutes to conduct hydro mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to mulched by spraying from 
outside stakes. Incubating female appeared alert but remained in nest. Activities appeared to have no negative 
impact on nesting status. Female was not observed leaving nest during activities. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - Incubation continues unabated at 1110. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Female HOFI tight on nest at 1110. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050712_jtor_03 CP86 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Second pair of HOFI building a nest on south of tower. - JTaylor
05/10/2012 - 9:30am-11:00am:  Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter 
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately 
5 minutes to conduct hydro mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to mulched by spraying from 
outside stakes. Incubating female appeared alert but remained in nest. Activities appeared to have no negative 
impact on nesting status. Female observed leaving nest once during observation off site for a total of twenty 
minutes and returned to incubating. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - Incubation continues at 1114. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Female HOFI tight on nest at 1111. - RRadd

TBD

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 050712_ltiw_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - A pair was observed bringing lining material several times to the nest while the crew was working in 
the tower. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Pair very actively building nest, vocalizing and pair bonding. Adult attempted to grab mule tape left 
on tower. Nest is very obvious. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Adult male building nest, bringing in material and stealing material from HOFI nests on side arms. 
Female on nest, flushed when 1 crew climbed to her level  and returned when he descended. - FHoffman
05/17/2012 - CAKI activity here is intermittent, but pair observed defending against interloper CAKI, and female 
on nest at times. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - CAKI moving nest components to SE tip of this arm - numerous trips - and bringing additional 
material from elsewhere. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050712_rrdd_01 CP54-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/7/2012 5/15/2012 05/07/2012 - LEGO pair attending. Female made 3 trips with material in 15 minutes to next approximately 25% 
complete, 1335. Nest position makes this nest highly vulnerable to rotor wash. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest appears complete and LEGO pair on site. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest is complete, empty and unmaintained. - RRadd

No
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050712_rrdd_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 5/7/2012 5/25/2012 05/07/2012 - LEGO female on nest intermittently. Leaves nest in response to parked vehicle at 50 feet, returns at 
75 feet. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest appears complete and sound, and LEGO in vicinity seem to be associating with this nest, but do 
not alight at it. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - 22 May;  Empty nest has not been occupied and is deteriorating. - RRadd

No

RWBL Red-winged Blackbird 050712_sjon_01 EP53-3-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 32 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/7/2012 5/22/2012 05/07/2012 - Nest found while biological monitors were checking pitfall traps. Female incubating 4 eggs. - 
SJohnston
05/15/2012 - Male and female Red-winged Blackbirds territorial; 4 nestlings about 4 days old in nest. - PKonrad
05/22/2012 - Nestling Red-winged Blackbirds have fledged; nest is in good shape with a couple mutes inside. 
Adults territorial; fledglings probably nearby - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

HOFI House Finch 050812_fhan_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 65 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/8/2012 5/9/2012 05/08/2012 - Both adults building nest. Started day at 10% complete. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - F. Hoffman reports that nest material gone. Perhaps kingbirds plundered it or blown off by wind. - 
KAlberts
05/11/2012 - No activity detected at this location and no nest visible at 1155. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050812_hwey_01 EP39-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/8/2012 5/8/2012 05/08/2012 - Female HOFI was observed carrying nest material into a canvas bag hanging from a steel beam in 
tower structure EP39-1. The bird was observed making 10 trips with material between 0730 and 0745. The nest 
was examined and found to be 20% complete with no eggs or young present. The site has ongoing tower 
assembly and a nest buffer reduction was not possible. Nest was removed in accordance with the NBMMP. - 
HWinfrey

No

ROWR Rock Wren 050812_hwey_02 EP39-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 60 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/8/2012 5/29/2012 05/08/2012 - ROWR observed carrying nest material into cavity at 0725. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Nest cup appears complete, but no eggs are visible. - HWinfrey
05/22/2012 - No activity observed from 0733 to 0803. Nest appears complete, but cup contents are not visible. - 
HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - No activity observed during 20 minutes of observation. Lack of activity over past 3 weeks indicates 
that this nesting attempt was most likely abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 050812_hwey_03 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/8/2012 5/8/2012 05/08/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed female HOFI adding nest material to nest. Nest was examined and 
found to be 75% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was determined to not be feasible, as 
ongoing wire testing work requires access to area.  Nest was removed in accordance with NBMMP, with SDGE & 
CPUC approval and agency concurrence. Deterrents remain on both riser towers in this area. - HWinfrey

No

SPTO Spotted Towhee 050812_lgan_01 EP30-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 125 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/8/2012 5/16/2012 05/08/2012 - An adult Spotted Towhee was observed incubating the nest. The adult vacated the nest upon the 
avian biologist's discovery of the nest, revealing 2 eggs. - LGorman
05/16/2012 - Observed no activity in vicinity of nest. After a period of no Spotted Towhees in area, nest was 
approached and found to have no eggs or young with nest still intact. Nest closed likely due to predation. - 
GHuffman

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 050812_mdus_01 CP39-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 245 300 245 245 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/8/2012 5/29/2012 05/08/2012 - The CAGN pair was observed rapidly adding material to a nest that is approximately 20% 
constructed. - MDicus
05/15/2012 - 2 nest exchanges were observed: at 07:09 the female switched incubation duties with the male, and 
at 07:55 they switched again. - MDicus
05/22/2012 - 3 nest exchanges were observed: at 0720, 0750, and 0808. After the second nest exchange, the 
female briefly chased a passing Lesser Goldfinch from the vicinity while the male incubated. - MDicus
05/29/2012 - After 1 hour of inactivity at or near the nest, the permittee checked the nest contents. 2 intact eggs 
were observed. The nest was in good condition, and no broken egg shells were found below the nest. The CAGN 
pair was observed constructing a new nest 500 feet to the east of the abandoned one. - MDicus

No
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LBVI Least Bell's Vireo 050812_mkhn_01 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 210 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/8/2012 5/15/2012 05/08/2012 - T. Cooper - observed female adding material to nest, followed by male. Nest approximately 40% 
complete. - MKuehn
05/09/2012 - Pair observed near the nest, with female frequently adding willow down and dry grasses to the 
interior of the nest, as well as rounding out smoothing the interior of the nest with her body. Nest approximately 
70% complete. - TCooper
05/10/2012 - Pair was observed at nest, female occasionally adding willow down to the interior of the nest. Both 
birds were observed rounding out the inside of the nest with their bodies or otherwise inspecting and smoothing 
the exterior. Nest appears 90% complete. - TCooper
05/11/2012 - Pair observed foraging in nest area, male singing frequently. Female observed lining nest with fine 
grass. - TCooper
05/14/2012 - When the monitoring biologist arrived, the male LBVI was observed on the nest singing frequently. 
After 10 minutes of observation, the male left the nest, at which time the biologist checked the contents of the 
nest. Two newly laid LBVI eggs and 2 Brown-headed Cowbird (BHCO) eggs were observed in the nest. One BHCO 
egg was removed; one egg was addled, by shaking vigorously, and placed back in the nest for the following 
reasons: - This vireo pair was observed building on 11 May, meaning that the female most likely laid her initial egg 
May 13 and laid a second egg today, May 14. The female has the potential to lay an additional 2 eggs, completing 
a typical 4 egg clutch for this species. By removing only one BHCO egg on this date, increases the potential that 
the female will continue laying and complete her typical clutch. Removing both cowbird eggs and leaving only a 2 
egg clutch would increase the possibility of abandonment of the nest by the vireo pair because of the large degree 
of reduction. Additionally, leaving 1 BHCO egg may reduce the risk of further parasitism or nest destruction by the 
offending cowbird(s), by giving the appearance that their egg is still viable. - The male LBVI was observed back on 
the nest within 2 minutes of the biologist departure. - TCooper
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest. 2 LBVI eggs and 1 BHCO egg in nest. Eggs cold. 1 LBVI egg with at least 
3 punctures and evidence of content leakage. Nest remained intact and in good condition. - TCooper

No

MODO Mourning Dove 050812_rrdd_01 CP57-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 17 100 75 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/8/2012 5/18/2012 05/08/2012 - MODO pair carrying sticks and copulating at nest site 0700. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - No nesting activity was observed in the area, and no nest was found. After checking the nest shrub 
and surrounding shrubs, and after confirming the location with the avian biologist who logged it, the nest was 
closed. Previous observations showed a California Towhee pair removing sticks from the MODO nest location. It is 
presumed the MODO pair abandoned the nest attempt prior to egg-laying. - MDicus

No

CALT California Towhee 050812_rrdd_02 CP57-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - CALT pair making 8 trips in 10 minutes carrying beaks full of "straw" to nest location at 0722. - 
RRadd
05/15/2012 - CALT soliciting copulation adjacent to nest at 0700. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Contact calling and apparent nest-guarding behavior suggests incubation is in progress. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 050812_rrdd_03 CP57-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 5/8/2012 5/14/2012 05/08/2012 - BUSH pair making numerous trips carrying silk, dried Salvia leaves and grass stems to nest 
approximately 20% complete 0955. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Nest appears 40% complete. No BUSH observed from 0845-0915. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest has fallen apart. - RRadd

No

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 050812_rrdd_04 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - NOMO binding sticks into nest approximately 60% complete 1200. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - NOMO female on nest intermittently from 1237-1306. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - NOMO comes to nest at 1530 and settles. - RRadd

TBD

HOWR House Wren 050812_rrdd_05 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - Male HOWR singing and guarding cavity entrance and entering occasionally 1237. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Male HOWR singing at cavity entrance from 1248-1319. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - HOWR heard, but no visible entry observed in late afternoon survey. - RRadd

TBD

KILL Killdeer 050812_sjon_01 EP67 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading 75 100 75 75 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/8/2012 5/26/2012 05/08/2012 - Killdeer incubating 4 eggs. - SJohnston
05/15/2012 - An adult Killdeer is incubating its clutch of 4 eggs. - PKonrad
05/21/2012 - Vandalism may have occurred within the nest buffer and the immediate vicinity of nest. This site has 
experienced theft in the recent past. Evidence of nest buffer intrusion include: broken buffer signs, vegetation 
disrupted within a few feet of the nest, silt fencing knocked down, and cribbing inside buffer which was not there 
previously. Intrusion is believed to have occurred Saturday evening or Sunday. Nest now has 3 eggs. No signs of 
broken egg shells at or around nest; however, it is possible the nesting KILLs may have removed from vicinity of 
nest. - SJohnston
05/26/2012 - Arrived on site at 1630, parked approximately 500 feet away from nest and walked within 200 feet 
scanning for adult on nest for 20 minutes. Heard 1 adult Killdeer calling to the south approximately 1000 feet 
away. Located nest without eggs, suspect predation. Closed nest. - MBahn

No
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WEKI Western Kingbird 050812_vnik_01 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/8/2012 5/9/2012 05/08/2012 - Yard monitor observed bird carrying material to nest. Observed nest site for 30 minutes while 
Western Kingbird made approximately 10-15 trips to nest with material. Nest appears 30-40% complete and does 
not contain eggs or young. Deterrents in the form of active steel assembly within 200 feet, helicopter flights 
within 150 feet, traffic within 100 feet, and air crane picks recently within 200 feet have occurred. - VNovik
05/09/2012 - Monitor observed bird carrying nesting material to nest location. Over 20 minute period, bird made 
10-12 trips. Nest estimated to be 30% complete, with no eggs or young. Removal of nest was required based on 
impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impacts relative to alternate options, and 
potential for more nests on the tower that still requires work, during the anticipated nest cycle. No nest 
deterrents were in place on tower, however active construction and helicopter flights have been occurring in the 
area. Nest was removed per NBMMP. - VNovik

No

HOLA Horned Lark 050812_vnik_02 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 95 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/8/2012 5/29/2012 05/08/2012 - While checking a nearby nest, a Horned Lark was observed carrying nesting material. The bird was 
observed from 65 feet, and it flew to nest location. A check of the nest revealed 1 egg. - VNovik
05/09/2012 - Air crane delivered tower section in yard within 150 feet of nest. Check of nest revealed  2 eggs. Bird 
observed returning to nest within 15 minutes of crane departure. Skycrane picked steel tower section from yard 
at a distance of 150 feet from nest. Nest was checked post-pick and eggs were intact and present in nest. 
Observed nest from outside buffer for approximately 1 hour. Bird was not observed at or near nest. - VNovik
05/10/2012 - 3 eggs in nest. Lark observed foraging near nest. - VNovik
05/11/2012 - Female incubating 4 eggs. - VNovik
05/13/2012 - Female diligently incubating her 4 eggs. Physical buffer maintained. - FHoffman
05/16/2012 - Observed from 100 feet away. Female observed entering nest area did not leave nest during 30 
minute observation. - ELoveless
05/23/2012 - One nestling and one egg observed in nest. One cracked egg also present. Adult on nest for the 
majority of the one hour observation. - ELoveless
05/26/2012 - CY monitor reported seeing an adult bring a grasshopper to the nest area. - LTymkiw
05/29/2012 - No activity observed during 60 minute observation. Upon inspection nest was found to be empty, 
possible predation. - ELoveless
05/29/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Nest checked and found to be empty. Based on nestling stage and eggs 
still present in nest 6 days ago, it is likely that nest did not fledge and was predated. Nest closed. - VNovik

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 050812_vnik_03 McCain Valley CY Construction Yards Chaparrals Other 100 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/8/2012 5/23/2012 05/08/2012 - Monitor observed Western Scrub-jay incubating. 3 eggs on nest. - VNovik
05/16/2012 - An adult Western Scrub-jay was brooding 2 newly hatched, featherless nestlings - maybe as much as 
3 days old. The pair of adults was very territorial. - PKonrad
05/23/2012 - The nest is in excellent shape with expanded grass-lined bowl suggesting the growth of nestlings. 
However, the nestling period should continue for a minimum of 16 days, indicating the nest has failed due to an 
unknown natural cause. This probably occurred very recently considering that the adults are still very territorial 
around the nest site - closed. - PKonrad

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 050912_dbby_01 CP17-1-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 180 300 300 300 Fledged 5/9/2012 5/16/2012 05/09/2012 - After surveyors (D. Busby, C. Brungraber, R. Quilley) observed pair for approximately 1.5 hours, the 
nest was discovered with at least 3 nestlings (approximately 6 days old). Adults were observed repeatedly carrying 
food to vicinity of nest. Adult occasionally territorial with scolding and mewing. - DBusby
05/16/2012 - Nest still contained at least 3 nestlings from 0720-0745, but had fledged by 1030 during a brief 
follow-up visit when the family group was observed outside the nest with both parents feeding. - KAlberts

Yes

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 050912_dbby_02 CP17-1-E-B Road Areas Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 672 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/9/2012 5/30/2012 05/09/2012 - After surveyors (D. Busby, C. Brungraber, R. Quilley) observed pair for approximately 2 hours, the 
nest was discovered. The male was initially observed incubating/brooding on the nest; we immediately backed 
away from the nest after its discovery and watched 3 more nest exchanges.
 - DBusby
05/16/2012 - Female incubating on arrival at 0805, male nest exchanged at 0850. Male mewed occasionally while 
female incubated. - KAlberts
05/23/2012 - Male incubating. - KAlberts
05/30/2012 - Nest pulled apart, only base remains. - TCooper

No

HOFI House Finch 051012_cves_02 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/10/2012 TBD 05/10/2012 - The construction occurring at the time of nest detection was fiber optic splicing which consisted of 
3 days of 1 crewmember climbing and working 30 feet up leg A to access the fiber rack, wire splicing at ground 
level and varying levels of usage of a generator. The bird was incubating during this activity - CVettes
05/16/2012 - HOFI activity continues at this location. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - 23 May; No activity detected. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 051012_hwey_02 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 80 100 100 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/10/2012 5/29/2012 05/10/2012 - Yard monitors detected female nest building, making frequent trips with nesting material. Nest 
appears 50% complete. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - Female on nest at 1254. - HWinfrey
05/24/2012 - Female on nest at 1209. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - Yard monitor reports the nest has been predated and is torn up. - KAlberts

No
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ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051012_hwey_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/10/2012 TBD 05/10/2012 - ATFL observed carrying nesting material into cavity under roof tile at 1225. M. Dicus reported on 
5/12/2012 an adult observed making multiple trips to nest with large clumps of dried hydro-mulch pacifier from 
road edge. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - No activity observed at cavity entrance, and no ATFL detected in vicinity of nest. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - ATFL observed leaving nest cavity at 1332 and flying off to the east, across Peutz Valley Road. - 
HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051012_hwey_05 CP87-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/10/2012 5/10/2012 05/10/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed female HOFI adding material to nest located behind bracket on 
monopole tower CP87-1. Nest was examined and found to be 50% complete with no eggs or young present. 
Buffer reduction was determined to not be feasible, since ongoing wire testing work requires daily access to area. 
Nest was photographed and removed in accordance with NBMMP, with SDGE & CPUC approval and agency 
concurrence. Deterrents are numerous on the tower. - HWinfrey

No

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051012_hwey_06 Suncrest-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/10/2012 TBD 05/10/2012 - Biologist A. Farmer observed ATFL pair making multiple trips with nest material over 5 minutes. Nest 
building continued while vehicles passed nest and while biologist approached within 10 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - No activity observed at cavity entrance, and no ATFLs detected from 0810 to 0840. - HWinfrey
05/24/2012 - ATFL observed entering nest cavity at 1050 and remaining inside. 2nd ATFL perched nearby. - 
HWinfrey

TBD

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051012_jdus_01 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/10/2012 TBD 05/10/2012 - Adult carries material to nest cavity twice. - JDicus
05/16/2012 - Poorly organized cup, lined with feathers contains 1 ATFL egg, which appears slightly pushed down 
into lining. Adults not detected near nest. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs. Adult was not incubating when contents were checked. - MKuehn
05/30/2012 - Adult emerged from pipe after 13 minutes of passive observation. - MKuehn

TBD

HOWR House Wren 051012_jdus_02 EP78-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 25 100 30 30 Indeterminate 5/10/2012 5/30/2012 05/10/2012 - Pair enters cavity multiple times, twice carrying fine material. - JDicus
05/17/2012 - No activity observed at cavity for 20 minutes. Male HOWR singing from adjacent coast live oak the 
entire time, but female not detected. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - No activity at cavity for 30 minutes. Male HOWR sang in nest tree for 10 minutes. Female was never 
detected. - MKuehn
05/30/2012 - No activity at cavity for 30 minutes and no HOWR detected within 50 feet of nest. No HOWR have 
been observed at cavity since initially found on 5/10. Possible dummy nest. Closed due to inactivity. Unknown if 
eggs were ever laid. - MKuehn

N/A

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 051012_mdus_01 CP48-2/CP49-1 PS-N Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 20 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 5/10/2012 5/15/2012 05/10/2012 - A biomonitor reported finding a Lesser Goldfinch nest while the construction crew was parked 20 
feet away. The avian biologist observed a female LEGO feeding 4 feathered nestlings. - MDicus
05/14/2012 - The nestlings are fully feathered and perched up in the nest, climbing over each other. They appear 
to be very close to fledging. - MDicus
05/15/2012 - The nest was empty when checked this morning. No fledglings were observed in the vicinity; 
however, the nest showed no signs of damage from predation, and based on the fully feathered nestlings 
yesterday, it is presumed that this nest successfully fledged. - MDicus

Yes

WEKI Western Kingbird 051012_rrdd_01 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/10/2012 TBD 05/10/2012 - WEKI pair copulating and making multiple trips with material 0930-1030. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - WEKI pair continue activity at this nest, copulating adjacent at 1016. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - WEKI comes off nest to harass COHA, then returns at 0946. Nest material brought to nest by mate 
at 1022, presumed gift to incubating female. - RRadd

TBD

CALT California Towhee 051012_rrdd_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/10/2012 TBD 05/10/2012 - CALT incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - CALT on nest at 1138. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - CALT brooding nestlings, mate carrying caterpillars nearby at 1049. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 051012_rrdd_03 CP65-1-PS-N Road Areas Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 65 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/10/2012 5/16/2012 05/10/2012 - LEGO male tending at least 3 large nestlings with feather quills. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest is empty with many feces on rim, suggests successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

WEKI Western Kingbird 051012_sjon_01 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/10/2012 5/10/2012 05/10/2012 - Pair of WEKI nest building. Nest is approximately 10% complete. - SJohnston No

WEKI Western Kingbird 051012_vnik_02 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/10/2012 5/10/2012 05/10/2012 - Observed kingbird carrying nesting material to nest location, and the bird was making a trip to nest 
approximately every minute or so. Nest estimated to be less than 15% complete, containing no eggs or young. 
Observation of bird building began at 0740. Crew began working on and around tower at approximately 0845. 
Since active work was occurring on the same structure as this nest attempt, this nest was a candidate for removal. 
Removal request was approved at 0920. Removal of nest was required based on impact to material logistics 
operations supporting construction, cost impacts relative to alternate options, and potential for more nests at the 
idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Although active work qualifies as a deterrent, no 
physical nest deterrents were in place on tower. Active construction and helicopter flights have been occurring in 
the area for some time. Nest was photographed and removed per NBMMP. - VNovik

No
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BUSH Bushtit 051212_rqey_02 EP123-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/12/2012 TBD 05/12/2012 - Freshly constructed nest observed approximately 95% complete. Appears that only nest lining 
remains to be added. Monitor on site reported seeing a Bushtit carrying fluffy material to nest vicinity. Pair 
observed bringing nesting material to nest numerous times during observation period. During nest verification, 
tower bridge installation occurred via skycrane. Nest was monitored during skycrane activities. A 500 helicopter 
and skycrane hovered onsite for 4 minutes, the 500 at approximately 100 feet from nest, and skycrane 
approximately 225 feet from nest. Significant rotor wash was observed at the nest location from skycrane for the 
majority of the bridge installation. However, the nest remained undamaged, and the pair of Bushtits returned 
after the skycrane left. No further skycrane activity is required at this tower site. - RQuilley
05/21/2012 - Both adult Bushtits were making trips to the nest and leaving, although no nesting material or food 
was noted in their bills. They may be at the egg laying stage, although this aspect of the nesting chronology is hard 
to ascertain. - PKonrad
05/29/2012 - Bushtit visited nest for minutes, left nest, and within a minute a Bushtit entered the nest but did not 
leave during the following 20 minutes; they appear to be in the incubating stage. - PKonrad

TBD

HOWR House Wren 051212_rrdd_01 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/12/2012 TBD 05/12/2012 - HOWR carrying sticks to cavity (5 trips in 8 minutes). - RRadd
05/18/2012 - HOWR male makes infrequent visits from 1220-1240. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - 23 May; Male nest-guarding, enters cavity at 1450. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - HOWR singing near cavity but no entry or exit detected during 20-minute observation. - RRadd

TBD

GRVI Gray Vireo 051212_sjon_01 EP72-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/12/2012 TBD 05/12/2012 - Pair observed nest building. Male was singing and calling as the female was constructing inner lining 
with fine material. - SJohnston
05/17/2012 - Signs for buffer moved from 100 to 40 feet. Adult on nest for at least 15 minutes. Did not check 
contents. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - Adult on nest. Nest contains 4 Gray Vireo eggs. - MKuehn
05/29/2012 - Adult on nest. Contents not checked, but hatching expected around 6/1. - MKuehn

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051312_vers_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 5/13/2012 5/14/2012 05/13/2012 - A pair of HOFI's was observed making frequent trips to the space behind a utility box. The female 
brought nesting material, as the male perched on the arm, singing. Nesting material could be seen dropping from 
beneath the box. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Nest was removed at around 1600. Removal occurred per NBMMP based on need to potentially 
access the immediate nest site area depending on testing results. Nest was 70% complete at time of removal with 
no eggs or young present. Deterrents present included previously plugged cavities and mylar tape duct taped just 
outside nest site. Pair had been observed nest building throughout day. Area was plugged following removal. - 
IMaunsell

No

HOFI House Finch 051412_ahll_01 EP39-1-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - Observed female bringing material to nest, nest contains 4 eggs. - AHill
05/21/2012 - No activity observed. Unable to view nest contents. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051412_ahll_02 EP39-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - Observed female on nest, flushed when biologist was checking other HOFI nest 2 feet away, nest 
contains 3 eggs. - AHill
05/21/2012 - No activity observed. Unable to view nest contents. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 15 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051412_ahll_03 EP39-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 30 30 Removed 5/14/2012 5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - Observed visiting tool bag, female did not have material. Need to have crew check nest contents 
ASAP to see if eggs are present. - AHill
05/14/2012 - Pair bringing in nesting material, 50% complete. No eggs or young were present. No deterrents 
installed on tower. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to operations to make deadline for 
energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for immediate work on the tower. Nest was 
removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 051412_ahll_04 EP36-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/14/2012 5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - Pair bringing in nesting material, was reported as 10% complete. No eggs or young were present. No 
deterrents installed on tower. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to operations to make 
deadline for energization and necessity to use crane immediately. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction 
as the crane was needed immediately. Nest was removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 051412_ahll_05 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/14/2012 5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - Observed pair flying to nest, female with nest material. Nest was 90% complete, no eggs or young 
present. Streamer deterrents were installed on the crane, and the equipment was located in an active 
construction yard with tower assembly and regular helicopter flights, effectively serving as deterrents. Removal of 
nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction such as 
tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the piece of 
equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of 
the crane. Nest was removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 051412_ahll_06 EP34-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - Observed pair flying to within 20 feet of nest, female carrying fine nesting material. Pair was coming 
to nest when crew of 6 people were working at 80 feet. Helicopter wash did not affect nest. Nest appears to be 
complete, and contains horsehair. - AHill
05/17/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs, LASP heard singing in general vicinity. Minimal wind created by helicopters 
landing at TSAP. - AHill
05/24/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs; female calling 10 feet from nest. - HWinfrey

TBD

AR067846
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WEKI Western Kingbird 051412_ahll_07 EP32-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/14/2012 5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - Pair bringing in nesting material, was reported as 10% complete. Nest was submitted to agencies for 
removal and approved. Upon removal, the nest was found to be 1% complete as only containing a few sticks. No 
eggs or young were present. No deterrents installed on tower. Removal of nest was required based on potential 
impacts to operations to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing 
for use of the tower, as the tower requires work well within the projected nest cycle. Nest was removed following 
requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 051412_ahll_08 EP39-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/14/2012 5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - Pair bringing in nesting material, 50% complete. Biomonitor removed nest as per direction from 
avian link biologist. This second nest was found during removal of other nest nearby (051412 ahll 03). No eggs or 
young were present. No deterrents installed on tower but this is an active work site, effectively acting as a 
deterrent. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to operations to make deadline for 
energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the tower. Nest was removed 
following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 051412_dbby_01 TL 6915 - Z171694 69 kV Structure Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - A previously known Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed building a new nest 
approximately 1,000 feet southeast of pole Z171694 on the TL6915 alignment, approximately 400 feet southeast 
of where the pair had a failed nesting attempt on March 29, 2012. The pair was observed continuously bringing 
lining material to the nest, which appears to be approximately 95 percent complete. The nest is located 
approximately 1.5 to 2 feet above ground in the center of a white sage (Salvia apiana) on a 
south facing slope of coastal sage scrub dominated by white sage, black sage (Salvia mellifera), California 
buckwheat (Eriogonum fasciculatum), broom baccharis (Baccharis sarothroides), and chaparral yucca 
(Hesperoyucca whipplei). The designated 300-foot nest buffer is well outside any project features; therefore, no 
Nest Buffer Justification (NBJ) is required of this nest.
 - DBusby
05/21/2012 - Adult male incubating. - DBusby

TBD

CALT California Towhee 051412_lton_01 CP101-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals Other 140 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/14/2012 5/22/2012 05/14/2012 - One nestling present. Brooding adult left nest and scolded when nest-shrub was approached but did 
not leave nest-shrub. - LThoreson
05/22/2012 - Unable to locate nest, however a fledgling CALT was observed near the nest location. Nest 
presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

SAPH Say's Phoebe 051512_bald_04 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - Adult SAPH observed bringing nest lining material to old nest. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - Adult SAPH on nest. - BArnold

TBD

HOWR House Wren 051512_elss_01 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - HOWR was observed entering a the nest cavity and staying in the cavity for up to 30 minutes at a 
time. - ELoveless
05/21/2012 - HOWR leaves nest cavity at 0837. - HWinfrey
05/28/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest and remaining inside at 1140. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051512_esds_01 CP106-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 25 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 5/15/2012 5/29/2012 05/15/2012 - This nest was located while actively searching the oak for nesting raptors. The female flushed from 
the cavity. Both male and female visited the immediate area after the initial observation. The male entered the 
cavity without food or nesting material. An attempt was made to see inside the nest, but could not get a good 
angle to see. The female was again seen leaving the cavity during additional survey time. - EStrods
05/22/2012 - Both male and female at nest cavity at 1142. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - Nest is empty with no sign of predation, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

PHAI Phainopepla 051512_esds_02 CP106-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 10 100 50 50 Indeterminate 5/15/2012 5/29/2012 05/15/2012 - A male Phainopepla was observed laying inside and tending to this nest. It appears to be 50 to 60% 
complete. No eggs or nestlings were observed inside the nest. - EStrods
05/22/2012 - Nest appears complete from below, but viewing with mirror reveals that cup has not been formed. 
Male Phainopepla observed feeding female perched 30 feet above nest. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - Nest is gone, impossible to determine whether nest failure due to recent wet weather or predation. 
Nest closed. - HWinfrey

N/A

RCSP Rufous-crowned Sparrow 051512_fhan_01 EP53-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 100 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/15/2012 5/24/2012 05/15/2012 - Female Rufous-crowned Sparrow incubating 3 white eggs in nest. Female chose an amazing spot to 
build nest  which is very difficult to see. She flew from the nest during active nest searches at 3 feet. - FHoffman
05/22/2012 - No Rufous-crowned Sparrows observed or heard in the area; unable to find cryptic hidden nest. - 
PKonrad
05/24/2012 - F. Hoffman reported no eggs in nest. Presumed predation. - SJohnston

No

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051512_jdus_01 Rough Acres-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - An adult Ash-throated Flycatcher entered metal post without nest material or food item and 
remained inside for 15 minutes. - JDicus
05/24/2012 - No Ash-throated Flycatchers were observed during several observation periods on 5/16, 5/23 and 
5/24. Active status of this site is questionable at this time, and even the initial observation does not verify an 
active nest site. - PKonrad

TBD

BGGN Blue-gray Gnatcatcher 051512_lton_01 CP106-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Other 24 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/15/2012 5/29/2012 05/15/2012 - Saw pair repeatedly bring material to nest. The nest is 10% complete. - LThoreson
05/22/2012 - Female on nest at 1204. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - Nest in fragments, with bits of material strewn about in vegetation. Nest closed, failed due to 
predation. - HWinfrey

No
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CALT California Towhee 051512_lton_02 CP106-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Other 37 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/15/2012 5/17/2012 05/15/2012 - Saw nest exchange and adult bring insect to nest. Two nestlings in nest. - LThoreson
05/17/2012 - Nest is empty but undisturbed with no sign of predation. Presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 051512_lton_03 CP106-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 40 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/15/2012 5/22/2012 05/15/2012 - During active search, nest was discovered with 3 eggs. California Thrasher left nest and called from 
nearby shrub. - LThoreson
05/22/2012 - Nest is empty, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

SPTO Spotted Towhee 051512_lton_04 CP106-1-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - California quail acting suspicious. Ground searched in vicinity and nest with 3 eggs located. - 
LThoreson
05/22/2012 - Only nest detected in area described was identified as a Spotted Towhee nest, with 3 eggs. SPTO 
calling 10 feet away. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - 3 nestlings visible in nest, appear to be 2 days old. Female heard calling 6 feet away. - HWinfrey

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 051512_mdus_01 CP42-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 20 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/15/2012 5/23/2012 05/15/2012 - One adult was observed making several trips with nest material while the other adult entered the 
nest and remained there for the duration of the 20-minute observation period. The nest appears complete. It is 
suspected one adult is adding lining material while the other adult incubates. - MDicus
05/23/2012 - Bushtits were observed in the vegetation within 25 feet of the nest, but after 30 minutes of no 
Bushtit activity at the nest, the biologist examined the shrub directly. The nest is gone from the nest shrub and 
only a few pieces of anchoring material remain on the branch. This nest with eggs or young failed due to natural 
causes (most likely predation) and is now closed. - VEurs

No

CALT California Towhee 051512_mdus_02 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 10 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/15/2012 5/29/2012 05/15/2012 - Yard monitor Chris Frey discovered a California Towhee nest with 2 eggs. - MDicus
05/22/2012 - The incubating towhee left the nest when the nest monitor approached the nest for the first time. It 
flew about 25 feet away and was joined by its mate. The monitor quickly checked the nest contents and then left 
the buffer. There are still 2 eggs in the nest. The towhee returned to incubate within 5 minutes. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - The nest is empty and the interior is slightly mussed. It seems unlikely that the eggs hatched and the 
young fledged since 22 May. This nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes and is now closed. - VEurs

No

COHU Costa's Hummingbird 051512_rrdd_01 CP57-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - COHU female putting finishing touches on nest 0912. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - COHU female brooding 1 egg and 1 day-old nestling. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Female COHU brooding nest at 0701. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 051512_rrdd_02 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - LEGO pair removing BUSH nest and building new nest in Malosma in drainage. Nest appears 60% 
complete. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - LEGO brooding nest at 0746. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Female LEGO lying on nest 0647 does not depart during 15-minute observation. - RRadd

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 051512_rrdd_03 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - Male PHAI carries nest material and sits in nest shaping the bowl 1558. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - 23 May;  Male PHAI lying in nest at 1522. - RRadd

TBD

CALT California Towhee 051512_sjon_01 EP50 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 25 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/15/2012 5/22/2012 05/15/2012 - California Towhee was observed incubating during tower leg assembly. - SJohnston
05/22/2012 - Nest empty with no young in the area. Assumed predation, as young were not expected to fledge 
until the 28th or later. - SJohnston

No

BUOR Bullock's Oriole 051512_vnik_01 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - Observed female oriole in nest. Nest is approximately 80% complete. - VNovik
05/22/2012 - Passively observed nest for 20 minutes. Male and female BUOR both present and calling/singing 
from nest tree most of the time. Female perched <1 foot from nest twice without nesting material, but flew away 
both times. Presumed egg laying. - MKuehn
05/30/2012 - Male fed incubating female on nest 3 times. - MKuehn

TBD

WEKI Western Kingbird 051612_ahll_01 EP32-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/16/2012 5/16/2012 05/16/2012 - Female bringing in nesting material, was 40% complete. Nest was submitted to agencies for removal 
and approved. No eggs or young were present. No deterrents installed on tower leg D. Removal of nest was 
required based on potential impacts to operations to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate 
for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the tower, as the tower requires work well within the projected nest 
cycle. Nest was removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

CALT California Towhee 051612_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 15 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/16/2012 5/21/2012 05/16/2012 - Nest is near complete, no eggs or young present. Female CALT was observed bringing lining material 
to nest. - AHill
05/17/2012 - Nest contains one egg, female seen going to nest and sitting. - AHill
05/19/2012 - Nest contains only 1 egg still, female seen entering nesting bush today. On 4-18-12, biomonitors 
reported seeing a greater roadrunner enter the nest bush on 3 separate occasions. - AHill
05/21/2012 - A. Hill reports that the nest has been predated. Broken eggshells were found in the nest. - KAlberts

No
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OATI Oak Titmouse 051612_bald_01 Suncrest-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - Adult OATI observed bringing food items to cavity. - BArnold
05/18/2012 - No OATI activity observed at nest from 1055 to 1125; NOFL observed briefly entering nest at 1104 
and flying off with a grub in its bill. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - OATI observed entering nest cavity twice, at least once with food item. - BArnold
05/29/2012 - No activity at cavity entrance during 20 minutes of observation. Nest may be fledged. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - This nest remains active. Adults seen visiting nest several times during 45-minute observation 
period. Brought food items, removed fecal sack. - BArnold

TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 051612_bloh_01 CP12-1-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 1500 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/16/2012 5/30/2012 05/16/2012 - Female on nest flushed upon approach, male got on nest and commenced incubating. - BLohstroh
05/23/2012 - Female incubating on nest. Male downslope, calling occasionally. - BLohstroh
05/30/2012 - B. Lohstroh reports nest pulled apart and listing over to side, apparently depredated. Pair building 
nest 200 feet away to south. No construction occurring near this nest. - KAlberts

No

HOFI House Finch 051612_ghan_01 EP30-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/16/2012 5/16/2012 05/16/2012 - Biomonitor Greg Leighty observed a pair of House Finches making trips with nesting material to 
inside of wire spool truck staged in site. Observed nest inside engine compartment. The nest was removed in 
accordance with Attachment C of the NBMMP. Nest deterrents are present in form of mylar tape, and the vehicle 
is scheduled for use in the upcoming wire pull. The nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for 
use of the spool, therefore removal was required. Nest was approximately 80% complete. No eggs or young 
present. - GHuffman

No

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051612_ghan_02 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - Pair was observed making multiple trips to pipe cavity carrying material. Showed extreme tolerance 
to construction activities. Discovered while water truck was filling tank within 20 feet. - GHuffman
05/23/2012 - No activity observed at cavity entrance from 1236 to 1251. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - ATFL observed entering cavity at 1139 and remaining inside for duration of 15 minute observation 
period. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051612_imll_01 CP87-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 80 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/16/2012 5/17/2012 05/16/2012 - Pair was observed making multiple trips to nest site with large material from 0800-1000. Deterrents 
present include multiple plugged cavities, mylar tape, and netting. No eggs or young present. - IMaunsell
05/17/2012 - Nest was verified and assessed for removal by B. Arnold on 5/17. No nest was observed, the nest 
was closed, and the site plugged. Possible that material was blown away. - IMaunsell

No

LBVI Least Bell's Vireo 051612_lgan_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Riparian Scrubs TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - Bonnie Peterson found this nest and observed the Least Bell's Vireo pair incubating 3 Least Bell's 
Vireo eggs and 1 Brown-headed Cowbird egg. The Brown-headed Cowbird egg was removed, and the pair 
resumed incubation. - LGorman

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 051612_ltiw_01 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/16/2012 5/26/2012 05/16/2012 - A female was observed defending the nest area and perched nearby, but in 45 minutes of 
observation was not seen visiting the nest. - LTymkiw
05/26/2012 - Lining is blowing from nest and no hummingbird detected. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 051612_ltiw_02 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - A female House Finch was observed flying in and out of the nest. She was not carrying nesting 
material but appeared to have a large belly, possibly ready to lay eggs. - LTymkiw
05/26/2012 - Nest remains neat, intact and empty. - RRadd

TBD

MODO Mourning Dove 051612_ltiw_03 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 40 100 50 50 Indeterminate 5/16/2012 5/26/2012 05/16/2012 - Female was observed on the nest. There are at least 2 nestlings present. - LTymkiw
05/26/2012 - Nest is empty, no MODOs detected. Potentially fledged. - RRadd

N/A

HOFI House Finch 051612_ltiw_04 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - Nest appears nearly complete and is comprised of very fresh vegetation. No birds were seen visiting 
the nest in 30 minutes of observation. - LTymkiw
05/26/2012 - HOFI pair active on sight with material, but no accumulation noted. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051612_ltiw_05 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - Female was observed near nest. Nest contains 4 eggs. - LTymkiw
05/26/2012 - Fence fabric has blown over, nest is exposed with at least 3 partially downy young. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 051612_ltiw_06 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - An adult was observed entering the nest twice, not carrying anything. - LTymkiw
05/17/2012 - Female carries small item and centers nest 1510. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - BUSH departs nest at 1012 and does not return for duration of 30-minute observation. - RRadd

TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 051612_mdus_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - The pair was observed foraging together and carrying material to a nest that is approximately 80% 
constructed. - MDicus
05/23/2012 - 2 nest exchanges were observed during 1 hour of observation, the first at 0934 and the second at 
0959. The nest contents were not checked during this survey. - MDicus
05/30/2012 - The pair was initially observed 100 feet north of the nest foraging together. At 0818, the male flew 
to the nest and incubated until the female exchanged places with him at 0824. They nest-exchanged again at 0835 
and 0858. The nest contents were not checked during this survey. - MDicus

TBD
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 051612_mdus_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - The female was observed on the nest for the first 10 minutes of observation, while the male foraged 
closely nearby and chased a passing Bewick's Wren and California Towhee from the nest vicinity.  At 10:14 the 
female called to the male, and he exchanged places with her. The male remained on the nest until 10:24, at which 
point he left to forage with the female. The nest was checked while the pair was away. The nest is complete, with 
1 egg. - MDicus
05/23/2012 - The pair was first observed foraging together for approximately 10 minutes. The male settled into 
the nest at 0807, remaining until the female exchanged with him at 0817. The pair exchanged incubation duties 
again at 0856. The nest contents were not checked during this survey. - MDicus
05/30/2012 - Nest exchanges occurred at 0734 and 0802. While the female incubated, the male was observed 
nest guarding against a flock of foraging Bushtits. The nest contents were not checked during this survey. - 
MDicus

TBD

HOWR House Wren 051612_rrdd_01 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - HOWR carrying fecal sac away from nest 0700, food to nest 0712. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - HOWR exits cavity at 1606. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051612_rrdd_02 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - New nest appears complete and ready for first egg at 1100. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd

TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 051612_rrdd_03 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 100 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/16/2012 5/20/2012 05/16/2012 - LASP carrying caterpillars to small downy young at 1330. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest is clean intact and empty. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

WEKI Western Kingbird 051612_rrdd_04 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 70 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 5/16/2012 5/20/2012 05/16/2012 - WEKI pair bringing material to corner of tower and chasing away HOFI from adjacent nest at 1404. - 
RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest no longer present and apparently purloined by HOFI for new nest above this location. - RRadd

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 051612_sjon_01 EP54-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 101 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 5/16/2012 5/16/2012 05/14/2012 - Nest appears to be approximately 30% complete, but placement is precarious, as the brace the nest 
sits on offers little support. Nest located on pole which is proposed to be worked on to cut and splice jumpers 
during wire-stringing. A formal removal has been requested for this nest. - SJohnston
05/16/2012 - Minimal nesting material observable, and nest is believed to have blown out from afternoon winds. 
No kingbirds observed rebuilding nest; however pair building on V-brace of adjacent 12kV pole. No removal of 
nest was performed, as nest attempt naturally failed. - SJohnston

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 051612_sjon_02 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 5/16/2012 5/16/2012 05/16/2012 - Nest is estimated to be 30% complete. - SJohnston
05/16/2012 - S. Johnston reports that kingbird nest attempt with no eggs or young was located in a large critical 
piece of tower section that is not yet installed and is still present in the active yard. Nest was removed after 
agency concurrence, following the NBMMP, so that the steel could be installed. - KAlberts

No

LBVI Least Bell's Vireo 051612_tcer_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 310 300 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 5/16/2012 5/18/2012 05/16/2012 - Both adults observed adding material to nest approximately 20% complete. - TCooper
05/18/2012 - No activity at nest for 1.5 hours. Nest about 80% complete. Nest checked with mirror pole from 
approximately 6 feet away due to poison oak. Nest contained 1 coast live oak acorn, and contents of nest slightly 
pulled up. Pair later observed upstream building new nest. - TCooper

No

PHAI Phainopepla 051612_vnik_01 EP236-1/EP237-1 PS-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - Female incubating 2 eggs in nest. - VNovik
05/24/2012 - Male Phainopepla calling nest with 2 downy nestlings about 1 week old. - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051712_ahll_01 EP34-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/17/2012 TBD 05/17/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs, heard and saw pair of HOFIs in area. - AHill
05/24/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at nest, which contains 3 eggs. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051712_ahll_02 EP35-1-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/17/2012 5/17/2012 05/17/2012 - Nest was removed by lineman without knowledge or consent of biologist. After removal, nest was 
confirmed to be a HOFI by avian biologist, that was 80% complete and reportedly did not contain eggs or young 
when removed. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 051712_elss_02 EP99-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/17/2012 5/17/2012 05/18/2012 - The biomonitor at the pull site observed a pair of House Finches bringing material to a traveler 
hanging from a crane. The nest was less than 10% complete and located inside critical construction equipment 
needed immediately. No eggs or young were present. Wire stringing activities occurred at the pull site all day 
during construction of the nest. Because the nest was in such an early stage and was located in equipment 
needed for construction to move forward, the nest was removed by the avian biologist, per the NBMMP. - 
ELoveless

No

CALT California Towhee 051712_lton_01 CP72-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals Other 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/17/2012 5/29/2012 05/17/2012 - During active nest searching, the nest was found with no adults nearby. It contains 3 eggs. When the 
biologist came back to log the nest, the female flushed off of it. While recording data 50 feet away, she returned 
to the nest. - LThoreson
05/23/2012 - CALT brooding 2 unhatched eggs and 1 nestling at 0837. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Nest is clean and empty, but appears tilted. Since 2 eggs were unhatched 7 days ago, predation is 
presumed. - RRadd

No
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WREN Wrentit 051712_lton_02 CP72-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals Other 50 100 100 50 Presumed Fledged 5/17/2012 5/30/2012 05/17/2012 - During active surveys, an avian biologist noticed the nest with an adult incubating or brooding. The 
adult did not leave the nest, even when approached to within 5 feet. - LThoreson
05/23/2012 - 2 nestlings have feathered backs and waxy wing quills. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Nest is clean and empty, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

CALT California Towhee 051712_lton_03 CP72-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 180 100 50 50 Indeterminate 5/17/2012 5/21/2012 05/17/2012 - Nest was found during active survey with at least 2 nestlings with down. The pair came back to the 
nest within 10 minutes with 3 avian biologists within 50 feet. - LThoreson
05/23/2012 - Many feces on ground under nest suggest possible fledge. 1 unhatched egg in nest is broken, 
appears recently predated.
Nestlings likely 3 days old when discovered and expected to leave the nest at Day 8-10. Today is Day 9. - RRadd

N/A

MODO Mourning Dove 051712_lton_04 CP106-1-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/17/2012 TBD 05/17/2012 - The nest was located while driving by. Bird observed on nest. Incubating adult did not leave nest 
after drive-by nor when GPS location was recorded within several feet. - LThoreson
05/24/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no MODO detected in area. Nest examined and found to be empty 
but in fairly good condition. - HWinfrey

TBD

CORA Common Raven 051712_mdus_02 CP37-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/17/2012 TBD 05/17/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed carrying sticks to a nest that is approximately 20% 
constructed. 2 trips were made with material while the other adult perched near the nest and soared around the 
tower. - MDicus
05/24/2012 - Upon approaching the tower, a raven was perched just above the nest and another was perched on 
a wire between CP37 and CP38. After 5 minutes, the pair flew off the to northwest and 1 raven returned about 30 
minutes later. It then flew out of sight again. Nest construction has progressed significantly, but it does not yet 
appear to be lined. - VEurs

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 051712_mkhn_01 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/17/2012 TBD 05/17/2012 - Adults entered nest with fine materials. Nest appears complete, or nearly so, from outside. - 
MKuehn
05/22/2012 - Adults entered nest with nesting material. - MKuehn
05/30/2012 - Female Phainopepla collecting nesting material from this nest twice, but chased from nest by 
Bushtit pair on third attempt. Nest appears mostly intact. Adults not observed entering nest or visiting it with 
material in 20 minutes of observation. - MKuehn

TBD

WEKI Western Kingbird 051712_rqey_01 EP27-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/17/2012 TBD 05/17/2012 - Western kingbird initially observed perched within 5 feet of nest and occasionally catching insects. 
Bird then observed incubating for about 5 minutes in between foraging again. - RQuilley
05/18/2012 - Over an hour observation period, observed female fly to nest at 10-20 foot vertical increments. 
Female was on nest for 8 minutes before flying away to nearby brush. - AHill
05/19/2012 - A lineman was flown on a 100-foot long line to the tower and installed mylar at all 3 travelers and 
both fiber pulleys. The lineman was within 12-55 feet of the nest. These work activities were not discussed with 
the avian link biologist or link lead and were not written in the submitted work activities to the CPUC; the lineman 
was within the 50-foot horizontal buffer. The avian biologist checked the nest after the work activities, and the 
female was seen flying to the nest and staying on it for at least 10 minutes; the male was seen perching and 
foraging nearby. Nest does not appear to have been abandoned or blown out. - AHill
05/23/2012 - Female did not flush off nest while men were 12 feet from nest, working below it. Female is 
incubating full time, presumably 4 eggs. - AHill

TBD

CAQU California Quail 051712_rrdd_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/17/2012 TBD 05/17/2012 - CAQU female departed nest containing 3 eggs at 0837. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Agitated CAQU move away from nest area when observer is within 40 feet; nest not inspected to 
avoid predator trail. - RRadd

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 051712_rrdd_02 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 25 100 50 50 Indeterminate 5/17/2012 5/24/2012 05/17/2012 - PHAI pair bringing food to nest at 1016. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Nest is empty, determination unknown. Male PHAI remains in area, no juveniles observed. - RRadd

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 051712_rrdd_03 GS-NF-13 Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 10 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/17/2012 5/23/2012 05/17/2012 - Lone BUSH makes occasional visits. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Nest is empty, torn open from the side of the nest cup and presumed predated. - RRadd

No

PHAI Phainopepla 051712_rrdd_04 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/17/2012 5/23/2012 05/17/2012 - PHAI pair attending nest with fresh-hatched young at 1255. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Nest is empty and presumed predated, as there was insufficient time to fledge. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 051712_rrdd_05 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/17/2012 TBD 05/17/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs at 1631. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs at 1208. - RRadd

TBD

WEKI Western Kingbird 051812_ahll_01 EP32-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/18/2012 5/18/2012 05/18/2012 - Female bringing in nesting material, was 15% complete. Nest was submitted to agencies for removal 
and approved. No eggs or young were present. No deterrents installed on tower leg C. Removal of nest was 
required based on potential impacts to operations to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate 
for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the tower, as the tower requires work well within the projected nest 
cycle. Nest was removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No
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HOFI House Finch 051812_ahll_02 EP32-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/18/2012 5/18/2012 05/18/2012 - Pair was seen bringing nesting material this morning bio monitor, nest was approximately 30% 
complete, no eggs or young present. Nest was located in cavity near wench. This was third nest attempt for this 
pair. Streamers were hung on crane. Nest was removed per the NBMMP, based on the need to use the crane for 
tower assembly, and if the crane was demobilized, then it would affect tower assemblies from progressing 
properly. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 051812_ahll_03 EP27-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/18/2012 5/18/2012 05/18/2012 - Female seen bringing material to pulley several times. Lineman climbed up tower to check for eggs, 
and no eggs or young were present; nest was removed under direction of avian biologist. Nest was 15% complete. 
Minimal mylar deterrents installed on tower. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to 
operations to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of 
the tower, as the tower requires work well within the projected nest cycle. Nest was removed following 
requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 051812_mbhn_01 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/18/2012 5/18/2012 05/18/2012 - At 0815, observed Lark Sparrow pair gathering nesting material and carrying material to tower. Pair 
was monitored, and avian link lead was contacted. It was determined that nest was a candidate for removal as 
this steel piece is needed for installation well within the nest cycle. Nest was removed at approximately 35% 
completion, with no eggs or young present, with agency concurrence per the NBMMP. 
 - MBahn

No

BUSH Bushtit 051812_mdus_01 CP57-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/18/2012 TBD 05/18/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed making frequent trips carrying larvae and other food items to a well-
concealed nest. - MDicus
05/22/2012 - 3 BUSH feeding this nest at 0758, with multiple trips by pair and occasional trips by the third. - 
RRadd

TBD

WEKI Western Kingbird 051812_rqey_01 EP90-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/18/2012 TBD 05/18/2012 - Material observed in tower corner, appears fresh from ground vantage point. Kingbird pair 
observed perched near nest and defending nest against Red-tailed Hawk. During 1.5 hour observation period, pair 
not observed carrying nesting material or incubating. Based on observations pair presumed to be egg laying. - 
RQuilley
05/23/2012 - No activity observed during 2 hours of observation. Kingbird observed foraging in northern field. 
Red-tailed Hawk landed on tower twice. Could not see material in tower. - VNovik
05/30/2012 - Nesting material can be seen in described location but unable to tell if a bird is on the nest. No WEKI 
observed at nest or in tower for 30 minutes, though one was seen perched more than 200 feet away to south. - 
MKuehn

TBD

BHGR Black-headed Grosbeak 051812_rrdd_01 CP74-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/18/2012 TBD 05/18/2012 - Female BHGR lying in nest 0836, male visits sporadically. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Female on nest, and male making trips suggests hatched young. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Female shades nestlings, departs at arrival of male with food. Male feeds 3 nestlings and departs 
with fecal sac at 1230. - RRadd

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 051812_rrdd_02 12kV Pole Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/18/2012 TBD 05/18/2012 - PHAI male bringing material to nest - approximately 70% complete. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - PHAI pair agitated but returning to nest intermittently. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051812_rrdd_03 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 35 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/18/2012 5/24/2012 05/18/2012 - HOFI pair making numerous trips with grasses from 0958-1015. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Nest is no longer present. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 051812_rrdd_04 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/18/2012 TBD 05/18/2012 - HOFI pair carrying material to this location. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - HOFI pair active at nest and singing, but no item carry observed. - RRadd

TBD

HOWR House Wren 051812_rrdd_05 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/18/2012 TBD 05/18/2012 - Male sings endlessly and enters occasionally. Female observed in wing flutter display with male 10 
feet west at 1304 did not enter nest. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Male sings endlessly and enters occasionally. Female observed in wing flutter display with male 5 
feet west at 1224 did not enter. Still unclear nest if this male is mated. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Single HOWR exits nest at 1506. Singing is intermittent. - RRadd

TBD
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LBVI Least Bell's Vireo 051812_tcer_02 EP77 Parking Area Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands OH - wire stringing 310 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/18/2012 5/29/2012 05/18/2012 - Male observed building suspension apparatus. Nest with only a few strands of material attached, 1% 
complete. - TCooper
05/21/2012 - Both adults observed at nest, rounding out inside of nest and weaving material. Pair visited nest 
only twice within 20 minutes observation period. Nest appeared only 25-35% complete. - TCooper
05/23/2012 - Pair observed together in nesting area. Female observed adding material to nest. Nest 75% 
complete. - TCooper
05/24/2012 - Pair observed building. - TCooper
05/25/2012 - Pair observed building. - TCooper
05/27/2012 - The male LBVI was observed in the nesting area singing frequently when the biologist arrived. At 
0948 the male flew to the nest, inspected its contents and then sat in the nest for approximately 10 minutes. 
When the male departed the nest, the biologist checked the nest contents with a mirror and observed 2 LBVI eggs 
and 1 BHCO egg. The male remained in the nesting area for approximately 15 minutes and then flew to the 
eastern portion of his territory. The female vireo was not detected and no pair was heard. - TCooper
05/29/2012 - The biologist arrived to find nest 051212_tcer_02 unattended by the adult vireo. The nest was 
observed containing 1 BHCO egg and 1 LBVI egg. The eggs were cold, and the vireo egg had 2 small punctures and 
a small amount of dried albumen on the shell. The male vireo was observed alone, moving throughout much of 
his territory, west of nest 1 and up into adjacent chaparral habitat on both sides of the creek as well as to the 
west of nest 2, into a dense willow riparian area. The male sang frequently, often high up in the canopy. The 
female vireo was eventually observed at 0730, and the pair was observed together several times foraging together 
between nest sites 2 and 4, seemingly looking for a new nest site. Neither bird was observed visiting nest 
051212_tcer_02. - TCooper

No

OATI Oak Titmouse 051812_vnik_01 EP129-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/18/2012 TBD 05/18/2012 - Bird making many trips with food items. - VNovik
05/26/2012 - An adult brought in a caterpillar as the other adult left the nest. Food was brought in about every 3 
minutes. It is fairly cold this morning. - LTymkiw

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051912_ahll_01 EP28-3 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/19/2012 5/19/2012 05/19/2012 - Pair seen flying to pulley, and female was seen carrying nesting material several times. Nest was 
removed by a lineman under supervision of an avian biologist, nest was less than 100% complete. Mylar 
deterrents installed on tower. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to operations to make 
deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the tower, as the 
tower requires work well within the projected nest cycle. Nest was removed following requirements outlined in 
the NBMMP. - AHill

No

AMKE American Kestrel 051912_bald_01 TL 6924 69kv Tie Line Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 5/19/2012 TBD 05/19/2012 - Both adult AMKEs were observed entering 2 eastern arms with nearby recently fledged young from 
the nest in the adjacent pole to the south. - BArnold
05/23/2012 - Adult AMKEs observed entering nest cavity arm on monopole. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051912_hwey_01 CP87-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/19/2012 5/19/2012 05/19/2012 - Biologist T. Bryant observed female HOFI adding coarse nesting material to nest site. Nest was 
examined and found to be 10% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was determined to not 
be feasible, since ongoing wire testing work requires daily access to area. Nest was photographed and removed in 
accordance with the NBMMP. Deterrents are numerous on the tower. - HWinfrey

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 051912_lton_01 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Grasslands and Meadows Other 15 100 100 100 Indeterminate 5/19/2012 5/26/2012 05/19/2012 - Saw pair fly to fence, perch, and go to nest. 4 nestlings. Adult called from perch until we left. - 
LThoreson
05/26/2012 - A CA ground squirrel was observed at the nest. Upon inspection, the nest was found to be empty 
and slightly disheveled. It is possible that the nest fledged, as the time to fledge for this species is 6-9 days. 
However, it is also possible the nest was depredated. Adults were observed visiting the nest (not carrying any 
food items) earlier in the day, and quickly leaving. The male was perched quietly nearby shortly before the 
squirrel was seen. - LTymkiw

N/A

HOFI House Finch 051912_mdus_01 CP50-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/19/2012 TBD 05/19/2012 - Biomonitor Amanda Castro discovered a House Finch nest with 1 egg. A pair of House Finches was 
observed in the nest vicinity, and the female was observed returning to the nest while the avian biologist staked 
the buffer. - MDicus
05/26/2012 - The male and female were observed perched in a shrub about 50 feet from the nest. The male fed 
the female as she performed a begging display. The biologist used this opportunity to check the nest contents. 
The nest now contains 4 eggs, and the female soon returned to incubate. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051912_mdus_02 CP101-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/19/2012 TBD 05/19/2012 - While monitoring a construction crew, avian monitor Greg Leighty observed a female House Finch 
add material to a nest that is approximately 90% complete. She made 2 trips with material during 1.5 hours while 
the crew worked at the tower base. - MDicus
05/22/2012 - Female on nest at 0954. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - Female on nest at 1312. - HWinfrey

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 051912_rrdd_01 CP81-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/19/2012 TBD 05/19/2012 - Well-marked female ANHU comes to nest at 0736, feeds young briefly and settles onto nest. - 
RRadd
05/25/2012 - ANHU female on nest at 1354. - RRadd

TBD

AR067853
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LASP Lark Sparrow 052012_hwey_01 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/20/2012 5/20/2012 05/20/2012 - LASP pair observed copulating and adding material to nest at 0930. Nest was examined at 1700 and 
found to be 30% complete with no eggs or young present. Nest deterrents include mylar tape on the steel 
structure within 6 feet of the nest and ongoing construction activities in the construction yard. Buffer reduction 
was not feasible given the need to remove the tower for installation.  Nest was photographed and removed 
according to the NBMMP, with SDG&E and CPUC approval, and agency concurrence. - HWinfrey

No

WREN Wrentit 052012_mkhn_01 EP76-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/20/2012 TBD 05/20/2012 - Adult flew from nest containing 2 eggs. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - Reduced buffer to 35 feet, moved signs and re-routed footpath around buffer. Adult on nest. - 
MKuehn
05/30/2012 - Adult near, and nest contains 4 WREN eggs. - MKuehn

TBD

CALT California Towhee 052112_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/21/2012 5/21/2012 05/21/2012 - CALT nest near complete, female seen going to nest. No eggs or young present. Nest was submitted 
to agencies for removal and approved based on the high risk of it failing with projected skycrane activities nearby. 
Yard operations have been constant in this yard for many months, serving as a deterrent. Nest was removed as 
per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 052112_bald_01 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE2

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

5/21/2012 5/22/2012 05/21/2012 - Nest with 1 egg in parked lift mast. It is not clear when this lift was last used. The egg seems old, but 
due to nest location can't really tell. If no additional eggs in this nest within the next 2 days, this nest will be 
assumed to have been abandoned. No bird activity associated with nest during hour-long observation period. This 
nest may have already been abandoned because lift may have been used and moved (parked) to a different 
location. Or, the nest may yet be viable, and the birds may have just laid this egg today. - BArnold
05/22/2012 - Nest with just 1 egg still, and no attending adults for an hour. Nest removed. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 052112_hwey_01 EP35-1-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/21/2012 5/21/2012 05/21/2012 - HOFI observed adding nest material to nest at 0800. Nest 50% complete with no eggs or young 
present. Nest deterrents include black plastic and tape on gate as well as regular construction activity in area. 
Buffer reduction is not a possibility as gate cannot be operated without destroying nest. Nest was removed 
according to the NBMMP. - HWinfrey

No

BGGN Blue-gray Gnatcatcher 052112_jpki_01 CP106-1-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/21/2012 TBD 05/21/2012 - Pair observed bringing material to partially complete (approximately 75%) nest. - JPawlicki
05/22/2012 - Duplicate entry. - JPawlicki
05/29/2012 - Female on nest at 1111. - HWinfrey

TBD

COHU Costa's Hummingbird 052112_jpki_02 CP106-1-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/21/2012 TBD 05/21/2012 - Female observed bringing material to partially complete (approximately 20%) nest on 2 occasions. - 
JPawlicki
05/29/2012 - No activity observed. Nest contains 1 egg. - HWinfrey

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 052112_jpki_03 CP106-1-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/21/2012 TBD 05/21/2012 - Female observed exiting nest containing at least 1 egg; later observed incubating on nest. - JPawlicki
05/29/2012 - Female on nest at 1113. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOWR House Wren 052112_jpki_04 CP106-1-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/21/2012 TBD 05/21/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to cavity; nestlings also heard begging inside cavity. - JPawlicki
05/24/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1109. - HWinfrey
05/26/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0824. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - HOWR carrying food into nest at 1119. - HWinfrey

TBD

NOFL Northern Flicker 052112_jpki_05 CP106-1-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/21/2012 TBD 05/21/2012 - Adult observed entering and exiting cavity; on 2 occasions when observers were in vicinity of nest 
tree, female was observed at cavity entrance before quickly retreating back into cavity. - JPawlicki
05/29/2012 - No NOFL activity observed in area during 15 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey

TBD

CATH California Thrasher 052112_jpki_06 CP106-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 57 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/21/2012 5/29/2012 05/21/2012 - Adult thrasher observed exiting nest containing 1 nestling and at least 2 eggs; later observed 
incubating/brooding on nest. - JPawlicki
05/29/2012 - Nest is empty, apparently predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

RCSP Rufous-crowned Sparrow 052112_mkhn_01 CP63-3 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/21/2012 TBD 05/21/2012 - Adult flew from nest when biologist walked by 4 feet away. Nest contains 4 eggs. - MKuehn TBD

HOWR House Wren 052112_rrdd_01 CP54-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/21/2012 TBD 05/21/2012 - Male singing at normal song post adjacent to cavity suggests new clutch being initiated. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - No HOWR detections during 45-minute observation, will monitor once more. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 052112_rrdd_02 Gorka Gate Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/21/2012 TBD 05/21/2012 - Female ANHU incubating 2 eggs is wary. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - ANHU returns to nest after 30 minutes and feeds at least 1 nestling. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 052112_rrdd_03 Gorka Gate Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 50 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/21/2012 5/28/2012 05/21/2012 - Female lying in nest from 1102-1122. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - Nest is clean and empty. Single broken egg under nest suggests possible ejection by weather. - 
RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 052112_rrdd_04 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 5 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/21/2012 5/28/2012 05/21/2012 - Lone BUSH furtive near this nest which appears fresh and neatly maintained at 0708. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - Nest has been opened from the side and is empty, suggesting predation. - RRadd

No
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 052112_rrdd_05 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/21/2012 TBD 05/21/2012 - Female with bright orange throat brooding nest of unknown content at 1635. - RRadd TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 052112_sjon_01 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/21/2012 5/21/2012 05/21/2012 - Observation of LASP pair nest building within active construction period in yard. Nest material was 
removed due to its location in critical bridge section to be installed for tower EP67, after agency concurrence was 
received and following the NBMMP. No eggs or young were present at the time of removal. - SJohnston

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 052112_sjon_02 EP54-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 30 100 50 50 Indeterminate 5/21/2012 5/30/2012 05/21/2012 - Observed a pair of Western Kingbirds bringing nesting material to nest, which is approximately 50% 
complete. - SJohnston
05/30/2012 - Completed Western Kingbird nest has apparently been blown out of pole and is lying mostly intact 
on the ground. Photo taken. An adult kingbird perched on wire near nest site for a few minutes - closed. Unknown 
if eggs were ever present. - PKonrad

N/A

CALT California Towhee 052112_vnik_01 EP121-3 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/21/2012 TBD 05/21/2012 - Towhee observed by monitor on nest. 3 eggs in nest. - VNovik
05/29/2012 - Bird incubating on nest. 3 eggs present in nest. - VNovik

TBD

CALT California Towhee 052112_vnik_02 EP117-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 50 100 50 50 Fledged 5/21/2012 5/25/2012 05/21/2012 - 4 nestlings in nest. Observed bird fly from host shrub. - VNovik
05/25/2012 - No nestlings in nest. Fledglings in surrounding shrubs chirping. - VNovik

Yes

WEKI Western Kingbird 052112_vnik_03 EP117-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 5/21/2012 5/22/2012 05/21/2012 - Observed pair making trips to nest site with material. Nest appears less than 10% complete. Nest is 
located on the top of the leg and is awaiting concurrence for removal. - VNovik
05/22/2012 - Kingbirds observed returning to nest. Nest location is in area of steel that would inhibit the 
construction of the tower or be damaged during construction. Removal of this incomplete nest was required 
based on impact to construction schedule of the tower. Nest was photographed and removed per NBMMP. No 
eggs or young were present. Deterrents were placed on the nest site after removal. - VNovik

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 052212_ahll_01 EP37-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/22/2012 5/22/2012 05/22/2012 - Female WEKI seen on nest for two 25-minute intervals, did not flush from nest during helicopter 
operations. Later in morning, female seen bringing nesting material to nest. Lineman climbed up to tower and 
reported seeing no eggs in nest, documenting photographically. Nest was submitted for removal request, and was 
approved. Nest was removed per NBMMP, based on high risk of failure with proposed construction activities. No 
eggs or young were present, nest was 75% complete. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 052212_ahll_02 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/22/2012 5/22/2012 05/22/2012 - Biomonitor observed House Finches building nest in corner of tower. Nest was removed by 
biomonitor per the NBMMP upon verification that no eggs or young were present. Nest was approximately 80% 
complete. Removed nest per NBMMP, based on necessity to continue work on the tower, and the high risk for the 
nest's failure due to proposed skycrane activities. No deterrents on tower. - AHill

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 052212_ahll_03 EP32-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/22/2012 5/22/2012 05/22/2012 - Female bringing in nesting material, was 5% complete. No eggs or young were present. No 
deterrents installed in this location. Mylar tape and water bottles had been installed in previous nest sites and 
tower erection work had occurred the previous day. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to 
operations to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of 
the tower, as the tower requires work well within the projected nest cycle. Nest was removed following 
requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 052212_hwey_01 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/22/2012 5/22/2012 05/22/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum detected HOFI carrying nest material to nest on the morning of 5/22/12. Nest 
was examined and found to be 50% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was not possible 
given ongoing wire testing on this tower. Nest was photographed and removed according to the NBMMP. - 
HWinfrey

No

COHU Costa's Hummingbird 052212_ltiw_01 CP72-2-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/22/2012 TBD 05/22/2012 - Female was observed flying to the nest with material multiple times. - LTymkiw
05/23/2012 - COHU female building nest approximately 80% complete at 0640. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - COHU female making trips away from nest during heat of day, returns and settles onto nest at 1422. 
- RRadd

TBD

CALT California Towhee 052212_ltiw_02 CP72-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals None 0 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/22/2012 5/30/2012 05/22/2012 - An adult towhee was observed leaving a shrub. Upon inspection, a nest was found which contained 
at least 2 nestlings with some down. - LTymkiw
05/30/2012 - Nest is clean and empty. Most possibly fledged. - RRadd

Yes

COHU Costa's Hummingbird 052212_ltiw_03 CP72-2-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/22/2012 TBD 05/22/2012 - Female was observed going to and laying on the nest. Upon inspection, the nest was found to 
contain 2 eggs. - LTymkiw
05/23/2012 - COHU incubating 2 eggs at 0910. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Female COHU lying in nest at 0810. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 052212_mdus_01 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/22/2012 TBD 05/22/2012 - Yard monitor Mike Vader discovered a female House Finch on a nest with 2 eggs. The female left the 
nest briefly before returning. - MDicus
05/26/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 052212_rrdd_01 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/22/2012 TBD 05/22/2012 - HOFI female mostly on nest, comes off to solicit male from time to time. - RRadd TBD
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WEKI Western Kingbird 052212_sjon_03 EP54-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/22/2012 5/22/2012 05/22/2012 - S. Johnston reports that WEKI nest was estimated to be 80% complete, and no eggs or young where 
present at the time of proposed removal to facilitate the current tower erection. Nest was in located in critical 
portion of the tower needed to be constructed for completion, and work was occurring at the time on the tower. 
Nest was removed after agency concurrence and approval from SDG&E, per the NBMMP. - KAlberts

No

ROWR Rock Wren 052212_sjon_05 EP47-2/EP48 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/22/2012 5/22/2012 05/22/2012 - Observed ROWR making several trips to nesting cavity with material. ROWR nest was being built in a 
critical location which would severely interfere with conductor stringing operations and cause scheduling delays. 
Deterrents were not present on the rock pile. Nest was removed per the NBMMP after agency concurrence and 
verification that no eggs or young were present at the time of removal, using a bore scope to view the nest from 
outside the cavity. - SJohnston

No

HOFI House Finch 052212_vers_02 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/22/2012 TBD 05/22/2012 - While monitoring a nearby nest, a pair of House Finches landed in a tree across the access road 
before flying to the Eucalyptus. The female entered a fruit clump containing a complete nest and remained for 
15+ minutes. The male perched next to the nest, singing, before flying off. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - Female just visible on nest, incubating. - VEurs

TBD

HOWR House Wren 052212_vers_03 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/22/2012 TBD 05/22/2012 - The biologist checked on this cavity because the wren's behavior (removing old nest material) 
suggested they might reuse the cavity. The male perched near the entrance singing and a female eventually 
emerged from the cavity. They both entered and exited 2 times during the observation, and the female remained 
inside after her last visit. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - The male wren patrolled the area around the nest cavity, singing regularly. He chased off a LEGO 
that landed in the nest tree. The female was not observed and was presumably within the cavity, incubating. - 
VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 052212_vnik_01 EP130/EP131 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/22/2012 5/22/2012 05/22/2012 - Biomonitor observed female House Finch making several trips to nest with nest material. Nest was 
located late in the afternoon. Nest location is in grill of semi-truck that hauls wire. Truck and wire are needed for 
upcoming wire pull. The wire trailer has mylar tape on it. Truck and trailer were moved the prior day. Nest is 
approximately 5-10% complete with no eggs or young. Removal of nest was required based on impact to material 
logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate options, and potential for more 
nests on the piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was photographed and removed per 
NBMMP. - VNovik

No

HOFI House Finch 052212_vnik_02 EP109-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/22/2012 TBD 05/22/2012 - Nest found by lineman, 3 eggs in nest. Birds returning to nest while helicopters were overhead. - 
VNovik

TBD

HOFI House Finch 052312_ahll_01 EP36-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/23/2012 5/23/2012 05/23/2012 - Female HOFI was seen on nest for extended period of time, while male was singing nearby. Lineman 
climbed up and confirmed no eggs or young were present, and nest was removed under supervision of avian 
biologist. No deterrents installed on tower. Nest removed per NBMMP, based on high risk of nest failing with 
construction activities occurring at tower at the time and within the nest cycle. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 052312_ahll_02 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/23/2012 5/23/2012 05/23/2012 - HOFI nest located in suspended grunt sack, avian biologist observed pair going to sack. Lineman 
brought down sack and avian confirmed no eggs or young in sack. Nest approximately 20% complete. Removed 
nest per NBMMP, based on necessity to continue work on the tower, and the high risk for the nest's failure due to 
proposed activities. No physical deterrents on tower. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 052312_ahll_03 EP27-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/23/2012 5/23/2012 05/23/2012 - Nest located in back of crane arm joint; observed female HOFI bringing nest material to nest. Mylar 
deterrents installed in nest area; in fact, nest was built on a piece of mylar. Nest was 60% complete, and no eggs 
or young were present. Nest removed, as per NBMMP, based on necessity to continue use of crane. - AHill

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 052312_ahll_04 EP32-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/23/2012 5/23/2012 05/23/2012 - Female WEKI bringing in nesting material, and nest was 5% complete. No physical deterrents 
installed at nest location. No eggs or young were present. Removal of nest was required based on potential 
impacts to operations to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing 
for use of the tower, as the tower requires work well within the projected nest cycle. Nest was removed following 
requirements outlined in the NBMMP and recent agency approval to remove WEKI nest initiation attempts at this 
particular tower. - AHill

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 052312_bloh_01 CP13-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/23/2012 TBD 05/23/2012 - Female calling, nest exchange at 0802 when female took over incubation. - BLohstroh
05/30/2012 - Pair making return trips with food items, feeding at least 2 nestlings. - BLohstroh

TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 052312_bloh_02 CP13-2-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/23/2012 TBD 05/23/2012 - Pair nest building, nest 90% complete. Both birds bringing nest material to nest. - BLohstroh
05/30/2012 - Male incubating, nest exchange at 0736, then female incubating. - BLohstroh

TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 052312_bloh_03 CP11-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/23/2012 TBD 05/23/2012 - Male and female participating in nest building; nest 90% complete. - BLohstroh
05/30/2012 - Male incubating, nest exchange at 0627, then female incubating. - BLohstroh

TBD

HOWR House Wren 052312_esds_01 Monopole 40651 TEWS Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/23/2012 TBD 05/23/2012 - Pair in vicinity with an adult carrying material into the cavity and male singing extensively in vicinity 
of cavity. - EStrods
05/29/2012 - Adult House Wren singing throughout nest visit, but no wrens observed at any of the cavities (other 
adult may be incubating). - PKonrad

TBD

AR067856
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COHU Costa's Hummingbird 052312_esds_02 Monopole 40651 TEWS Riparian Scrubs Traffic 80 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/23/2012 5/29/2012 05/23/2012 - Female Costa's Hummingbird was observed in flight around nest shrub after which nest with 2 eggs 
was discovered; female was later observed incubating on nest. - EStrods
05/29/2012 - Nest has been predated, with the top half torn off of the base of the nest. No adult observed in the 
area and no sign of eggs, egg shells or nestlings - closed. - PKonrad

No

OATI Oak Titmouse 052312_esds_03 Monopole 40651 TEWS Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/23/2012 TBD 05/23/2012 - Adult Oak Titmouse was observed bringing food to cavity on several occasions; male also singing in 
vicinity. - EStrods
05/29/2012 - No Oak Titmouse activity observed or heard during 45-minute period. (Have nestlings fledged?) - 
PKonrad

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 052312_hwey_01 Alpine CY Construction Yards Chaparrals Traffic 30 100 30 30 Indeterminate 5/23/2012 5/30/2012 05/23/2012 - Nest cup appears nearly complete. Female made several trips to nest while buffer signs were being 
set up, with male mate-guarding. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - Yard monitor reports nest is depredated. Unknown if eggs were present. - KAlberts

N/A

HOFI House Finch 052312_mdus_01 CP78-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/23/2012 TBD 05/23/2012 - Biomonitor Anna Bryant observed a pair of House Finches at a nest that appeared to be complete. - 
MDicus

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 052312_rrdd_01 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/23/2012 TBD 05/23/2012 - PHAI pair attending apparently complete nest, male brings lining material and sits in nest at 1230 . - 
RRadd
05/30/2012 - PHAI female lying in nest at 1636. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 052312_rrdd_02 Hartung CY-N Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/23/2012 TBD 05/23/2012 - Female ANHU lying in complete nest at 1556. - RRadd TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 052312_rrdd_03 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/23/2012 TBD 05/23/2012 - Male PHAI making regular trips adding material to bulky nest that appears substantially complete at 
1612. - RRadd

TBD

CACW Cactus Wren 052312_vnik_01 Jacumba Valley Ranch CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/23/2012 TBD 05/23/2012 - Observed bird making several trips to tire with nest material. - VNovik TBD

HOFI House Finch 052412_ahll_01 EP22-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/24/2012 5/24/2012 05/24/2012 - Biomonitor observed HOFI pair going to middle phase traveler. Nest was checked by lineman for 
eggs, none were present. Lineman removed nest with biologist supervision. Biologist confirmed no eggs or young 
present. Nest was 85% complete. Nest was removed per NBMMP, based on the necessity to use the tower for 
wire stringing activities and the high risk of failure due to proposed construction. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 052412_ahll_02 EP23-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/24/2012 5/24/2012 05/24/2012 - Biomonitor observed House Finch pair going to western phase traveler. Nest was checked by 
lineman for eggs and/or young, and none were present. Lineman removed nest with biologist supervision. 
Biologist confirmed no eggs or young present. Nest was 5% complete. Nest was removed per NBMMP, based on 
the necessity to use the tower for wire stringing activities and the high risk of failure due to proposed 
construction. - AHill

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 052412_ahll_03 EP23-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/24/2012 5/24/2012 05/24/2012 - Biomonitor observed pair going to western phase traveler. Nest was checked by lineman for eggs, 
none were present. Nest was submitted to agencies for removal and approved. Lineman removed nest with 
biologist supervision. Biologist confirmed no eggs or young present. Nest was 20% complete. Nest was removed 
per NBMMP, based on the necessity to use the tower for wire stringing activities and the high risk of failure due 
to proposed construction. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 052412_hwey_01 EP34-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/24/2012 TBD 05/24/2012 - 5 eggs in nest, female HOFI flies to nest as biologist leaves area. - HWinfrey TBD

CAQU California Quail 052412_ltiw_02 EP54-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/24/2012 TBD 05/24/2012 - During active nest searches, an avian biologist flushed a California Quail off a nest that contains 10 
eggs. - LTymkiw
05/30/2012 - California Quail nest is in good shape with 10 eggs inside; however, no quail were observed or heard 
in the area, and the eggs are not warm. Rechecked nest 1/2 hour later and 2 hours later but eggs remained 
unattended. Nest may be abandoned. - PKonrad

TBD

CALT California Towhee 052412_rrdd_01 GS-NF-13 Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/24/2012 TBD 05/24/2012 - CALT tending 2 downy nestlings at 0956. - RRadd TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 052412_rrdd_02 12kV Pole Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/24/2012 TBD 05/24/2012 - Female incubating ANHU. - RRadd TBD

HOOR Hooded Oriole 052412_rrdd_03 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/24/2012 TBD 05/24/2012 - HOOR pair carrying food to nest at 1415. - RRadd TBD

ROWR Rock Wren 052412_sjon_01 EP47-2/EP48 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 5/24/2012 5/24/2012 05/24/2012 - Observed pair building nest in rock crevice. Nest is approximately 40% complete. Wren within 4 feet 
of biologist while photographing nest from 3 feet away. - SJohnston
05/24/2012 - Nest estimated to be 40% compete. A pair of ROWR attempting to nest in crevice of a large rock 
pile. Location was in critical area needed for conductor wire stringing. SDGE directed removal of nest after agency 
concurrence, per the NBMMP. No young or eggs were present at the time of removal. Nest removed, as no eggs 
or young were present. The rock pile was then covered with plastic sheeting and secured from wind. - SJohnston

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 052412_sjon_02 EP54-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/24/2012 5/23/2012 05/24/2012 - WEKI nest 10% complete with no eggs or young present. Following agency concurrence and per the 
NBMMP, the nest was removed and deterrents were installed. The tower needs to be completed for wire 
stringing to meet the deadline for energization, and leaving this nest in place would have jeopardized that. - 
SJohnston

No
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HOFI House Finch 052512_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/25/2012 TBD 05/25/2012 - Newly constructed nest immediately adjacent to previously successfully fledged nest. New nest has 
4 eggs. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 052512_bald_02 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/25/2012 TBD 05/25/2012 - New nest with 5 eggs. - BArnold TBD

SPTO Spotted Towhee 052512_esds_01 EP136 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/25/2012 TBD 05/25/2012 - No nest was located, however adults were seen carrying insects to this dense Rhus ovata at least 5 
times in 2 hours, indicating the presence of a nest. - EStrods

TBD

HOFI House Finch 052512_hwey_01 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/25/2012 5/26/2012 05/25/2012 - Female HOFI observed adding green plant material to nest with male mate guarding. Nest was 
examined and found to be 80% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction not possible with 
ongoing steel tower assembly on site. Nest was photographed and removed according to NBMMP. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 052512_jpki_01 CP18-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/25/2012 TBD 05/25/2012 - Pair observed at nest with female brooding on nest; female also observed carrying fecal sac from 
nest. - JPawlicki

TBD

CALT California Towhee 052512_ltiw_01 EP32-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 45 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/25/2012 5/29/2012 05/25/2012 - An adult towhee was observed carrying food items to a nest with vocal nestlings. - LTymkiw
05/29/2012 - Nest is empty with no sign of predation. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

PSFL Pacific-slope Flycatcher 052512_rrdd_01 CP81-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/25/2012 TBD 05/25/2012 - PSFL lying in nest at 0837. - RRadd TBD

PSFL Pacific-slope Flycatcher 052512_rrdd_02 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/25/2012 TBD 05/25/2012 - PSFL making many trips to nest from 0900 - 0925. - RRadd TBD

RCSP Rufous-crowned Sparrow 052512_rrdd_03 CP81-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/25/2012 TBD 05/25/2012 - RCSP pair carrying food to nest at 0843. - RRadd TBD

BUSH Bushtit 052512_rrdd_04 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/25/2012 TBD 05/25/2012 - BUSH pair adding material to large nest which appears substantially complete. - RRadd TBD

HOFI House Finch 052512_vers_01 CP43-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/25/2012 TBD 05/25/2012 - While monitoring a nearby nest, the biologist observed a pair of House Finches perched in CP43. 
They flew to a nearly-complete nest built on a trash collector about 50 feet above the ground. The male fed the 
female as she performed a begging display. Later the female was seen carrying fluffy lining material to the nest. - 
VEurs

TBD

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 052512_vnik_01 EP233-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 100 100 Fledged 5/25/2012 5/25/2012 05/25/2012 - Monitor observed nestling in nest on 5/24/12. When logging nest on 5/25/12, pair was agitated, 
calling, and performing distraction displays. Search of area revealed fledgling in nearby shrubs. - VNovik

Yes

HOFI House Finch 052612_ltiw_01 EP112A-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/26/2012 5/26/2012 05/26/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed building a nest in a grunt bag hung from structure EP112-A. 
The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire pulling), per the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of 
mylar flash tape. Following concurrence, and in the presence of the onsite avian biologist, 2 linemen climbed the 
tower and removed the partially constructed nest. At the time of removal (approximately 13:00), the nest was 
30% constructed, contained no eggs or nestlings, and the nest and nest area were  photographed. All grunt bags, 
except ones with tops, were removed from the tower. - LTymkiw

No

HOFI House Finch 052612_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/26/2012 TBD 05/26/2012 - Female HOFI comes to nest and settles. Departs after 15 minutes. - RRadd TBD

BUOR Bullock's Oriole 052612_vers_01 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/26/2012 TBD 05/26/2012 - As the biologist got out of the truck to monitor nearby nests, a female BUOR was seen carrying a 
fecal sac, and the sound of nestlings could be heard. As the biologist returned from checking the other nests, the 
male BUOR was seen taking food into a Eucalyptus and again, nestlings were heard. The biologist searched the 
trees with binoculars from the access road and discovered the coconut-like nest. - VEurs

TBD

BEWR Bewick's Wren 052712_hwey_01 EP138-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Traffic 15 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/27/2012 5/30/2012 05/27/2012 - A pair of Bewick's Wrens were observed carrying food to nest, making several trips during 15 
minutes of observation. Upon close approach, nestlings' begging calls were audible. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - During a scheduled bird survey at EP138-2, no activity was observed at the nest during an hour and 
a half of observation. Bewick's Wrens were heard in the area, however. Upon inspection, the nest was found to be 
empty, with droppings at the entrance. It is presumed that the nest fledged. - LTymkiw

Yes

HOFI House Finch 052712_hwey_02 EP141 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/27/2012 5/27/2012 05/27/2012 - Biologist P. Valle observed HOFI making multiple trips with nesting material to tower EP141. Nest 
was examined and found to be 15% complete with no eggs or young present. Nest was photographed and 
removed according to NBMMP, in order to better progress toward meeting summer power demand by energizing 
SRPL. - HWinfrey

No
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HOFI House Finch 052712_hwey_03 EP128 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

None 0 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/27/2012 5/28/2012 05/27/2012 - Biologist M. Ishimatsu observed HOFI making multiple trips with nesting material to pulley, with 
nest visible from ground level. - HWinfrey
05/28/2012 - Finches not observed near nest location during 20 minute observation period. Consistent wire 
stringing work at the nest location has been ongoing throughout the past week, except for Sunday 5/27/2012, 
serving as a deterrent. Removal of the nest was deemed critical for wire stringing operations required for the 
completion of the Sunrise Powerlink. The nest was verified and photographed for removal according to the 
NBMMP by lineman Chauncey Walden. An avian monitor was onsite to supervise the nest removal. Only one 
small blade of grass remained in the nest location. Chauncey observed the travelers rotating back and forth 
naturally from wind and it is possible that the nest was abandoned for this reason. No removal was required as no 
nest was found. - RQuilley

No

HOFI House Finch 052712_hwey_04 EP128 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/27/2012 5/28/2012 05/27/2012 - Biologist M. Ishimatsu observed HOFI making multiple trips with nesting material to pulley, with 
nest visible from ground level. - HWinfrey
05/28/2012 - House Finches not observed near nest location during 20 minute observation period. Consistent 
wire stringing work at the nest location has been ongoing throughout the past week, except for Sunday 
5/27/2012, serving as a deterrent. Removal of the nest was deemed critical for wire stringing operations required 
for the completion of the Sunrise Powerlink. The nest was verified and photographed for removal according to the 
NBMMP by lineman Chauncey Walden. An avian monitor was onsite to supervise the nest removal. Only one 
small blade of grass remained in the nest location. Chauncey observed the travelers rotating back and forth 
naturally from wind and it is possible that the nest was abandoned for this reason. No removal was required as no 
nest was found. - RQuilley

No

BUOR Bullock's Oriole 052712_ltiw_01 EP53-3-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/27/2012 TBD 05/27/2012 - Female Bullock's Oriole was observed bringing nesting material to a partly complete nest. - LTymkiw
05/30/2012 - Female Bullock's Oriole appears to still be adding material to a seemingly complete nest. There are 
several orioles active in the nest tree. - PKonrad

TBD

WEKI Western Kingbird 052712_ltiw_02 EP54-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/27/2012 5/27/2012 05/27/2012 - A WEKI pair was observed bringing nesting material to a newly started nest on this tower that is 
scheduled for wire stringing within the anticipated nest cycle, in order to better meet the CAISO energization 
schedule. Since the nest had no eggs or young, and per the NBMMP, the nest was photographed and removed at 
less than 5% complete. The tower needs wire stringing to meet the deadline for energization, and leaving this nest 
in place would have jeopardized that. - LTymkiw
05/28/2012 - Duplicate entry. - LTymkiw

No

HOFI House Finch 052712_lton_01 EP99-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/27/2012 5/27/2012 05/27/2012 - House Finch pair building, nest appeared 60-80% complete. Removal of the nest was needed to 
provide additional regional power supplies to meet the summer demand, via completion of SRPL. A PAR lineman 
climbed tower, took photo, ensured no eggs or young were present, and removed nest as monitored by an avian 
biologist, per the NBMMP. The site has had a lot of activity recently; wire pulling occurred a few days ago. - 
LThoreson

No

HOFI House Finch 052712_lton_02 EP117-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/27/2012 5/27/2012 05/27/2012 - Biomonitor observed H0FI pair bring material to nest location. Nest 80% complete. Deterrents were 
present on the tower area. This tower is within a critical pull for project completion b y the summer peak demand, 
therefore the need to remove this nest is present. No eggs or nestlings present; photos taken and nest was 
removed, per the NBMMP. - LThoreson

No

HOFI House Finch 052812_ghan_01 GS-USFS-6 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/28/2012 TBD 05/28/2012 - Observed pair of House Finches making several trips in 20 minutes of observation with nesting 
material. Percentage of completion unknown due to lack of visibility. - GHuffman

TBD

HOFI House Finch 052812_ghan_02 EP113-5-PS-N-A Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/28/2012 5/28/2012 05/28/2012 - Observed a pair of House Finches making trips with nesting material into a small cavity behind the 
arm of the crane. Nest appeared to be 90% complete. The nest was removed in accordance with Attachment C of 
the NBMMP. Nest deterrents are present in form of mylar tape, and the crane is scheduled for tower assembly. 
The nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane, as it is required for the 
scheduled pull, therefore removal was required. No eggs or young present. - GHuffman

No

HOFI House Finch 052812_hwey_01 EP36-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/28/2012 5/28/2012 05/28/2012 - Female HOFI observed making multiple trips to nest with material. Nest examined and found to be 
less than 5% complete, with no eggs or young present. Nest buffer reduction was not possible given ongoing wire 
pull activities at site. Nest was photographed and removed according to NBMMP. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 052812_hwey_02 EP36-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/28/2012 5/28/2012 05/28/2012 - Nest detected by climber during removal of nest 052812_hwey_01. Nest examined and found to be 
10% complete, with no eggs or young present. Nest buffer reduction was not possible given ongoing wire pull 
activities at site. Nest was photographed and removed according to NBMMP. - HWinfrey

No

KILL Killdeer 052812_ltiw_01 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/28/2012 TBD 05/28/2012 - Killdeer nest was found with 2 eggs. - LTymkiw
05/30/2012 - Pair of Killdeer evident near the nest site but no calling noted; 1 adult incubating clutch of 3 eggs 
returned promptly to the nest. - PKonrad

TBD

HOLA Horned Lark 052812_ltiw_02 EP54-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/28/2012 TBD 05/28/2012 - A Horned Lark female was observed at the nest that contains 3 eggs. - LTymkiw
05/30/2012 - Female Horned Lark incubating on ground nest. - PKonrad

TBD

WTKI White-tailed Kite 052812_ltiw_04 EP66-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 5/28/2012 TBD 05/28/2012 - An adult was observed bringing a prey item to the nest. - LTymkiw TBD
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HOFI House Finch 052812_rqey_01 Thing Valley CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/28/2012 5/28/2012 05/28/2012 - Almost 100% complete cup nest found in crane with no activity observed. House Finches not 
observed near nest location during 30 minute observation period. No eggs or young were in the nest. Consistent 
steel assembly work at the nest location has been ongoing throughout the past week, except for Sunday 
5/27/2012, serving as a deterrent. Additionally, deterrent flash tape was installed around the perimeter of the 
crane, and all cavities with non-moving components were covered with duct tape, prior to the nest's construction. 
Removal of the nest was required due to ongoing steel assembly work requiring the use of this crane, deemed 
critical to the Sunrise Powerlink's completion. Nest was photographed and removed per the NBMMP. A monitor 
remained on site for the remainder of the day to observe and potentially deter and new nesting attempts. - 
RQuilley

No

BUSH Bushtit 052812_rqey_02 EP124/EP125 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/28/2012 TBD 05/28/2012 - Bushtit pair observed carrying what appeared to be fur to nest that is almost complete; likely adding 
lining to inside of nest. - RQuilley

TBD

HOFI House Finch 052812_rqey_03 EP130/EP131 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/28/2012 TBD 05/28/2012 - Biomonitor Greg Leighty observed a House Finch pair entering the nest location multiple times, but 
could not be confirmed if nesting material was carried. Removal of the nest was deemed critical due to ongoing 
wire stringing work requiring the use of truck, deemed critical to the Sunrise Powerlink's completion. Per the 
NBMMP, the nest was checked by an avian monitor and it contained 3 eggs. No removal was permitted. 
Incubation can only be presumed at this point due to the inaccessibility of the nest without disturbing the pair. - 
RQuilley
05/29/2012 - A House Finch was observed leaving the nest as surveyors approached the nest to check the status. - 
VNovik

TBD

HOFI House Finch 052812_rqey_04 EP130/EP131 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/28/2012 5/28/2012 05/28/2012 - Pair observed carrying fluffy nesting material to an almost 100% complete cup nest found. 
Consistent delivery of heavy machinery and wire-stringing prep work at nest location has been ongoing 
throughout the past week, except for Sunday 5/27/2012, serving as a deterrent. Additionally, deterrent flash tape 
was installed around the perimeter of the truck prior to the nest's construction. Removal of the nest was deemed 
critical to the Sunrise Powerlink's completion. Nest was photographed and removed per the NBMMP by an avian 
biologist. No eggs or young were in nest. A monitor remained on site for the remainder of the day to observe and 
potentially deter any new nesting attempts. - RQuilley

No

HOFI House Finch 052812_vers_01 EP32-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/28/2012 5/28/2012 05/28/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed carrying nesting material to an opening in the hydraulic arm 
of a forklift during a monitoring sweep of the work area. The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire 
stringing) through adherence to the NBMMP. An avian biologist determined the nest did not contain eggs or 
young and photographed the nest, nest site and existing bird deterrents. At the time of removal, the nest was 
approximately 80% constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. The opening was then plugged to attempt to 
prevent reuse of the space by the House Finches. The nest was located on a piece of equipment involved in the 
current wire pull. A delay to allow the nest cycle to continue would prevent SDG&E from meeting the request 
from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Nest attempt was removed per 
the NBMMP on 5/28/2012. - VEurs

No

CALT California Towhee 052912_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/29/2012 5/29/2012 05/29/2012 - CALT nest near complete, female seen going to nest. No eggs or young present. Nest was submitted 
to agencies for removal and approved based on the high risk of it failing with projected skycrane activities nearby. 
Yard operations have been constant in this yard for many months, serving as a deterrent. Nest was removed as 
per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 052912_bald_01 CP88-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

UG - cable pulling/splicing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/29/2012 5/29/2012 05/29/2012 - House Finch adults as well as recently fledged young observed visiting recently fledged nest 
ID041712_hwey_03 on Sunday and Monday, 27 and 28 May. The HOFI adults were actively displaying aggression 
towards the younger birds, and the adult female was observed with nest material. Using a lift, an avian biologist 
confirmed 'new' nest built directly on top of old nest, with the new nest appearing nearly complete, yet with no 
eggs present. Bird repellent ribbon was in place on the tower and around the work pad. In fact, a piece of the 
mylar reflective ribbon was worked into the original nest, which serves as the base for the new nest. Furthermore, 
testing work has occurred at this location over the past few weeks and per the NBMMP, active work is considered 
a form of a deterrent. In addition, a plastic owl decoy is located on this tower within 50 feet of this nest. These 
House Finches were not disturbed by human presence or construction activity. SDG&E needs to have access to 
these poles over the next two weeks to conduct repair work identified in the ongoing current testing program. 
After determining that there were no eggs present, this nest was removed and photographed. The plastic netting 
that SDG&E had previously installed as a bird deterrent was removed, as the original nest was placed in a fold of 
this deterrent netting material. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 052912_bald_02 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

UG - cable pulling/splicing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/29/2012 5/29/2012 05/29/2012 - Adult House Finches were observed bringing material to this nest located under the westernmost 
testing trailer at the UG riser pole (CP95/CP96) pad. Nest was less than 20 percent complete. Deterrents in place 
included mylar ribbons and many taped-off potential cavities. In addition, ongoing work over the past several 
weeks is considered a deterrent. This nest was removed because it is located on a piece of equipment required for 
testing work and was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing use of equipment. Nest was removed per the 
NBMMP. No eggs or young were present. - BArnold

No

WEWP Western Wood-Pewee 052912_ghan_01 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/29/2012 TBD 05/29/2012 - Observed adult making numerous trips with material to a partially constructed nest. - GHuffman TBD

COHU Costa's Hummingbird 052912_ltiw_01 CP69-2-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/29/2012 TBD 05/29/2012 - A female was observed going to a complete nest. It contained 2 eggs. - LTymkiw TBD
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HOFI House Finch 052912_ltiw_02 CP69-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/29/2012 TBD 05/29/2012 - A pair was observed bringing nesting material to a nest in B leg corner at third horizontal level. 
However, the same pair was observed bringing nesting material to the same spot in next level down, and stealing 
material from the same spot 2 levels down. - LTymkiw

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 052912_ltiw_03 CP69-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/29/2012 TBD 05/29/2012 - A male was observed bringing food to the female on the nest. She never left the nest, so it is unclear 
what it contains. - LTymkiw

TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 052912_mdus_01 CP39-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/29/2012 TBD 05/29/2012 - The CAGN pair associated with nest ID 050812_mdus_01 was observed constructing a new nest 500 
feet east of the abandoned one. This new nest is approximately 60% complete. - MDicus

TBD

HOFI House Finch 052912_mdus_02 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/29/2012 TBD 05/29/2012 - Yard monitor Rebecca Johnson observed a pair of House Finches constructing a nest in the cloth on 
the north fence. The nest is nearly complete. - MDicus

TBD

GRVI Gray Vireo 052912_rqey_01 EP121A-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/29/2012 TBD 05/29/2012 - Gray Vireo pair observed nest exchanging 3 times. - RQuilley TBD

HOFI House Finch 052912_tdla_01 EP36-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/29/2012 5/29/2012 05/29/2012 - Pair of HOFI bringing in nesting material, nest is less than 10% complete. Lineman climbed tower 
and confirmed no eggs or young were present, and nest was removed under supervision of avian biologist, per 
the NBMMP. This nest was not a NBJ candidate allowing for ongoing wire stringing, necessitating the removal. 
Reflective tape was installed around nesting area. - TDipaola

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 052912_tdla_02 EP36-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/29/2012 5/29/2012 05/29/2012 - Female WEKI observed bringing nesting material to bridge, was less than 80% complete. Nest was 
submitted to agencies for removal and approved. No eggs or young were present. Deterrents were installed 
directly below on east phase traveler. Removal of nest was required based on impacts to wire stringing operations 
to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the tower, 
as the tower requires work well within the projected nest cycle. Nest was removed following requirements 
outlined in the NBMMP. - TDipaola

No

HOFI House Finch 052912_tdla_03 EP36-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/29/2012 5/29/2012 05/29/2012 - Female HOFI observed adding green plant material to nest with male sitting close by. Nest was 
examined and found to be less than 5% complete with no eggs or young present. Lineman climbed and removed 
nest with avian biologist present. Buffer reduction not possible with ongoing overhead wire stringing activities 
occurring on site. Nest was photographed and removed according to NBMMP. Several deterrents were added to 
'joint' of structure leg. - TDipaola

No

HOFI House Finch 052912_vnik_01 EP113-5 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/29/2012 5/29/2012 05/29/2012 - House Finches observed in area of nest throughout morning. Nest approximately 3% complete with 
no eggs or young. Nest removal necessary due to immediate need of crane for construction. Deterrents on crane 
include mylar tape and construction in area. Nest removed per NBMMP. Deterrents installed in nest location. - 
VNovik

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 052912_vnik_02 EP118-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/29/2012 5/29/2012 05/29/2012 - Western Kingbird observed carrying material to nest on multiple occasions. Request for nest 
removal submitted. Nest is in location that it would likely be blown out with the use of skycrane to install 
remaining pieces. Nest appears less than 15% complete. Deterrents on tower include mylar tape. Recent work has 
also occurred on the steel. Request for removal was granted to SDGE. Nest was confirmed to not contain eggs or 
young and was removed per the NBMMP. The nest site was taped and blocked with rope to further deter nesting 
at the site. - VNovik

No

BGGN Blue-gray Gnatcatcher 053012_ahll_01 EP13-3 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - Pair is nest building, male seen singing near and at nest, 20%complete. Pair most likely started nest 
building on 5-29-12. - AHill

TBD

HOFI House Finch 053012_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - Observed female bringing material to nest, appears to be 70% complete, unknown if eggs are 
present. - AHill

TBD

HOFI House Finch 053012_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - Observed female on nest, apparently re-nesting over previous nest that successfully fledged. 
Unknown if or how many eggs are present. - AHill

TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 053012_bloh_01 CP12-1-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - Pair making return trips with nest material. Nest nearly fully complete, 95%. - BLohstroh TBD

HOFI House Finch 053012_hwey_01 EP36-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/30/2012 5/30/2012 05/30/2012 - HOFI was observed adding material to nest at 0730. Nest was examined and found to be 80% 
complete with cup formed, but without lining. No eggs or young were present, and deterrents were in place on 
the tower. Buffer reduction was not possible due to ongoing wire pulling operation at this tower. Nest was 
photographed and removed according to NBMMP. - HWinfrey

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 053012_hwey_02 EP36-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/30/2012 5/30/2012 05/30/2012 - WEKI observed adding nest material to nest at 0730. Nest was examined and found to be 10% 
complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was not possible given ongoing wire pull operations at 
this tower. Nest was photographed and removed according to NBMMP protocol with SDGE & CPUC approval and 
agency concurrence. Deterrents are present on the tower. - HWinfrey

No

COHU Costa's Hummingbird 053012_jpki_01 CP70-3-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - Female observed at nest containing 2 eggs. - JPawlicki TBD

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 053012_ltiw_01 EP138-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - The nest was found during active nest searching. It contains 2 very recent, totally naked, nestlings. - 
LTymkiw

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 053012_lton_01 CP70-3-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - A female was observed on the nest. The nest is too high to be able to see into; however, the 
behavior of the bird suggests that it was incubating. - LThoreson

TBD

CALT California Towhee 053012_lton_02 CP70-3-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - The female was observed on the nest. Three eggs are in the nest. - LThoreson TBD

BUOR Bullock's Oriole 053012_mkhn_01 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - Female visited nest with food several times in 20 minutes. Nestlings begging loudly, indicating fairly 
advanced development. - MKuehn

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 053012_mkhn_02 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - Male and female both bringing material to nest, forming base. Nest is 30% complete. - MKuehn TBD

OTHE Other 053012_mkhn_03 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - Biomonitor T. Gunter observed HOLA make more than 10 trips to nest site with material. Nest 
contains no eggs but is 70% complete and lining has just begun. - MKuehn

TBD

HOFI House Finch 053012_mkrn_04 EP28-3 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - Female was observed flying around the tower with male, but female primarily was on the nest (60% 
of the time observed) while male perched near the nest. Nesting material was observed in female's beak and 
brought to nest site one time, during 40 minute observational period. - MKern

TBD

HOFI House Finch 053012_mkrn_05 EP29-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/30/2012 5/30/2012 05/30/2012 - Male and female House Finches were observed flying in and out of buggy repeatedly. No deterrents 
were installed on or near spacer buggy, but the buggy was actively being used for construction. A lineman verified 
no eggs were present in the nest. Nest was removed according to NBMMP, based on the immediate necessity to 
use equipment with the proposed construction activities. Nest was verified by biologist that no eggs were present 
and nest was estimated to be 90% complete. - MKern

No

HOFI House Finch 053012_rrdd_01 CP72-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - HOFI pair associating with nest that appears complete, male singing and female visiting. - RRadd TBD

BEWR Bewick's Wren 053012_rrdd_02 CP72-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - BEWR male carries food to nest at 0814 and 0826. - RRadd TBD

HOFI House Finch 053012_rrdd_03 CP74-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - HOFI male singing while female adds dried grass to already substantial nest 1255. - RRadd TBD

HOFI House Finch 053012_rrdd_04 CP74-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - HOFI pair adding fibermulch to partially constructed nest 1341. - RRadd TBD

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 053012_rrdd_05 CP74-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - CAKI molding nest to body and lying in nest. - RRadd TBD

BCHU Black-chinned Hummingbird 053012_rrdd_06 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - Female BCHU lying in nest from 1528-1541. - RRadd TBD

BCHU Black-chinned Hummingbird 053012_rrdd_07 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - BCHU female building yellow nest; approximately 15% complete. - RRadd TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 053012_tcer_01 CP17-1-E-B Road Areas Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - Adults building nest. Nest 90% complete. - TCooper TBD

HOFI House Finch 053012_vnik_01 EP130/EP131 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/30/2012 5/30/2012 05/30/2012 - Observed female House Finch making several trips with nest material to truck. Truck is essential to 
wire pulling operations and was in use at the time. Nest deterrents on truck include plastic sheeting on grill, mylar 
tape, and active use of the truck. Nest removed based on immediate need of truck to transport wire pulling 
equipment to complete job. Nest was removed per NBMMP. Nest did not contain eggs or young and was 
approximately 40% complete. - VNovik

No

HOFI House Finch 053012_vnik_02 EP102A-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - Lineman found nest earlier in day with 2 eggs. - VNovik TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 120511_imll_01 CP64-2-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 145 500 500 500 Presumed Fledged 12/5/2011 5/15/2012 12/05/2011 - Pair of Red-tailed hawks observed bringing nesting material to previously existing nest from 2011 
season. Pair made multiple trips between 0930 and 1030 and did not appear disturbed by Project-related traffic 
operating up to 120 feet from the nest, including the use of multiple gates within the 500-foot buffer. - IMaunsell
12/13/2011 - One adult hawk was observed flying from the nest area away to the west. No work was occurring. 
Weather conditions included constant light precipitation, which may have suppressed nesting behavior. - 
IMaunsell
12/22/2011 - No activity observed at nest between 0730 and 0800. No work was occurring on the site. - IMaunsell
12/30/2011 - No activity observed at nest from 0930-1020. One adult was perched in adjacent oak tree and 
another hawk was perched on a smaller oak approximately 800 feet to the west. - IMaunsell
01/06/2012 - One hawk observed on nest at approximately 0800, potentially egg laying. After approximately 3 
minutes, another hawk flew into the nest with an item in its beak. This item could have been nesting material or 
food. Neither bird appeared deterred by frequent helicopter traffic or vehicle traffic along the access road. - 
IMaunsell
01/09/2012 - RTHA on this territory did not interact with nest during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - RTHA perched above nest flushed at Air-crane flyover and did not return during 30 minute 
observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - One RTHA observed perched up near nest for approximately 15 minutes did not directly interact 
with nest. Location prevents sufficient view of the nest cup to discern a low lying hawk. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - RTHA pair observed copulating away from nest. Monitor reports fresh material added to nest on 29 
January. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA pair driving juvenile RTHA from territory, followed by pair-bonding displays. They did not 
settle on nest during two 20 minute observations. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Status is unclear - egg-laying appears to be on hiatus - two nest visits from 1427-1735 during which 
nest material was arranged, but otherwise activity is low. Rain yesterday. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - RTHA Standing on nest for 20 minutes. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - Despite nest visits, no incubation appears yet in progress. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation - presumed incubating. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - RTHA incubating and does not leave nest during 20 minute observation on rainy day. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - RTHA incubating, does not leave nest during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
04/11/2012 - RTHA prone on nest in light rain at 1208 gives no indication of hatched young. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Adult RTHA feeding at least 2 downy young at 0708. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nestlings have feathered wings and exercise periodically. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Young have well developed secondaries, are mostly feathered and spend time standing at nest, 
exercising wings   RRadd

Yes
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010312_imll_01 CP6-1-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 400 500 425 425 Fledged 1/3/2012 6/1/2012 01/03/2012 - Pair was observed occupying nest areas between 1200 and 1330 on 12/30/2011. One hawk brought 

nesting material to the nest and perched on the nest on multiple occasions. The other hawk of the pair perched 
adjacent to the nest on the tower. Neither bird appeared deterred by continuing conventional foundation work 
occurring at the site. - IMaunsell
01/12/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship display, followed by one hawk bringing decorations to the nest and standing 
in the nest. - RRadd
01/20/2012 - Female bringing nest material and periodically lying on nest, male attends less often. Considerable 
fresh eucalyptus greens on nest since last monitoring, but pair still spending long periods away from tower. - 
RRadd
01/23/2012 - RTHA female lying on nest and male adjacent on tower - 0730-0745. K-Max arrives at 0746 and 
female departs, returning briefly at 0749 to perch next to male (who remains on tower). Helicopter activities 
continue. Female departs again - 0750. Male departs 0751. Both birds leave the area and do not return. 
Helicopter continues through 0802. Link Lead and Avian Team Lead notified.  Helicopter subsequently returns and 
construction activity continues; RTHAs not observed again. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No RTHAs associating with nest or tower site during one hour observation. A pair of RTHA was 
observed approximately 1000 feet north of CP6 but these birds did not approach the nest area. - RRadd
01/27/2012 - Male RTHA noted briefly on nest tower prior to construction activity, but no hawks observed with 
1500 feet of nest while work occurring. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - RTHA pair generally staying away from nest during work activity. Copulation observed 350 feet 
south-west of nest at 10:17 during period of low work activity, followed by pair moving away from nest area. 
Avian Biologist (M. Dicus) reports female returned to nest at 12:23. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - Nesting activities were monitored continuously between 0710 and 1720 during wire pulling 
operations.  Observations include:
0710 - Adult female RTHA observed on nest, adult male soaring overhead.  0715 - Pair leave nest and fly out of 
view.  0720 - UPC construction crew arrive at CP6 for wire pulling.  0915 - Pair observed perching on Sunrise tower 
CP6 for approximately 5 minutes before flying out of view.  0930 - Helicopter began flying sock line between CP15 
and CP3.  1015 - Pair observed copulating on existing lattice tower east of nest.  1030-1215 - Intermittent 
courtship displays, soaring, and perching in vicinity of CP6, CP7, nest tower, and lattice structure to east.  1215 - 
Adult female returned to nest.  Construction activities at this time were minimal--no helicopters.  1230 - Adult 
female left nest.  No change in construction activity. - JDicus
01/30/2012 - 1445 - Adult female perched on edge of nest for 30 seconds before leaving again.  No change in 
construction activity.  1610 - Adult perched on lattice tower above nest.  1630 - Adult landed at nest.  1632 - Adult 
left nest and flew to northwest out of view.  No change in construction activity at this time. - JDicus
01/31/2012  The nest was monitored continuously between 0700 and 1740 during wire pulling activities  

Yes

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010312_pkad_04 EP32-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Other 20 500 500 500 Presumed Fledged 1/3/2012 5/21/2012 01/03/2012 - Nest looks built up since last observed in dilapidated shape in September (may be active); 1 adult 
Red-tailed Hawk perched in tree 200 feet west, hunting. - PKonrad
01/09/2012 - No apparent changes at nest. Pair of Red-tailed Hawks soaring low over nest and higher to west of 
nest; female is missing secondary feathers on both wings. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched on highest pole 300 feet southeast of nest site; male soon begins 
soaring over area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - No hawks observed in area; no indication of recent activity at nest. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - No hawks observed in area and no recent activity apparent at nest. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - No apparent activity at nest; 1 Red-tailed Hawk flew in to perch on pole 400 feet northeast of the 
nest site after 15 minutes of observing the area (no indication of attachment to the nest during another 15 
minute period). - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - No activity observed at nest over a 45 minute period. - AHill
02/15/2012 - No hawks observed in area, although nest may be built up more than last week. Rare slow Sunrise, 
City, and Border Patrol drive-by vehicles. - PKonrad
02/15/2012 - No activity observed over an hour span in morning. - AHill
02/22/2012 - Adult female Red-tailed Hawk standing on nest, bending over twice during 40 minute period. Male 
initially perched on pole 250 feet north of nest; eventually soared low over nest, then soared higher and out of 
area. After leaving for 15 minutes, the biologist returned to find female in incubating (or egg laying) position. 
Some slow Sunrise, City, and Border Patrol traffic passes along access road, but no response by female on nest. - 
PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Observed an adult incubating on nest. Installed additional nest buffer signs for drive through only 
Sunrise use. - AHill
02/27/2012 - Adult on nest incubating. Not disturbed by light, slow drive through traffic. - AHill
02/29/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on nest. Periodic slow, Sunrise, City, and Border Patrol drive-by 
vehicles. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Female seen on nest incubating and shading. Male was observed perched and preening on a nearby 
tree. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
03/10/2012 - Adult on nest incubating. - AHill
03/12/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tree nest; another adult perched on pole to northwest. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest did not flush as biologist drove past. Nest is intact after storm event. - VEurs
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest incubating. - AHill
03/23/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing over nest with head down, then settled into brooding position with 
considerable extra effort  This behavior and date of initial incubating suggests nestlings have hatched and/or are 

Yes

Nearest Project Feature
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010412_imll_02 EP236-1/EP237-1 PS-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/4/2012 TBD 01/04/2012 - No activity was observed at the nest. Nest is old and continues to be unoccupied. This nest was 
monitored throughout the 2011 season. No whitewash, fresh material, or prey remains were observed. - 
IMaunsell
01/10/2012 - No raptor or raven activity in area. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No birds observed in area of nest. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No raptors, owls, or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No change to nest; no ravens or raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - No raptors, ravens, or owls observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Nest looks unchanged and unused. No raptors or ravens in area. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area (except kestrel); nest unchanged. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - No sign of activity at nest, no raptors or ravens in area. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - No raptors or ravens were observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk is incubating on tower nest that appears to be slightly built up since the last 
nest visit. Rare slow Sunrise and Border Patrol traffic along access road to EP236 - EP237 PS-E pullsite. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - An adult flew to nest and began to incubate when biologist was 1800 feet away. The adult remained 
on the nest for the next 25 minutes while biologist drove by twice on access road and parked 300 feet away to 
make signs and mark buffer. Another adult visited nest and fed incubating mate with biologist outside of parked 
vehicle 300 feet away. A 300-foot, drive-through only buffer was established and marked with signs. - MKuehn
04/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating low, so only the very top of its head is visible on the tower nest. - 
PKonrad
04/13/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on side of the nest, presumably exposing downy nestlings to the 
ambient weather and sunshine, while another adult is soaring low over the area south of the nest. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - Initially, the head of an adult could be seen above the nest. Soon, an adult Red-tailed Hawk flew 
from the northwest to the nest with mammalian prey, left prey at nest and flew back to the northwest along 
ridge. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk can be seen standing on the nest, presumably shading unseen nestlings. - 
PKonrad
05/18/2012 - No adult or nestling Red-tailed Hawks can be seen at this nest, but nestlings may be lying low while 
adults are hunting or loafing away from the nest. - PKonrad
05/23/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is perched on the nest, leaning forward and probably shading unseen 
nestlings in the nest   PKonrad

TBD

GHOW Great Horned Owl 010412_kwer_01 EP228 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 258 500 250 250 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

1/4/2012 3/20/2012 01/04/2012 - No activity, no new material, and no whitewash observed. - KWeber
01/11/2012 - No owls or raptors observed in area and sign of activity at old nest. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No owls or raptors in area, even though avian biologist walked among non-native trees in area to 
check for any perched large species. Crew working on tower EP227 about 1,100 feet to west. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No owls or raptors observed, and no sign of activity at old nest. - PKonrad
02/02/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating on nest. - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - Great Horned Owl is incubating. - PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on nest. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Great Horned Owl brooding low in nest - eggs should be hatched now. Micropile drilling with low 
noise and some dust at site. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding low in nest in wind. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Owl observed lying on nest. - BArnold
03/15/2012 - The owl was observed on the nest. K-max flew in the four legs for the tower. The owl remained in 
the nest when the K-max was over the tower site. It appeared that the owl would get lower in the nest when the K-
max was over the site. When the first leg was delivered to the site, there was some rotor wash that visibly shook 
the tree that the nest is located in. However, it appeared that the owl was ultimately tolerant of all the 
construction activities today. Remained incubating. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - No owls were present in the nest, and an egg was on the ground below the nest. The nest appeared 
to be sliding out of the tree slightly, and the past 3 days have been characterized by low temperatures, high 
winds, heavy rain, and snow. - VNovik

No
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010412_pkad_02 EP220-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/4/2012 TBD 01/04/2012 - No sign of raptors in area or activity at the nest. - PKonrad
01/10/2012 - No apparent activity at nest, but 1 Red-tailed Hawk perched in new Sunrise metal tower to south 
and another perched on rock outcrop to north; neither reacted to my approach to the nest. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No activity noted at nest, but 1 hawk perched on new Sunrise tower called twice as bio approached 
nest. Earlier, a pair of RTHA was soaring low over area. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was soaring very high above nest site when I arrived near nest. - PKonrad
01/31/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched atop Sunrise tower to south of nest site; soared to east. No hawk or 
activity apparent at nest. - PKonrad
02/02/2012 - 2 Red-tailed Hawks were observed soaring east of EP219. They did not associate with the nest. - 
KWeber
02/07/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - No change at nest and no raptors in area. - PKonrad
02/24/2012 - No raptors in area; nest unchanged and unused. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - No hawks observed in area; nest unattended. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew from nest. Nest looks built up, but could not discern if the hawk was 
loafing, nest building, or incubating. Because hawk flew without hesitation as avian biologist came into view, it 
suggests the raptor was not incubating. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk observed on nest. Nest looks complete. - VNovik
03/27/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating low in tree nest. Crews in position to pull wire. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest, lying very low. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - No Red-tailed Hawks observed initially, so the nest was re-checked several hours later when an 
adult Red-tailed Hawk was incubating. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk soared overhead, calling periodically as another Red-tailed Hawk was incubating on 
the tree nest. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Both adult Red-tailed Hawks near nest, calling territorially; 1 perched on new power line while 
another flew in from the south and landed on the nearby Sunrise tower. It is expected that the nest contains small 
downy nestlings at this time. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - At least 2 small downy nestlings can be seen in the nest. The pair of adults flew in and soared 
overhead, calling territorially. When the avian biologist returned to his vehicle, the adult hawks perched on 1 of 
the new power lines, between the yellow and orange balls, and called territorially. - PKonrad
05/08/2012 - Pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks very territorial, calling, diving and soaring overhead, but cannot see 
contents of nest, which should contain half-grown nestlings. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched on the power line near the east side of the tower bridge; it 
called periodically during the nest check  At least 3 downy nestlings can be seen peering above the rim of the 

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010412_pkad_04 EP219-1/EP220-1 PS-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/4/2012 TBD 01/04/2012 - A pair of Red-tailed Hawks soared overhead while we approached nest, then perched on pole 600 
feet west-southwest of nest. - PKonrad
01/10/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was flying over the area, and eventually perched 15 feet above the nest. - 
PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No raptors observed in area during 3 nest site observations while working in the area. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched above nest, after initially seeing a pair of Red-tails perched 
on a pole along access road northeast of nest. - PKonrad
01/31/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - No apparent activity at nest, but an adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on pole to southwest. A pair of 
Red-tailed Hawks is perched on next pole to west. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk with 'orange'-colored underside perched in tree above nest. No apparent 
change to nest. - PKonrad
02/24/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk soaring high near nest; no apparent change to nest.  During return drive-
by,  a Red-tail was perched in tree next to nest tree. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Initially, 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on pole along access road north of nest. Didn't see any 
hawks in area during return to area. Very rare slow Sunrise traffic (2 pickups) along access road. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew to nest from the east and perched on the nest rim. Yesterday, a Red-tail 
was observed standing on the nest, seemingly arranging nest material. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was observed soaring low near the nest site, but no activity was observed 
at the nest during 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
03/27/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tree nest. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest that looks like it has been built up appreciably in the past 
week. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk is incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on the side of the nest, periodically bending over a mass of small 
downy white nestlings. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - No adult Red-tailed Hawks or nestlings were observed initially, but 4 hours later, 1 adult and at least 
2 downy nestlings could be seen on the nest platform. - PKonrad
05/08/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is standing on the nest with at least 1 large downy nestling. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - A Red-tailed Hawk is standing on the nest along with 1 large downy nestling in sight. - PKonrad
05/24/2012 - A well-feathered nestling was standing on the nest and stretched its wings; later, an adult flew to 
the nest from the south. - PKonrad
05/31/2012  A fully feathered newly 'fledged' Red tailed Hawk is perched in the nest tree about 12 feet north of 

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_pkad_02 EP256 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 320 500 300 300 Presumed Fledged 1/5/2012 5/24/2012 01/05/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
01/10/2012 - No raptors observed in the area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk dived down to nest where it perched for a few minutes before moving to structure 
metal adjacent to nest. After several minutes, the well-fed adult flew west. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - No apparent activity at nest; 1 Red-tailed Hawk observed soaring low 400 feet northwest of site for 
a short time. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but it appears that a lot of new nesting material has been added to this 
nest during the past week. - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk flew to nest and remained for 5 minutes before flying along slope and landing 400 
feet from nest. Due to wind, unable to determine if it had a stick. Nest is built up; hawk(s) are probably in nest 
building stage, therefore may be active by definition. Status unclear and will continue to monitor. 45 minute 
observation period. - PKonrad
02/20/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating, while second hawk soared overhead, then landed on slope to 
southeast of nest. Incubating hawk stood up for a few minutes, then resumed its incubation position on the nest. - 
PKonrad
02/24/2012 - Both adults observed at nest with one on the nest. Appeared to be adjusting itself on the nest. 
Observed flushing from nest when Border Patrol vehicle drove up the access road to the tower twice. - VNovik
02/27/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on SWPL tower nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Adult observed incubating on nest in windy, snowy conditions. - JPawlicki
03/05/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk initially incubating on tower nest. At 14:15 an adult Red-tail landed on the side of 
the nest and soon both adults soared to the north for a few hundred feet before the female soared back to the 
nest while the male continued to soar along the mountain slope. Female resumed incubating. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tower nest, and adult Red-tailed Hawk soared low over area west of 
nest tower. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk is on nest, probably brooding newly hatched nestlings at this time, judging 
from the nest chronology that has been documented to date. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on side of nest, probably exposing young downy nestlings to the 
ambient sun and weather. - PKonrad
04/14/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - At least 2 medium-sized nestlings being fed by adult Red-tailed Hawk. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - A medium-sized downy nestling can be seen standing upright in the nest; no Red-tailed Hawk adults 
were observed in the area   PKonrad

Yes

RSHA Red-shouldered Hawk 010512_rrdd_01 Alpine Underground Ductbank Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 157 500 130 130 Nest did not reach active stage 1/5/2012 4/23/2012 01/05/2012 - No occupants in attendance during initial 15-minute observation period, RSHA perched and calling a 
hundred feet away. - RRadd
01/05/2012 - No occupants in attendance during initial 15-minute observation period. - KAlberts
01/13/2012 - No raptors observed near or at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/18/2012 - No visible improvements to nest and no raptors observed in association. - RRadd
01/28/2012 - RSHA pair vocal on territory but not associating with nest or exhibiting explicit breeding behaviors. 
No additions visible in nest. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - Calling RSHA was 300 feet from nest remained distant during 30 minute observation. No visible 
improvements have been made to nest. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - Cool and rainy day; RSHA on territory but nest has not been improved. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - No RSHA detected during 30 minute observation. No improvements to nest. Sycamore has yet to 
foliate. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - CORA pair removing sticks from this nest. Agitated RSHA nearby does not intervene. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - Nest inactive, as a raptor has not yet occupied it, and a CORA was observed dismantling it. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - Nest remains substantial and is likely to become active as RSHA elsewhere are still commencing 
nesting. RSHA remain vocal and active on this territory. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - RSHA pair copulate at 0807, and then fly to nest under AMCR harassment at 0811. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - RSHA male on territory, but female not detected during 20 minute observation. Wet and windy 
morning is suppressing all breeding activity today. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Upon arrival, pair was perched in oak about 200 feet west of nest, with a crow. Nest appears intact 
after storm event. After about 10 minutes, one adult flew to nest with a small branch, pursued by crow. Second 
hawk remained in the oak tree. - VEurs
03/24/2012 - No RSHA detected from 0708-0742. Second visit 0845-0852; RSHA heard calling in dense fog on 
territory. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed at 1200-1215. - HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1100 to 1145. RSHA heard calling in area once. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No activity observed at nest, and no RSHA detected in area. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity at nest and no RSHA detected in area. Nest is easily visible from above and does not 
appear to contain eggs. No incubating adult has been observed at this nest. Evidence indicates that this nest did 
not reach active nesting stage this year and is unlikely to become active. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_rrdd_03 Alpine Underground Ductbank Woodlands and Forests UG - trenching/streetscape improvements 350 500 300 300 Fledged 1/5/2012 6/2/2012 01/05/2012 - RTHA perched nearby in attendance throughout initial 15-minute observation indicates nest may 
become active. - RRadd
01/05/2012 - RTHA perched nearby in attendance throughout initial 15-minute observation indicates nest may 
become active. - KAlberts
01/13/2012 - RTHA display flights in vicinity but no direct interaction with nest. - RRadd
01/18/2012 - No indications of any changes in activity level at this nest. No raptors approached nest during 30-
minute observation. - RRadd
01/28/2012 - RTHA breaking branches from host tree and carrying sticks to nest at 0746. Changed status to active. 
The occupants of this residential nest are obviously well acclimated to traffic and residential noise. Due to the 
distance from work and height above ground, Project activity is not anticipated to impact this nest. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - RTHA pair soaring high over nest tree, but did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
02/11/2012 - RTHA pair perched above nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - No RTHA observed during 25-minute observation. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - No visible activity at this nest 0715 - 0750. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - No detections, but foliage renders nest very difficult to see into. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - RTHA comes to nest 0652, and there appears to be a second bird on the nest. First hawk departs 
immediately and some nest material re-arrangements follow. Potentially, this was a food drop. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - Unable to detect movement in this nest on windy and rainy morning during 20-minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/20/2012 - One bird flushed from nest tree as biologist pulled into parking lot. Second bird moved from perch 
on tree to nest, where it remained for more than 10 minutes. Nest is intact after storm event and still in use. First 
bird returned as biologist was preparing to leave. It was out of view, but most likely flew to nest. - VEurs
03/28/2012 - RTHA visible lying on nest. 2nd RTHA observed flying and perching in area. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1008. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - RTHA goes to nest at 1253. 2nd RTHA observed in flight within 300 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Adult RTHA lying on nest at 0616. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Adult RTHA flies to nest and perches on rim at 1257. Bird's posture indicates that it is feeding 
nestlings, but nestlings are not yet big enough to be visible. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1020. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - No activity at nest from 1227 to 1257. No RTHA detected in area. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - Nestling visible moving in nest at 1403. - HWinfrey
05/22/2012 - Nestling visible and moving in nest at 1251. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012  1 nestling visible and moving in nest   HWinfrey

Yes

COHA Cooper's Hawk 010512_rrdd_06 CP64-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 100 500 500 500 Nest did not reach active stage 1/5/2012 3/2/2012 01/05/2012 - During initial observation, no recent improvements were visible, but fresh whitewash under nest 
may be indicator of territorial use. - KAlberts
01/09/2012 - No raptors detected associating with this nest during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - No activity detected at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - No birds detected associating with this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - Fresh whitewash and bone pellet under nest but no raptors detected in vicinity. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - Adult male COHA at nest calling, flushed by observer at 0658 and returning at 0739. The male 
perched nearby making alarm calls. No fresh fallen material detected under nest. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - Male still present and agitated by observer at gate at 0940. Female observed nearby carrying small 
stick at 1145. Changed nest status to active. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - No COHA detections during 2 x 20 minute visits. Rain yesterday may be delaying activity. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - COHA pair actively breaking twigs from nearby oaks and carrying to nest 0829. Cease vesting nest 
when observer detected at gate. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - Status unclear; CORA have potentially taken over this, and COHA pair are building nearby, but 
evidence is conflicting on cold rainy day. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - This nest has been abandoned and a new nest is being constructed 120 feet east. - RRadd

No
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_rrdd_07 Hartung CY-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 250 500 250 250 Fledged 1/5/2012 5/25/2012 01/05/2012 - RTHA pair observed in territorial display flight over El Monte CY at 1500 during initial observation. - 
KAlberts
01/09/2012 - RTHAs observed in territory appeared to be avoiding CY activity and did not approach nest during 30-
minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - No activity detected at this nest during 30 minute observation, and all raptors remained distant. - 
RRadd
01/24/2012 - No raptors approached this nest during 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - CY monitor reports RTHA pair making at least 2 trips to this nest on 7 February, 0900-1000. Changed 
status to active. Buffer staked at 500 feet with drive-thru access OK. This nest successfully fledged in 2011 with 
greater levels of AR traffic than that which currently occurs, so drive-through access should not negatively affect 
the nest. Buffer should be re-evaluated if air traffic is to resume. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - CY monitor reports nest visit by RTHA 13 February at 1030 for a few minutes. RTHA pair nearby did 
not approach nest during 30 minute observation period today. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA flies from nest at 0809 to nearby pole and remains there for duration of 30 minute 
observation. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Nest monitored between 0745 and 1045. Adult RTHA observed intermittently soaring over territory. 
Pair observed engaged in aerial courtship display before flying out of view. Neither adult was observed visiting the 
nest or carrying nest material. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation is likely incubating. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation beginning at 1544. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - RTHA lying on nest at 1422. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - RTHA observed in flight from 1310 to 1325. RTHA flies in to nest at 1340. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest. 2 RTHAs in flight within 500 feet. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - RTHA adult comes to nest at 0741 and remains. Adult tearing food into small pieces and feeding 
nestling at 0922. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Adults visit nest infrequently but remain in vicinity. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - 2 active nestlings visible at 1548. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nestlings visible and moving on nest at 1540. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Nestling visible but inactive in late afternoon heat 1640. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - 2 dark-headed feathered nestlings visible in nest at 1706. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - 23 May;  No activity at nest detected during afternoon heat. Potentially fledged but will monitor 
once more. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - Nest is empty. Monitoring chronology indicates nest successfully fledged. - RRadd

Yes

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_rrdd_10 CP70-3-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 475 500 500 500 Presumed Fledged 1/5/2012 6/4/2012 01/05/2012 - RTHA pair perched 400 feet away did not approach nest during initial 15-minute observation period. 
- KAlberts
01/09/2012 - No breeding activity during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - RTHA pair soaring overhead did not approach this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship flight over and around this tree did not alight at nest during 30 minute 
observation. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - RTHA on nest arranging fresh material at 0932, then joins mate in courtship flight. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA pair driving third hawk away from territory at 1427, followed by aerial courtship displays in 
unison. Pair did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - RTHA pair at nest, bringing materials, arranging and forming nest bowl from 1022-1027. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - More material added to nest but no RTHA observed associating during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation - presumed incubating. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation -  incubation continues. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - RTHA in nest for duration of 30 minute observation, mate perched nearby. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1059. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1050. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA at nest shredding prey. Mate visits briefly and appears to present food to nestling too small 
for heads to appear above nest cup from 0945-0950. Adult eventually settles on nest. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - Young now capable of auto-thermoregulation; adults spend much time away from nest. Adult 
tearing prey item and feeding small pieces to young at 1456. - RRadd
04/29/2012 - 2 nestlings are active in nest at 1010. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Still mostly downy young stand in nest and tear food from larger pieces. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Mostly feathered young stand shaded in nest during afternoon heat at 1344. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Adult standing at nest with at least 1 nestling in nest at 1347. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - 3 nestlings alternate between lying in nest and standing, branching, and exercising wings. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - 3 nestlings standing in nest appear flight capable at 1649. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - Nest has fledged. - RRadd

Yes
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_rrdd_11 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 75 500 500 500 Fledged 1/5/2012 5/25/2012 01/05/2012 - No raptors showing site fidelity during initial 15-minute observation period. - KAlberts
01/09/2012 - RTHA on territory, but no nesting activity observed during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - No raptor activity at this nest during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship flight did not approach this site. Sycamore is just beginning to leaf out. - 
RRadd
01/31/2012 - No change in activity during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - Several hours spent within sight of nest and no activity at nest. Pair of RSHA in area but staying west 
of this nest most of the time. Could see green leaves on rim of nest - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - No change in activity at this nest. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched on rim of nest as avian biologist approached to within 150 feet, 
with second adult perched within 25 feet of nest in nearest sycamore tree to west. First adult remained and 
inspected the stick nest for 30 seconds, then hopped down into nest, turned around inside nest while looking 
down at nest and hopped back onto rim where it remained another 2 minutes before flying to nearest sycamore 
to perch within 5 feet of second adult Red-tailed hawk. Pair remained there perched together while avian 
biologist watched for 20 minutes without revisiting nest. Avian biologist not see any fresh greenery or obvious 
recent nest improvements. Nest is in good condition. Changed nest status to active and marked 500-foot buffer 
along access road.  Nest is on United States Forest Service land. - JDicus
02/14/2012 - RTHA pair at nest, RTHA standing in nest 1000 - 1022. Changed status to active on 14 February, as 
RTHA occupies nest. Hawk does not flush to drive by traffic. Therefore, buffer was staked at 500 feet. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - No hawks detected at this nest during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation - presumed incubating. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation -  incubation continues. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Incubation continues, RTHA in nest for all 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA lying on nest at 1056. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1055. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA prone in nest shows no sign of hatched young at 1108. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - RTHA on nest with small hatched young. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Young are auto-thermoregulatory, and adults are now leaving nest for extended periods. Adult 
tearing food into small pieces and feeding 3 young. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Nestlings able to stand in nest. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Adult in nest feeding young with feathered backs at 1322. - RRadd
05/18/2012  Young appear flight capable and are branching out from nest   RRadd

Yes

GHOW Great Horned Owl 010512_rrdd_12 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Other 150 500 500 500 Fledged 1/5/2012 5/4/2012 01/09/2012 - RSHA pair in area did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/13/2012 - RSHA exhibiting site fidelity on perches within 250 feet during initial 20-minute observation period. - 
KAlberts
01/17/2012 - RSHA perched 50 feet from nest for 15 minutes, flushed at 100 feet. Unable to see nest well enough 
to determine if fresh material has been added. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RSHA pair on territory with contact calls, but not at this nest. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - RSHA on territory did not interact with this nest. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - RSHA pair active and calling in area but never seen near nest. - MKuehn
02/14/2012 - GHOW lying in nest does not flush for agitated RSHA pair. Staked at 500 feet. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Owl lying on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - GHOW lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - GHOW lying in nest for duration of observation. No young observed. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - GHOW lying in nest for duration of observation - no nestlings detected. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - GHOW posture on nest suggests hatched young. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - GHOW observed on nest in upright posture at 1115. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Adult on nest at 1106. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest with at least 2 downy owlets; head feathers emerging. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - Large downy nestlings acquiring feathers fill the nest. Adult guards at edge of platform at 1414. - 
RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nestlings are well feathered, brown with ear tufts beginning to show, and appear capable of 
branching. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Owlets have branched, and one has flown a short distance from the nest. Adult perched nearby. - 
RRadd

Yes
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GHOW Great Horned Owl 010512_sjon_01 EP90-1-N Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 62 500 375 375 Presumed Fledged 1/5/2012 4/5/2012 01/05/2012 - Great Horned Owl observed incubating on nest. - SJohnston
01/10/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating; facing east. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl is incubating. - PKonrad
02/01/2012 - Adult incubating. - PKonrad
02/14/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl presumably brooding nestlings now. No access road traffic. 
Nest was also monitored on 2/7/2012, when a Great Horned Owl was incubating on the nest (unable to input 
monitoring information). - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding. Rare slow drive-through by Sunrise traffic. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding (positioned much higher than when incubating). Rare slow drive-
through Sunrise traffic. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Report of vehicle stuck in the mud w/in buffer prompted visit. Visit was  at 1140 am temp was 
approximately 40 degrees. All vehicles were absent from  buffer. Bird was on nest and appeared to be aware of 
surroundings. IE vehicles  near water buffalo at EP  91. Observed for approximately 30 minutes. - VNovik
02/29/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl standing on nest; leaned over , presumably to attend to 1 week old 
nestling(s). No traffic during observations. - PKonrad
03/04/2012 - Adult observed on nest. - BArnold
03/06/2012 - Adult was seen standing high on the nest and moving around. Its eyes followed the larger helicopter 
traffic outside buffer, but the bird was not distressed by it. One nestling was observed moving around and giving a 
slight wing flap. Its eyes were open, it exhibited some down, but some mature feathers and adult coloration were 
also observed. Another nestling was most likely under the adult, causing her to shift around. - FHoffman
03/07/2012 - At least 1 nestling and adult observed while driving by on access road. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - Adult and 2 downy nestlings in nest; nestlings about 2 weeks old. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - At 1406, a helicopter dropped off 2 workers at EP90 on the bridge of the tower. Both rollers were 
delivered and installed at 1411. Workers were removed from the tower at 1415. The owls were observed to 
remain in the nest and appeared to "hunker down" at one point, though overall, they did not react in an agitated 
manner that was obvious to the observer. At approximately 1618, the first sock line was strung across the span 
from EP90 - EP89. This was done with the helicopter pulling the line. The second sock line was pulled at 1446. 
During these pulls, the owls remained within the nest and appeared aware of the construction activities, though  
unfazed. At 1742, the wire was hauled back from EP89-EP90 by the sock line pulling the wire. The owls appeared 
to not even notice this activity as it occurred. - VNovik
03/13/2012 - Monitored nest while work occurred nearby. At 1545, second fiber line "haul back" occurred. This 
entailed the "gator" passing between EP89 and EP90. The "gator" is comprised of 3 hanging guides from the wire 
that aid the line to pass through the rollers   The gator passed between spans in approximately 3 minutes  The 

Yes

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_vnik_01 EP62A-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 420 500 400 400 Nest did not reach active stage 1/5/2012 4/2/2012 01/05/2012 - Large stick nest in canopy of Eucalyptus tree, possibly an old unused Red-tailed Hawk nest. No 
raptors in area of nest during 40 minute survey. - VNovik
01/13/2012 - No raptor or corvid activity in area of nest. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - No raptors observed in area and no indication of any activity at nest. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - No raptors observed in area; no apparent activity at old nest. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - Pair of RTHA in area; 1 RTHA was perched on same eucalyptus as nest. Did not see hawks visit nest 
during 2 hours of passive observations. - SJohnston
02/01/2012 - A pair of Red-tails was soaring low 800 feet north of nest site, flew higher on other side of hill, then 
far to northeast. No action near nest during nest 40 minutes. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - No hawks observed in area; nest remains the same. - PKonrad
02/08/2012 - No hawks observed in area during 45 minute observation period. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - RHTA observed on nest rearranging sticks. - SJohnston
02/14/2012 - No activity at nest; Red-tailed Hawk hunting (even hovering) along hilltop south of access road for 
short time. A pair was soaring a half-mile southeast of nest for a short time during 40 minute observation period. - 
PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No activity at nest, and pair of RTHA observed perched in trees 2000 feet from nest. - PHoward
02/23/2012 - No activity at nest; no hawks observed in area. Minor slow Sunrise traffic on access road 420 feet 
north of nest. - PKonrad
03/02/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but nest appears to have been built up somewhat on top. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - No activity observed. - AHill
03/09/2012 - No hawks observed at nest or in area. 'Active' status of nest becoming more questionable since a 
Red-tail was observed standing on the nest a month ago. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No hawks observed in area; no changes at the nest. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - A pair of Red-tailed Hawks were seen displaying aerial courtship behavior over the access road and 
general power line corridor. The pair was not seen utilizing the nest. - LThoreson
03/23/2012 - Nest unchanged; no hawks in area. - PKonrad
04/02/2012 - No hawks in area; no change at nest. Considering the history of this nest this season, and the late 
timing in the nesting season, there is very little chance this nest will be utilized this year. Nest closed. - PKonrad
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GHOW Great Horned Owl 010612_pkad_01 EP119-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 150 500 150 150 Fledged 1/6/2012 4/13/2012 01/06/2012 - No indications of nest being used, but male Great Horned Owl flew from east branch of tree. - 
PKonrad
01/13/2012 - An adult Great Horned Owl flew from a branch on the east side of the nest tree. No indication the 
nest site has been used. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating in tree crotch. - PKonrad
01/19/2012 - Owl flushed from nest at 160 feet. 2 eggs in nest. Adult returned within 40 minutes. - KWeber
01/24/2012 - Incubating owl flushed from the nest when biologist approached to 100 feet, but returned within 5 
minutes. 2 eggs were seen. 4 Western-Scrub Jays were observed within and adjacent to the nest tree, but never 
approached nest while the owl was absent. 3 jays in the area during the 30-minute observation period. When the 
owl returned, it faced the TSAP where observers were positioned; owl peered from behind the oak trunk to look 
at the 2 biologists monitoring the nest, on 6 occasions over 3 minutes. Once acclimated, the owl did not look at 
the biologists. The owl did not flinch during the helicopter flights. Several minutes after the helicopters vacated, 
the biologists experimented with the owl's potential tolerance to humans by talking loudly with 1 another 
approximately 200 feet from the site, simulating potential communications from the TSAP to the tower site, or 
across the tower site during work. The owl immediately alerted, but did not flush. - KAlberts
01/31/2012 - Adult incubating, but flew from nest when avian biologist was 150 feet from nest. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - Avian biologists conducted nesting bird survey in area from 0737 to 1030. Adult Great Horned Owl 
incubating; observed once from TSAP observation point outside 150-foot buffer and did not exhibit signs of 
distress. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating; was not visible until observer approached to 100 feet; owl continued 
incubating during observations. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - The owl nest, which is approximately 150 to 180 feet away from the sound barrier construction, was 
monitored continually throughout the day, with no noticeable change in behavior. The owl remained on the nest 
incubating. - MBahn
02/13/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. A micropile drilling crew is present awaiting K-Max equipment 
deliveries in advance of micropile drilling behind sound wall. Avian biomonitor Jared Taylor on site to watch the 
owl's behavior during delivery and construction activities. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - According to daily avian monitor, Great Horned Owl brooding at nest (eggs present 1/18). Owl 
watches K-Max when it approaches site, but doesn't react otherwise to helicopters or other construction activities 
behind sound wall. Micropile drilling crew working within sound barrier. Periodic K-Max equipment deliveries. - 
PKonrad
02/23/2012 - The Great Horned Owl was observed lying on nest throughout the day and specifically during the 
arrival of the K-Max helicopter to the tower site. The owl watched as the helicopter approached during several 
deliveries; it stayed on the nest incubating its eggs and never left   MBahn

Yes

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_pkad_02 EP319-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Grading 100 500 500 500 Fledged 1/6/2012 5/24/2012 01/06/2012 - Pair building nest. - KAlberts
01/09/2012 - Hawk observed flying to nest site and perched on nest for more than 1 hour between 0910 and 
1030. Pair was observed perched on adjacent SRPL tower EP319 earlier. No work occurring. - IMaunsell
01/11/2012 - Pair observed perched on tower during entire 2 hour nesting survey. - VNovik
01/11/2012 - 2 adults perched next to nest in tower. Nest much smaller than last week, and upon later inspection, 
most or all of nest was apparently blown out of tower and is lying on ground below and west of nest site. Some 
branches either remain in tower or they have been brought in by hawks since the nest damage. 1 hawk eventually 
flew south, and when second hawk flew from tower, both soared in a tight circle for some minutes to southwest. 
Male is missing a tail feather on right side. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks observed in area; only a few sticks remain and no apparent additional nest material has 
been added to remaining sticks at nest site. Eventually, the standing nestling spread its fully feathered wings, 
facing into the wind, holding wings in a dihedral (V-shaped) position and walked a few steps across the nest, 
which prompted the second nestling to stand up. The first nestling next left the nest and perched on the metal 
brace on the northwest side of the nest and is obviously going to fledge soon. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but seems as though more sticks have been added to the nest remnant. - 
PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but windy. Difficult to discern if more sticks have been added in past 3 
days, but looks possible. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - No hawks observed, and no recent activity apparent at partial nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area, but nest is built up as much as twice as large as it was 5 days 
ago. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - Pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks at nest initially; 1 hawk flew from nest to perch on other side of 
tower. Nest looks more built up. After a couple minutes, hawk at nest began soaring to south and was joined by 
mate, eventually soaring high and gliding out of sight. Male is missing a retrice on right side of tail. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk is incubating on rebuilt nest. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest while adult male with missing tail feather soared low to 
north. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating low in nest. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. Seemed a bit nervous when I stopped vehicle to 
view the nest and hawk with binoculars from 800 feet, looking over its shoulder at the pickup. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk positioned higher than before, probably indicating it is brooding newly 
hatched nestlings. - PKonrad
03/26/2012  Red tailed Hawk brooding nestlings in short tower nest   PKonrad
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_pkad_03 EP353-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - No apparent activity during initial observation. - KAlberts
01/11/2012 - No raptors observed in area. Nest appears in poor condition. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched in highest point of the SWPL tower immediately southeast of  the 
nest tower. Nest contains some orange material, as seen from the northwest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area. Nest appears unchanged and unused. No whitewash below 
tower. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - Nest appears to have new material added recently. Initially, a Red-tailed Hawk was soaring east of 
nest. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - Nest looks built up; adult Red-tailed Hawk perched midway up SWPL tower to northwest (that 
contains 2011 raven nest). - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk perched on top of north side of tower;  During return trip, hawk perched 10 feet 
above nest in tower crossarm. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No hawks or other birds observed in nest area. - PKonrad
03/02/2012 - Nest was determined active while scheduled road crew construction was occurring 200 feet away, 
and NBJ submitted later that evening. Biological monitor H. Herrera reported pair of Red-tailed Hawks bringing 
nesting material to the nest and perching on nest while road grading crew was working approximately 200 feet 
from the nest. A hawk remained standing on the nest while the crew was operating machinery. - KAlberts
03/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawks made multiple trips to nest while buffer signs were being installed - observed by E. 
Loveless. - SJohnston
03/08/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was soaring above the nest tower initially and perched in the north side of 
the crossarm of the new Sunrise tower north of nest tower. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest, with another adult Red-tail perched in new Sunrise tower 
to north. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating or brooding newly hatched nestlings, positioned low on tower nest. - 
PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on nest, probably shading the small nestlings, as a second adult flew 
toward the tower nest with prey from about 1/2 mile south. Second hawk briefly delivered prey to nest, then 
resumed flight while the first hawk began delicately feeding unseen presumed small nestlings for about 10 
minutes before brooding the unseen brood   PKonrad

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_pkad_04 EP361-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - No indications of activity during initial observation, but 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched in next 
tower to the northwest. - KAlberts
01/11/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area, but nest may be built up a bit. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in the area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks or other birds in area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks were observed in area and 1 individual was perched on tower directly 
above nest for at least 10 minutes. No birds were exhibiting nesting behavior. - VNovik
01/27/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is perched high on the next SWPL tower to southeast of nest tower, but 
no activity apparent at nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks near nest - 1 adult is perched in top of new Sunrise tower EP361 and 
second adult soaring about 200 feet high to southeast near EP362, then glided to nest tower where it perched in 
the 'waist bar' below the nest for about 5 minutes, then soared south of nest tower, where other hawk joined it 
soaring, eventually out of sight to south (20 minute episode). - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No hawks observed in area. After initial observations of site and area, 2-person habitat restoration 
crew arrived and began work near site. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area; no apparent change to nest. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - No hawks in area initially, but after 15 minutes 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk flew in to perch on top of 
new Sunrise tower to north of nest tower. About 5 minutes later, a second adult Red-tailed Hawk flew in and 
perched in SWPL tower next to nest for about 4 minutes. On 2/18/2012, biomonitor Clay Schudy reported seeing 
Red-tailed Hawks making a number of flights to the nest adding nesting material to the existing nest. With this 
information, this nest is deemed active and appropriate buffer signs were installed. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No hawks observed initially, but an adult Red-tailed Hawk landed on nest where it stood for 10 
minutes before soaring to the new Sunrise tower to the north, where it perched on the highest point on the north 
side. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was standing on nest while a second adult Red-tail perched midway up on 
the new Sunrise tower. After about 5 minutes both hawks took flight, soaring to the southeast. After about 5 
minutes, 1 hawk flew to nest, (no nesting material noted), where it stood on the nest for a minute, then stood 
next to it. Other hawk flew to Sunrise tower, where it perched on the highest northern  point of the tower. - 
PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Adult observed delivering prey item to second adult which was lying on nest. The adult that 
delivered the prey item then flew off to the north. - JDicus
03/16/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks soaring in area; 1 hawk perched in tower to northwest, then flew to nest 
tower. One hawk perched on nest, then flew to other hawk to copulate, then 1 hawk flew to nest where it stood. - 
PKonrad

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_pkad_05 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands OH - wire stringing 380 500 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

1/6/2012 5/4/2012 01/06/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched near the EP78 tower site, but no activity at the nest site. - 
PKonrad
01/12/2012 - No raptors observed in the area during nest monitoring. However, later in the day, Darin Busby 
observed an adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on nest for a few minutes, but did not see hawk activity during rest of 
day. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - No activity at nest, but 1 adult perched on pole on north side of EP78 site. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk glided and soared along the ridge to the south of the nest above tree 
level, elevating to the mountain ridge top. - PKonrad
02/01/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on low snag about 400 feet east of nest site. No activity apparent 
at old nest. - PKonrad
02/08/2012 - No hawks observed in area and no apparent activity at nest. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk soared low from northwest to nest, perching on nest a couple minutes, 
then gliding below treetops to southeast. Hawk did not have nesting material, and nest appears unchanged. - 
PKonrad
02/24/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks near nest, male perched on pole north of nest adjacent to EP78 while 
female was soaring low nearby. As female eventually soared high overhead, male took flight and joined her aloft. 
Nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/29/2012 - No hawk activity apparent at nest; After about 15 minutes of observing valley, 1 adult Red-tailed 
Hawk soared upward from unknown perch in area of nest, and another adult was hunting along valley canopy 
southwest of nest site. No traffic during nest monitoring today. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk feeding on rear half of cottontail atop large dead oak 250 feet north of 
nest for half hour, then it soared far to the west, where another adult met it and the pair soared high to the 
northwest. No sign of activity at the nest. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - No hawks observed in area; no material has been added to nest; can see blue sky throughout nest 
remnant. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Nest unchanged; no hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - The change to nest, and no hawks observed in area. This site will soon be closed if activity does not 
begin. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 - No change to nest; no hawks observed in the area. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Observed hawk flying to nest multiple times and lying on nest. Once observed carrying a stick. - 
VNovik
04/12/2012 - Adult could not be seen on nest from any angle. Passively observed nest for 20 minutes from 130 
feet away. After 17 minutes, 1 adult flew within 100 feet of nest, calling. Incubating adult flew from nest shortly 
thereafter and did not return within next 3 minutes   MKuehn

No

RSHA Red-shouldered Hawk 010612_rrdd_05 CP81-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - No indicators of current use upon initial observation. - RRadd
01/10/2012 - No nest interactions during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/25/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship display flight 150 feet from site did not directly interact with nest during 30 
minute observation - RRadd
02/11/2012 - No change in activity detected. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - No change in status. - RRadd
02/24/2012 - No change in activity. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - No changes in this nest detected. - RRadd
03/09/2012 - Nest may have had material added, but no nesting activity detected during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/16/2012 - RSHA stationed here but not definitively interacting with nest. However, the nest appears to have 
material added and these hawks are elusive. Continue to monitor for nest status changes. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - CORA nearby, but no material observed being carried and no changes to nest visible. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed at nest. RSHA perched nearby for duration of observation. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No changes at this nest were observed. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - White downy RSHA nestling visible in nest at 1017. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Young are mostly feathered and clamber around the nest at 1602. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - At least 1 large feathered young standing, flapping, and emitting loud begging calls from nest at 
1630. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Adult delivers food to branching juvenile at 1701. Begging calls from second young ensue. - RRadd

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_rrdd_14 CP83-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - No indications of current use upon initial observation. - KAlberts
01/10/2012 - No raptors observed. Intense helicopter activity within 500 feet. - RRadd
01/18/2012 - No change in activity level at this nest observed. - RRadd
01/25/2012 - No raptors observed associating with this nest during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - No change in activity level observed. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - No change in activity status and no new materials in this nest. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - No change in status detected. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - No improvements made to this nest since last visit. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - RTHA perched near nest, but no noticeable improvements to nest. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - No raptor activity detected in vicinity during 30 minute observations. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - RTHA lying in nest incubating for duration of 30 minute observation during light rain. Buffer staked 
at 400 feet to provide maximum protection to nest below eye-level from AR without impeding work. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - RTHA lying in nest appeared alerted by 1 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 RTHAs flying in area at 1305. No activity at nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity at nest. RTHA in flight about 500 feet above nest. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - RTHA prone on nest for duration of 20 minute observation beginning at 1742. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - RTHA lying on nest at 0710. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Adult on nest with 2 small downy nestlings at 1220. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Adult in nest with 2 nestlings which remain completely white and downy 1710. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - 3 nestlings visible; mostly white with first brown wing feathers emerging. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - 3 nestlings standing in nest have body contour feathers, white faces and short tails, 1058. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Adult perched near nest is attempting to coax last remaining juvenile from nest at 1220. - RRadd

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_rrdd_15 CP76-1-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 5 500 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 1/6/2012 4/2/2012 01/06/2012 - Many sticks beneath nest suggest nesting may be in progress, but there were no nest visits during 
the initial 20-minute observation period. - KAlberts
01/10/2012 - Appears to be a fresh layer of sticks in nest, but no RTHA at nest during 30-minute observation 
period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - RTHA on territory but did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/25/2012 - Male RTHA on nest and female 60 feet away in nearby tree. Male leaves nest to copulate with 
female at 0746. Changed nest status to active. These hawks have initiated nesting during typical background 
activities which include recreational vehicle traffic 4 days per week directly under the nest; accordingly, SRPL drive-
through traffic is not anticipated to impact this nest. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - Much fresh greenery piled onto nest but no hawks present during observation period. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - RTHA pair perched together adjacent to nest at 0735, fresh eucalyptus sprigs on platform. No birds 
present at 1600. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA pair remaining 1000 - 1500 feet from nest for duration of work. Male RTHA lures female to 
nest 1710 with pocket gopher - 15 minutes after cessation of helicopter activities. Female takes prey to adjacent 
tree, but is put to flight by crew banging on CP77, 660 feet SSW, and eventually flies 2000 feet away and out of 
sight with prey. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - No RTHA detections at or near nest. No new material apparent. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - RTHA pair remain 1000 feet from nest during helicopter activities. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - No RTHA detected in vicinity of nest during 40 minute observation. Previously added material now 
desiccated and bleached with no new additions evident. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA pair staying 400 - 600 feet from nest. No new material appears to have been added since last 
observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - No RTHA has been observed at this nest for one month and this nest attempt appears to have been 
abandoned. However, weekly nest monitoring will continue as a new attempt could still initiate. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - No raptors associating with this nest during 45 minutes of observation and no new materials added. 
HOFI appear to be nesting within nest structure. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - No additions have been made to this nest. Changed status to inactive. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - The only activity observed at this nest were two HOFIs adding nesting material. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - Closed, due to no activity at this nest in well over a month, and HOFI building nest inside the 
inactive raptor nest. - KAlberts
04/15/2012 - No change in raptor activity at this nest. - RRadd
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_rrdd_16 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - No raptor activity observed near this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/11/2012 - RTHA perched above nest for duration of 45 minute observation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No raptors associating with this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA pair soaring nearby did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - No raptors observed associating with this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/03/2012 - RTHA pair perched up near nest at 0720. RTHA flying to nearby willow, breaking off stems and 
carrying in bill to nest at 0828. Changed status to active. Initial buffer set at 300 feet to allow access to AR, and 
candidate for reduction to 200 feet if required due to proximity to adjacent noisy industrial facility. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - RTHA pair standing on nest. Male departs at 0702 while female remains on nest arranging materials. 
- RRadd
02/16/2012 - No RTHA detected here during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - RTHA departs nest at 1140 . No hawks in attendance at 1630. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - RTHA comes to nest 1418, arranges nest material, then perches adjacent. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship display but not at nest 1040. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - RTHA on nest for duration of 20 minute observation beginning at 1800. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm. No RTHA observed on nest during brief observation while driving by. - 
IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1005. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - RTHA on nest at 0957. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA on nest for duration of 30 minute observation. Posture and actions suggest small young 
present at 1700. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Adult RTHA feeding young in nest 1800. - RRadd
04/29/2012 - Adult RTHA on nest at 1750, young not visible. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Adult RTHA perched adjacent to nest while 2 active downy nestlings move about in nest at 1749. - 
RRadd
05/14/2012 - Adult at nest with nestlings at 1530. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Adult perched at nest, 1 nestling standing in nest flapping feathered wings vigorously 1513. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - 1 nestling has branched up to center of tree, and remaining bird bounces and flaps in nest at 1641. 
Both appear ready to fledge. - RRadd
06/04/2012 - 1 juvenile remains standing at edge of nest at 1414. - RRadd

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_rrdd_18 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 200 500 500 500 Nest did not reach active stage 1/6/2012 2/28/2012 01/06/2012 - No raptors associating with this site. Nest mostly fallen and not in usable condition when 
discovered. - RRadd
01/11/2012 - No nest improvements visible. RTHA perched 250 feet west during entire 30-minute observation 
period. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No nest improvements visible. RTHA pair soaring overhead did not associate with nest during 30-
minute observation period. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - Nest unimproved. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - Bio-monitor T. Gunter observed 2 RTHA perched on Eucalyptus trees and soaring. 1 individual was 
observed flying to the nest tree with large stick of green Eucalyptus and landed approximately 10 feet above nest. 
Site biomonitor also observed RTHA carrying sticks to nest. No improvements to nest were obvious to avian 
monitor. Changed status to active. - KWeber
02/07/2012 - RTHA moving well away from nest area during helicopter activity. Monitor reports hawks flying with 
nest material, but not settling at nest and eventually dropping the material away from nest. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Nest is not substantially improved. No RTHA observed associating with nest during 45 minute 
observation. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - No visible nest improvements visible. No RTHA associating with this area or nest. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - No activity at this nest since prior to 7 February. No RTHA associating with this nest and no material 
added. Remains of nest are no longer viable. Changed status to Closed. - RRadd

No
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_vnik_01 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 385 500 380 380 Fledged 1/6/2012 5/31/2012 01/06/2012 - Nest is inactive. During the initial observation period, a pair of Red-tailed Hawks were in the area, 
but nest did not look complete, and there were no fresh sticks on nest. - VNovik
01/11/2012 - Nest appears to contain fresh green sprig. RTHA on territory did not approach nest during 30 
minute observation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - Nest appears to contain greens. RTHA pair in courtship flight above nest, perched together but away 
from the site. Nest is difficult to view without potentially disturbance. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - No new material has been added to nest since yesterday's storm and no potential occupants in 
immediate vicinity during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - Fresh green sprigs in nest, but no raptors observed at or near nest. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Fresh eucalyptus greenery piled in nest. RTHA pair did not approach nest during observation. 
Changed status to active. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - More fresh eucalyptus greens piled in nest cup. RTHA perched nearby. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - RTHA prone on nest 1140. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - RTHA lying in nest 1138. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - RTHA lying in nest at 1100. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - RTHA incubating at 1146. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA on nest at 0954. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - 2 downy white nestlings visible moving in nest. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Large downy nestlings remain unfeathered. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - 3 large active downy nestlings acquiring wing quills. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nestlings have downy heads and feathered backs. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Young in the nest are fully feathered, save for white faces. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - 3 nestlings are fully feathered, branching out from nest and exercising with vigor. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Large juveniles crowd the nest. Adult brings Spermophilus to nest at 1506, tears pieces off and 
consumes them, then flies away with remainder, returns soon after. Appears to be encouraging young to follow 
but they are too well-fed to be motivated. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - 1 juvenile remains in the nest at 1411. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - 1 juvenile remains in the nest from 1420-1433, appears alert and flight capable. Potentially fledged 
and returning to be fed. - RRadd
06/04/2012 - Nest is now empty. Young have fledged. - RRadd

Yes

GHOW Great Horned Owl 010712_rrdd_01 CP29-1-N Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 90 500 300 300 Fledged 1/7/2012 4/30/2012 01/07/2012 - GHOW flushed from adjacent oak, but no birds were visible at nest. - RRadd
01/12/2012 - No raptors observed associating with nest and no indicators of improvement or occupation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - GHOW pair in live oak adjacent (approximately 60 feet east) to nest. Male flushed at 100 feet, 
female remained. No raptors of any specie approached nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No GHOW or other raptors observed during 30 minute monitoring period. No signs of nest 
improvement. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - CORA pair perched in nest area did not interact directly with nest. No GHOW detected. - RRadd
02/07/2012 - GHOW on nest at 0851. Changed status to active. Buffer staked as drive-through only at 300 feet to 
permit Project use of access gate, but deter standing or work on axis of maximum visibility. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Incubation continues. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - Incubation continues - GHOW on nest. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - GHOW on nest 1340. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - GHOW lying on nest 0914. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - GHOW on nest, possibly one downy owlet under wing. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - GHOW brooding nestlings. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - Adult perched on edge of nest with wings spread over nest in protective posture. Nestlings not 
visible but presumed present. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - GHOW on nest at 0758. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - 3 large owlets with downy bodies and opening wing quills observed moving around on nest and 
exercising wing muscles. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Adult present at nest and 1 owlet visible on the nest. A second owlet showing primaries was 
perched in the branches about 6 feet above the nest. The third was owlet not visible, most likely obscured by 
foliage. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - Avian biologist was dispatched to the site to monitor the weekly status of this nest per the NBMMP. 
From a distance of 150 feet, 3 feathered fledglings and 1 adult Great Horned Owl were observed perched 4 trees 
away from the tree containing the nest. This nest has successfully fledged at least 3 fledgling owls, which are now 
capable of flight. This nest is now fledged and will therefore be closed. - JDicus

Yes
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CORA Common Raven 010712_rrdd_02 CP31-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 17 100 50 50 Fledged 1/7/2012 5/31/2012 01/07/2012 - No indications of improvement or occupancy. No evidence of current use upon initial observation. - 
RRadd
01/12/2012 - No indications of improvement or occupancy. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No birds associating with this nest during 30 minute observation and no indicators of recent 
occupancy observed. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No change in activity status detected. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - CORA pair perched in nest area did not interact directly with nest. - RRadd
02/07/2012 - No change in activity at this nest. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - CORA pair continue to associate with this nest, but have not brought any new material. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - No changes in activity at this nest. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - No changes at this nest detected. CORA continue in area but do not approach this nest during 1 
hour observation. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - 2 CORA observed adding nesting material to nest interior, appeared to be paper or bark. Nest status 
changed to active and initial buffer set at 100 feet. - HWinfrey
03/20/2012 - CORA perched up away from nest. New materials in nest visible; various fibers and decorations 
woven into surrounding branches and some fallen to ground. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - CORA lying on nest from 0800 through 0815. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - CORA on nest at 0750. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - CORA on nest and mate nest-guarding at 1748. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - A raven was on the nest as the biologist approached the buffer, but took off almost immediately. 
While away from the nest, a water truck maneuvered, backed up the road and then drove forward, dispensing 
water. Within 10 minutes of this activity, the raven pair returned. Nestlings were heard vocalizing in the nest, and 
the adults fed them briefly. The adults took off again and the biologist decided to leave the area. - VEurs
04/25/2012 - Observed pair making a couple trips to nest with food, and nestling begging calls were heard when 
adults arrived. Adults observed leaving nest when vehicles pass through established buffer. - GHuffman
04/27/2012 - Avian biologist arrived on site before crews to observe Raven activity at nest during morning setup 
and prep for continuation of wire pulling activities. No agitated behavior was observed. Adult remained on nest 
during 45-minute observation period while crews drove through buffer area along access road and set up to 
commence work at distances of 60 feet and greater. Raven not visibly affected by construction activities, 
remained quiet in nest throughout. - JDicus
05/04/2012 - 2-3 nestlings visibly begging when adult raven arrived at the nest with food. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - Shortly after the biologist arrived, an adult CORA arrived at the nest. A second CORA got off the nest 
and flew away. The arriving adult quickly fed 2 nestlings and then flew away. The nestlings are growing their dark 
feathers   VEurs

Yes

CORA Common Raven 010712_rrdd_04 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 100 100 95 95 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

1/7/2012 5/24/2012 01/07/2012 - RTHA perched in vicinity did not approach nest during initial 20-minute observation period. - 
KAlberts
01/12/2012 - No indications of nest improvement or change in activity level of this nest. - RRadd
01/19/2012 - No fresh material added and no potential occupants associating with nest. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No change in activity status detected. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - Fresh material added to nest, but no birds associating during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/06/2012 - Decorations in nest suggest ravens may be active on this nest, but no breeding bird activity detected 
during observation. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - No obvious changes in activity. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - Common Ravens are carrying material to this nest. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - Ownership of this nest is still not clear. RTHA perched nearby on cold windy day. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Material continues to be added to this nest. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - CORA carrying lining material to nest and forming cup. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - CORA pair perching near nest heavily decorated with trash, possibly from yard. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - Female lying on nest for duration of visit. Male perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - CORA on nest with second CORA perched nearby from 0630 to 0730. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - CORA lying in nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - An adult CORA was on the nest for the majority of the observation period. The pair was perched 
together on a snag about 20 feet from the nest for approximately 5 minutes. One raven flew away, and the 
second raven returned to settle on the nest. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Adult CORA on nest from 0755 to 0820. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - An adult raven was on the nest for the first 15 minutes of observation. It left the nest to soar around 
the valley. Eventually both adults returned to the nest. Based on the way they perched and bent down, it seems 
there are nestlings. When the raven was off the nest, the biologist attempted to discern the presence of nestlings. 
However, the nest is heavily lined with white fluffy material that moved about in the strong breeze, so it was 
difficult to identify nestlings. Based on the adults' behavior upon returning to the nest, nestlings are likely. - VEurs
05/10/2012 - 1 adult was on the nest with the nestlings as the biologist arrived. The second adult soon landed on 
the nest and 2-3 large, red nestling gapes were visible from across the valley. - VEurs
05/17/2012 - 1 nestling visible on the nest as both adults soared over the surrounding habitat. - VEurs
05/24/2012 - After 100 minutes of observation, the raven pair never approached the nest, despite perching for 
prolonged periods about 125 feet up the drainage. When perched, they generally had their backs to the nest. At 
this point in the nesting cycle, the nestlings should be quite visible on the nest. However, no matter where the 
biologist stood to look at the nest, no movement or nestlings were ever detected. Given the open, exposed nature 
of this nest  it is possible the young were predated by one of the numerous Red tailed Hawks in the area  This 
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AMKE American Kestrel 010712_rrdd_07 CP31-2 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/7/2012 TBD 01/07/2012 - Kestrel pair observed copulating 4 times in 30 minutes (0900-0930) on wire adjacent to marker ball. 
Male appeared to attempt to coax female into cavity between copulations. Both birds flushed when observers 
approached within 300 feet, but female was later observed entering cavity (observed by Dicus / Loveless). - RRadd
01/11/2012 - Two pairs of AMKE frequently copulating in the nest vicinity; neither of which entered any cavities 
during a 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - AMKE pair copulating repeatedly and perched near, but did not enter cavity during 1-hour 
observation period. Unmated male present may be retarding nest progress. - RRadd
01/20/2012 - Buffer re-staked at 350 feet. AMKE pair observed away from nest site but not entering nest. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - AMKE pair observed copulating twice during 40 minute observation. Female emerged from cavity in 
marker ball, but male investigating monopole. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - No AMKE detected near nest during observation. Male kestrel observed 1000 feet NW of site did 
not approach nest. Unable to determine if female is incubating or absent. - RRadd
02/07/2012 - AMKE pair copulating at 0730, female flies to cavity and remains at entrance looking into nest from 
0735 to 0737, then returns to perch on adjacent wire. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - AMKE pair copulating and entering cavity 0802. Male in cavity 0818-0823. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Observations were made during a general avian/raptor nest survey. Female observed entering cavity 
at lowest arm of nearest monopole twice during survey. Male nearby also investigated same cavity in monopole. 
Not clear at this time whether pair is nesting in marker ball or monopole. - JDicus
02/20/2012 - Female AMKE observed hunting on territory then perching between marker ball and monopole. Not 
seen entering either, but subsequently not seen after. Incubating? - RRadd
03/01/2012 - Female AMKE appears after 1.5 hour observation. Male appears 15 minutes later and prolonged 
copulation ensues. Female investigates cavities on monopole arms, male goes to marker ball. Negotiations 
continue. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - After an hour of observation, male emerges from lower monopole arm, further suggesting this is 
the true nest location. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - AMKE pair continue to be active at marker ball. Female solicits food from male, suggesting 
incubation is in progress. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - AMKE pair adjacent to nest during 40 minutes of observation. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - Female observed circling monopole, then perching on east side of highway 67 for duration of visit. - 
HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - Male AMKE feeds female while both are perched on wire near monopole. Both remain perched 
from 0800 to 0830. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - No AMKE detections 1750-1820. - RRadd
04/19/2012  The kestrel pair flew in from the southeast  the male carrying prey  Both landed on the wire  and the 

TBD

GHOW Great Horned Owl 011012_pkad_02 EP192-2-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 75 500 250 250 Fledged 1/10/2012 4/23/2012 01/10/2012 - No raptor activity in the area. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No raptors or other birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - No sign of raptors in area or recent activities at nest. - PKonrad
01/26/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on nest. Nest is too high to check for eggs. - PHoward
02/02/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. Daily periodic public and SRPL traffic along access road 75 feet 
east of nest tree. - PKonrad
02/24/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating. Daily periodic public and SRPL traffic along access road 75 feet east of 
nest tree. - PKonrad
03/01/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating. Periodic public and Sunrise traffic along access road 75 feet east of 
nest tree. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl observed brooding in nest (owl positioned higher than when incubating); 
nestling(s) could be about 10 days old. - PKonrad
03/15/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl standing on nest; downy nestling(s) below adult in nest. Daily periodic 
public and Sunrise traffic along access road 75 feet east of nest tree. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Adult upright on edge of nest next to 1, possibly 2, small downy nestlings. - PKonrad
03/27/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl on nest with 3 active medium-sized downy nestlings. Later, the adult was 
feeding nestlings and itself at 1400. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl on nest with 2 large partly feathered nestlings (another nestling may be out 
of sight). Campers active near nest tree. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl perched on branch 3 feet east of nest; 2 large nestlings are standing nearby 
on the east side of the nest. Nestlings are probably close to branching and fledging. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Greenstone entered buffer temporarily with 1 person to remove oil drippings from road by hand. 
Owl remained on nest and did not appear to notice this brief work activity. - VNovik
04/14/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl perched on branch above nest with 2 large downy nestlings standing on 
nest platform; 1 nestling took a flying leap to branch west of nest, flapping its wings after landing; returned to 
nest in flapping leap, walked to branch tip east of nest where adult relocated to, flapping and exercising its wings 
in the wind. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - 1 large nestling Great Horned Owl still in nest, but other nestling has apparently fledged and not 
observed at nest or in surrounding area, including the nest tree, nearby trees, on nearby boulders, or on the 
ground. Nestlings were near fledging 3 days ago, and the most active 1 appears to have fledged and moved out of 
the area since then. No adults observed in area. - PKonrad
04/23/2012  Second nestling appears to have fledged during the weekend; no sign of fledglings or adults in nest 
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CORA Common Raven 011112_pkad_01 EP297-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 1/11/2012 TBD 01/11/2012 - No birds that could utilize this nest were observed in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No avian activity at or near nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area, but unusual additions to nest showing above bowl - a large dark gray 
football-sized form on south side and a larger basketball-sized white cotton-like substance that is located on the 
north side but can be seen from all sides. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area. Material in nest appears compacted in nest (not as fluffy or 
prominent as last week). - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No change at nest apparent; no hawks or ravens in area. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area; no apparent change in nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed; cotton-like nest contents described earlier appears to be pressed 
down into existing nest (by weather elements or animal activity). - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - No apparent change to nest and no raptors or ravens observed in the area. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed, and no change to nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Nest is large and well-built, but no raven or raptor has been observed at this site this year. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Nest looks good, but no sign of raptors or ravens in area during 30 minute observation period. - 
PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating on tower nest that has been built up since last week. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Adult Common raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - Raven incubating while another adult is flying between towers. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - Initially, no adult Common Ravens were observed. The incubation period should be complete and, if 
successful to this point, young nestlings should be present in the tower nest. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - An adult Common Raven is feeding 2 medium-sized nestlings that stretch their necks high above the 
nest rim. The adult soon left the nest to perch on the top of the tower bridge, then flew to the north, presumably 
to search for more food. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - Pair of adult Common Ravens are perched at and near the nest that contains at least 2 medium-
sized nestlings. - PKonrad
05/24/2012 - An adult Common Raven is standing on the nest with 2 large feathered nestlings. - PKonrad
06/01/2012 - A new 'fledgling' Common Raven is standing in the shade of a small shrub 40 feet southeast of the 
tower. Another raven fledgling is perched in a low crossbar of the tower. It is doubtful these fledglings can fly yet 
and probable that they are still attached to the tower site as an activity center where they are fed and protected 
by the adults while they learn to fly and search for food during the post-fledging period. - PKonrad

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 011112_pkad_03 EP331-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/11/2012 TBD 01/11/2012 - No bird activity observed in area by any species that could utilize this nest. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No bird activity observed at nest or in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area; no sign of activity at the nest. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area; no apparent changes to nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Adult male Red-tailed Hawk brought nesting material to nest and arranged material while standing 
on nest, while female soared low around nest tower. Female joined male at nest, then male began collecting nest 
material in the area and bringing them to the nest with female calling periodically. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Initially, an adult Red-tailed Hawk was standing on nest and was soon joined by joined by another 
adult Red-tailed Hawk that flew in from southwest. Soon thereafter 1 hawk dove to ground 150 feet north of nest, 
collected a small branch and flew up the north. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk initially soaring low near nest tower, then perched on tower a moment 
before flying to west in reaction to loud, fast off-road vehicle speeding down road 250 feet west of tower. Other 
similar off-road vehicles rampaging to north, immediately north of highway. About 45 minutes later, during return 
trip to highway (and after off-road group on south side of highway left the area), observed adult Red-tailed Hawk 
fly to nest, where it stood for a time. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - No hawks observed on nest or in area during 2 nest checks over a 1 hour period. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew into the nest from the south with long-tailed prey in talons, probably a 
Desert Iguana. Stood on nest a short time, then flew to Sunrise tower to northeast to perch on north cross arm. 
Eventually, hawk soared half-mile northwest and a half-mile southeast of nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - No hawks observed during a 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing over nest with wings partly open as if shading eggs from direct sun. - 
PKonrad
04/26/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is incubating or brooding in an interesting way, facing into the wind and 
holding its wings away from its body slightly, allowing the breeze to cool its body and, perhaps, the contents of its 
nest. Soon, it also raised its tail into a vertical position. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is standing on the nest, probably shading small nestlings. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - No nestlings can be seen, but an adult Red-tailed Hawk is crouching over the nest, probably shading 
nestlings. - PKonrad
05/24/2012  An adult Red tailed Hawk is standing in the shade on the nest; presumed nestlings remain unseen   

TBD
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CORA Common Raven 011112_pkad_05 EP350-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Grading 80 100 100 100 Fledged 1/11/2012 5/24/2012 01/11/2012 - No raptor or raven activity in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No sign of bird activity in area or at nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No birds in area and no apparent activity at nest. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in the area. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks, owls, or ravens observed in the area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Nest unchanged; no ravens or raptors in area. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area; nest appears unchanged. Two pieces of equipment grading 
road and pad at neighboring EP349. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - A Common Raven was standing on the nest while another raven flew to the nest site and perched 
next to the nest. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - No ravens observed in area; nest in good shape. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - A raven was observed perched on the tower near the nest. It left when the avian biologist parked 
nearby to examine another nest in the area. It returned once and perched at the nest in the 45 minutes the 
biologist was there. It flew off again after this, but was not observed to land again. - LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest while another raven was flying and soaring nearby. - 
PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Incubating Common Raven barely discernible as it lies very low in the tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - A Common Raven is incubating on the tower nest, while a second raven is active around the nest 
tower. At 1 time, the second raven brought a small food item to the nest with the first raven standing and 
interacting at the nest, probably mate feeding. Incubating raven resumed incubating and other raven perched on 
opposite side of tower bridge. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - Raven incubating or brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - Adult Common Raven is brooding on this tower nest. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - 3 large feathered nestlings are standing on the nest; 1 especially looks rather adult-like and is 
probably ready to fledge. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - At least 2 raven nestlings remain in the nest, and the other supposed recent fledglings are not 
evident. No adult Common Ravens were observed. - PKonrad
05/24/2012 - No Common Ravens were observed at the nest; all nestlings appear to have fledged, including 1 
fledgling that was initially perched halfway up the nearby Sunrise tower EP349 with 1 adult that was perched high 
in the bridge of the tower. The adult eventually took flight and began soaring in tight circles, followed by the 
fledgling that flapped its wings to fly toward the adult rather than soaring  nest closed   PKonrad

Yes

CORA Common Raven 011112_pkad_06 EP353-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 1/11/2012 TBD 01/11/2012 - No ravens observed in the area. Nest is in poor condition. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area, but nest appears to be built up somewhat with an unusual piece of 
material on top. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No birds in area; nest looks inactive. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No raptors or ravens near nest. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - Nest looks unchanged and unused, but 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk is perched in this nest tower 60 feet 
below nest. (This hawk could be associated with the 2011 hawk nest on next tower to southeast, or it could be a 
wintering hawk.) - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Nest unchanged; no ravens observed in area; 1 hawk perched in top of neighboring tower with 2011 
Red-tailed Hawk nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - No sign of change to former raven nest. No ravens observed in area; Red-tailed Hawks are using the 
nest in the next tower to the south. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Nest looks unchanged; no ravens observed in area; but Red-tailed Hawks are nesting in adjacent 
tower to southeast. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Nest continues to exhibit poor condition with no ravens or raptors in area. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Nest looks unchanged; no birds observed in area; although Red-tailed Hawks are present where they 
are nesting in adjacent tower to the southeast. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - No ravens in area, no raptors near nest; nest unchanged and unused. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - No birds near unchanged, unused nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area, but a nest survey crew that worked in the area yesterday, including E. 
Strods, observed a raven fly from the vicinity of the tower nest, but did not see if it came from the nest or near it. 
Strods also reported a few sticks placed in the northeast side of the new Sunrise tower EP252 (2 sticks can easily 
be seen today). Hence, these sites will be monitored closely in coming weeks. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - Adult raven observed on nest shading/incubating for approximately 20 minutes. Did not react to 
vehicle traffic along SWPL access road. - IMaunsell
04/26/2012 - No ravens observed at or near nest or broad surrounding region. - An hour later, a raven was 
perched on the top of the nest tower on the side opposite of the nest for about 5 minutes, then flew south. About 
5 minutes later, an adult Red-tailed Hawk, probably an adult from the hawk nest at the neighboring tower to the 
southeast, flew low to the west of this 'raven tower,' then north, apparently hunting but possibly a territorial 
flight. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on the tower nest with a second raven perched on the 
crossarm a few feet below the nest   PKonrad
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CORA Common Raven 011112_pkad_07 EP358-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 20 100 100 100 Fledged 1/11/2012 5/17/2012 01/11/2012 - No birds that could potentially utilize this nest were in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - No activity at nest and no ravens observed during avian survey. - MKuehn
01/27/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No apparent activity at nest and no whitewash below nest tower, but a pair of Common Ravens is 
perched on the next SWPL tower northwest of nest tower. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Nest unchanged; no ravens or raptors in area during initial nest check, but during second 'drive-by', 
2 ravens present, 1 on ground beneath nest and 1 perched nearby in tower 8 feet above ground. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens in area, and no apparent change at the nest. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - A Common Raven is in incubating position on the nest with a second raven perched nearby, midway 
along the crossarm. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Common Raven is incubating on tower nest; another adult perched and preened on low part of 
SWPL tower to northwest. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Common Raven is incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven is incubating on its tower nest with a second adult perched on the northeast side of 
the bridge, near the nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - No adult Common Raven at the nest, but 1 adult raven is perched on the top of the Sunrise tower to 
the north. Nestlings are probably lying low in the nest, unseen. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - A pair of  adult Common Ravens were initially perched next to the tower nest filled with at least 3 
large nestlings standing on the nest. Soon, 1 of the adults flew to the north. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - 4 large Common Ravens are standing on the nest with an adult perched a few feet to the south on a 
tower bridge beam. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - The nest is empty, and an adult Common Raven flew to a fledgling perched low in the tower, about 
25 feet above ground. The adult flew to a high perch in the new Sunrise tower, and when the fledgling flew 
toward it, the adult took flight and began soaring in fairly tight circles with the fledgling following suit. The adult 
appeared to soar slowly and deliberately, and the fledgling soared quite well with a perceived jerkiness at times. 
They flew out of sight, which may be what happened with the other fledglings from this nest - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 011312_rrdd_02 CP59-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/13/2012 TBD 01/13/2012 - RTHA perched near nest did not interact directly during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No raptors present during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA perched adjacent to nest but no new material visible. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - RTHA perched adjacent to nest for duration of observation. No new material visible. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA perched near nest but not at nest, which shows no sign of recent additions. Sycamore 
beginning to leaf out. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - RTHA present at nest, drying out following a wet night. No visible changes to nest. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - RTHA standing at nest 0709, mate nearby. Changed status to active 20 February. This pair is well-
acclimated to traffic and nearby mechanized farming activity. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - RTHA standing adjacent to nest, drying out from recent rain. Nest appears to contain fresh greens. - 
RRadd
03/14/2012 - RTHA perched under nest for duration of 30 minute observation did not appear concerned by 
traffic. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No RTHA observed near nest during brief drive-by observation. - IMaunsell
03/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which remains in good condition. 2 RTHAs observed soaring 1000 feet 
directly above nest. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - RTHA perched near nest from 0930 to 1000 remained in area despite being harassed by a pair of 
Cassin's Kingbirds. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA perched adjacent to nest, but no bird visible in cup. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - RTHA carries stick to nest at 1114 and arranges into place. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No visible activity at this nest following night of rainfall. Adult female RTHA perched on territory. - 
RRadd
05/01/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 20-minute observation is very low in nest and hard to see. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - RTHA lying very low in nest, mate perched in next tree. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Adult RTHA nest guarding at customary perch; no bird detectable in nest during 20-minute 
observation. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Adult RTHA hunting unsuccessfully and returning to perch adjacent to nest. Host tree is now fully 
enfoliated and there is no longer a view into the nest. No mate detected during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - Adult RTHA flew to nest and appeared to defend it against kingbirds at 0638, then 2 minutes later 
moved to a perch a few feet away and remained. Nest is enveloped by P. racemosa leaves, and presence of 
nestlings can only be inferred not directly observed. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - RTHA adult at typical station, but no direct nest interactions observed 0600-0630. - RRadd

TBD
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 011412_bald_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Grading 53 100 50 50 Fledged 1/14/2012 2/21/2012 01/14/2012 - Nest found by bio-monitor Rod Haller, recorded by Brian Arnold and Ryan Abe. Arnold and Abe 
observed female on nest for about 30 minutes during construction activity, bird left for several minutes, returned 
to nest and immediately sat down, all indicative of an undisturbed bird incubating eggs. - BArnold
01/18/2012 - ANHU female observed at top of nest tree sunning and preening from 1500 - 1505. Nest not found. - 
RRadd
01/19/2012 - ANHU was not on nest upon initial observation, but return to nest within 10 minutes to incubate. - 
BArnold
01/28/2012 - Female ANHU feeding two young at 0712; short bills visible above rim of nest cup. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - Two young are large, downy and acquiring pin feathers. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - 2 nestlings are well feathered and fill the nest. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - 1 large nestling remains in nest and is anticipated to fledge tomorrow 18 February. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Female feeding recent fledgling on branch of coast live oak tree approximately 20 feet from nest 
location. - IMaunsell

Yes

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 011812_pkad_02 EP119-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows OH - foundations 420 500 400 400 Fledged 1/18/2012 5/21/2012 01/18/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched near new nest after male brought branch to nest. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - One hawk was observed bringing nesting material to the nest, while the other perched in the host 
tree. Multiple trips were observed to the nest. - KAlberts
01/31/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks low in flight south of nest, then soared directly above nest to height of 
1,200 feet. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - 0730 to 1030. Adult hawk perched in nest tree approximately 10 feet from nest at 0740. Adults 
observed in area throughout bird nesting survey period but did not go to nest. An adult was observed tearing 
apart prey at inactive 2011 stick nest 6002310. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk hovering/hunting above grassland 200 feet south of nest; flew to west, 
where a second hawk flew from a perch on the hillside to join in flight. No association with nest observed. - 
PKonrad
02/14/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched on pole 1/4 mile southeast of nest. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks initially observed soaring south of nest site. Natural conditions; micropile 
drilling and K-Max deliveries at EP119 about 420 feet west-northwest. During subsequent Great Horned Owl nest 
check, Red-tailed Hawk was observed incubating in nest from hilltop above nest from location south of EP119 
TSAP - PKonrad
03/01/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk brooding on nest. [Biomonitor Mark Bahn reported 1 adult hawk feeding 
newly hatched nestlings a week ago on 2/24/2012.] - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - A hawk is lying on the nest, presumably brooding. Micropile work at EP118 to south, including 
helicopter deliveries. - PKonrad
03/15/2012 - Observed nest during portion of sound wall removal activities. Hiked to elevated vantage point 
along ridgeline to west and observed adult Red-tailed Hawk lying on nest facing northwest for 20 minute 
observation period. Second adult returns to rim of nest from north for nest exchange. Initial adult carefully stood 
up from inside nest and lowered wings while stepping up onto rim of nest, then flew off to south while second 
adult immediately and carefully settled down into nest in same position facing northwest. No eggs or nestlings 
visible from observation point and no other activity was observed. Presume nest to be in incubating/brooding 
stage based on today's observations and the care with which both adults entered/exited the inner portion of the 
nest. - JDicus
03/20/2012 - No adults observed, but looks like a medium-sized nestling with tan down and erupting feathers 
lying in sun on nest platform. - PKonrad
03/27/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk lying on nest, apparently brooding. Regular helicopter noise 1200 feet away 
from EP120. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Can see 2 medium-sized downy Red-tailed Hawks in nest (there may be more) and 1 adult perched 
on a rock on the hilltop 1/4 mile southwest of nest   PKonrad

Yes
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 011912_imll_02 EP255-2-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 71 500 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 1/19/2012 3/5/2012 01/19/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material to the nest in the morning by the avian biologist in a 
helicopter conducting a sweep of the Sunrise transmission line. Fresh material, potentially grass, is visible on top 
of nest. - IMaunsell
01/24/2012 - No hawks observed near this site, but 1 Red-tailed Hawk flew to the nest at the neighboring tower 
where a pair raised 2 fledglings in 2011. No indication of nest building apparent from ground-level observation 
locations. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - Several new thin branches can be seen added to the top of the existing old raven nest. An adult Red-
tail was observed making an unsuccessful predatory strike on unidentified prey animal on ground between 2 
'nest' towers, then flew to soar above mountain to the west. (Historic 2011 Red-tailed Hawk tower nest to north 
was visited by an adult hawk during observations 4 days ago.) Micropile drilling and occasional helicopter 
deliveries 1,050 feet west of this nest at EP254. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - Thin branches built up loosely where an inactive raptor nest was removed from SWPL tower 50183 
per SDG&E reliability and maintenance practices. The location of the nest was determined to be a potential 
reliability threat by a TCM inspection. Ron Freeman, SDG&E Environmental Services, contacted Dave Mayer 
(CDFG) and Lisa Nichols (USFWS) to notify them of this activity. The nest removal was not affiliated with the 
Sunrise Powerlink Project. - KAlberts - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - No hawks observed in area; appears a few new thin branches have been added to small 'starter' 
nest. (2011 nest in neighboring tower has been built up quite a bit during the past week.) - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - No apparent activity at small partial nest. A hawk visited the nearby 2011 nest, and that nest may 
now be the preferred active nest; at this time it appears this site may be inactive by definition, but will confirm in 
the coming weeks before making a conclusive decision. - PKonrad
02/20/2012 - Nest unchanged; remains a small nest where hawks began building a new nest, but have not 
attended in 2-plus weeks. In the meantime, the nest in the next tower to the north (SWPL tower 214) has been 
built up and occupied, with a pair of hawks in attendance with 1 of these incubating. It appears this nest has been 
abandoned and is now inactive, and the neighboring hawk nest site is now active. Nest buffer signs removed. - 
PKonrad
02/27/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area. Partial nest appears unchanged. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - No raptors or ravens in area. Nest unchanged for several weeks; appears hawks changed interest to 
nest site closer to EP256. - closed. - PKonrad

No

GHOW Great Horned Owl 012312_rrdd_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 350 500 70 70 Fledged 1/23/2012 4/13/2012 01/23/2012 - Reports and photographic evidence indicate GHOW is incubating 3 eggs. Bird did not flush on this 
cold rainy morning during 2 hours of observation. Buffer established at 200 feet based on communication with 
Avian Team leads, and that bird tolerated light foot and vehicle traffic in close proximity to nest structure. 
Substation construction management indicate work is scheduled to occur on eye-level with this nest and higher. 
Observations and comments from yard monitor (Clay Schudy) suggest owl is undisturbed by pass-through traffic 
inside buffer. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - GHOW Female remains on nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - GHOW remains incubating on nest. - RRadd
02/09/2012 - GHOW female on nest 1327. Biomonitor reports no changes in behavior. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Incubation continues uninterrupted. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - Incubation continues. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - GHOW sitting tight. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - GHOW sitting higher on nest. Biomonitor reports seeing one hatched young late in the morning. - 
RRadd
03/12/2012 - One large nestling visible with adult. Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports female off nest mid-morning 
revealing 3 owlets. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - GHOW with 3 nestlings. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - Three owlets still in down. One adult in nest. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest at 0851. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Two nestlings have fledged. Observed and photo-documented on the ground in the substation on 3 
and 4 April, as they attempted to fly over the substation fence on 4 April, and in low shrubs outside the substation 
on 5 April. Third nestling remains in nest. - BArnold
04/10/2012 - One nestling continues. - RRadd
04/10/2012 - Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports that 1 nestling is still present in the A-frame. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - Third nestling fledged from A-frame nest today. Was in A-frame yesterday, 11 April 12. Fledgling 
remained in southwest corner of the substation for the day. There is no further owl activity associated with the A-
frame. A 'temporary ' 100-foot buffer was established around the southwest corner where the fledgling is 
temporarily located. - BArnold
04/13/2012 - On 4/12/12, biomonitor observed last fledgling outside of construction yard. Nest is closed. - 
HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Last of the 3 fledglings left the A-frame nest on 12 April 2012. This fledgling stayed within the 
fenced substation for the night, and flew over the fence today, 13 April 2012. - BArnold

Yes
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 012312_rrdd_02 CP11-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 0 500 500 500 Nest did not reach active stage 1/23/2012 2/18/2012 01/23/2012 - RTHAs have been bringing fresh greens at regular intervals during ongoing construction at CP11. No 
construction activity observed today, but location directly under ROW means this nest could potentially be 
impacted by wire-stringing operations and helicopter activity. - RRadd
01/25/2012 - A single Red-tailed Hawk was perched on top of 69 KV pole above nest when I arrived. It remained 
there for 5 minutes and then flew away out of sight. No hawks were observed for the remaining 20 minutes I was 
at the site. - EMorgan
01/26/2012 - Avian biologist supervised all installation of owl decoy in nest with the intent of deterring the pair of 
hawks from continuing nesting at this site. The crew was advised that the nest should not be damaged, removed, 
or destroyed. Nest monitored from 1205-1230 prior to installation. 1 hawk perched above nest and another 
soared overhead. 2 crewmen climbed the pole; photographed nest contents. No eggs or young were present. 
Crew installed owl on the nest with wire. Once installed, deterrent was photographed on the nest. Installation 
completed without destroying or removing nest. 2-4 sticks dislodged during installation. Nest was monitored from 
1245-1330. The pair quickly returned and dive bombed deterrent for ~40 minutes, occasionally striking it with 
talons. Pair briefly halted to courtship display before continuing aggressive behavior. ~1330 pair retreated to 
perches ~1000 from the nest. Closed due to inability for the pair to use site due to the deterrent being in the nest. 
- IMaunsell
01/26/2012 - RTHA pair engaged in screaming dive bomb attacks on plastic owl wired in to center of nest by 
Sunrise construction personnel for most of the duration of this 30-minute observation. Occasional strikes by 
hawks on the owl could be heard up to 650 feet away. - RRadd
01/27/2012 - Nest did not reach active stage (i.e., containing eggs or young) due to owl decoy placed in nest as a 
deterrent prior to egg laying. The intent is to remove the decoy once work is completed in the area. Wire-stringing 
operations will be monitored by an avian biologist at this location to assess any nesting activity. The nest will 
continue to be monitored for avian activity after construction is completed, and the status may then be re-
opened and changed to inactive or active, as appropriate. - KAlberts
02/09/2012 - Plastic owl now faces forward as nest appears to be losing integrity. Considerable debris on ground 
below. No RTHA detected within 4000 foot radius during 90 minute observation. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Pole is being monitored for potential nesting activity prior to removal of owl decoy. Between 1325 
and 1450, a pair of American Kestrels (or 1 of the adults from the pair) were observed perching on the top of the 
pole containing the owl decoy. The pair was observed copulating at 1345 and 1425, and each bird looked once 
into the cavity at the base of the top tower arm. Neither adult entered the cavity; apparently they are not 
incubating eggs at this point. - MDicus
02/18/2012 - The avian monitor monitored the nest pole prior to crew arrival. A pair of European Starlings was 
observed on the pole. One of the starlings entered the cavity at the base of the tower arm and pulled out a piece 
of plant material  The pair departed prior to the crew's arrival  The only raptor activity observed in the area was a 

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 012412_rrdd_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Scrubs Traffic 350 500 350 350 Fledged 1/24/2012 6/1/2012 01/24/2012 - RTHA pair carrying sticks to nest. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - Large amount of green material in nest but no RTHA observed. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA carrying small item to nest 0906. Unable to determine if item is decoration or prey. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - RTHA present away from nest, drying out following a wet night. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - RTHA pair copulating 0809, tearing bark strips and carrying sticks to nest 0814. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - Cold with 100% overcast, no RTHA detected, but nest is obscured. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - No RTHA observed at this nest, which is difficult to see into due to height. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No RTHA was observed near the nest during brief drive-by observation. Nest appears intact after 
storm. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - RTHA on nest not observed but likely incubating, just out of view; mate on territory. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - RTHA sitting upright within well-concealed nest, unable to determine if bird was rearranging eggs or 
feeding nestlings. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - RTHA observed in nest from 0915 to 0945. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation on rainy morning. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - RTHA comes to nest at 1041 and interacts with hatched young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No activity visible in nest observed after night of rainfall. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Two nestlings observed occasionally stretching partially feathered wings at 1051, still mostly white. - 
RRadd
05/08/2012 - Adult perched at nest with nestlings - now with feathered wings and downy bodies at 1332. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Nestlings exercising fully feathered wings in nest at 1450. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - 1 nestling remaining appears flight-capable, observed feeding at nest, adult perched a few feet away 
at 0630. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - Nest is empty. Fledged. - RRadd

Yes
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AMKE American Kestrel 012712_rrdd_01 Pole 171694 69kv Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 3 500 150 150 Presumed Fledged 1/27/2012 5/16/2012 01/27/2012 - AMKE pair perched together at top of monopole for duration of 45 minutes of observation, female 
enters cavity repeatedly from  0812- 0815. No construction activities occurring at the time. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - RTHA perched at monopole and AMKE did not approach during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/09/2012 - AMKE pair copulating atop this pole at 0727 and 0820. Female subsequently entered cavity for 
approximately 2 minutes, and again from 0937-0939. Male perched on top of pole throughout. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - No change in activity observed during 15 minute observation on cold rainy day. RTHA perched on 
nest structure. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - AMKE pair copulating on this monopole 0740, and remain through 0755. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair copulate on pole 0717, male defends cavity against EUST intrusion. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - No AMKE detected during 2x20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - No activity observed at this pole during 4 hour survey period on 5 March, nor during 5 hour survey 
period in general area plus one hour focused observation period on 6 March, nor during 30 minute focused 
observation period on 7 March. Recommend characterizing this as Inactive and continue to monitor. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE male on tower, nest guarding and foraging. Female appears and solicits copulation at 1555. 
Male enters cavity briefly. Female solicits and the pair copulate again at 1610. Female enters cavity. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation under cool and wet conditions. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - The pair was observed at the cavity on and off all morning. Both male and female entered the 
cavity, a total of about 5 times. Each time one entered, begging sounds were heard from inside the cavity. The 
pair was also observed copulating on top of the pole once. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Adult female was observed perching atop nest pole and chasing a nearby Red-tailed Hawk; no male 
in sight. 1 hour later, both adults were perched on pole; vocalizations were heard from the nest area while the 
female leaned over for several minutes, watching the base of the west arm. - MDicus
04/06/2012 - Kestrel pair arrived at pole around 1435, the male carrying a prey item. Both sat atop the pole 
eating for a short period. The male then entered the nest cavity, but it wasn't clear if he took food in, as well. 
Female continued to perch on pole. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - No AMKE activity after an hour of observation. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - The female was quietly perched on a rung just below the nest cavity for about 30 minutes. She 
looked very damp. When a European Starling landed on the upper arm of the pole, the female kestrel made brief 
vocalizations and chased off the starling. Shortly after this, she entered the nest cavity and remained there 
through the end of the observation period (another 15-20 minutes). The male kestrel was not seen during this 
time. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - About 20 minutes after the start of observations, the male kestrel flew in from the north carrying 
prey. He landed atop the monopole and the female arrived from the west. She took the prey from him and 
perched partially within the bracket  where she could be seen feeding the nestlings (although nestlings were not 

Yes

AMKE American Kestrel 012712_rrdd_02 TL 6924 - 171687 69kV Structure Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 500 150 115 Indeterminate 1/27/2012 4/26/2012 01/27/2012 - Bio-monitor (G. Huffman) observed AMKE copulating on adjacent pole and entering cavity on steel 
monopole at 0900. - RRadd
01/27/2012 - Observed pair while bio-monitoring over a span of 9 hours on multiple occasions copulating and 
female entering cavity.  Nearest construction activities occurred at 350 feet, and the pair appeared undisturbed. - 
GHuffman
01/30/2012 - No AMKE observed at this nest site during work activities. AMKE female observed flying around 
helicopter at CP3 at approximate 300-foot radius at 1035, then away from site. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - Female AMKE remained 500-1,000 feet away from cavity throughout 30 minute observation. 
Personnel walked repeatedly through buffer to conduct BMP maintenance and within 25 feet of pole. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - Buffer stakes repositioned at 150 feet. - RRadd
02/09/2012 - Biomonitors report AMKE on nest pole several time this morning. No AMKE detected from 1340-
1420. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - 1030 to 1100: Kestrels observed copulating and perched together on adjacent poles within 30 to 50 
feet of nest cavity. - GHuffman
02/13/2012 - Biomonitor reports vigorous pair defense against interloper AMKE this morning. Male-only detected 
during afternoon observation. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair copulate on monopole 1226 and remain. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - Male nest-guarding, no female seen. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - AMKE pair on wood pole adjacent, copulate at 1058 and 1107. Female stays off nest for 20 minutes 
of observation. - RRadd
03/09/2012 - Pair observed copulating on monopole near nest. Pair actively defended area around nest. Both 
birds seen entering nest location but left nest unattended for long periods. They do not appear to be incubating. - 
TCooper
03/12/2012 - Male foraging around territory, female not observed. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation. Showery and cold. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - AMKE in area observed flying and foraging, but no activity near cavity. Starlings building nest in 
same pole. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed at nest. 2 AMKEs foraging in area. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Male AMKE appears to be nest guarding, subsequently catches lizard. Female begs then takes prey 
and carries to wood pole adjacent to nest, but is reluctant to enter and caches prey on pole, apparently in 
response to observer outside buffer. Observer moves to 250 and female moves to next wood pole and preens. 
Existing buffer may not be adequate if construction is imminent. - RRadd
04/18/2012 - No activity observed over a 45-minute period. - BArnold
04/25/2012  No AMKE activity at pole after 60 minutes of observation  AMKE vocalizations heard downslope to 

N/A
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 013012_pkad_01 EP248-1-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Other 600 500 450 450 Presumed Fledged 1/30/2012 6/5/2012 01/30/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk flew from the nest and the pair soared to the northwest. The hawk was not 
observed incubating, but the observer may have missed that opportunity while writing field notes and 
approaching the nest. - PKonrad
01/31/2012 - Pair is actively nest building, bringing sticks to nest every 5 or 10 minutes - until K-max helicopter 
visited site 1 mile west, when pair perched in Sunrise tower and remained for 15 minutes after helicopter left, 
occasionally preening. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched high in nest tower. - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - No hawks observed at nest or in area during a windy period (30 minutes). - PKonrad
02/20/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk brought nesting material to nest 3 times during 40 minute observation 
period. - PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Observed nest site for 40 minutes; after 30 minutes an adult Red-tailed Hawk soared low overhead 
in strong wind, then soared out of sight to the northwest. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk initially standing on nest, then lying on nest incubating. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk has initiated incubating at this tower nest. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest; another adult soaring west of nest site, then perched on 
tower EP246. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating; eggs should be hatching soon. - PKonrad
04/13/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating soon stood up in nest and began feeding on a snake. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - M. Alfaro reported on 4/17/2012 helicopter flights in the area were constant and regular. An adult 
RTHA was incubating/brooding in the morning and clearly lying in the nest during work activities. However, during 
late morning and through the afternoon, the hawk was observed standing at the nest or on a metal beam 
immediately adjacent to the nest (potentially shading). Hawk looked in the nest throughout the day. The second 
adult was observed flying to nest every few hours; however, no exchange of food items was observed. In the 
evening, both adults flew away from the nest and continued until completely out of sight. After approximately 15 
minutes, 1 adult returned to the nest, again standing in the nest. Later in the evening, both adults flew away again 
for about 15 minutes. When the monitor left at approximately 1830, 1 adult was back at the nest, standing, not 
brooding. - IMaunsell
04/20/2012 - Pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks standing on rim of nest; when 1 hawk takes flight, the remaining 
adult begins feeding at least 1 small downy nestling. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was standing on the nest feeding 2 medium-sized downy nestlings. - 
PKonrad
05/03/2012 - The downy head of a nestling Red-tailed Hawk can be seen above the tower nest. No adults are 
present  but a pair of adult Red tailed Hawks was observed soaring above the area about 3 hours ago   PKonrad

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 013112_dbby_02 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 80 80 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

1/31/2012 2/13/2012 01/31/2012 - Observed at least 2 Bushtits carrying nest material to a partly constructed nest on south side of live 
oak tree. Birds don't seem disturbed by avian biologist standing below nest. - PKonrad
02/01/2012 - More permanent ESA buffer signs installed. - KWeber
02/01/2012 - Observed at least 2 Bushtits carrying nest material to a partially constructed nest on the south side 
of a coast live oak. Nest approximately 25% complete, as entire nest skeleton is complete, but can still be seen 
through. Nest building activity at nest is sporadic. Individuals don't seem disturbed by my presence standing 
below nest. 100-foot buffer flagged at east side of cleaned site with temporary orange flagging. More permanent 
signage will be installed. - KAlberts
02/06/2012 - Pair active around described nest site for 10 minutes, foraged in area near ground another 5 
minutes, then left to southeast. No other observations during an additional 40 minutes. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - Nest is approximately 45% built. Distance to tower site (limit of vegetation clearance) where straw 
wattle is placed is 25 feet.  Distance to leg B anchor point is 145 feet. Distance to leg A anchor point is 85 feet. 
Avian biologist observed over a dozen trips to nest by pair carrying nest material. Nest building/nest 
improvements were being made inside the nest and around nest entrance at top east side of pendulous nest. Nest 
is now taking shape, with entrance obvious when viewed from east, but is still thin enough to allow sunlight to 
pass through in several places. Pair was most active early in the morning, making far less frequent trips to nest by 
9:15. Pair was tolerant of approach to within 25 feet. - JDicus
02/13/2012 - Nest appears to be physically disfigured. The nest was seen dangling in wind, and part of it torn off. 
It appeared to be 90% complete based on remaining shape and amount of nest material left. No Bushtits were 
seen or heard during the 45 minute observation period. Photos available to show current condition of nest. - AHill
02/15/2012 - West side of mostly completed nest has been torn out; probable predation. No Bushtits observed or 
heard during 30 minute observation period  in area. - PKonrad
02/15/2012 - No activity was observed at nest over an hour. Nest is unchanged since 2/13/2012, when it was first 
observed to be inactive. The birds are not refurbishing nest and not re-using material. The pair was not seen or 
heard. Buffer signs were removed and nest is now closed due to failure. Nest appears to have failed due to an 
animal dismantling the nest to obtain the contents, and not due to Sunrise work activities. - AHill
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 013112_phrd_02 GS-NF-20 Pad Areas-Work Area Grasslands and Meadows OH - foundations 600 500 500 500 Fledged 1/31/2012 5/16/2012 01/31/2012 - A Red-tailed Hawk was seen flushing from an area near the nest multiple times during the survey. 
The pair was seen flying over the nest with nest material, with the intent of adding material to this nest, but 
helicopter operations or other activity may have altered that regime. No raptors were seen in the nest proper. - 
PHoward
02/01/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was seen soaring just east of the nest site. No nest visits were observed 
during 40-minute observation period. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - No sign of activity at nest and no hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
02/08/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched in tree 150 feet northwest of nest. Hawks unconcerned about light 
traffic on Sunrise access road 600 feet south of nest and regular low helicopter flights within 1000 feet. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - Observed the pair copulate in nearby bare tree and bring nesting material on 2 occasions. Observed 
these behaviors from near EP56 guard structure at 500 feet. - AHill
02/13/2012 - Observed pair perched on nearby tree together. Soaring in area. Pair is still attending to nest. - AHill
02/14/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk on nest, either standing low on nest or, more likely, lying on nest during initial 
observation. During return visit, no hawks at nest or observed in area. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Cannot see a hawk on nest during concerted effort to ascertain a hawk is/is not incubating yet. No 
hawks observed near nest, but 1 adult Red-tail perched on pole 1,800 feet north of nest. - PKonrad
02/29/2012 - Observed nest exchange at 1110. Pair is incubating. - AHill
03/08/2012 - Observed adult on nest incubating and mate perched nearby on tree. - AHill
03/09/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating, mostly on west portion of nest. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Observed nest exchange at 1500. - AHill
03/16/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - A Red-tailed Hawk was seen flying/hovering within 500 feet of the tree with the nest in it. Later in 
the afternoon around 1540, a Red-tailed Hawk flew to the cluster of eucalyptus trees and made a call. Moments 
later, a Red-tailed Hawk was seen flying out of the back of the cluster of eucalyptus trees. No other activity was 
observed. It is not clear if the pair is still incubating, and will continue to monitor to ascertain status. - LThoreson
03/23/2012 - No hawks observed at nest during nest checks during 1 hour period. An adult Red-tailed Hawk was 
observed soaring in area to far north and near southeast. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Observed a nest exchange between adults. Previously incubating adult flew off away from nest. - 
AHill
04/02/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tree nest. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on east side of nest facing 2 downy nestlings, aged 10 days to 2 
weeks (may be more nestlings). - PKonrad
04/24/2012  Adult Red tailed Hawk standing in nest with at least 2 medium sized downy nestlings   PKonrad

Yes

CACW Cactus Wren 020112_rrdd_01 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 200 100 100 100 Satellite nest 2/1/2012 4/19/2012 02/01/2012 - Fresh nest with small tight entrance and CACW pair in attendance, but not observed entering nest. - 
RRadd
02/06/2012 - Nest looks well tended, though CACW pair together 300 feet west. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Nest shows signs of maintenance, but no CACW detected. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Nest appears maintained, but no CACW detected today. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - No change in activity observed. Biomonitor reports CACW carrying nest material. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - No CACW detected on cold rainy day. Biomonitor reports consistent activity across this territory. - 
RRadd
03/05/2012 - Nest remains intact and kempt. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - Nest appears maintained, with freshly manicured entrance. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest looks well-maintained, but no CACW detected on cold windy day. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest. CACW calling 500 feet west of nest. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - 2 CACWs observed in area from 0630 to 0730. These birds did not approach nest. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - At start of observation, CACW heard calling 100-150 feet from nests. At 1345, an adult perched on 
cactus between the 2 nests before flying off to the north. At 1420, wren gave vocalizations briefly near the nests. 
At 1426, adult CACW entered upper nest. Wren never directly approached this nest during 70-minute observation 
period. - VEurs
04/19/2012 - It has been determined that this is a satellite nest for this CACW pair, as both adults were seen 
taking food into the upper nest. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Changed status from "closed" to "inactive" because it is possible this nest may be utilized as a roost 
for adults or fledglings, or for a second clutch later in the season. No activity at this nest today. - VEurs

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 020212_mkhn_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Other 22 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/2/2012 2/21/2012 02/02/2012 - Adults made several trips to nest with material. Nest is approximately 40% complete. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete. BUSH making occasional trips to nest. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Bird at nest, undisturbed by PAR personnel at gate. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Nest appears complete and intact following storm. No BUSH activity detected. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Nest is torn apart consistent with predation. Nesting chronology shows that eggs were present at 
the time of predation. Closed and buffer removed. - RRadd

No
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 020212_mkhn_03 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 32 100 100 100 Indeterminate 2/2/2012 3/8/2012 02/02/2012 - Nesting stage uncertain. Female went to the nest 6+ times and was on nest for 1-2 minutes per visit. 
Female observed collecting spider silk at least once. Nest rim looks completely formed, but could not view nest 
contents. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Did not locate. The only nest located at the presumed location appears to be an old goldfinch or 
vireo nest consisting of fibers. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Activity (project personnel standing at gate, talking to visitors) and through traffic did not flush 
female from nest.  Observed female ANHU on nest for 20-minute observation period, then female flew to road 
edge to nectar on tree tobacco (Nicotiana glauca) and returned immediately to nest. - JDicus
02/21/2012 - ANHU on nest, flushes in response to WESJ presence, ignores traffic. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Female ANHU approaches nest and perches close to, but does not alight on it during 20 minute 
observation. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - During 15-minute observation period, no activity observed at the nest. No nestlings in the nest; no 
adult or fledglings observed in the vicinity. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - No detections at this nest, which appears abandoned. - RRadd

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 020212_phrd_01 CP73-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 2/2/2012 2/6/2012 02/02/2012 - Nest has two fully feathered chicks ready to fledge in next few days. Female seen feeding young. - 
PHoward
02/08/2012 - The nest is intact and empty. It is presumed the nestlings fledged. - MDicus

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 020312_rrdd_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 50 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/3/2012 4/13/2012 02/03/2012 - BUSH pair actively building nest, approximately 50% complete, with numerous trips during 30 
minute observation. Nest is partially visually screened from pull site by adjacent chaparral whitethorn (Ceanothus 
leucodermis). BUSH absent from nest during helicopter operations. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Nest appears 90% complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - Nest intact following recent storms. BUSH pair observed away from nest, did not approach this site 
during observation. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - Adult seen bringing lining material to nest. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears stout, well insulated and complete, with a tidy entrance facing north. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest remains in fine condition, no BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest appears intact. No bushtit  observed at nest. Nest monitored 30 minutes 840 -910. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - One bushtit observed entering and exiting nest. stayed inside nest for 10-15 minutes and outside of 
nest for 2-5 minutes, three times during observation - ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Female observed exiting nest. Monitoring was stopped due to Western Scrub-jay in area. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest after 10 minutes of observation. Nest monitoring was ended due to 
occupation of Western Scrub-jays in immediate area. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting and entering nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to 15 minutes due to 
occupation of Western Scrub-Jays in immediate area. Minor damage at bottom of nest is likely due to major storm 
event over last two days. - RAbe
03/29/2012 - No activity observed in 5 minutes of observation. Visit curtailed by WESJ activity in area. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0710 to 0740. Nest appears in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest has been destroyed by unknown cause, presumably weather influenced. - RRadd

No

CATH California Thrasher 020312_rrdd_02 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 115 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/3/2012 3/13/2012 02/03/2012 - No birds seen at nest, but appears fresh and under construction. WESJ pair alarming at observer at 
100 feet. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Deep basket of twigs with partial lining of finer material. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - CATH observed carrying nest materials to this site. Pair at this site for duration of 20 minute 
observation. No WESJ detected. Changed species to California Thrasher. - RRadd
02/24/2012 - Nest in good condition with well woven grass lining and appears complete. No birds observed 
visiting nest, although CATH heard singing in immediate vicinity following vehicle traffic and parking 150 south of 
nest within the pullsite. Pair potentially egg laying. - IMaunsell
02/29/2012 - Nest in fine condition. CATH singing intermittently nearby but not at nest. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears complete and sound. No occupants detected, CATH singing nearby. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest is in good shape. No CATH near nest, though heard signing in area and observed flying over 
shrub once. Two Scrub-jays were observed on shrub and in area. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - Thrasher was observed near nest but not at the nest. Nest appears to be in good condition - 
ELoveless
03/13/2012 - Observed nest over 3 days for activity on 3/10, 3/12 and 3/13. Birds have not been observed at this 
nest or within proximity. Nest has been monitored for a minimum of a few hours each day at varying distances. 
Conclusion reached that nest is no longer active. - GHuffman

No

CATH California Thrasher 020312_rrdd_03 CP55/CP56-1 PS-N Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/3/2012 3/6/2012 02/03/2012 - CATH giving alarm calls from this thicket, but not observed on nest. Nest should be monitored again 
to verify current activity. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Appears to have some material added, but progress is slow. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - No change in activity detected. Recent storms are delaying breeding activity. - RRadd
02/29/2012 - Nest is unimproved and deteriorating. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest is no longer viable. Closed. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 020312_rrdd_04 CP55/CP56-1 PS-N Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 100 100 Indeterminate 2/3/2012 3/6/2012 02/03/2012 - BUSH pair making trips at 5 minute intervals, building nest. Flushed from observer at edge of AR, 
but returned when observer was within 50 feet and within 100 feet with noise. Nest is candidate for drive-
through buffer, due to exhibited resilience to helicopter activity and intermittent AR activity. No indications of any 
recent BMP activity within 100 feet. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Exterior of nest appears substantially complete. BUSH are wary, but continue to make occasional 
trips carrying material. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - R. Radd observed exterior of nest that appeared substantially complete. BUSH are wary, but 
continue to make occasional trips carrying material. - KAlberts
02/16/2012 - Nest is intact following recent storms, but no BUSH observed. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - R. Radd reported nest is intact following recent storms, but no BUSH observed. - KAlberts
02/29/2012 - R. Radd observed nest in fine condition looks near complete. BUSH nearby in foraging flock did not 
associate with nest. - KAlberts
02/29/2012 - Nest in fine condition looks near complete. BUSH nearby in foraging flock did not associate with 
nest. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - R. Radd observed BUSH pair making trips at 5 minute intervals, building nest. Flushed from observer 
at edge of AR, but returned when observer was within 50 feet and within 100 feet with noise. Nest is candidate 
for drive-through buffer, due to exhibited resilience to helicopter activity and intermittent AR activity. No 
indications of any recent BMP activity within 100 feet. - KAlberts
03/06/2012 - Nest destroyed by unknown cause. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - R. Radd reported that the nest was destroyed by an unknown cause. - KAlberts

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 020312_rrdd_05 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/3/2012 3/29/2012 02/03/2012 - Nest is 1% complete, consisting of a thumbnail-sized collection of white fluff bound into fork of 
laurel sumac (Malosma laurina). - KAlberts
02/10/2012 - Nest is now 4 inches long, 10% complete and composed of white silk and fibers. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Avian monitor arrived prior to bmp crew; helicopters were passing overhead (outside 100-foot 
overhead buffer) every 1-5 minutes.  No activity at nest during 2 hours of monitoring (approximately 08:00 to 
10:00), and nest remains approximately 10% complete.  Buffer is still staked at 100 feet but signs were added to 
allow drive through access only.  Continued monitoring is recommended to determine whether lack of activity is 
due to recent inclement weather or whether nest is abandoned and should be closed - MDicus
02/16/2012 - Material has been added since 10 February - nest building assumed to be continuing. - RRadd
02/24/2012 - Adults observed coming to nest. Nest appears complete. - BArnold
02/29/2012 - Nest appears large and complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest remains in good condition, no BUSH detected on cold day. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - Pair added nest material three times during 45 minute observation period. - RAbe
03/14/2012 - BUSH pair departed nest at 1344 in possible response to observer at 80 feet. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appeared intact after storm. BUSH pair near, but not at nest during approximate 10 minute 
observation period. Nest building is presumably still going on. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - BUSH made 3 nest trips in 10 minutes and then did not reappear. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Nest was found in a fragmentary condition, indicating predation of eggs. There was no evidence of 
construction activities affecting this nest, and it was determined to have failed due to natural causes. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 020612_phrd_02 EP206-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 93 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/6/2012 2/17/2012 02/06/2012 - Adult Bushtit bringing nest material to nest and building. Nest is roughly 30% complete. - PHoward
02/14/2012 - Observed nest for approximately 45 minutes. A pair of BUSH was seen foraging and visited the scrub 
oak with the nest 3 times but no nest building or item carrying was observed. Nest looked to be approximately 30 
percent complete (Myers, S.J.). - SJohnston
02/17/2012 - Top of small light-colored well-built nest torn open at top; apparent avian predation attempt. No 
Bushtits observed or heard. Sunrise and public vehicle traffic on McCain Valley Road 250 feet west of nest site. - 
PKonrad

No

CALT California Towhee 020612_rrdd_02 CP25-2-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 34 100 60 60 Nest did not reach active stage 2/6/2012 2/22/2012 02/06/2012 - No avian activity at this nest during observation, but CALT nearby. Two green leaves placed in cup. 
No indications of prior use (compression, feces etc.), but no birds observed associating with this nest during 15-
minute observation. Appears too intact to have been a nest from the previous year. Original buffer set at 60 feet - 
drive-through access permitted. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - No change in activity. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - Nest is unused and unmaintained. - RRadd

No
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 020712_rrdd_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 60 100 60 60 Presumed Fledged 2/7/2012 4/1/2012 02/07/2012 - Almost complete nest is 9 feet above ground on east side of Brazilian pepper tree, adjacent to 
residence close to terminus of overhanging branch. ANHU making frequent trips packing interior lining. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Nest appears abandoned and appears beginning to degrade, but difficult to see into on rainy 
blustery day. Will monitor again before closing. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - ANHU female incubating 3 eggs. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - ANHU sitting tight on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - ANHU observed incubating. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - Single nestling visible in nest. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - ANHU feeding multiple young. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nestlings still present. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - One feathered nestling remains. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - Two fledglings visible; appear to be several days apart in age, with noticeably differing size and bill 
length. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - 2 fully feathered nestlings conspicuous in nest, appearing alert and capable of fledging soon. - 
HWinfrey
04/01/2012 - Nest is empty and in good condition. No evidence of predation, nest is presumed fledged. - 
HWinfrey

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 020712_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Riparian Scrubs Traffic 60 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 2/7/2012 3/30/2012 02/07/2012 - Female ANHU building new nest in low branches of cottonwood tree. Nest is approximately 15% 
complete. Female departed nest when observer was in line of sight at 45 feet, indicating intolerance of humans 
on foot at that location. Staked with drive-through access only to permit SRPL traffic to continue unimpeded. - 
RRadd
02/14/2012 - Nest is complete, lined and empty. No ANHU detected during late afternoon observation. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Intact nest with one egg. No ANHU detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - ANHU lying on nest 1020 - 1033. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - ANHU incubating 2 eggs. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - ANHU incubating. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - ANHU brooding 2 black downy nestlings (approximately 3 days old). - RRadd
03/15/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Two nestlings acquiring wing quills. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - 2 fully feathered nestlings in nest, appearing alert and likely to fledge very soon. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - Nestlings observed sitting in nest. - JTaylor
03/30/2012 - Nest is empty and in good condition with no evidence of disturbance. Fine fibers on edge of cup are 
pulled upwards. Evidence indicates nest successfully fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 020812_mkhn_02 EP16-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals Other 140 100 95 95 Presumed Fledged 2/8/2012 4/18/2012 02/08/2012 - Pair of adult Bushtits visited nest site together more than 4 times with nesting material. Pair has just 
started building nest and is about 5% complete. Link Lead and work crews on site were notified of nest buffer. 
Buffer still needs to be flagged and signed. - MKuehn
02/10/2012 - The Bushtit pair is still building their nest after today's work activities. Several helicopter flights 
occurred today, flying directly over the nest a couple times, and all landing approximately 145 feet from the nest. 
The Skycrane delivered and picked up grading equipment 3 times today, and the nest was physically unaffected by 
the wind created by the helicopter each time. The birds returned to the nest between 2 and 45 minutes after 
helicopter activities. The only concern is that the noise created by the helicopters will affect the birds' nesting 
behavior; however, it does not seem that the helicopter activities will physically harm the nest. The nest was 
approximately 20% complete as of noon today, and the pair were actively visiting the nest. No nesting material 
was seen being carried, but 1 Bushtit spent time attending to nest. Signs were installed for the 95-foot nest 
buffer. - AHill
02/16/2012 - Bushtit pair was seen visiting nest 3 times at intervals of 30, 20, and 30 minutes. Pair was foraging 
between these visits. Pair was not perturbed by micropiling activities occurring at 225 feet from the nest. Nest is 
approximately 60% complete. Shape of nest is complete and entrance is east-facing; however, nest is thin and I 
can see through it. - AHill
02/24/2012 - Observed Bushtit bring lining material to nest, pair very active. Pair not affected by helicopter 
activities. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Male and female both brought soft nesting material to nest, nest is 95% complete. - AHill
03/12/2012 - Nest nearly complete. One bushtit observed bringing material to nest during 15 minute observation. 
- ELoveless
03/12/2012 - Observed adult visit nest then quickly leave. Pair is being very quiet and there was very little 
observed behavior. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Observed nest exchange; pair is incubating. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Observed adult foraging around nest area. Ten minutes later observed female bringing soft nesting 
material to nest and then did not leave for at least 10 minutes. - AHill
04/03/2012 - Adults very actively visiting nest; heard nestlings begging. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Adults feeding young periodically; heard nestlings. - AHill
04/12/2012 - 2 adults bringing food to nest at 1019. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Adult visits nest with food at 0957. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Nest was empty and intact; birds presumed to have fledged. - AHill

Yes
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 020812_rrdd_01 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 41 100 70 70 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/8/2012 2/21/2012 02/08/2012 - ANHU female feeding 2 well-developed young - partially feathered heads visible during feeding 
session. Buffer reduced to 70 feet and drive-through only to permit use of gate and project access. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - ANHU nestlings fill the nest level with brim of cup. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Nest no longer present on tree. Ground search under nest site produced no nest remnants but small 
feather scrap; suggesting but not conclusively indicating nest predation. Nestlings were approaching fledge date 
at last monitoring and one rain event has occurred since that date. - RRadd

No

AMKE American Kestrel 020912_bald_02 TL 6924 - Z101344 69kV Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 25 500 75 75 Fledged 2/9/2012 5/19/2012 02/09/2012 - Kestrels observed entering the third arm on the west side of 69kV steel monopole Z137901, from 
the end of adjacent arm to pole. Also observed pair copulating and entering same arm on Saturday 4 February 
2012, while appearing to search for suitable nesting areas. - KAlberts
02/10/2012 - Female on top of steel monopole, male on steel monopole to the south, at SE corner of substation. - 
BArnold
02/15/2012 - AMKE continue to show site fidelity to this monopole. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair together on adjacent pole, did not enter any cavities during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
02/23/2012 - Female observed exiting third arm at 0945, both adults in large Eucalyptus tree in the parking lot to 
the east by 1000. - BArnold
02/26/2012 - Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports frequent activity of AMKE pair at both monopoles while substation 
work in progress, birds unfazed by substation work. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - AMKE perched briefly on monopole and flying around vicinity. Pair observed perched on monopole 
located two poles to the south, across Blaisdell. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - American Kestrels not observed today during afternoon brief observation period. Sycamore 
Substation bio-monitor Clayton observed American Kestrels perched on pole one pole south at southeast corner 
of substation on the day before, 8 March 2012. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE male carries food (small mammal remnant) to female at nest at 1648. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - No AMKE observed anywhere in area during brief morning observation period. - BArnold
03/19/2012 - AMKE atop pole departs at 0700 under rainfall and does not return for duration of 30 minute 
observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed by Brian Arnold during observation period. - JPawlicki
04/06/2012 - No activity observed during observation period. - BArnold
04/06/2012 - Kestrel pair arrived at pole at 1252. Female was holding a small lizard that she carried into arm. She 
remained in arm for the duration of the observation period (40 more minutes). The male flew off to the north and 
did not return. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - 90-minute observation period conducted from pickup parked in business lot across the street to the 
north. No AMKE activity detected in the vicinity of nest cavity or surrounding area. Rainy conditions likely 
deterred kestrel activity. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Arrived on site at 10:45 and initially, no activity was observed at the nest. At approximately 11:40, a 
pair arrived calling at the nest pole with the male carrying prey. After 5 minutes of calling and flying in the vicinity 
of the pole, the male transferred prey to the female after which she entered the nest cavity at the base of the 
arm. Female remained in cavity until at least 12:20 pm (35 minutes) when monitor left site. - JPawlicki
05/03/2012  The female made 2 trips within 20 minutes to deliver food to the nest cavity  The male was not 

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 020912_bald_03 Pomerado Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 15 100 12 12 Presumed Fledged 2/9/2012 5/27/2012 02/09/2012 - Pair building nest. - KAlberts
02/15/2012 - Nest is intact but no BUSH activity detected on cool stormy morning. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - No BUSH observed late in afternoon. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - Both adults brought nesting material to nest after an 18 minute observation period. - BArnold
02/26/2012 - Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports frequent activity to and from this nest while substation work in 
progress. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Bushtits heard and observed going to nest. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - Bushtits observed at nest. Sycamore Substation bio-monitor Clayton Tschudy also observed Bushtits 
at nest yesterday, 8 March 2012. - BArnold
03/13/2012 - Nest continues in fine condition, but no BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Bushtits present in nest tree during brief morning observation period; nest appears in good 
condition. - BArnold
03/19/2012 - No detections during 30 minutes of light rain. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed by Brian Arnold during observation period. - JPawlicki
04/06/2012 - BUSH observed entering nest within 2 minutes of arrival. This nest remains active. - BArnold
04/10/2012 - Adult Bushtits observed in nest tree 2 minutes after arrival. Nest remains active. - BArnold
04/18/2012 - Two adult BUSH came to nest after 10 minutes of observation. Neither had food items. - BArnold
04/30/2012 - No BUSH activity detected during 45 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good condition. 
2 Cooper's Hawks flew from trees near the nest as the biologist walked down the street. - VEurs
05/02/2012 - Two BUSH observed flying from or very near the nest at 1315 after 15 minutes of observation. - 
BArnold
05/08/2012 - Adult Bushtit observed foraging in nest tree. Nest is in good shape. - BArnold
05/10/2012 - BUSH activity observed at nest. - BArnold
05/19/2012 - No activity observed during brief observation period. Bushtits have been heard and observed in nest 
tree and nearby shrubs by bio-monitor during the previous week, but no interaction with the nest was observed. - 
BArnold
05/27/2012 - Nest remains in good shape. Based on nesting chronology, this nest has fledged. Recent sightings 
and reportings of BUSH activity at nest have likely been portion of family groups. - BArnold

Yes
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MODO Mourning Dove 020912_bald_04 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 70 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 2/9/2012 2/13/2012 02/09/2012 - An adult was on the nest brooding two nestlings. - KAlberts
02/22/2012 - Unable to monitor nest due to lack of substation access. - IMaunsell
03/02/2012 - Nest empty. No Mourning Dove activity. Nest likely fledged due to size of nestlings observed on 9 
February, and the placement of the nest such that there was no direct line of sight nor access for potential 
predators. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Avian biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nest, but was unable to gain access to substation. - 
HWinfrey

Yes

AMKE American Kestrel 020912_rrdd_01 TL 6924 - 171688 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 2/9/2012 TBD 02/09/2012 - Female AMKE enters cavity at 1214, 1221, 1224 and then departs. Male at top of pole throughout. - 
RRadd
02/13/2012 - No change in activity observed during two 15 minute observations on cold rainy day. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Male AMKE performs display flight around and then alights upon monopole. Female follows, briefly 
enters cavity 0958. Female remains on pole, male moves to next pole north. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair copulate 1111, one bird enters top arm cavity 1114 and remains. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - AMKE pair present on pole, but no entry to cavity detected. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - AMKE enters arm at 0800. Both kestrels present. It appears that this male is attempting to establish 
nests at adjacent monopoles, 171688 and 171689. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE pair at this structure, male entering cavity, female present. This male is also servicing female 
on subsequent monopole. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Male AMKE atop pole for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - For the first 30 minutes of observation neither adult was observed. After checking the active AMKE 
nest to the north (pole 171689), the male from that pair flew to this pole and perched with a female. It was 
unclear whether the female was incubating and emerged from the nest cavity or flew in from the surrounding 
area. A third Kestrel (possibly the female from the territory to the north) approached the nest pole, and the 
resident female chased it from the area while the male remained perched. The pair was also observed chasing a 
nearby Red-tailed Hawk from the territory. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - Male circled pole and landed for a brief period before flying off again. Female flew in from south, 
landed atop the pole and began ripping feathers from her prey item. Male returned and sat below her on climbing 
rung. She moved down the pole, but it was unclear whether she took food into the cavity (bad viewing angle). The 
male flew off, eventually followed by the female. - VEurs
04/18/2012 - The pair was perched atop monopole upon biologist's arrival. Almost immediately, the pair 
copulated and the male flew to his pole to the south. The male associated with the pole to the north landed on 
this monopole and attempted to copulate with the female. This pole's male returned to the pole and prevented 
copulation. The pair associated with this pole copulated 2 more times; quite a lot of AMKE activity this morning. - 
VEurs
04/25/2012 - The female was perched on a wire near the monopole containing the nest as the biologist 
approached the buffer. She remained there until a pair of RTHA flew by, one carrying a dead rabbit. The kestrel 
took off and quietly followed the hawk pair out of sight. She returned after about 30 minutes and again perched 
on the wire. The male approached the wire 10 minutes later, carrying a lizard about as long as himself. The female 
called to him and flew up into the nest cavity. The male did not fly to the cavity and instead flew out of sight with 
his lizard and did not return for the duration of the observation. The female remained in the cavity for another 15 
minutes  until the observation was ended   VEurs

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 020912_vers_01 EP10-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 60 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 2/9/2012 4/14/2012 02/09/2012 - The Bushtit pair did not react to the traffic, gunfire or farm activity. Three biologists observed the 
nest at different times for 10-20 minutes each. During each observation, the Bushtits visited the nest site with 
nesting material 4-7 times. Two biologists also observed the Bushtits gathering nesting material from the 
surrounding area, approximately 1 to 4 feet away. The pair reacted adversely to the Accipiter hawk that flew over 
their nest site. - VEurs
02/14/2012 - The Bushtit pair was very tolerant of biologist's observations 20 feet away from nest. The pair was 
actively bringing nesting material to the nest. The nest was unaffected by the wind created by the helicopter. The 
pair returned to the nest within 5 minutes of the helicopter leaving. Nest is 85% complete. - AHill
02/22/2012 - Male Bushtit was seen bringing lining material to nest. Nest is 90% complete. - AHill
02/24/2012 - Pair seen bringing nest lining material to nest. Nest buffer adjusted to 30 feet as per concurrence 
from Forest Service on 2/24/2012. - AHill
03/01/2012 - Pair was seen bringing lining material to nest, 95% complete. - AHill
03/09/2012 - Male was seen foraging in nest area and then flew to nest and entered. Birds were very cryptic. - 
AHill
03/20/2012 - Observed nest exchange between female to male. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Adults seen coming to and from nest, nestlings were heard begging. Nest was physically intact, with 
the NBJ-allowed helicopter landing at the TSAP. Pair is tolerant of drilling activities. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Bushtit observed adding material to outside of nest at 0954. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - 2 adults observed bringing food to nest at 0832. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - No activity at nest, which is intact and empty. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 021012_rabe_01 EP2-3 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 140 100 100 100 Fledged 2/10/2012 2/11/2012 02/10/2012 - A female ANHU was observed feeding a fledgling a few feet from the nest. One nestling was still in 
the nest. Due to breeding chronology, the active nest was closed because one fledging was observed, and the 
remaining nestling will fledge before the next scheduled construction activity, barring natural predation. - RAbe

Yes
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 021112_rrdd_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 2/11/2012 4/13/2012 02/11/2012 - ANHU female building new nest in riparian zone, approximately 30% complete. Buffer staked at 50 
feet allowing drive-through access and permits SRPL traffic to continue. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - ANHU returning intermittently to nest. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - Nest is complete and female appears to be incubating, make brief infrequent trips off the nest. - 
RRadd
03/02/2012 - ANHU making brief trips away from nest before returning to settle. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - Female ANHU on nest 0900, leaves for 3 minutes then returns and settles directly onto nest, giving 
no indications of hatched young. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - At least one nestling visible in nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Observed ANHU feeding nestlings (2 nestlings visible). - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Female ANHU observed visiting nest twice during 5 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity was observed from 1150 to 1220. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No activity observed. Nest fully intact, and based on nest chronology, nest is presumed to have 
fledged. - JDicus

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 021612_kwer_04 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 5 100 30 30 Fledged 2/16/2012 2/21/2012 02/16/2012 - 2 large nestlings are present in the nest. Avian monitor observed mother feeding nestlings twice 
over the course of an hour of observation. Bio-monitor Katherine Vittum observed the mother performing 
frequent feedings prior to avian biologist arriving on-site, including her first observation which occurred while 
Project traffic was driving 10 horizontal feet from nest. - KWeber
02/21/2012 - I. Maunsell reported that the female was feeding a pair of fledglings sitting adjacent to one another 
in coast live oak tree approximately 30 feet north of nest location. Nest was intact and in good condition. Fledged. 
- KAlberts

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 021712_jdus_01 EP81 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 0 100 75 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

2/17/2012 4/10/2012 02/17/2012 - Bushtits building nest, 1% complete. - JDicus
02/23/2012 - Pair continues building nest and is 35%-40% complete; they are able to enter the partly built 
pendulum nest. During helicopter long-lining, nest and host yucca stalk shook violently, however 1 bird remained 
inside the nest during the event and continued building seconds after helicopter flew away. - JTaylor
03/07/2012 - Biological monitor reports pair making frequent trips with nesting material to a nearly complete 
nest following helicopter landings at TSAP. - KWeber
03/21/2012 - One adult Bushtit flew to nest carrying nesting material (white fluff). - MKuehn
03/29/2012 - Pair observed bringing fur to nest. Nest appears 90-100% complete. - RQuilley
04/02/2012 - Within 5 minutes of passive observation starting at 1500, Bushtits were heard. A few minutes later, 
an individual was identified carrying resting material and was seen gradually making its way to the nest, 
eventually going inside with the material. The exterior of the nest appears complete. - LThoreson
04/03/2012 - SDG&E requested agency concurrence to remove this nest, based on its location within the critical 
path for sky crane operations at EP81. The nest removal request was granted on 4-2-12, and removal procedures 
occurred on 4-3-12. Avian biologist L. Tymkiw arrived at 1000. At 1020 the pair arrived with nesting material, and 
again at 1025. At 1030, the avian biologist approached the nest to remove it. The biologist felt the nest bottom 
for eggs, felt none, so carefully broke the supporting yucca flower stalks and took the nest down. Upon feeling 
inside the nest, 4 eggs were discovered. The nest was then returned to as close to the original spot as possible and 
firmly wedged in place. The nest was later (at 1211) secured with wire by K. Alberts to provide secondary 
reinforcements to this replaced nest. Before the nest was secured with wire, it was dislodged on one occasion.  
The cause of dislodging was either due to a helicopter that landed in the TSAP that approached from the east, 
generally 200 feet above the nest area, or the bird itself flushing from on top of the nest during this landing event. 
6 minutes after the nest was re-affixed, a Bushtit came to it with nesting material. Within 3 minutes it returned 
and entered the nest. The Bushtits were observed coming to the nest with material 6 more times, and without 
material 4 more times. One was observed entering the nest 6 times, generally staying inside for about 10 minutes 
at a time. At 1334 a WESJ was observed within 20 feet of the nest. Both Bushtits mobbed it and it eventually left. 
After the nest was secured with wire, the pair appeared to be anchoring the nest to the wire and the yucca each 
time they brought material to the nest. Once, a Bushtit was observed bringing material to the nest but not putting 
it anywhere and eventually leaving with it. - LTymkiw
04/04/2012 - The avian biologist arrived at 0836. At 0841 1 Bushtit was observed approaching the nest with 
nesting material. At 0854 4 WESJ were perched about 100 feet from the nest and both Bushtits flew over and 
scolded them until they left. At 0900 one Bushtit entered the nest, staying inside for about 10 minutes. The birds 
were seen bringing material 3 more times and entering the nest once more.  The pair grew increasingly wary, 
though, and would drop the material and not visit the nest if the biologist was in plain sight.  They also began 
coming in to the nest from different angles  which they were not observed doing in 5 5 hours of observation on 
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BUSH Bushtit 021712_mkhn_02 EP223-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 85 100 85 85 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/17/2012 3/28/2012 02/17/2012 - A pair of adult Bushtits observed flying to nest tree with material more than 3 times and building 
nest. Nest is 50% complete. Bottom is not yet formed. Birds exhibited no signs of disturbance toward biologists' 
presence at 50 feet, and brought material to nest without hesitation, even while Skycrane was delivering materials 
to adjacent tower site. - MKuehn
02/23/2012 - Observations of the pair of Bushtits were made during nesting bird survey for buffer area 
surrounding concrete anchor block locations. Bushtit pair was observed carrying nest material to nest several 
times. Pair was observed approaching nest from below moving slowly up through host scrub oak from near the 
base of the shrub, not flying in to nest at top of shrub directly. Pair of Western Scrub Jays in vicinity may explain 
why the Bushtit pair was approaching the nest more secretly than might be expected, as this species will 
commonly fly nest materials directly to nest under normal conditions. Nest is now taking shape and is 
approximately 80% complete with nest entrance located on south side of nest. - JDicus
03/09/2012 - S. Johnston observed single Bushtit making 1 trip into the nest during a 20 minute observation 
period. - SJohnston
03/24/2012 - Access was not possible and prevented checking the status of this nest. Nest will be monitored as 
soon as safely possible, as early as Monday. - PKonrad
03/28/2012 - No sign of nest in scrub oak or below or around it; spent considerable time searching for nest or 
remnant. A Bushtit passed through the area giving contact calls at 1 time, but remained out of sight - closed. - 
PKonrad

No

GHOW Great Horned Owl 021712_pkad_02 EP363-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Grading 80 500 175 75 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/17/2012 4/19/2012 02/17/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on 2011 raven nest. Light drive-by traffic along Imperial Valley 
Substation access road. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on corner tower nest. Light drive-by traffic along Imperial Valley 
Substation access road. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on tower nest. Light slow drive-by traffic along Imperial Valley 
Substation access road. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - The owl was on the nest throughout the survey. At the end of the survey, a CORA landed on the 
tower and approached the nest. The owl stood up and spread its wings and the raven flew off. The raven was on 
the tower near the nest for no more than 10 minutes. - JDicus
03/16/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating; nestling(s) should hatch from the eggs during the next few 
days. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating/brooding; nestlings should be hatching now. On Friday, a grading 
crew was active to the new buffer area to 75 feet of nest site for several hours with no displacement of the 
incubating owl. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - No adults are present at tower nest and cannot see any nestlings, which should be about 2 weeks 
old. However, small nestlings may be lying out of sight with adult(s) positioned away from nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - No adult Great Horned Owl observed at the nest or in the surrounding area, and no nestlings can be 
seen at this time. Status of nest uncertain at this time, but indications suggest this nesting attempt may have 
failed. Will check back to ascertain nest status. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - No owls are evident at the nest or in the area today or during similar nest monitoring observations 
during the past 2 weeks. It appears this nesting attempt was unsuccessful; the adult has not been seen since 
3/26/2012, which is about the time the eggs were expected to hatch. The nest looks weathered and used, but no 
evidence of predation or other nest disruption can be seen, and there is no apparent reason for the failure of this 
nesting attempt. Although grading work was conducted as close as 80 feet from the nest tower, the adult Great 
Horned Owl did not leave the nest during this construction-related work, and incubation continued for up to 2 
weeks thereafter. This is an extreme desert nest site for a Great Horned Owl and it is most likely a natural (nature-
related or physiological) reason this nesting attempt failed. - PKonrad
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 021712_rrdd_01 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 95 500 500 500 Nest did not reach active stage 2/17/2012 2/24/2012 02/17/2012 - A RTHA was observed carrying dead sticks and dried yucca (Hesperoyucca whipplei) leaves to the 
shelter of a large rick on an exposed promontory. The hawk made six trips from 0758 - 0815, and twice flew to 
mate with nest material before advancing to nest site. When the sentry bird detected the observer, a few alarm 
calls ended all activity and pair retreated to 1000+ feet and did not return for the duration of the 2 hour 
observation. Selected location does not appear to this observer to be well chosen, however due to extreme 
wariness of this RTHA pair at this stage of cycle, a buffer of 500 feet was established. To avoid leaving a scent trail, 
the nest was not approached directly. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - RTHA carries stick to nest 0747. On departure from nest appears to detect well-obscured observer 
at 450 feet, perches 1200 feet away and does not return through duration of 3 hour observation. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - No RTHA activity at or near this nest from 0650 - 0945. Approach to nest reveals scant materials 
shaped into bowl. - RRadd
02/24/2012 - RTHA exhibit some resilience to helicopters, but reacts to pedestrian presence at 700 feet from 
nest. No interactions with nest during 3.5 hour observation. - RRadd
02/29/2012 - RTHA pair conducting display flights and territorial defense did not interact directly with nest during 
3 hour observation commencing 15 minutes before sunrise. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - There has been no definitive nest-building at this nest site since February 20, therefore it is deemed 
inactive, pending further monitoring. - KAlberts
03/14/2012 - RTHA pair perched at western edge of territory, 1200 feet from nest, for duration of one hour 
observation. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - No RTHA detected in this area. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0645. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed from 0910 to 0940. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - RTHA overhead does not approach this nest site during observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No changes were detected at this nest. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No changes to this nest detected. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - No material has been added to this nest since 20 February and it is unlikely to become active this 
breeding season. - RRadd

No

RSHA Red-shouldered Hawk 021712_rrdd_02 Alpine Underground Ductbank Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

UG - trenching/streetscape improvements 50 500 200 200 Fledged 2/17/2012 5/31/2012 02/13/2012 - Link Lead Kaleb Smith reports RSHA carrying sticks to top of eucalyptus tree (E. globulus). - KAlberts
02/17/2012 - RSHA departs nest at 1227, soars overhead in display flight with mate, calling loudly. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - RSHA making trips to nest tree but no materials carried. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - RSHA making trips at 5 minute intervals, breaking twigs from neighborhood deciduous trees and 
carrying to nest 0707-0724. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - Male RSHA flying to neighborhood trees, breaking fresh branches and carrying to nest at 5-10 
minute intervals. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - RSHA male flying to and from habitual perches does not approach nest during 1 hour observation. 
Female not detected. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact after storm event. One adult flushed from nest tree upon biologist's approach, calling 
briefly as it flew to nearby eucalyptus. Second adult remained quietly on nest as biologist examined it through 
binoculars. - VEurs
03/24/2012 - RSHA carrying green eucalyptus leaves to nest at 0810. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 1230-1245. - HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - No activity at nest and no RSHA detected in area from 1200 to 1245. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. No RSHA detected in area. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - Adult perched on rim of nest, nestlings not visible. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - No activity observed at the nest. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - RSHA perched on rim of nest, in feeding posture. No nestlings visible. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - Adult perched on edge of nest, leans into nest apparently feeding nestlings. - HWinfrey
05/22/2012 - Nestling visible in nest at 1243. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - Adult perched on edge of nest. 1 fully feathered nestling visible. - HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - Nest is intact, empty and fledged. - HWinfrey
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BUSH Bushtit 021812_kwer_01 EP70 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 90 100 75 75 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/18/2012 4/16/2012 02/18/2012 - Pair of Bushtits were observed flying north through survey area at 9:45. They returned to the area at 
10:15 and flew between the nest shrub and other shrubs in the immediate vicinity, repeatedly returning to the 
nest; 1 bird was observed entering the nest numerous times. Pair left survey area at 10:45 and were not observed 
again until 12:30 when they returned carrying nesting material. - KWeber
03/02/2012 - Nest looks complete. No Bushtits observed at nest during 40 minute period, although some Bushtit 
contact calls were heard during the first 10 minutes. - PKonrad
03/03/2012 - Bushtits seen and heard in area. Observed entering nest after 5-10 minutes of observation. - 
BArnold
03/08/2012 - Pair observed bringing material to and entering and existing nest at various times throughout 
duration of general avian survey. - JPawlicki
03/16/2012 - Nest appears intact from a distance; pair of Bushtits foraging in area immediately surrounding nest 
and in broader surrounding area during 5 minute period of a 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - No activity was observed or heard at the nest. The nest is located in the top part of a tall manzanita, 
and when the wind would blow, the canopy would move back at least 2 feet in all directions. The storm could 
have affected this nest, but will ascertain current status on the next visit. - LThoreson
03/27/2012 - Bushtit observed entering nest once after 10 minutes of observation. Probably incubating based on 
nesting chronology. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest is hard to see, but Bushtits made 3 visits to the nest site during first 15 minutes of 30 minute 
observation period. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Nest viewed from 80 feet away while drilling occurred on tower pad: 2 adults made 6 visits to nest 
with food in 10 minutes and foraged within 30 feet of active drilling. The 2 adults always left nest immediately 
after feeding; no evidence of brooding. - MKuehn
04/16/2012 - Nest was ripped completely apart with a large amount of feathers and down, which appears to be 
the remains of the nestlings. Predation assumed to be the cause of failure. Biological monitor reported 
observations of scrub jay harassment to the nesting pair within close vicinity to the nest on 4/9/2012. - SJohnston

No

WREN Wrentit 021812_mkhn_01 EP12-3 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals Grading 120 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/18/2012 2/27/2012 02/18/2012 - A pair of Wrentits was observed emerging from manzanita bush, which upon inspection had a small 
amount of fresh nesting material in upper branches. Adults returned 45 minutes later and 1 was positioned over 
nest. Could not determine if nesting material was carried in due to dense foliage, but new material had been 
added when nest was checked again 2 hours later. - MKuehn
02/21/2012 - Visit occurred from 1650-1720. No activity at nest through 20 minutes of passive observation from 
40 feet. Pair of Wrentits singing within 50 feet of nest. No new material added for three days and existing material 
not re-positioned. Reclassified as inactive and removed buffer signs. Follow-up survey is recommended in 5-7 
days to determine if nest construction resumes at this site. - MKuehn
02/27/2012 - Wrentit singing within 80 feet of nest. No new material added. Nest site appears to have been 
abandoned shortly after nest construction initiated. Nest closed. - MKuehn

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 022112_imll_02 CP13-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 2/21/2012 TBD 02/21/2012 - Nest was initially reported at approximately 1500 by biological monitor accompanying a BMP crew 
to the work area. The monitor observed a hawk fly and perch on the nest. The nest was verified and logged at 
approximately 1600 by G. Cummings. Hawk was observed on the nest and flushed from the area when vehicular 
traffic approached to within 400 feet. This pair is potentially the same pair of hawks that initially occupied the 
nest located between CP11 and CP12 prior to installation of a nesting deterrent. - IMaunsell
02/27/2012 - RTHA pair in display flight at CP14, and perching on CP13, but no material carried to large, 
substantial nest. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Nest looks complete, but unoccupied during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - RTHA pair engage in display flights over nest structure, with some brief nest visits. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - RTHA prone in nest for duration of 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Female incubating; male visited nest briefly, but spent majority of observation period soaring 
nearby. - MDicus
04/03/2012 - RTHA on nest at 0724. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - RTHA lying low in nest at 0810. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - A single RTHA was on the nest from 1305 to 1335, occasionally fluffing its feathers. No second adult 
detected. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - Adult RTHA standing on the edge of nest. Definitely 2, perhaps 3, downy nestlings visible craning 
their necks toward the adult. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - Nestlings visible and moving about the nest as an adult Red-tailed Hawk soared nearby. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - There appear to be 3 nestlings on the nest. No adults were observed around the nest. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - Adult RTHA on the nest with 2 visible nestlings (still downy and light-colored). - VEurs
05/29/2012 - Adult RTHA at nest upon biologist's arrival, perhaps feeding the nestlings. It flew north after a short 
time, leaving 2 darkish nestlings visible on the nest. - VEurs
06/05/2012 - 1 nestling on the nest, 1 perched just beside the nest and 1 perched in the western corner. - VEurs
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BUSH Bushtit 022112_mdus_01 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 200 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 2/21/2012 4/28/2012 02/21/2012 - Avian biologist stood directly beneath nest and Bushtits continued nest building. This pair is tolerant 
of human presence. Buffer reduction to 30 feet would not be expected to impact this pair with work 61 feet away 
at tower. - MDicus
02/24/2012 - Birds continued building nest after crew finished work. Nest was approximately 20% complete. One 
dead Bushtit was found on site near a burrow. However, both birds of this pair were observed building the nest 
today. - JTaylor
03/05/2012 - Pair was seen visiting nest frequently with nest material. Nest is 95% complete. - AHill
03/07/2012 - Pair actively collecting material and vocalizing. Pair moving some distance from nest to collect. Nest 
nearly complete. - FHoffman
03/13/2012 - Adult was seen coming to nest actively, entering inside, while loud drilling was occurring 100 feet 
away. However, pair did not seem to be negatively affected by work nearby. Only one individual at a time was 
seen coming to and from the nest. Most likely the pair is egg laying. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm event. Male was the first bird observed around the nest. Female appeared 
and repeatedly entered and exited nest. BUSH activity continued despite heavy helicopter traffic close by. - VEurs
03/27/2012 - Did not hear or see any Bushtits around nest, nest appears to still be intact. - AHill
03/28/2012 - Observed male foraging around nest and visiting nest quickly several times. No food was observed 
being brought to nest. - AHill
04/09/2012 - 2 Bushtits visit nest at 0818; 1 enters and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Please see other comments from today. - MBahn
04/18/2012 - Monitored nest from 10:30 to 13:00 and no activity at nest was observed. - MBahn
04/22/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which remains in good condition. Cooper's Hawk nearby. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - Adult Bushtits feeding fledgling 50 feet from nest. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

CORA Common Raven 022112_pkad_01 EP295-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 160 100 60 60 Fledged 2/21/2012 5/24/2012 02/21/2012 - Pair of Common Ravens bringing nest material to nest and perching adjacent to nest. Looks like nest 
building is in very early stage with a minimum of material accumulated. - PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Pair of ravens observed in area; 1 was seen carrying an item, but did not go to nest. Raven observed 
at nest. - LThoreson
02/28/2012 - Raven at nest initially arranging sticks atop a relatively large stick nest. Both members of raven pair 
bringing sticks to nest periodically. - PKonrad
02/29/2012 - Adult visited nest twice and placed nesting material (small sticks) in bowl of nest. - MKuehn
03/08/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens is building another nest on northwest side of tower crossarm (southeast 
nest appears deserted today). Grading crew improving entry to access road on north side of highway about 260 
feet north of tower. Later, at 16:30, 1 raven was lying on nest in incubating position with a second raven foraging 
on ground near tower base; in 15 minutes raven on nest flew to the southwest. (No construction activity at this 
time.) - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No ravens observed during 30-minute observation period, but avian biologist E. Strods related that 
while conducting nest surveys in the area earlier in the day, he observed a pair of ravens visiting the east nest, but 
did not see them bringing nesting material to the nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on newest west-side tower nest. Another raven is perched in 
tower above nest. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - A Common Raven is incubating in west nest, and another raven is perched on top-center of tower 
crossarm. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Raven is incubating in the west tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven flew from more than 1/4 mile south to this nest where another raven was brooding 
young nestlings. First raven fed at least 2 nestlings that could be seen lifting their heads with open beaks above 
the nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - An adult Common Raven is brooding nestlings in the western tower nest while a second adult is 
perched midway up the tower. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - An adult Common Raven is standing on the tower nest, probably shading nestlings. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - An adult Common Raven flew to low location on the tower to 'prepare' a food item, then flew up to 
the nest to feed 3 large feathered nestlings. A second adult flew in low from the east, perched low in tower 
without food in beak, but flew to nest and appeared to be feeding the nestlings, probably regurgitated food. One 
of the nestlings exercised - flapped its wings - while standing in the nest. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - A brood of 4 large feathered nestlings on the verge of fledging are standing on the nest and on 
adjoining tower braces, a foot or 2 from the nest. An adult Common Raven is standing on the unused nest on the 
east side of the tower bridge   PKonrad
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BUSH Bushtit 022212_jdus_01 EP35-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 50 100 45 45 Presumed Fledged 2/22/2012 4/12/2012 02/22/2012 - Bushtit pair was observed making multiple trips to nest with nest material while 3 avian biologists 
stood watching from 5 to 40 feet away. Pair has just begun building. Nest is just 1% complete, roughly the size of 
a marble, and the pair was observed actively adding downy plant material and beginning to stretch/weave spider 
silk to anchor in the nest. - JDicus
02/24/2012 - Pair actively building nest. Bushtits undisturbed by vehicle traffic passing by. Nest buffer was 
adjusted to 45 feet as per concurrence from Forest Service on 2/24/2012. - AHill
03/05/2012 - Pair bringing material to nest, nest is 95% complete. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Nest looks complete and well-built, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 10 minute observation 
period, shortened due to effects of 1-lane traffic. Micropile drilling 530 feet southeast at EP35 is fairly loud at nest 
site. Limited slow Sunrise vehicle traffic along access road. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - Nest appears nearly complete. Bushtit pair very active in area, flying from bush to bush, vocalizing 
and bringing soft plant material to nest. Pair is very busily entering the inside and working on the outside with 
material. - FHoffman
03/13/2012 - The male and female were seen both bringing in soft nesting material to the nest. The male 
attempted to copulate with the female; however, she flew away to the nest to deposit her nesting material. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Male Bushtit patrolled the area for about 30 minutes and eventually returned to nest with large wad 
of nesting material. Female eventually appeared from the east and the pair hung around the nest but did not 
enter. Nest appeared to be in good condition after the storm event, and is almost complete. Pair spent the rest of 
the observation period foraging within 100 feet of nest. - VEurs
03/27/2012 - Observed one adult foraging around nest and bringing soft nesting material to nest. Second adult 
then flew out of nest and followed first adult away from nest to presumably forage/gather material. - AHill
04/07/2012 - Both adults observed bringing food to nest. - JPawlicki
04/12/2012 - Bushtits heard calling in vicinity, but no activity at nest, which appears to be in good condition. Nest 
presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 022212_lgan_01 EP184-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 38 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 2/22/2012 4/4/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest appears to be built to completion. A pair of Western Scrub Jays was observed near the nest, 
calling and behaving defensively while the avian biologist was standing approximately 10 feet from the nest. 
Biologist placed leaves inside the nest to determine whether it was active or not, and approximately 3 hours later, 
the leaves had been removed. - LGorman
02/27/2012 - Adult California Thrasher slipped off nest as avian biologist approached (at 20 feet). Nest contains 1 
egg. Species changed from Western Scrub Jay to California Thrasher. Snow expected tonight. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - No birds observed in area, but 2 warm turquoise-colored eggs in nest. - PKonrad
03/06/2012 - California Thrasher  incubating 2 eggs in nest. - VNovik
03/12/2012 - Adult incubating 2 eggs in nest. - VEurs
03/21/2012 - One thrasher hatchling observed; not certain if second egg was obscured. - FHoffman
03/28/2012 - Observed thrasher on nest, likely brooding. - VNovik
04/04/2012 - Nest in good condition with bowl lining intact, but no nestlings or fledglings were present and no 
adults were observed. Hard to determine outcome of this nest; odds are that the nestlings fledged, but it is 
difficult to substantiate this point, except that no dead nestlings or eggshells are present, no sign of predation or 
weather-related destruction can be seen, and the nest is in good condition - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 022212_mkhn_01 EP185-1-E-C Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 56 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/22/2012 4/4/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest was found on 2/21/2012 through systematic search. No California Thrashers observed within 
50 feet of nest. Nest is completely lined and immaculate - free of any dead leaves. A sprig of green leaves was 
placed in the bottom of nest cup on 2/21, and had been removed by 0700 on 2/22. - MKuehn
02/27/2012 - No adults detected. Nest empty and has not changed in appearance. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - No thrashers or other birds observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - No birds observed or vocal in area; could not find nest in described sugar bush. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Nest appears complete and undamaged with no activity observed around nest. No eggs in nest. - 
VEurs
03/15/2012 - Nest looks aged and flattened; unused; no sign of birds associated with this nest. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Nest remains flattened and unused with no birds in area. Changed status to inactive. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Nest remains flattened and now 4 leaves are filling the bowl; no bird was ever committed to this 
nest. - PKonrad

No
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CATH California Thrasher 022212_mkhn_02 EP186-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 60 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/22/2012 3/21/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest was found on 2/20/2012 through systematic search. No California Thrashers observed within 
50 feet of nest. Nest is completely lined and immaculate - free of any dead leaves. A sprig of green leaves was 
placed in the bottom of nest cup on 2/20, and had been removed by 0700 on 2/22. - MKuehn
02/27/2012 - Adult slipped off nest as biologist approached (at 10 feet) and returned to position in nest cup while 
biologist stood 4 feet away to check contents. Nest contains 1 egg. Snow in forecast tonight. - MKuehn
03/05/2012 - 3 warm turquoise eggs present in nest. No birds seen in vicinity. - LThoreson
03/06/2012 - Bird incubating 3 eggs in nest. - VNovik
03/12/2012 - The nest was first observed passively, but there was no conclusive evidence of nesting. The nest was 
then approached, and a bird flushed when the nest was approached, allowing the nest check. One very new 
nestling and 2 eggs were observed in the nest. Observer left quietly immediately after. - LThoreson
03/21/2012 - Nest and nest bowl intact but wet from recent snow; no sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings; no sign 
of predation or weather-related nest failure; no birds in area. - PKonrad

No

CATH California Thrasher 022212_vers_01 EP184-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 80 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/22/2012 3/21/2012 02/22/2012 - The nest was detected on 2/21/2012. It is completely lined, in immaculate condition and free of 
dead leaves. Green leaves were placed in the cup of the nest. The leaves had been removed by the time biologists 
checked the nest on the at 0700 on 2/22/2012. No adults were observed near the nest on 2/21/2012, but an adult 
was heard calling from approximately 30 feet away when the nest was checked on the morning of 2/22/2012. - 
VEurs
02/27/2012 - No eggs. Nest appearance same as before except presence of acorn shell with inside eaten in 
bottom of nest cup. Adult Scrub Jays heard calling 80 feet from nest. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - Nest looks good but no eggs or birds in area of nest; jays heard calling in area (as throughout broad 
region). - PKonrad
03/06/2012 - Nest appears intact. No activity observed at nest. - VNovik
03/12/2012 - Changed species to California Thrasher; 3 blue eggs in nest, but no bird on nest when biologist 
approached nest. A California Thrasher was heard singing about 25 feet away as nest was checked. - VEurs
03/21/2012 - No eggs and no young. No evidence of birds except 1 adult feather above nest. - FHoffman

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 022212_vnik_01 EP180-N Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 220 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 2/22/2012 3/15/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest appears clean and lacks leaves and appears to have fresh grass lining. Nest was observed for I 
hour.; no activity observed, - VNovik
02/27/2012 - Nest empty and no activity observed nearby from any birds. Lining is mussed and partially pulled 
out of nest bowl, indicating nest may not be actively maintained. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - Monitored nest for approximately 1 hour. No activity observed at the nest. - JPawlicki
03/01/2012 - Nest in good shape but no indication of recent use, and no jays or other birds observed in area. - 
PKonrad
03/15/2012 - No birds in area; nest lining has been pulled up; no sign of eggshells in nest or below it; nest looks 
abandoned. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - No change at nest; no birds in area. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 022312_phrd_02 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 150 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/23/2012 3/8/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair seen building nest. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears 80% complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears to have sustained some damage. Unclear if it will be repaired or abandoned, and will 
monitor again. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest was noted as being built by pair and never determined to be complete. Nest was noted as 
damaged by prior monitoring visit. No activity observed at nest while being observed for approximately 40 
minutes. Nest appears to be in disrepair and has lost most of the shape, more flat like than sock like. - VNovik

No

BUSH Bushtit 022312_phrd_03 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 40 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/23/2012 4/7/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair seen bringing lining to nest and appears 95% complete. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact and apparently complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest in good shape, and observed birds at nest. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - 3 visits to the nest during the 25-minute observation period. - ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Bushtit observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to 15 minutes due to occupation of 
Western Scrub-jays in immediate area. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest after 10 minute observation period. Bushtit later observed adding 
nesting material. Possibly repairing minor damage to bottom of nest caused by major storm event over the last 
two days. - RAbe
03/25/2012 - Buffer returned to 100 feet after a temporary reduction to 50 feet. Bushtits were not affected by 
reduction in buffer during wire stringing. - GHuffman
03/31/2012 - Male delivers nest lining material (feathers) to nest entrance, female receives from within but does 
not leave nest for 20 minute observation period. Presume nesting stage has progressed to incubating based on 
these observations. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 0710. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Observed Bushtit pair removing material from nest and transporting to another location in between 
CP55 tower and pullsite. Nest located and updated in pentab. Both nests more than likely built by same pair. 
Upon closer observation of nest, it was discovered that a quarter sized hole had been torn in the back of nest 
likely due to depredation. No eggs were present. Buffer signs removed. - GHuffman

No
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BUSH Bushtit 022312_rabe_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 90 90 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/23/2012 4/5/2012 02/23/2012 - Adults observed adding nest material to nest that is about 60 percent complete. The birds paid no 
attention to two biologists standing a few feet away. Nest exists in dense vegetation and is naturally buffered 
from visual and audible construction activities. - RAbe
02/29/2012 - Nest is large, well-decorated and approximately 85% complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact and appears complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest appears in good shape. Bushtit were heard in vicinity though not observed at nest. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 15 minute observation. Bushtits observed in vicinity of nest. - 
ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Female observed exiting nest, foraging, and re-entering nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to five minutes due to occupation of 
Western Scrub-jays in immediate area. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to 10 minutes due to occupation of 
Western Scrub-Jays in immediate area. Based on nesting chronology and average number off eggs laid by Bushtits, 
the nesting stage is now believed to be in the incubation state. Minor damage at bottom of nest is likely due to 
major storm event over last two days. - RAbe
03/29/2012 - BUSH heard calling near nest. Nest not approached due to WESJ in area. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest appears torn apart, most likely predated. No evidence that construction activities had any 
effect on this nest. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BLPH Black Phoebe 022312_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 18 100 100 100 Fledged 2/23/2012 5/18/2012 02/23/2012 - BLPH makes multiple trips to underside of trailer 1110 - 1116, clinging at nest site for a minute at a 
time while mate monitors from 15 feet. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - No BLPH nest building during 2 x 15 minute observations on cool showery day. BLPH detected well 
away from nest area. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - BLPH observed to fly under trailer near nest location briefly, but was never observed on the nest 
during 30 minutes of monitoring. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - HOFI pair making trips to this nest, BLPH staying away. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - BLPH carrying wet mud from AR to underside of trailer. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No BLPH detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - Black Phoebe observed visiting nest at 0804 and then perching nearby. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BLPH incubating 4 eggs with brief excursions off the nest. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BLPH making infrequent forays from nest on a rainy day. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - BLPH carrying food to nest at 0955. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BLPH pair feeding nest at 2-4 minute intervals, 0825. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Agitated BLPH carrying food near nest suggests young are close to fledging. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - Nest is empty. Fledglings observed away from nest. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 022312_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 22 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/23/2012 3/15/2012 02/23/2012 - ANHU female plucking down from nearby broom baccharis (Baccharis sarothroides) and packing 
into nest, is unconcerned by numerous non-stopping vehicles. Nest is under construction under dead leaf cluster 
on low branch of tamarisk (Tamarix parviflora) and is approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - ANHU lying on 1 egg. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - ANHU incubating. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - ANHU incubating at 1028. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Nest has been destroyed - apparently by predation - nest fragments nearby. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 022312_rrdd_03 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 22 100 100 100 Fledged 2/23/2012 4/26/2012 02/23/2012 - BUSH pair making numerous trips to repair old nest from 2011 (NID 6003222), climbing inside and 
making alterations. No material carry observed 1140 -1200. Nest modification activities conducted during passage 
of numerous non-stopping Project vehicles. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - BUSH are wary and activity at this nest is fitful and intermittent, but continues. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Pair of BUSH making numerous trips to nest with fine nesting material such as silk. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - BUSH pair gathering flowers of Baccharis sarothroides and packing into this nest. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Nest appears complete. Male BUSH approaches but does not enter. Potentially egg-laying. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest condition appears unchanged. BUSH secretive and quick to depart nest area. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Bird observed bringing plant down into nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - Bushtit makes brief visit to nest at 0729. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - BUSH pair carrying food items to nest on cold stormy morning. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair making trips to the nest with food items at 2-5 minute intervals. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BUSH noted nearby with fledglings and little activity at this nest, however 1 bird noted entering in 
early afternoon. Second clutch? - RRadd
05/02/2012 - BUSH removing material from this nest to new nest 70 feet south. - RRadd

Yes
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BUSH Bushtit 022312_sjon_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 50 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 2/23/2012 3/20/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair observed actively building a nest. Nest was approximately 5% complete. Pair was not affected 
by two biologists within 5 feet of nest. - SJohnston
02/29/2012 - Nest is approximately 5 inches long and 15% complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears intact and 75% complete, no BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Observed bird entering nest with material. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - The pair was observed bringing nesting material to the nest 4 times during the 15 minute 
observation. - ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Pair observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed adding nesting material to nest. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Nest has been destroyed. Likely due to major storm event over last two days. No Bushtits observed 
in area during 30 minute observation period. No eggs observed. - RAbe

No

BUSH Bushtit 022312_vnik_01 EP88-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - foundations 50 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 2/23/2012 3/20/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair of Bushtits actively building nest that appears 80% complete. - VNovik
03/02/2012 - Nest is in good condition and complete, but no Bushtits observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Nest is complete with clear entrance. Bushtits near nest initially and after nest check. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Nest has been predated, violently torn apart and exposing chamber with many small feathers, 
probably from chamber lining caught in branches surrounding nest. No sign of eggs or eggshells, and no Bushtits 
observed or heard in area. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 022412_phrd_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 10 100 100 100 Indeterminate 2/24/2012 4/17/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair seen building nest, appears 75% complete. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete. No BUSH detected at nest. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact but likely still under construction. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Adult male observed carrying item to nest. - MDicus
03/14/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete, but no BUSH detected during 30 minute observation period. - 
RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm. BUSH heard in the area, but were not observed at the nest during about 10 
minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - Pair carrying fluff to the nest on several trips; male becoming wary. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity during 8 minutes of passive observation. Observer left area immediately following arrival 
of 2 CORAs. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed from 0750 to 0820. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest appears intact and serviceable. No BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest is destroyed, presumed by predator, however it is uncertain if this nest ever received an egg. - 
RRadd

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 022412_phrd_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 80 100 95 95 Nest did not reach active stage 2/24/2012 3/24/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair seen building nest, appears 80% complete. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears damaged at bottom, but possibly weather-related. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears well tended and complete. No BUSH detected on cold afternoon. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - Nest appears full, round and complete. No BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Bottom of nest appears to have fallen out, perhaps due to recent storm. No BUSH nearby during 
approximate 15 minute observation period, but will assess status on next visit. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - Nest is destroyed, ripped apart at anchor points, consistent with storm damage. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 022412_rabe_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 60 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/24/2012 4/17/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair of adults observed adding new material to nest. Nest is approximately 60 percent complete. 
Birds added material with biologist standing within a few feet of nest. - RAbe
03/01/2012 - BUSH making occasional trips to nest which appears complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears complete and intact, no BUSH detected on cold day with rain pending. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - Nest appears large full and complete. No BUSH during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm. BUSH were heard in the area, but there was no activity at the nest in the 
approximate 10 minute observation period. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - BUSH carries fluff to nest, settled and remained. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Female observed leaving nest at 0847. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit at nest on 0824. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - BUSH male bringing food to nest at 5-15 minute intervals from 0830-0850 suggests hatched young. - 
RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest is open at the top and vacant. Presumed lost to predation. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 022412_vers_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 3 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/24/2012 3/6/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair detected carrying nesting material to shrub. They made numerous trips during the observation 
period and continued to build, despite the presence of several biologists at the nest, combined with a large truck 
passing by and a large helicopter flying directly overhead. - VEurs
03/01/2012 - Although a BUSH paused here briefly, no nest was found. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - No nest found at the described location. No nest could be found here despite repeated searches. 
Nest was apparently depredated, and the material is now gone. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 022512_ahll_06 EP35-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 50 100 70 70 Presumed Fledged 2/25/2012 4/20/2012 02/21/2012 - Bushtits observed carrying nesting material to a nest that is approximately 60% complete. - MDicus
02/24/2012 - Bushtit pair visiting nest, which is approximately 80% complete. - AHill
02/25/2012 - Both male and female Bushtits are bringing nesting material to nest actively. GPS point was logged 
incorrectly, actual distance from road to nest is 50 feet. No concurrence needed because nest condition and work 
activities have not changed since original concurrence. - AHill
03/05/2012 - Bushtit pair was observed bringing nest material, 95% complete. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Pair of Bushtits foraging to west of nest and periodically visiting nest site. Nest is large, well-built, 
and seemingly complete. Considerable loud road work being conducted along access road to 50 feet of nest, 
including 6 vehicles and associated personnel. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - Bushtit pair extremely active building nest. Both detected vocalizing, collecting, and adding downy 
plant material to nest. - FHoffman
03/13/2012 - The male was bringing in soft nesting material to the nest actively. The female popped out of the 
nest after a couple of male visits and flew off a few hundred feet away. (Given the low activity of the pair as a 
whole, there are probably eggs present in the nest and the female is incubating. Bushtits continue to bring soft 
lining material to nest up until the eggs hatch throughout incubation, and on average, they only spend 60% of 
their time incubating.) - AHill
03/20/2012 - Nest in good condition after storm event. Male brought soft material to nest. As male approached, 
female hopped out of nest. She re-entered after male. The male flew away from the nest, and the female 
eventually followed. - VEurs
03/27/2012 - Observed one adult foraging around nest, then another adult flew out of nest and joined other 
adult. Pair then went off to forage. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Adult visits nest with food at 0701. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Adult bringing food to nest at 0632. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1506. Nestlings heard begging. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - 2 adults bring food to nest at 0629. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Adult bringing food to nest at 0631. - HWinfrey
04/20/2012 - No activity observed at nest, no sign of predation. Bushtits actively foraging nearby did not 
approach nest during 30 minutes of observation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

AMKE American Kestrel 022512_bald_01 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 300 500 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 2/25/2012 4/30/2012 02/25/2012 - A male Kestrel was observed sitting on the topmost, northerly arm of a steel monopole for several 
minutes. A female flew in and landed on the middle arm, below him. After a few minutes, she entered the cavity 
created by the juncture of the monopole and the arm. She remained in the cavity for approximately 30 minutes. 
For the latter part of the observation, she was visible in the hole at the end of the arm. She eventually flew off, 
out of the biologists' view. The male remained on the upper arm during the entire observation and was still there 
when the biologists left the area. - BArnold
03/01/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute survey. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - No AMKE detected. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - AMKE departs adjacent lattice tower at 1138, presumed to be nest guarding. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - AMKE female atop adjacent lattice tower for duration of 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No AMKE observed from 0945 to 1000. HOFI pair observed carrying nesting material into top arm of 
monopole. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity at pole; no American Kestrels detected from 0905 to 0945. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - AMKE male observed mobbing RTHA from adjacent nest did not subsequently associate with any 
cavity during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - AMKE male defending site against adjacent RTHA, but no association with tower cavities. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Male AMKE brings 2 food items to female, the first an insect which she consumes, the second a 
kangaroo rat which she mostly consumes but carries the remainder elsewhere, away from this monopole. It 
appears this pair is nesting in a natural cavity elsewhere. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 022512_lton_05 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 5 100 100 100 Indeterminate 2/25/2012 5/1/2012 02/24/2012 - A female Bushtit was observed carrying nesting material around a shrub. She disappeared from view 
and upon reappearing, did not have nesting material. She then flew beyond the survey boundaries. Biologists 
waited in the area 25 minutes and the female reappeared, again with nesting material. She was tracked to a 
nearby shrub, where the nest was discovered. The nest is 10% complete and the pair continued to make trips back 
and forth as biologists worked in the area. - LThoreson
02/29/2012 - Nest appears 25% complete. BUSH sounded alarm calls and departed at observer approach. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact, no BUSH observed on cold morning. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Pair observed flying to nest, actively nest-building. - MDicus
03/14/2012 - BUSH departs nest at 1209, the returns briefly at 1214. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears to be intact after storm. BUSH at nest, but not with nesting material during about 10 
minutes of observation. Nest building is presumably still underway. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - Nest intact and full, but no BUSH detections during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 Bushtits observed adding fine materials to nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No Bushtit activity detected from 0830 to 0900. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - New BMPs have been installed 5 feet from nest. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
04/22/2012 - BUSH exits nest after 30 minutes of observation 0750. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No BUSH observed during 30-minute observation on cool rainy day. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Male BUSH visits the nest for 30 seconds but does not enter before departing. Egg laying or vacant? - 
RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest is torn below nest cup, presumed predated. New nest under construction outside the buffer. - 
RRadd

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 022512_rabe_01 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 10 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/25/2012 3/6/2012 02/25/2012 - Female observed adding nesting material multiple times. Nest is about 25 percent complete. 
Continued adding nest material with biologist standing two feet from nest. 100-foot ESA buffer staked-drive 
through access only. - RAbe
03/01/2012 - No ANHU or nest detected. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Neither the originating nor the monitoring biologist can locate a nest at the described location and 
no ANHU detected during multiple observations. Closed. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 022512_rrdd_02 CP26-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 24 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/25/2012 5/14/2012 02/25/2012 - BUSH pair carrying material to nest which appears substantially complete. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - BUSH continue to visit this outwardly complete nest. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - Complete nest in fine condition, no BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears sound and in fine condition following recent storms. No BUSH detected during 30 
minute observation. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - Adult flushed from nest when biologist approached within 20 feet, but returned and entered nest 
when the biologist backed off to 30 feet. Bird then remained in nest for over 5 minutes while its mate collected 
nesting material nearby. - MKuehn
03/30/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0630 to 0640 in foggy conditions. - HWinfrey
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0640 in foggy weather. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed from 0615 to 0645. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Both adults brought small insects to the nest. Sounds of nestlings coming from inside the nest. - 
VEurs
04/23/2012 - The male and female made 3 trips in total to the nest during 40 minutes of observation. The 
biologist could confirm the male carrying insects into the nest once. No nestlings were heard, but the cool, damp 
conditions may have been suppressing this behavior. The nest looks "stretched out," as though the weight of 
growing nestlings is causing the nest to sag. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - Observation period lasted from 0918 to 1026. After 15 minutes, the female emerged from the nest. 
She returned at 0940 and took a ceanothus leaf into the nest. She left again at 0956 and returned a short time 
later, taking an unidentified object inside. At this point, a few faint sounds of nestlings were heard. She again 
exited the nest about 15 minutes later and returned with fluffy nesting material. Each time, she made several 
approaches to the nest, calling quietly, would fly off a short distance and ultimately enter the nest.  Since this nest 
is reaching its anticipated fledge date, she may have been trying to "entice" the young into exiting the nest. When 
the biologist left the area, the female was still in the bulging nest. The male approached the nest once without 
entering. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - After 45 minutes of observation, the biologist suspects there are 3 adults associated with this nest. 
2 adults brought nesting material simultaneously and then flew off. The biologist watched the nest carefully and 
noticed movement of the nest shrub not attributable to wind. After about 20 more minutes, a Western Scrub-jay 
moved into the vicinity of the nest and began vocalizing. At this point an adult Bushtit bolted from the nest 
without vocalizing and perched silently until the jay left the area. The Bushtit returned to the nest where it 
remained until the jay returned. The same process was repeated. After the Bushtit returned to the nest, the other 
adults returned to the shrubs near the nest. It seems most likely that the "nestlings" identified on 15 April instead 
was a female within the nest laying eggs. She must have given begging vocalizations when the other adults 
brought food into the nest   VEurs

No
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WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 022612_bald_02 Gorka Gate Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 316 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 2/26/2012 3/22/2012 02/26/2012 - Nest appears in good shape, with recent lining. No bird activity associated with nest during 2 hour 
observation period on Saturday 25 February, nor during a 3.5 hour observation period on Sunday 26 February. 
Nest appears to be of size and shape of Western Scrub-Jay, but no Scrub-Jays observed in area either day. 
Distance to staked gate is 35 feet, plus the vertical differentiation, equals a total distance from gate of 38 feet. - 
BArnold
03/06/2012 - Nest is sound, intact, fresh in appearance and empty. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest in good shape. During avian surveys, no adults were detected. Nest may be abandoned. - 
FHoffman
03/14/2012 - Nest in great shape but no WESJ detected. Possibly weather-delayed. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - No changes observed at this clean intact lined nest. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - No Western Scrub-jays were observed in vicinity of nest for 4 hours by 3 avian biologists conducting 
general nesting bird survey. At end of 4-hour observation period nest was approached by avian biologists V. Novik 
and F. Hoffman to further ascertain status. Dried leaf material was observed inside the cup of the nest, which is 
indicative of a nest that is not being used or maintained. Nest was closed, buffer signs removed. - JDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 022612_mkhn_01 EP88-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - foundations 50 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 2/26/2012 3/13/2012 02/26/2012 - The nest is complete (and new), but no Bushtit activity was observed at the nest during the 5 hour 
survey period. - MKuehn
03/02/2012 - Probably due to 2 weather events this week (snow and rain), nest is weathered and thin enough to 
see through in places. No Bushtits observed or heard in area. Nest now considered inactive and will continue to 
monitor site to see if Bushtits improve nest. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Nest appears to have been predated; found nest lining on ground with a 2-inch diameter hole in 
upper part of nest chamber below entrance. No sign of eggs or eggshells, but nest had been rebuilt after 
weathering in previous rain and snow storms. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 022812_hwey_01 12kV Pole Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Other 140 100 30 30 Indeterminate 2/28/2012 4/24/2012 02/28/2012 - At 1030, two adult Bushtits were observed carrying material near CP76-1-GS-NF-13. Adults made 
three trips during five minutes of observation. The nest was located near the top of a mission manzanita. Data 
was collected using pentab, and 100-foot buffer was established with ESA signs on access paths. - HWinfrey
03/08/2012 - No nest or BUSH detected at or near the presumed location. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - BUSH pair constructing nest which appears 25% complete, at 1040. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults flew to nest with material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - BUSH pair attending nest, which appears 80% complete. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - BUSH observed entering nest at 1153. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - BUSH enters nest at 1200 and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH male visits nest briefly at 1630. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest has been opened at side of nest cup. Nest had time to fledge prior to depredation. - RRadd

N/A

LEOW Long-eared Owl 022812_lgan_02 GS-NF-24 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests OH - tower erection 210 500 200 200 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/28/2012 4/3/2012 02/28/2012 - A pair of Long-eared Owls was observed at the nest. One owl flew when approached from 
approximately 30 feet while the other owl remained on the nest for the duration of the nest survey, and appeared 
to be incubating. - LGorman
03/06/2012 - Adult Long-eared Owl standing on nest alerted to observer's presence but did not flush. No other 
adult owls in area but several other species of raptors. - FHoffman
03/07/2012 - Long-eared Owl incubating, positioned on south portion of nest. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Owl observed on nest. Appeared to be laying low in nest, likely incubating. - BArnold
03/14/2012 - Adult lying in nest did not stir when new buffer stakes were being hammered in 200 feet away near 
tower EP85. - JDicus
03/14/2012 - Adult Long-eared Owl is incubating in tree nest; another adult flew from tree immediately south of 
nest tree. - PKonrad
03/15/2012 - Owl lying low in nest did not move during installation save for a few turns of the head as evidenced 
by rotation of ear tufts just visible over rim of nest through spotting scope set up 110 feet away. - JDicus
03/20/2012 - Owl incubating/brooding low in nest did not flush from nest all day (715-1715). Male observed 
roosting nearby in adjacent live oak. All-terrain fork lift and crane were loudest equipment operating today, but 
did not visibly disturb owls. - JDicus
03/21/2012 - Nest checked 3 times during the day: once prior to work, once during work, and once after crews 
left. Owl on nest during all 3 visits, showed no indication of disturbance as a result of construction activity or 
presence of avian biologist. - BArnold
03/22/2012 - Owl on nest during early afternoon check. - BArnold
03/24/2012 - Owl observed on nest. - BArnold
03/28/2012 - Nest checked in morning prior to construction, again at midday and at end of day. Adult fairly high 
on nest but no nestlings visible. No observed agitation to work. - FHoffman
04/03/2012 - No adults in area and no signs of owlets. Adult was last observed at end of work on Friday. After two 
days of no work, on Monday, no adult was observed on nest or in vicinity. No activity was detected on Tuesday 
during work. Nest was observed for an extended period. An eggshell was found on ground. Nest was checked 
from an elevated point and no owlets or eggs were inside nest. - FHoffman
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BUSH Bushtit 022812_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 2/28/2012 5/2/2012 02/28/2012 - BUSH building nest are wary to close foot traffic, giving alarm calls and suspending activity, but 
ignores vehicle traffic. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - BUSH observed nest building. Nest is approximately 15% complete. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - Nest building continues 1027. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - BUSH pair continue to carry small items to nest which appears complete. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Nest appears complete, but BUSH pair continue to carry small items to interior. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Pair continue to make quiet visits, but no material carry observed. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Bird observed at nest. Single bird observed entering and leaving nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - 2 Bushtits observed at nest at 0705. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - BUSH enters nest briefly at 1338. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair bringing food items to nest at brief intervals. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BUSH pair continue to feed this nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No further activity at this location - presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 022912_jdus_01 EP256-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 5 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

2/29/2012 3/22/2012 02/29/2012 - Nest completely constructed and contains 1 egg.  Adult California Thrasher in shrub with nest; 
flushed when avian biologist approached within 25 feet. - JDicus
03/05/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; moved 2 feet off nest when avian biologist was still looking for nest 
in shrub. Returned to nest as soon as biologist backed away. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - A California Thrasher flew east from nest site as avian biologist approached; 1 egg could be seen in 
nest (undoubtedly more are present). - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - Nesting attempt has failed; no sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings; no adult thrashers in area. Nest 
flattened and nest bowl a bit messed up; potential predation, but hard to provide evidence of any cause of 
nesting failure. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 022912_lgan_15 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests OH - wire stringing 5 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/29/2012 4/26/2012 02/29/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed building a nest approximately 10 feet high in a coast live oak tree 
despite helicopters flying high overhead and to the south occasionally for work at other tower sites. These birds 
were observed gathering nest material from an old Bushtit nest in a different coast live oak tree approximately 60 
feet to the north. Photos were taken from the driveway facing north and northwest towards the nest. Nest 
approximately 90% complete. - LGorman
03/07/2012 - Bushtit pair observed carrying material to nearly 100% complete nest (making multiple trips) on 
access road to GS-NF-10. Pair were tolerant of observers standing within several feet of the nest but were wary 
when access gate was opened. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - Adults making multiple trips to nest while avian biologist staked new buffer signs. - MDicus
03/13/2012 - Nest appears intact and complete. No BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - Adult female observed leaving nest. No additional activity observed. - MDicus
03/23/2012 - BUSH male makes trips to nest around 1500. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - BUSH visits nest at 0940. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - BUSH enters nest at 0931. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Bushtit pair was observed making brief, infrequent trips (1 adult every 5-10 minutes) to nest. 
Neither adult was observed carrying nest material or food. In between nest visits, the pair was observed foraging 
together and copulating on 3 occasions. The only work activity that occurred within 5 feet of the nest was when 
the crane truck passed through the access gate. All other activities were outside the 50-foot buffer. - MDicus
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair making frequent trips to nest at short intervals and stitching decorations to exterior of 
nest from 1455-1510. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - Nest has been destroyed, presumed lost to severe weather circa 26 April. LEGO now removing 
remains. - RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 022912_lgan_16 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 200 100 20 20 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/29/2012 3/23/2012 02/29/2012 - A female Anna's Hummingbird was observed sitting on the nest despite helicopters flying high 
overhead and to the south occasionally for work at other tower sites. This bird was also observed gathering soft 
nest material, interacting with a male Anna's Hummingbird, and foraging on tree tobacco intermittently between 
periods of sitting on the nest. This female Anna's Hummingbird was most likely incubating eggs. Helicopters 
occasionally flying high overhead and to south. Female flushed when biologist stood observing from the edge of 
the driveway. - LGorman
03/07/2012 - The female was observed making multiple trips between the nest and a nearby nectar source 
(Nicotiana glauca) to the east, gathering spider silk on one occasion, and adding it to the nest, The female was 
observed laying on the nest for periods of 2 to15 minutes, and leaving the nest to nectar or gather spider silk, for 
up to 4 minutes at a time, and immediately returning to the nest. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - Female incubating, making trips to and from nest while avian biologist staked new buffer signs. - 
MDicus
03/13/2012 - ANHU incubating. - RRadd
03/23/2012 - Nest is intact and slightly tilted but empty. Few feces were detected around the rim cup, suggesting 
this nest was depredated prior to any young hatching. - RRadd
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BUSH Bushtit 022912_mdus_01 EP79 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands OH - tower erection 133 100 60 60 Indeterminate 2/29/2012 4/21/2012 02/29/2012 - Pair observed carrying material to nest that is virtually 100% complete. - MDicus
03/07/2012 - Nest complete, but no Bushtits approached nest during 30 minute observation period, possibly due 
to presence of a Cooper's Hawk. Heard Bushtits call only when Cooper's Hawk flew from nest area (along with 
other passerines). After 20 minutes, Cooper's Hawk flew in to perch in tree adjacent to nest tree (no alarm calls 
from birds). - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Nest looks good with entrance facing north. After 20 minutes, a Bushtit flew to nest, then flew to 
trees to northeast. May have brought more nest material, may have brought food for mate, or just visited nest 
without other interests. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Nest appears to still be in good shape, although a bit wet on outside. No Bushtits observed or heard 
during 20 minute period. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - A Bushtit entered nest for about a minute and left, although this could have been an exchange by 
incubating adults. Fair to consider this nest is in the incubating stage considering the nest history and this 
observation. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 - Bushtit entered nest for about a minute early during a 30 minute observation period; this is a similar 
observation to last week's. - PKonrad
04/13/2012 - BUSH pair scolding WESJ in territory, but >30 feet from nest when biologist arrived. Neither adult 
went to nest during 30 minute passive observation period that followed. Nest appears to be in perfect condition 
from the outside. - MKuehn
04/21/2012 - Nest has been damaged severely and is torn open on west side, with some nesting material on the 
ground below and was likely predated. A thorough search did not yield any eggshell fragments. Nest could have 
had nestlings or eggs, but likely one of the two based on previous observations and timing. No activity at nest in 
10 minutes of observation, though a pair of Bushtits was found building a nest 30 feet away. - MKuehn

N/A

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 022912_mdus_02 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Grasslands and Meadows Other 300 500 280 280 Nest did not reach active stage 2/29/2012 3/20/2012 02/29/2012 - Adult RTHA observed carrying nest material to center of live oak tree. Other adult seen flying to 
tree; pair also observed soaring in area. - MDicus
03/06/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk(s) making 4 flights to and from short tree during hour-long observation 
period, but did not visit large live oak. No nest is present in any of the 3 oak trees north of yard. Hawks are flying 
low, less than 80 feet throughout area with many helicopter flights in and out of yard. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - At 10:15, a pair of Red-tailed Hawks were perched together on lowest crossarm of power pole north 
of activity area. At 12:30, after 15 minutes of observation, 1 hawk flew in to perch on longer crossarm of same 
pole. Hawks appear unaffected by the many helicopter flights in and out of yard. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - An adult male Red-tailed Hawk flew in from south to perch in largest (lone) live oak tree (no nesting 
material). Flew to power pole, attempted a short unsuccessful hunting strike to the north, then returned to tree. 
Soon flew low over Bartlett Yard (even with a helicopter hovering overhead), and perched next to female on top 
of lone live oak 300 feet west of yard; male soon soared to the southwest. This pair is very active in area, but at 
this time they still appear to be territorial only. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - No hawks observed during the initial 20-minute observation period. Later, during return trip, 2 adult 
Red-tailed Hawks are perched on usual pole north of 3 trees. Female dove north on hunting strike and returned to 
lower crossarm of pole without prey. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk hunting in field west of yard, then perched on pole northwest of yard (north of 
access road to west). No nest initiated to date - closed. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 022912_rqey_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 30 100 40 40 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/29/2012 4/23/2012 02/29/2012 - BUSH pair observed consistently bringing material to newly constructed nest during 30 minute 
observation. Nest is approximately 10% complete. Pair flushed when a truck was started about 30 feet away, so 
40-foot buffer was established. Drive-thru access prohibited due to proximity of nest to road. Alternate routes to 
construction sites exist and can be used to avoid entering buffer. BMP maintenance crews should limit work 
within buffer to extent feasible. - RQuilley
03/07/2012 - Nest building. Nest approximately 70% complete. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - Nest is substantial and well-decorated, approximately 70% complete. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - BUSH continued to build on this 85% complete nest at 1511. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears intact after storm. Looks nearly complete. No BUSH activity near nest in 10 minutes of 
observation. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - BUSH male visits nest on two occasions without entering and departs alone. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Male enters nest with food at 0838, exits shortly after. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female leaves nest at 0753. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Male and female make repeated trips to the nest with very small food items. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Nest has been predated. A huge hole exists near the bottom. The Bushtit pair are rebuilding. A 
Phainopepla was seen taking material from the nest. - LThoreson
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CATH California Thrasher 030112_jpki_01 EP181 Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 100 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/1/2012 3/6/2012 03/01/2012 - While viewing a singing male thrasher on top of a shrub 30 feet to southwest, another (presumably 
female) thrasher was observed and heard on the ground underneath the shrub behind the observer that was 
subsequently found to contain a nest. After 8 minutes of observation of the singing thrasher, another thrasher 
was again heard calling from the same shrub after which the observer searched the shrub and discovered the 
partially built nest. Nest structure was loose and lacking finer material toward the center, but had a distinct inner 
bowl shape. Nest may possibly be old, but thrasher presence around the shrub suggests active building. A fresh 
green sugar bush leaf was placed upside down in the nest and should be checked on future dates for removal by 
birds if nest is indeed active. - JPawlicki
03/02/2012 - Nest checked at 1215 for presence/absence of leaf and for additional activity.  Fresh green sugar 
bush leaf was still present in nest and nest condition appeared same as previous day, while no thrashers were 
observed or heard in vicinity of nest shrub. Nest should be checked within 1 week to determine whether it 
potentially remains active. - JPawlicki
03/06/2012 - Nest remains partially built with sugar bush leaf still present in nest; no other activity observed in 
vicinity. Nest closed. - JPawlicki

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 030112_kats_01 Alpine HQ Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 80 500 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/1/2012 5/19/2012 03/01/2012 - A pair of Red-tailed Hawks has been consistently seen in this area for many months, and new greens 
have been observed on the nest in recent weeks. Today, one hawk seen carrying fresh eucalyptus greens to the 
nest and placing it in the nest, before flying off to the eucalyptus trees about 200 feet west, and calling from that 
tree. This nest had been recorded at this location since at least 2009, but had never been occupied over the 
duration of Sunrise Powerlink construction activities, until now. - KAlberts
03/14/2012 - New green eucalyptus leaves have been added since the previous observation, but no hawks are 
currently occupying the nest on a regular basis. - KAlberts
03/20/2012 - Nest in good condition after storm event, but no hawks seen in vicinity. - VEurs
03/28/2012 - No new activity observed at nest, although pair remains in area and is seen regularly every day. - 
KAlberts
04/03/2012 - No new activity observed. - KAlberts
04/11/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit by avian biologist K. Weber. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - No activity at nest from 1215 to 1315. AMCR observed perching 10 feet from nest. RTHA soaring 
500 feet away. - HWinfrey
04/25/2012 - No activity at nest. RTHA perched on utility pole in Alpine HQ parking lot and flying within 100 feet 
of nest. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - No activity observed at nest, no raptors observed in area from 1236 to 1306. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - No activity observed from 1247 to 1317. RTHA observed soaring 300 feet from nest. - HWinfrey
05/19/2012 - No activity observed from 0815 to 0845. Nest is unlikely to become active during this breeding 
season. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

CATH California Thrasher 030112_lton_01 EP178-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 63 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/1/2012 5/2/2012 03/01/2012 - No activity observed near nest. - LThoreson
03/06/2012 - 2 biologists watched nest for 45 minutes. No birds seen going to nest, but heard WESJ and CATH in 
vicinity. Nest is still in good shape and appears as though material has been added to nest. - LThoreson
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest looks intact and completely lined. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - Nest looks a bit aged; unused; only jays apparent in area, but not obviously associated with nest. - 
PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Nest bowl wet from melted snow; nest continues to be unused; no birds in area. Changed status to 
inactive. - PKonrad
03/28/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; it stayed on the nest when avian biologist checked nest from 7 feet 
away on west side. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Thrasher slipped off nest as avian biologist approached; 2 speckled light-turquoise-colored eggs in 
nest bowl. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - California Thrasher still incubating clutch of eggs. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Nest contains 2 large brown downy nestlings that are hungrily aggressive, stretching their necks high 
with mouths wide open to receive food (eyes still closed). No adult California Thrashers observed during quick 
nest check. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - No adults observed during very brief nest check because 2 large mostly feathered nestlings are 
present, 1 in the nest and 1 in branch of bush 2 feet from nest. It appears nestlings are on the verge of fledging 
and leaving the nest area. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - As expected, the nest is empty and the nestlings probably fledged late-week (Wednesday to Friday) 
a week ago, considering 1 fledgling was already out of the nest when the nest was monitored a week ago. The 
nest is in good shape and no fledglings or adults were observed in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes
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CATH California Thrasher 030112_lton_12 McCain Valley CY Construction Yards Chaparrals Traffic 70 100 70 70 Nest did not reach active stage 3/1/2012 3/28/2012 03/01/2012 - Clean nest was located, and observed for 30 minutes, but no avian activity was observed. - 
LThoreson
03/06/2012 - Bulky twig base indicates nest is not Spotted Towhee nest. Changed to California Thrasher based on 
appearance. California Thrashers and Western Scrub-Jays in area but not seen within 100 feet of nest. Nest is only 
partially lined with bark strips and possibly from last season because leaves on sugar bush are mostly dead (little 
foliar cover). Nest buffer distance changed to 100 feet, with drive-through traffic permitted. A nest buffer 
reduction to 70 feet is being submitted to permit work to occur within McCain Valley Yard. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. New nesting material has been added over green leaf 
placed in nest on 3/6/12. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - Nest appears old and unused; nest bowl has 1 brown leaf, 1 green leaf, and a prickly twig in it, 
indicating no recent use; no birds near nest. Changed status to inactive. - PKonrad
03/28/2012 - Unused older nest unchanged with leaves and stick in weathered nest; no birds in area, nor have 
any birds been seen associated with this nest - closed. - PKonrad

No

CATH California Thrasher 030112_lton_13 EP177-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 65 100 100 65 Nest did not reach active stage 3/1/2012 3/24/2012 03/01/2012 - Near complete nest. Biologist observed nest for approximately 30 minutes. No activity observed at 
nest. - LThoreson
03/06/2012 - Bulky twig base indicates nest is not Spotted Towhee nest: Changed to California Thrasher nest 
based on appearance and presence of 2 singing males in area. Nest is mostly lined, but lining is slightly mussed. 
No birds detected within 30 feet of nest. Nest buffer distance changed to 100 feet, with drive-through traffic 
permitted. A nest buffer reduction to 90 feet is being submitted to permit work to occur within the tower pad 
parking area. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest looks intact and completely lined. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - No apparent change to nest; no birds near nest. - PKonrad
03/24/2012 - No activity at nest. Leaves were present in this nest, indicating non-usage and lack of maintenance. 
Nest did not reach active stage for unknown reasons. - FHoffman

No

BUSH Bushtit 030112_rabe_01 CP56-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Other 15 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

3/1/2012 4/13/2012 03/01/2012 - Adult of unknown sex observed exiting nest. Two males and one female observed at nest location 
during 20 minute observation period. Nest appears to be complete. 100-foot buffer staked. - RAbe
03/06/2012 - Nest sound and intact with BUSH briefly attending 1550. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest appears in good shape. No Bushtit observed at nest though active in vicinity. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 15 minute observation. Bushtits observed in vicinity of nest. - 
ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Pair observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Pair observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to five minutes due to occupation of 
Western Scrub-Jays in immediate area. No apparent damage to nest from major storm event over last two days. - 
RAbe
03/29/2012 - Female observed leaving nest, then returning within 2 minutes. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0700. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest has been predated - as evidenced by hole at cup. Construction crew has used this site as a 
toilet (evidence of multiple visits is strewn about within 15 feet of nest). It cannot be determined if human activity 
drew predators to this location. - RRadd

No

MODO Mourning Dove 030212_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 120 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/2/2012 4/13/2012 03/02/2012 - Adult lying on nest with two eggs. This nest is located nine feet east of recently fledged nest, and is 
likely the second brood of the same pair. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - Adult on nest still with two eggs. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nests, but was unable to gain access to substation. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is degraded and with lots of scat, indicative of a successfully fledged nest. - BArnold

Yes

AMKE American Kestrel 030212_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - new construction 200 500 200 200 Presumed Fledged 3/2/2012 6/2/2012 03/02/2012 - Two adults observed entering lowest arm on northeastern side of steel monopole. They emerged 
after a few minutes and perched on nearby wires. Male previously observed with food as he entered adjacent 
monopole (within the substation), but no further activity was observed at that pole. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - American Kestrels observed at pole during California Gnatcatcher survey. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - No work occurred within substation. During the 45 minutes spent observing the AMKE nest location 
from outside the substation, the female AMKE was observed entering the hole at the end of the crossarm several 
times. The female was not seen with prey items or nesting material. The male AMKE was seen perched on the 
monopole with the nest, as well as perching on wires within the vicinity of the nest location. - EStrods
04/13/2012 - No AMKE activity observed during survey period. - BArnold
04/17/2012 - Adult male observed perched on top of pole. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - No AMKE activity observed today. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - No activity observed during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - No AMKE observed during substation sweep. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - No AMKE observed. - BArnold
06/01/2012 - One fledgling and 1 adult observed in western portion of substation. - BArnold
06/02/2012 - This nest has recently successfully fledged, based on nesting chronology and the presence of a fully 
flighted fledgling. This pair appears to be establishing a new nest in a steel monopole located within the fenced 
substation about 75 feet south of the current nest monopole. - BArnold

Yes
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BUSH Bushtit 030212_ghan_01 CP7-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 3 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/2/2012 4/1/2012 03/02/2012 - Bio monitor Garrett Huffman observed pair making multiple trips to nest with nesting material from 
1130 to 1145 while bio monitoring with Trisha Di Paola. Nest appears to be 70% complete. This pair is wary of 
foot traffic - ceasing nesting activity @ 20-30 feet. - GHuffman
03/05/2012 - BUSH bringing material to nest. This pair is wary of foot traffic, temporarily ceasing nest-building 
activity at 30 feet today. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - 0950 to 1030: Pair observed carrying nesting material to nest. Pair vacated when vehicle 
approached nest on access road. Pair returned to nest-building activities after 40 minutes. Nest appears to be 
nearly completed, and pair tolerated human presence up to 15 feet today. - GHuffman
03/12/2012 - BUSH pair carrying items to nest which appears 90% complete. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears intact following recent storms, but no BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/26/2012 - Nest looks fine. Pair (second pair, not associated with other nest) in area foraging and vocalizing 
around nest. Looked for a new nest but none found. One adult had plant material in mouth but threw it down 
before bringing it to any nest location. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity at nest which appears sodden. Close examination reveals no recent maintenance on 
nest. Evidence over past 3 weeks indicates that this nesting attempt has been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 030212_ghan_02 CP6-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 70 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/2/2012 3/26/2012 03/02/2012 - Observations made by bio monitor Trisha Di Paola. Bushtits observed bringing nesting material to 
nest multiple times from 0800 to 0830. Nest is nearly complete.  Bushtits appeared unaffected by helicopter 
operations. However, nest building activity halted when observers were detected at 50 feet. - GHuffman
03/05/2012 - Nest building continues, but was halted when observers were detected at 50 feet. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - Male BUSH enters nest and stays for 5 minutes. Nest appears too small to be complete. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears intact following recent storms, but no BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. 
Nest still looks small. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - Nest was found no longer intact with the majority on the ground, appearing to have suffered from 
recent storm damage. Observer found a second nearly complete nest in Salvia mellifera, which is over 100 feet 
from the line or any project feature. A pair was active at that nest, and this may or may not be the same pair. - 
FHoffman

No

BUSH Bushtit 030212_ghan_03 CP7-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 8 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/2/2012 4/19/2012 03/02/2012 - Nest observed by bio monitor Trisha Dipaola. Bushtits observed carrying nesting material to nest 
from 1200 to 1220. Birds flushed from nest with human presence within 15 to 20 feet. Nest appears to be 50% 
complete. - GHuffman
03/05/2012 - BUSH pair ferrying material to nest. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - 0850 - 0920 : Pair observed bringing nesting material to nest on multiple occasions. Pair tolerated 
human presence up to 15 feet away. 0930: Pair left nest area when vehicle driving on access road, but returned in 
less than one minute to resume nest-building activities. - GHuffman
03/12/2012 - BUSH carries large piece of fluffy material to nest at 0845. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears intact following recent storms, but no BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/26/2012 - Nest appears a little soggy after the rain, but the pair was actively building with soft pappus. 
Repeated trips occurring. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0940 to 0955. Nest in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest appears in good condition with a neat maintained entrance, but the cup area is less than 
rotund. No BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Upon locating the nest, the biologist noted the entrance appeared to have some damage. After 
watching the nest for 30 minutes with no activity, the biologist approached within 3 feet of the nest. This elicited 
no response, so the biologist examined the nest. A large hole in the bottom of the nest cup indicates this nest was 
predated, and some material was on the ground below the nest. Nest closed. Nesting chronology suggests eggs 
may have been present, but this cannot be confirmed, therefore the outcome is indeterminate. - VEurs

N/A

CATH California Thrasher 030212_jpki_01 EP181-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 61 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/2/2012 3/21/2012 03/02/2012 - Stick nest in excellent condition with well defined bowl and fresh lining of fine redshank bark. All 
biologists were in agreement that nest condition was appropriate for recently built (less than 2 weeks) nest that 
has a high probability of becoming active. A fresh green sugar bush leaf was placed in nest and will be checked on 
future dates for removal by birds if nest is active. Nest was appropriate in size, shape, and composition for 
California Thrasher, and a thrasher was heard in vicinity. - JPawlicki
03/06/2012 - No eggs present in nest although nest remains in excellent condition. Sugar bush leaf was removed 
from nest indicating that nest is recently built and remains active. - JPawlicki
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest looks intact and completely lined. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - Nest in good shape but unused; no birds detected in area. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Nest is in disrepair and flattened; nest looks very weathered by recent snowfall and many brown 
leaves are flattened on top of nest; bowl indiscernible; no birds in area - closed. - PKonrad

No
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COHA Cooper's Hawk 030212_rrdd_01 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/2/2012 TBD 03/02/2012 - COHA very active 0715, flying to nearby oaks to break off twigs and carry to nest in bill. Much calling 
and whistling back and forth between members of the pair. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - COHA female breaking sycamore twigs and carrying in feet to nest while male watches from 100 
feet. Traffic on El Monte Road does not affect nest building, but activity was briefly suspended while SRPL 
personnel used gate, and resumed 10 minutes after gate traffic ceased. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - COHA flies to nest as water-truck operator opens access gate at 0717. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - No COHA detected during 20 minute late afternoon observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Avian biologist R. Abe reports observing female on nest with male hunting nearby on 03/28/12. - 
HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no Cooper's Hawks detected in area. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - COHA female lying in nest during light rain at 1200. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - COHA female standing on nest preening at 1431. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - COHA female on nest at 1700. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Female on nest at 0703 does not flush. Male in dispute with AMCR pair that occupy old COHA nest 
area. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - Adult female COHA on nest at 1725 does not depart. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Adult male standing at nest at 0828. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Food drop at nest at 0854; adult male departs immediately. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - Adult female brings prey to nest and tears into pieces feeding 3 large nestlings which are feathered 
with short primaries, downy heads and backs, and are beginning to branch; 1451. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - 3 nestlings are agile climbers but short-tailed and do not appear capable of flight. They return to the 
nest for safety. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 030212_rrdd_02 El Monte CY Construction Yards Riparian Forests and Woodlands Grading 250 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/2/2012 4/25/2012 03/02/2012 - BUSH pair constructing new nest - approximately 5% complete. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Observed BUSH building nest. Nest is approximately 15 percent complete. - SJohnston
03/16/2012 - BUSH male enters nest briefly at 0848. Pair copulating adjacent to nest at 0850. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Unable to locate nest. BUSH pair in area but only observed foraging for 15 minutes. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - BUSH making nest visit at 1432. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 1330 to 1340. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No Bushtits detected near nest. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Quiet solo BUSH in nest vicinity did not enter nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BUSH detected at this nest during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - No activity observed for several weeks and new nest constructed 50 feet west. - RRadd

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 030312_rrdd_01 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 17 100 70 70 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/3/2012 5/5/2012 03/03/2012 - BUSH pair constructing nest approximately 5% complete. On approach to record GPS location, birds 
scolded for several minutes and then left and did not return. A drive-through buffer of 70 feet will admit vehicular 
passage, but keep work away from line of sight to nest. - RRadd
03/09/2012 - BUSH carrying spider silk to nest, approximately 60% complete. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - BUSH pair continue to build nest at 1238. Nest appears 60% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults entered nest carrying nesting material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Bush pair collecting Populus "cotton" and ferrying to nest. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 10 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Pair of bushtits foraging within 50 feet of nest, which appears to be in 
good condition. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH carries food to nest at 1536 and 1542. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest looks weathered and no BUSH detected during 2 x 20-minute observations. Difficult to monitor 
due to COHA nest directly above. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest has fallen apart, presumed predated. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 030412_bald_01 EP99-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 50 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/4/2012 3/20/2012 03/04/2012 - Bushtit activity in area led to observations of Bushtits working on complete nest - working on the 
top portion of the nest. Bushtits were observed entering the nest while 2 avian biologists were standing 4 feet 
away discussing nest. - BArnold
03/07/2012 - No activity during brief 15-minute afternoon observation period. - BArnold
03/20/2012 - Bushtit nest torn open at 'neck' of nest as though pulled on from below, or possibly by the weight of 
heavy snow accumulated on nest in high wind during weekend storm. No sign of eggs, eggshells, or Bushtits. - 
PKonrad

N/A
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BEWR Bewick's Wren 030412_jpki_01 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/4/2012 4/23/2012 03/04/2012 - Adult observed bringing both coarse and finer material to nest on over a dozen occasions 
throughout survey period; usually approached from slope to left of nest. - JPawlicki
03/14/2012 - BEWR singing nearby did not approach any cavity during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - BEWR heard singing and calling nearby, but no activity seen at the cavity in about 15 minutes of 
observation. - IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - No BEWR detected during 2 x 15 minute observations. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed, and no BEWR detected from 0710 to 0720. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - BEWR flies to nest cavity at 1033, departs a few seconds later, and is apparently feeding nestlings. - 
HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No BEWR detections during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BEWR detections at or near this location during 2 x 20-minute observations. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No BEWR detections during 30-minute observation. No BEWR have been detected at this location 
since the first observation. Possibly an alternate nest or an exploration during nest selection process. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 030412_jpki_02 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 25 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/4/2012 5/8/2012 03/04/2012 - Adults observed bringing material to near complete nest on more than 3 occasions. - JPawlicki
03/14/2012 - 2 BUSH carrying fluff balls to nest at 0849. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - The bottom of the nest appears malformed, and observer is unsure if this is due to recent storm or 
the nest not being completed.  BUSH in area but not observed at nest during about 10 minutes of observation. 
Assumed nest building is still taking place, and will leave status as Active, unless next monitoring visit suggests 
otherwise. - IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - BUSH nearby did not interact with this nest, which appears to be in serviceable condition. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 0710 to 0720. Nest in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed from 1025 to 1100. Nest continues to appear well maintained. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No activity observed during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BUSH detected during 2 x 30-minute observations. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No detections during 30 minute observation, but nest appears sound and intact. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Nest is sound, intact and tidy. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Nest remains in excellent condition but has been unoccupied since completion for unknown 
reasons. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 030412_mkhn_01 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 35 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/4/2012 4/23/2012 03/04/2012 - Adults bringing material to nest and entering opening with it. Likely lining nest cup. Nest appears 
complete from outside. Established a 100-foot buffer. - MKuehn
03/14/2012 - BUSH male near nest, did not enter during observation period. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - If nest was complete, then there may have been some storm damage. The bottom appears open. 
BUSH in area but did not visit nest in about 20 minutes of observation. Will continue to monitor for potential 
change in status. - IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - Nest appears serviceable, BUSH nearby did not enter nest during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 0650 to 0705. Nest in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed from 0950 to 1020. Lack of activity over past 3 weeks indicates that this nesting 
attempt may have been abandoned. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Male BUSH carrying food to nest at 1156 and 1203. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nest appears predated - torn open at nest cup from side. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 030512_bald_01 TL 6924 - 171694 69kV Structure Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 63 100 60 60 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/5/2012 4/27/2012 03/05/2012 - Adults observed bringing nest material and building nest estimated to be about 80 percent 
complete. - BArnold
03/07/2012 - No activity observed during brief observation period from the access road on 6 March, nor during 
20 minute period 7 March. Nest does not look complete. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - Nest appears complete, BUSH pair foraging together away from nest at 1622. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - No Bushtits observed during brief 10 minute morning observation period from access road. - 
BArnold
03/19/2012 - Nest appears to have weathered recent storms intact. No BUSH detected during 20 minute 
observation under cool and wet conditions. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - Only one Bushtit was ever observed around the nest at a time. It is presumed that the other was in 
the nest. The Bushtit was observed near the nest several times in about an hour of observation. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Adult male observed emerging from nest and foraging nearby. 15 minutes later, the female was 
observed carrying bits of fluff to the nest. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - After 30 minutes of observation, both adults approached nest, but foliage obscured the view of the 
birds' activity. Each spent about 30 seconds at the nest before flying away. About 10 minutes later, an adult 
returned to the nest and left carrying a fecal sac. - VEurs
04/17/2012 - The male was seen carrying a large billfull of fluffy nesting material. The female exited the nest 
when he brought the material inside, and then they both flew off to the south. The female returned about 25 
minutes later with a billfull of food. She entered the nest and remained there for the rest of the observation 
period (about 10 more minutes). - VEurs
04/25/2012 - About 5 minutes after the start of observations, the male exited the nest. He returned about 8 
minutes later and did not appear to be carrying food. He swapped places with the female, who spent the next 15 
minutes foraging on the surrounding hillside. When she returned and entered the nest, nestlings could be heard 
vocalizing. The male again exited the nest and resumed foraging in the area. It is likely these young will fledge in 
the next few days. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - The biologist decided to check the nest because the anticipated fledge date was imminent. Upon 
approaching the nest, it was obvious the nest had been predated. It was completely ripped apart, lying 
horizontally in the nest shrub as opposed to vertically. The biologist remained in the area for about an hour, 
hoping for signs of surviving fledglings. Though numerous Bushtits were detected, none exhibited the loud 
begging and following behaviors typical of recently-fledged Bushtits. No Bushtit was observed feeding another 
despite extensive foraging activity. This nest with young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

AMKE American Kestrel 030512_bald_02 TL 6924 - 171691 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 5 500 150 150 Fledged 3/5/2012 6/1/2012 03/05/2012 - Nest in upper western arm of Pole 171691 located along existing dirt access road. Kestrel pair seen 
perching on tower, entering arm together, and exhibiting agitated behavior. Kestrel activity at this monopole was 
extensive during 5 hour survey period, whereas very little kestrel activity, consisting of a single bird perching for a 
few minutes, was noted at Pole 171694 with the previously recorded AMKE nest. - BArnold
03/07/2012 - No activity at this nest during 5 hour survey in general area as well as one hour focused observation 
period on 6 March, nor during brief observation period on 7 March. AMKE in area, interacting with RTHA on 6 
March. - BArnold
03/15/2012 - Biomonitor P. Hord reports AMKE entering cavity at 0750. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation under cool and wet conditions. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - No AMKE activity was observed at this cavity in approximately 2 hours of observation. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Adult male Kestrel observed hunting and perching on nearby wire, returning to perch on the nest 
pole multiple times throughout the 1.5-hour observation period. Male entered upper cavity once. Female was not 
observed. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - During 75 minute observation period, the male spent the majority of the time perched atop the 
pole. He left the top a half-dozen times to chase/mob an RTHA soaring nearby. At 0945, vocalizations were heard 
in the nest cavity and the male hopped down to peer within. He also briefly entered the adjacent cavity and the 
second arm from the top on the eastern side. Toward the end of observations, the male flew off and ultimately 
returned with a lizard that he left on the top of the pole. At this point, he also interacted with the AMKE pair from 
the nest to the north. No female ever observed. - VEurs
04/17/2012 - The male perched on various places on the monopole throughout the 45 minute observation 
period. He occasionally left the pole to fly around for brief periods. The female was never seen. As the biologist 
was driving through the buffer with the windows down, the sounds of nestlings could be heard emanating from 
the cavity. - VEurs
04/25/2012 - The observation period lasted from 0820 to 0935. The kestrel pair was visible for most of this time. 
They perched on various places on the monopole, and the male perched briefly on the wire. The pair copulated 
twice during the observation period. The male flew off and returned soon after with a small prey item. While he 
was away, the female entered the nest cavity. When the male returned, he perched on the edge of the cavity and 
the female began vocalizing, as though begging. However, the male moved to the top of the pole, where he 
consumed the prey. The pair entered the nest cavity of European Starlings in the same pole, but were driven out 
by the starlings. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - The male kestrel arrived at the pole with a lizard after 50 minutes. As he was about to land atop the 
pole, a jogger passed underneath, which caused him to fly off to the west. He soon returned and perched on a 
rung and called out a few times. Receiving no response, he flew to the east and consumed the lizard. He returned 
to the pole and again gave some calls without getting any response  He flew to the monopole to the north  where 
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030512_imll_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Woodlands and Forests BMP installation/maintenance 17 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/5/2012 3/29/2012 03/05/2012 - Female observed making multiple trips to nest with material from 1000-1100 while BMP crew was 
lowering dirt level of the road shoulder approximately 25 feet from the nest. Crew was using shovels, rakes, and 
loading dirt into a back-hoe. No behavioral response to this work was observed. Pickup trucks and equipment 
passing along the road appear to have no impact either. Nest appears approximately 10% complete. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Female on nest and making periodic trips to the surrounding habitat to gather nesting material. 
Observed adding lichen decorations to nest. No alterations of nesting behavior was observed due to traffic 
occurring 17 feet from the nest. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - ANHU observed incubating. - SJohnston
03/29/2012 - A small fragment of the nest was observed attached to the branch, otherwise the nest and its 
contents were gone. All indications are that this was due to predation, with no evidence of any effects from 
construction activities. - HWinfrey

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 030512_imll_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 20 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/5/2012 4/13/2012 03/05/2012 - Pair of Lesser Goldfinches observed adding material to a new nest approximately 5-10% complete. 
Female made frequent trips to nest while observer stood on roadway and directly below nest. The birds did not 
appear affected by traffic passing by at 20 feet or by the conversation at the edge of the roadway. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Female LEGO arrives at nest and remains present for approximately 10-15 minutes. During this time, 
she is observed shifting within the nest, possibly shaping it or more likely, egg-laying. The nest appears in good 
condition and complete. Female present on nest while traffic passed by at 20 feet with no alteration in behavior 
observed. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - No activity during 20 minutes of observation. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female LEGO brings food to nest and perches near it, putting its head down into nest cup at 1048. - 
HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Nest is torn up as though material has been removed (depredated). 
Nest closed. Unknown whether nest fledged or was depredated. - JDicus

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030512_imll_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Woodlands and Forests BMP installation/maintenance 37 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/5/2012 4/13/2012 03/05/2012 - Female hummingbird gathering lichen and other decorative materials and adding them to a nearly 
complete nest located in the center of a live oak tree. Female continued all natural behaviors during Sunrise 
traffic occurring 40 feet from the nest location. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Female was on nest incubating while traffic passed by regularly along AR, 37 feet away. Regular 
foraging trips into the surrounding habitat observed. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - ANHU observed incubating. - SJohnston
03/29/2012 - Observer attempted to locate nest on 3/28/12 without success. Attempted again with assistance of 
I. Maunsell on 3/29/12 without locating nest. No ANHU activity was observed in immediate area. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No ANHU activity observed in immediate area. Unable to locate nest. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Based on nest chronology for this species, the nest should have had nestlings/fledglings by now; 
neither were ever observed at or near this nest even though the female was observed incubating during 2 
consecutive weekly monitoring visits. Avian biologist Ian Maunsell, who initially found this nest, was present for 
final nest monitoring visit. No activity was observed at the nest. Nest was closed due to inactivity during this and 
previous observations. - JDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 030512_imll_05 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Woodlands and Forests Grading 69 100 50 50 Fledged 3/5/2012 4/23/2012 03/05/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed gathering material from host oak and adding it to a nearly complete nest 
located on the west side of tree above stream. Pair was observed building nest while a back-hoe was grading the 
spur work area located 69 feet south. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Nest was observed for approximately 30 minutes. Nest appears complete and in good condition. 
One Bushtit was observed flying from the area of the nest during a potential nest exchange by incubating pair. No 
other activity observed during regular traffic activities. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - Observed BUSH leaving nest. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - No activity observed in 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Male Bushtit observed chasing Lesser Goldfinch away from immediate area around nest at 1053. - 
HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Bushtit observed gathering prey items in creek and carrying them to the nest. - JDicus
04/18/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1009. - HWinfrey
04/20/2012 - Adult visits nest at 1226. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity observed from 1145 to 1200 at nest, which remains in good condition. 2 adult Bushtits 
feeding 5 fledglings in same tree, 60 feet away from nest. Nest closed; fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 030512_mdus_01 CP37-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 165 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/5/2012 4/17/2012 03/05/2012 - Male observed making multiple trips with peeled shrub bark and other materials to a clump of 
Salvia mellifera. Nest is in beginning stages of construction (1% constructed). Male was observed placing and 
weaving material around the stem, and placing peeled bark from black sage, and possibly lichen. Female made 
fewer trips to nest location, but appeared to be adjusting the placement of the nest material. Both were observed 
foraging and chasing an unidentified bird from the nest vicinity. Following the territorial display, neither adult was 
observed returning to the nest location during the survey. - MDicus
03/13/2012 - Territory and nest were monitored for 2.5 hours. No CAGN activity observed in area. Nest material 
has been added since the previous visit. Nest is approximately 30% complete. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Pair not detected until 0800, at which time they flew immediately to the nest and started adding 
and adjusting material. The male spent more time nest building while the female foraged and groomed herself 
nearby. The male vocalized from the nest 3 times, for about 10 to 30 seconds, apparently calling to the female. 
The female brought nest material to the male a few times. The nest is approximately 40-50% constructed. - 
MDicus
03/27/2012 - No activity at nest during first 2 hours of monitoring. At 0915, the pair started making multiple trips 
to the nest, the male bringing in bits of fluff and woody stem shavings and the female bringing in small feathers 
on at least 3 of her 6 trips. The nest is approximately 90-95% constructed. - MDicus
04/03/2012 - Female on nest during first 20-30 minutes observation; male foraging nearby. Pair foraged together 
for the next hour, during which time nest contents were checked. 1 egg was observed. Male returned to nest for 
approximately 10 minutes before joining the female again to forage. - MDicus
04/11/2012 - Observed 2 nest exchanges on 4/10/12 between male and female, at 08:12 and 08:50. Pair is 
incubating. - MDicus
04/17/2012 - Adult male CAGN observed pulling nest material from outside of nest and carrying it to new nest 
location (041612_mdus_01). The male made over 6 trips back and forth, pulling material on each occasion, and 
carrying it to the new nest. Nest was still intact and did not appear to have been damaged from the last storm; 
however, there were no eggs or nestlings present (there had been at least one egg in the nest based on 
observations during  the 4/03/12 survey, and the pair was incubating on 4/10/12). The pair was actively 
constructing a nest in the new location. There were no clear signs of predation (nest damage or broken eggs), but 
the cold, windy, rainy conditions last weekend may have been a factor in this nest failure. - MDicus

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 030512_mdus_02 CP8-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Traffic 50 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/5/2012 4/20/2012 03/05/2012 - While with a BMP crew, avian biomonitor Harley Winfrey observed a Bewick's Wren carrying nest 
material to the base of a fallen Hesperoyucca stalk just west of the silt fence. During later 20-minute monitoring 
by avian biologist, no birds seen visiting nest, but adult BEWR heard singing in vicinity. - MDicus
03/07/2012 - BEWR observed perched and entering Hesperoyucca stalk where nest is located. Stayed in vicinity of 
nest singing for a few minutes before flying out of sight. - GHuffman
03/12/2012 - No BEWR detected during 20 minute observation of this nest. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No BEWR detections during 20 minute observation, during showery weather. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - No activity noted near nest, although male heard singing down slope some distance away. Cavity 
well-lined with material but no activity in immediate vicinity. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No BEWR activity observed in area. Nest appears to be in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - No BEWR detected in area after a 70-minute mid-day observation period. No wrens heard or seen 
anywhere, even far from nest. No response when biologist approached within 3 feet of nest to check condition, 
which looked fine. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - No BEWR activity in the area. After 30 minutes, the biologist approached the nest cavity. The lining 
material (grass, feathers, shed snakeskin) had been pulled out and is laying outside the nest cavity. This nest is 
now closed. It seems unlikely that this nest contained eggs or young, but there is no way to be sure; therefore, the 
nest outcome is indeterminate. - VEurs

N/A
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AMKE American Kestrel 030512_rrdd_01 TL 6924 - 171689 69kV Structure Chaparrals Traffic 6 500 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/5/2012 5/30/2012 03/05/2012 - Situation not 100% clear, but male AMKE appears to be maintaining a territory with 2 females and 
two nests, copulating with both at least 6 times between 0715-0800. AMKE entering cavities on both poles. 
Regarding this nest, AMKE pair entering cavity in middle eastern arm of steel monopole. Buffer set at 300 feet 
until scope of work becomes known. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Male perched on pole when surveyors arrived at 0630. A female was seen entering the arm where 
she remained for at least half an hour. Male returned to pole approximately every hour. It appears that this male 
is attempting to establish nests with two different females at adjacent poles, 171689 and 171688. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE pair copulating at 0755 and 0804. Female entering cavity. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Pair observed perching and copulating atop nest pole. After approximately 10 minutes, the pair left 
the perch, and the adult male joined the other female at the active nest location to the south (pole 171688). - 
MDicus
04/09/2012 - Male flew to pole from south, perched on a climbing rung and briefly entered the cavity. No sign of 
female for 30 minutes. As biologist approached pole, female seemed to fly up the slope from the north. She 
circled a bit, then disappeared from view. When checking AMKE nest to the south, she could be seen perched 
below nest cavity. - VEurs
04/17/2012 - Shortly after the start of the observation period, the female flew into view from the northwest, 
carrying a lizard. She soared around the area, and the male also flew into view. After the workers left, she settled 
on a transmission wire, ate part of the lizard and then flew out of view. She returned to the monopole without the 
lizard and perched for about 20 minutes before flying off again. When she returned, she entered the nest cavity 
without food, and no nestlings were heard calling when she entered. She remained there for the rest of the 
observation period. The male spent most of the time out of sight, briefly perching on top of the monopole with 
the nest cavity. - VEurs
04/25/2012 - For the first 50 minutes of observation, no AMKE activity was detected. Then the male arrived at the 
monopole carrying a small prey item. He gave this to the female who had emerged from the nest cavity. She 
perched on a wire and ate the item, then flew out of sight. The male had flown away, but soon returned with a 
lizard. The female flew up and perched partially inside the nest cavity. The male passed her the lizard and it 
seemed that she dropped it into the cavity. However, she quickly flew to a wire, carrying the lizard, where she ate 
it. - VEurs
05/02/2012 - After 30 minutes, the male flew in from the south and perched quietly atop the pole. After 5 
minutes or so, he flew east, but soon returned and perched on a rung near the nest. The female exited the nest 
cavity from below and perched on a rung above the cavity. The male soon entered the nest cavity and remained 
inside for 30 minutes, through the end of observations. The female eventually flew north, presumably to hunt. - 
VEurs

No

HOWR House Wren 030512_sjon_01 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 75 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/5/2012 5/31/2012 03/05/2012 - HOWR observed bringing nesting material into woodpecker cavity. - SJohnston
03/16/2012 - No HOWR detected at or near this location during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Male HOWR calling and nervous at WBNU in sycamore snag. Could not locate cavity as described, 
and will send in a different avian biologist who may be more familiar with the nest site. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Considerable HOWR activity around cavity, but no entry detected during 20 minute observation. 
Presumed incubation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest; HOWR heard calling 100 feet east of nest. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Much HOWR singing and activity in this area, but no association with this cavity observed. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - HOWR singing near but not entering cavity. Possibly an alternate nest. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - HOWR appear to be using one of these cavities; infrequent appearances by female, but much 
strident talk from male. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - HOWR activity at this location continues. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - HOWR activity continues with male singing when female departs. Toxicodendron growth limits 
visibility, nestlings presumed from behaviors. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - HOWR continue to be active at this nest. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - No activity observed. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes
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COHA Cooper's Hawk 030612_imll_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/6/2012 TBD 03/06/2012 - Biological monitor K. Vittum reported a female COHA breaking nest material off a sycamore and 
carrying it to a coast live oak tree. The male perched 100 feet east of the nest on a dead oak. The monitor 
conducted observations from approximately 200 feet away, primarily out of sight. When the monitor moved 
closer to approximately 100 feet, the female ceased nesting behavior. During verification and logging the point, 
the male COHA flushed and alarm called when the biologists approached to within 60 feet of the nest along the 
road on foot. The nest was observed to be in the very early stages of construction, with few pieces of broken off 
nesting material visible from the road. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Male COHA perched and calling on dead oak tree approximately 100 feet from nest. No trips to nest 
observed between 0800 and 0930. Nest appears well developed at this point with a shallow bowl formed. No 
lining visible. Male did not appear to alter any behavior due to traffic occurring along the road. The bird was 
observed tracking prey items and various other occurrences with its eyes and did not focus on vehicles or the 
observer. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - COHA was observed arranging nesting material within the nest and bringing new nesting material to 
the nest while two biologists were approximately 25 horizontal feet from the nest and in a direct line of sight. - 
SJohnston
03/22/2012 - Monitor K. Vittum reported pair regularly bringing material to and standing on nest yesterday (3/21) 
and today (3/22) while road sealing work occurred along driveway up to 50 feet away. - IMaunsell
03/28/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female on nest from 1024 through 1220. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Cooper's Hawk perched 100 feet from nest with prey item did not approach nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female observed carrying prey item to nest at 1123. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Female on nest during steady rain. - HWinfrey
05/01/2012 - Adult on nest at 0808. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Adult on nest at 0841. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Female on nest at 1238. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Adult visible on nest at 1013. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Adult visible on nest at 0940. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - Adult on nest at 1018. M. Dicus also reported adult observed feeding downy nestling(s) on 
5/12/2012. - HWinfrey
05/19/2012 - 1 downy nestling visible and moving in nest. Adult perched nearby. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - Adult COHA seen in flight 500 feet southeast of nest. 3 downy nestlings visible and moving in nest. - 
HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - 3 downy nestlings visible and moving in nest. Both adults observed foraging nearby. - HWinfrey
06/05/2012  On 6/4  biologist B  Arnold reports pair of COHAs active in area with 3 nestlings visible in nest   Birds 

TBD

CALT California Towhee 030612_rrdd_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 60 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/6/2012 3/24/2012 03/06/2012 - Nest appears 60% complete, partially lined with Pseudognaphalium sp. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - Nest appears freshly lined, but no birds attending. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact after storm. CALT heard nearby, but were not seen near nest in an approximate 10 
minute observation period. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - Nest remains unimproved, with lining material placed but never installed. - RRadd

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 030712_elss_01 EP183-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 85 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/7/2012 3/28/2012 03/07/2012 - Nest was found during systematic searching. The nest is in good condition and is completely lined. - 
ELoveless
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest intact and appears complete. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - No California Thrasher observed in vicinity of nest. No bird activity near nest for 10-minute 
observation period on sunny day with temperature at 65 degrees Fahrenheit. On approach to check status of nest, 
a single Western Scrub-jay egg was visible within the well-lined cup. While immediately moving away from the 
nest, a pair of Western Scrub-jays approached to within 10 feet of the nest, alarm calling. Once observer had 
moved off approximately 75 feet from the nest, the pair stopped calling and one adult Western Scrub-jay was 
seen approaching the nest to within 6 inches. Changed species to Western Scrub-jay. This species typically lays at 
least 3 eggs. Nest stage has progressed to egg-laying, presumably for several more days. - JDicus
03/28/2012 - Observed nest for 15-20 minutes with no direct activity. Pair of Scrub-jays were in the area, though 
not associating with nest. When pair was out of area, checked nest area. No activity was observed at the nest, so 
checked the nest. Broken egg present in nest, indicating natural predation. - VNovik

No

BUSH Bushtit 030712_kwer_01 EP93 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - tower erection 100 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/7/2012 3/29/2012 03/07/2012 - Biomonitor B. Thompson observed Bushtit pair regularly adding nesting material to a 75% complete 
nest while erection crew was bolting and tightening on tower approximately 100 feet away. - KWeber
03/20/2012 - Bushtit visited large nest that appears complete. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - Bottom half of this nest has been torn away; only 'neck' of nest remains hanging from top of scrub 
oak. No sign of lower portion of nest below scrub oak; no sign of eggs, eggshells, or adult birds in area. Apparent 
mammalian predation - closed. - PKonrad

N/A
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BUSH Bushtit 030712_mdus_01 Hartung/El Monte CY-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 53 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/7/2012 3/29/2012 03/07/2012 - Adult pair of Bushtits observed adding material to a nest that is approximately 5% complete. Nest is 
well-hidden in pendulous clump of mistletoe (Phoradendron serotinum). - MDicus
03/16/2012 - No BUSH activity at this nest during 20 minute observation on cool morning. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - M. Dicus visited this nest on 22 March and reported scant indications of this nest, and no BUSH 
present. Will monitor once more prior to any closing. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - This nest appears decapitated. Bushtits were foraging in the tree where the rest is located; however, 
none were displaying nesting behavior, no items were carried, and none visited the nest. Inconclusive if able to be 
closed at this point. - LThoreson
03/29/2012 - The nest is gone and had been in state of disrepair for the last few monitoring visits, with the pair 
absent from the area or exhibiting no breeding behaviors near the nest. Predation may be the cause, but it is 
difficult to tell for certain. - MDicus

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030712_mdus_03 Hartung / El Monte CY-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 8 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/7/2012 3/21/2012 03/07/2012 - Adult female Anna's Hummingbird observed making multiple trips to a nest that is 60-70% 
constructed. Avian biologist stood approximately 10 feet from nest while female continued to add material, so 
adult shows some tolerance to human presence. - MDicus
03/09/2012 - Female making multiple trips to and from nest, gathering spider web. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Nest intact but empty. Female ANHU visits briefly but does not alight. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - Nest no longer present. While presumed lost to weekend storms, no nest was found on ground. - 
RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030712_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 14 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/7/2012 4/14/2012 03/07/2012 - ANHU female constructing nest - approximately 30% complete. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - ANHU on nest at 1430 does not depart. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - ANHU female prone on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No adult activity was observed at the nest during 15 minutes of observation. The nest does not 
appear to be complete; however, a single intact egg was observed in the nest. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - No activity observed from 0645 to 0715. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest is no longer present and presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030712_rrdd_05 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 10 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/7/2012 4/12/2012 03/07/2012 - ANHU female incubating 2 eggs. Incubating bird was tolerant of non-stopping vehicles, but 
attending biomonitor should be aware of any extra wide loads due to location. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - ANHU incubating on nest at 1546. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Female still incubating on nest. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Female on nest. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - ANHU female feeding one small nestling at 1130. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - 1 nestling visible in nest. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Single nestling perched on edge of nest, preening and briefly exercising its wings. Female fed young 
twice during observation period. She also poked vigorously at the nest, pulling out feathers and bits of spider 
web. After she left the second time, the nestling settled back on the nest. - VEurs
04/06/2012 - Fully feathered nestling visible in nest at 0820. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No nestling in nest or nearby branches. Nest is in excellent condition and is presumed to have 
fledged 1 young successfully. - VEurs

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030712_sjon_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/7/2012 3/23/2012 03/07/2012 - ANHU observed incubating while BMP crew stopped in diesel F550 (before buffer was in place) on 
access road approximately 20 feet from nest for approximately 3 minutes, and during this time bird did not flush 
from nest. Additionally, bird remained on nest for normal periods of time for climate conditions encountered 
during the 30 minutes of passive observations, while biologist was approximately 30 feet away in direct line of 
sight to the nest. - SJohnston
03/13/2012 - ANHU continues at this nest, but stays off for long periods. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears intact following storms, but no ANHU female detected during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/23/2012 - No activity observed at this nest for 30 minutes. Lack of directed activity for more than a week 
indicates this nest has been abandoned. ANHU was incubating when nest was discovered, but no young or 
feeding of young were ever observed. Evidence suggests the eggs of this nest was predated or abandoned prior to 
stormy weather, for undetermined reasons. It is also possible that the eggs were predated during the stormy 
weather or shortly after, with or without nest abandonment, but with no way to arrive at a conclusive outcome, 
Indeterminate is the proper determination. - RRadd

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030712_sjon_02 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 15 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/7/2012 3/23/2012 03/07/2012 - Bird observed nest building while biologist was approximately 30 feet from the nest. Nest is 
approximately 20% complete. - SJohnston
03/13/2012 - ANHU incubating 2 eggs 1344. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Female on nest. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - Nest contains broken eggshell and many peppers from host tree, and is no longer serviceable. 
Remains of an egg in the nest among many hard peppers suggests this nest failed due to natural causes, likely by 
an avian predation that dislodged peppers into the nest. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 030712_vnik_02 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE4

Substation Chaparrals Substation - new construction 13 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/7/2012 4/24/2012 03/07/2012 - Biomonitor discovered this nest post-construction, reported that visits were made by the birds to 
the nest site, and that they were observed carrying material to the nest. While logging this nest, the Bushtits were 
observed entering the nest. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Nest in excellent condition after storm event. Nest appears nearly complete and BUSH pair brought 
nesting material to nest twice during observation period. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - No Bushtits detected in vicinity of nest during 30 minute period; nest complete and intact. - 
JPawlicki
04/10/2012 - Bushtit makes brief visit to nest at 0850. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Adult bringing food to nest at 0706. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0815 to 0845. Nest examined closely and bottom has been pulled 
out with pieces of the nest scattered about. Nest closed, evidence indicates it was predated. - HWinfrey

No

LOSH Loggerhead Shrike 030812_ahll_07 EP54-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Other 600 100 140 140 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/8/2012 5/1/2012 03/08/2012 - Both male and female were seen foraging within a 300-foot radius of nest location. Male was seen 
courtship feeding female, and female was seen bringing softer nesting material to the nest on several instances. 
Nest appears to be approximately 30% complete, and no eggs were present within the nest. The pair is tolerant of 
limited foot and vehicle traffic outside of bird buffer. - AHill
03/14/2012 - One adult foraging within 300 feet of nest site. Nest appears to be complete, egg laying should 
begin soon. - AHill
03/20/2012 - A biologist saw an American Kestrel perched on shrub where the nest is located. Individual 
remained perched in the bush during the time (approximately 10 minutes) the biologist was passively observing. 
The biologist moved away from the nest and closer to the furthest extent of a Red-tailed Hawk nest in the vicinity, 
and the Loggerhead shrike moved to the side of the nest closest to the biologist. The nest was not approached, 
and no individuals were seen carrying nesting material; however the perched individual was acting mildly 
territorial. It is possible that the pair is either laying eggs or incubating. - LThoreson
03/26/2012 - Observed both adults foraging within 500 feet of nest, then returning to 175 feet within nest 
location. Observed female making begging calls and flapping her wings repeatedly to male, who then fed her. The 
pair then copulated about 170 feet from the nest. The female flew to the nest and laid on the nest for 5 minutes 
before departing on her own accord. When female was out of sight, and no shrikes were in the area, the biologist 
checked the nest to find no eggs present. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Pair of Loggerhead Shrikes present, displaying territorially and fighting with a California Thrasher 
that approached nest, but eventually left the oak tree. Pair is active at nest. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike made 2 trips to nest during 30-minute observation period. After leaving nest, the 
shrike perched on tallest pole to northwest, east of the access road. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - No Loggerhead Shrike activity at this nest, however, an adult pair of shrikes is very active hawking 
insects, collecting nesting material and building nest in medium-sized shrub about 350 feet west of this nest site. 
During 1 flight to collect nesting material, 1 shrike perched on southwest side of Engelmann oak. The fact that no 
resident shrikes reacted to this breach of territory and because no activity was observed at the original nest site, 
this information may indicate nest failure and subsequent renesting during the past week. When possible, will 
check original nest with a cultural resources monitor to ascertain present status of the nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - After 30 minute observation period without seeing activity at the nest, the nest was approached and 
a mirror was used to check for eggs, nestlings or possible signs of nest failure. No eggs or nestlings were found, 
and dead leaves were observed inside the nest bowl and the rim of the nest, indicating possible nest 
abandonment. - SJohnston
04/24/2012 - It appears the original nest site has been abandoned, but a pair is active northwest of the site where 
they copulated once during a 30-minute observation period. Did not see nest building or any visit to the shrub 
where they were nest building last week   PKonrad

No
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AMKE American Kestrel 030812_ahll_08 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Grasslands and Meadows Other 320 500 275 275 Fledged 3/8/2012 5/30/2012 03/08/2012 - Female kestrel was seen entering nest cavity on several occasions with male perched nearby. 
Female would not stay within the cavity for more than 5 minutes. Biological monitor D. Engstrom reported seeing 
the pair copulate and chase off a pair of CORAs near the nest today. - AHill
03/09/2012 - Male American Kestrel flew in from east and perched on bare branches on top of nest tree. Also 
perched on lower wire north of tree, made a hunting strike and returned to nest tree where it fed on the large 
insect prey. During a second short observation period, at 14:00, the female flew to high bare branch on nest tree, 
where it fed on large insect prey and perched in the wind for 20 minutes, when observer left. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Female observed perching on nearby power line upon arrival. After 25 minutes of observation, 
female flew to nest tree after which male flew out of cavity and joined female on tree. Both birds last observed 
perched on nearby power line. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Biologist saw American Kestrel fly to telephone line west of cavity with prey, apparently a small 
rodent. The American Kestrel then flew to the cavity with the prey, dropped prey off and perched on the top of 
the tree. - LThoreson
04/02/2012 - Male American Kestrel perched on pole east of nest site during initial observation; checked back at 
1730 when male was perched on second pole to west; female probably incubating today. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Male American Kestrel was perched on pole west of nest; then flew to slope to south where it 
soared in circles. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Male American Kestrel flew in to perch on pole nearest nest. (Nestlings should be hatching soon, 
followed by more activity by adults.) - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - Female American Kestrel flew into view after about 15 minutes, circled nest tree twice and entered 
nesting cavity in live oak; she didn't come out of cavity during the next 15 minutes. - PKonrad
05/01/2012 - No American Kestrel activity observed during initial 30 minute observation period. During a second 
nest visit 3 hours later, the female kestrel was perched on the small power line to the northeast of the nesting 
cavity, near the wooden power pole. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Female American Kestrel perched on pole to west of nest and on associated wire north of nest, 
hunting near nest. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - The female American Kestrel was perched on the wooden pole west of the nest, hunting; it caught a 
small dark-colored mammal (vole?) and took it to the nest cavity where kestrel calls, presumably begging 
nestlings, could be heard. Female then perched on top of nest tree for a time, and the male kestrel was seen 
flying westward south of the nest. - PKonrad
05/22/2012 - Female American Kestrel preening and hunting from perch atop the nest tree. It appeared that the 
female took a large insect it caught to an unseen fledgling on west side of tree (opposite side of tree from nest 
cavity). About 3 hours later, a male fledgling was observed flying about 120 feet from the nest tree to the roof of 
1 of the chicken barns  The fledgling had some down on some feathers on the top of its head and a slightly 

Yes

GRRO Greater Roadrunner 030812_tcer_01 CP18-1-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 150 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/8/2012 4/26/2012 03/08/2012 - Adult incubating 2 eggs in nest. - TCooper
03/12/2012 - GRRO adjacent to nest with 3 eggs. Mate nearby. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs - GRRO presumed incubating through stormy weather, though not detected 
during 20 minute observation from distance. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - 2 eggs in nest. No GRRO seen or heard in area. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - 2 eggs in nest. Adult GRRO foraging nearby. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - GRRO incubating 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - The nest now contains 2 eggs, warming in the sun, and no sign of a nestling. An adult was foraging 
and sunning across the slope on the access road. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Nest now contains only 1 egg. Based on an incubation length of 19-20 days, this remaining egg is 
likely non-viable. It has been nearly 2 months since this nest was logged and none of the eggs appear to have 
hatched. No adult GRRO detected around the nest today. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

No

MODO Mourning Dove 030912_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 50 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/9/2012 4/13/2012 03/09/2012 - Nest with 5 eggs first discovered 2 February 2012, but not recorded due to lack of activity during 20 
minute observation period. Nest still with 5 eggs and attending adult on 9 March 2012. Dove remained on nest in 
direct line of sight while avian biologist entered data into pentab at 30 feet. Dove flushed with approach of 
surveyor to document nest status at about 3 feet. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nests, but was unable to gain access to substation. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest with 7 eggs. This nest has apparently never been viable, since before it was recorded since 
Mourning Doves typically only lay 2 eggs per clutch and it is unknown if any eggs were viable at any point during 
the monitoring period. - BArnold

No

MODO Mourning Dove 030912_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 100 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/9/2012 4/13/2012 03/09/2012 - Adult dove observed on nest. Dove remained on nest while avian biologist entered initial data into 
pentab within direct line of sight at 20 feet, and when avian biologist photo-documented nest at 10 feet. Flushed 
at less than 2 feet when avian biologist approached to document nest status. 2 eggs in nest. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nests, but was unable to gain access to substation. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest degraded and with lots of scat, indicative of a successfully fledged nest. - BArnold

Yes

HOFI House Finch 030912_elss_01 CP64 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 30 30 Removed 3/9/2012 3/9/2012 03/09/2012 - The nest was found by onsite biomonitor, inside equipment. The nest was 5% complete. Female 
brought nesting material to nest twice during a 60-minute observation period. The equipment had mylar 
reflective ribbon bird deterrents placed 6-8 inches from the selected nest site and was staged at the pull site with 
no use for 10 days. The equipment was slated for transport this day, necessitating the removal process. - 
ELoveless
03/09/2012 - Nest removed by avian biologist. - ELoveless

No
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 030912_imll_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - maintenance 400 300 300 300 Fledged 3/9/2012 5/2/2012 03/09/2012 - Male CAGN observed stripping 'bark' from sagebrush in territory and adding material to a well 
developed nest (about 80%) with the female CAGN accompanying. The nest is shaped with lining-less bowl. Pair 
made trips with nest material from both east and west. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Pair observed making over a dozen trips to nest. Surveyors did not approach nest, but female was 
observed carrying fluffy pappus from Baccharis shrub; male not observed carrying material. - MDicus
03/21/2012 - Pair observed foraging throughout territory. On one occasion both male and female visited the nest 
area briefly and then moved away to the south. Later during the observation period the male flew to the nest area 
and called from various perches. Once the pair left the area, the nest was observed to be 100% complete with no 
eggs present (M. Dicus permitted CAGN nest monitor present). It is likely that the pair will continue to use this 
nest location following the weekend's recent storm events once the material dries with no further additions to 
nest. Therefore, the nest stage is now considered to be in the egg laying period. - IMaunsell
04/03/2012 - 3/28/2012 - 3 nest exchanges observed between 0715 and 0930. - IMaunsell
04/04/2012 - Observed nest exchange at approximately 0805. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - Male observed flying to nest area at approximately 0730. Gave "soft mew" and female was observed 
leaving nest area. Female returned to the nest area at approximately 0750, called to male, and male left nest area. 
From 0800-0810, male was observed making frequent, rapid trips to and from the nest to the surrounding habitat 
with prey items. Likely feeding young nestlings still being brooded by the female. - IMaunsell
04/18/2012 - Male observed foraging, making 3 brief trips to nest, and on the second trip carrying away what 
appeared to be a fecal sack from the nest. Female was at the nest for most of this 1-hour observation period. - 
MDicus
04/25/2012 - 2 nestlings were observed in the nest. The adult male parent California Gnatcatcher was observed 
hopping from bush to bush near the nest, making "mew" calls. - LGorman
05/02/2012 - The adult CAGN pair was observed foraging approximately 250 feet northwest of the nest location. 
The pair repeatedly returned to a nearby shrub from which faint begging calls were heard; they appeared to be 
feeding 1 or 2 fledglings, which were well-hidden inside the shrub. The nest was later checked and found to be 
empty. Successful fledging. - MDicus

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 030912_mdus_03 Hartung CY-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 28 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/9/2012 4/25/2012 03/09/2012 - Pair observed gathering material from interior of oak galls and adding it to nest that appears to be 
nearly complete. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - BUSH pair foraging in vicinity. Male enters nest briefly at 0818; no item carry observed. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - BUSH pair working at nest at 1408. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 1310 to 1325. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Bushtit at nest at 1152. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest appears intact after yesterday's storm. No BUSH observed during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BUSH detected during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest has fallen, but does not appear predated. - RRadd

No

RSHA Red-shouldered Hawk 030912_rrdd_01 CP64-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 300 500 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 3/9/2012 4/12/2012 03/09/2012 - RSHA pair attending this nest - female at nest, male guarding and visiting. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - RSHA male at typical nest-guarding perch south of El Monte Road, female not detected. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - Nest remains incomplete. No RSHA detected during 15 minute late afternoon observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity at nest. RSHA perched nearby at 1235. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed, and no Red-Shouldered Hawks detected in area from 1200 to 1245. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest is not in sufficient repair to receive an egg, and no raptors have been observed in association 
for 4 weeks. Changed status to closed. Nest was abandoned during site selection for unknown reasons. - RRadd

No

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch 030912_rrdd_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 56 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/9/2012 5/11/2012 03/09/2012 - WBNU pair chiseling bark flakes from nearby trees and carrying to cavity at 1-2 minute intervals. - 
RRadd
03/15/2012 - WBNU pair coming to and going from this nest at 0822. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No WBNU detected in area for 15 minutes. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - WBNU pair continued to bring bark chips to cavity on multiple occasions from 0843-0910. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - WBNU observed entering cavity at 1038 without carrying nesting material. It did not re-emerge 
during 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - WBNU leaves nest at 1027. Both male and female return at 1034. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - WBNU male carries food to brooding female 3 times between 1039-1044. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - WBNU carrying food to nest at 2-10 minute intervals around 1335. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - WBNU brings food to nest cavity at 0718. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - WBNU pair leaving nest unattended for several minutes at a time, returning with food items. - 
RRadd
05/12/2012 - WBNU no longer come to this cavity and a HOWR is now occupying. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes
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BUSH Bushtit 030912_rrdd_04 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 10 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/9/2012 4/30/2012 03/09/2012 - BUSH making repeated trips at 1-2 minute intervals building this nest - approximately 5% complete. - 
RRadd
03/17/2012 - BUSH pair continue nest building at 1348 - 60% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults flew to nest 6+ times with material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - BUSH pair active at nest which appears substantially complete. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - BUSH entered nest at 1242 and was not observed to re-emerge during 10 minutes of observation. - 
HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 1309. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH pair feeding nestlings at 1630. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - BUSH pair feeding nestlings at 1320 at 5-minute intervals. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Solo BUSH visits nest furtively, fleetingly and infrequently at 1358. Second brood potentially in 
progress. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest appears in excellent condition. No BUSH detected within 50 feet during 30 minutes of 
observation. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - No activity observed. Monitor once more before potentially closing. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - 24 May;  Nest remains in fine condition, but no BUSH detected associating with it. Nest likely 
fledged about 30 April. Nest remained intact and a second brood may be initiated. - RRadd

Yes

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch 030912_rrdd_05 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 87 100 85 85 Nest did not reach active stage 3/9/2012 4/16/2012 03/09/2012 - WBNU pair ferrying bark flakes to cavity. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - WBNU detected in vicinity, but not observed at cavity. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No WBNU seen near nest for 15 minutes. Possibly switched locations (see 032012_mkhn_02). - 
MKuehn
03/22/2012 - WBNU at cavity, one bird visible arranging lining materials inside. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No WBNU detected in area; no activity at nest. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No WBNU activity has been observed here for almost a month. Initial activity was likely a part of site 
selection process. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 031012_jpki_01 EP183 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 85 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/10/2012 4/18/2012 03/10/2012 - Adults observed actively bringing material to nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
03/15/2012 - Adults in area but did not observe them going to the nest. Nest looks complete from outside, but 
contents not checked. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - Bushtit pair still nest building. Nest is well-formed and decorated externally, 95% complete. Light is 
still visible passing through unlined nest entrance. Female observed in vicinity gathering downy vegetative lining 
material. - JDicus
03/28/2012 - Bushtit observed at nest, which appears nearly complete. - VNovik
04/04/2012 - Nest is in excellent shape, but no Bushtit observed or heard during 30-minute period. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Again, nest looks good but no Bushtits observed or heard during 30-minute observation period. 
(Incubating or deserted?) - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - See following comment. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - A predator has opened a hole in the bottom of this Bushtit nest chamber. No eggs, eggshells, 
nestlings, or adults were found in the area, although nesting chronology indicates that eggs may have been 
present. Because bushtits may continue lining the nest during incubation and until hatchlings are present, and 
because the nestling period is approximately 14 days, it is indeterminate whether nest fledged, was abandoned, 
or predated, and nest is closed. - PKonrad

N/A

PHAI Phainopepla 031012_mdus_02 Hartung CY-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 50 100 75 75 Presumed Fledged 3/10/2012 5/13/2012 03/10/2012 - Adult male Phainopepla observed breaking off a tamarisk twig and carrying it into a clump of 
mistletoe. Male made several additional trips to nest while female perched nearby. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - PHAI male brings food item to female, and she departs nest area to receive it at 0755. Both birds 
foraged, returning frequently to nest area. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - PHAI pair making trips to nest 1356-1408. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 1310 to 1325. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Male visits nest at 1148. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - PHAI pair trading nest duties; male on nest while female forages, guarding while she is on nest. - 
RRadd
04/17/2012 - Pattern of activity suggests PHAI pair is sharing incubation duties. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - PHAI pair continue activity at this nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - PHAI exchanging nest duties; female comes to nest with enlarged crop at 1646. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - PHAI pair coming to nest at regular intervals; 1 always staying near nest. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - PHAI no longer attend this nest and a new nest is under construction 5 feet east. Presumed fledged. - 
RRadd

Yes
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WREN Wrentit 031212_ahll_01 EP33-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 80 100 70 70 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/12/2012 4/3/2012 03/12/2012 - Wrentit pair was seen bringing lining material to nest on several occasions, at intervals of 20-45 
minutes. Pair is extremely cryptic when flying to nest, using different fly-in routes and entering the dense brush at 
a radius of 20 feet before actually flying to nest location. Adult was heard singing within 50 feet of nest location. 
Nest appears to be complete. - AHill
03/15/2012 - No eggs in nest, but heard Wrentit nearby nest. - AHill
03/20/2012 - No eggs in nest. Observed Wrentit pair singing and flying within 25 feet of nest. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Observed pair singing near nest. Still no eggs in nest, but observed adult fly to nest then leave. - 
AHill
04/03/2012 - Nest was found with small, broken, blue egg fragments in nest, and no adults were seen or heard 
within 200 feet of the nest. Nest was predated on by an animal. - AHill

No

BUSH Bushtit 031212_imll_02 EP118-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 60 100 60 60 Indeterminate 3/12/2012 3/30/2012 03/12/2012 - Bushtits actively nest building, nest nearly complete. Pair returning to nest while helicopter 
hovering over site. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact, but no activity observed during 45 minutes of observation while micropile grouting 
work is taking place at adjacent tower site. - VNovik
03/30/2012 - Bushtit nest has apparently been torn open by a predator, probably an avian predator, considering a 
hole about twice the size of the entrance hole has been torn open in the stubby neck of the nest on the opposite 
side from the entrance hole. No sign of eggs or eggshells or adult Bushtits - closed. Chronology and history of 
observations suggest that eggs may or may not have been present at the time of depredation, so the outcome is 
Indeterminate. - PKonrad

N/A

CATH California Thrasher 031212_imll_03 EP-91-N Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/12/2012 4/12/2012 03/12/2012 - Bird incubating on nest. 2 eggs. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Bird incubating on nest. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - No thrashers observed, but a clutch of 3 turquoise-colored eggs is present in nest. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; did not leave nest when avian biologist checked nest status from 12 
feet. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - At least 3 large downy nestlings in nest; no adults observed or heard. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest is in good shape with the bowl intact. Appears nestlings fledged successfully, probably before 
rainfall 36 hours before this nest check, judging by wet condition of nest. No sign of nestlings, fledglings or adults, 
and no sign that nestlings did not fledge. - PKonrad

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 031212_jdus_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 20 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/12/2012 4/28/2012 03/12/2012 - Pair observed building well formed nest (carrying downy vegetative lining material into 95% 
complete nest). - JDicus
03/13/2012 - Male makes occasional visits. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest looked soggy, and the bottom appeared incomplete or perhaps affected by the storm this past 
weekend. However, BUSH pair observed at nest. - IMaunsell
03/28/2012 - Male BUSH observed carrying food into nest, presumably feeding female. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - BUSH observed bringing small green leaves to nest 1035. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Although Bushtits were heard in the area, none approached or exited the nest during a 90-minute 
observation period. At 1558, a female LEGO pulled a large billfull of fluffy material from the top of the nest and 
flew away. There was no Bushtit response this action. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - After 45 minutes of constant monitoring, no BUSH was observed entering or exiting the nest. A male 
BUSH foraged in the nest tree and was seen with a bill full of insects. However, he did not approach this nest and 
was presumably associated with a different nest in the area. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No BUSH activity after 20 minutes of observation. This nest containing eggs failed due to natural 
causes. After numerous extensive observation efforts, no Bushtit activity has been observed at the nest for 
several weeks. This, combined with the slow deterioration of the nest and the piracy of nesting materials by other 
species, leads the biologist to conclude this nest has been abandoned. It is likely that the Bushtits abandoned this 
nest during one of the periods of cold, stormy weather, as they have been documented to do, even when the nest 
contains eggs. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 031212_jdus_02 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/12/2012 5/7/2012 03/12/2012 - Pair arrives together, male perches nearby while female builds. Multiple trips to nest with material 
were observed. Nest appears to be well formed (90% complete). - JDicus
03/13/2012 - No HOFI detected in this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact after storm, but no HOFI activity at the nest in 30 minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Male visits nest at 0834. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity at nest from 0740 to 0810. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - One sparsely-feathered nestling visible craning its head above rim of nest with its bill open. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Nestlings observed in nest. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Male and female both visited nest, male first then female who remains there. Nestlings cannot be 
seen. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - The nest had no activity in over 30 minutes of observation. The nest is in good condition, showing 
no signs of predation. Ample time has passed for a complete the nesting cycle and this nest is presumed to have 
fledged. - VEurs

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 031212_jdus_03 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 30 30 Fledged 3/12/2012 4/30/2012 03/12/2012 - Pair visits nest tree. Male perches nearby while female builds. Nest is 50% complete. - JDicus
03/13/2012 - No HOFI detected in this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears intact and complete, after storm. A pair was observed entering the nest, but was not 
carrying any nesting material. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Male and female bringing food to nest at 0840. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - HOFI brings food to nest at 0745. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - At least 2 well-feathered nestlings were visible and vigorously moving about nest cup. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - A pair was observed flying to the nest to feed young. Nestlings not visible today. May be 2 new 
nests to the east in the same tree (outer low hanging and upper hanging clusters). - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Appears this nest has fledged successfully since female appears to be incubating a new clutch of 
eggs. New Nest ID created (050212_kats_01). - LTymkiw

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031212_jdus_04 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 13 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/12/2012 4/16/2012 03/12/2012 - Female observed building beginning of nest while male is perched nearby. This newly discovered 
goldfinch nest is just in the early stage of building (just a spare, thin platform beginning - 5% complete). - JDicus
03/13/2012 - LEGO continues to work sporadically on nest, now 15% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears to have weathered the storm, but is still incomplete, and about 60% complete. LEGO 
observed all around but not observed at nest in about 10 minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - Fresh lining material in bottom of nest. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Female on nest at 0832. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 0748. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Female was not on nest, so biologist used extendable mirror to examine the nest. The nest does not 
contain any eggs or young anymore and does not appear to be particularly well-lined. Apparently predated. - 
VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 031212_jdus_05 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 10 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 3/12/2012 4/30/2012 03/12/2012 - Nest is above road and approximately 5% built, located in clump of flowering Eucalyptus. Avian 
biologist watched female make 2 trips to nest with bill full of materials which almost completely disappeared 
from viewing location below when female added the material into the nest location from above. Male not 
observed. Group of 5 HOFI were observed returning to nest tree in a group with 2 pairs splitting off to build their 
respective nests in the same tree while this female built a third nest with no associated male seen. Later trips by 
the group were found to contain only two pairs, without the lone female in attendance. - JDicus
03/13/2012 - No HOFI detected in this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears unaffected by storm, but no HOFI activity at this nest during 30 minutes of 
observation. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0834 to 0844. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed from 0740 to 0810. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Despite extensive observations of the HOFI nests in this area, no finches were observed approaching 
this particular nest. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - No activity at this nest in 45 minutes of observation. In 6 weeks and 8 nest checks, no activity has 
been observed at this nest. - LTymkiw

No
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BEWR Bewick's Wren 031212_mdus_02 CP11-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Grading 5 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/12/2012 5/8/2012 03/12/2012 - Bio monitor Tom Gunter observed a pair of Bewick's Wrens carrying nest material to the north side 
of a 17-foot artificial wall north of CP11. The avian biologist monitored the activity, observing the pair carrying 
twigs and dried leaves to the nest 10 separate times.  One adult carried items on each trip while the other 
accompanied it, scolding from the nearby silt fence, exploring adjacent cavities, or bringing in material itself. 
During this time, the crew parked a dozer and compactor within 5-10 feet of the nest (but 12 vertical feet above), 
delivered rock 55 feet away, and continued grading and wall construction approximately 90 feet away. All 
construction activity was above the nest and out of view. The birds did not appear to be affected by construction, 
spending no more than 10 minutes away from the nest during the monitoring period. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Avian biologist arrived at site at 0707 to monitor nest prior to crew's arrival. Crew arrived at 0720. 
BEWR adult first flew to nest at 0730, left immediately, and started vocalizing nearby. Pair did not return to nest 
until 0806, when they both started making regular trips with nest material (grasses and other smaller items). 
Between 0806 and 0820, the pair made a total of 12 trips (between them) to the nest while the crew worked 
approximately 50-20 feet from the nest. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Avian biologist arrived at site at 1257, monitoring nest from distance of approximately 50 feet. 
While crew worked within buffer, BEWR pair were observed making over 15 trips to nest with material. During 1 
hour and 20 minutes of monitoring, the pair were not away from the nest more than 10 minutes at a time. 
Construction was ongoing throughout this observation period; birds appeared unaffected by activities. - MDicus
03/22/2012 - Bio-monitor Tom Gunter observed pair making 3 trips to the nest, and taking breaks to forage in 
between visits. One-time work within buffer is complete, and buffer will now be maintained at 30 feet. - MDicus
03/31/2012 - Biomonitor B. Parker reports observing two BEWRs entering nest 3 times and engaging in mate 
feeding behavior from 0910 to 0930. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Bio monitor B. Parker reports Bushtit observed carrying downy material into nest at 0720. - 
HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No activity during nest monitor's 40 minute observation period. Onsite biomonitors B. Parker and T. 
Gunter also reported no BEWR activity near cavity throughout the day. They said numerous BEWRs were upslope 
and downslope singing and calling during the day. Nest monitor did not hear any BEWR. - VEurs
04/24/2012 - No BEWR seen near nest cavity after more than 30 minutes of observation. male BEWR sang briefly 
downslope of the cavity towards the end of the observation period. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - A Bewick's Wren was heard singing not far down slope, but no wrens approached the rock wall 
during approximately 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - No activity at nest reported since 7 April. It is possible the nest was washed out of the Hilfiker wall 
during the rain events of April. This nest is now closed and failed with or without eggs or young. - VEurs

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 031212_mdus_03 CP10-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 33 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/12/2012 5/1/2012 03/12/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed carrying material to a nearly complete nest located approximately 30 feet 
from the access road. Traffic, including a large loader, passed through the access road, while the pair continued to 
forage for material and carry it to the nest. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed at nest. - BArnold
03/23/2012 - Male Bushtit observed adding material to the nest. - MDicus
03/31/2012 - Biomonitor B. Parker reports Bushtit entering nest with fine material 4 times from 1050 to 1130. - 
HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Biomonitor T. Gunter reports no activity observed from 0730 to 0830. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Male and female foraging on surrounding hillsides and periodically visiting the nest without material 
or food items during nest monitor's visit. Onsite biomonitor T. Gunter reported little activity in the morning. 
Suspect incubation is under way. - VEurs
04/24/2012 - At least one Bushtit was foraging extensively on the hillside around the nest, but after 40 minutes of 
observation, no Bushtit approached or exited the nest. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - After observing the unusual look of the nest from the access road, the biologist approached the nest 
directly. Upon close examination, the nest was observed to be laying horizontally in the shrub. Pieces of nest 
material were strewn about the branches, although no large, obvious holes were observed. This nest with eggs or 
young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 031212_pkad_05 EP32-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 86 500 500 500 Fledged 3/12/2012 5/26/2012 03/12/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk in incubating position on 2011 nest that has been built up a bit during past 
week. Second adult flew from perch west of nest. Red-tail in incubating position during 2 subsequent nest checks 
while in the area during mid-afternoon and late afternoon. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Did not observe any activity during a 30 minute period. - AHill
03/23/2012 - No hawks observed near nest. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - No activity observed. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Adult on nest at 0818. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Adult on nest at 0910. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - No adult in area. 1 downy nestling visible and moving in nest. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - 1 downy white nestling visible and vocal. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - 2 nestlings were visible and moving in nest at 0602. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - 2 nestlings visible; both have downy heads and are molting flight feathers. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - 2 nestlings visible, showing well-developed flight feathers and molting head feathers. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - 2 nestlings visible, 1 upright in nest, the other perched on a branch a foot above the nest. Both 
appear fully feathered and alert. - HWinfrey
05/26/2012 - Nest is empty.  Fledgling perched 50 feet away from nest.  40% of nest material appears to have 
been knocked out of nest and is resting on a branch below the nest.  Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes
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SAPH Say's Phoebe 031212_rrdd_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 10 100 50 10 Fledged 3/12/2012 5/2/2012 03/12/2012 - SAPH bringing items and forming cup in nest that appears approximately 80% complete. Nest built 
while work and use of adjacent access road were in progress, drive-through access OK. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - SAPH observed bringing material to nest at about 1000. - BArnold
03/19/2012 - SAPH on nest, departs to forage. Mate nearby. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - SAPH adult on nest. CORA nest being built nearby. Other SAPH adult on fence foraging. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed at nest. SAPH heard calling nearby. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - SAPH observed coming to nest to incubate while two biologists were viewing nest from below, 
within 15 feet. The SAPH did not react to presence. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - At start of observation, phoebe was not on the nest. Male arrived a short time later carrying a small 
insect while biologist was about 15 feet away. He perched briefly on the edge of the nest and then settled for 3 
minutes until female arrived with another insect.  He left the nest and she perched on the edge, bending down to 
feed the very quiet nestlings. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult SAPH on nest. Valerie Eurs observed both adults bringing insects to edge of nest. As such, 
presumed the presence of nestlings. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Both adults brought food to nest after 5 minutes of observing. Adults brought food during intense 
work activity within 15 to 20 feet of the nest, and O&M activity in 69kV rack. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - Both adult SAPH continue to bring food to nest and feed nestlings during nearby work activities. - 
BArnold
04/26/2012 - Adult SAPH continue to bring food items to nest in apparent disregard of the SRPL work activities 
occurring within 20 feet of the nest. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - The Adult SAPH was observed bringing food to nest, but with much less frequency or 'urgency' than 
recently observed. I believe the nestlings may soon fledge. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Adult SAPH attending to nestlings, which appear very large and ready to fledge. - BArnold
05/01/2012 - 2 very large, vociferous nestlings in nest. These appear ready to fledge soon. - BArnold
05/02/2012 - Early in morning 4 large fledglings observed in nest. Later 2 fledglings observed on slope just south 
of substation with 1 adult, and 1 fledgling perched on steel railing at base of nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Four nestlings observed perched on disconnect switch stand in northern part of substation. Later 
observed with adults foraging and being fed. - BArnold

Yes

CACW Cactus Wren 031212_rrdd_02 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 230 100 100 100 Fledged 3/12/2012 5/10/2012 03/12/2012 - Nest appears 80% complete, lacking feather lining. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears kempt and maintained but only partially lined. No CACW detections on cold windy 
day. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest. CACW calling 500 feet west of nest. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - 2 CACWs observed in area from 0630 to 0730. Neither were observed going to this nest. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - At start of observation, CACW heard calling 100-150 feet from nests. At 1345, an adult perched on 
cactus between the 2 nests before flying off to the north. At 1420, wren gave vocalizations briefly near the nests. 
At 1426, adult CACW entered upper nest. It was not carrying nest material or food. It remained in the nest until 
1441, at which time it flew to the north, perched quietly on a cactus and eventually flew out of sight farther 
north. Observation period lasted approximately 70 minutes. - VEurs
04/19/2012 - One CACW was seen upon biologist's arrival near the nest. After 15-20 minutes, one adult, then the 
second, perched on the cactus clump containing the nests. Each had food in its bill, which was taken into the nest. 
One adult soon emerged, flew off, returned with more food that it took into the nest and then exited. A GRRO 
landed in front of the cactus clump, causing the wren to give an alarm call. The second wren emerged from the 
nest and both wrens then disappeared from view. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Immediately upon the start of observations, both adult CACW entered the nest. They exited and 
flew off in separate directions. During the approximately 15 minute observation period, an adult made 2 more 
trips into the nest with food items. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - Both adults were visible perching about 50 feet from the nest. They moved about the area, and 1 
adult eventually perched for several minutes on the cactus clump containing the nest. The second adult then 
approached and took a food item into the nest. They both flew off again. A short while later an adult arrived at 
the nest with a very large, unidentified food item. When the adult  entered the nest, nestlings could be heard 
vocalizing. The adult soon exited and resumed foraging as the second adult perched on a cactus with its feathers 
fluffed. - VEurs
05/10/2012 - An adult Cactus Wren was seen perched atop a cactus clump to the west of the nest. 2, perhaps 3, 
Cactus Wren fledglings were spotted huddled in the shade at the base of the same cactus patch. This nest is now 
closed because it fledged successfully. - VEurs

Yes
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BUSH Bushtit 031312_bald_03 EP103-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 79 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/13/2012 4/23/2012 03/13/2012 - Biomonitor Chez Brungraber observed Bushtits carrying nesting material at about 1030 hours, and 
shortly thereafter discovered nest. Nest is nearly complete. - BArnold
03/21/2012 - Nest looks complete, although neck is a bit thin. Bushtit acting mildly territorial as biologist 
approached nest. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - Bushtits active in area; 1 went into nest and did not see it come out; some calling from within nest 
to Bushtits nearby. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Observed Bushtit entering nest multiple times. Visits were short in duration. Carrying food item into 
nest. - VNovik
04/16/2012 - Adult Bushtit(s) bringing food to nest and quickly leaving about every 3 minutes. - PKonrad
04/23/2012 - Nest is in good shape, but no Bushtits were observed during 30 minute observation period, which is 
drastically different from the last observation period when the adults were making frequent nest visits with food. 
The nestlings have apparently fledged and left the area with the adults - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 031312_dbby_01 CP21-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 264 300 264 264 Fledged 3/13/2012 5/1/2012 03/13/2012 - Nest approximately 90% complete. Observed male fly into the nest for a few seconds to form the 
nest. Nest lining still slightly unkempt looking since it is still being formed. Pair foraging away from nest for long 
periods of up to a half hour. Did not observe pair bringing any more nest material to nest. Installed "no drive-thru 
and no project access" ESA signs on road to west because 300-foot buffer encompasses small section of road, 
until NBJ concurrence is obtained. - DBusby
03/20/2012 - Nest lining appears complete. No eggs in nest. Adult pair foraging nearby. Adult male flew near nest 
and delivered scolding calls after I checked  the nest. - DBusby
04/07/2012 - Male observed on nest during survey on April 6. 4 eggs confirmed during survey on March 30. - 
DBusby
04/17/2012 - 4 nestlings in nest approximately 4 days old. Estimated fledge date is between April 22 and 28. - 
DBusby
04/24/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair with active nest (031312_dbby_01) near Structure CP21 was 
observed feeding nestlings that are approximately 11 days old. The male and female adult pair was observed 
repeatedly visiting the nest with food, with a large proportion of the food items being small green caterpillars. 
Based on the apparent age of the nestlings, their estimated fledge date will likely occur between April 25 and 28, 
2012. - DBusby
05/01/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed with fledglings that are a few days old 
approximately 200 feet east/downslope of the closed nest (031312_dbby_01) near Structure CP21. The estimated 
fledge date was between April 25 and 28, 2012. At least two fledglings were visually confirmed foraging with the 
adult pair. The closed nest is empty and intact, exhibiting no signs of depredation. The surveyor will reattempt to 
locate and confirm the number of fledglings during subsequent surveys. Because the fledglings are now 
independent of the nest, there are no work restrictions along the access road to the west of the closed nest. - 
DBusby
05/08/2012 - Nest is closed. Family group foraging down slope. Detected 2 adults / 1 juvenile. - DBusby
05/15/2012 - Nest is closed. Family group foraging downslope, very vocal. Detected 2 adults / 3-4 juveniles. 
Juveniles begging. - DBusby
05/22/2012 - Adult pair foraging near old closed nest. No juveniles detected in area, indicating they now may be 
independent of adults. - DBusby
05/30/2012 - Adult male observed down slope from old nest. Vocal at first detection but then became quiet and 
secretive. - DBusby

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 031312_elss_01 EP19-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 100 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/13/2012 3/27/2012 03/13/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed adding nesting material to a nest 7 feet up in a manzanita. The pair 
was observed visiting the nest every 2-5 minutes. The nest appears about 50% complete - ELoveless
03/15/2012 - Bushtit pair is nest building actively and does not seem to be affected by heavy helicopter traffic at 
EP19. Nest appears to be 60% complete. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Pair is actively bringing nesting material to nest, but nest seems a bit dilapidated from recent rain 
event; 70% complete. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Nest was predated, with one egg lodged in side of nest. Two large holes in nest walls, no Bushtit 
activity was observed. Signs were removed. - AHill

No
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WREN Wrentit 031312_fhan_01 CP88-1-N-B Road Areas Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 85 85 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/13/2012 4/20/2012 03/13/2012 - A Wrentit was seen visiting the nest. This individual was calling back and forth to another Wrentit 
nearby. The nest appeared nearly 100% complete and egg laying is imminent. - FHoffman
03/15/2012 - Nest was monitored prior to and during installation of energy dissipaters (K. Vittum) in two 
locations along the eastern edge of the access road 30-40 feet from the nest site. Work occurred within the 
established 85 foot buffer based on an exemption to allow for work required in order to remain in compliance 
with SWPPP permit within 72 hours of rain event. Rain event predicted for Friday March 17 and Saturday March 
18. Nest was monitored prior to work: no eggs or adults were at the nest. Nest appeared in good condition. 
During approximately 1 hour of work using back hoe, no adult Wrentits were observed within the area. - 
IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - Nest is complete, but looks soaked from recent heavy rains. No activity observed during 15 minutes 
of observation. Wrentits heard calling within general vicinity. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Biologist approached to within 5 feet before locating nest when female flushed off nest, which 
contained 3 eggs. Female returned to nest immediately after biologist moved back to access road. Bio monitor C. 
Vettes reported passively observing female continue incubating for 6 hours while Sunrise underground crew 
worked 50 feet from nest. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - A female Wrentit was on the nest during over an hour of work which consisted of hydroseeding and 
silt fence removal. At one point the male visited the nest. No indications of stress were observed due to 
hydroseeding work occurring approximately 25 feet from the nest. - CVettes
03/30/2012 - On March 29 K. Vittum monitored minor road grading work required within the existing 85 foot 
buffer for this nest. Work occurred along the road approximately 40 feet from the nest site. A backhoe was used 
to repair the road due to a recent rain event rilling across the road. Work occurred per exemption for individual 
buffer requests allowing for required BMP work in order to maintain compliance with SWPPP permit. During 
approximately 30 minutes of work within the buffer the monitor detected the pair associating with the nest area. 
No signs of disturbance or agitated behavior were observed. - IMaunsell
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 1224. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female on nest, does not depart during observation. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Nest is on the ground, torn apart. Trampled vegetation surrounding nest suggests mammalian 
predator. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 031312_ghan_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/13/2012 4/29/2012 03/10/2012 - Observed with avian biologist, John Dicus, a pair of Western Scrub-jays bringing material to vicinity 
of scrub oaks (Quercus  berberidifolia) and Lakeside ceanothus (Ceanothus cyaneus) multiple times. A nest was 
discovered in scrub oak but did not observe species going to it. By 3-12-12, it was confirmed to be an active nest 
by observing the pair at and on the nest, bringing nesting material to it. - GHuffman
03/16/2012 - Western Scrub-jay observed carrying lining material to nest. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Western Scrub-Jay observed carrying lining material to nest. No apparent damage to nest from 
major storm event over last two days. - RAbe
03/29/2012 - Female on nest, male calling nearby. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Female on nest with 5 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Incubation continues. - RRadd
04/22/2012 - WESJ tight on nest at 1550. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is clean, intact and empty. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

PHAI Phainopepla 031312_jdus_01 EP246 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats OH - wire stringing 110 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 3/13/2012 3/30/2012 03/13/2012 - Phainopepla nest reported by on-site biological monitor. Phainopepla pair observed in vicinity. Male 
landed in nest shrub while female looked on. Male observed carrying materials and building second nest in 
juniper to west outside 100-foot buffer surrounding tower permanent pad, then revisiting nest in jujube shrub. 
Both nests are approximately 20% constructed. - JDicus
03/22/2012 - Male slightly territorial across wash; unseen female giving contact calls. Nest is a small bowl built 
with fine material; looks complete. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Could not re-find nest; no Phainopeplas near nest site, although a short distance to southwest a pair 
of Phainopeplas were flying in aerial displays led by female. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 031312_jdus_02 EP251 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/13/2012 3/22/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair of Bushtits visited nest 3 times with material. - JDicus
03/22/2012 - Nest appears be destroyed by recent storm; nest is flattened from the west side, probably by high 
wind, and has been torn away from 1 of the top attachment points. Damage does not reflect predation, which is 
indicated by holes or tears in the chamber. No Bushtits were observed or heard in the area. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 031312_jpki_05 EP140-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 65 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/13/2012 4/30/2012 03/13/2012 - Adult Bushtits observed bringing material to nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
04/03/2012 - Nest complete. Bushtit pair observed in vicinity of nest with 1 adult entering nest; nest contents 
unknown. - JPawlicki
04/13/2012 - Nest is complete and intact. Bushtit observed entering nest. - VNovik
04/21/2012 - One Bushtit was observed bringing caterpillars to the nest. It was unclear whether it was feeding 
nestlings or its mate. - LTymkiw
04/30/2012 - Nest has been predated, torn apart and mostly removed from the area with only a portion of the 
feathered nest chamber caught in the branch below the nest site. No sign of adults or nestlings or other nest parts 
in the area. - closed. - PKonrad

No
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BUSH Bushtit 031312_mdus_02 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 75 100 40 40 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/13/2012 4/28/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed carrying material to a nest that is approximately 60% complete. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Pair bringing in nest material and copulating. Nest approximately 75% complete. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Pair not observed visiting nest, but nest is in good condition, and female was observed foraging on 
nest shrub. - MDicus
03/30/2012 - 0730 to 0830: Female observed leaving the nest for approximately 5 minutes out of a 1 hour 
observation. Due to the amount of time female spent in nest, it can be concluded that it is incubating. - GHuffman
04/06/2012 - Bushtit observed making two trips to nest in a 20 minute observation. Construction activities appear 
to have no impact on nesting behavior. - GHuffman
04/15/2012 - Both adults making numerous, rapid trips to the nest carrying food items. Female removed fecal sac 
on one trip away from the nest. High-pitched vocalizations heard within nest when adult entered with food. - 
VEurs
04/20/2012 - Observed Bushtits making numerous trips to nest carrying food. Begging calls from nestlings could 
be heard from within nest when adults entered. - GHuffman
04/28/2012 - At the start of observation, the biologist noted the nest's unusual appearance. About 5 minutes 
later, a female LEGO vigorously pulled material from the nest and then flew off. She repeated the behavior a short 
time later. There was no response from potential nest occupants. A pair of Bushtits was eventually detected in the 
area, but they did not directly approach the nest. There was no evidence they were being followed by fledglings. It 
appears the nest was predated. This nest with young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

CORA Common Raven 031312_mdus_03 CP40-2-E Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/13/2012 3/21/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair of Common Ravens observed carrying sticks to nest at top of SRPL tower CP40-2. Nest is 
approximately 30-40% complete.  During over 2 hours of observation, the birds made 6 trips to the nest, carrying 
sticks on 4 of the trips. The pair spent approximately 45 minutes total at the nest, rearranging sticks and perching 
on the adjacent cross-members. A second pair of ravens was observed stealing sticks from the nest and carrying 
them off the right-of-way to the west. The nest-building pair chased the pair from the area twice. - MDicus
03/14/2012 - It appears that a few sticks have been added to the nest since yesterday, but it is still not complete 
enough to support eggs. Pair was observed perching on tower leg below nest but did not visit nest during 15-
minute observation period. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Pair observed making 3 trips to nest with short sticks and finer material. Nest is approximately 50-
60% complete. - MDicus
03/21/2012 - The tower was observed for approximately 2 hours prior to the installation of the bird deterrent. No 
Common Ravens were observed prior to crew arrival. Upon arrival of the crew 6 Common Ravens were observed 
flying east along the access road from CP39 towards CP40. Once the crew had installed the deterrent and left 
CP40, a pair of Common Ravens was observed perched on the uppermost arm of the structure approximately 10 
feet from the installed deterrent. The pair was observed for approximately 1 hour. No nesting material was 
observed during this time, but the pair did not appear deterred by the deterrent. - JHenry
03/21/2012 - Nest was approximately 70-80% constructed and not substantial enough to hold eggs. Nonetheless, 
as a precaution, the lineman tasked with nest removal was instructed to look into the nest to verify the nest 
contained no eggs. The lineman confirmed the nest was empty and removed it. The Common Raven pair flew 
around the tower, vocalizing. They were still in the area when the avian monitor left. - MDicus
03/21/2012 - The nest is approximately 70% complete and is not yet developed enough to support eggs. No eggs 
or young present (as determined by nest stage). Bird repellent ribbon is present towards the base of the tower 
and at multiple points around the project site. Additionally, BMP maintenance occurred at the site on March 15 
and 16 and nest building continue despite this work. Per the NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a 
deterrent. The nest is located on a structure required for upcoming wire pulling. A delay due to allowing the nest 
cycle to continue would likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by 
June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 3/21/2012. - 
KAlberts

No

BUSH Bushtit 031312_rrdd_01 TL 6924 - 171691 Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/13/2012 4/10/2012 03/13/2012 - BUSH nest under construction, approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears approximately 65% complete and not obviously torn from recent storms. No BUSH 
detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed bringing nesting material to the nest several times. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Pair observed making at least 10 trips between them, carrying nest material. Nest appears to be 
nearly complete. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - Nest is large and spherical, basically complete. Shortly after start of observation, male approached 
nest with fine material. Female arrived soon after, entered nest and remained for about 5 minutes before flying 
off. - VEurs
04/10/2012 - Nest has fallen. - RRadd

No
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031312_sjon_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/13/2012 4/20/2012 03/13/2012 - Nest is approximately 5% complete. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Pair of goldfinches seen visiting nest site multiple times over 1 hour from 0850-0950 while backhoe 
installed dissipaters 20 feet from nest. Work within buffer occurred per the exemption for buffer modification 
requests for work conducted to maintain SWPPP compliance. (report from biomonitor K. Vittum 3/15/12). - 
SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Female observed carrying nest material with male perched near nest. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - Work within the buffer included hydroseeding, silt fence removal, and momentary use of a backhoe 
for soil compaction. Silt fencing and soil compaction occurred under exemptions for individual buffer justification 
requests allowing for required BMP work in order to maintain SWPPP permit compliance and for limited foot 
traffic within buffers provided the crew is accompanied by an Avian Biologist. The momentary presence of the 
backhoe agitated a Lesser Goldfinch, the equipment was redirected and, once removed, foraging and activity in 
the nest tree resumed. The only visit to the nest for nest building was observed prior to the beginning of work. - 
CVettes
03/29/2012 - During a 15 minute period of hydroseeding, a Lesser Goldfinch remained on the nest. The same 
status was observed before and after construction. This hydroseeding was a one-time permission of work order 
granted by the nest buffer justification. - CVettes
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 1229. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female incubating/brooding.  Does not leave nest when avian bio walks past at a distance of ten 
feet. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - No LEGO observed near nest. Nest examined and found to be empty with fine fibers pulled up from 
rim of cup. No sign of predation.  Nest timeline indicates that nest most likely reached fledging status successfully. 
Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031312_sjon_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 90 100 90 90 Nest did not reach active stage 3/13/2012 4/13/2012 03/13/2012 - Nest building; approximately 1% complete. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - No activity observed but nest is now about 20% complete. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Male and female observed chasing SOSP away from nest, indicating nest continues to be active. - 
HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity observed from 1115 to 1145. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No LEGO visit to smallest pine between 2 larger pines in 25-minute observation. Nest closed due to 
inactivity and nest never becoming completely constructed. - JDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 031312_sjon_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 36 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/13/2012 5/17/2012 03/13/2012 - Observed female HOFI bringing nesting material to nest. - SJohnston
03/15/2012 - Pair of HOFI repeatedly adding coarse nesting material to nest location on ledge above window at 
the Bauer house. Nest 50% complete. - KAlberts
03/20/2012 - Female flew to nest with material. Male following closely. - MKuehn
03/20/2012 - Observed pair of HOFI making trips into nest. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Female observed entering nest, male perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female on nest at 1108. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Pair visits nest, and female settles into nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Male and female perched above nest. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Female on nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Male and female observed leaving nest at 0806. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - No activity observed from 1031 to 1046. Unable to verify nest contents without entering private 
property. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - No activity observed; however, landowner presence did not provide for appropriate observation 
conditions or sufficient monitoring time. - MDicus
05/17/2012 - No activity at nest. Unable to view nest contents without entering private property. Nest closed due 
to inactivity. - HWinfrey

N/A
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HOFI House Finch 031312_sjon_04 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading 83 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/13/2012 5/17/2012 03/13/2012 - Nest building observed. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Observed pair making trips into the nest. - SJohnston
03/21/2012 - V. Eurs and K. Vittum reported that per the landowners' request, all project-related material, 
equipment and work is required to be completed on and removed from the Bauer Property. During the course of 
uninstalling wire mesh nesting deterrents in the eaves of a guest house on the property as part of this 
requirement between 0800 and 0900 on March 21st, the activity uninstalled the substrate on which the nest is 
located, inadvertently removing the nesting material. The nesting attempt did not support eggs or young based on 
its nest building stage. The nest is approximately 75% complete. The bio monitor on site was notified, contacted 
an avian biologist, and the nesting material was replaced at 1125 to enable further nest building by the pair. V. 
Eurs observed the following: 1155 - Male HOFI flew near the nest, but did not enter. 1206 - Female HOFI entered 
nest and spent about 1 minute rearranging the material within the wire pocket before she left. 1208 - Female 
entered pocket and again rearranged material for about 1 minute while the male sang nearby. 1211 - Female 
entered and almost immediately left again. 1216 - Female spent about 3 minutes inside, moving nest material 
around. 1230 - Male carried nesting material into nest. 1235 - Male returned to nest with more new material. 
1304 - Male and female were in the nest simultaneously for about 1 minute. 1307 - Female spent very brief time 
in the nest. 1318 - Female went in and out of nest a couple of times, then flew off. 1327 - Female spent another 2 
minutes rearranging nesting material. 1333 - Female spent another couple of minutes rearranging material. - 
KAlberts
03/28/2012 - No activity observed during 10 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity observed from 1115 to 1145. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - HOFI pair visits nest, gathers material. Nest stage presumably progressed to egg laying based on 
nest chronology. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - No activity observed during 15-minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which is difficult to see without entering private property. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Male perched near nest at 0805, appears to be carrying food. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1031 to 1046. Unable to verify nest contents without entering 
private property. - HWinfrey
05/12/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0842 to 0900. Unable to verify nest contents without entering 
private property. - MDicus
05/17/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Unable to verify nest contents without entering property. Nest closed 
due to inactivity. - HWinfrey

N/A

BEWR Bewick's Wren 031312_sjon_05 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading 20 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/13/2012 4/26/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material in to man-made cavity. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - No activity observed. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - No activity observed during 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity observed from 1115 to 1145. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Bewick's Wren seen leaving nest cavity. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - No activity observed during 15-minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Pair of BEWR feeding fledgling in shrub 5 feet from nest. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 031312_sjon_06 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/13/2012 4/13/2012 03/13/2012 - Biologists saw a pair of Bushtits bringing nesting material to the Ceanothus shrub, then approached 
shrub and saw the pair adding material to a nest. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Observed Bushtits making trips to the nest. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - BUSH observed visiting nest, which appears nearly complete. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - There was Bushtit activity around the nest area before construction, but activity subsided during 20 
minutes of hydroseeding work within the buffer to approximately 15 feet from the nest. After work subsided, a 
pair of Bushtits returned to the area, and activity near the nest resumed. - CVettes
03/29/2012 - Approximately 30 minutes of hydroseeding occurred within the buffer during which a Bushtit was 
observed with nest building material. Activity in the vicinity of the nest was confirmed previous to and after 
construction. This hydroseeding was a one-time permission of work order granted in the nest buffer justification. - 
CVettes
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest, and no Bushtits detected in immediate area. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is torn open, with chunks of nest material still loosely, precariously hung about the rest of the 
host shrub. Nest appears to have been recently predated (within the last 24 hours or so since the last storm 
system, which would have blown the nest chunks to the ground). Nest is empty: no eggs, nestlings or adults. 
Damage to nest is consistent with Western Scrub-jay predation. Nest was never recorded as having eggs or young, 
but destructive nature of damage and nesting chronology indicate the possible presence of eggs or young at the 
time. Nest closed with Indeterminate outcome. - JDicus

N/A
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LOSH Loggerhead Shrike 031412_ahll_01 EP52-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - tower erection 80 100 70 70 Fledged 3/14/2012 5/9/2012 03/14/2012 - Female Loggerhead Shrike was on nest and is potentially incubating or shaping the nest. Female 
became very defensive and started alarm calling when biologist was near the nest; biologist then retreated. Male 
was seen perched on nearby branch. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Biologist witnessed a pair of Loggerhead Shrikes chasing a Western Scrub-jay from the bush where 
the nest is located. The pair continued to call while the biologist monitored the bush. The biologist waited until 
the Western Scrub Jay left the area and approached the nest. With a telescoping mirror, the biologist looked into 
the nest and did not see any eggs. The biologist then felt the inside of the nest and it was moist, likely due to the 
recent storm. Although the nest is empty and moist, the pair still exhibited territorial behavior. - LThoreson
03/21/2012 - Nest is still active. No eggs in nest, but shrike pair is defending nest to other birds at 400 feet from 
nest. Pair was seen foraging and male was singing in the area. Pair perched several times on nest tree. - AHill
03/26/2012 - Observed male singing 300 feet from nest and foraging in general area. Never observed any nest 
visits or second adult in area of 500 feet from nest. The nest was wet from the rains, and the nest cup was no 
longer neat and tight inside. - AHill
04/12/2012 - Two biologists approached Loggerhead Shrike nest that was determined to be inactive on 
03/26/2012. At approximately 15 feet from the nest, a LOSH was observed to be perched in the same shrub as the 
nest. The 2 biologists backed off the nest approximately 15 feet. The biologist then observed the perching bird 
cautiously move to nest and lie down in nest as if incubating. - SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike nest unattended until avian biologist checked for nest contents with mirror, 
when a pair of shrikes approached nest aggressively. No eggs observed in deep feather-lined nest bowl. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Loggerhead Shrikes observed at nest initially, but 1 adult flew to nest calling and behaving 
strongly territorial. Only 1 small newly hatched brown nestling could be seen in the nest before the avian biologist 
was disrupted by the adult shrike, although there are probably more small nestlings in the nest. No feathers are 
evident in the nest now, but the feathers observed in the nest bowl last week must have been covering the eggs 
during last week's nest monitoring check. - PKonrad
05/01/2012 - At least 2 medium-sized (10 day old) gray nestlings in nest; 1 adult Loggerhead Shrike flew to the 
nest and called territorially while avian biologist checked the nest status and contents. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Loggerhead Shrikes have fledged; 2 short-tailed fledglings made brief 50-foot flights when avian 
biologist checked for fledglings; other fledglings are probably also present, but the search for nestlings was 
discontinued when the first 2 fledglings showed their position. Nest is in a well-used state and empty, although 1 
adult was still territorial near the nest - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CORA Common Raven 031412_bald_02 EP229-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/14/2012 3/20/2012 03/14/2012 - Nest reported by bio-monitor. Small accumulation of sticks in a location typically used by Common 
Ravens to nest on lattice tower. No activity during nearly 60 minute afternoon observation period, but nest is 
under construction by a Common Raven. - BArnold
03/15/2012 - Pair of ravens was observed carrying sticks to the nest in the tower. Nest is still relatively small with 
only a handful of sticks. At 1030 when I returned to the site, CORA perched on lattice. Some mylar bird deterrent 
tape was observed previously affixed to the base of the tower. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Nest material still present, but no activity was observed that could be directly associated with this 
nest. A pair of ravens in the area briefly perched on EP228. Nest was observed for 30 minutes. The last 3 days 
were characterized by low temperatures, heavy rain, and snow. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - At 1348, a helicopter delivered 2 PAR crewmen to tower to remove nest as directed by SDG&E after 
receiving agency concurrence. Crew reported 6 to 8 sticks in nest, with no eggs or nestlings present. Crew hung 
mylar tape on the tower in the area of the nest to deter future nesting attempts. No ravens were observed near 
nest during these activities. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Nest is in very early stages: 5-10% complete. Pair made one trip to the nest with a stick in 15 
minutes of observation on March 15. The stick was balanced precariously on the undeveloped nest and fell. No 
eggs or young present (as determined by nest stage) as of March 20. Red bird repellent ribbon is located on the 
tower and on the perimeter of the tower pad. In addition, a micropile grouting crew worked at EP229 on March 
12 (prior to nest identification) and a BMP maintenance crew worked at EP229 on March 14 (when the nest was 
identified); therefore, work occurred at the site and nest building continued despite this. Nest located in the top 
of the tower at the goat ears. The nest is located on a structure required for wire pulling this week. This pull is the 
next critical pull in the project schedule. A delay due to allowing the nest cycle to continue would likely prevent 
SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. 
Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 3/20/2012. - KAlberts

No

LOSH Loggerhead Shrike 031412_jpki_01 EP51-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 150 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/14/2012 3/26/2012 03/14/2012 - Female briefly vacated nest after courtship behavior was observed in vicinity. Nest is complete and 
with at least 2 eggs present. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Biologist watched nest for a period of time and did not see or hear any activity. The nest was 
approached; 4 eggs present. Biologist quickly moved away and watched for activity. After a period of about 10 
minutes, a Loggerhead Shrike appeared and was calling. The bird appeared somewhat agitated and went to a 
shrub northeast of the shrub with the nest, and another Loggerhead Shrike was seen. The pair appeared agitated 
until the biologist was out of sight, and then resumed normal activities. - LThoreson
03/26/2012 - Observed adult foraging 100-300 feet from nest, and no nest visits were made during observation. 
So, the biologist peered inside the nest, and broken eggshells were present along with very small mammal scats, 
indicating that this nest was most likely predated by mice. - AHill

No
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CATH California Thrasher 031412_jpki_02 EP50-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 25 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/14/2012 4/9/2012 03/14/2012 - Adult California Thrasher observed in shrub and then briefly left nest before returning to the nest 
while the observers logged the nest. Nest is complete with at least 3 eggs present. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Biologist watched nest for a few minutes and did not see any apparent activity. Nest was 
approached and when biologist was within 20 feet, 2 California Thrashers left the bush where the nest is located. 
When biologist was within several feet of the nest, the California Thrashers started to call. Nest was quickly 
assessed and appears unaffected by the storm; eggs still visible in nest. - LThoreson
03/26/2012 - Observed female on nest. Did not observe any adults bringing food to nest. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Thrasher observed in scrub oak near nest; small downy nestlings present in nest. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - No thrashers in area or thrasher nestlings in nest, indicating nestlings were taken by a predator, 
considering the nestlings would still be about 5 days from fledging if they had survived. However, 1 light-
turquoise egg with brown speckling is present; it looks like a Western Scrub-jay egg, considering the size and 
color. Appears a jay has laid an egg in the nest, although no improvements have been made to the former 
California Thrasher nest. Thrasher nest is closed and jay nest opened as a new nest with a new number. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 031412_rrdd_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 95 100 90 90 Nest did not reach active stage 3/14/2012 3/29/2012 03/14/2012 - R. Radd reported that the nest appeared to be 30% complete. - KAlberts
03/20/2012 - Nest about 40% complete. No BUSH observed near nest in 10 minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - BUSH foraging close by did not attend nest during observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 BUSH foraging in area appeared indifferent to observer approaching nest location. Nest remained 
at 15-20% complete with no progress over past two weeks. Evidence indicates that this nesting attempt has been 
abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 031512_fhan_01 CP43-1-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 20 100 20 20 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/15/2012 4/19/2012 03/15/2012 - Nest appears 50% complete. Adults carrying in material. - FHoffman
03/16/2012 - Bushtit pair was monitored while crew moved guard structures near buffer. Pair continued to 
collect material and carry it to nest before, during, and after construction activities. No apparent change in nest-
building behavior. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Biomonitor E. Nicholson reports continuing BUSH activity this morning. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity at nest during 15 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - 0720 to 0850: Observed Bushtit making a trip to nest for one minute and then flew out of view. Pair 
later observed foraging in substrate containing nest. - GHuffman
04/12/2012 - Bushtit pair in area at start of observation period. After a few minutes, one approached the nest, 
entered partway and emerged holding something in its bill. Because of foliage obstructing the biologists, it is not 
certain what the bird was carrying, although it was large enough to be a fecal sac and was light in color. The bird 
flew off and the pair spent the rest of the 45-minute observation out of sight, although vocalizations could be 
heard. It is unclear if there are nestlings at this point. - VEurs
04/19/2012 - Nest observed and found to be torn open at the middle. Likely outcome appears to be predation. No 
Bushtits observed in area. - GHuffman

No

HOFI House Finch 031512_imll_01 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/15/2012 3/15/2012 03/15/2012 - The yard monitor reported the finch pair making two trips to the nest site with coarse material over 
a 1-hour observation period. The forklift was reportedly used yesterday. Nest was located 1 foot from mylar flash 
tape installed as a deterrent. The nest was inspected with a telescoping mirror, and no eggs or young were 
present. Nest was removed and the cavity was plugged to prevent future nest attempts.

On March 15 a pair of house finches was observed nest building in a fork lift in Alpine Construction Yard. The nest 
was 60% complete with no lining added. Two trips to the nest were made by a pair  with course material over 1 
hour. No eggs or young were present (nest checked with telescoping mirror). Mylar flash tape was previously 
installed 1 foot from nest attempt. Nest located 8 feet above ground inside the cab of an idled forklift. Equipment 
was used yesterday (3/14/2012). Based on the impact to construction and material logistic operations efficiency, 
cost impact relative to alternate options, potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment, the nest attempt 
was removed per the NBMMP. Failure to remove the nest would have resulted in substantial disruption to the 
yard operations, including needed steel for upcoming tower assembly, thus impacting project schedule. This 
would likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to 
ensure system reliability. - IMaunsell
03/15/2012 - A HOFI pair was observed nest building in a fork lift in the Alpine Construction Yard. The nest was 
60% complete with no lining added. Two trips to the nest were made by a pair  with course material over 1 hour. 
No eggs or young were present (nest checked with telescoping mirror). Mylar flash tape was previously installed 1 
foot from nest attempt. Nest located 8 feet above ground inside the cab of an idled forklift. Equipment was used 
yesterday (3/14/2012). Based on the impact to construction and material logistic operations efficiency, cost 
impact relative to alternate options, potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment, the nest attempt was 
removed per the NBMMP. Failure to remove the nest would have resulted in substantial disruption to the yard 
operations, including needed steel for upcoming tower assembly, thus impacting project schedule. This would 
likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure 
system reliability. - KAlberts

No
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BUSH Bushtit 031512_jpki_01 GS-NF-7 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 10 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/15/2012 4/21/2012 03/15/2012 - Adults observed bringing material to nest (about 25% complete). - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Nest appears 30% complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed in 10 minutes of observation. Drive-through bird buffer signs installed at link 
lead's request. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest appears to be 100% complete. Observed for 45 minutes and no Bushtit activity detected. - 
GHuffman
04/06/2012 - No birds were observed near the nest during a 45 minute observation period. However, as the 
biologist first entered the buffer, a Bushtit was heard vocalizing in the tree to the east of the nest tree. The bird 
was not heard again, but ongoing San Vicente Dam construction makes it difficult to hear. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - A Bushtit emerged from the nest shortly after 3 pieces of heavy construction equipment passed 
within 10 feet of the nest. Because of overhanging foliage, it was not possible to see if the bird was carrying 
anything when it left. The bird returned to the nest about 5 minutes later, but again the biologist's view was 
obscured by foliage. Observations were halted due to onset of rain. Nesting stage chosen based on nest 
chronology, but no concrete evidence of brooding/incubating was observed. However, the nest is still thought to 
be active despite almost a month of no observed activity. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - Nest has been damaged and only top portion remains. Possible predation or damaged from recent 
weather event. No Bushtit activity observed at nest. - GHuffman

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031512_jpki_02 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 25 25 Nest did not reach active stage 3/15/2012 4/20/2012 03/15/2012 - Pair left from vicinity of nest in nest shrub upon initial approach. Nest was observed to be in 
excellent condition and appears fresh. No other activity. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Complete nest; LEGO pair nearby did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Female LEGO observed in vicinity of nest. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No activity at nest and no Lesser Goldfinches were observed in the area from 1045 to 1115. - 
HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No LEGO activity in the area or observed in nest shrub in about 30 minutes of observation, but 
biologist was unable to hone in on exact location of nest. Observations halted due to onset of rain. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - Nesting location was monitored on 3 separate occasions over 3 days by avian biologists John Dicus, 
Jim Pawlicki and Garrett Huffman. Nest could not be located in original location, and no LEGO activity was 
observed in substrate over 3 days. - GHuffman

No

CANW Canyon Wren 031512_jpki_03 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 400 100 40 40 Indeterminate 3/15/2012 4/12/2012 03/15/2012 - Birds seen entering small cavity underneath large rock in outcrop area just west of pull site, just 
below dead/scraggly poison oak shrub about 30 feet upslope and just west of two fairly large sage shrubs growing 
between top end of large boulders. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - No CANW detections during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No CANW activity detected during 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No activity observed in area of nest cavity and no Canyon Wrens were detected in the area from 
1045 to 1115. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - After extensive observation, biologist determined that CANW has chosen a new nest site further 
upslope to the north. No wren was observed near this cavity after about 90 minutes of observation. Additionally, 
no wrens were observed near the nest cavity aside from the initial detection on 15 March 2012. The outcome is 
indeterminate because it is unclear whether the nest cavity ever contained eggs or young. - VEurs

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 031512_rrdd_01 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 2 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/15/2012 5/3/2012 03/15/2012 - BUSH pair carrying material to nest which appears 60% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults brought nesting material to nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - BUSH pair working on nest at 0902. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which appears to be 100% complete and in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 1029. Nest appears 100% constructed. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Nest intact after storm, but no BUSH detected. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - BUSH bringing food to nest at 1654. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - BUSH visits nest briefly at 1435. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - No BUSH were observed in the intact nest vicinity during 30 minutes of observation. Presumed 
fledged. - RRadd

Yes

OATI Oak Titmouse 031512_rrdd_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 15 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/15/2012 5/10/2012 03/15/2012 - OATI pair singing, carrying material, and entering cavity at 1-minute intervals. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Both adults flew to nest with material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - OATI pair carrying finer material to cavity 0855. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - OATI observed leaving nest cavity at 1038 and was observed foraging nearby. No nest material was 
gathered. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Oak Titmouse enters nest at 1033, not observed leaving. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - OATI male comes to nest entrance and sings; female emerges briefly and returns to cavity. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - OATI brings food to nest, then departs at 1339. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - OATI brings food to nest at 0727. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - OATI brings food item to nest at 0706. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - No OATI detections at this nest. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes
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HOWR House Wren 031512_rrdd_03 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 3 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/15/2012 4/11/2012 03/15/2012 - HOWR singing, carrying material, and entering pipe repeatedly building its nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No HOWR activity at nest site for 15 minutes. HOWR calling 50 feet away across road. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - HOWR active across territory, but not entering any cavities during 30 minutes of observation. - 
RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed from 1015 to 1045. The only HOWR detected in area was on south side of El 
Monte Road. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - HOWR singing 100 feet east of this location near wood pole. Closed for lack of definitive site 
selection. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031512_rrdd_04 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 25 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/15/2012 4/13/2012 03/15/2012 - LEGO pair copulating adjacent to nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - LEGO female prone in nest at 1220. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Observed male leaving nest area and female incubating on nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - No activity observed from 0815 to 0845. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is intact and appears empty with numerous feces at cup rim, suggesting successful fledge. - 
RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 031512_rrdd_05 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/15/2012 3/29/2012 03/15/2012 - ANHU female coming to nest sporadically, lies for short periods on nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is complete and intact following recent storms. No ANHU visiting nest during 2 x 15 minute 
observations. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity at nest during first 25 minutes of observation, at which point a female Anna's 
Hummingbird began collecting material from the nest rim and interior and adding it to a new nest 120 feet to the 
southwest. She made approximately 6 trips, pulling material from the nest each time. These activities continued 
while construction vehicles passed on the access road. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 031512_rrdd_06 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 12 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/15/2012 4/13/2012 03/15/2012 - BUSH pair making frequent trips with material to this nest. Nest is approximately 15% complete. - 
RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest does not appear substantially improved. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - The nest was not located, but no Bushtits were observed in the nest tree during 45 minutes of 
observation. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - No activity observed from 0730 to 0800. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest has declined, presumably due to weather and substrate movement. Nest closed. BUSH nearby 
are building a new nest 40 feet away. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031512_rrdd_07 Helix CY AR Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 30 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/15/2012 4/13/2012 03/15/2012 - Female LEGO on nest with male keeping company. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - LEGO female prone in nest. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Bird observed sitting on nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - Female on nest at 0710. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is intact and empty with numerous feces at cup rim, suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

CORA Common Raven 031512_vnik_01 EP210 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/15/2012 TBD 03/15/2012 - Pair of ravens observed carrying sticks to nest. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Common Ravens observed at nest location. - VNovik
03/23/2012 - Two adult ravens were observed bringing nesting material to the nest at 1530. - BArnold
03/27/2012 - Nest looks complete, or nearly complete. No ravens at nest initially, but a raven flew to nest, stayed 
3 minutes, then flew out to meet second raven and both returned to tower, perching high on opposite side of 
crossarm. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - No ravens at nest initially, but 2 ravens flew low near tower, and 1 raven flew to nest, perched next 
to nest, then laid in nest in incubating position. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Pair of Common Ravens perched next to nest when 1 adult 'hopped to nest and laid down in 
incubating position. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Raven incubating in new Sunrise tower EP210. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - No adult Common Ravens were at the nest site, but 1 raven is perched on power line just north of 
the tower. Expect there are unseen small nestlings in the nest. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - An adult Common Raven is standing on the nest, apparently shading unseen nestlings. - PKonrad
05/23/2012 - Common Raven adult was standing on the tower next to the nest, but nestlings remain unseen. - 
PKonrad
05/26/2012 - Adult raven laying on nest for about 20 minutes on a cold, rainy, windy morning, then the pair was 
observed flying around the area together. - LTymkiw
05/31/2012 - A large well-feathered nestling was picking at something with its bill next to the nest; appears near 
fledging. - PKonrad

TBD
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LOSH Loggerhead Shrike 031612_ahll_01 EP53-3-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 90 100 300 300 Fledged 3/16/2012 5/15/2012 03/16/2012 - Observed male Loggerhead Shrike courtship feeding female, then female flew 100 feet away and 
gathered fine grass material for the nest. A BMP crew worked on the access road 250 feet away from the nest to 
the east, and the biomonitor/avian biologist reported hearing agitated calls from LOSH. - AHill
03/21/2012 - Pair of Loggerhead Shrikes foraging in immediate area, not affected by traffic on access road. Adult 
seen flying into nest with no eggs present. Nest has lining material in it, and is 90% complete. - AHill
03/26/2012 - Observed adult loggerhead Shrike foraging in area and perching above nest. Observed second adult 
fly from nest location in bush to perch above nest where other adult was perched, then flew off to forage. - AHill
04/02/2012 - A Loggerhead Shrike is incubating 4 eggs; other adult very territorial. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Nest still contains 4 eggs, but did not see an adult at the nest; did see an adult hunting along access 
road 300 feet east of nest earlier. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike nest still contains 4 smallish brown-speckled cream-colored eggs, but no adults 
are present. Observed an adult  shrike about 11:00 along access road several hundred feet east of nest. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Loggerhead Shrikes observed at the nest, but 3 small newly hatched brown nestlings and 1 egg 
were observed in the nest. - PKonrad
05/01/2012 - Unattended nest contains 4 medium-sized gray nestlings about 8 days old; 1 adult Loggerhead 
Shrike called territorially and approached nest and avian biologist while he was checking the nest status and 
contents. Earlier, 1 adult shrike was observed hunting in the open grassland a quarter mile to the east. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Large nestlings with masked faces are probably near fledging; 2 could be seen from a distance, and 
avian biologist did not want to disturb them short of getting a total head count. An adult Loggerhead Shrike was 
perched overhead calling territorially a couple times. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - As expected, the Loggerhead Shrike nestlings have fledged; 1 vocal short-tailed fledgling was 
perched prominently on a dead branch 10 feet above the nest. Didn't check for others to avoid disturbing them 
from the site, but expect the brood fledged a few days ago - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

HOFI House Finch 031612_rabe_01 CP64 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/16/2012 3/16/2012 03/16/2012 - Female observed carrying nesting material to nest multiple times by biomonitor. Nest was about 80 
percent complete. No eggs or young present. Multiple agonistic interactions with other House Finch pairs were 
observed in immediate area of nest. Wire truck was covered in plastic and netting and had six pieces of mylar tape 
attached within 2 to 6 feet from nest. All nesting deterrents were installed prior to discovery of nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - A HOFI was associated with nest building on one wire pulling truck the day the crews required that 
equipment for wire pulling at the CP65 pull-site. The vehicle will be used on the next pull, and it will prevent 
access for a replacement vehicle given the size of the pull-site footprint if left in place through the course of the 
nest cycle. The nest was verified by an avian biologist prior to removal. The HOFI nest at CP64/CP65 PS was 
approximately 80% built. The female was observed bringing in nesting material multiple times. There are no eggs 
or young in the nest. The nest is in the front end of a spool/wire truck next to the radiator. The truck is covered in 
netting, plastic, and there are six pieces of Mylar tape within two to six feet of the nest. The crew had planned to 
move this vehicle to CP49 PS today 16 March 2012. Failure to remove the nest would have resulted in substantial 
disruption to the project schedule that would likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to 
complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Per the NBMMP, this nest attempt was 
removed. - KAlberts

No

HOFI House Finch 031612_rabe_02 CP64 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/16/2012 3/16/2012 03/16/2012 - Biomonitor observed female carrying nesting material to nest multiple times. Nest was 5 to 10 
percent complete. No eggs or young were present. Wire truck was covered in plastic with 5 pieces of mylar tape 
and a CD attached within one to eight feet from nest.  All nesting deterrents were installed prior to discovery of 
nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - The HOFI nest at CP64/CP65 PS is approximately 5-10% built. Female has been observed making 
multiple trips to nest with nesting material. No eggs or young are present in nest. The nest is in the back end of a 
spool/wire truck next to the bumper. The truck is covered with plastic and there are five pieces of Mylar tape and 
a CD are within one to eight feet of the nest. The crew had planned to move this vehicle to CP49 PS today 16 
March 2012. The vehicle is required on the next pull as well, and it will prevent access for a replacement vehicle 
given the size of the pull-site footprint if left through the course of the nest cycle. Failure to remove the nest 
would have resulted in substantial disruption to the project schedule that would likely prevent SDG&E from 
meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Per the 
NBMMP, this nest attempt was removed. - KAlberts

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031612_rrdd_01 12kV Pole Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 85 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 3/16/2012 4/5/2012 03/16/2012 - LEGO pair building nest; female lying on platform and beginning to form the cup. Buffer staked at 75 
feet because nest is low and relatively unprotected; should not impede work. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Female flew to nest 3 times with nesting material, finishing rim, but not yet lining cup. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - A few spots of lining were present in the bottom of the cup. Male LEGO calling from song posts, 
female not responding during 25 minutes of observation - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Pair of LEGOs perched 25 feet uphill from nest. Nest cup is complete, with partial lining, unchanged 
from 03/22/12. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest partially disassembled. Lining has been removed and cup pulled upwards. Lack of progress in 
nest building over past two weeks indicates that this pair has abandoned this nesting attempt. Nest closed. - 
HWinfrey

No
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 031612_rrdd_02 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 15 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/16/2012 4/15/2012 03/16/2012 - ANHU female building nest; approximately 5% complete, a small basket of spider silk with a few leaf 
fragments embedded. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No activity at nest site for 20 minutes, though a pair of ANHU were active in this oak cluster. The 
female was observed collecting spider silk but did not come to this nest. No new nest found, but seems new nest 
site may have been selected. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Nest is approximately 30% complete. Female ANHU was wary and did not tolerate close 
observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - ANHU observed chasing bushtit away from immediate area of nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No ANHU activity observed in area. Unable to locate nest, but will leave nest open for original 
observer to verify that nest is gone or not. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Nest no longer present, presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

COHA Cooper's Hawk 031612_rrdd_03 CP81-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 170 500 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 3/16/2012 5/12/2012 03/16/2012 - COHA pair making numerous trips to nest, departed area briefly on arrival of helicopter to CP82. - 
RRadd
03/20/2012 - Did not see adults at nest site. One adult perched in snag 400 feet south of nest, calling frequently 
for over 30 minutes. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - COHA male at various vantage points in sight of nest calling constantly. Female was difficult to 
monitor as she exited to east. Fresh material under nests suggests building continues. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No COHA activity observed in area during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed; no Cooper's Hawk detected in area from 1230 to 1330. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete but is lacking fresh green material. Raptor flushed from area in 
apparent response to helicopter activity did not return during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest remains in sound condition on a sturdy platform with a neat stick bowl, but shows no sign of 
improvement since last monitored. COHA pair at this nest in early season are active at NID 041612_rrdd_01 265 
feet southwest. MALL nest (9 eggs) in direct line of sight and 35 feet to nest provides additional clues this nest 
was not occupied by any raptor this season. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031612_sjon_01 EP36-1-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 20 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/16/2012 4/4/2012 03/16/2012 - Observed pair moving to and from nest, and the female was observed building the nest. Nest 
estimated to be 70% complete. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Nest is in good condition after storm event, but no LEGO activity was observed in the immediate 
vicinity. LEGOs were detected across the street, singing and foraging, so an additional monitoring visit is in order 
despite lack of activity at the nest to determine current status. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - Could not locate nest, no LEGO activity seen or heard within 50 feet of GPS nest location. Will send 
in original observer to monitor. - AHill
04/04/2012 - Nest appeared torn, and there was no activity observed during a 20-minute observation. In addition, 
recent observations show no LEGO activity at this nest area. Nesting chronology and observational history indicate 
that eggs or young may have been present, but is inconclusive. Therefore, the outcome is Indeterminate, but the 
cause of depredation appears to be natural. - SJohnston

N/A

OATI Oak Titmouse 031612_sjon_02 EP36-1-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 30 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/16/2012 4/30/2012 03/16/2012 - Pair observed cleaning material out of cavity. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - A biologist watched the oak tree 2 different times during the day, but did not observe OATI 
exhibiting breeding or nesting behavior, only a single OATI foraging. However, biologist suggests at least one more 
visit because access to nest cavity was impeded by poison oak. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - No activity observed at nest cavity. Heard OATI 50 feet away. - AHill
04/10/2012 - Pair observed foraging near cavity. OATI enters cavity at 0725. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - No activity observed at nest, and no OATI detected in tree. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - No activity observed, and no OATIs detected from 0626 to 0656. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity at nest from 0615 to 0645, and no OATI detected in area. Lack of activity at this nest 
indicates that this nesting attempt has most likely been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 031612_vers_01 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE4

Substation Chaparrals Substation - maintenance 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/16/2012 4/21/2012 03/16/2012 - The on-site bio-monitor observed a pair of Bushtits making repeated trips to a manzanita. Upon 
closer inspection, he located the nest. The pair made numerous trips to the nest (5-6 in rapid succession) before 
taking a break for 20-30 minutes. This process was repeated several times. The pair approached the nest with 
material as the biologist was directly underneath, logging  GPS coordinates. The nest is about 60% complete. - 
VEurs
03/20/2012 - Nest appears slightly damaged after storm event, but BUSH pair made several trips to nest with new 
material during 10 minute observation. Nest slightly larger than it was it during initial detection. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - No Bushtits observed in vicinity of nest during 30-minute observation period; nest complete and 
intact. - JPawlicki
04/10/2012 - Bushtit enters nest at 0923 and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - No activity observed 0640 to 0700. Biologist A. Farmer reports observing adults bringing food later 
in the morning. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - Only a few fragments of the nest remain. It appears that the nest and its contents were removed by 
a predator. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031712_fhan_01 CP62-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 25 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/17/2012 4/14/2012 03/17/2012 - Fully constructed cup nest with one egg. Both adults detected. - FHoffman
03/21/2012 - LEGO female on nest at 0730. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Female observed on nest. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female on nest at 0845. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Feathered young fill the nest; wing quills unopened. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Intact but well-used cup with many feces at rim suggests successful fledge. LEGO with juveniles 150 
feet northwest of tower 62. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 032012_hwey_02 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 3 100 10 10 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/20/2012 5/12/2012 03/20/2012 - Female was observed perching on tower near cup nest and manipulating nest materials. Male 
singing nearby. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - Female observed lying on nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Female in nest at 1129. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - HOFI pair visiting and defending this nest, but not incubating at 1329. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Female HOFI stays perched up watching the nest at 1748. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Female was observed incubating with the male perched close by.  The pair did not approach the 
nest while the crew was in the tower. They returned once the crew descended. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Female was observed incubating with the male perched close by. The pair did not approach the nest 
while the crew was in the tower. They returned once the crew descended. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Adult female flushed from nest and remained off rest while 2-man crew was in tower. Female and 
male returned when crew descended. Male was very attentive and visited often. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Female incubating. Flushed when crew climbed.  Off for 45 minutes. Crew was advised to work 
intermittently to allow her return. Crew descended to allow birds to return to nest. Within 30 seconds female was 
on nest. Crew shifted any possible work to ground. - FHoffman
05/12/2012 - Observations were made prior to work conducted while avian monitoring for a VCI wire crew. Nest 
no longer contained eggs and was relatively intact. Cassin's Kingbird was observed removing material from nest. - 
GHuffman

No

GHOW Great Horned Owl 032012_jpki_01 GS-NF-8 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 300 500 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/20/2012 5/30/2012 03/20/2012 - Upon approaching base of outcrop, (apparent = large size) female flushed from near top of crevice 
and flew north. Further investigation of crevice yielded large stick nest on ledge near top after which 2 eggs were 
observed in nest looking down from top of rock outcrop. - JPawlicki
03/23/2012 - Adult standing on nest barely visible. - FHoffman
03/30/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest at 1102. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest during 30 minutes of observation. - MDicus
04/17/2012 - No owl visible on nest for 60 minute observation period. However, as biologist was preparing to 
leave the area, a possible GHOW flew in from the northwest, but sheared off out of sight before a definitive ID 
could be made. The biologist decided to leave in case the owl should return. - VEurs
04/24/2012 - No activity observed at the nest, but it is possible that the female is so deep in the rock feature that 
she isn't visible. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - The top of the female GHOW's head briefly came into view as she shifted on the nest. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - Biologist caught a brief glimpse of movement above the rim of the nest. The eggs may have hatched 
by this point, but the nestlings will be almost impossible to see until they start perching on or around the nest. - 
VEurs
05/16/2012 - No activity detected after 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/23/2012 - No GHOW activity detected at or near the nest during 45 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/30/2012 - No activity was detected at the nest after 50 minutes of observation. It seems unlikely that the eggs 
observed in the nest when it was initially detected ever hatched. Over 70 days have passed since the first 
"incubating/brooding" record occurred. No owlets have ever been observed on or around the nest. After 
examining the nesting records for other GHOW's along the project right-of-way, it appears nestlings were 
observed 40-44 days after the first "incubating/brooding" record was made. Nearly twice that amount of time has 
passed at this nest, so the avian biologist has concluded that this nest with eggs or young has failed due to natural 
causes. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 032012_lton_01 EP70 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - tower erection 37 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/20/2012 3/27/2012 03/20/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was seen carrying nesting material to a nest that looks over 90% done. - LThoreson
03/27/2012 - Nest appears partially ripped at its attachment point. Pair is rebuilding nest approximately 15 feet 
away and using material from this nest. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks complete, but no Bushtits observed during 2 observation periods. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Nest appears good, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 25 minute observation period. 
Uncertain status. - PKonrad

No
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BUSH Bushtit 032012_lton_02 EP67-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 4 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/20/2012 4/24/2012 03/20/2012 - The pair of Bushtits are actively constructing the nest. They appear very tolerant to slow 
construction traffic; they continued to build and remain at the nest while large vehicles drove by. - LThoreson
03/28/2012 - The Bushtit pair was seen going to the nest upon arrival. The nest appears complete; 1 adult was 
seen carrying something to the nest other than nesting material, possibly food. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks good but no Bushtits observed or heard in area during 40-minute observation period; 
incubating? - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Pair of Bushtits actively visiting the nest, probably feeding small nestlings. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Male and female Bushtits visited nest twice each in 30 minutes. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Bushtits observed during a 30 minute observation period and a follow-up 10 minute period. The 
nest is in good shape, and judging from the nest history, the nestlings in this nest probably fledged within the past 
couple days - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

HOFI House Finch 032012_mdus_01 CP43-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 30 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
construction

3/20/2012 3/29/2012 03/20/2012 - Adult female observed making multiple trips to nest, male perching nearby. Nest is approximately 
50% constructed. - MDicus
03/28/2012 - Female observed incubating on nest from 0900 to 1100. Female left nest for 20 minutes during the 
period of observation to forage. Male observed making multiple trips to Malosma laurina. Female appeared to be 
alert from human presence when approaching 30-foot buffer. - GHuffman
03/29/2012 - From 0900 to 1100, observed female incubating and leaving nest once for a period of 15 minutes. At 
1145, sock line was pulled on the bottom phase. Per the approved NBJ, 1 crew member was present with a 30-
foot pole to pull the wire from over the nesting substrate out of the buffer and tied it off using a boulder as an 
anchor. The nest shrub was buffeted from helicopter prop wash. Female returned to nest within 10 minutes of 
activity. Over the course of 2 hours, the female made frequent trips back and forth to the nest, atypical of normal 
behavior. Female was not in the nest when sock was flown on middle and top phases. During this pass, the 
helicopter remained well outside 100 feet from nest and the wire was again anchored to boulder outside staked 
buffer. From 1530 to 1700, the pair was not observed at the nest. At this point, the biologist inspected the area 
due to this inactivity and observed 2 eggs cracked on the ground beneath the nest and the nest shifted slightly in 
its substrate with 2 eggs remaining inside the nest cup.  Weather conditions during the day were mild, with wind 
speeds under 10 mph throughout the afternoon, making it unlikely that these mild natural wind gusts resulted in 
loss of eggs. No potential predators, such as Western Scrub-jay or Common Raven, which are typically 
conspicuous, were observed in the area during the 2-hour lapse between nest observations. - GHuffman

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032012_mkhn_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

3/20/2012 4/13/2012 03/20/2012 - Female went to nest 3+ times with white fluffy nesting material. Nest rim was formed, and she was 
beginning to line cup. Female visited the nest with Project tailboard occurring 30 feet away, and while large 
propane truck reversed (with beeping sounds) 20 feet away, with no signs of distress. She also built the nest with 
2 biologists standing 10 feet away. - MKuehn
03/28/2012 - Female on nest with male bringing food to her at 0756. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female leaves nest at 1115. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No activity observed, no nest found. Large limb of host shrub that used to contain nest is missing, 
due to unknown causes. Nest closed. - JDicus

No

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch 032012_mkhn_02 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 36 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/20/2012 4/16/2012 03/20/2012 - Adults entered cavity 5+ times with nesting material while biologist observed from 40 feet away and 
traffic passed on AR. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - No WBNU detected at this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no WBNU detected during visit. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No WBNU activity has been observed here for almost a month. Initial activity was likely a part of site 
selection process. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 032012_mkhn_03 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 100 100 Indeterminate 3/20/2012 5/12/2012 03/20/2012 - Adults went to nest 3+ times with material while biologist stood 30 feet away on access road. - 
MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Female BUSH observed working inside nest, estimated at 30% complete and lacking a top or 
entrance. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 BUSH observed visiting nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 1305. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH enters nest and remains at 1642. LEGO female pulling material from bottom of nest to build 
new nest in nearby Platanus racemosa. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Male close to nest at 15-minute intervals does not enter. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Male BUSH visits nest at 15-minute intervals. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest damaged consistent with depredation, but log suggests sufficient time to fledge prior. - RRadd

N/A
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BUSH Bushtit 032012_rrdd_01 CP43-1-E Road Area Riparian Scrubs OH - wire stringing 30 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/20/2012 4/19/2012 03/20/2012 - BUSH pair carrying nest materials and adding to new nest composed of spider silk, plastic thread; 
approximately 5% complete. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 10 minutes of observation; nest appears 100% constructed. - 
HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - Biomonitor Morgan McCarthy reported observing a pair foraging in substrate containing nest on 
4/3/12. Biomonitor Garrett Huffman observed nest on 4/4/12 from 1020 to 1120 and observed no activity during 
construction. - GHuffman
04/11/2012 - Nest appears complete, intact and serviceable. No BUSH detected during 30 minutes of observation 
on showery afternoon. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Looked for nest in substrate, but nest appears to be missing from previously observed location. No 
signs or indication to explain outcome and reason for failure. Nesting chronology indicates that eggs may have 
been present, but that cannot be determined. - GHuffman

N/A

HOFI House Finch 032012_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 3/20/2012 4/13/2012 03/20/2012 - HOFI female weaving sticks into nest in this cavity; approximately 50% complete. Drive-through 
buffer staked at 30 feet. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity at nest. - JTaylor
03/29/2012 - The male HOFI was observed copulating with the female and later they were observed copulating 
near the nest. The female briefly landed in the nest before leaving again. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - Male and female House Finches observed at nest at 0742. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - HOFI pair adjacent to nest do not settle on nest. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest is complete, but no HOFI detected associating with this location. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No HOFI have been observed to associate with this nest since completion. Numerous Project and 
non-Project vehicles stand within 10 feet of this nest from time to time, but it is unknown whether this is a factor 
in its abandonment. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032012_rrdd_03 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 30 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/20/2012 5/2/2012 03/20/2012 - LEGO building nest; approximately 60% complete. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity was observed from 0745 to 0755. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - LEGO continue to visit this locale, but excessive tree movement due to wind precludes observing the 
nest. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest not located in windy weather. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - LEGO male singing to female (not located). - RRadd
05/02/2012 - This nest was never definitively located and was possibly a site selection that never came to fruition. 
- RRadd

No

HOWR House Wren 032012_sjon_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/20/2012 5/25/2012 03/20/2012 - Pair of HOWR making several trips with nesting material to nest cavity while a crew of 5 were hydro-
mulching approximately 20 feet from nest, prior to any buffer modification request. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest at 0752. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Singing HOWR perched in front of nest entrance at 1111 appears to be nest guarding. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Adult HOWR perched near nest entrance. Mate not seen, possibly on nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity at nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female leaves nest at 0824, observed foraging nearby. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - No activity observed. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - No activity observed, conditions not suitable for determining nest status. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - No activity observed. Lack of activity at this nest, and the fact that no feeding trips were observed 
indicates that this attempt was most likely abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No
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HOFI House Finch 032012_sjon_02 CP88-1-N-B Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading 45 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/20/2012 5/17/2012 03/20/2012 - Crew hydro-mulching 45 feet away from nest while birds were observed to be bringing nesting 
materials to nest, prior to any buffer modification request. - SJohnston
03/21/2012 - Per the landowners' request, all project-related material, equipment and work is required to be 
completed on and removed from the Bauer Property. During the course of uninstalling wire mesh nesting 
deterrents in the eaves of a guest house on the property as part of this requirement between 0800 and 0900, the 
crew uninstalled the substrate on which the nest was located, inadvertently removing the nesting material. The 
nesting attempt did not support eggs or young based on its nest-building stage. The nest was approximately 75% 
complete. The biomonitor on site was notified, contacted an avian biologist, and the nesting material was 
replaced by the crew, at the recommendation of an avian biologist, at 1125 to enable further nest building by the 
pair. V. Eurs observed the following:  1155 - Male HOFI flew near the nest, but did not enter.  1206 - Female HOFI 
entered nest and spent about 1 minute rearranging the material within the wire pocket before she left.  1208 - 
Female entered pocket and again rearranged material for about 1 minute while the male sang nearby. 1211 - 
Female entered and almost immediately left again.  1216 - Female spent about 3 minutes inside, moving nest 
material around.  1230 - Male carried nesting material into nest.  1235 - Male returned to nest with more new 
material.  1304 - Male and female were in the nest simultaneously for about 1 minute.  1307 - Female spent very 
brief time in the nest.  1318 - Female went in and out of nest a couple of times, then flew off.  1327 - Female 
spent another 2 minutes rearranging nesting material.  1333 - Female spent another couple of minutes 
rearranging material. - IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - Observation of the HOFI nest began at 0830 and ended at 1130. During this time, the female made 
numerous entrances into the nest and rearranged the nest material for short periods of time (1 minute or less). 
The male generally perched near the nest singing. At 1015, both birds landed on the light fixture near the nest 
and the male attempted to copulate with the female, but was unsuccessful. She immediately entered the nest and 
again arranged nest material. At 1021, the female finally brought new material to the nest, but it fell to the 
ground as she tried to bring it inside the mesh. Over the next hour she approached the nest 2 more times with 
material, but did not bring it inside. However, she did enter the nest several more times for brief periods. At 1123 
the female brought material and successfully added it to the nest. This was followed by several trips in quick 
succession in which she brought more material into the nest. At this point, the nest looks approximately 60% 
complete, with a hole in the bottom center and no lining. - VEurs
03/28/2012 - Female observed carrying nesting material to nest. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1055 to 1115. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest still under construction. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - 4 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - 5 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012  No activity observed at nest  Unable to verify contents of nest without entering private property   

N/A

BEWR Bewick's Wren 032012_vnik_01 EP198-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 48 100 85 85 Presumed Fledged 3/20/2012 5/3/2012 03/20/2012 - Pair of Bewick's Wrens observed carrying material to cavity. Pair was not disturbed by biologist 
observing site within 15 feet of cavity. - VNovik
03/27/2012 - No Bewick's Wren activity in area today during 2 site visits or on 2/21/2012, when this avian 
biologist monitored the location. Piece of oak branch on ground that is cited as the nest site only has a shallow 
cavity with a very large opening that holds some twigs and incidental oak leaves not positioned in the form of a 
new nest. Periodic slow Sunrise traffic on access road 48 feet north. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren making many trips to nest with food items. - VNovik
05/03/2012 - Observed nest for 1 hour and no Bewick's Wren activity was observed. P. Konrad also reported no 
activity during a 30 minute period yesterday. Based on prior observations nestlings likely fledged - closed. - 
VNovik

Yes

HOFI House Finch 032112_kats_01 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 30 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/21/2012 5/12/2012 04/28/2012 - Outside of nest beginning to be decorated with fecal matter from nestlings. - VEurs
04/29/2012 - *** COMMENTS FROM 3-21-12 UNTIL PRESENT MUST BE ENTERED AGAIN. This nest was 
accidentally deleted, and then restored. - KAlberts
05/05/2012 - Male and female made repeated trips to and from the nest during 30 minutes of observation. - 
VEurs
05/12/2012 - The dramatic decrease in House Finch activity around the nest suggests the young have fledged. The 
nest is intact, and recent fledglings could easily be downslope out of the range of detection. This nest is now 
closed and presumed fledged. - VEurs

Yes
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HOWR House Wren 032112_kats_02 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 30 100 30 30 Fledged 3/21/2012 6/2/2012 03/21/2012 - Pair was seen carrying nesting material to the nest while BMP maintenance activities were 
underway. A crew of 3 were using hand tools to maintain the access road, and the wrens were not affected. The 
wrens were also seen territorially squabbling with a pair of House Finches that are also building a nest in the same 
unused raptor nest. - KAlberts
03/28/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest, then leaving to scold nearby HOFI pair. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - HOWR at nest at 1031. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - At 0955, a wren was observed taking grassy nesting material inside its cavity. It remained inside for 
about 2 minutes before exiting and perching nearby to sing. The wren exhibited territorial behavior toward an 
ANHU, chasing the hummingbird off as it approached the nest. At 1006, more grassy material was brought to the 
nest. At about 1015, 2 wrens were seen outside the nest, and the pair copulated at 1017. Soon after, the male 
perched nearby singing and the female brought grassy material to the nest. Each time material was taken into the 
nest, the wrens exhibited a hunched, wings-down, creeping posture. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - The male spent the majority of the observation perched at various locations around the nest, 
singing loudly and approaching the nest a few times. The female ventured out on occasion, flying off, presumably 
to forage. She never appeared to have anything in her bill when she returned to her nest. The California Towhee 
moving about the large stick nest did not appear to disturb the HOWR's as it did the nearby HOFI's. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - The male wren made about a dozen trips into the nest with food, emerging each time to perch on a 
nearby branch and sing. No nestlings were heard when he entered the nest. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - During 30 minutes of observation, the male wren perched near the nest and in trees around the 
nest, singing. He did not enter the nest, and the female was not observed. It is likely that she was within the nest 
incubating or brooding. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - Both adult wrens were observed carrying food items into the nest on multiple occasions. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - Nestlings could be heard calling loudly and incessantly as the adults made numerous trips into the 
nest with food. - VEurs
05/26/2012 - The adult wrens made several trips to the nest with food in a 5-minute period. The nestlings were 
extremely vocal whenever an adult entered the nest. - VEurs
06/02/2012 - No wren activity detected at the nest. An adult and 1 young were observed about 65 feet up the 
access road. This nest fledged successfully and is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032112_kats_03 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 40 40 Fledged 3/21/2012 3/23/2012 03/21/2012 - Both adults were frequently feeding 2 large and well-feathered nestlings. Based on the age and size 
of the nestlings, and barring any predation, it appears that this nest will fledge within 2-3 days. Feeding activities 
were completely unaffected by the presence of the BMP crew of 3, the 2 biologists, nor the 3 vehicles within 50 
feet of the nest site. - KAlberts
03/23/2012 - Nest fledged. Adults seen feeding fledglings in eucalyptus foliage 10-20 feet from the nest site, and 
the nest was empty, but still intact. - KAlberts

Yes

HOFI House Finch 032112_kats_04 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 30 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/21/2012 4/28/2012 03/21/2012 - A pair of House Finches were seen carrying material to the nest. It appeared to be approximately 
50% complete. Their nest building activities were completely unaffected by the BMP maintenance activities, using 
hand tools and a crew of 3, occurring about 30 feet away. - KAlberts
03/28/2012 - Female HOFI observed visiting nest. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No activity observed at this nest from 1000 to 1030. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - A female flew past biologist from the direction of this nest carrying a fecal sac. It is likely that she 
came from this nest. She was later seen hunkered down on the nest. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - The male and female spent considerable time off the nest, returning every 10-15 minutes to feed 
nestlings. However, the nestlings were not visible to the observer. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No activity was observed at the nest. The nest appears to be deteriorating and sliding out of 
position. While it is possible that this nest fledged, it does not seem that enough time has passed for the nest 
cycle to be completed and for the young to have fledged. Outcome is indeterminate. - VEurs

N/A

CORA Common Raven 032112_ltiw_01 EP230-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/21/2012 3/26/2012 03/21/2012 - Common Raven observed bringing a stick to a nest (about 5% complete) twice during 45 minutes of 
observation. Bird deterrents (about 20 pieces of mylar tape) are located at the base of the tower (maximum 
height 6 feet), and on surrounding vegetation. - LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - The nesting attempt is located near the top of the EP230 tower structure. The pair was observed 
adding material on March 21. The nest is approximately 5-10% complete based on visible material and 
size/quantity of material being carried to the nest site, which is not yet developed enough to support eggs. No 
eggs or young present (as determined by nest stage). Bird repellent ribbon is present towards the base of the 
tower and at multiple points around the project site. Additionally, BMP maintenance occurred at the site during 
the course of site selection and nest building. Per the NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a deterrent. 
The nest is located on a structure required for upcoming wire pulling. Per construction, sock line pulling is 
scheduled for tomorrow. A delay due to allowing the nest cycle to continue would likely prevent SDG&E from 
meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Nest 
attempt was removed with agency approval on 3/26/2012. - KAlberts
03/26/2012 - This nest was about 40% complete, contained no eggs or young, and was a candidate for removal, 
per the NBMMP. The request was issued for removal and granted. A PAR crew removed the nest after receiving 
concurrence for removal. - ELoveless

No
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032112_mdus_01 12kV pole 175439 12kV Pole Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/21/2012 5/1/2012 03/21/2012 - Avian biologist Jim Pawlicki observed a female Anna's Hummingbird carry nest material to a small 
branch approximately 35 feet above ground in a Eucalyptus tree. The nest is approximately 5-10% constructed. - 
MDicus
03/30/2012 - Female visits nest at 1201. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Adult female observed making multiple quick trips to nest, adding material to a nest that appears to 
be nearly complete. - MDicus
04/16/2012 - Female on nest at the start of observation period, but she soon left and spent the rest of the 25-
minute observation off the nest. - VEurs
04/24/2012 - The nest is complete at this point. The female spent equals amounts of time on and off the nest this 
morning. At one point, she made some adjustments to the nest contents before settling on the nest. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - A female ANHU was seen foraging extensively in the area, but never settling in one place for long. 
Attempts to relocate the nest were difficult. Once it was located, all that remained was a small clump of spider 
webs. It appears this nest with eggs was destroyed by natural causes. - VEurs

No

OATI Oak Titmouse 032112_mkhn_01 EP218-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/21/2012 4/18/2012 03/21/2012 - Pair of Oak Titmouse seen in nest tree several times throughout survey. Adult entered cavity several 
times, but it was not determined if they were carrying nesting material. Nesting material is extruding from cavity 
entrance and from opening in bottom of cavity (possibly a mouse nest and OATI were scouting), but the nest may 
be complete or nearly complete OATI nest with nest building ceased or slowed. - MKuehn
03/27/2012 - No sign of Oak Titmouse during 45 minute period; no sign of nesting material in any cavity 
entrances in this branch (or others). Many new 'bird deterrents' attached throughout pad area and surrounding 
nest site. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - No Oak Titmice observed during 40-minute observation period. No indication that cavity(s) is being 
used when inspected; no nesting material evident anywhere. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 - It appears on previous 2 visits, the biologist may have checked incorrect cavity, or did not see 
nesting material. Nesting material is still extruding from small opening at base of cavity, but none is extruding 
from the entrance now. No OATI observed in area for 40 minutes. After passive observation, cavity was inspected 
at close range and no bird was present inside. Status changed to "Active" and buffer re-established and marked 
with signs. At least 1 additional visit is recommended in case wrong cavity has been checked on previous 2 visits.
       Note: P Konrad checked all cavities, the entire shrub, and the entire area without a sighting or song for 3 
weeks as of 4/10;  appears the birds left the site after an initial activity period, which titmice as well as many 
cavity nesting species seem prone to do. - MKuehn
04/10/2012 - During 40 minute observation period, no Oak Titmouse activity was observed in the extended area 
and no songs or calls were heard. No titmice have been observed at this site for 3 weeks. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - No Oak Titmice observed during 1 hour observation period. No birds inside cavity - closed. - 
ELoveless

No

AMCR American Crow 032112_rrdd_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 28 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/21/2012 5/25/2012 03/21/2012 - AMCR making regular trips to nest with sticks. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - AMCR flies to nest at 0928 without bringing new nest material. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - AMCR flies to nest at 0838 and settles, on rainy morning - suggesting nest contains eggs - RRadd
04/17/2012 - AMCR on nest for duration of 20-minute observation. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - AMCR remain active here with the pair regularly exchanging nest duties from 0848-0900. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - AMCR pair come to nest at 1117 and leave 2 minutes later to forage nearby suggests young are auto-
thermoregulatory. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - AMCR comes to nest at 1330 and stays. Mate forages on residential grounds, flies briefly to nest and 
departs. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - AMCR adult making brief nest visits at 1442 and 1452, apparent food drops. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - No AMCR detections near this intact nest during 30 minute observation. Observation chronology 
suggests successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032112_rrdd_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/21/2012 4/26/2012 03/21/2012 - LEGO pair building new nest - approximately 15% complete. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No LEGOs observed in area. Nest cup is now complete, with incomplete lining. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female observed flying to nest at beginning of monitoring visit and remained on nest during 20 
minutes of observation. - MDicus
04/13/2012 - LEGO female remains on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - LEGO female riding high in nest with wings slightly spread suggests hatched young. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Feathered young with downy wisps fill the nest. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is intact with many feces plastered at exterior edge of cup; presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032112_rrdd_03 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 70 70 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/21/2012 4/15/2012 03/21/2012 - ANHU female building new nest - approximately 10% complete. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - ANHU female visits nest at 1250. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 0949. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest could not be located and no ANHU was detected. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest no longer present. Presumed lost to natural causes. - RRadd

No
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HOFI House Finch 032112_sjon_01 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 150 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/21/2012 4/24/2012 03/21/2012 - Two biologists observed nesting pair carrying material into the nest location at 25 feet away. Nest 
appears to be approximately 80 percent complete. - SJohnston
03/30/2012 - Pair flew out of fiber optic roll where nest is located. 2 eggs in nest. - KWeber
04/06/2012 - Bird flew off nest when biologist approached; 5 eggs are in nest. - KWeber
04/13/2012 - Female observed incubating 5 eggs. - KWeber
04/20/2012 - Nest check attempted by K. Weber. Unable to access nest due to locked gate. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Nest is in fragments, evidently predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 032212_ahll_01 EP17 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 60 100 60 60 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/22/2012 4/24/2012 03/22/2012 - The pair was actively building, when no helicopter activities were occurring. Pair left nest area when 
K-Max was overhead at Leg A with 100-foot line; indeterminate if they fled when K-Max used the 200-foot line. 
When using the 100-foot line, winds at 11 mph were clocked near the nest, and a significant amount of dust and 
debris were blown onto the nesting tree. Pair returned to nest at 5 minutes to 15 minutes after helicopters left, 
and were visiting the nest every 2-5 minutes when no helicopters were around while the crew was conducting 
groundwork and/or running a generator. Nest was not physically checked due to the terrain and not having any 
reason to disturb the pair. The birds were not vocalizing, but were flying into the nest from a couple different 
routes in various directions, and were seen to drop nesting material if within 100 feet of them. It is unknown if 
pair flushes when TSAP is used for personnel. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Nest looks complete, has lining. Unable to see nest contents due to dense vegetation. Did not 
observe pair in vicinity during 45 minute period, need to check nest in morning in a couple days. - AHill
04/03/2012 - Female was observed on nest for a total of 40 minutes during a 45 minute observation period. 
When off the nest, the male fed the female, and a courtship display was initiated by the male. Male visited female 
on nest a few times, and then continued perching and foraging nearby. Perched male flew down to cover when K-
Max flew over nest at about 300 feet. Was not able to check nest contents, but behavior was consistent with 
incubation rather than egg laying. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Observed female incubating on nest for at least 20 minutes. - AHill
04/16/2012 - Female on nest at 0915. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Nest has no eggs. Several WESJ feathers were found on ground near nest with drops of blood. 
Observed male being territorial to other WESJ in territory. Heard female clacking within chaparral 40 feet from 
nest. - AHill

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 032212_dbby_01 TL 6924 - 171693 Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 900 300 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 3/22/2012 3/26/2012 03/22/2012 - Pair repeatedly bringing grass-like material to the nest. Nest was approximately 10% complete, as 
only the  bottom portion of the cup was loosely formed. - DBusby
04/05/2012 - Nest is old and dilapidated. After observing the CAGN pair for 2 hours and never seeing them visit 
the nest, it was determined the nest is closed. Possibly abandoned after a rain and storm event on March 26. - 
DBusby

No

BUSH Bushtit 032212_jdus_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 366 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/22/2012 4/13/2012 03/22/2012 - Nest is just being started, less than 5% constructed. Pair made a dozen plus trips to nest with 
material in 1/2 hour observation period. - JDicus
03/27/2012 - BUSH observed adding material to nest. Nest is 15-20% complete. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - BUSH visits nest at 0910. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is reduced to fragments, consistent with storm damage. - RRadd

No

CORA Common Raven 032212_kats_01 EP341-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 10 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/22/2012 6/1/2012 03/22/2012 - P. Konrad reported that a pair of Common Ravens was perched on the east side of the tower 
crossarm next to a new large nest that has been built in the same location as the nest that was presumably blown 
out of the tower by wind on 2/21/2012. - KAlberts
03/26/2012 - Raven incubating on new tower nest while another raven is perched nearby. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Common Raven incubating on new tower nest, with a second adult perched nearby on center 
portion of crossarm. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest with another adult standing and walking below tower. - 
PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating or brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - An adult Common Raven is brooding on the tower nest with a second adult raven lying on the edge 
of the nest. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - An adult Common Raven is standing on nest, leaning over what is probably unseen nestlings in the 
nest. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - No Common Ravens could be seen at this tower nest or in the surrounding area. Hard to judge 
present status of the nest at this time - will check back. - PKonrad
05/24/2012 - No activity is apparent at the nest; during this week's monitoring or last week's. At this time, it 
appears the nesting attempt may be abandoned. - PKonrad
06/01/2012 - No ravens have been seen at this nest for a few weeks, indicating this nesting attempt was not 
successful. An attempt was made to assure nestlings were not lying out of sight in the nest during weekly nest 
monitoring visits by extending the weeks of monitoring, but it is quite obvious the nest has been abandoned - 
closed. - PKonrad

No
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LOSH Loggerhead Shrike 032212_ltiw_01 EP325-2-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 8 100 300 300 Fledged 3/22/2012 4/11/2012 03/22/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike did not flush from nest until avian biologist was about 10 feet away, but then 
stayed off the nest until observer moved off about 200 feet away; 1 egg and 1 nestling were present in nest. - 
LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike perched 20 feet south of nest site initially; another shrike flew from nest when 
avian biologist was within 15 feet of nest. Looks like 4 small unfeathered nestlings with eyes closed in nest. - 
PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Nest filled with 4 medium-sized nestlings covered with pin feathers; 1 adult perched about 40 feet 
south of nest. The nestlings already seem a bit jumpy, so anyone checking the nest in the future should monitor 
nest from as far away as possible so nestlings do not fledge from nest prematurely. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Nest is empty with at least 2 active fledglings perched and making short flights in nest tree and 
adjacent smoke tree, mainly when an adult flew to site with unidentified food. Other new fledglings may be 
nearby too. - PKonrad

Yes

CORA Common Raven 032212_ltiw_02 EP326 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 100 100 Fledged 3/22/2012 5/24/2012 03/22/2012 - Common Raven standing on nest, then hopped to a perch in tower above the nest, then soared to 
the east. This behavior suggests the nestlings are large enough for the adults to leave the nest to search for food. - 
LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - Common Raven perched in tower 5 feet from nest; a second raven was initially soaring north of nest 
tower, then flew to perch near other raven and nest. Ravens did not approach nest during 20 minute observation 
period, but were obviously attached to the nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Raven incubating in Sunrise tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - No ravens were observed at the nest initially, but within a few minutes an adult raven flew to nest, 
appeared to turn eggs, and initiated incubating. A few moments later, a second Common Raven flew in and 
perched near the nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven incubating on new Sunrise tower nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - An adult Common Raven is brooding on the new tower nest. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - A Common Raven was brooding on the nest; a second raven flew into the tower, when the brooding 
adult took flight and both adult ravens flew to the west. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - All 3 large-sized Common Raven nestlings are standing upright with heads held high. No adult 
ravens were observed in the area. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - The nest is empty and the nestlings appear to be fledged; 1 fledgling is standing on the northeast 
cement base of the tower and others are probably hidden, but did not want to disturb new fledglings. The 
fledgling took a 6 foot hop-flight and repositioned to the nearby dry wash. No adults observed during 20 minute 
period. Considering the fledglings are not flight capable at this time, the nest and buffer are kept active for 
another week while they learn to fly better. - PKonrad
05/24/2012 - No fledglings or adult Common Ravens were noted in the region surrounding the nest site; family 
group has apparently dispersed - nest closed. - PKonrad

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032212_mdus_01 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 240 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/22/2012 4/24/2012 03/22/2012 - A female Lesser Goldfinch was observed adding material to a nest located near the top of a 
Malosma laurina. The nest is approximately 30% constructed. - MDicus
03/30/2012 - Female LEGO lying in nest at 0920. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No LEGO detected in area. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No activity observed between 1215 and 1310. - TDipaola
04/24/2012 - Upon approaching the nest, the biologist noted that the nest looked degraded. During 45 minutes of 
observation, several LEGO pairs landed in the nest shrub, as close as 3 feet to the nest. However, none of these 
individuals approached the nest. At the end of the observation, the biologist used an extendable mirror attached 
to a wooden stake to examine the nest. It is unlined and contains no eggs or young, but shows no obvious signs of 
predation. The nest is somewhat exposed and may have been damaged during a series of storm events. This nest 
failed with eggs or young (based on earlier observations) due to natural causes. - VEurs
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AMKE American Kestrel 032212_mkhn_01 CP25-2-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/22/2012 TBD 03/22/2012 - Both adults seen flying into opening in dead palm fronds. Male flew out within 2 minutes, but 
female remained for over 15 minutes, presumed to be incubating. - MKuehn
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Male observed perching in nearby eucalyptus and on utility pole may 
be mate guarding. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - The male kestrel arrived in the area with a lizard and landed on a Eucalyptus. At 1350, he entered 
the nest cavity with the lizard. Almost immediately, the male and female both exited the cavity. The female 
perched on the same Eucalyptus the male used earlier. The male perched on a wooden distribution pole, ate his 
lizard and flew away. The female returned to the cavity at 1402, without food. She remained inside for 30 minutes 
and was still there when the observation period was called. The male did not return. No sounds of nestlings were 
heard emanating from the cavity. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No AMKE activity was detected from 0745 to 0845. This could be due to the cool, drizzly weather. 
As the biologist exited the gate at 1105, the female kestrel flew overhead and landed in a Eucalyptus. The male 
was seen soon after; both looked very damp. The female returned to the nest, but exited again after the male 
brought in a small food item. She returned to the nest again, and the male flew out of sight. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - After nearly an hour of observations, the male kestrel flew in from the west carrying prey. He 
landed in a eucalyptus east of the nest tree and consumed the majority of the prey. He flew to the nest tree with 
the remaining morsel, landed on a frond outside the cavity and called briefly. He then flew to the wooden 
transmission pole north of the cavity. The female emerged from the cavity, flew to the pole, accepted the food 
from the male and quickly gulped it down. The male attempted to copulate with her, but she was not very 
receptive. Each preened for a bit, and the female soon returned to the nest cavity beneath the palm fronds. The 
male flew out of sight. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - Not long after the start of observations, the male kestrel flew in and landed on the palm to the east 
of the palm with the nest cavity. The female immediately exited the cavity and grabbed food from the male. She 
briefly perched atop the wooden distribution pole north of the nest and then carried the food into the nest cavity. 
This behavior has not been noted during previous visits to this nest. The male then flew off and the female 
remained in the cavity. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Shortly after the start of observation, a kestrel was heard calling. The female flew up and landed on 
the wooden pole to the north of the nest, switched a prey item from her feet to her bill, and took the food into 
the nest cavity. The male was then spotted flying off to the east. The male soon returned with more food that he 
passed to the female. She also took this food into the nest cavity. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - Shortly after the start of observations, the female kestrel landed on the distribution pole north of 
the nest cavity  After perching for approximately 10 minutes  she flew out of sight to the south  She returned a 

TBD

CORA Common Raven 032212_mkhn_02 CP25-2-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 27 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/22/2012 4/23/2012 03/22/2012 - Nest discovered by Laurie Gorman, who saw a pair of CORA bringing sticks to nest in mid-morning. 
Logged by Michael Kuehn who observed no CORA in area for 60 minutes during late-morning. - MKuehn
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No CORA activity observed from 0650 to 0720. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - A raven flew through the area on 2 occasions during the 45-minute observation period, but neither 
came within 500 feet of the nest. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No CORA activity was detected during observations from 0745 to 0845. The nest does not look 
improved since the last visit. No activity observed at this nest in over a month. Nest closed. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 032212_sjon_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/22/2012 3/22/2012 03/22/2012 - This nest was located in the southeast wheel of the northeastern-most water tank. The nest was 
actively being built by a pair of HOFI and estimated to be 20% complete. The water tank is regularly used for yard 
operations and nearby structures to fill up water trucks for dust control, and is needed every day. Furthermore, 
bird repellent ribbon was installed on the tower, the wheel cavities were previously sealed and were slightly 
opened due to the recent storm and an owl decoy is located on the fence line close to the water tank. Since this 
HOFI nest was just being built and contained no eggs or young, and was in active construction equipment, it was a 
candidate for removal per the NBMMP. A request was made for removal, and  the nest was removed at 1114, 
after approval from SDG&E was given. The nest was removed based off the need to maintain dust suppression 
during vehicle traffic and flight operations within the SWAT yard. The wheel area was then resealed with plastic to 
deter future nesting attempts. - SJohnston

No
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CACW Cactus Wren
(Inactive)

032312_bald_01 EP227 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/23/2012 TBD 03/23/2012 - Existing nest found with a few pieces of fresh green red brome grass. Cactus Wrens were heard in 
the area but were not seen near the nest. Nest is underneath wire-stringing path. - BArnold
03/30/2012 - Large Cactus Wren nest looks good with an open entrance, but no wrens observed or heard in area. - 
PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Nest looks recently used, but does not appear to host nesting Cactus Wrens. No wrens observed or 
heard in area. - PKonrad
04/13/2012 - Nest looks good, and entrance looks expanded and matted down with a single small feather added, 
indicating recent use, but no Cactus Wrens were seen or heard. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No Cactus Wrens heard or observed; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - No Cactus Wrens heard or observed in area until late in the 25 minute observation period, when 2 
distant wrens (1/3 mile), 1 to northwest and 1 to south began calling back and forth. Nest looks good with 
possible recent use judging from grasses at the entrance. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - Nest entrance is large and looks like it has been recently used, but no Cactus Wrens were observed 
or heard in the area. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - No Cactus Wrens observed or heard in area; nest is becoming more weathered, but entrance is 
clear, and a new green brome stem with seeds has been added to entry along with 3 small feathers. - PKonrad
05/18/2012 - No changes apparent at nest, and no Cactus Wrens detected in the area. - PKonrad
05/23/2012 - No changes to nest, which is looking more weathered; no Cactus Wrens observed or heard in the 
area. - PKonrad
05/31/2012 - No Cactus Wrens observed or heard in area. Nest is unchanged, except entrance is clear. - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 032312_fhan_01 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 1 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 3/23/2012 3/27/2012 03/23/2012 - Pair bringing in small nesting material, but not liner. Speculate that nest is 40% complete, but hard 
to see in entirety. - FHoffman
03/29/2012 - On March 27, nest was monitored for 1 hour by R. Abe prior to crew arriving on site to perform wire 
stringing work. No activity was observed during this period of natural conditions. Throughout the day of work, no 
nesting behavior was observed while a crew worked up to 35 feet from the nest. Following the completion of 
work activities, the nest was monitored for an additional 1 hour. No activity or nest visits were observed. The nest 
was inspected, and it was determined that no additional material had been added since initial observation, and 
that the nest was more accurately less than 5% complete. Nest status changed to closed. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - HOFI pair making multiple trips carrying material to this location. A new Nest ID was created. - 
RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 032312_jdus_01 CP20-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 30 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/23/2012 4/26/2012 03/23/2012 - Newly initiated (1% constructed) nest. Pair made two trips to nest with material during 20-minute 
observation, followed by a third trip with a third Bushtit in attendance. - JDicus
03/31/2012 - No Bushtit activity during 30 minutes of observation on this cool, overcast morning. Nest is 
approximately 5% constructed. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - Nest does not appear substantially improved since 31 March, consisting of several decorated anchor 
threads and approximately 2 inches long. No BUSH detected on breezy afternoon with considerable shrub 
movement. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest looks the same as the description given on 10 April. Bushtits were heard in the area, but none 
ever approached within 200 feet of the nest during 35 minutes of observation. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - What little nest material was in the shrub is now gone. This nest is closed. - VEurs

No
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AMKE American Kestrel 032312_jdus_02 CP20 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/23/2012 TBD 03/23/2012 - Nest site is within pole Z103510 (cavities in arms on west side of 69kv monopole). Pair of American 
Kestrels mobbed adult Red-tailed Hawk building nest in nearby steel lattice tower CP20 until Red-tailed Hawk 
departed area. Male Kestrel was observed entering cavity of lowest arm on monopole, then watching from within 
cavity in arm while vehicle was turning around at tower site below. During additional 120-minute observation 
period, the male hunted nearby, and brought a prey item (small rodent) to top of monopole tower and began to 
consume it while the female looked on from the lattice tower. Male then took flight, calling to female and landing 
on lattice tower with prey remains. Female joined and was given the prey item which she consumed while 
perched on lattice tower. Male then inspected (entered) the middle and upper cavities in the monopole crossarms 
and female joined to briefly enter upper cavity. Pair showed site fidelity and remained at monopole together as 
avian biologist left the site. Pair defended the site, hunting and courting, and did not leave area for duration. 
Avian nest monitor R. Radd reported American Kestrel pair nested in this monopole last year. - JDicus
03/31/2012 - No activity observed during 1.5 hours observation on a cool, overcast morning. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - No AMKE detected associating with this location during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Almost immediately upon biologist's arrival, the AMKE perched on the wires between CP20 and 
CP21, parallel to the biologist's truck. The female was hunched on the wire, giving begging vocalizations and 
moving closer to the male. The pair then copulated vigorously and flew closer to CP20. They perched on the tower 
and wires, and soared around the area calling throughout the observation period. However, they were not seen 
entering the nesting cavity during observations. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - No AMKE activity detected at any distance to the nest after 90 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - No AMKE activity detected during nearly 2 hours of observation. - VEurs
05/10/2012 - After 40 minutes of observation, the male kestrel flew into view. He perched on a transmission wire 
to the north of the nest for about 10 minutes before moving to the SRPL wires directly adjacent to the nest cavity. 
He perched there another 10 minutes or so before flying west. Within a few minutes, the female exited the nest 
cavity, perched on the wire to the north, and defecated. She called briefly and the male flew up to join her, 
holding prey. She took the food and consumed it on the wire. The male flew away, and she perched for a few 
more minutes. When the biologist left the area, she was perched on a wire near the cavity. - VEurs
05/17/2012 - The male flew in from the north carrying a bird (possibly a Horned Lark). He consumed part of the 
bird, moving down the transmission wire, closer to the nest cavity. Once he was directly across from the cavity, 
the female exited the cavity and received the prey from the male. She slowly consumed the bird, and the male 
flew off again. She finished the bird and remained on the wire through the end of the observation period (another 
20 minutes). - VEurs
05/24/2012 - At the start of observations, the male was perched on a wire between CP20 and CP21. He dove 
down, came back to the wire with a lizard and consumed it. He then flew to the north out of view, although he 
was heard vocalizing occasionally  After approximately 60 minutes  he returned to perch on a wire near CP20  

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 032312_jdus_03 CP20 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 90 500 500 500 Nest did not reach active stage 3/23/2012 5/3/2012 03/23/2012 - Just a few sticks make up this newly initiated nest located approximately 90 feet up in tower CP20 
where the third and highest arm of the tower on the east side meets the main body of the tower. Single adult Red-
tailed Hawk observed bringing portion of what looks like a tumbleweed up to nest site and placing it in tower. 
Nearby pair of American Kestrels mobbed the adult for 10 minutes. Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew off to east, not to 
return for duration of 120-minute observation period. Pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks seen perched together in 
tower CP22 while third adult Red-tailed Hawk perched in tower CP23. No nest materials observed in towers CP21, 
22 or 23 today. - JDicus
03/31/2012 - No activity observed during 1.5 hours of observation. It appears that little to no additional material 
has been added to the nest since last monitoring entry. Nest still consists of only a few sticks. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - No substantial changes (or RTHA) observed. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - No substantial changes to the nest since 10 April. No RTHA detected in the area during 45 minutes 
of observation. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - No RTHA activity detected at any distance from the nest after 90 minutes of observation. The nest 
appears to be deteriorating and no improvements are visible. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - Most of the sticks have fallen from the tower and no Red-tailed Hawks have been detected in the 
area for several weeks. This nest has been closed because it never reached active status. - KAlberts

No

GRRO Greater Roadrunner 032312_lton_01 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 20 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/23/2012 4/14/2012 03/23/2012 - Monitor was surveying around vegetation off the road shoulder and heard bird flush. Monitor went 
to shrub and peeked in, saw 4 eggs, then retreated. Female retuned to nest shortly after. - LThoreson
03/31/2012 - At least 3 nestlings in nest, with adult GRRO nearby. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - 2 fully feathered and alert nestlings visible in nest. No adult present. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - 1 nestling remains: estimated to fledge in 1-2 days. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Nest shows no signs of predation and is empty, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032312_rrdd_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Riparian Scrubs Traffic 12 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/23/2012 4/16/2012 03/23/2012 - ANHU lying in complete nest. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Female leaves nest at 0813, returns at 0829 and remains on nest. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female observed feeding 2 nestlings at 0801. Nestlings appear scaly with emerging pinfeathers, 7-10 
days old. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - After being in the area for over 2 hours, the female ANHU was never observed attending the 
nestlings, whose bills were visible over the edge of the nest. The biologist approached the nest and used an 
extendable mirror to examine the nestlings. Both young were dead in the intact nest, with no sign of injury. They 
did not appear emaciated, so it is likely that they died of exposure during the weekend storm event. The nest is in 
an exposed location, with no foliage covering the nest. - VEurs

No
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BUSH Bushtit 032312_rrdd_02 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 8 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/23/2012 4/4/2012 03/23/2012 - BUSH female selecting nest site, subsequently making multiple trips by pair twisting spider silk into 
branch from 1515-1540. Buffer staked at 50 feet. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed and unable to locate nest. Suspect nest effort was abandoned but will wait for 
original observer to verify before closing nest. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No nest was observed at this location. Two pairs of Bushtits were observed visiting active Bushtit 
nests in the area and foraging near those nests, which are logged as 022912_lgan_15 and 040212_jdus_01. The 
Bushtit nest 032312_rrdd_02 was initially logged on March 23, 2012 when a Bushtit pair was seen just beginning 
to build a nest. The nest was only 2% complete on this date. During two nest monitoring efforts made since then, 
on March 30, 2012 and April 4, 2012, no nest was observed at this location. The only Bushtits observed in the 
area were foraging and visiting two active Bushtit nests logged as 022912_lgan_15 and 040212_jdus_01. The 
vegetation around the nest location was thoroughly checked and no nest was found. This nest did not reach an 
active stage and therefore can be considered closed. - LGorman

No

BUSH Bushtit 032412_jpki_01 TL 6915/6924 Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/24/2012 3/31/2012 03/24/2012 - Adults observed bringing material to 75% complete nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
03/31/2012 - No nest was found during today's nest check. The nest was still under construction during the last 
monitoring check on 03/31/12, and no egg shell fragments were found in the vicinity of the former nest. 
Therefore, it is presumed that the nest failed prior to egg laying. The cause is unknown. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 032412_jpki_02 TL6915/6924-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 4 100 50 50 Fledged 3/24/2012 4/17/2012 03/24/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to complete nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
03/31/2012 - Adult male observed bringing small green larva to nest. - MDicus
04/03/2012 - BUSH bringing food to nest at 0640. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest appears sound and maintained, but no visits detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No Bushtit activity was observed near the nest. However, not far down the road, a group of Bushtits 
was foraging extensively. At least 3 recently fledged young were closely following 2 adults, and were begging 
incessantly. This nest has successfully fledged. - VEurs

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 032412_lton_01 EP72-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - foundations 80 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/24/2012 4/12/2012 03/24/2012 - Biomonitor observed  Bushtit pair fly to nest. Nest appears to be complete or close to completion. - 
LThoreson
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visited nest without apparent nest material; nest in excellent condition. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Biomonitor reported observation of birds entering and leaving nest; possible nest exchange. - 
VNovik
04/12/2012 - Nest has been depredated. Bottom torn out and eggshell fragments found on branches below 
amidst pieces of nesting material. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 032412_lton_02 EP78-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Grading 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/24/2012 4/20/2012 03/24/2012 - A Bushtit pair was observed flying to the nest. The pair is assumed to be nest building. - LThoreson
03/29/2012 - Pair of Bushtits active and territorial at nest site; 1 Bushtit entered nest when avian biologist was 
within 4 feet while searching for nest location while other Bushtit perched 10 feet away. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 - Nest looks complete and bulky, but a green oak leaf appears to be positioned in the entrance hole, 
effectively plugging the entry. No Bushtits observed during 30-minute observation period. Checked back 3 hours 
later, when no Bushtits were observed during 20 minutes. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - In 20 minutes of passive observation from 20 feet, 2 adults approached nest on 2 occasions. Neither 
was seen carrying nesting material or food. Both entered nest and vacated 10 seconds later, then on next visit, 
neither entered but one pulled small amount of nesting material from entrance. No indication they are building a 
nest elsewhere. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest is severely damaged and torn open from side. Eggshell fragments found on ground below nest. 
Nest closed and all signs removed from buffer. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 032412_lton_03 EP78-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Grading 115 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/24/2012 4/20/2012 03/24/2012 - A biomonitor observed 2 Bushtits bringing nesting material to this nest. The nest appears to be 85% 
complete. - LThoreson
03/29/2012 - Pair of Bushtits bringing nest material to nest; 1 Bushtit entered nest with material in beak while 
avian biologist was 10 feet away during initial search for the nest, with a second Bushtit waiting its turn nearby. - 
PKonrad
04/05/2012 - Bushtit brought nesting material to nest that looks complete, except the area surrounding the 
entrance. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Pair of Bushtits entered nest with fluffy nesting material. Likely lining cup. One left immediately and 
the other remained inside for >2 minutes. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest is severely damaged and torn open from side. Eggshell fragments found on ground below nest. 
Nest closed and all signs removed from buffer. - MKuehn

No

GRRO Greater Roadrunner 032412_vers_01 TL 6915/6924-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 28 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/24/2012 4/2/2012 03/24/2012 - A roadrunner "came out of nowhere" and raced across the hillside. The biologist checked the one 
possible place where the roadrunner could have emerged and discovered the nest containing two nestlings with 
developing pin feathers. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Nestlings fully feathered. - MDicus
04/02/2012 - No evidence of predation (no feathers on ground or damage to nest). Nest was still in good 
condition. On March 31, fully-feathered nestlings were alive and alert, and no construction activities have 
occurred in the area recently. Indications are that the nest fledged. - MDicus

Yes
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032412_vers_02 TL 6915/6924-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 75 100 80 80 Nest did not reach active stage 3/24/2012 4/23/2012 03/24/2012 - Nest is in good condition with the rim almost complete but no lining. A pair of LEGOs came within 
40 feet of the nest, and a lone female came within 30 feet. However, no birds directly approached the nest. - 
VEurs
03/31/2012 - No activity at nest during 30 minutes of observation. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - Nest looks the same as it did upon initial detection, still unlined. After 30 minutes of observation, no 
LEGO's (or any birds) approached the nest. Nest declared inactive and buffer removed. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - The nest is in the same condition as on the previous visit. No LEGO activity detected around the 
nest. - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 032612_ahll_01 EP49-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/26/2012 4/24/2012 03/26/2012 - Male was observed bringing soft lining material to nest on several occasions. Male did not alter his 
nesting behavior when truck was at arroyo toad cattle guard for a few minutes. Nest appears to be 95% complete. 
ESA signs installed with drive through access only. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Nest appears complete but a bit weathered-looking. After 10 minutes of observing nest, a Bushtit 
flew to nest, entered nest, but did not come out during the next 15 minutes. No Bushtit calls during time in nest 
area. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - After 20 minutes a Bushtit was observed foraging in the area of the nest for about 5 minutes, then it 
visited the nest for 15 seconds and left. A Bushtit returned after 10 minutes, 5 minutes, and again after another 5 
minutes, apparently feeding nestlings. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Bushtits visited nest regularly after 8, 4, 3, and 6 minutes, indicating nestlings are being fed inside 
nest. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard during 15 minute observation period; checked nest and found it has 
been predated with the lower third of the nest pulled away and lying in 4 pieces on the ground. No sign of 
nestlings observed. Considering the amount of destruction to the nest, a large predator probably made the attack 
rather than the usual scrub jay suspects - closed. - PKonrad

No

PHAI Phainopepla 032612_elss_01 EP255-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats OH - wire stringing 125 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

3/26/2012 4/27/2012 03/26/2012 - Male incubating on nest, flew on approach, leading to nest discovery; 2 mottled tan eggs in nest. - 
ELoveless
03/30/2012 - Female Phainopepla incubating. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Still 2 eggs in nest; female off nest initially, but territorial nearby, returning to nest when avian 
biologist walked away. - PKonrad
04/14/2012 - Male perched on side of nest; nestlings expected to be inside nest, but did not want to displace the 
adult to verify nestling status. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No adult Phainopeplas observed or heard in area; 2 eggs still unhatched in well-formed nest. This 
nesting attempt may have failed, but will check back soon. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Still 2 unhatched eggs in nest, a month after nest, clutch, and pair of Phainopeplas was initially 
observed; no adults near nest again today - closed. Periodic but regular wire-stringing activities over the course of 
approximately 2 weeks within the nest cycle may have had some impact on this nest, but that cannot be 
determined, although the cause of abandonment may also have a natural basis. - PKonrad

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 032612_elss_02 EP91 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Traffic 40 100 85 85 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/26/2012 4/21/2012 03/26/2012 - Biomonitor observed Western Scrub-jay carrying nesting material to a sugar bush about every 45 
minutes. A nest about 90% complete was found in the sugar bush. - ELoveless
04/06/2012 - Nest is in good shape with a nice lining of fine grass, but no Western Scrub-jays were present. - 
PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest contains 2 speckled light-blue eggs; adult Western Scrub-jay perched just west of nest as soon 
as avian biologist left area; clutch is probably not a full clutch yet. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - Nest is empty, but otherwise appears in good condition. No eggshell fragment present in nest or on 
branches or ground below. Likely predated. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 032612_elss_04 Jacumba Valley Ranch CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 20 100 10 10 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

3/26/2012 5/4/2012 03/26/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material inside tire once during 45 minute observation. - ELoveless
04/06/2012 - No House Finches observed or heard in area of nest site. Unclear if black wheel covers and bird 
deterrents were in place during initial observation or added since that time. Questionable if this nest is still active. 
- PKonrad
04/14/2012 - No sign of House Finches; heavy plastic cover over wheel has torn away and is flapping in the wind. 
Notified for repair. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Female inside nest site during the entire 30-minute observation. Male visited nest twice and was 
frequently observed perched and singing near the nest site. - ELoveless
04/27/2012 - Nest checked also on 4/20, but no nest-related activity was observed. Today, no activity at the nest 
site, although House Finches are active nearby. Status of this nest uncertain. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - No House Finch activity in area. It appears this nesting attempt was unsuccessful judging by the nest 
monitoring history and lack of finch activity here recently - closed. - PKonrad

No
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CORA Common Raven 032612_fhan_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/26/2012 3/27/2012 03/26/2012 - Nest has been constructed for at least 4 days. Appears 50% or more complete. One CORA in area 
vocalizing and perching. - FHoffman
03/27/2012 - The nesting attempt is located near the top of an A-frame within Sycamore Substation. The pair was 
observed adding material yesterday, March 26. The nest is approximately 40-50% complete based on visible 
material and size/quantity of material being carried to the nest site, which is not yet developed enough to support 
eggs. No eggs or young present (as determined by nest stage). Deterrents have been installed to prevent cavity 
nesters, but were not successful in deterring stick nests. While no raven deterrents are installed on the A-frame 
where the CORA nest attempt is located, it should also be noted that this is an energized substation limiting 
access for deterrent installation and removal, as well as the type of deterrents that can be used. An orange cone 
will be placed after the nesting material is removed, to deter future nesting. Additionally, both project and non-
project work has been occurring regularly at the substation. The pair was observed nest building on March 26 
while a project crew was conducting a circuit breaker replacement 60-120 feet from the nest attempt. Per the 
NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a deterrent. A delay due to allowing the nest cycle to continue would 
likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure 
system reliability. Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 3/27/2012. - KAlberts
03/27/2012 - Concurrence with a nest removal request was received on 03/27/12. The nest was still under 
construction and appeared to be approximately 50-60% constructed upon removal. As a precaution, the worker 
tasked with nest removal was instructed to look into the nest to verify the nest contained no eggs. The worker 
confirmed the nest was empty and removed it, installing in its place an orange construction cone. The cone was 
wedged into the gap to deter the ravens from rebuilding in this location. During this period, one Common Raven 
was observed soaring and vocalizing outside the substation but did not approach the nest vicinity. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 032612_fhan_03 CP08-2-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 6 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/26/2012 5/11/2012 03/26/2012 - Pair actively building and vocalizing. Multiple trips with material observed. Nest in early stages circa 
30% complete. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - BUSH observed adding fluffy nest material at 0959. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - During a 75-minute observation period, BUSH pair approached the nest twice. On the first occasion, 
the female added very fine spider webs or hair to the nest. On the second visit, one bird added coarser material. 
They spent the majority of the time foraging on the surrounding hillsides. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - The Bushtit pair spent the first part of the observation period foraging downslope. The female then 
approached the nest, without anything in her bill. She entered the nest and remained inside for well over 20 
minutes, through the end of the observations. The male spent this time foraging downslope and perching in the 
branches around the nest. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - The nest is intact after recent rains. Both adults were foraging in the nest tree as the biologist 
arrived. They approached the nest several times, and the female eventually entered carrying an insect. However, 
no nestlings were heard, and she remained inside for over 10 minutes, so the food was likely for herself. As the 
male foraged, he would bring insects back to the nest tree and consume them there. - VEurs
05/04/2012 - After 80 minutes of observation, no Bushtit activity was detected at the nest, which appears to be in 
good condition. It should be noted that at one point a pair of BUSH landed in the tree above the nest, but at the 
same time, a dump truck drove past. The pair flew from the tree and seemed to resume foraging. At another 
point 20-30 minutes later, a female landed in a shrub about 20 feet from the nest, with an insect in her mouth. 
Again, a dump truck passed at that moment and the female disappeared from view. Bushtits were actively 
foraging downslope during the entire observation period. However, it seems the regular passage every 20-30 
minutes of the dump truck may have been temporarily deterring approaches to the nest. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - The neck of the nest is detached from the anchor point on the branches above. There appears to be 
a hole in the bottom, but the nest is too high for the biologist to inspect it directly. The nest is elongated and most 
likely was predated, despite its well-disguised location. This nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes 
and is now closed. - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 032612_imll_01 EP112-3-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 80 100 80 80 Presumed Fledged 3/26/2012 4/30/2012 03/26/2012 - Pair observed adding fine nesting material and lining to a nearly complete nest 3 times during 45 
minutes while no work was occurring. - IMaunsell
04/05/2012 - Unable to access road through locked gate; will return tomorrow. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Pair in vicinity with 1 adult observed carrying food to nest and leaving with fecal sac. - JPawlicki
04/16/2012 - Pair of Bushtits bringing beakfuls of caterpillars and bugs to nest every 2 to 4 minutes. - PKonrad
04/23/2012 - Nest is in good shape, but no Bushtits visited the nest during 30 minute observation period. 
However, there are several Bushtits active in the area, including 1 pair south of the nest. Unsure if nestlings have 
fledged at this time and will check back soon to double-check. - PKonrad
04/30/2012 - No Bushtits observed in the area; the nest is in good shape although  the nesting material 
surrounding the entrance hole is a bit worn. Nestlings appear to have fledged and may have been the Bushtits 
observed south of the nest last week - closed. - PKonrad

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 032612_lgan_01 TL 6915 - 171684 69kv Structure Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 30 30 Fledged 3/26/2012 4/26/2012 03/26/2012 - A female house finch was seen bringing nest material into an insulator bracket at the top of 69kv 
pole Z171684. The male was singing from the top of the pole while the female brought material. The percent 
completeness is unknown. Two orange bird buffer ESA signs were placed 30 feet from the base of the monopole 
containing the nest on the access road to the north. - LGorman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0855 to 0905. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - No HOFI activity observed. - RRadd
04/18/2012 - No activity observed. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - A male HOFI was observed feeding several begging fledglings not far from the nest. The nest has 
fledged successfully and is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 032612_mkhn_01 TL 6924 - 171687 69kv Structure Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 215 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/26/2012 4/10/2012 03/26/2012 - Adults visited nest with food several times and fed young. Visits took place with a biologist standing 
8, 15, and 25 feet away (different visits). Adult fed then sat on nest with biologist 8 feet away, and did not flush 
when biologist walked away. Two nestlings present, eyes still closed, and they appeared to be 4-6 days old. 100-
foot buffer established and marked with 5 signs (all on north side of nest). - MKuehn
04/01/2012 - CATH at nest at 0903. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - At least 3 downy nestlings with no pinfeathers visible in nest, appear to be about 6 days old. - 
HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest is clean empty and intact, suggesting successful fledging. - RRadd

Yes

NUWO Nuttall's Woodpecker 032612_rabe_01 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 16 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/26/2012 4/2/2012 03/26/2012 - Presumed Nuttall's Woodpecker nest due to being closest woodpecker species observed in general 
area, within 20 feet, over last week. Fresh cavity entrance in Sambucus mexicana approximately three inches 
deep. Inner cavity has not been started. 100-foot drive through only buffer staked. - RAbe
04/02/2012 - Cavity excavation has progressed since last week, with inner cavity now exposed. No woodpeckers 
observed in area, but entrance hole size is consistent with Picoides nuttallii. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No cavity nesters observed associating with this location on either of several visits today and 
yesterday. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Cavity has not been improved since April 2. No NUWO detections. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Cavity has not advanced since April 2, and no woodpeckers detected. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 032612_rabe_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 75 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/26/2012 4/12/2012 03/26/2012 - Three pale, blue-green unmarked eggs in cup nest suggesting House Finch. Multiple House Finch 
pairs observed in area over last week or so carrying nest building material in immediate area by biomonitors. One 
pair was observed in the immediate area of the nest multiple times today. 30 foot buffer staked. - RAbe
04/02/2012 - HOFI pair within a few feet of nest. 2 eggs now in nest. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest contains 1 broken egg, however a HOFI exited the nest on approach, suggesting the nest 
remains viable. - RRadd
04/12/2012 - Eggshell remains found in nest. No activity in area.  Nest appears to have been predated. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 032612_vers_01 TL 6924 - 171682 69kv Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 200 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 3/26/2012 4/25/2012 03/26/2012 - A pair of HOFI were seen on the wire next to pole 171682. A short time later, the female was seen 
carrying grassy material into the bracket for an insulator arm. She returned within 10 minutes with more material, 
and the male attempted to copulate with her. She carried the material into the bracket while the male perched 
nearby, singing. - VEurs
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0920 to 0930. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - No HOFI during observation period 0900 to 0925. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No activity observed during 45 minute observation period. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - No HOFI activity at the nest after 45 minutes of observation. HOFI's entered each of the upper 
brackets, but none appeared interested in the lower bracket. Lack of activity at this nest site over the past month 
leads the biologist to change its status from "active" to "closed." - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 032612_vnik_01 69kV-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - maintenance 45 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/26/2012 4/26/2012 03/26/2012 - Bushtit making several trips to nest with material. Appears to be lining nest. - VNovik
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0907 to 0917. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest appears complete, well protected and attached. No BUSH detected during late afternoon 
observation. - RRadd
04/18/2012 - No activity observed during noon observation period - BArnold
04/26/2012 - At the start of the observation period, the biologist noted the unusual appearance of the nest. After 
30 minutes with no BUSH activity, the biologist approached the nest to examine it closely. The nest is very 
stretched out at the top, with the nest entrance lower down than is usual on a BUSH nest. The entrance hole also 
seems larger than normal and faces up toward the sky. It doesn't seem that the nest was predated. Rather, its 
damaged condition seems to be a result of a string of storm events this area has recently experienced. Based on 
nesting cycle, it is possible that this nest contained eggs when it failed due to natural causes. - VEurs
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BUSH Bushtit 032712_elss_01 EP117-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 70 70 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 5/14/2012 03/27/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed carrying and adding material to a nest that is approximately 90% 
complete. - ELoveless
04/05/2012 - Small Bushtit nest appears complete, but has a unique 'dent' in chamber below the entrance. No 
Bushtits observed or heard. - PKonrad
04/14/2012 - Nest appears unchanged; no Bushtit activity in area; status may not be active. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed adding material to nest 1 time during the 90-minute observation period. - 
ELoveless
04/25/2012 - After 15 minutes, a male Bushtit flew toward nest with a white object in its bill (food or nest 
material?), but avian biologist's presence 50 feet away seemed to distress the bird, so biologist left the area. - 
PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Nest checked at request of PAR construction. Female Bushtit observed entering nest and remaining 
inside while male foraged nearby. Nest appears 100% complete and in good condition. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Uncertain what the status of this nesting attempt is at this time; nest looks normal; no Bushtits were 
observed initially. But after 5 minutes the pair flew in from the south, very aware of avian monitor 35 feet from 
nest and seemingly hesitant to go to nest. Female went to nest and may have stayed there. Male went to nest a 
minute later and returned a short distance south, where it seemed to begin foraging. Never observed anything in 
the birds' beaks - could be egg laying or they may have nestlings. - PKonrad
05/07/2012 - No Bushtits were observed during a 30-minute period. The nest is the same although the top is a bit 
roughed up and an inert hole has been poked into the side of the nest below the entrance. The hole looks like a 
jay attempted predation, but the hole does not enter the interior of the nest. It was verbally recommended that 
an avian biologist should observe this nest site for an extended period to ascertain the present status of the nest 
as soon as possible. - PKonrad
05/14/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard during a 30-minute observation period. Nest is small and weathered. 
This nest has been hard to track during monitoring because the adults exhibited rather erratic behavior that made 
trying to assess the status of this nest week to week difficult to impossible - closed. - PKonrad

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 032712_elss_02 EP114-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 50 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 3/27/2012 4/27/2012 03/27/2012 - A pair of Western Scrub-jays was observed carrying and adding nesting material to a nest that is 
approximately 95% complete. - ELoveless
04/02/2012 - Observations of bio-monitor C. Frey over 2 days - March 29, 2012 - 0730; 2 Western Scrub Jays were 
observed away from nest by 75 to 150 feet with no crew onsite. A chase occurred with other pair of jays, and 1 
flew to nest while generator running and full crew present. An individual did not appear to have nesting material. 
Other individual of the pair perched 50 feet away; the pair left after 15 minutes and returned about an hour later 
with nesting material several times while crew worked on Leg A; generator not in use. March 30, 2012 - 0740; 
Common Raven perched on boulder 10 feet from Western Scrub Jay nest. Western Scrub Jay pair flew to over 100 
feet away and avoided going to rest while Common Raven present. After raven flew away with nest material, 
biologist used binoculars to look in nest, and no eggs were present. 0820; the Western Scrub Jay pair returned 
with material while a crew was present; no equipment running. - LThoreson
04/03/2012 - Observations of onsite monitor: 1331 - observed 2 Western Scrub Jays perched approximately 150 
feet south of EP114 tower site. 1341 - observed the pair of jays flying north behind the boulders where the nest is 
located. 1444 - observed pair of jays across the road east of EP114 tower site on ground. Pair did not alarm call, 
and rotor wash debris did not go near nest site. - VNovik
04/04/2012 - Monitor reported following : 0855 - observed 1 Western Scrub Jay perching on top of boulder next 
to nest and flying into vegetation below boulder. 1000 - observed 2 Common Ravens perched on a boulder by 
nest. The 2 Common Ravens were then  observed flying east of the site with a Red-tailed hawk. 1045 - observed 
the pair of Common Ravens fly from behind boulders north of site and head south. Did not observe any Western 
Scrub Jays during K-max activities or directly prior to K-max activities. Rotor wash and debris did not go near nest. - 
VNovik
04/07/2012 - Nest monitored during Crux micropile testing on legs D and A within nest buffer authorized in 
variance received 4/5/2012. Ground work and K-Max activity began at 1100.  Nest observations: At 1043, 3 scrub 
jays observed flying from south to north toward nest. One jay perched on a shrub adjacent to nest and watched 
crew for about five minutes. Jay pair flew from nest location southward out of site before any work activities 
occurred. Pair was observed to east of site at approximately 1645. Possibly different pair seen flying from general 
vicinity of nest soon after. Nest appears fully built and in good condition, no eggs or young present. No helicopter 
rotor wash was observed to impact the nest. - RQuilley
04/09/2012 - Biomonitor Anna Bryant reported Western Scrub-jays were observed perching on boulders in 
vicinity of nest and flew into vegetation near nest. Throughout day, biologist observed jays perching on vegetation 
surrounding the site. - VNovik
04/16/2012 - Western Scrub-Jay incubating tightly on nest; did not move when biologist was within 20 feet. - 
PKonrad
04/23/2012  No jays observed in area; nest empty but it is large  well built and the lining of the nest bowl is 

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 032712_esds_01 EP95-N Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 4/12/2012 03/27/2012 - As biologists inspected the nest location during the nesting bird survey, a Western Scrub Jay 
swooped down to the nest location making harsh vocalizations. WESJ then perched on a nearby shrub and did not 
leave this perch until biologists left the area. - EStrods
04/06/2012 - Adult Western Scrub-jay incubating 3 speckled light-blue eggs in large nest. Jay slipped out the back 
of the sugar bush as avian biologist approached the site, but quickly returned to nest as biologist walked away. - 
PKonrad
04/12/2012 - No eggs in empty nest; no Western Scrub-jays in area. Since eggs were observed on the previous 
visit, it appears the nest has been predated, although no sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings are evident, and the 
nest shows no deterioration. Only the fact that the nest is empty points to predation as the greatest potential 
cause of nest failure. - PKonrad
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CATH California Thrasher 032712_jdus_01 EP99-2-N-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 30 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 4/20/2012 03/27/2012 - Found nest during active nesting bird survey. Did not hear bird leave the nest. Nest has 1 egg in it. 
Female returned to nest 5 minutes after logging the location. - JDicus
04/06/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; did not leave nest; eggs probably close to hatching. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Adult California Thrasher brooding 2 small downy nestlings. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Nest is empty. Timing is premature for successful fledging of young. Likely predated. Incubation 
began on 3/28, with hatching expected on 4/11 and fledging not expected until 4/25 at the earliest. No feces on 
rim or branches surrounding nest. No feathers or remains detected in vicinity of nest. No fledglings or adults 
detected within 50 feet of nest in 20 minutes of observation. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

CATH California Thrasher 032712_jdus_02 EP99-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 65 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 4/6/2012 03/27/2012 - The nest was discovered during an active nesting bird survey. Biologist saw 1 egg and 1 nestling. The 
egg had a small hole in it and appeared to be about to hatch. - JDicus
04/06/2012 - California Thrasher nest is empty and there is no sign of nestlings or adults. Fine material used to 
form bowl of nest has been pulled up throughout the nest bowl. Appears predation is the most likely cause of 
nest failure - closed. - PKonrad

No

HOFI House Finch 032712_mdus_01 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/27/2012 5/11/2012 03/27/2012 - A female House Finch was observed making multiple trips to a nest carrying bits of dried annuals 
and small twigs. The male accompanied her on several trips, singing from a nearby perch. Percentage of 
completion is difficult to estimate, as the nest is not completely visible. - MDicus
04/02/2012 - Pair perched on tower near nest, male chases away other nearby HOFIs. Nest appears nearly 
complete. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - HOFI pair visiting and defending this nest, but not observed in nest at 1316. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - HOFI activity continues. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - HOFI lying in nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Unable to see into nest, but activity of male suggests this nest is still active at 1100. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Nest is no longer present. - RRadd

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 032712_rqey_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - tower erection 45 100 40 40 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 5/8/2012 03/27/2012 - Pair observed actively adding material to nest during a 30 minute period. Nest is about 90% 
complete and is very close to the road edge. Pair flew away from nest during passing of slow drive-through traffic. 
- RQuilley
04/05/2012 - Bushtit brought material to nest, positioning it onto the top of the nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Both adults entered nest with fluffy material. Likely lining nest cup. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest observed passively from a concealed location 15 feet away. After 12 minutes, an adult flew to 
nest and entered, remaining inside for next 3 minutes. - MKuehn
04/24/2012 - K-Max flew legs to site. No rotor wash detected at nest tree. Winds are from north, and K-Max 
approached from south, using a 100-foot longline. Conditions were favorable for work. Shrubs on south side of 
work area appeared to be moving from rotor wash.  Bushtit was observed entering nest on regular basis and 
appeared unaffected by work activities. - VNovik
04/26/2012 - Adults observed entering and leaving nest before, during, and after skycrane operation. Wind was 
from the west and skycrane approached from east, causing minimal prop wash to hit nest. The nest branch did 
move from side to side due to rotor wash, however there was no damage caused to the nest. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - Prior to work activity, Bushtits observed bringing food to nest repeatedly. 1037-1041: 500 
helicopter hovered between 100-600 feet out of buffer with no observed impact to nest.  1038-1041: Skycrane 
approached from east and set tower layback. No rotor wash was observed at nest location. Bushtits returned to 
nest immediately following aircrane departure.  1251-1258: 500 helicopter hovered about 200 feet to southwest 
of nest. Pair was not observed returning to nest during this period.  1254-1257: Skycrane approached from east 
and set tower bridge. Rotor wash observed affecting the nest for 10 seconds with approximately 10-20 mph gusts. 
The nest remained intact and appears undamaged. Bushtit pair returned to nest within 10 minutes of all skycrane 
activities carrying food. Pair was observed returning to nest for the remainder of the day during all back bolting 
work and behaved naturally. - RQuilley
05/03/2012 - Both adults observed carrying food into nest. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - No activity at nest for 20 minutes. Nest has been torn open at the top on the north side, and a small 
hole is present at the bottom on the north side. Feathers and nest lining are strewn among branches below nest. 
Adults detected 30 feet away and were not observed carrying food; only foraging. Observations indicate nestlings 
hatched between 4/24 and 4/27 and would have been expected to fledge no sooner than 5/12. Nest appears to 
have been predated. - MKuehn
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BUSH Bushtit 032712_rqey_02 EP79-E-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 15 100 75 75 Presumed Fledged 3/27/2012 5/22/2012 03/27/2012 - Bushtit pair observed actively adding material to nest. Nest is approximately 50% complete. Pair did 
not appear disturbed by drive through traffic; 75 foot buffer given due to high exposure of nest to line of sight. - 
RQuilley
04/05/2012 - Nest complete although no Bushtits observed during 30 minute observation period. Checked back 4 
hours later, but no Bushtit activity observed during 15 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest appears complete and intact. No activity at nest during 20-minute observation from 40 feet 
away. Bushtits heard briefly within 30 feet of nest. - MKuehn
04/21/2012 - Both adults visited nest carrying soft fluffy nesting material inside, and leaving immediately. It 
appears they are not yet incubating or egg laying. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Again, both adults visited nest carrying soft fluffy nesting material inside, and left immediately. May 
be egg laying but not incubating yet. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - 3 different adult Bushtits were observed carrying food into nest in succession. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Adults observed entering nest with food. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to nest 1 time during 45 minute observation - ELoveless
05/22/2012 - No activity at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation. Nest is intact but no adults or fledglings 
detected in area. Based on observations, nest should have fledged between 5/15 and 5/22. Adults visited nest 
with food only once in 45 minutes on 5/16, indicating some or all young may have already fledged by then. Nest is 
presumed to have fledged successfully. - MKuehn

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 032712_sjon_01 EP70 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - foundations 250 100 40 40 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 4/24/2012 03/27/2012 - Bushtit pair observed building nest using material from a nearby Bushtit nest (nest ID 
032012_lton_01). Nest is approximately 25 percent complete. A recently failed nest is approximately 15 feet away 
(nest ID 032012_lton_01). Pair was nest building and collecting material within 5 feet of a biologist. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks complete; Bushtits heard nearby, but no Bushtit visited nest during 30-minute 
observation period. Checked back a second time, but no Bushtits observed during 10-minute period. - PKonrad
04/14/2012 - 4/9/2012observation - Nest appears good, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 25 minute 
observation period. Uncertain status. - PKonrad
04/16/2012 - Bushtit observed entering nest after approximately 15 minutes of observation. - SJohnston
04/24/2012 - No Bushtits were observed or heard during the first 15 minutes of this observation period, but when 
the nest was checked at close quarters, it was missing. Only a small remnant of the top of the nest was still 
attached to the tree, and the rest of the nest could not be found. A predator appears to have torn the nest off the 
anchoring branch and removed it from the nest site. No sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings in the area - closed. - 
PKonrad

No

CATH California Thrasher 032712_tcer_01 EP96-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 15 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 4/6/2012 03/27/2012 - Adult California Thrasher on nest with 1 egg. - TCooper
04/06/2012 - Nest is empty and the lining of fine grasses has been pulled up almost throughout the nest bowl. 
Appears the nest has been predated, and there is no sign of eggs or eggshells in nest or surrounding area, and no 
thrashers noted in area - closed. - PKonrad

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 032812_ahll_01 EP35-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 5 100 70 70 Nest did not reach active stage 3/28/2012 4/18/2012 03/28/2012 - Observed male bringing sticks to nest cavity several times, and singing in area around nest. Did not 
observe female with male. Male BEWR bringing nesting material to a suitable cavity, sing, with the intent of 
attracting a female with his nest base. Nest is 5 % complete. - AHill
04/04/2012 - Nest appears almost complete, lining material present, heard BEWR sing 20 feet away. Pair built 
nest approximately 2 feet inside railing away from entrance. - AHill
04/11/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0700 in light rain. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0635 to 0705. Nest material does not appear to have been moved 
in the past week. Mud at nest entrance has remained undisturbed over the past week. Examination of interior 
with a mirror shows that nest materials are arranged haphazardly with no nest cup established. Nest closed. - 
HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 032812_bald_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/28/2012 3/28/2012 03/28/2012 - House finches were observed bringing nest material to lower, eastern cable 'L' hollow arm bracket. 
The nesting attempt was approximately 60% complete and does not contain eggs or young. House finches 
continued bringing material during construction activity in this and adjacent monopoles and per the NBMMP, 
active work is considered a form of deterrent. Also, ribbon was placed at multiple points around the work area. 
SDG&E needed to access these steel riser monopoles over the next few weeks to QA/QC items identified during 
the recent testing of the underground system, and to conduct possible repair work. After determining there were 
no eggs, this nest material was removed and photographed per the NBMMP. SDG&E will install plastic around all 
brackets and other deterrents in an attempt to preclude bird nesting on these monopoles. - BArnold
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HOFI House Finch 032812_bald_02 CP88-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/28/2012 3/28/2012 03/28/2012 - House finch observed visiting cable clamp 'C' brackets. While an avian biologist was present, 
lineman reported small accumulation of material, with no eggs, that avian biologist confirmed. House Finches 
continued to bring material while lineman was working within 2 feet of 'C' bracket with nest material.  The nesting 
attempt was approximately 5% complete. Bird repellent ribbon was in place around the work pad. Furthermore, 
testing work has occurred at this location over the past few weeks and per the NBMMP, active work is considered 
a form of a deterrent. These House Finches were not disturbed by human presence or construction activity. 
SDG&E needs to have access to these poles over the next few weeks to conduct QA/QC work and possible repair 
work identified in the recently completed testing. After determining that there were no eggs present, this nest 
material was removed and photographed. SDG&E will install plastic over the brackets and other deterrents to 
discourage future nesting. - BArnold

No

CATH California Thrasher 032812_esds_01 EP99-2-N-A Road Area Chaparrals Other 90 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 4/20/2012 03/28/2012 - This nest was located during active nest searching. The nest was observed for a short period after it 
was located. No bird was seen actively using the nest, however the nest appears to have been built very recently. 
This nest appears to have been built by a WESJ or a CATH. Biologists suggest monitoring this nest for further 
activity. - EStrods
04/03/2012 - Observations incidental to conducting 3 day pre-construction nest survey yielded a California 
Thrasher visiting nest with 3 eggs. Changed status to active and added species ID to pen tab. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - Nest contains 3 speckled light-turquoise eggs; heard adult leave nest, but didn't see it. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Nest is empty and lining appears mussed inside cup. Likely predated since earliest possible hatch 
date based on observations is 4/14 and nestlings would only be 6 days old today (expected to fledge no earlier 
than 4/28). No eggshells, feathers, or remains found below or near nest. No adults detected in area in 10 minutes 
of passive observation. Closed nest and removed buffer signs. - MKuehn

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 032812_esds_03 EP99-2-N-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 87 100 80 80 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 4/27/2012 03/28/2012 - This nest was built with medium-sized sticks which included a tightly formed bowl built with finer 
plant material. The nest appears to be that of a WESJ or CATH. The nest was located during active searching. No 
birds were seen back at the nest or within the vicinity after it was located. Biologists suggest that this nest be 
monitored for further activity. - EStrods
04/07/2012 - Very quiet in100-foot butter of nest. Approached rest and no activity heard and saw nothing in nest. 
Nest remains in excellent condition. - LThoreson
04/16/2012 - Bird slipped away from nest unseen, but 2 Western Scrub-Jay pairs were very territorial, perched at 
tallest nearby locations calling while avian biologist quickly checked nest with 3 brown-speckled light-blue eggs in 
it. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Large rattlesnake 2 feet north of nest. Adult WESJ near and scolding. Nest contains 4 eggs. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Nest is empty and lining is mussed in cup. Appears to have been predated. Timing is too early for 
fledging young, as the nest contained eggs 6 days ago. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 032812_fhan_01 EP85-2-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - tower erection 270 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 4/22/2012 03/28/2012 - Bushtit nest appears nearly complete as pair are collecting feathers for lining. - FHoffman
04/05/2012 - Nest complete, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 20 minute observation period; may be at 
egg laying stage when Bushtits visit nest less or are inside nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest appears intact. Passively observed for 15 minutes from 30 feet. No birds left or went to nest. 
Three Bushtits foraged within 50 feet of nest for 10 minutes. - MKuehn
04/22/2012 - This nest has been destroyed and was likely depredated. Bottom portion of nest still in tree and 
many pieces of nesting material strewn among branches below. No eggshell fragments located, but timing and 
previous observations indicate eggs were likely present. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 032812_ghan_03 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 70 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/28/2012 5/5/2012 03/28/2012 - 1100: Pair observed making multiple trips carrying nesting material. Nest appears to be 
approximately 80% complete. - GHuffman
04/06/2012 - Nest appears to be lined, but no bird on nest. HOFI pair approached nest, followed by another HOFI, 
and defended their nest, chasing off the second pair. One adult entered nest for a brief period. Male vocalized 
from the top of a nearby shrub. - VEurs
04/15/2012 - During a 15-minute observation period, the female was on the nest the majority of the time. Upon 
returning to the nest after a couple brief periods away, she was not carrying any food items and would quickly 
settle back on the nest. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - Female observed incubating. Construction appears to have no negative impacts to nesting behavior. - 
GHuffman
04/28/2012 - 2-3 gray, downy nestlings visible from the back of the nest shrub at 0745. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - The nest is empty, but in excellent condition, with a rim of feces typical of HOFI nestlings. No signs 
of predation. Just enough time has passed for the nest cycle to be completed. This nest is closed and presumed 
fledged. - VEurs

Yes
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 032812_imll_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 550 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 5/9/2012 03/28/2012 - Male CAGN making repeated trips to the nest location between 1000-1030. The male was observed 
to make 2-3 trips at a time before briefly pausing nesting behavior to forage with the female. Following foraging, 
the male would return to making trips to the nest, occasionally with very large pieces of nesting material. The nest 
was monitored from the opposite bank of the draw approximately 60 feet away. The pair continued natural 
behavior, and when the male made trips to the host shrub, a nest estimated to be approximately 30% complete 
was able to be observed. - IMaunsell
04/04/2012 - Pair observed adjacent to nest foraging and perching from 0850-0900. Male made three brief trips 
to nest shrub between 0855-0900 without material. Nest likely complete and ready for eggs or egg laying has 
commenced. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - Male CAGN was detected "pishing" at approximately 0705 near the nest location. At approximately 
0715 the male flew to the host shrub, called softly, the female departed the nest area, and the male proceeded to 
incubate. The female then called from the slope facing the nest. At 0748 the female returned to the nest area, 
called softly, and exchanged incubating duties with the male. - IMaunsell
04/18/2012 - Male initially observed foraging, made nest exchange with female at approximately 0815. Second 
nest exchange 30 minutes later. - MDicus
04/25/2012 - An adult male California Gnatcatcher was observed foraging and lightly scolding near the nest. The 
female parent was observed incubating the nest. The avian biologist observed one nest exchange where the male 
parent took over the incubating duties. - LGorman
05/02/2012 - During approximately 1.5 hours of observation, the adult male CAGN was observed foraging and 
returning to the nest vicinity 3 times, intermittently vocalizing, and once visiting the nest. The male was also 
observed interacting with the nearby CAGN pair whose nest had recently fledged. The adult female remained on 
the nest during the entire observation period, leaving it once, for approximately 30 seconds, before returning. - 
MDicus
05/09/2012 - After nearly an hour of inactivity, the nest contents were checked. The nest contained 1 egg and 
was covered with ants. The pair was later observed constructing a new nest approximately 180 feet north of this 
location. - MDicus

No

CATH California Thrasher 032812_jdus_01 EP98-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 31 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/28/2012 4/12/2012 03/28/2012 - Completely constructed and lined twig nest originally found during early morning nest survey, found 
to contain 1 egg and 1 newly hatched nestling. Pair of California Thrasher in vicinity upon approach later the same 
day to plot nest with GPS. Nest then found to contain 2 newly hatched nestlings (1 just hatched during nest 
survey). Adult calling softly from back side of nest shrub and returned to nest on immediate retreat of avian 
biologist to 50 feet; adult back on nest within 60 seconds. - JDicus
04/06/2012 - Large California Thrasher nest contains 2 large downy nestlings with pinfeathers showing on wings 
and tail. No adults observed near nest, but 1 thrasher singing east of road. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nestling California Thrashers appear to have fledged. No nestlings, fledglings, or adults in area. Nest 
is in good shape and there is no sign that nestlings did not fledge. - PKonrad

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 032812_jpki_01 EP99-2-N-A Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 41 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 5/3/2012 03/28/2012 - Adults observed at fresh, complete nest. Contents of nest  unknown., but nest stage is presumably 
egg laying. - JPawlicki
04/06/2012 - Pair of Bushtits calling territorially near large nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - During 30 minute observation period, Bushtit periodically heard and observed near nest, but no 
nest visits were observed. After avian biologist approached nest to see if it was intact, a pair of Bushtits flew to 
top of nest tree, acting territorial. Apparently, they are post-nest building but pre-incubation. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Both adults observed entering nest with food. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Both adults observed entering the nest with food. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - No activity at nest and no BUSH detected within 100 feet of nest for 30 minutes. Upon close 
inspection, nest found to have small hole in bottom, and feathers and other nest lining material is strewn among 
branches below nest. Nestling stage commenced between 12-20 April, so timing of observations indicates earliest 
nest could have fledged is 1 May (18 day nestling stage). However, condition of nest and lack of adults feeding 
fledglings in area indicates likely failure due to natural causes (predated). - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 032812_rqey_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - foundations 110 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/28/2012 4/20/2012 03/28/2012 - One Bushtit observed carrying nesting material to nest. - RQuilley
04/05/2012 - Nest looks complete; no Bushtits observed or heard in area during 30-minute period, - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - No Bushtits detected in area for 30 minutes. Nest may be torn open on north side, but difficult to 
tell for sure. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No Bushtits detected within 30 feet of nest for 20 minutes. No activity at this nest since 3/28 and 
appears to be damaged on north side when viewed from east. Nest has failed but natural cause is indeterminate 
because nest is high, impossible to inspect closely, and may have contained eggs. Nest closed and buffer reduced 
to 0 feet. All signs were removed. - MKuehn

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 032812_rqey_02 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 4 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/28/2012 4/5/2012 03/28/2012 - One Bushtit observed carrying nesting material in vicinity of nest. Nest is approximately 90% 
complete. - RQuilley
04/05/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard during 30 minute observation period. When nest was inspected at 
close quarters, a large circular hole was present on the north side where the neck of the nest meets the chamber, 
opposite and below nest entrance. Apparent avian predation, although no sign of egg or eggshells - closed. 
Bushtits probably had not laid eggs yet, judging from nest chronology and status of other nests being built last 
week. - PKonrad

No
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BUSH Bushtit 032812_sjon_01 EP50-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 4/17/2012 03/28/2012 - Nest is 40 percent complete. Pair was undisturbed while logging GPS coordinate and brought 
nesting material to nest. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks complete or nearly complete; 1 Bushtit visited nest and foraged in area to west near the 
end of 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard in area during extended hour-long observation period. Small nest 
looks weak, but intact. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - No nest visits by Bushtits during 30 minute observation period. Upon checking nest status at close 
quarters, it was revealed that the nest has been predated as evidenced by a large hole torn into the bottom of the 
nest chamber. No sign of eggs, eggshells, nestlings or adults was observed in or near the nest - closed. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 032812_sjon_02 EP50-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 58 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 4/24/2012 03/28/2012 - The Bushtit nest is 80 percent complete. The pair was seen carrying nesting material to the nest. The 
biomonitor discovered the nest, and the pair would not return when he was approximately 60 feet away. - 
SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest appears complete; 2 Bushtits very territorial as avian biologist approached site; flew to nest 
when biologist walked away. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Pair of Bushtits actively feeding unseen nestlings in nest; male had bill filled with small caterpillars. - 
PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Pair of adult Bushtits visiting nest, probably with food for nestlings. Pair appears quite timid, so 
avian biologist left area after their initial visit to the nest during the observation period. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - After 15 minutes of no Bushtit activity in the area, checked nest to find it has been predated. The 
nest is torn in half and lying on ground; no sign of eggs, egg shells, or nestlings among flattened nest parts - 
closed. - PKonrad

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 032912_bloh_01 CP13-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 230 300 300 300 Fledged 3/29/2012 4/25/2012 03/29/2012 - CAGN incubating. Nearest tower is complete and strung, with no work currently occurring. Active 
Red-tailed hawk nest on tower, with 500-foot buffer. No signage required unless hawk nest becomes inactive 
before this nest fledges, as this buffer is within the hawk buffer. - BLohstroh
04/04/2012 - At approximately 1000, the male was observed on the nest, before witnessing a nest exchange with 
the female. - BLohstroh
04/13/2012 - Male and female making trips to nest, spending time brooding on it, as well as bringing food items. 
Nest left unattended for a few minutes at one point, while pair foraged. - BLohstroh
04/18/2012 - Male and female leaving and making return trips to nest, feeding young. - BLohstroh
04/25/2012 - Pair feeding 1 fledgling in vicinity of nest. - BLohstroh

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 032912_elss_01 EP149-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 80 100 65 65 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/29/2012 4/21/2012 03/29/2012 - Biomonitor located nest through active searching. A pair of Bushtits was bringing nesting material to 
the nest. - ELoveless
04/03/2012 - Observed Bushtit leave and return to nest. Nest is in good condition and complete. Based on 
timeline, it is likely that this nest may have eggs in it. Bushtits were wary of presence of biologist when nest was 
approached for inspection. Bird deterrents are present in the form of mylar tape at the edge of the work area, 
and the tape is tied to shrubs; no tape on the tower itself. - VNovik
04/13/2012 - Attempt made to visit site, but bad weather hampered attempt. - VNovik
04/16/2012 - Nest appears intact. No activity observed for 30 minutes while biologist was watching the nest. - 
VNovik
04/21/2012 - E. Loveless reports that avian monitor was requested onsite during skycrane activities at tower. 
Avian arrived on site after biomonitors. One basket was set down by A-star. Avian located nest, which was down 
on ground (large portion of nest was on ground between rocks). Smaller portions were in other shrub. A great 
deal of feathers was scattered around, which could have been liner or adult feathers from predation. Since no 
construction activity has occurred in the interim onsite prior to today, failure due to natural causes is presumed. - 
KAlberts
04/21/2012 - E. Loveless reports that avian monitor was requested onsite during skycrane activities at tower. 
Avian arrived on site after biomonitors. One basket was set down by A-star. Avian located nest, which was down 
on ground (large portion of nest was on ground between rocks). Smaller portions were in other shrub. A great 
deal of feathers was scattered around, which could have been liner or adult feathers from predation. Since no 
construction activity has occurred in the interim onsite prior to today, failure due to natural causes is presumed. - 
KAlberts

No
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CATH California Thrasher 032912_elss_02 EP149-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - tower erection 50 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/29/2012 4/30/2012 03/29/2012 - Biomonitor found nest through active searching. Nest is structured and has beginning of lining. No 
thrashers were observed at the nest, but a pair was perched nearby. - ELoveless
04/03/2012 - CATH observed on nest with 3 eggs. Bird wary and left nest while being observed, though returned 
within seconds. Bird deterrents are in the form of mylar tape tied to shrubs around the structure site. The tape is 
not on the tower itself. - VNovik
04/13/2012 - Attempt made to visit site, but bad weather hampered attempt. - VNovik
04/16/2012 - Nest with 3 eggs; bird on nest. - VNovik
04/22/2012 - Two nestlings detected today in nest during tower erection. Adult male heard singing in the area 
when helicopter did not drown him out. On 4/21/12, avian biomonitor D. Mahto reported that during the setting 
of the middle section of the tower, the spotter helicopter (tail #792) flew in from the southeast above the 100-
foot buffer and hovered around the tower making full 2 circles. During the first circle, the helicopter was at an 
altitude of around half the length of the tower, approximately 50-60 feet above the ground. The host shrub was 
shaken by rotor wash. Nest was not directly inspected following this event to allow the nest and adult birds to 
settle again. - FHoffman
04/30/2012 - Nest is in good shape with a deep compacted empty bowl - nestlings have apparently fledged. No 
adults or fledglings observed in area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032912_hwey_01 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 2 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/29/2012 4/24/2012 03/29/2012 - Female Lesser Goldfinch observed making 3 trips to nest with thin woody nesting material between 
1220 and 1225. Nest cup appears to be nearly complete. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Female LEGO on nest at 1239. Male singing nearby. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - LEGO pair continues to occupy this nest. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - LEGO detected in area but no nest visits and cannot see into nest. - RRadd
05/06/2012 - Nest could not be refound and LEGO activity does not focus on the location described. - RRadd

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032912_hwey_02 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 5 100 100 100 Indeterminate 3/29/2012 4/24/2012 03/29/2012 - ANHU observed adding nesting material to small amount of plant down bound to branch with 
spider silk. Nest is 10-15% complete. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest construction has progressed since last visit, 75% complete. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No nest was found at the described location. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - No nest found. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nesting observational history indicates possibility of eggs in the nest between October 5 to 15, with 
no nest found over the next 9 days. Nest failed, with or without eggs or young. - KAlberts

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032912_hwey_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 25 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/29/2012 5/9/2012 03/29/2012 - Female observed lying on nest, making brief forays to feed, then immediately returning. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 1214. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female on nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female perches on edge of nest and feeds nestling at 1214, then settles on nest. 1 visible nestling, 
appears 1-2 days old. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - 1 nestling visible in nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Female and 2 nestlings visible on nest at 1240. Nestlings appear fully feathered. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest at 1015, appearing fully feathered and capable of leaving the nest. - 
HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Nest empty, no sign of predation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 032912_jdus_01 EP91 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Traffic 70 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/29/2012 4/27/2012 03/29/2012 - During active searches on a nesting bird survey, a twig nest lined with strips of bark, grasses and 
other fine vegetative material was found in a sugar bush. The nest was monitored periodically throughout the 
survey from various distances. A pair of California Thrashers was seen 100 feet from nest, and a pair of Western 
Scrub Jays was seen approaching to within 15 feet of the nest. No birds were seen going to the nest, though the 
WESJ were seen with fine lining material perched 80 feet from the nest, and the nest may be theirs. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Approached nest area and saw female California Thrasher on nest when 3 feet away. Halted 
approach and stood still; female then left nest and 3 eggs were observed in nest. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - Adult California Thrasher incubating, tight on nest. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - Nest contains 3 downy nestlings ranging in age from about 2-4 days old. Expected fledge date is 5/1 
to 5/3. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Nest is empty, and oldest nestling would have been only 10 days old today. Nest is otherwise in 
good condition. No nestling feathers or remains in or under nest on ground or branches. Apparently predated. - 
MKuehn

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032912_mdus_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/29/2012 4/25/2012 03/29/2012 - Female observed adding material to a nest that is approximately 80% constructed. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - Female Anna's Hummingbird flies to nest at 0739 and remains on nest. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Female ANHU comes to nest and settles at 1224. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - ANHU settles on nest at 0944; no indications of hatched young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest no longer present and branch is broken. Nest presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No
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HOWR House Wren 032912_mdus_03 Hartung CY-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 75 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/29/2012 5/28/2012 03/29/2012 - Adult wren observed making multiple trips with twigs and leaves from the base of a tamarisk 
(Tamarix sp.) across the access road to a cavity in the end of a large broken limb. - MDicus
04/06/2012 - HOWR enters nest at 1155. 2nd HOWR scolding squirrel nearby. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Incessant HOWR singing but not observed at cavity. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - HOWR pair continue activity at this nest. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOWR male sings at entry periodically, moves to nest guard when female departs nest at 1625, 
suggesting incubation. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Male bringing feather, female bringing food; many trips from 1546-1608. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - HOWR pair continue to feed this nest from 0716-0736. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - HOWR carries food to nest at 1645. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - No HOWR detected visiting during 30 minute observation. Monitoring chronology suggests 
successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch 032912_rqey_02 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 23 100 75 75 Presumed Fledged 3/29/2012 5/22/2012 03/29/2012 - Pair of Whit-breasted Nuthatches observed bringing nesting material to cavity multiple times. - 
RQuilley
04/05/2012 - No nuthatches observed or heard during short observation period; returned 2 hours later for 20 
minutes (while traffic permitted), but no nuthatch activity noted. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Passively observed nest for 15 minutes from 25 feet away. After 2 minutes, male approached cavity 
with food and female emerged from nest. Male fed female away from nest, and female re-entered cavity 5 
minutes later, and remained on nest for next 8 minutes. Male fed female on nest 7 minutes after she re-entered. - 
MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Male approached cavity with food, and female emerged begging. Male fed female 12 inches from 
cavity opening, then both left vicinity of nest to forage. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Male approached cavity with food and female emerged, took food in her bill and carried it into 
cavity. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - Male approached cavity with food, and female emerged and left, then male carried food into cavity. 
- MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Male carried food into cavity. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Both adults entered cavity with food and left without it. Nest is expected to fledge very soon. - 
MKuehn
05/22/2012 - No activity at cavity for 30 minutes. One adult observed carrying food 150 feet from nest, but flew 
away and was not observed feeding fledgling. Based on observations, nestlings hatched between 4/20 and 4/27 
and were expected to fledge from nest 26 days later, or between 5/15 and today (5/22). Successful fledging of 
young appears to have been the likely result. - MKuehn

Yes

BEWR Bewick's Wren 032912_vnik_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 2 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/29/2012 4/29/2012 03/29/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren make several trips to nest location with nesting material. - VNovik
04/05/2012 - No Bewick's Wrens observed or heard, but nest appears complete with feathered lining, built on 
ground beneath silt fence material. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - No activity at nest during 20 minutes of passive observation. Male and female BEWR heard 
vocalizing within 40 feet of nest. Contents checked after passive observation period. Nest contains 4 eggs. - 
MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest observed passively for 8 minutes from 15 feet away. After 3 minutes, both adults approached 
nest and 1 entered, remaining inside for 5+ minutes. - MKuehn
04/29/2012 - No activity at nest and no BEWR detected in area for 20 minutes. Nest found to be empty with lining 
mussed. No other signs of disturbance to nest site. No eggshells present in or near nest on ground. Incubation did 
not begin until at least 4/13, so earliest hatching date is 4/18 and earliest fledge date is 5/12. Nest appears to 
have been predated with eggs or nestlings. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 033012_elss_01 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE4

Substation Chaparrals Traffic 35 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 3/30/2012 4/3/2012 03/30/2012 - A pair was observed adding nesting material. The nest appears about 60% complete. - ELoveless
04/03/2012 - Nest no longer present and apparently depredated (likely by corvid) with pieces of nest strewn near 
nest shrub - nest closed. Pair of Bushtits still observed in vicinity with one observed carrying nesting material to 
location over 100 feet to SE. Nest was monitored for activity on 4/3/12. A pair of Bushtits were initially observed 
foraging near nest shrub after which the male was observed with nesting material and proceeded to fly out of 
sight to SW. Nest was then searched for and was discovered to be depredated, as portions of nest were present in 
adjacent branches and on ground underneath nest location. Shrubs to SE of old nest were then searched for a 
partially built new nest, but none were observed within 100 feet of access road. Pair was then observed briefly 
foraging to north of old nest location. Regarding nest outcome determination, contents of nest were unknown at 
time of depredation, but likely did not contain eggs or young as nest was still in building stage when logged/last 
monitored on 3/30/12. - JPawlicki

No
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HOWR House Wren 033012_jdus_01 TL 6915/6924-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 75 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/30/2012 5/17/2012 03/30/2012 - Adult House Wren makes multiple trips to nest cavity with material. - JDicus
04/09/2012 - Although 2 adult wrens were singing, calling and foraging in the vicinity of the nest, neither bird 
approached the cavity during an hour of observation. However, the presence of a large Western Fence Lizard atop 
the snag with the cavity for approximately 40 minutes may have deterred the HOWRs from entering the cavity. 
The birds came within 10-15 feet of the snag, but no closer. - VEurs
04/10/2012 - No HOWR detected during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - After an hour of observation, no wren activity was observed at the nest cavity. A single HOWR was 
moving about the area and briefly came within 15 feet of the cavity, but never approached it. - VEurs
04/25/2012 - At the start of the observation period, the male HOWR briefly perched on the top of the snag 
containing the nest cavity. He then clung to the lip of the cavity and peered inside. He moved about the area, 
singing from different perches and once chasing off a Bewick's Wren. Later he moved to the area below the nest 
cavity, where he interacted with a female who entered the nest cavity. She was not carrying any food item and 
remained in the cavity through the end of observations (another 15 minutes) which suggests she is incubating. 
The male continued to sing from various perches. - VEurs
04/29/2012 - Duplicate for record of 4/25. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - The male wren made several trips into the cavity with insects during 15 minutes of observation. - 
VEurs
05/10/2012 - Both adults made several trips with food into the nest cavity within 10 minutes. Nestlings were 
heard vocalizing each time. - VEurs
05/17/2012 - Enough time has passed for the nest cycle to be completed. On previous nest visits, at least 1 House 
Wren was always detected very close to the nest. The lack of activity at the nest cavity today suggests the young 
have fledged and the family group is dispersing. This nest is presumed to have fledged. - VEurs

Yes

HOFI House Finch 033012_mkhn_01 CP88-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/30/2012 3/30/2012 03/30/2012 - House finch observed visiting cable clamp 'C' brackets. Biomonitor K. Vittum reported small 
accumulation of material, with no eggs. House Finches continued to bring material while lineman was working on 
the tower. These House Finches were not disturbed by human presence or construction activity. SDG&E needs to 
have access to these poles sporadically over the next few weeks to conduct QA/QC work identified in the recently 
completed testing. After determining that there were no eggs present, this nest material was removed and 
photographed. SDG&E has taped closed all openings to these brackets (including this one after nest was removed) 
to prevent future nesting activity from occurring. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 033012_sjon_01 EP11-3-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 6 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/30/2012 4/22/2012 03/30/2012 - Nest appears complete. Pair observed entering the nest. - SJohnston
04/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest, but several Bushtits were actively foraging within 20 feet of nest. - 
HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which appears slightly damaged, but not beyond use. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - No activity observed from 0915 to 0945. Large hole visible in side of nest, likely caused by a 
predator. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 033012_sjon_02 EP12-3 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Traffic 350 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/30/2012 4/15/2012 03/30/2012 - Nest appears complete. Pair observed entering the nest. - SJohnston
04/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no Bushtits detected from 1015 to 1030. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Nest is torn and empty, with feathers stuck to nearby branches. Nest 
closed, most likely predated. - HWinfrey

No

CALT California Towhee 033112_jdus_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 20 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/31/2012 4/19/2012 03/31/2012 - Nest found while driving out after survey was completed. No activity observed, in 15 minutes but 
nest is newly constructed and in fine condition. Nest should be monitored for activity. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - 3 eggs in nest, light blue with a few brown streaks. Wrentit moving furtively near nest at 0750. - 
HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - An adult California Towhee was seen incubating on the nest. Observation was made from inside 
vehicle while driving out access road. Avian biologist did not approach nest. Towhee did not leave nest when 
pickup truck drove past. Changed species to CALT. - JDicus
04/13/2012 - CALT on nest at 1002 does not leave nest during 2 x 1-minute observations. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest is empty. Since insufficient time has elapsed for a complete nest cycle, predation is presumed. - 
RRadd

No

CALT California Towhee 033112_jdus_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/31/2012 4/30/2012 03/31/2012 - Adult California Towhee observed gathering fine fibrous lining material from erosion control area 
farther upslope on access road.  Two trips to 80% complete nest with material were observed. The pair was 
observed copulating within 75 feet of the nest. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Agitated California Towhee present as observer approached nest area. Unable to view nest after 10 
minutes of searching, but bird behavior indicates nest continues to be active. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Observed by avian monitor, Garrett Huffman. No activity observed over 30-minute observation. 
Nest remains intact and appears to be 100% complete. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Nest in fine, lined, intact, empty condition. Possibly abandoned for an alternate location, as CALT on 
territory continue agitated behavior despite nest being unoccupied for 30 days. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 033112_jdus_03 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 5 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/31/2012 4/20/2012 03/31/2012 - Nest is in good condition, 95% constructed. Bushtits in nest area. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Bushtit entered nest at 0830, 10 minutes after wire truck passed by. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Solo BUSH exits nest at 1717. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - No activity observed from 0700-0715. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nest no longer present and no remains found. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 033112_mkhn_01 CP55 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/31/2012 4/16/2012 03/31/2012 - Pair of Lesser Goldfinch visits nest 4 times during 30-minute observation period, female carries nest 
material while male perches nearby. Nest is 20% constructed. - MKuehn
04/07/2012 - Female on nest at 0720. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Observed with avian monitor, John Dicus, during wire pulling process. Helicopter flew sock line 
using a 100-foot long line with all three phases on south side of tower. While using long line, helicopter was able 
to avoid impeding on established 100-foot buffer. Incubating female did not flush from nest and tolerated 
activities at that distance. - GHuffman
04/13/2012 - LEGO incubation continues. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - Buffer signs broken and appear to be blown over. Nest was discovered 2 feet above ground laying 
on deer weed (Acmispon glaber). Nest originally located about 7 feet up in a chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum). 
Eggs were found under nest location broken and appeared to have been there for at least a day due to dryness of 
eggs. Female last observed incubating on 4/13. No construction activities were conducted on 4/14 and 4/15 at 
CP55. Presumed nest failure due to weather over the weekend from high winds and/or significant precipitation. - 
GHuffman

No

BUSH Bushtit 040212_ahll_01 EP9-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 18 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/2/2012 4/9/2012 04/02/2012 - Adults seen bringing lining material to nest every few minutes. Pair does not seem to be affected by 
drive-by traffic, and buffer staked for drive-through only. - AHill
04/09/2012 - No Bushtit activity observed in area and unable to locate nest or any nest fragments; contacted 
original observer to verify. - HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - Nest is no longer there. Only a couple pieces of nest material were found attached to manzanita, no 
other signs of nest. Did not hear or see any Bushtits in area. Unknown what happened to nest, but it was not 
physically harmed by construction. Nest appears 90% complete. Nesting chronology indicates that eggs may have 
been present at time of failure, hence an indeterminate outcome. - AHill

N/A

ROWR Rock Wren 040212_cves_01 CP34-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 100 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/2/2012 4/25/2012 04/02/2012 - A male was observed singing repetitively, drawing attention to the vicinity of the nest. The pair 
made a joint visit to the cavity and each individual made repeat visits. Eventually a pebble was taken from the 
TSAP into the nest cavity. 2 whitish pebbles and numerous sticks were situated at the entryway into the cavity. - 
CVettes
04/12/2012 - Adult Rock Wren actively singing in vicinity of crack between boulders, but does not visit nest for 30 
minute observation period.  Nest is 100% constructed and has a well-paved entrance of small flat rocks leading to 
clean grass cup nest. - JDicus
04/19/2012 - No activity observed during 30-minute observation period conducted in the afternoon hours (1600-
1630). - JDicus
04/25/2012 - No rock wrens were observed or heard in area. Nest building appears to be incomplete and halted. 
Numerous ants were observed all over nesting location. Closing nest due to inactivity and presence of ants. - 
GHuffman

No

HOFI House Finch 040212_imll_01 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/2/2012 4/2/2012 04/02/2012 - On Sunday, April 1, a biomonitor on site reported House Finch activity at this location. Because of 
SD County restrictions, equipment could not be moved on a Sunday. On April 2, a pair of finches was observed 
making 4 trips to the nest site with material over 15 minutes. Deterrents onsite include a plethora of flash tape on 
two adjacent towers and on the site perimeter. Additionally, work occurred at this location, including use of the 
lift to install deterrents, all day on the previous Friday, and is considered a deterrent in and of itself. After 
confirming no eggs or young were present, the nest was removed at 5-10% complete. Photographs were taken. 
The equipment was planned to be removed from the site today and is required for testing within the nest cycle, 
prompting the need for removal. Following nest removal, the man-lift was then removed from the site. - 
IMaunsell

No

BUSH Bushtit 040212_jdus_01 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 70 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/2/2012 5/13/2012 04/02/2012 - Pair makes 5 trips to 80% constructed nest with material in 25 minute observation period. - JDicus
04/16/2012 - Bushtit pair observed making multiple trips to nest. - MDicus
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair observed bringing material to nest. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - BUSH pair bringing feathers to nest interior at 0806. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Male making infrequent trips with very small amounts of nest material at 1456. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH visits nest intermittently from 1412 - 1425. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH pair carrying food items (ants?) to nest at 2 minute intervals from 1445-1458. Male makes 5 
trips for each by female. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest has been torn open at the side. Presumed predated. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 040212_jdus_02 CP48-2/CP49-1 PS-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 30 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/2/2012 4/21/2012 04/02/2012 - Female makes one trip to newly initiated 1% complete nest. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No activity observed at this location. The biologist was unable to approach this nest to assess its 
level of completeness to respect incubating HOFI in nearby nest. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - After 30 minutes of no activity, the biologist carefully approached the nest tree and examined the 
foliage. No evidence of a HOFI nest was found in the hanging clumps of leaves. This nest does not appear to have 
reached the active stage and is now closed. - VEurs

No
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HOFI House Finch 040212_jdus_03 CP48-2/CP49-1 PS-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 17 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/2/2012 5/7/2012 04/02/2012 - Female flying from nest gave away nest location. 5 eggs in complete nest. Pair returns in 5 minutes, 
female lays on nest. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - Upon initial approach to the nest, female emerged from the clump of foliage and landed on a 
nearby branch. She flew to the west and spent some time perched near a male HOFI. After about 15 minutes, she 
returned to the nest, where she settled with her tail sticking straight up. After 10-15 minutes, she adjusted to a 
more natural, tail down position. No male directly approached the nest during the observation period. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - Female on nest constantly throughout observation. No male approached nest. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No HOFI activity after 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - There was no activity at this nest on the previous visit. Upon inspecting the nest this morning, it was 
obviously deteriorating. No House Finch activity was detected in the nest's vicinity. This nest with eggs or young 
failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 040212_mdus_01 CP7 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Grading 60 100 30 30 Indeterminate 4/2/2012 5/25/2012 04/02/2012 - Biomonitor Brian Parker observed a pair of House Finches making multiple trips with small sticks 
and grasses to a cavity on the north side of CP7 monopole, with the female spending 3-10 minutes inside the 
cavity on each trip. The pair chased off another pair of House Finches but appeared unaffected by construction 
activities, which were ongoing through the nest building. Crews were working within 5 feet of the base of the 
pole, moving dirt and loading dump trucks, when the nest was first discovered. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - Site biomonitor A. Steyers reports regular continuing HOFI activity at this location this morning. - 
RRadd
04/19/2012 - The male and female entered the nest cavity just after the start of the observation period. The male 
exited shortly after and was not seen for the rest of the observation. The female remained inside for 30 minutes 
and was still inside when the biologist left the area. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at monopole after 40 minutes of observation. HOFI's heard singing in the 
surrounding habitat, but none approached the monopole. - VEurs
05/04/2012 - No activity observed today during 60+ minutes of observation. However, on-site bio-monitor A. 
Steyers reported the male and female making numerous trips to and from the arm yesterday morning, May 3. - 
VEurs
05/11/2012 - No HOFI's directly approached or entered/exited the nest during 60 minutes of observation. A male 
was perched on the wires above the nest, singing at the start of observations but then flew away. - VEurs
05/18/2012 - Construction activities (grading the pad below the host tower) occurred during the majority of the 
60-minute observation period. No HOFI activity was observed at the nest. - VEurs
05/25/2012 - Given the lack of activity observed at this nest over the past several weeks, this nest is now closed. 
The location of the nest within the tower arm makes it difficult to determine the outcome of this nest. The House 
Finch pair did display some incubating behavior, but never appeared to feed nestlings. It is possible that the nest 
was abandoned, but it seems unlikely that it was predated. Enough time has passed for the nesting cycle to be 
complete, but it is unclear what the outcome was for this nest. - VEurs

N/A

OATI Oak Titmouse 040212_sjon_01 EP67-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 70 100 70 70 Presumed Fledged 4/2/2012 4/24/2012 04/02/2012 - Observed Oak Titmouse singing 6 inches above cavity with item in beak for approximately 1 minute 
before entering cavity. Observed OATI make 3 trips into cavity within 20 minutes of initial observation. Feint 
begging calls heard from cavity. - SJohnston
04/09/2012 - Territorial Oak Titmouse singing and active throughout tree, but no nesting behavior was observed 
during 40 minute period. (But female may be incubating out of sight). Several cavities are available on south side 
of tree, including the nest cavity. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Observed Oak Titmouse enter cavity twice and remain inside the cavity for over 5 minutes each time 
within a 15 minute observation period. No item carrying was observed during the flights and no begging calls 
were heard. Fledging may have occurred. - SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Constant foraging and singing in live oak by Oak Titmouse(s), especially on south half of oak, but no 
sign of activity at any cavity(s) during 50 minute observation period. Observed 1 adult feeding another titmouse 
that was food begging, but could not see if begging bird was a fledgling or adult. Several titmouse flights back and 
forth to live oaks to west. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Oak Titmice observed or heard during 30 minute observation period, which is drastically 
different from a week ago. After discussing observations at this nest with avian biologist S. Johnston, we believe 
the nestlings heard in the cavity by Johnston and T. Cooper probably fledged about 10 days ago, and that the food 
begging I witnessed last week was part of post-fledging behavior - closed. - PKonrad

Yes
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AMCR American Crow 040212_vnik_01 EP85-2-N Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 45 100 100 70 Fledged 4/2/2012 5/22/2012 04/02/2012 - Monitor observed raven in nest; both crows and ravens in area. - VNovik
04/09/2012 - Apparent Common Raven incubating on nest that has been well built up in past 10 days. This nest 
site was used by American Crows in 2011, and it is impossible to discern species at the time of this observation, 
but previous biologist observed a raven at this nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Tail of adult visible over nest rim, but unable to discern species. - MKuehn
04/22/2012 - No bird detected on nest when checked on 4/21 at 1400 and 4/22 at 1100. An American Crow was 
perched across the road in a coast live oak on 4/22, but flew from area and did not return for 15 minutes. - 
MKuehn
04/29/2012 - Adult observed on nest, shifting position often, indicating possible presence of nestlings. Timing of 
observations (incubating on 4/2) suggests nestlings should be present by now. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Nest species changed to American Crow. Adult perched on rim of nest, tending nestlings for 10 
minutes, then began brooding. One nestling head could be seen reaching over nest rim while begging and 
appeared to be in mid-development (10-15 days old). Adult later flew from nest and was positively identified as 
an American Crow. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - One adult and 1 fledgling observed off nest. - ELoveless
05/22/2012 - Two adults and 1 fledgling observed 150 feet from nest. No activity at nest in 20 minutes. - MKuehn

Yes

WTKI White-tailed Kite 040312_ahll_01 EP39-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/3/2012 TBD 04/03/2012 - Pair was seen copulating on nearby burned tree, flying to nest a few times, and one adult chased off 
a raven. Both male and female seen bringing nesting material to nest. Pair becomes agitated at 200 feet from 
nest. Nest appears to be complete. - AHill
04/11/2012 - At 0638, male brought prey to female perched near the nest. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Female lying in nest with male perched 200 feet away at 0757. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0615. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0709. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - 2 adults in area. 1 makes brief visit to nest, hovering at edge of nest, apparently feeding nestlings. - 
HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - Observed adult perched at nest then fly off. - AHill
05/21/2012 - No activity observed at nest. WTKI perched 50 feet from nest from 0655 to 0725. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - Adult feeding nestlings at 0630. - HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - Adult feeding nestlings at 0637. - HWinfrey
06/06/2012 - Adult WTKI carrying snake to nest at 0625.  Nestlings not visible. - HWinfrey

TBD

CACW Cactus Wren 040312_hwey_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 8 100 100 100 Satellite nest 4/3/2012 5/24/2012 04/03/2012 - CACW observed bringing grassy material to loose globular nest placed on prickly pear leaf. Nest is 
40% complete. Male singing constantly from perch above nest during visit. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - CACW singing at nest which appears 60% complete, lacking an entrance and lining. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Nest shows only minor improvements since last visit. CACW on site and working on new nest to 
southeast. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No changes to this nest; CACW still busy on territory and adjacent nest. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Nest shows some indications of maintenance, but still not fully enclosed. No CACW detected. - 
RRadd
05/08/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - CACW no longer occupies this small satellite territory. - RRadd

N/A

GRRO Greater Roadrunner 040312_hwey_02 CP62-2-E-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 14 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/3/2012 5/25/2012 04/03/2012 - 2 Greater Roadrunners were observed gathering coarse woody materials and adding them to a 
concealed nest within an ornamental Bougainvillea shrub adjacent to paved driveway. Materials were roughly 
pencil-sized, indicating that nest building began recently. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - No GRRO detections during 30 minute observation on rainy morning. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - GRRO gathers nest lining material on adjacent lawn at 1100 and carries to nest. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - GRRO pair nest exchange at 0901 after rainy night; dry adult goes to nest under bombardment from 
NOMO pair, then wet adult departs. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - GRRO brings lizard to nest at 1055. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - GRRO brings lizard to nest at 1339, both adults off nest at 1344. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - GRRO adult carries lizard to nest at 1547. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - No GRRO detections during 30 minute observation. Observational history and intact nest suggest 
fledging. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 040312_hwey_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/3/2012 5/3/2012 04/03/2012 - 2 Bushtits were observed adding nesting materials at 1030. Nest appears 80% complete. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest appears to now be 100% constructed and fully decorated externally. Male returns to nest, 
conducts nest exchange, and female departs, followed after a few seconds by the male. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Adult enters nest at 1231 and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity observed at nest during steady rain. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - No activity at nest from 0845 to 0915. No sign of predation, however entrance hole appears slightly 
enlarged. Nest is too high to examine contents. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 040312_hwey_04 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading 85 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/3/2012 5/7/2012 04/03/2012 - A male and a female House Finch were observed adding fine nesting material to nest at 1146. - 
HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female incubates 5 eggs. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - 4 nestlings visible in nest, 2-3 days old. Male and female perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Nestlings in nest. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Nestlings visible in nest. Immediately after checking nest, biologist was asked to leave private 
property. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female perched above nest. Unable to verify nest contents without entering private property. - 
HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Male and female observed flying to nest at 1248. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - No activity observed at nest.  Unable to verify nest contents without entering private property. Nest 
presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 040312_mkhn_01 EP98-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 11 100 50 50 Fledged 4/3/2012 5/3/2012 04/03/2012 - Nest stage unknown, but likely egg laying; 2 adults within 2 feet of nest, but neither entered nest or 
was seen carrying nesting material or food during 15 minutes of passive observation. - MKuehn
04/12/2012 - Nest is in good shape, but no Bushtits observed or heard in area during 25 minute period. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Both adults visited nest with food at 1730. Nestlings could be heard begging inside nest when each 
parent entered, from 15 feet away. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Adults still feeding young in nest. Very loud begging can be heard from 25 feet away. Fledging 
should occur in next several days. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - Nest successfully fledged young. No activity at nest for 20 minutes. Small hole in side of nest wall 
just below original entrance. No feces on branches near nest or on ground below. Both adults found feeding at 
least 1 recent fledgling 80 feet north of nest. - MKuehn

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 040412_ahll_01 EP36-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Traffic 20 100 80 80 Presumed Fledged 4/4/2012 4/20/2012 04/04/2012 - Observed adult bringing food material to nest and visiting nest a few times, singing in area, and 
chasing off Western Scrub-jays that were perching close to nest location. Was able to check nest contents with an 
extended mirror, and observed at least one nestling. Nestling still has natal down, eyes appear to still be closed, 
and is not vocalizing, Nestling is probably 3 days old post-hatching, and CATH take about 14-17 days to fledge, 
which means this nestling hatched on April 2, and should fledge between April 15-18. - AHill
04/11/2012 - No CATH observed during heavy rain. Nest not approached. Buffer stakes relocated from 100 feet to 
80 feet. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. Adult heard calling nearby. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Nestlings remain in nest. - HWinfrey
04/20/2012 - Nest is empty. No sign of predation. Fresh fecal matter on edge of nest. Nest presumed fledged. - 
HWinfrey

Yes

BEWR Bewick's Wren 040412_elss_01 EP93-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 5 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/4/2012 5/11/2012 04/04/2012 - Pair was observed bringing grass nesting material to cavity. They brought material 4 times during 
the 1-hour observation period. - ELoveless
04/12/2012 - No Bewick's Wrens observed or heard in area. The position of the cavity entrance and wet 
appearance of the cavity indicates that rainfall yesterday may have affected the nest site. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - Passively observed nest from a concealed location 10 feet away for 20 minutes. After 10 minutes, an 
adult approached the nest carrying a white feather in its bill and entered the cavity, remaining inside for the next 
10+ minutes. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Passively observed nest from a concealed location 10 feet away for 30 minutes. No BEWR were 
detected within 30 feet of nest, and there was no activity at cavity. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - Again, no BEWR activity at cavity or within 40 feet of nest for 30 minutes. Nest may be inactive, but 
will check once more next week when nestlings should be present and activity should be higher. - MKuehn
05/11/2012 - No activity observed at nest location during 30 minute observation period. Based on previous 
observations, nest is no longer active. Nest closed. - VNovik

No

HOFI House Finch 040412_hwey_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/4/2012 5/10/2012 04/04/2012 - House Finch observed adding nesting material to underside of trailer at 0719. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female HOFI lying in nest during rain event. Nest does not appear substantial enough to receive an 
egg. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest contains 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Female HOFI flies to nest and stays 1202. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOFI continue to visit this nest. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nestlings appear ready to fledge. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest is empty, presumed fledged (HOFI young observed nearby). - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040412_hwey_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 18 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/4/2012 5/2/2012 04/04/2012 - A pair of House Finches were observed adding green leafy nesting materials to nest. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - HOFI pair continues to visit this nest, but no incubation is yet in progress. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - HOFI activity continues here but unable to determine if nesting against the trunk or in old HOOR 
nest. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Much HOFI activity around this palm but no birds observed on nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Hanging nest (2011 HOOR NID 7002553) is no longer present. - RRadd

No
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HOFI House Finch 040412_hwey_03 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 30 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/4/2012 5/2/2012 04/04/2012 - Female on nest with 1 egg. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - HOFI on nest containing 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/14/2012 - HOFI continues incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Wind has blown fabric back, and nest is open to the sky with 3 freshly hatched young and at least 
one unhatched egg. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest is empty and depredated. Young and eggs were lost following exposure when sheltering fence 
fabric was blown away from nest by unknown agents. Nest was subject to weather and prop wash as a result of a 
location directly under the helicopter flight line, as well as being situated on an unstable substrate. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 040412_hwey_05 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/4/2012 5/2/2012 04/04/2012 - Female on nest which contained 2 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - HOFI at nest containing 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - HOFI at nest containing at least 3 unfeathered young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest contains 3 nestlings. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest is empty with many feces at rim suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

CORA Common Raven 040412_hwey_06 CP41-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/4/2012 4/6/2012 04/04/2012 - Two Common Ravens were observed adding sticks to nest, which is less than 5% complete. Birds 
made 3 trips with nesting material during 5 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and 
through adherence to the NBMMP. Following concurrence, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and 
removed the partially constructed Common Raven nest in the presence of an avian biologist. The nest area was 
photographed as well. At the time of removal the nest was approximately 10% constructed and contained no eggs 
or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed 
nest. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 040412_jdus_01 EP91-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 4 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/4/2012 4/27/2012 04/04/2012 - Biologist heard Bushtit along road near EP91 on EP92-N and saw a Bushtit individual fly to the nest. 
The nest appears complete. Later a male was seen carrying nesting material to the nest, and little activity was 
observed thereafter; therefore it is possible that the female is incubating. There are numerous WESJ around, so 
discretion is appropriate when observing. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard during 30-minute observation period. Nest looks good after rainfall 
yesterday. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - No activity at nest and no BUSH detected in area in 20 minutes of passive observation. Top of nest 
may be damaged, and small pieces of nesting material seen resting in branches below nest. Otherwise nest 
appears in good condition. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - No activity at nest or in area for 20 minutes. Close inspection of nest revealed it has been torn open 
from south side in middle, and at top. Likely depredated, but unknown whether it contained eggs, and no eggshell 
fragments could be found under nest. - MKuehn

N/A

WTKI White-tailed Kite 040412_ltiw_01 Suncrest-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/4/2012 TBD 04/04/2012 - A biomonitor reported a White-tailed Kite nest. The pair was observed bringing sticks to a nest. On 
4/4, an avian biologist observed the female on the nest for about 10 minutes, with the male nearby. For the rest 
of the 30-minute observation period, the female was perched at the nest, so it is presumed she is egg-laying. At 
one point, both birds mobbed and drove off a Common Raven that flew nearby. The kites did not react to the 
biologist parking at the access road edge. A 500-foot buffer was established. - LTymkiw
04/11/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0749. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Female on nest at 0849. - HWinfrey
04/25/2012 - Male brings food to female perched off nest at 0640. Female immediately returns to nest and 
assumes incubating posture. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0945. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Female observed on nest at 1030. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Female on nest at 1504. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Female on nest at 1258, perched in upright posture indicating that nestlings are present. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - 2 nestlings just visible moving in nest. Adult WTKI perched 10 feet above nest. - HWinfrey
06/05/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest.  Adult hunting 200 feet away. - HWinfrey

TBD

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 040412_vers_01 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Grading 120 100 45 45 Nest did not reach active stage 4/4/2012 5/3/2012 04/04/2012 - The on-site biomonitor observed a pair of Northern Mockingbirds making numerous trips with 
nesting material to a laurel sumac about 45 feet from the work area. The pair made trips throughout the day 
while construction was occurring. - VEurs
04/12/2012 - Nest is an approximately 60% complete basket of twigs and has yet to receive lining. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest appears complete and lined, but contains no eggs. NOMO on site. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - NOMO alarming and scolding at 40 feet; did not approach closer. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is unimproved and falling apart. - RRadd

No
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HOFI House Finch 040412_vers_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Grading 50 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/4/2012 4/15/2012 04/04/2012 - During a sweep of the work area, the on-site biomonitor discovered a nearly complete nest in a 
laurel sumac. It appears to be a Lesser Goldfinch nest, but during subsequent observations, both LEGO and House 
Finches were seen carrying material to the nest. At this point, it is unclear which species is settling in the nest. - 
VEurs
04/06/2012 - Originally, the nest was thought to belong to a LEGO; however, a HOFI occupies this nest now. - 
LThoreson
04/12/2012 - HOFI attending nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs, but HOFI not observed at nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI appears to depart off this nest which still contains 3 eggs, but possibly just a visitor. No return 
observed. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - No HOFI observed. Nest was apparently abandoned during egg-laying. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 040512_hwey_02 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/5/2012 5/4/2012 04/05/2012 - Nest is complete, contains 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs and 2 hatched young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - 3 nestlings and 2 unhatched eggs. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nestlings are large and feathered and should fledge in a few days. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nest is empty, save for 2 unhatched eggs, indicating successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040512_hwey_03 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 30 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/5/2012 5/4/2012 04/05/2012 - Complete nest with 5 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest contains 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest contains unfeathered young approximately 2 days old. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest contains at least 4 nestlings. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nestlings are large and feathered and should fledge in a few days. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nest is empty and appears to have successfully fledged. HOFI remain active and may re-nest. - 
RRadd

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 040512_jdus_01 EP99-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 40 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/5/2012 4/12/2012 04/05/2012 - Bushtit pair made multiple trips to nest with material. Nest is 70% constructed. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - Completed Bushtit nest has been depredated, as evidenced by at least 2 holes poked into the nest, 
in the neck of the nest, and a large hole in the chamber. Interior of chamber is lined with fine grass, but there is 
no sign of eggs, eggshells, or adults in nest or in the surrounding area. Nesting chronology indicates that eggs may 
have been present at the time of the depredation event, but it is inconclusive, therefore the outcome is 
Indeterminate. - PKonrad

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 040512_jdus_02 EP99-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 3 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/5/2012 4/20/2012 04/05/2012 - Pair brings material to 25% constructed nest. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No Bushtits heard or observed during 45 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No BUSH activity at or near nest in 30 minutes. Nesting material present in described location, but 
less than 25% of a complete nest, indicating nest site was abandoned before completion or nest was built beyond 
25% and then destroyed somehow. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 040512_jdus_03 EP99-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 28 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/5/2012 4/27/2012 04/05/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material to cavity. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No Bewick's Wrens observed or heard during 45-minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No BEWR detected in area for 30 minutes. No nesting material can be seen through cavity opening. 
Should be incubating now if building on 4/5, but could be egg-laying. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Observed nest from a concealed location 15 feet away for 30 minutes. No BEWR activity observed at 
this nest today, or since it was found on 4/5, despite 3 long periods of observation. Unknown if nest construction 
was ever completed or if eggs were laid. No eggshell fragments found in vicinity of cavity opening. Assuming nest 
never reached active stage. Possible dummy nest site. - MKuehn

N/A

HOFI House Finch 040512_jdus_04 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 15 100 10 10 Presumed Fledged 4/5/2012 5/16/2012 04/05/2012 - Yard monitor Kelsey observed pair bringing material to nest (10% constructed) with grading work 
occurring 10 feet away. - JDicus
04/10/2012 - Female was seen bringing stick nesting material very frequently, with male following close behind 
her and singing when perched on wheel while female was tending to nest. Pair still came to nest while generator 
was running 13 feet away. Male has pale yellow coloration. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Nest appears to be complete. Observer did not observe House Finches go to nest, but heard singing 
within 100 feet. - AHill
04/18/2012 - No activity observed at nest during helicopter flights 50-100 feet of nests. Helicopter buffer was 
expanded from 30 horizontal feet to 100 feet. - AHill
04/25/2012 - No HOFI observed in area, and no activity at nest. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Biomonitor K. Hoyt reports seeing female fly in to nest. Unable to view nest contents. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Biologist B. Pikay reported adults making frequent visits to nest. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Yard monitor reports observing nestling hopping up out of nest, then back into nest. Female brings 
food to nest at 1024. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - No activity at nest. Presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes
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BUSH Bushtit 040512_ltiw_01 GS-NF-25 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests OH - tower erection 200 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/5/2012 5/8/2012 04/05/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed carrying nesting material to a nest in a coast live oak that is about 
25% complete. The pair made 6 trips to the nest in about 30 minutes of observation. A 50-foot buffer was 
established. The pair continued to bring material to the nest with the avian biologist about 45 feet away, 
recording data. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - At least one adult scolding WESJ in nest tree upon arrival of biologist. No birds visited nest for next 
30 minutes. Then one BUSH brought fluffy material inside nest 3 times in 10 minutes. Never observed pair 
together. Likely lining nest cup. Outside of nest appears complete. - MKuehn
04/19/2012 - Birds observed entering nest on regular basis. Nest looks complete. - VNovik
04/28/2012 - No BUSH at nest or detected in area for 30 minutes. Nest appears intact and complete. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Nest has been torn apart and is detached from limb, resting in a high fork below original location. 
No eggshells could be found on the ground below nest and uncertain if eggs were ever laid. Bushtits observed 
building on 4/19, but no activity since then. Outcome cannot be determined. - MKuehn

N/A

CORA Common Raven 040512_mdus_01 CP36-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/5/2012 4/10/2012 04/05/2012 - Biomonitor Lorena Bernal observed a pair of Common Ravens making 2 trips with nest material to 
the northwest corner of tower CP36-1.The avian monitor later observed one adult carrying a stick to the tower 
while the crew stood at the base. At this point, the nest consists of only 1-2 sticks. - MDicus
04/06/2012 - Ravens observed making 1 trip to nest with material, but nest is not noticeably more complete than 
yesterday. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and 
through adherence to the NBMMP. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman 
was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common Raven nest. At the time of 
removal, the nest was approximately 80% constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting 
bird deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. The nest area was 
photographed before and after removal and following installation of the deterrent. The nest is located on a 
structure required for upcoming wire pulling. A delay due to allowing the nest cycle to continue would likely 
prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system 
reliability. Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 4/9/2012. - MDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 040512_mkhn_01 CP88-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/5/2012 4/5/2012 04/05/2012 - A House Finch was observed carrying nesting material to mesh netting around base of tower. 
Biomonitor K. Vittum reported birds made 2 dozen trips with material this morning. The House Finches continued 
to bring material while 5 vehicles were parked 40 feet from nest and 8 project personnel stood 15 feet from 
tower. These House Finches were not disturbed by human presence. SDG&E requires access to these poles 
sporadically over the next few weeks to conduct QA/QC work identified in the recently completed testing. This 
testing is critical to energizing the line, and this nest would have precluded access to testing areas if allowed to 
progress, since nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction. After determining that there were no eggs 
present, this nest material was removed and photographed. Additional mylar tape was placed around brackets 
and sagging areas of mesh netting were pulled tight in the attempt to eliminate potential future nest sites. - 
MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 040512_mkhn_02 CP49 Temp Work Area Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/5/2012 4/5/2012 04/05/2012 - Onsite biomonitor saw HOFI visit nest while carrying nesting material. Avian biologist later observed 
pair visiting nest with female carrying nest material. Nest was mostly lined and approximately 95% complete and 
contained no eggs. Nest site was photographed and nest was removed, per the NBMMP, based on need for wire 
on the spool for current wire stringing operations at CP49-CP55, which needed to be moved today. Work has 
been occurring within 20 feet of nest and deterrents, including mylar tape and mesh netting that were in place on 
outside of spools, but not in the small pocket where the nest was established. Nest was not a candidate for a 
buffer reduction since the nest substrate needed to be moved. SDG&E will cover these openings after spools are 
moved to new location. - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 040512_vers_01 Jacumba Valley Ranch CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/5/2012 4/5/2012 04/05/2012 - On-site biomonitor P.K. Sharp observed a pair of House Finches making repeated trips with nesting 
material to the front of a crane. An avian biologist came to inspect the crane and discovered a 60% complete, 
unlined nest. The birds continued to visit the crane and nest as the nest was being documented. Nest was 
removed prior to eggs or young being present, based on Construction's need to use equipment the following 
week to install a guard structure at the EP247. Anticipated nest cycle that would have precluded the usage of the 
equipment. - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 040512_vnik_01 EP82 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 85 100 85 85 Indeterminate 4/5/2012 4/29/2012 04/05/2012 - Pair bringing nesting material to nest. Nest appears to have suffered damage, possibly from jays; 
large chunk torn out. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - Nest passively observed for 30 minutes. No activity at nest but BUSH observed foraging within 20 
feet of nest. - MKuehn
04/19/2012 - Observed pair near nest. One Bushtit entered nest. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - Nest has been usurped by a mouse. After 30 minutes of passive observation with no BUSH activity 
at or near nest, the nest was inspected and found to have a small hole in the bottom, on the south side. When 
probed with a finger, a mouse emerged out of the top (entrance) of the nest. Unknown whether nest ever 
contained eggs, and no eggshells could be found on the ground below nest. - MKuehn

N/A
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BUSH Bushtit 040612_ahll_01 EP24-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 10 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 4/27/2012 04/06/2012 - One adult was seen flying to adult several times, singing and calling, then quickly leaving nest. No 
material was seen being carried.  On one visit, a bird emerged from the nest, and the pair flew off together to 
presumably forage. Nest is complete and appears weathered, implying that the birds have been at this nest for 
some time. - AHill
04/13/2012 - Adult visits nest at 0708. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - 2 adults bringing food to nest at 0858. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - No activity observed from 0740 to 0820. Nest is in good condition with no sign of predation. Nest 
presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040612_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - Nest appears to be complete. Pair was seen flying around nest and perching within a couple of feet 
and singing. - AHill
04/12/2012 - Observed 4 eggs in nest, and observed House Finches nearby singing. Did not directly observe 
female going to nest. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Observed female incubating and saw her fly off nest. Nest contains 5 eggs. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Female was on nest brooding, then flew off. Avian biologist was able to check the nest and observed 
2 eggs and 3 small hatchlings, probably 1-2 days old. - AHill
05/02/2012 - Observed female leave nest on own accord. Nest contains at least 2 nestlings and 1 unfertilized egg. - 
AHill
05/05/2012 - Adult visits nest at 0815. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Nest contains at least 2 nestlings, but did not observe adults enter nest over hour period. Observed 
male singing 2 feet from nest frequently and female calling. Male was seen feeding female. Nestlings should 
fledge anytime. - AHill
05/14/2012 - Nestlings have fledged. Pair is renesting over old nest, built fresh material over old nest. - AHill
05/23/2012 - Five eggs in nest, female incubating. - AHill
05/30/2012 - Female seen flying to nest with male and staying on nest for 20 minutes before flying off to go 
presumably forage. - AHill
06/05/2012 - Female on nest at 0840. - HWinfrey

TBD

BANO Barn Owl 040612_bald_01 69kV-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - Eggshell fragments discovered underneath steel monopole, which fledged BANO in 2011. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - No activity observed from 0835 to 0850. However, there is a BANO feather and numerous pellets 
and rodent bones at the base of the monopole, as well as significant amounts of whitewash. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Pre-fledgling Barn Owl found dead in northwestern portion of Sycamore Substation. No indication 
of cause of death. This pre-fledgling owl may have come out of the nest in the steel monopole just outside the 
northwest corner of the fenced substation as a result of the very heavy winds and rain last night. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - No activity or new sign observed. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - On 28 April 2012, a fully developed and feathered juvenile Barn Owl was found in the moat for 
Transformer Bank 71 with just a few downy feather remnants. This owl was laying on its side, alive but dying from 
some unknown cause. There was no sign of trauma or injury. The owl was removed from the substation and 
placed at the base of the nest pole, outside the fence. It died shortly thereafter. This owl died of unknown 
reasons, but left the nest successfully, and is considered to represent a successful fledging event. There was no 
work occurring when the dying owl was discovered early in the morning. - BArnold
05/02/2012 - Fledgling observed flying about nest monopole at 1400. Remained perched on steel peg just below 
middle southeastern arm. Nest continues to successfully produce fledglings. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Five Barn Owls observed or heard by bio-monitor during nighttime work extending until 2230. 
Included 'juvenile hiss' and 'juvenile snore' vocalizations, indicating recent fledglings. Based on numbers and 
observed patterns of association, it appears that at least 3 recent fledglings were present. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Biomonitor last night heard the Barn Owl 'hissing snore' from the monopole nest arm cavity 
indicative of juvenile presence. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - No activity observed, and no new sign of owls. All may have fledged. - BArnold
05/26/2012 - Observed nest last night between 2000 and 2100. A single nestling was heard begging for food, 
using the juvenile 'hissing snore' vocalization while perched on the side of the monopole slightly below the nest 
cavity arm, using a peg for support. This juvenile took a short, haltingly erratic flight to a nearby A-frame where it 
perched briefly before returning to the nest monopole. Adults observed hunting and calling over the chaparral 
vegetation surrounding the substation. This morning a dead, partially decomposed fledgling with some remaining 
down was found within the fenced substation, near the control house. - BArnold
06/01/2012 - Two Barn Owls spooked from spare transformer bank, including 1 recent fledgling. This may be the 
young owl observed last week, or it may be another young fledgling. The nest is still considered active, and will 
remain so until next night-time check indicates no more activity. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_02 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 15 100 15 15 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 5/9/2012 04/06/2012 - HOFI observed flying to nest. 6 eggs in nest. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female quietly in nest. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult left nest, 6 eggs on nest. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - At least 4 nestlings in nest, no eggs observed. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Nest with at least 2, maybe more, large nestlings. These appear ready to fledge soon. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Nest empty, with evidence of heavy recent usage. Large nestlings present on 3 May, which the avian 
biologist believed would be fledged within several days. This nest presumably fledged, as there was no recent 
work in the area and the nest was well concealed and protected from predators. - BArnold

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_03 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 15 100 15 15 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 5/15/2012 04/06/2012 - Fresh material in nest. New egg on lower screen of fan below the nest, recently fell out. No eggs in 
nest. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female seen exiting below the nest. Returned soon after, settled on nest. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult left nest, 4 eggs present. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Four eggs in nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Four nestlings in nest. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Nestlings in nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Well protected nest, slightly degraded, indicative of recent fledging. - BArnold

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_04 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 10 100 10 10 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/6/2012 4/23/2012 04/06/2012 - Female HOFI observed on nest. Was not affected by presence of two biologists within 5 vertical feet. 
- BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female quietly on nest, unperturbed by biologist's presence nearby. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult HOFI on nest. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Nest is no longer on ledge on side of transformer. Rather, it has fallen into the transformer 'moat' 
south of the transformer. There is no sign of eggshells or feathers on the ground or anywhere in the area. Likely 
predation by the pair of nesting CORA in the substation. This nest was relatively exposed, as it was not placed in a 
hidden location. Rather it was in plain view on the transformer's side. Nest is now closed. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_05 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 25 100 15 15 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 5/11/2012 04/06/2012 - Nest with 2 eggs. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female quietly on nest at 1123. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult on nest, 6 eggs. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Female flushed from nest at 2 feet. Several nestlings (maybe 5), 1 egg. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - At least 4 medium-sized nestlings in nest. Adult brought food. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Two recent fledglings in immediate area, with adult. Observed 1 nestling fledge, quickly attended to 
by adult. One nestling remains on nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Last nestling no longer present, presumed fledged. - BArnold

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_06 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 30 100 15 15 Nest did not reach active stage 4/6/2012 5/25/2012 04/06/2012 - HOFI observed entering and exiting tube with nest material on 4 April. Adults continue to enter on 6 
April, but with no nest material. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Almost immediately, a pair of HOFI landed near the tube entrance. The female entered the tube 
were she remained for the duration of the observation period (about 25 minutes). The male perched about 25 
feet away, sang briefly, flew off and did not approach the nest for the rest of the observation period. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Valerie Eurs observed female enter nest and remain for 20 minutes, until end of observation period. 
- BArnold
04/23/2012 - Multiple singing males in 69kV rack superstructure, but no activity associated with this nest during 
30-minute observation period. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - No activity observed during 45-minute observation period. HOFIs heard and seen in 69kV rack, but 
not at nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - No activity observed. HOFI activity in 69kV rack, but not at this nest site. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity observed during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - No activity observed. It is doubtful that this nest ever reached Active status. HOFI adult female was 
observed bringing nest material on 04 April. Adult HOFIs were observed entering tube on 6 and 14 April, but since 
then, no activity was observed. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_07 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 15 100 15 15 Nest did not reach active stage 4/6/2012 5/25/2012 04/06/2012 - HOFI entering and exiting open tube end repeatedly. Previously seen entering with nest material. - 
BArnold
04/14/2012 - It is unclear what is occurring here. A male perched just below the entrance for several minutes 
before flying off. A female emerged, sat at the entrance for a short period and then flew to the adjacent tube to 
the east. A different male was perched in this tube, but they shared the space with no aggressive behavior. They 
remained in the tube together for several minutes before he flew off. She remained in the entrance for another 5 
minutes before flying off to the east, the same direction as the male. Neither returned before the end of the 
observation period (25 minutes overall). - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Multiple singing males in 69kV rack superstructure, but no activity associated with this nest during 
30-minute observation period. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - No activity observed during 45-minute observation period. HOFIs heard and observed in 69kV rack, 
but not at nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Adult HOFIs observed fluttering outside of tube openings. Were not observed to enter cavity. - 
BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - No activity observed. It appears that this nest did not reach the Active stage. On 6 April, HOFIs were 
observed entering the open tube ends. Work was authorized to within 15 feet, and occurred over a 3-day period. 
HOFIs were again seen on 14 April in association with the tube ends. No activity has been seen since, and it is 
likely that this nest never reached Active stage. - BArnold

No
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HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_08 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

69kv Tie Line Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 15 100 15 15 Nest did not reach active stage 4/6/2012 5/25/2012 04/06/2012 - HOFI observed repeatedly entering and exiting open tube end. Previously observed entering with 
nesting material. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - A male sat at the entrance for a few minutes before being joined by a female who flew from the 
tube directly west. They remained in the tube together for several minutes before he flew off. She remained in 
the entrance for another 5 minutes before flying off to the east, the same direction as the male. Neither returned 
before the end of the observation period (25 minutes overall). - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Multiple singing males in 69kV rack superstructure, but no activity associated with this nest during 
30-minute observation period. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - No activity observed during 45-minute observation period. HOFIs heard and observed in 69kV rack, 
but not at nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Adult HOFIs observed fluttering outside of tube openings. Were not observed to enter cavity. - 
BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - No HOFI observed in association with this nest. It appears that this nest did not reach the Active 
stage. On 6 April, HOFIs were observed entering the open tube ends. Work was authorized to within 15 feet, and 
occurred over a 3-day period. HOFIs were again seen on 14 April in association with the tube ends. No activity has 
been seen since, and it is likely that this nest never reached Active stage. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 040612_hwey_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 65 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 5/22/2012 04/06/2012 - Female House Finch observed adding green vegetation to nest with male perched nearby. - 
HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Male and female flew from the nest at the start of the observation period. The female returned 
within 2 minutes and settled quietly on the nest. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Female observed on nest; left briefly when noticed my presence. - LThoreson
05/01/2012 - Female spent the majority of the observation on the nest, making 2 brief trips away. The male made 
2 brief visits to the nest while the female was there, but it is unclear if he was carrying any food. No nestlings 
were heard when the female returned to the nest. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - Male and female approached the nest as a pair. The male chased off a second male, and the female 
settled on the nest. No indication of nestlings yet. Incubation/brooding reported on 16 April was most likely egg 
laying. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at the nest during 30 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good 
condition, and adult HOFI's were detected in the surrounding habitat. - VEurs
05/22/2012 - The nest appears to be in good condition, with some droppings on the outer edges. The nest does 
not look predated and is presumed to have fledged. - VEurs

Yes

CORA Common Raven 040612_hwey_02 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/6/2012 4/6/2012 04/06/2012 - 2 Common Ravens observed adding sticks to nest. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), scheduled to occur on 4/9/12, per 
agency concurrence and through adherence to the NBMMP. The nest was only 25% constructed and contained no 
eggs or nestlings. Mylar flash tape was previously installed on the base of the tower. Following concurrence, in 
the presence of a biomonitor, a lineman climbed the tower and removed the partially constructed Common 
Raven nest. The nest area was photographed as well. At the time of removal (approximately 13:00), the nest was 
25% constructed and contained no eggs or young. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently installed 
in the tower in place of the removed nest. A pair of Common Ravens was observed flying in the vicinity of the 
tower but displayed no other behaviors. - MDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 040612_hwey_03 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 10 100 30 30 Fledged 4/6/2012 5/9/2012 04/06/2012 - Female House Finch observed carrying small twigs to nest. Nest is 5% complete. This nest is in the 
same location and is likely the same pair as closed nest 032312_fhan_01. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - HOFI pair continue to ferry material to this location. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - HOFI lying in nest at 1215. Mate guarding. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI at nest. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Female HOFI observed on nest. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - Nest has fledged and subsequently been dismantled by kingbirds and pulled to ground. Biomonitor 
T. Dipaola observed young being fed in nest 5 May. Biomonitor C. Vettes observed young being fed away from 
nest on 10 May and found nest remains on ground. - RRadd

Yes

PHAI Phainopepla 040612_hwey_04 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Grading 400 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/6/2012 4/27/2012 04/06/2012 - Male and female Phainopepla adding nest material. Nest is 10% complete. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Male PHAI lying in complete nest. - RRadd
04/22/2012 - Male PHAI on nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest has fallen - presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No
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HOFI House Finch 040612_jdus_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 1 100 10 10 Nest did not reach active stage 4/6/2012 5/12/2012 04/06/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips to 100% constructed nest during 1-hour observation. - JDicus
04/15/2012 - HOFI pair visiting and defending this nest, but not observed incubating at 1331. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Female visits nest repeatedly under watchful company of male at 1738. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest before the crew climbed the tower. They did not return while the crew 
was in the tower. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest before the crew climbed the tower. They did not return while the crew 
was in the tower. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - No activity observed. Nest appears complete, although some nesting material is on ground beneath 
nest. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Nest has no activity. Perhaps pair moved to one of other locations. - FHoffman
05/12/2012 - Avian monitoring for VCI wire crew and observations were made prior to work conducted. Nest has 
been damaged, and only a portion remains. No House finches were observed at nest. - GHuffman

No

HOFI House Finch 040612_lgan_01 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/6/2012 4/6/2012 04/06/2012 - A House Finch pair was seen building a nest in the underside of the right front corner of a parked 
flatbed trailer in the Upper Alpine Yard despite vehicles driving by within 15 feet. The finches nested in the trailer, 
even though mylar flash tape had been tied in several locations, including within 1 foot on either side of the nest, 
and continuous Project activities had occurred within the yard. The Alpine Yard monitor observed the female 
House Finch making 3 trips to the nest with nesting material at 9:30 am, and the avian biologist observed the 
House Finch visiting the nest at 11:30 am. Construction personnel required use of the flatbed trailer before the 
estimated completion of the nest cycle. Additionally, the idle equipment would be subject to additional nesting 
attempts further delaying use of the trailer. Nest was removed following the NBMMP. The nest was 
approximately 60% complete with no eggs or young present. - LGorman

No

HOFI House Finch 040612_lgan_02 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE4

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 40 100 12 12 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 5/18/2012 04/06/2012 - The Suncrest Substation monitor observed a House Finch pair bringing nest material in two trips 
between 10:00 and 11:00. The pair was observed perched on the 500 kV Disconnect, just above the nest, by the 
avian biologist while logging the nest at 14:20. A small amount of nest material was visible when viewing from the 
south. - LGorman
04/13/2012 - No activity observed at nest. HOFI pair perched 50 feet away from nest. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0807. Biologist A. Farmer reports passive observations 
of female on nest throughout the past week. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest. On-site monitor A. Farmer reports seeing pair make only two brief 
visits to nest over past week without bringing additional nest material. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Female was on nest at 1025. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Male and female observed perching directly above nest. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - No activity observed 1008 to 1038. Nest intact, and numerous feces were present on the rim, 
suggesting successful fledging. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 040612_lton_01 CP65-1-PS-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Grading 16 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 4/26/2012 04/06/2012 - Female did not leave the nest while the GPS location was being recorded. Female does not seem 
affected by the constant noise of equipment grading 50 feet away. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - LEGO female on nest did not flush during observation. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - LEGO female on nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest is empty 1 day after severe weather. LEGO activity on territory continues, but not seen at this 
nest. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - No further activity at this nest, and recent fledglings were being fed nearby. Observation timeline 
and recent fledglings being fed nearby suggest this nest likely fledged. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040612_lton_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Grading 100 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 4/20/2012 04/06/2012 - Female did not leave the nest while the GPS location was being recorded. Female does not seem 
affected by constant noise of equipment grading 100 feet away. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - Nest contains at least 3 unfeathered nestlings. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest is intact and empty with numerous feces about the rim, suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

CALT California Towhee 040612_lton_03 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Grading 200 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 4/20/2012 04/06/2012 - There are 3 eggs and 1 very new nestling. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - Adult CALT carrying food to nest at 1116. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest contains 1 unhatched egg. Remainder of brood is presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

CORA Common Raven 040612_mdus_03 CP39 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/6/2012 4/9/2012 04/06/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed making several trips with sticks to a nest located 
approximately 100 feet above ground in structure CP39. The nest is approximately 20% complete. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - The nest was removed in the presence of an avian biologist to facilitate construction (wire 
stringing), per agency concurrence and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present on the site 
included mylar flash tape tied to the base of the tower. Following concurrence, a lineman climbed to the top of 
the tower and removed the almost fully constructed Common Raven nest. The nest was photographed prior to 
removal, and it was checked for eggs or nestlings. At the time of removal (approximately 13:30), the nest was over 
90% constructed but contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently 
installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. A pair of Common Ravens was observed flying around the 
tower and vocalizing for approximately 10 minutes prior to leaving the area. - MDicus

No
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BEWR Bewick's Wren 040612_mkhn_01 EP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 30 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 5/5/2012 04/06/2012 - Adult Bewick's Wrens observed carrying food in area and flying to rock pile. Female entered cavity 
with food and remained for 10 minutes. Male then entered with food, and begging calls were barely audible to 
biologist from 30 feet. Brooding by female and relatively low begging amplitude indicate nestlings are fairly early 
in development (likely 1-6 days of age). - MKuehn
04/16/2012 - After 10 minutes of observation, a Bewick's Wren was observed exiting the nesting cavity. - 
SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren making 2 trips with food to cavity within 30 minutes. - SJohnston
04/23/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren carrying food item into cavity. - SJohnston
05/02/2012 - Observed BEWR bringing food into nesting cavity. Begging calls from the cavity were heard as the 
BEWR called from outside the cavity. - SJohnston
05/08/2012 - No activity was observed for over on hour on 5/5 and during a follow up visit on 5/8. Presumed 
fledged based off nesting chronology and behavior during previous nest monitoring visits. - SJohnston

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040612_vnik_01 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/6/2012 4/6/2012 04/06/2012 - Monitor reported seeing House Finch carrying nesting material to nest. Nest appears 40% complete. 
No affinity was observed at the nest while under observation by the avian biologist. Due to access to water lines 
within 4 feet of the nest on a daily basis being necessary to ensure the water tank was not compromised, the nest 
was not a candidate for a buffer reduction. Access to these lines later in the nesting stage would have likely 
resulted in repeated flushing of the incubating female, making the nest vulnerable to failure. Based on need to 
access specific areas of the truck, the nest was removed following NBMMP stipulations at 1530. Deterrents 
present on the truck included mylar flash tape and plastic covering cavities. No eggs or young were present, and 
the nest was photographed. - VNovik

No

BUSH Bushtit 040712_ghan_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/7/2012 4/13/2012 04/07/2012 - G. Huffman observed Bushtits carrying material numerous times from Nest ID 022312_phrd_03, and 
constructing in a whitethorn chaparral (Ceanothus leucodermis) 8 feet above ground in dense vegetation between 
CP55 pull site and tower. Nest appears to be 50% complete. Pair that constructed nest is likely to be the same 
from the nest they are gathering from. View nest ID mentioned above for specific details concerning previously 
closed nest observations. - KAlberts
04/13/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete, though a little ragged at the bottom. No BUSH detected while 
helicopter work in progress overhead - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No activity observed during 15-minute observation. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - While small troupe of BUSH foraging in vicinity of nest, 2 approach and briefly inspect nest, 
subsequently return to foraging and do not revisit during remainder of 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - BUSH pair removing material and carrying it to the east. - RRadd

No

PHAI Phainopepla 040712_jdus_01 EP249-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 400 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/7/2012 4/20/2012 04/07/2012 - Female incubating during initial observation, then nest exchange and male incubates 2 eggs in nest. - 
JDicus
04/13/2012 - Female incubating; male territorial, perching nearby and calling softly. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No Phainopeplas observed in area; nest empty but in good shape with intact bowl - closed. - 
PKonrad

No

HOFI House Finch 040712_jdus_02 EP249-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 320 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/7/2012 4/20/2012 04/07/2012 - Female incubating 4 eggs in nest. - JDicus
04/13/2012 - Female brooding newly hatched nestlings. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No House Finches in area and small nest is empty; no sign of nestlings. Nest does not have usual 
droppings on rim of nest left by nestlings - closed. - PKonrad

No

CATH California Thrasher 040712_jpki_01 EP32-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 500 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/7/2012 4/14/2012 04/07/2012 - Adult singing and displaying agitation in vicinity of nest shrub after which nest was discovered. At 
least 2 fully feathered (about 1.5 week old) young present in nest. Young should be expected to fledge in no more 
than 2 weeks. - JPawlicki
04/14/2012 - Nest is empty and in good condition. No evidence of predation. Green leaf litter in nest indicates 
nest was vacated before recent storm. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040712_ltiw_01 GS-BLM-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 3 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/7/2012 4/27/2012 04/07/2012 - Female House Finch was observed entering a clump of dead mistletoe. About 20 minutes later, the 
male flew over, and the pair began calling back and forth. The female then left the nest, flew to the male and was 
fed by him. The brood patch was visible. She then flew back and entered the nest again. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - Female House Finch incubating on nest built within mistletoe. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No adult at the nest initially, but a female House Wren soon came to nest and left again, presumably 
to feed small nestlings. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 20 minute observation period, but male House Finch was singing 
nearby periodically. When nest was checked at close quarters, the nest was vacant but in good used condition; 
that observation, when combined with the nest history, suggests the nestlings successfully fledged in the past 
couple days - closed. - PKonrad

Yes
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CATH California Thrasher 040712_ltiw_02 GS-BLM-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats OH - wire stringing 120 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/7/2012 5/3/2012 04/07/2012 - Adult California Thrasher did not flush as it  was standing on the nest. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - California Thrasher incubating tight on nest. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Unattended nest with 3 medium-sized brown downy nestlings was covered by brooding adult while 
avian biologist checked nest from 3 feet away. Second California Thrasher called and performed distraction 
displays 15 feet northeast. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Nest has 3 medium-sized brown nestlings with small wing feathers erupted; adults tried to distract 
away from nest by calling and perching prominently or running on ground, and flying low in open. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - Nest empty with well-shaped compacted bowl intact; nestlings were expected to fledge within a day 
or 2 of today and it is assumed they fledged successfully. No fledglings or adults were observed or heard in area - 
closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CALT California Towhee 040712_ltiw_03 GS-BLM-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/7/2012 5/3/2012 04/07/2012 - Nice bowl-shaped grass nest of brome grass with 1 light-blue egg with dark brown spots. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - No towhees observed or heard; no nest found after 2 extensive searches of a dozen apricot shrubs 
in the immediate area, concentrating on those nearest GPS location. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - California Towhees territorial at nest with 3 pale-blue eggs. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Nest has 3 small brown downy nestlings, with territorial California Towhees nearby. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - Nest is empty and in excellent shape with a compacted and slightly expanded grass bowl; the 
nestlings appear to have fledged very recently. No fledglings or adults observed in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 040712_lton_01 EP78-A-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 8 100 100 100 Indeterminate 4/7/2012 5/4/2012 04/07/2012 - Nest appears 90% complete. Bio-monitor observed WESJ carrying nesting material to the nest and 
perching in shrubs within the vicinity. Joe Henry (avian biologist) talked to monitor, saw nest, and staked buffer. - 
LThoreson
04/13/2012 - Nest appears lined and complete, but contains no eggs. No WESJ detected in immediate area. - 
MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No WESJ observed in area. Nest empty and appears the same as on previous visit. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Nest appears complete and no different from previous visit. Contains no eggs, and no WESJ 
detected in area. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - No activity observed at this nest since found on 4/7. Unknown whether nest ever contained eggs 
since found. - MKuehn

N/A

HOFI House Finch 040712_mdus_01 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/7/2012 4/21/2012 04/07/2012 - Yard monitor found female on nest during routine yard sweeps. - MDicus
04/14/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest has been exposed to weather, is empty and deteriorating. - RRadd

No

WREN Wrentit 040712_mkhn_01 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 60 100 60 60 Nest did not reach active stage 4/7/2012 4/29/2012 04/07/2012 - Adults observed carrying nesting material to nest twice. Male sang 3 times 2 feet from nest after 
depositing material, with biologist crouched 10 feet away. Nest rim is mostly formed, but lining has not yet begun. 
- MKuehn
04/16/2012 - Nest remains unlined with poorly defined cup. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Funnel spider web covering nest, which remains unlined. No activity observed. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Nest remains unimproved with spider web covering nest undisturbed since last visit. It appears that 
this nesting attempt has been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 040712_mkhn_02 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 20 100 20 20 Presumed Fledged 4/7/2012 4/21/2012 04/07/2012 - 2 adults entered cavity carrying food with biologist observing from 10 feet away. One entered and 
remained 3 minutes before the second entered with food. One adult then left immediately, carrying a fecal sac. 
No begging could be heard from cavity during feeding visits, indicating they may be very young. - MKuehn
04/16/2012 - BEWR carries food to nest at 1225 then departs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1115 to 1145. Nest examined closely and found to be empty with 
no sign of predation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 040712_vers_01 GS-BLM-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 150 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/7/2012 4/20/2012 04/07/2012 - During a general bird survey, the biologist saw a Bushtit land in a shrub 2 feet away, carrying downy 
material. Upon examining the juniper, a nearly-complete nest was discovered. Both adults subsequently brought 
more downy material that they added to the nest. The nest is just to the north of the path to the wire-pull staging 
area. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - Nest appears complete, but no Bushtits observed or heard. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Hole torn open at bottom of nest chamber; no eggs, eggshells, nestlings, or adults observed at nest 
or in area. Nest has been predated - closed. - PKonrad

No
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HOWR House Wren 040912_hwey_01 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands OH - tower erection 90 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/9/2012 6/2/2012 04/09/2012 - House Wren observed vigorously chasing other HOWR away from area near cavity. HOWR entered 
nest cavity at 0715 and remained inside for 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest at 0815. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - Male brings food to female outside nest. Female enters cavity and remains inside. Male perches and 
sings outside nest entrance. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - House Wren entering nest at 0936, did not appear to be carrying food. - HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Male HOWR singing within 10 feet of cavity entrance. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - HOWR entering nest cavity with food at 0651. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - HOWR flies to nest with food at 1210. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - Pair of HOWR bring food to nest at 0839. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Adult HOWR bringing food to nest. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - Adult HOWR observed carrying food into nest cavity. - HWinfrey
05/28/2012 - HOWR carrying food into nest cavity at 1135. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - HOWR carries food into nest at 0705. - HWinfrey
06/02/2012 - No activity observed at nest cavity entrance during 30 minutes of observation. HOWRs heard calling 
in tree nearby, presumably feeding fledglings. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 040912_hwey_02 EP32-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 5 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/9/2012 5/15/2012 04/09/2012 - Nest appears complete. 2 Bushtits initially flushed from nest when discovered. 1 Bushtit returned, 
entered nest, and remained inside while buffer was staked. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH at nest at 0920. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - Adult enters nest with food at 0822 and departs shortly after. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0820. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0808. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Adult leaves nest at 0658. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - No activity observed from 0631 to 0701. Adult flushed from nest upon approach at 0702. - 
HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Adult visiting nest at 0637. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Adult visits nest at 0635. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - Adult visits nest at 0832. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - No activity observed at nest, but heard BUSH in vicinity. - AHill
05/15/2012 - No activity observed, nest remains in good condition. Presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 040912_hwey_03 Alpine CY Construction Yards Chaparrals Traffic 50 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/9/2012 4/30/2012 04/09/2012 - Male feeding female at nest when first detected. Both departed upon approach, but female 
returned to nest and was observed incubating while buffer stakes were installed. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Female on nest at 1309. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity at nest and no LEGOs detected in area. COHA perched 50 feet from nest. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity at nest from 1030 to 1045. Nest examined and found to be empty. Nest is in good 
condition with no indication of predation. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

RCSP Rufous-crowned Sparrow 040912_jdus_01 CP56-1-PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/9/2012 4/30/2012 04/09/2012 - While driving in access road, 3 white eggs were found within nest, small grass cup nest (100% 
constructed). The eggs in the nest were visible from driver's seat. While watching from a distance of 50 feet, a 
Rufous-crowned Sparrow was seen lying on the nest incubating. - JDicus
04/18/2012 - Observed by avian monitor, Garrett Huffman. Female seen leaving nest, and eggs remain present. - 
JDicus
04/24/2012 - 2 small orange gapes of recently hatched nestlings visible protruding above rim of nest. Observation 
made from vehicle while driving in. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Nest is clean and empty and presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040912_jpki_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/9/2012 4/9/2012 04/09/2012 - Yard monitor observed pair in/around grout machine, after which an approximately 90% complete 
nest was found, with no eggs or young present. Nest was apparently built over the course of 4/7 to 4/8. Since the 
grout machine is required for project construction that day, deterrents were present (including location within an 
active CY), and the nest contained no eggs or young, this nest was photographed and then removed, per NBMMP 
stipulations. - JPawlicki

No

HOFI House Finch 040912_lgan_01 CP96-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 5 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/9/2012 4/9/2012 04/09/2012 - The House Finch nest was being checked to determine what stage it was in by 2 personnel in a 
manlift, under the supervision of an avian biologist. The manlift approached the nest from the north and the nest 
was inspected from the man lift; 1 egg was discovered in the nest. The House Finch pair was not scared away from 
the nest area and did not act disturbed by the manlift inspection process. In fact, the House Finch pair perched on 
the manlift as it was being raised towards the nest. The pair perched on the tower arm, adjacent to the nest, as 
the nest was being examined. After the manlift was lowered back to the ground, the House Finch pair continued 
to visit the nest. This nest was processed for removal, but since an egg was present, it was left intact. - LGorman
04/16/2012 - Biomonitor on site reports finding eggshell fragments under nest. Plastic substrate appears torn. No 
HOFI activity near nest. Nest closed, failure due to natural causes. - HWinfrey

No
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CORA Common Raven 040912_mdus_01 CP53-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/9/2012 4/9/2012 04/09/2012 - Biomonitor Morgan McCarthy observed a pair of Common Ravens carrying sticks to structure CP53-
1. The pair made 12 trips to the nest with material. The nest is 5-10% constructed. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and 
through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consisted of mylar flash tape on the base of the tower. 
Following concurrence, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed 
Common Raven nest. The nest area was photographed as well. At the time of removal (approximately 09:30), the 
nest was 5-10% constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was 
subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. A pair of Common Ravens was observed flying in 
the vicinity of the tower but displayed no other behaviors. - MDicus

No

CACW Cactus Wren
(Inactive)

040912_mkhn_01 EP225-1/EP226-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/9/2012 TBD 04/09/2012 - After 15 minutes of observation, an adult Cactus Wren vacated nest when biologist was 5 feet away 
upon initial approach for inspection. Pair returned 5 minutes later with biologist 60 feet from nest, and 1 adult re-
entered nest and remained inside for 15 minutes. Neither adult was carrying nesting material. Nest appears 
complete and entrance is at least partially lined. Could not see contents of chamber, except some feathers 
present. - MKuehn
04/14/2012 - Nest is large and in excellent condition, with new soft material lining bottom of entrance for some 
distance into chamber. No Cactus Wrens were observed during 30 minute observation period, but 1 was calling to 
the southwest. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Large nest unchanged and no Cactus Wrens heard or seen in area. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Although other species were vocal in the area this morning, no Cactus Wrens were heard, or seen 
during 40 minute observation period in the area, but later a wren was calling 1/4 mile southeast and south of this 
nest. The nest is in good shape with some cotton-like material added to the entrance rim. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - No Cactus Wrens were observed or heard in the area during a 30 minute observation period. The 
nest has deteriorated a bit, and the entrance is partly blocked by some of the cotton-like material. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - No Cactus Wrens observed or heard during a 30-minute observation period, although a little new 
material has been added to the entrance, including a new dry flattened plant stem, and the entry is clear. - 
PKonrad
05/18/2012 - Nest seems unchanged, although entrance is clear. No Cactus Wrens observed or heard in area. - 
PKonrad
05/23/2012 - No Cactus Wrens noted in area. Nest unchanged. - PKonrad
05/31/2012 - Cactus Wren nest unchanged except 1/3 of entrance blocked by cotton-like material that has broken 
away from the entry; no wrens heard or observed in the area. - PKonrad

TBD

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 040912_pkad_01 EP50-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 30 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/9/2012 4/17/2012 04/09/2012 - Nest used earlier by California Thrashers now has 1 light-turquoise egg with brown speckling that 
looks like a Western Scrub-jay egg considering the size and color. Appears a jay has laid an egg in the nest, 
although no improvements have been made to the former thrasher nest. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Nest empty with some minute leaves in bowl. No birds observed in area associated with nest. No 
eggshells in area beneath or near nest; appears egg(s) taken by predator. - PKonrad

No

HOWR House Wren 040912_vnik_01 EP78-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Grading 30 100 30 30 Indeterminate 4/9/2012 5/16/2012 04/09/2012 - Observed female carry material to nest on multiple trips. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - In 20 minutes of passive observation from 35 feet away, no birds visited cavity. Male House Wren 
singing in area, but female not detected. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Female collected fine dead grasses from ground 20 feet from nest and carried into cavity. - MKuehn
04/23/2012 - Grading of both east and west pull sites occurred directly adjacent to nest buffer. House Wren pair 
observed vocalizing throughout the day near nest and were observed continually bringing nest material during all 
grading work activities, including dozer activities on border of nest buffer. - RQuilley
04/27/2012 - At 1400, adult entered cavity with small twig and left immediately. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Female not detected in 30 minutes of passive observation, though male sang constantly from nest 
tree and occasionally from near cavity. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Female not detected in 30 minutes of passive observation, though male sang constantly from nest 
tree but did not visit cavity. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - No activity at cavity for 30 minutes and no HOWR detected in area. No birds have been seen 
entering or leaving cavity since 4/27, despite three visits 30 minutes in duration. Unknown if eggs were ever laid 
or if this was a dummy nest site. - MKuehn

N/A

MODO Mourning Dove 040912_vnik_02 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/9/2012 4/27/2012 04/09/2012 - Observed female on nest, appeared to be incubating. Male nearby. When returning to area several 
times later in the day, bird was not on nest. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - Adult incubating. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No adult on or near nest in two checks about 1 hour apart. Cannot see nest contents. Warm 
weather may reduce need for incubating. - MKuehn
04/26/2012 - No activity observed. - RQuilley
04/27/2012 - No activity at nest for 20 minutes, and no bird on nest when checked earlier in the day. Nest has 
been unoccupied since 4/12, on three visits, and is assumed to be empty. No eggshells found on ground below 
nest. Cause of failure is unknown. - MKuehn

No
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WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 040912_vnik_03 EP78/EP78A PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Woodlands and Forests OH - wire stringing 50 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/9/2012 5/4/2012 04/09/2012 - Bird observed incubating on nest. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - Adult incubating. Avian biologist V. Novik changed signs for buffer from 100 to 50 feet. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - After no activity at nest for 20 minutes, contents were checked using a handheld mirror. An adult 
WESJ scolded from 40 feet away. Nest is empty, and no eggshell fragments found in nest or on ground. Nest and 
lining appear to be in good condition. Adult observed on nest in previous visits, but nest contents were never 
checked. Thus, no evidence that eggs were laid yet, and adult may not have been incubating during previous 
visits. Follow up visit should occur in next few days to monitor activity while grading is not taking place close by. - 
MKuehn
04/23/2012 - Grading of both east and west pull sites occurred directly adjacent to nest buffer. Occasional scrub 
jays were seen passing through the area, and one was observed perched within 20 feet of the nest; however, no 
jays were confirmed entering the nest or seen displaying any nesting behavior. - RQuilley
04/27/2012 - At approximately 1400, adult WESJ in area but not near nest and did not scold when biologist 
checked contents. Nest remains in good condition but empty. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Again, adult WESJ observed in area but not near nest and did not scold when biologist checked 
contents. Nest remains in good condition but empty for the 4th straight week. Nest closed due to inactivity. Nest 
contents never observed when active, and unknown whether it contained eggs or nestlings. No evidence that 
young fledged as parents were never observed carrying food and no fledglings have been observed in area. Nest 
likely failed with eggs or young because adult observed on nest twice before it was found empty, but supporting 
evidence is lacking (no eggshell fragments or nestling remains found in or near nest). - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 041012_ahll_01 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 15 15 Presumed Fledged 4/10/2012 5/18/2012 04/10/2012 - Female was seen bringing nesting material to nest while avian biologist was inspecting wheel well 2 
feet away. Male has red coloration. Nest appears to be 40% complete. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Nest appears to be complete. Did not observe House Finches go to nest, but heard singing within 
100 feet. - AHill
04/18/2012 - No activity observed at nest during helicopter flights 50-100 feet of nests. Helicopter buffer was 
expanded from 30 horizontal feet to 100 feet. - AHill
04/25/2012 - No activity at nest, and no HOFI in area. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Female on nest, incubating 4 eggs. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Biologist B. Pikay reported adults making frequent trips to nest. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Female and male visiting nest at 1031. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Fully feathered nestling visible in nest. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - Nest empty, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041012_ahll_02 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/10/2012 4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - While searching for active HOFI nest (041012_ahll_01) in a water stand tank, a second nest with 5 
dead nestlings was found in the same piece of equipment. Based on feather plumage development, nestlings 
appear to have been 7-8 days old when they died. It appears that the nestlings died at some point in the last 
couple of days. Early stages of decomposition and lack of scavengers (such as flies, ants, or beetles) support this 
timeline. Condition of the nestlings and presence of a full clutch (5) indicate that the clutch likely failed due to 
exposure or starvation, rather than predation. Possible causes of failure may include: the adult bird(s) were 
predated themselves, leaving these nestlings with no parental care; the nest was undetected prior to the tank 
being moved from JVR CY to Wilson CY (on April 7th), resulting in the nestlings being left unattended by the adult 
pair; or the adult bird(s) abandoned the nest for unknown reasons. - AHill

No

CORA Common Raven 041012_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/10/2012 TBD 04/10/2012 - Common Ravens placing lining in nest, it appears that they are going to remain with this nest. - 
BArnold
04/14/2012 - Adult at and around nest. - BArnold
04/20/2012 - Adult CORA on nest, apparently incubating. According to bio-monitor, adult has been staying on 
nest for about a week. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Adult observed on nest. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - The CORA left the nest periodically during the work activities, but returned after relatively short 
periods. After work was concluded, the CORA returned to incubating/brooding as before. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - CORA incubating on nest. Second CORA harassing Red-tailed Hawk at southwest corner of 
substation, driving RTHA well to the northwest and away from the nest. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - Adult observed on nest. Displayed no reaction to any work activities. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Adult CORA observed on nest, unaffected by new substation construction activities. - BArnold
05/02/2012 - Adult on nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Adult on nest. Both adults on/at nest after dark last night. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Adult on nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Adult CORA on nest. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - Nest appears empty. It is likely that the fledglings have been staying in the corners of the shelf, out 
of sight. Based on the chronology, this nest likely fledged. - BArnold
05/26/2012 - Nestling observed in nest, in corner of A-frame shelf, viewed from different angle allowed 
detection. - BArnold
06/01/2012 - Nestlings observed in nest with attending adults. - BArnold

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 041012_hwey_01 EP39-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 30 30 Indeterminate 4/10/2012 4/17/2012 04/10/2012 - Female leaves nest at 0650, returns a few minutes later. Male singing nearby. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Nest is no longer present and no birds were observed in the immediate area. Unclear whether nest 
failed due to recent inclement weather, predation, or removal by non-Sunrise substation maintenance personnel, 
as nest was on a door handle and would have necessitated removal by anyone requiring access through that door. 
Nest may or may not have had eggs at the time of failure, therefore the outcome is indeterminate. Nest closed. - 
HWinfrey

N/A

AMKE American Kestrel 041012_jdus_01 CP11-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Grading 250 500 150 150 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/10/2012 5/31/2012 04/10/2012 - Biomonitors L. Bernal and T. Gunter observed AMKE pair copulating on structure, male bringing 
food items to female. Pair defends nest site against European Starlings. Both AMKE individuals have been seen 
entering the nest cavity, but only the last few days, despite biomonitors being present monitoring work for a 
month. Presume nesting stage to be nest building due to the pair only recently using the nest cavity. - JDicus
04/16/2012 - Onsite biomonitors B. Parker and T. Gunter reported the male on a nearby wire in the morning, but 
no sign of the female. During nest monitor's afternoon visit, the male was perched on the nest monopole, and the 
female was still not in evidence - VEurs
04/24/2012 - At the start of the observation, the male was perched a wire near the nest cavity, eating a lizard. He 
moved to a different perch, flew out of sight, and returned to perch on a rung just below the nest cavity. He was 
still holding the lizard and he exchanged vocalizations with the female, who was in the cavity. She exited from the 
bottom of the arm bracket. The pair perched on a nearby wire, where the female gave begging calls. The male 
gave her the lizard remains and then flew out of sight. The female found a new perch, consumed the lizard and 
reentered the nest cavity. Biomonitor T. Gunter reported similar activity on 20 April 2012. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - The pair flew in from the east, calling to each other, and landed on the transmission wire east of the 
monopole. The male flew off again, and the female fluffed her feathers, revealing her brood patch. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - During nearly 2 hours of observation, the male was seen on 1 occasion. He approached the pole and 
landed on the wire adjacent to the nest cavity. He was carrying a lizard and vocalizing. Due to the angle of 
observation, it was unclear whether he passed the food to the female or simply left area. Neither kestrel was 
detected during another hour-long observation. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - Observation period lasted from 0800 to 0930. During that time, the pair spent much of the time 
perched on transmission wires near the nest cavity or hunting over the surrounding habitat. They copulated on 3 
occasions. Each adult clung to the end of the arm with the nest and looked inside for a brief period while 
vocalizing. The male eventually brought the female a lizard. She consumed part of it and carried the rest into the 
arm, where she remained for about 15 minutes, before exiting to perch on a rung just below the arm. - VEurs
05/22/2012 - After nearly 2 hours of observation, no AMKE activity was detected at the nest cavity. A kestrel was 
heard calling very briefly to the east of the tower at about 0840. - VEurs
05/30/2012 - No AMKE activity detected during 100 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/31/2012 - After 3 hours of observation, no AMKE activity of any kind was detected at the nest cavity or 
surrounding habitat. Extensive observation time has been devoted to this nest over the past several days, and no 
kestrel activity has been detected over the past 2 weeks. It appears this nest with young has failed, most likely due 
to natural causes (During 1 monitoring period, a pair of Common Ravens was observed poking their heads rather 
far into the cavities in the pole. They weren't seen putting their heads in the kestrel cavity, but they could have 
done this on a previous occasion. Also, there is a just-fledged raven nest on a 12kV pole between CP11 and CP12, 
so ravens were common in this area )  VEurs

No

CORA Common Raven 041012_jpki_01 EP193-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/10/2012 4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Monitor reported pair of ravens building nest early in the morning. About 8 sticks were present at 
0900. Since wire stringing was currently underway in this area, the need for removal was immediate. The request 
for removal was put forth for agency review and concurrence, agreed with, and removal procedures occurred. No 
eggs or young were present. The removal procedure was conducted according to the NBMMP. Deterrents present 
included mylar tape tied to the base of the tower, and wire pull work occurring the previous day. Additional 
deterrents are slated for installation in the coming days. - JPawlicki
04/13/2012 - No twigs/nest present.  Gusts of wind may have blown twigs/nest out of tower. - LThoreson

No

OTHE Other 041012_jpki_02 EP112A-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 100 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/10/2012 4/16/2012 04/10/2012 - Site biological monitor arrived in early morning and initially detected a Red-tailed Hawk perched and 
calling from top of tower after which it flew off and perched on rock outcrop about 1000 feet to south. Monitor 
then observed large sticks present in southern bridge of tower and whitewash on ground underneath tower. 
Further monitoring of site for a total of 3.5 hours between late morning and afternoon did not note any activity at 
nest location. A pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks were observed soaring within 600 feet of nest on one occasion and 
later in the distance, although no other activity was observed. However, the species that is utilizing this nest is not 
yet identified. - JPawlicki
04/12/2012 - The start of the stick nest in EP112-A was monitored for 4 hours from 0730 to 1130 hours. No birds 
landed on the tower during the 4 hours of observation time. Potential birds in the area that could have started 
the nest included a pair of Red-tailed Hawks and a pair of Common Ravens. The Red-tailed Hawks were seen 
perched in the tower to the east (EP113-5). The female flew off the tower and landed in a short shrub on the 
other side of La Posta Road. The male flew over to the female and copulated for a few seconds. Both birds flew off 
to the south and were seen soaring in and out of view southeast of the tower during the observation period. The 
pair of Common Ravens were observed east of EP112-A successfully hunting on the ground. The temperature 
increased from 45 degrees Fahrenheit at the beginning of the monitoring period to 57 degrees Fahrenheit at the 
end. Wind speeds were between 3 to 6 mph with gusts up to 9 mph. - GCummings
04/12/2012 - 4/11/12 - Observed nest location for 2hrs. No activity observed at nest. No raven or raptors 
observed in the area for the duration of observation. Nest incomplete with approximately 10 sticks loosely piled 
in south side of tower bridge. - TCooper
04/16/2012 - Nest appears to have lost sticks during last storm. No activity has been observed at nest for last 
week with extensive monitoring. - VNovik

No
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CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 041012_kats_01 CP83 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/10/2012 4/11/2012 04/10/2012 - CAKI was seen bringing nesting material to the inner corner of CP83 where the south and east sides 
meet, and placing it at the nest site approximately 90 feet above the ground. The nest itself was not visible, 
indicating it is in the early stages of building. - KAlberts
04/11/2012 - No kingbirds observed during 30 minutes on site. Tower was climbed by a lineman and nest was 
located in the southeast corner of leg D, photographed, and confirmed to be in the early stages (5% complete) 
with no eggs or young present. Deterrents present included BMP maintenance work occurring during the initial 
nest building observation. Nest was removed according to the NBMMP, based on need to conduct repair work on 
tower with regular helicopter traffic. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer justification. - IMaunsell

No

HOFI House Finch 041012_mdus_01 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 30 30 Removed 4/10/2012 4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Biomonitor Rebecca Johnson discovered a House Finch nest while conducting a sweep of the 
storage area in Sycamore Yard.  The nest is approximately 95-100% constructed. Mylar tape was present on the 
reel in addition to being located in an active construction yard. The nest was removed in accordance with 
Attachment C of the NBMMP. Nest was not a candidate for buffer justification and the reels are scheduled for use 
in the upcoming wire pull, necessitating removal. There were no eggs or young in the nest. - MDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 041012_mdus_02 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 4/10/2012 4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Biomonitor Rebecca Johnson observed a female House Finch carrying nest material into a fold of 
paper wrapped around a conductor wire reel. The nest is approximately 50% constructed. The nest was removed 
in accordance with Attachment C of the NBMMP. Mylar tape had been installed on the reel, and the reels are 
scheduled for use in the upcoming wire pull. Nest was not a candidate for a reduction to allow this work to 
proceed. Additionally, this nest is located in an active construction yard. There were no eggs or young in the nest. - 
MDicus

No

CORA Common Raven 041012_mdus_03 CP53-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/10/2012 4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Biomonitor Brian Payne observed a pair of Common Ravens making 10 trips to the tower carrying 
sticks to the lowest bridge. This is likely the pair building a nest in the tower yesterday. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and 
through adherence to the NBMMP. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman 
was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common Raven nest. The nest area 
was photographed as well. At the time of removal, the nest was approximately 5% constructed and contained no 
eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place of the 
removed nest. The nest is located on a structure involved in the current wire pull. A delay due to allowing the nest 
cycle to continue would likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by 
June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 4/10/2012. - 
MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 041012_mkhn_01 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 15 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/10/2012 5/4/2012 04/10/2012 - Adults to nest 5+ times with nesting material. They have just begun building (<5% complete). - 
MKuehn
04/12/2012 - Adults visited nest and added nesting material. Nest still <10% complete. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - BUSH present within 20 feet of nest several times in 30 minutes of passive observation, but were 
never seen carrying nesting material and did not visit nest. New material has been added since last check and nest 
is now about 40% complete. - MKuehn
04/26/2012 - Required SWPPP cleanup of oil leak occurred within bird buffer approximately 15 feet from nest for 
less than 10 minutes on 4/23/2012. No Bushtit activity was observed, and there were no observations indicating 
that SWPPP work disturbed the nest. - RQuilley
04/27/2012 - Nest building is progressing slowly, but new material has been added since last visit. One adult 
visited nest with material. Nest is 35% complete. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Much of nest is missing. BUOR and BUSH both observed collecting nesting material from nest and 
carrying to different coast live oak trees more than 100 feet from any work areas. This nest likely never made it to 
egg laying stage. It was only 35% complete on 4/27, and progress had been slow. - MKuehn

No

HOWR House Wren 041012_mkhn_02 EP78-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Grading 165 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/10/2012 4/27/2012 04/10/2012 - Adult observed carrying small twigs into cavity several times. - MKuehn
04/12/2012 - No House Wrens detected in 20 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet. Oak Titmouse entered 
cavity without nesting material and vacated after 2 minutes. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No activity at cavity in 30 minutes of passive observation, though male HOWR present and singing 
within 20-40 feet from nest. Possible satellite/dummy nest. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - No activity at cavity for 20 minutes. This nest site appears to be inactive since first found on 4/10, 
despite three visits of ample duration. Possible dummy nest. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 041012_sjon_01 EP57-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 30 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/10/2012 4/24/2012 04/10/2012 - Observed nest building at 15 feet away. Nest approximately 80% complete. - SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Bushtit nest appears complete and in good condition. No activity observed during a 30 minute 
observation period. - SJohnston
04/24/2012 - P. Konrad reports that unknown if this nest contained eggs or young. Inspection of nest showed no 
signs of eggs shells or nestling remains. Nest has ripped open from the bottom portion of the nest consistent with 
depredation. - KAlberts

N/A
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BUSH Bushtit 041012_vers_01 EP79-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 2 100 75 75 Indeterminate 4/10/2012 5/4/2012 04/10/2012 - Biologists discovered the nest while walking down the access road EP79-E. 2 biologists watched for 
bird activity from about 25 feet for about an hour. In that time, a pair of Bushtits came to the nest tree twice. The 
first time, 1 had nesting material. However, movements of 1 biologist seemed to deter the pair from visiting the 
nest, and they both continued in the direction they had been going, still carrying the nesting material. The second 
time the pair landed in the nest tree, but flew off without ever visiting the nest. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - No BUSH seen at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet, but BUSH pair detected 
foraging within 40 feet of nest. Nest appears to be complete and in good condition. - MKuehn
04/21/2012 - No BUSH seen at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet. Nest still appears to be 
complete and in good condition. Possibly egg laying. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - No BUSH seen at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet. Nest still appears to be 
complete and in good condition, and no bird emerged when nest was approached for inspection. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Most of nest is gone from tree and cannot be found below. No activity observed at this nest since 
found, so no indication whether eggs were ever laid. - MKuehn

N/A

ACWO Acorn Woodpecker 041012_vers_02 EP78A-E Road Area Chaparrals Grading 130 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/10/2012 5/4/2012 04/10/2012 - A small group (2-3 at a time) of ACWO's landed on the pole at various times throughout the survey. 
A woodpecker would excavate in the hole for brief periods before flying off. They were tolerant of 2-3 people 
near the pole at a time, but when the surveying crew was present as well as the avian biologist, the birds did not 
approach the pole. Once the surveying crew left, ACWO's returned to the pole for brief periods and excavated a 
bit more. Helicopter flights fairly close to pole. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - No ACWO detected at pole or in area in 60 minutes of passive observation. Biomonitor R. Quilley 
reported ACWO did not visit pole with cavity for 2 hours on 4/12 when work approved was occurring inside 
buffer, though adults were seen on pole when crews arrived (M. Kuehn). - MKuehn
04/21/2012 - Nest passively observed from 150 feet for 30 minutes. Pole was frequently visited by up to 3 ACWO, 
but none visited or excavated cavity. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - No ACWO detected at pole or in area for 45 minutes. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - No activity observed at pole in 1 hour today. ACWO have not been observed actively excavating 
cavity since initial observation, though they are occasionally seen at pole caching acorns. It appears this nest site 
has been abandoned for unknown reasons. - MKuehn

No

SOSP Song Sparrow 041112_rqey_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 3 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/11/2012 4/26/2012 04/11/2012 - Pair of Song Sparrows was observed carrying nesting material to nest site multiple times within 20 
minute observation period. Pair unaffected by drive through traffic and avian biologists within 20 feet of nest. 
Nest was not directly observed and nest building stage of completion is unknown. 50-foot buffer with drive-
through access allowed. - RQuilley
04/18/2012 - Nest appears 90% complete, just lacking lining. SOSP singing nearby, but no activity at nest. - 
HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Nest is full of dead leaves and detritus and has not been improved in past two weeks. Nesting 
attempt appears to have been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 041212_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 10 100 10 10 Presumed Fledged 4/12/2012 5/30/2012 04/12/2012 - The female was seen bringing nesting material to the nest several times while the avian biologist 
was 10 feet away from the nest. The male was seen flying with the female and perching nearby and singing while 
she was on the nest. The birds are still building their platform; nest appears to be 20% complete. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Observed female on nest, she flew away when biologist was 2 feet from nest. Was unable to 
positively determine if an egg was present or not, female flew back to nest 1minute later. She is probably egg 
laying or about to start. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Observed female on nest for a prolonged period of time. She is probably incubating, but was unable 
to check contents of nest. - AHill
05/02/2012 - Observed female on nest incubating. - AHill
05/05/2012 - Female observed on nest at 0818. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Nest contains at least 2 newly hatched nestlings and 1 egg. Did not observe female on nest or 
nearby within 15 minute period. - AHill
05/17/2012 - Fresh fecal sacs present on nest, heard nestlings begging. - AHill
05/23/2012 - No activity observed, and was unable to check nest to verify fledging. - AHill
05/30/2012 - Observed female on nest. Her first nest has fledged, she is most likely re-nesting. A new nest ID was 
created for the re-nest. - AHill

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041212_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/12/2012 4/16/2012 04/12/2012 - Observed female bringing nesting material to cavity a few times while a parked vehicle was 8 feet 
away, but no personnel were within 30 feet of nest. Nest appears to be 5% complete. In the past several days, a 
pair of House Finches have been checking out the bulldozer cavities actively and bringing single pieces of material 
to various places in the dozer, but have not consistently placed material in one location until now. - AHill
04/16/2012 - No new nesting material has been added to this location since the day after the nest was logged, 
and no birds have been seen coming to the bulldozer within the observational period. Birds most likely 
abandoned nest for unknown reasons and started building in a nearby location. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 041212_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/12/2012 4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Nest was found by biological monitor in the morning, and the pair started building on 4-11-12 (after 
1030) when crane was parked for the day. Nest appeared to be 25% complete, with no eggs or young present. 
Deterrent streamers were hung around the crane in addition to the equipment being used the previous day. 
Removal of nest was required based on the impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost 
impacts relative to alternative options, and the potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the 
anticipated nest cycle. The nest was photographed and documented by an avian biologist as having no eggs or 
young and removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No
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HOFI House Finch 041212_ahll_04 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/12/2012 4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Pair was seen actively bringing nest material to nest several times, nest appeared to be 65% 
complete. No deterrents installed on crane however the equipment is located in an active construction yard with 
tower assembly and regular helicopter flights. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to 
material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative 
options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was 
not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. No eggs or young were present and nest was 
removed per the NBMMP, - AHill

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041212_dbby_01 CP24-1-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 141 300 140 140 Presumed Fledged 4/12/2012 5/1/2012 04/12/2012 - Female incubating 4 eggs. ESA signage installed along access road at 300 feet, specifying "No Project 
Access until an NBJ is submitted". Future project related activity may come within141 ft. as vehicles pass by on 
nearest access road to north. - DBusby
04/17/2012 - 4 nestlings in nest approximately 4 days old. Estimated fledge date is between April 22 and 28. - 
DBusby
04/24/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair with active nest (041212_dbby_01) near Structure CP24 was 
observed feeding nestlings that are approximately 11 days old. The male and female adult pair was observed 
repeatedly visiting the nest with food. Based on the apparent age of the nestlings, their estimated fledge date will 
likely occur between April 25 and 28, 2012. - DBusby
05/01/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was not re-detected near Structure CP24 as the previously 
detected, active nest (041212_dbby_01), is now empty and closed. The nestlings are presumed to have fledged a 
few days ago because the closed nest is empty and intact, exhibiting no signs of depredation or predation. The 
estimated fledge date was between April 25 and 28, 2012. However, the surveyor will reattempt to locate and 
confirm the number of fledglings during subsequent surveys. Because the nest is now empty, there are no work 
restrictions along the access road to the north of the closed nest. - DBusby
05/08/2012 - Nest is closed. Family group w/ 2 adults / 2 juveniles confirmed in distance down slope / east of 
CP22. - DBusby
05/15/2012 - Nest is closed. Adult pair observed without fledglings. Male appeared to be courting and attempting 
copulation with female. Heard distant calls of juveniles to east. Adult pair still down slope/ east of CP22. - DBusby
05/25/2012 - Adult pair observed foraging together. One juvenile detected with pair, but other juveniles may now 
be independent of adults. Adult male briefly observed carrying nest material, but could not locate any nest in 
area. - DBusby
05/30/2012 - Adult pair observed foraging in similar location as previous weeks. Flew out of sight to south and 
remained undetectable. - DBusby

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041212_ghan_01 CP49 Temp work Area Pad Areas-Work Area Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/12/2012 4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Biomonitor Brian Payne observed a pair of House Finches making trips under the paper covering the 
conductor line on wire spool. Observed nest on spool and appeared to be 20% complete. The nest was removed 
in accordance with Attachment C of the NBMMP. Nest deterrents are present in form of netting and mylar tape, 
and the reels are scheduled for use in the upcoming wire pull. The nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction 
allowing for use of the spool, therefore removal was required. Nest was approximately 20% complete. No eggs or 
young present. - GHuffman

No

BUSH Bushtit 041212_hwey_01 EP10-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 40 100 50 30 Presumed Fledged 4/12/2012 4/18/2012 04/12/2012 - 2 adults bringing food to nest. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - No activity observed during half hour visit. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Adult makes trips to nest with food at 0804 and 0806. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - No activity observed from 0750 to 0820. Nest examined and found to contain no nestlings and 1 
non-viable unhatched egg. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 041212_hwey_02 EP2-3 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - tower erection 170 100 70 70 Fledged 4/12/2012 4/24/2012 04/12/2012 - 2 adults bringing food to the nest at 1145. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Adult brings food to nest while helicopter is hovering 300 feet away. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Observed pair bringing food to nestlings. Skycrane installed tower middle section and created 
significant rotor wash at nest, jostling the nest about roughly for entire duration of skycrane activity (5 minutes 
approximately). The spotter helicopter was flying near the nest too, creating mild rotor wash on the nest. The 
avian biologist called Sunrise Base, and they presumably informed the pilot to not fly to the northwest of the site 
as they did fly near this area again. Nest still active with nestlings being fed. - AHill
04/20/2012 - Adult enters nest with food at 1033. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Nest material was found on ground and nest appeared to be disheveled and askew. Heard fledgling 
begging in tree, and nest has apparently fledged. Observed adults in nest tree actively foraging and copulating 
several times. Pair will most likely renest nearby. - AHill

Yes
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041212_imll_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - maintenance 850 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/12/2012 5/16/2012 04/12/2012 - Previously unpaired male was observed briefly foraging with a female at approximately 0840. The 
male was later observed making approximately 5 trips with nesting material to a small, scrubby, brownish 
California sagebrush. The nest location is relatively low (no more than 2 feet above ground). Between trips to the 
nest by the male, the nest was viewed with binoculars from approximately 20 feet away and determined to be 
approximately 60% complete with well formed cup and nest walls. The top of the nest is not yet rounded toward 
the center of the cup, and the female was not observed lining the nest during 20 minutes of observation. - 
IMaunsell
04/18/2012 - Pair observed foraging together in vicinity of nest, but did not add material. Nest contents were 
checked while pair foraged from a distance. 1 egg observed. - MDicus
04/25/2012 - An adult female California Gnatcatcher was observed incubating 4 eggs. The male parent was 
observed foraging in Artemisia californica nearby. - LGorman
05/02/2012 - During approximately 1.25 hours of observation, both adults were observed foraging in the vicinity 
of the nest, periodically vocalizing with one another. The male repeatedly returned to the nest, briefly lying in it, 
appearing to adjust something with his bill, lying in it again, and leaving to forage. There was a 40-45 minute 
period in which neither adult approached the nest. The male only stayed on the nest for a few seconds each visit, 
and the female was not observed on the nest at all, although she briefly perched nearby. - MDicus
05/09/2012 - During 50 minutes of observation, the adult male made brief 3 trips to the nest while the female 
foraged nearby. The nest was not approached, but the male appeared to be feeding nestlings. - MDicus
05/16/2012 - After 1 hour of inactivity, the nest contents were checked. 4 unhatched eggs were found buried 
beneath nest material. The pair associated with this nest was found tending a new nest 70 feet to the northeast. It 
has been 4 weeks since the pair starting egg-laying at this original nest, so the eggs should have hatched over 2 
weeks ago if they were still viable. During the last monitoring check, when male appeared to be feeding nestlings, 
he was likely placing and pulling material from the walls of the nest to bury the eggs. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 041212_jdus_01 CP31-2-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 65 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/12/2012 4/27/2012 04/12/2012 - Pair visits complete (100% constructed) nest with decorative material which is added to outside of 
nest, female enters nest not to exit for 15 minutes. - JDicus
04/19/2012 - An adult exited the nest soon after the start of observation and the pair foraged in the nearby oak 
and across the access road during the late-afternoon observation period. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - Nest was monitored to evaluate status of nest per the NBMMP, and was found to be sodden and 
dripping with rain water during light morning drizzle. Nest was stretched out and significantly elongated and 
threadbare at neck of nest on initial morning observation, apparently about to break free from its upper 
attachment point to host tree. No Bushtits at nest on initial observation. Avian biologist followed pair to host tree 
15 minutes later to find the nest to have fallen 5 feet to a point 10 feet above ground level where it is now lodged 
in thin lower branches of the oak tree on its side with nest entrance facing downward. Pair did not visit nest, 
though they moved actively around the nest's former attachment point to host tree. Nest failed due to natural 
causes (storm damage). - JDicus

No

HOWR House Wren 041212_jdus_02 CP31-2-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/12/2012 TBD 04/12/2012 - Pair in area singing, adult delivers material to cavity, remains inside for 60 seconds, exits and quickly 
brings more material. - JDicus
04/19/2012 - The male was perched nearby singing as the female peered out of the nest cavity. She flew out, 
joined the male and both disappeared from view. The biologist did not see them return to the cavity before it was 
necessary to stop the observation due to time constraints. No behavior pointing to a specific nesting activity was 
observed, but the pair is still utilizing the cavity. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - Pair in area of nest. Male very vocal during morning hours while female makes periodic trips to nest 
entrance and enters nest without visible material or food items several times to remain inside cavity for brief 
periods of 5 to 60 seconds. Traffic along access road does not appear to affect the wrens' natural activities at the 
nest during 45 minute observation period. Avian biologist returned to check nest later in the morning for 
additional 20 minutes. Female enters, remains in nest cavity for 9 minutes. Nest stage may have progressed to egg 
laying. - JDicus
05/04/2012 - Male was perched near cavity and singing at the start of observations. He then made a quick visit 
into the nest cavity, before flying off out of sight. He eventually returned and perched at various locations around 
the nest, singing. After 30 minutes, the female peered out of the cavity and ultimately flew off, most likely to 
forage. The biologist left about 8 minutes later and she had not yet returned. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - Within 10 minutes of the start of observations, the male flew to an oak tree and then to the snag 
containing the nest cavity. He entered the cavity and exited within 30 seconds. The biologist was unable to 
determine if he carried food into the cavity. He then spent the remainder of the observation period perched in 
front of the cavity, singing. It is presumed the female was incubating inside the cavity. - VEurs
05/18/2012 - Shortly after the biologist arrived, an adult wren (most likely the female) exited the nest cavity. An 
adult entered the cavity with food twice while the first bird was gone. Both wrens then were observed outside the 
cavity. 1 entered and remained while the second delivered food. Another food delivery occurred when an adult 
was known to be in the cavity. A few faint peeps were heard when food was brought into the cavity. - VEurs
05/25/2012 - Within moments of beginning observations, an adult carried food into the cavity and nestlings could 
be heard vocalizing vigorously. Both adults made trips into the cavity with food in rapid succession. - VEurs
06/01/2012 - Both adults made more than a dozen trips to the nest with food during a 15-minute observation 
period. The nestlings were extremely vocal within the cavity. - VEurs

TBD
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BEWR Bewick's Wren 041212_jdus_03 CP32-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 105 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/12/2012 5/19/2012 04/12/2012 - Pair makes 8 trips to nest cavity with material in 30 minute period. Both adults deliver materials to 
nest, actively building. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Both wrens were in the toyon above the nest cavity at the start of observations. The female had a 
dried leaf in her bill that she apparently added to the nest. She then flew up the slope and disappeared from view. 
The male spent most of his time moving about to various perches, singing and preening. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No activity observed with 45 minute observation. - GHuffman
05/05/2012 - A male Bewick's Wren was singing in a shrub about 40 feet from the nest cavity as a second wren, 
presumably the female, moved through the shrubs immediately adjacent to the cavity. She was not carrying 
nesting material or food when she disappeared from view near the cavity. She was not seen for the rest of the 
observation period, another 30 minutes, and it is presumed she was in the cavity incubating/brooding. The male 
continued to move about the area, singing. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - After 45 minutes of observation, no wrens were detected near the nest cavity. A male wren was 
occasionally heard singing within 100 feet of the cavity. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - A woodrat has built a large midden at the base of the toyon near the nest cavity. When the biologist 
approached the area of the cavity to see if there was evidence of current use, a rattlesnake began shaking its tail. 
In light of these new occupants near the nest cavity and the lack of Bewick's Wren activity around the cavity, it 
seems this nest with eggs or young has failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

CATH California Thrasher 041212_lgan_01 EP177-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 8 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/12/2012 5/2/2012 04/12/2012 - The nest contained 2 newly-hatched nestlings and 1 medium-blue egg with small brown spots. A 
pair of California Thrashers was seen near the nest running back and forth across access road. F. Hoffman reports 
that adult is easily flushed and cannot be seen outside buffer. - LGorman
04/18/2012 - No California Thrashers were observed or heard in area. No nest found after extensive search, but 
will check back soon. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Nest in good shape with 2 large downy nestlings with pin feathers erupting on wings; 1 adult 
nearby. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - No nestlings remain in the nest; the nestlings were expected to fledge near this date. No fledglings 
or adult California Thrashers were observed in the area, and the nest remains in good shape with a compacted 
interior nest bowl. Appears nestlings have fledged successfully - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CORA Common Raven 041212_mdus_01 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/12/2012 4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Avian-approved biomonitor Trisha Dipaola observed a pair of Common Ravens building a nest in 
structure CP52. Wire stringing activities have been ongoing at this tower since Monday, 4/09. This nest location is 
below the first nest discovered on 4/06/12 in the same tower. Since construction is ongoing, and required to 
complete the wire pull, per agency concurrence and following NBMMP stipulations, the nest was photographed 
and removed in the presence of biologists, and a nest deterrent was installed in its place. The nest was 25% 
constructed at the time of removal, and contained no eggs or young. - MDicus

No

MODO Mourning Dove 041212_mkhn_01 EP78-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Grading 160 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/12/2012 4/20/2012 04/12/2012 - Adult flew from nest when biologist was directly under it, and returned 10 minutes later with 
biologist standing 25 feet away to begin incubating again. At least 1 egg visible through edge of nest from ground. - 
MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No adults observed at or near nest. Contents checked with handheld mirror. Nest is empty and no 
eggs or shell fragments found in nest or on ground below. Appears to have been depredated. Nest closed and all 
signs removed from buffer. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 041212_mkhn_02 EP83 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 150 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/12/2012 5/6/2012 04/12/2012 - Adults observed carrying nesting material to nest. Nest is approximately 30% complete. - MKuehn
04/19/2012 - Observed nest for 45 minutes with no activity. Nest does not look complete. Lots of jay activity in 
area. Bushtits heard in vicinity, though never seen near nest. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - No activity observed and very little progress has been made on this nest since found on 4/22. Nest 
site possibly abandoned. - MKuehn
05/06/2012 - No progress has been made on this nest, and no birds detected at or near it since found on 4/12. 
Apparently abandoned before construction complete. - MKuehn

No

BLPH Black Phoebe 041212_rrdd_01 El Monte CY Construction Yards Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/12/2012 5/2/2012 04/12/2012 - BLPH pair building nest; making multiple trips to culvert at AR and ferrying mud to nest which is 
approximately 15% complete. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest is unimproved, and no BLPH detected. Mud source has dried up. Monitor once more as rain is 
expected tonight. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No BLPH in vicinity. Nest has not been improved and appears abandoned. - RRadd

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 041212_rrdd_02 CP65-1-PS-N Road Area Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 70 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/12/2012 4/26/2012 04/12/2012 - Nest appears complete and ready to receive an egg. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - LASP attending nest that contains 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest remains empty 1 day after severe weather. LASP activity on territory continues. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is un-maintained, empty and aging. - RRadd

No

PHAI Phainopepla 041212_rrdd_03 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 230 100 70 70 Nest did not reach active stage 4/12/2012 4/30/2012 04/12/2012 - PHAI pair visiting nest that appears 90% complete and receiving lining at 1216. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest is lined but empty. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - PHAI pair installing lining, agitated by observer on footpath at 1420. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is empty. Possibly abandoned, but will monitor once more to be certain. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - Nest appears abandoned, and no birds associating. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - No increase in activity, apparently same nest as 042712_lgan_07. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 041212_rrdd_04 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 45 100 43 43 Nest did not reach active stage 4/12/2012 4/25/2012 04/12/2012 - BUSH pair ferry material to nest which appears outwardly complete. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest appears full and complete. Female BUSH nearby did not go to nest between 1400-1430. - 
RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest has fallen as substrate has shifted. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 041212_vers_01 CP48-2/CP49-1 PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 70 100 65 65 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/12/2012 5/7/2012 04/12/2012 - BUSH pair coming and going to nest on numerous occasions without carrying food or nesting 
material. On one occasion, an adult brought material to the nest. An adult would remain in the nest for 5-10 
minutes at a time before leaving without carrying anything. The nest looks nearly complete. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - The male was observed making numerous visits to the nest. He carried insects into the nest and 
would then exit almost immediately. No sounds of nestlings were heard within the nest. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - Both adults entered the nest, with at least 1 carrying food. 1 adult quickly exited, while the other 
remained inside. The foraging adult made numerous trips in quick succession to the nest carrying food. Nestlings 
could be heard vocalizing when the adult arrived with food. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - Upon first examining the nest in the morning, the biologist noted that it appeared damaged. Sky 
was visible through the neck of the nest, and after examining the nest from multiple angles, it appears to have 
been predated. This nest containing young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

CANW Canyon Wren 041212_vers_02 CP43-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 25 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/12/2012 5/11/2012 04/12/2012 - The observation period began at approximately 1600 and ended about 1730. At first, CANW was 
only heard singing upslope from the previously-documented nest cavity. After 35-45 minutes, visual confirmation 
was made when wren was spotted near the crest of the hill on a rock. It continued to sing and move about the 
rocks. Eventually it was observed carrying an item (most likely a small stick). It flew across the slope and 
ultimately went into a crevice formed by 3 rocks. Almost immediately, 2 wrens emerged and perched on the 
rocks. After climbing the hill, the biologist looked into the crevice and saw a cavity with many small sticks and a 
bleached snail shell arrayed at the entrance. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - No activity was observed prior to or during construction activities. One crewmember was authorized 
to enter buffer upon the specific criteria stipulated from the NBJ. There appeared to be no negative impact 
caused from construction. - GHuffman
04/27/2012 - No CANW activity detected after 80 minutes of observation. Construction traffic of many types may 
be suppressing CANW behavior. - VEurs
05/04/2012 - After 30 minutes of observation, a Canyon Wren was heard singing at about 1620. The song was not 
coming from the vicinity of the documented nest, so the biologist tracked it down. A wren was observed in the 
Shimmick equipment storage area. The wren perched on a box and flew up to the fence, where it could be seen 
holding nesting material in its bill. It then flew inside an open shipping container with the material. There is a 
possibility this is the same wren associated with Nest ID 041212_vers_02. However, since this nest is not 
impacting construction, the biologist chose keep it open for at least 1 more round of observations. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - After several weeks of no activity at or near the nest cavity, the avian biologist climbed up the hill to 
inspect the cavity. The entrance to the cavity has not been maintained and shows no signs of current occupation. 
On this day a Canyon Wren was heard singing in the Shimmick equipment yard and also on the slope to the north 
of CP43, well away from the documented cavity. The outcome of this nest is indeterminate because it is unknown 
if it ever contained eggs or young. - VEurs

N/A

HOFI House Finch 041312_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 4/13/2012 4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Water truck was parked at end of day on 4-12-12, truck was then moved at 800 on 4-13-12 to 200 
feet away. Pair was seen searching around other water truck grills, then brought nesting material to this nest 
repeatedly. Both male and female were seen bringing material to nest every 1-2 minutes. Nest was approximately 
80% complete as of 1130. Pair built nest between 6-8 hours.  ESA signage installed to not move the machine, and 
no work is occurring within 50 feet of nest for remainder of day. The decision to remove this nest is pending from 
SDGE. - AHill
04/13/2012 - Pair was seen bringing nesting material this morning at 1000, nest was approximately 80% 
complete, no eggs or young present. Nest was located in grill of water truck. Deterrents present were the 
equipment's location in an active construction yard with tower assembly and regular helicopter flights. Removal 
of nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics required to maintain compliance with dust 
abatement, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of 
equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Removal was conducted per NBMMP requirements. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 041312_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/13/2012 4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Pair was seen bringing nesting material this morning at 0715; nest was approximately 10% 
complete, no eggs or young present. Nest was located in arm joint of crane. Streamers were hung on crane. Nest 
was removed per the NBMMP, based on the need to use the crane for tower assembly, and if the crane was 
demobilized, then it would affect tower assemblies from progressing properly. - AHill

No

MODO Mourning Dove 041312_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 45 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 5/4/2012 04/13/2012 - Nest is on the other side of the transformer from SRPL work activity, with no direct line of sight. - 
BArnold
04/17/2012 - Adult MODO observed on nest, did not flush at less than 2 feet. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - Nest is degraded with a lot of scat about, indicating nest successfully fledged. - BArnold

Yes
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GHOW Great Horned Owl 041312_bald_03 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 80 500 300 300 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 5/4/2012 04/13/2012 - Adult GHOW with 2 nestlings observed in nest. - BArnold
04/17/2012 - Nestlings were observed in nest. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - Owls no longer present in A-frame or anywhere in substation. Presumed fledged. - BArnold

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 041312_bald_04 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Herbaceous Wetlands, Freshwater, 
and Streams

Substation - maintenance 20 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 4/26/2012 04/13/2012 - Adult on nest with 2 eggs. - BArnold
04/17/2012 - Adult female was observed incubating. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - Nest empty. No adult, nestlings nor fledglings observed. Nest likely successfully fledged, as nest 
remains in place and in relatively good shape (that is, there is no evidence of depredation). - BArnold

Yes

MODO Mourning Dove 041312_bald_05 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 100 100 100 100 Fledged 4/13/2012 4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Observed two fledglings successfully fledge from the nest, accompanied by an adult as they flew to 
the nearby 69kV rack underneath which non-SRPL maintenance work was occurring. - BArnold

Yes

TUVU Turkey Vulture 041312_hwey_01 EP5-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 300 500 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/13/2012 5/22/2012 04/13/2012 - Nest appears well-maintained and in active use. Nest lining of shredded bark does not appear to be 
weathered. Nearby perches have fresh whitewash. No raptors were observed in the area. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - Turkey Vulture on nest from 1330 to 1415. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0915 to 1015. No TUVUs observed in area, and 2 CORAs were 
present at a distance of 300 feet from the nest. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Dark shape visible on nest, not identifiable but presumed to be incubating female TUVU. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1125 to 1155. - HWinfrey
05/22/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0901 to 0931. Were any nestlings present, they would be visible 
from observer's vantage point.  Lack of progress indicates that this nest never became active. Nest closed. - 
HWinfrey

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041312_jdus_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading 49 100 30 30 Indeterminate 4/13/2012 5/25/2012 04/13/2012 - Female visits nest twice, takes great care while settling into nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female on the nest at 1140. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no LEGOs observed near nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female flies to nest at 0804. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - No activity observed, but unable to get clear view of nest in windy conditions. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - No activity observed. Lack of activity indicates that this nest is no longer in use. Nest closed, 
outcome indeterminate. - HWinfrey

N/A

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041312_jdus_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 25 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 4/26/2012 04/13/2012 - Female incubates for 5 minutes, briefly leaves nest then returns to incubate 4 eggs in 100% 
complete nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female on nest at 1148. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Nest is empty with no evidence of predation. Since 13 days have passed since eggs were observed, 
and there are no signs of predation, this nest is presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BLPH Black Phoebe 041312_jdus_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading 40 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 5/17/2012 04/13/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs, BLPH in vicinity. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - 4 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - 4 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Adult flies to nest at 0800. Not possible to verify nest contents without entering private property. - 
HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - Male observed visiting nest at 1224. - HWinfrey
05/12/2012 - Adult observed visiting nest and chasing House Finches from vicinity. Nestlings observed moving in 
nest. - MDicus
05/17/2012 - No activity at nest. Unable to verify nest contents without entering private property. Fledgling BLPH 
observed following adult 50 feet from nest. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 041312_jdus_04 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 10 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/13/2012 5/24/2012 04/13/2012 - Newly initiated nest 1% constructed, being built by female while avian biologists watch from bridge 
above. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female observed adding material to nest at 1202. Nest is 40% complete. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity at nest, but 2 female ANHUs feeding within 10 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female flies to nest at 0818. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - No activity observed, unable to get a clear view of the nest contents in windy conditions. - HWinfrey
05/24/2012 - No activity observed today, nor on 2 previous monitoring visits. This nest likely never reached active 
status, and is now considered closed. - BArnold

No

CORA Common Raven 041312_kats_01 CP14 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 60 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/13/2012 4/20/2012 04/13/2012 - Common Raven seen carrying a stick in flight and building the nest on the tower. Nest appears to be 
about 20% complete. - KAlberts
04/20/2012 - All of the sticks have blown out of the tower and are laying on the access road. No CORA activity in 
the area. The nest did not reach active stage before it was blown down. - VEurs

No
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CORA Common Raven 041312_mdus_02 CP36-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/13/2012 4/16/2012 04/13/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed carrying sticks to a nest in tower CP36-1. The nest is 
approximately 15-20% constructed. This is likely the same pair that attempted to nest on the other side of the 
tower in early April and whose nest was removed 4/10/12. - MDicus
04/16/2012 - The nest was removed in the presence of an avian biologist to facilitate construction (wire 
stringing), per agency concurrence (received 04/13/12) and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents 
present on the site included mylar flash tape tied to the base of the tower and Daddy Long Legs deterrent in place 
of the previous nest attempt location. Following concurrence, a lineman was flown to the top of the tower and 
removed the almost fully constructed Common Raven nest. The nest was photographed prior to removal, and it 
was checked for eggs or nestlings. At the time of removal (approximately 09:00), the nest was 90% constructed 
and contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nest deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place 
of the removed nest. The raven pair was observed diving at the lineman and vocalizing during the nest removal. 
Following removal, the pair soared around CP36-1, made one trip to the tower with nest material, dropped the 
sticks, and flew to CP35-2, landing in that tower. No additional nesting behaviors were observed. - MDicus

No

CORA Common Raven 041312_mdus_03 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/13/2012 4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Avian-approved biomonitor Trisha Dipaola observed a pair of Common Ravens building a nest in 
structure CP52, making multiple trips between 07:00 and 07:40 a.m. Wire stringing activities have been ongoing 
at this tower since Monday, 4/09. This nest location is below the first nest discovered on 4/06/12 and across from 
the second nest discovered on 4/12/12 in the same tower. Following previous removal, a "daddy long legs" 
nest/perch deterrent was installed on the tower. Since construction is ongoing and required to complete the wire 
pull, per agency concurrence and following NBMMP stipulations, the nest was photographed and removed in the 
presence of avian biologists, and a nest deterrent was installed in its place. The nest was 25% constructed at the 
time of removal, and contained no eggs or young. - MDicus

No

CORA Common Raven 041312_mdus_04 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 130 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/13/2012 5/16/2012 04/13/2012 - Nest was discovered during removal of third CORA nest in structure CP52. The pair that was 
observed building a nest in the tower was also observed, on 2 occasions, carrying sticks to a Quercus agrifolia in 
the drainage. It appears the nest is in the beginning stages of construction (approximately 5% constructed) and is 
an alternative to the nest locations in the tower. - MDicus
04/23/2012 - No change in nest since last observation. No CORA activity detected during a 45-minute observation 
period. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - Nest location was monitored between 08:55 and 10:20. No activity at nest, and no ravens observed 
in the vicinity of the nest. - MDicus
05/08/2012 - No CORA activity anywhere near the nest from 0800 to 0835. No change in the nest. - VEurs
05/16/2012 - As the biologist approached the vicinity of the nest tree, a Red-tailed Hawk was soaring nearby. It 
vocalized and landed on a transmission wire quite close to the nest. No ravens responded to the hawk's presence. 
There is no obvious sign of the nest in the tree and no ravens were detected nearby. This nest never reached 
active stage and is now closed. - VEurs

No

CORA Common Raven 041312_pkad_01 EP231A Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/13/2012 TBD 04/13/2012 - Common Ravens reported to be building nest in tower by biomonitor. Nest is 1/3 to 1/2 complete. 
No ravens observed during 40 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Raven observed incubating on nest and did not vacate the nest while helicopter was hovering 100 
feet away for 5 minutes. Egg confirmed in nest. - ELoveless
04/27/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on new tower nest. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - A Common Raven is incubating on the nest in the new Sunrise tower, but is very hard to see from 
ground level. A second raven flew in to perch atop the opposite side of the tower. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - No Common Ravens were observed during a 30 minute observation period. The nest was checked 
from several vantage points but no raven can be seen on the nest. Nestlings could have hatched by now (20 day 
incubation period). - PKonrad
05/18/2012 - A Common Raven was brooding on the tower nest, but flew off the nest when a helicopter flew low 
within 500 feet while mostly operating near tower 1/4 mile west. After flying to the north, the raven did not 
return during the next 20 minutes. - PKonrad
05/23/2012 - A Common Raven or ravens can be seen lying in the nest, but it is very hard to see the nest contents 
(climbed high up the hillside to northeast) and it is not possible to ascertain if the raven is an adult or a nestling. - 
PKonrad
05/31/2012 - At least 2, possibly 3, well-feathered Common Raven nestlings are present in the nest; no adults 
were observed. - PKonrad

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 041312_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/13/2012 5/9/2012 04/13/2012 - BUSH pair making trips to nest which appears 65% complete. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair continue ferrying material to this nest at 0930; now 85% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BUSH pair observed foraging nearby on cool showery morning did not approach nest which appears 
sound and mostly complete. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No activity observed 0700-0730 on cool overcast morning. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nest has fallen to ground and has been torn open at the cup. Presumed predated. - RRadd

No
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HOWR House Wren 041312_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 60 100 70 50 Indeterminate 4/13/2012 5/17/2012 04/13/2012 - Male HOWR singing territorially, female departs nest at 1257. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - HOWR activity continues here, material now visible at cavity. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOWR male guards entrance while female leaves to forage and departs on her return at 1158. - 
RRadd
05/02/2012 - Non-project traffic within 20 feet. HOWR singing but not approaching nest. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Considerable non-Project traffic has been parking adjacent to this nest. No activity observed. - 
RRadd
05/17/2012 - No activity detected. Nest received considerable non-Project parking and human activity within 10 
feet at about the time egg-laying would occur, and appears to have been abandoned at that time. Unclear if an 
egg was ever laid. - RRadd

N/A

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041312_rrdd_03 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 7 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 4/21/2012 04/13/2012 - LEGO male feeding female on nest. Female appeared to consume fecal sac while on nest. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest appears empty with many feces at rim, suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 041312_vnik_01 EP83-PS-N-A Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals Other 300 100 60 60 Nest did not reach active stage 4/13/2012 5/6/2012 04/13/2012 - Observed birds making several trips to nest with material. Nest appears 55% complete. - VNovik
04/19/2012 - Nest looks incomplete. No activity observed at nest. Bushtit active to southwest though not near 
nest during 30-minute observation period. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - No activity at nest and no BUSH detected in area for 20 minutes. Nest wall is transparent in upper 
half, but bottom half appears complete. - MKuehn
05/06/2012 - No progress has been made on this nest, and no birds detected at or near it since found on 4/13. 
Apparently abandoned before nest construction was complete. - MKuehn

No

WREN Wrentit 041312_vnik_02 EP79-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 73 100 100 100 Indeterminate 4/13/2012 4/21/2012 04/13/2012 - Male singing from nest shrub over a 15-minute period. Neither male or female observed at nest, but 
nest looks complete, clean, and neat. - VNovik
04/21/2012 - No activity at nest in 20 minutes. Nest empty and appears laterally compressed. No other changes 
to nest. No indications of predation such as eggshell fragments in or below nest. Unknown if eggs were ever laid, 
but it is possible they were and nest was depredated, all since previous visit on 4/13. This pair is constructing a 
new nest 80 feet away (see 042112_mkhn_02). Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 041412_bald_02 TL 6924 - 171682 69kV Structure Chaparrals Substation - new construction 75 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/14/2012 4/25/2012 04/14/2012 - Two adult BUSH observed exiting nest. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - Upon approaching the nest, the avian biologist noted its slightly unusual shape. After watching the 
nest for 30 minutes with no activity, the biologist slowly moved up to the nest and examined it from all angles. 
Where the entrance hole was likely located, a large hole had been ripped in the nest, exposing the interior. 
Numerous gray feathers were caught in the nest and the shrub. Based on the level of completeness, it is likely this 
nest contained eggs. Evidence points to nest predation. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

No

CORA Common Raven 041412_pkad_01 EP225-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/14/2012 TBD 04/14/2012 - Although no ravens or raptors were observed during a 50-minute observation period, a new nest 
has been initiated in new Sunrise tower EP225, most probably built by ravens. - PKonrad
04/16/2012 - Observed raven flying in to nest. - VNovik
04/20/2012 - Common Raven soared throughout tower area, then perched on opposite side of bridge from nest. 
Hard to see if another raven may be incubating on the new tower nest. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was active with 1 raven concentrating its attention at the nest while the 
other raven made repeated flights to outlying locations near the nest tower, mostly to the southwest. Toward the 
end of a 40 minute observation period, 1 adult was lying in the nest for a short period. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on nest in new Sunrise tower. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - A Common Raven is incubating on this tower nest. - PKonrad
05/18/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating in its Sunrise tower nest. - PKonrad
05/23/2012 - An adult Common Raven was standing on the rim of the nest, then moved into a brooding position 
where it remained during the rest of the observation period. - PKonrad
05/31/2012 - An adult Common Raven is standing on the edge of the nest with 1 large downy nestling begging for 
food at times. There may be more than 1 nestling in nest. - PKonrad

TBD

CALT California Towhee 041412_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 10 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/14/2012 5/2/2012 04/14/2012 - CALT incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - CALT incubation continues. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs but should have hatched as incubation is 12 days. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest with 4 eggs has been abandoned. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 041512_rrdd_01 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/15/2012 5/11/2012 04/15/2012 - HOFI male arranging material in nest at 1309. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - HOFI activity continues. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Female HOFI observed in nest. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Nest is no longer present. - RRadd

No

PHAI Phainopepla 041512_rrdd_02 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 32 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/15/2012 5/5/2012 04/15/2012 - Male PHAI at nest which appears almost complete and receiving lining. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest is fully lined with male PHAI attending. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest has been abandoned. Lining is weathered and no birds were in attendance. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041512_rrdd_04 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/15/2012 4/20/2012 04/15/2012 - Female LEGO lines nest with material purloined from adjacent BUSH nest. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest is complete, but unable to observe if occupied or empty. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest is no longer present and likely lost to weather. - RRadd

No
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WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 041612_ahll_01 EP5-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Female and helper were seen bringing stick material to nest several times, while male was perched 
nearby. Pair were hesitant of avian biologist standing at 35 feet from nest at Leg A. Adult alarm called when 
biologist moved closer to nest at 30 feet. Nest appears to be 60% complete, but was unable to check inside of 
nest. Based on material being carried to nest, it is predicted that no lining is present yet. - AHill
04/16/2012 - No WESJ observed in area. Nest located on Malosma laurina branch completely obscured by dense 
Rhus growth. Nest appears 60% complete with twig cup partially translucent and no nest lining or eggs present. 
Nest was not a candidate for a buffer justification allowing for requisite tower assembly work in order meet CAISO 
request to complete the Project and obtain system reliability by June 1. Nest deterrents in place include mylar 
tape hanging on the substrate shrub. Nest was removed to allow structure erection at EP05-2 in accordance with 
the NBMMP, SDG&E authorization, and agency approval. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 041612_ahll_02 EP5-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 35 100 40 40 Nest did not reach active stage 4/16/2012 4/25/2012 04/16/2012 - Pair was seen bringing lining material to nest several times. Nest appears 90% complete. - AHill
04/24/2012 - No activity observed over 1-hour period. Need to re-check tomorrow in order to confirm nest 
closing. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Monitored nest for 2 hours. No Bushtit activity in or around nest during monitoring period. Nest has 
been abandoned, since there is no sign of depredation or damage to nest, and no activity at all was observed at 
this nest over a long monitoring period. - DBusby

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Nest was found by biomonitor at 0715. Pair was seen by monitor entering cavity on a few occasions, 
with no material. Nest appeared to be 60% complete. Streamer deterrents were installed on the crane, and the 
equipment was located in an active construction yard with tower assembly and regular helicopter flights, 
effectively serving as deterrents. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics 
operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and 
potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a 
candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. Nest was removed following requirements outlined 
in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_ahll_04 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Both male and female were seen bringing material to nest location in the grill of a water truck. Nest 
was approximately 95% complete as of 0700, no eggs or young present. Deterrents present were limited to the 
truck's location within an active construction yard. Nest was removed because the water truck is required in order 
to maintain compliance for dust abatement. Following verification that no eggs or young were present, 
photographing the nest, and approval from SDG&E, the nest was removed per the stipulations of the NBMMP. - 
AHill

No

BUSH Bushtit 041612_ahll_05 EP9-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals Traffic 40 100 35 35 Nest did not reach active stage 4/16/2012 5/21/2012 04/16/2012 - Pair was seen bringing lining material to nest very actively, nest appears to be 80% complete. - AHill
04/23/2012 - No activity observed at nest in rainy weather, from 0855 to 0910. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Biomonitor G. Leighty reports observing Bushtits adding nesting material. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0940 to 0957. WESJ in area. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1027 to 1042. Nest appears to still be in good condition. No 
Bushtits seen or heard in area. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - No activity observed from 1050 to 1105. Nest remains in good condition, however lack of activity 
over past 3 weeks indicates that this attempt was abandoned. - HWinfrey

No

HOWR House Wren 041612_hwey_01 EP35-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 35 100 100 100 Satellite nest 4/16/2012 5/4/2012 04/16/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest cavity and remaining inside for duration of 15-minute visit. - 
HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity at nest and no HOWR detected from 0630 to 0700. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - No activity observed at cavity entrance, and no HOWR detected during 30 minutes of observation. - 
HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Lack of activity indicates that this is most likely a satellite nest. Nest 
closed. - HWinfrey

N/A

ACWO Acorn Woodpecker 041612_hwey_02 Suncrest-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading 40 100 100 100 Indeterminate 4/16/2012 5/29/2012 04/16/2012 - Acorn Woodpecker observed entering cavity near top of utility pole. 4 other ACWOs also perched 
on pole. Biologist left area when CORA perched on pole. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity observed and no ACWOs detected in area from 0800 to 0830. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - 3 Acorn Woodpeckers on pole, but no activity at nest entrance. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - ACWO observed leaving nest cavity at 1105. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest cavity from 1209 to 1224. 3 ACWOs on pole. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - No activity associated with nest during 15-minute observation period. - BArnold
05/29/2012 - No activity at cavity entrance during 20 minutes of observation. Evidently, this nest is no longer 
active. Nest closed, outcome indeterminate. - HWinfrey

N/A
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HOLA Horned Lark 041612_jdus_01 CP35-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/16/2012 5/17/2012 04/16/2012 - Nest was discovered after the scheduled activity had landed onsite. Pair of adult HOLA observed on 
ground around TSAP. Further investigation during 25-minute observation period reveals female Horned Lark 
taking material (grass) to 60% constructed nest with deep cup located on ground near base of monkeyflower. 
Nest is not visible from outside buffer due to topography, vegetation and its position at and just below ground 
surface in depression. - JDicus
04/24/2012 - 3 eggs observed in nest during quick visit. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - The female was not on the nest as the biologist approached, so it was possible to look in the nest. 
The nest still contains 3 eggs. The biologist backed off to wait for adults to arrive. Within 10 minutes, the female 
came into view as she was foraging. She approached the nest but then moved away and continued to forage. She 
eventually returned and settled on the nest to incubate. She remained on the nest for 15+ minutes and the 
biologist ended the observation. - VEurs
05/09/2012 - The nest contains 3 brown, downy nestlings with black supercilliary markings. The female was near 
the nest for the entire observation period, foraging. She may have been feeding the nestlings, but it is difficult for 
the observer to get a direct view of the nest without deterring the female. - VEurs
05/17/2012 - This nest is presumed to have fledged despite the fact that it contained 1 dead nestling. There were 
3 nestlings on the previous check, 8 days before. Horned Lark nestlings fledge in 8-10 days, so it is very possible 
that the other 2 nestlings left the nest. If the nest had been predated, it is likely all 3 would have been taken. The 
remaining nestling, which had primary feathers, was being consumed by beetles and ants. This suggests it was 
abandoned in the nest and died from natural causes. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041612_lton_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - An avian monitor identified a House Finch pair bringing nesting material to a location on a manlift 
(piece of construction equipment) today; the pair was not seen bringing material to the nest this morning, and the 
nest was monitored for approximately 30 minutes. 
A House Finch pair was within the vicinity of the nest; however, the pair did not visit the nest. The nest is less than 
10 percent complete and consists of about 20 pieces of dried grass; there are no eggs or young present. 
Deterrents present included mylar tape tied to the adjacent tower and work area, multiple plugged cavities, and 
presence of testing crews using the equipment on site over the last week. Nest was removed per the NBMMP 
based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting testing work at the CP95/CP96 structures, 
cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the 
anticipated nest cycle. - LThoreson

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_lton_02 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - House Finch pair observed bringing nesting material to a location on a manlift (piece of construction 
equipment) today; the pair was not seen bringing material to the nest this morning, and the nest was monitored 
for approximately 30 minutes. A House Finch pair was within the vicinity of the nest; however, the pair did not 
visit the nest. The nest was observed to be less than 10% complete and consists of about 20 pieces of dried grass; 
no eggs or young present. Deterrents present included mylar tape tied to the adjacent tower and work area, 
multiple plugged cavities, and presence of testing crews using the equipment on site over the last week. Removal 
of nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting testing work at the 
CP95/CP96 structures, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece 
of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. - LThoreson

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_lton_03 CP87-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Biomonitor saw a House Finch pair bringing nesting material to a known, inactive European Starling 
nest at 0815 this morning. An avian biologist observed  the nest; no eggs or nestlings were present. Nest consisted 
of small sticks, and the House Finch pair was seen adding finer material (grass). At this point, nest appears 25% 
complete based on lack of typical HOFI nesting material, such as finer grass material, lining, or cup shape. 
Deterrents present on the tower included mylar tape tied to many locations, netting over large cavities, and 45 
plugged cavities near tower arms and brackets. Nest was removed per the NBMMP based on potential impacts to 
material logistics operations supporting testing work at the CP87/CP88 structures, cost impacts relative to 
alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. - 
LThoreson

No

BUSH Bushtit 041612_lton_04 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 26 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/16/2012 4/20/2012 04/16/2012 - Nest appears complete. One Bushtit was heard within the vicinity of the nest while the location of 
the nest was being logged; no other activity was observed, and no Bushtit was observed flying to the nest itself. 
Due to the level of completion and the time of year, it is most likely that the pair is egg laying or incubating. More 
time observing this nest is necessary. - LThoreson
04/20/2012 - Nest has been torn open from SE side, just above rim of nest cup, which is empty. No eggshell 
fragments found in nest cup or on branches and ground below. Likely predated, but unknown whether nest 
contained any eggs or nestlings, and hence, unsure whether it reached active stage. Buffer reduced to 0 feet and 
all signs were removed. - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_mdus_01 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 20 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/16/2012 5/18/2012 04/16/2012 - Yard monitor reported House Finch nest in wire reel. Avian biologist checked nest contents and 
found 1 egg. - MDicus
04/21/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Female on nest at 1239. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nestlings present in nest. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Young appear ready to fledge at 1600. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - Nest is empty and presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes
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CORA Common Raven 041612_mdus_02 CP53-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed building a nest in structure CP53-1 during ongoing wire 
stringing activities. The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence on 
4/16/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape and "Daddy Long 
Legs" deterrents installed in previous 2 nest attempt locations. Following concurrence, and in the presence of 
onsite biologists, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common 
Raven nest. The nest area was photographed as well. At the time of removal (approximately 10:00), the nest was 
10% constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently 
installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. - MDicus

No

COHA Cooper's Hawk 041612_rrdd_01 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - COHA perched near nest for 15 minutes and gave agitation calls, then overflies nest and departs by 
1045. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Monitor G. Leighty reports that COHA approached nest earlier in the day, although avian biologist 
did not see any activity, aside from a COHA perching nearby during helicopter QA/QC inspections. - KAlberts
04/24/2012 - COHA departed from nest area 0650, male noted nearby 0645. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - COHA female comes off nest in response to male's alarm call after 40 minutes of observation. - 
RRadd
05/11/2012 - Female COHA lying in nest at 1342. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Female COHA prone in nest at 0759. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Female agitated and swooping on observer suggests hatched young at 0929. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Female lying in nest for departs after 20-minute observation. - RRadd

TBD

HOWR House Wren 041612_rrdd_02 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - HOWR pair making repeated entry to cavity; including material transport. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Male HOWR defending nest, female not seen. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Male HOWR defending nest and entering with sticks but female not seen. Possibly an alternate nest. 
- RRadd
05/11/2012 - HOWR singing and guarding, enters and sings from within the cavity at 1504. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Male sings at entrance intermittently, especially when neighboring males sing, and defends against 
interlopers. Female off nest only briefly during 40 minutes of observation. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Male sings regularly and checks in near the cavity but does not enter from 1400-1430. Incubation 
inferred. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - 2 June; HOWR departs cavity at 1544 after 45 minutes of observation. Status of this nest remains 
unclear. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041612_rrdd_03 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 27 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/16/2012 5/23/2012 04/16/2012 - LEGO pair building nest; approximately 30% complete. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest is complete, LEGO in nest 1425. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - LEGO male near nest, female in nest periodically. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Female LEGO departs nest at 1538 after 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Female LEGO feeding hatched young at 1225. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - No activity observed. Based on chronology, nest is presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 041612_tcer_01 CP7 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/16/2012 4/24/2012 04/16/2012 - Adults regularly bringing in nest material, nest 80% complete. - TCooper
04/24/2012 - As the biologist approached the "back" of the nest (away from the tower) it became apparent that a 
half-dollar-sized hole had been ripped in the side of the nest, near the bottom. Some nesting material was found 
on the ground below the nest and a large chunk was in the shrub next to the nest. Evidence definitely points to 
nest predation, but it is unclear whether or not the nest contained eggs. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

N/A

HOFI House Finch 041612_vers_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 50 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/16/2012 5/15/2012 04/16/2012 - A pair of HOFI was seen in pepper tree. The male perched nearby while the female shaped the nest 
cup. She later added lining material and again moved around in the nest, appearing to shape the cup with her 
body. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - 1 visit to nest was observed. Pair is likely still nest building; no nestlings visible in nest. - LThoreson
05/01/2012 - No HOFI activity was observed around this nest during 45 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - No activity observed at nest after 30 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good condition 
and has some lining material. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - No activity has been observed at this nest for several weeks. The nest was checked with a mirror on 
several occasions and it never contained any eggs or young. This nest is now closed because it never reached 
active stage. - VEurs

No
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HOFI House Finch 041612_vers_02 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 30 100 40 40 Presumed Fledged 4/16/2012 6/5/2012 04/16/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed numerous times in an Italian cypress. The female brought 
long strands of grassy nesting material into the tree several times. The nest is not visible at this point due to the 
dense foliage, so the level of completeness is unknown. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Male HOFI seen foraging or ground near nest. Singing and calling audibly near nest location in tree. - 
LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Male entered nest area as female left. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - The male and female were perched on a shrub near the nest tree. As they both flew to the opening 
that leads to the nest, another male HOFI flew past, and the first male chased him off and returned to the shrub. 
The female entered the tree and remained there through the end of observations. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Though a pair of House Finches was perched nearby for 30 minutes, they were never observed 
going to the nest or perching on the nest tree. It was fairly warm weather. - LTymkiw
05/21/2012 - During 45 minutes of observation, the male HOFI visited the nest twice, appearing to carry food into 
the nest tree. Based on nesting chronology, it seems likely that the eggs have hatched and that the female is on 
the nest with the nestlings. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - No activity detected after 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs
06/05/2012 - Based on the lack of observed activity and nesting chronology, it is likely this nest has fledged. 
Although the nest itself can't be seen, there are no new gaps or broken foliage that would indicate predation. This 
nest is presumed fledged and is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 041612_vnik_01 EP151 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 65 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/16/2012 4/25/2012 04/16/2012 - Nest discovered by monitor. Observed bird on nest, likely incubating. - VNovik
04/18/2012 - When I arrived onsite, grouting had started on D Leg; the leg closest to the nest. The jay was 
observed on the nest with one nestling visible as work was underway. The bird did not leave the nest when the 
light helicopters were removing equipment from the site. The bird did leave the nest at 1 point, possibly to feed, 
though it returned shortly. This occurred between the light helicopters and a long slick period (possibly 45 
minutes) while waiting for the medium lift helicopter. When the K-max arrived to remove the grouting pump, the 
bird was not on the nest, but was observed shortly after the K-max left the site. Rotor wash from light helicopters 
was minimal and was a little stronger from K-max. - VNovik
04/25/2012 - Check of the nest revealed that the nest is empty. No birds or nestling observed within nest. Likely 
nestling was preyed upon. - VNovik

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_vnik_02 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Yard monitor reported a nest that had been located on the bumper of a 623 F scraper in the yard. 
The nest was located on the driver's side top headlight, but the majority of the nest had already fallen out onto 
the bumper. Eggs had been in the nest, as evidenced by egg shell fragments, but it could not be determined how 
old the nest was. The remainder of nest was removed, and deterrents were installed. The nest being dislodged 
from its initial location indicates that predation was a likely cause of nest failure, although the nest may have been 
undocumented when equipment was used last, and the nest was displaced. Furthermore, it is ultimately unknown 
when this nest was established and could have been considered active, therefore, no outcome can be 
determined. - VNovik

No

MODO Mourning Dove 041712_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 0 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/17/2012 5/17/2012 04/17/2012 - Adult observed on nest. Flushed at 1 foot, but stayed on nest for several minutes while avian 
biologist was within 2 feet. A single egg in nest. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - MODO observed on nest. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Adult MODO on nest, didn't flush at 1 foot. Looking from below up through fan screen, it appears 
that there are 2 eggs in nest. Broken eggshell is also present on inside fan screen. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Nest empty, partially sucked into fan. Eggshell fragment and hardened yolk on top of fan screen. 
This nest likely failed due to substation operations (when the fan turned on). This is not related to SRPL. - BArnold

No

MODO Mourning Dove 041712_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 100 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/17/2012 5/11/2012 04/17/2012 - Adult MODO on nest. Flushed at 2 feet. Nest has 1 egg. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - MODO on nest, did not flush at 2 feet. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Nest empty and in disrepair. Lots of scat underneath and on adjacent steel structural elements, all 
indicative of a successful fledging. - BArnold

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041712_bald_03 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 165 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/17/2012 5/4/2012 04/17/2012 - Female HOFI observed incubating on nest. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - Observed female HOFI accompanied by male fly into nest, remove a large chunk of nest material, 
and fly to newly discovered nest in northeast corner of 230kV GCB 1W stand, located about 15 feet to the east-
southeast. - BArnold

No
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041712_dbby_02 CP20-N Structures Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 700 300 300 300 Fledged 4/17/2012 5/23/2012 04/17/2012 - Pair of CAGN repeatedly observed visiting a black sage with spider silk and other nest material. Nest 
building was just initiated with only 5% completed. Nest is well beyond (approximately 695 feet) any potential 
project related work. Therefore, no NBJ or signage is required. - DBusby
04/24/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed incubating an unknown number of eggs on active 
nest (041712_dbby_02) near CP20. The male and female adult pair performed one nest exchange during the 
observation period. Based on the stage of the nest building on April 17, the eggs are estimated to hatch sometime 
after May 4, 2012. - DBusby
05/01/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed incubating an unknown number of eggs on this 
previously recorded nest (041712_dbby_02) near structure CP20. The male and female adult pair performed 1 
nest exchange during the observation period. Based on the stage of the nest building on April 17, the eggs are 
estimated to hatch sometime after May 4, 2012. - DBusby
05/08/2012 - Male and female nest exchange. Nest contains 4 eggs. - DBusby
05/15/2012 - Adult pair feeding 4 nestlings, approximately 5 days old. - DBusby
05/22/2012 - Adult pair feeding nestlings that are ready to fledge any day. - DBusby
05/30/2012 - Adult pair observed foraging with 3-4 recent fledglings approx 400 ft. north of closed nest. 
Estimated fledge date was May 23. - DBusby

Yes

OATI Oak Titmouse 041712_hwey_02 CP96-1-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 12 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/17/2012 5/15/2012 04/17/2012 - Two Oak Titmice observed entering nest cavity and removing small wood flakes. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - 2 OATIs at the nest, one exiting and the other entering at 1120. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - OATI brings food to nest at 0908. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Adult was bringing food to nest at 1159. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - OATI visits nest with food at 1026. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed from 1308 to 1338; nest presumed fledged, given observational history. - 
HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041712_hwey_03 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 20 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/17/2012 5/25/2012 04/17/2012 - Male and female HOFIs adding nest material. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum reports observing pair making repeated trips with nesting material. Nest appears 
nearly 100% complete. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Female on nest at 0950. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Female was on nest at 1028. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - Nestlings heard begging while adult brought food items. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Biomonitor on site reports observing male and female visiting nest with food. - HWinfrey
05/20/2012 - Nestlings heard being fed 3 times over a nearly 2-hour period. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - Nest empty with no sign of predation. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041712_hwey_04 CP87-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 100 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/17/2012 4/23/2012 04/17/2012 - Male and female HOFIs observed adding nesting material. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum reports examining nest area closely from lift and finding no nesting material 
remaining. Nest apparently abandoned or destroyed by weather. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

CALT California Towhee 041712_hwey_05 Alpine Underground Ductbank Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 37 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/17/2012 4/30/2012 04/17/2012 - California Towhee observed incubating 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - CALT on nest at 1135. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity at nest. Nest lining has been pulled out, indicating predation. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 041712_ltiw_01 EP83-PS-S Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 150 100 100 100 Indeterminate 4/17/2012 5/6/2012 04/17/2012 - A Bushtit was observed bringing caterpillars to a complete nest several times. It appears that 3 
Bushtits are attending this nest. - LTymkiw
04/20/2012 - The bottom of the nest is open. No visible debris on ground below nest. Pair observed adding 
material to the nest. Possible predation of nestlings and pair attempting to repair nest. - ELoveless
04/22/2012 - Both parents carried food into nest twice. Could not hear begging from 20 feet away. Bottom of 
nest appears frayed, but no opening detectable there. - MKuehn
04/24/2012 - Observed work activities from pull site. Helicopter pulled sock line over the vicinity of the nest, and 
it appeared that the helicopter was above 100 feet when flying with the line. The sock line appeared to slack 
within the buffer but did not touch vegetation near the nest. When switching wire phases, the line slacked and hit 
a rock and vegetation at a distance of approximately 115 feet from the nest. Nesting bird impacts not observed. - 
VNovik
04/25/2012 - Observed work activities from pull site. Line was pulled back to EP83 south pull site. Line was 
observed to go slack and hit vegetation and hit a rock at a distance of approximately 115 feet from the nest. The 
line was raised and pulled to the pull site where the line was connected to the helicopter and was flown back to 
the EP83 north pull site. It appeared that the helicopter flew outside of the 100 foot buffer. Nesting bird impacts 
were not observed. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - Adults feeding young in nest. Begging can be heard from 20 feet. The young will likely fledge by 
around 4/2. - MKuehn
05/06/2012 - Nest has 2 holes in the side, and feathers and nesting material are on branches and ground below. 
Nest contained nestlings when discovered on 4/17, which were at least 12 days old when parents were bringing 
food to nest on 4/29. Nest could have fledged and then been damaged since last checked on 4/29. No adults or 
fledglings could be detected in 30 minutes within 100 feet of nest. Nest outcome is indeterminate, but seems 
likely to have failed with nestlings. - MKuehn

N/A
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041712_mdus_01 CP39-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 200 300 175 175 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/17/2012 5/8/2012 04/17/2012 - Adult male CAGN observed pulling nest material from old nest (030512_mdus_01) and carrying it to 
a new nest location. Male made over 6 trips from the old nest to the new one, interspersing those trips with 
frequent short trips to the new nest from other areas. The female was not observed returning to the old nest, 
instead foraging near the new nest location, and bringing in material. Between them, the adults made over 20 
trips to the new nest between 07:45 and 10:00. Nest is approximately 30% constructed. - MDicus
04/20/2012 - The CAGN nest area was monitored during wire pulling activities between structures CP39 and CP40 
to ensure the activity caused no disturbances to the nest. All helicopter activity was at a distance sufficient 
enough that there was no buffeting of vegetation by rotor wash, and the helicopter did not fly over the nest. The 
CAGN pair was observed foraging within the survey area, visiting the nest infrequently. All nest monitoring today 
was conducted by a permitted biologist from outside the buffer at a distance of over 200 feet. - MDicus
04/24/2012 - 3 nest exchanges were observed at 30-minute intervals:07:00, 07:30, and 08:00. The nest contents 
were not checked, but based on the timeline and observed behaviors, the pair is incubating eggs. - MDicus
05/01/2012 - The pair was observed exchanging incubating duties at the nest 3 times during the observation 
period. At 07:32 the female exchanged with the male while the male foraged. At 08:05 the male switched with 
female, and at 08:35 the female was back on the nest. - MDicus
05/08/2012 - After 1 hour of observed inactivity, the nest was checked and found to contain no eggs or nestlings. 
1 punctured shell fragment was found on the ground approximately 2 feet from the nest. The CAGN pair was later 
observed constructing a new nest approximately 200 feet downslope of this location. - MDicus

No

CORA Common Raven 041712_mdus_02 CP35-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/17/2012 4/19/2012 04/17/2012 - Avian approved biologist C. Vettes discovered a stick nest in the early stages of construction 
(approximately 15% complete) in lattice structure CP35-2. No CORA activity was observed in the vicinity of the 
nest; however, no sticks were observed in the tower yesterday afternoon (04/16/12), and the Common Raven pair 
that attempted to nest in CP36-1 was observed perching in CP35-2 following the nest removal in CP36-1. - MDicus
04/18/2012 - CORA pair was observed adding sticks to a nest that is now approximately 50% constructed. The pair 
carried sticks to the nest 4 times between 11:15 and 12:00, with one adult standing in the nest for approximately 
10 minutes, adjusting material. - MDicus
04/19/2012 - Between 11:00 and 13:45, the avian biologist watched the CORA pair make 3 trips to the nest with 
sticks, dead yucca fibers, and toilet paper. The nest was removed at 13:45 in the presence of an avian biologist to 
facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence (received 04/19/12) and through adherence to the 
NBMMP. Deterrents present on the site included mylar flash tape tied to the base and arms of the tower. 
Following concurrence, a lineman was flown to the top of the tower. The nest was first checked for eggs or 
nestlings. The nest was empty. The lineman removed the nest, which was approximately 80% constructed at the 
time of removal, and installed 2 Daddy Long Legs nest deterrents. The nest was photographed prior to removal. 
The raven pair was observed circling the tower and vocalizing during this process. No additional nesting behaviors 
were observed. - MDicus

No

CACW Cactus Wren 041712_rrdd_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 12 100 100 100 Satellite nest 4/17/2012 5/1/2012 04/17/2012 - CACW gathering nest material from freshly graded road and building into new nest at 0714. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - CACW singing incessantly at this nest for duration of 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Nest appears substantially improved, but no CACW detected during 40 minutes of observation. - 
RRadd
05/08/2012 - Although the nest appears to have fresh material added, no CACW were detected during 30 minutes 
of observation. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - No CACW detected. Nest is not improved. - RRadd

N/A

AMKE American Kestrel 041712_rrdd_02 CP62-2-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - AMKE pair copulate on adjacent tree at 0703. Male "shows" Platanus racemosa cavity to female at 
0706. Female enters cavity at 0709 and remains for duration of 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Following heavy rain, wet male brings lizard to female who emerges dry from cavity at 0710. She 
consumes it in 2 pieces and returns to nest by 0730. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Female AMKE emerges from cavity at 0717 and perches up to wait for food drop. Male does not 
arrive by 0730. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - AMKE male harassing RTHA from food exchange perch near nest, then nest guarding. Female not 
observed during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Female leaves cavity to accept insect food from male at 1219. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - AMKE pair carrying food to nest at 1736. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - Male observed at customary nest-guard perch, but non-project activity 100 feet west of nest and no 
activity from cavity observed. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - No AMKE detected 0638-0708. Male observed hunting adjacent to area but no others detected 
1028. Fledged? - RRadd

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 041712_rrdd_03 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Scrubs Traffic 26 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/17/2012 5/10/2012 04/17/2012 - PHAI pair making multiple trips with nest material. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Female on nest after heavy rain at 0815. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Female PHAI departs nest and male settles on 0757. No food brought to nest. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - No bird visible on hidden nest, but male PHAI perches nearby giving alarm calls in response to 
observer presence. Hatched young? - RRadd
05/15/2012 - No PHAI activity at this nest during 30-minute observation. Monitor once more before closing. - 
RRadd
05/24/2012 - No activity for more than 2 weeks indicates this attempt was terminated. - RRadd

No
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OATI Oak Titmouse 041712_rrdd_04 Hartung CY-N Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 32 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/17/2012 5/13/2012 04/17/2012 - OATI visited cavity with food at 1446. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - OATI brings food item to nest at 1438. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - OATI exits nest at 1411 and makes numerous trips with food during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - OATI pair feeding nest at 2 minute intervals, 1417. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - OATI no longer attend this cavity. Previous observations suggest successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 041712_rrdd_06 El Monte CY Construction Yards Riparian Forests and Woodlands Other 35 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/17/2012 5/24/2012 04/17/2012 - ANHU incubating nest from 1533 -1548. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - ANHU on nest for duration of 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - ANHU leaves nest briefly to forage, and no young are fed at return, suggesting incubation is in 
progress. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - ANHU female on nest more than off, but no feeding of young observed. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - ANHU female feeding single nestling at 0737. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - 24 May; Nest appears intact and empty. ANHU no longer visit. Previous observations suggest 
successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 041712_rrdd_07 El Monte CY Construction Yards Riparian Forests and Woodlands Other 25 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/17/2012 5/14/2012 04/17/2012 - BUSH pair briefly visit nest that appears substantially complete at 1521. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Male BUSH foraging near nest which appears complete. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Solo BUSH visits nest surreptitiously at 1531 and then departs. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Nest appears sound and fair. No BUSH detections from 1534-1600. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest has been destroyed by natural agents. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 041712_rrdd_08 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 70 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/17/2012 5/30/2012 04/17/2012 - BUSH pair bringing clumps of Salix flower to substantially complete nest at 1630. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - BUSH pair continue to visit nest 1559. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - BUSH departs nest after 30 minutes of observation at 1635. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - No BUSH detected on windy afternoon, nest looks sound and intact. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - BUSH carrying food to nest 1640. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - BUSH pair making trips with food and nesting material from 1546-1628. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - No BUSH detected visiting during 30 minute observation. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

BUOR Bullock's Oriole 041712_rrdd_09 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 10 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/17/2012 5/28/2012 04/17/2012 - BUOR pair associating with large fresh nest that appears complete and is consistent with this 
species. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Female BUOR exits nest at 1555. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Male nest-guarding/ singing 1458, scolds observer on AR at 70 from nest. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Female BUOR departs nest at 1608. Male nest guards. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Female departs nest at 1712 to forage. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - BUOR carrying food to nest 0704-0712. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Male to nest at 1535. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - No BUOR detected at this nest during 30 minute observation. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041812_ahll_01 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/18/2012 4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - Nest was found by biomonitor during morning sweeps, approximately 35% complete, with no eggs 
or young present. Streamer deterrents installed on crane and cavities were taped. Removal of nest was required 
based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction and the CAISO request for 
energization by June 1, such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for 
more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer 
reduction allowing for use of the crane, but rather, for removal. Nest was photographed and removed, per the 
NBMMP. - AHill

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041812_bloh_01 AR-CY-Sycamore-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 711 300 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 4/18/2012 4/25/2012 04/18/2012 - Nest about 20% built, male and female making return trips with nest material. - BLohstroh
04/25/2012 - No evidence of nest remains, pair active over 300 feet away and did not return to area. Nest was 
less than a quarter-built when first located. - BLohstroh

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041812_hwey_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 10 100 50 50 Fledged 4/18/2012 5/24/2012 04/18/2012 - Female Lesser Goldfinch adding fibrous material and spider webs to leaves and stem of giant cane. 
Male perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Female on nest at 1229. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female observed on nest at 0811. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - Female on nest at 1216. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - 3 nestlings visible; pinfeathers emerging on primaries. - HWinfrey
05/22/2012 - 2 fully feathered nestlings in nest at 0638. - HWinfrey
05/24/2012 - Nest empty. "Fully feathered nestlings" observed early morning 22 May have presumably fledged. - 
BArnold

Yes

NOFL Northern Flicker 041812_hwey_02 CP98-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/18/2012 5/6/2012 04/18/2012 - Male Northern Flicker observed entering cavity, heard chiseling interior, and seen removing 
woodchips from inside. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - NOFL leaves nest cavity at 1044. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0830 to 0900. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Limb containing nest cavity has broken off of main snag, apparently due to wind and decay. Nest 
closed. - HWinfrey

No
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HOFI House Finch 041812_jdus_01 CP33-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
construction

4/18/2012 4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - Today, while avian biologists surveyed towers CP43-2 to CP31-2 (the upcoming pull scheduled for 
April 21) for active nests, a new House Finch nest was observed inside a traveler on the CP33-2 structure. The pair 
was observed visiting the nest together with the female remaining at the nest for extended periods, occasionally 
leaving. Nest stage could not be determined from the ground, approximately 75 feet below the nest. A lineman 
was dispatched to photograph the nest contents, with the avian biologists on the ground to confirm the status of 
the nest per the NBMMP, given upcoming wire stringing at this site. Avian biologists may not climb a tower due to 
the required safety training and equipment. At approximately 1605, the crew arrived at the top of the tower by 
helicopter, and the avian biologists communicated the nest location. In the process of climbing down the tower, 
the lineman's foot contacted the traveler containing the nest. The traveler spun ½ turn, displacing at least 2 eggs 
from the nest, falling to the ground and breaking, with the remaining eggs breaking in place. - JDicus

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041812_kats_01 CP13-2-E-C Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 755 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/18/2012 4/25/2012 04/18/2012 - 4 eggs; male tending. - KAlberts
04/25/2012 - See following comment. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - Nest predated with the lining pulled up. - KAlberts

No

HOFI House Finch 041812_kats_02 CP78-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/18/2012 4/17/2012 04/17/2012 - Nest was found being built in the early morning by a pair of HOFI on top of the locking 
mechanism/sliding bar of the yellow pipe gate between the south end of the El Capitan Reservoir paved area and 
the dirt road that continues south to the Bauer property. Female HOFI was seen bring a Chaenactis flower into the 
housed lock area, and exiting without. Inspection revealed a nest in progress about 10% complete, with no eggs or 
young present, right on top of all the locks. The need for removal was immediate, as Project work was already 
underway and more work was on the way, all of which required accessing this gate, unlocking it, and moving the 
sliding bar, which would have immediately moved the nest out of place. Deterrent activity includes multiple trips 
through this gate on a daily basis by Sunrise and San Diego County Water personnel. The nest was photographed 
and removed by an avian biologist, following NBMMP stipulations. It is recommended that daily opening and 
closing of this gate continues to deter additional attempts. - KAlberts

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 041812_lton_01 GS-NF-25 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/18/2012 5/30/2012 04/18/2012 - Pair seen flying to nest. No eggs in nest. Pair bonding activity observed; 1 feeding the other. - 
LThoreson
04/28/2012 - Nest appears completely lined. Adults both present near nest, but no eggs yet. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Adult observed on nest, then was off nest 20 minutes later after checking a nearby nest. Nest 
contains 4 eggs. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - No adults on nest but observed nearby. Did not look directly inside the nest, but could see at least 2 
eggs. - ELoveless
05/22/2012 - Nest contains at least 2 young naked nestlings, approximately 2-3 days old. Eyes closed and no trace 
of pin feather emergence on wings. - MKuehn
05/30/2012 - Nest is empty and was not expected to fledge until approximately 6/9. Appears likely to have been 
depredated. - MKuehn

No

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 041812_vers_01 CP51-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/18/2012 4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - A pair of Cassin's Kingbirds was observed building a nest in structure CP51-2 during ongoing wire 
stringing activities. The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence on 
4/18/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape. Following 
concurrence, and in the presence of onsite biomonitor, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and 
removed the newly-initiated Cassin's Kingbird nest of dried mustard plant stalks and installed an approved "Daddy 
Long-legs" type deterrent on the end of the arm. At the time of removal (approximately 1045), the nest was 1% 
constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. Photos were taken of the removed nest material. - VEurs

No

CORA Common Raven 041812_vers_02 CP53-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/18/2012 4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed building a nest in structure CP53-1 during ongoing wire 
stringing activities. The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence on 
4/18/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape and "Daddy Long 
Legs" deterrents installed in previous 3 nest attempt locations. Following concurrence, and in the presence of the 
onsite biologist, 2 linemen were dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common 
Raven nest. Before the removal crew arrived, the CORA pair perched on the tower for a total of 30 minutes, 
calling and preening. They defended the tower from a RTHA, but did not bring more sticks to the nest. At the time 
of removal (approximately 15:00), the nest was 5% constructed, contained no eggs or nestlings, and the nest and 
nest area were  photographed. An approved nesting bird deterrent (another "Daddy Long-legs"), was 
subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed nest, as well as more mylar tape and another "Daddy 
Long-legs" in the bridge above. - VEurs

No
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HOFI House Finch 041912_ahll_01 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/19/2012 4/19/2012 04/19/2012 - Biomonitor found this House Finch nest under construction during the morning sweep and 
contacted an avian biologist, who approved the removal following the NBMMP, and based on description, nesting 
stage with no eggs or young present, location on needed equipment, and a picture. Streamer deterrents installed 
on crane. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting 
construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at 
the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. When the nest was removed, it was discovered to 
contain at least 1 broken egg with dried yolk present (more than 1 days dried). This piece of equipment has been 
used this week at least 1 day. It is unlikely that a predator reached this nest as the location was very hidden, and 
wind probably did not play a factor as the nest was well shielded from the elements, making natural failure 
unlikely. It is possible this nest went undetected and failed due to the equipment being moved, as the egg(s) could 
have broken during the recent crane use. This nest is from this season as indicated by fresh, green nesting 
materials and condition of the egg matter. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 041912_bald_01 Sycamore Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/19/2012 5/15/2012 04/19/2012 - Nest was discovered when the biologist was walking by the nest, and the female flushed from the 
nest while the avian biologist was 2 feet distant; 4 eggs on nest. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Adult female incubating on nest. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - Female flushed from nest at about 10 feet upon approach to examine phases draped over pile of 
tubing. Nest with several nestlings, exact number is uncertain. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Female flushed from nest at about 30 feet, stayed away while phase and static wires were removed 
by hand from where they had lain draped over the aluminum tubing pile after being lowered from above. 
Nestlings remain in nest, being brooded by adult female. Avian biologist decided to enter buffer with 2 SDG&E 
workers to remove this wire to preclude inadvertent tipping or jerking of nest tube during wire retrieval using 
truck wench. Avian biologist was not present and did not observe phase and static wire being lowered into 30-
foot buffer, and on top of and in direct contact with the aluminum tube that contains the nest. It is unclear why 
this occurred, a bio-monitor was presumably present during all of these activities. - BArnold
05/02/2012 - Female observed at nest. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Large nestlings observed shifting around inside nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Well-protected nest, slightly degraded with lots of scat, empty and indicative of recent fledging. - 
BArnold

Yes

CALT California Towhee 041912_elss_01 Gorka Gate Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 500 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/19/2012 5/16/2012 04/19/2012 - One CALT observed laying in nest. - ELoveless
04/23/2012 - CALT on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - CALT on nest for duration of 15 minutes observer was nearby. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - CALT on nest for duration of the observation. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - CALT carrying food to nest at 5-15 minute intervals. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest is empty and intact, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041912_elss_02 Gorka Gate Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 240 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/19/2012 4/25/2012 04/19/2012 - Nest complete with no eggs. Female entered the nest twice during 30-minute observation with no 
material. She stayed in the nest for 1-3 minutes at a time. - ELoveless
04/23/2012 - LEGO female on nest for duration of observation at 1505. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is complete, lined and empty. LEGO pair present and calling nearby, though not observed on 
nest. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest is aging. Although LEGO pair remain in area, they exhibit no association with this nest. - RRadd

No

SPTO Spotted Towhee 041912_elss_04 Gorka Gate Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 500 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/19/2012 5/18/2012 04/19/2012 - Female SPTO observed adding nesting material to nest. - ELoveless
04/23/2012 - No SPTO detections during 30 minute observation on cool gray day. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - No SPTO detections near this nest during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - No SPTO detected in area during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - SPTO pair make 3 trips with food to nest 1242, 1252, 1308. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest is no longer being fed, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041912_jdus_01 CP51-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 30 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/19/2012 4/25/2012 04/19/2012 - HOFI female stealing nest material from CAKI nest attempt in same tower (has now completely 
dismantled and removed all visible signs of CAKI nest attempt). 10 trips to HOFI nest with material were observed. 
- JDicus
04/25/2012 - Nest is gone. During 2 hours of observation, a pair of House Finches landed in different locations 
within the tower and appeared to be nest site selecting, but neither bird showed an affinity to the original nest 
location; nor were they observed carrying material to this spot. - MDicus

No

HOWR House Wren 041912_jdus_02 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 62 100 50 50 Fledged 4/19/2012 5/11/2012 04/19/2012 - Pair attends nest, entering multiple times. Male sings incessantly from nest tree. - JDicus
04/27/2012 - With the exception of a few minutes, 1 wren was in the nest cavity or perched within 15 feet for the 
30 minute observation period. In general, the male perched nearby singing and entered the nest on occasion to 
give the female food. The female entered and exited the nest, apparently foraging. At one point, the female had 
exited the nest, and a pair of HOFI landed near the cavity entrance. The male wren entered the cavity was able to 
keep the finches from entering. - VEurs
05/04/2012 - Both adults were observed making multiple trips into the nest cavity with food in a short period of 
time to feed their extremely vocal nestlings. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - Both adults were observed by the nest cavity as the sound of several wrens scolding was heard in 
nearby shrubs. The area around the cavity entrance is spotted with droppings, perhaps indicating that fledglings 
were perched there for a time. The female made about a dozen trips to remove nesting material from the cavity 
as the male sang energetically close by. The pair may attempt a second clutch. - VEurs

Yes
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WTKI White-tailed Kite 041912_lton_01 GS-NS-24 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/19/2012 TBD 04/19/2012 - Adult initially seen flying within the vicinity of the pine trees on the abandoned property to the 
north. The nest was identified during the potential raptor nesting detection portion of the survey. An adult was 
observed on the nest and did not leave when the avian biologist logged the location using a GPS device. - 
LThoreson
04/28/2012 - One adult on nest and another perched 100 feet away. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Adult remained on nest for entire 30 minute observation period, rising occasionally to tend nest 
contents. Second adult was not detected. Unsure if nest contains eggs still, or young nestlings. Adult was 
positioned low in nest. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Two nestlings observed in nest. One has juvenile plumage and is standing on the rim of the nest. 
The 2nd nestling was observed briefly and stayed low in the nest. No adults were observed. - ELoveless
05/22/2012 - A nestling can still be seen at the nest (appears in full juvenile plumage). - MKuehn
05/30/2012 - One nestling could be seen perched on rim of nest. - MKuehn

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 041912_rrdd_01 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 65 100 60 60 Indeterminate 4/19/2012 5/14/2012 04/19/2012 - BUSH making regular trips to nest which appears mostly complete. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - BUSH near nest was not observed entering nest on cool rainy day. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - No activity at this intact nest from 0900-0920. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - BUSH pair foraging away from nest visit after 30 minutes. Both enter, one stays, the other returns 
briefly after 5 minutes then departs and does not return, 0820. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest appears intact and well protected but no BUSH detected during 35 minutes of cool foggy 
weather from 0745-0820. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - No activity observed from 1335-1350. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - Nest appears to be deteriorating, no BUSH detected. Uncertain if an egg was ever laid. - RRadd

N/A

CALT California Towhee 041912_rrdd_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 75 75 Indeterminate 4/19/2012 4/30/2012 04/19/2012 - CALT at nest containing 2 eggs. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - CALT does not leave nest during 10 minute observation. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest empty, but CALT still agitated at presence of observer at edge of buffer. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest remains empty; CALT likely re-nesting outside the buffer. - RRadd

N/A

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041912_rrdd_03 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 26 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/19/2012 4/21/2012 04/19/2012 - LEGO pair attending nest with 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nest contains 1 egg. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is empty and falling apart. Presumed damaged by weather approximately 21 April. - RRadd

No

CATH California Thrasher 041912_rrdd_04 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Scrubs BMP installation/maintenance 100 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/19/2012 4/22/2012 04/19/2012 - CATH on nest appeared to be rotating eggs or interacting with nestlings - no food carry observed. - 
RRadd
04/23/2012 - CATH on nest at 1708. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is intact with some feces on the nest rim. Adult CATH perches above nest and sings 
intermittently for15  minutes. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 041912_sjon_01 EP70 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/19/2012 4/19/2012 04/19/2012 - Nest location was approximately 15 feet from A leg and 9 feet up in manzanita shrub. Nest was 
estimated to be approximately 10% complete. Nest location provided little protection from rotor wash. Because 
of the high potential for this nest to be negatively impacted by rotor wash from the sky crane while setting 
towers, it was removed at a very early stage of building (10%), with no eggs or young present following 
concurrence, per the NBMMP. Removal at this stage provides the nesting pair the chance to successfully build a 
nest away from the tower location, and allows critical construction activities to proceed without delay at this 
location. - SJohnston

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_ahll_01 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/20/2012 4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - Nest was found by biomonitor during morning sweeps, approximately 95% complete, with no eggs 
or young present. Streamer deterrents installed on crane and cavities were taped. Removal of nest was required 
based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction and the CAISO request for 
energization by June 1, such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for 
more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer 
reduction allowing for use of the crane, but rather, for removal. Nest was photographed and removed, per the 
NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/20/2012 4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - Well-built and well-placed nest with 5 eggs was discovered by a mechanic after he moved lift about 
50 feet to a new location to perform scheduled maintenance. Mechanic contacted the bio-monitor, who in turn 
contacted the avian biologist. The lift had been moved earlier in the morning, prior to the mechanic moving it. In 
addition, during the past week the lift had been used and moved several times by the SRPL new construction 
workers, and was available for use by O&M maintenance workers, who definitely used a lift during their 
maintenance activities, but it is unclear if this particular lift was the one that they used. It remains unclear when 
this nest was constructed and when the eggs were laid. House Finches lay 1 egg a day. They can build a nest in 1 
day, but given the well-built nature of this nest, it likely required 2 or more days to finish. As such, this nest can be 
as recently constructed as 7 days ago, or it could have been constructed up to 3 weeks ago. The lift was present 
inside the substation during this entire period. - BArnold

No
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HOFI House Finch 042012_elss_01 CP95-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/20/2012 4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed carrying nesting material to the CP95 monopole about 12 
times throughout the day. The nest was less than 10% complete and no eggs were present. Bird deterrent tape is 
present within 6 inches of the nest. Construction at the tower may require work to take place at the nest site. 
Because the nest is located in a man-made Project structure that requires construction within the possible nest 
cycle, deterrents were present, and the birds are only in the beginning stages of nest building, the nest was 
removed from the structure, following NBMMP stipulations. The nest was photographed. - ELoveless

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_hwey_01 EP34-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - tower erection 100 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/20/2012 5/4/2012 04/20/2012 - Male and female HOFIs adding nest material. Nest appears 80% complete. A close examination with 
mirror reveals no eggs inside. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - 2 hatchlings in nest, partially emerged from eggs.  Earliest expected fledging date is 5/9/12. - 
HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - Nest is pulled apart, with 2 broken eggshells remaining in nest. Nest closed due to predation. - 
HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_jdus_01 CP32-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/20/2012 4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - A new House Finch nest was detected inside the CP32-2 middle traveler on the west side of the 
tower 100 feet above ground level. The female House Finch made 9 trips to nest with material. Nest stage could 
not be determined from the ground, though active nest building suggested egg laying had not begun. A lineman 
was dispatched to the tower via helicopter skid transfer to verify nest contents while avian biologist remained to 
confirm status of nest per the NBMMP, given wire stringing occurring at the site. Nest contents were verified by a 
lineman on the tower before stringing of that phase commenced. Avian biologists may not climb a tower due to 
the required safety training and equipment. At 1225, the crew arrived at the tower. Avian biologist communicated 
the nest location and confirmed lineman was to check nest contents without disturbing traveler. At 1234 the 
lineman called down that the nest was empty and with concurrence from avian biologist, nest removal was 
completed. - JDicus

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 042012_rrdd_01 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows Grading 8 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/20/2012 4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - Clean empty nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest remains empty 1 day after severe weather. LASP activity on territory continues. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - No eggs were ever laid in this nest. - RRadd

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 042012_rrdd_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows Grading 49 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/20/2012 4/26/2012 04/20/2012 - Complete nest ready to receive first egg. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest remains empty 1 day after severe weather. LASP activity on territory continues. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - R. Radd reports that no eggs were ever laid in this nest. - KAlberts

No

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 042012_rrdd_03 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/20/2012 5/9/2012 04/20/2012 - CAKI pair carrying material to insulator mounting bracket. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - CAKI pair frequenting nest; no material carrying observed. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - CAKI continue to frequent and defend this location, but nest condition unknown. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - CAKI no longer present at tower, thus site apparently usurped by WEKI pair building new nest 
adjacent. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_rrdd_04 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows None 0 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/20/2012 5/25/2012 04/20/2012 - HOFI on nest which appears complete and ready for an egg. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - HOFI incubation of 5 eggs continues. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest contains grey downy young at 1058. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Adult feeding large feathered young; anticipated to fledge 2-3 days. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - Nest has apparently fledged and a new nest has been initiated (1 egg). - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042012_rrdd_05 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows Other 100 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/20/2012 5/20/2012 04/20/2012 - Nest with 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - HOFI attending hatched young at 1234. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI male feeding nestlings. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Small nestlings are feathered at 1054. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest is empty, presumed fledged. Juveniles observed away from nest. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042012_rrdd_06 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 10 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/20/2012 4/29/2012 04/20/2012 - HOFI bringing nest material. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - No changes at this nest. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is no longer present and is presumed lost to weather or nest material thievery. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_rrdd_07 CP64-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 32 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/20/2012 5/14/2012 04/20/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Changed species from Lark Sparrow to House Finch. Nest contains 3 eggs and 1 fresh-hatched 
nestling. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - HOFI continues to brood nestlings. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI on nest does not flush during brief observation. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest is empty with many feces on rim, suggests successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

PHAI Phainopepla 042012_rrdd_08 CP65-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 200 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/20/2012 4/30/2012 04/20/2012 - Nest is 50% built with male PHAI adding material at 1310. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest appears complete; PHAI male chases female away at observer approach. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest has fallen sideways, presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No
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BCHU Black-chinned Hummingbird 042012_rrdd_09 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 15 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/20/2012 6/6/2012 04/20/2012 - Female BCHU bringing Platanus racemosa fuzz to nest 50% complete. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - BCHU lying intermittently on complete nest. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Female on nest at 0704 does not flush. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - Female comes to nest and stays at 1722. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Female BCHU comes to nest (after 20 minutes away) and settles at 1604, does not feed young. - 
RRadd
05/22/2012 - BCHU female perched near nest. Nest appears full, but observation terminated when dive-bombed 
by female COHA from adjacent nest. Nestling presence presumed. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - Adult female feeds 2 feathered nestlings 1522. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - Nest appears empty and no BCHU observed during 15 minute observation. Presumed fledged. - 
RRadd

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 042012_vers_01 CP32-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 130 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/20/2012 5/19/2012 04/20/2012 - While monitoring a nearby nest, the biologist observed a Bushtit pair foraging in the area, returning 
to a particular shrub. Upon examining the shrub, a complete nest was found. The male brought a small insect into 
the nest, presumably for the female, as no sounds of nestlings were heard emanating from the nest. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - Adults observed making numerous trips with food material. Nestling begging calls could be heard 
when adults arrived. - GHuffman
05/05/2012 - The nestlings could be heard vocalizing as an adult brought food into the nest. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - No Bushtits approached the nest during 35 minutes of observation, but they were detected flying 
about the surrounding habitat. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - There is no sign of the nest in the nest shrub. This nest with young may have failed due to natural 
causes or may have fledged between 5-5 and 5-12. - VEurs

N/A

HOFI House Finch 042112_ghan_01 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 30 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/21/2012 04/21/2012 - Discovered nest while performing transects between pull site and tower. Nest was vacant for 
approximately 10 minutes and then observed female HOFI on nest. Contents of nest not visible from any vantage 
point but due to duration of female on nest it can be concluded that she is incubating. Buffer signs installed and 
trail staked from pull site to tower to clarify boundary. - GHuffman
04/28/2012 - Shortly after the start of the observation period, the HOFI pair arrived at the nest. The female 
perched at the edge for a few minutes and eventually settled in the nest, where she remained for 15+ minutes. 
The male was often perched nearby, singing and chasing off other male HOFI's, though he appeared less 
concerned about nearby LEGO's. The male and female exchanged chirping calls. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - Female on the nest during observations. Male perched briefly in the nest shrub to sing. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - No HOFI activity detected in the vicinity of the nest during 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - The nest is completely gone from the nest shrub; there is no sign of it. This nest with eggs or young 
failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 042112_hwey_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/21/2012 4/21/2012 04/21/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed bringing nesting material to tower at 1630 on 4/20/12 by 
biologist R. Haller. Nest building continued on the morning of 4/21/12, with the pair consistently making trips 
with nest material while workers and vehicles were directly beneath the nest. Nest is located in a pocket of bird 
deterrent netting at the top of the tower shroud, about 25 feet off the ground. The nest was examined and found 
to be 50% complete with no eggs or young. Nest removal was conducted per the NBMMP to allow for needed 
cable testing work requiring access to the shroud. - HWinfrey

No

BLPH Black Phoebe 042112_jpki_01 TL 6915/6924-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - Adults observed entering culvert with nesting material after which partially completed (60%) nest 
was found. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Both adults seen perching in vegetation outside the culvert. Male and female both observed 1 time 
with nest material that they eventually carried into the culvert. The phoebes were sensitive to the biologist's 
presence, even when the biologist was 20 feet away above and behind the culvert opening. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - After 30 minutes of no activity, the biologist climbed down to look at the nest. The nest is complete 
and now lined with grass, but no eggs were seen. No phoebes were detected. When checking a nearby nest on 3 
May, a male phoebe was observed perched on the access gate. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - The female was perched on the access gate post as the biologist arrived. Once the biologist was in 
position to observe the culvert opening, a phoebe flew inside. It left a few minutes later, and the biologist used 
this opportunity to climb down and look in at the nest. The nest now contains at least 2 white eggs, visible over 
the rim of the nest cup. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - The male phoebe was perched on vegetation above the culvert entrance. He flew off after a few 
minutes and was not seen for the rest of the observation period. The female was not observed. The biologist 
carefully approached the entrance to the culvert and looked inside. The female was not in the culvert, but at least 
3 perhaps 4, eggs are visible in the nest. - VEurs
05/26/2012 - After 30 minutes of no observed activity near the mouth of the culvert, the biologist climbed down 
to look at the nest. It still contains at least 3 eggs. After leaving the nest, the biologist stood at the driveway to the 
access road in an effort to spot the phoebes. After approximately 5 minutes, the female flew down to a rock 
commonly used by the pair and then appeared to fly into the culvert. - VEurs
06/02/2012 - A phoebe made 2 trips into the culvert in rapid succession after 10 minutes of observation. When 
no adult was in the culvert, the biologist climbed down to look in at the nest. There were several dark nestlings 
prone on the nest. - VEurs

TBD
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042112_jpki_02 TL 6924 69kv Tie Line Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 130 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 4/28/2012 04/21/2012 - Female observed on nest with male in vicinity of nest shrub. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Absolutely no sign of the nest in the mulefat shrub. No LEGO activity in the area after 20 minutes of 
observation. Assume this nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes, either because of recent bad 
weather or predation. - VEurs

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 042112_jpki_03 TL 6915/6924 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 45 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/21/2012 5/3/2012 04/21/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to nest within cavity on several occasions. Nestlings also heard 
begging within cavity while adult was present. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Both adults eventually observed bringing food to nestlings within the cavity (at first it was difficult 
to tell if it was 1 adult bringing food, but both were ultimately seen at the cavity at the same time). Nestlings were 
very vocal. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - After 45 minutes of observation, no Bewick's Wrens were detected approaching the nest cavity, 
although a wren was heard briefly scolding downslope. Given the high amount of activity on 28 April and the lack 
of activity on 3 May, it seems very likely the nestlings fledged between these nest checks. The nestlings were very 
loud and of an unknown age at the last visit, so it is very feasible the young have successfully fledged. No 
fledglings were observed, but the dense nature and fairly steep topography make it hard to detect them. This nest 
is now closed and presumed fledged. - VEurs

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 042112_jpki_04 TL 6924 69kV Tie Line Chaparrals Traffic 17 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/19/2012 04/21/2012 - Adult foraging in vicinity of nest after which it entered complete nest and remained inside for at 
least 10 minutes. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Both adults were foraging at start of observation period. 1 adult entered the nest and remained 
there through the end of observations (another 15 minutes). The second adult visited the nest on 2 occasions, but 
the biologist couldn't tell if it was carrying food. No nestlings heard. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - 1 Bushtit made 2 visits to the nest with material after about 10 minutes of observation. After 
another 5-10 minutes, a Bushtit emerged from the nest as the first bird arrived. They both made several trips in 
quick succession carrying what appeared to be more nesting material. No nestlings were heard vocalizing when an 
adult entered the nest. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - During approximately 15 minutes of observation, both adults made several trips into the nest with 
food. The faint sounds of several begging nestlings were detected. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - 15 minutes of no BUSH activity, coupled with a suspicious-looking nest, prompted the biologist to 
approach the nest directly. The nest has a hole in the bottom, and the contents are completely gone. It is like 
looking through a tube. This nest with young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 042112_ltiw_01 EP140-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/7/2012 04/21/2012 - Bushtits were detected in the area during nest survey. Nest was found and appears complete but 
looks small. A female entered  the nest for about 2 minutes, then exited nest. Pair was not disturbed by the 
helicopter flyover or avian biologist observing 10 feet nearby. - LTymkiw
04/30/2012 - Nest looks complete, and 1 Bushtit is perched 8 feet away as if quietly watching over nest, 
territorially. - PKonrad
05/07/2012 - Nest has been predated, torn out of scrub oak and carried away with only the very top of the nest 
left in place. No sign of adults, nestlings, eggs or eggshells in area - closed. - PKonrad

No

CORA Common Raven 042112_mdus_01 CP16-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - A monitor reported a pair of Common Ravens constructing a nest in the top of structure CP16-1. 
The nest is 90-100% constructed. - MDicus
04/28/2012 - The nest appears to be fully constructed and now has fluffy, white lining. 1 raven flew up and 
perched near the nest as the biologist was driving up access road CP16-1-E-A. The second raven was on the nest. 
The biologist stopped at the junction of the access road leading to the tower. The ravens flew from the tower 
shortly after the biologist arrived and soared around the area, calling to each other. They returned within 10 
minutes, 1 settling on the nest and the other perching in the tower below. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - Ravens were not in sight upon biologist's arrival near the nest. After about 10 minutes, a single 
raven flew into view and landed on the tower. It perched at various places on the tower before flying off again. It 
was soon joined by a second raven and the pair flew around the area, briefly performing a synchronous display. 
They eventually landed on the tower, where a short begging display took place. The presumed female then flew 
out of sight for at least 15 minutes, while the male perched above the nest. A small group of ravens flew into the 
area, and the male left the tower to chase them off. He was joined by the female. The other ravens soon left and 
one of the pair returned to perch above the nest. No raven was on the nest during 45+ minutes of observation, 
until the biologist backed up to leave the area. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - As the biologist approached the area on foot, 1 raven was flying along the access road and the 
second was perched on the tower beside the nest. When the biologist settled down in a strategic viewing spot, 
the raven left the tower. The pair spent the next 90 minutes on the wing, soaring in and out of view, sometimes 
calling to each other. 1 raven perched in the lower portion of the tower for about 2 minutes before taking off 
again. No raven ever settled on the nest, but the warm afternoon temperature may have made incubating 
unnecessary. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - A raven was on the nest as the biologist arrived in the area. It left the nest about 3 minutes later and 
began flying around the area. It chased off a second raven (not its mate, identifiable because of feather molt) that 
landed in the tower below the nest. The mate arrived soon after, and the pair soared around the area, once 
chasing off a Red-tailed Hawk. Neither raven had returned to the nest by the time the biologist left the area. - 
VEurs
05/26/2012 - A raven was on the nest as the biologist arrived across the small valley at CP17. It remained on the 
nest for about 10 minutes before leaving to join its mate in flight. The 2 soared for a bit, and then 1 landed on a 
tower leg foundation with some food. The second raven landed and they slowly consumed the food. They flew 
back and forth to the monopole east of the tower and moved about the tower itself, once perching on the edge of 
the nest to look at the contents. The female briefly performed a begging display on 1 of the tower arms, but it did 
not appear that the male gave her more food. After 30-40 minutes, a raven settled back on the nest to incubate as 
the other continued flying over the hillsides, calling to its mate. - VEurs
06/04/2012  Both adults were arriving at the tower when the biologist began observations from CP17  They both 
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WREN Wrentit 042112_mkhn_02 EP79-E Road Area Chaparrals Other 75 100 75 75 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/4/2012 04/21/2012 - Both adults observed carrying nesting material to nest with biologist crouching, but in plain sight 7 
feet away. Nest approximately 40% complete. Base of nest complete and starting to form rim. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Nest contains 4 pale blue eggs. An adult was near, but not seen on nest. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Nest is empty and contained eggs 6 days ago, indicating likely predation. No eggshells in nest or on 
ground below. A newly begun WREN nest was found today 80 feet from this nest, likely belonging to the same 
pair. - MKuehn

No

WREN Wrentit 042112_mkhn_03 EP101-2-PS-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 58 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/3/2012 04/21/2012 - Adult heard giving low rattling call in vicinity. When area was searched, adult flew from nest when 
biologist was 2 feet away, revealing location of nest. Nest contains 4 pale blue immaculate eggs, which appear 
fresh when lit by sunlight. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Adult seen on nest from 20 feet away. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - Nest is intact but empty. Nest still contained eggs 6 days ago and nestlings normally are fed for 14 
days before fledging, indicating nest has failed prior to fledging young. No eggshell fragments or nestling remains 
found in or below nest. - MKuehn

No

BLPH Black Phoebe 042112_mkhn_04 EP79-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 12 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/21/2012 4/27/2012 04/21/2012 - Female observed collecting material 350 feet away this morning, and flying in this direction. This 
afternoon, when nest was located, she was observed carrying fine materials to nest and placing them. Nest is just 
begun (<5% complete). - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Very little new nesting material has been added. This nest site appears to have been abandoned 
before completion of building. An adult was observed carrying nesting material to a shed across the road to the 
south on private property, and more than 100 feet from the access road. - MKuehn

No

CATH California Thrasher 042112_mkhn_05 EP79-E-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 12 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/17/2012 04/21/2012 - Both adults visited nest with biologist standing 12 feet away on edge of access road. At least 1 adult 
carried nesting material in bill and placed it in nest. Nest is 30% complete, with base of twigs and bark strips 
mostly formed. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Adult stayed tight on nest, presumed to be incubating eggs, but contents were not checked. - 
MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Adult was not on nest. Nest contains 2-3 eggs only. No nestlings present. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Adult on nest. Did not check contents. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Nest empty, no eggshells on ground. No thrashers observed near the nest, but heard 2 thrashers 
calling 150 or more feet away. - ELoveless
05/17/2012 - Nest closed and signs for buffer removed. This nest contained eggs on 5/10 and was empty on 5/16, 
which is too soon to have successfully fledged young. Likely predated. - MKuehn

No

HOOR Hooded Oriole 042112_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/21/2012 5/27/2012 04/21/2012 - HOOR female constructing new nest of palm fiber 0815. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOOR pair observed gathering fiber from nearby Canary palm, nest approximately 25% complete. - 
RRadd
05/02/2012 - Female HOOR continues to pull fibers from adjacent Washingtonia and add to this nest, which 
appears substantially complete. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOOR female on nest for duration of 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Female departs nest at 0736 to forage. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - HOOR observed in vicinity of nest but not entering or departing. Nest appears "full" but no 
occupants visible. Juvenile HOOR pursuing adult 300 feet north may be from this nest. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - Nest is empty, and HOOR pair building new nest elsewhere. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

HOWR House Wren 042112_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 22 100 50 50 Fledged 4/21/2012 5/26/2012 04/21/2012 - HOWR carrying material to cavity. - RRadd
04/29/2012 - HOWR singing adjacent not observed to enter during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOWR singing at entrance and entering briefly at 0945 does not carry any items. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOWR pair feeding nest at short intervals, male makes 3 trips for each 1 by female. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - HOWR pair bringing food to nest at 2 minute intervals from 0745-0757, male makes 3 trips for each 
by female. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - HOWR feeding fledglings under the nest and flying to nest with food suggests fledglings are 
departing the nest. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042112_rrdd_03 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 3 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/21/2012 5/16/2012 04/21/2012 - LEGO female building nest approximately 70% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Female LEGO on nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - LEGO on nest at 0940. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - LEGO pair feeding nest, 0840. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - No activity at nest, juveniles being fed elsewhere may be from here. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042112_rrdd_04 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 15 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/21/2012 4/26/2012 04/21/2012 - Female ANHU working on nest approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest has fallen. - RRadd

No
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HOFI House Finch 042112_rrdd_05 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 30 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/21/2012 5/17/2012 04/21/2012 - HOFI pair at complete nest lacking eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOFI goes to nest containing 3 eggs at 1535. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOFI to nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOFI on nest at 1224 does not flush. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOFI active at nest containing 2 small young and 2 unhatched eggs. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Nest is empty and presumed fledged, based on monitoring chronology. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042112_rrdd_06 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/21/2012 5/2/2012 04/21/2012 - Large grass nest appears complete and ready for eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No changes at this nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest has not changed and no birds are associating with it, indicating abandonment. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042112_rrdd_07 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - HOFI pair building nest on fence; approximately 20% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest is 25% complete. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest is only marginally advanced, but strident HOFI pair are present and active a few feet from the 
nest. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOFI active at 2 nests 6 feet apart within the buffer; unclear if both are active, will continue to 
monitor before logging new nest. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs at 1555. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - HOFI attending several (4?) downy nestlings. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - Nest contains at least 2 nestlings with feather quills. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042112_rrdd_08 GS-NF-10 Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 6 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/21/2012 5/13/2012 04/21/2012 - LEGO pair making multiple trips - female building nest approximately 60% complete, - RRadd
04/28/2012 - LEGO active in nest at 1006. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - LEGO making trips to nest at intervals that suggest nestlings are being fed. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - LEGO male feeding fledglings with female accompanying at 1415. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest is empty, and on basis of previous observations; presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042112_rrdd_09 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/21/2012 4/26/2012 04/21/2012 - ANHU female making infrequent trips off nest shows no indications of hatched young between 1455 
- 1515. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - Nest has fallen. Presumed lost to severe weather 2 days ago. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 042112_rrdd_10 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 34 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/14/2012 04/21/2012 - BUSH carrying materials to nest which is approximately 30% complete. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - BUSH pair making infrequent trips to nest 0908. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Solo BUSH checks in near nest without entering at 1710. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - No BUSH activity observed at this nest during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest appears damaged and no BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042112_vers_01 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 25 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 6/2/2012 04/21/2012 - A female Anna's Hummingbird was seen with nesting material. The biologist saw it land in branches 
a sort distance away and discovered a nest approximately 85% complete. She added spider webs and small 
feathers and used her body to shape the cup. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - The female hummingbird spent most of the observation period on the nest, occasionally leaving for 
a few minutes at a time to forage. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - Female on nest, holding tight in the wind. She spent most of the 30-minute observation period on 
the nest, leaving twice, most likely to forage. Upon returning, she settled on the nest immediately, suggesting it 
still contains eggs (not nestlings). - VEurs
05/12/2012 - Female spent equal time off the nest foraging and on the nest incubating. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - The female was not on the nest at the start of observations. She returned after approximately 15 
minutes. She perched on the edge of the nest and bent down to feed nestlings. It seems there are 2 nestlings, 
which she ultimately settled down on in the strong wind. - VEurs
05/26/2012 - When the biologist approached the nest, the female was feeding gnats to a nestling. When she 
finished feeding the nestling, she settled on the nest. - VEurs
06/02/2012 - Only a few tufts of nest material remain on the branch. This nest with young failed due to natural 
causes (predation). - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 042312_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 45 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/23/2012 5/20/2012 04/23/2012 - Nest with 5 eggs, in same location as 2011 nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Nest with 3 nestlings and 2 eggs. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Nestlings in nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Nestlings in nest. Adult HOFI attending. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - This nest is now empty. The nestlings observed 15 May have now fledged. - BArnold

Yes

NUWO Nuttall's Woodpecker 042312_hwey_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 18 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/23/2012 5/21/2012 04/23/2012 - At 1148, male brings food to nest cavity, apparently for egg-laying female, who leaves nest cavity at 
1204. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Male observed entering nest cavity at 1018 and remaining inside. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Male was observed entering nest cavity at 0958. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - 1 well-developed nestling was observed peering from the cavity between 10:14 and 10:25. The adult 
male NUWO was observed bringing food to the nestling at 10:22, briefly entering the cavity and leaving. - MDicus
05/21/2012 - No activity at cavity entrance from 1232 to 1302. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 042312_jdus_01 CP50-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/23/2012 5/14/2012 04/23/2012 - Pair makes 8 trips to 50% constructed nest in 1/2 hour female with material, actively nest building 
while male sings nearby. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Nest looks complete. Female arrived shortly after the start of observations and settled briefly on the 
nest before flying off again. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - The finch pair was near the nest upon the biologist's arrival, but soon flew off. They returned after 
30+ minutes and perched on the tower, where they briefly copulated. The female eventually settled back on the 
nest. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - A complete nest (no eggs) was found on the ground below the tower. No new nesting material was 
in its place, though several pairs of finches were observed perched on and singing from the tower. - LTymkiw

No

PHAI Phainopepla 042312_jdus_02 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 71 100 50 50 Fledged 4/23/2012 5/1/2012 04/23/2012 - Female feeds at least 2 large nestlings. - JDicus
05/01/2012 - No nestlings were on the nest upon biologist's arrival. At least 1 fledged PHAI (with yellow at the 
base of its bill) was observed about 30 feet from the nest. This nest has fledged successfully. - VEurs

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042312_jdus_03 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 30 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/23/2012 6/5/2012 04/23/2012 - Female remains on nest during cloudy, drizzly day. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Male fed female, then female went to lay on nest. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Female nest incubating/brooding. Male briefly perched below nest in shrub, singing. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - Male HOFI perched on the edge of the nest to feed nestlings at 1640. - VEurs
05/22/2012 - The head of 1 nestling was visible above the edge of the nest, moving about slightly. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - No activity detected was after 30 minutes of observation, but plenty of HOFI activity in the 
surrounding habitat. - VEurs
06/05/2012 - The nest is intact and appears empty. Based on the lack of activity at the nest and nesting 
chronology, this nest is presumed to have fledged and is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 042312_jpki_01 69kV Tie line Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Traffic 8 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/23/2012 4/28/2012 04/23/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to nest; nestlings heard begging from nest when adults present. - 
JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - After 40 minutes of observation, no Bushtits were detected anywhere in the area and none 
approached the nest. The nest is in excellent condition, with no signs of damage. The nest contained nestlings of 
unknown age when first recorded, so it seems likely that this nest fledged successfully, although no fledglings 
were detected around the nest. - VEurs

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042312_lton_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/23/2012 4/23/2012 04/23/2012 - Two House Finch nests were identified within 20 feet of each other in the same location, but on 2 
different vehicles. 1 adult House Finch male was perched near both nests; no pair was observed this morning, and 
the adult House Finch did not bring material to this nest. Monitor had been observing nest for over an hour this 
morning. Nest was less than 2% complete. Deterrents in place included: mylar ribbons and many taped-off 
potential cavities. This nest was removed because it is located on a piece of equipment required for testing work 
and was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing use of equipment. Although no bird was seen at the nest, 
the nest is size and composition of a House Finch nest and many finches were within the vicinity. Nest was 
removed per the NBMMP. No eggs or young were present. - LThoreson

No

HOFI House Finch 042312_lton_02 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/23/2012 4/23/2012 04/23/2012 - Two House Finch nests were identified within 20 feet of each other in the same location, but on 2 
different vehicles. 1 adult House Finch male was perched near both nests; no pair was observed this morning, and 
the adult House Finch did not bring material to this nest. Pair was reported nest building on previous day by M. 
Kuehn. Monitor had been observing nest for over an hour this morning. Nest was less than 10% complete. 
Deterrents in place included: mylar ribbons and many taped-off potential cavities. This nest was removed because 
it was located on a piece of equipment required for testing work and was not a candidate for a buffer reduction 
allowing use of equipment. Nest was removed per the NBMMP. No eggs or young were present. - LThoreson

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042312_lton_03 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 30 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/23/2012 4/30/2012 04/23/2012 - Pair observed defending nest area and going to nest area. Nest is somewhat lop-sided and appears 
to be 70% complete. Male LEGO foraging spider webs 20 feet from nest. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Nest appears to have been destroyed. - LTymkiw

No

PHAI Phainopepla 042312_lton_04 CP49 Temp Work Area Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 50 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/23/2012 5/11/2012 04/23/2012 - Pair observed near nest. Male seen stealing nesting material from active Bushtit nest. Male visited 
nest multiple times during 30 minute period. - LThoreson
05/01/2012 - Male PHAI on nest, incubating. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - Male and female alternate incubating on nest. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good condition, and 
adult PHAI's were detected in the surrounding habitat. - VEurs
05/22/2012 - The nest appears to be in good condition, but no PHAI activity observed near the nest during 30 
minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - No PHAI were detected in the area after 30 minutes of observation. Despite the overall good 
condition of the nest, the lack of activity over the past several visits suggests this nest with eggs has failed due to 
natural causes, most likely predation. - VEurs

No
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BUSH Bushtit 042312_lton_05 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 5 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/23/2012 5/14/2012 04/23/2012 - Nest appears complete; however one Bushtit was observed flying to the nest with nesting material 
(feathers), likely for lining. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - No activity after 30 minutes of observation. Lots of Bushtit activity in the surrounding habitat, but 
none associated with the nest. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - No Bushtit activity at the nest after 30 minutes of observation, although Bushtits were detected in 
the surrounding habitat. The nest appears to be in good condition. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - No Bushtits were observed at or near the nest in 45 minutes of observation today, nor have any 
been observed during the past 2 nest checks. Some were heard distantly to the south and west. The nest itself 
looks thin and poorly maintained. It is not known if this nest ever contained eggs or young. - LTymkiw

N/A

LBVI Least Bell's Vireo 042312_tcer_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 310 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/23/2012 5/8/2012 04/23/2012 - Adults building nest, approximately 60% complete. - TCooper
04/24/2012 - Female observed periodically adding willow down to sides of nest. Nest about 70% complete. Still 
skeletal on sides and needs lining. - TCooper
04/25/2012 - The pair was observed energetically building throughout the observation period; the nest appears 
perhaps 85% complete. Nest building was conducted by the female, followed closely by the male who inspected 
the nest periodically and sang sporadically throughout the day (singing 1-2 phrases perhaps only 3-5 times 
per/hour). Nest building sessions lasted 30-60 minutes adding material every 2-5 minutes on average, followed by 
15-30 minute periods of inactivity when the pair was presumably foraging. The pair remained in the nesting area 
and west of the nest location throughout the monitoring period. The pair was observed actively building during 
the short period of helicopter activity. Nest was observed from a rock outcrop 40 feet from the nest which 
provides a natural blind, adults appeared to be behaving normally, and did not show any signs of agitation toward 
the avian biologist. - TCooper
04/26/2012 - The female LBVI was observed frequently bringing material and adding it to the nest, then biologist 
arrived. The nest appears nearly complete, and the female was observed bringing only plant down and lining the 
nest. The male remained in the area, following the female and singing infrequently, occasionally inspecting the 
nest. The pair remained in the nesting area and west of the nest location throughout the monitoring period. The 
nest was observed from a rock outcrop 40 feet from the nest which provides a natural blind, adults appeared to 
be behaving normally, and did not show any signs of agitation toward the avian biologist. - TCooper
04/27/2012 - When first observed, the nest appeared fairly wet from the previous night’s rain. The nest appears 
nearly complete and the female was observed adding material to the nest or otherwise making small repairs 
thought the observation period. The female was observed adding thin threads of plant material and willow down 
to interior of the nest, as well as on several occasions rounding out and smoothing the interior of the nest with 
her body. The male was observed regularly following the female and singing frequently, occasionally inspecting 
the nest. The pair remained in the nesting area and west of the nest location throughout the monitoring period. 
Frequency of nest visits was fairly regular, similar to that observed on 4/25. The pair continued to nesting 
activates until the last observation of the pair at approximately 1710 and not observed from that time until 
biologist left the territory at 1815. The nest was observed from a rock outcrop 40 feet from the nest which 
provides a natural blind; adults appeared to be behaving normally, and did not show any signs of agitation toward 
the avian biologist. - TCooper
04/28/2012 - The LBVI pair was observed within the western portion of the territory, west of the nest. The male 
was observed singing frequently, and the female was observed to make approximately 15 visits to the nest, each 
time adding small amounts of plant down and one feather to the interior of the nest. - TCooper
04/30/2012 - The male LBVI was observed on the nest when the monitoring biologist arrived. The male remained 
on the nest  singing periodically for approximately 45 minutes  The male left the nest at 0930  at which time the 

No

BUSH Bushtit 042312_vnik_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 95 100 93 93 Nest did not reach active stage 4/23/2012 5/1/2012 04/23/2012 - Observed pair making several trips to nest. - VNovik
05/01/2012 - Nest torn apart. Portion of nest on ground, likely depredation event. No eggshell fragments visible 
on ground below nest. Nest closed. - VNovik

No

BUSH Bushtit 042312_vnik_02 GS-USFS-6 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/23/2012 5/21/2012 04/23/2012 - R. Richardson reported Bushtit nest. Observed birds carrying material to nest, which is nearly 
complete. Bushtits were observed making several trips to the nest while ESA signs were installed. - VNovik
05/02/2012 - Nest looks complete and in good shape, but no Bushtits were observed or heard at the nest or in 
the area during a 30 minute observation period. The Bushtits could be egg laying or incubating and therefore not 
active at the nest site very often. - PKonrad
05/08/2012 - Nest is in good shape, and the adult Bushtits are bringing food to the nest at 3 to 5 minute intervals. 
Once, 1 adult appeared to transfer food to the other adult, and that Bushtit took the food to nestlings in the nest. 
The lack of activity noted last week was probably because the Bushtits were incubating. - PKonrad
05/18/2012 - Bushtits are making feeding visits to the nest at a rate of every 2 to 3 minutes. - PKonrad
05/21/2012 - No Bushtits observed during 25 minute observation period, although nest in good condition. 
Judging from very active feeding activities by adults at nest during observations 3 days ago, and no activity today, 
the nestlings probably fledged during the past day or 2, and the family group has moved out of the area - closed. - 
PKonrad

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 042412_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 30 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/24/2012 5/27/2012 04/24/2012 - One egg present in nest. Observed male singing nearby while female went to nest briefly, then both 
flew away. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Avian biologist stopped at 40 feet from nest, where there is line of sight between the nest and 
construction activities, and the bird flew off from nest. This was the second instance this had happened when a 
person was standing 35-40 feet from nest. Once female was out of sight from nest, the avian biologist was able to 
check nest and saw 2 eggs present. - AHill
05/01/2012 - Female incubating full time. - AHill
05/07/2012 - Female is continuing to incubate. - AHill
05/08/2012 - Female incubating. Anticipated hatching date is between May 9-11. - AHill
05/11/2012 - Female brooding 4 hatchlings that are less than 1 day post-hatch. - AHill
05/14/2012 - Observed female feeding nestlings, male nearby. - AHill
05/16/2012 - Parents actively feeding nestlings, and female brooding periodically. Anticipated fledge date is 
between May 24-26, 2012. - AHill
05/17/2012 - Five nestlings present. - AHill
05/19/2012 - Nest contains 5 nestlings. - AHill
05/21/2012 - Five nestlings present. - AHill
05/24/2012 - Nestlings present as of 1630. - AHill
05/29/2012 - Nest empty, presumed fledged on Sunday May 27th. - AHill

Yes

LASP Lark Sparrow 042412_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/24/2012 4/25/2012 04/24/2012 - Pair is actively building, nest is 40% as of 1400. Nest cup is see through, no lining present, no young 
or eggs present. Nest has been submitted for removal, results are pending. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Pair was observed bringing in nesting material actively this morning at 0700 to their nest which was 
approximately 50% complete. No eggs or nestlings were present in nest. Removal of nest was required based on 
potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts 
relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the steel area during the anticipated nest cycle. 
Deterrents present included ongoing construction yard work such as skycrane operations, steel assembly and 
vehicle traffic. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the steel. Nest was removed 
following requirements outlined in the NBMMP with no eggs or young present. - AHill

No

BUSH Bushtit 042412_ahll_03 EP67 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Grading 100 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/24/2012 5/15/2012 04/24/2012 - Bushtit pair is actively bringing lining material to nest. Nest appears complete. - AHill
05/01/2012 - No Bushtits observed near large nest, but egg laying or incubation may be under way, during which 
the adults may be out of sight, inside the nest or out of the area. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Nest appears to be in good condition, but no Bushtits were observed in the area or at the nest. This 
may be the result of behavior related to incubation, or it could indicate the site has been abandoned. Future 
observations will reveal the status of the nest. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard today, none observed since 4/24/2011. Nest looks good, but it 
appears this nest has been abandoned, and there is no indication that an egg was ever laid, although this point is 
extremely hard to prove one way or another - closed. - PKonrad

N/A

HOFI House Finch 042412_ahll_04 EP67 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/24/2012 4/24/2012 04/24/2012 - Nest was found by avian biologist at 1600. Nest appeared to be 60% complete, and pair was seen 
visiting nest and singing on equipment. Streamer deterrents were installed on the crane. Removal of nest was 
required based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower 
assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment 
during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. 
Nest was removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. No eggs or young were present. - AHill

No

CALT California Towhee 042412_fhan_01 EP11-3-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 22 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/24/2012 5/21/2012 04/24/2012 - 2 blue eggs with brown speckles. Adult incubating. - FHoffman
05/01/2012 - Female on nest at 0613, contains 4 eggs. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Female on nest at 0705. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - 3 fluffy nestlings visible in nest. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - Nest is empty, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

LASP Lark Sparrow 042412_hwey_01 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE2

Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/24/2012 5/25/2012 04/24/2012 - LASP observed bringing small twigs to nest at 0915. Nest appears 10% complete. - HWinfrey
05/01/2012 - Nest contains 2 cream-colored eggs with brownish streaking. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - LASP was on nest at 0726. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Three nestlings being attended by adult. - BArnold
05/18/2012 - 2 nestlings visible, appearing 5-6 days old. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - Nestlings still present. - BArnold
05/22/2012 - At least 3 nestlings in nest. - BArnold
05/26/2012 - Nest empty. Based on known species nesting chronology of 11-13 days incubation and young 
fledging at 9-10 days, this nest has presumably successfully fledged. Two eggs observed in nest 1 May. Presume 
third egg laid 2 May. Presume 3 eggs hatch 13-15 May or 14-16 May. Three nestlings observed 16, 21, and 22 
May, and 2 reported (third not distinguished but present) on 18 May. Presumed fledged on 25 May. - BArnold

Yes

AMCR American Crow 042412_hwey_02 Alpine Underground Ductbank Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 16 100 100 100 Fledged 4/24/2012 4/25/2012 04/24/2012 - Nest is empty. Fledgling AMCR perched 30 feet above nest being fed by adults at 1205. - HWinfrey
04/25/2012 - No activity at nest and no AMCR observed in area. Fledgling has left area, nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes
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HOWR House Wren 042412_jdus_01 CP54-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 50 50 Fledged 4/24/2012 5/21/2012 04/24/2012 - Adult enters stealthily from poison oak thicket below without vocalizing. Remains inside cavity for 
18 minutes, entering again after 10 minutes of foraging without material or visible food item carried, not to 
emerge again for additional 15 minutes observation. Presume nesting stage to be incubating based on these 
observations. - JDicus
05/07/2012 - HOWR feeding nest at 1308, 1312 and 1314. Female pursues male a short distance from the nest for 
food. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - HOWR carrying food to nest at 5-10 minute intervals from 1001-1024. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Young being fed away from nest. Male singing at cavity suggests new clutch being initiated. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042412_lgan_01 CP84 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed carrying nesting material to Leg D of CP84. The pair continued 
to build, undisturbed, while the biologist logged the nest and setup buffer signs for a 30-foot buffer and no 
climbing on tower. - LGorman
05/05/2012 - HOFI making intermittent visits to nest in late afternoon. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - 1:30pm-2:45pm:  Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter 
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately 
10 minutes to conduct hydro-mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to be mulched by spraying 
from outside stakes. No activity observed at nest. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - Female HOFI in nest at 1136. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - HOFI activity continues at 1345. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042412_lgan_02 CP74-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 80 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/24/2012 5/27/2012 04/24/2012 - A House Finch pair was observed building a nest approximately 80 feet high in Leg B of Tower CP74-
2. Nest material visible from below appeared to be at least 60% complete. The pair continued to build while the 
biologist logged the nest and installed 30-foot buffer/no climbing up tower signs. - LGorman
05/07/2012 - Pair visits nest briefly on 2 occasions, once with female adding finer bits of material and laying down 
on nest, shuffling down into the cup and immediately hopping back onto rim of nest. Appears to be putting on 
the finishing touches of nest construction and lining the nest. - JDicus
05/18/2012 - No HOFI detected at this nest during 1-hour observation. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - No HOFI detected at this structure during 40-minute observation. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Nest no longer present and presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 042412_ltiw_01 TL 6924 - 171687 69kV Structure Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed carrying lining material several times to a nest that appears 
complete. - LTymkiw
05/03/2012 - No activity observed during 10 minute period. - BArnold
05/10/2012 - No Bushtits directly approached the nest after 30 minutes of observation. However, a pair of 
Bushtits spent the majority of time foraging in nearby shrubs. Although the biologist did not see them copulate, 
they were displaying courtship behavior and remained quite close to one another. The nest looks complete and is 
in excellent condition. It is likely the pair has reached the egg-laying stage. - VEurs
05/17/2012 - No activity detected at the nest after 40 minutes of observation. After about 30 minutes, some 
Bushtits were detected moving about the vegetation 20-50 feet from the nest. - VEurs
05/25/2012 - No BUSH activity detected during 40 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good condition. - 
VEurs
06/01/2012 - No BUSH activity detected during 30 minutes of observation. The nest appears to be in relatively 
good condition, but the biologist cannot examine it directly, because it is in the center of a large, tall, dense laurel 
sumac (to which the biologist is allergic). - VEurs

TBD

CALT California Towhee 042412_ltiw_02 69kV-E Road Area Chaparrals Other 75 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/24/2012 5/14/2012 04/24/2012 - A pair of California Towhees was observed visiting a nest with 2 eggs. - LTymkiw
05/03/2012 - Nest with 2 eggs. - BArnold
05/14/2012 - The nest is perfectly intact but no longer contains eggs or young. This nest with eggs or young failed 
due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

WREN Wrentit 042412_ltiw_03 TL 6924 - Z101797 69kV Structure Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/24/2012 5/10/2012 04/24/2012 - A pair of Wrentits was observed visiting a complete nest with 4 pale blue eggs. - LTymkiw
05/03/2012 - Nest with 4 eggs, in Xylococcus bicolor (mission manzanita). Flushed from nest at 2 feet. - BArnold
05/10/2012 - The nest is intact but the lining is mussed and the eggs are gone. This nest with eggs or young failed 
due to natural causes. - VEurs

No
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AMKE American Kestrel 042412_mdus_01 CP23-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - On 04/22/12, biomonitor A. Steyers reported observing a female AMKE briefly entering the lowest 
arm of the 69kV monopole before joining a male and leaving the area. On 04/24/12 the avian biologist observed 
the AMKE pair chasing a pair of Red-tailed Hawks from structure CP23, after which the female AMKE entered the 
lowest arm of the 69kV pole and did not emerge for 25 minutes. During this time, the male hunted and perched 
on a nearby wire. The female emerged from the cavity at 1318 and the pair left the nest vicinity. They returned at 
approximately 1600, the female vocalizing and the male diving at the Red-tailed Hawk perched in CP23. - MDicus
05/01/2012 - No AMKE activity during 90+ minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - At approximately 1610, after 80 minutes of observation, the female kestrel exited the nest cavity. 
She flew to the transmission wires to the west of the monopole, where she perched and then defecated. She 
remained on the wire, preening and fluffing her feathers, until a Red-tailed Hawk soared by. She briefly gave 
chase, vocalizing, but soon returned to the wire. She re-entered the nest cavity at about 1620. The male kestrel 
was not observed. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - Both adults were seen as the biologist arrived near the nest cavity. The female was holding a lizard, 
which she consumed before flying into the nest cavity. The male perched on a transmission wire near the cavity 
before flying off to the east. He eventually returned carrying a small bird. In response to his calls, the female 
exited the nest cavity and took the bird from him. She perched on a wire away from the nest, consumed the bird, 
and the pair flew off. - VEurs
05/22/2012 - The female was observed soon after the start of observations, moving in and out of view as she 
hunted. She eventually entered the nest cavity. The male arrived carrying food, calling for the female. She exited 
the cavity, took the food from him and took it into the cavity. She soon exited and flew out of sight. The male 
returned about 20 minutes later with another lizard. The female flew into view, took the lizard and again carried it 
into the cavity. She exited almost immediately and flew out of view as the male remained perched on a 
transmission wire. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - The female arrived at the nest cavity after approximately 30 minutes of observation. She carried 
prey into the cavity and exited immediately. She then perched on a spacer between 2 distribution wires and 
preened. After about 5 minutes, she flew out of sight to the north. - VEurs
06/05/2012 - Shortly after the biologist's arrival, the female kestrel flew in from the southeast carrying a lizard. 
She was repeatedly vocalizing and flew behind the biologist out of sight over a hill. A RTHA flew into view and was 
being chased by the kestrel. Once that hawk left, she flew to top of tower CP20 and began mobbing a second 
RTHA. She aggressively chased the hawk higher and higher, all while carrying the lizard in her talons. After the 
hawk flew away, she carried the lizard into the nest cavity and after exiting, perched on a distribution wire south 
of the nest for about 15 minutes. She then flew out of sight and did not return before the biologist left the area. - 
VEurs

TBD

HOWR House Wren 042412_rrdd_01 CP83-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 40 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/24/2012 5/26/2012 04/24/2012 - Male singing at cavity, female enters and remains 0758. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - HOWR exits nest at 1250. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Considerable HOWR song and activity within undergrowth near nest, but no cavity entrance or exit 
observed from 1630-1645. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - No activity observed from 0944-1004. Possibly an alternate nest. Monitor once more prior to 
potentially closing. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - HOWR are nesting elsewhere, this cavity likely abandoned as part of the site selection process. - 
RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 042412_rrdd_02 CP83-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 50 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/24/2012 5/4/2012 04/24/2012 - BUSH bringing material to nest at 10-minute intervals 0918, approximately 60% complete. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest has been pulled apart from side at nest cup - possibly predated. Nesting chronology shows that 
eggs may have been present, but that cannot be determined. - RRadd

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 042412_rrdd_03 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - BUSH pair carrying spider silk and feathers to nest, approximately 70% complete. - RRadd
05/06/2012 - BUSH exits nest at 1450. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - BUSH male makes brief visit at 1512 after 30 minutes of no activity. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - BUSH departs nest with fecal sac at 1347. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - 2 June; No BUSH observed at this nest during 45 minute observation from 1500-1545 on hot 
afternoon. - RRadd

TBD

HOWR House Wren 042412_rrdd_04 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - HOWR male singing nearby while female carries sticks at 1-minute intervals. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Female visits infrequently, male announces all exits. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - HOWR enters cavity at 1504. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Female HOWR departs nest at 1113, returns at 1122 with small food item. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - HOWR carries insect to nest at 1400. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - 2 June; Male HOWR carries large earwig to nest at 1557 after 20 minutes of absence. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042412_rrdd_05 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 70 70 Nest did not reach active stage 4/24/2012 5/5/2012 04/24/2012 - ANHU lying on complete nest. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest is weathered, misshapen and unattended. Presumed lost to weather prior to eggs. - RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042412_rrdd_06 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 17 100 70 70 Nest did not reach active stage 4/24/2012 5/5/2012 04/24/2012 - ANHU female building nest which is 40% complete. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest has fallen from substrate. Presumed lost to natural causes prior to becoming active. - RRadd

No

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 042412_rrdd_07 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 60 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/24/2012 5/5/2012 04/24/2012 - NOMO attending fresh, un-lined stick basket nest. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - NOMO have moved to a new location 60 feet north and outside the buffer. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042412_rrdd_08 12kV Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 90 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/24/2012 5/6/2012 04/24/2012 - Nest appears complete, but HOFI at pole did not come to nest during 15-minute observation. - 
RRadd
05/05/2012 - No birds are associating with this empty unused nest. - RRadd

No
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HOFI House Finch 042412_rrdd_09 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 35 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/24/2012 5/11/2012 04/24/2012 - Nest appears well established and HOFI activity is continuous. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Pair defending, and female sits at nest periodically. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Nest is no longer present. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042412_sjon_01 EP77-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 12 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/24/2012 5/3/2012 04/24/2012 - Observed male LEGO feeding incubating female. - SJohnston
05/03/2012 - No activity at nest for 30 minutes. Visual inspection revealed that nest lining has been pulled out of 
cup and is hanging down from north side. Likely depredated. - MKuehn

No

BUOR Bullock's Oriole 042412_sjon_02 EP77-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 30 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/24/2012 5/22/2012 04/24/2012 - Observed female building nest. Nest appears approximately 70% complete. - SJohnston
05/03/2012 - Male defending area around nest by chasing away WESJ and other male BUOR. Nest appears 
complete and intact. Female not detected in 20 minutes, indicating she is likely incubating. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Female observed flying to nest and resuming incubation. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - No activity at nest for 45 minutes and no BUOR detected in area. Nest appears intact and no 
eggshells could be found on ground below nest. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - No activity at nest for 30 minutes and no BUOR detected in area for second check in a row. Nest still 
appears intact, and no eggshells could be found on ground below nest. Based on observed incubating behavior, 
on 5/3 this nest is likely to have failed with eggs for unknown reasons. - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 042412_vers_01 CP6-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/24/2012 4/24/2012 04/24/2012 - On 24 April 2012, the onsite biomonitor A. Steyers observed a pair of House Finches perching on an 
excavator in the work area of CP6 and entering the joint in the hydraulic arm with nesting material. This piece of 
equipment is needed for construction of a Hilfiker wall at CP6l. Nesting bird deterrents were present on the 
excavator in the form of copious amounts of mylar flagging. The nest was approximately 2% complete at time of 
removal and did not contain any eggs or young. Photographs were taken to document deterrents in place, the 
removal process, material removed per the NBMMP and new deterrents added. After the nest was removed, 
construction personnel stuffed filter fabric into the joints of the equipment in an effort to prevent further nesting 
attempts. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 042512_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 100 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/25/2012 4/28/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest with 3 eggs. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - No HOFI associated with nest. Nest with 3 eggs, the same as yesterday. Nest very wet and slightly de-
constructed from last night's heavy rainfall. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Nest and 3 eggs no longer present as of 28 April 2012. Appears to be natural predation of nest. - 
BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 042512_bald_02 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 140 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/25/2012 5/17/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest appears complete, no eggs or HOFI activity observed. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - No adult HOFI observed at nest. The nest is very wet from last night's heavy rainfall, and contains no 
eggs. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Nest empty, no activity observed either today 30 April or yesterday, 29 April. Changed status to 
Inactive. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Nest appeared in good condition and nearly complete when it became soaked during a rain storm in 
late April. No eggs were ever observed. This nest never attained active status. This nest was never re-established 
and never contained eggs. It failed, likely due to natural causes. Change status to closed. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 042512_bald_03 Sycamore Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 80 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/25/2012 5/15/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest with 5 eggs. Female flushed at 3 feet. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - Observed female leave nest on her own. Upon brief examination, nest was discovered to contain at 
least 3 nestlings. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Nest with several nestlings. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Nestlings observed in nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Well-protected nest slightly degraded with lots of scat, indicative of recent fledging. Nest closed. - 
BArnold

Yes

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 042512_bloh_01 CP10 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - foundations 800 300 300 300 Fledged 4/25/2012 5/9/2012 04/25/2012 - 2 nestlings present; both adults bringing food and feeding repeatedly, male returning with food 
about twice as much as female. - BLohstroh
05/02/2012 - Nest pulled apart, broken sage stems above nest, no sign of nestlings or fledglings in area. Nest 
likely taken by avian predator. - BLohstroh
05/09/2012 - Pair observed feeding one juvenile; fledged. - KAlberts

Yes

MODO Mourning Dove 042512_elss_01 EP78-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests OH - wire stringing 110 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/25/2012 5/30/2012 04/25/2012 - See following comment. - KAlberts
04/25/2012 - Mourning Dove observed lying on the nest. - ELoveless
05/04/2012 - No activity at nest for 20 minutes. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Adult on nest. Based on timing of observations (incubating when found on 4/25), this nest likely 
contains nestlings. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
05/30/2012 - No activity at nest for 30 minutes. Based on observations, nest expected to fledge no later than 
5/24. Nest is intact and no nestlings could seen over rim or when viewed from below (nest is somewhat 
transparent). No adults or fledglings could be detected in area. Likely fledged, since nest was active on 5/22, only 
2 days prior to expected fledge date. - MKuehn

Yes
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BUSH Bushtit 042512_ghan_01 CP31-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - Pair observed making multiple trips carrying nesting material between 1600 and 1700 by avian 
biomonitor T. Dipaola. Nest is about 50% complete. Buffer staked for foot and helicopter traffic at 50 feet. - 
GHuffman
05/02/2012 - Nest looks nearly complete, although a little small. The pair made at least 8 trips to the nest to add 
material during a 15-minute visit. They may have copulated, based on vocalizations and vigorous movements in 
the nest tree, but the dense foliage prevented the biologist from confirming this. - VEurs
05/09/2012 - A Bushtit was leaving the nest tree as the biologist approached. Within 5 minutes, a Bushtit arrived 
and entered the nest where it remained for 20 minutes and was eventually joined by a second Bushtit. The pair 
remained in the nest as the biologist left the area. The nest looks complete. - VEurs
05/16/2012 - During 30 minutes of observation, a single Bushtit brought a couple of pieces of nesting material 
into the nest. A pair was never observed. The adult that visited the nest was relatively quiet, and it seems likely 
that a second adult was within the nest, incubating. - VEurs
05/23/2012 - During 30 minutes of observation, at least 2 adult Bushtits made several trips in and out of the nest, 
sometimes carrying nesting material. In the latter half of observations, the Bushtits seemed to swap places. One 
adult would leave the nest as the other arrived, with the new arrival remaining in the nest until the other 
returned. - VEurs
05/31/2012 - 1-2 adults made numerous trips into the nest with food to feed another incubating adult. - VEurs

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042512_hwey_01 CP106-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 3 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/25/2012 5/9/2012 04/25/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0738. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1110. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0849. - HWinfrey
05/01/2012 - 2 adults bring food to nest at 0658. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Adult observed at nest at 0641. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - 2 adults bring food to nest at 1043. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Adult was observed visiting nest at 0812. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - No activity observed from 0732 to 0802. Upon close examination, bottom of nest torn apart, nest 
apparently predated. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 042512_hwey_03 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 50 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/25/2012 5/23/2012 04/25/2012 - Female on nest incubating 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female observed on nest with 4 eggs at 0750. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - 3 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - 1 hatchling partially emerged from egg. 2 additional eggs in nest. Earliest anticipated fledge date is 
5/28/12. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Yard monitor reports that pair has abandoned nest, with female not present on nest for several 
days. Nest examined and found to contain 3 discolored, non-viable eggs. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

CATH California Thrasher 042512_hwey_04 EP11-3-N Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/25/2012 5/21/2012 04/25/2012 - Adult seen leaving nest. 3 eggs present in nest. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Female on nest with 3 eggs at 0623. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - 1 day-old nestling and 2 eggs in nest. Earliest expected fledging is 5/20/12. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - 2 fluffy nestlings visible in nest, along with 1 unhatched egg. Nestlings appear 4-5 days old. - 
HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - 1 dead nestling in nest, other nestlings presumably fledged. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 042512_jdus_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 23 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/25/2012 5/16/2012 04/25/2012 - Female adult Bushtit arrives to 100% constructed and externally well decorated nest singly, remains 
inside while male brings fine downy material to nest entrance which female receives from within. Female does 
not exit nest for 15 minutes. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - BUSH male carrying food to nest at 10 minute intervals. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH continue to feed this nest from 0856-0903. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Nest in good condition, but no BUSH detections from 1428- 1448. Chronology suggests probable 
fledge. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042512_jdus_02 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 10 10 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/25/2012 5/16/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest with 4 eggs, female incubates while vehicle is parked 5 feet away with doors open and radio 
turned on. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - The female was on the nest as biologist approached. The male was perched nearby singing. He 
approached the nest, and the pair then flew off across the access road. The biologist used this opportunity to 
check the nest with a mirror. It still contains 4 eggs. - VEurs
05/09/2012 - Nest contents checked once the female vacated nest of her own volition. Nest still contains eggs. - 
VEurs
05/16/2012 - Nest abandoned with 2 cold, non-viable eggs. - KAlberts

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 042512_jpki_01 EP78-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 32 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/25/2012 5/4/2012 04/25/2012 - Adult observed on nest; second adult observed in vicinity of nest shrub on several occasions. - 
JPawlicki
05/04/2012 - Nest is empty and lining is somewhat mussed. No eggshells in or below nest. Unknown whether nest 
contained eggs or nestlings when found on 4/25, but adult was sitting very low in nest suggesting it contained 
eggs or very young nestlings, and adults were not observed carrying food to nest on 4/25. Today no WESJ 
detected within 80 feet of nest in 20 minutes. WESJ 80 feet away was followed and showed no evidence of 
feeding fledglings. This nest likely failed prior to fledging young. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - No comment. - VNovik

No
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CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 042512_mdus_01 CP51-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/25/2012 4/26/2012 04/25/2012 - An adult Cassin's Kingbird was observed making 4 trips with nest material while the other adult 
perched nearby. The birds also displayed territorial aggression, chasing a pair of House Finches from the tower. - 
MDicus
04/26/2012 - Nest was removed per NBMMP based on need to access insulators adjacent to nest. Nest was in 
early stages, less than 20% complete, at time of removal with no eggs or young present. Deterrents present 
include a previously installed perch/nest preventer and mylar tape. - IMaunsell

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 042512_mkhn_01 EP78-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 150 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/25/2012 5/2/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest contains at least 1 (appears to be only 1) large gray nestling (50-60g). Adult nearby and would 
not go to nest with biologist 30 feet away. Nest is expected to fledge by 5/1. - MKuehn
05/02/2012 - Nest empty. Based on prior observations, likely fledged. - VNovik

Yes

BCHU Black-chinned Hummingbird 042512_rrdd_01 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 31 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/25/2012 5/25/2012 04/25/2012 - BCHU female building yellow nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - BCHU female leaves nest only for brief intervals and does not feed nest at return, suggesting 
incubation in progress. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Female BCHU to nest and settles at 1505. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Female ANHU departs nest at 1229, returns to feed hatched young at 1231 and settles. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Female BCHU feeding nest at 1202. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Nest is intact but no longer occupied, and a new nest has been constructed 10 feet west. Based on 
the recent observations, it is presumed that this nest fledged. - RRadd

Yes

ACWO Acorn Woodpecker 042512_rrdd_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - 3 ACWO repeatedly entering this cavity during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - ACWO making trips to tree, but no entry observed. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - ACWO active on tree, but no cavity use observed in 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - ACWO defending cavity against ATFL pair, but no entry or departure observed. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - ACWO in cavity at 1103. ACWO observed entering cavity at 1203. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - 3 ACWO make frequent trips to this nest and guard the entrance. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - ACWO bringing insects to nest 1518. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - Multiple entries with food 1330-1340. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042512_rrdd_03 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 1 100 75 75 Indeterminate 4/25/2012 5/4/2012 04/25/2012 - BUSH male visits nest infrequently but does not enter. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Nest has fallen and is torn. Presumed lost to weather, but possibly predation is primary cause. Nest 
may or may not have contained eggs. - RRadd

N/A

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 042512_rrdd_04 CP70-3-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 37 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 4/25/2012 5/23/2012 04/25/2012 - NOMO bringing sticks and forming nest platform; approximately 15% complete. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Twig basket is complete and accepting lining, NOMO attending. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest is complete and lined. No NOMO observed during 15-minute observation 1418. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Nest is complete and lined. NOMO observed nearby but not at this nest. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Nest looks neat and maintained but no activity observed. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042512_rrdd_05 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 13 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 4/25/2012 5/10/2012 04/25/2012 - LEGO female constructs new nest in company of vigilant male. Nest approximately 30% complete. - 
RRadd
05/04/2012 - LEGO pair making brief visits to completely lined nest. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest is intact, lined and empty. No LEGO observed associating. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Nest remains empty, and LEGO are no longer associating with the site. - RRadd

No

HOOR Hooded Oriole 042512_rrdd_06 El Monte CY Construction Yards Riparian Forests and Woodlands Other 27 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/25/2012 5/16/2012 04/25/2012 - New nest is approximately 20% complete and consistent with HOOR. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest does not appear substantially improved; will monitor once more before closing. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - This nest now appears 40% complete. Male HOOR in canopy did not approach nest during 30 
minutes of observation - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest has not been further improved and no HOOR associating with this location. Closed for 
inactivity. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042512_sjon_01 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 30 100 5 5 Fledged 4/25/2012 5/7/2012 04/25/2012 - Monitor reported House Finch entering nest location. Upon inspection by an avian biologist, at least 
2 nestlings were observed in the nest. - SJohnston
05/02/2012 - three feathered nestlings observed. - SJohnston
05/07/2012 - S. Johnston reports that 3 fledglings were observed flying from the nest. - KAlberts
05/07/2012 - Observed 3 fledglings fly out from metal container handle where nest was located. Checked nest 
with phone camera. Nest appeared empty and completely fledged. - SJohnston

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042512_vnik_01 Rough Acres CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/25/2012 4/25/2012 04/25/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed for approximately 30-40 minutes. The pair was observed at 
the nest, and a second pair was also observed near the nest. At least one female was observed carrying material 
to the nest. The nest appears 80% complete. No eggs or young were in the nest. Removal of nest was required 
based on impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate 
options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest 
deterrents in the form of mylar tape and reflective discs were hung on the water tank. Nest was removed per 
NBMMP. - VNovik

No
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LASP Lark Sparrow 042612_ahll_01 EP67 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows Grading 35 100 35 35 Fledged 4/26/2012 5/14/2012 04/26/2012 - Nest was found on 4/25/2012 when a bird flushed from the nest during an arroyo toad survey at 
2100. Nest was logged today and was confirmed to still be active when the female was observed on the nest, 
incubating 4 eggs. A buffer of 100 feet was installed. The female flew off the nest when walking 20 feet south 
toward nest. - AHill
05/01/2012 - Clutch of 4 eggs (cream-colored with a few irregular spots) fill the small ground nest. No adult at the 
nest but several Lark Sparrows in the area. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Nestlings (approximately 2 days old). - SJohnston
05/09/2012 - An adult Lark Sparrow was brooding 3 newly hatched nestlings, and 1 unhatched egg remains in the 
nest. If the nesting attempt is successful, the 3 nestlings may fledge in 10 days, but if the remaining egg hatches, 
the nestling would not fledge for 11 or 12 days. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - Before grading was allowed to proceed up to the new buffer limit of 35 feet, the nest was checked, 
and 3 feathered nestlings were observed away from the nest. Two were found together about 10 inches away 
from the nest. The third was seen further, approximately 20 inches away. During grading activities, adults were 
observed bring food to the scattered nestlings. - SJohnston
05/14/2012 - No nestlings at or around nest or fledglings in area. No evidence of predation at or around the nest. 
Based off developmental appearance of nestlings observed on 5/11, the nest fledged successfully. - SJohnston

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042612_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/26/2012 5/26/2012 04/26/2012 - ANHU comes to  nest and remains at 1230. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - ANHU incubation continues - female remains on nest. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Female ANHU continues to incubate, no feeding observed on multiple nest visits. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - ANHU female feeding 2 small nestlings at 0719. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - Nest is empty with feces at rim, consistent with probable fledge. - RRadd

Yes

BEWR Bewick's Wren 042612_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/26/2012 5/2/2012 04/26/2012 - BEWR pair carrying food to brush pile in midst of Tamarix thicket. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No BEWR detections, but based on prior observations, this nest presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

LASP Lark Sparrow 042712_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/27/2012 4/27/2012 04/27/2012 - Female was seen bringing material to nest over the course of an hour, the nest went from being 
60% complete to 90%. The female's brood patch was visible. Deterrents present included ongoing construction 
yard work such as skycrane operations, steel assembly and vehicle traffic. The nest was submitted for nest 
removal per NBMMP because of the necessity to fly out the steel piece immediately and that there were no eggs 
or nestlings present. - AHill

No

CALT California Towhee 042712_ghan_01 CP31-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 25 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/27/2012 5/18/2012 04/27/2012 - Observed location of nest in white sage (Salvia apiana) while driving down access road. When 
approaching nest, a California Towhee left substrate and observed 4 eggs in nest. 50-foot buffer staked with drive 
though access. - GHuffman
05/04/2012 - Eggs have hatched since the last visit. The towhee left the nest as the biologist quietly approached 
the buffer. The biologist slowly approached the nest, saw a nestling and quickly backed off to the edge of the 
buffer. The towhee returned to the nest about 5 minutes later. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - Female on the nest with nestlings, observed during a quick check from the access road. - VEurs
05/18/2012 - The nest is in excellent condition, but is now empty. Enough time has passed for the nest cycle to be 
completed, so this nest is presumed to have fledged successfully. - VEurs

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042712_hwey_01 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE 4

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/27/2012 4/27/2012 04/27/2012 - Biologist A. Farmer reported observing HOFI pair carrying nesting material to interior of crane arm 
base atop crane truck in Sunrise Substation. Nest was found to be 10% complete with no eggs or young present. 
This vehicle was being used for active work when the nest was discovered. Operation of this crane was deemed 
necessary for ongoing wire pulling operations, and nest was photographed and removed according to NBMMP 
requirements. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 042712_lgan_01 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 9 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/27/2012 5/16/2012 04/27/2012 - Female House Finch was observed incubating 4 eggs. - LGorman
05/03/2012 - Female HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI on nest at 1150. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest is clean and empty, potentially predated or may have fledged. - RRadd

N/A

LASP Lark Sparrow 042712_lgan_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals Grading 26 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/27/2012 5/3/2012 04/27/2012 - Observed Lark Sparrow pair bringing nest material to the nest, in between periods of incubation. - 
LGorman
05/03/2012 - Nest is intact and empty with many feces at rim, suggesting previous monitoring was food carrying 
and nest has fledged. - RRadd

Yes

PHAI Phainopepla 042712_lgan_03 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals Other 220 100 75 75 Presumed Fledged 4/27/2012 5/15/2012 04/27/2012 - A Phainopepla pair was observed bringing nesting material to the nest, which is approximately 90% 
complete. - LGorman
05/03/2012 - PHAI female feeding nest containing downy young. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - PHAI male carries food to nest at 1210 - RRadd
05/15/2012 - No PHAI detected at this nest. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 042712_lgan_05 CP65-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - A female House Finch nest was observed bringing nest material to the nest repeatedly. The nest was 
approximately 95% complete. - LGorman
05/03/2012 - Female HOFI in nest at 1438. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI female incubating. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Female HOFI on nest did not flush at 1350. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Young with wispy down on heads visible in nest at 1122. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - 3 well-feathered nestlings appears almost ready to fledge. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - Nest contains 4 large nestlings which appear ready to fledge. - RRadd

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 042712_lgan_06 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 150 100 90 90 Presumed Fledged 4/27/2012 5/14/2012 04/27/2012 - A female Phainopepla was observed incubating the nest. She flew off the nest, gathered material, 
added it to the nest, and continued to incubate. - LGorman
05/06/2012 - Male flies in to nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - PHAI pair exchanging nest duties 1415. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest is intact and empty, presumed fledged - 1158. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042712_lgan_07 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 120 100 60 60 Indeterminate 4/27/2012 5/16/2012 04/27/2012 - A female Lesser Goldfinch was observed flying onto the nest and remained there presumably to 
incubate. - LGorman
05/03/2012 - Potentially same nest as 041212_rrdd_03. No species detected at nest during 30 minute 
observation. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - No LEGO observed, but nearby PHAI nest makes monitoring difficult. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest was not observed active beyond first observation. - RRadd

N/A

CATH California Thrasher 042712_lton_01 EP101-2-PS-E Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 160 100 100 100 Fledged 4/27/2012 5/22/2012 04/27/2012 - The nest was discovered during an active search. 2 eggs were in the nest. The female had flushed 
prior to discovery, and she called from a few shrubs while the biologist quickly took data. - LThoreson
05/03/2012 - Adult near. Nest still contains 2 eggs. - MKuehn
05/11/2012 - 2 nestlings in nest. - VNovik
05/17/2012 - Nest contains 2 downy nestlings estimated to be 8-10 days old. Nestlings should fledge between 
5/22-5/24. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - One fledgling and 1 adult encountered 20 feet away, en route to check nest. Nest was checked, first 
from 8 feet with binoculars, and found to be empty with the rim depressed and partially flattened on one side. - 
MKuehn

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042712_mdus_01 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - Female House Finch rapidly adding material to a nest that is approximately 75% complete, with the 
male in accompaniment. The female seems wary of a Cassin's Kingbird perched nearby, waiting to add material 
until the Kingbird leaves. - MDicus
05/05/2012 - Female HOFI incubating nest at 1020. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - HOFI pair copulate and female enters nest at 1036. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Unable to see into nest, which appears complete and intact. Incubating? - RRadd
05/17/2012 - HOFI pair coming and going to this nest, copulation adjacent at 1208. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - HOFI pair come to nest; male singing, female with nest material. Female settles into nest at 0658. - 
RRadd
06/01/2012 - Female HOFI lying in nest at 1134, incubation presumed. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042712_mdus_02 CP51-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 130 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/27/2012 5/4/2012 04/27/2012 - Female observed making multiple trips with material to a nest that is approximately 80-90% 
constructed. - MDicus
05/04/2012 - Nest is gone, with no signs of it on the ground beneath the tower. This nest was never recorded to 
have progressed past the nest building stage. Did not reach active stage. Closed. - JDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 042712_rrdd_01 CP65-1-PS-N Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 9 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/27/2012 5/16/2012 04/27/2012 - Complete nest ready for first egg. Pair agitated at observer, returned at 50 feet. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - HOFI attending nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest is clean and empty but did not have sufficient time to fledge. Presumed predated. - RRadd

No

PHAI Phainopepla 042712_rrdd_02 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 35 100 100 100 Indeterminate 4/27/2012 5/10/2012 04/27/2012 - Fresh grass nest, lined and complete. Various cup-nesting songbirds present, likely PHAI or HOFI. - 
RRadd
05/03/2012 - Not monitored this week due to MODO nest on ground 6 feet south. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - No nest found at this GPS point. Possibly logged as same nest as adjacent LASP due to GPS error. - 
RRadd

N/A

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 042712_rrdd_03 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows Other 100 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/27/2012 5/20/2012 04/27/2012 - Twig basket, fully lined and ready for first egg. NOMO present. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - NOMO on nest at 1155. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - NOMO in nest for duration of brief observation at 0940. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - NOMO carrying food to nest at 0946. Flushed from nest in apparent response to helicopter hovering 
approximately 100 feet south at 50 feet above ground level at 1035, returned to nest area 10 minutes after 
helicopter departure. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest is intact and empty. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042712_rrdd_04 CP64 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 75 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/27/2012 5/10/2012 04/27/2012 - HOFI flushed from nest and returned as soon as observer retreated 40 feet. Contents not accessible. 
- RRadd
05/03/2012 - No HOFI observed, and nest contents inaccessible at 1334. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd

No
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HOFI House Finch 042712_rrdd_05 CP64 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - Nest is only 4 feet from active HOFI nest, status of this nest unclear due to proximity. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs at 1333; no HOFI detected. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI female in nest at 1204. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Female HOFI lying on nest at 1429. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest contains large, mostly feathered nestlings with wispy down still showing through. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - Nest contains 3 large nestlings which appear ready to fledge. - RRadd

TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 042712_rrdd_06 CP65-1-PS-N Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 77 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/27/2012 5/16/2012 04/27/2012 - Complete empty nest. LASP copulating nearby. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is clean, maintained and empty. LASP pair on nearest tall shrub copulated 5 times in 1 minute. - 
RRadd
05/10/2012 - Grass has been added to interior of nest, but no LASP present. Unclear if the nest has been usurped 
or is being updated. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest has not been maintained and is aging. LASP pair continue in area. - RRadd

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 042812_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/28/2012 4/28/2012 04/28/2012 - Female was seen bringing material to nest actively, 80% complete. The nest was submitted for nest 
removal because of the necessity to fly out the steel piece in the future and that there were no eggs or nestlings 
present. Deterrents present included ongoing construction yard work such as skycrane operations, steel assembly 
and vehicle traffic. Nest was removed as per NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 042812_bald_01 69kV-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 150 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/28/2012 5/25/2012 04/28/2012 - Pair of HOFI observed bringing nest material (once) and landing on and entering (4 times) the 
bracket for the lower arm on the west side of the pole. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minute observation period. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - It is unlikely that this nest ever made it to the Active stage. No activity has been recorded since 28 
April. - BArnold

No

BUSH Bushtit 042812_ghan_01 CP31-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 10 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/28/2012 5/12/2012 04/28/2012 - Observed adults making multiple trips to a coast live oak carrying nesting material. Nest appears to 
be approximately 50% complete. - GHuffman
05/05/2012 - Bushtits made a few visits to the nest. Nest construction has progressed, but is not yet complete. 
The neck is still a bit thin and see-through. Activity at the nest may have been subdued because of the presence of 
a Western Scrub-jay moving throughout the area, including the nest tree. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - The nest is almost completely gone. About 5% of the nest remains where it is anchored to the 
branch. This nest never contained eggs or young and is now closed. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 042812_hwey_01 EP34-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 100 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/28/2012 5/4/2012 04/28/2012 - Female flushed from nest, which contains 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - Nest appears pulled apart with no eggs remaining. Nest closed due to predation. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 042812_ltiw_01 Jacumba Valley Ranch CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 20 20 Nest did not reach active stage 4/28/2012 5/10/2012 04/28/2012 - Female was seen entering the wheel area 3 times, but was never observed carrying anything inside. 
Each time she remained there for about 5 minutes. Several males and other females also in the vicinity. - LTymkiw
05/04/2012 - No House Finches observed near the 2 remaining water tanks during 30-minute observation period.. 
- PKonrad
05/10/2012 - No finch activity observed in the nest area during the 30 minute observation period; 1 female was 
observed perched on fence about 150 feet north for a short time. Considering the initial observation comments 
and subsequent observations, this nest may never have been 'active' - closed. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 042812_ltiw_02 EP142-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - tower erection 200 100 40 40 Presumed Fledged 4/28/2012 5/14/2012 04/28/2012 - A pair was observed making many trips to the nest with caterpillars. They were not affected by the 
tower work or by an avian biologist observing and recording data 40 feet away. - LTymkiw
04/30/2012 - A pair of Bushtits visited the nest, 1 entering nest, but no other activity observed during 30-minute 
observation period. A small, vocal flock of Bushtits was observed about 100 feet west of the nest site. - PKonrad
05/07/2012 - Nest intact and pair of Bushtits territorial; 1 adult had insects in its beak, so avian biologist left area 
and birds flew to nest. - PKonrad
05/14/2012 - A pair of Bushtits came to the nest and simultaneously began pulling relatively large pieces of 
material from the nest, tugging diligently at the nest at times, then flew northeast with their beaks stuffed with 
nest material. Looks like the nestlings in this nest have fledged, and the old nest is being recycled by the same pair 
(renesting) or another pair. No fledglings were observed in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042812_rrdd_01 GS-NF-10 Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Other 35 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/28/2012 5/19/2012 04/28/2012 - Female ANHU standing on rim of complete nest decorated with lichen flakes at 0710. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Female ANHU feeding 1 visible short-billed nestling at 1644. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - ANHU female comes to nest after 20 minutes away to feed single large nestling which has fully-
feathered head. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Female ANHU on nestlings at 1552. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Nest is empty. Recent fledgling observed in area. Nest has fledged and is now closed. - JDicus
05/21/2012 - Nest is intact and empty with many small feces at rim, suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042812_rrdd_02 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 50 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/28/2012 5/21/2012 04/28/2012 - LEGO pair building nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Numerous LEGO in this area include 2 other nests and fledglings being fed, but no activity was 
observed near this nest which is no longer visible due to foliage growth. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest not found due to second pair egg-laying near the vantage point for observing this nest. LEGOs 
definitely active in vicinity and  male from second pair spars territorially with this male. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Adult male with at least 2 juveniles at this location. Presumed fledged - RRadd

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 042812_rrdd_04 GS-NF-10 Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands OH - wire stringing 250 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/28/2012 5/19/2012 04/28/2012 - BUSH pair bringing material to nest at 10 minute intervals. Nest approximately 60% complete. - 
RRadd
05/04/2012 - BUSH pair making numerous trips to and from nest at 1348. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH making infrequent nest visits. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest appears somewhat thin in the neck area, but is un-holed. BUSH detected nearby but not 
visiting nest. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Nest is dilapidated and shows no activity for 1 hour. Closed due to inactivity and the nest being in a 
state of disrepair. Presumed failed due to unknown causes. - JDicus
05/21/2012 - BUSH visits but does not enter. Nest appears somewhat battered but serviceable. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042812_rrdd_05 GS-NF-10 Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

None 0 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/28/2012 5/30/2012 04/28/2012 - HOFI female incubating 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs at 1635. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOFI continue to tend this nest, which still contains 5 eggs. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Female HOFI lying in nest at 1616. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - HOFI lying in nest from 1650-1710. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - Adult female feeding hatched young in nest at 1640. - RRadd
06/04/2012 - Nest fledged and a new clutch has been initiated. - RRadd

Yes

CAQU California Quail 042812_sjon_01 EP50-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 4 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/28/2012 5/15/2012 04/28/2012 - Monitor reported flushing a California Quail from this nest while walking along the access road. 
Avian biologist did not see bird at the nest or nearby when mapping its location, but 4 eggs were visible. - 
SJohnston
05/01/2012 - Nest contains 8 eggs, but no California Quail were observed in area, suggesting the egg laying period 
continues in advance of the initiation of incubation. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - No adult California Quail present, but 11 brown-speckled cream-colored eggs can be seen in the 
ground nest - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - This California Quail nest is empty, and no eggs or eggshells are present in the nest; no hatchlings or 
adults are evident nearby. There are many downy breast feathers among the grassy nest material, apparently 
added during the past week. Because the clutch was completed and incubation began about 5/4/2011, which was 
about 11 days ago, it indicates the eggs did not hatch because the incubation period for California Quail is 18 to 
23 days. Hence, the nest was likely predated - closed. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 042812_sjon_02 EP63-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 40 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/28/2012 5/15/2012 04/28/2012 - Observed pair of Bushtits nest building. Nest is approximately 10% complete. - SJohnston
05/01/2012 - Although no Bushtit activity was observed 2 hours ago, Bushtits are now very actively nest building, 
with nest visits spaced 3 minutes or less apart. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Nest looks good, but no Bushtit activity was observed during 2 20-minute observation periods. This 
pair of Bushtits should be incubating at this time, and judging from past experiences, little activity is ever 
observed during Bushtit incubation. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - Bushtit nest has been torn apart, probably by a predator. No Bushtits observed or heard in the area - 
closed. - PKonrad

No

HOFI House Finch 042912_bald_01 TL 6915 - 100984 69kv Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/29/2012 TBD 04/29/2012 - HOFI pair observed at pole 100984, with female observed bringing nest material and entering the 
following arm brackets (note that these arms are not hollow; the bird enters the metal bracket attached to the 
wooden pole from below): upper eastern, middle eastern, lower eastern, and middle western. This nest is a 
candidate for removal and adding 'bird deterrents' to preclude access to any of these brackets. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Adult HOFIs observed at nest pole on several occasions. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - No activity observed. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - Duplicate entry. - BArnold
05/26/2012 - No HOFI activity noted in association with this pole during observation periods between 0545 and 
0700 (on and off), and a focused observation period between 0845 and 0930. HOFIs came to wires southwest of 
nest pole, and were heard in area, but no HOFIs landed on nest pole or entered brackets. - BArnold
06/04/2012 - The HOFI pair made several trips to the nest during 60 minutes of observation. They also spent 
several minutes in the lowest western bracket of the same pole and investigated brackets on the adjacent pole. 
Based on nesting chronology, it seems likely there are nestlings within the bracket. - VEurs

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 042912_bald_02 TL 6915/6924 - 171683 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 30 30 Indeterminate 4/29/2012 6/4/2012 04/29/2012 - HOFI pair observed once landing on pole arm, and female entering briefly before flying to adjacent 
pole. Observed only once during an hour-long observation period. The finches are likely 'checking out' potential 
nesting locations. This is a candidate for removal, as the pair has likely just initiated nest site selection/nest 
building. - BArnold
04/30/2012 - Avian biologist checked nest using lift, contains 4 eggs and as such remains active, no bird deterrent 
work was allowed. Other 2 brackets (upper E& W) contained no nest material. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Adult HOFIs on top of nest pole. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - No activity observed. - BArnold
05/26/2012 - No HOFI activity noted during on and off observation period between 0545 and 0700, or during 
focused observation period between 0845 and 0930. HOFIs present on line south of nest, and heard in area, but 
did not go to nest pole or enter bracket. - BArnold
06/04/2012 - A HOFI pair briefly entered this bracket, but did not remain long and no nestling vocalizations were 
detected. The HOFI pair from the adjacent pole entered this bracket briefly. There is a new nest in the eastern 
bracket of this pole. Observational history lends itself to an indeterminate nest outcome. - VEurs

N/A

HOFI House Finch 042912_bald_03 TL 6915 - 100983 69kv Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 4/29/2012 4/30/2012 04/29/2012 - Observed HOFI pair entering and bringing nest material to lower arm brackets attached to the east 
and west sides of the pole. This is a candidate for removal, as the pair has likely just begun the site selection/nest 
building process. - BArnold
04/30/2012 - Nest was examined by an avian biologist using a lift. The nest was about 10% complete, and 
contained no eggs or young. New substation work consisting of overhead wire stringing as well as O&M activities 
have been regularly occurring in the adjacent Sycamore Substation, including this past Saturday and Sunday. PAR 
requires the 69kV to be available for upgrades and energization in June, and will be working in the insulators 
within which bracket the HOFI partial nest was begun. Buffers would not likely have prevented this nest from 
being impacted during this future construction. This nest was initiated in spite of the ongoing work in the 
immediately adjacent Sycamore Substation consisting of 20+ member crews. As such, this partial nest was 
removed. - BArnold

No

AMKE American Kestrel 042912_bald_04 69kV-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 300 500 150 150 Fledged 4/29/2012 5/22/2012 04/29/2012 - AMKE observed entering third arm from top on western side of pole several times late in the day. - 
BArnold
05/03/2012 - No AMKE activity observed during 30-minute observation period. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/10/2012 - While monitoring a nest at the opposite end of the substation, the biologist heard 2 kestrels calling 
to each other. On approaching the nest cavity, the male was observed perched on a distribution pole to the north, 
consuming prey. Later he was seen chasing off a Red-tailed Hawk. The female was not seen during 90 minutes of 
observation, but this is not atypical, and it is presumed she was within the nest cavity incubating/brooding. - 
VEurs
05/15/2012 - Adult AMKE heard calling and observed on pole. Later observed entering nest arm cavity. - BArnold
05/19/2012 - Adult male observed perched on fiber optic cable wire just south of the nest pole. - BArnold
05/22/2012 - Two recent fledglings observed around nest. First perched on nest cavity arm, second perched on 
fiber optic cable southwest of nest cavity arm. First later flew over to second and also perched on cable. - BArnold

Yes

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 042912_hwey_01 EP11-3 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 100 100 Fledged 4/29/2012 5/15/2012 04/29/2012 - Nest contains at least 3 nestlings, 1-2 days old. Adult heard calling within 5 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - Fledgling WESJ perched 1 foot from nest appears capable of flight. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes

CORA Common Raven 042912_mdus_01 CP39 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/29/2012 4/30/2012 04/29/2012 - On 4/28/12, biomonitor Sarah Farmer observed a pair of CORA carrying sticks to structure CP39. As 
of 16:30 on 4/29/12, the nest is now approximately 60-70% constructed. The CORA pair continued to nest build 
while the avian biologist photographed and recorded the nest. - MDicus
04/30/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing activities), per agency concurrence 
and through adherence to the NBMMP. The nest was nearly complete but contained no eggs or nestlings. Nest 
deterrents in the form of mylar flash tape at the base of the tower and a Daddy Long Legs nest preventer on the 
top phase of the tower were previously installed. Following concurrence, the nest was checked for eggs, 
photographed, and removed and in the presence of a qualified biologist. An approved nesting bird deterrent was 
installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. - MDicus

No

CATH California Thrasher 042912_mkhn_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals UG - cable pulling/splicing 40 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/29/2012 5/30/2012 04/29/2012 - An adult California Thrasher was observed on a nest that is 95% complete and contains no eggs or 
young. - MKuehn
05/06/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs. Adult heard calling nearby. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - 3 nestlings visible. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - 2 fully feathered nestlings visible in nest. Female flies in and settles onto nest at 1335. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest, still with downy heads. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - Nest is empty, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes
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AMKE American Kestrel 042912_vers_01 TL 6924 - 171697 69kV Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

None 0 500 200 200 Presumed Fledged 4/29/2012 6/5/2012 04/29/2012 - While monitoring poles for reconductoring activities, a pair of AMKE was observed entering the 
cavity on the east side of the steel monopole. An adult entered the cavity and remained for 30 minutes, exited 
and the second adult took its place. It appears the pair is incubating. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - After approximately 30 minutes of observation, the female arrived at the monopole carrying a 
rodent. She took the rodent into the nest cavity and remained within for another 15 minutes and was still inside 
when the biologist left the area. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Almost immediately upon the biologist's arrival, the female kestrel landed at the edge of the nest 
cavity. She ate a few bites of the prey she carried and then took the rest inside the cavity. She exited about 5 
minutes later and spent the remainder of the observation period perched at various locations or flying about the 
area. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - 15 minutes after the start of observations, the female kestrel flew in from the south and landed on a 
light standard north of the nest. She was carrying a very large grasshopper that she manipulated for a while. She 
flew to the Costco roof, and eventually she entered the nest cavity with the grasshopper. She exited almost 
immediately and flew south again. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - After approximately 35 minutes of observation, the female kestrel arrived at the pole carrying a 
rodent. She took the rodent into the nest cavity and immediately exited and flew east. The male was not 
observed. - VEurs
06/05/2012 - European Starlings were observed entering the nest cavity being used by the kestrels. This indicates 
that the young have most likely fledged, since starlings probably would not enter if the cavity was still occupied. 
Enough time has passed for the nesting cycle to be completed, so this nest is presumed fledged and is now closed. 
- VEurs

Yes

HOFI House Finch 043012_ahll_01 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 40 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/30/2012 5/26/2012 04/30/2012 - 3 eggs in nest, biomonitor reported seeing pair enter nest. This crane was moved on Friday, 27 April 
at 1800 from EP1. This means this pair built this nest Friday night and Saturday morning, laying 1 egg/day on 
Saturday, Sunday, and Monday. - AHill
05/01/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs, should start incubating full time tomorrow. - AHill
05/09/2012 - Female on nest, unable to view nest contents. Male perched on crane. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Female on nest from 1215 to 1230. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Female brings food to nest at 1234, with male following. - HWinfrey
05/26/2012 - No activity observed from 0731 to 0801. Nest approached and found to be intact and empty, 
presumed fledged. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 043012_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/30/2012 4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - Pair was seen flying out of nest location and male singing in area, nest was approximately 20% 
complete. Mylar deterrents installed on crane. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to 
material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative 
options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was 
not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. No eggs or young were present, and nest was 
removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 043012_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/30/2012 4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - Pair was seen flying out of nest location and male singing in area; nest was approximately 50% 
complete. Mylar deterrents installed on crane. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to 
material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative 
options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was 
not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. No eggs or young were present and nest was 
removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 043012_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/30/2012 4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - House Finch nest found with no eggs, about 15% complete, in mast of lift equipment. Work, both 
new substation construction and O&M activities, occurs everyday, and this lift is available for use by both every 
day. Lift equipment essential to both new and O&M activities necessitated removal. Nest was photographed and 
removed, per the NBMMP. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 043012_bald_02 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/30/2012 4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - Nest with no eggs, about 50 percent complete, in mast of lift equipment. Work, both new 
substation construction and O&M activities, occurs everyday, and this lift is available for use by both every day. 
Lift equipment essential to both new and O&M activities, and nest was necessary for removal to continue these 
operations. Nest photographed and removed following stipulations of the NBMMP. - BArnold

No
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AMKE American Kestrel 043012_bald_03 TL 6924 - 137897 69kV Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - A female AMKE was observed by the biomonitor as it flew onto the monopole and perched. Avian 
biologist was called and arrived within 5 minutes to evaluate the situation. Crew continued to work for an hour, 
because the biomonitor lost sight of the bird while telephoning avian biologist, and it was assumed the bird had 
flown off the monopole. The biomonitor and avian biologist monitored this work. When crew used a hand-held 
power wrench which caused considerable vibration in the monopole, an adult AMKE emerged from the bracket 
end of the lowest western arm and flew to the next steel monopole several hundred feet to the north and 
perched. The crew was asked to stop work due to the status of the monopole containing an active AMKE nest. The 
crew needed to remove the temporary ground-wires they had previously installed to satisfy safety requirements. 
During the 20 minutes the crew was working to remove the temporary ground wires and other protective 
features, the female AMKE circled the pole in smaller and smaller circles, finally landing on the arm and entering 
the cavity 15 minutes after it had left, and while the crew was finishing removing the temporary plastic sheet 
protections from the lower arm on the east. The crew finished their work and left, as was requested. About 10 
minutes later, the male AMKE was briefly observed as it slipped into the cavity. It should be noted that the female 
was within the hollow steel arm for an hour, while the crew installed temporary ground wires and removed and 
replaced an insulator, apparently not disturbed enough to leave until a particular hand-held power tool created 
vibration that resulted in the bird emerging from the cavity. - BArnold
05/07/2012 - After approximately 30 minutes of observation, the male kestrel landed atop the monopole with 
food, calling loudly. The female exited the cavity, flew up and took the food item from the male. She carried it to 
the monopole directly north, where she consumed the food and was eventually joined by the male. The male 
returned to the nest cavity where he perched on the edge, looking into the cavity for a minute or so. He then flew 
off, and as the female returned, she gave chase to a starling. She eventually returned and re-entered the cavity, 
without bringing in food. He soon returned with a lizard that he gave to the female after she exited the nest 
cavity. She carried the food north, as before, and he chased off a crow. As the biologist was leaving the area, the 
female returned to the nest cavity. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Almost immediately upon the biologist's arrival, the male and female landed atop the monopole. 
The male passed food to the female, which she ultimately carried into the nest cavity. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - Shortly after the start of observations, the female kestrel landed on the monopole and entered the 
cavity. She exited after a minute or so and flew off to the north. The male arrived approximately 25 minutes later, 
carrying a lizard. He perched at the top of the pole, calling for the female. His calls gradually decreased, and after 
waiting about 5 minutes, he took the lizard in his bill and carried it inside the nest cavity. He also remained inside 
about a minute before exiting and flying north. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - After 35 minutes of observation, the male kestrel arrived at the pole with food. He took the food 
into the nest cavity, exited and flew off to the northwest. The female was not observed. - VEurs
06/05/2012  Shortly after the biologist arrived  the female kestrel arrived at the pole carrying a lizard  She took 

TBD

CORA Common Raven 043012_ghan_01 CP27 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - Pair observed perched on tower and displayed low tolerance and agitation when approaching tower 
from ground. Nest appears to be 100% complete. - GHuffman
05/07/2012 - One adult on nest, and the other adult perching nearby, vocalizing, and chasing a Red-tailed Hawk 
from the territory. - MDicus
05/14/2012 - Adult on nest incubating during brief observation period. Second adult was not detected. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - 1 raven incubating on the nest as the second adult perched near the nest during 20 minutes of 
observation. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - Duplicate entry. - VEurs
05/23/2012 - Per NBJ, BMP hydro-mulching crew authorized to enter buffer to conduct activities under avian 
biologist monitoring. Monitor allowed crew to conduct mulching for 45 minutes and then relocate to another site 
to avoid any further disturbance to incubation. Crew returned to site after 2 hours to conclude construction 
activities. Work resumed for another 45 minutes. Female returned to nest to resume incubation after hydro-
mulching was finished. Construction activities did not appear to have negative impacts on incubation process. - 
GHuffman
05/31/2012 - A raven (later determined to be the female) was visible moving about the nest at the start of 
observations. Her movements suggested nestlings were on the nest. About 20 minutes later, the male flew 
towards the tower. The female flew to the nearby monopole. She performed a begging display as the male joined 
her and he appeared to give her some food. She remained on the pole, and the male flew to the nest, where he 
ducked and raised his head as though feeding nestlings. He then flew farther up the tower and perched while the 
female soared over the surrounding hillsides. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 043012_hwey_01 EP39-1-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 25 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/30/2012 5/14/2012 04/30/2012 - At least 2 nestlings in nest, 6-8 days old. - HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - Adults at nest at 0635. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Male perched near nest. 2 fully feathered nestlings in nest. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - At least 1 HOFI nestling remains in nest at 0650, primary pinfeathers 80% emerged. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - Male and female visiting nest; nestling visible at 0620. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - Nest empty, presumably fledged. - AHill

Yes
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CALT California Towhee 043012_jdus_01 CP31-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 55 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/30/2012 5/21/2012 04/30/2012 - Adult departs from nest shrub when nest was originally discovered from 5 feet away. Observer 
retreated to a point 45 feet from nest and close to edge of access road. Adult returns to incubate 3 eggs in nest in 
3 minutes' time, to remain for duration of additional 20-minute observation period. - JDicus
05/07/2012 - As the biologist approached the nest, a towhee flew to other side of the shrub clump, which 
enabled the biologist to examine the nest contents. It still contains 3 eggs. The adult returned to the nest after 
about 10 minutes. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Adult flew from the nest area as the biologist walked down the access road (outside the buffer), 
enabling the nest contents to be checked. The nest now contains at least 2 dark, downy nestlings. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - The nest is in excellent condition but contains 1 egg. Enough time has passed for the nestlings to 
have fledged. The remaining egg may be a non-viable egg that was hidden under the nestlings. This nest is now 
closed and presumed to have fledged. - VEurs
05/22/2012 - Duplicate entry. - SDhall

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 043012_ltiw_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 110 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/30/2012 6/5/2012 04/30/2012 - Female being fed by male while laying on a complete nest. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Female observed on the nest through the entire observation period. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Female was on the nest for the entire 20 minute observation period. - LTymkiw
05/21/2012 - The head of 1 nestling was visible above the edge of the nest. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - Large, feathered nestling crouched motionless on the edge of the nest. - VEurs
06/05/2012 - The nest is fully intact and empty. It seems likely the fully-feathered nestling observed last week has 
fledged successfully. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

HOFI House Finch 043012_ltiw_02 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/30/2012 6/5/2012 04/30/2012 - Female was on nest for 45 plus minutes. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Female observed on nest throughout observation period. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Female was on the nest for about 5 minutes, then flew off. 10 minutes later the male came and fed 
the nestlings. 5 minutes after that the female returned, fed the nestlings and then resumed brooding. - LTymkiw
05/21/2012 - Nestlings visible on nest next to adult female HOFI. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - Female briefly visited the nest. The downy back of a nestling was visible over the top of the nest. - 
VEurs
06/05/2012 - The nest is ripped apart and most of it is dangling down the clump of foliage. Given the extent of the 
damage, it seems likely that the nestlings were predated before they were able to fledge. This nest with young 
failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 043012_mdus_01 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/30/2012 4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - A pair of Cassin's Kingbirds was observed carrying nest material to the north end of the top bridge. 
Between 09:55 and 10:15, 5 trips were made to the nest. Percent completion is unknown, given the nest location. - 
MDicus
04/30/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire sagging), per agency concurrence on 4/30/12 
and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape and Daddy Long Legs nest 
preventers. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman was dropped at the top of 
the tower and removed the nearly complete Cassin's Kingbird nest and installed a nest deterrent on the end of 
the arm. At the time of removal (approximately 17:15), the nest was 95-100% constructed but contained no eggs 
or nestlings. Photos were taken of the removed nest material. - MDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 043012_mdus_02 CP85-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 10 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/30/2012 5/24/2012 04/30/2012 - Bio/Avian monitor C. Vettes observed a female House Finch on the nest for approximately 15 
minute observation period. - MDicus
05/05/2012 - Female HOFI on nest does not depart at 1620. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - 11:30am-1:00pm: Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter 
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately 
10 minutes to conduct hydro-mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to be mulched by spraying 
from outside stakes. Female observed incubating and did not leave nest during activities. Construction activities 
did not appear to have negative impacts on nesting status. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - HOFI on nest from 1033-1053. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Many feces around nest rim suggests likely fledge. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 043012_mdus_03 CP85-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 10 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/30/2012 5/30/2012 04/30/2012 - HOFI female was observed making multiple trips with material to a nest that is approximately 75% 
constructed. The male accompanied her on each trip. - MDicus
05/05/2012 - Female HOFI departs complete nest at 1621. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - 11:30am-1:00pm:  Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter 
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately 
10 minutes to conduct hydro-mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to be mulched by spraying 
from outside stakes. Female observed incubating. Female left nest for approximately 15 minutes and then 
returned to incubating. Construction activities did not have any negative impacts on nesting status. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - HOFI male visits female on nest at 1023. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Female near nest calling many times, enters for short periods, 1146. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Nest appears torn open in middle, presumed predated. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 043012_mdus_04 CP85-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 10 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/30/2012 5/25/2012 04/30/2012 - Bio/Avian monitor C. Vettes observed a pair of Bushtits adding material to a nest in a Hesperoyucca. 
A female Lesser Goldfinch was observed pulling material from the outside of the nest; however, the Bushtits 
continued construction. M. Dicus later observed the pair making at least 5 additional trips to the nest with 
material. - MDicus
05/05/2012 - Nest appears sound and intact; male visits and enters at 1645. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - 11:30am-1:00pm:  Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter 
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately 
3 minutes to conduct hydro-mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to be mulched by spraying 
from outside stakes. Bushtit observed entering cavity of nest with material. Activities appeared to have no 
negative impact on nesting status. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - No BUSH detections from 1035-1055. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - No BUSH detections, nest appears to have been opened from side. - RRadd

No

RCSP Rufous-crowned Sparrow 043012_rrdd_01 CP56-1-PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 14 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/30/2012 5/16/2012 04/30/2012 - RCSP female making many trips to nest which appears outwardly complete. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - RCSP lying in nest at 0706 did not depart. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Female RCSP tight on nest at 0710. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest has been deserted with 1 ejected egg adjacent and 1 mummified day-old chick in cup, 
suggesting non-predatory disturbance. - RRadd

No

COHU Costa's Hummingbird 043012_rrdd_02 CP56-1-PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 2 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/30/2012 5/1/2012 04/30/2012 - Female COHU lying on 1 egg. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest is larger and more complete than previous monitoring but empty with disheveled lining, 
suggesting predation. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 043012_rrdd_03 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - BUSH pair making infrequent trips to nest, no item carry observed 1140 - 1150. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - BUSH male with feathers enters nest and remains at 1108. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Nest exchange at 1730; one bird arrives (carrying nest material), and the other departs. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Female comes to nest after 30 minutes, no food carried, enters and does not depart 1342. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - Fecal sac removed at 1325 by female, who returns with item at 1326. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 043012_rrdd_04 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 55 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/30/2012 5/10/2012 04/30/2012 - LEGO pair attending relatively large mostly lined nest (95%) complete with no eggs. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest is complete, lined and empty. LEGO pair attending. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Nest is falling apart; no LEGO detected in association at 1720. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 043012_rrdd_05 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 88 100 80 80 Nest did not reach active stage 4/30/2012 5/3/2012 04/30/2012 - BUSH pair carrying material to nest approximately 80% complete. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest has been destroyed by unknown agents prior to completion. - RRadd

No

KILL Killdeer 043012_sjon_03 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 300 100 130 130 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/30/2012 5/5/2012 04/30/2012 - Killdeer incubating eggs. - SJohnston
05/05/2012 - At 1055, this nest was observed being predated by a Common Raven by biomonitor C. Johnson. 
CORA searched area while both KILL performed distraction displays and called loudly, then was seen eating 
something in vicinity of nest. Biomonitor was 160 feet from nest when activity was detected and observed 
predation from 130 feet. Avian biologist M. Kuehn arrived in time to observe adult KILL fly 2 eggshells away from 
nest, depositing 1 150 feet ENE of nest in yard, and another 300 feet from nest outside of yard to south. A third 
eggshell was found 135 feet east of nest on ground within yard. Both discovered eggshells were broken open and 
no contents were present. No blood or embryonic development was detectable in egg membrane indicating eggs 
were relatively freshly laid. Nest site was later inspected and found to contain no eggs. Nest closed and buffer 
signs removed. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - No comment. Nest closed. - SJohnston

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 043012_vnik_01 EP112-3 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/30/2012 5/1/2012 04/30/2012 - Observed wren carrying nest material to cavity. - VNovik
05/01/2012 - The nest appears 90% complete and the birds were seen building the nest inside the black plastic 
sheeting covering the pile of straw wattles. No eggs or young were in the nest. A BMP maintenance crew was 
onsite today refreshing BMPs, effectively serving as a deterrent. Removal of the nest was required based on 
impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate options, and 
potential for more nests at the idle material pallet during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was photographed and 
removed per the NBMMP. The straw wattle pile and all plastic sheeting was removed following the nest removal. - 
VNovik

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 050112_hwey_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 37 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/1/2012 5/14/2012 05/01/2012 - Female on nest with frequent trips off nest to feed. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - No activity observed at nest. At least 3 ANHUs were detected within 10 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - Blue-gray Gnatcatcher observed repeatedly tearing material from ANHU nest. Female ANHU 
observed constructing a nest nearby, but no activity at this nest or territorial behavior associated with this 
location. - MDicus

No
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HOFI House Finch 050112_jdus_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 5 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

5/1/2012 5/7/2012 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 3 trips to nest which appears to be over 75% constructed. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - UPC crew dispatched to check nest contents as nest was candidate for removal if it did not contain 
eggs. Nest was found to contain 1 egg, so nest was left in place and a 30-foot buffer was established. - EStrods
05/05/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest before the crew climbed the tower. They did not return while the crew 
was in the tower. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - No evidence of the nest was present upon avian biologist's arrival before crew arrived. There were 
some pieces of eggshell on the ground beneath the nest area. - LTymkiw

No

HOFI House Finch 050112_jdus_02 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips to nest location with material. Plate and height in tower preclude ability to see 
nest from ground level. Percentage of nest constructed unknown. - JDicus
05/05/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest before the crew climbed the tower. They did not return while the crew 
was in the tower. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Pair seen copulating near nest and the male later fed the female. They did not return while the crew 
was in the tower, but came back once the crew left. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Pair observed in aerial mating and returning to nest area. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Nesting material was pillaged by big male kingbird. Male tried to fight him off. Male was also 
defending nest against other males. Pair then scattered when crew was in tower. Pair rebuilding as soon as crew 
descended. - FHoffman
05/17/2012 - HOFI coming and going to this nest. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - HOFI female incubating. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - No activity observed at this nest during 30 minutes of tower observation. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050112_jdus_03 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 5/1/2012 5/2/2012 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 1 trip to 50% constructed nest with material. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - A request to remove this House Finch nest was approved, following the NBMMP. Accompanied by 
an avian biologist, a UPC crew member photographed then removed the dilapidated nest. The nest did not 
contain eggs or young. Deterrents were placed at the nest site. - EStrods

No

HOFI House Finch 050112_jdus_04 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 30 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/1/2012 5/17/2012 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips with material. Nest not visible from ground.  Percentage of nest constructed 
unknown. - JDicus
05/05/2012 - No House Finches were observed visiting this nest. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - No House Finches were observed visiting this nest. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - No activity, but could have shifted to one of many other pair activity hubs. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - No activity, although hard to see. - FHoffman
05/17/2012 - No activity for 2 weeks and none today. - RRadd

No

WREN Wrentit 050112_ltiw_01 EP141-E-C Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 30 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/1/2012 5/21/2012 05/01/2012 - A pair of Wrentits was heard calling back and forth. The area around the female was searched, and a 
nest was found with the female on it. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Adult Wrentit incubating clutch of 4 pale blue eggs. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - A Wrentit was observed incubating tightly on nest after line passed overhead. - VNovik
05/14/2012 - An adult Wrentit was brooding 3 newly hatched nestlings and 1 egg. - PKonrad
05/21/2012 - No adults or nestlings in nest or nearby; nest is in perfect condition; nestlings must have been 
predated considering the nestling period should last a minimum of 11 days, and they were newly hatched a week 
ago - closed. - PKonrad

No

WREN Wrentit 050112_ltiw_02 EP141-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 22 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/1/2012 5/29/2012 05/01/2012 - Adult flew from nest when biologist walked by. Nest contains 5 pale blue eggs. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - An adult Wrentit is incubating clutch of 4 pale blue eggs. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - Wrentit observed incubating tight on nest after the  line passed overhead. - VNovik
05/14/2012 - An adult Wrentit was performing distraction displays on the ground below the nest among big 
sagebrush trunks, so did not approach closer; expect there are newly hatched nestlings in the nest. - PKonrad
05/21/2012 - Both adult Wrentits performing distraction displays; nest contains 4 small nestlings that have pin 
feathers on their wings. - PKonrad
05/29/2012 - Nestling Wrentits appear to have fledged. The empty nest is in good form and appears to have been 
expanded by the growing nestlings. No adults or fledglings observed or heard in the area and are assumed to have 
dispersed - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 050112_ltiw_03 EP141 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Woodlands and Forests Other 27 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/1/2012 5/7/2012 05/01/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed bringing caterpillars to a complete nest several times. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Nest looks good, but no Bushtits were observed or heard in the area during a 40 minute observation 
period. It appears the nestlings that were repeatedly being fed by the adults last week have fledged - closed. - 
PKonrad

Yes

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 050112_lton_01 EP141 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 50 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/1/2012 5/14/2012 05/01/2012 - There are 4 nestlings. The adult was not on the nest, but was very vocal when the nest was 
discovered. - LThoreson
05/07/2012 - Two large downy nestlings with partly developed wing feathers are in nest; 1 is a couple days 
younger than the other, judging from differences in size. Both adults are very territorial, calling. Nestlings may 
fledge by the end of the week. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - Observed 2 adults near nest. 1 jay observed carrying food to nest while assembly of wire 
components, vehicles, and helicopter picks occurred in pull site. - VNovik
05/14/2012 - The nest is in good shape, and the nestlings have apparently fledged successfully. No fledglings or 
adult Western Scrub-Jays observed or heard in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes
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CAQU California Quail 050112_lton_02 EP141 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Woodlands and Forests BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 100 100 Indeterminate 5/1/2012 5/7/2012 05/01/2012 - An adult California Quail flew from the nest when an avian biologist inadvertently waked within 3 
feet of the nest, which contains 15 eggs. - LThoreson
05/07/2012 - California Quail clutch has hatched and the brood has vacated the area with the female - or the eggs 
were carried away or swallowed whole by a predator, as no signs of eggshells can be found in nest or anywhere 
around it - closed. - PKonrad

N/A

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050112_mdus_01 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 150 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/1/2012 5/14/2012 05/01/2012 - A female LEGO was observed visiting a nest that appears to be 100% constructed. The female was 
observed standing in the nest for brief periods before leaving. It is presumed she is in the egg laying stage of 
nesting. - MDicus
05/14/2012 - The nest is almost completely gone; only a few tufts of nest material remain on the branch. Nest 
failed sometime between 5 May and 14 May, as it was intact on the morning of 5 May. This nest with eggs or 
young failed due to natural causes and is now closed. - VEurs

No

PHAI Phainopepla 050112_rrdd_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 1 100 75 75 Indeterminate 5/1/2012 5/24/2012 05/01/2012 - Female PHAI on nest shaping cup which appears complete departs nest when male carrying material 
scolds. Male returns to nest when observer moves to 60 feet. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Male PHAI lying on nest at 1212. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Nest appears to have been built over, with new layer and cup. PHAI pair nearby but not on nest 
during 2 x 10-minute observations. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Host plant appears to have been struck by a Project vehicle, breaking a branch and exposing nest 1 
foot south; however it is not certain if an egg was present at the time or if it was abandoned as a result before the 
egg-laying stage. - RRadd

N/A

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 050112_rrdd_02 CP62-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 80 100 50 50 Indeterminate 5/1/2012 5/30/2012 05/01/2012 - CAKI pair carrying Centaurea melitensis florets and Muhlenbergia stems, building nest in tower. - 
RRadd
05/08/2012 - CAKI pair continue to make trips and occupy this nest. Pair attacks RTHAs within 300 feet. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Solo CAKI on tower near this nest for duration of observation from 1310-1355. Unable to see into 
nest, so unable to verify incubation. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Mate brings nest gifts from time to time. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - WEKI male carrying lining material to nest and copulating with female suggest WEKI have usurped 
this nest. Monitoring chronology indicates nest successfully fledged. - RRadd

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 050112_rrdd_03 CP57-E-C Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 20 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/1/2012 5/13/2012 05/01/2012 - BUSH pair working on nest which appears 80% complete 1208. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - BUSH departs nest at 0747. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Nest has been destroyed by natural agents and is being dismantled by LEGO and COHU for nests 
elsewhere. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050112_vers_01 CP49 Temp work Area Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/1/2012 5/8/2012 05/01/2012 - Female LEGO incubating on a complete nest. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - The nest almost completely gone. Only about 5% of the nest material remains to indicate the nest 
location. It appears this nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes (most likely because of nest 
predation). - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Female is bringing nesting material to 75% complete nest, male singing nearby. - AHill
05/08/2012 - Female incubating on nest full-time. - AHill
05/14/2012 - Female on nest incubating. - AHill
05/17/2012 - Female on nest. - AHill
05/23/2012 - Female on nest. - AHill
05/30/2012 - Pair seen bringing food to nest, heard nestlings begging. - AHill
06/05/2012 - Female HOFI brings food to nest at 0853. - HWinfrey

TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 050212_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/2/2012 5/18/2012 05/02/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs. - AHill
05/04/2012 - Female incubating full time, but was off nest for approximately 15 minutes on her own accord. 
Female did not fly off nest when approached at 10 feet. - AHill
05/08/2012 - Female on nest incubating. - AHill
05/11/2012 - Female incubating full time. - AHill
05/14/2012 - Female on nest incubating. Buffer is 50 feet. - AHill
05/16/2012 - Nestlings beginning to hatch. As of 0900, nest contained 2 newly hatched nestlings, 1 in the process 
of hatching, and 1 unhatched egg. Female seen brooding young. Anticipated fledge date is between May 25-26, 
2012. - AHill
05/17/2012 - Nest contains at least 2 hatchlings, 1 unhatched egg. Female brooding young and off nest foraging. - 
AHill
05/18/2012 - Nest is empty and appears to have been predated by a natural predator. The biomonitors reported 
seeing a roadrunner walking within the buffer late afternoon yesterday. A few adult down feathers were found 
around the nest. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/2/2012 5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Observed female bringing lining material to nest with male singing nearby. Nest was found to be 
90% complete. Streamer deterrents were present on equipment but no cavities were plugged. No eggs or young 
were present. Nest was removed per the NBMMP based on the need to use the crane for tower assembly, and if 
the crane was demobilized, then it would affect tower assemblies from progressing properly. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_ahll_04 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/2/2012 5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Observed female bringing lining material to nest with male singing nearby. As the nest was located 
25 above ground, in steel, a lineman climbed up and assessed the nest while the avian biologist was nearby giving 
direction. Based on the material taken out by the lineman, nest was approximately 30% complete. No eggs or 
young present. Nest was removed per the NBMMP based on the need to use the crane for tower assembly, and if 
the crane was demobilized, then it would affect tower assemblies from progressing properly. - AHill

No
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HOFI House Finch 050212_ahll_05 EP39-1-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 8 100 30 30 Indeterminate 5/2/2012 5/21/2012 05/02/2012 - Observed female bringing lining material to 90% complete nest, male nearby singing. - AHill
05/04/2012 - Brief drive-by observation of female HOFI remaining on nest while vehicle passed. Female lays on 
nest with tail toward traffic and head toward inside of gate. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - 5 eggs in nest; female returns to nest at 0610. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - Female incubating, drive by traffic does not cause her to flush. - AHill
05/21/2012 - Nest is empty, outcome indeterminate. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

N/A

HOFI House Finch 050212_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 75 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 5/2/2012 6/1/2012 05/02/2012 - One egg in nest. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Female flushed at 3 feet. 5 eggs in nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Five eggs in nest. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - At least 4 nestlings in nest. - BArnold
06/01/2012 - Nest empty. Presumed successfully fledged given there were 5 eggs in nest 15 May, and at least 4 
nestlings 25 May. - BArnold

Yes

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 050212_bloh_01 CP12-1-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 850 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/2/2012 5/16/2012 05/02/2012 - Female on nest, incubating. Male foraging in area, then exchanged places with female on nest. - 
BLohstroh
05/09/2012 - Female on nest while male foraged, nest exchanged at 0808, and male took over. - BLohstroh
05/16/2012 - B. Lohstroh reports nest no longer present, no evidence of nest. Pair not active near nest area, but 
found foraging together 600 feet across canyon to south. Nest likely depredated by carnivore that took nest away. 
- KAlberts

No

NUWO Nuttall's Woodpecker 050212_elss_01 GS-NF-28 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Male observed chasing a house wren out of the area. The male entered the cavity and stayed inside 
until the female arrived, after 10 minutes. The female then entered the cavity. - ELoveless
05/08/2012 - No Nuttall's Woodpeckers were observed or heard during an extended period in the area, about 70 
minutes, that included checking other nearby nests. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - Hairy Woodpecker flew in to the nest area, eventually flew down to small cavity entrance probably 
by Nuttall's Woodpecker. No Nuttall's Woodpeckers observed or heard during 45 minutes in the area. Western 
Bluebird pair checking out cavity 10 feet away (will check back). - PKonrad
05/21/2012 - The female Nuttall's Woodpecker made 3 nest visits with food; she did not go to the cavity the first 
time, and when she approached the entrance during her second visit, the male flew out of the cavity, seemingly 
startled, then both flew to the north. During her third visit, the female entered the cavity with food and stayed 
inside for about 10 minutes before flying north. - PKonrad
05/29/2012 - Female Nuttall's Woodpecker visited nest cavity twice with food, stopping at cavity entrance first, 
then entering cavity and quickly leaving, flying to the riparian area to the north. (Pair of Western Bluebirds still 
territorial 12 feet away, but not yet nesting). - PKonrad
06/05/2012 - Adult Nuttall's Woodpecker perched atop snag; eventually flew to the north; heard calling to north 
and northwest, but did not see it go to the cavity or cavity entrance. Will check back while in the area tomorrow 
to try to better ascertain nest status. - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI seen carrying nesting material to the first orange marker ball west of the tower. The 
male HOFI was seen entering marker ball hole without material. - EStrods
05/05/2012 - Pair was observed entering the marker ball several times. On 1 occasion, the male fed the female on 
the wire right outside the entrance to the ball. - LTymkiw
05/09/2012 - Adults flew in and out of ball, then female remained inside. - FHoffman
05/11/2012 - HOFI continue to enter this ball at 1200. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - HOFI pair in dispute with HOOR pair (subadult male and female) over ownership. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Female enters and stays, male sings. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - HOFI continue to visit this location. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_02 GS-NF-13 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI was seen carrying nesting material inside the marker ball. A male House Finch was 
seen entering the marker ball without nesting material. - EStrods
05/05/2012 - Pair was observed entering the marker ball several times, but was never observed carrying nesting 
material inside. - LTymkiw
05/24/2012 - HOFI pair making trips, female in cavity for long periods. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - 2 June;  HOFI continue to visit this ball but unable to determine nest status. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_04 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 50 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/2/2012 5/11/2012 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI seen carrying nesting material to nest approximately 10% complete. - EStrods
05/11/2012 - No nest material is visible here, and although HOFI intermittently visit and squabble here, no 
material is carried and no birds are observed to stay. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_05 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 40 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/2/2012 5/11/2012 05/02/2012 - A female HOFI was seen carrying nesting material to a nest that appears to be 10% complete - 
EStrods
05/11/2012 - No nest material is visible here, and although HOFI intermittently visit and squabble here, no 
material is carried and no birds are observed to stay. - RRadd

No
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HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_06 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - A female House Finch was observed carrying nesting material to the nest which appears to be 75% 
complete. - EStrods
05/11/2012 - HOFI continue to visit and advertise here, but opportunistic theft from nearby CAKI nest suggests 
nest is actually on the tower itself and not the arm. Unable to verify from ground. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - HOFI male nest guards while female is on nest. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - No activity observed, and nest not visible. On 5/25, M. Dicus viewed nest from upper slope to west 
and observed the female incubating. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - 26 May; M. Dicus reports female incubating. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - No activity detected 1308-1339 - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_07 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - A female House Finch was observed carrying nesting material to this nest that appears to be 
approximately 90% complete. - EStrods
05/05/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest briefly several times while the crew was in the tower. They were never 
observed carrying nesting material to the nest. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Pair visited and stayed at the nest during the work activities. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Pair and 2 other finches observed on plate and pair bonding. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - No comment. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Male defending nest and being attentive to female, not quite sure of stage. - FHoffman
05/17/2012 - HOFI coming and going to this nest. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - HOFI pair attending this nest. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_08 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/2/2012 5/24/2012 05/02/2012 - A female House Finch was seen carrying material to this nest which appears 90% complete. - 
EStrods
05/11/2012 - Insufficient material remains to qualify as a nest. Although a female made one trip with new 
material, there is at present no aggregation beyond 2% of a nest. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - HOFI pair bringing more material to nest which appears complete from 1045-1100. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Avian approved monitor Tim Chumley arrived at CP77 this morning to monitor the nest during 
approved construction activities and discovered it was missing from the tower. While there was HOFI activity at 
the other nests in the tower, no House Finches were observed at the former nest location. - MDicus
05/24/2012 - Nest no longer present. - RRadd

No

HOWR House Wren 050212_hwey_01 EP27-1-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows OH - wire stringing 30 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 5/2/2012 6/2/2012 05/02/2012 - HOWR in cavity remains at entrance hole until nest is approached within 5 feet, the bird's 
reluctance to leave area indicates there are eggs or young in nest. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - No HOWR activity observed at nest from 1052 to 1107. Male HOWR singing 3 feet from entrance. 
Ash-throated Flycatcher pair in area, ATFL flies to cavity entrance and looks inside at 1104. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - HOWR observed leaving nest cavity at 1551. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - 2 HOWRs observed carrying food into nest cavity at 0958. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - Pair apparently engaged in housekeeping activities, as both male and female observed entering 
cavity and removing fecal material, matted feathers, and small twigs between 0835 and 0840. - HWinfrey
06/02/2012 - No HOWR activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. Cavity examined with mirror and 
found to be empty with no sign of predation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050212_hwey_02 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 125 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/2/2012 5/16/2012 05/02/2012 - Nest appears complete. Female observed briefly lying in nest, then resuming foraging. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs at 1248. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Only fragments of the nest remain, nest failed, most likely due to predation. Substrate branch is 
undamaged. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050212_hwey_03 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 36 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/2/2012 5/30/2012 05/02/2012 - Biomonitor reports seeing female adding nesting material. Nest is 90% complete, only lacking lining. 
- HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Female on nest at 1254. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Female on nest at 1648. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Female on nest at 1354. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - Yard monitor reports nest is predated and contents are gone. - KAlberts

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_kats_02 CP78-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/2/2012 5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI was seen carrying a Chaenactis flower to the area on top of the locks over the sliding 
bar for this gate, which is used nearly every day by Project personnel. The nest was about 5% complete, and 
contained no eggs or young. The nest was photographed and removed following the NBMMP, as this access road 
is required for continued usage. Several Project vehicles entered and left through the gate after the nest was 
removed, effectively serving as deterrents. - KAlberts

No
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CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 050212_mdus_01 CP43-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 5/2/2012 5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - A pair of Cassin's Kingbirds was observed making multiple trips with material to the lowest arm on 
the west side of the structure. - MDicus
05/02/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (spacer installation and wire sagging), per agency 
concurrence on 5/02/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape at 
the tower base. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman was dropped at the 
top of the tower and removed the nearly complete Cassin's Kingbird nest and installed a nest deterrent on the 
end of the arm. At the time of removal (approximately 17:00), the nest was 95-100% constructed but contained 
no eggs or nestlings. Photos were taken of the removed nest material, and a nest deterrent was installed in its 
place. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 050212_mkhn_01 GS-NF-28 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 8 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/2/2012 5/8/2012 05/02/2012 - Adult Bushtits brought material to nest many times. Nest is 5% complete. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Virtually no progress has been made on this nest since found on 5/2. No BUSH detected within 40 
feet of nest in 30 minutes of passive observation. Nest site appears to have been abandoned in early building 
stage. - MKuehn

No

HOWR House Wren 050212_mkhn_02 GS-NF-28 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Adult House Wren was seen carrying nesting material into cavity. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Pair active in cavity, although 1 is most active 'cleaning' the entry with its bill and ducking into the 
cavity; second wren perched nearby, sang twice, and was gone for most of 30-minute observation period. - 
PKonrad
05/16/2012 - After about 10 minutes, a House Wren sang nearby, and another House Wren materialized in the 
cavity entrance from inside the cavity, then flew to the east. No wrens observed during next 20 minutes. - 
PKonrad
05/21/2012 - Pair of House Wrens are active at the nest cavity; 1 remains at the entrance or inside and second 
wren brought caterpillar food to nest; some singing. - PKonrad
05/29/2012 - House Wren very actively singing during observations, usually very close to nest. Periodically it 
foraged near the nest cavity, sometimes within 1 foot of the entrance, but it never delivered food to nest, nor did 
a second adult come out of cavity to get food, etc. - PKonrad
06/05/2012 - Adult House Wren made 2 visits to nest cavity and sang near nest periodically. - PKonrad

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 050212_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 27 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/2/2012 6/2/2012 05/02/2012 - BUSH make making occasional trips from nearby fledged BUSH nest with purloined material, no 
female detected. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH make infrequent trips to nest at 0704. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - BUSH pair carrying food to nest at 0712. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - BUSH brings food item to nest at 0648. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - No BUSH observed at this nest during 30 minute observation, and a family group foraging 100 feet 
south suggest successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050212_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/2/2012 5/9/2012 05/02/2012 - LEGO pair copulating adjacent to new nest which appears complete. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Considerable excretions at and under nest indicates successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 050212_rrdd_03 Hartung CY-N Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 5 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/2/2012 5/9/2012 05/02/2012 - HOFI pair building nest which appears complete. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nest is complete, but no HOFI detected from 1330-1345. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Nest is intact and lined. HOFI pair in tree do not approach. Monitor once more before closing. - 
RRadd
05/16/2012 - No activity observed, acorn fallen into nest suggests lack of maintenance and abandonment. - 
RRadd

No

PHAI Phainopepla 050212_rrdd_04 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 40 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/2/2012 5/23/2012 05/02/2012 - PHAI pair carrying material to nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - PHAI pair continue carrying material to nest at 1556. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest appears complete and intact, contents not accessible, no PHAI detected in association during 
20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Nest was abandoned; complete but unused. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_rrdd_05 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 53 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/2/2012 5/6/2012 05/02/2012 - Nearly complete nest at lowest tip of mistletoe clump appears to be HOFI nest built on abandoned 
PHAI platform. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Nest has detached from substrate and fallen sideways. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_vnik_01 Rough Acres CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 5 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 5/2/2012 6/4/2012 05/02/2012 - Observed finch leave nest. 3 eggs present in nest. - VNovik
05/09/2012 - Buffer signs have been run over; tire tracks and footprints inside buffer. Bird incubating on nest. - 
VNovik
05/10/2012 - Female House Finch incubating 5 eggs. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - A female House Finch was brooding small downy nestlings. - PKonrad
05/24/2012 - No adult House Finches present, but at least 3 downy nestlings with pin feathers are in the nest. - 
PKonrad
05/31/2012 - A single House Finch nestling remains, standing next to the nest; expect it will leave nest area in 
next day or 2. - PKonrad
06/04/2012 - As expected, the nest is covered with mutes, empty and no nestlings, fledglings, or adults are in the 
area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

AR068024
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HOFI House Finch 050212_vnik_02 Rough Acres CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/2/2012 5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Onsite monitor reported seeing House Finch carrying material to trailer while watching the rest for a 
couple of hours, in the morning, At least one female finch was seen carrying material to the nest site at that point. 
A pair of House Finches was observed for approximately 2 hours. The pair was observed at the nest, and a second 
pair was also observed near the nest. At least 1 female was observed carrying material to the nest. The nest 
appears 80% complete. No eggs or young were in the nest. Removal of nest was required based on impact to 
material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate options, and potential for 
more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest deterrents in the form of daily 
meetings, traffic, and construction activities have occurred in the area daily. Nest was removed per NBMMP. - 
VNovik

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 050312_ghan_01 CP31-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren making multiple trips with nesting material (feathers) to a cavity located in 
a coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia). 50-foot buffer staked with drive-through access. - GHuffman
05/10/2012 - No wren directly approached the nest during 40 minutes of observation, although a male was 
moving about within 100 feet, singing from various perches. A western fence lizard crawled along the oak trunk 
and paused near the cavity opening. There was no response from within the cavity, but it appeared the lizard only 
entered partway. It eventually moved along, eating ants from the tree trunk. - VEurs
05/18/2012 - About 5 minutes after the biologist approached the nest cavity, an adult wren entered the cavity 
and remained inside for over 40 minutes. A second wren never approached the cavity, but a male was heard 
singing in trees about 40 feet away. This male engaged in counter-singing with another BEWR male across the 
access road. The female was still in the cavity when the biologist left the area. - VEurs
05/25/2012 - A male BEWR was heard singing on occasion within 50 feet of the nest cavity. After approximately 
25 minutes, the male brought a small insect to the cavity and passed it to the female within. He flew about 30 feet 
away and engaged in counter-singing with another BEWR. He soon returned with another insect that he passed to 
the female, who vocalized briefly within the cavity. - VEurs
06/01/2012 - The male made 5 stealthy trips into the cavity with food during 10 minutes of observation. - VEurs

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 050312_hwey_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - Female flies to nest at 0820 and remains on it. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - Female on nest at 1239. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - Female on nest at 0925. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - Female on nest at 1316. Unable to determine whether eggs have hatched. - HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - No activity observed, and nest is too high off the ground to tell whether nestlings are present. - 
HWinfrey
06/06/2012 - Female feeding nestlings at 1253.  2 nestlings visible in nest. - HWinfrey

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 050312_hwey_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/3/2012 6/6/2012 05/03/2012 - Female on nest with frequent trips to forage, then immediately returning to nest. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - Female on nest at 1207. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - Female on nest at 0919. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - Female feeding nestlings at 1312; mouths of nestlings barely visible. - HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. - HWinfrey
06/06/2012 - Nest is empty but in good condition. Presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 050312_hwey_03 CP87-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed pair of HOFIs adding nest material throughout the day. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Female remains on nest with lift 20 feet away. HOFI later leaves nest and 3 eggs are visible. - 
HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - Nest with 5 eggs. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Biomonitor on site reports observing male bringing food to incubating female. - HWinfrey
05/20/2012 - Female adult HOFI was observed on nest during Sunday avian monitoring. - BArnold
05/27/2012 - Adult HOFI on nest. - BArnold
05/29/2012 - At least four nestlings observed within nest from lift, while using lift for another purpose. - BArnold
05/29/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed pair making several trips to nest with food. - HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - Apparently 4 large nestlings in nest, observed from lift being used for another purpose at a distance 
greater than 10 feet. - BArnold
06/03/2012 - Adult HOFI feeding nestlings several times during 3-hour observation period. - BArnold
06/04/2012 - Appears to be 5 large nestlings in nest. Few pinfeathers present. - BArnold

TBD

CALT California Towhee 050312_lton_01 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/3/2012 5/10/2012 05/03/2012 - The female flushed the nest when approached, 3 eggs are in the nest. - LThoreson
05/10/2012 - Nest pulled apart, no eggs or young remaining, apparently predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 050312_rrdd_01 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 250 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/3/2012 5/21/2012 05/03/2012 - LASP in nest with 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - LASP in nest for duration of brief observation at 1004. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - LASP in nest for duration of brief observation at 1037. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest is intact, empty and presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

AR068025
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MODO Mourning Dove 050312_rrdd_02 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 39 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/3/2012 5/9/2012 05/03/2012 - MODO incubating 2 eggs. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - Broken eggshell in empty nest suggests predation. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050312_rrdd_03 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - HOFI pair making repeated trips to this location with grass stems and leaving without. Some 
material visible from below. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI continue to attend nest while crew is on site. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - HOFI comes off nest to investigate new WEKI nest in progress at Leg D. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - 22 May;  No activity detected. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - 31 May; HOFI comes to nest and stays at 1220. No visibility into this nest. - RRadd

TBD

CALT California Towhee 050312_sjon_01 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 120 100 50 50 Fledged 5/3/2012 5/30/2012 05/03/2012 - California Towhee flew from the area of nest while biological monitor was walking through area. 
Nest was found with 1 egg. - SJohnston
05/09/2012 - California Towhee incubating 3 light blue brown-speckled eggs. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - An adult California Towhee was still incubating clutch of 3 eggs. - PKonrad
05/22/2012 - No adult California Towhees were observed near nest filled with 3 medium-sized nestlings with eyes 
opening and pin feathers developing. - PKonrad
05/30/2012 - Nestling California Towhees appear to have fledged. Avian biologist Jared Taylor noted that he saw 2 
fledglings near the nest on 5/25. No fledglings or adults observed or heard today - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 050312_vers_01 CP6-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Grading 90 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/3/2012 5/17/2012 05/03/2012 - Onsite biomonitor A. Steyers observed a pair of Bushtits bringing nesting material to the top of 
yucca inflorescence, as construction was ongoing in the morning. The nest is braced against the flower stalk and is 
about 60% complete. Sunlight can still be seen through the bottom of the nest and it is not ready for egg-laying. 
The Bushtits visited the nest as the biomonitor and avian biologist stood 15-20 feet away. - VEurs
05/10/2012 - During 40 minutes of observation, the male was seen bringing material to the nest twice. Once he 
brought a piece of wilted flower and on the second visit, a rather large downy feather. - VEurs
05/17/2012 - The nest appears to have fallen from its anchor point, and a branchlet of the flower stalk has 
pierced a large hole in its side. The nest location is rather exposed and may have been dislodged due to predation. 
This nest, which may have contained eggs, failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 050312_vnik_01 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/3/2012 5/3/2012 05/03/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed for approximately 20 minutes. At least one female was 
observed carrying material to the nest. The nest appears 1% complete. No eggs or young were in the nest. 
Removal of nest was required based on impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost 
impact relative to alternate options, and potential for more nests at the piece of equipment during the 
anticipated nest cycle. Nest deterrents in the form of mylar tape and plastic sheeting were in place on the truck. 
Nest was removed per NBMMP, as this truck was required for immediate usage. - VNovik

No

HOFI House Finch 050412_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/4/2012 5/4/2012 05/04/2012 - Pair was seen flying out of nest location and male singing in area, nest was approximately 50% 
complete. Mylar deterrents installed on flatbed. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to 
material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative 
options, and potential for more nests at the piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a 
candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the trailer. No eggs or young were present and nest was 
removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

MODO Mourning Dove 050412_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 75 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

5/4/2012 5/17/2012 05/04/2012 - MODO on nest. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Adult MODO on nest, didn't flush at less than 3 feet. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Nest is empty, no MODO seen. - BArnold

No

MODO Mourning Dove 050412_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 80 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

5/4/2012 5/25/2012 05/04/2012 - Nest with 2 eggs. Flushed adult MODO at about 2 feet. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Adult MODO on nest, didn't flush at less than 2 feet. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - One nestling and 1 egg rolled slightly away from skimpy nest on top of fan screen. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - Dead nestling and 1 egg on nest. This nest failed, probably when fan came on and partially sucked 
nest down through screen, causing abandonment. - BArnold

No

MODO Mourning Dove 050412_bald_03 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 205 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

5/4/2012 5/11/2012 05/04/2012 - MODO on nest. Dove did not flush, even at less than 1 foot beneath nest. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Nest empty, no adults, no nestlings, no eggs. Lots of scat below nest. Small portion of nest with scat, 
partially sucked into fan. Probably failed. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 050412_bald_04 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 270 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/4/2012 5/17/2012 05/04/2012 - Observed female HOFI accompanied by male bring nest material to this nest, after removing from 
closed nest 15 to the west. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Adult flushed from nest at less than 2 feet. Nest with 4 eggs. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Nest predated from open electrical box, ripped apart and on ground below Gas Circuit Breaker 
stand. Status now Closed. - BArnold

No

MODO Mourning Dove 050412_bald_05 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 155 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/4/2012 5/11/2012 05/04/2012 - Adult MODO on nest, didn't flush at 4 feet. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Nest empty, no adults, nestlings nor eggs. Nest in good shape, but no sign of heavy use. This nest 
likely never reached active stage. - BArnold

No

AR068026
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HOFI House Finch 050412_bald_06 Encina Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

5/4/2012 5/7/2012 05/04/2012 - Nest with 1 egg in lift mast. - BArnold
05/07/2012 - Still 1 egg in nest. This nest has been abandoned, and was removed by the avian biologist. HOFI nest 
discovered 4 May with 1 egg. Due to its location on a lift, it was unclear if this nest was viable at that time (that is, 
whether the egg had been laid that day), or if the nest had previously been abandoned due to the lift being used 
and moved after this egg was laid. As of 7 May there remained only 1 egg, indicating that this nest had been 
previously abandoned. Because the lift equipment in the Encina Substation is available for both SRPL and O&M 
work activities, it remains unclear which specific group last used the equipment with the nest, although the 
presence of the nest was not known at that time. - BArnold

No

BTSP Black-throated Sparrow 050412_ddso_01 EP255-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats OH - wire stringing 35 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/4/2012 5/10/2012 05/04/2012 - This nest was discovered by a biomonitor while monitoring the splicing activities at EP255-2. An 
avian biologist determined that the nest contained 4 nestlings that were being fed by an adult Black-throated 
Sparrow. - DDitommaso
05/10/2012 - Nestlings have apparently fledged; no sign of fledglings or adults in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

HOFI House Finch 050412_ddso_02 EP255-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/4/2012 5/4/2012 05/04/2012 - This House Finch nest was discovered at 0845 this morning in a truck by a biomonitor while 
monitoring the splicing activities at EP255-2. The truck has only been at this site since 11am yesterday, so by 
virtue of its motion, has served as a deterrent to nesting activities. Prior to this site, it was sitting at the Helix Yard. 
An avian monitor was dispatched to EP255-2 and determined that there were no eggs or young in the nest in the 
truck which was 100% complete. A pair of House Finch was observed checking out the nest, but did not bring any 
material to it. Best guess given the timeline of events and observations is that the nest was built prior to arriving 
at EP255-2 and a pair of House Finch discovered this existing nest. The nest was photographed and removed 
following NBMMP stipulations, as the truck was needed immediately. - DDitommaso

No

BUSH Bushtit 050412_hwey_01 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - 2 Bushtits observed adding material to nest, which appears to be 80% complete. At one point, 
Bushtit flew to closed Bushtit nest 022112_mdus_01 and removed nest material, then carried it to new nest. - 
HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0641 to 0656. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - BUSH carrying fluffy material into nest at 1218. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - BUSH emerges from nest, forages in area for 3 minutes, then returns to nest. - HWinfrey
06/02/2012 - BUSH observed bringing food to nest at 1005. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOWR House Wren 050412_hwey_02 EP35-1-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 5/4/2012 5/4/2012 05/04/2012 - HOWR observed adding nest material. Nest examined, no eggs or young detected. - HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - HOWR nest approximately 80% built was photographed and removed according to NBMMP 
protocol, with approval by SDGE and CPUC/agency concurrence. No eggs or young were present. Nest was located 
within cavity in gate created by plastic sheeting and tape put in place as a nesting bird deterrent. This area was 
sealed following removal of nest with instructions posted to keep this opening sealed after gate operation. - 
HWinfrey

No

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 050412_mkhn_02 EP78-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 5 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 5/4/2012 5/16/2012 05/04/2012 - Adults visited nest site several times, one carrying coarse grasses into post and emerging without 
material each time. Uncertain how complete nest is at this point. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - No activity at nest site in 60 minutes. ATFL occasionally detected within 50 feet of nest, but may be 
same pair that is now constructing nest in a different post 250 feet to east. Little nesting material in base of post 
and without any form of a cup. Nest site likely abandoned, but will be checked once more for progress in 5-7 
days. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - No new material has been added to nest. This site has apparently been abandoned prior to 
completion of nest construction. - MKuehn

No

SPTO Spotted Towhee 050412_mkhn_03 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 15 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/4/2012 5/22/2012 05/04/2012 - While passively observing a RTHA nest, a female SPTO was observed emerging from a grassy area 
and returning 10 minutes later. The area was searched and she flew from a nest containing 3 eggs. She returned 
to the nest 30 seconds after the biologist retreated to 50 feet from the nest. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Passively observed nest for 12 minutes, until female left nest to forage. Nest still contains 3 eggs. - 
MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Nest contains 3 nestlings. Pin feathers on wings still completely enclosed in sheaths and about 15 
mm long. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - Nest empty and in good condition. Two adults and 1 fledgling located 100 feet from nest. - MKuehn

Yes

SPTO Spotted Towhee 050412_mkhn_04 EP79-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 70 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/4/2012 5/22/2012 05/04/2012 - Adult flew from nest as biologist walked past while following a Wrentit. Nest contains 3 eggs. - 
MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Adult incubating. Nest still contains 3 eggs. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Adult on nest. - ELoveless
05/22/2012 - Nest is empty, and material in cup is loose and slightly mussed. Adults were detected within 80 feet 
of nest and followed, but no indication of fledglings was detected. Adults never scolded and were not observed 
carrying food in 20 minutes of following them as they moved through the territory. Based on observations 
(incubating when found on 5/4 and last known to contain eggs on 5/10), earliest possible fledge date was 5/20 
and latest was 5/27, however the lack of a detectable family group suggests the nest failed due to natural causes. - 
MKuehn

No

AR068027
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WREN Wrentit 050412_mkhn_05 EP79-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 20 100 100 100 Indeterminate 5/4/2012 5/17/2012 05/04/2012 - Both adults observed carrying nesting material to a 5% completed nest. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Nest appears complete and contains no eggs. Lining is somewhat mussed and some appears pulled 
up and out of nest. This nest may have already failed. No Wrentits detected within 50 feet of nest for 30 minutes 
or when nest was approached and inspected. No eggshell fragments found on ground below nest. - MKuehn
05/17/2012 - Nest is still empty and appearance has not changed. Likely depredated but no evidence that eggs 
were ever laid. - MKuehn

N/A

HOWR House Wren 050412_rrdd_01 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - Female making trips carrying small items to cavity with male in constant close attendance. Male also 
carries stems to next cavity below - presumed alternate nest. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Female brings feather to nest and stays at 1522. Male guarding. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - HOWR male nest guarding and defending from 1225-1300. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Male HOWR continues strident nest presence, and follows female on brief exits. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - HOWR carries food item to nest at 1434. - RRadd

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 050412_rrdd_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 46 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/4/2012 5/23/2012 05/04/2012 - Male PHAI shaping cup in nearly complete nest. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest appears complete, female PHAI is associating but wary (nest not approached by observer). - 
RRadd
05/18/2012 - PHAI nearby but not associating with this nest, which is beginning to loosen. Monitor once more 
before potentially closing. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Nest is falling apart, pair building new nest nearby. - RRadd

No

CALT California Towhee 050412_rrdd_03 CP70-3-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 15 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/4/2012 5/24/2012 05/04/2012 - CALT lying in nest observed empty 1 week ago. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs and hatched young at 1407. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Nest appears to contain 3 hatched young during brief glimpse. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - CALT attending large young in nest; should fledge tomorrow morning. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Nest is intact, empty and presumed fledged. Observation chronology suggests likely fledge. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 050412_rrdd_04 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/4/2012 5/26/2012 05/04/2012 - HOFI female carrying material into cavity and remaining for a minute at a time. Male attends. - 
RRadd
05/12/2012 - Male feeding soliciting female adjacent to nest (which is not visible). - RRadd
05/18/2012 - HOFI near this cavity did not enter during 20-minute observation from 1220-1240. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - HOFI still present, but behavior suggests nesting elsewhere. Abandoned prior to use, likely part of 
the site selection process. - RRadd

No

KILL Killdeer 050412_sjon_01 EP54-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 78 100 75 75 Fledged 5/4/2012 5/23/2012 05/04/2012 - Killdeer incubating 4 eggs. - SJohnston
05/09/2012 - An adult Killdeer is incubating a clutch of 4 eggs; the adult walked away from the nest when the 
avian biologist approached within 60 feet; stood 60 feet away from nest, then returned to nest as soon as 
biologist turned around and began leaving the area. The Killdeer did not call, and no other adult was observed or 
heard in the area. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - An adult Killdeer is incubating its clutch of eggs while the installation of a 3-foot tall orange silt 
fence is being completed a few feet outside the Killdeer nest buffer area. Biomonitor G. Brungraber reported the 
adult Killdeer did not react to the fencing work and continued their incubation of the clutch throughout the work 
period. - PKonrad
05/21/2012 - 4 Killdeer hatchlings observed in the same position as the previously unhatched eggs. Adult Killdeer 
was later observed brooding young at the scrape. - SJohnston
05/24/2012 - S. Johnston reports that on May 22, four young KILL were observed walking around away from the 
nesting scrape. Adults were observed brooding young away from scrape. No young were observed on May 23. - 
KAlberts

Yes

HOFI House Finch 050412_vers_01 CP7 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed entering and exiting the lowest arm on the south side of the 
steel monopole at least a dozen times over the course of an hour. On at least 3 occasions, the female carried 
nesting material into the end of the arm while the male perched atop the arm, singing. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - During 60 minutes of observation, a male spent at least 20 minutes singing from the small 
distribution pole directly opposite the arm with the nest. Towards the end of the observation he was singing on 
the arm, directly above the entrance to the nest. The female was not observed. - VEurs
05/18/2012 - Construction activities occurred during the majority of the 60-minute observation period. No HOFI 
activity was observed at the nest, although onsite biomonitor A. Steyers reports the pair made several trips to and 
from the pole on 17 May. - VEurs
05/25/2012 - No HOFI activity at the nest during 60 minutes of observation, although there were numerous 
House Finches in the surrounding habitat. - VEurs
06/01/2012 - After 45 minutes of observation, the HOFI pair flew up to the 69kV pole south of CP7. As the male 
perched, singing, the female flew into the monopole arm containing the nest. She had not exited by the time the 
biologist called the observation 15 minutes later. - VEurs

TBD

AR068028
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HOFI House Finch 050412_vnik_01 Thing Valley CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/4/2012 5/4/2012 05/04/2012 - Biomonitor observed female finch making several trips to nest with nest material. Nest was located 
late in the afternoon yesterday. Nest location is in area of tank that inhibits the operation of pumps und other 
tanks needed for dust control purposes. The tire is wrapped in plastic as a deterrent. Nest could become flooded 
if tank overflowed. Nest is approximately 30% complete with no eggs or young. Removal of nest was required 
based on impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate 
options, and potential for more nests at the piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest deterrents 
in the form of mylar tape and plastic were hung on the water tank. Nest was photographed and removed per 
NBMMP. - VNovik

No

OATI Oak Titmouse 050512_hwey_01 EP32-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 22 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/5/2012 5/11/2012 05/05/2012 - Adult OATI making frequent brief trips inside nest cavity from 0631 to 0701. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - OATI brings food to nest cavity at 0639. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - OATI brings food to nest at 0631. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - No activity observed at nest cavity from 0805 to 0835. OATI heard calling nearby. Nest presumed 
fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050512_hwey_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 30 100 30 30 Indeterminate 5/5/2012 5/31/2012 05/05/2012 - Female Lesser Goldfinch gathering spider webs and flying to nest with male mate-guarding and 
following female's movements. - HWinfrey
05/12/2012 - No activity at nest between 1112 and 1142. Nest was monitored from bridge outside buffer. - 
MDicus
05/19/2012 - Female on nest at 0715. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1318 to 1333. - HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - Nest is gone, unclear whether due to predation or abandonment. Nest most likely failed after egg 
laying. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

N/A

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 050512_hwey_03 Alpine CY Construction Yards Chaparrals Traffic 70 100 70 70 Presumed Fledged 5/5/2012 5/25/2012 05/05/2012 - Female on nest at 1400. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - Female observed on nest at 0942. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - Adult feeding nestlings, begging sounds audible at 1347. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - Nest empty with no sign of predation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 050512_hwey_04 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/5/2012 5/5/2012 05/05/2012 - Biomonitor A. Bryant observed a HOFI pair making 4 trips to nest cavity with coarse nesting 
material, indicating nest was early in the nest-building stage. Nest removal was requested to allow for ongoing 
Alpine Underground wire testing. No buffer reduction was possible, as the nest was in the area of the current and 
pending work. Nest cavity was examined and it was determined that nest could not removed. Cavity was covered 
with netting to prevent further nest building, per the NBMMP. Pair was observed immediately investigating other 
possible nest sites in the area. - HWinfrey

No

CALT California Towhee 050512_ltiw_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals Other 35 100 50 50 Fledged 5/5/2012 5/17/2012 05/05/2012 - A pair of California Towhees was observed in the vicinity of the nest, which contains 4 nestlings. - 
LTymkiw
05/11/2012 - Feathered nestlings remain present at 1212. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Nest is clean and empty, recent fledglings are nearby. - RRadd

Yes

HOWR House Wren 050512_rrdd_01 CP81-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/5/2012 TBD 05/05/2012 - HOWR female carries feather to nest and stays at 0724. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - HOWR male singing, nest guarding and entering cavity at 1336. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Male nest-guarding, female departs at 0742 after 20 minutes of observation. No item carry 
observed on return 8 minutes later. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - HOWR makes one trip to and from nest during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Male carrying food to nest at 5-8 minute intervals. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 050512_rrdd_02 CP78-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 5 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/5/2012 5/20/2012 05/05/2012 - Nest is approximately 50% complete, and in progress. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Female on nest. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Female lying in nest at 0710. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Nest is empty. Although nest contents were never checked, observations suggest eggs were present 
and subsequently predated about the time of hatch. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050512_rrdd_03 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/5/2012 TBD 05/05/2012 - Nest appears complete with female lying in nest. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Nest is 100% built, but no activity observed. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - HOFI pair making many trips with new material. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Female HOFI lying in nest at 0655. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - Female HOFI lying in nest at 1120. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 050512_rrdd_04 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 75 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 5/5/2012 5/22/2012 05/05/2012 - ANHU nest building, approximately 50% complete at 1440. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Nest is 75% complete, but no ANHU detected. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Nest still 75% complete was abandoned prior to completion. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050612_fhan_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - HOFI nest of forbs and grass in slight cup shape removed (35%) complete, with no eggs or young 
present, per the NBMMP. Nest site was photographed and confirmed by an avian biologist. The truck is used daily 
for Sunrise operations, necessitating the removal of this nest from within the cab of the truck. - FHoffman

No

AR068029
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LASP Lark Sparrow 050612_fhan_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/7/2012 05/06/2012 - Pair of adults was observed multiple times carrying nest material to angle steel on ground. Upon 
inspection, a cup nest was found under a piece of angle steel. Another partially complete cup nest was also found 
adjacent to the first nest. - FHoffman
05/07/2012 - Pair was seen bringing in nesting material to 80% complete nest. Nest was discovered on 4/6/12 and 
was approved to be removed as per the agencies. No deterrents were present on steel, but heavy work activities 
were occurring all around. The nest was submitted for nest removal per NBMMP because of the necessity to fly 
out the steel piece immediately and that there were no eggs or nestlings present. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 050612_fhan_04 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - HOFI pair detected building nest. Nest had no eggs or young and was about 40% complete. Nest 
removed from actively used auger truck, needed every day for Sunrise construction, per the NBMMP. The nest 
was photographed, confirmed, and removed by an avian biologist. - FHoffman

No

HOFI House Finch 050612_fhan_05 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - HOFI pair detected nest building. Nest was approximately 15% complete of various cut shrubs and 
grasses and contained no eggs or young. Since this nest was found under construction inside an actively used wire 
truck that is needed for Sunrise wire-stringing operations, this nest was photographed and removed following the 
NBMMP. - FHoffman

No

WEBL Western Bluebird 050612_hwey_01 Suncrest-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/6/2012 TBD 05/06/2012 - Female WEBL observed leaving cavity at 1100, returning with grassy material at 1106. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1209 to 1224. Female observed foraging 10 feet from cavity 
opening. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - Adult female WEBL observed foraging underneath distribution pole across access road, then flying 
to perch in shrubs near nest tree. - BArnold
05/29/2012 - Female perched on entrance hole, leaning inside, apparently feeding nestlings. Male perched a few 
inches away. - HWinfrey
06/05/2012 - Male and female both observed perching and foraging near cavity entrance.  Male observed chasing 
OATI away from immediate area of nest. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050612_mkhn_01 Rough Acres CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - Biomonitor observed adults making many trips to nest throughout the day, including while water 
trucks were filling from the front of tank 20 feet away and while water tank was being filled using generator and 
pump 45 feet away. Traffic routinely passed along access road 10 feet away. Birds are virtually undeterred from 
nesting by activity near nest and apparently began constructing nest after vehicle was parked here yesterday. Nest 
is 50% complete and contains no eggs. Since this equipment is needed for construction currently, this nest site 
was photographed and all nesting material was removed per the NBMMP, before the opening was stuffed with 
crumpled paper which was taped into place as a deterrent. - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 050612_mkhn_02 Rough Acres CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/6/2012 TBD 05/06/2012 - Biomonitor observed adults making many trips to nest throughout the day, including while water 
trucks were filling from the front of tank 25 feet away and while water tank was being filled using generator and 
pump 30 feet away. Birds are virtually undeterred from nesting by activity near nest and brought material to nest 
while avian biologist stood 10 feet away while logging nest location. Nest appears to be about 40% complete. - 
MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Nest looks nearly complete and female House Finch was bringing nest material to the nest. Male 
attempted copulation and perched prominently nearby. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - Female House Finch incubating. - PKonrad
05/24/2012 - Female House Finch is incubating on water tank nest. - PKonrad
05/31/2012 - Female House Finch is brooding on nest. - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050612_mkhn_03 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - Adult HOFIs were observed carrying nesting material into small cavity in end of crane arm. Electrical 
testing occurred on site yesterday, and the crane was used then. No nesting activity was observed at this location 
as of 1930 on 5/5, so nest construction began today. This crane is needed for the completion of electrical testing 
onsite, and even if another crane were used, this one would need to be moved for the work to be completed. The 
nest was inspected and found to be 85% complete and partially lined, but containing no eggs. The nest was 
photographed and removed per the NBMMP. The cavity, and another close by, were stuffed with mesh netting 
crumpled up, and the openings were duct taped closed to prevent future nesting attempts. - MKuehn

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 050712_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 100 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/7/2012 5/12/2012 05/07/2012 - Nest was found during sweep of yard by monitor right before skycrane was to pick up legs 140 feet 
away. The avian biologist and two groundmen protected the nest from skycrane rotor wash. The men held a wood 
board 5 feet from nest while avian biologist shielded the nest. The winds were 19 mph above the shield, 13 mph 
behind the shield, and 1-2 mph at the nest with the avian protecting the nest with their body. After the skycrane 
activity, the nest was monitored full time for approximately 45 minutes, and the female was seen returning to the 
nest soon after the activities and resumed incubating. The nest contains 4 eggs. - AHill
05/13/2012 - On May 12th, the nest was found to be empty and 1 egg was just outside of the nest. A few adult, 
down feathers were found near the nest. The actual nest appeared to be intact. No LASP adult birds were seen or 
heard  in the vicinity of the nest. Based on this evidence, the nest was predated on by natural causes rather than 
construction related. The only possibility for a failure due to construction would be rotor wash; which did not 
occur because the nest was physically intact. The nest was most likely predated on by a raven. - AHill

No
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LASP Lark Sparrow 050712_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/7/2012 5/9/2012 05/07/2012 - Female is brooding at least 3 nestlings. Both parents seen bringing food to nestlings during crane 
activity at 45 feet from nest. - AHill
05/08/2012 - Female on nest brooding. Observed male feed female. - AHill
05/09/2012 - The nest was found to be empty and looked to be predated by an animal. No feathers or blood 
present. A squirrel or raven could have eaten the nestlings. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 050712_ahll_04 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/7/2012 5/7/2012 05/07/2012 - Pair was seen flying out of nest location and male singing in area; nest was approximately 65% 
complete. Mylar deterrents installed on storage container. Removal of nest was required based on potential 
impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to 
alternative options, and potential for more nests at the piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest 
was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the trailer. No eggs or young were present and nest 
was removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 050712_fhan_02 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 75 100 30 30 Fledged 5/7/2012 5/31/2012 05/07/2012 - Detected by yard monitors. Female incubating 3 eggs. Flushed upon approach at 2 feet. - FHoffman
05/16/2012 - Three downy nestlings in nest. Female visited nest 1 time during 30-minute observation. - ELoveless
05/23/2012 - Female observed bringing food to the nest one time during the 30 minute observation. Male 
observed singing near nest. - ELoveless
05/26/2012 - At least 1 nestling with pin feathers. No adults were seen during 10 minutes of observation. - 
LTymkiw
05/31/2012 - Male observed feeding 1 fledgling. - ELoveless
06/02/2012 - The nest was checked by the avian biologist and found to be empty. - ELoveless

Yes

HOFI House Finch 050712_fhan_03 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 75 100 15 15 Nest did not reach active stage 5/7/2012 5/18/2012 05/07/2012 - Observed by monitors. Adults have not been seen for awhile. May not reach active stage. - 
FHoffman
05/16/2012 - Nest approximately 70% complete. No HOFI activity around nest. - ELoveless
05/18/2012 - No activity observed during 1 hour observation. Nest in same condition as previous entry. Nest was 
never completed. Avian biologist watched the nest for over 1 hour a day for 3 days with no activity observed. Nest 
is roughly in the same condition as when it was logged 11 days prior. Nest was closed and buffers were removed. - 
ELoveless

No

BUSH Bushtit 050712_ghan_01 EP9-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Bushtit observed making 3 trips to a manzanita with nesting material within an observation period 
of 15 minutes. Nest appears to be 5% complete. Buffer signs staked at 50 feet. - GHuffman
05/14/2012 - Observed Bushtit making multiple trips to nest with material. Nest appears to be 80% complete. - 
GHuffman
05/21/2012 - No activity observed from 1033 to 1048. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - No Bushtit activity detected during 20 minutes of observation; however, nest remains in well-
maintained condition. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050712_hwey_01 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/7/2012 5/7/2012 05/07/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed a pair of House Finches adding nest material to site inside bracket on 
monopole tower CP87-1. It was determined that nest removal was necessary to allow ongoing underground wire 
testing and that buffer reduction would not be possible. Nest was examined and found to be 20% complete with 
no eggs or young present. Male and female were adding nest material with biologist observing from a boom lift at 
a distance of 10 feet. Nest was removed in accordance with the NBMMP. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 050712_jdus_01 CP74-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips to nest with material. Male chases second male away from vicinity of nest, 
defending nest site. Pair forages upslope of tower and to the west. - JDicus
05/18/2012 - No HOFI observed to visit this nest during 1-hour observation. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - No HOFI detected at this structure during 40-minute observation. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - HOFI pair come to nest after 15 minutes of observation. Male guards and female appears to settle 
onto nest. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - No activity observed during 45 minutes of observation during windy mid-afternoon conditions. - 
RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050712_jdus_02 CP74-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Pair visits marker ball together 4 times, twice the female carries nesting material inside to remain 
for 10-30 seconds and reappear at entrance. Male enters once through opposite entrance and departs almost 
immediately to land on fiber optic line nearby. Male does not enter marker ball again for duration of observation 
period, despite attending the female on each visit to nest site. Pair copulates on line near nest entrance. - JDicus
05/18/2012 - HOFI pair carry nest material into this ball at 0820. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - No HOFI detected at this structure during 40-minute observation. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Male sings at entrance, and female subsequently emerges. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - No activity observed during 45 minutes of observation during windy mid-afternoon conditions. - 
RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050712_jdus_03 CP74-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips to marker ball, female carries material inside while male sings from line outside 
entrance. - JDicus
05/18/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - No HOFI detected at this structure during 40-minute observation. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - No activity observed during 45 minutes of observation during windy mid-afternoon conditions. - 
RRadd

TBD

AR068031
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HOFI House Finch 050712_jtor_01 CP98-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - HOFI pair observed carrying nest material to cavity in lowest eastern arm. - JTaylor
05/16/2012 - Male perched 10 feet from nest for duration of 15-minute observation. Female not seen. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Female emerges briefly from nest cavity, then re-enters. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - No activity observed at cavity entrance, and no HOFIs detected in area during 30 minutes of 
observation. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050712_jtor_02 CP86 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 10 100 40 40 Presumed Fledged 5/7/2012 5/31/2012 05/07/2012 - 1 nest located on west side where plates meet to join legs. Female flew away from nest when site 
was approached. Nest on west appears complete, feathers of lining visible. - JTaylor
05/10/2012 - 9:30am-11:00am:  Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter 
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately 
5 minutes to conduct hydro mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to mulched by spraying from 
outside stakes. Incubating female appeared alert but remained in nest. Activities appeared to have no negative 
impact on nesting status. Female was not observed leaving nest during activities. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - Incubation continues unabated at 1110. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Female HOFI tight on nest at 1110. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Nest has apparently fledged and a new nest is being built elsewhere. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 050712_jtor_03 CP86 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 10 100 40 40 Presumed Fledged 5/7/2012 6/1/2012 05/07/2012 - Second pair of HOFI building a nest on south of tower. - JTaylor
05/10/2012 - 9:30am-11:00am:  Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter 
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately 
5 minutes to conduct hydro mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to mulched by spraying from 
outside stakes. Incubating female appeared alert but remained in nest. Activities appeared to have no negative 
impact on nesting status. Female observed leaving nest once during observation off site for a total of twenty 
minutes and returned to incubating. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - Incubation continues at 1114. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Female HOFI tight on nest at 1111. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - No activity observed. Nest has apparently fledged and a new nest is being built elsewhere. - RRadd

Yes

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 050712_ltiw_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - A pair was observed bringing lining material several times to the nest while the crew was working in 
the tower. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Pair very actively building nest, vocalizing and pair bonding. Adult attempted to grab mule tape left 
on tower. Nest is very obvious. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Adult male building nest, bringing in material and stealing material from HOFI nests on side arms. 
Female on nest, flushed when 1 crew climbed to her level  and returned when he descended. - FHoffman
05/17/2012 - CAKI activity here is intermittent, but pair observed defending against interloper CAKI, and female 
on nest at times. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - CAKI moving nest components to SE tip of this arm - numerous trips - and bringing additional 
material from elsewhere. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - CAKI visits after 40 minutes of tower observation. No bird visible on nest. Incubating? - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050712_rrdd_01 CP54-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/7/2012 5/15/2012 05/07/2012 - LEGO pair attending. Female made 3 trips with material in 15 minutes to next approximately 25% 
complete, 1335. Nest position makes this nest highly vulnerable to rotor wash. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest appears complete and LEGO pair on site. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest is complete, empty and unmaintained. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050712_rrdd_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 5/7/2012 5/25/2012 05/07/2012 - LEGO female on nest intermittently. Leaves nest in response to parked vehicle at 50 feet, returns at 
75 feet. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest appears complete and sound, and LEGO in vicinity seem to be associating with this nest, but do 
not alight at it. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - 22 May;  Empty nest has not been occupied and is deteriorating. - RRadd

No

RWBL Red-winged Blackbird 050712_sjon_01 EP53-3-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 32 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/7/2012 5/22/2012 05/07/2012 - Nest found while biological monitors were checking pitfall traps. Female incubating 4 eggs. - 
SJohnston
05/15/2012 - Male and female Red-winged Blackbirds territorial; 4 nestlings about 4 days old in nest. - PKonrad
05/22/2012 - Nestling Red-winged Blackbirds have fledged; nest is in good shape with a couple mutes inside. 
Adults territorial; fledglings probably nearby - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

HOFI House Finch 050812_fhan_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 65 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/8/2012 5/9/2012 05/08/2012 - Both adults building nest. Started day at 10% complete. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - F. Hoffman reports that nest material gone. Perhaps kingbirds plundered it or blown off by wind. - 
KAlberts
05/11/2012 - No activity detected at this location and no nest visible at 1155. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050812_hwey_01 EP39-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/8/2012 5/8/2012 05/08/2012 - Female HOFI was observed carrying nest material into a canvas bag hanging from a steel beam in 
tower structure EP39-1. The bird was observed making 10 trips with material between 0730 and 0745. The nest 
was examined and found to be 20% complete with no eggs or young present. The site has ongoing tower 
assembly and a nest buffer reduction was not possible. Nest was removed in accordance with the NBMMP. - 
HWinfrey

No
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ROWR Rock Wren 050812_hwey_02 EP39-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 60 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/8/2012 5/29/2012 05/08/2012 - ROWR observed carrying nest material into cavity at 0725. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Nest cup appears complete, but no eggs are visible. - HWinfrey
05/22/2012 - No activity observed from 0733 to 0803. Nest appears complete, but cup contents are not visible. - 
HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - No activity observed during 20 minutes of observation. Lack of activity over past 3 weeks indicates 
that this nesting attempt was most likely abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 050812_hwey_03 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/8/2012 5/8/2012 05/08/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed female HOFI adding nest material to nest. Nest was examined and 
found to be 75% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was determined to not be feasible, as 
ongoing wire testing work requires access to area.  Nest was removed in accordance with NBMMP, with SDGE & 
CPUC approval and agency concurrence. Deterrents remain on both riser towers in this area. - HWinfrey

No

SPTO Spotted Towhee 050812_lgan_01 EP30-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 125 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/8/2012 5/16/2012 05/08/2012 - An adult Spotted Towhee was observed incubating the nest. The adult vacated the nest upon the 
avian biologist's discovery of the nest, revealing 2 eggs. - LGorman
05/16/2012 - Observed no activity in vicinity of nest. After a period of no Spotted Towhees in area, nest was 
approached and found to have no eggs or young with nest still intact. Nest closed likely due to predation. - 
GHuffman

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 050812_mdus_01 CP39-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 245 300 245 245 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/8/2012 5/29/2012 05/08/2012 - The CAGN pair was observed rapidly adding material to a nest that is approximately 20% 
constructed. - MDicus
05/15/2012 - 2 nest exchanges were observed: at 07:09 the female switched incubation duties with the male, and 
at 07:55 they switched again. - MDicus
05/22/2012 - 3 nest exchanges were observed: at 0720, 0750, and 0808. After the second nest exchange, the 
female briefly chased a passing Lesser Goldfinch from the vicinity while the male incubated. - MDicus
05/29/2012 - After 1 hour of inactivity at or near the nest, the permittee checked the nest contents. 2 intact eggs 
were observed. The nest was in good condition, and no broken egg shells were found below the nest. The CAGN 
pair was observed constructing a new nest 500 feet to the east of the abandoned one. - MDicus

No

LBVI Least Bell's Vireo 050812_mkhn_01 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 210 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/8/2012 5/15/2012 05/08/2012 - T. Cooper - observed female adding material to nest, followed by male. Nest approximately 40% 
complete. - MKuehn
05/09/2012 - Pair observed near the nest, with female frequently adding willow down and dry grasses to the 
interior of the nest, as well as rounding out smoothing the interior of the nest with her body. Nest approximately 
70% complete. - TCooper
05/10/2012 - Pair was observed at nest, female occasionally adding willow down to the interior of the nest. Both 
birds were observed rounding out the inside of the nest with their bodies or otherwise inspecting and smoothing 
the exterior. Nest appears 90% complete. - TCooper
05/11/2012 - Pair observed foraging in nest area, male singing frequently. Female observed lining nest with fine 
grass. - TCooper
05/14/2012 - When the monitoring biologist arrived, the male LBVI was observed on the nest singing frequently. 
After 10 minutes of observation, the male left the nest, at which time the biologist checked the contents of the 
nest. Two newly laid LBVI eggs and 2 Brown-headed Cowbird (BHCO) eggs were observed in the nest. One BHCO 
egg was removed; one egg was addled, by shaking vigorously, and placed back in the nest for the following 
reasons: - This vireo pair was observed building on 11 May, meaning that the female most likely laid her initial egg 
May 13 and laid a second egg today, May 14. The female has the potential to lay an additional 2 eggs, completing 
a typical 4 egg clutch for this species. By removing only one BHCO egg on this date, increases the potential that 
the female will continue laying and complete her typical clutch. Removing both cowbird eggs and leaving only a 2 
egg clutch would increase the possibility of abandonment of the nest by the vireo pair because of the large degree 
of reduction. Additionally, leaving 1 BHCO egg may reduce the risk of further parasitism or nest destruction by the 
offending cowbird(s), by giving the appearance that their egg is still viable. - The male LBVI was observed back on 
the nest within 2 minutes of the biologist departure. - TCooper
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest. 2 LBVI eggs and 1 BHCO egg in nest. Eggs cold. 1 LBVI egg with at least 
3 punctures and evidence of content leakage. Nest remained intact and in good condition. - TCooper

No

MODO Mourning Dove 050812_rrdd_01 CP57-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 17 100 75 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/8/2012 5/18/2012 05/08/2012 - MODO pair carrying sticks and copulating at nest site 0700. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - No nesting activity was observed in the area, and no nest was found. After checking the nest shrub 
and surrounding shrubs, and after confirming the location with the avian biologist who logged it, the nest was 
closed. Previous observations showed a California Towhee pair removing sticks from the MODO nest location. It is 
presumed the MODO pair abandoned the nest attempt prior to egg-laying. - MDicus

No
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CALT California Towhee 050812_rrdd_02 CP57-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - CALT pair making 8 trips in 10 minutes carrying beaks full of "straw" to nest location at 0722. - 
RRadd
05/15/2012 - CALT soliciting copulation adjacent to nest at 0700. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Contact calling and apparent nest-guarding behavior suggests incubation is in progress. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - 30 May;  Pair away from nest for 10 minutes return at 0630, one bird stays. Presumed incubating. - 
RRadd
06/05/2012 - 1 CALT sunning nearby, 2nd bird departs nest shrub in response to alarm note. No food carry 
observed during 30 minute observation. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 050812_rrdd_03 CP57-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 5/8/2012 5/14/2012 05/08/2012 - BUSH pair making numerous trips carrying silk, dried Salvia leaves and grass stems to nest 
approximately 20% complete 0955. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Nest appears 40% complete. No BUSH observed from 0845-0915. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest has fallen apart. - RRadd

No

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 050812_rrdd_04 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - NOMO binding sticks into nest approximately 60% complete 1200. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - NOMO female on nest intermittently from 1237-1306. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - NOMO comes to nest at 1530 and settles. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - NOMO female on nest at 0725. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - NOMO present but wary and not approaching nest while observed. - RRadd

TBD

HOWR House Wren 050812_rrdd_05 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - Male HOWR singing and guarding cavity entrance and entering occasionally 1237. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Male HOWR singing at cavity entrance from 1248-1319. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - HOWR heard, but no visible entry observed in late afternoon survey. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - Female emerges from cavity at 0855, while male stridently nest-guards. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - Male strident at typical posts and cavity 0715. - RRadd

TBD

KILL Killdeer 050812_sjon_01 EP67 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading 75 100 75 75 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/8/2012 5/26/2012 05/08/2012 - Killdeer incubating 4 eggs. - SJohnston
05/15/2012 - An adult Killdeer is incubating its clutch of 4 eggs. - PKonrad
05/21/2012 - Vandalism may have occurred within the nest buffer and the immediate vicinity of nest. This site has 
experienced theft in the recent past. Evidence of nest buffer intrusion include: broken buffer signs, vegetation 
disrupted within a few feet of the nest, silt fencing knocked down, and cribbing inside buffer which was not there 
previously. Intrusion is believed to have occurred Saturday evening or Sunday. Nest now has 3 eggs. No signs of 
broken egg shells at or around nest; however, it is possible the nesting KILLs may have removed from vicinity of 
nest. - SJohnston
05/26/2012 - Arrived on site at 1630, parked approximately 500 feet away from nest and walked within 200 feet 
scanning for adult on nest for 20 minutes. Heard 1 adult Killdeer calling to the south approximately 1000 feet 
away. Located nest without eggs, suspect predation - closed. - MBahn

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 050812_vnik_01 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/8/2012 5/9/2012 05/08/2012 - Yard monitor observed bird carrying material to nest. Observed nest site for 30 minutes while 
Western Kingbird made approximately 10-15 trips to nest with material. Nest appears 30-40% complete and does 
not contain eggs or young. Deterrents in the form of active steel assembly within 200 feet, helicopter flights 
within 150 feet, traffic within 100 feet, and air crane picks recently within 200 feet have occurred. - VNovik
05/09/2012 - Monitor observed bird carrying nesting material to nest location. Over 20 minute period, bird made 
10-12 trips. Nest estimated to be 30% complete, with no eggs or young. Removal of nest was required based on 
impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impacts relative to alternate options, and 
potential for more nests on the tower that still requires work, during the anticipated nest cycle. No nest 
deterrents were in place on tower, however active construction and helicopter flights have been occurring in the 
area. Nest was removed per NBMMP. - VNovik

No

HOLA Horned Lark 050812_vnik_02 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 95 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/8/2012 5/29/2012 05/08/2012 - While checking a nearby nest, a Horned Lark was observed carrying nesting material. The bird was 
observed from 65 feet, and it flew to nest location. A check of the nest revealed 1 egg. - VNovik
05/09/2012 - Air crane delivered tower section in yard within 150 feet of nest. Check of nest revealed  2 eggs. Bird 
observed returning to nest within 15 minutes of crane departure. Skycrane picked steel tower section from yard 
at a distance of 150 feet from nest. Nest was checked post-pick and eggs were intact and present in nest. 
Observed nest from outside buffer for approximately 1 hour. Bird was not observed at or near nest. - VNovik
05/10/2012 - 3 eggs in nest. Lark observed foraging near nest. - VNovik
05/11/2012 - Female incubating 4 eggs. - VNovik
05/13/2012 - Female diligently incubating her 4 eggs. Physical buffer maintained. - FHoffman
05/16/2012 - Observed from 100 feet away. Female observed entering nest area did not leave nest during 30 
minute observation. - ELoveless
05/23/2012 - One nestling and one egg observed in nest. One cracked egg also present. Adult on nest for the 
majority of the one hour observation. - ELoveless
05/26/2012 - CY monitor reported seeing an adult bring a grasshopper to the nest area. - LTymkiw
05/29/2012 - No activity observed during 60 minute observation. Upon inspection nest was found to be empty, 
possible predation. - ELoveless
05/29/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Nest checked and found to be empty. Based on nestling stage and eggs 
still present in nest 6 days ago, it is likely that nest did not fledge and was predated. Nest closed. - VNovik

No
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WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 050812_vnik_03 McCain Valley CY Construction Yards Chaparrals Other 100 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/8/2012 5/23/2012 05/08/2012 - Monitor observed Western Scrub-jay incubating. 3 eggs on nest. - VNovik
05/16/2012 - An adult Western Scrub-jay was brooding 2 newly hatched, featherless nestlings - maybe as much as 
3 days old. The pair of adults was very territorial. - PKonrad
05/23/2012 - The nest is in excellent shape with expanded grass-lined bowl suggesting the growth of nestlings. 
However, the nestling period should continue for a minimum of 16 days, indicating the nest has failed due to an 
unknown natural cause. This probably occurred very recently considering that the adults are still very territorial 
around the nest site - closed. - PKonrad

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 050912_dbby_01 CP17-1-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 180 300 300 300 Fledged 5/9/2012 5/16/2012 05/09/2012 - After surveyors (D. Busby, C. Brungraber, R. Quilley) observed pair for approximately 1.5 hours, the 
nest was discovered with at least 3 nestlings (approximately 6 days old). Adults were observed repeatedly carrying 
food to vicinity of nest. Adult occasionally territorial with scolding and mewing. - DBusby
05/16/2012 - Nest still contained at least 3 nestlings from 0720-0745, but had fledged by 1030 during a brief 
follow-up visit when the family group was observed outside the nest with both parents feeding. - KAlberts

Yes

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 050912_dbby_02 CP17-1-E-B Road Areas Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 672 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/9/2012 5/30/2012 05/09/2012 - After surveyors (D. Busby, C. Brungraber, R. Quilley) observed pair for approximately 2 hours, the 
nest was discovered. The male was initially observed incubating/brooding on the nest; we immediately backed 
away from the nest after its discovery and watched 3 more nest exchanges. - DBusby
05/16/2012 - Female incubating on arrival at 0805, male nest exchanged at 0850. Male mewed occasionally while 
female incubated. - KAlberts
05/23/2012 - Male incubating. - KAlberts
05/30/2012 - Nest pulled apart, only base remains. - TCooper

No

SPTO Spotted Towhee 050912_esds_01 CP104-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals None 0 100 35 35 Presumed Fledged 5/9/2012 5/30/2012 05/09/2012 - Adult incubating 4 eggs. - EStrods
05/16/2012 - 4 eggs in nest, female calling nearby. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - 3 nestlings visible with downy heads, 3-4 days old. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - Nest is intact and empty, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

WREN Wrentit 050912_esds_02 CP104-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/9/2012 5/16/2012 05/09/2012 - Adult incubating. Nest contains 4 pale blue eggs. - EStrods
05/16/2012 - Nest is empty, apparently predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 050912_fhan_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - Pair actively building all day, even tried to pilfer from kingbird. - FHoffman
05/17/2012 - HOFI coming and going to this nest. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - HOFI on nest for extended periods; male visits and sings. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - No activity observed at this nest during 30 minutes of tower observation. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050912_hwey_01 CP87-1 Structures Herbaceous Wetlands, Freshwater, 
and Streams

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/9/2012 5/9/2012 05/09/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed female HOFI adding nest material to nest. Nest was examined and 
found to be 25% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was determined to not be feasible, 
since ongoing wire testing work requires daily access to area. Nest was photographed and removed in accordance 
with NBMMP. Deterrents are numerous on the tower. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 050912_hwey_02 CP87-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/9/2012 5/9/2012 05/09/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed HOFI female carrying nest material to bracket located just above 
middle arm. Nest examined and found to be 5% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was 
determined to not be feasible, as ongoing wire testing work requires access to area. Nest was removed in 
accordance with NBMMP. Deterrents remain on both riser towers in this area. - HWinfrey

No

RCSP Rufous-crowned Sparrow 050912_jdus_01 CP17-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/9/2012 5/24/2012 05/09/2012 - Adult on prominent perch nearby does not approach nest while avian biologist monitors from a 
distance of 50 feet. After returning later in the day to check for birds tending this nest, wing flutter coming from 
the nest site and moving downslope to the west indicating the departure of an incubating adult was audible, 
though no bird was seen leaving the nest. Nest is 100% constructed and contains 4 glossy white, unmarked eggs. 
Nest and eggs consistent with RCSP. Nest cannot be seen from beyond the established 100-foot buffer. - JDicus
05/17/2012 - Nest now contains several gray, downy nestlings. - VEurs
05/24/2012 - The nest is empty and in good condition, with droppings on the edge of the nest. As this species 
takes 8-9 days to fledge after hatching, it is very likely the young fledged successfully. This nest is presumed 
fledged and is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 050912_mdus_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - maintenance 820 300 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 5/9/2012 5/16/2012 05/09/2012 - The CAGN pair was observed making multiple trips (approximately 8 trips in 30 minutes) to a nest 
that is 90-95% constructed. The male was not observed carrying material but appeared to be escorting the female 
while she added material to the nest. The pair was also observed mobbing a California Towhee temporarily 
perched in an adjacent shrub. - MDicus
05/16/2012 - The nest contents were checked after no activity was observed at the nest. The cup was found 
covered with loose nest material and contained no eggs. Neither adult was observed visiting the nest. The nest is 
presumed to have been abandoned prior to becoming active, as it was still under construction 1 week ago, and no 
evidence of nest damage or broken eggs was found. The pair associated with this nest was observed foraging and 
carrying material to a new nest 200 feet to the south. - MDicus

No
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BUSH Bushtit 050912_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - BUSH making many trips repairing previous nest ID 022312_rrdd_03. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - BUSH pair continue making numerous trips to this nest with fluff collected from nearby Baccharis 
from 0716-1724. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050912_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 4 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 5/9/2012 5/11/2012 05/09/2012 - LEGO pair making multiple trips constructing new nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Nest abandoned prior to completion (approximately 30%). - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050912_rrdd_03 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 30 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 5/9/2012 6/1/2012 05/09/2012 - HOFI incubating 3 eggs 1000. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Nest contains 1 nestling, 2 eggs, and 1 egg thrown from nest to fabric. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - HOFI feeding 2 well-feathered young at 1225. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - Nest contains 2 unhatched eggs. Thrown egg remains in fabric. Nestlings had sufficient time to 
fledge. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050912_rrdd_04 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - LEGO pair building new nest approximately 25% complete 1445-1500. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - LEGO female lying in nest at 1553. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - LEGO female on nest from 1615-1635. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - LEGO lying in nest at 1455. - RRadd
06/04/2012 - Nest contains 2 downy nestlings strong enough to hold their heads up above the nest rim at 1425. - 
RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050912_rrdd_05 GS-NF-10 Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 25 100 70 70 Nest did not reach active stage 5/9/2012 5/16/2012 05/09/2012 - LEGO female coming to complete, lined, empty nest 1604. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Agitated LEGO pair in nest area did not come to nest during 20-minute observation from distance. 
Nest contents unknown. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest lining blowing out. LEGO have re-nested elsewhere nearby. - RRadd

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 050912_sjon_01 EP54-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 50 50 Removed 5/9/2012 5/10/2012 05/09/2012 - Observed pair building nest and defending nesting territory. - SJohnston
05/13/2012 - Avian monitor reports that nest was removed at approximately 15% complete, with no eggs or 
young present. Removal of nest was needed because of imminent transformer replacement where nest was 
located was critical for fiber optic regeneration site for Sunrise Powerlink. Removal of nest proceeded after 
SDG&E and WLA concurrence, following the NBMMP. - KAlberts

No

HOFI House Finch 051012_cves_02 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

None 0 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/10/2012 5/30/2012 05/10/2012 - The construction occurring at the time of nest detection was fiber optic splicing which consisted of 
3 days of 1 crew member climbing and working 30 feet up leg A to access the fiber rack, wire splicing at ground 
level and varying levels of usage of a generator. The bird was incubating during this activity. - CVettes
05/16/2012 - HOFI activity continues at this location. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - 23 May; No activity detected. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - Nest now occupied by WEKI. - RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 051012_hwey_02 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 80 100 100 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/10/2012 5/29/2012 05/10/2012 - Yard monitors detected female nest building, making frequent trips with nesting material. Nest 
appears 50% complete. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - Female on nest at 1254. - HWinfrey
05/24/2012 - Female on nest at 1209. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - Yard monitor reports the nest has been predated and is torn up. - KAlberts

No

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051012_hwey_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/10/2012 TBD 05/10/2012 - ATFL observed carrying nesting material into cavity under roof tile at 1225. M. Dicus reported on 
5/12/2012 an adult observed making multiple trips to nest with large clumps of dried hydro-mulch pacifier from 
road edge. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - No activity observed at cavity entrance, and no ATFL detected in vicinity of nest. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - ATFL observed leaving nest cavity at 1332 and flying off to the east, across Peutz Valley Road. - 
HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - ATFL perched above cavity entrance, likely male guarding incubating female. No other activity 
observed during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
06/05/2012 - On 6/4, biologist B. Arnold reports pair active around nest, with one ATFL emerging from nest cavity 
to perch next to another ATFL in nearby Live Oak. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051012_hwey_05 CP87-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/10/2012 5/10/2012 05/10/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed female HOFI adding material to nest located behind bracket on 
monopole tower CP87-1. Nest was examined and found to be 50% complete with no eggs or young present. 
Buffer reduction was determined to not be feasible, since ongoing wire testing work requires daily access to area. 
Nest was photographed and removed in accordance with NBMMP, with SDGE & CPUC approval and agency 
concurrence. Deterrents are numerous on the tower. - HWinfrey

No

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051012_hwey_06 Suncrest-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/10/2012 TBD 05/10/2012 - Biologist A. Farmer observed ATFL pair making multiple trips with nest material over 5 minutes. Nest 
building continued while vehicles passed nest and while biologist approached within 10 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - No activity observed at cavity entrance, and no ATFLs detected from 0810 to 0840. - HWinfrey
05/24/2012 - ATFL observed entering nest cavity at 1050 and remaining inside. 2nd ATFL perched nearby. - 
HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - No ATFL activity observed from 1015 to 1045. - HWinfrey
06/06/2012 - No activity observed during 1 hour visit. - HWinfrey

TBD
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ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051012_jdus_01 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/10/2012 TBD 05/10/2012 - Adult carries material to nest cavity twice. - JDicus
05/16/2012 - Poorly organized cup, lined with feathers contains 1 ATFL egg, which appears slightly pushed down 
into lining. Adults not detected near nest. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs. Adult was not incubating when contents were checked. - MKuehn
05/30/2012 - Adult emerged from pipe after 13 minutes of passive observation. - MKuehn
06/06/2012 - Adults visiting nest frequently, but never seen carrying food; Reported to feed young nestlings via 
regurgitation. - MKuehn

TBD

HOWR House Wren 051012_jdus_02 EP78-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 25 100 30 30 Indeterminate 5/10/2012 5/30/2012 05/10/2012 - Pair enters cavity multiple times, twice carrying fine material. - JDicus
05/17/2012 - No activity observed at cavity for 20 minutes. Male HOWR singing from adjacent coast live oak the 
entire time, but female not detected. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - No activity at cavity for 30 minutes. Male HOWR sang in nest tree for 10 minutes. Female was never 
detected. - MKuehn
05/30/2012 - No activity at cavity for 30 minutes and no HOWR detected within 50 feet of nest. No HOWR have 
been observed at cavity since initially found on 5/10. Possible dummy nest. Closed due to inactivity. Unknown if 
eggs were ever laid. - MKuehn

N/A

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 051012_mdus_01 CP48-2/CP49-1 PS-N Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 20 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 5/10/2012 5/15/2012 05/10/2012 - A biomonitor reported finding a Lesser Goldfinch nest while the construction crew was parked 20 
feet away. The avian biologist observed a female LEGO feeding 4 feathered nestlings. - MDicus
05/14/2012 - The nestlings are fully feathered and perched up in the nest, climbing over each other. They appear 
to be very close to fledging. - MDicus
05/15/2012 - The nest was empty when checked this morning. No fledglings were observed in the vicinity; 
however, the nest showed no signs of damage from predation, and based on the fully feathered nestlings 
yesterday, it is presumed that this nest successfully fledged. - MDicus

Yes

WEKI Western Kingbird 051012_rrdd_01 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/10/2012 TBD 05/10/2012 - WEKI pair copulating and making multiple trips with material 0930-1030. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - WEKI pair continue activity at this nest, copulating adjacent at 1016. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - WEKI comes off nest to harass COHA, then returns at 0946. Nest material brought to nest by mate 
at 1022, presumed gift to incubating female. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - WEKI bringing small insects to nest at 1012 suggests hatched young. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - WEKI pair attending nest intermittently, carrying food at 1137. - RRadd

TBD

CALT California Towhee 051012_rrdd_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 225 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/10/2012 5/31/2012 05/10/2012 - CALT incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - CALT on nest at 1138. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - CALT brooding nestlings, mate carrying caterpillars nearby at 1049. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - Nest is clean and empty, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 051012_rrdd_03 CP65-1-PS-N Road Areas Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 65 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/10/2012 5/16/2012 05/10/2012 - LEGO male tending at least 3 large nestlings with feather quills. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest is empty with many feces on rim, suggests successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

WEKI Western Kingbird 051012_sjon_01 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/10/2012 5/10/2012 05/10/2012 - Pair of WEKI nest building. Nest is approximately 10% complete. - SJohnston No

WEKI Western Kingbird 051012_vnik_02 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/10/2012 5/10/2012 05/10/2012 - Observed kingbird carrying nesting material to nest location, and the bird was making a trip to nest 
approximately every minute or so. Nest estimated to be less than 15% complete, containing no eggs or young. 
Observation of bird building began at 0740. Crew began working on and around tower at approximately 0845. 
Since active work was occurring on the same structure as this nest attempt, this nest was a candidate for removal. 
Removal request was approved at 0920. Removal of nest was required based on impact to material logistics 
operations supporting construction, cost impacts relative to alternate options, and potential for more nests at the 
idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Although active work qualifies as a deterrent, no 
physical nest deterrents were in place on tower. Active construction and helicopter flights have been occurring in 
the area for some time. Nest was photographed and removed per NBMMP. - VNovik

No

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 051112_cves_01 CP43-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/11/2012 TBD 05/11/2012 - This nest is 15% complete. The female made dozens of trips to the nest with a fiber splicing crew 
working at 30 feet up in leg C. During some visits, she spent time carefully situating nest material onto the nest. 
The male was observed actively chasing HOFI away and defending the tower with wing-beat displays and 
aggressive vocalizations. A previous CAKI nest was removed from the tower, and material was brought from the 
lower arm up to the current position, also indicating high fidelity to the site. - CVettes
05/18/2012 - The nest looks complete, but no CAKI were observed in the area. A pair of CORA landed adjacent to 
the nest. 1 of the ravens looked into the nest, but did not touch it, indicating the nest does not contain eggs at 
this point. - VEurs
05/25/2012 - Both adults were observed near the nest, and 1 was briefly on the nest. They spent most of the 
observation period perched about the tower and nearby transmission wires. - VEurs
06/01/2012 - No CAKI activity detected at the nest during 45 minutes of observations. A kingbird was heard 
calling sporadically from more than 100 feet away, but was never visually observed. Due to the placement of the 
nest, if the female is on the nest, she would be difficult if not impossible to see, unless she left. - VEurs

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 051112_hwey_01 CP88-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/11/2012 5/11/2012 05/11/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum detected female HOFI adding nest material to nest at 0930 on 5/11/12. Nest was 
examined and found to be 40% complete with no eggs or young present. It was determined that nest removal was 
necessary to allow ongoing underground wire testing and that buffer reduction would not be possible. Nest was 
removed in accordance with the NBMMP, with CPUC and SDGE approval and agency concurrence. - HWinfrey

No

SPTO Spotted Towhee 051112_jpki_01 CP103-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 50 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/11/2012 5/26/2012 05/11/2012 - Female observed exiting nest containing 4 eggs; later heard calling in vicinity of nest. - JPawlicki
05/18/2012 - At least 2 nestlings present with emerging pin feathers, earliest expected fledge date is 5/25/12. - 
HWinfrey
05/26/2012 - Nest empty with no sign of predation, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

CALT California Towhee 051112_jpki_02 CP103-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 70 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/11/2012 6/2/2012 05/11/2012 - Adult observed exiting nest containing 3 eggs; pair also observed in vicinity of nest. - JPawlicki
05/18/2012 - 2 eggs in nest, adult heard calling nearby. - HWinfrey
05/26/2012 - 3 nestlings visible, with pin feathers emerging. - HWinfrey
06/02/2012 - Nest is intact and in good condition but empty. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 051112_rqey_01 EP112A-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/11/2012 5/11/2012 05/11/2012 - The nest appears 80% complete, and the pair was seen building the nest inside the lower portion of 
the southernmost traveler (c phase). No eggs or young were in the nest. Consistent wire stringing preparation 
work, including traveler and insulator installation at the nest location has been ongoing throughout the week, 
effectively serving as a deterrent. Additionally, deterrent flash tape was installed around the perimeter of the 
tower pad prior the nest's construction. Removal of the nest was required due to upcoming wire stringing 
operations on this section of the Powerlink, deemed critical to the Powerlink's completion. Nest was 
photographed and removed per the NBMMP. The traveler previously containing the nest was completely covered 
with plastic sheeting and secured with tape preventing further nesting attempts. - RQuilley

No

HOFI House Finch 051112_rrdd_01 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/11/2012 5/18/2012 05/11/2012 - HOFI pair making multiple trips, material visible from the ground. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Material no longer visible at this location suggests nest has been destroyed. - RRadd

No

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 051112_rrdd_02 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/11/2012 TBD 05/11/2012 - CAKI pair making more than 30 trips during 2-hour observation with stems, grasses and lining 
material from 0730-0930. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - CAKI brings material to nest at 1042, but likely mate is in nest incubating. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - CAKI making several trips to nest with material, 1246. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - 1 June;  CAKI comes to nest at 1340 and departs shortly after. Unable to discern if female is on nest. - 
RRadd
06/05/2012 - CAKI on nest 1308-1339. Mate visits twice. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051112_rrdd_03 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/11/2012 TBD 05/11/2012 - HOFI pair bring material to nest which appears complete. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - HOFI goes to this nest and stays at 1222. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Female lying in nest at 0648. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - Nest contains hatched young at 1154. - RRadd

TBD

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051112_rrdd_04 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/11/2012 TBD 05/11/2012 - ATFL bringing fluffy material to cavity in several trips from 1430-1435, waits for helicopter action to 
cease before entering or departing nest. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - ATFL enters nest with fluffy lining material at 1311. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - ATFL pair observed nearby with downy material fly to nest cavity. Thereafter (presumed) male 
checks in at cavity with soft calls on an hourly basis. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - 25 May;  Pair observed early with nest lining material. Male checks in at intervals with soft calls to 
cavity 1417-1531. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - 2 June;  No ATFL observed at this cavity from 1500-1545. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 051112_rrdd_05 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 8 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/11/2012 5/19/2012 05/11/2012 - LEGO pair building nest stay away until observer moves to 50 feet. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Nest was never completed and LEGO are nesting elsewhere. - RRadd

No

WEME Western Meadowlark 051112_sjon_01 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
construction

5/11/2012 5/11/2012 05/11/2012 - Nest was directly impacted by weed abatement efforts. Failure of nest occurred when weed 
abatement crew struck nest with hand held gas-powered weed-eater. The nest was unidentified during routine 
yard sweeps conducted by biological monitors or avian biologists. Construction was not aware of nest at the time 
the nest was struck. One nestling was assumed to be fatally wounded upon contact with the weed-eater. Two 
more nestlings were found nearby and were severely injured. These two nestlings were euthanized. The nestling 
appeared very young, perhaps a day or two old, as the eyes were not open and covered in downy feathers 
without any pin feathers observable. Three nestlings total were found after a search of the area. An adult Western 
Meadowlark was observed to be agitated after the incident but was unharmed. Adult was observed carrying food 
item in vicinity of impacted nest, but was never observed to located any surviving nestlings. - SJohnston

No
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WEKI Western Kingbird 051112_vnik_01 GS-NF-28 Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 5 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/11/2012 6/5/2012 05/11/2012 - Biomonitor observed 3 trips to nest where Western Kingbird landed and settled into nest; also 
observed pair copulating near nest. - VNovik
05/16/2012 - Pair of Western Kingbirds active at pole; nest looks half built at this time. - PKonrad
05/20/2012 - Nest was visited to evaluate possibility of buffer modification allowing access to fuse box 9 feet 
above ground on pole. Nest site observed from 100 feet for 30 minutes. Both adult Western Kingbirds present 
and foraging within 200 feet of nest for most of this time. Twice, an adult perched on pole within 5 feet of nest, 
but nest was never visited, and adults were never observed carrying nesting material. Adults showed no sign of 
agitation when biologist walked to and stood under pole, then circled around to view nest. Nest appears intact 
and complete, and the pair is likely in the "pre-egg laying" stage. Responses of adults to intrusion into the buffer 
should be evaluated after incubation has commenced. - MKuehn
05/21/2012 - Pair of Western Kingbirds was initially away from the nest, then flew to the site calling territorially. 
Kingbirds active hunting, but there is no sign they have initiated incubation. - PKonrad
05/31/2012 - May 29;  There were no Western Kingbirds near the nest site for more than 1 hour while avian 
biologist was monitoring other nests in the area. Some nesting material remains on the pole. A large part of the 
original nest was lying on the ground, either blown out of pole or torn out by a predator. After about 75 minutes, 
a kingbird perched on wire adjacent to pole for a few minutes and left area. - PKonrad
06/05/2012 - No Western Kingbirds observed in the area surrounding the site and no sign of any nest material at 
the nest site or on the pole - closed. - PKonrad

No

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 051212_mdus_01 CP50-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/12/2012 TBD 05/12/2012 - A pair of Cassin's Kingbirds was observed carrying material to a nest that is more than 50% 
constructed. - MDicus
05/19/2012 - No CAKI activity near the nest or in the surrounding habitat during 30 minutes of observation. The 
nest appears to be complete or nearly so, but it is difficult to get a really good view of it. - VEurs
05/26/2012 - No CAKI activity during 45 minutes of observation. - VEurs
06/02/2012 - After approximately 25 minutes of observation, a CAKI (presumably the male) flew up to the tower 
and perched at various locations. At 1 point, he landed within 5 feet of the nest. He also perched on ESA signs, 
from which he foraged for several minutes. He eventually made his way down the hillside. It is presumed the 
female was on the nest incubating, but the nest's position made that difficult to confirm. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051212_rqey_01 EP112A-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/12/2012 5/12/2012 05/12/2012 - The nest appears 70% complete and the pair was seen building the nest inside the lower portion of 
the northernmost traveler (a phase). No eggs or young were in the nest. Consistent wire stringing preparation 
work, including traveler and insulator installation at the nest location has been ongoing throughout the week, 
effectively serving as a deterrent. Additionally, deterrent flash tape was installed around the perimeter of the 
tower pad prior the nest's construction. Removal of the nest was required due to upcoming wire stringing 
operations on this section of the Powerlink, deemed critical to the Powerlink completion. Nest was photographed 
and removed per the NBMMP. Wire stringing occurred within one hour of the nest removal at this tower, 
effectively deterring new nesting attempts. The crews have been advised to cover the all three travelers once wire 
stringing operations on phase a and b are completed. - RQuilley

No

BUSH Bushtit 051212_rqey_02 EP123-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/12/2012 TBD 05/12/2012 - Freshly constructed nest observed approximately 95% complete. Appears that only nest lining 
remains to be added. Monitor on site reported seeing a Bushtit carrying fluffy material to nest vicinity. Pair 
observed bringing nesting material to nest numerous times during observation period. During nest verification, 
tower bridge installation occurred via skycrane. Nest was monitored during skycrane activities. A 500 helicopter 
and skycrane hovered onsite for 4 minutes, the 500 at approximately 100 feet from nest, and skycrane 
approximately 225 feet from nest. Significant rotor wash was observed at the nest location from skycrane for the 
majority of the bridge installation. However, the nest remained undamaged, and the pair of Bushtits returned 
after the skycrane left. No further skycrane activity is required at this tower site. - RQuilley
05/21/2012 - Both adult Bushtits were making trips to the nest and leaving, although no nesting material or food 
was noted in their bills. They may be at the egg laying stage, although this aspect of the nesting chronology is hard 
to ascertain. - PKonrad
05/29/2012 - Bushtit visited nest for minutes, left nest, and within a minute a Bushtit entered the nest but did not 
leave during the following 20 minutes; they appear to be in the incubating stage. - PKonrad
06/06/2012 - Nest looks good, but no Bushtit activity observed or heard during 30 minute observation period. - 
PKonrad

TBD

HOWR House Wren 051212_rrdd_01 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/12/2012 TBD 05/12/2012 - HOWR carrying sticks to cavity (5 trips in 8 minutes). - RRadd
05/18/2012 - HOWR male makes infrequent visits from 1220-1240. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - 23 May; Male nest-guarding, enters cavity at 1450. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - HOWR singing near cavity but no entry or exit detected during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - 5 June: HOWR departs cavity 1516. - RRadd

TBD
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GRVI Gray Vireo 051212_sjon_01 EP72-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/12/2012 TBD 05/12/2012 - Pair observed nest building. Male was singing and calling as the female was constructing inner lining 
with fine material. - SJohnston
05/17/2012 - Signs for buffer moved from 100 to 40 feet. Adult on nest for at least 15 minutes. Did not check 
contents. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - Adult on nest. Nest contains 4 Gray Vireo eggs. - MKuehn
05/29/2012 - Adult on nest. Contents not checked, but hatching expected around 6/1. - MKuehn
06/05/2012 - Adult on nest. Did not check contents, but timing indicates nestlings should be present. - MKuehn

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051312_vers_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 5/13/2012 5/14/2012 05/13/2012 - A pair of HOFI's was observed making frequent trips to the space behind a utility box. The female 
brought nesting material, as the male perched on the arm, singing. Nesting material could be seen dropping from 
beneath the box. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Nest was removed at around 1600. Removal occurred per NBMMP based on need to potentially 
access the immediate nest site area depending on testing results. Nest was 70% complete at time of removal with 
no eggs or young present. Deterrents present included previously plugged cavities and mylar tape duct taped just 
outside nest site. Pair had been observed nest building throughout day. Area was plugged following removal. - 
IMaunsell

No

HOFI House Finch 051412_ahll_01 EP39-1-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 35 100 30 30 Indeterminate 5/14/2012 6/4/2012 05/14/2012 - Observed female bringing material to nest, nest contains 4 eggs. - AHill
05/21/2012 - No activity observed. Unable to view nest contents. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - No activity observed; nest is empty, unclear whether fledged or predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

N/A

HOFI House Finch 051412_ahll_02 EP39-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - Observed female on nest, flushed when biologist was checking other HOFI nest 2 feet away, nest 
contains 3 eggs. - AHill
05/21/2012 - No activity observed. Unable to view nest contents. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 15 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - Female on nest at 0658. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051412_ahll_03 EP39-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 30 30 Removed 5/14/2012 5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - Observed visiting tool bag, female did not have material. Need to have crew check nest contents 
ASAP to see if eggs are present. - AHill
05/14/2012 - Pair bringing in nesting material, 50% complete. No eggs or young were present. No deterrents 
installed on tower. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to operations to make deadline for 
energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for immediate work on the tower. Nest was 
removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 051412_ahll_04 EP36-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/14/2012 5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - Pair bringing in nesting material, was reported as 10% complete. No eggs or young were present. No 
deterrents installed on tower. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to operations to make 
deadline for energization and necessity to use crane immediately. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction 
as the crane was needed immediately. Nest was removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 051412_ahll_05 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/14/2012 5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - Observed pair flying to nest, female with nest material. Nest was 90% complete, no eggs or young 
present. Streamer deterrents were installed on the crane, and the equipment was located in an active 
construction yard with tower assembly and regular helicopter flights, effectively serving as deterrents. Removal of 
nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction such as 
tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the piece of 
equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of 
the crane. Nest was removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 051412_ahll_06 EP34-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 20 100 20 20 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/14/2012 5/31/2012 05/14/2012 - Observed pair flying to within 20 feet of nest, female carrying fine nesting material. Pair was coming 
to nest when crew of 6 people were working at 80 feet. Helicopter wash did not affect nest. Nest appears to be 
complete, and contains horsehair. - AHill
05/17/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs, LASP heard singing in general vicinity. Minimal wind created by helicopters 
landing at TSAP. - AHill
05/24/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs; female calling 10 feet from nest. - HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - Nest is empty but intact. No evidence of damage from construction activities. Ground is disturbed 
around nest, indicating predation.  Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 051412_ahll_07 EP32-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/14/2012 5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - Pair bringing in nesting material, was reported as 10% complete. Nest was submitted to agencies for 
removal and approved. Upon removal, the nest was found to be 1% complete as only containing a few sticks. No 
eggs or young were present. No deterrents installed on tower. Removal of nest was required based on potential 
impacts to operations to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing 
for use of the tower, as the tower requires work well within the projected nest cycle. Nest was removed following 
requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 051412_ahll_08 EP39-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/14/2012 5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - Pair bringing in nesting material, 50% complete. Biomonitor removed nest as per direction from 
avian link biologist. This second nest was found during removal of other nest nearby (051412 ahll 03). No eggs or 
young were present. No deterrents installed on tower but this is an active work site, effectively acting as a 
deterrent. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to operations to make deadline for 
energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the tower. Nest was removed 
following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 051412_dbby_01 TL 6915 - Z171694 69 kV Structure Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - A previously known Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed building a new nest 
approximately 1,000 feet southeast of pole Z171694 on the TL6915 alignment, approximately 400 feet southeast 
of where the pair had a failed nesting attempt on March 29, 2012. The pair was observed continuously bringing 
lining material to the nest, which appears to be approximately 95 percent complete. The nest is located 
approximately 1.5 to 2 feet above ground in the center of a white sage (Salvia apiana) on a 
south facing slope of coastal sage scrub dominated by white sage, black sage (Salvia mellifera), California 
buckwheat (Eriogonum fasciculatum), broom baccharis (Baccharis sarothroides), and chaparral yucca 
(Hesperoyucca whipplei). The designated 300-foot nest buffer is well outside any project features; therefore, no 
Nest Buffer Justification (NBJ) is required of this nest. - DBusby
05/21/2012 - Adult male incubating. - DBusby
06/02/2012 - May 31;  Female on nest. Male brought food to her. Eggs should be hatching any day. - DBusby

TBD

CALT California Towhee 051412_lton_01 CP101-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals Other 140 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/14/2012 5/22/2012 05/14/2012 - One nestling present. Brooding adult left nest and scolded when nest-shrub was approached but did 
not leave nest-shrub. - LThoreson
05/22/2012 - Unable to locate nest, however a fledgling CALT was observed near the nest location. Nest 
presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

WREN Wrentit 051412_lton_02 CP101-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - Saw pair bring nesting material to shrub. Nest is 25% complete. - LThoreson
05/22/2012 - WREN on nest at 1001. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - Female on nest at 1310. - HWinfrey

TBD

BGGN Blue-gray Gnatcatcher 051412_mdus_01 CP-88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 50 50 Indeterminate 5/14/2012 6/4/2012 05/14/2012 - A pair of BGGN was observed making multiple trips with thin bark shavings, lichens, and 
reappropriated ANHU nest material to a nest that is approximately 80% constructed. - MDicus
05/21/2012 - BGGN adding fine material and arranging materials with its feet at 1220. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good condition. - 
HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - Nest is gone, with only a few strands of spider web remaining. Unclear whether nest failed due to 
predation or abandonment. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 051412_mdus_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 50 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/14/2012 5/21/2012 05/14/2012 - A female ANHU was observed gathering spider silk and adding it to a nest that is approximately 90% 
constructed. - MDicus
05/21/2012 - Nest is destroyed, with only a few strands of spider webs remaining. - HWinfrey

No

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051412_mkhn_01 EP32-1-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - Adult visited post once with nesting dead grasses and deposited it inside. Nest is 40% complete, 
consisting of a bulky base of dried grasses and no defined cup shape yet. - MKuehn
05/21/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which appears complete with no eggs. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - ATFL enters nest cavity at 0842. - HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - Female on nest at 0742. - HWinfrey

TBD

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051412_mkhn_02 GS-NF-18 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - Adult visited nest twice with nesting material. Nest is 80% complete and partially lined with soft 
whitish material, although cup appears poorly defined. - MKuehn
05/21/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which appears complete with no eggs. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - No ATFL activity observed; nest now contains 4 eggs. - HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - 3 eggs and 1 nestling in nest. - HWinfrey

TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 051412_mkhn_03 EP32-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - tower erection 210 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/14/2012 5/26/2012 05/14/2012 - Adult flew from nest when biologist approached within 5 feet while conducting a systematic search 
of vegetation for a nesting survey. Nest contains 3 eggs. Adult returned to nest and commenced incubating with 3 
biologists standing 60 feet away. - MKuehn
05/21/2012 - Adult brings food at 0937, 0945, and 0949. 3 nestlings appear 2-3 days old. - HWinfrey
05/26/2012 - Nest is empty, with no sign of predation. Presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 051412_rqey_01 EP112A-1 Structures Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/14/2012 5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - The nest appears 5% complete and the pair was seen bringing material to the lower portion of the 
central traveler (b phase). No eggs or young were in the nest. Consistent wire stringing work at the nest location 
has been ongoing throughout the past week,  except for Sunday 5/13/2012, serving as a deterrent. Additionally, 
deterrent flash tape was installed around the perimeter of the tower pad prior to the nest's construction. 
Removal of the nest was required due to ongoing wire stringing operations on this section of the Powerlink, 
deemed critical to the Powerlink's completion. Nest was photographed and removed per the NBMMP. Wire 
stringing continued within 30 minutes of the nest removal at this tower, effectively deterring new nesting 
attempts. The crews have been advised to cover all three travelers once wire stringing operations have ceased for 
the day. - RQuilley

No
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HOFI House Finch 051412_rqey_02 EP112A-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/14/2012 5/14/2012 05/14/2012 - The nest appears almost 100% complete and the pair was seen bringing material to the lower 
portion of the northernmost traveler (a phase), which is the same location as nest 051212_rqey_01 found on 
05/12/2012. No eggs or young were in the nest. Consistent wire stringing work at the nest location has been 
ongoing throughout the past week, except for Sunday 5/13/2012, serving as a deterrent. Additionally, deterrent 
flash tape was installed around the perimeter of the tower pad prior to the nest's construction. Removal of the 
nest was required due to ongoing wire stringing operations on this section of the Powerlink, deemed critical to 
the Powerlink's completion. Nest was photographed and removed per the NBMMP. Wire stringing continued 
within 30 minutes of the nest removal at this tower, effectively deterring new nesting attempts. It has been highly 
recommended to the crew and foreman to cover or fill in the all three travelers once wire stringing operations 
have ceased for the day. - RQuilley

No

BCSP Black-chinned Sparrow 051412_rrdd_01 Gorka Gate Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats None 0 100 100 100 Fledged 5/14/2012 6/4/2012 05/14/2012 - Female BCSP lying on 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - 21 May;  Incubation continues at 1115. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - Adult carries fecal sac 150 feet before dropping. Male in nest shading young; orange gapes visible. - 
RRadd
06/04/2012 - Male BCSP observed bringing food to young 30 feet away from nest at 0944 and 0958. Nest is 
empty. Fledged. - RRadd

Yes

CALT California Towhee 051412_rrdd_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/14/2012 TBD 05/14/2012 - Nest contains 1 egg. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - 21 May;  CALT lying in nest at 1002. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - CALT prone in nest at 1238. - RRadd
06/04/2012 - Nest contains 2 feathered nestlings approximately 4-5 days old at 0858. - RRadd

TBD

HOWR House Wren 051412_rrdd_03 GS-NF-10 Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 3 100 50 50 Fledged 5/14/2012 5/21/2012 05/14/2012 - HOWR male bringing food to nest at 10 minute intervals 1630-1650. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - HOWR feeding fledglings away from nest, but no cavity visits. - RRadd

Yes

MODO Mourning Dove 051412_vers_01 CP12-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 40 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/14/2012 5/29/2012 05/14/2012 - Adult MODO incubating 2 eggs on the nest. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - Adult MODO was on the nest as biologist drove out and back on the access road. The dove did not 
leave the nest when the biologist walked on the access road to adjust ESA signage. - VEurs
05/30/2012 - 29 May: There are no eggs or young on the nest. It appears this nest with eggs or young failed due 
to natural causes (predation) and is now closed. - VEurs

No

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051512_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/15/2012 5/15/2012 05/15/2012 - Ash-throated Flycatcher pair was observed bringing nesting material to mast of parked lift by 
biomonitor Clayton Tschudy yesterday, 14 May from about 0900 to 1100. Pair continues to bring material to mast 
today. Nest material can be seen in mast, and no eggs or young are present. Nest material was removed following 
agency concurrence, in order to remove the lift back to the rental facility. This nest was not a candidate for a NBJ 
because continuing SRPL activity requires use of the substation lifts, and the location of this nest in the mast of a 
parked lift precluded its continued viability. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 051512_bald_02 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/15/2012 5/15/2012 05/15/2012 - Pair of adult HOFI observed around JLG lift 860SJ yesterday by bio-monitor Clayton Tschudy, and 
nest found this morning by Brian Arnold. Adult female continues to bring nest material, accompanied by singing 
male. Nest, about 90% complete with no eggs or young present, was removed following the NBMMP in order to 
allow usage of the lift for Sunrise work. This lift is the same from which another HOFI and ATFL nests were 
removed. New SRPL substation work requires use of the substation lifts. The placement of this nest does not allow 
for the required use of this essential equipment. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 051512_bald_03 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 60 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 5/15/2012 5/28/2012 05/15/2012 - Nest appears to have about 5 nestlings. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - Two attending HOFI adults observed, and probably very large nestlings heard inside cabinet. These 
should fledge soon. - BArnold
06/01/2012 - Nest empty, well used with lots of scat indicative of a successfully fledged nest. This nest likely 
fledged given the chronology of the nestling observations on 15 and 25 May. New HOFI nest with 2 eggs on other 
side of same cabinet, less than 3 feet distant, in the only other suitable nesting place in the cabinet. - BArnold

Yes

SAPH Say's Phoebe 051512_bald_04 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - Adult SAPH observed bringing nest lining material to old nest. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - Adult SAPH on nest. - BArnold
06/01/2012 - Female flushed from nest at 15 feet on-the-ground feet, returned momentarily. - BArnold

TBD

HOWR House Wren 051512_elss_01 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - HOWR was observed entering a the nest cavity and staying in the cavity for up to 30 minutes at a 
time. - ELoveless
05/21/2012 - HOWR leaves nest cavity at 0837. - HWinfrey
05/28/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest and remaining inside at 1140. - HWinfrey
06/02/2012 - HOWR carrying food to nest at 1015. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051512_esds_01 CP106-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 25 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 5/15/2012 5/29/2012 05/15/2012 - This nest was located while actively searching the oak for nesting raptors. The female flushed from 
the cavity. Both male and female visited the immediate area after the initial observation. The male entered the 
cavity without food or nesting material. An attempt was made to see inside the nest, but could not get a good 
angle to see. The female was again seen leaving the cavity during additional survey time. - EStrods
05/22/2012 - Both male and female at nest cavity at 1142. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - Nest is empty with no sign of predation, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes
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OATI Oak Titmouse 051812_vnik_01 EP129-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 42 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/18/2012 6/5/2012 05/18/2012 - An Oak Titmouse was making many trips to nest with food items . - VNovik
05/26/2012 - An adult Oak Titmouse brought in a caterpillar as the other adult left the nest. Food was brought to 
nestlings about every 3 minutes. - LTymkiw
06/05/2012 - No Oak Titmouse activity observed at or near nest cavity; considering previous nest reports, the 
nestlings fledged from this nest soon after the last monitoring visit - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

HOFI House Finch 051912_ahll_01 EP28-3 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/19/2012 5/19/2012 05/19/2012 - Pair seen flying to pulley, and female was seen carrying nesting material several times. Nest was 
removed by a lineman under supervision of an avian biologist, nest was less than 100% complete. Mylar 
deterrents installed on tower. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to operations to make 
deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the tower, as the 
tower requires work well within the projected nest cycle. Nest was removed following requirements outlined in 
the NBMMP. - AHill

No

AMKE American Kestrel 051912_bald_01 TL 6924 69kv Tie Line Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 5/19/2012 TBD 05/19/2012 - Both adult AMKEs were observed entering 2 eastern arms with nearby recently fledged young from 
the nest in the adjacent pole to the south. - BArnold
05/23/2012 - Adult AMKEs observed entering nest cavity arm on monopole. - BArnold
06/04/2012 - After 45 minutes of observation, the male kestrel arrived at the pole from the north. He landed on 
the bracket of the third arm from the top on the eastern side. Within a minute, the female exited from the 
bottom of the bracket and flew to the west. Soon after, the male entered the cavity from the top. When the 
biologist called the observation 45 minutes later, the female had not yet returned, and the male was still inside 
the nest cavity. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051912_hwey_01 CP87-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/19/2012 5/19/2012 05/19/2012 - Biologist T. Bryant observed female HOFI adding coarse nesting material to nest site. Nest was 
examined and found to be 10% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was determined to not 
be feasible, since ongoing wire testing work requires daily access to area. Nest was photographed and removed in 
accordance with the NBMMP. Deterrents are numerous on the tower. - HWinfrey

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 051912_lton_01 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Grasslands and Meadows Other 15 100 100 100 Indeterminate 5/19/2012 5/26/2012 05/19/2012 - Saw pair fly to fence, perch, and go to nest. 4 nestlings. Adult called from perch until we left. - 
LThoreson
05/26/2012 - A CA ground squirrel was observed at the nest. Upon inspection, the nest was found to be empty 
and slightly disheveled. It is possible that the nest fledged, as the time to fledge for this species is 6-9 days. 
However, it is also possible the nest was depredated. Adults were observed visiting the nest (not carrying any 
food items) earlier in the day, and quickly leaving. The male was perched quietly nearby shortly before the 
squirrel was seen. - LTymkiw

N/A

HOFI House Finch 051912_mdus_01 CP50-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/19/2012 TBD 05/19/2012 - Biomonitor Amanda Castro discovered a House Finch nest with 1 egg. A pair of House Finches was 
observed in the nest vicinity, and the female was observed returning to the nest while the avian biologist staked 
the buffer. - MDicus
05/26/2012 - The male and female were observed perched in a shrub about 50 feet from the nest. The male fed 
the female as she performed a begging display. The biologist used this opportunity to check the nest contents. 
The nest now contains 4 eggs, and the female soon returned to incubate. - VEurs
06/02/2012 - The female flew from the nest soon after the biologist arrived, allowing the nest to be inspected. It 
still contains 4 eggs. The female returned to the nest in less than 5 minutes. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051912_mdus_02 CP101-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/19/2012 TBD 05/19/2012 - While monitoring a construction crew, avian monitor Greg Leighty observed a female House Finch 
add material to a nest that is approximately 90% complete. She made 2 trips with material during 1.5 hours while 
the crew worked at the tower base. - MDicus
05/22/2012 - Female on nest at 0954. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - Female on nest at 1312. - HWinfrey

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 051912_rrdd_01 CP81-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/19/2012 TBD 05/19/2012 - Well-marked female ANHU comes to nest at 0736, feeds young briefly and settles onto nest. - 
RRadd
05/25/2012 - ANHU female on nest at 1354. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Nest appears full, but no activity detected during 20 minute observation, 1655. - RRadd

TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 052012_hwey_01 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/20/2012 5/20/2012 05/20/2012 - LASP pair observed copulating and adding material to nest at 0930. Nest was examined at 1700 and 
found to be 30% complete with no eggs or young present. Nest deterrents include mylar tape on the steel 
structure within 6 feet of the nest and ongoing construction activities in the construction yard. Buffer reduction 
was not feasible given the need to remove the tower for installation.  Nest was photographed and removed 
according to the NBMMP, with SDG&E and CPUC approval, and agency concurrence. - HWinfrey

No

WREN Wrentit 052012_mkhn_01 EP76-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 35 100 35 35 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/20/2012 6/5/2012 05/20/2012 - Adult flew from nest containing 2 eggs. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - Reduced buffer to 35 feet, moved signs and re-routed footpath around buffer. Adult on nest. - 
MKuehn
05/30/2012 - Adult near, and nest contains 4 WREN eggs. - MKuehn
06/05/2012 - Nest is empty and lining is mussed and partially pulled out of cup. No eggshell fragments present in 
or under nest. Eggs were expected to hatch since visit on 5/30, so too early to have fledged. Likely depredated. - 
MKuehn

No
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CALT California Towhee 052112_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/21/2012 5/21/2012 05/21/2012 - CALT nest near complete, female seen going to nest. No eggs or young present. Nest was submitted 
to agencies for removal and approved based on the high risk of it failing with projected skycrane activities nearby. 
Yard operations have been constant in this yard for many months, serving as a deterrent. Nest was removed as 
per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 052112_bald_01 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE2

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

5/21/2012 5/22/2012 05/21/2012 - Nest with 1 egg in parked lift mast. It is not clear when this lift was last used. The egg seems old, but 
due to nest location can't really tell. If no additional eggs in this nest within the next 2 days, this nest will be 
assumed to have been abandoned. No bird activity associated with nest during hour-long observation period. This 
nest may have already been abandoned because lift may have been used and moved (parked) to a different 
location. Or, the nest may yet be viable, and the birds may have just laid this egg today. - BArnold
05/22/2012 - Nest with just 1 egg still, and no attending adults for an hour. Nest removed. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 052112_hwey_01 EP35-1-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/21/2012 5/21/2012 05/21/2012 - HOFI observed adding nest material to nest at 0800. Nest 50% complete with no eggs or young 
present. Nest deterrents include black plastic and tape on gate as well as regular construction activity in area. 
Buffer reduction is not a possibility as gate cannot be operated without destroying nest. Nest was removed 
according to the NBMMP. - HWinfrey

No

BGGN Blue-gray Gnatcatcher 052112_jpki_01 CP106-1-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/21/2012 TBD 05/21/2012 - Pair observed bringing material to partially complete (approximately 75%) nest. - JPawlicki
05/22/2012 - Duplicate entry. - JPawlicki
05/29/2012 - Female on nest at 1111. - HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - Nest exchange at 0849. - HWinfrey

TBD

COHU Costa's Hummingbird 052112_jpki_02 CP106-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 5 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/21/2012 6/4/2012 05/21/2012 - Female observed bringing material to partially complete (approximately 20%) nest on 2 occasions. - 
JPawlicki
05/29/2012 - No activity observed. Nest contains 1 egg. - HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - Nest is empty with no activity observed. Nest closed, apparently predated. - HWinfrey

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 052112_jpki_03 CP106-1-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/21/2012 TBD 05/21/2012 - Female observed exiting nest containing at least 1 egg; later observed incubating on nest. - JPawlicki
05/29/2012 - Female on nest at 1113. - HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOWR House Wren 052112_jpki_04 CP106-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 80 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 5/21/2012 6/2/2012 05/21/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to cavity; nestlings also heard begging inside cavity. - JPawlicki
05/24/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1109. - HWinfrey
05/26/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0824. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - HOWR carrying food into nest at 1119. - HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - Adult carrying food to nest at 0915. - HWinfrey
06/02/2012 - No activity observed; nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

NOFL Northern Flicker 052112_jpki_05 CP106-1-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/21/2012 TBD 05/21/2012 - Adult observed entering and exiting cavity; on 2 occasions when observers were in vicinity of nest 
tree, female was observed at cavity entrance before quickly retreating back into cavity. - JPawlicki
05/29/2012 - No NOFL activity observed in area during 15 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey

TBD

CATH California Thrasher 052112_jpki_06 CP106-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 57 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/21/2012 5/29/2012 05/21/2012 - Adult thrasher observed exiting nest containing 1 nestling and at least 2 eggs; later observed 
incubating/brooding on nest. - JPawlicki
05/29/2012 - Nest is empty, apparently predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

RCSP Rufous-crowned Sparrow 052112_mkhn_01 CP63-3 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals None 0 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/21/2012 5/30/2012 05/21/2012 - Adult flew from nest when biologist walked by 4 feet away. Nest contains 4 eggs. - MKuehn
05/31/2012 - Nest is empty and shows no obvious signs of predation at 0818. Potentially fledged. - RRadd

Yes

HOWR House Wren 052112_rrdd_01 CP54-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/21/2012 TBD 05/21/2012 - Male singing at normal song post adjacent to cavity suggests new clutch being initiated. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - No HOWR detections during 45-minute observation, will monitor once more. - RRadd
06/04/2012 - Male HOWR sings briefly from customary song post adjacent to cavity, but does not enter at 1201. 
Status unclear. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 052112_rrdd_02 Gorka Gate Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/21/2012 TBD 05/21/2012 - Female ANHU incubating 2 eggs is wary. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - ANHU returns to nest after 30 minutes and feeds at least 1 nestling. - RRadd
06/04/2012 - At least 1 nestling in nest. Change species to COHU, female very wary. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 052112_rrdd_03 Gorka Gate Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 50 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/21/2012 5/28/2012 05/21/2012 - Female lying in nest from 1102-1122. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - Nest is clean and empty. Single broken egg under nest suggests possible ejection by weather. - 
RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 052112_rrdd_04 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 5 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/21/2012 5/28/2012 05/21/2012 - Lone BUSH furtive near this nest which appears fresh and neatly maintained at 0708. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - Nest has been opened from the side and is empty, suggesting predation. - RRadd

No
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 052112_rrdd_05 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/21/2012 TBD 05/21/2012 - Female with bright orange throat brooding nest of unknown content at 1635. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - 30 May; Female lying in nest at 1346. - RRadd
06/04/2012 - No activity during 2 x 20 minute observations. Nest appears intact, but clean rim indicates no 
hatched young. - RRadd

TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 052112_sjon_01 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/21/2012 5/21/2012 05/21/2012 - Observation of LASP pair nest building within active construction period in yard. Nest material was 
removed due to its location in critical bridge section to be installed for tower EP67, after agency concurrence was 
received and following the NBMMP. No eggs or young were present at the time of removal. - SJohnston

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 052112_sjon_02 EP54-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 30 100 50 50 Indeterminate 5/21/2012 5/30/2012 05/21/2012 - Observed a pair of Western Kingbirds bringing nesting material to nest, which is approximately 50% 
complete. - SJohnston
05/30/2012 - Completed Western Kingbird nest has apparently been blown out of pole and is lying mostly intact 
on the ground. Photo taken. An adult kingbird perched on wire near nest site for a few minutes - closed. Unknown 
if eggs were ever present. - PKonrad

N/A

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 053012_tcer_01 CP17-1-E-B Road Areas Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 614 300 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 5/30/2012 6/4/2012 05/30/2012 - Adults building nest. Nest 90% complete. - TCooper
06/06/2012 - No activity at nest.  Nest had no eggs and the interior of the nest was pulled up. Pair was observed 
building new nest. - TCooper

No

HOFI House Finch 053012_vnik_01 EP130/EP131 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/30/2012 5/30/2012 05/30/2012 - Observed female House Finch making several trips with nest material to truck. Truck is essential to 
wire pulling operations and was in use at the time. Nest deterrents on truck include plastic sheeting on grill, mylar 
tape, and active use of the truck. Nest removed based on immediate need of truck to transport wire pulling 
equipment to complete job. Nest was removed per NBMMP. Nest did not contain eggs or young and was 
approximately 40% complete. - VNovik

No

HOFI House Finch 053012_vnik_02 EP102A-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - Lineman found nest earlier in day with 2 eggs while working on tower. - VNovik
06/01/2012 - Observed nest for 30 minutes. After 1 minute, female left nest and foraged near tower for 5 
minutes, then returned to tower and perched on wire 30 feet from nest for 15 minutes before returning to nest 
and remaining on it for 9+ minutes. - MKuehn
06/06/2012 - A pair of House Finches initially perched on center power line; female flew to nest site after about 4 
minutes; male remained for 15 minutes. (Cannot see the nest from ground level making it hard to get good 
observational information.) - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 053112_ahll_01 EP42 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/31/2012 5/31/2012 05/31/2012 - Biological monitor observed HOFI pair going to nest location, female bringing material. Mylar 
deterrents installed on bulldozer, but nest cavity was uncovered. Nest was removed as per NBMMP, based on 
necessity to use equipment immediately and complete wire stringing in a timely manner. Nest did not contain 
young or eggs and was about 25% complete. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 053112_bald_01 CP87-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

UG - cable pulling/splicing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/31/2012 5/31/2012 05/31/2012 - HOFI nest removed per the NBMMP. Using a lift, avian biologist confirmed 'new' nest was about 
75% complete, with no eggs or young present. Bird repellent ribbon was in place on the tower and around the 
work pad, and a plastic owl decoy is located on this tower within 50 feet of the nest. Furthermore, testing work 
has occurred at this location over the past few weeks and per the NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a 
deterrent. These HOFIs were not disturbed by human presence or construction activity. SDG&E needs to have 
access to these poles over the next two weeks to conduct repair work identified in the ongoing current testing 
program. After determining that there were no eggs or young present, this nest was removed and photographed. - 
BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 053112_hwey_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 8 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 5/31/2012 6/2/2012 05/31/2012 - Female HOFI observed carrying food to nest at 1214. - HWinfrey
06/02/2012 - Nest is empty but intact with no sign of predation.  Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 053112_jpki_01 EP137 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/31/2012 TBD 05/31/2012 - Adult observed exiting nest containing 2 nestlings about a week old; adult later observed brooding 
on nest. - JPawlicki

TBD

CORA Common Raven 053112_jpki_03 EP138-2-E-B Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 60 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/31/2012 6/5/2012 05/31/2012 - Three large, fully feathered Common Raven nestlings are perched on rim of nest and appear near 
ready to fledge. - JPawlicki
06/05/2012 - Nest looks good, but no nestlings, fledglings or adults were observed in area; due to the description 
that the nestlings were ready to fledge a week ago, it is presumed they fledged successfully and the family group 
has moved out of the area - nest closed. - PKonrad

Yes

HOFI House Finch 053112_mdus_01 CP72-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 15 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/31/2012 6/4/2012 05/31/2012 - A House Finch nest containing 1 egg was discovered in Leg C. The female returned to the nest while 
the avian monitor stood 20 feet away. - MDicus
06/04/2012 - Bio-monitor reported no birds observed on nest upon arrival via helicopter. Finches not observed 
returning during ponding work, and work was stopped to allow for birds to resume natural nesting behavior for at 
least 15 minutes. Avian biologist then hiked to site with additional crew members. Work was not permitted to 
start again because birds were not observed returning to nest with crew remaining in hidden location 60 feet 
from nest for 1.5 hours. Birds were heard off site about 400 feet away. Nest was checked and no longer contains 
eggs. Nest appears undamaged. - RQuilley
06/05/2012 - Old nesting material was again verified to contain no eggs or young and was removed. - RQuilley

No

HOFI House Finch 053112_rrdd_01 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/31/2012 TBD 05/31/2012 - HOFI female attending 1 egg. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - HOFI female incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd

TBD

AR068045
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HOFI House Finch 053112_rrdd_02 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/31/2012 TBD 05/31/2012 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - Female HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd

TBD

CALT California Towhee 053112_rrdd_03 CP65-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/31/2012 TBD 05/31/2012 - CALT incubating 3 eggs at 1220. - RRadd TBD

WEKI Western Kingbird 053112_rrdd_04 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/31/2012 TBD 05/31/2012 - WEKI pair comes to nest at wide intervals. Female hops onto nest at 1252 and 'wiggles' for a minute 
before departing. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 053112_rrdd_05 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/31/2012 TBD 05/31/2012 - HOFI flushed off freshly constructed nest at first sight, 1316. - RRadd TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 051512_esds_02 CP106-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 10 100 50 50 Indeterminate 5/15/2012 5/29/2012 05/15/2012 - A male Phainopepla was observed laying inside and tending to this nest. It appears to be 50 to 60% 
complete. No eggs or nestlings were observed inside the nest. - EStrods
05/22/2012 - Nest appears complete from below, but viewing with mirror reveals that cup has not been formed. 
Male Phainopepla observed feeding female perched 30 feet above nest. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - Nest is gone, impossible to determine whether nest failure due to recent wet weather or predation. 
Nest closed. - HWinfrey

N/A

RCSP Rufous-crowned Sparrow 051512_fhan_01 EP53-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 100 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/15/2012 5/24/2012 05/15/2012 - Female Rufous-crowned Sparrow incubating 3 white eggs in nest. Female chose an amazing spot to 
build nest  which is very difficult to see. She flew from the nest during active nest searches at 3 feet. - FHoffman
05/22/2012 - No Rufous-crowned Sparrows observed or heard in the area; unable to find cryptic hidden nest. - 
PKonrad
05/24/2012 - F. Hoffman reported no eggs in nest. Presumed predation. - SJohnston

No

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051512_jdus_01 Rough Acres-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - An adult Ash-throated Flycatcher entered metal post without nest material or food item and 
remained inside for 15 minutes. - JDicus
05/24/2012 - No Ash-throated Flycatchers were observed during several observation periods on 5/16, 5/23 and 
5/24. Active status of this site is questionable at this time, and even the initial observation does not verify an 
active nest site. - PKonrad
05/31/2012 - No sign of Ash-throated Flycatcher in area; no sign of use of metal pole as nest site or perch site. - 
PKonrad

TBD

BGGN Blue-gray Gnatcatcher 051512_lton_01 CP106-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Other 24 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/15/2012 5/29/2012 05/15/2012 - Saw pair repeatedly bring material to nest. The nest is 10% complete. - LThoreson
05/22/2012 - Female on nest at 1204. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - Nest in fragments, with bits of material strewn about in vegetation. Nest closed, failed due to 
predation. - HWinfrey

No

CALT California Towhee 051512_lton_02 CP106-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Other 37 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/15/2012 5/17/2012 05/15/2012 - Saw nest exchange and adult bring insect to nest. Two nestlings in nest. - LThoreson
05/17/2012 - Nest is empty but undisturbed with no sign of predation. Presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 051512_lton_03 CP106-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 40 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/15/2012 5/22/2012 05/15/2012 - During active search, nest was discovered with 3 eggs. California Thrasher left nest and called from 
nearby shrub. - LThoreson
05/22/2012 - Nest is intact and empty, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

SPTO Spotted Towhee 051512_lton_04 CP106-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Other 36 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/15/2012 6/4/2012 05/15/2012 - California quail acting suspicious. Ground searched in vicinity and nest with 3 eggs located. - 
LThoreson
05/22/2012 - Only nest detected in area described was identified as a Spotted Towhee nest, with 3 eggs. SPTO 
calling 10 feet away. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - 3 nestlings visible in nest, appear to be 2 days old. Female heard calling 6 feet away. - HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - Nest is empty, no sign of predation. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 051512_mdus_01 CP42-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 20 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/15/2012 5/23/2012 05/15/2012 - One adult was observed making several trips with nest material while the other adult entered the 
nest and remained there for the duration of the 20-minute observation period. The nest appears complete. It is 
suspected one adult is adding lining material while the other adult incubates. - MDicus
05/23/2012 - Bushtits were observed in the vegetation within 25 feet of the nest, but after 30 minutes of no 
Bushtit activity at the nest, the biologist examined the shrub directly. The nest is gone from the nest shrub and 
only a few pieces of anchoring material remain on the branch. This nest with eggs or young failed due to natural 
causes (most likely predation) and is now closed. - VEurs

No

CALT California Towhee 051512_mdus_02 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 10 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/15/2012 5/29/2012 05/15/2012 - Yard monitor Chris Frey discovered a California Towhee nest with 2 eggs. - MDicus
05/22/2012 - The incubating towhee left the nest when the nest monitor approached the nest for the first time. It 
flew about 25 feet away and was joined by its mate. The monitor quickly checked the nest contents and then left 
the buffer. There are still 2 eggs in the nest. The towhee returned to incubate within 5 minutes. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - The nest is empty and the interior is slightly mussed. It seems unlikely that the eggs hatched and the 
young fledged since 22 May. This nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes and is now closed. - VEurs

No

COHU Costa's Hummingbird 051512_rrdd_01 CP57-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - COHU female putting finishing touches on nest 0912. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - COHU female brooding 1 egg and 1 day-old nestling. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Female COHU brooding nest at 0701. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - Nest contains 1 feathered nestling 0614. - RRadd

TBD
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 051512_rrdd_02 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - LEGO pair removing BUSH nest and building new nest in Malosma in drainage. Nest appears 60% 
complete. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - LEGO brooding nest at 0746. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Female LEGO lying on nest 0647 does not depart during 15-minute observation. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - Male nest guarding, female flushes from nest in response to GRRO nearby. Both LEGO remain away 
from nest for duration of observation. - RRadd

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 051512_rrdd_03 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - Male PHAI carries nest material and sits in nest shaping the bowl 1558. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - 23 May;  Male PHAI lying in nest at 1522. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - Male PHAI comes to nest at 1435 and appears to inspect nest contents before settling onto nest, 
suggesting hatched young. - RRadd

TBD

CALT California Towhee 051512_sjon_01 EP50 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 25 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/15/2012 5/22/2012 05/15/2012 - California Towhee was observed incubating during tower leg assembly. - SJohnston
05/22/2012 - Nest empty with no young in the area. Assumed predation, as young were not expected to fledge 
until the 28th or later. - SJohnston

No

BUOR Bullock's Oriole 051512_vnik_01 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/15/2012 TBD 05/15/2012 - Observed female oriole in nest. Nest is approximately 80% complete. - VNovik
05/22/2012 - Passively observed nest for 20 minutes. Male and female BUOR both present and calling/singing 
from nest tree most of the time. Female perched <1 foot from nest twice without nesting material, but flew away 
both times. Presumed egg laying. - MKuehn
05/30/2012 - Male fed incubating female on nest 3 times. - MKuehn
06/06/2012 - No activity at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation and no BUOR detected. - MKuehn

TBD

WEKI Western Kingbird 051612_ahll_01 EP32-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/16/2012 5/16/2012 05/16/2012 - Female bringing in nesting material, was 40% complete. Nest was submitted to agencies for removal 
and approved. No eggs or young were present. No deterrents installed on tower leg D. Removal of nest was 
required based on potential impacts to operations to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate 
for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the tower, as the tower requires work well within the projected nest 
cycle. Nest was removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

CALT California Towhee 051612_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 15 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/16/2012 5/21/2012 05/16/2012 - Nest is near complete, no eggs or young present. Female CALT was observed bringing lining material 
to nest. - AHill
05/17/2012 - Nest contains one egg, female seen going to nest and sitting. - AHill
05/19/2012 - Nest contains only 1 egg still, female seen entering nesting bush today. On 4-18-12, biomonitors 
reported seeing a greater roadrunner enter the nest bush on 3 separate occasions. - AHill
05/21/2012 - A. Hill reports that the nest has been predated. Broken eggshells were found in the nest. - KAlberts

No

OATI Oak Titmouse 051612_bald_01 Suncrest-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - Adult OATI observed bringing food items to cavity. - BArnold
05/18/2012 - No OATI activity observed at nest from 1055 to 1125; NOFL observed briefly entering nest at 1104 
and flying off with a grub in its bill. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - OATI observed entering nest cavity twice, at least once with food item. - BArnold
05/29/2012 - No activity at cavity entrance during 20 minutes of observation. Nest may be fledged. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - This nest remains active. Adults seen visiting nest several times during 45-minute observation 
period. Brought food items, removed fecal sack. - BArnold
06/02/2012 - No feeding activity observed, however OATI observed chasing WBNU away from cavity entrance, 
indicating nest is still occupied. - HWinfrey
06/05/2012 - Feeding of nestlings continues, with a pair of OATI observed foraging and making brief visits to nest 
cavity with food. - HWinfrey

TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 051612_bloh_01 CP12-1-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 1500 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/16/2012 5/30/2012 05/16/2012 - Female on nest flushed upon approach, male got on nest and commenced incubating. - BLohstroh
05/23/2012 - Female incubating on nest. Male downslope, calling occasionally. - BLohstroh
05/30/2012 - B. Lohstroh reports nest pulled apart and listing over to side, apparently depredated. Pair building 
nest 200 feet away to south. No construction occurring near this nest. - KAlberts

No

HOFI House Finch 051612_ghan_01 EP30-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/16/2012 5/16/2012 05/16/2012 - Biomonitor Greg Leighty observed a pair of House Finches making trips with nesting material to 
inside of wire spool truck staged in site. Observed nest inside engine compartment. The nest was removed in 
accordance with Attachment C of the NBMMP. Nest deterrents are present in form of mylar tape, and the vehicle 
is scheduled for use in the upcoming wire pull. The nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for 
use of the spool, therefore removal was required. Nest was approximately 80% complete. No eggs or young 
present. - GHuffman

No

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051612_ghan_02 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - Pair was observed making multiple trips to pipe cavity carrying material. Showed extreme tolerance 
to construction activities. Discovered while water truck was filling tank within 20 feet. - GHuffman
05/23/2012 - No activity observed at cavity entrance from 1236 to 1251. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - ATFL observed entering cavity at 1139 and remaining inside for duration of 15 minute observation 
period. - HWinfrey
06/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest cavity entrance and no ATFL detected during 45 minute visit.  Male 
HOFI singing from perch just above nest did not provoke any territorial behavior. - HWinfrey

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 051612_imll_01 CP87-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 80 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/16/2012 5/17/2012 05/16/2012 - Pair was observed making multiple trips to nest site with large material from 0800-1000. Deterrents 
present include multiple plugged cavities, mylar tape, and netting. No eggs or young present. - IMaunsell
05/17/2012 - Nest was verified and assessed for removal by B. Arnold on 5/17. No nest was observed, the nest 
was closed, and the site plugged. Possible that material was blown away. - IMaunsell

No

LBVI Least Bell's Vireo 051612_lgan_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Riparian Scrubs TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - Bonnie Peterson found this nest and observed the Least Bell's Vireo pair incubating 3 Least Bell's 
Vireo eggs and 1 Brown-headed Cowbird egg. The Brown-headed Cowbird egg was removed, and the pair 
resumed incubation. - LGorman

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 051612_ltiw_01 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/16/2012 5/26/2012 05/16/2012 - A female was observed defending the nest area and perched nearby, but in 45 minutes of 
observation was not seen visiting the nest. - LTymkiw
05/26/2012 - Lining is blowing from nest and no hummingbird detected. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 051612_ltiw_02 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - A female House Finch was observed flying in and out of the nest. She was not carrying nesting 
material but appeared to have a large belly, possibly ready to lay eggs. - LTymkiw
05/26/2012 - Nest remains neat, intact and empty. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - Nest is empty. - RRadd

TBD

MODO Mourning Dove 051612_ltiw_03 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 40 100 50 50 Indeterminate 5/16/2012 5/26/2012 05/16/2012 - Female was observed on the nest. There are at least 2 nestlings present. - LTymkiw
05/26/2012 - Nest is empty, no MODOs detected. Potentially fledged. - RRadd

N/A

HOFI House Finch 051612_ltiw_04 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - Nest appears nearly complete and is comprised of very fresh vegetation. No birds were seen visiting 
the nest in 30 minutes of observation. - LTymkiw
05/26/2012 - HOFI pair active on site with material, but no accumulation noted. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - HOFI pair present and female carrying nest material, but nest not found. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051612_ltiw_05 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 30 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/16/2012 6/2/2012 05/16/2012 - Female was observed near nest. Nest contains 4 eggs. - LTymkiw
05/26/2012 - Fence fabric has blown over, nest is exposed with at least 3 partially downy young. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - Nest is empty and insufficient time elapsed to fledge. Presumed predated. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 051612_ltiw_06 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - An adult was observed entering the nest twice, not carrying anything. - LTymkiw
05/17/2012 - Female carries small item and centers nest 1510. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - BUSH departs nest at 1012 and does not return for duration of 30-minute observation. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - BUSH brings food item to nest at 0939. - RRadd

TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 051612_mdus_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - The pair was observed foraging together and carrying material to a nest that is approximately 80% 
constructed. - MDicus
05/23/2012 - 2 nest exchanges were observed during 1 hour of observation, the first at 0934 and the second at 
0959. The nest contents were not checked during this survey. - MDicus
05/30/2012 - The pair was initially observed 100 feet north of the nest foraging together. At 0818, the male flew 
to the nest and incubated until the female exchanged places with him at 0824. They nest-exchanged again at 0835 
and 0858. The nest contents were not checked during this survey. - MDicus
06/06/2012 - The adult female was observed incubating between 08:24 and 08:40 while the male foraged nearby 
and nest-guarded. The pair nest-exchanged at 08:40, and the male remained there throughout the remaining 30-
minute observation period. - MDicus

TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 051612_mdus_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - The female was observed on the nest for the first 10 minutes of observation, while the male foraged 
closely nearby and chased a passing Bewick's Wren and California Towhee from the nest vicinity.  At 10:14 the 
female called to the male, and he exchanged places with her. The male remained on the nest until 10:24, at which 
point he left to forage with the female. The nest was checked while the pair was away. The nest is complete, with 
1 egg. - MDicus
05/23/2012 - The pair was first observed foraging together for approximately 10 minutes. The male settled into 
the nest at 0807, remaining until the female exchanged with him at 0817. The pair exchanged incubation duties 
again at 0856. The nest contents were not checked during this survey. - MDicus
05/30/2012 - Nest exchanges occurred at 0734 and 0802. While the female incubated, the male was observed 
nest guarding against a flock of foraging Bushtits. The nest contents were not checked during this survey. - 
MDicus
06/06/2012 - The adult female was observed lying in the nest between 07:25 and 07:34, at which point she left 
the nest to forage nearby. The female was observed making frequent, brief trips to the nest, every 30 seconds to 
2 minutes, carrying what appeared to be food items. She settled back into the nest briefly at 07:59, stood on the 
rim and reached into the nest for 45 seconds, settled into it again, then left at 08:02. She was observed making 4 
more trips to the nest between 08:04 and 08:10. - MDicus

TBD

HOWR House Wren 051612_rrdd_01 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 55 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/16/2012 5/30/2012 05/16/2012 - HOWR carrying fecal sac away from nest 0700, food to nest 0712. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - HOWR exits cavity at 1606. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - No HOWR detected visiting during 30 minute observation. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 051612_rrdd_02 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - New nest appears complete and ready for first egg at 1100. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - HOFI brooding feathered nestlings. - RRadd

TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 051612_rrdd_03 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 100 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/16/2012 5/20/2012 05/16/2012 - LASP carrying caterpillars to small downy young at 1330. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest is clean intact and empty. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

WEKI Western Kingbird 051612_rrdd_04 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 70 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 5/16/2012 5/20/2012 05/16/2012 - WEKI pair bringing material to corner of tower and chasing away HOFI from adjacent nest at 1404. - 
RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest no longer present and apparently purloined by HOFI for new nest above this location. - RRadd

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 051612_sjon_01 EP54-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 101 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 5/16/2012 5/16/2012 05/14/2012 - Nest appears to be approximately 30% complete, but placement is precarious, as the brace the nest 
sits on offers little support. Nest located on pole which is proposed to be worked on to cut and splice jumpers 
during wire-stringing. A formal removal has been requested for this nest. - SJohnston
05/16/2012 - Minimal nesting material observable, and nest is believed to have blown out from afternoon winds. 
No kingbirds observed rebuilding nest; however pair building on V-brace of adjacent 12kV pole. No removal of 
nest was performed, as nest attempt naturally failed. - SJohnston

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 051612_sjon_02 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 5/16/2012 5/16/2012 05/16/2012 - Nest is estimated to be 30% complete. - SJohnston
05/16/2012 - S. Johnston reports that kingbird nest attempt with no eggs or young was located in a large critical 
piece of tower section that is not yet installed and is still present in the active yard. Nest was removed after 
agency concurrence, following the NBMMP, so that the steel could be installed. - KAlberts

No

LBVI Least Bell's Vireo 051612_tcer_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 310 300 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 5/16/2012 5/18/2012 05/16/2012 - Both adults observed adding material to nest approximately 20% complete. - TCooper
05/18/2012 - No activity at nest for 1.5 hours. Nest about 80% complete. Nest checked with mirror pole from 
approximately 6 feet away due to poison oak. Nest contained 1 coast live oak acorn, and contents of nest slightly 
pulled up. Pair later observed upstream building new nest. - TCooper

No

PHAI Phainopepla 051612_vnik_01 EP236-1/EP237-1 PS-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - Female incubating 2 eggs in nest. - VNovik
05/24/2012 - Male Phainopepla calling nest with 2 downy nestlings about 1 week old. - PKonrad
05/31/2012 - Nest contains 2 well-feathered dark-gray Phainopepla nestlings. Adult male calling territorially; 
female caught a flying insect nearby and immediately brought the food to the nestlings. - PKonrad
06/04/2012 - Expecting the nestlings to be fledged or near fledging, checked this nest early and found the 2 
nestlings are near fledging with gray feathers well-developed, including the head crests. An adult female visited 
the nest, presumably with food, and the male called a few times from the south. - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051712_ahll_01 EP34-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 150 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/17/2012 6/5/2012 05/17/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs, heard and saw pair of HOFIs in area. - AHill
05/24/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at nest, which contains 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - Nest still contains 3 eggs, approaching maximum possible incubation period. - HWinfrey
06/05/2012 - Nest still contains 3 eggs, well past maximum incubation time.  This nesting attempt was 
abandoned.  Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 051712_ahll_02 EP35-1-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/17/2012 5/17/2012 05/17/2012 - Nest was removed by lineman without knowledge or consent of biologist. After removal, nest was 
confirmed to be a HOFI by avian biologist, that was 80% complete and reportedly did not contain eggs or young 
when removed. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 051712_elss_02 EP99-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/17/2012 5/17/2012 05/18/2012 - The biomonitor at the pull site observed a pair of House Finches bringing material to a traveler 
hanging from a crane. The nest was less than 10% complete and located inside critical construction equipment 
needed immediately. No eggs or young were present. Wire stringing activities occurred at the pull site all day 
during construction of the nest. Because the nest was in such an early stage and was located in equipment 
needed for construction to move forward, the nest was removed by the avian biologist, per the NBMMP. - 
ELoveless

No

CALT California Towhee 051712_lton_01 CP72-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals Other 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/17/2012 5/29/2012 05/17/2012 - During active nest searching, the nest was found with no adults nearby. It contains 3 eggs. When the 
biologist came back to log the nest, the female flushed off of it. While recording data 50 feet away, she returned 
to the nest. - LThoreson
05/23/2012 - CALT brooding 2 unhatched eggs and 1 nestling at 0837. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Nest is clean and empty, but appears tilted. Since 2 eggs were unhatched 7 days ago, predation is 
presumed. - RRadd

No

WREN Wrentit 051712_lton_02 CP72-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals Other 50 100 100 50 Presumed Fledged 5/17/2012 5/30/2012 05/17/2012 - During active surveys, an avian biologist noticed the nest with an adult incubating or brooding. The 
adult did not leave the nest, even when approached to within 5 feet. - LThoreson
05/23/2012 - 2 nestlings have feathered backs and waxy wing quills. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Nest is clean and empty, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes
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CALT California Towhee 051712_lton_03 CP72-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 180 100 50 50 Indeterminate 5/17/2012 5/21/2012 05/17/2012 - Nest was found during active survey with at least 2 nestlings with down. The pair came back to the 
nest within 10 minutes with 3 avian biologists within 50 feet. - LThoreson
05/23/2012 - Many feces on ground under nest suggest possible fledge. 1 unhatched egg in nest is broken, 
appears recently predated.
Nestlings likely 3 days old when discovered and expected to leave the nest at Day 8-10. Today is Day 9. - RRadd

N/A

MODO Mourning Dove 051712_lton_04 CP106-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 3 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/17/2012 5/31/2012 05/17/2012 - The nest was located while driving by. Bird observed on nest. Incubating adult did not leave nest 
after drive-by nor when GPS location was recorded within several feet. - LThoreson
05/24/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no MODO detected in area. Nest examined and found to be empty 
but in fairly good condition. - HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - No activity, nest appears to have been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

CORA Common Raven 051712_mdus_02 CP37-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/17/2012 TBD 05/17/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed carrying sticks to a nest that is approximately 20% 
constructed. 2 trips were made with material while the other adult perched near the nest and soared around the 
tower. - MDicus
05/24/2012 - Upon approaching the tower, a raven was perched just above the nest and another was perched on 
a wire between CP37 and CP38. After 5 minutes, the pair flew off the to northwest and 1 raven returned about 30 
minutes later. It then flew out of sight again. Nest construction has progressed significantly, but it does not yet 
appear to be lined. - VEurs
05/31/2012 - No CORA activity detected during 45 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be at the same stage it 
was on the previous observation. - VEurs
06/06/2012 - The nest was monitored with a spotting scope from CP39, 900 feet from the nest. It appears the 
nest contains some lining in the form of black plastic. During 2 hours of observation, the Raven pair was observed 
defending the territory against a Red-tailed Hawk and briefly visiting the nest twice. At 14:47 adult was observed 
lying in the nest for 60 seconds and perching on the edge of the nest for another 75 seconds prior to leaving. At 
15:14, the pair returned, 1 adult standing in the nest and appearing to either adjust material or turn the eggs. The 
other adult perched nearby. Both adults left the tower at 15:17. Weather was mild during the monitoring period, 
so it is possible the pair is incubating eggs. - MDicus

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 051712_mkhn_01 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/17/2012 TBD 05/17/2012 - Adults entered nest with fine materials. Nest appears complete, or nearly so, from outside. - 
MKuehn
05/22/2012 - Adults entered nest with nesting material. - MKuehn
05/30/2012 - Female Phainopepla collecting nesting material from this nest twice, but chased from nest by 
Bushtit pair on third attempt. Nest appears mostly intact. Adults not observed entering nest or visiting it with 
material in 20 minutes of observation. - MKuehn
06/06/2012 - No activity observed and no BUSH observed within 100 feet of nest for 30 minutes. Nest appears to 
still be intact. - MKuehn

TBD

WEKI Western Kingbird 051712_rqey_01 EP27-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/17/2012 TBD 05/17/2012 - Western kingbird initially observed perched within 5 feet of nest and occasionally catching insects. 
Bird then observed incubating for about 5 minutes in between foraging again. - RQuilley
05/18/2012 - Over an hour observation period, observed female fly to nest at 10-20 foot vertical increments. 
Female was on nest for 8 minutes before flying away to nearby brush. - AHill
05/19/2012 - A lineman was flown on a 100-foot long line to the tower and installed mylar at all 3 travelers and 
both fiber pulleys. The lineman was within 12-55 feet of the nest. These work activities were not discussed with 
the avian link biologist or link lead and were not written in the submitted work activities to the CPUC; the lineman 
was within the 50-foot horizontal buffer. The avian biologist checked the nest after the work activities, and the 
female was seen flying to the nest and staying on it for at least 10 minutes; the male was seen perching and 
foraging nearby. Nest does not appear to have been abandoned or blown out. - AHill
05/23/2012 - Female did not flush off nest while men were 12 feet from nest, working below it. Female is 
incubating full time, presumably 4 eggs. - AHill
05/31/2012 - On 5/30, biologist A. Hill reports female incubating on nest. - HWinfrey
06/05/2012 - Female observed perching 2 feet from nest, then diving on insect prey and immediately returning to 
nest. - HWinfrey

TBD

CAQU California Quail 051712_rrdd_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/17/2012 TBD 05/17/2012 - CAQU female departed nest containing 3 eggs at 0837. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Agitated CAQU move away from nest area when observer is within 40 feet; nest not inspected to 
avoid predator trail. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Nest now contains 8-10 eggs. - RRadd

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 051712_rrdd_02 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 25 100 50 50 Indeterminate 5/17/2012 5/24/2012 05/17/2012 - PHAI pair bringing food to nest at 1016. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Nest is empty, determination unknown. Male PHAI remains in area, no juveniles observed. - RRadd

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 051712_rrdd_03 GS-NF-13 Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 10 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/17/2012 5/23/2012 05/17/2012 - Lone BUSH makes occasional visits. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Nest is empty, torn open from the side of the nest cup and presumed predated. - RRadd

No

PHAI Phainopepla 051712_rrdd_04 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/17/2012 5/23/2012 05/17/2012 - PHAI pair attending nest with fresh-hatched young at 1255. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Nest is empty and presumed predated, as there was insufficient time to fledge. - RRadd

No
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HOFI House Finch 051712_rrdd_05 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/17/2012 TBD 05/17/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs at 1631. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs at 1208. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - At least 4 nestlings acquiring quills at 1214. - RRadd

TBD

WEKI Western Kingbird 051812_ahll_01 EP32-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/18/2012 5/18/2012 05/18/2012 - Female bringing in nesting material, was 15% complete. Nest was submitted to agencies for removal 
and approved. No eggs or young were present. No deterrents installed on tower leg C. Removal of nest was 
required based on potential impacts to operations to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate 
for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the tower, as the tower requires work well within the projected nest 
cycle. Nest was removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 051812_ahll_02 EP32-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/18/2012 5/18/2012 05/18/2012 - Pair was seen bringing nesting material this morning bio monitor, nest was approximately 30% 
complete, no eggs or young present. Nest was located in cavity near wench. This was third nest attempt for this 
pair. Streamers were hung on crane. Nest was removed per the NBMMP, based on the need to use the crane for 
tower assembly, and if the crane was demobilized, then it would affect tower assemblies from progressing 
properly. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 051812_ahll_03 EP27-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/18/2012 5/18/2012 05/18/2012 - Female seen bringing material to pulley several times. Lineman climbed up tower to check for eggs, 
and no eggs or young were present; nest was removed under direction of avian biologist. Nest was 15% complete. 
Minimal mylar deterrents installed on tower. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to 
operations to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of 
the tower, as the tower requires work well within the projected nest cycle. Nest was removed following 
requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 051812_mbhn_01 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/18/2012 5/18/2012 05/18/2012 - At 0815, observed Lark Sparrow pair gathering nesting material and carrying material to tower. Pair 
was monitored, and avian link lead was contacted. It was determined that nest was a candidate for removal as 
this steel piece is needed for installation well within the nest cycle. Nest was removed at approximately 35% 
completion, with no eggs or young present, with agency concurrence per the NBMMP. - MBahn

No

BUSH Bushtit 051812_mdus_01 CP57-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 6 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/18/2012 5/29/2012 05/18/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed making frequent trips carrying larvae and other food items to a well-
concealed nest. - MDicus
05/22/2012 - 3 BUSH feeding this nest at 0758, with multiple trips by pair and occasional trips by the third. - 
RRadd
06/03/2012 - 30 May; No BUSH observed at this intact nest during 40 minute observation. Presume fledged. - 
RRadd

Yes

WEKI Western Kingbird 051812_rqey_01 EP90-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/18/2012 TBD 05/18/2012 - Material observed in tower corner, appears fresh from ground vantage point. Kingbird pair 
observed perched near nest and defending nest against Red-tailed Hawk. During 1.5 hour observation period, pair 
not observed carrying nesting material or incubating. Based on observations pair presumed to be egg laying. - 
RQuilley
05/23/2012 - No activity observed during 2 hours of observation. Kingbird observed foraging in northern field. 
Red-tailed Hawk landed on tower twice. Could not see material in tower. - VNovik
05/30/2012 - Nesting material can be seen in described location but unable to tell if a bird is on the nest. No WEKI 
observed at nest or in tower for 30 minutes, though one was seen perched more than 200 feet away to south. - 
MKuehn
06/01/2012 - The pair was observed in and around the tower for the entire survey period (3 hours). They 
defended the area against a Red-tailed Hawk that tried to land in the tower. Several nest exchanges were also 
observed. They were not observed carrying anything to the nest at any point. - JPawlicki

TBD

BHGR Black-headed Grosbeak 051812_rrdd_01 CP74-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 100 100 Fledged 5/18/2012 6/5/2012 05/18/2012 - Female BHGR lying in nest 0836, male visits sporadically. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Female on nest, and male making trips suggests hatched young. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Female shades nestlings, departs at arrival of male with food. Male feeds 3 nestlings and departs 
with fecal sac at 1230. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - Nest is empty. Adult female attending at least 2 recent fledglings 70 feet to the east. - RRadd

Yes

PHAI Phainopepla 051812_rrdd_02 12kV Pole Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 90 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/18/2012 6/1/2012 05/18/2012 - PHAI male bringing material to nest - approximately 70% complete. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - PHAI pair agitated but returning to nest intermittently. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - 1 June; Nest is 100% complete but empty at 1350. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - Although complete, nest was abandoned prior to occupation. No PHAI associating with this area. - 
RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 051812_rrdd_03 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 35 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/18/2012 5/24/2012 05/18/2012 - HOFI pair making numerous trips with grasses from 0958-1015. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Nest is no longer present. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 051812_rrdd_04 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/18/2012 TBD 05/18/2012 - HOFI pair carrying material to this location. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - HOFI pair active at nest and singing, but no item carry observed. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - 1 June;  No activity detected. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - HOFI pair loosely associating with this nest, coming to the tower regularly, but no prolonged nest 
visits 1308-1344. - RRadd

TBD

AR068051
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HOWR House Wren 051812_rrdd_05 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/18/2012 TBD 05/18/2012 - Male sings endlessly and enters occasionally. Female observed in wing flutter display with male 10 
feet west at 1304 did not enter nest. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Male sings endlessly and enters occasionally. Female observed in wing flutter display with male 5 
feet west at 1224 did not enter. Still unclear nest if this male is mated. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Single HOWR exits nest at 1506. Singing is intermittent. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - HOWR presumed female departs cavity 1339, returns 1340. - RRadd

TBD

LBVI Least Bell's Vireo 051812_tcer_02 EP77 Parking Area Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands OH - wire stringing 310 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/18/2012 5/29/2012 05/18/2012 - Male observed building suspension apparatus. Nest with only a few strands of material attached, 1% 
complete. - TCooper
05/21/2012 - Both adults observed at nest, rounding out inside of nest and weaving material. Pair visited nest 
only twice within 20 minutes observation period. Nest appeared only 25-35% complete. - TCooper
05/23/2012 - Pair observed together in nesting area. Female observed adding material to nest. Nest 75% 
complete. - TCooper
05/24/2012 - Pair observed building. - TCooper
05/25/2012 - Pair observed building. - TCooper
05/27/2012 - The male LBVI was observed in the nesting area singing frequently when the biologist arrived. At 
0948 the male flew to the nest, inspected its contents and then sat in the nest for approximately 10 minutes. 
When the male departed the nest, the biologist checked the nest contents with a mirror and observed 2 LBVI eggs 
and 1 BHCO egg. The male remained in the nesting area for approximately 15 minutes and then flew to the 
eastern portion of his territory. The female vireo was not detected and no pair was heard. - TCooper
05/29/2012 - The biologist arrived to find nest 051212_tcer_02 unattended by the adult vireo. The nest was 
observed containing 1 BHCO egg and 1 LBVI egg. The eggs were cold, and the vireo egg had 2 small punctures and 
a small amount of dried albumen on the shell. The male vireo was observed alone, moving throughout much of 
his territory, west of nest 1 and up into adjacent chaparral habitat on both sides of the creek as well as to the 
west of nest 2, into a dense willow riparian area. The male sang frequently, often high up in the canopy. The 
female vireo was eventually observed at 0730, and the pair was observed together several times foraging together 
between nest sites 2 and 4, seemingly looking for a new nest site. Neither bird was observed visiting nest 
051212_tcer_02. - TCooper

No

CALT California Towhee 052112_vnik_01 EP121-3 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 55 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
construction

5/21/2012 6/1/2012 05/21/2012 - Towhee observed by monitor on nest. 3 eggs in nest. - VNovik
05/29/2012 - Bird incubating on nest. 3 eggs present in nest. - VNovik
06/01/2012 - Monitor reported birds in area of active nest in morning although nest was not directly inspected. 
Natural wind conditions at the tower site were slack (little to no wind). Skycrane later delivered a steel section to 
the tower site. Surrounding vegetation was buffeted by rotor wash, including host shrub. Nest was checked 
approximately 10 minutes after skycrane left, and no eggs were present in the nest. A search of the area revealed 
3 freshly cracked/broken eggs on the ground below the nest. Previous observations indicate that this was the 
entire clutch, therefore predation was not likely the cause of failure. Embryonic fluid from cracked eggs was still 
present and eggs were not desiccated, indicating displacement was a recent event. Although the direct cause of 
nest failure is unknown, and other events such as failed predation or disturbance to the nest by non-project 
related event may have contributed to the nest failure, the most likely way the eggs were displaced was due to 
rotor wash from the skycrane in the area of the nest. Nest closed. - VNovik

No

CALT California Towhee 052112_vnik_02 EP117-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 50 100 50 50 Fledged 5/21/2012 5/25/2012 05/21/2012 - 4 nestlings in nest. Observed bird fly from host shrub. - VNovik
05/25/2012 - No nestlings in nest. Fledglings in surrounding shrubs chirping. - VNovik

Yes

WEKI Western Kingbird 052112_vnik_03 EP117-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 5/21/2012 5/22/2012 05/21/2012 - Observed pair making trips to nest site with material. Nest appears less than 10% complete. Nest is 
located on the top of the leg and is awaiting concurrence for removal. - VNovik
05/22/2012 - Kingbirds observed returning to nest. Nest location is in area of steel that would inhibit the 
construction of the tower or be damaged during construction. Removal of this incomplete nest was required 
based on impact to construction schedule of the tower. Nest was photographed and removed per NBMMP. No 
eggs or young were present. Deterrents were placed on the nest site after removal. - VNovik

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 052212_ahll_01 EP37-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/22/2012 5/22/2012 05/22/2012 - Female WEKI seen on nest for two 25-minute intervals, did not flush from nest during helicopter 
operations. Later in morning, female seen bringing nesting material to nest. Lineman climbed up to tower and 
reported seeing no eggs in nest, documenting photographically. Nest was submitted for removal request, and was 
approved. Nest was removed per NBMMP, based on high risk of failure with proposed construction activities. No 
eggs or young were present, nest was 75% complete. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 052212_ahll_02 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/22/2012 5/22/2012 05/22/2012 - Biomonitor observed House Finches building nest in corner of tower. Nest was removed by 
biomonitor per the NBMMP upon verification that no eggs or young were present. Nest was approximately 80% 
complete. Removed nest per NBMMP, based on necessity to continue work on the tower, and the high risk for the 
nest's failure due to proposed skycrane activities. No deterrents on tower. - AHill

No
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WEKI Western Kingbird 052212_ahll_03 EP32-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/22/2012 5/22/2012 05/22/2012 - Female bringing in nesting material, was 5% complete. No eggs or young were present. No 
deterrents installed in this location. Mylar tape and water bottles had been installed in previous nest sites and 
tower erection work had occurred the previous day. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to 
operations to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of 
the tower, as the tower requires work well within the projected nest cycle. Nest was removed following 
requirements outlined in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 052212_hwey_01 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/22/2012 5/22/2012 05/22/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum detected HOFI carrying nest material to nest on the morning of 5/22/12. Nest 
was examined and found to be 50% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was not possible 
given ongoing wire testing on this tower. Nest was photographed and removed according to the NBMMP. - 
HWinfrey

No

COHU Costa's Hummingbird 052212_ltiw_01 CP72-2-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/22/2012 TBD 05/22/2012 - Female was observed flying to the nest with material multiple times. - LTymkiw
05/23/2012 - COHU female building nest approximately 80% complete at 0640. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - COHU female making trips away from nest during heat of day, returns and settles onto nest at 1422. 
- RRadd
06/05/2012 - COHU lying on nest 1601. - RRadd

TBD

CALT California Towhee 052212_ltiw_02 CP72-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals None 0 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/22/2012 5/30/2012 05/22/2012 - An adult towhee was observed leaving a shrub. Upon inspection, a nest was found which contained 
at least 2 nestlings with some down. - LTymkiw
05/30/2012 - Nest is clean and empty. Most possibly fledged. - RRadd

Yes

COHU Costa's Hummingbird 052212_ltiw_03 CP72-2-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/22/2012 TBD 05/22/2012 - Female was observed going to and laying on the nest. Upon inspection, the nest was found to 
contain 2 eggs. - LTymkiw
05/23/2012 - COHU incubating 2 eggs at 0910. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Female COHU lying in nest at 0810. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - COHU female lying in nest 0945. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 052212_mdus_01 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/22/2012 TBD 05/22/2012 - Yard monitor Mike Vader discovered a female House Finch on a nest with 2 eggs. The female left the 
nest briefly before returning. - MDicus
05/26/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs at 1014. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 052212_rrdd_01 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/22/2012 TBD 05/22/2012 - HOFI female mostly on nest, comes off to solicit male from time to time. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - HOFI comes to nest under pressure from CAKI, but settles at 1156. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - HOFI pair comes to nest; female stays. Male defends against WEKI 1245. - RRadd

TBD

WEKI Western Kingbird 052212_sjon_03 EP54-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/22/2012 5/22/2012 05/22/2012 - S. Johnston reports that WEKI nest was estimated to be 80% complete, and no eggs or young where 
present at the time of proposed removal to facilitate the current tower erection. Nest was in located in critical 
portion of the tower needed to be constructed for completion, and work was occurring at the time on the tower. 
Nest was removed after agency concurrence and approval from SDG&E, per the NBMMP. - KAlberts

No

ROWR Rock Wren 052212_sjon_05 EP47-2/EP48 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/22/2012 5/22/2012 05/22/2012 - Observed ROWR making several trips to nesting cavity with material. ROWR nest was being built in a 
critical location which would severely interfere with conductor stringing operations and cause scheduling delays. 
Deterrents were not present on the rock pile. Nest was removed per the NBMMP after agency concurrence and 
verification that no eggs or young were present at the time of removal, using a bore scope to view the nest from 
outside the cavity. - SJohnston

No

HOFI House Finch 052212_vers_02 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/22/2012 TBD 05/22/2012 - While monitoring a nearby nest, a pair of House Finches landed in a tree across the access road 
before flying to the Eucalyptus. The female entered a fruit clump containing a complete nest and remained for 
15+ minutes. The male perched next to the nest, singing, before flying off. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - Female just visible on nest, incubating. - VEurs
06/05/2012 - No HOFI activity detected during 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs

TBD

HOWR House Wren 052212_vers_03 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/22/2012 TBD 05/22/2012 - The biologist checked on this cavity because the wren's behavior (removing old nest material) 
suggested they might reuse the cavity. The male perched near the entrance singing and a female eventually 
emerged from the cavity. They both entered and exited 2 times during the observation, and the female remained 
inside after her last visit. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - The male wren patrolled the area around the nest cavity, singing regularly. He chased off a LEGO 
that landed in the nest tree. The female was not observed and was presumably within the cavity, incubating. - 
VEurs
06/05/2012 - The male wren carried food into the nest cavity several times, presumably for the 
incubating/brooding female, as no nestlings were heard. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 052212_vnik_01 EP130/EP131 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/22/2012 5/22/2012 05/22/2012 - Biomonitor observed female House Finch making several trips to nest with nest material. Nest was 
located late in the afternoon. Nest location is in grill of semi-truck that hauls wire. Truck and wire are needed for 
upcoming wire pull. The wire trailer has mylar tape on it. Truck and trailer were moved the prior day. Nest is 
approximately 5-10% complete with no eggs or young. Removal of nest was required based on impact to material 
logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate options, and potential for more 
nests on the piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was photographed and removed per 
NBMMP. - VNovik

No
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HOFI House Finch 052212_vnik_02 EP109-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

5/22/2012 5/31/2012 05/22/2012 - Nest found by lineman, 3 eggs in nest. Birds returning to nest while helicopters were overhead. - 
VNovik
05/31/2012 - No activity after 40 minutes; lineman climbed tower and found no evidence of nest nor any new 
nests. Unknown if nest failed to natural causes or construction. - FHoffman

No

HOFI House Finch 052312_ahll_01 EP36-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/23/2012 5/23/2012 05/23/2012 - Female HOFI was seen on nest for extended period of time, while male was singing nearby. Lineman 
climbed up and confirmed no eggs or young were present, and nest was removed under supervision of avian 
biologist. No deterrents installed on tower. Nest removed per NBMMP, based on high risk of nest failing with 
construction activities occurring at tower at the time and within the nest cycle. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 052312_ahll_02 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/23/2012 5/23/2012 05/23/2012 - HOFI nest located in suspended grunt sack, avian biologist observed pair going to sack. Lineman 
brought down sack and avian confirmed no eggs or young in sack. Nest approximately 20% complete. Removed 
nest per NBMMP, based on necessity to continue work on the tower, and the high risk for the nest's failure due to 
proposed activities. No physical deterrents on tower. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 052312_ahll_03 EP27-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/23/2012 5/23/2012 05/23/2012 - Nest located in back of crane arm joint; observed female HOFI bringing nest material to nest. Mylar 
deterrents installed in nest area; in fact, nest was built on a piece of mylar. Nest was 60% complete, and no eggs 
or young were present. Nest removed, as per NBMMP, based on necessity to continue use of crane. - AHill

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 052312_ahll_04 EP32-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/23/2012 5/23/2012 05/23/2012 - Female WEKI bringing in nesting material, and nest was 5% complete. No physical deterrents 
installed at nest location. No eggs or young were present. Removal of nest was required based on potential 
impacts to operations to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing 
for use of the tower, as the tower requires work well within the projected nest cycle. Nest was removed following 
requirements outlined in the NBMMP and recent agency approval to remove WEKI nest initiation attempts at this 
particular tower. - AHill

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 052312_bloh_01 CP13-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 260 300 300 300 Fledged 5/23/2012 6/6/2012 05/23/2012 - Female calling, nest exchange at 0802 when female took over incubation. - BLohstroh
05/30/2012 - Pair making return trips with food items, feeding at least 2 nestlings. - BLohstroh
06/06/2012 - Pair tending at least 2 fledglings located over 100 feet to the northwest of inactive nest. - BLohstroh

Yes

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 052312_bloh_02 CP13-2-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 1570 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/23/2012 6/6/2012 05/23/2012 - Pair nest building, nest 90% complete. Both birds bringing nest material to nest. - BLohstroh
05/30/2012 - Male incubating, nest exchange at 0736, then female incubating. - BLohstroh
06/06/2012 - Remnants of nest on ground, pulled apart. No evidence of occupants. Pair foraging together nearby. 
- BLohstroh

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 052312_bloh_03 CP11-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - foundations 970 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/23/2012 6/6/2012 05/23/2012 - Male and female participating in nest building; nest 90% complete. - BLohstroh
05/30/2012 - Male incubating, nest exchange at 0627, then female incubating. - BLohstroh
06/06/2012 - Nest failed due to natural causes. Remnant of nest still present, but pulled apart somewhat. 
Depredation likely occurred by avian predator. - BLohstroh

No

HOWR House Wren 052312_esds_01 Monopole 40651 TEWS Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/23/2012 TBD 05/23/2012 - Pair in vicinity with an adult carrying material into the cavity and male singing extensively in vicinity 
of cavity. - EStrods
05/29/2012 - Adult House Wren singing throughout nest visit, but no wrens observed at any of the cavities (other 
adult may be incubating). - PKonrad
06/05/2012 - No House Wrens observed in the area; wrens may have abandoned site or may be incubating, hence 
the inactivity outside the cavity. A wren is singing northwest of the cavity. - PKonrad

TBD

COHU Costa's Hummingbird 052312_esds_02 Monopole 40651 TEWS Riparian Scrubs Traffic 80 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/23/2012 5/29/2012 05/23/2012 - Female Costa's Hummingbird was observed in flight around nest shrub after which nest with 2 eggs 
was discovered; female was later observed incubating on nest. - EStrods
05/29/2012 - Nest has been predated, with the top half torn off of the base of the nest. No adult observed in the 
area and no sign of eggs, egg shells or nestlings - closed. - PKonrad

No

OATI Oak Titmouse 052312_esds_03 Monopole 40651 TEWS Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 60 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/23/2012 5/28/2012 05/23/2012 - Adult Oak Titmouse was observed bringing food to cavity on several occasions; male also singing in 
vicinity. - EStrods
05/29/2012 - No Oak Titmouse activity observed or heard during 45-minute period. (Have nestlings fledged?) - 
PKonrad
06/05/2012 - No Oak Titmice observed or heard in area. The nestlings had probably already fledged before last 
week's monitoring visit - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 052312_hwey_01 Alpine CY Construction Yards Chaparrals Traffic 30 100 30 30 Indeterminate 5/23/2012 5/30/2012 05/23/2012 - Nest cup appears nearly complete. Female made several trips to nest while buffer signs were being 
set up, with male mate-guarding. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - Yard monitor reports nest is depredated. Unknown if eggs were present. - KAlberts

N/A

HOFI House Finch 052312_mdus_01 CP78-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 10 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

5/23/2012 6/5/2012 05/23/2012 - Biomonitor Anna Bryant observed a pair of House Finches at a nest that appeared to be complete. - 
MDicus
06/05/2012 - Nest is no longer present. Remains of 2 eggs are embedded in hydro-mulch under nest. - RRadd

No
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PHAI Phainopepla 052312_rrdd_01 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/23/2012 TBD 05/23/2012 - PHAI pair attending apparently complete nest, male brings lining material and sits in nest at 1230 . - 
RRadd
05/30/2012 - PHAI female lying in nest at 1636. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 052312_rrdd_02 Hartung CY-N Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/23/2012 TBD 05/23/2012 - Female ANHU lying in complete nest at 1556. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - ANHU female lying in nest for duration of 10 minute observation at 1452. - RRadd

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 052312_rrdd_03 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/23/2012 TBD 05/23/2012 - Male PHAI making regular trips adding material to bulky nest that appears substantially complete at 
1612. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - PHAI male visits incubating female at 1349. - RRadd

TBD

CACW Cactus Wren 052312_vnik_01 Jacumba Valley Ranch CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 42 100 40 40 Satellite nest 5/23/2012 6/5/2012 05/23/2012 - Observed Cactus Wren making several trips to tire with nesting material. - VNovik
05/31/2012 - No Cactus Wrens observed in the area during 35 minute observation period. Very little nesting 
material can be seen in wheel site. - PKonrad
06/05/2012 - No new nesting material at nest site and no sign of Cactus Wrens. Yard biomonitor G. Bombe did 
not see any activity at this site yesterday during periodic observations during 5 hours on site - closed. - PKonrad

N/A

HOFI House Finch 052412_ahll_01 EP22-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/24/2012 5/24/2012 05/24/2012 - Biomonitor observed HOFI pair going to middle phase traveler. Nest was checked by lineman for 
eggs, none were present. Lineman removed nest with biologist supervision. Biologist confirmed no eggs or young 
present. Nest was 85% complete. Nest was removed per NBMMP, based on the necessity to use the tower for 
wire stringing activities and the high risk of failure due to proposed construction. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 052412_ahll_02 EP23-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/24/2012 5/24/2012 05/24/2012 - Biomonitor observed House Finch pair going to western phase traveler. Nest was checked by 
lineman for eggs and/or young, and none were present. Lineman removed nest with biologist supervision. 
Biologist confirmed no eggs or young present. Nest was 5% complete. Nest was removed per NBMMP, based on 
the necessity to use the tower for wire stringing activities and the high risk of failure due to proposed 
construction. - AHill

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 052412_ahll_03 EP23-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/24/2012 5/24/2012 05/24/2012 - Biomonitor observed pair going to western phase traveler. Nest was checked by lineman for eggs, 
none were present. Nest was submitted to agencies for removal and approved. Lineman removed nest with 
biologist supervision. Biologist confirmed no eggs or young present. Nest was 20% complete. Nest was removed 
per NBMMP, based on the necessity to use the tower for wire stringing activities and the high risk of failure due 
to proposed construction. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 052412_hwey_01 EP34-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 750 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/24/2012 6/5/2012 05/24/2012 - 5 eggs in nest, female HOFI flies to nest as biologist leaves area. - HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - Nest contains 1 newly hatched nestling and 4 eggs, 1 with a small hole visible. - HWinfrey
06/05/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs and 1 dead nestling.  Nest apparently abandoned, nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

CAQU California Quail 052412_ltiw_02 EP54-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 3 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/24/2012 6/4/2012 05/24/2012 - During active nest searches, an avian biologist flushed a California Quail off a nest that contains 10 
eggs. - LTymkiw
05/30/2012 - California Quail nest is in good shape with 10 eggs inside; however, no quail were observed or heard 
in the area, and the eggs are not warm. Rechecked nest 1/2 hour later and 2 hours later but eggs remained 
unattended. Nest may be abandoned. - PKonrad
06/04/2012 - Nest and clutch of 10 eggs is intact, but no California Quail have been noted in the area since the 
initial observation; nest was abandoned - closed. - PKonrad

No

CALT California Towhee 052412_rrdd_01 GS-NF-13 Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/24/2012 6/2/2012 05/24/2012 - CALT tending 2 downy nestlings at 0956. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Nest is clean and empty and had time to fledge. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 052412_rrdd_02 12kV Pole Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/24/2012 TBD 05/24/2012 - Female incubating ANHU. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - ANHU on nest at 1317. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - Female on nest 1244. - RRadd

TBD

HOOR Hooded Oriole 052412_rrdd_03 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 62 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/24/2012 6/3/2012 05/24/2012 - HOOR pair carrying food to nest at 1415. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - HOOR male nest guards, and female forages nearby. Hunting COHA male appears to be deterring 
nest visits. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - No HOOR detections during 30 minute observation, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

ROWR Rock Wren 052412_sjon_01 EP47-2/EP48 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 5/24/2012 5/24/2012 05/24/2012 - Observed pair building nest in rock crevice. Nest is approximately 40% complete. Wren within 4 feet 
of biologist while photographing nest from 3 feet away. - SJohnston
05/24/2012 - Nest estimated to be 40% compete. A pair of ROWR attempting to nest in crevice of a large rock 
pile. Location was in critical area needed for conductor wire stringing. SDGE directed removal of nest after agency 
concurrence, per the NBMMP. No young or eggs were present at the time of removal. Nest removed, as no eggs 
or young were present. The rock pile was then covered with plastic sheeting and secured from wind. - SJohnston

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 052412_sjon_02 EP54-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/24/2012 5/23/2012 05/24/2012 - WEKI nest 10% complete with no eggs or young present. Following agency concurrence and per the 
NBMMP, the nest was removed and deterrents were installed. The tower needs to be completed for wire 
stringing to meet the deadline for energization, and leaving this nest in place would have jeopardized that. - 
SJohnston

No

HOFI House Finch 052512_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/25/2012 TBD 05/25/2012 - Newly constructed nest immediately adjacent to previously successfully fledged nest. New nest has 
4 eggs. - BArnold
06/01/2012 - Incubating female flushed at about 6 feet; 4 eggs in nest. - BArnold

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 052512_bald_02 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/25/2012 TBD 05/25/2012 - New nest with 5 eggs. - BArnold
06/01/2012 - Incubating/brooding female flushed at about 3 feet. Nest with 4 recently hatched nestlings and 1 
egg. - BArnold

TBD

SPTO Spotted Towhee 052512_esds_01 EP136 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals None 0 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/25/2012 6/5/2012 05/25/2012 - No nest was located, however adults were seen carrying insects to this dense Rhus ovata at least 5 
times in 2 hours, indicating the presence of a nest. - EStrods
06/05/2012 - No Spotted Towhees observed in area; no nest found at site, although the nest was not found 
during the initial observations. Because the towhees were observed bringing food frequently to this site on 5/25, 
it is expected the nestlings were near fledging, and that they have fledged now - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

HOFI House Finch 052512_hwey_01 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/25/2012 5/26/2012 05/25/2012 - Female HOFI observed adding green plant material to nest with male mate guarding. Nest was 
examined and found to be 80% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction not possible with 
ongoing steel tower assembly on site. Nest was photographed and removed according to NBMMP. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 052512_jpki_01 CP18-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 50 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/25/2012 6/4/2012 05/25/2012 - Pair observed at nest with female brooding on nest; female also observed carrying fecal sac from 
nest. - JPawlicki
06/04/2012 - It appears the nest was recently predated. The HOFI pair was on the tower near the nest when the 
biologist arrived. They hopped over to the nest, looked down at it and then flew away. They did not behave as 
though the nest contained nestlings. As the biologist waited for the finches to return, a quarter-sized chunk of 
nest material blew from the nest. The pair eventually returned about 40 minutes later. The female briefly looked 
in the nest and then perched out of view of the nest. The male took material from the nest, held it in his bill and 
sang for a bit, then carried the material higher up the tower. No fledglings were detected during observations. 
This nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes and is now closed. - VEurs

No

CALT California Towhee 052512_ltiw_01 EP32-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 45 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/25/2012 5/29/2012 05/25/2012 - An adult towhee was observed carrying food items to a nest with vocal nestlings. - LTymkiw
05/29/2012 - Nest is empty with no sign of predation. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

PSFL Pacific-slope Flycatcher 052512_rrdd_01 CP81-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 17 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/25/2012 6/2/2012 05/25/2012 - PSFL lying in nest at 0837. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - No PSFL detections near nest, and HOWR perched nearby suggests nest depredation. - RRadd

No

PSFL Pacific-slope Flycatcher 052512_rrdd_02 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/25/2012 TBD 05/25/2012 - PSFL making many trips to nest from 0900 - 0925. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - PSFL low in nest for duration of 10 minute observation at 1640. - RRadd

TBD

RCSP Rufous-crowned Sparrow 052512_rrdd_03 CP81-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 8 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/25/2012 6/2/2012 05/25/2012 - RCSP pair carrying food to nest at 0843. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Nest is empty and presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 052512_rrdd_04 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/25/2012 TBD 05/25/2012 - BUSH pair adding material to large nest which appears substantially complete. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - BUSH pair making quiet visits at 1535. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 052512_vers_01 CP43-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/25/2012 TBD 05/25/2012 - While monitoring a nearby nest, the biologist observed a pair of House Finches perched in CP43. 
They flew to a nearly-complete nest built on a trash collector about 50 feet above the ground. The male fed the 
female as she performed a begging display. Later the female was seen carrying fluffy lining material to the nest. - 
VEurs
06/01/2012 - The male HOFI landed in the tower after 20 minutes of observation and began to sing. The female 
could be heard responding and she eventually left the nest after 25 minutes. She returned to the nest after 5 
minutes and remained another 15 minutes, through the end of observations. - VEurs

TBD

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 052512_vnik_01 EP233-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 100 100 Fledged 5/25/2012 5/25/2012 05/25/2012 - Monitor observed nestling in nest on 5/24/12. When logging nest on 5/25/12, pair was agitated, 
calling, and performing distraction displays. Search of area revealed fledgling in nearby shrubs. - VNovik

Yes

HOFI House Finch 052612_ltiw_01 EP112A-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/26/2012 5/26/2012 05/26/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed building a nest in a grunt bag hung from structure EP112-A. 
The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire pulling), per the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of 
mylar flash tape. Following concurrence, and in the presence of the onsite avian biologist, 2 linemen climbed the 
tower and removed the partially constructed nest. At the time of removal (approximately 13:00), the nest was 
30% constructed, contained no eggs or nestlings, and the nest and nest area were  photographed. All grunt bags, 
except ones with tops, were removed from the tower. - LTymkiw

No

HOFI House Finch 052612_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 8 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 5/26/2012 6/3/2012 05/26/2012 - Female HOFI comes to nest and settles. Departs after 15 minutes. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - HOFI no longer visit this nest. Large amounts of excretions at nest rim and fledglings 50 feet east 
suggest successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes
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BUOR Bullock's Oriole 052612_vers_01 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/26/2012 6/2/2012 05/26/2012 - As the biologist got out of the truck to monitor nearby nests, a female BUOR was seen carrying a 
fecal sac, and the sound of nestlings could be heard. As the biologist returned from checking the other nests, the 
male BUOR was seen taking food into a Eucalyptus and again, nestlings were heard. The biologist searched the 
trees with binoculars from the access road and discovered the coconut-like nest. - VEurs
06/02/2012 - The female oriole is using the material from this nest to construct a new nest in the same stand of 
Eucalyptus, therefore this nest is presumed to have fledged. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

BEWR Bewick's Wren 052712_hwey_01 EP138-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Traffic 15 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/27/2012 5/30/2012 05/27/2012 - A pair of Bewick's Wrens were observed carrying food to nest, making several trips during 15 
minutes of observation. Upon close approach, nestlings' begging calls were audible. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - During a scheduled bird survey at EP138-2, no activity was observed at the nest during an hour and 
a half of observation. Bewick's Wrens were heard in the area, however. Upon inspection, the nest was found to be 
empty, with droppings at the entrance. It is presumed that the nest fledged. - LTymkiw

Yes

HOFI House Finch 052712_hwey_02 EP141 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/27/2012 5/27/2012 05/27/2012 - Biologist P. Valle observed HOFI making multiple trips with nesting material to tower EP141. Nest 
was examined and found to be 15% complete with no eggs or young present. Nest was photographed and 
removed according to NBMMP, in order to better progress toward meeting summer power demand by energizing 
SRPL. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 052712_hwey_03 EP128 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

None 0 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/27/2012 5/28/2012 05/27/2012 - Biologist M. Ishimatsu observed HOFI making multiple trips with nesting material to pulley, with 
nest visible from ground level. - HWinfrey
05/28/2012 - Finches not observed near nest location during 20 minute observation period. Consistent wire 
stringing work at the nest location has been ongoing throughout the past week, except for Sunday 5/27/2012, 
serving as a deterrent. Removal of the nest was deemed critical for wire stringing operations required for the 
completion of the Sunrise Powerlink. The nest was verified and photographed for removal according to the 
NBMMP by lineman Chauncey Walden. An avian monitor was onsite to supervise the nest removal. Only one 
small blade of grass remained in the nest location. Chauncey observed the travelers rotating back and forth 
naturally from wind and it is possible that the nest was abandoned for this reason. No removal was required as no 
nest was found. - RQuilley

No

HOFI House Finch 052712_hwey_04 EP128 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/27/2012 5/28/2012 05/27/2012 - Biologist M. Ishimatsu observed HOFI making multiple trips with nesting material to pulley, with 
nest visible from ground level. - HWinfrey
05/28/2012 - House Finches not observed near nest location during 20 minute observation period. Consistent 
wire stringing work at the nest location has been ongoing throughout the past week, except for Sunday 
5/27/2012, serving as a deterrent. Removal of the nest was deemed critical for wire stringing operations required 
for the completion of the Sunrise Powerlink. The nest was verified and photographed for removal according to the 
NBMMP by lineman Chauncey Walden. An avian monitor was onsite to supervise the nest removal. Only one 
small blade of grass remained in the nest location. Chauncey observed the travelers rotating back and forth 
naturally from wind and it is possible that the nest was abandoned for this reason. No removal was required as no 
nest was found. - RQuilley

No

BUOR Bullock's Oriole 052712_ltiw_01 EP53-3-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/27/2012 TBD 05/27/2012 - Female Bullock's Oriole was observed bringing nesting material to a partly complete nest. - LTymkiw
05/30/2012 - Female Bullock's Oriole appears to still be adding material to a seemingly complete nest. There are 
several orioles active in the nest tree. - PKonrad
06/04/2012 - Very active adult male and female Bullock's Orioles are going to nest, possibly with food, and leaving 
with fecal sacs. - PKonrad

TBD

WEKI Western Kingbird 052712_ltiw_02 EP54-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/27/2012 5/27/2012 05/27/2012 - A WEKI pair was observed bringing nesting material to a newly started nest on this tower that is 
scheduled for wire stringing within the anticipated nest cycle, in order to better meet the CAISO energization 
schedule. Since the nest had no eggs or young, and per the NBMMP, the nest was photographed and removed at 
less than 5% complete. The tower needs wire stringing to meet the deadline for energization, and leaving this nest 
in place would have jeopardized that. - LTymkiw
05/28/2012 - Duplicate entry. - LTymkiw

No

HOFI House Finch 052712_lton_01 EP99-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/27/2012 5/27/2012 05/27/2012 - House Finch pair building, nest appeared 60-80% complete. Removal of the nest was needed to 
provide additional regional power supplies to meet the summer demand, via completion of SRPL. A PAR lineman 
climbed tower, took photo, ensured no eggs or young were present, and removed nest as monitored by an avian 
biologist, per the NBMMP. The site has had a lot of activity recently; wire pulling occurred a few days ago. - 
LThoreson

No

HOFI House Finch 052712_lton_02 EP117-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/27/2012 5/27/2012 05/27/2012 - Biomonitor observed H0FI pair bring material to nest location. Nest 80% complete. Deterrents were 
present on the tower area. This tower is within a critical pull for project completion b y the summer peak demand, 
therefore the need to remove this nest is present. No eggs or nestlings present; photos taken and nest was 
removed, per the NBMMP. - LThoreson

No

HOFI House Finch 052812_ghan_01 GS-USFS-6 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/28/2012 TBD 05/28/2012 - Observed pair of House Finches making several trips to nest site during  20 minutes of observation 
with nesting material. Percentage of completion unknown due to lack of visibility of the nest. - GHuffman
06/06/2012 - No House Finch activity observed anywhere around nest or surrounding area during an hour onsite. - 
PKonrad

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 052812_ghan_02 EP113-5-PS-N-A Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/28/2012 5/28/2012 05/28/2012 - Observed a pair of House Finches making trips with nesting material into a small cavity behind the 
arm of the crane. Nest appeared to be 90% complete. The nest was removed in accordance with Attachment C of 
the NBMMP. Nest deterrents are present in form of mylar tape, and the crane is scheduled for tower assembly. 
The nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane, as it is required for the 
scheduled pull, therefore removal was required. No eggs or young present. - GHuffman

No

HOFI House Finch 052812_hwey_01 EP36-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/28/2012 5/28/2012 05/28/2012 - Female HOFI observed making multiple trips to nest with material. Nest examined and found to be 
less than 5% complete, with no eggs or young present. Nest buffer reduction was not possible given ongoing wire 
pull activities at site. Nest was photographed and removed according to NBMMP. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 052812_hwey_02 EP36-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/28/2012 5/28/2012 05/28/2012 - Nest detected by climber during removal of nest 052812_hwey_01. Nest examined and found to be 
10% complete, with no eggs or young present. Nest buffer reduction was not possible given ongoing wire pull 
activities at site. Nest was photographed and removed according to NBMMP. - HWinfrey

No

KILL Killdeer 052812_ltiw_01 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 500 100 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/28/2012 6/4/2012 05/28/2012 - Killdeer nest was found with 2 eggs. - LTymkiw
05/30/2012 - Pair of Killdeer evident near the nest site but no calling noted; 1 adult incubating clutch of 3 eggs 
returned promptly to the nest. - PKonrad
06/04/2012 - Killdeer nest is empty with no sign of eggs, egg shells, hatchlings, or adults. It appears that the nest 
was predated considering a new 4th egg was noted by avian biologist S. Johnston only 2 days ago - closed. - 
PKonrad

No

HOLA Horned Lark 052812_ltiw_02 EP54-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/28/2012 TBD 05/28/2012 - A Horned Lark female was observed at the nest that contains 3 eggs. - LTymkiw
05/30/2012 - Female Horned Lark incubating on ground nest. - PKonrad

TBD

WTKI White-tailed Kite 052812_ltiw_04 EP66-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 5/28/2012 TBD 05/28/2012 - An adult White-tailed Kite was observed bringing a prey item to the nest. - LTymkiw
06/04/2012 - An adult White-tailed Kite is perched on the top edge of the nest tree, apparently little affected by 
the helicopter and pre-wire stringing work at the tower 400 feet north of the nest. - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 052812_rqey_01 Thing Valley CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/28/2012 5/28/2012 05/28/2012 - Almost 100% complete cup nest found in crane with no activity observed. House Finches not 
observed near nest location during 30 minute observation period. No eggs or young were in the nest. Consistent 
steel assembly work at the nest location has been ongoing throughout the past week, except for Sunday 
5/27/2012, serving as a deterrent. Additionally, deterrent flash tape was installed around the perimeter of the 
crane, and all cavities with non-moving components were covered with duct tape, prior to the nest's construction. 
Removal of the nest was required due to ongoing steel assembly work requiring the use of this crane, deemed 
critical to the Sunrise Powerlink's completion. Nest was photographed and removed per the NBMMP. A monitor 
remained on site for the remainder of the day to observe and potentially deter and new nesting attempts. - 
RQuilley

No

BUSH Bushtit 052812_rqey_02 EP124/EP125 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/28/2012 TBD 05/28/2012 - Bushtit pair observed carrying what appeared to be fur to nest that is almost complete; likely adding 
lining to inside of nest. - RQuilley
06/05/2012 - No Bushtit activity observed, but they should be incubating now, so this probably accounts for the 
observed inactivity outside the nest. - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 052812_rqey_03 EP130/EP131 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/28/2012 TBD 05/28/2012 - Biomonitor Greg Leighty observed a House Finch pair entering the nest location multiple times, but 
could not be confirmed if nesting material was carried. Removal of the nest was deemed critical due to ongoing 
wire stringing work requiring the use of truck, deemed critical to the Sunrise Powerlink's completion. Per the 
NBMMP, the nest was checked by an avian monitor and it contained 3 eggs. No removal was permitted. 
Incubation can only be presumed at this point due to the inaccessibility of the nest without disturbing the pair. - 
RQuilley
05/29/2012 - A House Finch was observed leaving the nest as surveyors approached the nest to check the status. - 
VNovik
06/04/2012 - Monitor reported that during process of removing trailer from tractor, bird was observed leaving 
the nest 3 times, with the longest at 12 minutes. The whole process took 28 minutes. Bird was observed returning 
to nest immediately after process ended. - VNovik
06/05/2012 - Female House Finch flew from radiator-bumper junction on northeast side of parked truck, 
indicating she was at the nest and reacted to the approach of the avian biologist. - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 052812_rqey_04 EP130/EP131 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/28/2012 5/28/2012 05/28/2012 - Pair observed carrying fluffy nesting material to an almost 100% complete cup nest found. 
Consistent delivery of heavy machinery and wire-stringing prep work at nest location has been ongoing 
throughout the past week, except for Sunday 5/27/2012, serving as a deterrent. Additionally, deterrent flash tape 
was installed around the perimeter of the truck prior to the nest's construction. Removal of the nest was deemed 
critical to the Sunrise Powerlink's completion. Nest was photographed and removed per the NBMMP by an avian 
biologist. No eggs or young were in nest. A monitor remained on site for the remainder of the day to observe and 
potentially deter any new nesting attempts. - RQuilley

No
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HOFI House Finch 052812_vers_01 EP32-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/28/2012 5/28/2012 05/28/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed carrying nesting material to an opening in the hydraulic arm 
of a forklift during a monitoring sweep of the work area. The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire 
stringing) through adherence to the NBMMP. An avian biologist determined the nest did not contain eggs or 
young and photographed the nest, nest site and existing bird deterrents. At the time of removal, the nest was 
approximately 80% constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. The opening was then plugged to attempt to 
prevent reuse of the space by the House Finches. The nest was located on a piece of equipment involved in the 
current wire pull. A delay to allow the nest cycle to continue would prevent SDG&E from meeting the request 
from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Nest attempt was removed per 
the NBMMP on 5/28/2012. - VEurs

No

CALT California Towhee 052912_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/29/2012 5/29/2012 05/29/2012 - CALT nest near complete, female seen going to nest. No eggs or young present. Nest was submitted 
to agencies for removal and approved based on the high risk of it failing with projected skycrane activities nearby. 
Yard operations have been constant in this yard for many months, serving as a deterrent. Nest was removed as 
per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 052912_bald_01 CP88-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

UG - cable pulling/splicing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/29/2012 5/29/2012 05/29/2012 - House Finch adults as well as recently fledged young observed visiting recently fledged nest 
ID041712_hwey_03 on Sunday and Monday, 27 and 28 May. The HOFI adults were actively displaying aggression 
towards the younger birds, and the adult female was observed with nest material. Using a lift, an avian biologist 
confirmed 'new' nest built directly on top of old nest, with the new nest appearing nearly complete, yet with no 
eggs present. Bird repellent ribbon was in place on the tower and around the work pad. In fact, a piece of the 
mylar reflective ribbon was worked into the original nest, which serves as the base for the new nest. Furthermore, 
testing work has occurred at this location over the past few weeks and per the NBMMP, active work is considered 
a form of a deterrent. In addition, a plastic owl decoy is located on this tower within 50 feet of this nest. These 
House Finches were not disturbed by human presence or construction activity. SDG&E needs to have access to 
these poles over the next two weeks to conduct repair work identified in the ongoing current testing program. 
After determining that there were no eggs present, this nest was removed and photographed. The plastic netting 
that SDG&E had previously installed as a bird deterrent was removed, as the original nest was placed in a fold of 
this deterrent netting material. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 052912_bald_02 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

UG - cable pulling/splicing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/29/2012 5/29/2012 05/29/2012 - Adult House Finches were observed bringing material to this nest located under the westernmost 
testing trailer at the UG riser pole (CP95/CP96) pad. Nest was less than 20 percent complete. Deterrents in place 
included mylar ribbons and many taped-off potential cavities. In addition, ongoing work over the past several 
weeks is considered a deterrent. This nest was removed because it is located on a piece of equipment required for 
testing work and was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing use of equipment. Nest was removed per the 
NBMMP. No eggs or young were present. - BArnold

No

WEWP Western Wood-Pewee 052912_ghan_01 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/29/2012 TBD 05/29/2012 - Observed adult making numerous trips with material to a partially constructed nest. - GHuffman
06/06/2012 - No activity at nest for 20 minutes, but WEWP detected within 50 feet. Pair of HOWR active within 
15 feet of nest also. Nest cup is formed but not yet lined. - MKuehn

TBD

WEKI Western Kingbird 052912_imll_01 EP54-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/29/2012 5/28/2012 05/29/2012 - L. Tymkiw reports on May 28th, a WEKI pair was observed bringing nesting material to a newly 
started nest on this tower that is scheduled for wire stringing within the anticipated nest cycle, in order to better 
meet the CAISO energization schedule. This nest was removed at less than 10% complete. Since the nest had no 
eggs or young, and per the NBMMP, the nest was photographed and removed. The tower needs wire stringing to 
meet the deadline for energization, and leaving this nest in place would have jeopardized that. Additional 
deterrent added to nest area. - IMaunsell

No

COHU Costa's Hummingbird 052912_ltiw_01 CP69-2-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/29/2012 TBD 05/29/2012 - A female was observed going to a complete nest. It contained 2 eggs. - LTymkiw
06/01/2012 - Prior to crew's arrival, COHU was observed incubating and occasionally leaving nest, presumably to 
feed. Once work activities commenced, COHU was monitored, and no disturbance was observed. COHU continued 
incubation as normal. - RQuilley

TBD

HOFI House Finch 052912_ltiw_02 CP69-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/29/2012 TBD 05/29/2012 - A pair was observed bringing nesting material to a nest in B leg corner at third horizontal level. 
However, the same pair was observed bringing nesting material to the same spot in next level down, and stealing 
material from the same spot 2 levels down. - LTymkiw
06/01/2012 - HOFI pair was observed bringing nesting material to nest location from 0730 to 0900. Once work 
commenced, pair no longer observed bringing in material. Work was permitted to continue due to fact that nest 
neither contained eggs nor young, and a temporary lapse in nest building activities was unlikely to cause nest to 
be abandoned. Once work ceased, HOFI pair was again observed nest building. - RQuilley

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 052912_ltiw_03 CP69-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/29/2012 TBD 05/29/2012 - A male was observed bringing food to the female on the nest. She never left the nest, so it is unclear 
what it contains. - LTymkiw
06/01/2012 - Nest briefly monitored during work activities. LEGO nestling observed being fed by adult during and 
after construction activities. Nestling is very developed, fully feathered, and likely to permanently leave nest in 
next week. - RQuilley
06/06/2012 - Female lying in nest, does not depart 1717. - RRadd

TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 052912_mdus_01 CP39-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/29/2012 TBD 05/29/2012 - The CAGN pair associated with nest ID 050812_mdus_01 was observed constructing a new nest 500 
feet east of the abandoned one. This new nest is approximately 60% complete. - MDicus
06/05/2012 - Nest exchange observed at 10:41. - MDicus

TBD

AR068059
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HOFI House Finch 052912_mdus_02 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/29/2012 TBD 05/29/2012 - Yard monitor Rebecca Johnson observed a pair of House Finches constructing a nest in the cloth on 
the north fence. The nest is nearly complete. - MDicus
06/03/2012 - HOFI on nest does not flush at 1038. - RRadd

TBD

GRVI Gray Vireo 052912_rqey_01 EP121A-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 320 100 70 70 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

5/29/2012 6/4/2012 05/29/2012 - Gray Vireo pair observed nest exchanging 3 times. - RQuilley
06/02/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
06/04/2012 - Construction crewman, unaccompanied by  biological monitor, arrived onsite to prepare for tower 
erection and nest shielding. The crewman reported the nest was found on ground inside buffer. They relayed this 
information to the biologist in yard. When the avian biologist arrived onsite, the nest was confirmed to be on the 
ground. The nest appeared to have been torn out of shrub. No eggs, young, or remnants thereof were found. - 
VNovik

No

HOFI House Finch 052912_tdla_01 EP36-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/29/2012 5/29/2012 05/29/2012 - Pair of HOFI bringing in nesting material, nest is less than 10% complete. Lineman climbed tower 
and confirmed no eggs or young were present, and nest was removed under supervision of avian biologist, per 
the NBMMP. This nest was not a NBJ candidate allowing for ongoing wire stringing, necessitating the removal. 
Reflective tape was installed around nesting area. - TDipaola

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 052912_tdla_02 EP36-1-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/29/2012 5/29/2012 05/29/2012 - Female WEKI observed bringing nesting material to bridge, was less than 80% complete. Nest was 
submitted to agencies for removal and approved. No eggs or young were present. Deterrents were installed 
directly below on east phase traveler. Removal of nest was required based on impacts to wire stringing operations 
to make deadline for energization. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the tower, 
as the tower requires work well within the projected nest cycle. Nest was removed following requirements 
outlined in the NBMMP. - TDipaola

No

HOFI House Finch 052912_tdla_03 EP36-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/29/2012 5/29/2012 05/29/2012 - Female HOFI observed adding green plant material to nest with male sitting close by. Nest was 
examined and found to be less than 5% complete with no eggs or young present. Lineman climbed and removed 
nest with avian biologist present. Buffer reduction not possible with ongoing overhead wire stringing activities 
occurring on site. Nest was photographed and removed according to NBMMP. Several deterrents were added to 
'joint' of structure leg. - TDipaola

No

HOFI House Finch 052912_vnik_01 EP113-5 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/29/2012 5/29/2012 05/29/2012 - House Finches observed in area of nest throughout morning. Nest approximately 3% complete with 
no eggs or young. Nest removal necessary due to immediate need of crane for construction. Deterrents on crane 
include mylar tape and construction in area. Nest removed per NBMMP. Deterrents installed in nest location. - 
VNovik

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 052912_vnik_02 EP118-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/29/2012 5/29/2012 05/29/2012 - Western Kingbird observed carrying material to nest on multiple occasions. Request for nest 
removal submitted. Nest is in location that it would likely be blown out with the use of skycrane to install 
remaining pieces. Nest appears less than 15% complete. Deterrents on tower include mylar tape. Recent work has 
also occurred on the steel. Request for removal was granted to SDGE. Nest was confirmed to not contain eggs or 
young and was removed per the NBMMP. The nest site was taped and blocked with rope to further deter nesting 
at the site. - VNovik

No

BGGN Blue-gray Gnatcatcher 053012_ahll_01 EP13-3 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - Pair is nest building, male seen singing near and at nest, 20% complete. Pair most likely started nest 
building on 5-29-12. - AHill
06/06/2012 - Pair incubating nest full-time, mainly by male. Male extremely territorial towards other birds in 
vicinity of nest. - AHill

TBD

HOFI House Finch 053012_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - Observed female bringing material to nest, appears to be 70% complete, unknown if eggs are 
present. - AHill
06/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 20 minutes of observation.  Nest appears complete, although 
materials are partially dangling over edge of substrate. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 053012_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - Observed female on nest, apparently re-nesting over previous nest that successfully fledged. 
Unknown if or how many eggs are present. - AHill
06/05/2012 - Female on nest at 0845. - HWinfrey

TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 053012_bloh_01 CP12-1-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - Pair making return trips with nest material. Nest nearly fully complete, 95%. - BLohstroh
06/06/2012 - Female sitting on nest, male foraging nearby to south. - BLohstroh

TBD

HOFI House Finch 053012_hwey_01 EP36-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/30/2012 5/30/2012 05/30/2012 - HOFI was observed adding material to nest at 0730. Nest was examined and found to be 80% 
complete with cup formed, but without lining. No eggs or young were present, and deterrents were in place on 
the tower. Buffer reduction was not possible due to ongoing wire pulling operation at this tower. Nest was 
photographed and removed according to NBMMP. - HWinfrey

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 053012_hwey_02 EP36-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/30/2012 5/30/2012 05/30/2012 - WEKI observed adding nest material to nest at 0730. Nest was examined and found to be 10% 
complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was not possible given ongoing wire pull operations at 
this tower. Nest was photographed and removed according to NBMMP protocol with SDGE & CPUC approval and 
agency concurrence. Deterrents are present on the tower. - HWinfrey

No

COHU Costa's Hummingbird 053012_jpki_01 CP70-3-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - Female observed at nest containing 2 eggs. - JPawlicki TBD
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WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 053012_ltiw_01 EP138-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - The Western Scrub-jay nest contains 2 very recently hatched, naked nestlings. - LTymkiw
06/05/2012 - Two unfeathered Western Scrub-Jay nestlings were in the nest, although no adults were observed or 
heard during the nest visit. - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 053012_lton_01 CP70-3-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - A female was observed on the nest. The nest is too high to be able to see into; however, the 
behavior of the bird suggests that it was incubating. - LThoreson

TBD

CALT California Towhee 053012_lton_02 CP70-3-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - The female was observed on the nest. Three eggs are in the nest. - LThoreson
06/06/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs 1622. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs. - RRadd

TBD

BUOR Bullock's Oriole 053012_mkhn_01 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 15 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/30/2012 6/6/2012 05/30/2012 - Female visited nest with food several times in 20 minutes. Nestlings begging loudly, indicating fairly 
advanced development. - MKuehn
06/06/2012 - Nest is intact. Some feces found on ground and road below nest. No BUOR adults or fledglings 
detected in 30 minutes of passive observation. Young sounded advanced in age (begging very loudly) on previous 
visit and this nest has likely fledged. - MKuehn

Yes

PHAI Phainopepla 053012_mkhn_02 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - Male and female both bringing material to nest, forming base. Nest is 30% complete. - MKuehn
06/06/2012 - No PHAI seen in nest tree for 30 minutes, but one male detected within 70 feet of nest. Lighting 
made nest impossible to see clearly. Unsure if any progress has been made on nest construction. - MKuehn

TBD

HOLA Horned Lark 053012_mkhn_03 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - Biomonitor T. Gunter observed HOLA make more than 10 trips to nest site with material. Nest 
contains no eggs but is 70% complete and lining has just begun. - MKuehn
06/01/2012 - Female on nest for the entire 30-minute observation. - ELoveless
06/04/2012 - Skycrane made 3 picks within 250 feet of nest. Prior to first pick, avian biologist had water truck 
water first 6 feet inside buffer; keeping vehicle outside of 100-foot buffer. During first skycrane pick, there were 
2.5 minutes of strong wind and dust. Post-pick, the avian biologist checked the nest (while adult was still away), 
and saw 4 eggs in the nest all lightly covered with fine dust and several millimeters of new fine dust in nest. Hot A 
returned within 10 minutes. Avian biologist then directed water truck inside buffer to water all bare ground but 
not nest, per SWPP and dust control compliance. This  time, there was less dust when the skycrane returned and 
Horned Lark returned to nest within 2 minutes after pick was made. Wind averaged 30 mph. - LThoreson

TBD

HOFI House Finch 053012_mkrn_04 EP28-3 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - Female was observed flying around the tower with male, but female primarily was on the nest (60% 
of the time observed) while male perched near the nest. Nesting material was observed in female's beak and 
brought to nest site one time, during 40-minute observational period. - MKern
06/06/2012 - Unable to view nest, but female heard calling from area of nest.  Male perched 20 feet above, 
singing. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 053012_mkrn_05 EP29-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/30/2012 5/30/2012 05/30/2012 - Male and female House Finches were observed flying in and out of buggy repeatedly. No deterrents 
were installed on or near spacer buggy, but the buggy was actively being used for construction. A lineman verified 
no eggs were present in the nest. Nest was removed according to NBMMP, based on the immediate necessity to 
use equipment with the proposed construction activities. Nest was verified by biologist that no eggs were present 
and nest was estimated to be 90% complete. - MKern

No

HOFI House Finch 053012_rrdd_01 CP72-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 35 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/30/2012 6/5/2012 05/30/2012 - HOFI pair associating with nest that appears complete, male singing and female visiting. - RRadd
06/04/2012 - Bio-monitor reported no birds observed on nest upon arrival via helicopter. Finches not observed 
returning during ponding work, and work was stopped to allow for birds to resume natural nesting behavior for at 
least 15 minutes. Avian biologist then hiked to site with additional crew members. Work was not permitted to 
start again because birds were not observed returning to nest with crew remaining in hidden location 60 feet 
from nest for 1.5 hours. - RQuilley
06/05/2012 - No HOFI activity observed 1015-1045. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - Observed nest location for 1.5 hours. The nest was verified to contain no eggs or young. At this 
point it would be expected that eggs would be present. Nest considered abandoned. - RQuilley

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 053012_rrdd_02 CP72-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 10 100 50 50 Fledged 5/30/2012 6/5/2012 05/30/2012 - BEWR male carries food to nest at 0814 and 0826. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - No BEWR detections at or near this nest 0930-1000, adult with recently fledged young observed 100 
feet south 1010. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 053012_rrdd_03 CP74-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - HOFI male singing while female adds dried grass to already substantial nest 1255. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - Male visits nearby at 10 minute intervals and sings. Female not observed. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 053012_rrdd_04 CP74-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - HOFI pair adding fibermulch to partially constructed nest at 1341. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - Nest appears 50% complete, no activity observed during 45 minutes of observation during windy 
mid-afternoon conditions. - RRadd

TBD

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 053012_rrdd_05 CP74-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - CAKI molding nest to body and lying in nest. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - CAKI at nest, mate guards from telephone cable on N side of road. - RRadd

TBD
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BCHU Black-chinned Hummingbird 053012_rrdd_06 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - Female BCHU lying in nest from 1528-1541. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - BCHU female lying in nest 1337. - RRadd

TBD

BCHU Black-chinned Hummingbird 053012_rrdd_07 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/30/2012 TBD 05/30/2012 - BCHU female building yellow nest; approximately 15% complete. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 053112_rrdd_06 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/31/2012 TBD 05/31/2012 - Female ANHU lies in nest for10 minutes and then off for 20 suggesting egg-laying may be in 
progress. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - ANHU comes to nest after 15 minute absence and settles. Nest posture suggests hatched young, but 
no feeding during 10 minute observation. - RRadd

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 053112_vnik_01 GS-USFS-6 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/31/2012 TBD 05/31/2012 - Observed Phainopepla on the nest that appears to be incubating. - VNovik
06/01/2012 - No adult on nest, but male Phainopepla nearby and calling. Nest contains 3 eggs. - MKuehn
06/06/2012 - Both Phainopepla adults are away from nest and territorial, but unable to see into nest  -  eggs may 
have hatched. - PKonrad

TBD

WEKI Western Kingbird 053112_vnik_02 EP119-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/31/2012 5/31/2012 05/31/2012 - Western Kingbirds observed carrying nesting material to plate connecting Legs B and C of structure. 
Nesting material is visible sticking out of the steel from ground. Nest appears 15% complete. Bird deterrents, in 
the form of mylar tape are located in the shrubs surrounding the structure. The structure was last worked on 
5/24/12. Request to remove nest was made in order to complete the installation of the remaining steel associated 
with the structure. If the nest were to be left in place, the SRPL line would not be able to meet its deadline for 
completion. Nest was removed per NBMP. No eggs or young were in the nest. Photos of the nest were taken. - 
VNovik

No

HOFI House Finch 060112_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/1/2012 TBD 06/01/2012 - Nest with 2 eggs, pair of adults flew in and perched within 2 feet while Avian Biologist examined 
nest. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 060112_bald_02 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

69kV Tie Line Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/1/2012 TBD 06/01/2012 - Female flushed at about 4 feet. Nest with 4 eggs. - BArnold TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 060112_jpki_01 Alpine CY Construction Yards Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/1/2012 TBD 06/01/2012 - Female observed on nest; did not leave nest upon approaching. - JPawlicki TBD

CALT California Towhee 060112_jpki_02 Alpine CY Construction Yards Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/1/2012 TBD 06/01/2012 - Yard monitor observed adult at nest containing 1 chick a few days old. - JPawlicki TBD

WEKI Western Kingbird 060112_mbhn_01 EP36-1-N Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 6/1/2012 6/1/2012 06/01/2012 - Observed Western Kingbird pair making frequent flights to upper eastern tower bridge. Due to the 
high risk of nest failing with construction activities likely within the nest cycle, it was determined that nest was a 
candidate for removal with agency concurrence per the NBMMP. Lineman climbed tower and confirmed that no 
eggs or young were present, and nest was removed under supervision of avian biologist. It was determined that 
the nest was approximately 10% complete. Deterrents consisted of mylar tape installed on tower. - MBahn

No

HOFI House Finch 060112_mbhn_02 EP36-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 6/1/2012 6/1/2012 06/01/2012 - Observed male and female House Finch making multiple trips to tower carrying nesting material. 
Due to the high risk of nest failing with construction activities likely within the nest cycle, it was determined that 
nest was a candidate for removal with agency concurrence per the NBMMP. Lineman climbed up and confirmed 
no eggs or young were present, and nest was removed under supervision of avian biologist. Deterrents consisted 
of mylar tape installed on tower. - MBahn

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 060112_mdus_01 CP83 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/1/2012 TBD 06/01/2012 - A Western Kingbird was observed making frequent trips with large pieces of dried annuals to the 
northwest corner of the tower. Given the nest height, percent completion is unknown, but based on the size of 
the nesting material, the nest is likely in the earlier stages of construction. - MDicus

TBD

RCSP Rufous-crowned Sparrow 060112_mkhn_01 EP103-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/1/2012 TBD 06/01/2012 - Adult Rufous-crowned Sparrow flew from nest as biologist approached within 5 feet while walking 
along footpath. Nest contains 2 eggs.- unsure if egg laying is complete. - MKuehn
06/06/2012 - Adult Rufous-crowned Sparrow slipped quickly and quietly from the nest, nearly unseen; nest 
contains 2 small white eggs. - PKonrad

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 060112_rqey_01 CP69-2-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/1/2012 TBD 06/01/2012 - Female LEGO observed incubating on nest for most of observation period. Female later seen off 
nest, and at least 3 young nestlings were observed in nest. Female was undisturbed during both vehicle and foot 
traffic along access road. - RQuilley
06/06/2012 - Male attending one nestling 1740. - RRadd

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 060112_rrdd_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 6/1/2012 TBD 06/01/2012 - 2 large nestlings standing on nest should fledge soon. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - Juvenile observed perched adjacent to AR 0712. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 060112_rrdd_02 CP62-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/1/2012 TBD 06/01/2012 - HOFI pair carrying nest material to corner and copulating at 0805. No accumulation visible. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - HOFI pair still carry stems and male defends against HOWR, but WEKI pursues HOFI. No 
accumulation observed. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 060112_rrdd_03 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/1/2012 TBD 06/01/2012 - Male feeds LEGO female lying in nest observed empty 24 May. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - Nestlings likely to fledge soon. - RRadd

TBD

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 060112_rrdd_04 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/1/2012 TBD 06/01/2012 - CAKI pair making frequent trips with plants and feathers at 1112. - RRadd TBD
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CALT California Towhee 060112_rrdd_05 GS-NF-13 Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/1/2012 TBD 06/01/2012 - Nest contains 1 hatchling and 2 unhatched eggs at 1215. - RRadd TBD

WEKI Western Kingbird 060112_rrdd_06 CP62-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/1/2012 TBD 06/01/2012 - WEKI pair making numerous trips, piling fresh material atop previous CAKI nest and copulating 
adjacent. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - 0722: pair to nest, one stays on nest, other defends and then departs to forage after 15 minutes. 
Pair subsequently make numerous visits, some longer, some shorter. Unclear if incubation has begun. - RRadd

TBD

LBVI Least Bell's Vireo 060112_tcer_01 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands OH - wire stringing 278 300 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 6/1/2012 6/4/2012 06/01/2012 - Nest 10% complete. New material added since yesterday. Female not observed. No activity at nest. - 
TCooper
06/04/2012 - The pair was observed together on several occasions as well as pair calls heard. The pair moved 
throughout the male’s territory both high and low in the canopy. No activity was observed at nest, though some 
new material had been added since the last check on 6/1/12 and appears about 15% complete. However, the 
front of the nest appears to have been pulled away or is otherwise missing and may no longer be active. - TCooper
06/05/2012 - No activity was observed at nest,  no new material appears to has been added to it and the adults 
are building a new nest nearby. Nest is now presumed abandoned for unknown reasons. - TCooper

No

HOFI House Finch 060112_vnik_01 EP130/EP131 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 75 100 100 100 Removed 6/1/2012 6/1/2012 06/01/2012 - Monitor observed House Finches carrying material to nest site located on underside of trailer of 
semi truck. The trailer carries the wire reels used for wire stringing and is critical to completion of line prior to 
summer deadline. Nest is approximately 10% complete.  No eggs or young are present in nest. Deterrents include 
mylar tape hung on trailer and construction activities nearby. Nest removed per NBMMP. Photos taken to 
document. Recommended that trailer be relocated and more deterrents added. - VNovik

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 060112_vnik_02 EP119-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 6/1/2012 6/1/2012 06/01/2012 - Western Kingbirds observed carrying nesting material to plate connecting Legs B and C of structure. 
Nesting material is visible sticking out of the steel from ground. Nest appears 10% complete. Bird deterrents, in 
the form of mylar tape are located in the shrubs surrounding the structure. The structure was last worked on 
5/31/12. Request to remove nest was made in order to complete the installation of the remaining steel associated 
with the structure. If the nest were to be left in place, the SRPL line would not be able to meet its deadline for 
completion. Nest was removed per NBMMP. No eggs or young were in the nest. Photos of the nest were taken. - 
VNovik

No

HOFI House Finch 060212_bald_01 CP87-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 6/2/2012 6/2/2012 06/02/2012 - HOFI nest removed per the NBMMP. Using a lift, avian biologist confirmed nest was about 50% 
complete, with no eggs or young present. Bird repellent ribbon was in place on the tower and around the work 
pad, and a plastic owl decoy is located on this tower within 50 feet of the nest. Furthermore, testing work has 
occurred at this location over the past few weeks and per the NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a 
deterrent. The nest was placed in a fold of bird deterrent netting. These HOFIs were not disturbed by human 
presence or construction activity. SDG&E may need to have access to this pole over the next week to conduct 
repair work identified in the ongoing current testing program. After determining that there were no eggs or young 
present, this nest was removed and photographed. - BArnold

No

AMKE American Kestrel 060212_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 6/2/2012 TBD 06/02/2012 - Adult AMKEs observed entering lowest hollow arms of large steel monopole within the fenced 
substation. This pair recently successfully fledged a nest located about 75 feet north of this current nest 
monopole, in a monopole about 20 feet outside of the northern substation fence (Nest ID 030212_bald-02). - 
BArnold

TBD

BEWR Bewick's Wren 060212_hwey_02 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/2/2012 TBD 06/02/2012 - BEWR observed carrying food into cavity at 1010. - HWinfrey
06/05/2012 - Adult carrying food into nest cavity at 0710. - HWinfrey

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 060212_mkhn_01 EP78-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/2/2012 TBD 06/02/2012 - Male visited nest once with nesting material with biologist standing 25 feet away. Nest is 20% 
complete. - MKuehn
06/06/2012 - No activity at nest in 20 minutes of passive observation. No detectable progress made on nest since 
first logged on 6/2. - MKuehn

TBD
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WEKI Western Kingbird 060212_mkhn_02 EP119-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 6/2/2012 6/2/2012 06/02/2012 - A pair of Western Kingbirds was observed carrying nesting material more than 5 times to a steel 
plate 40 feet high, between the A and D legs of the EP119-2 tower. At 0900, the nest appeared to be less than 
20% complete based on observations from the ground. This pair is likely the same pair that initiated 2 previously 
removed nests (Nest IDs: 053112_vnik_02 and 060112_vnik_02) in this tower on 6/1 and 5/31. The most recent 
removal occurred on 6/1 at approximately 1530, and work continued at the tower on 6/1until 1830, during which 
time the birds had not begun to establish a new nest. In addition to the two previous nest removals at this site, 
other nesting deterrents include mylar tape around the base of the tower, back bolting work conducted 
Wednesday, and the installation of materials to occupy the location of the previous nest attempt removal. 
Workers were notified that the nest must be photographed to document the absence of any eggs or young prior 
to any helicopter activity within the nest buffer, but when the crew arrived on site at 1315, they did not have any 
climbing equipment and the Skycrane helicopter was already en route to the site with the tower bridge in tow, 
making it impossible to climb the tower and provide photographic documentation of the nest contents before 
arrival of the Skycrane. After the Skycrane delivered the bridge (at 1338) the tower was climbed and the nest 
location was inspected, but no nesting material was present. It is extremely unlikely that any eggs were present 
given that (1) nest construction must have been initiated after 1830 on the previous evening and Western 
Kingbirds typically take from 4 to 8 days to completely construct a nest and commence egg-laying (Birds of North 
America Online) and (2) the nest appeared to be only 20% complete at 0900 on 6/2. The work crew was advised 
to place nesting bird deterrents (wire mesh secured with tape or zip-ties) at all brackets similar to the ones used 
by this pair in their previous 3 nesting attempts in this tower to prevent future nesting attempts from occurring. - 
MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 060212_rqey_02 CP106-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/2/2012 TBD 06/02/2012 - Nest discovered during work activities with no bird on nest. Crew was asked to halt work activities, 
and HOFI returned to nest to incubate. Incubation remained undisturbed for at least 15 minutes, and crew was 
permitted to remove equipment from site. Female left nest temporarily but returned shortly after. - RQuilley

TBD

BGGN Blue-gray Gnatcatcher 060212_rqey_03 CP106-1-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/2/2012 TBD 06/02/2012 - BGGN pair observed incubating and nest exchanging. - RQuilley TBD

HOFI House Finch 060212_rrdd_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/2/2012 TBD 06/02/2012 - HOFI tending feathered young. - RRadd TBD

HOFI House Finch 060212_rrdd_02 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/2/2012 TBD 06/02/2012 - HOFI visits fresh nest. - RRadd TBD

HOFI House Finch 060212_rrdd_03 CP86 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/2/2012 TBD 06/02/2012 - HOFI pair active, nest material visible from below. - RRadd TBD

BCHU Black-chinned Hummingbird 060212_rrdd_04 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/2/2012 TBD 06/02/2012 - Female BCHU packing lining into otherwise complete yellow nest at 1122. - RRadd TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 060212_rrdd_05 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/2/2012 TBD 06/02/2012 - LEGO pair making trips, nest is 85% complete. - RRadd TBD

BUOR Bullock's Oriole 060212_vers_01 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/2/2012 TBD 06/02/2012 - A female oriole was observed taking material from a recently-fledged nest in the same patch of 
Eucalyptus. She made several trips with nesting material into a clump of Eucalyptus foliage perhaps 15 feet from 
the old nest. She continued to make trips with material as the biologist stood on the access road, observing. It is 
difficult to make out the nest and at this point, but it is likely 5-10% complete. - VEurs

TBD

AMKE American Kestrel 060212_vers_02 TL 6915 - 171694 69kV Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 6/2/2012 TBD 06/02/2012 - On 1 June, while monitoring a nearby nest, the biologist observed a kestrel exit from the bottom of 
the upper eastern arm of the monopole when a second kestrel arrived with food. This happened twice. The 
biologist returned the next day to confirm the activity. Within 20 minutes of observation, a male arrived at the 
pole, and the female again exited the nest cavity. She soon re-entered the cavity, and the male flew off. The 
female appears to be incubating. - VEurs

TBD

HOWR House Wren 060312_bald_01 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/3/2012 TBD 06/03/2012 - Adult HOWR observed bringing food items to nest. Avian biologist backed off to allow feeding. 
Adults came to within 2 feet of biologist. - BArnold

TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 060312_hwey_01 EP67 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/3/2012 TBD 06/03/2012 - LASP pair was observed gathering food and carrying it to nest at 1240. There are 3 nestlings in nest 
that appeared to be 1 day old. Female then settled onto nest, brooding. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 060312_mbhn_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/3/2012 TBD 06/03/2012 - A female HOFI was observed from a distance of 25 feet and flying underneath the storage trailer 
numerous times. When the biologist approached the underside of the trailer, the female flew out. Upon 
inspection, a fully formed nest containing 4 eggs was discovered. The biologist then retreated back to a distance 
of 75 feet to continue observing the HOFI's activity. Both the male and female HOFIs returned to the nest after 5 
minutes and appeared unaffected by the biologist's presence. When the biologist returned to set up a buffer and 
hammer stakes in, the female HOFI stayed on the nest. - MBahn

TBD

HOWR House Wren 060312_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/3/2012 TBD 06/03/2012 - HOWR male strident at customary song perch adjacent to cavity and periodic entry indicates new 
brood maybe in progress. - RRadd

TBD

HOOR Hooded Oriole 060312_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/3/2012 TBD 06/03/2012 - HOOR male leading female to this location at 0848 and subsequently female begins stringing fiber at 
0855. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 060312_rrdd_03 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/3/2012 TBD 06/03/2012 - HOFI pair visit nest containing 4 eggs. - RRadd TBD
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HOFI House Finch 060312_rrdd_04 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/3/2012 TBD 06/03/2012 - HOFI pair visit nest containing 4 eggs. - RRadd TBD

HOFI House Finch 060312_rrdd_05 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/3/2012 TBD 06/03/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs at 1212. - RRadd TBD

HOFI House Finch 060412_ahll_01 EP36-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 6/4/2012 6/4/2012 06/04/2012 - Biologist observed female bringing nest material to a nest located in the leg c joint. Nest was 
verified by lineman to contain no eggs and was removed under supervision of onsite biologist. Nest was less than 
100% complete and mylar deterrents were strung on tower. Nest was removed as per NBMMP, based on high risk 
of nest failure with the proposed construction activities. - AHill

Yes

HOFI House Finch 060412_bald_01 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 6/4/2012 6/4/2012 06/04/2012 - HOFI nest removed per the NBMMP. Using a lift, avian biologist confirmed nest was about 80% 
complete, with no eggs or young present. Bird repellent ribbon was in place on the tower and around the work 
pad, and a plastic owl decoy is located on this tower within 50 feet of the nest. Furthermore, testing work has 
occurred at this location over the past few weeks and per the NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a 
deterrent. The nest was placed in a fold of bird deterrent netting. These HOFIs were not disturbed by human 
presence or construction activity. SDG&E may need to have access to this pole over the next week to conduct 
repair work identified in the ongoing current testing program. After determining that there were no eggs or young 
present, this nest was photographed en situ, removed and again photographed. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 060412_kats_01 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 6/4/2012 6/4/2012 06/04/2012 - A HOFI pair was observed building a nest under a flatbed trailer used to transport wire reels. This 
trailer was to be used well within the anticipated nest cycle to transport wire to upcoming pulls, necessitating 
removal to keep the project on schedule. Deterrents were present in the form of mylar tape at strategic points of 
the trailer. No eggs or young were present, as the nest was only 10% complete. The nest was photographed and 
removed, per the NBMMP. Additional deterrents were placed into the nesting area following the removal. - 
KAlberts

No

CALT California Towhee 060412_ltiw_01 EP112A-1-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/4/2012 TBD 06/04/2012 - During active nest searching, an adult California Towhee flew from the nest that contained 2 eggs 
and 1 newly hatched nestling. - LTymkiw
06/06/2012 - Female California Towhee brooding 3 small downy nestlings. - PKonrad

TBD

COHU Costa's Hummingbird 060412_ltiw_02 EP112A-1-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/4/2012 TBD 06/04/2012 - Female Costa's Hummingbird at nest with 2 eggs. - LTymkiw
06/06/2012 - A female Costa's Hummingbird is incubating amid K-max helicopter work nearby. - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 060412_mdus_01 CP98-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/4/2012 TBD 06/04/2012 - A female House Finch was observed collecting bits of Stylocline gnaphalioides and carrying it to the 
base of the lowest west tower arm. - MDicus

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 060412_mkhn_01 EP220-1 Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/4/2012 TBD 06/04/2012 - Duplicate entry. - MKuehn
06/04/2012 - Observed incubation switch. Nest contains 1 egg. - MKuehn

TBD

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 060412_rqey_01 CP63-3 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/4/2012 TBD 06/04/2012 - 1 kingbird, presumably female, observed hunting in close proximity to nest and intermittently 
visiting nest for periods of 5-20 minutes at a time presumably incubating; however nest cannot be seen from 
ground level. Kingbird also observed defending area against Cooper's Hawk as it flew by. Bird did not show any 
signs of disturbance from all work activities. - RQuilley
06/06/2012 - Following 30 minutes of inactivity a CAKI visited this location then perched nearby. No nest 
materials can be detected when viewed at 30x from distance. - RRadd

TBD

MODO Mourning Dove 060412_rrdd_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/4/2012 TBD 06/04/2012 - MODO pair bring sticks to nest which is 50% complete at 0915. - RRadd TBD

HOFI House Finch 060412_rrdd_02 CP54-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/4/2012 TBD 06/04/2012 - HOFI pair making trips with thistle stems to upper anti-climb guards from 1225-1240. - RRadd TBD

HOFI House Finch 060412_rrdd_03 GS-NF-10 Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/4/2012 TBD 06/04/2012 - HOFI female visits nest at 1512, found to be containing 2 eggs at 1532. - RRadd TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 060412_tdla_01 EP32-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/4/2012 TBD 06/04/2012 - Multiple nest exchanges observed between 1700 and 1730. Male seems to be the primary 
incubator. Cup nest looks tidy and complete. - TDipaola

TBD

HOFI House Finch 060412_vers_01 TL6915/6924 - 171683 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/4/2012 TBD 06/04/2012 - There is a new nest in the eastern arm of the 69kV pole 171683. A female House Finch spent about 
3 minutes in the bracket while the male perched on a different arm, singing. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 060412_vnik_01 EP125 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 6/4/2012 6/4/2012 06/04/2012 - Monitor observed House Finch carrying material to easternmost traveler on tower. Birds observed 
making several trips. Crew checked nest and confirmed no eggs or young in nest. Nest appears 50% complete. 
Foam deterrent was placed in traveler to discourage nesting. Nest removed to continue wire pulling to meet 
deadline of line. Nest was removed per NBMMP. Photos of nest were taken. - VNovik

No

HOFI House Finch 060512_hwey_01 Wilson Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/5/2012 TBD 06/05/2012 - Female on nest at 0950. - HWinfrey TBD

HOFI House Finch 060512_hwey_02 Wilson Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/5/2012 TBD 06/05/2012 - Female on nest at 1000 with male attending. - HWinfrey TBD
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CALT California Towhee 060512_mkhn_01 EP71-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/5/2012 TBD 06/05/2012 - Nest contains at least two, 3-5 day old nestlings. Adult visited nest with food and begging could be 
heard from 15 feet away. - MKuehn

TBD

MODO Mourning Dove 060512_rrdd_01 GS-NF-13 Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/5/2012 TBD 06/05/2012 - MODO incubating 2 eggs 1421. - RRadd TBD

PSFL Pacific-slope Flycatcher 060512_rrdd_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/5/2012 TBD 06/05/2012 - PSFL feeding small hatched young 1630. - RRadd TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 060512_vers_01 CP49PS Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/5/2012 TBD 06/05/2012 - While monitoring a nearby nest, the biologist's attention was drawn to a female Anna's 
Hummingbird. She flew to a nest containing 2 nearly grown nestlings. - VEurs

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 060612_bald_01 SUNCREST Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/6/2012 TBD 06/06/2012 - Female incubating 2 eggs. Flushed at about 15 feet on foot. Remained on nest while truck traffic 
passed slowly by within 5 to 10 feet. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 060612_bald_02 CP95-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/6/2012 TBD 06/06/2012 - HOFI pair making repeated trips to top of shroud with nesting material, then dropping down into 
shroud. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 060612_lgan_01 CP81-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/6/2012 TBD 06/06/2012 - A pair of House Finches was building a nest. The female was observed bringing nesting material to 
the nest, which appeared to be approximately 80% complete. The House Finch continued to build the nest when 
the biologist stayed inside her vehicle from approximately 25 feet away. - LGorman

TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 060612_mdus_01 SLR substation substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 6/6/2012 TBD 06/06/2012 - CAGN pair observed making frequent trips with larvae and other food items to a nest with at least 3 
recently hatched nestlings. - MDicus

TBD

SPTO Spotted Towhee 060612_mkhn_01 GS-NF-28 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/6/2012 TBD 06/06/2012 - Adult visited nest several times with coarse nesting material. Nest is 50% complete. Cup is loosely 
formed. - MKuehn

TBD

ACWO Acorn Woodpecker 060612_rrdd_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/6/2012 TBD 06/06/2012 - ACWO pair carry food to cavity 0638-0700. - RRadd TBD

HOWR House Wren 060612_rrdd_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/6/2012 TBD 06/06/2012 - Likely a second brood for this pair. Female carries small nest material to cavity and remains in cavity. 
- RRadd

TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 060612_tcer_01 CP17-1-E-B Access Road Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 6/6/2012 TBD 06/06/2012 - Both adults building, nest 50% complete. - TCooper TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 060612_tcer_02 CP14-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 6/6/2012 TBD 06/06/2012 - Adults present at nest, as well as a least two juv. CAGN in territory. - TCooper TBD

COHU Costa's Hummingbird 060612_vnik_01 Bartlett / Hauser Creek Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/6/2012 TBD 06/06/2012 - Observed bird with material and one egg in nest. - VNovik TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 120511_imll_01 CP64-2-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 145 500 500 500 Presumed Fledged 12/5/2011 5/15/2012 12/05/2011 - Pair of Red-tailed hawks observed bringing nesting material to previously existing nest from 2011 
season. Pair made multiple trips between 0930 and 1030 and did not appear disturbed by Project-related traffic 
operating up to 120 feet from the nest, including the use of multiple gates within the 500-foot buffer. - IMaunsell
12/13/2011 - One adult hawk was observed flying from the nest area away to the west. No work was occurring. 
Weather conditions included constant light precipitation, which may have suppressed nesting behavior. - 
IMaunsell
12/22/2011 - No activity observed at nest between 0730 and 0800. No work was occurring on the site. - IMaunsell
12/30/2011 - No activity observed at nest from 0930-1020. One adult was perched in adjacent oak tree and 
another hawk was perched on a smaller oak approximately 800 feet to the west. - IMaunsell
01/06/2012 - One hawk observed on nest at approximately 0800, potentially egg laying. After approximately 3 
minutes, another hawk flew into the nest with an item in its beak. This item could have been nesting material or 
food. Neither bird appeared deterred by frequent helicopter traffic or vehicle traffic along the access road. - 
IMaunsell
01/09/2012 - RTHA on this territory did not interact with nest during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - RTHA perched above nest flushed at Air-crane flyover and did not return during 30 minute 
observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - One RTHA observed perched up near nest for approximately 15 minutes did not directly interact 
with nest. Location prevents sufficient view of the nest cup to discern a low lying hawk. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - RTHA pair observed copulating away from nest. Monitor reports fresh material added to nest on 29 
January. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA pair driving juvenile RTHA from territory, followed by pair-bonding displays. They did not 
settle on nest during two 20 minute observations. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Status is unclear - egg-laying appears to be on hiatus - two nest visits from 1427-1735 during which 
nest material was arranged, but otherwise activity is low. Rain yesterday. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - RTHA Standing on nest for 20 minutes. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - Despite nest visits, no incubation appears yet in progress. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation - presumed incubating. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - RTHA incubating and does not leave nest during 20 minute observation on rainy day. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - RTHA incubating, does not leave nest during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
04/11/2012 - RTHA prone on nest in light rain at 1208 gives no indication of hatched young. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Adult RTHA feeding at least 2 downy young at 0708. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nestlings have feathered wings and exercise periodically. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Young have well developed secondaries, are mostly feathered and spend time standing at nest, 
exercising wings   RRadd

Yes
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June 14, 2012 
SDG&E Sunrise Powerlink 

Dayle Cheever  
Environmental Mitigation Manager 
San Diego Gas & Electric 
Sunrise Powerlink 
1010 Tavern Road 
Alpine, CA 91901 
  
Subject:  Sunrise Powerlink Arroyo Toad Monthly Progress Report #10 

May 12, 2012 to June 14, 2012 
 

Dear Mrs. Cheever: 

The San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E) Sunrise Powerlink project has several protective measures in place to 
avoid, minimize, and/or mitigate for impacts to the federally-endangered arroyo toad (Anaxyrus californicus; 
ARTO). ARTO exclusion fencing, vegetation clearing, survey procedures, reporting requirements and relocation 
procedures follow the “Arroyo Toad Relocation Plan” (Plan; RECON 2010), United States Fish & Wildlife Service 
(USFWS) Biological Opinion, SDG&E Sunrise Powerlink Special-Status Species Construction Monitoring 
Approaches (SSCMA; SDG&E, Version 9, updated January 18, 2012), guidelines presented in the “Declining 
Amphibian Task Force Fieldwork Code of Practice” document, and additional superseding agency-approved 
modifications to said documents and procedures. SDG&E is required to submit monthly progress reports 
detailing ARTO activities to the wildlife agencies and other parties as necessary or requested. SDG&E 
commenced ARTO monitoring and surveys on August 18, 2011 on the existing access road in McAlmond Canyon 
that runs between structures EP53-3 and EP49. Since that time, ARTO fencing work, construction activities, 
and/or ARTO surveys have occurred at all three required occupied ARTO areas: McAlmond Canyon, Long Potrero 
and Hauser Canyon (figures attached).  

This is the tenth monthly Sunrise Powerlink Arroyo Toad Monthly Progress Report, and summarizes ARTO 
monitoring, surveys, construction, and fence installation for said areas between May 12, 2012 and June 14, 
2012. To date no ARTO have been observed during construction fencing or monitoring within impact areas. As 
detailed in the previous report, five ARTO were observed on the Long Potrero Mitigation Property south of the 
Project ROW, four of which were observed in the absence of rainfall or significant soil moisture. 

ARTO surveys are now complete in all construction areas within ARTO occupied habitat in McAlmond Canyon, 
Long Potrero, and Hauser Canyon. Unless additional work areas are requested or significant fences breaches 
occur during a time when toads are active, no more night time surveys are scheduled. Daily general inspection 
surveys within ARTO fencing will be completed until project completion. Once the project is complete, fencing 
will be removed under the supervision of an approved ARTO handler. 

During the period covered in this report, only toad fence maintenance occurred as needed in areas where the 
fence was damaged or compromised by vehicle traffic during construction activities. All areas of damaged fence, 
for example near EP76-2-E (photos attached), were addressed and fixed same day. Toad fence breaches did not 
persist through the nighttime hours per project mitigation measures. 
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Installation and Inspection of Exclusion Fencing 

McAlmond Canyon: The installation of ARTO exclusion fencing along the primary access road concluded on 
August 31, as described in a previous report. Tower sites were subsequently completed, and ARTO surveys have 
been completed in all areas. Toad guards have been installed at the east and west ends of the access road. Daily 
inspections of the fence at all areas within McAlmond Canyon were conducted by approved biological monitors, 
ARTO biologists, and/or PAR Electric environmental personnel, and repairs were made by Warren James 
Construction and/or PAR Electric personnel with the assistance of biological monitors and ARTO biologists, as 
available and/or necessary, in order to remain in compliance with project mitigation measures. 

Long Potrero: Vegetation clearing activities associated with fence installation and ARTO fence installation is 
complete. All required fence and toad guards have been installed. Daily inspections of the fence at all areas 
within Long Potrero were conducted by approved biological monitors, ARTO biologists, and/or PAR Electric 
environmental personnel, and repairs were made by Warren James Construction and/or PAR Electric personnel 
with the assistance of biological monitors and ARTO biologists, as available and/or necessary, in order to remain 
in compliance with project mitigation measures. Any repairs were monitored by an approved ARTO handler.  

Hauser Canyon:  The installation of ARTO exclusion fencing along the access roads and work sites concluded on 
February 25, as described in a previous report. Vegetation clearing activities are complete and helo-reinforced 
ARTO exclusion fencing has been installed at all tower sites to ensure integrity during helicopter operations and 
construction activities. All required fence and toad guards have been installed. Inspections have been completed 
by various biological monitors present in the area. ARTO surveys have been completed in all areas. Daily 
inspections of the fence at all areas within McAlmond Canyon were conducted by approved biological monitors, 
ARTO biologists, and/or PAR Electric environmental personnel, and repairs were made by Warren James 
Construction and/or PAR Electric personnel with the assistance of biological monitors and ARTO biologists, as 
available and/or necessary, in order to remain in compliance with project mitigation measures. 

Two incidents occurred in the Hauser Canyon area in which the fence was knocked down by vehicular traffic (see 
photos).  Both of these incidents occurred during the day and were immediately repaired in the presence of a 
biologist.  No toads were observed during the fence repair and no impacts to arroyo toad occurred. 

All mitigation measures relevant for the protection of ARTO and all other biological resources were adhered to 
throughout the vegetation clearing and fence installation procedures in all three areas. No remedial measures to 
avoid, minimize, or mitigate for any potential impacts to ARTO were necessary during the installation or 
inspection activities. 

Simulated or Natural Rain Events and Nocturnal Surveys 

Following a simulated or natural rain event, ARTO biologists conduct surveys following parameters described 
within the Declining Amphibian Task Force guidelines, as well as Sunrise Powerlink documents and mitigation 
measures relevant for this species. These surveys begin 45 minutes after sunset and are conducted during 
conditions when amphibians were presumed or documented active. Biologists slowly walk within the fenced 
areas and search for toad presence with headlamps and/or flashlights, looking for eyeshine, toads, and/or toad 
movement. Surveys also include adjacent small mammal burrows and areas of leaf litter. 
 
No simulated or significant natural rain events occurred in May 2012 at any of the three ARTO locations. 
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No ARTO were observed within, around, or near the exclusion fencing. Wildlife species found within the fenced 
areas were translocated outside the fenced area or allowed to exit via their own means.  
 
Toad Guards 

Toad guards are installed on the access roads at all fence area entrances and exits, and at the edge of the 
fencing where non-project use roads intersect the exclusion areas. The design includes varying lengths 
(depending on road width) 8-inch deep steel cattle guards with rounded slats. The guards are placed on the 
ground surface and have class 2 base gravel ramped up to both ends. The exclusion fencing is installed up to the 
edges on the exclusion side of the guard. The guard is left open to the sides outside of the fenced area so that 
wildlife can escape (see photo below). Any herpetiles that approach the guard from the surrounding non-
excluded area will fall into the guard and can escape to either side. The depth of the cattle guards is sufficient to 
prevent all toads and most frogs from jumping up through the guard and being able to enter the exclusion area.    

Vehicles and other equipment can travel over the guards without having to remove and reinstall a fenced 
entrance. This design is particularity effective for areas that are exposed to other off-road vehicular activity, 
including U.S. Border Patrol traffic. Non-project related traffic can cross through the excluded area without 
removing or smashing fencing. This design is also unique because it allows wildlife to escape the excluded area 
unaided by biologists.   

The guards are inspected daily during fence inspections to ensure wildlife does not remain under the guard and 
sediment does not accumulate under the guard. If sediment is allowed to accumulate, the guard area may 
become attractive to burrowing wildlife or accumulate enough material to allow wildlife to climb into the 
exclusion area. 

Toad guards were designed through collaboration between ARTO biologists Kris Alberts and Andrew Borcher, 
and PAR Electrical engineers. Guard design and installation was approved via email by USFWS for this project.  

Discussion and Recommendations 

The complete absence of toads from within the exclusion fencing from areas previously surveyed and cleared 
indicate that the fencing and maintenance procedures are effective in preventing toad species from entering 
project areas. Daily site inspections are ongoing at this time to ensure fence integrity, and no significant 
breaches that would require follow-up surveys have occurred to date. The fence will be closely monitored 
throughout the arroyo toad breeding season to ensure a 100% exclusion rate. 

To date, no ARTO or egg masses have been observed in any of the construction areas. As detailed in last month’s 
report, the five ARTO observed in late April in the adjacent habitat on the Long Potrero Mitigation Property 
indicate that these toads were at least temporarily active, and could have bred had conditions improved. 
However, due to a lack of significant rainfall in May and it being a relatively dry year overall, water flow in the 
occupied habitat adjacent to the project areas is not sufficient for ARTO breeding success and no egg masses 
and/or tadpoles have been observed this season. 

 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns regarding this progress report. I can be reached at 
kalberts@chambersgroupinc.com or 949-933-6505.  
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Respectfully, 

CHAMBERS GROUP, INC. 

 

Kris Alberts 
Senior Biologist / Project Manager / Arroyo Toad Resource Lead 

 

ATTACHMENTS 

Arroyo Toad Exclusion Fence Maps:  McAlmond Canyon, Long Potrero and Hauser Canyon 
Photographs 
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Photo 1.  Vehicle damaged toad fence near EP76-2-E, before repair. 

 

Photo 2.  Toad fence near EP76-2-E after same day repair. 
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Photo 3.  Vehicle damaged toad fence near EP76-2-E, before repair. 

 

Photo 4.  Toad fence near EP76-2-E after same day repair. Broken stakes were subsequently replaced 
after the immediate repair. 
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010312_imll_01 CP6-1-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 400 500 425 425 Fledged 1/3/2012 6/1/2012 01/03/2012 - Pair was observed occupying nest areas between 1200 and 1330 on 12/30/2011. One hawk brought 

nesting material to the nest and perched on the nest on multiple occasions. The other hawk of the pair perched 
adjacent to the nest on the tower. Neither bird appeared deterred by continuing conventional foundation work 
occurring at the site. - IMaunsell
01/12/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship display, followed by one hawk bringing decorations to the nest and standing 
in the nest. - RRadd
01/20/2012 - Female bringing nest material and periodically lying on nest, male attends less often. Considerable 
fresh eucalyptus greens on nest since last monitoring, but pair still spending long periods away from tower. - 
RRadd
01/23/2012 - RTHA female lying on nest and male adjacent on tower - 0730-0745. K-Max arrives at 0746 and 
female departs, returning briefly at 0749 to perch next to male (who remains on tower). Helicopter activities 
continue. Female departs again - 0750. Male departs 0751. Both birds leave the area and do not return. 
Helicopter continues through 0802. Link Lead and Avian Team Lead notified.  Helicopter subsequently returns and 
construction activity continues; RTHAs not observed again. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No RTHAs associating with nest or tower site during one hour observation. A pair of RTHA was 
observed approximately 1000 feet north of CP6 but these birds did not approach the nest area. - RRadd
01/27/2012 - Male RTHA noted briefly on nest tower prior to construction activity, but no hawks observed with 
1500 feet of nest while work occurring. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - RTHA pair generally staying away from nest during work activity. Copulation observed 350 feet 
south-west of nest at 10:17 during period of low work activity, followed by pair moving away from nest area. 
Avian Biologist (M. Dicus) reports female returned to nest at 12:23. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - Nesting activities were monitored continuously between 0710 and 1720 during wire pulling 
operations.  Observations include:
0710 - Adult female RTHA observed on nest, adult male soaring overhead.  0715 - Pair leave nest and fly out of 
view.  0720 - UPC construction crew arrive at CP6 for wire pulling.  0915 - Pair observed perching on Sunrise tower 
CP6 for approximately 5 minutes before flying out of view.  0930 - Helicopter began flying sock line between CP15 
and CP3.  1015 - Pair observed copulating on existing lattice tower east of nest.  1030-1215 - Intermittent 
courtship displays, soaring, and perching in vicinity of CP6, CP7, nest tower, and lattice structure to east.  1215 - 
Adult female returned to nest.  Construction activities at this time were minimal--no helicopters.  1230 - Adult 
female left nest.  No change in construction activity. - JDicus
01/30/2012 - 1445 - Adult female perched on edge of nest for 30 seconds before leaving again.  No change in 
construction activity.  1610 - Adult perched on lattice tower above nest.  1630 - Adult landed at nest.  1632 - Adult 
left nest and flew to northwest out of view.  No change in construction activity at this time. - JDicus
01/31/2012  The nest was monitored continuously between 0700 and 1740 during wire pulling activities  

Yes

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010312_pkad_04 EP32-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Other 20 500 500 500 Presumed Fledged 1/3/2012 5/21/2012 01/03/2012 - Nest looks built up since last observed in dilapidated shape in September (may be active); 1 adult 
Red-tailed Hawk perched in tree 200 feet west, hunting. - PKonrad
01/09/2012 - No apparent changes at nest. Pair of Red-tailed Hawks soaring low over nest and higher to west of 
nest; female is missing secondary feathers on both wings. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched on highest pole 300 feet southeast of nest site; male soon begins 
soaring over area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - No hawks observed in area; no indication of recent activity at nest. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - No hawks observed in area and no recent activity apparent at nest. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - No apparent activity at nest; 1 Red-tailed Hawk flew in to perch on pole 400 feet northeast of the 
nest site after 15 minutes of observing the area (no indication of attachment to the nest during another 15 
minute period). - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - No activity observed at nest over a 45 minute period. - AHill
02/15/2012 - No hawks observed in area, although nest may be built up more than last week. Rare slow Sunrise, 
City, and Border Patrol drive-by vehicles. - PKonrad
02/15/2012 - No activity observed over an hour span in morning. - AHill
02/22/2012 - Adult female Red-tailed Hawk standing on nest, bending over twice during 40 minute period. Male 
initially perched on pole 250 feet north of nest; eventually soared low over nest, then soared higher and out of 
area. After leaving for 15 minutes, the biologist returned to find female in incubating (or egg laying) position. 
Some slow Sunrise, City, and Border Patrol traffic passes along access road, but no response by female on nest. - 
PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Observed an adult incubating on nest. Installed additional nest buffer signs for drive through only 
Sunrise use. - AHill
02/27/2012 - Adult on nest incubating. Not disturbed by light, slow drive through traffic. - AHill
02/29/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on nest. Periodic slow, Sunrise, City, and Border Patrol drive-by 
vehicles. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Female seen on nest incubating and shading. Male was observed perched and preening on a nearby 
tree. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
03/10/2012 - Adult on nest incubating. - AHill
03/12/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tree nest; another adult perched on pole to northwest. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest did not flush as biologist drove past. Nest is intact after storm event. - VEurs
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest incubating. - AHill
03/23/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing over nest with head down, then settled into brooding position with 
considerable extra effort  This behavior and date of initial incubating suggests nestlings have hatched and/or are 

Yes

Nearest Project Feature
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Nearest Project Feature

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010412_imll_02 EP236-1/EP237-1 PS-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/4/2012 TBD 01/04/2012 - No activity was observed at the nest. Nest is old and continues to be unoccupied. This nest was 
monitored throughout the 2011 season. No whitewash, fresh material, or prey remains were observed. - 
IMaunsell
01/10/2012 - No raptor or raven activity in area. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No birds observed in area of nest. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No raptors, owls, or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No change to nest; no ravens or raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - No raptors, ravens, or owls observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Nest looks unchanged and unused. No raptors or ravens in area. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area (except kestrel); nest unchanged. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - No sign of activity at nest, no raptors or ravens in area. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - No raptors or ravens were observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk is incubating on tower nest that appears to be slightly built up since the last 
nest visit. Rare slow Sunrise and Border Patrol traffic along access road to EP236 - EP237 PS-E pullsite. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - An adult flew to nest and began to incubate when biologist was 1800 feet away. The adult remained 
on the nest for the next 25 minutes while biologist drove by twice on access road and parked 300 feet away to 
make signs and mark buffer. Another adult visited nest and fed incubating mate with biologist outside of parked 
vehicle 300 feet away. A 300-foot, drive-through only buffer was established and marked with signs. - MKuehn
04/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating low, so only the very top of its head is visible on the tower nest. - 
PKonrad
04/13/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on side of the nest, presumably exposing downy nestlings to the 
ambient weather and sunshine, while another adult is soaring low over the area south of the nest. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - Initially, the head of an adult could be seen above the nest. Soon, an adult Red-tailed Hawk flew 
from the northwest to the nest with mammalian prey, left prey at nest and flew back to the northwest along 
ridge. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk can be seen standing on the nest, presumably shading unseen nestlings. - 
PKonrad
05/18/2012 - No adult or nestling Red-tailed Hawks can be seen at this nest, but nestlings may be lying low while 
adults are hunting or loafing away from the nest. - PKonrad
05/23/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is perched on the nest, leaning forward and probably shading unseen 
nestlings in the nest   PKonrad

TBD

GHOW Great Horned Owl 010412_kwer_01 EP228 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 258 500 250 250 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

1/4/2012 3/20/2012 01/04/2012 - No activity, no new material, and no whitewash observed. - KWeber
01/11/2012 - No owls or raptors observed in area and sign of activity at old nest. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No owls or raptors in area, even though avian biologist walked among non-native trees in area to 
check for any perched large species. Crew working on tower EP227 about 1,100 feet to west. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No owls or raptors observed, and no sign of activity at old nest. - PKonrad
02/02/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating on nest. - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - Great Horned Owl is incubating. - PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on nest. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Great Horned Owl brooding low in nest - eggs should be hatched now. Micropile drilling with low 
noise and some dust at site. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding low in nest in wind. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Owl observed lying on nest. - BArnold
03/15/2012 - The owl was observed on the nest. K-max flew in the four legs for the tower. The owl remained in 
the nest when the K-max was over the tower site. It appeared that the owl would get lower in the nest when the K-
max was over the site. When the first leg was delivered to the site, there was some rotor wash that visibly shook 
the tree that the nest is located in. However, it appeared that the owl was ultimately tolerant of all the 
construction activities today. Remained incubating. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - No owls were present in the nest, and an egg was on the ground below the nest. The nest appeared 
to be sliding out of the tree slightly, and the past 3 days have been characterized by low temperatures, high 
winds, heavy rain, and snow. - VNovik

No
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010412_pkad_02 EP220-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/4/2012 TBD 01/04/2012 - No sign of raptors in area or activity at the nest. - PKonrad
01/10/2012 - No apparent activity at nest, but 1 Red-tailed Hawk perched in new Sunrise metal tower to south 
and another perched on rock outcrop to north; neither reacted to my approach to the nest. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No activity noted at nest, but 1 hawk perched on new Sunrise tower called twice as bio approached 
nest. Earlier, a pair of RTHA was soaring low over area. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was soaring very high above nest site when I arrived near nest. - PKonrad
01/31/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched atop Sunrise tower to south of nest site; soared to east. No hawk or 
activity apparent at nest. - PKonrad
02/02/2012 - 2 Red-tailed Hawks were observed soaring east of EP219. They did not associate with the nest. - 
KWeber
02/07/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - No change at nest and no raptors in area. - PKonrad
02/24/2012 - No raptors in area; nest unchanged and unused. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - No hawks observed in area; nest unattended. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew from nest. Nest looks built up, but could not discern if the hawk was 
loafing, nest building, or incubating. Because hawk flew without hesitation as avian biologist came into view, it 
suggests the raptor was not incubating. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk observed on nest. Nest looks complete. - VNovik
03/27/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating low in tree nest. Crews in position to pull wire. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest, lying very low. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - No Red-tailed Hawks observed initially, so the nest was re-checked several hours later when an 
adult Red-tailed Hawk was incubating. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk soared overhead, calling periodically as another Red-tailed Hawk was incubating on 
the tree nest. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Both adult Red-tailed Hawks near nest, calling territorially; 1 perched on new power line while 
another flew in from the south and landed on the nearby Sunrise tower. It is expected that the nest contains small 
downy nestlings at this time. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - At least 2 small downy nestlings can be seen in the nest. The pair of adults flew in and soared 
overhead, calling territorially. When the avian biologist returned to his vehicle, the adult hawks perched on 1 of 
the new power lines, between the yellow and orange balls, and called territorially. - PKonrad
05/08/2012 - Pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks very territorial, calling, diving and soaring overhead, but cannot see 
contents of nest, which should contain half-grown nestlings. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched on the power line near the east side of the tower bridge; it 
called periodically during the nest check  At least 3 downy nestlings can be seen peering above the rim of the 

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010412_pkad_04 EP219-1/EP220-1 PS-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/4/2012 TBD 01/04/2012 - A pair of Red-tailed Hawks soared overhead while we approached nest, then perched on pole 600 
feet west-southwest of nest. - PKonrad
01/10/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was flying over the area, and eventually perched 15 feet above the nest. - 
PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No raptors observed in area during 3 nest site observations while working in the area. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched above nest, after initially seeing a pair of Red-tails perched 
on a pole along access road northeast of nest. - PKonrad
01/31/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - No apparent activity at nest, but an adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on pole to southwest. A pair of 
Red-tailed Hawks is perched on next pole to west. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk with 'orange'-colored underside perched in tree above nest. No apparent 
change to nest. - PKonrad
02/24/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk soaring high near nest; no apparent change to nest.  During return drive-
by,  a Red-tail was perched in tree next to nest tree. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Initially, 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on pole along access road north of nest. Didn't see any 
hawks in area during return to area. Very rare slow Sunrise traffic (2 pickups) along access road. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew to nest from the east and perched on the nest rim. Yesterday, a Red-tail 
was observed standing on the nest, seemingly arranging nest material. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was observed soaring low near the nest site, but no activity was observed 
at the nest during 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
03/27/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tree nest. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest that looks like it has been built up appreciably in the past 
week. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk is incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on the side of the nest, periodically bending over a mass of small 
downy white nestlings. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - No adult Red-tailed Hawks or nestlings were observed initially, but 4 hours later, 1 adult and at least 
2 downy nestlings could be seen on the nest platform. - PKonrad
05/08/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is standing on the nest with at least 1 large downy nestling. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - A Red-tailed Hawk is standing on the nest along with 1 large downy nestling in sight. - PKonrad
05/24/2012 - A well-feathered nestling was standing on the nest and stretched its wings; later, an adult flew to 
the nest from the south. - PKonrad
05/31/2012  A fully feathered newly 'fledged' Red tailed Hawk is perched in the nest tree about 12 feet north of 

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_pkad_02 EP256 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 320 500 300 300 Presumed Fledged 1/5/2012 5/24/2012 01/05/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
01/10/2012 - No raptors observed in the area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk dived down to nest where it perched for a few minutes before moving to structure 
metal adjacent to nest. After several minutes, the well-fed adult flew west. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - No apparent activity at nest; 1 Red-tailed Hawk observed soaring low 400 feet northwest of site for 
a short time. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but it appears that a lot of new nesting material has been added to this 
nest during the past week. - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk flew to nest and remained for 5 minutes before flying along slope and landing 400 
feet from nest. Due to wind, unable to determine if it had a stick. Nest is built up; hawk(s) are probably in nest 
building stage, therefore may be active by definition. Status unclear and will continue to monitor. 45 minute 
observation period. - PKonrad
02/20/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating, while second hawk soared overhead, then landed on slope to 
southeast of nest. Incubating hawk stood up for a few minutes, then resumed its incubation position on the nest. - 
PKonrad
02/24/2012 - Both adults observed at nest with one on the nest. Appeared to be adjusting itself on the nest. 
Observed flushing from nest when Border Patrol vehicle drove up the access road to the tower twice. - VNovik
02/27/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on SWPL tower nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Adult observed incubating on nest in windy, snowy conditions. - JPawlicki
03/05/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk initially incubating on tower nest. At 14:15 an adult Red-tail landed on the side of 
the nest and soon both adults soared to the north for a few hundred feet before the female soared back to the 
nest while the male continued to soar along the mountain slope. Female resumed incubating. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tower nest, and adult Red-tailed Hawk soared low over area west of 
nest tower. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk is on nest, probably brooding newly hatched nestlings at this time, judging 
from the nest chronology that has been documented to date. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on side of nest, probably exposing young downy nestlings to the 
ambient sun and weather. - PKonrad
04/14/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - At least 2 medium-sized nestlings being fed by adult Red-tailed Hawk. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - A medium-sized downy nestling can be seen standing upright in the nest; no Red-tailed Hawk adults 
were observed in the area   PKonrad

Yes

RSHA Red-shouldered Hawk 010512_rrdd_01 Alpine Underground Ductbank Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 157 500 130 130 Nest did not reach active stage 1/5/2012 4/23/2012 01/05/2012 - No occupants in attendance during initial 15-minute observation period, RSHA perched and calling a 
hundred feet away. - RRadd
01/05/2012 - No occupants in attendance during initial 15-minute observation period. - KAlberts
01/13/2012 - No raptors observed near or at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/18/2012 - No visible improvements to nest and no raptors observed in association. - RRadd
01/28/2012 - RSHA pair vocal on territory but not associating with nest or exhibiting explicit breeding behaviors. 
No additions visible in nest. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - Calling RSHA was 300 feet from nest remained distant during 30 minute observation. No visible 
improvements have been made to nest. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - Cool and rainy day; RSHA on territory but nest has not been improved. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - No RSHA detected during 30 minute observation. No improvements to nest. Sycamore has yet to 
foliate. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - CORA pair removing sticks from this nest. Agitated RSHA nearby does not intervene. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - Nest inactive, as a raptor has not yet occupied it, and a CORA was observed dismantling it. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - Nest remains substantial and is likely to become active as RSHA elsewhere are still commencing 
nesting. RSHA remain vocal and active on this territory. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - RSHA pair copulate at 0807, and then fly to nest under AMCR harassment at 0811. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - RSHA male on territory, but female not detected during 20 minute observation. Wet and windy 
morning is suppressing all breeding activity today. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Upon arrival, pair was perched in oak about 200 feet west of nest, with a crow. Nest appears intact 
after storm event. After about 10 minutes, one adult flew to nest with a small branch, pursued by crow. Second 
hawk remained in the oak tree. - VEurs
03/24/2012 - No RSHA detected from 0708-0742. Second visit 0845-0852; RSHA heard calling in dense fog on 
territory. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed at 1200-1215. - HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1100 to 1145. RSHA heard calling in area once. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No activity observed at nest, and no RSHA detected in area. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity at nest and no RSHA detected in area. Nest is easily visible from above and does not 
appear to contain eggs. No incubating adult has been observed at this nest. Evidence indicates that this nest did 
not reach active nesting stage this year and is unlikely to become active. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_rrdd_03 Alpine Underground Ductbank Woodlands and Forests UG - trenching/streetscape improvements 350 500 300 300 Fledged 1/5/2012 6/2/2012 01/05/2012 - RTHA perched nearby in attendance throughout initial 15-minute observation indicates nest may 
become active. - RRadd
01/05/2012 - RTHA perched nearby in attendance throughout initial 15-minute observation indicates nest may 
become active. - KAlberts
01/13/2012 - RTHA display flights in vicinity but no direct interaction with nest. - RRadd
01/18/2012 - No indications of any changes in activity level at this nest. No raptors approached nest during 30-
minute observation. - RRadd
01/28/2012 - RTHA breaking branches from host tree and carrying sticks to nest at 0746. Changed status to active. 
The occupants of this residential nest are obviously well acclimated to traffic and residential noise. Due to the 
distance from work and height above ground, Project activity is not anticipated to impact this nest. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - RTHA pair soaring high over nest tree, but did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
02/11/2012 - RTHA pair perched above nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - No RTHA observed during 25-minute observation. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - No visible activity at this nest 0715 - 0750. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - No detections, but foliage renders nest very difficult to see into. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - RTHA comes to nest 0652, and there appears to be a second bird on the nest. First hawk departs 
immediately and some nest material re-arrangements follow. Potentially, this was a food drop. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - Unable to detect movement in this nest on windy and rainy morning during 20-minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/20/2012 - One bird flushed from nest tree as biologist pulled into parking lot. Second bird moved from perch 
on tree to nest, where it remained for more than 10 minutes. Nest is intact after storm event and still in use. First 
bird returned as biologist was preparing to leave. It was out of view, but most likely flew to nest. - VEurs
03/28/2012 - RTHA visible lying on nest. 2nd RTHA observed flying and perching in area. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1008. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - RTHA goes to nest at 1253. 2nd RTHA observed in flight within 300 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Adult RTHA lying on nest at 0616. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Adult RTHA flies to nest and perches on rim at 1257. Bird's posture indicates that it is feeding 
nestlings, but nestlings are not yet big enough to be visible. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1020. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - No activity at nest from 1227 to 1257. No RTHA detected in area. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - Nestling visible moving in nest at 1403. - HWinfrey
05/22/2012 - Nestling visible and moving in nest at 1251. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012  1 nestling visible and moving in nest   HWinfrey

Yes

COHA Cooper's Hawk 010512_rrdd_06 CP64-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 100 500 500 500 Nest did not reach active stage 1/5/2012 3/2/2012 01/05/2012 - During initial observation, no recent improvements were visible, but fresh whitewash under nest 
may be indicator of territorial use. - KAlberts
01/09/2012 - No raptors detected associating with this nest during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - No activity detected at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - No birds detected associating with this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - Fresh whitewash and bone pellet under nest but no raptors detected in vicinity. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - Adult male COHA at nest calling, flushed by observer at 0658 and returning at 0739. The male 
perched nearby making alarm calls. No fresh fallen material detected under nest. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - Male still present and agitated by observer at gate at 0940. Female observed nearby carrying small 
stick at 1145. Changed nest status to active. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - No COHA detections during 2 x 20 minute visits. Rain yesterday may be delaying activity. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - COHA pair actively breaking twigs from nearby oaks and carrying to nest 0829. Cease vesting nest 
when observer detected at gate. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - Status unclear; CORA have potentially taken over this, and COHA pair are building nearby, but 
evidence is conflicting on cold rainy day. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - This nest has been abandoned and a new nest is being constructed 120 feet east. - RRadd

No
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_rrdd_07 Hartung CY-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 250 500 250 250 Fledged 1/5/2012 5/25/2012 01/05/2012 - RTHA pair observed in territorial display flight over El Monte CY at 1500 during initial observation. - 
KAlberts
01/09/2012 - RTHAs observed in territory appeared to be avoiding CY activity and did not approach nest during 30-
minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - No activity detected at this nest during 30 minute observation, and all raptors remained distant. - 
RRadd
01/24/2012 - No raptors approached this nest during 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - CY monitor reports RTHA pair making at least 2 trips to this nest on 7 February, 0900-1000. Changed 
status to active. Buffer staked at 500 feet with drive-thru access OK. This nest successfully fledged in 2011 with 
greater levels of AR traffic than that which currently occurs, so drive-through access should not negatively affect 
the nest. Buffer should be re-evaluated if air traffic is to resume. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - CY monitor reports nest visit by RTHA 13 February at 1030 for a few minutes. RTHA pair nearby did 
not approach nest during 30 minute observation period today. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA flies from nest at 0809 to nearby pole and remains there for duration of 30 minute 
observation. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Nest monitored between 0745 and 1045. Adult RTHA observed intermittently soaring over territory. 
Pair observed engaged in aerial courtship display before flying out of view. Neither adult was observed visiting the 
nest or carrying nest material. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation is likely incubating. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation beginning at 1544. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - RTHA lying on nest at 1422. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - RTHA observed in flight from 1310 to 1325. RTHA flies in to nest at 1340. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest. 2 RTHAs in flight within 500 feet. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - RTHA adult comes to nest at 0741 and remains. Adult tearing food into small pieces and feeding 
nestling at 0922. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Adults visit nest infrequently but remain in vicinity. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - 2 active nestlings visible at 1548. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nestlings visible and moving on nest at 1540. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Nestling visible but inactive in late afternoon heat 1640. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - 2 dark-headed feathered nestlings visible in nest at 1706. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - 23 May;  No activity at nest detected during afternoon heat. Potentially fledged but will monitor 
once more. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - Nest is empty. Monitoring chronology indicates nest successfully fledged. - RRadd

Yes

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_rrdd_10 CP70-3-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 475 500 500 500 Presumed Fledged 1/5/2012 6/4/2012 01/05/2012 - RTHA pair perched 400 feet away did not approach nest during initial 15-minute observation period. 
- KAlberts
01/09/2012 - No breeding activity during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - RTHA pair soaring overhead did not approach this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship flight over and around this tree did not alight at nest during 30 minute 
observation. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - RTHA on nest arranging fresh material at 0932, then joins mate in courtship flight. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA pair driving third hawk away from territory at 1427, followed by aerial courtship displays in 
unison. Pair did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - RTHA pair at nest, bringing materials, arranging and forming nest bowl from 1022-1027. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - More material added to nest but no RTHA observed associating during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation - presumed incubating. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation -  incubation continues. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - RTHA in nest for duration of 30 minute observation, mate perched nearby. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1059. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1050. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA at nest shredding prey. Mate visits briefly and appears to present food to nestling too small 
for heads to appear above nest cup from 0945-0950. Adult eventually settles on nest. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - Young now capable of auto-thermoregulation; adults spend much time away from nest. Adult 
tearing prey item and feeding small pieces to young at 1456. - RRadd
04/29/2012 - 2 nestlings are active in nest at 1010. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Still mostly downy young stand in nest and tear food from larger pieces. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Mostly feathered young stand shaded in nest during afternoon heat at 1344. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Adult standing at nest with at least 1 nestling in nest at 1347. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - 3 nestlings alternate between lying in nest and standing, branching, and exercising wings. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - 3 nestlings standing in nest appear flight capable at 1649. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - Nest has fledged. - RRadd

Yes
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_rrdd_11 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 75 500 500 500 Fledged 1/5/2012 5/25/2012 01/05/2012 - No raptors showing site fidelity during initial 15-minute observation period. - KAlberts
01/09/2012 - RTHA on territory, but no nesting activity observed during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - No raptor activity at this nest during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship flight did not approach this site. Sycamore is just beginning to leaf out. - 
RRadd
01/31/2012 - No change in activity during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - Several hours spent within sight of nest and no activity at nest. Pair of RSHA in area but staying west 
of this nest most of the time. Could see green leaves on rim of nest - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - No change in activity at this nest. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched on rim of nest as avian biologist approached to within 150 feet, 
with second adult perched within 25 feet of nest in nearest sycamore tree to west. First adult remained and 
inspected the stick nest for 30 seconds, then hopped down into nest, turned around inside nest while looking 
down at nest and hopped back onto rim where it remained another 2 minutes before flying to nearest sycamore 
to perch within 5 feet of second adult Red-tailed hawk. Pair remained there perched together while avian 
biologist watched for 20 minutes without revisiting nest. Avian biologist not see any fresh greenery or obvious 
recent nest improvements. Nest is in good condition. Changed nest status to active and marked 500-foot buffer 
along access road.  Nest is on United States Forest Service land. - JDicus
02/14/2012 - RTHA pair at nest, RTHA standing in nest 1000 - 1022. Changed status to active on 14 February, as 
RTHA occupies nest. Hawk does not flush to drive by traffic. Therefore, buffer was staked at 500 feet. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - No hawks detected at this nest during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation - presumed incubating. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation -  incubation continues. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Incubation continues, RTHA in nest for all 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA lying on nest at 1056. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1055. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA prone in nest shows no sign of hatched young at 1108. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - RTHA on nest with small hatched young. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Young are auto-thermoregulatory, and adults are now leaving nest for extended periods. Adult 
tearing food into small pieces and feeding 3 young. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Nestlings able to stand in nest. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Adult in nest feeding young with feathered backs at 1322. - RRadd
05/18/2012  Young appear flight capable and are branching out from nest   RRadd

Yes

GHOW Great Horned Owl 010512_rrdd_12 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Other 150 500 500 500 Fledged 1/5/2012 5/4/2012 01/09/2012 - RSHA pair in area did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/13/2012 - RSHA exhibiting site fidelity on perches within 250 feet during initial 20-minute observation period. - 
KAlberts
01/17/2012 - RSHA perched 50 feet from nest for 15 minutes, flushed at 100 feet. Unable to see nest well enough 
to determine if fresh material has been added. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RSHA pair on territory with contact calls, but not at this nest. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - RSHA on territory did not interact with this nest. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - RSHA pair active and calling in area but never seen near nest. - MKuehn
02/14/2012 - GHOW lying in nest does not flush for agitated RSHA pair. Staked at 500 feet. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Owl lying on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - GHOW lying in nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - GHOW lying in nest for duration of observation. No young observed. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - GHOW lying in nest for duration of observation - no nestlings detected. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - GHOW posture on nest suggests hatched young. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - GHOW observed on nest in upright posture at 1115. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Adult on nest at 1106. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest with at least 2 downy owlets; head feathers emerging. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - Large downy nestlings acquiring feathers fill the nest. Adult guards at edge of platform at 1414. - 
RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nestlings are well feathered, brown with ear tufts beginning to show, and appear capable of 
branching. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Owlets have branched, and one has flown a short distance from the nest. Adult perched nearby. - 
RRadd

Yes
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GHOW Great Horned Owl 010512_sjon_01 EP90-1-N Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 62 500 375 375 Presumed Fledged 1/5/2012 4/5/2012 01/05/2012 - Great Horned Owl observed incubating on nest. - SJohnston
01/10/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating; facing east. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl is incubating. - PKonrad
02/01/2012 - Adult incubating. - PKonrad
02/14/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl presumably brooding nestlings now. No access road traffic. 
Nest was also monitored on 2/7/2012, when a Great Horned Owl was incubating on the nest (unable to input 
monitoring information). - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding. Rare slow drive-through by Sunrise traffic. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding (positioned much higher than when incubating). Rare slow drive-
through Sunrise traffic. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Report of vehicle stuck in the mud w/in buffer prompted visit. Visit was  at 1140 am temp was 
approximately 40 degrees. All vehicles were absent from  buffer. Bird was on nest and appeared to be aware of 
surroundings. IE vehicles  near water buffalo at EP  91. Observed for approximately 30 minutes. - VNovik
02/29/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl standing on nest; leaned over , presumably to attend to 1 week old 
nestling(s). No traffic during observations. - PKonrad
03/04/2012 - Adult observed on nest. - BArnold
03/06/2012 - Adult was seen standing high on the nest and moving around. Its eyes followed the larger helicopter 
traffic outside buffer, but the bird was not distressed by it. One nestling was observed moving around and giving a 
slight wing flap. Its eyes were open, it exhibited some down, but some mature feathers and adult coloration were 
also observed. Another nestling was most likely under the adult, causing her to shift around. - FHoffman
03/07/2012 - At least 1 nestling and adult observed while driving by on access road. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - Adult and 2 downy nestlings in nest; nestlings about 2 weeks old. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - At 1406, a helicopter dropped off 2 workers at EP90 on the bridge of the tower. Both rollers were 
delivered and installed at 1411. Workers were removed from the tower at 1415. The owls were observed to 
remain in the nest and appeared to "hunker down" at one point, though overall, they did not react in an agitated 
manner that was obvious to the observer. At approximately 1618, the first sock line was strung across the span 
from EP90 - EP89. This was done with the helicopter pulling the line. The second sock line was pulled at 1446. 
During these pulls, the owls remained within the nest and appeared aware of the construction activities, though  
unfazed. At 1742, the wire was hauled back from EP89-EP90 by the sock line pulling the wire. The owls appeared 
to not even notice this activity as it occurred. - VNovik
03/13/2012 - Monitored nest while work occurred nearby. At 1545, second fiber line "haul back" occurred. This 
entailed the "gator" passing between EP89 and EP90. The "gator" is comprised of 3 hanging guides from the wire 
that aid the line to pass through the rollers   The gator passed between spans in approximately 3 minutes  The 

Yes

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010512_vnik_01 EP62A-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 420 500 400 400 Nest did not reach active stage 1/5/2012 4/2/2012 01/05/2012 - Large stick nest in canopy of Eucalyptus tree, possibly an old unused Red-tailed Hawk nest. No 
raptors in area of nest during 40 minute survey. - VNovik
01/13/2012 - No raptor or corvid activity in area of nest. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - No raptors observed in area and no indication of any activity at nest. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - No raptors observed in area; no apparent activity at old nest. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - Pair of RTHA in area; 1 RTHA was perched on same eucalyptus as nest. Did not see hawks visit nest 
during 2 hours of passive observations. - SJohnston
02/01/2012 - A pair of Red-tails was soaring low 800 feet north of nest site, flew higher on other side of hill, then 
far to northeast. No action near nest during nest 40 minutes. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - No hawks observed in area; nest remains the same. - PKonrad
02/08/2012 - No hawks observed in area during 45 minute observation period. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - RHTA observed on nest rearranging sticks. - SJohnston
02/14/2012 - No activity at nest; Red-tailed Hawk hunting (even hovering) along hilltop south of access road for 
short time. A pair was soaring a half-mile southeast of nest for a short time during 40 minute observation period. - 
PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No activity at nest, and pair of RTHA observed perched in trees 2000 feet from nest. - PHoward
02/23/2012 - No activity at nest; no hawks observed in area. Minor slow Sunrise traffic on access road 420 feet 
north of nest. - PKonrad
03/02/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but nest appears to have been built up somewhat on top. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - No activity observed. - AHill
03/09/2012 - No hawks observed at nest or in area. 'Active' status of nest becoming more questionable since a 
Red-tail was observed standing on the nest a month ago. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No hawks observed in area; no changes at the nest. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - A pair of Red-tailed Hawks were seen displaying aerial courtship behavior over the access road and 
general power line corridor. The pair was not seen utilizing the nest. - LThoreson
03/23/2012 - Nest unchanged; no hawks in area. - PKonrad
04/02/2012 - No hawks in area; no change at nest. Considering the history of this nest this season, and the late 
timing in the nesting season, there is very little chance this nest will be utilized this year. Nest closed. - PKonrad

No
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GHOW Great Horned Owl 010612_pkad_01 EP119-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 150 500 150 150 Fledged 1/6/2012 4/13/2012 01/06/2012 - No indications of nest being used, but male Great Horned Owl flew from east branch of tree. - 
PKonrad
01/13/2012 - An adult Great Horned Owl flew from a branch on the east side of the nest tree. No indication the 
nest site has been used. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating in tree crotch. - PKonrad
01/19/2012 - Owl flushed from nest at 160 feet. 2 eggs in nest. Adult returned within 40 minutes. - KWeber
01/24/2012 - Incubating owl flushed from the nest when biologist approached to 100 feet, but returned within 5 
minutes. 2 eggs were seen. 4 Western-Scrub Jays were observed within and adjacent to the nest tree, but never 
approached nest while the owl was absent. 3 jays in the area during the 30-minute observation period. When the 
owl returned, it faced the TSAP where observers were positioned; owl peered from behind the oak trunk to look 
at the 2 biologists monitoring the nest, on 6 occasions over 3 minutes. Once acclimated, the owl did not look at 
the biologists. The owl did not flinch during the helicopter flights. Several minutes after the helicopters vacated, 
the biologists experimented with the owl's potential tolerance to humans by talking loudly with 1 another 
approximately 200 feet from the site, simulating potential communications from the TSAP to the tower site, or 
across the tower site during work. The owl immediately alerted, but did not flush. - KAlberts
01/31/2012 - Adult incubating, but flew from nest when avian biologist was 150 feet from nest. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - Avian biologists conducted nesting bird survey in area from 0737 to 1030. Adult Great Horned Owl 
incubating; observed once from TSAP observation point outside 150-foot buffer and did not exhibit signs of 
distress. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating; was not visible until observer approached to 100 feet; owl continued 
incubating during observations. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - The owl nest, which is approximately 150 to 180 feet away from the sound barrier construction, was 
monitored continually throughout the day, with no noticeable change in behavior. The owl remained on the nest 
incubating. - MBahn
02/13/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. A micropile drilling crew is present awaiting K-Max equipment 
deliveries in advance of micropile drilling behind sound wall. Avian biomonitor Jared Taylor on site to watch the 
owl's behavior during delivery and construction activities. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - According to daily avian monitor, Great Horned Owl brooding at nest (eggs present 1/18). Owl 
watches K-Max when it approaches site, but doesn't react otherwise to helicopters or other construction activities 
behind sound wall. Micropile drilling crew working within sound barrier. Periodic K-Max equipment deliveries. - 
PKonrad
02/23/2012 - The Great Horned Owl was observed lying on nest throughout the day and specifically during the 
arrival of the K-Max helicopter to the tower site. The owl watched as the helicopter approached during several 
deliveries; it stayed on the nest incubating its eggs and never left   MBahn

Yes

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_pkad_02 EP319-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Grading 100 500 500 500 Fledged 1/6/2012 5/24/2012 01/06/2012 - Pair building nest. - KAlberts
01/09/2012 - Hawk observed flying to nest site and perched on nest for more than 1 hour between 0910 and 
1030. Pair was observed perched on adjacent SRPL tower EP319 earlier. No work occurring. - IMaunsell
01/11/2012 - Pair observed perched on tower during entire 2 hour nesting survey. - VNovik
01/11/2012 - 2 adults perched next to nest in tower. Nest much smaller than last week, and upon later inspection, 
most or all of nest was apparently blown out of tower and is lying on ground below and west of nest site. Some 
branches either remain in tower or they have been brought in by hawks since the nest damage. 1 hawk eventually 
flew south, and when second hawk flew from tower, both soared in a tight circle for some minutes to southwest. 
Male is missing a tail feather on right side. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks observed in area; only a few sticks remain and no apparent additional nest material has 
been added to remaining sticks at nest site. Eventually, the standing nestling spread its fully feathered wings, 
facing into the wind, holding wings in a dihedral (V-shaped) position and walked a few steps across the nest, 
which prompted the second nestling to stand up. The first nestling next left the nest and perched on the metal 
brace on the northwest side of the nest and is obviously going to fledge soon. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but seems as though more sticks have been added to the nest remnant. - 
PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No hawks observed in area, but windy. Difficult to discern if more sticks have been added in past 3 
days, but looks possible. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - No hawks observed, and no recent activity apparent at partial nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area, but nest is built up as much as twice as large as it was 5 days 
ago. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - Pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks at nest initially; 1 hawk flew from nest to perch on other side of 
tower. Nest looks more built up. After a couple minutes, hawk at nest began soaring to south and was joined by 
mate, eventually soaring high and gliding out of sight. Male is missing a retrice on right side of tail. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk is incubating on rebuilt nest. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest while adult male with missing tail feather soared low to 
north. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating low in nest. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. Seemed a bit nervous when I stopped vehicle to 
view the nest and hawk with binoculars from 800 feet, looking over its shoulder at the pickup. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk positioned higher than before, probably indicating it is brooding newly 
hatched nestlings. - PKonrad
03/26/2012  Red tailed Hawk brooding nestlings in short tower nest   PKonrad

Yes
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_pkad_03 EP353-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Grading 200 500 300 300 Fledged 1/6/2012 6/8/2012 01/06/2012 - No apparent activity during initial observation. - KAlberts
01/11/2012 - No raptors observed in area. Nest appears in poor condition. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched in highest point of the SWPL tower immediately southeast of  the 
nest tower. Nest contains some orange material, as seen from the northwest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area. Nest appears unchanged and unused. No whitewash below 
tower. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - Nest appears to have new material added recently. Initially, a Red-tailed Hawk was soaring east of 
nest. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - Nest looks built up; adult Red-tailed Hawk perched midway up SWPL tower to northwest (that 
contains 2011 raven nest). - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk perched on top of north side of tower;  During return trip, hawk perched 10 feet 
above nest in tower crossarm. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No hawks or other birds observed in nest area. - PKonrad
03/02/2012 - Nest was determined active while scheduled road crew construction was occurring 200 feet away, 
and NBJ submitted later that evening. Biological monitor H. Herrera reported pair of Red-tailed Hawks bringing 
nesting material to the nest and perching on nest while road grading crew was working approximately 200 feet 
from the nest. A hawk remained standing on the nest while the crew was operating machinery. - KAlberts
03/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawks made multiple trips to nest while buffer signs were being installed - observed by E. 
Loveless. - SJohnston
03/08/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was soaring above the nest tower initially and perched in the north side of 
the crossarm of the new Sunrise tower north of nest tower. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest, with another adult Red-tail perched in new Sunrise tower 
to north. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating or brooding newly hatched nestlings, positioned low on tower nest. - 
PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on nest, probably shading the small nestlings, as a second adult flew 
toward the tower nest with prey from about 1/2 mile south. Second hawk briefly delivered prey to nest, then 
resumed flight while the first hawk began delicately feeding unseen presumed small nestlings for about 10 
minutes before brooding the unseen brood   PKonrad

Yes

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_pkad_04 EP361-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - No indications of activity during initial observation, but 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched in next 
tower to the northwest. - KAlberts
01/11/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area, but nest may be built up a bit. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in the area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No hawks or other birds in area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks were observed in area and 1 individual was perched on tower directly 
above nest for at least 10 minutes. No birds were exhibiting nesting behavior. - VNovik
01/27/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is perched high on the next SWPL tower to southeast of nest tower, but 
no activity apparent at nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks near nest - 1 adult is perched in top of new Sunrise tower EP361 and 
second adult soaring about 200 feet high to southeast near EP362, then glided to nest tower where it perched in 
the 'waist bar' below the nest for about 5 minutes, then soared south of nest tower, where other hawk joined it 
soaring, eventually out of sight to south (20 minute episode). - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No hawks observed in area. After initial observations of site and area, 2-person habitat restoration 
crew arrived and began work near site. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area; no apparent change to nest. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - No hawks in area initially, but after 15 minutes 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk flew in to perch on top of 
new Sunrise tower to north of nest tower. About 5 minutes later, a second adult Red-tailed Hawk flew in and 
perched in SWPL tower next to nest for about 4 minutes. On 2/18/2012, biomonitor Clay Schudy reported seeing 
Red-tailed Hawks making a number of flights to the nest adding nesting material to the existing nest. With this 
information, this nest is deemed active and appropriate buffer signs were installed. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No hawks observed initially, but an adult Red-tailed Hawk landed on nest where it stood for 10 
minutes before soaring to the new Sunrise tower to the north, where it perched on the highest point on the north 
side. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was standing on nest while a second adult Red-tail perched midway up on 
the new Sunrise tower. After about 5 minutes both hawks took flight, soaring to the southeast. After about 5 
minutes, 1 hawk flew to nest, (no nesting material noted), where it stood on the nest for a minute, then stood 
next to it. Other hawk flew to Sunrise tower, where it perched on the highest northern  point of the tower. - 
PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Adult observed delivering prey item to second adult which was lying on nest. The adult that 
delivered the prey item then flew off to the north. - JDicus
03/16/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks soaring in area; 1 hawk perched in tower to northwest, then flew to nest 
tower. One hawk perched on nest, then flew to other hawk to copulate, then 1 hawk flew to nest where it stood. - 
PKonrad

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_pkad_05 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands OH - wire stringing 380 500 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

1/6/2012 5/4/2012 01/06/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was perched near the EP78 tower site, but no activity at the nest site. - 
PKonrad
01/12/2012 - No raptors observed in the area during nest monitoring. However, later in the day, Darin Busby 
observed an adult Red-tailed Hawk standing on nest for a few minutes, but did not see hawk activity during rest of 
day. - PKonrad
01/18/2012 - No activity at nest, but 1 adult perched on pole on north side of EP78 site. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk glided and soared along the ridge to the south of the nest above tree 
level, elevating to the mountain ridge top. - PKonrad
02/01/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on low snag about 400 feet east of nest site. No activity apparent 
at old nest. - PKonrad
02/08/2012 - No hawks observed in area and no apparent activity at nest. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk soared low from northwest to nest, perching on nest a couple minutes, 
then gliding below treetops to southeast. Hawk did not have nesting material, and nest appears unchanged. - 
PKonrad
02/24/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks near nest, male perched on pole north of nest adjacent to EP78 while 
female was soaring low nearby. As female eventually soared high overhead, male took flight and joined her aloft. 
Nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/29/2012 - No hawk activity apparent at nest; After about 15 minutes of observing valley, 1 adult Red-tailed 
Hawk soared upward from unknown perch in area of nest, and another adult was hunting along valley canopy 
southwest of nest site. No traffic during nest monitoring today. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk feeding on rear half of cottontail atop large dead oak 250 feet north of 
nest for half hour, then it soared far to the west, where another adult met it and the pair soared high to the 
northwest. No sign of activity at the nest. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - No hawks observed in area; no material has been added to nest; can see blue sky throughout nest 
remnant. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Nest unchanged; no hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - The change to nest, and no hawks observed in area. This site will soon be closed if activity does not 
begin. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 - No change to nest; no hawks observed in the area. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Observed hawk flying to nest multiple times and lying on nest. Once observed carrying a stick. - 
VNovik
04/12/2012 - Adult could not be seen on nest from any angle. Passively observed nest for 20 minutes from 130 
feet away. After 17 minutes, 1 adult flew within 100 feet of nest, calling. Incubating adult flew from nest shortly 
thereafter and did not return within next 3 minutes   MKuehn

No

RSHA Red-shouldered Hawk 010612_rrdd_05 CP81-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - No indicators of current use upon initial observation. - RRadd
01/10/2012 - No nest interactions during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/25/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship display flight 150 feet from site did not directly interact with nest during 30 
minute observation - RRadd
02/11/2012 - No change in activity detected. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - No change in status. - RRadd
02/24/2012 - No change in activity. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - No changes in this nest detected. - RRadd
03/09/2012 - Nest may have had material added, but no nesting activity detected during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/16/2012 - RSHA stationed here but not definitively interacting with nest. However, the nest appears to have 
material added and these hawks are elusive. Continue to monitor for nest status changes. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - CORA nearby, but no material observed being carried and no changes to nest visible. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed at nest. RSHA perched nearby for duration of observation. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No changes at this nest were observed. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - White downy RSHA nestling visible in nest at 1017. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Young are mostly feathered and clamber around the nest at 1602. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - At least 1 large feathered young standing, flapping, and emitting loud begging calls from nest at 
1630. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Adult delivers food to branching juvenile at 1701. Begging calls from second young ensue. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - At least one agile juvenile visible on nest, begging loudly 1622. - RRadd

TBD
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_rrdd_14 CP83-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/6/2012 TBD 01/06/2012 - No indications of current use upon initial observation. - KAlberts
01/10/2012 - No raptors observed. Intense helicopter activity within 500 feet. - RRadd
01/18/2012 - No change in activity level at this nest observed. - RRadd
01/25/2012 - No raptors observed associating with this nest during 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - No change in activity level observed. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - No change in activity status and no new materials in this nest. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - No change in status detected. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - No improvements made to this nest since last visit. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - RTHA perched near nest, but no noticeable improvements to nest. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - No raptor activity detected in vicinity during 30 minute observations. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - RTHA lying in nest incubating for duration of 30 minute observation during light rain. Buffer staked 
at 400 feet to provide maximum protection to nest below eye-level from AR without impeding work. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - RTHA lying in nest appeared alerted by 1 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 RTHAs flying in area at 1305. No activity at nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity at nest. RTHA in flight about 500 feet above nest. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - RTHA prone on nest for duration of 20 minute observation beginning at 1742. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - RTHA lying on nest at 0710. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Adult on nest with 2 small downy nestlings at 1220. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Adult in nest with 2 nestlings which remain completely white and downy 1710. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - 3 nestlings visible; mostly white with first brown wing feathers emerging. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - 3 nestlings standing in nest have body contour feathers, white faces and short tails, 1058. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Adult perched near nest is attempting to coax last remaining juvenile from nest at 1220. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - 1 nestling perched up at nest and another perched 30 feet away. Both appear flight capable but 
neither flew. - RRadd

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_rrdd_15 CP76-1-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 5 500 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 1/6/2012 4/2/2012 01/06/2012 - Many sticks beneath nest suggest nesting may be in progress, but there were no nest visits during 
the initial 20-minute observation period. - KAlberts
01/10/2012 - Appears to be a fresh layer of sticks in nest, but no RTHA at nest during 30-minute observation 
period. - RRadd
01/17/2012 - RTHA on territory but did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/25/2012 - Male RTHA on nest and female 60 feet away in nearby tree. Male leaves nest to copulate with 
female at 0746. Changed nest status to active. These hawks have initiated nesting during typical background 
activities which include recreational vehicle traffic 4 days per week directly under the nest; accordingly, SRPL drive-
through traffic is not anticipated to impact this nest. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - Much fresh greenery piled onto nest but no hawks present during observation period. - RRadd
02/02/2012 - RTHA pair perched together adjacent to nest at 0735, fresh eucalyptus sprigs on platform. No birds 
present at 1600. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA pair remaining 1000 - 1500 feet from nest for duration of work. Male RTHA lures female to 
nest 1710 with pocket gopher - 15 minutes after cessation of helicopter activities. Female takes prey to adjacent 
tree, but is put to flight by crew banging on CP77, 660 feet SSW, and eventually flies 2000 feet away and out of 
sight with prey. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - No RTHA detections at or near nest. No new material apparent. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - RTHA pair remain 1000 feet from nest during helicopter activities. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - No RTHA detected in vicinity of nest during 40 minute observation. Previously added material now 
desiccated and bleached with no new additions evident. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - RTHA pair staying 400 - 600 feet from nest. No new material appears to have been added since last 
observation. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - No RTHA has been observed at this nest for one month and this nest attempt appears to have been 
abandoned. However, weekly nest monitoring will continue as a new attempt could still initiate. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - No raptors associating with this nest during 45 minutes of observation and no new materials added. 
HOFI appear to be nesting within nest structure. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - No additions have been made to this nest. Changed status to inactive. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - The only activity observed at this nest were two HOFIs adding nesting material. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - Closed, due to no activity at this nest in well over a month, and HOFI building nest inside the 
inactive raptor nest. - KAlberts
04/15/2012 - No change in raptor activity at this nest. - RRadd

No
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_rrdd_16 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Woodlands and Forests BMP installation/maintenance 400 500 200 200 Fledged 1/6/2012 6/6/2012 01/06/2012 - No raptor activity observed near this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/11/2012 - RTHA perched above nest for duration of 45 minute observation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No raptors associating with this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA pair soaring nearby did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - No raptors observed associating with this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/03/2012 - RTHA pair perched up near nest at 0720. RTHA flying to nearby willow, breaking off stems and 
carrying in bill to nest at 0828. Changed status to active. Initial buffer set at 300 feet to allow access to AR, and 
candidate for reduction to 200 feet if required due to proximity to adjacent noisy industrial facility. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - RTHA pair standing on nest. Male departs at 0702 while female remains on nest arranging materials. 
- RRadd
02/16/2012 - No RTHA detected here during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - RTHA departs nest at 1140 . No hawks in attendance at 1630. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - RTHA comes to nest 1418, arranges nest material, then perches adjacent. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - RTHA pair in courtship display but not at nest 1040. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - RTHA on nest for duration of 20 minute observation beginning at 1800. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm. No RTHA observed on nest during brief observation while driving by. - 
IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA on nest at 1005. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - RTHA on nest at 0957. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA on nest for duration of 30 minute observation. Posture and actions suggest small young 
present at 1700. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Adult RTHA feeding young in nest 1800. - RRadd
04/29/2012 - Adult RTHA on nest at 1750, young not visible. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Adult RTHA perched adjacent to nest while 2 active downy nestlings move about in nest at 1749. - 
RRadd
05/14/2012 - Adult at nest with nestlings at 1530. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Adult perched at nest, 1 nestling standing in nest flapping feathered wings vigorously 1513. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - 1 nestling has branched up to center of tree, and remaining bird bounces and flaps in nest at 1641. 
Both appear ready to fledge. - RRadd
06/04/2012 - 1 juvenile remains standing at edge of nest at 1414. - RRadd
06/11/2012 - Nest is empty and a juvenile nearby is free-flying. - RRadd

Yes

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_rrdd_18 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 200 500 500 500 Nest did not reach active stage 1/6/2012 2/28/2012 01/06/2012 - No raptors associating with this site. Nest mostly fallen and not in usable condition when 
discovered. - RRadd
01/11/2012 - No nest improvements visible. RTHA perched 250 feet west during entire 30-minute observation 
period. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No nest improvements visible. RTHA pair soaring overhead did not associate with nest during 30-
minute observation period. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - Nest unimproved. - RRadd
01/31/2012 - Bio-monitor T. Gunter observed 2 RTHA perched on Eucalyptus trees and soaring. 1 individual was 
observed flying to the nest tree with large stick of green Eucalyptus and landed approximately 10 feet above nest. 
Site biomonitor also observed RTHA carrying sticks to nest. No improvements to nest were obvious to avian 
monitor. Changed status to active. - KWeber
02/07/2012 - RTHA moving well away from nest area during helicopter activity. Monitor reports hawks flying with 
nest material, but not settling at nest and eventually dropping the material away from nest. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Nest is not substantially improved. No RTHA observed associating with nest during 45 minute 
observation. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - No visible nest improvements visible. No RTHA associating with this area or nest. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - No activity at this nest since prior to 7 February. No RTHA associating with this nest and no material 
added. Remains of nest are no longer viable. Changed status to Closed. - RRadd

No
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 010612_vnik_01 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 385 500 380 380 Fledged 1/6/2012 5/31/2012 01/06/2012 - Nest is inactive. During the initial observation period, a pair of Red-tailed Hawks were in the area, 
but nest did not look complete, and there were no fresh sticks on nest. - VNovik
01/11/2012 - Nest appears to contain fresh green sprig. RTHA on territory did not approach nest during 30 
minute observation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - Nest appears to contain greens. RTHA pair in courtship flight above nest, perched together but away 
from the site. Nest is difficult to view without potentially disturbance. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - No new material has been added to nest since yesterday's storm and no potential occupants in 
immediate vicinity during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - Fresh green sprigs in nest, but no raptors observed at or near nest. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Fresh eucalyptus greenery piled in nest. RTHA pair did not approach nest during observation. 
Changed status to active. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - More fresh eucalyptus greens piled in nest cup. RTHA perched nearby. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - RTHA prone on nest 1140. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - RTHA lying in nest 1138. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - RTHA lying in nest at 1100. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - RTHA incubating at 1146. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - RTHA on nest at 0954. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - 2 downy white nestlings visible moving in nest. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Large downy nestlings remain unfeathered. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - 3 large active downy nestlings acquiring wing quills. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nestlings have downy heads and feathered backs. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Young in the nest are fully feathered, save for white faces. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - 3 nestlings are fully feathered, branching out from nest and exercising with vigor. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Large juveniles crowd the nest. Adult brings Spermophilus to nest at 1506, tears pieces off and 
consumes them, then flies away with remainder, returns soon after. Appears to be encouraging young to follow 
but they are too well-fed to be motivated. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - 1 juvenile remains in the nest at 1411. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - 1 juvenile remains in the nest from 1420-1433, appears alert and flight capable. Potentially fledged 
and returning to be fed. - RRadd
06/04/2012 - Nest is now empty. Young have fledged. - RRadd

Yes

GHOW Great Horned Owl 010712_rrdd_01 CP29-1-N Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 90 500 300 300 Fledged 1/7/2012 4/30/2012 01/07/2012 - GHOW flushed from adjacent oak, but no birds were visible at nest. - RRadd
01/12/2012 - No raptors observed associating with nest and no indicators of improvement or occupation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - GHOW pair in live oak adjacent (approximately 60 feet east) to nest. Male flushed at 100 feet, 
female remained. No raptors of any specie approached nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No GHOW or other raptors observed during 30 minute monitoring period. No signs of nest 
improvement. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - CORA pair perched in nest area did not interact directly with nest. No GHOW detected. - RRadd
02/07/2012 - GHOW on nest at 0851. Changed status to active. Buffer staked as drive-through only at 300 feet to 
permit Project use of access gate, but deter standing or work on axis of maximum visibility. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Incubation continues. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - Incubation continues - GHOW on nest. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - GHOW on nest 1340. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - GHOW lying on nest 0914. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - GHOW on nest, possibly one downy owlet under wing. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - GHOW brooding nestlings. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - Adult perched on edge of nest with wings spread over nest in protective posture. Nestlings not 
visible but presumed present. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - GHOW on nest at 0758. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - 3 large owlets with downy bodies and opening wing quills observed moving around on nest and 
exercising wing muscles. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Adult present at nest and 1 owlet visible on the nest. A second owlet showing primaries was 
perched in the branches about 6 feet above the nest. The third was owlet not visible, most likely obscured by 
foliage. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - Avian biologist was dispatched to the site to monitor the weekly status of this nest per the NBMMP. 
From a distance of 150 feet, 3 feathered fledglings and 1 adult Great Horned Owl were observed perched 4 trees 
away from the tree containing the nest. This nest has successfully fledged at least 3 fledgling owls, which are now 
capable of flight. This nest is now fledged and will therefore be closed. - JDicus

Yes
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CORA Common Raven 010712_rrdd_02 CP31-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 17 100 50 50 Fledged 1/7/2012 5/31/2012 01/07/2012 - No indications of improvement or occupancy. No evidence of current use upon initial observation. - 
RRadd
01/12/2012 - No indications of improvement or occupancy. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No birds associating with this nest during 30 minute observation and no indicators of recent 
occupancy observed. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No change in activity status detected. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - CORA pair perched in nest area did not interact directly with nest. - RRadd
02/07/2012 - No change in activity at this nest. - RRadd
03/01/2012 - CORA pair continue to associate with this nest, but have not brought any new material. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - No changes in activity at this nest. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - No changes at this nest detected. CORA continue in area but do not approach this nest during 1 
hour observation. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - 2 CORA observed adding nesting material to nest interior, appeared to be paper or bark. Nest status 
changed to active and initial buffer set at 100 feet. - HWinfrey
03/20/2012 - CORA perched up away from nest. New materials in nest visible; various fibers and decorations 
woven into surrounding branches and some fallen to ground. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - CORA lying on nest from 0800 through 0815. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - CORA on nest at 0750. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - CORA on nest and mate nest-guarding at 1748. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - A raven was on the nest as the biologist approached the buffer, but took off almost immediately. 
While away from the nest, a water truck maneuvered, backed up the road and then drove forward, dispensing 
water. Within 10 minutes of this activity, the raven pair returned. Nestlings were heard vocalizing in the nest, and 
the adults fed them briefly. The adults took off again and the biologist decided to leave the area. - VEurs
04/25/2012 - Observed pair making a couple trips to nest with food, and nestling begging calls were heard when 
adults arrived. Adults observed leaving nest when vehicles pass through established buffer. - GHuffman
04/27/2012 - Avian biologist arrived on site before crews to observe Raven activity at nest during morning setup 
and prep for continuation of wire pulling activities. No agitated behavior was observed. Adult remained on nest 
during 45-minute observation period while crews drove through buffer area along access road and set up to 
commence work at distances of 60 feet and greater. Raven not visibly affected by construction activities, 
remained quiet in nest throughout. - JDicus
05/04/2012 - 2-3 nestlings visibly begging when adult raven arrived at the nest with food. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - Shortly after the biologist arrived, an adult CORA arrived at the nest. A second CORA got off the nest 
and flew away. The arriving adult quickly fed 2 nestlings and then flew away. The nestlings are growing their dark 
feathers   VEurs

Yes

CORA Common Raven 010712_rrdd_04 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 100 100 95 95 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

1/7/2012 5/24/2012 01/07/2012 - RTHA perched in vicinity did not approach nest during initial 20-minute observation period. - 
KAlberts
01/12/2012 - No indications of nest improvement or change in activity level of this nest. - RRadd
01/19/2012 - No fresh material added and no potential occupants associating with nest. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - No change in activity status detected. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - Fresh material added to nest, but no birds associating during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/06/2012 - Decorations in nest suggest ravens may be active on this nest, but no breeding bird activity detected 
during observation. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - No obvious changes in activity. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - Common Ravens are carrying material to this nest. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - Ownership of this nest is still not clear. RTHA perched nearby on cold windy day. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Material continues to be added to this nest. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - CORA carrying lining material to nest and forming cup. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - CORA pair perching near nest heavily decorated with trash, possibly from yard. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - Female lying on nest for duration of visit. Male perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - CORA on nest with second CORA perched nearby from 0630 to 0730. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - CORA lying in nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - An adult CORA was on the nest for the majority of the observation period. The pair was perched 
together on a snag about 20 feet from the nest for approximately 5 minutes. One raven flew away, and the 
second raven returned to settle on the nest. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Adult CORA on nest from 0755 to 0820. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - An adult raven was on the nest for the first 15 minutes of observation. It left the nest to soar around 
the valley. Eventually both adults returned to the nest. Based on the way they perched and bent down, it seems 
there are nestlings. When the raven was off the nest, the biologist attempted to discern the presence of nestlings. 
However, the nest is heavily lined with white fluffy material that moved about in the strong breeze, so it was 
difficult to identify nestlings. Based on the adults' behavior upon returning to the nest, nestlings are likely. - VEurs
05/10/2012 - 1 adult was on the nest with the nestlings as the biologist arrived. The second adult soon landed on 
the nest and 2-3 large, red nestling gapes were visible from across the valley. - VEurs
05/17/2012 - 1 nestling visible on the nest as both adults soared over the surrounding habitat. - VEurs
05/24/2012 - After 100 minutes of observation, the raven pair never approached the nest, despite perching for 
prolonged periods about 125 feet up the drainage. When perched, they generally had their backs to the nest. At 
this point in the nesting cycle, the nestlings should be quite visible on the nest. However, no matter where the 
biologist stood to look at the nest, no movement or nestlings were ever detected. Given the open, exposed nature 
of this nest  it is possible the young were predated by one of the numerous Red tailed Hawks in the area  This 
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AMKE American Kestrel 010712_rrdd_07 CP31-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Grading 345 500 350 350 Fledged 1/7/2012 6/8/2012 01/07/2012 - Kestrel pair observed copulating 4 times in 30 minutes (0900-0930) on wire adjacent to marker ball. 
Male appeared to attempt to coax female into cavity between copulations. Both birds flushed when observers 
approached within 300 feet, but female was later observed entering cavity (observed by Dicus / Loveless). - RRadd
01/11/2012 - Two pairs of AMKE frequently copulating in the nest vicinity; neither of which entered any cavities 
during a 30-minute observation period. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - AMKE pair copulating repeatedly and perched near, but did not enter cavity during 1-hour 
observation period. Unmated male present may be retarding nest progress. - RRadd
01/20/2012 - Buffer re-staked at 350 feet. AMKE pair observed away from nest site but not entering nest. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - AMKE pair observed copulating twice during 40 minute observation. Female emerged from cavity in 
marker ball, but male investigating monopole. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - No AMKE detected near nest during observation. Male kestrel observed 1000 feet NW of site did 
not approach nest. Unable to determine if female is incubating or absent. - RRadd
02/07/2012 - AMKE pair copulating at 0730, female flies to cavity and remains at entrance looking into nest from 
0735 to 0737, then returns to perch on adjacent wire. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - AMKE pair copulating and entering cavity 0802. Male in cavity 0818-0823. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Observations were made during a general avian/raptor nest survey. Female observed entering cavity 
at lowest arm of nearest monopole twice during survey. Male nearby also investigated same cavity in monopole. 
Not clear at this time whether pair is nesting in marker ball or monopole. - JDicus
02/20/2012 - Female AMKE observed hunting on territory then perching between marker ball and monopole. Not 
seen entering either, but subsequently not seen after. Incubating? - RRadd
03/01/2012 - Female AMKE appears after 1.5 hour observation. Male appears 15 minutes later and prolonged 
copulation ensues. Female investigates cavities on monopole arms, male goes to marker ball. Negotiations 
continue. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - After an hour of observation, male emerges from lower monopole arm, further suggesting this is 
the true nest location. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - AMKE pair continue to be active at marker ball. Female solicits food from male, suggesting 
incubation is in progress. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - AMKE pair adjacent to nest during 40 minutes of observation. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - Female observed circling monopole, then perching on east side of highway 67 for duration of visit. - 
HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - Male AMKE feeds female while both are perched on wire near monopole. Both remain perched 
from 0800 to 0830. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - No AMKE detections 1750-1820. - RRadd
04/19/2012  The kestrel pair flew in from the southeast  the male carrying prey  Both landed on the wire  and the 

Yes

GHOW Great Horned Owl 011012_pkad_02 EP192-2-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 75 500 250 250 Fledged 1/10/2012 4/23/2012 01/10/2012 - No raptor activity in the area. - PKonrad
01/17/2012 - No raptors or other birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/25/2012 - No sign of raptors in area or recent activities at nest. - PKonrad
01/26/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on nest. Nest is too high to check for eggs. - PHoward
02/02/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating. - PKonrad
02/17/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating. Daily periodic public and SRPL traffic along access road 75 feet 
east of nest tree. - PKonrad
02/24/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating. Daily periodic public and SRPL traffic along access road 75 feet east of 
nest tree. - PKonrad
03/01/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating. Periodic public and Sunrise traffic along access road 75 feet east of 
nest tree. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl observed brooding in nest (owl positioned higher than when incubating); 
nestling(s) could be about 10 days old. - PKonrad
03/15/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl standing on nest; downy nestling(s) below adult in nest. Daily periodic 
public and Sunrise traffic along access road 75 feet east of nest tree. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Adult upright on edge of nest next to 1, possibly 2, small downy nestlings. - PKonrad
03/27/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl on nest with 3 active medium-sized downy nestlings. Later, the adult was 
feeding nestlings and itself at 1400. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl on nest with 2 large partly feathered nestlings (another nestling may be out 
of sight). Campers active near nest tree. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl perched on branch 3 feet east of nest; 2 large nestlings are standing nearby 
on the east side of the nest. Nestlings are probably close to branching and fledging. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Greenstone entered buffer temporarily with 1 person to remove oil drippings from road by hand. 
Owl remained on nest and did not appear to notice this brief work activity. - VNovik
04/14/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl perched on branch above nest with 2 large downy nestlings standing on 
nest platform; 1 nestling took a flying leap to branch west of nest, flapping its wings after landing; returned to 
nest in flapping leap, walked to branch tip east of nest where adult relocated to, flapping and exercising its wings 
in the wind. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - 1 large nestling Great Horned Owl still in nest, but other nestling has apparently fledged and not 
observed at nest or in surrounding area, including the nest tree, nearby trees, on nearby boulders, or on the 
ground. Nestlings were near fledging 3 days ago, and the most active 1 appears to have fledged and moved out of 
the area since then. No adults observed in area. - PKonrad
04/23/2012  Second nestling appears to have fledged during the weekend; no sign of fledglings or adults in nest 
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CORA Common Raven 011112_pkad_01 EP297-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Other 350 100 100 100 Fledged 1/11/2012 6/8/2012 01/11/2012 - No birds that could utilize this nest were observed in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No avian activity at or near nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area, but unusual additions to nest showing above bowl - a large dark gray 
football-sized form on south side and a larger basketball-sized white cotton-like substance that is located on the 
north side but can be seen from all sides. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area. Material in nest appears compacted in nest (not as fluffy or 
prominent as last week). - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No change at nest apparent; no hawks or ravens in area. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area; no apparent change in nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed; cotton-like nest contents described earlier appears to be pressed 
down into existing nest (by weather elements or animal activity). - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - No apparent change to nest and no raptors or ravens observed in the area. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed, and no change to nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Nest is large and well-built, but no raven or raptor has been observed at this site this year. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Nest looks good, but no sign of raptors or ravens in area during 30 minute observation period. - 
PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating on tower nest that has been built up since last week. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Adult Common raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - Raven incubating while another adult is flying between towers. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - Initially, no adult Common Ravens were observed. The incubation period should be complete and, if 
successful to this point, young nestlings should be present in the tower nest. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - An adult Common Raven is feeding 2 medium-sized nestlings that stretch their necks high above the 
nest rim. The adult soon left the nest to perch on the top of the tower bridge, then flew to the north, presumably 
to search for more food. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - Pair of adult Common Ravens are perched at and near the nest that contains at least 2 medium-
sized nestlings. - PKonrad
05/24/2012 - An adult Common Raven is standing on the nest with 2 large feathered nestlings. - PKonrad
06/01/2012 - A new 'fledgling' Common Raven is standing in the shade of a small creosote shrub 40 feet 
southeast of the tower. Another raven fledgling is perched in a low crossbar of the tower. It is doubtful these 
fledglings can fly yet and probable that they are still attached to the tower site as an activity center where they 
are fed and protected by the adults while they learn to fly and search for food during the post-fledging period. - 
PKonrad

Yes

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 011112_pkad_03 EP331-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/11/2012 TBD 01/11/2012 - No bird activity observed in area by any species that could utilize this nest. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No bird activity observed at nest or in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area; no sign of activity at the nest. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area; no apparent changes to nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Adult male Red-tailed Hawk brought nesting material to nest and arranged material while standing 
on nest, while female soared low around nest tower. Female joined male at nest, then male began collecting nest 
material in the area and bringing them to the nest with female calling periodically. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Initially, an adult Red-tailed Hawk was standing on nest and was soon joined by joined by another 
adult Red-tailed Hawk that flew in from southwest. Soon thereafter 1 hawk dove to ground 150 feet north of nest, 
collected a small branch and flew up the north. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk initially soaring low near nest tower, then perched on tower a moment 
before flying to west in reaction to loud, fast off-road vehicle speeding down road 250 feet west of tower. Other 
similar off-road vehicles rampaging to north, immediately north of highway. About 45 minutes later, during return 
trip to highway (and after off-road group on south side of highway left the area), observed adult Red-tailed Hawk 
fly to nest, where it stood for a time. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - No hawks observed on nest or in area during 2 nest checks over a 1 hour period. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew into the nest from the south with long-tailed prey in talons, probably a 
Desert Iguana. Stood on nest a short time, then flew to Sunrise tower to northeast to perch on north cross arm. 
Eventually, hawk soared half-mile northwest and a half-mile southeast of nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - No hawks observed during a 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk standing over nest with wings partly open as if shading eggs from direct sun. - 
PKonrad
04/26/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is incubating or brooding in an interesting way, facing into the wind and 
holding its wings away from its body slightly, allowing the breeze to cool its body and, perhaps, the contents of its 
nest. Soon, it also raised its tail into a vertical position. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk is standing on the nest, probably shading small nestlings. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - No nestlings can be seen, but an adult Red-tailed Hawk is crouching over the nest, probably shading 
nestlings. - PKonrad
05/24/2012  An adult Red tailed Hawk is standing in the shade on the nest; presumed nestlings remain unseen   
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CORA Common Raven 011112_pkad_05 EP350-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Grading 80 100 100 100 Fledged 1/11/2012 5/24/2012 01/11/2012 - No raptor or raven activity in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No sign of bird activity in area or at nest. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No birds in area and no apparent activity at nest. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in the area. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks, owls, or ravens observed in the area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Nest unchanged; no ravens or raptors in area. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area; nest appears unchanged. Two pieces of equipment grading 
road and pad at neighboring EP349. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - A Common Raven was standing on the nest while another raven flew to the nest site and perched 
next to the nest. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - No ravens observed in area; nest in good shape. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - A raven was observed perched on the tower near the nest. It left when the avian biologist parked 
nearby to examine another nest in the area. It returned once and perched at the nest in the 45 minutes the 
biologist was there. It flew off again after this, but was not observed to land again. - LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest while another raven was flying and soaring nearby. - 
PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Incubating Common Raven barely discernible as it lies very low in the tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - A Common Raven is incubating on the tower nest, while a second raven is active around the nest 
tower. At 1 time, the second raven brought a small food item to the nest with the first raven standing and 
interacting at the nest, probably mate feeding. Incubating raven resumed incubating and other raven perched on 
opposite side of tower bridge. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - Raven incubating or brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - Adult Common Raven is brooding on this tower nest. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - 3 large feathered nestlings are standing on the nest; 1 especially looks rather adult-like and is 
probably ready to fledge. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - At least 2 raven nestlings remain in the nest, and the other supposed recent fledglings are not 
evident. No adult Common Ravens were observed. - PKonrad
05/24/2012 - No Common Ravens were observed at the nest; all nestlings appear to have fledged, including 1 
fledgling that was initially perched halfway up the nearby Sunrise tower EP349 with 1 adult that was perched high 
in the bridge of the tower. The adult eventually took flight and began soaring in tight circles, followed by the 
fledgling that flapped its wings to fly toward the adult rather than soaring  nest closed   PKonrad

Yes

CORA Common Raven 011112_pkad_06 EP353-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 1/11/2012 TBD 01/11/2012 - No ravens observed in the area. Nest is in poor condition. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area, but nest appears to be built up somewhat with an unusual piece of 
material on top. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No birds in area; nest looks inactive. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No raptors or ravens near nest. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - Nest looks unchanged and unused, but 1 adult Red-tailed Hawk is perched in this nest tower 60 feet 
below nest. (This hawk could be associated with the 2011 hawk nest on next tower to southeast, or it could be a 
wintering hawk.) - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Nest unchanged; no ravens observed in area; 1 hawk perched in top of neighboring tower with 2011 
Red-tailed Hawk nest. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - No sign of change to former raven nest. No ravens observed in area; Red-tailed Hawks are using the 
nest in the next tower to the south. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Nest looks unchanged; no ravens observed in area; but Red-tailed Hawks are nesting in adjacent 
tower to southeast. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Nest continues to exhibit poor condition with no ravens or raptors in area. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Nest looks unchanged; no birds observed in area; although Red-tailed Hawks are present where they 
are nesting in adjacent tower to the southeast. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - No ravens in area, no raptors near nest; nest unchanged and unused. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - No birds near unchanged, unused nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - No ravens or raptors in area, but a nest survey crew that worked in the area yesterday, including E. 
Strods, observed a raven fly from the vicinity of the tower nest, but did not see if it came from the nest or near it. 
Strods also reported a few sticks placed in the northeast side of the new Sunrise tower EP252 (2 sticks can easily 
be seen today). Hence, these sites will be monitored closely in coming weeks. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - Adult raven observed on nest shading/incubating for approximately 20 minutes. Did not react to 
vehicle traffic along SWPL access road. - IMaunsell
04/26/2012 - No ravens observed at or near nest or broad surrounding region. - An hour later, a raven was 
perched on the top of the nest tower on the side opposite of the nest for about 5 minutes, then flew south. About 
5 minutes later, an adult Red-tailed Hawk, probably an adult from the hawk nest at the neighboring tower to the 
southeast, flew low to the west of this 'raven tower,' then north, apparently hunting but possibly a territorial 
flight. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on the tower nest with a second raven perched on the 
crossarm a few feet below the nest   PKonrad
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CORA Common Raven 011112_pkad_07 EP358-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 20 100 100 100 Fledged 1/11/2012 5/17/2012 01/11/2012 - No birds that could potentially utilize this nest were in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/16/2012 - No birds observed in area. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - No activity at nest and no ravens observed during avian survey. - MKuehn
01/27/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
02/03/2012 - No apparent activity at nest and no whitewash below nest tower, but a pair of Common Ravens is 
perched on the next SWPL tower northwest of nest tower. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - No ravens or raptors observed in area. - PKonrad
02/16/2012 - No hawks or ravens observed in area; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Nest unchanged; no ravens or raptors in area during initial nest check, but during second 'drive-by', 
2 ravens present, 1 on ground beneath nest and 1 perched nearby in tower 8 feet above ground. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - No raptors or ravens in area, and no apparent change at the nest. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - A Common Raven is in incubating position on the nest with a second raven perched nearby, midway 
along the crossarm. - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Common Raven is incubating on tower nest; another adult perched and preened on low part of 
SWPL tower to northwest. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Common Raven is incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven is incubating on its tower nest with a second adult perched on the northeast side of 
the bridge, near the nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - No adult Common Raven at the nest, but 1 adult raven is perched on the top of the Sunrise tower to 
the north. Nestlings are probably lying low in the nest, unseen. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - A pair of  adult Common Ravens were initially perched next to the tower nest filled with at least 3 
large nestlings standing on the nest. Soon, 1 of the adults flew to the north. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - 4 large Common Ravens are standing on the nest with an adult perched a few feet to the south on a 
tower bridge beam. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - The nest is empty, and an adult Common Raven flew to a fledgling perched low in the tower, about 
25 feet above ground. The adult flew to a high perch in the new Sunrise tower, and when the fledgling flew 
toward it, the adult took flight and began soaring in fairly tight circles with the fledgling following suit. The adult 
appeared to soar slowly and deliberately, and the fledgling soared quite well with a perceived jerkiness at times. 
They flew out of sight, which may be what happened with the other fledglings from this nest - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 011312_rrdd_02 CP59-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 1/13/2012 TBD 01/13/2012 - RTHA perched near nest did not interact directly during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
01/16/2012 - No raptors present during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
01/24/2012 - RTHA perched adjacent to nest but no new material visible. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - RTHA perched adjacent to nest for duration of observation. No new material visible. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA perched near nest but not at nest, which shows no sign of recent additions. Sycamore 
beginning to leaf out. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - RTHA present at nest, drying out following a wet night. No visible changes to nest. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - RTHA standing at nest 0709, mate nearby. Changed status to active 20 February. This pair is well-
acclimated to traffic and nearby mechanized farming activity. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - RTHA standing adjacent to nest, drying out from recent rain. Nest appears to contain fresh greens. - 
RRadd
03/14/2012 - RTHA perched under nest for duration of 30 minute observation did not appear concerned by 
traffic. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No RTHA observed near nest during brief drive-by observation. - IMaunsell
03/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which remains in good condition. 2 RTHAs observed soaring 1000 feet 
directly above nest. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - RTHA perched near nest from 0930 to 1000 remained in area despite being harassed by a pair of 
Cassin's Kingbirds. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA perched adjacent to nest, but no bird visible in cup. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - RTHA carries stick to nest at 1114 and arranges into place. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No visible activity at this nest following night of rainfall. Adult female RTHA perched on territory. - 
RRadd
05/01/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of 20-minute observation is very low in nest and hard to see. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - RTHA lying very low in nest, mate perched in next tree. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Adult RTHA nest guarding at customary perch; no bird detectable in nest during 20-minute 
observation. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Adult RTHA hunting unsuccessfully and returning to perch adjacent to nest. Host tree is now fully 
enfoliated and there is no longer a view into the nest. No mate detected during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - Adult RTHA flew to nest and appeared to defend it against kingbirds at 0638, then 2 minutes later 
moved to a perch a few feet away and remained. Nest is enveloped by P. racemosa leaves, and presence of 
nestlings can only be inferred not directly observed. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - RTHA adult at typical station, but no direct nest interactions observed 0600-0630. - RRadd

TBD
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 011412_bald_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Grading 53 100 50 50 Fledged 1/14/2012 2/21/2012 01/14/2012 - Nest found by bio-monitor Rod Haller, recorded by Brian Arnold and Ryan Abe. Arnold and Abe 
observed female on nest for about 30 minutes during construction activity, bird left for several minutes, returned 
to nest and immediately sat down, all indicative of an undisturbed bird incubating eggs. - BArnold
01/18/2012 - ANHU female observed at top of nest tree sunning and preening from 1500 - 1505. Nest not found. - 
RRadd
01/19/2012 - ANHU was not on nest upon initial observation, but return to nest within 10 minutes to incubate. - 
BArnold
01/28/2012 - Female ANHU feeding two young at 0712; short bills visible above rim of nest cup. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - Two young are large, downy and acquiring pin feathers. - RRadd
02/11/2012 - 2 nestlings are well feathered and fill the nest. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - 1 large nestling remains in nest and is anticipated to fledge tomorrow 18 February. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Female feeding recent fledgling on branch of coast live oak tree approximately 20 feet from nest 
location. - IMaunsell

Yes

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 011812_pkad_02 EP119-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows OH - foundations 420 500 400 400 Fledged 1/18/2012 5/21/2012 01/18/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched near new nest after male brought branch to nest. - PKonrad
01/24/2012 - One hawk was observed bringing nesting material to the nest, while the other perched in the host 
tree. Multiple trips were observed to the nest. - KAlberts
01/31/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks low in flight south of nest, then soared directly above nest to height of 
1,200 feet. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - 0730 to 1030. Adult hawk perched in nest tree approximately 10 feet from nest at 0740. Adults 
observed in area throughout bird nesting survey period but did not go to nest. An adult was observed tearing 
apart prey at inactive 2011 stick nest 6002310. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk hovering/hunting above grassland 200 feet south of nest; flew to west, 
where a second hawk flew from a perch on the hillside to join in flight. No association with nest observed. - 
PKonrad
02/14/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched on pole 1/4 mile southeast of nest. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks initially observed soaring south of nest site. Natural conditions; micropile 
drilling and K-Max deliveries at EP119 about 420 feet west-northwest. During subsequent Great Horned Owl nest 
check, Red-tailed Hawk was observed incubating in nest from hilltop above nest from location south of EP119 
TSAP - PKonrad
03/01/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk brooding on nest. [Biomonitor Mark Bahn reported 1 adult hawk feeding 
newly hatched nestlings a week ago on 2/24/2012.] - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - A hawk is lying on the nest, presumably brooding. Micropile work at EP118 to south, including 
helicopter deliveries. - PKonrad
03/15/2012 - Observed nest during portion of sound wall removal activities. Hiked to elevated vantage point 
along ridgeline to west and observed adult Red-tailed Hawk lying on nest facing northwest for 20 minute 
observation period. Second adult returns to rim of nest from north for nest exchange. Initial adult carefully stood 
up from inside nest and lowered wings while stepping up onto rim of nest, then flew off to south while second 
adult immediately and carefully settled down into nest in same position facing northwest. No eggs or nestlings 
visible from observation point and no other activity was observed. Presume nest to be in incubating/brooding 
stage based on today's observations and the care with which both adults entered/exited the inner portion of the 
nest. - JDicus
03/20/2012 - No adults observed, but looks like a medium-sized nestling with tan down and erupting feathers 
lying in sun on nest platform. - PKonrad
03/27/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk lying on nest, apparently brooding. Regular helicopter noise 1200 feet away 
from EP120. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Can see 2 medium-sized downy Red-tailed Hawks in nest (there may be more) and 1 adult perched 
on a rock on the hilltop 1/4 mile southwest of nest   PKonrad

Yes
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 011912_imll_02 EP255-2-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 71 500 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 1/19/2012 3/5/2012 01/19/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material to the nest in the morning by the avian biologist in a 
helicopter conducting a sweep of the Sunrise transmission line. Fresh material, potentially grass, is visible on top 
of nest. - IMaunsell
01/24/2012 - No hawks observed near this site, but 1 Red-tailed Hawk flew to the nest at the neighboring tower 
where a pair raised 2 fledglings in 2011. No indication of nest building apparent from ground-level observation 
locations. - PKonrad
01/27/2012 - Several new thin branches can be seen added to the top of the existing old raven nest. An adult Red-
tail was observed making an unsuccessful predatory strike on unidentified prey animal on ground between 2 
'nest' towers, then flew to soar above mountain to the west. (Historic 2011 Red-tailed Hawk tower nest to north 
was visited by an adult hawk during observations 4 days ago.) Micropile drilling and occasional helicopter 
deliveries 1,050 feet west of this nest at EP254. - PKonrad
01/30/2012 - Thin branches built up loosely where an inactive raptor nest was removed from SWPL tower 50183 
per SDG&E reliability and maintenance practices. The location of the nest was determined to be a potential 
reliability threat by a TCM inspection. Ron Freeman, SDG&E Environmental Services, contacted Dave Mayer 
(CDFG) and Lisa Nichols (USFWS) to notify them of this activity. The nest removal was not affiliated with the 
Sunrise Powerlink Project. - KAlberts - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - No hawks observed in area; appears a few new thin branches have been added to small 'starter' 
nest. (2011 nest in neighboring tower has been built up quite a bit during the past week.) - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - No apparent activity at small partial nest. A hawk visited the nearby 2011 nest, and that nest may 
now be the preferred active nest; at this time it appears this site may be inactive by definition, but will confirm in 
the coming weeks before making a conclusive decision. - PKonrad
02/20/2012 - Nest unchanged; remains a small nest where hawks began building a new nest, but have not 
attended in 2-plus weeks. In the meantime, the nest in the next tower to the north (SWPL tower 214) has been 
built up and occupied, with a pair of hawks in attendance with 1 of these incubating. It appears this nest has been 
abandoned and is now inactive, and the neighboring hawk nest site is now active. Nest buffer signs removed. - 
PKonrad
02/27/2012 - No raptors or ravens observed in area. Partial nest appears unchanged. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - No raptors or ravens in area. Nest unchanged for several weeks; appears hawks changed interest to 
nest site closer to EP256. - closed. - PKonrad

No

GHOW Great Horned Owl 012312_rrdd_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 350 500 70 70 Fledged 1/23/2012 4/13/2012 01/23/2012 - Reports and photographic evidence indicate GHOW is incubating 3 eggs. Bird did not flush on this 
cold rainy morning during 2 hours of observation. Buffer established at 200 feet based on communication with 
Avian Team leads, and that bird tolerated light foot and vehicle traffic in close proximity to nest structure. 
Substation construction management indicate work is scheduled to occur on eye-level with this nest and higher. 
Observations and comments from yard monitor (Clay Schudy) suggest owl is undisturbed by pass-through traffic 
inside buffer. - RRadd
01/26/2012 - GHOW Female remains on nest for duration of 30 minute observation. - RRadd
01/30/2012 - GHOW remains incubating on nest. - RRadd
02/09/2012 - GHOW female on nest 1327. Biomonitor reports no changes in behavior. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Incubation continues uninterrupted. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - Incubation continues. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - GHOW sitting tight. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - GHOW sitting higher on nest. Biomonitor reports seeing one hatched young late in the morning. - 
RRadd
03/12/2012 - One large nestling visible with adult. Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports female off nest mid-morning 
revealing 3 owlets. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - GHOW with 3 nestlings. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - Three owlets still in down. One adult in nest. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest at 0851. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Two nestlings have fledged. Observed and photo-documented on the ground in the substation on 3 
and 4 April, as they attempted to fly over the substation fence on 4 April, and in low shrubs outside the substation 
on 5 April. Third nestling remains in nest. - BArnold
04/10/2012 - One nestling continues. - RRadd
04/10/2012 - Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports that 1 nestling is still present in the A-frame. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - Third nestling fledged from A-frame nest today. Was in A-frame yesterday, 11 April 12. Fledgling 
remained in southwest corner of the substation for the day. There is no further owl activity associated with the A-
frame. A 'temporary ' 100-foot buffer was established around the southwest corner where the fledgling is 
temporarily located. - BArnold
04/13/2012 - On 4/12/12, biomonitor observed last fledgling outside of construction yard. Nest is closed. - 
HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Last of the 3 fledglings left the A-frame nest on 12 April 2012. This fledgling stayed within the 
fenced substation for the night, and flew over the fence today, 13 April 2012. - BArnold

Yes
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 012312_rrdd_02 CP11-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 0 500 500 500 Nest did not reach active stage 1/23/2012 2/18/2012 01/23/2012 - RTHAs have been bringing fresh greens at regular intervals during ongoing construction at CP11. No 
construction activity observed today, but location directly under ROW means this nest could potentially be 
impacted by wire-stringing operations and helicopter activity. - RRadd
01/25/2012 - A single Red-tailed Hawk was perched on top of 69 KV pole above nest when I arrived. It remained 
there for 5 minutes and then flew away out of sight. No hawks were observed for the remaining 20 minutes I was 
at the site. - EMorgan
01/26/2012 - Avian biologist supervised all installation of owl decoy in nest with the intent of deterring the pair of 
hawks from continuing nesting at this site. The crew was advised that the nest should not be damaged, removed, 
or destroyed. Nest monitored from 1205-1230 prior to installation. 1 hawk perched above nest and another 
soared overhead. 2 crewmen climbed the pole; photographed nest contents. No eggs or young were present. 
Crew installed owl on the nest with wire. Once installed, deterrent was photographed on the nest. Installation 
completed without destroying or removing nest. 2-4 sticks dislodged during installation. Nest was monitored from 
1245-1330. The pair quickly returned and dive bombed deterrent for ~40 minutes, occasionally striking it with 
talons. Pair briefly halted to courtship display before continuing aggressive behavior. ~1330 pair retreated to 
perches ~1000 from the nest. Closed due to inability for the pair to use site due to the deterrent being in the nest. 
- IMaunsell
01/26/2012 - RTHA pair engaged in screaming dive bomb attacks on plastic owl wired in to center of nest by 
Sunrise construction personnel for most of the duration of this 30-minute observation. Occasional strikes by 
hawks on the owl could be heard up to 650 feet away. - RRadd
01/27/2012 - Nest did not reach active stage (i.e., containing eggs or young) due to owl decoy placed in nest as a 
deterrent prior to egg laying. The intent is to remove the decoy once work is completed in the area. Wire-stringing 
operations will be monitored by an avian biologist at this location to assess any nesting activity. The nest will 
continue to be monitored for avian activity after construction is completed, and the status may then be re-
opened and changed to inactive or active, as appropriate. - KAlberts
02/09/2012 - Plastic owl now faces forward as nest appears to be losing integrity. Considerable debris on ground 
below. No RTHA detected within 4000 foot radius during 90 minute observation. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Pole is being monitored for potential nesting activity prior to removal of owl decoy. Between 1325 
and 1450, a pair of American Kestrels (or 1 of the adults from the pair) were observed perching on the top of the 
pole containing the owl decoy. The pair was observed copulating at 1345 and 1425, and each bird looked once 
into the cavity at the base of the top tower arm. Neither adult entered the cavity; apparently they are not 
incubating eggs at this point. - MDicus
02/18/2012 - The avian monitor monitored the nest pole prior to crew arrival. A pair of European Starlings was 
observed on the pole. One of the starlings entered the cavity at the base of the tower arm and pulled out a piece 
of plant material  The pair departed prior to the crew's arrival  The only raptor activity observed in the area was a 

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 012412_rrdd_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Scrubs Traffic 350 500 350 350 Fledged 1/24/2012 6/1/2012 01/24/2012 - RTHA pair carrying sticks to nest. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - Large amount of green material in nest but no RTHA observed. - RRadd
02/08/2012 - RTHA carrying small item to nest 0906. Unable to determine if item is decoration or prey. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - RTHA present away from nest, drying out following a wet night. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - RTHA pair copulating 0809, tearing bark strips and carrying sticks to nest 0814. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - Cold with 100% overcast, no RTHA detected, but nest is obscured. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - No RTHA observed at this nest, which is difficult to see into due to height. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No RTHA was observed near the nest during brief drive-by observation. Nest appears intact after 
storm. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - RTHA on nest not observed but likely incubating, just out of view; mate on territory. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - RTHA sitting upright within well-concealed nest, unable to determine if bird was rearranging eggs or 
feeding nestlings. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - RTHA observed in nest from 0915 to 0945. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - RTHA lying in nest for duration of observation on rainy morning. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - RTHA comes to nest at 1041 and interacts with hatched young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No activity visible in nest observed after night of rainfall. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Two nestlings observed occasionally stretching partially feathered wings at 1051, still mostly white. - 
RRadd
05/08/2012 - Adult perched at nest with nestlings - now with feathered wings and downy bodies at 1332. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Nestlings exercising fully feathered wings in nest at 1450. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - 1 nestling remaining appears flight-capable, observed feeding at nest, adult perched a few feet away 
at 0630. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - Nest is empty. Fledged. - RRadd

Yes
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AMKE American Kestrel 012712_rrdd_01 Pole 171694 69kv Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 3 500 150 150 Presumed Fledged 1/27/2012 5/16/2012 01/27/2012 - AMKE pair perched together at top of monopole for duration of 45 minutes of observation, female 
enters cavity repeatedly from  0812- 0815. No construction activities occurring at the time. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - RTHA perched at monopole and AMKE did not approach during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
02/09/2012 - AMKE pair copulating atop this pole at 0727 and 0820. Female subsequently entered cavity for 
approximately 2 minutes, and again from 0937-0939. Male perched on top of pole throughout. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - No change in activity observed during 15 minute observation on cold rainy day. RTHA perched on 
nest structure. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - AMKE pair copulating on this monopole 0740, and remain through 0755. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair copulate on pole 0717, male defends cavity against EUST intrusion. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - No AMKE detected during 2x20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - No activity observed at this pole during 4 hour survey period on 5 March, nor during 5 hour survey 
period in general area plus one hour focused observation period on 6 March, nor during 30 minute focused 
observation period on 7 March. Recommend characterizing this as Inactive and continue to monitor. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE male on tower, nest guarding and foraging. Female appears and solicits copulation at 1555. 
Male enters cavity briefly. Female solicits and the pair copulate again at 1610. Female enters cavity. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation under cool and wet conditions. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - The pair was observed at the cavity on and off all morning. Both male and female entered the 
cavity, a total of about 5 times. Each time one entered, begging sounds were heard from inside the cavity. The 
pair was also observed copulating on top of the pole once. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Adult female was observed perching atop nest pole and chasing a nearby Red-tailed Hawk; no male 
in sight. 1 hour later, both adults were perched on pole; vocalizations were heard from the nest area while the 
female leaned over for several minutes, watching the base of the west arm. - MDicus
04/06/2012 - Kestrel pair arrived at pole around 1435, the male carrying a prey item. Both sat atop the pole 
eating for a short period. The male then entered the nest cavity, but it wasn't clear if he took food in, as well. 
Female continued to perch on pole. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - No AMKE activity after an hour of observation. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - The female was quietly perched on a rung just below the nest cavity for about 30 minutes. She 
looked very damp. When a European Starling landed on the upper arm of the pole, the female kestrel made brief 
vocalizations and chased off the starling. Shortly after this, she entered the nest cavity and remained there 
through the end of the observation period (another 15-20 minutes). The male kestrel was not seen during this 
time. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - About 20 minutes after the start of observations, the male kestrel flew in from the north carrying 
prey. He landed atop the monopole and the female arrived from the west. She took the prey from him and 
perched partially within the bracket  where she could be seen feeding the nestlings (although nestlings were not 

Yes

AMKE American Kestrel 012712_rrdd_02 TL 6924 - 171687 69kV Structure Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 500 150 115 Indeterminate 1/27/2012 4/26/2012 01/27/2012 - Bio-monitor (G. Huffman) observed AMKE copulating on adjacent pole and entering cavity on steel 
monopole at 0900. - RRadd
01/27/2012 - Observed pair while bio-monitoring over a span of 9 hours on multiple occasions copulating and 
female entering cavity.  Nearest construction activities occurred at 350 feet, and the pair appeared undisturbed. - 
GHuffman
01/30/2012 - No AMKE observed at this nest site during work activities. AMKE female observed flying around 
helicopter at CP3 at approximate 300-foot radius at 1035, then away from site. - RRadd
02/01/2012 - Female AMKE remained 500-1,000 feet away from cavity throughout 30 minute observation. 
Personnel walked repeatedly through buffer to conduct BMP maintenance and within 25 feet of pole. - RRadd
02/04/2012 - Buffer stakes repositioned at 150 feet. - RRadd
02/09/2012 - Biomonitors report AMKE on nest pole several time this morning. No AMKE detected from 1340-
1420. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - 1030 to 1100: Kestrels observed copulating and perched together on adjacent poles within 30 to 50 
feet of nest cavity. - GHuffman
02/13/2012 - Biomonitor reports vigorous pair defense against interloper AMKE this morning. Male-only detected 
during afternoon observation. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair copulate on monopole 1226 and remain. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - Male nest-guarding, no female seen. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - AMKE pair on wood pole adjacent, copulate at 1058 and 1107. Female stays off nest for 20 minutes 
of observation. - RRadd
03/09/2012 - Pair observed copulating on monopole near nest. Pair actively defended area around nest. Both 
birds seen entering nest location but left nest unattended for long periods. They do not appear to be incubating. - 
TCooper
03/12/2012 - Male foraging around territory, female not observed. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation. Showery and cold. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - AMKE in area observed flying and foraging, but no activity near cavity. Starlings building nest in 
same pole. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed at nest. 2 AMKEs foraging in area. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Male AMKE appears to be nest guarding, subsequently catches lizard. Female begs then takes prey 
and carries to wood pole adjacent to nest, but is reluctant to enter and caches prey on pole, apparently in 
response to observer outside buffer. Observer moves to 250 and female moves to next wood pole and preens. 
Existing buffer may not be adequate if construction is imminent. - RRadd
04/18/2012 - No activity observed over a 45-minute period. - BArnold
04/25/2012  No AMKE activity at pole after 60 minutes of observation  AMKE vocalizations heard downslope to 

N/A
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 013012_pkad_01 EP248-1-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Other 600 500 450 450 Presumed Fledged 1/30/2012 6/5/2012 01/30/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk flew from the nest and the pair soared to the northwest. The hawk was not 
observed incubating, but the observer may have missed that opportunity while writing field notes and 
approaching the nest. - PKonrad
01/31/2012 - Pair is actively nest building, bringing sticks to nest every 5 or 10 minutes - until K-max helicopter 
visited site 1 mile west, when pair perched in Sunrise tower and remained for 15 minutes after helicopter left, 
occasionally preening. - PKonrad
02/07/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched high in nest tower. - PKonrad
02/13/2012 - No hawks observed at nest or in area during a windy period (30 minutes). - PKonrad
02/20/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk brought nesting material to nest 3 times during 40 minute observation 
period. - PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Observed nest site for 40 minutes; after 30 minutes an adult Red-tailed Hawk soared low overhead 
in strong wind, then soared out of sight to the northwest. - PKonrad
03/05/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk initially standing on nest, then lying on nest incubating. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk has initiated incubating at this tower nest. - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest; another adult soaring west of nest site, then perched on 
tower EP246. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating; eggs should be hatching soon. - PKonrad
04/13/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating soon stood up in nest and began feeding on a snake. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - M. Alfaro reported on 4/17/2012 helicopter flights in the area were constant and regular. An adult 
RTHA was incubating/brooding in the morning and clearly lying in the nest during work activities. However, during 
late morning and through the afternoon, the hawk was observed standing at the nest or on a metal beam 
immediately adjacent to the nest (potentially shading). Hawk looked in the nest throughout the day. The second 
adult was observed flying to nest every few hours; however, no exchange of food items was observed. In the 
evening, both adults flew away from the nest and continued until completely out of sight. After approximately 15 
minutes, 1 adult returned to the nest, again standing in the nest. Later in the evening, both adults flew away again 
for about 15 minutes. When the monitor left at approximately 1830, 1 adult was back at the nest, standing, not 
brooding. - IMaunsell
04/20/2012 - Pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks standing on rim of nest; when 1 hawk takes flight, the remaining 
adult begins feeding at least 1 small downy nestling. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was standing on the nest feeding 2 medium-sized downy nestlings. - 
PKonrad
05/03/2012 - The downy head of a nestling Red-tailed Hawk can be seen above the tower nest. No adults are 
present  but a pair of adult Red tailed Hawks was observed soaring above the area about 3 hours ago   PKonrad

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 013112_dbby_02 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 80 80 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

1/31/2012 2/13/2012 01/31/2012 - Observed at least 2 Bushtits carrying nest material to a partly constructed nest on south side of live 
oak tree. Birds don't seem disturbed by avian biologist standing below nest. - PKonrad
02/01/2012 - More permanent ESA buffer signs installed. - KWeber
02/01/2012 - Observed at least 2 Bushtits carrying nest material to a partially constructed nest on the south side 
of a coast live oak. Nest approximately 25% complete, as entire nest skeleton is complete, but can still be seen 
through. Nest building activity at nest is sporadic. Individuals don't seem disturbed by my presence standing 
below nest. 100-foot buffer flagged at east side of cleaned site with temporary orange flagging. More permanent 
signage will be installed. - KAlberts
02/06/2012 - Pair active around described nest site for 10 minutes, foraged in area near ground another 5 
minutes, then left to southeast. No other observations during an additional 40 minutes. - PKonrad
02/10/2012 - Nest is approximately 45% built. Distance to tower site (limit of vegetation clearance) where straw 
wattle is placed is 25 feet.  Distance to leg B anchor point is 145 feet. Distance to leg A anchor point is 85 feet. 
Avian biologist observed over a dozen trips to nest by pair carrying nest material. Nest building/nest 
improvements were being made inside the nest and around nest entrance at top east side of pendulous nest. Nest 
is now taking shape, with entrance obvious when viewed from east, but is still thin enough to allow sunlight to 
pass through in several places. Pair was most active early in the morning, making far less frequent trips to nest by 
9:15. Pair was tolerant of approach to within 25 feet. - JDicus
02/13/2012 - Nest appears to be physically disfigured. The nest was seen dangling in wind, and part of it torn off. 
It appeared to be 90% complete based on remaining shape and amount of nest material left. No Bushtits were 
seen or heard during the 45 minute observation period. Photos available to show current condition of nest. - AHill
02/15/2012 - West side of mostly completed nest has been torn out; probable predation. No Bushtits observed or 
heard during 30 minute observation period  in area. - PKonrad
02/15/2012 - No activity was observed at nest over an hour. Nest is unchanged since 2/13/2012, when it was first 
observed to be inactive. The birds are not refurbishing nest and not re-using material. The pair was not seen or 
heard. Buffer signs were removed and nest is now closed due to failure. Nest appears to have failed due to an 
animal dismantling the nest to obtain the contents, and not due to Sunrise work activities. - AHill
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 013112_phrd_02 GS-NF-20 Pad Areas-Work Area Grasslands and Meadows OH - foundations 600 500 500 500 Fledged 1/31/2012 5/16/2012 01/31/2012 - A Red-tailed Hawk was seen flushing from an area near the nest multiple times during the survey. 
The pair was seen flying over the nest with nest material, with the intent of adding material to this nest, but 
helicopter operations or other activity may have altered that regime. No raptors were seen in the nest proper. - 
PHoward
02/01/2012 - An adult Red-tailed Hawk was seen soaring just east of the nest site. No nest visits were observed 
during 40-minute observation period. - PKonrad
02/06/2012 - No sign of activity at nest and no hawks observed in area. - PKonrad
02/08/2012 - Pair of Red-tailed Hawks perched in tree 150 feet northwest of nest. Hawks unconcerned about light 
traffic on Sunrise access road 600 feet south of nest and regular low helicopter flights within 1000 feet. - PKonrad
02/09/2012 - Observed the pair copulate in nearby bare tree and bring nesting material on 2 occasions. Observed 
these behaviors from near EP56 guard structure at 500 feet. - AHill
02/13/2012 - Observed pair perched on nearby tree together. Soaring in area. Pair is still attending to nest. - AHill
02/14/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk on nest, either standing low on nest or, more likely, lying on nest during initial 
observation. During return visit, no hawks at nest or observed in area. - PKonrad
02/23/2012 - Cannot see a hawk on nest during concerted effort to ascertain a hawk is/is not incubating yet. No 
hawks observed near nest, but 1 adult Red-tail perched on pole 1,800 feet north of nest. - PKonrad
02/29/2012 - Observed nest exchange at 1110. Pair is incubating. - AHill
03/08/2012 - Observed adult on nest incubating and mate perched nearby on tree. - AHill
03/09/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating, mostly on west portion of nest. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Observed nest exchange at 1500. - AHill
03/16/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - A Red-tailed Hawk was seen flying/hovering within 500 feet of the tree with the nest in it. Later in 
the afternoon around 1540, a Red-tailed Hawk flew to the cluster of eucalyptus trees and made a call. Moments 
later, a Red-tailed Hawk was seen flying out of the back of the cluster of eucalyptus trees. No other activity was 
observed. It is not clear if the pair is still incubating, and will continue to monitor to ascertain status. - LThoreson
03/23/2012 - No hawks observed at nest during nest checks during 1 hour period. An adult Red-tailed Hawk was 
observed soaring in area to far north and near southeast. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Observed a nest exchange between adults. Previously incubating adult flew off away from nest. - 
AHill
04/02/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk incubating in tree nest. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk incubating on tree nest. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk perched on east side of nest facing 2 downy nestlings, aged 10 days to 2 
weeks (may be more nestlings). - PKonrad
04/24/2012  Adult Red tailed Hawk standing in nest with at least 2 medium sized downy nestlings   PKonrad

Yes

CACW Cactus Wren 020112_rrdd_01 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 200 100 100 100 Satellite nest 2/1/2012 4/19/2012 02/01/2012 - Fresh nest with small tight entrance and CACW pair in attendance, but not observed entering nest. - 
RRadd
02/06/2012 - Nest looks well tended, though CACW pair together 300 feet west. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Nest shows signs of maintenance, but no CACW detected. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - Nest appears maintained, but no CACW detected today. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - No change in activity observed. Biomonitor reports CACW carrying nest material. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - No CACW detected on cold rainy day. Biomonitor reports consistent activity across this territory. - 
RRadd
03/05/2012 - Nest remains intact and kempt. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - Nest appears maintained, with freshly manicured entrance. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest looks well-maintained, but no CACW detected on cold windy day. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest. CACW calling 500 feet west of nest. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - 2 CACWs observed in area from 0630 to 0730. These birds did not approach nest. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - At start of observation, CACW heard calling 100-150 feet from nests. At 1345, an adult perched on 
cactus between the 2 nests before flying off to the north. At 1420, wren gave vocalizations briefly near the nests. 
At 1426, adult CACW entered upper nest. Wren never directly approached this nest during 70-minute observation 
period. - VEurs
04/19/2012 - It has been determined that this is a satellite nest for this CACW pair, as both adults were seen 
taking food into the upper nest. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Changed status from "closed" to "inactive" because it is possible this nest may be utilized as a roost 
for adults or fledglings, or for a second clutch later in the season. No activity at this nest today. - VEurs

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 020212_mkhn_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Other 22 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/2/2012 2/21/2012 02/02/2012 - Adults made several trips to nest with material. Nest is approximately 40% complete. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete. BUSH making occasional trips to nest. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Bird at nest, undisturbed by PAR personnel at gate. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Nest appears complete and intact following storm. No BUSH activity detected. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Nest is torn apart consistent with predation. Nesting chronology shows that eggs were present at 
the time of predation. Closed and buffer removed. - RRadd
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 020212_mkhn_03 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 32 100 100 100 Indeterminate 2/2/2012 3/8/2012 02/02/2012 - Nesting stage uncertain. Female went to the nest 6+ times and was on nest for 1-2 minutes per visit. 
Female observed collecting spider silk at least once. Nest rim looks completely formed, but could not view nest 
contents. - MKuehn
02/08/2012 - Did not locate. The only nest located at the presumed location appears to be an old goldfinch or 
vireo nest consisting of fibers. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - Activity (project personnel standing at gate, talking to visitors) and through traffic did not flush 
female from nest.  Observed female ANHU on nest for 20-minute observation period, then female flew to road 
edge to nectar on tree tobacco (Nicotiana glauca) and returned immediately to nest. - JDicus
02/21/2012 - ANHU on nest, flushes in response to WESJ presence, ignores traffic. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Female ANHU approaches nest and perches close to, but does not alight on it during 20 minute 
observation. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - During 15-minute observation period, no activity observed at the nest. No nestlings in the nest; no 
adult or fledglings observed in the vicinity. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - No detections at this nest, which appears abandoned. - RRadd

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 020212_phrd_01 CP73-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 2/2/2012 2/6/2012 02/02/2012 - Nest has two fully feathered chicks ready to fledge in next few days. Female seen feeding young. - 
PHoward
02/08/2012 - The nest is intact and empty. It is presumed the nestlings fledged. - MDicus

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 020312_rrdd_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 50 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/3/2012 4/13/2012 02/03/2012 - BUSH pair actively building nest, approximately 50% complete, with numerous trips during 30 
minute observation. Nest is partially visually screened from pull site by adjacent chaparral whitethorn (Ceanothus 
leucodermis). BUSH absent from nest during helicopter operations. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Nest appears 90% complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - Nest intact following recent storms. BUSH pair observed away from nest, did not approach this site 
during observation. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - Adult seen bringing lining material to nest. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears stout, well insulated and complete, with a tidy entrance facing north. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest remains in fine condition, no BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest appears intact. No bushtit  observed at nest. Nest monitored 30 minutes 840 -910. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - One bushtit observed entering and exiting nest. stayed inside nest for 10-15 minutes and outside of 
nest for 2-5 minutes, three times during observation - ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Female observed exiting nest. Monitoring was stopped due to Western Scrub-jay in area. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest after 10 minutes of observation. Nest monitoring was ended due to 
occupation of Western Scrub-jays in immediate area. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting and entering nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to 15 minutes due to 
occupation of Western Scrub-Jays in immediate area. Minor damage at bottom of nest is likely due to major storm 
event over last two days. - RAbe
03/29/2012 - No activity observed in 5 minutes of observation. Visit curtailed by WESJ activity in area. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0710 to 0740. Nest appears in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest has been destroyed by unknown cause, presumably weather influenced. - RRadd

No

CATH California Thrasher 020312_rrdd_02 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 115 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/3/2012 3/13/2012 02/03/2012 - No birds seen at nest, but appears fresh and under construction. WESJ pair alarming at observer at 
100 feet. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Deep basket of twigs with partial lining of finer material. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - CATH observed carrying nest materials to this site. Pair at this site for duration of 20 minute 
observation. No WESJ detected. Changed species to California Thrasher. - RRadd
02/24/2012 - Nest in good condition with well woven grass lining and appears complete. No birds observed 
visiting nest, although CATH heard singing in immediate vicinity following vehicle traffic and parking 150 south of 
nest within the pullsite. Pair potentially egg laying. - IMaunsell
02/29/2012 - Nest in fine condition. CATH singing intermittently nearby but not at nest. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears complete and sound. No occupants detected, CATH singing nearby. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest is in good shape. No CATH near nest, though heard signing in area and observed flying over 
shrub once. Two Scrub-jays were observed on shrub and in area. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - Thrasher was observed near nest but not at the nest. Nest appears to be in good condition - 
ELoveless
03/13/2012 - Observed nest over 3 days for activity on 3/10, 3/12 and 3/13. Birds have not been observed at this 
nest or within proximity. Nest has been monitored for a minimum of a few hours each day at varying distances. 
Conclusion reached that nest is no longer active. - GHuffman

No

CATH California Thrasher 020312_rrdd_03 CP55/CP56-1 PS-N Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/3/2012 3/6/2012 02/03/2012 - CATH giving alarm calls from this thicket, but not observed on nest. Nest should be monitored again 
to verify current activity. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Appears to have some material added, but progress is slow. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - No change in activity detected. Recent storms are delaying breeding activity. - RRadd
02/29/2012 - Nest is unimproved and deteriorating. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest is no longer viable. Closed. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 020312_rrdd_04 CP55/CP56-1 PS-N Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 100 100 Indeterminate 2/3/2012 3/6/2012 02/03/2012 - BUSH pair making trips at 5 minute intervals, building nest. Flushed from observer at edge of AR, 
but returned when observer was within 50 feet and within 100 feet with noise. Nest is candidate for drive-
through buffer, due to exhibited resilience to helicopter activity and intermittent AR activity. No indications of any 
recent BMP activity within 100 feet. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - Exterior of nest appears substantially complete. BUSH are wary, but continue to make occasional 
trips carrying material. - RRadd
02/10/2012 - R. Radd observed exterior of nest that appeared substantially complete. BUSH are wary, but 
continue to make occasional trips carrying material. - KAlberts
02/16/2012 - Nest is intact following recent storms, but no BUSH observed. - RRadd
02/16/2012 - R. Radd reported nest is intact following recent storms, but no BUSH observed. - KAlberts
02/29/2012 - R. Radd observed nest in fine condition looks near complete. BUSH nearby in foraging flock did not 
associate with nest. - KAlberts
02/29/2012 - Nest in fine condition looks near complete. BUSH nearby in foraging flock did not associate with 
nest. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - R. Radd observed BUSH pair making trips at 5 minute intervals, building nest. Flushed from observer 
at edge of AR, but returned when observer was within 50 feet and within 100 feet with noise. Nest is candidate 
for drive-through buffer, due to exhibited resilience to helicopter activity and intermittent AR activity. No 
indications of any recent BMP activity within 100 feet. - KAlberts
03/06/2012 - Nest destroyed by unknown cause. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - R. Radd reported that the nest was destroyed by an unknown cause. - KAlberts

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 020312_rrdd_05 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/3/2012 3/29/2012 02/03/2012 - Nest is 1% complete, consisting of a thumbnail-sized collection of white fluff bound into fork of 
laurel sumac (Malosma laurina). - KAlberts
02/10/2012 - Nest is now 4 inches long, 10% complete and composed of white silk and fibers. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Avian monitor arrived prior to bmp crew; helicopters were passing overhead (outside 100-foot 
overhead buffer) every 1-5 minutes.  No activity at nest during 2 hours of monitoring (approximately 08:00 to 
10:00), and nest remains approximately 10% complete.  Buffer is still staked at 100 feet but signs were added to 
allow drive through access only.  Continued monitoring is recommended to determine whether lack of activity is 
due to recent inclement weather or whether nest is abandoned and should be closed - MDicus
02/16/2012 - Material has been added since 10 February - nest building assumed to be continuing. - RRadd
02/24/2012 - Adults observed coming to nest. Nest appears complete. - BArnold
02/29/2012 - Nest appears large and complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest remains in good condition, no BUSH detected on cold day. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - Pair added nest material three times during 45 minute observation period. - RAbe
03/14/2012 - BUSH pair departed nest at 1344 in possible response to observer at 80 feet. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appeared intact after storm. BUSH pair near, but not at nest during approximate 10 minute 
observation period. Nest building is presumably still going on. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - BUSH made 3 nest trips in 10 minutes and then did not reappear. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Nest was found in a fragmentary condition, indicating predation of eggs. There was no evidence of 
construction activities affecting this nest, and it was determined to have failed due to natural causes. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 020612_phrd_02 EP206-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 93 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/6/2012 2/17/2012 02/06/2012 - Adult Bushtit bringing nest material to nest and building. Nest is roughly 30% complete. - PHoward
02/14/2012 - Observed nest for approximately 45 minutes. A pair of BUSH was seen foraging and visited the scrub 
oak with the nest 3 times but no nest building or item carrying was observed. Nest looked to be approximately 30 
percent complete (Myers, S.J.). - SJohnston
02/17/2012 - Top of small light-colored well-built nest torn open at top; apparent avian predation attempt. No 
Bushtits observed or heard. Sunrise and public vehicle traffic on McCain Valley Road 250 feet west of nest site. - 
PKonrad

No

CALT California Towhee 020612_rrdd_02 CP25-2-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 34 100 60 60 Nest did not reach active stage 2/6/2012 2/22/2012 02/06/2012 - No avian activity at this nest during observation, but CALT nearby. Two green leaves placed in cup. 
No indications of prior use (compression, feces etc.), but no birds observed associating with this nest during 15-
minute observation. Appears too intact to have been a nest from the previous year. Original buffer set at 60 feet - 
drive-through access permitted. - RRadd
02/13/2012 - No change in activity. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - Nest is unused and unmaintained. - RRadd

No
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 020712_rrdd_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 60 100 60 60 Presumed Fledged 2/7/2012 4/1/2012 02/07/2012 - Almost complete nest is 9 feet above ground on east side of Brazilian pepper tree, adjacent to 
residence close to terminus of overhanging branch. ANHU making frequent trips packing interior lining. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Nest appears abandoned and appears beginning to degrade, but difficult to see into on rainy 
blustery day. Will monitor again before closing. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - ANHU female incubating 3 eggs. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - ANHU sitting tight on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - ANHU observed incubating. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - Single nestling visible in nest. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - ANHU feeding multiple young. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nestlings still present. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - One feathered nestling remains. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - Two fledglings visible; appear to be several days apart in age, with noticeably differing size and bill 
length. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - 2 fully feathered nestlings conspicuous in nest, appearing alert and capable of fledging soon. - 
HWinfrey
04/01/2012 - Nest is empty and in good condition. No evidence of predation, nest is presumed fledged. - 
HWinfrey

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 020712_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Riparian Scrubs Traffic 60 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 2/7/2012 3/30/2012 02/07/2012 - Female ANHU building new nest in low branches of cottonwood tree. Nest is approximately 15% 
complete. Female departed nest when observer was in line of sight at 45 feet, indicating intolerance of humans 
on foot at that location. Staked with drive-through access only to permit SRPL traffic to continue unimpeded. - 
RRadd
02/14/2012 - Nest is complete, lined and empty. No ANHU detected during late afternoon observation. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Intact nest with one egg. No ANHU detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - ANHU lying on nest 1020 - 1033. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - ANHU incubating 2 eggs. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - ANHU incubating. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - ANHU brooding 2 black downy nestlings (approximately 3 days old). - RRadd
03/15/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Two nestlings acquiring wing quills. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - 2 fully feathered nestlings in nest, appearing alert and likely to fledge very soon. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - Nestlings observed sitting in nest. - JTaylor
03/30/2012 - Nest is empty and in good condition with no evidence of disturbance. Fine fibers on edge of cup are 
pulled upwards. Evidence indicates nest successfully fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 020812_mkhn_02 EP16-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals Other 140 100 95 95 Presumed Fledged 2/8/2012 4/18/2012 02/08/2012 - Pair of adult Bushtits visited nest site together more than 4 times with nesting material. Pair has just 
started building nest and is about 5% complete. Link Lead and work crews on site were notified of nest buffer. 
Buffer still needs to be flagged and signed. - MKuehn
02/10/2012 - The Bushtit pair is still building their nest after today's work activities. Several helicopter flights 
occurred today, flying directly over the nest a couple times, and all landing approximately 145 feet from the nest. 
The Skycrane delivered and picked up grading equipment 3 times today, and the nest was physically unaffected by 
the wind created by the helicopter each time. The birds returned to the nest between 2 and 45 minutes after 
helicopter activities. The only concern is that the noise created by the helicopters will affect the birds' nesting 
behavior; however, it does not seem that the helicopter activities will physically harm the nest. The nest was 
approximately 20% complete as of noon today, and the pair were actively visiting the nest. No nesting material 
was seen being carried, but 1 Bushtit spent time attending to nest. Signs were installed for the 95-foot nest 
buffer. - AHill
02/16/2012 - Bushtit pair was seen visiting nest 3 times at intervals of 30, 20, and 30 minutes. Pair was foraging 
between these visits. Pair was not perturbed by micropiling activities occurring at 225 feet from the nest. Nest is 
approximately 60% complete. Shape of nest is complete and entrance is east-facing; however, nest is thin and I 
can see through it. - AHill
02/24/2012 - Observed Bushtit bring lining material to nest, pair very active. Pair not affected by helicopter 
activities. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Male and female both brought soft nesting material to nest, nest is 95% complete. - AHill
03/12/2012 - Nest nearly complete. One bushtit observed bringing material to nest during 15 minute observation. 
- ELoveless
03/12/2012 - Observed adult visit nest then quickly leave. Pair is being very quiet and there was very little 
observed behavior. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Observed nest exchange; pair is incubating. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Observed adult foraging around nest area. Ten minutes later observed female bringing soft nesting 
material to nest and then did not leave for at least 10 minutes. - AHill
04/03/2012 - Adults very actively visiting nest; heard nestlings begging. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Adults feeding young periodically; heard nestlings. - AHill
04/12/2012 - 2 adults bringing food to nest at 1019. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Adult visits nest with food at 0957. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Nest was empty and intact; birds presumed to have fledged. - AHill

Yes
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 020812_rrdd_01 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 41 100 70 70 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/8/2012 2/21/2012 02/08/2012 - ANHU female feeding 2 well-developed young - partially feathered heads visible during feeding 
session. Buffer reduced to 70 feet and drive-through only to permit use of gate and project access. - RRadd
02/14/2012 - ANHU nestlings fill the nest level with brim of cup. - RRadd
02/21/2012 - Nest no longer present on tree. Ground search under nest site produced no nest remnants but small 
feather scrap; suggesting but not conclusively indicating nest predation. Nestlings were approaching fledge date 
at last monitoring and one rain event has occurred since that date. - RRadd

No

AMKE American Kestrel 020912_bald_02 TL 6924 - Z101344 69kV Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 25 500 75 75 Fledged 2/9/2012 5/19/2012 02/09/2012 - Kestrels observed entering the third arm on the west side of 69kV steel monopole Z137901, from 
the end of adjacent arm to pole. Also observed pair copulating and entering same arm on Saturday 4 February 
2012, while appearing to search for suitable nesting areas. - KAlberts
02/10/2012 - Female on top of steel monopole, male on steel monopole to the south, at SE corner of substation. - 
BArnold
02/15/2012 - AMKE continue to show site fidelity to this monopole. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair together on adjacent pole, did not enter any cavities during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
02/23/2012 - Female observed exiting third arm at 0945, both adults in large Eucalyptus tree in the parking lot to 
the east by 1000. - BArnold
02/26/2012 - Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports frequent activity of AMKE pair at both monopoles while substation 
work in progress, birds unfazed by substation work. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - AMKE perched briefly on monopole and flying around vicinity. Pair observed perched on monopole 
located two poles to the south, across Blaisdell. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - American Kestrels not observed today during afternoon brief observation period. Sycamore 
Substation bio-monitor Clayton observed American Kestrels perched on pole one pole south at southeast corner 
of substation on the day before, 8 March 2012. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE male carries food (small mammal remnant) to female at nest at 1648. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - No AMKE observed anywhere in area during brief morning observation period. - BArnold
03/19/2012 - AMKE atop pole departs at 0700 under rainfall and does not return for duration of 30 minute 
observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed by Brian Arnold during observation period. - JPawlicki
04/06/2012 - No activity observed during observation period. - BArnold
04/06/2012 - Kestrel pair arrived at pole at 1252. Female was holding a small lizard that she carried into arm. She 
remained in arm for the duration of the observation period (40 more minutes). The male flew off to the north and 
did not return. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - 90-minute observation period conducted from pickup parked in business lot across the street to the 
north. No AMKE activity detected in the vicinity of nest cavity or surrounding area. Rainy conditions likely 
deterred kestrel activity. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Arrived on site at 10:45 and initially, no activity was observed at the nest. At approximately 11:40, a 
pair arrived calling at the nest pole with the male carrying prey. After 5 minutes of calling and flying in the vicinity 
of the pole, the male transferred prey to the female after which she entered the nest cavity at the base of the 
arm. Female remained in cavity until at least 12:20 pm (35 minutes) when monitor left site. - JPawlicki
05/03/2012  The female made 2 trips within 20 minutes to deliver food to the nest cavity  The male was not 

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 020912_bald_03 Pomerado Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 15 100 12 12 Presumed Fledged 2/9/2012 5/27/2012 02/09/2012 - Pair building nest. - KAlberts
02/15/2012 - Nest is intact but no BUSH activity detected on cool stormy morning. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - No BUSH observed late in afternoon. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - Both adults brought nesting material to nest after an 18 minute observation period. - BArnold
02/26/2012 - Biomonitor C. Tschudy reports frequent activity to and from this nest while substation work in 
progress. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Bushtits heard and observed going to nest. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - Bushtits observed at nest. Sycamore Substation bio-monitor Clayton Tschudy also observed Bushtits 
at nest yesterday, 8 March 2012. - BArnold
03/13/2012 - Nest continues in fine condition, but no BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Bushtits present in nest tree during brief morning observation period; nest appears in good 
condition. - BArnold
03/19/2012 - No detections during 30 minutes of light rain. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed by Brian Arnold during observation period. - JPawlicki
04/06/2012 - BUSH observed entering nest within 2 minutes of arrival. This nest remains active. - BArnold
04/10/2012 - Adult Bushtits observed in nest tree 2 minutes after arrival. Nest remains active. - BArnold
04/18/2012 - Two adult BUSH came to nest after 10 minutes of observation. Neither had food items. - BArnold
04/30/2012 - No BUSH activity detected during 45 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good condition. 
2 Cooper's Hawks flew from trees near the nest as the biologist walked down the street. - VEurs
05/02/2012 - Two BUSH observed flying from or very near the nest at 1315 after 15 minutes of observation. - 
BArnold
05/08/2012 - Adult Bushtit observed foraging in nest tree. Nest is in good shape. - BArnold
05/10/2012 - BUSH activity observed at nest. - BArnold
05/19/2012 - No activity observed during brief observation period. Bushtits have been heard and observed in nest 
tree and nearby shrubs by bio-monitor during the previous week, but no interaction with the nest was observed. - 
BArnold
05/27/2012 - Nest remains in good shape. Based on nesting chronology, this nest has fledged. Recent sightings 
and reportings of BUSH activity at nest have likely been portion of family groups. - BArnold

Yes
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MODO Mourning Dove 020912_bald_04 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 70 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 2/9/2012 2/13/2012 02/09/2012 - An adult was on the nest brooding two nestlings. - KAlberts
02/22/2012 - Unable to monitor nest due to lack of substation access. - IMaunsell
03/02/2012 - Nest empty. No Mourning Dove activity. Nest likely fledged due to size of nestlings observed on 9 
February, and the placement of the nest such that there was no direct line of sight nor access for potential 
predators. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Avian biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nest, but was unable to gain access to substation. - 
HWinfrey

Yes

AMKE American Kestrel 020912_rrdd_01 TL 6924 - 171688 69kV Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 2/9/2012 TBD 02/09/2012 - Female AMKE enters cavity at 1214, 1221, 1224 and then departs. Male at top of pole throughout. - 
RRadd
02/13/2012 - No change in activity observed during two 15 minute observations on cold rainy day. - RRadd
02/15/2012 - Male AMKE performs display flight around and then alights upon monopole. Female follows, briefly 
enters cavity 0958. Female remains on pole, male moves to next pole north. - RRadd
02/22/2012 - AMKE pair copulate 1111, one bird enters top arm cavity 1114 and remains. - RRadd
02/27/2012 - AMKE pair present on pole, but no entry to cavity detected. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - AMKE enters arm at 0800. Both kestrels present. It appears that this male is attempting to establish 
nests at adjacent monopoles, 171688 and 171689. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE pair at this structure, male entering cavity, female present. This male is also servicing female 
on subsequent monopole. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Male AMKE atop pole for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - For the first 30 minutes of observation neither adult was observed. After checking the active AMKE 
nest to the north (pole 171689), the male from that pair flew to this pole and perched with a female. It was 
unclear whether the female was incubating and emerged from the nest cavity or flew in from the surrounding 
area. A third Kestrel (possibly the female from the territory to the north) approached the nest pole, and the 
resident female chased it from the area while the male remained perched. The pair was also observed chasing a 
nearby Red-tailed Hawk from the territory. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - Male circled pole and landed for a brief period before flying off again. Female flew in from south, 
landed atop the pole and began ripping feathers from her prey item. Male returned and sat below her on climbing 
rung. She moved down the pole, but it was unclear whether she took food into the cavity (bad viewing angle). The 
male flew off, eventually followed by the female. - VEurs
04/18/2012 - The pair was perched atop monopole upon biologist's arrival. Almost immediately, the pair 
copulated and the male flew to his pole to the south. The male associated with the pole to the north landed on 
this monopole and attempted to copulate with the female. This pole's male returned to the pole and prevented 
copulation. The pair associated with this pole copulated 2 more times; quite a lot of AMKE activity this morning. - 
VEurs
04/25/2012 - The female was perched on a wire near the monopole containing the nest as the biologist 
approached the buffer. She remained there until a pair of RTHA flew by, one carrying a dead rabbit. The kestrel 
took off and quietly followed the hawk pair out of sight. She returned after about 30 minutes and again perched 
on the wire. The male approached the wire 10 minutes later, carrying a lizard about as long as himself. The female 
called to him and flew up into the nest cavity. The male did not fly to the cavity and instead flew out of sight with 
his lizard and did not return for the duration of the observation. The female remained in the cavity for another 15 
minutes  until the observation was ended   VEurs

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 020912_vers_01 EP10-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 60 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 2/9/2012 4/14/2012 02/09/2012 - The Bushtit pair did not react to the traffic, gunfire or farm activity. Three biologists observed the 
nest at different times for 10-20 minutes each. During each observation, the Bushtits visited the nest site with 
nesting material 4-7 times. Two biologists also observed the Bushtits gathering nesting material from the 
surrounding area, approximately 1 to 4 feet away. The pair reacted adversely to the Accipiter hawk that flew over 
their nest site. - VEurs
02/14/2012 - The Bushtit pair was very tolerant of biologist's observations 20 feet away from nest. The pair was 
actively bringing nesting material to the nest. The nest was unaffected by the wind created by the helicopter. The 
pair returned to the nest within 5 minutes of the helicopter leaving. Nest is 85% complete. - AHill
02/22/2012 - Male Bushtit was seen bringing lining material to nest. Nest is 90% complete. - AHill
02/24/2012 - Pair seen bringing nest lining material to nest. Nest buffer adjusted to 30 feet as per concurrence 
from Forest Service on 2/24/2012. - AHill
03/01/2012 - Pair was seen bringing lining material to nest, 95% complete. - AHill
03/09/2012 - Male was seen foraging in nest area and then flew to nest and entered. Birds were very cryptic. - 
AHill
03/20/2012 - Observed nest exchange between female to male. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Adults seen coming to and from nest, nestlings were heard begging. Nest was physically intact, with 
the NBJ-allowed helicopter landing at the TSAP. Pair is tolerant of drilling activities. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Bushtit observed adding material to outside of nest at 0954. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - 2 adults observed bringing food to nest at 0832. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - No activity at nest, which is intact and empty. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 021012_rabe_01 EP2-3 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 140 100 100 100 Fledged 2/10/2012 2/11/2012 02/10/2012 - A female ANHU was observed feeding a fledgling a few feet from the nest. One nestling was still in 
the nest. Due to breeding chronology, the active nest was closed because one fledging was observed, and the 
remaining nestling will fledge before the next scheduled construction activity, barring natural predation. - RAbe

Yes
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 021112_rrdd_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 2/11/2012 4/13/2012 02/11/2012 - ANHU female building new nest in riparian zone, approximately 30% complete. Buffer staked at 50 
feet allowing drive-through access and permits SRPL traffic to continue. - RRadd
02/17/2012 - ANHU returning intermittently to nest. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - Nest is complete and female appears to be incubating, make brief infrequent trips off the nest. - 
RRadd
03/02/2012 - ANHU making brief trips away from nest before returning to settle. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - Female ANHU on nest 0900, leaves for 3 minutes then returns and settles directly onto nest, giving 
no indications of hatched young. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - At least one nestling visible in nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Observed ANHU feeding nestlings (2 nestlings visible). - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Female ANHU observed visiting nest twice during 5 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity was observed from 1150 to 1220. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No activity observed. Nest fully intact, and based on nest chronology, nest is presumed to have 
fledged. - JDicus

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 021612_kwer_04 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 5 100 30 30 Fledged 2/16/2012 2/21/2012 02/16/2012 - 2 large nestlings are present in the nest. Avian monitor observed mother feeding nestlings twice 
over the course of an hour of observation. Bio-monitor Katherine Vittum observed the mother performing 
frequent feedings prior to avian biologist arriving on-site, including her first observation which occurred while 
Project traffic was driving 10 horizontal feet from nest. - KWeber
02/21/2012 - I. Maunsell reported that the female was feeding a pair of fledglings sitting adjacent to one another 
in coast live oak tree approximately 30 feet north of nest location. Nest was intact and in good condition. Fledged. 
- KAlberts

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 021712_jdus_01 EP81 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 0 100 75 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

2/17/2012 4/10/2012 02/17/2012 - Bushtits building nest, 1% complete. - JDicus
02/23/2012 - Pair continues building nest and is 35%-40% complete; they are able to enter the partly built 
pendulum nest. During helicopter long-lining, nest and host yucca stalk shook violently, however 1 bird remained 
inside the nest during the event and continued building seconds after helicopter flew away. - JTaylor
03/07/2012 - Biological monitor reports pair making frequent trips with nesting material to a nearly complete 
nest following helicopter landings at TSAP. - KWeber
03/21/2012 - One adult Bushtit flew to nest carrying nesting material (white fluff). - MKuehn
03/29/2012 - Pair observed bringing fur to nest. Nest appears 90-100% complete. - RQuilley
04/02/2012 - Within 5 minutes of passive observation starting at 1500, Bushtits were heard. A few minutes later, 
an individual was identified carrying resting material and was seen gradually making its way to the nest, 
eventually going inside with the material. The exterior of the nest appears complete. - LThoreson
04/03/2012 - SDG&E requested agency concurrence to remove this nest, based on its location within the critical 
path for sky crane operations at EP81. The nest removal request was granted on 4-2-12, and removal procedures 
occurred on 4-3-12. Avian biologist L. Tymkiw arrived at 1000. At 1020 the pair arrived with nesting material, and 
again at 1025. At 1030, the avian biologist approached the nest to remove it. The biologist felt the nest bottom 
for eggs, felt none, so carefully broke the supporting yucca flower stalks and took the nest down. Upon feeling 
inside the nest, 4 eggs were discovered. The nest was then returned to as close to the original spot as possible and 
firmly wedged in place. The nest was later (at 1211) secured with wire by K. Alberts to provide secondary 
reinforcements to this replaced nest. Before the nest was secured with wire, it was dislodged on one occasion.  
The cause of dislodging was either due to a helicopter that landed in the TSAP that approached from the east, 
generally 200 feet above the nest area, or the bird itself flushing from on top of the nest during this landing event. 
6 minutes after the nest was re-affixed, a Bushtit came to it with nesting material. Within 3 minutes it returned 
and entered the nest. The Bushtits were observed coming to the nest with material 6 more times, and without 
material 4 more times. One was observed entering the nest 6 times, generally staying inside for about 10 minutes 
at a time. At 1334 a WESJ was observed within 20 feet of the nest. Both Bushtits mobbed it and it eventually left. 
After the nest was secured with wire, the pair appeared to be anchoring the nest to the wire and the yucca each 
time they brought material to the nest. Once, a Bushtit was observed bringing material to the nest but not putting 
it anywhere and eventually leaving with it. - LTymkiw
04/04/2012 - The avian biologist arrived at 0836. At 0841 1 Bushtit was observed approaching the nest with 
nesting material. At 0854 4 WESJ were perched about 100 feet from the nest and both Bushtits flew over and 
scolded them until they left. At 0900 one Bushtit entered the nest, staying inside for about 10 minutes. The birds 
were seen bringing material 3 more times and entering the nest once more.  The pair grew increasingly wary, 
though, and would drop the material and not visit the nest if the biologist was in plain sight.  They also began 
coming in to the nest from different angles  which they were not observed doing in 5 5 hours of observation on 

No
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BUSH Bushtit 021712_mkhn_02 EP223-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 85 100 85 85 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/17/2012 3/28/2012 02/17/2012 - A pair of adult Bushtits observed flying to nest tree with material more than 3 times and building 
nest. Nest is 50% complete. Bottom is not yet formed. Birds exhibited no signs of disturbance toward biologists' 
presence at 50 feet, and brought material to nest without hesitation, even while Skycrane was delivering materials 
to adjacent tower site. - MKuehn
02/23/2012 - Observations of the pair of Bushtits were made during nesting bird survey for buffer area 
surrounding concrete anchor block locations. Bushtit pair was observed carrying nest material to nest several 
times. Pair was observed approaching nest from below moving slowly up through host scrub oak from near the 
base of the shrub, not flying in to nest at top of shrub directly. Pair of Western Scrub Jays in vicinity may explain 
why the Bushtit pair was approaching the nest more secretly than might be expected, as this species will 
commonly fly nest materials directly to nest under normal conditions. Nest is now taking shape and is 
approximately 80% complete with nest entrance located on south side of nest. - JDicus
03/09/2012 - S. Johnston observed single Bushtit making 1 trip into the nest during a 20 minute observation 
period. - SJohnston
03/24/2012 - Access was not possible and prevented checking the status of this nest. Nest will be monitored as 
soon as safely possible, as early as Monday. - PKonrad
03/28/2012 - No sign of nest in scrub oak or below or around it; spent considerable time searching for nest or 
remnant. A Bushtit passed through the area giving contact calls at 1 time, but remained out of sight - closed. - 
PKonrad

No

GHOW Great Horned Owl 021712_pkad_02 EP363-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Grading 80 500 175 75 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/17/2012 4/19/2012 02/17/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on 2011 raven nest. Light drive-by traffic along Imperial Valley 
Substation access road. - PKonrad
02/21/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on corner tower nest. Light drive-by traffic along Imperial Valley 
Substation access road. - PKonrad
02/28/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating on tower nest. Light slow drive-by traffic along Imperial Valley 
Substation access road. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - The owl was on the nest throughout the survey. At the end of the survey, a CORA landed on the 
tower and approached the nest. The owl stood up and spread its wings and the raven flew off. The raven was on 
the tower near the nest for no more than 10 minutes. - JDicus
03/16/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl incubating; nestling(s) should hatch from the eggs during the next few 
days. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - Great Horned Owl incubating/brooding; nestlings should be hatching now. On Friday, a grading 
crew was active to the new buffer area to 75 feet of nest site for several hours with no displacement of the 
incubating owl. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - Adult Great Horned Owl brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - No adults are present at tower nest and cannot see any nestlings, which should be about 2 weeks 
old. However, small nestlings may be lying out of sight with adult(s) positioned away from nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - No adult Great Horned Owl observed at the nest or in the surrounding area, and no nestlings can be 
seen at this time. Status of nest uncertain at this time, but indications suggest this nesting attempt may have 
failed. Will check back to ascertain nest status. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - No owls are evident at the nest or in the area today or during similar nest monitoring observations 
during the past 2 weeks. It appears this nesting attempt was unsuccessful; the adult has not been seen since 
3/26/2012, which is about the time the eggs were expected to hatch. The nest looks weathered and used, but no 
evidence of predation or other nest disruption can be seen, and there is no apparent reason for the failure of this 
nesting attempt. Although grading work was conducted as close as 80 feet from the nest tower, the adult Great 
Horned Owl did not leave the nest during this construction-related work, and incubation continued for up to 2 
weeks thereafter. This is an extreme desert nest site for a Great Horned Owl and it is most likely a natural (nature-
related or physiological) reason this nesting attempt failed. - PKonrad

No
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RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 021712_rrdd_01 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 95 500 500 500 Nest did not reach active stage 2/17/2012 2/24/2012 02/17/2012 - A RTHA was observed carrying dead sticks and dried yucca (Hesperoyucca whipplei) leaves to the 
shelter of a large rick on an exposed promontory. The hawk made six trips from 0758 - 0815, and twice flew to 
mate with nest material before advancing to nest site. When the sentry bird detected the observer, a few alarm 
calls ended all activity and pair retreated to 1000+ feet and did not return for the duration of the 2 hour 
observation. Selected location does not appear to this observer to be well chosen, however due to extreme 
wariness of this RTHA pair at this stage of cycle, a buffer of 500 feet was established. To avoid leaving a scent trail, 
the nest was not approached directly. - RRadd
02/20/2012 - RTHA carries stick to nest 0747. On departure from nest appears to detect well-obscured observer 
at 450 feet, perches 1200 feet away and does not return through duration of 3 hour observation. - RRadd
02/23/2012 - No RTHA activity at or near this nest from 0650 - 0945. Approach to nest reveals scant materials 
shaped into bowl. - RRadd
02/24/2012 - RTHA exhibit some resilience to helicopters, but reacts to pedestrian presence at 700 feet from 
nest. No interactions with nest during 3.5 hour observation. - RRadd
02/29/2012 - RTHA pair conducting display flights and territorial defense did not interact directly with nest during 
3 hour observation commencing 15 minutes before sunrise. - RRadd
03/02/2012 - There has been no definitive nest-building at this nest site since February 20, therefore it is deemed 
inactive, pending further monitoring. - KAlberts
03/14/2012 - RTHA pair perched at western edge of territory, 1200 feet from nest, for duration of one hour 
observation. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - No RTHA detected in this area. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0645. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed from 0910 to 0940. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - RTHA overhead does not approach this nest site during observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No changes were detected at this nest. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No changes to this nest detected. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - No material has been added to this nest since 20 February and it is unlikely to become active this 
breeding season. - RRadd

No

RSHA Red-shouldered Hawk 021712_rrdd_02 Alpine Underground Ductbank Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

UG - trenching/streetscape improvements 50 500 200 200 Fledged 2/17/2012 5/31/2012 02/13/2012 - Link Lead Kaleb Smith reports RSHA carrying sticks to top of eucalyptus tree (E. globulus). - KAlberts
02/17/2012 - RSHA departs nest at 1227, soars overhead in display flight with mate, calling loudly. - RRadd
02/25/2012 - RSHA making trips to nest tree but no materials carried. - RRadd
03/03/2012 - RSHA making trips at 5 minute intervals, breaking twigs from neighborhood deciduous trees and 
carrying to nest 0707-0724. - RRadd
03/10/2012 - Male RSHA flying to neighborhood trees, breaking fresh branches and carrying to nest at 5-10 
minute intervals. - RRadd
03/17/2012 - RSHA male flying to and from habitual perches does not approach nest during 1 hour observation. 
Female not detected. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact after storm event. One adult flushed from nest tree upon biologist's approach, calling 
briefly as it flew to nearby eucalyptus. Second adult remained quietly on nest as biologist examined it through 
binoculars. - VEurs
03/24/2012 - RSHA carrying green eucalyptus leaves to nest at 0810. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 1230-1245. - HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - No activity at nest and no RSHA detected in area from 1200 to 1245. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. No RSHA detected in area. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - Adult perched on rim of nest, nestlings not visible. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - No activity observed at the nest. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - RSHA perched on rim of nest, in feeding posture. No nestlings visible. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - Adult perched on edge of nest, leans into nest apparently feeding nestlings. - HWinfrey
05/22/2012 - Nestling visible in nest at 1243. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - Adult perched on edge of nest. 1 fully feathered nestling visible. - HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - Nest is intact, empty and fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes
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BUSH Bushtit 021812_kwer_01 EP70 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 90 100 75 75 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/18/2012 4/16/2012 02/18/2012 - Pair of Bushtits were observed flying north through survey area at 9:45. They returned to the area at 
10:15 and flew between the nest shrub and other shrubs in the immediate vicinity, repeatedly returning to the 
nest; 1 bird was observed entering the nest numerous times. Pair left survey area at 10:45 and were not observed 
again until 12:30 when they returned carrying nesting material. - KWeber
03/02/2012 - Nest looks complete. No Bushtits observed at nest during 40 minute period, although some Bushtit 
contact calls were heard during the first 10 minutes. - PKonrad
03/03/2012 - Bushtits seen and heard in area. Observed entering nest after 5-10 minutes of observation. - 
BArnold
03/08/2012 - Pair observed bringing material to and entering and existing nest at various times throughout 
duration of general avian survey. - JPawlicki
03/16/2012 - Nest appears intact from a distance; pair of Bushtits foraging in area immediately surrounding nest 
and in broader surrounding area during 5 minute period of a 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - No activity was observed or heard at the nest. The nest is located in the top part of a tall manzanita, 
and when the wind would blow, the canopy would move back at least 2 feet in all directions. The storm could 
have affected this nest, but will ascertain current status on the next visit. - LThoreson
03/27/2012 - Bushtit observed entering nest once after 10 minutes of observation. Probably incubating based on 
nesting chronology. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest is hard to see, but Bushtits made 3 visits to the nest site during first 15 minutes of 30 minute 
observation period. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Nest viewed from 80 feet away while drilling occurred on tower pad: 2 adults made 6 visits to nest 
with food in 10 minutes and foraged within 30 feet of active drilling. The 2 adults always left nest immediately 
after feeding; no evidence of brooding. - MKuehn
04/16/2012 - Nest was ripped completely apart with a large amount of feathers and down, which appears to be 
the remains of the nestlings. Predation assumed to be the cause of failure. Biological monitor reported 
observations of scrub jay harassment to the nesting pair within close vicinity to the nest on 4/9/2012. - SJohnston

No

WREN Wrentit 021812_mkhn_01 EP12-3 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals Grading 120 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/18/2012 2/27/2012 02/18/2012 - A pair of Wrentits was observed emerging from manzanita bush, which upon inspection had a small 
amount of fresh nesting material in upper branches. Adults returned 45 minutes later and 1 was positioned over 
nest. Could not determine if nesting material was carried in due to dense foliage, but new material had been 
added when nest was checked again 2 hours later. - MKuehn
02/21/2012 - Visit occurred from 1650-1720. No activity at nest through 20 minutes of passive observation from 
40 feet. Pair of Wrentits singing within 50 feet of nest. No new material added for three days and existing material 
not re-positioned. Reclassified as inactive and removed buffer signs. Follow-up survey is recommended in 5-7 
days to determine if nest construction resumes at this site. - MKuehn
02/27/2012 - Wrentit singing within 80 feet of nest. No new material added. Nest site appears to have been 
abandoned shortly after nest construction initiated. Nest closed. - MKuehn

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 022112_imll_02 CP13-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 2/21/2012 TBD 02/21/2012 - Nest was initially reported at approximately 1500 by biological monitor accompanying a BMP crew 
to the work area. The monitor observed a hawk fly and perch on the nest. The nest was verified and logged at 
approximately 1600 by G. Cummings. Hawk was observed on the nest and flushed from the area when vehicular 
traffic approached to within 400 feet. This pair is potentially the same pair of hawks that initially occupied the 
nest located between CP11 and CP12 prior to installation of a nesting deterrent. - IMaunsell
02/27/2012 - RTHA pair in display flight at CP14, and perching on CP13, but no material carried to large, 
substantial nest. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Nest looks complete, but unoccupied during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - RTHA pair engage in display flights over nest structure, with some brief nest visits. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - RTHA prone in nest for duration of 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Female incubating; male visited nest briefly, but spent majority of observation period soaring 
nearby. - MDicus
04/03/2012 - RTHA on nest at 0724. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - RTHA lying low in nest at 0810. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - A single RTHA was on the nest from 1305 to 1335, occasionally fluffing its feathers. No second adult 
detected. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - Adult RTHA standing on the edge of nest. Definitely 2, perhaps 3, downy nestlings visible craning 
their necks toward the adult. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - Nestlings visible and moving about the nest as an adult Red-tailed Hawk soared nearby. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - There appear to be 3 nestlings on the nest. No adults were observed around the nest. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - Adult RTHA on the nest with 2 visible nestlings (still downy and light-colored). - VEurs
05/29/2012 - Adult RTHA at nest upon biologist's arrival, perhaps feeding the nestlings. It flew north after a short 
time, leaving 2 darkish nestlings visible on the nest. - VEurs
06/05/2012 - 1 nestling on the nest, 1 perched just beside the nest and 1 perched in the western corner. - VEurs
06/12/2012 - 1 fledgling was perched on Tower CP14 and a second was perched on CP17. The third fledgling 
spent an hour perched on the nest and eventually made its way awkwardly out onto the western arm. The third 
nestling did not leave the tower during 75 minutes of observation and ultimately returned to the nest, while the 
other 2 fledglings did not approach the tower. - VEurs

TBD
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BUSH Bushtit 022112_mdus_01 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 200 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 2/21/2012 4/28/2012 02/21/2012 - Avian biologist stood directly beneath nest and Bushtits continued nest building. This pair is tolerant 
of human presence. Buffer reduction to 30 feet would not be expected to impact this pair with work 61 feet away 
at tower. - MDicus
02/24/2012 - Birds continued building nest after crew finished work. Nest was approximately 20% complete. One 
dead Bushtit was found on site near a burrow. However, both birds of this pair were observed building the nest 
today. - JTaylor
03/05/2012 - Pair was seen visiting nest frequently with nest material. Nest is 95% complete. - AHill
03/07/2012 - Pair actively collecting material and vocalizing. Pair moving some distance from nest to collect. Nest 
nearly complete. - FHoffman
03/13/2012 - Adult was seen coming to nest actively, entering inside, while loud drilling was occurring 100 feet 
away. However, pair did not seem to be negatively affected by work nearby. Only one individual at a time was 
seen coming to and from the nest. Most likely the pair is egg laying. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm event. Male was the first bird observed around the nest. Female appeared 
and repeatedly entered and exited nest. BUSH activity continued despite heavy helicopter traffic close by. - VEurs
03/27/2012 - Did not hear or see any Bushtits around nest, nest appears to still be intact. - AHill
03/28/2012 - Observed male foraging around nest and visiting nest quickly several times. No food was observed 
being brought to nest. - AHill
04/09/2012 - 2 Bushtits visit nest at 0818; 1 enters and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Please see other comments from today. - MBahn
04/18/2012 - Monitored nest from 10:30 to 13:00 and no activity at nest was observed. - MBahn
04/22/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which remains in good condition. Cooper's Hawk nearby. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - Adult Bushtits feeding fledgling 50 feet from nest. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

CORA Common Raven 022112_pkad_01 EP295-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 160 100 60 60 Fledged 2/21/2012 5/24/2012 02/21/2012 - Pair of Common Ravens bringing nest material to nest and perching adjacent to nest. Looks like nest 
building is in very early stage with a minimum of material accumulated. - PKonrad
02/27/2012 - Pair of ravens observed in area; 1 was seen carrying an item, but did not go to nest. Raven observed 
at nest. - LThoreson
02/28/2012 - Raven at nest initially arranging sticks atop a relatively large stick nest. Both members of raven pair 
bringing sticks to nest periodically. - PKonrad
02/29/2012 - Adult visited nest twice and placed nesting material (small sticks) in bowl of nest. - MKuehn
03/08/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens is building another nest on northwest side of tower crossarm (southeast 
nest appears deserted today). Grading crew improving entry to access road on north side of highway about 260 
feet north of tower. Later, at 16:30, 1 raven was lying on nest in incubating position with a second raven foraging 
on ground near tower base; in 15 minutes raven on nest flew to the southwest. (No construction activity at this 
time.) - PKonrad
03/16/2012 - No ravens observed during 30-minute observation period, but avian biologist E. Strods related that 
while conducting nest surveys in the area earlier in the day, he observed a pair of ravens visiting the east nest, but 
did not see them bringing nesting material to the nest. - PKonrad
03/19/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on newest west-side tower nest. Another raven is perched in 
tower above nest. - PKonrad
03/26/2012 - A Common Raven is incubating in west nest, and another raven is perched on top-center of tower 
crossarm. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Raven is incubating in the west tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating in tower nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven flew from more than 1/4 mile south to this nest where another raven was brooding 
young nestlings. First raven fed at least 2 nestlings that could be seen lifting their heads with open beaks above 
the nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - An adult Common Raven is brooding nestlings in the western tower nest while a second adult is 
perched midway up the tower. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - An adult Common Raven is standing on the tower nest, probably shading nestlings. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - An adult Common Raven flew to low location on the tower to 'prepare' a food item, then flew up to 
the nest to feed 3 large feathered nestlings. A second adult flew in low from the east, perched low in tower 
without food in beak, but flew to nest and appeared to be feeding the nestlings, probably regurgitated food. One 
of the nestlings exercised - flapped its wings - while standing in the nest. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - A brood of 4 large feathered nestlings on the verge of fledging are standing on the nest and on 
adjoining tower braces, a foot or 2 from the nest. An adult Common Raven is standing on the unused nest on the 
east side of the tower bridge   PKonrad

Yes
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BUSH Bushtit 022212_jdus_01 EP35-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 50 100 45 45 Presumed Fledged 2/22/2012 4/12/2012 02/22/2012 - Bushtit pair was observed making multiple trips to nest with nest material while 3 avian biologists 
stood watching from 5 to 40 feet away. Pair has just begun building. Nest is just 1% complete, roughly the size of 
a marble, and the pair was observed actively adding downy plant material and beginning to stretch/weave spider 
silk to anchor in the nest. - JDicus
02/24/2012 - Pair actively building nest. Bushtits undisturbed by vehicle traffic passing by. Nest buffer was 
adjusted to 45 feet as per concurrence from Forest Service on 2/24/2012. - AHill
03/05/2012 - Pair bringing material to nest, nest is 95% complete. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Nest looks complete and well-built, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 10 minute observation 
period, shortened due to effects of 1-lane traffic. Micropile drilling 530 feet southeast at EP35 is fairly loud at nest 
site. Limited slow Sunrise vehicle traffic along access road. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - Nest appears nearly complete. Bushtit pair very active in area, flying from bush to bush, vocalizing 
and bringing soft plant material to nest. Pair is very busily entering the inside and working on the outside with 
material. - FHoffman
03/13/2012 - The male and female were seen both bringing in soft nesting material to the nest. The male 
attempted to copulate with the female; however, she flew away to the nest to deposit her nesting material. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Male Bushtit patrolled the area for about 30 minutes and eventually returned to nest with large wad 
of nesting material. Female eventually appeared from the east and the pair hung around the nest but did not 
enter. Nest appeared to be in good condition after the storm event, and is almost complete. Pair spent the rest of 
the observation period foraging within 100 feet of nest. - VEurs
03/27/2012 - Observed one adult foraging around nest and bringing soft nesting material to nest. Second adult 
then flew out of nest and followed first adult away from nest to presumably forage/gather material. - AHill
04/07/2012 - Both adults observed bringing food to nest. - JPawlicki
04/12/2012 - Bushtits heard calling in vicinity, but no activity at nest, which appears to be in good condition. Nest 
presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 022212_lgan_01 EP184-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 38 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 2/22/2012 4/4/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest appears to be built to completion. A pair of Western Scrub Jays was observed near the nest, 
calling and behaving defensively while the avian biologist was standing approximately 10 feet from the nest. 
Biologist placed leaves inside the nest to determine whether it was active or not, and approximately 3 hours later, 
the leaves had been removed. - LGorman
02/27/2012 - Adult California Thrasher slipped off nest as avian biologist approached (at 20 feet). Nest contains 1 
egg. Species changed from Western Scrub Jay to California Thrasher. Snow expected tonight. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - No birds observed in area, but 2 warm turquoise-colored eggs in nest. - PKonrad
03/06/2012 - California Thrasher  incubating 2 eggs in nest. - VNovik
03/12/2012 - Adult incubating 2 eggs in nest. - VEurs
03/21/2012 - One thrasher hatchling observed; not certain if second egg was obscured. - FHoffman
03/28/2012 - Observed thrasher on nest, likely brooding. - VNovik
04/04/2012 - Nest in good condition with bowl lining intact, but no nestlings or fledglings were present and no 
adults were observed. Hard to determine outcome of this nest; odds are that the nestlings fledged, but it is 
difficult to substantiate this point, except that no dead nestlings or eggshells are present, no sign of predation or 
weather-related destruction can be seen, and the nest is in good condition - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 022212_mkhn_01 EP185-1-E-C Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 56 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/22/2012 4/4/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest was found on 2/21/2012 through systematic search. No California Thrashers observed within 
50 feet of nest. Nest is completely lined and immaculate - free of any dead leaves. A sprig of green leaves was 
placed in the bottom of nest cup on 2/21, and had been removed by 0700 on 2/22. - MKuehn
02/27/2012 - No adults detected. Nest empty and has not changed in appearance. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - No thrashers or other birds observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - No birds observed or vocal in area; could not find nest in described sugar bush. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - Nest appears complete and undamaged with no activity observed around nest. No eggs in nest. - 
VEurs
03/15/2012 - Nest looks aged and flattened; unused; no sign of birds associated with this nest. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Nest remains flattened and unused with no birds in area. Changed status to inactive. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Nest remains flattened and now 4 leaves are filling the bowl; no bird was ever committed to this 
nest. - PKonrad

No
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CATH California Thrasher 022212_mkhn_02 EP186-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 60 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/22/2012 3/21/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest was found on 2/20/2012 through systematic search. No California Thrashers observed within 
50 feet of nest. Nest is completely lined and immaculate - free of any dead leaves. A sprig of green leaves was 
placed in the bottom of nest cup on 2/20, and had been removed by 0700 on 2/22. - MKuehn
02/27/2012 - Adult slipped off nest as biologist approached (at 10 feet) and returned to position in nest cup while 
biologist stood 4 feet away to check contents. Nest contains 1 egg. Snow in forecast tonight. - MKuehn
03/05/2012 - 3 warm turquoise eggs present in nest. No birds seen in vicinity. - LThoreson
03/06/2012 - Bird incubating 3 eggs in nest. - VNovik
03/12/2012 - The nest was first observed passively, but there was no conclusive evidence of nesting. The nest was 
then approached, and a bird flushed when the nest was approached, allowing the nest check. One very new 
nestling and 2 eggs were observed in the nest. Observer left quietly immediately after. - LThoreson
03/21/2012 - Nest and nest bowl intact but wet from recent snow; no sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings; no sign 
of predation or weather-related nest failure; no birds in area. - PKonrad

No

CATH California Thrasher 022212_vers_01 EP184-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 80 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/22/2012 3/21/2012 02/22/2012 - The nest was detected on 2/21/2012. It is completely lined, in immaculate condition and free of 
dead leaves. Green leaves were placed in the cup of the nest. The leaves had been removed by the time biologists 
checked the nest on the at 0700 on 2/22/2012. No adults were observed near the nest on 2/21/2012, but an adult 
was heard calling from approximately 30 feet away when the nest was checked on the morning of 2/22/2012. - 
VEurs
02/27/2012 - No eggs. Nest appearance same as before except presence of acorn shell with inside eaten in 
bottom of nest cup. Adult Scrub Jays heard calling 80 feet from nest. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - Nest looks good but no eggs or birds in area of nest; jays heard calling in area (as throughout broad 
region). - PKonrad
03/06/2012 - Nest appears intact. No activity observed at nest. - VNovik
03/12/2012 - Changed species to California Thrasher; 3 blue eggs in nest, but no bird on nest when biologist 
approached nest. A California Thrasher was heard singing about 25 feet away as nest was checked. - VEurs
03/21/2012 - No eggs and no young. No evidence of birds except 1 adult feather above nest. - FHoffman

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 022212_vnik_01 EP180-N Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 220 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 2/22/2012 3/15/2012 02/22/2012 - Nest appears clean and lacks leaves and appears to have fresh grass lining. Nest was observed for I 
hour.; no activity observed, - VNovik
02/27/2012 - Nest empty and no activity observed nearby from any birds. Lining is mussed and partially pulled 
out of nest bowl, indicating nest may not be actively maintained. - MKuehn
03/01/2012 - Monitored nest for approximately 1 hour. No activity observed at the nest. - JPawlicki
03/01/2012 - Nest in good shape but no indication of recent use, and no jays or other birds observed in area. - 
PKonrad
03/15/2012 - No birds in area; nest lining has been pulled up; no sign of eggshells in nest or below it; nest looks 
abandoned. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - No change at nest; no birds in area. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 022312_phrd_02 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 150 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/23/2012 3/8/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair seen building nest. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears 80% complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears to have sustained some damage. Unclear if it will be repaired or abandoned, and will 
monitor again. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest was noted as being built by pair and never determined to be complete. Nest was noted as 
damaged by prior monitoring visit. No activity observed at nest while being observed for approximately 40 
minutes. Nest appears to be in disrepair and has lost most of the shape, more flat like than sock like. - VNovik

No

BUSH Bushtit 022312_phrd_03 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 40 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/23/2012 4/7/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair seen bringing lining to nest and appears 95% complete. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact and apparently complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest in good shape, and observed birds at nest. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - 3 visits to the nest during the 25-minute observation period. - ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Bushtit observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to 15 minutes due to occupation of 
Western Scrub-jays in immediate area. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest after 10 minute observation period. Bushtit later observed adding 
nesting material. Possibly repairing minor damage to bottom of nest caused by major storm event over the last 
two days. - RAbe
03/25/2012 - Buffer returned to 100 feet after a temporary reduction to 50 feet. Bushtits were not affected by 
reduction in buffer during wire stringing. - GHuffman
03/31/2012 - Male delivers nest lining material (feathers) to nest entrance, female receives from within but does 
not leave nest for 20 minute observation period. Presume nesting stage has progressed to incubating based on 
these observations. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 0710. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Observed Bushtit pair removing material from nest and transporting to another location in between 
CP55 tower and pullsite. Nest located and updated in pentab. Both nests more than likely built by same pair. 
Upon closer observation of nest, it was discovered that a quarter sized hole had been torn in the back of nest 
likely due to depredation. No eggs were present. Buffer signs removed. - GHuffman

No
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BUSH Bushtit 022312_rabe_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 90 90 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/23/2012 4/5/2012 02/23/2012 - Adults observed adding nest material to nest that is about 60 percent complete. The birds paid no 
attention to two biologists standing a few feet away. Nest exists in dense vegetation and is naturally buffered 
from visual and audible construction activities. - RAbe
02/29/2012 - Nest is large, well-decorated and approximately 85% complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact and appears complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest appears in good shape. Bushtit were heard in vicinity though not observed at nest. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 15 minute observation. Bushtits observed in vicinity of nest. - 
ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Female observed exiting nest, foraging, and re-entering nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to five minutes due to occupation of 
Western Scrub-jays in immediate area. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to 10 minutes due to occupation of 
Western Scrub-Jays in immediate area. Based on nesting chronology and average number off eggs laid by Bushtits, 
the nesting stage is now believed to be in the incubation state. Minor damage at bottom of nest is likely due to 
major storm event over last two days. - RAbe
03/29/2012 - BUSH heard calling near nest. Nest not approached due to WESJ in area. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest appears torn apart, most likely predated. No evidence that construction activities had any 
effect on this nest. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BLPH Black Phoebe 022312_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 18 100 100 100 Fledged 2/23/2012 5/18/2012 02/23/2012 - BLPH makes multiple trips to underside of trailer 1110 - 1116, clinging at nest site for a minute at a 
time while mate monitors from 15 feet. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - No BLPH nest building during 2 x 15 minute observations on cool showery day. BLPH detected well 
away from nest area. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - BLPH observed to fly under trailer near nest location briefly, but was never observed on the nest 
during 30 minutes of monitoring. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - HOFI pair making trips to this nest, BLPH staying away. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - BLPH carrying wet mud from AR to underside of trailer. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No BLPH detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - Black Phoebe observed visiting nest at 0804 and then perching nearby. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BLPH incubating 4 eggs with brief excursions off the nest. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BLPH making infrequent forays from nest on a rainy day. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - BLPH carrying food to nest at 0955. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BLPH pair feeding nest at 2-4 minute intervals, 0825. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Agitated BLPH carrying food near nest suggests young are close to fledging. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - Nest is empty. Fledglings observed away from nest. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 022312_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 22 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/23/2012 3/15/2012 02/23/2012 - ANHU female plucking down from nearby broom baccharis (Baccharis sarothroides) and packing 
into nest, is unconcerned by numerous non-stopping vehicles. Nest is under construction under dead leaf cluster 
on low branch of tamarisk (Tamarix parviflora) and is approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - ANHU lying on 1 egg. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - ANHU incubating. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - ANHU incubating at 1028. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Nest has been destroyed - apparently by predation - nest fragments nearby. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 022312_rrdd_03 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 22 100 100 100 Fledged 2/23/2012 4/26/2012 02/23/2012 - BUSH pair making numerous trips to repair old nest from 2011 (NID 6003222), climbing inside and 
making alterations. No material carry observed 1140 -1200. Nest modification activities conducted during passage 
of numerous non-stopping Project vehicles. - RRadd
02/28/2012 - BUSH are wary and activity at this nest is fitful and intermittent, but continues. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Pair of BUSH making numerous trips to nest with fine nesting material such as silk. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - BUSH pair gathering flowers of Baccharis sarothroides and packing into this nest. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Nest appears complete. Male BUSH approaches but does not enter. Potentially egg-laying. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest condition appears unchanged. BUSH secretive and quick to depart nest area. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Bird observed bringing plant down into nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - Bushtit makes brief visit to nest at 0729. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - BUSH pair carrying food items to nest on cold stormy morning. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair making trips to the nest with food items at 2-5 minute intervals. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BUSH noted nearby with fledglings and little activity at this nest, however 1 bird noted entering in 
early afternoon. Second clutch? - RRadd
05/02/2012 - BUSH removing material from this nest to new nest 70 feet south. - RRadd

Yes
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BUSH Bushtit 022312_sjon_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 50 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 2/23/2012 3/20/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair observed actively building a nest. Nest was approximately 5% complete. Pair was not affected 
by two biologists within 5 feet of nest. - SJohnston
02/29/2012 - Nest is approximately 5 inches long and 15% complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears intact and 75% complete, no BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Observed bird entering nest with material. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - The pair was observed bringing nesting material to the nest 4 times during the 15 minute 
observation. - ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Pair observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Bushtit observed adding nesting material to nest. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Nest has been destroyed. Likely due to major storm event over last two days. No Bushtits observed 
in area during 30 minute observation period. No eggs observed. - RAbe

No

BUSH Bushtit 022312_vnik_01 EP88-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - foundations 50 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 2/23/2012 3/20/2012 02/23/2012 - Pair of Bushtits actively building nest that appears 80% complete. - VNovik
03/02/2012 - Nest is in good condition and complete, but no Bushtits observed or heard in area. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Nest is complete with clear entrance. Bushtits near nest initially and after nest check. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Nest has been predated, violently torn apart and exposing chamber with many small feathers, 
probably from chamber lining caught in branches surrounding nest. No sign of eggs or eggshells, and no Bushtits 
observed or heard in area. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 022412_phrd_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 10 100 100 100 Indeterminate 2/24/2012 4/17/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair seen building nest, appears 75% complete. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete. No BUSH detected at nest. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact but likely still under construction. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Adult male observed carrying item to nest. - MDicus
03/14/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete, but no BUSH detected during 30 minute observation period. - 
RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm. BUSH heard in the area, but were not observed at the nest during about 10 
minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - Pair carrying fluff to the nest on several trips; male becoming wary. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity during 8 minutes of passive observation. Observer left area immediately following arrival 
of 2 CORAs. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed from 0750 to 0820. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest appears intact and serviceable. No BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest is destroyed, presumed by predator, however it is uncertain if this nest ever received an egg. - 
RRadd

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 022412_phrd_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 80 100 95 95 Nest did not reach active stage 2/24/2012 3/24/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair seen building nest, appears 80% complete. - PHoward
02/29/2012 - Nest appears damaged at bottom, but possibly weather-related. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears well tended and complete. No BUSH detected on cold afternoon. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - Nest appears full, round and complete. No BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Bottom of nest appears to have fallen out, perhaps due to recent storm. No BUSH nearby during 
approximate 15 minute observation period, but will assess status on next visit. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - Nest is destroyed, ripped apart at anchor points, consistent with storm damage. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 022412_rabe_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 60 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/24/2012 4/17/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair of adults observed adding new material to nest. Nest is approximately 60 percent complete. 
Birds added material with biologist standing within a few feet of nest. - RAbe
03/01/2012 - BUSH making occasional trips to nest which appears complete. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest appears complete and intact, no BUSH detected on cold day with rain pending. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - Nest appears large full and complete. No BUSH during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest intact after storm. BUSH were heard in the area, but there was no activity at the nest in the 
approximate 10 minute observation period. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - BUSH carries fluff to nest, settled and remained. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Female observed leaving nest at 0847. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit at nest on 0824. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - BUSH male bringing food to nest at 5-15 minute intervals from 0830-0850 suggests hatched young. - 
RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest is open at the top and vacant. Presumed lost to predation. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 022412_vers_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 3 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/24/2012 3/6/2012 02/24/2012 - Pair detected carrying nesting material to shrub. They made numerous trips during the observation 
period and continued to build, despite the presence of several biologists at the nest, combined with a large truck 
passing by and a large helicopter flying directly overhead. - VEurs
03/01/2012 - Although a BUSH paused here briefly, no nest was found. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - No nest found at the described location. No nest could be found here despite repeated searches. 
Nest was apparently depredated, and the material is now gone. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 022512_ahll_06 EP35-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 50 100 70 70 Presumed Fledged 2/25/2012 4/20/2012 02/21/2012 - Bushtits observed carrying nesting material to a nest that is approximately 60% complete. - MDicus
02/24/2012 - Bushtit pair visiting nest, which is approximately 80% complete. - AHill
02/25/2012 - Both male and female Bushtits are bringing nesting material to nest actively. GPS point was logged 
incorrectly, actual distance from road to nest is 50 feet. No concurrence needed because nest condition and work 
activities have not changed since original concurrence. - AHill
03/05/2012 - Bushtit pair was observed bringing nest material, 95% complete. - AHill
03/06/2012 - Pair of Bushtits foraging to west of nest and periodically visiting nest site. Nest is large, well-built, 
and seemingly complete. Considerable loud road work being conducted along access road to 50 feet of nest, 
including 6 vehicles and associated personnel. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - Bushtit pair extremely active building nest. Both detected vocalizing, collecting, and adding downy 
plant material to nest. - FHoffman
03/13/2012 - The male was bringing in soft nesting material to the nest actively. The female popped out of the 
nest after a couple of male visits and flew off a few hundred feet away. (Given the low activity of the pair as a 
whole, there are probably eggs present in the nest and the female is incubating. Bushtits continue to bring soft 
lining material to nest up until the eggs hatch throughout incubation, and on average, they only spend 60% of 
their time incubating.) - AHill
03/20/2012 - Nest in good condition after storm event. Male brought soft material to nest. As male approached, 
female hopped out of nest. She re-entered after male. The male flew away from the nest, and the female 
eventually followed. - VEurs
03/27/2012 - Observed one adult foraging around nest, then another adult flew out of nest and joined other 
adult. Pair then went off to forage. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Adult visits nest with food at 0701. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Adult bringing food to nest at 0632. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1506. Nestlings heard begging. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - 2 adults bring food to nest at 0629. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Adult bringing food to nest at 0631. - HWinfrey
04/20/2012 - No activity observed at nest, no sign of predation. Bushtits actively foraging nearby did not 
approach nest during 30 minutes of observation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

AMKE American Kestrel 022512_bald_01 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 300 500 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 2/25/2012 4/30/2012 02/25/2012 - A male Kestrel was observed sitting on the topmost, northerly arm of a steel monopole for several 
minutes. A female flew in and landed on the middle arm, below him. After a few minutes, she entered the cavity 
created by the juncture of the monopole and the arm. She remained in the cavity for approximately 30 minutes. 
For the latter part of the observation, she was visible in the hole at the end of the arm. She eventually flew off, 
out of the biologists' view. The male remained on the upper arm during the entire observation and was still there 
when the biologists left the area. - BArnold
03/01/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute survey. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - No AMKE detected. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - AMKE departs adjacent lattice tower at 1138, presumed to be nest guarding. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - AMKE female atop adjacent lattice tower for duration of 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No AMKE observed from 0945 to 1000. HOFI pair observed carrying nesting material into top arm of 
monopole. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity at pole; no American Kestrels detected from 0905 to 0945. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - AMKE male observed mobbing RTHA from adjacent nest did not subsequently associate with any 
cavity during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - AMKE male defending site against adjacent RTHA, but no association with tower cavities. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Male AMKE brings 2 food items to female, the first an insect which she consumes, the second a 
kangaroo rat which she mostly consumes but carries the remainder elsewhere, away from this monopole. It 
appears this pair is nesting in a natural cavity elsewhere. - RRadd
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BUSH Bushtit 022512_lton_05 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 5 100 100 100 Indeterminate 2/25/2012 5/1/2012 02/24/2012 - A female Bushtit was observed carrying nesting material around a shrub. She disappeared from view 
and upon reappearing, did not have nesting material. She then flew beyond the survey boundaries. Biologists 
waited in the area 25 minutes and the female reappeared, again with nesting material. She was tracked to a 
nearby shrub, where the nest was discovered. The nest is 10% complete and the pair continued to make trips back 
and forth as biologists worked in the area. - LThoreson
02/29/2012 - Nest appears 25% complete. BUSH sounded alarm calls and departed at observer approach. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Nest intact, no BUSH observed on cold morning. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Pair observed flying to nest, actively nest-building. - MDicus
03/14/2012 - BUSH departs nest at 1209, the returns briefly at 1214. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears to be intact after storm. BUSH at nest, but not with nesting material during about 10 
minutes of observation. Nest building is presumably still underway. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - Nest intact and full, but no BUSH detections during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 Bushtits observed adding fine materials to nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No Bushtit activity detected from 0830 to 0900. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - New BMPs have been installed 5 feet from nest. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
04/22/2012 - BUSH exits nest after 30 minutes of observation 0750. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No BUSH observed during 30-minute observation on cool rainy day. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Male BUSH visits the nest for 30 seconds but does not enter before departing. Egg laying or vacant? - 
RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest is torn below nest cup, presumed predated. New nest under construction outside the buffer. - 
RRadd

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 022512_rabe_01 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 10 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 2/25/2012 3/6/2012 02/25/2012 - Female observed adding nesting material multiple times. Nest is about 25 percent complete. 
Continued adding nest material with biologist standing two feet from nest. 100-foot ESA buffer staked-drive 
through access only. - RAbe
03/01/2012 - No ANHU or nest detected. - RRadd
03/06/2012 - Neither the originating nor the monitoring biologist can locate a nest at the described location and 
no ANHU detected during multiple observations. Closed. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 022512_rrdd_02 CP26-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 24 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/25/2012 5/14/2012 02/25/2012 - BUSH pair carrying material to nest which appears substantially complete. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - BUSH continue to visit this outwardly complete nest. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - Complete nest in fine condition, no BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears sound and in fine condition following recent storms. No BUSH detected during 30 
minute observation. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - Adult flushed from nest when biologist approached within 20 feet, but returned and entered nest 
when the biologist backed off to 30 feet. Bird then remained in nest for over 5 minutes while its mate collected 
nesting material nearby. - MKuehn
03/30/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0630 to 0640 in foggy conditions. - HWinfrey
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0640 in foggy weather. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed from 0615 to 0645. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Both adults brought small insects to the nest. Sounds of nestlings coming from inside the nest. - 
VEurs
04/23/2012 - The male and female made 3 trips in total to the nest during 40 minutes of observation. The 
biologist could confirm the male carrying insects into the nest once. No nestlings were heard, but the cool, damp 
conditions may have been suppressing this behavior. The nest looks "stretched out," as though the weight of 
growing nestlings is causing the nest to sag. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - Observation period lasted from 0918 to 1026. After 15 minutes, the female emerged from the nest. 
She returned at 0940 and took a ceanothus leaf into the nest. She left again at 0956 and returned a short time 
later, taking an unidentified object inside. At this point, a few faint sounds of nestlings were heard. She again 
exited the nest about 15 minutes later and returned with fluffy nesting material. Each time, she made several 
approaches to the nest, calling quietly, would fly off a short distance and ultimately enter the nest.  Since this nest 
is reaching its anticipated fledge date, she may have been trying to "entice" the young into exiting the nest. When 
the biologist left the area, the female was still in the bulging nest. The male approached the nest once without 
entering. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - After 45 minutes of observation, the biologist suspects there are 3 adults associated with this nest. 
2 adults brought nesting material simultaneously and then flew off. The biologist watched the nest carefully and 
noticed movement of the nest shrub not attributable to wind. After about 20 more minutes, a Western Scrub-jay 
moved into the vicinity of the nest and began vocalizing. At this point an adult Bushtit bolted from the nest 
without vocalizing and perched silently until the jay left the area. The Bushtit returned to the nest where it 
remained until the jay returned. The same process was repeated. After the Bushtit returned to the nest, the other 
adults returned to the shrubs near the nest. It seems most likely that the "nestlings" identified on 15 April instead 
was a female within the nest laying eggs. She must have given begging vocalizations when the other adults 
brought food into the nest   VEurs
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WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 022612_bald_02 Gorka Gate Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 316 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 2/26/2012 3/22/2012 02/26/2012 - Nest appears in good shape, with recent lining. No bird activity associated with nest during 2 hour 
observation period on Saturday 25 February, nor during a 3.5 hour observation period on Sunday 26 February. 
Nest appears to be of size and shape of Western Scrub-Jay, but no Scrub-Jays observed in area either day. 
Distance to staked gate is 35 feet, plus the vertical differentiation, equals a total distance from gate of 38 feet. - 
BArnold
03/06/2012 - Nest is sound, intact, fresh in appearance and empty. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest in good shape. During avian surveys, no adults were detected. Nest may be abandoned. - 
FHoffman
03/14/2012 - Nest in great shape but no WESJ detected. Possibly weather-delayed. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - No changes observed at this clean intact lined nest. - RRadd
03/22/2012 - No Western Scrub-jays were observed in vicinity of nest for 4 hours by 3 avian biologists conducting 
general nesting bird survey. At end of 4-hour observation period nest was approached by avian biologists V. Novik 
and F. Hoffman to further ascertain status. Dried leaf material was observed inside the cup of the nest, which is 
indicative of a nest that is not being used or maintained. Nest was closed, buffer signs removed. - JDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 022612_mkhn_01 EP88-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - foundations 50 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 2/26/2012 3/13/2012 02/26/2012 - The nest is complete (and new), but no Bushtit activity was observed at the nest during the 5 hour 
survey period. - MKuehn
03/02/2012 - Probably due to 2 weather events this week (snow and rain), nest is weathered and thin enough to 
see through in places. No Bushtits observed or heard in area. Nest now considered inactive and will continue to 
monitor site to see if Bushtits improve nest. - PKonrad
03/13/2012 - Nest appears to have been predated; found nest lining on ground with a 2-inch diameter hole in 
upper part of nest chamber below entrance. No sign of eggs or eggshells, but nest had been rebuilt after 
weathering in previous rain and snow storms. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 022812_hwey_01 12kV Pole Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Other 140 100 30 30 Indeterminate 2/28/2012 4/24/2012 02/28/2012 - At 1030, two adult Bushtits were observed carrying material near CP76-1-GS-NF-13. Adults made 
three trips during five minutes of observation. The nest was located near the top of a mission manzanita. Data 
was collected using pentab, and 100-foot buffer was established with ESA signs on access paths. - HWinfrey
03/08/2012 - No nest or BUSH detected at or near the presumed location. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - BUSH pair constructing nest which appears 25% complete, at 1040. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults flew to nest with material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - BUSH pair attending nest, which appears 80% complete. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - BUSH observed entering nest at 1153. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - BUSH enters nest at 1200 and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH male visits nest briefly at 1630. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest has been opened at side of nest cup. Nest had time to fledge prior to depredation. - RRadd

N/A

LEOW Long-eared Owl 022812_lgan_02 GS-NF-24 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests OH - tower erection 210 500 200 200 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/28/2012 4/3/2012 02/28/2012 - A pair of Long-eared Owls was observed at the nest. One owl flew when approached from 
approximately 30 feet while the other owl remained on the nest for the duration of the nest survey, and appeared 
to be incubating. - LGorman
03/06/2012 - Adult Long-eared Owl standing on nest alerted to observer's presence but did not flush. No other 
adult owls in area but several other species of raptors. - FHoffman
03/07/2012 - Long-eared Owl incubating, positioned on south portion of nest. - PKonrad
03/08/2012 - Owl observed on nest. Appeared to be laying low in nest, likely incubating. - BArnold
03/14/2012 - Adult lying in nest did not stir when new buffer stakes were being hammered in 200 feet away near 
tower EP85. - JDicus
03/14/2012 - Adult Long-eared Owl is incubating in tree nest; another adult flew from tree immediately south of 
nest tree. - PKonrad
03/15/2012 - Owl lying low in nest did not move during installation save for a few turns of the head as evidenced 
by rotation of ear tufts just visible over rim of nest through spotting scope set up 110 feet away. - JDicus
03/20/2012 - Owl incubating/brooding low in nest did not flush from nest all day (715-1715). Male observed 
roosting nearby in adjacent live oak. All-terrain fork lift and crane were loudest equipment operating today, but 
did not visibly disturb owls. - JDicus
03/21/2012 - Nest checked 3 times during the day: once prior to work, once during work, and once after crews 
left. Owl on nest during all 3 visits, showed no indication of disturbance as a result of construction activity or 
presence of avian biologist. - BArnold
03/22/2012 - Owl on nest during early afternoon check. - BArnold
03/24/2012 - Owl observed on nest. - BArnold
03/28/2012 - Nest checked in morning prior to construction, again at midday and at end of day. Adult fairly high 
on nest but no nestlings visible. No observed agitation to work. - FHoffman
04/03/2012 - No adults in area and no signs of owlets. Adult was last observed at end of work on Friday. After two 
days of no work, on Monday, no adult was observed on nest or in vicinity. No activity was detected on Tuesday 
during work. Nest was observed for an extended period. An eggshell was found on ground. Nest was checked 
from an elevated point and no owlets or eggs were inside nest. - FHoffman
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BUSH Bushtit 022812_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 2/28/2012 5/2/2012 02/28/2012 - BUSH building nest are wary to close foot traffic, giving alarm calls and suspending activity, but 
ignores vehicle traffic. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - BUSH observed nest building. Nest is approximately 15% complete. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - Nest building continues 1027. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - BUSH pair continue to carry small items to nest which appears complete. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - Nest appears complete, but BUSH pair continue to carry small items to interior. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Pair continue to make quiet visits, but no material carry observed. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Bird observed at nest. Single bird observed entering and leaving nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - 2 Bushtits observed at nest at 0705. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - BUSH enters nest briefly at 1338. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair bringing food items to nest at brief intervals. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BUSH pair continue to feed this nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No further activity at this location - presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 022912_jdus_01 EP256-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 5 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

2/29/2012 3/22/2012 02/29/2012 - Nest completely constructed and contains 1 egg.  Adult California Thrasher in shrub with nest; 
flushed when avian biologist approached within 25 feet. - JDicus
03/05/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; moved 2 feet off nest when avian biologist was still looking for nest 
in shrub. Returned to nest as soon as biologist backed away. - PKonrad
03/12/2012 - A California Thrasher flew east from nest site as avian biologist approached; 1 egg could be seen in 
nest (undoubtedly more are present). - PKonrad
03/22/2012 - Nesting attempt has failed; no sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings; no adult thrashers in area. Nest 
flattened and nest bowl a bit messed up; potential predation, but hard to provide evidence of any cause of 
nesting failure. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 022912_lgan_15 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests OH - wire stringing 5 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/29/2012 4/26/2012 02/29/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed building a nest approximately 10 feet high in a coast live oak tree 
despite helicopters flying high overhead and to the south occasionally for work at other tower sites. These birds 
were observed gathering nest material from an old Bushtit nest in a different coast live oak tree approximately 60 
feet to the north. Photos were taken from the driveway facing north and northwest towards the nest. Nest 
approximately 90% complete. - LGorman
03/07/2012 - Bushtit pair observed carrying material to nearly 100% complete nest (making multiple trips) on 
access road to GS-NF-10. Pair were tolerant of observers standing within several feet of the nest but were wary 
when access gate was opened. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - Adults making multiple trips to nest while avian biologist staked new buffer signs. - MDicus
03/13/2012 - Nest appears intact and complete. No BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - Adult female observed leaving nest. No additional activity observed. - MDicus
03/23/2012 - BUSH male makes trips to nest around 1500. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - BUSH visits nest at 0940. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - BUSH enters nest at 0931. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Bushtit pair was observed making brief, infrequent trips (1 adult every 5-10 minutes) to nest. 
Neither adult was observed carrying nest material or food. In between nest visits, the pair was observed foraging 
together and copulating on 3 occasions. The only work activity that occurred within 5 feet of the nest was when 
the crane truck passed through the access gate. All other activities were outside the 50-foot buffer. - MDicus
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair making frequent trips to nest at short intervals and stitching decorations to exterior of 
nest from 1455-1510. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - Nest has been destroyed, presumed lost to severe weather circa 26 April. LEGO now removing 
remains. - RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 022912_lgan_16 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 200 100 20 20 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/29/2012 3/23/2012 02/29/2012 - A female Anna's Hummingbird was observed sitting on the nest despite helicopters flying high 
overhead and to the south occasionally for work at other tower sites. This bird was also observed gathering soft 
nest material, interacting with a male Anna's Hummingbird, and foraging on tree tobacco intermittently between 
periods of sitting on the nest. This female Anna's Hummingbird was most likely incubating eggs. Helicopters 
occasionally flying high overhead and to south. Female flushed when biologist stood observing from the edge of 
the driveway. - LGorman
03/07/2012 - The female was observed making multiple trips between the nest and a nearby nectar source 
(Nicotiana glauca) to the east, gathering spider silk on one occasion, and adding it to the nest, The female was 
observed laying on the nest for periods of 2 to15 minutes, and leaving the nest to nectar or gather spider silk, for 
up to 4 minutes at a time, and immediately returning to the nest. - MDicus
03/08/2012 - Female incubating, making trips to and from nest while avian biologist staked new buffer signs. - 
MDicus
03/13/2012 - ANHU incubating. - RRadd
03/23/2012 - Nest is intact and slightly tilted but empty. Few feces were detected around the rim cup, suggesting 
this nest was depredated prior to any young hatching. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 022912_mdus_01 EP79 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands OH - tower erection 133 100 60 60 Indeterminate 2/29/2012 4/21/2012 02/29/2012 - Pair observed carrying material to nest that is virtually 100% complete. - MDicus
03/07/2012 - Nest complete, but no Bushtits approached nest during 30 minute observation period, possibly due 
to presence of a Cooper's Hawk. Heard Bushtits call only when Cooper's Hawk flew from nest area (along with 
other passerines). After 20 minutes, Cooper's Hawk flew in to perch in tree adjacent to nest tree (no alarm calls 
from birds). - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Nest looks good with entrance facing north. After 20 minutes, a Bushtit flew to nest, then flew to 
trees to northeast. May have brought more nest material, may have brought food for mate, or just visited nest 
without other interests. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Nest appears to still be in good shape, although a bit wet on outside. No Bushtits observed or heard 
during 20 minute period. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - A Bushtit entered nest for about a minute and left, although this could have been an exchange by 
incubating adults. Fair to consider this nest is in the incubating stage considering the nest history and this 
observation. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 - Bushtit entered nest for about a minute early during a 30 minute observation period; this is a similar 
observation to last week's. - PKonrad
04/13/2012 - BUSH pair scolding WESJ in territory, but >30 feet from nest when biologist arrived. Neither adult 
went to nest during 30 minute passive observation period that followed. Nest appears to be in perfect condition 
from the outside. - MKuehn
04/21/2012 - Nest has been damaged severely and is torn open on west side, with some nesting material on the 
ground below and was likely predated. A thorough search did not yield any eggshell fragments. Nest could have 
had nestlings or eggs, but likely one of the two based on previous observations and timing. No activity at nest in 
10 minutes of observation, though a pair of Bushtits was found building a nest 30 feet away. - MKuehn

N/A

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 022912_mdus_02 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Grasslands and Meadows Other 300 500 280 280 Nest did not reach active stage 2/29/2012 3/20/2012 02/29/2012 - Adult RTHA observed carrying nest material to center of live oak tree. Other adult seen flying to 
tree; pair also observed soaring in area. - MDicus
03/06/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk(s) making 4 flights to and from short tree during hour-long observation 
period, but did not visit large live oak. No nest is present in any of the 3 oak trees north of yard. Hawks are flying 
low, less than 80 feet throughout area with many helicopter flights in and out of yard. - PKonrad
03/07/2012 - At 10:15, a pair of Red-tailed Hawks were perched together on lowest crossarm of power pole north 
of activity area. At 12:30, after 15 minutes of observation, 1 hawk flew in to perch on longer crossarm of same 
pole. Hawks appear unaffected by the many helicopter flights in and out of yard. - PKonrad
03/09/2012 - An adult male Red-tailed Hawk flew in from south to perch in largest (lone) live oak tree (no nesting 
material). Flew to power pole, attempted a short unsuccessful hunting strike to the north, then returned to tree. 
Soon flew low over Bartlett Yard (even with a helicopter hovering overhead), and perched next to female on top 
of lone live oak 300 feet west of yard; male soon soared to the southwest. This pair is very active in area, but at 
this time they still appear to be territorial only. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - No hawks observed during the initial 20-minute observation period. Later, during return trip, 2 adult 
Red-tailed Hawks are perched on usual pole north of 3 trees. Female dove north on hunting strike and returned to 
lower crossarm of pole without prey. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Red-tailed Hawk hunting in field west of yard, then perched on pole northwest of yard (north of 
access road to west). No nest initiated to date - closed. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 022912_rqey_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 30 100 40 40 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

2/29/2012 4/23/2012 02/29/2012 - BUSH pair observed consistently bringing material to newly constructed nest during 30 minute 
observation. Nest is approximately 10% complete. Pair flushed when a truck was started about 30 feet away, so 
40-foot buffer was established. Drive-thru access prohibited due to proximity of nest to road. Alternate routes to 
construction sites exist and can be used to avoid entering buffer. BMP maintenance crews should limit work 
within buffer to extent feasible. - RQuilley
03/07/2012 - Nest building. Nest approximately 70% complete. - SJohnston
03/07/2012 - Nest is substantial and well-decorated, approximately 70% complete. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - BUSH continued to build on this 85% complete nest at 1511. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears intact after storm. Looks nearly complete. No BUSH activity near nest in 10 minutes of 
observation. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - BUSH male visits nest on two occasions without entering and departs alone. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Male enters nest with food at 0838, exits shortly after. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female leaves nest at 0753. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Male and female make repeated trips to the nest with very small food items. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Nest has been predated. A huge hole exists near the bottom. The Bushtit pair are rebuilding. A 
Phainopepla was seen taking material from the nest. - LThoreson

No
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CATH California Thrasher 030112_jpki_01 EP181 Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 100 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/1/2012 3/6/2012 03/01/2012 - While viewing a singing male thrasher on top of a shrub 30 feet to southwest, another (presumably 
female) thrasher was observed and heard on the ground underneath the shrub behind the observer that was 
subsequently found to contain a nest. After 8 minutes of observation of the singing thrasher, another thrasher 
was again heard calling from the same shrub after which the observer searched the shrub and discovered the 
partially built nest. Nest structure was loose and lacking finer material toward the center, but had a distinct inner 
bowl shape. Nest may possibly be old, but thrasher presence around the shrub suggests active building. A fresh 
green sugar bush leaf was placed upside down in the nest and should be checked on future dates for removal by 
birds if nest is indeed active. - JPawlicki
03/02/2012 - Nest checked at 1215 for presence/absence of leaf and for additional activity.  Fresh green sugar 
bush leaf was still present in nest and nest condition appeared same as previous day, while no thrashers were 
observed or heard in vicinity of nest shrub. Nest should be checked within 1 week to determine whether it 
potentially remains active. - JPawlicki
03/06/2012 - Nest remains partially built with sugar bush leaf still present in nest; no other activity observed in 
vicinity. Nest closed. - JPawlicki

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 030112_kats_01 Alpine HQ Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 80 500 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/1/2012 5/19/2012 03/01/2012 - A pair of Red-tailed Hawks has been consistently seen in this area for many months, and new greens 
have been observed on the nest in recent weeks. Today, one hawk seen carrying fresh eucalyptus greens to the 
nest and placing it in the nest, before flying off to the eucalyptus trees about 200 feet west, and calling from that 
tree. This nest had been recorded at this location since at least 2009, but had never been occupied over the 
duration of Sunrise Powerlink construction activities, until now. - KAlberts
03/14/2012 - New green eucalyptus leaves have been added since the previous observation, but no hawks are 
currently occupying the nest on a regular basis. - KAlberts
03/20/2012 - Nest in good condition after storm event, but no hawks seen in vicinity. - VEurs
03/28/2012 - No new activity observed at nest, although pair remains in area and is seen regularly every day. - 
KAlberts
04/03/2012 - No new activity observed. - KAlberts
04/11/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit by avian biologist K. Weber. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - No activity at nest from 1215 to 1315. AMCR observed perching 10 feet from nest. RTHA soaring 
500 feet away. - HWinfrey
04/25/2012 - No activity at nest. RTHA perched on utility pole in Alpine HQ parking lot and flying within 100 feet 
of nest. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - No activity observed at nest, no raptors observed in area from 1236 to 1306. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - No activity observed from 1247 to 1317. RTHA observed soaring 300 feet from nest. - HWinfrey
05/19/2012 - No activity observed from 0815 to 0845. Nest is unlikely to become active during this breeding 
season. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

CATH California Thrasher 030112_lton_01 EP178-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 63 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/1/2012 5/2/2012 03/01/2012 - No activity observed near nest. - LThoreson
03/06/2012 - 2 biologists watched nest for 45 minutes. No birds seen going to nest, but heard WESJ and CATH in 
vicinity. Nest is still in good shape and appears as though material has been added to nest. - LThoreson
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest looks intact and completely lined. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - Nest looks a bit aged; unused; only jays apparent in area, but not obviously associated with nest. - 
PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Nest bowl wet from melted snow; nest continues to be unused; no birds in area. Changed status to 
inactive. - PKonrad
03/28/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; it stayed on the nest when avian biologist checked nest from 7 feet 
away on west side. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - Thrasher slipped off nest as avian biologist approached; 2 speckled light-turquoise-colored eggs in 
nest bowl. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - California Thrasher still incubating clutch of eggs. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Nest contains 2 large brown downy nestlings that are hungrily aggressive, stretching their necks high 
with mouths wide open to receive food (eyes still closed). No adult California Thrashers observed during quick 
nest check. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - No adults observed during very brief nest check because 2 large mostly feathered nestlings are 
present, 1 in the nest and 1 in branch of bush 2 feet from nest. It appears nestlings are on the verge of fledging 
and leaving the nest area. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - As expected, the nest is empty and the nestlings probably fledged late-week (Wednesday to Friday) 
a week ago, considering 1 fledgling was already out of the nest when the nest was monitored a week ago. The 
nest is in good shape and no fledglings or adults were observed in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes
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CATH California Thrasher 030112_lton_12 McCain Valley CY Construction Yards Chaparrals Traffic 70 100 70 70 Nest did not reach active stage 3/1/2012 3/28/2012 03/01/2012 - Clean nest was located, and observed for 30 minutes, but no avian activity was observed. - 
LThoreson
03/06/2012 - Bulky twig base indicates nest is not Spotted Towhee nest. Changed to California Thrasher based on 
appearance. California Thrashers and Western Scrub-Jays in area but not seen within 100 feet of nest. Nest is only 
partially lined with bark strips and possibly from last season because leaves on sugar bush are mostly dead (little 
foliar cover). Nest buffer distance changed to 100 feet, with drive-through traffic permitted. A nest buffer 
reduction to 70 feet is being submitted to permit work to occur within McCain Valley Yard. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. New nesting material has been added over green leaf 
placed in nest on 3/6/12. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - Nest appears old and unused; nest bowl has 1 brown leaf, 1 green leaf, and a prickly twig in it, 
indicating no recent use; no birds near nest. Changed status to inactive. - PKonrad
03/28/2012 - Unused older nest unchanged with leaves and stick in weathered nest; no birds in area, nor have 
any birds been seen associated with this nest - closed. - PKonrad

No

CATH California Thrasher 030112_lton_13 EP177-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 65 100 100 65 Nest did not reach active stage 3/1/2012 3/24/2012 03/01/2012 - Near complete nest. Biologist observed nest for approximately 30 minutes. No activity observed at 
nest. - LThoreson
03/06/2012 - Bulky twig base indicates nest is not Spotted Towhee nest: Changed to California Thrasher nest 
based on appearance and presence of 2 singing males in area. Nest is mostly lined, but lining is slightly mussed. 
No birds detected within 30 feet of nest. Nest buffer distance changed to 100 feet, with drive-through traffic 
permitted. A nest buffer reduction to 90 feet is being submitted to permit work to occur within the tower pad 
parking area. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest looks intact and completely lined. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - No apparent change to nest; no birds near nest. - PKonrad
03/24/2012 - No activity at nest. Leaves were present in this nest, indicating non-usage and lack of maintenance. 
Nest did not reach active stage for unknown reasons. - FHoffman

No

BUSH Bushtit 030112_rabe_01 CP56-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Other 15 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

3/1/2012 4/13/2012 03/01/2012 - Adult of unknown sex observed exiting nest. Two males and one female observed at nest location 
during 20 minute observation period. Nest appears to be complete. 100-foot buffer staked. - RAbe
03/06/2012 - Nest sound and intact with BUSH briefly attending 1550. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - Nest appears in good shape. No Bushtit observed at nest though active in vicinity. - VNovik
03/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 15 minute observation. Bushtits observed in vicinity of nest. - 
ELoveless
03/14/2012 - Pair observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - Pair observed adding nesting material to nearly complete nest. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed exiting nest. Nest monitoring was reduced to five minutes due to occupation of 
Western Scrub-Jays in immediate area. No apparent damage to nest from major storm event over last two days. - 
RAbe
03/29/2012 - Female observed leaving nest, then returning within 2 minutes. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0700. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest has been predated - as evidenced by hole at cup. Construction crew has used this site as a 
toilet (evidence of multiple visits is strewn about within 15 feet of nest). It cannot be determined if human activity 
drew predators to this location. - RRadd

No

MODO Mourning Dove 030212_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 120 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/2/2012 4/13/2012 03/02/2012 - Adult lying on nest with two eggs. This nest is located nine feet east of recently fledged nest, and is 
likely the second brood of the same pair. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - Adult on nest still with two eggs. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nests, but was unable to gain access to substation. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is degraded and with lots of scat, indicative of a successfully fledged nest. - BArnold

Yes

AMKE American Kestrel 030212_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - new construction 200 500 200 200 Presumed Fledged 3/2/2012 6/2/2012 03/02/2012 - Two adults observed entering lowest arm on northeastern side of steel monopole. They emerged 
after a few minutes and perched on nearby wires. Male previously observed with food as he entered adjacent 
monopole (within the substation), but no further activity was observed at that pole. - BArnold
03/09/2012 - American Kestrels observed at pole during California Gnatcatcher survey. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - No work occurred within substation. During the 45 minutes spent observing the AMKE nest location 
from outside the substation, the female AMKE was observed entering the hole at the end of the crossarm several 
times. The female was not seen with prey items or nesting material. The male AMKE was seen perched on the 
monopole with the nest, as well as perching on wires within the vicinity of the nest location. - EStrods
04/13/2012 - No AMKE activity observed during survey period. - BArnold
04/17/2012 - Adult male observed perched on top of pole. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - No AMKE activity observed today. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - No activity observed during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - No AMKE observed during substation sweep. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - No AMKE observed. - BArnold
06/01/2012 - One fledgling and 1 adult observed in western portion of substation. - BArnold
06/02/2012 - This nest has recently successfully fledged, based on nesting chronology and the presence of a fully 
flighted fledgling. This pair appears to be establishing a new nest in a steel monopole located within the fenced 
substation about 75 feet south of the current nest monopole. - BArnold

Yes
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BUSH Bushtit 030212_ghan_01 CP7-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 3 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/2/2012 4/1/2012 03/02/2012 - Bio monitor Garrett Huffman observed pair making multiple trips to nest with nesting material from 
1130 to 1145 while bio monitoring with Trisha Di Paola. Nest appears to be 70% complete. This pair is wary of 
foot traffic - ceasing nesting activity @ 20-30 feet. - GHuffman
03/05/2012 - BUSH bringing material to nest. This pair is wary of foot traffic, temporarily ceasing nest-building 
activity at 30 feet today. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - 0950 to 1030: Pair observed carrying nesting material to nest. Pair vacated when vehicle 
approached nest on access road. Pair returned to nest-building activities after 40 minutes. Nest appears to be 
nearly completed, and pair tolerated human presence up to 15 feet today. - GHuffman
03/12/2012 - BUSH pair carrying items to nest which appears 90% complete. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears intact following recent storms, but no BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/26/2012 - Nest looks fine. Pair (second pair, not associated with other nest) in area foraging and vocalizing 
around nest. Looked for a new nest but none found. One adult had plant material in mouth but threw it down 
before bringing it to any nest location. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity at nest which appears sodden. Close examination reveals no recent maintenance on 
nest. Evidence over past 3 weeks indicates that this nesting attempt has been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 030212_ghan_02 CP6-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 70 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/2/2012 3/26/2012 03/02/2012 - Observations made by bio monitor Trisha Di Paola. Bushtits observed bringing nesting material to 
nest multiple times from 0800 to 0830. Nest is nearly complete.  Bushtits appeared unaffected by helicopter 
operations. However, nest building activity halted when observers were detected at 50 feet. - GHuffman
03/05/2012 - Nest building continues, but was halted when observers were detected at 50 feet. - RRadd
03/12/2012 - Male BUSH enters nest and stays for 5 minutes. Nest appears too small to be complete. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears intact following recent storms, but no BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. 
Nest still looks small. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - Nest was found no longer intact with the majority on the ground, appearing to have suffered from 
recent storm damage. Observer found a second nearly complete nest in Salvia mellifera, which is over 100 feet 
from the line or any project feature. A pair was active at that nest, and this may or may not be the same pair. - 
FHoffman

No

BUSH Bushtit 030212_ghan_03 CP7-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 8 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/2/2012 4/19/2012 03/02/2012 - Nest observed by bio monitor Trisha Dipaola. Bushtits observed carrying nesting material to nest 
from 1200 to 1220. Birds flushed from nest with human presence within 15 to 20 feet. Nest appears to be 50% 
complete. - GHuffman
03/05/2012 - BUSH pair ferrying material to nest. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - 0850 - 0920 : Pair observed bringing nesting material to nest on multiple occasions. Pair tolerated 
human presence up to 15 feet away. 0930: Pair left nest area when vehicle driving on access road, but returned in 
less than one minute to resume nest-building activities. - GHuffman
03/12/2012 - BUSH carries large piece of fluffy material to nest at 0845. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears intact following recent storms, but no BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/26/2012 - Nest appears a little soggy after the rain, but the pair was actively building with soft pappus. 
Repeated trips occurring. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0940 to 0955. Nest in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest appears in good condition with a neat maintained entrance, but the cup area is less than 
rotund. No BUSH detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Upon locating the nest, the biologist noted the entrance appeared to have some damage. After 
watching the nest for 30 minutes with no activity, the biologist approached within 3 feet of the nest. This elicited 
no response, so the biologist examined the nest. A large hole in the bottom of the nest cup indicates this nest was 
predated, and some material was on the ground below the nest. Nest closed. Nesting chronology suggests eggs 
may have been present, but this cannot be confirmed, therefore the outcome is indeterminate. - VEurs

N/A

CATH California Thrasher 030212_jpki_01 EP181-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 61 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/2/2012 3/21/2012 03/02/2012 - Stick nest in excellent condition with well defined bowl and fresh lining of fine redshank bark. All 
biologists were in agreement that nest condition was appropriate for recently built (less than 2 weeks) nest that 
has a high probability of becoming active. A fresh green sugar bush leaf was placed in nest and will be checked on 
future dates for removal by birds if nest is active. Nest was appropriate in size, shape, and composition for 
California Thrasher, and a thrasher was heard in vicinity. - JPawlicki
03/06/2012 - No eggs present in nest although nest remains in excellent condition. Sugar bush leaf was removed 
from nest indicating that nest is recently built and remains active. - JPawlicki
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest looks intact and completely lined. - MKuehn
03/15/2012 - Nest in good shape but unused; no birds detected in area. - PKonrad
03/21/2012 - Nest is in disrepair and flattened; nest looks very weathered by recent snowfall and many brown 
leaves are flattened on top of nest; bowl indiscernible; no birds in area - closed. - PKonrad
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COHA Cooper's Hawk 030212_rrdd_01 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/2/2012 TBD 03/02/2012 - COHA very active 0715, flying to nearby oaks to break off twigs and carry to nest in bill. Much calling 
and whistling back and forth between members of the pair. - RRadd
03/08/2012 - COHA female breaking sycamore twigs and carrying in feet to nest while male watches from 100 
feet. Traffic on El Monte Road does not affect nest building, but activity was briefly suspended while SRPL 
personnel used gate, and resumed 10 minutes after gate traffic ceased. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - COHA flies to nest as water-truck operator opens access gate at 0717. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - No COHA detected during 20 minute late afternoon observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Avian biologist R. Abe reports observing female on nest with male hunting nearby on 03/28/12. - 
HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no Cooper's Hawks detected in area. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - COHA female lying in nest during light rain at 1200. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - COHA female standing on nest preening at 1431. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - COHA female on nest at 1700. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Female on nest at 0703 does not flush. Male in dispute with AMCR pair that occupy old COHA nest 
area. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - Adult female COHA on nest at 1725 does not depart. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Adult male standing at nest at 0828. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Food drop at nest at 0854; adult male departs immediately. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - Adult female brings prey to nest and tears into pieces feeding 3 large nestlings which are feathered 
with short primaries, downy heads and backs, and are beginning to branch; 1451. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - 3 nestlings are agile climbers but short-tailed and do not appear capable of flight. They return to the 
nest for safety. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 030212_rrdd_02 El Monte CY Construction Yards Riparian Forests and Woodlands Grading 250 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/2/2012 4/25/2012 03/02/2012 - BUSH pair constructing new nest - approximately 5% complete. - RRadd
03/05/2012 - Observed BUSH building nest. Nest is approximately 15 percent complete. - SJohnston
03/16/2012 - BUSH male enters nest briefly at 0848. Pair copulating adjacent to nest at 0850. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Unable to locate nest. BUSH pair in area but only observed foraging for 15 minutes. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - BUSH making nest visit at 1432. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 1330 to 1340. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No Bushtits detected near nest. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Quiet solo BUSH in nest vicinity did not enter nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BUSH detected at this nest during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - No activity observed for several weeks and new nest constructed 50 feet west. - RRadd

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 030312_rrdd_01 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 17 100 70 70 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/3/2012 5/5/2012 03/03/2012 - BUSH pair constructing nest approximately 5% complete. On approach to record GPS location, birds 
scolded for several minutes and then left and did not return. A drive-through buffer of 70 feet will admit vehicular 
passage, but keep work away from line of sight to nest. - RRadd
03/09/2012 - BUSH carrying spider silk to nest, approximately 60% complete. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - BUSH pair continue to build nest at 1238. Nest appears 60% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults entered nest carrying nesting material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Bush pair collecting Populus "cotton" and ferrying to nest. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 10 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Pair of bushtits foraging within 50 feet of nest, which appears to be in 
good condition. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH carries food to nest at 1536 and 1542. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest looks weathered and no BUSH detected during 2 x 20-minute observations. Difficult to monitor 
due to COHA nest directly above. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest has fallen apart, presumed predated. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 030412_bald_01 EP99-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 50 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/4/2012 3/20/2012 03/04/2012 - Bushtit activity in area led to observations of Bushtits working on complete nest - working on the 
top portion of the nest. Bushtits were observed entering the nest while 2 avian biologists were standing 4 feet 
away discussing nest. - BArnold
03/07/2012 - No activity during brief 15-minute afternoon observation period. - BArnold
03/20/2012 - Bushtit nest torn open at 'neck' of nest as though pulled on from below, or possibly by the weight of 
heavy snow accumulated on nest in high wind during weekend storm. No sign of eggs, eggshells, or Bushtits. - 
PKonrad

N/A
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BEWR Bewick's Wren 030412_jpki_01 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/4/2012 4/23/2012 03/04/2012 - Adult observed bringing both coarse and finer material to nest on over a dozen occasions 
throughout survey period; usually approached from slope to left of nest. - JPawlicki
03/14/2012 - BEWR singing nearby did not approach any cavity during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - BEWR heard singing and calling nearby, but no activity seen at the cavity in about 15 minutes of 
observation. - IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - No BEWR detected during 2 x 15 minute observations. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed, and no BEWR detected from 0710 to 0720. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - BEWR flies to nest cavity at 1033, departs a few seconds later, and is apparently feeding nestlings. - 
HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No BEWR detections during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BEWR detections at or near this location during 2 x 20-minute observations. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No BEWR detections during 30-minute observation. No BEWR have been detected at this location 
since the first observation. Possibly an alternate nest or an exploration during nest selection process. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 030412_jpki_02 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 25 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/4/2012 5/8/2012 03/04/2012 - Adults observed bringing material to near complete nest on more than 3 occasions. - JPawlicki
03/14/2012 - 2 BUSH carrying fluff balls to nest at 0849. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - The bottom of the nest appears malformed, and observer is unsure if this is due to recent storm or 
the nest not being completed.  BUSH in area but not observed at nest during about 10 minutes of observation. 
Assumed nest building is still taking place, and will leave status as Active, unless next monitoring visit suggests 
otherwise. - IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - BUSH nearby did not interact with this nest, which appears to be in serviceable condition. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 0710 to 0720. Nest in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed from 1025 to 1100. Nest continues to appear well maintained. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No activity observed during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BUSH detected during 2 x 30-minute observations. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No detections during 30 minute observation, but nest appears sound and intact. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Nest is sound, intact and tidy. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Nest remains in excellent condition but has been unoccupied since completion for unknown 
reasons. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 030412_mkhn_01 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 35 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/4/2012 4/23/2012 03/04/2012 - Adults bringing material to nest and entering opening with it. Likely lining nest cup. Nest appears 
complete from outside. Established a 100-foot buffer. - MKuehn
03/14/2012 - BUSH male near nest, did not enter during observation period. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - If nest was complete, then there may have been some storm damage. The bottom appears open. 
BUSH in area but did not visit nest in about 20 minutes of observation. Will continue to monitor for potential 
change in status. - IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - Nest appears serviceable, BUSH nearby did not enter nest during 20 minute observation. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity observed from 0650 to 0705. Nest in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed from 0950 to 1020. Lack of activity over past 3 weeks indicates that this nesting 
attempt may have been abandoned. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Male BUSH carrying food to nest at 1156 and 1203. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nest appears predated - torn open at nest cup from side. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 030512_bald_01 TL 6924 - 171694 69kV Structure Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 63 100 60 60 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/5/2012 4/27/2012 03/05/2012 - Adults observed bringing nest material and building nest estimated to be about 80 percent 
complete. - BArnold
03/07/2012 - No activity observed during brief observation period from the access road on 6 March, nor during 
20 minute period 7 March. Nest does not look complete. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - Nest appears complete, BUSH pair foraging together away from nest at 1622. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - No Bushtits observed during brief 10 minute morning observation period from access road. - 
BArnold
03/19/2012 - Nest appears to have weathered recent storms intact. No BUSH detected during 20 minute 
observation under cool and wet conditions. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - Only one Bushtit was ever observed around the nest at a time. It is presumed that the other was in 
the nest. The Bushtit was observed near the nest several times in about an hour of observation. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Adult male observed emerging from nest and foraging nearby. 15 minutes later, the female was 
observed carrying bits of fluff to the nest. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - After 30 minutes of observation, both adults approached nest, but foliage obscured the view of the 
birds' activity. Each spent about 30 seconds at the nest before flying away. About 10 minutes later, an adult 
returned to the nest and left carrying a fecal sac. - VEurs
04/17/2012 - The male was seen carrying a large billfull of fluffy nesting material. The female exited the nest 
when he brought the material inside, and then they both flew off to the south. The female returned about 25 
minutes later with a billfull of food. She entered the nest and remained there for the rest of the observation 
period (about 10 more minutes). - VEurs
04/25/2012 - About 5 minutes after the start of observations, the male exited the nest. He returned about 8 
minutes later and did not appear to be carrying food. He swapped places with the female, who spent the next 15 
minutes foraging on the surrounding hillside. When she returned and entered the nest, nestlings could be heard 
vocalizing. The male again exited the nest and resumed foraging in the area. It is likely these young will fledge in 
the next few days. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - The biologist decided to check the nest because the anticipated fledge date was imminent. Upon 
approaching the nest, it was obvious the nest had been predated. It was completely ripped apart, lying 
horizontally in the nest shrub as opposed to vertically. The biologist remained in the area for about an hour, 
hoping for signs of surviving fledglings. Though numerous Bushtits were detected, none exhibited the loud 
begging and following behaviors typical of recently-fledged Bushtits. No Bushtit was observed feeding another 
despite extensive foraging activity. This nest with young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

AMKE American Kestrel 030512_bald_02 TL 6924 - 171691 69kV Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 5 500 150 150 Fledged 3/5/2012 6/1/2012 03/05/2012 - Nest in upper western arm of Pole 171691 located along existing dirt access road. Kestrel pair seen 
perching on tower, entering arm together, and exhibiting agitated behavior. Kestrel activity at this monopole was 
extensive during 5 hour survey period, whereas very little kestrel activity, consisting of a single bird perching for a 
few minutes, was noted at Pole 171694 with the previously recorded AMKE nest. - BArnold
03/07/2012 - No activity at this nest during 5 hour survey in general area as well as one hour focused observation 
period on 6 March, nor during brief observation period on 7 March. AMKE in area, interacting with RTHA on 6 
March. - BArnold
03/15/2012 - Biomonitor P. Hord reports AMKE entering cavity at 0750. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation under cool and wet conditions. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - No AMKE activity was observed at this cavity in approximately 2 hours of observation. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Adult male Kestrel observed hunting and perching on nearby wire, returning to perch on the nest 
pole multiple times throughout the 1.5-hour observation period. Male entered upper cavity once. Female was not 
observed. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - During 75 minute observation period, the male spent the majority of the time perched atop the 
pole. He left the top a half-dozen times to chase/mob an RTHA soaring nearby. At 0945, vocalizations were heard 
in the nest cavity and the male hopped down to peer within. He also briefly entered the adjacent cavity and the 
second arm from the top on the eastern side. Toward the end of observations, the male flew off and ultimately 
returned with a lizard that he left on the top of the pole. At this point, he also interacted with the AMKE pair from 
the nest to the north. No female ever observed. - VEurs
04/17/2012 - The male perched on various places on the monopole throughout the 45 minute observation 
period. He occasionally left the pole to fly around for brief periods. The female was never seen. As the biologist 
was driving through the buffer with the windows down, the sounds of nestlings could be heard emanating from 
the cavity. - VEurs
04/25/2012 - The observation period lasted from 0820 to 0935. The kestrel pair was visible for most of this time. 
They perched on various places on the monopole, and the male perched briefly on the wire. The pair copulated 
twice during the observation period. The male flew off and returned soon after with a small prey item. While he 
was away, the female entered the nest cavity. When the male returned, he perched on the edge of the cavity and 
the female began vocalizing, as though begging. However, the male moved to the top of the pole, where he 
consumed the prey. The pair entered the nest cavity of European Starlings in the same pole, but were driven out 
by the starlings. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - The male kestrel arrived at the pole with a lizard after 50 minutes. As he was about to land atop the 
pole, a jogger passed underneath, which caused him to fly off to the west. He soon returned and perched on a 
rung and called out a few times. Receiving no response, he flew to the east and consumed the lizard. He returned 
to the pole and again gave some calls without getting any response  He flew to the monopole to the north  where 
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030512_imll_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Woodlands and Forests BMP installation/maintenance 17 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/5/2012 3/29/2012 03/05/2012 - Female observed making multiple trips to nest with material from 1000-1100 while BMP crew was 
lowering dirt level of the road shoulder approximately 25 feet from the nest. Crew was using shovels, rakes, and 
loading dirt into a back-hoe. No behavioral response to this work was observed. Pickup trucks and equipment 
passing along the road appear to have no impact either. Nest appears approximately 10% complete. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Female on nest and making periodic trips to the surrounding habitat to gather nesting material. 
Observed adding lichen decorations to nest. No alterations of nesting behavior was observed due to traffic 
occurring 17 feet from the nest. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - ANHU observed incubating. - SJohnston
03/29/2012 - A small fragment of the nest was observed attached to the branch, otherwise the nest and its 
contents were gone. All indications are that this was due to predation, with no evidence of any effects from 
construction activities. - HWinfrey

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 030512_imll_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 20 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/5/2012 4/13/2012 03/05/2012 - Pair of Lesser Goldfinches observed adding material to a new nest approximately 5-10% complete. 
Female made frequent trips to nest while observer stood on roadway and directly below nest. The birds did not 
appear affected by traffic passing by at 20 feet or by the conversation at the edge of the roadway. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Female LEGO arrives at nest and remains present for approximately 10-15 minutes. During this time, 
she is observed shifting within the nest, possibly shaping it or more likely, egg-laying. The nest appears in good 
condition and complete. Female present on nest while traffic passed by at 20 feet with no alteration in behavior 
observed. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - No activity during 20 minutes of observation. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female LEGO brings food to nest and perches near it, putting its head down into nest cup at 1048. - 
HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Nest is torn up as though material has been removed (depredated). 
Nest closed. Unknown whether nest fledged or was depredated. - JDicus

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030512_imll_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Woodlands and Forests BMP installation/maintenance 37 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/5/2012 4/13/2012 03/05/2012 - Female hummingbird gathering lichen and other decorative materials and adding them to a nearly 
complete nest located in the center of a live oak tree. Female continued all natural behaviors during Sunrise 
traffic occurring 40 feet from the nest location. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Female was on nest incubating while traffic passed by regularly along AR, 37 feet away. Regular 
foraging trips into the surrounding habitat observed. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - ANHU observed incubating. - SJohnston
03/29/2012 - Observer attempted to locate nest on 3/28/12 without success. Attempted again with assistance of 
I. Maunsell on 3/29/12 without locating nest. No ANHU activity was observed in immediate area. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No ANHU activity observed in immediate area. Unable to locate nest. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Based on nest chronology for this species, the nest should have had nestlings/fledglings by now; 
neither were ever observed at or near this nest even though the female was observed incubating during 2 
consecutive weekly monitoring visits. Avian biologist Ian Maunsell, who initially found this nest, was present for 
final nest monitoring visit. No activity was observed at the nest. Nest was closed due to inactivity during this and 
previous observations. - JDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 030512_imll_05 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Woodlands and Forests Grading 69 100 50 50 Fledged 3/5/2012 4/23/2012 03/05/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed gathering material from host oak and adding it to a nearly complete nest 
located on the west side of tree above stream. Pair was observed building nest while a back-hoe was grading the 
spur work area located 69 feet south. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Nest was observed for approximately 30 minutes. Nest appears complete and in good condition. 
One Bushtit was observed flying from the area of the nest during a potential nest exchange by incubating pair. No 
other activity observed during regular traffic activities. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - Observed BUSH leaving nest. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - No activity observed in 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Male Bushtit observed chasing Lesser Goldfinch away from immediate area around nest at 1053. - 
HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Bushtit observed gathering prey items in creek and carrying them to the nest. - JDicus
04/18/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1009. - HWinfrey
04/20/2012 - Adult visits nest at 1226. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity observed from 1145 to 1200 at nest, which remains in good condition. 2 adult Bushtits 
feeding 5 fledglings in same tree, 60 feet away from nest. Nest closed; fledged. - HWinfrey
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 030512_mdus_01 CP37-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 165 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/5/2012 4/17/2012 03/05/2012 - Male observed making multiple trips with peeled shrub bark and other materials to a clump of 
Salvia mellifera. Nest is in beginning stages of construction (1% constructed). Male was observed placing and 
weaving material around the stem, and placing peeled bark from black sage, and possibly lichen. Female made 
fewer trips to nest location, but appeared to be adjusting the placement of the nest material. Both were observed 
foraging and chasing an unidentified bird from the nest vicinity. Following the territorial display, neither adult was 
observed returning to the nest location during the survey. - MDicus
03/13/2012 - Territory and nest were monitored for 2.5 hours. No CAGN activity observed in area. Nest material 
has been added since the previous visit. Nest is approximately 30% complete. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Pair not detected until 0800, at which time they flew immediately to the nest and started adding 
and adjusting material. The male spent more time nest building while the female foraged and groomed herself 
nearby. The male vocalized from the nest 3 times, for about 10 to 30 seconds, apparently calling to the female. 
The female brought nest material to the male a few times. The nest is approximately 40-50% constructed. - 
MDicus
03/27/2012 - No activity at nest during first 2 hours of monitoring. At 0915, the pair started making multiple trips 
to the nest, the male bringing in bits of fluff and woody stem shavings and the female bringing in small feathers 
on at least 3 of her 6 trips. The nest is approximately 90-95% constructed. - MDicus
04/03/2012 - Female on nest during first 20-30 minutes observation; male foraging nearby. Pair foraged together 
for the next hour, during which time nest contents were checked. 1 egg was observed. Male returned to nest for 
approximately 10 minutes before joining the female again to forage. - MDicus
04/11/2012 - Observed 2 nest exchanges on 4/10/12 between male and female, at 08:12 and 08:50. Pair is 
incubating. - MDicus
04/17/2012 - Adult male CAGN observed pulling nest material from outside of nest and carrying it to new nest 
location (041612_mdus_01). The male made over 6 trips back and forth, pulling material on each occasion, and 
carrying it to the new nest. Nest was still intact and did not appear to have been damaged from the last storm; 
however, there were no eggs or nestlings present (there had been at least one egg in the nest based on 
observations during  the 4/03/12 survey, and the pair was incubating on 4/10/12). The pair was actively 
constructing a nest in the new location. There were no clear signs of predation (nest damage or broken eggs), but 
the cold, windy, rainy conditions last weekend may have been a factor in this nest failure. - MDicus

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 030512_mdus_02 CP8-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Traffic 50 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/5/2012 4/20/2012 03/05/2012 - While with a BMP crew, avian biomonitor Harley Winfrey observed a Bewick's Wren carrying nest 
material to the base of a fallen Hesperoyucca stalk just west of the silt fence. During later 20-minute monitoring 
by avian biologist, no birds seen visiting nest, but adult BEWR heard singing in vicinity. - MDicus
03/07/2012 - BEWR observed perched and entering Hesperoyucca stalk where nest is located. Stayed in vicinity of 
nest singing for a few minutes before flying out of sight. - GHuffman
03/12/2012 - No BEWR detected during 20 minute observation of this nest. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No BEWR detections during 20 minute observation, during showery weather. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - No activity noted near nest, although male heard singing down slope some distance away. Cavity 
well-lined with material but no activity in immediate vicinity. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No BEWR activity observed in area. Nest appears to be in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - No BEWR detected in area after a 70-minute mid-day observation period. No wrens heard or seen 
anywhere, even far from nest. No response when biologist approached within 3 feet of nest to check condition, 
which looked fine. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - No BEWR activity in the area. After 30 minutes, the biologist approached the nest cavity. The lining 
material (grass, feathers, shed snakeskin) had been pulled out and is laying outside the nest cavity. This nest is 
now closed. It seems unlikely that this nest contained eggs or young, but there is no way to be sure; therefore, the 
nest outcome is indeterminate. - VEurs

N/A
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AMKE American Kestrel 030512_rrdd_01 TL 6924 - 171689 69kV Structure Chaparrals Traffic 6 500 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/5/2012 5/30/2012 03/05/2012 - Situation not 100% clear, but male AMKE appears to be maintaining a territory with 2 females and 
two nests, copulating with both at least 6 times between 0715-0800. AMKE entering cavities on both poles. 
Regarding this nest, AMKE pair entering cavity in middle eastern arm of steel monopole. Buffer set at 300 feet 
until scope of work becomes known. - RRadd
03/07/2012 - Male perched on pole when surveyors arrived at 0630. A female was seen entering the arm where 
she remained for at least half an hour. Male returned to pole approximately every hour. It appears that this male 
is attempting to establish nests with two different females at adjacent poles, 171689 and 171688. - BArnold
03/12/2012 - AMKE pair copulating at 0755 and 0804. Female entering cavity. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - No AMKE detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Pair observed perching and copulating atop nest pole. After approximately 10 minutes, the pair left 
the perch, and the adult male joined the other female at the active nest location to the south (pole 171688). - 
MDicus
04/09/2012 - Male flew to pole from south, perched on a climbing rung and briefly entered the cavity. No sign of 
female for 30 minutes. As biologist approached pole, female seemed to fly up the slope from the north. She 
circled a bit, then disappeared from view. When checking AMKE nest to the south, she could be seen perched 
below nest cavity. - VEurs
04/17/2012 - Shortly after the start of the observation period, the female flew into view from the northwest, 
carrying a lizard. She soared around the area, and the male also flew into view. After the workers left, she settled 
on a transmission wire, ate part of the lizard and then flew out of view. She returned to the monopole without the 
lizard and perched for about 20 minutes before flying off again. When she returned, she entered the nest cavity 
without food, and no nestlings were heard calling when she entered. She remained there for the rest of the 
observation period. The male spent most of the time out of sight, briefly perching on top of the monopole with 
the nest cavity. - VEurs
04/25/2012 - For the first 50 minutes of observation, no AMKE activity was detected. Then the male arrived at the 
monopole carrying a small prey item. He gave this to the female who had emerged from the nest cavity. She 
perched on a wire and ate the item, then flew out of sight. The male had flown away, but soon returned with a 
lizard. The female flew up and perched partially inside the nest cavity. The male passed her the lizard and it 
seemed that she dropped it into the cavity. However, she quickly flew to a wire, carrying the lizard, where she ate 
it. - VEurs
05/02/2012 - After 30 minutes, the male flew in from the south and perched quietly atop the pole. After 5 
minutes or so, he flew east, but soon returned and perched on a rung near the nest. The female exited the nest 
cavity from below and perched on a rung above the cavity. The male soon entered the nest cavity and remained 
inside for 30 minutes, through the end of observations. The female eventually flew north, presumably to hunt. - 
VEurs

No

HOWR House Wren 030512_sjon_01 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 75 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/5/2012 5/31/2012 03/05/2012 - HOWR observed bringing nesting material into woodpecker cavity. - SJohnston
03/16/2012 - No HOWR detected at or near this location during 2 x 20 minute observations. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Male HOWR calling and nervous at WBNU in sycamore snag. Could not locate cavity as described, 
and will send in a different avian biologist who may be more familiar with the nest site. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Considerable HOWR activity around cavity, but no entry detected during 20 minute observation. 
Presumed incubation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest; HOWR heard calling 100 feet east of nest. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Much HOWR singing and activity in this area, but no association with this cavity observed. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - HOWR singing near but not entering cavity. Possibly an alternate nest. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - HOWR appear to be using one of these cavities; infrequent appearances by female, but much 
strident talk from male. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - HOWR activity at this location continues. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - HOWR activity continues with male singing when female departs. Toxicodendron growth limits 
visibility, nestlings presumed from behaviors. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - HOWR continue to be active at this nest. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - No activity observed. Presumed fledged. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - HOWR brings food to nest 1210 - status of nest pending further observation. - RRadd

Yes
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COHA Cooper's Hawk 030612_imll_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/6/2012 TBD 03/06/2012 - Biological monitor K. Vittum reported a female COHA breaking nest material off a sycamore and 
carrying it to a coast live oak tree. The male perched 100 feet east of the nest on a dead oak. The monitor 
conducted observations from approximately 200 feet away, primarily out of sight. When the monitor moved 
closer to approximately 100 feet, the female ceased nesting behavior. During verification and logging the point, 
the male COHA flushed and alarm called when the biologists approached to within 60 feet of the nest along the 
road on foot. The nest was observed to be in the very early stages of construction, with few pieces of broken off 
nesting material visible from the road. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Male COHA perched and calling on dead oak tree approximately 100 feet from nest. No trips to nest 
observed between 0800 and 0930. Nest appears well developed at this point with a shallow bowl formed. No 
lining visible. Male did not appear to alter any behavior due to traffic occurring along the road. The bird was 
observed tracking prey items and various other occurrences with its eyes and did not focus on vehicles or the 
observer. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - COHA was observed arranging nesting material within the nest and bringing new nesting material to 
the nest while two biologists were approximately 25 horizontal feet from the nest and in a direct line of sight. - 
SJohnston
03/22/2012 - Monitor K. Vittum reported pair regularly bringing material to and standing on nest yesterday (3/21) 
and today (3/22) while road sealing work occurred along driveway up to 50 feet away. - IMaunsell
03/28/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female on nest from 1024 through 1220. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Cooper's Hawk perched 100 feet from nest with prey item did not approach nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female observed carrying prey item to nest at 1123. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Female on nest during steady rain. - HWinfrey
05/01/2012 - Adult on nest at 0808. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Adult on nest at 0841. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Female on nest at 1238. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Adult visible on nest at 1013. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Adult visible on nest at 0940. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - Adult on nest at 1018. M. Dicus also reported adult observed feeding downy nestling(s) on 
5/12/2012. - HWinfrey
05/19/2012 - 1 downy nestling visible and moving in nest. Adult perched nearby. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - Adult COHA seen in flight 500 feet southeast of nest. 3 downy nestlings visible and moving in nest. - 
HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - 3 downy nestlings visible and moving in nest. Both adults observed foraging nearby. - HWinfrey
06/05/2012  On 6/4  biologist B  Arnold reports pair of COHAs active in area with 3 nestlings visible in nest   Birds 

TBD

CALT California Towhee 030612_rrdd_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 60 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/6/2012 3/24/2012 03/06/2012 - Nest appears 60% complete, partially lined with Pseudognaphalium sp. - RRadd
03/14/2012 - Nest appears freshly lined, but no birds attending. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact after storm. CALT heard nearby, but were not seen near nest in an approximate 10 
minute observation period. - IMaunsell
03/24/2012 - Nest remains unimproved, with lining material placed but never installed. - RRadd

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 030712_elss_01 EP183-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 85 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/7/2012 3/28/2012 03/07/2012 - Nest was found during systematic searching. The nest is in good condition and is completely lined. - 
ELoveless
03/15/2012 - No California Thrashers detected in area. Nest intact and appears complete. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - No California Thrasher observed in vicinity of nest. No bird activity near nest for 10-minute 
observation period on sunny day with temperature at 65 degrees Fahrenheit. On approach to check status of nest, 
a single Western Scrub-jay egg was visible within the well-lined cup. While immediately moving away from the 
nest, a pair of Western Scrub-jays approached to within 10 feet of the nest, alarm calling. Once observer had 
moved off approximately 75 feet from the nest, the pair stopped calling and one adult Western Scrub-jay was 
seen approaching the nest to within 6 inches. Changed species to Western Scrub-jay. This species typically lays at 
least 3 eggs. Nest stage has progressed to egg-laying, presumably for several more days. - JDicus
03/28/2012 - Observed nest for 15-20 minutes with no direct activity. Pair of Scrub-jays were in the area, though 
not associating with nest. When pair was out of area, checked nest area. No activity was observed at the nest, so 
checked the nest. Broken egg present in nest, indicating natural predation. - VNovik

No

BUSH Bushtit 030712_kwer_01 EP93 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - tower erection 100 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/7/2012 3/29/2012 03/07/2012 - Biomonitor B. Thompson observed Bushtit pair regularly adding nesting material to a 75% complete 
nest while erection crew was bolting and tightening on tower approximately 100 feet away. - KWeber
03/20/2012 - Bushtit visited large nest that appears complete. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - Bottom half of this nest has been torn away; only 'neck' of nest remains hanging from top of scrub 
oak. No sign of lower portion of nest below scrub oak; no sign of eggs, eggshells, or adult birds in area. Apparent 
mammalian predation - closed. - PKonrad

N/A
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BUSH Bushtit 030712_mdus_01 Hartung/El Monte CY-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 53 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/7/2012 3/29/2012 03/07/2012 - Adult pair of Bushtits observed adding material to a nest that is approximately 5% complete. Nest is 
well-hidden in pendulous clump of mistletoe (Phoradendron serotinum). - MDicus
03/16/2012 - No BUSH activity at this nest during 20 minute observation on cool morning. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - M. Dicus visited this nest on 22 March and reported scant indications of this nest, and no BUSH 
present. Will monitor once more prior to any closing. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - This nest appears decapitated. Bushtits were foraging in the tree where the rest is located; however, 
none were displaying nesting behavior, no items were carried, and none visited the nest. Inconclusive if able to be 
closed at this point. - LThoreson
03/29/2012 - The nest is gone and had been in state of disrepair for the last few monitoring visits, with the pair 
absent from the area or exhibiting no breeding behaviors near the nest. Predation may be the cause, but it is 
difficult to tell for certain. - MDicus

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030712_mdus_03 Hartung / El Monte CY-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 8 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/7/2012 3/21/2012 03/07/2012 - Adult female Anna's Hummingbird observed making multiple trips to a nest that is 60-70% 
constructed. Avian biologist stood approximately 10 feet from nest while female continued to add material, so 
adult shows some tolerance to human presence. - MDicus
03/09/2012 - Female making multiple trips to and from nest, gathering spider web. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Nest intact but empty. Female ANHU visits briefly but does not alight. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - Nest no longer present. While presumed lost to weekend storms, no nest was found on ground. - 
RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030712_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 14 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/7/2012 4/14/2012 03/07/2012 - ANHU female constructing nest - approximately 30% complete. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - ANHU on nest at 1430 does not depart. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - ANHU female prone on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No adult activity was observed at the nest during 15 minutes of observation. The nest does not 
appear to be complete; however, a single intact egg was observed in the nest. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - No activity observed from 0645 to 0715. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest is no longer present and presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030712_rrdd_05 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 10 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/7/2012 4/12/2012 03/07/2012 - ANHU female incubating 2 eggs. Incubating bird was tolerant of non-stopping vehicles, but 
attending biomonitor should be aware of any extra wide loads due to location. - RRadd
03/13/2012 - ANHU incubating on nest at 1546. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Female still incubating on nest. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Female on nest. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - ANHU female feeding one small nestling at 1130. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - 1 nestling visible in nest. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Single nestling perched on edge of nest, preening and briefly exercising its wings. Female fed young 
twice during observation period. She also poked vigorously at the nest, pulling out feathers and bits of spider 
web. After she left the second time, the nestling settled back on the nest. - VEurs
04/06/2012 - Fully feathered nestling visible in nest at 0820. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No nestling in nest or nearby branches. Nest is in excellent condition and is presumed to have 
fledged 1 young successfully. - VEurs

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030712_sjon_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/7/2012 3/23/2012 03/07/2012 - ANHU observed incubating while BMP crew stopped in diesel F550 (before buffer was in place) on 
access road approximately 20 feet from nest for approximately 3 minutes, and during this time bird did not flush 
from nest. Additionally, bird remained on nest for normal periods of time for climate conditions encountered 
during the 30 minutes of passive observations, while biologist was approximately 30 feet away in direct line of 
sight to the nest. - SJohnston
03/13/2012 - ANHU continues at this nest, but stays off for long periods. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears intact following storms, but no ANHU female detected during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
03/23/2012 - No activity observed at this nest for 30 minutes. Lack of directed activity for more than a week 
indicates this nest has been abandoned. ANHU was incubating when nest was discovered, but no young or 
feeding of young were ever observed. Evidence suggests the eggs of this nest was predated or abandoned prior to 
stormy weather, for undetermined reasons. It is also possible that the eggs were predated during the stormy 
weather or shortly after, with or without nest abandonment, but with no way to arrive at a conclusive outcome, 
Indeterminate is the proper determination. - RRadd

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 030712_sjon_02 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 15 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/7/2012 3/23/2012 03/07/2012 - Bird observed nest building while biologist was approximately 30 feet from the nest. Nest is 
approximately 20% complete. - SJohnston
03/13/2012 - ANHU incubating 2 eggs 1344. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Female on nest. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - Nest contains broken eggshell and many peppers from host tree, and is no longer serviceable. 
Remains of an egg in the nest among many hard peppers suggests this nest failed due to natural causes, likely by 
an avian predation that dislodged peppers into the nest. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 030712_vnik_02 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE4

Substation Chaparrals Substation - new construction 13 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/7/2012 4/24/2012 03/07/2012 - Biomonitor discovered this nest post-construction, reported that visits were made by the birds to 
the nest site, and that they were observed carrying material to the nest. While logging this nest, the Bushtits were 
observed entering the nest. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Nest in excellent condition after storm event. Nest appears nearly complete and BUSH pair brought 
nesting material to nest twice during observation period. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - No Bushtits detected in vicinity of nest during 30 minute period; nest complete and intact. - 
JPawlicki
04/10/2012 - Bushtit makes brief visit to nest at 0850. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Adult bringing food to nest at 0706. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0815 to 0845. Nest examined closely and bottom has been pulled 
out with pieces of the nest scattered about. Nest closed, evidence indicates it was predated. - HWinfrey

No

LOSH Loggerhead Shrike 030812_ahll_07 EP54-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Other 600 100 140 140 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/8/2012 5/1/2012 03/08/2012 - Both male and female were seen foraging within a 300-foot radius of nest location. Male was seen 
courtship feeding female, and female was seen bringing softer nesting material to the nest on several instances. 
Nest appears to be approximately 30% complete, and no eggs were present within the nest. The pair is tolerant of 
limited foot and vehicle traffic outside of bird buffer. - AHill
03/14/2012 - One adult foraging within 300 feet of nest site. Nest appears to be complete, egg laying should 
begin soon. - AHill
03/20/2012 - A biologist saw an American Kestrel perched on shrub where the nest is located. Individual 
remained perched in the bush during the time (approximately 10 minutes) the biologist was passively observing. 
The biologist moved away from the nest and closer to the furthest extent of a Red-tailed Hawk nest in the vicinity, 
and the Loggerhead shrike moved to the side of the nest closest to the biologist. The nest was not approached, 
and no individuals were seen carrying nesting material; however the perched individual was acting mildly 
territorial. It is possible that the pair is either laying eggs or incubating. - LThoreson
03/26/2012 - Observed both adults foraging within 500 feet of nest, then returning to 175 feet within nest 
location. Observed female making begging calls and flapping her wings repeatedly to male, who then fed her. The 
pair then copulated about 170 feet from the nest. The female flew to the nest and laid on the nest for 5 minutes 
before departing on her own accord. When female was out of sight, and no shrikes were in the area, the biologist 
checked the nest to find no eggs present. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Pair of Loggerhead Shrikes present, displaying territorially and fighting with a California Thrasher 
that approached nest, but eventually left the oak tree. Pair is active at nest. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike made 2 trips to nest during 30-minute observation period. After leaving nest, the 
shrike perched on tallest pole to northwest, east of the access road. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - No Loggerhead Shrike activity at this nest, however, an adult pair of shrikes is very active hawking 
insects, collecting nesting material and building nest in medium-sized shrub about 350 feet west of this nest site. 
During 1 flight to collect nesting material, 1 shrike perched on southwest side of Engelmann oak. The fact that no 
resident shrikes reacted to this breach of territory and because no activity was observed at the original nest site, 
this information may indicate nest failure and subsequent renesting during the past week. When possible, will 
check original nest with a cultural resources monitor to ascertain present status of the nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - After 30 minute observation period without seeing activity at the nest, the nest was approached and 
a mirror was used to check for eggs, nestlings or possible signs of nest failure. No eggs or nestlings were found, 
and dead leaves were observed inside the nest bowl and the rim of the nest, indicating possible nest 
abandonment. - SJohnston
04/24/2012 - It appears the original nest site has been abandoned, but a pair is active northwest of the site where 
they copulated once during a 30-minute observation period. Did not see nest building or any visit to the shrub 
where they were nest building last week   PKonrad

No
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AMKE American Kestrel 030812_ahll_08 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Grasslands and Meadows Other 320 500 275 275 Fledged 3/8/2012 5/30/2012 03/08/2012 - Female kestrel was seen entering nest cavity on several occasions with male perched nearby. 
Female would not stay within the cavity for more than 5 minutes. Biological monitor D. Engstrom reported seeing 
the pair copulate and chase off a pair of CORAs near the nest today. - AHill
03/09/2012 - Male American Kestrel flew in from east and perched on bare branches on top of nest tree. Also 
perched on lower wire north of tree, made a hunting strike and returned to nest tree where it fed on the large 
insect prey. During a second short observation period, at 14:00, the female flew to high bare branch on nest tree, 
where it fed on large insect prey and perched in the wind for 20 minutes, when observer left. - PKonrad
03/14/2012 - Female observed perching on nearby power line upon arrival. After 25 minutes of observation, 
female flew to nest tree after which male flew out of cavity and joined female on tree. Both birds last observed 
perched on nearby power line. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Biologist saw American Kestrel fly to telephone line west of cavity with prey, apparently a small 
rodent. The American Kestrel then flew to the cavity with the prey, dropped prey off and perched on the top of 
the tree. - LThoreson
04/02/2012 - Male American Kestrel perched on pole east of nest site during initial observation; checked back at 
1730 when male was perched on second pole to west; female probably incubating today. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Male American Kestrel was perched on pole west of nest; then flew to slope to south where it 
soared in circles. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Male American Kestrel flew in to perch on pole nearest nest. (Nestlings should be hatching soon, 
followed by more activity by adults.) - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - Female American Kestrel flew into view after about 15 minutes, circled nest tree twice and entered 
nesting cavity in live oak; she didn't come out of cavity during the next 15 minutes. - PKonrad
05/01/2012 - No American Kestrel activity observed during initial 30 minute observation period. During a second 
nest visit 3 hours later, the female kestrel was perched on the small power line to the northeast of the nesting 
cavity, near the wooden power pole. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Female American Kestrel perched on pole to west of nest and on associated wire north of nest, 
hunting near nest. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - The female American Kestrel was perched on the wooden pole west of the nest, hunting; it caught a 
small dark-colored mammal (vole?) and took it to the nest cavity where kestrel calls, presumably begging 
nestlings, could be heard. Female then perched on top of nest tree for a time, and the male kestrel was seen 
flying westward south of the nest. - PKonrad
05/22/2012 - Female American Kestrel preening and hunting from perch atop the nest tree. It appeared that the 
female took a large insect it caught to an unseen fledgling on west side of tree (opposite side of tree from nest 
cavity). About 3 hours later, a male fledgling was observed flying about 120 feet from the nest tree to the roof of 
1 of the chicken barns  The fledgling had some down on some feathers on the top of its head and a slightly 

Yes

GRRO Greater Roadrunner 030812_tcer_01 CP18-1-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 150 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/8/2012 4/26/2012 03/08/2012 - Adult incubating 2 eggs in nest. - TCooper
03/12/2012 - GRRO adjacent to nest with 3 eggs. Mate nearby. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs - GRRO presumed incubating through stormy weather, though not detected 
during 20 minute observation from distance. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - 2 eggs in nest. No GRRO seen or heard in area. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - 2 eggs in nest. Adult GRRO foraging nearby. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - GRRO incubating 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - The nest now contains 2 eggs, warming in the sun, and no sign of a nestling. An adult was foraging 
and sunning across the slope on the access road. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Nest now contains only 1 egg. Based on an incubation length of 19-20 days, this remaining egg is 
likely non-viable. It has been nearly 2 months since this nest was logged and none of the eggs appear to have 
hatched. No adult GRRO detected around the nest today. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

No

MODO Mourning Dove 030912_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 50 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/9/2012 4/13/2012 03/09/2012 - Nest with 5 eggs first discovered 2 February 2012, but not recorded due to lack of activity during 20 
minute observation period. Nest still with 5 eggs and attending adult on 9 March 2012. Dove remained on nest in 
direct line of sight while avian biologist entered data into pentab at 30 feet. Dove flushed with approach of 
surveyor to document nest status at about 3 feet. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nests, but was unable to gain access to substation. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest with 7 eggs. This nest has apparently never been viable, since before it was recorded since 
Mourning Doves typically only lay 2 eggs per clutch and it is unknown if any eggs were viable at any point during 
the monitoring period. - BArnold

No

MODO Mourning Dove 030912_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 100 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/9/2012 4/13/2012 03/09/2012 - Adult dove observed on nest. Dove remained on nest while avian biologist entered initial data into 
pentab within direct line of sight at 20 feet, and when avian biologist photo-documented nest at 10 feet. Flushed 
at less than 2 feet when avian biologist approached to document nest status. 2 eggs in nest. - BArnold
03/26/2012 - Biologist E. Strods attempted to visit nests, but was unable to gain access to substation. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest degraded and with lots of scat, indicative of a successfully fledged nest. - BArnold

Yes

HOFI House Finch 030912_elss_01 CP64 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 30 30 Removed 3/9/2012 3/9/2012 03/09/2012 - The nest was found by onsite biomonitor, inside equipment. The nest was 5% complete. Female 
brought nesting material to nest twice during a 60-minute observation period. The equipment had mylar 
reflective ribbon bird deterrents placed 6-8 inches from the selected nest site and was staged at the pull site with 
no use for 10 days. The equipment was slated for transport this day, necessitating the removal process. - 
ELoveless
03/09/2012 - Nest removed by avian biologist. - ELoveless

No
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 030912_imll_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - maintenance 400 300 300 300 Fledged 3/9/2012 5/2/2012 03/09/2012 - Male CAGN observed stripping 'bark' from sagebrush in territory and adding material to a well 
developed nest (about 80%) with the female CAGN accompanying. The nest is shaped with lining-less bowl. Pair 
made trips with nest material from both east and west. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Pair observed making over a dozen trips to nest. Surveyors did not approach nest, but female was 
observed carrying fluffy pappus from Baccharis shrub; male not observed carrying material. - MDicus
03/21/2012 - Pair observed foraging throughout territory. On one occasion both male and female visited the nest 
area briefly and then moved away to the south. Later during the observation period the male flew to the nest area 
and called from various perches. Once the pair left the area, the nest was observed to be 100% complete with no 
eggs present (M. Dicus permitted CAGN nest monitor present). It is likely that the pair will continue to use this 
nest location following the weekend's recent storm events once the material dries with no further additions to 
nest. Therefore, the nest stage is now considered to be in the egg laying period. - IMaunsell
04/03/2012 - 3/28/2012 - 3 nest exchanges observed between 0715 and 0930. - IMaunsell
04/04/2012 - Observed nest exchange at approximately 0805. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - Male observed flying to nest area at approximately 0730. Gave "soft mew" and female was observed 
leaving nest area. Female returned to the nest area at approximately 0750, called to male, and male left nest area. 
From 0800-0810, male was observed making frequent, rapid trips to and from the nest to the surrounding habitat 
with prey items. Likely feeding young nestlings still being brooded by the female. - IMaunsell
04/18/2012 - Male observed foraging, making 3 brief trips to nest, and on the second trip carrying away what 
appeared to be a fecal sack from the nest. Female was at the nest for most of this 1-hour observation period. - 
MDicus
04/25/2012 - 2 nestlings were observed in the nest. The adult male parent California Gnatcatcher was observed 
hopping from bush to bush near the nest, making "mew" calls. - LGorman
05/02/2012 - The adult CAGN pair was observed foraging approximately 250 feet northwest of the nest location. 
The pair repeatedly returned to a nearby shrub from which faint begging calls were heard; they appeared to be 
feeding 1 or 2 fledglings, which were well-hidden inside the shrub. The nest was later checked and found to be 
empty. Successful fledging. - MDicus

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 030912_mdus_03 Hartung CY-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 28 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/9/2012 4/25/2012 03/09/2012 - Pair observed gathering material from interior of oak galls and adding it to nest that appears to be 
nearly complete. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - BUSH pair foraging in vicinity. Male enters nest briefly at 0818; no item carry observed. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - BUSH pair working at nest at 1408. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 1310 to 1325. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Bushtit at nest at 1152. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest appears intact after yesterday's storm. No BUSH observed during 30 minute observation. - 
RRadd
04/17/2012 - No BUSH detected during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest has fallen, but does not appear predated. - RRadd

No

RSHA Red-shouldered Hawk 030912_rrdd_01 CP64-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 300 500 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 3/9/2012 4/12/2012 03/09/2012 - RSHA pair attending this nest - female at nest, male guarding and visiting. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - RSHA male at typical nest-guarding perch south of El Monte Road, female not detected. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - Nest remains incomplete. No RSHA detected during 15 minute late afternoon observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity at nest. RSHA perched nearby at 1235. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - No activity observed, and no Red-Shouldered Hawks detected in area from 1200 to 1245. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest is not in sufficient repair to receive an egg, and no raptors have been observed in association 
for 4 weeks. Changed status to closed. Nest was abandoned during site selection for unknown reasons. - RRadd

No

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch 030912_rrdd_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 56 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/9/2012 5/11/2012 03/09/2012 - WBNU pair chiseling bark flakes from nearby trees and carrying to cavity at 1-2 minute intervals. - 
RRadd
03/15/2012 - WBNU pair coming to and going from this nest at 0822. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No WBNU detected in area for 15 minutes. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - WBNU pair continued to bring bark chips to cavity on multiple occasions from 0843-0910. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - WBNU observed entering cavity at 1038 without carrying nesting material. It did not re-emerge 
during 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - WBNU leaves nest at 1027. Both male and female return at 1034. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - WBNU male carries food to brooding female 3 times between 1039-1044. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - WBNU carrying food to nest at 2-10 minute intervals around 1335. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - WBNU brings food to nest cavity at 0718. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - WBNU pair leaving nest unattended for several minutes at a time, returning with food items. - 
RRadd
05/12/2012 - WBNU no longer come to this cavity and a HOWR is now occupying. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes
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BUSH Bushtit 030912_rrdd_04 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 10 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/9/2012 4/30/2012 03/09/2012 - BUSH making repeated trips at 1-2 minute intervals building this nest - approximately 5% complete. - 
RRadd
03/17/2012 - BUSH pair continue nest building at 1348 - 60% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults flew to nest 6+ times with material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - BUSH pair active at nest which appears substantially complete. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - BUSH entered nest at 1242 and was not observed to re-emerge during 10 minutes of observation. - 
HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 1309. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH pair feeding nestlings at 1630. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - BUSH pair feeding nestlings at 1320 at 5-minute intervals. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Solo BUSH visits nest furtively, fleetingly and infrequently at 1358. Second brood potentially in 
progress. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest appears in excellent condition. No BUSH detected within 50 feet during 30 minutes of 
observation. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - No activity observed. Monitor once more before potentially closing. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - 24 May;  Nest remains in fine condition, but no BUSH detected associating with it. Nest likely 
fledged about 30 April. Nest remained intact and a second brood may be initiated. - RRadd

Yes

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch 030912_rrdd_05 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 87 100 85 85 Nest did not reach active stage 3/9/2012 4/16/2012 03/09/2012 - WBNU pair ferrying bark flakes to cavity. - RRadd
03/16/2012 - WBNU detected in vicinity, but not observed at cavity. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No WBNU seen near nest for 15 minutes. Possibly switched locations (see 032012_mkhn_02). - 
MKuehn
03/22/2012 - WBNU at cavity, one bird visible arranging lining materials inside. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No WBNU detected in area; no activity at nest. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No WBNU activity has been observed here for almost a month. Initial activity was likely a part of site 
selection process. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 031012_jpki_01 EP183 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 85 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/10/2012 4/18/2012 03/10/2012 - Adults observed actively bringing material to nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
03/15/2012 - Adults in area but did not observe them going to the nest. Nest looks complete from outside, but 
contents not checked. - MKuehn
03/21/2012 - Bushtit pair still nest building. Nest is well-formed and decorated externally, 95% complete. Light is 
still visible passing through unlined nest entrance. Female observed in vicinity gathering downy vegetative lining 
material. - JDicus
03/28/2012 - Bushtit observed at nest, which appears nearly complete. - VNovik
04/04/2012 - Nest is in excellent shape, but no Bushtit observed or heard during 30-minute period. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Again, nest looks good but no Bushtits observed or heard during 30-minute observation period. 
(Incubating or deserted?) - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - See following comment. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - A predator has opened a hole in the bottom of this Bushtit nest chamber. No eggs, eggshells, 
nestlings, or adults were found in the area, although nesting chronology indicates that eggs may have been 
present. Because bushtits may continue lining the nest during incubation and until hatchlings are present, and 
because the nestling period is approximately 14 days, it is indeterminate whether nest fledged, was abandoned, 
or predated, and nest is closed. - PKonrad

N/A

PHAI Phainopepla 031012_mdus_02 Hartung CY-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 50 100 75 75 Presumed Fledged 3/10/2012 5/13/2012 03/10/2012 - Adult male Phainopepla observed breaking off a tamarisk twig and carrying it into a clump of 
mistletoe. Male made several additional trips to nest while female perched nearby. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - PHAI male brings food item to female, and she departs nest area to receive it at 0755. Both birds 
foraged, returning frequently to nest area. - RRadd
03/21/2012 - PHAI pair making trips to nest 1356-1408. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 1310 to 1325. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Male visits nest at 1148. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - PHAI pair trading nest duties; male on nest while female forages, guarding while she is on nest. - 
RRadd
04/17/2012 - Pattern of activity suggests PHAI pair is sharing incubation duties. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - PHAI pair continue activity at this nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - PHAI exchanging nest duties; female comes to nest with enlarged crop at 1646. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - PHAI pair coming to nest at regular intervals; 1 always staying near nest. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - PHAI no longer attend this nest and a new nest is under construction 5 feet east. Presumed fledged. - 
RRadd

Yes
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WREN Wrentit 031212_ahll_01 EP33-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 80 100 70 70 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/12/2012 4/3/2012 03/12/2012 - Wrentit pair was seen bringing lining material to nest on several occasions, at intervals of 20-45 
minutes. Pair is extremely cryptic when flying to nest, using different fly-in routes and entering the dense brush at 
a radius of 20 feet before actually flying to nest location. Adult was heard singing within 50 feet of nest location. 
Nest appears to be complete. - AHill
03/15/2012 - No eggs in nest, but heard Wrentit nearby nest. - AHill
03/20/2012 - No eggs in nest. Observed Wrentit pair singing and flying within 25 feet of nest. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Observed pair singing near nest. Still no eggs in nest, but observed adult fly to nest then leave. - 
AHill
04/03/2012 - Nest was found with small, broken, blue egg fragments in nest, and no adults were seen or heard 
within 200 feet of the nest. Nest was predated on by an animal. - AHill

No

BUSH Bushtit 031212_imll_02 EP118-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 60 100 60 60 Indeterminate 3/12/2012 3/30/2012 03/12/2012 - Bushtits actively nest building, nest nearly complete. Pair returning to nest while helicopter 
hovering over site. - IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact, but no activity observed during 45 minutes of observation while micropile grouting 
work is taking place at adjacent tower site. - VNovik
03/30/2012 - Bushtit nest has apparently been torn open by a predator, probably an avian predator, considering a 
hole about twice the size of the entrance hole has been torn open in the stubby neck of the nest on the opposite 
side from the entrance hole. No sign of eggs or eggshells or adult Bushtits - closed. Chronology and history of 
observations suggest that eggs may or may not have been present at the time of depredation, so the outcome is 
Indeterminate. - PKonrad

N/A

CATH California Thrasher 031212_imll_03 EP-91-N Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/12/2012 4/12/2012 03/12/2012 - Bird incubating on nest. 2 eggs. - IMaunsell
03/14/2012 - Bird incubating on nest. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - No thrashers observed, but a clutch of 3 turquoise-colored eggs is present in nest. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; did not leave nest when avian biologist checked nest status from 12 
feet. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - At least 3 large downy nestlings in nest; no adults observed or heard. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest is in good shape with the bowl intact. Appears nestlings fledged successfully, probably before 
rainfall 36 hours before this nest check, judging by wet condition of nest. No sign of nestlings, fledglings or adults, 
and no sign that nestlings did not fledge. - PKonrad

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 031212_jdus_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 20 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/12/2012 4/28/2012 03/12/2012 - Pair observed building well formed nest (carrying downy vegetative lining material into 95% 
complete nest). - JDicus
03/13/2012 - Male makes occasional visits. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest looked soggy, and the bottom appeared incomplete or perhaps affected by the storm this past 
weekend. However, BUSH pair observed at nest. - IMaunsell
03/28/2012 - Male BUSH observed carrying food into nest, presumably feeding female. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - BUSH observed bringing small green leaves to nest 1035. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Although Bushtits were heard in the area, none approached or exited the nest during a 90-minute 
observation period. At 1558, a female LEGO pulled a large billfull of fluffy material from the top of the nest and 
flew away. There was no Bushtit response this action. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - After 45 minutes of constant monitoring, no BUSH was observed entering or exiting the nest. A male 
BUSH foraged in the nest tree and was seen with a bill full of insects. However, he did not approach this nest and 
was presumably associated with a different nest in the area. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No BUSH activity after 20 minutes of observation. This nest containing eggs failed due to natural 
causes. After numerous extensive observation efforts, no Bushtit activity has been observed at the nest for 
several weeks. This, combined with the slow deterioration of the nest and the piracy of nesting materials by other 
species, leads the biologist to conclude this nest has been abandoned. It is likely that the Bushtits abandoned this 
nest during one of the periods of cold, stormy weather, as they have been documented to do, even when the nest 
contains eggs. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 031212_jdus_02 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/12/2012 5/7/2012 03/12/2012 - Pair arrives together, male perches nearby while female builds. Multiple trips to nest with material 
were observed. Nest appears to be well formed (90% complete). - JDicus
03/13/2012 - No HOFI detected in this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is intact after storm, but no HOFI activity at the nest in 30 minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Male visits nest at 0834. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity at nest from 0740 to 0810. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - One sparsely-feathered nestling visible craning its head above rim of nest with its bill open. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Nestlings observed in nest. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Male and female both visited nest, male first then female who remains there. Nestlings cannot be 
seen. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - The nest had no activity in over 30 minutes of observation. The nest is in good condition, showing 
no signs of predation. Ample time has passed for a complete the nesting cycle and this nest is presumed to have 
fledged. - VEurs

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 031212_jdus_03 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 30 30 Fledged 3/12/2012 4/30/2012 03/12/2012 - Pair visits nest tree. Male perches nearby while female builds. Nest is 50% complete. - JDicus
03/13/2012 - No HOFI detected in this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears intact and complete, after storm. A pair was observed entering the nest, but was not 
carrying any nesting material. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Male and female bringing food to nest at 0840. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - HOFI brings food to nest at 0745. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - At least 2 well-feathered nestlings were visible and vigorously moving about nest cup. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - A pair was observed flying to the nest to feed young. Nestlings not visible today. May be 2 new 
nests to the east in the same tree (outer low hanging and upper hanging clusters). - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Appears this nest has fledged successfully since female appears to be incubating a new clutch of 
eggs. New Nest ID created (050212_kats_01). - LTymkiw

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031212_jdus_04 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 13 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/12/2012 4/16/2012 03/12/2012 - Female observed building beginning of nest while male is perched nearby. This newly discovered 
goldfinch nest is just in the early stage of building (just a spare, thin platform beginning - 5% complete). - JDicus
03/13/2012 - LEGO continues to work sporadically on nest, now 15% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears to have weathered the storm, but is still incomplete, and about 60% complete. LEGO 
observed all around but not observed at nest in about 10 minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - Fresh lining material in bottom of nest. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Female on nest at 0832. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 0748. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Female was not on nest, so biologist used extendable mirror to examine the nest. The nest does not 
contain any eggs or young anymore and does not appear to be particularly well-lined. Apparently predated. - 
VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 031212_jdus_05 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 10 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 3/12/2012 4/30/2012 03/12/2012 - Nest is above road and approximately 5% built, located in clump of flowering Eucalyptus. Avian 
biologist watched female make 2 trips to nest with bill full of materials which almost completely disappeared 
from viewing location below when female added the material into the nest location from above. Male not 
observed. Group of 5 HOFI were observed returning to nest tree in a group with 2 pairs splitting off to build their 
respective nests in the same tree while this female built a third nest with no associated male seen. Later trips by 
the group were found to contain only two pairs, without the lone female in attendance. - JDicus
03/13/2012 - No HOFI detected in this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest appears unaffected by storm, but no HOFI activity at this nest during 30 minutes of 
observation. - IMaunsell
03/23/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at this nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0834 to 0844. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed from 0740 to 0810. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Despite extensive observations of the HOFI nests in this area, no finches were observed approaching 
this particular nest. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - No activity at this nest in 45 minutes of observation. In 6 weeks and 8 nest checks, no activity has 
been observed at this nest. - LTymkiw

No
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BEWR Bewick's Wren 031212_mdus_02 CP11-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Grading 5 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/12/2012 5/8/2012 03/12/2012 - Bio monitor Tom Gunter observed a pair of Bewick's Wrens carrying nest material to the north side 
of a 17-foot artificial wall north of CP11. The avian biologist monitored the activity, observing the pair carrying 
twigs and dried leaves to the nest 10 separate times.  One adult carried items on each trip while the other 
accompanied it, scolding from the nearby silt fence, exploring adjacent cavities, or bringing in material itself. 
During this time, the crew parked a dozer and compactor within 5-10 feet of the nest (but 12 vertical feet above), 
delivered rock 55 feet away, and continued grading and wall construction approximately 90 feet away. All 
construction activity was above the nest and out of view. The birds did not appear to be affected by construction, 
spending no more than 10 minutes away from the nest during the monitoring period. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Avian biologist arrived at site at 0707 to monitor nest prior to crew's arrival. Crew arrived at 0720. 
BEWR adult first flew to nest at 0730, left immediately, and started vocalizing nearby. Pair did not return to nest 
until 0806, when they both started making regular trips with nest material (grasses and other smaller items). 
Between 0806 and 0820, the pair made a total of 12 trips (between them) to the nest while the crew worked 
approximately 50-20 feet from the nest. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Avian biologist arrived at site at 1257, monitoring nest from distance of approximately 50 feet. 
While crew worked within buffer, BEWR pair were observed making over 15 trips to nest with material. During 1 
hour and 20 minutes of monitoring, the pair were not away from the nest more than 10 minutes at a time. 
Construction was ongoing throughout this observation period; birds appeared unaffected by activities. - MDicus
03/22/2012 - Bio-monitor Tom Gunter observed pair making 3 trips to the nest, and taking breaks to forage in 
between visits. One-time work within buffer is complete, and buffer will now be maintained at 30 feet. - MDicus
03/31/2012 - Biomonitor B. Parker reports observing two BEWRs entering nest 3 times and engaging in mate 
feeding behavior from 0910 to 0930. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Bio monitor B. Parker reports Bushtit observed carrying downy material into nest at 0720. - 
HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No activity during nest monitor's 40 minute observation period. Onsite biomonitors B. Parker and T. 
Gunter also reported no BEWR activity near cavity throughout the day. They said numerous BEWRs were upslope 
and downslope singing and calling during the day. Nest monitor did not hear any BEWR. - VEurs
04/24/2012 - No BEWR seen near nest cavity after more than 30 minutes of observation. male BEWR sang briefly 
downslope of the cavity towards the end of the observation period. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - A Bewick's Wren was heard singing not far down slope, but no wrens approached the rock wall 
during approximately 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - No activity at nest reported since 7 April. It is possible the nest was washed out of the Hilfiker wall 
during the rain events of April. This nest is now closed and failed with or without eggs or young. - VEurs

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 031212_mdus_03 CP10-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 33 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/12/2012 5/1/2012 03/12/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed carrying material to a nearly complete nest located approximately 30 feet 
from the access road. Traffic, including a large loader, passed through the access road, while the pair continued to 
forage for material and carry it to the nest. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Bushtit observed at nest. - BArnold
03/23/2012 - Male Bushtit observed adding material to the nest. - MDicus
03/31/2012 - Biomonitor B. Parker reports Bushtit entering nest with fine material 4 times from 1050 to 1130. - 
HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Biomonitor T. Gunter reports no activity observed from 0730 to 0830. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Male and female foraging on surrounding hillsides and periodically visiting the nest without material 
or food items during nest monitor's visit. Onsite biomonitor T. Gunter reported little activity in the morning. 
Suspect incubation is under way. - VEurs
04/24/2012 - At least one Bushtit was foraging extensively on the hillside around the nest, but after 40 minutes of 
observation, no Bushtit approached or exited the nest. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - After observing the unusual look of the nest from the access road, the biologist approached the nest 
directly. Upon close examination, the nest was observed to be laying horizontally in the shrub. Pieces of nest 
material were strewn about the branches, although no large, obvious holes were observed. This nest with eggs or 
young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 031212_pkad_05 EP32-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 86 500 500 500 Fledged 3/12/2012 5/26/2012 03/12/2012 - Adult Red-tailed Hawk in incubating position on 2011 nest that has been built up a bit during past 
week. Second adult flew from perch west of nest. Red-tail in incubating position during 2 subsequent nest checks 
while in the area during mid-afternoon and late afternoon. - PKonrad
03/20/2012 - Did not observe any activity during a 30 minute period. - AHill
03/23/2012 - No hawks observed near nest. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - No activity observed. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Adult on nest at 0818. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Adult on nest at 0910. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - No adult in area. 1 downy nestling visible and moving in nest. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - 1 downy white nestling visible and vocal. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - 2 nestlings were visible and moving in nest at 0602. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - 2 nestlings visible; both have downy heads and are molting flight feathers. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - 2 nestlings visible, showing well-developed flight feathers and molting head feathers. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - 2 nestlings visible, 1 upright in nest, the other perched on a branch a foot above the nest. Both 
appear fully feathered and alert. - HWinfrey
05/26/2012 - Nest is empty.  Fledgling perched 50 feet away from nest.  40% of nest material appears to have 
been knocked out of nest and is resting on a branch below the nest.  Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes
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SAPH Say's Phoebe 031212_rrdd_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 10 100 50 10 Fledged 3/12/2012 5/2/2012 03/12/2012 - SAPH bringing items and forming cup in nest that appears approximately 80% complete. Nest built 
while work and use of adjacent access road were in progress, drive-through access OK. - RRadd
03/15/2012 - SAPH observed bringing material to nest at about 1000. - BArnold
03/19/2012 - SAPH on nest, departs to forage. Mate nearby. - RRadd
03/26/2012 - SAPH adult on nest. CORA nest being built nearby. Other SAPH adult on fence foraging. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed at nest. SAPH heard calling nearby. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - SAPH observed coming to nest to incubate while two biologists were viewing nest from below, 
within 15 feet. The SAPH did not react to presence. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - At start of observation, phoebe was not on the nest. Male arrived a short time later carrying a small 
insect while biologist was about 15 feet away. He perched briefly on the edge of the nest and then settled for 3 
minutes until female arrived with another insect.  He left the nest and she perched on the edge, bending down to 
feed the very quiet nestlings. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult SAPH on nest. Valerie Eurs observed both adults bringing insects to edge of nest. As such, 
presumed the presence of nestlings. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Both adults brought food to nest after 5 minutes of observing. Adults brought food during intense 
work activity within 15 to 20 feet of the nest, and O&M activity in 69kV rack. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - Both adult SAPH continue to bring food to nest and feed nestlings during nearby work activities. - 
BArnold
04/26/2012 - Adult SAPH continue to bring food items to nest in apparent disregard of the SRPL work activities 
occurring within 20 feet of the nest. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - The Adult SAPH was observed bringing food to nest, but with much less frequency or 'urgency' than 
recently observed. I believe the nestlings may soon fledge. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Adult SAPH attending to nestlings, which appear very large and ready to fledge. - BArnold
05/01/2012 - 2 very large, vociferous nestlings in nest. These appear ready to fledge soon. - BArnold
05/02/2012 - Early in morning 4 large fledglings observed in nest. Later 2 fledglings observed on slope just south 
of substation with 1 adult, and 1 fledgling perched on steel railing at base of nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Four nestlings observed perched on disconnect switch stand in northern part of substation. Later 
observed with adults foraging and being fed. - BArnold

Yes

CACW Cactus Wren 031212_rrdd_02 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 230 100 100 100 Fledged 3/12/2012 5/10/2012 03/12/2012 - Nest appears 80% complete, lacking feather lining. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears kempt and maintained but only partially lined. No CACW detections on cold windy 
day. - RRadd
03/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest. CACW calling 500 feet west of nest. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - 2 CACWs observed in area from 0630 to 0730. Neither were observed going to this nest. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - At start of observation, CACW heard calling 100-150 feet from nests. At 1345, an adult perched on 
cactus between the 2 nests before flying off to the north. At 1420, wren gave vocalizations briefly near the nests. 
At 1426, adult CACW entered upper nest. It was not carrying nest material or food. It remained in the nest until 
1441, at which time it flew to the north, perched quietly on a cactus and eventually flew out of sight farther 
north. Observation period lasted approximately 70 minutes. - VEurs
04/19/2012 - One CACW was seen upon biologist's arrival near the nest. After 15-20 minutes, one adult, then the 
second, perched on the cactus clump containing the nests. Each had food in its bill, which was taken into the nest. 
One adult soon emerged, flew off, returned with more food that it took into the nest and then exited. A GRRO 
landed in front of the cactus clump, causing the wren to give an alarm call. The second wren emerged from the 
nest and both wrens then disappeared from view. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - Immediately upon the start of observations, both adult CACW entered the nest. They exited and 
flew off in separate directions. During the approximately 15 minute observation period, an adult made 2 more 
trips into the nest with food items. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - Both adults were visible perching about 50 feet from the nest. They moved about the area, and 1 
adult eventually perched for several minutes on the cactus clump containing the nest. The second adult then 
approached and took a food item into the nest. They both flew off again. A short while later an adult arrived at 
the nest with a very large, unidentified food item. When the adult  entered the nest, nestlings could be heard 
vocalizing. The adult soon exited and resumed foraging as the second adult perched on a cactus with its feathers 
fluffed. - VEurs
05/10/2012 - An adult Cactus Wren was seen perched atop a cactus clump to the west of the nest. 2, perhaps 3, 
Cactus Wren fledglings were spotted huddled in the shade at the base of the same cactus patch. This nest is now 
closed because it fledged successfully. - VEurs

Yes
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BUSH Bushtit 031312_bald_03 EP103-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 79 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/13/2012 4/23/2012 03/13/2012 - Biomonitor Chez Brungraber observed Bushtits carrying nesting material at about 1030 hours, and 
shortly thereafter discovered nest. Nest is nearly complete. - BArnold
03/21/2012 - Nest looks complete, although neck is a bit thin. Bushtit acting mildly territorial as biologist 
approached nest. - PKonrad
03/29/2012 - Bushtits active in area; 1 went into nest and did not see it come out; some calling from within nest 
to Bushtits nearby. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Observed Bushtit entering nest multiple times. Visits were short in duration. Carrying food item into 
nest. - VNovik
04/16/2012 - Adult Bushtit(s) bringing food to nest and quickly leaving about every 3 minutes. - PKonrad
04/23/2012 - Nest is in good shape, but no Bushtits were observed during 30 minute observation period, which is 
drastically different from the last observation period when the adults were making frequent nest visits with food. 
The nestlings have apparently fledged and left the area with the adults - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 031312_dbby_01 CP21-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 264 300 264 264 Fledged 3/13/2012 5/1/2012 03/13/2012 - Nest approximately 90% complete. Observed male fly into the nest for a few seconds to form the 
nest. Nest lining still slightly unkempt looking since it is still being formed. Pair foraging away from nest for long 
periods of up to a half hour. Did not observe pair bringing any more nest material to nest. Installed "no drive-thru 
and no project access" ESA signs on road to west because 300-foot buffer encompasses small section of road, 
until NBJ concurrence is obtained. - DBusby
03/20/2012 - Nest lining appears complete. No eggs in nest. Adult pair foraging nearby. Adult male flew near nest 
and delivered scolding calls after I checked  the nest. - DBusby
04/07/2012 - Male observed on nest during survey on April 6. 4 eggs confirmed during survey on March 30. - 
DBusby
04/17/2012 - 4 nestlings in nest approximately 4 days old. Estimated fledge date is between April 22 and 28. - 
DBusby
04/24/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair with active nest (031312_dbby_01) near Structure CP21 was 
observed feeding nestlings that are approximately 11 days old. The male and female adult pair was observed 
repeatedly visiting the nest with food, with a large proportion of the food items being small green caterpillars. 
Based on the apparent age of the nestlings, their estimated fledge date will likely occur between April 25 and 28, 
2012. - DBusby
05/01/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed with fledglings that are a few days old 
approximately 200 feet east/downslope of the closed nest (031312_dbby_01) near Structure CP21. The estimated 
fledge date was between April 25 and 28, 2012. At least two fledglings were visually confirmed foraging with the 
adult pair. The closed nest is empty and intact, exhibiting no signs of depredation. The surveyor will reattempt to 
locate and confirm the number of fledglings during subsequent surveys. Because the fledglings are now 
independent of the nest, there are no work restrictions along the access road to the west of the closed nest. - 
DBusby
05/08/2012 - Nest is closed. Family group foraging down slope. Detected 2 adults / 1 juvenile. - DBusby
05/15/2012 - Nest is closed. Family group foraging downslope, very vocal. Detected 2 adults / 3-4 juveniles. 
Juveniles begging. - DBusby
05/22/2012 - Adult pair foraging near old closed nest. No juveniles detected in area, indicating they now may be 
independent of adults. - DBusby
05/30/2012 - Adult male observed down slope from old nest. Vocal at first detection but then became quiet and 
secretive. - DBusby
06/07/2012 - Adult male Coastal California Gnatcatcher was observed approximately 100 feet east/downslope of 
the closed nest (031312_dbby_01) near Structures CP21 and CP22 . Initially, the male was detected vocalizing and 
observed attacking a Western Scrub-Jay, but then flew off and out of sight to the east to remain undetected for 
the rest of the survey despite great attempts to relocate the individual   DBusby

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 031312_elss_01 EP19-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 100 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/13/2012 3/27/2012 03/13/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed adding nesting material to a nest 7 feet up in a manzanita. The pair 
was observed visiting the nest every 2-5 minutes. The nest appears about 50% complete - ELoveless
03/15/2012 - Bushtit pair is nest building actively and does not seem to be affected by heavy helicopter traffic at 
EP19. Nest appears to be 60% complete. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Pair is actively bringing nesting material to nest, but nest seems a bit dilapidated from recent rain 
event; 70% complete. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Nest was predated, with one egg lodged in side of nest. Two large holes in nest walls, no Bushtit 
activity was observed. Signs were removed. - AHill

No
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WREN Wrentit 031312_fhan_01 CP88-1-N-B Road Areas Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 85 85 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/13/2012 4/20/2012 03/13/2012 - A Wrentit was seen visiting the nest. This individual was calling back and forth to another Wrentit 
nearby. The nest appeared nearly 100% complete and egg laying is imminent. - FHoffman
03/15/2012 - Nest was monitored prior to and during installation of energy dissipaters (K. Vittum) in two 
locations along the eastern edge of the access road 30-40 feet from the nest site. Work occurred within the 
established 85 foot buffer based on an exemption to allow for work required in order to remain in compliance 
with SWPPP permit within 72 hours of rain event. Rain event predicted for Friday March 17 and Saturday March 
18. Nest was monitored prior to work: no eggs or adults were at the nest. Nest appeared in good condition. 
During approximately 1 hour of work using back hoe, no adult Wrentits were observed within the area. - 
IMaunsell
03/20/2012 - Nest is complete, but looks soaked from recent heavy rains. No activity observed during 15 minutes 
of observation. Wrentits heard calling within general vicinity. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Biologist approached to within 5 feet before locating nest when female flushed off nest, which 
contained 3 eggs. Female returned to nest immediately after biologist moved back to access road. Bio monitor C. 
Vettes reported passively observing female continue incubating for 6 hours while Sunrise underground crew 
worked 50 feet from nest. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - A female Wrentit was on the nest during over an hour of work which consisted of hydroseeding and 
silt fence removal. At one point the male visited the nest. No indications of stress were observed due to 
hydroseeding work occurring approximately 25 feet from the nest. - CVettes
03/30/2012 - On March 29 K. Vittum monitored minor road grading work required within the existing 85 foot 
buffer for this nest. Work occurred along the road approximately 40 feet from the nest site. A backhoe was used 
to repair the road due to a recent rain event rilling across the road. Work occurred per exemption for individual 
buffer requests allowing for required BMP work in order to maintain compliance with SWPPP permit. During 
approximately 30 minutes of work within the buffer the monitor detected the pair associating with the nest area. 
No signs of disturbance or agitated behavior were observed. - IMaunsell
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 1224. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female on nest, does not depart during observation. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Nest is on the ground, torn apart. Trampled vegetation surrounding nest suggests mammalian 
predator. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 031312_ghan_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/13/2012 4/29/2012 03/10/2012 - Observed with avian biologist, John Dicus, a pair of Western Scrub-jays bringing material to vicinity 
of scrub oaks (Quercus  berberidifolia) and Lakeside ceanothus (Ceanothus cyaneus) multiple times. A nest was 
discovered in scrub oak but did not observe species going to it. By 3-12-12, it was confirmed to be an active nest 
by observing the pair at and on the nest, bringing nesting material to it. - GHuffman
03/16/2012 - Western Scrub-jay observed carrying lining material to nest. - RAbe
03/20/2012 - Western Scrub-Jay observed carrying lining material to nest. No apparent damage to nest from 
major storm event over last two days. - RAbe
03/29/2012 - Female on nest, male calling nearby. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Female on nest with 5 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Incubation continues. - RRadd
04/22/2012 - WESJ tight on nest at 1550. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is clean, intact and empty. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

PHAI Phainopepla 031312_jdus_01 EP246 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats OH - wire stringing 110 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 3/13/2012 3/30/2012 03/13/2012 - Phainopepla nest reported by on-site biological monitor. Phainopepla pair observed in vicinity. Male 
landed in nest shrub while female looked on. Male observed carrying materials and building second nest in 
juniper to west outside 100-foot buffer surrounding tower permanent pad, then revisiting nest in jujube shrub. 
Both nests are approximately 20% constructed. - JDicus
03/22/2012 - Male slightly territorial across wash; unseen female giving contact calls. Nest is a small bowl built 
with fine material; looks complete. - PKonrad
03/30/2012 - Could not re-find nest; no Phainopeplas near nest site, although a short distance to southwest a pair 
of Phainopeplas were flying in aerial displays led by female. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 031312_jdus_02 EP251 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/13/2012 3/22/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair of Bushtits visited nest 3 times with material. - JDicus
03/22/2012 - Nest appears be destroyed by recent storm; nest is flattened from the west side, probably by high 
wind, and has been torn away from 1 of the top attachment points. Damage does not reflect predation, which is 
indicated by holes or tears in the chamber. No Bushtits were observed or heard in the area. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 031312_jpki_05 EP140-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 65 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/13/2012 4/30/2012 03/13/2012 - Adult Bushtits observed bringing material to nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
04/03/2012 - Nest complete. Bushtit pair observed in vicinity of nest with 1 adult entering nest; nest contents 
unknown. - JPawlicki
04/13/2012 - Nest is complete and intact. Bushtit observed entering nest. - VNovik
04/21/2012 - One Bushtit was observed bringing caterpillars to the nest. It was unclear whether it was feeding 
nestlings or its mate. - LTymkiw
04/30/2012 - Nest has been predated, torn apart and mostly removed from the area with only a portion of the 
feathered nest chamber caught in the branch below the nest site. No sign of adults or nestlings or other nest parts 
in the area. - closed. - PKonrad

No
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BUSH Bushtit 031312_mdus_02 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 75 100 40 40 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/13/2012 4/28/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed carrying material to a nest that is approximately 60% complete. - MDicus
03/16/2012 - Pair bringing in nest material and copulating. Nest approximately 75% complete. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Pair not observed visiting nest, but nest is in good condition, and female was observed foraging on 
nest shrub. - MDicus
03/30/2012 - 0730 to 0830: Female observed leaving the nest for approximately 5 minutes out of a 1 hour 
observation. Due to the amount of time female spent in nest, it can be concluded that it is incubating. - GHuffman
04/06/2012 - Bushtit observed making two trips to nest in a 20 minute observation. Construction activities appear 
to have no impact on nesting behavior. - GHuffman
04/15/2012 - Both adults making numerous, rapid trips to the nest carrying food items. Female removed fecal sac 
on one trip away from the nest. High-pitched vocalizations heard within nest when adult entered with food. - 
VEurs
04/20/2012 - Observed Bushtits making numerous trips to nest carrying food. Begging calls from nestlings could 
be heard from within nest when adults entered. - GHuffman
04/28/2012 - At the start of observation, the biologist noted the nest's unusual appearance. About 5 minutes 
later, a female LEGO vigorously pulled material from the nest and then flew off. She repeated the behavior a short 
time later. There was no response from potential nest occupants. A pair of Bushtits was eventually detected in the 
area, but they did not directly approach the nest. There was no evidence they were being followed by fledglings. It 
appears the nest was predated. This nest with young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

CORA Common Raven 031312_mdus_03 CP40-2-E Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/13/2012 3/21/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair of Common Ravens observed carrying sticks to nest at top of SRPL tower CP40-2. Nest is 
approximately 30-40% complete.  During over 2 hours of observation, the birds made 6 trips to the nest, carrying 
sticks on 4 of the trips. The pair spent approximately 45 minutes total at the nest, rearranging sticks and perching 
on the adjacent cross-members. A second pair of ravens was observed stealing sticks from the nest and carrying 
them off the right-of-way to the west. The nest-building pair chased the pair from the area twice. - MDicus
03/14/2012 - It appears that a few sticks have been added to the nest since yesterday, but it is still not complete 
enough to support eggs. Pair was observed perching on tower leg below nest but did not visit nest during 15-
minute observation period. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Pair observed making 3 trips to nest with short sticks and finer material. Nest is approximately 50-
60% complete. - MDicus
03/21/2012 - The tower was observed for approximately 2 hours prior to the installation of the bird deterrent. No 
Common Ravens were observed prior to crew arrival. Upon arrival of the crew 6 Common Ravens were observed 
flying east along the access road from CP39 towards CP40. Once the crew had installed the deterrent and left 
CP40, a pair of Common Ravens was observed perched on the uppermost arm of the structure approximately 10 
feet from the installed deterrent. The pair was observed for approximately 1 hour. No nesting material was 
observed during this time, but the pair did not appear deterred by the deterrent. - JHenry
03/21/2012 - Nest was approximately 70-80% constructed and not substantial enough to hold eggs. Nonetheless, 
as a precaution, the lineman tasked with nest removal was instructed to look into the nest to verify the nest 
contained no eggs. The lineman confirmed the nest was empty and removed it. The Common Raven pair flew 
around the tower, vocalizing. They were still in the area when the avian monitor left. - MDicus
03/21/2012 - The nest is approximately 70% complete and is not yet developed enough to support eggs. No eggs 
or young present (as determined by nest stage). Bird repellent ribbon is present towards the base of the tower 
and at multiple points around the project site. Additionally, BMP maintenance occurred at the site on March 15 
and 16 and nest building continue despite this work. Per the NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a 
deterrent. The nest is located on a structure required for upcoming wire pulling. A delay due to allowing the nest 
cycle to continue would likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by 
June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 3/21/2012. - 
KAlberts

No

BUSH Bushtit 031312_rrdd_01 TL 6924 - 171691 Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/13/2012 4/10/2012 03/13/2012 - BUSH nest under construction, approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
03/19/2012 - Nest appears approximately 65% complete and not obviously torn from recent storms. No BUSH 
detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/24/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed bringing nesting material to the nest several times. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Pair observed making at least 10 trips between them, carrying nest material. Nest appears to be 
nearly complete. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - Nest is large and spherical, basically complete. Shortly after start of observation, male approached 
nest with fine material. Female arrived soon after, entered nest and remained for about 5 minutes before flying 
off. - VEurs
04/10/2012 - Nest has fallen. - RRadd

No
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031312_sjon_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/13/2012 4/20/2012 03/13/2012 - Nest is approximately 5% complete. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Pair of goldfinches seen visiting nest site multiple times over 1 hour from 0850-0950 while backhoe 
installed dissipaters 20 feet from nest. Work within buffer occurred per the exemption for buffer modification 
requests for work conducted to maintain SWPPP compliance. (report from biomonitor K. Vittum 3/15/12). - 
SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Female observed carrying nest material with male perched near nest. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - Work within the buffer included hydroseeding, silt fence removal, and momentary use of a backhoe 
for soil compaction. Silt fencing and soil compaction occurred under exemptions for individual buffer justification 
requests allowing for required BMP work in order to maintain SWPPP permit compliance and for limited foot 
traffic within buffers provided the crew is accompanied by an Avian Biologist. The momentary presence of the 
backhoe agitated a Lesser Goldfinch, the equipment was redirected and, once removed, foraging and activity in 
the nest tree resumed. The only visit to the nest for nest building was observed prior to the beginning of work. - 
CVettes
03/29/2012 - During a 15 minute period of hydroseeding, a Lesser Goldfinch remained on the nest. The same 
status was observed before and after construction. This hydroseeding was a one-time permission of work order 
granted by the nest buffer justification. - CVettes
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 1229. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female incubating/brooding.  Does not leave nest when avian bio walks past at a distance of ten 
feet. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - No LEGO observed near nest. Nest examined and found to be empty with fine fibers pulled up from 
rim of cup. No sign of predation.  Nest timeline indicates that nest most likely reached fledging status successfully. 
Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031312_sjon_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 90 100 90 90 Nest did not reach active stage 3/13/2012 4/13/2012 03/13/2012 - Nest building; approximately 1% complete. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - No activity observed but nest is now about 20% complete. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Male and female observed chasing SOSP away from nest, indicating nest continues to be active. - 
HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity observed from 1115 to 1145. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No LEGO visit to smallest pine between 2 larger pines in 25-minute observation. Nest closed due to 
inactivity and nest never becoming completely constructed. - JDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 031312_sjon_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 36 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/13/2012 5/17/2012 03/13/2012 - Observed female HOFI bringing nesting material to nest. - SJohnston
03/15/2012 - Pair of HOFI repeatedly adding coarse nesting material to nest location on ledge above window at 
the Bauer house. Nest 50% complete. - KAlberts
03/20/2012 - Female flew to nest with material. Male following closely. - MKuehn
03/20/2012 - Observed pair of HOFI making trips into nest. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - Female observed entering nest, male perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female on nest at 1108. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Pair visits nest, and female settles into nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Male and female perched above nest. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Female on nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Male and female observed leaving nest at 0806. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - No activity observed from 1031 to 1046. Unable to verify nest contents without entering private 
property. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - No activity observed; however, landowner presence did not provide for appropriate observation 
conditions or sufficient monitoring time. - MDicus
05/17/2012 - No activity at nest. Unable to view nest contents without entering private property. Nest closed due 
to inactivity. - HWinfrey

N/A
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HOFI House Finch 031312_sjon_04 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading 83 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/13/2012 5/17/2012 03/13/2012 - Nest building observed. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Observed pair making trips into the nest. - SJohnston
03/21/2012 - V. Eurs and K. Vittum reported that per the landowners' request, all project-related material, 
equipment and work is required to be completed on and removed from the Bauer Property. During the course of 
uninstalling wire mesh nesting deterrents in the eaves of a guest house on the property as part of this 
requirement between 0800 and 0900 on March 21st, the activity uninstalled the substrate on which the nest is 
located, inadvertently removing the nesting material. The nesting attempt did not support eggs or young based on 
its nest building stage. The nest is approximately 75% complete. The bio monitor on site was notified, contacted 
an avian biologist, and the nesting material was replaced at 1125 to enable further nest building by the pair. V. 
Eurs observed the following: 1155 - Male HOFI flew near the nest, but did not enter. 1206 - Female HOFI entered 
nest and spent about 1 minute rearranging the material within the wire pocket before she left. 1208 - Female 
entered pocket and again rearranged material for about 1 minute while the male sang nearby. 1211 - Female 
entered and almost immediately left again. 1216 - Female spent about 3 minutes inside, moving nest material 
around. 1230 - Male carried nesting material into nest. 1235 - Male returned to nest with more new material. 
1304 - Male and female were in the nest simultaneously for about 1 minute. 1307 - Female spent very brief time 
in the nest. 1318 - Female went in and out of nest a couple of times, then flew off. 1327 - Female spent another 2 
minutes rearranging nesting material. 1333 - Female spent another couple of minutes rearranging material. - 
KAlberts
03/28/2012 - No activity observed during 10 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity observed from 1115 to 1145. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - HOFI pair visits nest, gathers material. Nest stage presumably progressed to egg laying based on 
nest chronology. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - No activity observed during 15-minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which is difficult to see without entering private property. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Male perched near nest at 0805, appears to be carrying food. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1031 to 1046. Unable to verify nest contents without entering 
private property. - HWinfrey
05/12/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0842 to 0900. Unable to verify nest contents without entering 
private property. - MDicus
05/17/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Unable to verify nest contents without entering property. Nest closed 
due to inactivity. - HWinfrey

N/A

BEWR Bewick's Wren 031312_sjon_05 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading 20 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/13/2012 4/26/2012 03/13/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material in to man-made cavity. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - No activity observed. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - No activity observed during 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity observed from 1115 to 1145. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Bewick's Wren seen leaving nest cavity. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - No activity observed during 15-minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Pair of BEWR feeding fledgling in shrub 5 feet from nest. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 031312_sjon_06 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/13/2012 4/13/2012 03/13/2012 - Biologists saw a pair of Bushtits bringing nesting material to the Ceanothus shrub, then approached 
shrub and saw the pair adding material to a nest. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Observed Bushtits making trips to the nest. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - BUSH observed visiting nest, which appears nearly complete. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - There was Bushtit activity around the nest area before construction, but activity subsided during 20 
minutes of hydroseeding work within the buffer to approximately 15 feet from the nest. After work subsided, a 
pair of Bushtits returned to the area, and activity near the nest resumed. - CVettes
03/29/2012 - Approximately 30 minutes of hydroseeding occurred within the buffer during which a Bushtit was 
observed with nest building material. Activity in the vicinity of the nest was confirmed previous to and after 
construction. This hydroseeding was a one-time permission of work order granted in the nest buffer justification. - 
CVettes
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest, and no Bushtits detected in immediate area. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is torn open, with chunks of nest material still loosely, precariously hung about the rest of the 
host shrub. Nest appears to have been recently predated (within the last 24 hours or so since the last storm 
system, which would have blown the nest chunks to the ground). Nest is empty: no eggs, nestlings or adults. 
Damage to nest is consistent with Western Scrub-jay predation. Nest was never recorded as having eggs or young, 
but destructive nature of damage and nesting chronology indicate the possible presence of eggs or young at the 
time. Nest closed with Indeterminate outcome. - JDicus

N/A
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LOSH Loggerhead Shrike 031412_ahll_01 EP52-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - tower erection 80 100 70 70 Fledged 3/14/2012 5/9/2012 03/14/2012 - Female Loggerhead Shrike was on nest and is potentially incubating or shaping the nest. Female 
became very defensive and started alarm calling when biologist was near the nest; biologist then retreated. Male 
was seen perched on nearby branch. - AHill
03/20/2012 - Biologist witnessed a pair of Loggerhead Shrikes chasing a Western Scrub-jay from the bush where 
the nest is located. The pair continued to call while the biologist monitored the bush. The biologist waited until 
the Western Scrub Jay left the area and approached the nest. With a telescoping mirror, the biologist looked into 
the nest and did not see any eggs. The biologist then felt the inside of the nest and it was moist, likely due to the 
recent storm. Although the nest is empty and moist, the pair still exhibited territorial behavior. - LThoreson
03/21/2012 - Nest is still active. No eggs in nest, but shrike pair is defending nest to other birds at 400 feet from 
nest. Pair was seen foraging and male was singing in the area. Pair perched several times on nest tree. - AHill
03/26/2012 - Observed male singing 300 feet from nest and foraging in general area. Never observed any nest 
visits or second adult in area of 500 feet from nest. The nest was wet from the rains, and the nest cup was no 
longer neat and tight inside. - AHill
04/12/2012 - Two biologists approached Loggerhead Shrike nest that was determined to be inactive on 
03/26/2012. At approximately 15 feet from the nest, a LOSH was observed to be perched in the same shrub as the 
nest. The 2 biologists backed off the nest approximately 15 feet. The biologist then observed the perching bird 
cautiously move to nest and lie down in nest as if incubating. - SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike nest unattended until avian biologist checked for nest contents with mirror, 
when a pair of shrikes approached nest aggressively. No eggs observed in deep feather-lined nest bowl. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Loggerhead Shrikes observed at nest initially, but 1 adult flew to nest calling and behaving 
strongly territorial. Only 1 small newly hatched brown nestling could be seen in the nest before the avian biologist 
was disrupted by the adult shrike, although there are probably more small nestlings in the nest. No feathers are 
evident in the nest now, but the feathers observed in the nest bowl last week must have been covering the eggs 
during last week's nest monitoring check. - PKonrad
05/01/2012 - At least 2 medium-sized (10 day old) gray nestlings in nest; 1 adult Loggerhead Shrike flew to the 
nest and called territorially while avian biologist checked the nest status and contents. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Loggerhead Shrikes have fledged; 2 short-tailed fledglings made brief 50-foot flights when avian 
biologist checked for fledglings; other fledglings are probably also present, but the search for nestlings was 
discontinued when the first 2 fledglings showed their position. Nest is in a well-used state and empty, although 1 
adult was still territorial near the nest - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CORA Common Raven 031412_bald_02 EP229-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/14/2012 3/20/2012 03/14/2012 - Nest reported by bio-monitor. Small accumulation of sticks in a location typically used by Common 
Ravens to nest on lattice tower. No activity during nearly 60 minute afternoon observation period, but nest is 
under construction by a Common Raven. - BArnold
03/15/2012 - Pair of ravens was observed carrying sticks to the nest in the tower. Nest is still relatively small with 
only a handful of sticks. At 1030 when I returned to the site, CORA perched on lattice. Some mylar bird deterrent 
tape was observed previously affixed to the base of the tower. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Nest material still present, but no activity was observed that could be directly associated with this 
nest. A pair of ravens in the area briefly perched on EP228. Nest was observed for 30 minutes. The last 3 days 
were characterized by low temperatures, heavy rain, and snow. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - At 1348, a helicopter delivered 2 PAR crewmen to tower to remove nest as directed by SDG&E after 
receiving agency concurrence. Crew reported 6 to 8 sticks in nest, with no eggs or nestlings present. Crew hung 
mylar tape on the tower in the area of the nest to deter future nesting attempts. No ravens were observed near 
nest during these activities. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Nest is in very early stages: 5-10% complete. Pair made one trip to the nest with a stick in 15 
minutes of observation on March 15. The stick was balanced precariously on the undeveloped nest and fell. No 
eggs or young present (as determined by nest stage) as of March 20. Red bird repellent ribbon is located on the 
tower and on the perimeter of the tower pad. In addition, a micropile grouting crew worked at EP229 on March 
12 (prior to nest identification) and a BMP maintenance crew worked at EP229 on March 14 (when the nest was 
identified); therefore, work occurred at the site and nest building continued despite this. Nest located in the top 
of the tower at the goat ears. The nest is located on a structure required for wire pulling this week. This pull is the 
next critical pull in the project schedule. A delay due to allowing the nest cycle to continue would likely prevent 
SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. 
Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 3/20/2012. - KAlberts

No

LOSH Loggerhead Shrike 031412_jpki_01 EP51-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 150 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/14/2012 3/26/2012 03/14/2012 - Female briefly vacated nest after courtship behavior was observed in vicinity. Nest is complete and 
with at least 2 eggs present. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Biologist watched nest for a period of time and did not see or hear any activity. The nest was 
approached; 4 eggs present. Biologist quickly moved away and watched for activity. After a period of about 10 
minutes, a Loggerhead Shrike appeared and was calling. The bird appeared somewhat agitated and went to a 
shrub northeast of the shrub with the nest, and another Loggerhead Shrike was seen. The pair appeared agitated 
until the biologist was out of sight, and then resumed normal activities. - LThoreson
03/26/2012 - Observed adult foraging 100-300 feet from nest, and no nest visits were made during observation. 
So, the biologist peered inside the nest, and broken eggshells were present along with very small mammal scats, 
indicating that this nest was most likely predated by mice. - AHill

No
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CATH California Thrasher 031412_jpki_02 EP50-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 25 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/14/2012 4/9/2012 03/14/2012 - Adult California Thrasher observed in shrub and then briefly left nest before returning to the nest 
while the observers logged the nest. Nest is complete with at least 3 eggs present. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Biologist watched nest for a few minutes and did not see any apparent activity. Nest was 
approached and when biologist was within 20 feet, 2 California Thrashers left the bush where the nest is located. 
When biologist was within several feet of the nest, the California Thrashers started to call. Nest was quickly 
assessed and appears unaffected by the storm; eggs still visible in nest. - LThoreson
03/26/2012 - Observed female on nest. Did not observe any adults bringing food to nest. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Thrasher observed in scrub oak near nest; small downy nestlings present in nest. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - No thrashers in area or thrasher nestlings in nest, indicating nestlings were taken by a predator, 
considering the nestlings would still be about 5 days from fledging if they had survived. However, 1 light-
turquoise egg with brown speckling is present; it looks like a Western Scrub-jay egg, considering the size and 
color. Appears a jay has laid an egg in the nest, although no improvements have been made to the former 
California Thrasher nest. Thrasher nest is closed and jay nest opened as a new nest with a new number. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 031412_rrdd_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 95 100 90 90 Nest did not reach active stage 3/14/2012 3/29/2012 03/14/2012 - R. Radd reported that the nest appeared to be 30% complete. - KAlberts
03/20/2012 - Nest about 40% complete. No BUSH observed near nest in 10 minutes of observation. - IMaunsell
03/21/2012 - BUSH foraging close by did not attend nest during observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 BUSH foraging in area appeared indifferent to observer approaching nest location. Nest remained 
at 15-20% complete with no progress over past two weeks. Evidence indicates that this nesting attempt has been 
abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 031512_fhan_01 CP43-1-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 20 100 20 20 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/15/2012 4/19/2012 03/15/2012 - Nest appears 50% complete. Adults carrying in material. - FHoffman
03/16/2012 - Bushtit pair was monitored while crew moved guard structures near buffer. Pair continued to 
collect material and carry it to nest before, during, and after construction activities. No apparent change in nest-
building behavior. - MDicus
03/20/2012 - Biomonitor E. Nicholson reports continuing BUSH activity this morning. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity at nest during 15 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - 0720 to 0850: Observed Bushtit making a trip to nest for one minute and then flew out of view. Pair 
later observed foraging in substrate containing nest. - GHuffman
04/12/2012 - Bushtit pair in area at start of observation period. After a few minutes, one approached the nest, 
entered partway and emerged holding something in its bill. Because of foliage obstructing the biologists, it is not 
certain what the bird was carrying, although it was large enough to be a fecal sac and was light in color. The bird 
flew off and the pair spent the rest of the 45-minute observation out of sight, although vocalizations could be 
heard. It is unclear if there are nestlings at this point. - VEurs
04/19/2012 - Nest observed and found to be torn open at the middle. Likely outcome appears to be predation. No 
Bushtits observed in area. - GHuffman

No

HOFI House Finch 031512_imll_01 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/15/2012 3/15/2012 03/15/2012 - The yard monitor reported the finch pair making two trips to the nest site with coarse material over 
a 1-hour observation period. The forklift was reportedly used yesterday. Nest was located 1 foot from mylar flash 
tape installed as a deterrent. The nest was inspected with a telescoping mirror, and no eggs or young were 
present. Nest was removed and the cavity was plugged to prevent future nest attempts.

On March 15 a pair of house finches was observed nest building in a fork lift in Alpine Construction Yard. The nest 
was 60% complete with no lining added. Two trips to the nest were made by a pair  with course material over 1 
hour. No eggs or young were present (nest checked with telescoping mirror). Mylar flash tape was previously 
installed 1 foot from nest attempt. Nest located 8 feet above ground inside the cab of an idled forklift. Equipment 
was used yesterday (3/14/2012). Based on the impact to construction and material logistic operations efficiency, 
cost impact relative to alternate options, potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment, the nest attempt 
was removed per the NBMMP. Failure to remove the nest would have resulted in substantial disruption to the 
yard operations, including needed steel for upcoming tower assembly, thus impacting project schedule. This 
would likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to 
ensure system reliability. - IMaunsell
03/15/2012 - A HOFI pair was observed nest building in a fork lift in the Alpine Construction Yard. The nest was 
60% complete with no lining added. Two trips to the nest were made by a pair  with course material over 1 hour. 
No eggs or young were present (nest checked with telescoping mirror). Mylar flash tape was previously installed 1 
foot from nest attempt. Nest located 8 feet above ground inside the cab of an idled forklift. Equipment was used 
yesterday (3/14/2012). Based on the impact to construction and material logistic operations efficiency, cost 
impact relative to alternate options, potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment, the nest attempt was 
removed per the NBMMP. Failure to remove the nest would have resulted in substantial disruption to the yard 
operations, including needed steel for upcoming tower assembly, thus impacting project schedule. This would 
likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure 
system reliability. - KAlberts

No
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BUSH Bushtit 031512_jpki_01 GS-NF-7 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 10 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/15/2012 4/21/2012 03/15/2012 - Adults observed bringing material to nest (about 25% complete). - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Nest appears 30% complete. No BUSH detected. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed in 10 minutes of observation. Drive-through bird buffer signs installed at link 
lead's request. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest appears to be 100% complete. Observed for 45 minutes and no Bushtit activity detected. - 
GHuffman
04/06/2012 - No birds were observed near the nest during a 45 minute observation period. However, as the 
biologist first entered the buffer, a Bushtit was heard vocalizing in the tree to the east of the nest tree. The bird 
was not heard again, but ongoing San Vicente Dam construction makes it difficult to hear. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - A Bushtit emerged from the nest shortly after 3 pieces of heavy construction equipment passed 
within 10 feet of the nest. Because of overhanging foliage, it was not possible to see if the bird was carrying 
anything when it left. The bird returned to the nest about 5 minutes later, but again the biologist's view was 
obscured by foliage. Observations were halted due to onset of rain. Nesting stage chosen based on nest 
chronology, but no concrete evidence of brooding/incubating was observed. However, the nest is still thought to 
be active despite almost a month of no observed activity. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - Nest has been damaged and only top portion remains. Possible predation or damaged from recent 
weather event. No Bushtit activity observed at nest. - GHuffman

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031512_jpki_02 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 25 25 Nest did not reach active stage 3/15/2012 4/20/2012 03/15/2012 - Pair left from vicinity of nest in nest shrub upon initial approach. Nest was observed to be in 
excellent condition and appears fresh. No other activity. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - Complete nest; LEGO pair nearby did not approach nest during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Female LEGO observed in vicinity of nest. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No activity at nest and no Lesser Goldfinches were observed in the area from 1045 to 1115. - 
HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No LEGO activity in the area or observed in nest shrub in about 30 minutes of observation, but 
biologist was unable to hone in on exact location of nest. Observations halted due to onset of rain. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - Nesting location was monitored on 3 separate occasions over 3 days by avian biologists John Dicus, 
Jim Pawlicki and Garrett Huffman. Nest could not be located in original location, and no LEGO activity was 
observed in substrate over 3 days. - GHuffman

No

CANW Canyon Wren 031512_jpki_03 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 400 100 40 40 Indeterminate 3/15/2012 4/12/2012 03/15/2012 - Birds seen entering small cavity underneath large rock in outcrop area just west of pull site, just 
below dead/scraggly poison oak shrub about 30 feet upslope and just west of two fairly large sage shrubs growing 
between top end of large boulders. - JPawlicki
03/20/2012 - No CANW detections during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No CANW activity detected during 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No activity observed in area of nest cavity and no Canyon Wrens were detected in the area from 
1045 to 1115. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - After extensive observation, biologist determined that CANW has chosen a new nest site further 
upslope to the north. No wren was observed near this cavity after about 90 minutes of observation. Additionally, 
no wrens were observed near the nest cavity aside from the initial detection on 15 March 2012. The outcome is 
indeterminate because it is unclear whether the nest cavity ever contained eggs or young. - VEurs

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 031512_rrdd_01 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 2 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/15/2012 5/3/2012 03/15/2012 - BUSH pair carrying material to nest which appears 60% complete. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Adults brought nesting material to nest. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - BUSH pair working on nest at 0902. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which appears to be 100% complete and in good condition. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 1029. Nest appears 100% constructed. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Nest intact after storm, but no BUSH detected. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - BUSH bringing food to nest at 1654. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - BUSH visits nest briefly at 1435. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - No BUSH were observed in the intact nest vicinity during 30 minutes of observation. Presumed 
fledged. - RRadd

Yes

OATI Oak Titmouse 031512_rrdd_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 15 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/15/2012 5/10/2012 03/15/2012 - OATI pair singing, carrying material, and entering cavity at 1-minute intervals. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Both adults flew to nest with material. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - OATI pair carrying finer material to cavity 0855. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - OATI observed leaving nest cavity at 1038 and was observed foraging nearby. No nest material was 
gathered. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Oak Titmouse enters nest at 1033, not observed leaving. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - OATI male comes to nest entrance and sings; female emerges briefly and returns to cavity. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - OATI brings food to nest, then departs at 1339. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - OATI brings food to nest at 0727. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - OATI brings food item to nest at 0706. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - No OATI detections at this nest. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes
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HOWR House Wren 031512_rrdd_03 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 3 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/15/2012 4/11/2012 03/15/2012 - HOWR singing, carrying material, and entering pipe repeatedly building its nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No HOWR activity at nest site for 15 minutes. HOWR calling 50 feet away across road. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - HOWR active across territory, but not entering any cavities during 30 minutes of observation. - 
RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed from 1015 to 1045. The only HOWR detected in area was on south side of El 
Monte Road. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - HOWR singing 100 feet east of this location near wood pole. Closed for lack of definitive site 
selection. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031512_rrdd_04 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 25 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/15/2012 4/13/2012 03/15/2012 - LEGO pair copulating adjacent to nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - LEGO female prone in nest at 1220. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Observed male leaving nest area and female incubating on nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - No activity observed from 0815 to 0845. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is intact and appears empty with numerous feces at cup rim, suggesting successful fledge. - 
RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 031512_rrdd_05 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/15/2012 3/29/2012 03/15/2012 - ANHU female coming to nest sporadically, lies for short periods on nest. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest is complete and intact following recent storms. No ANHU visiting nest during 2 x 15 minute 
observations. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity at nest during first 25 minutes of observation, at which point a female Anna's 
Hummingbird began collecting material from the nest rim and interior and adding it to a new nest 120 feet to the 
southwest. She made approximately 6 trips, pulling material from the nest each time. These activities continued 
while construction vehicles passed on the access road. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 031512_rrdd_06 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 12 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/15/2012 4/13/2012 03/15/2012 - BUSH pair making frequent trips with material to this nest. Nest is approximately 15% complete. - 
RRadd
03/20/2012 - Nest does not appear substantially improved. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - The nest was not located, but no Bushtits were observed in the nest tree during 45 minutes of 
observation. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - No activity observed from 0730 to 0800. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest has declined, presumably due to weather and substrate movement. Nest closed. BUSH nearby 
are building a new nest 40 feet away. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031512_rrdd_07 Helix CY AR Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 30 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/15/2012 4/13/2012 03/15/2012 - Female LEGO on nest with male keeping company. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - LEGO female prone in nest. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Bird observed sitting on nest. - JTaylor
04/04/2012 - Female on nest at 0710. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is intact and empty with numerous feces at cup rim, suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

CORA Common Raven 031512_vnik_01 EP210 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/15/2012 TBD 03/15/2012 - Pair of ravens observed carrying sticks to nest. - VNovik
03/20/2012 - Common Ravens observed at nest location. - VNovik
03/23/2012 - Two adult ravens were observed bringing nesting material to the nest at 1530. - BArnold
03/27/2012 - Nest looks complete, or nearly complete. No ravens at nest initially, but a raven flew to nest, stayed 
3 minutes, then flew out to meet second raven and both returned to tower, perching high on opposite side of 
crossarm. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - No ravens at nest initially, but 2 ravens flew low near tower, and 1 raven flew to nest, perched next 
to nest, then laid in nest in incubating position. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Pair of Common Ravens perched next to nest when 1 adult 'hopped to nest and laid down in 
incubating position. - PKonrad
04/18/2012 - Raven incubating in new Sunrise tower EP210. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Adult Common Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - No adult Common Ravens were at the nest site, but 1 raven is perched on power line just north of 
the tower. Expect there are unseen small nestlings in the nest. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - An adult Common Raven is standing on the nest, apparently shading unseen nestlings. - PKonrad
05/23/2012 - Common Raven adult was standing on the tower next to the nest, but nestlings remain unseen. - 
PKonrad
05/26/2012 - Adult raven laying on nest for about 20 minutes on a cold, rainy, windy morning, then the pair was 
observed flying around the area together. - LTymkiw
05/31/2012 - A large well-feathered nestling was picking at something with its bill next to the nest; appears near 
fledging. - PKonrad
06/07/2012 - Hard to see nest contents but 1 fledgling Common Raven is walking along lower perimeter of the 
tower bridge, stopping periodically. An adult raven is perched in a shaded area of the lower tower area. - PKonrad
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LOSH Loggerhead Shrike 031612_ahll_01 EP53-3-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 90 100 300 300 Fledged 3/16/2012 5/15/2012 03/16/2012 - Observed male Loggerhead Shrike courtship feeding female, then female flew 100 feet away and 
gathered fine grass material for the nest. A BMP crew worked on the access road 250 feet away from the nest to 
the east, and the biomonitor/avian biologist reported hearing agitated calls from LOSH. - AHill
03/21/2012 - Pair of Loggerhead Shrikes foraging in immediate area, not affected by traffic on access road. Adult 
seen flying into nest with no eggs present. Nest has lining material in it, and is 90% complete. - AHill
03/26/2012 - Observed adult loggerhead Shrike foraging in area and perching above nest. Observed second adult 
fly from nest location in bush to perch above nest where other adult was perched, then flew off to forage. - AHill
04/02/2012 - A Loggerhead Shrike is incubating 4 eggs; other adult very territorial. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Nest still contains 4 eggs, but did not see an adult at the nest; did see an adult hunting along access 
road 300 feet east of nest earlier. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike nest still contains 4 smallish brown-speckled cream-colored eggs, but no adults 
are present. Observed an adult  shrike about 11:00 along access road several hundred feet east of nest. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Loggerhead Shrikes observed at the nest, but 3 small newly hatched brown nestlings and 1 egg 
were observed in the nest. - PKonrad
05/01/2012 - Unattended nest contains 4 medium-sized gray nestlings about 8 days old; 1 adult Loggerhead 
Shrike called territorially and approached nest and avian biologist while he was checking the nest status and 
contents. Earlier, 1 adult shrike was observed hunting in the open grassland a quarter mile to the east. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Large nestlings with masked faces are probably near fledging; 2 could be seen from a distance, and 
avian biologist did not want to disturb them short of getting a total head count. An adult Loggerhead Shrike was 
perched overhead calling territorially a couple times. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - As expected, the Loggerhead Shrike nestlings have fledged; 1 vocal short-tailed fledgling was 
perched prominently on a dead branch 10 feet above the nest. Didn't check for others to avoid disturbing them 
from the site, but expect the brood fledged a few days ago - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

HOFI House Finch 031612_rabe_01 CP64 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/16/2012 3/16/2012 03/16/2012 - Female observed carrying nesting material to nest multiple times by biomonitor. Nest was about 80 
percent complete. No eggs or young present. Multiple agonistic interactions with other House Finch pairs were 
observed in immediate area of nest. Wire truck was covered in plastic and netting and had six pieces of mylar tape 
attached within 2 to 6 feet from nest. All nesting deterrents were installed prior to discovery of nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - A HOFI was associated with nest building on one wire pulling truck the day the crews required that 
equipment for wire pulling at the CP65 pull-site. The vehicle will be used on the next pull, and it will prevent 
access for a replacement vehicle given the size of the pull-site footprint if left in place through the course of the 
nest cycle. The nest was verified by an avian biologist prior to removal. The HOFI nest at CP64/CP65 PS was 
approximately 80% built. The female was observed bringing in nesting material multiple times. There are no eggs 
or young in the nest. The nest is in the front end of a spool/wire truck next to the radiator. The truck is covered in 
netting, plastic, and there are six pieces of Mylar tape within two to six feet of the nest. The crew had planned to 
move this vehicle to CP49 PS today 16 March 2012. Failure to remove the nest would have resulted in substantial 
disruption to the project schedule that would likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to 
complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Per the NBMMP, this nest attempt was 
removed. - KAlberts

No

HOFI House Finch 031612_rabe_02 CP64 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/16/2012 3/16/2012 03/16/2012 - Biomonitor observed female carrying nesting material to nest multiple times. Nest was 5 to 10 
percent complete. No eggs or young were present. Wire truck was covered in plastic with 5 pieces of mylar tape 
and a CD attached within one to eight feet from nest.  All nesting deterrents were installed prior to discovery of 
nest. - RAbe
03/16/2012 - The HOFI nest at CP64/CP65 PS is approximately 5-10% built. Female has been observed making 
multiple trips to nest with nesting material. No eggs or young are present in nest. The nest is in the back end of a 
spool/wire truck next to the bumper. The truck is covered with plastic and there are five pieces of Mylar tape and 
a CD are within one to eight feet of the nest. The crew had planned to move this vehicle to CP49 PS today 16 
March 2012. The vehicle is required on the next pull as well, and it will prevent access for a replacement vehicle 
given the size of the pull-site footprint if left through the course of the nest cycle. Failure to remove the nest 
would have resulted in substantial disruption to the project schedule that would likely prevent SDG&E from 
meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Per the 
NBMMP, this nest attempt was removed. - KAlberts

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031612_rrdd_01 12kV Pole Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 85 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 3/16/2012 4/5/2012 03/16/2012 - LEGO pair building nest; female lying on platform and beginning to form the cup. Buffer staked at 75 
feet because nest is low and relatively unprotected; should not impede work. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - Female flew to nest 3 times with nesting material, finishing rim, but not yet lining cup. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - A few spots of lining were present in the bottom of the cup. Male LEGO calling from song posts, 
female not responding during 25 minutes of observation - RRadd
03/29/2012 - Pair of LEGOs perched 25 feet uphill from nest. Nest cup is complete, with partial lining, unchanged 
from 03/22/12. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest partially disassembled. Lining has been removed and cup pulled upwards. Lack of progress in 
nest building over past two weeks indicates that this pair has abandoned this nesting attempt. Nest closed. - 
HWinfrey

No
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 031612_rrdd_02 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 15 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/16/2012 4/15/2012 03/16/2012 - ANHU female building nest; approximately 5% complete, a small basket of spider silk with a few leaf 
fragments embedded. - RRadd
03/20/2012 - No activity at nest site for 20 minutes, though a pair of ANHU were active in this oak cluster. The 
female was observed collecting spider silk but did not come to this nest. No new nest found, but seems new nest 
site may have been selected. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Nest is approximately 30% complete. Female ANHU was wary and did not tolerate close 
observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - ANHU observed chasing bushtit away from immediate area of nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No ANHU activity observed in area. Unable to locate nest, but will leave nest open for original 
observer to verify that nest is gone or not. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Nest no longer present, presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

COHA Cooper's Hawk 031612_rrdd_03 CP81-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 170 500 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 3/16/2012 5/12/2012 03/16/2012 - COHA pair making numerous trips to nest, departed area briefly on arrival of helicopter to CP82. - 
RRadd
03/20/2012 - Did not see adults at nest site. One adult perched in snag 400 feet south of nest, calling frequently 
for over 30 minutes. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - COHA male at various vantage points in sight of nest calling constantly. Female was difficult to 
monitor as she exited to east. Fresh material under nests suggests building continues. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No COHA activity observed in area during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed; no Cooper's Hawk detected in area from 1230 to 1330. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete but is lacking fresh green material. Raptor flushed from area in 
apparent response to helicopter activity did not return during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest remains in sound condition on a sturdy platform with a neat stick bowl, but shows no sign of 
improvement since last monitored. COHA pair at this nest in early season are active at NID 041612_rrdd_01 265 
feet southwest. MALL nest (9 eggs) in direct line of sight and 35 feet to nest provides additional clues this nest 
was not occupied by any raptor this season. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031612_sjon_01 EP36-1-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 20 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/16/2012 4/4/2012 03/16/2012 - Observed pair moving to and from nest, and the female was observed building the nest. Nest 
estimated to be 70% complete. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - Nest is in good condition after storm event, but no LEGO activity was observed in the immediate 
vicinity. LEGOs were detected across the street, singing and foraging, so an additional monitoring visit is in order 
despite lack of activity at the nest to determine current status. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - Could not locate nest, no LEGO activity seen or heard within 50 feet of GPS nest location. Will send 
in original observer to monitor. - AHill
04/04/2012 - Nest appeared torn, and there was no activity observed during a 20-minute observation. In addition, 
recent observations show no LEGO activity at this nest area. Nesting chronology and observational history indicate 
that eggs or young may have been present, but is inconclusive. Therefore, the outcome is Indeterminate, but the 
cause of depredation appears to be natural. - SJohnston

N/A

OATI Oak Titmouse 031612_sjon_02 EP36-1-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 30 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/16/2012 4/30/2012 03/16/2012 - Pair observed cleaning material out of cavity. - SJohnston
03/20/2012 - A biologist watched the oak tree 2 different times during the day, but did not observe OATI 
exhibiting breeding or nesting behavior, only a single OATI foraging. However, biologist suggests at least one more 
visit because access to nest cavity was impeded by poison oak. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - No activity observed at nest cavity. Heard OATI 50 feet away. - AHill
04/10/2012 - Pair observed foraging near cavity. OATI enters cavity at 0725. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - No activity observed at nest, and no OATI detected in tree. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - No activity observed, and no OATIs detected from 0626 to 0656. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity at nest from 0615 to 0645, and no OATI detected in area. Lack of activity at this nest 
indicates that this nesting attempt has most likely been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 031612_vers_01 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE4

Substation Chaparrals Substation - maintenance 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/16/2012 4/21/2012 03/16/2012 - The on-site bio-monitor observed a pair of Bushtits making repeated trips to a manzanita. Upon 
closer inspection, he located the nest. The pair made numerous trips to the nest (5-6 in rapid succession) before 
taking a break for 20-30 minutes. This process was repeated several times. The pair approached the nest with 
material as the biologist was directly underneath, logging  GPS coordinates. The nest is about 60% complete. - 
VEurs
03/20/2012 - Nest appears slightly damaged after storm event, but BUSH pair made several trips to nest with new 
material during 10 minute observation. Nest slightly larger than it was it during initial detection. - VEurs
04/03/2012 - No Bushtits observed in vicinity of nest during 30-minute observation period; nest complete and 
intact. - JPawlicki
04/10/2012 - Bushtit enters nest at 0923 and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - No activity observed 0640 to 0700. Biologist A. Farmer reports observing adults bringing food later 
in the morning. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - Only a few fragments of the nest remain. It appears that the nest and its contents were removed by 
a predator. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 031712_fhan_01 CP62-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 25 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/17/2012 4/14/2012 03/17/2012 - Fully constructed cup nest with one egg. Both adults detected. - FHoffman
03/21/2012 - LEGO female on nest at 0730. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - Female observed on nest. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female on nest at 0845. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Feathered young fill the nest; wing quills unopened. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Intact but well-used cup with many feces at rim suggests successful fledge. LEGO with juveniles 150 
feet northwest of tower 62. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 032012_hwey_02 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 3 100 10 10 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/20/2012 5/12/2012 03/20/2012 - Female was observed perching on tower near cup nest and manipulating nest materials. Male 
singing nearby. - HWinfrey
03/28/2012 - Female observed lying on nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Female in nest at 1129. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - HOFI pair visiting and defending this nest, but not incubating at 1329. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Female HOFI stays perched up watching the nest at 1748. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Female was observed incubating with the male perched close by.  The pair did not approach the 
nest while the crew was in the tower. They returned once the crew descended. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Female was observed incubating with the male perched close by. The pair did not approach the nest 
while the crew was in the tower. They returned once the crew descended. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Adult female flushed from nest and remained off rest while 2-man crew was in tower. Female and 
male returned when crew descended. Male was very attentive and visited often. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Female incubating. Flushed when crew climbed.  Off for 45 minutes. Crew was advised to work 
intermittently to allow her return. Crew descended to allow birds to return to nest. Within 30 seconds female was 
on nest. Crew shifted any possible work to ground. - FHoffman
05/12/2012 - Observations were made prior to work conducted while avian monitoring for a VCI wire crew. Nest 
no longer contained eggs and was relatively intact. Cassin's Kingbird was observed removing material from nest. - 
GHuffman

No

GHOW Great Horned Owl 032012_jpki_01 GS-NF-8 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 300 500 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/20/2012 5/30/2012 03/20/2012 - Upon approaching base of outcrop, (apparent = large size) female flushed from near top of crevice 
and flew north. Further investigation of crevice yielded large stick nest on ledge near top after which 2 eggs were 
observed in nest looking down from top of rock outcrop. - JPawlicki
03/23/2012 - Adult standing on nest barely visible. - FHoffman
03/30/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest at 1102. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Adult GHOW on nest during 30 minutes of observation. - MDicus
04/17/2012 - No owl visible on nest for 60 minute observation period. However, as biologist was preparing to 
leave the area, a possible GHOW flew in from the northwest, but sheared off out of sight before a definitive ID 
could be made. The biologist decided to leave in case the owl should return. - VEurs
04/24/2012 - No activity observed at the nest, but it is possible that the female is so deep in the rock feature that 
she isn't visible. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - The top of the female GHOW's head briefly came into view as she shifted on the nest. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - Biologist caught a brief glimpse of movement above the rim of the nest. The eggs may have hatched 
by this point, but the nestlings will be almost impossible to see until they start perching on or around the nest. - 
VEurs
05/16/2012 - No activity detected after 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/23/2012 - No GHOW activity detected at or near the nest during 45 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/30/2012 - No activity was detected at the nest after 50 minutes of observation. It seems unlikely that the eggs 
observed in the nest when it was initially detected ever hatched. Over 70 days have passed since the first 
"incubating/brooding" record occurred. No owlets have ever been observed on or around the nest. After 
examining the nesting records for other GHOW's along the project right-of-way, it appears nestlings were 
observed 40-44 days after the first "incubating/brooding" record was made. Nearly twice that amount of time has 
passed at this nest, so the avian biologist has concluded that this nest with eggs or young has failed due to natural 
causes. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 032012_lton_01 EP70 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - tower erection 37 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/20/2012 3/27/2012 03/20/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was seen carrying nesting material to a nest that looks over 90% done. - LThoreson
03/27/2012 - Nest appears partially ripped at its attachment point. Pair is rebuilding nest approximately 15 feet 
away and using material from this nest. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks complete, but no Bushtits observed during 2 observation periods. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Nest appears good, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 25 minute observation period. 
Uncertain status. - PKonrad

No
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BUSH Bushtit 032012_lton_02 EP67-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 4 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/20/2012 4/24/2012 03/20/2012 - The pair of Bushtits are actively constructing the nest. They appear very tolerant to slow 
construction traffic; they continued to build and remain at the nest while large vehicles drove by. - LThoreson
03/28/2012 - The Bushtit pair was seen going to the nest upon arrival. The nest appears complete; 1 adult was 
seen carrying something to the nest other than nesting material, possibly food. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks good but no Bushtits observed or heard in area during 40-minute observation period; 
incubating? - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Pair of Bushtits actively visiting the nest, probably feeding small nestlings. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Male and female Bushtits visited nest twice each in 30 minutes. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Bushtits observed during a 30 minute observation period and a follow-up 10 minute period. The 
nest is in good shape, and judging from the nest history, the nestlings in this nest probably fledged within the past 
couple days - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

HOFI House Finch 032012_mdus_01 CP43-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 30 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
construction

3/20/2012 3/29/2012 03/20/2012 - Adult female observed making multiple trips to nest, male perching nearby. Nest is approximately 
50% constructed. - MDicus
03/28/2012 - Female observed incubating on nest from 0900 to 1100. Female left nest for 20 minutes during the 
period of observation to forage. Male observed making multiple trips to Malosma laurina. Female appeared to be 
alert from human presence when approaching 30-foot buffer. - GHuffman
03/29/2012 - From 0900 to 1100, observed female incubating and leaving nest once for a period of 15 minutes. At 
1145, sock line was pulled on the bottom phase. Per the approved NBJ, 1 crew member was present with a 30-
foot pole to pull the wire from over the nesting substrate out of the buffer and tied it off using a boulder as an 
anchor. The nest shrub was buffeted from helicopter prop wash. Female returned to nest within 10 minutes of 
activity. Over the course of 2 hours, the female made frequent trips back and forth to the nest, atypical of normal 
behavior. Female was not in the nest when sock was flown on middle and top phases. During this pass, the 
helicopter remained well outside 100 feet from nest and the wire was again anchored to boulder outside staked 
buffer. From 1530 to 1700, the pair was not observed at the nest. At this point, the biologist inspected the area 
due to this inactivity and observed 2 eggs cracked on the ground beneath the nest and the nest shifted slightly in 
its substrate with 2 eggs remaining inside the nest cup.  Weather conditions during the day were mild, with wind 
speeds under 10 mph throughout the afternoon, making it unlikely that these mild natural wind gusts resulted in 
loss of eggs. No potential predators, such as Western Scrub-jay or Common Raven, which are typically 
conspicuous, were observed in the area during the 2-hour lapse between nest observations. - GHuffman

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032012_mkhn_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

3/20/2012 4/13/2012 03/20/2012 - Female went to nest 3+ times with white fluffy nesting material. Nest rim was formed, and she was 
beginning to line cup. Female visited the nest with Project tailboard occurring 30 feet away, and while large 
propane truck reversed (with beeping sounds) 20 feet away, with no signs of distress. She also built the nest with 
2 biologists standing 10 feet away. - MKuehn
03/28/2012 - Female on nest with male bringing food to her at 0756. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female leaves nest at 1115. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - No activity observed, no nest found. Large limb of host shrub that used to contain nest is missing, 
due to unknown causes. Nest closed. - JDicus

No

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch 032012_mkhn_02 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 36 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/20/2012 4/16/2012 03/20/2012 - Adults entered cavity 5+ times with nesting material while biologist observed from 40 feet away and 
traffic passed on AR. - MKuehn
03/22/2012 - No WBNU detected at this tree during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no WBNU detected during visit. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No WBNU activity has been observed here for almost a month. Initial activity was likely a part of site 
selection process. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 032012_mkhn_03 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 100 100 Indeterminate 3/20/2012 5/12/2012 03/20/2012 - Adults went to nest 3+ times with material while biologist stood 30 feet away on access road. - 
MKuehn
03/22/2012 - Female BUSH observed working inside nest, estimated at 30% complete and lacking a top or 
entrance. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - 2 BUSH observed visiting nest. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visits nest at 1305. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH enters nest and remains at 1642. LEGO female pulling material from bottom of nest to build 
new nest in nearby Platanus racemosa. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Male close to nest at 15-minute intervals does not enter. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Male BUSH visits nest at 15-minute intervals. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest damaged consistent with depredation, but log suggests sufficient time to fledge prior. - RRadd

N/A
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BUSH Bushtit 032012_rrdd_01 CP43-1-E Road Area Riparian Scrubs OH - wire stringing 30 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/20/2012 4/19/2012 03/20/2012 - BUSH pair carrying nest materials and adding to new nest composed of spider silk, plastic thread; 
approximately 5% complete. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 10 minutes of observation; nest appears 100% constructed. - 
HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - Biomonitor Morgan McCarthy reported observing a pair foraging in substrate containing nest on 
4/3/12. Biomonitor Garrett Huffman observed nest on 4/4/12 from 1020 to 1120 and observed no activity during 
construction. - GHuffman
04/11/2012 - Nest appears complete, intact and serviceable. No BUSH detected during 30 minutes of observation 
on showery afternoon. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Looked for nest in substrate, but nest appears to be missing from previously observed location. No 
signs or indication to explain outcome and reason for failure. Nesting chronology indicates that eggs may have 
been present, but that cannot be determined. - GHuffman

N/A

HOFI House Finch 032012_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 3/20/2012 4/13/2012 03/20/2012 - HOFI female weaving sticks into nest in this cavity; approximately 50% complete. Drive-through 
buffer staked at 30 feet. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity at nest. - JTaylor
03/29/2012 - The male HOFI was observed copulating with the female and later they were observed copulating 
near the nest. The female briefly landed in the nest before leaving again. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - Male and female House Finches observed at nest at 0742. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - HOFI pair adjacent to nest do not settle on nest. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest is complete, but no HOFI detected associating with this location. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No HOFI have been observed to associate with this nest since completion. Numerous Project and 
non-Project vehicles stand within 10 feet of this nest from time to time, but it is unknown whether this is a factor 
in its abandonment. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032012_rrdd_03 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 30 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/20/2012 5/2/2012 03/20/2012 - LEGO building nest; approximately 60% complete. - RRadd
03/31/2012 - No activity was observed from 0745 to 0755. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - LEGO continue to visit this locale, but excessive tree movement due to wind precludes observing the 
nest. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest not located in windy weather. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - LEGO male singing to female (not located). - RRadd
05/02/2012 - This nest was never definitively located and was possibly a site selection that never came to fruition. 
- RRadd

No

HOWR House Wren 032012_sjon_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/20/2012 5/25/2012 03/20/2012 - Pair of HOWR making several trips with nesting material to nest cavity while a crew of 5 were hydro-
mulching approximately 20 feet from nest, prior to any buffer modification request. - SJohnston
03/28/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest at 0752. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Singing HOWR perched in front of nest entrance at 1111 appears to be nest guarding. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Adult HOWR perched near nest entrance. Mate not seen, possibly on nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity at nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female leaves nest at 0824, observed foraging nearby. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - No activity observed. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - No activity observed, conditions not suitable for determining nest status. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - No activity observed. Lack of activity at this nest, and the fact that no feeding trips were observed 
indicates that this attempt was most likely abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No
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HOFI House Finch 032012_sjon_02 CP88-1-N-B Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading 45 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/20/2012 5/17/2012 03/20/2012 - Crew hydro-mulching 45 feet away from nest while birds were observed to be bringing nesting 
materials to nest, prior to any buffer modification request. - SJohnston
03/21/2012 - Per the landowners' request, all project-related material, equipment and work is required to be 
completed on and removed from the Bauer Property. During the course of uninstalling wire mesh nesting 
deterrents in the eaves of a guest house on the property as part of this requirement between 0800 and 0900, the 
crew uninstalled the substrate on which the nest was located, inadvertently removing the nesting material. The 
nesting attempt did not support eggs or young based on its nest-building stage. The nest was approximately 75% 
complete. The biomonitor on site was notified, contacted an avian biologist, and the nesting material was 
replaced by the crew, at the recommendation of an avian biologist, at 1125 to enable further nest building by the 
pair. V. Eurs observed the following:  1155 - Male HOFI flew near the nest, but did not enter.  1206 - Female HOFI 
entered nest and spent about 1 minute rearranging the material within the wire pocket before she left.  1208 - 
Female entered pocket and again rearranged material for about 1 minute while the male sang nearby. 1211 - 
Female entered and almost immediately left again.  1216 - Female spent about 3 minutes inside, moving nest 
material around.  1230 - Male carried nesting material into nest.  1235 - Male returned to nest with more new 
material.  1304 - Male and female were in the nest simultaneously for about 1 minute.  1307 - Female spent very 
brief time in the nest.  1318 - Female went in and out of nest a couple of times, then flew off.  1327 - Female 
spent another 2 minutes rearranging nesting material.  1333 - Female spent another couple of minutes 
rearranging material. - IMaunsell
03/22/2012 - Observation of the HOFI nest began at 0830 and ended at 1130. During this time, the female made 
numerous entrances into the nest and rearranged the nest material for short periods of time (1 minute or less). 
The male generally perched near the nest singing. At 1015, both birds landed on the light fixture near the nest 
and the male attempted to copulate with the female, but was unsuccessful. She immediately entered the nest and 
again arranged nest material. At 1021, the female finally brought new material to the nest, but it fell to the 
ground as she tried to bring it inside the mesh. Over the next hour she approached the nest 2 more times with 
material, but did not bring it inside. However, she did enter the nest several more times for brief periods. At 1123 
the female brought material and successfully added it to the nest. This was followed by several trips in quick 
succession in which she brought more material into the nest. At this point, the nest looks approximately 60% 
complete, with a hole in the bottom center and no lining. - VEurs
03/28/2012 - Female observed carrying nesting material to nest. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1055 to 1115. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest still under construction. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - 4 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - 5 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012  No activity observed at nest  Unable to verify contents of nest without entering private property   

N/A

BEWR Bewick's Wren 032012_vnik_01 EP198-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 48 100 85 85 Presumed Fledged 3/20/2012 5/3/2012 03/20/2012 - Pair of Bewick's Wrens observed carrying material to cavity. Pair was not disturbed by biologist 
observing site within 15 feet of cavity. - VNovik
03/27/2012 - No Bewick's Wren activity in area today during 2 site visits or on 2/21/2012, when this avian 
biologist monitored the location. Piece of oak branch on ground that is cited as the nest site only has a shallow 
cavity with a very large opening that holds some twigs and incidental oak leaves not positioned in the form of a 
new nest. Periodic slow Sunrise traffic on access road 48 feet north. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren making many trips to nest with food items. - VNovik
05/03/2012 - Observed nest for 1 hour and no Bewick's Wren activity was observed. P. Konrad also reported no 
activity during a 30 minute period yesterday. Based on prior observations nestlings likely fledged - closed. - 
VNovik

Yes

HOFI House Finch 032112_kats_01 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 30 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/21/2012 5/12/2012 04/28/2012 - Outside of nest beginning to be decorated with fecal matter from nestlings. - VEurs
04/29/2012 - *** COMMENTS FROM 3-21-12 UNTIL PRESENT MUST BE ENTERED AGAIN. This nest was 
accidentally deleted, and then restored. - KAlberts
05/05/2012 - Male and female made repeated trips to and from the nest during 30 minutes of observation. - 
VEurs
05/12/2012 - The dramatic decrease in House Finch activity around the nest suggests the young have fledged. The 
nest is intact, and recent fledglings could easily be downslope out of the range of detection. This nest is now 
closed and presumed fledged. - VEurs

Yes
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HOWR House Wren 032112_kats_02 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 30 100 30 30 Fledged 3/21/2012 6/2/2012 03/21/2012 - Pair was seen carrying nesting material to the nest while BMP maintenance activities were 
underway. A crew of 3 were using hand tools to maintain the access road, and the wrens were not affected. The 
wrens were also seen territorially squabbling with a pair of House Finches that are also building a nest in the same 
unused raptor nest. - KAlberts
03/28/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest, then leaving to scold nearby HOFI pair. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - HOWR at nest at 1031. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - At 0955, a wren was observed taking grassy nesting material inside its cavity. It remained inside for 
about 2 minutes before exiting and perching nearby to sing. The wren exhibited territorial behavior toward an 
ANHU, chasing the hummingbird off as it approached the nest. At 1006, more grassy material was brought to the 
nest. At about 1015, 2 wrens were seen outside the nest, and the pair copulated at 1017. Soon after, the male 
perched nearby singing and the female brought grassy material to the nest. Each time material was taken into the 
nest, the wrens exhibited a hunched, wings-down, creeping posture. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - The male spent the majority of the observation perched at various locations around the nest, 
singing loudly and approaching the nest a few times. The female ventured out on occasion, flying off, presumably 
to forage. She never appeared to have anything in her bill when she returned to her nest. The California Towhee 
moving about the large stick nest did not appear to disturb the HOWR's as it did the nearby HOFI's. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - The male wren made about a dozen trips into the nest with food, emerging each time to perch on a 
nearby branch and sing. No nestlings were heard when he entered the nest. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - During 30 minutes of observation, the male wren perched near the nest and in trees around the 
nest, singing. He did not enter the nest, and the female was not observed. It is likely that she was within the nest 
incubating or brooding. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - Both adult wrens were observed carrying food items into the nest on multiple occasions. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - Nestlings could be heard calling loudly and incessantly as the adults made numerous trips into the 
nest with food. - VEurs
05/26/2012 - The adult wrens made several trips to the nest with food in a 5-minute period. The nestlings were 
extremely vocal whenever an adult entered the nest. - VEurs
06/02/2012 - No wren activity detected at the nest. An adult and 1 young were observed about 65 feet up the 
access road. This nest fledged successfully and is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032112_kats_03 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 40 40 Fledged 3/21/2012 3/23/2012 03/21/2012 - Both adults were frequently feeding 2 large and well-feathered nestlings. Based on the age and size 
of the nestlings, and barring any predation, it appears that this nest will fledge within 2-3 days. Feeding activities 
were completely unaffected by the presence of the BMP crew of 3, the 2 biologists, nor the 3 vehicles within 50 
feet of the nest site. - KAlberts
03/23/2012 - Nest fledged. Adults seen feeding fledglings in eucalyptus foliage 10-20 feet from the nest site, and 
the nest was empty, but still intact. - KAlberts

Yes

HOFI House Finch 032112_kats_04 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 30 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/21/2012 4/28/2012 03/21/2012 - A pair of House Finches were seen carrying material to the nest. It appeared to be approximately 
50% complete. Their nest building activities were completely unaffected by the BMP maintenance activities, using 
hand tools and a crew of 3, occurring about 30 feet away. - KAlberts
03/28/2012 - Female HOFI observed visiting nest. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No activity observed at this nest from 1000 to 1030. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - A female flew past biologist from the direction of this nest carrying a fecal sac. It is likely that she 
came from this nest. She was later seen hunkered down on the nest. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - The male and female spent considerable time off the nest, returning every 10-15 minutes to feed 
nestlings. However, the nestlings were not visible to the observer. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No activity was observed at the nest. The nest appears to be deteriorating and sliding out of 
position. While it is possible that this nest fledged, it does not seem that enough time has passed for the nest 
cycle to be completed and for the young to have fledged. Outcome is indeterminate. - VEurs

N/A

CORA Common Raven 032112_ltiw_01 EP230-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/21/2012 3/26/2012 03/21/2012 - Common Raven observed bringing a stick to a nest (about 5% complete) twice during 45 minutes of 
observation. Bird deterrents (about 20 pieces of mylar tape) are located at the base of the tower (maximum 
height 6 feet), and on surrounding vegetation. - LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - The nesting attempt is located near the top of the EP230 tower structure. The pair was observed 
adding material on March 21. The nest is approximately 5-10% complete based on visible material and 
size/quantity of material being carried to the nest site, which is not yet developed enough to support eggs. No 
eggs or young present (as determined by nest stage). Bird repellent ribbon is present towards the base of the 
tower and at multiple points around the project site. Additionally, BMP maintenance occurred at the site during 
the course of site selection and nest building. Per the NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a deterrent. 
The nest is located on a structure required for upcoming wire pulling. Per construction, sock line pulling is 
scheduled for tomorrow. A delay due to allowing the nest cycle to continue would likely prevent SDG&E from 
meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Nest 
attempt was removed with agency approval on 3/26/2012. - KAlberts
03/26/2012 - This nest was about 40% complete, contained no eggs or young, and was a candidate for removal, 
per the NBMMP. The request was issued for removal and granted. A PAR crew removed the nest after receiving 
concurrence for removal. - ELoveless

No
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ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032112_mdus_01 12kV pole 175439 12kV Pole Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/21/2012 5/1/2012 03/21/2012 - Avian biologist Jim Pawlicki observed a female Anna's Hummingbird carry nest material to a small 
branch approximately 35 feet above ground in a Eucalyptus tree. The nest is approximately 5-10% constructed. - 
MDicus
03/30/2012 - Female visits nest at 1201. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - Adult female observed making multiple quick trips to nest, adding material to a nest that appears to 
be nearly complete. - MDicus
04/16/2012 - Female on nest at the start of observation period, but she soon left and spent the rest of the 25-
minute observation off the nest. - VEurs
04/24/2012 - The nest is complete at this point. The female spent equals amounts of time on and off the nest this 
morning. At one point, she made some adjustments to the nest contents before settling on the nest. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - A female ANHU was seen foraging extensively in the area, but never settling in one place for long. 
Attempts to relocate the nest were difficult. Once it was located, all that remained was a small clump of spider 
webs. It appears this nest with eggs was destroyed by natural causes. - VEurs

No

OATI Oak Titmouse 032112_mkhn_01 EP218-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/21/2012 4/18/2012 03/21/2012 - Pair of Oak Titmouse seen in nest tree several times throughout survey. Adult entered cavity several 
times, but it was not determined if they were carrying nesting material. Nesting material is extruding from cavity 
entrance and from opening in bottom of cavity (possibly a mouse nest and OATI were scouting), but the nest may 
be complete or nearly complete OATI nest with nest building ceased or slowed. - MKuehn
03/27/2012 - No sign of Oak Titmouse during 45 minute period; no sign of nesting material in any cavity 
entrances in this branch (or others). Many new 'bird deterrents' attached throughout pad area and surrounding 
nest site. - PKonrad
04/04/2012 - No Oak Titmice observed during 40-minute observation period. No indication that cavity(s) is being 
used when inspected; no nesting material evident anywhere. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 - It appears on previous 2 visits, the biologist may have checked incorrect cavity, or did not see 
nesting material. Nesting material is still extruding from small opening at base of cavity, but none is extruding 
from the entrance now. No OATI observed in area for 40 minutes. After passive observation, cavity was inspected 
at close range and no bird was present inside. Status changed to "Active" and buffer re-established and marked 
with signs. At least 1 additional visit is recommended in case wrong cavity has been checked on previous 2 visits.
       Note: P Konrad checked all cavities, the entire shrub, and the entire area without a sighting or song for 3 
weeks as of 4/10;  appears the birds left the site after an initial activity period, which titmice as well as many 
cavity nesting species seem prone to do. - MKuehn
04/10/2012 - During 40 minute observation period, no Oak Titmouse activity was observed in the extended area 
and no songs or calls were heard. No titmice have been observed at this site for 3 weeks. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - No Oak Titmice observed during 1 hour observation period. No birds inside cavity - closed. - 
ELoveless

No

AMCR American Crow 032112_rrdd_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 28 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/21/2012 5/25/2012 03/21/2012 - AMCR making regular trips to nest with sticks. - RRadd
03/28/2012 - No activity observed during 15 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - AMCR flies to nest at 0928 without bringing new nest material. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - AMCR flies to nest at 0838 and settles, on rainy morning - suggesting nest contains eggs - RRadd
04/17/2012 - AMCR on nest for duration of 20-minute observation. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - AMCR remain active here with the pair regularly exchanging nest duties from 0848-0900. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - AMCR pair come to nest at 1117 and leave 2 minutes later to forage nearby suggests young are auto-
thermoregulatory. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - AMCR comes to nest at 1330 and stays. Mate forages on residential grounds, flies briefly to nest and 
departs. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - AMCR adult making brief nest visits at 1442 and 1452, apparent food drops. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - No AMCR detections near this intact nest during 30 minute observation. Observation chronology 
suggests successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032112_rrdd_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/21/2012 4/26/2012 03/21/2012 - LEGO pair building new nest - approximately 15% complete. - RRadd
03/29/2012 - No LEGOs observed in area. Nest cup is now complete, with incomplete lining. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - Female observed flying to nest at beginning of monitoring visit and remained on nest during 20 
minutes of observation. - MDicus
04/13/2012 - LEGO female remains on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - LEGO female riding high in nest with wings slightly spread suggests hatched young. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Feathered young with downy wisps fill the nest. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is intact with many feces plastered at exterior edge of cup; presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032112_rrdd_03 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 70 70 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/21/2012 4/15/2012 03/21/2012 - ANHU female building new nest - approximately 10% complete. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - ANHU female visits nest at 1250. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 0949. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest could not be located and no ANHU was detected. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest no longer present. Presumed lost to natural causes. - RRadd

No
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HOFI House Finch 032112_sjon_01 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 150 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/21/2012 4/24/2012 03/21/2012 - Two biologists observed nesting pair carrying material into the nest location at 25 feet away. Nest 
appears to be approximately 80 percent complete. - SJohnston
03/30/2012 - Pair flew out of fiber optic roll where nest is located. 2 eggs in nest. - KWeber
04/06/2012 - Bird flew off nest when biologist approached; 5 eggs are in nest. - KWeber
04/13/2012 - Female observed incubating 5 eggs. - KWeber
04/20/2012 - Nest check attempted by K. Weber. Unable to access nest due to locked gate. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Nest is in fragments, evidently predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 032212_ahll_01 EP17 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 60 100 60 60 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/22/2012 4/24/2012 03/22/2012 - The pair was actively building, when no helicopter activities were occurring. Pair left nest area when 
K-Max was overhead at Leg A with 100-foot line; indeterminate if they fled when K-Max used the 200-foot line. 
When using the 100-foot line, winds at 11 mph were clocked near the nest, and a significant amount of dust and 
debris were blown onto the nesting tree. Pair returned to nest at 5 minutes to 15 minutes after helicopters left, 
and were visiting the nest every 2-5 minutes when no helicopters were around while the crew was conducting 
groundwork and/or running a generator. Nest was not physically checked due to the terrain and not having any 
reason to disturb the pair. The birds were not vocalizing, but were flying into the nest from a couple different 
routes in various directions, and were seen to drop nesting material if within 100 feet of them. It is unknown if 
pair flushes when TSAP is used for personnel. - AHill
03/27/2012 - Nest looks complete, has lining. Unable to see nest contents due to dense vegetation. Did not 
observe pair in vicinity during 45 minute period, need to check nest in morning in a couple days. - AHill
04/03/2012 - Female was observed on nest for a total of 40 minutes during a 45 minute observation period. 
When off the nest, the male fed the female, and a courtship display was initiated by the male. Male visited female 
on nest a few times, and then continued perching and foraging nearby. Perched male flew down to cover when K-
Max flew over nest at about 300 feet. Was not able to check nest contents, but behavior was consistent with 
incubation rather than egg laying. - AHill
04/09/2012 - Observed female incubating on nest for at least 20 minutes. - AHill
04/16/2012 - Female on nest at 0915. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Nest has no eggs. Several WESJ feathers were found on ground near nest with drops of blood. 
Observed male being territorial to other WESJ in territory. Heard female clacking within chaparral 40 feet from 
nest. - AHill

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 032212_dbby_01 TL 6924 - 171693 Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 900 300 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 3/22/2012 3/26/2012 03/22/2012 - Pair repeatedly bringing grass-like material to the nest. Nest was approximately 10% complete, as 
only the  bottom portion of the cup was loosely formed. - DBusby
04/05/2012 - Nest is old and dilapidated. After observing the CAGN pair for 2 hours and never seeing them visit 
the nest, it was determined the nest is closed. Possibly abandoned after a rain and storm event on March 26. - 
DBusby

No

BUSH Bushtit 032212_jdus_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 366 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/22/2012 4/13/2012 03/22/2012 - Nest is just being started, less than 5% constructed. Pair made a dozen plus trips to nest with 
material in 1/2 hour observation period. - JDicus
03/27/2012 - BUSH observed adding material to nest. Nest is 15-20% complete. - HWinfrey
04/02/2012 - BUSH visits nest at 0910. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest is reduced to fragments, consistent with storm damage. - RRadd

No

CORA Common Raven 032212_kats_01 EP341-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 10 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/22/2012 6/1/2012 03/22/2012 - P. Konrad reported that a pair of Common Ravens was perched on the east side of the tower 
crossarm next to a new large nest that has been built in the same location as the nest that was presumably blown 
out of the tower by wind on 2/21/2012. - KAlberts
03/26/2012 - Raven incubating on new tower nest while another raven is perched nearby. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Common Raven incubating on new tower nest, with a second adult perched nearby on center 
portion of crossarm. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest with another adult standing and walking below tower. - 
PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven incubating on tower nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating or brooding on tower nest. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - An adult Common Raven is brooding on the tower nest with a second adult raven lying on the edge 
of the nest. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - An adult Common Raven is standing on nest, leaning over what is probably unseen nestlings in the 
nest. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - No Common Ravens could be seen at this tower nest or in the surrounding area. Hard to judge 
present status of the nest at this time - will check back. - PKonrad
05/24/2012 - No activity is apparent at the nest; during this week's monitoring or last week's. At this time, it 
appears the nesting attempt may be abandoned. - PKonrad
06/01/2012 - No ravens have been seen at this nest for a few weeks, indicating this nesting attempt was not 
successful. An attempt was made to assure nestlings were not lying out of sight in the nest during weekly nest 
monitoring visits by extending the weeks of monitoring, but it is quite obvious the nest has been abandoned - 
closed. - PKonrad
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LOSH Loggerhead Shrike 032212_ltiw_01 EP325-2-E Road Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 8 100 300 300 Fledged 3/22/2012 4/11/2012 03/22/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike did not flush from nest until avian biologist was about 10 feet away, but then 
stayed off the nest until observer moved off about 200 feet away; 1 egg and 1 nestling were present in nest. - 
LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - Loggerhead Shrike perched 20 feet south of nest site initially; another shrike flew from nest when 
avian biologist was within 15 feet of nest. Looks like 4 small unfeathered nestlings with eyes closed in nest. - 
PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Nest filled with 4 medium-sized nestlings covered with pin feathers; 1 adult perched about 40 feet 
south of nest. The nestlings already seem a bit jumpy, so anyone checking the nest in the future should monitor 
nest from as far away as possible so nestlings do not fledge from nest prematurely. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - Nest is empty with at least 2 active fledglings perched and making short flights in nest tree and 
adjacent smoke tree, mainly when an adult flew to site with unidentified food. Other new fledglings may be 
nearby too. - PKonrad

Yes

CORA Common Raven 032212_ltiw_02 EP326 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 100 100 Fledged 3/22/2012 5/24/2012 03/22/2012 - Common Raven standing on nest, then hopped to a perch in tower above the nest, then soared to 
the east. This behavior suggests the nestlings are large enough for the adults to leave the nest to search for food. - 
LTymkiw
03/26/2012 - Common Raven perched in tower 5 feet from nest; a second raven was initially soaring north of nest 
tower, then flew to perch near other raven and nest. Ravens did not approach nest during 20 minute observation 
period, but were obviously attached to the nest. - PKonrad
04/03/2012 - Raven incubating in Sunrise tower nest. - PKonrad
04/11/2012 - No ravens were observed at the nest initially, but within a few minutes an adult raven flew to nest, 
appeared to turn eggs, and initiated incubating. A few moments later, a second Common Raven flew in and 
perched near the nest. - PKonrad
04/19/2012 - Common Raven incubating on new Sunrise tower nest. - PKonrad
04/26/2012 - An adult Common Raven is brooding on the new tower nest. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - A Common Raven was brooding on the nest; a second raven flew into the tower, when the brooding 
adult took flight and both adult ravens flew to the west. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - All 3 large-sized Common Raven nestlings are standing upright with heads held high. No adult 
ravens were observed in the area. - PKonrad
05/17/2012 - The nest is empty and the nestlings appear to be fledged; 1 fledgling is standing on the northeast 
cement base of the tower and others are probably hidden, but did not want to disturb new fledglings. The 
fledgling took a 6 foot hop-flight and repositioned to the nearby dry wash. No adults observed during 20 minute 
period. Considering the fledglings are not flight capable at this time, the nest and buffer are kept active for 
another week while they learn to fly better. - PKonrad
05/24/2012 - No fledglings or adult Common Ravens were noted in the region surrounding the nest site; family 
group has apparently dispersed - nest closed. - PKonrad

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032212_mdus_01 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 240 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/22/2012 4/24/2012 03/22/2012 - A female Lesser Goldfinch was observed adding material to a nest located near the top of a 
Malosma laurina. The nest is approximately 30% constructed. - MDicus
03/30/2012 - Female LEGO lying in nest at 0920. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No LEGO detected in area. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - No activity observed between 1215 and 1310. - TDipaola
04/24/2012 - Upon approaching the nest, the biologist noted that the nest looked degraded. During 45 minutes of 
observation, several LEGO pairs landed in the nest shrub, as close as 3 feet to the nest. However, none of these 
individuals approached the nest. At the end of the observation, the biologist used an extendable mirror attached 
to a wooden stake to examine the nest. It is unlined and contains no eggs or young, but shows no obvious signs of 
predation. The nest is somewhat exposed and may have been damaged during a series of storm events. This nest 
failed with eggs or young (based on earlier observations) due to natural causes. - VEurs
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AMKE American Kestrel 032212_mkhn_01 CP25-2-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 25 500 150 150 Fledged 3/22/2012 6/11/2012 03/22/2012 - Both adults seen flying into opening in dead palm fronds. Male flew out within 2 minutes, but 
female remained for over 15 minutes, presumed to be incubating. - MKuehn
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Male observed perching in nearby eucalyptus and on utility pole may 
be mate guarding. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - The male kestrel arrived in the area with a lizard and landed on a Eucalyptus. At 1350, he entered 
the nest cavity with the lizard. Almost immediately, the male and female both exited the cavity. The female 
perched on the same Eucalyptus the male used earlier. The male perched on a wooden distribution pole, ate his 
lizard and flew away. The female returned to the cavity at 1402, without food. She remained inside for 30 minutes 
and was still there when the observation period was called. The male did not return. No sounds of nestlings were 
heard emanating from the cavity. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No AMKE activity was detected from 0745 to 0845. This could be due to the cool, drizzly weather. 
As the biologist exited the gate at 1105, the female kestrel flew overhead and landed in a Eucalyptus. The male 
was seen soon after; both looked very damp. The female returned to the nest, but exited again after the male 
brought in a small food item. She returned to the nest again, and the male flew out of sight. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - After nearly an hour of observations, the male kestrel flew in from the west carrying prey. He 
landed in a eucalyptus east of the nest tree and consumed the majority of the prey. He flew to the nest tree with 
the remaining morsel, landed on a frond outside the cavity and called briefly. He then flew to the wooden 
transmission pole north of the cavity. The female emerged from the cavity, flew to the pole, accepted the food 
from the male and quickly gulped it down. The male attempted to copulate with her, but she was not very 
receptive. Each preened for a bit, and the female soon returned to the nest cavity beneath the palm fronds. The 
male flew out of sight. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - Not long after the start of observations, the male kestrel flew in and landed on the palm to the east 
of the palm with the nest cavity. The female immediately exited the cavity and grabbed food from the male. She 
briefly perched atop the wooden distribution pole north of the nest and then carried the food into the nest cavity. 
This behavior has not been noted during previous visits to this nest. The male then flew off and the female 
remained in the cavity. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Shortly after the start of observation, a kestrel was heard calling. The female flew up and landed on 
the wooden pole to the north of the nest, switched a prey item from her feet to her bill, and took the food into 
the nest cavity. The male was then spotted flying off to the east. The male soon returned with more food that he 
passed to the female. She also took this food into the nest cavity. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - Shortly after the start of observations, the female kestrel landed on the distribution pole north of 
the nest cavity  After perching for approximately 10 minutes  she flew out of sight to the south  She returned a 

Yes

CORA Common Raven 032212_mkhn_02 CP25-2-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 27 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/22/2012 4/23/2012 03/22/2012 - Nest discovered by Laurie Gorman, who saw a pair of CORA bringing sticks to nest in mid-morning. 
Logged by Michael Kuehn who observed no CORA in area for 60 minutes during late-morning. - MKuehn
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
03/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0655 to 0705. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - No CORA activity observed from 0650 to 0720. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - A raven flew through the area on 2 occasions during the 45-minute observation period, but neither 
came within 500 feet of the nest. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No CORA activity was detected during observations from 0745 to 0845. The nest does not look 
improved since the last visit. No activity observed at this nest in over a month. Nest closed. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 032212_sjon_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/22/2012 3/22/2012 03/22/2012 - This nest was located in the southeast wheel of the northeastern-most water tank. The nest was 
actively being built by a pair of HOFI and estimated to be 20% complete. The water tank is regularly used for yard 
operations and nearby structures to fill up water trucks for dust control, and is needed every day. Furthermore, 
bird repellent ribbon was installed on the tower, the wheel cavities were previously sealed and were slightly 
opened due to the recent storm and an owl decoy is located on the fence line close to the water tank. Since this 
HOFI nest was just being built and contained no eggs or young, and was in active construction equipment, it was a 
candidate for removal per the NBMMP. A request was made for removal, and  the nest was removed at 1114, 
after approval from SDG&E was given. The nest was removed based off the need to maintain dust suppression 
during vehicle traffic and flight operations within the SWAT yard. The wheel area was then resealed with plastic to 
deter future nesting attempts. - SJohnston
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CACW Cactus Wren
(Inactive)

032312_bald_01 EP227 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 3/23/2012 TBD 03/23/2012 - Existing nest found with a few pieces of fresh green red brome grass. Cactus Wrens were heard in 
the area but were not seen near the nest. Nest is underneath wire-stringing path. - BArnold
03/30/2012 - Large Cactus Wren nest looks good with an open entrance, but no wrens observed or heard in area. - 
PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Nest looks recently used, but does not appear to host nesting Cactus Wrens. No wrens observed or 
heard in area. - PKonrad
04/13/2012 - Nest looks good, and entrance looks expanded and matted down with a single small feather added, 
indicating recent use, but no Cactus Wrens were seen or heard. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No Cactus Wrens heard or observed; nest unchanged. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - No Cactus Wrens heard or observed in area until late in the 25 minute observation period, when 2 
distant wrens (1/3 mile), 1 to northwest and 1 to south began calling back and forth. Nest looks good with 
possible recent use judging from grasses at the entrance. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - Nest entrance is large and looks like it has been recently used, but no Cactus Wrens were observed 
or heard in the area. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - No Cactus Wrens observed or heard in area; nest is becoming more weathered, but entrance is 
clear, and a new green brome stem with seeds has been added to entry along with 3 small feathers. - PKonrad
05/18/2012 - No changes apparent at nest, and no Cactus Wrens detected in the area. - PKonrad
05/23/2012 - No changes to nest, which is looking more weathered; no Cactus Wrens observed or heard in the 
area. - PKonrad
05/31/2012 - No Cactus Wrens observed or heard in area. Nest is unchanged, except entrance is clear. - PKonrad
06/07/2012 - Nest looks good; entrance wide open, although no lining material is present. A Cactus Wren called 
once from a distance to the north. - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 032312_fhan_01 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 1 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 3/23/2012 3/27/2012 03/23/2012 - Pair bringing in small nesting material, but not liner. Speculate that nest is 40% complete, but hard 
to see in entirety. - FHoffman
03/29/2012 - On March 27, nest was monitored for 1 hour by R. Abe prior to crew arriving on site to perform wire 
stringing work. No activity was observed during this period of natural conditions. Throughout the day of work, no 
nesting behavior was observed while a crew worked up to 35 feet from the nest. Following the completion of 
work activities, the nest was monitored for an additional 1 hour. No activity or nest visits were observed. The nest 
was inspected, and it was determined that no additional material had been added since initial observation, and 
that the nest was more accurately less than 5% complete. Nest status changed to closed. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - HOFI pair making multiple trips carrying material to this location. A new Nest ID was created. - 
RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 032312_jdus_01 CP20-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 30 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/23/2012 4/26/2012 03/23/2012 - Newly initiated (1% constructed) nest. Pair made two trips to nest with material during 20-minute 
observation, followed by a third trip with a third Bushtit in attendance. - JDicus
03/31/2012 - No Bushtit activity during 30 minutes of observation on this cool, overcast morning. Nest is 
approximately 5% constructed. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - Nest does not appear substantially improved since 31 March, consisting of several decorated anchor 
threads and approximately 2 inches long. No BUSH detected on breezy afternoon with considerable shrub 
movement. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest looks the same as the description given on 10 April. Bushtits were heard in the area, but none 
ever approached within 200 feet of the nest during 35 minutes of observation. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - What little nest material was in the shrub is now gone. This nest is closed. - VEurs
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AMKE American Kestrel 032312_jdus_02 CP20 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 3/23/2012 TBD 03/23/2012 - Nest site is within pole Z103510 (cavities in arms on west side of 69kv monopole). Pair of American 
Kestrels mobbed adult Red-tailed Hawk building nest in nearby steel lattice tower CP20 until Red-tailed Hawk 
departed area. Male Kestrel was observed entering cavity of lowest arm on monopole, then watching from within 
cavity in arm while vehicle was turning around at tower site below. During additional 120-minute observation 
period, the male hunted nearby, and brought a prey item (small rodent) to top of monopole tower and began to 
consume it while the female looked on from the lattice tower. Male then took flight, calling to female and landing 
on lattice tower with prey remains. Female joined and was given the prey item which she consumed while 
perched on lattice tower. Male then inspected (entered) the middle and upper cavities in the monopole crossarms 
and female joined to briefly enter upper cavity. Pair showed site fidelity and remained at monopole together as 
avian biologist left the site. Pair defended the site, hunting and courting, and did not leave area for duration. 
Avian nest monitor R. Radd reported American Kestrel pair nested in this monopole last year. - JDicus
03/31/2012 - No activity observed during 1.5 hours observation on a cool, overcast morning. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - No AMKE detected associating with this location during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Almost immediately upon biologist's arrival, the AMKE perched on the wires between CP20 and 
CP21, parallel to the biologist's truck. The female was hunched on the wire, giving begging vocalizations and 
moving closer to the male. The pair then copulated vigorously and flew closer to CP20. They perched on the tower 
and wires, and soared around the area calling throughout the observation period. However, they were not seen 
entering the nesting cavity during observations. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - No AMKE activity detected at any distance to the nest after 90 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - No AMKE activity detected during nearly 2 hours of observation. - VEurs
05/10/2012 - After 40 minutes of observation, the male kestrel flew into view. He perched on a transmission wire 
to the north of the nest for about 10 minutes before moving to the SRPL wires directly adjacent to the nest cavity. 
He perched there another 10 minutes or so before flying west. Within a few minutes, the female exited the nest 
cavity, perched on the wire to the north, and defecated. She called briefly and the male flew up to join her, 
holding prey. She took the food and consumed it on the wire. The male flew away, and she perched for a few 
more minutes. When the biologist left the area, she was perched on a wire near the cavity. - VEurs
05/17/2012 - The male flew in from the north carrying a bird (possibly a Horned Lark). He consumed part of the 
bird, moving down the transmission wire, closer to the nest cavity. Once he was directly across from the cavity, 
the female exited the cavity and received the prey from the male. She slowly consumed the bird, and the male 
flew off again. She finished the bird and remained on the wire through the end of the observation period (another 
20 minutes). - VEurs
05/24/2012 - At the start of observations, the male was perched on a wire between CP20 and CP21. He dove 
down, came back to the wire with a lizard and consumed it. He then flew to the north out of view, although he 
was heard vocalizing occasionally  After approximately 60 minutes  he returned to perch on a wire near CP20  

TBD

RTHA Red-tailed Hawk 032312_jdus_03 CP20 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 90 500 500 500 Nest did not reach active stage 3/23/2012 5/3/2012 03/23/2012 - Just a few sticks make up this newly initiated nest located approximately 90 feet up in tower CP20 
where the third and highest arm of the tower on the east side meets the main body of the tower. Single adult Red-
tailed Hawk observed bringing portion of what looks like a tumbleweed up to nest site and placing it in tower. 
Nearby pair of American Kestrels mobbed the adult for 10 minutes. Adult Red-tailed Hawk flew off to east, not to 
return for duration of 120-minute observation period. Pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks seen perched together in 
tower CP22 while third adult Red-tailed Hawk perched in tower CP23. No nest materials observed in towers CP21, 
22 or 23 today. - JDicus
03/31/2012 - No activity observed during 1.5 hours of observation. It appears that little to no additional material 
has been added to the nest since last monitoring entry. Nest still consists of only a few sticks. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - No substantial changes (or RTHA) observed. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - No substantial changes to the nest since 10 April. No RTHA detected in the area during 45 minutes 
of observation. - VEurs
04/26/2012 - No RTHA activity detected at any distance from the nest after 90 minutes of observation. The nest 
appears to be deteriorating and no improvements are visible. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - Most of the sticks have fallen from the tower and no Red-tailed Hawks have been detected in the 
area for several weeks. This nest has been closed because it never reached active status. - KAlberts

No

GRRO Greater Roadrunner 032312_lton_01 CP57-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 20 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/23/2012 4/14/2012 03/23/2012 - Monitor was surveying around vegetation off the road shoulder and heard bird flush. Monitor went 
to shrub and peeked in, saw 4 eggs, then retreated. Female retuned to nest shortly after. - LThoreson
03/31/2012 - At least 3 nestlings in nest, with adult GRRO nearby. - HWinfrey
04/07/2012 - 2 fully feathered and alert nestlings visible in nest. No adult present. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - 1 nestling remains: estimated to fledge in 1-2 days. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Nest shows no signs of predation and is empty, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032312_rrdd_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Riparian Scrubs Traffic 12 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/23/2012 4/16/2012 03/23/2012 - ANHU lying in complete nest. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - Female leaves nest at 0813, returns at 0829 and remains on nest. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female observed feeding 2 nestlings at 0801. Nestlings appear scaly with emerging pinfeathers, 7-10 
days old. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - After being in the area for over 2 hours, the female ANHU was never observed attending the 
nestlings, whose bills were visible over the edge of the nest. The biologist approached the nest and used an 
extendable mirror to examine the nestlings. Both young were dead in the intact nest, with no sign of injury. They 
did not appear emaciated, so it is likely that they died of exposure during the weekend storm event. The nest is in 
an exposed location, with no foliage covering the nest. - VEurs

No
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BUSH Bushtit 032312_rrdd_02 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 8 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/23/2012 4/4/2012 03/23/2012 - BUSH female selecting nest site, subsequently making multiple trips by pair twisting spider silk into 
branch from 1515-1540. Buffer staked at 50 feet. - RRadd
03/30/2012 - No activity observed and unable to locate nest. Suspect nest effort was abandoned but will wait for 
original observer to verify before closing nest. - HWinfrey
04/04/2012 - No nest was observed at this location. Two pairs of Bushtits were observed visiting active Bushtit 
nests in the area and foraging near those nests, which are logged as 022912_lgan_15 and 040212_jdus_01. The 
Bushtit nest 032312_rrdd_02 was initially logged on March 23, 2012 when a Bushtit pair was seen just beginning 
to build a nest. The nest was only 2% complete on this date. During two nest monitoring efforts made since then, 
on March 30, 2012 and April 4, 2012, no nest was observed at this location. The only Bushtits observed in the 
area were foraging and visiting two active Bushtit nests logged as 022912_lgan_15 and 040212_jdus_01. The 
vegetation around the nest location was thoroughly checked and no nest was found. This nest did not reach an 
active stage and therefore can be considered closed. - LGorman

No

BUSH Bushtit 032412_jpki_01 TL 6915/6924 Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/24/2012 3/31/2012 03/24/2012 - Adults observed bringing material to 75% complete nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
03/31/2012 - No nest was found during today's nest check. The nest was still under construction during the last 
monitoring check on 03/31/12, and no egg shell fragments were found in the vicinity of the former nest. 
Therefore, it is presumed that the nest failed prior to egg laying. The cause is unknown. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 032412_jpki_02 TL6915/6924-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 4 100 50 50 Fledged 3/24/2012 4/17/2012 03/24/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to complete nest on several occasions. - JPawlicki
03/31/2012 - Adult male observed bringing small green larva to nest. - MDicus
04/03/2012 - BUSH bringing food to nest at 0640. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest appears sound and maintained, but no visits detected during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - No Bushtit activity was observed near the nest. However, not far down the road, a group of Bushtits 
was foraging extensively. At least 3 recently fledged young were closely following 2 adults, and were begging 
incessantly. This nest has successfully fledged. - VEurs

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 032412_lton_01 EP72-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - foundations 80 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/24/2012 4/12/2012 03/24/2012 - Biomonitor observed  Bushtit pair fly to nest. Nest appears to be complete or close to completion. - 
LThoreson
04/05/2012 - Bushtit visited nest without apparent nest material; nest in excellent condition. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Biomonitor reported observation of birds entering and leaving nest; possible nest exchange. - 
VNovik
04/12/2012 - Nest has been depredated. Bottom torn out and eggshell fragments found on branches below 
amidst pieces of nesting material. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 032412_lton_02 EP78-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Grading 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/24/2012 4/20/2012 03/24/2012 - A Bushtit pair was observed flying to the nest. The pair is assumed to be nest building. - LThoreson
03/29/2012 - Pair of Bushtits active and territorial at nest site; 1 Bushtit entered nest when avian biologist was 
within 4 feet while searching for nest location while other Bushtit perched 10 feet away. - PKonrad
04/05/2012 - Nest looks complete and bulky, but a green oak leaf appears to be positioned in the entrance hole, 
effectively plugging the entry. No Bushtits observed during 30-minute observation period. Checked back 3 hours 
later, when no Bushtits were observed during 20 minutes. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - In 20 minutes of passive observation from 20 feet, 2 adults approached nest on 2 occasions. Neither 
was seen carrying nesting material or food. Both entered nest and vacated 10 seconds later, then on next visit, 
neither entered but one pulled small amount of nesting material from entrance. No indication they are building a 
nest elsewhere. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest is severely damaged and torn open from side. Eggshell fragments found on ground below nest. 
Nest closed and all signs removed from buffer. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 032412_lton_03 EP78-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Grading 115 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/24/2012 4/20/2012 03/24/2012 - A biomonitor observed 2 Bushtits bringing nesting material to this nest. The nest appears to be 85% 
complete. - LThoreson
03/29/2012 - Pair of Bushtits bringing nest material to nest; 1 Bushtit entered nest with material in beak while 
avian biologist was 10 feet away during initial search for the nest, with a second Bushtit waiting its turn nearby. - 
PKonrad
04/05/2012 - Bushtit brought nesting material to nest that looks complete, except the area surrounding the 
entrance. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Pair of Bushtits entered nest with fluffy nesting material. Likely lining cup. One left immediately and 
the other remained inside for >2 minutes. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest is severely damaged and torn open from side. Eggshell fragments found on ground below nest. 
Nest closed and all signs removed from buffer. - MKuehn

No

GRRO Greater Roadrunner 032412_vers_01 TL 6915/6924-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 28 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/24/2012 4/2/2012 03/24/2012 - A roadrunner "came out of nowhere" and raced across the hillside. The biologist checked the one 
possible place where the roadrunner could have emerged and discovered the nest containing two nestlings with 
developing pin feathers. - VEurs
03/31/2012 - Nestlings fully feathered. - MDicus
04/02/2012 - No evidence of predation (no feathers on ground or damage to nest). Nest was still in good 
condition. On March 31, fully-feathered nestlings were alive and alert, and no construction activities have 
occurred in the area recently. Indications are that the nest fledged. - MDicus

Yes
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032412_vers_02 TL 6915/6924-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 75 100 80 80 Nest did not reach active stage 3/24/2012 4/23/2012 03/24/2012 - Nest is in good condition with the rim almost complete but no lining. A pair of LEGOs came within 
40 feet of the nest, and a lone female came within 30 feet. However, no birds directly approached the nest. - 
VEurs
03/31/2012 - No activity at nest during 30 minutes of observation. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - Nest looks the same as it did upon initial detection, still unlined. After 30 minutes of observation, no 
LEGO's (or any birds) approached the nest. Nest declared inactive and buffer removed. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - The nest is in the same condition as on the previous visit. No LEGO activity detected around the 
nest. - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 032612_ahll_01 EP49-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/26/2012 4/24/2012 03/26/2012 - Male was observed bringing soft lining material to nest on several occasions. Male did not alter his 
nesting behavior when truck was at arroyo toad cattle guard for a few minutes. Nest appears to be 95% complete. 
ESA signs installed with drive through access only. - AHill
04/02/2012 - Nest appears complete but a bit weathered-looking. After 10 minutes of observing nest, a Bushtit 
flew to nest, entered nest, but did not come out during the next 15 minutes. No Bushtit calls during time in nest 
area. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - After 20 minutes a Bushtit was observed foraging in the area of the nest for about 5 minutes, then it 
visited the nest for 15 seconds and left. A Bushtit returned after 10 minutes, 5 minutes, and again after another 5 
minutes, apparently feeding nestlings. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Bushtits visited nest regularly after 8, 4, 3, and 6 minutes, indicating nestlings are being fed inside 
nest. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard during 15 minute observation period; checked nest and found it has 
been predated with the lower third of the nest pulled away and lying in 4 pieces on the ground. No sign of 
nestlings observed. Considering the amount of destruction to the nest, a large predator probably made the attack 
rather than the usual scrub jay suspects - closed. - PKonrad

No

PHAI Phainopepla 032612_elss_01 EP255-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats OH - wire stringing 125 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

3/26/2012 4/27/2012 03/26/2012 - Male incubating on nest, flew on approach, leading to nest discovery; 2 mottled tan eggs in nest. - 
ELoveless
03/30/2012 - Female Phainopepla incubating. - PKonrad
04/06/2012 - Still 2 eggs in nest; female off nest initially, but territorial nearby, returning to nest when avian 
biologist walked away. - PKonrad
04/14/2012 - Male perched on side of nest; nestlings expected to be inside nest, but did not want to displace the 
adult to verify nestling status. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No adult Phainopeplas observed or heard in area; 2 eggs still unhatched in well-formed nest. This 
nesting attempt may have failed, but will check back soon. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Still 2 unhatched eggs in nest, a month after nest, clutch, and pair of Phainopeplas was initially 
observed; no adults near nest again today - closed. Periodic but regular wire-stringing activities over the course of 
approximately 2 weeks within the nest cycle may have had some impact on this nest, but that cannot be 
determined, although the cause of abandonment may also have a natural basis. - PKonrad

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 032612_elss_02 EP91 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Traffic 40 100 85 85 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/26/2012 4/21/2012 03/26/2012 - Biomonitor observed Western Scrub-jay carrying nesting material to a sugar bush about every 45 
minutes. A nest about 90% complete was found in the sugar bush. - ELoveless
04/06/2012 - Nest is in good shape with a nice lining of fine grass, but no Western Scrub-jays were present. - 
PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest contains 2 speckled light-blue eggs; adult Western Scrub-jay perched just west of nest as soon 
as avian biologist left area; clutch is probably not a full clutch yet. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - Nest is empty, but otherwise appears in good condition. No eggshell fragment present in nest or on 
branches or ground below. Likely predated. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 032612_elss_04 Jacumba Valley Ranch CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 20 100 10 10 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

3/26/2012 5/4/2012 03/26/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material inside tire once during 45 minute observation. - ELoveless
04/06/2012 - No House Finches observed or heard in area of nest site. Unclear if black wheel covers and bird 
deterrents were in place during initial observation or added since that time. Questionable if this nest is still active. 
- PKonrad
04/14/2012 - No sign of House Finches; heavy plastic cover over wheel has torn away and is flapping in the wind. 
Notified for repair. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Female inside nest site during the entire 30-minute observation. Male visited nest twice and was 
frequently observed perched and singing near the nest site. - ELoveless
04/27/2012 - Nest checked also on 4/20, but no nest-related activity was observed. Today, no activity at the nest 
site, although House Finches are active nearby. Status of this nest uncertain. - PKonrad
05/04/2012 - No House Finch activity in area. It appears this nesting attempt was unsuccessful judging by the nest 
monitoring history and lack of finch activity here recently - closed. - PKonrad

No
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CORA Common Raven 032612_fhan_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/26/2012 3/27/2012 03/26/2012 - Nest has been constructed for at least 4 days. Appears 50% or more complete. One CORA in area 
vocalizing and perching. - FHoffman
03/27/2012 - The nesting attempt is located near the top of an A-frame within Sycamore Substation. The pair was 
observed adding material yesterday, March 26. The nest is approximately 40-50% complete based on visible 
material and size/quantity of material being carried to the nest site, which is not yet developed enough to support 
eggs. No eggs or young present (as determined by nest stage). Deterrents have been installed to prevent cavity 
nesters, but were not successful in deterring stick nests. While no raven deterrents are installed on the A-frame 
where the CORA nest attempt is located, it should also be noted that this is an energized substation limiting 
access for deterrent installation and removal, as well as the type of deterrents that can be used. An orange cone 
will be placed after the nesting material is removed, to deter future nesting. Additionally, both project and non-
project work has been occurring regularly at the substation. The pair was observed nest building on March 26 
while a project crew was conducting a circuit breaker replacement 60-120 feet from the nest attempt. Per the 
NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a deterrent. A delay due to allowing the nest cycle to continue would 
likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure 
system reliability. Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 3/27/2012. - KAlberts
03/27/2012 - Concurrence with a nest removal request was received on 03/27/12. The nest was still under 
construction and appeared to be approximately 50-60% constructed upon removal. As a precaution, the worker 
tasked with nest removal was instructed to look into the nest to verify the nest contained no eggs. The worker 
confirmed the nest was empty and removed it, installing in its place an orange construction cone. The cone was 
wedged into the gap to deter the ravens from rebuilding in this location. During this period, one Common Raven 
was observed soaring and vocalizing outside the substation but did not approach the nest vicinity. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 032612_fhan_03 CP08-2-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 6 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/26/2012 5/11/2012 03/26/2012 - Pair actively building and vocalizing. Multiple trips with material observed. Nest in early stages circa 
30% complete. - FHoffman
04/01/2012 - BUSH observed adding fluffy nest material at 0959. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - During a 75-minute observation period, BUSH pair approached the nest twice. On the first occasion, 
the female added very fine spider webs or hair to the nest. On the second visit, one bird added coarser material. 
They spent the majority of the time foraging on the surrounding hillsides. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - The Bushtit pair spent the first part of the observation period foraging downslope. The female then 
approached the nest, without anything in her bill. She entered the nest and remained inside for well over 20 
minutes, through the end of the observations. The male spent this time foraging downslope and perching in the 
branches around the nest. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - The nest is intact after recent rains. Both adults were foraging in the nest tree as the biologist 
arrived. They approached the nest several times, and the female eventually entered carrying an insect. However, 
no nestlings were heard, and she remained inside for over 10 minutes, so the food was likely for herself. As the 
male foraged, he would bring insects back to the nest tree and consume them there. - VEurs
05/04/2012 - After 80 minutes of observation, no Bushtit activity was detected at the nest, which appears to be in 
good condition. It should be noted that at one point a pair of BUSH landed in the tree above the nest, but at the 
same time, a dump truck drove past. The pair flew from the tree and seemed to resume foraging. At another 
point 20-30 minutes later, a female landed in a shrub about 20 feet from the nest, with an insect in her mouth. 
Again, a dump truck passed at that moment and the female disappeared from view. Bushtits were actively 
foraging downslope during the entire observation period. However, it seems the regular passage every 20-30 
minutes of the dump truck may have been temporarily deterring approaches to the nest. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - The neck of the nest is detached from the anchor point on the branches above. There appears to be 
a hole in the bottom, but the nest is too high for the biologist to inspect it directly. The nest is elongated and most 
likely was predated, despite its well-disguised location. This nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes 
and is now closed. - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 032612_imll_01 EP112-3-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 80 100 80 80 Presumed Fledged 3/26/2012 4/30/2012 03/26/2012 - Pair observed adding fine nesting material and lining to a nearly complete nest 3 times during 45 
minutes while no work was occurring. - IMaunsell
04/05/2012 - Unable to access road through locked gate; will return tomorrow. - PKonrad
04/10/2012 - Pair in vicinity with 1 adult observed carrying food to nest and leaving with fecal sac. - JPawlicki
04/16/2012 - Pair of Bushtits bringing beakfuls of caterpillars and bugs to nest every 2 to 4 minutes. - PKonrad
04/23/2012 - Nest is in good shape, but no Bushtits visited the nest during 30 minute observation period. 
However, there are several Bushtits active in the area, including 1 pair south of the nest. Unsure if nestlings have 
fledged at this time and will check back soon to double-check. - PKonrad
04/30/2012 - No Bushtits observed in the area; the nest is in good shape although  the nesting material 
surrounding the entrance hole is a bit worn. Nestlings appear to have fledged and may have been the Bushtits 
observed south of the nest last week - closed. - PKonrad
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HOFI House Finch 032612_lgan_01 TL 6915 - 171684 69kv Structure Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 30 30 Fledged 3/26/2012 4/26/2012 03/26/2012 - A female house finch was seen bringing nest material into an insulator bracket at the top of 69kv 
pole Z171684. The male was singing from the top of the pole while the female brought material. The percent 
completeness is unknown. Two orange bird buffer ESA signs were placed 30 feet from the base of the monopole 
containing the nest on the access road to the north. - LGorman
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0855 to 0905. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - No HOFI activity observed. - RRadd
04/18/2012 - No activity observed. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - A male HOFI was observed feeding several begging fledglings not far from the nest. The nest has 
fledged successfully and is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 032612_mkhn_01 TL 6924 - 171687 69kv Structure Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 215 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/26/2012 4/10/2012 03/26/2012 - Adults visited nest with food several times and fed young. Visits took place with a biologist standing 
8, 15, and 25 feet away (different visits). Adult fed then sat on nest with biologist 8 feet away, and did not flush 
when biologist walked away. Two nestlings present, eyes still closed, and they appeared to be 4-6 days old. 100-
foot buffer established and marked with 5 signs (all on north side of nest). - MKuehn
04/01/2012 - CATH at nest at 0903. - HWinfrey
04/03/2012 - At least 3 downy nestlings with no pinfeathers visible in nest, appear to be about 6 days old. - 
HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest is clean empty and intact, suggesting successful fledging. - RRadd

Yes

NUWO Nuttall's Woodpecker 032612_rabe_01 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 16 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 3/26/2012 4/2/2012 03/26/2012 - Presumed Nuttall's Woodpecker nest due to being closest woodpecker species observed in general 
area, within 20 feet, over last week. Fresh cavity entrance in Sambucus mexicana approximately three inches 
deep. Inner cavity has not been started. 100-foot drive through only buffer staked. - RAbe
04/02/2012 - Cavity excavation has progressed since last week, with inner cavity now exposed. No woodpeckers 
observed in area, but entrance hole size is consistent with Picoides nuttallii. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - No cavity nesters observed associating with this location on either of several visits today and 
yesterday. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Cavity has not been improved since April 2. No NUWO detections. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Cavity has not advanced since April 2, and no woodpeckers detected. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 032612_rabe_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 75 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/26/2012 4/12/2012 03/26/2012 - Three pale, blue-green unmarked eggs in cup nest suggesting House Finch. Multiple House Finch 
pairs observed in area over last week or so carrying nest building material in immediate area by biomonitors. One 
pair was observed in the immediate area of the nest multiple times today. 30 foot buffer staked. - RAbe
04/02/2012 - HOFI pair within a few feet of nest. 2 eggs now in nest. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Nest contains 1 broken egg, however a HOFI exited the nest on approach, suggesting the nest 
remains viable. - RRadd
04/12/2012 - Eggshell remains found in nest. No activity in area.  Nest appears to have been predated. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 032612_vers_01 TL 6924 - 171682 69kv Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 200 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 3/26/2012 4/25/2012 03/26/2012 - A pair of HOFI were seen on the wire next to pole 171682. A short time later, the female was seen 
carrying grassy material into the bracket for an insulator arm. She returned within 10 minutes with more material, 
and the male attempted to copulate with her. She carried the material into the bracket while the male perched 
nearby, singing. - VEurs
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0920 to 0930. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - No HOFI during observation period 0900 to 0925. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - No activity observed during 45 minute observation period. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - No HOFI activity at the nest after 45 minutes of observation. HOFI's entered each of the upper 
brackets, but none appeared interested in the lower bracket. Lack of activity at this nest site over the past month 
leads the biologist to change its status from "active" to "closed." - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 032612_vnik_01 69kV-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - maintenance 45 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/26/2012 4/26/2012 03/26/2012 - Bushtit making several trips to nest with material. Appears to be lining nest. - VNovik
04/01/2012 - No activity observed from 0907 to 0917. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Nest appears complete, well protected and attached. No BUSH detected during late afternoon 
observation. - RRadd
04/18/2012 - No activity observed during noon observation period - BArnold
04/26/2012 - At the start of the observation period, the biologist noted the unusual appearance of the nest. After 
30 minutes with no BUSH activity, the biologist approached the nest to examine it closely. The nest is very 
stretched out at the top, with the nest entrance lower down than is usual on a BUSH nest. The entrance hole also 
seems larger than normal and faces up toward the sky. It doesn't seem that the nest was predated. Rather, its 
damaged condition seems to be a result of a string of storm events this area has recently experienced. Based on 
nesting cycle, it is possible that this nest contained eggs when it failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No
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BUSH Bushtit 032712_elss_01 EP117-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 70 70 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 5/14/2012 03/27/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed carrying and adding material to a nest that is approximately 90% 
complete. - ELoveless
04/05/2012 - Small Bushtit nest appears complete, but has a unique 'dent' in chamber below the entrance. No 
Bushtits observed or heard. - PKonrad
04/14/2012 - Nest appears unchanged; no Bushtit activity in area; status may not be active. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Pair of Bushtits observed adding material to nest 1 time during the 90-minute observation period. - 
ELoveless
04/25/2012 - After 15 minutes, a male Bushtit flew toward nest with a white object in its bill (food or nest 
material?), but avian biologist's presence 50 feet away seemed to distress the bird, so biologist left the area. - 
PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Nest checked at request of PAR construction. Female Bushtit observed entering nest and remaining 
inside while male foraged nearby. Nest appears 100% complete and in good condition. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Uncertain what the status of this nesting attempt is at this time; nest looks normal; no Bushtits were 
observed initially. But after 5 minutes the pair flew in from the south, very aware of avian monitor 35 feet from 
nest and seemingly hesitant to go to nest. Female went to nest and may have stayed there. Male went to nest a 
minute later and returned a short distance south, where it seemed to begin foraging. Never observed anything in 
the birds' beaks - could be egg laying or they may have nestlings. - PKonrad
05/07/2012 - No Bushtits were observed during a 30-minute period. The nest is the same although the top is a bit 
roughed up and an inert hole has been poked into the side of the nest below the entrance. The hole looks like a 
jay attempted predation, but the hole does not enter the interior of the nest. It was verbally recommended that 
an avian biologist should observe this nest site for an extended period to ascertain the present status of the nest 
as soon as possible. - PKonrad
05/14/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard during a 30-minute observation period. Nest is small and weathered. 
This nest has been hard to track during monitoring because the adults exhibited rather erratic behavior that made 
trying to assess the status of this nest week to week difficult to impossible - closed. - PKonrad

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 032712_elss_02 EP114-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 50 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 3/27/2012 4/27/2012 03/27/2012 - A pair of Western Scrub-jays was observed carrying and adding nesting material to a nest that is 
approximately 95% complete. - ELoveless
04/02/2012 - Observations of bio-monitor C. Frey over 2 days - March 29, 2012 - 0730; 2 Western Scrub Jays were 
observed away from nest by 75 to 150 feet with no crew onsite. A chase occurred with other pair of jays, and 1 
flew to nest while generator running and full crew present. An individual did not appear to have nesting material. 
Other individual of the pair perched 50 feet away; the pair left after 15 minutes and returned about an hour later 
with nesting material several times while crew worked on Leg A; generator not in use. March 30, 2012 - 0740; 
Common Raven perched on boulder 10 feet from Western Scrub Jay nest. Western Scrub Jay pair flew to over 100 
feet away and avoided going to rest while Common Raven present. After raven flew away with nest material, 
biologist used binoculars to look in nest, and no eggs were present. 0820; the Western Scrub Jay pair returned 
with material while a crew was present; no equipment running. - LThoreson
04/03/2012 - Observations of onsite monitor: 1331 - observed 2 Western Scrub Jays perched approximately 150 
feet south of EP114 tower site. 1341 - observed the pair of jays flying north behind the boulders where the nest is 
located. 1444 - observed pair of jays across the road east of EP114 tower site on ground. Pair did not alarm call, 
and rotor wash debris did not go near nest site. - VNovik
04/04/2012 - Monitor reported following : 0855 - observed 1 Western Scrub Jay perching on top of boulder next 
to nest and flying into vegetation below boulder. 1000 - observed 2 Common Ravens perched on a boulder by 
nest. The 2 Common Ravens were then  observed flying east of the site with a Red-tailed hawk. 1045 - observed 
the pair of Common Ravens fly from behind boulders north of site and head south. Did not observe any Western 
Scrub Jays during K-max activities or directly prior to K-max activities. Rotor wash and debris did not go near nest. - 
VNovik
04/07/2012 - Nest monitored during Crux micropile testing on legs D and A within nest buffer authorized in 
variance received 4/5/2012. Ground work and K-Max activity began at 1100.  Nest observations: At 1043, 3 scrub 
jays observed flying from south to north toward nest. One jay perched on a shrub adjacent to nest and watched 
crew for about five minutes. Jay pair flew from nest location southward out of site before any work activities 
occurred. Pair was observed to east of site at approximately 1645. Possibly different pair seen flying from general 
vicinity of nest soon after. Nest appears fully built and in good condition, no eggs or young present. No helicopter 
rotor wash was observed to impact the nest. - RQuilley
04/09/2012 - Biomonitor Anna Bryant reported Western Scrub-jays were observed perching on boulders in 
vicinity of nest and flew into vegetation near nest. Throughout day, biologist observed jays perching on vegetation 
surrounding the site. - VNovik
04/16/2012 - Western Scrub-Jay incubating tightly on nest; did not move when biologist was within 20 feet. - 
PKonrad
04/23/2012  No jays observed in area; nest empty but it is large  well built and the lining of the nest bowl is 

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 032712_esds_01 EP95-N Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 4/12/2012 03/27/2012 - As biologists inspected the nest location during the nesting bird survey, a Western Scrub Jay 
swooped down to the nest location making harsh vocalizations. WESJ then perched on a nearby shrub and did not 
leave this perch until biologists left the area. - EStrods
04/06/2012 - Adult Western Scrub-jay incubating 3 speckled light-blue eggs in large nest. Jay slipped out the back 
of the sugar bush as avian biologist approached the site, but quickly returned to nest as biologist walked away. - 
PKonrad
04/12/2012 - No eggs in empty nest; no Western Scrub-jays in area. Since eggs were observed on the previous 
visit, it appears the nest has been predated, although no sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings are evident, and the 
nest shows no deterioration. Only the fact that the nest is empty points to predation as the greatest potential 
cause of nest failure. - PKonrad
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CATH California Thrasher 032712_jdus_01 EP99-2-N-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 30 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 4/20/2012 03/27/2012 - Found nest during active nesting bird survey. Did not hear bird leave the nest. Nest has 1 egg in it. 
Female returned to nest 5 minutes after logging the location. - JDicus
04/06/2012 - California Thrasher incubating; did not leave nest; eggs probably close to hatching. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Adult California Thrasher brooding 2 small downy nestlings. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Nest is empty. Timing is premature for successful fledging of young. Likely predated. Incubation 
began on 3/28, with hatching expected on 4/11 and fledging not expected until 4/25 at the earliest. No feces on 
rim or branches surrounding nest. No feathers or remains detected in vicinity of nest. No fledglings or adults 
detected within 50 feet of nest in 20 minutes of observation. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

CATH California Thrasher 032712_jdus_02 EP99-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 65 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 4/6/2012 03/27/2012 - The nest was discovered during an active nesting bird survey. Biologist saw 1 egg and 1 nestling. The 
egg had a small hole in it and appeared to be about to hatch. - JDicus
04/06/2012 - California Thrasher nest is empty and there is no sign of nestlings or adults. Fine material used to 
form bowl of nest has been pulled up throughout the nest bowl. Appears predation is the most likely cause of 
nest failure - closed. - PKonrad

No

HOFI House Finch 032712_mdus_01 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 30 30 Indeterminate 3/27/2012 5/11/2012 03/27/2012 - A female House Finch was observed making multiple trips to a nest carrying bits of dried annuals 
and small twigs. The male accompanied her on several trips, singing from a nearby perch. Percentage of 
completion is difficult to estimate, as the nest is not completely visible. - MDicus
04/02/2012 - Pair perched on tower near nest, male chases away other nearby HOFIs. Nest appears nearly 
complete. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - HOFI pair visiting and defending this nest, but not observed in nest at 1316. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - HOFI activity continues. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - HOFI lying in nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Unable to see into nest, but activity of male suggests this nest is still active at 1100. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Nest is no longer present. - RRadd

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 032712_rqey_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - tower erection 45 100 40 40 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 5/8/2012 03/27/2012 - Pair observed actively adding material to nest during a 30 minute period. Nest is about 90% 
complete and is very close to the road edge. Pair flew away from nest during passing of slow drive-through traffic. 
- RQuilley
04/05/2012 - Bushtit brought material to nest, positioning it onto the top of the nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Both adults entered nest with fluffy material. Likely lining nest cup. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest observed passively from a concealed location 15 feet away. After 12 minutes, an adult flew to 
nest and entered, remaining inside for next 3 minutes. - MKuehn
04/24/2012 - K-Max flew legs to site. No rotor wash detected at nest tree. Winds are from north, and K-Max 
approached from south, using a 100-foot longline. Conditions were favorable for work. Shrubs on south side of 
work area appeared to be moving from rotor wash.  Bushtit was observed entering nest on regular basis and 
appeared unaffected by work activities. - VNovik
04/26/2012 - Adults observed entering and leaving nest before, during, and after skycrane operation. Wind was 
from the west and skycrane approached from east, causing minimal prop wash to hit nest. The nest branch did 
move from side to side due to rotor wash, however there was no damage caused to the nest. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - Prior to work activity, Bushtits observed bringing food to nest repeatedly. 1037-1041: 500 
helicopter hovered between 100-600 feet out of buffer with no observed impact to nest.  1038-1041: Skycrane 
approached from east and set tower layback. No rotor wash was observed at nest location. Bushtits returned to 
nest immediately following aircrane departure.  1251-1258: 500 helicopter hovered about 200 feet to southwest 
of nest. Pair was not observed returning to nest during this period.  1254-1257: Skycrane approached from east 
and set tower bridge. Rotor wash observed affecting the nest for 10 seconds with approximately 10-20 mph gusts. 
The nest remained intact and appears undamaged. Bushtit pair returned to nest within 10 minutes of all skycrane 
activities carrying food. Pair was observed returning to nest for the remainder of the day during all back bolting 
work and behaved naturally. - RQuilley
05/03/2012 - Both adults observed carrying food into nest. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - No activity at nest for 20 minutes. Nest has been torn open at the top on the north side, and a small 
hole is present at the bottom on the north side. Feathers and nest lining are strewn among branches below nest. 
Adults detected 30 feet away and were not observed carrying food; only foraging. Observations indicate nestlings 
hatched between 4/24 and 4/27 and would have been expected to fledge no sooner than 5/12. Nest appears to 
have been predated. - MKuehn
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BUSH Bushtit 032712_rqey_02 EP79-E-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 15 100 75 75 Presumed Fledged 3/27/2012 5/22/2012 03/27/2012 - Bushtit pair observed actively adding material to nest. Nest is approximately 50% complete. Pair did 
not appear disturbed by drive through traffic; 75 foot buffer given due to high exposure of nest to line of sight. - 
RQuilley
04/05/2012 - Nest complete although no Bushtits observed during 30 minute observation period. Checked back 4 
hours later, but no Bushtit activity observed during 15 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest appears complete and intact. No activity at nest during 20-minute observation from 40 feet 
away. Bushtits heard briefly within 30 feet of nest. - MKuehn
04/21/2012 - Both adults visited nest carrying soft fluffy nesting material inside, and leaving immediately. It 
appears they are not yet incubating or egg laying. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Again, both adults visited nest carrying soft fluffy nesting material inside, and left immediately. May 
be egg laying but not incubating yet. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - 3 different adult Bushtits were observed carrying food into nest in succession. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Adults observed entering nest with food. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to nest 1 time during 45 minute observation - ELoveless
05/22/2012 - No activity at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation. Nest is intact but no adults or fledglings 
detected in area. Based on observations, nest should have fledged between 5/15 and 5/22. Adults visited nest 
with food only once in 45 minutes on 5/16, indicating some or all young may have already fledged by then. Nest is 
presumed to have fledged successfully. - MKuehn

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 032712_sjon_01 EP70 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - foundations 250 100 40 40 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 4/24/2012 03/27/2012 - Bushtit pair observed building nest using material from a nearby Bushtit nest (nest ID 
032012_lton_01). Nest is approximately 25 percent complete. A recently failed nest is approximately 15 feet away 
(nest ID 032012_lton_01). Pair was nest building and collecting material within 5 feet of a biologist. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks complete; Bushtits heard nearby, but no Bushtit visited nest during 30-minute 
observation period. Checked back a second time, but no Bushtits observed during 10-minute period. - PKonrad
04/14/2012 - 4/9/2012observation - Nest appears good, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 25 minute 
observation period. Uncertain status. - PKonrad
04/16/2012 - Bushtit observed entering nest after approximately 15 minutes of observation. - SJohnston
04/24/2012 - No Bushtits were observed or heard during the first 15 minutes of this observation period, but when 
the nest was checked at close quarters, it was missing. Only a small remnant of the top of the nest was still 
attached to the tree, and the rest of the nest could not be found. A predator appears to have torn the nest off the 
anchoring branch and removed it from the nest site. No sign of eggs, eggshells, or nestlings in the area - closed. - 
PKonrad

No

CATH California Thrasher 032712_tcer_01 EP96-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 15 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/27/2012 4/6/2012 03/27/2012 - Adult California Thrasher on nest with 1 egg. - TCooper
04/06/2012 - Nest is empty and the lining of fine grasses has been pulled up almost throughout the nest bowl. 
Appears the nest has been predated, and there is no sign of eggs or eggshells in nest or surrounding area, and no 
thrashers noted in area - closed. - PKonrad

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 032812_ahll_01 EP35-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 5 100 70 70 Nest did not reach active stage 3/28/2012 4/18/2012 03/28/2012 - Observed male bringing sticks to nest cavity several times, and singing in area around nest. Did not 
observe female with male. Male BEWR bringing nesting material to a suitable cavity, sing, with the intent of 
attracting a female with his nest base. Nest is 5 % complete. - AHill
04/04/2012 - Nest appears almost complete, lining material present, heard BEWR sing 20 feet away. Pair built 
nest approximately 2 feet inside railing away from entrance. - AHill
04/11/2012 - No activity observed from 0630 to 0700 in light rain. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0635 to 0705. Nest material does not appear to have been moved 
in the past week. Mud at nest entrance has remained undisturbed over the past week. Examination of interior 
with a mirror shows that nest materials are arranged haphazardly with no nest cup established. Nest closed. - 
HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 032812_bald_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/28/2012 3/28/2012 03/28/2012 - House finches were observed bringing nest material to lower, eastern cable 'L' hollow arm bracket. 
The nesting attempt was approximately 60% complete and does not contain eggs or young. House finches 
continued bringing material during construction activity in this and adjacent monopoles and per the NBMMP, 
active work is considered a form of deterrent. Also, ribbon was placed at multiple points around the work area. 
SDG&E needed to access these steel riser monopoles over the next few weeks to QA/QC items identified during 
the recent testing of the underground system, and to conduct possible repair work. After determining there were 
no eggs, this nest material was removed and photographed per the NBMMP. SDG&E will install plastic around all 
brackets and other deterrents in an attempt to preclude bird nesting on these monopoles. - BArnold
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HOFI House Finch 032812_bald_02 CP88-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/28/2012 3/28/2012 03/28/2012 - House finch observed visiting cable clamp 'C' brackets. While an avian biologist was present, 
lineman reported small accumulation of material, with no eggs, that avian biologist confirmed. House Finches 
continued to bring material while lineman was working within 2 feet of 'C' bracket with nest material.  The nesting 
attempt was approximately 5% complete. Bird repellent ribbon was in place around the work pad. Furthermore, 
testing work has occurred at this location over the past few weeks and per the NBMMP, active work is considered 
a form of a deterrent. These House Finches were not disturbed by human presence or construction activity. 
SDG&E needs to have access to these poles over the next few weeks to conduct QA/QC work and possible repair 
work identified in the recently completed testing. After determining that there were no eggs present, this nest 
material was removed and photographed. SDG&E will install plastic over the brackets and other deterrents to 
discourage future nesting. - BArnold

No

CATH California Thrasher 032812_esds_01 EP99-2-N-A Road Area Chaparrals Other 90 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 4/20/2012 03/28/2012 - This nest was located during active nest searching. The nest was observed for a short period after it 
was located. No bird was seen actively using the nest, however the nest appears to have been built very recently. 
This nest appears to have been built by a WESJ or a CATH. Biologists suggest monitoring this nest for further 
activity. - EStrods
04/03/2012 - Observations incidental to conducting 3 day pre-construction nest survey yielded a California 
Thrasher visiting nest with 3 eggs. Changed status to active and added species ID to pen tab. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - Nest contains 3 speckled light-turquoise eggs; heard adult leave nest, but didn't see it. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Nest is empty and lining appears mussed inside cup. Likely predated since earliest possible hatch 
date based on observations is 4/14 and nestlings would only be 6 days old today (expected to fledge no earlier 
than 4/28). No eggshells, feathers, or remains found below or near nest. No adults detected in area in 10 minutes 
of passive observation. Closed nest and removed buffer signs. - MKuehn

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 032812_esds_03 EP99-2-N-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 87 100 80 80 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 4/27/2012 03/28/2012 - This nest was built with medium-sized sticks which included a tightly formed bowl built with finer 
plant material. The nest appears to be that of a WESJ or CATH. The nest was located during active searching. No 
birds were seen back at the nest or within the vicinity after it was located. Biologists suggest that this nest be 
monitored for further activity. - EStrods
04/07/2012 - Very quiet in100-foot butter of nest. Approached rest and no activity heard and saw nothing in nest. 
Nest remains in excellent condition. - LThoreson
04/16/2012 - Bird slipped away from nest unseen, but 2 Western Scrub-Jay pairs were very territorial, perched at 
tallest nearby locations calling while avian biologist quickly checked nest with 3 brown-speckled light-blue eggs in 
it. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Large rattlesnake 2 feet north of nest. Adult WESJ near and scolding. Nest contains 4 eggs. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Nest is empty and lining is mussed in cup. Appears to have been predated. Timing is too early for 
fledging young, as the nest contained eggs 6 days ago. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 032812_fhan_01 EP85-2-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - tower erection 270 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 4/22/2012 03/28/2012 - Bushtit nest appears nearly complete as pair are collecting feathers for lining. - FHoffman
04/05/2012 - Nest complete, but no Bushtits observed or heard during 20 minute observation period; may be at 
egg laying stage when Bushtits visit nest less or are inside nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nest appears intact. Passively observed for 15 minutes from 30 feet. No birds left or went to nest. 
Three Bushtits foraged within 50 feet of nest for 10 minutes. - MKuehn
04/22/2012 - This nest has been destroyed and was likely depredated. Bottom portion of nest still in tree and 
many pieces of nesting material strewn among branches below. No eggshell fragments located, but timing and 
previous observations indicate eggs were likely present. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 032812_ghan_03 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 70 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/28/2012 5/5/2012 03/28/2012 - 1100: Pair observed making multiple trips carrying nesting material. Nest appears to be 
approximately 80% complete. - GHuffman
04/06/2012 - Nest appears to be lined, but no bird on nest. HOFI pair approached nest, followed by another HOFI, 
and defended their nest, chasing off the second pair. One adult entered nest for a brief period. Male vocalized 
from the top of a nearby shrub. - VEurs
04/15/2012 - During a 15-minute observation period, the female was on the nest the majority of the time. Upon 
returning to the nest after a couple brief periods away, she was not carrying any food items and would quickly 
settle back on the nest. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - Female observed incubating. Construction appears to have no negative impacts to nesting behavior. - 
GHuffman
04/28/2012 - 2-3 gray, downy nestlings visible from the back of the nest shrub at 0745. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - The nest is empty, but in excellent condition, with a rim of feces typical of HOFI nestlings. No signs 
of predation. Just enough time has passed for the nest cycle to be completed. This nest is closed and presumed 
fledged. - VEurs
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 032812_imll_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 550 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 5/9/2012 03/28/2012 - Male CAGN making repeated trips to the nest location between 1000-1030. The male was observed 
to make 2-3 trips at a time before briefly pausing nesting behavior to forage with the female. Following foraging, 
the male would return to making trips to the nest, occasionally with very large pieces of nesting material. The nest 
was monitored from the opposite bank of the draw approximately 60 feet away. The pair continued natural 
behavior, and when the male made trips to the host shrub, a nest estimated to be approximately 30% complete 
was able to be observed. - IMaunsell
04/04/2012 - Pair observed adjacent to nest foraging and perching from 0850-0900. Male made three brief trips 
to nest shrub between 0855-0900 without material. Nest likely complete and ready for eggs or egg laying has 
commenced. - IMaunsell
04/12/2012 - Male CAGN was detected "pishing" at approximately 0705 near the nest location. At approximately 
0715 the male flew to the host shrub, called softly, the female departed the nest area, and the male proceeded to 
incubate. The female then called from the slope facing the nest. At 0748 the female returned to the nest area, 
called softly, and exchanged incubating duties with the male. - IMaunsell
04/18/2012 - Male initially observed foraging, made nest exchange with female at approximately 0815. Second 
nest exchange 30 minutes later. - MDicus
04/25/2012 - An adult male California Gnatcatcher was observed foraging and lightly scolding near the nest. The 
female parent was observed incubating the nest. The avian biologist observed one nest exchange where the male 
parent took over the incubating duties. - LGorman
05/02/2012 - During approximately 1.5 hours of observation, the adult male CAGN was observed foraging and 
returning to the nest vicinity 3 times, intermittently vocalizing, and once visiting the nest. The male was also 
observed interacting with the nearby CAGN pair whose nest had recently fledged. The adult female remained on 
the nest during the entire observation period, leaving it once, for approximately 30 seconds, before returning. - 
MDicus
05/09/2012 - After nearly an hour of inactivity, the nest contents were checked. The nest contained 1 egg and 
was covered with ants. The pair was later observed constructing a new nest approximately 180 feet north of this 
location. - MDicus

No

CATH California Thrasher 032812_jdus_01 EP98-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 31 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/28/2012 4/12/2012 03/28/2012 - Completely constructed and lined twig nest originally found during early morning nest survey, found 
to contain 1 egg and 1 newly hatched nestling. Pair of California Thrasher in vicinity upon approach later the same 
day to plot nest with GPS. Nest then found to contain 2 newly hatched nestlings (1 just hatched during nest 
survey). Adult calling softly from back side of nest shrub and returned to nest on immediate retreat of avian 
biologist to 50 feet; adult back on nest within 60 seconds. - JDicus
04/06/2012 - Large California Thrasher nest contains 2 large downy nestlings with pinfeathers showing on wings 
and tail. No adults observed near nest, but 1 thrasher singing east of road. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Nestling California Thrashers appear to have fledged. No nestlings, fledglings, or adults in area. Nest 
is in good shape and there is no sign that nestlings did not fledge. - PKonrad

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 032812_jpki_01 EP99-2-N-A Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 41 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 5/3/2012 03/28/2012 - Adults observed at fresh, complete nest. Contents of nest  unknown., but nest stage is presumably 
egg laying. - JPawlicki
04/06/2012 - Pair of Bushtits calling territorially near large nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - During 30 minute observation period, Bushtit periodically heard and observed near nest, but no 
nest visits were observed. After avian biologist approached nest to see if it was intact, a pair of Bushtits flew to 
top of nest tree, acting territorial. Apparently, they are post-nest building but pre-incubation. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Both adults observed entering nest with food. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Both adults observed entering the nest with food. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - No activity at nest and no BUSH detected within 100 feet of nest for 30 minutes. Upon close 
inspection, nest found to have small hole in bottom, and feathers and other nest lining material is strewn among 
branches below nest. Nestling stage commenced between 12-20 April, so timing of observations indicates earliest 
nest could have fledged is 1 May (18 day nestling stage). However, condition of nest and lack of adults feeding 
fledglings in area indicates likely failure due to natural causes (predated). - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 032812_rqey_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - foundations 110 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/28/2012 4/20/2012 03/28/2012 - One Bushtit observed carrying nesting material to nest. - RQuilley
04/05/2012 - Nest looks complete; no Bushtits observed or heard in area during 30-minute period, - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - No Bushtits detected in area for 30 minutes. Nest may be torn open on north side, but difficult to 
tell for sure. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No Bushtits detected within 30 feet of nest for 20 minutes. No activity at this nest since 3/28 and 
appears to be damaged on north side when viewed from east. Nest has failed but natural cause is indeterminate 
because nest is high, impossible to inspect closely, and may have contained eggs. Nest closed and buffer reduced 
to 0 feet. All signs were removed. - MKuehn

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 032812_rqey_02 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 4 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/28/2012 4/5/2012 03/28/2012 - One Bushtit observed carrying nesting material in vicinity of nest. Nest is approximately 90% 
complete. - RQuilley
04/05/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard during 30 minute observation period. When nest was inspected at 
close quarters, a large circular hole was present on the north side where the neck of the nest meets the chamber, 
opposite and below nest entrance. Apparent avian predation, although no sign of egg or eggshells - closed. 
Bushtits probably had not laid eggs yet, judging from nest chronology and status of other nests being built last 
week. - PKonrad

No
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BUSH Bushtit 032812_sjon_01 EP50-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 4/17/2012 03/28/2012 - Nest is 40 percent complete. Pair was undisturbed while logging GPS coordinate and brought 
nesting material to nest. - SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest looks complete or nearly complete; 1 Bushtit visited nest and foraged in area to west near the 
end of 30 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard in area during extended hour-long observation period. Small nest 
looks weak, but intact. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - No nest visits by Bushtits during 30 minute observation period. Upon checking nest status at close 
quarters, it was revealed that the nest has been predated as evidenced by a large hole torn into the bottom of the 
nest chamber. No sign of eggs, eggshells, nestlings or adults was observed in or near the nest - closed. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 032812_sjon_02 EP50-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 58 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/28/2012 4/24/2012 03/28/2012 - The Bushtit nest is 80 percent complete. The pair was seen carrying nesting material to the nest. The 
biomonitor discovered the nest, and the pair would not return when he was approximately 60 feet away. - 
SJohnston
04/02/2012 - Nest appears complete; 2 Bushtits very territorial as avian biologist approached site; flew to nest 
when biologist walked away. - PKonrad
04/09/2012 - Pair of Bushtits actively feeding unseen nestlings in nest; male had bill filled with small caterpillars. - 
PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Pair of adult Bushtits visiting nest, probably with food for nestlings. Pair appears quite timid, so 
avian biologist left area after their initial visit to the nest during the observation period. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - After 15 minutes of no Bushtit activity in the area, checked nest to find it has been predated. The 
nest is torn in half and lying on ground; no sign of eggs, egg shells, or nestlings among flattened nest parts - 
closed. - PKonrad

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 032912_bloh_01 CP13-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 230 300 300 300 Fledged 3/29/2012 4/25/2012 03/29/2012 - CAGN incubating. Nearest tower is complete and strung, with no work currently occurring. Active 
Red-tailed hawk nest on tower, with 500-foot buffer. No signage required unless hawk nest becomes inactive 
before this nest fledges, as this buffer is within the hawk buffer. - BLohstroh
04/04/2012 - At approximately 1000, the male was observed on the nest, before witnessing a nest exchange with 
the female. - BLohstroh
04/13/2012 - Male and female making trips to nest, spending time brooding on it, as well as bringing food items. 
Nest left unattended for a few minutes at one point, while pair foraged. - BLohstroh
04/18/2012 - Male and female leaving and making return trips to nest, feeding young. - BLohstroh
04/25/2012 - Pair feeding 1 fledgling in vicinity of nest. - BLohstroh

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 032912_elss_01 EP149-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 80 100 65 65 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/29/2012 4/21/2012 03/29/2012 - Biomonitor located nest through active searching. A pair of Bushtits was bringing nesting material to 
the nest. - ELoveless
04/03/2012 - Observed Bushtit leave and return to nest. Nest is in good condition and complete. Based on 
timeline, it is likely that this nest may have eggs in it. Bushtits were wary of presence of biologist when nest was 
approached for inspection. Bird deterrents are present in the form of mylar tape at the edge of the work area, 
and the tape is tied to shrubs; no tape on the tower itself. - VNovik
04/13/2012 - Attempt made to visit site, but bad weather hampered attempt. - VNovik
04/16/2012 - Nest appears intact. No activity observed for 30 minutes while biologist was watching the nest. - 
VNovik
04/21/2012 - E. Loveless reports that avian monitor was requested onsite during skycrane activities at tower. 
Avian arrived on site after biomonitors. One basket was set down by A-star. Avian located nest, which was down 
on ground (large portion of nest was on ground between rocks). Smaller portions were in other shrub. A great 
deal of feathers was scattered around, which could have been liner or adult feathers from predation. Since no 
construction activity has occurred in the interim onsite prior to today, failure due to natural causes is presumed. - 
KAlberts
04/21/2012 - E. Loveless reports that avian monitor was requested onsite during skycrane activities at tower. 
Avian arrived on site after biomonitors. One basket was set down by A-star. Avian located nest, which was down 
on ground (large portion of nest was on ground between rocks). Smaller portions were in other shrub. A great 
deal of feathers was scattered around, which could have been liner or adult feathers from predation. Since no 
construction activity has occurred in the interim onsite prior to today, failure due to natural causes is presumed. - 
KAlberts

No
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CATH California Thrasher 032912_elss_02 EP149-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - tower erection 50 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/29/2012 4/30/2012 03/29/2012 - Biomonitor found nest through active searching. Nest is structured and has beginning of lining. No 
thrashers were observed at the nest, but a pair was perched nearby. - ELoveless
04/03/2012 - CATH observed on nest with 3 eggs. Bird wary and left nest while being observed, though returned 
within seconds. Bird deterrents are in the form of mylar tape tied to shrubs around the structure site. The tape is 
not on the tower itself. - VNovik
04/13/2012 - Attempt made to visit site, but bad weather hampered attempt. - VNovik
04/16/2012 - Nest with 3 eggs; bird on nest. - VNovik
04/22/2012 - Two nestlings detected today in nest during tower erection. Adult male heard singing in the area 
when helicopter did not drown him out. On 4/21/12, avian biomonitor D. Mahto reported that during the setting 
of the middle section of the tower, the spotter helicopter (tail #792) flew in from the southeast above the 100-
foot buffer and hovered around the tower making full 2 circles. During the first circle, the helicopter was at an 
altitude of around half the length of the tower, approximately 50-60 feet above the ground. The host shrub was 
shaken by rotor wash. Nest was not directly inspected following this event to allow the nest and adult birds to 
settle again. - FHoffman
04/30/2012 - Nest is in good shape with a deep compacted empty bowl - nestlings have apparently fledged. No 
adults or fledglings observed in area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 032912_hwey_01 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 2 100 50 50 Indeterminate 3/29/2012 4/24/2012 03/29/2012 - Female Lesser Goldfinch observed making 3 trips to nest with thin woody nesting material between 
1220 and 1225. Nest cup appears to be nearly complete. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Female LEGO on nest at 1239. Male singing nearby. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - LEGO pair continues to occupy this nest. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - LEGO detected in area but no nest visits and cannot see into nest. - RRadd
05/06/2012 - Nest could not be refound and LEGO activity does not focus on the location described. - RRadd

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032912_hwey_02 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 5 100 100 100 Indeterminate 3/29/2012 4/24/2012 03/29/2012 - ANHU observed adding nesting material to small amount of plant down bound to branch with 
spider silk. Nest is 10-15% complete. - HWinfrey
04/05/2012 - Nest construction has progressed since last visit, 75% complete. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No nest was found at the described location. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - No nest found. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nesting observational history indicates possibility of eggs in the nest between October 5 to 15, with 
no nest found over the next 9 days. Nest failed, with or without eggs or young. - KAlberts

N/A

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032912_hwey_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 25 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 3/29/2012 5/9/2012 03/29/2012 - Female observed lying on nest, making brief forays to feed, then immediately returning. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - Female on nest at 1214. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female on nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female perches on edge of nest and feeds nestling at 1214, then settles on nest. 1 visible nestling, 
appears 1-2 days old. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - 1 nestling visible in nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Female and 2 nestlings visible on nest at 1240. Nestlings appear fully feathered. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest at 1015, appearing fully feathered and capable of leaving the nest. - 
HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Nest empty, no sign of predation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 032912_jdus_01 EP91 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Traffic 70 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/29/2012 4/27/2012 03/29/2012 - During active searches on a nesting bird survey, a twig nest lined with strips of bark, grasses and 
other fine vegetative material was found in a sugar bush. The nest was monitored periodically throughout the 
survey from various distances. A pair of California Thrashers was seen 100 feet from nest, and a pair of Western 
Scrub Jays was seen approaching to within 15 feet of the nest. No birds were seen going to the nest, though the 
WESJ were seen with fine lining material perched 80 feet from the nest, and the nest may be theirs. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Approached nest area and saw female California Thrasher on nest when 3 feet away. Halted 
approach and stood still; female then left nest and 3 eggs were observed in nest. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - Adult California Thrasher incubating, tight on nest. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - Nest contains 3 downy nestlings ranging in age from about 2-4 days old. Expected fledge date is 5/1 
to 5/3. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Nest is empty, and oldest nestling would have been only 10 days old today. Nest is otherwise in 
good condition. No nestling feathers or remains in or under nest on ground or branches. Apparently predated. - 
MKuehn

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 032912_mdus_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/29/2012 4/25/2012 03/29/2012 - Female observed adding material to a nest that is approximately 80% constructed. - MDicus
04/04/2012 - Female Anna's Hummingbird flies to nest at 0739 and remains on nest. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - Female ANHU comes to nest and settles at 1224. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - ANHU settles on nest at 0944; no indications of hatched young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest no longer present and branch is broken. Nest presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No
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HOWR House Wren 032912_mdus_03 Hartung CY-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 75 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 3/29/2012 5/28/2012 03/29/2012 - Adult wren observed making multiple trips with twigs and leaves from the base of a tamarisk 
(Tamarix sp.) across the access road to a cavity in the end of a large broken limb. - MDicus
04/06/2012 - HOWR enters nest at 1155. 2nd HOWR scolding squirrel nearby. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Incessant HOWR singing but not observed at cavity. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - HOWR pair continue activity at this nest. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOWR male sings at entry periodically, moves to nest guard when female departs nest at 1625, 
suggesting incubation. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Male bringing feather, female bringing food; many trips from 1546-1608. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - HOWR pair continue to feed this nest from 0716-0736. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - HOWR carries food to nest at 1645. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - No HOWR detected visiting during 30 minute observation. Monitoring chronology suggests 
successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

WBNU White-breasted Nuthatch 032912_rqey_02 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 23 100 75 75 Presumed Fledged 3/29/2012 5/22/2012 03/29/2012 - Pair of Whit-breasted Nuthatches observed bringing nesting material to cavity multiple times. - 
RQuilley
04/05/2012 - No nuthatches observed or heard during short observation period; returned 2 hours later for 20 
minutes (while traffic permitted), but no nuthatch activity noted. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Passively observed nest for 15 minutes from 25 feet away. After 2 minutes, male approached cavity 
with food and female emerged from nest. Male fed female away from nest, and female re-entered cavity 5 
minutes later, and remained on nest for next 8 minutes. Male fed female on nest 7 minutes after she re-entered. - 
MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Male approached cavity with food, and female emerged begging. Male fed female 12 inches from 
cavity opening, then both left vicinity of nest to forage. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Male approached cavity with food and female emerged, took food in her bill and carried it into 
cavity. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - Male approached cavity with food, and female emerged and left, then male carried food into cavity. 
- MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Male carried food into cavity. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Both adults entered cavity with food and left without it. Nest is expected to fledge very soon. - 
MKuehn
05/22/2012 - No activity at cavity for 30 minutes. One adult observed carrying food 150 feet from nest, but flew 
away and was not observed feeding fledgling. Based on observations, nestlings hatched between 4/20 and 4/27 
and were expected to fledge from nest 26 days later, or between 5/15 and today (5/22). Successful fledging of 
young appears to have been the likely result. - MKuehn

Yes

BEWR Bewick's Wren 032912_vnik_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 2 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/29/2012 4/29/2012 03/29/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren make several trips to nest location with nesting material. - VNovik
04/05/2012 - No Bewick's Wrens observed or heard, but nest appears complete with feathered lining, built on 
ground beneath silt fence material. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - No activity at nest during 20 minutes of passive observation. Male and female BEWR heard 
vocalizing within 40 feet of nest. Contents checked after passive observation period. Nest contains 4 eggs. - 
MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Nest observed passively for 8 minutes from 15 feet away. After 3 minutes, both adults approached 
nest and 1 entered, remaining inside for 5+ minutes. - MKuehn
04/29/2012 - No activity at nest and no BEWR detected in area for 20 minutes. Nest found to be empty with lining 
mussed. No other signs of disturbance to nest site. No eggshells present in or near nest on ground. Incubation did 
not begin until at least 4/13, so earliest hatching date is 4/18 and earliest fledge date is 5/12. Nest appears to 
have been predated with eggs or nestlings. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 033012_elss_01 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE4

Substation Chaparrals Traffic 35 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 3/30/2012 4/3/2012 03/30/2012 - A pair was observed adding nesting material. The nest appears about 60% complete. - ELoveless
04/03/2012 - Nest no longer present and apparently depredated (likely by corvid) with pieces of nest strewn near 
nest shrub - nest closed. Pair of Bushtits still observed in vicinity with one observed carrying nesting material to 
location over 100 feet to SE. Nest was monitored for activity on 4/3/12. A pair of Bushtits were initially observed 
foraging near nest shrub after which the male was observed with nesting material and proceeded to fly out of 
sight to SW. Nest was then searched for and was discovered to be depredated, as portions of nest were present in 
adjacent branches and on ground underneath nest location. Shrubs to SE of old nest were then searched for a 
partially built new nest, but none were observed within 100 feet of access road. Pair was then observed briefly 
foraging to north of old nest location. Regarding nest outcome determination, contents of nest were unknown at 
time of depredation, but likely did not contain eggs or young as nest was still in building stage when logged/last 
monitored on 3/30/12. - JPawlicki

No
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HOWR House Wren 033012_jdus_01 TL 6915/6924-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 75 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 3/30/2012 5/17/2012 03/30/2012 - Adult House Wren makes multiple trips to nest cavity with material. - JDicus
04/09/2012 - Although 2 adult wrens were singing, calling and foraging in the vicinity of the nest, neither bird 
approached the cavity during an hour of observation. However, the presence of a large Western Fence Lizard atop 
the snag with the cavity for approximately 40 minutes may have deterred the HOWRs from entering the cavity. 
The birds came within 10-15 feet of the snag, but no closer. - VEurs
04/10/2012 - No HOWR detected during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - After an hour of observation, no wren activity was observed at the nest cavity. A single HOWR was 
moving about the area and briefly came within 15 feet of the cavity, but never approached it. - VEurs
04/25/2012 - At the start of the observation period, the male HOWR briefly perched on the top of the snag 
containing the nest cavity. He then clung to the lip of the cavity and peered inside. He moved about the area, 
singing from different perches and once chasing off a Bewick's Wren. Later he moved to the area below the nest 
cavity, where he interacted with a female who entered the nest cavity. She was not carrying any food item and 
remained in the cavity through the end of observations (another 15 minutes) which suggests she is incubating. 
The male continued to sing from various perches. - VEurs
04/29/2012 - Duplicate for record of 4/25. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - The male wren made several trips into the cavity with insects during 15 minutes of observation. - 
VEurs
05/10/2012 - Both adults made several trips with food into the nest cavity within 10 minutes. Nestlings were 
heard vocalizing each time. - VEurs
05/17/2012 - Enough time has passed for the nest cycle to be completed. On previous nest visits, at least 1 House 
Wren was always detected very close to the nest. The lack of activity at the nest cavity today suggests the young 
have fledged and the family group is dispersing. This nest is presumed to have fledged. - VEurs

Yes

HOFI House Finch 033012_mkhn_01 CP88-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 3/30/2012 3/30/2012 03/30/2012 - House finch observed visiting cable clamp 'C' brackets. Biomonitor K. Vittum reported small 
accumulation of material, with no eggs. House Finches continued to bring material while lineman was working on 
the tower. These House Finches were not disturbed by human presence or construction activity. SDG&E needs to 
have access to these poles sporadically over the next few weeks to conduct QA/QC work identified in the recently 
completed testing. After determining that there were no eggs present, this nest material was removed and 
photographed. SDG&E has taped closed all openings to these brackets (including this one after nest was removed) 
to prevent future nesting activity from occurring. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 033012_sjon_01 EP11-3-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 6 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/30/2012 4/22/2012 03/30/2012 - Nest appears complete. Pair observed entering the nest. - SJohnston
04/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest, but several Bushtits were actively foraging within 20 feet of nest. - 
HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest, which appears slightly damaged, but not beyond use. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - No activity observed from 0915 to 0945. Large hole visible in side of nest, likely caused by a 
predator. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 033012_sjon_02 EP12-3 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals Traffic 350 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/30/2012 4/15/2012 03/30/2012 - Nest appears complete. Pair observed entering the nest. - SJohnston
04/09/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no Bushtits detected from 1015 to 1030. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Nest is torn and empty, with feathers stuck to nearby branches. Nest 
closed, most likely predated. - HWinfrey

No

CALT California Towhee 033112_jdus_01 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 20 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/31/2012 4/19/2012 03/31/2012 - Nest found while driving out after survey was completed. No activity observed, in 15 minutes but 
nest is newly constructed and in fine condition. Nest should be monitored for activity. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - 3 eggs in nest, light blue with a few brown streaks. Wrentit moving furtively near nest at 0750. - 
HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - An adult California Towhee was seen incubating on the nest. Observation was made from inside 
vehicle while driving out access road. Avian biologist did not approach nest. Towhee did not leave nest when 
pickup truck drove past. Changed species to CALT. - JDicus
04/13/2012 - CALT on nest at 1002 does not leave nest during 2 x 1-minute observations. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - Nest is empty. Since insufficient time has elapsed for a complete nest cycle, predation is presumed. - 
RRadd

No

CALT California Towhee 033112_jdus_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 3/31/2012 4/30/2012 03/31/2012 - Adult California Towhee observed gathering fine fibrous lining material from erosion control area 
farther upslope on access road.  Two trips to 80% complete nest with material were observed. The pair was 
observed copulating within 75 feet of the nest. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Agitated California Towhee present as observer approached nest area. Unable to view nest after 10 
minutes of searching, but bird behavior indicates nest continues to be active. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Observed by avian monitor, Garrett Huffman. No activity observed over 30-minute observation. 
Nest remains intact and appears to be 100% complete. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Nest in fine, lined, intact, empty condition. Possibly abandoned for an alternate location, as CALT on 
territory continue agitated behavior despite nest being unoccupied for 30 days. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 033112_jdus_03 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 5 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/31/2012 4/20/2012 03/31/2012 - Nest is in good condition, 95% constructed. Bushtits in nest area. - JDicus
04/07/2012 - Bushtit entered nest at 0830, 10 minutes after wire truck passed by. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - Solo BUSH exits nest at 1717. - RRadd
04/19/2012 - No activity observed from 0700-0715. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nest no longer present and no remains found. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 033112_mkhn_01 CP55 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

3/31/2012 4/16/2012 03/31/2012 - Pair of Lesser Goldfinch visits nest 4 times during 30-minute observation period, female carries nest 
material while male perches nearby. Nest is 20% constructed. - MKuehn
04/07/2012 - Female on nest at 0720. - HWinfrey
04/10/2012 - Observed with avian monitor, John Dicus, during wire pulling process. Helicopter flew sock line 
using a 100-foot long line with all three phases on south side of tower. While using long line, helicopter was able 
to avoid impeding on established 100-foot buffer. Incubating female did not flush from nest and tolerated 
activities at that distance. - GHuffman
04/13/2012 - LEGO incubation continues. - RRadd
04/16/2012 - Buffer signs broken and appear to be blown over. Nest was discovered 2 feet above ground laying 
on deer weed (Acmispon glaber). Nest originally located about 7 feet up in a chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum). 
Eggs were found under nest location broken and appeared to have been there for at least a day due to dryness of 
eggs. Female last observed incubating on 4/13. No construction activities were conducted on 4/14 and 4/15 at 
CP55. Presumed nest failure due to weather over the weekend from high winds and/or significant precipitation. - 
GHuffman

No

BUSH Bushtit 040212_ahll_01 EP9-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 18 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/2/2012 4/9/2012 04/02/2012 - Adults seen bringing lining material to nest every few minutes. Pair does not seem to be affected by 
drive-by traffic, and buffer staked for drive-through only. - AHill
04/09/2012 - No Bushtit activity observed in area and unable to locate nest or any nest fragments; contacted 
original observer to verify. - HWinfrey
04/09/2012 - Nest is no longer there. Only a couple pieces of nest material were found attached to manzanita, no 
other signs of nest. Did not hear or see any Bushtits in area. Unknown what happened to nest, but it was not 
physically harmed by construction. Nest appears 90% complete. Nesting chronology indicates that eggs may have 
been present at time of failure, hence an indeterminate outcome. - AHill

N/A

ROWR Rock Wren 040212_cves_01 CP34-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 100 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/2/2012 4/25/2012 04/02/2012 - A male was observed singing repetitively, drawing attention to the vicinity of the nest. The pair 
made a joint visit to the cavity and each individual made repeat visits. Eventually a pebble was taken from the 
TSAP into the nest cavity. 2 whitish pebbles and numerous sticks were situated at the entryway into the cavity. - 
CVettes
04/12/2012 - Adult Rock Wren actively singing in vicinity of crack between boulders, but does not visit nest for 30 
minute observation period.  Nest is 100% constructed and has a well-paved entrance of small flat rocks leading to 
clean grass cup nest. - JDicus
04/19/2012 - No activity observed during 30-minute observation period conducted in the afternoon hours (1600-
1630). - JDicus
04/25/2012 - No rock wrens were observed or heard in area. Nest building appears to be incomplete and halted. 
Numerous ants were observed all over nesting location. Closing nest due to inactivity and presence of ants. - 
GHuffman

No

HOFI House Finch 040212_imll_01 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/2/2012 4/2/2012 04/02/2012 - On Sunday, April 1, a biomonitor on site reported House Finch activity at this location. Because of 
SD County restrictions, equipment could not be moved on a Sunday. On April 2, a pair of finches was observed 
making 4 trips to the nest site with material over 15 minutes. Deterrents onsite include a plethora of flash tape on 
two adjacent towers and on the site perimeter. Additionally, work occurred at this location, including use of the 
lift to install deterrents, all day on the previous Friday, and is considered a deterrent in and of itself. After 
confirming no eggs or young were present, the nest was removed at 5-10% complete. Photographs were taken. 
The equipment was planned to be removed from the site today and is required for testing within the nest cycle, 
prompting the need for removal. Following nest removal, the man-lift was then removed from the site. - 
IMaunsell

No

BUSH Bushtit 040212_jdus_01 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 70 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/2/2012 5/13/2012 04/02/2012 - Pair makes 5 trips to 80% constructed nest with material in 25 minute observation period. - JDicus
04/16/2012 - Bushtit pair observed making multiple trips to nest. - MDicus
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair observed bringing material to nest. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - BUSH pair bringing feathers to nest interior at 0806. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Male making infrequent trips with very small amounts of nest material at 1456. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH visits nest intermittently from 1412 - 1425. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH pair carrying food items (ants?) to nest at 2 minute intervals from 1445-1458. Male makes 5 
trips for each by female. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest has been torn open at the side. Presumed predated. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 040212_jdus_02 CP48-2/CP49-1 PS-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 30 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/2/2012 4/21/2012 04/02/2012 - Female makes one trip to newly initiated 1% complete nest. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No activity observed at this location. The biologist was unable to approach this nest to assess its 
level of completeness to respect incubating HOFI in nearby nest. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - After 30 minutes of no activity, the biologist carefully approached the nest tree and examined the 
foliage. No evidence of a HOFI nest was found in the hanging clumps of leaves. This nest does not appear to have 
reached the active stage and is now closed. - VEurs

No
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HOFI House Finch 040212_jdus_03 CP48-2/CP49-1 PS-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 17 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/2/2012 5/7/2012 04/02/2012 - Female flying from nest gave away nest location. 5 eggs in complete nest. Pair returns in 5 minutes, 
female lays on nest. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - Upon initial approach to the nest, female emerged from the clump of foliage and landed on a 
nearby branch. She flew to the west and spent some time perched near a male HOFI. After about 15 minutes, she 
returned to the nest, where she settled with her tail sticking straight up. After 10-15 minutes, she adjusted to a 
more natural, tail down position. No male directly approached the nest during the observation period. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - Female on nest constantly throughout observation. No male approached nest. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No HOFI activity after 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - There was no activity at this nest on the previous visit. Upon inspecting the nest this morning, it was 
obviously deteriorating. No House Finch activity was detected in the nest's vicinity. This nest with eggs or young 
failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 040212_mdus_01 CP7 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Grading 60 100 30 30 Indeterminate 4/2/2012 5/25/2012 04/02/2012 - Biomonitor Brian Parker observed a pair of House Finches making multiple trips with small sticks 
and grasses to a cavity on the north side of CP7 monopole, with the female spending 3-10 minutes inside the 
cavity on each trip. The pair chased off another pair of House Finches but appeared unaffected by construction 
activities, which were ongoing through the nest building. Crews were working within 5 feet of the base of the 
pole, moving dirt and loading dump trucks, when the nest was first discovered. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - Site biomonitor A. Steyers reports regular continuing HOFI activity at this location this morning. - 
RRadd
04/19/2012 - The male and female entered the nest cavity just after the start of the observation period. The male 
exited shortly after and was not seen for the rest of the observation. The female remained inside for 30 minutes 
and was still inside when the biologist left the area. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - No HOFI activity observed at monopole after 40 minutes of observation. HOFI's heard singing in the 
surrounding habitat, but none approached the monopole. - VEurs
05/04/2012 - No activity observed today during 60+ minutes of observation. However, on-site bio-monitor A. 
Steyers reported the male and female making numerous trips to and from the arm yesterday morning, May 3. - 
VEurs
05/11/2012 - No HOFI's directly approached or entered/exited the nest during 60 minutes of observation. A male 
was perched on the wires above the nest, singing at the start of observations but then flew away. - VEurs
05/18/2012 - Construction activities (grading the pad below the host tower) occurred during the majority of the 
60-minute observation period. No HOFI activity was observed at the nest. - VEurs
05/25/2012 - Given the lack of activity observed at this nest over the past several weeks, this nest is now closed. 
The location of the nest within the tower arm makes it difficult to determine the outcome of this nest. The House 
Finch pair did display some incubating behavior, but never appeared to feed nestlings. It is possible that the nest 
was abandoned, but it seems unlikely that it was predated. Enough time has passed for the nesting cycle to be 
complete, but it is unclear what the outcome was for this nest. - VEurs

N/A

OATI Oak Titmouse 040212_sjon_01 EP67-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 70 100 70 70 Presumed Fledged 4/2/2012 4/24/2012 04/02/2012 - Observed Oak Titmouse singing 6 inches above cavity with item in beak for approximately 1 minute 
before entering cavity. Observed OATI make 3 trips into cavity within 20 minutes of initial observation. Feint 
begging calls heard from cavity. - SJohnston
04/09/2012 - Territorial Oak Titmouse singing and active throughout tree, but no nesting behavior was observed 
during 40 minute period. (But female may be incubating out of sight). Several cavities are available on south side 
of tree, including the nest cavity. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Observed Oak Titmouse enter cavity twice and remain inside the cavity for over 5 minutes each time 
within a 15 minute observation period. No item carrying was observed during the flights and no begging calls 
were heard. Fledging may have occurred. - SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Constant foraging and singing in live oak by Oak Titmouse(s), especially on south half of oak, but no 
sign of activity at any cavity(s) during 50 minute observation period. Observed 1 adult feeding another titmouse 
that was food begging, but could not see if begging bird was a fledgling or adult. Several titmouse flights back and 
forth to live oaks to west. - PKonrad
04/24/2012 - No Oak Titmice observed or heard during 30 minute observation period, which is drastically 
different from a week ago. After discussing observations at this nest with avian biologist S. Johnston, we believe 
the nestlings heard in the cavity by Johnston and T. Cooper probably fledged about 10 days ago, and that the food 
begging I witnessed last week was part of post-fledging behavior - closed. - PKonrad

Yes
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AMCR American Crow 040212_vnik_01 EP85-2-N Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 45 100 100 70 Fledged 4/2/2012 5/22/2012 04/02/2012 - Monitor observed raven in nest; both crows and ravens in area. - VNovik
04/09/2012 - Apparent Common Raven incubating on nest that has been well built up in past 10 days. This nest 
site was used by American Crows in 2011, and it is impossible to discern species at the time of this observation, 
but previous biologist observed a raven at this nest. - PKonrad
04/12/2012 - Tail of adult visible over nest rim, but unable to discern species. - MKuehn
04/22/2012 - No bird detected on nest when checked on 4/21 at 1400 and 4/22 at 1100. An American Crow was 
perched across the road in a coast live oak on 4/22, but flew from area and did not return for 15 minutes. - 
MKuehn
04/29/2012 - Adult observed on nest, shifting position often, indicating possible presence of nestlings. Timing of 
observations (incubating on 4/2) suggests nestlings should be present by now. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Nest species changed to American Crow. Adult perched on rim of nest, tending nestlings for 10 
minutes, then began brooding. One nestling head could be seen reaching over nest rim while begging and 
appeared to be in mid-development (10-15 days old). Adult later flew from nest and was positively identified as 
an American Crow. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - One adult and 1 fledgling observed off nest. - ELoveless
05/22/2012 - Two adults and 1 fledgling observed 150 feet from nest. No activity at nest in 20 minutes. - MKuehn

Yes

WTKI White-tailed Kite 040312_ahll_01 EP39-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/3/2012 TBD 04/03/2012 - Pair was seen copulating on nearby burned tree, flying to nest a few times, and one adult chased off 
a raven. Both male and female seen bringing nesting material to nest. Pair becomes agitated at 200 feet from 
nest. Nest appears to be complete. - AHill
04/11/2012 - At 0638, male brought prey to female perched near the nest. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Female lying in nest with male perched 200 feet away at 0757. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0615. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0709. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - 2 adults in area. 1 makes brief visit to nest, hovering at edge of nest, apparently feeding nestlings. - 
HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - Observed adult perched at nest then fly off. - AHill
05/21/2012 - No activity observed at nest. WTKI perched 50 feet from nest from 0655 to 0725. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - Adult feeding nestlings at 0630. - HWinfrey
06/04/2012 - Adult feeding nestlings at 0637. - HWinfrey
06/06/2012 - Adult WTKI carrying snake to nest at 0625.  Nestlings not visible. - HWinfrey
06/08/2012 - 1 nestling visible and moving in nest. Both adults in area. - HWinfrey
06/10/2012 - Adult on nest at 1442. Second WTKI perched 100 feet from nest. - HWinfrey
06/12/2012 - Adult flies to nest with prey at 0639. - HWinfrey

TBD

CACW Cactus Wren 040312_hwey_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 8 100 100 100 Satellite nest 4/3/2012 5/24/2012 04/03/2012 - CACW observed bringing grassy material to loose globular nest placed on prickly pear leaf. Nest is 
40% complete. Male singing constantly from perch above nest during visit. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - CACW singing at nest which appears 60% complete, lacking an entrance and lining. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Nest shows only minor improvements since last visit. CACW on site and working on new nest to 
southeast. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No changes to this nest; CACW still busy on territory and adjacent nest. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Nest shows some indications of maintenance, but still not fully enclosed. No CACW detected. - 
RRadd
05/08/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - CACW no longer occupies this small satellite territory. - RRadd

N/A

GRRO Greater Roadrunner 040312_hwey_02 CP62-2-E-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 14 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/3/2012 5/25/2012 04/03/2012 - 2 Greater Roadrunners were observed gathering coarse woody materials and adding them to a 
concealed nest within an ornamental Bougainvillea shrub adjacent to paved driveway. Materials were roughly 
pencil-sized, indicating that nest building began recently. - HWinfrey
04/11/2012 - No GRRO detections during 30 minute observation on rainy morning. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - GRRO gathers nest lining material on adjacent lawn at 1100 and carries to nest. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - GRRO pair nest exchange at 0901 after rainy night; dry adult goes to nest under bombardment from 
NOMO pair, then wet adult departs. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - GRRO brings lizard to nest at 1055. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - GRRO brings lizard to nest at 1339, both adults off nest at 1344. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - GRRO adult carries lizard to nest at 1547. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - No GRRO detections during 30 minute observation. Observational history and intact nest suggest 
fledging. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 040312_hwey_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/3/2012 5/3/2012 04/03/2012 - 2 Bushtits were observed adding nesting materials at 1030. Nest appears 80% complete. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Nest appears to now be 100% constructed and fully decorated externally. Male returns to nest, 
conducts nest exchange, and female departs, followed after a few seconds by the male. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Adult enters nest at 1231 and remains inside. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity observed at nest during steady rain. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - No activity at nest from 0845 to 0915. No sign of predation, however entrance hole appears slightly 
enlarged. Nest is too high to examine contents. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 040312_hwey_04 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading 85 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/3/2012 5/7/2012 04/03/2012 - A male and a female House Finch were observed adding fine nesting material to nest at 1146. - 
HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female incubates 5 eggs. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - 4 nestlings visible in nest, 2-3 days old. Male and female perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Nestlings in nest. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Nestlings visible in nest. Immediately after checking nest, biologist was asked to leave private 
property. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female perched above nest. Unable to verify nest contents without entering private property. - 
HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Male and female observed flying to nest at 1248. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - No activity observed at nest.  Unable to verify nest contents without entering private property. Nest 
presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 040312_mkhn_01 EP98-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 11 100 50 50 Fledged 4/3/2012 5/3/2012 04/03/2012 - Nest stage unknown, but likely egg laying; 2 adults within 2 feet of nest, but neither entered nest or 
was seen carrying nesting material or food during 15 minutes of passive observation. - MKuehn
04/12/2012 - Nest is in good shape, but no Bushtits observed or heard in area during 25 minute period. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Both adults visited nest with food at 1730. Nestlings could be heard begging inside nest when each 
parent entered, from 15 feet away. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Adults still feeding young in nest. Very loud begging can be heard from 25 feet away. Fledging 
should occur in next several days. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - Nest successfully fledged young. No activity at nest for 20 minutes. Small hole in side of nest wall 
just below original entrance. No feces on branches near nest or on ground below. Both adults found feeding at 
least 1 recent fledgling 80 feet north of nest. - MKuehn

Yes

CATH California Thrasher 040412_ahll_01 EP36-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Traffic 20 100 80 80 Presumed Fledged 4/4/2012 4/20/2012 04/04/2012 - Observed adult bringing food material to nest and visiting nest a few times, singing in area, and 
chasing off Western Scrub-jays that were perching close to nest location. Was able to check nest contents with an 
extended mirror, and observed at least one nestling. Nestling still has natal down, eyes appear to still be closed, 
and is not vocalizing, Nestling is probably 3 days old post-hatching, and CATH take about 14-17 days to fledge, 
which means this nestling hatched on April 2, and should fledge between April 15-18. - AHill
04/11/2012 - No CATH observed during heavy rain. Nest not approached. Buffer stakes relocated from 100 feet to 
80 feet. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. Adult heard calling nearby. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Nestlings remain in nest. - HWinfrey
04/20/2012 - Nest is empty. No sign of predation. Fresh fecal matter on edge of nest. Nest presumed fledged. - 
HWinfrey

Yes

BEWR Bewick's Wren 040412_elss_01 EP93-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 5 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/4/2012 5/11/2012 04/04/2012 - Pair was observed bringing grass nesting material to cavity. They brought material 4 times during 
the 1-hour observation period. - ELoveless
04/12/2012 - No Bewick's Wrens observed or heard in area. The position of the cavity entrance and wet 
appearance of the cavity indicates that rainfall yesterday may have affected the nest site. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - Passively observed nest from a concealed location 10 feet away for 20 minutes. After 10 minutes, an 
adult approached the nest carrying a white feather in its bill and entered the cavity, remaining inside for the next 
10+ minutes. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Passively observed nest from a concealed location 10 feet away for 30 minutes. No BEWR were 
detected within 30 feet of nest, and there was no activity at cavity. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - Again, no BEWR activity at cavity or within 40 feet of nest for 30 minutes. Nest may be inactive, but 
will check once more next week when nestlings should be present and activity should be higher. - MKuehn
05/11/2012 - No activity observed at nest location during 30 minute observation period. Based on previous 
observations, nest is no longer active. Nest closed. - VNovik

No

HOFI House Finch 040412_hwey_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/4/2012 5/10/2012 04/04/2012 - House Finch observed adding nesting material to underside of trailer at 0719. - HWinfrey
04/13/2012 - Female HOFI lying in nest during rain event. Nest does not appear substantial enough to receive an 
egg. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest contains 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Female HOFI flies to nest and stays 1202. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOFI continue to visit this nest. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nestlings appear ready to fledge. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest is empty, presumed fledged (HOFI young observed nearby). - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040412_hwey_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 18 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/4/2012 5/2/2012 04/04/2012 - A pair of House Finches were observed adding green leafy nesting materials to nest. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - HOFI pair continues to visit this nest, but no incubation is yet in progress. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - HOFI activity continues here but unable to determine if nesting against the trunk or in old HOOR 
nest. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Much HOFI activity around this palm but no birds observed on nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Hanging nest (2011 HOOR NID 7002553) is no longer present. - RRadd

No
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HOFI House Finch 040412_hwey_03 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 30 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/4/2012 5/2/2012 04/04/2012 - Female on nest with 1 egg. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - HOFI on nest containing 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/14/2012 - HOFI continues incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Wind has blown fabric back, and nest is open to the sky with 3 freshly hatched young and at least 
one unhatched egg. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest is empty and depredated. Young and eggs were lost following exposure when sheltering fence 
fabric was blown away from nest by unknown agents. Nest was subject to weather and prop wash as a result of a 
location directly under the helicopter flight line, as well as being situated on an unstable substrate. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 040412_hwey_05 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/4/2012 5/2/2012 04/04/2012 - Female on nest which contained 2 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - HOFI at nest containing 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - HOFI at nest containing at least 3 unfeathered young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest contains 3 nestlings. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest is empty with many feces at rim suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

CORA Common Raven 040412_hwey_06 CP41-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/4/2012 4/6/2012 04/04/2012 - Two Common Ravens were observed adding sticks to nest, which is less than 5% complete. Birds 
made 3 trips with nesting material during 5 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and 
through adherence to the NBMMP. Following concurrence, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and 
removed the partially constructed Common Raven nest in the presence of an avian biologist. The nest area was 
photographed as well. At the time of removal the nest was approximately 10% constructed and contained no eggs 
or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed 
nest. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 040412_jdus_01 EP91-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 4 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/4/2012 4/27/2012 04/04/2012 - Biologist heard Bushtit along road near EP91 on EP92-N and saw a Bushtit individual fly to the nest. 
The nest appears complete. Later a male was seen carrying nesting material to the nest, and little activity was 
observed thereafter; therefore it is possible that the female is incubating. There are numerous WESJ around, so 
discretion is appropriate when observing. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard during 30-minute observation period. Nest looks good after rainfall 
yesterday. - PKonrad
04/21/2012 - No activity at nest and no BUSH detected in area in 20 minutes of passive observation. Top of nest 
may be damaged, and small pieces of nesting material seen resting in branches below nest. Otherwise nest 
appears in good condition. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - No activity at nest or in area for 20 minutes. Close inspection of nest revealed it has been torn open 
from south side in middle, and at top. Likely depredated, but unknown whether it contained eggs, and no eggshell 
fragments could be found under nest. - MKuehn

N/A

WTKI White-tailed Kite 040412_ltiw_01 Suncrest-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/4/2012 TBD 04/04/2012 - A biomonitor reported a White-tailed Kite nest. The pair was observed bringing sticks to a nest. On 
4/4, an avian biologist observed the female on the nest for about 10 minutes, with the male nearby. For the rest 
of the 30-minute observation period, the female was perched at the nest, so it is presumed she is egg-laying. At 
one point, both birds mobbed and drove off a Common Raven that flew nearby. The kites did not react to the 
biologist parking at the access road edge. A 500-foot buffer was established. - LTymkiw
04/11/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0749. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Female on nest at 0849. - HWinfrey
04/25/2012 - Male brings food to female perched off nest at 0640. Female immediately returns to nest and 
assumes incubating posture. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0945. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Female observed on nest at 1030. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Female on nest at 1504. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Female on nest at 1258, perched in upright posture indicating that nestlings are present. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - 2 nestlings just visible moving in nest. Adult WTKI perched 10 feet above nest. - HWinfrey
06/05/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest.  Adult hunting 200 feet away. - HWinfrey
06/12/2012 - Adult on nest leaves to forage. 2 nestlings are visible in nest. - HWinfrey

TBD

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 040412_vers_01 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals Grading 120 100 45 45 Nest did not reach active stage 4/4/2012 5/3/2012 04/04/2012 - The on-site biomonitor observed a pair of Northern Mockingbirds making numerous trips with 
nesting material to a laurel sumac about 45 feet from the work area. The pair made trips throughout the day 
while construction was occurring. - VEurs
04/12/2012 - Nest is an approximately 60% complete basket of twigs and has yet to receive lining. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest appears complete and lined, but contains no eggs. NOMO on site. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - NOMO alarming and scolding at 40 feet; did not approach closer. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is unimproved and falling apart. - RRadd

No
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HOFI House Finch 040412_vers_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals Grading 50 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/4/2012 4/15/2012 04/04/2012 - During a sweep of the work area, the on-site biomonitor discovered a nearly complete nest in a 
laurel sumac. It appears to be a Lesser Goldfinch nest, but during subsequent observations, both LEGO and House 
Finches were seen carrying material to the nest. At this point, it is unclear which species is settling in the nest. - 
VEurs
04/06/2012 - Originally, the nest was thought to belong to a LEGO; however, a HOFI occupies this nest now. - 
LThoreson
04/12/2012 - HOFI attending nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs, but HOFI not observed at nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI appears to depart off this nest which still contains 3 eggs, but possibly just a visitor. No return 
observed. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - No HOFI observed. Nest was apparently abandoned during egg-laying. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 040512_hwey_02 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/5/2012 5/4/2012 04/05/2012 - Nest is complete, contains 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs and 2 hatched young. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - 3 nestlings and 2 unhatched eggs. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nestlings are large and feathered and should fledge in a few days. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nest is empty, save for 2 unhatched eggs, indicating successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040512_hwey_03 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 30 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/5/2012 5/4/2012 04/05/2012 - Complete nest with 5 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - Nest contains 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest contains unfeathered young approximately 2 days old. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest contains at least 4 nestlings. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nestlings are large and feathered and should fledge in a few days. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nest is empty and appears to have successfully fledged. HOFI remain active and may re-nest. - 
RRadd

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 040512_jdus_01 EP99-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 40 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/5/2012 4/12/2012 04/05/2012 - Bushtit pair made multiple trips to nest with material. Nest is 70% constructed. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - Completed Bushtit nest has been depredated, as evidenced by at least 2 holes poked into the nest, 
in the neck of the nest, and a large hole in the chamber. Interior of chamber is lined with fine grass, but there is 
no sign of eggs, eggshells, or adults in nest or in the surrounding area. Nesting chronology indicates that eggs may 
have been present at the time of the depredation event, but it is inconclusive, therefore the outcome is 
Indeterminate. - PKonrad

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 040512_jdus_02 EP99-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 3 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/5/2012 4/20/2012 04/05/2012 - Pair brings material to 25% constructed nest. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No Bushtits heard or observed during 45 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No BUSH activity at or near nest in 30 minutes. Nesting material present in described location, but 
less than 25% of a complete nest, indicating nest site was abandoned before completion or nest was built beyond 
25% and then destroyed somehow. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 040512_jdus_03 EP99-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 28 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/5/2012 4/27/2012 04/05/2012 - Pair observed bringing nesting material to cavity. - JDicus
04/12/2012 - No Bewick's Wrens observed or heard during 45-minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No BEWR detected in area for 30 minutes. No nesting material can be seen through cavity opening. 
Should be incubating now if building on 4/5, but could be egg-laying. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Observed nest from a concealed location 15 feet away for 30 minutes. No BEWR activity observed at 
this nest today, or since it was found on 4/5, despite 3 long periods of observation. Unknown if nest construction 
was ever completed or if eggs were laid. No eggshell fragments found in vicinity of cavity opening. Assuming nest 
never reached active stage. Possible dummy nest site. - MKuehn

N/A

HOFI House Finch 040512_jdus_04 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 15 100 10 10 Presumed Fledged 4/5/2012 5/16/2012 04/05/2012 - Yard monitor Kelsey observed pair bringing material to nest (10% constructed) with grading work 
occurring 10 feet away. - JDicus
04/10/2012 - Female was seen bringing stick nesting material very frequently, with male following close behind 
her and singing when perched on wheel while female was tending to nest. Pair still came to nest while generator 
was running 13 feet away. Male has pale yellow coloration. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Nest appears to be complete. Observer did not observe House Finches go to nest, but heard singing 
within 100 feet. - AHill
04/18/2012 - No activity observed at nest during helicopter flights 50-100 feet of nests. Helicopter buffer was 
expanded from 30 horizontal feet to 100 feet. - AHill
04/25/2012 - No HOFI observed in area, and no activity at nest. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Biomonitor K. Hoyt reports seeing female fly in to nest. Unable to view nest contents. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Biologist B. Pikay reported adults making frequent visits to nest. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Yard monitor reports observing nestling hopping up out of nest, then back into nest. Female brings 
food to nest at 1024. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - No activity at nest. Presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes
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BUSH Bushtit 040512_ltiw_01 GS-NF-25 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests OH - tower erection 200 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/5/2012 5/8/2012 04/05/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed carrying nesting material to a nest in a coast live oak that is about 
25% complete. The pair made 6 trips to the nest in about 30 minutes of observation. A 50-foot buffer was 
established. The pair continued to bring material to the nest with the avian biologist about 45 feet away, 
recording data. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - At least one adult scolding WESJ in nest tree upon arrival of biologist. No birds visited nest for next 
30 minutes. Then one BUSH brought fluffy material inside nest 3 times in 10 minutes. Never observed pair 
together. Likely lining nest cup. Outside of nest appears complete. - MKuehn
04/19/2012 - Birds observed entering nest on regular basis. Nest looks complete. - VNovik
04/28/2012 - No BUSH at nest or detected in area for 30 minutes. Nest appears intact and complete. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Nest has been torn apart and is detached from limb, resting in a high fork below original location. 
No eggshells could be found on the ground below nest and uncertain if eggs were ever laid. Bushtits observed 
building on 4/19, but no activity since then. Outcome cannot be determined. - MKuehn

N/A

CORA Common Raven 040512_mdus_01 CP36-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/5/2012 4/10/2012 04/05/2012 - Biomonitor Lorena Bernal observed a pair of Common Ravens making 2 trips with nest material to 
the northwest corner of tower CP36-1.The avian monitor later observed one adult carrying a stick to the tower 
while the crew stood at the base. At this point, the nest consists of only 1-2 sticks. - MDicus
04/06/2012 - Ravens observed making 1 trip to nest with material, but nest is not noticeably more complete than 
yesterday. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and 
through adherence to the NBMMP. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman 
was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common Raven nest. At the time of 
removal, the nest was approximately 80% constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting 
bird deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. The nest area was 
photographed before and after removal and following installation of the deterrent. The nest is located on a 
structure required for upcoming wire pulling. A delay due to allowing the nest cycle to continue would likely 
prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by June 1, 2012 to ensure system 
reliability. Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 4/9/2012. - MDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 040512_mkhn_01 CP88-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/5/2012 4/5/2012 04/05/2012 - A House Finch was observed carrying nesting material to mesh netting around base of tower. 
Biomonitor K. Vittum reported birds made 2 dozen trips with material this morning. The House Finches continued 
to bring material while 5 vehicles were parked 40 feet from nest and 8 project personnel stood 15 feet from 
tower. These House Finches were not disturbed by human presence. SDG&E requires access to these poles 
sporadically over the next few weeks to conduct QA/QC work identified in the recently completed testing. This 
testing is critical to energizing the line, and this nest would have precluded access to testing areas if allowed to 
progress, since nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction. After determining that there were no eggs 
present, this nest material was removed and photographed. Additional mylar tape was placed around brackets 
and sagging areas of mesh netting were pulled tight in the attempt to eliminate potential future nest sites. - 
MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 040512_mkhn_02 CP49 Temp Work Area Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/5/2012 4/5/2012 04/05/2012 - Onsite biomonitor saw HOFI visit nest while carrying nesting material. Avian biologist later observed 
pair visiting nest with female carrying nest material. Nest was mostly lined and approximately 95% complete and 
contained no eggs. Nest site was photographed and nest was removed, per the NBMMP, based on need for wire 
on the spool for current wire stringing operations at CP49-CP55, which needed to be moved today. Work has 
been occurring within 20 feet of nest and deterrents, including mylar tape and mesh netting that were in place on 
outside of spools, but not in the small pocket where the nest was established. Nest was not a candidate for a 
buffer reduction since the nest substrate needed to be moved. SDG&E will cover these openings after spools are 
moved to new location. - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 040512_vers_01 Jacumba Valley Ranch CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/5/2012 4/5/2012 04/05/2012 - On-site biomonitor P.K. Sharp observed a pair of House Finches making repeated trips with nesting 
material to the front of a crane. An avian biologist came to inspect the crane and discovered a 60% complete, 
unlined nest. The birds continued to visit the crane and nest as the nest was being documented. Nest was 
removed prior to eggs or young being present, based on Construction's need to use equipment the following 
week to install a guard structure at the EP247. Anticipated nest cycle that would have precluded the usage of the 
equipment. - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 040512_vnik_01 EP82 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 85 100 85 85 Indeterminate 4/5/2012 4/29/2012 04/05/2012 - Pair bringing nesting material to nest. Nest appears to have suffered damage, possibly from jays; 
large chunk torn out. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - Nest passively observed for 30 minutes. No activity at nest but BUSH observed foraging within 20 
feet of nest. - MKuehn
04/19/2012 - Observed pair near nest. One Bushtit entered nest. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - Nest has been usurped by a mouse. After 30 minutes of passive observation with no BUSH activity 
at or near nest, the nest was inspected and found to have a small hole in the bottom, on the south side. When 
probed with a finger, a mouse emerged out of the top (entrance) of the nest. Unknown whether nest ever 
contained eggs, and no eggshells could be found on the ground below nest. - MKuehn

N/A
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BUSH Bushtit 040612_ahll_01 EP24-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 10 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 4/27/2012 04/06/2012 - One adult was seen flying to adult several times, singing and calling, then quickly leaving nest. No 
material was seen being carried.  On one visit, a bird emerged from the nest, and the pair flew off together to 
presumably forage. Nest is complete and appears weathered, implying that the birds have been at this nest for 
some time. - AHill
04/13/2012 - Adult visits nest at 0708. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - 2 adults bringing food to nest at 0858. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - No activity observed from 0740 to 0820. Nest is in good condition with no sign of predation. Nest 
presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040612_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - Nest appears to be complete. Pair was seen flying around nest and perching within a couple of feet 
and singing. - AHill
04/12/2012 - Observed 4 eggs in nest, and observed House Finches nearby singing. Did not directly observe 
female going to nest. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Observed female incubating and saw her fly off nest. Nest contains 5 eggs. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Female was on nest brooding, then flew off. Avian biologist was able to check the nest and observed 
2 eggs and 3 small hatchlings, probably 1-2 days old. - AHill
05/02/2012 - Observed female leave nest on own accord. Nest contains at least 2 nestlings and 1 unfertilized egg. - 
AHill
05/05/2012 - Adult visits nest at 0815. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Nest contains at least 2 nestlings, but did not observe adults enter nest over hour period. Observed 
male singing 2 feet from nest frequently and female calling. Male was seen feeding female. Nestlings should 
fledge anytime. - AHill
05/14/2012 - Nestlings have fledged. Pair is renesting over old nest, built fresh material over old nest. - AHill
05/23/2012 - Five eggs in nest, female incubating. - AHill
05/30/2012 - Female seen flying to nest with male and staying on nest for 20 minutes before flying off to go 
presumably forage. - AHill
06/05/2012 - Female on nest at 0840. - HWinfrey

TBD

BANO Barn Owl 040612_bald_01 69kV-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/6/2012 TBD 04/06/2012 - Eggshell fragments discovered underneath steel monopole, which fledged BANO in 2011. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - No activity observed from 0835 to 0850. However, there is a BANO feather and numerous pellets 
and rodent bones at the base of the monopole, as well as significant amounts of whitewash. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Pre-fledgling Barn Owl found dead in northwestern portion of Sycamore Substation. No indication 
of cause of death. This pre-fledgling owl may have come out of the nest in the steel monopole just outside the 
northwest corner of the fenced substation as a result of the very heavy winds and rain last night. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - No activity or new sign observed. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - On 28 April 2012, a fully developed and feathered juvenile Barn Owl was found in the moat for 
Transformer Bank 71 with just a few downy feather remnants. This owl was laying on its side, alive but dying from 
some unknown cause. There was no sign of trauma or injury. The owl was removed from the substation and 
placed at the base of the nest pole, outside the fence. It died shortly thereafter. This owl died of unknown 
reasons, but left the nest successfully, and is considered to represent a successful fledging event. There was no 
work occurring when the dying owl was discovered early in the morning. - BArnold
05/02/2012 - Fledgling observed flying about nest monopole at 1400. Remained perched on steel peg just below 
middle southeastern arm. Nest continues to successfully produce fledglings. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Five Barn Owls observed or heard by bio-monitor during nighttime work extending until 2230. 
Included 'juvenile hiss' and 'juvenile snore' vocalizations, indicating recent fledglings. Based on numbers and 
observed patterns of association, it appears that at least 3 recent fledglings were present. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Biomonitor last night heard the Barn Owl 'hissing snore' from the monopole nest arm cavity 
indicative of juvenile presence. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - No activity observed, and no new sign of owls. All may have fledged. - BArnold
05/26/2012 - Observed nest last night between 2000 and 2100. A single nestling was heard begging for food, 
using the juvenile 'hissing snore' vocalization while perched on the side of the monopole slightly below the nest 
cavity arm, using a peg for support. This juvenile took a short, haltingly erratic flight to a nearby A-frame where it 
perched briefly before returning to the nest monopole. Adults observed hunting and calling over the chaparral 
vegetation surrounding the substation. This morning a dead, partially decomposed fledgling with some remaining 
down was found within the fenced substation, near the control house. - BArnold
06/01/2012 - Two Barn Owls spooked from spare transformer bank, including 1 recent fledgling. This may be the 
young owl observed last week, or it may be another young fledgling. The nest is still considered active, and will 
remain so until next night-time check indicates no more activity. - BArnold

TBD

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_02 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 15 100 15 15 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 5/9/2012 04/06/2012 - HOFI observed flying to nest. 6 eggs in nest. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female quietly in nest. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult left nest, 6 eggs on nest. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - At least 4 nestlings in nest, no eggs observed. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Nest with at least 2, maybe more, large nestlings. These appear ready to fledge soon. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Nest empty, with evidence of heavy recent usage. Large nestlings present on 3 May, which the avian 
biologist believed would be fledged within several days. This nest presumably fledged, as there was no recent 
work in the area and the nest was well concealed and protected from predators. - BArnold

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_03 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 15 100 15 15 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 5/15/2012 04/06/2012 - Fresh material in nest. New egg on lower screen of fan below the nest, recently fell out. No eggs in 
nest. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female seen exiting below the nest. Returned soon after, settled on nest. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult left nest, 4 eggs present. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Four eggs in nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Four nestlings in nest. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Nestlings in nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Well protected nest, slightly degraded, indicative of recent fledging. - BArnold

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_04 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 10 100 10 10 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/6/2012 4/23/2012 04/06/2012 - Female HOFI observed on nest. Was not affected by presence of two biologists within 5 vertical feet. 
- BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female quietly on nest, unperturbed by biologist's presence nearby. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult HOFI on nest. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Nest is no longer on ledge on side of transformer. Rather, it has fallen into the transformer 'moat' 
south of the transformer. There is no sign of eggshells or feathers on the ground or anywhere in the area. Likely 
predation by the pair of nesting CORA in the substation. This nest was relatively exposed, as it was not placed in a 
hidden location. Rather it was in plain view on the transformer's side. Nest is now closed. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_05 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 25 100 15 15 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 5/11/2012 04/06/2012 - Nest with 2 eggs. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Female quietly on nest at 1123. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Adult on nest, 6 eggs. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Female flushed from nest at 2 feet. Several nestlings (maybe 5), 1 egg. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - At least 4 medium-sized nestlings in nest. Adult brought food. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Two recent fledglings in immediate area, with adult. Observed 1 nestling fledge, quickly attended to 
by adult. One nestling remains on nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Last nestling no longer present, presumed fledged. - BArnold

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_06 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 30 100 15 15 Nest did not reach active stage 4/6/2012 5/25/2012 04/06/2012 - HOFI observed entering and exiting tube with nest material on 4 April. Adults continue to enter on 6 
April, but with no nest material. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - Almost immediately, a pair of HOFI landed near the tube entrance. The female entered the tube 
were she remained for the duration of the observation period (about 25 minutes). The male perched about 25 
feet away, sang briefly, flew off and did not approach the nest for the rest of the observation period. - VEurs
04/14/2012 - Valerie Eurs observed female enter nest and remain for 20 minutes, until end of observation period. 
- BArnold
04/23/2012 - Multiple singing males in 69kV rack superstructure, but no activity associated with this nest during 
30-minute observation period. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - No activity observed during 45-minute observation period. HOFIs heard and seen in 69kV rack, but 
not at nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - No activity observed. HOFI activity in 69kV rack, but not at this nest site. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity observed during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - No activity observed. It is doubtful that this nest ever reached Active status. HOFI adult female was 
observed bringing nest material on 04 April. Adult HOFIs were observed entering tube on 6 and 14 April, but since 
then, no activity was observed. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_07 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 15 100 15 15 Nest did not reach active stage 4/6/2012 5/25/2012 04/06/2012 - HOFI entering and exiting open tube end repeatedly. Previously seen entering with nest material. - 
BArnold
04/14/2012 - It is unclear what is occurring here. A male perched just below the entrance for several minutes 
before flying off. A female emerged, sat at the entrance for a short period and then flew to the adjacent tube to 
the east. A different male was perched in this tube, but they shared the space with no aggressive behavior. They 
remained in the tube together for several minutes before he flew off. She remained in the entrance for another 5 
minutes before flying off to the east, the same direction as the male. Neither returned before the end of the 
observation period (25 minutes overall). - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Multiple singing males in 69kV rack superstructure, but no activity associated with this nest during 
30-minute observation period. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - No activity observed during 45-minute observation period. HOFIs heard and observed in 69kV rack, 
but not at nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Adult HOFIs observed fluttering outside of tube openings. Were not observed to enter cavity. - 
BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - No activity observed. It appears that this nest did not reach the Active stage. On 6 April, HOFIs were 
observed entering the open tube ends. Work was authorized to within 15 feet, and occurred over a 3-day period. 
HOFIs were again seen on 14 April in association with the tube ends. No activity has been seen since, and it is 
likely that this nest never reached Active stage. - BArnold

No
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HOFI House Finch 040612_bald_08 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

69kv Tie Line Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 15 100 15 15 Nest did not reach active stage 4/6/2012 5/25/2012 04/06/2012 - HOFI observed repeatedly entering and exiting open tube end. Previously observed entering with 
nesting material. - BArnold
04/14/2012 - A male sat at the entrance for a few minutes before being joined by a female who flew from the 
tube directly west. They remained in the tube together for several minutes before he flew off. She remained in 
the entrance for another 5 minutes before flying off to the east, the same direction as the male. Neither returned 
before the end of the observation period (25 minutes overall). - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Multiple singing males in 69kV rack superstructure, but no activity associated with this nest during 
30-minute observation period. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - No activity observed during 45-minute observation period. HOFIs heard and observed in 69kV rack, 
but not at nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Adult HOFIs observed fluttering outside of tube openings. Were not observed to enter cavity. - 
BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - No HOFI observed in association with this nest. It appears that this nest did not reach the Active 
stage. On 6 April, HOFIs were observed entering the open tube ends. Work was authorized to within 15 feet, and 
occurred over a 3-day period. HOFIs were again seen on 14 April in association with the tube ends. No activity has 
been seen since, and it is likely that this nest never reached Active stage. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 040612_hwey_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 65 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 5/22/2012 04/06/2012 - Female House Finch observed adding green vegetation to nest with male perched nearby. - 
HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Male and female flew from the nest at the start of the observation period. The female returned 
within 2 minutes and settled quietly on the nest. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Female observed on nest; left briefly when noticed my presence. - LThoreson
05/01/2012 - Female spent the majority of the observation on the nest, making 2 brief trips away. The male made 
2 brief visits to the nest while the female was there, but it is unclear if he was carrying any food. No nestlings 
were heard when the female returned to the nest. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - Male and female approached the nest as a pair. The male chased off a second male, and the female 
settled on the nest. No indication of nestlings yet. Incubation/brooding reported on 16 April was most likely egg 
laying. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at the nest during 30 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good 
condition, and adult HOFI's were detected in the surrounding habitat. - VEurs
05/22/2012 - The nest appears to be in good condition, with some droppings on the outer edges. The nest does 
not look predated and is presumed to have fledged. - VEurs

Yes

CORA Common Raven 040612_hwey_02 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/6/2012 4/6/2012 04/06/2012 - 2 Common Ravens observed adding sticks to nest. - HWinfrey
04/06/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), scheduled to occur on 4/9/12, per 
agency concurrence and through adherence to the NBMMP. The nest was only 25% constructed and contained no 
eggs or nestlings. Mylar flash tape was previously installed on the base of the tower. Following concurrence, in 
the presence of a biomonitor, a lineman climbed the tower and removed the partially constructed Common 
Raven nest. The nest area was photographed as well. At the time of removal (approximately 13:00), the nest was 
25% constructed and contained no eggs or young. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently installed 
in the tower in place of the removed nest. A pair of Common Ravens was observed flying in the vicinity of the 
tower but displayed no other behaviors. - MDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 040612_hwey_03 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 10 100 30 30 Fledged 4/6/2012 5/9/2012 04/06/2012 - Female House Finch observed carrying small twigs to nest. Nest is 5% complete. This nest is in the 
same location and is likely the same pair as closed nest 032312_fhan_01. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - HOFI pair continue to ferry material to this location. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - HOFI lying in nest at 1215. Mate guarding. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI at nest. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Female HOFI observed on nest. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - Nest has fledged and subsequently been dismantled by kingbirds and pulled to ground. Biomonitor 
T. Dipaola observed young being fed in nest 5 May. Biomonitor C. Vettes observed young being fed away from 
nest on 10 May and found nest remains on ground. - RRadd

Yes

PHAI Phainopepla 040612_hwey_04 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Grading 400 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/6/2012 4/27/2012 04/06/2012 - Male and female Phainopepla adding nest material. Nest is 10% complete. - HWinfrey
04/12/2012 - Male PHAI lying in complete nest. - RRadd
04/22/2012 - Male PHAI on nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest has fallen - presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No
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HOFI House Finch 040612_jdus_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 1 100 10 10 Nest did not reach active stage 4/6/2012 5/12/2012 04/06/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips to 100% constructed nest during 1-hour observation. - JDicus
04/15/2012 - HOFI pair visiting and defending this nest, but not observed incubating at 1331. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Female visits nest repeatedly under watchful company of male at 1738. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest before the crew climbed the tower. They did not return while the crew 
was in the tower. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest before the crew climbed the tower. They did not return while the crew 
was in the tower. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - No activity observed. Nest appears complete, although some nesting material is on ground beneath 
nest. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Nest has no activity. Perhaps pair moved to one of other locations. - FHoffman
05/12/2012 - Avian monitoring for VCI wire crew and observations were made prior to work conducted. Nest has 
been damaged, and only a portion remains. No House finches were observed at nest. - GHuffman

No

HOFI House Finch 040612_lgan_01 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/6/2012 4/6/2012 04/06/2012 - A House Finch pair was seen building a nest in the underside of the right front corner of a parked 
flatbed trailer in the Upper Alpine Yard despite vehicles driving by within 15 feet. The finches nested in the trailer, 
even though mylar flash tape had been tied in several locations, including within 1 foot on either side of the nest, 
and continuous Project activities had occurred within the yard. The Alpine Yard monitor observed the female 
House Finch making 3 trips to the nest with nesting material at 9:30 am, and the avian biologist observed the 
House Finch visiting the nest at 11:30 am. Construction personnel required use of the flatbed trailer before the 
estimated completion of the nest cycle. Additionally, the idle equipment would be subject to additional nesting 
attempts further delaying use of the trailer. Nest was removed following the NBMMP. The nest was 
approximately 60% complete with no eggs or young present. - LGorman

No

HOFI House Finch 040612_lgan_02 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE4

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 40 100 12 12 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 5/18/2012 04/06/2012 - The Suncrest Substation monitor observed a House Finch pair bringing nest material in two trips 
between 10:00 and 11:00. The pair was observed perched on the 500 kV Disconnect, just above the nest, by the 
avian biologist while logging the nest at 14:20. A small amount of nest material was visible when viewing from the 
south. - LGorman
04/13/2012 - No activity observed at nest. HOFI pair perched 50 feet away from nest. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - Female on nest with male perched nearby at 0807. Biologist A. Farmer reports passive observations 
of female on nest throughout the past week. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest. On-site monitor A. Farmer reports seeing pair make only two brief 
visits to nest over past week without bringing additional nest material. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Female was on nest at 1025. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Male and female observed perching directly above nest. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - No activity observed 1008 to 1038. Nest intact, and numerous feces were present on the rim, 
suggesting successful fledging. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 040612_lton_01 CP65-1-PS-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Grading 16 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 4/26/2012 04/06/2012 - Female did not leave the nest while the GPS location was being recorded. Female does not seem 
affected by the constant noise of equipment grading 50 feet away. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - LEGO female on nest did not flush during observation. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - LEGO female on nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest is empty 1 day after severe weather. LEGO activity on territory continues, but not seen at this 
nest. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - No further activity at this nest, and recent fledglings were being fed nearby. Observation timeline 
and recent fledglings being fed nearby suggest this nest likely fledged. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040612_lton_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals Grading 100 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 4/20/2012 04/06/2012 - Female did not leave the nest while the GPS location was being recorded. Female does not seem 
affected by constant noise of equipment grading 100 feet away. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - Nest contains at least 3 unfeathered nestlings. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest is intact and empty with numerous feces about the rim, suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

CALT California Towhee 040612_lton_03 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals Grading 200 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 4/20/2012 04/06/2012 - There are 3 eggs and 1 very new nestling. - LThoreson
04/12/2012 - Adult CALT carrying food to nest at 1116. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest contains 1 unhatched egg. Remainder of brood is presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

CORA Common Raven 040612_mdus_03 CP39 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/6/2012 4/9/2012 04/06/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed making several trips with sticks to a nest located 
approximately 100 feet above ground in structure CP39. The nest is approximately 20% complete. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - The nest was removed in the presence of an avian biologist to facilitate construction (wire 
stringing), per agency concurrence and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present on the site 
included mylar flash tape tied to the base of the tower. Following concurrence, a lineman climbed to the top of 
the tower and removed the almost fully constructed Common Raven nest. The nest was photographed prior to 
removal, and it was checked for eggs or nestlings. At the time of removal (approximately 13:30), the nest was over 
90% constructed but contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently 
installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. A pair of Common Ravens was observed flying around the 
tower and vocalizing for approximately 10 minutes prior to leaving the area. - MDicus

No
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BEWR Bewick's Wren 040612_mkhn_01 EP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 30 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/6/2012 5/5/2012 04/06/2012 - Adult Bewick's Wrens observed carrying food in area and flying to rock pile. Female entered cavity 
with food and remained for 10 minutes. Male then entered with food, and begging calls were barely audible to 
biologist from 30 feet. Brooding by female and relatively low begging amplitude indicate nestlings are fairly early 
in development (likely 1-6 days of age). - MKuehn
04/16/2012 - After 10 minutes of observation, a Bewick's Wren was observed exiting the nesting cavity. - 
SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren making 2 trips with food to cavity within 30 minutes. - SJohnston
04/23/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren carrying food item into cavity. - SJohnston
05/02/2012 - Observed BEWR bringing food into nesting cavity. Begging calls from the cavity were heard as the 
BEWR called from outside the cavity. - SJohnston
05/08/2012 - No activity was observed for over on hour on 5/5 and during a follow up visit on 5/8. Presumed 
fledged based off nesting chronology and behavior during previous nest monitoring visits. - SJohnston

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040612_vnik_01 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/6/2012 4/6/2012 04/06/2012 - Monitor reported seeing House Finch carrying nesting material to nest. Nest appears 40% complete. 
No affinity was observed at the nest while under observation by the avian biologist. Due to access to water lines 
within 4 feet of the nest on a daily basis being necessary to ensure the water tank was not compromised, the nest 
was not a candidate for a buffer reduction. Access to these lines later in the nesting stage would have likely 
resulted in repeated flushing of the incubating female, making the nest vulnerable to failure. Based on need to 
access specific areas of the truck, the nest was removed following NBMMP stipulations at 1530. Deterrents 
present on the truck included mylar flash tape and plastic covering cavities. No eggs or young were present, and 
the nest was photographed. - VNovik

No

BUSH Bushtit 040712_ghan_01 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/7/2012 4/13/2012 04/07/2012 - G. Huffman observed Bushtits carrying material numerous times from Nest ID 022312_phrd_03, and 
constructing in a whitethorn chaparral (Ceanothus leucodermis) 8 feet above ground in dense vegetation between 
CP55 pull site and tower. Nest appears to be 50% complete. Pair that constructed nest is likely to be the same 
from the nest they are gathering from. View nest ID mentioned above for specific details concerning previously 
closed nest observations. - KAlberts
04/13/2012 - Nest appears substantially complete, though a little ragged at the bottom. No BUSH detected while 
helicopter work in progress overhead - RRadd
04/23/2012 - No activity observed during 15-minute observation. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - While small troupe of BUSH foraging in vicinity of nest, 2 approach and briefly inspect nest, 
subsequently return to foraging and do not revisit during remainder of 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - BUSH pair removing material and carrying it to the east. - RRadd

No

PHAI Phainopepla 040712_jdus_01 EP249-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 400 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/7/2012 4/20/2012 04/07/2012 - Female incubating during initial observation, then nest exchange and male incubates 2 eggs in nest. - 
JDicus
04/13/2012 - Female incubating; male territorial, perching nearby and calling softly. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No Phainopeplas observed in area; nest empty but in good shape with intact bowl - closed. - 
PKonrad

No

HOFI House Finch 040712_jdus_02 EP249-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 320 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/7/2012 4/20/2012 04/07/2012 - Female incubating 4 eggs in nest. - JDicus
04/13/2012 - Female brooding newly hatched nestlings. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No House Finches in area and small nest is empty; no sign of nestlings. Nest does not have usual 
droppings on rim of nest left by nestlings - closed. - PKonrad

No

CATH California Thrasher 040712_jpki_01 EP32-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 500 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/7/2012 4/14/2012 04/07/2012 - Adult singing and displaying agitation in vicinity of nest shrub after which nest was discovered. At 
least 2 fully feathered (about 1.5 week old) young present in nest. Young should be expected to fledge in no more 
than 2 weeks. - JPawlicki
04/14/2012 - Nest is empty and in good condition. No evidence of predation. Green leaf litter in nest indicates 
nest was vacated before recent storm. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040712_ltiw_01 GS-BLM-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Traffic 3 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/7/2012 4/27/2012 04/07/2012 - Female House Finch was observed entering a clump of dead mistletoe. About 20 minutes later, the 
male flew over, and the pair began calling back and forth. The female then left the nest, flew to the male and was 
fed by him. The brood patch was visible. She then flew back and entered the nest again. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - Female House Finch incubating on nest built within mistletoe. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - No adult at the nest initially, but a female House Wren soon came to nest and left again, presumably 
to feed small nestlings. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest during 20 minute observation period, but male House Finch was singing 
nearby periodically. When nest was checked at close quarters, the nest was vacant but in good used condition; 
that observation, when combined with the nest history, suggests the nestlings successfully fledged in the past 
couple days - closed. - PKonrad

Yes
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CATH California Thrasher 040712_ltiw_02 GS-BLM-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats OH - wire stringing 120 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/7/2012 5/3/2012 04/07/2012 - Adult California Thrasher did not flush as it  was standing on the nest. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - California Thrasher incubating tight on nest. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Unattended nest with 3 medium-sized brown downy nestlings was covered by brooding adult while 
avian biologist checked nest from 3 feet away. Second California Thrasher called and performed distraction 
displays 15 feet northeast. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Nest has 3 medium-sized brown nestlings with small wing feathers erupted; adults tried to distract 
away from nest by calling and perching prominently or running on ground, and flying low in open. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - Nest empty with well-shaped compacted bowl intact; nestlings were expected to fledge within a day 
or 2 of today and it is assumed they fledged successfully. No fledglings or adults were observed or heard in area - 
closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CALT California Towhee 040712_ltiw_03 GS-BLM-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/7/2012 5/3/2012 04/07/2012 - Nice bowl-shaped grass nest of brome grass with 1 light-blue egg with dark brown spots. - LTymkiw
04/13/2012 - No towhees observed or heard; no nest found after 2 extensive searches of a dozen apricot shrubs 
in the immediate area, concentrating on those nearest GPS location. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - California Towhees territorial at nest with 3 pale-blue eggs. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Nest has 3 small brown downy nestlings, with territorial California Towhees nearby. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - Nest is empty and in excellent shape with a compacted and slightly expanded grass bowl; the 
nestlings appear to have fledged very recently. No fledglings or adults observed in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 040712_lton_01 EP78-A-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 8 100 100 100 Indeterminate 4/7/2012 5/4/2012 04/07/2012 - Nest appears 90% complete. Bio-monitor observed WESJ carrying nesting material to the nest and 
perching in shrubs within the vicinity. Joe Henry (avian biologist) talked to monitor, saw nest, and staked buffer. - 
LThoreson
04/13/2012 - Nest appears lined and complete, but contains no eggs. No WESJ detected in immediate area. - 
MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No WESJ observed in area. Nest empty and appears the same as on previous visit. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Nest appears complete and no different from previous visit. Contains no eggs, and no WESJ 
detected in area. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - No activity observed at this nest since found on 4/7. Unknown whether nest ever contained eggs 
since found. - MKuehn

N/A

HOFI House Finch 040712_mdus_01 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/7/2012 4/21/2012 04/07/2012 - Yard monitor found female on nest during routine yard sweeps. - MDicus
04/14/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest has been exposed to weather, is empty and deteriorating. - RRadd

No

WREN Wrentit 040712_mkhn_01 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 60 100 60 60 Nest did not reach active stage 4/7/2012 4/29/2012 04/07/2012 - Adults observed carrying nesting material to nest twice. Male sang 3 times 2 feet from nest after 
depositing material, with biologist crouched 10 feet away. Nest rim is mostly formed, but lining has not yet begun. 
- MKuehn
04/16/2012 - Nest remains unlined with poorly defined cup. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Funnel spider web covering nest, which remains unlined. No activity observed. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Nest remains unimproved with spider web covering nest undisturbed since last visit. It appears that 
this nesting attempt has been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 040712_mkhn_02 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 20 100 20 20 Presumed Fledged 4/7/2012 4/21/2012 04/07/2012 - 2 adults entered cavity carrying food with biologist observing from 10 feet away. One entered and 
remained 3 minutes before the second entered with food. One adult then left immediately, carrying a fecal sac. 
No begging could be heard from cavity during feeding visits, indicating they may be very young. - MKuehn
04/16/2012 - BEWR carries food to nest at 1225 then departs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1115 to 1145. Nest examined closely and found to be empty with 
no sign of predation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 040712_vers_01 GS-BLM-2 Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 150 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/7/2012 4/20/2012 04/07/2012 - During a general bird survey, the biologist saw a Bushtit land in a shrub 2 feet away, carrying downy 
material. Upon examining the juniper, a nearly-complete nest was discovered. Both adults subsequently brought 
more downy material that they added to the nest. The nest is just to the north of the path to the wire-pull staging 
area. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - Nest appears complete, but no Bushtits observed or heard. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Hole torn open at bottom of nest chamber; no eggs, eggshells, nestlings, or adults observed at nest 
or in area. Nest has been predated - closed. - PKonrad

No
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HOWR House Wren 040912_hwey_01 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands OH - tower erection 90 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/9/2012 6/2/2012 04/09/2012 - House Wren observed vigorously chasing other HOWR away from area near cavity. HOWR entered 
nest cavity at 0715 and remained inside for 10 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest at 0815. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - Male brings food to female outside nest. Female enters cavity and remains inside. Male perches and 
sings outside nest entrance. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - House Wren entering nest at 0936, did not appear to be carrying food. - HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Male HOWR singing within 10 feet of cavity entrance. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - HOWR entering nest cavity with food at 0651. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - HOWR flies to nest with food at 1210. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - Pair of HOWR bring food to nest at 0839. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Adult HOWR bringing food to nest. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - Adult HOWR observed carrying food into nest cavity. - HWinfrey
05/28/2012 - HOWR carrying food into nest cavity at 1135. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - HOWR carries food into nest at 0705. - HWinfrey
06/02/2012 - No activity observed at nest cavity entrance during 30 minutes of observation. HOWRs heard calling 
in tree nearby, presumably feeding fledglings. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 040912_hwey_02 EP32-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 5 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/9/2012 5/15/2012 04/09/2012 - Nest appears complete. 2 Bushtits initially flushed from nest when discovered. 1 Bushtit returned, 
entered nest, and remained inside while buffer was staked. - HWinfrey
04/15/2012 - BUSH at nest at 0920. - HWinfrey
04/22/2012 - Adult enters nest with food at 0822 and departs shortly after. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0820. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0808. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Adult leaves nest at 0658. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - No activity observed from 0631 to 0701. Adult flushed from nest upon approach at 0702. - 
HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Adult visiting nest at 0637. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Adult visits nest at 0635. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - Adult visits nest at 0832. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - No activity observed at nest, but heard BUSH in vicinity. - AHill
05/15/2012 - No activity observed, nest remains in good condition. Presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 040912_hwey_03 Alpine CY Construction Yards Chaparrals Traffic 50 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/9/2012 4/30/2012 04/09/2012 - Male feeding female at nest when first detected. Both departed upon approach, but female 
returned to nest and was observed incubating while buffer stakes were installed. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Female on nest at 1309. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity at nest and no LEGOs detected in area. COHA perched 50 feet from nest. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity at nest from 1030 to 1045. Nest examined and found to be empty. Nest is in good 
condition with no indication of predation. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

RCSP Rufous-crowned Sparrow 040912_jdus_01 CP56-1-PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/9/2012 4/30/2012 04/09/2012 - While driving in access road, 3 white eggs were found within nest, small grass cup nest (100% 
constructed). The eggs in the nest were visible from driver's seat. While watching from a distance of 50 feet, a 
Rufous-crowned Sparrow was seen lying on the nest incubating. - JDicus
04/18/2012 - Observed by avian monitor, Garrett Huffman. Female seen leaving nest, and eggs remain present. - 
JDicus
04/24/2012 - 2 small orange gapes of recently hatched nestlings visible protruding above rim of nest. Observation 
made from vehicle while driving in. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Nest is clean and empty and presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 040912_jpki_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/9/2012 4/9/2012 04/09/2012 - Yard monitor observed pair in/around grout machine, after which an approximately 90% complete 
nest was found, with no eggs or young present. Nest was apparently built over the course of 4/7 to 4/8. Since the 
grout machine is required for project construction that day, deterrents were present (including location within an 
active CY), and the nest contained no eggs or young, this nest was photographed and then removed, per NBMMP 
stipulations. - JPawlicki

No

HOFI House Finch 040912_lgan_01 CP96-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 5 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/9/2012 4/9/2012 04/09/2012 - The House Finch nest was being checked to determine what stage it was in by 2 personnel in a 
manlift, under the supervision of an avian biologist. The manlift approached the nest from the north and the nest 
was inspected from the man lift; 1 egg was discovered in the nest. The House Finch pair was not scared away from 
the nest area and did not act disturbed by the manlift inspection process. In fact, the House Finch pair perched on 
the manlift as it was being raised towards the nest. The pair perched on the tower arm, adjacent to the nest, as 
the nest was being examined. After the manlift was lowered back to the ground, the House Finch pair continued 
to visit the nest. This nest was processed for removal, but since an egg was present, it was left intact. - LGorman
04/16/2012 - Biomonitor on site reports finding eggshell fragments under nest. Plastic substrate appears torn. No 
HOFI activity near nest. Nest closed, failure due to natural causes. - HWinfrey

No
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CORA Common Raven 040912_mdus_01 CP53-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/9/2012 4/9/2012 04/09/2012 - Biomonitor Morgan McCarthy observed a pair of Common Ravens carrying sticks to structure CP53-
1. The pair made 12 trips to the nest with material. The nest is 5-10% constructed. - MDicus
04/09/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and 
through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consisted of mylar flash tape on the base of the tower. 
Following concurrence, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed 
Common Raven nest. The nest area was photographed as well. At the time of removal (approximately 09:30), the 
nest was 5-10% constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was 
subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. A pair of Common Ravens was observed flying in 
the vicinity of the tower but displayed no other behaviors. - MDicus

No

CACW Cactus Wren
(Inactive)

040912_mkhn_01 EP225-1/EP226-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/9/2012 TBD 04/09/2012 - After 15 minutes of observation, an adult Cactus Wren vacated nest when biologist was 5 feet away 
upon initial approach for inspection. Pair returned 5 minutes later with biologist 60 feet from nest, and 1 adult re-
entered nest and remained inside for 15 minutes. Neither adult was carrying nesting material. Nest appears 
complete and entrance is at least partially lined. Could not see contents of chamber, except some feathers 
present. - MKuehn
04/14/2012 - Nest is large and in excellent condition, with new soft material lining bottom of entrance for some 
distance into chamber. No Cactus Wrens were observed during 30 minute observation period, but 1 was calling to 
the southwest. - PKonrad
04/20/2012 - Large nest unchanged and no Cactus Wrens heard or seen in area. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - Although other species were vocal in the area this morning, no Cactus Wrens were heard, or seen 
during 40 minute observation period in the area, but later a wren was calling 1/4 mile southeast and south of this 
nest. The nest is in good shape with some cotton-like material added to the entrance rim. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - No Cactus Wrens were observed or heard in the area during a 30 minute observation period. The 
nest has deteriorated a bit, and the entrance is partly blocked by some of the cotton-like material. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - No Cactus Wrens observed or heard during a 30-minute observation period, although a little new 
material has been added to the entrance, including a new dry flattened plant stem, and the entry is clear. - 
PKonrad
05/18/2012 - Nest seems unchanged, although entrance is clear. No Cactus Wrens observed or heard in area. - 
PKonrad
05/23/2012 - No Cactus Wrens noted in area. Nest unchanged. - PKonrad
05/31/2012 - Cactus Wren nest unchanged except 1/3 of entrance blocked by cotton-like material that has broken 
away from the entry; no wrens heard or observed in the area. - PKonrad
06/07/2012 - The Cactus Wren nest entrance is cleared and wide open compared to last week, but there is no sign 
of nesting habitation. No wrens noted in the area. - PKonrad

TBD

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 040912_pkad_01 EP50-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 30 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/9/2012 4/17/2012 04/09/2012 - Nest used earlier by California Thrashers now has 1 light-turquoise egg with brown speckling that 
looks like a Western Scrub-jay egg considering the size and color. Appears a jay has laid an egg in the nest, 
although no improvements have been made to the former thrasher nest. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Nest empty with some minute leaves in bowl. No birds observed in area associated with nest. No 
eggshells in area beneath or near nest; appears egg(s) taken by predator. - PKonrad

No

HOWR House Wren 040912_vnik_01 EP78-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Grading 30 100 30 30 Indeterminate 4/9/2012 5/16/2012 04/09/2012 - Observed female carry material to nest on multiple trips. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - In 20 minutes of passive observation from 35 feet away, no birds visited cavity. Male House Wren 
singing in area, but female not detected. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - Female collected fine dead grasses from ground 20 feet from nest and carried into cavity. - MKuehn
04/23/2012 - Grading of both east and west pull sites occurred directly adjacent to nest buffer. House Wren pair 
observed vocalizing throughout the day near nest and were observed continually bringing nest material during all 
grading work activities, including dozer activities on border of nest buffer. - RQuilley
04/27/2012 - At 1400, adult entered cavity with small twig and left immediately. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Female not detected in 30 minutes of passive observation, though male sang constantly from nest 
tree and occasionally from near cavity. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Female not detected in 30 minutes of passive observation, though male sang constantly from nest 
tree but did not visit cavity. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - No activity at cavity for 30 minutes and no HOWR detected in area. No birds have been seen 
entering or leaving cavity since 4/27, despite three visits 30 minutes in duration. Unknown if eggs were ever laid 
or if this was a dummy nest site. - MKuehn

N/A

MODO Mourning Dove 040912_vnik_02 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/9/2012 4/27/2012 04/09/2012 - Observed female on nest, appeared to be incubating. Male nearby. When returning to area several 
times later in the day, bird was not on nest. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - Adult incubating. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No adult on or near nest in two checks about 1 hour apart. Cannot see nest contents. Warm 
weather may reduce need for incubating. - MKuehn
04/26/2012 - No activity observed. - RQuilley
04/27/2012 - No activity at nest for 20 minutes, and no bird on nest when checked earlier in the day. Nest has 
been unoccupied since 4/12, on three visits, and is assumed to be empty. No eggshells found on ground below 
nest. Cause of failure is unknown. - MKuehn

No
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WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 040912_vnik_03 EP78/EP78A PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Woodlands and Forests OH - wire stringing 50 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/9/2012 5/4/2012 04/09/2012 - Bird observed incubating on nest. - VNovik
04/12/2012 - Adult incubating. Avian biologist V. Novik changed signs for buffer from 100 to 50 feet. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - After no activity at nest for 20 minutes, contents were checked using a handheld mirror. An adult 
WESJ scolded from 40 feet away. Nest is empty, and no eggshell fragments found in nest or on ground. Nest and 
lining appear to be in good condition. Adult observed on nest in previous visits, but nest contents were never 
checked. Thus, no evidence that eggs were laid yet, and adult may not have been incubating during previous 
visits. Follow up visit should occur in next few days to monitor activity while grading is not taking place close by. - 
MKuehn
04/23/2012 - Grading of both east and west pull sites occurred directly adjacent to nest buffer. Occasional scrub 
jays were seen passing through the area, and one was observed perched within 20 feet of the nest; however, no 
jays were confirmed entering the nest or seen displaying any nesting behavior. - RQuilley
04/27/2012 - At approximately 1400, adult WESJ in area but not near nest and did not scold when biologist 
checked contents. Nest remains in good condition but empty. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Again, adult WESJ observed in area but not near nest and did not scold when biologist checked 
contents. Nest remains in good condition but empty for the 4th straight week. Nest closed due to inactivity. Nest 
contents never observed when active, and unknown whether it contained eggs or nestlings. No evidence that 
young fledged as parents were never observed carrying food and no fledglings have been observed in area. Nest 
likely failed with eggs or young because adult observed on nest twice before it was found empty, but supporting 
evidence is lacking (no eggshell fragments or nestling remains found in or near nest). - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 041012_ahll_01 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 15 15 Presumed Fledged 4/10/2012 5/18/2012 04/10/2012 - Female was seen bringing nesting material to nest while avian biologist was inspecting wheel well 2 
feet away. Male has red coloration. Nest appears to be 40% complete. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Nest appears to be complete. Did not observe House Finches go to nest, but heard singing within 
100 feet. - AHill
04/18/2012 - No activity observed at nest during helicopter flights 50-100 feet of nests. Helicopter buffer was 
expanded from 30 horizontal feet to 100 feet. - AHill
04/25/2012 - No activity at nest, and no HOFI in area. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Female on nest, incubating 4 eggs. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Biologist B. Pikay reported adults making frequent trips to nest. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Female and male visiting nest at 1031. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Fully feathered nestling visible in nest. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - Nest empty, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041012_ahll_02 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/10/2012 4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - While searching for active HOFI nest (041012_ahll_01) in a water stand tank, a second nest with 5 
dead nestlings was found in the same piece of equipment. Based on feather plumage development, nestlings 
appear to have been 7-8 days old when they died. It appears that the nestlings died at some point in the last 
couple of days. Early stages of decomposition and lack of scavengers (such as flies, ants, or beetles) support this 
timeline. Condition of the nestlings and presence of a full clutch (5) indicate that the clutch likely failed due to 
exposure or starvation, rather than predation. Possible causes of failure may include: the adult bird(s) were 
predated themselves, leaving these nestlings with no parental care; the nest was undetected prior to the tank 
being moved from JVR CY to Wilson CY (on April 7th), resulting in the nestlings being left unattended by the adult 
pair; or the adult bird(s) abandoned the nest for unknown reasons. - AHill

No

CORA Common Raven 041012_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/10/2012 TBD 04/10/2012 - Common Ravens placing lining in nest, it appears that they are going to remain with this nest. - 
BArnold
04/14/2012 - Adult at and around nest. - BArnold
04/20/2012 - Adult CORA on nest, apparently incubating. According to bio-monitor, adult has been staying on 
nest for about a week. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Adult observed on nest. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - The CORA left the nest periodically during the work activities, but returned after relatively short 
periods. After work was concluded, the CORA returned to incubating/brooding as before. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - CORA incubating on nest. Second CORA harassing Red-tailed Hawk at southwest corner of 
substation, driving RTHA well to the northwest and away from the nest. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - Adult observed on nest. Displayed no reaction to any work activities. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Adult CORA observed on nest, unaffected by new substation construction activities. - BArnold
05/02/2012 - Adult on nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Adult on nest. Both adults on/at nest after dark last night. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Adult on nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Adult CORA on nest. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - Nest appears empty. It is likely that the fledglings have been staying in the corners of the shelf, out 
of sight. Based on the chronology, this nest likely fledged. - BArnold
05/26/2012 - Nestling observed in nest, in corner of A-frame shelf, viewed from different angle allowed 
detection. - BArnold
06/01/2012 - Nestlings observed in nest with attending adults. - BArnold
06/07/2012 - Two large, fully feathered nestlings observed in nest. - BArnold

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 041012_hwey_01 EP39-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 30 30 Indeterminate 4/10/2012 4/17/2012 04/10/2012 - Female leaves nest at 0650, returns a few minutes later. Male singing nearby. - HWinfrey
04/17/2012 - Nest is no longer present and no birds were observed in the immediate area. Unclear whether nest 
failed due to recent inclement weather, predation, or removal by non-Sunrise substation maintenance personnel, 
as nest was on a door handle and would have necessitated removal by anyone requiring access through that door. 
Nest may or may not have had eggs at the time of failure, therefore the outcome is indeterminate. Nest closed. - 
HWinfrey

N/A

AMKE American Kestrel 041012_jdus_01 CP11-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Grading 250 500 150 150 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/10/2012 5/31/2012 04/10/2012 - Biomonitors L. Bernal and T. Gunter observed AMKE pair copulating on structure, male bringing 
food items to female. Pair defends nest site against European Starlings. Both AMKE individuals have been seen 
entering the nest cavity, but only the last few days, despite biomonitors being present monitoring work for a 
month. Presume nesting stage to be nest building due to the pair only recently using the nest cavity. - JDicus
04/16/2012 - Onsite biomonitors B. Parker and T. Gunter reported the male on a nearby wire in the morning, but 
no sign of the female. During nest monitor's afternoon visit, the male was perched on the nest monopole, and the 
female was still not in evidence - VEurs
04/24/2012 - At the start of the observation, the male was perched a wire near the nest cavity, eating a lizard. He 
moved to a different perch, flew out of sight, and returned to perch on a rung just below the nest cavity. He was 
still holding the lizard and he exchanged vocalizations with the female, who was in the cavity. She exited from the 
bottom of the arm bracket. The pair perched on a nearby wire, where the female gave begging calls. The male 
gave her the lizard remains and then flew out of sight. The female found a new perch, consumed the lizard and 
reentered the nest cavity. Biomonitor T. Gunter reported similar activity on 20 April 2012. - VEurs
05/01/2012 - The pair flew in from the east, calling to each other, and landed on the transmission wire east of the 
monopole. The male flew off again, and the female fluffed her feathers, revealing her brood patch. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - During nearly 2 hours of observation, the male was seen on 1 occasion. He approached the pole and 
landed on the wire adjacent to the nest cavity. He was carrying a lizard and vocalizing. Due to the angle of 
observation, it was unclear whether he passed the food to the female or simply left area. Neither kestrel was 
detected during another hour-long observation. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - Observation period lasted from 0800 to 0930. During that time, the pair spent much of the time 
perched on transmission wires near the nest cavity or hunting over the surrounding habitat. They copulated on 3 
occasions. Each adult clung to the end of the arm with the nest and looked inside for a brief period while 
vocalizing. The male eventually brought the female a lizard. She consumed part of it and carried the rest into the 
arm, where she remained for about 15 minutes, before exiting to perch on a rung just below the arm. - VEurs
05/22/2012 - After nearly 2 hours of observation, no AMKE activity was detected at the nest cavity. A kestrel was 
heard calling very briefly to the east of the tower at about 0840. - VEurs
05/30/2012 - No AMKE activity detected during 100 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/31/2012 - After 3 hours of observation, no AMKE activity of any kind was detected at the nest cavity or 
surrounding habitat. Extensive observation time has been devoted to this nest over the past several days, and no 
kestrel activity has been detected over the past 2 weeks. It appears this nest with young has failed, most likely due 
to natural causes (During 1 monitoring period, a pair of Common Ravens was observed poking their heads rather 
far into the cavities in the pole. They weren't seen putting their heads in the kestrel cavity, but they could have 
done this on a previous occasion. Also, there is a just-fledged raven nest on a 12kV pole between CP11 and CP12, 
so ravens were common in this area )  VEurs

No

CORA Common Raven 041012_jpki_01 EP193-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/10/2012 4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Monitor reported pair of ravens building nest early in the morning. About 8 sticks were present at 
0900. Since wire stringing was currently underway in this area, the need for removal was immediate. The request 
for removal was put forth for agency review and concurrence, agreed with, and removal procedures occurred. No 
eggs or young were present. The removal procedure was conducted according to the NBMMP. Deterrents present 
included mylar tape tied to the base of the tower, and wire pull work occurring the previous day. Additional 
deterrents are slated for installation in the coming days. - JPawlicki
04/13/2012 - No twigs/nest present.  Gusts of wind may have blown twigs/nest out of tower. - LThoreson

No

OTHE Other 041012_jpki_02 EP112A-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 100 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/10/2012 4/16/2012 04/10/2012 - Site biological monitor arrived in early morning and initially detected a Red-tailed Hawk perched and 
calling from top of tower after which it flew off and perched on rock outcrop about 1000 feet to south. Monitor 
then observed large sticks present in southern bridge of tower and whitewash on ground underneath tower. 
Further monitoring of site for a total of 3.5 hours between late morning and afternoon did not note any activity at 
nest location. A pair of adult Red-tailed Hawks were observed soaring within 600 feet of nest on one occasion and 
later in the distance, although no other activity was observed. However, the species that is utilizing this nest is not 
yet identified. - JPawlicki
04/12/2012 - The start of the stick nest in EP112-A was monitored for 4 hours from 0730 to 1130 hours. No birds 
landed on the tower during the 4 hours of observation time. Potential birds in the area that could have started 
the nest included a pair of Red-tailed Hawks and a pair of Common Ravens. The Red-tailed Hawks were seen 
perched in the tower to the east (EP113-5). The female flew off the tower and landed in a short shrub on the 
other side of La Posta Road. The male flew over to the female and copulated for a few seconds. Both birds flew off 
to the south and were seen soaring in and out of view southeast of the tower during the observation period. The 
pair of Common Ravens were observed east of EP112-A successfully hunting on the ground. The temperature 
increased from 45 degrees Fahrenheit at the beginning of the monitoring period to 57 degrees Fahrenheit at the 
end. Wind speeds were between 3 to 6 mph with gusts up to 9 mph. - GCummings
04/12/2012 - 4/11/12 - Observed nest location for 2hrs. No activity observed at nest. No raven or raptors 
observed in the area for the duration of observation. Nest incomplete with approximately 10 sticks loosely piled 
in south side of tower bridge. - TCooper
04/16/2012 - Nest appears to have lost sticks during last storm. No activity has been observed at nest for last 
week with extensive monitoring. - VNovik

No
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CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 041012_kats_01 CP83 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/10/2012 4/11/2012 04/10/2012 - CAKI was seen bringing nesting material to the inner corner of CP83 where the south and east sides 
meet, and placing it at the nest site approximately 90 feet above the ground. The nest itself was not visible, 
indicating it is in the early stages of building. - KAlberts
04/11/2012 - No kingbirds observed during 30 minutes on site. Tower was climbed by a lineman and nest was 
located in the southeast corner of leg D, photographed, and confirmed to be in the early stages (5% complete) 
with no eggs or young present. Deterrents present included BMP maintenance work occurring during the initial 
nest building observation. Nest was removed according to the NBMMP, based on need to conduct repair work on 
tower with regular helicopter traffic. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer justification. - IMaunsell

No

HOFI House Finch 041012_mdus_01 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 30 30 Removed 4/10/2012 4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Biomonitor Rebecca Johnson discovered a House Finch nest while conducting a sweep of the 
storage area in Sycamore Yard.  The nest is approximately 95-100% constructed. Mylar tape was present on the 
reel in addition to being located in an active construction yard. The nest was removed in accordance with 
Attachment C of the NBMMP. Nest was not a candidate for buffer justification and the reels are scheduled for use 
in the upcoming wire pull, necessitating removal. There were no eggs or young in the nest. - MDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 041012_mdus_02 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 4/10/2012 4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Biomonitor Rebecca Johnson observed a female House Finch carrying nest material into a fold of 
paper wrapped around a conductor wire reel. The nest is approximately 50% constructed. The nest was removed 
in accordance with Attachment C of the NBMMP. Mylar tape had been installed on the reel, and the reels are 
scheduled for use in the upcoming wire pull. Nest was not a candidate for a reduction to allow this work to 
proceed. Additionally, this nest is located in an active construction yard. There were no eggs or young in the nest. - 
MDicus

No

CORA Common Raven 041012_mdus_03 CP53-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/10/2012 4/10/2012 04/10/2012 - Biomonitor Brian Payne observed a pair of Common Ravens making 10 trips to the tower carrying 
sticks to the lowest bridge. This is likely the pair building a nest in the tower yesterday. - MDicus
04/10/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence and 
through adherence to the NBMMP. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman 
was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common Raven nest. The nest area 
was photographed as well. At the time of removal, the nest was approximately 5% constructed and contained no 
eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place of the 
removed nest. The nest is located on a structure involved in the current wire pull. A delay due to allowing the nest 
cycle to continue would likely prevent SDG&E from meeting the request from CAISO to complete the project by 
June 1, 2012 to ensure system reliability. Nest attempt was removed with agency approval on 4/10/2012. - 
MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 041012_mkhn_01 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 15 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/10/2012 5/4/2012 04/10/2012 - Adults to nest 5+ times with nesting material. They have just begun building (<5% complete). - 
MKuehn
04/12/2012 - Adults visited nest and added nesting material. Nest still <10% complete. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - BUSH present within 20 feet of nest several times in 30 minutes of passive observation, but were 
never seen carrying nesting material and did not visit nest. New material has been added since last check and nest 
is now about 40% complete. - MKuehn
04/26/2012 - Required SWPPP cleanup of oil leak occurred within bird buffer approximately 15 feet from nest for 
less than 10 minutes on 4/23/2012. No Bushtit activity was observed, and there were no observations indicating 
that SWPPP work disturbed the nest. - RQuilley
04/27/2012 - Nest building is progressing slowly, but new material has been added since last visit. One adult 
visited nest with material. Nest is 35% complete. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Much of nest is missing. BUOR and BUSH both observed collecting nesting material from nest and 
carrying to different coast live oak trees more than 100 feet from any work areas. This nest likely never made it to 
egg laying stage. It was only 35% complete on 4/27, and progress had been slow. - MKuehn

No

HOWR House Wren 041012_mkhn_02 EP78-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Grading 165 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/10/2012 4/27/2012 04/10/2012 - Adult observed carrying small twigs into cavity several times. - MKuehn
04/12/2012 - No House Wrens detected in 20 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet. Oak Titmouse entered 
cavity without nesting material and vacated after 2 minutes. - MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No activity at cavity in 30 minutes of passive observation, though male HOWR present and singing 
within 20-40 feet from nest. Possible satellite/dummy nest. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - No activity at cavity for 20 minutes. This nest site appears to be inactive since first found on 4/10, 
despite three visits of ample duration. Possible dummy nest. Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 041012_sjon_01 EP57-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 30 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/10/2012 4/24/2012 04/10/2012 - Observed nest building at 15 feet away. Nest approximately 80% complete. - SJohnston
04/17/2012 - Bushtit nest appears complete and in good condition. No activity observed during a 30 minute 
observation period. - SJohnston
04/24/2012 - P. Konrad reports that unknown if this nest contained eggs or young. Inspection of nest showed no 
signs of eggs shells or nestling remains. Nest has ripped open from the bottom portion of the nest consistent with 
depredation. - KAlberts

N/A
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BUSH Bushtit 041012_vers_01 EP79-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 2 100 75 75 Indeterminate 4/10/2012 5/4/2012 04/10/2012 - Biologists discovered the nest while walking down the access road EP79-E. 2 biologists watched for 
bird activity from about 25 feet for about an hour. In that time, a pair of Bushtits came to the nest tree twice. The 
first time, 1 had nesting material. However, movements of 1 biologist seemed to deter the pair from visiting the 
nest, and they both continued in the direction they had been going, still carrying the nesting material. The second 
time the pair landed in the nest tree, but flew off without ever visiting the nest. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - No BUSH seen at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet, but BUSH pair detected 
foraging within 40 feet of nest. Nest appears to be complete and in good condition. - MKuehn
04/21/2012 - No BUSH seen at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet. Nest still appears to be 
complete and in good condition. Possibly egg laying. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - No BUSH seen at nest in 30 minutes of passive observation from 30 feet. Nest still appears to be 
complete and in good condition, and no bird emerged when nest was approached for inspection. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Most of nest is gone from tree and cannot be found below. No activity observed at this nest since 
found, so no indication whether eggs were ever laid. - MKuehn

N/A

ACWO Acorn Woodpecker 041012_vers_02 EP78A-E Road Area Chaparrals Grading 130 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/10/2012 5/4/2012 04/10/2012 - A small group (2-3 at a time) of ACWO's landed on the pole at various times throughout the survey. 
A woodpecker would excavate in the hole for brief periods before flying off. They were tolerant of 2-3 people 
near the pole at a time, but when the surveying crew was present as well as the avian biologist, the birds did not 
approach the pole. Once the surveying crew left, ACWO's returned to the pole for brief periods and excavated a 
bit more. Helicopter flights fairly close to pole. - VEurs
04/13/2012 - No ACWO detected at pole or in area in 60 minutes of passive observation. Biomonitor R. Quilley 
reported ACWO did not visit pole with cavity for 2 hours on 4/12 when work approved was occurring inside 
buffer, though adults were seen on pole when crews arrived (M. Kuehn). - MKuehn
04/21/2012 - Nest passively observed from 150 feet for 30 minutes. Pole was frequently visited by up to 3 ACWO, 
but none visited or excavated cavity. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - No ACWO detected at pole or in area for 45 minutes. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - No activity observed at pole in 1 hour today. ACWO have not been observed actively excavating 
cavity since initial observation, though they are occasionally seen at pole caching acorns. It appears this nest site 
has been abandoned for unknown reasons. - MKuehn

No

SOSP Song Sparrow 041112_rqey_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 3 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/11/2012 4/26/2012 04/11/2012 - Pair of Song Sparrows was observed carrying nesting material to nest site multiple times within 20 
minute observation period. Pair unaffected by drive through traffic and avian biologists within 20 feet of nest. 
Nest was not directly observed and nest building stage of completion is unknown. 50-foot buffer with drive-
through access allowed. - RQuilley
04/18/2012 - Nest appears 90% complete, just lacking lining. SOSP singing nearby, but no activity at nest. - 
HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Nest is full of dead leaves and detritus and has not been improved in past two weeks. Nesting 
attempt appears to have been abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 041212_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 10 100 10 10 Presumed Fledged 4/12/2012 5/30/2012 04/12/2012 - The female was seen bringing nesting material to the nest several times while the avian biologist 
was 10 feet away from the nest. The male was seen flying with the female and perching nearby and singing while 
she was on the nest. The birds are still building their platform; nest appears to be 20% complete. - AHill
04/17/2012 - Observed female on nest, she flew away when biologist was 2 feet from nest. Was unable to 
positively determine if an egg was present or not, female flew back to nest 1minute later. She is probably egg 
laying or about to start. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Observed female on nest for a prolonged period of time. She is probably incubating, but was unable 
to check contents of nest. - AHill
05/02/2012 - Observed female on nest incubating. - AHill
05/05/2012 - Female observed on nest at 0818. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Nest contains at least 2 newly hatched nestlings and 1 egg. Did not observe female on nest or 
nearby within 15 minute period. - AHill
05/17/2012 - Fresh fecal sacs present on nest, heard nestlings begging. - AHill
05/23/2012 - No activity observed, and was unable to check nest to verify fledging. - AHill
05/30/2012 - Observed female on nest. Her first nest has fledged, she is most likely re-nesting. A new nest ID was 
created for the re-nest. - AHill

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041212_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/12/2012 4/16/2012 04/12/2012 - Observed female bringing nesting material to cavity a few times while a parked vehicle was 8 feet 
away, but no personnel were within 30 feet of nest. Nest appears to be 5% complete. In the past several days, a 
pair of House Finches have been checking out the bulldozer cavities actively and bringing single pieces of material 
to various places in the dozer, but have not consistently placed material in one location until now. - AHill
04/16/2012 - No new nesting material has been added to this location since the day after the nest was logged, 
and no birds have been seen coming to the bulldozer within the observational period. Birds most likely 
abandoned nest for unknown reasons and started building in a nearby location. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 041212_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/12/2012 4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Nest was found by biological monitor in the morning, and the pair started building on 4-11-12 (after 
1030) when crane was parked for the day. Nest appeared to be 25% complete, with no eggs or young present. 
Deterrent streamers were hung around the crane in addition to the equipment being used the previous day. 
Removal of nest was required based on the impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost 
impacts relative to alternative options, and the potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the 
anticipated nest cycle. The nest was photographed and documented by an avian biologist as having no eggs or 
young and removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No
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HOFI House Finch 041212_ahll_04 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/12/2012 4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Pair was seen actively bringing nest material to nest several times, nest appeared to be 65% 
complete. No deterrents installed on crane however the equipment is located in an active construction yard with 
tower assembly and regular helicopter flights. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to 
material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative 
options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was 
not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. No eggs or young were present and nest was 
removed per the NBMMP, - AHill

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041212_dbby_01 CP24-1-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 141 300 140 140 Presumed Fledged 4/12/2012 5/1/2012 04/12/2012 - Female incubating 4 eggs. ESA signage installed along access road at 300 feet, specifying "No Project 
Access until an NBJ is submitted". Future project related activity may come within141 ft. as vehicles pass by on 
nearest access road to north. - DBusby
04/17/2012 - 4 nestlings in nest approximately 4 days old. Estimated fledge date is between April 22 and 28. - 
DBusby
04/24/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair with active nest (041212_dbby_01) near Structure CP24 was 
observed feeding nestlings that are approximately 11 days old. The male and female adult pair was observed 
repeatedly visiting the nest with food. Based on the apparent age of the nestlings, their estimated fledge date will 
likely occur between April 25 and 28, 2012. - DBusby
05/01/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was not re-detected near Structure CP24 as the previously 
detected, active nest (041212_dbby_01), is now empty and closed. The nestlings are presumed to have fledged a 
few days ago because the closed nest is empty and intact, exhibiting no signs of depredation or predation. The 
estimated fledge date was between April 25 and 28, 2012. However, the surveyor will reattempt to locate and 
confirm the number of fledglings during subsequent surveys. Because the nest is now empty, there are no work 
restrictions along the access road to the north of the closed nest. - DBusby
05/08/2012 - Nest is closed. Family group w/ 2 adults / 2 juveniles confirmed in distance down slope / east of 
CP22. - DBusby
05/15/2012 - Nest is closed. Adult pair observed without fledglings. Male appeared to be courting and attempting 
copulation with female. Heard distant calls of juveniles to east. Adult pair still down slope/ east of CP22. - DBusby
05/25/2012 - Adult pair observed foraging together. One juvenile detected with pair, but other juveniles may now 
be independent of adults. Adult male briefly observed carrying nest material, but could not locate any nest in 
area. - DBusby
05/30/2012 - Adult pair observed foraging in similar location as previous weeks. Flew out of sight to south and 
remained undetectable. - DBusby
06/07/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed quietly foraging in a draw approximately 850 feet 
southwest/downslope of the closed nest (031312_dbby_01) and approximately 475 feet east of Structure CP22. - 
DBusby

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041212_ghan_01 CP49 Temp work Area Pad Areas-Work Area Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/12/2012 4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Biomonitor Brian Payne observed a pair of House Finches making trips under the paper covering the 
conductor line on wire spool. Observed nest on spool and appeared to be 20% complete. The nest was removed 
in accordance with Attachment C of the NBMMP. Nest deterrents are present in form of netting and mylar tape, 
and the reels are scheduled for use in the upcoming wire pull. The nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction 
allowing for use of the spool, therefore removal was required. Nest was approximately 20% complete. No eggs or 
young present. - GHuffman

No

BUSH Bushtit 041212_hwey_01 EP10-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 40 100 50 30 Presumed Fledged 4/12/2012 4/18/2012 04/12/2012 - 2 adults bringing food to nest. - HWinfrey
04/14/2012 - No activity observed during half hour visit. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Adult makes trips to nest with food at 0804 and 0806. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - No activity observed from 0750 to 0820. Nest examined and found to contain no nestlings and 1 
non-viable unhatched egg. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 041212_hwey_02 EP2-3 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - tower erection 170 100 70 70 Fledged 4/12/2012 4/24/2012 04/12/2012 - 2 adults bringing food to the nest at 1145. - HWinfrey
04/16/2012 - Adult brings food to nest while helicopter is hovering 300 feet away. - HWinfrey
04/18/2012 - Observed pair bringing food to nestlings. Skycrane installed tower middle section and created 
significant rotor wash at nest, jostling the nest about roughly for entire duration of skycrane activity (5 minutes 
approximately). The spotter helicopter was flying near the nest too, creating mild rotor wash on the nest. The 
avian biologist called Sunrise Base, and they presumably informed the pilot to not fly to the northwest of the site 
as they did fly near this area again. Nest still active with nestlings being fed. - AHill
04/20/2012 - Adult enters nest with food at 1033. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - Nest material was found on ground and nest appeared to be disheveled and askew. Heard fledgling 
begging in tree, and nest has apparently fledged. Observed adults in nest tree actively foraging and copulating 
several times. Pair will most likely renest nearby. - AHill

Yes
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041212_imll_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - maintenance 850 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/12/2012 5/16/2012 04/12/2012 - Previously unpaired male was observed briefly foraging with a female at approximately 0840. The 
male was later observed making approximately 5 trips with nesting material to a small, scrubby, brownish 
California sagebrush. The nest location is relatively low (no more than 2 feet above ground). Between trips to the 
nest by the male, the nest was viewed with binoculars from approximately 20 feet away and determined to be 
approximately 60% complete with well formed cup and nest walls. The top of the nest is not yet rounded toward 
the center of the cup, and the female was not observed lining the nest during 20 minutes of observation. - 
IMaunsell
04/18/2012 - Pair observed foraging together in vicinity of nest, but did not add material. Nest contents were 
checked while pair foraged from a distance. 1 egg observed. - MDicus
04/25/2012 - An adult female California Gnatcatcher was observed incubating 4 eggs. The male parent was 
observed foraging in Artemisia californica nearby. - LGorman
05/02/2012 - During approximately 1.25 hours of observation, both adults were observed foraging in the vicinity 
of the nest, periodically vocalizing with one another. The male repeatedly returned to the nest, briefly lying in it, 
appearing to adjust something with his bill, lying in it again, and leaving to forage. There was a 40-45 minute 
period in which neither adult approached the nest. The male only stayed on the nest for a few seconds each visit, 
and the female was not observed on the nest at all, although she briefly perched nearby. - MDicus
05/09/2012 - During 50 minutes of observation, the adult male made brief 3 trips to the nest while the female 
foraged nearby. The nest was not approached, but the male appeared to be feeding nestlings. - MDicus
05/16/2012 - After 1 hour of inactivity, the nest contents were checked. 4 unhatched eggs were found buried 
beneath nest material. The pair associated with this nest was found tending a new nest 70 feet to the northeast. It 
has been 4 weeks since the pair starting egg-laying at this original nest, so the eggs should have hatched over 2 
weeks ago if they were still viable. During the last monitoring check, when male appeared to be feeding nestlings, 
he was likely placing and pulling material from the walls of the nest to bury the eggs. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 041212_jdus_01 CP31-2-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 65 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/12/2012 4/27/2012 04/12/2012 - Pair visits complete (100% constructed) nest with decorative material which is added to outside of 
nest, female enters nest not to exit for 15 minutes. - JDicus
04/19/2012 - An adult exited the nest soon after the start of observation and the pair foraged in the nearby oak 
and across the access road during the late-afternoon observation period. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - Nest was monitored to evaluate status of nest per the NBMMP, and was found to be sodden and 
dripping with rain water during light morning drizzle. Nest was stretched out and significantly elongated and 
threadbare at neck of nest on initial morning observation, apparently about to break free from its upper 
attachment point to host tree. No Bushtits at nest on initial observation. Avian biologist followed pair to host tree 
15 minutes later to find the nest to have fallen 5 feet to a point 10 feet above ground level where it is now lodged 
in thin lower branches of the oak tree on its side with nest entrance facing downward. Pair did not visit nest, 
though they moved actively around the nest's former attachment point to host tree. Nest failed due to natural 
causes (storm damage). - JDicus

No

HOWR House Wren 041212_jdus_02 CP31-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 50 100 50 50 Fledged 4/12/2012 6/8/2012 04/12/2012 - Pair in area singing, adult delivers material to cavity, remains inside for 60 seconds, exits and quickly 
brings more material. - JDicus
04/19/2012 - The male was perched nearby singing as the female peered out of the nest cavity. She flew out, 
joined the male and both disappeared from view. The biologist did not see them return to the cavity before it was 
necessary to stop the observation due to time constraints. No behavior pointing to a specific nesting activity was 
observed, but the pair is still utilizing the cavity. - VEurs
04/27/2012 - Pair in area of nest. Male very vocal during morning hours while female makes periodic trips to nest 
entrance and enters nest without visible material or food items several times to remain inside cavity for brief 
periods of 5 to 60 seconds. Traffic along access road does not appear to affect the wrens' natural activities at the 
nest during 45 minute observation period. Avian biologist returned to check nest later in the morning for 
additional 20 minutes. Female enters, remains in nest cavity for 9 minutes. Nest stage may have progressed to egg 
laying. - JDicus
05/04/2012 - Male was perched near cavity and singing at the start of observations. He then made a quick visit 
into the nest cavity, before flying off out of sight. He eventually returned and perched at various locations around 
the nest, singing. After 30 minutes, the female peered out of the cavity and ultimately flew off, most likely to 
forage. The biologist left about 8 minutes later and she had not yet returned. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - Within 10 minutes of the start of observations, the male flew to an oak tree and then to the snag 
containing the nest cavity. He entered the cavity and exited within 30 seconds. The biologist was unable to 
determine if he carried food into the cavity. He then spent the remainder of the observation period perched in 
front of the cavity, singing. It is presumed the female was incubating inside the cavity. - VEurs
05/18/2012 - Shortly after the biologist arrived, an adult wren (most likely the female) exited the nest cavity. An 
adult entered the cavity with food twice while the first bird was gone. Both wrens then were observed outside the 
cavity. 1 entered and remained while the second delivered food. Another food delivery occurred when an adult 
was known to be in the cavity. A few faint peeps were heard when food was brought into the cavity. - VEurs
05/25/2012 - Within moments of beginning observations, an adult carried food into the cavity and nestlings could 
be heard vocalizing vigorously. Both adults made trips into the cavity with food in rapid succession. - VEurs
06/01/2012 - Both adults made more than a dozen trips to the nest with food during a 15-minute observation 
period. The nestlings were extremely vocal within the cavity. - VEurs
06/08/2012 - This nest has fledged successfully. 1 fledgling wren was observed following an adult male, begging 
but being rebuffed. It is likely there are several more fledglings, but they were not observed, nor was the adult 
female. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

Yes
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BEWR Bewick's Wren 041212_jdus_03 CP32-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 105 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/12/2012 5/19/2012 04/12/2012 - Pair makes 8 trips to nest cavity with material in 30 minute period. Both adults deliver materials to 
nest, actively building. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Both wrens were in the toyon above the nest cavity at the start of observations. The female had a 
dried leaf in her bill that she apparently added to the nest. She then flew up the slope and disappeared from view. 
The male spent most of his time moving about to various perches, singing and preening. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - No activity observed with 45 minute observation. - GHuffman
05/05/2012 - A male Bewick's Wren was singing in a shrub about 40 feet from the nest cavity as a second wren, 
presumably the female, moved through the shrubs immediately adjacent to the cavity. She was not carrying 
nesting material or food when she disappeared from view near the cavity. She was not seen for the rest of the 
observation period, another 30 minutes, and it is presumed she was in the cavity incubating/brooding. The male 
continued to move about the area, singing. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - After 45 minutes of observation, no wrens were detected near the nest cavity. A male wren was 
occasionally heard singing within 100 feet of the cavity. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - A woodrat has built a large midden at the base of the toyon near the nest cavity. When the biologist 
approached the area of the cavity to see if there was evidence of current use, a rattlesnake began shaking its tail. 
In light of these new occupants near the nest cavity and the lack of Bewick's Wren activity around the cavity, it 
seems this nest with eggs or young has failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

CATH California Thrasher 041212_lgan_01 EP177-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 8 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/12/2012 5/2/2012 04/12/2012 - The nest contained 2 newly-hatched nestlings and 1 medium-blue egg with small brown spots. A 
pair of California Thrashers was seen near the nest running back and forth across access road. F. Hoffman reports 
that adult is easily flushed and cannot be seen outside buffer. - LGorman
04/18/2012 - No California Thrashers were observed or heard in area. No nest found after extensive search, but 
will check back soon. - PKonrad
04/25/2012 - Nest in good shape with 2 large downy nestlings with pin feathers erupting on wings; 1 adult 
nearby. - PKonrad
05/02/2012 - No nestlings remain in the nest; the nestlings were expected to fledge near this date. No fledglings 
or adult California Thrashers were observed in the area, and the nest remains in good shape with a compacted 
interior nest bowl. Appears nestlings have fledged successfully - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CORA Common Raven 041212_mdus_01 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/12/2012 4/12/2012 04/12/2012 - Avian-approved biomonitor Trisha Dipaola observed a pair of Common Ravens building a nest in 
structure CP52. Wire stringing activities have been ongoing at this tower since Monday, 4/09. This nest location is 
below the first nest discovered on 4/06/12 in the same tower. Since construction is ongoing, and required to 
complete the wire pull, per agency concurrence and following NBMMP stipulations, the nest was photographed 
and removed in the presence of biologists, and a nest deterrent was installed in its place. The nest was 25% 
constructed at the time of removal, and contained no eggs or young. - MDicus

No

MODO Mourning Dove 041212_mkhn_01 EP78-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Grading 160 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/12/2012 4/20/2012 04/12/2012 - Adult flew from nest when biologist was directly under it, and returned 10 minutes later with 
biologist standing 25 feet away to begin incubating again. At least 1 egg visible through edge of nest from ground. - 
MKuehn
04/20/2012 - No adults observed at or near nest. Contents checked with handheld mirror. Nest is empty and no 
eggs or shell fragments found in nest or on ground below. Appears to have been depredated. Nest closed and all 
signs removed from buffer. - MKuehn

No

BUSH Bushtit 041212_mkhn_02 EP83 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 150 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/12/2012 5/6/2012 04/12/2012 - Adults observed carrying nesting material to nest. Nest is approximately 30% complete. - MKuehn
04/19/2012 - Observed nest for 45 minutes with no activity. Nest does not look complete. Lots of jay activity in 
area. Bushtits heard in vicinity, though never seen near nest. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - No activity observed and very little progress has been made on this nest since found on 4/22. Nest 
site possibly abandoned. - MKuehn
05/06/2012 - No progress has been made on this nest, and no birds detected at or near it since found on 4/12. 
Apparently abandoned before construction complete. - MKuehn

No

BLPH Black Phoebe 041212_rrdd_01 El Monte CY Construction Yards Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/12/2012 5/2/2012 04/12/2012 - BLPH pair building nest; making multiple trips to culvert at AR and ferrying mud to nest which is 
approximately 15% complete. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest is unimproved, and no BLPH detected. Mud source has dried up. Monitor once more as rain is 
expected tonight. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No BLPH in vicinity. Nest has not been improved and appears abandoned. - RRadd

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 041212_rrdd_02 CP65-1-PS-N Road Area Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 70 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/12/2012 4/26/2012 04/12/2012 - Nest appears complete and ready to receive an egg. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - LASP attending nest that contains 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest remains empty 1 day after severe weather. LASP activity on territory continues. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is un-maintained, empty and aging. - RRadd

No

PHAI Phainopepla 041212_rrdd_03 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 230 100 70 70 Nest did not reach active stage 4/12/2012 4/30/2012 04/12/2012 - PHAI pair visiting nest that appears 90% complete and receiving lining at 1216. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest is lined but empty. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - PHAI pair installing lining, agitated by observer on footpath at 1420. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is empty. Possibly abandoned, but will monitor once more to be certain. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - Nest appears abandoned, and no birds associating. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - No increase in activity, apparently same nest as 042712_lgan_07. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 041212_rrdd_04 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 45 100 43 43 Nest did not reach active stage 4/12/2012 4/25/2012 04/12/2012 - BUSH pair ferry material to nest which appears outwardly complete. - RRadd
04/20/2012 - Nest appears full and complete. Female BUSH nearby did not go to nest between 1400-1430. - 
RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest has fallen as substrate has shifted. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 041212_vers_01 CP48-2/CP49-1 PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 70 100 65 65 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/12/2012 5/7/2012 04/12/2012 - BUSH pair coming and going to nest on numerous occasions without carrying food or nesting 
material. On one occasion, an adult brought material to the nest. An adult would remain in the nest for 5-10 
minutes at a time before leaving without carrying anything. The nest looks nearly complete. - VEurs
04/21/2012 - The male was observed making numerous visits to the nest. He carried insects into the nest and 
would then exit almost immediately. No sounds of nestlings were heard within the nest. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - Both adults entered the nest, with at least 1 carrying food. 1 adult quickly exited, while the other 
remained inside. The foraging adult made numerous trips in quick succession to the nest carrying food. Nestlings 
could be heard vocalizing when the adult arrived with food. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - Upon first examining the nest in the morning, the biologist noted that it appeared damaged. Sky 
was visible through the neck of the nest, and after examining the nest from multiple angles, it appears to have 
been predated. This nest containing young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

CANW Canyon Wren 041212_vers_02 CP43-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 25 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/12/2012 5/11/2012 04/12/2012 - The observation period began at approximately 1600 and ended about 1730. At first, CANW was 
only heard singing upslope from the previously-documented nest cavity. After 35-45 minutes, visual confirmation 
was made when wren was spotted near the crest of the hill on a rock. It continued to sing and move about the 
rocks. Eventually it was observed carrying an item (most likely a small stick). It flew across the slope and 
ultimately went into a crevice formed by 3 rocks. Almost immediately, 2 wrens emerged and perched on the 
rocks. After climbing the hill, the biologist looked into the crevice and saw a cavity with many small sticks and a 
bleached snail shell arrayed at the entrance. - VEurs
04/20/2012 - No activity was observed prior to or during construction activities. One crewmember was authorized 
to enter buffer upon the specific criteria stipulated from the NBJ. There appeared to be no negative impact 
caused from construction. - GHuffman
04/27/2012 - No CANW activity detected after 80 minutes of observation. Construction traffic of many types may 
be suppressing CANW behavior. - VEurs
05/04/2012 - After 30 minutes of observation, a Canyon Wren was heard singing at about 1620. The song was not 
coming from the vicinity of the documented nest, so the biologist tracked it down. A wren was observed in the 
Shimmick equipment storage area. The wren perched on a box and flew up to the fence, where it could be seen 
holding nesting material in its bill. It then flew inside an open shipping container with the material. There is a 
possibility this is the same wren associated with Nest ID 041212_vers_02. However, since this nest is not 
impacting construction, the biologist chose keep it open for at least 1 more round of observations. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - After several weeks of no activity at or near the nest cavity, the avian biologist climbed up the hill to 
inspect the cavity. The entrance to the cavity has not been maintained and shows no signs of current occupation. 
On this day a Canyon Wren was heard singing in the Shimmick equipment yard and also on the slope to the north 
of CP43, well away from the documented cavity. The outcome of this nest is indeterminate because it is unknown 
if it ever contained eggs or young. - VEurs

N/A

HOFI House Finch 041312_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 4/13/2012 4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Water truck was parked at end of day on 4-12-12, truck was then moved at 800 on 4-13-12 to 200 
feet away. Pair was seen searching around other water truck grills, then brought nesting material to this nest 
repeatedly. Both male and female were seen bringing material to nest every 1-2 minutes. Nest was approximately 
80% complete as of 1130. Pair built nest between 6-8 hours.  ESA signage installed to not move the machine, and 
no work is occurring within 50 feet of nest for remainder of day. The decision to remove this nest is pending from 
SDGE. - AHill
04/13/2012 - Pair was seen bringing nesting material this morning at 1000, nest was approximately 80% 
complete, no eggs or young present. Nest was located in grill of water truck. Deterrents present were the 
equipment's location in an active construction yard with tower assembly and regular helicopter flights. Removal 
of nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics required to maintain compliance with dust 
abatement, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of 
equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Removal was conducted per NBMMP requirements. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 041312_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/13/2012 4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Pair was seen bringing nesting material this morning at 0715; nest was approximately 10% 
complete, no eggs or young present. Nest was located in arm joint of crane. Streamers were hung on crane. Nest 
was removed per the NBMMP, based on the need to use the crane for tower assembly, and if the crane was 
demobilized, then it would affect tower assemblies from progressing properly. - AHill

No

MODO Mourning Dove 041312_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 45 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 5/4/2012 04/13/2012 - Nest is on the other side of the transformer from SRPL work activity, with no direct line of sight. - 
BArnold
04/17/2012 - Adult MODO observed on nest, did not flush at less than 2 feet. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - Nest is degraded with a lot of scat about, indicating nest successfully fledged. - BArnold

Yes

AR068196
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GHOW Great Horned Owl 041312_bald_03 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 80 500 300 300 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 5/4/2012 04/13/2012 - Adult GHOW with 2 nestlings observed in nest. - BArnold
04/17/2012 - Nestlings were observed in nest. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - Owls no longer present in A-frame or anywhere in substation. Presumed fledged. - BArnold

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 041312_bald_04 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Herbaceous Wetlands, Freshwater, 
and Streams

Substation - maintenance 20 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 4/26/2012 04/13/2012 - Adult on nest with 2 eggs. - BArnold
04/17/2012 - Adult female was observed incubating. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - Nest empty. No adult, nestlings nor fledglings observed. Nest likely successfully fledged, as nest 
remains in place and in relatively good shape (that is, there is no evidence of depredation). - BArnold

Yes

MODO Mourning Dove 041312_bald_05 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 100 100 100 100 Fledged 4/13/2012 4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Observed two fledglings successfully fledge from the nest, accompanied by an adult as they flew to 
the nearby 69kV rack underneath which non-SRPL maintenance work was occurring. - BArnold

Yes

TUVU Turkey Vulture 041312_hwey_01 EP5-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 300 500 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/13/2012 5/22/2012 04/13/2012 - Nest appears well-maintained and in active use. Nest lining of shredded bark does not appear to be 
weathered. Nearby perches have fresh whitewash. No raptors were observed in the area. - HWinfrey
04/21/2012 - Turkey Vulture on nest from 1330 to 1415. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0915 to 1015. No TUVUs observed in area, and 2 CORAs were 
present at a distance of 300 feet from the nest. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - Dark shape visible on nest, not identifiable but presumed to be incubating female TUVU. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1125 to 1155. - HWinfrey
05/22/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0901 to 0931. Were any nestlings present, they would be visible 
from observer's vantage point.  Lack of progress indicates that this nest never became active. Nest closed. - 
HWinfrey

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041312_jdus_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading 49 100 30 30 Indeterminate 4/13/2012 5/25/2012 04/13/2012 - Female visits nest twice, takes great care while settling into nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female on the nest at 1140. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity observed at nest and no LEGOs observed near nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female flies to nest at 0804. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - No activity observed, but unable to get clear view of nest in windy conditions. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - No activity observed. Lack of activity indicates that this nest is no longer in use. Nest closed, 
outcome indeterminate. - HWinfrey

N/A

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041312_jdus_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 25 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 4/26/2012 04/13/2012 - Female incubates for 5 minutes, briefly leaves nest then returns to incubate 4 eggs in 100% 
complete nest. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female on nest at 1148. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Nest is empty with no evidence of predation. Since 13 days have passed since eggs were observed, 
and there are no signs of predation, this nest is presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

BLPH Black Phoebe 041312_jdus_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading 40 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 5/17/2012 04/13/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs, BLPH in vicinity. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - 4 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - 4 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Adult flies to nest at 0800. Not possible to verify nest contents without entering private property. - 
HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - Male observed visiting nest at 1224. - HWinfrey
05/12/2012 - Adult observed visiting nest and chasing House Finches from vicinity. Nestlings observed moving in 
nest. - MDicus
05/17/2012 - No activity at nest. Unable to verify nest contents without entering private property. Fledgling BLPH 
observed following adult 50 feet from nest. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 041312_jdus_04 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 10 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/13/2012 5/24/2012 04/13/2012 - Newly initiated nest 1% constructed, being built by female while avian biologists watch from bridge 
above. - JDicus
04/20/2012 - Female observed adding material to nest at 1202. Nest is 40% complete. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - No activity at nest, but 2 female ANHUs feeding within 10 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female flies to nest at 0818. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - No activity observed at nest. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - No activity observed, unable to get a clear view of the nest contents in windy conditions. - HWinfrey
05/24/2012 - No activity observed today, nor on 2 previous monitoring visits. This nest likely never reached active 
status, and is now considered closed. - BArnold

No

CORA Common Raven 041312_kats_01 CP14 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 60 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/13/2012 4/20/2012 04/13/2012 - Common Raven seen carrying a stick in flight and building the nest on the tower. Nest appears to be 
about 20% complete. - KAlberts
04/20/2012 - All of the sticks have blown out of the tower and are laying on the access road. No CORA activity in 
the area. The nest did not reach active stage before it was blown down. - VEurs

No
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CORA Common Raven 041312_mdus_02 CP36-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/13/2012 4/16/2012 04/13/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed carrying sticks to a nest in tower CP36-1. The nest is 
approximately 15-20% constructed. This is likely the same pair that attempted to nest on the other side of the 
tower in early April and whose nest was removed 4/10/12. - MDicus
04/16/2012 - The nest was removed in the presence of an avian biologist to facilitate construction (wire 
stringing), per agency concurrence (received 04/13/12) and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents 
present on the site included mylar flash tape tied to the base of the tower and Daddy Long Legs deterrent in place 
of the previous nest attempt location. Following concurrence, a lineman was flown to the top of the tower and 
removed the almost fully constructed Common Raven nest. The nest was photographed prior to removal, and it 
was checked for eggs or nestlings. At the time of removal (approximately 09:00), the nest was 90% constructed 
and contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nest deterrent was subsequently installed in the tower in place 
of the removed nest. The raven pair was observed diving at the lineman and vocalizing during the nest removal. 
Following removal, the pair soared around CP36-1, made one trip to the tower with nest material, dropped the 
sticks, and flew to CP35-2, landing in that tower. No additional nesting behaviors were observed. - MDicus

No

CORA Common Raven 041312_mdus_03 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/13/2012 4/13/2012 04/13/2012 - Avian-approved biomonitor Trisha Dipaola observed a pair of Common Ravens building a nest in 
structure CP52, making multiple trips between 07:00 and 07:40 a.m. Wire stringing activities have been ongoing 
at this tower since Monday, 4/09. This nest location is below the first nest discovered on 4/06/12 and across from 
the second nest discovered on 4/12/12 in the same tower. Following previous removal, a "daddy long legs" 
nest/perch deterrent was installed on the tower. Since construction is ongoing and required to complete the wire 
pull, per agency concurrence and following NBMMP stipulations, the nest was photographed and removed in the 
presence of avian biologists, and a nest deterrent was installed in its place. The nest was 25% constructed at the 
time of removal, and contained no eggs or young. - MDicus

No

CORA Common Raven 041312_mdus_04 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 130 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/13/2012 5/16/2012 04/13/2012 - Nest was discovered during removal of third CORA nest in structure CP52. The pair that was 
observed building a nest in the tower was also observed, on 2 occasions, carrying sticks to a Quercus agrifolia in 
the drainage. It appears the nest is in the beginning stages of construction (approximately 5% constructed) and is 
an alternative to the nest locations in the tower. - MDicus
04/23/2012 - No change in nest since last observation. No CORA activity detected during a 45-minute observation 
period. - VEurs
04/30/2012 - Nest location was monitored between 08:55 and 10:20. No activity at nest, and no ravens observed 
in the vicinity of the nest. - MDicus
05/08/2012 - No CORA activity anywhere near the nest from 0800 to 0835. No change in the nest. - VEurs
05/16/2012 - As the biologist approached the vicinity of the nest tree, a Red-tailed Hawk was soaring nearby. It 
vocalized and landed on a transmission wire quite close to the nest. No ravens responded to the hawk's presence. 
There is no obvious sign of the nest in the tree and no ravens were detected nearby. This nest never reached 
active stage and is now closed. - VEurs

No

CORA Common Raven 041312_pkad_01 EP231A Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats Other 100 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 6/7/2012 04/13/2012 - Common Ravens reported to be building nest in tower by biomonitor. Nest is 1/3 to 1/2 complete. 
No ravens observed during 40 minute observation period. - PKonrad
04/17/2012 - Raven observed incubating on nest and did not vacate the nest while helicopter was hovering 100 
feet away for 5 minutes. Egg confirmed in nest. - ELoveless
04/27/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on new tower nest. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - A Common Raven is incubating on the nest in the new Sunrise tower, but is very hard to see from 
ground level. A second raven flew in to perch atop the opposite side of the tower. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - No Common Ravens were observed during a 30 minute observation period. The nest was checked 
from several vantage points but no raven can be seen on the nest. Nestlings could have hatched by now (20 day 
incubation period). - PKonrad
05/18/2012 - A Common Raven was brooding on the tower nest, but flew off the nest when a helicopter flew low 
within 500 feet while mostly operating near tower 1/4 mile west. After flying to the north, the raven did not 
return during the next 20 minutes. - PKonrad
05/23/2012 - A Common Raven or ravens can be seen lying in the nest, but it is very hard to see the nest contents 
(climbed high up the hillside to northeast) and it is not possible to ascertain if the raven is an adult or a nestling. - 
PKonrad
05/31/2012 - At least 2, possibly 3, well-feathered Common Raven nestlings are present in the nest; no adults 
were observed. - PKonrad
06/07/2012 - The nestlings appear to have fledged and left the area: The nest is in good shape but there is no sign 
of nestlings, fledglings or adults at this time - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 041312_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/13/2012 5/9/2012 04/13/2012 - BUSH pair making trips to nest which appears 65% complete. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - BUSH pair continue ferrying material to this nest at 0930; now 85% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - BUSH pair observed foraging nearby on cool showery morning did not approach nest which appears 
sound and mostly complete. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No activity observed 0700-0730 on cool overcast morning. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nest has fallen to ground and has been torn open at the cup. Presumed predated. - RRadd

No
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HOWR House Wren 041312_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 60 100 70 50 Indeterminate 4/13/2012 5/17/2012 04/13/2012 - Male HOWR singing territorially, female departs nest at 1257. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - HOWR activity continues here, material now visible at cavity. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOWR male guards entrance while female leaves to forage and departs on her return at 1158. - 
RRadd
05/02/2012 - Non-project traffic within 20 feet. HOWR singing but not approaching nest. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Considerable non-Project traffic has been parking adjacent to this nest. No activity observed. - 
RRadd
05/17/2012 - No activity detected. Nest received considerable non-Project parking and human activity within 10 
feet at about the time egg-laying would occur, and appears to have been abandoned at that time. Unclear if an 
egg was ever laid. - RRadd

N/A

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041312_rrdd_03 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 7 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/13/2012 4/21/2012 04/13/2012 - LEGO male feeding female on nest. Female appeared to consume fecal sac while on nest. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - Nest appears empty with many feces at rim, suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 041312_vnik_01 EP83-PS-N-A Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals Other 300 100 60 60 Nest did not reach active stage 4/13/2012 5/6/2012 04/13/2012 - Observed birds making several trips to nest with material. Nest appears 55% complete. - VNovik
04/19/2012 - Nest looks incomplete. No activity observed at nest. Bushtit active to southwest though not near 
nest during 30-minute observation period. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - No activity at nest and no BUSH detected in area for 20 minutes. Nest wall is transparent in upper 
half, but bottom half appears complete. - MKuehn
05/06/2012 - No progress has been made on this nest, and no birds detected at or near it since found on 4/13. 
Apparently abandoned before nest construction was complete. - MKuehn

No

WREN Wrentit 041312_vnik_02 EP79-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 73 100 100 100 Indeterminate 4/13/2012 4/21/2012 04/13/2012 - Male singing from nest shrub over a 15-minute period. Neither male or female observed at nest, but 
nest looks complete, clean, and neat. - VNovik
04/21/2012 - No activity at nest in 20 minutes. Nest empty and appears laterally compressed. No other changes 
to nest. No indications of predation such as eggshell fragments in or below nest. Unknown if eggs were ever laid, 
but it is possible they were and nest was depredated, all since previous visit on 4/13. This pair is constructing a 
new nest 80 feet away (see 042112_mkhn_02). Nest closed and buffer signs removed. - MKuehn

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 041412_bald_02 TL 6924 - 171682 69kV Structure Chaparrals Substation - new construction 75 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/14/2012 4/25/2012 04/14/2012 - Two adult BUSH observed exiting nest. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - Upon approaching the nest, the avian biologist noted its slightly unusual shape. After watching the 
nest for 30 minutes with no activity, the biologist slowly moved up to the nest and examined it from all angles. 
Where the entrance hole was likely located, a large hole had been ripped in the nest, exposing the interior. 
Numerous gray feathers were caught in the nest and the shrub. Based on the level of completeness, it is likely this 
nest contained eggs. Evidence points to nest predation. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

No

CORA Common Raven 041412_pkad_01 EP225-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/14/2012 TBD 04/14/2012 - Although no ravens or raptors were observed during a 50-minute observation period, a new nest 
has been initiated in new Sunrise tower EP225, most probably built by ravens. - PKonrad
04/16/2012 - Observed raven flying in to nest. - VNovik
04/20/2012 - Common Raven soared throughout tower area, then perched on opposite side of bridge from nest. 
Hard to see if another raven may be incubating on the new tower nest. - PKonrad
04/27/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was active with 1 raven concentrating its attention at the nest while the 
other raven made repeated flights to outlying locations near the nest tower, mostly to the southwest. Toward the 
end of a 40 minute observation period, 1 adult was lying in the nest for a short period. - PKonrad
05/03/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating on nest in new Sunrise tower. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - A Common Raven is incubating on this tower nest. - PKonrad
05/18/2012 - An adult Common Raven is incubating in its Sunrise tower nest. - PKonrad
05/23/2012 - An adult Common Raven was standing on the rim of the nest, then moved into a brooding position 
where it remained during the rest of the observation period. - PKonrad
05/31/2012 - An adult Common Raven is standing on the edge of the nest with 1 large downy nestling begging for 
food at times. There may be more than 1 nestling in nest. - PKonrad
06/07/2012 - At least 1 large well-feathered nestling Common Raven is active on the nest as an adult is perched 
on tower brace next to the nest. A second adult flew to the nest, when 2 nestlings were evident begging for food. - 
PKonrad

TBD

CALT California Towhee 041412_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 10 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/14/2012 5/2/2012 04/14/2012 - CALT incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
04/21/2012 - CALT incubation continues. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs but should have hatched as incubation is 12 days. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest with 4 eggs has been abandoned. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 041512_rrdd_01 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 25 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/15/2012 5/11/2012 04/15/2012 - HOFI male arranging material in nest at 1309. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - HOFI activity continues. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Female HOFI observed in nest. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Nest is no longer present. - RRadd

No

PHAI Phainopepla 041512_rrdd_02 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 32 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/15/2012 5/5/2012 04/15/2012 - Male PHAI at nest which appears almost complete and receiving lining. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest is fully lined with male PHAI attending. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest has been abandoned. Lining is weathered and no birds were in attendance. - RRadd

No
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041512_rrdd_04 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/15/2012 4/20/2012 04/15/2012 - Female LEGO lines nest with material purloined from adjacent BUSH nest. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Nest is complete, but unable to observe if occupied or empty. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest is no longer present and likely lost to weather. - RRadd

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 041612_ahll_01 EP5-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Female and helper were seen bringing stick material to nest several times, while male was perched 
nearby. Pair were hesitant of avian biologist standing at 35 feet from nest at Leg A. Adult alarm called when 
biologist moved closer to nest at 30 feet. Nest appears to be 60% complete, but was unable to check inside of 
nest. Based on material being carried to nest, it is predicted that no lining is present yet. - AHill
04/16/2012 - No WESJ observed in area. Nest located on Malosma laurina branch completely obscured by dense 
Rhus growth. Nest appears 60% complete with twig cup partially translucent and no nest lining or eggs present. 
Nest was not a candidate for a buffer justification allowing for requisite tower assembly work in order meet CAISO 
request to complete the Project and obtain system reliability by June 1. Nest deterrents in place include mylar 
tape hanging on the substrate shrub. Nest was removed to allow structure erection at EP05-2 in accordance with 
the NBMMP, SDG&E authorization, and agency approval. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 041612_ahll_02 EP5-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - tower erection 35 100 40 40 Nest did not reach active stage 4/16/2012 4/25/2012 04/16/2012 - Pair was seen bringing lining material to nest several times. Nest appears 90% complete. - AHill
04/24/2012 - No activity observed over 1-hour period. Need to re-check tomorrow in order to confirm nest 
closing. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Monitored nest for 2 hours. No Bushtit activity in or around nest during monitoring period. Nest has 
been abandoned, since there is no sign of depredation or damage to nest, and no activity at all was observed at 
this nest over a long monitoring period. - DBusby

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Nest was found by biomonitor at 0715. Pair was seen by monitor entering cavity on a few occasions, 
with no material. Nest appeared to be 60% complete. Streamer deterrents were installed on the crane, and the 
equipment was located in an active construction yard with tower assembly and regular helicopter flights, 
effectively serving as deterrents. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics 
operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and 
potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a 
candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. Nest was removed following requirements outlined 
in the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_ahll_04 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Both male and female were seen bringing material to nest location in the grill of a water truck. Nest 
was approximately 95% complete as of 0700, no eggs or young present. Deterrents present were limited to the 
truck's location within an active construction yard. Nest was removed because the water truck is required in order 
to maintain compliance for dust abatement. Following verification that no eggs or young were present, 
photographing the nest, and approval from SDG&E, the nest was removed per the stipulations of the NBMMP. - 
AHill

No

BUSH Bushtit 041612_ahll_05 EP9-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals Traffic 40 100 35 35 Nest did not reach active stage 4/16/2012 5/21/2012 04/16/2012 - Pair was seen bringing lining material to nest very actively, nest appears to be 80% complete. - AHill
04/23/2012 - No activity observed at nest in rainy weather, from 0855 to 0910. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Biomonitor G. Leighty reports observing Bushtits adding nesting material. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0940 to 0957. WESJ in area. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1027 to 1042. Nest appears to still be in good condition. No 
Bushtits seen or heard in area. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - No activity observed from 1050 to 1105. Nest remains in good condition, however lack of activity 
over past 3 weeks indicates that this attempt was abandoned. - HWinfrey

No

HOWR House Wren 041612_hwey_01 EP35-1-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 35 100 100 100 Satellite nest 4/16/2012 5/4/2012 04/16/2012 - HOWR observed entering nest cavity and remaining inside for duration of 15-minute visit. - 
HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity at nest and no HOWR detected from 0630 to 0700. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - No activity observed at cavity entrance, and no HOWR detected during 30 minutes of observation. - 
HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Lack of activity indicates that this is most likely a satellite nest. Nest 
closed. - HWinfrey

N/A

ACWO Acorn Woodpecker 041612_hwey_02 Suncrest-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading 40 100 100 100 Indeterminate 4/16/2012 5/29/2012 04/16/2012 - Acorn Woodpecker observed entering cavity near top of utility pole. 4 other ACWOs also perched 
on pole. Biologist left area when CORA perched on pole. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - No activity observed and no ACWOs detected in area from 0800 to 0830. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - 3 Acorn Woodpeckers on pole, but no activity at nest entrance. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - ACWO observed leaving nest cavity at 1105. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest cavity from 1209 to 1224. 3 ACWOs on pole. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - No activity associated with nest during 15-minute observation period. - BArnold
05/29/2012 - No activity at cavity entrance during 20 minutes of observation. Evidently, this nest is no longer 
active. Nest closed, outcome indeterminate. - HWinfrey

N/A
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HOLA Horned Lark 041612_jdus_01 CP35-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/16/2012 5/17/2012 04/16/2012 - Nest was discovered after the scheduled activity had landed onsite. Pair of adult HOLA observed on 
ground around TSAP. Further investigation during 25-minute observation period reveals female Horned Lark 
taking material (grass) to 60% constructed nest with deep cup located on ground near base of monkeyflower. 
Nest is not visible from outside buffer due to topography, vegetation and its position at and just below ground 
surface in depression. - JDicus
04/24/2012 - 3 eggs observed in nest during quick visit. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - The female was not on the nest as the biologist approached, so it was possible to look in the nest. 
The nest still contains 3 eggs. The biologist backed off to wait for adults to arrive. Within 10 minutes, the female 
came into view as she was foraging. She approached the nest but then moved away and continued to forage. She 
eventually returned and settled on the nest to incubate. She remained on the nest for 15+ minutes and the 
biologist ended the observation. - VEurs
05/09/2012 - The nest contains 3 brown, downy nestlings with black supercilliary markings. The female was near 
the nest for the entire observation period, foraging. She may have been feeding the nestlings, but it is difficult for 
the observer to get a direct view of the nest without deterring the female. - VEurs
05/17/2012 - This nest is presumed to have fledged despite the fact that it contained 1 dead nestling. There were 
3 nestlings on the previous check, 8 days before. Horned Lark nestlings fledge in 8-10 days, so it is very possible 
that the other 2 nestlings left the nest. If the nest had been predated, it is likely all 3 would have been taken. The 
remaining nestling, which had primary feathers, was being consumed by beetles and ants. This suggests it was 
abandoned in the nest and died from natural causes. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041612_lton_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - An avian monitor identified a House Finch pair bringing nesting material to a location on a manlift 
(piece of construction equipment) today; the pair was not seen bringing material to the nest this morning, and the 
nest was monitored for approximately 30 minutes. 
A House Finch pair was within the vicinity of the nest; however, the pair did not visit the nest. The nest is less than 
10 percent complete and consists of about 20 pieces of dried grass; there are no eggs or young present. 
Deterrents present included mylar tape tied to the adjacent tower and work area, multiple plugged cavities, and 
presence of testing crews using the equipment on site over the last week. Nest was removed per the NBMMP 
based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting testing work at the CP95/CP96 structures, 
cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the 
anticipated nest cycle. - LThoreson

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_lton_02 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - House Finch pair observed bringing nesting material to a location on a manlift (piece of construction 
equipment) today; the pair was not seen bringing material to the nest this morning, and the nest was monitored 
for approximately 30 minutes. A House Finch pair was within the vicinity of the nest; however, the pair did not 
visit the nest. The nest was observed to be less than 10% complete and consists of about 20 pieces of dried grass; 
no eggs or young present. Deterrents present included mylar tape tied to the adjacent tower and work area, 
multiple plugged cavities, and presence of testing crews using the equipment on site over the last week. Removal 
of nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting testing work at the 
CP95/CP96 structures, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece 
of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. - LThoreson

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_lton_03 CP87-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Biomonitor saw a House Finch pair bringing nesting material to a known, inactive European Starling 
nest at 0815 this morning. An avian biologist observed  the nest; no eggs or nestlings were present. Nest consisted 
of small sticks, and the House Finch pair was seen adding finer material (grass). At this point, nest appears 25% 
complete based on lack of typical HOFI nesting material, such as finer grass material, lining, or cup shape. 
Deterrents present on the tower included mylar tape tied to many locations, netting over large cavities, and 45 
plugged cavities near tower arms and brackets. Nest was removed per the NBMMP based on potential impacts to 
material logistics operations supporting testing work at the CP87/CP88 structures, cost impacts relative to 
alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. - 
LThoreson

No

BUSH Bushtit 041612_lton_04 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 26 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/16/2012 4/20/2012 04/16/2012 - Nest appears complete. One Bushtit was heard within the vicinity of the nest while the location of 
the nest was being logged; no other activity was observed, and no Bushtit was observed flying to the nest itself. 
Due to the level of completion and the time of year, it is most likely that the pair is egg laying or incubating. More 
time observing this nest is necessary. - LThoreson
04/20/2012 - Nest has been torn open from SE side, just above rim of nest cup, which is empty. No eggshell 
fragments found in nest cup or on branches and ground below. Likely predated, but unknown whether nest 
contained any eggs or nestlings, and hence, unsure whether it reached active stage. Buffer reduced to 0 feet and 
all signs were removed. - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_mdus_01 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 20 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/16/2012 5/18/2012 04/16/2012 - Yard monitor reported House Finch nest in wire reel. Avian biologist checked nest contents and 
found 1 egg. - MDicus
04/21/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Female on nest at 1239. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nestlings present in nest. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Young appear ready to fledge at 1600. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - Nest is empty and presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes
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CORA Common Raven 041612_mdus_02 CP53-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed building a nest in structure CP53-1 during ongoing wire 
stringing activities. The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence on 
4/16/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape and "Daddy Long 
Legs" deterrents installed in previous 2 nest attempt locations. Following concurrence, and in the presence of 
onsite biologists, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common 
Raven nest. The nest area was photographed as well. At the time of removal (approximately 10:00), the nest was 
10% constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. An approved nesting bird deterrent was subsequently 
installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. - MDicus

No

COHA Cooper's Hawk 041612_rrdd_01 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - COHA perched near nest for 15 minutes and gave agitation calls, then overflies nest and departs by 
1045. - RRadd
04/17/2012 - Monitor G. Leighty reports that COHA approached nest earlier in the day, although avian biologist 
did not see any activity, aside from a COHA perching nearby during helicopter QA/QC inspections. - KAlberts
04/24/2012 - COHA departed from nest area 0650, male noted nearby 0645. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - COHA female comes off nest in response to male's alarm call after 40 minutes of observation. - 
RRadd
05/11/2012 - Female COHA lying in nest at 1342. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Female COHA prone in nest at 0759. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Female agitated and swooping on observer suggests hatched young at 0929. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Female lying in nest for departs after 20-minute observation. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - Adult female visible on nest after lengthy absence 1532. - RRadd

TBD

HOWR House Wren 041612_rrdd_02 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/16/2012 TBD 04/16/2012 - HOWR pair making repeated entry to cavity; including material transport. - RRadd
04/24/2012 - Male HOWR defending nest, female not seen. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Male HOWR defending nest and entering with sticks but female not seen. Possibly an alternate nest. 
- RRadd
05/11/2012 - HOWR singing and guarding, enters and sings from within the cavity at 1504. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Male sings at entrance intermittently, especially when neighboring males sing, and defends against 
interlopers. Female off nest only briefly during 40 minutes of observation. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Male sings regularly and checks in near the cavity but does not enter from 1400-1430. Incubation 
inferred. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - 2 June; HOWR departs cavity at 1544 after 45 minutes of observation. Status of this nest remains 
unclear. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - Male HOWR brings food to nest 1222, female emerges to receive and carries into cavity. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041612_rrdd_03 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 27 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/16/2012 5/23/2012 04/16/2012 - LEGO pair building nest; approximately 30% complete. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Nest is complete, LEGO in nest 1425. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - LEGO male near nest, female in nest periodically. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Female LEGO departs nest at 1538 after 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Female LEGO feeding hatched young at 1225. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - No activity observed. Based on chronology, nest is presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 041612_tcer_01 CP7 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/16/2012 4/24/2012 04/16/2012 - Adults regularly bringing in nest material, nest 80% complete. - TCooper
04/24/2012 - As the biologist approached the "back" of the nest (away from the tower) it became apparent that a 
half-dollar-sized hole had been ripped in the side of the nest, near the bottom. Some nesting material was found 
on the ground below the nest and a large chunk was in the shrub next to the nest. Evidence definitely points to 
nest predation, but it is unclear whether or not the nest contained eggs. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

N/A

HOFI House Finch 041612_vers_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 50 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/16/2012 5/15/2012 04/16/2012 - A pair of HOFI was seen in pepper tree. The male perched nearby while the female shaped the nest 
cup. She later added lining material and again moved around in the nest, appearing to shape the cup with her 
body. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - 1 visit to nest was observed. Pair is likely still nest building; no nestlings visible in nest. - LThoreson
05/01/2012 - No HOFI activity was observed around this nest during 45 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - No activity observed at nest after 30 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good condition 
and has some lining material. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - No activity has been observed at this nest for several weeks. The nest was checked with a mirror on 
several occasions and it never contained any eggs or young. This nest is now closed because it never reached 
active stage. - VEurs

No
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HOFI House Finch 041612_vers_02 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 30 100 40 40 Presumed Fledged 4/16/2012 6/5/2012 04/16/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed numerous times in an Italian cypress. The female brought 
long strands of grassy nesting material into the tree several times. The nest is not visible at this point due to the 
dense foliage, so the level of completeness is unknown. - VEurs
04/23/2012 - Male HOFI seen foraging or ground near nest. Singing and calling audibly near nest location in tree. - 
LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Male entered nest area as female left. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - The male and female were perched on a shrub near the nest tree. As they both flew to the opening 
that leads to the nest, another male HOFI flew past, and the first male chased him off and returned to the shrub. 
The female entered the tree and remained there through the end of observations. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Though a pair of House Finches was perched nearby for 30 minutes, they were never observed 
going to the nest or perching on the nest tree. It was fairly warm weather. - LTymkiw
05/21/2012 - During 45 minutes of observation, the male HOFI visited the nest twice, appearing to carry food into 
the nest tree. Based on nesting chronology, it seems likely that the eggs have hatched and that the female is on 
the nest with the nestlings. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - No activity detected after 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs
06/05/2012 - Based on the lack of observed activity and nesting chronology, it is likely this nest has fledged. 
Although the nest itself can't be seen, there are no new gaps or broken foliage that would indicate predation. This 
nest is presumed fledged and is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 041612_vnik_01 EP151 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - foundations 65 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/16/2012 4/25/2012 04/16/2012 - Nest discovered by monitor. Observed bird on nest, likely incubating. - VNovik
04/18/2012 - When I arrived onsite, grouting had started on D Leg; the leg closest to the nest. The jay was 
observed on the nest with one nestling visible as work was underway. The bird did not leave the nest when the 
light helicopters were removing equipment from the site. The bird did leave the nest at 1 point, possibly to feed, 
though it returned shortly. This occurred between the light helicopters and a long slick period (possibly 45 
minutes) while waiting for the medium lift helicopter. When the K-max arrived to remove the grouting pump, the 
bird was not on the nest, but was observed shortly after the K-max left the site. Rotor wash from light helicopters 
was minimal and was a little stronger from K-max. - VNovik
04/25/2012 - Check of the nest revealed that the nest is empty. No birds or nestling observed within nest. Likely 
nestling was preyed upon. - VNovik

No

HOFI House Finch 041612_vnik_02 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/16/2012 4/16/2012 04/16/2012 - Yard monitor reported a nest that had been located on the bumper of a 623 F scraper in the yard. 
The nest was located on the driver's side top headlight, but the majority of the nest had already fallen out onto 
the bumper. Eggs had been in the nest, as evidenced by egg shell fragments, but it could not be determined how 
old the nest was. The remainder of nest was removed, and deterrents were installed. The nest being dislodged 
from its initial location indicates that predation was a likely cause of nest failure, although the nest may have been 
undocumented when equipment was used last, and the nest was displaced. Furthermore, it is ultimately unknown 
when this nest was established and could have been considered active, therefore, no outcome can be 
determined. - VNovik

No

MODO Mourning Dove 041712_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 0 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/17/2012 5/17/2012 04/17/2012 - Adult observed on nest. Flushed at 1 foot, but stayed on nest for several minutes while avian 
biologist was within 2 feet. A single egg in nest. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - MODO observed on nest. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Adult MODO on nest, didn't flush at 1 foot. Looking from below up through fan screen, it appears 
that there are 2 eggs in nest. Broken eggshell is also present on inside fan screen. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Nest empty, partially sucked into fan. Eggshell fragment and hardened yolk on top of fan screen. 
This nest likely failed due to substation operations (when the fan turned on). This is not related to SRPL. - BArnold

No

MODO Mourning Dove 041712_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 100 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/17/2012 5/11/2012 04/17/2012 - Adult MODO on nest. Flushed at 2 feet. Nest has 1 egg. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - MODO on nest, did not flush at 2 feet. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Nest empty and in disrepair. Lots of scat underneath and on adjacent steel structural elements, all 
indicative of a successful fledging. - BArnold

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041712_bald_03 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 165 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/17/2012 5/4/2012 04/17/2012 - Female HOFI observed incubating on nest. - BArnold
05/04/2012 - Observed female HOFI accompanied by male fly into nest, remove a large chunk of nest material, 
and fly to newly discovered nest in northeast corner of 230kV GCB 1W stand, located about 15 feet to the east-
southeast. - BArnold

No
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041712_dbby_02 CP20-N Structures Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 700 300 300 300 Fledged 4/17/2012 5/23/2012 04/17/2012 - Pair of CAGN repeatedly observed visiting a black sage with spider silk and other nest material. Nest 
building was just initiated with only 5% completed. Nest is well beyond (approximately 695 feet) any potential 
project related work. Therefore, no NBJ or signage is required. - DBusby
04/24/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed incubating an unknown number of eggs on active 
nest (041712_dbby_02) near CP20. The male and female adult pair performed one nest exchange during the 
observation period. Based on the stage of the nest building on April 17, the eggs are estimated to hatch sometime 
after May 4, 2012. - DBusby
05/01/2012 - Coastal California Gnatcatcher pair was observed incubating an unknown number of eggs on this 
previously recorded nest (041712_dbby_02) near structure CP20. The male and female adult pair performed 1 
nest exchange during the observation period. Based on the stage of the nest building on April 17, the eggs are 
estimated to hatch sometime after May 4, 2012. - DBusby
05/08/2012 - Male and female nest exchange. Nest contains 4 eggs. - DBusby
05/15/2012 - Adult pair feeding 4 nestlings, approximately 5 days old. - DBusby
05/22/2012 - Adult pair feeding nestlings that are ready to fledge any day. - DBusby
05/30/2012 - Adult pair observed foraging with 3-4 recent fledglings approx 400 ft. north of closed nest. 
Estimated fledge date was May 23. - DBusby
06/07/2012 - Adult pair was observed foraging with three to four recent fledglings approximately 400 feet north 
of their previously recorded, closed nest (041712_dbby_02) near Structure CP20. - DBusby

Yes

OATI Oak Titmouse 041712_hwey_02 CP96-1-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 12 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/17/2012 5/15/2012 04/17/2012 - Two Oak Titmice observed entering nest cavity and removing small wood flakes. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - 2 OATIs at the nest, one exiting and the other entering at 1120. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - OATI brings food to nest at 0908. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Adult was bringing food to nest at 1159. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - OATI visits nest with food at 1026. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed from 1308 to 1338; nest presumed fledged, given observational history. - 
HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041712_hwey_03 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 20 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/17/2012 5/25/2012 04/17/2012 - Male and female HOFIs adding nest material. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum reports observing pair making repeated trips with nesting material. Nest appears 
nearly 100% complete. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Female on nest at 0950. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Female was on nest at 1028. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - Nestlings heard begging while adult brought food items. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Biomonitor on site reports observing male and female visiting nest with food. - HWinfrey
05/20/2012 - Nestlings heard being fed 3 times over a nearly 2-hour period. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - Nest empty with no sign of predation. Nest closed, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041712_hwey_04 CP87-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 100 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/17/2012 4/23/2012 04/17/2012 - Male and female HOFIs observed adding nesting material. - HWinfrey
04/23/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum reports examining nest area closely from lift and finding no nesting material 
remaining. Nest apparently abandoned or destroyed by weather. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

CALT California Towhee 041712_hwey_05 Alpine Underground Ductbank Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 37 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/17/2012 4/30/2012 04/17/2012 - California Towhee observed incubating 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - CALT on nest at 1135. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity at nest. Nest lining has been pulled out, indicating predation. - HWinfrey

No

BUSH Bushtit 041712_ltiw_01 EP83-PS-S Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 150 100 100 100 Indeterminate 4/17/2012 5/6/2012 04/17/2012 - A Bushtit was observed bringing caterpillars to a complete nest several times. It appears that 3 
Bushtits are attending this nest. - LTymkiw
04/20/2012 - The bottom of the nest is open. No visible debris on ground below nest. Pair observed adding 
material to the nest. Possible predation of nestlings and pair attempting to repair nest. - ELoveless
04/22/2012 - Both parents carried food into nest twice. Could not hear begging from 20 feet away. Bottom of 
nest appears frayed, but no opening detectable there. - MKuehn
04/24/2012 - Observed work activities from pull site. Helicopter pulled sock line over the vicinity of the nest, and 
it appeared that the helicopter was above 100 feet when flying with the line. The sock line appeared to slack 
within the buffer but did not touch vegetation near the nest. When switching wire phases, the line slacked and hit 
a rock and vegetation at a distance of approximately 115 feet from the nest. Nesting bird impacts not observed. - 
VNovik
04/25/2012 - Observed work activities from pull site. Line was pulled back to EP83 south pull site. Line was 
observed to go slack and hit vegetation and hit a rock at a distance of approximately 115 feet from the nest. The 
line was raised and pulled to the pull site where the line was connected to the helicopter and was flown back to 
the EP83 north pull site. It appeared that the helicopter flew outside of the 100 foot buffer. Nesting bird impacts 
were not observed. - VNovik
04/29/2012 - Adults feeding young in nest. Begging can be heard from 20 feet. The young will likely fledge by 
around 4/2. - MKuehn
05/06/2012 - Nest has 2 holes in the side, and feathers and nesting material are on branches and ground below. 
Nest contained nestlings when discovered on 4/17, which were at least 12 days old when parents were bringing 
food to nest on 4/29. Nest could have fledged and then been damaged since last checked on 4/29. No adults or 
fledglings could be detected in 30 minutes within 100 feet of nest. Nest outcome is indeterminate, but seems 
likely to have failed with nestlings. - MKuehn

N/A
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041712_mdus_01 CP39-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 200 300 175 175 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/17/2012 5/8/2012 04/17/2012 - Adult male CAGN observed pulling nest material from old nest (030512_mdus_01) and carrying it to 
a new nest location. Male made over 6 trips from the old nest to the new one, interspersing those trips with 
frequent short trips to the new nest from other areas. The female was not observed returning to the old nest, 
instead foraging near the new nest location, and bringing in material. Between them, the adults made over 20 
trips to the new nest between 07:45 and 10:00. Nest is approximately 30% constructed. - MDicus
04/20/2012 - The CAGN nest area was monitored during wire pulling activities between structures CP39 and CP40 
to ensure the activity caused no disturbances to the nest. All helicopter activity was at a distance sufficient 
enough that there was no buffeting of vegetation by rotor wash, and the helicopter did not fly over the nest. The 
CAGN pair was observed foraging within the survey area, visiting the nest infrequently. All nest monitoring today 
was conducted by a permitted biologist from outside the buffer at a distance of over 200 feet. - MDicus
04/24/2012 - 3 nest exchanges were observed at 30-minute intervals:07:00, 07:30, and 08:00. The nest contents 
were not checked, but based on the timeline and observed behaviors, the pair is incubating eggs. - MDicus
05/01/2012 - The pair was observed exchanging incubating duties at the nest 3 times during the observation 
period. At 07:32 the female exchanged with the male while the male foraged. At 08:05 the male switched with 
female, and at 08:35 the female was back on the nest. - MDicus
05/08/2012 - After 1 hour of observed inactivity, the nest was checked and found to contain no eggs or nestlings. 
1 punctured shell fragment was found on the ground approximately 2 feet from the nest. The CAGN pair was later 
observed constructing a new nest approximately 200 feet downslope of this location. - MDicus

No

CORA Common Raven 041712_mdus_02 CP35-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/17/2012 4/19/2012 04/17/2012 - Avian approved biologist C. Vettes discovered a stick nest in the early stages of construction 
(approximately 15% complete) in lattice structure CP35-2. No CORA activity was observed in the vicinity of the 
nest; however, no sticks were observed in the tower yesterday afternoon (04/16/12), and the Common Raven pair 
that attempted to nest in CP36-1 was observed perching in CP35-2 following the nest removal in CP36-1. - MDicus
04/18/2012 - CORA pair was observed adding sticks to a nest that is now approximately 50% constructed. The pair 
carried sticks to the nest 4 times between 11:15 and 12:00, with one adult standing in the nest for approximately 
10 minutes, adjusting material. - MDicus
04/19/2012 - Between 11:00 and 13:45, the avian biologist watched the CORA pair make 3 trips to the nest with 
sticks, dead yucca fibers, and toilet paper. The nest was removed at 13:45 in the presence of an avian biologist to 
facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence (received 04/19/12) and through adherence to the 
NBMMP. Deterrents present on the site included mylar flash tape tied to the base and arms of the tower. 
Following concurrence, a lineman was flown to the top of the tower. The nest was first checked for eggs or 
nestlings. The nest was empty. The lineman removed the nest, which was approximately 80% constructed at the 
time of removal, and installed 2 Daddy Long Legs nest deterrents. The nest was photographed prior to removal. 
The raven pair was observed circling the tower and vocalizing during this process. No additional nesting behaviors 
were observed. - MDicus

No

CACW Cactus Wren 041712_rrdd_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 12 100 100 100 Satellite nest 4/17/2012 5/1/2012 04/17/2012 - CACW gathering nest material from freshly graded road and building into new nest at 0714. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - CACW singing incessantly at this nest for duration of 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Nest appears substantially improved, but no CACW detected during 40 minutes of observation. - 
RRadd
05/08/2012 - Although the nest appears to have fresh material added, no CACW were detected during 30 minutes 
of observation. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - No CACW detected. Nest is not improved. - RRadd

N/A

AMKE American Kestrel 041712_rrdd_02 CP62-2-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/17/2012 TBD 04/17/2012 - AMKE pair copulate on adjacent tree at 0703. Male "shows" Platanus racemosa cavity to female at 
0706. Female enters cavity at 0709 and remains for duration of 30-minute observation. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Following heavy rain, wet male brings lizard to female who emerges dry from cavity at 0710. She 
consumes it in 2 pieces and returns to nest by 0730. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Female AMKE emerges from cavity at 0717 and perches up to wait for food drop. Male does not 
arrive by 0730. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - AMKE male harassing RTHA from food exchange perch near nest, then nest guarding. Female not 
observed during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Female leaves cavity to accept insect food from male at 1219. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - AMKE pair carrying food to nest at 1736. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - Male observed at customary nest-guard perch, but non-project activity 100 feet west of nest and no 
activity from cavity observed. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - No AMKE detected 0638-0708. Male observed hunting adjacent to area but no others detected 
1028. Fledged? - RRadd
06/12/2012 - Female perched at butcher-block, male departs from cavity 1602. - RRadd

TBD
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PHAI Phainopepla 041712_rrdd_03 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Scrubs Traffic 26 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/17/2012 5/10/2012 04/17/2012 - PHAI pair making multiple trips with nest material. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Female on nest after heavy rain at 0815. - RRadd
05/01/2012 - Female PHAI departs nest and male settles on 0757. No food brought to nest. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - No bird visible on hidden nest, but male PHAI perches nearby giving alarm calls in response to 
observer presence. Hatched young? - RRadd
05/15/2012 - No PHAI activity at this nest during 30-minute observation. Monitor once more before closing. - 
RRadd
05/24/2012 - No activity for more than 2 weeks indicates this attempt was terminated. - RRadd

No

OATI Oak Titmouse 041712_rrdd_04 Hartung CY-N Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 32 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/17/2012 5/13/2012 04/17/2012 - OATI visited cavity with food at 1446. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - OATI brings food item to nest at 1438. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - OATI exits nest at 1411 and makes numerous trips with food during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - OATI pair feeding nest at 2 minute intervals, 1417. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - OATI no longer attend this cavity. Previous observations suggest successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 041712_rrdd_06 El Monte CY Construction Yards Riparian Forests and Woodlands Other 35 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/17/2012 5/24/2012 04/17/2012 - ANHU incubating nest from 1533 -1548. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - ANHU on nest for duration of 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - ANHU leaves nest briefly to forage, and no young are fed at return, suggesting incubation is in 
progress. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - ANHU female on nest more than off, but no feeding of young observed. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - ANHU female feeding single nestling at 0737. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - 24 May; Nest appears intact and empty. ANHU no longer visit. Previous observations suggest 
successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 041712_rrdd_07 El Monte CY Construction Yards Riparian Forests and Woodlands Other 25 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/17/2012 5/14/2012 04/17/2012 - BUSH pair briefly visit nest that appears substantially complete at 1521. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Male BUSH foraging near nest which appears complete. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Solo BUSH visits nest surreptitiously at 1531 and then departs. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Nest appears sound and fair. No BUSH detections from 1534-1600. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest has been destroyed by natural agents. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 041712_rrdd_08 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 70 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/17/2012 5/30/2012 04/17/2012 - BUSH pair bringing clumps of Salix flower to substantially complete nest at 1630. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - BUSH pair continue to visit nest 1559. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - BUSH departs nest after 30 minutes of observation at 1635. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - No BUSH detected on windy afternoon, nest looks sound and intact. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - BUSH carrying food to nest 1640. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - BUSH pair making trips with food and nesting material from 1546-1628. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - No BUSH detected visiting during 30 minute observation. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

BUOR Bullock's Oriole 041712_rrdd_09 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 10 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/17/2012 5/28/2012 04/17/2012 - BUOR pair associating with large fresh nest that appears complete and is consistent with this 
species. - RRadd
04/25/2012 - Female BUOR exits nest at 1555. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Male nest-guarding/ singing 1458, scolds observer on AR at 70 from nest. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Female BUOR departs nest at 1608. Male nest guards. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Female departs nest at 1712 to forage. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - BUOR carrying food to nest 0704-0712. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Male to nest at 1535. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - No BUOR detected at this nest during 30 minute observation. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041812_ahll_01 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/18/2012 4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - Nest was found by biomonitor during morning sweeps, approximately 35% complete, with no eggs 
or young present. Streamer deterrents installed on crane and cavities were taped. Removal of nest was required 
based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction and the CAISO request for 
energization by June 1, such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for 
more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer 
reduction allowing for use of the crane, but rather, for removal. Nest was photographed and removed, per the 
NBMMP. - AHill

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041812_bloh_01 AR-CY-Sycamore-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 711 300 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 4/18/2012 4/25/2012 04/18/2012 - Nest about 20% built, male and female making return trips with nest material. - BLohstroh
04/25/2012 - No evidence of nest remains, pair active over 300 feet away and did not return to area. Nest was 
less than a quarter-built when first located. - BLohstroh

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041812_hwey_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 10 100 50 50 Fledged 4/18/2012 5/24/2012 04/18/2012 - Female Lesser Goldfinch adding fibrous material and spider webs to leaves and stem of giant cane. 
Male perched nearby. - HWinfrey
04/26/2012 - Female on nest at 1229. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female observed on nest at 0811. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - Female on nest at 1216. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - 3 nestlings visible; pinfeathers emerging on primaries. - HWinfrey
05/22/2012 - 2 fully feathered nestlings in nest at 0638. - HWinfrey
05/24/2012 - Nest empty. "Fully feathered nestlings" observed early morning 22 May have presumably fledged. - 
BArnold

Yes
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NOFL Northern Flicker 041812_hwey_02 CP98-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/18/2012 5/6/2012 04/18/2012 - Male Northern Flicker observed entering cavity, heard chiseling interior, and seen removing 
woodchips from inside. - HWinfrey
04/24/2012 - NOFL leaves nest cavity at 1044. - HWinfrey
04/30/2012 - No activity observed from 0830 to 0900. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Limb containing nest cavity has broken off of main snag, apparently due to wind and decay. Nest 
closed. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 041812_jdus_01 CP33-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
construction

4/18/2012 4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - Today, while avian biologists surveyed towers CP43-2 to CP31-2 (the upcoming pull scheduled for 
April 21) for active nests, a new House Finch nest was observed inside a traveler on the CP33-2 structure. The pair 
was observed visiting the nest together with the female remaining at the nest for extended periods, occasionally 
leaving. Nest stage could not be determined from the ground, approximately 75 feet below the nest. A lineman 
was dispatched to photograph the nest contents, with the avian biologists on the ground to confirm the status of 
the nest per the NBMMP, given upcoming wire stringing at this site. Avian biologists may not climb a tower due to 
the required safety training and equipment. At approximately 1605, the crew arrived at the top of the tower by 
helicopter, and the avian biologists communicated the nest location. In the process of climbing down the tower, 
the lineman's foot contacted the traveler containing the nest. The traveler spun ½ turn, displacing at least 2 eggs 
from the nest, falling to the ground and breaking, with the remaining eggs breaking in place. - JDicus

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 041812_kats_01 CP13-2-E-C Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 755 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/18/2012 4/25/2012 04/18/2012 - 4 eggs; male tending. - KAlberts
04/25/2012 - See following comment. - BArnold
04/25/2012 - Nest predated with the lining pulled up. - KAlberts

No

HOFI House Finch 041812_kats_02 CP78-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/18/2012 4/17/2012 04/17/2012 - Nest was found being built in the early morning by a pair of HOFI on top of the locking 
mechanism/sliding bar of the yellow pipe gate between the south end of the El Capitan Reservoir paved area and 
the dirt road that continues south to the Bauer property. Female HOFI was seen bring a Chaenactis flower into the 
housed lock area, and exiting without. Inspection revealed a nest in progress about 10% complete, with no eggs or 
young present, right on top of all the locks. The need for removal was immediate, as Project work was already 
underway and more work was on the way, all of which required accessing this gate, unlocking it, and moving the 
sliding bar, which would have immediately moved the nest out of place. Deterrent activity includes multiple trips 
through this gate on a daily basis by Sunrise and San Diego County Water personnel. The nest was photographed 
and removed by an avian biologist, following NBMMP stipulations. It is recommended that daily opening and 
closing of this gate continues to deter additional attempts. - KAlberts

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 041812_lton_01 GS-NF-25 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/18/2012 5/30/2012 04/18/2012 - Pair seen flying to nest. No eggs in nest. Pair bonding activity observed; 1 feeding the other. - 
LThoreson
04/28/2012 - Nest appears completely lined. Adults both present near nest, but no eggs yet. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Adult observed on nest, then was off nest 20 minutes later after checking a nearby nest. Nest 
contains 4 eggs. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - No adults on nest but observed nearby. Did not look directly inside the nest, but could see at least 2 
eggs. - ELoveless
05/22/2012 - Nest contains at least 2 young naked nestlings, approximately 2-3 days old. Eyes closed and no trace 
of pin feather emergence on wings. - MKuehn
05/30/2012 - Nest is empty and was not expected to fledge until approximately 6/9. Appears likely to have been 
depredated. - MKuehn

No

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 041812_vers_01 CP51-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/18/2012 4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - A pair of Cassin's Kingbirds was observed building a nest in structure CP51-2 during ongoing wire 
stringing activities. The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence on 
4/18/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape. Following 
concurrence, and in the presence of onsite biomonitor, a lineman was dropped at the top of the tower and 
removed the newly-initiated Cassin's Kingbird nest of dried mustard plant stalks and installed an approved "Daddy 
Long-legs" type deterrent on the end of the arm. At the time of removal (approximately 1045), the nest was 1% 
constructed and contained no eggs or nestlings. Photos were taken of the removed nest material. - VEurs

No

CORA Common Raven 041812_vers_02 CP53-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/18/2012 4/18/2012 04/18/2012 - A pair of Common Ravens was observed building a nest in structure CP53-1 during ongoing wire 
stringing activities. The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing), per agency concurrence on 
4/18/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape and "Daddy Long 
Legs" deterrents installed in previous 3 nest attempt locations. Following concurrence, and in the presence of the 
onsite biologist, 2 linemen were dropped at the top of the tower and removed the partially constructed Common 
Raven nest. Before the removal crew arrived, the CORA pair perched on the tower for a total of 30 minutes, 
calling and preening. They defended the tower from a RTHA, but did not bring more sticks to the nest. At the time 
of removal (approximately 15:00), the nest was 5% constructed, contained no eggs or nestlings, and the nest and 
nest area were  photographed. An approved nesting bird deterrent (another "Daddy Long-legs"), was 
subsequently installed in the tower in place of the removed nest, as well as more mylar tape and another "Daddy 
Long-legs" in the bridge above. - VEurs

No
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HOFI House Finch 041912_ahll_01 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/19/2012 4/19/2012 04/19/2012 - Biomonitor found this House Finch nest under construction during the morning sweep and 
contacted an avian biologist, who approved the removal following the NBMMP, and based on description, nesting 
stage with no eggs or young present, location on needed equipment, and a picture. Streamer deterrents installed 
on crane. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting 
construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at 
the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. When the nest was removed, it was discovered to 
contain at least 1 broken egg with dried yolk present (more than 1 days dried). This piece of equipment has been 
used this week at least 1 day. It is unlikely that a predator reached this nest as the location was very hidden, and 
wind probably did not play a factor as the nest was well shielded from the elements, making natural failure 
unlikely. It is possible this nest went undetected and failed due to the equipment being moved, as the egg(s) could 
have broken during the recent crane use. This nest is from this season as indicated by fresh, green nesting 
materials and condition of the egg matter. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 041912_bald_01 Sycamore Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/19/2012 5/15/2012 04/19/2012 - Nest was discovered when the biologist was walking by the nest, and the female flushed from the 
nest while the avian biologist was 2 feet distant; 4 eggs on nest. - BArnold
04/23/2012 - Adult female incubating on nest. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - Female flushed from nest at about 10 feet upon approach to examine phases draped over pile of 
tubing. Nest with several nestlings, exact number is uncertain. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Female flushed from nest at about 30 feet, stayed away while phase and static wires were removed 
by hand from where they had lain draped over the aluminum tubing pile after being lowered from above. 
Nestlings remain in nest, being brooded by adult female. Avian biologist decided to enter buffer with 2 SDG&E 
workers to remove this wire to preclude inadvertent tipping or jerking of nest tube during wire retrieval using 
truck wench. Avian biologist was not present and did not observe phase and static wire being lowered into 30-
foot buffer, and on top of and in direct contact with the aluminum tube that contains the nest. It is unclear why 
this occurred, a bio-monitor was presumably present during all of these activities. - BArnold
05/02/2012 - Female observed at nest. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Large nestlings observed shifting around inside nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Well-protected nest, slightly degraded with lots of scat, empty and indicative of recent fledging. - 
BArnold

Yes

CALT California Towhee 041912_elss_01 Gorka Gate Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 500 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/19/2012 5/16/2012 04/19/2012 - One CALT observed laying in nest. - ELoveless
04/23/2012 - CALT on nest for duration of observation. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - CALT on nest for duration of 15 minutes observer was nearby. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - CALT on nest for duration of the observation. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - CALT carrying food to nest at 5-15 minute intervals. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest is empty and intact, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041912_elss_02 Gorka Gate Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 240 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/19/2012 4/25/2012 04/19/2012 - Nest complete with no eggs. Female entered the nest twice during 30-minute observation with no 
material. She stayed in the nest for 1-3 minutes at a time. - ELoveless
04/23/2012 - LEGO female on nest for duration of observation at 1505. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is complete, lined and empty. LEGO pair present and calling nearby, though not observed on 
nest. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest is aging. Although LEGO pair remain in area, they exhibit no association with this nest. - RRadd

No

SPTO Spotted Towhee 041912_elss_04 Gorka Gate Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 500 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/19/2012 5/18/2012 04/19/2012 - Female SPTO observed adding nesting material to nest. - ELoveless
04/23/2012 - No SPTO detections during 30 minute observation on cool gray day. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - No SPTO detections near this nest during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - No SPTO detected in area during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - SPTO pair make 3 trips with food to nest 1242, 1252, 1308. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest is no longer being fed, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 041912_jdus_01 CP51-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 30 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/19/2012 4/25/2012 04/19/2012 - HOFI female stealing nest material from CAKI nest attempt in same tower (has now completely 
dismantled and removed all visible signs of CAKI nest attempt). 10 trips to HOFI nest with material were observed. 
- JDicus
04/25/2012 - Nest is gone. During 2 hours of observation, a pair of House Finches landed in different locations 
within the tower and appeared to be nest site selecting, but neither bird showed an affinity to the original nest 
location; nor were they observed carrying material to this spot. - MDicus

No

HOWR House Wren 041912_jdus_02 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 62 100 50 50 Fledged 4/19/2012 5/11/2012 04/19/2012 - Pair attends nest, entering multiple times. Male sings incessantly from nest tree. - JDicus
04/27/2012 - With the exception of a few minutes, 1 wren was in the nest cavity or perched within 15 feet for the 
30 minute observation period. In general, the male perched nearby singing and entered the nest on occasion to 
give the female food. The female entered and exited the nest, apparently foraging. At one point, the female had 
exited the nest, and a pair of HOFI landed near the cavity entrance. The male wren entered the cavity was able to 
keep the finches from entering. - VEurs
05/04/2012 - Both adults were observed making multiple trips into the nest cavity with food in a short period of 
time to feed their extremely vocal nestlings. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - Both adults were observed by the nest cavity as the sound of several wrens scolding was heard in 
nearby shrubs. The area around the cavity entrance is spotted with droppings, perhaps indicating that fledglings 
were perched there for a time. The female made about a dozen trips to remove nesting material from the cavity 
as the male sang energetically close by. The pair may attempt a second clutch. - VEurs

Yes
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WTKI White-tailed Kite 041912_lton_01 GS-NS-24 Pad Areas-Work Area Woodlands and Forests OH - wire stringing 480 500 450 450 Fledged 4/19/2012 6/7/2012 04/19/2012 - Adult initially seen flying within the vicinity of the pine trees on the abandoned property to the 
north. The nest was identified during the potential raptor nesting detection portion of the survey. An adult was 
observed on the nest and did not leave when the avian biologist logged the location using a GPS device. - 
LThoreson
04/28/2012 - One adult on nest and another perched 100 feet away. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Adult remained on nest for entire 30 minute observation period, rising occasionally to tend nest 
contents. Second adult was not detected. Unsure if nest contains eggs still, or young nestlings. Adult was 
positioned low in nest. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Two nestlings observed in nest. One has juvenile plumage and is standing on the rim of the nest. 
The 2nd nestling was observed briefly and stayed low in the nest. No adults were observed. - ELoveless
05/22/2012 - A nestling can still be seen at the nest (appears in full juvenile plumage). - MKuehn
05/30/2012 - One nestling could be seen perched on rim of nest. - MKuehn
06/07/2012 - Adults and immature bird observed in area. Immature bird observed flying to oaks within area and 
calling.  Nest fledged successfully. Closed. - VNovik

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 041912_rrdd_01 CP56-1-PS-E-A Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 65 100 60 60 Indeterminate 4/19/2012 5/14/2012 04/19/2012 - BUSH making regular trips to nest which appears mostly complete. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - BUSH near nest was not observed entering nest on cool rainy day. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - No activity at this intact nest from 0900-0920. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - BUSH pair foraging away from nest visit after 30 minutes. Both enter, one stays, the other returns 
briefly after 5 minutes then departs and does not return, 0820. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest appears intact and well protected but no BUSH detected during 35 minutes of cool foggy 
weather from 0745-0820. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - No activity observed from 1335-1350. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - Nest appears to be deteriorating, no BUSH detected. Uncertain if an egg was ever laid. - RRadd

N/A

CALT California Towhee 041912_rrdd_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 75 75 Indeterminate 4/19/2012 4/30/2012 04/19/2012 - CALT at nest containing 2 eggs. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - CALT does not leave nest during 10 minute observation. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest empty, but CALT still agitated at presence of observer at edge of buffer. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest remains empty; CALT likely re-nesting outside the buffer. - RRadd

N/A

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 041912_rrdd_03 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 26 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/19/2012 4/21/2012 04/19/2012 - LEGO pair attending nest with 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/23/2012 - Nest contains 1 egg. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is empty and falling apart. Presumed damaged by weather approximately 21 April. - RRadd

No

CATH California Thrasher 041912_rrdd_04 CP55/CP56-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Riparian Scrubs BMP installation/maintenance 100 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/19/2012 4/22/2012 04/19/2012 - CATH on nest appeared to be rotating eggs or interacting with nestlings - no food carry observed. - 
RRadd
04/23/2012 - CATH on nest at 1708. - RRadd
04/30/2012 - Nest is intact with some feces on the nest rim. Adult CATH perches above nest and sings 
intermittently for15  minutes. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 041912_sjon_01 EP70 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/19/2012 4/19/2012 04/19/2012 - Nest location was approximately 15 feet from A leg and 9 feet up in manzanita shrub. Nest was 
estimated to be approximately 10% complete. Nest location provided little protection from rotor wash. Because 
of the high potential for this nest to be negatively impacted by rotor wash from the sky crane while setting 
towers, it was removed at a very early stage of building (10%), with no eggs or young present following 
concurrence, per the NBMMP. Removal at this stage provides the nesting pair the chance to successfully build a 
nest away from the tower location, and allows critical construction activities to proceed without delay at this 
location. - SJohnston

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_ahll_01 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/20/2012 4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - Nest was found by biomonitor during morning sweeps, approximately 95% complete, with no eggs 
or young present. Streamer deterrents installed on crane and cavities were taped. Removal of nest was required 
based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction and the CAISO request for 
energization by June 1, such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for 
more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer 
reduction allowing for use of the crane, but rather, for removal. Nest was photographed and removed, per the 
NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 0 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/20/2012 4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - Well-built and well-placed nest with 5 eggs was discovered by a mechanic after he moved lift about 
50 feet to a new location to perform scheduled maintenance. Mechanic contacted the bio-monitor, who in turn 
contacted the avian biologist. The lift had been moved earlier in the morning, prior to the mechanic moving it. In 
addition, during the past week the lift had been used and moved several times by the SRPL new construction 
workers, and was available for use by O&M maintenance workers, who definitely used a lift during their 
maintenance activities, but it is unclear if this particular lift was the one that they used. It remains unclear when 
this nest was constructed and when the eggs were laid. House Finches lay 1 egg a day. They can build a nest in 1 
day, but given the well-built nature of this nest, it likely required 2 or more days to finish. As such, this nest can be 
as recently constructed as 7 days ago, or it could have been constructed up to 3 weeks ago. The lift was present 
inside the substation during this entire period. - BArnold

No
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HOFI House Finch 042012_elss_01 CP95-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/20/2012 4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed carrying nesting material to the CP95 monopole about 12 
times throughout the day. The nest was less than 10% complete and no eggs were present. Bird deterrent tape is 
present within 6 inches of the nest. Construction at the tower may require work to take place at the nest site. 
Because the nest is located in a man-made Project structure that requires construction within the possible nest 
cycle, deterrents were present, and the birds are only in the beginning stages of nest building, the nest was 
removed from the structure, following NBMMP stipulations. The nest was photographed. - ELoveless

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_hwey_01 EP34-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals OH - tower erection 100 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/20/2012 5/4/2012 04/20/2012 - Male and female HOFIs adding nest material. Nest appears 80% complete. A close examination with 
mirror reveals no eggs inside. - HWinfrey
04/28/2012 - 2 hatchlings in nest, partially emerged from eggs.  Earliest expected fledging date is 5/9/12. - 
HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - Nest is pulled apart, with 2 broken eggshells remaining in nest. Nest closed due to predation. - 
HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_jdus_01 CP32-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/20/2012 4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - A new House Finch nest was detected inside the CP32-2 middle traveler on the west side of the 
tower 100 feet above ground level. The female House Finch made 9 trips to nest with material. Nest stage could 
not be determined from the ground, though active nest building suggested egg laying had not begun. A lineman 
was dispatched to the tower via helicopter skid transfer to verify nest contents while avian biologist remained to 
confirm status of nest per the NBMMP, given wire stringing occurring at the site. Nest contents were verified by a 
lineman on the tower before stringing of that phase commenced. Avian biologists may not climb a tower due to 
the required safety training and equipment. At 1225, the crew arrived at the tower. Avian biologist communicated 
the nest location and confirmed lineman was to check nest contents without disturbing traveler. At 1234 the 
lineman called down that the nest was empty and with concurrence from avian biologist, nest removal was 
completed. - JDicus

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 042012_rrdd_01 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows Grading 8 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/20/2012 4/20/2012 04/20/2012 - Clean empty nest. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest remains empty 1 day after severe weather. LASP activity on territory continues. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - No eggs were ever laid in this nest. - RRadd

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 042012_rrdd_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows Grading 49 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/20/2012 4/26/2012 04/20/2012 - Complete nest ready to receive first egg. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest remains empty 1 day after severe weather. LASP activity on territory continues. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - R. Radd reports that no eggs were ever laid in this nest. - KAlberts

No

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 042012_rrdd_03 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/20/2012 5/9/2012 04/20/2012 - CAKI pair carrying material to insulator mounting bracket. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - CAKI pair frequenting nest; no material carrying observed. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - CAKI continue to frequent and defend this location, but nest condition unknown. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - CAKI no longer present at tower, thus site apparently usurped by WEKI pair building new nest 
adjacent. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_rrdd_04 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows None 0 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/20/2012 5/25/2012 04/20/2012 - HOFI on nest which appears complete and ready for an egg. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - HOFI incubation of 5 eggs continues. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest contains grey downy young at 1058. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Adult feeding large feathered young; anticipated to fledge 2-3 days. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - Nest has apparently fledged and a new nest has been initiated (1 egg). - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042012_rrdd_05 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows Other 100 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/20/2012 5/20/2012 04/20/2012 - Nest with 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - HOFI attending hatched young at 1234. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI male feeding nestlings. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Small nestlings are feathered at 1054. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest is empty, presumed fledged. Juveniles observed away from nest. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042012_rrdd_06 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 10 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/20/2012 4/29/2012 04/20/2012 - HOFI bringing nest material. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - No changes at this nest. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is no longer present and is presumed lost to weather or nest material thievery. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042012_rrdd_07 CP64-2 Pad Areas-TSAP Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 32 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/20/2012 5/14/2012 04/20/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Changed species from Lark Sparrow to House Finch. Nest contains 3 eggs and 1 fresh-hatched 
nestling. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - HOFI continues to brood nestlings. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI on nest does not flush during brief observation. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest is empty with many feces on rim, suggests successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

PHAI Phainopepla 042012_rrdd_08 CP65-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 200 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/20/2012 4/30/2012 04/20/2012 - Nest is 50% built with male PHAI adding material at 1310. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - Nest appears complete; PHAI male chases female away at observer approach. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest has fallen sideways, presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No
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BCHU Black-chinned Hummingbird 042012_rrdd_09 CP64-2 PS-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 15 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/20/2012 6/6/2012 04/20/2012 - Female BCHU bringing Platanus racemosa fuzz to nest 50% complete. - RRadd
04/27/2012 - BCHU lying intermittently on complete nest. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Female on nest at 0704 does not flush. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - Female comes to nest and stays at 1722. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Female BCHU comes to nest (after 20 minutes away) and settles at 1604, does not feed young. - 
RRadd
05/22/2012 - BCHU female perched near nest. Nest appears full, but observation terminated when dive-bombed 
by female COHA from adjacent nest. Nestling presence presumed. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - Adult female feeds 2 feathered nestlings 1522. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - Nest appears empty and no BCHU observed during 15 minute observation. Presumed fledged. - 
RRadd

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 042012_vers_01 CP32-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 130 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/20/2012 5/19/2012 04/20/2012 - While monitoring a nearby nest, the biologist observed a Bushtit pair foraging in the area, returning 
to a particular shrub. Upon examining the shrub, a complete nest was found. The male brought a small insect into 
the nest, presumably for the female, as no sounds of nestlings were heard emanating from the nest. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - Adults observed making numerous trips with food material. Nestling begging calls could be heard 
when adults arrived. - GHuffman
05/05/2012 - The nestlings could be heard vocalizing as an adult brought food into the nest. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - No Bushtits approached the nest during 35 minutes of observation, but they were detected flying 
about the surrounding habitat. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - There is no sign of the nest in the nest shrub. This nest with young may have failed due to natural 
causes or may have fledged between 5-5 and 5-12. - VEurs

N/A

HOFI House Finch 042112_ghan_01 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 30 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/21/2012 04/21/2012 - Discovered nest while performing transects between pull site and tower. Nest was vacant for 
approximately 10 minutes and then observed female HOFI on nest. Contents of nest not visible from any vantage 
point but due to duration of female on nest it can be concluded that she is incubating. Buffer signs installed and 
trail staked from pull site to tower to clarify boundary. - GHuffman
04/28/2012 - Shortly after the start of the observation period, the HOFI pair arrived at the nest. The female 
perched at the edge for a few minutes and eventually settled in the nest, where she remained for 15+ minutes. 
The male was often perched nearby, singing and chasing off other male HOFI's, though he appeared less 
concerned about nearby LEGO's. The male and female exchanged chirping calls. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - Female on the nest during observations. Male perched briefly in the nest shrub to sing. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - No HOFI activity detected in the vicinity of the nest during 30 minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - The nest is completely gone from the nest shrub; there is no sign of it. This nest with eggs or young 
failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 042112_hwey_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/21/2012 4/21/2012 04/21/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed bringing nesting material to tower at 1630 on 4/20/12 by 
biologist R. Haller. Nest building continued on the morning of 4/21/12, with the pair consistently making trips 
with nest material while workers and vehicles were directly beneath the nest. Nest is located in a pocket of bird 
deterrent netting at the top of the tower shroud, about 25 feet off the ground. The nest was examined and found 
to be 50% complete with no eggs or young. Nest removal was conducted per the NBMMP to allow for needed 
cable testing work requiring access to the shroud. - HWinfrey

No

BLPH Black Phoebe 042112_jpki_01 TL 6915/6924-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - Adults observed entering culvert with nesting material after which partially completed (60%) nest 
was found. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Both adults seen perching in vegetation outside the culvert. Male and female both observed 1 time 
with nest material that they eventually carried into the culvert. The phoebes were sensitive to the biologist's 
presence, even when the biologist was 20 feet away above and behind the culvert opening. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - After 30 minutes of no activity, the biologist climbed down to look at the nest. The nest is complete 
and now lined with grass, but no eggs were seen. No phoebes were detected. When checking a nearby nest on 3 
May, a male phoebe was observed perched on the access gate. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - The female was perched on the access gate post as the biologist arrived. Once the biologist was in 
position to observe the culvert opening, a phoebe flew inside. It left a few minutes later, and the biologist used 
this opportunity to climb down and look in at the nest. The nest now contains at least 2 white eggs, visible over 
the rim of the nest cup. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - The male phoebe was perched on vegetation above the culvert entrance. He flew off after a few 
minutes and was not seen for the rest of the observation period. The female was not observed. The biologist 
carefully approached the entrance to the culvert and looked inside. The female was not in the culvert, but at least 
3 perhaps 4, eggs are visible in the nest. - VEurs
05/26/2012 - After 30 minutes of no observed activity near the mouth of the culvert, the biologist climbed down 
to look at the nest. It still contains at least 3 eggs. After leaving the nest, the biologist stood at the driveway to the 
access road in an effort to spot the phoebes. After approximately 5 minutes, the female flew down to a rock 
commonly used by the pair and then appeared to fly into the culvert. - VEurs
06/02/2012 - A phoebe made 2 trips into the culvert in rapid succession after 10 minutes of observation. When 
no adult was in the culvert, the biologist climbed down to look in at the nest. There were several dark nestlings 
prone on the nest. - VEurs
06/10/2012 - Both adults made several trips into the culvert in a 10-minute period. Each time they entered, the 
vocalizations of nestlings could be heard echoing within the culvert. - VEurs

TBD
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042112_jpki_02 TL 6924 69kv Tie Line Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 130 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 4/28/2012 04/21/2012 - Female observed on nest with male in vicinity of nest shrub. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Absolutely no sign of the nest in the mulefat shrub. No LEGO activity in the area after 20 minutes of 
observation. Assume this nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes, either because of recent bad 
weather or predation. - VEurs

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 042112_jpki_03 TL 6915/6924 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 45 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/21/2012 5/3/2012 04/21/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to nest within cavity on several occasions. Nestlings also heard 
begging within cavity while adult was present. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Both adults eventually observed bringing food to nestlings within the cavity (at first it was difficult 
to tell if it was 1 adult bringing food, but both were ultimately seen at the cavity at the same time). Nestlings were 
very vocal. - VEurs
05/03/2012 - After 45 minutes of observation, no Bewick's Wrens were detected approaching the nest cavity, 
although a wren was heard briefly scolding downslope. Given the high amount of activity on 28 April and the lack 
of activity on 3 May, it seems very likely the nestlings fledged between these nest checks. The nestlings were very 
loud and of an unknown age at the last visit, so it is very feasible the young have successfully fledged. No 
fledglings were observed, but the dense nature and fairly steep topography make it hard to detect them. This nest 
is now closed and presumed fledged. - VEurs

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 042112_jpki_04 TL 6924 69kV Tie Line Chaparrals Traffic 17 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/19/2012 04/21/2012 - Adult foraging in vicinity of nest after which it entered complete nest and remained inside for at 
least 10 minutes. - JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - Both adults were foraging at start of observation period. 1 adult entered the nest and remained 
there through the end of observations (another 15 minutes). The second adult visited the nest on 2 occasions, but 
the biologist couldn't tell if it was carrying food. No nestlings heard. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - 1 Bushtit made 2 visits to the nest with material after about 10 minutes of observation. After 
another 5-10 minutes, a Bushtit emerged from the nest as the first bird arrived. They both made several trips in 
quick succession carrying what appeared to be more nesting material. No nestlings were heard vocalizing when an 
adult entered the nest. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - During approximately 15 minutes of observation, both adults made several trips into the nest with 
food. The faint sounds of several begging nestlings were detected. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - 15 minutes of no BUSH activity, coupled with a suspicious-looking nest, prompted the biologist to 
approach the nest directly. The nest has a hole in the bottom, and the contents are completely gone. It is like 
looking through a tube. This nest with young failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

BUSH Bushtit 042112_ltiw_01 EP140-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/7/2012 04/21/2012 - Bushtits were detected in the area during nest survey. Nest was found and appears complete but 
looks small. A female entered  the nest for about 2 minutes, then exited nest. Pair was not disturbed by the 
helicopter flyover or avian biologist observing 10 feet nearby. - LTymkiw
04/30/2012 - Nest looks complete, and 1 Bushtit is perched 8 feet away as if quietly watching over nest, 
territorially. - PKonrad
05/07/2012 - Nest has been predated, torn out of scrub oak and carried away with only the very top of the nest 
left in place. No sign of adults, nestlings, eggs or eggshells in area - closed. - PKonrad

No

CORA Common Raven 042112_mdus_01 CP16-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - A monitor reported a pair of Common Ravens constructing a nest in the top of structure CP16-1. 
The nest is 90-100% constructed. - MDicus
04/28/2012 - The nest appears to be fully constructed and now has fluffy, white lining. 1 raven flew up and 
perched near the nest as the biologist was driving up access road CP16-1-E-A. The second raven was on the nest. 
The biologist stopped at the junction of the access road leading to the tower. The ravens flew from the tower 
shortly after the biologist arrived and soared around the area, calling to each other. They returned within 10 
minutes, 1 settling on the nest and the other perching in the tower below. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - Ravens were not in sight upon biologist's arrival near the nest. After about 10 minutes, a single 
raven flew into view and landed on the tower. It perched at various places on the tower before flying off again. It 
was soon joined by a second raven and the pair flew around the area, briefly performing a synchronous display. 
They eventually landed on the tower, where a short begging display took place. The presumed female then flew 
out of sight for at least 15 minutes, while the male perched above the nest. A small group of ravens flew into the 
area, and the male left the tower to chase them off. He was joined by the female. The other ravens soon left and 
one of the pair returned to perch above the nest. No raven was on the nest during 45+ minutes of observation, 
until the biologist backed up to leave the area. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - As the biologist approached the area on foot, 1 raven was flying along the access road and the 
second was perched on the tower beside the nest. When the biologist settled down in a strategic viewing spot, 
the raven left the tower. The pair spent the next 90 minutes on the wing, soaring in and out of view, sometimes 
calling to each other. 1 raven perched in the lower portion of the tower for about 2 minutes before taking off 
again. No raven ever settled on the nest, but the warm afternoon temperature may have made incubating 
unnecessary. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - A raven was on the nest as the biologist arrived in the area. It left the nest about 3 minutes later and 
began flying around the area. It chased off a second raven (not its mate, identifiable because of feather molt) that 
landed in the tower below the nest. The mate arrived soon after, and the pair soared around the area, once 
chasing off a Red-tailed Hawk. Neither raven had returned to the nest by the time the biologist left the area. - 
VEurs
05/26/2012 - A raven was on the nest as the biologist arrived across the small valley at CP17. It remained on the 
nest for about 10 minutes before leaving to join its mate in flight. The 2 soared for a bit, and then 1 landed on a 
tower leg foundation with some food. The second raven landed and they slowly consumed the food. They flew 
back and forth to the monopole east of the tower and moved about the tower itself, once perching on the edge of 
the nest to look at the contents. The female briefly performed a begging display on 1 of the tower arms, but it did 
not appear that the male gave her more food. After 30-40 minutes, a raven settled back on the nest to incubate as 
the other continued flying over the hillsides, calling to its mate. - VEurs
06/04/2012  Both adults were arriving at the tower when the biologist began observations from CP17  They both 
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WREN Wrentit 042112_mkhn_02 EP79-E Road Area Chaparrals Other 75 100 75 75 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/4/2012 04/21/2012 - Both adults observed carrying nesting material to nest with biologist crouching, but in plain sight 7 
feet away. Nest approximately 40% complete. Base of nest complete and starting to form rim. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Nest contains 4 pale blue eggs. An adult was near, but not seen on nest. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Nest is empty and contained eggs 6 days ago, indicating likely predation. No eggshells in nest or on 
ground below. A newly begun WREN nest was found today 80 feet from this nest, likely belonging to the same 
pair. - MKuehn

No

WREN Wrentit 042112_mkhn_03 EP101-2-PS-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 58 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/3/2012 04/21/2012 - Adult heard giving low rattling call in vicinity. When area was searched, adult flew from nest when 
biologist was 2 feet away, revealing location of nest. Nest contains 4 pale blue immaculate eggs, which appear 
fresh when lit by sunlight. - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Adult seen on nest from 20 feet away. - MKuehn
05/03/2012 - Nest is intact but empty. Nest still contained eggs 6 days ago and nestlings normally are fed for 14 
days before fledging, indicating nest has failed prior to fledging young. No eggshell fragments or nestling remains 
found in or below nest. - MKuehn

No

BLPH Black Phoebe 042112_mkhn_04 EP79-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 12 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/21/2012 4/27/2012 04/21/2012 - Female observed collecting material 350 feet away this morning, and flying in this direction. This 
afternoon, when nest was located, she was observed carrying fine materials to nest and placing them. Nest is just 
begun (<5% complete). - MKuehn
04/27/2012 - Very little new nesting material has been added. This nest site appears to have been abandoned 
before completion of building. An adult was observed carrying nesting material to a shed across the road to the 
south on private property, and more than 100 feet from the access road. - MKuehn

No

CATH California Thrasher 042112_mkhn_05 EP79-E-A Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 12 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/17/2012 04/21/2012 - Both adults visited nest with biologist standing 12 feet away on edge of access road. At least 1 adult 
carried nesting material in bill and placed it in nest. Nest is 30% complete, with base of twigs and bark strips 
mostly formed. - MKuehn
04/28/2012 - Adult stayed tight on nest, presumed to be incubating eggs, but contents were not checked. - 
MKuehn
05/04/2012 - Adult was not on nest. Nest contains 2-3 eggs only. No nestlings present. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Adult on nest. Did not check contents. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Nest empty, no eggshells on ground. No thrashers observed near the nest, but heard 2 thrashers 
calling 150 or more feet away. - ELoveless
05/17/2012 - Nest closed and signs for buffer removed. This nest contained eggs on 5/10 and was empty on 5/16, 
which is too soon to have successfully fledged young. Likely predated. - MKuehn

No

HOOR Hooded Oriole 042112_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/21/2012 5/27/2012 04/21/2012 - HOOR female constructing new nest of palm fiber 0815. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOOR pair observed gathering fiber from nearby Canary palm, nest approximately 25% complete. - 
RRadd
05/02/2012 - Female HOOR continues to pull fibers from adjacent Washingtonia and add to this nest, which 
appears substantially complete. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOOR female on nest for duration of 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Female departs nest at 0736 to forage. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - HOOR observed in vicinity of nest but not entering or departing. Nest appears "full" but no 
occupants visible. Juvenile HOOR pursuing adult 300 feet north may be from this nest. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - Nest is empty, and HOOR pair building new nest elsewhere. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

HOWR House Wren 042112_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 22 100 50 50 Fledged 4/21/2012 5/26/2012 04/21/2012 - HOWR carrying material to cavity. - RRadd
04/29/2012 - HOWR singing adjacent not observed to enter during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOWR singing at entrance and entering briefly at 0945 does not carry any items. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOWR pair feeding nest at short intervals, male makes 3 trips for each 1 by female. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - HOWR pair bringing food to nest at 2 minute intervals from 0745-0757, male makes 3 trips for each 
by female. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - HOWR feeding fledglings under the nest and flying to nest with food suggests fledglings are 
departing the nest. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042112_rrdd_03 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 3 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/21/2012 5/16/2012 04/21/2012 - LEGO female building nest approximately 70% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Female LEGO on nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - LEGO on nest at 0940. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - LEGO pair feeding nest, 0840. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - No activity at nest, juveniles being fed elsewhere may be from here. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042112_rrdd_04 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 15 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/21/2012 4/26/2012 04/21/2012 - Female ANHU working on nest approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest has fallen. - RRadd

No
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HOFI House Finch 042112_rrdd_05 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 30 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/21/2012 5/17/2012 04/21/2012 - HOFI pair at complete nest lacking eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOFI goes to nest containing 3 eggs at 1535. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - HOFI to nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - HOFI on nest at 1224 does not flush. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOFI active at nest containing 2 small young and 2 unhatched eggs. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Nest is empty and presumed fledged, based on monitoring chronology. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042112_rrdd_06 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/21/2012 5/2/2012 04/21/2012 - Large grass nest appears complete and ready for eggs. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - No changes at this nest. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest has not changed and no birds are associating with it, indicating abandonment. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042112_rrdd_07 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/21/2012 TBD 04/21/2012 - HOFI pair building nest on fence; approximately 20% complete. - RRadd
04/26/2012 - Nest is 25% complete. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest is only marginally advanced, but strident HOFI pair are present and active a few feet from the 
nest. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOFI active at 2 nests 6 feet apart within the buffer; unclear if both are active, will continue to 
monitor before logging new nest. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs at 1555. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - HOFI attending several (4?) downy nestlings. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - Nest contains at least 2 nestlings with feather quills. - RRadd
06/09/2012 - Nest contains large feathered young. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042112_rrdd_08 GS-NF-10 Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 6 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/21/2012 5/13/2012 04/21/2012 - LEGO pair making multiple trips - female building nest approximately 60% complete, - RRadd
04/28/2012 - LEGO active in nest at 1006. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - LEGO making trips to nest at intervals that suggest nestlings are being fed. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - LEGO male feeding fledglings with female accompanying at 1415. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest is empty, and on basis of previous observations; presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042112_rrdd_09 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/21/2012 4/26/2012 04/21/2012 - ANHU female making infrequent trips off nest shows no indications of hatched young between 1455 
- 1515. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - Nest has fallen. Presumed lost to severe weather 2 days ago. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 042112_rrdd_10 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 34 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 5/14/2012 04/21/2012 - BUSH carrying materials to nest which is approximately 30% complete. - RRadd
04/28/2012 - BUSH pair making infrequent trips to nest 0908. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Solo BUSH checks in near nest without entering at 1710. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - No BUSH activity observed at this nest during 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest appears damaged and no BUSH detected during 20 minute observation. - RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042112_vers_01 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 25 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/21/2012 6/2/2012 04/21/2012 - A female Anna's Hummingbird was seen with nesting material. The biologist saw it land in branches 
a sort distance away and discovered a nest approximately 85% complete. She added spider webs and small 
feathers and used her body to shape the cup. - VEurs
04/28/2012 - The female hummingbird spent most of the observation period on the nest, occasionally leaving for 
a few minutes at a time to forage. - VEurs
05/05/2012 - Female on nest, holding tight in the wind. She spent most of the 30-minute observation period on 
the nest, leaving twice, most likely to forage. Upon returning, she settled on the nest immediately, suggesting it 
still contains eggs (not nestlings). - VEurs
05/12/2012 - Female spent equal time off the nest foraging and on the nest incubating. - VEurs
05/19/2012 - The female was not on the nest at the start of observations. She returned after approximately 15 
minutes. She perched on the edge of the nest and bent down to feed nestlings. It seems there are 2 nestlings, 
which she ultimately settled down on in the strong wind. - VEurs
05/26/2012 - When the biologist approached the nest, the female was feeding gnats to a nestling. When she 
finished feeding the nestling, she settled on the nest. - VEurs
06/02/2012 - Only a few tufts of nest material remain on the branch. This nest with young failed due to natural 
causes (predation). - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 042312_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 45 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/23/2012 5/20/2012 04/23/2012 - Nest with 5 eggs, in same location as 2011 nest. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Nest with 3 nestlings and 2 eggs. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Nestlings in nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Nestlings in nest. Adult HOFI attending. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - This nest is now empty. The nestlings observed 15 May have now fledged. - BArnold

Yes

NUWO Nuttall's Woodpecker 042312_hwey_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 18 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/23/2012 5/21/2012 04/23/2012 - At 1148, male brings food to nest cavity, apparently for egg-laying female, who leaves nest cavity at 
1204. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Male observed entering nest cavity at 1018 and remaining inside. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Male was observed entering nest cavity at 0958. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - 1 well-developed nestling was observed peering from the cavity between 10:14 and 10:25. The adult 
male NUWO was observed bringing food to the nestling at 10:22, briefly entering the cavity and leaving. - MDicus
05/21/2012 - No activity at cavity entrance from 1232 to 1302. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 042312_jdus_01 CP50-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/23/2012 5/14/2012 04/23/2012 - Pair makes 8 trips to 50% constructed nest in 1/2 hour female with material, actively nest building 
while male sings nearby. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Nest looks complete. Female arrived shortly after the start of observations and settled briefly on the 
nest before flying off again. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - The finch pair was near the nest upon the biologist's arrival, but soon flew off. They returned after 
30+ minutes and perched on the tower, where they briefly copulated. The female eventually settled back on the 
nest. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - A complete nest (no eggs) was found on the ground below the tower. No new nesting material was 
in its place, though several pairs of finches were observed perched on and singing from the tower. - LTymkiw

No

PHAI Phainopepla 042312_jdus_02 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 71 100 50 50 Fledged 4/23/2012 5/1/2012 04/23/2012 - Female feeds at least 2 large nestlings. - JDicus
05/01/2012 - No nestlings were on the nest upon biologist's arrival. At least 1 fledged PHAI (with yellow at the 
base of its bill) was observed about 30 feet from the nest. This nest has fledged successfully. - VEurs

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042312_jdus_03 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 30 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/23/2012 6/5/2012 04/23/2012 - Female remains on nest during cloudy, drizzly day. - JDicus
04/30/2012 - Male fed female, then female went to lay on nest. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Female nest incubating/brooding. Male briefly perched below nest in shrub, singing. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - Male HOFI perched on the edge of the nest to feed nestlings at 1640. - VEurs
05/22/2012 - The head of 1 nestling was visible above the edge of the nest, moving about slightly. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - No activity detected was after 30 minutes of observation, but plenty of HOFI activity in the 
surrounding habitat. - VEurs
06/05/2012 - The nest is intact and appears empty. Based on the lack of activity at the nest and nesting 
chronology, this nest is presumed to have fledged and is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 042312_jpki_01 69kV Tie line Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Traffic 8 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/23/2012 4/28/2012 04/23/2012 - Adults observed bringing food to nest; nestlings heard begging from nest when adults present. - 
JPawlicki
04/28/2012 - After 40 minutes of observation, no Bushtits were detected anywhere in the area and none 
approached the nest. The nest is in excellent condition, with no signs of damage. The nest contained nestlings of 
unknown age when first recorded, so it seems likely that this nest fledged successfully, although no fledglings 
were detected around the nest. - VEurs

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042312_lton_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/23/2012 4/23/2012 04/23/2012 - Two House Finch nests were identified within 20 feet of each other in the same location, but on 2 
different vehicles. 1 adult House Finch male was perched near both nests; no pair was observed this morning, and 
the adult House Finch did not bring material to this nest. Monitor had been observing nest for over an hour this 
morning. Nest was less than 2% complete. Deterrents in place included: mylar ribbons and many taped-off 
potential cavities. This nest was removed because it is located on a piece of equipment required for testing work 
and was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing use of equipment. Although no bird was seen at the nest, 
the nest is size and composition of a House Finch nest and many finches were within the vicinity. Nest was 
removed per the NBMMP. No eggs or young were present. - LThoreson

No

HOFI House Finch 042312_lton_02 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/23/2012 4/23/2012 04/23/2012 - Two House Finch nests were identified within 20 feet of each other in the same location, but on 2 
different vehicles. 1 adult House Finch male was perched near both nests; no pair was observed this morning, and 
the adult House Finch did not bring material to this nest. Pair was reported nest building on previous day by M. 
Kuehn. Monitor had been observing nest for over an hour this morning. Nest was less than 10% complete. 
Deterrents in place included: mylar ribbons and many taped-off potential cavities. This nest was removed because 
it was located on a piece of equipment required for testing work and was not a candidate for a buffer reduction 
allowing use of equipment. Nest was removed per the NBMMP. No eggs or young were present. - LThoreson

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042312_lton_03 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 30 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/23/2012 4/30/2012 04/23/2012 - Pair observed defending nest area and going to nest area. Nest is somewhat lop-sided and appears 
to be 70% complete. Male LEGO foraging spider webs 20 feet from nest. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - Nest appears to have been destroyed. - LTymkiw

No

PHAI Phainopepla 042312_lton_04 CP49 Temp Work Area Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 50 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/23/2012 5/11/2012 04/23/2012 - Pair observed near nest. Male seen stealing nesting material from active Bushtit nest. Male visited 
nest multiple times during 30 minute period. - LThoreson
05/01/2012 - Male PHAI on nest, incubating. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - Male and female alternate incubating on nest. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good condition, and 
adult PHAI's were detected in the surrounding habitat. - VEurs
05/22/2012 - The nest appears to be in good condition, but no PHAI activity observed near the nest during 30 
minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - No PHAI were detected in the area after 30 minutes of observation. Despite the overall good 
condition of the nest, the lack of activity over the past several visits suggests this nest with eggs has failed due to 
natural causes, most likely predation. - VEurs

No
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BUSH Bushtit 042312_lton_05 CP49-1-PS-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 5 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/23/2012 5/14/2012 04/23/2012 - Nest appears complete; however one Bushtit was observed flying to the nest with nesting material 
(feathers), likely for lining. - LThoreson
04/30/2012 - No activity after 30 minutes of observation. Lots of Bushtit activity in the surrounding habitat, but 
none associated with the nest. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - No Bushtit activity at the nest after 30 minutes of observation, although Bushtits were detected in 
the surrounding habitat. The nest appears to be in good condition. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - No Bushtits were observed at or near the nest in 45 minutes of observation today, nor have any 
been observed during the past 2 nest checks. Some were heard distantly to the south and west. The nest itself 
looks thin and poorly maintained. It is not known if this nest ever contained eggs or young. - LTymkiw

N/A

LBVI Least Bell's Vireo 042312_tcer_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 310 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/23/2012 5/8/2012 04/23/2012 - Adults building nest, approximately 60% complete. - TCooper
04/24/2012 - Female observed periodically adding willow down to sides of nest. Nest about 70% complete. Still 
skeletal on sides and needs lining. - TCooper
04/25/2012 - The pair was observed energetically building throughout the observation period; the nest appears 
perhaps 85% complete. Nest building was conducted by the female, followed closely by the male who inspected 
the nest periodically and sang sporadically throughout the day (singing 1-2 phrases perhaps only 3-5 times 
per/hour). Nest building sessions lasted 30-60 minutes adding material every 2-5 minutes on average, followed by 
15-30 minute periods of inactivity when the pair was presumably foraging. The pair remained in the nesting area 
and west of the nest location throughout the monitoring period. The pair was observed actively building during 
the short period of helicopter activity. Nest was observed from a rock outcrop 40 feet from the nest which 
provides a natural blind, adults appeared to be behaving normally, and did not show any signs of agitation toward 
the avian biologist. - TCooper
04/26/2012 - The female LBVI was observed frequently bringing material and adding it to the nest, then biologist 
arrived. The nest appears nearly complete, and the female was observed bringing only plant down and lining the 
nest. The male remained in the area, following the female and singing infrequently, occasionally inspecting the 
nest. The pair remained in the nesting area and west of the nest location throughout the monitoring period. The 
nest was observed from a rock outcrop 40 feet from the nest which provides a natural blind, adults appeared to 
be behaving normally, and did not show any signs of agitation toward the avian biologist. - TCooper
04/27/2012 - When first observed, the nest appeared fairly wet from the previous night’s rain. The nest appears 
nearly complete and the female was observed adding material to the nest or otherwise making small repairs 
thought the observation period. The female was observed adding thin threads of plant material and willow down 
to interior of the nest, as well as on several occasions rounding out and smoothing the interior of the nest with 
her body. The male was observed regularly following the female and singing frequently, occasionally inspecting 
the nest. The pair remained in the nesting area and west of the nest location throughout the monitoring period. 
Frequency of nest visits was fairly regular, similar to that observed on 4/25. The pair continued to nesting 
activates until the last observation of the pair at approximately 1710 and not observed from that time until 
biologist left the territory at 1815. The nest was observed from a rock outcrop 40 feet from the nest which 
provides a natural blind; adults appeared to be behaving normally, and did not show any signs of agitation toward 
the avian biologist. - TCooper
04/28/2012 - The LBVI pair was observed within the western portion of the territory, west of the nest. The male 
was observed singing frequently, and the female was observed to make approximately 15 visits to the nest, each 
time adding small amounts of plant down and one feather to the interior of the nest. - TCooper
04/30/2012 - The male LBVI was observed on the nest when the monitoring biologist arrived. The male remained 
on the nest  singing periodically for approximately 45 minutes  The male left the nest at 0930  at which time the 

No

BUSH Bushtit 042312_vnik_01 EP76-2-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 95 100 93 93 Nest did not reach active stage 4/23/2012 5/1/2012 04/23/2012 - Observed pair making several trips to nest. - VNovik
05/01/2012 - Nest torn apart. Portion of nest on ground, likely depredation event. No eggshell fragments visible 
on ground below nest. Nest closed. - VNovik

No

BUSH Bushtit 042312_vnik_02 GS-USFS-6 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/23/2012 5/21/2012 04/23/2012 - R. Richardson reported Bushtit nest. Observed birds carrying material to nest, which is nearly 
complete. Bushtits were observed making several trips to the nest while ESA signs were installed. - VNovik
05/02/2012 - Nest looks complete and in good shape, but no Bushtits were observed or heard at the nest or in 
the area during a 30 minute observation period. The Bushtits could be egg laying or incubating and therefore not 
active at the nest site very often. - PKonrad
05/08/2012 - Nest is in good shape, and the adult Bushtits are bringing food to the nest at 3 to 5 minute intervals. 
Once, 1 adult appeared to transfer food to the other adult, and that Bushtit took the food to nestlings in the nest. 
The lack of activity noted last week was probably because the Bushtits were incubating. - PKonrad
05/18/2012 - Bushtits are making feeding visits to the nest at a rate of every 2 to 3 minutes. - PKonrad
05/21/2012 - No Bushtits observed during 25 minute observation period, although nest in good condition. 
Judging from very active feeding activities by adults at nest during observations 3 days ago, and no activity today, 
the nestlings probably fledged during the past day or 2, and the family group has moved out of the area - closed. - 
PKonrad

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 042412_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 30 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/24/2012 5/27/2012 04/24/2012 - One egg present in nest. Observed male singing nearby while female went to nest briefly, then both 
flew away. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Avian biologist stopped at 40 feet from nest, where there is line of sight between the nest and 
construction activities, and the bird flew off from nest. This was the second instance this had happened when a 
person was standing 35-40 feet from nest. Once female was out of sight from nest, the avian biologist was able to 
check nest and saw 2 eggs present. - AHill
05/01/2012 - Female incubating full time. - AHill
05/07/2012 - Female is continuing to incubate. - AHill
05/08/2012 - Female incubating. Anticipated hatching date is between May 9-11. - AHill
05/11/2012 - Female brooding 4 hatchlings that are less than 1 day post-hatch. - AHill
05/14/2012 - Observed female feeding nestlings, male nearby. - AHill
05/16/2012 - Parents actively feeding nestlings, and female brooding periodically. Anticipated fledge date is 
between May 24-26, 2012. - AHill
05/17/2012 - Five nestlings present. - AHill
05/19/2012 - Nest contains 5 nestlings. - AHill
05/21/2012 - Five nestlings present. - AHill
05/24/2012 - Nestlings present as of 1630. - AHill
05/29/2012 - Nest empty, presumed fledged on Sunday May 27th. - AHill

Yes

LASP Lark Sparrow 042412_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/24/2012 4/25/2012 04/24/2012 - Pair is actively building, nest is 40% as of 1400. Nest cup is see through, no lining present, no young 
or eggs present. Nest has been submitted for removal, results are pending. - AHill
04/25/2012 - Pair was observed bringing in nesting material actively this morning at 0700 to their nest which was 
approximately 50% complete. No eggs or nestlings were present in nest. Removal of nest was required based on 
potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts 
relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the steel area during the anticipated nest cycle. 
Deterrents present included ongoing construction yard work such as skycrane operations, steel assembly and 
vehicle traffic. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the steel. Nest was removed 
following requirements outlined in the NBMMP with no eggs or young present. - AHill

No

BUSH Bushtit 042412_ahll_03 EP67 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals Grading 100 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/24/2012 5/15/2012 04/24/2012 - Bushtit pair is actively bringing lining material to nest. Nest appears complete. - AHill
05/01/2012 - No Bushtits observed near large nest, but egg laying or incubation may be under way, during which 
the adults may be out of sight, inside the nest or out of the area. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Nest appears to be in good condition, but no Bushtits were observed in the area or at the nest. This 
may be the result of behavior related to incubation, or it could indicate the site has been abandoned. Future 
observations will reveal the status of the nest. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - No Bushtits observed or heard today, none observed since 4/24/2011. Nest looks good, but it 
appears this nest has been abandoned, and there is no indication that an egg was ever laid, although this point is 
extremely hard to prove one way or another - closed. - PKonrad

N/A

HOFI House Finch 042412_ahll_04 EP67 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/24/2012 4/24/2012 04/24/2012 - Nest was found by avian biologist at 1600. Nest appeared to be 60% complete, and pair was seen 
visiting nest and singing on equipment. Streamer deterrents were installed on the crane. Removal of nest was 
required based on potential impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower 
assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment 
during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. 
Nest was removed following requirements outlined in the NBMMP. No eggs or young were present. - AHill

No

CALT California Towhee 042412_fhan_01 EP11-3-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 22 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/24/2012 5/21/2012 04/24/2012 - 2 blue eggs with brown speckles. Adult incubating. - FHoffman
05/01/2012 - Female on nest at 0613, contains 4 eggs. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Female on nest at 0705. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - 3 fluffy nestlings visible in nest. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - Nest is empty, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

LASP Lark Sparrow 042412_hwey_01 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE2

Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/24/2012 5/25/2012 04/24/2012 - LASP observed bringing small twigs to nest at 0915. Nest appears 10% complete. - HWinfrey
05/01/2012 - Nest contains 2 cream-colored eggs with brownish streaking. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - LASP was on nest at 0726. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Three nestlings being attended by adult. - BArnold
05/18/2012 - 2 nestlings visible, appearing 5-6 days old. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - Nestlings still present. - BArnold
05/22/2012 - At least 3 nestlings in nest. - BArnold
05/26/2012 - Nest empty. Based on known species nesting chronology of 11-13 days incubation and young 
fledging at 9-10 days, this nest has presumably successfully fledged. Two eggs observed in nest 1 May. Presume 
third egg laid 2 May. Presume 3 eggs hatch 13-15 May or 14-16 May. Three nestlings observed 16, 21, and 22 
May, and 2 reported (third not distinguished but present) on 18 May. Presumed fledged on 25 May. - BArnold

Yes

AMCR American Crow 042412_hwey_02 Alpine Underground Ductbank Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 16 100 100 100 Fledged 4/24/2012 4/25/2012 04/24/2012 - Nest is empty. Fledgling AMCR perched 30 feet above nest being fed by adults at 1205. - HWinfrey
04/25/2012 - No activity at nest and no AMCR observed in area. Fledgling has left area, nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes
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HOWR House Wren 042412_jdus_01 CP54-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 50 50 Fledged 4/24/2012 5/21/2012 04/24/2012 - Adult enters stealthily from poison oak thicket below without vocalizing. Remains inside cavity for 
18 minutes, entering again after 10 minutes of foraging without material or visible food item carried, not to 
emerge again for additional 15 minutes observation. Presume nesting stage to be incubating based on these 
observations. - JDicus
05/07/2012 - HOWR feeding nest at 1308, 1312 and 1314. Female pursues male a short distance from the nest for 
food. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - HOWR carrying food to nest at 5-10 minute intervals from 1001-1024. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Young being fed away from nest. Male singing at cavity suggests new clutch being initiated. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042412_lgan_01 CP84 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/24/2012 6/6/2012 04/24/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed carrying nesting material to Leg D of CP84. The pair continued 
to build, undisturbed, while the biologist logged the nest and setup buffer signs for a 30-foot buffer and no 
climbing on tower. - LGorman
05/05/2012 - HOFI making intermittent visits to nest in late afternoon. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - 1:30pm-2:45pm:  Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter 
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately 
10 minutes to conduct hydro-mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to be mulched by spraying 
from outside stakes. No activity observed at nest. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - Female HOFI in nest at 1136. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - HOFI activity continues at 1345. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - Nest remnants on the ground under site. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042412_lgan_02 CP74-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 80 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/24/2012 5/27/2012 04/24/2012 - A House Finch pair was observed building a nest approximately 80 feet high in Leg B of Tower CP74-
2. Nest material visible from below appeared to be at least 60% complete. The pair continued to build while the 
biologist logged the nest and installed 30-foot buffer/no climbing up tower signs. - LGorman
05/07/2012 - Pair visits nest briefly on 2 occasions, once with female adding finer bits of material and laying down 
on nest, shuffling down into the cup and immediately hopping back onto rim of nest. Appears to be putting on 
the finishing touches of nest construction and lining the nest. - JDicus
05/18/2012 - No HOFI detected at this nest during 1-hour observation. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - No HOFI detected at this structure during 40-minute observation. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Nest no longer present and presumed lost to weather. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 042412_ltiw_01 TL 6924 - 171687 69kV Structure Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 400 100 50 50 Fledged 4/24/2012 6/8/2012 04/24/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed carrying lining material several times to a nest that appears 
complete. - LTymkiw
05/03/2012 - No activity observed during 10 minute period. - BArnold
05/10/2012 - No Bushtits directly approached the nest during 30 minutes of observation. However, a pair of 
Bushtits spent the majority of time foraging in nearby shrubs. Although the biologist did not see them copulate, 
they were displaying courtship behavior and remained quite close to one another. The nest looks complete and is 
in excellent condition. It is likely the pair has reached the egg-laying stage. - VEurs
05/17/2012 - No activity detected at the nest after 40 minutes of observation. After about 30 minutes, some 
Bushtits were detected moving about the vegetation 20-50 feet from the nest. - VEurs
05/25/2012 - No BUSH activity detected during 40 minutes of observation. Nest appears to be in good condition. - 
VEurs
06/01/2012 - No BUSH activity detected during 30 minutes of observation. The nest appears to be in relatively 
good condition, but the biologist cannot examine it directly, because it is in the center of a large, tall, dense laurel 
sumac (to which the biologist is allergic). - VEurs
06/08/2012 - As the biologist was watching the nest, a flock of Bushtits was heard about 50 feet downslope to the 
north. The biologist followed the sounds and observed a flock of approximately 8 Bushtits, 4-6 of which appeared 
to be recent fledglings. They were foraging awkwardly amongst the vegetation and occasionally giving begging 
calls. This nest has fledged successfully and is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

CALT California Towhee 042412_ltiw_02 69kV-E Road Area Chaparrals Other 75 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/24/2012 5/14/2012 04/24/2012 - A pair of California Towhees was observed visiting a nest with 2 eggs. - LTymkiw
05/03/2012 - Nest with 2 eggs. - BArnold
05/14/2012 - The nest is perfectly intact but no longer contains eggs or young. This nest with eggs or young failed 
due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

WREN Wrentit 042412_ltiw_03 TL 6924 - Z101797 69kV Structure Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/24/2012 5/10/2012 04/24/2012 - A pair of Wrentits was observed visiting a complete nest with 4 pale blue eggs. - LTymkiw
05/03/2012 - Nest with 4 eggs, in Xylococcus bicolor (mission manzanita). Flushed from nest at 2 feet. - BArnold
05/10/2012 - The nest is intact but the lining is mussed and the eggs are gone. This nest with eggs or young failed 
due to natural causes. - VEurs

No
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AMKE American Kestrel 042412_mdus_01 CP23-E Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - On 04/22/12, biomonitor A. Steyers reported observing a female AMKE briefly entering the lowest 
arm of the 69kV monopole before joining a male and leaving the area. On 04/24/12 the avian biologist observed 
the AMKE pair chasing a pair of Red-tailed Hawks from structure CP23, after which the female AMKE entered the 
lowest arm of the 69kV pole and did not emerge for 25 minutes. During this time, the male hunted and perched 
on a nearby wire. The female emerged from the cavity at 1318 and the pair left the nest vicinity. They returned at 
approximately 1600, the female vocalizing and the male diving at the Red-tailed Hawk perched in CP23. - MDicus
05/01/2012 - No AMKE activity during 90+ minutes of observation. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - At approximately 1610, after 80 minutes of observation, the female kestrel exited the nest cavity. 
She flew to the transmission wires to the west of the monopole, where she perched and then defecated. She 
remained on the wire, preening and fluffing her feathers, until a Red-tailed Hawk soared by. She briefly gave 
chase, vocalizing, but soon returned to the wire. She re-entered the nest cavity at about 1620. The male kestrel 
was not observed. - VEurs
05/15/2012 - Both adults were seen as the biologist arrived near the nest cavity. The female was holding a lizard, 
which she consumed before flying into the nest cavity. The male perched on a transmission wire near the cavity 
before flying off to the east. He eventually returned carrying a small bird. In response to his calls, the female 
exited the nest cavity and took the bird from him. She perched on a wire away from the nest, consumed the bird, 
and the pair flew off. - VEurs
05/22/2012 - The female was observed soon after the start of observations, moving in and out of view as she 
hunted. She eventually entered the nest cavity. The male arrived carrying food, calling for the female. She exited 
the cavity, took the food from him and took it into the cavity. She soon exited and flew out of sight. The male 
returned about 20 minutes later with another lizard. The female flew into view, took the lizard and again carried it 
into the cavity. She exited almost immediately and flew out of view as the male remained perched on a 
transmission wire. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - The female arrived at the nest cavity after approximately 30 minutes of observation. She carried 
prey into the cavity and exited immediately. She then perched on a spacer between 2 distribution wires and 
preened. After about 5 minutes, she flew out of sight to the north. - VEurs
06/05/2012 - Shortly after the biologist's arrival, the female kestrel flew in from the southeast carrying a lizard. 
She was repeatedly vocalizing and flew behind the biologist out of sight over a hill. A RTHA flew into view and was 
being chased by the kestrel. Once that hawk left, she flew to top of tower CP20 and began mobbing a second 
RTHA. She aggressively chased the hawk higher and higher, all while carrying the lizard in her talons. After the 
hawk flew away, she carried the lizard into the nest cavity and after exiting, perched on a distribution wire south 
of the nest for about 15 minutes. She then flew out of sight and did not return before the biologist left the area. - 
VEurs

TBD

HOWR House Wren 042412_rrdd_01 CP83-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 40 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/24/2012 5/26/2012 04/24/2012 - Male singing at cavity, female enters and remains 0758. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - HOWR exits nest at 1250. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Considerable HOWR song and activity within undergrowth near nest, but no cavity entrance or exit 
observed from 1630-1645. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - No activity observed from 0944-1004. Possibly an alternate nest. Monitor once more prior to 
potentially closing. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - HOWR are nesting elsewhere, this cavity likely abandoned as part of the site selection process. - 
RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 042412_rrdd_02 CP83-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 50 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/24/2012 5/4/2012 04/24/2012 - BUSH bringing material to nest at 10-minute intervals 0918, approximately 60% complete. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest has been pulled apart from side at nest cup - possibly predated. Nesting chronology shows that 
eggs may have been present, but that cannot be determined. - RRadd

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 042412_rrdd_03 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/24/2012 TBD 04/24/2012 - BUSH pair carrying spider silk and feathers to nest, approximately 70% complete. - RRadd
05/06/2012 - BUSH exits nest at 1450. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - BUSH male makes brief visit at 1512 after 30 minutes of no activity. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - BUSH departs nest with fecal sac at 1347. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - 2 June; No BUSH observed at this nest during 45 minute observation from 1500-1545 on hot 
afternoon. - RRadd

TBD

HOWR House Wren 042412_rrdd_04 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 45 100 50 50 Fledged 4/24/2012 6/4/2012 04/24/2012 - HOWR male singing nearby while female carries sticks at 1-minute intervals. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Female visits infrequently, male announces all exits. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - HOWR enters cavity at 1504. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Female HOWR departs nest at 1113, returns at 1122 with small food item. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - HOWR carries insect to nest at 1400. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - 2 June; Male HOWR carries large earwig to nest at 1557 after 20 minutes of absence. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - HOWR with fledged juvenile away from nest. Male returns to sing softly at cavity, but carries no 
food, suggesting a second brood has been initiated. - RRadd

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042412_rrdd_05 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 70 70 Nest did not reach active stage 4/24/2012 5/5/2012 04/24/2012 - ANHU lying on complete nest. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest is weathered, misshapen and unattended. Presumed lost to weather prior to eggs. - RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042412_rrdd_06 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 17 100 70 70 Nest did not reach active stage 4/24/2012 5/5/2012 04/24/2012 - ANHU female building nest which is 40% complete. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Nest has fallen from substrate. Presumed lost to natural causes prior to becoming active. - RRadd

No

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 042412_rrdd_07 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 60 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/24/2012 5/5/2012 04/24/2012 - NOMO attending fresh, un-lined stick basket nest. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - NOMO have moved to a new location 60 feet north and outside the buffer. - RRadd

No
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HOFI House Finch 051612_imll_01 CP87-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 80 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/16/2012 5/17/2012 05/16/2012 - Pair was observed making multiple trips to nest site with large material from 0800-1000. Deterrents 
present include multiple plugged cavities, mylar tape, and netting. No eggs or young present. - IMaunsell
05/17/2012 - Nest was verified and assessed for removal by B. Arnold on 5/17. No nest was observed, the nest 
was closed, and the site plugged. Possible that material was blown away. - IMaunsell

No

LBVI Least Bell's Vireo 051612_lgan_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Riparian Scrubs TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - Bonnie Peterson found this nest and observed the Least Bell's Vireo pair incubating 3 Least Bell's 
Vireo eggs and 1 Brown-headed Cowbird egg. The Brown-headed Cowbird egg was removed, and the pair 
resumed incubation. - LGorman
06/07/2012 - On June 4 the nest was checked and it contained two nestlings about 3 days old.  The male and 
female were both observed near the nest area. The male was singing occasionally near the nest and around his 
territory. - BPeterson

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 051612_ltiw_01 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 60 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/16/2012 5/26/2012 05/16/2012 - A female was observed defending the nest area and perched nearby, but in 45 minutes of 
observation was not seen visiting the nest. - LTymkiw
05/26/2012 - Lining is blowing from nest and no hummingbird detected. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 051612_ltiw_02 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 110 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/16/2012 5/17/2012 05/16/2012 - A female House Finch was observed flying in and out of the nest. She was not carrying nesting 
material but appeared to have a large belly, possibly ready to lay eggs. - LTymkiw
05/26/2012 - Nest remains neat, intact and empty. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - Nest is empty. - RRadd
06/09/2012 - Nest remains empty. - RRadd

No

MODO Mourning Dove 051612_ltiw_03 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 40 100 50 50 Indeterminate 5/16/2012 5/26/2012 05/16/2012 - Female was observed on the nest. There are at least 2 nestlings present. - LTymkiw
05/26/2012 - Nest is empty, no MODOs detected. Potentially fledged. - RRadd

N/A

HOFI House Finch 051612_ltiw_04 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - Nest appears nearly complete and is comprised of very fresh vegetation. No birds were seen visiting 
the nest in 30 minutes of observation. - LTymkiw
05/26/2012 - HOFI pair active on site with material, but no accumulation noted. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - HOFI pair present and female carrying nest material, but nest not found. - RRadd
06/09/2012 - 2 HOFI pairs present and at least one female carrying nest material, but no accumulation visible. - 
RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051612_ltiw_05 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 30 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/16/2012 6/2/2012 05/16/2012 - Female was observed near nest. Nest contains 4 eggs. - LTymkiw
05/26/2012 - Fence fabric has blown over, nest is exposed with at least 3 partially downy young. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - Nest is empty and insufficient time elapsed to fledge. Presumed predated. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 051612_ltiw_06 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - An adult was observed entering the nest twice, not carrying anything. - LTymkiw
05/17/2012 - Female carries small item and centers nest 1510. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - BUSH departs nest at 1012 and does not return for duration of 30-minute observation. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - BUSH brings food item to nest at 0939. - RRadd

TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 051612_mdus_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - The pair was observed foraging together and carrying material to a nest that is approximately 80% 
constructed. - MDicus
05/23/2012 - 2 nest exchanges were observed during 1 hour of observation, the first at 0934 and the second at 
0959. The nest contents were not checked during this survey. - MDicus
05/30/2012 - The pair was initially observed 100 feet north of the nest foraging together. At 0818, the male flew 
to the nest and incubated until the female exchanged places with him at 0824. They nest-exchanged again at 0835 
and 0858. The nest contents were not checked during this survey. - MDicus
06/06/2012 - The adult female was observed incubating between 08:24 and 08:40 while the male foraged nearby 
and nest-guarded. The pair nest-exchanged at 08:40, and the male remained there throughout the remaining 30-
minute observation period. - MDicus

TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 051612_mdus_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - The female was observed on the nest for the first 10 minutes of observation, while the male foraged 
closely nearby and chased a passing Bewick's Wren and California Towhee from the nest vicinity.  At 10:14 the 
female called to the male, and he exchanged places with her. The male remained on the nest until 10:24, at which 
point he left to forage with the female. The nest was checked while the pair was away. The nest is complete, with 
1 egg. - MDicus
05/23/2012 - The pair was first observed foraging together for approximately 10 minutes. The male settled into 
the nest at 0807, remaining until the female exchanged with him at 0817. The pair exchanged incubation duties 
again at 0856. The nest contents were not checked during this survey. - MDicus
05/30/2012 - Nest exchanges occurred at 0734 and 0802. While the female incubated, the male was observed 
nest guarding against a flock of foraging Bushtits. The nest contents were not checked during this survey. - 
MDicus
06/06/2012 - The adult female was observed lying in the nest between 07:25 and 07:34, at which point she left 
the nest to forage nearby. The female was observed making frequent, brief trips to the nest, every 30 seconds to 
2 minutes, carrying what appeared to be food items. She settled back into the nest briefly at 07:59, stood on the 
rim and reached into the nest for 45 seconds, settled into it again, then left at 08:02. She was observed making 4 
more trips to the nest between 08:04 and 08:10. - MDicus

TBD
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HOWR House Wren 051612_rrdd_01 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 55 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/16/2012 5/30/2012 05/16/2012 - HOWR carrying fecal sac away from nest 0700, food to nest 0712. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - HOWR exits cavity at 1606. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - No HOWR detected visiting during 30 minute observation. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 051612_rrdd_02 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/16/2012 TBD 05/16/2012 - New nest appears complete and ready for first egg at 1100. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - HOFI brooding feathered nestlings. - RRadd

TBD

LASP Lark Sparrow 051612_rrdd_03 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 100 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/16/2012 5/20/2012 05/16/2012 - LASP carrying caterpillars to small downy young at 1330. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest is clean intact and empty. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 060912_bald_02 CP96-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

UG - cable pulling/splicing 0 100 100 100 Removed 6/9/2012 6/9/2012 06/09/2012 - A HOFI nest removed per the NBMMP. Using a lift, avian biologist confirmed 'new' nest was about 
20% complete, with no eggs or young present. Bird repellent ribbon was in place on the tower and around the 
work pad, and a plastic owl decoy is located on this tower. Furthermore, testing work is occurring and has 
occurred at this location over the past few weeks and per the NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a 
deterrent. These HOFIs were not disturbed by human presence or construction activity. SDG&E needs to have 
access to this pole over the next week to conduct repair work identified in the ongoing current testing program. 
After determining that there were no eggs or young present, this nest was removed and photographed. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 060912_mdus_01 CP15-1-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/9/2012 TBD 06/09/2012 - A female House Finch was observed incubating 3 eggs. - MDicus TBD

HOFI House Finch 060912_mkhn_02 Thing Valley CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 6/9/2012 6/9/2012 06/09/2012 - Female visited nest many times with nest material throughout morning, despite traffic in yard and 
work occurring all around nest. Nest was 90% complete and contained no eggs, but was photographed and 
removed because construction needs to access trailer 1 foot from nest through rear doors to get equipment many 
times each day. The nest site in the undercarriage was filled with a folded cardboard sign to deter birds from 
making future nesting attempts. - MKuehn

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 060912_mkhn_03 EP119-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - wire stringing 0 100 100 100 Removed 6/9/2012 6/9/2012 06/09/2012 - Adult carried nesting material to brace in tower at least 3 times. This is the fourth nesting attempt 
by this pair in this tower, despite wire-stringing activities for past two days and a crew onsite this morning, as well 
as nest deterrents placed in previous nest sites. Nest was confirmed to be 10% complete and containing no eggs 
or young before it was photographed and removed. - MKuehn

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 061012_vers_01 TL6924 69kv Tie Line Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/10/2012 TBD 06/10/2012 - Female goldfinch on a complete nest incubating 3 eggs. - VEurs TBD

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 061112_ahll_01 EP42 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/11/2012 TBD 06/11/2012 - Pair seen bringing nest material to inside of marker ball frequently. - AHill TBD

HOFI House Finch 061112_ahll_02 EP39-1-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 6/11/2012 6/11/2012 06/11/2012 - House Finch pair seen flying out of nest location. Mylar deterrents installed on forklift but nest 
cavity was uncovered. Nest was removed as per NBMMP, based on necessity to use equipment in future. Nest did 
not contain young or eggs and was about 90% complete. - AHill

No

MODO Mourning Dove 061112_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/11/2012 TBD 06/11/2012 - Adult MODO incubating two eggs. - BArnold TBD

HOFI House Finch 061112_bald_02 CP87-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

UG - cable pulling/splicing 0 100 100 100 Removed 6/11/2012 6/11/2012 06/11/2012 - HOFI nest removed per the NBMMP. Using a lift, avian biologist confirmed 'new' nest was about 
95% complete, with no eggs or young present. Bird repellent ribbon was in place on the tower and around the 
work pad, and a plastic owl decoy is located on this tower within 50 feet of the nest. Furthermore, testing work 
has occurred at this location over the past few weeks and per the NBMMP, active work is considered a form of a 
deterrent. These HOFIs were not disturbed by human presence or construction activity. SDG&E needs to have 
access to these poles over the next few days to conduct repair work identified in the ongoing current testing 
program. After determining that there were no eggs or young present, this nest was removed and photographed. - 
BArnold

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 061112_bald_03 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE2

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/11/2012 TBD 06/11/2012 - Female on nest. Didn't flush, even at less than 1 foot while Avian Biologist secured GPS point. - 
BArnold

TBD

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 061112_dbby_01 CP22-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 300 TBD TBD TBD 6/11/2012 TBD 06/11/2012 - Male and female observed performing nest exchange.  Nest contains 4 eggs. - DBusby TBD

BEWR Bewick's Wren 061112_mdus_01 CP31-2-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/11/2012 TBD 06/11/2012 - An adult BEWR was observed making multiple trips with food items into the nest cavity, from which 
soft begging calls were heard. - MDicus

TBD

WEWP Western Wood-Pewee 061112_mkhn_01 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 6/11/2012 TBD 06/11/2012 - Adult flew from nest when first found and did not return for 20 minutes, though frequently perched 
nearby. Stage unknown because contents cannot be checked, but assumed to be late building/egg laying. Nest 
cup and rim appear fully formed from below. - MKuehn

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042412_rrdd_08 12kV Pole Pad Areas-Work Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 90 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/24/2012 5/6/2012 04/24/2012 - Nest appears complete, but HOFI at pole did not come to nest during 15-minute observation. - 
RRadd
05/05/2012 - No birds are associating with this empty unused nest. - RRadd

No
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HOFI House Finch 042412_rrdd_09 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 35 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/24/2012 5/11/2012 04/24/2012 - Nest appears well established and HOFI activity is continuous. - RRadd
05/05/2012 - Pair defending, and female sits at nest periodically. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Nest is no longer present. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042412_sjon_01 EP77-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 12 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/24/2012 5/3/2012 04/24/2012 - Observed male LEGO feeding incubating female. - SJohnston
05/03/2012 - No activity at nest for 30 minutes. Visual inspection revealed that nest lining has been pulled out of 
cup and is hanging down from north side. Likely depredated. - MKuehn

No

BUOR Bullock's Oriole 042412_sjon_02 EP77-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 30 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/24/2012 5/22/2012 04/24/2012 - Observed female building nest. Nest appears approximately 70% complete. - SJohnston
05/03/2012 - Male defending area around nest by chasing away WESJ and other male BUOR. Nest appears 
complete and intact. Female not detected in 20 minutes, indicating she is likely incubating. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Female observed flying to nest and resuming incubation. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - No activity at nest for 45 minutes and no BUOR detected in area. Nest appears intact and no 
eggshells could be found on ground below nest. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - No activity at nest for 30 minutes and no BUOR detected in area for second check in a row. Nest still 
appears intact, and no eggshells could be found on ground below nest. Based on observed incubating behavior, 
on 5/3 this nest is likely to have failed with eggs for unknown reasons. - MKuehn

No

HOFI House Finch 042412_vers_01 CP6-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/24/2012 4/24/2012 04/24/2012 - On 24 April 2012, the onsite biomonitor A. Steyers observed a pair of House Finches perching on an 
excavator in the work area of CP6 and entering the joint in the hydraulic arm with nesting material. This piece of 
equipment is needed for construction of a Hilfiker wall at CP6. Nesting bird deterrents were present on the 
excavator in the form of copious amounts of mylar flagging. The nest was approximately 2% complete at time of 
removal and did not contain any eggs or young. Photographs were taken to document deterrents in place, the 
removal process, material removed per the NBMMP and new deterrents added. After the nest was removed, 
construction personnel stuffed filter fabric into the joints of the equipment in an effort to prevent further nesting 
attempts. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 042512_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 100 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/25/2012 4/28/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest with 3 eggs. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - No HOFI associated with nest. Nest with 3 eggs, the same as yesterday. Nest very wet and slightly de-
constructed from last night's heavy rainfall. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Nest and 3 eggs no longer present as of 28 April 2012. Appears to be natural predation of nest. - 
BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 042512_bald_02 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 140 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/25/2012 5/17/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest appears complete, no eggs or HOFI activity observed. - BArnold
04/26/2012 - No adult HOFI observed at nest. The nest is very wet from last night's heavy rainfall, and contains no 
eggs. - BArnold
04/29/2012 - Nest empty, no activity observed either today 30 April or yesterday, 29 April. Changed status to 
Inactive. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Nest appeared in good condition and nearly complete when it became soaked during a rain storm in 
late April. No eggs were ever observed. This nest never attained active status. This nest was never re-established 
and never contained eggs. It failed, likely due to natural causes. Change status to closed. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 042512_bald_03 Sycamore Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 80 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/25/2012 5/15/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest with 5 eggs. Female flushed at 3 feet. - BArnold
04/28/2012 - Observed female leave nest on her own. Upon brief examination, nest was discovered to contain at 
least 3 nestlings. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - Nest with several nestlings. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Nestlings observed in nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Well-protected nest slightly degraded with lots of scat, indicative of recent fledging. Nest closed. - 
BArnold

Yes

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 042512_bloh_01 CP10 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - foundations 800 300 300 300 Fledged 4/25/2012 5/9/2012 04/25/2012 - 2 nestlings present; both adults bringing food and feeding repeatedly, male returning with food 
about twice as much as female. - BLohstroh
05/02/2012 - Nest pulled apart, broken sage stems above nest, no sign of nestlings or fledglings in area. Nest 
likely taken by avian predator. - BLohstroh
05/09/2012 - Pair observed feeding one juvenile; fledged. - KAlberts

Yes

MODO Mourning Dove 042512_elss_01 EP78-E Road Area Woodlands and Forests OH - wire stringing 110 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/25/2012 5/30/2012 04/25/2012 - See following comment. - KAlberts
04/25/2012 - Mourning Dove observed lying on the nest. - ELoveless
05/04/2012 - No activity at nest for 20 minutes. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Adult on nest. Based on timing of observations (incubating when found on 4/25), this nest likely 
contains nestlings. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - Adult on nest. - MKuehn
05/30/2012 - No activity at nest for 30 minutes. Based on observations, nest expected to fledge no later than 
5/24. Nest is intact and no nestlings could seen over rim or when viewed from below (nest is somewhat 
transparent). No adults or fledglings could be detected in area. Likely fledged, since nest was active on 5/22, only 
2 days prior to expected fledge date. - MKuehn

Yes
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BUSH Bushtit 042512_ghan_01 CP31-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - Pair observed making multiple trips carrying nesting material between 1600 and 1700 by avian 
biomonitor T. Dipaola. Nest is about 50% complete. Buffer staked for foot and helicopter traffic at 50 feet. - 
GHuffman
05/02/2012 - Nest looks nearly complete, although a little small. The pair made at least 8 trips to the nest to add 
material during a 15-minute visit. They may have copulated, based on vocalizations and vigorous movements in 
the nest tree, but the dense foliage prevented the biologist from confirming this. - VEurs
05/09/2012 - A Bushtit was leaving the nest tree as the biologist approached. Within 5 minutes, a Bushtit arrived 
and entered the nest where it remained for 20 minutes and was eventually joined by a second Bushtit. The pair 
remained in the nest as the biologist left the area. The nest looks complete. - VEurs
05/16/2012 - During 30 minutes of observation, a single Bushtit brought a couple of pieces of nesting material 
into the nest. A pair was never observed. The adult that visited the nest was relatively quiet, and it seems likely 
that a second adult was within the nest, incubating. - VEurs
05/23/2012 - During 30 minutes of observation, at least 2 adult Bushtits made several trips in and out of the nest, 
sometimes carrying nesting material. In the latter half of observations, the Bushtits seemed to swap places. One 
adult would leave the nest as the other arrived, with the new arrival remaining in the nest until the other 
returned. - VEurs
05/31/2012 - 1-2 adults made numerous trips into the nest with food to feed another incubating adult. - VEurs
06/07/2012 - No BUSH activity at the nest after 35 minutes of observation, although Bushtits were foraging in the 
surrounding habitat. - VEurs

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042512_hwey_01 CP106-1-N Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 3 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/25/2012 5/9/2012 04/25/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0738. - HWinfrey
04/27/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 1110. - HWinfrey
04/29/2012 - Adult brings food to nest at 0849. - HWinfrey
05/01/2012 - 2 adults bring food to nest at 0658. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Adult observed at nest at 0641. - HWinfrey
05/05/2012 - 2 adults bring food to nest at 1043. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - Adult was observed visiting nest at 0812. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - No activity observed from 0732 to 0802. Upon close examination, bottom of nest torn apart, nest 
apparently predated. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 042512_hwey_03 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 50 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/25/2012 5/23/2012 04/25/2012 - Female on nest incubating 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
05/03/2012 - Female observed on nest with 4 eggs at 0750. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - 3 eggs in nest. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - 1 hatchling partially emerged from egg. 2 additional eggs in nest. Earliest anticipated fledge date is 
5/28/12. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Yard monitor reports that pair has abandoned nest, with female not present on nest for several 
days. Nest examined and found to contain 3 discolored, non-viable eggs. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

CATH California Thrasher 042512_hwey_04 EP11-3-N Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/25/2012 5/21/2012 04/25/2012 - Adult seen leaving nest. 3 eggs present in nest. - HWinfrey
05/02/2012 - Female on nest with 3 eggs at 0623. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - 1 day-old nestling and 2 eggs in nest. Earliest expected fledging is 5/20/12. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - 2 fluffy nestlings visible in nest, along with 1 unhatched egg. Nestlings appear 4-5 days old. - 
HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - 1 dead nestling in nest, other nestlings presumably fledged. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 042512_jdus_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 23 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/25/2012 5/16/2012 04/25/2012 - Female adult Bushtit arrives to 100% constructed and externally well decorated nest singly, remains 
inside while male brings fine downy material to nest entrance which female receives from within. Female does 
not exit nest for 15 minutes. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - BUSH male carrying food to nest at 10 minute intervals. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH continue to feed this nest from 0856-0903. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Nest in good condition, but no BUSH detections from 1428- 1448. Chronology suggests probable 
fledge. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042512_jdus_02 Sycamore CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 10 10 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/25/2012 5/16/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest with 4 eggs, female incubates while vehicle is parked 5 feet away with doors open and radio 
turned on. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - The female was on the nest as biologist approached. The male was perched nearby singing. He 
approached the nest, and the pair then flew off across the access road. The biologist used this opportunity to 
check the nest with a mirror. It still contains 4 eggs. - VEurs
05/09/2012 - Nest contents checked once the female vacated nest of her own volition. Nest still contains eggs. - 
VEurs
05/16/2012 - Nest abandoned with 2 cold, non-viable eggs. - KAlberts

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 042512_jpki_01 EP78-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 32 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/25/2012 5/4/2012 04/25/2012 - Adult observed on nest; second adult observed in vicinity of nest shrub on several occasions. - 
JPawlicki
05/04/2012 - Nest is empty and lining is somewhat mussed. No eggshells in or below nest. Unknown whether nest 
contained eggs or nestlings when found on 4/25, but adult was sitting very low in nest suggesting it contained 
eggs or very young nestlings, and adults were not observed carrying food to nest on 4/25. Today no WESJ 
detected within 80 feet of nest in 20 minutes. WESJ 80 feet away was followed and showed no evidence of 
feeding fledglings. This nest likely failed prior to fledging young. - MKuehn
05/04/2012 - No comment. - VNovik

No
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CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 042512_mdus_01 CP51-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/25/2012 4/26/2012 04/25/2012 - An adult Cassin's Kingbird was observed making 4 trips with nest material while the other adult 
perched nearby. The birds also displayed territorial aggression, chasing a pair of House Finches from the tower. - 
MDicus
04/26/2012 - Nest was removed per NBMMP based on need to access insulators adjacent to nest. Nest was in 
early stages, less than 20% complete, at time of removal with no eggs or young present. Deterrents present 
include a previously installed perch/nest preventer and mylar tape. - IMaunsell

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 042512_mkhn_01 EP78-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 150 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/25/2012 5/2/2012 04/25/2012 - Nest contains at least 1 (appears to be only 1) large gray nestling (50-60g). Adult nearby and would 
not go to nest with biologist 30 feet away. Nest is expected to fledge by 5/1. - MKuehn
05/02/2012 - Nest empty. Based on prior observations, likely fledged. - VNovik

Yes

BCHU Black-chinned Hummingbird 042512_rrdd_01 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 31 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/25/2012 5/25/2012 04/25/2012 - BCHU female building yellow nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - BCHU female leaves nest only for brief intervals and does not feed nest at return, suggesting 
incubation in progress. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Female BCHU to nest and settles at 1505. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Female ANHU departs nest at 1229, returns to feed hatched young at 1231 and settles. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Female BCHU feeding nest at 1202. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Nest is intact but no longer occupied, and a new nest has been constructed 10 feet west. Based on 
the recent observations, it is presumed that this nest fledged. - RRadd

Yes

ACWO Acorn Woodpecker 042512_rrdd_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/25/2012 TBD 04/25/2012 - 3 ACWO repeatedly entering this cavity during 40 minute observation. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - ACWO making trips to tree, but no entry observed. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - ACWO active on tree, but no cavity use observed in 30-minute observation. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - ACWO defending cavity against ATFL pair, but no entry or departure observed. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - ACWO in cavity at 1103. ACWO observed entering cavity at 1203. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - 3 ACWO make frequent trips to this nest and guard the entrance. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - On June 5, ACWO bringing insects to nest at 1518. On June 6, multiple entries with food from 1330-
1340. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 042512_rrdd_03 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 1 100 75 75 Indeterminate 4/25/2012 5/4/2012 04/25/2012 - BUSH male visits nest infrequently but does not enter. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Nest has fallen and is torn. Presumed lost to weather, but possibly predation is primary cause. Nest 
may or may not have contained eggs. - RRadd

N/A

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 042512_rrdd_04 CP70-3-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 37 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 4/25/2012 5/23/2012 04/25/2012 - NOMO bringing sticks and forming nest platform; approximately 15% complete. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Twig basket is complete and accepting lining, NOMO attending. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest is complete and lined. No NOMO observed during 15-minute observation 1418. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Nest is complete and lined. NOMO observed nearby but not at this nest. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Nest looks neat and maintained but no activity observed. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042512_rrdd_05 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 13 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 4/25/2012 5/10/2012 04/25/2012 - LEGO female constructs new nest in company of vigilant male. Nest approximately 30% complete. - 
RRadd
05/04/2012 - LEGO pair making brief visits to completely lined nest. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest is intact, lined and empty. No LEGO observed associating. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Nest remains empty, and LEGO are no longer associating with the site. - RRadd

No

HOOR Hooded Oriole 042512_rrdd_06 El Monte CY Construction Yards Riparian Forests and Woodlands Other 27 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/25/2012 5/16/2012 04/25/2012 - New nest is approximately 20% complete and consistent with HOOR. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - Nest does not appear substantially improved; will monitor once more before closing. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - This nest now appears 40% complete. Male HOOR in canopy did not approach nest during 30 
minutes of observation - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest has not been further improved and no HOOR associating with this location. Closed for 
inactivity. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042512_sjon_01 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 30 100 5 5 Fledged 4/25/2012 5/7/2012 04/25/2012 - Monitor reported House Finch entering nest location. Upon inspection by an avian biologist, at least 
2 nestlings were observed in the nest. - SJohnston
05/02/2012 - three feathered nestlings observed. - SJohnston
05/07/2012 - S. Johnston reports that 3 fledglings were observed flying from the nest. - KAlberts
05/07/2012 - Observed 3 fledglings fly out from metal container handle where nest was located. Checked nest 
with phone camera. Nest appeared empty and completely fledged. - SJohnston

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042512_vnik_01 Rough Acres CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/25/2012 4/25/2012 04/25/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed for approximately 30-40 minutes. The pair was observed at 
the nest, and a second pair was also observed near the nest. At least one female was observed carrying material 
to the nest. The nest appears 80% complete. No eggs or young were in the nest. Removal of nest was required 
based on impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate 
options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest 
deterrents in the form of mylar tape and reflective discs were hung on the water tank. Nest was removed per 
NBMMP. - VNovik

No
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LASP Lark Sparrow 042612_ahll_01 EP67 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows Grading 35 100 35 35 Fledged 4/26/2012 5/14/2012 04/26/2012 - Nest was found on 4/25/2012 when a bird flushed from the nest during an arroyo toad survey at 
2100. Nest was logged today and was confirmed to still be active when the female was observed on the nest, 
incubating 4 eggs. A buffer of 100 feet was installed. The female flew off the nest when walking 20 feet south 
toward nest. - AHill
05/01/2012 - Clutch of 4 eggs (cream-colored with a few irregular spots) fill the small ground nest. No adult at the 
nest but several Lark Sparrows in the area. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Nestlings (approximately 2 days old). - SJohnston
05/09/2012 - An adult Lark Sparrow was brooding 3 newly hatched nestlings, and 1 unhatched egg remains in the 
nest. If the nesting attempt is successful, the 3 nestlings may fledge in 10 days, but if the remaining egg hatches, 
the nestling would not fledge for 11 or 12 days. - PKonrad
05/11/2012 - Before grading was allowed to proceed up to the new buffer limit of 35 feet, the nest was checked, 
and 3 feathered nestlings were observed away from the nest. Two were found together about 10 inches away 
from the nest. The third was seen further, approximately 20 inches away. During grading activities, adults were 
observed bring food to the scattered nestlings. - SJohnston
05/14/2012 - No nestlings at or around nest or fledglings in area. No evidence of predation at or around the nest. 
Based off developmental appearance of nestlings observed on 5/11, the nest fledged successfully. - SJohnston

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042612_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/26/2012 5/26/2012 04/26/2012 - ANHU comes to  nest and remains at 1230. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - ANHU incubation continues - female remains on nest. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Female ANHU continues to incubate, no feeding observed on multiple nest visits. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - ANHU female feeding 2 small nestlings at 0719. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - Nest is empty with feces at rim, consistent with probable fledge. - RRadd

Yes

BEWR Bewick's Wren 042612_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/26/2012 5/2/2012 04/26/2012 - BEWR pair carrying food to brush pile in midst of Tamarix thicket. - RRadd
05/02/2012 - No BEWR detections, but based on prior observations, this nest presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

LASP Lark Sparrow 042712_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/27/2012 4/27/2012 04/27/2012 - Female was seen bringing material to nest over the course of an hour, the nest went from being 
60% complete to 90%. The female's brood patch was visible. Deterrents present included ongoing construction 
yard work such as skycrane operations, steel assembly and vehicle traffic. The nest was submitted for nest 
removal per NBMMP because of the necessity to fly out the steel piece immediately and that there were no eggs 
or nestlings present. - AHill

No

CALT California Towhee 042712_ghan_01 CP31-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 25 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/27/2012 5/18/2012 04/27/2012 - Observed location of nest in white sage (Salvia apiana) while driving down access road. When 
approaching nest, a California Towhee left substrate and observed 4 eggs in nest. 50-foot buffer staked with drive 
though access. - GHuffman
05/04/2012 - Eggs have hatched since the last visit. The towhee left the nest as the biologist quietly approached 
the buffer. The biologist slowly approached the nest, saw a nestling and quickly backed off to the edge of the 
buffer. The towhee returned to the nest about 5 minutes later. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - Female on the nest with nestlings, observed during a quick check from the access road. - VEurs
05/18/2012 - The nest is in excellent condition, but is now empty. Enough time has passed for the nest cycle to be 
completed, so this nest is presumed to have fledged successfully. - VEurs

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042712_hwey_01 Suncrest Substation - 
SSDE4

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/27/2012 4/27/2012 04/27/2012 - Biologist A. Farmer reported observing HOFI pair carrying nesting material to interior of crane arm 
base atop crane truck in Sunrise Substation. Nest was found to be 10% complete with no eggs or young present. 
This vehicle was being used for active work when the nest was discovered. Operation of this crane was deemed 
necessary for ongoing wire pulling operations, and nest was photographed and removed according to NBMMP 
requirements. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 042712_lgan_01 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 9 100 50 50 Indeterminate 4/27/2012 5/16/2012 04/27/2012 - Female House Finch was observed incubating 4 eggs. - LGorman
05/03/2012 - Female HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI on nest at 1150. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest is clean and empty, potentially predated or may have fledged. - RRadd

N/A

LASP Lark Sparrow 042712_lgan_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals Grading 26 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 4/27/2012 5/3/2012 04/27/2012 - Observed Lark Sparrow pair bringing nest material to the nest, in between periods of incubation. - 
LGorman
05/03/2012 - Nest is intact and empty with many feces at rim, suggesting previous monitoring was food carrying 
and nest has fledged. - RRadd

Yes

PHAI Phainopepla 042712_lgan_03 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals Other 220 100 75 75 Presumed Fledged 4/27/2012 5/15/2012 04/27/2012 - A Phainopepla pair was observed bringing nesting material to the nest, which is approximately 90% 
complete. - LGorman
05/03/2012 - PHAI female feeding nest containing downy young. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - PHAI male carries food to nest at 1210 - RRadd
05/15/2012 - No PHAI detected at this nest. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 042712_lgan_05 CP65-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - tower erection 250 100 75 75 Presumed Fledged 4/27/2012 6/1/2012 04/27/2012 - A female House Finch nest was observed bringing nest material to the nest repeatedly. The nest was 
approximately 95% complete. - LGorman
05/03/2012 - Female HOFI in nest at 1438. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI female incubating. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Female HOFI on nest did not flush at 1350. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Young with wispy down on heads visible in nest at 1122. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - 3 well-feathered nestlings appears almost ready to fledge. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - Nest contains 4 large nestlings which appear ready to fledge. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - Nest is empty and presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

PHAI Phainopepla 042712_lgan_06 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 150 100 90 90 Presumed Fledged 4/27/2012 5/14/2012 04/27/2012 - A female Phainopepla was observed incubating the nest. She flew off the nest, gathered material, 
added it to the nest, and continued to incubate. - LGorman
05/06/2012 - Male flies in to nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - PHAI pair exchanging nest duties 1415. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest is intact and empty, presumed fledged - 1158. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042712_lgan_07 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 120 100 60 60 Indeterminate 4/27/2012 5/16/2012 04/27/2012 - A female Lesser Goldfinch was observed flying onto the nest and remained there presumably to 
incubate. - LGorman
05/03/2012 - Potentially same nest as 041212_rrdd_03. No species detected at nest during 30 minute 
observation. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - No LEGO observed, but nearby PHAI nest makes monitoring difficult. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest was not observed active beyond first observation. - RRadd

N/A

CATH California Thrasher 042712_lton_01 EP99-2-PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 160 100 100 100 Fledged 4/27/2012 5/22/2012 04/27/2012 - The nest was discovered during an active search. 2 eggs were in the nest. The female had flushed 
prior to discovery, and she called from a few shrubs while the biologist quickly took data. - LThoreson
05/03/2012 - Adult near. Nest still contains 2 eggs. - MKuehn
05/11/2012 - 2 nestlings in nest. - VNovik
05/17/2012 - Nest contains 2 downy nestlings estimated to be 8-10 days old. Nestlings should fledge between 
5/22-5/24. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - One fledgling and 1 adult encountered 20 feet away, en route to check nest. Nest was checked, first 
from 8 feet with binoculars, and found to be empty with the rim depressed and partially flattened on one side. - 
MKuehn

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042712_mdus_01 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/27/2012 TBD 04/27/2012 - Female House Finch rapidly adding material to a nest that is approximately 75% complete, with the 
male in accompaniment. The female seems wary of a Cassin's Kingbird perched nearby, waiting to add material 
until the Kingbird leaves. - MDicus
05/05/2012 - Female HOFI incubating nest at 1020. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - HOFI pair copulate and female enters nest at 1036. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Unable to see into nest, which appears complete and intact. Incubating? - RRadd
05/17/2012 - HOFI pair coming and going to this nest, copulation adjacent at 1208. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - HOFI pair come to nest; male singing, female with nest material. Female settles into nest at 0658. - 
RRadd
06/01/2012 - Female HOFI lying in nest at 1134, incubation presumed. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - HOFI pair are wary at this nest, presumed to remain active. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 042712_mdus_02 CP51-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - wire stringing 130 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/27/2012 5/4/2012 04/27/2012 - Female observed making multiple trips with material to a nest that is approximately 80-90% 
constructed. - MDicus
05/04/2012 - Nest is gone, with no signs of it on the ground beneath the tower. This nest was never recorded to 
have progressed past the nest building stage. Did not reach active stage. Closed. - JDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 042712_rrdd_01 CP65-1-PS-N Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 9 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/27/2012 5/16/2012 04/27/2012 - Complete nest ready for first egg. Pair agitated at observer, returned at 50 feet. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - HOFI attending nest containing 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest is clean and empty but did not have sufficient time to fledge. Presumed predated. - RRadd

No

PHAI Phainopepla 042712_rrdd_02 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 35 100 100 100 Indeterminate 4/27/2012 5/10/2012 04/27/2012 - Fresh grass nest, lined and complete. Various cup-nesting songbirds present, likely PHAI or HOFI. - 
RRadd
05/03/2012 - Not monitored this week due to MODO nest on ground 6 feet south. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - No nest found at this GPS point. Possibly logged as same nest as adjacent LASP due to GPS error. - 
RRadd

N/A

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 042712_rrdd_03 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows Other 100 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/27/2012 5/20/2012 04/27/2012 - Twig basket, fully lined and ready for first egg. NOMO present. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - NOMO on nest at 1155. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - NOMO in nest for duration of brief observation at 0940. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - NOMO carrying food to nest at 0946. Flushed from nest in apparent response to helicopter hovering 
approximately 100 feet south at 50 feet above ground level at 1035, returned to nest area 10 minutes after 
helicopter departure. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest is intact and empty. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 042712_rrdd_04 CP64 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 75 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/27/2012 5/10/2012 04/27/2012 - HOFI flushed from nest and returned as soon as observer retreated 40 feet. Contents not accessible. 
- RRadd
05/03/2012 - No HOFI observed, and nest contents inaccessible at 1334. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd

No
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HOFI House Finch 042712_rrdd_05 CP64 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Grasslands and Meadows OH - wire stringing 100 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/27/2012 6/2/2012 04/27/2012 - Nest is only 4 feet from active HOFI nest, status of this nest unclear due to proximity. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest contains 3 eggs at 1333; no HOFI detected. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI female in nest at 1204. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Female HOFI lying on nest at 1429. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest contains large, mostly feathered nestlings with wispy down still showing through. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - Nest contains 3 large nestlings which appear ready to fledge. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - Nest is empty, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

LASP Lark Sparrow 042712_rrdd_06 CP65-1-PS-N Road Area Grasslands and Meadows Traffic 77 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 4/27/2012 5/16/2012 04/27/2012 - Complete empty nest. LASP copulating nearby. - RRadd
05/03/2012 - Nest is clean, maintained and empty. LASP pair on nearest tall shrub copulated 5 times in 1 minute. - 
RRadd
05/10/2012 - Grass has been added to interior of nest, but no LASP present. Unclear if the nest has been usurped 
or is being updated. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest has not been maintained and is aging. LASP pair continue in area. - RRadd

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 042812_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/28/2012 4/28/2012 04/28/2012 - Female was seen bringing material to nest actively, 80% complete. The nest was submitted for nest 
removal because of the necessity to fly out the steel piece in the future and that there were no eggs or nestlings 
present. Deterrents present included ongoing construction yard work such as skycrane operations, steel assembly 
and vehicle traffic. Nest was removed as per NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 042812_bald_01 69kV-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 150 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 4/28/2012 5/25/2012 04/28/2012 - Pair of HOFI observed bringing nest material (once) and landing on and entering (4 times) the 
bracket for the lower arm on the west side of the pole. - BArnold
05/03/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minute observation period. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - It is unlikely that this nest ever made it to the Active stage. No activity has been recorded since 28 
April. - BArnold

No

BUSH Bushtit 042812_ghan_01 CP31-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 10 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/28/2012 5/12/2012 04/28/2012 - Observed adults making multiple trips to a coast live oak carrying nesting material. Nest appears to 
be approximately 50% complete. - GHuffman
05/05/2012 - Bushtits made a few visits to the nest. Nest construction has progressed, but is not yet complete. 
The neck is still a bit thin and see-through. Activity at the nest may have been subdued because of the presence of 
a Western Scrub-jay moving throughout the area, including the nest tree. - VEurs
05/12/2012 - The nest is almost completely gone. About 5% of the nest remains where it is anchored to the 
branch. This nest never contained eggs or young and is now closed. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 042812_hwey_01 EP34-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 100 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/28/2012 5/4/2012 04/28/2012 - Female flushed from nest, which contains 3 eggs. - HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - Nest appears pulled apart with no eggs remaining. Nest closed due to predation. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 042812_ltiw_01 Jacumba Valley Ranch CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 20 20 Nest did not reach active stage 4/28/2012 5/10/2012 04/28/2012 - Female was seen entering the wheel area 3 times, but was never observed carrying anything inside. 
Each time she remained there for about 5 minutes. Several males and other females also in the vicinity. - LTymkiw
05/04/2012 - No House Finches observed near the 2 remaining water tanks during 30-minute observation period.. 
- PKonrad
05/10/2012 - No finch activity observed in the nest area during the 30 minute observation period; 1 female was 
observed perched on fence about 150 feet north for a short time. Considering the initial observation comments 
and subsequent observations, this nest may never have been 'active' - closed. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 042812_ltiw_02 EP142-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats OH - tower erection 200 100 40 40 Presumed Fledged 4/28/2012 5/14/2012 04/28/2012 - A pair was observed making many trips to the nest with caterpillars. They were not affected by the 
tower work or by an avian biologist observing and recording data 40 feet away. - LTymkiw
04/30/2012 - A pair of Bushtits visited the nest, 1 entering nest, but no other activity observed during 30-minute 
observation period. A small, vocal flock of Bushtits was observed about 100 feet west of the nest site. - PKonrad
05/07/2012 - Nest intact and pair of Bushtits territorial; 1 adult had insects in its beak, so avian biologist left area 
and birds flew to nest. - PKonrad
05/14/2012 - A pair of Bushtits came to the nest and simultaneously began pulling relatively large pieces of 
material from the nest, tugging diligently at the nest at times, then flew northeast with their beaks stuffed with 
nest material. Looks like the nestlings in this nest have fledged, and the old nest is being recycled by the same pair 
(renesting) or another pair. No fledglings were observed in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 042812_rrdd_01 GS-NF-10 Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Other 35 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/28/2012 5/19/2012 04/28/2012 - Female ANHU standing on rim of complete nest decorated with lichen flakes at 0710. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - Female ANHU feeding 1 visible short-billed nestling at 1644. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - ANHU female comes to nest after 20 minutes away to feed single large nestling which has fully-
feathered head. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Female ANHU on nestlings at 1552. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Nest is empty. Recent fledgling observed in area. Nest has fledged and is now closed. - JDicus
05/21/2012 - Nest is intact and empty with many small feces at rim, suggesting successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 042812_rrdd_02 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 50 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/28/2012 5/21/2012 04/28/2012 - LEGO pair building nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Numerous LEGO in this area include 2 other nests and fledglings being fed, but no activity was 
observed near this nest which is no longer visible due to foliage growth. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest not found due to second pair egg-laying near the vantage point for observing this nest. LEGOs 
definitely active in vicinity and  male from second pair spars territorially with this male. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Adult male with at least 2 juveniles at this location. Presumed fledged - RRadd

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 042812_rrdd_04 GS-NF-10 Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands OH - wire stringing 250 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/28/2012 5/19/2012 04/28/2012 - BUSH pair bringing material to nest at 10 minute intervals. Nest approximately 60% complete. - 
RRadd
05/04/2012 - BUSH pair making numerous trips to and from nest at 1348. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH making infrequent nest visits. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest appears somewhat thin in the neck area, but is un-holed. BUSH detected nearby but not 
visiting nest. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Nest is dilapidated and shows no activity for 1 hour. Closed due to inactivity and the nest being in a 
state of disrepair. Presumed failed due to unknown causes. - JDicus
05/21/2012 - BUSH visits but does not enter. Nest appears somewhat battered but serviceable. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 042812_rrdd_05 GS-NF-10 Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

None 0 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/28/2012 5/30/2012 04/28/2012 - HOFI female incubating 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/04/2012 - HOFI incubating 5 eggs at 1635. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - HOFI continue to tend this nest, which still contains 5 eggs. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Female HOFI lying in nest at 1616. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - HOFI lying in nest from 1650-1710. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - Adult female feeding hatched young in nest at 1640. - RRadd
06/04/2012 - Nest fledged and a new clutch has been initiated. - RRadd

Yes

CAQU California Quail 042812_sjon_01 EP50-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 4 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/28/2012 5/15/2012 04/28/2012 - Monitor reported flushing a California Quail from this nest while walking along the access road. 
Avian biologist did not see bird at the nest or nearby when mapping its location, but 4 eggs were visible. - 
SJohnston
05/01/2012 - Nest contains 8 eggs, but no California Quail were observed in area, suggesting the egg laying period 
continues in advance of the initiation of incubation. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - No adult California Quail present, but 11 brown-speckled cream-colored eggs can be seen in the 
ground nest - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - This California Quail nest is empty, and no eggs or eggshells are present in the nest; no hatchlings or 
adults are evident nearby. There are many downy breast feathers among the grassy nest material, apparently 
added during the past week. Because the clutch was completed and incubation began about 5/4/2011, which was 
about 11 days ago, it indicates the eggs did not hatch because the incubation period for California Quail is 18 to 
23 days. Hence, the nest was likely predated - closed. - PKonrad

No

BUSH Bushtit 042812_sjon_02 EP63-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 40 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/28/2012 5/15/2012 04/28/2012 - Observed pair of Bushtits nest building. Nest is approximately 10% complete. - SJohnston
05/01/2012 - Although no Bushtit activity was observed 2 hours ago, Bushtits are now very actively nest building, 
with nest visits spaced 3 minutes or less apart. - PKonrad
05/09/2012 - Nest looks good, but no Bushtit activity was observed during 2 20-minute observation periods. This 
pair of Bushtits should be incubating at this time, and judging from past experiences, little activity is ever 
observed during Bushtit incubation. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - Bushtit nest has been torn apart, probably by a predator. No Bushtits observed or heard in the area - 
closed. - PKonrad

No

HOFI House Finch 042912_bald_01 TL 6915 - 100984 69kv Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 100 100 30 30 Fledged 4/29/2012 6/11/2012 04/29/2012 - HOFI pair observed at pole 100984, with female observed bringing nest material and entering the 
following arm brackets (note that these arms are not hollow; the bird enters the metal bracket attached to the 
wooden pole from below): upper eastern, middle eastern, lower eastern, and middle western. This nest is a 
candidate for removal and adding 'bird deterrents' to preclude access to any of these brackets. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Adult HOFIs observed at nest pole on several occasions. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - No activity observed. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - Duplicate entry. - BArnold
05/26/2012 - No HOFI activity noted in association with this pole during observation periods between 0545 and 
0700 (on and off), and a focused observation period between 0845 and 0930. HOFIs came to wires southwest of 
nest pole, and were heard in area, but no HOFIs landed on nest pole or entered brackets. - BArnold
06/04/2012 - The HOFI pair made several trips to the nest during 60 minutes of observation. They also spent 
several minutes in the lowest western bracket of the same pole and investigated brackets on the adjacent pole. 
Based on nesting chronology, it seems likely there are nestlings within the bracket. - VEurs
06/11/2012 - After more than 60 minutes of observation, no House Finch activity was detected at the nest. A 
group of adult and fledgling finches was observed on a distribution wire less than 50 feet north of the nest. 
Enough time has passed for the nesting cycle to be completed. This nest has fledged successfully and is now 
closed. - VEurs

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 042912_bald_02 TL 6924 - 171683 69kV Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 30 30 Indeterminate 4/29/2012 6/4/2012 04/29/2012 - HOFI pair observed once landing on pole arm, and female entering briefly before flying to adjacent 
pole. Observed only once during an hour-long observation period. The finches are likely 'checking out' potential 
nesting locations. This is a candidate for removal, as the pair has likely just initiated nest site selection/nest 
building. - BArnold
04/30/2012 - Avian biologist checked nest using lift, contains 4 eggs and as such remains active, no bird deterrent 
work was allowed. Other 2 brackets (upper E& W) contained no nest material. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Adult HOFIs on top of nest pole. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - No activity observed. - BArnold
05/26/2012 - No HOFI activity noted during on and off observation period between 0545 and 0700, or during 
focused observation period between 0845 and 0930. HOFIs present on line south of nest, and heard in area, but 
did not go to nest pole or enter bracket. - BArnold
06/04/2012 - A HOFI pair briefly entered this bracket, but did not remain long and no nestling vocalizations were 
detected. The HOFI pair from the adjacent pole entered this bracket briefly. There is a new nest in the eastern 
bracket of this pole. Observational history lends itself to an indeterminate nest outcome. - VEurs

N/A

HOFI House Finch 042912_bald_03 TL 6915 - 100983 69kv Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 4/29/2012 4/30/2012 04/29/2012 - Observed HOFI pair entering and bringing nest material to lower arm brackets attached to the east 
and west sides of the pole. This is a candidate for removal, as the pair has likely just begun the site selection/nest 
building process. - BArnold
04/30/2012 - Nest was examined by an avian biologist using a lift. The nest was about 10% complete, and 
contained no eggs or young. New substation work consisting of overhead wire stringing as well as O&M activities 
have been regularly occurring in the adjacent Sycamore Substation, including this past Saturday and Sunday. PAR 
requires the 69kV to be available for upgrades and energization in June, and will be working in the insulators 
within which bracket the HOFI partial nest was begun. Buffers would not likely have prevented this nest from 
being impacted during this future construction. This nest was initiated in spite of the ongoing work in the 
immediately adjacent Sycamore Substation consisting of 20+ member crews. As such, this partial nest was 
removed. - BArnold

No

AMKE American Kestrel 042912_bald_04 69kV-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 300 500 150 150 Fledged 4/29/2012 5/22/2012 04/29/2012 - AMKE observed entering third arm from top on western side of pole several times late in the day. - 
BArnold
05/03/2012 - No AMKE activity observed during 30-minute observation period. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - No activity noted during brief observation period. - BArnold
05/10/2012 - While monitoring a nest at the opposite end of the substation, the biologist heard 2 kestrels calling 
to each other. On approaching the nest cavity, the male was observed perched on a distribution pole to the north, 
consuming prey. Later he was seen chasing off a Red-tailed Hawk. The female was not seen during 90 minutes of 
observation, but this is not atypical, and it is presumed she was within the nest cavity incubating/brooding. - 
VEurs
05/15/2012 - Adult AMKE heard calling and observed on pole. Later observed entering nest arm cavity. - BArnold
05/19/2012 - Adult male observed perched on fiber optic cable wire just south of the nest pole. - BArnold
05/22/2012 - Two recent fledglings observed around nest. First perched on nest cavity arm, second perched on 
fiber optic cable southwest of nest cavity arm. First later flew over to second and also perched on cable. - BArnold

Yes

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 042912_hwey_01 EP11-3 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 100 100 100 100 Fledged 4/29/2012 5/15/2012 04/29/2012 - Nest contains at least 3 nestlings, 1-2 days old. Adult heard calling within 5 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - Fledgling WESJ perched 1 foot from nest appears capable of flight. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes

CORA Common Raven 042912_mdus_01 CP39 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/29/2012 4/30/2012 04/29/2012 - On 4/28/12, biomonitor Sarah Farmer observed a pair of CORA carrying sticks to structure CP39. As 
of 16:30 on 4/29/12, the nest is now approximately 60-70% constructed. The CORA pair continued to nest build 
while the avian biologist photographed and recorded the nest. - MDicus
04/30/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire stringing activities), per agency concurrence 
and through adherence to the NBMMP. The nest was nearly complete but contained no eggs or nestlings. Nest 
deterrents in the form of mylar flash tape at the base of the tower and a Daddy Long Legs nest preventer on the 
top phase of the tower were previously installed. Following concurrence, the nest was checked for eggs, 
photographed, and removed and in the presence of a qualified biologist. An approved nesting bird deterrent was 
installed in the tower in place of the removed nest. - MDicus

No

CATH California Thrasher 042912_mkhn_01 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals UG - cable pulling/splicing 40 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/29/2012 5/30/2012 04/29/2012 - An adult California Thrasher was observed on a nest that is 95% complete and contains no eggs or 
young. - MKuehn
05/06/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs. Adult heard calling nearby. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - 3 nestlings visible. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - 2 fully feathered nestlings visible in nest. Female flies in and settles onto nest at 1335. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest, still with downy heads. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - Nest is empty, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes
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AMKE American Kestrel 042912_vers_01 TL 6924 - 171697 69kV Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

None 0 500 200 200 Presumed Fledged 4/29/2012 6/5/2012 04/29/2012 - While monitoring poles for reconductoring activities, a pair of AMKE was observed entering the 
cavity on the east side of the steel monopole. An adult entered the cavity and remained for 30 minutes, exited 
and the second adult took its place. It appears the pair is incubating. - VEurs
05/07/2012 - After approximately 30 minutes of observation, the female arrived at the monopole carrying a 
rodent. She took the rodent into the nest cavity and remained within for another 15 minutes and was still inside 
when the biologist left the area. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Almost immediately upon the biologist's arrival, the female kestrel landed at the edge of the nest 
cavity. She ate a few bites of the prey she carried and then took the rest inside the cavity. She exited about 5 
minutes later and spent the remainder of the observation period perched at various locations or flying about the 
area. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - 15 minutes after the start of observations, the female kestrel flew in from the south and landed on a 
light standard north of the nest. She was carrying a very large grasshopper that she manipulated for a while. She 
flew to the Costco roof, and eventually she entered the nest cavity with the grasshopper. She exited almost 
immediately and flew south again. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - After approximately 35 minutes of observation, the female kestrel arrived at the pole carrying a 
rodent. She took the rodent into the nest cavity and immediately exited and flew east. The male was not 
observed. - VEurs
06/05/2012 - European Starlings were observed entering the nest cavity being used by the kestrels. This indicates 
that the young have most likely fledged, since starlings probably would not enter if the cavity was still occupied. 
Enough time has passed for the nesting cycle to be completed, so this nest is presumed fledged and is now closed. 
- VEurs

Yes

HOFI House Finch 043012_ahll_01 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 40 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/30/2012 5/26/2012 04/30/2012 - 3 eggs in nest, biomonitor reported seeing pair enter nest. This crane was moved on Friday, 27 April 
at 1800 from EP1. This means this pair built this nest Friday night and Saturday morning, laying 1 egg/day on 
Saturday, Sunday, and Monday. - AHill
05/01/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs, should start incubating full time tomorrow. - AHill
05/09/2012 - Female on nest, unable to view nest contents. Male perched on crane. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Female on nest from 1215 to 1230. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Female brings food to nest at 1234, with male following. - HWinfrey
05/26/2012 - No activity observed from 0731 to 0801. Nest approached and found to be intact and empty, 
presumed fledged. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 043012_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/30/2012 4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - Pair was seen flying out of nest location and male singing in area, nest was approximately 20% 
complete. Mylar deterrents installed on crane. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to 
material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative 
options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was 
not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. No eggs or young were present, and nest was 
removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 043012_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/30/2012 4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - Pair was seen flying out of nest location and male singing in area; nest was approximately 50% 
complete. Mylar deterrents installed on crane. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to 
material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative 
options, and potential for more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was 
not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the crane. No eggs or young were present and nest was 
removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 043012_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/30/2012 4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - House Finch nest found with no eggs, about 15% complete, in mast of lift equipment. Work, both 
new substation construction and O&M activities, occurs everyday, and this lift is available for use by both every 
day. Lift equipment essential to both new and O&M activities necessitated removal. Nest was photographed and 
removed, per the NBMMP. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 043012_bald_02 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 4/30/2012 4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - Nest with no eggs, about 50 percent complete, in mast of lift equipment. Work, both new 
substation construction and O&M activities, occurs everyday, and this lift is available for use by both every day. 
Lift equipment essential to both new and O&M activities, and nest was necessary for removal to continue these 
operations. Nest photographed and removed following stipulations of the NBMMP. - BArnold

No
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AMKE American Kestrel 043012_bald_03 TL 6924 - 137897 69kV Structure Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 500 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - A female AMKE was observed by the biomonitor as it flew onto the monopole and perched. Avian 
biologist was called and arrived within 5 minutes to evaluate the situation. Crew continued to work for an hour, 
because the biomonitor lost sight of the bird while telephoning avian biologist, and it was assumed the bird had 
flown off the monopole. The biomonitor and avian biologist monitored this work. When crew used a hand-held 
power wrench which caused considerable vibration in the monopole, an adult AMKE emerged from the bracket 
end of the lowest western arm and flew to the next steel monopole several hundred feet to the north and 
perched. The crew was asked to stop work due to the status of the monopole containing an active AMKE nest. The 
crew needed to remove the temporary ground-wires they had previously installed to satisfy safety requirements. 
During the 20 minutes the crew was working to remove the temporary ground wires and other protective 
features, the female AMKE circled the pole in smaller and smaller circles, finally landing on the arm and entering 
the cavity 15 minutes after it had left, and while the crew was finishing removing the temporary plastic sheet 
protections from the lower arm on the east. The crew finished their work and left, as was requested. About 10 
minutes later, the male AMKE was briefly observed as it slipped into the cavity. It should be noted that the female 
was within the hollow steel arm for an hour, while the crew installed temporary ground wires and removed and 
replaced an insulator, apparently not disturbed enough to leave until a particular hand-held power tool created 
vibration that resulted in the bird emerging from the cavity. - BArnold
05/07/2012 - After approximately 30 minutes of observation, the male kestrel landed atop the monopole with 
food, calling loudly. The female exited the cavity, flew up and took the food item from the male. She carried it to 
the monopole directly north, where she consumed the food and was eventually joined by the male. The male 
returned to the nest cavity where he perched on the edge, looking into the cavity for a minute or so. He then flew 
off, and as the female returned, she gave chase to a starling. She eventually returned and re-entered the cavity, 
without bringing in food. He soon returned with a lizard that he gave to the female after she exited the nest 
cavity. She carried the food north, as before, and he chased off a crow. As the biologist was leaving the area, the 
female returned to the nest cavity. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Almost immediately upon the biologist's arrival, the male and female landed atop the monopole. 
The male passed food to the female, which she ultimately carried into the nest cavity. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - Shortly after the start of observations, the female kestrel landed on the monopole and entered the 
cavity. She exited after a minute or so and flew off to the north. The male arrived approximately 25 minutes later, 
carrying a lizard. He perched at the top of the pole, calling for the female. His calls gradually decreased, and after 
waiting about 5 minutes, he took the lizard in his bill and carried it inside the nest cavity. He also remained inside 
about a minute before exiting and flying north. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - After 35 minutes of observation, the male kestrel arrived at the pole with food. He took the food 
into the nest cavity, exited and flew off to the northwest. The female was not observed. - VEurs
06/05/2012  Shortly after the biologist arrived  the female kestrel arrived at the pole carrying a lizard  She took 

TBD

CORA Common Raven 043012_ghan_01 CP27 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 4/30/2012 TBD 04/30/2012 - Pair observed perched on tower and displayed low tolerance and agitation when approaching tower 
from ground. Nest appears to be 100% complete. - GHuffman
05/07/2012 - One adult on nest, and the other adult perching nearby, vocalizing, and chasing a Red-tailed Hawk 
from the territory. - MDicus
05/14/2012 - Adult on nest incubating during brief observation period. Second adult was not detected. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - 1 raven incubating on the nest as the second adult perched near the nest during 20 minutes of 
observation. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - Duplicate entry. - VEurs
05/23/2012 - Per NBJ, BMP hydro-mulching crew authorized to enter buffer to conduct activities under avian 
biologist monitoring. Monitor allowed crew to conduct mulching for 45 minutes and then relocate to another site 
to avoid any further disturbance to incubation. Crew returned to site after 2 hours to conclude construction 
activities. Work resumed for another 45 minutes. Female returned to nest to resume incubation after hydro-
mulching was finished. Construction activities did not appear to have negative impacts on incubation process. - 
GHuffman
05/31/2012 - A raven (later determined to be the female) was visible moving about the nest at the start of 
observations. Her movements suggested nestlings were on the nest. About 20 minutes later, the male flew 
towards the tower. The female flew to the nearby monopole. She performed a begging display as the male joined 
her and he appeared to give her some food. She remained on the pole, and the male flew to the nest, where he 
ducked and raised his head as though feeding nestlings. He then flew farther up the tower and perched while the 
female soared over the surrounding hillsides. - VEurs
06/07/2012 - There were no adult ravens at the nest when the biologist began observations. For the next 60-70 
minutes, ravens were occasionally seen soaring far from the nest. At approximately 1210, both ravens flew to the 
tower. 1 perched in the tower above the nest and the other landed at the nest. It appeared to feed nestlings very 
briefly, before flying to a distribution wire. The other raven soon flew down to the nest and also made feeding 
motions. This adult settled onto the nest while the other began soaring nearby. The raven was still on the nest 
when the biologist left at 1230. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 043012_hwey_01 EP39-1-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 25 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/30/2012 5/14/2012 04/30/2012 - At least 2 nestlings in nest, 6-8 days old. - HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - Adults at nest at 0635. - HWinfrey
05/06/2012 - Male perched near nest. 2 fully feathered nestlings in nest. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - At least 1 HOFI nestling remains in nest at 0650, primary pinfeathers 80% emerged. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - Male and female visiting nest; nestling visible at 0620. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - Nest empty, presumably fledged. - AHill

Yes
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CALT California Towhee 043012_jdus_01 CP31-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 55 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 4/30/2012 5/21/2012 04/30/2012 - Adult departs from nest shrub when nest was originally discovered from 5 feet away. Observer 
retreated to a point 45 feet from nest and close to edge of access road. Adult returns to incubate 3 eggs in nest in 
3 minutes' time, to remain for duration of additional 20-minute observation period. - JDicus
05/07/2012 - As the biologist approached the nest, a towhee flew to other side of the shrub clump, which 
enabled the biologist to examine the nest contents. It still contains 3 eggs. The adult returned to the nest after 
about 10 minutes. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Adult flew from the nest area as the biologist walked down the access road (outside the buffer), 
enabling the nest contents to be checked. The nest now contains at least 2 dark, downy nestlings. - VEurs
05/21/2012 - The nest is in excellent condition but contains 1 egg. Enough time has passed for the nestlings to 
have fledged. The remaining egg may be a non-viable egg that was hidden under the nestlings. This nest is now 
closed and presumed to have fledged. - VEurs
05/22/2012 - Duplicate entry. - SDhall

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 043012_ltiw_01 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 110 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/30/2012 6/5/2012 04/30/2012 - Female being fed by male while laying on a complete nest. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Female observed on the nest through the entire observation period. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Female was on the nest for the entire 20 minute observation period. - LTymkiw
05/21/2012 - The head of 1 nestling was visible above the edge of the nest. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - Large, feathered nestling crouched motionless on the edge of the nest. - VEurs
06/05/2012 - The nest is fully intact and empty. It seems likely the fully-feathered nestling observed last week has 
fledged successfully. This nest is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

HOFI House Finch 043012_ltiw_02 CP49-1-PS-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/30/2012 6/5/2012 04/30/2012 - Female was on nest for 45 plus minutes. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Female observed on nest throughout observation period. - VEurs
05/14/2012 - Female was on the nest for about 5 minutes, then flew off. 10 minutes later the male came and fed 
the nestlings. 5 minutes after that the female returned, fed the nestlings and then resumed brooding. - LTymkiw
05/21/2012 - Nestlings visible on nest next to adult female HOFI. - VEurs
05/29/2012 - Female briefly visited the nest. The downy back of a nestling was visible over the top of the nest. - 
VEurs
06/05/2012 - The nest is ripped apart and most of it is dangling down the clump of foliage. Given the extent of the 
damage, it seems likely that the nestlings were predated before they were able to fledge. This nest with young 
failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 043012_mdus_01 CP52 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/30/2012 4/30/2012 04/30/2012 - A pair of Cassin's Kingbirds was observed carrying nest material to the north end of the top bridge. 
Between 09:55 and 10:15, 5 trips were made to the nest. Percent completion is unknown, given the nest location. - 
MDicus
04/30/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (wire sagging), per agency concurrence on 4/30/12 
and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape and Daddy Long Legs nest 
preventers. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman was dropped at the top of 
the tower and removed the nearly complete Cassin's Kingbird nest and installed a nest deterrent on the end of 
the arm. At the time of removal (approximately 17:15), the nest was 95-100% constructed but contained no eggs 
or nestlings. Photos were taken of the removed nest material. - MDicus

No

HOFI House Finch 043012_mdus_02 CP85-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 10 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 4/30/2012 5/24/2012 04/30/2012 - Bio/Avian monitor C. Vettes observed a female House Finch on the nest for approximately 15 
minute observation period. - MDicus
05/05/2012 - Female HOFI on nest does not depart at 1620. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - 11:30am-1:00pm: Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter 
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately 
10 minutes to conduct hydro-mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to be mulched by spraying 
from outside stakes. Female observed incubating and did not leave nest during activities. Construction activities 
did not appear to have negative impacts on nesting status. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - HOFI on nest from 1033-1053. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Many feces around nest rim suggests likely fledge. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 043012_mdus_03 CP85-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 10 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/30/2012 5/30/2012 04/30/2012 - HOFI female was observed making multiple trips with material to a nest that is approximately 75% 
constructed. The male accompanied her on each trip. - MDicus
05/05/2012 - Female HOFI departs complete nest at 1621. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - 11:30am-1:00pm:  Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter 
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately 
10 minutes to conduct hydro-mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to be mulched by spraying 
from outside stakes. Female observed incubating. Female left nest for approximately 15 minutes and then 
returned to incubating. Construction activities did not have any negative impacts on nesting status. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - HOFI male visits female on nest at 1023. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Female near nest calling many times, enters for short periods, 1146. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Nest appears torn open in middle, presumed predated. - RRadd

No
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BUSH Bushtit 043012_mdus_04 CP85-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 10 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/30/2012 5/25/2012 04/30/2012 - Bio/Avian monitor C. Vettes observed a pair of Bushtits adding material to a nest in a Hesperoyucca. 
A female Lesser Goldfinch was observed pulling material from the outside of the nest; however, the Bushtits 
continued construction. M. Dicus later observed the pair making at least 5 additional trips to the nest with 
material. - MDicus
05/05/2012 - Nest appears sound and intact; male visits and enters at 1645. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - 11:30am-1:00pm:  Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter 
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately 
3 minutes to conduct hydro-mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to be mulched by spraying 
from outside stakes. Bushtit observed entering cavity of nest with material. Activities appeared to have no 
negative impact on nesting status. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - No BUSH detections from 1035-1055. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - No BUSH detections, nest appears to have been opened from side. - RRadd

No

RCSP Rufous-crowned Sparrow 043012_rrdd_01 CP56-1-PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 14 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

4/30/2012 5/16/2012 04/30/2012 - RCSP female making many trips to nest which appears outwardly complete. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - RCSP lying in nest at 0706 did not depart. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Female RCSP tight on nest at 0710. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest has been deserted with 1 ejected egg adjacent and 1 mummified day-old chick in cup, 
suggesting non-predatory disturbance. - RRadd

No

COHU Costa's Hummingbird 043012_rrdd_02 CP56-1-PS-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 2 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/30/2012 5/1/2012 04/30/2012 - Female COHU lying on 1 egg. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest is larger and more complete than previous monitoring but empty with disheveled lining, 
suggesting predation. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 043012_rrdd_03 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 81 100 75 75 Presumed Fledged 4/30/2012 6/6/2012 04/30/2012 - BUSH pair making infrequent trips to nest, no item carry observed 1140 - 1150. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - BUSH male with feathers enters nest and remains at 1108. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Nest exchange at 1730; one bird arrives (carrying nest material), and the other departs. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Female comes to nest after 30 minutes, no food carried, enters and does not depart 1342. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - Fecal sac removed at 1325 by female, who returns with item at 1326. - RRadd
06/09/2012 - 4 June: BUSH carries food to nest 0838. - RRadd
06/11/2012 - No BUSH detections, nest is neat and empty. Presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 043012_rrdd_04 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 55 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 4/30/2012 5/10/2012 04/30/2012 - LEGO pair attending relatively large mostly lined nest (95%) complete with no eggs. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest is complete, lined and empty. LEGO pair attending. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Nest is falling apart; no LEGO detected in association at 1720. - RRadd

No

BUSH Bushtit 043012_rrdd_05 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 88 100 80 80 Nest did not reach active stage 4/30/2012 5/3/2012 04/30/2012 - BUSH pair carrying material to nest approximately 80% complete. - RRadd
05/07/2012 - Nest has been destroyed by unknown agents prior to completion. - RRadd

No

KILL Killdeer 043012_sjon_03 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 300 100 130 130 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

4/30/2012 5/5/2012 04/30/2012 - Killdeer incubating eggs. - SJohnston
05/05/2012 - At 1055, this nest was observed being predated by a Common Raven by biomonitor C. Johnson. 
CORA searched area while both KILL performed distraction displays and called loudly, then was seen eating 
something in vicinity of nest. Biomonitor was 160 feet from nest when activity was detected and observed 
predation from 130 feet. Avian biologist M. Kuehn arrived in time to observe adult KILL fly 2 eggshells away from 
nest, depositing 1 150 feet ENE of nest in yard, and another 300 feet from nest outside of yard to south. A third 
eggshell was found 135 feet east of nest on ground within yard. Both discovered eggshells were broken open and 
no contents were present. No blood or embryonic development was detectable in egg membrane indicating eggs 
were relatively freshly laid. Nest site was later inspected and found to contain no eggs. Nest closed and buffer 
signs removed. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - No comment. Nest closed. - SJohnston

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 043012_vnik_01 EP112-3 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 4/30/2012 5/1/2012 04/30/2012 - Observed wren carrying nest material to cavity. - VNovik
05/01/2012 - The nest appears 90% complete and the birds were seen building the nest inside the black plastic 
sheeting covering the pile of straw wattles. No eggs or young were in the nest. A BMP maintenance crew was 
onsite today refreshing BMPs, effectively serving as a deterrent. Removal of the nest was required based on 
impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate options, and 
potential for more nests at the idle material pallet during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was photographed and 
removed per the NBMMP. The straw wattle pile and all plastic sheeting was removed following the nest removal. - 
VNovik

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 050112_hwey_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 37 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/1/2012 5/14/2012 05/01/2012 - Female on nest with frequent trips off nest to feed. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - No activity observed at nest. At least 3 ANHUs were detected within 10 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - Blue-gray Gnatcatcher observed repeatedly tearing material from ANHU nest. Female ANHU 
observed constructing a nest nearby, but no activity at this nest or territorial behavior associated with this 
location. - MDicus

No
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HOFI House Finch 050112_jdus_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 5 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

5/1/2012 5/7/2012 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 3 trips to nest which appears to be over 75% constructed. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - UPC crew dispatched to check nest contents as nest was candidate for removal if it did not contain 
eggs. Nest was found to contain 1 egg, so nest was left in place and a 30-foot buffer was established. - EStrods
05/05/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest before the crew climbed the tower. They did not return while the crew 
was in the tower. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - No evidence of the nest was present upon avian biologist's arrival before crew arrived. There were 
some pieces of eggshell on the ground beneath the nest area. - LTymkiw

No

HOFI House Finch 050112_jdus_02 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/1/2012 TBD 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips to nest location with material. Plate and height in tower preclude ability to see 
nest from ground level. Percentage of nest constructed unknown. - JDicus
05/05/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest before the crew climbed the tower. They did not return while the crew 
was in the tower. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Pair seen copulating near nest and the male later fed the female. They did not return while the crew 
was in the tower, but came back once the crew left. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Pair observed in aerial mating and returning to nest area. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Nesting material was pillaged by big male kingbird. Male tried to fight him off. Male was also 
defending nest against other males. Pair then scattered when crew was in tower. Pair rebuilding as soon as crew 
descended. - FHoffman
05/17/2012 - HOFI coming and going to this nest. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - HOFI female incubating. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - No activity observed at this nest during 30 minutes of tower observation. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - No activity observed late afternoon. Nest material no longer visible. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050112_jdus_03 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 5/1/2012 5/2/2012 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 1 trip to 50% constructed nest with material. - JDicus
05/02/2012 - A request to remove this House Finch nest was approved, following the NBMMP. Accompanied by 
an avian biologist, a UPC crew member photographed then removed the dilapidated nest. The nest did not 
contain eggs or young. Deterrents were placed at the nest site. - EStrods

No

HOFI House Finch 050112_jdus_04 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 30 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/1/2012 5/17/2012 05/01/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips with material. Nest not visible from ground.  Percentage of nest constructed 
unknown. - JDicus
05/05/2012 - No House Finches were observed visiting this nest. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - No House Finches were observed visiting this nest. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - No activity, but could have shifted to one of many other pair activity hubs. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - No activity, although hard to see. - FHoffman
05/17/2012 - No activity for 2 weeks and none today. - RRadd

No

WREN Wrentit 050112_ltiw_01 EP141-E-C Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 30 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/1/2012 5/21/2012 05/01/2012 - A pair of Wrentits was heard calling back and forth. The area around the female was searched, and a 
nest was found with the female on it. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Adult Wrentit incubating clutch of 4 pale blue eggs. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - A Wrentit was observed incubating tightly on nest after line passed overhead. - VNovik
05/14/2012 - An adult Wrentit was brooding 3 newly hatched nestlings and 1 egg. - PKonrad
05/21/2012 - No adults or nestlings in nest or nearby; nest is in perfect condition; nestlings must have been 
predated considering the nestling period should last a minimum of 11 days, and they were newly hatched a week 
ago - closed. - PKonrad

No

WREN Wrentit 050112_ltiw_02 EP141-E Road Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 22 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/1/2012 5/29/2012 05/01/2012 - Adult flew from nest when biologist walked by. Nest contains 5 pale blue eggs. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - An adult Wrentit is incubating clutch of 4 pale blue eggs. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - Wrentit observed incubating tight on nest after the  line passed overhead. - VNovik
05/14/2012 - An adult Wrentit was performing distraction displays on the ground below the nest among big 
sagebrush trunks, so did not approach closer; expect there are newly hatched nestlings in the nest. - PKonrad
05/21/2012 - Both adult Wrentits performing distraction displays; nest contains 4 small nestlings that have pin 
feathers on their wings. - PKonrad
05/29/2012 - Nestling Wrentits appear to have fledged. The empty nest is in good form and appears to have been 
expanded by the growing nestlings. No adults or fledglings observed or heard in the area and are assumed to have 
dispersed - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 050112_ltiw_03 EP141 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Woodlands and Forests Other 27 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/1/2012 5/7/2012 05/01/2012 - A pair of Bushtits was observed bringing caterpillars to a complete nest several times. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Nest looks good, but no Bushtits were observed or heard in the area during a 40 minute observation 
period. It appears the nestlings that were repeatedly being fed by the adults last week have fledged - closed. - 
PKonrad

Yes
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WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 050112_lton_01 EP141 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 50 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/1/2012 5/14/2012 05/01/2012 - There are 4 nestlings. The adult was not on the nest, but was very vocal when the nest was 
discovered. - LThoreson
05/07/2012 - Two large downy nestlings with partly developed wing feathers are in nest; 1 is a couple days 
younger than the other, judging from differences in size. Both adults are very territorial, calling. Nestlings may 
fledge by the end of the week. - PKonrad
05/10/2012 - Observed 2 adults near nest. 1 jay observed carrying food to nest while assembly of wire 
components, vehicles, and helicopter picks occurred in pull site. - VNovik
05/14/2012 - The nest is in good shape, and the nestlings have apparently fledged successfully. No fledglings or 
adult Western Scrub-Jays observed or heard in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

CAQU California Quail 050112_lton_02 EP141 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Woodlands and Forests BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 100 100 Indeterminate 5/1/2012 5/7/2012 05/01/2012 - An adult California Quail flew from the nest when an avian biologist inadvertently waked within 3 
feet of the nest, which contains 15 eggs. - LThoreson
05/07/2012 - California Quail clutch has hatched and the brood has vacated the area with the female - or the eggs 
were carried away or swallowed whole by a predator, as no signs of eggshells can be found in nest or anywhere 
around it - closed. - PKonrad

N/A

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050112_mdus_01 CP43-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 150 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/1/2012 5/14/2012 05/01/2012 - A female LEGO was observed visiting a nest that appears to be 100% constructed. The female was 
observed standing in the nest for brief periods before leaving. It is presumed she is in the egg laying stage of 
nesting. - MDicus
05/14/2012 - The nest is almost completely gone; only a few tufts of nest material remain on the branch. Nest 
failed sometime between 5 May and 14 May, as it was intact on the morning of 5 May. This nest with eggs or 
young failed due to natural causes and is now closed. - VEurs

No

PHAI Phainopepla 050112_rrdd_01 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 1 100 75 75 Indeterminate 5/1/2012 5/24/2012 05/01/2012 - Female PHAI on nest shaping cup which appears complete departs nest when male carrying material 
scolds. Male returns to nest when observer moves to 60 feet. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Male PHAI lying on nest at 1212. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Nest appears to have been built over, with new layer and cup. PHAI pair nearby but not on nest 
during 2 x 10-minute observations. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Host plant appears to have been struck by a Project vehicle, breaking a branch and exposing nest 1 
foot south; however it is not certain if an egg was present at the time or if it was abandoned as a result before the 
egg-laying stage. - RRadd

N/A

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 050112_rrdd_02 CP62-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows BMP installation/maintenance 80 100 50 50 Indeterminate 5/1/2012 5/30/2012 05/01/2012 - CAKI pair carrying Centaurea melitensis florets and Muhlenbergia stems, building nest in tower. - 
RRadd
05/08/2012 - CAKI pair continue to make trips and occupy this nest. Pair attacks RTHAs within 300 feet. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Solo CAKI on tower near this nest for duration of observation from 1310-1355. Unable to see into 
nest, so unable to verify incubation. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Mate brings nest gifts from time to time. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - WEKI male carrying lining material to nest and copulating with female suggest WEKI have usurped 
this nest. Monitoring chronology indicates nest successfully fledged. - RRadd

N/A

BUSH Bushtit 050112_rrdd_03 CP57-E-C Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 20 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/1/2012 5/13/2012 05/01/2012 - BUSH pair working on nest which appears 80% complete 1208. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - BUSH departs nest at 0747. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Nest has been destroyed by natural agents and is being dismantled by LEGO and COHU for nests 
elsewhere. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050112_vers_01 CP49 Temp work Area Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/1/2012 5/8/2012 05/01/2012 - Female LEGO incubating on a complete nest. - VEurs
05/08/2012 - The nest almost completely gone. Only about 5% of the nest material remains to indicate the nest 
location. It appears this nest with eggs or young failed due to natural causes (most likely because of nest 
predation). - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 10 100 10 10 Presumed Fledged 5/2/2012 6/7/2012 05/02/2012 - Female is bringing nesting material to 75% complete nest, male singing nearby. - AHill
05/08/2012 - Female incubating on nest full-time. - AHill
05/14/2012 - Female on nest incubating. - AHill
05/17/2012 - Female on nest. - AHill
05/23/2012 - Female on nest. - AHill
05/30/2012 - Pair seen bringing food to nest, heard nestlings begging. - AHill
06/05/2012 - Female HOFI brings food to nest at 0853. - HWinfrey
06/07/2012 - Avian biologist M. Bahn reports finding nest empty with no sign of predation.  Nest closed, 
presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

LASP Lark Sparrow 050212_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/2/2012 5/18/2012 05/02/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs. - AHill
05/04/2012 - Female incubating full time, but was off nest for approximately 15 minutes on her own accord. 
Female did not fly off nest when approached at 10 feet. - AHill
05/08/2012 - Female on nest incubating. - AHill
05/11/2012 - Female incubating full time. - AHill
05/14/2012 - Female on nest incubating. Buffer is 50 feet. - AHill
05/16/2012 - Nestlings beginning to hatch. As of 0900, nest contained 2 newly hatched nestlings, 1 in the process 
of hatching, and 1 unhatched egg. Female seen brooding young. Anticipated fledge date is between May 25-26, 
2012. - AHill
05/17/2012 - Nest contains at least 2 hatchlings, 1 unhatched egg. Female brooding young and off nest foraging. - 
AHill
05/18/2012 - Nest is empty and appears to have been predated by a natural predator. The biomonitors reported 
seeing a roadrunner walking within the buffer late afternoon yesterday. A few adult down feathers were found 
around the nest. - AHill

No
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HOFI House Finch 050212_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/2/2012 5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Observed female bringing lining material to nest with male singing nearby. Nest was found to be 
90% complete. Streamer deterrents were present on equipment but no cavities were plugged. No eggs or young 
were present. Nest was removed per the NBMMP based on the need to use the crane for tower assembly, and if 
the crane was demobilized, then it would affect tower assemblies from progressing properly. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_ahll_04 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/2/2012 5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Observed female bringing lining material to nest with male singing nearby. As the nest was located 
25 above ground, in steel, a lineman climbed up and assessed the nest while the avian biologist was nearby giving 
direction. Based on the material taken out by the lineman, nest was approximately 30% complete. No eggs or 
young present. Nest was removed per the NBMMP based on the need to use the crane for tower assembly, and if 
the crane was demobilized, then it would affect tower assemblies from progressing properly. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_ahll_05 EP39-1-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 8 100 30 30 Indeterminate 5/2/2012 5/21/2012 05/02/2012 - Observed female bringing lining material to 90% complete nest, male nearby singing. - AHill
05/04/2012 - Brief drive-by observation of female HOFI remaining on nest while vehicle passed. Female lays on 
nest with tail toward traffic and head toward inside of gate. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - 5 eggs in nest; female returns to nest at 0610. - HWinfrey
05/14/2012 - Female incubating, drive by traffic does not cause her to flush. - AHill
05/21/2012 - Nest is empty, outcome indeterminate. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

N/A

HOFI House Finch 050212_bald_01 Sycamore Substation - 
SSDE1

Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - new construction 75 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 5/2/2012 6/1/2012 05/02/2012 - One egg in nest. - BArnold
05/09/2012 - Female flushed at 3 feet. 5 eggs in nest. - BArnold
05/15/2012 - Five eggs in nest. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - At least 4 nestlings in nest. - BArnold
06/01/2012 - Nest empty. Presumed successfully fledged given there were 5 eggs in nest 15 May, and at least 4 
nestlings 25 May. - BArnold

Yes

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 050212_bloh_01 CP12-1-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 850 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/2/2012 5/16/2012 05/02/2012 - Female on nest, incubating. Male foraging in area, then exchanged places with female on nest. - 
BLohstroh
05/09/2012 - Female on nest while male foraged, nest exchanged at 0808, and male took over. - BLohstroh
05/16/2012 - B. Lohstroh reports nest no longer present, no evidence of nest. Pair not active near nest area, but 
found foraging together 600 feet across canyon to south. Nest likely depredated by carnivore that took nest away. 
- KAlberts

No

NUWO Nuttall's Woodpecker 050212_elss_01 GS-NF-28 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands OH - tower erection 300 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/2/2012 6/12/2012 05/02/2012 - Male observed chasing a house wren out of the area. The male entered the cavity and stayed inside 
until the female arrived, after 10 minutes. The female then entered the cavity. - ELoveless
05/08/2012 - No Nuttall's Woodpeckers were observed or heard during an extended period in the area, about 70 
minutes, that included checking other nearby nests. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - Hairy Woodpecker flew in to the nest area, eventually flew down to small cavity entrance probably 
by Nuttall's Woodpecker. No Nuttall's Woodpeckers observed or heard during 45 minutes in the area. Western 
Bluebird pair checking out cavity 10 feet away (will check back). - PKonrad
05/21/2012 - The female Nuttall's Woodpecker made 3 nest visits with food; she did not go to the cavity the first 
time, and when she approached the entrance during her second visit, the male flew out of the cavity, seemingly 
startled, then both flew to the north. During her third visit, the female entered the cavity with food and stayed 
inside for about 10 minutes before flying north. - PKonrad
05/29/2012 - Female Nuttall's Woodpecker visited nest cavity twice with food, stopping at cavity entrance first, 
then entering cavity and quickly leaving, flying to the riparian area to the north. (Pair of Western Bluebirds still 
territorial 12 feet away, but not yet nesting). - PKonrad
06/05/2012 - Adult Nuttall's Woodpecker perched atop snag and eventually flew to the north; heard calling to 
north and northwest, but did not see it go to the cavity or cavity entrance. Avian biologist M. Kuehn noted 
repeated visits by the adults to feed the nestlings in the nest cavity earlier in the day. - PKonrad
06/12/2012 - No Nuttall's Woodpecker activity near the nest site or at the nesting cavity. Considering past 
observations and timing, nestlings are assumed to have fledged late last week - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI seen carrying nesting material to the first orange marker ball west of the tower. The 
male HOFI was seen entering marker ball hole without material. - EStrods
05/05/2012 - Pair was observed entering the marker ball several times. On 1 occasion, the male fed the female on 
the wire right outside the entrance to the ball. - LTymkiw
05/09/2012 - Adults flew in and out of ball, then female remained inside. - FHoffman
05/11/2012 - HOFI continue to enter this ball at 1200. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - HOFI pair in dispute with HOOR pair (subadult male and female) over ownership. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Female enters and stays, male sings. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - HOFI continue to visit this location. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - No activity observed late afternoon. - RRadd

TBD
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HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_02 GS-NF-13 Pad Areas-Work Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI was seen carrying nesting material inside the marker ball. A male House Finch was 
seen entering the marker ball without nesting material. - EStrods
05/05/2012 - Pair was observed entering the marker ball several times, but was never observed carrying nesting 
material inside. - LTymkiw
05/24/2012 - HOFI pair making trips, female in cavity for long periods. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - 2 June;  HOFI continue to visit this ball but unable to determine nest status. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - No activity observed late afternoon. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_04 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 50 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/2/2012 5/11/2012 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI seen carrying nesting material to nest approximately 10% complete. - EStrods
05/11/2012 - No nest material is visible here, and although HOFI intermittently visit and squabble here, no 
material is carried and no birds are observed to stay. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_05 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 40 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/2/2012 5/11/2012 05/02/2012 - A female HOFI was seen carrying nesting material to a nest that appears to be 10% complete - 
EStrods
05/11/2012 - No nest material is visible here, and although HOFI intermittently visit and squabble here, no 
material is carried and no birds are observed to stay. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_06 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - A female House Finch was observed carrying nesting material to the nest which appears to be 75% 
complete. - EStrods
05/11/2012 - HOFI continue to visit and advertise here, but opportunistic theft from nearby CAKI nest suggests 
nest is actually on the tower itself and not the arm. Unable to verify from ground. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - HOFI male nest guards while female is on nest. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - No activity observed, and nest not visible. On 5/25, M. Dicus viewed nest from upper slope to west 
and observed the female incubating. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - M. Dicus reports female incubating. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - No activity detected 1308-1339 - RRadd
06/12/2012 - HOFI pair continue to be active at this nest 1406. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_07 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - A female House Finch was observed carrying nesting material to this nest that appears to be 
approximately 90% complete. - EStrods
05/05/2012 - Pair briefly visited the nest briefly several times while the crew was in the tower. They were never 
observed carrying nesting material to the nest. - LTymkiw
05/07/2012 - Pair visited and stayed at the nest during the work activities. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Pair and 2 other finches observed on plate and pair bonding. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - No comment. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Male defending nest and being attentive to female, not quite sure of stage. - FHoffman
05/17/2012 - HOFI coming and going to this nest. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - HOFI pair attending this nest. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - No activity observed late afternoon. Nest material no longer visible. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050212_esds_08 CP77 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/2/2012 5/24/2012 05/02/2012 - A female House Finch was seen carrying material to this nest which appears 90% complete. - 
EStrods
05/11/2012 - Insufficient material remains to qualify as a nest. Although a female made one trip with new 
material, there is at present no aggregation beyond 2% of a nest. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - HOFI pair bringing more material to nest which appears complete from 1045-1100. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Avian approved monitor Tim Chumley arrived at CP77 this morning to monitor the nest during 
approved construction activities and discovered it was missing from the tower. While there was HOFI activity at 
the other nests in the tower, no House Finches were observed at the former nest location. - MDicus
05/24/2012 - Nest no longer present. - RRadd

No

HOWR House Wren 050212_hwey_01 EP27-1-E Road Area Grasslands and Meadows OH - wire stringing 30 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 5/2/2012 6/2/2012 05/02/2012 - HOWR in cavity remains at entrance hole until nest is approached within 5 feet, the bird's 
reluctance to leave area indicates there are eggs or young in nest. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - No HOWR activity observed at nest from 1052 to 1107. Male HOWR singing 3 feet from entrance. 
Ash-throated Flycatcher pair in area, ATFL flies to cavity entrance and looks inside at 1104. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - HOWR observed leaving nest cavity at 1551. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - 2 HOWRs observed carrying food into nest cavity at 0958. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - Pair apparently engaged in housekeeping activities, as both male and female observed entering 
cavity and removing fecal material, matted feathers, and small twigs between 0835 and 0840. - HWinfrey
06/02/2012 - No HOWR activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. Cavity examined with mirror and 
found to be empty with no sign of predation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050212_hwey_02 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 125 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/2/2012 5/16/2012 05/02/2012 - Nest appears complete. Female observed briefly lying in nest, then resuming foraging. - HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs at 1248. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Only fragments of the nest remain, nest failed, most likely due to predation. Substrate branch is 
undamaged. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050212_hwey_03 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 36 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/2/2012 5/30/2012 05/02/2012 - Biomonitor reports seeing female adding nesting material. Nest is 90% complete, only lacking lining. 
- HWinfrey
05/08/2012 - Female on nest at 1254. - HWinfrey
05/16/2012 - Female on nest at 1648. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Female on nest at 1354. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - Yard monitor reports nest is predated and contents are gone. - KAlberts

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_kats_02 CP78-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/2/2012 5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Female HOFI was seen carrying a Chaenactis flower to the area on top of the locks over the sliding 
bar for this gate, which is used nearly every day by Project personnel. The nest was about 5% complete, and 
contained no eggs or young. The nest was photographed and removed following the NBMMP, as this access road 
is required for continued usage. Several Project vehicles entered and left through the gate after the nest was 
removed, effectively serving as deterrents. - KAlberts

No

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 050212_mdus_01 CP43-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 50 50 Removed 5/2/2012 5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - A pair of Cassin's Kingbirds was observed making multiple trips with material to the lowest arm on 
the west side of the structure. - MDicus
05/02/2012 - The nest was removed to facilitate construction (spacer installation and wire sagging), per agency 
concurrence on 5/02/12 and through adherence to the NBMMP. Deterrents present consist of mylar flash tape at 
the tower base. Following concurrence, and in the presence of an avian biologist, a lineman was dropped at the 
top of the tower and removed the nearly complete Cassin's Kingbird nest and installed a nest deterrent on the 
end of the arm. At the time of removal (approximately 17:00), the nest was 95-100% constructed but contained 
no eggs or nestlings. Photos were taken of the removed nest material, and a nest deterrent was installed in its 
place. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 050212_mkhn_01 GS-NF-28 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 8 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/2/2012 5/8/2012 05/02/2012 - Adult Bushtits brought material to nest many times. Nest is 5% complete. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Virtually no progress has been made on this nest since found on 5/2. No BUSH detected within 40 
feet of nest in 30 minutes of passive observation. Nest site appears to have been abandoned in early building 
stage. - MKuehn

No

HOWR House Wren 050212_mkhn_02 GS-NF-28 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/2/2012 TBD 05/02/2012 - Adult House Wren was seen carrying nesting material into cavity. - MKuehn
05/08/2012 - Pair active in cavity, although 1 is most active 'cleaning' the entry with its bill and ducking into the 
cavity; second wren perched nearby, sang twice, and was gone for most of 30-minute observation period. - 
PKonrad
05/16/2012 - After about 10 minutes, a House Wren sang nearby, and another House Wren materialized in the 
cavity entrance from inside the cavity, then flew to the east. No wrens observed during next 20 minutes. - 
PKonrad
05/21/2012 - Pair of House Wrens are active at the nest cavity; 1 remains at the entrance or inside and second 
wren brought caterpillar food to nest; some singing. - PKonrad
05/29/2012 - House Wren very actively singing during observations, usually very close to nest. Periodically it 
foraged near the nest cavity, sometimes within 1 foot of the entrance, but it never delivered food to nest, nor did 
a second adult come out of cavity to get food, etc. - PKonrad
06/05/2012 - Adult House Wren made 2 visits to nest cavity and sang near the nest periodically. - PKonrad
06/12/2012 - The pair of House Wrens visited the nest cavity often, presumably with food. The male also sang 
near the cavity entrance periodically and the female spent most of her time at the cavity entrance, periodically 
entering the cavity and sometimes making forays into the surrounding area. - PKonrad

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 050212_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 27 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/2/2012 6/2/2012 05/02/2012 - BUSH make making occasional trips from nearby fledged BUSH nest with purloined material, no 
female detected. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - BUSH make infrequent trips to nest at 0704. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - BUSH pair carrying food to nest at 0712. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - BUSH brings food item to nest at 0648. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - No BUSH observed at this nest during 30 minute observation, and a family group foraging 100 feet 
south suggest successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050212_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 10 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/2/2012 5/9/2012 05/02/2012 - LEGO pair copulating adjacent to new nest which appears complete. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Considerable excretions at and under nest indicates successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 050212_rrdd_03 Hartung CY-N Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 5 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/2/2012 5/9/2012 05/02/2012 - HOFI pair building nest which appears complete. - RRadd
05/09/2012 - Nest is complete, but no HOFI detected from 1330-1345. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Nest is intact and lined. HOFI pair in tree do not approach. Monitor once more before closing. - 
RRadd
05/16/2012 - No activity observed, acorn fallen into nest suggests lack of maintenance and abandonment. - 
RRadd

No

PHAI Phainopepla 050212_rrdd_04 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 40 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/2/2012 5/23/2012 05/02/2012 - PHAI pair carrying material to nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - PHAI pair continue carrying material to nest at 1556. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest appears complete and intact, contents not accessible, no PHAI detected in association during 
20-minute observation. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Nest was abandoned; complete but unused. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050212_rrdd_05 Hartung CY-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 53 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/2/2012 5/6/2012 05/02/2012 - Nearly complete nest at lowest tip of mistletoe clump appears to be HOFI nest built on abandoned 
PHAI platform. - RRadd
05/08/2012 - Nest has detached from substrate and fallen sideways. - RRadd

No
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HOFI House Finch 050212_vnik_01 Rough Acres CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 5 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 5/2/2012 6/4/2012 05/02/2012 - Observed finch leave nest. 3 eggs present in nest. - VNovik
05/09/2012 - Buffer signs have been run over; tire tracks and footprints inside buffer. Bird incubating on nest. - 
VNovik
05/10/2012 - Female House Finch incubating 5 eggs. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - A female House Finch was brooding small downy nestlings. - PKonrad
05/24/2012 - No adult House Finches present, but at least 3 downy nestlings with pin feathers are in the nest. - 
PKonrad
05/31/2012 - A single House Finch nestling remains, standing next to the nest; expect it will leave nest area in 
next day or 2. - PKonrad
06/04/2012 - As expected, the nest is covered with mutes, empty and no nestlings, fledglings, or adults are in the 
area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

HOFI House Finch 050212_vnik_02 Rough Acres CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/2/2012 5/2/2012 05/02/2012 - Onsite monitor reported seeing House Finch carrying material to trailer while watching the rest for a 
couple of hours, in the morning, At least one female finch was seen carrying material to the nest site at that point. 
A pair of House Finches was observed for approximately 2 hours. The pair was observed at the nest, and a second 
pair was also observed near the nest. At least 1 female was observed carrying material to the nest. The nest 
appears 80% complete. No eggs or young were in the nest. Removal of nest was required based on impact to 
material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate options, and potential for 
more nests at the idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest deterrents in the form of daily 
meetings, traffic, and construction activities have occurred in the area daily. Nest was removed per NBMMP. - 
VNovik

No

BEWR Bewick's Wren 050312_ghan_01 CP31-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - Observed Bewick's Wren making multiple trips with nesting material (feathers) to a cavity located in 
a coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia). 50-foot buffer staked with drive-through access. - GHuffman
05/10/2012 - No wren directly approached the nest during 40 minutes of observation, although a male was 
moving about within 100 feet, singing from various perches. A western fence lizard crawled along the oak trunk 
and paused near the cavity opening. There was no response from within the cavity, but it appeared the lizard only 
entered partway. It eventually moved along, eating ants from the tree trunk. - VEurs
05/18/2012 - About 5 minutes after the biologist approached the nest cavity, an adult wren entered the cavity 
and remained inside for over 40 minutes. A second wren never approached the cavity, but a male was heard 
singing in trees about 40 feet away. This male engaged in counter-singing with another BEWR male across the 
access road. The female was still in the cavity when the biologist left the area. - VEurs
05/25/2012 - A male BEWR was heard singing on occasion within 50 feet of the nest cavity. After approximately 
25 minutes, the male brought a small insect to the cavity and passed it to the female within. He flew about 30 feet 
away and engaged in counter-singing with another BEWR. He soon returned with another insect that he passed to 
the female, who vocalized briefly within the cavity. - VEurs
06/01/2012 - The male made 5 stealthy trips into the cavity with food during 10 minutes of observation. - VEurs
06/08/2012 - No BEWR activity detected at the nest cavity in 60+ minutes of observation, but a male wren was 
perched in the tree singing for several minutes. - VEurs

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 050312_hwey_01 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - Female flies to nest at 0820 and remains on it. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - Female on nest at 1239. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - Female on nest at 0925. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - Female on nest at 1316. Unable to determine whether eggs have hatched. - HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - No activity observed, and nest is too high off the ground to tell whether nestlings are present. - 
HWinfrey
06/06/2012 - Female feeding nestlings at 1253.  2 nestlings visible in nest. - HWinfrey

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 050312_hwey_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 15 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/3/2012 6/6/2012 05/03/2012 - Female on nest with frequent trips to forage, then immediately returning to nest. - HWinfrey
05/10/2012 - Female on nest at 1207. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - Female on nest at 0919. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - Female feeding nestlings at 1312; mouths of nestlings barely visible. - HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - 2 nestlings visible in nest. - HWinfrey
06/06/2012 - Nest is empty but in good condition. Presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 050312_hwey_03 CP87-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

UG - cable pulling/splicing 10 100 10 10 Fledged 5/3/2012 6/11/2012 05/03/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed pair of HOFIs adding nest material throughout the day. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - Female remains on nest with lift 20 feet away. HOFI later leaves nest and 3 eggs are visible. - 
HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - Nest with 5 eggs. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Biomonitor on site reports observing male bringing food to incubating female. - HWinfrey
05/20/2012 - Female adult HOFI was observed on nest during Sunday avian monitoring. - BArnold
05/27/2012 - Adult HOFI on nest. - BArnold
05/29/2012 - At least four nestlings observed within nest from lift, while using lift for another purpose. - BArnold
05/29/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed pair making several trips to nest with food. - HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - Apparently 4 large nestlings in nest, observed from lift being used for another purpose at a distance 
greater than 10 feet. - BArnold
06/03/2012 - Adult HOFI feeding nestlings several times during 3-hour observation period. - BArnold
06/04/2012 - Appears to be 5 large nestlings in nest. Few pinfeathers present. - BArnold
06/08/2012 - Observed 1 nestling fledge today. Others remain in nest. - BArnold
06/09/2012 - Another nestling on the verge of fledging, jumping onto edge of nest, then out of nest, then jumping 
back in. Will likely fledge in 1 or 2 days. - BArnold
06/11/2012 - At least 1 nestling was observed fledging yesterday late afternoon, with others fledging this 
morning. Nest empty with typical signs of successful fledging. - BArnold

Yes

CALT California Towhee 050312_lton_01 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/3/2012 5/10/2012 05/03/2012 - The female flushed the nest when approached, 3 eggs are in the nest. - LThoreson
05/10/2012 - Nest pulled apart, no eggs or young remaining, apparently predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 050312_rrdd_01 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 250 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/3/2012 5/21/2012 05/03/2012 - LASP in nest with 3 eggs. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - LASP in nest for duration of brief observation at 1004. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - LASP in nest for duration of brief observation at 1037. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest is intact, empty and presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

MODO Mourning Dove 050312_rrdd_02 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 39 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/3/2012 5/9/2012 05/03/2012 - MODO incubating 2 eggs. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - Broken eggshell in empty nest suggests predation. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050312_rrdd_03 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/3/2012 TBD 05/03/2012 - HOFI pair making repeated trips to this location with grass stems and leaving without. Some 
material visible from below. - RRadd
05/10/2012 - HOFI continue to attend nest while crew is on site. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - HOFI comes off nest to investigate new WEKI nest in progress at Leg D. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - 22 May;  No activity detected. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - 31 May; HOFI comes to nest and stays at 1220. No visibility into this nest. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - HOFI pair visit this nest intermittently and display breeding behaviors, but no true status is 
evidenced. - RRadd

TBD

CALT California Towhee 050312_sjon_01 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 120 100 50 50 Fledged 5/3/2012 5/30/2012 05/03/2012 - California Towhee flew from the area of nest while biological monitor was walking through area. 
Nest was found with 1 egg. - SJohnston
05/09/2012 - California Towhee incubating 3 light blue brown-speckled eggs. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - An adult California Towhee was still incubating clutch of 3 eggs. - PKonrad
05/22/2012 - No adult California Towhees were observed near nest filled with 3 medium-sized nestlings with eyes 
opening and pin feathers developing. - PKonrad
05/30/2012 - Nestling California Towhees appear to have fledged. Avian biologist Jared Taylor noted that he saw 2 
fledglings near the nest on 5/25. No fledglings or adults observed or heard today - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

BUSH Bushtit 050312_vers_01 CP6-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Grading 90 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/3/2012 5/17/2012 05/03/2012 - Onsite biomonitor A. Steyers observed a pair of Bushtits bringing nesting material to the top of 
yucca inflorescence, as construction was ongoing in the morning. The nest is braced against the flower stalk and is 
about 60% complete. Sunlight can still be seen through the bottom of the nest and it is not ready for egg-laying. 
The Bushtits visited the nest as the biomonitor and avian biologist stood 15-20 feet away. - VEurs
05/10/2012 - During 40 minutes of observation, the male was seen bringing material to the nest twice. Once he 
brought a piece of wilted flower and on the second visit, a rather large downy feather. - VEurs
05/17/2012 - The nest appears to have fallen from its anchor point, and a branchlet of the flower stalk has 
pierced a large hole in its side. The nest location is rather exposed and may have been dislodged due to predation. 
This nest, which may have contained eggs, failed due to natural causes. - VEurs

No

HOFI House Finch 050312_vnik_01 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/3/2012 5/3/2012 05/03/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed for approximately 20 minutes. At least one female was 
observed carrying material to the nest. The nest appears 1% complete. No eggs or young were in the nest. 
Removal of nest was required based on impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost 
impact relative to alternate options, and potential for more nests at the piece of equipment during the 
anticipated nest cycle. Nest deterrents in the form of mylar tape and plastic sheeting were in place on the truck. 
Nest was removed per NBMMP, as this truck was required for immediate usage. - VNovik

No
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HOFI House Finch 050412_ahll_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/4/2012 5/4/2012 05/04/2012 - Pair was seen flying out of nest location and male singing in area, nest was approximately 50% 
complete. Mylar deterrents installed on flatbed. Removal of nest was required based on potential impacts to 
material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to alternative 
options, and potential for more nests at the piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest was not a 
candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the trailer. No eggs or young were present and nest was 
removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

MODO Mourning Dove 050412_bald_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 75 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

5/4/2012 5/17/2012 05/04/2012 - MODO on nest. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Adult MODO on nest, didn't flush at less than 3 feet. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Nest is empty, no MODO seen. - BArnold

No

MODO Mourning Dove 050412_bald_02 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 80 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

5/4/2012 5/25/2012 05/04/2012 - Nest with 2 eggs. Flushed adult MODO at about 2 feet. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Adult MODO on nest, didn't flush at less than 2 feet. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - One nestling and 1 egg rolled slightly away from skimpy nest on top of fan screen. - BArnold
05/25/2012 - Dead nestling and 1 egg on nest. This nest failed, probably when fan came on and partially sucked 
nest down through screen, causing abandonment. - BArnold

No

MODO Mourning Dove 050412_bald_03 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 205 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

5/4/2012 5/11/2012 05/04/2012 - MODO on nest. Dove did not flush, even at less than 1 foot beneath nest. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Nest empty, no adults, no nestlings, no eggs. Lots of scat below nest. Small portion of nest with scat, 
partially sucked into fan. Probably failed. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 050412_bald_04 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 270 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/4/2012 5/17/2012 05/04/2012 - Observed female HOFI accompanied by male bring nest material to this nest, after removing from 
closed nest 15 to the west. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Adult flushed from nest at less than 2 feet. Nest with 4 eggs. - BArnold
05/17/2012 - Nest predated from open electrical box, ripped apart and on ground below Gas Circuit Breaker 
stand. Status now Closed. - BArnold

No

MODO Mourning Dove 050412_bald_05 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Substation - maintenance 155 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/4/2012 5/11/2012 05/04/2012 - Adult MODO on nest, didn't flush at 4 feet. - BArnold
05/11/2012 - Nest empty, no adults, nestlings nor eggs. Nest in good shape, but no sign of heavy use. This nest 
likely never reached active stage. - BArnold

No

HOFI House Finch 050412_bald_06 Encina Substation Substation Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 30 30 Nest with eggs or young failed for 
unknown causes

5/4/2012 5/7/2012 05/04/2012 - Nest with 1 egg in lift mast. - BArnold
05/07/2012 - Still 1 egg in nest. This nest has been abandoned, and was removed by the avian biologist. HOFI nest 
discovered 4 May with 1 egg. Due to its location on a lift, it was unclear if this nest was viable at that time (that is, 
whether the egg had been laid that day), or if the nest had previously been abandoned due to the lift being used 
and moved after this egg was laid. As of 7 May there remained only 1 egg, indicating that this nest had been 
previously abandoned. Because the lift equipment in the Encina Substation is available for both SRPL and O&M 
work activities, it remains unclear which specific group last used the equipment with the nest, although the 
presence of the nest was not known at that time. - BArnold

No

BTSP Black-throated Sparrow 050412_ddso_01 EP255-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats OH - wire stringing 35 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/4/2012 5/10/2012 05/04/2012 - This nest was discovered by a biomonitor while monitoring the splicing activities at EP255-2. An 
avian biologist determined that the nest contained 4 nestlings that were being fed by an adult Black-throated 
Sparrow. - DDitommaso
05/10/2012 - Nestlings have apparently fledged; no sign of fledglings or adults in the area - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

HOFI House Finch 050412_ddso_02 EP255-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Desert Scrub and Dune Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/4/2012 5/4/2012 05/04/2012 - This House Finch nest was discovered at 0845 this morning in a truck by a biomonitor while 
monitoring the splicing activities at EP255-2. The truck has only been at this site since 11am yesterday, so by 
virtue of its motion, has served as a deterrent to nesting activities. Prior to this site, it was sitting at the Helix Yard. 
An avian monitor was dispatched to EP255-2 and determined that there were no eggs or young in the nest in the 
truck which was 100% complete. A pair of House Finch was observed checking out the nest, but did not bring any 
material to it. Best guess given the timeline of events and observations is that the nest was built prior to arriving 
at EP255-2 and a pair of House Finch discovered this existing nest. The nest was photographed and removed 
following NBMMP stipulations, as the truck was needed immediately. - DDitommaso

No

BUSH Bushtit 050412_hwey_01 EP35-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - 2 Bushtits observed adding material to nest, which appears to be 80% complete. At one point, 
Bushtit flew to closed Bushtit nest 022112_mdus_01 and removed nest material, then carried it to new nest. - 
HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 0641 to 0656. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - BUSH carrying fluffy material into nest at 1218. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - BUSH emerges from nest, forages in area for 3 minutes, then returns to nest. - HWinfrey
06/02/2012 - BUSH observed bringing food to nest at 1005. - HWinfrey
06/09/2012 - No activity observed during 1 hour visit. - HWinfrey
06/11/2012 - Adults observed making multiple trips to nest with food. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOWR House Wren 050412_hwey_02 EP35-1-N Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 30 30 Removed 5/4/2012 5/4/2012 05/04/2012 - HOWR observed adding nest material. Nest examined, no eggs or young detected. - HWinfrey
05/04/2012 - HOWR nest approximately 80% built was photographed and removed according to NBMMP 
protocol, with approval by SDGE and CPUC/agency concurrence. No eggs or young were present. Nest was located 
within cavity in gate created by plastic sheeting and tape put in place as a nesting bird deterrent. This area was 
sealed following removal of nest with instructions posted to keep this opening sealed after gate operation. - 
HWinfrey

No
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ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 050412_mkhn_02 EP78-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 5 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 5/4/2012 5/16/2012 05/04/2012 - Adults visited nest site several times, one carrying coarse grasses into post and emerging without 
material each time. Uncertain how complete nest is at this point. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - No activity at nest site in 60 minutes. ATFL occasionally detected within 50 feet of nest, but may be 
same pair that is now constructing nest in a different post 250 feet to east. Little nesting material in base of post 
and without any form of a cup. Nest site likely abandoned, but will be checked once more for progress in 5-7 
days. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - No new material has been added to nest. This site has apparently been abandoned prior to 
completion of nest construction. - MKuehn

No

SPTO Spotted Towhee 050412_mkhn_03 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 15 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/4/2012 5/22/2012 05/04/2012 - While passively observing a RTHA nest, a female SPTO was observed emerging from a grassy area 
and returning 10 minutes later. The area was searched and she flew from a nest containing 3 eggs. She returned 
to the nest 30 seconds after the biologist retreated to 50 feet from the nest. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Passively observed nest for 12 minutes, until female left nest to forage. Nest still contains 3 eggs. - 
MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Nest contains 3 nestlings. Pin feathers on wings still completely enclosed in sheaths and about 15 
mm long. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - Nest empty and in good condition. Two adults and 1 fledgling located 100 feet from nest. - MKuehn

Yes

SPTO Spotted Towhee 050412_mkhn_04 EP79-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 70 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/4/2012 5/22/2012 05/04/2012 - Adult flew from nest as biologist walked past while following a Wrentit. Nest contains 3 eggs. - 
MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Adult incubating. Nest still contains 3 eggs. - MKuehn
05/16/2012 - Adult on nest. - ELoveless
05/22/2012 - Nest is empty, and material in cup is loose and slightly mussed. Adults were detected within 80 feet 
of nest and followed, but no indication of fledglings was detected. Adults never scolded and were not observed 
carrying food in 20 minutes of following them as they moved through the territory. Based on observations 
(incubating when found on 5/4 and last known to contain eggs on 5/10), earliest possible fledge date was 5/20 
and latest was 5/27, however the lack of a detectable family group suggests the nest failed due to natural causes. - 
MKuehn

No

WREN Wrentit 050412_mkhn_05 EP79-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 20 100 100 100 Indeterminate 5/4/2012 5/17/2012 05/04/2012 - Both adults observed carrying nesting material to a 5% completed nest. - MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Nest appears complete and contains no eggs. Lining is somewhat mussed and some appears pulled 
up and out of nest. This nest may have already failed. No Wrentits detected within 50 feet of nest for 30 minutes 
or when nest was approached and inspected. No eggshell fragments found on ground below nest. - MKuehn
05/17/2012 - Nest is still empty and appearance has not changed. Likely depredated but no evidence that eggs 
were ever laid. - MKuehn

N/A

HOWR House Wren 050412_rrdd_01 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - Female making trips carrying small items to cavity with male in constant close attendance. Male also 
carries stems to next cavity below - presumed alternate nest. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Female brings feather to nest and stays at 1522. Male guarding. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - HOWR male nest guarding and defending from 1225-1300. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Male HOWR continues strident nest presence, and follows female on brief exits. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - HOWR carries food item to nest at 1434. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - 5 June: HOWR making quiet trips to nest with small food items. - RRadd

TBD

PHAI Phainopepla 050412_rrdd_02 CP70-3-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 46 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/4/2012 5/23/2012 05/04/2012 - Male PHAI shaping cup in nearly complete nest. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest appears complete, female PHAI is associating but wary (nest not approached by observer). - 
RRadd
05/18/2012 - PHAI nearby but not associating with this nest, which is beginning to loosen. Monitor once more 
before potentially closing. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - Nest is falling apart, pair building new nest nearby. - RRadd

No

CALT California Towhee 050412_rrdd_03 CP70-3-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 15 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/4/2012 5/24/2012 05/04/2012 - CALT lying in nest observed empty 1 week ago. - RRadd
05/12/2012 - Nest contains 2 eggs and hatched young at 1407. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - Nest appears to contain 3 hatched young during brief glimpse. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - CALT attending large young in nest; should fledge tomorrow morning. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Nest is intact, empty and presumed fledged. Observation chronology suggests likely fledge. - RRadd

Yes

HOFI House Finch 050412_rrdd_04 CP70-3-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 30 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/4/2012 5/26/2012 05/04/2012 - HOFI female carrying material into cavity and remaining for a minute at a time. Male attends. - 
RRadd
05/12/2012 - Male feeding soliciting female adjacent to nest (which is not visible). - RRadd
05/18/2012 - HOFI near this cavity did not enter during 20-minute observation from 1220-1240. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - HOFI still present, but behavior suggests nesting elsewhere. Abandoned prior to use, likely part of 
the site selection process. - RRadd

No
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KILL Killdeer 050412_sjon_01 EP54-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 78 100 75 75 Fledged 5/4/2012 5/23/2012 05/04/2012 - Killdeer incubating 4 eggs. - SJohnston
05/09/2012 - An adult Killdeer is incubating a clutch of 4 eggs; the adult walked away from the nest when the 
avian biologist approached within 60 feet; stood 60 feet away from nest, then returned to nest as soon as 
biologist turned around and began leaving the area. The Killdeer did not call, and no other adult was observed or 
heard in the area. - PKonrad
05/15/2012 - An adult Killdeer is incubating its clutch of eggs while the installation of a 3-foot tall orange silt 
fence is being completed a few feet outside the Killdeer nest buffer area. Biomonitor G. Brungraber reported the 
adult Killdeer did not react to the fencing work and continued their incubation of the clutch throughout the work 
period. - PKonrad
05/21/2012 - 4 Killdeer hatchlings observed in the same position as the previously unhatched eggs. Adult Killdeer 
was later observed brooding young at the scrape. - SJohnston
05/24/2012 - S. Johnston reports that on May 22, four young KILL were observed walking around away from the 
nesting scrape. Adults were observed brooding young away from scrape. No young were observed on May 23. - 
KAlberts

Yes

HOFI House Finch 050412_vers_01 CP7 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/4/2012 TBD 05/04/2012 - A pair of House Finches was observed entering and exiting the lowest arm on the south side of the 
steel monopole at least a dozen times over the course of an hour. On at least 3 occasions, the female carried 
nesting material into the end of the arm while the male perched atop the arm, singing. - VEurs
05/11/2012 - During 60 minutes of observation, a male spent at least 20 minutes singing from the small 
distribution pole directly opposite the arm with the nest. Towards the end of the observation he was singing on 
the arm, directly above the entrance to the nest. The female was not observed. - VEurs
05/18/2012 - Construction activities occurred during the majority of the 60-minute observation period. No HOFI 
activity was observed at the nest, although onsite biomonitor A. Steyers reports the pair made several trips to and 
from the pole on 17 May. - VEurs
05/25/2012 - No HOFI activity at the nest during 60 minutes of observation, although there were numerous 
House Finches in the surrounding habitat. - VEurs
06/01/2012 - After 45 minutes of observation, the HOFI pair flew up to the 69kV pole south of CP7. As the male 
perched, singing, the female flew into the monopole arm containing the nest. She had not exited by the time the 
biologist called the observation 15 minutes later. - VEurs
06/08/2012 - No activity detected at the nest after 60 minutes of observation, but lots of HOFI activity in the 
surrounding habitat. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050412_vnik_01 Thing Valley CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/4/2012 5/4/2012 05/04/2012 - Biomonitor observed female finch making several trips to nest with nest material. Nest was located 
late in the afternoon yesterday. Nest location is in area of tank that inhibits the operation of pumps und other 
tanks needed for dust control purposes. The tire is wrapped in plastic as a deterrent. Nest could become flooded 
if tank overflowed. Nest is approximately 30% complete with no eggs or young. Removal of nest was required 
based on impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impact relative to alternate 
options, and potential for more nests at the piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest deterrents 
in the form of mylar tape and plastic were hung on the water tank. Nest was photographed and removed per 
NBMMP. - VNovik

No

OATI Oak Titmouse 050512_hwey_01 EP32-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 22 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/5/2012 5/11/2012 05/05/2012 - Adult OATI making frequent brief trips inside nest cavity from 0631 to 0701. - HWinfrey
05/07/2012 - OATI brings food to nest cavity at 0639. - HWinfrey
05/09/2012 - OATI brings food to nest at 0631. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - No activity observed at nest cavity from 0805 to 0835. OATI heard calling nearby. Nest presumed 
fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050512_hwey_02 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 30 100 30 30 Indeterminate 5/5/2012 5/31/2012 05/05/2012 - Female Lesser Goldfinch gathering spider webs and flying to nest with male mate-guarding and 
following female's movements. - HWinfrey
05/12/2012 - No activity at nest between 1112 and 1142. Nest was monitored from bridge outside buffer. - 
MDicus
05/19/2012 - Female on nest at 0715. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1318 to 1333. - HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - Nest is gone, unclear whether due to predation or abandonment. Nest most likely failed after egg 
laying. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

N/A

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 050512_hwey_03 Alpine CY Construction Yards Chaparrals Traffic 70 100 70 70 Presumed Fledged 5/5/2012 5/25/2012 05/05/2012 - Female on nest at 1400. - HWinfrey
05/11/2012 - Female observed on nest at 0942. - HWinfrey
05/18/2012 - Adult feeding nestlings, begging sounds audible at 1347. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - Nest empty with no sign of predation. Nest presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 050512_hwey_04 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/5/2012 5/5/2012 05/05/2012 - Biomonitor A. Bryant observed a HOFI pair making 4 trips to nest cavity with coarse nesting 
material, indicating nest was early in the nest-building stage. Nest removal was requested to allow for ongoing 
Alpine Underground wire testing. No buffer reduction was possible, as the nest was in the area of the current and 
pending work. Nest cavity was examined and it was determined that nest could not removed. Cavity was covered 
with netting to prevent further nest building, per the NBMMP. Pair was observed immediately investigating other 
possible nest sites in the area. - HWinfrey

No

CALT California Towhee 050512_ltiw_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals Other 35 100 50 50 Fledged 5/5/2012 5/17/2012 05/05/2012 - A pair of California Towhees was observed in the vicinity of the nest, which contains 4 nestlings. - 
LTymkiw
05/11/2012 - Feathered nestlings remain present at 1212. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Nest is clean and empty, recent fledglings are nearby. - RRadd

Yes
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HOWR House Wren 050512_rrdd_01 CP81-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/5/2012 TBD 05/05/2012 - HOWR female carries feather to nest and stays at 0724. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - HOWR male singing, nest guarding and entering cavity at 1336. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Male nest-guarding, female departs at 0742 after 20 minutes of observation. No item carry 
observed on return 8 minutes later. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - HOWR makes one trip to and from nest during 20-minute observation. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Male carrying food to nest at 5-8 minute intervals. - RRadd
06/08/2012 - HOWR singing but not carrying food to cavity during 40 minute observation. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 050512_rrdd_02 CP78-2-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 5 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/5/2012 5/20/2012 05/05/2012 - Nest is approximately 50% complete, and in progress. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Female on nest. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Female lying in nest at 0710. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Nest is empty. Although nest contents were never checked, observations suggest eggs were present 
and subsequently predated about the time of hatch. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050512_rrdd_03 CP76-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/5/2012 TBD 05/05/2012 - Nest appears complete with female lying in nest. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Nest is 100% built, but no activity observed. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - HOFI pair making many trips with new material. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - Female HOFI lying in nest at 0655. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - Female HOFI lying in nest at 1120. - RRadd
06/07/2012 - Nest is empty and lining material is on ground under tower. However, nest is 50% complete and pair 
are agitated by observer presence; apparently rebuilding. - RRadd

TBD

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 050512_rrdd_04 CP82-1-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 75 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 5/5/2012 5/22/2012 05/05/2012 - ANHU nest building, approximately 50% complete at 1440. - RRadd
05/11/2012 - Nest is 75% complete, but no ANHU detected. - RRadd
05/19/2012 - Nest still 75% complete was abandoned prior to completion. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050612_fhan_01 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - HOFI nest of forbs and grass in slight cup shape removed (35%) complete, with no eggs or young 
present, per the NBMMP. Nest site was photographed and confirmed by an avian biologist. The truck is used daily 
for Sunrise operations, necessitating the removal of this nest from within the cab of the truck. - FHoffman

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 050612_fhan_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/7/2012 05/06/2012 - Pair of adults was observed multiple times carrying nest material to angle steel on ground. Upon 
inspection, a cup nest was found under a piece of angle steel. Another partially complete cup nest was also found 
adjacent to the first nest. - FHoffman
05/07/2012 - Pair was seen bringing in nesting material to 80% complete nest. Nest was discovered on 4/6/12 and 
was approved to be removed as per the agencies. No deterrents were present on steel, but heavy work activities 
were occurring all around. The nest was submitted for nest removal per NBMMP because of the necessity to fly 
out the steel piece immediately and that there were no eggs or nestlings present. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 050612_fhan_04 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - HOFI pair detected building nest. Nest had no eggs or young and was about 40% complete. Nest 
removed from actively used auger truck, needed every day for Sunrise construction, per the NBMMP. The nest 
was photographed, confirmed, and removed by an avian biologist. - FHoffman

No

HOFI House Finch 050612_fhan_05 Wilson CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - HOFI pair detected nest building. Nest was approximately 15% complete of various cut shrubs and 
grasses and contained no eggs or young. Since this nest was found under construction inside an actively used wire 
truck that is needed for Sunrise wire-stringing operations, this nest was photographed and removed following the 
NBMMP. - FHoffman

No

WEBL Western Bluebird 050612_hwey_01 Suncrest-N Road Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 24 100 50 50 Fledged 5/6/2012 6/7/2012 05/06/2012 - Female WEBL observed leaving cavity at 1100, returning with grassy material at 1106. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest from 1209 to 1224. Female observed foraging 10 feet from cavity 
opening. - HWinfrey
05/21/2012 - Adult female WEBL observed foraging underneath distribution pole across access road, then flying 
to perch in shrubs near nest tree. - BArnold
05/29/2012 - Female perched on entrance hole, leaning inside, apparently feeding nestlings. Male perched a few 
inches away. - HWinfrey
06/05/2012 - Male and female both observed perching and foraging near cavity entrance.  Male observed chasing 
OATI away from immediate area of nest. - HWinfrey
06/07/2012 - Adult male WEBL perched on telephone line 30 feet from nest feeding spotted fledgling.  Nest 
closed. - HWinfrey

Yes

HOFI House Finch 050612_mkhn_01 Rough Acres CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - Biomonitor observed adults making many trips to nest throughout the day, including while water 
trucks were filling from the front of tank 20 feet away and while water tank was being filled using generator and 
pump 45 feet away. Traffic routinely passed along access road 10 feet away. Birds are virtually undeterred from 
nesting by activity near nest and apparently began constructing nest after vehicle was parked here yesterday. Nest 
is 50% complete and contains no eggs. Since this equipment is needed for construction currently, this nest site 
was photographed and all nesting material was removed per the NBMMP, before the opening was stuffed with 
crumpled paper which was taped into place as a deterrent. - MKuehn

No
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HOFI House Finch 050612_mkhn_02 Rough Acres CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/6/2012 TBD 05/06/2012 - Biomonitor observed adults making many trips to nest throughout the day, including while water 
trucks were filling from the front of tank 25 feet away and while water tank was being filled using generator and 
pump 30 feet away. Birds are virtually undeterred from nesting by activity near nest and brought material to nest 
while avian biologist stood 10 feet away while logging nest location. Nest appears to be about 40% complete. - 
MKuehn
05/10/2012 - Nest looks nearly complete and female House Finch was bringing nest material to the nest. Male 
attempted copulation and perched prominently nearby. - PKonrad
05/16/2012 - Female House Finch incubating. - PKonrad
05/24/2012 - Female House Finch is incubating on water tank nest. - PKonrad
05/31/2012 - Female House Finch is brooding on nest. - PKonrad
06/07/2012 - Large House Finch nestlings are in the nest; the nest rim is lined with mutes. The adult female 
visited the nest to feed the nestlings. - PKonrad

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050612_mkhn_03 CP95-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/6/2012 5/6/2012 05/06/2012 - Adult HOFIs were observed carrying nesting material into small cavity in end of crane arm. Electrical 
testing occurred on site yesterday, and the crane was used then. No nesting activity was observed at this location 
as of 1930 on 5/5, so nest construction began today. This crane is needed for the completion of electrical testing 
onsite, and even if another crane were used, this one would need to be moved for the work to be completed. The 
nest was inspected and found to be 85% complete and partially lined, but containing no eggs. The nest was 
photographed and removed per the NBMMP. The cavity, and another close by, were stuffed with mesh netting 
crumpled up, and the openings were duct taped closed to prevent future nesting attempts. - MKuehn

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 050712_ahll_02 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 100 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/7/2012 5/12/2012 05/07/2012 - Nest was found during sweep of yard by monitor right before skycrane was to pick up legs 140 feet 
away. The avian biologist and two groundmen protected the nest from skycrane rotor wash. The men held a wood 
board 5 feet from nest while avian biologist shielded the nest. The winds were 19 mph above the shield, 13 mph 
behind the shield, and 1-2 mph at the nest with the avian protecting the nest with their body. After the skycrane 
activity, the nest was monitored full time for approximately 45 minutes, and the female was seen returning to the 
nest soon after the activities and resumed incubating. The nest contains 4 eggs. - AHill
05/13/2012 - On May 12th, the nest was found to be empty and 1 egg was just outside of the nest. A few adult, 
down feathers were found near the nest. The actual nest appeared to be intact. No LASP adult birds were seen or 
heard  in the vicinity of the nest. Based on this evidence, the nest was predated on by natural causes rather than 
construction related. The only possibility for a failure due to construction would be rotor wash; which did not 
occur because the nest was physically intact. The nest was most likely predated on by a raven. - AHill

No

LASP Lark Sparrow 050712_ahll_03 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 50 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/7/2012 5/9/2012 05/07/2012 - Female is brooding at least 3 nestlings. Both parents seen bringing food to nestlings during crane 
activity at 45 feet from nest. - AHill
05/08/2012 - Female on nest brooding. Observed male feed female. - AHill
05/09/2012 - The nest was found to be empty and looked to be predated by an animal. No feathers or blood 
present. A squirrel or raven could have eaten the nestlings. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 050712_ahll_04 SWAT CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/7/2012 5/7/2012 05/07/2012 - Pair was seen flying out of nest location and male singing in area; nest was approximately 65% 
complete. Mylar deterrents installed on storage container. Removal of nest was required based on potential 
impacts to material logistics operations supporting construction such as tower assembly, cost impacts relative to 
alternative options, and potential for more nests at the piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Nest 
was not a candidate for a buffer reduction allowing for use of the trailer. No eggs or young were present and nest 
was removed per the NBMMP. - AHill

No

HOFI House Finch 050712_fhan_02 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 75 100 30 30 Fledged 5/7/2012 5/31/2012 05/07/2012 - Detected by yard monitors. Female incubating 3 eggs. Flushed upon approach at 2 feet. - FHoffman
05/16/2012 - Three downy nestlings in nest. Female visited nest 1 time during 30-minute observation. - ELoveless
05/23/2012 - Female observed bringing food to the nest one time during the 30 minute observation. Male 
observed singing near nest. - ELoveless
05/26/2012 - At least 1 nestling with pin feathers. No adults were seen during 10 minutes of observation. - 
LTymkiw
05/31/2012 - Male observed feeding 1 fledgling. - ELoveless
06/02/2012 - The nest was checked by the avian biologist and found to be empty. - ELoveless

Yes

HOFI House Finch 050712_fhan_03 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 75 100 15 15 Nest did not reach active stage 5/7/2012 5/18/2012 05/07/2012 - Observed by monitors. Adults have not been seen for awhile. May not reach active stage. - 
FHoffman
05/16/2012 - Nest approximately 70% complete. No HOFI activity around nest. - ELoveless
05/18/2012 - No activity observed during 1 hour observation. Nest in same condition as previous entry. Nest was 
never completed. Avian biologist watched the nest for over 1 hour a day for 3 days with no activity observed. Nest 
is roughly in the same condition as when it was logged 11 days prior. Nest was closed and buffers were removed. - 
ELoveless

No
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BUSH Bushtit 050712_ghan_01 EP9-1 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals OH - wire stringing 10 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/7/2012 6/12/2012 05/07/2012 - Bushtit observed making 3 trips to a manzanita with nesting material within an observation period 
of 15 minutes. Nest appears to be 5% complete. Buffer signs staked at 50 feet. - GHuffman
05/14/2012 - Observed Bushtit making multiple trips to nest with material. Nest appears to be 80% complete. - 
GHuffman
05/21/2012 - No activity observed from 1033 to 1048. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - No Bushtit activity detected during 20 minutes of observation; however, nest remains in well-
maintained condition. - HWinfrey
06/12/2012 - No activity observed.  Nest remains in well-maintained condition, but no nesting behavior has been 
observed here in nearly a month. This nest may possibly be in use for roosting. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 050712_hwey_01 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/7/2012 5/7/2012 05/07/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed a pair of House Finches adding nest material to site inside bracket on 
monopole tower CP87-1. It was determined that nest removal was necessary to allow ongoing underground wire 
testing and that buffer reduction would not be possible. Nest was examined and found to be 20% complete with 
no eggs or young present. Male and female were adding nest material with biologist observing from a boom lift at 
a distance of 10 feet. Nest was removed in accordance with the NBMMP. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 050712_jdus_01 CP74-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips to nest with material. Male chases second male away from vicinity of nest, 
defending nest site. Pair forages upslope of tower and to the west. - JDicus
05/18/2012 - No HOFI observed to visit this nest during 1-hour observation. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - No HOFI detected at this structure during 40-minute observation. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - HOFI pair come to nest after 15 minutes of observation. Male guards and female appears to settle 
onto nest. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - No activity observed during 45 minutes of observation during windy mid-afternoon conditions. - 
RRadd
06/12/2012 - Unable to see into this nest, which appears intact. No HOFI observed to visit during 40 minute 
observation. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050712_jdus_02 CP74-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - Pair visits marker ball together 4 times, twice the female carries nesting material inside to remain 
for 10-30 seconds and reappear at entrance. Male enters once through opposite entrance and departs almost 
immediately to land on fiber optic line nearby. Male does not enter marker ball again for duration of observation 
period, despite attending the female on each visit to nest site. Pair copulates on line near nest entrance. - JDicus
05/18/2012 - HOFI pair carry nest material into this ball at 0820. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - No HOFI detected at this structure during 40-minute observation. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - Male sings at entrance, and female subsequently emerges. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - No activity observed during 45 minutes of observation during windy mid-afternoon conditions. - 
RRadd
06/12/2012 - No activity detected during 40 minutes of observation. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050712_jdus_03 CP74-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 100 100 30 30 Indeterminate 5/7/2012 6/12/2012 05/07/2012 - Pair makes 2 trips to marker ball, female carries material inside while male sings from line outside 
entrance. - JDicus
05/18/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/23/2012 - No HOFI detected at this structure during 40-minute observation. - RRadd
05/30/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
06/05/2012 - No activity observed during 45 minutes of observation during windy mid-afternoon conditions. - 
RRadd
06/12/2012 - No activity detected during 40 minutes of observation. - RRadd

N/A

HOFI House Finch 050712_jtor_01 CP98-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 30 30 Indeterminate 5/7/2012 6/7/2012 05/07/2012 - HOFI pair observed carrying nest material to cavity in lowest eastern arm. - JTaylor
05/16/2012 - Male perched 10 feet from nest for duration of 15-minute observation. Female not seen. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - Female emerges briefly from nest cavity, then re-enters. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - No activity observed at cavity entrance, and no HOFIs detected in area during 30 minutes of 
observation. - HWinfrey
06/07/2012 - No activity observed during 1 hour of observation.  Additionally, avian biologist M. Dicus reports no 
activity observed here on 6/4. Lack of activity over past two weeks indicates that this nest is no longer active.  
Outcome indeterminate but most likely explanation is that this nest failed due to natural causes followed by nest 
building by same pair at 060412_mdus_01. - HWinfrey

N/A

HOFI House Finch 050712_jtor_02 CP86 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 10 100 40 40 Presumed Fledged 5/7/2012 5/31/2012 05/07/2012 - 1 nest located on west side where plates meet to join legs. Female flew away from nest when site 
was approached. Nest on west appears complete, feathers of lining visible. - JTaylor
05/10/2012 - 9:30am-11:00am:  Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter 
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately 
5 minutes to conduct hydro mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to mulched by spraying from 
outside stakes. Incubating female appeared alert but remained in nest. Activities appeared to have no negative 
impact on nesting status. Female was not observed leaving nest during activities. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - Incubation continues unabated at 1110. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Female HOFI tight on nest at 1110. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - Nest has apparently fledged and a new nest is being built elsewhere. - RRadd

Yes
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HOFI House Finch 050712_jtor_03 CP86 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 10 100 40 40 Presumed Fledged 5/7/2012 6/1/2012 05/07/2012 - Second pair of HOFI building a nest on south of tower. - JTaylor
05/10/2012 - 9:30am-11:00am:  Construction monitoring for Warren James BMP crew. Crew authorized to enter 
buffer under "emergency BMP maintenance and installation" per link lead. Crew entered buffer for approximately 
5 minutes to conduct hydro mulching. The remaining areas inside buffer were able to mulched by spraying from 
outside stakes. Incubating female appeared alert but remained in nest. Activities appeared to have no negative 
impact on nesting status. Female observed leaving nest once during observation off site for a total of twenty 
minutes and returned to incubating. - GHuffman
05/19/2012 - Incubation continues at 1114. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - Female HOFI tight on nest at 1111. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - No activity observed. Nest has apparently fledged and a new nest is being built elsewhere. - RRadd

Yes

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 050712_ltiw_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/7/2012 TBD 05/07/2012 - A pair was observed bringing lining material several times to the nest while the crew was working in 
the tower. - LTymkiw
05/08/2012 - Pair very actively building nest, vocalizing and pair bonding. Adult attempted to grab mule tape left 
on tower. Nest is very obvious. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - Adult male building nest, bringing in material and stealing material from HOFI nests on side arms. 
Female on nest, flushed when 1 crew climbed to her level  and returned when he descended. - FHoffman
05/17/2012 - CAKI activity here is intermittent, but pair observed defending against interloper CAKI, and female 
on nest at times. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - CAKI moving nest components to SE tip of this arm - numerous trips - and bringing additional 
material from elsewhere. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - CAKI visits after 40 minutes of tower observation. No bird visible on nest. Incubating? - RRadd
06/07/2012 - CAKI comes to nest 1604. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050712_rrdd_01 CP54-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/7/2012 5/15/2012 05/07/2012 - LEGO pair attending. Female made 3 trips with material in 15 minutes to next approximately 25% 
complete, 1335. Nest position makes this nest highly vulnerable to rotor wash. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest appears complete and LEGO pair on site. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest is complete, empty and unmaintained. - RRadd

No

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050712_rrdd_02 CP56-1-PS-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 50 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 5/7/2012 5/25/2012 05/07/2012 - LEGO female on nest intermittently. Leaves nest in response to parked vehicle at 50 feet, returns at 
75 feet. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Nest appears complete and sound, and LEGO in vicinity seem to be associating with this nest, but do 
not alight at it. - RRadd
05/25/2012 - 22 May;  Empty nest has not been occupied and is deteriorating. - RRadd

No

RWBL Red-winged Blackbird 050712_sjon_01 EP53-3-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 32 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/7/2012 5/22/2012 05/07/2012 - Nest found while biological monitors were checking pitfall traps. Female incubating 4 eggs. - 
SJohnston
05/15/2012 - Male and female Red-winged Blackbirds territorial; 4 nestlings about 4 days old in nest. - PKonrad
05/22/2012 - Nestling Red-winged Blackbirds have fledged; nest is in good shape with a couple mutes inside. 
Adults territorial; fledglings probably nearby - closed. - PKonrad

Yes

HOFI House Finch 050812_fhan_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 65 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/8/2012 5/9/2012 05/08/2012 - Both adults building nest. Started day at 10% complete. - FHoffman
05/09/2012 - F. Hoffman reports that nest material gone. Perhaps kingbirds plundered it or blown off by wind. - 
KAlberts
05/11/2012 - No activity detected at this location and no nest visible at 1155. - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050812_hwey_01 EP39-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/8/2012 5/8/2012 05/08/2012 - Female HOFI was observed carrying nest material into a canvas bag hanging from a steel beam in 
tower structure EP39-1. The bird was observed making 10 trips with material between 0730 and 0745. The nest 
was examined and found to be 20% complete with no eggs or young present. The site has ongoing tower 
assembly and a nest buffer reduction was not possible. Nest was removed in accordance with the NBMMP. - 
HWinfrey

No

ROWR Rock Wren 050812_hwey_02 EP39-1 Pad Areas-Work Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 60 100 50 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/8/2012 5/29/2012 05/08/2012 - ROWR observed carrying nest material into cavity at 0725. - HWinfrey
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Nest cup appears complete, but no eggs are visible. - HWinfrey
05/22/2012 - No activity observed from 0733 to 0803. Nest appears complete, but cup contents are not visible. - 
HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - No activity observed during 20 minutes of observation. Lack of activity over past 3 weeks indicates 
that this nesting attempt was most likely abandoned. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 050812_hwey_03 CP88-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/8/2012 5/8/2012 05/08/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed female HOFI adding nest material to nest. Nest was examined and 
found to be 75% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was determined to not be feasible, as 
ongoing wire testing work requires access to area.  Nest was removed in accordance with NBMMP, with SDGE & 
CPUC approval and agency concurrence. Deterrents remain on both riser towers in this area. - HWinfrey

No

SPTO Spotted Towhee 050812_lgan_01 EP30-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 125 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/8/2012 5/16/2012 05/08/2012 - An adult Spotted Towhee was observed incubating the nest. The adult vacated the nest upon the 
avian biologist's discovery of the nest, revealing 2 eggs. - LGorman
05/16/2012 - Observed no activity in vicinity of nest. After a period of no Spotted Towhees in area, nest was 
approached and found to have no eggs or young with nest still intact. Nest closed likely due to predation. - 
GHuffman

No
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CAGN California Gnatcatcher 050812_mdus_01 CP39-E Road Area Chaparrals Traffic 245 300 245 245 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/8/2012 5/29/2012 05/08/2012 - The CAGN pair was observed rapidly adding material to a nest that is approximately 20% 
constructed. - MDicus
05/15/2012 - 2 nest exchanges were observed: at 07:09 the female switched incubation duties with the male, and 
at 07:55 they switched again. - MDicus
05/22/2012 - 3 nest exchanges were observed: at 0720, 0750, and 0808. After the second nest exchange, the 
female briefly chased a passing Lesser Goldfinch from the vicinity while the male incubated. - MDicus
05/29/2012 - After 1 hour of inactivity at or near the nest, the permittee checked the nest contents. 2 intact eggs 
were observed. The nest was in good condition, and no broken egg shells were found below the nest. The CAGN 
pair was observed constructing a new nest 500 feet to the east of the abandoned one. - MDicus

No

LBVI Least Bell's Vireo 050812_mkhn_01 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 210 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/8/2012 5/15/2012 05/08/2012 - T. Cooper - observed female adding material to nest, followed by male. Nest approximately 40% 
complete. - MKuehn
05/09/2012 - Pair observed near the nest, with female frequently adding willow down and dry grasses to the 
interior of the nest, as well as rounding out smoothing the interior of the nest with her body. Nest approximately 
70% complete. - TCooper
05/10/2012 - Pair was observed at nest, female occasionally adding willow down to the interior of the nest. Both 
birds were observed rounding out the inside of the nest with their bodies or otherwise inspecting and smoothing 
the exterior. Nest appears 90% complete. - TCooper
05/11/2012 - Pair observed foraging in nest area, male singing frequently. Female observed lining nest with fine 
grass. - TCooper
05/14/2012 - When the monitoring biologist arrived, the male LBVI was observed on the nest singing frequently. 
After 10 minutes of observation, the male left the nest, at which time the biologist checked the contents of the 
nest. Two newly laid LBVI eggs and 2 Brown-headed Cowbird (BHCO) eggs were observed in the nest. One BHCO 
egg was removed; one egg was addled, by shaking vigorously, and placed back in the nest for the following 
reasons: - This vireo pair was observed building on 11 May, meaning that the female most likely laid her initial egg 
May 13 and laid a second egg today, May 14. The female has the potential to lay an additional 2 eggs, completing 
a typical 4 egg clutch for this species. By removing only one BHCO egg on this date, increases the potential that 
the female will continue laying and complete her typical clutch. Removing both cowbird eggs and leaving only a 2 
egg clutch would increase the possibility of abandonment of the nest by the vireo pair because of the large degree 
of reduction. Additionally, leaving 1 BHCO egg may reduce the risk of further parasitism or nest destruction by the 
offending cowbird(s), by giving the appearance that their egg is still viable. - The male LBVI was observed back on 
the nest within 2 minutes of the biologist departure. - TCooper
05/15/2012 - No activity observed at nest. 2 LBVI eggs and 1 BHCO egg in nest. Eggs cold. 1 LBVI egg with at least 
3 punctures and evidence of content leakage. Nest remained intact and in good condition. - TCooper

No

MODO Mourning Dove 050812_rrdd_01 CP57-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 17 100 75 50 Nest did not reach active stage 5/8/2012 5/18/2012 05/08/2012 - MODO pair carrying sticks and copulating at nest site 0700. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
05/18/2012 - No nesting activity was observed in the area, and no nest was found. After checking the nest shrub 
and surrounding shrubs, and after confirming the location with the avian biologist who logged it, the nest was 
closed. Previous observations showed a California Towhee pair removing sticks from the MODO nest location. It is 
presumed the MODO pair abandoned the nest attempt prior to egg-laying. - MDicus

No

CALT California Towhee 050812_rrdd_02 CP57-E Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - CALT pair making 8 trips in 10 minutes carrying beaks full of "straw" to nest location at 0722. - 
RRadd
05/15/2012 - CALT soliciting copulation adjacent to nest at 0700. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Contact calling and apparent nest-guarding behavior suggests incubation is in progress. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - 30 May;  Pair away from nest for 10 minutes return at 0630, one bird stays. Presumed incubating. - 
RRadd
06/05/2012 - 1 CALT sunning nearby, 2nd bird departs nest shrub in response to alarm note. No food carry 
observed during 30 minute observation. - RRadd
06/11/2012 - CALT present but no nest trips observed in mid-afternoon heat. - RRadd

TBD

BUSH Bushtit 050812_rrdd_03 CP57-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 20 100 75 75 Nest did not reach active stage 5/8/2012 5/14/2012 05/08/2012 - BUSH pair making numerous trips carrying silk, dried Salvia leaves and grass stems to nest 
approximately 20% complete 0955. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Nest appears 40% complete. No BUSH observed from 0845-0915. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - Nest has fallen apart. - RRadd

No

NOMO Northern Mockingbird 050812_rrdd_04 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - NOMO binding sticks into nest approximately 60% complete 1200. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - NOMO female on nest intermittently from 1237-1306. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - NOMO comes to nest at 1530 and settles. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - NOMO female on nest at 0725. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - NOMO present but wary and not approaching nest while observed. - RRadd

TBD

HOWR House Wren 050812_rrdd_05 CP62-2-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/8/2012 TBD 05/08/2012 - Male HOWR singing and guarding cavity entrance and entering occasionally 1237. - RRadd
05/15/2012 - Male HOWR singing at cavity entrance from 1248-1319. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - HOWR heard, but no visible entry observed in late afternoon survey. - RRadd
06/01/2012 - Female emerges from cavity at 0855, while male stridently nest-guards. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - Male strident at typical posts and cavity 0715. - RRadd

TBD
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KILL Killdeer 050812_sjon_01 EP67 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Grading 75 100 75 75 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/8/2012 5/26/2012 05/08/2012 - Killdeer incubating 4 eggs. - SJohnston
05/15/2012 - An adult Killdeer is incubating its clutch of 4 eggs. - PKonrad
05/21/2012 - Vandalism may have occurred within the nest buffer and the immediate vicinity of nest. This site has 
experienced theft in the recent past. Evidence of nest buffer intrusion include: broken buffer signs, vegetation 
disrupted within a few feet of the nest, silt fencing knocked down, and cribbing inside buffer which was not there 
previously. Intrusion is believed to have occurred Saturday evening or Sunday. Nest now has 3 eggs. No signs of 
broken egg shells at or around nest; however, it is possible the nesting KILLs may have removed from vicinity of 
nest. - SJohnston
05/26/2012 - Arrived on site at 1630, parked approximately 500 feet away from nest and walked within 200 feet 
scanning for adult on nest for 20 minutes. Heard 1 adult Killdeer calling to the south approximately 1000 feet 
away. Located nest without eggs, suspect predation - closed. - MBahn

No

WEKI Western Kingbird 050812_vnik_01 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/8/2012 5/9/2012 05/08/2012 - Yard monitor observed bird carrying material to nest. Observed nest site for 30 minutes while 
Western Kingbird made approximately 10-15 trips to nest with material. Nest appears 30-40% complete and does 
not contain eggs or young. Deterrents in the form of active steel assembly within 200 feet, helicopter flights 
within 150 feet, traffic within 100 feet, and air crane picks recently within 200 feet have occurred. - VNovik
05/09/2012 - Monitor observed bird carrying nesting material to nest location. Over 20 minute period, bird made 
10-12 trips. Nest estimated to be 30% complete, with no eggs or young. Removal of nest was required based on 
impact to material logistics operations supporting construction, cost impacts relative to alternate options, and 
potential for more nests on the tower that still requires work, during the anticipated nest cycle. No nest 
deterrents were in place on tower, however active construction and helicopter flights have been occurring in the 
area. Nest was removed per NBMMP. - VNovik

No

HOLA Horned Lark 050812_vnik_02 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 95 100 50 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/8/2012 5/29/2012 05/08/2012 - While checking a nearby nest, a Horned Lark was observed carrying nesting material. The bird was 
observed from 65 feet, and it flew to nest location. A check of the nest revealed 1 egg. - VNovik
05/09/2012 - Air crane delivered tower section in yard within 150 feet of nest. Check of nest revealed  2 eggs. Bird 
observed returning to nest within 15 minutes of crane departure. Skycrane picked steel tower section from yard 
at a distance of 150 feet from nest. Nest was checked post-pick and eggs were intact and present in nest. 
Observed nest from outside buffer for approximately 1 hour. Bird was not observed at or near nest. - VNovik
05/10/2012 - 3 eggs in nest. Lark observed foraging near nest. - VNovik
05/11/2012 - Female incubating 4 eggs. - VNovik
05/13/2012 - Female diligently incubating her 4 eggs. Physical buffer maintained. - FHoffman
05/16/2012 - Observed from 100 feet away. Female observed entering nest area did not leave nest during 30 
minute observation. - ELoveless
05/23/2012 - One nestling and one egg observed in nest. One cracked egg also present. Adult on nest for the 
majority of the one hour observation. - ELoveless
05/26/2012 - CY monitor reported seeing an adult bring a grasshopper to the nest area. - LTymkiw
05/29/2012 - No activity observed during 60 minute observation. Upon inspection nest was found to be empty, 
possible predation. - ELoveless
05/29/2012 - No activity observed at nest. Nest checked and found to be empty. Based on nestling stage and eggs 
still present in nest 6 days ago, it is likely that nest did not fledge and was predated. Nest closed. - VNovik

No

WESJ Western Scrub-Jay 050812_vnik_03 McCain Valley CY Construction Yards Chaparrals Other 100 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/8/2012 5/23/2012 05/08/2012 - Monitor observed Western Scrub-jay incubating. 3 eggs on nest. - VNovik
05/16/2012 - An adult Western Scrub-jay was brooding 2 newly hatched, featherless nestlings - maybe as much as 
3 days old. The pair of adults was very territorial. - PKonrad
05/23/2012 - The nest is in excellent shape with expanded grass-lined bowl suggesting the growth of nestlings. 
However, the nestling period should continue for a minimum of 16 days, indicating the nest has failed due to an 
unknown natural cause. This probably occurred very recently considering that the adults are still very territorial 
around the nest site - closed. - PKonrad

No

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 050912_dbby_01 CP17-1-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 180 300 300 300 Fledged 5/9/2012 5/16/2012 05/09/2012 - After surveyors (D. Busby, C. Brungraber, R. Quilley) observed pair for approximately 1.5 hours, the 
nest was discovered with at least 3 nestlings (approximately 6 days old). Adults were observed repeatedly carrying 
food to vicinity of nest. Adult occasionally territorial with scolding and mewing. - DBusby
05/16/2012 - Nest still contained at least 3 nestlings from 0720-0745, but had fledged by 1030 during a brief 
follow-up visit when the family group was observed outside the nest with both parents feeding. - KAlberts

Yes

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 050912_dbby_02 CP17-1-E-B Road Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 672 300 300 300 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/9/2012 5/30/2012 05/09/2012 - After surveyors (D. Busby, C. Brungraber, R. Quilley) observed pair for approximately 2 hours, the 
nest was discovered. The male was initially observed incubating/brooding on the nest; we immediately backed 
away from the nest after its discovery and watched 3 more nest exchanges. - DBusby
05/16/2012 - Female incubating on arrival at 0805, male nest exchanged at 0850. Male mewed occasionally while 
female incubated. - KAlberts
05/23/2012 - Male incubating. - KAlberts
05/30/2012 - Nest pulled apart, only base remains. - TCooper

No
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SPTO Spotted Towhee 050912_esds_01 CP104-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals None 0 100 35 35 Presumed Fledged 5/9/2012 5/30/2012 05/09/2012 - Adult incubating 4 eggs. - EStrods
05/16/2012 - 4 eggs in nest, female calling nearby. - HWinfrey
05/23/2012 - 3 nestlings visible with downy heads, 3-4 days old. - HWinfrey
05/30/2012 - Nest is intact and empty, presumed fledged. - HWinfrey

Yes

WREN Wrentit 050912_esds_02 CP104-1 Pad Areas-TSAP Chaparrals BMP installation/maintenance 30 100 100 100 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/9/2012 5/16/2012 05/09/2012 - Adult incubating. Nest contains 4 pale blue eggs. - EStrods
05/16/2012 - Nest is empty, apparently predated. Nest closed. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 050912_fhan_01 CP75-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - Pair actively building all day, even tried to pilfer from kingbird. - FHoffman
05/17/2012 - HOFI coming and going to this nest. - RRadd
05/24/2012 - HOFI on nest for extended periods; male visits and sings. - RRadd
06/02/2012 - No activity observed at this nest during 30 minutes of tower observation. - RRadd

TBD

HOFI House Finch 050912_hwey_01 CP87-1 Structures Herbaceous Wetlands, Freshwater, 
and Streams

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/9/2012 5/9/2012 05/09/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed female HOFI adding nest material to nest. Nest was examined and 
found to be 25% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was determined to not be feasible, 
since ongoing wire testing work requires daily access to area. Nest was photographed and removed in accordance 
with NBMMP. Deterrents are numerous on the tower. - HWinfrey

No

HOFI House Finch 050912_hwey_02 CP87-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/9/2012 5/9/2012 05/09/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed HOFI female carrying nest material to bracket located just above 
middle arm. Nest examined and found to be 5% complete with no eggs or young present. Buffer reduction was 
determined to not be feasible, as ongoing wire testing work requires access to area. Nest was removed in 
accordance with NBMMP. Deterrents remain on both riser towers in this area. - HWinfrey

No

RCSP Rufous-crowned Sparrow 050912_jdus_01 CP17-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats BMP installation/maintenance 20 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/9/2012 5/24/2012 05/09/2012 - Adult on prominent perch nearby does not approach nest while avian biologist monitors from a 
distance of 50 feet. After returning later in the day to check for birds tending this nest, wing flutter coming from 
the nest site and moving downslope to the west indicating the departure of an incubating adult was audible, 
though no bird was seen leaving the nest. Nest is 100% constructed and contains 4 glossy white, unmarked eggs. 
Nest and eggs consistent with RCSP. Nest cannot be seen from beyond the established 100-foot buffer. - JDicus
05/17/2012 - Nest now contains several gray, downy nestlings. - VEurs
05/24/2012 - The nest is empty and in good condition, with droppings on the edge of the nest. As this species 
takes 8-9 days to fledge after hatching, it is very likely the young fledged successfully. This nest is presumed 
fledged and is now closed. - VEurs

Yes

CAGN California Gnatcatcher 050912_mdus_01 San Luis Rey Substation Substation Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Substation - maintenance 820 300 300 300 Nest did not reach active stage 5/9/2012 5/16/2012 05/09/2012 - The CAGN pair was observed making multiple trips (approximately 8 trips in 30 minutes) to a nest 
that is 90-95% constructed. The male was not observed carrying material but appeared to be escorting the female 
while she added material to the nest. The pair was also observed mobbing a California Towhee temporarily 
perched in an adjacent shrub. - MDicus
05/16/2012 - The nest contents were checked after no activity was observed at the nest. The cup was found 
covered with loose nest material and contained no eggs. Neither adult was observed visiting the nest. The nest is 
presumed to have been abandoned prior to becoming active, as it was still under construction 1 week ago, and no 
evidence of nest damage or broken eggs was found. The pair associated with this nest was observed foraging and 
carrying material to a new nest 200 feet to the south. - MDicus

No

BUSH Bushtit 050912_rrdd_01 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/9/2012 TBD 05/09/2012 - BUSH making many trips repairing previous nest ID 022312_rrdd_03. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - BUSH pair continue making numerous trips to this nest with fluff collected from nearby Baccharis 
from 0716-1724. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - No activity observed. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - No activity observed during 30 minutes of observation. - RRadd

TBD

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050912_rrdd_02 Helix CY AR Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 4 100 100 100 Nest did not reach active stage 5/9/2012 5/11/2012 05/09/2012 - LEGO pair making multiple trips constructing new nest; approximately 50% complete. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Nest abandoned prior to completion (approximately 30%). - RRadd

No

HOFI House Finch 050912_rrdd_03 Helix CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 30 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 5/9/2012 6/1/2012 05/09/2012 - HOFI incubating 3 eggs 1000. - RRadd
05/17/2012 - Nest contains 1 nestling, 2 eggs, and 1 egg thrown from nest to fabric. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - HOFI feeding 2 well-feathered young at 1225. - RRadd
06/03/2012 - Nest contains 2 unhatched eggs. Thrown egg remains in fabric. Nestlings had sufficient time to 
fledge. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050912_rrdd_04 GS-NF-10 Pad Areas-Work Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands BMP installation/maintenance 40 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/9/2012 6/9/2012 05/09/2012 - LEGO pair building new nest approximately 25% complete 1445-1500. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - LEGO female lying in nest at 1553. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - LEGO female on nest from 1615-1635. - RRadd
05/29/2012 - LEGO lying in nest at 1455. - RRadd
06/04/2012 - Nest contains 2 downy nestlings strong enough to hold their heads up above the nest rim at 1425. - 
RRadd
06/11/2012 - Nest is neat, tidy and empty. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 050912_rrdd_05 GS-NF-10 Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Traffic 25 100 70 70 Nest did not reach active stage 5/9/2012 5/16/2012 05/09/2012 - LEGO female coming to complete, lined, empty nest 1604. - RRadd
05/14/2012 - Agitated LEGO pair in nest area did not come to nest during 20-minute observation from distance. 
Nest contents unknown. - RRadd
05/21/2012 - Nest lining blowing out. LEGO have re-nested elsewhere nearby. - RRadd

No
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WEKI Western Kingbird 050912_sjon_01 EP54-E Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 0 100 50 50 Removed 5/9/2012 5/10/2012 05/09/2012 - Observed pair building nest and defending nesting territory. - SJohnston
05/13/2012 - Avian monitor reports that nest was removed at approximately 15% complete, with no eggs or 
young present. Removal of nest was needed because of imminent transformer replacement where nest was 
located was critical for fiber optic regeneration site for Sunrise Powerlink. Removal of nest proceeded after 
SDG&E and WLA concurrence, following the NBMMP. - KAlberts

No

HOFI House Finch 051012_cves_02 CP65-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 75 100 30 30 Nest did not reach active stage 5/10/2012 5/30/2012 05/10/2012 - The construction occurring at the time of nest detection was fiber optic splicing which consisted of 
3 days of 1 crew member climbing and working 30 feet up leg A to access the fiber rack, wire splicing at ground 
level and varying levels of usage of a generator. The bird was incubating during this activity. - CVettes
05/16/2012 - HOFI activity continues at this location. - RRadd
05/26/2012 - 23 May; No activity detected. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - Nest now occupied by WEKI. - RRadd

No

ANHU Anna's Hummingbird 051012_hwey_02 Alpine CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

Other 80 100 100 50 Nest with eggs or young failed due to 
natural causes

5/10/2012 5/29/2012 05/10/2012 - Yard monitors detected female nest building, making frequent trips with nesting material. Nest 
appears 50% complete. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - Female on nest at 1254. - HWinfrey
05/24/2012 - Female on nest at 1209. - HWinfrey
05/29/2012 - Yard monitor reports the nest has been predated and is torn up. - KAlberts

No

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051012_hwey_03 CP88-1-N-A Road Area Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/10/2012 TBD 05/10/2012 - ATFL observed carrying nesting material into cavity under roof tile at 1225. M. Dicus reported on 
5/12/2012 an adult observed making multiple trips to nest with large clumps of dried hydro-mulch pacifier from 
road edge. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - No activity observed at cavity entrance, and no ATFL detected in vicinity of nest. - HWinfrey
05/25/2012 - ATFL observed leaving nest cavity at 1332 and flying off to the east, across Peutz Valley Road. - 
HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - ATFL perched above cavity entrance, likely male guarding incubating female. No other activity 
observed during 15 minute visit. - HWinfrey
06/05/2012 - On 6/4, biologist B. Arnold reports pair active around nest, with one ATFL emerging from nest cavity 
to perch next to another ATFL in nearby Live Oak. - HWinfrey
06/11/2012 - No activity observed at cavity entrance during 30 minutes of observation. - HWinfrey

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051012_hwey_05 CP87-1 Pad Areas-Maintenance 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/10/2012 5/10/2012 05/10/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum observed female HOFI adding material to nest located behind bracket on 
monopole tower CP87-1. Nest was examined and found to be 50% complete with no eggs or young present. 
Buffer reduction was determined to not be feasible, since ongoing wire testing work requires daily access to area. 
Nest was photographed and removed in accordance with NBMMP, with SDGE & CPUC approval and agency 
concurrence. Deterrents are numerous on the tower. - HWinfrey

No

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051012_hwey_06 Suncrest-N Road Area Chaparrals TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/10/2012 TBD 05/10/2012 - Biologist A. Farmer observed ATFL pair making multiple trips with nest material over 5 minutes. Nest 
building continued while vehicles passed nest and while biologist approached within 10 feet of nest. - HWinfrey
05/17/2012 - No activity observed at cavity entrance, and no ATFLs detected from 0810 to 0840. - HWinfrey
05/24/2012 - ATFL observed entering nest cavity at 1050 and remaining inside. 2nd ATFL perched nearby. - 
HWinfrey
05/31/2012 - No ATFL activity observed from 1015 to 1045. - HWinfrey
06/06/2012 - No activity observed during 1 hour visit. - HWinfrey

TBD

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher 051012_jdus_01 EP77-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/10/2012 TBD 05/10/2012 - Adult carries material to nest cavity twice. - JDicus
05/16/2012 - Poorly organized cup, lined with feathers contains 1 ATFL egg, which appears slightly pushed down 
into lining. Adults not detected near nest. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - Nest contains 4 eggs. Adult was not incubating when contents were checked. - MKuehn
05/30/2012 - Adult emerged from pipe after 13 minutes of passive observation. - MKuehn
06/06/2012 - Adults visiting nest frequently, but never seen carrying food; Reported to feed young nestlings via 
regurgitation. - MKuehn
06/11/2012 - Adult entered post with food in bill. Nestlings expected to fledge between 17-20 June. - MKuehn

TBD

HOWR House Wren 051012_jdus_02 EP78-E Road Area Riparian Forests and Woodlands Traffic 25 100 30 30 Indeterminate 5/10/2012 5/30/2012 05/10/2012 - Pair enters cavity multiple times, twice carrying fine material. - JDicus
05/17/2012 - No activity observed at cavity for 20 minutes. Male HOWR singing from adjacent coast live oak the 
entire time, but female not detected. - MKuehn
05/22/2012 - No activity at cavity for 30 minutes. Male HOWR sang in nest tree for 10 minutes. Female was never 
detected. - MKuehn
05/30/2012 - No activity at cavity for 30 minutes and no HOWR detected within 50 feet of nest. No HOWR have 
been observed at cavity since initially found on 5/10. Possible dummy nest. Closed due to inactivity. Unknown if 
eggs were ever laid. - MKuehn

N/A
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LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 051012_mdus_01 CP48-2/CP49-1 PS-N Road Area Woodlands and Forests Traffic 20 100 30 30 Presumed Fledged 5/10/2012 5/15/2012 05/10/2012 - A biomonitor reported finding a Lesser Goldfinch nest while the construction crew was parked 20 
feet away. The avian biologist observed a female LEGO feeding 4 feathered nestlings. - MDicus
05/14/2012 - The nestlings are fully feathered and perched up in the nest, climbing over each other. They appear 
to be very close to fledging. - MDicus
05/15/2012 - The nest was empty when checked this morning. No fledglings were observed in the vicinity; 
however, the nest showed no signs of damage from predation, and based on the fully feathered nestlings 
yesterday, it is presumed that this nest successfully fledged. - MDicus

Yes

WEKI Western Kingbird 051012_rrdd_01 CP64-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Grasslands and Meadows TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/10/2012 TBD 05/10/2012 - WEKI pair copulating and making multiple trips with material 0930-1030. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - WEKI pair continue activity at this nest, copulating adjacent at 1016. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - WEKI comes off nest to harass COHA, then returns at 0946. Nest material brought to nest by mate 
at 1022, presumed gift to incubating female. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - WEKI bringing small insects to nest at 1012 suggests hatched young. - RRadd
06/06/2012 - WEKI pair attending nest intermittently, carrying food at 1137. - RRadd

TBD

CALT California Towhee 051012_rrdd_02 CP64-2 PS Pad Areas-Stringing Area Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Other 225 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/10/2012 5/31/2012 05/10/2012 - CALT incubating 4 eggs. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - CALT on nest at 1138. - RRadd
05/22/2012 - CALT brooding nestlings, mate carrying caterpillars nearby at 1049. - RRadd
05/31/2012 - Nest is clean and empty, presumed fledged. - RRadd

Yes

LEGO Lesser Goldfinch 051012_rrdd_03 CP65-1-PS-N Road Areas Coastal and Montane Scrub Habitats Traffic 65 100 100 100 Presumed Fledged 5/10/2012 5/16/2012 05/10/2012 - LEGO male tending at least 3 large nestlings with feather quills. - RRadd
05/16/2012 - Nest is empty with many feces on rim, suggests successful fledge. - RRadd

Yes

WEKI Western Kingbird 051012_sjon_01 Kreutzkamp CY Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/10/2012 5/10/2012 05/10/2012 - Pair of WEKI nest building. Nest is approximately 10% complete. - SJohnston No

WEKI Western Kingbird 051012_vnik_02 Bartlett / Hauser Creek 
CY

Construction Yards Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

OH - tower erection 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/10/2012 5/10/2012 05/10/2012 - Observed kingbird carrying nesting material to nest location, and the bird was making a trip to nest 
approximately every minute or so. Nest estimated to be less than 15% complete, containing no eggs or young. 
Observation of bird building began at 0740. Crew began working on and around tower at approximately 0845. 
Since active work was occurring on the same structure as this nest attempt, this nest was a candidate for removal. 
Removal request was approved at 0920. Removal of nest was required based on impact to material logistics 
operations supporting construction, cost impacts relative to alternate options, and potential for more nests at the 
idle piece of equipment during the anticipated nest cycle. Although active work qualifies as a deterrent, no 
physical nest deterrents were in place on tower. Active construction and helicopter flights have been occurring in 
the area for some time. Nest was photographed and removed per NBMMP. - VNovik

No

CAKI Cassin's Kingbird 051112_cves_01 CP43-1 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

TBD TBD 100 TBD TBD TBD 5/11/2012 TBD 05/11/2012 - This nest is 15% complete. The female made dozens of trips to the nest with a fiber splicing crew 
working at 30 feet up in leg C. During some visits, she spent time carefully situating nest material onto the nest. 
The male was observed actively chasing HOFI away and defending the tower with wing-beat displays and 
aggressive vocalizations. A previous CAKI nest was removed from the tower, and material was brought from the 
lower arm up to the current position, also indicating high fidelity to the site. - CVettes
05/18/2012 - The nest looks complete, but no CAKI were observed in the area. A pair of CORA landed adjacent to 
the nest. 1 of the ravens looked into the nest, but did not touch it, indicating the nest does not contain eggs at 
this point. - VEurs
05/25/2012 - Both adults were observed near the nest, and 1 was briefly on the nest. They spent most of the 
observation period perched about the tower and nearby transmission wires. - VEurs
06/01/2012 - No CAKI activity detected at the nest during 45 minutes of observations. A kingbird was heard 
calling sporadically from more than 100 feet away, but was never visually observed. Due to the placement of the 
nest, if the female is on the nest, she would be difficult if not impossible to see, unless she left. - VEurs
06/08/2012 - No CAKI activity detected after 45 minutes of observation. - VEurs

TBD

HOFI House Finch 051112_hwey_01 CP88-1 Structures Non-native Vegetation, Developed 
Areas, and Disturbed Habitat

BMP installation/maintenance 0 100 100 100 Removed 5/11/2012 5/11/2012 05/11/2012 - Biologist K. Vittum detected female HOFI adding nest material to nest at 0930 on 5/11/12. Nest was 
examined and found to be 40% complete with no eggs or young present. It was determined that nest removal was 
necessary to allow ongoing underground wire testing and that buffer reduction would not be possible. Nest was 
removed in accordance with the NBMMP, with CPUC and SDGE approval and agency concurrence. - HWinfrey

No

SPTO Spotted Towhee 051112_jpki_01 CP103-2 Pad Areas-Structure Pad 
Area

Chaparrals Other 50 100 50 50 Presumed Fledged 5/11/2012 5/26/2012 05/11/2012 - Female observed exiting nest containing 4 eggs; later heard calling in vicinity of nest. - JPawlicki
05/18/2012 - At least 2 nestlings